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The buses run daily from the UMass Campus
to trie Hampshire Mail. Come and ShopI

HattiDshire

The Most A-Pccling Frozen Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-Fat and Nonfat Frozen Yogurt
— and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one!

South Maple Street, Route 9, Hadley, MA
Open doily 10 to 9:30, Sunday 12^5

702/3 NORTHAMPTON/HADLEY/AMHERST/WllLIAMSeURG
School Year Monday thru Friday

702/3 NORTHAMPTON/HADLEY/AMHERST/WiaiAMSBURG
School Year Saturday
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PC CLONES
PRINTERS
LAPTOPS
MODEMS

HARD DRIVES
SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

Sales • Service • Rental

DR. SDFTUJflRE
Software • Computers • Accessories

Potpourri Shopping Mall • 241 King Street

Northampton, MA 01060

586-3210
M-T-W & F 10-6 • Thurs. 10-8 • Sat. 10-5
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Welcome Back Students!!

The only thing that hasn't changed is that one trip to one place is still all anybody needs. Hxcept now the one trip

is to the Holyoke Mall instead of the stationery store. Of the six million nine hundred thousand thin^ you need

these days to go back to school, all six million nine hundred thousand of them are right here under one roof.

HOLYOKE

mMALL

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily
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• Joe Hill on New Africa House.
Page 6.

• UMass, an active campus. Page 5.

• Off-campus living. Page 13.
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Budget cuts sting UMass, fee imposed
Provost predicts UMass will shrink
By RICK SASSON
Collegian StafT

Despite a 12 percent increase in costs for

in-state undergraduates, the University of

Massachusetts faces a budget shortfall of

more than $3 million and the most uncer

tain financial future in years.

A lean state appropriation of

$169,077,260 will force across-the-board

trimming of departmental personnel costs,

leaving at least 20 faculty positions vacant,

UMass spokesman James Langley said.

"Budgets are being cut across the board."

he sa'd. "The University has lost a great

deal of flexibility."

But Provost Richard O'Brien said the

bulk of the shortfall will be restored by a

one year $230 curriculum fee. approved by

the Board of Trustees in July, and through

the gleaning of this year's tuition hike.

"What we must plan for is

the possiblity of becoming a

smaller university.

— Provost Richard O'Brien

"There will be a small increase in

crowding and a small decrease in access (to

classes). " O'Brien said of the shortfall.

"But that probably won't be felt this year."

The special curriculum fee. half of which

was paid by undergraduates on this

semester's bill, will recover an estimated

$4.2 million for the University.

O'Brien said the money will go towards

hiring more graduate teaching assistants

for general education programs; increasing

TA stipends; creating a training program

for general education TAs; equipment pur-

chasing; and a new computer registration

system.

"We ought to be better off this year en

tirely due to the curriculum fee," O'Brien

said. Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice,

who voted against the fee, said she fears

it will be extended beyond one year. She

also objected to applying the fee to a com-

puterized registration system, since cur-

rent upperclassmen will graduate before it

is installed.

"While the administration sees us as a

last resort, we should not be looked at that

way," Orefice said.

"In the greatest budgetary mess of the

last ten years I don't think we should be

spending $500,000 on a new registration

system when the old one still works."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, who warned

in June that whole departments could be

jettisoned from UMass as a result of the

cuts, agreed that the curriculum fee will

offset any immediate threat to

programming.
But he added that the future looks grim

"The whole campus is in a .state of uncer

tainty," Duffey said in an meeting with

Collegian editors. "Somebody's going to

have to have to talk to this state about tax-

ation." "If we want to continue educa-

tional and public services, it's far more fair

to address the tax question than to keep

raising fees."

O'Brien said that while the shortfall

poses no immediate danger, it raises

serious questions about the future of state

support for UMass.
"What we must plan for is the possibili

ty of becoming a smaller University

fewer students and fewer faculty," O'Brien

said.

Although there were no enrollment cut-

backs this semester as warned in June,

Karen Copetas, associate director ofadmis

sions, said cuts are possible for next

semester. "Nothing is definite, " Copetas

said. "There's been talk that some students

might be cut."

Professor charged
with harassment
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian StafT

A University of Massachusetts student who says she was

sexually harassed by physical education professor last

semester has filed a lawsuit against the University.

The suit claims Wendy Marshall, 21, of Amherst, was

handed a note from Professor Maurice Brosky February

10, 1987. According to the suit filed in Northampton

Superior Court. Marshall was so affected by the note that

she could not concentrate on school, and attended only one

class the next day.

The suit alleges Brosky "intentionally inflicted emo-

tional harm . . . that no reasonable person could be ex

pected to endure." According to Marshall's lawyer. Carol

Booth of Amherst. Marshall is seeking $25,000 in

damages against Brosky and $35,000 from the University.

"Dear little girl to my left," the note reads. "I have been

sitting here wondering if you've noticed me as much as

I notice you." At this point the note was footnoted: "Your

'crap detector' should be going off.

"My name is Ralph," which is footnoted: "You know this

is bullshit, men don't give their real names when trying

to pick up women."
"I like the outdoors, good music, and good times." After

this, the note is again footnoted: "Brush this jerk off right

now!!." The note continues: "Do you?

"Of course, good times should include 'freedom.' Com
mittment. middle-aged morality, and other conservative

droll is a DRAG. Don't you agree? " Here the note is foot

noted: "Now you know why fathers don't sleep?" The note

concludes: "In the event you wanna mess around' call

continued on page 19

Appeal for LSC set for mid-Sept.
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While the University's operating budget suffered

this summer, the State Legislature passed the long-

awaited Capital Outlay hill, paving the way for

several rennovations and projects . including a

sports arena. For details, please >* e Pg. 14.

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian StafT

Two years have passed since the controversy over

whether the Legal Services Center should represent

students in litigation began, and the case is headed into

the courtroom once again.

Three judges from the First Circuit Court of Appeals

will hear arguments from both sides on Sept. 14 to deter-

mine if the case will go to trial. Last fall, Boston US
District Court Judge Joseph Tauro ruled the case did not

warrant a trial.

At issue is whether LSC should have the authority to

represent students in the courtroom, a power the Board

of Trustees granted the center in 1975.

Ten years later the trustees revoked the power from the

center, then called the Legal Services Office, to represent

students in cases against the University, and in August

of 1986 abolished all forms of representation. The office

was then renamed the Legal Services Center and had the

power to only give free legal advice.

The students then filed a lawsuit on the grounds the

trustees' decision was an infringement on their Constitu-

tional rights, but were ruled against in court by Tauro.

"The students contend that the reason for the abolition

of the office is simply retaliation for prior successful First

Amendment lawsuits. " said Charles DiMare. director of

the center. "If (the judges decide] that's relevant, then the

case goes back to the US District Court."

However. Peter Ellis, the attorney for the trustees and

the administration, said he does not consider retaliation

the issue before the court, adding that the trustees' deci

sion did not violate the students' rights in any way.

"The law states that the government may not restrain

the students from excercising their rights, but they are

not required to help them do so," Ellis said. "There is a

difference between restricting and facilitating."

"The students are now in the same position as any other

member of the public," Ellis said. They are still free to

.seek legal representation, they just have seek it from the

private bar. he said.

But DiMare said one of the major advantages of the

center was that the cases they took on were turned down

by the private bar.

"Most of the cases, except for the Yvette Henri one, I

could not get the private bar to take, because there weren't

substantial money damages involved," he said. "That has

always been our policy."

Yvette Henri was a UMass student wrongly accused of

starting fires on campus in 1983. She sued the Universi-

ty for $13 million but settled out of court for what DiMare

said was a substantial sum of money. The amount was

in the millions, but the actual sum was not disclosed, he

said. J , J
continued on page 14

OPI photo

Julius Lester leaves Afro-Am. Story p. 3.
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NATION/WORLD
154-year tradition over
Wheaton College finally admits men
NORTON, Mass (AP) - When 18-year

old Dennis Lear>' stood in line to register

at Wheaton College last week, he seemed
unmoved by the gravity of the school's deci-

sion to admit men after 154 years as New
England's oldest women's college and a bit-

ter struggle with alumnae who opposed the

change.

When asked why he chose to attend the

$16,700-a-year school, where 75 men join

a freshmen class of 402 students, Leary was
succinct.

"I got rejected everywhere else," he said.

Most of all, he looked forward to "meeting

lots of girls," Leary said.

Administrators said little has been

changed to accommodate men on the cam-

pus located 35 miles south of Boston,

although they were forced to buy "longer

beds."

Also, the care packages of toiletries

distributed to in-coming freshmen on orien

tation day now include a separate package

for men that, several women noted, do not

contain the laundry detergent given

women and "have better razor blades."

The people most excited about men com-

ing to Wheaton were, not surprisingly, in-

coming women
"I wouldn't be here if it wasn't co-ed,"

said Susan Howland, 18, of Lincoln, R.I..

as she unpacked m her dormitory room last

Thursday. "I think it's going to be fun.

Maybe a little odd because there aren't that

many men."

Nadja Drazien. 18, of Montreal, said, "I

came basically because it was going co-ed.

I thmk our society means that women have

to learn how to work alongside men."
School officials were also enthusiastic

about the new men on campus. Ad
ministrators said enrollment has increas-

ed 30 {>ercent since they decided to admit

men and they added that interest in the

school has never been greater. The college

will house 1,150 students this year.

They said the decision to admit men to

Wheaton is part of the on-going trend to

make single-sex colleges co-educational

because newer generations of students de-

mand it.

"TTie interest in going to a women's col-

lege has diminished," said Gail Weaver,
director of admissions and student aid.

"Niii3ty-five percent of our women come
from co-educational settings where they've

had the opportunity to be editor of the

school paf>er or class president, and they've

never felt discriminated against. They feel

there's no reason to buy into the argument
that they need to go to school with just

women to succeed."

Weaver said less than 100 women's col

leges remain in the country. Almost half

of them are small, church-related schools,

she said.

Wheaton's transformation from a small,

private college for largely affluent young
women, set on an idyllic 378-acre campus
of stately brick buildings and a white

chapel, to a co-educational school was a

rocky one.

Some alumnae balked when they learn-

ed of the January, 1987, decision to admit
men. They claimed that many alumnae
donated money to the school's Ses-

quicentennial campaign, which ended in

June 1986, without knowing of the school's

plans to eventually admit men.
The matter went to court where a probate

court judge ruled last June that Wheaton
officials must notify each donor that the

school would return their donations if

requested.

"It's a very sad day," said Mary Anne
Marsh, 31. a 1979 graduate of Wheaton,
and one of the alumnae who organized the
protest. "It's diminishing what little oppor-

tunites are lefl to women who want to at-

tend small, liberal arts schools." But
many of the incoming male freshmen last

week were barely aware of the fracas that
surrounded the decision to admit them.

Greeks like Dukakis and Reagan

CHICAGO (AP) - A photograph of

Michael Dukakis is taped to the cash

register of the "It's Greek To Me"

restaurant, a souvenir of the Democratic

presidential candidate's visit to

Greektown before the Illinois primary.

"I'm ready to cry of happiness the first

time I heard [that Dukakis would run for

president]," said restaurant owner Den

nis Salafatinos, 48, who moved here from

his native Kalamata, Greece, '27 years

ago.

"I was a Republican all my life,

Salafatinos said. "What Reagan has done

is fine for me, but now Dukakis fits 10

times better."

Dukakis planned a campaign ap

pearance Tuesday morning in the Chicago

area, which has the nation's second-

largest Greek community.

Like most of the city's 400,000 Greek

Americans, Salafatinos claims the

Massachusetts governor as one of his own.

Dukakis was born in Boston, but his

parents emigrated from Greece.

And like many. Salafatinos says he

generally approves of Reagan's policies.

But he plans to vote for Dukakis over

GOP nominee George Bush in November.

In two Greek neighborhoods, storefronts

like Hellas pastries and the Cafe Ouzery

are plastered with "Dukakis for presi

dent" posters and bumper stickers.

But few neighborhood residents said

they would vote for Dukakis simply

because of his ethnic background.

"We are not voting for Dukakis, we are

voting for (the) party I don't care if it was

Dukakis or somebody else," said Steve

Mitropolous, a patron at the smoke-filled

Cafe Ouzery on the city's Northwest Side,

where about 50 men sipped Greek coffee

and played dominoes or backgammon
Monday morning.

Even those who approve of Reagan Ad-

ministration policies say they prefer

Dukakis, but loathe to admit their

pre*"»rence is based on the Massachusetts

governor's nationality.

"One way H like Dukakis is] because

he's Greek, but I also think he's better

than Bush," said Nick Giannakaris, 35,

who moved to Chicago form Sparta 18

years ago.

A Republican who voted for Reagan
twice, Giannakaris says he would vote for

Dukakis even if Reagan were running

again.

"I'm too proud," he said.

But support for Dukakis isn't universal

in Chicago's Greek neighborhoods.

Petros Kogiones, who has lived in

Chicago since 1961, calls the Democratic

candidate "very liberal" and says he

disagrees with the Governor on most

issues.

"My thinking is that the majority of the

Greek American community doesn't

agree with him," Kogiones said. "Perhaps

they support him because his parents

were Greek. That is mistaken."

Ann Koupsopanagos, manager of a

Greek-language radio station in Chicago,

says many of the city's Greeks initially

supported the candidate "simply because

he's Greek."

"It means," she said, "a lot to them —
the symbol behind it."

But since the primary elections, she

said, many Greek-Americans have
become familiar with Dukakis' positions

and like what they see.

Michael Bakalis, co-chairman of the II

linois Dukakis campaign, said Chicago's

Greek Americans had contributed more
than $250,000 to the campaign. He call

ed their support "very substantial."

"It's a very important thing not only for

Greek-Americans, but I think it's impor

tant for all of ethnic America," Bakalis

said.

Several Greeks said they believed rela

tions with their homeland would improve

under a Dukakis administration, but add

ed that they wouldn't expect preferential

treatment for Greece.
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Dukakis dedicates Polymer Research Center
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Gov. Michael Dukakis, speaking last Tuesday at the
dedication of Polymer Research Center at the University
of Massachusetts, said the $56 million facility will help
to build a stronger economy in Massachusetts and make
the country more competitive.

In a stop on the Presidential campaign trail, the
Democratic nominee hailed the facility as one of the
"centers of excellence," he hopes to establish around the
country, making America stronger in research and
development.

Speaking to a crowd of more than 500 in the Campus
Center Auditorium, he stressed growth of "the kind of
partnership and teamwork we see here today in Amherst
... 80 that ideas developed in America create jobs for

America, instead of sailing across the seas in either direc-

tion."

"The members of the Polymer Science and Engineer-
ing faculty here at the University of Massachusetts are
justly recognized around the world as leaders in their

field," Dukakis said.

Dukakis praised Rep. Silvio Conte, a republican fVom
the district that includes Amherst, as instrumental in get-

ting $20 million in federal funds for the polymer center.

The facility, scheduled to be completed before 1993, has
been named the Silvio Conte Polymer Re.search Center.

"The facility is a symbol of excellence and high stan-

dards; it is a symbol of the kind of partnership between
government and the private sector and our colleges and

universities that we need to build all across America; and
it is living proof that the way to build a strong America
is to invest in America," Dukakis said.

Dukakis then turned attention to his presidential bid,

criticizing the Reagan administration and his rival George
Bush for economic policies Dukakis says have left America
far behind in the international market.

"We'll work with state and local gorernments to
help our students become the best-prepared, best-

skilled and best-educated in the world.
"

—Gov. Michael Dukakis

"Mr. Bush has said that our trade relationship with
Japan is superb, and it is . . . for Japan," he said.

In a news conference after his speech, Dukakis criticiz-

ed Bush for the sale of arms to Iran in exchange for

hostages. Quoting a new book by Sens. William Cohen
and George Mitchell of Maine, Dukakis said Bush knew
about and approved of the trade. Dukakis called the ex-

change the greatest disaster of foreign policy during the
Reagan years.

Dukakis said he will never make concessions to terrorist

nations, and stressed accountability in his administration.

"In a Dukakis White House, ifyou accept the responsibili-

ty for public trust and violate it, you are going to be fired,

and I mean fast."

About funding for public higher education, Dukakis said

money would be allotted where it was needed, such as for

the polymer center. "Does this university need a law
school? No," he said.

Dukakis said a college education could be a reality for

any student prepared to do college work, and teaching

would become an honored and valued profession again

through scholarships and loan forgiveness.

"We'll work with state and local governments to help

our students become the best-prepared, best-skilled, and
best educated in the world," he said.

Dukakis also reiterated his policy on Central America,
saying that supjjort for Nicaraugua's 'drug-runner'

Manuel Noriega should end: "Contra-aid should stop,"

Dukakis said.

Speaking of his running-mate, Lloyd Bentsen, who sup-

ports aid to the contras, Dukakis said Bentsen had pledged

support for Dukakis' policies, but was free to vote in Con-

gress as he chooses.

Dukakis also briefly mentioned a trade bill written by
Bentsen that would allow for training and retraining of

American workers. "We're going to invest in American
workers because if we're going to compete - and win in

the world, we've got to have a world-class work force."

Concluding the speech, Dukakis said hard work was
needed to achieve these goals.

"My friends, there are no shortcuts to the American
dream. The best America doesn't hide, we compete. The
best America doesn't waste, we invest. The best America
doesn't leave anybody behind, we bring all of our citizens

along. The best America isn't behind us, the best America
is yet to come."

Dukakis was .ntroduced by UMass Chancellor Joseph
Dufley. Also appearing at the dedication were UMass Pro-

vost Richard O'Brien, President David Knapp, and Lt.

Gov. Evelyn Murphy.

Lester
switches

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

University of Ma.ssachusetts Professor

Julius Lester has settled into the Judaic
and Near Eastern Studies department
after a turbulent departure this summer
from the Department of Afro-American
Studies.

"I like my new home a lot." Lester, 49.

said of his recent move to Herter Hall.

"That includes physically and emotional-

ly. I feel good in every respect."

Lester's reassignment, approved in May
by the dean of Humanities and Fine Arts,

culminated what the tenured professor

described as years of bitter relations bet-

ween he and colleagues in the Afro-Am
department, where he taught for 17 years.

"I like my new home a lot. That in-

cludes physically and emotionally.

I feel good in erery respect.
"

—Professor Julius Lester

The post-semester transfer was follow-

ed by allegations that Lester, a well-

known black writer who converted to

Judiasm six years ago, was pressured by

the department to leave because of his un-

popular criticisms of a lecture given by

the late James Baldwin in 1984.

In Lester's autobiography published

earlier this year, Lovesong: Becoming a

Jew, he charged that Baldwin's remarks
to a UMass classroom were anti-semitic.

The lecture focused on Rev. Je.sse

Jackson's characterization of Jews a

"Hymies" and New York City as

"Hymietown."
The faculty Senate Rules Committee,

asked by Chancellor Joseph Duffey on

June 9 to investigate allegations that

Lester was ousted, determined that while

Lester did not formlilly request a transfer,

he was not expelled from the department.

In addition, the six-member committee

reported that there was no "overt threat"

to Lester's academic freedom by members
of the department.

Members of the Afro-Am. who maintain

that the media has sided with Lester,

wrote to letter early last semester to Mur-

ray Schwartz, dean of Fine Arts and

Humanities, saying they would wholly

support Lester's transfer.

The memo, dated March 23, said the

Baldwin criticism "serves only to further

underline the extent of Professor Lester's

complete and long-standing estrangement

from the department."
As part of his full commitment to the

Judaic Studies department, Lester plans

to teach two courses this semester: Blacks

and Jews: a comparison in oppression and

Biblical interpretations of Aggabic
Midrashim.

Alcohol ban reaches tailgate season
Trustees extend Duffey 's original plan

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Saturday the University of

Massachusetts football team will kick off

its 1988 season hosting the University of

Maine.

NEWS ANALYSIS
So what's the story'.' This will be the first

time tailgaters outside the stadium will not

be allowed to drink alcohol.

The Board of Trustees on August 3

agreed to extend the alcohol ban imposed
by Chancellor Joseph Duffey last April.

The ban. which prohibits the consumption

of alcohol at all outdoor events held in

areas under University jurisdiction, was
modified by the trustees to prohibit posses-

sion, sale, or use of alcohol at those events.

After the ban was announced, the

school's administration was met with

multiple demonstrations and one of the

largest marches and rallies in the school's

history.

After the rally Uulley told the Collegian,

"I did it because I felt it was the right thing

to do. It obviously wasn't the popular thing

to do."

Despite all the student opposition the ad-

ministration held firm, not altering the

policy in any way.

The Campus Chronicle reported, "Accor-

ding to Duffey, reviews of the ban by the

Student Affairs and University Life Coun-

cil of the Faculty Senate and the

Chancellor's Committee on Alcohol and
Drug Prevention said the policy was effec-

tive, with the Chancellor's Committee
recommending a one-year extension of the

ban to fully evaluate its effects.

Now the fall semester is here, and the

ban, initially aimed at curbing disruptive

behavior at spring concerts and lacrosse

games, will affect a different breed — the

foglball fan.

The concert and lacrosse audiences are

ColleKian filp photo

Tailgaters party outside Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium last fall.

ball crowd is a mixture of students, staff,

faculty, local residents, alumni, and God

only knows who else.

Keeping these people from drinking is a

whole new ball game. At the concerts and

lacrosse games last spring the Collegian

estimates about half the students were

drinking alcohol by disguising it or had

drank before the events.

At the spring concerts, there weren't

middle-aged alumni coming to UMass with

their families to reminisce about their col-

lege days, while feasting on barbecued

hamburgers and hot dogs and quenching

enforcers be expected to wrench the

cocktails from the hands of these people?

Are these the alumni who are most ac-

tive in University activities, and who are

most likely to give generously and
regularly?

Whether this is an accurate assumption

or not remains to be seen. The answers will

probably be found in the next couple of

years wherever contributions are received.

This report is not advocating a repeal of

the alcohol ban nor is it advocating the ex-

istence of the ban, but it is merely attemp-

ting to shed a different light on the

mostiv composed of students, but the foot- their thirst with trin-and-tonic. Will the law situation.

UMass grad finds role in Dukakis camp
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

In the fall of 1984, Andrew Paven, then

a UMass senior, wrote several columns for

the Collegian that criticized Reagan Ad-

ministration policies, yet predicted

"Reagan will be elected by a landslide."

Four years later, Paven has moved
beyond mere words. The former Jour-

nalism/English major is now a full-time

member of the National Advance Staff for

the Michael Dukakis campaign.

His duties include arriving at a schedul

ed campaign stops several days prior to the

candidate and making arrangements for a

smooth media event. Paven arrived at the

University two days prior to Dukakis'

August 30 dedication of the Silvio Conte

Polymer Research Center.

"My job is to create a picture on TV that

doesn't interfere with (Dukakis') message.

For instance, the trees behind him have to

be arranged properly; if there appears to

be a tree coming out of his head, his

message isn't going to come across proper-

ly," Paven said.

Paven's columns for the Collegian

covered a wide range of topics, including

famine in Ethiopia, ocean pollution and

Capitol punishment. He showed particular

enthusiasm for the election as it diew near,

writing seven columns about the can-

didates and their platforms. He strongly

supported the Democrats, yet even before

the election, Paven wrote what he con-

sidered a "political obituary " for Walter

Mondale's campaign.

Paven, a 28-year-old Quincy native, said

the greatest difference between the 1984

and 1988 Democratic presidential can-

didates is "the public had preconceived no-

tions of Walter Mondale, which may or

may not have been accurate, as a New
Dealer and a big spender. The Dukakis
campaign has been, essentially, a year of

introducing the candidate to the voters."
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This is U
UnderRiaduate enrollment : 19.750 (approximate)

Graduate enrollment: 6,900 (approximate)

Applicants for class of 1992; 23,950

Accepted class of 1992: 12,430 (48 percent acceptance

rate'

Freshman class: 4,000 (approximate)

Minority students of freshmnn chu-^ 402 Mean SAT
score for class of 1992: 499 verbal. 559 math

High school class rank: upper 23 percent

Faculty: 1,503

Student faculty ratio: 17:1

Number of departments: 85

Number of course offerred: 4,900 (approximate)

Courtesy of the office ofpublu information

Voter information
If you're a student who wants to register to vote m the

Noveniber election, you will have an opportunity to do so

today without having to leave campus.

A voter registration table will be set up next to the Mini

Store in the Student Union Building from 10 a.m. to 2

p.m. today.

Other registration information:

The deadlilne to register to vote in the November
election is 10 p.m. Oct. 11.

The General election will be Tuesday. Nov. 8.

STUDENTS.
LET SISGIVE
YOUAFREE
SUMMER.
That's right, students can now get monthly maintenance

fees waived on a regular SIS personal checking account during

the summer months* All you have to do is sign up for a com-

bined regular checking and statement savings account, plus a

SISTEM24 card and you will get free checking for the summer.

Plus, your first order of checks are free.

And with your new SISTEM24 card you can get cash and

access your SIS account balances at over 20,000 NYCE' and

CIRRUS* locations

To get your free summer at SIS call 584-4400 or visit the

office nearest you.

A valid student ID is required

Springfield Institution for Savings

Come to SIS for a Change.

MvmterFDiC •Summit monttn *rt lun* lul) *n<) Auqutt

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

This space was paid for by generous contributions from members of the Chemistry Department to Biological Scientists

for Social Responsibility.

VIC...

You have left as the wind leaves...

Silently vanishing into space...

You have gone away with my beloved friend... The Sea

Where are you? Why can't I see you...

Perhaps you are hiding in his depths

As I watch his white waves...

That move so silently...

I ask...

Why?
I stand silently, knowing neither space nor time...

Observing him...The one who holds your body

The memories, these bits ofyou... they are still with me

Your playful eyes, all yours. .only yours

Your boyish grin.

Your sexy walk...

You are gone... But you remain,

Here in each of us...

There, in El Salvador...

Testimony to a just cause...

Vic, we will always remember you...

and you will live on in those of us who knew you...

July 23, 1988. ..El Salvador

Nancy Rios

July 29. 1988

San vSalvador

Esteemed Madam,

IN HONOR OF
VIC GOZBEKIAN, B.S.

University of Massachusetts
Chemistry, 1988

September 1, 1964-July 23, 1988

The University of El Salvador sends its best wishes

and sincerest condolences for the irreparable loss of

your son Vic Gozbekian.

Vic's desire to come to this University to contribute

his knowledge toward the academic development of

our Alma Mater carries an incalculable value for our

community. People like Vic are the ones who make
us believe in humanity and in their support of our

brothers who are struggling for a better world.

Thus, in sorrow we empathize with you and the

other members of your family.

With respect and consideration.

Sincerely yours,

"TOWARD FREEDOM THROUGH CyLTURE"
Jose Luis Argueta Antillon, Rector
University of El Salvador

On July 23rd of this year a tragic accident took the life of our dear friend and colleague Vic Gozbekian. Vic drown-
ed while swimming in the Pacific Ocean during a trip to El Salvador organized by the UMass Biological Scientists
for Social Responsibility. Vic planned to offer lectures in water purification methods and other aspects in Chemistry
as part of a conference hosted by the University of El Salvador on "Ecological Studies of Lake Ilopango," a potable
water source contaminated by volcanic emmissions and poor hygiene. Although his participation was frustrated
by his untimely death, the UMass delegation and the University of El Salvador jointly dedicated the conference to

Vic's memory.

Contributions to defer the economic burden placed on the Gozbekian family are greatly appreciated. Send tax-

deductible donations to the VIC GOZBEKIAN FUND, 9 Prescott St., Watertown, MA 02172. Excess donations will

be used as a College Scholarship Fund.
I PAID ADVERTISEMKN'TI

UMass an active school
University of Massachusetts
students grapple with '60s spirit

ofprotests against oppression

By PEDRO PEREIRA
For those who survived through the

1960s, the decade's turmoil is but a set of

vivid television memories of marches, pro-

tests, riots and war. Most of today's Univer-

sity of Massachusetts students were too

young or still in their mamas' wombs then,

so images left by television and
photographs are to us a legacy with which
we must grapple.

Scores of UMass students have grappled
with that legacy in the past few years by
taking to the streets, chanting in unison

and sporting picket signs protesting what
they call oppression by other students, ad-

ministrators, and the nation's leaders.

"If someone accuses you of not knowing
anything about the "60s because you
weren't born then, tell them you live in

Amherst, where the '608 haven't ended,"
Pullizer Prize winner Madeleine Blais, a

journalism associate professor, told about
4,000 new students in the Curry Hicks
Cage Sunday.

If anything, the '60s taught UMass' stu-

dent activists that bad guys don't always
wear black hats. The so-called oppressors

may come across as saviors to some, hence
the need to protest and try to sway
opinions.

Beginning with the anti-Apartheid pro-

tests in 1985, groups of left-wing UMass
students launched a series of sit-ins, mar-
ches, and demonstrations that have claim-

ed occasional prominence in headlines
across the nation. The anti-CIA protests

that rocked the campus in the fall of '86

Collepar file- photu

New Africa House occupiers celebrate the end of the takeover, which
lasted six days last February.

Collrfian file pholu

Students protesting Chancellor Joseph Duffey's alcohol ban at outdoor

events wave a Budweiser flag in front of Whitmore.

and the spring of '87 began with a small

sparkle that ignited a full blown story in

the national media.

To the protesters, the media attention

was a fireworks display that illuminated

the minds of citizens ignorant of the CIA's

so-called illegal actions in Central America

and other Third-World nations.

"The whole world is watching," indig-

nant protesters chanted, as state troopers

wearing riot gear handcuffed and hauled

60 demonstrators from inside Munson Hall

on the night of Nov. 25, 1986. For many

that year. Thanksgiving wasn't only about

turkey, but also about recurring mental im-

ages of handcuffed long-haired youths

challenging with cries of "Pigs" the riot

gear and the stares of intimidating police

dogs.

Among those arrested and later tried in

Northampton District Court were Abbie

Hoffman, one of the "Chicago 7 " convicted

in the '60s of transporting people across

state lines to incite violence, and Amy

Carter, daughter of President Jimmy
Garter. (Only 15 of those arrested were
tried in April and found not guilty.)

Carter paid a brief visit to UMass last

semester during the New Africa House
takeover, but she shunned reporters, claim-

ing she wanted no publicity. The occupa-

tion by black and minority students, pro-

mpted by an alleged racial incident in the

Sylvan Residential Area, lasted six days.

The spirit of Martin Luther King cap-

tured the occupiers, who spent most of the

six-day stretch in strategy meetings. Occa-

sionally, they would appeal" at the windows

and at the entrance to join in song students

who had crusaded from other parts of cam-

pus and surrounding towns to lend their

sympathy. "Hey, hey, ho, ho, racism has

got to go," they chanted. "I have a dream,"

their chants seemed to translate into in the

confines of onlookers minds. "I have a

dream," their chants still echo in the

memories of many.

If anything, the '60s taught tJSlass'

student activists that bad guys don't

always wear black hats. The so-called

oppressors may come across as saviors

to some, hence the need to protest and
try to sway opinions.

ullrfian filp photo

Anti-CIA protesters march past Herter Hall on their way to Whitmore in the fall of '86, as con-

servative students counter-protest.

Dr. Kings spirit also ruled in the Spring of '87, when
hundreds of students of different colors, shapes and sizes

lined up outside the Student Union and paraded through

part of campus. The march was partly a reaction to the

administration's response to a racial brawl in the

Southwest Residential Area that left one black student

seriously injured in October of '86.

Top administrators were slow in acknowledging that the

incident had racial overtones, which infuriated leaders

of the campus' black community. About 200 black

students gathered outside the Whitmore Administration

Building several days after the brawl and demanded that

administrators meet with them to discuss the safety of

minority students.

The safety issue last semestci compelled Chancellor

Joseph Duffey to institute a no-alcohol policy at outdoors

events, such as concerts and games. Again, students came

together with picket signs, this time to fight for their right

to get drunk, this time giving a new twist to the '608

theme of fighting oppression.

Whatever the cause, the '60s spirit lingers; whatever

the cause, UMass students still grapple with the legacy.

Pviiro Pereira is editor in chiefof the Collegian. He has

covered UMcu^s protests as a Collegian staff reporter and
an Associated Press correspondent.
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Some demands met,

others are up to you
On Feb. 7 of this year, tragedy struck UMass when five

white students and the brother of one assaulted two black

male students and a white female.

Racism had reared its ugly head again and further

disrupted an already polarized community; Afrikan

Americans had again found themselves reacting to racial

and cultural bigotry.

The incident, called 'clearly violent and racial" by

Chancellor Joseph DufFey, sparked campus-wide protests

and a two-day moratorium on classes to remind the

University of its commitment to fighting racism.

The most publicized demonstration came four days later

during a raging snow fall, when students began a six-day

occupation of the New Africa House. The occupation itself

generated much needed publicity to the seemingly annual

occurrences of racism. But more importantly, it allowed

the students to create a list of concerns on which a com-

munity committed to a civil environment would act

aggressively.

Joseph Hill

A 13-member monitoring committee was established

during the occupation to engage in on-going mediation

with the administration on the students' concerns.

This summer, the committee gained headway on two

paramount concerns: a revision of the Student Code of

Conduct, and increased funding for Third World program-

ming. Although the administration has not yet met all

the demands presented to it. the University has taken

positive action in such areas as:

• A revision of the Student Code of Conduct, which

makes it clear that a student who commits an act of racial

violence or harassment, either verbal or physical, will be

subject to removal from the campus.
• Removal of asbestos from the New Africa House.

• Additional furnished office space for student organiza-

tions, located on the fourth floor of the New Africa House.

• Renovation of the Banneker computer facility in the

New Africa House, complete with air conditioning and
furnishings.

Recent racial encounters, both verbal and physical, have

strained human tolerance on this campus to the limit.

While the administration has pledged to work aggressive-

ly with the student body to undermine racism at UMass,
its ultimate elimination rests with the students

themselves.

All students must make conscious, deliberate efforts to

denounce all forms of racial aggression. Perhaps the

prevailing mood on campus this fall is best phrased by

Rick Townes, asssistant dean of students, who said, "the
expectation is to continue to look at the set of concerns
and follow them through."
In that light, the University of Massachusetts can pur-

sue an environment where all students may eryoy per-

sonal freedom regardless of the minuscule classifications

created by man.

Joseph Hill IS a US4ass student of chemistry and par-

ticipant in the New Africa House take-over.

Third World group
has political voice
The Third World Caucus, a loseat segment of the

Undergraduate Senate, represents minorities on campus
According to Traci Davis, intemaJ coordinator, the Caucus
is he "only official voice minorities have m the senate

"

To become a member of the Third World Caucus,

students must attend three consecutive meeting.s

Membership does not necessarily entitle students to posi

tion as senator, but it diversifies the voice of he political

oraganization, Davis said.

If you are interesed in becomming a member, come to

the Campus Center today at 5:30 p.m. for the first

meeting, or contact Traci Davis or Joseph Alfonso.

Hearing system
installed in FAC
A new listening system has been installed in the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center Concert Hall to

aid those with hearing problems.

Noel Sporny, publicist for the FAC, said the new, infra

red system, will allow anyone who visits the theater to

better hear what is going on from any seat in the hall.

The device, valued at more than $15,000, includes 20

sets of headphones, and was donated by T. Richard Fit-

zgerald. Fitzgerald, wiiose daughter Raissa attends

UMass, is president of the company that designed it.

Sporny said the system is used on Broadway and

theaters around the country. Fitzgerald was awarded a

special Tony award for designing the system.

A $3 rental fee and a form of positive identification is

required of anyone v/ishing to use the headphones, Spor-

ny said. "This monev will be kept for the upkeep of the

system," she said.

The system was finished in late spring and will be

available for all events in the Concert Hall, she said. Ren-

tals can be made from a booth in the lobby of the hall.

-GEORGE FRANCY
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Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

• METABOLOL
• METABOLOL II

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

ANO MANY, MANY MOREI

Now Servicing U-Mass

100% On-time

Computer Rentak
the crunch

A training seminar A trade show The end of the

fiscal year And you need more computers You

may not need them for long, but boy. do you need

them Call New England's oldest and largest com-

puter rental specialists - Matka

true blue

Malka guarantees on-time delivery, immediate

replacement, and responsive support When it

comes to service, we're true blue Even if you're

renting a Mac

for the record

We're proud of our impeccable delivery record

And our clients -including offices of each of the

top eight accountirig firms-know that they can

count on us in the computer crunch With an

inventory of 1 ,500 units and three strategic

locations, Matka delivers

...-"fnalka. •

Call 1-800-252-5011

HARTFORD STAMFORD BOSTON SPRINGFIELD

UMASS COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL

3 Games of Bowling 0q i\€\
and Shoe Rental for s>^ .UU

Thurs Nights 9:00 PM - 12:00 PM

The Northampton Bowl
525 Pleasant St

Northampton, MA
584-4830

Live D.J. in the Lounge from 9-12 • Never a Cover

THE
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VALID\TA:
259 Triangle St • Amherst 549-1017 Vixlue/
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MODEL D

$736^0

MODEL D2

$147530
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• Leading Edge does
it again vath the
Models D''" and
02^ personal
computers They
feature a
complete list

of ready-to-

run featiiies at

hundreds less than
comparable systems The Model D™ is^
IBM' -PC compatible and features a 512K RAM which is expandable to
768K Amazing computing power for an amazingly low price in-
cluding monochrome monitor, now at Vdlidata • The 02"^ is IBM -AT™ com-
patible and features an 80286 (6. 8. and 10 MHz) microprocessor with 1 2
megabyte disk drive for real high pertormoiice 640K RAM is standard and
expandable to 1 MB System includes EGA'. CGAV MDA' and Hercules'^'
graphics emulation providing complGte compatibility to color monitors and
programs that feature advanced ccior graphics—making future upward mo-
bUity as easy as changing monit^ .s The Model D2''' also features a lOl-key
expanded Keyboard. Complete vnth monochrome monitor

.
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MODEL D^
8088-2 (4 77 and
7 16 MHz) Microprocessor

• Dual 360Kb disk drives

512K RAMexp to768K
Four tuU-sized
expansion slots

Serial and parallel ports
• 12" high resolution
monochrome monitor

• MS-DOS"** and GW BASIC~
• 20—month wananty

'EGA Ennoncad Siaphict Adoptw
COA Coloi Ofaptua Adap)«t
MOA Monochiom* Diiplav Mopm

MODEL D2^
• 80286 (6. 8 and lOI^IHz)
microprocessor
1 2 MB disk drive
Six tull-sized expansion
slots

30 MB fixed
disk drive (optional
Superspeed~ Drive
available)
Parallel and serial ports

640K RAM expandable
to IMfi

• EGA. CGA. MDA. and
Hercules"* Graphics
Emulation with auto-
matic mode switching
12" high resolution
monochrome monitor

• MS-DOS~ and GVf BASIC"*

20—month warranty

mill ri i MM A
ll**ll«IKI

An Afliertcan Idea

AUTHOWI7E0 KAUR
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Computer Rentals Starting at $46 Per Month

annual
back-to-school

urniturel
BUTTERFLY
CHAIRS $QQ Q|-
A^AfS NOW OSJ.SjO
Co¥9rs in rich fashion colors.

^ Desks, bookcases, stools, tray tables,

record stacks.

Irganizatlon
STACKING BINS

^??^rM4.95

ighting
SWING ARM
LAMPS

4^:^ NOW 1 2.95
8 Gr0at colors.

Desk lamps, clip lamps, table lamps. Iloor lamps,

hanging lamps, bed lamps, light bulbs, extension^

cords, paper shades.

|UgS $2 TO $10 OFF

*!*«*
! !!

V Crates, shoe racks, towel racks, wire grid

:^ systems, all purpose shelving, closet

^ accessories, stacks, rolling trolley, record

crates,

waste tiaskets,

hooks, hangers.

osters

prints and frame
nalities. ro

AILRC

10% OFE

Pastels, brighls, neutrals -

dhurries, hooked, chenilles,

jacquards

3x5
to 6x9

2^*;

i.^

fine art, travel, sports, scenic, personalities, rock & roll.

pop culture - from 8x10 to door size.
^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

Floor pillows,

accent pillows

BEDSPREADS, TAPESTRIES,
WALL HANGINGS

SAVE $2 TO $5 EACH
^solids, stripes, patterns

pastels, brights^

neutrals

• ROLL-UP SHADES, PAPER & BAMBOO 20%
All-sizes for windows, doors, room dividers.

• ALARM CLOCKS AND TELEPHONES up to 20%J5FF

^.

ecessary
Extras

CORK BULLETIN BOARDS
20% OFF

9125

Lap d*$i(s. d«si(
•cc«ssori«s. not«boo*

•fS, mf

Find it at

^^€^

amherst/noflhampton
vSw'K'

Report claims
minorities
need support
Bv NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Minority students do not receive adequate academic sup-

port service.s, despite the efforts of several support pro-

^nams, a special report issued over the summer states.

The Minority Student Service.^; Review Commission,
known as the TillisCominission spen* 'he past year stu-

dying the quality of life tor minority .«' adents on campus.
T'lii '^^

H''K** final report was issued la July

Frnyrams like the Bilingual Collegiate Progiam, and
I h< V onmiittet- for the Collegiate Education of Black and
Mmority Students offer needed services, but not enough
academic support, and are not coordinated in the Univer-
sity, according to the report.

"We do not believe that those minority students needing

academic support services are adequately served despite

the fact that these support programs devote a considerable

proportion of their resources to a( ademic advising and
tutorial services," the report re^ds.

The commission was chaired by Frederick Tillis,

associate provost for faculty, and had five student

members. Other commissior members included Arthur
Hilson, police chief and executive director of public safe-

ty, Vice Chancellor for University Rf^lations and Develop-

ment Deirdre Ling, and Zaida Giraldo, associate vice

chancellor for affirmative action and equal opportunity-

Recommendations of the commission included the

following:

• That the Division of Educational Acce.ss and Outreach,
which includes both BCP and CCEBMS. report directly

to the Dean of Academic Support Services.

• That the position of EAO director be renamed associate

dean, to emphasize the academic nature of the programs.
• That the dean of academic support services work close-

ly with the provost's office to recruit, keep and counsel

minority students in need of academic support.

• That immediate steps be taken to establish a data col-

lection sy.stem for minority students. The report calls the
present data system "inconsistent and very inadequate."
• That cultural centers in the residential areas on cam-
pus for Asian and Asian-American, black, Hispanic and
Native America; students be established.

• That more facjity involvement be encouraged on an
institutional basis in order to succeed in the recruitment

and retention of minority students.

• That tutorial services now offered by BCP and CCEBMS
be centralized under the direction of a coordinator to in-

sure that services are not duplicated.

• That a task force be established to advise the Univer-

sity administration regarding stronger coordination and
involvement of the provost's office in the implementation

of programs for minority students at the University.

• That Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Mad-
son consider an administrative realignment of

Everywoman's Center with the University (related story,

this page). The report states the center's programs are

mostly community outreach, and so does not fit in with

the other EAO programs, which mostly concern recruit-

ment and retention.

Budget cuts and
Tillis Report
plague center
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Outrage and confusion are emanating from the

Everywoman's Center in response to budget cuts and a

recently published report on minority student services,

which recommends realignment of the center.

EWC, which is forced to undergo position cuts this year

because of recent state budget turmoil, called recommen-
dations made in the Tillis Commission report a threat to

the future of the center's services.

The report, released in July to Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor for student affairs, called for an administrative

overhaul in EWC because its services stretched beyond
the University level to the community.
The student-faculty-staff commi.ssion, which began its

research in August of 1987, said its main criticism ofEWC
was it was mainly devoted to community outreach, and
did not coincide with the goals of the University's Divi-

sion of Educational Access and Outreach.

But EWC Director Carol Wallace said, "Our mission is

specifically to promote educational access and equity for

women in higher education. In reality, the majority of

women that we serve are UMass students, that's very dif-

ferent from the perception that we are a community
outreach," she said.

EWC has written a formal response to Madson, conten-

ding that its goals "could not be closer" to those of the

DEAO, Wallace said.

"I'm concerned about the way the commission arrived

continufd on page 9
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HELP WANTED
Grill Food Prep

General Restaurant Workers
Assistant Mgr. & Shift Supervisor

Host & Hostess

Above Average Starting Pay. Flexible Schedule - Part-time

or Full Time, Merit Increases, Food Discount, Vacation Plan,

Insurance Plan, Day, Evening and Late Night Hours.

We Are Open: Sun - Thurs 6 AM - 3 AM
Friday and Saturday 24 hours

McManus Eating Place
Campus Plaza. Rt 9. Hadley (call 256-6889) - Next to Stop and Shop

Ouf Century Pla/a W Spnngtiold location also hiring Inquire at Hadley il interested
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The
BOARD OF GOVENORS

WILL BE MEETING
Thurs. the 8th at 6 p.m.

in Room 804-808 CC

Attendance will be taken

Fast, Convenient

Postal, Business &
communications Services

MAIL BOX RENTALS
• Check Mail By Phone
• Street Address & Suite No.
• 24-Hour Access

NOTARY
COPIES (available 24 hrs)

MONEY ORDERS
WESTERN UNION
MONEY TRANSFERS
KEYS MADE
RUBBER STAMPS
SHIPPING
SUPPLIES

PACKAGING/
SHIPPING
• UPS, PUROLATOR,
EMERY WORLDWIDE

• Packaging Supplies

TELEX & FAX
MESSAGE SERVICE
TYPING & WORD
PROCESSING
REPORT BINDING
OFFICE SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS

f 338 College St. (Route 9) • Amherst
- 41

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
NO LONG LINES

6 University Drive

(Next to Louis' Foods)
Amherst, MA 549-1070

The Post Office Alternative

/H41L BOXES ETC. US>1

Busch Suitcase $8.99 + dep.

Piel's 12 oz. Export $6.49 + dep.

Heineken 12 Pack NR $8.49 + dep.

Lowenbrau Cans $3.20 6pk. $11 .49 case + dep.

Adirondack/Cott Soda $4.99 case + dep.

Mr. Boston
100° Peppermint Schnapps 750ml $5.99

Absolut Vodka 80° 1.75L $19.99

Spirit Haus Vodka 1.75L $8.99

Bacardi Rum BO^' IL $8.99

Andre Champagne 750ml $2.99

Charles Lefranc Red or White
California Table Wine 1.5L $4.99

Glen Ellen White Zinfandel 750ml $3.99

California Coolers 4 pk. or 2L $2.99

• MegaBucks
• imported & Domestic Kegs, Beer & Wine

always on hand

INTERNSHIP IN ARTS
ADniNISTRATION
vith the Arts Extension Service

ISev England Film Festival

Arts in Special Needs
Public Relations and i^arketing
Grant research
Artist in Business Library
Craft Program
Arts Database Research
^Massachusetts Arts Lottery
Publication Production/
JMarketing Assistant

OVERVIEV MEETINGS
September 6, 4 p.m.
September 13, 7 p.m.

GOODELL LIBRARY
Room 604 (2nd Floor)

Fall internships available in this

award winning internship program.

6 to 1 5 credits possible

lor information call (413) 543-2360
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arrived at a decision. I met for 15

minutes with them and had limited oppor-

tunity to present information about EWC,"
she said. "What concerns me about this is

that 50 percent of the students of color on
this campus are women."
Madson said he has received a copy of

EWC's response to the Tillis report and
said he believes there has been some
misunderstanding.

"When I charged the committee I did not
specifically include the Everywoman's
Center. It was centered around how to best
organize our minority support services," he
said.

"I think the center does very important
things for not only the university but also

for the local community. I've incurred that
an in depth review of EWC be conducted
this semester," he said.

BFYOU LOVE

JEWELRY
(Jome to the store with the largest selection

you'll find anvuhere in the Vallev.

Diamonds • Gemstones • Gifts • Glass

Full repair & appraisals • custom work

silverscape designs
264 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-3324
3 Pleasant St.

Northampton 584-3324

GOLDSMITHS • GEM GALLERY

THE
NEWMAN CENTER

(The Catholic Chapel on the Campus)

extends to you a warm

The Center is here to serve you!

OPEN DAILY 7:00 A.M. TO 10:30 P.M.

Counseling Services - Study Areas

A Quiet Chzipel - A Large Cafeteria

Dally Masses:
8:00 A.M.. 12:15 P.M. & 5: 15 P.M.

Saturday Masses:
8:00 A.M. «& 4:30P.M.

Confessions: Saturday 3:00 to 4:00 P.M.

Sunday Masses:
8:00A.M.. 9:30 A.M.. 1 1:00A.M.

12:30P.M., 4:30P.M.. 7:00P.M.

Join Us for Welcoming Masses on

SundoYr September 1

1

Reception following the 7:00 p.m. Mass

We look forward to meeting you.

Newman Center-472 No. Pleasant St., Amherst

Phone 549-0300

poooocaoooo<

Madson said he is meeting with several

groups and individuals to field input and
reactions regarding the report. "I will not

rush into making a decision," he said.

Wallace said during a recent meeting
with Madson regarding the budget, she
was told to freeze one full time position for

this year and that EWC is expected to save

$33,000 in professional staff money, which
is equivalent to approximately 1.5 full time
positions.

Wallace said the cutbacks total approx-
imately 50 percent of what is being asked
of DEAD.

"It's a very serious problem," said

Wallace. "This places an unfair burden on
EWC and suggests to me that our services

are not valued or perceived as critical by
the administration."

"I have problems cutting already under-

funded programs and taking away from our

division while there are other divisions

that could better absorb the cuts," she said.

Wallace said she plans to inform the com-

munity of the cutbacks and tell the ad-

ministration of the impact the changes will

have on women.
"Right now we're turning away crisis

calls. It's one thing to refer services to so-

meone who seems to be managing but its

another to refer someone in a crisis who
needs to see someone immediately," she

said.

Wallace said she has not yet decided

which positions or programs will be cut in

order to save the $33,000 requested by stu-

dent affairs.

"I don't know if counseling will be able

to be part of the plan, or if it will be possi-

ble," she said.

JOBS ACTIVISTS JOBS

CLEAN WATER ACTION
is fighting to

SAVE OUR ENVIRONMENT
Join our TEAM of DEDICATED staff

Put your POLITICS TO WORK

Earn $7 to $12/hr PT of FT
Call Susan at 549-7450

BAR & G R I L L

>^
LUNCH and

DINNER doily

ADVOCATEBEST
OF-mc

VALLEY
READERS POLL

19 8 8

^t"^*'
BEER

BREWED
FRESH

ON PREMISES

Fresh, on tap...

Only at the Source/

11 Brewster Court • Northompton • 584-9903

Easy Parking behind Brewery in Hampton Ave. Lot
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

UHS offers birth control Write for Women's Issues

By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

If you are concerned about pregnancy,

birth control devices, or sexually transmit

ted disease. University Health Services can

help

Located near the Central Residential

Area, Health Services is staffed by profes-

sional physicians, nurse practitioners, and

counselors. Health Services offers some free

services to students.

Students seeking birth control from

Health Services may be required to attend

a Contraceptive Educational Session before

any services are rendered.

The sessions are offered to educate

students on various methods of birth con

trol available and to help individuals

decide what method is best for them.

Gretchen KruU, Health Educator of the

Peer Sex Education Program, said educa-

tion sessions are mandatory because nuisi'

practitioners do not have the time to ex

plain every form of birth control available

to every individual seeking protection.

It can take four to six weeks to get an ap-

pointment with a nurse practitioner, and

that time is better spent when patients

have already considered the choices

available to them and arrive with more

specific questions, she said

Contraceptive Education Sessions take

place every Monday and Thursday at 3

p.m. and every Tuesday and Wednesday at

7 p.m. in Health Services Room 302.

If you are concerned that you are already

pregnant, you can get an appointment for

a free pregnancy test at Health Services

within three days. All services are com-

pletely confidential and counselors are

available to answer questions and make

any necessary referrals.

Applications are currently

being accepted for an

Associate Editor.

Contact Janine Warner
or Maria Sacchetti

at 545-3500

WOFO
WOFO is a ueekly listing ofevents and announcements

critical to University and community women and men. If

sou have any information concerning women's events,

please contact the Women's Issues desk at the Collegian.

Support groups

The Women in Trades and Non traditional Jobs Support

Group will meet on Monday nights from 5:45 to 7:45 p.m.,

Sept. 19 through Nov. 21. It is free and open to all women
working in or interested in trades non-traditional jobs. To

register, call the Everywomans Center I EWCt, 5450883.

The Incest Survivor Support Group is sponsored by the

Counselor Advocate Program at EWC for adult survivors

of incest. A group will form in October and will meet for

10 weeks. The program is free. Call .545-3474 to register

The Rape Survivor Support Group w ill begin a 10week
session in October to discuss common concerns facing rapt-

survivors. The sessions are of charge, and confidentiality

is assured. To register, call 545-3474.

Volunteers

The Counselor Advocate at the Everywomans Center

is accepting applications for fall training of volunteers.

Training is free and college credit may be available. Third-

world women are encouraged to apply. Deadline for ap-

plications is Sept. 12. For more information call 545-3474.

Womanshelter'Companeras, a shelter in Holyoke for

battered women and their children, is looking for

volunteers to perform various duties in the shelter. Bil-

ingual bi-cultural volunteers are especially needed. Train-

ing begins in September, Volunteers should call 536-1629

by Friday, Sept. 9.

Necessities/Necesidades, an organization in Northamp-

ton that offers services to abused women and their

children, is looking for volunteers to staff a 24-hour

hotline, (\n legal and welfare advocacy, and counseling and

community education. Training is scheduled for the begin

ning of October. Bilingual hi-cultural wvmen are en

information.

Gay/bisexual'lesbian celebration

The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance will hold their

"Welcome Back" dance, Saturday, Sept. 10, on the 10th

floor of the Lincoln Campus Center.

'Coffee socials" will take place every Friday beginning

Sept. 16, from 3 to 6 p.m. in the LBGA office located on

the second floor of the UMass Student Union.

Hampshire College is the location of The Third Unity

and Diversity Conference. The themi is "Wellnes.s In Our

Community." There will be a series of workshops and

special events scheduled on Saturday. Oct. 8 from 8:30

am to 10 p.m and on Sunday, Oct 9, from 9 a.m. to 5 p m.

Distinguished .service awards will be presented to

sevi-ral people and organizations who have contributed

to the welfare of the gay, lesbian and bisexual communi
ty. Nominations may be made on regi.stration forms.

Registration before Sep. 15 is $40, thereafter $45. For

more information, call .586 3757.

OK
CAMPUS
JOBS

Work Study &
Kon Work Study

Positions Available

Interview with the
Department of your choice

Sept. 8 & 9 10 a.m.—4 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom

Sponsored by the Student Employment
GfTice, 239 A Whitmore, 5-1951

.\Vi I
•••••<

Picnic

By the Pond
sponsored by Hlllel

Thursday, Sept. 8
5:00pnn

For food • For fun • For free! S

Roin location:

ConnnnonweQith

Room ^

•.V.NVASS%%%VA%V.V.VV.SV.V.V.\V.V.V.'i%V.V-%V.V.VWV.VV^WVW.V.'

^"^^,k
»«'•'*

s
^«r

AMHERST PROP ZONE jS

|army/navy storeI
At 103 N. Pleasant Street -a- 266-0039

(Behind Bart's/Next to Panda East)

i\^e

^.m^^,^S4^^^
..M^.--:;^^-^^^^"

»*v»»p.*LCv'^^
>~^^-

. .....^^^''[^^T^l^>^f;^^^^''^

\oans

^^'Z^-^:f:X^^.^..
^^-r^^^^'"^'
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250/0
OFF

Fo"«we«V,.886I.

^\S^ 6 a part o<
^\0N

Everything
In Stock

(With this Gd)

11^ OPEN 7 Days
^\ A Week
C Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Sun. 12*S

Photo Bock Stewart

M<5 MM

I

"A Genuine Army/Navy Store ^a

^a^ Manufacturers7^ HANOVER Smart

When you need
financial assistance

you've got a friend.

Make that two.

Working together to help you through

these financially demanding years .
.

Manufacturers Hanover and your school's

Student Credit Union

When you have two friends in your

corner, obtaining the necessary funds to

see you through College gets a

lot easier A lot simpler

After all, you already have enough

on your mind You don't need the added

burden of worrying about where

the money's coming from

We can help, Out the first step is up

to you Stop in and see your

credit union representative Ask

about our education loan products, or

if you prefer, simply call

1-800-MHT-GRAD

Equal Opportunity Lender

University of Massachusetts

Student Federal Credit Union

314 Student Union BIdg.

UMass/Amherst, MA 01003

/
^luOfMn <tf
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;IM tIARK

Ine Lipit'iun^ on thib page are those of the mdividua' writer or

A pen, a pen,

my kingdom for a pen

Introducing
the Ed/Op page
My name is David R. Mark, and I'm the editorial editor

of the Collegian.

So what, you ask?

Well, regardless, I thought I'd write this to let everyone

at UMass, new students and anyone else who cares, know

how this page works.

This is not an everyday column, so please appreciate the

frankness.

cartoonist a.^:^ do r.ot necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

David R. Mark

Above and beyond everything else, note two points when

reading the editorial pages: The opinions expressed are

those of the individual writer (there's no conspiracy in the

making) and ifyou don't like what you're reading on the

pages, don't be frustrated — write your thoughts and turn

them in.

Mind you, it isn't necessary to be a journalism major.

Fact is, you don't have to know a thing about journalism

to write for the Collegian, in this section or any other.

Nor is it necessary to have an opinion on politics. Ifyou

don't want to write about politics, but about how little

sleep you're getting, how you hate getting an carded when

you're 23, or how you wish the Reid Sox would get better

starting pitching, that's all right.

One of the columns we started last semester, "Odds and

Ends," IS solely about the unusual and the subtle that is

UMass and UMass students We want to .see columns

about that walk you took by the pond at 4 am., to con

template your future, only to stop and feed the ducks, and

realize the future lies in electrical engineering.

"Odds and Ends," is also the place to tell us about your

summer trip to Mexico, your fear of European literature

circa 1400. and why you like "chicken pucks" at the DC.
Lets face it. there's more to life than the contras, the

Democrats, and the SGA.
But, like I said, this is not an everyday column, so let

me take the opportunity to preview what it is you'll like-

ly be reading this semester and for the rest of your days
at UMass.
We have a dozen or so columnists, whose opinions range

from liberal to conservative, whose ideas range from
foreign policy to the lack of pencil sharpeners on campus.

To become a columnist, a person needs to have five col-

umns printed in the Collegian during a semester.

We also run columns regularly from the Student

Government President and Trustee, as well as pieces writ

ten by other students with interesting, original points of

view. Occasionally a professor will write something for

us, though we're not holding our breath waiting.

Letters — rather than columns, are also an outlet for

students. Letters are shorter, usually less than a page,

typed and double-spaced, while columns are about twice

that length. Letters can refer to columns, but columns
can't refer to other columns.

No exceptions, no matter how good your reason.

Now, as for submitting columns or letters, some
guidelines:

1) Don't jump on the bandwagon. Unless you have
something original to say on a subject, don't repeat an
idea previously revealed on the editorial page. We won't

print it.

2) Don't threaten us in the newsroom. Too often last

semester, somebody would tell us we had to run their col-

umn. We don't have to do anything, and we're less likely

to do it if you yell at us.

If you turn something in, however, and haven't seen it

in the paper, it may be worth your while to call us up and
ask what's up. Sometimes we save a column for one reason

or another, or we have a reason for not printing a column.

We're nice people, and no one else calls us. so don't be

afraid to give us a ring.

3) Don't be afraid to tell us what you think of what you

read. Let us know what you like and don't like. If you real-

ly thought I wrote a piece of. as Vice President George

Bush would say. "doo-doo." then let me know. Maybe get

your friends to let me know as well. Similarly, if I get too

much hate mail I may stop wanting to write columns, so

if you like my stuff, le» me know — and I won't think

you're pandering, even if you are.

The same holds true for comments about everyone else

who writes for the paper, in this section or any other.

As a post-script to all these points, if I'm not here to

answer your questions, feel free to ask my associate, Pam
McCarthy.
Hope everyone has a great semester, and makes every

effort to communicate with the rest of the world. Thanks
for reading.

David R. Mark is the editorial editor of the Collegian.

"A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen" runs Tuesdays. A
second column, "Some Advice for Mike and George" will

run Fridays until the week after the presidential election.
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Editor's notebook

There are problems in black affairs
You would think on a campus like this the student

newspaper wouldn't have a difficult time flnding people

to staff its black affairs desk. After all, the campus has

several minority student organizations and academic

departments.

I can remember the Massachusetts Daily Collegian hav-

ing problems staffing the black affairs desk as far back

as the spring of 1986. when I joined the paper as a cor

respondent. Now I'm editor in chief and the problems re-

main the same. Indeed, they may have worsened.

Pedro Pereira

Once in a great while a black student walks in through

the newsroom door and says he or she wants to write. We
jump on the chance and encourage him or her to write

for black affairs or any of our other departments. Lately,

we ask them if they have any editing experience because

we don't have a black affairs editor.

I can't pinpoint why, but the Collegian can't keep its

black writers for very long. Because we have this deficien-

cy, it becomes increasingly difficult to recruit other black

writers because they figure if we don't have black writers

we don't want any. This is an unfortunate misconception

bordering on ludicrous.

If we didn't want black writers, we would eliminate the

black affairs desk.

Right now, we're keeping the desk open, though its top

spot remains unfilled. Were we to close it because it simply

doesn't produce, as any other organization would
eliminate an unused department, the move would appear

racist to the black community.
Although the desk is in a coma, getting rid of it is not

an option, even if the suggestion slips out in moments of

frustration.

About a year and a half ago, our editors debated turn-

ing the black affairs desk into a minority/multicultural

affairs desk. We figured since the desk is actually a

mi>Jori7.v issues desk, that it would make sense to re-

christen it accordingly.

Black community leaders would have none of it.

We were told that should we re-christen the desk, the

Collegian would never again see a black person walk in

the newsroom wanting to write; never again would a black

person on campus collaborate with us as a source for a

story. Not getting black writers wouldn't make much of

a difference since we have that problem now But sources

refusing to collaborate could mean a lot of trouble,

especially on stories where the black point of view is

crucial.

Needless to say, the editors dismissed the idea quickly.

We decided to play it safe, although I find it hard to believe

the black community would waive the right to express its

point of view in our paper.

If we continue to encounter the same types of problems

with staffing the black affairs desk, re-christening it could

make it to the top of our agenda again. If we rename it

"multicultural affairs" or "minority affairs, " the desk

might just sound more inviting to writers of other minori-

ty groups, hence turning the recruitment of minority

writers into the easy task it should be.

This seraester, I have already been approached by the

Latino community through a third party to set up a

meeting for discussing better coverage of the communi-

ty. So far, no one fi-om the black community has approach-

ed me. Perhaps it's apathy.

And if it's not apathy, by all means prove me wrong.

Nothing can convince me this campus doesn't have the

five or six skilled black writers needed to staff the desk.

If the black community reacts to my comments with in-

dignation, it will simply prove everything I've written in

this column is true. If the reaction is "let's do something

about it," I'll eat my words.

Pedro Pereira is editor in chief of the Collegian

Odds and ends

At times, you have to type $?*!
Here's a riddle: What makes mild mannered students

get turned into crazed tyrants, who resort to talking to

themselves and cursing? You've guessed it. The
typewriters at Goodell.

Janet Rubinstein

It~ seems like a noble idea for UMass to supply

typewriters to its poor downtrodden students who don't

have connections to a typewriter. But these manual
machines have a mind of their own.

It's beyond me how we're expected to type on these

things. One needs the strength of Godzilla to press down
on a key. Besiues which, even if you are strong enough
to register a letter, the ribbon is probably worn out so the

letter won't show.

Plus, let's not forget that it can't gel more annoying than

when the typing is finally going well — and suddenly a

letter drops down lower than all the other letters.

The most entertaining part of this is seeing and hear-

ing people curse out loud at their typewriters.

By the time 1 got to the typewriters one day, I found

an older-looking, well dressed student sitting on the edge

of his seat typing one letter at a time. After each letter,

he reacted accordingly — if it was successful, he giggled

a little — if it was not up to his expectations, he would
hold his hands up in the air and mumbled profanities.

Now, I reacted as most people would. I thought it was
a little strange, but I dismissed any further thought of

it, figuring this man must not be normal. But when I saw
this performance repeated several time, I knew I was not

alone in my frustrations.

I don't know why UMass hasn't modernized its

typewriting room. Maybe it's because all complaints have
to be typed.

Janet Rubinstein is a UMass student. "Odds and Ends"
runs Mondays and Wednesdays

Ifyon hare an original, nffheni story you Jusl have to tell,

tell It to "Odds and ends. " Submissions should be sent to

the Collegian. 1 13 Campus Center, UMass.

A parade of assumptions

Politics, pollution, and other fun summer things
As this long, hot summer of our discontent draws to a

close, our memories of the past season will soon wash

away, along with the odd dirty syringe, AIDS
contaminated blood vial and toxic sludge. But before they

fade completely, let's take a glance at some events of the

summer that will influence us this semester.

Obviously, the topic that emerges as today's main issue

is this year's presidential campaign. Do you get the feel-

ing people from both ends of the political spectrum are
grumpy about their particular standard-bearer for the
fair?

Democratic nominee Gov. Michael Dukakis is despised
by any self-respecting card-carrying left-wing radical. You
call that a convention? The Democratic party platform is

so vague and platitudinous that the Republicans would
be proud to run on it. The Democrats are so fearful of be-

ing "liberal, liberal, liberal" (Reagan's words) they will

sacrifice everything the party represents in the hearts and
minds of supporters. Dukakis is wrong. This election is

about competence and ideology. "Good jobs at good wages"
doesn't cut it.

* * *

Across the street, the Republicans were a scary bunch.

Any political gathering that makes Barry Goldwater a

moderate should be locked in the Bronx Zoo. The GOP
delegates were eerily silent when Republican nominee
Greorge Bush called for a "kinder and gentler nation" but

erupted into ecstatic applause when he promised to get

rid of gun control. The final act of the convention, a recita-

tion of the Pledge of Allegiance led by Bush, effectively

claiming patriotism as a solely Republican virtue, was the

finest display of fascism in this country in a long time.

Stephen Bayer

Still in a campaign mindset, few people have yet to see

Bush's entire grand strategy of choosing Dan Quayle as

his running mate unfold. Sure, Quayle's pretty-boy looks

may help swoon the women's vote, where Bush has a

marked disadvantage. Personally, I think Bush is going

for the gay vote. Gay men would "come out" in droves

to vote for this good-looking man and Bush would be

helped enormously by this large bloc of voters. And why

not? That strategy i§ just as insulting and moronic as Bush

himself is.
* *

And now, politics a little closer to home: Over the sum-

mer, the mysterious and clandestine Student Government
Association "Coordinating Committee" used its constitu-

tionally granted powers to confirm the co-presidency of

Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz. This raises questions.

Who composes the Coordinating Commitee? Who appoints

or elects its members? If they are only a committee, do

the decisions they make need to be approved by the SGA
as a whole?
Something is wrong here. Yes, Silkoff and Rabinowitz

won the SGA presidential election. They should legally

be co-presidents. Nonetheless, a decision of this impor-

tance, involving people who shall be the students' leader

and representative to the administration, must be approv-

ed by a fully attended Senate, representing students.

Otherwise, the process is something considerably less than

participatory democracy.

As an afterthought, this situation contains echoes from
last year's decision by the University Trustees to end the

Legal Services Office's power of prosecution against the

University. That decision, too, was made during the sum-
mer when students were not around to voice their opi-

nions. Doubtless, many of the folks on the Coordinating

Committee protested that action as unfair. Smacks a bit

of hypocrisy, eh?

Stephen Bayer is a Collegian columnist. "A Parade of
Assumptions" runs Thursdays

From your

Student Trustee

While you
were gone
Each summer, as students are working

and relaxing on the Cape or in Boston, the

University of Massachut-etts Board of

Trustees is notoriously busy.

This summer was no exception. No
sooner was I sworn in July 1 than a crisis

arose .

Stephanie Orefice

Chancellor Duffey propased a $230 cur

riculum fee to be voted on July 14. Accor-

ding to the chancellor, we will experience

a $3 million plus downfall for this year

alone.

I'm still trying to figure out how the

Chancellor-proposed $230 one-year fee will

cover the expenses not funded by the State

even if we did not have the shortfall. These

included an increase in T.A. stipends, more
General Education course and sections (and

an increase in hiring of TAs to carry the

load), lab equipment for Gen ED/required

science classes and a very expensive, very

elaborate computer registration system

that will hopefully alleviate "15 percent"

of the oversubscribed class problem.

Here's the part I can't figure out — if the

state wouldn't pick up these costs before

the shortfall, are we expecting the state to

pick up these costs after the shortfall —
next year when the financial picture looks

just as bleak?
This was sold as a one-year fee. I go on

record now, and I dare the Chancellor and
my colleagues on the Board to prove me
wrong — this is not a one year fee: it's here

to stay.

The Student Government A.ssociation did

extensive research into the fee and met
repeatedly with the Chancellor regarding

it. He was upfront, and agreed to certain

stipulations — small but valuable

concessions.

Also this summer the Boaid awarded the

contract to start the major telecommunica-

tions project that will catapult the campus

into the 21st century.

Obnoxious jargon, but that's how it's be-

ing sold. You can hook your personal com-

puter into your telephone which is then

hooked into a jack and you can get a whole

bunch of nifty things: computer hook-ups

to the library, registrar, utc; a more direct

hookup to the Boston and Worcester cam-

pus, and improved telephone service. As
long as they dig up the campus, cable wires

will be thrown in so your 8-inch black and

white T.V. will get cable with "educa

tional" channels free.

All for the mepsly cost of $170 per dorm
student per year.

If you have questions about any Board ac

tion, stop by the Student Trustee's office

at 406E Student Union. The office is also

hiring an assistant, so if you wish to learn

the inner workings of the governance struc

ture of the University, apply for the job.

It should be an exciting semester.

Stephanie Orefice is Student Trustee for

UMass-Amherst

My observations

Farewell my fair broom closet — er, dorm
It's over.

I can't take it anymore. I've tried to make

this relationship work. Yet, you appeav'd

distant, as ifyou no longer cau-ed about me.

I've swallowed my pride for these long

years. I strayed only once from you, but I

w". u coward and returned after only three

months of separation. It was a tough fight

to get you back in my life. I fought so hard

I lost sight of what I was fighting for. When
I came back to you things were fine for

awhile.

Unfortunately, the old problems came
between us once again. You kept me awake
at all hours of the night without so much
as a thought to my feelings. You kept the

halls and bathrooms a mess after you and

your friends were finished partying. You

insisted on cooking, yet the food was inedi

ble. I was never permitted to study, and

was forced to flee from you numerous even-

ings just to maintain my sanity. I begged

you to change, to save our relationship but

you turned your back on me and laughed.

I hated when you did that.

God I hate the dorm.

I have to admit that the beginning of this

seems a little melodramatic, but those of

you who have had the esteemed honor to

dwell in these scum-infected cubby holes

can totally relate to my, shall we say

"fond" memories ofcampus living. "What

kind of memories?" you may ask Allow me
to share some ofthem with you. These are

just rando n tidbits that have caught my
eye the last three years.

Did you ever notice that every neighbor

you have mysteriously becomes deaf and
is forced to crank their stereo and televi-

sion simultaneously on '10'? The more you
need sleep, the deafer they become.

Sometimes I think my floormates take

naps from 7-12 a.m., then get up to party

just when my face is freshly scrubbed, ted-

dy bear in hand and 'jamr ies' on.

Nancy Cohen

After my oh so wonderful night of rest.

I miss my 9:05 class (due to pure exhaus-

tion of course). I stumble through the

shower, blow dry my hair and put my
make-up on (all with my eyes shut — im-

pressed?). I am then forced to face my
ultimate fear and torture. . .THE DINING
COMMONS.
AAAAHHH!!!

Okay folks. I'm all right. I faded for a

minute there, but now I'm ready to talk

about. . .IT. I can picture it now, the

memory still lingers in the shape of horri-

ble nightmares. There it is: THE RAMP.
My heart is pounding but I won't turn my
back, I must fact my fears head on. I'm an

adult, I can handle it. Yeah, the same way
a diabetic can handle sugar. I turn to run.

but for some ungodly reason I am unable

to move my lower limbs. I bravely advance

forward, holding my I.D. card high. I feel

like the Statue of Liberty inspiring hope

in all who would dare to enter the forbid-

den domain.

I nonchalantly hand my card to the gate-

keeper of muck. She hands back my key

and while smirking, bids me welcome. I

thank her enthusiastically (I love to taunt

them that way). I grab my tray (shield),

hold my breath and suddenly, somehow, its

5 p.m. and I'm merging onto the Mass Pike.

Oh my God! Did you ever wish they had
traffic cops to direct these crazed Bosto-

nians/DC drivers? I know I do.

After my sumptuous feast, I slowly stand

up and massage my sore wrists (it's tough

to cut linoleum food). Feeling light-headed

with God only knows what type of gastric

disorder in my future, I find my way back

to my room. I ease myself on my vibrating

bed — compliments of my two deaf

neighbors. Staring at the ceiling, I feel the

nausea slowly beginning to set in and think

to myself. Why me?
This time, it's over for good. I am now

ready to stand on my own. Farewell fair

campus life, I bid you adieu. I'm onto big-

ger rooms, considerate housemates, cleaner

bathrooms and better food.

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columnist.

"My Observations" runs Wednesdays

They said it. . .

For parents wondering why college tuition

bills keep rising so much above the inflation

rate, I have long urged that they take a good

look at the costs ofacademic administration.

One factor is university presidents who are

increasingly demanding that they be sur-

rounded with the trappings we have

previously associated with monarchs. For

example, the new mansion of the president

of the University ofColorado us costing $1.5

million.

—Charles Peters, Editor in Chief of the

magazine, "The Washington Monthly."

Immediately after the state of Israel was
declared in 1948, every major Arab state—
Syria, Jordan, Egypt — petitioned Israel for

peace. Yet (Prime Minister David) Ben-

Gurion systematicaly refused their offers,

preferring to maintain Israel in a state of
war.

—Edward W. Said, Professor of English

at Columbia University and a member of

the Palestine National Council.

We need w riters

Want to write for the Collegian editorial

page? The edJop page wants bright, hard

working students who have an interest in

writing. No experience necessary. We are

also need editorial cartoonists. For more

info, stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus

Center, or call us at 545-3500. Ask for

David or Pam.

In other news
William Shakespeare is the most published author of all time, according to the

18-million-record data base ofthe OCLC Online Union Catalog. The catalog con-

tains the records of more than 8,000 libraries in 26 countries.

Of the top 100 authors, three are living: George Simeon, Isaac Asimov, and
Graham Greene. Four were awarded Nobel Prizes: Anatole France, Rudyard Kipl-

ing, George Bernard Shaw and John Steinbeck. Finally, four were women: Agatha

Christie, Ellen G. White, Jane Austen and George Sand.

—From the Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac
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UMass to get $142 million for projects
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

A bill that will provide the University of

Massachusetts with millions of dollars in

state aid for construction and renovations

was signed into law in July.

According to a Boston State House
report, the Higher Education Capital

Outlay bill, which took effect immediate

ly, IS to provide $37 1 .2 million for new con-

struction at state colleges and universities.

UMass will receive more than $142

million for the incorporation of capital pro

jects. according to state Rep. Stan

Rosenberg, DAniherst. and state Sen. John

Olver. D-Amherst.

The University's package includes $32

million for a polymer science and computer

research center, $23 million for a new
classroom building, $25 million for a

multipurpose convocation center, and $31.5

million for the design and construction of

a new engineering building.

"This is the best thing that's happened

to state colleges and universities in years,"

Rosenberg said. "Massachusetts is getting

serious about building a top-notch public

higher education system."

"I think it was a big surprise that we
were able to go all the way. The engineer-

ing building wasn't on the original bill but

Capital outlay budget
NEW CONSTRUCTION
Polymer Science Center . . . $32,000,000

Engineering Research Facility

$25,800,000
Mullins Convocation Center$25,000,000

Classroom Building $23,000,000

Hospital Ambulatory Care$ 11,000,000

Animal Care Facility $4,500,000

NEW UNIVERSITY SYSTEMS
Telecommunications Project$10.400,000

REPAIR & RENOVATION
Renovation 250 Stuart St . $9,000,000

Building Repair & Renovations

Utility System Repairs $3,000,000

Road and Sidewalk Repairs $2,000,000

Campus Renovations .... $1,700,000

Building Repairs $1,500,000

Boiler Repairs $1,000,000

Power Plant Chimney Repairs $700,000

Laboratory Renovations $200,000

PLANNING & DESIGN
Student Services Building . $1,200,000

PLANNING & DESIGN
RENOVATIONS
Laboratory Renovation $40,000

Child Care Center $111,000

Boiler Plant $3,000,000

GRAND TOTAL $162,150,000

Sen. Olver and I proposed it and worked

together to make sure the building will be

built." Rosenberg said.

UMass will also receive $30 million in ad-

ditional state budget funds to pay for the

construction of an animal care lab, renova-

tions for utilities and landscaping, and the

purchase of telecommunications equip-

ment. The bill is also funding research for

the planning and design of child care

centers.

The package also includes a maintenance

plan that directs the Board of Regents to

develop a plan to ensure campus buildings

are maintained in as built condition.

Rosenberg said he estimates it will take

about five to seven years before the

buildings are constructed and functioning

LSC
continued from page 1

The administration claimed the center

interfered with the smooth running of the

University, because administrators were

afraid to do their jobs in fear of lawsuits,

according to DiMare. He said this claim

was totally unfounded.

"Suing the University has always been

our last resort." he said 'Out of approx

imately 4,000 cases in which the students

claimed they were wronged by the Univer-

sity, only 13 were filed. That's less than one

percent."

Ellis said the University made an offer

to help the students set up their own volun

tary funded legal representation office, but

said the students refused the offer.

"If the students hired an attorney and

payed his or her fees directly, they'd be free

to do so." Ellis said. "They (the .students]

said that is not acceptable, we want every

student to pay for it."

When the LSC had the power to repre-

sent students in the courtroom, the

representation was free. The center's at-

torneys were University employees, were
state-paid, and were considered part of the

administration.

( ollr(ian r.lr pbolu

Students protest administration's decision concerning the Legal Services
Office last year.

UConn staffer

set to replace
Benedict

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

A University of Connecticut staff

member has been named as the new Dean
of Academic Support Services at the

University of Massachusetts.

The position was vacated when Larry

Benedict retired last spring.

Ann Quinley, current director of admis-

sions and orientation services at UConn,

will assume her new position December 1,

and comes to UMass highly praised by her

present colleagues and by administrators

here.

"You are very lucky to get her," said

Robert McGann, assistant director of ad-

missions at UConn, who has worked close-

ly with Quinley in her three years there.

"I've enjoyed working with her tremen-

dously and am very sorry to see her go,"

he said.

Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor for stu-

dent affairs, here at UMass, said the

University is "very fortunate to have hired

a dean who is not only experienced and

energetic, but also a strong leader and
manager with close ties to both student ser-

vices and academic affairs."

One of the things Quinley is noted for is

her ability to work well with students.

"She constantly has students in her of-

fice," McGann .said. "She works extreme-

ly well with them. She enjoys it very

much."
Quinley said she likes hearing student

input, and has developed close personal ties

with many of the students she has worked

closely with in the past three years. "I hope

I will be able to have the same kind of con-

tact with the students at UMass," she said.

Quinley said she is looking forward to

coming to such a diverse and politically

aware campus.
"UMass is a thrilling and exciting place

to be." she said. "As somebody in the of-

fice pointed out the other day, I'm really

psyched to start."

Quinley is responsible for a range of dif-

ferent programs at UConn. the most
celebrated being the Huskie Ambassador
program. It is staffed and run by student

volunteers and is designed to personalize

the admission process. The volunteers

phone applicants and explain the univer-

sity from the students' points of view and
answer any questions about the school.

Co-presidents-elect assume office

By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

The Coordinating Committee, which takes on the

responsibility of the Undergraduate Student Senate dur-

ing the summer, voted on June 8 to allow co-presidents-

elect Jason Rabinowitz and Shari Silkoff to hold the of-

fice of Student Government Association president.

Academic Affairs Committee Chairman Mark Wilkin-

son, a member of Coordinating Committee, made the pro-

posal to recognize them as presidents.

The proposal stipulates the co-presidents-elect are to

receive no pay, abstain from all Coordinating Committee
and senatorial votes, and to have no signature power on
financial accounts.

"There's tru2 frustration on the part of

coordinating committee members."
— Senate Speaker Robert Fadel

The co-presidents-elect will not officially hold the office

until the senate approves the minutes of the Coordinating

Committee, wherein the above proposal lies.

Public Policy Committee Chairman Michael Greiner

said the structure of the Coordinating Committee's pro-

posal allows the co-presidents-elect to take a leadership

role in the SGA without bucking the senate's role of ap-

proving election results.

Speaker of the Senate Robert Fadel said the delays in

the judicial system led to the decision to recognize the co-

presidents-elect as the SGA presidents.

"There's true frustration on the part of Coordinating

Committee members," Fadel said. Waiting to have a presi-

dent has placed a burden on the treasurer, the s|}eaker,

and on the system, he said. "It's not working to its poten-

tial."

Last spring, former Attorney General Bill Collins had

given his advisory opinion that the SGA constitution pro-

hibited two people from holding the president's office.

Nevertheless, the Governmental Affairs Committee plac-

ed Rabinowitz's and SilkofTs names on the ballot.

Rabinowitz and Silkoff won the election and Collins then

requested an injunction to bar the co-presidents-elect from

holding office.

The Student Judiciary held three hearings to determine

the constitution's meaning. The first hearing, in which
the injunction was upheld, was appealed and in the se-

cond hearing the justices decided a to have a de novo hear-

ing, a third hearing held as if the case had never been
heard.

In the third hearing, defendants Rabinowitz and Silkoff

did not provide representation and called the court bias-

ed and unprofessional. The justices held the defendants

in contempt and placed a restraining order against the
senate to prevent the senate from approving the election

results until the court could reconvene.

Greiner said the committee was forced into approving
the motion because the students need leadership. He noted

that many seats on University committees have remain-

ed empty because of lack of leadership.

Fadel said controversy may spark this fall because

Chapter 1 in the SGA bylaws is vague. He noted the mo-
tion sparked debate in the committee. Coordinating Com-
mittee minutes report that five members abstained, none
voted opposed, and six voted in favor of the motion. The
committee hasn't yet approved their minutes.

The bylaws give the committee power to take on the

senate's duties during the summer and intercession,

although some exceptions exist.

Opponents of the Rabinowitz/Silkoff ticket say the com-
mittee has no power to approve elections. But Greiner said

the committee's action does not defy the bylaws.

By placing restrictions on the power of the co-presidents-

elect, Fadel said, "They made it a more responsible mo-

tion."

However, former SGA Senator Bob McDevitt said, "This

is nothing short of a political coup. It's so dangerous for

democracy. I'm not saying they don't have a valid argu-

ment but we have a process."

When the senate reconvenes Sept. 28, it will face the

task of clarifying the cloudiness surrounding this on-going

battle.

SGA presidential candidate Aram Hamparian and Col-

lins could not be reached for comment.

Graffiti found
on fraternity fence
See photo, Pg. 21

Delta Upsilon fraternity was vandalized last week, in-

furiating members who speculate the job was done by
feminists.

The graffiti, which reads "Dismember the Boys Club,"
was discovered on a fence last Tuesday by fraternity
President Michael Acker.
Acker said the slogan was identical to one used last

April by protesters of DU's failed bikini contest. The con
test, a fundraiser for the Jimmy Fund, was cancelled
when the sponsor. Miller Lite Corp., pulled its support
after protesters vowed to boycott the club where it was
held.

Objectors to the contest said it gave public sanction to
"oogling and girl watching." The contest received fur-
ther publicity when sexologist Roger Libby, who was let
go from the UMass faculty because of his liberal views
on sex. agreed to host the event. Libby later said that
feminists protesting the contest "could not distinguish
between that which is sexist and that which is sexy."
"We're kind of shocked and disgusted." Acker said of

the graffiti, which he reported to the campus police and
the Everywoman's Center. "It's incredible that people
feel they have to cram their ideology down your throat
with vandalism."
Acker said the fraternity will eventually paint over the

message. He added that it is receiving full cooperation
of the Everywomen's Center in tracking down the
vandals.
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Linkage bill is pending
state senate approval
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts child care advocates have
conquered another obstacle, but legislators

warn there are many more to come.
The Child Care Linkage Bill has passed

through the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee but is saddled with several new
amendments that may defeat the bill's pur-

pose, said Kate Mehr, an aide to State Sen.

John Olver, D-Amherst.
"We think the amendments added by

House Ways and Means shouldn't be on the

linkage bill," Mehr said. "We've never sold

the bill as an end-all to the job crisis."

One amendment allows a rental deduc-

tion to employers providing child care

facilities, becau.se they are unable to use

the space for offices.

A Dependent Care Assi-stant Program
(DECAP) amendment was also added. It

allots a 100-percent tax deduction plus 10

percent tax credit to anyone providing child

care assistance to children under eleven

years old. Additional technical changes

were also included in the amendments.

"Employers can already deduct opera-

tional expenses for the facilities," Mehr
said. He added that tax incentives are

unnecessary.

If passed into law, the bill would require

all businesses and industries that construct

buildings more than 50,000 square feet to

provide child care facilities inside or in a

nearby facility other than the place of

business. The funding for the facilities is

entirely the responsibility of the employer.

"One of the bill's strong points is that it's

not going to cost the state a lot of money.

The amendments should be on another

piece of legislature," she said.

The bill is pending review by the Senate

Ways and Means Committee. "It's very ex-

citing. Senator Olver is on the Senate Ways
and Means and is Chair of Taxation. We
hope he can help get rid of the tax incen-

tives," Mehr said.

"There is not enough child care in

Massachusetts and we're hoping to push

the bill through," she said.

Mehr said the bill is expected to be

reviewed by Senate Ways and Means ear-

ly this fall!

New campaign issue: day care
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

First in a twopart series

Child care has became a major issue in

the presidential campaign, with both

George Bush and Michael Dukakis
presenting child-care proposals that may
swing votes in November.
In a press conference at the University

of Massachusetts last week, Dukakis rein-

forced his stand on national child care.

Dukakis said if elected president he
would support the federal Act for Better

Child Care Services (ABC bill) to bring

improved child care to American families.

"We need a national day care partner-

ship," Dukakis said.

According to a Massachusetts State

House release, the ABC bill will provide

$2.5 billion in federal aid to expand and
improve state child care systems.

If the bill is enacted, Massachusetts

stands to gain $33.3 million in federal

assistance, paving the way for a 30 per-

cent increase in state child care spending.

States receiving federal child care

monies must comply with guidelines in-

corporated by the federal government

regarding regulatory enforcement and
training.

If passed into law, the act will be ad-

ministered by two federal offices. A Child

Care Administrator will supervise, coor-

dinate federal funds, declare regulations

and cite approval of state child care plans.

A National Advisory Committee on
Child Care Standards will design the

minimum standards for all centers and
family day care homes, whether or not

they receive federal aid funds. The com
mittee will exist only in the Act's first

year and enforcement of the standards

will be left to the administrator, aided by

participating states.

Dukakis criticized Republican party

nominee Vice President Greorge Bush's

child care proposal, which would allow

families to deduct $1 ,000 per year in taxes

for every child under four years old involv-

ed in a day care program.
Dukakis called the plan a kind of

"financial kukoo" He said the plan lack-

ed guidelines and standards and that on-

ly wealthy families will be able to benefit

from it.

The ABC bill was introduced in

November of 1987 and is currently i>en-

ding in Congress.
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LBGA offers friends, community and a safe haven
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

"Sneak up and take a peak," said Amarin Falk, presi-

dent of the Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance,

"somebody from your dorm, dinning commons or one of

your classes is going to be there."

"It can be intimidating just to walk into the office,"

she said, "but once you are there you open yourself to

a great community."
"You're not alone," said Falk, "people just have to step

foot in the office to find that there are thousands of us.
'

"There are people there who can answer your ques

lions," said Adam, a UMass sophomore who asked that

his last name not be used. "When I came in September

of my freshman year I went to the Student Union and

walked into the office. I just sat down and talked to the

people there. Now they are all my friends," he said.

"I was always pretty sure of my sexuality and happy

with myself," he said "but for other people who aren't

sure of themselves the LBGA provides a place for help"

The LBGA, located on the second floor of the Student

Union is "open to anyone in the University community

who expresses good will towards lesbians, bisexuals, and

gays." according to its brochure.

the purposes of the orgnization. according to its

brochure, include:

• To provide an opportunity for lesbians, bi.sexuals, and

gays to develop a positive self-concept;

• To establish good fellowship among members;

• To dispel the myths concerning homosexuality and

busexuality within the area community;

• To help establish respect for the lesbian, bisexual, and

gay community within the area community;

• To provide an opportunity for discussion of current

issues and interests of the lesbian, bisexual, and gay

community;
• To advocate and lobby for passage of a national gay

rights bill;

• To advocate and lobby for passage of the

Massachusetts Gay Rights bill currently pending in the

Legislature;

• To advocate and lobby for appropriate funding levels

for AIDS research, education, and health care;

• To combat discrimination on the bases of sex, sexual

orientation, race, age, creed or physical ability wherever

it is are perceived to exist.

In addition to support offered during scheduled hours

in the LBGA office, the alliance offers dances, weekly

workshops and rap groups, intercollegiate weekend ex

changes between lesbian, bisexual, and gay student

organizations; movies, and weekly coffee socials.

The coffee socials offer "time for anyone who wants to

chat, have a good time, and meet with friends." Adam
said. "We also have some of the best dances on campus."

"Most of the people there (in the LBGA) are gays, les

bians. or bisexuals. but there arc heterosexual people in

the LBGA as friends and allies, and anyone is welcome,"

he said.

"For me, (the LBGA) really provides a safe place that

I can go and just not worry about who I am. It's also a

place to find friends to talk to," he said.

Eating disorders, a road toward recovery
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

"I gained fifteen pounds my first semester," said a

University of Massachusetts sophomore, "I guess that's

not unusual, but I really felt but of control. All I thought

about was food and how fat I was getting."

"Susan"", who asked that her real name not be used, said

she often felt helpless and unsure about where to turn for

help.

"I kept telling myself I didn't really have a problem and

that I could handle this on my own," she said.

According to national statistics, the number of college

students with eating disorders ranges from 2 to 20 per

cent. Of approximately 26,000 students on campus, 500

lo 5000 UMass students may have some kind of eating

disorder.

Campus services have risen to support students with

eating disorders, providing medical help, individual and

group counseling, referrals, workshops, books and
brochures.

UMass Health Services, located near the Central

Residential area, offers several choices to students con-

cerned about eating habits, weight, or physical symptoms.

"You don't have to be 100 percent sure you have a pro-

blem to ask for help." said Robin Levine, a nutritionist

at the University Health Center. "You don't have to wait

till it's terrible," she said.

An eating disorder "is something that can be helped,"

Levine said, "you don't have to figure it out alone."

Where you go first depends on how you are feeling and

what your specific concerns are, Levine said.

"If someone is experiencing medical problems, they

might want to see a physician. If they're feeling depress-

ed or helpless or isolated, then a counselor is a good place

to start," she said.

If students are not experiencing any physical symptoms,

and are unable to identify what might be wrong emo-

tionally, but feel caught in a bad eating pattern, they

might consider seeing a nutritionist. Levine said.

"Ultimately, you should go lo the place you feel most com-

fortable." she said.

Levine, who is a member of the Ealing Disorders Net-

work developed to assess problems on campus, has helped

to establish a drop-in group session at Health Services.

Each session is introduced by one of two movies

available; "Why Diets Don't Work, " or "Fear of Fat, " and

w ill be followed by a discussion. The group is facilitated

Gotta question about
Add/Drop?

Don't be Confused!

stop by the CASIAC
into table

CC Concourse
T & W, Sept. 6 & 7

OR
Call the CASIAC HOTLINE

[TONIGHT (Sept. 7) 7-10 p.m.

545-2191

by a nutritionist and a therapist.

The drop-in group is offered to all students and is open

to people who have concerns about their own eating habits

as well as others'.

Beginning Sept. 15, the drop-in group will be offered on

the third Thursday of every month, from 4 to 5 p.m. in

Room 302 at Health Services.

In addition. Health Services offers individual appoint-

ments with physicians, nutritionists, and counselors

through Mental Health Services. All services are confiden

tial and free to UMass students.

Other services offered on campus include: the Center

for Counseling and Academic Development (CCAD),

which offers free general counseling to all students and

often works in conjunction with Health Education; and

the Psychological Services Center at Tobin, which offers

counseling services to students on a sliding scale basis.

The Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall also offers a

variety of services including a Resource Referral Program,

a lending library with a specific biblography on eating

disorders, a resource file of articles and brochures, and

in the past has offered individual and group therapy.

The Counseling Program at the Everywomans Center

is not currently offering any therapy in-house, but hopes

to reinstate the program when budget issues are resolved.

The centers Resource and Referral Program offers an

extensive list of private practice therapists in the area as

well as a listing of groups and organizations that offer help

specifically to people with eating disorders.

The following is a list of some of those organizations:

The Massachusetts Nutritional Resource Center, which

offers a Nutrition Hotline, 1 800-322 7302 and a 24-hour

hotline 1-800-762-3334.

The Bulimia/Anorexia self help Hotline is

1-800-227-4785.

Overeater's Anonymous, locally based in Springfield can

be reached at (413) 783-4198 and offers a weekly meeting

on Sundays at 7:30 p.m. at the First Congregational

Church on Main Street in Amherst.

The Anorexia/Bulimia Care Organization in Boston em-

phasizes quick response and is staffed by people recover-

ing from eating disorders.

Circle of Friends, in East Hampton, offers ongoing group

and individual therapy. Contact: Judy Somer Doyle at

(413)527 7458.

The Brattlebfiro Retreat Eating Disorders Program of

fers in-patient as well as out-patient services and group

and family therapy can be reached at 1-800-345-5550.
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6 Theda o' tr>e

9 HelinguiSf'

t3 Miss Kelt

14 Cap'i Of Elba

16 Hodgets
coMabO'atO'

1 7 Paun>sutawney
Phil el 31

t9 Region
20 Fair hif.ng

P'dcdce Abb'
21 Footnote wed
22 Court sport
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Florentine

family

26 Ramp sign

28 City on ihe

Truckee
30 Cotlee remains

34 L ondon s

subM^ay

36 Ogle
39 Port at Sunt
40 A rose

rose
41 Osprey s cousm
42 Co VIP

43 Crushed
47 Marsh plant

49 Woody s son

50 Egyptian

measure
52 ground

isecurel

56 Terra lirma

59 Water m Juare/

61 Soft ground

62 Listen

63 Retreat

66 One ol tne

Aleutians

67 A plane!

68 Nora Charles

dog
69 Hardy lass

70 Abstinence
71 Conference
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27 The Night ol
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29 Baltimore
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33 Nostradamus
34 US service org
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37 Campus at
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Slaughter
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44 Sphinj s pose'
45 Lack ol ram
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48 Spring sign

51 Iraqi port

53 Enteria n

54 TV host Allen

and kin

55 Nordic epics
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m India
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65 Western
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L
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%
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I
(J
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S-Vay Lunch StAA.p ? 19.15
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5-Vay Ko^hzA P-cnneA StfUp.... $ 31.00

t^zaZ TA.ckzX 0^^-cce -at ?Aanktin Common>b in
We^-t Lobby - (Mon.-F-u.) 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
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Suit against university officials clears first hurdle
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

A suit filed by three student groups against University
of Massachusetts officials cleared its first hurdle this Ju
ly when a Hampshire Probate Court judge denied an at-

tempt to have the case dismissed.

The defendants asked the court to dismiss the case on
the principle of "sovereign immunity," arguing the state
cannot be sued unless it consents to the action. Because
the attempt failed, the case can now proceed.

The complaint against the officials was filed Oct. 10, last

year by the Student Government Association, the
Graduate Student Senate, and the Board of Governors
against The Board of Trustees, UMass President David
C. Knapp, Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Treasurer Robert
Brand, and up to 100 unidentified individuals.

The complaint accuses the defendants of creating a
"slush fund" with money received from interest earned
on three student trust funds, and using it "to pay
unauthorized perquisite expenses such as travel, non-
budgeted staff salaries and other items."

Some of the other items include tickets for the Boston
Red Sox and memberships ;it private luncheon clubs

The trust funds involved in the suit are the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund, the Graduate Student Trust Fund,
and the Campus Center Trust Fund.

According to state law, all interest from a trust fund
must be returned to its beneficiary. The students are con-
tending that has not been happening with these trust
funds, the only three that list students as beneficiaries
of the 122 at the three UMass campuses

The students are asking all past, present and future in-

terest collected from the funds, starting at their inception,

be returned to the students, and that a person be ap-

pointed to administer the funds. As it stands now, the

president's office is in charge of all the trust funds.

Interest from the 122 trust funds is funnelled back into
two or three bank accounts, from which the president's
office assigns the chancellor's office a lump of the money.
That money is supposed to be used at the chancellor's

discretion within guidelines established by the trustees.

The guidelines say the money is to be used for «.'ntertain-

ing dignitaries and staff recognition, Duffey said.

"That interest should be available for a variety of uses

that state funds aren't appropriated for," Duffey said.

Some of those uses are staff recognition, funding for stu-

dent activities, and student travel, he said.

The problem with this case is to separate the three trust

funds in question from the other 119 in the pot, Duffey

said.

Harry Miles, an attorney for the students, said the most
tedious part of the case is the separation of documents.
"This is a massive, massive document case. That is go-

ing to be the most time consuming," he said.

Peter Ellis, an attorney for the defendants, said the case

is very clear cut.

"The way in which the money has been used is proper
and has been publicly disclosed for many years," he said.

Duffey said, "There isn't a right or a wrong side to this.

Harrassment
nmttnued from page I

555-5555. Or drop by the pad (666 North
South St.) I'll be the one in the psychodelic

(bl'
'

underwear."
Th address and phone number in the

note were found to be non-existent.

Brosky declined comment on the suit, and
Marshall could not be reached.

The suit alleges Brosky handed Marshall

this note during a class and told her to read

it after class, and then come to his office.

Brosky was not instructing the class but

had instructed Marshall in two previous

classes.

Marshall was so affected by the note, ac-

cording to the suit, that for the following

week "she attended classes only sporadical-

ly, due to her fear of seeing, or being seen

by, Mr. Brosky."

Marshall filed a complaint with the Af-

firmative Action Office at UMass Feb. 26
and received a hearing April 7. The hear-

ing panel determined campus sexual

harassment policies had been violated, and
sent Brosky a "letter of concern."

Zaida Giraldo, associate vice chancellor

for Affirmative Action and Equal Oppur
tunity, said Chancellor Joseph Duffey also

sent a letter of reprimand to Brosky.

When asked how many letters he had
received, Brosky said "I don't remember."
Giraldo said, "The involvement of this of-

fice was that Wendy completed the hear-

ing process up to the appeal."

Booth, however, speaking for Marshall
said this was "not sufficient redress for her.

"Wendy seeks an action that reflects an
attitude of taking this kind of complaint
seriously." Booth said. "This case is based
on the relationship of trust that may have
been violated."

Booth, who is with the firm of Burres,

Fidnick and Sheppard, could offer no
speculation on when the case would come
to trial.

Attorney Sarah Gibson, of the
Massachusetts Teachers Association, is

representing Brt>sky. "We're trying to talk

to the attorney for Wendy Marshall and
settle the case. We're taking the position

that what occurred is not sexual harass-

ment and that will be the essence of my
defense," Gibson said.

She said Brosky and the University have
separate lawyers so that the interest of

each is better represented.

Sid Myers, attorney for the University,

was on vacation at press time and could not

be reached for comment.
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It is a good thing for the courts to decide."

New kids on block hear lecture
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Jumping river-like puddles, new students

poured into Curry Hicks Cage Monday
night to hear administrators and professors

boost spirits and promote cultural
diversity.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-
nis Madson told students at the New
Students* Convocation that they had the

decade's highest average SAT scores at the

Unversity of Massachusetts.

Associate Journalism Professor
Madeleine Blais said, "I'm impressed. By
you. I hope that in the next few weeks if

any of your upperclassmen condescend to

you because you are mere freshmen you im-

mediately inform them of your superiori-

ty"
Chancellor Joseph Duffey said there is no

way to prepare students for what they are

going to experience at UMass.
Applause roared when Duffey said, "You

may feel like Quayle when he was about

to be questioned by Sam Donaldson."

In a such a large and diverse communi-
ty, he said, students have to make the

University work for them; they don't get

pampered. With opportunity comes respon-

sibility, he said.

The energy at UMass in the Amherst
rural setting gets a lot of attention because
as a public university tax payers feel they
should monitor what happens, Duffey said.

"Here you're going to find that your
reputation and the reputation of this

University are intertwined," Duffey said.

Lori Edmonds, a representative of the
Third World Caucus in the Undergraduate
Student Senate said, "We begin to unders-
tand ourselves by understanding those
around us."

Blais, a Pulitzer Prize winner for feature

writing, said she could not determine what
each student will gain from UMass but of-

fered a few ways to enhance the new
students' experience. Her speech was fill-

ed with colot^"ul anecdotes drawn from her
experience at college, UMass, and the
Pioneer Valley.

While in college, "I screwed up my
courage and walked across campus and of-

fered to write an article or two for the cam-
pus weekly," Blais said. "At the time I fan-

cied myself a future poet, though all my
poems seemed to have the same beginning
'Oh bittersweet honeysuckle,' for which no
rhyme readily suggested itself, except the
clunker 'brushing against my belt buckle.'"
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Sweedish Co.
gets UMass
phone contract
Bv NANCY KLINGENER
Collo^'ian Staff

The I'niversity of Massachusftts will pay a Svvt-dish

company $29.5 million for a new telecommunications

system, if all goes according to plan.

The contract with Ericsson Information Systems is

scheduled to be signed next Wednesday. The Swedish firm

was the low bidder in a competitive contract process that

sparked some controversy.

A student fee will help pay for the system, according

to student trustee Stephanie Orefice. who voted in favor

of awarding the contract to Ericsson after some initial

opposition.

Orefice said she decided to support the bill when other

trustees agreed to a cap any fee at $170 a year.

"I guess they were really concerned that the student sup-

port was going to be lacking." Orefice said. "From now

on. the student trustee or their representative will be right

there at all the negotiations for us."

Orefice said some trustees were upset because a foreign

company won the contract. Nynex Corp.. a wholly owned

subsidiary- of Wang Laboratories Inc. was another low bid-

der, as was Northern Telecom of Ontario, Canada.

Northern Telecom was represented during the bidding

by Thomas O'Neill 3rd. former lieutenant governor of

Massachusetts.

Trustee Lawrence S. DiCara was quoted in the Bo.ston

Globe as saying he voted against the contract because "as

a matter of policy I don't like to see contracts go to out-of-

state firms."

DiCara said. "There has been a lot ofcontroversy around

the contract but (Chancellor Joseph] Duffey needs it."

Orefice said the LTniversity had no choice but to take

Ericssons bid.

"Legally we were bound to the lowest bidder," she said.

"I don't think everyone was comfortable with that."

But while the contract came under some dispute, no one

argued any system was needed.

Shari Siikoff, who was elected to the co-presidency of

the Student Government Association last spring, said the

number of outside lines from campus has decreased even

more recently.

Siikoff said construction workers digging up old lines

on campus have been removing them.

"People were in favor of the upgrade because our system

now is so antiquated it's ridiculous," she said. She at-

tributed the present faulty system to the boom in student

population and building during the 19508 and 60s.

"They did whatever they had to do to accommodate the

people, " she said. "Now we're having to pay the dif-

ference."

The new system should introduce pushbutton phones,

modem hook-ups for personal computers from dorm rooms,

and the eventual possibility for students to register for

classes, as well as add and drop, by phone.
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Board finds time for work during summer
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

While most students were home during the summer,

members of the Board of Governors were on campus
working on projects like improving the Hatch bar, mak-

ing the complex more handicap-accessible, and

evaluating board and administration policies and plans.

Eric Nakajima, chairperson of the BOG, said although

the entire summer board, which is paid for their efforts,

met only three times, individually they accomplished

quite a lot.

Nakajima said of the renovations to the Hatch bar,

"This is something Dan Collins (former BOG treasurer]

initiated and Theresa Rodrigues (UMass student] design-

ed and which the summer board followed through on."

Said Nakajima: "The latticework divider has been

removed and will be replaced by something more

tasteful."

A new, 12 X 24 moveable stage was purchased. "The

one before was becoming decrepit to the point where it

was dangerous," Nakajima said of the old stage.

He also .said 300 new chairs had been added, and the

room had been painted light gray and cranberry. "It

looks very nice," Nakajima said.

"Sharon Dittmar worked very hard on getting the

Campus Center to follow through on the problems with

handicap accessibility in the complex." Nakajima said.

Nakajima .said stairs in the Student Union were

painted a bright yellow to aid the visually impaired, and

some bathroom and door fixtures which did not conform

with the needs of the handicapped were replaced.

Nakajima also said the complex had also purchased a

TTY, or Teletypewriter. This device will be placed in the

Campus Center Informaton Booth on the concourse. It

allows persons with hearing problems to receive a

readout of what someone at the other end of the line is

saying.

Nakajima said the TTY would be installed as soon as

a plexiglass security case was installed at the informa-

tion desk so the device would not be stolen.

In addition, a closed-caption decipherer would be in

stalled in one of the TVs in the Campus Center, also to

aid those with hearing problems, Nakajima said.

He added there was also a problem with the steep grade

of the handicap ramp on the west entrance to the Cam-

pus Center.

"We believe, and have gotten some positive feedback

from Campus Center administration in terms of improv-

ing the gradation,"Nakajima said.

"Sharon Dittmar was instrumental, she's done an

outstanding job," Nakajima said.

Nakajima said some problems .still remained, however,

such as the lack of handles and braille type on elevators

in the complex.

Another project, to compile and evaluate the renova

tion projects to be done by the Campus Center, was

continued on page 23
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Student Affairs

Information Services

Information Data Bank
and ,

Taped Information Phone
Service

Ifyou have any questions, and we assume you must, the Information Data Bank (IDB)

and the Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) have answers. These two services are

intended to make a sometimes seemingly complex institution easier to comprehend

and negotiate. Together, they respond to more than 11,000 inquiries each academic

year. We welcome your call.

INFORMATION DATA BANK TAPED INFORMATION PHONE
545-1555 SERVICE

227Whitmore 545-1540

TIPS is a library of 300+ prerecorded tape

cassettes with detailed information about

academic rules and regulations, special

programs, administrative procedures,

health and public safety concerns, housing

and food service information, student or-

ganizations and activities, academic poli-

cies, financial aid information, and a vari-

ety ofother topics. A representative listing

of tapes will be found below. Cintas dis-

ponibles en Espanol, and for the hearing

impaired.

TIPS Hours
Phone-in: 8:30am-9pm, Mon-Fri

10am-3pm, Sat & Sun

IDB is a telephone or walk-in referral

center which maintains information on

University administrative and academic

policies and procedures; bus, library,

athletic schedules; current campus

events such as mo'vies, concerts, lec-

tures, etc.; and a variety of other refer-

ence materials. If you don't know
how to get there from here, IDB wiU
be an invaluable resource to you.

IDB Hours
Walk-in: 8:30am-5pm, Mon-Fri

Phone-in: 8:30am-9pm, Mon-Fri

10am-3pm, Sat & Sun

These two services, which are student operated, are open seven days a week during the

academic year. The staff is trained to locate information and find answers to

information not readily accessible.

Following is a list of frequently requested tapes in the TIPS library:

Abaentee Voting Financial Aid Room Choosing
Athletic Events Finding Your Academic Advisor Sexual Harassment
BUingual CoUegiate Program Math Tutoring Program Transcripts
Changing Your Major Meal Plan Options Tutors
Check Cashing Medical Emergencies Who is My Academic Dean?

OrTice of Third World AfTairs Withdrawal and ReadmissionCold Self-Care

Pre-Registering Writing Center and WorkshopsDaily Events

Emergency Short-Term Loans

A detailed listing of tapes is available on request and is published each semester in

the Student Telephone Directory, as well as in the "Collegian."

Welcome to the University

We look forwardt^hjBaring fromyou
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SAO director dies

Randy Donant, Student Activiiies Office director at the
University of Massachusetts, died on Sunday, August 28
at Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.
Donant, who was pressured by Student Government

Association members to resign last year, had headed stu-

dent activities for about 10 years. He had taken a leave

of absence, and his resignation would only be effective this

semester.

"He was an expert in student development, and he
brought us that," said Judy Gagnon, SAO's activties coor-

dinator, last week.

Although Donant engaged in many scuffles with stu-

dent leaders, he truly cared for the students, Gagnon said.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey commended Donant last week
for what the chancellor called a professional job while with

student activities.

"He did his job well; it was not an easy job," Duffey said.

Donant had been a graduate intern in housing and ac-

tivities and a program conselor in student development
at the California Polytechnical Institute in San Luis
Obispx), Calif He taught in the Los Angeles County School

district.

He earned his bachelor's degree and teaching creden-

tials at the University of California and his master's

degree from the Polytechnical Institute.

Born in Oklahoma City, Okla., Donant was the coor-

dinator of the Valley Gay Alliance. He lived in Shutesbvry
since 1981 and was a member of the Grace Episcopal

Church in Amherst.
Donant survives by a friend, Greg Siebert of Shutesbury;

his parents, Franklyn and Elizabeth Donant of Pasadena,
Calif.; and a sister, Lisa Blecker of Temple City, Calif.

"To see death of a relatively young professional,

especially someone you know, is kind of a shock," said

Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for student affairs.

Said Duffey: "His friends will miss him, and the institu-

tion as well."

UMass music professor
to receive fellowship
Max Roach, jazz percussionist and professor in the

University of Massachusetts Music Department, has been
awarded a $372,000 fellowship by the John D and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation of Chicago.

Roach, 64, a well-known composer, will receive the

money over the next five years. He is one of 31 recipients

around the country.

Roach is credited with helping to pionneer the beebop
style of jazz in the 1940s.

Perkins Loan

.V> KtiK Sin.v<. Niinli.iiii|iiiHi

SK4 .MINI

Throughout your college years,

moke A. J. Hastings your
headquarters for

^ School Supplies!
Count on us for everything from your
first freshman notebook to your finol

thesis paper. ..plus oil those years of

pens, pencils, paper clips, typewriter
ribbons, etc., in-between!

A'l'HastingsJnc.
"Conveniently loeatmd In the center of Amhertf

45 Sovth Fteatant Street

OfCN: WMkdoy* 5 o.m. fe p.m.. Swndoya. $ a.m. to 1 p.m.

Borrowers

It's Time To Sign!

Fall Promissory
Notes Are Available

September 6 - 9
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First Floor Lobby

September 12 - 30
Financial

Aid Services
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The

•

The Following Coordinators:

Food Services • Facilities • Public Relations

Govenors Program Council • Special Projects

Assistant Office Coordinator • Finance/Key Function

Applications Available in BOG Office (8 1 7 CC)

from 9/7 to 9/12 • Return applications by 5 p.m.

I

• The CC/SU BOG is an AA/EOE EmploYcr •

fall '88

Mental Health Groups

Building Relationship Skills

A/bndov 5 30-5 00

Increosing Sclf-6steem

/Vtondov 5 30-5:00

Mental Heolth/

Heolth education Groups

Rdult Children of flicoholics

Group I: Tucsdov 5:5a5:00

Group II: LUednesdov 3:5a5:00

pi 70UPS begi'^ 'o eortvO;obe' one 'eqmre l/z <egiSPot'0^

fc rtonvdv Of 'eg'srotKjn col' >4S 2557c stoo ov
;27Hi.s'\orn

irnDOVE
^^ ^ BuMn«u Aaaociaut, Inc.

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480
Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA

WATROBA'S

Watroba^s Market
Welcome Back Students

Serving the area
for 28 years!

80 Sunderland Road • North Amherst • 549-0933

Hours: Sun. 8 a.m.-9 p.m., Mon.-Sat 8 a.m.-ll p.m.

Information Services

Management TrainingProgram
at

MORGANSTANLEY

(he <>/ Wall Street's lending internntitmal KenirHu-nfirmK inintes Bachelor's arui Manter's candidates o/all majors

inth .tufiertitr academic rec<trd» to npply to our Informatiim Sen'ice.s Manngement Training l^igram.

WE SEEK
• FALL GRADVATES and REVESTAH MM fttr Winter and Spring start dates.

WE OFFER
• .4 faitt-pactd leading-edge environment with high intellectual riandanU.

• A ntructured training program teaching the lue of Information Sgalenu technology to »oIih hiuinem-

related proNenu.

• A Kerien ofchallenging alignments with nigniTicant re»pon»ihility leading to rapid career progremion.

• An outManding compenMition program.

*

U MASS Amherst Recanting Date: Thursday, October IS

Resume Deadline: Tkesday, September IS

For more information and to submit your resume for consideratixm, vimt the

University Placement Service Office.

MORGAN STANLEY& CO.
Incorporated

IS College Recruiting

Ki.iS Broadway. New York. NY 1(H)19

Afrrr./.i(i St,ml,;, i.i ml Kipiiil ' ^i/n'rliinity Ktniiliryfr

Officer quits
and criticizes

department
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The University assistant police chief quit recently, level-

ing harsh criticism at Arthur Hilson, police chief and ex-

ecutive director of public safety.

Joyce, who spent 22 years on the UMass police force,

was chief of pHjIice from 1974 until last year, when Hilson

took on the title.

Joyce's resignation is effective Saturday. When he an-

nounced he was leaving late last month, he issued a let-

ter blasting recent upheavals in the police department.

When long-time Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neil

stepped down early in 1987, Hilson, then director of place-

ment services, took on the job on an interim basis, and
was later appointed permanent director.

Joyce said "terrible" changes had been made to the

department since Hilson took over.

OfTicers have been "the subject of unfair and un-

justifiable allegations, offices moved, offices shared with

junior officers, promises made and then never acted upon,

shuffled, reshuffled, and I could go on and one," Joyce

wrote.

Joyce also said that Hilson, who had little law enforce-

ment experience, was not qualified to run the department.

"The men and women rfthe department of Public Safety

need an experienced police professional to call the shots,"

he wrote.

At the time Joyce's letter was released, Hilson said it

was "unfortunate" Joyce was quitting, and his resigna-

tion was "our loss."

"He has given a lot of service to this department, to the
campus community and the community at large," Hilson
said.

m BOG
continued from page 20

undertaken by Jon Levine.

Levine looked at the upcoming building projects the

complex admini.stration plans to undertake, for the pur

pose of evaluating them in terms of student need.

"There are areas that are of higher priority to students

than to the administration, such as the Student LTrrion

ballroom," Nakajima said. "These are things that we
need to work on."

Other projects included board member Christina

Bolton working on a recycling program with Roger

Cherewatti of the Physical Plant and Dudley Bridges of

the Campus Center; and Caroline Miraglia composing

a history of the board and reorganizing board files.

One of the projects intended to make things run
smoother this semester is a comprehensive revision and
update of by-laws and policies pas.sed in board meetings

that may not have been used because no one knew they

existed.

"My philosophy is that for the board to be effective we
must be able to marshal evidence to specific needs that

the students have and present them to the Campus
Center administration that is both responsible to both

the needs of a large and diverse community and a

business," Nakijima said.

As for plans for the BOG for the upcoming semester,

Nakajima said he would like to reinvolve the board in

the budgets process of the complex, something he said

they have neglected in the past few years.

More importantly, Nakajima would like to rededicate

the Campus Center administration to some of the pro-

grams the board feels are important, such as "seeing the

student perspective in a clearer light. I don't mean it in

a malicious way, but they don't always have time to sit

down and think about what's best for the students,"

••Nakijima said.

^ ^3t==^ N^Quality
for a

I 'iJL.a,i„:i..<,/ij|i

Laundry

K^ • New Larger Machines

• Clean and Efficient

1 1 PRAY ST. • Friendly Attendants

AMHERST, MA. •Gas Dryers

• Convenient Location

549-1665
SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...7 AM-10 PM
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Albion will buy your
schoolbooks backany

dayofthe week.
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Comics not just for

little kids anymore
By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Speiial lo tlu' l'()lli't,Man

Because many of you are now enterint,'

college life, you may decide that this is a

good time to give up the childish habits of

>(>ur carefree high school years; no more

watching "Who's the Boss," listening to

David Lee Roth or keeping track of '"Days

of Ovir Lives".

Or you just may decide that you dont

care what other peotjle think.

And so it is with me and comics. I tried

for years to curb my habit until I finally

decided that I was denying myself some

good fun. I mean, I like superheroes. I like

words and pictures working together.

Be.st of all, I realized that comics didn't

always require a five year old mentality

Over the past 20 years, comics have been

aimed for a progressively older age group.

Where the average comics reader used to

bt» about twelve, he (Yeah, it's still a he;

some things don't changei is now in his ear

ly twenties.

Comics now embrace a whole world of

themes. Adolescent male power fantasies

are still the rage (God, I love 'em I. but peo-

ple interested in avant garde, science fie

tion, romance, sex and humor will find

something in their interest if they keep

l(K)king. There are even beginning to be a

number of comics aimed at women!

If you want to check out the new comics

scene, though, you probably won't find it

at the drugstore. As comics have become

more "adult." more specialized and more

expensive, they have found a new home in

the comics specialty store. These are the

places to go to find the really interesting

stufT.

Here in the Five College area, the best

place to go is Same Bat Time Comics in the

Hampshire Mall. Another great place to

buy comics is Main St. Records in Nor

thampton. It's selection isn't as large as the

others, but it's the best place to go for the

really underground stuff.

You might find the prospect of hunting

for comics a little bewildering though

Great covers often hide bad comics, and

some of the be.st comics often look wtud

when seated on the shelf

The best thing you can do is ask the ad

vice of a friend who likes comics. If you

can't do that, then ask someone at a

specialty store to help you. A good idea is

to come in on a slow day (Monday to Thurs

day) so that they'll be free to help you.

Don't he afraid to ask. These sales peo

pie are usually fans themselves and will

gladly share their knowledge to you, Just

be sure to have in mind what you'd like to

see, and don't let their enthusiasm make

you buy something you don't like. If you'd

rather not ask anyone, you'll find that

stores often keep a list of "recommended
"

titles to their shoppers.

Another thing that's good to be aware of

are gj aphic novels, also known as "graphic

albums, " "illustrated novels." and other

names. These are simply long comic b<xjks

with paperback covers and a glued spine

Though much more expensive than comics,

they are usually of higher quality paper

and contain better .stories. A lot of the best

comic books are collecti-d into graphic

novels.

To help you get started, I've composed a

personal "top ten" list of comic book

writers and artists to look at. I'm featur

ing comics creators instead of comics on the

list because while the quality and poulari

ty of comic titles vary, the quality of top

arti.st and writers remains more consistent.

Many comics fans now look for a "Frank

Miller" comic instead of a "Batman " comic.

You probably won't like all the artists

listed here; I myself dont' care for a few of

them. But they are all both acclaimed and

popular and they represent a good variety

of different styles.

Carl Barks. A lot of the most popular

comics are reprints of favorite classics,

especially the Donald Duck Comics of Carl

Barks. Barks' adventures of Donald, his

continued on page 3

The Blob was Big, and
so were these other films
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

What would our summers be without the

loy <>r sitiiiiK in a cement box with broken

seats and stale popcorn'.' Pretty dismal,

becaust> there's nothing better than a good

nick after a hard day at work or the beach.

This summer season featured many quali

ty offerings and surprising diversity, too.

So without further ado. here's a look at ten

of the best that's come out on celluloid, in

alphabetical order to make it simple.

Bambi What better film to start with

than the most traumatic children's film

ever made? Disney's masterpiece features

that killer line, "your mother can no longer

be with you." Gasp. It .still gets me. It's a

crime if you missed the stunning anima

tion and memorable characters that first

delighted kids in 1942.

Big. This sweet fantasy concerns a boy

who wishes he were 'big' to a carnival

machine and wakes up in the large form

of Tom Hanks. Fleeing to the adult world

of the city, he gets a job. becomes involved

with Elizabeth Perkins, and almost forgets

how old he really is, until his childhood pal

(Jared Rushtoni puts him in his place.

Hanks proves himself an actor of con

siderable range, always revealing in-

nocence just below the surface, and the

script by Gary Ross and Anne Spielberg

(Steve's sis) avoids cliches and makes this

the best of the role-switching movies we've

seen too much of

The Blob. Thirty years later, this

remake tops the original. If you don't know

the plot, forget it. The best improvement

is in our favorite ooze it.self devouring vic-

tims in more witty and grotesque ways
II III 1 1 II ueil on pufiv 9

Rambo III proves to be one of the summer's more forgettable

pictures. ^^^

REaUIRED LISTENING
io,ooo MANIACS

IN MY TRIBE

$6.99 LP or Cassette

$11.98 Compact Disc

AL B. SURE!
IN EFFECT MODE

$6.29 LP or Cassette

$1 1 .98 Compact Disc

$6.99 LP or Cassette

$1 1 .98 Compact Disc

$6.99 LP or Cassette

$10.98 Compact Disc

CAMPER VAN BEHHOVEN
^- *«!;$ ^<»*'*'-v V
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JOY DIVISION
IV77-I98U

SUBSTANCE
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$6.29 LP or Cassette

$11.98 Compact Disc

$6.29 LP or Cassette

$1 1 .98 Compact Disc
$6.99 LP or Cassette

$1 1 .98 Compact Disc

ON SALE AT AMHERST'S IVIOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

... A comprehensive selection of old and new
in ROCK, CLASSICAL, JAZZ, SOUL, FOLK, REGGAE

AND LOTS MORE

LOCATED IN FACES, DOWNTOWN AMHERST
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Mini-circus kicks off Fine Arts Center season
Bounce the Clown and Mademoiselle Ooo La La will

give the students at the University of Massachusetts an

official welcome into the new school year and the 1988-89

season at the Fine Arts Center.

From 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., students can pick up informa-

tion about the Center's season at a vaudeville mini-circus

between the Concert Hall and the Rand Theater.

Free popcorn, balloons and audience-participation enter-

tainment are planned. Rain date is Thursday from 11 to

3 p.m.

Kicking off the Center's 37-show season is the the Tony-

award winning Broadway musical "The Mystery of Ed-

win Drood" on Oct. 3. The Charles Dickens story that

was never finished will be brought to the Concert Hall

by composer Rupert Holmes.

Tickets for the one show are $26 for public; $13 for

students.

Other season highlights:

Ray Charles and the Raelettes, Thursday, Oct. 6.

Royal Ballet of Flander, Wednesday, Oct. 19.

Marvin Hamlisch in Concert, Thursday, Nov. 3.

Julliard String Quartet, Saturday, Nov. 5.

A Christmas Carol, Thursday, Dec. 8.

Jazz All Stars with Max Roach, Saturday, Dec. 10.

American Indian Dance Theater, Saturday, Feb. 4.

The Shanghai Quartet, Friday, Feb. 10.

The Peking Opera, Saturday, Feb. 11.

New Music Consort, Thursday, Feb. 16.

Ohio Ballet, Monday Feb. 27.

Teatro De Danza Espanola, Wednesday, March 15.

Alley Theatre, Wednesday, March 29.

Liz Lerman/Dance Exchange, March 31 and April 1.

Squat Theatre, April 11 and 12.

New Stockholm Chamber. April 13.

Nina Weiner Dance Company, April 24.

Cats, May 2,3,4.

Odetta and Ladysmith Black Mambazo, May 6.

For the complete listings, ticket reservations and more

information call the box office at 545-2511.

Art hits the Valley with a boom as school opens
The five college area offers much in the

way of art, including the following shows

opening this month . . .

"Freeing the Female Fornri: 1905 to

1930"opens Friday Sept. 9 at Amherst Col

lege's Mead Art Museum.

This exhibition is the first public display

of historic clothing from the college's Kir-

by Theater collection. The costumes show
the chagnges in silhouette, construction,

aesthetics and corsetry during the early

twentieth century. The exhibition will be

on display through Oct. 6

University of Massachusetts graduate

Mariana Rilleau will open her show "Ar-

chitecture: A Personal View" on Sept.

6 at the East Gallery of the Center for the

Arts in Northampton.

Rilleau's clay constructions can be view-

ed from noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday through

Friday and from 2 to 5 p.m. weekends at

the gallery at 17 South Street.

Also opening at the East Gallery of the

Center for the Arts is "Ideas From the

Unknown" by UMass future studies

graduate student Libby Hubbard on Sept.

6.

Hubbard will be showing 30 watercolors

at the gallery Tuesday to Friday from noon

to 5 p.m. and weekends from 2 to 5 p.m.

Both Hubbard's and Rilleau's shows will

run to Oct 6 and are free to the public.

"Desert Spirits: Contemporary
Southwest Craft " opens Sept. 3 at the Ar-

tisan Gallery at Thome's Marketplace in

Northampton.

The exhibiton of craftwork comes from

more than 25 artists from Arizona, New
Mexico and California and features,

presenting images of the desert and tradi-

tions of the southwest.

"Deserts" can be viewed Monday, Tues-

day, Wednesday and Saturedy from 9:30 to

5 p.m.; from 9:30 to 9 p.m. on Thursday

and Friday and Sunday's noon to 5 p.m.

"Paintings of James Hansen" can be

viewed at Hampden Gallery at UMass
campus from Sept. 5 to Sept. 30 from 3 to

7 p.m. Monday to Friday and Sundays from

2 to 5 p.m.

The Boston artist, who received a grant

from the National Endowment for the Arts

in 1987 and a fellowship in 1986 from the

Massachusetts Arts Council, will open a

concurrent show in New York.

James Hansen painting "Trefoil." above, and other works will be on display at

Hampden (Jallery at UMass. Contemporary Southwest Craft, below, is on display

at The Artisan Gallery at Thomes Market. "Ideas from the Unknown," left, by UMass

graduate student Libby Hubbard exhibited at the Center for the Arts in

Northampton.

comics
continued from page 2

nephews, and Uncle Scrooge (a Barks' original creation)

have made Donald Duck comics perhaps the longest

running cult in comics history, as well as inspring the TV

show, "Ducktales." Titles: Any quality Donald Duck or

Uncle Scrooge Comic. Look for Barks' name inside.

John Byrne. Possibly the most popoular artist in the

field. Byrne's ability to take the concept of "heightened

reality" to new heights has made him the number one

superhero artist in the field. As writer and artist, he has

a reputation of taking on daring new projects - and drop-

ping them quickly.

Titles: Byrne just stopped his highly publicized work or

"Superman" and is probably on to some new project. Some

of his Superman work can be seen in the paperback

reprint. "The Man of Steel" and in other graphic novels.

Chris Claremont. The writer of the '80's most popular

comic, "The X-Men," Claremont has introduced a new

kind of superhero, stressing elements of youth and adoles-

cent isolation that many young readers can identify with.

A clever plotter, he's possibly the most copied comic writer

around. Titles: "X Men," "X-Caliber" and various

graphic novels and reprints.

Robert Crumb. The most famous of the "underground

cartoonists of the late '60's and early '70's, Crumb has

been called a master satirist, a great illustrator, a

chauvinist pig, a sexual pervert and an eternal malcon

tent. Actually, he's all these things. His bizarre, introspec

tive comics have earned him both many enemies and a

cult following that may last well into the next century.

His work has appreared in countless titles, most notably

"Zap!" and most recently "Hup
"

Jaime and Gilbert Hernandez. Two brothers from

southern California whose magazine "Love and Rockets"

has received praise from Rolling Stone magazine and in .c:a..o.... ...c.„ -.^ ,,—.- „----

spired the name of the band. Jaime's stories of young

women rockers in LA's barrio have made him the most

certifiably hip cartoonist around, while Gilbert's stories

of a small South American Village have won him great

praise. Aside from "L&R, " the brothers' work can be seen

in the books "Mechanix"(Jaime) and "Heartbreak Soup"

(Gilbert).

Frank Miller. Miller set the comic book world on fire

with "The Dark Knight" comic and graphic novel, depic-

ting the desperate attempts of a 55-year old Batman to

stop crime in a punk-oriented Gotham City. Miller's

dramatic use of action and violence has earned him a

reputation as the Sam Peckinpah of comics, but he's also

one of the most intelligent artist and

scripters around. Aside from "The Dark Knight," Miller's

work can be seen in "Batman: Year One," "Daredevil

"

reprints and "Ronin."

Alan Moore. An English scriptwriter with a

remarkable ear for American speech, Moore has written

intricately woven tales that add a distrubing amount of

depth to superhero and super natural characters. His

superheroes become so real that they seem tragic. His

works include "Watchmen," a landmark book on

superheroes. "Swamp Thing"graphic novel,

"Miracleman" and "V for Vendetta."

Art Spiegelman. The acclaimed author of "Maus: A

Survivor's Tale" has had his work prait,ed in the New

York Times Review of Books, and is also the co-editor of

the avant-garde comic book "Raw." He is perhaps the best

known and most honored of the comic book creators. He

also designs the Garbage Pail Kids! He uses a simple, but

highly realistic style.

Dave Stevens. Also praised by the New York Times

Review of Books, Steven's art and stories hark back to

the late '30's era of pin up girls and movie serials, but

are written and drawn with far more style and an eye for

realism. His talent for drawing sexy "good girls " has made

him a popular poster artist. Aside from the book and comic

"The Rocketeer," Stevens has made many posters

available in comic stores.

Harvey Pekar. A real maverick of the comics, Pekar,

in his own words, holds "a steady civil service gig" in

Cleveland. In his spare time, he writes an

autobiographical comic book called "American Splendor,"

which he publishes once a year. Drawn by a variety of

artists, Pekar's stories are small, low-key slices of life. He's

been on the David Letterman show many times.

Tom Harrington is a former Collegian Arts Editor.

Folk dancers to perform
The Crescent Dancers, a seven member dance troupe,

will demonstrate the transformation from religious ritual

into modern "belly dancing" at the Center for the Arts

in Northampton, at 8 p.m. on Saturday, September 24.

"Belidi" dancing, as it is known, has been in existence

for over seven thousand years, and can be traced to an-

cient fertility rites. Originally used to honor the gods,

and to ask for prosperity, it spread through Europe and

Africa, thanks to the Gypsies. As it spread, the mean-

ing changed: in Northern Africa, it was used to ease labor

pains.

During the show, the dancers will perform interpreta-

tions of the ancient rituals, modern Turkish dances, in-

cluding the birth dance, the veil dance and the goddess

dance, which features a boa constrictor.

Featured in the program are Turkish folk dancers

Tracy and Ahmet Leluci, and Middle Eastern storyteller

Mara Capy.
Admission is $6. For more information, call the Center

at 584-7327, weekdays between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

'r-;V v> -v-v
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Internships offered
this fall semester
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Attention arts, communications and
marketing majors — eight internship posi-

tions for arts administration and manage-
ment are available this fall at UMass.

But the Arts Extension Service of the

Division of Continuing Education will of-

fer the positions to any student in the five-

college area who is interested in program
development, marketing and advocacy of

the arts, said Vanessa Kam, resource coor-

dinator for the program.

"The program gives you a sense of how
arts organizations work," she said. "Arts

management is many things."

Interns will work with one staffmember
to coordinate projects for arts organiza-

tions, work on arts publications and will

learn how to implement art programs, she

said.

The internship program has received

many awards, she said, including the Na-

tional University and College Extension

Association for creative programming in

continuining education.

And former interns, she said, have gone

to jobs at the National Endowment for the

Arts, Affiliate Artists of New York City,

Young Audiences of Boston and the Con-

necticut Commission on the Arts.

"We've really established ourselves over

the years," Kam said.

The interns, who will begin "as soon as

they get set up" through Curry Hicks, will

do the majority of their work from the

Goodell Building, she said.

And the hours of the internships are flex-

ible according to the staff members and the

intern.

"One staff member will be overseeing the

intern, reporting and evaluating them,"

Kam said. Credits for the internships are

available and must be arranged through

Curry Hicks, she said.

"The minimum requirement for any posi-

tion is 10 hours per week," Kam said. "The

naximum is 20 hours per week. We make
' very Hexible about when they come in."

Kam said two meetings are planned for

an overview of the program on September

8th and 3th in Goodell 604. For more in-

formation, students should call 545-2360.

WMUA program has old

favorites, new deejays
Old students may leave and new students

may arrive, but WMUA stays on the air

365 day.s a year.

WMUA is the official radio station of the

University of Massachusetts and can be

found at 91.1 on the FM dial 24 hours a

day.

Well, it's been a fun summer, but now it's

time to strt preparing for the fall schedule.

We have many carry-overs from last

semester, a handful of new radio stars and

a few veterans that are heading out to

pasture.

After 10 years on WMUA, Jim McD is

finally letting the "Soul Furnace" cool. It

will surely be missed by a great many peo

pie around the area.

Meredith Gottesman's "Death Trip" has

also reached it's final destination along

with Jim Neill's "Terpsichorean

Caucophony."

Other shows not returning include

"Stolen Moments," "Playing Dixie" and

"The Toejam."

The rookies for the fall are more than

ready to become the new regulars and we
have no shortage of them. Keep a listen out

for Joe Ferguson and his

"Psychadelicatessen," Rio Gabriel's "Rio

Jam" and many others.

Speaking of regulars, "The Mai Thurs-

day Show," "All That Jazz" and "Now's
The Time" will all be back over the air-

waves, as will a host of others you've come
to know and love.

If you think you have what it takes to

become a driving force in college radio, or

even if you don't, come to the first WMUA
new member meeting which will be held

at 7 p.m. on September 12. The room will

be announced, so keep checking the

Collegian.

If you're interested in becoming a

listener, that's even easier. Turn on your

radio and keep an eye on your mailbox for

the WMUA Fall Program Guide, which

should be out before too long.

Have a great semester and if you're in

the neighborhood, come by and check out

the WMUA studios at 102 Campus Center

and meet the 1988 Fall semester executive

board: Station manager - Alan Kapilian;

Chairman - Scott Lever; Engineer - Steven

Svoboda; Program Director - Phil Straub

- GEORGE KNIGHT, summer program
director for WMUA
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The Campus Center

Sh0p
On The Concourse

Serving Breakfast and Lunch:

7:00 AM-3:00 PM
Monday-Friday
Closed Weekends

Play celebrates hinder
The story of Benjamin Linder, the

American engineer killed by Contras forces

in April of 1987, will be brought to the

University of Massachusetts this Friday.

"Quien Vive/Who Lives" follows the life

and death of the 27 year-old who was shot

to death while building a hydroelectric

generator in a remote Nicaraguan village.

It is brought to the stage by Antioch

Theater, an experimental college theater

troupe out of Yellow Springs, Ohio.

Through his letters home, interviews

with his family and transcripts from a Con-

gressional hearing, the six women players

act, re-enact, sing and read poetry to tell

Linder's story.

Sponsored by the New World Theater,

the Hampshire College Theater Program,

and the MacArthur Fund, the play will

stop at Bowker Auditorium this Friday at

8 p.m as it moves across the country on a

national tour.

All proceeds from the show will be

donated to Technica and Necessidades. two

volunteer groups aimed at helping civilians

of Nicaragua. Tickets for "Quien
Vive/Who Lives" are $5 for the public, $3

for students and can be obtained at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office at UMass.

For more information, call 545-2511.

TOP of the CAMPUS
LOUNGE

ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

FINE DINING
.^ _ '^ AND

_.*r. FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:00 pm

Call M9-6000 ext. 7639

for Reservations

Validated Parking

rrnnn

TOP ^ ^- '

Iof the
CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

wim

Enjoy the spectacular mew
from the 11th floor

Free munchies: Monday-Friday 4:00-6:00 pm
Wide variety of

alcoholic & non-alcoholic beverages

Mon-Fri: 11:30 in-12:30 am Sal & Sun: 4 pm-12:30 am

The cast of "Quien ViveAVho Lives?'

8 8

1 8SEASON

Subscribe by Sept. 26
and Save!

Chamber Music
Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields

The Juilliard String Quartet

Quartet for the End of Time

The New Music Consort
*

The Colorado Quartet

New Stockholm Chamber Orchestra

Spectrum
The Amazing Cambridge Buskers

The Peking Opera

Kodo

The Magnificent Mazowsze

Bill Crofut and Benjamin Luxon

Odetta/Ladysmith Black Mambazo

Winners Circle

Peter Zazofsky, violin

Peter Orth. piano

The Shanghai Quartet

Los Angeles Guitar Quartet

Theater
"A Christmas Carol"

Roadside Theater/John O'Neal

Alley Theatre: "A View

from the Bridge"

Squat Theatre: "
'L' Train

to Eldorado"*

Jazz
Ray Charles Show '88

Jazz All Stars with Max Roach

Black Swan Quartet
*

' 'The Mystery of Edwin Drood"

Maryin Hamlisch In Concert

"Broadway Bound"

"CATS"

Orchestras
Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Gewandhaus Orchestra of Leipzig

Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra

Dance
The Royal Ballet of Flanders

Desrosiers Dance Theatre

American Indian Dance Theatre

Ohio Ballet

Teatro de Danza Espanola

Liz Lerman/ Dance Exchange

Nina Wiener Dance Company

* Four Front

The FourFront series highlights new
and experimental work by some of

today's most intriguing and innova-

tive artists.

All Five College

Students Half-Piice.

CaU 545-2511

-j:^

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

BlueWdl
C<^ee House
Offering a selection of gourmet coffee, pestry

and ice cream

MonThurs: 11 30 am- 12:00 mid

Friday 1130am- 6:00 pm
Saturday Closed - but watch

lor special events

Sunday 3 00 pm-12 00 mid

Located on the Concourse Level

of the Campus Center

Jtampden
Creamery

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
11 30 AM-11:30 PM

• Ice cream, sundaes,

floats

• Candy by the pound
• Penny candy

• Birthday cakes

to order

• Ice cream cakes

• Pastries and cookies

Ihatch
GROUND FLOOR • STUDENT UNION

FEATURING

A Variety of

Entertainment

8 AM- 12 MID
7 DAYS A WEEK

DELI SANDWICHES • PIZZA AND ITALIAN

SPECIALTIES • LARGE SELECTION OF WINE

AND BEER • SNACKS • QUICK LUNCHEON
AND BREAKFAST ITEMS • SALAD BAR • LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT • COLOR TELEVISION

v^\\^v>J^^^v^.\\\^'w^\^v^^v/.v.v.%vAv/.•/ •//>vy//Wy. /y///jrvy/'./j .^t»Aa3eki,vw%,w\v.'.%v»\\w»\v»\vc» . \» ».s.»x%'.%'*.x «•»» »
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Any couch potato's guide to renting videos
. . 1 »i-_ rk_,.~„o r.^<a Krtrina anH VOU Will nO'

By THOMAS HARINGTON
Special to the Collegian

Guides to videos are easy to find. They're movie reviews

with the benefit of one year or more retrospect. Guides

to video rental stores are unfortunately nonexistent. This

IS too bad because it's the store that presents the problem

for most people. Nothing in our collective upbringing could

prepare us for the task of deciding which among 1000

movies we actually feel like watching. And the confusion

increases geometrically with the number of people trying

to reach an agreement.

Here, then, is a simple outline of your average video

store.

THE BUILDING. It wasn't always like this, you know.

Behind the big letters that say "Video Mart" you can still

make out the faded remnants of "Pop's Variety" or 'Lou's

Gas." The mterior, if well done, resembles a cross between

a clean magazine stand and a fast food restaurant. If it

is not well done, it looks like whatever store it had been

before it was converted. Poor-looking stores cleverly

compensate for their unsightliness by plastering

themselves with posters advertising new releases by

Charles Bronson and James Caan.

THE OWNERS: As often as not. they have been the

owners of the failed business that the video store replac-

ed. As such, they hold a deep resentment toward videos,

which they do not like anyway. The only thing they dislike

more than videos is you. They look upon customers as

whining gremlins who ask difficult questions and refuse

to rewind tapes. Do not ask them for recommendations.

They will try to get you to rent one of their stagnating

copies of "Bobo."

GENRES: Practically all video stores are divided into

helpful little sections like "Action," "Comedy" and

"Drama." This, of course, does not mean that the videos

are divided among these categories in any kind of

reasonable or coherent way. but it does give a pleasant

illusion of organization.

Video stores have a unique selection of comedies that

is not available in any other medium. The covers usually

feature horny boys spying on girls in bikinis holding hot

dogs. These are accompanied by an uncredited blurb that

compares it to some teen sex comedy that you've actual

ly heard of ("Funnier than Porky'sV' "Ifyou liked Animal

House, you'll love this!").

Action video covers show pictures of big angry guys with

guns.

Dramas are boring and you will not rent them.

Horror videos are identical to comedy videos except that

the girl on the cover is being split in two.

Adult video covers are kept in booklets full of pictures

that are guaranteed to eradicate any kind of desire you

might have had when you opened it. But don't let this stop

you from renting one. because they are a fascinating ex-

perience. They are the ultimate proof that television can

make anything look boring.

The only thing left to understand is CHOOSING A

VIDEO. This is especially hard when you're choosing with

someone else. In the case of loved ones, it can be par

ticularly shocking. A quick stroll through a Vid Mart and

your lover will reveal things about his/her personality that

could otherwise take years of psychotherapy to uncover.

First of all, don't try to resolve a debate by renting a

video apiece, because you know that you probably won't

have time to watch more than one. This not only wastes

money, it leads to a whole new argument when everybody

tries to get their video played first.

The pro{)er thing to do is to let your companion do the

selecting. Then you can moan and complain about

everything (s)he picks up until (s)he finally breaks down

and picks something that (s)he knows you like.

Faculty concerts at FAC
to feature Bach, Liszt
The Department of Music and Dance is

holding a series of concerts throughout the

month of September. The first is one of

several faculty recitals and will feature Jon

Humphrey, tenor, and Fredric T. Cohen,

oboe, at Bezanson Recital Hall on Tuesday,

September 13 at 8 p.m. The show will

feature the world premiere of composition

for oboe and tenor by Salvatore Macchia,

as well as "Blake Songs" by Vaughan
Williams and works by Bach and Liszt.

There will be an admission fee.

The Avanti Quintet will perform on Sun-

day, September 18 at 8 p.m. at Bowker
Auditorium.

Featuring Joanne Tanner on flute,

Fredric T. Cohen on oboe, Michael

Sussman on clarinet, Dennis Godburn on

bassoon and Laura Klock on horn the

Quintet will perform as part of the

"University Friends of Music Series."

There will be an admission fee.

Paulina Stark, soprano and pianist

Nadine Shank will hold a faculty recital on

Saturday, September 24 at 8 p.m. at Sage

Hall at Smith College. They will perform

American art songs in Hebrew, Yiddish.

Latino and English. Admission is free.

On Tuesday, September 27 from 12:15 to

2:15 p.m., Elaine Bonazzi, mezzo-soprano,

will perform at Bezanson. Though this is

a master class, it is open to the public. Ad-

mission is free.

Also on the 27th, at 8 p.m. at Bezanson,

David Sporny will perform a varied pro-

gram of classical and jazz on trombone. Ad-

mission is free.

For ticket information, call the Fine Arts

Center Box Office at 545 2511. Proceeds

from admission fees benefit the Universi-

ty Friends of Music Scholarship Fund.

THEATRES

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

Join us for the best in Motion
Picture Entertainment at

Reduced Prices

Students- $2.95 w/valid student ID

Children (13 and Under) &
Seniors (55 and over)

$1.95 at all times

Adults- $4.75, $2.95 (matinee)

Our Daily Twi-Lite Show is only
$1.95 for everyone

(Limited Seating)

i I
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Rock/art world loses

one of its greatest
BY JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

The art/rock world lost one of its greats

this summer.
Nico, the part-time singer with the

Velvet Underground and Andy Warhol pro-

tege, died suddenly of a cerebral hemorrage

on July 18 at the age of 49.

Best known for her brief stint with the

Velvet underground, Nico was born in Col-

ogne, Germany where she began her career

as a fashion model at age 14.

It was in New York, however, as one

Warhol's infamous "superstars" that Nico

truly made her mark.

Captivated by her unique features and

vapid singing voice, Warhol created a vocal

role for her in his "exploding plastic in-

evitable" show, featuring the house band,

The Velvet Underground.

In 1967, Nico recorded her only album

with VU. entitled "The Velvet

Undergournd and Nico," singing Lou

Reed's "Femme Fatale" and "All Tomoi

row's Parties."

Later Nico went solo, releasing an album

entitled "Chelsea Girl" - a colleciton of

songs written by Bob Dylan, Lou Reed and

Jackson Brown - in 1967. She recorded

•The Marbel Index" in 1969, "Desert

shore" in 1971 and "Camera Obscura" in

1985.

Police found Nico collapsed by the bike

she had been riding in the mid-July heat

in Spain. Her sudden death came as a

shock not only to her fans, but to those who

knew of her improved health conditions

after kicking a heroin habit of many years.

The impact of Nico's style and singing on

the art world has yet to be determined.

Looking for a few good voices . . . the

Pioneer Valley Cappella that is.

The 16 member Pioneer Valley Capella

ensemble performs Renaissance and 20th

century music has openings for a bass, a

tenor, a counter-tenor and a soprano.

Interested singers are invited to attend

open rehearsals on Sept. 8 and 15 at 7:30

p.m. at the Helen Hills Chapel.

For more information call director

Stanley Charkey at 254-9193.

iriHt

CATIO THERM

"Having great

looking hair

is not enough!"

Reg. $45. 1 want my hair

to FEEL great too! My
JCPenney hair stylist

used the Catio-Therm*

perm by Helena Curtis.

It has a special

ingredient called

cationic conditioner. I

don't know exactly what

that is but I know what it

does ... my hair feels

silky and soft and the

curl is just right.

. . , Sale price includes shampoo.
T*'.*^ haircul and style

,*.*. Naxiuf hatr

'J'*'*S '^*'* P">^"<^** alwsyi avallablt

M* '
< Sale ends Seplembe' in

mc ^mc <r\mc ^nx; c\rr>c c\mc ^nrrvc nmc nmc omc omc

Pickup your haircut

The Styling Salon at 'Z"X':'^^::^,'^,f

584-7416 XPenney

O ItM, JC^annay Company, Inc.
Hampshire Mall
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Book falls short of depicting real-life pain
By GAIL MOUNTAIN
Collegian Correspondent

At Risk
By Alice Hoffman
Published by G.P. Putnam's Sons
New York, 1988

At first rumor, Alice Hoffman's "At Risk" was thought

to be about AIDS. But this is not a book about AIDS as

we've come to know the disease through the media.

It is not about society's scapegoats, on whom many have

chosen to exert their intolerance. It is not about the gays,

the prostitutes or the IV-drug community. "At Risk" is

about the biggest rip-off, byproduct of the disease im-

aginable. It is about one of the indisputable innocents

among mankind. It is the story of Amanda Farrel, an

11 year old girl, who contracts AIDS from an almost

forgotten blood transfusion she had when she was six

years old.

Hoffman's book is also about Amanda's mom,
photographer Polly; her dad, scientist Ivan; her 8-year-

old dinosaur-loving brother Ivan Jr.; her friend and seance

performer Laurel Smith; her grandparents, her hometown
of Morrow and its ability or inability to cope with a disease

that no one thought would ever arrive.

Hoffman does an effective, if organized, job laying out

the dynamics of a family suddenly caught in the web of

the plague of the 1980's.

She quite masterfully separates the politics ofAIDS and

the reality of AIDS.

Outside influences are fleshed out to include the emo-

tional baggage each family member brings to the crisis

and how they must work through it all while struggling

through the quagmire of denial to the acceptance ofAman-
da's inevitable death.

In the midst of the emotional confusion, Laurel Smith

proves to be the outsider who can talk to Amanda about

what is uppermost on her mind — what she can't talk to

her family about. Amanda can

talk to Laurel about her fear of death.

From the time Amanda first became ill in June until

her final trip to the hospital with her second case of

pneumocystic pneumonia (associated with AIDS), Hoff-

man handles with sensitive insight the issues of denial

and the desire of each immediate family member to deal

with their pain alone.

She never loses her thread ofcontinuity in bringing the

family through from the beginning to the end of Amanda.

I have only one problem with the book, a point I base

in having experienced the news that someone you know
has AIDS.

Hoffman hardly scratches the surface of the anger, rage

and powerlessness that accompanies such devastating

news. I expected those feelings should have played a more

prominent role when Amanda's death sentence couldn't

be attributed to her own destructive choices, as is claim-

ed to be the case with risk behavior victims.

I suspect more rage and powerlessness should have

manifested itself when such an innocent child was

diagnosed as having AIDS. But certainly it is no reason

not to read the book. Hoffman knows her stuff when it

comes to the interaction of a family in crisis, making this

a valuable piece of work on that premise alone.

On a lighter note, Hoffman lives near Boston with her

husband a their two sons and any reader from the Boston

area will probably have as much fun as I did trying to

figure out where the story is set.

"Morrow has a wicked ? the pond in the center of the

common is uncertian..." Could be Danvers or some other

North Shore town rich in witch history. Laurel's cottage

is set out on the marsh and symbolically removed from

Morrow — sounds a lot like Essex.

Read "At Risk." Hoffman's subject is a lose-lose concept.

Nonetheless, her novel is a quiet breath of rationality

encompassing so much, she'll touch you somewhere.

Dumptruck and Scruffy to play at the Iron Horse

Boston garage band Dumptruck Scruffy the Cat rocks the Iron Horse Sept. 14 at 7 and 10 p.m.
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Student rates for series
ISThe Music at Amherst series

celebrating its 10th anniversary and, as

usual, five-college students are entitled to

discounts on tickets for these programs.

Season tickets for orchestra and front-

balcony seats in Buckley Recital Hall are

$85 for general public, $65 for students.

Rear balcony seats go to the masses for $65,

while students pay $50.

The series will begin with the Empire

Brass on Thursday, Oct. 13, performing a

wide range of musical styles. The
Paillard Chamber Orchestra will perform

on Saturday, Oct. 29. The program features

flutist Shigenori Kudo, performing pieces

by Handel, Debussy, Leclair and C.P.E.

Bach.

The Kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson Trio,

composed of pianist Joseph Kalichstein,

violinist Jaime Laredo and cellist Sharon

Robinson, will perform on Wednesday,

Nov. 2. The trio will present pieces by

Beethoven and Shostakovich, as well as a

Brahms horn arrangement with David

Jolley on french horn.

Troubadour songs, motets and chansons

are just some of the fun to be provided by

the Toronto Consort on Friday, Dec. 2. The
program, entitled "La Chanson Francaise,"

marks the ensemble's third performance at

Amherst College.

Thp Washineton Post r«llpH tVip Tashi

ensemble "superlative musicians."

Wednesday, September 7, 1988

Clarinetist Richard Stoltzman, violinist Ida

Kafavian, violinist Theodore Arm, violist

Steven Tenenbom and cellist Fred Sherry

will perform on Thursday, Feb. 2.

Danish recorder player Michala Petri

will perform works by Corelli, Bach and

Telemann on Thursday, March 2.

Pianist Lydia Artymiw, violinist Arnold

Steinhardt and cellist Jules Eskin will pre-

sent works by Schubert, Schumann and

Dvorak on Saturday, March 11.

All performances will begin at 8:15 p m.

WthaBa^BankCardjifeeasyto
getcadiftK*coU^expenses.

Whether you live on or off campus, you can get cash with th(^ BiiN-Banl^ Can! at thou

sands of automated teller machiiK^s thmughout Massiichuselts. It's the number one stu

dent choice. And it's yours when you ot)en luiy I^nl^uiks checking or NOW aax)unt or

a E^vBanks Savings Accoiuit.

Tlie BayBank Card Ls your ticket to 24-hour banking at o\'er 900 X-Press 24* bank

ing machines and over 150 Money Supply* cash dLs|XMisers-many riglit on campus-

so you'll always have cash when \ou need it . The l^i\i^uik Canl ;ilso gives \'ou aca\ss

to your cash across the state and acmss the ct)iuitr\' Ihrougli the NYCE* and CIRRI'S*

networks-over 20,000 ATMs in all. Plus, you can ust^ your ck^king or NOW aca)unt Ba\iiiuik

Card for gasoline and other pnxluct^ and services at over 4,2(X) participating Mobil* stations nationwide.

So why not get your BayBank Card today'.' There's a BajBank office near your school.

BayBanks'
Nobodydoes it better.
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movies
continued from page 2

than before, and director Chuck Russell,

who co-wrote the screenplay, has added

more interest with a not-so selfless hero

(Kevin Dillon) this time around. Even a

sub-plot about nasty government types bor-

rowed from E.T. works. Good, mindless fun.

Clean and Sober. Mr. Comedy Michael

Keaton astounded me in this very honest,

and very dark story of a sleazy addict who
'borrowed' money, and might be responsi-

ble for a girl's overdose. He seeks refuge

from the police in a dry out clinic. The real

point of the film is how long it takes him
to realize he belongs there. Brilliant acting

by Keaton, Kathy Baker and Morgan
Freeman add to the gritty realism.

Crocodile Dundee II. Paul Hogan and

Linda Kozlowski return as our favorite

unlikely pair in this sequel penned by

Hogan and his son, Brett. This time the

plot is contrived, involving drug dealers

and their pursuit of Mick and his gal all

the way back to his territory down under,

but there's still enough wit and wonderful

characters to keep one satisfied.

Die Hard. Bruce Willis in a "Towering

Inferno" rip-off? Not at all. As a New York

cop trying to out-wit terrorist/bank robbers

who have seized a forty story building and
taken hostages, the film is a glitzy

showcase of effects and style. Lampooning

all officials in the tradition of 'Robocop,"

and filled with suspense a la 'Aliens,' this

film is a knockout on the giant screen with

Dolby stereo. See it there, as it won't be the

same on home video.

Midnight Run. The best 'buddy buddy'

movie in ages, with Robert Deniro as a

Serkin at Smith
Rudolph Serkin, recognized for decades

as one of the greatest musical talents in the

world, will play John M. Greene Hall at

Smith College, 3 p.m. on September 11.

Tickets for the Czechoslovak ian pianist's

performance will be on sale from 11 a.m.

to 3 p.m. from Sept. 9 to 11 at John M.

Greene Hall box office on Elm Street in

Northampton.
Tickets are $15 and $12 for the public,

$8 for students.

Serkin's performance with the Watasti

quet Chamber Players two years at

Amherst College sold out in two hours

bounty hunter and Charles Grodin as the

mild-mannered criminal. The ingenious

script has five different parties trying to get

Grodin before he reaches the polic in L.A.,

and director Martin Brest (Beverly Hills

Cop) gets wonderful performances from

both leads. Deniro plays himself beautiful-

ly, but Grodin's low-key performance

almost steals the show. One of a new trend

of action films with characters we care

about.

Tucker. Jeff Bridges had me smiling in

his convincing portrayal of Preston Tucker,

a post-WW II inventor who tried to in-

troduce "the car of tomorrow today," but

was destroyed by big auto makers as his

car was a threat to them: it was too good.

A great supporting cast including father

Lloyd as a "bad" senator and Martin Lan-

dau (in an Oscar-worthy performance) as

Tucker's financial director, brings director

Francis Ford Coppola back from obscurity.

Though there isn't enough family

dynamics, and Tucker smiles too much,

even when losing everything, I still left the

theater feeling great.

Who Framed Roger Rabbit. Technical

ly, a masterpiece. The first film to suc-

cessfully combine live-action and anima-

tion to the point where one believe humans
are really interracting with the "Toons,"

who worit people in 1947 Hollywood. Bob

Hoskins, as a down and out detective, must

help Roger Rabbit clear his name when ac-

cused of killing his cartoon producer. Loads

of cameos by your favorite cartoon stars

like Daffy Duck and Betty Boop add to the

fun, though the story and the human ele-

ment could have been better.

Young Guns. The brat pack goes

Western, and it works. I had doubts about

this one, but the film, following Billy the

Kid's early days with a gang of colorful

youths is loads of fun since the screenwriter

and director Christopher Cain didn't take

themselves too seriously. Emilio Estevez,

Kiefer Sutherland and Casey Siemazko

lead the bunch, creating appealing and

dimensional characters. The scenery and

costumes are authentic to boot.

Those are my choices for the best, and

yes, some big ones didn't make it. Willow,

though entertaining, was forgettable. No
director, not even Ron Howard, can make
a great film with a nonexistent script. As

for Rambo III, which bombed (my prayers

were answered). I didn't even bother to see

Sly's excesses. Did you?

Pee Wee still stylin'

in rural romperoom
By JERRY HIGGINS
Collegian Correspondent

Big Top Pee-wee
Directed by Randal Kleiser

Who is a better romantic than Kevin

Costner in Bull Durham? Who is more

convincing as a childlike adult than Tom
Hanks in Big? And who lives in a better

fantasyland than Roger Rabbit? Pee wee

Herman, that's who.

In Big Top Pee-wee, the world's most

lovable man child moves from his Satur-

day morning playhouse to a farmhouse.

He goes from playing with Conkey,

Chairy and Randy on Saturdays to ten-

ding a huge farm with his pig pal, Vance,

and a yard full of animals on the big

screen.

Only in Pee-wee's world do animals

sleep in pajamas on beds in a barn. Once

they're awake, it's pancakes for everyone

on an outdoor griddle. Then it's off to his

greenhouse to perform top-secret

botanical experiments to "make the world

of tomorrow a better place."

His brown cows emit chocolate milk,

which is "chocolately." He has a top-secret

hot dog tree and sings "Peewee Herman
has a farm."

But Pee-wee has another side. He is

engaged to the town school teacher. Win

nie Johnson (Penelope Ann Miller), who

has lunch dates with him every day and

makes him horrible egg salad sandwiches

wrapped in wax paper.

He lives in a town of mostly elderly folks

who don't like him very much. He has to

wait behind two ladies for his daily cheese

sandwich and pickle and gets verbally

abused by everyone.

A big storm hits the town and when it

subsides, the Cabrini Circus is spread all

over his farmland. Pee-wee meets the

manager/ringmaster. Mace Montana

(Kris Kristofferson) and falls for the

show's beautiful trapeze artist, Gina Pic-

calapoopala (Valeria Golino).

For Pee-wee Herman fans, seeing him

mature and (gasp) kiss Gina is a shock to

the system. But there are enough physical

gags to get you back into the "Pee-wee"

mode, so to speak.

Seeing Pee-wee attempt to find a circus

act he can handle is a riot. He flies around

in a harness trying to ride the hors«^s. He
tangles up the balancing ropes, and as a

human cannonball he stays in the cannon

after it's been fired. Even with his odd

five-sizes-too-small gray suit. Pee wee

doesn't fit in with tlie freaks.

He does fit in with Gina, and their

scenes together are both funny and

touching. When they first met, Pee-wee

falls on his back after glancing at Ginas
upper body.

His pet lines ("That's my name, don't

wear it out","Say it, don't spray it") may
be lost on those who don't follow Pee wee.

But hearing Gina say in her broken

English, "I know you are. but what am
I?" as Pee-wee tries to tell her he loves her

is priceless.

As a pure circus movie. Big Top Pee-wee

will never come close to the 1952

Academy Award winner The Greatest

Show on Earth or the Marx Brothers A
Day at the Circus. But the performing

scenes are enjoyable and the animals are

well-trained.

As a comedy, it succeeds. It's not very

deep. It's not intellectually stimulating.

But it is funny, and the love scenes are

tastefully done so that children can enjoy

it, too.

It's nice to know that in these days of

slice and-dice and foul language movies.

Pee wee Herman gives us a chance to go

back to our childhoods and have some fun.

Heh,heh.'

Watch for Berryhill, Mambo-x at the Iron Horse

Feminist folker Ciindy Lee Berryhill plays the Iron Hor«eSeptember! 5. ' - Mambo-X rocks the Iron Horse September 22
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T H O RNE S
Thome's Marketplace is THE place

in Northampton to shop, eat, play, and

just have a good time. An indoor market

with five floors of wonderfully different shops,

restaurants, galleries and a gym^

MARKETPLACE ISO MAIN ST NOR T H A M P T N

PICCADILLY STREET
WOMEN S CLOTHING

ONE WAY ST. TO FASHION

10

*\.'^"
Exotic and classic styles.

Imported Rayons, Silks,

Cottons and Wools.

Lots of variety, affordable.

Fastest growing fashion center in the Valley!

Bring your college ID, get 20% off (except sale items)

2nd Floor. THORNES MARKET. NORTHAMPTON

your store for

dancewear. .

.

Danskin

Flexatard

Dance Basics

Mariko

Thornes Market • 150 Mam Street • 586-8050

S MARKETPLACE

Futons Futons Futons

FREE DELIVERY
TO UMASS CAMPUS

YOU PICKUP FROM OUR
TRUCK

THORNES MARKET, 150 MAIN STREET, NORTHAMPTON 586-2600

Frames Frames Frames

Special on

Futon and Frame Combinations

10% Off Covers with Student ID

= (>( K >1M l< \\( K )|)

-( ( '\ii"\N> \j5p)^;>

Basement Floor—Tnorne's Market

NortKnmpfon S84-0S00

THORNES
15 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON MARKETPLACE

CHONA
\«^t

CONTEMPORARY
FASHKDN FOR MEN

ti

THORNES MARKET

a»**''^^'^

liTniiiiiiiilmffft

:r^

FRESH, NATURAL
ORGANIC FOODS

• Carrots tor juicing, plus other

truits ^ vegetables

» A selection ot frozen

organic meats

• Fresh i\ vital herbs

Vitamms, Homeopathic
and herbal remedies

Renetless cheese ^—^
and local dairy (^*Ul

products ^^W«^

Op»n •v«ning» fo» yoo« cc«rtv»nl»oe»

Downstoirs ot Tho»n»J Mork»t M'homp, &66-3600
Nutricioniit-R»9isi*r»d Ditiltion

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ uvoilobi* fof coo»ulfOt(on

The fost food olt»rnAtivc
for those with the inside
track on good eating

SaU<*« • rcUfcl • PjzZfl.
^

FresK Juices •\Wt4riw^<^4wlck(V

Fruit S«u»<*lfu«4-N<6«vjl SttJ^^

FREE DELIVER./ lU
'dowmtows NorthamttoN

586 • 2077

THOHNE-'S MAR^KET
UOWEK tlVEL 150 MAIN ST-

NOF-THAMPTON, MAS^ACHU^ITTS

! tk^ "PA^-d!

• Pappagallo • Calvin Klein Sport

\-/jhm^
SHOE SALON
THORNES MARKETPLACE

LEVEL B

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.
586-8116

J

\

\
f MRS MONSAT 9 30 5 30, TMURS & FRI I.I 9 30, SUN 12 5

^^Ipi»f.rpain^Ice Crcam^^

Thom«t M«r»<»ipi«c« Open Noon lid 1 1 30 Sun - Thurt.

OW South SI Entranc* Noon lill Midnight Frl A Sat.

Nofthampton 586-9700

(^JDRNUCOPl/^

~^^ BALLOON
^ >5> YOUR FAVORITE

FRIENDS!
'EMBARRASS THEM. ENTERTAIN THEM OR DO

FT WITH CLASS

BEAUTIFUL BALLOON ARRANGEMENTS
DELIVERED BY CLOWN. GORILLA, TUXEDO, OR

OUR WILD AND CRAZY BALLOONATICK

CALl US AT 586-8420 MC/VISA

games

SQUARE
ONE

Unique games, chess

sets, playing cards,

puzzles and more!

585-0100

FofK Style; Comfort, aw Affohoabtlity

CmCN IS EVERYTHIfJG

SdAryps

^^̂

IMT
SAT ,„

SO<-** T^'J 5WS ^WtATEPJ ^ V

Kt Cotton Cottage ^

w EVEnnmcs cottonii w
c^ins'^K ^^ws^^sis. Q-l
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Coming this month to Sheehan's in Noho

Rockabilly giant Sleepy LaBeef plays Sheehan's Sept. 9.

V.d Vadas and the Fabulous Heavyweights play Sept. 12.

\/\/hat we have in store for the

tall IS alot of good rock-n-roll:

nothing more, nothing less.

Sheehan s Manager Steve Rothenberg

The Young Fresh Fellows farce at Sheehan's Sept. 14 with Check Please. Barrence Whitfield and the Savages scream at Sheehan's Sept. 15.

Comic Keating gives a sobering performance
By KATHY LAMOTht:
Collegian StafT

If an Oscar was ever awarded for a film's frankness, then

"Clean and Sober" would win hands down. It is the story

of one man's attempt to recover from drug and alcohol

abuse.

Daryl Poynter (Michael Keaton, in an outstanding per-

formance) is a thriving real estate executive specializing

in commercial properties. He is also an alcoholic and drug

addict who resorts to embezzling $92,000 in order to sup-

port his habits and stock market losses.

He first realizes he is in trouble when a woman who sold

him drugs, and who stayed in his bed, becomes comatose
from an overdose, and later dies.

To escape prosecution, he takes shelter in the safest

place he knows — a drug clinic. While hiding, he

undergoes detoxification and begins rehabilitation with

a counselor named Craig (Morgan Freeman), a former

drug user.

Whereas detox was easy for Poynter (unlike other pa-

tients, as the movie shows), rehabilitation is much harder.

He has to attend group therapy sessions, watch movies

about the effects of substance abuse, and must participate

in group calisthenics.

This proves to be too much for Poynter at first, who is

still trying to get 'product' smuggled in, so Craig throws

him out. When he does return, he is more determined to

work at his recovery.

What makes this movie so impressive is that it does not

focus exclusively on Daryl. Instead, the movie follows the

progress of Charlie (Kathy Baker) and Donald (Tate

Donovan).
"Clean and Sober" is also important because it show

the personal support given to recovering addicts. Besides

counselors like Craig, there are sponsors, who are

members of Alcoholics Anonymous assigned to help new-

ly recovered addicts adjust to outside life. M. Emmet
Walsh performed masterfully as Richard, Poynter's

sponsor.

"Clean and Sober" is a story about people, not a
documentary. Some of the patients, such as Poynter, do
well enough to earn chips for staying straight for 30 days.

Others are not as lucky. This movie, remember, was not

made to have a perfectly happy ending.

In general, "Clean and Sober" is an excellent movie.
Well-researched situations brought out the best in the
well-developed characters. I would recommend this movie
to anyone interested in a ^xxi, mature drama, regardless

of the subject matter.

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEV

Every Monday
Through Thursday

all uou can eat

buffet 5 p.m.

$^99

GEKING VXARDEN
A MANDARIN tl SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

586-1202 ;Kj^ .f. ® <»" 5:^/« »•. C^J'^y

HOURS
MON-SAT 5am-3pm

SUN 6am-3pm

1185 North Pleasant St

AT THE NORTH

AMHERST LIGHTS

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
to great Breakfast of

Homemade Bread & Pastries
• Voted Best Breakfast Served In The Valley ir

UN THE BUS ROUTE PAST GRAD TOWERS

Screaming Tribesman emerge from down under
Success in US likely for Aussie sensation
By JIM NEILL
Collegian Correspondent

With an eloquent roar, Australia's near-legendary

Screaming Tribesmen have finally unleashed their first

full length album on these shores.

Bones and Flowers, on Rykodisc CD, LP and cassette,

stands as one of the best rock albums of the year — not

surprising considering the band's heritage. The Tribesmen

family tree includes Radio Birdman, The Hoodoo Gurus,

The New Christs, and The Hitmen, all seminal outfits in

a decade that has seen an astounding influx of talent

emerge from down under.

Since their formation in 1981, The Screaming
Tribesmen have consistently topped the Aussie indie

charts with their effective mix of irresistible melodies,

soaring vocal harmonies, and a potent guitar blitzkrieg

that drives the whole thing home with a vengeance.

With the cumulative strength and top notch songwriting

evident on Bones and Flowers, the Tribesmen's success

in America is inevitable. It's hard to imagine that

mainstream album rock stations (and even "contemporary

hit" stations) won't discover the massive appeal of the

single, "I've Got a Feeling," already a smash on college

and alternative radio.

"Igloo," a cleaner, more polished version of their

apocalyptic first single is now as outstanding as it was
in 1982. The gorgeous "Girl In My Dreams" is a perfect

example of the bands sweeter side, skillfully restrained

without any loss of power.

The whole album moves with grace and confidence from

rockers to ballads, from bones to flowers. It's a killer from

track one to the finish. As an appetizer for the album, sink

your teeth into the "I've Got a Feeling," a four-track EP
featuring the aforementitoned single, "Igloo," "Colour Me
gone" (also on the CD) and a non-LP cut "You Better Run"

from an earlier import EP.

Rykodisc is an eclectic, predominantly CD label out of

Salem that has recently started releasing some of their

material on high quality vinyl and cassette tapes.

The Tribesmen are the label's first actual signing, an

artist development project, if you will. It will be in-

teresting to see just how adventurous Rykodisc will be

with new signings in the years ahead. If the diversity and

quality of the artists they have licensed up to this point

is any indication, then this rapidly expanding indepen-

dent label is destined to become msyor.

The Screaming Tribesmen have a US tour planned for

late fall. Don't miss their amazing live show and be sure

to give their recorded efforts a listen. As a rule, anything

Rykodisc signs is, at the very least, a refreshing alter-

native to mainstream rock.

JUrt BdMon..

Copy BdlMn..

Jen Dempsey
John Swanson
.John Swanson

Rick Sasson

Layoal TaduUciaaa Jen Demptey
John Swanson

Pholo Tcchalclaa Mark Oisi

Prodactloa Saparrtaae.Wendy Rae Nuller

rradaclloajanine Warner. Rob Levine. and

Rkk S;iiSon

WELCOME
BACK

STUDENTS!

Special Rates

for Students

with U-Mass
IDs

-check it out-

HAIR finanatix

Want your band, exhibition, play, new
invention, happening, etc. covered in the

Arts section of the largest college daily in

New England? We at the Collegian do.

Stop down with your information in the

T/ic :>ta<^^ and btudantb o< the.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
An Ecumenical Mimstjy Serving the Entire UMass Community

we.' come you and invite you to stop in to find out about:

Biblical Exploration

Hunger Task Force

Peacemaking Community

*********************************

* TOWIGHT: "Cli(VUot& of fllQ." *

* *
* Video & Discussion *

* 6:30 pm. Campus Center 804-08 *

*********************************

OFFICE HOURS:

Monday-Friday, 10-4:00

423 Student Union
545-2661 or 545-2789

'FAITH IN ACTION'

Can we build one for you?

Serving—Sandwiches, Foot Long Subs,

Bagels & Lox, Fresh Soups & Salads

DELIVERIES CALL 549-63 1

4
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EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE
TUES , WED , THURS , SPECIALS

Two Dinners For *13.
SUKIYAKI STEAK & CHICKEN COMBINATION

Includes Soup. Soiod. Vegetobies. Noodles
Sieomeo Rice, Teo and Ice Creom

FRIDAY S SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $18.
SHRIMP AND SCALLOP COMBO DINNER
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Includes Soup. Salad. Vegetobles. Noodles

Steamed Rice, Teo ond Ice Cteom

OF JAPAN
Rt«. f 16. Sunderland, MA

SUNDAY AKTERNOON SPECIALS

TWO DINNERS FOR $13

REOUUR MENU AVAILAIU

Cocktails and

Oriental Drinks

OpM Tu«i.-Sot.

ot 8:30 p.m.

Stm4aytit2:00

CtoMd Monday

413-669-3628

Reservotions Welcomed
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WW II tales less than compelling
Reads like Gallup poll
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

The Altruistic Personality

By Samuel P. and Pearl M. Oliner.

The Free Press; 419 pages.

$24.95

When the TV movie "Wallenberg: A Hero's Story" aired

in 1985, it was critically acclaimed in its portrayal of one

mans efforts to rescue Jews from Nazi persecution.

In a similar vein comes "The Altruistic Personality"

which on it cover asks "What led ordinary men and

women to risk their lives on behalf of others?"

What follows should be a compelling tale that answers

that question. Instead, "The Altruistic Personality" reads

like a Gallup poll. The book is really the result of more

than 700 interviews with what the authors call "rescuers"

and "bystanders." It is from these interviews that the

reader learns that:

• Those who intervened were distinguished by certain

common characteristics, including a deep-seated, wide-

ranging empathy to others developed in their childhood

homes, where moral and ethical values were not only

strongly held, but also acted upon by their own parents.

• Those who didn't intervene were concerned primari-

ly with their own survival and chose not to become

involved.

The chapter titled "The Acts of Heroism" should have

been the highlight of the book. Here we should get the

chance to meet a few individuals who helped rescue the

Jews from Nazi prosecution; here, we should encounter

wonderful people, telling such moving stories that we fall

in love with their bravery and compassion.

What we get instead are dozens of short vignettes that

are about as lifeless as the computer on which this review

was written.

"I was obliged by the Germans to have some German
officers in my home, but I wasn't afraid for the girls,"

writes one French rescuer who was keeping several

Jewish youngsters in her home.

"The Germans saw the children, but their wasn't any

problem because they were in a boarding school in Mar-

nandes. The children left on Monday morning, came back

on Wednesday evening, went back to school on Friday

morning, and came back Saturday evening. So the Ger-

mans never suspected anything, nor did they ask me any

questions concerning the girls. Girls were'nt the problem,

but the boys — I was frightened for them," she concludes.

The main problem with the chapter is that their doesn't

appear to be any editing. Instead of being offered a few

compelling stories, the reader is bombarded by countless

vignettes.

The book gets off on the wrong foot with the fu^t chapter

titled, "Why risk one's life?" which reads like a thesis,

complete with an overly long definition and history of the

word "altruism." It sets the mood for the entire work, com-

plete with three appendixes - the methodology, tables and

charts, and the questionnaire used for the interviews.

Wilson should stick with the Boys
By KATHY LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Brian Wilson
Sire/Reprise Records

After a long period of self exile. Brian Wilson is back

but without the Beach Boys. Unfortunately, the album

sounds like Wilson could have used them.

"Love and Mercy," the first cut, seemed to have been

written with good intentions. Yet, the lyrics seem a bit

childish and his singing has deteriorated over the years.

What used to be such a rich voice has become shallow and

nasal. The background vocals are made to sound like the

Beach Boys a pattern that continues throughout the

album.

"Walkin The Line" sounds very unconvincing and the

music sounds like an old Captain and Tennille song (Yes.

I know they used to be back up musicians for the Beach

Boys, but still

"Melt Away " sounds as if it could be on "Pet Sounds."

The music and background sounds are quite nice. Lyrical

ly. Wilson sounds self assured, saying "I won't let you see

me suffer ... no, not me ... " Such a lovely song, but

it segues into a blatant ripoff of an obscure "Pet Sounds"

song called "Caroline. No" (from a line "where did your

long hair go?'). Incidentally, that song was the only other

solo effort by Wilson.

An interesting bit is "One For the Boys," an a capella

voice exercise that works well. It's been said that this is

a tribute, even a farewell, to the Beach Boys. The latter

may be farfetched, but the piece still sounds nice.

The closing song on the first side "There's So Many,"

sounds airy and dreamy, using positive lyrics, "I wonder

if you know where you belong/planets are spinning along."

Side two begins with "Night Time," a song with funny

little jungle sounds. The problem with this song, aside

from being too repetitive, is its cutesy lyrics and music.

"Meet Me in My Dreams Tonight" sounds like another

Ronettes song with some of the old Beach Boys organ

sounds, not to mention their lyrics. The combination

makes the song sound upbeat, but bland.

Bin cassettes

are a find
By KATHY LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Everyone loves a bargain, right? Especially college

students, who never have enough money for anything but

bargains. It's been popular to shop for bargain clothing

(just ask Cyndi Lauper) and now there's bargain shopp-

ing for records and tapes.

You know what I'm talking about. Haven't you seen the

large bins of tapes at record and department stores? And

haven't you fished through the pile for any decent group

or record that might be buried there?

It's amazing what you can find. I have found tapes by

groups that catch my interest but aren't worth the high

cost of a regular recod or tape. Within a few years,

however, they are sold cheaply, so that particular group

is worth checking out.

There are several types of bargain tapes. One type is

the used tape. These can usually be found at places such

as Yesterday and Today Records and Al-Bum's (both in

Amherst), rather than the chain stores. Since these stores

won't accept tapes in poor condition, this is an excellent

way of getting inexpensive tapes, especially if these tapes

(or artists) are hard to find or are out of production (try

looking for new Frank Zappa tapes at the mall). Used

tapes tend to be the least expensive that are sold in the

su-ea.

Another example is the "various artist" tape. These

feature songs from different artists, often for no good

reason. Occasionally, you may find albums made for

charities (such as a 1985 album nuwie for Greenpeace) that

fall into this category. Unfortunately for the charities, the

reason these albums fall in with the various artists

category is that they didn't sell well after release. If you

like a particular genre of music, such as British pop. these

are good to find.

Another set of bagains is in the obscure artist or album

category. This is where you'll find 60's groups that don't

really benefit from the nostalgia craze (the Mamas and

the Papas, for example), and those albums which you

might have decided not to buy years ago. because they

continued on pafie 15

"Rio Grande" ends the album on a strange note. The

synthesized affectation of water and the fake western

sound just makes this song campy. And the lyrics don't

help it all.

This should prove a lesson to aspiring musicians: Never

let vour psychologist sing, as Dr. Eugene Landy did here.

He's also executive producer for this album — one that

would be better suited for Brian Wilson and the Beach

Boys, rather than for Brian Wilson alone.

Jane Wiedlin sheds Go-Go image with Tur'
By KATHY LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Fur
Jane Wiedlin
EMI-Manhattan

It's been quite a while since the Go-Gos broke up, and
with the exception of Belinda Carlisle, none of the group's

former members has had a solo album come close to their

past success. Now, former Cio-Gos guitarist Jane Wiedlin

is finding it with her latest solo album.

Let's get this straight about Wiedlin: she is not a per

former who writes about social causes, but she is also not

a babbling airhead who wears outrageous amounts of

makeup. Her songs do not contain messages (except for

the title track). Instead she plays fun, lighthearted songs,

and she plays them quite well.

One song that works on this album is the opener, call-

ed "Inside A Dream." The music is snappy, reminiscent

of the British sound of the '80s. The lyrics aren't as spec-

tacular, but it shows her promising talent.

The next track, "Rush Hour." is very good (it's already

moving up the charts). Not only does she sing well in this,

but she has a very good guitar solo.

"One Heart, One Way" is a good mid tempo track. The

vocals are good, with some background harmony, as she

sings "You and I were both looking for the same thing

/ Not selfish love but true love." This is a pretty song.

"The End of Love, " which ends side one, is a lovely

ballad with eloquently romantic lyrics, such as "What is

the end of love? / Two hearts no longer meeting." Her

voice, as well as the keyboard and percussion, fits right

into the song.

"Fur" is an interesting indictment of fur coat wearers:

"You can prove you want me / Without spilling blood."

The sophisticated sound of the music and her voice keep

"Fur" from being too preachy.

Not every song on Fur is a success, however. "Homeboy"

is extremely weak, probably because Wiedlin sounds sil-

ly singing "you'd better get off the street homeboy."

"Song of the Factory" is a pretentious show of sym

holism about "the promise calling me / Can you hear the

sound of the factory?"

In general, though, the album is quite good. It could

yield several hits for Wiedlin, as well as offering a boost

for her fledgeling solo career. She has grown up lyrical-

ly, musically and vocally since her Go-Goe days, and with

any luck, she should be around for awhile.

Route 9 on the

n
Route

Amherst/Hadley Line.

Weekdays 9 •.m.-10 p.m. Weekends 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Semester Membership ONLY $129.00

Especially For You |
m Haircare & Beauty Boutique g= 206 Russell St., Hadley, Mass. Rt. 9—586-6622 ^

I Just a few ofthe products produced with You in minds
^Sposners Zuri Dark fir Lovely Care Free Curl B«rB Gentle-Treatment TCBS
s Wella

^s Jojoba

I

Soft Sheen Lady Hildas Murray's Ultra Sheen Isoplus Allways Natural

Ambi Nadinola Proline Sizzling Crimping Irons Creme of Nature Elasta

Straightening Combs Electric fir Traditional

Afro-Tique Panty Hose Wahl's Clippers Trimmers fir Shavers

OPTIMUM MORMING MAGIC LUSTERS

BRAIDS fir WEAVES HUMAN fir SYNTHETIC fir BEADS

and MUCH. MUCH MORE—Come on down and browse around

or call to place your order. Yes we do deliver!

I

I Especially For You |
B Dick Gregory's ' 'Amazing' ' Slim-Safe Bahamian Dietg

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

• Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Foods Natural Flavors

• Complete Vegetarian Menu
• Extensive Wine List

• Bewitching Biryanis

• Enticing Curries

"Indian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Service"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave.
Northampton, MA Burlington, VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800

Lunch
Tubs Sal 11 30 a m -2 30 p m

Sunday 12 00-3 00 p m
Dinner

TuM •Thurs A Sun
500 p m -930 p m

Fri a Sat 5 00pm -lOSOp m

lillllllllllllllllll lilll

Tom Cruise real stiff in Cocktail
By JERRY HIGGINS
Collegian Correspondent

Cocktail
Directed by Roger Donaldson

What will Tom Cruise try to do next? Will he pretend

he's a streetsweeper or a baseball player? What about a

race car driver?

In his last three movies, Cruise has portrayed a fighter

pilotCTop Gun), a pool player (The Color ofMoney) and a

bartender (Cocktail). Of the three,Coc*/a/7 is the most
unbelievable, and that's not taking into account the horri-

ble storyline he must deal with.

Cruise is Brian Flanagan, who gets out of the Army and

returns to Queens to tend bar at his uncle's pub. He tries

to get a job on Wall Street and Madison Avenue without

a college degree and decides to go to college.

Flanagan wants money, but he doesn't want to work for

it. He always reads How to Get Rich books and comes up

with wild ideas for success that no one will listen to.

Dejected, he walks into an Upper West Side bar and

meets Doug Coughlin (Bryan Brown), a drunken

tapes
continued from page 14

were too expensive.

Also included in this category are those albums which

contain one or two hits by a gi-oup and then filler. Often

these are by artists who aren't accustomed to making
sucessful albums, juat sucessful singles (the Temptations

are an example).

Bargain hunting for tapes is a gamble. You never know

if you'll find a real gem of an album. I never thought I'd

like my Mamas and Papas tape so much that I'd only

listen to that when I ride home on weekends. I bought a

Greenpeace tape for only one song, and eventually became

hooked on it. If anything, shopping around is a lot of fun.

no'Hn^i'T^i

CHARIOTS OF FIRE
VIDEO e DISCUSSION

6:30 pm eC^O^S
Spooaend tr O""") Chft$»mn fxtunOaton

GET THE EDGE
ON THE

COMPETITION
^^ ^^F^^^^^ ^<)u're walking hard fur )our

^^^^L^V^ cnUe(^ degi^. But at graduation,

^^W^^H^F you may be one (i many people cum-

^^^^^ peting lor the lew really good opoiings,

^^^ Get the most from your degree Air Force^ ROrC is one way to hdp you get started. Our train-

ing program gives you the managanml and leader^ip

^Us you need to succeed As an Air Fotce olficei; youll put

your education to woric in a responsible position from the

very beginning

l!> a great opportunity Wly settle lor anything less?

CAPT MIKE LACOMBE
413-545-2451

Leadet4i4> Exdimce Suns Here

ALLIANCE

CHRISTIAN

FELLOWSHIP

WELCOMES
YOU TO

UMASS
For IMIore info: Call RicK or Jennifer 253-7206

bartender who loves rich women and has nothing else on

his mind. He constantly comes up with his "Coughlin's

Law" phrases like, "Bury the dead — they stink"and "You
get the women, you get the money".

It's really deep stuff. It's so deep that it should be buried.

But that's one of the movie's biggest problems. The
characters are extremely shallow, and the dialogue is

sophomoric.

Flanagan gets a job and learns bartending techniques

that are better kept in a circus than in a bar. It may look

impressive to flip bottles in the air and pour them, but

in this movie, unless you were a rich woman, you were

never served.

Flanagan and Coughlin have a falling out at an ex-

clusive New Wave Yuppie bar, and Flanagan heads to

Jamaica. While there, he meets up with Jordan Mooney
(Elisabeth Shue), a vacationing waitress from New York.

They exchange glances. Flanagan flashes his baby blue

eyes and perfect smile and Mooney falls for him. Cruise

is the only actor I've seen who makes a love scene look

like work. His scenes with Shue are, at best, terrible.

The rest of the movie runs along a theme that seems
'• in most of Cruise's ijiovies—good vs. evil. In this case,

the good is Cruise's love for Shue while the evil is his

desire for success in the fast lane.

Cruise is loo talented to waste himself in this type of

movie, with such a lame plot. People who were watching

along with me were laughing when Shue tells Cruise that

she's pregnant: that's supposed to be a suspenseful point

in the film.

Brown is also a waste in this film. He was so good in

F'X andr/ic Thorn Birds But here he is relegated to

meaningless lines and general drunkenness that is not

convincing.

Cocktail is not a very good movie. You'd go thirsty if

you ever went to Cruise's kind of establishment. In fact,

you'd be better off sitting at home with a six-pack and wat

ching old movies because Cocktail is like a bad hangover
— it costs a lot of money but it isn't worth the suffering

that goes along with it^

Poetry and readings by Jim Carroll, author

of "Basketball Diaries," at the Iron Horse

September 22.

Radio /haeK SALE!
Welcome, Students

Tlindy^ 1000 TX
PC Compatible

39995 S.V

S«l« Ends 9/30/M

$299OS
25-1600

Monitor «xlri

Dual-Cass«tt«
Stereo System

Save $80

31995
n««. 399.95 13-1231

GET AN EXTRA

10%
OFF!

ANY ITEM IN

THIS AD1
WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT

LOCATIONS SHOWN BELOW

"Beeperless"
Phone Answerer

*A? 8995
43 394 Reg 129 95

Desk/Wail
Slim-Fone*

2195
White, 43-540
Brown, 43-541

Touch-Redial

Dual-Cassette
CD/AM/FM Stereo

Save
$150
Batteries

extra

26995
14 526

R«g. 419.95

VMS VCR With HQ
And Remote

Save
$100 lb«fW 16 513

Remote batteries extra R«g. 399.95

On-Scre«n Programming

Speakerphone
Stores
200

Names/
Numbers

43-625

Batteries

extra Reg. 119.95

Musical PA

Cut
25^

Telephone
Accessories

=Q
OescnptKxt

KH Cord

OupK> Jac)i

Inline Coupler

Cat No

279 356

279 357

279 358

Eacli

SM
4K
241

Six -Outlet
Power Strip

2995
32 2030

Reg 39.95

Plays College Songs

Batteries

extra

Car Alarm
With Pager

I
Pager

battery

extra

7995
49 791

On /Off
Switch

61-2619

Micro FM
Stereo Headset

2995
12-129

Folds
Up!

Batteries extra

Scientific

Calculator

39H
Off

15«8
65-979

^9Bsaaa
aWa'a'aa

Reg. 25.95

Budget AM/FM
Clock Radio

1995Backup
battery

extra 1? 1568

Programmable
Calculator

4995
65 987

83-Function
Scientific

Electronic
KeytK>ard

Veo 13995
Batteries

extra

42-4007

Reg 199 95

UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor Antenna

2495
-i i* i

15-1816 /f~i^.'
/

Fine -Tuning
Controls

"Notetaker"
Tape Recorder

Cut

2995 l-l

14 105.3

Batteries
Reg. 49.95 extra

Type nCasset*'"

Cut 34<^

HD-60 HD-90

929 979
Each

44 940

Reg 3.49

Eacfi

44 941

Reg. 4.29

MIcrocassette
Tape Recorder

Save
$20

7095
** 14.10414.1040

Reg. 99.95

Batteries extra

Voice Actuated

MIcrocassettes

Micro-60 Micro-90

349 695
^* Each ** EachEach

44-640

Each

44 644

Zayres Plaza

Route 9

Hadley

256-8142

Most Major
Credit Cards
Welcome

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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Harpsichordist to play
On Saturday. Septomber 17 at 8:00

p.m.. the American Baroque Consortium

will present Meg Irwin Brandon perform-

uig a solo recital of baroque harpsichord

music at the Center for the Arts in Nor-

thampton. Admission is $6 ($4 for

students and senior citizens).

Irwin-Brandon is an internationally

reknowned performer who made her New
York debut in April. She has also formed

early music organizations such as the

American Baroque Consortium. A
visiting professor at Oberlin Conser-

vatory, Irwin-Brandon has received

positive reviews from the Boston Herald

and the Seattle P«>st Intel li^'encer.

The concert will contain music from

Italian composers Frescobaldi, Scarlatti

and Michelangelo Rossi and will close

with music from French composers

Couperin and Duphly.

Also, there will be a "Harpsichord

Sampler"during the afternoon preceeding

the concert, during which the public can

get a hands-on demonstration of the in-

strument. Admission is free for the

sampler.

For more information, call the Center,

weekdays between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at

584-7327.

Write for Arts
We're looking for writers for the Arts Desk at the

Collegian.

And we're looking at you.

Get hands on experience at the largest college daily in

New England, sharpen your writing skills and have a

whale of a time.

Stop down any time Sunday through Friday, 8 to 4 and

ask for Jennifer, Kathy or Cosmo.

Writing workshops and joint editing will be available.

Watch for announcements about new reporters meetings

and give it a try. We're in the basement of the Campus

Center. Call 545-3500.

RUGS
CHEAP!
many sizes and colors

Mountain Fanns Mall. Hadlay

58fr441 1 lto<»-S«l t:3»«. Sw M

NOW OPEN
IN AMHERST!

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant Street

Downtown Amherst • 253-2013

Mon.-Wed. & Sat. 10-6

Thurs. & Fri. 10-7

Sun. 1-5

10% Discount with valid student ID through September

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line.

Weekdays 9 a-m.-IO p.m. Weekends 1C a.m.-5 p.m.

Semester Membership ONLY $129.00

AL-BUMS
DONT FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP's CASS CD's

• Newly Renovated with

Expanded CD &
Collectable LP Sections

• Maxell XLII 90 w/FREE
XLIIs or TDK SA90
$21.99 a box

181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

DI\IS/()\ OF C()\TI\ll\(. i:i)i C \ll()\

A Line of

Credits

You Won't

Believe

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

and it's not too late

to get them. Increase

your knowledge

base. Learn something necessary or just plain

fun. Over 100 credit courses and Adventures in

Lifelong Learning workshops are offered this

fall through the UMass Division of Continuing

Education. Register now through September 20

for Continuing Education evening courses or

University day courses on a space-available

basis. The only points you get are grade points.

Pick up a free catalog at the Division of Continuing

Education. Goodell Building. For more informa-

tion, call (413) 5452414.

or ( o\ I I \ ( I \ (• I 1)1 ( \ I

B'KAI B'RITH HILLEL'S
JEWISH HOLIDAY CALENDAR

FOR
SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER
ROSH HASHANA
Sunday. September 11. —7 p.m. Evening Service

Monday, September 12. —10 a.m. and 7 p.m. Services

Tuesday, September 13. —10 a.m. Service

(Services are held in the Student Union Ballroom]

YOM KIPPUR
Tuesday, September 20, —7 p.m. Kol Nidrei

Wednesday. September 21, —10 a.m. Service

3 p.m. Reading from Book, of Jonah
4 p.m. Tshuvah Exercises

5:30 p.m. Ne'ilah

followed by BreaK-The-Fast Meal. Meal: Cost is $4 ($3 with
Hillel Activity Card ) FREE for those with Meal Plan which
covers that meal SIGN UP BY 9/9!

(Services are held in the Student Union Ballroom,
Meal in the Commonwealth Room.)

SUKKOT
SukKah Building: Thursday, September 22, 8 a.m. Meet In the
Hillel Office and wear appropriate clothing for corn sulR cutting.

Raindate: 9/25

SukKot Schrpooze: Sunday, Sept. 25, 5 p.m.
Commonwealth Room

Sukkot Service: Sunday. Sept 25. 7 p.m. Meet in the SukKah
(SukXah located in bacK of Student Union Building.)

SIMCHAT TORAH
October 3—4
Hillel sponsors its Third Annual overnight trip to Boston for

Simchat Torah Celebration! Join thousands of other students
from all over the Boston area. Contact Hillel for details,

(sign-up before Sept. 23)

Shabbat Services
Every Friday evening, 7 p.m. in the Dukes Room (St. Union 310)
Welcome shabbat with singing and good company.

Ifyou'd like to be on our mailing list and receive our calendar stop

•T^^ ^y ^^^- Hillel Office, 302 Student Union 545-2526

:-t\-;^~^
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Lester frank in Xovesong^
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian StafT

Lovesong, Becoming a Jew
By Julius Lester

Henry Holt; 248 pages

Have you ever read a book and loved it

so much - the subject, the style, the wit •

that after you're done, you want to talk to

the author for a few hours to reach into that

person's mind and grab a few more
thoughts to further brighten your day?

Julius Lester's Lovesong, Becoming a

Jew is such a book. It is the autobiography

of a 49-year-old black man, an educator and

convert to Judaism, who has gone to great

lengths to be himself. But it is also the

history ofthe civil rights movement and its

aftermath through one man's eyes. Still, it

is much more.

"From 1961 to 1964 I resisted the siren

call of history. I married and wrote short

stories and novels which no one would

publish and eked out a living as a folk

singer and guitar and bai\jo teacher. A part

of me wanted to be in the South, though,

and on the backroads of Mississippi and

Georgia where friends were organizing

blacks to register to vote. . .

"I still wanted to be a mystic in the world,

but that fall a church was blown up in Bir-

mingham, Alabama, and four black girls

were killed. Wanting to be a mystic seem-

ed selfish and small. History claimed me
for itself, I became a revolutionary."

He writes about black-Jewish relations:

"And surely we've forgotten that at the

memorial services and rallies after the

bombing, it was Jews, more so than other

Americans, who stood beside and shared

our pain. Black leadership insults this very

part of black history, not to mention in-

sulting Jews, when it says that Jewish sup-

port for the Black struggle was given when
it was 'in their (the Jews) best interest to

do so.' No, that is not true. .

."

One theme throughout Lovesong is that

Lester is a man who feels he was born to

be Jewish, and longed to convert to

Judaism, which he did six years ago.

"I am in love! What an odd thing to say

about a religion, but it is true. I am in love

with Judaism, with being a Jew. But this

passion is not that blindness which
transforms a woman of mere flesh into a

goddess with the power of life and death.

I am having a love affair with my soul."

In the late 1970's, Lester took a con-

troversial stand by calling for the resigna-

tion of Andrew Young, then the US am-
bassador to the United Nations. And in

1984, he was one of only a few prominent
blacks to criticize the Rev. Jesse Jackson.

Yet it is the University of Massachusetts

professor's latest stance that has drawm the

most attention. The controversy that

resulted from his statement that the late

black novelist James Baldwin made anti-

semitic remarks in a lecture four years ago

at the university led to his departure from

the W.E.B. Du Bois Department of Afro-

American Studies.

In the section dealing with the incident,

which took ola'-i' during the charged at-

mosphere follo«..ag Jackson's 'Hymietown'

remarks in 1984, Lester writes, "I was
shocked when Jimmy referred to Jews as

being nothing more than white Christians

who go to something called a synagogue on

Saturday rather than a church on Sunday."

Lester writes that Baldwin was not anti-

semitic, but that his remarks were.

In their letter to the dean of humanities

and fine arts, the 15 professors from the

Afro-American Department said, "While

Professor Lester certainly has the right to

publicly characterize James Baldwin in

any way that he might desire, the actual

results can only be depicted as capricious,

irresponsible and damaging in a most per-

nicious wav."

So for now Lester is a Judaic studies pro-

fessor at UMass, instead of holding a joint

professorship between the two depart-

ments. Worse fates could be dealt to a man
who is not afraid to speak his mind, and

who fascinates when he does.

"Lovesong, Becoming a Jew" is must

reading for anyone interested in the civil

rights movement, religion, social issues

and a number of other topics. It can be both

funny and sad, personal and compelling.

There's onlyone problemwith
religions that have all the ^wers.

They don't allow questions.
If you «ometimci have i^ut-^iiniis dtwKii (."mI .iiicl the mcaninK ot lite, come andjoin the search

for aniwert in the (clli>u^hi|i i>( ilu- I- piMopal Church The Episcopal Church

An

W The Ark
Ecumenical Christian Community on the UMass Campus

Simday dinner and worship, 6:00 pm
758 North Pleasant St. (549-5929)

The Rev. ChristopherCM[lisle^^ha£l^^ 1

f

UNIVERSHY

HUITH

SERVmS

%>^' mam
EDUCaTlON

HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAMS

• BACK PAIN

• ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

Registration required, so call early. Some pro-

grams have a small fee, partially refunded at

program's end.

mimSINGLE SESSION ilii
Workshops are available, upon request for such

topics as:

• COHTRACEPnOH
• STRESS
•AIDS
• SEXUAUTT

• ALCOHOL 8t DRUGS
• SEXUALLY
TRAHSMITTED DISEASE

• OTHERS

Call 549-2671. Ext 181 to request a program for your

residence hall, group or RSO at your location!

^DIABETES EDUCATIONiiii»

Topics: Dorm living, eating, sports/exercise. college tran-

sitions, self-care skills. For information call 549-2671

X233.

DENTAL EDUCATION:* ii «
A short session is required before cleaning appointments

can be made Call 545-2400 for dates, times. &

registration.

INDIVIDUAL

CONSULTATIONS

are available for people with

questions or concerns about

sexually transmitted diseases

....alcohol and drug use .... call

549-2671 Ext. 181.

OCTOBER IS AIDS

AWARENESS MONTH
Watch for events and activities

on campus, Oct. 1 1—Nov. 1.

CONTRACEPTION

INFORMATION

What method should I use?

Where can I obtain accurate information''

For answers to your questions, check out the

OPTIONS FOR CONTRACEPTION Men and

Women Welcome No appointment needed

Moa. It Tfa«n. 3 p.m.

IMS. h Wtd. 7 p.m.

Hcaldi Center • Room 302

NUTRITION:iiiiiiiiliiiii«iiii«

INDIVIDUAL COUHSELIHG: Eating problems, weight

control, sports nutrition, diabetes, high blood pressure,

high cholesterol call 549-2671 X233.

SIHGLE SESSIOH-WEIGHT COHTROL. Weekly-No

registration, just walk in Wednesdays 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Room 302 UHS.

EATIHG DISORDER WEEKLY DROP IM GROUP Co-

facilitated by a nutritionist and a mental health therapist

for individuals with bulimia, anorexia or compulsive

eating No registration. Confidential. For more informa-

tion call 549-2671 X181.

LOWERING YOUR CHOLESTEROL These classes are

held the second and fourth Tuesday of the month,

5:00-6:30 at UHS. Register by calling 549-267 1 X233.

Get Involved: SHAB'

• Sponsor health projects

• Represent stadcnt health concerns

• Review UHS Badget
• Serve on UHS Search Committees

• Meet other students Interested In health care.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Call 549-2671 Ext. 181.

^:44fi^ L
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Amherst in summer: life in a small
Wednesday, September 7, 1988 COLLEGIAN 19

town continues without students

' •

For the 26,000 of us who spend eight

months out of the year at the university, Amherst

is the epitome of American college towns. The

energy and din of youth makes it unique. But

when the last station wagon full of desk lamps

and dirty laundry pulls out, things start to quiet

down . . .

Collegian photos by Mark Gisi.

BUDGET TRAVEL CENTER
Ch««p«st
Fares to:

•EUROPE
•ASIA
•AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

Plus

railpassBS

international

student ID,

tours and
much more
Ask for our

free travel

catalog

1*1 mounlain t.irtu mall Jsl

I P
Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

EXOTIC FISH & PET WORLD
49 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley - At the Village Barn Shops

V^M^^l
f\SH

Th^H'^'^B

VAuoc

UNCIL
Council T^ovwl Services

79 SOUN PLtASANl SIWM SfCONO flDOR «AR
AMHEI7ST MA 01003 (413)2561261

T^• towvl OMtion Of trt* Council on Intemanoncri (ducattonai Eachono*

METABOLOL
METABOLOL II

OPT-FUEL
CYBERGENICS
SMILAX
MUSCLE FUEL
UNIPRO AMINOS
INOSiNE
BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MOREI

A FULL SELECTION OF
QUALITY DRY GOODS & SUPPLIES

FOR YOUR PET ...

AT EXCELLENT PRICES!

REPTILES

L separate Boom

Fult
Don't M.SS

^tng our own

14' pythonl

"^^J:,^/'l'WAl$ A BIRDS
f'^om Parakeets to

' ne Unusual -

Some Already Tame'

OPEN SAT, SUN, MON: 10-6

TUES-FRI: 10-9 —

DaUy Local

Delivery

• FTD Teleflora

Service

• Elegant Dried

Silk Arrangements

• Fresh Flowers

Green Plants

Arriving Daily

^'fS^'^

172 N. Pleasant St

Amherst

253-3805
Visa/MC/AHEX
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WERE A LOT MORE THAN
A GREAT SUPERMARKET!
Were many fine shops all together under one roof. Plus our everyday low prices and weekly

specials will save you money on everything from fine foods to furnishings. So, vi/hygo any-

where else when you can do all your shopping in one super store... Super Stop & Shop.

We 're A

FULL SERVICE
FLORIST SHOP
Our Florist has a beauti-

ful selection of plants and
flowers to brighten your

dorm room or apartment

Plus our Flowers By Wire

Service lets you send
flowers across town or

across the country

MAXI
FLOOR
PLANTS
Choose troni Areca Palm,

Weeping Fig SchetJIera.

Marginata and the unusual

All art
j to 4 f«ei ' I

m to poi

We 're A

FABULOUS
FRESH BAKERY

We're Your

STORE FOR
FURNISHINGS
CMinimiiiE

CHAIR/BED
Comtortable seating

conveils to a twin

bed in seconds
Made of durable
Merculon fabric 26

wide X 76" long

S29
STACKING

CRATES
Assorted colors 10 H x

14 W X 13 D

2-^5

We 're A

HADLEY
Rte. 9 at the

Hadley-Amherst line

OPEN 24 HOURS
7 am Monday - Midnight Saturday

Sunday Noon til Midnight

We Have All Your

HEALTH AND
BEAUTY NEEDS
Choose from over 6.000 items everything from

shampoo to over the counter medicines Our low

prices and weekly specials will fit right into your stu-

dents budget

STOP A SHOP HEALTH ft BEAUTY AID COUPON

FREE
"4

With
This

Coupon

Shop our Bake Shop for

delicious baked goods
lust like Mom makes'
Enjoy hearty breads
and rolls pies.

pastries, cakes
cookies and
more
Everything s

baked fresh

right in our

store

FOODS-TO-GO
FOR FAST MEALS
Why cook ^ Stop by and
pick up a hot meal to go.

like barbecued chicken ^.-^j^

and ribs, fried > ' " '

chicken, meatballs '
,;

in sauce, /ust ^ ^j*

to name a few of v
our tasty entrees y W''^
They re all ready to \,Nc.
serve

J"on J^
CIIUiAIE"VUUr^

TOOTHBRUSH
Soil and Medium

With IMS coupon and a '7 SO purchaaa.

Limit 1 coupon par cuitomar

Good Saplamber 4-10. 19M
Limit 1 coupon par cuiiomar K^aL^ |
Good Saplamber 4-10, 19M \

We 've Got

GREAT SAVINGS
THROUGHOUT OUR STORE

STOP t SHOP GROCERY COUPON

STOP a SHOP BAKE SHOP COUPON

BUY 6
GET 6 FREE
FRESH BAGELS
Mil or Match 10 Vanelies

Coupon Value 1 39

With ttiis coupon and "7 50 purrtiasa

Limil 1 coupon per cuttomer

Good Seplembar 4-10. 19aS

With

This
Coupon

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Good Saplambar 4-10. 1»ea ^^

FREE
BELMONT SPRING

WATER
Gallon Jug

With this coupon and a *7.S0 purchase.
Limit 1 coupon par customar.

STOP & SHOP FOODS-TO-GO-COUPON

With

This Coupon
One Half PoundFREE

TERIYAKI RICE
With The Purchase 01 1 lb or More

BARBECUE BONELESS PORK
In Our Cold Foods DepaflmenI ol Ihe Foods To Cio Shc.p

With Itiis coupon and a '7 SO purchasa.

Limil 1 coupon par customer.

I
Good September 4-10, 1988

476

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

STOP A SHOP DAIRY COUPON

FREE
STOP & SHOP

YOGURT

With

This

Coupon

Reyiil.ir or Suiiil.ir Style Assorted Vjru'lies 8 Oz Cup

With tttis coupon and a '7 SO purctiasa.

Limit 1 coupon per customer

I Good September 4-10. 1988

t

\
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Live

Bar gets facelift during summer

( ollrician pholo hy Kirhxrd Hoimnno

Club-goers descend the stairs at L'Oasis in the Thornes Marketplace
on Main Street. The club is one of many nightlife attractions in the city.

By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

The Hatch Bar, located in the center of

campus, is usually the center of attention

on weeknights.

The bar features live bands and variety

shows and offers an extensive wine and

beer list and several eateries in recently

renovated space.

Entertainment is scheduled every Friday

night and up to four times per week. Hatch

Bar Manager Larry Jeffers said the enter

tainment consists mostly of jazz, folk and

rock bands.

The Hatch Bar. open from 11:30 a.m. to

12:30 p.m., coordinates maroon and light

and dark grey colors and offers ample room

for students to sit and socialize. The bar

holds 400 to 450 people.

Board of Governors Chairperson Eric

Nakajima said, "I think it offers a more in-

timate setting than the Campus Center or

SUB (Student Union Ballroom.)"

The board allocates space and funds to

groups in the Campus Center and the Stu-

dent Union.
Renovations during the summer brought

about 250 plastic cranberry chairs, Jeffers

said. A waist-high partition will replace the

former lattice divider near the bar, he add

ed. Recessed lighting and oak benches have

already been installed.

Anyone is allowed into the Hatch Bar,

but customers must show I.D. to be served

alcohol.

The Hatch Bar used to be a full bar, but

Jeffers said when the drinking age was

raised business slacked. He said the bar's

size was then reduced and they began ser-

ving only beer and wine.

However, talking and drinkng

is still fashionable at the Hatch

Bar, Manager Larry Jeffers said.

7 think the energy is still here.

It's Just the drinking is not as

prevalent as it once was. It's one

of the few bars you can get a real

good pizza at.

'

However, talking and drinking is still

fashionable at the Hatch Bar, Jeffers said.

"I think the energy is still here. It's just

the drinking is not as prevalent as it once

was. It's one of the few bars you can get a

real good pizza at."

The Hatch Bar does not have a cover

charge for entertainment.

Attractions this fall will include Regen-

cy, a five-man acappella band, scheduled

for Oct. 19. The Barber and Civil, a ven

triloquist act scheduled for Nov. 17, has a

twist: The dummy is holding the human.

The band in The Flesh, the opening band

for Belinda Carlysle, is scheduled for Oct. 2.

When the Hatch Bar does not have

scheduled entertainment the television and

the jukebox linger in the corners.

GoodGrie£ GoodNews*

ADVANCED
ENGtNEERNG

The T7-65 Technical
AnoIyst^OffersaJIthc
huilt-m funcnon!> of the

Tl-^0, pla«; a stopwatch

timer, eight physical con-

stants, division program-

ming (if.. .then) capabilines

and 100 pnigramming steps

for repetitive calculanons.

The T/-60 Adivmced
Scientific Features such built-

in functiiias as hexadecimal

/(xtal coversioas, integration

using Simpson's mle, statistics

(inciudifig linear regresswn),

trend line analysis and metric to

English conversions. There are

also 84 programming steps for

repenrive calculations.

^Kt iBi jBi ^fli MB SIB t^m ^fim .m^

The TI-95 PROCALC^''' Out most powerful, top^if-the-linc

advanced sciennfic features 8K RAM and a Rill range of scientific,

mathematical and statistical functions. It uses redefinable function
keys to provide easy access to 200 + functions with menu-like win-
dows and has a flexible file management system to conveniently
store programs and data. Tlie TI-'^S offers opnonal accessories such
as Solid State Software™ cartndges for Mathematics, Statistics, and
Chemical Engineering, and 8K Coastant Memory™ cartridge, a
portable printer and a cassette interface.

TI designed its advanced
scientific calculators to

help cut science and
engineering problems

down to size.

It takes more than an ordinary

calculator to help make an extra-

ordinary future scientist or

engineer.

keys and simple keyboard layouts.

This helps you concentrate on red
Tl-95 PRCXZALC—were designed problem solving, instead of solving

tors

TI's advanced scientific calcula-

the 71-60,71-65 and the

with all the right scientific

mathematical and statistical func-

tions youll need to get ahead in

school and in your career.

7hese powerful calculators were

carefully created to be easy to use.

7hey feature large, color<oded

the mysteries of a complex
calculator.

With all the demands your ad-

vanced courses place on you, you
need the help of an advanced
scientific calculator ft-om 71.

CopvnKht©1988"n

IH0007

Texas ^^
Instruments
TM Tridcmirk of Texas Instnjirwntt Incofporatcd

NORTHAMPTON LIVE
By SYLVIA 'JAUDETTE
Collegian StafT

The catch phrase for Northampton
nitelife is live, and three musical hot spots

to check out are Sheehan's Cafe, the Iron

Horse and L'Oasis. Each provide a variety

of live shows as well as ambiences to please

the crowds.

Downstairs at Sheehan's is the perfect

basement party with a bar, neon art,

tables, a dance floor and what General
Manager Steve Rothenberg called, "bands
who sweat."

"It's not a concert where you sit down
and watch a show," he said, "You go down
there and it's a party."

Sheehan's features blues groups every

Monday night. According to Rothenberg,
when many bands find themselves between
Boston and New York on Mondays they
will play cheap.

The rest of the week Sheehan's offers

what Rothenberg called "good, fun bar
bands' who play it all from r(Kk to blues^

to rhythm and blues and new wave.
This fall, rock 'n' roll fans can expect the

Young Fresh Fellows, Live Skull, and the

Liars, while the blues and rockabilly crowd
can watch for Sleepy LaBeef, Barrance
Whitfield and the Savages, and Johnny
Copeland.

Up.stairs at Sheehan's is a traditional bar

with .sports on the tube and a live acoustic

folk and blues show every Friday afternoon

for free.

The upstairs is open every day of the year
between 4 p.m. and 1 a.m. and the base-

ment showtimes are five to sfvon times a

week at 8:30 p.m.

Cover charges vary with the featured

band but average about $4 and identifica-

tion is always required.

The Iron Horse is what Manager Alan
Dorman called, "very much a listening

club."

With seating for 85, the Iron Horse offers

a smaller, more musically oriented

atmosphere.

Although it has a full bar and offers an
extensive list of top-notch night time acts,

it also has a full breakfast, lunch, and din-

ner menu.
Because the Iron Horse does not present

itself as a bar, Dorman said that it provides

a "non-threatening atmosphere where
women can come alone."

The Iron Horse features an open-stage

folk night on the first Wednesday night and

an open-microphone "Comedy Crunch" on

the last night of each month.
Regular shows cover folk, jazz, blues, new

wave and listenable rock 'n' roll. Some up-

coming September attractions are Dump-
truck on Sept. 8, Lonnie Mack's blues

guitar on Sept. 11, garage rock from Scruf-

fy the Cat on Sept. 14, poetry reading by
Jim Carroll on Sept. 19 and the Bill Bar-

ron Quartet for jazz fans on Sept. 17. STAGE

Collrgian phmo by Rirhard Bcinanno

Customers relish conversa-
tion and music at Sheehan's
Cafe in Northampton.

Showtimes vary by the act, and iden-

tification is required only to buy alcohol.

L'Oasis offers a dance club as a third live

alternative in Northampton. Cocktail

tables focusing on the stage in addition to

those tucked away in what owner Michel

Biard called "a lot of nooks and crannies,"

provide seating for about 100.

Biard said L'Oasis has the longest bar in

the valley, at about 106 feet, and television

monitors show either music videos or a clos-

ed caption of the band performing to pro-

vide better visibility from the bar.

There is no cover charge for the open

L'Oasis offers a dance club as a third live

alternative in Northampton. Cocktail tables

focusing on the stage in addition to those

tucked in what owner Michel Biard called

'a lot of nooks and crannies,' provide for

about 100.

stage Tuesday night Blues Jam, hosted by

Blue Bill of WMUA, or the Wednesday
night Band Showcase, featuring two or

three new bands looking for a name.
L'Oasis provides the instruments for these

hopeful stars but it's B.Y.O.Amp.
Sunday night at L'Oasis is "alternative

night," which according to Baird, is attrac-

tive not only to the lesbian, bisexual and

gay population but also to all dance lovers

looking to liven up their Sundays.

Otherwise L'Oasis features a variety of

music including a lot of ska and reggae,

which Baird called enjoyable dance music.

Cover charges are generally $5 and

positive identification is required at the

door except for the "All Ages Show" at 6

p.m. every Saturday.

Katina's nitelife crowd
gets big names and snake

Collritiiin file photo

Billy Bragg cranks it up at Smith College in Northampton last spring.

By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian Staff

Katina's
Route 9 across from Mountain Farms

Mall
Hadley

Katina's offers entertainment for many
different tastes. Nightly music shows are

guaranteed. And, the club's management
has found a way to accommodate those who
can't decide whether to visit the zoo or go

dancing.
But those easily frightened by snakes

might want to give the place a second

thought. There's a boa constrictor, called

"Tony," dwelling near the dance floor.

Not to worry, however, the boa goes un-

noticed by many club frequenters, whose

dancing frenzy gives them no chance to

think about or notice anything else, except

maybe their partners.

However, it might be possible that a big-

ger attraction for most people who go to

Katina's is the club's reputation as, accor-

ding to Manager John Myers, 'the place for

the big name acts."

He highlighted the Fools; "Eliminator,"

a ZZ Top show; and Farenheit from the list

of shows scheduled for September.

Rock 'n' roll groups Bad Company and

Blushing Bride are scheduled for October.

"We're not a hip college bar," Myers said.

"We're more of a showcase nightclub that

caters to everyone.

Katina's has theme nights, such as "Reg-

gae Night" on Wednesdays and "Heavy
Metal Night" on Sundays. Thursday
through Saturday, the club features

regional and national dance bands. Shows
generally kick off at 9:30 p.m.

If the boa and the music selection still

don't do the trick for you, consider this:

Katina's is also an entertainment option

for those aged 18 to 21, but they have to

pay an additiAial $2 cover charge. A
separate non-alcohol hand stamp is

required.

Katina's has five full bars around the

room, a juice and soda bar, two fireplaces,

a dance floor, a VIP Loft for private rental

by groups of about 25.

Myers said he remembered there being

two boas but could not recall when and why
Tony's pal departed or where it went.

Myers was sure, however, that the plex-

iglass section of the floor under which the

cage is housed was secure and not at fault.

Myers also said the club has "little cub-

by holes to get away " (for people, not

snakes), seating by the fireplaces, and a

light fare menu.
Cover charges vary with the night's act.

>

«_
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University movies give cheap thrills
By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Most first-year students

who come to the University

of Massachusetts like

nio\ les How could they not?

However, most first year

students are in dire money
straits and can't afford to go

to the movies in town.

That's where the campus
comes in.

Each semester, different

Registered Student
Organizations, residential

areas, area governments,

and greek organizations at

UMass sponsor movies.

They are shown in the Cam-
pus Center, Student Union
Ballroom, residence halls,

Mahar Auditorium, and
Bowker Auditorium, to

name a few locations.

The movies are less expen-

sive to go to than the movies

off- campus and anyone who
prefers going out to the

movies rather than renting

a VCR will eiyoy the semi-

theater atmosphere.

Ginny Wesoloski, schedul-

ing director for Student Ac-

tivities Office, said, "There
aren't as many films shown
as there used to be because

of video. . .there are less

movie dates bcx)ked this

semester than in previous

years."

When it comes to atten

dance, "a lot depends upon

the films." said Wesoloski.

In other words, a movie like

"Platoon" would have a

whopping crowd and
perhaps an extended view-

ing. A film like "Zapped"
(remember that one?) pro-

bably would not fare so well.

The prices range from free

to $2 or $3 — perfect for the

terminally broke, movie-

loving student.

Another reason students

may like this social option is

the movies are shown on

campus, with the last show
usually ending at 11 p m

This means students can

have some fun close to home
and get some sleep.

The student groups that

show movies will put out

posters and flyers with the

times, and price of the

movie.

Certified Nail Technician

and Manacurist

Acrylic Nails
.

Nail Wraps
Gel nails

/(J^ / ^ S^lass Nails

J^<^ ^m^^^ FoofNBeautician

SALDN ^^^
Massages

By A Certified

Licensed Massage
Therapist

AW Over Professional Health and Beauty Service

43 Gothic Street Northampton, MA
For appointment

call 586-9224

U-^l-^MiX-^i

^
r^

UTOPIA
SPAS

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Hot Tub Spas
Wed. Sept. 7

$14.00 for 2 people for 1 hour

Thurs.—Sun.
$22.00 per couple for 1 hour

ALSO AVAILABLE TANNING BEDS

253-7727
__iSPAS)jOffer only valid with coupon

Hey Come On In!!

Now that we are back, and better than ever, we decid-

ed to celebrate our return in J.B.'s—of course. Come
down, meet us for great food & a good time.

^ HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANCAA/ICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018
GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES

OPEN TIL 2 A.M.

RESTAURANT
Roule 9 and UnivemtY Dnve. Anr^hersl

2539757 6.
Lunch Tues— Fri, 1 1;30-3;00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"Ail-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET

$4.95Tues. -Fri.

11:30-3 p.m.

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

250/0 DISCOUNT *

(Otacount .ppMn to food H*m* purchased >of

dtnnof In th« dMng rootn. Cannot bo uaad In

con(unctton wttti olltaf ditcounta.)

with your
valid Student ID

TikPMCamsff
i^^z;

Roul* 9 a \MNvn»i Ofiva. Amh«rst 253 - 9750

Downslciin at the G«jN Stream

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
• DJ plays strictly Contemporary Tunes •

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

750 Drafts ^ No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (
'o"n "sc"ern)

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

k Free Popcorn * 75e Drafts •
Free "Pink Cadillac" Souvenir Sliot Glass

TEAR OUT THESE COUPONS. TEAR DOWN TO RECORD
TOWN. THE ONLY MUSIC AND VIDEO STORE

YOU'LL EVER NEED!

I s r p F R c o r p o N * > |

AHY
cassethorip

^99

r I P E R C {) I P O N

The Faas^Jil

MODRIAN
AVHCItTSI
IIKIIT

Carriage Shops
Tux Rentals

549-6344

Present this coupon and receive any LP or

cassette (regularly priced up to $Q.99) for $5.99.

This coupon not valid with other offers. Offer

expires 9/ JO/88.

ANY
COMPAQ DISC

$11.99

IP (• P I R (" () r p o N

Present this coupon and receive any single album

compact disc (regularly priced up to $16.99) for

$11.99. This coupon not valid with other offers.

Offer expires 9/30/88.

MAXEUXUi90
TAPE

^
II

L CCXGNSJ L COLGNSJ L

$1.79
Per Tape In 10-Pack. Total 10-Pack Price $17.90

Present this coupon and receive the Maxell XLII

90 Audio Tape 10-Pack with Free Upgrade Tape

for $17.90. This coupon not valid with other

offers. Offer expires 9/ JO/88. caua^iNSI H

Great Selection Of Hits On Sale Everyday

More Than 10,000 Items To Choose From

Area's Best Selection Of Compact Discs

Super-Low Everyday Prices On Blank Audio And Video Tape

Huge Assortment of Movies And Music Videos For Sale

Special Orders Welcome

wcQfd fown
c M U I A I 2J

Hadley Hampshire Mall 586-6351 • Holyoke, Holvoke Mall 5J8-9600 • Springfield. Eastfield Mall 54 3-JJ71 •

Enfield. Enfield Square (203) 741-2164

VISA
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—Under 2

1

FLAT STREET
Under-age students use grandfather clause

to kick up their heels over state line

By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Students who like to party but aren't 21

yet will love Flat Street, an over- 18

nightclub in Brattleboro, Vt.

From the outside. Flat Street looks like

a warehouse. On the inside, it is a festive

and flashy nightclub, complete with

theater like videoscreens. a dance floor,

lounge, juice bar, alcohol bar, food and

games.
Those under the legal drinking age can

-still gel in. A special space is reserved for

them on the dance floor with a deli and

juice bar. It holds 75 to 100 people, and on

any given weekend night, at least 50 pen

pie hang out there.

it's pretty quiet in that we dont have

many fights," said Raymond Amidoii, who
works in maintenance. "It's a neat place

to cnme."
For those who are wondering about the

grandfather clause in Vermont, this is the

story: Anyone who was born before July 1,

1968, can step up to the bar.

According to Manager Steve Cassell. the

building itself has capacity for 600 people,

which makes it the largest club in the iu-ea.

This also makes it very comfortable,

because it's never overcrowded or stuffy,

Cassell said.

Don't worry about the crowd. It is

'definitely a college-age" group, Cassell

said. There are always new attractions

strolling through Flat Street. Cassell said

new video games are on the way. Pool

tables are already featured. He said there

will be new special drink nights, and

Wednesday nights are half-price drink

nights.

Bands are a feature at Flat Street. Some
of the names scheduled to appear this year

are the Next. Sidewalk Romeo, Picture

This, Breakdown, Rokken, and KGB
Even if there is no band on a particular

night, there is a disk jockey playing plen-

ty of dance music and videos to keep the

party cranking until the place closes.

Flat Street is open 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Wednesday through Thursday. 8 p.m. to 2

a.m. on Fridays, and 8 p.m. to 1 am on

.Saturdays.

Because the club is m Vermont, most

students dont know how to get there or

don"t want to drive the distance. Thus, Flat

Street has been trying to get University of

Ma.ssachusetts .students to start a bus ser

vice to the club. Cassell said it could hv

very inexp)ensive.

"it could cost about $5 or $6 a head" in-

cluding bus. admission, and f()o<l. Ca.s.sell

said.

However, the cost of the trip depends on

the amount of people who go. The more who

go, the less they have to spend.

Anyone who wants information on star

ting the service, or the club in general, can

call Flat Street at (802) 254 8257.

Club Soda gives new twist to nightclub action
By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian Staff

Club Soda
Peoples' Institute of Northampton Building

Gothic Street

Northampton

Being under 21 is often an annoying stumbling block

when planning what to do for Nitelifc but a new club in

Northampton can help iron out some bumps.
Club Stxia is an upscale, nonalcoholic dance nightclub

with a $40,000 sound and dance floor light system and
15 video games.
The club is located in the Peoples' Institute of Northamp-

ton Building and run by the non profit organization.

Jack Grace, head of the Institute, said, "Our lights are

better than Pearl Street. " and is looking to attract the

under 21 crowd this fall.

The club features an extensive list of frozen mocktails,

including an Island Oasis and the steady favorite, accor-

ding to Grace, strawberry margueritas, as well as a snack

bar with nachos, popcorn, and ice cream to keep the

dancers going.

Every Saturday is 15 and over night. The party begins

at 7 p m. and the beat goes on until 11 p.m.

Club Soda opened three weeks ago. Grace said, after be-

ing constructed entirely by volunteers from local unions

during the summer's tropical heat wave.

Some of the biggest support for the club since its open

ing. he said, has come from the Mayor's office.

"The mayor said, 'Let's get them off the street and on

the dance floor' and that's what I've done," said Grace.

Grace said the Peoples' Institute was given to Nor

thampton 100 years ago by Andrew Carnegie to provide

a place for education, socializing, and recreation. It was

called the Home Culture Club until it incorporated in 1904

and changed its name.

The Institute offers many services to the Northampton

community, and due to what Graves said is "an incredi

ble need for child care"in the city. Club Soda doubles as

a kindergarten by day.

CLUB
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

The Rendezvous
UMass
Southwest Residential Area

Under-age drinkers who try to slither

and sneak their way into local bars to

boogey along with other club-goers can now
stand tall and look the doorman in the eye
at the Rendezvous.

Under-age drinkers who try to

slither and sneak their way into

local bars to boogey along with

other club-goers can now stand

tall and look the doorman in the

eye at the Rendezvous, an
under-21 club opening soon in

Southwest.

The night club will be opening in the

Southwest Residential Area and is geared

toward University of Marsachusetts
students under age 21.

Southwest Area Government co-

President Jonathan Grant said, "It's going

to have the atmosphere of a night club."

The club, sponsored by SWAG, is .schedul

ed to open from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Sept.

10. Grant said tiie Rendezvous will be open

only every other Saturday except for those

Saturdays during vacation weekends.
The Rendezvous will be set up in the

Hampden Dining Commons lobby and its

Southside Room. Tl~ 'obby is furnished

Rendezvous
woos those
under 21
with chairs and tables, which will have red
or blue tablecloths.

The Southside room is where all the ac

tion will be. Disc jockey Robert Moffet, a

UMass alumnus of Pub fame, will spin the

vinyl. Large screens will supplement the

music with rock videos.

The Rendezvous will have two dance
floors, one of which is an elevated platform.

The lighting will be dimmed to create a

night-club ambiance and will also include

special-effect lighting.

"It's going to be the spot because the

students are going to make it the spot,"

Grant said.

He said he has noticed that parties at

'

UMass have been closing earlier and are

also harder to get into for those under 21.

"We're trying to provide an alternative ac-

tivity that's going to be of the same
nature."

Identification is not required to get in,

but Grant said should the Rendezvous
become heavily frequented by non-Umass
students they may begin to ask for

identification.

The club will feature non-alcoholic Island

Oasis mix drinks in six exotic choices:

strawberry daquari, Oreo ice cream shake,

peach daquari, pina coloda, fuzzy navel,

and banana daquari.

Coke, diet Coke and Sprite will also be
available. The Hampden Snack Bar will be

open until midnight. Grant said the

Rendezvous may offer popcorn in the

future, and he did not rule out the possibili-

ty of opening a snack bar that would be

part of the club.

"What's going to make it great is its

students working for students," Grant said.

.^I^UUMMAAA*

Labatts
]

Beer & Ale I

12 pk.
j

$6.90 + dep.
I

Sommeliere
|

1.5 L White I

$3.75
'

\

Lindemans
| Canadian

1987 Bin 65 I Mist
Chardonnay

j
1.75 L

750 ml $5.85 | $13.79

Heineken | Seagrams
6 pk.

I
Wine Coolers

$4.99 + dep
I

4 pk. $3.25

1985
I

Ch Pitray
j

Great Value
j

750 ml $3.99 I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Red, White,

&Blue
12 pk.

$3.50 + dep.

Liebfraumilch
|

750 ml I

$2.25 j

I-

Bud Light, ^
Coors & Light |

Miller Lite & I

Genuine Draft
j

$n.49 Suitcase '

Vodka
1.75 L
$7.99

Becks
6 Pack

$4.70 + dep.

I

I

I

St. Morillon

Chilian

Cabernet
750 ml $3.35

Trenel 1987

Chiroubles
Beaujolais

I 750 ml $8.99

I Bud Suitcase
I

I
$10.99 + dep

61 Main St.. Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only - Thru 10/4/86

LIQUORS
Udd^iUujjjUuUMUiUttilLijjUi^^

—Reel Entertainment—

^

Area cinemas a feast to the movie-goers eyes
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

It's Friday night and you find yourself within four con-

crete walls that you call your dorm room. Amplified par
ty sounds sneak in from down the hall. You consider join-

ing the party, but remind yourself that you're not in the

mood.

You're in the mood for something that doesn't include

being stepped on by wavering bodies reeking of alcohol.

A movie sounds good.

Pick up the yellow pages, and you will find several

movie theaters in the area — Amherst Cinema; Academy
of Music. Pleasant Street Cinema, and Calvin Theatre in

Northampton; and the Hampshire Mall Six Theaters and
Mountain Farms Four Theaters in Hadley.

Attending a movie at The Academy [of

Music], which runs critically-acclaimed

foreign and domestic films, creates a time-

traveling sense generated by the building's

19th-century atmosphere.

The Amher.st Cinema, the only movie house in town,

is located on Amity Street across from the Jones Library

and Shawmut Bank in Amherst center.

Until recently, Amherst Cinema ran cla.ssics such as "A
Hard Day's Night" and "Casablanca." Last year, the

cinema began showing more recently-produced movies,

such as "Bagdad Cafe" and "Married to the Mob."
According to Manager Donald Chokuette, the cinema

began running newer movies, including some foreign ones,

because management figured these films would attract

larger audiences.

"I think it's going to work out better this year," he said.

Chokuette said the cinema begins showing a new film

every Friday, but if one does exceptionally well it will run

for a second week.

Amherst Cinema charges $3.50 for admission, $2 for

children and senior citizens, and offers $25 discount cards

for 10 admissions.

Downtown Northampton, which you may reach by

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority buses that leave from

outside the Fine Arts Center, has three cinemas.

The Academy of Music, on Main Street near Smith Col

lege, is the sixth oldest movie house in the United States.

Built in 1891, it has balconies, side boxes, curtains, Vic-

torian paintings, and a waiting salon.

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

An Amherst Cinema employee sets up shop for the movie-going crowd. The cinema begins run-

ning a new movie every Friday.

Attending a movie at the academy, which runs critically-

acclaimed foreign and domestic films, creates a time-

traveling sense generated by the building's 19th-century

atmosphere.

A few blocks down Main Street from the Academy, you

can see the Pleasant Street Cinema once you take a right

turn. The cinema, which has operated as a movie house

since 1971, has two showrooms.

Richard Pini, manager, said the cinema shows "things

that you'd never see anywhere else around here." These

"things" include first-run American arts films, foreign and

revival American films, documentaries and animation

films.

The cinema charges $4.50 admission, and $3.50 to senior

citizens and children under 12.

The third movie theater in downtown Northampton, the

Calvin Theatre, runs current movies, such as "Bull

Durham," and offers $.99 admission specials once a week.

Regular admission is $2.50. The Calvin Theatre is located

at 19 King St.

For current movies, you can also go to the Hampshire
Mall and the Mountain Farms Mall cinemas, both located

on Route 9 and serviced by the Amherst/Northamp-

ton/Williamsburg bus routes.

O uf QWQfd-winning staff is here

for oil your hair core needs!

103 North Pleasant Street

Amherst • 2560408
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9-6. Sot. 9-5

#REDKEN

/

We carry a full line

of art and graphic

supplies.

OPEN M - F 9-5

Sat 10-3
Wed. Night until 9 p.m.

Located in the
Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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llOASIS

Thome's Market

NORTHAMPTON
21-t-, Positive I.D. Required

Get relief from the usual...

Experience L'Oasis

The alternative Music Bar

in the Valley.

Band Showcase ^
No Cover g§

Call to sign up.

Friday, Sept. 9 g
The New Michael Gregory Bandrg

All Ages Show 6-9 p.m. c^

NO ALCOHOL

Saturday, Sept. 10

BIM SKALA BIM

All Ages Show 6-9 p.m.

NO ALCOHOL

Sundays 9 p.m.

^Z5 House Style Club Dancing

Grab The
Brass Rii^
fhmSeptlO

k Viowughbred nuinv; '^''V

Pos/ time 1:30p.m.

# Food, ndcs & game> *
* Uiv wusk & entertaitieiy *

lOam-lOpm daily: admtssioti $4 00

chiUrett 17-Uyrs) $2.00

under 7 Free!

\_/ NORXHAMPT ON. MA^

For Fair Infrrnmitim Gi/U 13 SM-2237

DJ Job

SHtfHANS
F E

Introductory Offer To All New Clients

$O00*-A s/ivE$500*SAVE ^ SAVE
"^^

on any frosting or perm

VALID FOR NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY

This coupon good thru 10/15/88 at

Styles by Deborah
65 University Drive, Amherst 549-5670

• WOLFF TANNING • BODY WRAPPING

;
«yxyyyyy/mw/^^^^^^^

WELCOME BACK UMASS

• 21st ANNIVERSARY*
WE PUT 21 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

INTO EVERY PIZZA!!

253-9051, 549-11311 65 University Drive Amherst

•//////////////////////////////
^w/jy/w^^^^^^^

RAY MASON
BAND

Gidgel Goes to Med

Big Bang Theory

Thursday Sepi 8

THE HAPPY
CAMPERS
The VesUymen

F'.rtay Sopt 9

SLEEPY LABEEF
Saturday Seplembe' '0

CHECK PLEASE!
& The Cave Dogs

Wonrlav Spp' 12

ED VADAS &
THE FABULOUS
HEAVYWEIGHTS

Tuesday Sept 13

JEFF HOLMES
BIG BAND
Wednesday Sept t4

YOUNG FRESH
FELLOWS
Thursday Sept 15

BARRENCE
WHITFIELD
A The Savage*

Fnday. Sept 16

LITTLE FRANKIE
& THE PREMIERS

Saturday. Sept 1 7

JACK SMITH &
THE ROCKABILLY

PLANET
Sunday. Sept It

LIVE SKULL
Monday. Sept 19

HUBERT SUMLIN
Tuaaday. Sept 20

JEFF HOLMES
BIG BAND
Thursday, Sept 22

PLAN 9
Friday. Sept 23

LUCKY 7
Saturday. Sept 24

THE MALARIANS
Sunday. Sept 25

TIM LEE
* Love Shack

Monday, Sept. 26

PROFESSOR
HARP

& The Snowmen

Thursday. Sept 29

DUKE
ROBILLARD

Friday. Sept 30

THE ZULUS
Saturday. Oct t

PAJAMA SLAVE
DANCERS
Blood Oranges

?4 PLUSANI NHAMP i86 4?!>« ?l

11HON

CAFE LIFE
20 Ceritet St Northampton

Into 4135840610

Breakfast'Lunch'Dinner

DUMPTRUCK plus

EVEN THE ODD
Nu Wave Ca*e opens ine ta*' senes

v^tth Boston Paisley Rockers plus

Albany trio cuifenlly m (he siudto wth

HEM pfodoce' Don Oi«on 8 30 p m
$6 a) the door

ELLIOT MURPHY SOLO
Rock c Premwf song poet celebrates

ihe CO 'e»»sue o« fws 1973 class*

Aqua Show S 30 p m $S al the

cjoor

LONNIE MACK
Blues PaMc*mmm llw man wlio »v

i^xtM Slevw Ray Vaughn Hctback
and ihow Mum licki *>t latMr ina

nas1>er than ew 7 a 10 p m $10

SCRUFFY THE CAT
Hu *ltf C«»» pi—nit lh« Bc«lon

Oangwiawi 7» tOpm STaOvancc

ThuiS bept lb

CINDY LEE BERRYHILL
MuMi*v*Ca«i PanCmOyLaup*' pwt

Boc Oy«n a W p m t6 «l I'M dow

THE NIGHTHAWKS
featuring

JIMMY HALL plus

GEORGE GRITZBACH
BAND

Trwaxvid « DMi Diue* tw a*nai—m
•d M«th nme-ycv Iron HorM vat 7 a
10 p T* $*n vtvu'v-*

JIM CARROLL

f «pec! A i.[>up*« o» wjnys lot' :f>-s um^

tTom the Caihottc Boy 7 4 10 p m
tA V) advance

ues & Wed
Sept 20 & 21

••;;< J.J. CALE

^s^. ""M Betor* t^ "tl'* •«** "•""da" >o

l^-"X M<>wlob 7 I 10 p iTi 114 «<»v»ncf

MAMBO-X
N<j ifn^ C4ttmmmt on *>IM< Nonn

Carolina Band itiai coaaaa !•<• cn>m

rng ol ma lUIANMCS anlA in* pop

puncn ol BOW IWOW tMOW LiMrcd

inrougA naaxly A(r<anmd ryiiMHc

ju'la't wlti E'>n tna impoMiDiy )'Mn

•(cad cuiw up Iron) LaWtl album pro.

ducM By M.K' fnlfK 8 30 p Ti ^^

ai nmOooi

JORMA KAUKONEN
Ot Moi Tun« and Airplani 'am* 7 a

1C p m sa advanca

UNCLE BONSAI
\i. rtr*»« Cafa pres^nri, tn*»e

Cneanaaoax on Ouga vngmg inau

•ntty odea 10 Oay OW Whaia and

omar in<ng» I Panit Envy ) On*

gxtar mraa K>naa no tkippng Itiam

; A 1 p m sa *ci«anc«

Tues & Wed
Oct 114 1?

THE BOBS
Nu nvava Cant p»»aanf» Nu IMava a

V

iLiHa Rad Biding Mood) or partormmg

Manoua ongMtaM (Waicoma to My
Fog Bua Phmga. An lor Ana Sakai

may Itav* amn a tiuga Horaa teaoxne

trom xi to ai«ty 7 » 10 p m I'O

advaoc^

I
^^
y>

CHRISTINE LAVIN
Tha atngia grMiMi booaiar ol iha n«w

Foai ii»o»«inar« Har aonga ranga Irom

iha arily lAmoaM Hop) to tha •ntty

(Pnnca Cliailaal lo unabaaliadhr aan

Mitantal (IViaaa) and avaryona goat

homaacaman Plua aha had Iha lirai

avarMkCCraiOpm ttadvanca

OOCTTA
MMyaapn»aaga 7 » 10 p "> I'O

^,; M08E ALLISON TRIO

^.'s An mMMaMa a«igar and Hia lalhar ol

S^ oool lan pano 7 4 10 pfli M
advanca

i

HALLOWEEN with WAVY
GRAVY and th« VICIOUS

HIPPIES
Tha San Ftanctaco ifttia lad by

yWXX)STOCK MCfl>«eSID€NTIAL

CANDIDATE Wavy Oravy arnva 'n

ihaif painiad NOeOOY F0« PRESI-

DENT bua dtapaoaing mirth, poliiica

ana PSYCHEOELC BOCK all nighl

long $? rabata ai tha doo< (or K o«

at Iha dow pnca) wilh TiKlya hjtmn

laathar Innga. Laonon glaaaaa. aupar

patchad jaana. lov* baad*. McCanhy

lor praaidani button, paaca aymbol oi

naaf mini t lor aata copy ol Elactric

MuaK lor Mnd and Body' (Doorman t

daacWKjn. ptaaaat) 7 a 10 p m $i i

advanca |12 SO al tha door

••••
Also Selling TlK For

GEORGE WINSTON

HOLLY NEAR

CASSELBERRY t DUPREE

ALL SHOWS • ALL AGES

Off Beat

LAUNDRY
CLUB

By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian staff

There's a new club in Amherst under the

sign of the neon palm tree. No club

membership is required. People can come
alone or with friends, watch three or four

first-run movies shown daily on a wide

screen, munch on hot buffalo wings, or

other snacks, and wash it all down with a

frosty, frozen Oreo cookie or strawberry da-

quari mocktail.

The only requirement for enjoying the

luxury of this club is that you do some
laundry.

Wait a minute, what was that?

You heard it, laundry.

The Laundry Club has a "key west neon"

art deco motif, food, drinks, movies and,

yes, washing machines and dryers.

One might expect all this to come with

a heavy price tag but surprise! It's $1 to

wash and $.75 for a half hour in the dryer.

And wait, there's more! No more hunting

for quarters. The Laundry Club is fully at-

tended and computerized. After stutTing

the key-west-pink machines, simply hand

the machine numbers to the desk, give

them the cash and eryoy yourself until it's

dryer time.

A computer printout of the time remain-

ing on either machine allows planning

orders from the kitchen and a TV monitor

in the dryer section avoids missing any

good parts of the movies.

The Laundry Club is located on Univer

sity drive by Louis' Foods, about a half a

mile from the Southwest Residential Area,

and is open from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. every

day.

The mastermind of what he calls the

"wave of the future" is 1986 Umass/Boston

IS

clean
fun

graduate Warren Luster. Having attend-

ed Umass/Amherst for his first three years.

Luster said he knew first hand the frustra-

tion students experience on this campus
when trying to do their laundry.

He said he later uncovered the statistics

that prove the students* struggles on this

campus. He found the optimum ratio of stu-

dent to machines is 38:1, while the worst

case scenario is 300:1. This has translated

to students for years as the "Sunday night

crunch."

Luster said it was his haunting memories

of scrounging for quarters, trekking to the

basement or the nearest laundromat, stan

ding in the heat, waiting for the only work

ing machine and hoping his clothes weren't

stolen or thrown across the filthy room that

motivated him to establish this pilot club

in Amherst.

His trick for keeping his prices low is

David Letterman's 'Volume, volume,

volume" method. Luster said his angle to

get this volume is to, first, provide clean,

dependable facilities that are close to the

campus. Next, he said, the atmosphere will

"make more hours and days more
desirable" for doing laundry.

In addition to the obvious Nitelife attrac-

tion of the club. Luster used daytime soap

opera hours as an example of a time when,

he said, people would enjoy watching their

soaps on a big screen in stereo, while sipp-

ing a mocktail and "knocking off some

laundry at the same time."

Luster said discount membership cards

and at-home or dormitory pick up and

delivery services are upcoming club

attractions.

The Laundry Club also offers full service

dry cleaning.

The Best Courses

This Semester Are:

Delectable Appetizers

Super Salads

Incredible Entrees

Bountiful Brunch
Decadent Desserts

itz!
restaurant bar

23 Main St.. Northampton • 584-8666

Laundry Club photo

The Laundry Club on
University Drive com-
bines fun as most people
know it with the mun-
dane chore of washing
clothes.

I

'^saht s^

An Alt«fnattv« R«cord Slor*

TOP CASH PAID
FOR RECORDS,
TAPES. CDs

Come »— our

used CD selection

Underneath Steve's,

beside Ali Cat

48 N Pleasant St.

253-9209

lion.-Sat. 11-7;

SunU'S

ItaxeUXLT"
j BOX OF 10

I $18.99

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chm

Bikini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aeathetician

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

Men and Women
34 Main Street, Amherst

253-9S79 \-

[• •
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IN TOWN
Twisters
30 Boltwood Walk
Off of Amherst Commons

Twisters is living up to its name offering a new twist

this fall to in town entertainment and certainly to its

familiar location, formerly Plumbley's.

Co-owner Mark Forsythe said Tw isters is expected to

open at the end of this week and will cater to the profes

sional market.

Lunch and dinner will be served between 1 1 a.m. and

10 p.m. in the main dining room and on the patio with

separate bar and raw bar. Between 5 and 9 p.m., live jazz

and blues are featured in the dining room for the after

work crowd.

At about 9 p.m. the dance floor opens with a disc jockey

and identification is required at the door when food is no

longer being served.

Twisters also offers pool tables, television sports and a

small banquet room.

Forsythe said the main dining room has an art deco

theme and billed Twisters as a nice new place to bring

a date.

Barsie's

43 N.Pleasant Street

Amherst Center

Amherst Center has a 55 year piece of heritage in a bar

named Barsie's, the oldest in Amherst.

According to Manager Sean Eagan. Barsie's was open

ed as Barselotti's in 1933 and has since acquired several

ownerships, the nick name Barsie's. and an adoring col-

lege crowd of the past and present

"Anyone who has gone to schtwl here from about 1940

on knows about this place." he said. "We get a lot of alum-

ni from UMass and Amherst ICnllegel."

Barsie's is open scxt-n diiys a «eek from no<»n to 1 a.m.

and Eagan de.scribes it as a smaller bar attracting a very

social crowd that "comes here to watch a ball game and

meet some friends."

Barsie's offers three televisions, video games, a juke box,

and for the discriminating palate: junk food.

rollpftian photos by Mark UivX

Right upper corner: Club-goers shake it up at the Pub in
Amherst center last week. Upper 6enter: The moon radiates on
Barselotti's, or Barsie's, as a crowd gathers outside the Amherst
center bar. Below: Delano's in Amherst center is another ms^or
nightlife attraction for students.

Charlie's

One Prey Street

Amherst Center

Charlie's is celebrating its 10th anniversary as

Amherst's friendly neighborhood tavern, said Owner

Richard Slobody.

Special attractions include a menu featuring homemade

pizza, a kitchen open until 12 every night, frosty mugs.

a game and pool room, and an oval bar that seats 27, mak

ing it the largest in Amherst according to Slobody.

Beck's, Bass and Molson are on Up in addition to Millor

Light and Coors, and three TV monitors allow a sideline

view of any sporting event from all 360 degrees of the bar

Open seven days a week from 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.. Slobod\

said Charlie's is the type of place where friends can meet

and hang out leisurely, not a bar with a "packed in like

sardines crowd."

Mike's Westview Cafe
163 Old Sunderland Road
North Amherst

If a brand new jukebox, cheap pitchers of beer, pool

tables and sports on TV sounds like just the ticket, Mike -

West View Cafe is the right place.

Open every day from 11:30 a.m. to 1 a.m., this family

run establishment, according to co-owner Steve Duca, h:i^

been serving Amherst for 50 years. He gave it the down

home description of "an inexpensive place to drink.

Mike's also serves a buffet on Fridays between 4 and

8 p.m. featuring something for all tastes from barbeque

to Italian to homestyle for $2. A buffet with a lighter fare

is served Monday through Thursday between 4 and 6 pm
He added, by the way, that it's a great place to watch

the sunset. Mike's West View Cafe really does face west

Compiled by
Sylvia Gaudette
and Erin Abbey

Time Out Inc.

37 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst Center

Manager Michael Fusia cut right to the nitty gritty

when he billed Time Out Inc. as a "sneaker and blue jeans

kind of place."

He said Time Out offers six beers on draft, 25 bottled

varieties, weekly drink or pitcher specials, free popcorn

for everyone, and "sports all the time."

A luncheon sandwich menu is served Monday through

Saturday between 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. and on Sundays

between noon and 1 p.m. Hot dogs are served for the ball

game fans.

Hours are 1 1:30 to 1 a.m. daily and Fusia added Steve,

the bartender, is "the cutest bartender in town."

The Pub
15 East Pleasant Street

Amherst Center

With a full restaurant and bar, a p<K)l table, video games,

basketball machines, sports on TV. a disc jockey and dance

floor. The Pub could probably safely boast that it has

something for almost everyone.

The Pub .serves breakfast, lunch and dinner Monday
through Saturday between 11:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m. as

well as an a la-carte brunch on Sundays between 1 1 a.m.

and 3 p.m. and daily dinner entree specials.

Every night at 9:30, part of the restaurant gives way

to a disco-lit dance floor and a DJ spins popular music un-

til 1:30 a.m.

Chef and Assistant Manager Keith Fowler said, 'The

Pub was very much just a bar in the middle and late '70s,

but in the '80s the food has come in strong."

He also said heightened alcohol awareness has prompted

them to serve free appetizers after 10:30 p.m. offered

automatically by waitresses to the tables.

Fowler noted The Pub's variety appeals to families as

well as the nighttime college crowd.

Delano's
57 North Pleasant
Amherst Center

On the beaten path of Amherst's strip, Delano's offers

"not an overly fancy menu" with the best burger in the

valley, according to owner Chick Delano.

The bar has catered to students for 12 years.

"I wish they would stay year-round. They make the

whole town vibrant," Delano said.

Delano's is a fun place with great ambiance, Delano

said. Wood interior and a copper-top bar add to the decor.

A lunch and dinner menu is offered, but at 9 p.m. Delano

said the place really becomes a college bar that he

characterized as really popular.

"We enjoy the kids and the kids enjoy us," Delano said.

Delano said he talks and listens to his customers and

as result has installed a new laser disc jukebox. "It'll pro-

bably be one of the be.st sound systems."

New to the menu are potato skins with broccoli and

cheese or bacon and cheese.

From 4 to 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. to midnight Delano's serves

free munchies. Delano's highlights the afternoon by show-

ing Cheers on the bar television from 5 to 6 p.m.

The bar has an Island Oasis blender in which drinks

such as frozen mudslides are featured. In early September

Delano's will offer vodka tonics as their drink special.

Delano's also has an import beer of the month special

and features 16 ounce draft beer-: in pir« ^-^c^c^
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On Stag On Stage

Collegian photo by Mark OM

The upcoming-attractions board outside the Fine Arts Center.

FAC

Collr(ian photo by Mark GUI

The Fine Arts Center, as in previous seasons, is the home of many stage productions at the University of Massachusetts this falL

fine Ann Onter pholo

Members of the Desrosiers Dance Theater offer a graceful performance.

continued from page 12

Peyer, Santiago Rodriguez and Nathaniel

Rosen will perform Messiaen's Quartet for

the End of Time Dec. 3 at Bowker
Auditorium. Tickets are $18 and $20, $9

and $10 for five-college students.

Award-winning songwriter Marvin

Hamlisch, will visit the center Nov. 3,

presenting an evening of music and com-

edy for the UMass community. Tickets are

$23 and $25. $11.50 and $12.50 for five-

college students.

Ladysmith Black Mambazo, the South

African singing group who backed up Paul

Simon on his Graceland album and who
have appeared on "Saturday Night Live."

will be performing in the Fine Arts Center

Nov. 22. Tickets are $14 and $16. $7 and

$8 for five-college students.

Winners Circle artists include violinist

Peter Zazofsky, Oct. 2 and pianist Peter

Orth Nov. 15. Both performances are at

Bowker Auditorium Tickets for Zazofsky

are $16 and $18, $8 and $9 for five-college

students. Tickets for Orth are $14 and $16,

$7 and $8 for five-college students.

Stage
Broadway comes to UMass three times

this semester, beginning Oct. 3, when the

new season opens with The Mystery of

Edwin Drood. in which audience

members determine the outcome of the

story. Tickets for the production are $24

and $26. $12 and $13 for five-college

students.

Neil Simon's Broadway Bound, com
pleting his autobiographical trilogy, will be

at UMass Dec. 6. Tickets are $23 and $25,

$1 1.50 and $12.50 for five-college students.

Theatergoers can see A Christmas

Carol, the popular Charles Dickens'

classic, as performed by the Nebraska

Theatre Caravan. Tickets for the Dec. 8

production at the center are $16 and $18.

$8 and $9 for five-college students.

Artistry at FAC this fall
Attention students bold enough to stray

from the conventional rock 'n' roll/prime-

time TV entertainment: The University of

Massachsetts Fine Arts Center has
something in store for you. "Bold Artistry"

is the theme of the 1988-89 season at the

Fine Arts Center.

"If you look through the season, we are

presenting some never-before-seen pro-

grams. Really new, cutting-edge kind of

stuff, as well as more of the traditional,"

said Noel Sporny, publicist for the Fine
Arts Center, now in its 13th season.

Here is a synopsis of 16 planned events
for thi« f«ll-

Music
Orchestra lovers will have the opportuni-

ty to hear the Sydney Symphony Or-

chestra, conducted by Stuart Challender,

to celebrate Australia's 200th birthday.

The orchestra will perform Oct. 23. Tickets

cost $20 and $22, $10 and $11 for five-

college students.

Jazz legend Ray Charles brings his new

show to the center Oct. 6, with jazz violinist

Leroy Jenkins and his group Sting open-

ing the evening. Tickets are $23 and $25,

$11.50 and $12.50 for five-college students.

Jazz fans will have a chance to relish the

Jazz AU Stars with Max Roac^ when
they visit on Dec. 10. Tickets for the show
are $16 and $18, $8 and $9 for five-college

students.

For lovers of chamber music, the Fine

Arts Center brings Academy of St.

Martin-in-the-Fields, under the direction

of lona Brown. Tickets for the Oct. 17 per-

formance are $23 and $25, $11.50 and
$12.50 for five-college students.

The Julliard String Quartet will per-

form a repertoire of Mozart, Beethoven and
Elliott Carter. Tickets for the Nov. 5 per-

formance at Bowker Auditorium are $18

and $20, $9 and $10 for five-college

students.

A special program featuring chamber
musicians Robert McDuffie. Gervase de

continued to page 13

College Pizza
549-6073 - Fast, Free Delivery - 549-6098

We make tlu- best PIZZA in TOWN at

the Lowest Ibices' Baked with dough
made tresli d<iilY - Never frozen.

ool Super
pecials!

SPECIALS
LARGE

One Item Pizza

& 4 cans of Coke

$9 50

SMALL
One Item Pizza

& 2 Cans of Coke

$5 35

Every Wednesday Special

Large Pizza $5 75 Medium Pizza $2 90
(No delivery with this special)

located at Patterson Corner of Southwest
No Coupons with Special

120YAC CRAKIE

ORIENTAC voov maiutet
THAI, CHINESE. JAPANESE. INDIAN GOODS

Sauces and spices • Fresh noodles • Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables -Pastries • Frozen, canned, dried loods
frozen and dried fish -Cook Books -Woks, Rice

Cookers A Implements Dishes and Qiftware. Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders direct from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items m stock

360 Coll«g« St., m« 9. Amhcrat 2S3-SeH Sjn-Fil, 104; Sat 9-9

3fMrEt
Sept. 7
Sept. 8

SIDEWALK ROMEO
A HOT DANCE BAND

omMSsi
Singing Telegram & Balloon Delivery Service

viiit our store ind floor

Carriage Shops

or eaU

5A9U30

233 N. Pleasavt St Amherst, MA 01002

•.•.•.•.•-•.•.•.•.•.•.••«

Sept. 9
Sept. 10

PICTURE THIS
A MUST SEE TOP 40 DANCE BAND

• Private parties on request

• Bus groups available

• Continuous entertainment,

:;jrrent music videos, 3 giant

screens

• MINORS WELCOME-
JUICE BAR

• Drink Specials Nightly

• Open Wed., Thurs., 9:00-1:00,

Fri. 8:00-2:00, Sat. 8:00-1:00

ADULT AGE - 20 YEARS OLD
AS OF 6/30/88

The VMejf'm Larg^Bt Dance Club
17 Rat Street, Brattleboro, Vermont

3fM^'£t

Coming:

THE BREAKDOWN
ROKKEN

BLOCKYARD
KGB

NEWSTAR
And always more

happening!

1

750 ml
$10.99

Rights Vodka
$8.99

Bacardi
Light or Amber

1.75
Sale Price $14.99
mail-in rebate —$2.00

$12.99

Peachtree
Schnapps
$5.49 750 ml

Heineken

12 Pack
Bottles
$8.39
+ dep.

Strohs
30 Pack
$9.99

mail-in rebate -2.00

$7.99
+ dep.

1-91, Exit 1 to first left in downtown

1/2 Kegs Starting at $27.00

OPEN Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. • 549-2692 VISA - MC ACCEPTED

Located in Newmarket Center next to Louis Foods and

Sounds Easy Video. Diagonally across from UMass Stadium
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Recreation
Fitness Club adds class
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Recreational clubs have sprung up in the

Southwest Residential Area as alternatives

to nights of elbowing crowds and cotton-

mouth mornings
Larry Moneta. associate director of Hous-

ing Services said, "I think the students are

bored for a campus this size. Unfortunate-

ly people are still learning how to party

without alcohol."

The increase in numbers at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts has echoed giowing

pains and the administrators are now

recognizing what needs to be provided for

student night life, Moneta said.

Although Hamlin House in the Nor

theast Residential Area was the first to

house a recreational center, it has remain-

ed unrecognized, according to Carol

McGrath, a former advisor for the center.

Southwest has exposed the secret,

though, with three recreational clubs

scheduled to open in John Quincy Adams,

Coolidge, and Washingon towers.

Maura Cullen, coordinator for the JQA
club, said, "Our club takes it a step fur-

ther."

The JQA club is more than just a socializ-

ing place; it offers state-of the-art weights,

exercise bikes, a rower, a mirrored room for

aerobics classes, in addition to a 60-inch col-

or television, a VCR, board games and a

pool and pingpong room.

The idea for these clubs developed

separately from Club Hamlin. The idea

was generated one and a half years ago

when the residents wanted a weight room

Cullen said she suggested adding much

more than just weights.

The club, located on the tower's 19th

floor, will have a cafe in the lounge.

Organizers intend to also use the club for

dances and other social functions.

Special furniture has been ordert'd to

modernize the club, which will be strictly

open for those who purchase a $28 member-

ship fee per semester. Only those residents

of the tower housing the club will be eligi-

ble for membership.

Cullen said the intent of the club is to

build a community in JQA. "At least it'll

get people to meet people when they're not

drinking."

The club will be open from 1 p.m. to 5

p.m. and 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Special events will be planned, some of

which will be open to non-club members,

such as a Sunday night film series, a

"Casino Night" and a "Prince Spaghetti

Day" on Wednesday nights, in which 30

residents will be able to have a spaghetti

dinner for $1.

"It'll be a place for people to come, and

hopefully we'll have activities going on all

the time so people can have something else

to do besides drink," Cullen said.

A recreational club in Coolidge is also

scheduled to open this fall, and another

club to be set up in the Washington Tower

is still in the planning stage, according to

Moneta.
Organizers of the Southwest clubs hope

they will be successful, or at least better

known than the one in Hamlin.

Still, according to McGrath, the Hamlin

club is "better than a recreation center and

not as glamorous as a club."

Malcom X Center offers alternative fun

A woman gets assistance with her workout on
Collr|tan (ll» photo

an inclined bench.

The Malcolm X Center serves many dif-

ferent purposes and hosts a variety of ac

tivities but always stands as a symbol of

the ultimate goal of promoting inter-

cultural exchange, understanding, and fun.

Sherwood Thompson, director of the Of-

fice of Third World Affairs, described the

center as a meeting place for friends, as

well as a perfect place for making new ones

while playing pool or watching one of the

free movies sometimes offered.

The Malcolm X Center is student-run and

can be found on the ground floor of the

Berkshire Dining Commons in Southwest.

It is conveniently located only a short walk

across the quad from the Hamden snack

bar and Munchies store.

- SYLVIA GAUDETTE

1 i&m) I

n Premier Showcase Nightclub 1

2 CLOSED MONDAY & TUESDAY |

B 18, 19, 20 Year Olds Welcome!

g Subject to additional charge. 1

J Accross from Mtn. Farms Mall, Route 9, Hadley • 586-4463 S

Thurs. Sept. 8

ROOTS TO
REALITY

Reggae Show

Fn Sept. 9

WORLD DANCE
PARTY RETURNS
THE FOOLS

Sat. Sept. 10

ARABUS
Top 40 Dance

1
Sun. Sept. n
Rock Night with

THE MANIAX

Wed Sept. 14

Reggae Night

LOOSE CABOOSE

Thurs Sept. 15

MICHAEL
QREOORY BAND

I
Fri. S*pt. 16

EUMINATOR
ZZ Top Show

Sat. Sept. 17

IN THE FLESH

Sun. Sept. 18

MANIAX
Rock Night!

Wed. Sept 21

Reggae Night

NEW HORIZON

Thurs. Sept. 22

TBA
Fri. Sept. 23

Boston's Best
FARRENHEIT

Sat. Sept. 24

PHYSICAL
ORArFITI

Led Zeppelin Show

Sun. Sept. 25

MEATLOAF
Tentative

Wed. Sept. 28

Reggae Night

ONE SEED

Thura. Sept. 29

SHAKE THE FAffH
from Boston

Fri. Sept. 30

CRYSTAL SHIR
Doors Show

Sat. Oct. 1

THE REOULARS
Top 40 Dance

H

October Oct 5 Reggae »iih Oct ?0-Mai Crash

Upcoming ^, ^^^ •,.«,^ oct so Ti„ biu.m»«
Concerts (Biu« Oysler Cull) MrMaa Stones Show

, tf?v^^Q9.>:S%.

Velcome
Back...

...to

Fine lingerie & accessories

Carriage Shops. 233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst
549-69 1

5

Open Monday through Saturday 10-6

Start your semester by starting a

business with SUCCC$$. It works,

honest. Build your resume with a

$10 franchise—complete, not just

caps, shirts & beer. College fun

makes college cash with SUCCC$$,
Suite 185, 77 New St., New York, NY
1 0004.

t'ollpgian photo by Marli (iiM

The Pub, a popular ni^jhtclub in town, offers not only dance music, but

an extensive breakfast, lunch, and dinner menu.

at your way to bed after hours

^^r^^Sb ^^^ ^^^ y°" students... I

By PETER LEON
Collegian Staff

After midnight, when you've been out on

the town and just don't feel like going

home, you can find several places to go for

burgers, coffee, or an early breakfast.

The Red Lion. Situated down the street

from Pearl Street Club in Northanmpton.

the diner features affordable food, and the

coffee is palatable. The food may taste

greasy to some, but the place only closes

for Christmas. A burger, fries and coffee

costs about $2.70 without a tip. The diner,

a typical all-American eatery, has booths

and counterspace.

McManus. Located in the Stop & Shop
plaza on Route 9 in Hadley, McManus
serves good coffee and large platters of food.

A burger, fries and coffee can run about $6

without a tip The dining room's booths of-

fer a sense of intimacy. The restaurant also

offers an extensive ice cream menu.

Filling Station Diner. It stands off

Route 91 at the South Deer
field/Sunderland exit. Decorated on the

outside with powder blue and pink neon,

the diner strikes the first time goer as a

semi-expensive yuppie place, but it ha.><

good food cheap. A burger, fries, and cof-

fee is $3.26 without a tip. The portions are

the right size for one craving a light mral.

The jukeboxes at every table add just the

right touch to the atmosphere.

Convenience stores. For quick muij-

chies, Grampy's in Northampton and
Sunderland and Seven-Eleven in

Sunderland are open all week 24 hours a

day. Stop & Shop on Route 9 is open 24

hours a day during the week and has
limited hours on weekends.

10% Discount
28 Main St., Morthampton, MA 1413) 584-0806

Open 7 Days-Mon -Wad. 10-6. Thurs -Fri. lO-S. Sat 10-8. Sun. 18-6

Visa—Mastercard—American Express

When you

need more
than copies
Depend on Kinlco's, the copy center

• Binding & Collating

• Cutting, Padding, & Folding

• FAX Service

• Stationery & Office Supplies

• Instant Passport Photos

• Oversize Copies

• Resumes
• Pick Up & Delivery

kinko's
the copy center

254-2543

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
I

n.oooff
i

i Any 12 Inch Pizza i

I On* Coupon Par Pizza
|

I Offer Expires Sept 30. 1988 I

I
i

r

n.oooff I

! Any 12 inch Pizza
|

I One Coupon Par Pizza

! Offer Expires Sept. 30, 1988
[

ON
QCL

DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS FREE

<.

n.oo Off
Any 12 Inch Pizza
Ona Coupon Par Pizza

Offer Expires Sept 30, 1988

e*

•>^ ^e^

^2.00 Off
Any 16 Inch Pizza
One Coupon Par Pizza

Offer Expires Sept 30. 1988

»2.00 Off
Any 16 Inch Pizza
One Coupon Par Pizza

Offer Expires Sept 30, 1988

*2.00 Off
Any 16 Inch Pizza
One Coupon Par Pizza

Offer Expires Sept, 30, 1988

EVERYDAY PRICES
12 Inch 8 Slice Pizza

Cheese ^^ $5.50

1 Item /c^^X W-50

2 Items Ml^^ ^^-5^

3 Items £^^J $^-50

4 Items ^^^^ W-50

5 Items
"^^^^^

$10.50
TAX INCLUDED

16 Inch 12 Slice Pizza

Cheese ^^ $7.75

1 Item /<J^P\ $^-25

2 Items Ml^^ $1^-75

3 Items ^^^A $12.25

4 Items ^^^^^ $13.75

5 Items ^^^^^^ $15.25
TAX INCLUDED

Drivers Wanieil
Pays *70""» to 400'"'

A Shift

11 b

41

r- - <
• ONw

J
O a
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Mary Beth Fottler and Carlos Diez engage in dialogue at Sheehan's Cafe.

Huddles nestle into rap
By ERIN ABBEY
and SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian Staff

Night life cannot and does not always

focus on parties, bars, or entertainment re-

quiring a ticket. Nighttime can be the right

time for rap. It provides a quiet time, after

hours, to talk with people who share a com-

mon interest or goal and an opportunity to

grow as an individual or heighten group

awareness.

Listed below are just a few groups now
scheduled to meet this fall. Watch the For

Your Information section of the Collegian

for future groups, and never be afraid to

start one. Odds are if one person is concern-

ed about or interested in something, then

so are others.

•Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance will

have a rap session at 8 p.m. every Wednes-

day in the LBGA office, upstairs in the Stu-

dent Union Building. According to Com-
muter Area Government President Jay

Festa it will be a collective workshop focus-

ed on open discussion.

•The Office of Third World Affairs will

sponsor a series of intercultural discussions

at 7 p.m. every other Tuesday night.

Discussions will feature a student guest

speaker and perhaps a film to explore how
other cultures think and live. Locations

will be announced on the Campus Center's

daily schedule and available at the OTWA.

•Campus Crusade hosts Thank God It's

Friday from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. on Fridays

in the Campus Center. About 40 to 60
students of interdenominational Christian

faith gather together for a time of en-

couragement, fun, and learning God's

word. Campus director ofCampus Crusade

at the University of Massachusetts Wayne
Okamoto said the meeting is open to

anyone and that many who attend have not

been affiliated with churches and are just

curious about Christ and knowing Him
better.

"It's an environment that those curious

about God can feel comfortable in," he said.

• Inter Varsity is a group of 40 to 70

students who meet at 7 p.m. Friday nights

in the Campus Center for Bible teaching,

music, and fellowship. The group also has

Bible studies that meet in the evenings

throughout the week.

Alyson Beecher, a staff worker for Inter

Varsity, said, "The Bible studies are good

to get know people and build a small sup-

port group."

•The Southwest Area Government is spon-

soring the Seven O'clock Tuesday Night

Series to provide a relaxed lecture/forum

time for students. The workshop seminars

will touch on such topics as managing
money and dealing with roommates. The
first in the Tuesday night meetings will be

Sept. 13 regarding the opportunities at the

UMass.

••*•••••••••••••
)*- WELCOME BACK )f

)f ® CHEF ^ ]f

JfQUALITY FOOD LOWEST PRICESjf

>

>f

Lunch Specials 3.25

Dinner Specials 5.50

Full Liquor License

Take Out Service

Tel.- 549-7700

55 University Drive • Amherst. MA 01002

AMPLE FREE PARKING

••••••••••••****

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8 am to 5 pm

SELF SERVICE BAYS
Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De^reaser

VACUUM CLEANERS
$1 .00 & $5.00 Changer

"OUR ATTENDANTS ARE
HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

DESKS • BOOKCASES • BUREAUS
.

Solid Maple In Small Convenient Sizes

Quality New Beds
From Spring-Air

-^DELIVERY AVAILABLE ANYWHERE^-

PAUL'S OLD TIME
FURNITURE
57 rteasant St., Amherst 549-3603

52 iss $30.94
reg $61.88

Newsstand $87.88
26 iss $15.47 P02

13 iss $16.25
reg $32.50

Newsstand $35.40

SAVE
UP TO 80%

ON GREAT MAGAZINES
AT EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

PlMn allM M WMk> lot wmUIw •ml (-12 wMk< tot eVna to ttnt
Sudil r»lt« iw Mi>|wl Id puMMiei't dmy wd )owl l« U.SA

rvGuiWkSMh

1 yr $33.80 TV
reg $37.44

Newsstand $39

BusinessWeek

AffisJL
1 yr $27.95 IW

reg $39.95
Newsstand $102

33 iss $17.95 BW2

The Duke

52 iss $29.12 Tl

reg $58.24
Newsstand $104

21 iss $11.76 TI2

104 iss $58.24 TIS

$19.98
reg$35

Newsstand $97.50

26 iss $1795 RS
reg $25 95

Newsstand $62 90

AMERICAN
PHOTOGRAPHER

8 ISS $5 98 AP

CARCIIAFT
12 iss $8.97 CF

reg $15.94

CYCLE WORLD
1 yr $7.97 CW

reg $15.94

QOLF
1 yr $9.97 80

reg $15.94

HOME MECHANIX
1 yr $8 97 Ml

reg $15

Metropolltao Heme
lyr $11.97 MN

reg $15

NEW WOMAN
12 ISS $12.97 NM

reg $15

POPULAR
PHOTOGRAPHY

12 iss $6.99 PP

SKI

8 iss $6.97 SK
reg $9.94

1 yr$8
reg $15 99

Newsstand $23.40

ATUNTIC
12 iss $995 AT

reg $9 95

CARiORMER
1 yr $11.99 CA

reg $16.98

DISCOVER
12 ISS $14.95

reg $27

OV

GOOD FOOn
12 iss $11.97 BF

reg $12

HOT ROD
12 ISS $11.95 HR

reg $17 94

Medem Ptratofrapliy

1 yr $6.99 MP
reg $13.98

1 yr $9.95

reg $17.94

Newsstand $35.40

EQ

AUDIO
12 iss $9 97 AU

Reg $19.94

12 ISS $9.97

reg $19 94
Newsstand $30

MT

BASEBAU
DIGEST

10 ISS $997 BS

CHAN8HI6 TMEt
12 iss $18 OH

reg $18

EBONY*
1 yr $12 EB

reg $16

GOURMH
12 iss $12.50

reg $18

6T

HUMPTY DUMPTY
1 yr $9 97 HU

reg $11.95

1M1 HOME IDEAS

lyr $11 01

reg $22

PRACTICAL

HOMEOWNER
9 iss $9.97 NS

SKIING

7 iss $5.97 S6
reg $11.95

THE ARTItT

9 its $12.47 TA
reg $18

USA TODAY
65 iss $23.95 UA

reg $32.50

1 yr $19.95 W
ra9lS744

WEKIHT WATCHERS
12 iss $13.97 WW

reg $13.97

24 iss $12.95

rag $25.90

WORLD PRESS
REVIEW

1 yr $16.97 AW

WMTBItOMaT
9 in $12.47 WD

rag 119

THUE STORY
1 yr $9.97 Tl

reg $14.95

1 yr$6
VIDEO

VI

reg $12

MONEYMAKER
1 yr $9 98 MM

reg $13.98

Orgaek Gardeeliig

12 ISS $11 88 OG
reg $13.97

CMLOUR
1 yr $9.97

reg $11.95

CI

ESSENCE <

1 yr $9 96

reg $12

ES

HARPER'S BAZAAR
6 iss $15.90 HB

reg $15.90

INCOME
OPPORTUNITIES

12 ISS $4 98 10

MOTHER JONES
1 yr $16 MJ

reg $24

1 yr $8.97 PS
reg $13 94

Newsstand $21

A8KETBAU
DIGEST

8 ISS $7 97 BK

CHROREN'S
DIGEST

1 yr $9.97 CT

FANTASY A
SCI. FICTION

10 iss $15 FF

Harper's MagailM
lyr $11 97 HA

reg $18

INSIDE SPORTS
8 ISS $7 97 IS

reg $12

12 ISS $15.96
reg $24

Newsstand $36

OM

BEHER HOMES
A GARDENS

lyr $11 BH

CONSUMERS
DIGEST

1 yr $9.97 CO

FOOTBALL
DIGEST

10 ISS $9.97 FD

HEALTH
1 yr$11

reg $22

FH

PREVENTION
1 yr $13.97 PR

reg $13.97

SKIN DIVER

12 iss $11.95 SN
reg $1994

TURTLE
1 yr $9.97 H

reg $11.95

VIDEO MRKTPLCE
6 iss $9.97 VM

reg $12

OUTSIDE
12 ISS $12.95

reg $18

OT

RAOK)

ELECTRONICS
1 yr $15.97 RA

SOCCER DIGEST

6 ISS $7.97 SO
reg $9.95

US
26 iss $1597

reg $23.95

UM

VIDEO REVIEW
1 yr $7.97 VR

reg $12

MOTOR CYCLIST

12 ISS $7.97 MR
reg $15.94

OUTDOOR UFE
1 yr $8.97 OL

reg $13.94

ROAD A TRACK
1 yr $12.99 RT

rag $19.94

SPORT
12 ISS $7.97 SP

reg $12

INSTRUCTOR
10 ISS $11 97 IR

reg $22.22

1 yr $11.97

reg $19 94
Newsstand $30.00

GO

BICYCLING

10 ISS $9.97

reg $15.97

Bl

COSMOPOLITAN
6 iss $10.50 CI

reg $10.50

FORBES ••

1 yr $29.95 FB
reg $45

HIGH FIDELITY

1 yr $6 96 NF
reg $13.95

MS
1 yr $10.97

reg $16

MS

PENTHOUSE

•

1 yr $30 PN
reg $36

RUNNER'S WORLO
12 iss $12.97 RW

reg $19.95

STEREO REVIEW
12 iss $6.97 ST

reg $13.94

JACK A JILL

1 yr $9 97 JJ

reg $11.95

MO13 iss $15.99
reg $31 95

Newsstand $38 35

BOATING
12 ISS $16.97 BO

reg $21.94

CYCLE
12 iss $7.97 CY

reg $15.94

GAMES
6 iss $11.97 GA

reg $11.97

HOCKEY DIGEST
8 iss $7.97 HO

reg $18

NATIONAL LAMPOON
1 yr $8.95 NL

reg $15.95

PHOTOGRAPHIC
12 iss $7.97 PH

reg $15 94

SAVVY
12 iss $9 SV

rag $18

SUCCESS
10 iss $8.97 SU

reg $17.94

LEARNING
1 yr $12 96 LE

reg $18

NEW REPUBLIC*
1 yr$28 NR

reg $56

PUYBOY*
1 yr $19 PL

reg $26

SCIENCE DIGEST

6 iss $9.95 SC
reg $12.95

TENNIS
1 yr $8.97 TN

reg $17.94

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL 1^800-852-0852
OR MAIL COUPON TO: UNVERSTTY SUBSCRIPTK3N • DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

WAIimOTON PMT
26 ica $19J0 «P

rag 921

COMPUTER TITLES

WOMEN^ SPORTS
12 iss $10.95 WO

reg $12.95

12 in 19
rag $18

WORLD TENNIS

12 iss $7.97 WT
reg $15.94

YOUNRMItS
10 iss $10.95 VM

reg $14

SSZi
Dei IMS

A + (Apple Comp.) 12 iss. A -«- 24.97 14J7
Classrm Cmptr Lmg 8 iss. CO 22.50 ISJI
Compute 12 iss. CP 24.00 14.41

Computer's Gazette 12 iss. CZ 24.00 1UI

FamHy CompuUng
ngn lacwMMoy
MaeUaar

12jsa. FC 1997
12 its. NT aaooMJB
12 iaa. MU 27.00 MJT

Macworld
PC Computing

"PC Magazine

12 iss. MW 30.00 18.11

12 iss. P6 19.94 14.97

18 iss. PE 36 79 19.«7

PC world 12 iaa. PW 29.90 14J7
PC Tech. Jownal 12 ies. PJ 34.97 1M7
Person^ Compiling 1 year FC 18.00 11.97

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE
1. Guaranteed lowest price or we will refurxJ the difference.

2. Guaranteed satisfaction or we will refund any unused portion of a
subscfiptton ordered tfirough us.

HOW TO ORDER: Just write the codes for the magazines you wish to order
(example TV for one year TV GUIDE) drding ® If renewal. Prirn your name and
address stkI nuiil today.

R R R R R R

DMrs. DMr.
DMiMDM*.

AddTMS

City

D College Student. Year of gred. 19.

School Name

.State. .Zip.

.D EducatorD Administrator

3fiZ8

D Budget Plan (V^ par montti) D BM Me. D Enclosed $

Sign Here (Payable to USS)

D VISAD MASTERCARD Good thnj

Card No. _
*Paynmtt with ordtr only OrMy for new subactlptlon
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_Part^
All are welcome
to roam in
Greek parties
Bv EKIN ABBEY
CclU'Kian StatV

Fraternities and sororities may be ^Teek to you but on

Friday and Saturday nights everybody speaks the same

language. Even if you can't decipher then- names or

understand their organization, you can siill come and par

ty with the gi'eeks.

Inlerfraternity Council Vice President of Activities and

Leadership Scott Princer said, "The parties are the

kickers."

Sponsored every weekend by the Greek area and hosted

at vaiying Greek houses, the parties allow for people to

interact and meet new friends. Princer said.

"At Pike (Pi Kappa Alpha] it's like being at a dance

dub." he said, noting the lights reminiscent of a disco.

The parties may have a band or disk j(x-key and

sometimes have themes like togas or Halloween. "We try

to have a good mix of themes," he said.

The parties are open to campus students on an invita-

tional basis but sometimes are not limited only to the in

vited guests. Princer said.

"Our intention is not to make those on the outside of

the organization feel alienated." he said. "We share the

same interests."

The only difference is that the greeks are part of one

more organization, he said. "We share just about

everything." even the same hometowns.

Besides parties that are open to the public the Greeks

also plan parties strickly for their members.

If you see a group traipsing from one Greek house to

another this could be the (Jreeks exchange night.

Thursdays are reserved for members of one fraternity and

one sorority to have a get together. Usually these take

on themes .such as a wedding, funeral or nerd get together.

The greeks also plan date parties and formals

throughout the semester.

RUSH, about a two week period where the members

familiarize students with their houses, will be coming up

this fall for those who wish to become members of thi

Greek system.

Carleen Riccelli, Greek Area coordinator, said. "Theres

much more you gel out of it if you become a member."
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"CHm,.
•t mountain tarm^ mjii

Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

METABOLOL
METABOLOL II

OPT-FUEL
CYBERGENICS
SMILAX
MUSCLE FUEL
UNIPRO AMINOS
INOSINE
BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY. MANY MORE!

A Nutrition Education Project

* Offers Opportunities *

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

A couple of hours a week could «

^^j^>t*® spice up your resume, increase your ^*f.

* r'xc^^xe recommendations, and improve your *^*^-a*>)\^^ chances in the job market! %a\

Possible Responsibilities:

— Staff Campus Center information table

— Research/write information pamphlets
— Supervise Munchy's shelf-labelling project

— Develop nutrient profile project for vending

machines
— Develop educational materials for Campus Center

eateries.

— Writing scripts for WMUA radio spots and press

releases for the Collegian.

Looking for students majoring in: Nutrition,

Public Health, Marketing, Communications, Jour-

nalism, Education; others welcome too!

Call SheUa
® University Health

Services 549-2671 x 188, 189

* Subject to Advisor's approval

adirondack music

Splurge k Purge Sale
At Adirondack Music we're ready to help you purge those

long, lonely nights of boredom! Cut loose! Indulge yourself!

Live a little! Splurge! Buy that stereo!

RECEIVERS
Marantz SR360 30 Watts/ch with built in equalizer $169.95

Marantz SR560 50 Watts/ch with built in equalizer $199.95

Nikko NR750 48 Watts/ch an excellent value at only $249.95

Sony STRAV250 20 Watts/ch top quality receiver $169.95

Sony STRAV450 35 Watts/ch top rated remote $249.95

Technics SA390 50 Watts/ch remote control $299.95

1 TURNTABLES
Scott PS99 belt drive linear (demo/one only) $49.95

Marantz TT155 belt drive complete with cartridge $79.95

Sony PSLX430 belt drive complete with cartridge $149.95

Sony PSLX520 direct/linear tracking with cartridge $199.95

SPEAKER BLEMS k DEMS
Advent Baby 6" 2 way $250 value

Advent Prodigy 8" 2 way $350 value

Advent Legacy 10* 2 way $450 value

Advent Maestro 10* 3 way $700 value

Cerwin Vega 20O3E 8* 2 way $410 value

Cerwin Vega 250SE 10" 3 way $600 value

Cerwin Vega D3 10" 3 way $580 value

Cerwin Vega 05 12" 3 way $660 value

Cerwin Vega D7 15" 3 way $870 value

EPl T/EIOO 8" 2 way $260 value

EPI T/E120 10" 2 way $320 value

EPI T/E360 10" 3 way $750 value

EPI STAT 450 10" electrostats $700 value

Jamo TTIOOO 8" 3 way $500 value

Jamo SL80 6" 2 way $240 value

Jamo SLIOO 6" 3 way $280 value

$169/pr

$269/pr

$359/pr

$569/pr

$219/pr

$449/pr

$369/pr

$439/pr

$549/pr

$149/pr

$199/pr

$449/pr

$249/pr

$349/pr

$159/pr

$179/pr

\ CAR AUDIO
Jensen JS6100 AM/FM Cass $170 value $119.95

Jensen JS6200 AM/FM Cass $250 value $159.95

Targa HS2000 AM/FM cass $170 value $119.95

Targa R500 PuU-out $270 value $199.95

Concord HPL518 super unit $350 value $279.95

Concord HPL520 "refurb" $380 value $249.95

JVC RX415J PuU-out $380 value $269.95

Sanyo FT528 AM/FM Cassette a steal at only $99.95

Sanyo FTECl AM/FM CD deck a super value $399.95

Blaupunkt 6 1/2" triax speakers $59.95/pr

PORTABLES, HEADPHONEgTIFErg—
aranoid PiiSanyo MW800 "Violent Violet" or "Paranoid Pink" $99.95

JVC PCV55 Hyper-Ba« boom box with Equalizer $169.95

Magnavox CD9510 portable CD player k carrying castfl 79.95

Toshiba KT4017 AM/FM cassette walkman $34.95

Acutex Voyager XV heaphones our reg. $29.95 $9.95

Acutex M410E Bi-radial cartridge reg. S49.95 $9.95

Audio Technica SG410 walkman headphones reg. $19.95 $9.95

Maxell XLU 90, TDK SA90, or Sony UX90 $1.99

MaxeU T-120HGX hi-grade video tape $4.99

TDK T-120 Super Avilyn video tape $3.99

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst next to The Pub

253-3100 Mond&y thru Saturday lOam to 5:dOpm

Sale pricM good thru September 14, 1988

LimHed quantilMS. AU Hemi nibject to prior uJe.

No niachccki. Not retponiible for typofr»phic»l erron.

—With A View
li W II II I

'•••-.saaJSiiiiliiiiir^/'^ ^^

ColleKittii pli«>to lt> Mttrk (•!!»)

The Top of the Campus lounge becomes a place for relaxation as customers rest from a day's
worth of worries.

First Week
Here are the remaining events of First Week '88, spon-

sored by the Student Activities Office:

Today: Princess Bride will be shown at dusk on the lawn

of the Campus Pond.

Vaudeville Circus, with Bounce the Clown and
Mademoiselle Ooo La La, will be shown at the Fine Arts

Center Plaza.

Friday, Sept. 9: First Week '88 "Night outdance," an

evening of dancing, entertainment, prizes and surprises

at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Saturday, Sept. 10: UMass Minutemen vs. UMaine Black

Bears in the football stadium at 1:30 p.m. Free to

students who bring their UMass LD.

J

Cable television

to reach the
TOC lounge
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

The apex of all local bars is on the Campus Center's 10th

floor. The Top of the Campus lounge jams on the aerial

view of the campus pond and Fine Arts Center.

The new upbeat feature this fall will be cable television

to catch the ever-important sports games, TOC Beverage
Manager Mary Bourret said.

"I think its going to help us a lot and we'll get some
extra televisions up here," she said.

The TOC offers a more relaxed atmosphere with swivel
padded chairs and carpeting.

If you're not sure you want to go out, bring your own
cassette and you'll never know you left when they play
it on their .sound system.

This is the place to bring a date for frozen drinks, con-

versation, and gazing out the window.
Bourret said, "This isn't the kind of bar where you come

and get really cocked. The atmosphere is laid back and
casual."

But beware! She said sometimes it gets rowdy depen-

ding on the crowd. "A lot of people warm up here."

The munchies menu at the TOC is popular. TOC
Beverage Manager Randy Krutzler said, "Since we put
that in three years ago its really become a hot item."

Krutzler said Monday through Thursday is when the

students frequent the TOC. "You get out of class and its

easy to come up here."

During special sports games such as Monday night foot-

ball, Bourret said the TOC plans to have free food such
as hotdogs.

From 4 to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday the bar serves

free hors d'oeuvres such as crackers and vegetables and

dip. Hot hors d'oeuvres are served from 9 to 10 p.m. Mon-

day through Thursday

A complete munchies menu runs from 4 to 9 p.m. every

day and features chicken w ings, stuffed potatoe skins, and
onion soup.

The bar features drink specials every week.

CHOOSE EXCELLENCE

Join the
LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
RSO-UNIVERSrry of MASSACMUSmVAMHERSr 113 CAMPUS CENTER MVaSOO VOLUME CXVII ISSUE 1

We are looking for

• Associate Arts Editor
• Office IVIanager
• Associate Editorial Editor
• Black Affairs Editor
• Paste-up Crew Workers
• Day Graphics Technicians
• Typists

PICK UP AN APPLICATION

TODAY
At 113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an Affermative Action/Equal Opportunity

Employer

Night Life Editors Erin Abbey
Sylvia Gaudette

Layout Technician Pedro Pereira

Photo Technician Mark Gisi

Production Supervisor Wendy Rae Nutter

Productionjanine. Wendy. George, Pedro, Peter and George's

driving this one.

C5 «c^^<s>"^:sa* ccr, "^s^ tc^O'^'csfi^ cc^cs

G ROSES

a 5ALLOONS

G BIRTHDAY &

^

QDmf
i4l Ji.'5.< 5545

H ^

ANNIVERSARY BOUQUETS

r ^.—

^

DAILY
^ /^^v\ DELIVERY

220 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst
.<»^dS^ tf7«^^<;£>^^^rd ggv^^'a)^^y& ^fcs^(i£>^,i:j^

a

WS4-

many sizes and oolora

Mountain Fwms IMI. ttodlcy

Back to School at

located in the Hampshire Mall
Fall 1988
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FINE'S
THE PLACE FOR BASICS

in NORTHAMPTON

Early Bird Back To School Sale

Take 30% off

these advertised items

Levis
JEANSWEAR

''Whitewashed"
Levis®

in men's sizes &
students sizes

Jeans & Jackets

Levi Prewashed
Denim Jackets

Reg. 38.95

19.95

Sorry. Levi® 505's

not included

All Long Sleeved

Dress Shirts

30% Off

ALL SNEAKERS

ffoom^ Inc.

Chamois Shirts

for men & women
sweaters—wool shirts

parkas & vests

The brand that fitsi

'Frosted" Riders

men's & women's

"Air Gear"

& Basic Pre Washed "Lee Riders ® "

Campus &
J.J. Cochran

Rugbys
Turtlenecks

Sweaters & Jackets

AH Sweatshirts

30% Off

QconveRse
Hi Tops—Kneehis—Jack Purcells

30% OFF
on above items

ALL SNEAKERS

Fine's 36 Main Street

Downtown Northampton

open 9 AM—5:30 PM Mon.—Sat. — Thtirs. Nights until 9 PM
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Minutemen look for answers as season nears

('ollrgian photo by Richard Bunanno

The UMass Minutemen have fought through their preaseason drills and

are ready to kick off the season Saturday against Maine.

Parity could rule in YanCon
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

There is a short period at the beginning

of each season when every team has an
identical record and there is no way of be-

ing quite sure which team is best.

University of Massachusetts head foot-

ball coach Jim Raid feels people may see

that kind of equality throughout this

season in the Yankee Conference.

"It will be absolute parity," Reid said.

"Anyone could challenge."

There has been parity in the conference

in this decade, as more than one team has

shared the title in six of the last seven

seasons.

Last year, the University of Richmond
and the University of Maine tied for the

YanCon title with 6-1 records.

UMass Tinished with a 2-5 conference

record nnd tied for fifth place.

In this aeason'.s preseason poll. Richmond

was picked to win the division and UMass

was picked to finish seventh.

But the main reason Reid feels any team
could end up on top is that each team has

an impact player.

"Every team has at least one standout

player that could take control and that can

make the difference," Reid said.

The following is a look at the top players

and an outlook for each team:

Boston University — The person who
could have the biggest impact on the Ter-

riers is first year head coach Chris Palmer.

Palmer inherits 10 returning starters on
defense from last year's 2-5 (3-8 overall)

team. The strength should lie in the secon-

dary, led by defensive back Mark Seals, a

first team All-America selection last yeau*.

continued on page 3

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Aside from the physical drills and gruel-

ing exercises, football training camp is a

time for a team to address problems and

questions about the upcoming season.

There will be no shortage of questions for

the University of Massachusetts football

team this season as it tries to improve on

last year's disappointing 3-8 record.

Jim Reid took over as head coach in 1986,

and promptly led the team to an 8-3 record

and a three-way share of the Yankee Con-

ference title.

But the momentum didn't carry into

1987, and a slow start by the Minutemen

dictated their fate for the season. UMass
lost its first three games and five of its first

six.

But Reid feels he has identified one of the

biggest problems the team faced.

"We didn't have any leaders," Reid said,

•in 1986 we had a lot of fifth-year seniors

but last year, no one stepped forward."

That hurt the Minutemen off the field as

well, when the team's character was call-

ed into question following a racially

motivated brawl in 1987.

Judge Frederick Hurst issued a report

that essentially blamed the team. In the

end, only one player was implicated, a fact

that was not given nearly as much'

publicity.

"(The Hurst report) caused trauma on

this team," Reid said. "We were hung out

to dry and never brought back in."

But there were problems on the field

which the Minutemen brought on
themselves — namely turnovers.

"We turned the ball over 48 times last

year and that's too many mistakes," Reid

said. "When you see an incomplete pass,

it's easy to blame the quarterback, but it

could have been caused by a wrong pass

route or a missed block.

"We want everyone to be accountable for

their actions on any given play, and we've

set goals to reduce our turnovers."

The UMass qua- terback could be either

Dave Palazzi or Tim Bryant, depending on
which game you watch.

Reid used both last year, including a

game in which he rotated them on con-

secutive series, and was hesitant to name
a starter last week.

Palazzi passed for 1868 yards and 10

touchdowns but threw 18 interceptions last

season. Bryant threw for 243 yards, one
TD, and six interceptions.

Several of Palazzi's and Bryant's passes

may find their way to Lamar Newsome, a

freshman who has made a name for himself

in camp.
Tailback Kevin Smellie, who led the

team in rushing with 587 yards, will be

back this season.

"Smellie looked awesome in preseason

and (spphomorel David Mitchell really flew

out at us." Reid said. "And Newsome will

add a lot of speed at receiver."

Ted Barrett, who came back from three

operations for colitis last season, pulled a

hamstring and is expected to miss the

team's opener Saturday against the

University of Maine.

Barrett's absence won't be the only thing

different about the UMass running game.

"If there was a book about tragedies, Ted
Barrett would be the author and star

player." Reid said. "He gives us a lift just

by his presence."

Chip Mitchell, who was a tailback last

year, will move to wide receiver and
fullback Kevin Murphy, who suffers from

a chronic pinched nerve, will switch to

defensive tackle.

UMass also suffered a loss when Dave

Turzak, a transfer from the University of

West Virginia, walked out of camp for per-

sonal reasons.

But perhaps the biggest injury the

Minutemen have to contend with is to Mike
Barrette. who may miss the first eight

games of the season while recovering from

a foot operation. Barrette was an All-

Yankee Conference selection at offensive

tackle last ye*"-

"Barrette is a key loss," Reid said. "The
offensive line is going to have some work

to do."

"We're going to have a real problem with

depth on the offensive and defensive lines,"

Reid said.

On the defensive side, the Minutemen
lost four of last year's leading tacklers.

continued vn page 3
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FOUR SEASONS
Rte 9
Hadtey

U._.jBUSCH SUITCASE 8.99

ICARLING BLACK LABELS 6.99

JSCHMIDTS 16 oz. BB 8.99

FALSTAFF 12 oz. Cans 7.99

JROLLING rock 10.99

FOUR SEASONS

CASE SPECIALS

WELCOME
BACK

Rte 9
Hadley

ONES, FOURS, SIXS AND TWELVES!_.. ...„
I

BARTLES/JAYMES 4 pk 2.99

ISUN COUNTRY COOLERS 4 pk 2.99

8BECK no way!! 6 pk 3.99

JDOS EQUIS « pk 3.99

CORONA lime ind. 6 pk 4.99

ISAM ADAMS 6 pk 4.99

LAPATTS 12 pk 5.99

lOL^ MILWAUKEE 12 pk 4.99

8BUD light I said a 12 pk 5.99

HARD BARGAINS
ABSOLUT VODKA 750 ml 9.99
KAHLUA 750 ml io.49{
OUR OWN PEACH SCHNAPPS 4.49

|

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L 10.991
FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75 L 8.99

j

NAPA RIDGE WHITE ZIN 3.995

FOUR SEASONS VODKA l

(from Hadley's finest potatoes)

1 .75^; 8.99

SPECIALTIES
I

SIMPATICO 6 pk
5.99J

(a 6 pk. of black bottles)
!=~=
!DINKELACKER 5 LT. KEG 11.991

I

(your own keg for your own fridge)

STROHS KEGS 29.99|

FOUR SEASONS
BUD LIGHT

OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 AM -1 1 PM
THERE IS NO NEED TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE FOR KEGS? YES ...

^^ m ^^ ^ MC/VISA DELIVERIES KEGS
584-8 1 74 "^^ ^^™ MC/VISA FOR KEG DEPOSITS

___^_ ^"^* P*s* Burger King on Route 9
>*fcumit'iiiauMOMw»3«i8%«owa

football
continued from page 2

John McKeown, a second-team All-Conference and
third-team Ail-New England selection last year, is the

only one remaining.

McKeown, who finished second on the team in tackles'

with 117, missed part of camp due to class commitments
and is still affected by a foot injury suffered last seasor

against Villanova.

Nevertheless, he is listed as the starting linebacker anc
should be ready for the season opener.

Another returning starter, defensive tackle Dan Char
ron, has a severe groin injury and will be out for one tc

three weeks.

Murphy is expected to take over at left tackle.

No.seguard Joe CuUen and tackle Steve Brothers an
the other linemen, and Drew Comeau, George Karelas
McKeown and Matt Tulley should start at linebacker

The secondary will feature Garrick Amos and Jerome
Bledsoe at cornerback, and Scott Alia and Pat Doran ai

safety.

"The defense is tough as nails," Reid said. "They run
around like scalded hounds."

On special teams, senior Silvio Bonvini is the kicker

and Dimitri Yavis, also a senior, will handle the pun-

ting. Yavis will also start at tight end.

Everyone is going to have to work together for the

Minutemen this season, a fact that is painfully clear to

the team.
"I've never worked harder and neither have (the

players]," Reid said. "We've had our toughest preseason

and they have responded well."

Physically and mentally, the players have given Reid

all he could ask for. Now if they can only provide answers

to all the questions.

parity
cnittinueJ from puK'i' ~

Connecticut — Junior quarterback Matt DeGennaro
will be the leader for the Huskies. The YanCon Rookie-

of-the-Year last season, DeGennaro threw for over 2000
yards as UConn won its last four games to finish third

in the conference with a 5-2 record and 7-4 overall.

All-conference tailback Jeff Gallaher, who gained 715
yards and was an All-American honorable mention last

season, will be back to lead the running attack.

Delaware — The Fightin' Blue Hens will be led by All-

America wide receiver James Anderson, who hauled in

54 passes for 1067 yards and 11 touchdowns last year as

Delaware went 2-5 (tied for fifth) in the YanCon and 5-6

overall.

The running game should also be strong with the return

of fullback Tim Healy and halfbacks Gil Knight and Ran-

dy Holmes, and head coach Tubby Raymond will rely on
the strength of the defensive line.

Maine — The Black Bears pwssess one of the best

quarterbacks in the conference in junior Mike Buck. As
the conference Player-of-the-Year last season. Buck threw
for 2987 yards and 23 touchdowns.

The Black Bears, who were 8-4 overall last season,

should be in good shape. The only key losses for the co-

YanCon champions were wide receiver Sergio Hebra and
strong safety Rob Sterling, an All-America selection.

New Hampshire — Senior quarterback Bob Jean will

lead a potent passing attack for the UNH. which finish-

ed fourth in the conference last year with 4-3 record. The
Wildcats were 7-3 overall.

Jean will throw to wide receivers Curtis Olds (807 yards

last season) and Chris Braune (761). Tailback Norm Ford,

who averaged 109 yards and one touchdown per game in

seven conte.sts last year, will be back.

Rhode Island — The Rams fought through an injury

riddled season in 1987 and finished 1-10 overall and 1-6

(last place in the conference).

On the bright side, URI has 19 starters returning (nine

of offense, 10 on defense), and head coach Bob Griffin has

the luxury of three quality quarterbacks in Paul Ghilani,

Kevin Neville and Steve Monaco.

Richmond — Running back Erwin Matthews is the

man for the Spiders.

As a junior last season, Matthews rushed for 1234 yards

and 1 1 touchdowns while being selected first team All-

Conference and honorable mention All-America.

There are 49 other players returning from last year's

co-championship team, which was 6-1 in the conference

and 7-5 overall.

Villanova — The Wildcats are eligible for the con-

ference championship for the first time this season.

The aerial connection of quarterback Kurt Schultz (2338

yards and 23 touchdowns in 1987) to split end Rob Brady
(687 yards, 10 TDs) will be back.

Villanova, which was 6-4 last year, was 2-2 against

Yankee Conference teams, including a 44-27 victory over

UMass in Philadelphia.
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UMass coaching changes continue with five over summer

Sport« Inlormation photo

Guy Van Arsdale, one of the more
popular coaches at UMass, has
moved on to take a head coaching
position.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian StafT

The coaching situaiion at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, which has been in

perpetual motion for the past year, shufTl

ed even more over the summer, as five

coaches left UMass and two were hired.

Ethel Allman, head women's basketball

coach, resigned effective August 31; Chuck
Shiebler, head women's gymnastics coach,

left to become an assistant coach at

Michigan State; and Guy Van Arsdale, left

to become head coach at the Rochester In-

stitute of Technology.

UMass also lost the services of assistant

football coaches Jay Cottone, now the head
football coach at Hall High School in West
Hartford, and Gary Emanuel, now an assis-

tant at Dartmouth.
Brian Jones, formerly an assistant coach

at Villanova, has been hired to replace

Emanuel as outside linebacker coach. Head
coach Jim Reid will coach the quarter-

backs, which was Cottone's responsibility.

The summer changes bring the number
of coaching moves at the University to 10

in the last year. Despite the seemingly high
number, UMass Athletic Director Frank
Mclnerney doesn't see it as a major
problem.

"It would be of concern to me if they
weren't leaving for good reasons,"
Mclnerney said. "And I think it's a tribute

to us as a university that other schools are

dipping into our programs.

"Chuck Shiebler was offered an oppor-

tunity he could not refuse. We hate to lose

him but I'm delighted he is making such
progress as a coach.

"Guy Van Arsdale was offered a position

as head coach at a school with a very
respectable lacrosse program. You can't

blame him.

"But good people are sought after,"

Mclnerney continued. "I'd rather have a
good coach for two or three years than have
a mediocre one forever."

Kalekeni Banda, the women's soccer

coach who led UMass to five consecutive

Final Four berths, left after last season to

become track coach at Amherst College.

But he has been replaced by Jim Rudy,
a proven coach from the University of Cen-

tral Florida, which lost to UMass in the na-

tional semifinals last season.

"We're very happy to get Jim Rudy,"
Mclnerney said. "He has shown that he can

be successful."

The .search processes are over for the new-

woman's basketball and gymnastics
coaches and each field has been narrowed
down to two candidates.

As of last week, Mclnerney was plann-

ing to recommend Kathy Hewelt, who was
scheduled to visit the campus over Labor
Day weekend, as the new women's basket-

ball coach.

If hired, Hewelt would take over for

Allman, who had a turbulent first year as

head coach last season and didn't get along

with certain members of the team.

Allman was offered a contract by the

University but turned it down.
Hewelt, meanwhile, has a 1 17-59 record,

has led Indiana Tech to four seasons with
20 or more wins, and would appear to be

an excellent choice.

"Kathy 's record has been very im-

pressive," Mclnerney said. "We're looking

to bring some stability to the women's
basketball program, which has had four

coaches in four years."

The women's basketball program is an
extreme example of turnover, but in addi-

tion to the sports already mentioned,
baseball, women's track, men's basketball

have also been affected by coaching
changes within the past year.

Dick Bergquist retired after 21 years as

head baseball coach and was replaced by
Mike Stone.

Julie LaFreniere took over the women's
track team when Banda left, and John
Calipari, an assistant coach at University
of Pittsburgh, was hired to replace men's
basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen, who
resigned in March.

Bill Bayno and Roger McCready have
been hired to replace assistant coaches
Bart Bellairs and Dennis Jackson, who
both left UMass when Gerlufsen resigned.

Gerlufsen is now the head coach at

Shepherd College in West Virginia.

"In Division I, it is a difficult scramble

to find good coaches and it's getting more
difficult all the time," Mclnerney said.

"We're a conservative school and we go by

the book. That makes it difficult.

"I don't expect this cluster of turnover to

happen again soon, though."

There certainly hasn't been a shortage of

coaching changes at UMa.ss. The Univer-

sity can only hope they turn out to be for

the better.
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New faces bring new hope for women^s soccer
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

On a frigid day last November, the University of
Massachusetts women's soccer team walked out of War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium as runnersup for the
NCAA Division I national championship, a finish that
clearly established the Minutewomen as a national power.

Since that time, the head coach and six highly successful

seniors have departed, but their respective replacements
are high on the prospects of the coming season.

First year head coach Jim Rudy has stepped in from the
University of Central Florida and hopes to once again
have the Minutewomen near the top of the women's col-

legiate soccer world. He is encouraged with what he has
seen so far.

"After a week of training, everything looks solid," Rudy
said. "We've got 15 or 16 solid players who are working
very hard. We're in good shape at this point as far as the
direction we want to go in."

But, as is the case in anything where wholesale changes
are made, there are certain obstacles that have to be
overcome.

First, Rudy will have to fill the gaps left by the

graduated seniors. In Kristen Bowsher, Carolyn Micheel,

Cathy Spence, Christine Schmitt, Monica Seta and Deb-

bie Belkin, nearly half of the team's scoring from last year

is gone. Rudy will be relying on some old stand-bys, as

well as a couple of sleepers, to produce the needed offense.

Sophomore forward April Kater and senior forward Beth
Roundtree are the top returning scorers. Kater was third

on the team in points last year (25 on 10 goals and five

assists) , followed by Roundtree (0-4-24), senior midfielder

Cathy Cassady (4-10-18) and sophomore forward Sue
Gaudette (6-3-15).

The defense will be bolstered by returning senior Sue
Montagne and junior Sarah Szetela. The strong point on

the team, as it has been in recent memory, is in goal,

where senior Carla DeSantis will look to once again be

her usual stingy self. Last season, DeSantis allowed just

eight goals in 22 games, posting 14 shutouts.

Rudy feels those players should be the dominant players

in terms of decision making, but isn't leaving the respon-

sibility strictly up to them. He had miyor roles in store

for several other players.

Senior forward Michelle Powers will play a key part in

Rudy's plans. Last year could be considered an off-year

for her, with just four goals and three assists, but Rudy
feels she can bounce back and once again be near the top.

continued on page 7

Men's soccer

CoUegiaa photo by Richard Bobsbbo

The women's soccer team looks to get off and running toward another Final Four berth.

Rudy brings winning ways to UM
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

When Jim Rudy came to Amherst last November,
leading his University of Central Florida women's soccer

team into the Final Four at Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium, he had know idea what his future in Amherst
had in store.

He had hoped the visit could bring a national champion-

ship back to the Sunshine State. But, Rudy could only look

across the field as his team was being beaten, 2-1 by the

University of Massachusetts, maybe thinking to himself

how he would like to be the guy on the other side of the

field.

Little could he have known on that Arctic-like day that

he would eventually become just that. No, not the winn-

ing coach in that gam- , but the coach of the University

of Massachusetts.

When former coach Kalekeni Banda announced his

resignation in March to take a position at Amherst Col-

lege, a serious vacancy was created in the forefront of one

of the most powerful women's soccer teams in the nation.

It would take a high-calibre coach to fill the shoes of suc-

cess that Banda had worn in his days here.

At Central Florida, Rudy had tasted success. He was
the right man for the job, and the UMass administration

agreed.

Rudy, 38, has coached both men's and women's soccer

at Central Florida. The 1972 Rollins College graduate

coached the men since 1972, with a record of 129-58-16,

including consecutive trips to the NCAA tournament in

1982 and 1983. In 1981, he began coaching the women's
team as well, and had a record of 74-23-6 with three tour-

nament appearances.

continued on page 14

underdo£f role
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Last year, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team finished

the season with a 7-11-2 record but those

numbers don't tell the whole story.

"We were a pretty good team. " sixth-year

coach Jeff Gettler said. "We just had a

schedule that was more mature than our

players.

"We had the toughest schedule in New
England, barring no one. UConn and

ourselves had the toughest rating of

schedule."

The Minutemen found themselves play-

ing ranked opponents week after week but

usually came up just short. Nine of UMass'

eleven losses were by only one goal.

Now the Minutemen find themselves

starting the season with little respect. They

were not ranked amongst the top 10 in an

ISAA New England soccer poll last week

but instead found themselves behind teams

that they defeated last year such aa Boston

University and Providence College.

In fact, the Minutemen play nine of the

top 10 teams in the poll, again the toughest

schedule in New England. UMass will play

second-ranked Dartmouth, Vermont
(fourth), Yale (sixth), and Brown (seventh),

all in 12 days.

"I think that is great," Gettler said. "I

always felt the players are better when
they start as underdogs."

The Minutemen also round out the

season with lOth-ranked Boston College,

9th-ranked Providence, and Soccer

America's number one ranked team in the

nation, Harvard University.

At first glance, it appears the Minutemen
have their work cut out for them. They lost

their leading scorer, Andy Bing, who
graduated and went to the Boston Bolts of

the American Soccer League (see page 14),

and they have only four seniors returning.

Gettler, however, said UMass should ac-

tually be stronger.

"We only lost one good goal scorer but we
return 16 lettermen, that is a veteran

squad," he said. "Now we have five, maybe
six driving members on the team. Players

that, when the going gets tough, put their

stamp on the game.'

"I don't think that in soccer, one person

, \

The women's soccer team looks to

Final Four berth.

can do that."

The center of the UMass attack will be

run by sophomore Peter McEvoy, last

year's Atlantic 10 Freshman-of-the-Year,

who had the knack of being in all the right

places.

"He is going to run the midfield," Get-

tler said. "He's got great touch, great vi-

sion, and is by far our most fit and commit-

ted player. He should have a great season."

Joining McEvoy on the UMass offense

will be junior forward Steve Cesnek and
sophomore forward Carl Hanks.

Cesnek was selected to the All-New

England team last year and Gettler said

he will be a marked man for opposing

defenses this year but that is not stopping

UMass from going to him.

"We are really going to rely on him and

Collefian photo by Richard Bonanno

get off and running toward another

put the pressure on him in the game," Get-

tler said.

That kind of respect for Cesnek could

open the door wide open for Hanks to step

in and have a career-type season. "Carl

Hanks is going to have a great sea.son

because Cesnek's runs are going to get a

lot of attention. (Hanks) can be a very ex-

plosive player," Gettler said. The more
diversified offense will also mean good

news for UMass fans that want to see an
up-tempo game.

"We have always been a very methodical

team. Now we are going to be a more ex-

citing team to play. We have a lot of speed

now. That is something we have never had
before, " Gettler said.

confinwoi un page 10

Minutemen aim for

consistency with
veteran team
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

In Division I soccer, very little separates

a fair to good team from a very good team.

The difference between the two is "con-

sistency of performance", according to the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

coach Jeff Gettler.

Consistency of performance is what Get-

tler's hoping will turn his team from a

7-11-2 record last season to conference con-

tenders this year.

Although it may be early to be thinking

about end-of-season tournaments, the

Minutemen feel they are capable of

challenging for the top spot in the

conference.

"Our goal is to get into the Atlantic 10

tournament and win it so we can qualify

for the (National Collegiate Athletic

Association tournament)," he said.

Only six conferences in the country

receive automatic bids to the NCAA Tour-

nament for the champions of their con-

ferences, and the A- 10 just qualified.

"UMass has never been in the NCAAs
in 60 years of soccer," Gettler said. "We are

going to strive to be the best team we can
be."

The Minutemen have quite a challenge

in front of them. They lost their leading

scorer for the past two years, Andy Bing,

and they return only four seniors.

"All these kids went through the tough
times last year, they know what's got to get

done and what doesn't. They matured a lot

since last year," (Jettler said.

The Minutemen open their season on

Sunday at Boyden Field at 1 p.m. against

the eighth-ranked Black Bears of Maine.

Sunday's game will be the first of four con-

secutive home games for UMass.
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Return trip to Final Four
the goal for field hockey
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It has been almost nine months since last

season ended for the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team, but there

is still that same Final Four atmosphere

in the air.

The Minutewomen are still feeling the

excitement from last year's third place

finish at the Final Four championships at

Chapel Hill, NC, which culminated with a

3-1 win over the University of Iowa in the

consolation game.
The same faces are back, though some

are in different roles. Amy Robertson and

Lynn Carlson, despite playing out their

eligibility, have become volunteer

assistants to UMass coach Pam Hixon.

"I think with the team we have return-

ing, our goal should be to do as well as we
did last season," Hixon said. "Which
means getting into the tournament."

There are only two possible ways for the

Minutewomen to improve upon last season.

A)They can lose the national championship

game B)Thev can win the national cham-

pionship game

But Hixon feels no pressure on her

shoulders to win. In fact, she is more con-

fident this season than in years past.

'I've actually been a little more relaxed

this season." Hixon said. "The players are

still on an emotional high from last year

and they came back fit and ready to play."

Last season, UMass was the 12th team

in a 12-team field invited to play in the Na-

tional Collegiate Athletic Association

Tourney.

But the Minutewomen used that to their

own advantage by gaining momentum
with a big win over the University of New
Hampshire. They carried it into the

regional final with Providence College,

where they rocked the Friars 4-1.

Six Minutewomen will be suiting up one

last time for the Minutewomen this season.

They are seniors Ruth Vasapolli, Julie

Stuart, Pamela Bustin, Chris Gutheil,

Kathleen Derwin, and Susan Desmond.

Vasapolli and Stuart are both midfielders

who gelled at the end of the season to form

a successful penalty corner combination.

V^asapolli was the second-leading scorer for

UMass last .season with four goals and five

Continued on page 12
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"She had a down year last year in terms of statistics

and basic results, but she already looks twice as good as
she did last year," Rudy said.

Rudy also will look to senior midfielder Susan Cooper
and sophomore back Becky Bonzano, as well as sophomore
forwards Robin Runstein and Kim Montgomery, for big-

ger and better things. He also feels that junior goalkeeper

Mary Curtis looks stronger and is ready to be an able back-

up to DeSantis.

Then there are the freshmen. Despite missing the "blue-

chip" recruits because ofthe absence of a coach for several

months, Rudy has three rookies in camp, each of whom
is making a strong showing.

Forward Michelle Woodside of Springfield, VA, and for-

ward/back Tracy Arwood of Annandale, VA lead the frosh

crop, along with Teresa Eastmond of Long Valley, NJ, a

forward in high school who Rudy thinks will end up on
defense.

"The freshmen are doing some damage. They're mak-
ing a visible impact," said Rudy.

;^%:^>*i
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Ruth Vasapoli will help anchor the defense

for the UMass field hockey team this fall.
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So, Rudy has the ensemble arremged. But he has an even

bigger challenge ahead, that being to train his team, par-

ticularly the veterans, t/) his style of play.

"It seems to me that (former coach Kalekeni) Banda
itressed individuality, flair and reaction. Those are all

positive things, and you've got to have them," Rudy said.

"I stress tactical things, meaning to look, see and make
the right decisions. I like to make people think."

Rudy feels his philosophies are ones that bear long-term

objectives.

"One of my goals is to

educate them to be able to

do something beyond col-

lege, like the Olympics or

the nationals," Rudy said.

"Players intelligent enough
to make a decision from

what they see will go far if

they have the athletic

ability.

"There's space on any
team for thinkers. In that

way, our (he and Banda's)

philosophies are different,

but it's not a positive or

negative thing. You need in-

dividuals to raise you. but if

you have all individuals, a

good team can beat you."

The Minutewomen face a

difficult schedule, one which

has them potentially play-

ing 12 teams ranked among
the top 20 in the country. In-

cluded are stretches of four

consecutive road games and
four games in six days, plus

matches with North
Carolina, North Carolina

State and Colorado College,

all Top 10 calibre.

When asked if Rudy could

live up to his predecessor's

success with the team, he

was optimistic, but didn't

make any promises.

"We're gonna do it. In the

outside world, there's this

incredible awe about
UMass. We have a terrific

reputation," Rudy said. "I

think we'll be aggressive, as

evidenced by our uniforms,

which are all red. We have
a high work rate, and lots of

people running for each

other.

"But we're just going to

take it one game at a time.

Our goal is to just make the

playoffs first and take it

from there. As you know,
anything can happen in the

playoffs," Rudy said.

Rudy is in a unique situa-

tion. He has had the oppor-

tunity to view UMass from

both sides of the field. Last

year, Rudy's Central
Florida team came here for

the Final Four, and lost in

the semifinals to the

Minutewomen, 2-1.

"I'd much rather be with

UMass than again.st them,

I'll tell you that," Rudy said.
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Former Minutewomen
preparing for Olympics
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

When the torch is lit in Seoul, South

Korea on September 17, signalling the

start of the 1988 Olympic Games, at least

two former athletes from the University of

Massachusetts will be in attendance.

Megan Donnelly, a sweeper that played

for the UMass field hockey team under

Pam Hixon from 1982-86, will don the red,

white, and blue for the United States team
as its starting sweeper.

Patti Shea, who also was a

Minutewoman for Hixon from 80'-83' will

be in goal for the U.S. Olympic team
Patti Bossio. who is an assistant coach to

Pam Hixon, and who played for UMass
from 1977-81 played on the same team with

Shea.

"She started for us in goal and was fan-

tastic," Bossio said. "She was really good

to play in front of, really vocal. We went

like 17-11 that year and Patti Shea had

like 15 shutouts.

Bossio also competed in two Olympic
Festivals for a sweeper spot on the Na-

tional team against Donnelly until 1985.

"They will definitely be people that ifyou

see anything on T.V., will be names that

you will hear," Bossio said. "They will be

household names in field hockey."

You could say that both owe a lot to

UMass for the position that they are in to-

day. But you could also say that UMass
owes alot to them for the performances that

they turned in on the field and in the class

room.

They are truly a credit to the University.

Donnelly was a four-time All-American

in field hockey at UMass but she was also

an Academic All-American for two years.

In her senior year Donnelly was awarded
the Broderick Trophy, given by the NCAA
for outstanding achievement in field

hockey.

1
They will definitely be people

that ifyou see anything on TV,

will be names that you will hear.

They will be household names in

field hockey.

— Patti Bossio, UMass assistant

. coach

She has been around UMass during the

last few days of the summer helping out

Hixon get this year's team ready for a

season in which they will try to repeat last

year's Final Four appearance.

Donnelly helped lead the Minutewomen
to the NCAA tournament in each of the

four years that she attended UMass.
In her sophomore year, she, along with

Shea led the 16-3-2 Minutewomen to a

third place finish in the Final Four cham-

pionships at the University of

Pennsylvania.

Donnelly, a Wilmington native, scored 41

goals and dished out five assists during her

tenure at UMass.
With a few weeks to go before the Olym-

pics she could have been doing anything,

but she decided to come back to the place

that helped her develop her skills enough
to win a starting spot on the Olympic team.

Sports Information phirtu

Megan Donnelly, a UMass assis-

tant Held hockey coach, will com-
pete for the U.S. team in Seoul,

South Korea this month.

"I love this school and I really wanted to

give something back to the school that put

me there," Donnelly said.

Hixon is a big reason why Donnelly is

where she is today.

"Pam was just such a knowledgable

coach ," Donnelly said. "She is one of the

finest coaches in the country. For me, the

main part was her motivating abilities. She
always challenged me to be the best player

I could be."

Donnelly has been gone for two years but

the one thing that sticks out in her mind
about UMass field hockey is something
that is so important in the world of sports.

"The thing that I remember most is the

real team spirit that was always here, the

real team effort," Donnelly said.

After Donnelly graduated from UMass,
she took a coaching job at Stanford where
she has remained the last two years while

playing for the National Field Hockey
team, a team she has played for since May,
1985.

And when she returns from Seoul after

the games, Donnelly just might be bring-

ing home a new gold necklace.

"I think we have a good chance," Don-
nelly said. "We have a very good team."
The U.S. team won the bronze medal in

1984 at the Olympic games in Los Angeles.

"Our team goal is to play better than the
"84 team did," Donnelly said

The U.S. team should know exactly

where it stands after the first game on
Sept. 21 when they play defending Olym-
pic champion, Holland.

When E)onnelly returns she will be atten-

ding UMass as a doctoral student in an-

thropology for the next four or five years.

And during that time she will also be

helping out Hixon with the field hockey

team.

And by the end of that time, the Univer-

sity just might be in debt to her.

NOW, HEAR THIS!

Panasonic CQ-E300
AM/FM Digital with auto reverse cassette

Panasonic EA-911 speakers
«239

installed

CUSTOM,
car(o

SOUND

141 DAMON RD.
NORTHAMPTON, MA.

586-5258

573 RIVERDALE ST.

W. SPRINGFIELD, MA.
734-4995
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RENTALS

OUR 14th YEAR

LOOK rOR OUR VANS
ON CAMPUS TODAY!

Or call the Spirit Haus for your order at:

253-5384 or 256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst Open 10AM

338 College St. to 11PM
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\r9BaSSSSSBSaSXS9^WEBSTER'S
• !•FISH H

RESTAURANT
391 Damon Road • Northampton, Exit 19 Off 1-91

ONCE YOU'VE TRIED US, YOU'RE HOOKED
HANDICAPPED

AMPLE
PARKING

Our family-style service, affordable meals, but no tipping

Vou can relax at our comlonable booths and tables, and

even bring your own beer and wme
We use the freshest seafood available All meals are

prepared and cooked to order using our own fresh

ingredients

Check our luncheon specials'

DINNERS

CALL FOR
TAKE OUT
586-3190

Open 7 Day* a Week
Men.-Wed. 11-8:30

Thur.-Sat. 11-9

Sun. 12-6:30 p.m.

i

All dinners include choice of 2: French Fries, Cole Slaw, Rice Pilaf or Vegetable of the Day

Fish & Chips (Scrod) 4.75
Fried Haddock 6.35

Fried Whole Clams 6.95
Fried Clam Strips 5.25
Fried Shrimp 6.95
Fried Sea Scallops 7.25
Chicken Nuggets 4.50
Fried ComtKXcholce of 2) 7.25
(Fish. Scallops. Clams, Shrimp)

Fried Fish Hook Dinner 8.95
(Fish. Scallops. Shrimp. Clams)

Fried Oysters (in Season) 7.95

Broiled Scrod 5.95

Broiled Haddock 6.95

Broiled Scallops 7.95
Shrimp Scampi 8.75

Grilled Shrimp over Rice 7.95

Broiled Red Snapper 8.95

Boiled Lobster MKT.
Tuna Salad Platter 4.50

Seafood Salad Platter 4.50
I

SANDWICHES & ROLLS
Hook Burger(with the works) 2.15

1/4 LB Hamburger 165
Cheeseburger 1.85

Chiliburger 1.85

Bacon Cheeseburger 2 20
Double Cheeseburger 2.95

Whole Clam Roll 9' 3.95

Clam Strip Roll 9' 2.95

Sea Scallop Roll 9" 3.95

Fried Shrimp Roll 9" 3.75

Fish Sandwich «..«.«„ 2.50

Haddock Sandwich 2.99

Fried Chicken 2.95
(Lettuce, Tomato. Mayo)

B.L.T. w/mayo 1.85

Tuna Roll 9" 2.50
Seafood Salad Roll 9" 2,95
Lobster Salad Roll 9" Seasonal
Long Hot Dog 1.45

Chill Dog 1,65
Cheese Dog 1.65
Kraut Dog 1.65
Chili & Cheese Dog 1.85
French Fries 85C 1.25
Homemade bnion Rings 1.99
Cole Slaw 1.10 1.40

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

FRIED SIDE ORDERS
Vj Pint Pint

Whole Clams 7.25 10.50
Clam Strips 5.50 6,95
Sea Scallops 5.50 10,50
Oysters 5,95 10,95
Chicken Nuggets 1,75 2,75

Scrod V^LB 3.35
Haddock ViLB 4.25
Fish Basket 3.60

MAINE STEAMERS (2 pounds) MKT. PRICE
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Experience makes UM volleyball a top team this year
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team may have a surprise in

store for the Atlantic 10 conference this

year. The Minutewomen are poised, ex-

perienced, and ready to take shot at being
one of the top teams in the conference,

"Penn State (the hands-down champion
of the AlO for the past seven years) is go-

ing to be tough but we look strong for se-

cond. We are shooting for number one but
we look good for second," second-year coach

Carol Ford said.

The Minutewomen returned to campus
two weeks ago with the goal of winning the

A- 10 championship. They have been

holding double and triple sessions and Ford
said she is very impressed with how
prepared the players have come into the

preseason.

"The kids returned in good shape and
their basics look very good. Everyone work-

ed out (over the summer) and it's evident,"

Ford said. This year's team will be try-

ing to improve upon last year's ac-

complishments when it went 21-9 and
upset A- 10 rival George Washington
University in the Atlantic 10 Tournament
before losing to the eventual champions,

Penn State, in the second round.

Quite simply, UMass' strength this year

is its experience. They lost only one senior

from last year, middle-hitter Marcy
Guiliotis.

continued on page 12

DISTRIBUTORS OF
• SPAULDING • RAWLINGS • NIKE •

• WILSON • CCM • DAOUST • PONY«
• ADIDAS • SAND KNIT • BAUER •

• MIZUNO • MacGREGOR •

We Design Intramural Team Shirts & Jerseys

RETAIL STORE

377 Main St.

Amherst

253-3973
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OLLECi
DWG

Your friendly

hometown
corner drug store

away from home

Complete Dorm and Personal Needs
From A to Z

Air Freshener

AOSept
Antacid

Asprin

Batteries

Binders

Calculators

Candy
Clocks

Coat Hangers
Coffee Pots

Coke
Cold Medicine
Cosmetics

Deoderants

Eye Care Products

Facial Tissue

First Aid Supplies

Fragrances

Hair Care Products

Laundry Baskets

Laundry Detergent

Mouthwash
Notebooks
Paper Towels

Pens, Pencils

Postage Stamps
Prescritions

Scotch Tape
Shoe Shine Kits

Soap
Soap Dishes

Snacks to Go
Stationery

Storage Boxes
Toilet Tissue

Toothbrushes
Toothpaste

Video Tapes
Vitamins

Watches
Wastebaskets
Zorries

Zounds!—No room
to list any more!

I PLUS KODAK FILM AND LOW PRICE FILM PROCESSING |

I College Drug is a Legend Pharmacy, which means we |

I can and do compete with the big chains. Just come in |
and compare our low prices! §

^
OLLEGE
DWG I

I

I
1 1 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523 |

i Monday-Friday 9 to 8 • Saturday 9 to 6 • Sunday 9 to 5 |

I Official Postal Substation • Instant Lottery Tickets
|
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Sparta Information photo

The volleyball team looks to challenge for the Atlantic 10 title this season.

Sophomore coach is hoping
second season is the charm
By RONN GARRY
Collegian StafT

Freshman year is a learning experience

for everyone. There are new people, places,

and situations to adjust to. UMass
volleyball coach Carol Ford was no excep-

tion, her rookie year at UMass had its

frustrations and trying moments. But as

she now begins her sophomore year of

coaching at UMass, she said she has

matured from last season.

"I learned a lot last year. I learned about

the conference and how to keep things in

perspective," Ford said.

She came to UMass as a new face on cam-

pus last year. She was faced with a team

that had already been together for awhile

and a season-long adjustment took place.

"The transition season is over. Things

have been so much easie|^ (this year)," she

said.

Ford said she has maintained a very

disciplined approach to coaching the team

and that approach hasn't changed from last

year.

"I don't have any rules. They act like

adults and I treat them like adults," Ford

said.

Now that team and coach know what to

expect from each other, Ford said she is

looking for a successful yet fun season.

"It has been very fulfilling already. I'm

proud of (the team) because they came back

in shape both physically and mentally,"

she said.

"I have been much more effective with

them because they know what to expect."

The challenge for Ford this season is to

replace last year's team leader in blocks

and kills while also preparing a team that

is capable of playing with the top A-10

teams: Penn State and West Virginia.

Penn St. has dominated the conference

for the past seven years and is expected to

win the conference again this year.

"We still can't compete to these other pro-

grams with more scholarships and tougher

schedules. But those aren't excuses. I don't

think there is any team in our conference

that doesn't worry about us," Ford said. "If

they don't (worry) they'll be in for a sur-

prise"

"We can (compete with the top teams) it's

just a matter of training and commitment."

"We have a lot of seniors and some strong

juniors, it should be a good season."

^MMAH garden

MANOARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best

Chinese Buffet

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BoWel served S 8 p m , Mon Thifs • Bnindi served Sunday 1 1 30 a m 3 p m

ALL YOU CAN EAT $ C 99
Children unttor 10 • S3.00 <-^
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3) Chlckon Wing*
4) Friod Wontont
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10) VagetaMa Fried Noodles
11)ChineMBBQPork
12) Broccoli In Oytlar Sauce
13) Shrimp and Cashew Nuls
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II Mckcfttm U.. <ttte. S. Imkcnt 2S«-«252
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Patience pays off for DiSarcina, 4 others on Draft Day
Former UMass players join pro ranks
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

They say good things come to those who
wait. Gary DiSarcina found that out this

summer.
DiSarcina was one of five University of

Massachusetts baseball players to be

selected in this year's amatuer draft.

Lefthanded pitcher Mike Owens was
taken by the Philadelphia Phillies in the

seventh round, righty Ken Greer was
chosen by the New York Yankees in the

10th round, catcher Dean Borrclli was

drafted by the Oakland Athletics in the

20th round, and righty pitcher Steve Allen

went to the Texas Rangers in the 37th

round.

All five players signed and Allen reported

to the Rookie League. The other four

reported to Class A.

The California Angels selected DiSarcina

in the sixth round on June 1, but not before

testing his patience.

"I was waiting at my house on draft day,"

DiSarcina said in a phone interview from

Bend, OR. "I had talked to Owens and

Greer in the afternoon and they had

already found out they were drafted.

"I was waiting and there was no call. So

at about 5:30, 1 called a friend and we decid-

ed to go out. I was getting in the car when
I heard the phone ring. I went back in and

it was them.

"The Angels didn't release their picks un-

til late in the day so that's why they hadn't

called. I thought I might get drafted but the

sixth round was a little higher than I

thought."

California gave DiSarcina a chance in

professional baseball and he has made the

most of it.

The shortstop, who had been named a

captain of the Minutemen for next season,

didn't take long to become a leader after

reporting to the Bend Bucks of the Nor-

*^west ' P3fTii<i

DiSarcina led the team in batting

average (.305), hits (90), triples (5) runs

scored (40), slugging percentage (.397) and
on base percentage (.363). He was second

in doubles (11) and runs batted in (39).

"As of mid-July, we didn't have anyone
hitting over .265, so Gary went on a good

solid tear," Bend General Manager Bob
Hards said.

DiSarcina led the team in errors, which
is not uncommon for a shortstop, with 27,

but Hards estimated two-thirds of those er-

rors came in the first half of the season.

"I'm doing alright," DiSarcina said. "I'm

not embarrassing myself. You play so

many games that you really have to try

and keep an even keel. It's kind of like the
continued un page 19

Amherst Insurance
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE

AUTO, TENANT, HOME & MOTORCYCLE

253-9387
253-5555
20 GATEHOUSE ROAD

AMHERST

Gar>' DiSarcina had a successful season for the
league affiliate of the California Angels.

M men's soccer
continued from page 5

"I also think we are going to be an extremely explosive
team going to the net, Gettler said. "We are going to play
an entirely different style and system (than last year).

Defense is going to be a priority. We're going to play an
unrelenting defensive game."
Gettler and assistant coach John Martin said they ex-

pect defensive aid to come from freshman backer Dan
Lawrence.
Last year the Minutemen gave up 10 goals in the air,

either by corner kicks or head-in shots. The coaches said
Lawrence can give UMass the defensive strength to stop
that.

"Lawrence is great in the air, a luxury last year's team
didn't have," Martin said.

Of course, the most important part of any defense is the
goalkeeper. Competition for the net job has been fierce

in the preseason. UMass has been fortunate enough to

have five players battling for the starting nod. Usually
reserved for upperclassmen with experience, this year's
starting GK job has been contested by freshmen Mike Car
valho and Jon Gruber.
The two are challenging veterans Rick King, Sam Ginz-

burg and Brett Shumsky and Gettler said that the posi

tion wais wide open.

Regardless, the goalkeeper position is a UMass strength

while depth off the bench is still a question at the other

positions.

Martin called junior forward Louis Hollmeyer "a plea-

sant surprise" and Gettler said this year's team already

'las twice the depth of last year.

"(Captain) Mike McCormick has played the best soccer

s has ever played" since changing positions this year,

Gettler said.

"I am sure the depth is there. If we went three or four

~ layers deep last year our play dropped off," Gettler said.

JMass' goal is to reach the Atlantic 10 tournament and

try to win it, thus securing an automatic NCAA Tourna-

ment bid. But to do that, the Minutemen must main

"in a "consistency of performance," according to Gettler.

'I can't stress that enough. I don't need players to be

Wrilliant one day and lousy the next. They have got to play

.•ithin themselves every game, all season," Gettler said.

"If we could do that, it would be scary."
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a./:j PACKARD Calculator SALE!!!

New Models!!!

20% OFF THE FULL LINE OF HP CALCULATORS!

Sale Price

HP-12C Programmable Finarx^ial Calculator $ 63.96
HP-1 7B Business Calculator saOO
HP-19B Business Consultant II 140.00
HP-1 1C Programmable Scientific Calculator 44.80
H P-1 5C Prog. Scientific Calculator w/Matrices 63.96
HP-1 6C Prog. Calculator for Computer Science 79.96
HP-27S Scientific Calculator 8a00
HP-28S Advanced Scientific Calculator 188.00
HP-41CV Advanced Programmable Calculator 140.00
HP-41CX Advanced Prog. Calculator w/Ext. Functions 199.20

Sale Price

HP-22S Algebraic Scientific Calculator 47.96
HP-32S RPN Scientific Calculator 55.96
HP Infrared Printer 108.00
(use with 17B, 198, 27S, 28S. 41CV/CS)

ALSO-Stddemt Ma> Facoltt Dibcockts
29% ON HP EQuiPMEirr; 19% on 8UFn.iE8;

MBEC FRtCDIG dl tJMASe PURCHASEft

erfield VISA. MC. and American Express accepted; Personal checks witti proper ID

'A/CtC^mc
112 Amherst Road, Sunderiand Open 8:30 ajn. to 5:00 pm Phone: 005^742

yiltriTlS- 1/4 mile from Sunderland bus stop past CliHskie Apts. 2nd floor In W»ner Bros. Building

"New England's HP Specialists Since 1981'

Bing continues stellar soccer career in pro ranks
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

When a person loves a sport, that often
means he will go out of his way to get
involved.

For Andy Bing, his love for soccer meant
just that.

When the University of Massachusetts
men's soccer team stepped off Boyden Field

after their final game last November, it

could have very easily spelled the end of

a stellar career for Bing. In fact, were it not
for a fledgling professional league which
started this season, that could very well

have been the case.

The American Soccer League played its

inaugural season in 1988, with eightHeams
throughout the East coast. Included were
the Boston Bolts, who played their home
games at Nickerson Field on the campus
of Boston University. It was this franchise

r^*'r'r'**»»r""»"*»******'»M9»»9 9r99»f9933Bm»mmm

Welcome back to school
classes of 89—90!
Hadley Tire

for your car care needs
Tires
Cooper
Dunlop

Goodyear
Michelin

Retreads & Used

Service
Alignments

Shocks
Struts

Brakes
Exhaust

Front End Work
* Located Behind Soda & Pet Food City

Hadley Tire & Auto Center
439 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

253-9911

that gave Bing, among others, the chance
to continue his soccer career.

Even had the chance not come along,

Bing's career would have still looked good
on a resume. A four-year letterman for the

Minutemen under coach Jeff Gettler, the
Princeton, NJ native is tied for the all-time

UMass lead in assists, with 22. He was an
invaluable asset for the Minutemen from
his midfield position, acting as a set-up
man and field general. Three times, he was
named All-New England and a New
England Intercollegiate Soccer League
All-Star.

At the time, Bing hadn't really con-

sidered moving on. As far as he was con-

cerned, it was probably the end of his

soccer-playing days.

But when the news of the new league
came last Spring, he decided to give it

another shot.

"I found out about the league last spring,

and I decided to try out in March," Bing
said.

There was only one hitch. He was still a

student at UMass, and trying out for the
Bolts meant somehow budgeting his time
so that he could do both. He was still com-
mitted to his classes, and found that the on-

ly way to do both was to drive back and
forth from Amherst to Boston.

"It was my final semester, and I had
planned it so that I was rid of most of my
requirements," Bing said. "Plus, the prac-

tices were at night. I did a lot of driving,

which I did mind, but the benefits

outweighed everything else."

Bing made three trips to the Hub for

tryouts, and then found out at the beginn-

ing of April that he had made the team.

This would require even more trips to

Boston, but Bing was able to tolerate it for

the month or so before he graduated cum
laude with a 3.22 grade point average.

Made up of mostly college players, the
Bolts got off to a slow start, beginning the
season with just a 1-6 record.

"We were the youngest team in the
league, and we didn't have a lot of time to

practice," Bing said. "Some of the southern
teams were able to practice a lot earlier

than we were."

Once the team began to gel, the wins
came in bunches. The Bolts recovered to

finish a respectable 9-11. And Bing per-

formed much like the team did. He wasn't
in outstanding shape at the beginning, but
grew stronger as the season went along,

and finished the year with 14 points on five

goals and four assists. That tied him with
former UMass teammate Kurt Manal for

the team lead.

Following graduation, it didn't become a
simple matter of playing soccer for a liv-

ing. The league didn't pay enough for him
to make a living, so Bing, like most players,

had to get a day job working for a business
company in Cambridge.
"During the week, we'd practice three

times, and trying to hold a job, that was
tough," Bing said. "But it was definitely

a rewarding experience. It was great just

playing on a higher level."

This is not the first outdoor league in

America. There have been others before,

which just couldn't cut it. Bing feels that

the reason was the eagerness to shell out
big bucks for high-priced stars that the

continued on page 19

men's x-country

will repeat their '87 performance and defend its title.

From there the Minutemen will continue on to Franklin
Park in Boston to defend their New England crown before

heading to Waveny Park in New Canaan, CT for the
IC4As hoping not to make the same mistake as last year.

"We weren't looking far enough ahead last year at the
end of the season ," O'Brien said. "We were a little more
concerned with the New England meet."

BELIEVE ITOR NOT,THIS Ginr

IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course descnp-

tioa and Army ROTC is the name. Iti the one col-

lege elective that builds your self-confidence,

develops your leadership potential and helps you

take on the challenges of command
There's no obligaoon until your junior year, and that

means there's no reason not to try it out nght now

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact:

Army ROTC
Next to Boyden Gym

545-2321

i Andy's Pizza

I

HELP WANTED

i

Now hiring inside help
and drivers.

t

t

t

I
Please Call 256-8147-256-8148
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Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadiey Line.

Weekdays 9 >.m.-10 p.m. Weekends 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Semester Membership ONLY $129.00
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Wt' have a lot of the same
kids with some strong'

freshmen." Ford said. "In

comparison, the team I have
this year, at this time, is

way ahead of last year's

team."
The Minutewomens

veteran nucleus will consist

of seniors Ann Marie
Larese, Barbara Meehan,
-Juliet Primer, and Julie

Smith.

Meehan is a strong
middle-hitter with awesome
power on her kills and
blocks. She will be a key at-

tacker and serious front

court threat.

Smith and Primer have
provided UMass" pressure

from either side of the net in

the past but both have
rounded their games
enough to fill almost any
position.

Larese has been extreme-
ly consistant and steady
from the outside, she has
also

improved her hittmg capaci-

ty over the summer, accor-

ding to Ford. Smith said

experience is the key. "The
good thing is we have five of

six returning players," she
said. "It would be nice if we
made a strong attempt at

winning the Atlantic 10."

The dilemma for UMass.
however, is in the middle
where it must replace
Guiliotis.

This summer's recruiting

failed to bring in an im
mediate impact player that

can step right in for the

Minutewomen. Newcomer
Kelly Ramsey will see time
for UMass defensively but
will be unable to solve the
middle-strength woes.

"That middle will be a

problem," Ford said. "I'm
worried about the blocking
and some offense."

Guiliotis led the
Minutewomen in blocks and
kills last year— two big

holes UMass must fill. The
new recruits lack the size

and experience to fill the
middle-blocker position, so

Ford has been working with
.seniors Juliet Primer and
Smith to shore up the
middle.

Meehan will probably also

see time in the middle
because of her size and
power.

"I'm having everyone
practice everthing," Ford
said.

A preseason standout for

the Minutewomen has been
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sophomore back row player
Nancy Sullivan, according
to Ford. Sullivan saw action

sparingly last season but
has been tagged a "key

"

player for this year.

"The hard work she put in

last year will pay off this

year. She will be a very good
player, " Ford said.

If new talent blends with
old and the middle-blocker
position is filled, the

Minutewomen should excel

at the other positions
because of, again, their

experience.

The Minutewomen are an-

chored by junior setter

Karen Ferguson. She has
been called by some the best

setter in the conference. She
was selected to the A 10 All

Tournament team last

Novembi-'- and was also

named on the second team

All-Conference team.
"Karen has got to call the

shots and run the show,"
Ford said.

Ferguson finished third in
the A- 10 in assists last year
and has been the center of
the Minutewomen's offense
for the past two years.

"She'll have the freedom
to make her own calls from
the court and to use what
she thinks will work," Ford

said.

Under Ford, UMass has
traditionally relied on its

defense more than its of-

fense to win games and she

said that probably would
not change this year.

"We still have to be a good
defensive team because we
are not very tall. I am still

very defensive oriented,"

Ford said. "Quick offense

will be a key also."
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RECREATIONAL JOB
OPENINGS FALL '88

Part-time, temporary positions

• Swimming Instructors, Lifeguards, and assistants
• Basketball and Volleyball League Supervisors
• Volleyball Officials

• Drop-In Basketball Supervisors
• After-School Children's Recreational Program
Supervisor and Leader

• Developmental Disabilities Recreation Program
Supervisor and Assistant

• Saturday Programs Building Supervisor
• Weekend Facilities Supervisor
• Softball Field Maintenance Worker
• Graphic Artist

Applications are available in the Town Manager's
Office, Town Hall, 4 Boltwood Avenue, Amherst.

For information, come see us on the Campus Center
Concourse, Thursday, September 8, 9 a.m.—4 p.m.

APPLY NOW

UMass cross country teams optimistic about season
• Men looking to qualify for NCAA meet • Returning runners hope to boost women
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts mens'

cross country team will be reaching for the

stars this season.

The Minutemen were excluded from the

National Collegiate Athletic Association

polls last season, and didn't crack the top

twenty, despite winning the New England

Championship for the first time since 1973.

UMass also missed out on the NCAA
Championship meet by one spot as it finish-

ed seventh in the IC4A meet behind Pro-

vidence College, a team it had beaten at the

New England Championship earlier in the

season.

It was the second year in a row that P.C.

has bumped off the Minutemen by one spot

to gain an NCAA berth.

But in 1988 UMass coach Ken O'Brien

has high expectations for the Minutemen.

This year's squad is capable of finishing

third at the IC4As which would clinch a

berth in the NCAA meet O'Brien contends.

The Minutemen have not qualified for

the NCAA meet as a team since 1978.

"I think the number one goal now is to

improve on our IC4A finish," O'Brien said.

"I want to finish in the top three of the

IC4As. It is a fairly ambitious goal. But

there is no doubt in my mind that we
should have been fourth or fifth last year."

That means improvements must be

made. As far as training goes there will no

changes.

"I think we were physically ready to be

one of the top four teams in the IC4A,"

O'Brien said. "We just didn't run well that

day. I don't think physically that we'll

make any changes from last year. We
might do a little more work."

The Minutemen were a young team last

fall. Both senior Kerry Boyle and junior

J.J. Millette, will return to claim their

spots from last year as UMass' two leading

runners.

"I think we got ourselves physically and

mentally ready too soon last season,"

O'Brien said. "We were a relatively young

team last year and I think that's a natural

thing for young runners."

The Minutemen were not at their best

last year at the IC4As but those young run-

ners now have had two track seasons and

one summer of training to mature.

"It will be a challenge to repeat our ac-

complishment of last year," O'Brien said.

"If we improve 15 percent this year, we
could be one of the top ten teams in the

country."

Two runners that could make a difference

are senior John Lorenzini and junior Art

Smith. Both sat out last season with in-

juries but O'Brien feels that if they are

healthy, both could be top-five runners.

One runner that must stay healthy is

senior Keith Williams. Williams ran third

for the Minutemen all last season and

O'Brien sees him as a key player in UMass'

success.

Three runners for UMass that did not run

out in front but were aolid scorers

throughout the year were senior Fitz

Hagan and juniors Joe Livorsi and Thomas
Degnan.
The freshman crop this year does not con

tain a runner that could step in and run

in the top five like Millette did a couple of

years ago.

"I think we have four or five freshman

that could contribute in the future,"

O'Brien said. "I won't rush them because

its not worth straining their training to do

it."

One runner that might benefit from ex-

tra time is junior Gerry Squires. Squires

transferred to UMass-Amherst from

UMassBoston last winter during the track

season but O'Brien has not seen him com-

pete on a cross country course.

When it comes down to the championship

meet time O'Brien wants his top seven run-

ners to be at a peak. That time will begin

on Oct. 22 with the Atlantic 10 Cham-
pionhips at Van Cortland Park in New
York.

The Minutemen finished second at Van
Cortland last season to Penn State who
eventually wound up as the No. 3 team in

the nation It it is likely that Penn State

(•nnlinued on page J I

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

When one considers the facts, it is quite

amazing that the University of

Massachusetts women's cross country team

finished eighth in a 34-team field at the

New England Championships in 1987.

Number one, the Minutewomen were a

very, very young team. Included on their

15 women roster were no less than 12

freshmen which were recruited by former

UMass coach Randy Thomas.
UMass also fielded two sophomores and

a junior. Sophomore Shana Smith, the New
England 1500-meter champion in outdoor

track, had never run cross country before

and neither had junior Kristen Peers.

And what's even more interesting is that

the Minutewomen did not even have a

coach until September 14, 1987 when
former UMass coach (she served as the

women's harrier coach from 1980-84) Julie

LaFreniere took over.

That's when things started to take a

swing for the better for the Minutewomen.
For the first time since the women's cross

country team had been established in 1975,

the head coach was given full-time status.

The ix)st had been a part-time position in

preceding years.

Scholarships were given to the women's

cross country team for the first time.

UMass currently has four women's cross

country members on scholarships.

So to sum everything up, 1987 was a

rebuilding year for the women's cross coun-

try program. However, 1988 is promising

to be a very good season for the

Minutewomen.
Events of the past year during the off

season give every indication that the

Minutewomen are headed back near the

top of the pack in the New England region.

The Minutewomen's current roster for

1988 is the largest in its history, with 25

runners for the upcoming year, 10 more

than last season.

LaFreniere has recruited two of the top

five high school runners from

Massachusetts.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Tall Season

Athletic SMule

1988

DEPARTMENT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AMHERST. MA 01003

Frank Mclnerney

Head. Department of Alhlelics'lntramurals

Ticket Inlormalion

(413) 545-0810

FOOTtALL

Sept 10 MAINE* 1 30

17 at Ball Slate I 30

24 at Harvard '30

Oct 1 BOSTON UNIVERSITY* 1 30

(Parents Weekend)

8 at Rhode Island' '30

15 CONNECTICUT* 130.

(Homecoming)

2? at Delaware* ' 30

29 NORTHEASTERN 1 30

(Band Day)

Nov 5 at fltchmond" ' 00

12 VILLANOVA* 100

19 al New Hampshire" '00

•Yankee Conlerence Game
Coach Jim Reid

MEN S TENNIS

S«pt 13 SKIDMORE 3 00

14 NEW HAMPSHIRE 300

17 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 1200

20 CONNECTICUT 3-00

23-24 ECAC Tournament

26 CENTRAL CONN 3 00

Oct 3 at Providence 3 00

6 HARTFORD 2 30

9 at Vermont ''00

14 CLARK 300

Coach Manny Roberts

WOMEN S SOCCER

Sepi 10- at RhoOf Ibimd Tournameni

11 w Gioige Wasninglon and Rulgers

Oct

15 VERMONT
17 at Holy C'oss

20 PROVIDENCE
22 al Adelphi

28 at Brown

30 al Rutgers

4 NEWHAMPSHIRt
8 al Conncclicul

11 DARTMOUTH
15 at North CA'Olina

16 at North Carolina Stale

18 HARVARD
21 BOSTON COLLEGE
t'3 CORNtLL
27 HARTFORD
30 COLORADO COLLEGE

. Coach Jl" Hudy

300
300
300
400
700
7 30

300
11 00

300
1 00

1200
3 00

200
1 ou

?00
1200

FIELD HOCKEY

Sept 10 SPRINGFIELD
1 1 North Carolina at Villanova

14 at Boston College

18 MICHIGAN AT SPRINGFIELD

COLLEGt
72 al Providence

24 Hi Rulgeis"

2i at Rliode Island"

27 YALE
30 OLD DOMINION

Ocl 2 al M.iinf

5 NORTHEASTERN
8 at Temple"

9 at West Chester

13 FAIRFIELD

15 NEW HAMPSHIRE
IB al D.iiliiiutilh

22 TOLEDO AT SPRINGFIELD

COLLEGE
23 PENNSTATf
26 BOSTON UNIVERSITY

29 at Connecticut

1 00

1 00

700

1 OIJ

3 30

1 00

1 00

330
J 00

300
1200

1200
300
1200

3 LK)

1 00

1 00

200
11 30

Nov 5 Atlantic 10 Championships al Temple

• Atlantic 10 Game

Coach Pam Hmon

Schedule provided courtesy of Sporta IirformaUon

Sept

Oct

Nov

rfEN'S SOCCER

11 MAINE 100

14 NEW HAMPSHIRE 3 00

16 TEMPLE" 3 00

15 ST JOSEPHS" 12 00

21 al Dartmouth 3 30

24 at Vermont 1 00

28 al Yale 3 00

12 UMASS TOURNAMENT
4 al Brown 7 30

6 FAIRFIELD 4 00

9 at Rhode island' 1 00

12 CONNECTICUT 3 00

15 NORTHEASTERN 1100

22 al Boslon College 7 00

26 at Providence 2 00

25 at Rulgers* 7 30

2 al Harvard 2 00

4-6 Atlantic 10 Championships at Rutgers

*Atlanlic 10 Game

Coach Jell Gettler

VOLLEYBALL

SepI 11 HARTFORD
14 CENTRAL CONN
20 BOSTON COLLEGE

27 BROWN
30 al Georgp Washington'

Oct 7 al St Bonavpnlure"

8 al Penn Slaif

11 HOLY CROSS
14 WEST VIRGINIA-

15 DUQUESNf
18 at Central Conn

21 RUTGERS-

22 TEMPLE-

25 at Boslon College

29 at Rhode island'

Nov 1 at Connect" ul

4-5 al Holstra Tournament

11-12 at New Havim TouinamenI

15 al Norlheasli-iM

19-20 Atlantic '0 Championships

at Penn Slate

' 'Atlantic 10 Match

Coach Carol Ford

1200
700

700
700
700

6 30

700
700
700
70O
7 30

700
400
700
400

700

600

Freshman Precious Hill, from Waltham,
finished second in the Massachusetts High

School Cross Country meet last year. She

is also the state champion in the outdoor

two-mile track event.

In 1985 Hill won the National Cross

Country Championship for 15 year-olds in

the United States. Her coach chose not to

run her in the national meets in the two

following years.

Another freshman that could help out the

cause is Amy St. Pierre from Beverly, who
was fifth at the Massachusetts Cross Coun
try meet last year.

Two other freshman to watch are Cheryl

LeClerc from Waltham and Michelle St.

Laurent from Fall River. LeClerc was se-

cond in Massachusetts in the 1000-yard run

at the state indoor track meet. St. Laurent

finished third in the 1000 just behind

LeClerc.

The Minutewomen will return all their

runners from last year but there could be

one question mark. Smith, 13th at the New
England Championships, is ready to return

but the No. 2 runner, sophomore Dana
Goldfarb is not.

Goldfarb has suffered a leg injury which

could cause her to miss the entire season.

She has been working out in a pool as part

of her treatment.

Rounding out the top five for the

Minutewomen from one year ago are

sophomore Christine Hopkins, senior

Kristen Peers, and sophomore Kathy Holt.

Also look for sophomores Lynn Kirchoff,

Cathy Crocker, and Debbie Sue Couturier

to challenge for places in the top seven.

"Those three have a chance to be in the

top seven," LaFreniere said. "They've had

a good year under their belts. I think they

should be stepping up there."

Last year's youth movement just could be

a blessing in disguise for the

Minutewomen. Not many teams can afford

to gamble with freshmen in their lineups

in big meets. Last year UMass had to.

So UMass is one up on most of its com-

petition. In a few years that extra year of

experience just might end up paying big

continued on page 16

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Sept 15 al Yale/Boston College

24 at Northeaslem
400
1200

Oct 7

15

22

28

Nov 12

CONNECTICUT 4 00

Easterns at New Hampshire 1 00

A- 10 Championships al

Van Coniand Park ICX)
New Englar>ds al Franklin Park.

Boston 1 30

IC4AS at Wivany Park

New Canaan. CT "00

Coach Kon O'Brien

WATER POLO

Sept 17- EVWPA at Navy

18

24-25 at Brown Invitational

Ocl 12 EVWPA al Brown

7 at Harvard 6 00

8 at MIT Invitational

14 at Amherst 8 00

15-16 at Amherst/UMass Tournament

21-23 New England League Tournameni

at Harvard

Nov 5-6 New England Championships al Brown

12-13 Eastern Championships at Brown

Coach Ruii Yarworth

Sept

Ocl

WOMEN S TENNIS

12 PROVIDENCE 300

17 RHODE ISLAND 1 00

23 NEW HAMPSHIRE 3 00

24 COLGATE 1 00

26 HARTFORD 7 00

1 New Englands al Vermont

4 al Connecticut 3 00

6 SPRINGFIELD 300

B at Central Conn 1 00

13 TUFTS 300

IB HOLY CROSS 300

22 al Vermont 1 00

Coach Edwin Genuier

WOMEN S CROSS COUNTRY

Sepi 15 at Yale Boston College

24 at Springfield

330
'it 00

4 30Oct 7 CONNECTICUT BROWN
15 al Holy Cross

22 at New Hampshire w Rhode Island and

Vermont 12 00

29 New Englands at Franklin Park. Boslon

Nov 12 ECAC* at Wivany Park. New BntainCT

Coach Julie LaFreniere
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Rudy comes to UMass
continued from page 5

In 1985, Rudy was named as the Florida

Intercollegiate Soccer Association Coach-

ofthe-Year, and has been an assistant

coach for the Olympic Sports Festival in

1978 and 1987. He also conducts his own
soccer schools throughout the year.

The athletic administration

has convinced me of their com-

mitment to women's soccer. They

are concerned that it be a first

rate program nationally every

year.
— Jim Rudy

Rudy was impressed by the commitment
of the administration to the program, one

of the big reasons he chose to take the job.

"The athletic administration has con-

vinced me of their commitment to women's

soccer. They are concerned that it be a first

rate program nationally every year," Rudy
said.

"When I came here, two keys sold me on

the school." Rudy said. "First. Dean
(David) BischolT could articulate accurate-

ly the difference between two of the best

players in the country (Michelle Akers,

whom Rudy coached at UCF, and April

Heinrichs, a former standout at North
Carolina I.

"Second was Frank Mclnerney, who I

like quite a bit," Rudy said. "He told my
wife that he'd be her favorite athletic direc-

tor. Never in a million years would you

have heard that at Central Florida."

The bottom line, though, remains that

Rudy has been overwhelmed by the support

for his team here, in stark contrast to the

situation at Central Florida.

"The commitment at Central Florida

goes as far as the coaches and players,

period," Rudy said. "Here, I can see a real

concern. All the sports people care. At Cen-

tral Florida, you all go your own way. Here,

everyone bends over backward to help out."

The team that Rudy will be working with
is also different from the one that he left.

"I'm impressed with the camaraderie of

the players here. It seems like everyone

likes each other. They're very polite, classy

people," Rudy said. "At Central Florida,

they're more skillful, maybe, but I don't

know if they work as hard."

Rudy hasn't been alone in his move to

Massachusetts. He brought his Central

Florida assistant, Lisa Gozley, with him.

Gozley was a two-year at UCF for Rudy
before becoming an assistant coach last

year.

"She'll become a great coach in her own
right some day," Rudy said.

So far, Rudy has had a lot to be encourag-

ed about. Aside from the commitment, he

has a strong core of players returning from

last year's national champion runners-up.

Wednesday, September 7, 1988

And with his philosophies on teamwork
and thinking, he is hoping to keep the win-

ning attitude alive at UMass.
And then, who knows? Maybe a return

trip to the Final Four, this time with the

coach being on the right side of the field.

Wednesday, September 7, 1988 COLLEGIAN 15
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Collefian photo by Richurd Buimuiio

New women's soccer coach Jim Rudy (right) and assistant Lisa Gozley

look to bring their winning touch to UMass.

field hockey
itinlinutU from page 6

assists.

Stuart was tied for third in team scoring with four goals

and three assists. The UMass offense was not hurt much
by graduation. Carlson was a goalie and Robertson was

a defensive player for the Minutewomen.
Team Most Valuable Player Ronnie Coleman will be the

only player missed from an offensive position. Coleman
was a midfielder who only recorded two assists but who
pushed the ball up the field to the fonvards. She was label-

ed as the most consistent player on the team.

However, the Minutewomen appear to be very strong

at the midfield position. Vasapolli, Bustin (0 goals, 1

assist), and sophomore Bernadette Martel (3,3) all return

to the midfield after having played for the National

Under-21 team over the summer.
Gutheil and Derwin both are defensive players who are

returning to claim the starting pjositions that they held

a year ago.

Two seniors that did not see action for the Minutewomen
last year, but who could play key roles this season, are

forward Tonia Kennedy, who Hixon seems to be very ex-

cited about, and Cindy Cox.

Kennedy sat out last season with an injury while Cox
is a transfer from Purdue University who is expected to

fight it out with Desmond for goalie duty.

The offense appears to be intact. Returning from last

year's attack unit is junior Kathy DeAngelis, who led

UMass in scoring with 19 goals and no assists. DeAngelis

was selected to the All-Tournament team at the Final

Four.

Sophomore Elise McDevitt (six goals, one assist, third

on the team) returns to wreak havoc on opposing defenses

with her blatzing speed.

Junior Maura Frattassio. who missed her entire

freshman year and most of last year with an injury before

getting significant playing time in the playoffs, is ready

for another year.

One freshman that could contribute is Dawn Trumbauer
from Quaker Town, PA. Hixon labels Trumbauer as "very

strong, explosive, and as a player with excellent sense

around the net."

The defense is somewhat more complicated. Positions

are wide open right now with seven players vying for star-

ting jobs.

Gutheil. Derwin and Stuart started last season but do

not have locks on the positions. Junior Carol Ann Smith,

who started at sweeper in 1987, is also expected to battle

for a spot in the backfield.

Sophomores Kim Hannigan and Lisa Berardinelli,

though they did not see much time last year, are

legitimate contenders for a spot on the defense.

Should the Minutewomen return to the NCAA tourna-

ment this year for the eighth straight time, it will be

well-earned.

They will play a grueling 19-game schedule which in-

cludes games with Providence College (ranked third in

the nation before UMass beat them), West Chester

University, which was ranked No. 1 in the country at one

time last season, the University of New Hampshire, and
Old Dominion University, also one of the top 12 teams
in the nation which was invited to the National

Tournament.

The Minutewomen will olay in the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference for the first time this year. Hixon expects Rutgers.

Temple and Penn State to fight with UMass for first place

in the A-10
"It really should prove to be the strongest field hockey

conference in the nation should everyone participate,

"

Hixon said.

UMass will wrap up its schedule with the A 10 Cham-

pionships at Temple c;i Nov. 5.

The season is set to begin with a home date 'vith local

rival Springfield College on Saturday (1 p.m .
Totma.n

Field).
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Now that everyone else has offered their p's and q's on

the matter, and all the hub-bub has died down, it's my
turn to talk about the trade of the Great Gretzky.

In case you missed it, Wayne Gretzky, arguably the

greatest hockey player ever, was traded by the Edmon-

ton Oilers to the Los Angeles Kings. Several other players

and a huge amount of money were also swapped, but Gret-

zky remains the focal point of the whole move.

To many, it all happened so suddenly. Gretzky had just

been two months removed from leading the Oilers to their

fourth Stanley Cup championship in the last five years,

a four-game sweep of the Boston Bruins. Everything, it

seems, was just fine and dandy until July 16, a fateful

Saturday which at the time seemed like a joyous occasion.

Jim Clark

That was the day that Gretzky married Janet Jones, an

actress best known for her role in American Anthem, in

a huge ceremony in Edmonton. The wedding was broad-

cast live on Canadian national television, usually an

honor reserved for those of royalty. Then again, in a coun-

try that is as hockey gaga as Canada is, Gretzky could

be considered royalty.

So it seems, the wonderful love affair between Gretzky

and the people of Edmonton took a major turn for the

worse. Gretzky, it is speculated, requested a trade so that

he could be closer to his new bride, who would retain her

permanent residency in the City of Angels. At first men
tion, most thought it was nothing more than an ugly

rumor.
But the more it got mentioned, the more heated the

rumor became. Finally, it was a rumor no more. The reali

ty was that a legend was being traded.

Immediately, there was understandable outrage among

the loyal Oiler fans. How could Peter Pocklington, the Ed

monton owner, trade the one person whom his entire fran-

chise is centered around?

Simple. It was a perfect situation. It was a good trade

from the Oilers' standpoint.

There is no truth to the conclusion that the maniacal

Pocklington dealt away a 'washed-up" Gretzky because,

in 1988 he failed for the first time since he was 18 years

old to win the league's Most Valuable Player award (an

award he won an unprecedented eight straight times).

The plain facts are that, despite the huge reign of sue

cess he and his teammates had enjoyed, there really was

no more joy in Edmonton. Gretzky found out, as had Paul

Coffey and Andy Moog beforehand, that Edmonton

management was beginning to mistreat its superstar

players, almost taking them for granted. Gretzky was not

asking out of Edmonton to be closer to Jones, but instead

to get further away from Pocklington.

Pocklington showed his true colors a few days after the

deal. Gretzky had made a tearful farewell at the press con-

ference, choking on his words when he tried to thank the

Edmonton fans for their overwhelming support Later,

Pocklington claimed that Gretzky was a great actor, and

had staged the whole thing.

Meanwhile, the reception from the public was equally

sour. The fans were burning Jones in effigy throughout

the city, comparing her to Yoko Ono, whose marriage to

John Lennon was seen as the cause of the break-up of the

Beatles. An outraged Canadian Parliament represen-

tative even had the gall to request that the nation's

government intervene to prevent the departure of a na-

tional hero.

Come on, be real folks. I was upset when the commis-

sioner of baseball prevented the trade of RoUie Fingers

and Joe Rudi to the Red Sox back in 1976. If this type

of interference had ever been allowed, well, let's just say

that it would be a huge black mark on a league that

already doesn't have a whole lot going for it.

continued on page 16
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Gretzky trade

continued from page 15

Fortunately, Pocklington and Kings'

owner Bruce McNall didn't bend to the

pressure, and now there isn't much anyone

can do about it. The trade is official, and

that's that.

Edmonton people still insist that they can

have the last say. Many have cancelled

their season tickets (when was the last time

you saw ticket requests go down for a team

coming off a championship?), and some are

planning to organize formal protests out-

side Northlands Coliseum.

I have just one thing to say about that.

Those fans couldn't be more stupid.

The trade makes total sense, not only for

the Oilers, but for the Kings as well. On
Edmonton's side, Gretzky more than like

ly would have bolted town after his con-

tract ran out (after the 1992 season), mean
ing that within four years, he would have

been gone with nothing to show for it. The

idea that they were able to get any warm
bodies for him should be good enough, but

it is what they got that should make this

a great trade for many years to come.

The primary newcomer is center Jimmy
Carson, who became only the second-

youngest player ever to score 50 goals in

a season, yes, Gretzky was the other, but

at 19. Carson is eight years younger. Also,

they got Martin Gelinas, the Kings' first

round draft pick this year who many feel

will be one of the best in the draft.

defenseman Craig Redmond, and close to

$15 million in cash.

But the clincher is that the Kings gave

up their first round pick in each of the next

three odd years (1989, '91 and '93). History

has shown that when a team gets more
than one first round pick, at least one of

them turns out to be a player. With that,

Edmonton should still be a top team well

after Gretzky sails off" into permanent

retirement with Janet in Aruba.

As for the Kings, Gretzky becomes a

figure head and a savior to a floundering

franchise. Hockey and Los Angeles have

proven to mix about as well as oil and
water, and a big name like Gretzky is sure

to help keep the laid-back types that have

been known to leave Dodger Stadium in

the seventh inning during a pennant race.

This move means big business for

McNall. Ticket demands have reached

amazing proportions. On top of that, it

brings an instant air of notoriety to a team
with which nobody is really familiar. In to-

day's state of affairs, the publicity of

hockey in America is bad, and Los Angeles

is even worse. This trade will give the

Kings the sense of credibility that they

have never before enjoyed.

Despite what the critics say, this trade

was a big jolt to the National Hockey

League, and all concerned, from the players

to the teams, are better for it. True, Gret-

zky was the ideal national symbol for

Canada, but these are the times of change.

If the fans of Edmonton will just give it a

chance, they too will agree.

women's x-country
continued from page 13

dividends but for now, LaFreniere's goal

is to finish in the top five at the New
England Championships at Franklin

Park in October.

"We had no veterans on our team last

year," LaFreniere said. "I think its very

reasonable to aim for the top five. The
team has a very goodjjttitude and I think

that helps a lot."

In order to break into the top five,

LaFreniere feels that the Minutewomen
will have to be better than Springfield

College, Boston University, Holy Cross,

and the University of Rhode Island

Yale University, who UMass will face

in its first meet is the best team in New

England. It was the No. 3 team in the na-

tion in 1987.

With the exception of B.U., UMass will

see each of those teams in dual meet com-

petition before the New Englands roll

around. LaFreniere should have good idea

of where her team stands.

"I think the biggest ingredient for sue

cess is desire and that's something the

women's cross country team has,"

LaFreniere said. They know who the com

petition are and they're ready to go after

them."

In the meantime, the team is just

finishing up an eight week summer train-

ing schedule.
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Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Montti
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SALES / RBITALS
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Amharst

Need a work table, bookcases

or shelves for your apartment

or room?

|:owLsj

8(//7d Xhem yourselves
with lumber from
Cowls Building Supply.

PLYWOOD

CUT TO SIZE
PerSq.Ft

»/4"Laoan 43C

Vr Fir 45c

:»„" Fir 54C

yj'Fir 68C

-»h" Fir 84C

%" Fir 95c

Good
one side

Or. buy plywood in

full sheets 48"x96" at

economical full sheet
prices

STANDARD GRADE

PINE
Rough One Side

Per Lineal Ft.

I"i4" 17'

l"i6" 25'

l"i8" 36.5'

r'llO" 46'

l"il2" 58'

What lengths do you need? For a
minimal Tee we will cut boards
to size you need.

Get collie cash, feist and easy.

If financing your education is taidng a bigger bite out of your school savings

than expected, Citibank could be the answer for you. We have three different

loans to help along the way - all easy to apply for, and fast to give you results.

Stafford Student Loans, SLS, and PLUS loans. For an application, call 1-800-

692-8200 Operator 515 or see your Financial Aid Administrator on campus,

today. Be sure to fill in CitlMiik's Lender Code 826878 on your application.

CmBAN<0'
ACmCORPCOMFW^

WeMajorIn StudentLoans

BULLETIN BOARDS
HOMOSOTE ^
CORK BOARD

1«"«24' 9.95

24 "i36" 1S.9S DARK WAIL COIIK

3S"«4«" 29.19 Packige of 4 Pieces

«••j96' 54.39 12"i24" 5.29

KV SHELF CUPS
Do it yourself with Knape &

Vogt's L's, T's and crosses.

The instant shelving systenn.

L clips, T clips
and X clips, each

DO^EACH
KV Clip* fit premium grad* pin* only
— price slightly highar.

PAINTS & STAINS
by Benjamin Moore

To finish your protect

PAINT BRUSHES, ROLLERS

CONCRETE BLOCKS

8"x8"xl6"

each 90^

Swing Arm Lamp '326i3 3?6ui

Archited-style damp on lamp for

home desk or office in white or brown

FOR ALL YOUR
BUILDING AND REMODELING NEEDS

COWLS
125 Sunderland Road. North Amherst 549-0001

7 am to 5 p m Weekdays • 8 am to 3 p.m Saturdays

Free Delivery in Area

Tennis team
out to improve
on last season
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

This year's University of Massachusetts women's ten-

nis team enters the 1988 fall season with mixed reviews

of last season's performance.

A year ago, the Minutewomen had a dismal autumn
when they finished with a 1-8 record. But they improved

a few months later in the spring season with a 2-2 record,

not including two victories over Duquesne and West
Virginia Universities in the consolation bracket of the

Atlantic 10 Tournament.
"The win over West Virginia was especially nice bee-

cause they beat us 9-0 in the fall," UMass coach Edwin
Gentzler said.

This season, the Minutewomen will be pressed to im-

prove upon their spring achievements.

"We're going to be competitive. We certainly won't get

blown out," Gentzler said. "It's going to be an exciting

and fun year."

UMass will be relying on veterans Ann Marie Pelosky,

Mara Foley, Michelle Brater, and Karen McShane to carry

the team.
Last year's MVP, Chris Willse, has cartilage damage

in her knee and may miss an early part of the season.

Pelosky, who had a 2-7 record in singles last year, will

captain the Minutewomen and play any of the top three

positions, according to Gentzler. Foley, Brater, and

McShane will make up the middle portion of the UMass
line-up card by playing the number two, three, and four

singles positions.

Gentzler said he expects the incoming freshmen to get

playing time and contribute to this year's team.

"The freshmen are going to fit in very well," he said.

"(The players) have an opportunity to with me to uevelop

their game and come together as a team."

The Minutewomen open their season on Monday at 3

p.m. on the Upper Boyden Courts against Providence

College

Paul's /I

Shoe Repair
Repairs of

Men's & Women's Shoes
Put "sole" in your shoes

With Vibram Soles!

Leather Soles & heels

Vibram Crepe &
Docksider Soles

No. 10, 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs, under Panda East)

990/0 FAT FREE
Only $99 Per Semester
When Two of You Join
Valid Student ID required • Expires 9/15/88

WE OFFER THE LOWEST PRICES FOR

THE HIGHEST QUALITY WOMEN'S CLUB

Our NEW 21b

Density Flooring

is now installed!

Come try it out

at our present

LOW prices!

•CHILDCARE

FEATURING:
7 Days A Week
•37 CONTINUOUS
CLASSES

•AREAS LARGEST
EXERCISE FLOOR

•MULTIPLE STATION
WEIGHT EQUIPMENT

•AEROBICS
TREADMILLS

•AEROBICS
LIFECYCLES

•COMPUTERIZED
ROWING MACHINES

AVAILABLE

•SAUNA

•WHIRLPOOL

PRIVATE SHOWERS

•FULL SERVICE TAN-
,NING STATION

You've tried the rest, r)ow join THE BEST!

BIG Y PLAZA. NORTH KING ST.

586-7503
NORTHAIVPTON

V
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In case you missed it. . .

Bv JIM CLARK
CollPK'ian Staff

I'niversity of Massachusetts sports did not remain idle

over the summer Alonjj with playoffs late last stMnester,

there were several coaching changes and awards to be

handed out.

The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

qualified for the NCAA tournament and hosted a playoff

game at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium. The Gorillas

entered the game seeded sixth m the tournament after

a 10 2 regular season, to face Cornell, a team which they

had beaten earliiT iii the vt'ar in a five-overtime thriller,

8-7.

Needless to say, the Big Red has proven itself over the

years as a better playoff team. Cornell came in highly

charged and upset the Gorillas. 13-11.

A host of awards rolled in for the Gorillas. Eight

members of coach Dick Garber's team were named All

New England, led by junior goaltender Sal LoCascio, who

was named New England Player of the Year. Senior

defender Glenn Stephens and freshman attackman Jim

McAleavey were both named to the first team.

Sophomore attack Scott Hiller. junior defender Chris

Zusi. sophomore midfielder Tim Soudan and junior

defender Adam Rodell were named to the second team,

while senior attack Kelley Carr was named third teajn.

The Minutemen broke out the bats in the tournament,

pounding 19 home runs in their five tourney games. The

big swingers were Drew Comeau, Steve Allen and Drew

Seccafico, who each nailed four. Allen and Comeau share

the UMass single season homer record with 12, while

Comeau also has the career mark, with 21 in just two

seasons.

The baseball team, under first-year coach Mike Stone,

reached the final game of the Atlantic 10 tournament for

the second straight year before falling to Rutgers. 8-5.

Comeau, along with junior shortstop Gary DiSarcina.

junior pitcher Dave Telgheder and senior center fielder

Matt Sheran, were named first team All-New England.

Junior catcher Dean Borrelli and junior third baseman
Steve Kern were tabbed for the .second team.

The women's lacrosse team, which made the finals ot

the ECAC tournament, had several post-season honors.

Four players were named first team All-Region, including

senior attack Ginny Armstrong, senior defender Amy
Robertson, sophomore attack Sue Murphy and junior at-

tack Cathy Fuhrman. Murphy was also named a second-

team AU-American. while junior defender Lynn Hartman
was named an honorable mention All-Reeion.

The Atlantic 10 runner-up soflball team placed several

players on post-season teams.

Several coaches changes were announced over the sum-

mer by the UMass athletic department. See related story.

Senior outfielder Leigh Petroski, senior first baseman
Martha Jamieson, senior catcher Ilene Freeman and
sophomore pitcher Traci Kennedy were named first team
All-New England, while Petroski and Jamieson were both

named first team All-Northeast. Freeman was second

team and Paige Kopcza was an honorable mention All-

Northeast. Jamieson, Kennedy and junior outfielder Bar-

bara Meehan were each named first team All-Atlantic 10.

Also, men's basketball coach John Calipari announced

the signing of his second recruit to a letter of intent.

Anton Brown, a 6-2 guard from Columbia, SC. will join

Jim McCoy, a 6-3'/^ guard who signed earlier in the year.

Brown graduated from A.C. Flora High School, where

he led his team to a 72-23 record over foui- years, including

one state championship. He averaged 20.0 points per game
as a junior and 18.2 in his final season.

Finally, Lorenzo Sutton, the all-time leading scorer in

UMass basketball history, was chosen by Charleston in

the seventh round of the Continental Basketball Associa-

tion draft.
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Back to School
Treat yourself to

4 Months of
(So, you get

ONE MONTH FREE!)

Nautilus
Sept. Oct
Nov & Dec.

for only $85
AMHERST RACQUET &
FITNESS CENTER, INC.

Route 116. Sunderland
(On Ih* Sund»rlond/Amh»r»l lin«.

across from Bub't Borbccu* on th« bwt rowf*.

3 milos from UAAott.)

REMEMBER
THURSDAY NIGHT IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKE'S

FRIDAY

»^ AFTERNOON
OUR FAMOUS

SMORGASBOURD
Sal LoCascio was named New England

Player-of-the-Year, one of several UMass
athletes to gain post-season honors.

<^^

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line.

Weekdays 9 a.m.-IO p.m. Weekends 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Semester Membership ONLY $129.00

I

SPECIALS
PITCHER OF BUSCH $3.75

BUD LIGHT BOTTLES $1.25

WOO WOO'S $1.50

COORS LIGHT SILVER BULLETS 99

MIKES WILL ONLY ACCEPT MASS. LICENSES & LIQUOR ID'S

Sports Notices

The women's soccer team will be holding open tryouts
tomorrow and Monday, from 3 to 5 p.m. These tryouts

are open to any student. Candidates must sign up with
coach Jim Rudy prior to tryouts in 222 Boyden or by call

ing 5-4343.

Tryouts for the women's volleyball team will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. in the Totman Gymnasium, which is

near the Northeast Residential Area.
Tryouts for the men's and women's tennis teams will

also be held today from 3 to 5 p.m. on the Upper Boyden
Courts.

The UMass intrmural sports season begins with sign-

ups for fall sports next week.
Team entries for flag football and soccer are due on

Monday, Sept. 12, while lacrosse entries are due on Tues-

day, Sept. 13. Entries for singles tennis, ultimate frisbee

and field hockey are all due on Tuesday, Sept. 20.

The intramural office is also looking for officials for

these sports. Meetings for flag football and soccer will

be held Sept. 14 t 6 p.m. and Sept. 15 nd 19 at 7 p.m.

Meetings for lacrosse and co-ed softball are Sept. 20 at

7 p.m. and Sept. 21.

Contact the intramural office in Boyden Building for

more information.

DiSarcina
Cape League. You don't get days off."

DiSarcina was consistent last season for the Minutemen,

who were runners-up to Rutgers University in the Atlan-

tic 10 Conference.

He led the regulars in hitting at .366, hits (74), runs

scored (44), and triples (40).

DiSarcina, who started all 52 games for UMass, also tied

for the team lead in RBI (39) and was second in stolen

bases (17). But his success at the college level didn't

guarantee his success in the minor leagues.

"It's different than college, tougher," DiSarcina said.

"But I definitely made the right choice," he said. "The
Angels are a good organization. They treat you like a per-

son and not like a number."
Speaking of numbers, DiSarcina had the best of the

UMass draftees.

As of August 29, Greer was 5-5 with a 2.45 ERA for the

Oneonta (NY.) Yankees. He had 56 strikeouts and just

16 walks.

Allen was 2-2 with a 9.32 ERA for the Butte (Montana)

Rangers. He had 30 strikeouts, 14 walks and one save.

Borrelli was splitting the catching duties for the Med-

ford (OR) As. He had a .197 average and five RBI in 41

games.

Owens was 1-7 with the Batavia (N.Y.) Phillies. He had

a 7.00 ERA with 44 strikeouts and 42 walks.

As the season wraps up, these players will have to assess

their seasons and think about the future.

• DRIVERS
• COUNTER CLERKS

Full & Part-Time Positions

Excellent Wage & Benefit Package

Flexible Work Schedule Can Be Arranged

Contact: Store Manager at Your Nearest

Hapco Store Throughout Western Mass.

OR
Personnel Manager

HAPCO AUTO PARTS
480 High St. • Holyoke, MA 01040

69C Buys You a Dollar!
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Save 3 1 Si from the ahovc participating merchants on ANY item or scr\ice offered ..

Shoppers purchase the 69C Dollar Certificale for 69C and redeem the certificate for $1 OH face value

Buy your 69C Dollars this week!

Bran-Win Pharmacy, Thurs. 9/8 @ 3:00 p.m.

Fitzwilly's, Fri. 9/9 @ 6:00 p.m.

Main St. Cleaners, Sat. 9/10@ 12:00 noon

•Limit S25 fxr famii> per liKation suppiiev limited
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Bing turns pro
Continued from pane 11

viewing public couldn't relate to. He
believes that people will better accept a

league made up mostly of American college

students.

That's not to say there aren't any great

players in the league. Peter Vermes, an
All-American from Rutgers, and
goalkeeper JefT Dubek, a Yale grad who
was Bing's teammate in Boston, will be

competing in the Summer Olympic Games
later this month in Seoul, South Korea.

There are also several players who have at

one time played in the established Major
Indoor Soccer League.

Bing could have been one of those

players. He was selected to play in the In-

door Senior Bowl in Cleveland at the end
of June, and, by his own admittance, "had

an incredible week." The week ended with

the MISL draft, and he was selected fifth

overall by the Cleveland Force. Unfor-

tunately, the Force was one of five teams
that folded.

That leaves him to continue playing with

the Bolts for now. He plans to assess his

soccer future year by year, and is pretty

sure that he will be invited back to play

next year. But down the road, he admits
his eye is on possibly playing in the 1992
Olympics or the World Cup in 1994.

"It's definitely a 'wait and see* situation.

I'm going to play this year. It's a great op-

portunity for me, but if a different job were
to come in a different area, I might give it

up."

But now, his love for soccer just keeps

him going.

Collegian to feature club sports
Beginning this fall, the Collegian will

publish a weekly Club Sports roundup,

where the results and goings-on of club

sports will be printed when space is

available.

The column will run on Thursdays
when space permits. All information must
be submitted by noon Tuesday with no ex-

ceptions and can sent by Campus Mail or

delivered to the Collegian, attn. Club
Sports writer.

No information will be taken over the

telephone.

The information need not be a story, iust

the recent results or upcoming events of

the team. A name and phone number
must be included in case there are any
questions or a need for further
information.

The Collegian may edit when necessary,

and there is no guarantee the column or

information will run every week.

Many people connected with club and
non-varsity sports feel they do not get

enough coverage m the Collegian, so this

is your chance.

Hopefully, enough people will respond
to make this feature worthwhile.

It's Time
You Got More

Part-Time Teller Positions

Bank of New
England believes

that your college

experience deserves

more, and we can

help provide it. Join

us as a teller and

earn valuable on-the-job training to

give you a headstart in your career

search.

At Bank of New England, we

believe our tellers are very special

people. They have to be, because we
have verv high expectations for them.

As a bank that's committed to promo-

tion from within, we see our teller

positions as training ground for valu-

able professional careers. And we

offer part-time flexible hours to fit

your schedule.

And we pay you accordingly Our
tellers are among the highest paid

because we recog-

nize their indispen

sable role in our

operation. And what

college student can't

use a little extra

income?

To qualify you should have the abil-

ity to work well with customers in a

fast-paced environment, have excel-

lent communication skills and a facil-

ity for figures. If you have these skills,

you can qualify for these great oppor-

tunities with a bank that believes in a

well-rounded education.

Stop by any of our convenient loca-

tions to fill out an application. Or,

come in to our downtown location:

Bank ofNew England, Personnel

Office, 4th floor, One Washington

Mall, Boston, 722-6436.

^Bank OF
New England

Member FDIC
An equal opportunity emplov'er
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CONN. STORES

MASS. STORES CLOSED

OVER 150 MARKED DOWN SALE ITEMS
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5000 TABLE UMPS
Rubie Bought
7 Trailerloads

ofTable Lamps
to be sold at

50% TO70%
off what you would
expect to pay at

other stores.

MERES ONE EXAMPLE

^E
10GALLON WET/DRY
SHOP VACUUM

^ „
Handles any Indoor/Outdoor Clean-up Job Fast!

Mail Order Catalog House Cancels Order

and Rubie Bought Them All!

• Washable, reusable Mier • Powerful i 5

oeak HP motor 'One year limited warranty

UL- Listed C SA Cerlified • Cleans up

qrarage and workshop debns. laundry room

spills and much more • Rugged, non-

metallic body never lusls or dents

/-

K

Value ^2495

Value 57995

"iboMAM
(«*» by

(£)
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5-PIECE LUGGAGE SET In

70 Denier backed nylon and

strong vinyl trim. Has 15"

Tote, 22" Carry-on with

shoulder strap. 24" Jr.

Pullman, 26" Pullman with

wheels and 28" Jumbo
Pullman with wtieele.

m^/
Value ^320

WHILE
200
LAST, Complet* with

2Vj" Hose and
accessories

.m^^^^M
/'
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Presidential nominees
exchange verbal jabs

By ROBERT GREENE
Associated f*ress

Republican presidential nominee
George Bush, talking tough on defense,

received a warm reception at an

American Legion convention yesterday

while Democratic rival Michael Dukakis

told a college audience "George was right

there " when the Reagan administration

fought aid programs for students.

Bush, speaking to about 7,000 at the

gathering in Louisville, Ky., renewed his

contention that Dukakis would weaken

the nation's defense.

"I do not doubt my opponent's

patriotism. But patriotism is not the

issue," Bush said. "The issue is how best

to deter war, to keep peace and to fulfill

our country's special responsibility as

leader of the free world."

"My opponent opposes the SDI
(Strategic Defense Initiative). But, like

you in the American Legion, I support it.

We cannot leave America hostage to

Soviet ballistic missiles."

Bush sent murmurs through the au-

dience when he said; "1 wonder how many
Americans remember that today is Pearl

Harbor Day: 47 years ago on this very day

we were hit hard at Pearl Harbor. And we
were not ready."

(RELATED STORY ON PAGE 141

He later corrected himself, the Japanese

air strike was on Dec. 7, 1941, one of the

best known dates in US history, and the

legionnaires gave him a good-natured

round of applause.

Dukakis, in remarks prepared for

delivery at Kean College in Union, NJ,

criticized the Reagan Administration cuts

in federal student aid programs and

outlined his own college opportunity

proposal.

The proposal would have students

receive loans in return for their agree-

ment to pay back a percentage of their in-

come for the rest of their working lives.

As for Bush, Dukakis asked, "Where

was he while his administration was do-

ing its best to slam the door of college op-

portunity in the face of millions ofyoung

jjeople across this country?"

"Where was he while his administra-

AP photo

George Bush addresses the
American Legion.
tion was denying middle-income families

the hope for a future of prosperity and suc-

cess for their children?"

"George was right there all the time.

Not doing and not saying a thing,"

Dukakis said.

One day earlier, behind the scenes,

Dukakis agreed to Bush's request that

they meet face-to-face only twice and have

running mate Lloyd Bentsen debate

republican Dan Quayle once. Negotia

tions continued today on scheduling and

format of the debates.

Dukakis criticized Bush on Tuesday,

after the vice president told a shipyard

worker in Portland, Ore., his wages have

dropped from $13.36 an hour to $9.50 an

hour under the Reagan administration

because "you're going through a com-

petitive change." Bush was referring to

foreign competition.

After being met by a booing and jeering

union crowd at the Northwest Marine

Iron Works in Portland. Bush said during

lunch, "All I need is 51 percent of the

vote."

"George Bush made it clear today that

he really does not understand the hopes

and dreams and aspirations of millions of

American workers across this country."

Dukakis said in response to Bush's com-

ments. "That's not an adequate answer

to American workers."

Area crops strong, despite heat
By PETER LUCHT
Collegian Staff

While American agriculture as a whole

has suffered enormously from the severe

drought conditions this summer, farms in

the Pioneer Valley weathered the summer

quite well, said local farmers and

agriculture experts.

"This area has been pretty much spared,

but for a farm any stress on the economic

system is too much stress," said Roberta

Myers, farm manager of the Hampshire

College Farm, an 800-acre school-funded

farm outside Hampshire College used for

research projects.

Myers said while there was quite a bit of

hot and dry weather this summer, it was

nothing compared to the situation in the

Midwest.
"It was a good year for the hay crop, and

it didn't look like it was going to be." she

said. "It was hard for delicate crops. Peo-

ple who rai.se cucumbers need moderate

weather, and we had extremes, some of

everything."

Myers said the effects of the drought in

the rest of the country will manifest in the

form of higher livestock feed prices because

many crops across the United States have

been drastically affected.

Adequate moisture allowed for a sue-

Club remains in office space

Republicans resist

BOG's order to leave

cessful crop, and the heat caused the

growth of some crops to be hastened, said

Stephen Herbert, an associate professor in

the Plant and Soil Science Department at

the University of Massachusetts.

Herbert said that crops, such as corn,

mature after a certain number of heat units

are accumulated. As long as there is

enough moisture in the ground the crops

will grow, regardless of the temperature,

he added.

Herbert also cited the price of feed as the

major effect the drought will have on area

farmers.

"The price has gone up a lot." said

Herbert.

Farmers with irrigation equipment had

an excellent growing season, said Tim

Nourse of Nourse Farms in Whately.

"As long as you can push enough water

into the ground to keep the ground moist

there's no problem," Nourse said.

Nourse said he has made a tremendous

investment in irrigation equipment and

crews to run the equipment. "We made a

commitment to irrigation. Those without

it could obviously have found themselves

in trouble."

Nourse said his crop is picked in the fall

and stored until spring, and that is when

he will know what his profits will be.

"I'm optimistic, " Nourse said.

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Republican Club is defying the

Board of Governors by occupying office

space in the Student Union Building.

The BOG revoked the space from the

Republicans at the end of last semester

because of alleged harassment of the Les-

bian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance.

Graduate student organizations, which

previously had no space, were granted the

area occupied by the Club.

The Republicans, sitting among "Bush

for president", "VOTE GOP" signs and a

crumpled Coors can in room 415 of the Stu-

dent Union, said yesterday they were en-

titled to the space, and would not leave.

Republican Club member Jay Schoendorf

said of the board's decision to remove them:

"This is our office, how can they kick us

out of our home? We're used to it, and we'll

keep on fighting.

The BOG is just a left-leaning body."

Board Chairperson Eric Nakajima,

however, said the board is not biased

against the Republicans, and the club is

free to reapply for the space.

Further complicating the issue is an in-

junction granted by the Student Judiciary

at the end of last semester. The injunction

gives the Republicans the space temporari-

ly until another hearing can be held to

determine if the club should lose its space.

The judiciary contends the board did not

give the club a fair hearing.

Tom Hutcheson, vice president of the

Graduate Student Senate, said that since

the Judiciary is an arm of the Student

Government Association, which does not

represent graduates, the injunction is not

binding.

Nakajima said last semester that the

board, which allocates space in the Cam-

pus Center and Student Union, is

answerable to both the Graduate Student

Senate and the Student Government
Association.

Margaret Arsenault, Student Activiies

Office advisor to the Republican Club, said

she recognizes the board's ability to

allocate and revoke space, but would like

to see an office for the Republican Club.

"I'd like to see the Republican Club and

the BOG get together and try to work
something out." Arsenault said. "I hope

they can find a solution that's workable on

both sides."

Nakajima said he had kept members of

the University administration appraised of

the situation, and had received verbal sup-

port from them.

"The administration, the Division of Ad-

ministration and Finance and Student Af-

fairs, the Graduate Student Senate, the

BOG and officials of the SGA all support

the authority and decision of the board in

revoking the space of the Republican

Club," Nakajima said.

He said he had sent three letters to the

Republican Club advising them to remove

their possessions from the office by Friday,

Sept. 9. Nakajima said Republican Club

materials had been removed from the of-

fice twice during the summer.
During the Young Communists League

summer convention at the University of

Ma.ssachusetts, a concrete and chicken wire

barricade with conservative stickers and

an American flag had been removed from

the Club's office by building workers,

Nakajima said.

Hutcheson hopes the matter is resolved

quickly.

"We look forward to a speedy resolution,"

Hutcheson said. "We have several

graduate student organizations which

could use the space."

Katina's eight-foot snake
is (boa) constricted in pit

Opinions vary on cruelty issue
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff"

Tony the Snake gets plenty of attention

as one ofthe unique attractions to Katina's

nightclub in Hadley. Some animal rights

advocates, however, say Tony may not be

so happy with the arrangement.

Tony, an eight-foot boa constrictor, is

kept in a snakepit that is about 6 feet long

by 2 feet wide and 3 feet deep. The pit is

just off the dance floor in front of the stage

and is covered with one-inch thick plex-

iglass which is nearly impossible to see

through.

"I think the animal is being exploited if

it is not in its natural environment," said

a snake specialist for the Audobon Socie-,

ty's Wildlife Hotline.

A spokeswoman for the hotline, said,

"They get nervous around loud noises."

However, she said there are no laws con

cerning this, and no studies have been done

ct)ntinued on page 7

Collripan photo by Mark Gisi

Tony the Snake is an usuaUy unnoticed attraction at Katina's in Hadley.
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AFTER THE CUP - The New Zealand Challenge yacht leaves the

dock under tow Wednesday morning on its way to face the Stars and

Stripes catamaran in the first race of the America's Cup in San Diego.

Israel conducts probe
of draft-dodging scheme
JERUSALEM (AP) - Authorities are in-

vestigating an Isreali general for complici-

ty in a draft-dodging scam that has raised

a furor in this country, Isreal radio reported

yesterday

.

Investigators were looking into the ac-

tivities of the reserve general as well as two

majors believed to be ringleaders in the

scheme, the radio said. It did not provide

their names.

The disclosure of the inquiry Monday

shocked many in this country where the ar-

my is seen as a sacred institution and its

soldiers as heroes for defending the tiny na

tion against Arab enemies.

Police also arrested a new suspect in the

case, the radio said. The suspect, a Tel Aviv

doctor whose name was not given, was

reportedly charged with forging medical

reports for draft -dodgers.

He was at least the second physician im

plicated in the scam.

An army ofTicial. who insisted on

anonymity, said he could not confirm or

deny the radio report but added "now that

the investigation is no longer undercover,

it is widening." So far, at least 17 people

have been arrested and the army said it

was pursuing dozens more.

Renaan Gissin. deputy army spokesman,

said the draft-dodging scheme was un

covered Monday with the arrest of 16 peo-

ple including high-ranking officers and doc-

tors and "touches on the very essence of the

Isreali Defense Forces. The sacred princi-

ple here is to do military service."

He said two lieutenant colonels, two ma-

jors and an orthopedic surgeon were among

the first group arrested.

Reports said Monday that about 60 peo-

ple had paid thousands of dollars to escape

the draft or reserve service, but newspapers

reported Tuesday that several hundred peo-

ple may be involved.

"This is just the tip of the iceberg,
"

Gissin said. "The last word has not been

said."

The scheme, which investors say started

in November, reportedly involved falsified

medical statements and tampering with ar-

my computers to show men excused from

reserve duty.

In Isreal, a nation of 4.1 million, both

men and women are drafted at age 18.

After their three years of duty, men do

reserve service up to 62 days a year until

age 55. Women serve two years and reserve

duty is not obligitory.

Avoiding service has long been a social

taboo, and many employers ask applicants

to prove they served in the army. News of

the scandal has promted scathing

editorials, in many Isreali newspapers.
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Meet your administration
Searching for classes, trying to get settl-

ed into a new environment, sweating over

a roommate, buying expensive textbooks,

and running around campus feeling lost can

make new students forget easily that this

campus, like the high schools they have just

attended, has an administration.

Top administrators, consisting of a

chancellor and five vice chancellors, are

responsible for getting money for the

Chancellor

In recent semesters, Joseph Duffey has

rivaled politicians for headline attention.

The chancellor, who arrived on campus in

1982, has been in newspapers all over the

country, courtesy of student protests and

racial tensions.

Vice Chancellor for University Rela-

tions and Development
Deirdre A. Ling, the first and only female

vice chancellor in the state's university

system, came to UMass in 1983. She has

since earned a reputation as an efficient

Vice Chancellor for Research and

Dean of the Graduate School

The responsibility for initiating, review-

ing, and implementing research at the

University, as well as the overseeing of all

departments in the graduate school, falls

on Samuel F. Conti.

JOSEPH DUFFEY
The Boston Globe ran a profile last

semester with the headline "Nobody

doesn't like Joe Duffey." Although the

chancellor has managed to project an im

age of grace under pressure, he has not

been spared of criticism. Former Secretary

of Education William Bennett last

semester criticized Duffey for his handling

of the New Africa House five-day takeover

by minority students.

During the takeover, Duffey drew

criticism from Bennett for sending a basket

of fruit to the protesters.

'He had a lot of insight," said Dwayne

Warren, a spokesman for the protesters, at

the time. "He knew the gravity of the situa-

tion."

Before long, however, Duffey came under

student fire for instituting a no alcohol

policy at outdoors events. Protests and ac-

companying headlines ensued. Duffey was

back in the limelight - this time as an

authoritarian parent.

A native of West Virginia, Duffey has

earned graduate degrees from Yale Univer-

sity, Andover Newton Theological School

and a Ph.D. from Hartford Seminary Foun-

dation. He has served as secretary of state

for educational and cultural affairs and as

chairman for the National Endowment for

Humanities.

DEIRDRE LING
and conscientious admini.strator, who
brought the University's public relations

and fundraising efforts together.

Last semester, she said she couldn't im-

agine being in a more gratifying and

challenging position.

'She is a very good boss, and that is all

you look for, " said James Langley in April,

the assistant vice chancellor and director

of public affairs. "She has excellent judge-

ment compiled with determination and

sophistication."

Ling oversees the Offices of Development

and Alumni Affairs. Community Relations

and State Relations offices. Design and Pro-

duction Services. Editorial Services.

Photogiaphic Services, Public Information

Office, and the University Magazine.

She also works with other administrators

on developing information and programs

for prospective students and their parents,

alumni, legislators, and other people who

contribute to the University's financial

well-being.

Besides her administrative work. Ling

serves as a role model to students who take

her Women's Studies classes.

Her philosophy: "Aim high and work

hard. If you perceive barriers, it makes you

self-defeated from the beginning.
"

SAMUEL CONTI

Conti, who has held his position at

UMass since 1980. had served as professor

and director of the T.H. Morgan School of

Biological Sciences at the University of

Kentucky for 14 years.

As dean of the graduate school, Conti

works with the graduate faculty to insure

that the school runs smoothly. His office

oversees several other graduate depart-

ments, including the Office of Academic Af-

fairs, Office of Minority Graduate Student

Recruitment, OfTice of Research Affairs,

and the University of Massachusetts Press.

The Press, a member of the Association

of American University Presses establish-

ed in 1964, publishes scholarly and artistic

books. A Faculty Senate committee is

responsible for reviewing and approving

manuscripts for publication.

In the academic year 1986-1987, the

Press published 35 and reprinted 13 books.

The 86-87 review of Conti's office states:

"It was a productive and exciting year for

the Office of the Vice Chancellor for

Research and Dean of the Graduate

School."

The review reports that 331 degrees were

granted during the academic year.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson has stayed out of the

limelight in the past couple of semesters,

but he had his share of bad publicity dur-

ing the trial of 15 CIA protesters in the

spring of 1987.

It was disclosed Madson had omitted the

University of Massachusetts and

distributing it among the campus' com-

ponents, hiring faculty members, and

establish an academic curriculum, among
other tasks.

DENNIS MADSON
phrase "any law abiding citizens" from a

letter explaining the University of

Massachusetts recruitment policy to

students who had been protesting CL^

recruiting on campus. He called the omis-

sion a mistake.

The passage should have read. The

University shall be open to all law abiding

citizens for the conduct of legitimate public

business." The 15 protesters argued in

court that the CIA should not recruit on

campus because the agency has broken in-

ternational laws. They eventually won

their argument in court.

Madson. who earned his Ph.D. in

Sociology at Ohio University, indirectly

oversees educational and recreational .stu-

dent events, many of which are coordinated

by the Student Activities Office.

He earned his undergi-aduate degi-ee in

chemi.stry at St. Olaf College in Minnesota

and has a master's in counseling and .stu-

dent personnel administration from

Springfield College.

Besides the SAO. the vice chancellor is

responsible for Academic Support Services.

Educational Access and Outreach. Dean of

Students, Health Services. Housing Ser-

vices, Department of Public Safety, and the

Student Affairs Research and Evaluation

Acting Vice Chancellor for Administra-

tion and Finance

A University of Massachusetts alumnus.

Paul Page was appointed to the ad-

ministration and finance post in June

because John L. DeNyse is retiring.

Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost

Each year, Richard Desmond O'Brien

gets together with the chancellor and other

administrators to draft a budget request to

the .state.

When the University receives the state

money, O'Brien divides a portion of that

Office

PAUL PAGE
Page, who has served as budget and

financial affairs director since October

1984, began working for his alma mater in

1980. He w ill keep the vice chancellor posi

tion temporarily, until he either assumes

it permanently or a nationwide search

finds someone else.

"We have worked very closely with Paul

Page and have high respect for his profes-

sional knowledge and expertise. " wrote

Provost Richard Desmond O'Brien and

Chancellor Jo.ieph D Duffey in a recent

statement to the campus "We look forward

to working with him in the coming

months."
Before returning to the University as an

administrator. Page served as assistant

vice president and controller at the Univer-

sity of New York at .-Mbany.

He was responsible for accounting,

payroll, student accounts, the bursar's of-

fice, and sponsored funds — the same type

of work he will be doing here, only instead

of serving 14.(X)0 he will .«^erve '25.000

students.

Page, who has a bachelor's in accounting

and a masters degiee in management,

worked for the United States Postal Ser-

vice from 1972 to 1977. While there, he

served as a director of support, manager of

finance, and as a management associate.

RICHARD
O'BRIEN

money among the academic departments,

which he is responsible for. along w ith the

curriculum at the University.

In his own words, the provost provides

"leadership when there are concerns,

either for the overall shape of the educa-

tion offered, or for specific deficits or

surpluses in the offering."

O'Brien is also responsible for personnel

matters. "These include implementing the

procedures for promotion and the granting

of tenure to faculty, overseeing the reviews

of deans, contributing to the disposition of

yearly merit increases, involvement to

varying degrees with the appointment of

deans, and supervision of the system of

leaves, partial reimbursements, and
numerous other personnel matters of this

kind." O'Brien wTote in an "Accreditation

Self-Study" in January.

O'Brien has earned a bachelors degree

in sciences in Reading, England; a

bachelor's degree in arts and a Ph.D. in

chemistry at the University of Western On
tario, Canada. In addition, he has also con-

ducted extensive research on toxic

chemicals.

He has also authored several books and

numerous articles.
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UMass targets new frontiers with planned lab

Future lab will make UMass a leader in plastics research

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

When Governor Michael S. Dukakis visited the L'niver

sity of Massachusetts last week to dedicate the Silvio Con-

tePolvmer Research Center, he recognized members of

the Polymer Science and Engineering' Department as be

m^; worldwide leaders in the field.

In constructing the new research center, the Universi

ty IS taking advantage of that reputation, according to

Doctor William MacKnight. acting chairman of the

department. MacKnight said facilities in the center will

be far better than those in the department now.

When 1 sav that. I mean (better) laboratory space, bet-

ter equipment, better space in which to research. It will

olTer quite a bit of new equipment that is at the frontiers

of the discipline." he said.

The tentative site for the center is between the low-and

high-rise buildings of the Lederle Graduate Research

Center, he said.

MacKnight said the center is expected to be completed

in four years. ,• . »i

•We're hoping that maybe they'll be able to do it slightly

more quicklv than that. Ijut by the nature of these things,

there really "is no telling. This has yet to be talked about.

he said.
, .,, , .

MacKnight said the centers research will cover both

natural and synthetic polymers, but will concentrate more

heavilv on the latter.

The American Heritage Dictionary defines a polymer as

"any of numerous natural and synthetic compounds of

usuallv high molecular weight consisting of repeated link

ed units, each a relatively light and simple molecule.

'A natural polymer refers to a polymeric

material which is synthesized in nature or

capable of being synthesized in nature.'

— Doctor William MacKnight

Said MacKnight: "A natural polymer refers to a

polvmeric material which is synthesized m nature or

capable of being synthesized in nature." The ones that

we are most commonlv familiar with are proteins - which

form a large part of our bodies. DNA (Deoxyribonucleic

Acid). RNA (Ribonucleic Acidi, cellulose - which forms

the main constituent of wood - and natural rubber -

which comes from the rubber tree.

•Those are all polymers in the sense that they are all

strung together from many, many thousands of smaller

building blocks in long .strings. Most plastics that are in

use are synthetic polymers and mostly based on hydrocar-

bons or other sources."

The Higher Education Capital Outlay Bill, which

Dukakis signed in July, will contribute $32 million to the

construction of the center. That figure is 29 percent of the

$112 million to be allotted to UMass/Amherst by the bill.

MacKnight said the Polymer Research Department is

ranked number one among all universities in the United

States.

"It's partly by default," MacKnight said. 'There are not

so many places that specialize in this kind of training.

Nevertheless, among those that do, certainly we're in the

first position." , ,

MacKnight al.so said the center will centralize the

department's facilities.

"At this moment, we (the department) are split up. Some

of us are in (Goessmann Annex), which is just meant for

temporary space, then Goessmann Lab and the (Graduate

Re.search) tower. So. we're still among three or four dif

ferent locations. (The center) will get rid of all those things

and consolidate (us) in one new building." he said.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said he worked with corpora-

tions, such as Monsanto and General Electric, to help raise

$20 million in federal funds for the center.

Although there will be few opportunities for

undergraduates in the center. MacKnight said the Univer

sitv will gain by its construction.

•'Our interest as an academic institution is in creating

new knowledge . . . and. in conjunction with that, train

ing and turning out first-rate research scientists in that

discipline, " he said.

RJlT. Structural Engineering.

Analyzing and designing

bridges Developed working

model of a double spandrel aich

bridge The HP-28S helps him

analyze structural stress and

geometry It's the only calcu

later that lets him do both sym

bolic algebra and calculus

It features

powerful

matrix math and graphics cap

abibties And HP Solve lets him

solve custom formulas without

programming With more than

1500 functions, 32K RAM and

both RPN and algebraic entry

the HP-28S is the ultimate sci

entific calculator

University of Virginia. Fi- (Jc SanU Cruz. Marine Biol- University of Michigan.MBA

nance. Studies fluctuating ogy. Studies behavior of blue candidate. Assisted on pric

whales and effect of environ- ing projects for GM The HP

ment on distribution of mar- 17B offerseasyalgebraicentry

ine mammals The new. easy

to use HP-22S has a built-in

equation library with solver

stock and money market

trends Assisted head trader

in Yen at Chicago Mercantile

Exchange The HP-12C with

RPN lets him analyze prices.

NewAchievers in

Heavy Metal,Swing,E
and Motown.

ratios, net present value and giving her access to the most

internal rate of return He can commonly used scientific

even create his own custom equations Statistics with

programs The HP- 12C is the linear regression And alge-

established standard in fi- braic entry The ideal student

nancial calculators science calculator

Plus time value of money, cash

flows and linear regression to

analyze budgets and forecasts

HP Solve lets her enter her ov\m

formulas and solve for any

111AC ^^"^^'^

iiiWM Hewlett

Packard s calculators are built

for your success Look for them

at your campus bookstore Or

call 1-800-752-0900, Ext 658E,

for your nearest dealer

We never stop asking "What if. .

.

W/S% HEWLETT
ll/CI PACKARD

More Than
Copies

Copies • Fax Service

Binding • Office Supplies

Oversize Copies

Tick Up i4 Deliver)

jfinko's
the copy center

'
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; •

I at mownlain firmt mail

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line

HP-22S SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

HP-17B BUSINESS
CALCULATOR

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

• METABOLOL
• METABOLOL II

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNiPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY. MANY MOREI
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HIGH AND MIGHTY - The American and Massachusetts flags challenge yesterday's breeze as UMass student David Jorgenson strolls by Haigis

Mall on his way to class.
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Union official calls opening 'a move in the wrong direction

'

Stores open Labor Day create some opposition

Thursday. September 8, 1988 COLLEGIAN 7

By GEORGE FRANC

Y

Collegian Staff

Several stores in Amherst remained open during Labor

Day. despite the opposition of a local union ofTicial.

Dii-k Courtney, of the United Food and Commercial
\Vni k< ;

- I'liion m Spnnurtu'ld, said the stores that remain-

fd iipiii ueie 111 violation of Massachu.setts Blue L.avss.

which prohibit .>;tores from opening on holidays

Attorney for Amherst Boh Ritchie said, however, if town

selectmen determine there would be a 'serious public in-

convenience.'" the selectmen can vote to allow the chief

of police to issue permits to some busine.sses to stay open.

Administrative Assistant to the Amherst selectmen

Nancy Board said Police Chief Donald Maia appeared

before the selectmen to request the permits. The .select-

men voted unanimously to grant the permits. Board said,

its perfectly legal," Ritchie said

Board said the Amherst Chamber of Commerce had in-

itiated the movement to have stores stay open. "A specific

need would be met by the stores staying open for students

and parents," Board said.

Ritchie said of the decision to stay open: "For 15.000

people to descend on the area and not have a place to shop

would be a serious inconvenience."

"This is a move in the wrong direction, " Courtney said.

"There is no reason to create another industry where peo-

ple are required to work 365 days of the year.

I- niversity of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey

aho expressed concern about the .stores staying open.

DulTey said he was concerned this would allow less time

lor families to be together. "We all ought to have .some

concern about the amount of time people have together,""

Duffey .said. "'Thafs something that 1 find troubling
'"

Duffey said, however, he was hu-gely indifferent to stores

remaining open.

Courtney said the move to stay open was anti-consumer,

since staying open increases overhead and thereby in

creases prices.

Dick Vincent, owner of Louis" Foods, said thi.-- was not

true. "Opening one day doesn't have an effect on operating

expenses," Vincent said.

Jim Leconte, manager of Price Chopper, agrees. "By no

means, it has no effect on pricing at all," Leconte said.

At the same time, Vincent admitted it was an inconve-

nience to stay open since he would have to pay some
employees overtinie to work the Holiday.

Vincent said he thought there had been a movement for

several years to get stores to remain open. "From what

I understand from town officials, for .several years nou

the University and the town have urged some stori -^ tn

stay open," he said.

Said DufTey: "To the best of my knowledge, the Univer

sity has never reque.sted them to stay open. It's a matter

of indifference to the University."

Leconte said although it might be some inconvenience,

he had no problem with staying open. "We're trying to

provide a service to the community for the students,"

Leconte said.

The

BOARD OF GOVENORS

WILL BE MEETING
Thurs. the 8th at 6 p.m.

in Room 804-808 CC

Attendance will be taken

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

HONE
or

31 Boltwood Walk

Downtown Amherst

3pm-1am
DAILY

i< k a

m o'^-ik-'-^.

"A Classic Bar"
24 Pleasant St. • Northampton, MA • 586-4258

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

HP-15C
Sale Price

$65.00

The HP-15C: Powerful built-in functions mean
you can cut through multi step problems by simply

pressing a single key. And continuous memory
lets you save your work even when the HP-15C
is turned off.

Matrices

Solve systems of equations using determinants,

transpositions, inversions and transformations. Up
to 64 matrix elements can be stored in memory.

Solve and Integrate

Find real roots of equations and evaluate integrals.

Complex Numbers
Handle the real and imaginary parts of complex
numbers simultaneously

Powerfid Programming Capabilities

448 program lines, 67 storage registers, 25 program
labels.

Statistics

Linear regression, correlation coefficient, random
number generator, mean and standard deviation
(1- or 2-variable).

Limited One-Year Warranty
?^

HEWLETT
PACKARD

OPEN
M— F 9-5

SAT 10-3

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

@;l7JV/VERSJTy

snake
continued from page 1

to find out if snakes are adversely affected

by loud niusic.

"A lot of people don't even know he's

there," said John Myers, manager of

Katina's. "And a lot of people think it's

really cool."

"We had one lady that came in and
claimed it was cruel to the animal, and we
had one call from the ASPC-whatever it

is," Myers said.

Marybeth Marquedat, of the Springfield

chapter of the American Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, said she

had received complaints before about Tony.

"We're trying to get legislation passed,"

she said. "The problem is, how do you

determine how much stress an animal is

under."

to be there two years later means that

you're doing something right."

Said Walker, "It's probably not cruel, but

the issue of whether it is an optimal condi-

tion is probably a better question. It might

be better than a classroom."

Tony's pit is lined with an AstroTurf-like

carpet, with a bucket of water and several

rocks and scattered pieces of driftwood.

There are also heat lamps which keep the

pit warm, which Walker said is important
because Tony comes from a tropical

climate.

"We're going to try to make it more of

a jungle-type atmosphere," Myers said. He
said Tony used to have a pitmate, Donny,
but Donny was sold to one of the former

bartenders.

He (Tony the Snake) is pretty much a tequila drinker, Mescal, he

likes the worm.'
— John Myers, Katina's manager

State laws require that an animal not be
worked too hard (Tony is not worked at all,

except for an occasional handling), fed ade-

quately (Tony is on a diet of two live rats

per month), and given medical care if need-

ed (Tony has never been injured). Mar-
quedat said that if any of these qualifica-

tions have been violated, the offender may
be brought up on criminal charges.

"He seems to be pretty happy down
there." Myers said. He said Tony has been
there two years, since the club opened.
"When we put the club together, the owner
wanted to have something unique in it. He
likes snakes."

William Walker, a doctor at the Robert
Rotherwood Animal Clinic in Newton said.

"I doubt it's any more cruel than the situa-

tion most house pets exist under. For him

Although snakes cannot hear, they can

sense vibrations. Myers claims boas thrive

on vibrations and Tony enjoys the loud

music and occasional dancing on top of his

pit.

The pit, however, is lined with styrofoam

to cut down on vibrations, and the

spokeswoman from the Audobon Society

said she is not sure whether the snake is

being disturbed by the vibrations.

Marquedat said she thinks the snake is

being put under stress by the vibrations,

but admits there is no scientific evidence

to back this.

"He does prefer dance bands over heavy-

metal bands," Myers said.

And what does Tony like to drink?

"He's pretty much a tequila drinker.

Mescal, he likes the worm," Myers said.

OK
CAMPUS
JOBS

i Work Study &
B Non Work Study

Positions Available

I

Interview with the
Department of your choice

Sept. 8 ^ 9 10 a.m.—4 p.m
Student Union Ballroom

! Sponsored by the Student Employnnent

I Office, 239 A Whitmore, 5-1951
I-H—"

Man found with false ID
A 20-year-old man was arrested at about

2:15 a.m. yesterday on campus, and is ex-

pected to be charged with possession of a

false liquor ID, police said.

University of Massachusetts police

observed a "suspicious vehicle" in Lot 44.

While checking the operator's identifica-

tion, they saw a false liquor ID, police

said.

In other incidents:

• The passenger side window of a car was

smashed in Lot 25, a woman reported

around 5:30 p.m. Tuesday. Nothing was

taken from the car; the damage was

estimated at more than $100.

• About $20 cash was taken from a purse

in Machmer Hall, a woman reported at

3:30 p.m. Tuesday.

• A folder with a class schedule and a

check for an unknown amount was taken

from the bookshelf at the Textbook An-

nex, a man reported around 3:45 p.m.

Tuesday.
• A car radio was stolen from a 1974

Chevrolet, parked in the E Lot at Frater

nity/Sorority Park, a man reported at

about 3 p.m. Tuesday. The lug nuts were

removed from both rear tires, which were

not taken. Damage to the inside of the car

was estimated at more than $200.

• A woman waiting in line at Thompson
Hall lobby set her purse on the floor and

then discovered it was missing, she

reported the incident at about 2:15 p.m.

Tuesday. Personal property and cash in

the purse were valued at $180.

• A woman's purse was stolen from a

booth in the Hampden Snack Bar, she

reported it at about noon Tuesday. Per

sonal property and cash m the purse were

valued at $160.

• A 1988 Ford Escort, parked in the

Sylvan Residential Area, was struck on

the left side by another vehicle, causing

an estimated $1,000 damage. The inci-

dent was reported at about 10 p.m.

Sunday.

AEROBICS • NAUTILUS

SELF DEFENSE

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Voted "Best of the Valley"

For Health Fitness Centers

in '84, '85, '87, '88

x^^^\^

DANCE
FIRST WEEK '88

Friday, September 9th—8 p.m.—Midnight

Campus Center Aud.

Admission $2.00
All Proceeds Benefit The Dean of Students Emergency Loan Fund

First Week Events Created and Coordinated By the Student Activities Office

and Financed by the Dean of Students
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

Women 's Studies Department grows
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Stafl"

If the size of the add drop lines in Bartlett

Hall are any indication, the Women's
Studies Department will celebrate the begin-

ning of what promises to be a successful year.

•The lines are the longest they have ever

been and all of our classes are full." said

Karen Lederer, a departmental advisor.

The Woniens Studies Department is plan-

ning a "Welcome Back Reception " schedul-

ed for 4 p.m. on Sept 26. in room 1009 of the

Campus Center.

Department members are confident the of-

fice will be expanding its resources in the

near future.

"We've changed the office around to make
it a more inviting atmosphere to counsel the

students. A lot of our classes this semester

are oversubscribed, which is good from our

point of view but not from the students',"

said Lederer.

The department is currently seeking

speakers and guest lecturers to visit the

University of Massachusetts this semester,

and is compiling a schedule of events in-

cluding a Unity and Diversity conference at

the Hampshire College Women's Center.

The department recently published a

newsletter written and edited by Lederer.

touting the accomplishments of its students,

alumni, and participants in the department.

Women's Studies is looking for ideas and

submissions for its next newsletter. Send

submissions to Women's Studies Newsletter.

208 Bartlett Hall, UMass Amherst. MA.
01003. The next newsletter will be publish

ed in time for the Spring 1989 semester.

WOFO
"Welcome Back Reception"
The Women's Studies Department at the

University of Massachusetts will be

hosting a "Welcome Back Reception " for

students, faculty, friends, and supporters.

It will be held on Monday. Sept. 26. from

4:00 to 6:00 p.m.. in 1009 Campus Center.

The event is free and open to the public.

Informal child care will be available.

For more information, call 545 1922

Everywoman's Center
The Ever\woman's Center will host a fall

open hou.*e on Tuesday, October 18. The

event will take place in late afternoon and

is free and open to the public.

For more information, call 545-0883

Hampshire College Conference on Uni-

ty and Diversity

The conference is sponsored by Hamp-
shire College Women's Center in order to

help gays, lesbians, and bisexuals grow,

learn, and rejoice through the sharing of

common experiences.

The conference will also include Com
munitv Awards to men and women who

have contributed to the well-bering of the

gay lesbian bisexual community. Nomina-

tions accepted until Sept. 15 and nominees

may be gay, lesbian, bisexual or

heterosexual.

For more information, write to P.O. Box

662, Hadley, MA, 01035.

Family Planning Council

The Family Planning Council of Western

Massachusetts. Inc.. will be sponsoring a

basic training on reproductive health

issues from Sept. 28 to 30 at the First

Church of Christ at 129 Main Street. Nor-

thampton. The three-day training will in-

clude workshops on contraceptives, sexual

ly transmitted disea.ses, counseling skills,

and anatomy and physiology. Special

workshops on AIDS and cultural

awareness for Family Planning Staff will

also be offered.

The training is open to the public and the

cost of the workshop is $85. Registration

is due by September 20.

For more information, call Maureen

L'Abbee at the Family Planning Council

at .546-2016.
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Bush seeks day care funds
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Second in a tin>-piirt scrte^

When it comes to national child care,

Vice President George Bush thinks

parents know best.

The Republican presidential candidate

has offered a $2.2 million proposal to meet

the increased child care demand in

America.

"He has a very well-thought out pro-

posal," said David P. Forsberg. com-

munications director for New England at

Bush Headquarters in Boston.

If elected, Bush promises he will allot

$2.2 million in tax credit intended for the

betterment of child care. Families will be

allowed to deduct up to $1000 in taxes for

each child under the age of four.

'it is basically a children's tax credit.

It is a project that will get day care dollars

into the hands of parents," Forsberg said.

To accommodate children over the age

of five who need child care. Bush suggests

expanding the nation's "Head Start Pro-

gram," a preschool program for young

children who cannot yet enter

kindergarten, said Forsberg.

Forsberg said the $240 million expan

sion will be financed through government

revenues. "The Vice-President is not pro-

posing new taxes (to support this pro-

gram)," he said.

Bush's proposal is not limited only to

taxpaying families, Forsberg said. Low-

income families who do not pay taxes will

instead receive up to $1,000 in refunds for

each child under the age of four.

"There are a number of merits to this

proposal, " said Forsberg. "The first one

is choice."

"The Vice-President gives the choice to

parents, whom he feels are best equipped

to make decisions on child care," he said.

Forsberg denounced Democratic

presidential candidate Gov. Michael

Dukakis' child care proposal and said

Bush's plan has greater scope for

America.

Dukakis proposes using federal aid

distributed through the Act for Better

Child Care, to expand and improve state

day care systems nationwide. State com-

pliance is optional and participants must

follow guidelines provided by the

government.

"Bush's proposal will help significant-

ly more families than the ABC bill," said

Forsberg. "His proposal doesn't create a

large bureaucracy and puts the choice into

the hands of parents."

Write for

Women's Issues

Applications arc carrcntly

being accepted for an

Associate Editor.

Contact Janine Warner
or Maria Sacchetti

at 545-3500

OWL
continued from page 9

OWL is asking Congress to consider

numerous long-term care bills, including

one drafted by Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-

Mass. That bill, the Long Term Care bill,

is a social insurance bill to apply long-term

care to the elderly.

Copies of the report may be ordered for

$2 per copy by writing to: The Road To

Poverty, Older Women's League, 730 1 1th

Street, NW. Suite 300. Washington, DC.

20001.

CIRCULATION
ASSISTANT
Earn $35 + per week

Hours: 8:30 AM - 9:30 AM
Monday - Friday

Responsibilities include:

1^ Assist in planning and
updating delivery routes

1^ Sign in drivers

«^ Occasional delivery

Anyone May Apply
Apply in person at the
Collegian Office Today
113 Campus Center
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

Older women face potential poverty, report says
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Growing old in America is an economic

nightmare for millions of women, many of

whom will become a "poverty statistic," the

Older Women's League says.

In an OWL report, titled "The Road to

Poverty," the league says more than two

in five older women are poor or near poor.

The league, the American Association of

Retired Persons and the Villers Foundation

are part of a coalition aimed at improving

the agings' lot through a campaign called

"Long Term Care '88."

"Long term care is critical when you look

at the needs and requirements of older

women," said Joan Kuriansky. executive

director of OWL. "Long Term Care *88

brings together advocates to the policy

arena, especially in this election year."

Kuriansky said long-term care for the

elderly is not just an concern for the elder-

ly. She said it is a civil rights matter. She
added it's also a concern for younger peo-

ple, whose parents and grandparents are

in need of long-term care.

"It has to be everybody's issue because

it affects everyone," she said, adding it's

an issue OWL has worked on for years.

Some finding of the report include:

• In 1986, women aged 45 to 54 had me-

dian incomes that were 37 percent of men's;

women aged 55 to 64 had incomes that

were 35 percent of men's; women aged 65

and older had incomes that were 56 percent

of men's.

• In 1984, the mean monthly pension in

come of male recipients aged 65 and older

amounted to $530 while that of women
amounted to only $337.

• Nearly three quarters of all poor over

age 65 are women.

• Older women have 20 percent less

Social Security income than men and are

more likely to rely on it as their sole source

of support.

"While it may be morning in America for

some of the nation's elderly, the twilight

years are proving to be more like the

twilight zone for millions of midlife and

older women," said Lou Glasse, president

of OWL.
"They are the inevitable victims of

socially-sanctioned elder abuse, committed

with the aid of a whole series of economic

Catch 22s," she said.

"We are not reporting that an older

woman here or there fell through the safe-

ty net," she added. "Instead, this is a con-

spiracy of circumstances that work
throughout a woman's life to consign her

to poverty.

"She may be lucky at critical crossroads

in her life. . . But one wrong turn and the

chances greatly increase that she will

spend the end of her life in poverty or near

povertv," she said.

OWL has called for a series of reforms to

address the problems cited in their report.

The list includes legislation to end spousal

impoverishment; gain economic recogni-

tion for women's unpaid care-giving; en-

sure adequate retirement income and im-

prove education, training and employment

opportunities.

continued on page 8

HEALTHWATCH

Gynecoligical exams
safe and free at UHS
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

The American Cancer Society recommends women who

are sexually active and women 18 or over should have a

pelvic exam to detect early signs of cancer or other

diseases.

Ann Grose, a family nurse practitioner at Health Ser-

vices, suggests that rather than going home to get an ap-

pointment, students come to Health Services.

"It's a comfortable atmosphere staffed by friendly con-

cerned people.*' she said. It's also paid for by student fees,

so it doesn't cost anything to get an exam.

"We're non-judgemental," Grose said, "we see all kinds

of women; virgins, lesbians, women who have many dif-

ferent partners, and women who have only one partner."

There are nurse practitioners and physicians, Grose

said, and students can specifically request that you see

a woman.
When you arrive for your gynecological exam, you will

be given a medical history form to fill out and your weight

and blood pressure will be taken. "The nurse practitioner

will talk to you first." said Grose "and will explain what

she is going to do and give you a chance to ask questions.

She will then perform the exam and any tests that need

to be done."

"A gynecological exam requires a half hour appoint-

ment, but the exam itself only takes five or ten minutes,"

she said.

Appointments can be made by calling Health Services

at 549 2600. You will be asked, when you call, what your

appointment is for. This is "not done to embarrass you,"

said Grose, "just to know who to direct you to and what

the appointment is for."

If you want contraception, "we require attendance in

^e

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line.

Weekdays 9 a.m.-10 p.m. Weekends 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Semester Membership ONLY $129.00

CHIC PHYSIQUE SUPERCENTERS

FOR WOMEN
EXERCISE CLASSES

• CARDIOVASCULAR
EQUIPMENT

' FITNESS MACHINES

...Where Great Shapes Get That Way!

Mountain Farms Mall Route 9, Hadley
586-5606

F«R«E»E««»M«A«S*S*A»G«E
WITH 10 SESSIONS AT THE

c^ •»/.

Dr. Vlfglnla D. Harper D.C.

Dedicated to treating the cause not the symptom"

6 University Drive at Newmarket Center

CALL (413) 549-0335

a contraceptive education session first." Grose said. Ses-

sions are offered four times a week at the Health Center

and provide "a helpful time to learn about and discuss

different methods." she said.

"Try to schedule a gynecological appointment when you

do not have your period, but come anyway, even if you

get it unexpectedly." she said.

Grose suggested that you might want to bring a friend

to sit with you in the waiting room, "many people get back

to back appointments with a friend or roomate." she said.

Services are completely confidential, she said, and

"nobody is going to embarrass you by saying anything

out loud in the clinic."

"We do a great job for the people who come here," she

said, "but many people don't know all that we have to

offer."

"We can evaluate menstrual problems and often

prescribe medication that can be helpful in relieving

cramps," she said.

'Ifyou have questions about whether you have vaginitis,

a urinary tract infection or whether you've been exposed

to venerial disease," you can be tested at Health Services,

she said.

"Women who have irregular periods come up here and

don't get a period and worry about pregnancy." she said.

Often the stress of school or other problems is the cause

and it can be a relief to know for sure.

Confidential pregnancy tests are offered every day and

are free to students, she said. "We do problem pregnancy

counseling every day and discuss options in a non-

judgemental way and make referrals, " she said, and your

"student insurance will cover whatever decision you make
— delivery or termination."

Correction
The Drop-in Group for eating disorders at Health Ser-

vices will be offered from 4 to 5 p.m. every Tuesday begin-

ning Sept. 20, instead of the third Thursday as stated

in Wednesday's paper.

you ARE INVITED

Grand Reopenins

!

It's our 25th Anniversary Season and you're invited to the grand reopening.

To celebrate, we're having a special sale, starting Wednesday, September 7th

through Saturday, September 10th at all three SklHaus stores. Save up to 75% on

our entire stock of ski equipment, clothing and accessories, plus 15% off all the

exciting new arrivals for the 1988-89 season. All our stores will be open evenings

for your convenience. See you there!

'SPORTHAUS^
East LeitgmcMlow 16 Shaker Road 525-6633 • Westfield 55 Franklin Street 562-5004 • Hadley Route 9 584-7880

SALE HOURS: Wednesday through Friday 10-9pm, Saturday 10 5pm
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Wh at's the matter

with me?

I'd kill for

less horrors
I enjoy movies. During a summer when

I did nothing but sit around for three

months and Jet my brain rot, and with the

prices at the theaters being the rumored

cause for the national debt, I learned to ap-

precialf this fine invention known as the

VCR

Jim Clark

I've always prided myself in my taste for

movies. Comedies are my favorites, even

though not everyone agrees with me that

Monty Python's Search for the Holy Grail

is the best movie of all time. Action movies

spur my enthusiasm, and I can even excuse

my iealous> and watch an ix'casional movie

with a "love" theme

Then. . . there are horror movies. Allow

me to ramble on about this topic for a bit.

Mavbe I missed the boat, but I just cant

From the co-presidents-elect

What the SGA can do for you
Welcome backl We hope you had an en-

joyable and interesting summer This cam-

figure out the reasoning behind this. Why pus is a ghost town during the summer, so

for those of us who have spent the last three

months here, its great to have everyone

back. Its especially exciting to see all those

new faces out there

are horror movies so popular? Who would

actually enjoy watching these wastes of

celluloid?

It amazes me that a movie such as Col-

ors, one that is an actual documentary of

i-eal life gangs in Los Angeles, could be met

with such resistance because, allegedly it

provokes violence. But it is perfectly accep-

table for a man with a goalie mask to run

around and filet people. America seems to

be afraid of reality in the movies nowadays.

Originally. I felt the sole purpose of hor-

ror movies was for the viewing enjoyment

of criminal psychopaths and deranged men
tal cases That may be true. But I have a

lot of friends, normal (well, partly) people

who think that horror movies are the

greate.st thing since Gone with the Wind.

Ive always be amused by how they,

especially the females, will eagerly watch

these movies, and then, just as some witless

clod is about to stick his head into a hole

where a man with an axe is conveniently

hiding, will cover their eyes and scream at

the top of their lungs.

This reminds me of the old Eddie Mur-

phy joke, where he takes his date to a

movie, and then yells at her as she pulls

the above act "Hey," he said. "I paid $4.

you'd better watch this movie." I can't

relate to that, really, becau.se I'd never pay

to see a horror movie, and $4 would only

by a medium container of quasi-cola-

flavored corn s\Tup in this day and age.

Let me explain some of my complaints

with this brand of entertainment. First of

all, the main object is to kill, maim and
dismember as many people as possible, us-

ing as many methods imaginable. No stone

goes unturned Neither do chain saws,

knives, human-eating trees and guys with

steel-plated fingernails.

Of course, this is all realistic. I believe

that supernatural powers do exist, but I'm

ju.st not the type to go to the bathroom in

fear that the Blob will come leaping out of

my toilet to destroy me. Give me a break.

Next gripe. Who would act in these

movies? No B movie is as degrading as hav-

ing to make a living reading cheesy

dialogue and acting out putrid nonsense.

Which leads us to the writers. I don't

mind the works of Stephen King, because

he tends to keep his material fresh, and it

doesn't always depend on total slaughter

to make it work. But the others have no im-

agination. They can't write. I think these

are the same people who were used during

the screen writers' strike. Either that or

they were acquired on waivers from the

Minuteman.

Surely by now you get my point. I'm not

the tNTie to get nauseous, but mu.st be a mu-
tant of some sort. I just don't get my kicks

out of watching people getting ripped to

shreds.

Give me Roger Rabbit. Give me Eddie

Murphy. Hell, you can even give me Ishtar.

But keep those power tools out of my sight.

Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist.

"What's the matter with me?" runs

Thursdays

Silkoff/Rabinowitz

One thing we have promised to do is keep

in close contact with the students. This is

the first of many messages you will receive

from us, to let you know what we're doing

and what's on our minds. We hope, also, to

hear from many of you during the year.

This is an invitation to get involved in

the Student Government Association. We
think the SGA offers an incredible array

of opportunities for all students, no matter

what their interests. Unfortunately, most

.students don't know what the SGA does

and how it adds to our lives.

At .some time during your years at

UMass, you may be walking on campus
and look up to see people parachuting out

of the sky. You may tune your radio to 91.1

and hear a variety of quality music. You
may need some legal help, and find yourself

at the Legal Services Center. In one way
or another, all of these things were brought

to you by the SGA.
Due to the efforts of countless students

over the years, the SGA at UMass has

become one of the largest and most power-

ful student governments in the entire coun-

try. Besides overseeing the allocation of

millions of dollars of student activities

money, we set student policy, organize stu-

dent protests on a number of issues, and
represent students to the administration

and public.

There are three tiers of student govern

ment on our campus. There is a house coun

cil representing each dormitory, there are

seven area governments representing the

residential areas, the commuters and the

Greeks, and there is the SGA, which
represents all UMass students.

"There are also hundreds of Registered

Student Organizations on campus. These
groups receive some of your Student Ac-

tivities Fee to provide programs and ad-

vocate student concerns.

The SGA fights for student rights — for

your right to a quality, affordable educa-

tion, on a safe campus free from discrimina-

tion. While you're here at UMass, you you
may hear about some of the petty squab-

bles that go on in the Student Senate.

You'll probably hear much le.ss about the

tremendous work we do.

We invite you to get involved. No mat-

ter what your interests, or whether you
have a lot of .spare time or just a little,

there's something you can do. We urge all

of you to check it out, especially women and
minority students, to ensure your voice is

heard. Come visit us in the Presidents' Of
fice (406E Student Union). We're there

most of the time, and we'll soon have our
office hours posted. Or. drop by the Senate
office (420 S.U.) or the office of your area
government.
We -look forward to seeing you.
Shari Silkoff and Jason Rahinowitz are

SGA co-presidents-elect

Letters

Committee's actions valid
Stephen Bayer raised questions about

the specifics of Coordinating Committee
("Politics, pollution and other fun summer
things," Sept. 7) that warrant immediate
answers.

The Senate's Coordinating Committee
consists of sixteen members: the Speaker

of the Senate: the SGA President; the

SGA Treasurer; the chairpersons or their

appointee of the Senate's six standing

committees; two members (one male and
one female) of the Third World Caucus;

three at-large senators appointed by the

Senate; the SCERA Student Coordinator,

and the SGA Affirmative Action Officer.

For the Summer, the SGA President

and the two at-large senate seats were not

filled. All appointments to the committee

are approved by the Senate; Coordinating

may not add to its membership. During

the summer, the Coordinating Committee

takes within its charge many of the duties

for which the whole senate is normally

responsible. However, any action or posi

tion taken by the Committee are approv-

ed by the Senate through its minutes.

As the various actors in this continuing
saga are being scrutinized, we should take
a close look at one of the stars, the Stu-
dent Judiciary. Who are the current
justices? What is their legal background
and education? Bear in mind that in past
years members of the Student Judiciary
were required to attend class spon.sored

by the Legal Services Office. I question,
as do other SGA members, if the composi-
tion of the Student Judiciary has the re

quired skill to accompany the power in-

vested in the .student court. The court's

unchecked, unbalanced, and unrestrain-
ed use of this power is dangerous for

democracy.
It is vital that the Student Courts and

the student body take these points to

heart and allow this electoral question to

be decided by the most democratic means
possible. The controversial issue of the co-

presidents should be decided by the
elected representatives of the student
body. The Senate will decide.

Robert D. Fadel
Amherst

'M' is for mouth

I'm tired

of movie
censors
In the beginning, there was fire. It burn-

ed books. Then one day. Tipper Gore

declared: "Let there be ratings!" And lo,

records were rated. If you thought it was

still safe to go out to the movies, you're

wrong.

Pamela McCarthy

Writers and cartoonists interested in writing or drawing for the editorial

page should come down to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, and talk to

David or Pam. Also, there's a 'New Reporter' meeting Friday at 3:30 p.m.
Hope to see you there.'

For anyone who wants to see the Last

Temptation of Christ, you may have to wait

until it comes out on videoassette. This is

because certain Christians have the

audacity to tell us what we may and may
not see. They are offended by the film —
that's fine. If you think the film is

blasphemous, don't go see it. Think what

you want. Scream to the ends of the earth

why it is an immoral, blasphemous insult.

But don't keep me from seeing it simply

because you don't agree with it. I'd like to

see for myself. What gives these people the

right to control theaters and the general

population? Do they believe God does? I

think not. Even God gave us freedom of

choice. These petty tyrants don't.

What do they expect us to say? Oh, I can

picture it, our admitting our evil can be just

like being "saved" on TV. "I've seen the

error of my ways. Yes, I have repented, and

Id like to thank every TV. preacher for it.

Here I was with the evil idea that I can

think for myself. How silly of me! Of course

I can't. Only the Pope, Archbishop, Jimmy
Swaggart, and any religious in.stitution can

think for me. I must apologize for the brash

as.sumption. Never again will I assume I

may go see a movie that others find offen

sive."

I can already hear the cries of protest.

"We feel insulted. Besides, it's an immoral

film. Why can't we protest it? What about

our freedom of speech?"

I have felt insulted by certain evengelical

shows. I have doubted their moral purity.

I have not picketed the studios, boycotted

the stations, or tried to ban them in any

other way. I recognized the freedom of

speech and the rights of viewers. I simply

didn't watch the shows. Problem solved.

While these faithful followers of Chris-

tianity claim to feel insulted. I wonder
what would happen if the tables were turn-

ed. Would they be as accomadating if. say,

Muslims found their programming offen-

sive and called for it to be .stopped? What
if Jews wanted Jesus of Nazereth bann-

ed because they thought it was anti-

Semitic? It would be a very different story.

The movie itself seems to be a huge
"what-if." What if Christ had a very

human side? What if he had strong human
desires? What if he almost carried these

out? Could Judas be a hero in a twisted

way? From what I have heard about the

movie, the story of Jesus is told from a new
and interesting perspective. It may prove

to be inspirational — certainly more so

than the drivel I heard from certain self-

appointed messengers of God. At any rate,

it should make you think. I thought that

was what films are for.

Remember we haven't been able to see

it yet. When it wasn't released, they were

screeching about it. Now that it has been

released, they are doing their best to keep

the theaters from showing it; and the

theater owners, the kind souls, have bent

over backward to accommodate them.

The Christians who are insulted and say

why they object to the movie without infr-

inging upon my rights have my respect.

They have the right idea.

My intelligence is insulted. I am a think-

ing, feeling adult who is capable of deciding

what is moral and what is not. I don't need

or want anyone's "protection" from the

supposedly evil influence of the film.

If you feel the film shows an unfair at-

titude, then fight the attitude, not the film.

All censorship does is remove the effect, not

the cause, of a problem.
Pamela McCarthy is an associate editor

for the Collegian. "M is for Mouth" runs

Thursdays

No housing? How about a condo by the pond?
The UMass campus is my home.

I am a student without housing; yet the entire grounds

of the University are my abode.

I sleep in my tent on the Campus Pond lawn.

My bed is a sleeping bag.

My shower is in Boyden Gym.
I shave in the first floor bathroom of Hasbrouck

Laboratory.

I take care of business in the basement bathroom in

Whitmore.
I keep all my books in my bookbag.

I wander aimlessly across the campus in the day because

there is no place for me to go between classes.

I wash my clothes in the nearest dormitory.

I make a trip to my car in E-Lot every morning and

every night to drop off my house and my bed as well as

my used clothes.

I am. . .

What is written above is a continuing dream, or should

I say nightmare, of mine.

You see, I am a senior who, up until this semester, liv-

ed off-campus. Because I pay my own way through col-

lege and because of the continually increasing costs of at-

tending UMass, I can no longer afford to live off campus.

Yet, because of the housing rules, there is no place for

me to stay on campus.

By the end of last semester, I knew I could not afford

to stay off-campus so I went to Housing to get a room. I

was told I had to wait until this semester to apply.

This semester I was told I could not apply to get hous-

ing until Friday.

I was here last Sunday morning because I had to work

the traffic detail for Student Security while people mov-

ed into the dorms.

I have been here for six days without a place to stay.

I will have attended two days of classes before I can

stand in a line and hope there is something available for

me.

Anthony Padovano

Up to this point I have been sleeping around, er, I mean
I have been staying with friends here and there for a cou-

ple days at a time, but I will no longer impose on them.

I think it's ridiculous for the University not to give me,

and others like me, housing after we have pumped un-

told thousands of dollars into the school by way of fees,

tuition, etc.

If I do not receive housing my nightmare will come true.

But if my nightmare comes to fruition there is a way
I can change it into a pleasant experience, but I will need

help from the others in the same boat as me.

I say to whomever does not receive housing: COME
JOIN ME ON THE POND.
Get yourself a tent and a sleeping bag and come on down

because the Price is Right.

It's free of rent.

To whom it may concern

Oversubcription! No!!!

If you want to get a single room on campus you need

lots of luck and a $100 fee. You can buy a one-person con-

do for 25 bucks and put on whatever location you want.

You can stay in a quiet atmosphere central to all

academic and residential buildings. It's close to the

Library, the Campus Center.

If you get bored the arcade is a three minute walk.

Because you stay on the pond lawn, you don't have to

worry about elevators breaking down.

You don't have to worry about the person next to you

being drunk and loud or bellowing out the sounds of pas-

sion (well, maybe not).

And because most of the peoplw^urrently without hous-

ing are 21 or older, you don't havQ to worry about RA's

giving you a hard time about having alcohol out in the

open.

From what I understand, though the University has an

open container policy, it is not against the law to drink

on University grounds if you are of age. The police can

take your name and give it to housing, but what are they

going to do, kick us out of the dorms? I know I'm shaking

in my shoes.

So to anybody who is interested, come on down, we'll

listen to some music, drink a few cold ones and party.

I would love nothing more than to see a town of tents

surrounding the Pond. We can call it Campus Condo

Village.

I'll be waiting.

Anthony Padovano is a Collegian columnist

It was the end of August. A peaceful day.

All was quiet in my hou.se — until it came.

I opened the mailbox and cautiously took

the mail out. The closer September got. the

more my stomach churned with dreaded

anticipation of this day. I thumbed through

the letters and magazines with great reser-

vation but my eyes still saw the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts return address.

Bob Bobala

it's here," I thought. Holding the

envelope to the light, I peeked through the

little clear part, and saw the unmistakable

green and white paper. My schedule had

arrived.

As I opened it I saw the culmination of

all mv nightmares: OVERSUBSCRIBED,
OVERSUBSCRIBED, OVER
SUBSCRIBED.

"It happened again!" My fists clenched

and my face began to swell with redness.

"Dad," I yelled. "They did it to me again!

Only two classes this time. And worst of all,

I didn't get the classes I needed in my ma-

jor!" Three classes I preregistered for were

oversubscribed.

"Don't worry, son," my father said. "We
won't let that computer get the best ofyou

this year. We'll take it all the way to

Dukakis if we have to! I'm not going to give

up!"

"Dukakis!?" I thought. "Give up, Dad.

It's hojjeless."

Oversubscription, oversubscription — the

curse of a big university. The most

frustrating thing about it is that I don't

think anyone is really to blame.

Maybe I'm wrong, but I assume the big-

gest problem is money. If the University

had more money it could hire more pro-

lessors who would could teach more classes.

But I can't get mad at the state legislature.

The Dukakis administration has been

obsessed with the budget deficit. Cuts have

been made all over the state, not just here.

I want to be selfi.sh and say, "Education is

the most important. Let us have more

money!" But, I can't.

No, wait a minute. I can. "We need more

money!!!"

I hate the thought of raising tuition. It

goes up every year anyway and the pro-

blem is still not solved. For some reason

that just doesn't seem to be the answer. I

still think UMass is a good deal. But what's

the sense of getting a good deal ifyou can't

get the classes you want?

After getting this semester's schedule I

considered transferring. But, I like UMass.

I don't want to leave. I considered chang

ing my major. Not all departments are

plagued by oversubscription. I hear there

are only four entomology undergraduates.

No problem getting classes there.

Too bad bugs aren't my thing.

I'm sure the problem varies from major

to major. I can't blame my department

though. I know it's not anybody's fault in

the English office. There isn't some little

bald guy over there in Bartlett who wakes

up every morning and says, "How can I

give every English major a headache? Ahh,

yes, I won't give them enough classes! Ha!

Ha! Ha!"

Maybe they should create a new course—

"How to Deal With the Frustration of

Oversubscription." Nah. Bad idea. It would

be oversubscribed.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist
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Just my opinion

Amherst (yawn) summers
Ahh the summer. A time to have fun, get

some sun, and just relax. It's also a time

to make memories you'll have for life.

People our age during the fifties and six

ties have the movie "The Big Chill" to re-

mind them of the best time of their lives.

The movie about my summer would be call

ed "The Big Yawn."

Peter Leon

I decided to move to the Amherst area for

the summer. Sunderland to be exact. I had

great plans. My friend Tom moved from

Boston so he could go to school here this

semester. Tom and I have been close

friends since first grade. On top of that I

knew 30 to 40 people who would be up here,

so I figured I would have a great time.

Oh, how wrong I can be.

First, finding a decent paying job in the

happy' valley is a myth. There are poor

paying jobs, period. So I took the best one

I could find. I worked the graveyard shift

at 7-11.

Across the street from the Sunderland

7-11 is a bar called Seven O's, the O's for

short, last call is at 12:45. It's an OK bar

frequented by the town's residents. People

in Sunderland are nice, but drunks are

never fun. They usually want a hot dog and

coffee or some Coke. But if the hot dogs

aren't cooked or there isn't any chili sauce,

they can get nasty.

Also, no one going to work at 5:30 a.m.

Monday is happy. The 711 worker is usual-

ly not overjoyed either.

Beyond the drunks and early risers there

were others of interest. Most noticeable

were the skinheads who live in

Sunderland. No, they aren't racist Nazis,

just people who don't like having hair.

Brian, the leader of the pack, once had the

bed spins, so he visited me — for three

hours. We became good friends, as he and

the others were working at Stop and Shop,

where I used to work. So we swapped

stories about abusing customers, and

management and so on.

There were also people who came in once

and left such an impression I can't forget

them. Case in point: one night a woman
asked to use the phone (against all ston-

rules). I a.sked why because she seemed

upset. She calmly replied. "I have to call

the Everywoman's Center hot line. I just

left my husband."

Boom, went my mind. 'I don't get paid

enough for this' I thought.

I suggested she get a room at Campus
Center Hotel and call from there, and she

did. Though this was serious, the way the

woman said this was so dead-pan, it

became humorous.

I must mention my roommates. Jon,

other than being a habitual slob, worked

two jobs 70 hours a week, so he was rarely

there. Then there was Paul. My friend

Carol was going to sublet for the summer,

but a week before school ended she called

and said she couldn't afford it. There I am
faced with no one to pay the rent -when

Paul calls, just two hours after Carol. Paul

was a good k'd I met at Stop and Shop —
a bagger when I was a ca.shier.

Now a minor detail. Paul is a 17 year old

B-town high school student. But I said.

Hey, I can handle it.' Well, Paul is still a

good kid, but Lord knows he can't say no,

especially when his friends show up to par-

ty. Not a problem unless it happens every

night.

It did. So as the summer drew to a close

I did it for him. One day I said point blank

to his friends 'You are all kindly invited

to leave now.' I was trying to sleep —
unsuccessfully.

Anyway things got so bad I started to

plan trips into Boston, the saving grace of

the summer. Rather ironic to be desperate

enough to drive 2 hours to see more people

in one city block than there were in

Sunderland this summer, especially since

my family is only 20 minutes away from

there.

So here's a bit of advice: unless you're

taking a cla.ss over the summer, DON'T
STAY.
Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist. "Just

my opinion" runs Thursdays
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Classics get cut down to size
Bv IF.NN'IFER DEMPSEY
Colk'^Man StalT

Jump Off the Cliff Notes

Bv Gina and Annette Cascone

Bart Books. Inc. New York, 1988

Jump Off The Cliff Sotes says everything an english

literature student ever wanted to say about a Dickens,

Melville. Hawthorne or Steinbeck novel.

"You've got a better shot at . . running through the

jungle w ith porkchop drawers on and tickling a hungry

lion in the lips . . . than getting through the classics." write

Annette and Gina Cascone in the introduction to their ir-

reverent look at the classics of literature.

In 85 pages, the sisters Cascone slaughter some old

favorites." including Animal Farm. The Grapes of Wrath.

The Old Man and the Sea. Great Expectations, and pro

vide students with the "informatjon you need to be able

to bullshit with the bc-st of em."

Each classic is wh'ttled dowr. to comprehensible size and

divided into the chapters. About the Author." "Moral

of the Story." "Who's Who " and "What Goes Down
"

"There are four, count 'em, four plots in this bo<ik," they

explain about Steinbeck's OfMice and Men. "Lenny pets

a mouse to death. Lenny pets a puppy to death. Lenny

pels Curleys wife to death without touching one

erogenous zone. Lenny buys the farm."

Anyone who ever felt that Melville's Moby Dick was a

big complicated waste of time — you're in company with

the Cascone's.

"In 18.51, Melville gave the world Mohy Dick. Now we'd

like to give it back to him."

After a three page explanation of "what goes down" with

Ishmael ("the guy who tells the story"), Ahab ("the guy

with one leg "), and Pip ("a little boy abandoned by Gladys

Knight"), the Cascone's sum up the novel's "several

hundred-gazillion pages " with the simple moral: "Never

screw around with a big dick."

The plot of Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter is put to an

alphabet song: "A is for Hester, the horrible whore; B is

the baby she got the A for; C is for Chillingham, the hus-

band betrayed; D is for Dimmesdale, the guy who got

laid." Moral of this story, they write, "Cover your A."

Charles Dickens receives the worst beating throughout

the entire book.

His Tale ofTwo Cities is subjected to 13 pages of ridicule,

wrapped up with a simple analogy to the title of Dostoyev

sky's Crime and Punishment: 'Charles Dickens wrote a

book. And we had to read it." To conclude the parody

paperback, the Cascone's offer a dissertation on Dr.

Suess's tale "One Fish. Two Fish, Red Fish. Blue Fish."

"Bv juxtaposing the old and the new fish," they write,

"Dr Suess evokes the quintessential image of life

regenerating itself." While Jump Offthe CliffNotes of-

fers little more than a good laugh, the Cascone's reassure

students that "if you can't dazzle em with brilliance."

it's possible to "baffle them with bullshit
"

The book will sell for $4.95 in bookstores starting

September 30.
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See unknown bands at their
best - while they are new
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Fall is a great season to hunt out new and relatively

un-famous bands without having to deal with the massive
crowds at clubs that normally come with the beginning
of the winter months. Regardless of the time of year,

bands are always trying to make their breakthrough, and
it's a good bet that you'll get the best show out of a group
when they're young and hungry, doing their darndest to

get signed to a record label. The bands below, while all

having some kind of vinyl out, are as of yet unsigned to

a major company, and for the most part, demonstrate that

"hunger" with impeccable live performances. Keep an eye

out.

NUZONE

This Boston group's independent EP "Ghost" is quite

impressive. The title track is good, solid rockn-roU, but

the real meat here is a hot version of Count Five's

"Psychotic Reaction," and the biting toungue of "Congres-

sional Warriors." Steve Gaetz's vocals are unique,

thought-provoking, and at times, disturbing. Guitarist

Dale Roberson peels off plenty of steaming licks, while

overall the band displays tremendous tightness and

musicality. While Nuzone's gigs have been sporadically

scheduled as of late, it would be a sin to miss their show

if given the chance to check them out.

GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY

The Great Train Robbery's unique sound is best describ-

Auditions
at Amherst
By KATHY LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Students from the five college area can audition for

several Amherst College shows through the weekend.

Auditions will be held tonight and tomorrow for Michele

Ro.sonshein's Cocktails in a Georgia County Jail, a per-

formance piece which combines movement, documentary
and improvisation, at Fayerweather 215. Amherst Col-

lege, at 7 p.m. Tonight and Monday, auditions will be

held for the Dance/Theater Performance Project, an ongo-

ing performing ensemble working with Wendy Woodson,
from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Dance Studio at Amherst College.

Auditions for No Mercy, a play by Constance Congdon,

will be held tonight and Friday at 7 p.m. at Amherst's

Kirby Theater. Finally, at Fayerweather Studio Theater,

auditions will be held for Sally's Gone. She Left Her Name,
by Rus.sell Davis, tonight and Friday at 7 p.m. For sign-

ups for any of these productions, call the Amherst Col-

lege Department of Theater at 542-2411.

Other art activities in the area include . . .

Quien Vive?/Who Lives? is the story of Benjamin Linder,

the American engineer killed by Contras, and will be

shown at Bowker Auditorium tomorrow at 8 p.m.

At the Art Gallery at Mount Holyoke, there will be an

opening reception entitled "Nine Women
Photographers"on Thursday, September 15 from 4 to 6

p.m.

Two music recitals will be held at UMass on Tuesday,

September 13. Jon Humphrey will perform on tenor and

Fredric T. Cohen on oboe. They will perform at Bezanson

Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Also at 8 p.m., on Sunday,

September 18, the Avanti Quintet will perform at Bowker

Auditorium, as part of the University Friends of Music

Series.

WORK FOR YOURSELF

As a campus representalivs

youH b« responsltHo for placing
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choose your own hours. No
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working, and a t>lt of an

entrepreneur, call or write (or

more Information to:
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NETWORK
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• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MORE!

ed as a hybrid of funk, rock, reggae, and ska influences.

Based in Buffalo, and now temporarily relocated in

Boston, "GTR," in just a few months, has made a

noticeable impression on both the eastern and western

Massachusetts music scenes. Guitarist David Watts' poig-

nant songwriting deals with the good and bad of relation-

ships, politics, and society in general. Their independent

LP "Intensified" is an excellent piece of vinyl, well-

produced and arranged, and stressing the killer horn sec-

tion of Jim Burgess, Greg Horn, and Vincent Fossitt.

Great Train Robberry's live show must be seen to truly

appreciate the scope of the band's talent. Their onstage

energy, rhythmic sense, and lighthearted approach

translate into pure fun.

PLATE-O-SHRIMP

Okay, so these guys happen to be personal favorites, but

there is no denying that they're one of the most exciting

bands to have hit the ska scene, and they just may have

the stuff to supplant favorite sons Bim Skala Bim from

the top of the heap. They've appeared on Bim's hard-to-

find compilation album, and their debut album "Tribal

Surrealism" is now available at stores. While it's nice to

be able to spin such ska masterpieces as "Mariskando"

and "Immorality Act" on your turntable, Plate-O Shrimp's

kick-ass live sound just doesn't fully translate to vinyl.

Who cares? This crazy seven-man gang jumps around,

dances, bops, blows, and laughs their way through every

set. Make a mental picture of funk flavored dance rhythms

juxtaposed with heavy-duty guitar riffing, smooth .sax

solos, latino percussion, and to top it all, deep lyrical ex-

pression — and you'll have a good idea of what this seafood

platter of a band can do Cream of the crop.
Boston band Dumptruck plays the Iron Horse

RESERVE OFFICERS' T RAINING

StaU

THE MORE YOU USE YOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONEYYOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.

Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elec-

tive and serve pcurt-linie in the Army
Reserve or National Guard, and you can

get as much as $4000 a year for college.

That includes yoiu Guard or Reserve

pay, the GI Bill and up to a $1000 grant

each school yeai from ROTC.
Add it all up, and you'll graduate with

a college degree plus an Army Officer's

commission. And ail you have to do is use

your heac^

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLUGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

100% FREE TUITION FROM THE MASSACHUSETTS ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
FIND OUT MORE CONTACT:

ARMY ROTC
NEXT TO BOYDEN GYM

545-2321
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WORLD/NATION

George Bush declares Sept. 7

Pearl Harbor Day, reconsiders
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (APV- Republican

presidential nominee George Bush yester-

day confused the anniversary of Pearl

Harbor Day as he delivered a tough

defense speech to a national American

Legion convention.

In his talk to about 7.000 members of

the nation's largest veterans' organiza-

tion, the vice president also said a

Democratic administration would leave

the nation "hostage to Soviet ballistic

missiles."

But murmurs spread through the au-

dience as Bush said, "I wonder how many

Americans remember that today is Pearl

Harbor Day. 47 years ago to this very day

we were hit and hit hard at Pearl Har-

bor
"

However, a few minutes into his speech

Bush paused abruptly and said, "Did I say

Sept. 7? Strike that. Dec. 7, 1941."

Bush, a World War II Navy pilot, add-

ed, "I'm glad I corrected that, I saw this

guy shaking me off out here."

Bush's correction on the date of the

Japanese invasion of the Hawaiian naval

base that triggered the start of World War
II won a good-natured round of applause

and laughter from his audience

Sheila Tate, Bush's press secretary,

said: "It was 47 years ago this year and

he just said todav. He wasn't thinking."

The Pearl Harbor remark did not ap-

pear in a prepared text of the vice presi-

dent's speech.
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Federal plan relocates

Boston minority families

BOSTON, (AP) - Twelve minority

families will move into apartments in

mostly-white housing projects under a

federal plan aimed at rectifying years of

discrimination in Boston's public housing,

according to city officials.

The families — two black, two Hispanic

and eight Asian — on Tuesday were offered

Boston Housing Authority apartments in

predominantly white projects across the ci-

ty, including in South Boston and

Charlestown, the focus of the past hostili-

ty to minorities.

The families will have five days to decide

where they want to live. Most were given

a choice of apartments in three locations.

City officials said they expected most of

the families to accept the offer, some have

been on the BHA waiting list for more than

eight years.

"This administration continues to push

forward ... to correct past BHA practices

and to make sure that no family will be

denied fair and equal access to public hous

ing in the future." mayoral adviser Neil

Sullivan said.

In recent months, several black families

have been moved into South Boston hous-

ing projects without incident. Those

families were on the BHA emergency list

and were not a part of the description

agreement.

The offers capped a nearly year-long pro-

cess that had its roots in a scathing report

by the Federal Department of Housing and

Urban Development last fall.

The report criticized the city for years of

discriminatory practices at t?the waiting

list for South Boston, Charlestown, and

East Boston projects in favor of whites.

The city reached an agreement with

HUD to end the practice. The city was then

sued by the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People, which

argued that the agreement did not go far

enough. The city and the NAACP 10 days

ago resolved several disputes, clearing the

way for the current plan to take effect.

But the NAACP still is suing the city and

demanding it pay up to $5,000 to people

who have been discriminated against by

the BHA. The group also wants a more

stringent plan to desegregate public

housing.

Under the first phase of the current plan,

at least 161 minorities on the BHA waiting

list will receive housing offers, including

the first 12.

An additional 672 minority families no

longer on the waiting list but who may
have been discriminated against are being

encouraged to apply for apartments if they

still live in Boston and meet income

requirements.

Still more may be added as the BHA,
under an agreement with the NAACP,
looks for housing applicants who were drop-

ped from the waiting list between 1978 and

1983.

In the second phase of the plan, a group

of 467 minorities and minority families

who are living in public housing but should

have been given an opportunity to li\e in

a predominantly white project will be of-

fered a chance to transfer.

NAACP officials said some people were

confused by letters sent out by the BHA to

minorities eligible for transfers.

"We've gotten some phone calls from peo-

ple saying they are being forced to move."

said Dianne Williams, chairwoman of the

NAACP's housing task force. "The

language should be clearer."

Sullivan said no one is being forced to

take any of the housing and the BHA has

set up a telephone hotline for people with

questions about their status.
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Texas comic strip makes it big with
hallucinations, relations and lawyers
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

When you get stuck experiencing summers such as

mine, you've got to grab whatever small pleasures come

your way. When I wasn't breathing toxic chemicals from

my job as an exterminator, I was enjoying one of the few

good aspects of the summer: Eyebeam by Sam Hurt.

Eyebeam is a surrealistic comic that got its start as a

college strip in the University of Texas at Austin Daily

Texan. It has since been syndicated, and appears in

various papers across the U.S. If you haven't read

Eyebeam - much less heard of it - get a hold of it. Now.

Ifyou can't find it in any paper, then buy one of the many
compilation books available at the University Store.

You will do this right now. This strip is that good. So

good, in fact, that it's tough to figure out what aspect of

Eyebeam to praise first.

Start with the characters. There's Eyebeam, a young

frazzled lawyer who looks as if he's completely replaced

sleep with coffee. Then there's Ratliff, Eyebeam's pro-

crastinating, underachieving friend who preaches

bachelor tips such as "Don't ever cook until it's someone

else's turn to clean up."

Sprinkled throughout are a myriad of skewed minor

characters drawn in ways that would make Salvador Dali

proud. On top of this, they get involved in some of the most

bizarre situations ever conceived in a comic strip.

At one point in the Eyebeam saga, Ratliff finally finds

the perfect job: manning the master

At one point in the Eyebeam saga, Ratliff finally finds

the perfect job: manning the master sound control lever

of all television stations across the country, making sure

the volume of all commercials is ten times louder than

the shows they air between.

Eyebeam has his share of excursions into the twilight

zone, too. Besides being involoved in cases such as a

custody battle over the child of the Frankenstien monster

and his bride, Eyebeam is perpetually harassed his friend

Hank. The trouble with Hank is that he's a hallucination;

time and time again, Eyebeam gets into arguements with

Hank, only to have Hank shift the conversation to topics

such as dreams and reality. Then Eyebeam wakes up, cur-

sing Hank for foiling him again.

To write fully about Eyebeam could take reams of paper.

To fully discuss it would take hours. What remains is an

urgent recommendation: if people call you strange, it peo-

ple call you weird, and if you live in constant fear of your

hallucination's jealous girlfriend swallowing you whole,

then Eyebeam is for you. It doesn't matter if you buy the

small collections—mostly reprints from the Texan, which

trace Eyebeam and the gang during their college years—or

the recently released Eyebeam: Teetering on the Blink,

which contains newer material; you can't go wrong.

Not only has Sam Hurt been praised by Bloom County

cartoonist Berke Brethed as a "wonderful" cartoonist and

"an affront to all who love today's mainstream family

oriented funny pages," he is responsible for the strip that

saved my summer.
For this, I'm grateful.
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Dorms
to compete
for money
at game
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts residence

hall will receive as much as $150 for atten-

ding Saturday's football game against the

University of Maine.

The UMass Touchdown Club, the

boosters for the football team, and the

University's OfTice of Community Rela-

tions are sponsoring a contest to determine

which hall will have the largest percentage

of its residents attend the game.

The hall with the highest percentage of

its residents in attendance will receive

$150. the second place prize of $100 will be

awarded to the runner-up, and $50 will go

to the hall coming in third place.

Gerry Grady, coordinator of community

and alumni relations, came up with the

idea in hope of bringing more {leople to the

game to support the team.

"This idea appealed to me as a good way

to start the school year, to get enthusiasm,

and to support our team, band and

cheerleaders," he said.

He said the event is not intended as an

attempt to draw students who may other-

wise not attend because of the alcohol ban

which prohibits alcohol at events on

University property.

"In no way was this intended as a diver-

sion to the alcohol thing," he said. "It's just

an idea - let's have a little fun and watch

a football game."

He said this game is especially important

Two years later, Riccelli returns
Takes position as Greek affairs director
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts alumna was appointed

as director of Greek Affairs during the summer, a posi-

tion vacated when Robert White left the University after

20 years.

Carlene Riccelli took over Aug. 22, in the Oflice of Greek

Affairs, which acts as a liaison to approximately 1,100

students who are members of the 14 fraternities and nine

sororities recognized by the University.

Riccelli, who first came to UMass in 1966 as a music

major, was never a member of the Greek system.

"At that time I didn't think much about it, and it never

occurred to me to get involved," she said. "There was a

lot of different kind of involvement in the '60s."

She was coordinator of the Alcohol and Drug Education

Program at UMass from 1982 to 1986, and spent the last

two years as an executive assistant to the mayor of

Northampton.
"Carlene is a smart, vivacious person," said Helen

DriscoU, the mayor's executive secretary. "She was always

readily available for anyone who ever needed her, and

worked very well with the school department."

Riccelli said she has always enjoyed working with

students, one of the reasons she is so excited about her

new position. Some of the jobs she's had include being the

principal and guidance counselor at Amherst High School,

a social work program director in the Brookline school

system, and a music teacher.

"I'm really a people-oriented person," Riccelli said.

"This job will allow me to form close relationships with

the students."

She said she sees a bright future for the Greek Area and

does not expect any major problems.

"There are so many positive things in the Greek Area

that should be promoted more," she said. "Leadership,

community services, scholarship, personal development."

White said he is very optimistic about the future of the

Greek Area and is very optimistic about Riccelli's

abilities.

"I wouldn't expect she would have experience in

anything but success," he said. Carlene Riccelli

JOBS ACTIVISTS JOBS

CollrgiMn fllr photo

I WANT THE FIRST PRIZE — Although the members of the football team are probably ineligible to

win the $150 first prize for offered by the UMass touchdown club, one lucky dorm will be a little richer

after Saturday's game at the stadium.

because it is the first game of the season

and UMaine is a leading contender for the

Yankee Conference Championship.

Students living on campus are supposed

to receive a card in the mail today with

their name and residence hall printed on

it. At the game, there will be tables with

red and white balloons above the them in-

side the stadium's West and South en

trances. Students may deposit their cards

in the boxes on the tables, but the cards

have to be in before the beginning of the

second quarter.

Grady said attendance at athletic events

has not been as good in the last 10 years

as it was in the '60s.

"We have about 17,000 seats in the

stadium and we've never filled it." he said.

RESTAURANT 1 r

Pnul« 9 and UniversilY Drivf. Amh«rsl /*-»

253-9757

Lunch Tues.-Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tues.-Fri. ^A €kf%
11:30-3p.m. ^'•^W

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *

CLEAN WATER ACTION
is fighting to

SAVE OUR ENVIRONMENT
Join our TEAM of DEDICATED staff

Put your POLITICS TO WORK

Earn $7 to $12/hr PT of FT
Call Susan at 549-7450

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT V.

We Bring Chinatown
To You ^?

OPEN HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-l 1:00p.m.
Sunday 2:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 11:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 256-8923 (413) 256-8924

/< 'tr ^U ^Jr ^/r »fr »/r^(.

Old New
Business* Business.

o, «un •• "•"

(Discount appllet to lood Mem* purchaud tor

dinner In th« dinlrtg room Cannot b« used In

con|unctlon witti other diacounta.)

with your
valid Student ID

••I 'H lifi !Bi !••;
'' '^- •'^ "

jLiiitmrimH
J g « 1 .5 H', Si " •' ~ -5 J; -fi s

I

Oldies Dance Club
Route 9 ft University Drive. Amt>erjt 253 9750

Downstairs at the Gulf Streom

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
ir DJ plays strictly Contemporary Tunes •

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

75$ Drafts ^ No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (i°o"tt "s'c^irn)
Pitchers of Beer $5.25

if Free Popcorn • 75$ Drafts t
Free "Pink Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Giass

1%* oc«* ^
latm Of MM*» * HUM i

.-;-«-; .:-i.:-..-r.«l

ii n 1^ \t \i. i^

" ~ 7 . . '' T " :S 5^ "S "^ !9 P
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The 77 Business Edge
Unique Power Tixxh display

\Mth t<Hxh-scrTjn\f pitx-is:

rvM) tiw HrLinaal,r\M) kv
«aa<nc5. Twenrv prt-

prtigrammed hjrk.TX)rU) in all.

Get the "Edge" in your

finance and statistics

courses with Tl's new
Business Edge.

If you're planning a career in

business, the first order of business

is to get the right tool for the job

you have right now—school.

That's why you need the new TI

Business Edge calculator. It

features a unique Power Touch

display panel with five display

screens that are preprogrammed to

solve 20 of the most essential

financial and statistical problems.

Just touch the screen to enter and

store information.

Solves for such financial results

as present and future values, an-

nuities, amortization, and interest

conversions. Performs one and

two-variable statistics.

Want to get an edge in business?

Get an edge in school first, with

help from the TI Business Edge.

Texas ^^
Instruments
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Springfield single-family homes
more expensive than last year
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Sale prices of ex-

isting single-family homes in Western
Massachusetts rose during the second

quarter of the year at a greater rate than

anywhere else in the state when compared
with a year earlier, according to the

Massachusetts Association of Realtors.

The median price of a home in the four

western counties was $120,000. or 20 per

cent higher than the mediiiii $100,000 price

for the same period in 1987.

Armand Breault. executive director of

the Greater Springfield Board of Realtors,

said the statistics could be skewed by the

sale of a large number of higher priced

homes in the region. "What I'm seeing is

a lot of homes selling in the $300,000

category." he .said.

Marybeth Bergeron, board president,

said the region has historically lagged

behind the rest of the state and for the past

two years the home prices here have risen

more quickly than the remainder of the

state as the region catches up with prices

in Eastern Massachusetts.

She also said a strong vacation home
market in Berkshire County has con

tributed to the increase.

The median price of a home in the Boston

area rose 1.5 percent from the second

quarter of last year, but at $190,000 the

median price of a home in the region was

the highest reported in the state.

In Central Massachusetts, the median

price of a home was $142,000, a 10.2 per-

cent increase over the same period.

Church group invokes law
to block 'Temptation'

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A church has ask-

ed a Hampden Superior Court judge to stop

the showing of the movie "The Last Temp-

tation of Christ" because it violates an 18th

century Massachusetts law against

blasphemv.

A hearing is scheduled Thursday before

Judge William Welch in the suit filed by

the Greater Springfield chapter of the

American Family Association. Members of

the organization were among 200 to 300

people who picketed the opening of the film

at the West Springfield theater on Friday.

The Association, which includes the Rev.

Curtis Rowe, pastor of Heritage Baptist

Church in Springfield, the Rev. Jerry

Cleveland, pastor of Pioneer Valley Church

in Westfield, Garret R. Johnston, assistant

pastor of First Baptist Church in East

Longmeadow, and the Rev. Michael D. Tar-

dive of the South Hadley Baptist Church,

contends in its suit that the Bible's words

are "twisted, changed, perverted and

ridiculed" in the movie.

"We demand, in the name of decency,

truth and humanity, that this travesty

against Our Lord be stopped. Now. And,

may our God have mercy on all those who,

in ignorance, have participated in this

blasphemy against Him," the Association

said in its complaint.

The group also contends the film depicts

Jesus Christ "as a liar, a lunatic, a

bigamist, a coward, a voyeur, a hypocrite,

an unfaithful friend , a homosexual and a

traitor."

TIAiEOUT
Welcome

Busch Pitchers

$4.20

Free
Popcorn

Back
37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

CHOOSE
EXCELLENCE

Join the

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

—^

—

The Massachusclls Daily

Collegian
iiKvuMi«ii«fTT or MMtuCMuTrn nMi amT n> ctimt ctNiia w>im> MXiMi an •Ha i

We are looking for
• Associate Arts Editor
• Office Manager
• Associate Editorial Editor
• Black Affairs Editor
• Paste-up Crew Workers
• Day Graphics Technicians
• Typists
PICK UP AN APPLICATION

TODAY
At 113 Campus Center
The Collegian Is en Affermatlve Action/Equal Opportunity

Employer

<i TO SHARg A t^^^^
,

wash dry

THURS. SEPT. 8 RT 5,7.9+11 Pm
5 pm SHOUi »150. OTHERS $2.00

CflmPUS CEnTER flUDITORIUm
Sponsored by the UMass Science Fiction Society

6 UNNERSnY DRIVE/NEWMARKET CENTER/AMHERST/(413) 549-2640

The

BOARD OF
GOVENORS
IS HIRING

The Following Coordinators:

Food Services • Facilities • Public Relations

Govenors Program Council • Special Projects

(sistant Office Coordinator • Finance/Key Functioi

Applications Available in BOG Office (817 CO)

from 9/7 to 9/12 • Return applications by 5 p.m.

• Ihe CC/SU BOG is an AA/EOE Employtr •

No end in sight to protests
against Burmese leaders
RANGOON, Burma (AP) - Mobs

plundered government offices and
warehouses yesterday, and state radio said
security forces shot five looters. Diplomats
.said chaos was near and they prepared to

evacuate their familie.s.

Opposition leaders called for a nation

wide general strike against 26 years of

repre.ssive one party rule on Thursday.
Leaders hoped for the largest of the many
mass protests that have driven two govern-

ments from office in less than two months.

Looters ranged through the capital, and
one Western diplomat said: "The streets

are deserted. People are pretty much in

fear of their property. Things have pretty

much closed down. There is widespread

perception that things have deteriorated."

The diplomat said the looting is "an act

of desperation" by poor people who need
food and other supplies in a city paralyzed

by strikes and protests.

State-run Rangoon Radio reported
looting in 38 areas of the capital Tuesday
and Wednesday. It said security forces shot

and killed five people, wounded six and ar-

rested 88 looters.

The radio urged p>eople to report looters

to the police and said more than $43
million in state property had been
plundered since the beginning of August.

An earlier broadcast said security forces

would "open fire to impose contror' if

looting continued, but the order would not

apply to peaceful anti-government
demonstrations.

Soldiers fired into crowds of unarmed
demonstrators last month, killing 112 peo-

ple by government count and several hun
dred according to other reports.

Army trucks patrolled the main streets

shortly after the radio announcement late

yesterday morning.

In its 8 p.m. broadcast, Rangoon Radio

said the government was revoking a 1987
order banning demon.strations at the

Parliament building and several other

Sltt'S

Minutes later, groups of protesters could

be heard shouting: "Down with the Burma
Socialist Program Party government. We
will go on demonstrating

"

The party has ruled since a military coup

by Ne Win in 1962. His socialist policies

have isolated Burma and brought economic

ruin on a nation rich in resources.

Party leaders plan a special meeting
Monday to consider holding a referendum
one-party rule, as promised by President

Maung Maung, but opponents demand an
interim government leading to democracy.

Because the situation is "sliding towards

chaos," up to 100 dependents of US Em-
bassy employees will be evacuated as soon

as possible, said the Western diplomat, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.

Ross Petzing of the U.S. Embassy in

Bangkok, Thailand, said the first group of

45 Americans would arrive in Bangkok on

Thursday unless strikes grounded the

flight.

Diplomats said the Italian, Israeli and

several other embassies had evacuated

dependents, and the Japanese and larger

Western embassies were considering doing

so.

Demonstrators have not threatened

foreigners, and the US Embassy has been

a favorite rallying point, with protestors

applauding the American Hag.

Turmoil began in Burma with student

riots in Sep. of 1987, which led to street pro-

tests in March and June.

Ne Win resigned July 23 and was suc-

ceeded by a hard-line former general, Sein

Lwin, who lasted only 17 days. Maung
Maung is the first civilian leader since

1962.

Albion will buy your
schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.

ALBION

ALDIOn liOOKSMOr. AMMCRSI (niW ttOOKS): 256 1221

Al.lilOn USED BOOKS AMI1CK5T. 253 5813

AH phiilii

MOVING UP - Firefighters in Cooke City, Mont., move into posi-

tion to wet down a building yesterday. A backfire was set in hopes

of slowing a major forest fire burning since June.
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BUY FACTORY DIRECT

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR A FREE COLOR BROCHURE
i'PiRA'nRS AvtntBii .'< HOURS i oiy

ALLWOOD MANUFACTURING. INC
4015 Cherry Street Cincinnati Ohio 45223

1513) 541 6222

STUDENTS, GET
A ''FREE'' KICK

UMASS HOME FOOTBAIi SCHEDULI

September 10 - Maine Black Bears - 1 ;30

October 1 - Boston University Terriers - 1 :30 p.m.

October 15 - Connecticut Huskies - 1:30 p.m.

October 29 - Northeastern Huskies - 1 :30 p.m.

November 12 - Villanova Wildcats - 1 :00 p.m.

Admission is FREE to Minutemen liome football games for

all UI\^ASS undergraduate students presenting a valid

student I. D. atttiegate.

Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium

UMASS Amherst

Ticket Informatran: (413) 545-0810
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SGA meeting postponed
Views differ on Sept. 28 start

By ERIN ABBEY
Ctille^ian Staff

Thf fn-t I'lidiMuMaduato Stiuicnt

Si'iKite nit'Otmg ha.> Ix'i'ii postponed to

Sept 28 because of the l.t'i;al Sciauc >

trial and Yoni Kippur holiday

Three judges from the V\\>\. Circuit

( ourt of Appeals are scheduled to decide

i.n Sept. 14 whether the U'gal Ser\ ues Of

lice case should go to trial

The case rests on whether the I..%':il Sei

vices Oflue should have the authority to

represent students m the courtroom. In

the first trial, the justice ruled the case

did not warrant a trial.

Co president-elect Shari SilkoiT said

many senators and other student leaders

will attend the trial.

SilkotT also said it would not be fair to

students to hold the senate meeting' on

Yoni Kippur Sept. 20 because it is a

'Jewish holiday. She said they considered

having the first senate meeting on Tues-

day but the holiday begins that evening.

Student Trustee Stefanie Orefice said,

"To be fair to everyone in the senate we

couldn't have it on a Jewish holiday.

"(Postponing the senate meeting!

shouldn't cause a prohii-m," Silkoff said.

Howcvfi, ^I'liator elections to the Stu

dent Ciovernment Association will hv

postponed until the second or third week

ol October.

Senator Aram Hamparian said the

meeting should not be postponed. "Even

ifyou think the senate is a waste of time.

it's a place where people meet to get the

machinery of government going."

Senator Brian Darling sard the senate

meeting should he held next week because

there is a lot of important business to con

duct such as addressing Jason

Rabinowitz's and Shari Silkoffs assum

ing the SGA presidents office.

T see it as a reasonable compromise to

give excused absences (to those who would

miss the senate meeting scheduled

earlier.!" Darling said.

Senator Matthew Whiting said, T'm

upset at (the meeting being postponed)

because I think there's a lot of work to be

done."

But Silkoff said student leaders will be

busy working on their individual projects

until the senate reconvenes.

"Don't let college

interfere with your
education/'

Collegian graphics is ac-

cepting applications for

positions in day and
evening graphics.

THE

ighting "^ "h
SWING ARM U
LAMPS "^, K

"?-\:^ <tr;^(S)"'"'tvi9 ^,rr'<X)

12

ROSES

8 Great colors.

j Desk lamps, clip lamps, table lamps, floor lamps.

/ hanging lamps, bed lamps, light bulbs, extension^

cords, paper shades.

rganization
STACKING BINS

. BfODm

UgS $2 TO $10 OFF

i 3
racks, towel racks, wire grid ^B*:^^^^ "

Pastels, brights. neutrals

dhurries, hooked, chenilles,

jacquards

3x5
to 6x9

\ bALLOONS

6 BIRTHDAY

^ANNIVERSARY BOUQUETS

DAILY
DELIVERY

I^O N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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G
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,

i

I

9

C 9
.<»

Crates, shoe rack;

systems, all purpose shelving, closet

. accessories, stacks, rolling trolley, record

crates.

waste baskets,

hooks, hangers.

rS^ ' •>•»«

V^^j

losters

prints and frame

r »'

Fine art, travel, sports, scenic, personalities, rock & roll.

pop culture - from 8x10 to door size.
^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

10% OFF.

Floor pillows,

accent pillows

BEDSPREADS, TAPESTRIES,
WALL HANGINGS

SAVE $2 TO $5 EACH

^' ^^i

<r«

^llds, stripes, patterns -

pastels. brightSj^

neutrals

• ROLL-UP SHADES, PAPER & BAMBOO 20%
All-sizes for windows, doors, room dividers.

• ALARM CLOCKS AND TELEPHONES up to 20%

CORK BULLETIN BOARDS
20% OFF ^ , ^^^3,cis

9125

ecessary
Extras

V

L

Lap d«sk$. desk

K—.. v-^ f*^*^'**""". noltboo*.
oooktnds bookbags. luggaoe srh^.K '*'"' Portfolios,
txiWBt curtarns shower rfrfn'

^'^']°°'^9S laundry baas.

-5

amherst/northampton

*>^

Saturday Clothes
197 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

"I tell you I've hod it! ... I'm not climbing into thai

getup one more time until you tell me why

I'm always the back end '

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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oh'
BOY'

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

TO QUteVi nU^GG... A.HO

HER M\GUr( STWtOF

P w ^ D A
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

you ME.AN tH£y

cancei:e:c /OuR Rocr.

FU5H YA AKOUMOM.
YA GOTTAk ,1

_££J^

PIP J HEAR ^
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Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin
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New Reporters Meeting

at 3:30 p.m. Friday

in 1 1 3 Campus Center

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
I Swiltly

6 Sound
recording

10 Small amount
14 Mnter drink

1 5 Smell —
16 Classily

17 Charitable

organiialions

20 The powers
that t>e

21 Put) dunks
22 Facilitates

23 Elevator

inventor

25 Sun snade
26 Tfavelec s

chotce

28 Den
30 Words ol denial

3t Dutch pdinler

Frans

32 Let (all

36 Best Iriends

39 Biidge

40 bchooi dances
41 Bay
42 Camp beds
43 Small handbill

44 Sandal leatuie

47 Mortgage

4B Bioadcast

49 Socials

51 Special

perlormance

55 Mdin cou'se

leature

58 Conduct
59 Pot portion

60 (>c*ei ploy

61 Pass receivers

62 Cwanoi s

succesbOi

h3 Patnief Ma«

DOWN
1 Part ol CPA
2 iWnnie the

3 Highest po<i<t

4 Fuss
5 - de fiitiigiie

6 Found' vkm.i'

7 Com'i«>dia

detl -

8 Remits

9 And so lorlh

10 Spaces
11 16th cen

Italian poet

Torquato —
12 Aquauc

mammal
13 Hodgepodge
18 Nab
19 Successor

24 Condition

25 Passpon
adjunct

26 Bird s target

27 Greek peak

28 Light sources

29 Climbers

challenge

30 Standard

setting org

31 Ntght sound

32 F^M ol the

Oiieni E«piess

33 Kind ol player

or model
34 Nonpareil

35 L A time

37 Rough water

38 River at Cairo

42 No gentlemen

they

43 Red snapper

44 Alarmirtg sound

45 Tire s

lingerprint

46 F^ruses

47 Weaves
48 Prolicient

49 Vocal sound
50 Newts
52 Related

53 Fewer
54 Dili ol the Bible

56 Filing aid

57 Fury

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Menu
Lunch

French Dip Sandwich

Spinach Quiche

Dinner

Italian Sweet Sausage

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Savory Baked Chicken

Basics lancb

Vegetable Grinder

Spinach Quiche

Basics Dinner

Vegetable Croquettes

Egg Roll and Fried Rice

Vegetable Chow Mein

r Weather

TodaY: Sunny. 70 to 75

Tonhc: Clear and mild in the 50's

Tomorrow: Sunny, high nnid 70s.

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Pedro Pereira

Copy Editor Ronn Garry

Layout Technicians Marc InHeld

Photo Technician Richard Bananno

Production Sopervlsor Rob Levine

Prodoctlonjanine, Marc. Lisa, Wendy Rea,

Betty-ann. George, Jenn, Liane. Mike.

Trisha, and Ronn is cruising to Ware

Executive Board -- Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor in Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert Ciappennell!

Business Manager

Marc Infield

ProdacttoB Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelli

Easiness Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Munroe
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Fnihbcls

Circslatlon Manager

Mary Hnygcns
Snbacrlbtloni Manager
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Man convicted of paralyzing

black football player is dead

CHOOSE EXCELLENCE
JOIN THE

BOSTON (AP)- The man convicted in

the shooting that paralyzed a black high

school football player in a predominantly

white section of the city nine years ago has

died at Massachusetts General Hospital.

Stephen McGonagle, 26. of the

Charlestown section, died Monday.

Hospital officials would not give the cause

of death.

McGonagle had been in the hospital since

July 27 when he was shot in the chest in

an apartment in Charlestown.

McGonagle. then 17. and boseph Nar

done, then 18, were sentenced to 10 years

in prison after pleading guilty as a result

of plea-bargaining to assault and battery

with a dangerous weapon in the shooting

of Daryl Williams.

Williams, a 15-year-old sophomore at

Jamaica Plain High School, was hit by a

bullet as he stood on the sidelines at a game

at the Charlestown High School's field.

The shooting created racial tension,

although officials ruled it was not racially

motivated.
o. . u

McGonagle wasiound to have fired the

shot that hit Williams. He said that he had

not intended to but that he and other

youths were on a housing project roof

shooting at pigeons.

I In- Mdssdc hiisfllx ndily

LEGIAN

NEW REPORTERS
MEETING

Friday, Sept. 9
3:30 p.m.

113 Campus Center

ACTING UP - Members of Act Up Boston, the AIDS Coalition to

Unleash Power, prostest t the Harvard Medical School in Boston

yesterday. They said AIDS researchers must realize AIDS patients

are not volunteers for danderous experimental drugs.

DISCOUNT CARPET CENTER

109 Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley • 5841 540
Ncx; to Cumberland Farms)

,Mon.-Wed 9-5 • Thurs. & Fri. 9-8 • Sat 9-5

SOB Buckley Blvd.^Willimansett • 533-0382
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Barrett error keys Sox loss; lead now one game
BALTIMORE (AP)- Larry Sheets scored

from third base as Boston failed to complete

what would have been an inning-ending

double play Wednesday night as the

Orioles rallied for two runs to beat the Red

Sox, 4-3.

Cal Ripken hit a bases-loaded grounder

to shortstop Jody Reed, who flipped to se-

cond baseman Marty Barrett to force Bill

Ripken. But Barrett's throw to first was

dropped by Todd Benzinger, allowing

Sheets to score.

The loss narrowed Boston's lead in the

American League East to one game over

the Detroit Tigers, who beat Toronto, 4-3.

Boston led 3-2 entering the bottom of the

ninth, and was two outs away from victory

after reliever Lee Smith struck out pinch-

The secret to hitting

is all in the eyes, doctors say
BOSTON (AP) — Baseball sluggers see

the world just slightly differently from the

rest of us, and that helps explain why they

can hit the ball so well, according to a new
study.

The report, published as a letter in

Thursday's New England Journal of

Medicine, attributes ballplayers' slugging

skills to "crossed eye-hand dominance."

Just as people prefer to use one hand

over the other, they also tend to see from

one eye more than the other. If people are

both right-handed and right-eyed, they

are said to have uncrossed eye-hand

dominance. But if the favored hand and

eye don't match up, they have crossed

dominance.

Drs. Jose M. Portal and Pal E. Romano
of the University of Flordia College of

Medicine gave eye tests to ordinary peo-

ple and found that two-thirds of them had

uncrossed eye-hand dominance. The rest

were evenly split between those who have

crossed dominance and those who used

both eyes equally.

However, they found that members of

the university's baseball team were twice

as likely to have crossed dominance and

50 percent more likely to use their eyes

equally.

"We think crossed dominance may aid

the batter," the doctors wrote.

They found that players with crossed

dominance had batting averages of .310,

compared with .250 for those with un-

crossed dominance. However, those who
saw equally from both eyes had the best

average at .340.

"Since left-handers more frequently

have crossed dominance than right-

handers," they wrote, "crossed dominance

may also help to explain the relative

preponderance of left-handers in profes-

sional baseball."

While players with uncrossed

dominance are worse hitters, they also

tend to be better pitchers.

"Uncrossed dominance may therefore

be a relative handicap to hitting, forcing

those who have it to become pitchers, or

it may be an aid to pitching," they wrote.

The researchers cautioned that people

should not try to change their dominant

eye, because this can cause permanent

double vision and other eye problems.

And vision dominance may be inherited,

anyway.

However, they said that if confirmed,

their findings might be used to guide

young athletes into the sports specialties

that they are best suited for.

"More specifically," they wrote, "since

batters with crossed dominance seem

most successful, they could try a crossed-

dominant stance: If right-eyed, bat left-

handed and if left-eyed, bat right-

handed."

miML
Premier Showcase Nightclub

CLOSED MONDAY & TUESDAY
18, 19, 20 Year Olds Welcome!
Subject to additional charge.

Accross from Mtn. Farms Mall, Route 9, Hadley • 586-4463

Thur*. Sept. 8

ROOTS TO
RKAUTY

Rtggae Show

Fri. Sept. 9

WORLD DANCE
PARTY RETURNS
THE roots

Sat. S«pt. 10

ARABUS
Top 40 Dance

Sun. Sept. 11

Rock Night with

THE MANIAX

Wed. Sept. 14

Reggae Night

LOOSE CASOOtE

Thurt. Sept. IS

MICHAEL
QRKOORY BAND

PrI. Sept. 16

KUMINATOR
ZZ Top Show

Sat. Sept. 17

IN THE FLESH

Sun. Sept. 18

MANIAX
Rock Nightl

Wed. Sept. 21

Reggae Night
NEW HORIZON

Thurt. Sept. 22

TBA

Fri. Sept. 23

Boston's Best
FARRENHEIT

Sat. Sept. 24

PHYSICAL
ORAFFITI

Led Zeppelin Show

Sun. Sept. 25

MEATLOAF
Tentative

Wed. Sept. 28

Reggae Night

ONE SEED

Thurs. Sept 29

SHAKE THE FAITH
from Boston

Fri. Sept. 30

CRYSTAL SHIP
Doors Show

Sat. Oct. 1

THE REGULARS
Top 40 Dance

October

Upcoming

Concerts

Oct b Reggae wuh Oct ZO-MaH Cr»«h
Pablo Maaat

Oct 8'Cun Brotttars Oct 30 Tl«a Sluahlng
(Blue Oyster Cjiii BHdas Stoies S-v^

hitter Brady Anderson.

Smith gave up a single to Jim Traber,

then left the game with a sore neck. Bob

Stanley, 6-3, walked Larry Sheets and Pete

Stanicek on nine pitches to load the bases.

The Orioles tied the game when Billy

Ripken hit a single to right, scoring Rick

Schu, who was running for Traber.

Reliever Mark Thurmond, 1-6, got the

victory as the Orioles avoided a three-game

sweep.

Baltimore pulled within 3-2 in the

seventh with a two-out rally.

After starter Bruce Hurst retired Eddie

Murray and Mickey Tettleton, he gave up

a single to Butch Davis and walked Ken
Gerhart. Traber then singled to right, scor

ing Davis.

Hurst got out of the jam by striking out

Rene Gonzales.

After Hurst retired the first batter in the

eighth, he gave up a single to Bill Ripken,

and was replaced by Smith, who gave up

a single to Cal Ripken.

The right-hander then struck out Eddie

Murray for the second out, but walked Tet-

tleton to load the bases. He ended the

threat by getting pinch-hitter Joe Orsulak

to fly out.

The Red Sox went ahead. 3-1 in the fifth.

With one out. Curt Schilling hit Reed, then

Wade Boggs hit an infield single. Both run-

ners moved up when first baseman Traber

tossed the ball past Schilling covering the

bag.

After Barrett walked, Dwight Evans hit

a bad-hop grounder that deflected off the

glove of third baseman Gonzales and into

left field for a double to score Reed and
Boggs.

Boston tied the game in the fourth when
Ellis Burks hit a 21 pitch from Schilling

over the left field fence for his 16th homer.

Schilling was making his major-league

debut for the Orioles.

The Orioles took their first lead of the

series with a run in the second. With one

out, Hurst walked Tettleton and gave up

a double to Davis. Gerhart then hit a

sacrifice Hy to score Tettleton.

Hillel's One Credit Courses
C r> 1 1 T^ »•«« 4 AOO To register, bring add-drop form to:

id 1 1 I erm I 900 Hlllel, 302 Student Union Building

JEWISH ARTISTS
Judaic Studies I92C s432265

Barflpll .110 Thursddvs 7:30-830 (Uqins 9 8)

ln!>iru( lor: Mark Andres
Exi)l<)rc livvs .iiiH .\ri 1)1 Jt-uish .iriisN sinh ,is Pissarro, MfiHiqli.mi.

Sli.ihii Ruihko ,11x1 oihffs

JEWISH WOMEN WRITERS
Juddit Studies I92[)b4324I9

Conlat t Hillel for location and lime

FA.imiiu' fiiiH)n.iiid|nH'lrv iiiwhi(h.li'wishweinien explore their lives

.Mid .J«-wish ideiiiilv

ISRAEL: Its Ideology. Politics, and Geography
.Judaic Studies 192F 8I325A6

Herler 1 19 Ailernaie Ihursdav* 3-.5pm (U'qins9 8)

In&lrurlors: David l.eic hman. Ehud Kalfone

F.v.imim' l^'x-'".- hislorv. liter.Uiire iii>IiIk s .iiid ue«>or-»»^'

STUDENT EMPLOYEES

WORK-STUDY & NON WORK STUDY

WAITRESSES/WAITERS - DISHWASHERS

JANITORS - CHAMBERMAIDS - CAFETERIA WORKERS
STOCK CLERKS - SALES CLERKS - CASHIERS - COOKS

GRAPHICS ARTISTS - TYPESETTERS

JOBS
^r

HOTEL - FOOD SERVICES

UNIVERSITY STORE - BUILDING SERVICES

RETAIL SERVICES - PRINT SHOP

ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE

Apply on the 8th floor - Room 818

Campus Center Personnel Office

jfia£3E
..•.Vi-":'!:^.v<.-,
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Football notebook

Palazzi to be
starting QB
against Maine
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The question everyone has been asking with regards to

the University of Massachusetts football team has been

answered.
Head coach Jim Reid. who has the luxury of two com-

parable quarterbacks in Dave Palazzi and Tim Bryant,

has named Palazzi as the starter for Saturday's season

opener against the University of Maine at 1:30 p.m. at

Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Reid waited until his team had been through its

preseason drills and two scrimmages before making his

decision.

David Palazzi is the starting quarterback.

We have made the decision so both quarter-

backs will have the security.

— head coach Jim Reid

"David Palazzi is the starting quarterback," Reid said

yesterday. "We have made the decision so both quarter-

hacks will have some security."

And Palazzi won't have to worry about being yanked

if he makes a mistake, at least not at the beginning.

"It's a new year and Dave is the quarterback," Reid said.

"If he makes a critical error, he won't be pulled. We'll

study the entu-e situation."

Last st>ason. Palazzi threw for 1868 yards and 10

touchdowns, but threw 18 interceptions.

Bryant threw for 243 yards and one touchdown but had

SIX passes intercepted.

"The problem last year was that neither David nor Tim
played especially well." Reid said. "As competitive as Tim
is. I'm sure he's extremely disappointed [that Palazzi will

start).

"But he hasn't shown the disappointment. He's back

ing David all the way. The most important thing to both

of them IS that we win."

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily
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Definition of an education presi-
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Senior Dave Palazzi has been named the starting quarterback for the UMass football team.

Little-known UMass Bike Club has a good year
By ROBIN BABCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Bicycle

Racing club is one of the University's most

successful clubs, yet one of the most

unknown. Three years ago. Greg Swinand

and his brother Paul established the club,

which consists of approximately 30 official

members.
The scores in bicycle racing are based

upon points gained by individual team

members, which are added up to obtain an

overall team score. This past season, the

team has been very successful. The UMass
Orchard Hill Race, which was held in

April, "is one of the most prestigious

among the college races," says team

member Peter Vollers. It is an extremely

difficult course requiring the riders to do

laps up Orchard Hill.

The race consists of four races. The A-

race, which is the most difficult, is 25 laps

long. The Brace is 18 laps, while the C and
women's races are each 10 laps in length.

This past year, Paul Swinand came in se-

cond in the A-race, while Steve Putnam
was the wmner of the Brace.

The club's biggest success this season was

winning the Eastern Collegiate Champion-

ships at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY,
making them the top team on the East

Coast. The E.C.C. is the largest collegiate

conference in the nation, with over 70

schools participating.

The competition is divided into three

races, the first of which is a 15-mile team
time trial. In this race, the women's team,

made up of Tracey Brockway, Stephanie

Russos and Elaine Cibotti, was victorious,

while the men's team of Paul and Greg
Swinand, Vollers, Jones, Alan Cote and

Corky Dean, finished second. Next is a

40-mile criterium race, which was won by

UMass' Burt Jones, and finally there is a

65-mile road race, in which Paul came in

second.

Jones was the overall men's champion,

and Russos came in second overall for the

women.
This summer, the club members travel-

ed to San Lours Obispo, CA for the College

Nationals. Both teams were successful in

the team time trials, with the men placing

second and the women fourth, but weren't

as fortunate in the road race. "It was a hot,

horrible race," Paul Swinand said.

Brockway finished 20th overall in the

women's race, but the combined scores of

the men's and women's teams placed the

club 10th in the nation.

Vollers attributed the team's success this

season to hard training, and the financial

support from UMass and several of the

local merchants, as well as Bicycle World

in Amherst.
"Without their help, it would not have

been possible for us to be a well-equipped

racing team, and we would not have been

able to be as successful as we were,"

Vollers said.

UMass slated to have
multipurpose arena
equipped for hockey

Collegian photo by Ctirii Hoaford

IT'S A GREAT DAY FOR. . OH WELL, WE'LL GO TO CLASSES
ANYWAY - Two students walk under the big blue sky that covered

UMass yesterday.

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

After a four-year appeal to the state, the

University of Massachusetts has been

granted $25 million to construct a

multipurpose arena that will bring ice

hockey to the school in an estimated five

years.

Other than hockey, the 8,000 to 10.000

capacity complex will accommodate con-

certs, stage productions, rainy-day convoca-

tions, and Minuteman basketball games,

said Jack Littlefield, associate vice

chancellor for administration and finance.

The project will cost about $50 million in-

cluding interest and inflation, and half of

this will be picked up by students through

an increase in the authority fee, he said.

This will be a maximum of $50 per

semester and will not be levied until the

arena is complete, Littlefield said. This will

appear on students' bills beginning in the

fall of 1992, he said.

Although the school is experiencing cut-

backs because of the state budget cuts, the

$25 million is not transferrable to any

other projects, he said.

He said it is very unusual for the state

to donate this much support. "Many of

these buildings they wouldn't be interested

in undertaking at all," he said.

There is speculation the project was

developed with the expectation that alum-

ni would support a hockey team, something

the University has not had since 1978.

Littlefield said he had heard some "alum-

ni have promised the athletic department

that they would provide funding (for a

hockey team)." if an arena was built. He
said there would definitely be a hockey

team.

Another source close to the project said,

"I have no doubt there will be a hockey

team."

The University official who conducted

most of the dealings with the alumni could

not be reached because he is on vacation.

The Board of Trustees had been attemp-

ting to solicit state support since 1984 and

finally got the money in July when the

state approved the University's Capital

Outlay Budget.

The building, which will be named the

William D. Mullins Memorial Center after

the late state representative, is expected to

be completed around the late summer or

early fall of 1992.

Littlefield said Mullins, who was the vice

chairman for the Massachusetts House

Ways and Means Committee, initiated the

project.

The complex will also include a wing

with a second ice skating rink that will be

used for recreational skating.

The location of the arena will be in the

proximate vicinity the baseball field and

the animal science barns that are diagonal-

ly across the street from the Physical Plant,

he said.

The barns will have to be relocated, he

said, but other than that nothing will be

altered including Ma.s.sachusetts Ave.,

which runs northwest along the west side

of campus.

Before construction begins, the complex

will be designed and put out for public bid,

Littlefield said.

He said right now is a good time for bor-

rowing to build because the interest rates

are about 7.5 percent, which is relatively

low.

"Things are finally pulling together and

it could be a great addition to the resources

of the campus." he said.

Dukakis receives NEA's approval

Futrell looks to Duke to restore funding topublic education

Hewelt set

to become
hoop coach

The Collegian has learned the decision on a new

women's basketball coach for the University of

Massachusetts has been made and. as soon as the

paperwork is completed, the announcement will be

made.

The UMass athletic department has recommended

Kathy Hewelt, formerly head coach at Indiana Tech,

as the replacement for Ethel AUman, who resigned

effective August 31 after one year as head coach of

the Minutewomen.

In addition, the athletic department also recom-

mended to the University that Mary Vail, an assis

tant coach under Hewelt, be hired as an assistant at

UMass.

Hewelt had a 117 59 record and led Indiana Tech

to four seasons of 20 or more wins.

Sports Notices

There will be a mandatory meeting for anyone interested

in trying out for next spring's varsity women's lacrosse team

on Monday at 5 p.m. in room 156 of Totman Gym.
Anyone with any questions can contact head coach Patti

Bossio at 545-1942.

The women's soccer team will be holding open tryouts to-

day and Monday from 3 to 5 p.m. These tryouts are open

to any student. Candidates must sign up with coach Jim
Rudy prior to tryouts in 222 Boyden or by calling 545-4343.

The intramural season begins next week, with entries for

fiag football and soccer being due on Monday. Lacrosse is

due on Tuesday, while singles tennis, ultimate frisbee and
field hockey entries are due Tuesday, Sept. 20.

Also, students are reminded that admission to Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium is free with a valid UMass stu-

dent I.D. The first home football game is Saturday against

the University of Maine, so bring your I.D. and catch the

excitement.

Sports at a glance

Today: No sports scheduled

Tomorrow: Football vs. Maine, 1:30 p.m.

Women's soccer at Rhode Island Tourney
Field hockey vs. Springfield. 1 p.m.

Sunday: Women's soccer at Rhode Island Tourney
Men's soccer vs. Maine, 1 p.m.

Field hockey vs. No. Carolina at Villanova, 1 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Hartford, 12 noon

AL East race
tightens on Sox

The race for the American League East championship

grew closer again last night, as the first place Boston

Red Sox were beaten by the Baltimore Orioles, 4-3, while

the chasing Detroit Tigers were beating the Toronto Blue

Jays by the same score. See game story on page 23.

American League East Standings
(through last night's games)

W L Pet. GB

Boston 77 62 .554 -

Detroit 76 63 .547 1

Milwaukee 74 67 .525 4

New York 71 66 .518 5

Baltimore 4, Boston 3

Detroit 4, Toronto 3

Chicago at Milwaukee (n)

Cleveland 5, New York 4

WASHINGTON (AP) - The 1.9 million member Na-

tional Education Association yesterday endorsed presiden-

tial candidate Michael S. Dukakis, with its chief predic-

ting the Democrat would spend more on schools and end

"eight years of teacher bashing."

NEA President Mary Hatwood Futrell said she aims to

"mobilize at least half-million members to be volunteers

in the Dukakis campaign."

The union sent out mail ballots to the 8,479 delegates

who attended its last convention, and got responses from

about 6,200. Dukakis was the choice of 86 percent; the

other 14 percent marked their ballots for Republican

nominee George Bush.

Four years ago, 88 percent backed alter Mondale in an

up-down vote on the Democratic nominee. The NEA did

not show Ronald Reagan on its ballot that year.

Futrell, joined by Roseanne Bacon, president of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association, told a news con-

ference she looks forward to "substantial increases in

federal funding for public education" in a Dukakis

administration.

She said Dukakis will "work side by side with the educa-

tion community to improve American Education," and ex-

pressed confidence that he will "redirect national

priorities and provide substantial increases in funding for

public education."

"Mike Dukakis, as president, would put an end to eight

years of teacher bashing and budget cutting, " she said,

and "appoint a secretary who would fight for education

insteadof trashing it."

"I think that Ronald Reagan and George Bush will go

down as the administration with the worst educational

record probably in the history of America," Futrell said.

The union has been encamped in the Democrats' cor-

ner in every presidential race since 1976.

Futrell said 30 percent, or nearly 6,00,000 of her

members are registered Republicans.

But in rejecting Bush, she said, teachers were signall-

ing that "they were tired of being beaten on the head, tired

of being told to do more with less."

Bush belatedly replied to an NEA questionnaire two

weeks ago, a year late and long after the ballots went."

* * •

Meanwhile, on a stop-off in Louisville, Ky. yesterday,

Dukakis told war veterans he does not question George

Bush's patriotism, but "I question his priorities."

He told the crowd of former servicemen that the massive

federal debt threatens the nation's military strength.

"Military might can not be sustained without economic

might," the governor said. "We can not build a strong na-

tional defense on a mountain of debt."

Dukakis received a polite, sometimes arm reception in

an address to the annual convention of the American

Legion, the nation's largest organization of war-time

military service.

He later flew to Buffalo, N.Y. to tour a General Motors

engine manufaturing plant. He also plans to attend a fun-

draiser in New York.

Dukakis steered clear of mentioning in his speech the

strategic weapons system proposed by the Reagan Ad
ministration, which he opposes.

At a news conference later, Dukakis said he supports

continued Star Wars research at reduced level of $1 billion

a year, but believes testing and deployment of such a

nuclear-shield system would violate the 1972 Anti-

Ballistic Missile Treaty, which he supports as in the na-

tion's best interest.

Fake gun scares

inSW
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Shortly after 11 p.m. Wednesday night a man entered

Hampden Snack Bar in the Southwest Residential Area

and threatened the cashier there with what Public Safety

termed an "plastic Uzi-type assault rifle."

When the cashier realized the gun was a facsimile of

the real weapon he began to chastise the alleged

assailant causing him to leave the establishment, police

said.

Although no one has been charged with the incident,

university safety officials are mounting evidence in

preparation for a show cause hearing for the suspected

individual involved.

In other incidents:

• A male student injured his hand when he broke a 4

ft. by 4 ft. window in the 3rd floor bathroom of Patter-

son residence hall. When the floor's resident assistant

went to aid the man and tell him he would have to pay

damages, the man fled the scene, striking the RA across

the chest while exiting.

• Police are investigating an accident that occurred at

Massachusetts and Sunset Avenues on Tuesday morn-

ing involving a 1982 Oldsmobile Cutlass. The Cutlass

had stopped to allow pedestrians to cross when it was

struck by a second vehicle which fled the scene.

• A Coolidge dormitory resident reported on Monday
that his wallet and personal property, valued at $144,

had been stolen from his desk Wednesday evening.

• A Pufton Village resident was arrested on North Plea-

sant St. and charged with driving under the influence

and with defective equipment.
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Feds bust six in massive drug raid
BOSTON (AP) " State and federal law enforcement of

ficials said yeslorday that they have arrested six men and

confiscated 183 pounds of near pure heroin with a street

value of up to $260 million in the one of the largest

seizures of the drug in US history.

The heroin was hidden inside the airtight, stainless steel

rollers of a bean sprout washing machine that was ship-

ped from Hong Kong to Boston via Los Angeles, said John

J. Coleman, special agent in charge of the US Drug En-

forcement Agency in New England.

"This is a very rare event to see this much heroin con-

centrated in one location." he said, adding that it was pro

bably enough to supply all the addicts in New England

for more than a year.

State police and US Customs officers, acting on confiden

tial information, were watching for the machine when it

arrived by truck at a Boston warehouse August. 30. Ac

cording to court documents, they replaced most of the

heroin with sand and then waited for someone to claim

the device.

Four men were arrested Tuesday after they allegedly

picked up the machine in a rental truck, distributed parts

of it to two locations in Boston and then took the re-

mainder to a scrap metal dealer.

Undercover DEA agents later delivered some of the

heroin to New York City, where they arrested two more

men Wednesday night.

All six suspects have been charged with possession of

heroin and conspiracy to distribute the drug, Frank L.

McNamara Jr., the US attorney for Massachusetts, told

reporters at a news conference.

McNamara said authorities believe the men are "im-

portant figures" in the drug trade not merely "mules,"

or carriers of drugs - may have connections to Chinese

organized crime groups. Police in Hong Kong have con

ducted several raids in recent days in connection with the

case, although no arrests have been made there, he said.

Police said the four men arrested in Boston were of Viet-

namese origin and gave their names as Hung Ta. 24; Dang

Phu, 23; Hieu Ly. 24; and Tuong Luu, 45.

The two men arrested in New York were identified as

Wai Kwok Wong, 40, and Sik-Sze Yan, 36. McNamara

said they are of Chinese origin.

Five cardboard cartons of heroin, wrapped in bricks,

were on display at the news conference, along with the

disassembled parts of the bean sprout machine, a gleam-

ing contraption with rollers and metal prongs that is us-

ed by Oriental restaurants and produce merchants.

"The concealment effort was outstanding," said

Williams S. Simmons, acting special agent in charge of

the US Customs Service for the Northeast region. "You

can see by the shape of the cylinders, they don't have any

seams, you don't see any way of getting into those."

Regional Customs Director Philip W. Spayd said the

amount of heroin seized was one of the largest in the coun-

try and the largest ever in New England. Approximately

200 pounds was discovered in a shipment of ice buckets

in Seattle in 1985, and 378 pounds was found in Miami

in 1971.

Coleman told reporters at the news conference that the

street value of the 183 pounds of 95 percent pure heroin

was more than $1 billion, but he later said that figure was

miscalculated.

He said the shipment probably cost about $1.25 million

in Burma or Thailand, its suspected point of origin, and

would have sold for between $8.5 million and $18 million

on its arrival in the United States.

Once it was diluted to five percent purity and distributed

on the street for $100 to $150 a gram, he said, its total

value would have been between $200 million and $260

million.

AP photo

BOSTON (AP) - This is an aerial view of

the harbor point on Boston's Dorchester

Bay, a 51-acre site marking the first attempt

to convert federal housing into private, for-

profit housing. Tenants of what was "Col-

umbia Point" are charging the developer on

many counts, including harassment and un-

fair evictions.

In brief. . .

BOSTON ( AP) - Republican legislators warn that the

state budget signed by Governor Michael S. Dukakis in

July is out of balance by as much as $1.2 billion because

the governor is overestimating tax collections and spen-

ding too much. "The results are very sobering and dis-

quieting, " House Minority Leader Steven Pierce says.

SEABROOI, WASHINGTON (AP) - The staff of the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission briefs the regulator

panel Thursday on a proposal to ease emergency alert

standards for a low power operating license, a move that

could help license the Seabrook. N.H., plant.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Although the Air Force has ap

proved plans to expand its nuclear "doomsday" radio net-

work, it is still struggling to find a Massachusetts loca-

tion for two towers needed to complete the second phase

of the project.

WITH 10 SESSIONS AT THE
^^ractlc_Fam|K,

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

"Dedicated to (rraiing the cause noi the symptom'

6 llniversiiy Drive at Newmarket Center

CALL (413) 549-0335

RFSTAURANT
Poul» 9 and University Drive. Amherst

253 9757 6.

Albion will buy your
schoolbooks backany

dayofthe week.

Lunch Tues.-Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tues.-Fri. ^A Ckf%
11:30-3p.m. ^"•^W

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

250/0 DISCOUNT *

(D4«count appllei to food Itemt purchatml lor

dinner In th« dining room Cannot b* used In

con|unctlon with oltiar discounts.

)

with your
valid Student ID

> Oldies Dance Club
Rout* 9 1 UniversitY Drive. Amhe.st 253 - 97S0

Downstairs at the GuK Stream

ALBION

rail \^^
ill 1 « looiiHOf » 1 1 i «

tgiftll ionwuMo* MjU-tQ

ALCIOM BOOKSHOP, AMIICRSI (Ml-W ttOOKS). 256 1221

ALDIOn USED BOOKS. AMHERST: 253-5813

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
ir DJ plays strictly Contemporary Tunes •

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

75$ Drafts ^ No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (i^oTsc'Jirn)

• Fref'^tplurn^ • 75^ Drafts •
Free "Pink Cadillac" Souvenir Sliot Giass
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SPIC AND SPAN — Peter (left) and Wee Willy work yesterday on that shine outside of Bartlett Hall.

Escort service aids night travelers
Assistant Director: Demand higher at begining ofsemester

By PAMELA MCCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Men and women who are wary of walk-

ing around campus alone at night will find

the student escort service to be a welcome

feature to campus life.

Carol Radzik, the assistant director, said

student usage of the service peaks at the

beginning of each semester. The service

averages about thirty escorts a night, she

said.

Radzik credits the early demand to the

flood of new students on campus. There are

"a lot of new students who are unfamiliar

with the campus. By the end of September

they know people they can walk with," she

said.

Radzik said the service is a good safety

measure for all students to take advantage

of
"UMass is no different from any city or

town." she said, citing the dangers present

on campus. "Just the presence of having

an escort service is a prevention thing."

UMass Director of Public Safety Arthur

Hilson said the service is part of a plan to

enhance relations between students and

police.

*i want to let the students know public

safety is there for them," he said.

He said the service will have new
features added in October. The services will

be introduced during National Crime
Prevention Month.

Hilson said the service will receive a car

to facilitate escort arrival to callers on cam-

pus. The car "can drop ofTfive or six escorts

to different places on campus," said Hilson.

He said this will help escorts to get to more

places faster.

Hilson added that the service has increas-

ed its staff substantially to become more

prevalent and efficient on campus.

Also, the Southwest Residential Area

will receive its own police sub-station. The

station will have headquarters on the fifth

floor in Washington Tower and should be

installed by October, Hilson said.

The new sub-station will provide UMass
residents with greater security because

there will be more people on foot patrols,

he added.

Hilson said Southwest was chosen as the

site because it is the most active residen-

tial area with the greatest population.

The new services will be tested on cam-

pus and other options are still being ex-

plored, but further expansion plans are

uncertain because of recent budget cuts at

the university.

The escort service was originally a

volunteer effort sponsored by the Student

Government Association, but because of

pre-semester staffing difficulties, the Divi-

sion of Public Safety took over respon

sibilities in 1981.

In 1987, there were 1500 escorts, a four

percent increase from the previous year.

There are male and female escorts who
receive extensive training before entering

the field. The escorts are employed and

paid by UMass. The service is free.

The escort service runs from 8 p.m. to 1

a.m., Sunday through Wednesday and from

8 p.m. to 3 a.m., Thursday through Satur

day. To ask for an escort, call 545 2123.

Three UMass students elected to USSA
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Jason Rabinowitz has once again climb-

ed political ranks, this time by claiming a

prime seat on a national student congress.

Students at the United States Student

Association elected Rabinowitz over the

summer to sit on its board of directors at

the 41st National Student Congress held

in Hartford, Connecticut.

Simone Nicholas, a delegate to the same

convention and a member of the New

Africa House Monitoring Committee, was

also elected to be an alternate to the Board

of Directors for the Students of Color seat.

"It's an invaluable experience," Nichols

said. "It gives me a chance to see how other

people think."

Jay Festa, another University of

Massachusetts delegate and a member of

the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance,

said, "So many different ideas are floating

around on how to structure government."

Michael Greiner, a third UMass delegate,

said to the convention, said its goal is to

create a national network for an effective

student voice.

The students at the convention elect the

officers. Greiner said UMass students drew

on their experience in their own senate.

"We new all the little tricks," he said.

"Some people say we have one of the most

powerful student governments; it's true."

USSA meets to establish a political plat-

ferm-whicti the officers, who take a year oft'

from school, lobby for in the US Congress,

Greiner said.

The platform students create tends to be

liberal because the stances are student

issues such as funding for higher educa-

tion, Greiner said.

Rabinowitz said, "I think I learned a lot

about where the student mood is national-

ly: at a point of of rising activity and move-

ment."

'So many different ideas are

floating around," — Jay Festa.

Officers and a USSA legislative director

watch the US Congress agenda and inform

student leaders of the issues nearing votes

through a legislative update newsletter

and phone calls, he said. Students are then

able to lobby their state representatives in

a timely manner, he said.

Greiner said, "(USSA] tells the people in

Washington that these are the things we
want you to concentrate on. It's different

when you're representing people than

when a student goes in and says, 'I'm con-

cerned about this.'"

USSA also schedules special events.

"They have some good stuff planned for

this fall and some stuff that will directly

effect UMass." " "

The Greyhound bus company is donating

a bus for the organization to sponsor a Na-

tional Student Voter Action Bus. The bus

will tour to campuses across the nation and

visit UMass in October, Rabinowitz said.

Student leaders will then be able to host

rallies and other events to encourage

students to vote in the upcoming election.

USSA will stress the importance of

education and attempt to draw specifics

from the presidential candidates on their

education platforms, Rabinowitz said.

In a close race, targeting key issues such

as education and student rights is impor-

tant, he said. "Students can really make
the difference in some of these things."

Addressing issues that concern students

helps students have an active voice, he

said. "Because of the election, we have to

make sure this is a time of intense work."

The USSA is the birthplace of politicians.

"These people now play political hau-dball,"

Rabinowitz said.

The Student Government Association

sent seven delegates to the USSA conven-

tion. The Coordinating Committee
allocated money for the students to attend

the convention as well as the chancellor's

and dean of student's offices, the Board of

Governors, and the Commuter Area
government, Greiner said.

The SGA gives money to the USSA,
which makes every student who pays ac-

tivity fees at UMass a member of ihe

organization, Rabinowitz said.

Despite cuts,

registration
smoother
this year
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Despite budget cuts to the University and

several long lines on campus, ad-

mi ni.strators and department officials said

the crush of students registering for classes

wasn't as bad this year as in the past.

Acting Registrar Janet Bell said out of

the 20,020 students who had handed in pre-

registration forms, only 4200 had been

scheduled for 12 credits or fewer.

"In comparison to prior years that

number is down," Bell said. She added that

some of the 4200 students had requested

fewer than 12 credits.

Bell attributed the easing of problems to

the new $230 fee that has been added to

each student's semester bill. This fee,

allocated primarily to departments with

oversubscribed General Education classes,

has allowed some departments to hire more

teaching assistants and add sections.

"It was looking pretty grim before that

fee came in," Bell said. "[The fee] enabled

the Piovost's Office to provide money to

Jt pdi Iments that needed it. They were able

to open sections and increase capacities,"

Bell said pre-registration forms were in

before the money was allocated. This allow-

ed the Provost to check the forms and see

what departments were most in demand.
Money could then be sent to these

departments.

The Communication Department, in the

past one of the hardest disciplines to

register for classes in, was one of the

departments help>ed by the fee increase.

William Price, director of undergraduate

studies in the Communications Depart-

ment, said monies became available from

emergency fees.

"We only lost two discussion sections,

and that was because we didn't have

anyone qualified enough to teach them,"

he said.

"We have substantial wait lists in most

of our classes, they are somewhat less than

in other years. It was not as frantic as it

was in previous years," Price said.

This was not the case in the Journalism

Department. Norman Sims, chairman of

the department, said all journalism courses

were closed, and most have 12-25 people on

wait-lists.

"We've managed to move a few people off

the wait-lists and into the classes, but right

now it looks pretty grim.

"Journalism has been over-enrolled for

a number of years," Sims said. He said

there were fewer .sections this fall than in

any of the previous nine years he has been

with the department.

The Physics and Astronomy Department

is experiencing no such difficulties. Ann
Cairl, spokesperson for the department,

said that all classes except Astronomy 100

were open.

Russ Kidd, director of general physical

education .said the Physical Education

Department had been able to accomodate

over 2500 students who had come in dur-

ing the add/drop period.

"We're in great shape, very few people

were turned away. They keep coming and

coming," Kidd said. He said the budget

cuts had had no effect on the department.

Bell said the pre-registration process

begins in April when the forms are hand-

ed in to the registrar. They are nm through

an eligibility check to see if the student

meets certain criteria the respective

department has set, such as being in the

major, being a senior, etc.

The forms are held until the middle of Ju-

ly, after incoming students have had their

orientation and filled out their forms.

When all forms are in, the registrar sends

rosters to the departments. The depart-

ments are then free to cut students any

way they choose.

When the rosters come back to the

registrar in the .second week of August they

are run through the computer for a final

check for scheduling conflicts and closed

sections. Alternates are tried and if

necessary, workers try to schedule students

manually. Finally, a check is made with

the bursar to see if the students' bill has

been paid, and if so, the schedule is mail-

ed out.
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For Your Information
Miss Masscuhusftts Pageant — The final deadline for

applications for the 1989 Miss Massachusetts USA
Pageant is Tuesday. Sept. 27. All women interested must

be between 17 and 25 veais of age, and must write to MISS
MASSACHUSETTS USA PAGEANT HEAD-
QUARTERS. Dept. NR. 222 Newbury St., 2nd Floor,

Boston. MA 02116. Letters must include a recent snap-

shot, brief biop-aphy. date of birth and phone number. The

applicants must be at least a six month resident of

Nla»;Khusetts. thus collff^c dorm students are eligible.

Rush Hashana Srri /, < > llifif will be various Kosh

Hashana Services !n hr lu-ld in the Student Union

Ballroom at the Umvc-rMly of Massachusetts. An Even

ing Service and Kiddush will be held at 7 p. in. on Sun-

day, Sept. 1 1 A Morning Service and Tashlich will be held

at 10 am on Monday. Sept. 12, Another Evening Service

and Kiddush will be held at 7 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 12.

Annual Fall Reception - The Amherst Town Commit-

tee for International Students wishes to invite you and

your family to its Annual Fall Reception. There will be

a slide show at 1 p.m. on Sunday at Mahar Auditorium

on the University of Massachusetts campus. At 2 p.m.,

there will be a bus tour of Amherst ending at William 8.

Clark International House (Clark Hill Rd., University

campus). A reception will take place at 3 p.m. at the

William S. Clark International House. There will be

refreshments, entertainment for children, and greetings

by representatives of sponsoring organizations.

Positii>ns availnhle - The Board of Governors is in need

of coordinators. Eight part time positions are available.

Applications are available in room 817 of the Campus

Center from Sept. 7 until Sept. 12. BOG is an AA EOE
employer.

Professionai Secretaries International — The Pioneer

Valley Chapter of Professional Secretaries International

will hold its first meeting of the 1988-89 season The dm
ner meeting will begin at 6:15 p.m on Monday at the Nor

Ihampton Hilton. An> stiretars in the Pioneer \" .Hey who

is interested in PSI is asked to contact Cvnt hui Bros.seau

at the Holyoke Visiting N'ur.se Association or Marie

McRfvnolds, CPS at the Town of Amherst Leisure

Serviif^

Auditions — The Pelican Theatre Company will hold

auditions for an original childrens pop musical entitled

"The Rainbow Boy." Auditions will be from 6 to 9 p.m.

on Sunday and Monday. There are parts for 4 women and

5 men, ages 15-35. For more information contact 533-8894.

Rally — A vigil and rally to protest the 15th anniver-

sary of the dictatorship of General Augusto Pinochet of

Chile will be held at 1 p.m. on Sunday at the Amherst

Common.

Class Moved — Due to fallen ceiling and asbestos debris,

the Sunday West African drum class at 4 p.m. and dance

class at 6 p.m. have been moved from Cottage C UMASS
to Amherst College's Gymnasium Dance Studio. Classes

are open to everyone for $8.00. For further information,

call 367 9340 regarding location of September 18 and 25

classes

Dance - A First Week "Night Out Dance," will be held

at 8 p.m. today at the Campus Center Auditorium. There

will be a $2 admission fee. The dance is being sponsored

by First Week Planning Committee.

Dane- - A dance .sponsored by International Students

will be held from 9 p.ni to 1 am on Saturday, at the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom .\ $2 tee smU l" charged l)elore 10

p m and $3 after that tune.

Social - A social sponsored by the Chinese Students

dull \\ ' ake place from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the Cam-

pus Center room 174 76. The social is free.

Social - A social gathering will be held from noon to

3:30 p.m. Saturday, at the Campus Center room 163C. The

social is free.

Rendezvous - The Southwest Area Uovernment is spon

.soring "The Rendezvous," which will be held from 10 p.m.

to 2 a.m. Saturday at the Southside Room & Lobby, Hamp-

den. The event is free.

CARLOS SOSA GRANT JONES SUSAN KRUSE HOLLY A VAN DEURSEN~|

fi/[lX Stnictural Engineering. U"*^®'»»'y ®' Virginia. Fi- U^ Santa Cruz, Marine Biol- IJnivenity of Michigan,MBA

Analyzing and designing

bridges Developed working

model of a double spandrel arch

bridge The HP-28S helps him

analyze structural stress and

geometry. It's the only calcu

lator that lets him do both sym

bolic algebra and calculus

It features

powerful

matrix math and graphics cap-

abilities And HP Solve lets him

solve custom formtilas without

programming With more than

1500 functions, 32K RAM and

both RPN and algebraic entry,

nance. Studies fluctuating

stock and money market

trends Assisted head trader

in Yen at Chicago Mercantile

Exchange The HP-12C with

RPN lets him analyze prices,

ogy. Studies behavior of blue

whales and effect of environ-

ment on distribution of mar-

ine mammals The new, easy

to use HP-223 has a built-in

equation library with solver.

NewAchieversin
Heavy Metal, Swing, Blues h

andMotown.
ratios, net present value and

internal rate of return He can

even create his own custom

programs The HP- 12C is the

the HP-28S is the ultimate sci- established standard in fi-

entific calculator nancial calculators

giving her access to the most

commonly used scientific

equations Statistics with

linear regression And alge-

braic entry The ideal student

science calculator.

candidate. Assisted on pric-

ing projects for GM The HP-

17B offerseasyalgebraicentry

Plus time value of money, cash

flows and linear regression to

analyze budgets and forecasts

HP Solve lets her enter herown

formulas and solve for any

variable

ewlett-

Packard's calculators are built

for your success Look for them

at your campus bookstore Or

caU 1-800-752-0900, Ext 658E,

for your nearest dealer

We never stop asking "What if...

HEWLETT
PACKARDC^^

HP-28S SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

HP-12C FINANCIAL
CALCULATOR

HP-22S SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

HP-17B BUSINESS
CALCULATOR

More Than
Copies

Copies • Fa.x Service

Binding • Offia- Supplies

Oversize Copies

Pid-Up & Delivery

kinko's
the copy center

li^Dm/j

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

• METABOLOL
1 • METABOLOL II

} • OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS

] • SMILAX
^ • MUSCLE FUEL
i • UNIPRO AMINOS

• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MOREI

DORM
RUGS
CHEAP!
many sizes and colors

Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley

586-«41 1 Mon-Sid t:30*. Son Moo«v5
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Board neglects
to discuss issue
of Republican Club
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors could not make
quorum for last night's meeting, but

discussed several topics not including the

Republican Club issue, despite the

presence of several club members.

BOG Chairperson Eric Nakajima ended

the meeting just as Republican Club presi-

dent Stephen Lutz and members Brian

Darling, Greg Rothman and Bill Collins

were asking about the fate of their

organization.

The club was kicked out of its office space

by the board at the end of last semester

because of charges of harassment brought

by the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance.

"I came here to discuss the Republican

Club issue," Darling said as members of

the board were leaving the room. "Aren't

you going to talk about this?" he asked.

Nakajima said he would attend a

meeting today between members of the

Republican Club, the board, and Student

Activities Office Director Irene Carew to

try to iron out their differences. The

Republicans have been in their ofTice

several times since their eviction.

"The board really is cognizant of my ef-

fort to peacefully and responsibly resolve

the situation," Nakajima said.

Darling was not in agreement. "We came

to this meeting tonight hoping we could

discuss the issue, and then he just skipped

over it when the president of the

Republican Club walked in. I think that's

irresponsible on his part to ignore the most

important issue the BOG is considering at

the moment."

Nakajima has said he is forming a

"reconciliation committee," to look at

disputes such as the Republican Club-

LBGA battle and arrange a peaceful

solution.

"I've always considered the Campus
Center/Student Union complex as a

microcosm of student life as a whole, and

I think the effort the board can make to

bring conservatives and liberals and all

cultural and religious backgrounds
together in a forum which respects each

party would be of the greatest benefit,"

Nakajima said.

Nakajima said the reconciliation commit-

tee could arrange events such as debates

and workshops between the warring

organizations to ease tensions.

Said Darling: "The Republican Club is

open to negotiations, but seeing what hap-

pened tonight I don't think that Eric Naka-

jima is ready for anything other than what

he decided over the summer. We hope that

something positive can come out of this

meeting."

The space the Republicans are fighting

for is room 415 ofthe Student Union, which

the BOG allocated to Graduate Student

Organizations over the summer, but the

GSOs have not yet begun to use the room.

Nakajima said today is the deadline for

the Republicans to move out.

The board, in their abbreviated meeting,

discussed what they had done over the

summer and what may happen this fall.

Jeff Glassman, BOG program coor

dinator, said he is negotiating for Doctor

Ruth Westheimer to appear this fall.

Glassman said he is negotiating with

Health Services and other groups to co-

sponsor the event, because the BOG Pro-

gram Council budget will not cover the en-

tire cost of the event.

Glassman also said he was negotiating

for a laser show and a turtle race event.

The board will meet next Thursday with

a slate of new business.

Correction
The Collegian incorrectly printed the time of the Third World Caucus meetmgs.

The first meeting is at 5:30 p.m. Sept. 21 in the Campus Center. For more mfor-

mation call the Office of Third World Affairs.

The Wednesday issue of the Collegian reported that Charles DiMare, the direc

tor of the Legal Services Center, said the settlement for the Yvette Henri case "was

in the millions, but the actual sum was not disclosed." DiMare never made that

statement, but did say the case was settled out of court for a substantial sum of

money.

Also in Wednesday's paper. The Collegian idenitfied Lori Edmonds as a senator

from the Third World Caucus. She is president of Afrik-Am, an Afro-American stu-

dent association.
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ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

_ FINE DINING'^
AND

,^.*.^. FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext. 7639

for Reservations

Validated Parking
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TOP*^ of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST
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FOUR SEASONS FOUR SEASONS
Rte9
Hadley

CASE SPECIALS

PIELS 12 oz. Bar Bottles 5.99

COORS SUITCASE 10-99

JHEINEKEN 12 oz. Bottles 14.99

IbUSCH suitcase 8.99

JCARLING BLACK LABELS
"

- BB

WELCOME
BACK

Rie 9
Hadlev

I

ROLLING

.6.99

.8.99

.7.99

ROCK 10.99

I
SCHMIDTS 16 oz.

I FALSTAFF 12 oz. Cans.

KAHLUA 750 ml 10.49J

OUR OWN PEACH SCHNAPPS 4.49

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L 10.991

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75 L 8.99
|

NAPA RIDGE WHITE ZIN 3.99J

HARD BARGAINS

FOUR SEASONS VODKA
(from Hadley's finest potatoes)

1.75 L 8.99

I

ONES, FOURS, SIXS AND TWELVES
1 FOSTERS OIL CANS 2 for 2.99

BARTLES/JAYMES 4 pk 2.99

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 4 pk 2.99

BECK no way!! 6 pk 3-99

DOS EQUIS • pk 3.99

I CORONA lime incl. 6 pk 4.99

SAM ADAMS 6 pk • 4.99

LABATTS 12 pk 5.99

OLD MILWAUKEE 12 pk ^-^^

BUD LIGHT I said a 12 pk 5.99

SPECIALTIES
SIMPATICO 6 pk 5.99|

(a 6 pk. of black bottles)

DINKELACKER 5 LT. KEG '....11.99

(your own keg for your own fridge)

BUD UGHT]
584-8174

STROHSKEGS 29.99

FOUR SEASONS
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 AM -1 1 PM
THERI IS NO NEED TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE ...

MC/VISA DELIVERIES KEGS
USE Y 3UK MC/VISA FOR KEG DEPOSITS

Just past Burger King on Roatc 9
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Dukakis ' wife warns
students about drugs
MECHANICSBURG. Pa. ( AP) - Kitty Dukakis yester

day drew on her experiences as a teacher and 26-year vic-

tim of drug addiction to warn a class of high school

students about drugs, disappointing the college-bound

teenagers, who had hoped she would focus on educational

.issues.

Stumping through Pennsylvania on behalf of her hus-

band, Democratic presidential candidate Michael

Dukakis, Mrs. Dukakis spoke at schools in Reading and

Mehanicsburg and at a luncheon rally at the Penn-

sylvania State Education Association in downtown

Harrisburg.

Shortly before Mrs. Dukakis' noontime lecture to the

accelerated humanities class at the Cumberland Valley

High School, the National Education Association an-

nounced its overwhelming endorsement of her husband

in Washington. D.C. [See related story, page 1)

Mrs. Dukakis said that if her husband were elected

president, "we can bring back strength teaching to the

honored profession it must be."

A

FREE
Travel Planning

By Professiorx3ls

The Areas Only

"Certified Travel

Counselors"

AIR-HOTELS-CARS

TOURS-RAIL-CHARTERS

VACATION PACKAGES

We're worth the call

or visit

OPtWMOSTUTUtPAYt

CAll

586-8953

Your Partners

In Travel

Mapte>wooa Shops

010 South Street

Northampton, MA 0TO60

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

• METABOLOL
• METABOLOL II

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MOREI
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YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK (AP) - Fire inspector Bryan Connellen (right) and Old

Faithful employee Rich O'Quinn search for O'Quinn's belongings yesterday in a cabin destroyed

when a forest fire raced through the Old Faithful compound of Yellowstone National Park.

O'Quinn lived in the cabin with his sisters.

POSTERS
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FRAMES
PERSONALITIES
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SCENIC
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POP CULTURE
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New Larger Machines

• CWan and Efficient

• Friendly Attendants

• Gat Dryers

• Gxivenienl Location

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST. MA.

8^9'1665

SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...

7AIII-10PM

DORM
RUGS
CHEAP!
many sizes and colors

Mountain Fanns MaS. Hadfey

i86-641 1lln»4Eil t-JM.Sw Neei< s

WELCOME
BACK

STUDENTS!

Special Rates

for Students

with U-Mass
IDs

-check it out-

HAIR finanatix

241 Main St.

NOHO
584-7798

Wdlk-lns Welcome

Walter Hudson took a walk outside

his home yesterday — for the first time

in 18 years.

Hudson, who has lost an estimated

900 pounds in one year — he is said to

be down to 520 — attempted to leave

his home last Febuary, but could not

muster up the courage.

At left, he is shown with reporters

on that cold Febuary morning, when

he weighed more than 1,100 pounds.

At right, Hudson leaves his Hamp

stead, N.Y. home for a brief stroll.

Associated Press photos.

0-GAY OG-HAY

ILD-WAY EXT-NAY

EEKEND-WAY

No mailer how you say it. it spells fun! Make sure vou save a spot on your schedule for the world's firsl

PIG-OUT PAIITY. On Sept 17. Rock 102. Aika Sclt/er and Figaro's Restaurant will Rive you a chance to

go 'hog wild'. Get a free PIG-OUT passlxwk full of Fowl Court Discount Coupons at the inlormation

booth free Alka Seltzer samples in the Cafe S(|uare and tegining Sept (ilh free PIG-OUT T-Shirls or a

plush pink pig with one day's dated sales rcceipLs totaling '100 or more (supplies are limited).

Most Important Don't Miss The Big Event

Watch the PIG-OUT pizza caters pack in pounds of peppcroiii at the PIG-OUT pi/za eating contest.

Saturday .SeptcmlxT 17th at IPM, on the Cafe S(iuare stage. Make sure you're here to 'KOOT-ROOT-

ROO'I" lor the home learn (pun intended)!

South Mnplc Street, Route 9. lladley. Ma. Open daily 10 to 9:30^ ^"r«!i»y
'j^:^'
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Two discs with lots to offer
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

While a load ofbands made some disappointing surfaces

this summer, two bands, who seemed to come out of

nowhere, had something fresh to offer this summer.

Bongwater Double Bummer on Shimmy-Discs label.

• Bongwater are the most impressive act this year, and

their debut double long player, Double Bummer is

astonishing.

Representing every musical cliche of the 80's. it dares to

be labled, has a lot of nerve, and will certainly go down

in history for its covers of other band's hits.

A version of a famed Led Zeplin song, "Dazed and

Chinese" is met with guitars on a short-circuited music-

effects box, with the lyrics sung in Chinese. Page and

Plant must've had a good laugh. "Pew" is a song for glue

sniffers, and sounds like it was written by someone with

one hit too many in his system. "Love You To" proves that

to cover Beatles' tunes means to give it a whole new mean-

ing. Untuned guitars, wah-wah pedles and sampling with

the lack of perfect pitch are what make Bongwater work.

Singer Ann Magneson (you might have seen her get eaten

by a vampire in the 1983 film The Hunger) with her voice,

creates a stunning immage of the unsatisfied Lower-East-

Side motor mouthed hip-bitch. Listen to songs like "Les-

bians of Russia," "Rock n Roll pt. II," or "Dazed and

Chinese." and experience what ifs like to have someone

sing at you.

Double Bummer is a record made with a sense of humor.

Bongwater have obviously studied the musical transition

of the 80's and seem to understand the scene enough to

encourage musicians to try to break new ground.

Magneson. Kramer and Licht have unleashed a dangerous

but brilliant record. ^ ., ,, . u ,^
Public Enemy It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold

Us Back on the Def-Jam label.

Rap has suffered over the past two years due to lack of

any new ideas and because of the egocentric rapper. Sud-

denly Public Enemy, (who made an album last year for

Def-Jam but it got crushed by the popularity of LL Cool

J) have released their second and most powerful document,

It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold us Back. It's

overloaded with radical black politics, mostly inspired by

Malcom X, making this record singular from anything

that has preceeded it. Public Enemy abandon the ego in

their lyrics, trying to inform and educate the people about

contemporary black historical figures, their achievements,

and beliefs. They also have set rap on a different course

by refusing to let black youth remain ignorant of their

heritage. This is the obvious statement in 'Party For Your

Right To Fight!" calling attention to the "original black

Asiatic man." And "Prophets of Rage" is an awesome cut

that adresses Afro-Americans devaluating each other.

Public Enemy have plenty of balls and blow the

Beasties, RUN DMC and LL COOL J to pieces. Its definit-

ly the best rap album of the year, and possibly Def-Jam's

finest release.

Live Wire returns

Headlining Live Wire this semester is Sleepy LaBeef

playing at Sheehan's tonight (over 21 please!). The

Boston Globe called him "Onomatopoeic." Regardless,

I've seen this guy make guitars speak, and if I were just

two months older I'd take the oporitunity to see this

talent. The rockabilly man starts the set at 8:30, and

cover is $6 at the door. Tomorrow at Sheehans is Big

Dipper and Check, Please. Two bands, four bucks.

If rockabilly isn't your gig. then the alternative gig for

you might be The New Michael Gregory Band.

Michael Gregory is a recording artist for RCA who is

very much like Robert Cray - a good guitarist and a

gifted song writer. Even though he resides in the area,

his appearances here are rare and are worth checking

out. He'll play L'Oasis from 6 to 9 p.m. for all ages.

Finally those who wish for a more mellow outing may

want to consider going to the Iron Horse Cafe. Bill Mor-

rissey with guest Bob Martin - "one of New England's

best songwriters." according to the Horse - is sharing

his wholesome material with fellow folk lovers. Tickets

are $6.00 at the door. Tomorrow at the Iron Horse.

Eliot Murphy is celebrating the re release of his 1973

classic album Aqua Show on CD. Tickets are $5.00.

-SAAD HOPKINS

AL-BUMS
DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP's CASS CD's

• Newly Renovated with

Expanded CD &
Collectable LP Sections

• Maxell XLII 90 w/FREE
XLIIs or TDK SA90
$21 .99 a box

181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

Local Vocals: tuneful start to the semester
Welcome to the jungle. No, no. just kidding. Welcome

to the initial edition of Local Vocals. This column will try

to keep readers informed about local bands from the Five-

College area, as well as the best shows to see. records to

buy etc., in Amherst and Northampton. Readers are en-

couraged to submit information on their favorite bands,

known or unknown, to the Arts desk in care of Jennifer

or myself
The Hatch has begun its schedule of live music accom-

panied by inexpensive beer and wine. Fifth Business

played last night, and while there's nothing planned for

this evening, you can bet the weeknight schedule will fill

up soon. Don't ignore this opportunity to see good local

bands at a grass-roots level.

It's a good weekend for live music. While tonight's

Sleepy LaBeef show at Sheehan's seems to be the con-

census favorite, L'Oasis boasts Bim Skala Bim for torn-

morrow, and blues legend Lonnie Mack hits the Iron

Horse Sunday night. The Fools, always a big draw but

never a good show, play Katina's tonight.

What has happened to all our favorite UMass bands

from last spring? Velvet Jesus, for one, constantly lurks

around the valley, and if we're lucky, they'll be getting

shut off at the Hatch with regularity. Strong Waters, ac-

cording to frontman Jon Z. Bowser, has relocated with a

revitalized lineup. Lot)k for a surprise gig from them dur

ing the .semester

Starting a semester off with news of a tragedy is never

an easy task, but the University community recently lost

a popular alumnus and gifted musician. David Gonzales,

better known as "Clonzo." drummer for the band Nexus,

was killed in an accident while returning from a concert

in Boston. All those who knew him and enjoyed his good

nature and musical skills will truly miss him. Hearts go

out to the Gonzales family, and hats off to Gonzo.

-COSMO MACERO JR.
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"WHO LOVES YA BABY?r'
WE DO

WELCOME BACK

OK
CAMPUS
JOBS

==INTRODUCINGa=o
ottr all new compact disc Jukebox

^ over 1,000 songs
COME PAKTY WITH US!

Free Mnnchles from 4-6 p.m. & 9-12

September Specials

Beer of the Monlb: Helackea $1.75
Drink of the Week: Vodka Tonic $1.75

Work Study &
Non Work Study

Positions Available

Interview with the
Department of your choice

I

I

I

I

I

^? zs ais ZK zs SB

Sept. 8 & 9 10 a.m.—4 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom

2 Sponsored by the Student Employment
Office, 239 A Whitmore, 5-1951
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The Screening Room
will look at flicks
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Greetings, and welcome back to the film

world, and all that's in it. First of all, you

old timers probably recognize the change

in the name of this column. "Friday Film

Follies" is now "The Screening Room." A
helluva lot more pretentious, I know, but

our favorite critics like Gene Siskel and

Rex ("Hi there!") Reed live for preten

tiousness, and I couldn't resist the

temptation.

But the similarity ends there, for I'm a

reviewer, not a critic. My job is to inform

you of the good, the bad, and the terrible,

but try not to sound like the authority, just

an advisor. Besides, this was the biggest

summer in Hollywood history (finally

beating 1984's record), and most of the of-

ferings were quite good, and are also still

playing at the neighborhood theaters. One
of the best is Married to the Mob, with

Michelle (Grease //) Pfieffer finally shed

ding her blond beauty image in favor of a

talented leading actress. A fun movie by

Jonathan Demme is even better with her

in the lead.

Another comedy which I accidently omit

led from my ten best summer films column

on Wednesday is A Fish Called Wanda.
This film combines the best of British

humor (courtesy "Monty Python" alumni

John Cleese and Michael Palin) and

American story structure. Jamie Lee Cur-

tis, who along with her cohorts, robs a

bank, then enlists the help of a barrister

Cleese), to keep tabs on the partners that

are trying to steal the loot out from under

her. Cleese is at his best, giving his

character depth and even vulnerability,

and he is responsible for the witty script.

Kevin Kline completes the group as dim

witted Otto. Don't miss this film.

On the other hand, under the horror

trash department, both Chuck Norris and

Freddy Krueger are back, and I'll admit

I'm starting to wish they weren't The
Hero and the Terror is Chuck's bag.

where he plays such a sentimental family-

man type character that's too much.

There's a limit as to how fast you can

change your image, guy. As for Freddy, A
Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream
Master is basically a re-hash of all we've

seen before. Some nice effects, but not

much else. Don't bother.

A A
Finally, on the serious side. Stealing

Home stars Mark Harmon as a down and

out ball player who relives his childhood

and the special times with Jodie Foster, the

girl that taught him how to live, laugh,

love, and who is now ashes in the urn he

clutches like a teddy bear. Supposed good

performances all around can't make up for

the meandering story, and sugary sen

timentality. If you must.

As the mainstream offerings seem

limited this week (until we get into the

more "serious" films of autumn), check out

the "little theaters" in the area. The
Amherst Cinema is in town and offers art-

sy films at reasonable prices. A good buy,

though I'll always keep hoping that they'll

bring back the double features that

delighted crowds up til last year. A pity.

The Pleasant Street Theater in Nor

thampton is a first run art house that

specializes in rare and quality features the

big cinemas wouldn't even dream of show-

ing. A nice interior and friendly staff make

it one of the valley's gems. Lastly, The
Academy of Music is one of the oldest

movie houses in the country, and features

films in a grand setting. For a look at the

way folks enjoyed films in the good old

days, this is the place to go.

That's it for this week, and I'll keep you

updated on all in the world of film, both on

screen and behind the scenes.

iJr^'Xr—"/r '

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT

We Bring Chinatown
To You

v.

OPEN HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-1 1:00p.m.
Sunday 2:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 11:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

The

BOARD OF
GOVERNORS
IS HIRING

The Following Coordinators:

Food Services • FaciHties • Public Relations

Govenors Program Council • Special Projects

sistant Office Coordinator • Finance/Key Functioi

Applications AvalUbIt In BOG Office (817 CC)

from 9/7 to 9/12 • Rttarn applictions by 5 p.m.

* Th. CC/SU BOG li m AA/EOB Employtf «
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L-'rcss up your dorm room or

apartment with our super

selection of colorful

CARPETS...
6'x9's»8'xl2's«9'xl2's

ALRFADY BOUND

Plus a geat group of REMNANTS in J
sizes and colas, available at

our Willimansctt stae!

DISCOUNT CARPET CENTER

109 Russell St.. Rte. 9. Hadley • 584- 1540
(Ntfxi to Cumberland Famii

Men -Wed 9-5 • Thurs & Fri 9-8 • Sat 9-5

SOB Buckley Blvd.. Willimansett • 533-0382
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W
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YOU ARE VELCOnE AT
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
434 No. PLEASANT ST.

AnHERST. nA 01002

REV. DAVID n. CROSBY. PASTOR
suNixw .noi^MNC c:iRii^c:ii sdiooL .\t q. i ") a^\

SUM).\V .nORNINC VOI^SIIIP .\T lO.H A.^

SUNDAY i:\'ENIiNC SEI^\ Ici: .AT (r ^O P..n.

ftibic Study Clas.scs Tor /\ll Ages!

Tulorihcj ^ Social ILvcnls for IiMorhcMionab!

I or more informc\liorv Call '>l-9-':>'>96

f Ne>«^ Shiipments 1

Good Things
Ponts Natural Fiber Scorves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
T-Shirts
Tanks ol <Rings koEarrings ^^„i;{.

-PM* Candles
Chains

India Print Dravstrinq d,,„c
Bedspreads Pants ^^^ Hawrfii

Bamboo
Cards Blinds

Posters

I
20 to SOX
off selected

Clothing ^«'^'^^"9s

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Great Gifts & Cards

ERCRNTILE

Sun 12-5
Daiiy 10-6

N'hamp.Nioht
Thurs. 9 P.M

orihampion-18 Center St

II^Amherft-Carringe Shopiff
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Survey says scales miss standards

BOSTON (AP) - A survey hy tlu' state

Division of Standards found that nearly

four out of of 10 scales used by retailers for

measuring liquid propane gas sold to

backyard bai'becuers and recreational vehi-

cle owners failed to comply with state

regulations Inspectors found that 38 per-

cent of the sales checked failed to meet

state standards for annual testing and seal

ing to guarantee accuracy. The survey,

released Wednesday, involved 149 scales in

132 retail outlets in 73 municipalities

across the state.

Futon and Furniture

SOFA BEDS

CLASSIC BED FRAMES
HARDWOOD FURNITURE

AP photo

CHICAGO (AP) — Sen. Dan Quayle makes a point while speak-
ing yesterday to the City Club of Chicago, Quayle outlined an ap-

proach to national defense, touting the Strategic Defense Initiative

and calling for a repeal of the War Powers Act.

'^fourBasic

Problem:

¥xirBasic
Sdbdon:

m~?4 ewsic LfiHsurtes Cf^LcuLflTOR

DECISION ANALYSIS Raiffa 4Q!

Elements of Fjccmonietrics

tUCtHICCWCWTi
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PPOBAttlTY AND SWSnCS FOR ENGf€B3S

Fluid Mechanics

The Tl'74 BASICALC.
The BASIC language programmable cakidaurr

from Texas Instruments. The mathematics

and statistics cartruj^es are two of five optumd
appUcatum software a\Mulahle.•

COLLEGE PHYSICS

VK.UKtMl

The Tl-74 BASICALC is

a BASIC calculator that's

also an advanced scientific

calculator. In effect, it's two

calculators in one.

In Its BASIC riKxle, you have

direct, twii-keystroke access to 41

BASIC ct)mmands, as well as 10

user-definable keys which can make

doing your coursework a basic snap.

Switch to its calculator mode and

you're armed with 70 scientific

functions to help you easily solve

those tough technical pniblems.

And the large, color-ccxied keys,

QWERTY keyboard and separate

numeric keypad make it easier to

use than any other programmable
calculator.

Your BASICALC specs:

• 8K RAM expandable to 16K RAM.
•113 BASIC keyword set.

• Optional software cartridges for chemical
engineering, math, statistics and finance.

• Optional PASCAL language cartridge.

• Optional printer and cassette interface.

Stop by your bookstore and see

both sides of the TI-74 BASICALC
for yourself. Either way, it'll blow
you away.

Texas^^
Instruments

'TMilemarl iif Trxw. liiMnimcnti Inturpi'r.iteil WHM T
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Some advice for Mike and George

mmmtmrnv

fack SkANTOS

An education president

for only some classes
l^^aD^,

An education president? Hard to believe,

but George Bush and Michael Dukakis

have made education a top election issue.

Hard to believe, because neither

presidential candidate is apparently

capable of understanding what's wrong
with education in the United States.

David R. Mark

Both say they support improved educa-

tion. Unfortunately, it's easier to support

improved education than to know what im-

proves education.

Dukakis suggests the Vice President was

silent while the Reagan administration

slashed federal aid to public schools and

higher education in the 1980s.

"Where was the man who now says he

wants to be the education president? He
was playing hooky, he was nowhere to be

found," Dukakis said in a California cam-
paign step.

Dukakis is correct. Bush has 'played

hooky' as the Reagan administration cut

financial aid to students and public school

lunch programs, and nearly eliminated the

Department of Education. But Dukakis

is not one to talk about education either.

For when he says the presidential elec-

tion is a contest "between those who see

education as lifetime commitment and

those who see it as an election-year

strategy" I am left wondering who's whom.

According to The Chronicle of Hifiher

Education Almanac, Massachusetts is the

only state where more students attend

private institutions than public ones. This

is not good.

"That demographic fact, combined with

the history and prestige of private colleges,

has led to a series of state policies that help

independent (private) institutions," writes

the Chronicle. "There has long been an ex-

pectation in the state that the best students

will attend private colleges. For public in-

stitutions, the situation has been difficult."

It isn't hard to believe the two have bet-

ter education records with private schools.

Let's not forget Bush attended Yale, and

Dukakis attended Swarthmore. Both

schools are private.

What this should lead the voter to believe

is that neither would be the 'education

president' Americans need. Instead, the

voter would get a 'classist education presi

dent,' who would only be useful to people

who could afford Yale or Swarthmore.

Further proof of the potential for a

'classist education president' is provided by

Charles B. Saunders Jr. Saunders, an ex

ecutive vice president for the American

Council of Education, wrote that Bush and

Dukakis, in their education papers, "foster

the misleading notion that the central

federal role in student aid is to guarantee

educational loans."

He continues, "Neither mentions the

critical importance of increasing grant aid

for the neediest students, so that they will

not have to rely so heavily on loans to ob-

tain an education.
i.

. ^/////».
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So what the American people are left

with are two presidential candidates who
are more concerned with middle and upper

class, college-bound students. And why
not? The poorest of the p(X)r. the ones who
need the most help, are the ones who are

least likely to go to college and can almost

be counted on not to vote.

It'.s unfortunate.

Bush and Dukakis barely care about

students who can't afford college, or would
be too saddled by large loans to even try.

let alone those who have no college

aspirations.

If only Bush or Dukakis could make a

campaign stop at one of Americas less af-

fluent urban high schools where gangs, not

teachers, are in charge, where contests are

held to see whose urination creates the

most steam on the radiator; where students

are more likely to aim for a street corner

to sell crack than a state university to store

knowledge; where students go to ;bed

hungry and don't benefit from school

breakfast and lunch programs, and where
attendance is another word Johnny can't

read.

It's unfortunate Bush and Dukakis will

not take a clo.se look at the.se students,

because in this year of campaign rhetoric,

it's these students who need 'an education

president' the most.

Daiid R. Murk is editorial editor of the

Collegian. "Some advice for Mike and
George" uill run Fridays until thr iirek

after the presidential electiitn

Notes from the Campus Center basement

A tale of tidy Greeks, messy schedules
From the Poetic Justice Department: In four years, you

have a lot of add drop experiences. This year. I thought

I was special, because I got all my classes. Since I'm a

grown-up now, I even signed up for a 400-level English

seminar. Life looked good.

So I showed up for my first class. And there was a lit

tie hand written note on the door, "English 481 is

cancelled."

My false sense of security blown, I ran up the stairs

to beat everyone else from my class to the English

add/drop line. There. I signed up for the waiting list of

another seminar, which is about some William Carlos

Williams, about whom I know exactly nothing. I'm sure

I'll learn.

At the add drop table, there was a nice man helping

people, but he didn't really seem to know what he was

doing. I thought he was kind of old for a graduate stu

dent, and most professors are pretty inured to add/drop.

Then he signed my form: James Tate.

This has got to be the only campus in the country

where we bring famous poets to our faculty and make

them sign add/drop forms. I wonder if I should save the

signature.

UMass graduate makes the big time department: Just

when you thought Tony Rudy wouldn't make it into the

pages of the Collegian, he pops up in a syndicated Mike

Royko column. Royko was calling the National Defeat

Dukakis campaign and Rudy answered the phone.

Royko quoted Rudy for awhile, then concluded a

UMass education is shaky accreditation. That's the kind

of publicity that won't make the Office of Public Infor

mation clips pamphlet this fall.

Nfincy Klingcncr

This week on he Campus Center concourse, the New-

Testament FeI.o\ hip table, with a banner reading

"Jesus is Lord" .vas set up next to the Young Com-
munist League ^able. On a stroll through the concourse,

the entire spectrum of undergraduate life at the Univer-

sity is laid out . It's a wonderful thing, even if the vast

majority of students wants nothing to do with either of

those phrlosophies.
*»

There are freshman biology courses scheduled for lab

sections in Morrill Science Center that won't get them,

because renovation work that was supposed to be finish-

ed Sept. 1 isn't even started. Meanwhile, the faculty

lounge is full of supplies, cleared from other rooms which

have become makeshift teaching spaces. This, while our

governor is proclaiming his support for education at cam-

paign stops around the country. The Dukakis shufFle

moves on.

Greek Row is all shaken up this year: BKO's house

is boarded up, and rumor has it offices will go into that

space (they'll have to do some serious renovation inside).

At the old Tri Sigma sorority house, on North Pleasant

Street, a relatively new fraternity has moved in. Tri-Sig

has a few apartments next to each other, and AEP is in

their first house on this campus.

More landscaping work over the summer has made the

row look better than it has in at least a decade. Follow

ing ATG's lead. Pike and Lambda Chi have both made

their houses look respectable, which will help them and

the University in dealing with Amherst town people.

Long-time residents have a legitimate beef with a main

road through town looking like a landfill on Saturday

mornings.
**

As a post-script to add/drop, there is an obvious solu-

tion to the boring, frustrating, bone-crushing lines we

all hate on registration day. Why doesn't each depart

ment give out tickets, like a butcher shop or a deli? In-

stead of spending five hours in the history line, students

could draw a number and do other errands. If you miss

your turn that's your fault, but it's better than

disorganized lines where people cut and entire days are

wasted, just to find your class was filled long ago.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist. "Notes from

the basement" runs Fridays
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In other news. . .

nTPONCTlON IS
^

ONLY RECURSIVE
THt pmsT T\ne

it's C»Ll.CD. >

And that's the way it is. Or is it? That's

what Brent Bozell's Media Research Center

wanted to find out when it analyzed the net-

works' coverage of the Democratic conven-

tion. On an objectivity scale of 1 to 40, here

are the results: NBC, 28; CNN, 27; ABC,
22; CBS, 10. CBS's basement rating was

due to Ed Bradley's comments that Dukakis

"comes out strong on defense. " Bruce Mor-

ton's pro-tax commentary, and Dan
Bather's question to Dukakis's mother:

"What were his first words as a child?"

i Momma. Dadda) and "Did he ever come

home at night maybe having one too may
beers?" ABC ranked third because ofPeter

Jenning's comment that today's Democratic

Party is "less liberal" than during JFK's

time, and Jeff Greenfield's use of Robert

Reich as a source without identifying him
as a Dukakis advisor. But CNN gets the

honehead award and many have lost first

place to NBC because ofLinda Ellerbee: she

"marred CNN ceverage with an incom-

prehensible commentary on her experience

in an OMNI restroom."

—From the National Review

Writers and cartoonisLs interested in writing or drawing for the editorial page

.should come down to the Collegian. 1 13 Campus Center, and talk to David or Pam.

Also, there's a 'New Reporter' meeting today at 3:30 p.m. Hope to see you there!
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CHOOSE EXCELLENCE
JOIN THE

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND
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. INTERESTED IN WORKING
GRAPHICS?

Come to the mandatory
graphics meeting
TODAY at 3 p.m.

in 1 13 Campus Center

Current production crew members must
attend if they want to keep their jobs

WE NEED:

• Day graphics

Night graphics

• typists

• drivers

20 POSITIONS OPEN
HIRING IMMEDIATELY!!!

^^>^ c;^^^
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DANCE
FIRST WEEK '88

TONIGHT
8 p.m.—Midnight

Campus Center Aud.

Admission $2.00
All Proceeds Benefit The Dean of Students Emergency Loan Fund

First Week Events Created and Coordinated By the Student Activities Office

and Financed by the Dean of Students

CIRCULATION
ASSISTANT
Earn $35 + per week

Hours: 8:30 AM - 9:30 AM
Monday - Friday

Responsibilities include:

f^ Assist in planning and
updating delivery routes

^ Sign in drivers

^ Occasional delivery

Anyone May Apply
Apply in person at the

Collegian Office Today
113 Campus Center

Burma riots for democracy
RANGOON, BURMA (AP) - About 1 million people,

including government officials and intelligence agents,
marched in the capital today demanding democracy. Mobs
beheaded three people who tried to poison the protesters.

In a Rangoon suburb, security forces shot and injured

17 people to halt looting.

The capital came to a standstill as uniformed state fac-

tory workers, Buddist workers and Catholic nuns,
housewives and a group of 200 blind people joined in mass
marches and a general strike to demand an end to 26 years

of authoritarian rule.

The Soviet Union, China, Japan and other foreign
governments evacuated dependents ofdiplomats and other
citizens, diplomats said. An attempt by the United States
to do the same was delayed by an airport strike.

Residents said more than 700,000 protesters arched in

Mandalay, 350 miles north of Rangoon, and the same
number in Monywa, an important trading town 60 miles
northwest of Mandalay. About 100,000 marched in Moul-
mein, the Mon State capital 50 miles southeast of
Rangoon.

A Western diplomat in Bangkok said the evacuations

were ordered because embassies believed the country was
"sliding toward chaos."

Factory workers, Buddhist monks. Catholic nuns,

students and teachers marched through the capital to

press for an end of repressive, one-party rule. Opposition

leaders are demanding an interim government to usher
in a multiparty system.

Also participating were employees of the Council of

State, the Parliament office, the Bureau of Special In-

vestigation, or civilian intelligence, and uniformed officers

of the state-owned shipping line. Most held banners iden-

tifying their groups.

The protest was the largest in Burma since August 24,
when President Maung Maung lifted martial law in the
capital and nationwide curfews.

Today's march was largely peaceful, but sources said

a mob beat to death two men and a woman who gave
poisoned ice water to several demonstrators, including
schoolchildren, and beheaded them.

Etemonstrators took the three to a monastery. After they
confessed to having been paid $42 each to poison pro-

testors, a waiting mob dragged them outside and beheaded
them, hanging their heads on posts at a major junction,

it was not clear whether any protesters had been poisoned.

State-run Radio Rangoon said security forces today shot

and wounded 17 people as authorities moved to stop a mob
of 500 people from looting a cigarette factory in a Rangoon
suburb. An army officer was overpowered by mobs and
beaten near the capital's Swedagon Pagoda, it <aid.

The radio said authorities the previous day retrieved

from Inya Lake seven bodies of people who had been stabb-

ed and drowned.

Government radio had said Wednesday that security

forces had shot dead five people and wounded six to halt

widespread looting in the capital the past two days.

AP photo

MANILA (AP) — A riot policeman aims his

truncheon at a striking worker of a semi-

government sports club following a dispersal

yesterday that caused injuries to some strikers

and the arrest of several others. The workers
were demanding higher wages.

PINOCCHIO 'S

Fine Italian Cuisine

FREE DELIVERY
Limited Area

Pizza • Subs • Dinners

1177 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst • 549-3669

9 338 College St. (RouteCollege St. (Route 9) • Amherst

Busch Suitcase $8.99 + dep.

Piers 12 oz. Export $6.49 + dep.

Helneken 12 Pack NR $8.49 + dep.
' 3wenbrau Cans $3.20 6pk. $11 .49 case + dep.

Adirondack/Cott Soda $4.99 case + dep.

Mr. Boston
100° Peppermint Schnapps 750ml $5.99

Absolut Vodka 80° 1.75L $19.99

Spirit Haus Vodka 1.75L

Bacardi Rum 80° 1

L

$8.99

$8.99

Andre Champagne 750ml $2.99

Charles Lefranc Red or White

California Table Wine 1 .5L $4.99

Glen Ellen White Zinfandel 750ml

California Coolers 4 pk. or 2L
$3.99

$2.99

• MegaBucks
Imported & Domestic Kegs, Beer & Wine

always on hand
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WORLD/NATION

$2 million civil rights suit filed

Tennis coach says he'll help end country club discrimination

LITTLE ROCK. Ark. (AP) - The parents of a black

teenager who was barred from playing tennis with her

high school team at an all-white country club have sued

for $2 million.

The Rev. Johnny Whitfield and his wife. Lorene. filed

the civil rights suit Wednesday in federal court on behalf

of themselves and their daughter Theresa, 16.

In April, Miss Whitfield went with the Earle High

School Team to Forrest City for a match at the Forrest

City Country Club. The suit contends that the Forrest City

high school coach told her she couldn't play at the club.

The girl and her opponent went to a city court to play

their match.

Named as defendents are the tennis coaches, Jack

Hosford at Earle and Charles Bowlin at Forrest City, the

school districts and the private club.

'We hope to send an emphatic message to those people

who would do such a thing against a young girl," said the

Whitfields' attorney, Ronald Wilson.

Calls Wednesday to Bowlin's home went unanswered.

In July he told reporters he was following long-standing

Forrest City Country Club rules in barring the black

teenager from playing there.

"I really and truly thought the country clubs had the

right to tell us who had the right to play," Bowlin said.

He said that he wrote a letter of apology to Miss Whit-

field and that he would cooperate with Miss Whitfield and

her attorneys "in seeing that this custom and practice is

ended immediately."

Dan Dennis, country club president had said that the

club has no written policy prohibiting blacks. He did not

return a telephone call Wednesday.

There was no answer at either school district's office

Wednesday and no listing for Hosford in Earle.

AP photo

BALTIMORE (AP) - Ernest and Regina

Twigg pose in their attorney's office in

Baltimore yesterday.

SALE ENDS
SEPT. 15TH

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 OAVS SAT 10-9 • SUN 10-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTES
I

1131 CAMPBELL AVE I ROUTE 184 CROTON. CONN
EAST WINDSOR CONN | WEST HAVEN CONN | lOPP GROTON MOTOR INN)

^

I! \i Vi ^ T
MASS STORES OPEN 7 OAVS

HAMPSHIRE MALL HAOLEY MASS I CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS MASS
SUNDAY 1 3 5. MON SAT 10 9 | SUNDAY 12 6. MON SAT 10 9

RUBIE BOUGHT 2700 UL LISTED

TOUCH LAMPS
864 .^J^^'S Shipment Arrived Too Late For An Ad oNtV f * )3 bulr"•*^ So The Shipment Was Cancelled 560 i\\ToucH

SINGLF BULB 14" 3 WAY TOUCH LAMP

EI!3ZSaw4
6 STYLES

N
yr- OVER 1000 O
::f »N STOCK w$1588

• I •

STANLEY
U-insta

f^j5

$1388

GARAGE DOOR OPENERS'

12 INCH 1^
SINGLE BULB

N

TOUCH LAMP
y^ 240

'MRACt ooon
PPfNtR,

BUB»E^
BOUGHT

OPEN^?^

V4 HORSEPOWER

DIGITAL REMOTE CONTROL
THAT YOU SET WILL OPERATE
SINGLE OR DOUBLE DOOR

STANLEY ONE YEAR WARRANTY

REPACKED

22* 5* 10
LAWN FOOD

(Covers 5000 sq. ft

Only N

HORSEPOWER

$7p$98l|$jjg
SECRETARY

Value 54995

s$24M

BOWLING .Ig'iil^r;

BALLSjyOSS

STYLE
AUTO

WHEEL COVERS
•ABS
POLYMER

• TRIPLE N
CHROME Q

• SET OF 4 ii
TO FIT •*

14"- 15' WHEELS

Value »39«
Set of 4WIS w

ULTIMA
SIMULATED
FUR SEAT
COVERS

• Fits high

& low /'
back (^
bucket "^

seals "" --_.-'
• Completely washable
• Easy installation

• Tan or Grey

y2 HORSEPOWER

DECORATOR

PADDED
TOILET SEATS

$088
'W Veach

ENTIRE STOCK ARTIFICIAL

GRASS CARPET
VALUE

*495 SQ.YD.'^i^:^

OUR ENTIRE STOCK NOWl SQ vo

42" CEILING FAN
LIGHT KIT
ADAPTABLE

<5f a)

Ruble Bought 1400
First Quality

Fans To Sell At

60% OFF
Value M9«5

48
4W00DBLADE

188

ai^JSSMATTRESS SETS
TWIN SIZE

88
SET

Value
$2995N$988

|i>iiiiini.ll,r:i j.iHiL

QUEEN SIZED"*Iiy^°a^148

£m/()i/ ///(' spectacular

view from the

nth floor

Wiiic varictif of alcoholic

ami non-alcoholic

heir rashes

Mon-Fri: 11:30 am-12:30 am'
Sat & Sun: 5 pin-12:30 am

Paul's !>

Shoe Repair
Repairs of

Men's & Women's Shoes
Put "sole" in your shoes

With Vibram Soles!

Leather Soles & heels

Vibram Crepe &
Docksider Soles

No. 10, 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs, under Panda East)

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

Only $185 for two semesters!

10% discount

on any other memberships.
1 Mo., 3 Mo., 6 Mo., & Yearly Available.

• 30 Nautilus Machines
• Olympic Prec Weights • Aerobics

• Computerized Lifecycles • Concept II

Rowers • Exercise Bikes • Saunas
• Clean, Stocked Lockeroom Facilities

• Tanning Beds & Massage Therapy
• Towel Service

I

INoRThAMpiGN

INAUjilus^ Inc.
216 King St., Northampton • 584-4975

WORLD/NATION
Court rules for trial over King papers
BOSTON (AP) — A Superior Court decision made public

yesterday has set the stage for a trial over whether Boston

University or Coretta Scott King should control thousands

ofdocuments left to the university by Martin Luther King
Jr.

In a ruling received Thursday by lawyers handling the

case, Suffolk Superior Court Judge John L. Murphy Jr.

said a letter by King bequeathingthe papers to BU is not

a formal will and therefore King's widow has the right

to a trial onher possession claim. Mrs. King launched a

legal battle last December to gain control of her husband's

papers.

Murphy ruled that BU was the rightful holder of the

King papers at the time of King's death in April 1968.

But he wrote in an eight-page decision that Mrs. King also

has the right to make a claim for the papers.

A key issuein a trial. Murphy said, would be whether

Mrs. King's delay of more than 20 years in making a claim

strengthens the university's case.

"The factfinder must determine whether the 23-year

delay in instituting this action was unreasonable and

resulted in some injury or prejudice to BU," the judge
wrote in his decision.

He also rejected a counter-claim by BU to ownership of

King papers now stored in Atlanta.

The decision was dated Aug. 31 but was received Thurs-

day b attorneys in the case.

"We are very pleased with the decision because it

establishes that the counterclaim in Atlanta is thrown
out," said James F. O'Brien, an attorney representating

Mrs. King. "That's 90 percent of the case behind us in

our favor."

O'Brien said he was confident the question of an harm
to BU in the delayed filing of the claim can be easily

handled. "Boston Unniversity has not been harmed in any
way. It's actually benefitted by having the papers all this

time," he said.

Mrs. King is on vacation and was not available for

comment.
Attorneys for Boston University were out of the office

and did not respond to messages left by The Associated

Press.

Murphy's decisicm set no trial date, but O'Brien said he

would file a motion shortly requesting a trial on Mrs.

King's claim that the papers held by BU should be stored

in the Martin Luther King Jr. Center for Non-Violent

Social Change in Atlanta.

At issue is the collection of 83,000 documents entrusted

to BU by King in 1964, four years before he was
assassinated in Memphis. Mrs. King filed her suit last

December aft«r negotiations over her bid to reclaim the

papers broke down.
Mrs.King has been trying for years to get the papers

back so she could consolidate them with 100,000 more
King documents at the center.

Centralto the case is a one-page, typewritten letter dated

July 16, 1964, from King to the BU library.

In the letter. King, who received his doctorate in

theology from BU in 1955, wrote, "In the eventof my
death, all such materials deposited with the university

shall become from that date the absolute property of

Boston University."

DISTRIBUTORS OF
• SPAULDING • RAWLINGS • NIKE •

• WILSON • CCM • DAOUST • P0NY«
• ADIDAS • SAND KNIT • BAUER •

• MIZUNO • MacGREGOR •

We Design Intramural Team Shirts & Jerseys

RETAIL STORE

377 Mala St.

Amberst

253-3973

SOPHOMORE AND JUNIORS

Assistant Subscription Manager
Needed tor the

Collegian

Great Experience Working For

New England's Largest College Daily Newspaper

-^APPLY NOW^

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center Rm 1 13, Lower Level, 545-3500 to pick

up an application and job description. Submit no later

than Sept. 23, 1988.

ool Super
pecials!

750 ml
$10.99

Bacardi

Rights Vodka
$8.99

Light or Amber vi

Sale Price $14.99 ""^
'

mail-in rebate —$2.00

$12.99

Peachtree ^
Schnapps 1^

$5.49 750 ml Jl

Heineken

12 Pack
Bottles
$8.39
+ dep.

OPEN Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. • 549-2692

Strohs
30 Pack
$9.99

mail-in rebate -2.00

$7.99
-I- dep.

1/2 Kegs Starting at $27.00

VISA - MC ACCEPTED

Located in Newmarket Center next to Louis Foods and
Sounds Easy Video. Diagonally across from UMass Stadium
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WORLD/NATION

Missiles destroyed in first step of INF treaty
-•^-•^^•"•^^ ^^^O t/X Vjr ^ ^^ MT

^^^ ^^^^^ propellant in the motor," said Da

KARNACK, TEXAS (AP) - Like mammoth Roman

candles rocket motors from two Pershing nuclear missiles

were burned today, becoming the first of 867 U.S. missiles

to be destroyed under the U.S.-Soviet intermediate-range

arms treaty.
. . . ^^

Hundreds of people, including Vice President George

Bush and a team of Soviet inspectors, watched the static

firing, in which the motors were bolted into a concrete

and steel structure, ignited and allowed to burn up their

^Bush used binoculars to watch the first 50 second fir-

ing at the 8,500 acre Longhom Army Ammunition Power

Plant.

"This is the first elimination of such U.S. missiles under

the INF treaty anywhere, worldwide," said Susan

Franklin, Washington spokeswoman for the On-site In-

spection Agency,

established to help carry out the arms treaty.

"It's intere8ting,"said a member of the 12-person Soviet

team. Andire V. Krutskikh of Moskow. 'We have a lot

to do, though."

A small group of Michael Dukakis presidential sup-

porters and other protesters, one of whom carried a sign

saying Texans for a Sane Demilitarization, lined the drive

to the arsenal's front gate.

"The Soviets watch the motors' static firing to eliminate

Summer's Fading, But Your Tan
Doesn't

_ immer year round with a
Ices anyone can afford.

Ion in the area and
ceive from

Have To

264 N PWtasant St . Amherst. MA
Call for appt 253 9454

Starling 9/6 M W-F 8-8, Tuos .
Thurs 10-7. Sat 10 2

'Can For Defalk

you ARE INVITED

Grand Reopening

!

It's our 25th Anniversary Season and you're invited to the srand reopening.

To celebrate, we're having a special sale, starting Wednesday, September 7th

through Saturday, September 10th at all three SkiHaus stores. Save up to 75% on

our entire stock of ski equipment, clothing and accessories, plus 15% off all the

exciting new arrivals for the 1988-89 season. All our stores will be open evenings

for your convenience. See you there!

»'»

y^>'SPORTHAUS^
Catt lansm«*dai « S^afee> Road 525^33 • WcstflcW 55 Franklin Street 562-5004 • HmMcv Route 9 584-7880

SAU nOURSi Wcdnts<toy thfO«is<i P'W«y 1 9pm,U^dtv 1 Spm

' t

the rocket propellant in the motor," said Dave Harris of

Karnack. a civilian employee with the the U.S. Army s

Redstone arsenal.
, . * „

"We must then physically disable the rocket motor so

the motor casing could not be reloaded and reused agam.

he said. "We're going to do that in a car crusher, squash

them in a car crusher."
. n „

The Soviets arrived here Wednesday. The treaty allows

up to 20 such observers. u j i j 4 k^
Ms. Franklin said that about nine were scheduled to be

eliminated in the followmg at Longhom. which is 17U

miles east of Dallas.

m&4m^
AMHERST CHINESE

FOOD
WE 00 NOT USE MSG. FOOD COLORING OR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES

• NEWLY REMODELED
• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN DISHES
• HOME STYLE COOKING
• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VtGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• OPEN 7 DAYS

i RESFRVATIONS AND LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED
. NO PERSONAL CHECKS

m 253-2813
62 MAIN STREET AMHERST. MA

Certified Nail Technician

and Manacurist
Acrylic Noils

Nail Wraps
Gel nails

^iass Nails

^w^!*^ FootNBeautician

SALON j^^
Massages

By A Certified

Licensed Massage
Therapist

All Over Professional Health and Beauty Sen/ice

43 Gothic Street Northampton, MA
For appointment

call 586-9224

ORIENTAC VOOV MATlkrET
THAI. CHINESE, JAPANESE. INDIAN GOODS

Sauces and spices • Fresh noodles • Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables -Pastries • Frozen, canned, dried foods

frozen and dned fish -Cook Books -Woks, Rice

Cookers & Implements Dishtes and Giftware. Tea Sets

and Sake Sets
Special orders direct from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

360 Cotton* St.. Rt» 9. An^n^nH 253-5656 Soo-M. KK; St •-»

I c&^^ai* ftc^<»-^a6P^^>w-^ •^'T^sfi (ic^Cir-'iJAfi cc^ct)

i

I.

i

20 Norih Pteaunt Sirwi

Amhrm. MaOiUO:

*S«r'«'»'« I A A « .fc «"«

ROSES — r >j^m
BALLOONS

'^ BIRTHDAY &

ANNIVERSARY BOUQUETS

DELIVERY mjm

220 N.Pleasant St.. Amherst

VBsr

i

1

f^motr

6 UNIVERSITY DRIVE/NEVWIIARKET CENTER /AMHERST /(413) 549-2640

student Afiialrs Information Services

SIDB / TIPS!
Infonnatlon Data Bank and the Taped Information Phone Service

CaU 545-1540
FOR TIPS ABOUT

ACADEBAIC PROCEDURES

r
1026 Access to Your Academic

Records

1020 Changing Your Major

1009 Credit Load

1032 Pass/Fail OpUon
1033 Repeat Option

1308 If You Haven't Been Placed in

Courses for Which You Pre-

Registered

1042 Grade Changes
1008 Figuring Your GPA
1005

V1029

Who is My Academic Dean
Five College Courses J

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER
QUESTIONS CALL 'IDB' (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

&
Taped InformaUon Phone Service (TIPS)

BAR & G R I L L

LUNCH and

DINNER daily

BEER

BREWED
FRESH

ON PREMISES

Fresh, on top...

Only at the Source/

11 Brewster Court • Northampton • 584-9903

Easy ftirking behind Brewery in

REMEMmiHREERk
RMDIN'. IBM AND RABBnS!

iX»nK.9WII»HL

the most highly acclaimed

movie of the year!

l8lfDK.9il»HL.nfi«E.

iH anHHiiMiiiiw'.Mo::aii9HiKi *uii(9i sminiimm.jsmm

dt sfiti -m 9 --• '**»
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REGION

Church leaders urge Catholics to vote pro-life
. . . ^^ , . .

.

I • L.. 1 A„ i-«_ «« nrvrimofr ant/ na»

BOSTON (AP) - The Catholic leaders of Massachusetts

issued an election-year statement Thursday urging voters

in Democrat Michael Dukakis' home state to use their

votes to support family life while opposing abortion and

the death penalty.

Cardinal Bernard Law, the Roman Catholic archbishop

of Boston, joined the bishops of the state's three other

dioceses in encouraging Catholics to vote and in challeng

ing the church's faithful to reflect on the importance of

the individual, the family, education, the enviornment.

and peace.
.

Each member of the human family is created in the

image of God." the church leaders wrote. "Each one ol

us enioys an innate dignity with a reason for existence

extending beyond the limits of this world. This vision

demands that every human life be respected from the mo-

ment of conception to natural death.

The concern for human life "from the moment of con-

ception" was the most direct reference to abortion, a prac-

tice condemned by the Catholic church hierarchy.

The reference to "natural death" was intended to reflect

the church's opposition to capital punishment, according

to Gerald D'Avolio, the executive director of the

Massachusetts Catholic Conference.

Dukakis, a member of the Greek Orthodox Church, op-

poses abortion personally but supports a woman's right

to choose an abortion. In recent campaign appearances

around the country. Dukakis has been dogged by small

but noisv anti-abortion protests.

Dukakis is opposed to the death penalty under any cir-

cumstances. As governor, he has told the Legi-slature he

would veto any legislation restoring capital punishment.

Republican George Bush, an Episcopalian, opposes

legalized abortion except in cases of rape, incest, or a

pregnancy that threatens the mother's life. Bush has said

he would support capital punishment for "drug kingpins."

The bishops' four-page "1988 Political Responsibility

Statement" was addressed to all eligible voters and did

not recommend a vote for or against any particular

candidate.

"We were very careful about that," D'Avolio said. "All

this is is an educational document. The thrust is to get

out the vote.'

The statement was addressed to "all citizens of good

will" and not just Catholics, who make up about half the

nearly 6 million population of Massachusetts, according

to D'Avolio. Beyond the focus on individual human life,

the statement condemned discrimination and urged the

fostering of "family life and values."

We appeal to all citizens to participate actively in the

life of the nation for the good of society. Most important-

ly, we urge all to vote, and to vote with thoughtful con

viction," the bishops said.

Amherst Insurance
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE

AUTO, TENANT, HOME & MOTORCYCLE

253-9387
253-5555
20 GATEHOUSE ROAD

AMHERST
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^ Grand Opening^ Friday, Sept. 9th ^
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STUDENT EMPLOYEES

!'

? WORK-STUDY & NON WORK STUDY

WAITRESSES/WAITERS - DISHWASHERS
JANITORS - CHAMBERMAIDS - CAFETERIA WORKERS
STOCK CLERKS - SALES CLERKS - CASHIERS - COOKS

GRAPHICS ARTISTS - TYPESETTERS

JOBS

There's only one problemwith
religions that have all the answers.

They don't allow questions.
If vcii^^tmctimrs hivc i)iiiMifiMs jImhii (.<m1 .mrl the niraninB ol lite, come andioin the search

' for answers in ihr lt'lli>u%hi|i of iltc I- piMnual Churcn The Epiicopal Church

=TJ

HOTEL - FOOD SERVICES

UNIVERSITY STORE - BUILDING SERVICES

RETAIL SERVICES - PRINT SHOP

ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE

Apply on the 8th floor - Room 818
Campus Center Personnel Office

W The Ark
Ecumenical Christian Conununity on the UMass Campus

Sunday dinner and worship, 6:00 pm
758 North Pleasant St. (549-5929)

The Rev. Christopher Carlisle, Chaplain

Computers up
for MA students
QUINCY, Mass. (AP) — A new survey shows the ratio

of computers to students in Massachusetts last year was
l-to-25, compared to the l-to-57 ratio of 1984

"it s pretty much what we have predicted," said Con-
nie Louie, an education technology grant coordinator for

the state Department of Education.

"The use of the equipment is very much in keeping with
the trend of how other school systems in the nation use
them," she said.

A new report of the congressional Office of Technology

Assessment showed the national ratio of computers to

students is l-to-30, and even those with access to com-

puters only use them an average of one hour a week.

The federal report said not enough money is being spent

to give students easy access to being taught how to use

the high-tech methods.

In the Massachusetts survey, 173 of the 337 school
districts responding said they provide some type of com-
puter training for teachers.

Also, ^05 of the districts said they encouraged teachers
to use the computers for preparing lesson plans and do-

ing other professional work.

AP photo

STRATFORD, N.H. (AP) - Students leave en masse from the high

school in Stratford on Wednesday morning to protest the reinstatement

of a 17-year-old student who last spring was found with a gun at the

school. Parents and students are angry with the decision.

"Schools (in Massachusetts) are still in-

vestigating the best use of computers in the

instruction process," Susan Foote, the in-

structional technology coordinator for the

state education department, told The
Patriot Ledger in Quincy in a story publish

ed Wednesday.

"It is a relatively new opportunity. It is

constantly evolving. The computer you

bought yesterday is improved tomorrow,"

she said.

THl COUfORTABtl PRACTICM VHIStTIll AUWOOD fUTON

SOLVING YOUR PROBLEM OF SPACE

CALL OR WRITE TODAY
FOR A

FREE COLOR BROCHURE
OPERA TORS A MAILABLE 24 HOURS A DAY

(513)541-6222
ALLWOOD MANUFACTURING INC

401 S Charry Street Cincinnati Ohio 4S223

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research topics Abso-
lutely no selling involved Hours are from 5-

1 0pm. Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

10am- 4pm You may choose whichever shifts

you want to work, as long as you work 4 shifts a
week |20 hours) minimum Start at $5 00 per hour

with paid training and move up to $5 50 after you
have worked 400 hours We are located at Moun-
tain Farms Mall which is a slop on the free bus
line Call between 4pm and 9pm, 586-8635 or

586-8636

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt 9, Hadley MA 01035

Ar fcqua Oupoluf^ ly fcrnptoyef

Excellent

Housing
Available

Outstanding Meal Plan

Next to Southwest

24-Hour kitchen

Great Atmosphere
Cable TV

The Delta Chi FratcmitY

Call Steve or Erich

549-6505
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for Fair Intonmlicm CalUti 5M-2Zir

COMING THURSDAY, SEPT. 22nd 'ROLY GRAY' ROCKSTEADY-REGGAE FROM TRINIDAD

3,000 SQ. FT. DANCE FLOOR
THREE BARS

I

10 P€nRL ST

586-7771

NORTRFinnPTON, fTlfl

COMEDIANS FROM BOSTON, N.Y.C. & L.A. WATCH THIS SP9^CE FOR MAJOR LIVE SHOWS

THE BIG DANCE CLUB
THE HOHEST DEE JAYS, THE BEST DANCE-FLOOR IN WESTERN NEW ENGLAND!

EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
UPSTAIRS: 8:30 'til 1:00 a.m. DANCE 'TIL YOU DROP

DOWNSTAIRS: C0MEDY-9:00 p.m. til 11:00 p.m.

THEN DANCE UPSTAIRS

..^ ^-^ OFFER EXPIRES 9/17/88

<0 00 ADMISSION WITH THIS AD must be 21 years old
V^'^^ J-iii^iw

^^^^ POSITIVE ID.
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Agassi defeats Connors
on way to semifinals
NEW YORK (AP) - Andre Agassi, who

was born the year Jimmy Connors played

his first U.S. open, trounced the five-time

champion 6-2, 7-6 (8-6), 6-1 Thursday night

to become the youngest male semifinalist

in Open history.

Agassi overpowered the sixth seed before

an overflow crowd of 20,767 at the National

Tennis Center. Agassi, the No 4 seed.

After dropping the first set, Connors had

a chance to get back in the match in the

tense second-set tiebreaker.

But after they battled to 6-6, Connors net-

ted an easy forehand and sailed a backhand

return long to fall two sets behind. Agassi

then broke Connors twice in the final set

to win his 23rd match in a row, the longest

streak on the men's tour this year.

Agassi's booming ground-strokes kept Connors con-

stantly on the move and struggling to hold serve.

will meet top-seeded Ivan Lendl Saturday.

Lendl, who is seeking a record fourth

straight Open title, downed Derrick

Rostagno 6-2. 6-2. 6-0 earlier in the day to

reach the semifinals for the seventh

straight year.

Agassi's booming groundstrokes kept

Connors constantly on the move and strug-

gling to hold serve. Meanwhile, Agassi

breezed through most of his own service

games, winning 16 points in a row on serve

in the second set.

Lendl, who struggled in the early rounds,

was nearly faultless against Rostagno.

The world's top-ranked player made on-

ly 10 unforced errors, held serve every time

and had just one double-fault. Lendl only

came to the net twice in the entire match,

but he won both those points, too.

"He's very lough, very fast, very power-

ful, very accurate, very solid," said

Rostagno, who at No. 52 was the lowest-

ranked player left in the tournament.

"He's a great player."

Lendl said he was pleased with his "in-

tensity and concentration" against the

former Stanford star.

"It's not that easy to play Derrick," he

said. "He plays a lot like (Miloslav) Mecir.

He made unbelievable shots and missed

easy shots."

Lendl, who lost only one set in each of his

last three Opens, has already dropped three

sets this year. He played a five-seter in the

opening round against Amos Mansdorf and

Rostagno, a 22-year-old Californian who

travels the U.S. circuit in an old bus,

couldn't beat Lendl but he did beat the odds

by reaching the quarterfinals.

"I played some great tennis here,

although maybe not today," he said. "I'm

proud of myself. I did my best out there to-

day. I missed, but I kept trying."

The other semifinal pits second seeded

Mats Wilander against Australian Darren

Cahill, the lowest-ranked man to reach the

They were unusually serious. . .with the exception

of a few pumping fists on key points and Connors

hitting two balls into the stands near the end of the

match after a fan shouted. "Hey pop, you're a legend."

AP photo

NEW YORK (AP) - Andre Agassi (top of page) smiles as he returns a

shot to Jimmy Connors (above) in their quarterfinals match in the U.S.

open at the National Tennis Center Thursday night. Agassi won the match

6-2, 7-6 (8-6) and 6-1. Agassi will play top-seed Ivan Lendl in the semifinals.

a four-setter against Jakob Hlasek in the

fourth round.

"Some people says it's good to play five

sets because it makes your match tough,

and that's true," Lendl said. "On the other

hand, ifyou keep playing five sets you are

going to be tired going into the final.

"So you take your pick. Personally, I

prefer the easy ones."

Rostagno, who was playing in his first

Grand Slam quarterfinal, was
philosophical about the defeat.

"If I won it this year, I wouldn't have

anything to look forward to next year," he

saiH

Open semis since the computer ranking

system was established in 1973.

Cahill was ranked 33rd going into the

tournament. Johan Kriek was No. 29 when

he lost to Bjorn Borg in the 1980

semifinals.

Wilander. the Australian and French

Open champion, is trying to become the

first man since Connors in 1974 to win

three Grand Slam tournaments in one

year.

In the mixed doubles final, Jana Novot-

na of Czechoslovakia and American Jim

Pugh defeated Elizabeth Smylie of

Australia and American Patrick McEnroe

7-5, 6-3.

DORM
RUGS
CHEAP!
many sizes and oolom

Mountain Fannt Mall, Hadlay
S8&«41 1 mutS^ 9^4. turn Nao«-S
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PARTY TONIGHT
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Friday. S«pl 9

SLEEPY
LABEEF
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BIQ DIPPER
& CHECK
PLEASE!

Uooday. September 12

ED VADAS &
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DRAFTS
!NEVER A COVER

Is Red machine
to be roseless?
CINCINNATI (AP) - Reds owner"Marge Schott said

yesterday ifPete Roee is to retxirn as manager next season,

it will have to be under a one year contract.

Rose is in the final year of a three-year deal that pays

him about $600,000 per season. Schott, reached by phone

by the Cincinnati Post at the baseball owners' meetings

in Montreal, said Rose might have to accept a 'different

type of contract' if he wants to manage the Reds during

the 1989 season.

"We're not doing any more multi-year contracts," Schott

told the papers. "They've been done with a lot of players

and haven't worked out."

Asked if she thinks the length of Rose's contract might

be a problem in negotiations Schott said, "I'm sure Pete

will do what he feels is right. He's a very honest person

with himself."

Schott said a report that Rose will have to take a pay

cut 'is not word in stone' But she wouldn't rule it out,

either.

"If you're going to be the highest paid manager in

baseball, you expect a championship," she said. "If you're

not doing the best job, you shouldn't be paid as high as

the guy who's running the company that's going full tilt."

Acording to Schott, the subject of Rose's return won't

be addressed until after the season. She said general

manager Murray Cook and others in the Reds hierarchy

will have input in the decision.

"I'm the boss," Schott said. "But I'm not so much the

boss when it comes to baseball people."

256-S28J Rl. 9 Anihrrst
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed
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"It's Vince. all right. It's his nose, his mouth.
his fur ... but his eyes — there's something not

quite right about his eyes."

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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New Reporter Meeting today at 3 30 in the newsroom
Mandatory Graphics StafT meeting today at 3:00 in the

Production room, 1 13 Campus Center.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 — Alto

S Cioui m leai

10 FauCBi lauli

14 Spirit

15 Promolion
16 Judge
17 Singer/pianist

plays by

Gaslight ">

20 Ousted at tlie

polls

21 Unconcealed
22 Buttons 0(

Smilti

23 North o< South
25 Bacon portion

29 Gear lor TV
crews

32 Comic Johnson
33 Corn pest

34 TV s Grant

36 Spaceman
leaves The
Good
Earth •>

40 Scot s cap
41 Ancient Creek

city

42 Part ol the pot

43 Short -order

cook s need
45 Emphasis
47 Rose or Rozelle

48 Aviation

watchdog
AtltK

49 Trunk content

52 Perceptive

57 Pop singer leets

a Rocky
Mountain
High ">

60 Sign gas
61 Shade ol btue

62 An OHicer and

a Gentleman
star

63 Hoover et al

64 Hawait s stale

tMds
65 Pennsylvania

port

DOWN
1 l^eighbor ol

Chile

2 Comic King

3 Ballads

4 ''any tale start

J Pan ol the lunar

landscape

6 Rowed
7 Like a |0ker in

poker

6 Compass pt

9 Matter m law

10 Herdsman
11 Comedienne

Martha
12 Chariol s way
13 Saucy
18 Cottontails

cousin

19 Spanish

dance
23 National

treasures

24 Hebrew
measure

25 Engrossed
26 Regions
27 CoHector s

Item

28 Part ol HRH
29 Shade ol brown
30 Coeur d — . Ida

31 Ciassilies

33 Army alarm

ckx*'

35 Employs
37 Type ol sail

38 Dry. as
champagne

39 Needlelish

44 Kitchen

cover ups
45 Jockey Earl and

lamily

46 London gallery

48 Perch lor Ihe

undecided
49 Broadcast

50 Oelense al

the bar

51 Minute
particle

52 Leg pan
53 • (V:nic'

playwright

54 At any time

55 Saint Philip —
56 Word with Irog

or toad

58 Calendar abbr

59 Corrida shout
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Menu
Lunch Basics Laach

FOOD
Dinner Bastc<i Dinner

Weather

Today: Partly cloudy, high 75

Tonight: Showers likely, low 58.

Tomorrow: Showers, high 70

TODAY'S STAFF
News BdHor David R Mark

CopY Editor Tom Rodrigucs

Larotrt Technician Lisa Dionne

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Prodoctlon Svpcfrlsor Lisa Dionne

Prodactlon.Janine, Peter, Yana, Wendy Rae, Marc, Terry,

Peter, Florencio, Aimee, Joyce, Miriam, and Peter is

Warcbound

Executive Board -- Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
Editor la Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert Clappennelli

Bnilncfs Manager

Marc Infield

Prodactlon Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1 988

Rob Ctappenelli

Badness Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Mnnroe
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Fmhbeis
Circalatlon Manager

Mary Haygcns
SnbKribilons Manager
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Despite bad trip, Sox in lead
BOSTON (API Thi-

.'oston Red Sox return to

"enway Park on Friday

:ollowing a losing road trip

hat still saw them take

i\ir the lead in the

American Leat:iu' Kast.

The Red Sox. who com

pleted a tS 7 road trip

\Vt»dnesday night with a 4 3

loss to the Baltimore
Orioles, hegin a 10 game
home stand with three

games against the

Cleveland Indians.

The Red Sox began the

I'lgame road trip two
games back of the Detroit

Tigers in the American
l.eague East. They ended it

with a one game lead after

taking twoof three in Seat

tie. suffering a three game
>w<ip in Oakland, splitting

tour games with the Califor

nia Angels and taking two-

of three in Baltimore.
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93BoltwoodWalk.

Amherst. MA
253-7779
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DIAMOND
BRAND

I WILOU/ATEROUTFITTFRSIOUHON

I EXPIRES "J/SO/SH

"When we left, we were

saying that what we wanted

to do was stay two games
back and we'd be okay,"

said Jody Reed.

The Indians come to Fen-

way Park having won two

out of three from the

Yankees.
Mike Boddicker, 10-15,

was scheduled to start

against Rich Yett, 8-4. Fri-

day night.

The Red Sox lost for the

first time after entering the

ninth inning with a lead

when the Orioles rallied for

two runs Wednesday night,

erasing a 3-2 lead. Boston

had a 71 record when
leading into the ninth

inning.

The inning began with

reliever Lee Smith striking

out Brady Anderson. But he

felt a pain in his neck and

gave a single to Jim Traber

before leaving the game.

"There was a little stiff-

ness," Smith said. "It's

something like a pinched

nerve and there's not a lot

I can do more than a hot

shower to loosen things up.

Hopefully. I can do some

things on the day off to

mavbe relax the nerve."

RESERVE OFFICER S' TRAINING CORPS

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS FIRST.

Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop

management and leadership skills. Builds your

self-confidence. And makes you a desuable

candidate in the job market.

There's no obhgation until your junior year,

but stick with it and you'll have what it lakes to

succeed— in college and in life.

ARMY
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOl) CAN TAKE.

FIND OUT MORE CONTACT:
ARMY ROTC

Next to Boyden Gym
545-2321

Al> phttlu

MONTREAL (AP) - Baseball Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth poses with Commissioner-
elect A. Bartlett Giamatti in Montreal Thurs-

day. Giamatti, who is cun-ently the National

League president, was voted in by major
league baseball owners yesterday.
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wanda

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Renwval wKh Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chin

BiKini Line • Legs

G(ft Certificates Available

Licensed Aesthetlclanmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

for

Men and Women
34 Main Street Aminerst

253-9879
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THE WEST WAS WILD

• R U C E

WILLIS
DIE HARD

Tom
Hanks

l^c

Moon Over
Parador
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ealiiig place
OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M. - 3 AM SUNDAY - THURSDAY
•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
touU f ii«Ht to Sypcr Step A Shop

NAOLty/AMNCRST «54-48af

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

I Employment Applications Beinq Taken
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M football vs. Maine
continued from page 24

The Minutemen will be missing the services of All-

Yankee Conference offensive guard Mike Barrette, who
is expected to miss eight weeks while recovering from a

foot operation.

"Anthony Guidice, who is playing for Barrette, was play-

ing only OK in the first couple of weeks but he has pro-

gressed a lot," Reid said.

Barrette's injury is one of several UMass faces, in-

cluding senior fullback Ted Barrett (pulled hamstring) and

senior defensive tackle Dan Charron (groin injury).

"We have some key injuries," Reid said. "But at least

people didn't get hurt two days ago. At least we've had

an opportunity to prepare."

Kevin Murphy, a fullback last season, has switched to

defensive tackle and has done the job so far. Noseguard

Joe Cullen and tackle Steve Brothers join him on the line.

The linebackers will be Drew Comeau. John McKeown,
George Karelas, and Matt Tulley. McKeown, a second

team All-Conference selection last season, was second on

the team with 117 tackles despite missing two games with

a foot iiyury.

Cornerbacks Garrick Amos and Jerome Bledsoe, and

safeties Pat Doran and Scott Alia round out the defense.

Senior Dave Palazzi will be the starting quarterback.

Last season Palazzi threw for 1868 yards and 10

touchdowns.

One of his targets may be freshman wide receiver Lamar
Newsome, who had a very impressive preseason.

The top rusher for the Minutemen, senior tailback

Kevin Smellie (587 yards, 2 touchdowns in '87) is back

to lead the running game.

Smellie picked up 61 yards on the ground when the

teams met last year, as the Black Bears came to Amherst

and beat the Minutemen 31-14.

UMass was within 21-14, but a fumble and a Maine field

goal put the game out of reach.

Like this year, the teams met in the season opener.

"The good thing is that in this conference, any team can

beat any other team," Reid said. "Whoever wins this game

builds momentum. We're going to have to gear up, play

good football, and hope they make some mistakes.

"It's time for all the [preseason] talk to end. It's time

to shut up and play football."

women 's soccer to play in Rhode Island tourney
continued from page 24

the opposition, but also the dreaded injury plague. "Now
we're trying to beat the injury bug," Rudy said.

Among the wounded are sophomore forward Sue

Gaudette, who is a question mark for this weekend's ac-'

tion. Gaudette has rolled her ankle every day in practice,

according to Rudy.

"She's a fine player. We can't afford to lose our key

players," Rudy said.

Also hampered is senior forward Beth Roundtree,

bothered by shin splints so bad that she could barely walk,

Rudy said.

The Minutewomen still have questions all around the

board entering opening weekend, uncommon for a team

coming off a Final Four appearance, but likely for a team

with a new coach.

"I still have lots of questions to be answered. But we're

going to do well." Rudy said. "Ifsome of the stuff we prac-

ticed will stick under pressure, we'll be alright

Sidelines: UMass is ranked fourth in the national pre

season poll. North Carolina, defending national champion,

is on top again with a veteran team. UMass plays them

on Oct. 15, one of four Top 10 teams on its schedule.

The Lady Tarheels were a unanimous choice for the top

spot, gathering a perfect 300 points. The University of

California-Berkeley, a participant in last year's Final

Four, is second with 263. Next is Colorado College, whom
the Minutewomen play on Oct. 30, with 261. followed by

UMass with 253. North Carolina State, another UM op-

ponent (Oct. 16), is fifth with 242.

The University of Connecticut. William and Mary. Cen-

tral Florida, the University of California-Santa Barbara

and Wisconsin-Madison round out the Top 10 . . .
UMass'

game against Providence College, scheduled for Sept. 20

at Boyden, was cancelled. There was no immediate reason

for this, except that maybe the Lady Friars remembered

the 8-0 pasting they suffered at the hands of the

Minutewomen last year. The game won't be rescheduled.

volleyball toplay home opener against Hartford Sunday
' '

—^ ~ 7~. ~~. Z

continued from page 24

"We have to beat a team of that caliber if we have any

intention of beating a conference team." she said.

As of now, the Minutewomen are still rough around

the edges, they are hoping to get the rust off before Sun

day's game.
"This is a very different time of year. It's a period of

transition at the beginning. Things aren't pretty but

well keep trying. " Ford said.

The key, she said, is communication on offense and

defense.

"If there is conflict or a lack ofcommunication, we will

be in trouble," she said.

The responsibility of running the offense for the

Minutewomen falls on the shoulders of junior setter

Karen Ferguson. Nearly every UMass possession will

be keyed by Ferguson, a second-team All Conference

selection last year.

Fortunately, Ferguson will be surrounded with four

seniors and two othor veterans for most of the afternoon.

"We don't have the leadership problems we had last

year." Ford said.

Things to look for on Sunday will be 1) How well the

Minutewomen play above the net despite their lack of

height, and 2i How far UMass' experienced nucleus can

carry the team.

"What wf lack in height, we make up for in ability,"

Ford said. The Minutewomen will rely on .seniors Julie

Smith, Juliet Primer, and Barbara Meehan to present

the "big block ' up front for UMa.ss,

Primer and Smith moved from the outside hitter posi-

tion to the middle, while Meehans powerful offense will

cement UMass' attack. "What I want to see is intensi

ty for long periods of time. Intensity with skill and we

should be successful." Ford said. "I'll be happy if I just

see basic execution. No lapses."

ACTIVITIES •AUDO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE 'FOUND
HELP WANTED "LOST

Part-time Jobs Paid Internships

GREENPEACE
It (joesn't have to be a choice between Michael

Dukakis's world or George Bush's world. We can

work for a world of our own choosing. Come Work

For Our Future! Work for the Environment and

Peace with the direct action-oriented, non-violent

international environmental organization

Greenpeace. Greenpeace offers Part-time posi-

tions perfect for Students. You pick the days that

you work Momday-Sunday 2PM-10PM.

Call Tom 256-1439

CLASSIFIED
lj^i>y>-^^-q>M^?y'»w-^-r.j^«>-^-^-^K7»^.5**Jfg^ •

field hockey
continued from page 24

undefeated teams and teams that certainly didn't lose

very often and there were a lot of people who were up-

perclassmen when I was a freshman that certainly in-

spired me to keep going and Dottie was one of the real

motivating forces in terms of me going into coaching."

In nine years Hixon has ran up a 15441-14 record, and

has earned trips to the NCAA Tournament in each of

the last seven seasons. They are 8-2-1 mark against the

Indians.

Zenaty's record at Springfield is 179-90-35. She will

be beginning her 19th season as coach of the Indians.

Tommorrow's game is the home opener for the

Minutewomen. who finished 1987 as the No. 3 team in

the nation. Springfield finished up last year 6-9-1 but

that one tie was a 1-1 game in Springfield against

UMass.
"It's an important game because I know we are com-

peting against one of the best-coached teams in the coun-

try," Hixon said. "Even though they may not have the

talent that a lot of other programs have they certainly

are well-coached and that's how they stay competitive."

I'ollrflan fllr photo by Mirh»rl fVmprr

The UMass field hockey team will swing in-

to action tomorrow against Springfield Col-

lege at I p.m. at Totman Field.

CHIC PHYSIQUE SUPERCENTERS
FOR WOMEN
EXERCISE CLASSES

• CARDIOVASCULAR
EQUIPMENT

* FITNESS MACHINES

...Where Great Shapes Get That Way!

Mount&in Farms Mall Route 9, Hadley
586-5606

INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED »SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED'SUBLH

.^T^TM.^.cnm.nm« -CCI1«liON.THUWtJMJ>fW>a:30»«0eAOUNE2DAY8PRiORTOPU^

FOARENT
ACTIVITIES

SOUTOWHfrTkSEA W«0€NfS-GetTn
volved witti Sooth»»est Area Government'

Pick up nomination papers (or Soutt>west

Assembly now m Hampden Commons

ONE noon IM TWO bedroom apt %^
a month N Amherst, CaR Ltea at 54*0978

LEARN TO JUOQLEIThe UMass Juggling

Chjb meett today,M pm Nice Day: By the

pond. Yucky Campua Center

HRST WEEK DANCEI CCA-Fn Sept 9

8 00 Admission $2 00

Dance! Dancelbar>ce! Friday Friday Fri-

day Sept 9 8:00 m the Campus Center Aud

2 00 admission

AUTO FOR SALE

HONDA"ACCORD- 78 Runs weiTWany
new parts complete service record$600

B/0 586-8486

1981 FORD ESCORT Good condition A/C

New brakes, battery, etedrical $750 or best

offer call Eric 545-4344 or 323-9404

FOR SALE

COSpUTER and PRTnTERT Ka^ProTll

w/Lotter Quality Printer and software Great

lor papers »400/each or $775/pr Barb at

584-7605

KITCHEN TABUE75lOtchen chart, reclin-

ing chair call 256-8475

PWWSdNICbAISV WHEEL PRINTiRu*-

ed one semester $200 549-3767

FURNITURE

QUALITY FURNITURE FOR STUDENTS
on a budget Futons, bookcases, tables and

more Hamelm Furniture 1 Short SI Nor

Ihhampton 586-7970 BM or Damn We
deliver

ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT: Work study

& nonwork study lobs Over 25 omptoyef*

Job fair Sept 8 4 9 I0am-4pm, Student

Union Ballroom

HbUSECLEANER. non-amoker, 3V»lw»

,

$25/wk Central location Experience,

references 253-7840

WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT Be one

of the highest paid political activists m the

country Clean Water Action is paying what

your dedication is worth Earn $7$12/hr

PT ft FT evening hours available call Susan
• 549-7450

PMITK}NS AVAtLABLE: INTERNSHIP
FOR CREDIT, WORK-STUDY, AND PART-

Tlf^E PLACEMENTS IN AMHERST
TEACHING IN AN ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOL FOR EMOTIONALLY TROUBL
ED ADOLESCENTS IF INTERESTED,
CONTACT DEBBIE AT 253-9270 or

665-8842 KEEP TRYING

bOMINOMS^IZZA DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256-891

1

HAVE tOUVKN THE SOAT on the lawn

of the Sludam Union' Would you like to row

in it' H's eaty* Join the UMass Crew Team
An information*! meetino will be held at Tot-

man Gym. Room 101, on Tuesday,
September13, 7 00 pm Both men and

women are encouraoed lo come Do it on the

water with the UMass Crew Team

HEY ALPHA CHIS^ get psyched for one

amazHig semesterOon'l worry, be happy'

THE CO MUWC AOWME

b«c^»oa(EYT6RvwM5or^^
d«c« awesome *>und'^'^:C^^T^''
date* now' 549-1421 or 253-7655

UMASS Ruoav

TYPIST WANTED for MAC Accuracy im-

portant CopyCat Print Shop 228 Triangle

Street 549-3840

PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME help wanted

CopyCat Print Shop 228 Tnangle Street

Amherst 549-3840

ENTERTAINMENT

ATTENTION: FRIENDS OF Mark, Marni.

Andy, Joanne and Steve, were having a

party Saturdayl If you know where, you can

come, literally!

GREAT VALUES

ECHO HILL SOUTH neighborhood lag

sale Saturday *l0/88 From 9-12 Intersec

tion Route 9 and Gatehouse Road Ram
Date. 91 ^ 7/88

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK^^ISCliNTEHTAINMENf , Disc

lockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizations 256-8526

HELP WANTED

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEOEOIor

Newspaper delivery m dorms No car need-

ed 7 00-8 00 only 7days/week Very good

weekly pay Call 253-7009

HOURLY HOUSE CLEANER WANTED ex

perience efficient references 549-0413 ear-

ly AM

SELL JEWELRY AT Jackson Flea Market

(Mtn Farms Mall) semi-precious stone and

other crafted earrings Earn percentage of

sales Caiss Dee 549-6550 or Barbara

548-9212 before 9pm

ENERGETIC PERSON TO BE A REP for

Sunkisl Spnngbreak trips to Can-
cun Daytona Nassau and Bermuda Best

programs available anywt>ere Great incen

fives and free Inps possible Call for more
info 1-800-523-9624 and ask (or Bruce

HOUSE CLEANING $7 hbur^4 hrsfti*

Car needed 256-8678

UNDEROROUNO EXPRESS-Now hiring

Drivers. $3 65'hr » 6 percent commision •

lips Flexible fiours great pay Perfect lor

college students ALSO-kitchen help

Salary Negotiable Call Murph or Dan at

549-7771 or 549-1644

LOOKFnG for RESPONSIBLE personTo

do child care one evening a week and 1-2

overnights a month Need own transporta-

tion and flexible schedule 584-9057

EASY WORK! EXCELLEITrPAY!Assem
ble products at home Call for information

312-741.S400 ext A-598

KELLY * PAULA-my Chi Omega little sis

have ana wesome semester Love you kXs

So glad you're back> -Stacey

ALY8SA

I STILL LOVE YOU

GIVE OUR RELATIONSHIP
ANOTHER CHANCE

UMASS RUGBY London is calling and I air

gone • but the memory o( Mick remain'

-KEN'"

WANTED

STUDENTS AND CLUBS TO JOIN th>

88-89 Student Travel Services' Sale;

Team Earn cash and/or tree winter arw-

spring break vacations Travel with the bes
to our exciting ski arvj sun destinations Fo
more information call 1 -800-648-4849

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED
PERSONALS

WELCOME TO UMASSI Interested in

Christian Fellowship' The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More info!

Rick or Jennifer 253-7206

ROOMATES NEEDED- house
Amherst/Bellhert own line 546-3283 Russ
Call around 7pm

ROOM WANTED TO RENT-mature senio

girl looking for a place somewhat nee

UMass preferably by a semester basi<

Anne 549-4176

FREE USED FURNITURE call 666-2741
between 5 & 7pm

HEY CRTsfiNRILEYwith the big hair Hap-
py birthday you're so cuuuute'i'

FEMALE WANTED to share bedroom in

townehouse Fully furnished pelase call

Julie or Ann 549 5417

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking call 256-0264

HEY FIESTY. were finally

pumped' Carl Lumberg's p«
hare, get
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UMass set to kick off season tomorrow
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

There will be no beating around the bush for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football team.

In tomorrow's season opener, the Minutenien's opponent

will represent perhaps the toughest competition of the

season.

And how UMass fares against the University of Maine.

la.-^t season's Yankee Conference co-champions, will have

a liig part in setting the stage for the entire season.

"You never want to open the season against a conference

champion," UMass head coach Jim Reid said. "And you'd

rather not oper agamst a conference opponent at all. We'll

find out quickly what's in store for us."

The Minutenien will be trying to improve on last year's

3 8 record in which they finished a disappointing 2-5 and

tied for fifth place in the Yankee Conference.

Maine, on the other hand, was 8 3 and went 6-1 in the

conference to share the title with the University of

Richmond.
The Black Bears' main weapon is quarterback Mike

Buck, last year's YanCon offensive Player of the-Year.

Buck, a junior, last year threw for 2987 yards and 23

touchdowns.

Buck is a guy with a 150-cannon arm. " Reid said.

But although Buck is the main concern for UMass, he

l^ by no means the only one.

•We can't focus on one player. " Reid said. "B.U. tried

I.I concentrate on stopping Buck last year and Maine got

2(»0 plus yards rushing. They have balance."

The good news for the Minutemen is that Maine's stan-

dout wide receiver, Sergio Hebra. graduated last year.

But .senior tailback Doug Dorsey, who battled injuries

la.st season, is healthy and will lead the running game.

"We have to watch out for Buck," Reid said. "But they

also have Dorsey and Carl Smith, who runs a 4.38 (in the

40 yard da.sh]. Smith has the best speed on the field.

Wnd their line is ab.solutely ma.ssive. I thought we were

big but they outweigh us by 10 pounds per man."

iiintinued on page 23

CollrKian photo hy Kirhard Honanno

Senior Dave Palazzi will call the signals tomorrow when the Minutemen open the season against

the University of Maine.

UMass soccer teams open play this weekend
• Men play host to Black Bears Sunday • Women travel to Rhode Island tourney

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

There is no more time to iron out the

wrinkles For coach Jim Rudy and the

University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team, the real thing is here.

Tne Minutewomen begin their season

this weekend when they travel to

Kingston. R.I. for the University of Rhode

Island Tournament Hopefully, it'll be the

beginning of another journey to the Final

Four, but of course, it's too early to tell.

Rudy has had his chance to feel the

waters in his new job. He is ready to get

started.

"I'm not scared of the challenge, but

realistically, it's going to take a while,"

Rudy said.

Rudy still isn't sure about the teams in

New England. Having just arrived from

the University of Central Florida, he hasn't

had much chance to scout or play against

northern teams.

"It'll take the first four games until I get

a feel for the comjjetition up here," Rudy
said. "There are fewer weaker teams here

than in the south."

The start will be a critical testing jperiod

for the Minutewomen, one that may predict

the future of this team as far as this sea.son

goes.

UMass opens the tournament by facing

the host WRams of Rhode Island at 11 a.m.

tomorrow. As terms of experience, the

Minutewomen are dominant, but Rudy
isn't going out on any limbs.

"Rhode Island looks like a pretty young

team. " Rudy said. "I expect them to be very

young, but enthusiastic. We're going to

have to beat that enthusiasm."

Indeed, the WRams are a youthful squad.

They have just one junior and no seniors,

but Rudy feels that, despite the relative low

ages, they have a deep squad.

In the second game, it will be Rutgers

against George Washington. The winners

will meet in the championship game Sun-

day at 2 p.m., preceded by the consolation

game at noon.

Rudy feels that both Rutgers and George

Washington have their best teams ever.

"Rutgers' entire team is back except for

two. They basically have their whole line-

up returning except the goaltender," Rudy

said. "George Washington has already tied

George Mason. That's big stuff."

Unfortunately for the Minutewomen,

they will start the season not only battling

continued on page 23

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

At the opening of a season it is critical

for any team to get off to a good jump. But

when it is playing nearly half its home
games in the first week of the season, the

need for a good .start becomes glaring.

For the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team, the next week will be

one of great importance, as the Minutemen
begin their season with a stretch of four

straight games at home. The first one is

Sunday, as the Minutemen open their

season against the University of Maine in

a 1 p.m. game at Boyden Field.

The Minutemen have been preparing

themselves for the season, yesterday scrim-

maging crosstown-rival Amherst College,

and according to assistant coach John Mar-

tin, they are ready.

This game will also be the .season-opener

for the Black Bears coach Jim Dyer, who
come to Amherst with a not-so-experienced

cast. Only nine of the team's 28 roster

players are juniors and seniors.

However, one of them is the ever-

dangerous Ben Spike, a physical forward

who can wreak havoc on the field. Also

returning is junior netminder Todd Bren-

nan and senior back Brett MacDonald.

In last season's game between these two

teams, the Minutemen traveled to the Arc-

tic wastelands of Orono and took a 2-0 win

home. With this year's game at home, the

Minutemen won't have to face the pro-

spects of traveling six hours by bus or play-

ing in less-thandesirable conditions.

That should be a big advantage for the

Minutemen. one that they hope will get

this season off on the right foot.

Sidelines: The teams are set for the an-

nual UMass Tournament, which will be

held Oct. 1-2 at Boyden Field. Siena Col-

lege joins Boston University and West
Virginia University to round out the four-

team field.

One of the interesting twists in this

year's tourney, according to Martin, is the

participation of West Virginia, a rival t«am

of UMass' in the Atlantic 10 Conference.

Although the two teams are in separate

divisions within the conference, Martin

says that the game may be used in the

event that a tiebreaker is needed for the

Atlantic 10 Tournament . . . The
Minutemen also play the University of

New Hampshire, and then host a pair of

Atlantic 10 games against Temple Univer-

sity and St. Joseph's University on this

crucial four-game homestand.

Field hockey to face
rival Springfield Chiefs

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Every season, University of

Massachusetts field hockey coach Pam
Hixon hopes that Springfield College loses

one game, but only one game.

Hixon is a graduate of Springfield and

when the Minutewomen faceoff with the

Indians at 1 p.m. tomorrow at Totman

Field, she will be matching wits with her

old mentor, Dottie Zenaty.

A member of the United States Na-

tional team as a freshman, Hixon was a

four-year-starter for Zenaty from 1969-73.

During those years, Springfield was a ma-

jor force in women's sports.

"At that time they were truly a

powerhouse in field hockey and actually

all women's sports, " Hixon said. "Even

though it was a small school, it was
predominantly a .school where people

were majoring in some type of teacher

education, so there were a lot of physical

education majors, a lot of people involv-

ed in the P.E. related field and without

scholarships during that time, that's

where a lot of the athletes or the people

interested in continuing athletics

migrated to."

Upon graduating from Springfield, Hix-

on enrolled as a graduate student and

served as an assistant to Zenaty for two

years. In 1979 she was named head coach

of the Minutewomen. a Division I team.

Springfield had prepared Hixon very

well.

"There was a great tradition of winn

ing," Hixon .said." Springfield always had

continued on page 23

Volleyball plays host

to U. ofHartford Sunday
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The season begins: First there are few

kills, followed by the digs, until one team
finally falls at the mercy of the stronger

team.

No, it's not a Stephen King novel. It's

volleyball season.

On Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m., Totman
Gymnasium will be the scene of multiple

kills, digs, and blocks when the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts volleyball team plays

the University of Hartford in the first

match of the 1988 season.

"Hartford is very competitive," UMass
coach Carol Ford said. "It should be a very

good first match."

The Minutewomen, who went 21-9 last

season, will be playing their only afternoon

game of the season against a team they

beat fairly handily last year.

UMass downed the Hawks in four sets in

1987 year and, although Ford said she

hasn't scouted this year's Hartford squad,

she said UMass controls its own destiny.

"I'm more concerned with UMass than

with Hartford," she said, adding that Hart-

ford is a team that the Minutewomen
should be able to beat.

continued on page 23

Sports at a Glance
Tomorrow: Football vs. Maine, 1:30 p.m.

Field hockey vs. Springfield, 1 p.m.

Sunday: Women's soccer at R.I. tourney
Men's soccer vs. Maine, 1 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Hartford, noon
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Closed meeting launches controversy
9Budgets Committee Chairman
asked to resign by SGA leaders

• Collegian to seek investigation

on possible breach of state law
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian StafT

Student Government Association leaders

have asked Budgets Committee Chairman

Gil Penchina to resign because he misus-

ed student monies this summer to prove it

could be done.

In a statement Penchina handed out dur-

ing Thursday's Coordinating Committee

meeting, he admitted to superfluous spen-

ding of the Student Activitiees Trust Fund.

"This summer I intiated a test of the

safegaurds (sic) and security that SAO (Stu-

dent Activities Office) has on all RSO
(Registered Student Organizations) ac-

counts within the Student Activities Trust

Fund," the statement reads.

Penchina said he got away with putting

extra hours on his pay slip, purchasmg un-

needed office supplies, and spending stu-

dent monies for personal use of a

photocopier.

Speaker of the Undergraduate Student

Senate Robert Fadel, who was conducting

the meeting, requested the committee go

into executive session, during which no

minutes were taken.

Friday, Fadel issued a statement that he

claims reflects what the committee discuss-

ed while in executive session.

The statement reads: "A certain level of

trust, commitment, and communication is

expected of any elected official and a

member of a cooperative team.

"Mr. Penchina betrayed the dedicated

working relationship established between

the students and staff of the Student Ac
tivities Division (sic), who have made
numerous allowances for his own ques-

tionable behavior since his election as

Budgets Chair."

As to whether he plans to resign. Pen

china said, "I'm going to wait and see what

develops."

FROM STAFF REPORTS

A Student Government Association com-

mittee may have broken the "open meeting

law" Thursday night when members
agreed to continue a meeting behind clos-

ed doors to discuss the actions of a commit-

tee member.
The move prompted the Massachusetts

Daily Collegian to prepare a request for an
investigation by the district attorney's

office.

However, the "open meeting law" may
not apply to student governmental bodies,

according to a local attorney.

The Coordinating Committee, which
undertakes the duties of the entire student

government during summer and winter

vacations, went into executive session dur-

ing the meeting apparently to discuss re-

questing the resignation of Budgets Com-
mittee Chairman Gil Penchina.

During the meeting, Penchina handed

out copies of a statement calling the stu-

dent government's and Student Activities

Office's system of checking misuse of funds

by student government members
inadequate.

Because Penchina's statement refers to

student monies, the Collegian feels any

debate about the statement must be held

in the students' eye. One way to keep the

debate in the students' eye is by reporting

it in the newspaper.

"The newspaper's role is to report to the

public what those elected by the public are

doing," said Pedro Pereira, Collegian editor

in chief. "If allegations of misconduct by

elected officials exist, then the public has

the right to know about them, even if they

are untrue or unflattering to those of-

ficials."

The "open meeting law" rules that

continued on page 8

Collririiin photo by Chri» Hosford

UMass tailback Kevin Smellie (41) is stopped at the goal line by Maine's Claude
Pettaway (26) during the Minutemen's 45-42 victory on Saturday.

UMass starts year with a bang
Upsets defending conference co-champion Maine, 45-42

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team show-

ed in three hours Saturday afternoon just how much it

has learned in the past 12 months.

The Minutemen showed the 12,458 people in atten-

dance at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium that last

years 3-8 season is, indeed, a thing of the past by beating

the University of Maine, last year's co-Yankee Con-

ference champion, 45-42, in the season opener for both

teams.
"I've never been more proud of a team," an emotional

UMass head coach Jim Reid said. "These guys played

their guts out. They never quit."

UMass opened up a 38-21 third quarter lead on Maine,

which is ranked No. 14 in the nation in Division 1-AA,

then watched the Black Bears score three straight times

in the fourth quarter to take a 42-38 lead.

But senior quarterback Dave Palazzi found Dimitri

Yavis for an eight-yard touchdown with 2:32 left, and

free safety Pat Doran intercepted a Mike Buck pass on

Maine's next drive to clinch it.

In the game, Palazzi threw for 211 yards and three

touchdowns, and rushed for another touchdown himself.

Senior tailback Kevin Smellie led UMass with 74 yards

rushing.

"We started to sit on the lead a little," Palazzi said.

"But I knew as long as we had time, we could come

back."

After the Black Bears took the lead, UMass made the

most of its remaining time when an 11-yard return by

David Mitchell of a short kickoff gave the Minutemen

the ball at their 45-yard line with 4:31 left.

Mitchell gained 6 on the ground before Palazzi hook

ed up with flanker Mike Trifari for gains of 6 and 31

yards to bring the ball to the Maine 12.

Palazzi took the ball to the 4 on a keeper play, then

found Yavis cutting across the goal line. Silvio Bonvini

added the extra point.

The Black Bears, led by junior quarterback Mike Buck,

marched to the UMass 37. But on a fourth-down play.

Doran stepped in front of a pass intended for Jeff Knox

to give the Minutemen possession and their first win of

the new season.
continued on page lb

Budgets chair
misuses funds
to prove point
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association Budgets Committee

Chairman Gil Penchina claims his motive for misusing

Student Activity Trust Fund monies was to show student

leaders and administrators do not check how the money

is spent.

In a statement he distributed at the Coordinating Com-

mittee meeting Thursday, he said he spent money out of

a frozen account, purchased superfluous electric office sup-

plies, photocopied personal items with SGA money, and

submitted pay slips with extra hours.

"It's just the point that nobody checks," Penchina said.

"People can go around doing little things, pilfering."

Penchina said he decided to run a series of tests when

his first pay slip as a University of Massachusetts stu-

dent employee slipped through the system with excessive

hours.

He said he mistakenly requested the number of hours

that he had actually worked, 20, instead of his allotted

15. He said he later realized no matter how many hours

students invest in their position, they are entitled to col-

lect only their allotted amount.

After Penchina left a meeting during which student

leaders gathered to approve a statement calling for his

resignation, his eyes watered as he said, "The statement

accuses me of all kinds of things. What I did may not have

been kosher but they and everyone else knew that I did

it to fix the system."

Student government leaders issued a statement saying,

"For him to conduct his 'test' of the system without in-

forming another official of his actions casts serious doubt

as to his intentions and with whom his loyalties lie."

The statement states Penchina is in a position of respon-

sibility that demands trust, committment, and
communication.
SGA Treasurer Laura Filkins said she did not have any

record of Penchina being paid for more than 15 hours, even

though he showed a pay stub that was more than 15 hours

at a rate of $3.65 per hour.

Filkins also could not find where in the records it showr

the SGA Budgets Committee revenue account had been

used after it had been frozen on May 5, 1988.

Filkins said she would not call Penchina's purchase of

an electric stapler and lamp for the Budgets Committee
office superfluous. Instead, she called it not essential.

"I wouldn't exactly approve of it, but it certainly isn't

an outlandish expenditure," she said, adding that it was
not like buying a stereo or track lighting for the office.

The photocopying was questioned when former Attorney

General Bill Collins told Student Trustee Stephanie

Orefice that Collective Copies, a business in Amherst

continued on pag. 4
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NOW pledges support to Dukakis
Mass. president says Duke 's policies will benefit women

By MARIA SACX^HETTI
Ctillotiian Staff

There will be more than one victory in 1988 if

Democratic presidential candidate Gov. Michael Dukakis

IS elected, according to the National Organization for

Women.
if he IS elected, more positive things will happen for

women." said Jennifer Jackman, Massachusetts president

for NOW.
•Dukakis is pro-choice, pro-pay equity, and pro ERA,

said Jackman. "These are issues that will mobilize voters.

His position is terrific."

Jackman said if Republican nominee Vice President

George Bush is elected, he will block legislation and pro

gress for women and womens' rights.

"If George Bush is elected, it will be an unmitigated

disaster for women's rights. I think that the policies of

the Reagan administration that have hurt women in the

past will be continued," she said.

Jackman said that women have been predominantly

hurt by increased military expenditures and decreased

child care, health and welfare budgets.

"Bush is against abortion and lesbian and gay rights.

He is part of an administration that called pay equity 'the

craziest thing since looney tunes.'" she said.

Jackman said Dukakis is a longtime advocate of the Les-

bian and Gay civil rights bill, but said NOW is unhappy

with his position on foster care.
•

"It prohibits lesbian and gay men and women from

bfcoming foster parents." she said.

The national child care issue has promoted both

Dukakis and Bush to introduce specific proposals to meet

public demand.
Dukakis says he plans to utilize federal aid to improve

and expand current child care systems. The $2.5 billion

plan will be administered through the Act for Better Child

Care (ABC bill).

Jackman said that NOW is in favor of the bill but that

$2.5 billion is a paltry sum compared to the $40 billion

that is really needed to supplement national child care.

"The ABC bill is by no means perfect, it's not really talk-

ing about expanding, " she said. NOW advocates more

public child care and is concerned that there are no stan

dards in the bill to insure that the education provided by

child care centers are free of unconstitutional biases.

"A lot of churches have day care centers. That means

sending government money to churches. It's not a separa

tion of church and state, it's unconstitutional," she said.

Bush's proposal provides a tax credit of up to $1,000 per

child for taxpaying and non taxpaying American families.

Jackman said Bush's plan is even more inefficient than

the ABC bill, particularly in regard to the poor.

"First, you receive money at the end of the year. It's

a financially unreasonable way to do it. It doesn't produce

more child care and the money offered is insufficient," she

said.

"The Republicans are trying to enhance their image

among women, but there is no substance in Bush that will

appeal to women voters," she said.

*•*•*••••••••••*••••*************************

W4I don't want
a lot of hype.

I just want
something I

can count on.^^

Dukakis discusses
defense policy
BOSTON (AP) Michael Dukakis huddled \\ith

Democratic congressional leaders yesterday to discuss

defense policy in advance of a week of campaign ap

pearances designed to shore up his image on national

security and foreign policy issues.

The Democratic presidential nominee acknowledged

after the meeting that he had some differences with

leading defense spokesmen of his party but promised a

consensus-oriented approach to setting Pentagon

priorities.

"What you see here is an example of the way we're go-

ing to make national security policy beginning in January

1989, " Dukakis told reporters after his session with nearly

a dozen members of Congress. "With a president and a

Congress that work together."

Dukakis and the congressmen denounced President

Reagan for his veto of a defense authorization bill that

won broad, bipartisan support in Congress and was en-

dorsed by several ranking administration officials, term-

ing it a political move to give Republican nominee George

Bush fodder for his attempts to characterize Dukakis as

naive on defense issues.

"The vice president's political team said let's play

political football with the nation's defense," said former

presidential candidate Sen. Albert Gore Jr. of Tennessee.

I think it's outrageous."

Dukakis also criticized the president for his handling

of the Pentagon procurement scandal, accusing the ad

ministration of "searching for scapegoats instead of solu-

tions" to influence peddling and exchange of confidential

information at the Pentagon.
' Among those at Dukakis' side were Sen. Sam Nunn of

Georgia and Rep. L«s Aspin of Wisconsin. Chairmen oif

the Senate and House Armed Services Committees,

respectively.

Nunn, Aspin and several others at the meeting agreed

that Bush has been successful in painting Dukakis as

weak on defense but said they expected the Democratic

nominee to successfully counter those efforts with his

statements on defense issues this week.

"Governor Dukakis understands the president has to

make tough decisions," Nunn said. "You can't have a

strategy on defense based on a cash register."

"There has not been management, " Nunn said of

Reagan administration defense policy. "There has not

been a strategy."

While crediting Reagan for trying to improve the na-

tion's defense, Nunn said national security has not im-

proved as much as it should have considering the billions

spent during the Reagan years.

"We have not made improvements commensurate with

the money that has been spent." the Georgia senator said.
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Tailgaters at UMass
an endangered species

By LISA ELIAS
Collegian Correspondent

Tailgaters at University of

Massachusetts football games are now a

dying breed.

The Minutemen opened the season

against the University of Maine Satur-

day, and the tailgate area that used to be

scattered with barbecue grills, beer bot-

tles, and tailgaters was barren, except for

a few die-hards.

Because of the University's alcohol

policy, no drinking is permitted at outdoor

events under the schoors jurisdiction.

This includes football games.
UMass Director of Public Safety Arthur

Hilson made it clear if violators chose not

to respond to reminders from faculty and
staff not to drink, then uniformed police

would be summoned.
"I think some will challenge it. Change

almost guarantees resistance," Hilson

said.

Though the administration has not

taken awav the right to tailgate thpv

have taken away the right to drink in

public. For many students football,

tailgating, and drinking go hand in hand.

"It's awful because it's the attraction of

the game. You want to come out here,

drink, and relax," said 23 year old Jerry

Brault. "This place used to be packed.

Now it's like a morgue."

Dave Roach, 21, said, "It takes a lot of

the fun out of it. A lot less people will

show up because of it. It's kind of sad."

Daryl Miller, 24, was one of the few peo-

ple tailgating until he was told by a

policeman to dump his beer and either go

in the game or leave. Miller said he was
surprised they were polite and didn't

harass him.

Lieutenant Stephen Warren said,

"There really hasn't been any trouble. It's

a nice crowd."

Brian Johnson, 21, said, "It's ridiculous.

If you're 21 you should be able to drink.

Not as many people will show up now. We
have to do something until we get a good

football team."

Collegian photo by Chrl* Hoaford

The Tulley family (L to R) Moreen, Jolie, Patrick and Luke
(on Patrick's lap) were some of the few tailgaters at Saturday's
football game.

Minuteman moved
Compromise reached for Republican Club
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

A compromise that will keep the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Republican Club out

of office space until at least November was
reached Friday in a meeting that ended the

long and bitter struggle between the club

and the Board of Governors
The conipromi.se moves the Minuteman

newspaper office to room 322 of the Student

Union building, also the office of Students
for Bush. The Central American Students
Association and Concepto Latino will move
to SU 415, the former space of the

Republican Club and the current home of

the Minuteman.
The meeting was held Friday afternoon

in the Student Activities Office. Eric Naka-
jima. chairperson of the BOG, Irene Carew,

director of SAO, Bill Collins, editor in chief

of the Minuteman, and Bill Harris, direc-

tor of the Campus Center were among
those in attendance at the meeting.

While no guarantees have been made,
there are strong indications the Republican

Club will get a new office when space is re-

allocated by the BOG.
"I'm perfectly happy and I think its best

for everyone involved." Stephen Lutz.

president of the Republican Club said of ihe

move. He said he was very confident of get

ting space in the near future.

Nakajima said of Lutz' confidence, "They
made a fair assessment of the situation."

Said Lutz: "Everyone walked out of the

meeting not saying 'who's a winner and
who's a loser." We just walked out of there

really happy. We didn't get our space, but

we didn't get evicted, either," Lutz said.

"I feel very strongly that we're moving
in a positive direction and that we can look

forward to a comnuinity of responsible

student-citizens," Nakajmia said of the

arrangement.
The Republican Club can reapply for

space now. Available spaces are allotted in

November, Nakajima said.

The Minuteman will now occupy space

with Students for Bush, which is working
on the George Bush presidential campaign.

Collins agreed many members of the

Republican Club are also members of

Students for Bush, and will be able to use

the space.

Nakajima said no consideration had been

given to the dual-membership issue and it

was not a factor in the decision. "We're do-

ing this to do the right thing," Nakajima
said.

For Your
Miss Massachusetts Pageant — The final

deadline for applications for the 1989 Miss
Massachusetts USA Pageant is Tuesday,
Sept. 27. All women interested must be bet-

ween 17 and 25 years of age, and must
write to Miss Massachusetts USA Pageant
Headquarters, Dept. NR. 222 Newbury St.,

2nd Floor, Boston, MA 021 16. Letters must
include a recent snapshot, brief biography,

date of birth and phone number. The ap-

plicants must be at least a six month resi-

dent of Massachusetts, thus college dorm
students are eligible.

Rosh Hashana Services — There will be
various Rosh Hashana Services to be held

in the Student Union Ballroom at the

University of Massachusetts. A Morning
Service and Tashlich will be held at 10 a.m.

today. An Evening Service and Kiddush
will be held at 7 p.m. tonight.

Posittons available — Tlie Board of Gover-

nors is in need of coordinators. Eight part

time positions are available. Applications

are available in room 817 of the Campus
Center throught today. BOG is an AA/EOE
employer.

Professional Secretaries International —
The Pioneer Valley Chapter of Professional

Secretaries International will hold its first

meeting of the 1988-89 season. The dinner

meeting will begin at 6:15 p.m. tonight at

the Northampton Hilton. Any secretary in

the Pioneer Valley who is interested in PSI

is asked to contact Cynthia Brosseau at the

Information
Holyoke Visiting Nurse Association or

Marie McReynolds, CPS at the Town of

Amherst Leisure Services.

Auditions — The Pelican Theatre Com
pany will hold auditions for an original

children's pop musical entitled "The Rain-

bow Boy." Auditions will be from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight. There are parts for 4 women
and 5 men, ages 15-35. For more informa-
tion contact 533 8894.

Class Moved — Due to fallen ceiling and
asbestos debris, the Sunday West African

drum class at 4 p.m. and dance class at 6
p.m. have been moved from Cottage C
UMASS to Amherst College's Gymnasium
Dance Studio. Classes are open to everyone
for $8.00. For further information, call

367-9340 regarding location of September
18 and 25 classes.

Tower Library Tour — The UMasss
Tower Library will give tours of the facili-

ty leaving from the lobby at 10:30 a.m.,

1:30, and 2:30 p.m. each weekday during

the first two weeks of the semeser.

Pig-Out Festival — The Hampshire Mall

will host its first Back-to-College Pig-Out

Festival .starting at 1 p.m. Saturday at the

mall. The festival is sponsored by Alka-

Seltzer, Figaro's Pizza, ROCK 102, and the

Hampshire Mall.

Powwow — The 6th annual International

Powwow will be held Saturday at the Cam-
pus Pond. Registration is from 10 a.m. to

12 p.m.

Dean of Students to retire after nearly 40 years
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

After almost 40 years of service, the first dean of
students at the University of Massachusetts. William F.
Field, is set to retire in two weeks.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson
recently praised Field for his accomplishments during his
years at the University.

"On behalf of the entire campus community I wish to

thank Dean Field for his dedicated service to students,

their families and the institution itself," he said. "His
leadership has been marked by a commitment to high

ideals, perception and sensitivity, buoyed by his sense of

challenges."

Field first arrived on campus as a psychology teacher

four years after the school became a University when the

enrollment was approximately 3,000.

Leaving the University with the enrollment at approx-

imately 25,000, he is looking forward to retiring.

"There has to be a time to move on," he said. "Now I'm

going to get a chance to do things I've never had time for

in the past."

Some of those things are taking advantage ot the

cultural aspects the University offers, such as the Fine

Arts Center and the library. Field is also interested in

the natural sciences, the outdoors and wildlife.

In his 27 years as dean of students. Field has worked

on and developed numerous projects and programs. Some
of those include the initial organizational structure for

the Admission and Records Office, the Placement and

Financial Aid Office, University Health Services, and Stu-

dent Activities.

He said the iob is too diverse to describe oreciselv in two

or three sentences, but essentially involves finding things
in the system that are not working and trying to fix them.

"Basically you look at the whole picture and then beg.

borrow, control and do anything else you can think of to

try to improve things," he said.

Field said he will not give his successor any advice,

because if he thought there should be a set way of get-

ting things done, he would not be retiring.

"After 27 years, it's time for new, fresh ideas," he said.

The diversity of UMass is one of its greatest strengths,

but there is room for improvement in the system, he said.

"BasicallY ^o\x look at the

whole picture and then beg, bor-

row, control and do anything else

you can think of to tr/ to improve

things."

-William F. Field

"The diversity of the students is tremendous," he said.

"And the faculty has such different interests, it's just in-

credible."

As for improvements, he thinks the school should try

harder to bringing faculty and students together and

decreasing the numerous rules and regulations it has.

"The University is always fighting a battle with rules
and regulations," he said. "Our books of regulations are
too long, and we have to work on that. As for relations,

the more contact between students and faculty, the bet-

ter for everyone."

Although he is happy about retiring. Field will not be
completely out of the picture and expects to <5tay in touch

with the happenings at the University.

"I'll expect to miss it," he said. After a moment of

thought, he laughed as he added, "I am going to visit, but
I'm not going to hang around."

Field was first electeH Amherst town meeting moderator
in 1971 and will continue to hold the post. He was awarded
the Chancellor's Medal in 1983. named Honorary Alum-
nus in 1981, and the Amherst Chamber of Commerce has
presented him the Janet and Winthrop Dakin Award for

community service.

After retiring. Field will undertake a Student Affairs

archive project, where he will try to organize numerous
documents and records of different student organizations,

and their past accomplishments.

Field was born in Los Angeles in 1922, attended public

schools in Philadelphia, and served during World War II

in the Pacific as an Army Air Force sergeant. He
graduated from West Chester State College in Penn-
sylvania in 1947, earned a M.Ed, degree from Temple
University, and in 1951 received a Ph.D. in psychology-

education from the University of Maryland.

Field's wife Helen is simultaneously retiring this week
as the chairperson of the Social Science Division and assis-

tant professor of psychology at Holyoke Community Col-

lege. They plan to do a lot of traveling in the future, but
have no intentions of moving out of the Amherst area.

"After living here for so long, we wouldn't know what

to do anywhere else," Field said.

Gladys Rodriguez, who has worked in the Dean of

Students Office since 1976. has been named acting dean
and will begin her interim appointment October 1. She
has worked as a clerk, a secretary, and an assistant to

Field before being named an assistant dean in 1987.

Madson said he hopes to complete a search and appoint

a new dean of students by January 1.

\
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Parents hide drug abuse from kids
FRAMINGHAM (AP) As a college student in the ear

ly 1970s. Sally smoked marijuana a couple of times a

week. She couldn't go to a party without being ofl'ered a

joint. Casual use of the illegal drug didn't bother her a

bit. or so she thought.

Then a ^ year old at a party asked, 'When are we go-

ing to get high'?" A marijuana cigarette was passed and

the child took a puff. "It really just did a number on my
stomach I remember thinking, "Boy. I'm not comfortable

with that at all," said the 39-year old Shrewsbury mother.

The incident made her feel more certain than ever that

drugs are bad for children.

Sally may have been a child of the 60s, but she's not

always as open with her children as she'd like to be. She

and her 44-year<ild husband haven't told their three teen

agers that they still use marijuana occasionally. They fear

that their children may turn against them if they knew,

because of the strong anti drug messages they get from

Parents are probably less successful at

hiding drug use from their children than

they think they are.

Susan Morley

school and television.

Interviews with sociologists studying drug use in

America as well as MetroWest parents who have been

social drug users since the 60s and 70s reveal a clash of

generations reminiscent of the 60s. This time, though, the

roles are reversed.

In the 1960s, teen-agers hid their drug use from disap-

proving parents. Today, many of the few parents who still

use drugs hide it from their children. All of the parents

interviewed about their illegal drug use for this article

agreed to speak only on the condition that they not be

identified.

"It's important to look at why parents are hiding their

drug use. How come there's this incredible double stan-

dard?" said Susan Morley, director of substance abuse ser-

vices at the social service agency Together Inc.. in

Marlboro.

Parents are probably less successful at hiding drug use

from their children that they think they are, she said. One
of the major ways children learn about drugs is by wat-

ching role models. Parents who try to hide their drug use

are setting a bad example, she said.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse estimates that

six million to eight million people use cwaine regularly.

It also estimates that 20 million to 30 million people use

marijuana regularly. The vast majority of niarijuana iist-rs

are under age 25. according to Henry Tischler, a sociologj

professor at Framingiiani State Collem'.

It's hard to determine how many of these illegal d'ug

users are parents. Some sociologists studying the issue

sense the number is small and on the declimv Dr. Eric

Voth of the National Federation of Parents for a Drug Free

Youth disagrees. Judging from his experience working at

a drug abuse clinic in Kansas, he believes the number of

parents using drugs is on the rise.

When Craig Reinarman started studying cocaine use

in 1974, it was fairly common for parents to use drugs in

front of their children. With today's heightened anti-drug

mood, this practice is less common, said the Northeastern

University sociology professor.

Parental fears that their drug use will be discovered by

their children may have been heightened two years ago

when a girl in California turned in her parents for using

illegal drugs. If that trend was going to take off, it pro-

bably would have done so by now, Reinarman said. If the

antidrug fever progresses, such incidents may become

more of a risk for parents or a benefit for society, depen

ding on your perspective, said Bruce MacMurray, assis

tant professor of sociology at Northeastern.

When staff from Together Inc. of Marlboro talk to area

students about drug abuse, many children say they are

worried about their parents' drug use. Morley said. They

are afraid to do anything about it, though, without the

support of their parents, she said.

Kathleen Trainor, a substance abuse counselor in Fram-

ingham, said children oflen feel they, like their parents,

can use drugs socially without getting into trouble. Yet

children often get into more serious trouble with drugs

faster than adults, she said.

In some cases, parents who use illegal drugs are not anx

ious for their children to quit their own habit, Trainor

said. For example, parents may have to ban alcohol from

their house to aid the recovery of their 17-year-old

alcoholic, even though the parents don't have a drinking

problem.

The same can be true with illegal drugs, she said.

Trainor has seen families where parents don't want their

children to quit drugs because the children are their sup-

plier. "It's easier for a kid to cop drugs than an executive,"

she said.

Anti-drug education in the schools and on television ap-

pears to be having a powerful effect on parents as well

as children. Rather than face questions from their children

about illegal drug use, many parents are either hiding

it from their children or quitting.

Two editors hired
for black affairs
Thomas Mambande and Joseph Hill have been nam

ed co-black affairs editors of the Collegian.

Mambandes and Hill were hired over the weekend and

plan to start organizing the desk today.

Mambandes, a junior economics major from

Philadelphia, was the former news editor at Nummo
News, a monthly black students publication. He also

hosts New World Theatre, a talk show on WMUA.
Hill, a sophomore chemistry and sociology major from

Uxbridge. was a sports editor for his high school

yearbook.

Both Hill and Mambande were active in the New
Africa House occupation last semester. The six-day pro-

test came in response to a series of alleged racial in-

cidents on campus.

Penchina
continued from page 1

Center, told Collins that Penchina had requested copies

of directions to a party.

Orefice said she noticed the posters on the walls of the

Student Union and told Filkins, who requested Collective

Copies to forward the copying receipts. The receipts show

ed Penchina had bought 150 copies in blue and 300 copies

in golden rod paper. The receipts, however, do not say the

copies were used for directions to a party.

"Do you see how blatant you have to be to get caught?"

Penchina said.

SGA leaders say they had no idea Penchina's actions

were a test.

You are the eyes and ears

of the Collegian. If you see

something you think is news,

call the Collegian at

545-3500.
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Get the 'TEdge" in your
finance and statistics

courses witli Tl's new
Business Edge.^'

If you're planning a career in

business, the first order of business

is to get the right tool for the job

you have right now—school.

That's why you need the new Tl

Busuiess Edge calculator. It

features a unique Power Touch"^
display panel with five display

screens that are preprogrammed to

s<ilve 20 of the most essential

financial and "Statistical problems.

Just touch the screen to enter and
store information.

Strives for such financial results

as present and fijture values, an-

nuities, amortization, and interest

conversions. Pertorms one and
two-variable statistics.

Want to get an t-dm* in hu>iness?

Get an edge in schcxii t'lrst, with

help from the 71 Business Edge.

Texas ^^
Instruments
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/ J. Football
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

-SCHEDULE—
Sept. 5 Washington at New York Giants

12 Dallas at Phoenix

19 Indianapolis at Cleveland

26 Los Angeles Raiders at Denver

Oct 3 Dallas at New Orleans

10 New York Giants at Philadelphia

17 Buffalo at New York Jets

24 San Francisco at Chicago

31 Denver at Indianapolis

Nov 7 Cleveland at Houston

14 Buffalo at Miami

21 Washington at San Francisco

28 Los Angeles Raiders at Seattle

Dec 5 Chicago at Los Angeles Rams
12 Cleveland at Miami

19 Chicago at Minnesota

III

Monday Night Football games
will be televised at The Hatch

and the TOC Lounge.

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiliiiiiiii

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

^bI^^B."
Plain and Pepperoni

Pizza Now Available

by the Slice

Only $1.00
11:30 amH:00 pm
Daily

BLUEWALL STUDIES!

Beans 101:

A Crash Course
in Coffee

Course Description:
Each day we v^/ill feature one of our fine

imported coffees. To ensure the success

of this seminar in sampling, the regular

price of that coffee will be reduced.

Dates and Times:
September 12-September 16:

Mon.-Thurs. 1 1:30 am-12 mid.

Friday 11:30 am-6:00 pm
September 19-September 26:

f\/lon.-Thurs. 1 1:30 am-12 mid.

Friday 11 30 am-6:00 pm

Location:

Blue Wall Coffee Housed
Concourse Level

Campus Center

^t7

"ffo,H
^% ''f.r

^n

f'.»

®i

iHampden
SNACK BArI'N -:.

MONFRI: 8 AM-12 Mid
SATSUH: 8>o AM-12 Mid
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On-campus housing continues to be a problem at UMass
By JOYCE CQHEN
Collegian Correspondent

On-campus housing continues to be difficult to get for

some students at the University of Massachusetts and the

Whitmore Administration Building was a haven last week

for students who were denied housing.

Even though the incoming freshman class has remain-

ed at around 4,000, according to the Director of Housing,

Dr. Joseph Zannini, there still seems to be a shortage of

housing services available.

"There are new incoming students as well as return

ing students, and only .so much space is available," Assis

tant Director of Housing Larry Moneta said. "If too many
returning students decide they want on-campus housing,

then we've got a dilemma."
Approximately 125 to 150 students did not show up to

get their housing, so those students temporarily being put

in the Campus Center Hotel were moved to fill those "no

show" spaces. "We're only allowed to use the Campus
Center Hotel for a couple of weeks, so when spaces become

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

Only $185 for two semesters!

10% discount

on any other memberships.
1 Mo.. 3 Mo., 6 Mo., & Yearly Available.

• 30 Nautilus Machines
• Olympic free Weights • Aerobics

• Computerized Lifecycles • Concept II

Rowers * Exercise Bikes • Saunas
• Clean. Stocked Lockeroom facilities

• Tanning Beds & Massage Therapy
• Towel Service

INoRjIlAMpTON

NautiIus, Inc.
216 King St., Northampton • 584*4975

Part-time Jobs Paid Internships

GREENPEACE
It doesn't have to be a choice between Michael

Dukakis's world or George Bush's world. We can

work for a world of our own choosing. Come Work

For Our Future! Work for the Environment and

Peace with the direct action-oriented, non-violent

international environmental organization

Greenpeace. Greenpeace offers Part-time posi-

tions perfect for Students You pick the days that

you work f>*^omday-Sunday 2PM-10PM.
Call Tom 256-1439

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission
of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Wednesday, September 28

Guidelines and application forms
are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

available , we moved the students out of the hotel first,"

Moneta said.

Some lounges in the residence halls have been converted

to house even more students because there presently is

not room for them in regular rooms. These swing spaces

are temporary in most buildings, but in others they will

stay in swing spaces throughout the semester, he said.

"I don't see this as being a problem; I see the swing spaces

and the lottery as a solution," Moneta said.

Moneta says the lounges will not be eliminated, nor will

even half of them become swing spaces in most of the

residence halls. "The worst part about living in a swing
space is knowing that you may have to move sometime
during the year," he said.

Eric Ossing is a senior who is temporarily being hous-

ed in a swing space in Gorman Residence Hall. He just

finished a one-year exchange program in Japan, and when
he got back last Monday, he learned he had no housing,

even though his bill has been cleared.

Before students can leave the school on exchange pro-

grams, they must sign housing contracts and fill out hous-

ing preference forms. According to Ossing however, the

housing office said they could not find any record of him
doing so.

Consequently, he had to stay in a friend's dorm until

PViday when Whitmore attacked junior and senior hous-

ing problems. "Now that I'm in a swing space in Gorman,
I don't want to move out although I know I'll have no

choice when they have a permanent residence for me,"
Ossing said.

In addition to the problem of students having no hous-

ing, others like Debbie Irwin and Ann Wiede stood in line

on Friday because they wanted to move from the dorm
they were in to be with friends in another. "The housing

office told us we were no different than the 800 students

who wanted to do the same thing and that there was
nothing the housing office could do about it," Irwin said.

Not all of the students waiting in line Friday were upset

about their dilemma. Some were sympathetic to the hous-

ing office's problem. "I would imagine that these things

happen, especially when there are so many students,"

junior Greg Rutheny said. He is presently living in a

swing space in Central Residential Area.

A swap board and a lottery are alternatives for students

who would like to move from their current room or

residence hall.

AlOl
Freshman Orientation

Nothing a HIU liavc prepared me
for the first few moments with mv
r(X)mmate.'Aniqiie"—nothing more,
just "Aniqiie"—was her name. C hange
tlu"A" to a"U" and youVe got a
description

When they asked wliat t\\x: of
KHimmate I w anted, I didn't know that

I needed to Ix- more specific than non
smoker. I couki swear I saw a picture

t)t Anique on a postcard I got from
London W'itliin five minutis, I tbnnd
our that slie was an Art History stu-

dent, into the Psvchedelic Furs, Am]
-^totally totalis' against the domesti-

cation of animals.
I was just alH)ut read\' to put in

for a room transfer when she

reached into her leather

backpack, pulled out a

can of Suisse Mocha and
offered me a cup. Okay, I

decided IW keep an o^'Hrn mind.
As we sipped our cups, I

found out that Anique and 1 share

the same fondness for Gary Grant »

movies, the same disdain for wine
coolers, and the same ex-boyfriend.

That gave us plenty to talk about.

General Foods^ International Coffees
Share the feeling.

WORK FOR YOURSELF

As a campus repr«sentath/«

youtt b« responsbt* for placing

advertising matarlalB on bulletin

boards and worltlng on

marVetKig programs for dlants

such as American Express.

Boston UnNersRy. EuraN, and

vaitous movie companies,

among ottiers. Part-time wotH.

choose your own hours. No
•ales. Many of our reps stay

with us long after graduation. If

you are self-motivated, hard-

working, and a t)lt of an

entrepreneur, call or write for

more Information to:

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

6211 W HOWARD STREET
CHICAOO. IL 60648

1<0OO) 221•5M2 Of

(312)647-6860
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK SEATTLE

More Than
Copies

Copies • Fax Service

Binding • Office Supplits

Oversize Copies

fick-Up & Deliver)'

kinko's
the copy center

DORM
RUGS
CHEAP!
many sizes and colors

MounUin Farms Mall. Hadley

586*41 1 Hen-Sal t:3M. Sun Noon-5
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On the right

Lester is a victim of academic oppression
Academic freedom is dead and buried at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts. That is evident from the manner in

which Julius Lester was transferred out of the W.E.B.

DuBois African-American Studies Department just on the

basis of his free expression of thoughts and conclusions.

Julius Lester was a tenured professor at the Afro-

American department for 17 years. In that time he receiv-

ed all three of the University's most prestigious faculty

awards. Lester, who had converted to Judaism six years

ago, became a center of controversy within the Afro-

American department after the publication of his latest

book, Lovesung: Becoming a Jew. He was officially

transferred out of that department in June, and welcom-

ed as a new faculty member at Judaic Studies this fall.

In Lovesong Lester criticized the late James Baldwin

for condemning a black reporter for revealing the Jesse

Jackson Hymietown* remark in 1984. The assumption

being, as expressed by Baldwin and later supported by

all 15 Afro Am faculty members (except, of course, Lester],

that a black American is black first, and American second.

While this would appear to be a ridiculously dangerous

approach in regards to race relations in this country, it

does not in the least compare to the incisiveness of the

Lester expulsion.

The Julius Lester story is one which exemplifies the

prevalent black opinion in academic and other circles that

black debate has a limit. That limit is reached when a

black "leader" is criticized by another black.

Black leaders are rarely ever substantively criticized

by the "white" media, as they fear being targeted as

racist. A good example is the way Dan Quayle was more

harrangued in 10 minutes by the establishment media

than Jesse Jackson was in 10 years.

Stuart Gottlieb

But when a black tries to criticize a "popular" black,

then that free thinker is automatically targeted as an Un-

cle Tom, or in Julius Lester's situation the faculty of the

Afro-American department referred to him as "the anti-

Negro Negro." Another case in point is Roy Innis's [Na-

tional Director of CORE; the Congress of Racial Equali-

ty) criticism of the controversial Reverend Al Sharpton.

Innis has been shunned from many black circles due to

his independent beliefs. Likewise, Lester has been

shunned.
Lester is far from an Uncle Tom. He has evolved intellec-

tually in academia and life experiences to formulate his

own opinions on many subjects. Those opinions are

safeguarded in the First Amendment to the Constitution,

and according to our Founding Fathers should never be

Pressed Quayle
"The conservative movement was

dead," the national media sang. Move

ment conservatives had lost the

Republican Party's nomination to an

eastern liberal establishment type -

(jevM^e Bu.>^h.

True, Bush is no movement con-^ei

vative. But the national news caretakers

were wrong. Conservatives came to New-

Orleans and didn't leave empty handed

W. Greg Rothman

When the 1988 Republic ui platform

was released, conservatives were happy.

Plus, they got a vice-rvesidential can

didate representing the opposite of the

eastern liberal establishment type.

Senator Dan Quayle.

It was one situation 'he national press

had not prepared to deal with.

Bush had selected for his vice president

a man who has led the fight for the

Strategic Defense Initiative; consistently

voted pro-life, pro-family, pro-defense, and

who had strongly supported the freedom

fighters in Nicaiagua, Afghanistan,

Angola and Mozambique.

The press isn't a graceful loser, and they

were not going to take this lying down.

Almost as .soon as Bush announced his

selection, the media began Quayle

Season.'

In the Aug. 25 edition of the Washington

Times, it was reported CBS had stopped

answering their phones due to the

number of negative calls about their

coverage of Quayle. Despite the public's

displeasure, the media continued to

viciously attack Bush's running mate.

But Senator Quayle is a fine American.

He served his country in the National

Guard, the same Guard that has served

the American people since the Revolu

tionary War. Yet. the national press con-

tinues to insult the Guard and Quayle's

military record.

The national press has also had a field

da. with rumors about a Quayle and lob-

byint Paula Parkinson relationship. It's a

sad day for journalism when rumors about

a U.S. Senator and a harlot become the

lead story on the national news.

The American public has a right to

know everything about its leaders -

everything. The press has a duty to give

the public all they can discover, as long

as it's truth. Such is not the case with the

media's record on Dan Quayle.

The national media's anger was fueled

by the bitter disappointment the liberal

wing of the Republican party felt when
they realized they had been left out on

Bourbon St. As the they an<' moderates

in the party publicly complained about

the choice, the press began specu ating

about a Quayle demise.

The Jt'legates didn't think 'quayle

should be taken off the ticket; th.- people

didn't think serving the Nationr i Ciuard

was dishonorable; the publii ' Hn't

believe stories coming from the !ij of a

Playboy bunny. It was the pr< .^-^ who
wanted Dan Quayle off of the ticke — not

the people.

The Bush-Quayle ticket will s . vive the

onslaught by the keepers of the .lews, but

the trust between the media ami the peo-

ple may not. Americans have become

weary of the national press. That's not the

people's problem, it's the media's.

W. Greg Rothman is a UMass student

and chairman of the UMass Conservative

Alliance

persecutionary. Is academia not the very place to preach

such a philosophy?

So why the hypocrisy?

The answer lies in the above mentioned approach to the

new black ideological fundamentalism. The white liberal

establishment brandishes it with the assumption that op-

position to affirmative action quota's is equitable to be-

ing a racist.

And the up-and coming 'black struggle' hierarchy; the

Jesse Jackson's, the James Baldwin's, and the Chester

Davis' [UMass Afro-American department chairman) have

closed the debate of what is in the best interest of not on-

ly the black community of America, but to all Americans.

They did this, and continue to do so, because other view-

points go against what they believe to be the correct view-

point. Now that's pervertedly un-American.

Alexis de Tocqueville, the prophetic French theorist of

the 19th century, warned the new-found American

democrats about the danger present in the "tyrannical"

views of the majority. Our First Amendment has controll-

ed such a tyranny.

The black "intellectual" view which places blackness

over democracy is the most formidable threat to the

democratic fibers of this country since its foundation.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist

Odds and ends

Tales from the Rerun Zone
You know, coming back to this three net

work town may be disheartening, especial

ly if you lived in Boston or New York, and

had a working television.

Others of us were not as lucky this sum

mer. and for us three stations is a Godsend.

Welcome to the world of one channel:

WQTV. Channel 68 Boston.

Sylvia Gaudette

"You may not know you have a hearmg

problem because you take your hearing aid

wherever you go. Now there's Miracle

Ear."

"She said, 'Will that be bleu cheese.

Thousand Island, or vinaigrette.'
"

"He said, 'Two streets up and take a

right.'
"

"He said, 'Speak now or forever hold your

piece.'
"

•What'd he say? What'd he say?"

It became second nature to me — Chan-

nel 68 was the only station my T.V. pick

ed up this summer. I admit, though. I could

finagle the antennae and pick up The

Dating Game at 1 1:.30 on an unknown sta-

tion with a wide green line down the

middle.

The green line was contestant number

two.

While all America was watching Je.sse

Jackson's riveting convention speech — in

fact, while all America was in 1988, 1 was

in the time capsule of Star Trek. Kojak and

Bonanza.

I can't tell you about the speech, but I

could write a dissertation about that

night's Eight O'Clock Movie on 68 where

this British guy keeps dreaming that he

has woken up from a dream he has had

about waking up from a dream.

That'- the cutting edge that I as a jour-

nalist should be on, right?

At first it was just an annoyance: "Damn,

I can't believe what lousy reception this TV
gets."

Forget that nothing we could see was

filmed after 1977; forget that Channel 68

fails to have even one news update during

any 24-hour-period. I can quote you entire

passages from Scarecrow and Mrs. King —
afler all, what makes better cocktail par-

ty conversation?

There was one sliver of entertainment in

this otherwise Nielsen-appauling situation.

When others left during commercial

breaks, I stayed.

My roommates and I were amazed at the

endless combinations of the same six com-

mercials. We were thrilled when a new one

broke the monotony.

Afler the Miracle Ear conrunercials, hours

of thrilling entertainment were spent lear

ning about the magic that is Popeet.

What a great space-saving product! It

shrinks to the size of leftoversl "Keeps

salad green, soda bubbly, and it stores so

small that it's like having an extra kitchen

cabinet."

Who needs to be aware of pending war

after the USS Vincennes blew up an Ira-

nian jet? The unparalleled suspense of

whether the magician could pour all that

milk into the Popeet held by his lovely and

talented, sequined-covered assistant was
enough gripping drama for me this

summer.

Sylvia Gaudette is a Collegian staff

member. "Odds and ends" runs Mondays
and Wednesdays

* *

Do you have an original, offbeat story you

have to tellf Tell it to "Odds and ends."

Submissions should be sent to the Col-

legian, 113 Campus Center. UMass.
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The Collegian

needs reporters

Come on down to 113

Campus Center

UMOC

UMass Outing Club
INVITES YOU TO:

Try:
• hiking

• backpacking

• canoeing

• kayaking

• caving

• cross-country skiing

• rock climbing

• ice climbing

• mountaineering

and more'

JOIN
First Meeting
Tues. Sept. 13

Campus Center
Auditorium

7 PM
Slide Show

meeting
nntinui'il Irom pane 1

meetings of govern

mental bodies, save some exceptions, must be open to the

public. Chapter 30A of the General Laws of Massachusetts

states that before a governmental body goes into executive

session, which means the public is not allowed to be pre

sent, the presiding officer must conduct a roll call vote

and announce a specific reason.

Speaker of the Senate Robert Fadel, who presided at

Thursday's meeting, failed to take a roll call vote,

although he contends all votes for and against going into

executive session were recorded. Fadel also contends the

committee was indeed in executive session.

Michael Pill, an Amherst attorney, said the law may
not apply to the student government because the commit-

tee is not created under state legislation.

However, he said, if the law indeed applies, he feels the

Collegian is right in asserting the committee may have

violated the law.

"The presiding officer must cite the purpose for ex-

ecutive session, and state whether the agency will

reconvene after the executive session," the law states.

According to Collegian reporter Erin Abbey, who
covered the meeting and was barred from attending the

executive session, Fadel did not announce the specific

reason for calling for an executive session.

Our office 423C Student Union 545-3131

''''°^i^§
DIVISION
MUSIC • THEATER • DANCE

INSTRUCTION

All ages and levels

Private lessons

Group Study

Ensembles

Group study classes are 1/2 price

for UMass students.

For a brochure, call PAD at 545-0519

or stop by the office in Old Chapel.

Chapter 30A cites the following as some of the reasons

for going into executive session:

• "To discuss the reputation and character, physical con-

Hit ion or mental health rather than the professional com-

petence of an individual." The individual may request the

meeting to remain open to the public.

• "To consider the discipline or dismissal of, or to hear

complaints or charges brought against a public officer,

employee, staff member, or individual." The individual

involved may request the meeting to be open.

• "To discuss strategy with respect to collective bargain-

ing or litigation if an open meeting may have a detrimen-

tal effect on the bargaining or litigation position of the

governmental body.

• "To consider allegations of criminal misconduct."

Abbey's notes show that one committee member

challenged the need for an executive session, to which

Fadel replied: "I think there are things that need to be

discussed."
, ,., ,.

Fadel later told Pereira: "I said. We are discussing an

internal problem."' Fadel added he did not recall the ex-

act words he used at the time.

In addition. Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice, who is

not a committee member, was allowed into the room

where the executive session took place.

Steve Samolewicz. director of public rights at the district

attorney's office in Northampton, said he could not com-

ment on whether the committee violated the law because

he is not familiar with the situation.

Samolewicz said he needs a written statement relating

the situation before he can comment or conduct an

investigation.

The Collegian prepared a statement over the weekend

that asks Samolewicz to determine whether the commit-

tee indeed violated the law. And if so, the Collegian re-

quested, what can be done to ensure it does not happen

again.

Said Pereira: "Judging from a statement the commit-

tee later released, it seems they were discussing calling

for Penchina's resignation, in which case Fadel was re

quired by law to state that specific reason.

"Penchina had the right to request an open meeting and

he was never given the chance to exercise that right

because Fadel never announced a specific reason for go

ing into executive session," Pereira said.

When pressed to produce minutes from the executive

session, Fadel said no minutes were taken. He did,

however, produce a statement signed by those present at

the executive session that condemns Penchina for

violating the trust of student government officials.

//No student knows his subject:

the most he knows is where and how
to find out the things he does not know.

WOODROW WlSON

//

Rely on your

textbooks

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
M-F 9-5

Located in the Physical Plant Building

CIRCULATION
ASSISTANT
Earn $35 + per week

Hours: 8:30 AM - 9:30 AM
Monday - Friday

Responsibilities include:

fx Assist in planning and
updating delivery routes

^ Sign in drivers

^ Occasional delivery

Anyone May Apply
Apply in person at the

Collegian Office Today
113 Campus Center

ARTS/LIVING

Book shines with images
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

Full Spectrum
Edited by Lou Aronica and Shawna McCarthy
Bantam Spectra Books, 483 pages.

Take a look out the window sometime after a rainstorm,

when the sun is shining through the remaining

thunderclouds. Perhaps the water, still lingering in the

sun's bright path, has caught the beams and divided them

into the multi-colored vision we call a rainbow. And if you

take notice of the colors, it may become obvious that some

shine more brightly than others.

The intent of Bantam editors Lou Aronica and Shawna
McCarthy in Full Spectrum was to capture the shades of

fiction that color the fields of contemporary Science Fie

tion and Fantasy; and though some of the short stories

contained in this anthology shine more brightly than

others, the resulting volume of twenty-five fictional works

succeeds admirably.

Perhaps the most important contributors to this volume

are those who have made no name for themselves in the

past: five of the stories are the first published works of

the author, and they are among the brightest stories

offered.

Among these new authors, the offerings of Aaron

Schutz, Ronnie Seagren and Charles Oberndorf, contain

much to think about and digest. Their thematic work

questions human knowledge of God, and of man's own

capabilities by examining moral and social questions fac-

ing us from the past and present, or awaiting us in the

future.

In addition to the works of these previously unpublish-

ed authors, the works of the more seasoned authors offer

some striking images, though two were obviously the most

stirring.

Lewis Shiner's "Oz" is not much longer than this arti-

cle, yet it's power of statement could not have been achiev-

ed through a longer piece of prose. After one reading the

image is striking, but the story is even more meaningful

after a second and third reading. Ifyou have no intention

of purchasing the book pick it up off the shelf and read

this story; it will take five minutes.

As a final offering, look through James Morrow's "Bi-

ble Stories for Adults, No. 17: The Deluge." This slightly

sacreligious, and possibly offensive version of the Bible's

Great Flood creates a not improbable variation on the

story, which raises the intrigue of our past.

If you thrive on short fiction, Full Spectrum is a solid

offering.

Cube exhibit opens
By KATHY T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Twenty-four artists, 24 Cubes. That is the order of

the day at the new exhibition at the University Gallery

at the Fine Arts Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

The exhibition that opened yesterday and that will run

until Oct. 19 was organized by New York artist Saul

Ostrow and represents a broad survey of sculptures from

the 19608 to today, focusing on cubes.

Cubes were first prominent during the 1960's, when

artists such as Donald Judd and Sol LeWitt broke from

the abstract expressionist painting and assemblage

scultpure and began using the cube as an artistic for-

mat. The cube was regarded as a neutral entity to

which a variety of artistic intentions and viewer percep

tions could be brought. The work in this exhibiton shows

a variety of sculptural developments over two decades

by the artists. Among artists at this show is Stephen

Antonakos, whose 1965 "Blue Box" features neon

lighting to create an enveloping effect. Gary Kuehn's

"Double Cube" concentrates on the truth of appearances.

Sol LeWitt held that ideas should be logically manifested

and using modular grids and cubic units, makes

fontinued on page 10

UMass Juggling Club promises a ball
By GINA COLETTI
Collegian Correspondent

"We can teach anyone to juggle in a half

hour or less."

That IS the challege put forth by Bruce

Wisenburn, co-president of the University

of Massachusetts Juggling club.

The club w hich meets every Friday from

3 to 6 p.m. held its first meeting this past

week by the Campus Pond, where they

usually can be found performing (or in case

of bad weather they move indoors to the

Campus Center).

A student government-supported
organization, the Juggling Club was first

formed in 1985 by Wisenburn and Adam

Levine and today has 20 to 30 members.

They have performed at various functions,

most recently the 125th anniversary ofthe

University.

Along with juggling balls, the club

teaches one ball manipulation, balancing,

fire-swallowing, torch and club juggling.

The club also focuses on two Chinese jug-

gling techniques, the diabolo — a yoyo like

device that is balanced on a string between

two sticks — and devil sticks — the prac-

tice of balancing one stick with two others

sticks.

Juggling, a talent usually considered a

solo endeavor, can also involve others, as

in the game of combat. Combat is a big

favorite of the club and involves juggling

and knocking clubs out of the other plaverx

hands — all while still remain juggling.

Out of group often (or more* the last to re-

main juggling wins.

Several of the club members do street

performing in Boston and San Fransico.

(Don't expect to see them on the streets in

Amherst and Northampton — it's con-

sidered begging).

The Juggling Club is holding an exhibi-

tion on Saturday, Nov. 12th at the Cam-

pus Center as a part of Veterans Day
weekend convention. An expected two hun-

dred jugglers will attend from various parts

of the country. The show is free for UMass
students and a small fee for non-university

students.

The first meetings are free and then $3

to join for a semester.

many sizes and

Mountain Farm* Mall, ._

GREEKS
The Choice ofa New Generation

99

C»^. „. 0*B<i'^

GREEKS

Amherst Insurance
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE

AUTO, TENANT, HOME & MOTORCYCLE

253-9387
253-5555

1

20 GATEHOUSE ROAD
AMHERST

nortiMOiut
MSUUNO
MIHT

SORORITY RUSH
ORIENTATION 1988!

Tuesday, Sept. 13

8 p.m. Memorial Hall

ALL SECOND SEMESTER
FRESHMEN & OLDER INVITED!

Call Greek Affairs /or Info. — 545-2711

Sponsored by Pan Hellenic Council

in cooperation with PEPSI

ATTENTION STUDENTS

See Ray Charles
"Cats", Ladysmith
Black Mambazo,

and more.

You have until Sept. 26
to call 545-2511

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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The UMass Arts Council

Founded in 1966. the Arts Council fosters excellence and scope

in the arts on campus The Arts Council's activities include:

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS
Through two granting programs, the Arts Council supports RSOs,

campus galleries, the Residential Arts Program, and other

UMass groups that present arts events and programs.

ARTS INFORMATION
Every two weeks, the Arts Council publishes the Arts Calendar,

a listing of arts activities on the Five College campuses. The

calendar is available at galleries, box offices, and information

centers at all five colleges.

ARTS MANAGEMENT TRAINING
The Arts Council supports arts management courses and internships

for UfVlass students through a program offered by the Arts Extension

Service, 545-2360. On Sept. 27 and Oct. 4 the Student Activities

Office and the Arts Council will offer two workshops in program

design and management, grantswriting, etc.

PUBLIC ART
The Arts Council is actively involved in expanding the public art

collection at UMass. The Sculpture Courtyard at the University

Library, an exhibition space for UMass faculty and students, will

host an opening reception on September 20. The Council has

commissioned landscape architects and artists to redesign the Student

Union Plaza and Metawamp)€ Lawn. A memorial to our first sitting-

president, William Smith Clark, was designed by a student and is

expected to be built this coming summer. This year students are

being invited to design a commemorative garden to Helen Curtis Cole,

the University's first and only Dean of Women. The garden is proposed

for a site between Old Chapel and Goodell Building.

The Arts Council is funded primarily by a portion of the Arts Fee.

The Council includes undergraduate and graduate students, alumni,

faculty, and professional staff representatives.

For more information, contact the
UMass Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, 545-0202

Metal: the musicians
of the maligned music
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

We're the loudest fucking band in the

world and we're here to kick some ass!

Manowar at The Channel in Boston; 1987

While statements like this one may not

get the band Manowar on American Bands

tand, perhaps the growing audience for

speed and thrash metal will lead to

something more than the post midnight

slot that this unique musical genre oc

cupies on MTV. Like so many of their

power metal brethren, Manowar fights the

constant battle for public acceptance,

airplay, and groupies above the age of con-

sent. Juvenile attitudes and cheesy metal

cliches aside, musically, the new wave of

long haired screaming maniacs has

something genuine to offer.

Ask your average twenty-one year old

music fan to name a few metal bands, and

you'll likely hear the names Judas Priest,

Black Sabbath, Motley Crue, Iron Maiden,

and Deep Purple (Musical historian types

will mention Led Zeppelin as the original

metal band, but what do they know-

anyway?*. However, hunt down the black

leather and studded wristbands at the local

junior high school, and you'll be inroduc-

ed to Slayer, Testament, Overkill,

Megadeth, Grim Reaper, Anthrax, and

Metallica.

This breed of metal is a step beyond the

traditional power chord feast. Classically

influenced guitar hotshots tear through riff

after riff. Vocals are fast, angry, and

distorted. And above all, everything's loud

as hell.

Power metal has an attitude as rebellious

as anything we've seen since the Sex

Pi.'^tols Similarlv. hardcore bands like

Black Flag, D.R.L and Slapshot employ the

same techniques and social outlook. The
audiences, however, take on a different

look. While it would be no surprise to find

some aging grad students at a Circle Jerks

show, metal bands draw primarily

pubescents. Unfortunately for club owners,

all ages shows just don't do the numbers

at the bar, and you can only charge so

much for a ticket.

Whether or not you call it "kidstuff," the

level of musical ability within the best

speed metal bands is quite high.

Metallica, the only speed band to have

broken through to the mainstream with

the billing on this past summer's Monsters

of Rock tour, boasts the work of guitarist

Kirk Hammett. Hammett is a disciple of

six string demon Joe Satriani, teacher ex

traordinaire, and featured guitarist on last

year's Mick Jagger tour. The intricate ap

proach Hammett takes toward his guitar

lines provide a melodic aspect not normal

ly associated with heavy metal.

Lyrically, women, booze, sex. sex with

women while drinking booze, and the like,

remain the favorite topics of interest.

However, much in the same way that Iron

Maiden grabbed attention with their poig-

nant social commentary with Two Minutes

To Midnight, Megadeth has offered a dif-

ferent view on life.

Lyricist Dave Mustaine's dark picture o<"

the world we live in provides a wealth of

thoughtful songwriting material, and

understandably, Megadeth stands as one

of the more controversial metal bands.

Regardless of the countless opponents to

the metal philosophy, it's obvious that this

style of music is here to stay. For all the

criticism it may get, metal, in one form or

another, has survived through a host of

fleeting fads.

Cube show With a 1988 work from the series "Art

as Idea as Idea," Joesph Kosuth
reproduces a dictionary definition of theamtinned f'mm page 9

complex compositions by mulliplymg the cuk', focusing on the cube m an idea form,

basic open cubic form. rather than physical form.

i Umwing Instrumemsl ^

I

S oi Draft

8 and Art

S Open
^ Slat. 10-3

§ IVe ofi€ r a full line

fng, Engineering

Supplies.
Located in the ^
Campus Center 1

SITY
\

Thttrsday, September 29
roORS OPEN AT 7:00 in the S.U.B.

$6.00 UMass Students

$8.00 General Public

Tickets on sale Monday, Sept. 12 at

Tix Unlimited, Faces & Main St. Records.

Check ottt the MTV Product Showcase
Prizes & Giveaways like a CD. Player
Ray-Ban Sunglasses and TDK Tapes.

Sept. 29, 1 1 a.m.—4 p.m.. South Lawn

Rain Location for Showcase—Cape Cod Lounge

Photo by Amy Palrrhild

A SIGN OF THE TIMES - People in Amherst Common yesterday protest the dictatorship
in Chile.

Introductory Offer To All New Clients

SOOOit^A SAVE$500*SAVE
aircut
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I

I

65 University Drive, Amherst 549-5670 I

• WOLFF TANNING • BODY WRAPPING^"

on any Irosting or perm

• VALID FOR NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY

This coupon good thru 10/15/88 at

Styles by Deborah

Shooting victim
afraid to leave home

BOSTON (AP) — After being shot by a passing motorist

as he sat outside his home in the Roxbury neighborhood

last week, 11 -year-old Sterling Garvin says he'll think

twice before venturing out of his apartment building

again.

"I don't think I'm gonna go out on my steps," Sterling

said Sunday, dressed in a blue shirt and faded red shorts

that exposed the bandage covering his thigh wound.

"The only time I'm gonna sit on my steps is if there's

a lot of people out there I know. . . and I'm talking about

a lot," he said.

But his mother, Jean, and his uncle, Felix Thompson,

are seeking a more permanent solution to the threat of

violence: After living in the same four rooms for six years,

the Sterling family is looking for a new home.

"It's been the worst time of my life," said Mrs. Garvin,

who emigrated from Trinidad 14 yeas ago. "We had a fire

above us a few months ago and my son got shot, so I think

it's time to move out."

"You're not going to live around here no more," Thomp-

son, also from Trinidad, told his nephew. "I don't want

people shooting at you no more."

Sterling and two friends were talking after dinner
Thursday when a red car with tinted windows pulled up
to the curb and fired a single gun shot.

"I heard somebody say, 'Wow!' Then I see a hole in my
pants," Sterling said. But he .said he only felt a pinch and

didn't believe he had been shot.

"I kept saying I didn't get shot 'cause it didn't hurt,"

he said.

He was taken to Boston City Hospital, where doctors

bandaged his left thigh but decided to not remove the .22

caliber bullet.

"They ain't gonna take it out 'cause if they did take it

out it'd damage my leg," Sterling explained as he rested

on his mother's bed, fingering the hospital bracelet he still

wears and a gold chain around his neck.

His mother and several cousins said they believed he

was either shot randomly or was mistaken for someone
else.

"There's a lot of crazy people out there," Sterling said.

But added, "I think it's a mistake. I don't start trouble

around here with nobody."

His friend and mentor, Maurice Thomas, 21, said the

youth rarely hangs around his neighborhood because they

frequently hang around with another youth in the apart-

ment basement in another neighborhood.

The three are the "R&B Exclusive," a rap band featur-

ing Sterling and Thomas "scratching" with records and

one singer. The trio has performed in showcases at the

Apollo Theater in New York and plans to cut a record.

"This is supposed to be a bad area and I didn't want

anything to happen to him," said Thomas, who isn't a

relative. "I just took him under my wing and now he's

my best friend. I don't go nowhere without him."

Sterling is the latest victim in a string of stabbings and

shootings in the city that Boston police have blamed, in

part, on a rise in street gangs, dozens of which they say

are trafficking in drugs and guns.
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AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE •FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST
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ACTIVITIES

SOUTHWEST AREA RESIDENTS -g«1 m
votved v»i(h Southwest Area Govenmeni'
Pick up nomination papers lof Souttiwesi

Assembly now in l-lampden Commons

THE UMASS MEN'S AND WOMEN S crew

teams are looKtng for new members I'

you've ever wanted to row of to co« .
corT>e

to an informational meeting on TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 13 at 7 00pm. in room
lOITolman Gym Join a winning Iradrtion

ELEC TYPEWRITER $60. tape deckSSO.

turntable $50. ans macrMfW S15 Make of-

fer' 549-0630

YAMAHA CLASSICAL GUITAR Beautiful

tone mint conditioo Perfect for students/in-

termediate players $125 Call Bill 256-1803

evenings or leave message

LOT SO STICKER! CALL 2S«4)M4.

USED 18^ QA8AR COLOR TV ExceUent

condition $50 549^)497

CHESS CLUB MEETING all l«v«ts of play

free inst'uction free membership we meet
Tuesday nights starting 19th Boom posted

CO info desk

WORK CONCCRTSI Join UPC! Ist gsneTal

committee meeting tonight 9/13 6:30pm
Earthfoods- BE THERE'

WELCOME BACK! COME TO SORORITY
RUSH orientation Tuesday September 1

3

at 8pm Memorial Hall GREEKS. THE
CHOICE OF A NEW GENERATION '

TYPEWRITER UKE NEW. Does graphs,

colors big small type etc $120 Tracy

65948

QUEEN SOiFA/SLEEPER and malching

toveseat ExceUent quality WiH deHvvr S6S0

ph no 665-8234

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A Disc ENTERTAINMENt. Disc

jockeys and large screen video dances

Dormt/organizations 256-8526

SELL JEWELRY ON CC CONCOURSE.
S«mi-precious stofie and other crafted ear

ir>gs Earn percentage of sales Flexible

hours Call Dee 549-6550 Of Bart>ara

548-9212 before 9pm

UNDERGROUND EXPHE88-^Now hirirtg

Drivers. $3 65/hf • 6 percent commision »

tips Flexible hours, great pay Perfect for

college students ALSO-kitchen help

Salary Negotiable Call Murph or Dan at

549-7771 or 549-1644

LOOKING FWRESPONSlSLeperson to

do child care one evening a week and 1-2

overnights a month Need own transporta-

tion and flexible schedule 584-9057

ENEROETK PERSON TO BE A REP for

Sunkist Springbreak trips to Can-
cun.Daytona. Nassau and Bermuda Best

programs available anywtiere Great incen-

tives and free trips possible Call for more
info 1-80a523-9624 and ask for Bruce

ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT: Work study

a nonwork study jobs Over 25 employers

Job fair Sept 8 4 9 10«m-4pm. Student

Union Ballroom

PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME help wanted
CopyCat Print Shop 228 Triangle Street

Amh«rst 549-3840

SELL JEWELRY AT Jackson Flea Market

(Mm Farms Mall) semi precious stone and

other crafted eamrtgs Earn percentage of

sales Caiss Dee 549-6550 or Barbara

548-9212 before 9pm

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEDED lor

Newspaper delivery m dorms No car need-

ed 7 00-8 00 only 7days/week Very good
weekly pay Call 253-7009

DONNA FURHMAN! WeH. what do ya

know' Congratulations, sislar* Hope it

wasn't too bad' Love. MicSal

DOMINO S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256-8911

AX NEW SISTERSI CongraluMiona! I lov*

you. Josephine

TO MY MfEETHEART W/ THE SPIKED
HAIR- Pizza Hut this week'' Missing you.

T"

DU LI'TTIJE SISTERS- Please come toThe

house Monday at 7 00pm or call Bob
5493831

HELP SAVE THE PflEVALiNG WAGE call

Kevin 546-6005

servk:e8

typing. tape transcription, f^,
accurate 253VVORD

ACCURATE PROFJESSIONAL TYPING
w/spelh:h«cK Carolyn 2S3-5e67

THE CD MUSK MACMNE

PERSONALS

KAREN 0.- You've been tf>e ba«<!!'Thanks

for helping me through pledgtrtg Your AXO
III SIS. Felics

FELICE- A SISTER AT LASTII I luv ya!

Karen

AUTO FOR SALE
FURNITURE

HONDA ACCORD '78 Runs well Many
new parts, complete service record-S600
B/O 586-8486

SUBURU 4W0 WAGON B/O 545-3627

1981FORD ESCORT WAGON 4 speed
good body runs well S950 Call 549-4045

FOR^RENT

ONE ROOMrJN~tWO^badroom apt S22S
a month N Amherst. CaH Lisa at 5490976

FOR SALE

COMPUTER AND PRJNTER: KayPro II

w/Letter Quality Pnnler and software Great
for papers $400/each or $775/pr Barb at

584-7605

KITCHEN TABLE, 5 kitchen chairs, reclin-

ing chai' call 256-8475

PANASONIC DAISY WHEEL PRINTJERus
ed one semester $200 549 3767

OUALITY FURNITURE FOR STUDENTS
on a budget Fulons bookcases tables and

more Hamelin Furniture 1 Short St Nor-

thhampton 586-7970 BiM or Damn We
deliver

GUITAR LESSONS

PfflVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Blues-Folk All levels

Songwriting. Theory. Improvisation.

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549^966

HELP WANTED

FOOD PREP/DISHWASHERS part lime

flexible hours, some days and early even-

ing shifts starting pay up to $6 00 per hour

Apply in person Season s Restaurant.

Routs 9 Belchertown Road Amherst

VIDEO PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS,
freelance, part time, exp, w/EFP, BVULLO
recorder, or v. " video format a plus Con-

tact Donna at Tele-Commercial Produc

tions, 674 Springfield Sl.^gawam, MA
01030 (413) 786-8888

CONGRATULATIONS BETH MELIKAN-
the b«st litne sis in the world It's finally over

and you dkj it I love you! Here's to great

times to come Joanna

DEAR PA'TTI ANNE, I love you! Please

Sive me another chance Love always,

ohn.

WELCOME TO UMASS! Interested in

Christian Fellowship'' The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More info

Rick or Jennifer 253-7206

RES«JME8

WORD tWIZARO. $10 for one page Laser
printing 8am-6pm 5493752

DISC JOCKEY SERVK:E-6S0< compact
discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

dates now! 549-1421 or 253-7655

UMASS RUGBY

HOUSECLEANER, non-smoker. 3'/4hrs

$25/wk Central location Experience,

references 253-7840

WiORK FORTHE ENVIRONMENT Be one
of the highest paid political activists in the

country Clean Water Action is paying what

your dedication is worth Earn $7$12/hr

PT 4 FT evening hours available call Susan
• 549-7450

TYPIST WANTED for MAC Accuracy im-

portant CopyCat Print Shop 228 Tnangle

Street 549-3840

CONGRATULATIONS TO MY DEVIL
STACI. I k}ve you and all o( the new sisters,

you did It Joanna

CONORATULAnONS HEATHER! To one

of the newest AX sisters Luv your big sis.

Lisa

ROOMMATE WANTED

TO MY VERY SPECIAL LITTLE SISTER
LARA DMYTRYSHYN AND MY DEVIL
MELISSA TRABER and all the new AX
sisiers congratulations' You guys are great'

All my love. Chrysi

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a
one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

ROOMMATE-Grad student, to share new
condoH>n busroute. $325*. call 253-7508

UMASS RUGBY London is calling and I am
gor>e - but the memory of Mk* remains

-KEN'"

WANTED

SJNOER FOR rock and roll band Ca.1 Steve

6-3255 or Tom 6-5107

STUDENTS ANO CLUBS TO JOIN the

'88-89 student Travel Serv<es' Sales

Team Earn cash and/or free winter and

spnng break vacations Travel with the best

to our exciting ski and sun destinations For

more informalion CaH 1 •600-646-4649

WANTED TO RENT

ELDERLY CARE. We will train Fulltime,

part-time, 11pm-7am, 7am-3pm,3pm-11pm,

weekends, flexible hours Car required Call

,S^?7a6 AA/EOC

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: INTERNSHIP
FOR CREDIT WORK-STUDY AND PART-
TIME PLACEMENTS IN AMHERST
TEACHING IN AN ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOL FOR EMOTIONALLY TROUBL
ED ADOLESCENTS IF INTERESTED,
CONTACT DEBBIE AT 253-9270 Or

•efr«64a. KEEP TRYING'

ALYSSA

I STILL LOVE YOU

GIVE OUR RELATIONSHIP
ANOTHER CHANCE

2 LARGE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE m
beautiful leveret colonial 7 minutes from

UMass $200/month * ult Must see
548-9906

ROOMATES NEEDED^ house-
Amherst/Belltiert own line 546-3283 Russ
Call around 7pm

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE to rent Willirig to

share with other tiand Contact Brian

545-3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anytime
Will pay top $$$ for a good place We are
not loud

FEMALE WANTED to share bedroom in

townehouse Fully furnished pelase call

Julie or Ann 549-5417

HEY ALPHA CW'S, gel psyched lor one
emaring semester-Don'l worry, tje happy'

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking call 256-0264
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DORM
RUGS
CHEAP!
many sizes and colors

Mountain Fvms KUII. Hadley

[ 586^41 1 1ID»-Srt t:3»«. Sm NOOK'S

Photi> bv Amv Kairihild

PASSING THE TIME — Sister Jane, an Episcopal nun, reads while

waiting for a bus.

RESERVE OFFICER S' TRAINING CORPS
-^'"\,

BELIEVE ITOR NOT,THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

Excitement and adventure is the course descnp-

tion. and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one col-

lege elective that builds your self-confidence,

develops your leadership potential and helps you

take on the challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your lunjor year, and that

means theres no reason not to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact:

Army ROTC
Next to Boyden Gym

545-2321

Lawmakers urge
government to save
Cape Cod shacks
WASHINGTON (AP) Rustic shacks that dot remote

Cape Cod dunes and have served as inspiration for solace-

seeking artists and authors such as playwright Eugene

O'Neill must be saved, three lawmakers are urging the

Reagan administration.

The National Park Service has maintained that the 18

dune shacks do not have any architectural significance

and therefore should not be placed on the National

Register of Historic Places. The service plans to tear the

cottages down.
But Rep. Gerry E. Studds, a Democrat who represents

the Cape, and Sens. Edward M. Kennedy, D Mass., and

John F. Kerry, D-Mass., are joining local and state officials

in a fight to save the primitive huts from destruction

"These buildings represent a unique aspect of American

history and culture that should be preserved for future

generations," the lawmakers said in a letter last week

to William Penn Mott, director of the National Park Ser

vice. "We believe the dune shacks are indeed historic

structures."

The shacks, nestled in a two-mile strip ofdunes in Truro

and Provincetown at the far end of the Cape, were

originally built by the Coast Guard as shelters from the

coastal weather. They became part of the National Park

Service's domain in 1961 when President Kennedy created

the Cape Cod National Seashore.

The cottages' preservation has become an emotional

issue in the last few years because one-time leases sign-

ed when the national seashore was created, usually for

the owner's lifetime or 25 years, are expiring.

Preservationists want the federal government to declare

the shacks historic treasures and allow a private organiza-

tion to maintain them for public use.

The future of the dune shacks looked bleak when a study

commissioned by the Park service found that the primitive

structures do not qualify for National Register protection.

That study, critics charge, focused on the buildings' lack

of architectural importance and ignored historic and

cultural significance that some proponents compare to

Walden Pond, the home of Henry David Thoreau.

But a wave of local support for preserving the shacks

has grown, and the Massachusetts Historical Commission

is expected to vote Wednesday to urge federal officials to

save the buildings.

The Park Service has left the door open for change, and

said it will issue an opinion at Wednesday's meeting in

Boston.

Boston raid
nets eleven
BOSTON (AP) Boston police used sledge hammers and

a battering ram to break down the doors of two apart

ments in a Roxbury public housing project Saturday, ar

resting 1 1 suspected members of a youth gang and seiz-

ing about $8,000 worth of cocaine.

Seventeen officers took part in the raid at the Orchard

Park housing complex, which the gang allegedly had us

ed as a base for drug trafficking, police said.

Citing unnamed sources. The Boston Sunday Herald

reported that gangs have taken over apartments in

various Boston housing projects, forcing .some residents

out of their homes at gunpoint and paying others up to

$100 a day to keep silent.

New York youths have helped to form the gangs,

recruiting about three dozen local youths for drug runn-

ing. The Herald said.

Gang violence has become a hot issue in Boston since

the slaying last month of 1 1 -year-old Tiffany Moore, who

police said was an innocent bystander in a fight between

groups of street toughs involved in drug dealing.

Shawn Drumgold. 23, and Terrence Taylor, 23, both of

Boston, were arrested in connection with the killing.

Some Roxbury community leaders have called on police

to step up patrols and take other steps to clean out the

gangs. Deputy Police Superintendent Gerard O'Rourke

said Friday that although gang activity is on the rise in

Boston, it is not comparable to other cities, like Los

Angeles.

"It's certainly not getting out of hand, " O'Rourke said.

"The situation that's going on in Boston is very

manageable. I certainly wouldn't put the city of Boston

on a par with Detroit, Los Angeles, or Chicago,

"

An estimated 50 residents of the Roxbury and Dor-

chester sections took part in a march Saturday to protest

recent slayings and shootings in their neighborhoods and

to ask for more police on the streets.

Others in the group asked for more athletic leagues in

the parks to give young people an outlet and interest.

Capt. Bobbie Johnson, commander of the Mattapan
police station, told the group that more police have been

added to patrols and they are making arrests

energetically.

City Councilor Charles C. Yancey told the groups a hear-

ing on crime issues is set for Sept. 27 by the city Public

Safety Commission at the station.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
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Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin

/ don't want you to think I'm not incoherent.

-HAROLD W. ROSS
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Menu
Lunch

grilled cheese

hot pastrami on

water roll

Dinner

roast lamb
fried shrimp

Basici Laach

grilled cheese on

wheatberry

caponata with pocket

bread

Basics Dinner

fried shrimp

golden carrot bake

1

Weather

TodaY: Mostly sunny, high in the mid 70s

Tonight: Cooler, low in the 40s

Tomorrow: Cloudy, chance of showers High in the 70s

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor...... Matt Gerke

Copy E<"«of ^^"^ ^'"^Y

Uyont Technician George Francy

Photo Technician Chris Hosford

Prodaction Stiperviaor George Francy

Production:... Wendy Rae. Jenny, Nicole, Britt. Mike,

Tricia, Betty-Ann, and Matt is mobile.

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcr«ira
EdHor ia Ckief

Rick Sasson

Maaaginf Editor

Robert Ciappcnnclli

Basiaess Manager

David R. Mark
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Marc Inncld

Prodactloa Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob Clappcnclll

Bvslacsa Manager

Daniel Maaroc
Piaaacc Manager

Todd Frahbeis

Clfcnlattaa Manager

Barbra HIndIn
Advertisiag Haaager

Dcbra Botacnhart

Adrertiaiag Manager

Mary H«Ygcfia
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men 's soccer tops Maine
coutinucil ;'i''n pdfif 10

I'hey'ie always a tout,'}) ti-ani t.)r i.s,

tht'v'if a ^'ood tt'ain with soino ^'ood

playfi>.. said (Ifttlfr of Maine.

In nu'iitioninj,' good players', tiettler

must have the Maine backfield in mind.

UMass" revamped breakaway attack was

held at arm's length for most of the after

noon, as Brennan and fullbacks Fred

Franzini and Robert Thompson broke up

Minuteman breakaways all afternoon.

Td like to see us finish our chances,"

said Gettler. "in the first half we were

unlucky not to get a goal."

For UMass forward's Steve Cesnek and

Carl Hanks, the first half was indeed a

frustrating affair. Both fell just shy on

repeated one-on-one opportunities, and

Hanks especially spent plenty of time

face-to-face with the Maine netminder.

with nothing to show for it.

With the wind at their backs in the se-

cond half, the UMass fltfHWt maintained

more consistent preatmr^^n the defense,

finally breaking thmmi^ late in the

contest.

The UMass defena*. B»««while, was

solid from start to fiaiflh.

The most spectacularjAi#»iW play of the

afternoon came with Mwilltties remain

111^. VN lifii V...U/.KU1 (, luiigeu uui ul lilt- iicL

altei a crossed shot, leaving Maine for

ward Todd Sniper with a loose ball and

an open goal. Senior fullback Bret Blan-

ton stepped in to block the freebie and kill

the best scoring opportunity the Black

Bears would have.

"i thought defensive play would be the

key, and I thought we did a pretty good

job," praised Gettler. From among the

strong team defensive effort, Gettler

singled out senior back Michael McCor-

mick for individual accolades. "McCor-

mick did well organizing and running the

show." said Gettler.

Free Kicks: . . . Keeping with opening

day tradition, the Minuteman starting

lineup carried red carnations out to the

midfield circle during the pregame in-

troductions . . . faces in the crowd includ-

ed Andy Bing, late of the Boston Bolts,

and Amherst women's track coach

Kalekeni Banda ... the UMass non-roster

reserves sported maroon shirts that

featured a Spuds McKenzie look-alike on

the front and the motto "never kick a

mutt" on the back . . . next up, the

Minutmen will host the University of

New Hamphire, Wednesday afternoon at

3 p.m. on Bjyden Field.

The

BOARD OF
GOVERNORS
IS HIRING

The Following Coordinators:

Food Services • FacilltUt • Public Relations

Govenors Program Council • Special Projects

slstantOtCUtf v^oordlnator • Finance/Key Ftinctloi

Appitiaftoa^ AvalUbk In BOG Offlc* (817 CC)

from 9/ 7 (o 9/ 1 2 • Ktttini appUcatlons by 5 p.m.

• Tli« CC/SU BOC It an AA/lOB Employtr •

WHAT IF YOU
DomGn
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there arc other

schools But why settle^

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

and their chances of

being admitted intotheir

first-choice sfhools Fact

is. no one has helped

$nmrrMi»nMl»ocmot«iailTMiTO. students score higher"

OTHER COURSES MCAT, DAT, NQEX, NTE, CPA, BAR EVIEW, & OTHERS

IKAPLAN

LSAT classes begin: NOW!
GMAT classes begin: NOW!
GRE classes begin: NOW!

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780
Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

field hockey wins, 4-1

Junior Laura Brown broke up senior Cin-

dy Cox's .shutout at 22:14 of the half. Cox

is a transfer fiom Purdue University who
is battling with Sue Desmond for goalie

duty.

Cox looked strong, recording seven saves

but she really was not tested that often.

Though Cox has the upper hand right now,

the position is still up for grabs.

"They're still competing. I think Cindy,

she's a little bigger than Sue. a little more

aggressive," Hixon said. "I think she has

a slight edge but it doesn't rule out

anybody for the whole season. We're pret

ty much game by game. I think both of

them can contribute."

Another transfer student, sophomore

Kerri Fagan from Southeastern

Massachusetts University, helped make

Cox's job a very easy one.

"Kerri Fagan 1 thought did an excellent

job at centerback." Hixon said. "She came
through with the ball alot, she was tough,

strong, got us out of trouble."

At 25:25 of the second half, junior Mara
Frattasio added the fourth goal of the game
for the Minutewomen on a day in which

they finished with 41 shots.

"Scoring four goals was good but I felt

that we had many more opportunities that

we should be capitalizing on," Hixon said."

I think its concentration on their part and

that will come."

volleyball tops Hartford
continued from page 16

UMass kept applying the pressure,

McEnroe sparked UMass to a 5 lead with

five powerful serves. But then the

Minutewomen got complacent and Hart-

ford took full advantage. The Hawks
caught the Minutewomen and tied the

score at 6-6.

The Minutewomen needed another spark

to jumpstart a temporarily stalled offense.

They got it.

Senior Ann Marie Larese served two aces

while carrying UMass to a 12-6 lead.

Now, it was a matter of time. Fittingly.

UMass ended the match on a Sullivan

serve.

Sullivan, starting in her first match as

a Minutewomen earned her job yesterday

with her hustling performance.

"She looked good out of season," Ford

said.

The only down-side for UMass was in

front of the net, which may be a sore spot

for the Minutewomen this year. They

registered only three blocks in all four sets.

"We went up so early," that Hartford was

hitting over the top of the block. Ford said.

"We also have to improve our passing and

cleaning up the offense."

TECHNICAL PEN SAVINGS 9sixieotler

PLUS FREE
SCHOOL SUPPUES

Get this FREE Value Pack of Staedtler school

supplies and reuseable CacheCase worth $12,

when you buy a specially-priced Marsmatic

technical pen set with 7 pens plus ink.

Available now at your college store.

\
*

^ViCS^
,<;',^/^?

Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Month
v^

!!«ine 54?r10rL— Z^ZZZ^

VALimiA:
SALES / RENTALS

259 Triangle St.

Amherst

women s soccer

continued from page 16

Forwards Beth Roundtree, a senior, and sophomore Sue

Gaudette both shrugged off leg injuries and turned in big

performances in yesterday's win. Gaudette scored the

game-winning goal, with Roundtree picking up an assist.

It came 35 minutes into the contest, as freshman Michelle

Woodside broke in from the right and nailed a ground-

ball to Roundtree, who touch-passed to Gaudette in stride

for a rocket past the prone Rutgers goalkeeper.

"Beth had a good game for us with and without the

ball," Rudy said. "She created a lot of space for us."

And Woodside, from Springfield, Va. made a big impres

sion in her first collegiate exposure, assisting on both goals

in yesterday's game, as well as picking up her first goal

in Saturday's win.

Her quick throw-in to Michelle Powers set up the final

goal against Rutgers. Powers, whom Rudy has said would

make an impact this year, found Sue Cooper in the penalty

area with a short pass at the 68 minute mark.

"Those goals were to of the best collegiate goals I've ever

seen involving more than two players," Rudy said.

UMass outshot the Lady Knights, 18-7. Each team had

a shot hit the post, and senior netminder Carla DeSantis

made a sterling stop on a penalty shot to preserve her se-

cond shutout of the year.

On Saturday, with Rhode Island not even coming close

to mustering an attack on DeSantis, Woodside's goal was

more than enough. It was set up by Cathy Cassady, who

crossed the ball from the right side. Powers made a fake,

and Woodside picked it up and put it in the left corner.

Cassady would get another assist as Powers took a long

pass on the right side and raced past a defender to put

the ball in the upper left side.

"Cathy made to very creative, deceptive assists," Rudy

said.

Rudy is happy with his team'^ 2-0 start, but still feels

there is some improvement to be made.

"We need to work on finishing our flanks. We missed

some lay ups in close, so we need to improve our

finishing," Rudy said.

Sox knuckle under to Indians, 4-2
BOSTON (AP) - Tom Candiotti was not the kind of

pitcher Boston manager Joe Morgan wanted the Red Sox

to face.

With relief help from Doug Jones, Candiotti helped the

Indians salvage the windup of a three-game series with

a 4-2 victory over the Red Sox Sunday at Fenway Park.

"He's the type of pitcher who can give you trouble even

if you're hot," Morgan said. "He has that knuckler and

he gets it over pretty good."

Candiotti, 12-8, allowed five hits and two runs for seven

innings, earning the victory on Willie Upshaw's tie-

breaking single in the eighth. Jones came in and pitch-

ed two shutout innings for his 32nd save in 38 chances.

It was only the second loss in seven games for the

American League East-leading red Spox.

"Candy's really pitched well since he's come off the

disabled list (Aug. 19)," Cleveland manager Doc Edwards

said. "When Candy's on his game, I don't care who he's

pitching against. He's capable of beating anybody."

"Since hurting my shoulder, I've been going back and

forth between being a knuckleball pitcher and a conven-

tional pitcher," Candiotti said. "I surprised them a lit-

tle today by starting out throwing a lot of fastballs. Once

they began catching up, I went to the knuckleball, my
best pitch."

Pinch hitter Terry Francona led off the eighth by

beating out a single to the left of the mound off reliever

Bob Stanley, 6-4.

Paul Zuvella ran for Francona and took second on

Alfonso Jiminez's sacrifice. Lee Smith replaced Stanley

and Upshaw grounded a single through the hole to the

right, scoring Zuvella.

The Indians added an insurance run in the ninth when

Joe Carter tripled and Mel Hall singled.

Boston starter Was Gardner allowed only four hits in

six-plus innings, but two were solo homers by Dave Clark

and Joe Carter.

Gardner, who beat Baltimore last Tuesday in his first

complete game since he was in Class A in 1982, retired

the first 14 batters in order.

Then, with two out in the fifth, Clark broke up a no

hit bid for the second day in a row by hitting a 2 1 pitch

into the Cleveland bullpen in right for his third homer.

Clark spoiled Roger Clemens' no-hit bid with a looping

single with one out in the eighth on Saturday.

Clark's homer tied the score 11, but the deadlock

didn't last long as Rich Gedman led off the sixth by hit-

ting a 3-1 pitch a dozen rows into the bleachers beyond

the Boston bullpen for his eighth homer.

DORM
RUGS
CHEAP!
many sizes and colors

Mountain Fvms KtaS, Hadlay
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CONNECTICUT VALLEY

ORAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES
M Practice Limited to Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery

Sp«cUli2ing la the following:

• Removal of Impacted Wisdom Teeth • Extractions

• Implants • Treatment of Jaw Deformities

• Facial Injuries • Facial Reconstryction

General Anesthesia in an Ambulatory Setting

6 University Drive Amherst • 549-5100

Samuel A Calagione. Jr .
D D S Vincent P Capasso. D D S

Roy A Schonbrun, D D S
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HEALTH and BEAUTY AID
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AOSept Disinfection Solution 8 oz 53.^9

AOSept Lens Holder ^^-^^

Crest Tartar 6.4 oz Gel or Paste
^ ^J

Oral B Toothbrush no. 36-40 or 60 ^'^^
Dial Soap 3.5 oz •••••"•

qq
Faberge Shampoo or Conditioner Normal 15 oz^ -• ^^
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w

Lady Speed Stick 1.5 oz. Musk, Fresh. Lilac, Scented bi.4V
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^

Located In the Campus Center
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Minutemen open new season, top Maine 45-42
continued from page 1

"Last season is on the back of some people's minds."
Palazzi said. "We're not going to let that happen again."

"We're a different team," said senior linebacker John
McKeown. who was game captain along with Nick
Salmon.
"We're a run-around team and we use finesse,

quickness, and emotion."

The Minutemen needed all of those against Maine,
which had the YanCon title and Buck, the YanCon Of-

fensive Player-of-the-Year.

Buck lived up to his billing, throwing for 312 yards

and three touchdowns.

And redshirt freshman Carl Smith galloped for 206
yards and two touchdowns on 15 carries, and added 43
yards and another touchdown receiving.

"I kept reading how Maine was working on its runn-

ing game," Reid said. "And I thought they were trying

to fool us, so we prepared more for the pass. Then they

ran Smith down our throats. But I'll give him 7000 yards

as long as we win."

The numbers the Black Bears rolled up (25 first downs,
643 total yards) magnify the importance of the win for

UMass.
The Minutemen's statistics were not as impressive, but

they used big plays to their advantage.

Jerome Bledsoe started things off by returning a punt

92 yards down the right sideline for a touchdown to give

UMass a 7-0 lead.

Buck found Matt Swinson for a 39-yard touchdowns

pass to tie it.

Then one of the biggest plays of the game occurred,

although it won't show up in any scoring summary.

Facing a fourth down and eight from the Maine 31,

UMass elected to try for the first down.

Palazzi kept the ball on a draw play and picked up 23

yards to set up a first and goal from the 8.

"We've practiced that situation," Reid said. "We decid-

ed we're going to be aggressive and we wanted the ball

in Dave's hands."

UMass couldn't push the ball in but Bonvini hit a

20 yard field goal to make it 10-7.

There were other impact plays for UMass, like the

56-yard Palazzito-Steve Olson touchdown pass that put

the Minutemen up 17-14.

After a Palazzi rushing touchdown, there was a 36-yard

strike to Chip Mitchell to make it 31-21, and on the first

play after Marco Gabrielli's kickoff, Vaughn Williams

picked off a Buck pass and ran it in 26 yards to expand

the rMn«« 1"''H to 38-21

But that's when Buck went to work and the size ad-

vantage of the Maine offensive line began to show.

"They're big and they move quick," McKeown said.

"They're a strong quick line."

The Black Bears scored on their first three possessions

of the fourth quarter to make it close.

"We knew how good they were," Reid said. "I told our

guys last year UConn led Maine 28-10 and Maine came
back to win 38-28."

But that was last year. This year Maine may be a dif

ferent team. The Minutemen showed Saturday that they

are surely a different team.

Better, and definitely different.

Extra points: The Minutemen received some good

news with regards to their injured players.

Senior defensive tackle Dan Charron, who was ex-

pected to be out one to three weeks with a groin injury,

was able to play yesterday and in the third quarter bat-

ted down a Buck pass and caught Smith for a one-yard

loss.

Offensive tackle Mike Barrette, who was expected to

be out for eight weeks while recovering from a foot opera-

tion, could be back in four weeks.

Defensive tackle Kevin Murphy left Saturday's game
with an injured shoulder.

SPORTS
•:•:•;•:•;•:;•:•:•:•:•:•:*:•.«•:•:•:•:•:.:

Field hockey runs over
Springfield in opener, 4-1
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

After watching ii^aturdays 4 1 drubbing

of Springfield College at Totman Field, it

is quite conceivable to say that the Univer

sity of Massachusetts field hockey team

just may be deeper than last year's team
that finished third in the country.

The Mmutewomen got some key perfor-

mances from some old heros as well as

some play from a rookie and a couple of

transfers who will play big roles in UMass'
drive for a repeat Final Four appearance.

Senior forward Tonia Kennedy, playing

in her first game in over a year, showed no

signs of rustiness when she gave the

Minutewomen their first goal of the year

at 24:50 of the first half.

The goal, assisted on by junior Kathy
DeAngelis. gave UMass a 1-0 lead, a lead

it would never relinquish.

The first half clo.sed out at 1-0. though
that score is not a good indication of the

way the play went in the first half The

Minutewomen dominated on the offensive

end, firing 23 shots at the Springfield goal.

"We were tentative, we were holding

back." Springfield coach Dottie Zenaty

said. "While they were going for a ball, we
waited for a ball. I think that was the big-

gest difference."

In the second half, the Indians really paid

a price for that waiting.

At 10:59 of the second half freshman
Dawn Trumbauer scored her first col-

legiate goal to give the Minutewomen a 2-0

lead. Trumbauer started at forward but her

lack of experience on the college level was
no worry to UMass coach Pam Hixon.

"I felt that she could contribute right

away. Hixon said. "She's lived up to her ex-

pectations and certainly has lived up to

ours. She's a great one on one player."

DeAngelis extended the lead to 3-0 at

21:49 of the second half, starting right

where she left off last season when she was
UMass' leading scorer with 19 goals.

continued on page 14
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The field hockey team opened its season by beating Springfield, 4-1

yesterday at Totman Field.

Volleyball serves up opening win over Hartford
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team
mounted a 40-kill offensive Hart-attack yesterday, which

shackled the University of Hartford 13-15. 15-7, 15-4. 15-8.

After dropping the first set to the Hawks, UMass
gathered its composure and ran away with the next three

sets for the win.

"I don't think either team played well," UMass coach

Carol Ford said.

The Minutewomen. playing in their first match of the

season, balanced the offense out against Hartford. Five

of UMass" six starters had six or more kills.

At times, the UMass offense seemed incoherent. They
were without the services of senior outside hitter. Juliet

Primer, and in the first set the Minutewomen were

struggling.

"I knew we were going to miss (Juliet, who was out for

medical reasons) so we started working with Christine

(McEnroe) this week," to replace Primer, Ford said.

In the first set, Hartford apparently was not feeling the

first-game jitters because they frustrated the
Minutewomen and took an early 3-0 lead.

But UMass .soon balanced the match behind the serv-

ing of senior Barbara Meehan who had three service aces

and offense of sophomore Nancy Sullivan who had four

kills (eight overall).

The Minutewomen knotted the score at 13. One service

winner later and Hartford lead 14-13. An offensive miscue
by the Minutewomen and all of the sudden, they lost the

first set of the year.

Maybe someone forgot to tell Hartford that they were

the underdogs.

In the second set. neither team could establish momen-

tum. UMass w£is quaterbacked by Karen Ferguson who

registered five assists (22 overall) in the second frame. Her

main targets were McEnroe with two kills and Meehan
and Julie Smith who had three kills apiece.

The Minutewomen lead throughout, however, because

of a lack of communication on the Hartford side. UMass
had leads of 7-4, 11-4, before eventually wrapping up the

set at 15-7.

The third set was a clinic in team work by the

Minutewomen. They dominated throughout the entire set

and won easily 15-4.

Down two sets to one, the Hawks were literally shak-

ing their heads.
continued on page 14

UMass soccer makes a clean weekend sweep
• Minutemen tip Maine on Hollmeyer goal • Defense helps women take URI tourney
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Is it fair to call Sunday afternoon's

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team victory over Maine a 'must win?' A
'big game?'
Probably not.

It was. however, a real nice way to kick

off the season. In a game featuring con-

sistently stingy defense at both ends of the

field, the Minutemen topped the visiting

Black Bears 1-0, behind Louis HoUmeyer's

point-blank drive with 11:49 remaining.

The goal was scored on one of the few

strong shots the Minutemen mustered all

afternoon, as Hollmeyer pivoted on a loose

ball bouncing waist high, 15 feet in front

of the goal. Maine goaltender Todd Bren-

nan had no chance on the play.

UMass then maintained control of the

ball in Maine's half of the field, surrender-

ing ground briefly in the waning moments

of the contest. One final save by

Minuteman goalie Sam Gin/burg with 2:30

remaining secured the win.

The victory marked the beginning of this

1988 campaign, and launched a four-game

homestand for coach Jeff Gettler's squad
on the right foot. With a season's schedule

that features nine of the top 10 teams in

the Interscholastic Soccer Association of

America New England preseason rank-

ings, a fast start will come in handy for

UMass when the leaves start to turn.

"I was very happy," said Gettler of his

team's effort, "I was a little apprehensive,

you never know what's going to happen in

your first match, and they'd already played

twice."

Maine entered Sunday's contest, in fact,

with an 0-2 record. A winless opponent did

little to diminish the Minutemen's opening

day enthusiasm, however.

continued on page !4

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

University of Ma.ssachusetts women's
soccer coach Jim Rudy had a lot of ques-

tions in his mind as he entered this

weekend for his first games as the team's
coach.

Some of those appear to be resolved, as

the Minutewomen gave Rudy a pair of wins

to start his UMass career and the cham-
pionship of the Rhode Island Tournament.
UMass beat the host WRams, 2-0 on Satur-

day, and then in yesterday's championship
game, dumped Rutgers University by the

same 2-0 score.

The defense came through as strong as

ever, shutting down nearly everything. A
pair of veterans whose status was unknown
because of injuries, overcame those pro-

blems and made gigantic contributions.

And a first-year player made her presence

felt right from the get-go.

"I was happy with the defense, gettmg

two shutouts," Rudy said. This was a

defense that, in the Rhode Island game,
wasn't satisfied with holding the WRams
scoreless, so it held them without a shot,

as well.

continued on page 15

AL East Race

Boston
New York
Detroit

Milwaukee

W
79
75

76

76

L
63
66
67
69

Pet.

.556

.532

.531

.524

GB

3.5

3.5

4.5

Yesterday's scores

Cleveland 4, Boston 2

New York 5. Detroit 4 (18 in.)

Milwaukee 5. Seattle 3
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Stabbing angers area women,
vigil planned for tonight in park

By JANINE WARNER
Collegian StafT

The restraining order, which was to keep
Alan Jose Reyes from having any contact

with Virginia Ferrer, expired Friday

morning.
Friday night. Ferrer's screams were all

that was left to alert police of her plight.

Officers on a routine patrol in Turners

Falls went to investigate screams coming

from an alley behind her home at 11:30

p.m. and allegedly discovered Reyes on top

of Ferrer, attacking her.

Ferrer was taken to Ferren Medical

Hospital and later transferred to Franklin

Medical Center in Greenfield where she

died of multiple stab woun(js.

District Attorney Judd Carhart said

Reyes was arrested Friday night and ar-

raigned for murder yesterday morning.

Nine women dressed in black interrupted

Reyes' arraingment yesterday when they

stood up in court chanting and claiming to

invoke the presence of the murder victim.

According to the Associated Press, they

pointed at the defendent and chanted

"Your action will come back to you. Every
action will have consequences."

The women wore stocking masks with

runs and holes which appeared to be outlin-

ed with red nail (Mlish.

"We will avenge Virginia's death," they

said. "Virginia is here. You should have

known Virginia is here. This is not that

man's first day in court. That was not

Virginia's first pain. We say Virginia is

here. We say Virginia is not the only
woman."
A recess was called and the women

escorted out to the street where they con-

tinued to chant and then began to laugh

hysterically. They refused to say if they

were members of a women's advocacy

organization or to identify where they were
from. "We're all Virginia from Turners
Falls," they said. After the recess. Reyes

pleaded innocent. He will be held in

Franklin County Jail without bail until a

pretrial conference, Sept. 21.

A candlelight vigil will be held tonight

at 8 p.m. in Pulaski Park in Northampton
by Necesidies/Necesidadas.

"Your action will come back to

you. Every action will have con-

sequences."

"We're hoping to make this public," said

Mary Johnston, a volunteer coordinator at

Necessities/Necessidades. a Northampton
ageny for batered women, where Ferrer

had sought help. "A lot of people who
should have taken responsibility didn't. We
want people to know that this does happen,
it's real. She was murdered by a batterer,

she had a history," she said.

"We expected this," said Ramona Diaz in

an interview by the Daily Hampshire
Gazette. Reyes was a jealous man, she said.

Sometimes their arguments would escalate

into beatings that left her bruised.

"He always said if she wasn't his, she

wasn't anybody's," her eldest sister Correa

Colon told the Gazette.

Their relationship has been off and on

again over the last twelve years, they said.

"He would cry after their fights," said Diez

and after promising never to hit her again,

Ferrer would take him back.

In the last four years, Ferrer has had bet-

ween six and a dozen restraining orders

against Reyes. Workers went with Ferrer

to Hampshire District Court repeatedly,

Aline Flower a coordinator at Necessities

told the Gazette.

Last year Ferrer stayed for a time at the

Necessities' shelter and decided to give up

her four children to temporary foster care

while she found suitable housing for herself

and her children, said Flower.

Having found her home in Turner Falls,

Flower said, the Department of Social Ser-

vices devised a "service plan" for Ferrer

that suggested that before her children

were returned to her, she re-unit with

Reyes because he was the father of four of

her children. The plan suggested they then

get into a family therapy program, said

Flower.

Necessities went to DSS to oppose the

recommendation, said Flowers. "It just

seemed to us that (DSS) was holding the

children as a carrot to Virginia so that

(DSS) could fulfill their mandate from the

state to re-unite," said Flower.

Flower told the Gazette it was a year ago

that Ferrer got back together with Reyes

and that she had often expressed fear for

her life.

SGA may file

misuse charges
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Student (jovemment Association officers

intend to file charges against Budgets Com-
mittee Chairman Gil Penchina for misus-

ing of student monies, according to the

SGA treasurer.

Penchina said during a Coordinating

Committee meeting on Thursday that he

misused student monies to prove it can be

done.

"We're planning on auditing the ac-

counts, finding out what we can, and then

prosecuting through the Dean of Students

Office." Treasurer Laura Filkins said

yesterday.

She said the SGA will file charges based

on Penchina's making photocopies for per-

sonal use with student money.
Penchina admitted he made photocopies

for personal use. Collective Copies, a

business in Amherst, forwarded copies of

receipts to Filkins. The receipts, dated June

15, show 300 golden rod copies costing

$17.50 and 150 blue copies costing $9.43

were made. The receipts do not show the

content of the copies.

Filkins said throughout the summer she

asked Penchina when he would repay the

money. Penchina said he did not know how
to re-deposit the money because the

revenue account of the Finance and
Budgets committees had been frozen. The
committees have another account, in which

no money can be deposited.

Filkins agreed these barriers exist but

said, "I asked him to check with SAO (Stu-

dent Activities Office]. There are ways we
could have deposited the money."

continued on page 3

Graffiti appears on campus buildings

Graffiti attacking the Strategic Defense Initiative ap-

peared recently near the Student Union.

Activists at the University of

Massachusetts have taken their ideals to

the streets — and to the building sides, the

walkways and the wooden fences.

The recent wave of political grafitti,

which is under police investigation, in

eludes messages ranging from Dukakis

criticisms to fraternity-bashing.

'School is back in session," Arthur

Hilson. director of public saftey, said of the

grafitti. "The sad part of it is that occas-

sionally these kind of incidents give rise to

the copy cats. It allows them to have some
vicarious moment in the sun."

The latest spree came yesterday, when
two unknown vandals engaged in what ap-

peared to be a written debate on the

Stategic Defense Initiative, known
popularly as Star Wars, on the circular

driveway in front of the Student Union

Building.

The chalk-scrawling was reported to

police in the early afternoon, Hilson said

A few hours later, police received a second

call claiming that the grafitti was expand

ed. He said. The initial message read,

"Massachusetts receives $7(X) million for

Star Wars: is it any suprise Dukakis sup-

ports SDI?" Someone responded below,

"No it doesn't Listen you C.I.A homeboy

you created SDI."

In addition yesterday, grafitti calling

UMass "Fort Duffey," and labeling the in-

stitution a haven for military research was

discovered on the wall of the Fine Arts

Center, between the Rand Theatre and

Concet Hall.

Meanwhile, police are still investigating

two anti-fraternity slogans found recently

at Delta Upsilon and the defunct Beta Kap-

pa Phi, which both read "Dismember the

Boys Club." Hilson said police are treating

all the cases individually.

-RICK SASSON

I- nolo by Margaret SOkowiu

Public Safety Director Arthur Hilson said the graffiti

means "school is back in session."
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Dukakis attacks opponent's record
Says Bush was 'unforgiveably wrong ' in Iran-Contra affair

PHILADEPHIA, (AP) - Democrat Michael Dukakis,

moving to counter Republican attacks on his national

security views, charged yesterday that George Bush was

"anforgiveably wrong" in the Iran-Contra aflfair and ques-

tioned whether his opponent has "the steadiness required

in the Oval Office."

Beginning three days of campaigning devoted to defense

and foreign policy issues, Dukakis said Bush as vice presi-

dent had produced only failure in combating drugs, in-

ternational terrorism and trade deficits.

• "In each of these three areas, George Bush has failed,"

Dukakis said. "
... No wonder he doesn't want to debate."

The Democratic presidential nominee spoke to an in-

vited audience of 200 union members and other supporters

in Philadelphia before flying to Evandale, Ohio, to tour

a General Electric plant that produces engines for the

Stealth bomber.

Duksikis has been stung by weeks of criticism from Bush

and other Republican partisans who have portrayed him

as weak on defense and opposed to a variety of new
weapons systems, including virtually all land-based

nuclear weapons.

Press Secretary Dayton Duncan said Dukakis' visit to

the GE plant near Cincinnati was intended to demonstrate

his support for the Stealth bomber, "despite what his op

ponent has said."

Ihe Massachusetts governor planned to outline his

views U.S.-Soviet relations in Chicago today, followed by

an address on defense issues Wednesday in Washington.

In his Philadephia speech, Dukakis continued the

tougher, more aggressive stance against Bush that he first

displayed last week in Texas although he provided new

specifics about his own national security views.

He shaped his now-familiar attack on Bush for keeping

silent when President Reagan agreed to sell missiles to

Iran in exchange for the release of U.S. hostages in

Lebanon.
"He says he was out of the loop, but the fact is that he

was fully briefed on all aspects of the tran.saction,

"

Dukakis said. "He attended many meetings. He had time

to think about it. He had an opportunity to advise the

president. And he was disastrously and completely and

unforgiveably wrong.

"I don't question George Bush's patriotism, even though

these days he seems to be questioning mine," Dukakis

said. "Not for a minute. But does this man, a man who

would encourage the president of the United States to

undermine American interests and prestige by selling

arms to Iran have the judgment and the steadiness re-

quired in the Oval Office?"

Hopefuls trade jabs
on campaign trail

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. (AP) - Democrat Michael

Dukakis charged yesterday that an unsteady George

Bush botched his assignments in the battle against drugs

and terrorism, while the Republican nominee challeng-

ed Dukakis to state his views on the U.S. strike against

Libya and invasion of Grenada.

Bush also named a panel of national security advisers

including former secretaries of State Henry A. Kissinger

and Alexander M. Haig as well as Zbigniew Brzezinski,

who was Democrat Jimmy Carter's natoinal security ad

viser. Dukakis, launching a three-day counter offen

sive against Republican charges he would cripple

American defense and foreign policy, told 200 supporters

at a union hall in Philadelphia that Bush was

•disastrously and completely and unforgivably wrrong"

for not warning President Reagan against selling arms

to Iran in an attempt to free hostages.

Dukakis said he would restore respect for America,

which he said had been undermined by Reagan-Bush

failures to combat terrorism, come to grips with the trade

deficit and stop "the avalanche of drugs pouring

across our borders."

"In each of these areas, George Bush has failed," the

Massachusetts governor said.

continued on page 15
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150 celebrate Rosh Hashana
Press Staff Report

The Student Union Ballroom was filled

with the sounds of prayer last night, as 150

people joined Jews worldwide in

celebrating the second night of Rosh

Hashanah. the Jewish New Year.

The holiday, which celebrates the com-

ing of the Jewish year 5749, was led by

Rabbi Saul Perl mutter, the director of the

UMass Hillel Foundation.

Perlmutter, in a sermon, called on

students who spend time learning new and

puzzling computer languages to take time

to learn another puzzling language, that of

the Torah (Jewish Scriptures).

He said that while computers are high-

tech, and constantly being changed, up-

dated and improved, the Torah is never

changed, and in fact re-read every year,

with the hope of gaining more knowledge

and insight.

The Torah reading of the week of Rosh

Hashanah is the first Torah reading of the

year. In the course of the year, each of the

Torah readings are read in synagogue.

At the beginning of the service, the con-

gregation participated in an alternate sing-

ing of the prayer Shema with sign

language. The sign language was learned

by Perlmutter in his one-year sabbatical

last year in Israel. The rendition was ap-

parantly well-received by the congregation,

most of whom participated with

enthusiasm.

Services for the final day of Rosh

Hashanah will be held this morning in the

Student Union Ballroom at 10 a.m.
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• kayaking
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• cross-country skiing
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MERRIAM-WEBSTER
More people take our word for it.
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ONE STEP AHEAD — Two students march over a make-shift bridge over the Campus Pond
near the Fine Arts Center.

Public Safety

moves *closer

to home' in SW
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

In an effort to bring Public Safety closer to home, a sec-

tion of the lobby in the Washington Dormitory in the

Southwest Residential Area will be designated a police

sub-station opening Oct. 1.

The sub-station's main objective is to maintain an at-

mosphere of community safety and service and to assist

students in developing crime prevention habits while at

school.

The sub-station will consist of two parts, the main area

located in the lobby of Washington Dormitory, and a

secondary area on the fifth floor used for conferences and
training workshops for students, resident assistants and
student security.

The station's opening will coincide with the beginning
of National Crime Prevention Month, and is designed as

a prototype for future stations to be implemented, if pro-

ven effective, in each of the residential areas.

Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson, designed the

initial draft of the sub-station idea as the next step of his

overall safety enhancement plan called the PEACE
program.

PEACE, which stands for Public safety Education

Assistance Community Enrichment program, is Hilson's

brainchild, the purpose of which is to counteract the often

negative image the police tend to receive.

"This is just a small piece of the ongoing program to

help students understand Public Safety." said Hilson. "We
want to improve our relations with the community and

the less-than-positive perceptions of the police."

Last yaer, Hilson used auxiliary police to step up foot

patrols in the residential areas to establish a greater

presence of safety forces in the housing areas.

The sub-station will be open between what Public Safe-

ty terms the 'key hours' of 5 p.m. and midnight, . There
will be three oflicers on rotating shifts in close coopera-

tion with student security and students.

"I've chosen three high-caliber officers who in the past

have demonstrated the ability to relate well with the stu

dent community." said Hilson.

Hilson said he feels that if the students can become
familiar with the three officers, by name if possible, the

tension of jaol ice-student relations will be significantly

relieved.

"In the past if you needed the police you called them.

If the police were present without being called for they

were seen as an unnecessary evil," .said Hilson. "I want
to increase our contact with the people we serve."

"It is important that no one perceives this move as the

development of a police state. It is the education of the

community about prevention and safety in their living

area. ' said Hilson. " I'm excited about it."

Protests against Pinochet rule
mark 15th anniversary ofcoup
By KEVIN NOBLET
Associated Press

SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) - At least 50

people were injured during anti-

government demonstrations marking the

15th anniversary of the military coup that

installed President Augusto Pinochet,

police said yesterday.

The protests, which occurred mostly in

slums and working-class neighborhoods of

the capital, ended early yesterday after

more than 200 people were taken into

custody, police said.

Sparked by the anniversary Sunday, the

protests included the stoning of Pinocet's

motorcade during a campaign tour on the

anniversary of the 1973 coup that ousted

the elected government of President

Salvador Allende, reporters at the scene

and Radio Cooperative said.

Police fired buckshot and used tear gas

and water cannon to disperse bands of pro-

testers who hurled stones and erected bar-

ricades of burning tires in the poorer

residential zones ringing Santiago. Some
50 people suffered bullet or buckshot
wounds, police said.

In ceremonies marking the anniversary,

Pinochet declared Sunday, "I am ready to

give my last breath to my country," and
urged citizens to vote to give him eight

more years of rule.

Pinochet is the only candidate in the

presidential referendum, set for Oct. 5.

Shortly after the speech, nearly 5,000

protesters in the coastal resort of Vina del

Mar battled riot police following the largest

ever memorial service at the grave of

Allende, who perished in the coup.

Reporters said Gen. Pinochet's

bodyguards opened fire after his motorcade

was stoned in Cerro Navia, a working-class

suburb north of Santiago. They said at

least four protesters suffered bullet

wounds.
Police did not report any injuries or ar-

rests in Cerro Navia, but said 142 people

were arrested in Vina del Mar when peo-

ple tried to march from the cemetery into

the resort's center.

Pinochet was booed by hundreds of peo-

ple when he arrived in Cerro navia.

Many hurled rocks at his motorcade, and

Radio Cooperative said Pinochet's

bodyguards fired shots into the air as

vehicles maneuvered around barricades of

burning tires.

Earlier in the day, in a nationally televis-

ed speech marking the Sept. 11, 1973, over-

throw of Allende, Pinochet said Chileans

were morally bound to support his sole can-

didacy in the presidential plebiscite.

\Student Government Association

continued from page 1

Penchina gave a check for the misused

money to Filkins at the the Coordinating

Committee meeting, but the check was

returned to him.

Senate Speaker Robert Fadel, who con-

ducted the meeting, said, "We wanted to

make a thorough investigation of the mat-

ter. If we had held the check it would have

been like we accepted a payment for the

misuse of funds without an investigation

or an audit."

Filkins said this is the first time she has

known of a student using student monies

for personal photocopying since she took of

fice in April. She said she was not sure if

a similar situation had happened in the

past or how the people in the past had han-

dle it.

Penchina met with SAO Business
Manager Steve Sullivan during the sum-

mer to discuss safety checks in the systems

of payroll, transfers, and other transactions

in the Student Activities Office.

Sullivan said Penchina never said he was

conducting a test or that the system was
inadequate.

"I'm surprised he did it but not surpris-

ed a person in his position could do what

he did," Sullivan said.

Penchina said he could not have told

Sullivan or any student government
leaders about the test. Sullivan and stu-

dent leaders were the object of the test, he

said.

Shari Silkoff", SGA co-president-elect, said

Penchina got away with his so-called test

because his position allowed him. Pen-
china, along with Filkins and Finance
Chairman James Smack are the watch
dogs of the system, she said.

Penchina said if he can get away with
photocopying personal items, anyone cpn.

Conte enters race
for U.S. Congress
WASHINGTON - Rep. Silvio O. Con

te, R-Mass., announced yesterday he will

again run for Congress after 30 years of

service.

Conte, the only Republican in the

state's Congressional delegation,

represents the First District, which in-

cludes Amherst.
Conte has been the Minority Leader of

the House Appropriations Committee

since 1979.

The Appropriations Committee, annual-

ly approves all federal budgets, making
it one of the most influential in Congress.

Conte has been a strong supporter of

UMass. In 1986 he helped UMass to get

$20 million for the construction of the

Polymer Research Center that will be

named for him.

He has supported raises in the Pell

Grant and Guaranteed Student Loan
programs.

His Democratic opponent this year is

John R. Arden, an attorney from
Easthampton, who is running a law office

in Northampton.
Conte was first elected to office in 1951

as a state senator. In 1958 he won his Con-

gressional seat where he has remained.

LISA JOHNSON
-f-^
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LBGA Forum
Rap Group. Coming Out, sponsored by

the Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay men's

Counseling Collective will be held at 8

p.m. tomorrow in the LBGA ofllce, 413

Student Union.

Bisexual Rap Group: sponsored by the

LBG Men's Counseling Collective will be

held at 8 p.m.. Thursday, in the LBGA of-

fice, 413 Student Union. UMass.

Orientation Meeting LBG Counseling

Collective will have an orientation

meeting for anyone interested in joining

at 6 p.m., tomorrow in the counseling col

lective ofTice, 433 Student Union.

New Members: The LBG Men's Counsel-

ing Collective is currently seeking new
members. If you are Gay, Lesbian, or

Bisexual and interested in peer counsel-

ing please fill out an application in the

LBGA oflke, 413 Student Union. For fur

ther information call 54.'i-2645.

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

Meeting: will be held at 7 p.m. today in

the LBGA office. 413 Student Union.

Committees will be organized and all are

welcome.

Coffee Social: sponsored by the LBGA
every Friday, beginning Sept. 16. from 3

to 5:30 p.m. in 81 1 Campus Center. Free

coffee and donuts, all are welcome.

Ifyou would like announcements made in

the LBGA Forum, please send informa

tion and press releases to the Collegian,

113 Campus Center, c/o Women's Issues

Desk, or call 545-3500.

EXOTIC FISH & PET WORLD
49 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley - At the Village Barn Shops

A FULL SELECTION OF
QUALITY DRY GOODS & SUPPLIES

FOR YOUR PET ...

AT EXCELLENT PRICES!

REPTILES

A Separate Room

Full - Don't Miss

seeing Our O^n

•J

4' Python'.

fne Unusua; -

Some Already Tame!

OPEN SAT, SUN, MON: 10-6

TUES-FRI: 10-9

GREEKS
'*The Choice of a New Generation

»>

"=5r

GREEKS

SORORITY RUSH
ORIENTATION 1988!

TONIGHT
8 p.m. Memorial Hall

ALL SECOND SEMESTER
FRESHMEN & OLDER INVITED!

Call Greek Affairs /or Info. — 545-2711

Sponsored by Pan Hellenic Council

in cooperation with PEPSI

Making Contact magazine
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Denim jacket -clad Rachel Morton sat in

her Munson Hall office Monday afternoon

and casually described Contact and her

role as editor for the quarterly magazine.

Morton's manner and dress reflect a

down-to-earth direction Contact has taken

since she took over the quarterly publica-

tion in 1984.

"I try to cover research that is exciting,

that would be of interest to a lay audience:

books recently published, interesting stu-

dent projects or faculty projects, basical-

ly exciting things that are happening on

campus that would appeal to a wide au-

dience," she said.

Morton said the magazine has been

focusing less on "scholarly pursuits," such

as faculty accomplishments and scientific

research on campus.

"There might be health (issues) and sort

of light science, interesting things on cam-

pus. That's something I've been working

on for the past year or two. trying to get

some more student life, just the taste for

what it's like to be on this campus both

as a student, as a staff person and as a

faculty member. I try to get some humor

in there too," she said.

Contact has been published in magazine

form for five years, Morton said. Before

that, it was a newspaper for about six

years. The magazine is typeset in Mun-
son Hall, she said.

With a circulation of40,000, Contact is

distributed to university staff, graduate

students, parents of undergraduates,

alumni who donate money to the univer-

sity and people who request copies, she

said.

The fall issue will feature a cover story

on Paul Theroux and a new "fiction

department," for which Morton invited

renowned writers from the university

staff to contribute short pieces of fiction.

The typeset sheets for the upoo;ning

issue are scheduled to be- sent to the

printer in two weeks. The issue will then

be distributed during the second week in

October, she said.

The Contact staiff consists of Morton's

full-time position, a part-time layout

designer, two part-time writers, a work-

study student who provides editorial

assistance and an occasional freelance

writer.

Beside Morton's desk sits a word pro-

cessor, a welcome change since, as she

described, "when I came, we cut and

pasted and used a typewriter."

TWA pilot says hijacker pulled fatal trigger

FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) -
The pilot of a TWA jetliner hijacked to

Beirut in 1985 testified ye.sterday that

Mohammed Ah Hamadi fired the shot that

killed a U.S. Navy diver during the ordeal.

Capt. John Testrake also testified that

the hijackers brutally pistol-whipped his

flight engineer when they first entered the

cockpit.

But in the most dramatic testimony.

Testrake told the court after a brief recess

in the proceedings that he had had time to

take a closer look U the Lebanese Shiite

Moslem, accused of murder and air piracy.

After the break, Testrake told the court;

"I want to make an important statement.

I was able to take a close look at the accus-

ed just as I was leaving the courtroom for

the last recess. I did say before that one of

the two (hijackersi appeared to do more of

the communicating and the other more of

the violence.

"And looking at this man now, I was

struck that this man for the second of the

two descriptions ... that this is the man who

I recall had stood in the forward entryway

and shot (Robert) Stethem."

Hamadi had acknowledged comandeer

ing the jet, but denied killing Stethem

Testrake. of Richmond. Mo., was at htt-

control of Flight 847 when it was hijack

ed on June 14. 1985. His ordeal in the

cockpit was dramatically illustrated in

photographs distributed around the world

showing a hijacker pointing a pistol at his

head.

The flight from Athens to Rome was seiz

ed and diverted to Beirut and 39

Americans were held hostage for 17 days.

Hamadi was arrested at Frankfurt Air-

port in 1987 after explosives were found in

his luggage.

Student Affairs Information Services

idb;tips1

m..^
For Information About

A Wide Range of Services

And Procedures at UMass
Call *TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number.

2459 Pool Schedules
2801 Campus Mail

2405 Check Cashing
2681 Lecture Notes
2468 Student Federal Credit Union
2465 Textbook Annex
2410 Emergency Short-Term Loans
2216 UMass Transit Service

2440 Work/Study Program
2412 Financial Aid

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB' (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

INFORMATION DATA BANK TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE
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ONE FOR THE GIPPER - Vice President and Republican presidential nominee George
Bush shows off some fragments of a Pershing missile in Tyler, Texas last week. He later

brought the fragments to Washington as a souvenir for President Reagan.
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11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST, MA.

Quality
Laundry

• New Larger Machines

• Clean and Efficient

• Friendly Attendants

• Gas Dryers

• Convenient Location

S49't663
SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...? AM-10 PM

Pi Kappa Alpha
The Brotherhood of Excellence

m UAZlMIi

1988 Winner of UMass Chapter Excellence award as

the best fraternity on campus

1988 Winner of the National Chapter Excellence

award as one of the top fraternitychapters in

the country

1988 Greek Area overall athletic champs

1988 UMass overall athletic champs

The largest fraternity on campus

Over 180 chapters across the country

Unparalleled social life * Lifelong friendships

Olympic weight room * Outstanding meal plan
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- There may be a better way to go
i college, but nobody 's found it yet.
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Cars reported vandalized,

4 arrested over weekend
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

On Thursday of last week a female stu-

dent reported to police that the driver's side

window of her car had been broken into

while in lot 22 sometime in the previous

two days. Missing from the vehicle was her

35mm Canon camera and jean jacket

valued at $275. Damages were estimated

at more than $100.

In other incidents:

• A female student reported her car

broken into while in lot 22 last week and

the loss of her jewelry box with jewelry

valued at $70 from it.

• An argument erupted shortly before

noontime last Thursday when a female

resident who had her mattress stolen from

her room confronted the man who had

taken it as he was bringing it back. The

complaint is under investigation and

charges are pending.

• A University employee reported that

the license plate of the vehicle he had park-

ed on Thatcher Way had been stolen on

Monday.
• Last Thursday a man returned to his

car parked in lot 25 to find that its right

rear window had been smashed. Cost of

repairs were not estimated.

• Also on Thursday a female student

returned to her car parked in lot 22 and

found that her King flute valued at $500.

a disc camera, assorted clothes, and UMass
band jacket had been stolen from it.

• A university employee reported four

new chairs valued at $320 had been stolen

from a storage area at the Dairy Barn in

Sunderland.

• A man discovered on Thursday that

the Firestone rear tires and rims valued at

$360 stolen from his car while parked in

fraternity parking lot E.

• On Friday a male student found that

sometime in the previous two days the con-

vertible top of his 1980 VW parked in lot

E near the stadium had been cut through

and his radar detector, Sony AM/FM
cassette stereo, four speakers, and three

equalizers with a total value of $1095 had

been stolen.

• Police checked on a vehicle parked on

the grass at Haigis Mall. The owner

reported parking the 1977 Fiat in a meter

space with a half tank of gas and returned

to find the car on the lawn and the gas tank

empty.
• On Saturday a Cance Dormitory resi-

dent returned to his room shortly before 9

a.m. to discover his wallet, Nikon camera,

and electric shaver with a total value of

$785 stolen.

• A 20-year-old Amherst man was ar-

rested near the stadium and is expected to

be rharged with possession of a dangerous

weapon, brass knuckles.

• A 20-year-old Medford man was ar-

rested on Saturday in the Southwest area

and is expected to be charged with being

a minor in possession of alcohol and pro-

curing it be false representation.

• A 21-year-old man was stopped on

Massachusetts Avenue and arrested and is

expected to be charged with operating a

motor vehicle after his license had been

suspended.
• On Sunday an 18-year-oId man from

Hamlin Dormitory was arrested on Sunset

Avenue and is expected to be charged with

being a minor in possession of alcohol.
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A Line of

Credits

You Wort't

Believe

University of

Massachusetts

atAmherst

and it's not too late

to get them. Increase

your knowledge

base. Learn something necessary or just plain

fun. Over 100 credit courses and Adventures in

Lifelong Learning workshops are offered this

fall through the UMass Division of Continuing

Education. Register now through September 20

for Continuing Education evening courses or

University day courses on a space-available

basis. The only points you get are grade points.

Pick up a free catalog at the Division of Continuing

Education, Goodell Building. For more informa-

Hon, call (413) 545 2414.
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Hurricane hits Jamaica with

heavy winds and downpours
KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) - Hurricane

Gilbert, packing 110 mph winds and tor

rential rain, moved over Kingston yester-

day after skirting Puerto Rico, Haiti and

the Dominican Republic.

There were no immediate reports of

casualties. Telephone communications

were affected.

"Right now it's actually moving over

Jamaica," said Bob Sheets, director of the

National Hurricane Center in Miuuve

already had reports of 1 10 mph winds on

the eastern tip.

"It looks like the eye is going to move

lengthwise across that island, and they're

going to bear the full brunt of this pwoer-

ful hurricane," Sheets said.

Forecasters say Gilbert was expected to

lash Jamaica throughout the day and was

on track to later strike the Cayman
Islands, a small British dependency nor

thwest of Jamaica.

Meanwhile, Havana Radio reported

yesterday that 25,000 people were

evacuated from Guantanamo Province on

Cuba's southeastern coast as strong winds

fanning out from Gilbert began brushing

the island.

All Jamaica-bound flights were cancel-

ed at Miami International Airport, while

flights from Grand Cayman, the main
island of the three-island chain, arrived

packed with frightened travelers.

"People were running around in the

main lobby of our hotel (on Grand
Cayman) like chickens with their heads

cut off," said one vacationer who was
returning home to California through
Miami.
Hurricane warnings were posted forthe

Cayman Islands, Cuba and Haiti. Warn-
ings were discontinued for the Dominican
Republic.

"All interests inthe Western Caribbean

should continue to monitor the progress

of this dangerous hurricane," the service

said, adding, "Little change in strength

is expected for the next several hours as

the hurricane moves westard over

Jamaica."

The Associated Press' Caribbean head-

quarters in San Juan, Puerto Rico, was
unable to get phone calls through to

Kingston, where high winds and heavy

rain preceding the storm drenched the

capital overnight, toppling trees, causing

local flooding and littering streets with

branches.
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Opposition in Burma
rejects government plan
RANGOON, Burma (AP) Opposition

leaders yesterday jointly rejected the

government's plan to organize a general

election and instead demanded immediate
formation of an interim government to

oversee the transition to democracy.

"Under the vastly deteriorating

economic, social, political and security con-

ditions in the country from further hard-

ships," said a letter to president Maung
Maung by opposition leaders Aung Gyi,

former Defense Minister Tim Do and Aung
San Suu Kyi.

Maung Maung, bowing to nationwide

anti-government protests that have
brought the action to a virtual standstill,

announced Saturday the the Burma
Socialist Program Party would relinquish

its 26-year monopoly on power and hold

multiparty general elections.

The Parliament on Sunday authorized

the government to hold the election as soon

as late October.
' But the opposition leaders said the peo-

ple, who have since March taken to the

streets by the millions to demand the

government's ouster, would not trust it to

oversee the elections:

"Since the government has lost the con-

fidence of the natin, people will have no

confidence in the general elections to be

held by the government appointed Election

Supervision Commission."
It said when an interim government is

formed, striking public employees will

return to work, Burma will regain normal
economic activity and general elections

would be organized.

Parliament set a target date of three

months for the holding of the multiparty

elections, but empowered the government
to make it earlier or later if necessary.

It also appointed an election commission
comprised of three retired civil servants, a

retired army brigadier general and a

former member of Parliament. The men,
all over 70 years of age are generally

regarded as neutral.
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Sure, ihere are other

schoob But why settle?

Kaplan prep courses help

. stijdents raise their scores

and their chances of
' beingadmitted into their

flm-choioe schools Fact

is. noone has helped
students score hlgherl

OTHER COURSES: MCAT. DAT, NQEX, NTE. CM. BAR EVIEW, & OTHERS

LSAT classes begin: NOW!
."MAT classes begin: NOW!
GRE classes begin: NOW!

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780
Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students
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Blues jam every
Tuesday at L'Oasis
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Blues musicians know where to be tonight.

"They come from all around the area." said Michel
Biard, owner/manager of L'Oasis nightclub in Northamp-
ton. "People know about it."

What they know is that every Tuesday night is Blues
Night and for the past 10 monthes, musicians from around
the area have been going to L'Oasis to play and hear the
blues.

"Blues musicians come in and mingle, check out new
groups," Biard said. "Everybody's always busy with their

own band and this gives them a chance to get together.

It's a very happening thing."

Musicians have been attending Blues Night since Biard
held the first jam session last January with his own equip-

ment and friends.

"The first one was very hip," he said.

Today, musicians can bring their own equipment, band
or friends and sign up to play during the four-hour jam
that is emceed by WMUA's own blues deejay. Bill

Stepchew.

"Even if we don't have the best possible bands, it's still

a fun night," Biard said. "Everybody gains from it. That
night everybody is a winner."

Biard said for musicians looking for potential band
members, Blues Night allows for an opportunity to scout

out new talent.

"There are bands coming out of here," he said. "Blues
has an easy theme to combine with people you don't know.
Everybody knows three bars. It's All-American classic

music."

Biard said all musicians are welcome and should come
to L'Oasis at 9 p.m. tonight to sign up for a time to play.

"The night is very organized. It moves really well.

Everyone plays two songs," he said. "There is no cover.

It's a really great thing."

There is also no cover for L'Oasis' Wednesday's specialty

night when the club features new bands. All nights are

for 21 or over, unless otherwise specified.
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Taro Suzuki's 1986 portrait is part of the University Gallery's "Cubes" exhibit.

Amherst offers classes for all ages
The Amherst School of the Arts is offering classes for

all ages this fall and registration is still open.

The School has purchased a new printing press and is

offering a series of classes for adults in Print Making
and Hand-Made Books; including a set of Saturday

workshops in Paper Making and Book Binding.

Evening classes for adults also include Linoleum Cut,

Monoprint, and Printmaking from the Model. Landscape

Painting, Figure Drawing, Watercolor, Animal Draw-

ing, and Miniatures in Fimo (an oil based clay) are also

included.

Classes begin the week of September 26th and general-

ly run for 8 weeks; adult classes meet one evening per

week from 7-9:30 pm, Saturday workshops are held from

10 a.m. to 3 p.m., and children's classes meet after school

from 3:30 5 p.m. All classes are held at The Amherst

School of the Arts located in thf red brick school building

at the lights in North Amherst.

For further information and to register call Renee

Meek at 665 4856 or Kirk Stephens at 548 9830.

The Intrafraternity Council invites all

University Men to rush the Greek Area
Alpha Chi Rho
Sept. 13 James Basement 7-9 pm
Sept. 15 Campus Center 901 7-9 pm
Sept. 19 Van Meter Basement 7-9 pm
Sept. 21 Leach Basement 7-9 pm
253-9494
Alpha Epsilon Pi
382 N. Pleasant St.

September 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22
545-0046

Alpha Tau Gamma
375 N. Pleasant St.

253-9974

Delta Chi
118 Sunset Ave.
September 13, 15 7-9pm
549-6505
Delta Upsilon
September 13, 14, 15, 19, 20 O-lOrSOpm
778 N. Pleasant St.

549-3831

Lambda Chi Alpha
374 N. Pleasant St.

September 13, 14, 20, 21 9-11pm
253-9032

Phi Mu Delta
September 13, 14, 15, 21, 22
389 N. Pleasant St.

256-8028

Phi Sigma Kappa
510 N. Pleasant St.

256-6863

Phi Kappa Alpha
September 13, 14, 15, 19, 20 9-10:15

418 N. Pleasant St.

545-2150

Sigma Phi Epsilon T.B.A.

545-2711

Theta Chi
496 N. Pleasant St.

September 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 22 8-9pm
253-9015

Zeta Psi
23 Phillips St.

September 13, 14, 15, 20, 22 7-9pm
256-6845

Any questions can be answered at

Greek Affairs 545-2711
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Summers' solo album:
not secured success
Bv JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Mysterious Barricades

Andy Summers
Private Music

Instrumentalists have a tough row to

hoe.

Since the record-buying public has little

patience for songs without words, the best

reception Andy Summers' latest effort

could possibly receive is a few comparisons

to either of his gurus, Brian Eno or Robert

Fripp.

Mysterious Barricades is a Summers pro-

ject through and through. The lurking syn-

thesizers and repetitive guitar-work that

pervade the work of the Police and his col-

laborations with Fripp form the founda-

tions of this album. "Red Balloon" and the

title cut open the record in this vein, the

former featuring a synth whistle that

smells of Tangerine Dream (who pioneered

the Private Music label and is currently

touring with Summers).

Summers' trademark sound fills other

tracks on the LP. "Shining Sea's" deep,

heavy electronic murmur, coupled with a

guitar synth that sounds like a faint

operatic soprano, creates the aural/pop

sound that gave Vangelis brief success.

"The Emperor's Last Straw" uses the old

guitar/synth formula with subtle rhythm

changes in this, the album's best tune. The

guitar solo here is downplayed to a barely

audible, but delightful, sound much like

the solo on "Driven To Tears." "Tomorrow"

is slow and repetitive, and depends on the

formula too much. This one is tiresome and

passes almost unnoticed.

Summers does manage to move into some

new territory. "When That Day Comes" is

80 seconds of jazz guitar dabbling. Good

stuff and worthy of a three-minute track.

The thumps and rattles of "Train Song"

work well alongside a high-pitched synth

clatter.

While guitars hold the melody for most

tunes on Barricades, "Satyric Dancer" is

supported by a hovering guitar harmony.

The slow synthetic melody makes this a

true mood piece. Similarly, "The Lost

Marbles" features a series of repeating

eighth notes on electric piano that would

make Eno proud.

Summers' formula works best when

other great musicians are involved; Sting

and Fripp complimented his work in the

early 80s. When left to his own devices,

however, Andy seems downright lonely.

He's a fantastic collaborator, but a poor

imitator.

Mysterious Barricades needs another

talent, but it is a valiant effort, consider-

ing Summers was beaten before he started. Andy Summers

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

SIqU

THE MORE YOU USE YOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONEYYOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.

Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elec-

tive and serve part-Unie in the Arniy
Reserve or National Guard, and you can
get as much as $4000 a year for college.
That uicluder, yoiu- Guard or Reserve
pay, the GI Bill and up to a $1000 graiU
each school yeai from ROTC.

Add it all up, and you'll graduate with
a college degree plus an Army Officerls

commission. And all you have to do is use
your head

Scorpions still

sting the crowds
By SAQIB ALLADIN and
KAVITA SACHANANDANI
Collegian Correspondents

Holding a claw-like grip on their audience, the Scor-

pions injected an electrocuting sting of rock'n'roll on

their most recent New England date at Lake Compwunce
last Saturday. And they kept stinging till the last words

of their all powerful rock'n'roller "Dynamite" exploded

to a crescendo and reverberated through the dusty and

smoke-filled rock arena.

Klaus Meine, lead Scorpion, has that raw animal

magnetism and his own brand of lethal charm. His

distinct vocal projection with its amazing pitch carries

over the heavy metal instrumentation like a shrill siren,

making his message loud and clear.

The Scorpoins put on an intense show. The instensity

of their music strikes you from the opening chords,

lingering throughout the entire preformance. Songs like

"Big City Nights" had the audiience screaming, while

the acoustic rendition of "Holiday" surely cast a mellow

spell, but with no loss of intensity.

Herman Rarebell, with an excellent drumming record

is the essential contributing factor to this puslating in-

tensity. His percussion is superb, his timing pefect. Lead
guitarist Matthias Jabs adds his talent to rhythm
guitars, voice box and back-up vocals. Rudof Shenker
joins him for a dual lead on the number one hit "Still

Loving You."
The Scorpions possess good stage presence and provide

an elaborate stage setting which complements their

showmanship. Lightning ramps ran across the stage in

a definitive sjrmmetrical pattern and a mobile ministage

was erected specially for the drum kit.

As a warm-up group. Kingdom Come was a pleasant

surprise. With only one ablum to their credit and limited

stage experience, they did well as Led Zeppelin clones.

The lead voaclist's attempts to deny this comparison fell

on deaf ears but their music kept the crowds enthrall-

ed. The rendition of "Get It On" was excellent, incor-

porating a brilliant drum solo to bring the ending notes

to a climax.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

100% FREE TUITION FROM THE MASSACHUSETTS ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
FIND OUT MORE CONTACT:

ARMY ROTC
NEXT TO BOYDEN GYM

545-2321

Arts writers wanted
We are still/always looking for arts writers. Get ex-

perience and have a good time. Stop by the Collegian in

the basement ofthe Campus Center or call 545-3500. Talk
to Jennifer, Cosmo or Kathy.

Gidgette Goes To Hell has
potential to go places
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Correspondent

Each Tuesday since 1988 began, L'Oasis

nightclub in Northampton has been
hosting a blues jam, an open stage which
became so popular that it spawned regular

Wednesday pick-up jams (not necessarily

the blues). Mostly the resultant music is

good, sometimes it's cacophonous. Gidgette

Goes to Hell is one of the more promising

and vital bands to have emerged from the

L'Oasis showcases.

Gidgette Goes to Hell has as its

songwriter-rhythm guitarist Sue Russell,

who's old enough to have a teen-aged kid

(she does, she is a crewmember). Gidgette

has as singer the tartly dressed Julie

Simons who has reached believability fast.

As lead guitarist Tim Egan is at once ab-

surd (guitar above the head) and respec-

table (he plays well). Amy Patton (bass) and

Steve Polari (drums) complete the line-up

and add the "oomph" necessary to

distinguish this band from the generic clap-

trap that poses as college radio.

At a Sheehan's gig opening for Ray
Mason last week, the Northampton-based

quintet demonstrated considerable talent,

honed over several weeks as the Wednes-

day L'Oasis showcase band. While ripping

through a short set of all-good songs, the

band displayed an ironic originality, mix-

ing many musical elements which we've all

heard before into something cathartic and
. . . joyful.

Gidgette Goes to Hell isn't exactly punk,

or rock, or funk or folk or shlock, but it is

musical, melodic, throbbing and not snob-

by in any way. It's pretty accessible,

sometimes loud. Now if only people would

loosen up a little and dance — because if

there ever was a band for a dancing good

time, Gidgette is it.
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Jeff Holmes
Big Band no cover 9 pm

JSU^B The Young
Fresh Fellows

w/Check Please' 8 30pm $6

^<!HI:M1iW Barrence

Whitfield & The Savages
w/Time Beings $6 8 30pm

a:TMri Little Francie &
The Premiers w/Aivis $4

:fi*Mi^ Jack Smith &
The Rockabilly Planet S4

mmiJHEBi Live Skull

w/BBO Killers $5

Treat Her Right
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SCHOOL BUS bniVERS WANTED
Ryder Student Transportation Service, Inc.

needs part time school bus drivers, homemakers,
retirees, students or any one having spare time in

the mornings and/or afternoons.

We offer competitive wages, new equipment,
complete training and the opportunity to play an
important role in the daily lives of young children.

Ryder also provides a Benefit Package to

include:

• Company Paid Pension Plan
• Tuition Aid —75 percent
• Company Paid Life Insurance
• Medical Plan Available
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan
• Credit Union

Make the right move. ..join Ryder and give your
children the safest most dependable transporta-

tion to and from school.

Train Now and Secure Your Position

for September!
$7.75 PER HOUR WAGE RATE

413-527-0022
Call our

-^officeCollect at

An equal opportunity
employer M/F/H

A Ryder System
Company

Business.
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Get the "Edge" in your

finance and statistics

courses with Tl's new
Business Edge.^*

If you're planning a career in

business, the first order of business

is to get the right tool for the job

you have right now—school.

That's why you need the new TI

Business Edge calculator. It

features a unique Power Touch
display panel with five display

screens that are preprogrammed to

solve 20 of the most essential

financial and statistical problems.

Just touch the screen to enter and

store information.

Gidgette Goes To Hell at Sheehans last Wednesday night.

Breaking the rules...

isn't tlie oniy way to
find out about the
Judicial Board!

Join Your Residential
Area Judicial Board

TODAY!

Pick up an application at any Cluster Office

Application Due
Monday, September 19

Judicial Training September 24-25

Contact: Celia Lyon, Southwest Area Office, CANCE.

_. New
Business.

Th^ 71 Business Edge
Uruijuc PowiT TiKx h JispLiv

with tou hfnqnvx- p;iix-U

(\At I (i )r HrvitKi:il, rvw i h )r

"Jaa^noi. TWnry prv-

(imRrammfd turvtxHt in .J].

Solves for such financial results

as present and future values, an-

nuities, amortization, and interest

conversions. Performs one and
two-variable statistics.

Want to get an edge in business.'

Get an edge in schtxil first, with

help ft-om the TI Business Edge.

Texas ^^
Instruments

^rrS
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Editorial/Opinion
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SGA cheats public
The Student Government Association Coordinating Commit-

tee cheated its constituents when committee members last

Thursday closed the doors to the public to apparently discuss

calling for the resignation of a student government leader.

Speaker of the Senate Robert Fadel, who presided at the

meeting, called for an executive session, which is closed to the

public, without bothering to follow procedures mandated by

state law. Fadel failed to specify the reason for the executive

session and to take a roll call vote from committee members
on whether an executive session was needed, hence violating

Chapter 30A of the General Laws of Massachusetts.

Because the committee did not abide by the law, which ex-

ists so that elected leaders are held accountable to their con-

stituents, the executive session was actually still a meeting

open to the public. Therefore, whatever was said during the

session is in the public domain and the students who elected

these committee members deserve to know what happened.

Fadel called for the executive session after Gil Penchina,

Budgets Committee chairman, handed out copies of a state-

ment lambasting the SGA's system of safeguarding against

misuse of student monies.

Judging from a statement released later, the topic of discus-

sion during the session was requesting Penchina's resignation,

which means Penchina had the right under the law to request

that the meeting stay open to the public. He was never given

the chance to exercise that right.

But we may never find out exactly what the committee

discussed during the session behind closed doors because no

minutes were taken. The public, therefore, was denied its right

to public information.

This is a blatant challenge to the principles of democracy

and a free press.

The Collegian has taken on the challenge by requesting the

Northampton district attorney's ofTice to investigate the situa-

tion, and determine whether the committee was indeed in ex-

ecutive session, as Fadel claims.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

Happy New Year
I was working at the Collegian when I

quickly glanced at my desktop calendar.

Suddenly I was despondent.

By mere chance alone, I noticed that Sun-

day evening was the first night of Rosh

Hashanah, or the Jewish New Year.

By mere chance.

David R. Mark

I consider myself to be a fairly responsi-

ble Jew — meaning I make an effort to go

to University Hillel programs, go to Shab-

bat (Sabbath) services occasionally, and
remember at all times who I am, in a

religious sense, and where I've come from.

r could make excuses. Rosh Hashanah is

early this year by a couple weeks, and I've

been busy working and getting my
schedule in order.

But. . .

Over the summer I was lucky enough to

give a sermon at my synagogue, Temple

Beth Shalom, m Manalapan, N.J. The Rab-

bi and I have a pood friendship, and he

thought it would be good for me to talk

about anti-semitism at the college-level.

The Rabbi had .seen me as a model

Jewish college student. Now I'm not sure

what kind of student I an.

Beyond forgetting Rosh Hashanah, Ive

sidestepped some other facets of Judaism

For example, I dont keep kosher.

It's difticult to keep kosher: no one ever

questioned that. My parents keep kosher,

but given the hectic college day, the lack

ot" kosher foods easy to n; epart . etc.. it's e\

cusable not to keep kosher while at college.

But now I live off campu.s. where it's

easier to think about buying kosher foods

I could consider taking the extra time to

prepare a kosher meal. It wouldn't be im-

possible; it would just take more effort.

But. . .

Traditionally, Jews are to marry other

Jews. I, for one, would like to marry
another Jew. The odds of this happening
are nil. I read somewhere the odds are 1

in 33 a Jew will marry another Jew.

It would be easy to make excuses. I went

out with a non-Jewish woman last

semester without any hesitation. I'd do it

again. If I fall in love with a non-Jewish

woman, I'd probably have to think a long

time if marriage was a possibility. Given

my luck with dates, however, if a choice

like this comes about, I'd jump at it. It

would be easier than waiting to see if I'm

the lucky 1 in 33.

But. . .

Maybe it's enough that during the eight

days of Passover, I don't eat bread. On Yom
Kippur, the Day of Atonement, I fast with

other Jews worldwide. I went to Rosh

Hashanah services, at least the evening

ones. Plus I'm taking a Judaic Studios

course this semester, my second at UMass
in five semesters.

Is it enough? Can I do more? Yes. But

generally I'm lazy, always have been, and
it's a lot easier to go out to a party on Fri-

day night than go to a Shabbat service.

Rosh Hashanah began Sunday night.

The Days of Awe, from Rosh Hashanah to

Yom Kippur, are days of personal

self-examinatHin

I'll b«' doing a lot of exammmg

David R. Mark is editorial edi'

Collegian "A pen. a pen, iriv ktn^idom ii<r

a peri" runs Tuesdays

UioB-Vqiflint

The fundamentals of life

Not tempted to see this
There's a bromide that says, "If you can't

dazzle em with brilliance, baffle em with

b.s." — an unreliable strategy for students

but a proven winner in marketing. By

many accounts, The Last Temptation nf

Christ is the latest triumph for baloney in

advertising, as thousands flock to see what

the fuss is about. The key to ticket sales

has been wide publicity from reports of the

face-off between modern, secularized, pro

gressive Chistians (who think the film is

good for religious dialoguei and fundamen-

talist boycotters (who don't think it's good

for much of anything).

Rusty Denton
-

Fundamentalists, as the media broadly

defines them, are those who believe the Bi-

ble is literally true in matters of hi.story,

science, morals and miracles. That defini-

tion fits the biblical description of Jesus

Christ, the twelve apostles, and almost the

entire early church. By contrast, many of

today's so-called progressive doctrines were

labelled heresy in the New Testament.

That anyone would want to be a Chris-

tian and not a fundamentalist is ironic, but

journalists have championed the heretics

as preservers of truth and freedom while

castigating the true believers for the

secular taboo of anti-intellectual censor-

ship. Who is censoring whom here? For

years the national media has reported on-

ly those statements of fundamentalist in-

tellectuals that fit a stereotype.

Besides, to many Christians the issues

are broader than heresy versus censorship.

The issues are whether even a secular

society isn't answerable to all-powerful

God, and whether a constitutionally pro-

tected group has the right to use the most
effective lawful means available to prevent
wide distribution of a film that is noxious
and exploitive of them.
They see parallels between racism and

the insults in this film. Fundamentalists

do see themselves as a separate race cut

ting across ethnic lines ("a chosen race, a

royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for

God's own possession" - 1 Peter 2:9), and

m that sense the film is exploitive. It in-

sults their identity with slurs on Christ,

and it feeds on curiosity and anti -church

sentiment in the rest of the population.

Last Temptation portrays Jesus as a cad,

a sinner, a traitor, a confused messiah, and

the author of disgusting sacraments. The

original novel is anathema, the late author

openly idolized the antichrist. Paramount
cancelled production because of protests,

and Universal 's consultants warned them

the script was filled with blasphemy. It

seems Universal produced the film to

capitalize on its shock value and church-

bashing potential.

Moreover, the film's most hateful claims

about Jesus have their origins in orthodox

Judaism. Many fundamentalists feel that

they are being mocked by the inclusion of

these things in a supposedly messianic

film. They also feel that both studio and

press are trying to solicit anti-semitic

remarks from them, and to sensationalize

the response that the film contains

"Jewish" lies, as opposed to other sorts of

heresies about Christ that arose later in

church history. Most fundamentalists are

not anti-semitic and hate being stereotyped

that way.
Meanwhile, cynical movie moguls rake

it in. I'm probably as much of a fundamen-

talist as anyone else on this campus, but

my own reasons for not seeing Temptation

have more to do with the marketing than

with the production: if the film were any

good, it wouldn't need all the baloney in

advertising. Or is that brilliance in adver-

tising the baloney in art? Either way, this

temptation is not for me.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

"The fundamentals of life" appears

Tuesdays.

They said it . . ,

Seen Elvis lately? Thousands ofpeople say they have, and multitudes more are buy-

ing a book about the living Elvis. There's ei>en the occasional near-miracle popping
up. In hagiography, this sort ofthing has a name; it's a cultus. and it speaks clearly

to the nature of Western spiritual tensions. Seen Jim Morrison lately? James Dean?
Marilyn Monroe? JFK?
—Charles Paul Freund, in the magazine "The New Republic."

(Martin Luther) King was a selfless man, dedicated to principle, not a political par-

ty. He believed it was possible to change the hearts of men and women and. thus,

bring about racial harmony. PoliticK was a means Ui that end. but many ofthose who
spoke Iat the 25th anniversary of the March on Washington), most especially Jesse

Jackson, used the occasion to advance themselves. They see ptylitics as the end. .

.Sndly (the march) became partisan, fostered by a liberal Democratic Party leader-

ship that cares far more about black vote than black progress.
—Syndicated columnist Cal Thomas.

In other news
The odds of winning the spiffy .Mustang cmivrtible in the Alpha Beta !<nf>erniarket

chain's California Dreamin' suetpstahe.-. the entry form said, were about I in ^-7

million. But fur Navy Mixhunic Jamc-i Lee "f San Diego, il was u cinch. If /<" '. «

year after rlaimin^ the Mustang, Lee u rj.s 'ucky enough to win a $'JS.500 Ciievv Ctn-
Ut: I'l a Tiwn Hell sweefjstakt's. La^t i;<evk a federal urandjury in /.<>-> A>,)',''li-'-^ '"'

::,-r(>tl Lrc land four otherH' on wail-frnud t fu,/ ^^v.> of rif.'ging the .^trccp.smlf-

fUisiness notes, in 'Timu' magazint

My summer vacation: Part If
What I did on my summer vacation, by

P. Lucht.

Since none of my professors have given

my favorite assignment yet this year I took

it on myself to chronicle the high points of

my vacation experience.

No, I didn't simultaneously starve and

gain valuable experience doing an intern-

ship this past summer. I probably should

have. No, I didn't engage in 70 hours of

Peter Lucht

backbreaking labor per week in order to

alleviate my financial problems. Perhaps

I should have.

What did I do? That's right, like the rich

folks I summered on Cape Cod, in the

garden spot of Hyannis.

For a mere $1 150 (each) five ofmy closest

friends and I (ugh!) got a beautiful shack

in an area that, while not exactly scenic

was at least interesting. That is it was

behind a bar, next to the army recruiters,

and down the street from the Salvation Ar-

my soup kitchen and a halfway house for

homeless people. The most interaction I

had with my neighbors was when I caught

one bum, er, socially disadvantaged person,

stealing some of our empties from the pile

out in our tiny dirt yard.

Before the summer I heard all these

stories about the tremendous labor shor-

tage on the Cape. I figured I would be work

ing at some worker-starved resort, basking

in the sun while handing towels to

generously tipping tourists on the beach.

So of course the only job I could find after

a solid week of hunting was as a deli clerk

in the Heartland supermarket.

I figured I would be spending a lot of time

at the beach, since I was to be living right

there, but the combination of living five

miles away, working days, and having to

come up with six dollars every time I

wanted to park my car resulted in

something less than the Beach Boys-type

fantasy I had envisioned.

I was psyched to be living with several

of my best friends, people I had known for

years. The first week was great. We laugh-

ed about the cloaet/house and about the job

hunting and everything else and then the

old familiar housemate story began to un-

fold. This guy didn't do his dishes. Another

left cigarette butts around the house. She

had her punk rocker friends over all the

time. We didn't like each other's music,

and on and on. Screaming matches and the

occasional axe murder (or at least a

fistfight or two) occurred.

The beer is too expensive.

After reading this you must be wonder-

ing if I enjoyed my summer, bums, bologna

and all. The answer is: Of course I did. It

was the best summer of my life. While my
housemates and I could have done

something more productive, more poten-

tially valuable to our futures, this ex-

perience was something that could never

be traded. I will never have cause to regret

not having the opportunity to deal with in-

sane drunks, weekend tourists taking pic-

tures of streetlights or whatever, and brain-

numbing employment for low wages. Some-

day I trust these will be fond memories.

Peter Lucht is a Collegian staff member

...OR, PERHAPS WE COULD

GIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS
THE WEEKEND OFF, AND
MAKE MURDERERS PAY

FOR THE REST OF

THEIR LIVES.

f

My summer vacation: Part II
You want to pay moi minimum wage? I laughed at the

very notion.

Well. I'm not laughing anymore.

While my friends were telling me wonderful stories of

how they made enough money this summer to fund the

state lottery commission, I decided to figure out my own

earnings during vacation. After figuring out my gross

income, minus taxes, plus a bonus, minub social securi-

ty, plus tips, minus miscellaneous expenses, plus tutor

ing money, I came out to a grand total of 68 cents per

hour.

Josh Galitsky

After you wipe off the rug from wetting your pants

laughing, you may ask how I earned this wage which

cro.s8es over the border of ridiculous. No, I worked at a

summer camp.

The real question to ponder is not how did I make so

little money, it's why did I choose to spend my glorious

months of freedom working at a camp for overweight

kids.

Nobody understands why I would sacrifice my summer

(as they put it) to work with chubby 10 and 1 1 -year-olds

that they claimed would drive me off the nearest

Berkshire cliff. My cousin offered to send me all kinds

of munchies so I could open my own Cumberland Farms

and make money off the "rich, starving brats " Chants

of "fat camp" haunted my spring semester. Even my old

roommate would tease me endlessly about some

hypothetical boy named Johnny who would arrive at my

cabin door in tears pleading and begging for "just one

small piece of pork loin sausage."

I ignored the critics for the past two summers and had

an incredible time. Sometimes, the experience is

enlightening, such as times when you have a spur-of-the-

moment rap session and learn about a kid's fears and

hopes — and some of your own. Sometimes its dishearten-

ing when a kid goes on a field trip and spends his time

cheating at the snack bar. It can be wonderful when you

see a group of kids find the guts to get on stage and per-

form a skit. You never really know for sure if the job

was rewarding until you find yourselfsending postcards

to their houses in the fall.

Sure it's too bad "fat camps" have to exist. Too bad

we don't just have a "be yourself camp or better yet,

a 'be yourself world. But that's not reality. Reality is

looking into the face of a ten-year-old who weighs 280

pounds, wets his bed every night, and despises himself.

Reality is wondering whether to lie and tell him the

world isn't going to laugh at him anymore.

The lessons the kids learn are sometimes about life,

like how to take care of themselves, and to believe in

who they are. When they return to a cupboard full of

twinkies, and a school full of thin children, 99 percent

of what they've learned is lost in an ocean of despair.

It's that one percent that kept me smiling for 68 cents

and hour.

Autumn is in the air, camp is done, and I'm broke once

again. When it really comes down to it, it doesn't really

matter how much I made. Whatever cash I did make will

be spent on postcards.

Josh Galitsky is a UMass student
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Mark Alan Stamaty
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Graffiti: On the wall

and from the heart
Last Wednesday's Collegian reported on a fraternity

fence spray-painted with the slogan "dismember the boys

club." This is the intelligent, aggressive graffiti that

shows up in areas of conflict and revolution i unlike

Aerosmith rules'). The fraternity boys concluded it was

probably the work ofthose evil pseudo-women — feminists.

How did you boys figure it out?

What caught my attention was a quote of Delta Up-

silon's President. Michael Acker. He was ". kind of

shocked and disgusted" finding it ".
. incredible that peo-

ple feel they have to cram their ideology down your throat

with vandalism."

Women live with other people's ideologies crammed

down their throats' Graffiti, if vandalism, is at least

straightforward and avoidable. Media and .social pressure

are more prevalent. They dictate what's attractive, what's

morally and sexually acceptable and what's behavioral-

ly correct. Women are told to wear makeup, shave their

legs, look pretty, and please their man.

But is the above grafTiti a case of ideology or anger? By

definition, fraternities are sexist organizations. And if Dan

Rather himself told you women going to a fraternity par-

ty would be respected as equals - treated as people in-

stead of sex puppets - would you believe him?

Fraternities concentrate the discrimination against

women that runs through our society like mold through

bread. It doesn't matter that there are sororities. One of

the lessons of the civil rights movement was that 'separate

but equal' is not enough.
Shari Ultman

Amherst

Sexism is sexism,
no matter the sex

If 'flesh pool' were spray painted on a sorority wall there

would be calls for reprisal. If the Everywoman's Center

were damaged there would be calls for better security. If

notes were inserted into the Valley Women's Voice pro-

claiming that 'Women are the root of all lust,' there would

be riots.

But instead a fraternity fence has been painted. Instead

local churches have had statues knocked over on Easter

Sunday, and 'Dethrone the Male Gods' painted on the

steps. Instead hateful messages advocating violence

toward men have been inserted into Valentine's cards at

local shops. Why are these sexist actions overlooked?

Where are the rallies?

My theory is that since the target of this wave of malice

has been men we have turned a blind eye. I think men

today have been unfairly categorized by the sexist prac-

tices of the men of yesterday, and I think it's time for that

to change.

The radical feminists groups of thi.s ar -a have sent a

clear message. As far as they are cona .-^od no action is

too extreme if it promotes their ideals .\- long as it at-

tacks men (note that it's not promotin'^ •omen) it is ac-

ceptable, regardless of it's destructive r..\ture.

We should hold all rules universallv consistent. We
should treat these acts as sexist, anc fi.-mand that our

school'ri administration act accordintjl; . if we fail to act

on these sexist actions, what can we xx^'Ct for the next

soxist action where a female is the L;irL'*>t?

Paul DelGallo
Northampton
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Black Affairs

Write for The Collegian's Block Affairs

section - get experience and clips from

YOUR college newspaper.
Call Joseph or Thomas at the Black Affairs

desk (545-3500)

GetA!s and B's for your parents,

and aCD for yourself.

Trya Macintosh loday-youmay win aSony Discnian.

Enter September 13 - September 30
University Store

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts
Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm, Saturday, 10am-3pin

Aiipl« ihr Applf l<mo ifK)Minnio«h»fi»i|iji»frdir»doiurto<if*|)|il*Coi(i()Uin.lnt Sum Dnfiian » J iradrnuHi ii< Vmy &»pon«K»i

HopuKimtnKraai^(>i(kdeptni<innmihtf<ilmni»i'*ty<Wi-tinpMh^ Pujm nwv on from pnxhici shewn

More Than
Copies

Copies • Fax Service

IMiitliiin • ()ffia' Supplies

Oversize Copies

fickllpi^i Delivery

kinko's
the copy center

FREE
Travel Planning

By ProfessiorKDis

The Areas Or^ly

"Certified Travel

Counselors"

AIR-HOTELS-CARS

TOURS-RAIL-CHARTERS

VACATION PACKAGES

We're worth the coil

or visit

0»tNlilOCTtATU>OAYt

CALL

586-8953

Your Partners
In Travel

Moptewood Shops

Otd South Street

Northomptoa MA 01060

Servicing

UMass

Rent IBM PCs
Daily • WeeUy • Monthly

Ne\A( England's oldest

and largest computer

rental specialists meet

the challenge For tram-

i.ig. trade stiows, pre-

sentations, peak

demand, or emergen-

cies- Matka delivers

On time Guaranteed

IMMEDIATE CONFIRMATION
GUARANTEED DELIVERY

HARTFORD SPRINGFIELD

BOSTON

1-800-252-5011

DELTA
UPSILON

Invites all University Men
to

OPEN RUSH

Tuesday the 13th—9:00 p.m.
• Thursday the 15th—4:30 p.m.

ir BARBEQUE •

ir Monday the 19th 8:00 p.m.
ir Monday Night Football on the Big Screen TV

Vie Offer:
• 24 Hour Open Kitchen
• Great Social Life MAP
• Above Average Scholatlcs
• Strong Intramurals
• Life Long Friendships HbM

ALSO SEPT. 14th & 20th
9:00 p.m.

RESTAURANT I r

Pout« 9 and Untversltv Drive. Amh«r»l (^^\

2539757 ^^^

Lunch Tues^^Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"Ail-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tues.-Fri. ^^ Q5
11:30-3p.m. ^"W"^^^

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

250/0 DISCOUNT *

(Dtocount •ppHa* lo food Horn, purchuad for

dlnnor In th« dintng room. Cwwiol b* utod In

conjunction wHIi othar diKount..)

with your

valid Student ID

^ Oldies Dance Club

Route 9* University Dftve. Amherst 253 - 9750

Downstairs at ttie GuN Stream

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
i, DJ plays strictly Contemporary Tunes •

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

75$ Drafts • No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (i^o"n.''sc?len)
Pitchers of Beer $5.25

• Free Popcorn • 75e Drafts •

Free "Pink Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Glass

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the

competative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office In the

Campus Center (RM 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and

pick up a job apolication and descriotion and submit

It no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30.

M/F—EOE

ROLLING
ROCK
$i.oo
TONIGHT

Raffles • T-Shirts • Give Aways

The Spoke
35 East Pleasant St, Amherst

Proper ID Required
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Syrians reportedly rescue American
DAMASCUS, Syria (APi - Syrian troops today rescued

an American engineer who was abducted by gunmen in

Lebanon, and turned him over to the U.S. Embassy in

Damascus, a source close to the Foreign Ministry reported.

The source identified the man as an engineer working

in Saudi Arabia. His name was given by various sources

as Kenneth Paul Wells, Keith Weiss and Paul Weels.

The U.S. Embassy in Damascus refused comment.

The Syrian sources, who spoke on the condition of

anonymity, said the engineer went to Lebanon to marry
a woman whose family lives in Baalbek. He said the

American was kidnapped Sunday by unidentified gunman
before he reached his fiancee's home. He said the man was
found by Syria troops after an all night search.

The American was freed and taken to Damascus, where
Foreign Minister Farouk al-Sharaa turned him over to

U.S. Charge d'affairs Jon Craig, the source said.

CASINO NIGHT
TONIGHT AT

ZETA PS I

All University Men Welcome!

8- 10 p.m.

In Beirut, the Christian-run voice of Lebabnon radio sta-

tion gave a different account.

The radio said a man identified as Keith Paul Weiss,

25, married Nadia Sharafeddine, 22, in Baalbek and that

three gurunen intercepted the newlyweds a few hours after

the wedding.

The voice of Lebanon said the bridegroom, "who excels

in karate," overpowered the gunmen, who were armed

with automatice rifles, disarmed them and took refuge at

a nearby Syrian army post. The Syrians then drove him

to Damascus, the radio said.

The Sharafeddines are a well known Shiite Moslem

family in Baalbek, a stronghold of Iranian-backed

Hezbollah.

Hezbollah, or Party of God, is an extremist Shiite group

the is believed to be umbrella for various factions holing

18 foreign hostages in Lebanon. Nine of the hostages are

Americans. The longest held is Terry A. Anderson, 40.

chief Middle East correspondent for the Associated Press,

who was kidnapped March 16, 1985.

WIN PRIZES!

PREE POOD & DRINKS!

Also:

Wed. Sept. 14, 7-9

BAR-B-QUE

Thurs. Sept. 15, 8-10
RUSH PARTY

ZETA PSI, 23 Phillips St., 256-6854

BLUEWALL STUDIES!

Beans 101:

A Crash Course
in Coffee

Course Description:
Each day we will feature one of our fine

imported coffees To ensure ttie success

of this seminar in sampling, the regular

price of that coffee will be reduced

Dates and Times:
September l2September 16;

fvlon -Thurs 11 30 am- 12 mid
Friday 11 30 am-6 00 pm

September 19-September 26
Mon -Thurs 11 30 am- 12 mid
Friday 1 1 30 am-6 00 pm

Location:

Blue Wall Coffee House .^t
Concourse Level

Campus Center

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

SEPTEMBER 13,14,&2a21

9.-00PM TO 11:00PM
374NQ PLEASAm- ST 253-9032
ALLUMASS MEN INVITED

Hatians at Mass attacked,
radio stations report five killed

Dukakis

PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti (AP) - Police

and soldiers made no attempt to intercede

as thugs with guns and machetes attack-

ed parishioners at a Mass celebrated by an
opponent of Haiti's military rulers. Radio
stations yesterday reported at least five

people died.

The radio stations also said 60 men,
women and children were wounded in the

attack Sunday inside St. Jean Bosco

Church. Some witnesses said as many as

12 people were believed killed, and that ci-

ty hall workers were among the assailants.

Shielded by supporters, the Rev. Jean-

Bertrand Ariste escaped uninjured and
went into hiding.

Port-au-Prince Mayor Franck Romain, a

supporter of former President Jean-Claude

Duvalier, told Radio Metropole he believ-

ed Aristide had been "justly punished."

"Father Aristide has always preached

violence .. he who sows the wind, reaps the

tempest," said Romain, the former police

chief of Port-au-Prince.

"If (city hall) employees were involved ...

I don't see how I am concerned."

After the attack, gangs of armed men
roamed the capital's streets, stoning the

two radio stations and the headquarters of

two political psuties opposed to the govern-

ment of Lt. Gen. Henri Namphy.
Man fired shots outside one of the sta-

tions. Roman Catholic-run Radio Soleil,

which stopped broadcasting after being

pelted by rocks and remained off the air

today.

continued from page 2

"I want to beat our foreign competitors;

he's willing to settle for second best. I want

to crack down on terrorism; he knuckled

under to the Ayatoluh. I want a real war

on drugs; his answer to drug kings like

(Panama leader Manuel) Noriega is J. Dan-

forth Quayle." Dukakis said.

Bush, at a news conference in Washingto

and later at a rally before 1,(X)0 flag-

waving Cuban Americans in Union City,

N.J.; cudgeled Dukakis on defense and

foreign affairs as well as the economy.

"I will really admit that I am having

trouble pinning down the liberal governor

of Massachusetts on his defense," Bush
said in New Jersey.

Alpha

Chi

Rho
More Info:

_ ^ __ 253-9494 (Brian)

Events
Sept 13th Southwest (James Basement) 7-9pm
Sept 15th Campus Center Room 901 7-9pm

Sept 19th Central (Van Meter basement) 7-9pm
Sept 21st Northeast (Leach basement) 7-9pm

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

Steve & Mugsy Say:
What is happiness?
Happiness is relaxing and
drinking a beer after

eating a delicious hot
"^ JB's roast beef sandwich.

We're always happy after

JB's, so be happy and
head to JB's.

L

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM
(H this is you. t«k* thit ad to JB's for a trot largo Coka.)

COMING TO AMHERST
ITS THE GRAND OPENING OF

Albion will buy your
schoolbooks backany

dayofthe week.

ALBlOri
ruLn

>iifrt< iiB«Mnoi ratlin

ALOIOn IK)OKSIIOP AMMF.RSI (PirW ftOOKS): 256 1221

ALBIOn USED b00^5. AMHERST: 253 5813

TYEDYNAMICS<

OPENS TUESDAY
BEAUTIFULLY

DIFFERENT

DYED CLOTHING

ir Skirts! Shorts! •
if Tank Tops! Long & Short

Sleeved Cotton T-Shirts ^
Come by & Add Some color to Yo«r

wardrobe

96 N. Pleasant St. (Next to CVS)
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For Your nformotion

Sorority Rush — University of Massachusftls women
interested in rushing a sorority this semester should at

tend Rush Orientation tonight in Memorial Hall at 8 p.m.

Any woman who is a second semester Freshman or older

and has a grade point average of 2.0 or higher is eligible.

Class Moved — Due to fallen ceiling and asbestos debris,

the Sunday West African drum class at 4 p.m. and dance

class at 6 p.m. have been moved from Cottage C UMass
to Amherst College's Gymnasium Dance Studio. Classes

are open to everyone for $8. For further information, call

367 9340 regarding location of Sept. 18 and 25 classes.

Tower Library Tour — The UMass Tower Library will

give tours of the facility leaving from the lobby at 10:30

a.m., 1:30, and 2:30 p.m. each weekday during the first

two weeks of the semester.

Pi^Out Festival — The Hampshire Mall will host its first

Back to-College Pig-Out Festival starting at 1 p.m. Satur-

day at the mall. The festival is sponsored by Alka Seltzer.

Figaro's Pizza. ROCK 102, and the Hampshire Mall.

Powwow — The 6th annual International Powwow will

be held Saturday at the Campus Pond Registration is

from 10 am. to 12 p.m.

National Student Exchange - Any new NSE students

interested in starting the NSE club and participating in

the Boston bus trip should attend the informational

meeting Friday, Sept. 16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Com-

monwealth Room of the Student Union.

Math Anxtet\ Workshop - A math reduction workshop

will be held September 19, 26 and October ') at^3()^.m^

^h Tr Sessions
in room 1^'" "C*^-- '^"..">r1i>i»" Rpeo-^rrr

conducted by Piofessor Doris Stockton and counseling

psychologist Donald Banks will focus on overcoming

negative feelings toward math and on developing positive

approaches to learning math.

The Central America Solidarity Association — The Cen-

tral America Solidarity Association will have an organiza-

tional meeting today at 7 p.m. in room 802 of the Cam-
pus Center.

Radical Student Union - All students interested in

working on progressive issues of critical concern in the

world today are invited to attend the RSU introductory

meeting on tomorrow 7 p.m. in room 805 of the Campus

Center. Call 545-0677 for information.

Easter Seal Drive — The University of Massachusetts

Army ROTC will sponsor an Easter Seal Fundraising

Drive tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. A rope bridge will

be strung across the Campus Pond to challenge all who

dare to attempt crossing it. Donations of $1 will go to the

Massachusetts Easter Seal Society. Gift certificates

donated by the Amherst Drop Zone will be awarded as

prizes.

Meeting — The University Players, a registered student

organization, will be holding their first meeting of the

semester at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Campus Center (Check

schedule at information desk for room number). After last

semester's great success, the fall semester looks promis-

ing as the group has new projects and plays on the agen-

da. All interested students from the Five-College Area aie

welcome.

Information Services

Management TrainingProgram
at

MORGAN STANLEY

(>nt i,f Wall Streets trading intrmatinnal securitiesfimut inivtes RfuheUtrsand Masttrscnndiilntes ofall mnj»m

irilh Ktiperior academic rearrdi< to apply to our Injnrmatian Scr^-ices Management Training Pntgrnm.

WE SEEK
• FALL C.RAIH'ATES and RECENTALVMM for Winter and Spring start daUs.

WE DEFER
• .4 font-paced leading-edge encimnment with high intellectual ntandard*.

• A structured training program teaching the uae of Information Syttems technology to solve hutincM-

related problems.

• A ttriet of challenging asaignments with signiTwant responsibility leading to rapid career progreasion.

• An outstanding compensation program.

U MASS A mherst Recruiting Date: Thursday, October hi

Resume Deadline: Tuesday, September hi

Fw more informatian and to submit your resume for cornsideration, visit the

University Placement Sennce Office.

MORGAN STANLEY& CO.
Incorporated

IS College Recruiting

1633 Broadway, New York, NY 1(H)19

Morgan SinnUy w in Kiptal <>f>pirr1us\iit Kmii^nter

Springfield man
saves boy's life

after train accident
SPRINGFIELD (AP)^ Robert Bellefeuille said he knew

nothing about first aid as he stood over the 16-year-old

boy whose leg had just been severed by a freight train.

"My thoughts were on a stopping the bleeding." said

the 40-year-old employee of Milton Bradley.

Drawing only on his common sense, Bellefeuille said

he quickly pulled a strap from a canteen he had with

him and tied it tightly around the boy's injured leg, as

close to the wound as possible.

Bellefeuille had been at the pond, fishing 100 yards

away, when he heard the screams of another boy who

had witnessed the accident, and the shouts of another

fishermen telling Bellefeuille to call the police.

"You might've thought they were fooling around." he

said of the screaming. " But you can tell the difference.

This kid was .screaming hysterical.
"

Bellefeuille, unsure what the commotion was about,

started toward the tracks while instructing his .son David

to run out to the road and flag down a police cruiser.

When he reached the site of the commotion. Bellefeuile

found 16 year-old Brian Miller lying near the tracks, his

right leg severed below the knee. The train;s engineer

had not realized the accident occurred and continued on.

i just did what I had to do," Bellefeuille told the

Springfield Union-News in a report published Monday.

"Then I just kept the leg elevated and talked to the kid

a little bit."

Bellefeuille said he managed to calm down Miller's

14-year old friend and told the boy to take off his jacket

to cover the injured youth.

The other fisherman. William Busiere. had gone to

notify a neighbtir to call ptilice

Paramedics recovered the severed leg. but surgeons at

Baystate Medical ("enter were unable to reattach it.

hospital officials said.

Medical personnel said BelUfeuillo did the right thing

in applying a tourniquet, although paramedics now u.se

pressure bandages instead.

"He very likely could have saved the child's life." said

Craig Vermes, a paramedic at Holyoke Hospital.

But Vermes cautioned that only with amputations

should a tourniquet be applied. "Anything other than

that, and it can do more harm than good. " he said

WANTED!
VIDEO PRODUCTION INTERNS

For Spring & Fall Semesters

by Award Winning Production House

(^A " Broadcast Format)

Contact Donna at

TELE-COMMERCIAL PRODUCTIONS INC.
674 Springfield St feeamg Hills MA 01030 (413)786 8888

^^^/^. /^
^^/^Q -<r

DIVISION
K

MUSIC • THEATER • DANCE
INSTRUCTION

All ages and levels

Private lessons

Group Study
Ensembles

Group study classes are 1/2 price

for UMass students.

For a brochure, call PAD at 545-0519

or stop by the office in Old Chapel.

F«R*E«E***M«A*S«S«A*G*E
WITH 10 SESSIONS AT THE

Dr. Vlrxlnla D. Harper DC.
Doiicaied lo irraiinR ihc caui»< not ih« ^vnipiom"

6 Univcniiy Drive ai Ncwmaikci < «nicr

('AI.I.(4i:i).'>1»-0.Ur)

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed
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legendary Ugliest Place on Earth."
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin
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"School is back in session"

-Public Safety Director, Arthur Hilton, on graffiti near

the Student Union and Fine Arts Center

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trtidc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Consent
6 Hold ligm

10 Auditor,

tof short

1

3

Roam about
14 Absolutely lirst

rate

15 Amtrak at al

16 lbs«o play

18 Squeal*

19 Sandpipers

20 Quality of

naturalness

22 Squid s squirt

23 Cancel
24nnohes
25 Times gone by
27 I Married

Adventure'

author

Johnson
30 Savage island s

other name
32 Takes back

35 Uarry Shur

comedy with

The
36 Quito s location

39 Habilitates

41 Diva Jenny

42 Place not to be
caught

44 Action suttix

45 Compass pi

46 Org ol creative

people

SO Essayist s

pseudonym
S2 Mimic

55 The Greatest

56 Carrisd Out

59 Faucet fault

60 Possesses
61 O Ne>n p*ay

63 Diamond
arbiter lor

snort

64 Aube'|Or>ois

ol TV
65 Scares beetle

66 NnOr
67 Hebre* dry

messu'

»

68 Modified

DOWN
1 Goddess ot

wisdom

2 Plato and
Hippocrates,

eg
3 To.do»

4 Whitney

5 Actresa Terry

6 Elaborate

carving on
molding

7 vanquiati

8 Small measure
9 Large white

duck

10 Spookwr
11 Heat

12 Imptoras

13 Runway
17 Parent

21 Lightwaights

23 Employed
26 Seco<HJ-hand

car eg
28 Make a — (try)

29 Dog star

31 Book p>«opla

AtJbr

33 Soft sounds
34 Canine

commanis

36 High note

37 3D dim

38 Lets go
40 Ruler, circa

1917

43 Boxing weight

47 This holds

water
48 Having wir>glike

toes, as a bat

49 Tom s tattter

51 Houston pro
53 Legume
54 O' jer of a son
56 Mobster
57 Attention

getter

58 Recent Come,
form

59 Cannon of

pictures

62 Greek letter

ANSWER TO PWEVIOUS PUZZli:
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Menu

Lunch Basics Laacb

dutchcss meat pic

chicken cutlet sandwich

Dinner

veal cutlet cordon bleu

sausage pocket sandwich

boursin, sprout sandwich

chicken cutlet sandwich

Basics Dinner

vegetable shephard s pie

Greek style skillet

Weather

TodaY: Chance of showers Temperatures in the 70s

Tonl^t: Clearing Temperatures in the 50 s

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny Highs in the 70s

TODAY'S STAFF
Hlght Editor Nancy Klingener

CopY Editor George Francy

LaYoat Tcdmiclaiu Marc Infield

Photo Tcdmlclan Dondi Ahearn

Prodactloa S«p«rvUor Terry Starmcr

Prodtictloii:FIorencio, Celia, Kristen. Wendy Rae, Erin,

Jenny. Joyce and Joe the driver

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
Editor ia Cliicr

Rick Saston

Masaliag Etftler

David R. Mark
EdHorial Editor

Robert CiappcnncIIi
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Marc Infield

Prodactloa Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob CiappencIII

Business Manager

Barbra Hlndln
Advertlsiag Maaager

Daniel Munrot
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertisiag Manager

Todd Fnihbeis

Clrcalalion Manager

Mary Haygcns
la»airt»Hsa8 Manager
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REGION

Testing reveals radon gas in many Mass. homes
BOSTON (AP) - Radon gas was found in one of every

four Massachusetts homes tested recently, state and en

vironmental ofTicials said yesterday.

Radon concentrations were considered dangerous in one

ol every 100 tested homes, which translates into an

estimated 22,000 dwellings with unsafe radon levels

statewide, the ofTicials said.

in radon, the next generation of pollution problems is

upon us," Michael Deland, regional administrator for the

Environmental Protection Acency, said in releasing the

latest testing data from seven states including

Massachusetts. Radon is an "insidious colorless ,

odorless gas naturally occcuring from the decaying of

uranium deposits,;; said Deland, who termed the poten

tially cancer-causing gas "one of the biggest killers that

"i

fall '88

Mental Health Groups

Building Relotionship Skills

\\Dndov 5 50-5 00

Increosing Self-esteem

r;c.x!ov 5 50-5 00

we have measured nationwide in EPA."

The EPA estimates the gas, which seeps into homes
through the foundation, contributes to as manyu as 20,000

lung cancer deaths per year — second only to cigarette

smoke in causing lung cancer. In Massachusetts, the

estimate is 150 to 600 lung cancer deaths annually.

Although tests of 1.659 randomly selected homes across

Massachusetts m February and March found levels

substantially below several of the 16 other states wher

EPA has conducted surveys, state and federal en-

vironmental officials urged Massachusetts residents to get

their homes inspected.

Every single-family home townhous, rowhouse, mobile

trailer should be tested, said Deputy Health Commis-

sioner Van Dunn. In addition, base floors of apartment

buildings should be tested.

Deland noted that testing kits are inexpensive - general-

ly $10 to $25 — and the cost of reducing radon contamina

tion through improved venting or sealing of basements

averages $500 to $1,000.

The state Department of Public Health will send a radon

information kit, including a list of testing companies to

anyone requesting it by calling the agency's Radiation

Control Program in Boston at 727 6214 or contacting one

of the DPH's regional offices.

Of the 1,659 homes tested, 24 percent had radon levels

high enough "to warrant follow-up testing," Health Com-

missioner Deborah Prothrow-Stith said. These were homes

that registered at least 4 piconuries per liter.

A piconcurie is a common unit of radioactivity measur-

ment, corresponding to the disintergration of slightly more

than two atoms per minute. EPA estimates that a con-

centratoin of 4 piconruries per liter in the home increases

the chance of lung cancer for a lifetime resident by about

1 percent.

North Dacotat, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Minnesota,

Wisconsin, Wyoming and Colorado all had a higher

percentage of homes tested at the 4 picocurie level accor-

ding to the EPA survey of the 17 states. Massachusetts

translating into 22,000 of the 2.2 million homes in the

commonwealth had radon levels abouve 20 piconcuries

per liter, which Prothrow-Stith said deserved immediat

attention by owners.

The highest radon level found in Massachusetts was 61

picocuries in North Readn in Middlesex County. By con-

trast, a reading of 184 picocuries was found in North

Dakota - the highest found in the country.

Middlesex County had the highest percentage of homes

above the 4 piconcurie level at 38 percent. Suffolk Coun-

ty had the lowest at 5 percent.

Environmental officials said the reason they were urg-

ing widespread testing is because one home can be found

to be within safe radon levels while a house next door

could have much higher levels.

Middle Ages lives on in the Valley
Mentol Health/

Heolth €clucadon Groups

Rdult Children of Alcoholics

GfOupl:Tuescbv5:5a5:00

Group II: ULtednesdov 5:5a5:00

I

• ^ -.^ s 'xqir'. .n eav Octooc arc 'equine urt 'zq<vnor
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By the Associated Press

For some people, the greater good was long ago, in

another time when there was little dependable history but

much fable. For them the Middle Ages and Renaissance

never died, but flourish even today.

For such as these, the Society for Creative Anachronism

was born 22 years ago.

There are 11 kingdoms and principalities in the scxrie-

ty. each compri.sed of provinces, baronies, cantons and

shires. The only shire in Mas.sachusetts is Bergental,

loosely centered on Amherst and the Berkshire foothills.

"This is a healthy outlet for people who are tired of the

high tech world." Heather Abbott of Northampton told

the Sunday Republican of Springfield.

"The romantic element represented by those times ap-

peals to a lot of people."

The shire has up to 40 citizens and each must develop

his own identity around their favorite time period and

place. The person may or may not have exi.sted, but can-

not be prominent, like King Richard the Lionhearted.

"I think it is more fun to create a character who never

existed." said Abbott, whose alter ego is Lady Elwynne
Rowenna of Westworth.

The time on which these citizens focus is generally the

years from 395 to 1530. Members take their cues chiefly

from Europe because little is known of the Middle and

Far East at those times

The society holds monthly meetings. Bergental sc-hdules

four events each year: the Crestfallen Tournament in

November, a Yule Feast in December, the Bishop Geof-

frev Three-Man Melee in June and another feast.
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Youth and experience
key for men's tennis
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Youth and experience. Think Crash and

Nuke in "Bull Durham." Think Newman
and Cruise table-hopping their way across

the country. Think the 1988 Boston Red

Sox.

Add the University of Massachusetts

men's tennis squad to the list. The names

of the top four slots from last spring's

squad, Joe Desormiers, Brian Gable, Rich

Stone and Humberto Soto, all have return

ed for this fall's action. None are

guaranteed to step back into their familiar

seeds, however, thanks to to presence of a

bumper crop of fearless freshmen.

Glen Peck, Paul Audet and Kevin

Nueman are the fresh faces with the best

chance of cracking the top six - all three

rank in the Top 40 New England 18 and

under standings. Local recruits Matt Mur-

phy of Amherst and Matt Stein of Nor-

thampton have also impressed coach Man-

ny Roberts during this week's tryouts.

It's up to Roberts to mix and match the

veterans and the rookies, filling the top six

spots with the best talent available. It's a

potentially sticky situation that Roberts is

lucky to be in.

"We're going to be holding a few more on
the squad," Roberts said. "There are
possibilities of freshmen breaking heavy
into the lineup."

Last spring's squad capped its season

with a fifth-place finish (from a 38-team
field) at the New England Championships,
a performance that featured Gable's second

place overall showing in the singles'

bracket. Steady seniors An Dang and Rob
Perlman have since graduated, leaving

Desormiers, Gable and Soto in the senior

leadership roles.

"We'll miss them," Roberts said of Dang
and Perlman, "but this is the strongest

team in the last four years as far as incom-

ing freshmen and depth. We should do very

well."

The season's first serve is scheduled for

this afternoon at 3 p.m. when the
Minutemen will host Skidmore. Other
dates to circle include Sept. 23-24, when
UMass will travel to the ECAC Tourna-

ment, and the University of Hartford's

much-anticipated annual visit, scheduled

for Oct. 6.

Today's match is the first of four con-

secutive home meets for the Minutemen.

Women's cross country
looks ahead to first meet
By MEG QUINN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's cross country team may be feel-

ing nervous anticipating its first meet

Thursday against Yale and Boston College

(at Yale, 3:30 p.m.), but coach Julie

LaFreniere is excited and ready to go.

Her enthusiasm is focused more on see-

ing how strong her nely improved team
will perform, than on actually winning the

meet. She says there is a big difference in

the team this year even though most of last

year's top runners have returned.

Dana Goldfarb, who previously held the

No. 2 position, has a leg injury and won't

be competing early in the sea.son. But

Shana Smith, the team's No. 1 runner last

year, along with Christine Hopkins,

Kristen Peers, and Kathy Holt are all in

good shape, according to LaFreniere.

"Watching the workouts (last weekl I've

had some nice surprises. Lynn Kirchoffand

Cathy Crocker look great. I'm impressed."

She added that she's never seen the

women run this well so early in the sea.son,

adding "I can tell they worked hard over

the summer."
LaFreniere said freshman Precious Hill

looks very promising and sophomore Laura

LaVallee, who played field hockey for

UMass the UMass team that reached the

NCAA Final Four, is also doing very well.

Rounding out the top 15 are sophomore

Cate Dean and newcomers Amy St. Pierre,

Wendy Lofgren, Anna Montouri, Grace

Shen, Janin Venezia and Michelle St.
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Elise McDevitt (with ball) and Kathy DeAngelis (background) are

back to lead the UMass field hockey team this season.

Laurent.

Although the team has worked hard in

preparing for Thursday's meet, the com-

petition they face are two of the best teams

in New England.

"Yale is the favorite, hands down,"

LaFreniere said. "They are the strongest

in New England and placed third in last

year's NCAA meet. They've only lost one

person from their top seven. They're

phenomenal."
Boston College is also a tough team to

face in the first meet of the season, accor-

ding to LaFreniere.

"(Ex UMa.ss coach] Randy Thomas did a

great job recruiting for B.C. He's probably

got seven or eight decent freshmen coming

in, five ofwhom could be in the top 25 run-

ners in New England," she said."

The Minutewomen are obviously the

underdog in Thursday's meet but

LaFreniere is still enthusiastic.

"We're at a higher level than we were

last year. The freshmen have to get their

feet wet, but we look good, e might have

a shot at B.C. We're going to be aggressive

and pick off as many individual places as

we can."

Winning the meet would be nice, but it's

not LaFreniere's main concern. "We'll im-

prove by going up against people who are

better than us. These women are not afraid

to run. They want to be good."
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ACTIVITIES

MEDITATION CLASS FREE «-•

Wednesdays Campus Cenler Rm No 1

listed by elevators Sponsored by Student

Organization Ananua Marga

SOUTHWEST AREA RESIDENTS gel in-

volved with Southwest Area Govennf>ent'

Pick up nomination papers tor Southwest

Assembly now m Hampden Commons

THE UMASS MENS AND WOMEN S crew

teams are looking lor new members II

you've ever wanted to row or to co«. come
to an inlormalional rrwseting on TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 13. at 7 00pm, in rom

lOITolmanGym Join a winning tradition

CHESS CLUB MEETING all levels ol play

tree instruction tree memtiership we meet

Tuesday nights starling 19th Room posted

CO inio desk

WORK CONCEHTSI Join UPCi Isl general

committee meeting tonighl 9/13 6 30pm
Earthloods- BE THERE'

WELCOME BACK! COME TO SORO«TtY
RUSH orientation Tuesday September 13

at 8pm Memorial Hall GREEKS. THE
CHOICE OF A NEW GENERATION

"

ATTENTION UNIVERSITY WOMEN

FOR RENT

BEATIFUl one BEDROOM condo in Nor

Ihampton Nee community, spacious, great

lor couple River Run condos. $510 a

month Call Rick at 253-2124 leave

OeSPERATELV SEEKING CLEANING
WOMAN lor small |Obs a-ound the house
Great poket money lor students' Call

545 0527 ask lor Stephanie or Tracey

FOR SALE

HEYI WANT TO make S2S a week? We
nned a handyman lo mow our lawn and lo

tltovel our walkway in the winter In

tefested'' Call 545-0527 ask lor Stephanie

or Tracey

VIDEO PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS.
Ireelance. pen time. exp. w/EFP. BVULLO
recorder, or Vd" video format a plus Con.

lad Oortna at Tete-Commercial Produc-

twit, 674 Spnngfiek) Si .Agawam, MA
01030 (413) 7I»«888

HOUSECLEANER. non-smoker. 3<>^hrs

$25/wk Central location Experience,

relerences 253-7840

CONGRATULATIONS HEATHERI To one

ol the newest AX sisters Luv your big sis.

LiM

TO MY VERY SPECIAL LITTLE SISTER
LARA OMVTRVSHYN AND MY DEVIL
MELISSA TRABER and all me new AX
sisters coogralulatkx«' You guys are great'

All my love. Chrysi

GOOD COUCH AND a cool Chair plus

dishes and glasses lor eight C«ll54fr«3e8

COMPUTER AND PRINTER ^ KayPro II

w/Letter Quality Printer and sotware Great

lor papers S40aeach or $775/pr Barb al

584-7605

ELEC. TYPEWRITER »60. tape deckSSO.

lurnlable $50, ans machine $15 Make oi-

ler' 549-0630

YAMAHA CLASSICAL GUITAR. Beautiful

tone mint condition Perlect for students/in

lermediale players $125 Call Bill 256- 1803

evenings or leave message

LOT SO STK:KERI call 2S»40M.

WELCOME BACK! WeN rush is here agam
Come lo sorority rush orientation Tuesday
September 13Thals lomghl' 8PM
Memorial Hall Greeks the choice ol a new

generation
"

AUDIO
YAMAHA TURNTABLE ASKING $1 50 00

e«c cond Call Neil 546 5625

AUTO POR SALE

USED 18" QASAR COLOR TV Excellent

condition $50 549-0497

TYPEWRITER LIKE NEW. Does graphs,

colors, big. small type, etc $120 Tracy

65948

MEN AND WOMEN needed for doming
store Will fit schedule around class Apply

at Anderson Little store at Hampshire Mall

FOOD PREP/DISHWASHERS parltmie
flexible hours, some days and early even-

ing shifts starting pay up lo $6 00 per hour

Apply m person. Season s Restaurant.

Route 9 Belchenown Road Amherst

ELOERLV CARE. We wiiTtrain" FuHtime.

pan-time. I1pm-7am, 7am-3pm.3pm-11pm,
weekends. ItexiMe hours Car required CaM
253-9726 AA/EOE

SELL JEWELRY ON CC CONCOURSE.
Semiprecious stone and other crafted ear.

ings Earn percentage of sales Flexible

hours Call Dee 549-6550 or Barbara

548-9212 before 9pm

WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT Be one
ol Ifie highest paid political activists m the

country Clean Water Action is paying wfwl

your dedication is wonh Earn $7-$12/hr

PT a FT evening hours available call Susan
• 549-7450

TYPIST WANTED for MAC Accuracy im-

ponanl CopyCat Pnnt Shop 228 Triangle

Street 549-3640

DONNA FURHMAN! Well, what do ya
know' Congratulations, sister' Hope it

wasn't loo bad' Love, Michal

AX NEW SISTERS! CongratulatKms! I love

you, Josephine

TO MY SWEETHEART W/ THE SPIKED
HAIR- Pizza Hut this week' Missing you.

•T"

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665 4550

ROOMMATE-Grad student, to share new
condo-on busroule. $325». call 253^7508

2 LARGE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in

beautiful leveret cotonial 7 minutes from

UMass $200/month • ult Must see.

548 9906

FEMALE WAN'TEO to share bedroom in

townehouse Fully lurmshed pelase call

Julie or Ann 549-4*17

2 ROOMATEt NEEDED to share
southwood townbouse apt Female
nonsmoking cal 2560264

PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME help wanted
CopyCat Prinl Shop 228 Tnangle Street

Amherst 549-3840

SELL JEWELRY AT Jackson Flea Market

(Mtn Farms Mall) semiprecious stone and
other crafted earrings Earn percentage ol

sales Caiss Dee 549-6550 or Barbara
548-9212 before 9pm

OU LrfTLE SISTERS- Please come to the

house Monday at 7 00pm or call Bob
5493831

HELP SAVE THE PREVAUNCTWAOJE caH

Kevin 546-6005

scnvicES

TYPING.
accurate

TAPE TMANSCRIPTKNI.
253-WORO

last.

ACCURATE PROPESSICNAL TYPING
w/spellcheck Carolyn 253-5667

QUEEN SOFA«LEEPER and matching

loveseat Eicellenl quality' Will deliver $650

ph no 665 B?ri4

FOUND

MINOLTA CALir25i7732 evenings

1977 NOVA. EXCELLENT condition

$1000BO 584 1798

SUBARU 4WD WAGON B/0545^3627

1981 FORD ESCORT WAGON 4 speed

good body runs well $950 Call 549-4045

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SEHVICE-650* compact
discs awesome sound' Resprve your event

dates now' 549 1421 or 253 7655

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

jockeys and large screen video dances

Oorms'orgamzalions 256-8526

FURNITURE

bOALirTNEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futo_ns,

bookcases tables and more Hame'in -ur^

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586 "J
Bill or Damn We deliver

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug

Hewitt Rock Blues Folk All levels

Songwriling Theory Improvisation^

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

HELP WANTED

COOK FOR FRATERNITY a! Umass lO

meals per week Mon Fir Salary negotiable

Call JC 253-9923

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: INTERNSHIP
FOR CREDIT. WORK-STUDY AND PART-
TIME PLACEMENTS IN AMHERST
TEACHING IN AN ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOL FOR EMOTIONALLY TROUBL-
ED ADOLESCENTS IF INTERESTED.
CONTACT DEBBIE AT 253-9270 or

665-8842 KEEP TRYING

DOMINO'S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays
$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256-891

1

UNDERGROUND EXPRESS Nm hiring

Drivers $3 65/hr • 6 percent commision •

lips Flexible hours, great pay Perfect lor

college students ALSO-kitchen help

Salary Negotiable CaU Murph or Dan at

549 7771 or 549-1644

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEDED for

Newspaper delivery m dorms No car need

ed 7 00-8 00 only 7days/week Very good
weekly pay Call 253-7009

PERSONALS

SioTiOFDC FOOD? Do you like lobster

shrimp, or steak' FREE MEALS m ex

change for light kitchen help Contact Scon

or Greg at 545 2150

DEAR PATTl ANNE. ! k>ve you' Please

give me anottier chance Love always.

John

WELCOME TO UMASS! Interested in

Christian Fellowship'' The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More info

Rick or Jennifer 253-7206

UMASS RUGBY

UMASS RUGBY London s caNmg and I am
gone - but the memory of Mick remains
-KEN'!'

HEY ALPHA CWS. gel psyched for one
amazing semester-Oon't worry, be happy' WANTED

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE person lo

do child care one evening a week and 1-2

overnights a month Need own transporta-

tion and flexible schedule 584-9057

ENERGETIC PERSON TO BE A REP lor

Sunkisl Spnngbreak trips lo Can-
cun.Daytona Nassau and Bermuda Best
programs available anywhere Great incen-

tives and tree Inps possible Call lor more
inio t 800-523-9624 and ask lor Bruce

ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT, Work study
& nonwork study )Obs Over 25 employers
Job lai' Sept 8 & 9 10am-4pm Student
Union Ballroom

CONGRATULATIONS It s your birth

day' Ha ha' Have a good one' Only one

more year' Love Moe

THEY'RE BACK! They re so obnoxious, in

my opinion The belong in a stale inslilu-

tionl Prof Art Conny/6th floor

PLEDGE CLASS OF Spnng 87 of Chi

Omega We ve been sisters for a year all

ready' Here s lo many more Maria

KAREN O.- You've been the besf'Thanks
;or helping me through pledging Your AXO
III SIS, Felice

FELK:E- a SISTER AT LAST!! I luv ya'

Karen

CONGRATULATIONS BETH MELIKAN-
the best little sis m the world II s linally over

and you did 11 I tove you' Here s to great

times to come Joanna

CONGRATULATIONS TO MY DEVIL
STACI. I tove you and all a» the new sisters

you did It Joanna

ALYSSA

I STILL LOVE YOU

GIVE OUR RELATIONSHIP
ANOTHER CHANCE

RESUMES

WORD WIZARD, $10 lor one page Laser
printing 8am-6pm 549-3752

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE WANTED TO share bedroom in

Northwood atp Nonsmoking Leave
message 549 6112

TO SHARE APARTMENT in Squire Village

$230 plus electric Musi be lemale Call the

office 665 2203 Ask about 23 H

EXPERIENCED AND TALENTED drum-

mer seeks established band lor rehearsal

and gigs Call Matt 546-6633 (keep trying
)

SINGER FOR rock and7oirband~Ca¥steve
6 3255 or Tom 6-5107

STUDENTS ANO CLUBS TO JOIN the

88 89 Student Travel Services Sales

Team Earn casb and/or free winter and
spring break vacations Travel with the best

to Our exciting ski and sun destinations For

more information call 1-800-648-4849

WANTED TO RENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS liE«
REHERSAL SPACE to rent Willing to

siiare wiin other band Contact Brian
545-3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anytime
Will pay top $$$ for a good place We are
not loud
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SPORTS

Women's tennis falls to Friars

CollefiBn photo by Dondi Ahcarn

The women's tennis team was beaten by Providence Col-

lege, 9-0, yesterday at the Boyden Courts.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Ten days is not an awful long time to get ready for a

season. A team needs a fair amount of time to sort

everything out and work out the kinks before getting in-

to game competition.

But the University of Massachusetts women's tennis

team, with less than two weeks of work so far this year,

had to rush right into the season yesterday, facing a

powerful squad from Providence College. The inexperience

showed as the Minutewomen were swept by the visitors,

9-0 on the Upper Boyden Courts.

Not only was Providence a veteran team hell-bent on

winning (the Friars brought just their top six players), but

it had already played three matches.

"This is a very tough team to play in the beginning of

the season." UMass coach Edwin Gentzler said. "They had

beaten Rutgers, Seton Hall and Fordham, who are all

tough. They match tough. They're just that far ahead of

us."

Gentzler was more concerned with testing the waters,

as he used six freshmen in the match.

"Using six freshmen, our inexperience showed, " Gent-

zler said.

Providence went through the match without allowing

the Minutewomen to win a single set. UMass came close

a couple of times, but wasn't able to get over the hump.

Maura Foley was beaten at No. 1 singles by Dana

Downey, 6-1, 6-2. Michelle Brater and Karen McShane

each fell at second and third seed by similar 6-1, 6-1 scores.

Shizuko Yamasaki lost her first set 6-0, but could have

won the second, according to Gentzler, were it not for a

couple of double faults. She fell in the second set. 6-4.

Tonya Sides and Tina Calhoun each dropped in the fifth

and sixth positions by 6-4, 6-2 scores.

With the match already won. Providence proceeded to

sweep through the doubles play to finish the match.

"Our big problem today was our timing," Gentzler said.

"They (Providence) are not that good, but we just had trou

ble keeping up."

Football notebook

Minutemen grab share of first place
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Before the 1988 football season began,

University of Massachusetts head football

coach Jim Reid predicted there would be

parity in the Yankee Conference.

Seems he knew what he was talking

about.

The defending conference co-champions,

the University of Maine and the Universi-

ty of Richmond were both knocked off this

weekend in their conference openers, as an

interesting set of standings appeared in the

Yankee Conference.

Yes, its only the first week of the season.

And yes. only six of the nine teams played

conference games.

But it still helps prove what everyone

seems to be saying these days, that any

team can beat any other team on any given

day.

The Minutemen Came from behind to

beat Maine, and grabbed a share of first

place in the process. The University ofCon-

necticut upset Richmond, 35-12.

The other team in first place is Boston

University, which is no surprise consider-

YanCon Standings

UMass 1-0

UConn 1-0

Boston U. 1-0

New Hampshire 0-0

Villanova 0-0

Delaware 0-0

Maine 0-1

Richmond 0-1

Rhode Island 0-1

1

ing it opened against the University of

Rhode Island, which was 1-6 in the con-

ference last season. The Terriers beat the

Rams 41-16.

The only other conference team to lose

was the University of Delaware, which fell

to Navy, 30-3.

Both sets of Wildcats both posted non-

conference wins, as Villanova beat

Bucknell 30-17 and the University of New.
Hampshire dumped Colgate 21-7.

These six games show that parity really

is alive in the Yankee Conference.

At least for a week.

Extra points: Since the YanCon was
established in 1947, UMass has the best

record in conference games at 122-65-4

(.647) and the most conference titles (14).

Richmond, which has been in the con-

ference for only two seasons, is second 9-6

(.600) in winning percentage and UConn is

second in conference titles (13).

Field hockey notebook

Two tranfers show appeal of program
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian SUff

On the second floor of Boyden Building

there is a trophy case. And inside that glass

case there stands a trophy commemorating
last year's third place finish in the NCAA
tourney by the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team.

AL East Race

W L GB
Boston 80 63 -
Detroit 77 67 3.5

New York 75 67 4.5

Milwaukee 76 70 5.5

Boston 6, Baltimore 1

Cleveland 8, New York 6

Detroit 6, Toronto 5

Chicago 2, Milwaukee 1

But that trophy is just one of the rewards

that last year's season has yielded.

When a team is as rich in the winning

tradition as the Minutewomen have been

(UMass has reached the NCAA tourney in

each of the last seven years), it will attract

attention and, very possibly, entice players

from other schools to transfer.

Undoubtably that is one of the big

reasons why Cindy Cox and Kerri Pagan
decided to transfer to UMass.

Fagan is a sophomore who transferred

from Division III Southeastern
Massachusetts University. But Fagan's

play has reached the Division I plateau,

and then some. She started on defense

Saturday against Springfield College.

Cox's decision to transfer to UMass is

even more proof of the strength of the pro-

gram. Cox is a senior transfer from Purdue.

She is battling senior Sue Desmond for

the No. 1 goalie slot and right now appears

to have a slight edge. Cox started in goal

Saturday and registered seven saves

a)?ainst Springfield.

The Minutewomen also have recruited an

excellent prospect in Dawn Trumbauer,
who started at forward and scored a goal

for the Minutewomen Saturday.

The Minutewomen will have a more ex-

plosive offense this year, sis every offensive

player from 1987 is back.

Last year's top three scorers, junior

Kathy DeAngelis (19 goals last year),

senior co-captain Ruth Vasapolli (4 goals,

five assists), and sophomore Elise McDevitt

(6, 1) are all back

Trumbauer and senior Tonia Kennedy
are two players that did not play one

minute for the Minutewomen last year in

their Final Four season but who are

starters this season.

Kennedy's game-winning goal on Satur-

day must have been particularly pleasing

to Hixon considering that Kennedy sat out

the entire 1987 season with an injury.

Once a Sox
fan, always
a Sox fan

In 1978, I was guilty of committing a

sports fans' greatest sin. I gave up on my
team. Yes, I can read your mind. I am the

scum of the earth. I'm a quitter. I don't

deserve to live. Shoot me and get it over

with.

I was a Red Sox fan until 1978. 1 guess

you could say it was in my blood. Or
maybe I was just a sucker for the home

Bob Bobala

team. At any rate, I was really into the

Red Sox. My grandfather used to take me
to Fenway Park and my grandmother and

I used to always complain about how
those no good Yankees cheated. Life was
good and being a Red Sox fan was fun.

unless you took it too seriously.

But then 1978 came. It was ten years

ago that all my dreams, hopes, and aspira-

tions for the Red Sox were crushed.

Oh, that 1978 season. The Sox were, I

believe, fourteen games up over the

Yankees in August. We were smoothly

sailing to the World Series. . . . And then

the choke. The choke. The choke. The
choke. The choke of 1978. There's nothing

less to call it. They blew a fourteen game
lead and the Yankees won the division.

Yeah, sure, at least they were tied for

first place at the end of the regular season.

I remember the tie breaking playoffgame
at Fenway (I pretended I was sick so I

could stay home from school to watch it).

And I remember Bucky Dent.

Devastating — at least for a 10-year-old

kid. I was depressed for weeks. And short-

ly after this crushing blow I called it quits

on the Red Sox. I couldn't take the heart-

break anymore. I couldn't stand the pain.

I switched from the Red Sox to my favorite

National League team and became a St.

Louis Cardinal fan.

Well, I've stuck with the Cardinals for

10 years now. I don't think I'll ever for

sake them. I've survived through all of

their chokes without being depressed for

more than a week. Maybe it's a little bit

easier to handle because St. Louis is so far

away.
But I must repent of all my sins against

the Red Sox. I confess that over the past

ten years, with sadistic pleasure I have

called them the Red 'Flops. "
I even found

happiness in the first few disappointing

seasons after '78. I actually took great

pleasure in seeing the pain and suffering

on the faces of Red Sox fans. It elated me
that I was no longer one of the suckers.

But eventually I just didn't pay attention

anymore.
I didn't start paying attention again un-

til Dave Henderson hit that home run in

the fifth game of the American League

Championship series in 1986. Something

changed in me at that very moment, and

I even rooted for them in the World Series.

After they got beat . . . No. Scratch that.

After they lost, I still had respect for them.

I even put a curse on the Mets and had

the Cardinals avenge the Sox' defeat by

kicking their behinds in 1987.

Well, now it's 1988 and I find that after

10 years I'm finally starting to bury the

hatchet once and for all. I've found myself

pulling for the Sox since April. All sum-

mer I watched them on T.V. and listened

to them on the radio. I've seen players like

Ellis Burks and Mike Greenwell play the

role that Fred Lynn and Jim Rice did in

'78. I've checked the standings every day

and I've never given up hope — even when
they were nine games out at the All-Star

break — that this would be the year that

they reverse what happened in 1978.

And over the next couple of weeks my
dream will now be fulfilled as the Sox

crush any pennant hopes that the

Yankees might have and then go on to

destroy the Mets in the World Series and

avenge their 1986 defeat.

Well, I'm either getting myself up for

the greatest exaltation of my life or the

greatest depression. But, having lived in

Ma.ssachusetts all of my life, I guess

there's one thing that's true: No matter

how much of a curse it may be, once you're

a Red Sox fan, you're always a Red Sox

fan.
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Farmers, animal rights activists

fight over state ballot initiative
By PETER M'CHT
Collegian Staff

Proponents of humane treatment Tor

farm animals have squared off against

Massachusetts farmers regarding an in-

itiative that will be placed on the

November 8 state ^.illot, according to

sources from both sides.

The Humane Farming Initiative, ques-

tion 3 on the November ballot is designed

to eliminate cruelty to animals in factory

or confinement-intensive farming opera-

tions in the state, said Evelyn Kimber,

representative of Citizens For Humane
Farming. The group is a coalition of

humane societies throughout the state that

has been the driving force behind getting

the question placed on the ballot.

"Most people, when they think of farms
think of an Old MacDonald kind of thing
with the animals walking around. What
they don't understand is that farming has
changed. Intensive confinement (where
animals spend their whole lives in crates

unable to move) has become much more
prevalent," Kimber said.

Opponents of the initiative claim it puts

another level of bureaucracy of people who
do not know about agriculture in place to

dictate to farmers how they should treat

their animals.

"The way the question is worded —'Do
you favor the humane treatment of

animals...,' gives everyone who reads it one
initial reaction. We do favor humane treat-

ment, everyone should," said Matt Parsons
of the Amherst Farm Bureau, which has
been actively opposing the initiative.

Parsons said the main thing the bureau

is trying to accomplish is inform people in

the area of the consequences of the pro-

posal. Parsons claims it calls for an ad-

visory board to be set up that could make
binding decisions regarding such things as

food, housing and care of farm animals.

Pau'sons said a possible outcome could be

dairy farmers in the area might have to

demolish and rebuild their barns if it was

decided the structures were unsuitable.

Parsons said the economic strain could

cause many farms in Massachusetts to

close, and that would result in developers

snapping up much of the open space in the

state.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1988

Code revisions
to be discussed
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The Committee on Academic and Student Affairs will

discuss today the proposed revisions of the University of

Massachusetts Code of Student Conduct, which has yet

to be approved by the Board of Trustees but is in the pro-

cess of being distributed throughout the Amherst campus.
Chancellor Joseph Duffey said it is not unusual to in-

stitute a University policy before having the approval of

the Board because the Board delegates some of its powers
to the chancellor.

An example of policy going into effect before gaining
approval is the alcohol ban of last semester, which was
not approved until this summer.
The ban initially prohibited alcohol consumption at all

University sponsored events, but was changed this sum-
mer to restricting alcohol consumption at all events held

on University property. The Board approved the revised

version.

"We needed the printed version with school getting

started," he said. "We didn't feel the changes were ma-
jor enough to justify in calling a special meeting of the

Board of Trustees."

The full Board of Trustees meets once every two months
and all of the revisions were not worked out the last time
the Board convened in August.

Duffey said the CSC was distributed because the

students should be aware of their responsibilities and
University rules and regulations when they arrive on cam-

continued on page I€

"Young people would sell and move to a
different state and old people would sell

and use the money to retire," said Parsons.

Jim Degnim, spokesman for the
Massachusetts Department of Food and
Agriculture, said that the initiative would
be disastrous for farms in Massachusetts.

Degnim said that dairy farmers cannot
take any more financial burdens, and said

that a new barn for 100 head of cattle costs

up to $250,000.

"With all the problems that dairymen
already have, this would be the straw that

broke the camel's back. The next thing

you'd see would be condos for cows," said

Degnim.
Kimber claimed that dairy farms are not

an issue and it is generally agreed that

dairy animals are treated humanely, but

cited the veal and egg industries as ex-

amples where animals are treated in-

humanelv.

Batterer interrupts vigil for murdered woman
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Outrage and controversy sparked a candlelight vigil

last night, marking the brutal slaying of Virginia Fer-

rer by her ex-boyfriend Alan Jose Reyes and calling for

justice for battered women everywhere.

Several hundred men and women gathered at Pulaski

Park in Northampton to speak and raise concern about

abused women like Ferrer and the "system that let her

down," according to Aline Flower, a coordinator at

Necessites/Necesidades, a Northampton agency for bat-

tered women.
But the crowd's cry for action was interrupted by the

arrival of one of Ferrer's former batterers, estranged hus-

band Juan Ferrer.

A verbal battle ensued when an unidentified man ap-

proached the microphone and challenged the crowd's in-

tent. Ferrer's niece departed from the vigil shouting, "He

beat my aunt and you're defending him," to another

unidentified man.
"We're saddened that her other batterer has shown up

and introduced himself. He's as dangerous as Alan ever

was. She's been away from him for years and had

restraining orders against him. He's a pig," Flower said.

"It's very hard to find batterer free space," she said.

Flower said the large turnout was a good sign of in-

creased community awareness. "I think this is only the

beginning. I'm sad it's happening, but I'm glad that APphou,

awareness may come out of this, " she said. DISRUPTS MURDER ARRAIGNMENT - Nine women dressed in black and wearing stock-

"I hope that people are outraged and angry. We have
j^^g^ ^^^^ ^j^^j^ heads disrupted the arraignment of Alan Jose Reyes on Monday in Greenfield

women coming in our shelter all the tirne that need to
district Court. They chanted in unison, "Your action will come back to you. Every action will

be listened to. not callously treated, she said
j^^^^ consequences." Reyes is charged with murder and is being held without bail.

continued on page 7
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Police guilty of racketeering, extortion
BOSTON (AP) A federal jury Tuesday

found seven former and current police of-

ficers guilty of 55 counts of a 58-count in-

dictment accusing them of racketeering
and extortion.

The seven officers had been charged with
accepting more than $8,000 in bribes from
restaurant and bar owners to overlook
violations and perform special services.

The jury, which had deliberated for six

days, returned at 4 p.m. The jury foreman
took about 15 minutes to read the lengthy
verdicts. The seven officers showed little or
no emotion.

Each of the officers was convicted of two
counts under the federal racketeering
statue Conviction under the RICO statute
carries a maximum sentence of 20 years in

prison and a $250,000 fine.

Some of the defendants were also found
guilty of federal extortion charges, substan-

tive mail fraud and mail fraud conspiracy.

During closing arguments two weeks
ago, Special Prosecutor James B. Farmer
of the New England Organized Crime
Strike Force said the case was "about
misuse of office for personal gain. It's about

each one of them using their power as

Boston police officers to line their own
pockets."

But defense attorneys argued that the

money accepted from business owners that

led to the indictment amounted to nothing

more than Christmas and vacation gifls

from people with whom the officers work-

ed closely over several years.

Election of Supreme Court clerk
to be challenged by local group

Defense attorney Anthony Cardinale

called the government's allegations of

racketeering a "gossamer web" that would

collapse

under careful scrutiny.

Cardinale admitted his client, detective

John F. McCormick, accepted $400 for

himself from a bar manager on two occa

sions. But Cardinale said McCormick did

not conspire with the other defendants and

was not guilty of racketeering or extortion.

"My client, in accepting money, was

wrong, but it was not a felony. This was not

an illegal conspiracy," he said during the

trial. Cardinale said the officiers deserved

disciplinary action from their department,

but were not racketeers.

The seven officers convicted Tuesday

were Thomas J. Connolly, John F. McCor-
mick, Matthew A. Kilroe, Peter Boylan,
Francis X. Sheehan and Kenneth J. Nave.

Much of the prosecution's case revolved

around tape recordings made by the

manager of the 1270, a downtown
nightclub. Joseph McGowan became an
FBI informant and the prosecution played
10 tape recordings of Nave, McCormick,
Kilroe, Carey and Boylan discussing

payoffs with mcGowan.

Defense attorney's challenged
McGrowan's credibility as a witness saying
he had lied about being in the marines and
about being blind in one eye. Judge A.

David Mazzone refused to declare a
mistrial after MoGowan testimony.

BOSTON ( AP) - Four Democrats will be
vying for the job of Supreme Court clerk

for Suffolk County in Thursday's primary,
but a case under consideration by the high
court could make the election meaningless.

The Civil Liberties Union asked the
Supreme Court on Tuesday to declare that

the general election would violate the con-

stitutional rights of residents living outside

Suffolk County. The group wants the court

to issue an injunction against the election.

"In my view, this case turns on a single

fact," argued Michael Greco, a past presi-

dent of the Ma.s.sachu.setts Bar Association.

on "whether election of the clerk by voters

of a single county" violates the U.S. and
Massachusetts constitutions.

Greco, representing the Civil Liberties

Union of Massachusetts, contended during
court arguments that while the clerk's post

is named the Supreme Court clerk for Suf-

folk County, it is actually a state-wide

ofHce.

A ruling from the court was not expect. h1

before Thursday's primary. However David
Sullivan, chief counsel for the secretary of

state's office, said his office has asked the
court to make a decision before an Oct. 3

printing deadline for state ballots before
the November election.

TTie four Democratic candidates are state

Reps. Charles R. Boyle and Richard J.

Rouse, and Michael James Reardon and
Michael Ligotti. Since no Republicans have
filed for the post, the democratic primary
will virtually decide the successor to retir-

ing clerk John E. Powers.
Under a 132yearoId state law, the

clerk's post has been filled by elections con-

fined to Suffolk County voters. The
Supreme Court has another clerk who is

appointed.

Greco said the 11 plaintiffs, including
himself and other past state and Boston bar
association presidents, "share our common
fight ... (in that) they are denied their con-
stitutional right to vote (for the clerk) . .

because they do not live in Suffolk County.

Cool spell aids forest firefighters
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK,
WY — (AP) Firefighters took advantage of

a cold spell to make some headway against

blazes that have devastated much of this

famed park before hotter, drier weather
returns.

"The fire people realize that things could

heat up again this week," said fire infor-

mation officer Sonya Capek. "The fires are

-still a threat, we are not out of it yet. We
know there is some more fire time left in

the season, but hopefully it won't be as in-

tense."

Temperatures were only in the 40*s

yesterday while the force of some 8,000
firefighters worked to strenghthen existing

firebreaks and prepare to protect the areas
of Mammoth Hot Springs, and Gardiner
and Jardine, Mont., if necessary. Jardine
and park headquarters at Mammoth were
evacuated before rain and snow fell over
the weekend.
Updated forecasts for the area said the

sky would be cloudy with highs rising to

around 60 degrees and isolated showers
exp>ected.

In California, a fast-moving tire con-

tinued to burn out of control yesterday in

the Gold Rush country of the Sierra

Nevada foothills, but firefighters said much
of it was contained.

That blaze, which covered 40 square
miles early yesterday, has consumed about

150 buildings, including more than 90
homes, and forced the evacuation of more
than 8,000 people.

The fire was spreading into an au-ea east

of Beale Air Force Base, a less populated
area, and a forestry spokesman said

firefighters may be able to spend less time
protecting structures and devote more
energy on containing the blaze.

But fire officials stressed that many
houses were still in extreme danger,
especially in Rough and Ready, a communi-
ty of about 500 residents in the heavily
wooded bottom of a steep canyon on the
edge of the fire.

Elsewhere in California, fires burned in

a remote section of Sonoma County, north
of San Francisco, and in Del Norte County
near the Oregon border.
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S Looking for ADVENTURE?:
8 TKe INDEX Wants you! j

I !

TKe Award Winning UMass yearbook is looking for somej |
creative and energetic students interested in Journalism, Art.j I

Marketing and PKotograpKy. Spice up your campus scKeduleB

hy joining our unique and dynamic staff. J

I

I
HRST MEETING: WED. Sept 14 I

at 6:00 pm in Room 103 Campus Center J |

(BeKind the Collegian) 1

m

I

Can't Make it? Call Susan at 545-2874 n

Calling all

SHUTTERBUGS!

The
INDEX
Wants
You!

The INDEX Yearbook is looking for a few good
eyes and creative minds to capture some

striking images for our award-winning
publication.

EXPERIENCE IS GREAT
BUT NOT NECESSARY!

We offer free workshops in many aspects of

photo-taking, printing and developing. You'll
build valuable portfolio material and gain
needed exposure.

I INDEX...Where LEGENDS are born! , I
in Room 103 Campus Center <b.h.„-^ cuiU)

Can't Make It? CaU Edc at 54S-2847

i I>n>EX...Where LEGENDS are t>om!

Cutbacks
have effect
on EWC
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Budget slashing and program dormancy
will plague the Everywomans Center this
semester in the wake of departmental cut-

backs at the University of Massachusetts.
According to EWC Director Carol

Wallace, the center has been ordered by the
Department of Educational Access and
Outreach to freeze one full-time position in

addition to conserving $33,000 in profes-

sional staff money.

The center is absorbing approximately
50 percent ofthe cutbacks slated for DEAO.
she said.

Wallace said the center will freeze the

Women's Administration and General
Educational Support (WAGES) position.

"WAGES is a program that helps older,

non-traditional, prospective students who
return to school. It's a population that is

not served by the other agencies on cam-
pus that are geared to 18 to 22-year-old8,"

Wallace said.

"Freezing this position will impact the
recruitment of this part of the papulation,"
she said.

Wallace said EWC will delay filling ad-

ministrative vacancies in order to conserve
the remainder of the $33,000 cutbacks not
absorbed by WAGES.
"The rest will be saved by postponing fill-

ing the counseling program position and
the public relations and outreach program
position," she said. "Our choices were
limited by what vacancies we had."
Counseling services will be postponed by

EWC for this semester, but will return by
spring term, Wallace said.

Wallace said there have been no
developments in the administrative
realignment ofEWC recently proposed by
the Tillis Commission, which reviewed
minority student services at UMass this

summer.

Video games
vandalized
The janitorial staff working in the Hatch

area discovered several video games in the

Campus Center game room had been
broken into with a screwdriver. Respon-

ding officers were able to recover $72.25 in

quarters from the machines, and it is

unknown at this time how much had been
taken.

In other incidents:

• Employees of the People's Market in the

Student Union reported Monday that $75
in cash had been stolen from their safe

sometime since Sept. 9.

• On Monday a party reported their

license plate had been stolen from their

vehicle while parked in lot 44.

• A 38-year-old Amherst man was arrested

on Montague Road yesterday and charged
with driving while intoxicated and failing

to stay within the marked lanes.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES

LOCAL

Photo by Any Fairchild

OOM-PAH! — The tuba players in the University of Massachusetts Marching Band practice yesterday
on the Lower Boyden Fields.

LSC case to be heard today in Boston
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Three judges from the First Circuit Court
of Appeals in Boston will be ultimately

deciding today the fate of the Legal Ser-

vices Center.
The hearing, scheduled for this after-

noon, will decide whether or not the case

will go to trial. Last fall, Boston US District

Court Judge Joseph Tauro ruled the case

did not warrant a trial.

Both sides will have a half an hour to pre-

sent their arguments before the judges, and
a decision will be announced at a later date.

Harry Miles, an attorney for the
students, will be contending the abolition

of the office was simply retaliation for prior
'

successful lawsuits against the University.

Peter Ellis, the attorney for the ad-

ministration and the trustees, will argue
that the decision was in no way a violation

of the students constitutional rights.

At issue is whether LSC should have the
authority to represent students in the cour-

troom, a power which the Board ofTrustees

granted them in 1975.

Ten years later, the Board revoked the
power from the center, then called the

Legal Services Office, to represent students

in cases against the University, and in the

August of 1986 abolished all forms of

representation altogether. The office was
then renamed the Legal Services Center

and had the power to only give free legal

advice.

The students then filed a lawsuit claim-

ing the trustees' decision was an infringe-

ment on their constitutional rights, but

were ruled against in court by Tauro.

When the LSC had the power to repre-

sent students in the courtroom, the

representation was free. The center's at-

torneys were University employees, were

state-paid, and were considered part of the

administration.

Northeast Area Government searches
for new president, V.P., and treasurer
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Northeast Area Government officers are

on the search for students who can fill the

area government's top positions.

The elected president, Sandra Gallimore,

did not return to school, and the vice presi-

dent and treasurer positions were filled on-

ly by write-in votes. The students written-

in have declined the positions.

People get intimidated by the respon-

sibility of governing an area government
of about 1,323 students and about $13,000,
said Katy Tiernan, a former CO-vice

president.

However, former President Sara
DeSimone said, "What you put into it yoQ
immediately see." She said the area
government tends to produce immediate
results whereas efforts in the
Undergraduate Student Senate often get

lost.

If former NEAG officers do not find a
president, NEAG probably won't par-

ticipate in the SGA, she said. The students

will not be represented in the SGA and
ratification ofSGA legislation will go unat-

tended, she said.

"That's what area government does. We

represent the student. It's the only way we
can deal with the administration," Tiernan
said.

She said she did not feel the lack of com-
petition to fill the offices is a statement of

student dissatisfaction.

"It takes awhile to create something that

is so visible that people want to get involv-

ed," she said.

Those interested in becoming a NEAG of-

ficer should contact Sara DeSimone, Peggy
Mahoney, or Katy Tiernan.

The election to elect new officers will be

Sept. 27.

For Your Information
Meeting — TTie Society for Responsible Engineering will

have a planning meeting at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow in room
261 of Goessmann Lab. The topic will be the upcoming
seminar on technology and policy.

Internships — Come to the University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work experience. A planning session

gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks

from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays and from

3:30 to 4:30 on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Volunteers needed — Volunters are needed to sort

through donated food to be used by emergency food pan-

tries, soup kitchens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western Massachusetts. If you
have 2 to 3 hours per week and would like to help feed

the needy, call Catherine D'Amato at 247-9738.

Class Moved — Due to fallen ceiling and asbestos debris,

the Sunday West African drum class at 4 p.m. and dance

class at 6 p.m. have been moved from Cottage C UMass
to Amherst College's Gymnasium Dance Studio. Classes

are open to everyone for $8. For further information, call

367-9340 regarding location of Sept. 18 and 25 classes.

Tower Library Tour — The UMass Tower Library will

give tours of the facility leaving from the lobby at 10:30

a.m., 1:30, and 2:30 p.m. each weekday during the first

two weeks of the semester.

Pig-Out Festival — The Hampshire Mall will host its first

Back-to-College Pig-Out Festival starting at 1 p.m. Satur-

day at the mall. The festival is sponsored by Alka-Seltzer,

Figaro's Pizza, ROCK 102, and the Hampshire Mall.

Powwow — TTie 6th annual International Powwow will

be held Saturday at the Campus Pond. Registration is

from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

National Student Exchange — Any new NSE students

interested in starting the NSE club and participating in

the Boston bus trip should attend the informational

meeting Friday, Sept. 16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Com
monwealth Room of the Student Union.

Math Anxiety Workshop — A math reduction workshop
will be held September 19, 26 and October 3 at 4:30 p.m.

in room 1634 of the Graduate Research Tower. Sessions

conducted by Professor Doris Stockton and counseling

psychologist Donald Banks will focus on overcoming
negative feelings toward math and on developing positive

approaches to learning math.

Radical Student Union — All students interested in

working on progressive issues of critical concern in the

world today are invited to attend the RSU introductory

meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in room 805 of the Campus
Center. Call 545-0677 for information.

Easter Seal Drive — The University of Massachusetts
Army ROTC will sponsor an Easter Seal Fundraising
Drive today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. A rope bridge will be

strung across the Campus Pond to challenge all who dare

to attempt crossing it. Donations of $1 will go to the

Massachusetts Easter Seal Society. Gift certificates

donated by the Amherst Drop Zone will be awarded as

prizes.

Meeting — The University Players, a registered student

organization, will be holding their first meeting of the

semester at 7 p.m. tonight in the Campus Center [Check
schedule at information desk for room number). After last

semester's great success, the fall semester looks promis-

ing as the group has new projects and plays on the agen-

da. All interested students from the Five-College Area are

welcom^.
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WHAT A RELIEF - Fiieflghter Luciano Gonzales rides through
the rain at a Yellowstone National Park fire camp yesterday.

Soviets main topic for Dukakis
CHICAGO (AP)— Democrat Michael

Dukakis said yesterday the United States

should encourage better Soviet relations

but still deal firmly with any Soviet decep-

tion or aggression. Republican George

Bush, emphasizing economic themes, said

Americans are better off than when Presi-

dent Reagan took office.

Dukakis said of U. S. • Soviet relations,

"We in America should stand ready to res-

pond to progress with progress. But we

must be ready to meet stubbornness with

determination, deception with the truth

and aggression with the full power of a

strong and united democratic alliance."

His comments, continuing a week-long

emphasis on foreign and military policy,

came two days afler he pledged support for

the Stealth bomber, which he said was

begun during a Democratic administration

and would be completed during his own.

Bush, renewing his attack on Dukakis as

too liberal for the presidency, said yester-

day in a speech to the Executives' Club in

Chicago that the Democrat supports a big-

government philosophy that will leave

"America shackled to the mistakes of the

past."

In his remarks. Bush embraced Reagan
principles of less government but also

praised the idea of "economic empower-
ment," a phrase often used by Jesse

Jackson, a Democrat generally considered

nore liberal than Dukakis.

Bush said that in addition to his stands
against new taxes and in favor of a "flexi-

ble freeeze" on government spending, "the

third principle is economic empowerment.
The strength of our economy comes from
the people, not from the government, from
the creativity and initiative of the in-

dividual, not from official directives, five-

year plans and so-called industrial

policies."

Dukakis, in a speech to the Chicago
Council on Foreign Relations yesterday,

said, "Yes, it would be naive to take (Soviet

leader Mikhail) Gorbachev at his word, but

it would be dangerous to allow his words
to go unanswered and untested in the court

of public opinion around the world."

He praised Reagan for the progress his

administration has made on nuclear arms
control but said too often the arms-

reduction proposals came from the Soviet

Union.

Thurs.. Fri.. Sal.

Sept. 15-17

THE
BXEAKDJWJt/
National MTV Baaement bpe 1

EXCtl/StVE AREA APPEARA

Wed., Sept 14

•Privatt Parties On Request

•Bus Group* Available

•Continuous Enlenainment,

Current Music Videos

3 Giant Screens
•MINORS WELCOME - Juice Bar

•Open Wed.. Thurs. 9.00-1:00

Fri. 8:00-2:00, Sat. 8:00-1:00.

f/imerl •Onnk Specials Nightly

j»^C£F ADULT AGE -20 YEARS OLD
Asot 6/30/88

Coming:

ROKKEN
BLOCKYARD

KGB
NEWSTAR

Wted. & Thurs.

ALL VIDEO
NIGHT

The Valley's Largest Dance Club
17 Flat Street. Brattleboro, Vermont

802-254-8257

Sept. 14 & 15

COLLEGE NIGHT
ffe« Admisiioo

with College 1 D

nt>t^Bt
1-91, Exit 1 to first left m downtown

BRATTI.EBORO
f^fJrX££t

.Only at.

HAMELIN FURNITURE
Student Desks

(In Maple or Chcrr\)

159 «.,.... MQQ .,

Tables Stanmg a[ *99

Bookcases

Siartinf) a' J>r,
in Tfjk IT O.il

1 Short Sirc«t, Northampton
586-7970 'f-

OPEN: Mooaav-FrMav 104. knM^dav I'^-i

1lMrtai> MghUMMiltlajB. Srni 12-.%

•)

UMASS STUDENTS
Now is your chance!

Get a part-time job at UMass that you
will enjoy and profit from for as long as

you are here.

UMass Transit has openings for 30
part-time bus drivers!

All of our 150 drivers are students just like you!
Come join them!

Starting pay is $5.00 per hour with semesterly raises.

Training is paid also!

For more information

Come to our
information meeting 9/14
at 7:00 p.m. in room 323
student Union Buliding

(Tiiat is tiie Eartli Food Cafe)

Or call 545-0056
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MON.-WED. ^^^yYf/l^ THURS..SAT.
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SANDWICHES
StntJom Ughi Ry, Pymfitrnuttl Whuk Wl>,ji

or Bultit Hull ,
wtth Ulluci. Tomuto *nd ()»in*

Bologna
Cookrd .^alami

(irnoa .Salami

Konher Salami

IVpp<Tuni

Imported S»ifih

\.9h

1.9.5

2.6<)

2.60

z\:>

2.30
Imporu-d Ham 2.60
Livrrwural . I.95
Mother (iooM- Liwrwunit 2.35

Tapirola

ProM^utlo

Ibrko Brraxt

Hot I'aKtnimi

("tirni-d B«'«-(

Koaxl BrrI

Itina

Chirkrn Salad

Err Salad

( rab Salad
Chopped Livrr

2.60

.1.10

ZK.5

2.80

2.HO
2.H(I

2.70

2.70

2.20

.J.40

2..t.-.

2Ah
2.45

3.10

3.10

3.00

2.H0

,3.60

2.45

2.H5

3.10

3.85

3..'iO

,3.45

.1.1.-.

3.4.-.

3.r.

3.25

2.60

4.10

.3.15

FOOT LONG SUBS
Ultl' fitur ihout 0/

chertr. lelluif ivmnc. omiun ptcklii

ptfptrs and obits

Roht Beef 4.15
'nirkr) bn-asl

<°lub.Sand»irh k.^<i btt-ri, /»,i,,

Italian Hjm H<ilugnj (,tm(u tnj f^fiptrunii

(tenoa Salami
Capirola
Imported Ham
1\ina Salad

(nib Salad

4.15

4.15

3.95

3.95

3.95

3.95

3.95

4.30

ToNM-d Salad
Spinarh Salad

(hrf.Salad

l.unchron Salad .

u

Tbna .Salad

y.%% Salad
Crab Salad

SALADS

tO' |M»fcr J lut$ft uf

:i.25 rhirken Salad
U.H.'i Chopped Liver

t."'" CollaKe Cheetie .

1.85

2.K.-,

:<.t>(i

3.25

3.00

2.35

BAGELS
Onion Garlir

PampernickrI
Plain

Rjppy
BHiler

rrraM Cheene

CivaM Chee«e and Ln
Mclled Cheete

Sesame
Raisin

.70

1.05

3.00

1.50

Ko«her Dill Pickle

Halt Sour PIrkle

Mararoni Salad

Potato Salad

Cole Sla»

Potato Kninh

Beef KniHh

SIDE ORDERS
.65

.45

..Vt

.50

..50

.85

.65

IRUnORV
_ ^CLUB

f

putting the pieces

Keynote speaker: Ted Kennedy,
luncheon address: Chancellor Duffey
free: continental breakfast, luncheon raffle: gift certificates and prizes

WORKSHOPS*
GROUP DYNAMICS 81 LEADERSHIP STYLES • UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE • BEING MINORITY/MANAGING DIVERSITY •

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION—HOW DOES IT WORK IN THE WORLD OF WORK-? • OPPORTUNITIES FOR GAINING ON-CAMPUS LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE

* register at any cluster office

Sept. 24, 1988. 9-4:30
CAMPUS CENTER
sponsored by HOUSING SERVICES & UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

UNIVERSITY STUDENT CONFERENCE
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Haitian protesters
admit to massacre,
burn down church
PORT AU PRINCE, HAITI (AP) Hoodlums burned

down a Roman Catholic chapel in a slum overnight after

six self-proclaimed killers boasted on government televi-

sion that they participated in Sunday's massacre at

another church.

The Chapel of Immaculate Conception in the sprawling
Cite Soleil slum burst into flames at 1 1 p. m. Monday and
burned to the ground. Reporters who rushed to the scene
were chased away by the arsonists, Radio-Soleil reported.

One of the men who appeared on television was recogniz-

ed by a Radio Metropole reporter at the scene of chapel
fire. Empty gasoline cans littered the area around the
chapel.

The chapel is served by the Rev. Arthur Voleil, a Sale-

sian priest known in Haiti for his work with the poor. The
Salesian Fathers specialize in vocational training.

A Salesian vocational school was partially damaged on
Sunday when St. Jean Bosco, the church of the Rev. Jean-
Bertrand Aristie. another Salesian priest, was attacked
by thugs armed with handguns, sharpened steel pikes and
machetes. The assialants shot, stabbed and slashed at

parishioners and then burned down the church and
several vehicles parked outside.

Radio Haiti-Inter reported yesterday the casualty toll

from Sunday's massacre had reached six dead and 77
wounded.
"The governemnt has committed a genocide on an

unarmed people. It is for the international community to

put a stop to it," Christian Democratic leader Sylvio

Claude declared on Radio Metropole this morning.
Five men and a woman spoke on radio Metropole and

Tele-Haiti Monday afternoon before appearing on Televi-

sion Nationale, the government network, and declared
they had participated in Sunday's massacre at Aristide's

church

The six made no attempt to hide their identity and spoke
on the government controlled network without apparent
fear of reprisal.

They claimed the violence was related to an internal

conflict within the church and threatened "a heap of cor-
|

pses" at future Masses. i

"We were after Father Aristide; what you saw yester-

day (Sunday) was child's play. In whatever parish Father
|

Aristide is accepted, a heap of corpses will attend that
Mass," a spokesman for the group said on the Radio !

Metropole broadcast. I

Aristide, one of the most popular figures among the poor
masses in this Caribbean nation, regularly has preached
against army atrocities and has led his supporters in street

demonstrations.

PART-TIME POSITIOMQ
You can work on an as needed basis in our Center
for Registration and Test Administration.
Responsibilities include counting, packing, and
checking test materials. Preferred candidates will
work quickly and accurately and be able to work at
least 3 consecutive hours on days that they work.
We are located on a local bus route. Send resume to
or come in and fill out an application at:

NATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEMS
30 Gatehouse Road
Amherst, MA 01002

POSITION AVAILABLE

Graphic Artist Assistant
Student Hourly/Work Study

lO—15 hours/week

Projects would include brochures,
posters, flyers orxj r>ewsletters design
and layout, signs, reports and layout for

Collegian inserts.

The applicant should already
demorjstrate an ability ard urxjerstand-

ir»g of graphics and mechanical art

preparation.

Please call Lynr>e Thorr^pson, University

Health Services, Health Education Divi-

sion at 549-2671 Ext. 181, for further infor-

mation and interview.

Wednesday, September 14, 1988

Reagan signs fair housing enforcement bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan today signed

a law strengthening the government '.s power to combat
housing discrimination and hailed it as "the most impor

tant civil rights legislation, aims to make discrimination

costly by imposing fines and extending protection to the

handicap|>ed and families.

"Discrimination is particularly tragic when it means
a family is refused housing near good schools, a good job,

or simolv in 3 better neiehbnrhnod to raise children,"

Reagan said.

He said that the bill was "the product of years of bipar-

tisan work" and that it "repaired a significant . . .defect"

in the Civil Rights Act of 1968.

The new law, Reagan said, amounted to "the most im-

portant civil rights legislation in 20 years."

The original fair housing law, passed after the assassina-

tion of Martin Luther King, Jr., gave the federal govern-

ment only a mediation role in settling housing disputes.

COLLEGIAN 7

vigil

lontinued from pagv 1

Flower .said the battering will continue "until the
courts stop thinking about their forefathers and start
tiiinking about the mothers who are in there every day."
t^vtry 22 days a woman is slain by her batterer, said

Flowei. But, "when women kill their batterers, they are
put away for life.

"Virginia was so alive, and I hope everyone keeps her
alive. Women say they are afraid, and this is how the
courts listen,' she said.

Ciatherers at the vigil said they came to offer support

and t(. 1
1
i\e for change. "I'm here because it's not just

a women s issue, but it's .something that men better get

a hell of a lot more concerned about," said Joseph Steigs,

assistant director of admissions at Hampshire College.

A Memorial Fund for Virginia Ferrer has been
established to help pay for legal expenses, funeral costs,

and food and clothing for Ferrer's children. Contributions
should be made payable to the fund and sent to

Necessites Necesidades, 16 Center Street. Northampton.

Back to School
Treat yourself to

4 Months of
(So, you get

ONE MONTH FREE!)

Nautilus
Sept. Oct
Nov & Dec.

for only $85
AMHERST RACQUET &
FITNESS CENTER, INC.

Route 116. Sunderland
(On ihe Sunderland 'AmhcrtI lin«.

acro«» Irofn Bub't Borb*cue on lh« bu* roul*.

3 mil»« Irofn UMot*.)

549-45451

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

WthaBe^EankCaixlife easj^to

getcashforcoD^e3)enses.
Whether you liv^ on or off campus, you can get cash with the Ba>'Biuik Card al thou

sands of automated teller machines throughout Massachusetts. It s the numl)er one stu-

dent choice. And it's yours when you open any BayBanks chet^king or NOW account or

a BayBanks Savings Account

.

The BayBank Card ls your ticket to 24-hour banking at over 9()0 X-Pr^ss 24* bank
ing machines and over 150 Money Supply* cash dLspensers-man.v right on ciimpus-
so you'll always have cash when you need it. The BayBank Card also gives vou acct^ss

to your cash across the state and across the country through the NTCE* and CIRRCS*
networks-over 20,000 ATMs in all. Plus, you can use your checking or NOW account BayBank
Card for gasoline and other products and services at over 4,200 participating Mobil* stations nationwide.

So why not get your BavBank Card today? There's a BayBank offict^ near your school.

BayBanks

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS FIRST.

Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Builds your
seU-confidence. And makes you a desirable
candidate in the job market.

There's no obligation until your junior year
but stick with it and youU have what it takes to'
succeed- in college and in life.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOU CAN TAKE.

FIND OUT MORE CONTACT-
ARMY ROTC

Next to Boyden Gym
545-2321

mm

t • • 1 1

«
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A Line of

Credits

You Won't

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Believe

and it's not tcx) late

to^ot them. Increase

\our knowledge ^^^^^^^^^^^"

base. Learn something necessary or just plain

fun. Over 100 credit courses and Adventures in

Lifelong Learning workshops are offered this

fall through the UMass Division of Continuing

Education. Register now through September 20

for Continuing Education evening courses or

University day courses on a space-available

basis. The only pwints you get are grade points.

Pick up n free catalog at the Division oj Continuing

Education, GoodtU HuiUing. For more informa-

tion, call (413) 545-2414.
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Pi Kappa
The Brotherhood of Excellency
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nKA
PIKE - There may be a better nay to go
through eotlege, but nobody \s found it yet
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A Nutrition Education Project

* Offers Opportunities *

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

.Co>>^
x^^

A couple of hours a week could
spice up your resume, increase your

ete^vAe *"ecommendations, and improve your '^t- %.
h^s^^

chances in the job market! ^<L^

Possible Responsibilities:

— Staff Campus Center information table
— Research/write information pamphlets
— Supervise Munchy's shelf-labelling project
— Develop nutrient profile project for vending

machines
— Develop educational materials for Campus Center

eateries.

— Writing scripts for WMUA radio spots and press
releases for the Collegian.

Looking for students majoring in: Nutrition,
Public Health, Marketing, Communications, Jour-
nalism, Education; others welcome too!

Call SheUa
(S University Health

Services 549-2671 x 188, 189

* Subject to Advisor's approval

GE Rechargeable
RECHARGEABLE

UP TO 1000 TIMES . .

.

••mAA

1^

Miniature Charger

.^-

Double Charger

Charger snaps onto module
wiih Dattenes avaiianie m AA

Chorges eight AA sr/e

bottenes o» (out C-size o»
Osi^e baienes or two9 von
si/e tx3t»e'.es during o smgl*^

charge cycle

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located In The Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Editorial/Opinion

BOARD OF EDITORS
The Massac husetts Daily Collegian

«50«ofe«««A ftCKS^sDJ* mmimtk «ck santos MAnoEi^tt
*• ^!^^ *i>nwxt#» iM^mt^ m^mm ^^t<Mo>

The op,n.ons on this page are those of the .nd.v.dual venter or caaoonjstand do not necessarily reflect the views of the Colleg^r^runivers.'ty unSTihS^ noted

Allegiance for

the flag...and?
/ pledge allegiance to the flag,

Of the United States of America.
And to the Republic, for which it stands.

One nation, under God, indivisible.

With liberty and justice for all.

Meredith O'Brien

Patriotism — a noble quality to possess, correct? Let us
define this word which we have heard so frequently dur-
ing the election year.

Patriotism is thought to be the love of one's country,that
undying feeling of loyalty and pride. People are willing
to die in the name of patriotism to defend the very prin-

ciples that our country is based upon. You would be con-

sidered to be a patriot by some if you love the flag, sing
the "Star Spangled Banner" and eat Mom's apple pie. You
would consider the Constitution as sacred as the family
Bible.

Somehow, this sweet but idealistic sentiment has
become a campaign issue, something that should be sub-

jective, not objective. George Bush is attempting to play
upon the country's emotional attachment to America (and
everything it represents) and declare Michael Dukakis as
"unpatriotic." In the year of the Olympics, when the
citizen's love for the country emerges, Bush is painting
a picture of a liberal candidate who will single-handedly
try to defeat all aspects of traditional "patriotism."
Ck)vernor Michael Dukakis vetoed legislation in

Massachusetts that would make the Pledge of Allegiance
mandatory in public schools. For this action. Bush is

declaring him "unpatriotic." Is this a realistic picture, and
a well-founded accusation?

The Constitution is supposed to be the "highest law of

the land," law that presidents take an oath to uphold. The

Supreme Court have made numerous decisions saying the
Pledge could not be made mandatory. (Originally the deci-

sion was made to protect pupils' freedom of religion.) In

this country, the citizens have the right to express
themselves individually. The citizens' rights would be
violated if they were forced to pledge against their will.

Governor Dukakis is not saying he is against the Pledge
of Allegiance; he opposes forcing it upon the people. That
is not "unpatriotic." He is upholding a Supreme Court
decision, whether or not he agrees with it.

Vice-President George Bush has said he would have

passed the bill and suffer the consequerwes later. Bush
is already prepared to violate Constitutional law and
Supreme Court decisions. This is the pot calling the ket-

tle black. By ignoring the Constitutional liberties, as Bush
advocates, an essence of what this country stands for

would be lost.

While both candidates are running around trying to find

some semblance of real issues to throw at each other, they
had best watch their accusations. Often times, the can-

didates wind up looking like hypocrites.

Merideth O'Brien is a UMass student

Odds and ends

Home sweet what?
I was looking forward to coming back. I

even stayed at my mom's and stepfather's

house in Worcester so the drive wouldn't
be as long. I had everything packed. I was
psyched to come back to UMass anjl Dickin-

son, the dorm I lived in last year.

Kevin Sullivan

Freshman year: looking back, it was the

most exciting time of my life. My floor was
what did it. My floor-mates were great, you

could paint anything on your dorm door

(such as a Greatful I)ead logo), the

bathrooms were co-ed, and round-robins

were fun.

But now that's all but gone.

The people, veterans and newcomers, are

great. But when I first walked back onto

the floor, the shock almost sent me home.

The doors were all painted baby blue, while

the hall itself was oatmeal brown. We were

lucky. Other halls were pink.

Then, at the floor meeting, I hyperven

tilated after finding out the bathrooms

were no longer co-ed. When we were told

there would be no floor parties, I thought

about transferring.

I was disappointed to find so many
radical changes occur in a place where I

was so comfortable. I wouldn't have return-

ed if I didn't like it so much. If anything,

the door paintings and the co-ed bathrooms

made things more interesting and relaxed.

The women on the hall were like sisters

and painting the doors was a way to show

some individuality on an otherwise drab

hallway. The round-robins? Well, they

spoke for themselves.

What scares me most is I'm a sophmore

now. I don't want to think about what it

will be like in the dorm senior year.

Already I'm having nightmares about

checking into the dorm senior year.

I'm in the cluster office to check my clothes

and milk crates for beer and any other con-

traband. I follow the mandatory clean-room

policy and the nine o'clock curfew. I don't

meet any women because all ofOrchard Hill

and Central are male, while Southwest and

the other areas are female.

I keep telling myself this will never hap-

pen. But at this rate, who knows?

Kevin Sullivan is a UMa.^s "fudent

•kitit

Do you have an original, offbeat story you

have'to tell? Tell it to "Odds and ends."

Submissions should be sent to the Col-

legian. 11.3 Campus Center. UMass.

A parade of assumptions

The 60s were worth it
"Will We Ever Get Over The 60's?" whin

ed Newsweek in a recent cover story, once

again conjuring up a miasma of conflicting

emotions, images and opinions about an
already controversial decade.

Never before in American history has a

single 10-year period so profoundly entered

and altered our national consciousness and
then stubbornly refused to go away. Never

Stephen Bayer

before has a decade been able to so polarize

Americans on the most basic issues

relating to our own personal liberties and

our nation's interests.

Like a trauma long repressed in our na-

tional subconscious, the spectre of the 60's

abruptly releases itself when we're con-

fronted with a symbol of that era. This

time, the trigger was the furor over

Republican vice-presidential nominee Dan
Quayle's Vietnam-era service in the Na-

tional Guard. Suddenly, the psychological

gates opened and a flood of memories

poured forth quickly followed by a barrage

of questions aimed at public officials, who
were asked "Where were you on the eve of

the Vietnam War?"
Why this hypersensitivity to the 60's?

What makes the thousands of Americans

who grew up in and were influenced by this

era suddenly want to purge it from the an-

nals of hi.story? Perhaps the attitude is

merely a reflection on our current conser-

vative mood and subsequent revulsion to

anything that questions the status quo. For

'The Sixties," that unwieldy block of time,

was more than anything else a period of

challenge and change.

But it is more than just change per se that

so dismays the yuppie pack. Other periods

In other news

of upheaval and transition are not met with

nearly as much venom as are the 60's.

Otherwise, we would expect articles titled

"Will We Ever Get Over The Industrial

Revolution?"

No, there's something peculiar about

changes that occured in the 60's that sends

the now-successful yuppies scurrying for

cover beneath their tax shelters. Beneath
all the "free-love, everybody-must-get-

stoned" silliness, the truly opprested were

finally given a voice.

Most important, a vast number of

Americans no longer supported the dictates

of their leaders like blind sheep. Unlike the

dead silence during the McCarthy years,

for the first time vast numbers of people op-

posed the will of their leaders and a presi-

dent who fueled a devastating and un-

justified war. Assembling the masses

behind a single national policy has been

difficult ever .since.

It is this legacy of diversity and protest

the Reaganites are forced to deal with and

that the shame-faced baby-boom genera-

tion has tried to trivialize into a Big Chill

soundtrack. Conservatives would like to

homogenize the population and return us

all to a state of mindless, suppliant zom
bies. It's much easier to run a government
when it's voice is the only one heard.

The 60's certainly bears its burden of ex-

cess (AIDS and crack will attest to that),

but its spirit of protest lives on and is a

tribute to democracy. Instead of

reproaching the 60's, we should learn and
build on it.

Stephen Bayer is a Collegian columnist.

"A Parade of Assumptions" runs
Wednesdays.

Since the Ayatollah Khomeini came to power a decade ago, Iran's stampmakers have

made a habit of tweaking the American eagle's beak. One issue depicted the takeover of

the U.S. embassy in Tehran, another the abortive 1980 attempt by an American rescue

team to free the hostages. Iran has a new addition to its philatelic collection: a stamp il-

lustrating July's shootdown of an Iranian airliner by a U.S. warship.

One such stamp came in the mail this month to International Pressure Service, a maker

of high-tech aerospace equipment based in Urbana, Ohio. Inappropriately enough, the

envelope contained a letter from an Iranian engineering professor requesting price and
delivery information on material used in building aircraft.

—From "Time" magazine
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ARTS/LIVING Area theaters not tempted by Temptation
Eleni show opens at gallery
The Student Union Gallery has opened

the season with Eleni:

Art From the Discarded, an exhibition

of sculpture created from the odds and ends

of everyday life. The show opened yester

day. with a reception and an appearance

by the Well fleet-based artist, and will run

until Sept. 30.

In this day and age when so much art is

trash, it's a real kicker to see trash that's

been turned into art. None of it is smelly

garbage; mostly, it's disarded stuff, like

chunks of old pianos, car parts, tin cans,

bones, broken glass & mirrors, made into

cool pieces with names like Fog, Icarus,

\\ iterfill'

Jimi Hendrix has layers of scrap wood in

a bold background configuration with an
old van mirror in the center, and rope

dangling down. Cabinet of Dr. E. is an an-

tique display case half-filled with trinkets.

Stop by the Student Union Gallery today

and see these pieces for yourself. Eleni is

a charming artist of Greek descent who
w orks year-round on her sculpture in a tiny

garage on Cape Cod. When finished, the

pieces are stored in friends' basements and
attics where they can age and rust. Go
check it out today.

- ROB SKELTON

WRITE FOR ARTS
Freshman pre-med student, Rebecca Wolff peers at "Fog" at the open-

ing of the Eleni exhibit yesterday.

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Correspondent

Martin Scorcese's latest film The Last
Temptation ofChrist has created more con-

troversy with audiences and members of

the church than any film in the history of

American cinema.

The film is an adaptation of the novel by
Nikos Kazantsakis, which has been con-

sidered blashphemous for portraying Jesus
Christ as a symbol of the flesh. The film,

which is now playing at the Showcase
Cinema in Springfield, (the only place in

Western New England), is even more con-

troversial and has provoked hostile reac-

tions by members of the church.

Due to the film's controversy and threats

from patrons and religious figures,

managers and owners of movie theaters

within the Pioneer Valley have had second

thoughts about showing it.

John Morrison, manager of the Pleasant

St. Theatre in Northampton wasn't in-

timidated by those who wished to pan the
film.

"The main reason we w£mted to show the
film was because it's a major film by a
reputable director. And before its release
at the Ziegfield in New York City, the film
was primarily aimed at art houses. Then
came the hype. However we felt it should
be judged on its own merit."
Morrison also stated that the reputation

of the film means higher rental fees, which
would be too much for the theater to han-
dle financially.

Dwayne Robinson, director of the
Academy of Music, a theater not only fam-
ed for selection of quality films, but
historical value, has taken the issue

seriously. "The Academy of Music can-
not show The Last Temptation of Christ
because ofthe way we're set up. We're run
by Northampton and its citizens. We're a
gift governed by a deed of gift. This deed

spells out, in fact, that we cannot show a
film which has created this type of con-

troversy."

Robinson concluded by criticizing the pro-

testors who haven't seen the film. "I will

not comment on the film or its controver-

sy because I have not seen it. Furthermore,
it irritates me that most of the opinions

voiced against the film are from those who
haven't, or refuse to see it."

Three weeks ago, the managers ofAMC
Theaters) said that: "...It will not play AMC
movie complexes, due to the films con-

troversy." Yet, other sources have confirm-

ed that Universal Pictures, the official

distributor of the film, and AMC have both

changed their minds and the film will be

in mall theaters soon.

A spokesman for AMC Theaters at the

Hampshire mall in Hadley said, "We don't

know as of yet whether we're getting the

film." He would not conment any further

on the subject.

Now it seems that the only theater will-

ing to even take the risk for Scorcese's film

in the Northampton/Amherst area is the

Calvin theater on King street in Nor-

thampton. "Any theater that dares to show
it gets threats, petitions and sanctions"

said a spokesperson for the Calvin. "When
it was known that we had an interest in

showing the film, we got lots of threats

from long time patrons, particularly those

who come to the Calvin as a family,

threatening never to come back or support

the theater. Some theaters have even got-

ten bomb threats." Still, the Calvin

would be delighted to view the film, and
has yet to meet with officials in Boston to

make an official decision, the spokesperson

said.

Should other movie houses in the

Amherst/Northampton area show The Last

Temptation ofChrist^ Send in your opinion

to the arts desk at the Collegian in care of

Jennifer, Cosmo or Kathy.
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WHERE INDIAN FOOD
' IS NOT JUST CURRY

• Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Foods Natural Flavors

• Complete Vegetarian Menu
• Extensive Wine List

• Bewitching Biryanis

• Enticing Curries

Lunch
TuesSal 1130am 2 30pm

Sunday 12 00-3 00 p m
Dinner

TuM Thurs A Sun
5 00 p m 9 30 p m

Fri A Sal 5 00pm 1030 pm

"Indian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Service"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave.
Northampton, MA Burlington, VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800

ATTENTION ATTENTION

Dick Gregory's Slim-Safe

Bahomiam

A safe, scientific program for

appetite control and calorie

reduction. Choose from two plans:

Gradual or 7-day rapid weight loss.

Available at

Especially for You

Hair care & Beauty Boutique

206 Russell Street

Route 9 — Hadley

586-6622

W99999 9999*999r99rrrrr9999999999999rrrrrrrr2ZB ETTJI

INTERESTED IN LAW?

WANT TO KNOW THE

PROCESS??

THE DUE PROCESS!

APPLY FOR THE JUDICIAL BOARD.
KNOW THE ANSWERS & SOLUTIONS.

Pick Up an Application at any Cluster Officf Today!

Application Due MONDAY SEPTEMBER 19
Judicial Training SEPTEMBER 24-25 u

Contact: Celia Lyon, Southwest Area Office, CANCEi

EXOTIC FISH & PET WORLD
49 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadlei - At the Village Barn Shops

A FULL SELECTION OF
QUALITY DRY GOODS & SUPKIES

FOR YOUR PET ...

AT EXCELLENT PRICES!

REPTILES

A Separate Room

Full Don't M.ss

Seeing Our Ov-n

J
4' python'.

'='?"• Parakeets
,o

"*
'ne Unusual -

Some Already Tame!.

' 9r999999999999999999999999mmmm3 3 9999

OPEN SAT, SUN, MON: 10-6

TUES-FRI: 10-9

^l

Geti^ andB foryourparents,

andaCDfayouEsdf
Tiya MadniDsh today-youmaywin a Sony Discman

Now that a new school

year is under way, we have

an idea that'll make both

you and your parents feel a

bit more confident come

finals time:

Get a Macintosh*

computer to help with your

homework.

Tlienvoull never have

purge a few typos and

dangling modifiers. Yoiill

be able to crank out as>sign-

ments that look as though

you bribed a friend in art

school. And with an amaz-

ing new program called

HyperCard —wtiich just

happens to come packaged

with every Macintosh—you

to spend another all-nighter can easily store, organize,

retyping a paper just to and cross-reference research

notes to vour heart s content.

And ifthat isn t enough

reason to look at a Macintosh

today here's another:

Right now, you have

three chances to win one

ofSonvs Discman' CD

players— including the ex-

citing Sony Pa:ket Discman,

w+iich also plays the new

3-inch CDs. And even ifyou

miss out on the CD player,

you may still win one of 15

Apple T-shirts. No strings

attached— just fill out a

registration fonn at the

loation listed below.

So come in and get

your hands on a Macintosh.

If not for yourself, do it

for vour folks.

The power to be your best"

D

ENTER SEPT. 13-20

f^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts
M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-3
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Boss speaks out with Amnesty and new EP
By SCOTT HYMAN
Collegian Correspondent

When Bruce Springsteen broadcasted his

"Tunnel of Love Express Tour" across the

globe on July 3rd of this year, he announc-

ed his joining of the "Amnesty Interna-

tional Human Rights Now! Tour" with

Sting, Tracy Chapman, Peter Gabriel and

others. To support the event, a new, four-

track EP, Chimes of Freedom has been

released, with the majority of the profits

supporting Amnesty International USA.
The EP's first track, "Tougher Than The

Rest." (from the Tunnel of Love LP) and

"Be True," an old B side, wonderfully in

corporate the five-piece brass section

Springsteen added to the trademark E-

Street Band sound for the new tour. Both

songs illustrate the new twist the Boss has

been taking in his lyric writing, from

homages to cars and girls to insight on the

problems of relationships.

Springsteen speaks briefly on the EP
about his joining the Amnesty tour before

a cover of Bob Dylan's "Chimes of

Freedom." The track was recorded live in

Stockholm, Sweden from the July 3rd

show.

It is not the Dylan cover, however, that

is the gem of the EP. The last track is a

slow version of the classic "Born to Run."

He performs the song in a Dylan-esque

fashion with only an acoustic guitar and

harmonica. The number has been the show-

stopper throughout the current tour, in

which he introduces the song as his

favorite. Though not on the EP, Springs-

teen has been talking about the song on the

tour as a way of life he thought he wanted

to live when he wrote the song at age 24,

but in hindsight, feels otherwise.

For the avid Springsteen fan, the EP is

a must-buy simply for the version of "Born

to Run." Those who wish to support

Amnesty International will find it an in-

expensive ($3.50-4.00) way of supporting

Human Rights Now!

***
PARTY TONIGHT

V /

'tlANO
^uante/tiuD

j^ j^^^^-^j^^-^ -¥--¥-

VISA TICKETS UNLIMITED mc
* MORTON DOWNEY JR. Oct 1 Spfid • MICHAEL JACKSON Oct 4 NEW JERSEY
* GRATEFUL DEAD Sept 14-24 NY • JIMMY PAGE Oct 29 Worcester
* PRINCE Sepi 30 Hartford * AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL Sept 19 Philadelphia
* DEFLEPARD Sept, 29 Worcester * ROD STEWART Sept 22 Worcester

* ELTON JOHN Oct Worcester
* ALL PATRIOTS & JETS HOME GAMES

1649 MAIN ST. SPRINFIELD 1-734-0770

Young Fresh Fellows play Sheehan's tonight.

Seattle band brings
fun to Sheehan's
Somewhere between The

Jam and The Replacements
are Seattle garage rockers

The Young Fresh Fellows
(they even played at Pa&l
Westerberg's wedding).

You can determine for

yourself tonight when they

appear at Sheehan's in

Northampton.
The foiu--man band have

just released their fourth

album Totally Lost and
their local hit "Everything's

Gonna Turn Out Great" has

made national airwaves.

Singer Scott McCaughey,
drummer Tad Hutchinson,
guitarist Chuck Carrol and
bassist Jim Sangster have
also made a move on college

charts with their manic an-

tics and irreverent odes —
their most recent "Amy
Grant," a song for and about
the Christian rock singer.

The Young Fresh Fellows
will strut their Satirical

stufT tonight at 9 p.m. with
Check, Please as opener.

- JENNIFER DEMPSEY

sm
DRAFTS

IRK MOIDOdS

NEVER A COVER

mmf

236-S284 Rl. 9 Amhrrsl

PINOCCHIO'S
Fine Italian Cuisine

FREE DELIVERY
Limited Area

549-3669

Pizza • Subs • Dinners
Coupons valid for delivery

or pick-up only

i

1177 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Lkmit of one coupon p«r pUz«

Coupon for pick-up of delivery only

Valid ai Amhcral location only

ijTsooFF
any Large Pizza

with 2 toppings
Limit of ont coupon per pizza

Coupon for pick-up of delivery ortly

Valid at Amhcrat location only

•^^, Collegian

YxirBasic
Prohlem:

¥)urBasic
Sdudon:

Dfiii !J*v*tC .*"

Lnear Algebra witn Ap^JkCii^Kx^s

DECISION ANALYSIS Raiffa ^

FJetiicnh o( Fx'onomctrlcs

tucffltc cmmt

L0HSLW6E CA-CULftTOR

i Mp mm mf^ -^ --^ \-^ -; "-f,,

*^ ''"m "^".^ ^
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,»
"•"* . ••-/,

n*cj ! *o~, Mhr fteuya

PROBA8UIY />M) SWEnCS RDR ENGr«?S

Fluid Mechanics

,1, I N<.f.l'K(S<. Ptt \< 111 (

The 71-74 BASICALC.
The BASIC language programmable calculator

/rom Texas Instruments. The mathematics

and statistics cartndges are two offive optumal

application software availahU'.

COLLEGE PHYSICS

Advarx e<l

Wallwni.Jlifs

The Tl'74 BASICALC is

a BASIC calculator that's

also an advanced scientific

calculator. In effect, it's two

calculators in one.

In Its BASIC mode, you have

direct, two-keystroke access to 41

BASIC commands, as well as 10

user-defmahle keys which can make
doing your coursework a basic snap.

Switch to its calculator mtxle and
you're armed with 70 scientific

functions to help you easily solve

those tough technical problems.

And the large, color-c(x]ed keys,

QWERTY keyK)ard and separate

numeric keypad make it easier to

use than any other pmgrammable
calculator.

Your BASICALC specs:

• 8K RAM expandable to 16K RAM.
•IHBASlCkeywoidset.
• Optional st)ftware cartridges for chemical

engineering, math, statistics and finance.

• Optional PASCAL language cartridge.

• C^tional printer and cassette interface.

Stop by your bcKikstore and see

both sides of the Tl-74 BASICALC
for yourself. Either way, it'll blow
you away.

Texas^^
Instruments

^TtaiJemark <-f Trxas InMnimmis lnc^)rpo^ar«^i *il()8ft Tl

gfg

meeting

6:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 15,

1 1 3 Campus Center

New photographers welcome!!!

• Radlil Construction- steel cord
belts plus polyester cord body tot
durable tire performance.

• All-w««thtr tread patlirn- Ifie shape
and arrangement o( tread elemenls
promotes effective traction in

lour season service.

Classic shoulder design- a simplified
groove shape m ifie shoulder helps
to ensure even wear across the

P-Mctric On Sale
Si" ^w Reg. ThruS«pt.30

P155/80R13 '60.40 '36 57
P165.'80R13 '63.85 '39 16
P175/80R13 '65 85 '40 19
P185/80R13 '66 85 '42 26
P185/75R14 '67.95 '4483
°195/75R14 '69.95 '45 87
|"205/75R14 .71.95 ,47 Jj
t-215/75R14 .73,95 .5129
\- 225/75R14 „ .74.95 .54 40
P205/75R15 '73.95 '49 53
P215A75R15 '77.40 '51 54
P225/75R15 .79.5O '54 01
P?35/75R15 '82,00 '57 24

Hadley
TIRE
&

AUTO
CENTER

253-9054
\MHERST/HADLEY LINE

253-9911
HANGAR ONE BLDG.

439 RUSSELL ST., RTE. 9
HADLEY

VISA ' SUSTERCARD •

AMERICAN EXPRESf^DISCOVER

43^ ^^t lifik j^i '^W XW:<* JS^W ^>*Wt
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National
Student
Exchange

There will be a meeting for all new
NSE students who are interested in

starting the NSE club and
participating in the Boston Bus Trip.

Friday, Sept. 16-7:30 p.m.
Commonwealth room (Earth Foods),

1st floor of the Student Union.

Albion will buy your
schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.

ALBjOTJ

iobUHor (_> I t uyo •*<"*

i n N i I n miiuHfioi >mii iii

ALDIOM liOOISSMOr AMIir.RM (fllW liOOKS): 256 122 1

ALDIOn USEDbOOKS. AMI1CK5T: 253 5813

Rely on your

textbooks
to provide essential course information

to reinforce class lectures

to clarify and complete your notes

to supply details and visual aids

to help prepare for exams

to keep for future reference

M-F 9-5

Textbook
Annex

Located In m« Phyttcol Mont tuMdln^

The UMass Arts Council

Founded in 1966. the Arts Council fosters excellence and scope
in the arts on campus. The Arts Council's activities include:

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS
Through two granting programs, the Arts Council supports RSOs.
campus galleries, the Residential Arts Program, and other

UMass groups that present arts events and programs.

ARTS INFORMATION
Every two weeks, the Arts Council publishes the Arts Calendar,

a listing of arts activities on the Five College campuses. The
calendar is available at galleries, box offices, and information

centers at all five colleges.

ARTS MANAGEMENT TRAINING
The Arts Council supports arts management courses and internships

for UMass students through a program offered by the Arts Extension

Service, 545-2360. On Sept. 27 and Oct. 4 the Student Activities

Office and the Arts Council will offer two workshops in program
design and management, grantswriting, etc.

PUBLIC ART
The Arts Council is actively involved in expanding the puljlic art

collection at UMass. The Sculpture Courtyard at the University

Library, an exhibition space for UMass faculty and students, will

host an opening reception on September 20. The Council has

commissioned landscape architects arxJ artists to redesign the Student

Union Plaza and Metawampe Lawn. A memorial to our first sitting-

president, William Smith Clark, was designed by a student and is

expected to be built this coming summer. This year students are

being invited to design a commemorative garden to Helen Curtis Cole,

the University's first and only Dean of Women. The garden is proposed
for a site between Old Chapel and Goodell Building.

The Arts Council is funded primarily by a portion of the Arts Fee.

The Council includes undergraduate and graduate students, alumni,

faculty, and professional staff representatives.

For more information, contact the
UMass Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, 545-0202

Scruffy plays Iron Horse tonight
By AL ARPAD
Collegian Correspondent

Scruffy the Cat is a good band. Go see Scruffy the Cat;
drink Budweiser and wear a Shriner's hat.
Scruffy the Cat came to Boston from Iowa, or at least

some ofthem did. In Iowa, many people still listen to Hank
Williams and Patsy Cline. This is all right, if you like
Hank Williams and Patsy Cline, which many people in
Iowa do:

Scruffy the Cat came to Boston after a fairly successful
period playing rock and roll, as well as Williams and Cline
songs, in bars on both sides of Interstate 80. Back then,
they were called, "The Law."
Charlie Chesterman is the lead singer for Scruffy the

Cat. One problem with living in Iowa is that people in
bars almost never want to hear bands playing songs that
were written by a lead singer, unless the lead singer is

Williams, or maybe Cline. Charlie writes lots of good
songs, so he and a bass player named Mac came to Boston.
Mac's whole name is MacPaul Stanfield, and he and

Charlie found three guys in Boston named Stephen
Fredette (guitars), Stona Fitch (keyboards, banjo), and
Randall Lee Beigson the Fourth (drums). All these guys
wanted to be in a band, which is not unusual in Boston.
The only unusual thing was that they wanted to be in a
band with somebody who liked Hank Williams and Pat-
sy Celine. They called the band Scruffy the Cat, and it was
good.

Nobody knows why Scruffy the Cat became extremely
popular in Boston, because they almost never sang songs
about hate, death, and the psychotic adolescent traumas,
all of which were very much the rage in Boston at that
time. Instead, they sang loud and irreverent songs about
happiness, tigers and being shy. For some reason, people
liked that.

A while ago, Stona Fitch quit. After that. Bums Stan-
field, Mac's brother, started playing keyboards fwi the
band. Even though he's a minister, he doesn't seem to
mind that everyone drinks Budweiser, so he's all right.

Scruffy the Cat played in a lot of bars before they final-

ly got a record deal, but that was all right, because they
don't really mind playing in bars. In 1986, Scruffy the Cat
put out a fairly low-budget EP called High Octane Revival
on the Relativity label. That record was so good, Relativity

spent some money on the Tiny Days LP, which came out
in 1987. They put out another EP the same year, called
Boom Boom Boom Bingo. The next record is scheduled to
come out September 16, and it will probably be good, too.

Since they released all those records, Scruffy the Cat
has been playing in even more bars than they did before,

but mostly in places like California and South Carolina.
Tonight, they will play at the Iron Horse Cafe in Nor-
thampton, which is sort of like a bar.

Go see Scruffy the Cat. Tickets are $7.00 in advance,
and there are two shows, at 7:00 and 10:00. Maybe they
will even play a song by Hank Williams or Patsy Cline.

More Than
Copies

Copies • Fa.\ Service

Binding • Office Supplies

Oversize Copies

PIck-Up ^ Delivery

klnko's
the copy center

253-2543

CWIMX

Bagdad Cafe
7:10 & 9:00 Wi

Tucker
Stmrring .Jeff Bridgr*.

Thr Malt and Hit Itrtam

7K)0 & 9:15

Price*; Child « Senior Citicen

t2 O0-Adul«« I3..V)

mmn
A F E

WED 14 The Young
Fresh Fellows

w/Check Please' 8 30pm $5

mSCESHSI Barrence

Whitfield & The Savages
w/Time Beings $6 8 30pm

MilT-t Little Francie &
The Premiers w/Aivis $4

»=*i*»>^ Jack Smith A
The Rockabilly Planet S4

Live Skull

w/BBO Killers $5

TrMt H«r Right

?« PU*S«NT N HAMP M6 4?5I 71 4

FREE
Travel Planning

By Professionals

The Areas Only

"Certified Travel

Counselors"

AIR-HOTELS-CARS

TOURS-RAIL-CHARTERS

VACATION PACKAGES

We're worth the call

Of visit

OWWMOtTtATWOAYS

CAU

586-8953

Your Poftners
InTrovoi
Mopiewood Shops

Old South Street

NofttKimptofX MA 01060

Godspell auditions open
Theater opportunities abound in the university com-

munity, and for those who wish to become involved in

theatrical productions in the five-college area the latest

opportunity is here.

According to Randy Todd Elkinson, a member of the
University of Massachusetts Musical Theater Guild,

Godspell will be performed during late October in

Bowker Auditorium. Elkinson, who will direct the pro-

duction, said the Guild expects about 100 students to

audition for the 10 to 12 available roles.

"Nobody should be discouraged in auditioning (for

these parts)," Elkinson said, stressing that all five-college

students are eligible.

He said applications for backstage, lighting, make-up,
and costumes can be filled out during the auditions,

which will be held at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Campus
Center Auditorium, and 12 p.m. Saturday in Campus
Center room 101.

Elkinson said having a part in a production involves

rehearsals from 7-11, Sunday through Thursday.
The results of auditions will be posted Saturday even-

ing in Student Union Room 428.

Last semester's production was Little Shop ofHorrors,
which Elkinson said was very successful.

"They performed to a full house every night," he said.

The Guild has been in existence for 53 years, accor-

ding to Elkinson, and stages an average of one m^jor pro-

duction per semester.

- By KARL ROOKEY

0-GAY OG-HAY
ILD-WAY EXT-NAY

EEKEND-WAY

No mailer how you say il, il spells fun! Make sure you save a spot on your schedule for the world's firsl

PIG-OUT PARTY. On Sept 17, Rock 102, Alka SelLzcr and Figaro's Restaurant will give you a chance to

go 'hog wild'. Get a free PIG-OUT passbook full of Food Coirt Discount Coupons at Uie information
booth, free Alka Seltzer samples in the Cafe Square and begining Sept Glh free PIG-OUT T-ShirLs or a

plush pink pig with one day's dated sales receipts totaling '100 or more (supplies arc limited).

Most Important Don't Miss The Big Event
Watch the PIG-OUT pizza eaters pack in pounds of peppcroni at the PIG-OUT pizza eating contest
Saturday September I7lh at IPM. on the Cafe Square stage. Make sure you're here to 'KOOT-KOUT-

ROOT* for the home team (pun intended)!

South Maple Street, Route 9, Hadley, Ma. Open daily 10 to 9:30, Sunday 12-5.
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS WANTED
Ryder Student Transportation Service, Inc.

needs part-time school bus drivers, homemakers,

retirees, students or any one having spare time m
the mornings and/or afternoons.

We offer competitive wages, new equipment,

complete training and the opportunity to play an

important roie m the daily lives of young children.

Ryder also provides a Benefit Package to

include:
• Company Paid Pension Plan
• Tuition Aid -75 percent

• Company Paid Life Insurance
• Medical Plan Available
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan

• Credit Union
1 Make the nght move. .)oin Ryder and give your

children the safest most dependable transporta-

tion to and from school.

Train Now and Secure Your Position

for September!

$7.75 PER HOUR WAGE RATE

«,Df1iceCollect at 41 3-527-0022
An equal opportunity
employer M/F/H

A Ryder System
Company ^

revisions

ji:, li. al.-io said hf clot"^ ii<>t i'oiM'f any piiihk'ins with

tlu' Hnaid approving' the new vtisKin

Stuilt'iit leaders and administrators have worked on the

revisions of the CSC all sunmier. According,' to Shan

SilkofT, c-o-president ofthe Student Ciovet ninent .Assoc la

tion, most ofthe problem- ha\c lieen uitli the wording

of some passa^'es

(.)ne of those passages concerns interim suspension,

when the University has the right to suspend a student

on disciplinary matters before a hearing.

The old passage stated "Interim restrictions may in

elude, but are not limited to, the following: ( 1) suspension,

(2) assignment to alternate housing. (3) limitation of ac-

cess to designated University housing facilities..."

According to Silkoff, the passage was changed to

"suspension in case of imminent danger."

"We wanted the words 'in case of imminent danger' in

case of potential abuse," she said. With the revision, a

student can not be suspended immediately unless he or

she poses an imminent danger to those surrounding him

or her, she said.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice said she does not ex-

pect any opposition to the revisions at the romniittee

ineetiiih' today

Most of our problems have been cleared up," she said.

There really shouldn't be any major conflict."
^

Orefice suid although the student leaders did not get

all the changes they wanted they are satisfied with the

proposal. .

"We are not jumping up and down about it, but we got

a compromise," she said.

If the revisions get approved at the committee meeting

today, it then goes before the Executive Committee and

then to the Board of Trustees.

The Board of Trustees is made up of twelve committees

that meet throughout the year and have different respon-

sibilities. The Committe on Academic and Student Affairs

has as one of its duties to consider policy matters pertain-

ing to student life and activities. The Executive Commit-

tee has to consider and recommend to the Board the revi-

sion of rules and regulations for the governance of

students and activities.
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Special Demonstrations
on

Sept. 13-15, 10-4

The University Store

'^^p, ^
°^/AyQ^

DIVISION
t:

MUSIC • THEATER • DANCE
INSTRUCTION

All ages and levels

Private lessons

Group Study
Ensembles

Group study classes are 1/2 price

for UMass students.

For a brochure, call PAD at 545-0519

or stop by the office in Old Chapel.

'^^A.p
The Accounting Assoc. And Beta Alpha Psi

Present

ACCOUNTING FAIR 1988

Meet with representatives from C.P.A. firms,

corporations, and government agencies to

see vy/hat career opportunities they currently

offer.

Thursday 9/15 1:00-4:00
Campus Center Auditorium

SOLVING YOUR PROBLEM OF SPAC^ENHANaNG YOUR CHOICE OF STYLE

mmoofuroN \ BETTER FUTONrHf coMfonTABU PMcriCM viK*riu

At A
BETTER PRICE

BUYFACTORinSlRECT

ALIWOOO MANUFACTUf^ING INC

CALL OR WRITE TODAY
FOR A

FREE COLOR BROCHURE
OPfRA TORS A VAILABLE 24 HOURS A DAY

(513)541 6222

4015 Cherry SirMI. Cincinnati. Ohio 46223

f^'i^

^^ii^

Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Month

TIA\EOUT
$1.25

Bud Lights

A Great Place, A Great Time
and FREE Popcorn Too!

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

\ compatible P^s
s^ek^mp ^.^^^a userUrto

,
with demand.ng ej^^^ts-your

sottware

heavy«o*:°"S7 l__ --^

mLID\TA
SALES / RENTALS

259 Triangle St.

Amherst

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
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Warren Hagstrom: Professional Western

movie txjckground street Grosser

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeaii
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Photographer's

meeting

6:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 15,

1 13 Campus Center

Daily Crossword Puzzle
EdiUd by Trudt Michel JcfTc

ACNOSS
1 Hoof sound
5 Kitmal

9Ri city

14 CM trMt

1

5

Put — ¥»r«ng

16 Tint

1

7

Satanic

18 Rranz* t mat
19 Muucal comoo*
20 InvMtor s

reading mattar

23 Hialonan t

study

24 Sna*pisn

25 EncuiTiOaf

29 Ann or Faar

31 Spinning

32 Ang«NC
naaOvvaar

.33 Ran a> Madras
37 InvMtor 3 guMla

40 Aumor Saton

41 Himalayan
Snowman

42 Oasaous

43 Barnum
portrayar

44 LMIt poiila

45 Containing gold

46 Musical

aptituda

49 Invasior s

purcnasas

56 AL tMttmg

cnamp ot i97i

57 Italian *nrm

S«

7 Tufnaf Of

Louisa

8 Organic

compound
9 C to C. a g.

10 Waisn canma
11 6.Tag.
12 Untiad

13 "— longa. vita

Drava"

21 Conductor Sana

22 Russian tanor

Vladimir

2S ActraSS

Thompson
2« Prasley s

mtddia nama
27 Moist

28 VU laad-in

29 Social stratum

30 Jai foMowar

32CaO
33 Nurturad

34 Hignway
divtsion

35Concaitad onas

36 Car misnap

38 Hom« ot Haien

Hayas

39 Long-commute
spot

43 Artciant

Athenian ludga

44 Sands i

wireless

45 There s many

48 City N ol Oatrort

47 Rdos tnend

48 Gateway
50 Autnor Oeorge
51 Minor piece''

52 Give the eye

53 Coward
54 Removes the

gray

55 Tokyo quaff

58 Omelei oase for

Brutus

ANSWER TO PtlEVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Ductless Of

Alba artist

Sins

Rooen Oe —
Onoo 1 mn
Saoariieo

Mortoay.

Tuesday and

Ooris

II not

DOWN
ChM lor one
Anthropologist

—Strauss

fMili hero

Negri oi siiants

Hackney coach

Courtyards > l«aa l~ Ai«tln ilnirt stMirm 9n*iu

Lunch

Dinner

Menu
BmIci Laacb

Sorry,

we still don't

have a menu
Basics Oinntr

r Weather
Today: Sunny, high in mid 708.

Tonight: Clear, low near 50

Tomorrow: Sun, high near 70

TODAYS STAFF
mtht Editor Jim Clark

Copy Editor Pam McCarthv

Uyovt Tcchnlcluu Marc Infield

Photo Technician Chris Hosford

Prodactlon Sapervlsor Wendy Rae Nutter

Pn>dactlon:Janine. Karen, Chris. Christine, Owen, Lauren,

Dionne, and Joe the driver.

Executive Board -- Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
EdHor in Chief

Rick Saston

Maaaftng Editor

David R. Mark
EdHortal Editor

Robert Ciappennelti

Btisiacts Maaagcr

Marc Inflcid

Prodactlon Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelli

Business Manafcr

Barbra Hindin

Advcnising Maaagcr

Daniel Munroe Debra Botzenhart

Finance Manager Advtrliting Manager

Todd Fruhbeis Mary Huygens

CIrcalatlon Manager lrt«it|liiai Maaagtr
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Bourque assumes leadership role on and off ice
Wednesday, September 14, 1988 COLLEGIAN 19

WILMINGTON (APi - Ray Bourque of the Boston

Bruins has won the Norris lYophy as the National Hockey

League's best defenseman twice. So has Paul Coftey of the

Pittsburgh Penguins.

Coffey won it in 1985 and 1986 as a member of the Ed
monton OiK i- Fiourque won it in 1987 and 1988 while

CoflVys M-asuiis were shortened by a back injury and

unhappiness that led to his trade from the Oilers.

"The second one was nice," said Bourque, "but I'd real

ly love to get that third one. It would mean a lot more

to me because Coffey will be healthy from the beginning

of the season."

Boui-que is starting his 10th season with the Bruins, and

his first as the sole captain of the team, an honor and du-

ty he shared with Rick Middleton for three years. He's

been picked for the first or second All-Star teams in each

of his nine seasons.

Plain and Pepperoni

Pizza Now Available

by the Slice

Only $1.00
11:30 amUiOO pm
Daily

"In spite of it, his arrival at the Bruins" training camp

was unobtrusive.

"I didn't see him all summer," said General Manager

Harry Sinden, "and I met him the other night and he was

a^ shy as he was eight years ago. You can't tell from wat-

ching him play; he doesn't play shy."

Bourque has blossomed into the leader of the Bruins,

on and off the ice, that coach Terry O'Reilly has been

seeking.

"When he first got here, he was kind of like Bobby Orr,"

said O'Reilly. "You remember how quiet and shy Bobby

was. If you were interviewing him, you could hardly hear

him talk.

"But when he stepped on the ice and put the puck on

the stick, you could see the confidence oozing out of him.

Ray was like that on the ice. It was like he was saying,

'I'm on the ice now; I'm at home.'

'Now it's starting to carry off the ice. Ray is the force

in the locker room now."

While Bourque has one eye on a third straight Norris

Trophy, he has the other one on an even more important

one, the Stanley Cup. The Bruins went into the finals last

spring before losing to Edmonton. In four previous

seasons, they bowed out to Montreal in the first round.

"It used to be no one would talk to me too much about

hockey," said Bourque, who spends the ofT-season in his

Montreal home. "Every now and then someone would ask.

'What happened?" I'd shut him up quick.

"This summer everyone was telling me how well we
played. It was a lot of fun."

>fc *,«

22 AAosooK St 191 N Pleoiont Si

Northomplon Amh«f»t

566 6336 3S3 2013

SAVE 500/0

ON TICKETS
CALL 545-251

1

/m THE FINEARTSCENTER
^iM UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

START THE SEMESTER OEP RIGHT!

GET INTO SHAPE!!
AT

THE BODY SHOP
TWO NEW LOCATIONS

KENNEDY & JOHN ADAMS TOWERS
NEW DIGITAL MYDRA-PITNESS MACHINES

• STAIR CLIMBERS
• AEROBICS
• TREADMILLS

• ROWING MACHINES
• SKI MACHINES
• STATIONARY BICYCLES

1

ALL FOR THE LOW SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $50!

PLUS!

fIRST 100 JOINING RECEIVE BODY SHOP DESIGNER TEE SHIRT

AND ARE ELIGIBLE EOR DRAWING fOR A • MOUNTAIN BIKE

• CROSS COUNTRY SKIS • SPORTING GOODS GIET CERTIFICATES

SIGN UP ALL 3 LOCATIONS
SEPTEMBER 15: 3:00-7:00 SEPTEMBER 16: 1:00-4:00

John Adams 19th Floor—John Kennedy 12th Floor—Totman Gymnasium Basement

OPENING SPTEMBER 19 7:30-9:00am. 11:30-1 :30pm, 3:00-9:00pm, Sat 12:00-3:00pm

Info: 545-4665

Rice, Bosox
AL East lead
BOSTON (AP) - Jim Rice hit his eighth

career grand slam and the Boston Red Sox
beat the Baltimore Orioles, 6-4 Tuesday
night for their seventh victory in nine
games.
Lee Smith got his 25th save, helping the

Red Sox maintain their lead in the
American League East. Boston is 4V^
games ahead of New York. They began the
day with a 3 1/2-game margin over Detroit
and a 4 l/2-game edge over New York.
Mike Smithson, 8-5, gave up two runs on

four hits in 5%
innings. The Orioles scored twice in the
eighth against Bob Stanley on doubles by
Joe Orsulak, Eddie Murray and Larry
Sheets, before Smith relieved for the final

four outs.

Rice spoiled the major league debut of
Pete Harnisch with his 12th home run of
the season. Wade Boggs bagan the Boston
third with a double and Mike Greenwell

slam O's;

now at 4 1/2
and Ellis Burks walked with two outs,

loading the bases.

Rice, who struck out on three pitches in

the second inning, ran the count to 2-2 and
then hit a tremendous drive high off the
light tower about the 379-foot mark in left-

center for his homer.

Harnisch, a right hander drafted from
Fordham University in June 1987, gave up
five runs on six hits in seven innings.

The Red Sox added another run in the
seventh on doubles by Jody Reed and
Boggs. Boggs' 40th double this year left

him just eight hits shy ofbecoming the first

player in this century to reach 200 hits in

six consecutive years.

Rice singled in the eighth and Reed got
an RBI single, his third hit of the game.

In the Orioles' fourth, Murray singled,

Sheets walked and Mickey Tettleton hit a
two-run double.

Boston's Jim Rice, gets congratulations from teammates Larry Parrish
(25) and Mike Greenwell after hitting a grand slam in last night's 6-4 win

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the

competative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (RM 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and
pick up a job apolicatlon and descriotion and submit
it no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30.

__^ M/F—EOE
1

AcnvmES'Auoo
AUTO K» SALE • CALCULATOftS

ENTERTAMIWCNT • FOR RENT
FOR SAIE* POUND
Hap WANTED •LOST

CLASSIFIED
WSTRUCT10N • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RCE WANTED
fflDERS NEEDS) •^RVCES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVa
WANTED •SUBlfT

COIgTPTMiC01iiaUliOWWi~CC11»MO»i-TIMWlJ»4dO(FWi-lJO)«OEAOUNe20AY8PRIORTOPlieLJ^

ACTIVITIES

FREE MEDITATION CLASS- 44 WadfiM-
day Room 901 Campu* C«ntar Sponsor
Ananda Mar^a

WJNUA NEWS A SPORTS OfUENtATiON
Tonight 7pm in CommuMr Araa Lounga
(Behind Hatch) All Walcoma

USED It" QASAR COLOR TV ExMdant
condition S50 549^)497

TYliEWRrfER LIKE NEW. OOM gripiw.

colora. txg. smaM lypa. Mc t120 Tracy
6-5948

FOUMD

WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT B« one
of the highest paid political activists m the
country Clean Water Action is paying iwhat

your dedication is worth Earn $7-Sl2/hr
PT A FT everwig hours availatite call Suaan
• 549-7450

TYPtST WANTED lor MAC AccuracyKn-
ponani CopyCat Print Shop 228 Tnangla
Street 549^3840

CHESS CLUB MEETING all lavato of play
free inMruclion free membership we meal
Tuesday mghts starting I9(h Room posted
CCinIo I

FOUND A MNOOn 9/10 At ttta Foolball

Game H lott contact Tarry al 5404577

MINOLTA CALL aU-77S2 avamnga

HELP WANTED

PART-TIME AND FULL-TMK tialp wwMd
CopyCat Print Shop 228 Thangle Street
Amharsi 549-3840

YAMAHA TUnMTABLf ASKMQ tlM.SO
axe cond Call Ned 54«-5«2S

AUTO FOR SALE

I8S4 MEWqjItY LVNX 44K, Manual. Ek -

cwwnt CondiHoni Nvw Pion>y CMMtM.
new tires 549-5470 or S4»0779

VOLKSWAGEN ' 1971 -Type
IIUSadan/Automatic Includes Snow
Tiraa/Spare lire Recant New Muffler

$70000 Negotiable Moving South
1-5934401

MOVING TO EUROPCMust San 19»
Renaull 4 Spaad 2-Ooor. 36.000 mi

,

MUFU caaaane AaUng 12,600 S644S64

LUE CHEVY IHPALA 77 High Miaaaa
For Scrap or Good Winter Sealer wKh a lit-

lie work BA3 2564892 Nicholas

1979 FORD MUSTANa302ci V8 Needs
tailpipe, otttarwise great Condition Must
Sell First SSOO Takes 2S642S7
1977 NOVA. EXCELLENT condition

$100080 584-1798

1961FORD ESCORT WAGON 4 spaad
good body runs well $950 Can 5494045

CHILDCARE/MOTHERS HELPERFor
Adorabta 2 Month old Experience with In-

fants Required Flexible Hours 548-9474

TOOKS. DISHWASHERS UPUp to $8 00
An Hr apply at Ann Fialda Rattaurant Rl.

9Hadlay. MA

GRADUATE STUDENT MScianca field

wwnad tor Part tHna Salaa of Specially Sup-

plies 10 the Unlveraily. CaM Robert Ivarson

(413)7364464

HOU8ECLEANER. S4 HOURSWeekiy.
S54 HR Must have car Call 253-5929

Evenings

COOK FOR FRATERMTV al Umaaa 10
Is par waak Mon^ir Silanr

JC2!

SELL JEWELRY AT Jackson Flea Market
(Mtn Farms MaM) semi-precious stone arkl

ottier crafted earrings bam percentage of

sales Caiss Oee 549-6550 or BaiWa
548-9212 before 9pm

OEPENOABLE STUDENTS NEEDED tor

Newspaper dslivary in dorms Nocar need-
ed 7 0O4 00 only 7day*/week Very good
waaWy pay CM 253-7009

GUITAR LESSONS

PRWATE GUITAR LESSONS with Ooug
Hewitt Rock-Bluas-Folk All levels
Songwriting. Theory. Improvisation.
Reading Studto on 3 bua Nnaa 549-4766
or 5494966

RESUMES

Gail 253-9923

DESPERATELY SEEKING CLEANMO
WOMAN for small |obs around ttte house
Great pocket money for students! CaM
545-0627 ask tor Stephanie or Traoay.

WORD WIZARD. $10 tor one page LMar
phnling 8ain4pni 549-3752

UMASS RUGBY

CONGRATULATHMS SISTERS OF KAP-
PA Kappa Gamma lor reaching your
chapter goal and rawing our house G P A
10 a 2 96<

AUDITIONS FOR OOOSPELL* will be
heM by the UMass Music Theatre Qu4d on
Sept 15*8 00 in the CCA. and Sept 17
• 1200 m Rm lOlCC No preparation

necessary For more info, call 545-0415

THE SISTEm AND PLEDGES oTChi
Omega welcome the Chi Omega ex-

changes to UMass. Tanwni. Polly. Julie.

Colette

CONORATULAnONS TO ALL the new
sisters of Chi Omega! We love you!

DAVE MORRISON—ATO here's your per
sonal I had a good time at the exchange
MaytM I'll see you again? Love. Maria

SE A MATH TUTOR: Earn money and 3
credits)' CaN 545-2662 tor details

COME AND FIND OUT About the Univar-

sity Players! Our First maetittg wM be held

on Wednesday, September 14 at 7 00PM
Al Students Old and New. are Watooma!
Check ua outl

REWARD FOR RETURNol Wallet LOM on
Sat Sept 10 At ttte Red House Next to

Pike II Found Pleaae cal 549-7584

MKHAEL wrm FUNKYBIack Hair Bon-
ducci's last Waak. Saturday Oanca. Lai's

meet 64595 -T

ru SWITCH MYLol 26 Slicfcer tor your 25
C«2S64325

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL
SINGER FOR rock and ml band CalSlava
6-3255 or Tom 6-5107

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. OMc-
nckeys and large screen video dancas
borms/organizations 256-6526

ROOMMATE WANTB)

FOR RENT: 2 spacious bedroorns
$350/monih iTKAides everyttung lor2per-
son/rm S Amtiersi On bus route from
Sept ^June, caM 253-9774

STuoerrs and clubs to jow the
'66-'69 Student Travel Services' Sales
Team Earn cash aiKl/or free winter and
spring tweak vacatons Travel with me best

to our exciting ski arvl sun destmatxyis For

mors information can 1 400448-4849

WANTED TO RBIT

3 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE IN
BEAUTIFUL NEW Amherst house
$240/month plus uW must see caM Oean
256-0471 leeve number

9VWWE AiPARTMBIT lu»y fumoh-
ed w/fTMCiowava. looking tor male roomate
pisas I caM 5494006 leave maeaaga

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE to rent Willing to

share with oltier band Contact Brian

545-3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anytime

Wi« pay top its for a good place We are

not toud

WANTCO

BOARDSI WANTED al Chi Omega Sorori-

ty Cal 5454162 and aak tor Kathy

3 MALE OR FEMALE ROOMATES need-
ed to share wKredlbto new tkMae in

Le>^rett Caltiedral oeiMnga, loft. weigM
room. 2 t>atl>roama. deck on 100 acraa. In-

expensive CaM now Mark 5464451 or

Thorn 253-3725 Inexpenaivel Must see to
" "

ii

FEMALE WANTED TO share bedroom m
Northwood alp. Nonsmoking Leave

15494112

; TO NYC Fn »16«8 for Deed
Shows wW pfovidv lodOMQ csR Mks
546-5373

THETA CHI YARD SALE

NNEO EXTRA MONEY? SaM your alufl

There wNI be a YARD SALE al ThaU Chi.

496 N Plaaaant St on Saturday Sept 17
from 900 to 1 00pm Bring Mama you want
to eel to Theta Chi on Friday Sapl 18 bet-

ween 4-7 p m to be tagged There wM be
a 20 percent conwniaaion to Thata Chi on

FOR RENT

BEATIFUL ONE BEDROOM condo in Mor-

thamplon Nice community, spackxis, great

for couple River Run condos. $510 a

month Call Rick at 253-2124 leave
message

FOR SALE

BLACK SHOGUN ISSpeed Tour Bike

Shimano Parts $230 Best Offer Evenings
584-2072 Ban

GOOD COUCH AND a cool chair plus

dishes and glasses lor eight CaM 5464388

COMPUTER ANO PRINTER7n<ayPro~ll
wn.etter Quality Phnter and software Great

lor papers $400/each or $77S/pr Barb at

584-7605

HEY! WANT TO make $25 a week? We
nned a handyman to mow our lawn and to

ahovel our walnvay in the winter In-

taraated? Call 5454527 ask for Stephanie

or Tracey

MEiTaNO WOMEN needed for ckilhing

store WiM fit schedule around dass Apply

at Anderson LIttto store at Hampahire MaM

FOOD PRCP/DISHWASHERS part time

flexible hours, some days and early even-

ing shifts starting pay up to $6 00 per hour

Apply in person. Season's Restaurant,

Route 9 Betehertown Road. Amherst

ELDERLY CARE. We wM tram Fulltime,

part-time. 11pm-7am. 7am-3pm.3pm-1lpm,

weekends, flexibto hours Car required CaM

253 9726 AA/EOE

UMASS RUGBY London IS caMing wid I am
gone - but the memory of Mick remains
-KEN!!!

COMPACT DISC MUSK MACHINE

SICK OF DC FOOOT Cto you like tobster.

shnmp. or steak? FREE MEALS in ex-

chvige tor light kitchen help Contact Scott

or Greg at 545-2150

FELICE- A SISTER AT LASTII I hiv ya>

Karen

TO SHARE APARTMENT in Squire Vaga
$230 plus electric Mustbefemato CaMthe
oftice 665-2203 Ask about 23-H

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a
one bedroom CMflside apt w^an eaav gomg
senior If interested pleaae caN Beith at

665-4550

SEU JEWELRY ON CC CONCOURSE.
Semi-precnus stone and otfier crafted ear-

Ings Earn percentage of sales Flexible

hours CaM Dee 5494550 or Bart>ara

548-9212 before 9pm

OOMMO'S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays
$70 00 10 $100 00 a shift 2564911

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE-650 compact
discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

I now! 549-1421 or 253-7655

PERSONALS

HEY CASHIN~40STi
WELCOME BUDDIES'

MOVIE MARATHON SOON.
OK?

CHRISSIE

GAN. ADIANE:
You're the best
Aunt A Slepmom

A Bimbo" couM ask
for!!

DONNA FURHMANI Well, what do ya
know! CongratulatKins. sistarl Hope It

wasn't too bad! Love. Mwtial.

AX NEW SISTERSI Congratulatkms! I k>ve

you. Josephine

HELP SAVE THE PREVALWM WAGE cal
Kevin 546-6005

DEAR PATTI ANNE. I tove you! Please
give me another chance Love always.
John.

ROOMMATE-Grad student, to share new
oondo^n busroute. $325 * . cal 253-7506

3~LARGE BEDROOMS ^AVAILABLE In
tMautiful leveret colonial 7 minutes from
UMass $200/monlh • uN. Must see
548-9906

FEMALE WANTED to share bedroom in

lownel>ouse Fully furr>isfied pelase caN
Julie or Ann 549-541

7

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking cal 256-0264

TUTORIAL/EDITORIAL

CERTIFIED TEACHER. M.F.A.. offers

private English as secornl language
lessons, edits papers, aM levels, speciaKz-
ing in speech, compretiensKNi, writing im-

provement Fee schedule on
253-3364

CHILD C:ARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys
ages 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leveren
center. 10 min from UMASS ChiW Ed nta-

|or would be ideal Call 2564180 or

548-9645 AvailatM immediately

FLASH

Chrissie

WELCOME TO UMASSI
Chnstian Feltowship'> The Alliance Chris-

tian Feltowship welcomes you! More info

Rck or Jennifer 253-7206
TYPING.
accurate

SERVKXS

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION.
2S3-WORD

last,

BOX STALLS FOR LEASE or board (we
feed t dean)—$225 00 per month-oi you
do It yourself—$125 00 per rnonlh Indoor

A outdoor nng Camp Robbin Hollow. Inc

253-3578 or 2539656

ELEC. TYPEWRITER $60. tape deck$50.

turntable $50. aiw machine $i 5 Make of-

fer" 5494630

LOT SO STKXERI CALLMA^oSmT

UNDERGROUND EXPRESS-Now hiring

Drivers, $3 65/hr • 6 percent commision •

tips FNsxible hours, great pay Perfect for

college students ALSO-kflchen help

Salary Negotiable Call Murph or Dan at

549-7771 or 549-1644

MOOT: THANX 4 LUNCHI
I miss ya kMs!

Luv,

Gotoen Girl

HEY ALPHA CHI'S, get payched tor one
amazing aamastar-Oon't worry, be happy!

FURNITURE

ACCURATE PROFESSKMAL TYPBIO
w/spaMchack Carolyn 253-5667

WANTED

ZETA PSI MEMBERSHIPhas its

priveledgesi Rush Zeta Psi, 23 Phillips St
256-6845

CONGRATULAHONS to the new vice
presNJent of Chi Omega- Kim Aranskyi

FURNITURE FOR
a budget Futons,

QUALITY NEW
STUDENTS on
bookcases, lablee and more Hamehn Fur
niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970
Bill or Darrin We deliver.

WANTED SPANISH 230 tutor- exchange
lor English tutor

EXPERIENCED AND fALENTEb drunv
mer seeks sstat>lished band for rsfiearsal

and gigs CaN Matt 5464633 (keep trying

)
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SPORTS
Dean 's list on page 5.
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Field hockey travels to B.C. to battle the Eagles
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team was not tested in its 4-1 win

over Springfield College last Saturday.

But the Minutewomen will be faced with

a pretty stern test of its ability tonight,

when they travel to Chestnut Hill to face

Boston College at 7 p.m.

Tonight's game is not the only battle con-

cerning the Minutewomen, however. The
biggest controversy surrounding UMass in

this young season is the fight for the star-

ting goalie position.

Senior Sue Desmond and senior Cindy

Cox have fought it out for the job in the

first month of the season, but neither has

solidified a spot as the No. 1 goaltender.

Cox started in UMass' opening game win

over Springfield and was impressive. She

recorded seven saves, while giving up on-

ly one goal.

Desmond did not see any action in the

game. One factor that is working against

her is her experience. Desmond has been

a backup goaltender since coming to

UMass and has not seen any meaningful

minutes in goal.

On the other side. Cox was a three year

starter for Purdue University before

transferring to UMass for her senior year

But Desmond has been given a fair shot

at the position and still has a chance to win

the position from Cox. who seems to have

UMass will be
tested by
a tall team
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team may be unbeaten (1-0) and

untied, but it is also untested so far in this

young season.

Tonight's match, at Totman Gymnasium,
7 p.m., against Central Connecticut State

University will test the Minutewomen in

a crucial area — in fTx>nt and above the net.

The Lady Blue Devils possess more
hei^t than the Minutewomen, with a line-

up close to 5'8' in average height.

"One good thing for us is that this will

be an opponent that will help us improve

our hitting around a big block, and it will

give us a chance to work on our blocking,"

UMass coach Carol Ford said.

Blocking was the weak spot for the

Minutewomen in their first match on Sun-

day. They recorded only three blocks in

four sets against the University of Hart-

ford, but Ford said practices this week were

dedicated to improving the block.

"I'm not worried (about getting beat on

the block) because we are keeping things

very simple," she said.

The Minutewomen are also hoping for

the return of senior Juliet Primer. She

missed the opening match (for medical

reasons) but may be ready to play tonight.

Ford said she would make the decision

whether Primer could play after yester-

day's practice.

Primer could aid the Minutewomen up
' front against the Lady Blue Devils.

"The difference (when Primer is playing)

is, having Juliet in he middle puts Julie

Smith on the outside where she is used to,

and that puts Chris (McEnroe) on the right

side, where she is used to," Ford said.

Central Conn. will face the

Minutewomen with only three seniors,

however, they do have six talented

freshman (only two of which are shorter

than 5'9').

"(Central Conn.) is a good, competitive

Collrgiau i^liolu by Rirharti Bonannu

The Minutewomen won't be digging up the grass when they travel to

Boston College today. The Eagles play on artificial turf, which will make
for a high speed shoot-out between the two teams.

a slight edge. Another possibility is to

rotate the goaltenders.

"This season who will play in goal will

be determined by who plays well in prac-

tice, what our opponent will do, what we
think they'll do. I think Cindy is a little

stronger at this point so I think she has a

slight edge," UMass coach Pam Hixon said.

Whichever goalie gets the nod tonight

will have a big job to do. BC was not a na-

tionally ranked team last year, nor were

they one of the top teams in New England.

"We are going to be tested by BC even

though they have not traditionally been a

strong opponent in New England. This is

almost as important as opening the season

Men's soccer will try
to tame the Wildcats

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

The opening nif^t reviews are in, and the

news is pretty good.

Sunday's 1-0 defeat of the Maine Black

Bears launched the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team on a

positive note, as coach JefTGettler's squad

played decent team defense, controlled the

ball effectively in the middle third of the

field, and created plenty of scoring

opportunities.

The Minutemen now enter the dark

recesses of their scary schedule, again com-

ing face to face with large wildlife. UMass
will entertain the Wildcats of the Univer-

sity of New Hampshire today, the first of

three contests in the next five days that

will test the team's stamina and toughness.

If the Minutemen hope to crack the New
England Regional top 10 rankings
sometime soon, and finish this homestand
atop the Atlantic- 10 standings, a win today

is a must.

"We can make or break our season in this

week," said assistant coach John Martin,

"We're taking no games lightly."

"This game will show if we're a mature

team or not," said Gettler. "If we're going

to be a good team, we have to play at a very

high level (today)."

The UNH program has rebounded in re-

cent years, under the guidance of head

coach Ted Garber, son of UMass lacrosse

guru Dick Garber. The Wildcats will bring

a 1-1 record to town, fresh from a 3-0 whip-

ping at the hands of the University of

Rhode Island Saturday. The loss followed

a season-opening 2-1 overtime defeat of

Central Connecticut State University.

The Wildcats feature junior midfielder

Scott Brennan, who scored both goals

against UMass the last time these two

teams met, a 2-2 duel last October in

Ehirham, N.H. Brennan, who notched both

goals in this season's only UNH victory, led

the team with 23 points last year, and was
an All-New England selection at year's

end.

The Minutemen will attempt to foil Bren-

nan with a team approach, the same defen-

sive philosophy that shut out the Black

Bears on Sunday.
"The focus at the beginning of the season

is to get our defending together. We have

to show that we're a sound defensive team
that will not give away goals, like we did

last year," explained Gettler. "We have to

shut down Scott Brennan. If we defend,

we'll win."

UMass will have to score as well. For-

wards Steve Cesnek, Carl Hanks, and
Louis Hollmeyer spent plenty oftime in the

right places against Maine, but capitaliz-

ed just once.

"I thought we missed at least five goals,

in addition to the one we had," said Get-

tler of Sunday's effort.

The UMass attack will be looking to

pound the ball past sophmore goaltender

Eric Stinson, who allowed just 1.14 goals

per game last season.

New England program," Ford said.

And, although Ford said "we still have

to play hai-d to beat them," she also said

"we have to beat teams of this caliber if we
want to be competitive against conference

teams." Although it is still early in the

year, Central Conn, has the edge on UMass
in games played already. The Lady Blue

Devils are 2-6 this season.

"They've played a bunch of matches but

that's a small factor," Ford said.

She also said she was pleased with how
much her team learned in its only match.
The Minutewomen were stung by Hartford,
losing the first set to the Hawks, but they
pulled together and won the next three
sets.

"Losing that first game is even more im-
portant than winning the first match. It

woke them up," Ford said.

Rugby clashes with Army to open 20th year
The Rugby Club, entering its 20th year

as a club sport at the University of

Massachusetts, gives students the oppor

tunity to play in one of the country's fastest

growing sports.

Rugby combines athletic skill, endurance

and sheer physical strength. It feature two

teams of 15 men on a pitch slightly larger

than a football field, playing two 40 minute

halves of non-stop action.

Currently, the club has 60 members, and,

unlike other sports, everyone plays each

weekend. Practices are held Tuesday

through Thursday from 4 to 6 p.m. on the

rugby pitches on the lower Boyden Fields.

All University men are welcome,
regardless of physical stature or

intelligence.

The UMass Rugby Club opens its season

Sunday at 12:30 p.m. against Army.
* *

This is the first edition of Club Sports

Roundup, a new weekly feature the Col-

legian is instituting this fall

The column will run Wednesday or

Thursday when space permits. All informa-

tion must be submitted by 4 p.m. Monday,
not noon Tuesday as we originally noted.

Information can be sent by campus mail

or delivered in person to the Collegian
.sports department. No information will be
taken over the phone.

The information should not be a story,

just the recent results and upcoming events
of the team. A name and phone number
must be included in case there are any
questions or a need for further information.

The Collegian may have to edit when
necessary, and there is no guarantee the
column or information will run every week.
Many people connected with club and

nonvarstiy sports feel they do not get
enough coverage in the Collegian, so thia
is your chance.

or closing the season," Hixon said.

One contrast between last years game,

which the Minutewomen won 21 at Tot-

man Field, is that BC's field is artificial

turf as opposed to the natural grass of

Totman.
Because of the turf, Hixon will not use

the same combinations of players that she

inserted into the game on Saturday. The
smooth carpet will make the game faster

paced than it is on grass.

"We'll either go with our starting lineup

or we'll go with three midfielders instead

of two," Hixon said. "We need some speed,

we need our best ballhandlers, we need our

best passers in the game. On turf there is

far more possession than on grass so we're

looking to pick them up with our strongest

lineup of the people who can control the

ball the best."

One area where Hixon wants to improve

from the opening game is on the penalty

corners. Senior co-captain Ruth Vasapolli

and senior Julie Stuart have been the

Minutewomen's best corner combo over the

last year.

"On turf, because the ball moves faster,

there's a greater chance that the ball is go-

ing to go out of bounds and that no one is

going to get to it and touch it for the re-

bound," Hixon said. "So we want to get a

little closer to the goal, we want to use a

lot more finesse of our skills to draw more

penalty corners."

Men's tennis
set for UNH
in opener
Rain-out on 1st day
By JIM CUMMING6
Collegian CorrMpondent

Th« University of Maasachusetts men's

t«nni< taam and its coach Manny Roberts

will have to wait until today to begin the

1988 Maaon. Dua to rain, yesterday's

chedulad opanar with Skidmore College

was cancellad.

With that match waahed out Roberts has

turnad hia attantion to today's opponent—

tha Univcnity of New Hampshire.

"We boat them last year and have a bet-

ter than average chance of beating them
again if everyone plays well," Roberts said.

UNH is not expected to be the toughest

opponent of a four match homestand which

consists of matches against Boston Univer-

sity, the University of Connecticut, and

Central Connecticut State University.

Despite this the team is not looking past

their opening matches.

Returning senior Homberto Soto said,

"We're definitely ready for them and set

to begin the season."

Roberts is looking forward to, hopefully,

stringing together a couple of important

victories here at home. That would give the

players some much needed momentum to

carry them into either the New England

or ECAC tournament.

Today's match against UNH is will start

at 3 p.m. and there is no word on whether

the match with Skidmore will be

rescheduled.

AL East Race
The Boston Red Sox moved farther into

first place and a couple of steps closer to

clinching the American League East ti-

tle last night. With their win over

Baltimore (see page 15) and Detroit's loss

to Toronto, the Red Sox' magic number is

now 14, meaning any combination of

Boston wins or losses by the second place

team will put the Sox in the playoffs.

. W L GB
Boston 81 63- -

Detroit 77 68 4.5

New York 76 67 4.5

Milwaukee 77 70 5.5

Boston 6, Baltimore 4

Toronto 9, Detroit 1

New York 5, Cleveland 4

Milwaukee 4, Chicago
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SGA members defend
meeting closed to public

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

FINE LINE — Paul Gresews walks on a rope set up by the ROTC
across the Campus Pond yesterday. A $1 donation to Easter Seals

allowed volunteers to try the perilous feat.

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Numerous reactions have surfaced con-

cerning a closed meeting of the Student

Government Association Coordinating

Committee last Thursday.

The meeting moved into executive ses-

sion to discuss alleged misuse of funds by

SGA Budgets Committee Chairman Gil

Penchina. Penchina said he was testing the

system to see if violations were possible

and point them out.

The move into executive session barred

anyone, including the Collegian, from the

meeting.

Collegian Editor in Chief Pedro Pereira

said this was a violation of the

Massachusetts open-meeting law, and has

asked the Hampshire County District At-

torney's Office to investigate the case.

(Related story, page 16]

Pereira's complaint is that Robert Fadel,

who presided over the meeting, did not

follow the specific procedure to enter into

executive session.

The SGA follows Robert's Rules of Order,

a set of rules for meetings of governmen-

tal bodies. These rules contain no provi-

sions for entering into executive session.

There are also no rules in the SGA con-

stitution or bylaws to cover open meetings

or executive session.

State law requires a specific reason be

stated for the move into executive session;

a roll call vote be taken; and the person in

volved be asked if he would like the

meeting to remain open. Pereira said these

steps were not taken.

But the law applies only to "governmen-

tal bodies" as defined by state law. and

some area lawyers and student govern-

ment officials say the SGA is not a govern-

mental body as defined by state law,

therefore the law does not apply to it.

Attorney Michael Pill said, in his opi-

nion, the SGA is not a governmental body

as defined by the state and does not fall

under the open meeting law.

Pill said the SGA "exists within the

framework of the University," and is not

a governmental body. "A case like this has

not been decided conclusively by any court

in Massachusetts," Pill said.

State law defines a governmental body

as "every board, commission, committee or

subcommittee of any district, city, region

or town, however elected, appointed or

otherwise constituted."

Shari Silkoff, SGA co-president said: "I

would say we are a governmental body.

However, if people want to get technical,

our constitution has never been approved

by the Board of Trustees, therefore we are

not." Silkoff said she thought Fadel had

done nothing wrong in calling the ex-

ecutive session.

The SGA constitution has not been

ratified by the Board of Trustees, but Pill

said this would not make a difference.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice

agreed: "According to the way the Board

of Trustees and the University looks at us,

we're not a governmental body."

Said Pereira: "If the district attorney's

office decides that they are not a govern-

mental body then we have a more serious

problem who are they accountable to?"

Pereira said he had asked for the in

vestigation because he believed the open

meeting law had been violated. "Since no

minutes were taken, we want to make sure

procedures were followed.

About Fadel's allegedly not fallowing the

open meeting law Orefice said: "I don't

think it's fair to fault him for not knowing

the exact letter of the state law.
"

Fadel, SGA speaker, said he was concern-

ed that the issue of alleged student fund

misuse by Penchina had been overshadow-

ed by the open meeting controversy.

"We're being up-front with what's being

done with the funds," Fadel said. Tm not

going to take it personally, but I think the

issue was taken too far."

Senator Howard Dreyfus expressed his

opinion on the controversy: "I really don't

know if I see the necessity of going into ex

ecutive session, but I feel the Collegian has

made a larger deal out of it than it is."

Senator Todd Lever expressed a similar

concern, saying it was appropriate to move

into executive session to protect the coor-

dinating committee and the integrity of Gil

Penchina.

Ex-attorney general discovered
trespassing in his former office

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police late Tuesday night

found former Student Government Association Attorney

General Bill Collins trespassing into the office he once

occupied.

Executive Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson said,

"To the best of my knowledge there were no charges." He

also said the case is closed, and police are not conducting

an investigation.

Around 11:09 p.m. police responded to the call which

came from SGA Co-president Shari Silkoff.

When officers arrived at the attorney general's office,

"Collins was in possession of a key that he refused to sur-

render to police," Hilson said.

Collins, whose term as attorney general expired in the

spring, said the key was lent to him by one of his former

assistants who still works in the office.

Silkoff said the office of attorney general is currently

vacant, and SGA officers have tried to retrieve the keys

to the office that are in the possession of Collins'

assistants.

Hilson said the police ordered the locks recored at the

request of Silkoff.

Silkoff said she had originally requested the locks to be

recored in June, and the police informed her during the

incident that an emergency request would be seriously

considered because of the original request.

She said she and other student government officials

were looking into filing charges against Collins with the

UMass police and/or the Dean of Students Office.

There are complications concerning where the charges

should be filed because Collins' status as a student is in

question, she said.

Collins, editor in chief of the Minuteman newspaper,

said he was in the office, so he could make phone calls,

something he can not do from the Minuteman office

because the paper has no phones.

The paper used to use Republican Club phones before

the Student Activities Office had them shut off after the

Club was kicked out of the space.

Silkoff said she realized Collins was on the phone when

she noticed a line lit on the phone in her office. She had

a suspicion it was Collins, so she walked to the attorney

general's office where she found the door open, she said.

Without going to the office she could hear Collins' voice,

she said.

Collins contradicted Silkoffs statement. He said she

knew he was using the phone because she was listening

to his conversations via a phone in the president's office.

The phone system on the fourth floor of the Student Union

Building is set up so this is possible.

Silkoff and Collins have a history of opposing each other.

Most recently Collins spearheaded an attempt to block

Silkoff and her co-president Jason Rabinowitz from

holding the office of SGA president.

AP pholo

CLOUDING UP — Hurricane Gilbert, which

battered the resorts of the Yucatan Peninsula

yesterday with 160 mph winds and torrential

rains, is sweeping toward the United States.

Thousands of Mexicans fled coastal areas for

shelters inland.

Yesterday, residents along the Gulf Coast of

Texas, 560 miles to the north, stockpiled food

and supplies and prepared to evacuate.

Robert Sheets, director of the National Hur-

ricane Center in Florida, said early yesterday

he expects Gilbert to make landfall on the

Texas-Louisiana coast in 36 to 48 hours.

»«
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BOSTON (AP>- At lis first meeting of the

1988-89 school year, the state Board of

Regents heard a gloomy assessment Tues-

day of the operating budget used to run the

public higher education system.

All things are not rosy. The thorns this

year are particularly big," said Chancellor

Franklyn Jenifer, calling the current $752

million appropriation "one of the most dif

ficult operating budgets" in his experience.

In a report to the board, which sets policy

for the state-wide system, Joseph Fin

negan, the vice chancellor for fiscal affairs,

told the Regents that the system will need

at least $67 million, and probably $100

million, in next year's budget to keep the

system sound.

Finnegan produced figures showing that

the higher education budget increased from

$560 million in fiscal 1985, to $626 million

in 1986, to $722 million in 1987.

But in fiscal 1988, which ended on June

30, appropriations rose to just $735 million,

after the Dukakis administration forced

$20 million in savings through year-end

"reversions."

The current budget for fiscal 1989 is $752

million, which Finnegan said represented

the first decrease he could recall, compared
to tb*> nricrinal 1988 rwnirp nf *7^?^ miUion.

Finnegan said the chancellor's staff has

identified some $36 million in "critical

needs" along with a $22 million inflation

adjustment and $9 million needed because

a government accounting practice demands

budgeting for a "53rd week" in fiscal 1990.

Those considerations alone, he said,

mean the regents must be prepared to fight

for an increase in next year's budget of $67

million. With rising energy costs and other

priorities, the need could be at least $100
million more.

That pent up demand for spending drew

some sharp questioning from Regent

Joseph Henson of Prime Computer.

"Aren't we just kidding ourselves?" Hen-

son asked, suggesting that current spen-

ding amounted to "rolling forward" obliga-

tions in hopes that the budget improves.

"This is just delaying dealing with the

situation."

"We are rolling ourselves into a problem

in fiscal '90,
" Finnegan agreed. He sug-

gested that one budget goal for next year

would be a figure of $788 million, an

amount, he noted, that was endorsed by

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis for the current

year before state revenues turned

downward last spring.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

ARMY ROTp^

Gunman holds 11,

frees them unharmed
RICHMOND. Va. (A?) - A gunman took 11 hostages

at a military recruiting station Wednesday but freed them

unharmed hours later after two radio stations agreed to

air a statement asserting his goal was "peace in Lebanon."

He surrendered moments later, shortly before 2 p.m. No
one was injured.

The unidentified gunman, who had described himself

as "a local person of Lebanese descent," was armed with

an AK-47, an automatic rifle that is standard issue in

Communist countries, said police Lt. CM. Schesventer.

Police negotiated by telephone with the man, who had

claimed two armed companions, but police learned from

freed captives there was only one gunman.

The 11 captives — nine military personnel and two

civilians — included a high school senior enlisting in the

service, said Schesventer.

Hostages began coming out, alone and in pairs, about

every 10 minutes shortly after radio stations WRNL AM
and WRXLFM twice aired a message at the gunman's

demand around noon, said Marianne Jennings, news

director at the station.

"There is a hostage situation at the Tuckernuck Square

Shopping Center," the statement read. "There have been

no injuries. Negotiations are proceeding. The hostage

takers have so far been cooperative. They're holding an

undetermined number of people. The hostage-takers goal

is peace in Lebanon."

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS FIRST

Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Builds your

self-^confidence. And makes you a desurable

candidate in the job market.

There's no obligation until your junior year,

but stick with it amd you'll have what it lakes to

succeed— in college and in life.

ARMY ROTC
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FIND OUT MORE CONTACT:
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Next to Boyden Gym
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You have until

October 20th
to get your Health Questionnaire

and Immunization information

to the University Health Services.

State levy/ requires all incoming

Freshmen, Sophomores and
Juniors to hove this done before

arriving on campus. If your

immunization information foils

to reach University Health

Services on time, you will NOT
be able to pre-register second

semester and may be
academically withdrawn.

Your high school health office/

nurse or doctor's office should

have this information for you!
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Benefits ofTV disclosed
UMass study: tv may
By JOYCE GRADY
Collegian Correspondent

A study conducted by University of

Massachusetts Psychology Professor

Daniel Anderson contradicts the popular
belief that television viewing is harmful
to children.

The research done by Anderson and
graduate student Patricia Collins was pro-

duced for the Department of Education,

and addressed the concern that television

was hampering children's intellectual

capabilities. After extensive researching

however, Anderson claims the opposite to

be true.

He said the idea of television as "a
medium totally mesmerizing and engross-

ing with no thought taking place" is

wrong.
"There are a number of studies that

show children actively engage in attempts

to understand the (TV) program," Ander-

son said. "When children talk about TV,
a lot of the discussion is what will hap-

pen next and the plausibility in real life."

help kids
His report shows little evidence suppor-

ting the idea that television displaces

other intellectual activities. He said he

found that before television came along,

only a third of children engaged in

reading as a leisure time activity, and to-

day, that number remains the same.

The report states that homework is

often done with TV viewing. "There is no

evidence that homework done during

television viewing is of lower quality than

homework done in silence," the report

says.

The report also contradicts the popular

belief that television slows down the lear-

ning process. In fact, the report states

television can help increase attention-

focusing capabilities, and educational pro-

grams can help to increase vocabulary

skills.

Violent programming, however, can

decrease attention and perserverence in

problem solving, according to the report.

Television, therefore, must be used wise-

ly, he said.

(. ult>;iaii phutu b> HiLhard Hununno

Daniel Anderson

LSC arguments presented in Boston
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

It may take as long as six months before

the First Circuit Court of Appeals issues

a ruling to decide the fate of the Legal Ser-

vices Center at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst.
During a hearing in Boston yesterday, at-

torneys from both sides had 15 minutes to

present their arguments and answer ques-

tions from the judges, said Joanne Mei,

chairwoman of the LSC governing board.

According to Mei, the panel ofjudges was

very scrutinizing in their questioning of the

lawyers.

"Both lawyers were asked heated ques-

tions by the judges," Mei said.

She said there is no way of knowing how
the judges are going to decide and all there

is to do now is wait.

At issue is whether the LSC should have

the authority to represent students in

court, a power the Board of Trustees

granted the center in 1975.

In the summer of 1986, the board revok-

ed the power from the center, then called

the Legal Services Office, to represent

students in cases against the University

and in August of 1987 abolished all forms

of representation altogether.

The office was then renamed the Legal

Services Center and had the power to only

give free legal advice, which it still does

today.

Student leaders then filed a lawsuit

against the administration and the Board

of Trustees, claiming the trustees' decision

was an infringement on their constitu-

tional rights. Boston US District Court

Judge Joseph Tauro ruled last fall the case

did not warrant a trial.

Compromise sought on code's wording
YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

It is back to the drawing board for stu

dent leaders and administrators for further

discussion of revisions for the Code of Stu-

dent Conduct at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

Agreement couldn't be reached on the

wording of some passages in the CSC at

yesterday's meeting of the Committee on

Academic and Student Affairs, one of 2

committees of the Board of Trustees, accor

ding to Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice.

Orefice said most of the problems arose

because William Searson, chief council to

the board, didn't like the proposed

language of some passages, even though

agreement between the students and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson has been reached.

Orefice said between now and Monday,

the student leaders and Madson will be

ironing out the wording of the revisions.

She said, "We know what we want to say,

it's just a matter of wording it so it can be

acceptable to Mr. Searson."

The Executive Committee will meet at

the Amherst campus Tuesday and the pro-

blems have to be worked out by then, so the

CSC can go before the board for approval,

Orefice said.

Orefice said most of the members of the

committee were very surprised to find out

the CSC has already been printed and is

in the process of being distributed

throughout the campus before being ap-

proved by the board. The board is suppos-

ed to approve all University policies.

But Chancellor Joseph Duffey said

because the board delegates some of its

powers to him, he could institute some
policies before bringing them to the board

for approval.

Theft-plagued market seeks security
The People's Market plans to increase its

security in reaction to thefts occuring there

last semester and most recently, this

weekend.

The market's safe had been broken into

sometime over the weekend, and
employees reported to police that $75, left

on Friday, had been taken by Monday.

As an employee explained, since only five

of the 25 people needed to run the establish-

ment are working, it is hard to keep strict

security.

Last semester, the market's register was

robbed of $75, prompting employees there

to purchase a strongbox that was also

stolen a short time later.

This semester, the market purchased a

safe from another establishment to stop the

flow of money leaving the business noctur-

naly without permission.

Unfortunately, the combination to the

safe was never changed, which, it is

speculated, might have made the

weekend's theft possible.

The People's Market is now changing the

combination to the safe and the locks on the

doors leading into the store's office.

"We're not concerned with placing the

blame on anyone right now, just with fix-

ing the problem," said an employee.
- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

CAUTION: STUDENT AT WORK - An unidentified student eiyoys yesterday's sunny weather as he studies

amid construction equipment outside Thompson Hall.

Dilemmas
face
engineering
society
Lack of funds and
understanding

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Society for Responsible Engineering

members don't have to be engineering

majors, but potential members haven't

caught on to this fact yet, according to a

co-founder of the society.

But, that isn't the only obstacle the

society has found in its eight-month ex-

istence, said Bob Engel.

Engel said because he and co-founder

Pratip Dastidar are graduate students,

they were only allowed to form a graduate

student organization, so the society could

not receive undergraduate funding.

Regardless, undergraduates can join the

group, Engel said.

Engel also said the group's intent is

misunderstood.

"We have a problem with the name of

our group. It immediately brings out peo-

ple's perception of what the word respon-

sible means and that's a negative con-

notation to most people at this point.

Responsibility should have a positive con-

notation," he said.

Engel said people associate the word

"responsible" with the environment,

which is only one issue that concerns the

group.

"If some chemical leak occurs." Engel

said, "then the people in the neighborhood

are concerned with their health and their

environment and so they jump on the en-

vironmental issue. However, they have

not taken into account all of the

technology that's going into the company.

Why is the company there? Why is it pro-

ducing what it's producing?"

The society receives $1,000 in operating

money from the Graduate Student

Senate.

The organization wants "to bring for-

ward ideas from within the engineering

community on and off campus about the

responsibility that can be associated with

technology and the policies for its applica-

tion," according to a recent news release.

Engel said the society aims to form an

accredited program at the University of

Massachusetts that will incorporate a

variety of disciplines.

The society, he said, "is a forum for

discussion and we don't know what the

correct outcome of all this is. So, if we pull

in people from economics, from

philosophy, from engineering, from

physical sciences, we'll get a very broad,

diverse group of opinions. And from that

we can come out with all the topics that

should be involved if a structured pro-

gram were to be formed."

A similar program at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology serves as the

society's model, Engel said. MIT's

Technology and Policy Program was

started 12 years ago by Professor Richard

de Neufville, whom the society has invited

to speak at UMass on September 28.

Engel said Chancellor Joseph Duffey and

Provost Richard O'Brien are helping the

society bring de Neufville to campus.

The organization will receive office

space in the Student Union building,

Engel said.

Last semester the group had a "core"

membership of 12 to 15 students, but

about 60 people have expressed interest

in joining, he said.

"No matter whether you're an engineer

or someone in technology, the humanities

or the social sciences, if you don't unders-

tand the problems of what's going on in

society, how can you make a judgement

about whether it's good or bad, " he said.
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Rely on your textbooks

It's Ihe beginning of a new semester ... This lime you're

going (o do il right. This time it's a 4.0, or maylie a l.'i. This time

you'll keep up with Ihe readings.

And Ihe way to keep up is lo buy your own textbooks.

They're always there when you need them, not just when a

friend or the library can loan them lo you.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

OPEN
Monday-Friday 9-5

I) I \ I SI OS CO\ Tl \ I I \(. h 1)1 C \

A Line of

Credits

You Won't

Believe

and it's not too late

to get them. Increase

your knowledge

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

base, l^earn something necessary or just plain

tun. Over 10() credit courses and Adventures in

Lifelong Learning workshops are offered this

fall through the UMass Division of Continuing

Education. Register now through September 20

for Continuing Education evening courses or

University day courses on a space-available

basis. The only points you get are grade points.

Pick up a free catalog at the Dirision o) Lontinuing

Education. (UhhUII Huikimg. For more infornta-

Hon. rail (413) 545-2414.

1)1 \ I Sl()\ Ol (. ()\ I I \ I I \ (. I 1)1 ( \ I I (>\

RESTAURANT
Poi]!« 9 and University Drive. Amherst

2539757 6.
Lunch Tues —Fri 1 1 30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET

$4.95Tues. -Fri.

1 1:30-3 p.m.

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

250/0 DISCOUNT *

(Oitcount applicf to food itrmt purcX(.«<) for
dinner in the dining room CAnr>ot bt uted in

coniurKtion with other diKOunIt
|

with your
valid Student ID

P Oldies Dance Club
Rout* 9 & University Diive. Amherst 253 - 9750

Downstairs at the Gull Stream

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
ir Dj plays strictly Contemporary Tunes •

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

75C Drafts • No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football ( °oTscrirn)
Pitchers of Beer $5.25

• Free Popcorn • 75C Drafts •

Free "Pink Cadiiiac" Souvenir Shot Glass

fm Presents College Tour

Thiirsday, September 29
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 in the S.U.B,

$6.00 UMass Students
$8.00 General Public

Tickets on sale Monday, Sept. 12 at

Tix Unlimited, For the Record (Faces) &
Main St. Records.

Check out the MTV Product Showcase
Prizes & Giveaways like a CD. Player
Ray-Ban Sunglasses and TDK Tapes.

Sept. 29, 11 a.m.^4 p.m., South Lawn
Rain Location for Showcase—Cape Cod Loange
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DEAN'S LIST,

SPRING SEMESTER 1988
Congratulations to those of you whose names appear below. You have earned a place on the
Dean's List by your outstanding academic performance. This honor is accorded to students who
achieve a semester average of 3.5 or higher with twelve or more graded credits. Since fewer
than 15% meet this high standard, it marks significant accomplishment. Providing the opportunity
for academic achievement is the University's highest priority and I am especially pleased, therefore,
that you made the most of that opportunity. Your success is a source of pride to the entire University
community.

Joseph Duffey, Chancellor

PRESS RELEASES
The Office of Public Information will issue a press release about your Dean's List achievement
to your hometown newspaper if you ore a Massachusetts resident. Out of state students please
pick up a press release form at 200 Munson Hall.

The Dean's List was prepared by Student Affairs Information Services in cooperation with the
Registrar's Office. It is based on grades recorded as of August 2, 1988. If a change occurred after
that date, please contact the Information Data Bonk, 227 Whitmore, 545-1555. REMINDER:
GRADED CREDITS ONLY ARE INCLUDED, NOT PASS/FAIL CREDITS.

h «'<::$«tf!!r%4««A4g£»^i%4«%c«cSMt-.- '^ x^ «**»*.*% "^S <i:i^^i!f«i:il9«^ei$i»>v

ARTS AND SCIENCES - HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS

AOA^StNlCHAEL ft
ACNEMtPAUL CtJ*
ACUUAR.SaSAN Lt
ALC3NA0A«TA*tir L*
ALLENtLAim* Ct
ALOISItBAK^r 0«
AXARALtEOUARSO J,
AlOSthARK At
ASACN0ST0J.3ANA H.
ANC3NAtJA1ES Pt
A*40REWS«JEAI« L.
ANCELO.HOLLT Et
A9PA0.T3RI J.C.t
AITELL.KAREN J«

SACHtERIKA At
BACKJS.400HAN F I tif
BAETHGEiT3NrA L«
BAGLET,P£T£R F,
BAUET.HEATMiR S.
6AKERtA!40i)EA L<

BALLOUf JENNIFER A,
BANCR3FT,JE>tIFE*.
BANKS.KATRMA L«
BARKERfSAS3RA E.
BARNES«R09IN«
BARON.OANIEL Et

BARTLETtOAVia Kt
)ARTONtEILEEN *(t

9ART3NtLAJRlE Bt
SAUMELtBARBARA A«
BAUNHOFFtCHRISTlME It
9EARCE. ROBERT J,
BEAU0RYtCH?IST3PHE» Li

BELLtFAITH Rt
BcRCtELIJAHt
BERlOUlTZtALISA Ct

BERLASQtHICHAEU Jt
BERRYtSUSAI Et

BcRWALOtPETER At

^ESENtFACHEL St

BETTLEtSARAHt
BLANKSTEINt ANDREM St

BLEECHERtREBECCA At

BLESSINCtS^HOLASTICAt
SDAROnAMtLILA VALONEt
93CtN0ELLE Et

BOOINEtCAROL Jt

BOLTZtJENNIFER Lt
B3STIANtllTLE At

B3M0£Nt<ATHERINE Rt

B3TLENtCTNTHIA Lt

BRAOLEYtCTNTHIA J.

BRAIN. ARIEL Ft

BREHMt JENNIFER 5t
BRENNANt JAMES Ht
SROAOHURST.JAHES 3t

BROMNEtCEORCE n lit.
BRUHNtTHERESA At

BUCCHIEREtOIAME L*

SUCKHOLTZiALISONt
B'JRBANK.KAREi >tt

BUROENtLEANNE Ct
BJRKEtTAtARA At
BJRNStKEVM Rt
8JRT3NtJ0H>« Ct
CAFFREYtElLEEN Ht
CALLACHANtPAUL St
CANFIELOt ANXE Nt
C»NNINCtC><RISTnE n,
CAPERSt1ART-4A Lt
CAR33NN£AJtC^ARLES Jt

CARLINtSUSAN Et
CARRtKATHLEEN At
CARRICANtlARK Et
CASHlNtPATRICIA Et
CATALOOtLISA At
CECC3NItPAJLA At
CHAFIN.RELLY tt
CrIANCtHYUN SUKt
CHANNERtLISA Et
CHICTINEtNARY Lt
C'lILOStiARK Tt
CHRISTOPHERtKELLY :

t

CIAMPItTHOnAS Vt
CaBJRNtAMV Bt
COLE^ANtTHOiAS At
COLPITTStSARAH J,

CONOONtCHRlSTINEt
Ca>tL£Y,£RIN E.
Caf^LEYtTINOTHY ?t
CDNNELLYtKIRSYEN rt
C:HS3LINI tKELLY At
C3NSTANTINl3EStDA»ns St
C3'<MAYtLA»l?E^ICE Et
C30KtCHRIST3PHE» Ot
C3RAIStCARL3S Ct

COSTTLLOtllCIELLE H,
COJRTNEYtNARY E.

COUSIWEAUtDA»IO Pt

C3ltAnY Ci
C^tVENtKERRY Jt
CRAWF3R0t$TACEYt
C^AWLEYtMARY Lt

CREYIERt YVSS-^E At

CROFTtANNE Et
CR3WLEYtJILL Et
CJRRANtAHY Jt
OACCARETTtSONIAt
3ALTIlIAtTRACY Et

OEL PESCOtSELINQA It
OELLAPENNAtLAliRA At
OELPHIAt J3AMNEt
3EnOVELLANtPEOR3 J*
3EPAL*tAtVALERIE At
0ESn3N0tERI1 Jt
OEVERtJOHN Ft
DEVERtPATRICIA At

31 ANONOt JOHS Pt
?IA«10NOSTONct JESSICA Jt

DICUStLAR* Nt
DIOONENICOtPAUL Kt
SINECLlOtPATRICUt
OIMEtANOREA B*

Kt
DI3PtSA<tBAt
0tTTnARtSHAR3N
03MERTYtJ3MN Mt
03NAL0S3'ltS»4ANEt
OOULIStVIAMNI Rt
OREYFUStKOUARO Lt
ORUKNANt JO^ATHA^ St
OJCHARHEtAN*! Ft

OJCLOStROSANNE Kt
OJDLEYtCRAIi; Et

OaFFYtPETER Jt
OliCANtJOHN Tt
OUNICANtKATHLEEN >it

OUNNELLtCARQLINE Ct
0UNW330IEt3E90RA'< J

OUSSEREtERIK St
3YKEStJENNY At
3;itJRAtKARL lit

£AGANt«OLLY Et

ELA. HOLLY Bt
ELLIS0NtCHRIST3»H£R
FPSTEINtLINDA Ct

ESPIN3LAtFE?SAN03 «

ESSICt JAN-4At
EVANStRORY Kt
FALCOtLAURIt At

FEELtYtKELLY At
FEINSTEINtERICt
FIELOtLAURIE At
FLANNERYtFRAVCIS Et
FLOYOtBEVERLY Ut

FLYNNtB'<IAN Jt

FLYNNtR3SE1ARY St

F3LEYtPATRICIA it
F3LEYtSUSAN Et
FJRSYTHt SHEILA Jt

FORTESCUEtJOMATHAS
FOXtRICHARO Ot

FRENCHtBRIAN Kt
FREJ^CHtKAREN Lt
FUENHAYORtCLEN Ht
FJTTNERtlAUREEN It
GABRIELtOSNATt
CACNONtPAUL Ct
CACNONtTHOnAS Ht

CALIPEAUtPETER Lt
CALVINtCHRISTOPHER i

CALMAYtBRIOCET Kt

CANBHIRtHAMISHA Lt

CANBLEtSTUART tft

GARCIA tLWETt
CARONERtNECAS Et

CAUOETYEtKAREN At

CAUNONYtKEITH Pt

CERETVtRATHLEEN St
CERHAROtRACHAEL Rt
CER SON t SUSAN Bt

CHISEL INEtELIZABETH
CIBLINtROSERT At
CIOOtLAUMA Ct
CISLESONtANHE Nt
tITTLEtJOEL At

it

Jt

GLOVERtCATHERINE Lt

COBAtTHONAS Pt

C3CUENtOEI3RE Nt
C3LDBERGtT033 Nt

C3L0NANtJILL St
CSLOVNERtOAVIO Nt

C300tKATHLEENt
C300INtOANIEL Rt
G3R03NtBRAa At

GORMAN TAME LA

G3SSt JE<4NIFE% St
&3SSELStWARRE<l Jt
CSTTLIEfltRAHEL Lt
CQULARTtCHRISTKE 4,

S3JL0tCAR3LME Lt
GOULOtOEBQRAH Lt
CRADYt03NNA It

CRECORICUSt JASON Jt

GREG3RYtANASrASIA Kt
CRIER-DEENt»lARTHA 1.

CU1ULA tSTEPHANIE H,

GURFIELStS-IARON At
GJRSKI tCATHERINE n,

OMIRT^HANtLlSA At

HALLIOAYtSEAt Tt

HA«lLT0iltR3ScRT Ft

MANKStriRSTE^ Et
HANSONtERIC. y%
-tANSON.KlNBERLY At

H^ROtKURT Ct
H»RRIStJFN<<(FER \.

HARTLIN!;t3A'<IEL '.t

HAKEStKRlSTt"* E.

HAMKINStR^BfCCA It

HEINBERCtNAir Ot

HElNRICHt JEA?4 Nt
HEISEYt^OBYN Lt
HHRNASDEZtHARY F,

HICKEYtALICIA Ct
HICKEYtJOHN Kt
HICGIiJSt JANES Nt
HIGCISStRICHARO Et

HULtJAIES Ht
HIRSCHFELOtBETH Mt

H3R3WITZtANY Ot
H3R3WITI,0A<4IEL Nt
HOULEtLOUISE Nt
H3ULAN0tSrEV£N Lt
HULLINCERtTHERESA Et
HaNTERtELIZABETN Tt

HURLEYtJENNIFER At
HYNOtYERRYt
JAKUBASZtJEFFRET Nt

JAR0IN,FRANCISC3t
JEMKStBRETT St

JOFFROVtNICHELLEt
JOHNSONtJENNIFER At

J3HNST0NtLAUREN Nt
JONEStHIRAN Nt

JORDANtJENNlFER Ot

JOYCEtCELINA Rt
JUBETTtJOAN Nt

KALASHIANtNARK Jt
KATZtSHARONt
KEANEtANNE Et
KEANEtKELLY Ct
KEITHtCRECORY At
KELLEYtNlCHAEl At
KELLEYtNICHAEL Lt
KENNEYtJEANNE Et
RILLEENtBARBARAt
KIR6YtALLIS3N Ht
KISH.JOHN Rt
K3CHtCHRISri>4A St
K3CHISStOARCYLYNME At
KDRtfARtARATI Rt

KROLtCHRISTME T,
KJERZELtLISBETH Ot
LACEYtELEAN3R Bt
LAFERRIEREt JANES ^.t

LAFORNEtERIKA T,

LAFOANCEtCREiORY At

LAFRANCEtSTEVEN E t

L APIERREtOIA«<E Pt

LARKlNtWILLIAN At
LASHUAYtBRYAS Tt
LAVOIEtALAIME At

LAVOIEtNICQLEt
LEBLANCtCHARLOTTE Nt

LECSNPTEtCARDL Et
LEFEBYREtNATTHEM Pt

LEIBOWITZtSOSAN Bt
LESTZtKRISTIHA Nt
LEVENSONtlLANA Kt

LEWINE tLAJREN Nt

LEUIStLINOA Nt

LIEOTKAtTHcRESAt
LtlCLEtKRISTINE Rt
LIPPINCtA TINOt
LISTtSUSAN Ht

LITTERI0tHEI3I Jt
L0NBARD3tWILLIAN Jt

L3NCHI tNATTHEK Jt
LOPEZt AZORES Jt

LaRI^CtLEILA Ht

LOWENFISHtWEtOY At
LUCEYtNATTHEH Jt
LUCHTtPETER Kt

LYMCHtJOSEPH Ct

LYNCtOAVIO At
NACDONALOtCATHERINE Lt

NACEtNICHOLE St
NACONBERtLAJRA Ct
NAGNARELLItLISA Jt
NAIOENBAUNtBARAK Ct

NALONEVtNICHAEL Jt
NANCINItJQSEPH Ot
NANTRDNEtTRACET Jt
NANZERtRUSSELL N«
NARAtCOLLEEN Jt

NARCLINtANT Bt

NAROTYOLItCATHERINE Nt
NARSNALLtPATRICIA Et

NARTINtANTNONT J«

At

NARTINtBEATRICE At
NASONtSHAJN Pt
NASTR0T3TAR0tJllLIE
NATISSEtR3BE«T At
NATTONtANY Nt
NAJRItNICHAEL Jt
NCCAROELLtERINt
NCCARTHYtBRIAN Tt
MCCARTHY, KRISTEM Et

"CCORNICKtKELLEY Jt

nrCRAVENtACNES Zt
NCD3NOOCHtJ3ANNE N»

NC03UCALLtTHERESA Bt
NCC3¥ER'<t J3HNt
NCINERNEYtTEKLA At
NCLAUCHLINtO MICHAELt
NCL'JANtHEATHER Ft
NELI EYtNARY Et
NENNEtELlZABETH Jt
NESHBERCtA*l3REUt
NtSSlNGt JAC3JEL INE Ht

NIKK3LAtATt3 KYt
NiLLERtNECAS Mt
NILLETTEtNARCARETt
MILLMANt JULIA Bt
N3ELLERtKE»IN Tt
N3HTACNAt J3SEPH Nt
n00REtJ3HN Ot

N3RANtAILEEN Et
N3REYtREBECCA Kt
MORINtALLAN Jt
MORINt JEFFREY At
MORINtNONTEt
MORRISONtFAITH Et
MORRISSEYtBRENOAN Nt
N3ULaStR0BIN Lt
MUNZERTtSEAN Ct
NllRPHYtBRIAN Tt
NURPHYtKEVIN Mt
NJRPHYtLISA Pt
NJRRAYtLAURENCE Pt
NYERStANNE Nt
MANER3WtR3N><I Bt
'4ANCLEtCLINT3N E t JR
NAPIERKOWSKItNARK Pi

NEILLtLISA At

NELSOMtELIZABETM Lt
NEUNANtSONSRA Lt
NICHOLSONtOORIANNE Jt

NORRIStLVSAt
NJGENTtKATHLEEN Bt
NUHNtJOHN Nt

NYZIOtSTEPHANIE At
OHANLONtOEIRORE Nt
OJERHOLNtERIC Mt

SLBRIStOIANE Ct
OLCARVtJANIE M«
OLSONtMAKT RATt
ONE AKAi JOHN Ft
ONEILLtOANIEL Pt
ONEULtNARCARET Ht
3NEtLltNAU«fEN ft
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04HNACCIULLI tCHRISriN^
PAPANOREA.LISt R«
PARKEKtCHRISTINE S«
PtRTENHEI>«E4<*NN H«
PASTOR. ELIZA9ETH At
PAliLL<OAVtS3'4 Ct
PALILSEN-BUO«ET.«ESOT,
PAYNE. JENMIFER A.
P?LOSKY.ANNHARIE.
PERCIVAL.HRIS.
PERKINS. I$A9EL S,

PERRT.ILANA.
PERSOMS.LAURA L.
PET«ELLA,SQP>1IA P.

PINKHAN, CLAIRE A.
PISCITELLI.STEVEM R«

PITIMCOLOtSTEVE"* F,

PLAYER. LESLIE At
PLOESSLtAflCIE n,
PLZAK.EILEEN R.
PINERANTZtOAVIO It
PORATt Z3HA4.
P3MER.HARK.
PRATT. KENORA A.
P^E^(ITT,HEAT^ER 0.
P^ICE.ALAN.
P4UNIER.SJZAMNE >i,

P^UZEK.KIRSTEN Et
'JRINtJOHN A.
OJICLET.MEAOHAN J.

OU I NT EROS. ALEJANDRO.
RAOIItCARV it

RAOOSZ.MALnA A*
«AKOS« FRANCES I.
RANSEY.BARBAiiA S.

RAMOLETT.KARIN E,
RAPOSQ. SCOTT m,
RAVirz.RACHELt
RAYnONO.LYNM At
RECOtWENOT A.

REPPUCCI .HARK Ft
REYNOLDS. E3KAR0 N.

RIEGER.DAVI3 At
RITTcNHOUSE. HOLLY At

RJSai-4S. STEVEN R.
R3BERGE«JEA>4NETTE Ct
R3BERTS,A»nY Lt
R38E«TS0NtP4ILL IP At
R3BERTS0M,SEAN Ct
RaaiCHAJOt JUDITH At
SaBINS.KinBERLY K.

RJBINSON. PHILIP K.
RiaiNSON.TIiOTHY J.
R3CERS. JASON tft

RONCKAtSJ/ANNE H.
RISAtSUSAN It.

'3SEN. PAIGE N.

«3THttARY n,

RUBIN, RACHEL St
RJBYtE ILEEN ct
RJOINtHEATHER.
RJGC. DEBORAH A.
RUIZtOAVIO F,

RJSStANNE n,
RJSSELL. FRANK F.

RUTLEOCE.NATTHEWt
^VAKtSTEVEN Jt
SACCONEtNANCY Kt
SACHOEVA.Riri,
SAKURA. PETER T.

SALKOtSHELLdY K.
SANDERS. KAREN H,

SANOORFI.CSILLA C.
SCANGO. SARAH E.
SCATJRR3tJULIE A.

SCHAOLER ALESSI3.LISA 1.

SCHARF .MONICA.
SCHECHTER.JJLIE L.
SCHEOIN.ERIC A.

SCHDHANN.LYNN E.

SCHUSTE^.HARIA 9t
SCICLIANO.JOHN V.
SCDTT.BERNARD J.

SCOTTtOAYNA H.

SELTZER. L3RI S.

SEOUEIRA. ANTHONY J.
SERENSON. LINDA.
SHAFER .OAYMA L.
SHEAtJOHN T.JR
SHEPHARO. STEVEN L.
SHOLOCK, ALIS3N 9,

SHUBERT.SARAH K.

SHa^MAY.ALJONA 3.

SIFLINGER. CINDY J.

SICNORELL0.*1ICHrLLE J.

SILVERMAN. JONATHAN 3.

SUVEHSTEH. ELIZABETH A.
SILVERSTEIN.KATE E.

SILVERSTEIN.SAN Ht
SILVESTRI.PIARCt
SMKINS. NANCY 0.

SinONEAJ. ANDREA E.

SIMPSON. MARIA Q.

SKUIRA.MARY C.
SL3AN. ALICE E«

SilTH. ELIZABETH M.

S'tlTH.JEANINE L.
SflTH. STEVEN A.

S3L3VIEFFtD«VI0 Mt
S3RRENT3.GREC3RY C«
S3T0.Ra3RIC3 T.

SPARROW.OENISE C.
SPECKERT PEREZ. JESSICA.
SPcNCE. JONATHAN H.

STEAO.LEMIS L.II
STEARNS. CHHI STOPHER J.

ST5PAN0VITCH. HELEN V.

STURCES. ELIZABETH B.

SUMMERS. DANIEL :.
SJTTER.CORINNE Et
SliTTON.SHERRl L.
SUZUKI.AYAt
SWANtKAREN Dt
SUARTZtTRACI At
TAILLEFER.AN>*E i.

TAN.YEE LENG.
TARPET. MAUREEN E«
T-icRI AULT.KYLE Wt
THOMPSONtDEBORAH Ct
TICHEtPATRICK Jt
TILLIStPAMELA Ct

TISCHLERtDAVn St

TOMASELLOtSARAH R«
TDMASKItSUSAN M.

T3RFF.CAR3LYN B.

TRAIN3R. FRANCIS Jt
TREITLERtANYA F,

TREMBLAYtPAUL H.

TRUOELL.MART MARCAKETt
TUCKLERtLIZAt
TJROWSKItLAURENCE P.

TUTTLE .RICHARD Pt

URBANK.ROBERT M.

URVATER. JULIE At

VAN ELLStMARK D.

VAN MAGDNERtSANDRA Et
VANDESTEENtPAULA Vt
VANOYKtSUE Et

VARGHESE .ROBINt
VCNEZIAtCARDL A.

VCRBECK.SUSAN E.

VIBERT.30UGLAS T.

VIGNALI.AMY C.
VISNEAUtTHOMAS A.

MALKER.GERALOINE Mt
WALSHtSJSANNE M,

WALZtSTEPHEN J.
MATt^MANtASBT L.
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POWERStBERNAOETTE Jt

POWERStCHARLES B,
<>3WERS,KIM}ERLY At
PRESCOTT, ELIOT 3,
'RISBREY, JEFFREY ct
PTAKtKARLA Mt
RACHELLEtMARLENE Bt
RAFFAELOtANNE N,
RAK3WSKI, EMILY 3t
RAMACC13TTI, TIMOTHY P,
RAPP, MICHELLE Lt
RATAJ, CHRISTIAN JOHN,
REARDON,JAMES Jt
REED, MICHAEL G,
R^ILLY, SHANNON At
REIS, SHARON L,
RICHMOND, MICHELLE Rt
RICHMOND, STACET A,
RIENDEAU, SUZANNE Nt
RIGAUr, KATHLEEN Nt
RINBOLOtANBER Lt
RISK, BRIAN K,
RIVERA, MANUEL At
RIVERA, MARIA DEL PILAR,
ROCHE, THOMAS M,

R3DRICUES,KRISTEN A,
ROHRBACH.MARISA Bt
ROJAS,JOSE M,II
R3H1NE .KATHLEEN Dt
ROSENBERG. cLLENt
ROSS. PAUL :.

R3SS. RICHARD H.
R0ULE.R39ERT J.
RUBINSTEIN. JANET Et
RUELL. JEFFREY At

RUSSELL. SHARON Rt
RYAN. CHERYL At
SACHDEV.PUNEET St
SAHACIAN. GREGORY J.
SALK.MARCY E.

SALTZ. JANES C.
SALVADOR. ANDREA P.

SANPSON. SCOTT G,
SANFACON. STEPHEN P.

SANTANNA. SUSIE N.
SANTIAGO. ZORAYOA V.

SARACENOtSTEPHEN Ct
S<.VAGE.ANNe C.
SCALfS.AOAN F.
SCHEIOEMANTELtOAVIO St
SCHEINER.8ETH Lt
SCHIFF. SARAH T.
SCHIFFMAN, RICKEY 3,
SCHLIER. CONSTANCE L,
SCHNEIDERS, SUSAN Lt
SCHOR,CORIE M,
SCHREINcR.JENNIFER A,
SCHULTZ. CHRISTINE At
SCHWARTZtERICt
SCOLLINS. ELLEN.
SCOTT, JANET M,
SELLINCtBENJAHIN At

SHNOERStSTEFAN Jt
SHEEHY.JANES P,
SHEP'-CARDOZAtANAFRANCI
SHEPPAROtOlANNE T,

SHUTT, SUSAN E,
SIFF,IVAN Ht

SIKES, THOMAS Bt
SILVAtNARIA Rt
SKAHANtJEANMARIEt
SKOL£,KATARINAt
SLOANEtALLYSON Et
SLOVIN, KENNETH Tt
SMITH, ABRAHAM E,
SMITH, CHARLES F,

SMITH, JULIA ct
SMITH, NIRANOA Rt
SMITH, PIERRE F,
SMITH, SHERYL E,
SOBHAN,aABAR,
SOBOLEWSKI,ANN Mt
SaOOS,NAOJA St
SOROLOFF.ANN Ct
SOLET, JEFFREY Jt
SOLCNDNtSHARI Kt
S0N«»ER5tSTACEYt
SPAKAUSKAS, CHERYL At
ST CLAIRtLAJRA Et

ST PIERRE, ALLEN F,

STAEBLER ,VI:RI Nt
STARMER, THERESA Et
STEONANtNELISSA Jt

STEINCKE, EILEEN Jt
STEPHENS, CARLA At
STERNBERG, ELIZABETH F,

STILLINGS,RECINA Nt
ST0LLER,8ETH A,
STUe9ART,KcLLY At
STUTMANtBRIAN St
SUCHECKI, MARILYN It
SULLIVAN, RAE Lt
SULLIVAN, SEAN Tt
SJSSNANtBETH It
SJSSNANtOAVIO Jt
SWIFT, JANET Lt
SYAT, SCOTT M,
TALERNANtJASON Rt
TALIStJOHN Ct
TAUBtOANIEL Rt
TEBALDI, ANDREA Lt
TEINER,NELISSA At
THANANtJANIE Nt
TIERNEYtJOAN Kt
TORRES, GISELLE Et
TREBACH.STACEY At
TRIFARI.CAROLEE At
TRIMBLE. RANSON Ot
TRUOEL. MICHAEL Rt
TURK. JEFFREY Ct
TURTZ.EVAN M.

TYROL. PATRICIA At
VALCOURT, VAUGHN Ct

VAN ETTENtJULIA At
VAN VALKENBURGtOOUCLAS

SCA. VATERtCRAIG J.

VEGA. CHERYL 0.
VIESTA.MARK At
VIGEANT.AMY Mt

VICLIONE. EILEEN M,
VIGNEAUX, ROBERT D, I 1

1

VJILLENEN0T,NIC3L£ At
WAGNER, CRAIG Et
WAL3MAN, SHARON Lt
WALGRENtSEAN Lt
WALKER, SUZANNAH Ot
WALLACE. LAUREN M.
WALSH, STEPHEN I,
WARDEN, PATRICIA At

WARNER, HEATHER R,
WARSHOFSKYtcSTAt
WASKCMtTARA L.
WEBB. PHILIP 3t
WEBBER. SCOTT Nt
WEINSTEIN.ERIC J.

WEISBERCER. CAROLYN.
WEITZNAN.ROCHELLE A.

WELCH. JONATHAN D.

WELLS. BRENT P.

WELSH. CAROLINE Rt
WELSHtTOOO St
WESCOTT. SHAWN N.
WEXLER.PERRI.
WHALING. CHRIS Lt
WHITCONB.PANELA Nt
WHITEtGARY Nt
WHITE. KATHLEEN At
WHITE. NEC Kt
WHITE. PAUL Wt
WHITINCtW Mt
WILLIAN.NERNIN Nt
WILLIANStRUK Ct
WILLIStMICHAEL St
HISEtNARK St
WITT. DANIELLE.
WOOD. PETER Kt
WOOOHOUSE.JANE Ht
WUNSCH.DAWN M.
YORK. KATHLEEN Et
ZABOLI O.JULIE Et
ZINNER. RENEE Jt
ZOLLINGER, JOHN,
ZONLEFER,JAY Rt
ZTCHtAORIENNE Lt

ARTS AND SCIENCES - UNDECLARED
OAVIStSARAH Ht
DAVISON, JENINE L,
OfCEORGE. MICHAEL Et
DELNANZ3,NATHANAEL Pt
OENEKAMP, LAURA L,
OENNIS, NANCY Kt
OESISTOtMARK Wt
:3RR,CARIE A,
DUBOIS, MARC Kt
QJNLAPtJOHN Dt

OJRKIN, MARTIN Ot
ERVING, ANGELA M,
FAIRBANKS, HILLARY c,
FALVEY, KERRY L,
FANTE.KARcN L.
FARLEY. MICHELE L.
FARRAH. CLIFFORD H*
FeCKO.SJSAN L.
FcDERICO.STEFANIE At
FtlNSTEIN, JASON S.
FERNScBNER. SUSAN Rt
FERREIRAtPAULINE Ct
FISCHER. SETH Ht
FLYNN. NATTHEW H.
F3RRISTER.DANA E.
FRANCKOWIAK.NELISSA M.

FREEOMAN.ALISA F.
FRENCH. RICHARD Jt
FURNARI. DEBORAH F.
CALBIER. GIANNI R.
GALLIGAN. TIMOTHY F.
CAUTHIER, KEITH R.
CEORCF.KRISTcN St
CERNAIN.PAUL Nt
GIACHETTI.STEFANO N,
GINSBERG, SETH D.
CLASS. WENDY St
COLANO.TIHOTHY P.
GOOONAN. KIMBERLY Ot
G3RD0N.JEFFREY A.
GORMAN. DEBORAH A.
GRAY. GILLIAN.

CRENON. BRYAN P,

GJERRA, ANDREA Ot
:JLLA, LAURA P,
CJLLEY, KEVIN J,
CjPTAtRAJ K,
HAKAMI , HODMAN,
HASTINGS, TALLY Lt
HA YES, SI HON A.
HEMPSTEAD, STEPHEN J.
HeNN£MUTH,CARY Lt
HENSLEY.NARKt
HERMAN, LISA C,
HESTER, MELISSA Jt
HICKS, DIANE C,
HOBBS,OAVID 9,
HODGSON, JEFFREY S,
H3FFMAN,cMIL Y N,

H3IBERG, LESTER L.
HOLMOUIST,<ARA Lt
HOLMY.KJRT E,

HYOAL,CAYL3R3 0,
iNGLcOUc , BRIAN J,
ISTWANY. BASIL Ht

JACOBS. 9ETH M.
JARVIS. STEPHEN Mt
J3HN.ANISH i.
JONES. CRAIG A.

JORDAN. JULIET Mt

JORDAN. SCOTT At
JOYCE. THOMAS St

KARRAS .CE3RGIANA.
KEARNS.CALEOONIA 5.
KENNEDY, JAMES F,

KcOCHAKI AN, GEOFFREY D,

KING, MICHELLE M,

KIRSHY, RUSSELL T,

KITTLES, LISA M,

KLEIN, JACQUELINE Ht
KL£IN8£RCER,SCDTTt
KL3VANICH,J0HN C,
KNOBLOCR,STACEY L,
ROBACK, PETER G,

ROCH, JULIE Mt
K0L8, SUSAN L,
K0LTUNOV,DINITRY It
KORMANtSARI T,
KOSINSKI , DAVID Et
KOVEL.ZOE £,
KRAMER (NANCY,
LAF3NTAINE. SHERYL A.
LANDAU. SHAWN.
LANE.KcLLY 9t
LASHWAY, DEBORAH Nt

LEARY, JNOINE Nt
LEttCHI FAN,
LEiCH, SUSAN Gt
LENTZ, GEORGE H,

LEVINE, SCOTT Et
LEVITT, ALEXIS Ft

L3CKYER,NARY V,
LONDRES, BRADLEY J.

LORUSSO.NARCUS At

LUSTIC. KIMBERLY At
MALONE Y. JAMES Wt
"ASSET. SUZANNE E.

MATHEWS. RICHARD H.JR
MATHEWSON.JcWETT S,

MCAULEY. DANIEL G. JR.
MCCARTHY. MAR YELL EN.
MCCONNELL, ALISON N,
MCGUIRK, ELIZABETH Et

MCiNTTRE, KAREN L,

MCNATT, HEATHER A,
MEEHAN, CLAIRE A,
MEGAN, JOSEPH F,

MESPcLLI , CHRISTINE M,
MILASZEWSKI ,CARrN Et
MILLER, THOMAS Rt
MONTACNAtLISA M,
MONTAGUE, ERIC G,
M0ON,MYUNC KEE J,
M3RAN,MARYENDA,
MOREHOUSE, SCOTT A,

MOR£N,NARC£LA P,

MORGAN, ROBERT TtJR
MORRISSEYtCRISTINA P,
MORSE, ABIGAIL Kt
MUCCIACCIOtMICHELLEt
MUIR, LISA K,
MURPHY, OEIRORE Jt
MURRAY, KATHLEEN At
NAKATAtKAORUt
NEWELL, D0NAL3 Wt
NEWNAN,£RIC St
NOONAN, JAMES Nt
OATWAY, CHRISTOPHER Ot
OLIVIERt SARAH At
PAROFF,PANELA R,
PASOUALc, DANIEL F,
PATTERSON, LISA A,
PEARSALL.MARK Rt
PELTON. SUSAN Ct
PENACARICANOtGABRIEL A.
PENN. MELISSA St
PENNEY. OAVID St
PETRQCELLI. MICHAEL Rt
PIKUS. ANDREA F.
•3WELL. JAMES Jt
•3WERS. CYNTHIA A.
POWERS. PATRICIA A.
PREBLE. WYNNE Et
PROGINtLISA At
PRYOR.ANNE Ft
REEOtOAWN Mt
RISEBERG. MICHAEL Ot
'OSStCHRISTOPHER Kt
RUIZtMARIOt
RYAN.NEIL V,
SA90LEFSKI.MARY A.
SCHAFER. DAVID W.
SCHARF .MARC J.
SC0FIEL3.KAREN P.
SCOTT. J3HN L.

SEAMAN. RAL'H At
SHAPIRO, SaRA c,
SHEELEY.KJRSTEN L.

EDUCATION

49BRUSCAT0,NINA, OASHKOFF.OARRYL Lt '^ICKS.HILSERT W, NEALON, SUSAN J. THIsO0£AU,K4REN M,

A9RUZESE, MICHELLE Jt OAVENPORT.MARY L. HIGCI-'lS,LISA J, O4LAZZI.0AY10 At T3RREY,L INC3LN S,

ALICANORO.AMY At 0EMOU&E3T, HOLLY Jt HJT-'ON, DONNA L, PARENT, JENNIFER C, 'RAGEfT, KATHLEEN M,

iLLEN,83NNl£ G, DOW.OcANNA. HYATT, EMILY A, '>ETERS,CAIL H, ^RAN,L'NU r.

l'OERS&N,JJAN E, 3JRYE*. CYNTHIA J. JAEDE.MARGUERETHE A, PHIPPS.CHERIE L, VREELAN0,iT4CIE L,

.YR^S,JJLIE 4, E3WAR0S.LISA A. JOYCE, MART,: PICRCE. KAREN L, VJILLEMENOT, MICHELLE L,

34ILEY, ROSEMARY, FALK.AHERIN J. KILLET,SUS»N D, POWERS, BONNIE S. ,<ADOL£, JENNIFER S,

8AKER,AMY S, F4LUC0.JAYNE M, KELLY, OAWN •*, REAROON.KELLlE Jt WALDECK, STEPHANIE J,

9AKF;T, CARLA A, F3RSESTER. KRISTIN S, KING,0E3ORAH A, REINIGER, KAREN Dt WALSN, ELAINE K,

9ALL0U, CHERYL L, FORTISR, SALLY A, KJ3IN, CHRISTINE M, RESNICK.AMY Et WALSH, MAPCI4 J,

3EE9E,KIRSTEN L, FRANCIS, LAURIE J, L4RSEN,AMT E, RING,0EaORAH A, WATERHOUSE.KIMt
3RA3LET, STEPHEN J, FRETWELL, KRISTIN S, LEE.KABEN M, SACHS, 34N0RA 3, WEINSTEIN, ROBIN E,

9RE9NER, BRIAN 0. FUGAZZI.ANNE M, LJCIANI,LOIS N, SALMONS, JOHN T, WHITJ.KRISTINAt
aROOY, STEPHANIE F, FURIONItOEaiRAH Mt LYNOE, VICKY Lt SANT4CR0C:, JENNIFER A, WILBOR , ELIZABETH A,

BROWNE, LUCIA MARYt GALITSKY, JOSHUA 0, MAASS, CHRISTINA N, SARIN, VANNORATH, WILLIAMS, KIM Ft

9YCRAVE, CATHERINE Jt GARCIA, HARTA, MACLE4N,LESLYN, SCHIN0EL,SH4RI J, WITTY, MELISSA,

CAMP3ELL, KERRY At GERBE", STEPHANIE L, •<ARCELLA,LISA 3, SCHSALL,LIN3A R. ZATERKA,AMY Lt

CARHEL.KIM C, GIANGREGORIO, SUSAN, MARKH*M,MARJORI£ Et SCHCEN, PETER 0. ARGARD.SHEILA A.

CESTAR0,ANN M, CIARUSSO,GINA M, MARTIN, PAULA 6, SHEA, ELIZABETH M, BREISKY.aRETCHEN M,

CHIPLEY, TRISTAN M, CIOIA,NINA M, MAYNARO,ANN Mt silva,j3:e»h a,jr CAMPBELL. TRACY L,

COPE, NANCY J. G0L3FAR9, ELLEN N, HCCROVER, MICHELLE, SINGLETON, LAUREN C, CAMPBELL. SHARON E,

COVE.CARVN E. GRABIECTINA M, HCSHERRY.KENNERA Mt S3LUP,8ETHANN, CARROLL. SHELLEY W,

COYNE. TRACET L. GRANT, LAURIE J, MILLER. BARBARA A. STRAIGHT, CARLOS H, CHANTHAVONG .CHANTHAVA,

CREcOON. ELIZABETH 8. GROSSMAN, RANA 8, MURPHY. KERRY F. SUSSMAN,LtLA a. COSTELLO, GLORIA C.

CRISAFULLI. ELIZABETH L. HAMELJURCSTACcY M, MURRAY, JOANNE I, T4FT, PATRICIA A, GALLANO. PAMELA A.

OAOOAMIOtSRENDA Jt HENSON,KRISTcN Mt NALEPINSKI, NATALIE A, TAYLOR, CYNTHIA Lt GOMEZ, DUVER M,

SUVA, TIMOTHY A,
SIMKHAI.AVRAHAN At
SIM'SON, THOMAS Nt
SIRARDtJOHN R,
SK ISA, CHRISTOPHER Jt
SKOLNICK, DAVID N,
SLATER, cRIC S,
SLAYTON,Hf ATHER At
SLIKER,CUY D,
SLONE, BONNIE L,
SMARGIE,LINOA Kt
SMITH, EDWARD Jt
SMITH, KAREN M,

SOLOMON, FREDERIC St
SPASH, MELISSA At
SPIDLc , KENNETH Rt
SPIGNESE, STEVEN F,
STAPLES, MARK At
STEIGcRtSHAUNA Nt
STEKL, WILLIAM Ft
STERN, FREORIC St
STUART, KATHERINE S,
SJNNER.<AREN J.
SURPRENANT. DANIEL Mt
SVENDSEN.MEACEN N.

THE9ERGE.TANIA Nt
^HOMAS tCHRISTINA Lt
VERRETTE. LAURA Gt
WALKER, SANDRA Nt
WASHBURN, dRI AN St
WEINSTOCK, MICHELLE 3,
WEISS, WENOY 3,
W£STMAN,MARK A,
WHITEHORNE, SHANE A,
WHITMARSH, WINSTON Ct
MlENER,MARGOT E,
WITM0R£,CHRI STOPHER W.
HONES, SJZ4NNE L,
Y4MP0LSKY,JAY At
YOUNG, DANIEL C,

HUMPHREYS. JACQUELINE M,

KORNG0LO.R3BIN 0.

LEUANOOWSKI .JANE,

MANKO. LAURIE J.

MARCHETTI .JOAN C,

MOLINARI ,ANOREA L,

MORAN. KATHLEEN A,

MURPHY. LAURA J.

PERRY. ANGELA M,

PERRY. STEPHANIE LYNNE,

RALSTON. PAMELA L,

REAROON. ELAINE F.

REILLEY.JOHN L,

RHODES. ARLENE M,

RYS. JOANNE.

SCHULTZ.ANNMARIE,
SESSA.LINOA D.

SHATOS. JACQUELINE M,

SPIRO.LISA E,

UNGER, JONATHAN C,

WAGNER, TERESA.

WILL.WENOY.
WORTHLEY.KARYN J.
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ENGINEERING

*K;iEP.nlCH*£L Jf

4LAn«10HAni«0 St
AMDERSON,T300 Ot

APARICIOt^UBEN,
AZEVEDOiKELLEY At
BACHELOERtTINOTHT St
BALSCKItBAtT W,

BASCMtJcFFREY Dt
SATEStOAVtO 8f

3ATTISTI tHOHAS <«.

BAVARtAniR At
BELOlNtJAMET 1«
SENBENtCATHLEEM A*
%PRRETTtOEAM Vt
BHATTACKARTAtSUBRArit
BIANCHItALISON J,
3L3NST80ntaRECORr At
BiaONtCIIIOT Lt
BLOOHtEARL.
BLUfiiPETER Lt
SDULEtRUTH C»
SlVEtLOUIS Sf
BRAJNtOAVIO It
BRcZNI AKtSARAH J,

3Jlt«CA Tt

"TRNEtSRIAN Jt
CANALiNICHA3L Rt

CARRILLOtNEFFER £t
CARSSNtANITA Lt
CERNKtRAMOr Jt

CHANORAtMONAt
CHAUtPAK SHINCt
CHENtJUOY Ct
CHEMtTU-JE"* Ot
CHERRYtCHRIST0P4ER Jt

C-«!C3INEt J3H\i Pt

CIARCcLLOt JANE It

CIOLFI tJOHN E, CUEMET
CLARKt JUOirHt HAOOAO
CLOUTIERtLEO Ct HALPI»4
CJNEtUlLLIAH EtIII HASKAL
CjWENtELUABETH A« HAYESt
DAHONtWILLIAH Ft ><EB6IS
OECESt«AURE£»l Bt 'lEdERT
OEGMER tAND<EW Vt HeLSTE
OELROSSI iRICHARO Jt HENOER
OESIStHARC L)t NEMNES
^ERMlNtKATHLEES A* MINOSt
3ESAltBHAVIT St HIRSCH
0I3IASI3t^ICHELE A* H3GAN«
':iCORPOtOA»IO At HOL'^ES
30NAL3SONtSrEPHEN Rt HQYTtS
JDNOVANtKEVIN n, HUANG.
DJNNtL£;?OY At MJB3EL
DURRANI tMOHAnnAQ A« HJNrLc
OMU^AtNICHAEL Jt HURTLE
EMRENBERCtOAVIO R» HUTCHI
HLIAStKARL G, JDHNSO
FERRAROtPAUL 9t JONCAS
FIEUOSTAOtJANIELLE Li JOSEPH
FIROAtJlHN it KAPLAN
F3LEYtNAUR££N £t <EHiaA
FONTAINE lOA-JIEL Lt <l"*BAL

FORBESiANOREW Bt KINGtW
FJRnATQtRICHARO N« <IN^L£
FUNKtTIHOTMY Bt LAC^Yt
GA3AriA«HARUN Gt LAGASS
CILdERTtPHILIP it LANJI'i

iONCALVEStAMTONIO Ct LAPIE»
GORnANtlARK J« L£tl^GU

CREENtMARK P« LEOLAN
CREESE tROBERT At LEEtCL
CREENFIELOtrNONAS Ft LEcTtR
GRIFFINtLIAM Kt LcVIME
G»UBEt6ITAt LiUSKY

tllCHAEL At
tPAIELA Rt
tSTEPHEN E.
t=LIAV It

SUSAN Et

E'^tNARK At

, TIMOTHY Jt
RNtGARY Ct
SONtSCOTT Ot

ScYtSANIEL Jt

GEFFREY Tt

FELOtCARL Ct
THOMAS Ht
tPETER At
ALLY D.
KELLYt
LtJAIES Et
TtALAW RtJR
.JACKIE Ct
NStJ3HN U«
NtOOUGLAS At

tROCER Lt
tllCrJAEL Pt
tLAUREN Bt
ROtdUBERWAt
LtGERALO Lt
ILLIA1 S.
RtJENNlFER ^t

NEIL F,

E.BRIAS Ct

I. BARBARA Et

R:tP*JL Rt
TETt
C.PAUL At
;FT3N <t
G3ERT T,

t3AVI3 St

tOAVIO Bt

LlltWiLLlAI Jt

»1AC3ONAL0t AOANt
HACOONALOtNICHAEL Jt

NACCREG3RtR0B6RT Rt

MACLEAN. MARK Ot

MAOOEN. JOSEPH,
"AC3ZIARZ, THOMAS Ft

•lANNINGtSEAN Mt

MANZOLINI, KEVIN M,

MARANOOt JOSEPH M*

(•ARTIWtcLLEN Jt

»«ASSEY. WHITNEY 3t
•1AXIMtCLINT3N LtJR
MAZZU.MICHAcL Jt

HCCARTHTtJ3H>» Rt
MCCDROICtCRAlC H«
HCGRATHtPAUL T,

MECAtSCOTT Tt

MIGLIACCIO, JOHN A,

MILASZEWSKI tNlCHAEL Ri

MMRANtlLYA Bt

1ITCHELL. WILLI AM Et

HlZlAt JAC3JELINEt
"3NETTE.R0><AL0 tt
M3NCE3NtMICHELLc A,
M3WRYt JENNIFER At

•1ULER0t<iENEt
>1JRl»MYtMARK 3t
IJRPHYtMlCHAEL K,
MURPHY. SEAN i,

MJftPHYtTHOMAS J*
MJRRAT.C0B03N Rt
•lARATANANtiALINI Vt

lEFF. KRISTIN M,
NEUMAMtRICHARO M*

OBRIENtWlLLI AM Pt
:GNI3ENctrHaMAS Vt

JLIVEROtKRISriN Mt

^LSENtKIN3E?LY Jt

OROURKEtMARYJANE ;i

:;JELLETTE.MARK Pt

iUYANGtYI JENt
3WENtR09ERT Ut

PAPPAStCHRISTOPHER Jt

PEASEtCARY Ft
Pt L0QUIN,R3BERT Lt

?; TRICH, ROBERT Jt

"IZZELLl tJINO Bt

P^IRIcRtWlLLlAM Jt

P3ULINtcOW*R3 J»

UTNAMtWENOY Jtt
REBLlNtGARY Ct

<E YNOLOltTOOO Rt

RtCHAR0tA>40REU P«

RIOOELLtWILLIAM T.

ROalNSONtWILLIAM Ot

R3SStJ0HN r,

SANCTUARYtJAY Et

SANTOSOSSOtKRlSTEN F,

SAPPET, VICTORIA A,

SCA8IA tCHRISTOPHER Jt

SCHWiLLINSKItROLANO Ht

SC3TT,PETE< Gt

SCULLY, WILLI AM H,

ScIFERtJEFF^EY 0,
SELKIRKtPAUL A,

SENKtROBERT 5,

SERRA.BEATRIZ Zt
SHUMWAYtPETt^ BtJR
SILVERMAN, OAVIO Mt

5ILVERSTEIN, ROBERT St

SI MMONStSTEPHAMIE,
SIMOtJOHN A,

SIROTAtNEIL P,

SIALLtOAViD St
SJCDI IK, MICHAEL Hf

S3UTHWICKtLISA,
SPELLIOStTHOMAS J,
SPIEWAK.BRIA<« Et
ST PIERREtMARK 3,
STASSIStJOHN Ct
CTEENSRUCCEStJOHN C«
STEliLtOONALO R.
TAM, VITUS Ct
TANtSIAMC T,

TIPTON, MIC-JAEL C,
TZANETOStPANATOTIS L.
VAN ROYEN,ROSS M,
VAROCLUtYAVUZ,
VERRE.MARC J,

VESTERCAAROtLARS H,
V3TrA. JOSEPH £,
WALOMAN, PAMELA J,
WALKER, MICHAEL P,
WALSH, JAMES Af
WALSH, JOHN P,

WALTON, RICHARD J,
WEICAND, CHRISTINE E,

WEISStSCOTT J,
WHALLEY, CHRISTOPHER L,
WHEELER, PAUL H,
WILSON, ROBERT U,
WINIARSKI, PETER 0,
WONCSAI CHJ,
WOOD, ROBERT J.
WORTZMAN, STUART 0,
WRICHTtPANELA Lt
WtONA. MARGUERITE,
YANG, FRANK C,
Y3UNC, SHARON A,
Z0ROK,EOWAR0 P,
ZINMER, MARILYN A,

FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES (including Stockbridge with 3.25)

ACERRA,3IANE C,
A3IE.JU0ITH At
ALLE1AN, JOYCE Et

ALLtNiJULIc 1,
AMOAM. YAA 0,

AN3ERS0N, TRACY Y,

ANDREWS, AMELIA S,
ARMSTRONG, BRETT C,
ARNESON, NANCY St

ARTHURTONtOANIEL At
ASHLAWtKAREN At

SABCOCKtTRACY At
BAKERtCHARLES Pt
BANNlNCtCYNTHIA Q,
BARBE'tJEFFREY 0,
BARLOW, STACEY A,
BARNARD, OEBRA L,
BARRETT. MARY St

SARTHtELANA Bt
BATEStOEBORAH At

BECKER, CARA J,
3E0ENK0P. CHRISTOPHER W,
BEtMAN,TIMOT'<Y J,
BIRCH, COURTNEY K*
BLOCC, NANCY S,
SLUM, SHANE :,
aOOIVE, TOBIAS,
eowE?StAN<» ;t
BiJAOLEYtCMRISTINEt
BRAMLiGE, WILLIAM 3,
BRANACAN, PATRICIA A,
BRAUN, MARIA,
BREAULTtLISA Mt
3REAJLT, MICHAEL Df
SRE3VIK, BRIAN K,

BRIENtROSEANN M,
BRISTER, JJ3E,
BR30E2 ICK, KATHLEEN P,

•ROWN, CHERYL L,
B4UCE, CAROLINE -4,

BURGESS, RAL»H C,
BURRILL. JOYCE A,
BUTKUStPAUL St
CAJOLETtOAVIO At

CALOWELL tERIC Ft

CAMPAGNAtANOREU Ct
CAMPBELLtMcLANIE St
CANTY, ANDREA Mt
CASEYtOIANE Mt
CASTOtMICHAEL Bt

CASTOSCJAYtMELISSA It
CHANGtWEN r,

CHIKLIStCYNTHlA C»
CHIUtKWONC F,

CHRISTENSE^.ERU Rt
CIBOTTItcLAINEt
CLARKt JEFFReT St
CLEARYtROSANNE M,

COCAINEtELLEN M,
COLETTAtROBERT Pt

C3LLAS. PHILIPPE.
COLLINStOENMIS Jt

COLLMONtKIMBERLY A,
COMBS, LYNDA F,
C3NWAY. TERESA A,
CORRIGAV, PATRICK M,
CORTES, PEDRO A,
CROWLEY, TIMOTHY J,

CUSHINC, SHEILA B,

CUSTER, R0NAL3 E,

DAGNESEtSARBARA 3t

DANCELOt JAC3UELINE S,
OAVEV,E3UAR0 A,
OAMSON, JAMES J,
OECILIQ,GLEN P,
OEHGAN.KELLcY Ct
CESILVA, TREVOR Ht

3EVLIN,aHIAN M,
3IMICHELEt4ENEDETT0 Rt

30ESCHERt3£THANY Mt
OOHERTY, THOMAS Wt

OOMOLKYtcRIK A,
03NDLEY, GLENN J,
DONNDE LINGER, MARIAN ME,
03N0HUE,0E33RAH L,
30YLEtANNA Mt
DR ISCZLLtANOREW P,

DUNCAN, ALEXANDRA Lt
DUNNELLt JAC03,
OWYER. DEBORAH A.
OYMONtNICKOLAI Jt
EaeELTNGtPATRICIA At
EHMANNtJANIEL Rt
ELLIStCHRISTOPHER Dt
EPSTElNtBRETT Nt
ERNST. VALERIE Jt
FARINA VON 3 JC HWAL D t S AR

A

FASCIANOtCLAJOlA Jt
FAUBERT.RENEE Mt

FEINtJOCELTN Rt
FELDMANt03<<*A Lt
FERREIRAtDANIEL Jt

FO'.D.KIMBERLT K.
FORMOSI.MKHAEL H,
FRAGALA, ANGELA C,
FRASER. JUSTINE L,
FR0NTIER0,SALVATOR£ J,

FURBUSH, BRIAN J,
GAGNE, MICHELLE C,
GALLAGHERtMART M,
GALLANTtROBERT Ct
GAMRONtCLIFF J,
GESCHKEtUSCHI Bt
GILSERTtMICHAEL T,
GLICKtRACHELLE N«
COLOBERCtLEON S«

AKASTEN, JENNIFER E, COTE, HEATHER A,
ARCIPRETE,BETH A, C^AIG,RITA M,
AZIZ, MART A, OECRISTO, MARIE ELENA,
BERRY, CYNTHIA K, DROZOCFFtHEIOI St
BERRY, JOSEPH T, OUPONTtKRISTEM M,
BROWN, BETH Et EVERETT, KATHARINE C,
BROWN, JENNIFER, FARRIER, RENEE C.
BRYAN, PATRICIA A, FITZCIBBONS,KRISTINA,
BRYNOA,WIESIA, FJLO, HEIDI i.
CARROLL, THERESA, CALACATOS,KArERINA,
CLEARY,SEAH J, CIRASELLA,BRENOA M,
COILL, LAUREN R, GITLIN, JENNIFER L«
CORRIV£AU,KIMBERLY A, COFFAR, CHRISTINE E,
COSTA, ROSEMARY, CORDON, SHIRLEY A,

A3BATE .MICHAEL t,

AKEY. SUZANNE M,
ALECHNY,THAISA Lt
ALC£». STANLEY F.

ALLYNtBARRY St
ALLYNtGARY Mt
AL VARNAZtTHERESA Lt
AMES, JANICE Lt
AMNOTTctCAROLE *,

ARCHAMBAULTtOAWN M,
ARMET, STACEY D,
ARMSTRONG, TRACY A*
ARNEScN,ARNE OLt
»THAS,NOELLE C,

AUSLANOE
6ARI,R0Y
BARRON, J
BARTLETT
BATOT.EL
e£M£NT,K
BENNETT,
OENTLcY
BERGERtR
BERMANtM
BIBEAUtK
BILKER, S

aiLLAROt
BILLINGS

R.iRENT G,
C£ N,
ENNIFER Lt
tHEATHER R,
OOIE Ot
AREN Mt
SUSAN Ot
PAMELAt
ACHELt
ICHAEL Jt
RISTIN At
ANANTHA H,
KENNETH R«

, MICHAEL J*

GOLDBERG, NAOMI J,
COLOZWEIG, PETER A,
COTTESMAN,JILL 0,
GOUVEI A,MICHELE M,
COVER, ROSEMARY,
G3YETTE, LESLEY P,

GRAHAM, PATRICIA M,

GRAY, JOHN P,
GRAY, JONATHAN A,
CREEN3LATT,MARCI A S,

GRIFFIN, 0AVI9 Ct
CROCOTTtHEATHER M,
OUSTAFSONtOEAN E,
GUTMANNtLISA J,
HAHN,HcIOI P,

HAMILTO>J, MICHELLE Lt
HANAFIN,KIM Et
HARKER,KIH M,
HARPER, OANtEL Ct
HARPERtcLLEN Mt
HARRAHY, ELISABETH At
HARTY. LAURENCE Ct
HARWICH, JENNIFER At
HAWLEY , NANCY E,
H£!N,LAJRA Ct
HELFAMOtKAREN Bt
HELIEtNORMANO J,
H£RSH,MARCY L,
HEYMAN,JEFF St
HiCKStKENNETH Wt
HIRSCHtHILARY Jt
HOtCHR ISTI<«E,
HODGKINStSUSAN Mt
HOLMES, MELI SSA At
HOPKINS, MEGHAN At
HORN, ERIC Z,
HJRROCKS, STACY £,
HJ, FLORENCE.
HUESTtS.MELANIE K,
HJFF,LISA 0,
HUNECKtPAUL C,
HURLEY, KATHLEEN A,
HURLIN,PAYTON E,
HUTCHINSONtTIMOTHY Rt
HVDEtOUANE K,
lACONtS, ELIZABETH Mt
IDE, JENNIFER L,
ISE'IBERC, ELIZABETH Lt
JOHNSON, JOHANNA V,
JOHNSON, SCOTT Kt
JONESt ELIZABETH M.
JORRITSMA, GREGG S,
KAOIS,JILL Et
KASTENtSHERYL A,
KEENEtBARBARA At
KEEVAN, BRIAN J,
KElRSTEADtRUSSELL Wt
KELLEYtSRENOA Et

KELLY, CANOICE At
KELLY, TAMMY Lt
KENNtOEBRA 7,
KENYY, GEORGE A,
<30NCE, VIRGINIA Dt
KOSBERCJOEL Ot
KOVARIKt JANAt
KOWALtMICHAEL At
KRANERtOlANNE Lt
KREISINGERtBRYAN Ot
KRIKOR lANtLISA Mt
KRIPP.KATHERINE Lt
KRUCHERtJENNIFER Ht
KULAGAtKAREN At
KUSTWANt TRACY At
LACASSEtKIRSTEN A,
LAODIStDIMITRIS,
LAFLEUR, JEFFRET B,

LALIBERTY, SHEILA K,
LAMACHIA, THOMAS E,
LAPLANTEtMICHELLE Jt
LASKAtWILLI AM Jt
LEE iSHANNON Kt
LEMMEtKENT Ot
LEONAROtCRESDRY A,
LESTE") ,KATHRYN <t
LeVOVSKY.^ISA At
LEVY, MICHELLE Tt
LIE9ESMAN, JUDITH A,
LILJEGRENtcRIK K,

LOCKE, ELIZABETH L,
LUOOVICO, STEPHEN A,
MAGES, DANIEL Rt
HAGRAW. WILLIAM 3t
MAKI.AMY L,
MAL0NEY,TIM3THY W,
MARTEL. SHARON A,
MARTIN, CHRISTOPHER Jt
MARTIN, JILL E,
MATTHEW, FIONA Jt
MAYZERtMICHELE At
MCCAFFREY, JUDITH St
MCC3MBE, JAMES 3t
MCNAMARAtKELLlE A,
MEEHAN, RICHARD St
MEEHAN, TRACY At
MELANSONtOENISE Mt
MELCHER, CYNTHIA Pt
MELIDEOtJEAN Mt
MELOOYtJENNIFER At
MERCERtTlMOTHY Ct
MERRILLtMELINOA SUEt
MESSER tREBEKAH Bt
MESSINCERtALEXANOER Tt
MICHALtTHOMAS Jt
MINERtMEREOITH At
MOBERCtKARIN Lt
MOLLERtJON Et

HEALTH SCIENCES
HABINKtLAUREL At
HANOELtKiM Lt
HAYNEStANNEMARIEt
HOWELLtELLEN Jt
HUBBAROtLlSA Ot
HUCHEStCHRISTlNE Bt
JONEStDANIEL St
JOROANtPAMELA Rt
KAMINSKI. CHARLES Wt
KRENDEL. SHARON J,
LANGLOIS. CYNTHIA Jt
LARSENtREBECCA At
LAVALLEctLAURA At
LECLAIREt ANNE Ht

LOGAN, LEANNE Mt
LORANTOS, LINDA J,
M*CPHE«S0N,8RENOA L,
MANGION.KATHRYN A,
MARCUS, WENDY B,
MCAFEE, TRINA M,
MCCLURE, TAMMY Ht
MICHAUD.EMILIEANNE S,
MICN0SA,MA4Y B,
MOOOT. RUSSELL G,II
MOORE, NANNIETTE L,
MOORE, SJSAN H,
MURPHY, CHRISTOPHER Jt
MUSEtDESRA L,

MANAGEMENT
BINCA
BLACKA
SLAIN,
SOHEN,
^ORISL
BOUCHE
BOJRAS
aOURQU
BOYNE

,

B^ITT,
3R0AO.
BROMBT
3R0WN,
BRUSH,

NOREW 0,
OAR, MICHELLE
PATRICIA Mt
WILLIAM M,
OW,GARY Mt
R. CHERYL At
SA.PAJL Jt
E.JOAN M,
KELLY A,

SANDRA B,
MANUEL 3,
, RICHARD T,
SARAH L,
RICHARD Rt

aRUTERRItKIMBERLY A,
BURKEtcOWARO F,
IJRNHAM, DEBORAH,
BUTLER. LISA 0,
CAOIEUX. WILLIAM E JR

,

CAOY.ERIC 3,
CAHILLANE, SANDRA '. ,

CALLAHAN, JENNIFER M,
CAMPBELL. PATRICIA L.
CANDELLA, AARON,
C^NNOHE, OAVIO J,
CARBON. OANIEL.
CARLL. LAURIE S,
CASEY. THOMAS Ft

MONAGHAN, PATRICIA A,

MORRISSEY,SEAN M,

MORTELL, SARAH At
MCRYTKOiANDRcA,
MJRPHY, KAREN At
MURRAY, 3YLAN Dt
NALcWAK.LISA At

NEMETZ, DEBORAH Lt
NESBITT.CAITLIN Lt
NEWMARK, MICHAEL Kt
NG, KENNETH,
•lODOIN, JAMES At
NOUISZEWSKI, KAREN J,
NUNES,00NAL3 T,

OBERHOLTZEl, STEPHEN At
3HERN, SHANNON Kt
OL I VER, DOUGLAS Kt
OLScN, IRENE Et
OOSTINCtSASKIA £,
OREMSTEIN, MATTHEW J,
OWENS, KIMBERLY At
>ACHNANtcLL:N Mt
»AUL,BRICE :,

PAULSON, BETH At
tLCSKEYt JANIS M,
PERALTAt JULl E At
Pr TRILLOtLYNNE Mt
»- JRAtTIMOTHY At

"tAZZAtSUZETTE Mt
»IERCEtPATRICIA At
"IROCtJOSEPH AtJR
oOIRIER.lORI At
»0LL3CK. JENNIFER At
PJCCItLYNN At
PJCILLOtSANORA Jt
PUFFERtELIZABETH Lt
PJRCELLtKAREN Et

OUALTERStTAMMY It
RAINONEtGINA Mt
9ALST0N, ESTHER D,

»ANISZEWSKI,KIM At
RANKIN, LAURA Ht
RAYMONOtKRISTIE At
RtOAtPAUL it
REGANtKEViN tft

RICHARDSONtPAMELA Jt
ROBINSON, BARBARA £t
ROHT, ROBIN Rt
ROOT, BRADLEY St
ROScNBAUNtALAN Jt
RUUDtTORKELt
SACONtERIC F,
SALMON, DANIEL J,
SANTAMARIA, LEIGH ANNE,
SAWICKE, CHERYL Lt
SCHILLER, KYLE P,

SCHMIEOEF.tJOHANNA Mt
SCHROEOER T£ ETER tSTEPHANI

E

NETTAtSHARON Mt
NICHOLStSUSAN E,
PILSON.KARL 3t
POWERS, CAROLYN At
RODRIGUEZ, FRANCES Mt
ROSCIGNOtLAURA At
ROSEtHEATHER A,
RJQFF, JENNIFER Lt
SELQVER, ELIZABETH B,
SIECZK0WSKI,3IANE M,
SKERRITT, HELEN L,
SMOLAtANNEMARIEt
SORELtLAURIE At
SOULOStELENI ct

CASH, ST
CASSESS
CASSIOY
CASTRUC
C3L0NA,
CHAGNON
CHAMBER
CHAMORR
CHANG,

C

CHAPMAN
CHEN, LI
CHEN, VI
CHENG, L
CHE JNC,

EPHENIE Mt
CROSERT Mt
.LAURA J,
:i. KAREN Mt
STEPHEN Ft
tMAJREEN At
LAlNtTOOD Ct
DtJUAN PABLOt
HUN TiNGt
tTQOD A,
SA Dt
CTORIAt
YNNt
WILSON Ht

SCHULTZ, OAVIO Jt
SEARFr-sStKAREN it
SEGALtCYNTHIA J.
SEL IGMANtBRANOT Et
SHANAHANt JULIANN Mt
SHARPC tSTEVEN Ot
SHIEPE tLAURA Et
SIABAtLAURA Jt
SIDHANtCYNTHIA Bt

ilGCENStOEBORAH Mt
SIMPSONtCAROL Ot
SMACKtJAMES Wt
SMITHtAMY Jt

SMITHtOENIS! Lt
SMITH, LAURIE Mt
SOLOMON, DENA Lt
S*ALLUZZI, LINDA Jt
SPENCER, CARLISLE T.JR
STEWARD, DARIA Dt
STROMBERG, ALISON,
STRONCZ£K,CAROLYNNE At

SULLIVAN, MICHAEL St
THAYER, JANICE A,
THOMAStOAVID Ct
THDMAStiAYLE Lt
THCO.NTONtKARES St
TORLONf tSTEPHANIE Gt
T^ANtNAM Ht
TRiANAtJOHN At
TWARDCtERIC Ct
TYLER, VALERIE Lt
TYMINSKI, MICHELLE Nt
UNGER,K3VtN A,
VAROY,KRISTEN,
WACHA,RACHAEL Kt
WALKER, 1.YNN F,

WALLACH, ALLISON Rt
WALSH, MARY 3,

WARREN, CAY E,
WARREN, MARK F,

WATERMAN, JOHN Et
WATTStKAREN Vt
WEINERtTONI,
WELCH, PATRICIA Mt
WENOLER. CAROLE Lt
WERSCHLER, CATHERINE M,

WEST,KIERSTEN P,
WHEELER, DALE St
WILLIAMS, dELINOA,
WILLIAMS, CHRISTOPHER "t

WILLIAMStNANCY At
WiLLIAMStTUULIKKI Mt
WDLFRAMtNARK Jt
WONCtANGELAt
WOOOtBRVAN At
WRIGHTtJOANN Lt
YUSI tJULIANNEt
ZUMBRUSKItCAIL At

S3UZA, PAMELA Et
STDWERS, KATHLEEN Ct

SJLLIVANtELlZABETH Mt

TALBOT, SARAH Mt
TANKEtLIRI J,

TETRAULT, SUZANNE E,

URBAN, KATHLEEN Mt
WALSHt JENNIFER At

WATROBA,LISA Mt
WIScNBURN, BRUCE A,

ZIMMERMANtBARRIE L,

CHOKSI tMANISHA Jt

CLAFFEYtSUSAN M,

CLARKtLAWRENCE PtII
CDHENtBDBBI Lt

COHEN, ERIC S,

COHEN, RHONDA S,
COLEMAN, ELLEN Mt

COOPER. JOANNE P,

COOPERSTEIN, CHERYL C,

CORCORAN, TARA S,

COSTA, KEITH J,

COULTER, JEFFRET At

COUPE, JANES At

C^AIG, SUSAN Mt
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CRISILEO, STEPHEN M,

CURRINtALAN Ot
CUTTER, JEFFREY A,

3ASC0, JOSEPH Dt
OAVINItMARY S,
DAVIStJAYNE Mt
DAVIS, JEANNE M,
DECESARE,J3AN Lt
DECONtOAVID Ct
OELAPLACEtBETH Mt

DEMELLOtJOHN Lt
OERSHOWITZtSJSAN Ct

OESILVAtRICHARO 0.

OESTEFANOtCAROLINE E.
OETOROtCHRISTINE St

OIGGINStJOAN Mt
OIOTTEtOONNA Mt
OIPIETROtPATRICK Ct
OIPRIMAtGlNA At
OOANEtJOANNE Bt
OOANEtTIMOTHY Ot
^OHERTYt JAMES 0.

DOLAN.LcONARO Ft
OONNELLANtMICHAEL Kt
OONNELLYtSJSAN Ct
DOSStSANJEEVt
OOUVlLL:,CHARLc<*e Mt
OUQJETTEtOALE N,
OURFEE, SCOTT Jt
3URR, CHRISTINE L,

0USEN3ERRY,KRISTINE B,

3JTK0,JILL M,

EAGLE, MARK W,
E3NER, TIMOTHY J,
EDWARDS, MARK Lt
ELLIOTT, LEANNEt
ELLIOTT, RICHARD L,
ENGEL,MARK A,

ENGLISH, BARBARA At

EPSTEIN, eLAYNE St
FARLEY. THOMAS Lt
FARRANO, MICHAEL R,

FER3ELLA,aETM At
FERERtBETH At

FILKINStLAJRA St
FILLERtJOYCE At
FINEtALISSA Bt
FISHERtJAMES FtJR
FISHERtJOHN PtJR
FISKEtSUSAN Gt
FITZGERALD, LYNN At

FITZGIBBONStKATE At
FLYNN, ELIZABETH L,
FLYNN, MELISSA E,
FOPlANOtJiLL At
FOROtCHRlSTINE Lt
FOSTERtJAMES Tt
FRECHETTEtMICHELLE At

FRUHBEIS,T030 M,
CAINSaORO,KIM S,

GALLAGHER, SHAUN P,

GALLANT, RENEE H,
CALLMEYERtHEIDI 3t

GARONERtSOBERT At
CARIEPY. MICHELLE At
GARSTKA, JEFFREY Mt
CASSMANN.LINOA Jt

CEHRINGtPAUL Ct
G£LLY,?AUL M,

SHANTOUS, SUSAN A,
CHILANI. CAROLINE rt
CINZ3URG, SAMUEL J,
CIULtANO, PETER D,
GLAZER, OAVIO N,
GOETZ.PAUL r,

GCLC.TAMMI L,
CORDON, AMY M,
GORDON, ElLEEl A,
CORDON, LAURA A,
GORMAN, MICHELE L,
G0UVALARIS,GEOFFRcY Jt

GRAF, HEATHER L,
GRAHAM, WILLIAM J,
CRAY, LISA M,
GREEN. SCOTT J,
CREENBERC, JAMES Nt
GRENOI .MICHAEL Tt
GROSStSTEVEN It

GUERTIN. DOROTHY A,
CUNTHERtNANCY Kt
GURWITZtDEBORAH Rt
GwnZOZ..HICHAEL Jtlll
HAODAOtCATHERINE Nt
HALlOtMICHELLEt
HAMMDNOtKIMBERLY At
HANSENtOANlEL Jt
HARNEYtSTACI A Jt
HARRINCTONtTHONAS Jt

HARRIStSTEVEN Nt
HATHAWAYtKAREN E t

HATSIStCHARLES Ct
HEALEYtRICHARD S«
HEALY. ROBERT St
HEINICtCRETA Mt
HE'ORICKStTHOMAS At
HEWITTtJO ANNE Mt
HEYMANtTOOO A*
HILStOIANA Mt
HINDIHtSARBRA Jt

HOFFMANtCH^RYL Lt
HDLDENtJENNIFER Lt
HOLTtCAROL Rt
HODLEYtJOAN P,

HOPPCLYNN Ct
HOSANCCARY Wt
HUGHES, PATRICK M,
HJNT,J0HN C,

HUSSEY, PATRICIA At
IRVING, ROBERT Jt

JACKIVIC2, THOMAS Pt
JACKSON, KIM At
JACOBSONtBE^NA A,
JARDIN.TAMARA M,

JASMIN, THERESA At
JILLSON, DENNIS St
JOSEPH, GEORGE <»,

JURHAN,SONJA Ut

KAPLANtERIC,
KATZ.ERIK S,
KELLER, JULIE M,

KELLOGG, LINDA ELIZABETH,
KERZNER,ANNc L,
KESSLER, LINDA A,
KIN0LUND,0E30RAH A,

KING, JEFF 0,

KIRSCHEN6AJM, BONNIE At

KLANE, SCOTT A,
KLEIMAN, FREDRICK C,

KLEIN, CYNTHIA L,
KLcPACKI .ANDREW L,
KNIGHT, DOUGLAS K,
KNICHTLr,TOaD At
KOFMANtJASON Tt
KORNirSKT,MARC Dt
KOZARtNARGARET J,
KRASSLER, MARIE T,

KREIGERtKATHRTN E,

KRUGER, RENEE Ct
KUMINStMARI a,

KURLE J, PATRICK Jt
LAPRAOE,0AWN M,
LARAMEEtKEITH At
LAROCHEtJEFFREY Pt

LATINA, KERRY,
LAVIGNE,ERIK J,
LAVOIE, PATRICK Jt
LEFEVER, SHARON L,
LENHAROT, ANDREW S,

LEONARD, JILL M,

LESLIE, DAVID S,

L^VESQUEt JEANNE Et
'.IMtVIBORAt
LIMAN.ERIN At

LINDELLtNORMA Et
LINSKY, MEREDITH A,

LIPSON, REBECCA,
LITMAN, OAVIO A,
LIVINGSTON, MARCIA «t

L3THe,ANNErT B,
LUCAS, BRIAN R,

LUNAROELLI, MICHAEL Jt
MADDEN, KAREN L,
MADELOFF.LORI Bt
MAGOUN, PAMELA J,

MAHAN,LISA A,
MAHENORU,SUNDEEP,
-ALEY, KATHLEEN M,

MANZELLI, STEPHEN,
lARCUS , RACHEL M,
'•ARGIOTTA,aARBARA A,

•«ARIMO, RACHEL S,
•ARQUES, FERNANDO M,

MARaUEZ, OEBRA A,
MARTELL3, JENNIFER Lt
MARTINtJOHN E,

MATHERS, CHARLENE Lt
MAZZILLI, VALERIE At
MCXULAY, JENNIFER A,
HCCANN,JOHN 3,

"MCCARTHY, BRIAN M,

MCCARTHY, GLENN F,

MCCARTNEY, MICHAEL Lt
MC30NAL0.JDHN Et
MCDONALOtRDBERT Bt
MCDONOUGH, ELIZABETH A,

MCINTIRE, CHERYL Lt
MCLARY.S CHRISTINtt
ICMAHON, THOMAS 0,
-^CNEILtEOWARD J,
MEOEIROS, LAWRENCE S,

MEISELHAN, JULIE B,

MELICAN,PAUL J,
MESSIER, CHRISTOPHER J,

MEYER, ROBcRT T,JR
MICHAELS, JOOI L.
MIDURA,JOHN E,
MINER, LAURA A,
MIRABELLA,J3HN A,
MOLARI, SUSAN Kt
MOLLOY. SUZANNE Mt
MONCARZ, CINDY E,
MOORE. BRIAN,
MORRIS, NICOLE L,
MORTIMER, OENISE Lt
MOSSER, KIMBERLY Kt
MULREY.LISA M,
MURPHY. BRIAN Jt
HURPHY. KENNETH Ft
MURPHY,PAUL Jt
MYERCWtOEAM At
NELSON,MARK Jt
NEVILLE. LEICHANNE H,
MEWMAN.PAUL Tt
NICOSIA, LISA M,
NOLLEP, TAMMY St

NORTON, PATRICIA At
OLEARY.JANINE K,

'<LLMANN,LISA K,
OLSEN, CAROLYN A,

ONEIL, SUSAN H,

:STRCFSKY, KAREN,
PAGANELLI, SCOTT Jt
PAi-4E, MATTHEW S,

PARIKH,ASHISH R,
'ASCHALIOOJ,CHRYSTAL* J,

OAUL. LAURA 3,

PEA300Y,PAlGc c,

'£CK,ST=VEN 3,

PELLJ,CYNTHIAt
PENALOZA, PABLO,
PEREIRA,ALVARO E,

PERKEL.iERTL,
OcRULLOiSJSAN C,
PHANE JF,DE>IISE Mt
PILTCH. GREGG At
PINNEY, MICHELLE At

PtSCITELLO, MICHAEL Ct

>3WERS, JENNIFER At
PRAJZNER, CHRISTOPHER Et

PRIMER, JULIET Lt

PZEGcOtGARY £t
RAS6, STEVEN S,

RACHWAL, EDWARD At
RACZKA, CHARLENE M,

RAOEY, MICHELLE M,

RAFKIN, SCOTT P,
RAHMAN, MAHMD30URt
RAKAUSKAS, DAVID Pt

READ, CRAIG E,

REBELO, DAVID St

REGANtELIZABETH At

RIOOLE .SCOTT,
P.ITTER, KRISTIN,
ROBINSON, JEFFREY St

ROBINSON, YANCEY Ht
o.OCHE, JOSEPH At
ROCK, PETER R,

RODENHIZER,LISA At

ROLLER

,

MICHELE E,
ROSEN, MATTHEW A,
ROSSINI, TODD Rt
ROTHtcVE F,

R3THMAM,PAMELA S,

R'JULEY, LINCOLN E,
ROY. NANCY A,

RJMPLIK. HEATHER Et

^UNSTE IN. ROBIN Mt
^YAN.JACQUELYNt
SAD3SKI,L0RI At
SALON, ROBERT A,
SANTANGcLO, ALFRED K,
SANT3MASSINa,J0HN Jt
SARSFIELOtLYOIA,
SCALA,CYBELE Jt
SCALESE.GAIL Mt
SCHARF.cLIZABETH At

SCHMILL.CARULYN 0.

SCHUHLEN, KEVIN,
SCHWANER.J3HN Gt
SCHWARTZ, CART Zt
SCHWARTZtHOWARD Lt
SCOT-tCYNTHiA S,

SCOTT, GILBERT Ct
SEDELL. CHRISTINA Mt
SEMERJIAN, DAYTON Jt

SERFF, PAULINE At
SHAPIRO, DEB3RAH L,
SHAT3S,MARNIE J,
SHEA, CHERYL At

SHERF, DAVID Et
SHERTER, MEREDITH Ht

SHIMKUS, THOMAS P,

SHORTttRIC Rt
SILVERMANtSHARON F,

SILVERSTEINtMELISSA Bt
SIMONStWENOY Lt
SIMPSONtMICHAEL Jt
SIRIOTIStGEORCE Nt
SKIBAtTHONAS Mt
SMITHtRONALO Et
SMITH, STACY At

SNAT, BRIAN 3,

SNOWtBETTT At

S3MME» .JEFFREY Lt
SPARKS, OAVIO Bt

SPORY. KAREN Lt
STARKEYtLISA Ht
STASTNY, SUNNY A,

STEIN, ERINM J,
STEWART, WILLIAM Ct
SWOTINSKY, OEBRA Et
SYEDtAMER M,

TAMZARIAN,ARMENt
TANOLER, JAMES R,

TANCCH'JI WAt
TANSEY,JAM:S Ct
TELLER, STACEY B,
TERESO,RUI At
IHORNTONtJ MATTHEW,
TOTH. MICHELLE A,
TOUSICNANT, JULIE A,

TREMBLAY, TRACY »,

TROMBLYfFRANCINE R,

TRUDEAU, WILLIAM OtJR
TJCKERtKAREN Jt
TJOSTOtMlCHAELtJR
UROUHART tLORI Jt

USENtTOOD Ht

UTTAMtTARA,
VALAOE, JAMES Mt
VALLEY, VINCENT C,
VAUGHN, JULIE At
VOGEL, HEATHER Mt
WALACHY.MARt J,
WALKERtCOREY Tt
WALSH, OAVIO Nt
WASSERMAN, DAVID At
WEBBER. KIM :,

WEINBERG, RONA E,
WEINSTOCK,MARK At
WEISSEL, MICHAEL E,
WELCH. GREGORY B,
WESTRA,PAUL Lt
WHITE, BARBARA At
WIENER, 3ETH Tt
WILKINS, LINDA Nt
WILLARD, KAREN E,
WILLIAMS, BENJAMIN JtIV
WILSON,NANCY J,
WITHEE, CHRISTINE A,
WlTKOPtTRISNA At
W3NC, SUSAN Kt
XANTHAVANlJtUSA,
TABLUN, MICHAEL St
YARIN, OAVIO Mt
YATES, MEGAN Nt
ZAJAS, JAMES ct
ZAWROTNY,MARC At
ZIDEL.NOAH Mt
ZIEPER, MATTHEW,
ZOHLMAN,AMT Jt

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ALLEN, ROBERT St
ALVES, CHERYL A,
ARENA, NANCY F,

BAILLIE, KEVIN C,

3AL0RATE,PAUL A,

3LANEY, DOUGLAS A,

30RrK0,AN0REA C,

CAISSE tKRISTEN Pt

CARROLLtSEAN Ft
CLIMOtOANIEL St

lAVIStMICHAEL Lt
DRABIKtGLENN Dt
ORESSERtJON P,

FERGUSON, HEATHER Ht
FOSTER, CARL M,

CERROIR, STEVEN E,

GILBERT, MARTI ,

IILLEM, PATRICK A,

G3RMLHY,LISA £,

CRAY. JOANNE M,

HARR!S,ROBYN B,
HITTNER,L0RI A,
JAW3RSKI,KATRINA A,

JURKIEWICZ, CAROLYN Mt
KASTANCOtKARI B,

KEEFE, KIMBERLY At

KENNEDY, PATRICIA E,

KING, CARL K,
LAPLANTE, LORRAINE M,

LAURIE, NANCY c.

LAVALLEE .LAURA M,

MALENFAUT, TIMOTHY St

MILLER .MICHAEL Rt
^tAZARIAN, JULIE At

•ARKS, ARTHUR E,
PICARO, CRAIG St
'•lORtdARRY Mt
3UINN, SARAH Mt

RELLO, MARIA Nt
REVERtLlSA L,

ROBERTS, JOSEPH M,

ROBERTSON, AMY 0,
'0GERS,LISA At

ROTATDRI ,ALAN J,
RJTSCHMANNtKAREN Mt

SARGENT, RICHELE M,

STONE, DONNA R,

5JMMERSGIL., KATHLEEN :«,

TI SOALE, SARAH A,
rOBIN,ERIC A,

WINITZER, NANCY Ji

WOLFE, DEBBIE L.

lOOOaURT, DAVID M.

WYKER, JAMES 3,
ZECHER, SUSAN Bt
ZTMROZttfENOI Lt

BACHELOR'S DEGREE WITH
INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION

EXCHANGE AND HONORS

ASHtOEBORAH 1,

BATES, CYNTHIA C,

BERSANI, CATHERINE R,
rETTS, KIMBERLY J,

:3URT, NANCY Kt
CUNNINGHAM, MARIE At

3UGAN BIRK, DEBORAH Rt

FL3YD, FREDERICK Wt

FOSTER , JOSHUA G,
GAWIENOWSKI, PETER B,

CILLOW, LINDA D,
CJIOICEtCAROL Dt
HORDWlTZtCAROLE Rt
HOSOauCHI.MIHOt
LANDRY.HEIDI Et

LANXNER, WENDY Wt
LEVINE,REVA C,
LOW£NTHAL,TANIA Jt
NICKERSON, LAURA Jt
NOBELtCARRIEt

RAP0SAtJ03Ie Mt
RITTER , DEBORAH Jt
ROBERTS, TRACI At
ROSKILL,DAMIAN W,

SCHREIB, CLAUDIA A,
THIRKELL,C3LLEEN A,

WFRBLIN,AHOREA It

ZIEGNERtJAT R,

CONTINUING EDUCATION
ALAVNMAHASTIt
BERMANtJAY,
SURMO.MARK C,

CARVER, SKY,
COFFEY, PAULA,
C3CEN, ELLEN Bt
OOHERTY, STEPHEN •

EODINCTDNtROT,
GAJ,CECILE E,

GLASS, ROBERT,
GUERZON,SUZANNE •

HOULE, GERALD E.,

JANSSON,KARA L,

JOHNSTON, RICHARD At

KLOTZ, DEBORAH W,

KRANTZ, GEORGIA Lt
LOPEZ CABALLEROt JUAN M,

L3VELL, FRANK,
LOZANI.LADAN,
MAH0NEY,ER|N Mt
MERMIN, SARAH Et
PEOERSENtKIRSTEN F,

RENAUO, TIMOTHY Jt

SATZ. JONATHAN E,

SEARS, COLIN 0,

SINGER, MICHELLE,
STEARNS, LAURIE M,

STEVENSONtJOHN Mt

TDNEY, GREER E,

VOISINE, CYNTHIA A,
VON NARDROFF, ELIZABETH,
WILLIAMS, NEAL Nt
WOISHNIStCAROL At

ADAMS, SAMUEL C,
AMATT,SIMONE,
ASPLUN0,PE3:R CUSTAV,
BRAUN, KAREN Et

BRIDGE, JOHN Jt

BROWN, DEBORAH L,

CAVE, BELINDA ANN,
CHAPMAN, JULIE ,

CHINEA CALOERON.LlNETt:,
CLARKE, MICHAEL OAVID,
COX, MARK CHARLES,
CRAIC1E, ANDREW,
0*AURIA,JOHN FRANK,
DRIVER, RACHEL V,

OYER, STEPHEN Mt
E'.COCK, ADRIAN HAMILTON,
FARQUHAR, KELLY,
FARRACE.LYNNEt
FERGUSON, KELLY,
FERRY, MEGAN,
FULGHAM,MISCHELLE R,

CAITENBY, KRISTIN,
GARCIA RAMOS, TANIA,
GETOFF, SARAH B,
CLANVILLE, SHAWN Mt

GONZALEZ, CYNTHIA,
HALLOCK, KEVIN F,

HALPE»N,CARLA At

MAMASAKI, CRAIG A, ROGERS, KEITH OAVIOt
HANC.BETZI LYNN, SAFRAN, ELIZABETH,
HANE. MICHAEL, SCHMIDtHEIOI M,

HOLMAN, JULIAN CLiVEt SEICHI, TAMMY,
JOEtADRIENNE L, SHIMA,IL IMA,

KALKER, BARBARA, SMITH, BRIAS A,

KATS0ULIS,PANA60ULA, ST HILAIRE.PHAEDRIA M,

KELLY, KATHLEEN A, SJLLIVAN, MEREDITH H,

KENNEDY, CHRISTOPHER A, SULLIVAN, MOREEN A,

KIRKBR IDE, ELIZABETH LDJISE > SUMAL,KANWAL3EEP,
KIRKPATRICK, ALISON J., TAIT, EDWIN JOHN,
(LEKOTKA, PEGGIE A, TAJiRi ,rooo.
LAMBERT, MARK R, TAKAHASHI, CLINTON H,

LARKIN,KAY, TAMURAt JAMIE M,

LJH, TIMOTHY P, TARGETT, SARAH ELLEN,
MARTr»,8P£TT Nt ' TRAN, THANH Vt
MASATSUGUtLcNEt TSUKANOtSUSANt
MCCORMAC, SUSAN, VENEAU, JAMES C,

MEICEN, JOHANNES A, WARREN, TONY.
MELLOR.DEBRA SUSAN, WATKIMSON,M0TLALEPULA,
MULLOOLY. JANE MARIE, WENCER,J0H-4 CHARLES,
MURAORA, RENEE, WESTERLJNO,PI A CATRINt
NIShlMOTCOATLE, WRIGHT,OANIEL ROBERT,
NOURAFCHAN,«OMYAR, ZOLRWERtCLAiRE BARBARAt
?BRIEN.KATHL£ENt
PROLMAN.LISA S,
R:ICHSTEIN,3JZANNE Jt

RICHARDS, SUZANNE,

INTERDEPARTMENTAL AND OTHERS
30ISIS. VIVIAN
HUBBARD, WEN3T

JARMULOWICZ, LINDA D.

MASTROIANNI, MICHAEL

JfJfJfJ^JfJf^^^^^
VISA TICKETS UNLIMITED mc

• MORTON DOWNEY JR. Oct 1 Spfld. • MICHAEL JACKSON Oct 4 NEW JERSEY
• GRATEFUL DEAD Sept 14-24 NY • JIMMY PAGE Oct 29 Worcester
• PRINCE Sept 30 Hartford * AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL Sept 19 Philadelphia

• OEFLEPARO Sept 29 Worcester • ROD STEWART Sept 22 Worcester

* ELTON JOHN Oct Worcester

* ALL PATRIOTS & JETS HOME GAMES

1649 MAIN ST. SPRINFIELD 1-734-0770
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One of the largest selections
of Import and independent records,
cassettes, compact discs and videos

in Massachusetts!

Monday-WednesdaY
9:30-6:00

Thursday-SaturdaY
9:30-9:00

Sunday
12:00-5:00

213 Main Slrcet, Northampton 586-5726

W
f>.s* Ga

4.P.

The Accounting Assoc, And Beta Alpha Psi

Present

ACCOUNTING FAIR 1988

Meet with representatives from C.P.A. firms,

corporations, and government agencies to

see what career opportunities they currently

offer.

Thursday 9/15 1:00-4:00
Campus Center Auditorium

lighten)air load this^tester

by carrying an exlMiit.

Even if you're up to your eyebrows in

homework, you needn't carrv the world on

your shoulders

Not with a Mauntosh" Loniputer on

your desk.

Think of un assignment that weighs

heavily on your mind right no\A say a term

paper With Macintosh, you i.an bring instant

order to the |umble of notes, scribbles,

quotes, and exceq">ts that II go into your

paper You can cjuickly draft an outline,

change the order of topics, and jot doun

related ideas at will

Then you start to write You don't like

the way you phrased a paragraph? No prob

lem tr> something new, without erasing or

rervping a word. NXant to mow the second

page of your first draft to the tail end of your

last draft!' It only takes a few seconds

With .Macintosh, you can also have your

paper pr(K)fread in a minute or two ,\iid you

can illustrate it with professional liK)king

drawings and graphs, even if you dont know

a T square from a Third.

And here's the clinchers

to do all of these things- ar

le.vs time than you might speil >tud\ing for

a Monday morning quiz. Staning Sunday

The power to be your best.'

arrngistrrrd IruJenurk ijl Afftk UimfHOrr hu TV/Mwr/b
htvmrhal u a trmkmart i^ ^fpie (itrnfmlrr Inc

if you cKm't believe it. sk -^v the loca

Hon listed fxjo^^' M^^»'^'^ for your

self Y<>"'" ^^% I^L Wcarrieda

Special Demonstration
on

Campus Center
Concourse

Sept. 13—15 10—4

THE UNIVERSITY
STORE

GoodGrie£ GoodNews*

I k€NMK.lO
^ ENGINEERING ^^i

w.
"BM
w?5?wSH

' ' %£j8>MMMataa<BlM

£31^nn^^Hm

1

The T/-65 Technical
Anaiyjt^k^ffcrsallthe
Huilt-in funcnoa<i of the
TI-K'', plu.<^ a "Stopwatch

nmcr, fifjht phvsiial con-
'^t,ints, dcMMon pnigram-
miriK (if, .then) uipahlities

and IcX^pn-vrnmming steps

for repetitive i alciilanoas.

The T/-60 Adi'onced
Scientific Features such huilt-

in futxtions as hexadecimal

/(xtal coversioas, integration

using Simpson'"^ rule, statistics

(including linear regres,sion),

trend line analysis and metric to

English conversions. There are

also 84 programming steps for

repetitive calculations.

The TI.95 PRCXTALC'^' Our m<ist powerfvil. top^,f-the-line
adv aixed s. lennfic feanjres MK RAM and a full range of scientific

,

mathematical and statistical functions. It uses redefinaHe function
kevs to provide easy access to ZcX^ + functions wth mcniu-like en-
dows and has a flexihle file manageim-nt system to conveniently
store prc^ams and data. The TI-^S offi>rs optional accessories such

^ Solid State Sofn^are^' canndges for Mathematics. Statistics, and
(.-heniical Engineering, and 8K Constant Memory r^'

cartndge, a
porrabie printer and a cas.sene inteifate.

TI designed its advanced
scientific calculators to

help cut science and
engineering problems
down to size.

It takes more than an ordinary

calculator to help make an extra-

ordinary future scientist or

engineer.

TI's advanced scientific calcula- keys and simple keyboard layouts

^'oTnDrXt^; V'^-
^"'^/^^ "^'^ ^^'P^ Vou concentrate on real

1
l-V"^

1 KLX^ALC-were designed problem solving, instead of solving
with all the right scientific the mysteries of a complex
mathematical and statistical Rinc- calculatc^r.

tions you'll need to get ahead in With all the demands your ad-
schoc)! and m yoijr career. vanced courses place on you. you

1 hese powerful calculators were need the help of an advanced
carefully created t(^ he easy to use. scientific calculator fi-om TI
They feature large, color-ccxied ^ „pvr,8ht i'jw n

IH(X)C7

ft
, Texas^
instruments
TW rrsdrmark of Tncas InMrummts Incorporated
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ARTS/LIVING

F.C. Pohaku featured in shows for all-ages at L'Oasis
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

L'Oasis nightclub in Northampton was hopping last

Saturday when Boston's Bim Skala Bim played to an all-

ages audience of about 200 ska fans from 6 to 9 p.m. That

the club is catering to more than just the drinking crowd
is a significant plus. The gig was a reminder of last Ju-

ly's show (300 fans of all ages) at Northampton's Center
for the Arts to hear Bim and two other ska bands kick

it in to benefit the "CIA on Trial project."

L'Oasis is doing it again this Saturday with F.C. Pohaku
from 6 to 9 p.m. This local trio plays a fusion of reggae-

funk-rock and they say it'll be a real party scene. Band-

members are Jon Caban on guitar, John Cruz on Bass,

and Doug Ranieri, drums. "Pohaku" is a Hawaiian term

meaning "rockin' good time."

Also, F.C. Pohaku will be headlining at L'Oasis both

Friday and Saturday for the over-21 crowd. This is their

kick-off gig of the season.

FREE MOVIE

The UMass Science Fic-

tion Society will hold a free

movie marathon this

weekend in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

At 10 a.m., F/X; 12 noon.

War Games; 2 p.m., 2070.-

Odyssey Two; 4 p.m. The
Terminator; 6 p.m., Star

Trek II: The Wrath of
Khan; 8 p.m. Star Wars;

10:10 p.m., Dragonslayer.

The marathon is in part

funded by the Student
Government Association.

More Than
Copies

Copies • Fax Servjce

Binding * Ofifice Supplies

Oversize Copies

Pick-Up Si Delivery

jdnkoi
the copy center

253-2543

>f-

%m tin kmisikffkesfShof lii(m 44

RFPRk
^S!Mlw/i

lOLLING ROCI
12 02 Mtooi;i««

Grand Opening
Sat. Sept. 17—11 a.m.-6 p.m.

Jewelry for fun
and fashion

Herself.. .at times

7 C. Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA 549-6693

20% Storewide
Discount

\^ ST. PAULI GIRL

$-1449 CIS* 0( 24
12 ot cans

BASS
(Sa^

m
cost!

QQGRIZZLY
BEER

caM 01 24 12 02 Doiiiei

IfflllatCH
$Q99

3 FOR ONLY ^Jj
CORNICHE VENTOUX
PRINSTER SAUVIGNON BLC
PRINSTER CHENIN BLC
CALIFORNIA IV10SELLE
CALIFORNIA MOSELLE BLUSH
ROXANNE MONTEPULCIANO

all ntl foi 750 Ti' Boint

ISIP()MriL>

CANADIAN MIST tA39

salt '12'* rebate '3**

^9'

?049 GORDON'rVODKA'^
'co'ft sale »1 0" rebate «2"iS

STRGH & STROH LIGHT j-tsht-
30 PACK. ^-QQ^j^j^

rebate *2** f — '*'^'

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS
BurgunOy, Chablis, ^ ^ QQ
Blush, Rhine, rose «9 /I w «/

3 LITER BOTTLE

j||SEAGRAM'S 7$q49
''Tlr"'" sale 12«» rebate 'a"" ^

COKE & DIET COKE

BACARDI RUM
Silver only

^ :::.i2- $in88 a^-

^^

-

o«po«.i ?a *1C5W?-

12 pack ol cans

*«S^ttf

iBAILEYSs^p
ORIGINAL IRISH CREAM

4>«ai)tt« *i**n »» laaOWM
tM« nQtit to loon (miiiiiO
l>fW»»»» •« »« »HIIII» »w
^M«n Mtf «)« 4aM <M*
<%MMmHi( iia»n< wan* on

9jiI»» to ttpm
Ftoute 9 Amherst/Hadley Line 2S3-9344

(at th0 Super Stop & Shop

MODRIAN
r>iV|l| Carnage Shops

Tux Rentals

DOM'r Lia :rHNMlFfR/,..s-pvL/

-i5u> m. Au.ksm loo i rms t/^cmi
...DowM HERE comtmy;;^;^

W(A<65/fvlEW KKsWAfe ^ca.,
Clones To srehi> aj^"

liL J^IUlTHAT

yA .f^ wash dry

549-6344
6 UNIVERSITY DRIVE/NEWMARKET CENTER/AMHERST/(413) 549-2640
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P6DR0 PEftetHA

«W CLARK

WCK SASSON DAVID RMAftIC

3£NN(fER DCMPStv ftiCHAftP &ONNANO

The Massachusetts Daily ColloqMn

Editorial/Opinion

The opm.ons on th,s page are those o( ihe .nd.v.duai vvf.tef or canoon.st and do not necessarily reflea^e v.ews of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Just my opinion

fttCK SANTOS

lAWNt WARNER

MAHGERKE

MARtA SACCHtm

'M' is for mouth

Here he is, Mr. Veep
Thf contfstanls were txcited and ap-

prehensive. Who would be picked? They
came from every state in the Union.

Hopefuls who wanted the honor, the

glory, the glamour of the gi-and prize

They had been told looks had nothing to

do with It, but they knew it was all a lie.

Looks had everything to do with it

Especially this year, the Year of the

Gender (iap.

Pamela McCarthy

Then, the announcer asked for the

envelope. The drums rolled, but the beats

of the contestants' heai-ts were much
faster. "And the winner is . . . Dan
Quayle!!"

This is more reality than spoof. Unfor-

tunately for the American people, we
have turned the democratic process into

a Mr. Veep contest. At least, according to

certain politicians, it has more to do with

looks than ability.

I have nothing against Quayle personal-

ly — he's your typical crafty politician.

One of the reasons Bush chose Quayle is

his looks. This joker thinks he can close

the gender gap by having a physically ap

pealing running mate. George, have I got

news for you.

I don't think Quayle is that good

looking. He wouldn't break any mirrors,

but I hardly would buy any pinup posters

of him. If Bush actually thinks a good-

looking vice president will get him
elected, he should run with Dolph Lun-

dgren or Tom Cruise. I can see it now:

some stud at the inaguration in tight

jeans and a muscle shirt grinning stupid-

ly at the cameras. Maybe we should have
an incredibly stupid, unambitious, pretty

boy V .P. That way, he'd never have a shot

at the presidency, and we wouldn't have

to deal with another weenie like Bush.

Before you know it. they just might have

pinups of political candidates. This means
we could either have a good laugh at their

expense tso what else is new?) or we'd

need some physically appealing men. This

means most hopefuls would be knocked
out of the race. Goodbye Bush, Quayle,

Dukakis, and Bentsen.

How much do you want to bet can-

didates have suddenly discovered fashion

in an effort to win the race? I can see the

profit potential in this. "The mousse of the

successful male" can be Danny's line for

a commercial. Maybe he could even pose

for Soloflex. Unlike the original poster,

however, more than his head should be

covered.

Forgive me for my naivete, but I

thought political candidates were selected

for ability, not looks. These people are

running our country. Personally, I don't

care if these guys look like the elephant

man. I'd rather have an ugly, milk-toast

person in office who will get things ac-

complished than some pretty little grunt

whose second language is double-talk.

If we are supposed to vote for people

because they are pleasing to the eye, then

I think Christie Brinkley or Jerry Hall

would have made it long ago. Here I was,

thinking men had it easier because they

weren't judged by their appearance.

Guess not. Women have battled this hang-

up for years. Now you want to be judged

because of your looks? That's not only

stupid, its masochistic.

It seems so liberal and understanding

of Bush. 'Let's close the gender gap. Let's

get women into the Republican Party.

Let's find out what women want in a can-

didate."

I'll tell you what women want in a can-

didate. We'd like someone who has a

brain. Someone who is fair. Someone who
has earned the position through hard

work and effort. As far as issues go, I'm

a little lost, because each woman has her

own views. Someone who has conviction

and integrity would be nice. I never

thought that was asking for much, but I

suppose it is.

I was a little knocked off balance by

Bush's warped reasoning. Brace yourself

Greorge, I've got a shattering revelation

for you: women don't vote with their hor-

mones. We do have brains that we like to

use. If this is his idea for closing the

gender gap, then the GOP has less hope

for it than I thought.

Feminist vandalism cowardly and sexist
It's a sad state of affairs at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts when the moral debate

on feminism is reduced to its main propo-

nent to cowardly vandalism.

Why praise as intelligent the statement

"dismember the boys club," spray painted

recently on Delta Upsilon's property?

Where does the word intelligent apply to

the proposed solution of educating men (not

boys) about sexism by castration?

The militant, radical stance adopted by

the group who vandalized our fraternity

house does more to foster opposition to the

feminist agenda than it does to create a

desire to break down society's stereotypes.

Feminists say the graffiti was a

straightforward way to have their ideology

crammed down your throat. They said if

you didn't want to read it, you could avoid

it. They assert the media and society at

large are the most prevalent crammers of

ideology. But Delta Upsilon controls

neither the media or society at large. We
don't dictate what's attractive. We're

students, we're men, and we don't force

ourselves on anyone.

That is why this incident, which occured

early in the month, is particularly
disturbing.

Should anyone take issue with what
we've done, or what we stand for as a
fraternity, we welcome intelligent debate.

But we will never present our views in the
dark of night while our counterparts sleep.

Michael Acker

Feminists would be surprised at how
open and receptive we are to the issue of

equality. But there was no desire for

equality in their message.

What was the be.st solution the vandaliz-

ing group, who refused to identify

themselves, could come up with? Violence.

And what is implied by their message?
They do not seek to end sexism; they want
the same inequality and oppression, but
they want the roles reversed.

Vandalism is terrorism, but at least in

Beirut, those involved have enough faith

in their position to claim responsibility.

Fraternities do not tolerate discrimina-

tion of any kind — racial, sexual, or
religious. We do, however, represent a con-
centration of the leaders, policy makers,
and voters of tomorrow. When we leave the
Valley, we will bring what we've learned
to the outside world.

We will remember that equality was not
sought; we will remember that no intellec-

tual proposals were submitted to reshape
society's institutions to be less sexist. We
will remember instead of treating us as
equals in a dialogue, vye are referred to as
boys (a term that if reversed, and a woman
was called a girl, would be met by a 45
minute harangue by any feminist worth
her salt).

I am shocked and disgusted that in an
academic atmosphere, and on a topic of im-
portance to society, the most courageous
stand feminists could muster against sex-
ism is a sweeping condemnation of frater
nity men, calling for our castration, and
presented to us while we slept by skulking
about in our back yard like a common
criminal. How has your cause been helped?
Michael Acker is president of Delta Up-

silon Fraternity

They said it

This much can be said for Stevie Nicks's

solo career: it won't suffer for lack of

material. "I have about 50 songs form the

last two years," she reports. "And if you

want to go back through the archives, I've

probably got another 300" Nicks is now

wading through some of those songs with

producer Rupert Hine, selecting tracks for

her fourth solo album, which she hopes to

release early next year. — Rolling Stone

Keith Richards refers to the core ofthe musi-

cians who play on his new album — Steve

Jordan, Waddy Wachtel, Ivan Neville and
Charley Drayton — as the "expensive

winoK. " "That's our name." he says, main-

ly because I caught three of them drinking

a bottle of Lafite - Rothschild on a break
behind the drum kit. I said. 'What am I

workin' with, a load of winos?' And they
said, 'It's Lafite - Rothschild, man. We're
expensive winos!' So the name stuck . It's

our code name for the unit,the basic band
for this."

—Rolling Stone

The Annex:
a battle zone
"We did not see anyone the villages or

in the fields, some of which were pocked

with shell craters. There was no sound but

the infrequent cries of birds and the hiss

ing of rain through the trees. At point,

Lance Corporal Cowe walked delicately

like a man walking through a minefield.

And that's what the trail was, a long, nar

row minefield." — Phillip Caputo, A Rumor
of War.

Peter Leon

The feelings of this veteran of the Viet-

nam War echoed my feelings as I was in

the Text Book Annex. I was buying just

nine books, all paperbacks. While there I

spent a mere ten minutes finding my
books, pushing passed many angrv' hot peo-

ple, another twenty minutes in the shortest

line I could find (read: really long). It felt

like I was walking on a tight rope, one slip

and it would be over. I slipped, I hit a mine

on this field, I found I had to pay $110.00

for these nine paperback books

Many of my professors mentioned they

had tried to limit the number of books we
needed to buy because they knew books

were getting more expensive. I find this

very conscientious on their part and I am
grateful. At least the faculty is on our side.

Also a note to those science students who

buy those 20 pound books for $50 a pop. I

feel bad when you spend $200-$300 a

semester, it's not fair, but at least you get

huge books full of facts and formulas, I

don't.

Ca.se and point: I spent $14.25 on

L'Etranger (The Stranger) by Albert

Camus. It is a classic and is available for

about $5 in English. The book I know will

be helpful to me in learning to read PVench,

but I might have trouble enjoying it hav-

ing paid so much for so little — it being on
ly 100 pages.

Now maybe, I thought, it was printed in

France or even in Canada. This w^uld
mean shipping charges and taxes on it

would be high. I looked on the back, and
guess were it was printed — New Jersey.

A lousy 4''^ hour drive away. Not a great

distance to ship a book, and though most

would like to think of Jersey as a foreign

country, it isn't.

Another sentiment I felt, inspired by

Caputo, was fighting for my life. But in-

stead of getting shot at, my wallet was the

victim. And as it was in the Vietnam War
the people running the show seem to be as

dangerous as the enemy.

The administration, my ally in getting an

education, did nothing to help me with this

problem. By instituting the Undergraduate

Academic Fee I got to spend money that I

would usually spend on books on

something else. So then I had to rework my
budget and found the only thing that had

any leeway was my food fund. Guess it s

another semester of Mac & Cheese.

It occurred to me that if the University

were to buy the books, instead of the Text

Book Annex (the enemy), a private com-

pany out to make huge profits off students

who have nowhere else to go, we could .-.ave

gross quantities of money. It can't be a new

idea to put the buying power of the largest

public university in the state behind the

students — to save the students money. The

University could set up another depart

ment called "Book purchasing," buy the

books and sell them to students, only charg-

ing enough to cover the cost of books and

run the department.

Consider that we buy an average of three

books per cla.ss. That's 15 books per

semester. Multiply that by the number of

undergrads - 19,750 - and it comes to

296,250 books per semester.

Maybe the administration would like to

help us this time. Aren't we all sick and

tired of fighting a no-win .scenario.

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

WOMEN'S ISSUES

Necessities/Necesidades
offers shelter and support
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Women are often afraid that if they take

action their abusers will become even
angrier and more violent, said a volunteer

coordinator at Necesidies/Necesidades, a

Northampton agency for battered women.
"Their fear is real," said Mary Johnston

of Necessites/Necesidades, "the danger is

extremely real and women are killed."

The community needs to take more
responsibility, she said, "if you hear so-

meone screaming, call for help. Don't walk

away because it's a domestic affair. Don't

ignore a black eye and don't believe an ex-

cuse you know isn't true."

Necessities/Necessidadas offers many
services to women trying to escape from

batterers. A shelter and a "safe home net-

work" are available for women who need

a safe place to stay immediately. The
shelter provides counselor advocates who
can help women "get back on their feet,"

she said.

"The shelter holds three women and

their children and is always very full," said

Johnston. "We also have a safe home net-

work made up of families that offer tem-

porary shelter for one to four nights within

the community."
The safe home idea is to get the com-

munity involved, Johnston said. "We are

always looking for volunteers and especial-

ly need more lesbian safe homes as well as

Spanish speaking safe homes."

Families or other interested parties who
want to offer a safe shelter to women
should contact Helen Harrison at

Necessities/Necesidades at 586-1125.

In addition to immediate assistance, the

agency helps women find housing and aid

from the E)epartment of Social Services.

"Most women who come out of a batter-

ing situation come out with no money and
need help going through the system to get

on welfare or get a housing subsidy,"

Johnston said. "Women become fugitives,

even though they're not commiting the

crime."

Child advocacy is offered to help children

adjust. "Children also come out needing a

lot of support," she said. "We try to spend

a lot of one-on-one time with children. It's

a big transition living in a shelter, chang-

ing homes or schools."

"They may miss their fathers, they may
be witnesses or victims of violence

themselves, and their mothers are often

having such trouble themselves that they

have little time to also deal with what their

children are going through," she said.

In addition to temporary shelter and help

with social services,

Necessites/Necesidades offers support

groups for women who are or have been

battered. The groups are scheduled to

resume the end of September and a lesbian

support group will be offered for the first

time this fall.

Legal advocates are also available and a

large information and referral service can

help women get lawyers who will take

cases free or do work for a lesser fee,

Johnston said.

Legal advocates are trained staff or

volunteers who are well informed about the

specific issues of women in battering rela-

tionships and can accompany women into

court, Johnston said. "We often know more

than the police or the courts and can tell

them about their rights and respon-

sibilities."

An emergency restraining order known
as a 209A can be obtained as "protection

against abu.se," said Johnston. "You can
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CANDLELIGHT — Several hundred people turn out to bring atten-

tion to the plight of battered women at a candlelight vigil in memory
of Virginia Ferrer Tuesday night in Pulaski Park in Northampton.
Ferrer was murdered Friday night in Turners Falls.

get a restraining order if you have been

physically assaulted, threatened with

physical assualt, or sexually abused," she

said

Once a restraining order is issued, the

abuser is served papers and a five day hecu*-

ing is set. At the hearing it is determined

what the order will encompass.

"You can get a refrain from contact, tem-

porary vacate order (to get the abuser out

of the home), a temporary custody order,

a monetary compensation order, a stay

away from work, a police escort to get your

things, and anything else you need to feel

safe," she said.

"You do not need a lawyer to get a

restraining order," she said. "It is a civil

complaint and anyone has a right to get

one."

But, they only work if the batterer is

scared enough or law abiding enough to

respect it, she said. "If the batterer has no
respect for the law then you are dependent
on whether or not the police will respond
to a violation."

'They (the police) don't always respond,"

Johnston said, "and they don't always res-

pond quickly enough."

"Some women will tell you a restraining

order might as well be a piece of toilet

paper," she said.

Women and alcohol: the facts Drinking and drugs, the effects
The following information is provided by

the Women's Alcohol Program in Cam-
bridge, MA.

• Two-thirds of adult American women
drink.

• Conservative estimates report that

women comprise one-third of the nation's

problem drinkers.

• More young women are drinking today

than a decade ago.

• Female alcoholics are at high risk for

abusing other drugs.

• Black women are more likely than white

women to abstain from alcohol, but among
those who drink they are more susceptible

to alcohol problems.

• Women may become more intoxicated

than men on the same amount of alcohol

even when having comparable body

weight. This is due to men having more

muscle tissue which contains the fluid to

dilute alcohol.

• Depression may co-exist with alcoholism

among some women.
• A double standard still exists for drink-

ing behavior. Drunkeness in women is

judged more harshly than it is in men.
• Alcohol appears to have a greater effect

on a woman at the beginning of her

menstrual period.

• Medications containing estrogen such as

birth control pills may slow down the

elimination of alcohol from the body.

• Alcohol combined with drugs including

over-the-counter meditations can have a

multiplying effect that is unpredictable.

Particularly dangerous is combining
alcohol with tranquilizers or sleeping pills.

• To avoid possible birth defects the

Surgeon General of the United States has

recommended that women not drink at all

during or when anticipating pregnancy.

• Women with drinking problems suffer

from low self-esteem, —significantly more
than men.
• Employed married women have higher

rates of problem drinking than either

single working women or housewives.
• The stigma surrounding female
alcoholism problems lead women to be pro-

tected by families, police, friends, and
employers. This often delays or prevents

women from getting treatment.

If you drink and take drugs, the conse-

quences may be more serious than you
think. The following is information produc-

ed by the Women's Alcoholism Program in

Cambridge and is not meant to replace the

advice of your family doctor or pharmacist.

ANALGESICS. NARCOTIC (Demerol,

Darvon, Dilaudid, etc.) When used alone,

both alcohol and narcotic drugs cause a

reduction in the function of the central ner-

vous system. When used together, they

may lead to loss of effective breathing func-

tion (respiratory arrest). Death may occur.

ANALGESICS, NONNARCOTIC
(Aspirin, APC, Pabalate, etc.) Some non-

prescription pain relievers can cause

bleeding in the stomach and intestines.

Alcohol also irritates the stomach and can

aggravate the bleeding.

ANTIALCOHOL PREPARTATION (An

tiabuse. Calcium Carbamide) Use of

alcohol with medications prescribed to help

alcoholic patients keep from drinking

results in nausea, vomiting, headache,

high blood pressure and possible erratic

heartbeat and can result in death.

ANTICOAGULANTS - (Panwarfin,

dicumarol, Sintrom, etc.) Alcohol can in-

crease the ability of these drugs to stop

blood clotting, which in turn can lead to

life-threatening or total hemorrhages.
ANTICONVULSANTS (Dilantin.

Diphenyl, etc.) Drinking may lessen the

ability of this drug to stop convulsions in

a person.

ANTIDEPRESSANTS - (Tofranil. Per-

tofrane, Triavil, etc.) Alcohol may cause an
additional reduction in central nervous
system functioning and lessen a person's

ability to operate normally. Certain an-

tidepressants in combination with red

wines like Chianti may cause a high blood

pressure crisis.

ANTIDIABETIC
AGENTS/HYPOGYLCEMICS (Insulin,

Diabenese, Orianase, etc.) Patients taking

any of these medications should avoid

alcohol.

ANTIHISTAMINES (most cold remedies,

Actifed. Coricidin. etc.) Taking alcohol with

this class of drugs increases their calming
effect and a person can feel quite drowsy,

making driving and other activities which
require alertness more hazardous.

WOFO
Volunteers
The Educator/Advocate at the Everywoman's Center are

accepting applications for fall training of volunteers.

Training is free and academic credit may be available.

For more information contact the Everywoman's Center

at 545-3474.

Necessities/Necesidades, an organization in Northamp-

ton that offers services to abused women and their

children, is looking for volunteers to staff a 24-hour

hotline, do legal and welfare advocacy, counseling and

community education. Training is scheduled for the first

two weekends in October. For more information call

586 1125 and leave your name and address.

Women in the Trades
The Everywoman's Center is offering a support group

for women in the trades and non-traditional jobs. The

group is open to all women currently working or interested

in the trades. Membership is free. Meeting time is every

Monday night, 5:45-7:45 pm. September 19 through

November 21. Call 545-0883 for more information.

Housing
Housing is available through the Resource/Referral Pro-

gram at the Everywoman's Center. If you need housing

or have housing available, contact Sandy Mandel at

5450883.

Day care demand skyrockets at UMass
By HOLLY ANGELO
Collegian Correspondent

The child care demand at the University of

Massachusetts is so great that pregnant women are reser-

ving space in advance for their unborn children.

The waiting list for UMass faculty and student child

care is extensive and centers are finding it increasingly

difficult to place children, according to Neil Brigham,

director of Grass Roots Day School, one of two facilities

on campus.
Nancy Birtwell, a supervising teacher at Grass Roots

said the facility cannot keep up with the rising needs on

campus.
"We're not even coming close to meeting the need," she

said. "We need more services to children, period."

Birtwell said the building is not insulated for the winter

and the University is billed heavily in order to compen-

sate for this. "The oil bill is high because there's no in-

sulation."

Spring time at the school is easier because the children

can spend time outdoors, she added.

Brigham said the school needs to install more facilities,

for the children, it only provides four bathrooms for 44
children.

"It works out okay, but we could use another one
downstairs," he said.

University budget cuts have affected the already sparse

staff by decreasing employee funding, Brigham said.

"The budget cuts have decreased the amount of staff

here," he said. But, "with what we have, we're offering

a quality program."
The Grass Roots staff consists of eight supervising

teachers who care for 44 children five days a week. One
UMass student teacher arrives three times a week to

assist the supervisors and work with the children.

The recent enaction of the Higher Education Capital

Outlay bill provided UMass $1 10,000 for the planning and
design of renovations for child care facilities.

Brigham said a planning agency had visited the school

but, Birtwell said "we won't be seeing anything until the

1990's."

Women's Issues needs writers.

Call Maria Sacchetti or Janine Warner
at 545-3500. No experience needed.
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adirondack music

Sanyo Super Sale
Here are aome super sizzling special savings from Sanyol

10 Due CD player, spluhproof walkmtn, ruk tyttem, uid morel

mm. £-3
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W ^ '^ y

Sanyo CPM 1000

Probably the ne&tett OD player voundl

A 10 disc CD pl&yer which allows the

user the utmost in fun and programming features)

Wrapped up in a top-notch product, with great sound quality to bootl

a $499.95 value only $399.95

Sanyo MW800 Boom Box
Hey, tired of those boring boxes? Sanyo*s MW800 will bring out the best

in you with designer color's "Violent Violet' or 'Paranoid Pink". Take a

fashion risk with this fabulous sounding, dubbing cassette boom box!

our special fun price of onl\'$69.69

Sanyo RUBl Universal Remote
Tired of the clutter on your coffee table?

Oan*t find the remote under that heap?

You got remote-controlitis? Not anymore!!

The Sanyo RUBl does it all! Allows you to

combine the functions of ail your remote's

into a single, easy to use unit!

6ir-wMT—nrFT^Riei
DhnnnArifT"*- r"-ii-i i

a $149.95 value now only$79.95

Sanyo FTECl Indash CD Player
Are you a yuppy puppy? Be the first one on your block with a car CD
player that won't get you in hock! It's neat, sleek and elite! Buy the

Sanyo FTECl, which combines a great sounding CD player with an

AM/FM tuner, and the generous guys at Adirondack Music give you a

FREE power amplifier to bootl

a $599.95 value for onl}' $399.95

Sanvo VVR66 Outsider Walkman
Abusive? Are you tired of those walkmans that

just can't take it? Take the Sanyo Outsider

inside, outside, upside, downside, all around

the townside! It's the unique Sanyo walkman that's

water sealed! You may drown but the music won't!

a $149.95 value Only $79.95

Sanyo Rack System V150
Get the rack'n'roll deal of a lifetime! Today's

your lucky day! The madmen at Adirondack

are practically giving away a $1200

remote controlled 300 watt blow

out you neighbor8,complete rack

system with turntable, dubbing

deck with Dolby NR, 160 WPC
with EQ, simulated wood grain

rack and huge 3 way speakers!

ooh baby! only $669

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst next to The Pub

263-3100 Monday thru Saturday 10am to 6:30pm

Sale prices good thru September 21, 1988

Limited qn&ntities. All itemi (ubject to prior mIc.

No ni&checlti. Not mpontible for typogTapliic&] erron.

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the

connpetative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (RM 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and
pick up a job apolication and description and submit
it no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30.

M/F—EOE

SEE THE
LIGHT

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$10.95

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

QjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

'A

Barrence, Berryhill
headline weekend
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Correspondent

Kicking off the weekend's entertainment
is screamer Barrence Whitfield and the
Savages at 8:30 tonight at Sheehan's Cafe
in Northampton. The Time Beings open
and it only costs $6.00. Friday night catch
rockabilly greats Frankie & The
Premiers and Saturday Jack Smith &
The Rockabilly Planet
For something a little different and more

decadent try Live Skull on Sunday night

with special guests, the BBQ Killers at

Sheehan's. It's five bucks and something
to do besides study on a Sunday night.

But, there is life beyond Sheehan's.
Tonight is Smith College's premier gig of

the Thursday Night Club with The
Vestrymen. It's free, at the Davis Centre,

and beer and wine will be served to those

who qualify. Likewise, at the Hatch,
catch the premier gig from a promising
band by the name of Zocalo. The advertise-

ment for this one reads, "Get down and
dance to the funky rock'n' roll sound of .

.
." Decide for yourself, it starts at 9 p.m.

L'Oasis in Northampton will be featur-

ing two all ages shows with F.C. Pohaku

on Friday and Saturday night. Tonight it's

Saylyn, a calypso, reggae band.
Rhino Records' (The Residents, Snakef-

inger, Renaldo Loaf) and the Iron Horse
welcome newcomer Cindy Lee Berryhill
tonight. She'll be playing two sets of hits

from her debut album, "Whose Gonna Save
the World?" which is currently enjoying
critical success on the east coast. Tickets
are $6 at the door.

Hipsters will seriously want to check out
Jim Carroll on Monday. He'll be reading
selections of his written work, and will not
be playing with is band. The author of the
"Basketball Diaries," and "Forced En-
tries," will give two performances at 7 and
10 p.m. Tickets are $8.50 in advance and
$9.50 at the door. Both shows are part of
the Iron Horses' New Wave Cafe series.

Those who were impressed last week
with the Michael Gregory Band will

have another chance to see him at Katina's
in Hadley tonight. House rules admit 18-20

year olds with I.D, and drinks for those who
qualify. Tickets are $6. Tomorrow at the
same venue. Eliminator ZZTOP Until
You Drop! may make people wish they'd
come a day later to see In The Flesh on
Sunday. All bands start at 9:00 p.m. sharp.

Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Month

^^P^^^^^^^^^Z^T^xzxH relationship

\ compatibie PCs
seek temporar/ ^ ^^er. Into

^'demanding econoyj;;^^,^^^^^

heaw work-outs, law my

mLID\TA:
SALES / RENTALS

259 Triangle St.

Amherst

*****^ir*
PARTY TONIGHT

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chm

Bikini Line • Legs

G/ft Certificates Available

Licensed Aesthetician

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

Men and Women
34 Main Street Amherst

253-9879

990/0 FAT FREE
Only $99 Per Semester
When Two of You Join
Valid Student ID required • Expires 9/22/88

WE OFFER THE LOWEST PRICES FOR
THE HIGHEST QUALITY WOMEN'S CLUB

Our NEW 21b

Density Flooring

is now installed!

Come try it out

at our present

LOW prices!

•CHILDCARE
AVAILABLE

FEATURING:
7 Days A Week
•37 CONTINUOUS
CUSSES

•AREAS LARGEST
EXERCISE FLOOR

•MULTIPLE STATION
WEIGHT EQUIPMENT

•AEROBICS
TREADMILLS

•AEROBICS
LIFECYCLES

•COMPUTERIZED
ROWING MACHINES

•SAUNA

•WHIRLPOOL

PRIVATE SHOWERS

FULL SERVICE TAN-

NING STATION

You've tried the rest, now join THE BESTI

BIG Y PLAZA, NORTH KING ST.

^w 586-7503

NORTHAMPTON

Start the School
Year Right . .

.

Clianil>er8 Science and
Techiic)l<>j?y Dictionary
INew Kdition

Peter Walker, Editor
Thf most r«»mpri'h«'ii>i\«' <li<'-

tionary of iIk kin*!. ('.lianilxTo

SoM-m-f and Tprhin»li>n> lYic-

li<>nar> ilrmNstifirs ••\«t\ tliiiip

from niH-lfar physics li> .•>|ia<-r

exploration. It* «"asy-l<»-iis»*.

ro\«T'. o\«T l(H( fi«'l«l'. of stu(|\

aiitl a('ti\il\. aii<l ha^ t.>.INHt rii

lrir« that rxpiaiii f\iT% ii«|MTl

of sfit'iitirir. tri'hniral and

niatlK-iiialiral knou Icii^c.

I.l.'>-' iiacf. « liilh ,*<"»'.»»

CJianibers W«»rl«l

Gazetleer
.\ii A-Z of (*«'o^raplii<'al

Inforiiiutioii

David \tunro,

(General Editor
W III) II- than 2(1. (MMI .Mlrif-.

I.V) nia|(>. ami a 1211-paui- full

color alla«. tin- riiainlMTH

Vlorhl iwaw.vWrrr i« tin- mo-l

aiitliorilali\r. (•oinpr«'hcn»i\i'.

aiKJ n|i-to-ilat<- p-o^raplii<-al

rrfi-rcnrt- hook availahlr.

I.'>0 ina|i!< 120 |iag<- full roliir alia*/

KM) paRrs (liilh t.it.VI

Availahle at voiir l«M-al hookstores or from

Cambridge University Press
.{2 K. .'iTlh Str.M-l. N.u York. NY 1<M»22

riANG
Udnce/Cluu

WM
DRAFTS

FREE HOTDOGS

NEVER A COVER

r

i

Premier Showcase Nightclub

Closed Monday & Tuesday

mms.
18. 19, 20 Year Olds Welcome!

ubject to additional charge

Across from Mtn. '^arms
Mall, Route 9, Hadley

586-4463

Sho^"*®

256-8284 Rt. 9 Amhrrst

Thurs. 15th Michael Gregory Band, RCA Recording Artist

Pop Dance Music

Fri. 16th Eliminator ZZ Top Show

Sat. 17th In The Flesh Dance Band

Sun. 18th Metal Niaht with the Maniacs

••••••••••••••••UPCOMING CONCERTS ————^

I
Sept. 22—Beatlmania

I
Sept. 23—Farrenheit

I
*** Sept. 25—MEATLOAF*••

f Tickets Available at Katina's or Ticketron

i
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For Your Information
Meeting — The Society for Responsible

Kngineering will have a planning

meeting at 6:30 p m. today in room 261

of Goessmann Lab The topic will be the

upcoming seminar on technology and

policy.

Iiilernsfiips Come to the University

Internship Program to get great work ex

penence. A planning session gets y<tu

started. The sessions are held in Curry

Hicks from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays
and Tuesdays and from 3:30 to 4:30 on

Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Volunteers needed — Volunteers are

needed to sort through donated food to be

ust>d bv rmeruencv f'w>H n^ntriec sonn kit-

chens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western
Massachusetts. If you have two to three

hours per week and would like to help

feed the needy, call Catherine D'Amato

at 247-9738.

C/a.s\s' Moved — Due to fallen ceiling and

asbestos debris, the Sunday West African

drum class at 4 p.m. and dance class at

6 p.m. have been moved from Cottage C
UMass to Amherst College's Gymnasium
Dance Studio. Classes are open to

everyone for $8. For further information,

call 367 9340 regarding location of Sept.

18 and 25 classes.

Open-meeting letter reaches D.A.

I LOASIS i

NORTHAMPTON-CLUB

rONlUHT!

Reggac/Zaiyoso

SAYLYN
r. Fn. & Sal Scot 16 & 17%;

Parly Down'

Fjniy'Rocl-'Roqqae

F.C. POHAKU

^ Sal Sepi 17 V
? Artdilionji A Aqi"» SHo* 5

? Sun Sepi )8 3
•'jusc Si, ,." 1 tncni

DJ. JOB
Tu«» Sepi 20

BLUES JAM
Wed Scot ?t

K No Cover 3j

V THE VESTRYMEN $^

iciDGETGOESTOHEU 3^

: Old South Slre«l Entrance 5<

S ThomciMhl Norinampton y
5 Oil Main St S86-5030 ^
§ 21 Positive ID -J

iJ 8 p m — 1 a m !H

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Mcnonic St. 191 N Plsosont St

^4or1holnpton Amh«r»t

586-6336 253-2013

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Hampshire County District At-

torney's office received a letter today from

the Collegian asking for an investigation

into a possible violation of the

Massachusetts open meeting law.

The letter, sent from Collegian Editor in

Chief Pedro Pereira, asks the district at-

torney's office to investigate the procedure

used to move into executive session at a

meeting of the SGA Coordinating Commit-

tee last Thursday.

The committee moved into executive ses-

sion, which requires that all non-members

of the committee leave the room. Executive

session was invoked to allow for discussion

of what SGA leaders have described as a

"sensitive internal issue."

State law requires several steps to be

taken before a move into executive session.

The meeting's presiding officer must state

a specific reason for moving into executive

session and a roll call vote must be taken.

If the session will address the dismissal or

performance of a public official, the person

involved must be asked if he or she would
prefer a session open to the public.

Pereira maintains Robert Fadel, who
presided at the meeting, did not follow the

above criteria, unfairly barring the public

and the Collegian from a meeting that

should be public record.

Steve Samolewicz, director of public

rights in the district attorney's office, said

he could not make a statement about the

legality of the move at this time.

"The issue right now is whether the SGA
is a governmental body as is defined under

the open meeting law," Samolewicz said

The open meeting law defines a govern

mental body as "every board, commission

committee or subcommittee of any district

city, region or town, however elected, ap

pointed, or otherwise constituted."

Servicing

UMass

Rent IBM PCs
Daily • WeeVly • Monthly

New E ngland s oWest

and largest computef

rental spwi^lftls meet
the challenge For tram

i.tg. trade shows, pre

sentations, peak

demand. o» ernergen-

ties- Mdika delivers

On lime Guafante*^

IMMEDIATE CONFIRMATION
GUARANTEED DELIVERY

mmi
Barrence Whitfield

& The Savages
w/Time Beings >«3 U 30pm

FRI. 16

Little Frankie &
The Premiers

w/Alvis S4

SAT. 17

Jack Smith & The
Rockabilly Planet

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS WANTEDA
Ryder Studant Transportation Service, Inc.

needs part-time school bus drivers, homemakers,
retirees, students or any one having spare time in

the mornings and/or atternoons.

We offer competitive wages, new equipment,
complete training and the opportunity to play an
important role m the daily lives of young children.

Ryder also provides a Benefit Package to

include:

• Company Paid Pension Plan
• Tuition Aid —75 percent
• Company Paid Life Insurance
• Medical Plan Available
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan
• Credit Union

Make the right move. ..join Ryder and give your
children the safest most dependable transporta-

tion to and from school.

Train Now and Secure Your Position

for September!

$7.75 PER HOUR WAGE RATE
Call our
vOfficeCollect at 413-527-0022

An equal opportunity
employer M/F/H

A Ryder System
Company

THE BIG DANCE CLUB
THE HOTTEST DEE JAYS, THE BEST DANCE-FLOOR IN WESTERN NEW ENGLAND!

EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
UPSTAIRS: 8:30 'til 1:00 a.m. DANCE 'TIL YOU DROP

DOWNSTAIRS: C0MEDY-9:00 p.m. 'til 11:00 p.m.
THEN DANCE UPSTAIRS

$2.00 ADMISSION WITH THIS AD m"!? IeTJL'p'old
WITH POSITIVE I.D.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

See Ray Charles
"Cats", Ladysmith
Black Mambazo,

and more.

You have until Sept. 26
to call 545-2511

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

u Vi \i ^ ^/^

Would like to report that the
TOUCH LAMPS advertised In

Sept. 9's paper are unavailable
due to shipment problems.
Look for their ad on Friday

for some great deals!

EL-733

Conin with Manual

<ndSo^iorKBook

*" MdtlOfKS

Battfry

Only
$33.95

3 [g] Fi rsy^ ijp

H

i5

Model EL-733

lO^tgil calculator nMfli atfoncad nnancial tunctioni

•20 memories in tmancial maJe •Compoles amomzation interest cash fio* t»on<j /lew IRR
Oscounted casn tto* Calculates margin and man* uo •Statistical rrxxJe .ncioOes linear regres-
sion ano preOHrtion .Annual rate«ttective rate conversioo .Easy calculation o( monthly paymefn
praoiems »nth . I2 arx3 - 12 furwions .ia<jigit displav •Percent and de«a percent tunciwns
•Right sftitl corrects entnes one digit at a lime .Memory Sale Guard '

protects memory con
tents even with owm oil •Auto PD*«er Ott" to prolong oattery Hie Comes with user inendly
manual with mofe than 60 real kle apofccations .Waiiei arvj banenes {LR44 . 2) included
Otfflwitiom: 223/32-m • 11/32 "(H) * 5 1/32 fOi

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

QyUNIVERSITY
1

I
START TME SEMESTER Orr RIGHT!

GET INTO SHAPE!!
AT

THE BODY SHOP
TWO NEW LOCATIONS

KENNEDY & JOHN ADAMS TOWERS
NEW DIGITAL MYDRA-flTNESS MACHINES

• STAIR CLIMBERS
• AEROBICS
• TREADMILLS

• ROWING MACHINES
• SKI MACHINES
• STATIONARY BICYCLES

ALL FOR THE LOW SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $50!

PLUS!

PIRST 100 JOINING RECEIVE BODY SHOP DESIGNER TEE SHIRT

AND ARE ELIGIBLE FOR DRAWING EOR A • MOUNTAIN BIKE

• CROSS COUNTRY SKIS • SPORTING GOODS GIFT CERTIFICATES

SIGN UP ALL 3 LOCATIONS
SEPTEMBER 15: 3:00-7:00 SEPTEMBER 16: 1:00-4:00

John Adams 19th Hoor—John Kennedy 12th Floor—Totman Gymnasium Basement

OPENING SPTEMBER 19 7:30-9:00am. 11:30.1:30pm, 3:00.9:00pm, Sat 12:00-3:00pm

Info: 545-4665
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UMASS TRANSIT
SERVICE

is presently experiencing a severe shortage. We
apologize for our schedule interruptions. Please be pa-

tient the next couple of weeks as we fill our ranks.

WE NEED YOUR HELP!!

If you have a Massachusetts Class II license or would like

to be trained for one and enjoy an excellent job

opportunity.

Please call 545-0056 for job info.

UMass Transit Offers:

Paid Training
Flexible Hours
Resume Experience
Summer Job Opportunities
Incremental Pay Increses
Own Study Lounge
Access to Micro Computer Room
Learn a Valuable Skill

Special Trips
Supervisory Experience
Meet New People Every Day!

HELP KEEP THE UMASS TRANSIT
TRADITION ROLLING.

Restaurant & Lounge
Rt 9. Hadlrx .'<86I978

Hadley Hotir

Monday thru Friday 4 to 7

Drink Specials &
Free Hot &

Cold BItfnchies

Come & Experience
A UMass Traditionl

Come Try Our New Menu

JSEW.

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

• Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Foods Natural Flavors

• Complete Vegetarian Menu
• Extensive Wine List

• Bewitching Biryanis

• Enticing Curries

"Indian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Service"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

Lunch

Tues Sat 11 30 am -2 30 pm
Sunday 12 00-3 00 p m |

Dinner

Tues -Thurs a Sun
SOO pm '9 30 p m

Fn & Sal 500pm-1030pm

45 State St

Northampton. MA
(413) 586-6344

207 Colchester Ave.

Burlington. VT
(802) 862-7800

POSITION AVAILABLE

Graphic Artist Assistant
Student Hourly/Worl( Study

10~15 hours/week

Projects would include brochures,

posters, flyers ord r^ewsletters design

and layout, signs, reports arvd layout for

Collegian inserts.

The applicant should already
demonstrate an ability and understand-

ing of graphics and mechanical art

preparatioa

Please coll Lynne Thompson, University

Health Services, Health Education Divi-

sion at 549-2671 Ext. 181, for further infor-

mation and interview.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS WANTED
Ryd*r Studsnt Transpprtation Service, Inc.

needs part-time school bus drivers, homemakers,
retirees, students or any one having spa.e time in

the mornings and/or afternoons.

We ofter competitive wages, new equipment,
complete training and the opportunity to play an
important role m the daily lives of young children.

Ryder also provides a Benefit Package to

include:

• Company Paid Pension Plan
• Tuition Aid —75 percent
• Company Paid Life Insurance
• Medical Plan Available
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan
• Credit Union

Make the right move. ..join Ryder and give your

children the safest most dependable transporta-

tion to and from school.

Train Now and Secure Your Position

for September!

$7.75 PER HOUR WAGE RATE

RVOER

Call our
^pfficeCollect at 413-527-0022

An equal opportunity
employer M/F/H

A Ryder System
Company

raaaa

IF YOU WANT TO BE
A PHYSICIAN,

WE'LL PAY FOR IT.

If you're willing to invest your skills

and knowledge as an Air Force

medical officer, we'll invesf in you

and pay your way ffirougfi medical

school If you qualify It's tfie Armed
Forces Heaiffi Professions

Scfiolarship Program It pays for:

* Tuition;

* Books supplies equipment and

lab fees;

* Plus monthly Income of more

than $650.
Call

CAPT BILL LINDBERG
413-557-3898 COLLECT

Al

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

THE HONE or

31 Boltwood Walk

Downtown Amherst

3pn-lAi*i

DAILY BurrAiX) winGS

PARADISE PIECES
Breast (whUe) 1.79

Wing (white) 89

Keel (white) 1.59

Thigh rdark^ 1.39

Leg (dark) 99
(white meat substitute, add 500

2 PARADISE PltX:ES 2.29

with mil, French fries (or rice A" beans)

and cole slaw or macaroni 3.45

3 PARADISE PIECES 3.19

with roll French fries (or rice » beans)
^ ^ _

and cole slaw or macaroni 4.45

6 PIECES

9 PIECES

5.99

8.99

15 PIECES

21 PIECES

14.49

19.49

SIDE ORDERS
French rries keg .95

Cole Slaw keg .69

llacaroni kco. .69

Rice 6t Beans reg. .95

LQ. 1.49

LQ. 1.95

LO. 1.95

LQ. 1.95

rQ^Q Homemade Onion Rings 1.50

rrgj} Chicken Fingers (white meat) 2.85

SirfGLE ORDER (10) 3.85

lARGE ORDER (20) 6.75

JUIiBO ORDER (30) 9.75

(Bleu Cheese Available)

YDUR CHOICE OF SAUCE;

SOFT DRINKS
(Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite.

Root Beer)

16 oz 90 20 oz. .90

Utre 1.40

(Utres Only for Delivery)

Homemade Cookies (6) . . 1.95

SATiDWICHES
(uAth French fries, choice of

sauce or lettuce A* tomato)

Chicken Eilet 2.95

rishEiiet 2.25

%7

JOE'S BROILERS
Crispy broilers, marinsUed inpure

vegetable oil etspices, and grilled

over charcoal. Includes roll and

choice of cole slaw or macaroni.

HalfChicken 4.50

Whole Chicken 8.50

4%

ORIGINAL

niLD

DEATH WISH

HOMESTYLE SWEET

COLLEGE (TeriyakidfOariic)

TUPELO (Money Be Mustard)

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494
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men's tennis
continued from page 23 ^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^
for the team because UNH isn't the toughest team around,

but we definitely had to earn this victory. The team played

well and showed what we can do."

Roberts and his team have two more matches, Satur-

day against Boston University and Sept. 20 against Con

necticut, before heading to the Ivy League-dominated New

England Tournament at Harvard University Sept. 23-24.

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

A. y. Hastings
INC.

253-2840

OFFICE SUPPLIES
STATIONERY

GREETING CARDS
UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES

45 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET,
AMHERST

The Amencan Express* Card gets an outstanding welcome

virtually anvMvtiere you shop, whether its for a leather lacket

or a ieather-bound classic Vtliether you re bound for

a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda So during college

and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about

everything you'll want

How to get the Card now.

College is the hrsl sign of success And because we

believe in vour potential, we ve made it easier

to get the Amencan Express Card right now

whether you re a freshman, senior or

grad student. l(H)k into our new automatic

approval offers For details, pick up an

applotion on campus

Or call l-XOO-THE-CART) and ask for

a student application

The American Express Card

Don't Leave School Without It**

•iSBMQ

How to stand out
inacrowd

Thursday, September 15, 1988

field hockey
continued from page 24

All that was lefl was for Cox to secure her shutout

^'hich was a relatively easy job considering she only had
to handle five shots in the entire half.

Though the score does not indicate it, UMass, as Hix-

on predicted, was given a much sterner test then in last

week's game with Springfield.

BC limited the Minutewomen to 21 shots, twenty fewer

than the Minutewomen picked up in the Springfield

game when they recorded 41. It was the second game
in a row that the Minutewomen had allowed less than

10 shots.

UMASS
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL

3 Games of Bowling
and Shoe Rental for $3.00

Thurs Nights 9:00 PM - 12:00 PM

The Northampton Bowl
525 Pleasant St

Northampton, MA
584-4830

Live D.J. in the Lounge from 9-12

Never a Cover
(

ealiiig place
OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M • 3 AM SUNDAY THURSDAY

•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
•Mtc f ii€Ht to Svpcr Stop A Skop

NADLEV/AMNMST «S4*48af

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

I
Employment Applications Btunq Taken

Your friendly hometown comer drug store

away from tiome

f 1
; !y

OLLEGE
D^UG

Th«m« Books
J suejEci

OBCCHitoi nun
1 69 VAIUC

69<
siNOK suaiict
'0 SMCIIS

Scotch

Magic 1^

PL''

iii

'1
Scotch Magic Tape

• 450 OK . IMII noil
Net* VMUE

[
1 4Tin(l Modern fain

I . .._. Medicine

Ibuprofen
"^-. tablets

tOCOtTIOTllUTIIJOOMOl

L«9*nd
Ibuprofen
MTkBlCTS 1

99
madic

Tukular Hangars
tssi cotont

io/$i

4 Main SirMi, Amh«rtt 253-2523
On the Comer Across from Amherst Common
Olllclal Poeiai Subtiailon • intiwii Lott*ry TlckMt

Monday Friday 9 to 8 » Saturday 9to6 t Sunday 9 to 5

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
Collegian

Photographer's

meeting

6:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept, 15.

1 13 Campus Center

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jcffc

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

lJiPl£9 ANP 6dfm5Mef^, BE.
-

FOUB 1 eer smmw. i
lUMTTD 3RJN6 OfTA CffT

I UHiyS NOTAFRAIP TO 5TANP
J IpPOfi-OCSLOIfi LAPIE^ANP
QeNneMBN,m eeoffee
BUSHf

VifiNKS.

eivis.

ITS
&t5AT
V0B

tS COMING PHOM ON
^VBKfl95U^,P60PlS'

irrmiNS ^ .

J^^^W*^

BLVIS, MY PAL
H0a£6AFeLl

irsANHONBST
DiFFeRe^^B'

H^, IS This

OUBOYOKAf
ORUJHATfLSrS

HBAH-H
PBOPLS'

Calvin and Hobbtt

?^Pt^S? GROHHAJPS REMIX
\m. M >wrlo pooled up.

^^
^oo RAIN, TO'K\c y^^sl^s,

WOIES IN TME 0"ZDNE.,

SEWAGt \K TME OCEAHS,
At40 0K WO OK.'

\

By Bill Watterson

n^E OHLS QRVGHT SlOE "Pb

AU. "mis \S TMAT EVtNTXlAVLX

TOOJE MW WT BE A P\KE
OF m. PINHET WOR™

FISWT\KG ONER

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

CfitW "ytt

Hey cjNsTEi??

vouf? Tickets r

Zero'Sum
By Monte Morin

f.I>J6 P^^n'jL^n [^>Jj

AotI6fT,CiowWS/

re Stun, ue f*^"*" f«" ^o ^""f

B^tn rtfiistmfsrfn uia
BE PifASlO To KUoU) TMAT
iV/ F,Aiift>-rH[ wumBC^
o^ fernt>u*TjoiLi CUPtrs TO

TMfK C«* i*>rTH TH*m To

SCHOOL rMfeHT Ai UJftl.

AiL S^UDi.tJf ^fif-Kluii *iUAS

f^OP OoiJ"^ Awy o^ ieo
LXrrt-f ei'66/«S t/ey fKot/jTryut

c* oaopytwfe soi*f «uttoiw<i

ftj.tcf oRW«t "^^ S'*^^
PK.c/r(iriKS. ou StiHT.

ACROSS
1 The Klr>g and

V role

5 JacKia or

Marsna
10 Kind of rumor

14 — tuDa

15 Solo

16 Harness gait

1

7

The Right

Stuti' subiects

19 inistail

20 Grooved wheel

21 Gourmet treat

23 — Girls

24 Narrow-minded

26 Ride a bike

26 Abandoned
32 Big or Little

35 Word with caKe

or meal

36 Wyoming range

38 Devoid ot

superfluity

39 Wet Olankal

41 Upsets

43 SoaKs
lev

46 A — in ttie

Family by

Agee
48 Prepared

49 Blissful

51 Pressures

S3 Uke a lion

55 Island dance

56 Org lor a GP
58 Saucy one

60 Annoy
64 CorstaDles are

nur<g here''

66 Catetaria

warmer

68 Angury

69 SloretKXisa

70 Lacking in ideas

71 Army meal

72 Anguish

73 Wtty remarks

DOWN
1 Aratxan

garnwnts

2 Munch
3 Be aware oi

4 Erode by

5 Shark or tiger

6 Menu words

7 Minestrone

8 At the ready

9 Built an aerie

10 ResKlent: Suffix

11 Machinists tod

12 Body ot

tradition

13 Summers, m
Brest

1 8 Manifest

22 Rewrite

25 Unsavory

27 Utile IS one

28 Artful maneuver

29 Like some seals

30 Draws
31 Oistnbutes. with

out

33 One ot the

Lauders

34 Coffee breaks,

eg
37 BeK>w,

poencaMy
40LoUoongi<la

42 Guitarist, eg
45 Cacophonies
47 Spartan serf

50 Perfumed

52 Eastern

salutation

54 Likewise

56 Energy
source

57 LansOury 'Ole

59 Laughter unit

61 River of NE
Spain

62 Slice

63 Turns tor

drying

65 Naval off

67 Gl address

jMSWFH TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

_nnnn nnniwin
nnodra _onci

idi

V ICES
aiP'aIhi tI

Q Y

kHS
Biui

9/1S/88

MSia Im Aiertn nnie* i<ii4K>ic 9/1S/S«

Instead of today's menu, we've decided

to run Chico Marx s review of the D C food 1
Mustard s no good without roast beef

—Chico Marx

P.S. We hope to have the menu in the

very near future.

Weather

TodaY: Sunny and Breezy. Mid 60s

Tonl^t: Clear and Cool. Mid 40s

Tomorrow: Sunny, upper 60s

TODAYS STAFF
News Editor Pedro Pereira

Copy Editor n"^TD m^'T
Uvoat Technician Dav.d R Mark

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Production St«pervl«.r Rob Levine

ProdactlonLaura, Janinc, Camille. Aimee. Mary. Ttna, Jenn

and Ronn is going Ware''

Executive Board - Fall of 1988

Pedro Pereira
Editor in Chief

Rick Sasson

Maaaglnf Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert Ciappennelli

BaslncM Manager

Marc InHeld

Prodecilon Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelll

Bailnctt Manager

Barbra Hindin

Advcrtlilng Manager

Daniel Munroe /
Finance Manager

Dcbra Botzcnhart

AdTcrlltlng Manager

Todd Frahbcis ./

Clrcnlatlon Maoago^'

Mary Hotgtns
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Water polo gears up for season

CHINESE KITCHEN
Fast Service—Great Prices

1 50 Ring St.

Northampton 566-6220
430 I^ussel St. (Rt. Q)

Hadley 15>2571

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

Autumn has settled on the University of

Massachusetts and with it comes the tradi

tional fall sports schedule of football, soc-

cer, field hockey, tennis, water polo.

Wait a minute. Water polo?

You read it right. Coach Russ Yarworth

of men's swimming fame is putting

together a varsity water polo program that

looks to become as powerful as his men's

swim team.

"This is a building year," said Yarworth,

"but these guys are a young team and will

be around for a while. Once they come
together as a team, they'll really start to

click."

Indeed, with all the redshirts he's had,

Yarworth figures to lose only two players

over the next two years in addition to the

fact that this year's freshman class was a

bumper crop of talent.

"With two new goalies, we're set for the

next four years (and) they really push
(second-year starter Pete) Koback to work
harder," Yarworth said.

If last year is any indication of the team's

abilities and its future, consider this. In '87,

its first year of varsity of play after a

lengthy stint in club status, the team

finished 12-8, putting them third in New

England and 10th in the East. This year,

the team believes that with some hard
work they could finish second in the East

and possibly gain a berth in the nationals.

"We might not get the record we had last

year," Yarworth said, "but we play a much
tougher schedule." Both factors are weigh-

ed in the rankings, so despite a potential-

ly worse record, UMass could end up with

a higher placing.

Not that the team isn't rising to meet the

challenge.

"These guys have worked really hard to

improve," Yarworth said. Physical condi-

tion is a big factor in water polo. The pool

used is 20 x 30 meters with goal nets at the

far end. Regulation pools are all deep, re-

quiring players to tread water constantly

when not sprinting up and down the pool

as the ball changes hands.

Along with the goalie Koback, the main
starters look to be drivers Scott DeLuca
and Adam Feldman (both freshmen), junior

Brian Mclver and freshman Alex Yelensky

in the offensive holes, and sophomore Jon
Miller and junior G.T. Ladd in the defen-

sive holes. But UMass figures to have a lot

of help off the bench.

"This is more depth than we've ever had
before," said graduate assistant Jim
Boudreau, last year's leading acorer.

Trie
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UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Wednesday, September 28

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

<

Covers in rich fashion colors.

^^ _ Desks, bookcases, stools, tray tables

record stacks.

rganizatlon
STACKING BINS

3 FOR* I 4.95
- ^Crates, shoe racks, towel racks, wire grid

•:t systems, all purpose shelving, closet

'v^ accessories, stacks, roiling trolley, record

crates,

waste tMskets
hooks, hangers.

osters

prints and frame
^ne an. travel, sports, scenic, personalities, rock & roll,

pop culture from 8x10 to door size
rs ALL ROLLED POSTERS

..........^ . ,
o>

Floor pillows,

accent pillows
BEDSPREADS, TAPESTRIES,
WALL HANGINGS

SAVE $2 TO $5 EACH
^tids, stripes, patterns -

pastels, brights^
neutrals

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989.

The Air Force has a special pro-

gram for 1989 BSNs If selecteO,

you can enter active duty soon
offer groduation—without waiting

tor the results of your Slate Boards
lb qualify you must hove on overall

2 75GPA After commissioning,

you'll attend a five-month intern-

ship at major Air Force nnedicol

tacility tfs on excellent way to pre-

pare for the wide range of experi-

ences you'll hove serving your

country as on Air Force nurse of-

ficet For more information, call

TSGT DAVE lOVANNA
617-324-1223/4 COLLECT

• ROLL-UP SHADES, PAPER & BAMBOO 20%
All-sizes for windows, doors, room dividers.

• ALARM CLOCKS AND TELEPHONES up to 20%JQFF

CORK BULLETIN BOARDS
20% OFF ^ . ^^^,„,3

9I2S

ecessary
Extras i-»P desks. d«sii

mirrors.

:!:^\lHvi^ 'i'^y^.--:'

^^Kp, /^
^^//Yq^

DIVISION K
MUSIC • THEATER • DANCE

INSTRUCTION

All ages and levels

Private lessons

Group Study
Ensembles

Group study classes are 1/2 price

for UMass students.

For a brochure, call PAD at 545-0519
or stop by the office in Old Chapel.

Men's tennis slips by UNH in opener
continued from page 24

"I'll remember his per-

formance for the rest of my
life and when another cor-

ner has a great game, I'll

say, 'That reminds me of

what Amos did in 1988.'"

And now the whole na-

tion will know about it.

Extra Points: Defensive

tackle Kevin Murphy, who
had to come out of Satur-

day's game, he re-pinched

a nerve in his neck and is

out for the season.

"I know Kevin's ex-

tremely disappointed but

there's no sense sending

him back out there just so

he can re-injure himself,"

Reid said.

"Football is a sport for

tough people who want to

challenge themselves
physically and mentally.

But to send Kevin back out

would not fit the definition

of football."

By JIM CUMMINGS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts men's tennis

team won five of six singles

matches and one of the

three doubles to gain an

opening day victory over the

University of New Hamp-
shire, 6-3, yesterday on the

Upper Boyden Courts.

Coach Manny Roberts

was pleased with the team's

effort and was happy to find

that his top two players,

seniors Brian Gable and Joe

Desormiers, look to be as

impressive this year as they

were last year when they

finished second in the New
Englands as a doubles

pairing.

"They're simply amazing

both in singles and
doubles," said Roberts of

Gable and Desormiers, who
won their individual mat-

ches easily.

Gable won, 6-3, 6-2 and

Desormiers coasted to a 6-1,

6-2 straight sets victory.

The two then combined to

win their doubles match.

6-3, 6-3.

Other impressive perfor-

mances were turned in by

sophomore Rich Stone, who
lost the first set and came

back to take the match, 4-6,

6 3, 6-2, senior Chris

Johnson, 6-4, 6-0, and
freshman Paul Audet, who
won a grueling 7 5, 6-4

match.
Roberts said he was hap-

py with the freshman's per-

formance and his stamina.

The second freshman
starter, Kevin Newman,
was handed the only singles

loss for the UMass team,

6-1, 6-2, but this did not

worry Roberts.

"Newman needs more ex-

perience and should come

into his own by mid-

season," Roberts said.

"We'll work him hard in

practice and he'll play well

for us."

With the team victory in-

sured after the singles mat-

ches, Roberts decided to put

together some new combina-

tions for his second and

third doubles pairings.

Neither the team of Stone

and Johnson, which lost 7-5,

6-4, or Humberto Soto and

Gary Goodman, 6-4, 6-4

losers, had ever played

together. Roberts said he

felt the Stone/Johnson
tandem would win when he

put them together, but add-

ed he was not disappointed

in their play.

"Both doubles teams were

only one or two service

breaks away from a victory

and looked strong

together," Roberts said.

Desormiers said, "This
continued on page 20

Recli-Rent
KEEP COOL WHILE YOU CRAMj

Rent a mmi-relngerator —
an ideai way to ^eep drmks
& goodies on ice — right

in your room' 2 spacious
shelves: 2 bottle racks; 2

freezer ice cube trays Ad-
justable thermostat.

301 Russell Street, RT 9

Hadley

Phone - 584-9992

PART-TIMF POSITIONS

You can work on an as needed basis in our Center

for Registration and Test Administration.

Responsibilities include counting, packing, and

checking test materials. Preferred candidates will

work quickly and accurately and be able to work at

least 3 consecutive hours on days that they work.

We are located on a local bus route. Send resume to

or come in and fill out an application at:

NATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEMS
30 Gatehouse Road

Ambers', MA 01OO2

ACTIVm€S»AU0O
AUTO FO« SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR R€NT

FOP SALE* FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTON • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS'ROE WANTED
RDERS NEEDED ^SERVICES

ROCMATE WANTED • TRAVR
WANTED •SUBLET

C0lgTOTMiC0aiaAWQWCI-CCmil0l*-TIMttl;»4J0fW-2:X)>0EADU^

Acnvrnts
TAO SALE1 Saturday. SapMmtMf t7 9am
112 Rivcrglade Apis

StO EP MEETING
Thor 7pm room 91 1 Campo* Cantaf

Anandanca mandatory

MASSACHUSETTS' KARATE will ba
maaling Monday and Fnday from 7-9 in Tol-

man 101 coad baginnar daaaa* ara Mar-

ting wie.

VOU DON'T HAVt TO taka part in disMC-

lion if ita aoainst you emics Animal rights

coalition maats Thurs 4pm SU306

n.V K mCEl Taka laaaona witn Tha

UMaas Hang QMing Club Maatmg tonight

Room 186 campoi Cantar 6 00

•LACK SHOOUN ItSpaad Tour Bika

Shimano Parts (230 Baat Oftar Evaninga

Sa4-2072Ban

CiOOO COUCH AND • cool Chair ^
dishM and glaaaas lor aight Can 5464388

COMPUTER AND PRINTER: KayPro 11

w/Lettar Quality Printer and tottwara Graat

lor p«aK« 84O0ifaach or t775/pr Barb at

ELEC. TYPEWRITER $60 tapa d«ck$50.

turntable $50 ans machina $15 Make ot-

fari 549-0630

OOMINO'S PIZZA DRIVERS wantad pays

$70 00 to $100 00 shift 256-891

1

UNOERGROUNO EXPRESS Now hiring

Drivers. $3 65/hr • 6 perceni commision •

ttpa FlaxiWe hour*, oreal pay Perfect for

coNaga atudanla ALSO-kitchen help

Salary NagotiaUa Call Murph or Dan ai

549-7T71 or 549-1844

WORK FOR TMKPIVIRONMINTBaoha
of tha hiohatt paid poMical activists m the

country Oaan Walar Actkyi is paying what

your dedication is worth Earn $7$12/hr

PT » FT evening hours available call Susan
• 549-7450

TO t»4ARA •TOOTS- CROOK-Happy bir

thday to a fantaatic roomata'ULuv. Karen

TO'AiniU FRIENDS IN 1WE8STER- I

m«aa youlltPlaaaa keep in touch tWtth ao

much lova, tWarttfy.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE nawaat

sisters of Chi Omega. AXO and KKO Lova.

tha Sisters of Chi Cmaga

GET EXPERIEHCEl Leaadership tiit>e

managemeni. oigam^ationai. motivational

and communication skilisi Rush Zata Psi.

23 Phillips St 256-6845

3 MALE OR FEMALE ROOMATES need

ed to share incradiMa new houaa m
Leverelt Cathedral cailmgs. toft, waighl

room. 2 bathrooms, deck on 100 acre* In

enpensive Call now Mam 54fr*451 or

Thorn 253-3725 Inenpenaivei Must see to

believai

FEMALE WANTED TO share badroonTin

Northwood alp Nonsmoking Leave

message 5494112

TO SHARE APARTMENT in Squire Village

$230 plus electrc Must be female Call the

office 665-2203 Ask about 23-H

THETA CM YARD SALC

NNEO EXTRA MONEY? Sal* your stuff

There will bo a YARD SALE at Th«ta Chi.

496 N Pleasant Si on Saturday Sapl 1

7

from 9 00 to 1 00 p m Bong items you want

to safi to Theta Chi on Friday Sept 16 bet-

ween 4-7 p m to be lagged There wMt be

a 20 perceni commission to Theta Chi on
all Items soM

NOMINATION PAPERS NOW
AVAILABLE gel involved be a rep Irom

your dorm Help make Sylvan tha bast

place at UMaaa

NORTHEAST RESIDENTS run lor NEAG
or House Council positions Pick up

nomination papers outside NEAG office in

Lewis basement

LOT SO STKXEHI CAU 2S«4M>M.

TYPEWRITER LIKE NEW. Does graphs

colors, big. amaM type, ate $120 Tracy

e-5948

TYPIST WANTED for MAC Accuracy im

portent CopyCat Print Shop 228 Triangle

Street 549-3840

PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME help wanted

CopyCat Print Shop 228 Triangle Street

Amherst 549-3840

FOUND

CHESS CLUB MEETING all levels of play

Iree instruction tree membersiiiD we meet

Tuesday nights starting t9th Room posted

CC info desk

FOUND A RINOOn 9/10 At the Football

Game H lost contact Terry at 546-6577

AUDIO

YAMAHA TURNTABLE ASKING $150JOO

exc cond Call Neil 546 5625

HELP WANTED

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYIAssem
ble products at home Call lor information

312 741-8400 exi A-598

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 NOVA -Great to gel around school

$300 or BO Call dunng the weekend

253 9150 ask lor Kym

1984 MERCURY LYNX 44K Manual E»

celleni Condition. New Pioneer Cassette,

new tires 549 5470 or 549-0779

MOVING TO EUROPEMusTSeil 1985

RenauH 4 Speed 2Door, 36.000 mi

AM/FM cassette Asking $2,800 584-0884

BLUE CHEVY IMPALA 77 High Mileage

For Scrap or Good Winter Beater with a lit-

tle work BIO 256-6892 Nicholas

STUDENT NOTE AND PRtNTINO SER-

VICE IS now accepliong applications tor

note takers Apply m Room 403 Student

Union BuiMing

CHILDCARE/MOTHERS HHELPERFor
Adorable 2 Month old Experience with In-

fants Required Flexible Hours 548-9474

COOKSTblSHWASHERS UPUp to $8 00

An Hr apply at Ann Fields Restaurant Rt

9 Hadley MA

SELL JEWELRY AT Jackson Flea Market

(Mtn Farms Mall) semi precious stone and

other crafted earrings Earn percentage of

sales Caiss Dee 549-6550 or Barbara

548-9212 before 9pm

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEDED lor

Newspaper delivery m dorms No car need

ed 7 00-8 00 only 7days/week Very good

weekly pay Call 253 7009

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock Blues Folk All levels

Songwritmg. Theory, Improvisation.

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

LOST

1979 FORD MUSfANG302ci V8 Needs

tailpipe, otherwise great Condition Must

Sell First $500 Takes 256-6257

1977 NOVA. EXCELLENT condition

$100080 584 1798

1981 FORD ESCORT WAGON 4 speed

good body runs well $950 Call 549-4045

FOR RENT

BOARDERS WANTED $200/month walk-

ing distance to campus Call 549-7510 Ask

for Clml, Scott, or Jan

BEATIFUL ONE BEDROOM condo in Nor

thampton Nice community, spacious, great

lor couple River Run condos, $510 a

month Call Rick at 253-2124 leave

message

FOR SALE

GRADUATE STUDENT INScience fieW

wanted lor Pan lime Sales of Specialty Sup

phes to the University, Call Robert Iverson

(413)7364464

COOK FOR FRATERNITY at Umass To

meals per week Mon-Fn Salary negotiable

Call JC 253-9923

DESPERATELY ^EEKINO^ CLEANING
WOMAN for small |Obs around the house

Great pocket money lor studenlsi Call

545-0527 ask lor Stephanie or Tracey

HEY! WANT TO make $25 a week? We
nned a handyman to mow our lawn and to

shovel our walkway m the winter In-

terested? Call 545-0527 ask lor Stephanie

or Tracey

MEfTANtTwOMEN needed for clothing

store Will fit schedule around class Apply

at Anderson Little store al Hampshire Mall

FOOD PREP/biSHWASHERS pari time

flexible hours, some days and earty even-

ing shifts starting pay up to $6 00 per hour

Apply in person. Seasons Restaurant,

Route 9 Belcherlown Road. Amherst

LOST: LEVIS DENIM JACKET. Left in

Herter 231 9 12-88 at 9pm Please call

Kristen 549-7852 REWARD$

LOST^SEJkO LAOIES^ATCH kMt in front

of or in SBA Much sentimental valueiJiease

return $25 reward CaM Nancy at 546-4246

DONNA CUSSON

DON'T WORRV, be happy Love Paul

RESUMES

HEY CHAD. HAPPY BIRTHDAY BUDOYI
We owe you 1 huge unbelievable party"'

Have a great day" Luv Washington 6

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STEPHANIE MILLER!

You can finally say bye to Jen Goodmani

Love Julie

ZETA PSI MEMBERSHIPhas its

priveledgesi Rush Zeta Psi 23 Phillips St

256 6845

AUDITIONS FOR GOOSPELL* will be

held by the UMass Music Theatre GuikJ on

Sepi 15 • 8 00 in the CCA and Sept 17

• 12 00 in Rm lOlCC No preparation

necessary For more into, call 545-0415

BE A MATH TUTOR: Earn money and 3

credits" Call 545 2882 lor details

REWARD FOR RETURNol Wallet Lost on

Sat Sept 10 At the Red House Next to

Pii<e II Found Please call 549 7584

SICK OF DC FOOD? Do you like lobster,

shrimp or steak' FREE MEALS m ex

change lor light kitchen help Contact Scott

or Greg al 545 2150

HELP SAVE THE PREVALMQ WAGE call

Kevin 5484005

WELCOME TO UMASSI Inleresled in

Christian Fellowship'' The Alliance Chris-

tian Feltowship welcomes you! More info

Rick or Jennifer 253-7206,

FURNITURE

OUALITY new' FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

txxjkcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to altaia a

one t>edroom Chffside apt w/an aanr V'V
senior It interested please can Beth at

6654550

ROOMMATE-Grad student, to share new

condo-on busroute $325 call 253-7508

FEMALE WANTED to share bedroom in

townehouse Fully lurmshed pelase call

Julie O' Ann 549 5417

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to" Share

soulhwood lownhouse apt Female

nonsmoking call 256-0264

TUTORIAL/EDITORIAL

CERTIFIED TEACHER. M.F.A.. offers

private English as second language

lessona. adrts papers, all levels, specialii-

ing in speech, comprehenstoo, writing im-

provement Fee schedule on request

2533354

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leveretl

center lOmin from UMASS ChiW Ed ma-

jor wouW be ideal Call 256 6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

SERVICES

LICENSED DAVCARE-all ages 665-7966

ATTENTION CLIFFSIDE STUDENTS!
Continental cablevision sales van will be m j

the parking tot Friday, Sept 16th. 5-8pm

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, last

accurate 253 WORD

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/speUcheck Carolyn 253-5667

WANTED

WANTED SPANISH 230 tulor-^xclianga

lor English tutor

EXPERIENCED AND TALENTED drum

mer seeks established band for rehearsal

and gigs Call Matt 5444633 (keep trying )

WORD WIZARD. $10 for one page Laser

printing 8am-6pm 549-3752

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

FOR A QOOD TIME CALL

RACk-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

jockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizations 256-8526

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE450 compact

discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

dates nowi 549 1421 or 253-7655

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

WANTED: A MENTOR TO save a miagukJ

ed group Must have sworn off dip. put

hands down pants, had crary days Contact

Steve 6-8880 KevFran get well

FOR SALE Comic Books Call Paul

2535066

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS Lot 50 sbcker

tor sale best offer 549 -0984

FOR SALEI Dorm-size retrigeralor Call

Amy at 545-0738

ELDERLY CARE. We wiM train Fulltiine.

part-time, 1 1pm-7am, 7am-3pm.3pnv 11pm,

weekends. HexiWe hours Car required Can

253-9726 AA/EOE

SEiXTEWELRV ONCC"CONCOUR8E.
Semiprecious slone and o«her crafted ear

ings Earn percentage ol sales Flexible

h^rs Call Dee 5494550 or Barbara

548 9212 belore 9pm

HAPPY BIRTHDAY AUDREY DUMPER!
We nr>ean il Anyhbody want a peanut?

Love, the Ok) Gang

tS diFRiOM OLKGeTpsyched for a great

semester' Your IHtle slater. Laura

JOHNATHAN, JOHNSON'S BEST, the

score IS tS'love. and the ball is in your

court Will this be a match or simply a

game Signed. Nantucket Nutcase,

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? Share a room

in Bnttany Manor w/3 males $140 inclusive

Contact Charles 549-5488

FOR RENT:2 spacious bedrooms
$35(Vmonth includes everything 1 or 2 per-

son/rm S Amherst On bus route from

Sept —June, call 253-9774

3 BEDROOMS AVAILTkBLE IN

BEAUTIFUL NEW Amherst house
$240/month plus util rnust see call Dean
256-0471 leave number

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT fully furnish

ed w/microwave tooking for male roomale

please call 549-0006 leave message

SINGER FOR rock and roll band Can Slave

6-3255 or Tom 6-5107

STUDENTS AND CLUBS TO JOIN the
^

'88- '89 Student Travel Services' Sales

Team Earn cash and/or free winter and

spring break vacations Travel with the best

to our exciting ski and sun destinations For

more informatioo call 1 -800448-4649

WANTED TO RENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS'SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE to rent Willing to

share with other band Contact Brian

545-3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anylime

Will pay lop $*$ for a good place We are

not toud

RICE WANTED

NEED RIDE TO NYC Fri W16/88 for Dead
Shows will provkje lodging caN Mike

546-5373

FLASH

BOX STALLS FOR LEASE or board (we
feed 1 clean)—$225 00 per month-or you
do It yourself—$125 00 per month Indoor

& outdoor ring Camp Robbin Holtow, Inc

253-3578 ot 253-9856
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SPORTS

UMass runs past UNH, 3-0
Cesnek scores twice, McEvoy once as offense comes alive
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondant

The offense of the University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team, frustrated throughout most of Sunday after

noon's sumo snoozfest with the University of Maine,

erupted early and often against the University of New
Hampshire yesterday afternoon at Boyden Field.

The 3-0 win was the second consecutive strong perfor-

mance for the undefeated Minutemen. who now head in-

to a pair of Atlantic 10 showdowns over the weekend.

UMass pounced on the visiting Wildcats immediately.

With just 1:47 elapsed in the game, sophomore midfielder

Peter McEvoy rocketed the ball into the upper left cor-

ner of the net to give the Minutemen a 1 lead.

Steve Cesnek stretched the lead to 2-0 with an

unassisted goal at the 13:26 mark. Cesnek steered through

the UNH defense, then powered the ball past goalie Eric

Stinson into the same upper left corner of the net burned

by McEvoy's blast minutes earlier.

The Minutemen continued to pound at Stinson through

the rest of the first half, though they were unable to break

the plane. The same UMass offense that struggled against

Maine unleashed 1 1 first half and 19 shots total yesterday.

"We were much more dangerous," said head coach Jeff

Gettler. "I was much happier with that."

Cesnek opened the second half with a repeat perfor

mance of his previous goal, streaking free along the right

side and sliding the ball past the diving Wildcat

goalkeeper. With the score now 3-0, and the outcome of

the game secured, Cesnek's pursuit of his third goal of

the game and the defense's second consecutive shutout

crusade kept the crowd in the stands.

Cesnek came within one head fake of notching the

season's first hat trick. With 18:18 left to play, the junior

forward broke in alone 20 feet in front of the net. Reserve

goalie Dan Fiore read his mind, and intercepted the ball

with a diving effort just inside the left goalpost. Cesnek
was seated soon after, as Gettler seized the opportunity

to play the bench.

Freshmen Brett Anthony and Scott Jacobs saw their

first action, and earned Gettler's attention. "They did

well," praised Gettler, "I thought those guys picked us

up off the bench."

Gettler also reserved special praise for McEvoy, who was
largely responsible for the UMass's midfield dominance.
"McEvoy, at the beginning of the second half, really settl-

ed us down. He was a calming influence on the team."
The defense, meanwhile, continued to hold firm. UNH's

top scoring threat, Scott Brennan, managed to squeeze

free for just three shots all afternoon. "I really don't think

they got any real good scoring opportunities," said Get-

tler of the visiting offense.

The closest the Wildcats came to scoring was a Jess

Wehrwien rebound drive with three minutes to play.

Minuteman goalie Sam Ginzburg smothered the ball,

however, preserving the shutout.

Free Kicks: Ginzburg has been called upon to make a

mere ten saves in the last two games . . Anthony found

the only mud puddle on campus, located in the deep

southwest corner of the field, on a sliding cross kick late

in the game . . . next up, the Minutemen will host Atlan-

tic 10 rival Temple, Friday afternoon at 3 p.m.

(.'allegimn ph<»io by Richard Bonnnno

Junior forward Steve Cesnek scored twice
as the Minutemen beat New Hampshire, 3-0

yesterday at Boyden Field.

UM dumps
Eagles, 3-0

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team
answered one very important question last night when
it whipped Boston College, 3-0, at Chestnut Hill.

Yes, the Minutewomen can play on artificial turf That

fake stuff doesn't bother them.

"I'm glad we played well on turf," UMass coach Pam
Hixon said. "That was important for us. We have a game
coming up in Springfield with Michigan on that same
surface."

UMass, now 2-0, will play two games at Springfield

this year which are designated as home games. The
reason being that both teams they play (Michigan and

the University of Toledo) have to make a long trip and

can't afford to have the game rained out.

Once again, the UMass defense looked superb as it only

allowed the Eagles six shots on senior goaltender Cindy

Cox.

Cox registered six saves and took one step forward in

solidifying the No. 1 goalie position. She is now 2-0 with

an 0.50 goals-against-average.

The first priority in the Minutewomen's gameplan last

night was to draw penalty corners and execute them
efficiently.

That, they did, and whatever Hixon told them before

the game must have sunk in right away because at 3:00

of the first half UMass drew a corner and senior co-

captain Pam Bustin responded by drilling a ball past BC
goalie Wendy Carter to give the Minutewomen a 1-0

lead.

It was the midfielder's first goal of the season. Senior

co-captain Ruth Vasapolli and junior Bernie Martel

a.ssisted on the play.

UMa.ss plays its home games on grass, at Totman
Field. But Bustin apparently does not mind the fast turf.

For at 33:15 of the first, she collected her second goal

of the game and gave UMass a 2-0 lead with a blast from

about 25 yards.

BC had to have been shaking their heads as the first

35 minutes came to a close with UMass sporting a 2-0

lead, having limited the F)agles to one shot.

The Minutewomen had BC on the ropes but started to

let up a little at the start of the second half. That caus-

ed Hixon to make one quick change.

Junior Carol Smith and senior Julie Stuart switched

positions, Smith going to centerback and Stuart to

.sweeper. After that move, UMass cruised.

Junior Kathy DeAngelis knotched her second goal of

the year just past the halfway point of the second half,

at 18:30, to give the Minutewomen a commanding 3-0

lead. continued on page 20

Volleyball gets sweep of Central Connecticut
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Height can be a big advantage in

volleyball, but when you don't know how
to use it, it doesn't do much good.

On paper, the Central Connecticut
volleyball team was a taller one than
UMass (an average height of almost
5-foot-8), but the relative youth of the team
turned out to be a detriment, as the
Minutewomen rolled to a 15-3, 15-7, 15-7

sweep of the Blue Devils last night at Tot-

man Gymnasium.

"They've still got the big kids, but they're

real young," UMass coach Carol Ford said.

"It just wasn't as intense as I thought it

would be."

That lack of intensity didn't help UMass
much. It made it somewhat easy to ac-

complish what they had to do. Without the

challenge, the Minutewomen weren't able

to work on son\e of the trouble areas that

have been bothering them.
Blocking had been a problem in the

season-opening win over Hartford on Sun-

day. The Minutewomen had recorded only

three blocks in that match, and could only

equal that number last night, but without

a potent attack to defense, there wasn't

much blocking to be done.

"We didn't really have to (block) against

them," Ford said. "It wasn't a true test for

us."

Ford also had moved most of her players

back into their normal positions, but the

results weren't immediate.

"I thought we'd click, but we didn't,"

Ford said. "We kept missing some shots,

and making errors."

One player who did perform well was
senior middle blocker Juliet Primer, play-

ing in her first match of the year.

"Juliet played well in her new position,"

Ford said. "She did a good job in the

middle.

Statistically, the Minutewomen were led

by sophomore outside hitter Nancy
Sullivan, who had nine kills, followed by
Primer with eight. Senior outside hitter

Julia Smith and senior middle blocker Bar-

bara Meehan each had seven.

Junior setter Karen Ferguson had 21

assists. As a team, the Minutewomen made
43 digs.

Football notebook

Amos receives
national honor

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

As a unit, the University of Massachusetts football

team got off to a great start Saturday by beating the

University of Maine, 45-42.

They didn't do bad individually, either.

Senior cornerback Garrick Amos was named National

Division 1-AA Defensive Player-of-the-Week by the Na-

tional Sports Network.
Amos had seven tackles against Maine, and broke up

three passes. But the play that probably won him the

award came with 1:26 left in the game.
Maine quarterback Mike Buck faded back to pass on

a first-and-25 from the UMass 44. With plenty of time

to scan the field. Buck finally threw to Jeff Knox. Amos
dove and knocked the ball down at the last second.

Three plays later, Buck threw an interception and the

Minutemen were 1-0.

"It was an awesome performance," UMass head coach

Jim Reid said of Amos' game. "It may be unfair to say,

because the game is so fresh in my mind, but in 14 years,

I can't think ofanother game where the cornerback stuck

out the way he did." continued on page 23

UMass faces UVM today in home opener
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's soccer coach Jim
Rudy has coached in a game here at UMass before, when
his former team. Central Florida, played in last year's

Final Four at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

But today, Rudy will get his first exposure to the real

home of the Minutewomen, Boyden Field, when his team
hosts the University of Vermont in the first home game
of the year.

UMass has started its drive toward another possible

Final Four appearance in good fashion with a 2-0 record,

having beaten Rhode Island and Rutgers to capture the

Rhode Island Tournament last weekend.

"It was good to see the things that we worked on func-

tioning under game conditions," Rudy said.

But tomorrow, the Minutewomen may have some trou-

ble generating offense against a stingy defensive team like

Vermont.

"Vermont's strengths are their defenders and their

goalkeepers," Rudy said. "They could have as many as

11 players in the box. They're plan is to bunker and
counter-attack," Rudy said.

In layman's terms, that means that Vermont tends to

sit back and play defensive, to gain control and then try

to push the ball upfield. Rudy will try to break that pack

defense with a lot of flank play and by playing a short

game off corner shots.

"The drawback to that game is that the ball bounces
out, creating a lot of rebounds," Rudy said. "We could get

a lot of second and third shots."

That will put a load on the shoulders of the UVM
goalkeeper, senior Jen Starr. She played a starring (ex-

cuse the pun, please) role in a recent game against the
University of Connecticut, shutting the Huskies down for

97 minutes before finally relenting in an overtime loss.

"She's great in the air, and we're not, really," Rudy .said.

But Stdrr and her teammates will have to be better than
they were last year. The Minutewomen traveled to Mont-
pelier and did a real number on the Catamounts to the
tune of an 8-0 pasting.

Sox still rolling
The Bosox keep rolling toward the playoffs. Mike

Greenell hit for the cycle to lead the Sox to a 4-3 win
over the Orioles. The magic number is now at 13.

W L GI
Boston 82 63 —
New York 77 67 4.5

Milwaukee 78 70 5.5

Detroit 77 69 5.5

Boston 4, Baltimore 3
New York 7, Cleveland 5

Milwaukee 4, Chicago 2

Toronto 3. Detroit 2
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Committee
chairman
resigns
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

The Budgets Committee chairman ofthe Undergraduate
Student Senate resigned yesterday amid questions of his

motives for misusing student funds over the summer.
"I blew the whistle, and whistle blowers are always kick-

ed out for the problems they create," said Gil Penchina.
who claims the misuse of monies was a test of flnancial

safeguards within the student government.
At a Coordinating Committee meeting last week, Pen-

china admitted to misusing money from the Student Ac-

tivitees Trust Fund, including putting extra hours on his

pay slip, and using student money to make photocopies

for his personal use.

"I blew the whistle, and whistle

blowers are always kicked out for

the problems they create... It was
like 'Stick around if you want, but

we're not going to let you do
anything except collect a

paycheck' .

"

-Gil Penchina

Committee members said they have no way of know-

ing if Penchina was conducting a test or creating an alibi

for his actions, because he failed to let anyone know of

the test, except for a former Budgets Committee assistant.

Because of that, the committee members said they had

no choice but to call for Penchina's resignation.

Co-Pre.sident-elect Shari SilkofFsaid whether Penchina's'

actions were a test is irrelevant. "It's the fact that he was

misusing money," she said.

(KllrKiHii phuto hy Rich<ird Bonanno

IF ONLY GEORGE BUSH WERE HERE - Teacher Beverly Mahar leads 3rd and 4th graders

from the South Street School, Northampton, in the Pledge of Allegiance as part of "Constitu-

tion Day." The event marks the 201st anniversary of its signing.

But Penchina said he could not tell anyone in student

government or in the Student Activities Office because

they were the ones he was testing.

SGA Treasurer Laura Filkins said committee members
knew about his personal photocopying early in the sum-

mer and Penchina agrees they had asked him periodical-

ly to repay the money. Filkins said committee members

had been discussing what actions to take this fall before

Penchina announced it was part of his so-called test.

Other misuses of monies by Penchina have not yet been

documented. Penchina said he had transferred money

from a frozen account and received extra hours of pay.

Filkins said she did not have any record of these actions

although she would be conducting a full investigation.

Gilbert continues destructive path
By CHRIS ANGELO
Associated Press

CANCUN, Mexico - The most intense

hurricane on record surged toward Texas

yesterday after battering the Yucatan

Peninsula with 160-mph winds, leveling

slums, pummeling posh resorts and forc-

ing tens of thousand to flee.

Hurricane Gilbert, which has left near-

ly one in four Jamaicans homeless,

slackened somewhat as it swirled over

land, but the storm was beginning to gain

strength over open water as it moved
toward the Gulf Coast with sustained

winds of 120 mph.
The storm was headed west northwest

shortly before noon EDT, said National

Hurricane Center director Bob Sheets. It

was moving at 15 mph and dumping up

to 10 inches of rain.

"The area that we have the most likely

possibility that this hurricane will make
landfall is in the northern part of Mexico

or the southeastern, southern part of

Texas," he said.

As of noon today, the center of the storm

was near latitude 22.2 north and
longitude 92.3 west, or about 410 miles

south east of Brownsville, Texas.

Brownsville was given a 21 percent pro-

bability of being hit, though a hurricane

watch was in effect along the entire Texas

coast as well as the northeastern Mexican

coast from Tampico.

Earlier this week the storm struck the

Carribean, ravaging Jamaica, the

Dominican Republic, the Cayman Islands

and Haiti, killing at least 19 in Jamaica

and five in the Dominican Republic.

Haiti declared a state of emergency

across its southern Peninsula, where at

least 10 hurricane-related deaths have

been reported.

The storm, about 450 miles wide, hit the

Yucatan coast at dawn Wednesday,

thrashing beaches with 23-foot waves,

uprooting trees, knocking out electricity

and water supplies and severing

telephone lines.

Mexican officials reported at least seven

injuries. There were no reports of deaths.

Gilbert battered the provincial capital

of Merida and the gulf port cities of Puer-

to Progreso, Campeche and Ciudad del

Carmen, closing air ports and roads and

knocking out communications and power

and innundating streets and highways.

iiintinued on page 18

The statement by Penchina misusing student monies

violated the trust among student leaders, committee

members said.

SAO banned him from looking at office records, which

are necessary to conduct audits, Penchina said.

"It was like, 'Stick around if you want, but we're not

going to let you do anything except collect a paycheck,'"

Penchina said.

Speaker of the Senate Robert Fadel agreed: If Penchina

hadn't resigned he would have been "a lame duck budgets

chairman."
"I think it's unfortunate that Gil was put in a position

that for his integrity and the system's integrity he had

to resign," he said.

Duffey offers

solution for

constitution
worries
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

After numerous failed attempts over the

years, administrators and student leaders

are taking a different approach in getting

the Board of Trustees to ratify the Student

Government Association constitution.

Chancellor Duffey said instead of taking

the usual route and presenting the con-

stitution itself for approval, a proposal for

an SGA charter is being scheduled.

"A constitution defines how the SGA
does its business," Duffey said. "A charter

defines the role of student government."

Duffey said problems with past attempts

to ratify the constitution usually arose

because William Searson, general counsel

for the trustees, had problems with certain

passages.

Any documents or policies that go before

the board go through the counsel first. The

counsel's job is to protect the trustees from

liability.

Searson did not return numerous phone

calls from the Collegian.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice said

both the student leaders and the ad-

ministrators were getting frustrated

because the issue has never made it to the

full board, so Duffey's proposal of a charter

was a welcome greeting.

"He [Duffey) thinks it's very important

for us to have a constitution because he

thinks the SGA is a valuable asset to the

'Tniversity," Orefice ^'aid.

continued on page 16
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House passes stiffer drug penalty
Zero tolerance message sent to recreational drug users

WASHINGTON (AP) - A House anti drug initiative is

moving toward a zero tolerance policy, as lawmakers tack

on amendments that stiffen penalties for recreational drug

use.

The House sent its latest message to drug users Wednes-

day, passing an amendment that would subject anyone

possessing "personal use" amounts of illegal drugs to civil

penalties of $10,000 per violation.

The vote was 293 115, with 128 Democrats and 165

Republicans supporting the proposal. There were 112

Democrats and three Republicans in opposition.

As House members began wading through changes to

the drug bill last week, they signaled that any drug use

was in tolerable. In the first test of this policy, lawmakers

voted 335-67 for an amendment that would deny many
federal benefits to those convicted of two drug offenses,

including possession.

Still to come is a proposal that would deny states a por-

tion of their federal highway money if they fail to take

away driver's licenses of those convicted of one drug of-

fense. The initial conviction would bring a six-month

suspension, while repeat convictions within a five-year-

period could bring revocation for a year.

"The theme of this year's drug bill is user accountabili-

ty," Rep. Hamilton Fish, R-NY, said in support of the civil

fines amendment sponsored by Rep Mickey Edwards,

ROk.
The overall anti-drug legislation v/ould add some $2

billion to the $3.9 billion federal effort to combat illegal

drugs. It includes money and programs for law enforce-

ment, educations, treatment, rehabilitation and virtual

ly every oilier avenue to try to stem ^oth the supply of

drugs and demand for them.

The House likely will complete the legislation next

week. The Senate has yet to begin consideration of its own

major anti-drug bill.

The civil fines envisioned m the Edwards amendment

would not replace current criminal penalties for possess-

ing marijuana, cocaine or other drugs that would trigger

the civil penalty.

In the major difference between civil and criminal cases,

a defendant in civil proceeding needs only to be found guil

ty by "clear and convincing evidence." This is a far easier

burden for the government than the "beyond a reasonable

doubt" standard it must prove in a criminal case.

In assessing the penalties, the Justice Department

would take into account an individual's income and net

assets.

After a penalty was proposed the defendant could ask

for an administrative hearing and also could appeal to a

federal court.

Supporters of the civil fines said their amendment was

needed to enforce such a policy, because overburdened pro

secutors and overcrowded prisons cannot handle crimimal

cases involving "personal use" possession cases.

Former aide recommended ousting Reagan
WASHINGTON (AP) - A White House aide said yester

day he raised the possibility of temporarily removing
President Reagan from office under the 25th Amendment
during the Iran-Contra scandal because the president was
inattentive, inept and lazy.

The aide. James Cannon, said he brought up the sub-

ject in a 1987 memo to Howard Baker Jr., who was just

replacing Donald Regan as White House chief of staff.

Cannon said he rejected the thought after seeing Reagan
and finding his condition was just "dandy."

Cannon said he had interviewed 15 or 20 staffers left

from the Regan regime and that "not all but most said

in one way or another that the president was inattentive,

that he had lost interest in his job."

Cannon said, "I was skeptical about that, but never-

theless the number of people that told me about this was
such that I felt I had an obligation to raise (it) with Sen.

Baker."

The 25th Amendment, added to the Constitution in

1967, provides the president may be removed if the vice

president and a majority of the cabinet declare him
"unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office."

White House Spokesman Marlin Fitzwater, talking to

reporters at his daily briefing, said, "I .saw the president

every day, talked to him a lot. There's nothing to this.

This is fiction by staff people who for their own reasons

chose to say this, and it was dismissed immediately by

those who heard it. It was never taken seriously."

Fitzwater said the president was aware of the Cannon
report "and he takes it all in stride."

Storm rocked NE
this week in *38
BOSTON ( AP) - Nobody witnessed the monster's mid-

September birth somewhere in the tropical Atlantic

Ocean.

The time was 1938, long before weather satellites and
frequent transoceanic air traffic. Nonetheless, the meeting

of light, humid breezes over tepid seas at 15 degrees north

latitude was to bring days of misery and death to un-

suspecting New England.

A Brazilian freighter was probably the first to report

the juvenile offender near the Leeward Islands. Later, two

more ships plowed into strong winds and seas in an area

north of the usual track of storms known to the Caribe

Indians as "huracan," or evil spirit.

Growing stronger on this wayward path to adulthood,

the storm moved northwestward, skirted the Bahamas
and drew a bead on New England.

Persistent September rains there had lain a soggy carpet

of river flooding rains. For those who had jobs on the

dreary. Depression-era day of Sept. 21, it meant another

slosh to work. This Wednesday however, would be unlike

any other.

At 7 a.m., the storm passed Cape Hatteras. Forecasters

armed with the primitive tools of their day noted falling

barometers and hoisted storm warnings all the way up

the coast to Eastport, Maine. Ships in the danger zone that

might have reported on the storm .scurried to port. In their

wake, up an empty corridor, came the storm at ramming
speed.

Atlantic City, NJ, winds shifted into the north and
jumped to 55 mph. moderate rains and rapidly falling

barometers indicated something big was moving just over

the eastern horizon. Alarmed New England
meteorologists marked this and their own precipitous

pressure drops and issued the first warning for Boston at

2:30 p.m.

"A tropical hurricane is now in the vicinity of New
York," and the forecast said. "Precautions against high

winds, high tides and heavy rain should be taken
throughout the area reached by this broadca.st."

Traveling northward at 60 mph, the storm crashed in-

to central Long Island. The barometer at the Coast Guard
station in Bellport fell to 27.94 inches at 3 p.m.

To the east, the Connecticut and Rhode Island .shores

were buried by wind and wave. Gusts topped 100 mph
before instruments were knocked down. Whole com-
munities were washed away. People and animals cling-

ing to roofs and fences were swept inland.

n lU

The UMass Music Theatre Guild

announces

AUDITIONS
For

n FOUR SEASONS
BUD
LIGHT

584-8174

September 15 at 8:00 Campus Center Auditorium

and September 17 v 12:00 Rm lOl Campus Ctr.

(callbacks will begin at 3:00)

Auditions are open to all students in the

Five-College area

For more info, coll 545-0415

V'"
""""''"""" "' ' -
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Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

j Drink of the Week
i SALTY DOG $1.75 !

: Beer of the Month
HEINEKEN $1.75

Free Munchies 4-6 & 9-1

1

Friday FREE HOR D'OEUVRES 4-6
^llli. ^^^.,nl l H,„^^,^^u^,„„. l l l l,, ^ ,„^^.,^,,,l n^^^^m^Tl.|uL. ,,.. . .....i.ih.^m.H

CASE SPECIALS

PIELS 12 oz. Bar Bottles 5.99

CABLING BLACK LABELS 6.99

FALSTAFF 12 oz. Cans 7.99

OLD MILWAUKEE 12 oz. Cans 8.99

COORS SUITCASE 10.99

HEINEKEN 12 oz. Bottles 14.99

BECKS 12 oz. Bottles CASE $15.99

ONES, FOURS, SIXS, TWELVES

BIG BECKS 21 oz 1.49

PURPLE PASSION 4 pk 4.99

JACK DANIELS COOLERS 4 pk 3.99
ST. PAULI 6 pk 3.99

DOS EQUIS 6 pk 3.99

SAM ADAMS 6 pk 4.99
HARPOON ALE 6 pk 4.99
BUD LIGHT 12 pk 5.99
LABATTS BLUE/50 12 pk 5.99

DOS EQUIS

BARTLES & JAYMES 4 pk. $2.99
with Rebate Final Cost $1 .99

IMPk^TEOBEtRHARD BARGAINS

JOSE CUERVO GOLD 750 ml 9.99
ABSOLUT VODKA 750 ml 9.99
COLOMA 750 ml 5.99

(A superb Colombian Coffee Liquer—Regular price $9.99)

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75 1 8.99
FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75 1 8.99
AVIA BLUSH CHABLIS 750 ml 1.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
LOCATED ON RTE 9. HADLEY JUST BEYOND BURGER KING

OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 AM -1 1 PM
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Greeks receiving long-deserved, well-appreciated facelift

JUST LIKE MY SHIRT
their house.

CullfKian photo by Kic-hard Honanno

Brothers from Pike work at embellishing

By ED REYNOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

Fraternity row at the University of

Massachusetts is cleaning up its act.

In an effort to raise morale and foster uni-

ty, many of the fraternities and sororities

on North Pleasant St. have been perform-

ing cosmetic surgery on their houses. After

spending a great amount of time and
money on these projects, they are happy to

find their work has been noticed.

As part of their restoration, Pi Kappa
Alpha has resodded their lawn, laid down
a new sidewalk and set up fences and

bushes. Most of the construction and all of

the maintenance has been handled by the

brothers. The work that was started last

semester and continued through the sum-

mer has profound changed the house.

"We've received a lot of positive feedback

from the police, the mailman and the

sororities," said Pike Brother Brian

Howard.

At Lambda Chi Alpha the work has been

going on for more than a year. They spent

$28,000 to have the house resided and in

sulated. They also contracted a brother,

Sean Byrt, to repave the driveway and re-

paint the front proch.

"I live in a more presentable, cleaner en-

vironment," said David St. Pierre, a frater-

nity brother. "A place I can be proud to live

.in."

President Steve Ilmrud says he hopes*

this will "give the frats a second chance

and draw more enthusiasm to the Greek

Area."

By the looks of things, it already has, and
the school administration and community
in general are overjoyed Fraternity Row is

on the right track.

"Everybody appreciates it," said
Chancellor Joseph Dufley, adding that the
Greeks at work deserve recognition and
praise.

He said the work "represents an effort to

portray a better image, and that's good."

Jim Langley, a University spokesman,

referred to Fraternity Row as a "main cor-

ridor of the University." He said it "leaves

a great impression on how people percieve

the Greek Area."

He added he is "very happy to see the

transformation."

Also impressed was Amherst Police Chief

Donald Maia. After seeeing the Pike

grounds, he "wondered if they sold the

house." He expressed concern that the

lawn stay clear of beer cans, tire tracks and

other vandalism, but added he hoped "some

residents in town will take notice and do

something with their properties."

Maia said he considers Greek life "a part

of college life and a great tradition."

Radon levels in Hampshire homes
on line with statewide test results
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Homes in Amherst keep pace with the statewide average

of susceptiblility to cancer-causing radon gas, according

to experts in the University of Massachusetts En-

vironmental Health and Safety Department.

A recent study by the Department of Public Health said

23 percent of the homes in Hampshire County contain a

level of radon the Environmental Protection Agency says

is worthy of concern.

John Stobierski, spokesman for the Department of

Public Health, said nearly one in four of the 1600 homes

tested in Massachusetts was found to have four or more

picocuries per liter of air. which the EPA says could be

dangerous. Picocuries measure the amount of radioactivi-

ty emitted from nuclear material.

Radon is an odorless, colorless gas that can seep into

a house from any opening below the structure, such as

cracks in the foundation. Once in the house, the gas stays

trapped unless the house is ventilated. Radon, which can

also seep into water supplies, has been targeted as a possi-

ble source of lung cancer.

According to one expert at the University of

Massachusetts, though, there are many more serious

health threats.

**I don't particularly think it's a big thing," said James

Tocci, Radiation Safety Officer at the UMass Department

of Health and Safety. He added smoking was a far greater

cause of lung cancer.

"There are a lot of scientists who challenge the EPA's

level of four picocuries as the level at which to mitigate

(eliminate the problem]," he said. "The question is how

can you set a level at which the amount is dangerous."

Tocci said mitigating could be done in one of two ways.

A homeowner can seal up leaks in the basement or foun

dation using caulk or cement, or ventilate the area to

move radon to the outside air.

Tocci said before you begin to eliminate radon you have

to determine if radon is there.

He said this can be done by obtaining a test kit from

a radon screening company. The cost of a test kit is about

$25.

One company in Amherst that does radon testing is KSE
Incorporated, according to Jim Kittrell, president of KSE
and a former professor in the UMass chemical engineer-

ing department.

The homeowner is instructed to leave the cannister open

in his home for two to seven days. The cannister is then

sent back to KSE and analyzed for the prescence of radon.

"The homeowner contacts us. wishing to have the radon

level evaluated, " Kittrell said, adding KSE would send

the homeowner a small cannister containing charcoal.

Kittrell said KSE then contacts the homeowner with the

results, and if necessary, gives advice on how to correct

the problem. He said the company does no actual repair,

but can refer the homeowner to a contractor.

"We don't feel it's ethical to do both the testing and the

repair," Kittrell said. "There's an obvious conflict of in-

terest there." He said the average cost of repairs was about

$1,000. ranging as high as $3,000 and as low as a few

hundred.

He said hundreds of the kits had been ordered in

Amherst. KSE's kits and consultation cost $30. Kittrell

said response had gone up since the Department of Public

Health had released its latest study.

"One of the things we are troubled about is that when

a <5tory like this breaks, there is a flurry of activity, then

it slows down." Kittrell said.

Kittrell said the company does not release the addresses

of houses found to have radon, but that Amherst was keep

ing up with the state average of one in four houses.,

Kittrell and Tocci agree there is no pattern to where

houses with radon will be found.

"The only way to check for a high radon level is to check

every single home," Tocci said.

Kittrell added some neighborhoods have a frequency of

occurrence higher than others.

Tocci said breathing radon gas causes no immediate

danger, but when radon starts to decay, it breaks down

into harmful agents that attach themselves to the lungs,

and emit radiation. If enough of these agents, or alphas.

are emitted, they can cause lung cancer.

Tocci said radon is formed when uranium decays. He

said that though there is no pattern to where radon will

show up, rocky areas are slightly more susceptible because

thev contain more uranium.

For Your nformation

Internships - Come to the University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work experience. A planning session

gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks

from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays and from

3:30 to 4:30 on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Volunteers needed - 'Volunteers are needed to sort

through donated food to be used by emergency food pan-

tries, soup kitchens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western Massachusetts. If you

have two to three hours per week and would like to help

feed the needy, call Catherine D'Amato at 247-9738.

Tower Library Tour - The UMass Tower Library will

give tours of the facility leaving from the lobby at 10:30

a.m., 1:30. and 2:30 p.m. each weekday until the end of

next week,
Pig-Out Festival - The Hampshire Mall will host its first

Back-to-College Pig-Out Festival starting at 1 p.m. tomor-

row at the mall. The festival is sponsored by Aika-Seltzer,

Figaro's Pizza, ROCK 102, and the Hampshire Mall.

Powwow — The 6th annual International Powwow will

be held tomorrow at the Campus Pond. Registration is

from 10 a.m. to 12l>.m.

National Student Exchange - Any new NSE students

interested in starting the NSE club and participating in

the Boston bus trip should attend the informational

meeting at 7:30 p.m. today in the Commonwealth Room

of the Student Uniori.

Math jiiUiiety nurnt^iiop — A malli icUv^^^iun workshop

will be held Sept. 19 and 26 and October 3 at 4:30 p.m.

in room 1634 of the Graduate Research Tower. Sessions

conducted by Professor Doris Stockton and counseling

psychologist Donald Banks will focus on overcoming

negative feelings toward math and on developing positive

approaches to learning math. . . •

Campus registration urged

Democrats
optimistic

for November
By SUZETTE HUNTE
Collegian Correspondent

Working for the success of the Dukakis-Bensten ticket

is very important to the University Democrats, but it

is not their primary concern.

According to Jeff Cronin. co-president of UDEMS,
"Above and beyond all else, our main concern is to en-

courage students to get involved in the voting and

political process on campus."

The group, located in room 423 of the Student Union

Building, is a non-profit registered student organization

whose purpose is to inform the University community

about the Democratic party.

There are presently 20 active undergraduate members,

but because of an influx of volunteers last week, member-

ship is expected to exceed 50 this year.

One of the UDEMS most recent efforts has been their

voter registration drive organized my Michael Griener.

the organization's co-president and Western

Massachusetts coordinator.

"Mike's voter registration drive was very, very

sucessful," said Bob Johnson, vice-president of the

UDEMS.
Griener has worked in the past with the Amherst town

clerk to get registrars to come to UMass to increase the

number of students who register to vote on campus.

"Students as an age group vote less percentage-wise

than any other group nation wide," he said. "We want

to make sure that students, along with understanding

the issues, get out and vote."

Griener, in an attempt to bring the ballot box to the

voters, is also trying to get a box in the Hampden Din-

ing Commons in the Southwest Residential Area.

Southwest, with nearly 5,000 people in a quarter-mile

area, is one of the most densely populated areas in the

world.

The successful completion of the Griener's project

would include Southwest in Precinct 10.

Another concern of the University Democrats is voter

education.

"When thinking about the upcoming elections, people

tend to have a lot of excitement about the (Democrat and

Republican) tickets and a lot of fear," said Cronin.

The University Democrats are working to arrest these

fears with information, not only about the Dukakis-

Bensten ticket, but the entire Democratic slate, including

incumbents John Olver (State Senate) and Stan

Rosenberg (State House of Representatives).

Scheduled for sometime later this month, the UDEMS
have organized a round-table discussion for students with

Rosenberg. The discussion is designed to enable students

to get to know Rosenberg while voicing their concerns,

views, and opinions.

The group has also organized a debate on Tuesday,

Nov. 1 between Griener and W. Greg Rothman, head of

Students for Bush. "The general issues involving the

two campaigns will be discussed," Greiner said. "Basical-

ly the audience - the students - will define the flow

of the debate."

The UDEMS will also be assisting the Massachusetts

Free Press, a Democratic-oriented paper. The first issue

will be released during the first week of October.

1
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Partially tested blood products
wrongly released by Red Cross
WASHINGTON iAP) - An internal

review of the Red Cross's blood service

regions indicates that more than 2,400

blood products were released improperly

over a six-month period — 518 of them
without complete testing for deadly

diseases.

"The review found no indication that any

Red Cross center issued blood for transfu

sion that had a confirmed positive test for

AIDS or hepatitis B," said Dr. S. Gerald

Sandler of the Red Cross blood services told

a news conference Wednesday.

Despite this, he noted that the 518 blood

products had been issued before all record

checks or testing had been completed.

That information was not known at the

time of their release, and the products

should not have been released, Sandler

said.

Dr. Ernst R. JafTe, chairman of the

organization's Blood Service Committee,

meanwhile, announced that the Red Cross,

in compliance with the recommendations

of the its review board, signed a voluntary

agreement with the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration to help avoid such errors in

the future.

'Less than a year ago Red Cross

discovered that the increase in number of

tests conducted and blood samples quaran

tined also increased the potential for

human error," he said.

Following the release of properly tested

blood products at facilities in Washington,

DC, earlier this year, the Red Cross com-

mitted itself to "a national zero error goal

and launched a nationwide review" to

determine the extent of these mistakes and

to develop ways to reduce their potential,

Jafl'e said.

ROLLING
ROCK
S1.00

EVERY NIGHT

The Spoke
35 East Pleasant St, Amherst

Proper ID Required

RFSTAURANT I r

Rome 9 and UniversitY Drive. Amherst f^\^
25397S7

Lunch Tues.-Fri. 1 130-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tues.-Fri. CtA Ckt%
11:30.3 p.m. ^'•^^

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

250/0 DISCOUNT *

(DtKOunt app))** to food tl*mt purclMted lof

dinner In Ih* dtning room C«nrK>t b* used In

conlunctlon with other ditcountt.)

with your
valid Student ID

Suspect pleads innocent to conspiracy

NORTHAMPTON (AP) - Richard M.

Zagranski has pleaded innocent to a new

grand jury indictment charging him with

conspiring to murder case against him.

The indictment also charged Zagranski

with intimidation of a witness in a case

against one of his alleged co-conspirators.

He also pleaded innocent to that charge

Wednesday in Hampshire Superior Court.

Zagranski, 24, of Chicopee is facing trial

for the alleged murder of Michael R. Molin,

30, of Granby, who was killed on Feb. 19

in Amherst in what prosecutors say was an
argument with Zagranski over a $500,000
land deal.

Zagranski and two other men that he met
in the Hampshire County Jail have been
charged with plotting to force a witness to

write a letter claiming he killed the victim

and then to murder the witness.

AP photo

BOSTON (AP) - Bruce, the 25-foor shark from the movie Jaws, rides

through traffic yesterday in Boston on route to the Museum of
Science where it will be part of a new exhibit on the Science of Movie
and Television Magic, opening Oct. 5.

THE DAILY NEWS

erfect timing!
AT-A-GLANCE

^ Oldies Dance Club

Route 9 k Univefsity Drive, Amherst 253 • 9750

Downstairs ot the Gull Stream

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
ir DJ plays strictly Contemporary Tunes •

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

750 Drafts • No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (i°o"frscrirn)
Pitchers of Beer $5.25

if Free Popcorn • 75$ Drafts •

Free "Pink Cadillac" Souvenir Sliot Glass

{Now Available
at the

M-F 9-5

Sat. 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Strohs
30 Pack
$9.99

mail-in rebate -2.00

$7.99
+ dep.

Absolut Vodka
$10.99 750 ml

Hopfenperle
The Swiss Beer
24 12-oz. Bottles

$12.99 +dep.

Light or Amber -{^

1.75 ft^
Sale Price $14.99 ^"^

mail-in rebate —$2.00

$12.99
'"'"i

ROLIIMG
©ROCJC
Rolling Rock
12 pack bottles

$5.99 +dep.

Republicans cause board angst
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Despite the appearance of Rep. Stan
Rosenberg, D-Amherst, at last night's

Board of Governors meeting, the main topic

of discussion was once again the
Republican Club.

The issue surfaced at the meeting when
two board members expressed displeasure

with the decision of the BOG Executive

Committee to give space to Students for

Bush. The Minuteman newspaper will

share office space with Students for Bush.

The Club was removed by the board at

the end of last semester because of alleged

harassment, but continued to occupy the

space because they felt the board's decision

to remove them was unfair.

Gov. Tim Gloster said he would submit

a motion to remove Students for Bush from
its office space. He said many of the

members of Students for Bush are the same
as the Republican Club, therefore a sanc-

tion has not been imposed on the
Republicans.

Gloster said other groups had been
waiting for the space before Students for

Bush.
"The board has conceded to the demands

of the right," Gloster said. "We threw them
a bone to make them shut up. To (board

chairperson Eric Nakajima's] credit, ten-

sions have eased. But at what price? Have
we created an environment in which
harassment is more likely to occur?"

Gov. Christina Bolton also objected to the
move, and the process used.

"I think it's just ludicrous that we got all

the harassment charges and we just slap

them on the wrist . . . and nothing is hap-

pening," Bolton said. "We basically

haven't done anything."

Nakajima said given the tensions in the
past involving the Republican Club, both
reactions were understandable, but he said

Gloster's motion to remove Students for

continued on page 6

^|

THE DEBATE UNION

Invites all interested undergradiiates to

its opening organizing meeting

Tuesday, Sept. 20, 7:00 p.m.

(Trailer no. 3B) (West of Thompson Hall)

For Informaflon: Call Michael Weiler 545-2055

1/2 Kegs Starting at $27.00

Open Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. • 549-2692

VISA-MasterCard Accepted

Located in Newmarket Center next to Louis Foods and
Sounds Easy Video. Diagonally across from UMass Stadium.

Experience Pays
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Board of Governors
ciiun-'.ued from

Bush would be ,i mistake.

"I >till believe very firmly thai the work

of the executive committee was good and

that work can result in a better conimuni

ty and a better situation for all students,
"

Nakajima said.

Gov. Bill Hewitt applauded the decision

concerning the Republican Club. "I'd like

to congratulate the Executive Committee,'"

he said. "1 think it was blasphemous what

happened to the Republican Club."

Nakajima said at the close of the meeting

that he thought the board could work on

more important issues than the office space

of the Republican Club.

Campus Center Director Bill Harris

showed support for Nakajima, saying he

had handled the issue well.

"The fact that you're bringing this up is

really getting us nowhere," Harris said.

In other business, Rosenberg appeared to

ask the board to solicit Campus Center

restaurants to participate in "A Piece of the

Pie," a fundraising event scheduled to take

place Wednesday, Oct. 19. Participating

restaurants will be asked to donate 10 per

cent of their receipts to a Western

Massachusetts food bank.

Harris said it may be a problem for Cam-

pus Center restaurants to take part

because they operate on a "break-even"

policy, not seeking to make a profit.

Rosenberg said the planners of the event

could work with Campus Center ad

ministration to work out an arrangement.

Patty says: No more counting calories for me! I'm

sick of rice cakes. I'm going to get a JB's juicy roast

beef sandwich. Are you coming Wend?

Wendy: Great idea " P "! mmm- 1 could go for JB's

chicken fingers. Let's go!

(If this is you, take this ad to JBs for a free order of frJes and a Diet Coke)

^ HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018
GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES

OPEN TIL 2 A.M.

Sept. 16 10^4
Dale

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

IMait

AH photo

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, Wyo. (AP) - Presidential

hopeful Michael Dukakis toured Firehold Canyon in Yellowstone Na-

tional Park yesterday. The forest behind him was destroyed by recent

fire.

KNJDV
SUNDAY
BRUNCH

11 a.m.-3 p.m.

AO You Can Eat

$g99

EKING Garden
A MANDARIN « SZtCHUAN R£STAUWAWT

586-1202 ikxif'^"^ a^lLSS?^^

^^^ & 61 Main St., AmherstM ^^a^ N«xt to Town Hall^ml\ FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
^Wr »20 MINIMUM ORDER.
^^^^ (OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

LIQUORS 253'-3091
— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

Black Velvet usl 1
$Q99

St. Pauli Girl 6 pack O
FallStaff 16 o2. cans. 6 pack ib
Bud Light, Miller Lite, $ 1 1 49
Coors, Light, Gold suitcase A X
Bud suitcase $1 0®^

Bolla Soave 750 mi 4"

S099
PaulMassonChablisisL O
Jack Daniels

Reunite

Reunite

.750 ml.

.1.5 L.

$025

S549

S075
750 ml

— prices don't include bottle deposits
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Some advice for Mike and George

A blue suit to oblivion
Michael Dukakis. Less than three

months ago, the name meant competency,

economic promise, and an escape from the

unethical Reagan-Bush White Hou.se.

Three months later, it's become painful-

ly obvious to Duke watchers that their man
has failed to touch the US pulse, an inabili-

ty that has put him behind Creorge Bush
in the polls, and may be an indicator of a

Bush victory in November.

David R. Mark

Watch the television and you'll see anti-

abortion protesters at a Dukakis press con-

ference in Chicago. Watch the television

and you'll see people at a St. Louis rally

protesting Dukakis' killing of an anti-

bestiality statute (while he was a

Massachusetts state representative).

Watch the television and you'll see

everything at a Dukakis event. Everything

but Dukakis.

What happened? The Dukakis campaign

was rolling along, 17 point-lead and all, on

the theme of 'Our guy is competent; Bush

will gaffe eventually. Everything is fine."

And poof, the lead was gone.

The problem? People don't know enough

about Dukakis to vote for competency

alone, and like others before him, the first

gust of dissent has blown Dukakis over.

Not two years ago, it happened to

Presidential Candidate Joseph Biden. He
plagiarized, a forgivable offense, but

because he had no well-known history to

fall back on, he was forced out of the race.

Supreme Court Nominee Douglas

Ginsburg had a similar problem. He smok

ed pot, again a forgivable offense, but

because he too had no well-known history

to fall back on, he was forced to withdraw

from consideration.

Consider what happened when news first

came out about Republican Vice Presiden-

tial Nominee Dan Quayle. His National

Guard service during the Vietnam War
and possible affair with a Playboy bunny

were minor. Nonetheless, with little to fall

back on, the indiscretions almost forced

him out of the nomination.

Now this inability to fall back on

anything is plaguing Dukakis. But
Dukakis supposedly has plenty to fall back

on. By now he should be so well-known that

something as small as Pledge of Allegiance

propaganda won't put him in a permanent

quagmire.

But Dukakis is in trouble, and must do

something, and fast.

Instead of relying on Bush gaffes,

Dukakis must go on the offensive. What
about 'voodoo economics?' Isn't this one of

the largest flip-flops of the decade? Other

well-documented flip-flops include his

speaking against China's inclusion in the

UN and then turning around to become

ambassador to China, and his reversal on

abortion.

Bush recently told voters Dukakis can't

decide where he stands on the Strategic

Defense Initiative. It's time Dukakis

returned the favor.

Dukakis must also learn to appear more

human. Dukakis wears the same blue suit

when he's at a political conventions as

when he's at a hog show. Will someone get

the man a short-sleeve shirt? One classic

tale of Dukakis' suit is when, on a hot

Arizona day. the Duke played catch on an

airfield, suit and all. Supposedly campaign

aides rotated as the person Dukakis threw

to. because none of them could last in the

heat.

That should tell us something about the

Dukakis of old. A Duke that looks more

like you and me, dress and all, is the Duke
you and I are more likely to vote for. The

Duke always in a blue suit is headed for

oblivion, not the White House.

That's just two things. There are plenty

of others. But if Dukakis is to win in

November, he has to change soon, because

competency alone isn't enough against a

gust of dissent.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the

Collegian

Notes from the Campus Center Basement

Betters-

Benefits of Greek scene
The University of Massachusetts offers

many exiting extracurricular activities.

One of the most rewarding is the frater-

nity and sorority system.

Fraternities and sororities are the best

places to meet people and party, but they

are much more. The Greeks offer ex

cellent leadership opportunities, and

lifelong bonds of friendship. Just as im-

portant, Greeks have a higher Grade

Point Average than the rest of the

campus.
The Greek Area can help make an over-

whelmingly large University seem
smaller. There is a lot of interaction bet-

ween the different fraternities and

sororities; exchanges, athletic events, and

pizza parties. These, among other things,

offer opportunities to meet and hang out

with members of other hou.ses.

Another advantage to going Greek is

always having a group of friends to come

back to. Knowing that after graduating

you will always be able to come back to

the place where you spent your college

years is a great feeling. Every house in

the Greek Area does. When you join a

fraternity or sorority you are joining a

brotherhood or sisterhood of friends to

study with, play ball with, hang out with,

and party with.

Rush began for University fraternities

on September 13. Rush parties are non-

alcoholic and are where University men
have the opportunity to meet with the

brothers of a fraternity and see if they

may like to join. It is often advised to go

to as many rush parties as possible, so the

rushee will have a better sense of the

Greek area. Rush goes on for two weeks,

with bids being extended at the end of

each week, September 17 and 24.

Frank Fame
Amherst

Asian potrayal bigoted
The cartoon "Zero-Sum," by Monte

Morin, published by the Collegian, depicts

Asians in a stereotypical, distorted, and

derogatory manner. The cartoon
character, Susan Wu. ia not drawn with

eyes. Instead, two lines depict her "eyes."

This is a gi-oss distortion of Chinese,

Japanese, Korean, and other {>eople who
have an epicanthic fold, a fold of skin of

the upper eyelid which is longer than

other jjeople's.

Throughout our childhood, most of us

have been teased by our peers as having

deformed eyelids, so deformed that we did

not have eyes, but instead, slanted gaps.

We see things haven't changed. We can

see . . . we have eyes.

We realize Monte Morin may not have
drown this cartoon with malicious inten-

tions. In any case, we feel he displayed in-

sensitivity by portraying Asians in this

manner. (A better example is shown
right.)

We demand that the cartoon "Zero

Sum" either be removed from the pages

of the Collegian or that Morin stop depic-

ting Asians in this manner.
Sharon Hyun Park

Northeast

Special from Office of Third World AfTairs

Editor's note: 12 others signed this let-

ter. Monte Morin, upon hearing about this

and other complaints, changed the cartoon

character, Susan Wu. He said the original

way the character was drawn did not have
malicious intent.

Sexist insert offensive
I don't usually like the inserts in the

Collegian. The 'Plus' insert in last week's

paper was no exception. I find these in-

serts are sexist and reinforce cultural

stereotypes. They also reflect a

materialistic non-thinking commercial

'get yours' mentality.

I am objecting specifically to the

photograph of the woman on page nine of

Plus.' If you compare her to the male

models on pages 16 and 17 the difference

is obvious. The men look confident; the

woman is cute and flirtatious. I know the

Collegian has no control over what is

printed in these inserts, but they can

choose not to run them. The editors should

think about if they want to be associated

with this garbage.
Geoffrey Feldman

Amherst

The Collegian accepts letters, columns, and cartoons from the UMass community.

Submissions should be sent to the Collegian. 113 Campus Center. UMass, and in-

clude name (no pseudonyms), local address and local telephone number

The Collegian has recently received submissions from three cartoonists. We ap-

preciate the submissions. However, we need to talk to the cartoonists, and they did

not include their telephone numbers. You know who you are, so please come down

and talk to David or Pam. Thanks.

Library abusers and money misusers wear thin
Gil Penchina. the Undergraduate Student Senate

Budgets Committee chair, says he took student money for

his own use to prove that it could be done. Well, I'm sure

relieved that we now know people in powerful public posi

tions can steal from us. What's next - proving govern

ment officials usually lose sight of their ideals after tak^

ing office? Proving the truly needy are usually neglected?

Proving the student government is largely ignored by the

student population? Proving students drink on weekends?

That we sometimes skip class for no good reason? I can t

wait to see the rest of the agenda.

People who do this ought to be hung by their thumbs.

They should be forced to watch Elvis movies 24 hours

straight. They should have their general education re-

quirements doubled.

Nancy Klingener

* *

The Tower Librarv already has a few users, two weeks

into the semester. That's great. But it also brings to mind

the spectre of library abusers.
, . . r

I don't mean people who spend too much time there. 1

mean the people who make their lives easier and everyone

el.se's more miserable by ripping pages out of bound

periodicals.

Most of the people who do this would never dream of

more public vandalism, like the spray-painting that

recently appeared on the Student Union and Fine Arts

Center! But somehow, because the evidence is concealed

between two hardcovers, the library abusers think it's

okay. They should be forced to sit down and explain why

they ripped pages from a bound periodical. They per-

manently vandalized an expensive resource for what? A
paper in sociology tb will probably get a BC? That no

one will read except some long-suffering TA? They pro

bably don't even read the stolen articles themselves. They

probably just use them to beef up the old bibliography.

Wouldn't want to actually spend some time in that ugly

old tower now, would we?
* *

The Student Senate's Coordinating Committee outrag-

ed some people by going behind closed doors to discuss

the Penchina debacle last week. A lawyer told the Col-

legian that the open meeting law may not apply to the

Student Government Association, since their constitution

is not recognized by the state. The question then arises:

exactly how is the SGA relevant? They have a lot of our

money, they have long, useless meetings on Wednesday
nights and they give Collegian reporters a good training

in screwed-up politics. We, at least, appreciate it, but I

recommend everyone at the University check out at least

one senate meeting before they graduate. It may be the

last time you get to go to the circus for free.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist
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Evidence seized
SPRINGFIELD ( AP) - Lengths of rope seize from the

home of a murder suspect were similar to the rope used

to strangle his enstranged girlfriend in Montague last

summer, an FBI chemist testified.

But the same material is used in many types of rope,

the chemist told a jury Wednesday in Hampden Superior

Court. The testimony by Special Agent Terry Randolph

of the FBI Crime Laboratory in Washington, DC, came

during the third day of the trial of Gregory Martino on

charges of slaying his former girlfriend, Vivian Morrissey.

Martino, 33, of Greenfield, has pleaded innocent to a

first degiee murder charge. His trial was moved to

Springfield because of fears that publicity surrounding

the case in Franklin County would result in a tainted jury

there.

Martino had lived with Morrissey until a month before

her death. Her body was found in the cellar of her home

on Sept. 21, 1987."

Prosecutors contend that Martino lef\ two notes at the

house to make the death appear to be a suicide, but State

Police Sgt. Norman Roberts, who led the murder in-

vestigation, said the marks on the victim's neck indicated

she had been murdered.

Martino's lawyer, Thomas Merrigan, told the jury in

opening ar>Tuments his client "had nothing to do with the

slaying."
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Apply Now To Compete In The 1989

MISS MASSACHUSETTS -

U.S.A. PAGEANT

No Performing

Talent Required

WHY NOT GO FOT IT"' App*y to conipele Im

ItwTiiieotMlGSMASSACHUSEnSUSA oof

reptwenlslive to the p'esi'gious MISS USA
PAGEANT to be nationally televisfd on CBS m
FttKiiary 1989 Over $200/X)0 m prizes avoail

th« n,->tionai *nniw.

Friday, September 16, 1988

Anili Martt Lov«ly
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5i*ie thus coHege 6om students tra aligKHe So lor some lun. wcnement and
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Grand Opening
Sat. Sept. 17—11 a.m.-6 p.m.

Jewelry for Fun
and Pashjon

Herself.. .at times

7 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 549-6693

20% Storewide
Discount

-Only at.

HAMELIN FURNITURE
Student Desks

(111 Mjplf or fhrrr v)

59 »a..... M99 .. ,

Tables Scanmg at 99

Bookcases

Soiling at 3 ^^ M
in Tcik or OAi

Newmoon Futons
Srariiiii; n

J httl line Ot ImIvMI ifWIWI KkMM'k

1 Short Street, Northampton
5867970

OPEN; Mondav Friday 10-6 , Salurday ICS

ThurtJjv Nifhu until 8 p m
') ^3

START THE SEMESTER OPE RIGHT!
GET INTO SHAPE!!

AT
THE BODY SHOP

TWO NEW LOCATIONS
KENNEDY & JOHN ADAMS TOWERS
NEW DIGITAL flYDRA-flTNESS MACMINtS

• STAIR CLIMBERS
• AEROBICS
• TREADMILLS

• ROWING MACHINES
• SKI MACHINES
• STATIONARY BICYCLES

O/ ( () \ I I \ I I \ (, I 1)1 ( \ I

ALL fOR THE LOW SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP EEE OE $50!

A Line of

Credits

You Won't

Believe

and it's not too late

to get them. Increase

your knowledge

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

PLUS!

IRST 100 JOINING RECEIVE BODY SHOP DESIGNER TEE SHIRT
AND ARE ELIGIBLE FOR DRAWING FOR A • MOUNTAIN BIKE
• CROSS COUNTRY SKIS • SPORTING GOODS GIFT CERTIFICATES

SIGN UP ALL 3 LOCATIONS
SEPTEMBER 15: 3:00-7:00 SEPTEMBER 16: 1:00-4:00

John Adams 19th lloor— Johti Kmnedy 12th floor—Totman Gymnasium Basement

7:10.9:n0am, n:30-1:30pm. 3 00-9:00pm. Sat 12:00-3:OOf)m

Info: 545-4665

base. Learn something necessary or just plain

fun. Over 100 credit courses and Adventures in

Lifelong I^earning workshops are offered this

fall through the UMass Division of Continuing

Education. Register now through September 20

for Continuing Education evening courses or

University day courses on a space-available

basis. The only points you get are grade points.

Pick up a free catalog at the Division of Continuing

Education, Goodell Building. For more informa-

tion, call (413) 54524 14.
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LIPTON
DECAFFEINATED
ICED TEA MIX
WITH LEMON A SUGAR

MAKES

QTS N

yy
|24oz. )ar

$158
PETER PAUL
ALMOND JOY
SNACK BARS

$488
f/^

16 oz. pkg

COMPARE AT »64 - »76

75"x84''

100"x63''o'
100"x84''w

BEDDING BUYS
lip I » » I I ,yj^^mm

-^

M&M PLAIN
AND

M&M PEANUTS
SNACK PACKETS

$488

150''x84"o

W

TWIN SIZE SHEET SETS
Disposable • Reusable • Washable
Great for cottages, camping, home healthcare or

dorms. Non allergenic man made fiber that is static

, flame relardant and sanitized. Blue or white.free

MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION
TWIN SET
N

W

FULL SET

$88B8^$9888

SET INCLUDES Top Flal Sheet.
Fitted Sh«l and 1 Ptilow Case.

VALUE ^Jflfl
$q99S'>l*»*»

A SETW

ARTIFICIAL GRASS CARPET»5- s«1!»

Toastmaster Heaters
RUBIE BOUGHT OVER 2000

. HEATLOGS • RADIANT • FORCED AIR

SAVE30%*40%and50%
t

Zi^i = B = = ili£iziti

^iisiisi! i
HERE'S JUST A FEW EXAMPLES

17" HEATLOG 25" HEATLOG 30" HEATLOG
3410
BTU
1000
WATTS
$1599 E $1099 E$2399
; 1^ WATTS 1^ WATTS ^%^

5^7 Value
Skyline $29.95
Hiker
Tent

Sleeps

Two

including tent, frame,

stakes, carry bag, guy

ropes, owner's manual

3 foot center height,

window, 131/2X1 3V2

4 OUNCE

PEANUT BRITTLE
OR 2V. OUNCE

PEANUT CANDY
Value 99c each

HFOR I
LIPTON ONION
OR NOODLE
SOUP MIX

Value ^^ ^^X
99cCQv
NOW68 BOX

MAKES
64 OZ

OF SOUP

POST
CEREAL
10 PACKS

Value
$239

NOW 99 10
PACK

WHILE 600 LAST
1500
WATT
QUARTZ
ELECTRIC
HEATERS
Value *49^

$2488^ BEDROOM CLOSEP
PENDLETON OAK COLLECTION
• 175 60" Drawer Double Dressers

• 81 Door & Drawer Chests .
:<

or a pair of Nightstands '

Values ^1 75 to ^250
^

•A,, >

YOUR
CHOICE
NOW $88

fWuckli

fhuckl

fhucU

CHUCKLES
CANDY BARS
Value *2oo — 2 oz.

SB I 5fo?1
SUNKIST LIGHT

SUGAR FREE
DRINK CRYSTALS
MAKES 2 GALLONS
Value
$199

NOW

:S 2 UALLUNi

88f
SUAVE
ROLL-ON

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
AND DEODERANT

Value
$199

NOW ^^^^EA

) DEODERANT

88e
FOR OILY
HAIR ONLY

BY GILLETTE
CONDITIONING RINSE

Value
$199

7 0Z.

NOW
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Poet writes about drug addiction
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

When Jim Carroll comes to the Iron Horse Cafe on Mon

day to read some of his poetry, don't try to find one mter

pretation of his work. Whatever you do, don't try to find

one answer to the question "Who is Jim Carroll?' \ ou 11

always get two or more answers. „ , . „
Carroll's classic childhood journal The Basketball

Diaries is a chronicle of a young celebrity jock, and at the

m COUfORTABll PRACTICAL VfRSATlU AtimOO fUJON

SOLVING YOUR PROBLEM OF SPACE

CALL OR WRITE TODAY
FOR A

FREE COLOR BROCHURE
OPERA TORS A VAILABLE 24 HOURS A OAY

(513)541-6222
AllWOOD MANUFACTURING INC

4015 Cherry Street. Cir»cinn««i Ohio 45??3

same time it's the journal of a celebrity poet. It s a thrill-

ing account of a kid who rocketed through the "GOs full

throttle, and at the same time it's a harrowing account

of a 16 year-old junkie. Carroll kicked the habit some 15

years ago, yet his most recent book a prose/poetry col-

lection called The Book ofNods - derives its title from the

rush produced by heroin.

Then there's Carroll himself To look at pictures of him

is to see a tall, thin, almost angelic looking guy with red

dish blonde hair and a soft-spoken model's face. To listen

to him during a phone interview is to hear a harsh angry

voice thick with the accent of working-class Manhattan

- a voice that would break a beer bottle over the head

of anyone who called him 'angelic" to his face. Yet the

voice quickly became friendly and enthusiastic and within

two minutes, Carroll was discussing Manichaeism, an an-

cient religion that taught dualism between good and evil.

"Duality is what makes good art, with things pushing

and pulling," said Carroll. "In music, there's formal

counterpoint, and it happens in rock'n'roll, too, where you

use abstract lyrics, and then go into really clear ones. I

like poetry, where five different people can get five dif

ferent interpretations."

Poetry, he said, is about the duality of the intellect and

the heart. „
"You've got to see something with your heart, said Car

roll. "There's an element to it (poetry* where someone

who's virtually illiterate could get something, then go to

school and find out ten different other theories from a com

lit teacher. But there's always that first time. So you have

it again, where the heart and intellect are dualities in

themselves."
continued on page 13

Collegian filr photo

Carroll will appear at the Iron Horse Monday

AEROBICS • NAUTILUS

SELF DEFENSE

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Voted "Best of the Valley"

For Health Fitness Centers

in '84. '85, '87, '88

C^urtrsy Kurkuit RrrordR

Jack Smith and the Rockabilly Planet plays Sheehan's Sat. night.

-^^
M

Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Month

AMHERST DELICATESSEN

MON.-WED.
4 TO 8

DELIVERS
549-6314

THURS.-SAT.
4 TO 10

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET - AMHERST MASSACHUSETTS i94(>3l4

•W^r^—^ —'^ --

or mine,

PARTY TONIGHT
V /

n4NG

50<t

DRAFTS
fUtl hOTDOGS

NEVER A COVER

mumTA: SALES / RENTALS

259 Triangle St.

Amherst

256-8284 Rt. 9 /Vmhpfst

Despite Berrenger and Winger,

movie leaves viewer Betrayed
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

I finally had a chance to see what all the fuss was about.

A film playing locally has seen a lot of controversy over

its subject matter. No, I'm not talking about The Last

Temptation of Christ, which is not in the area (and may
never be). The film I'm talking about is Betrayed.

Starting with the murder of a controversial Chicago talk

show host, the film moves to the peaceful grainfields of

the midwest. Debra Winger is the new gal in town,

meeting typical midwestern man Tom Berrenger i Pla-

toon), and his idyllic family. The first hint of an issue is

Grandma serving her famous "white" cake. When Tom
asks Deb to come with him on "a hunt" soon after, it's

no surprise that the prey is a human being. But to the

hunters, "he's just a nigger."

They kill the man in cold blood, and as shocked as she

is. Winger stays with her man. Why? Because she's F.B.I.,

and is trying to uncover the large scale plan to assassinate

various leaders by these unified groups; nice groups like

the Klu Klux Clan, Neo-Nazis, and other folk. These peo-

ple gather with their kids at a camp where they sing the

national anthem around burning crosses and train four-

year-olds terrorist tactics. Interesting premise, but the

way it's presented is the problem. I won't risk saying that

nothing like this exists or could happen, but their plan

to take over America is ludicrous.

What gives the film a shade of credibility are the leads.

Debra Winger is excellent, showing her usual range and

conviction, and Tom Berrenger, even in his most vicious

moments, is still at heart, a father. He loves his kids, even

if he's corrupted their values at such a tender age. (Some

lines the 5-year-old girl says about the "bad" people only

make me hope she didn't understand them.) Yet the leads

can't save the film as a whole. Director Costa-Gravas

{Missing} keeps the people interesting, but the pacing is

agonizingly slow, while beating us over the head with the

issues. As a friend said to me, "if you don't know the moral

of this film bv the end. vou're brain-dead."

Exactly. Betrayed wants viewers to act against pre-

judice, but it makes them yawn instead.

Whatever film you see, do it at the nearby mall theaters.

Both the Hampshire 6 and Mountain Farms 4 Theaters

have reduced their admission price. For students with a

valid ID., the cost is only $2.95., every night of the week.

Seriously. And the film experience will soon have a new

dimension at the Mountain Farms. They are presently in

stalling Dolby Stereo in two of their four theaters. When
completed, the added sound dimension will be something

to look forward to.

Full or Part-Time Maintenance
Position Open Up to $6.00 per hour

• Free Meals • No Experience Necessary
• Insurance Benefits Available

344 King St. «0" • ^

Northampton Hadley

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

WE 00 NOT USEMSG. FOOD COLORING OR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES

• NEWLY REMODELED
• MANDARIN 4 S2ECHUAN DISHES
• HOME STYLE COOKING
• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• OPEN 7 DAYS

• RESFRVATIONS AND LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED
• NO PERSONAL CHECKS

3 253-2813

Young Fresh Ones fun to watch
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Seattle guitar band The Young Fresh

Fellows are an oddity.

Sure they can crank it up and stuff —
which seemed to be enough for the crowd

at last night's show at Sheehan's — but I

can't help wondering why they exist. What,

if you will, is their raison d'etre?

"Hey dude! They're a fun band!"

Fun seems to be a word invented with

gee tar bands in mind. The Young Fresh

Fellows single is called "Everything Is

Gonna Turn Out Great." And like

everything else in the set, they played it

will gusto and energy — a bit like The Lx)ng

Ryders.

Late in the show, members of Scruffy the
Cat turned up after they had finished their

gig at The Iron Horse earlier. They looked
a bit more hip than the Young Fresh
Fellows, but when they got up to jam, they
sounded exactly the same.
Scruffy's lead singer Charlie Chesterman

laid in front of the stage refusing to join in

the fun. If you were in the audience and
having a good time, you'd say he was be-

ing a brat. But he has a point, although he
probably doesn't know it. When the show
was over, all that was left were four pools

of sweat.

The Umversiiy o( (Hassactiusetis

Sclanca Fiction Soclaty
(Visit our library in Room 166 of the Campus Center)

PRESENTS

10 a.m to Midnight, Saturday, Sept. 17, 1988

UMass Campus Center Auditoruim

Featuring

10 a.m.: F/X
12 Noon: War Games
2 p.m.: 2010:Odyssey II

4 p.m.: The Terminator
6 p.m.: Star Trek II

8 p.m.: Star Wars
10:10 p.m.: Dragonslayer

An S.G.A. Funded Event

WELCOME BACK
UMASS

HOPE YOU HAD
A GREAT SUMMER

»• .•

Remember
Friday Night

Is Party Night

At IVIike's

FRIDAY
AFTERNOON
OUR FAMOUS

_r^ SMORGASBOURD

SPECIALS
Pitcher of Busch |3.75

Rolling Rocic J J
"

Woo Woo's ^
1<L

Coors Light Silver Bullets 99

MIKE'S JtflLL ONLY A'^'^^^T MASS. LICENSES 9. LIQUOR ID*
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O'NeiWs 100th birthday to he celebrated
By LISA KRONLUND
Collegian Correspondent

This year marks the 100th anniversary
of Eugene O'Neill's birth. And the UMass
Theater Department is joining a nation-

wide celebration to honor the playwright
with his Sti; Phixs as stason-opener for

1988-89.

Sea Plays, performed in the Rand
Theater, consists of three one acts that em-
body traditional O'Neill themes, according

to director Edward Golden.

The Long Voyage Home, In the Zone and
He focus on an "aching and longing for the

ideal - coutnrerpoint of illusion and reali-

ty," Golden said.

Sea Plays also features two faculty

members, Harry Mahnken and Christina

Adaire. Over the summer, Mahnken kept

busy by performing the lead role in A Saint

By Any Other Name in the Atlantic

Theater Festival. While he was occupied

with the festival, Adaire acted with the
Porthouse Theater Company in Ohio.
This will be a "really innovative season"

said UMass public relations person Lisa
Danforth with three more presentations in

the Rand Theater, and two in the Curtain.
In November, Mirandolina, an 18th cen-

tury farce by Carlo Mirandolina will come
to the Curtain. The Rand production will

be an adaptation of a play by the French
playwright Simone Benmussa entitled The
Singular Life ofAlbert Nubbs, followed by
Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice in

March. The Merchant of Venice fits into the
season's theme of tradition with variation,

Danforth said.

"It's one of the most well known, yet in-

frequently performed plays by
Shakespeare," she said.

The next to last play will be the world
premiere of Between Home and the Hunted.
written by UMass graduate student
Dudley Stone. The MFA candidate's piece

will be performed in April.

The final performance of the theater

department will be Albertine in Five Times

in early May. The play is written by Cana-

dian playwright Michael Tremblay, who is

more or less unknown in the United States.

Shows in the Rand cost $4 for the general

public and $3 for students and senior

citizens. Prices for the smaller Curtain

theater are $3 for the general public and
$2 for students and seniors. There is also

a subscription series available at dis-

counted prices. For further information,

contact the Fine Arts Center box office at

545-2511.

Both Sea Plays and Mirandolina have
already been cast, but open auditions will

be held Oct. 23 and 24 for The Singular Life

of Albert Nobbs. Danforth stressed that

"we encourage all students to audition."

For more information about auditions,

check the audition board on the first floor

in the Fine Arts Center.
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Join with friends and save???

Join with a friend - save 20% each
Join with 2 friends - save 30% each
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Get the "Edge" in your
finance and statistics

courses with Tl's new
Business EdgeJ^

If you're planning a career in

business, the first order of business

is to get the right tool for the job

you have right now—school.

That's why you need the new TI

Business Edge calculator. It

features a unique Power T^uch
display panel with five display

screens that are preprogrammed to

solve 20 of the most essential

financial and statistical problems.

Just touch the screen to enter and

store information.

Solves for such financial results

as present and future values, an-

nuities, amortization, and interest

conversions. Performs one and
two-variable statistics.

Want to get an edge in business.'

Get an edge in schcxil first, with

help fi-om the TI Business Edge.

Texas ^^
Instruments

Weekly column to feature

area art galleries

Carroll

By KATHERINE LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Just when you thought that the Col-

legian couldn't spring another column on

you, here comes Art Attack — the latest

word on art gallery openings in the area.

Hopefully, in the next few weeks I may be

able to feature an interview with an artist

or two. I am also planning to give you a

complete listing of the art galleries in the

area, and there are a lot of them.

The fall exhibition season is now under-

way, so let's look at what's here. Starting

from the Student Union Art Gallery,

there's an interesting show going on now
through Sept. 30. Eleni: Art from the

Discarded features sculpture made from

things as unlikely as tin cans. Originally

an abstract expressionist painter, the

Greek artist changed her style between

stints as a schoolteacher and the operator

of an art school. Incidentally, she will be

giving a gallery talk on the 30th at 7:30

p.m. The Gallery itself is open Monday
throueh Friday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Meanwhile, in the Fine Arts Center the

University Gallery has three concurrent

exhibits running now through October 19.

24 Cubes, the first of these shows, features

sculptures by twenty-four artists, all in the

shape of cubes. An interesting feature: a

neon-lit cube. Artists contributing to this

exhibit include Christos Gianakos and

Robert Smithson.

The second show, entitled Grids: Selec-

tions from the Permanent Collection, is a

collection of 20th century American prints,

photographs and drawings by such artists

as Jennifer Bartlett and Jackie Ferrera.

Recurring patterns are used in this show,

though they also include grids along with

cubes.

German artist Georg Herold is also show-

ing his work at the University Gallery.

Besides showing his work from 1986-88, he

also has a few sculptures on hand which he

worked on during his two months in

residency. Later this month, Herold i.s go-

ing to give a lecture on his sculptures. The
University Gallery is open Tuesday-Friday.

11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sun-

day, 2-5 p.m. Finally, Hampden Gallery

in Southwest Area is showing paintings by

James Hansen until October 5.

On to the other four colleges. Hampshire

College's gallery is showing Inside/Outside:

Private Art featuring works from both pro-

fessional artists and "outsiders"(such as

women at a shelter). If possible, try to pick

up a catalogue while you're there. The
statements which these people make are

disturbing. The Hampshire College Gallery

is open Monday through Friday, 10:30 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m. and Sundays,2 to 5 p.m.

Meanwhile, at Mount Holyoke College

Art Museum, there are two exhibits until

October 27. One, a collection of

photographs, is entitled Nine Women
Photographers. The second is a group of

paintings entitled Small Paintings from the

Permanent Collection. If anything, this is

a good excuse to visit the campus.

A couple of exhibits at Thome's Market

in Northampton should make you go

A.P.E. for a while, if you'll excuse the pun.

Worcester artist Elizabeth Rudnick will be

exhibiting paintings, monotypes and

pastels in a show entitled The Myth of

Landscape. Also at the gallery is Nor-

thampton artist Heather Howarth, whose

collection of drawings is entitled Places in

Time. Both exhibits will run until Oct.4.

The gallery's hours are Monday-

Saturday,9:30-5:30; Thursday nights until

9:30 and Sundays,noon-5 p.m.

Well, that's it for this week. Hopefully,

this will begin a successful semester.

continued from page 10

If the word "duality" describes the way
Carroll thinks and writes, decisive

describes the way he acts. When Carroll

talks about his past he doesn't editorialize;

he tells it like it was.

Carroll was born in Manhattan in 1950,

attended Catholic and public schools until

8th grade. A scholarship to private school

introduced him to poetry.

"In my neighborhood, poetry was a sissy

thing; I probably would have had trouble

if I hadn't done things like play ball. When
I got into poetry, I didn't flaunt it. In

private school, maybe, but (chuckle) not in

the old neighborhood," he said.

Carroll's first book of poetry, ORganic
Trains, was published when he was 16, and

in 1970, The Basketball Diaries came out.

Diaries came "at a certain age I said I'm

going to cut loose and check it all out. So-

meone once asked me what I thought about

drugs, and I said I didn't think about them,

I took them."

A second collection of poetry. Living at

the Movies, appeared in 1972. After the

book came out Carroll kicked his heroin

habit. His journal during this period of

seclusion would later be published as Forc-

ed Entries: The Downtown Diaries. In the

early '80s Carroll pursued a singing career;

his first album. Catholic Boy, yielded a

minor hit single, "People Who Died." 1984

saw the publication of The Book of Nods,
and at the present, Carroll is working on
two novels.

For Monday's reading, Carroll will read

some unpublished poetry while accom-

panied by guitarist Tamela Glen. Carroll

said, "I'm just going to read some new

poetry and Tamela will be playing behind

it. Also, when I was in California I read

from The Basketball Diaries for the first

time in a while; I may do that here. A lot

of times people say they didn't get as much
out of my poetry until they saw me read

it. Different phrasing will give a poem a dif-

ferent meaning."

^1^
6th ANNUAL

INTERTRIBAL POWWOW

AMERICAN INDIAN
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

For further information contact:

Bl Knowlton • Box 47 - Student Union

U.Mass., Amherst, MA 01003 • Tel: 545-031

1

University of Massachifsetts

September 17-18, 1988
At U-Mass Camptfs Pond

DANCE CONTEST • TRADITIONAL CRAFTS AND FOOD
Events begin at 1 P.M. Rain or Shine

Funding for this advertisement sponsored by Affermative Action

Poster funded by the Office of Third World Afairs

Board of Governors

ATTENTION
All RSO and Student Coops

1

The 88/89 Applications for Student Space

in the CC/SU are available in Room 817

Campus Center

All questions should be directed to Facilities Coordinator

National
Student
Exchange

There will be a meeting for all new
NSE students who are interested in

starting the NSE club and
participating in the Boston Bus Trip.

Friday, Sept. 16-7:30 p.m.

Commonwealth room (Earth Foods),

1st floor of the Student Union.
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Repeal of city ordinance dimmed by support
SPRINGFIELD lAP) - A fourth city council member

has voiced support for an orduiance requiring city workers

to live in Springfield, dimming prospects for a repeal of

the ordinance.

Councilor Kateri B. Walsh declared her backing of the

law on Tuesday, joining councilors Mary E. Hurley.

William T. Foley and Morris Jones in their support. The
repeal needs six votes to pass when it goes to the full coun-

cil for a vote on Sept 19.

"I believe in the concept of residency," said Walsh. "I'm

not going to vote against the residency (rftiuirement), but
I am going to make sure it's enforced."
She spoke to more than 40 people at the council's Ad-

ministration and Internal Affairs subcomittee. Most of the
audience were police officers who favor repeal.

'A man should have the right to live where he wants
to live," said Officer Michael Perry.

Proponents of the requirement say it helps maintain a

strong tax base and gives city workers an investment in

the citv's welfare.

CHI OMEGA
WE'VE GOT IT ALL
University Second Semester Freshman,
Sophomores and Junior Women Invited

To Informal Rush

Friday, Sept. 16 6:15. 7:15 and 8:15
Monddy, Sept. 19 6:15, 7:15 and 8:15

Rides to parties 10 minutes prior-lobby at Newman Center

Call 545-2711 for information!

TM>« OiChaxt Hil Bu« (o FralcrfMy/Sonxity P*')! Amnt'tl

More Than
Copies

Copies • Fa.\ .Service

Binding • Office Supplies

Oversize Copies

Pick-Up ii Delivery

Idnko's
the copy center

253-2543

CINEMA

TUCKER PG
Starring Jeff Bridges

(A true slor\ of Preston Tucker)

2 Shos^ings:

7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.

Senior Ci(i/rns & Childrrn %i

Xilulls t).50

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

Dos Equis...$4.15; $15.95
6 pk. +dep. Case +dep.

Budweiser Suitcase
$ |0b99 + Dep.

BECK'S Light or Dark 12 oz. Bottles

$4.50 6 pack +dep. $15.99 case +dep.

Foster's $3.99 $14.99
12 oz. bottles 6 pk. +dep. Case + dep.

Keg Beer Always in Stock
Lowest Prices in Area

WE DELIVER
253-5441 OFF CAMPUS

Featuring:

Bacardi Rum Gold or Silver $12.99 1.75 liter

Smirnoff Vodka 80* $12.99 1.75 liter

Sun country Wine Coolers $2.99 2-liter

Vodka or Gin 80 *! $8.99 1.75 liter

Flavored Schnapps, 10 flavors 1/2 Priced

Paul Masson White Zinfandel $4.99 1.5 liter

Bosca Asti Spumante $4.99 750 ml

Featured Imports of the Month
Moosehead $12.99 case + dep.

i Hopffenperle Swiss # 1 $12.99 case + dep.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS WANTED
Ryd.r Student Transportation Sorvica, Inc.

needs part-time school bus drivers, homemakers.
retirees, students or any one having spare time in

the nnornings and/or afternoons.

We offer competitive wages, new equipment,
complete training and the opportunity to play an
important role in the daily lives of young children.

Ryder also provides a Benefit Pacj^age to
include:

• Company Paid Pension Plan
• Tuition Aid —75 percent
• Company Paid Life Insurance
• Medical Plan Available
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan
• Credit Union

Make the right move. ..join Ryder and give your
children the safest most dependable transporta-
tion to and from school.

Train Now and Secure Your Position
for September!

$7.75 PER HOUR WAGE RATE
Call our
>pfficeCollect at

ftVOER

413-527-0022
An equal opportunity
employer M/F/H

A Ryder System
Company

BURGER
KING

NOW HIrInG
ALL SHIFTS

DAYTIME, AFTER SCHOOLS
AND EVENING SHIFTS

Up to $6.00 per hour.

College Students Work
Around Your Class

Schedule
• Flexible Hours
• Free Meals
• Good Starting Wage
• Enjoyable Work Atmosphere

APPLY IN PERSON
344 King St. Route 9
Northampton Hadley

Democrats mostly unopposed
in primary races yesterday
BOSTON (AP) - Yesterd..\ s primary oi

fered little more than a (oi mality for the
largely unchallenged Massachusetts con-

gressional delegation.

Two Republicans battled for the right to

face veteran Democratic Rep. Gen-y Studds
in the fall an Democratic Rep. Brian Don-
nelly faced perennial opposition from a
follower of extremist Lyndon LaRouche.
The rest of the Democratic and

Republican primary field, headed by a well-

heeled Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and
longshot Republican opponent Joseph D.

Malone, respectively, had a virtual free

ride to the Nov. 8 general election.

Among these candidates were four

Democratic incumbents with no major par-

ty opposition either in the primary or the

fall.

On Cape Cod, Jon L. Bryan, 39, faced

Martha Keyes, 29. for the Republican
nomination to meet 16-year Democratic in-

cumbent Studds. Both candidates are

Barenstable residents.

Bryan, who teaches management and
marketing at Bridgewater State College

and is a pilot for USAir, was making his

first run for political office with a campaign
financed largely by $59,000 out of his own
pocket.

Bryan, considered by GOP officials as a

potentially formidable opponent against

Studds, ' riticized Keye>. an English
teacher who had raised barely $5,000 for

her campaign, for giving Studds credit for

some of his accomplishments in

Washington. "I wouldn't run against him
if I thought he was doing a great job,"

Bryan said.

Meanwhile, Donnelly, a 10-year
Democratic incumbent from Boston with a

campaign bankroll of $447,000, faced

LaRouche supporter David J. Peterson of

Quincy, whom Donnelly beat by a 7-1

margin in the 1986 primary.

Donnelly will face Michael Gilleran, a

Boston trial lawyer and Democratic-turned

Republican, in the fall.

Only one of Massachusetts' 11 congres-

sional seats is without an incumbent this

year — the 2nd District seat being vacated

after 36 years by retiring Cemocrat Ed-

ward Boland. Springfield Mayor Richard E.

Neal, who faced a write-in challenge in the

Democratic primary, has no major party

opposition for the seat in the fall when he

faces independent Louis Godena.

At the top of the ticket, 26-year veteran

Kennedy has built a $1.4 million war chest

heading into the fall campaign against

Republican Malone, the former executive

director of the state GOP who is mounting
his first political race. Malone, with less

than $14,000 in cash according to his latest

campaign filing, faced an uphill fight.

Elitism won 't stop croquet court salute
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - Smith College

plans to dedicate the nation's first col-

legiate croquet court next week, nearly six

months after it opened amid accusations

that the school was embarrassed by the

sport's elitist image.

"My level of enthusiasm is not particular

ly high by this time," said Richard B.

Young, literature professor emeritus and
fund-raiser for the field that bears his

name. "The playing court had been around

for months."

Smith President Mary Maples Dunn will

shoot the first wicket at the Sept. 24
ceremony dedicating the court. Smith's

team will give a demonstration of the sport,

which evokes images of gentry in white

dress hoisting mallets on smooth lawns.

The 105 by 84 ft. manicured lawn is the

first regulation croquet court on an
American college campus. It was built last

year with 16,000 in donations from alum-

nae and friends, mostly at Young's urging.

Before it was built, players had to drive to

Lennox some 50 miles away for games.

The dedicating ceremony kicks off a

weekend tournament involving New
England Collegiate Croquet Association
teams from Williams and Colby colleges

and Brown University.

The field's first tournament, on April 8,

opened to little fanfare at the 2,000-student

school. Young said at the time: "I'm told

that this court promotes the idea that

Smith is elitist. If it weren't, they'd be out

business."

The dedication planned for the first tour-

nament was postponed because Dunn was
out of town, college spokeswoman Debra
Bradley said.

Bradley said Thursday that the ceremony

was rescheduled for September because

Dunn "wanted the dedication to coincide

with a tournament so people could see the

field being used."

^^^J^Jf^^^^Jf^^
VISA TICKETS UNLIMITED mc

MORTON DOWNEY JR. Oct 1 Spfid • MICHAEL JACKSON Oct 4 NEW JERSEY
GRATEFUL DEAD Sept 14-24 NY • JIMMY PAGE Oct 29 Worcester
PRINCE Sept. 30 Hartford * AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL Sept. 19 Philadelphia
DEFLEPARD Sept 29 Worcester * ROD STEWART Sept 22 Worcester

* ELTON JOHN Oct Worcester
* ALL PATRIOTS & JETS HOME GAMES

1649 MAIN ST. SPRiNFIELD 1-734-0770

^^x^ XH T/zE DELTA
^yN oF ZETA

Second Semester Freshmen Women
and older are invited to rush on:

Friday, Sept. 16 6:00-9:45 Grease Night

Monday, Sept. 19 6:00-9:00 Willy Wonka Night

Delta Zeta Sorority

11 Phillips St., Amherst
For more information, call Sue PfefTer at 253-9916
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Premier Showcate Nightclub
Closed Monday & Tuesday

18, M, 20 Year Olds Welcomel

jb|ect to additional charQe

MI^AX
Across trom Min. Farms
Mall, Route 9, Hadley

586-4463

S\iO^^

Fri. 16th Eliminator ZZ Top Show

Sat. 17th In The Flesh Dance Band

Sun. 18th Metal Night with the Maniacs

••UPCOMING CONCERTS
Sept. 22—Beatlmania
Sept. 23—Farrenheit

•*• Sept. 25-MEATLOAF^^i^
Tickets Available at Katina's or Ticketron

Ne>x/^ Shiipments
Good Things

Fonts Natural Fiber scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
T-Shirts
Tanks

Tic- Dye candl>

ol ^Earrings J^„<|,

^1*
UUUUAI
**«

^^VN/v:
ffh^m)!^^}

.

\<tHHHiiHI0i

n iiiiiirl

Area
India Pnnt Dravstrinq d..««

Bedspreads pqnts '^^QS

Happy
B'day

^Cards
^awd^

Bamboo
Cards Blinds

Posters

I 20 to SOX
off selected

Clothling barrings

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Great Gifts & Cards

ERCDNTILE
Sun 12-3
Daily 10-6

N'hamp.Nioht
Tliur$.9 P.M.

Horthampion-IB Center St
\Amherst-Carriage Shopsrj
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COMING TO
AMERICA
S«t a 2 15 (4 45 a 1 95)7 15 10 00

ijf, Si.r a ; "5 ,6 00 ^ ' 95^ 6 30

SHEEHftN'S

BETRAYED
-' ^ {AAS a ' 95) ? 15 1000

Sdt a 2 00 (4 45 e ' 95) 7 15 1000

Sun a 2 00 (6 00 ® 1 95) 8 30

^ t-^^naiSOOa 1 95) :30 10 15

K Sat«21St500al95)73OlOl5
R iS >un j:' 5.6l5 a 1951845

W I LLOW

Sat ano Sun

<pQ a : 00
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a (5 00 « 1 95) 7 45 10 15

a- 3 2 15 (5 00« 195) 7 45 10 15

jo i» 2 •5*5 00 a • 95)8 30

I DIE HARD
='. » (4 45 « 1 Ki) 7 15 9 45

,- ,i; .9 2 00 (4 45 « 195) 7 15 9 45

':

R' Sun 9 2 00 (5 00 a ' 95) 8 00

jT-g
l«0 Sun 2 00 i5 15 a

MOON OVER

(9 i4 45 la 1 95

7 30 10 00

Sit ffl 2 00

,4 45 1 95)

7 30 10 00
95) 8 15

FRI. 16

Little Frankie &
The Premiers

w/Alvis S4

SAT. 17

Jack Smith & The
Rockabilly Planet

SUN. 18

Live Skull
wfBBQ Killars 35

SAT. 24

Treat Her Right

?4 PLEASANT NHAMP}S6 42S8 31

PARADOR
fn«(5 00« 1 95) 7 45 10 15

Sat • (5 00 • 195)7 45 10 15

•If Son « (5 30 a ' 95) 8 30

Fn«(445« 1 95) 7 15 9 45

S*t • 2 00 (4 45 e 1 95) 7 15 9 45

Sun • 2 00 (5 15 a 1 '^5) 8 00

THE DEAD
POOL

fr, a (5 00 « 1 95) ^45 10 15

S*t • (5 00O 1 9^1 '*5 '0 15
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htamcd tothcMob
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NEW
INDIAN DINNERS
Take out • Take home
Chtckan Masate Cuny t3.7f

Bm( VWMoo M-Tt
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VMMttbi* SwTx>usme
CMckan Biiyanl I17*
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SGA
continued from page 1

Duffey said the students should have the right to decide

how to govern themselves. Therefore they should write

their own constitution.

Getting the constitution ratified, however, is an

"unifinished agenda item."

"It is not my top priority," he said.

Orefice said the constitution's ratification is important

because in a sense it will protect the SGA from the

administration.

"It is a safeguard against administrators to strip us of

our powers, at will." she said.

But Duflfey said if the constitution gets ratified, "nothing

will be changed," and the SGA will have "no more power"

than it does now.

Senate Speaker Robert Fadel said, "If the constitution

gets ratified, it will mean official recognition of the senate,

its powers, and the power of the students."

Fadel said if the constitution gets approved, then one

of the gains will be "clear control of the trust fund,"

whereas now the administration "can at any time take

the trust fund away."

The control of the Student Activities Trust Fund interest

will be decided in court in the coming months.

Win Money!
Have Fun!

Build a Float for the
Homecoming Parade

11 a.m., Sat., October 15

Prize Money For Best Floats
First Prize - $250

Second Prize - $150
Third Prize - $100

To participate, please call

545-4200 by September 19

All groups, clubs, orgonizotions,
departments and offices are eligible

to participate.

There's only one problemwith
religions that have all the answers.

They don't allow questions.
H MMi uiiiH-liiiir^ li.iM- <nir«liim« abiiiM (".<»«! .mil llir nM-.ininB <il lilc. (oiiu- aii>lj<iiii ilir M-arih

(ill .iii^hci^ 111 ihr lrlli>wOii|) iil ilu- K|ii«i>n;il (.Iiiim li The F.piscopal Church

I

Come hear Horace Boycr sing the Gospel, Albcy Reiner talk alH)ui

healing, Richard Wilbur read his poetry.

Come to a place that sends people out to Colorado, down to Costa

Rica, over to Tanzania,

Come Sunday night at 6:00 PM for dinner, good discussion,

moderately good singing, the Eucharist. We welcome you.

W THK ARK
758 NORTH PLEASANT STRKF:T
549-5929

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

"Hold it right there, yourig lady! Before you
go out, you take off some of that makeup and

wash off that gallon of pheromones!"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

IHANKiOUVeR'i
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I GOOPTOBB
: PACK \
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AND "PONT Bd a^UBL..."
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Keep

That's Hmnrlf.
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WHOA

Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin
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Thanks to the movies, gunfire has always sounded

unreal to me, even when being fired at

—Peter Ustinov

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Conon txindle

S Space
9 taD functions

14 One ot tne

Waugtis

15 Exile isia

16 Ban legally

17 EmerytXJard

target

18 PijOiicize

19 — j\ Two
Cities

20 Abasned
23 — liKe a

sailor

24 Fc ower
ioi-")wer

25 — Mame
28 Among
30 Red-coaieO

cneesa
34 Oieu et mon —
35 Locale

36 ToKyo once

37 Abastieo

41 Menwemer
or Remich

42 Standard

43 — Street

Blues

44 Other

46 Reverent

respect

47 Peers Ot ttie

realm

48 Mississippi Riv

craft

50 Den
51 Abast>«d

59 Muslim taitn

60 Guido s nign

notes

61 Storage
structure

62 Skip lormal

nuptials

63 Green^nd
64 WiWd'ttie

needles

65 Rations out

66 Oickens Miss

anie
67 African fox

DOWN
1 Parade unit

2 Jai —

Lunch

Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

3 vyaikim 31 Transfer Vi Heavy volumes

necklaces 32 An Asiaire 50 Angle irons

4 Selective. 33 Fasnions 51 Per —
in a sense 35 Purity symbol 52 Capri

S Say no 38 OivesI of 53 Token taker

6 Spicy stews weapons 54 Skittles partner

7 Ancient Greek 39 Seettimg 55 Hodgepodge

coin 40 Cornnusker 56 Cans, to trie

8 Wise nnen State British

9 Thoy 45 Getaway 57 valies

sometimes are 47 Repugnance 58 Be overly fond

Idle

10 Possessions

n Off copy
12 Enameled

metalware

13 Hastened
21 Capitol ot

Ecuador

22 Delaware
senator

25 Contuse
26 An archangel

27 Things to count

28 British tMShop s

headdress

29 Gossip tidbit

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Menu
Basics Laacb

hot turkey sandwich

ravioli

Dinner

pineapple ham steak

cape cod fillet

pineapple yogurt peppers

ravioli

Basics Dinner

cape cod fillet

tofu nut loaf

Weather

Today: Sunny, high in mid 60's.

Tonight: Clear. low of 40
Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, high near 70

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor David R Mark

Copy Editor Tom Rodrigues

Uyoot Technician Lisa Dionne

Photo Technician Ricci Bonanno

Prodactlon Sapervlsor Lisa Dionne

Prodactlon, Yana, Jenny, Peter, Miriam, Miguel, Michael, Fer-

ris, and Peter is on the move

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
Editor in Chief

Rick Sassofi

Managint Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert CiappcnncIU

Baslacss Manager

Marc Infleld

Prodnclion Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1988

Rob CiappcncUi

BaslMss Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Monroe
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Fmhbcis
Clrcnlallon Manager

Mary HoYgcns
1e»niil»tlsas Manager
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MHurricane Gilbert
continued from page 1

About 20,000 people were evacuated

from Puerto Progreso and other coastal

towns, a spokesman for the Interior

Ministry in Mexico City said telephone to-

day. Hundreds of homes were destroyed,

he said.

The ministry said the storm seriously

damaged the luxurious hotel zone in Can-

cun and destroyed about a quarter of the

homes on the nearby resort island of

\

Cozumel. Ham radio operators in Mexico

City also told the Associated Press they

had reports of massive damage to several

hotels.

A navy spostsman in Mexico City said

he had no word on the plight of an

estimated 15,000 people who had been

stranded there. Three ferries linking the

island with the mainland were lost in the

storm, but there were no reports of

causalties.

Dept. ofRevenue
wants pirate trove

BOSTON (AP> - The state's highest

court heard oral arguments Thursday on

whether the finders of a sunken pirate

ship off Cape Code must share a quarter

of their booty with the state Department

of Revenue.

In a hearing before a full five-judge

panel of the Supreme Judicial Court,

lawyers for salvage company owner Barry

ClilTord said there were no laws in place

in Nov 1982 that would entitle the state

to a share of the loot.

It was six years ago that Clifford and his

salvage crew discovered the remains of

the pirate ship Whydah about 700 yards

(iff the coast of Wellfieet.

Artifacts from the ship including gold,

silver, cannons and pistols recovered from

the site have been valued at between $14

million and $25 million. Some estimates

have held that the ship's total value in

treasure may run into the hundreds of

millions of dollars.

University Democrats
continued from pa^e .1

Mark Wilkinson, a fellow supporter of

the University Democrats and Editor-in

Chief of the Masachusetts Free Pi-ess, said,

"We need writers, cartoonists, and editors.

We urge students to get involved with the

Massachusetts Free Press and the Univer-

sity DenKKrats as well."

Other upcoming events organized by the

UDEMS include speaking engagements by

Congiessman Barney Frank, Lt. Gov.

Evelyn Murphy and other well known

Democrats. There will be a grand opening

celebration of the Amherst Town
Democrats Office in downtwon Amherst,

Friday, Sept. 30.

"We have tentatively scheduled a

Democrat victory rally that day to get

volunteers psyched up," said Cronin.

The members of the University

Democrats, on a whole, are excited about

the presidential ticket and are sure of its

success.

i am 100 percent confident that our

ticket will win. I think Dukakis will be the

next president of the United States," said

Griener. "It is time for the Reagan Era to

come to an end."

According to Wilkinson, Bush is "in-

consequential."

Cronin added, "I think Dukakis will win

because when people think about George

Bush they are afraid. This is a man who

has practically nothing to show for all his

years in Washington. When the voters look

at Mike Dukakis, they see someone who

had been a chief executive for 10 years, has

balanced budgets and has evolved into a

senior statesperson on world affairs."

The University Democrats ask students

to attend their first general meeting at 6

p.m. Thursday, Sept. 22 in the Campus

Center complex. The room number will be

posted.

THE MORE YOU USE YOUR HEAD,

THE MORE MONEY YOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.
Enroll in Army ROTO as a college elec-

live uiid serve port-lime in the Arniy

Reserve or National Guard, and you can

get as much as $4000 a year for colioye.

That mciuden your Guard or Reserve

pay, the GI BUI and up to a $1000 grant

each school yecu from ROTC.
Add It all up, aiid you'll graduate with

a college degree plus an Army Officer's

commission. And all you have to do is use

your head.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

I 100% FREE TUITION FROM THE MASSACHUSETTS ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

I nND OUT MORE CONTACT:

I ARMY ROTC

I NEXT TO BOYDEN GYM

I
'

545-2321

Dukakis
in Yellowstone
resists fire

from Bush
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. Wyo. (AP) -

Michael Dukakis, viewing the devastation caused by fires

in one of the nation's most popular parks, resisted beinj?

drawn Thursday into another longdistance spat with

presidential rival George Bush.

Til be responding to that sometime next week, said

Dukakis, when asked his reaction to Bush's latest attack

on the Dukakis claim that under his governance.

Massachusetts has undergone an economic "miracle.

"

Bush said that people and business were leaving

Massachusetts and that "my opposition ranks first in

spending increases, second in tax hikes."

If this were the Olympics his composite score would

make him the gold medal winner in the tax and spend

category." Bush said.

When the questioner said "but Mr. Bush said it today,

Dukakis just smiled and replied, "Good luck to Mr. Bush."

After responding to a number of questions about the

fires and gun control, Dukakis apparently thought bet-

ter of his refusal to respond to Bush.

Without further prompting, he said: "If this nation had

three percent unemployment (the rate in Massachusetts)

and had 10 years of balanced budgets and had the record

that we have, we could be looking forward to a future of

strength and optimism and jobs for everybody. My state

has more jobs than people to fill them."

He compared conditions in Massachusetts with "what's

happened under Mr. Bush and the administratior of

which he's been a part and ... the kind of fiscal mess I'm

going to inherit as the next president of the United

States."

Dukakis flew to West Yellowstone, Mont., then drove

into the fire-blackened national park where officials brief-

ed him on the efforts to contain the blazes.

Bob Barbee, superintendent of the park, said aRerward,

"We're not out of the woods yet."

The briefing took place on a road overlooking the

Madison River and blackened hillside.

The Democratic presidential candidate, rarely seen

wearing anything other than a dark suit and red necktie,

dressed for the occasion in khaki pants, a brown suede

jacket and boots that looked nearly new.

Joining him were four Democratic governors - Mike

Sullivan of Wyoming, Ted Schwinden of Montana, Roy

Romer of Colorado and Cecil Andrus of Idaho.

Dukakis was told that fires had burned more than 1.5

million acres in the park near it.

Dukakis said he was "awestruck by what's happened

here." ,.^ . „, . , .. .

"I can't remember a year in my lifetime, he said when

the weather seemed to be more important to us in many

ways ... the drought, the heat, and no a massive hur-

ricane bearing down on us are reminding us not only of

our mortality but of the importance of pulling together

and caring for each other
"

Questioned about his position on gun control, Dukakis

said he believes hunters and sportsmen had a right to own

guns and use them "in a legitimate an responsible way."

Minutewomen
continued from page 20

But the Minutewomen didn't relent. They kept going
at Starr, and the great chances kept coming. The golden
one came when Powers launched one over Starr's head
that struck the crossbar and bounced right back out.

Roundtree was waiting, but her head shot off the rebound
hit the pipe, as well.

Finally, with time starting to wear a little thin, UMass
got on the board. Cassady took a pass from Kater and
drove down the left sideline. Her cross pass into the box
went over Starr's head and deflected off a UVM defender
into the goal.

After all the prior missed opportunities, that turned out
to be a huge goal. UMass didn't waste anymore time get-

ting another, as just over a minute later, sophomore back
Sue Gaudette chipped one into the air from downtown that

escaped the jump of Starr and found the net.

"It was nice to know that we could play so Hat against

a team with a great game plan and still in," Rudy said.

"I've got to give the girls credit for hanging in there

without getting frustrated and without changing
anything."

Sidelines: Saturday's game at Holy Cross has been
rescheduled for Sunday. Oct. 2 in Worcester . . . the throw-

in of the game came late in the first half, when a Ver-

mont player took the ball on the far sideline, ran five steps

down the hill and did a handstand flip while catapulting

the ball into play. Rudy feels that that play is illegal in

women's soccer, but it didn't have any consequence in the

game . . . the Minutewomen have allowed just 10 shots

in three games.

men s soccer

continued from page 20

determined once the clock begins
ticking. In all other respects, however. UMass is in fine

form shoot down on the Owls. Gettler's team has yet to

allow a goal this season, in a pair of wins over regional

rivals New Hampshire and Maine, and against UNH on
Wednesday, the UMass offense was in fine form.

"We're healthy. 2-0. . . we're coming into this game in

the best psychological and physical shape we can be." said

Gettler.

These are unusual words to be heard in mid-September,
a time when there are traditionally more important mat-
ters being settled in the add/drop lines than on the athletic

fields. But this is a crucial outing for UMass, and in the

words of assistant coach John Martin, "now we're going
to show if we're a good team."

Minutemen to face Ball State
continued from pane 20

"They're a lot like we £u-e in that they are

great as a team." Reid said. "They've only

allowed 13 points in two games."

The Cardinals compliment their stingy

defense with a powerful oftense.

Tailbacks Bernie Parmalee (98 yds. ) and

Mark Stevens ( 107 yds. ) both rushed effec-

tively against Bowling Green. Stevens
scored three touchdowns in the game, and
has four on the season.

It will be the only venture into Division

1-A play this season for UMass, which has
three non-conference games.

"There are two ways to go (with your non-

conference gamesl." Reid said. "You can go
Division 1 or Division 2. which some other

teams in our conference do. We choose Divi-

sion 1."

And the Minutemen know the task ahead
of them.

'^e'll have to play very well." Reid said.

"We'll have to keep the linebackers clean,

which will be up to the defensive line. Also,

the secondary will have to play as well as

they did last week."

And even if all those things go right, that

is no guarantee UMass can beat the

Cardinals.

"This week is a great opportunity to play

in the midwest," Reid said. "We'll go out.

have some fun. and do the best we can."

And maybe kill a giant.

Extra points: UMass. sparked by Bled-

soe's 92-yard touchdown return against

Maine, leads the nation in punt return
average (31.0).

Punter Dimitri Yavis is second in the na-

tion in punting (42.5 average).

These two teams have met only once

before, in 1984. Ball State came to UMass
and left town 26-10 losers.

The Minutemen outgained the Cardinals.

308-233, and held them to just four yards
rushing.

Col\rf}»n photo by Richard Bonanao

Senior quarterback Dave Palazzi and the Minutemen will take on the
Cardinals of Ball State University at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow.
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ACTIVITIES
FOHNENT

LET'S JUGGLE. BABVI UMaM Juggling
Club m««is today. 3-e Nica day by tha

pond Icky Camput Cantar S04 Laarn to

Juggle'

BKATIFUL ONE BeonOOM condo m Nor-

thampton Nica communiiy. apadoua. oral
tor coupto Rivar Run condoa. $510 a
month Call

maasaga
Rick at 2S3-2124 laava

SECOND SEMESTER FRESHMAN.
SOPH/JRS. Chi Omaga'a mtonnal ruati

starts today S 4S at ttia Nawman Canter
Call S4S-771 1 tor more inlormation

SELL JEWELRY ON CC CONCOURSE.
Semi.pracious stone and ottwr crafted ear-

inga Earn percentage o( sales Flexible

hours Call Dee 549.6550 or Bart>ara

544-8212 before 9pm

DOMINO'S RIZZADRIVERS wanted pays
S70 00 to S100 00 a shift 256-891

1

PERSONALS

WELCOME BACK TO THE ENTIRE
GREEK AREA Love. AXO

FOR SALE

BAHA-I CLUB MEETINO tonight in Cam-
pus Canter at 7 00pm Nor>6aha'ia are

«fa<cofna to attend and aak quaatiorw

fLy be FREEI Take lesaons with'the

UMaaa Hang Gliding Club Meeting
SOOpnt Thuraday Room 166 Campus
Cantar.

PAV S-20 CENTS BELOW prevailing rate

lor home heating oil Join Off Campus
Housing's Od coop Rm 428 Student Union

WITCHES HEAU Intro Mealing tor Pagan
Student Organization Sunday 9ne '00
CC All welcome Call 323-9346

YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE MEETING
Come to where the action is' Men. Sept

19. 7 00. rm 306 Student Union Everyone
welcoma

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part in diaaac-

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets 'i hurs 4pm SU306

CHESS CLUB MEETING all levels of play

free instruction tree membership we meet
Tuesday nights starting 19th Room posted

CC info desk

APPLE N PLUS COMPUTER aollwara in-

cluded. $500. Brad 2S6-026S

FOR SALE Comic Booka Call Paul
253-5086

FOR SALEI Dorm-aiza refngerator Call

Amy at 545-0738

BLACK SHOOUN 1 (Speed Tour Bike

Shimano Parts S230 Best Offer Evenings
584-2072 Ban

TYPEWRITER LWE NEW. Ooaa graphs,

colors, big. small type, ate $120 Tracy
6-5948

FOUND

FOUND A HIND BIKING JACKET. Light

blue call 6-5039 Ask for Mark

HELP WANTED

WArfPERSON AND BARTENDER "tor

caterer part lime $7/hf 625-6781

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEDED for

Newspaper daliwry in dorms f4o car naad-

ed 7 00.8 00 only 7days/week Very good
weakly pay Cat 2S3-7009

COMPUTER ANNMATKM

YEAR LONG COMPUTER animatton pro

lect being planr>ed through ttM com-
puter/an departments We need eitpenerK

ed students with knowledge in the areas of

art computer graphics and video produc-

tion Must be willing to dedlcala to a aanous
project Credit available Call Adam,
584-8904

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ot land Ample of street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3856

STEPHANIE BRODY, I know you'ra paycti-

ed for this semaeter-it really is go<r>g to be
awsomei MM

PAIGE-CONGRATULATIONS ON sunriv

ing' I am so proud of you Gel psyctted for

a great semester AXLOVE. LT

AUDITIONS FOR GOOSPELL* will be
heM by the UMass Music Theatre GuM on
Sept 15 '8 00 in the CCA. and Sept 17
• 1200 in Rm 101CC No preparation

necessary For more info, call 545-0415

BE A MATH TUTOR: Earn mon«y~and 3
creditsii Call 545-2882 for details

HELP SAVE THE PREVALMO WAGE can

Kevin 5466005

MEUSSA N0.2-Wetcoma aboard* No mora
worries Just tots of AX fun Lola of love,

Wan

TRICIA-MEET ME in the campus center

tonight at 7 15 (or 8 15) to check out Phi

Mu. UMaaa' tioltest new soronty I heard
they're really cool and kMs of fun Lets rush

over lt>ere' Dayna

WELCOME TO UMASSI Interested in

Christian Fellowship? Tt>e Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship walcomea you! Mora mto.
Rick or Jennitor 2S3-7206

LOT 43 STICKER! Leave message
256 1795

Auno

YAMAHA TURNTABLE ASKING $1S0.00
exc cond Call Neil 546-5625

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 BUICK ELECTRA low mileage, runs

great. S500 Brad 2560265

STUDENT NOTE AND PRINTING SER-
VICE IS now acceptiong applications for

note takers Apply in Room 403 Student

Union Building

MORTAR BOARD

TO ALL MEMBERS. IMPORTAI^T meeting

Monday Sept 1 9th downstairs in the base-

ment of the CAMPUS CENTER near the

Baytjanks machine Contact Holly at 6-5192

it ^3u cannot make it

WIN MONEYI

FUN AND GAMES WITH Ptii Mu* Rush Phi

Mu-UMaas' newest soronty Find out how
much friendship leadership and sistertiood

can add to your college experience Come
itieat us in V\e campus center September
16 attd 19 from 7 15-8 00 or 8 15-9 00

EVERYBOOYI I USED Irish Spring in my
tub Helpi Laval

LOT 49 STICKER. Demanding $100
minimum 549-6387 Ask for John

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW Furniture for
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases, tabtos and more Hametm Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970
BiN or Damn Wa deliver

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

WANTED

EXPERIENCED AND TALENTED drum-
mer seeks established band lor retiearsal

and gigs Call Matt 546-6633 (keep trying )

STUDENTS AND CLUBS TO JOIN The
'88 '89 Student Travel Services Sales
Team Earn cash and/or tree winter arHl

spring break vacMiOf*. Travel with itw best

to our axcNing ski and aun daaUnattons For

mora intormalion caN K0064e 4849

WANTED TO RENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE to rent Willing to

Share with other band Contact Bnan
545-3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anytime
Will pay lop $$$ for a good place We are

not kMd

MOE WANTED

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc-

jockeys and large screen video dances
borms/organizations 256-8526

TUTOMAL/EOITORIAL

COME CHECK OUT LAMBDA CHI on

Tues. Sept 20 lor a taste of the tiest Greeli

meal plan and on Wed. Sept 21 for a Night

at the Races Lambda Chi Alpha 374 N
Pleasant St. on the comer of Rearing St

All UMass men invited

CHILDCARE/MOTHERS HELPERFor
Adorable 2 Month old Experience with In-

fants Required Flexible Hours 548-9474

WIN UP TO S250 for best float in the

Homecoming parade For more informa-

tion. Call 545 4200

TKIOER
COOKS. DISHWASHERS UPUp to $8 00
An Hf apply at Ann Fields Restaurant Rt

9 Hadley MA
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

Love always.

Gretchen

VOLKSWAGEN-1972-Type
IM/Sedan/aulomalic includes snow
tires/spare tire, recent new muffler $700 -

negotiable moving south 1-593-9401

67 MERCEDES 2006 4 sp AC. stereo,

mechanically sound. t>ody needs work Call

Matthew 413-586-9749 $995/80

1977 NOVA -Great to geTaround school

$300 or BO Call dunng the weekend
253-9150 ask lor Kym

GRADUATE STUDENT INScience field

wanted for Part lime Sales of Specialty Sup-

plies to the University Call Robert Iverson

(413)736-6464

1984 MERCURY LYNX 44K Manual. Ex
cellent Condition New Pioneer Cassette,

new lires 549 5470 or 549-0779

MOVING tO^BJROPEMuslSeir 1985

Renault 4 Speed 2-Door. 36.000 mi

AM/FM cassette Asking $2,800 584-0684

1979 FORD MUSTANG302C1 V8 Needs
tailpipe, othervinse great Condition Must

Sell First $500 Takes 256-6257
1977 NOVA. EXCELLENT condition

$1000BO 584 1798

1981 FORD ESCORT WAGON 4 speed

good body runs well $950 Call 549 4045

COOK FOR FRATERNITY at Umass 10

meals per week Mon-Fn Salary negotiable

Call J<: 253-9923

DESPERATELY SEEKING CLEANING
WOMAN lor small jobs around the house

Great pocket money for students' Call

5450527 ask for Stephanie or Tracey

HEY! WANT to make $25 a week'' We
nned a handyman to mow our lawn and to

shovel our walkway in the winter In

terested'' Call 545-0527 ask for Stephanie

or Tracey

MEN AND WOMEN needed for clothing

store Will fit scfiedule around class Apply

at Anderson Little store at Hampshire Mall

FOOD PREP/DISHWASHERS part time

flexible hours, some days and early even-

ing shifts starting pay up to $6 00 per hour

Apply in person. Season s Restaurant.

Route 9 Belchertown Road. Amherst

ELOERLYCARE. We wiS tranT Fulltime,

part-time 1 1 pm-7am. 7am-3pm.3pm- 1 1pm

,

weekends, flexible hours Car required Call

253-9726 AA/EOE

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Blues-Folk All levels
Songwnting. Theory. Improvisation.
Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786
or 54»«966

LOST

LOST BLACK WRAP
PLEASE RETURN TO LIBRARY CIR-
CULATION DESK. THANKS

LOST: LEVIS DENIM JACkEfyLetTTn
Herter 231 9-12-88 at 9pm Please call

Kristen 549-7852 REWARDS

RESUMES

ROSETTA SISTERS-Thanks for the most

memorable summer of my file I wooWn't
trade a munute lor the world (Well maytje

the bugs the smell the mess I love you

guys. Lirtda

DEBORAH BANCROFT-Where are you''

Call me. I miss you Kris 8 6-6758

MICHAEL THANX FOR always being Ihere

tor me I love you always and forever

Soooz

MODELS NEEOElTFbR^hairshow for Oct

3 We need to see you by Wed Sept 21 at

7pm at Patrick ft (;o 586-7477

MARK HEIMBERG-Hey Jackson, happy
birthday' Have a good one ar>d pick

somewhere good lor dinneri Love, your big

SIS

HAPPY 20th MARISSA! Hope you have an

awesome day' The Quad rules' Love, your

DZ roommates Kaly. Chris and Mary

BEAUTIFUL GIRL 1n NEWMAN center on

Tuesday *2 00. on top by food I sat behind

you for a short time Can I meet you. Din-

ner'' Next Tuesday san>e time'' 2 00

Newman

DREW(POOH), Well what can I say.^xcept

thanks for a wonderful six rrK>nths. arvj I will

t>e thinking about you in Minn-a-no-where
Love Piglet

ROOMMATE WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT $260 for non-smoking
male or female grad student 256-8583

2 PERSONS WANTED to share 2 bedroom
apt 140C Brittany Manor Please call

256-2698 Jackie or Lisa

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? Share a room
in Brittany Manor w/3 males $140 inclusive

Contact Charles 549-5488

FOR RENT:2 spacious bedrooms
$350/month includes everything 1 or 2 per

son/rm S Amherst On bus route from

Sept —June, call 253-9774

CERTIFIED TEACHER. M.F.A., offers

private English as second language
lessons, edits papers, all levels, specializ-

ing in speech, comprehension writing im-

provement Fee schedule on request

2533354

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys
ages 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leverett

center, 10 mm from UMASS Chik) Ed ma-
jor would be Ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 Available immediately.

FLASH

3 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE IN

BEAUTIFUL NEW Amherst house
$240/month plus ulii must see call Dean
256-0471 leave number

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT futly furnish-

ed w/microwave looking tor male roomate
please call 549-0(X)6 leave message

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTEOToThare a
one t>edroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

BOX STALLS FOR LEASE or board (we
leed ft clean)—$225 00 per month or you
do It yourself—$125 00 per month Indoor

ft outdoor ring Camp Robbin Hollow. Inc

253-3578 or 253-9856

ROOMMATE-Grad student, to share new
condo-on busroute. $325 * . call 253-7508

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking call 256-0264

SERVK^ES

LKENSED DAYCARE-all ages 665-7966

ATTENTION CLIFFSIDE STUDENTS!
Continental cablevision sales van will be in

the parking tot Friday. Sept 16th. 5-8pm

WORD WIZARD. $10 for one page Laser WANTED: A MENTOR TO save a misguid
printing 8am-6pm 549-3752

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

ed group Must have sworn oft dip. put

hands down pants, had crazy days Contact
Steve 6-8880 - KevFran get well

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE-650 compact
discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

dates now' 549^1421 or 253-7855

TIM G FROM DU- Get psyched for a great

semester' Your little sister. Laura

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, fast

accurate 253-WORD

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spellctieck Carolyn 253-5667
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SPORTS

Minutewomen tip UVM, 2-1

Cassady, Gaudette score
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

All things considered, the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team should be happy that it won its home
opener yesterday against the University of Vermont, 21.

Statistically, the Minutewomen absolutely dominated

their visitors from the Green Mountain state, outshooting

Collrgian photo by Richard Bonanno

Michelle Powers and the Minutewomen
defeated Vermont, 2-1 yesterday in the home
opener at Boyden Field.

them 30-3. But if blown chances were an official stat.

UMass would have racked up a season's v/orth in this

game alone.

Unofficially, the Minutewomen had seven shots hit the

goalposts. That, combined with other various missed shots,

and this game could have been a stomp in the roses by

halftime.

But it took a pair of goals late in the game that probably

shouldn't have even scored to pull the game out for

UMass.

"It's a win," said UMass coach Jim Rudy 'I had a bad

feeling when I saw the team in warm ups. We didn't feel

right, we didn't sound right and we didn't look right. But

we dodged the bullet."

Kor nearly 75 minutes, the Catamounts were dodging

cannon fire. UMass was assaulting the defense and

goalkeeper Jen Starr at will, but just couldn't capitalize.

"The last two days in practice, we spent an hour each

day on finishing," Rudy said. "We just didn't do it."

UMass pressured the Vermont pack defense early and

often. Michelle Powers had the first scoring chance, when

she pursued a loose ball heading toward the net just four

minutes into the game. But Starr beat Powers to the ball.

Then came the first of what could be a new record for

post-ringing shots in one game. April Kater's long drive

nailed the crossbar, but bounced right back to Powers, who
headed the ball over the net.

Later, Cathy Cassady hit the crossbar with a drive from

about 60 feet out. The first half ended at 0-0, with Ver-

mont lucky that it wasn't at least four goals in the hole

by that time.

The Minutewomen kept knocking on opportunity's door

in the second half, only to come up short time and again.

Not only that, but Vermont, which had seen little of the

UMass end all day, got a cheapie to take a 10 lead in the

process.

The Catamounts were awarded a penalty kick from

about 40 feet out. The ball was lofted over the defense in-

to the box. where it was knocked around. Freshman for-

ward Rachel Bondy snuck in behind everyone and knock-

ed the ball home, giving Vermont the lead.

The goal, at 52:37, came on just the second shot of the

game for Vermont. With all the chances UMass had seen

go by the boards, a goal like that could have spelled the

end.

continued on page 19

Minutemen
to challenge
Ball State

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

To bill this game as David vs. Goliath would probably

be going too far, but that may be the best way to

characterize tomorrow's football game between the

University of Massachusetts and Ball State University.

The Minutemen leave today for Muncie, Ind., where

they will meet Division 1 A Ball State at 1:30 p.m. tomor

row. To say the least, it will be a challenge.

"It's like facing B.C. [Boston College], with all the

scholarships they have," UMass head coach Jim Reid

said. "And they're having a great year."

Head coach Paul Schudel's Cardinals have won their

first two games of the season, beating Toledo, 13-3, and

Bowling Green, 34-10, and are in first place in the Mid

American Conference at 2-0.

But if there was ever a week for UMass to play Ball

State, this would be it. The Minutemen are coming off

an emotional 45-42 upset of the University of Maine.

Senior quarterback Dave Palazzi was 12-of 15 with 211

yards and three touchdowns in the air, and added

another rushing.

Palazzi's numbers put him sixth nationally in Division

1-AA passing efficiency and earned him selection as an

ECAC 1-AA weekly All Star.

That, combined with 74 yards from tailback Kevin

Smellie, and a number of big plays by the secondary (cor

nerbacks Garrick Amos and Jerome Bledsoe, and safeties

Pat Doran and Vaughn Williams) allowed UMass to beat

the Black Bears.

"I made a coaching error before the Maine game by

putting too much pressure on the players," Reid said.

"We said that game was it but one game never makes
a season."

If it did, 1988 would have been a great season for

UMass. Despite allowing 643 yards, the Minutemen
came from behind in the final quarter to beat the Black

Bears.

Ball State spent last week limiting Bowling Green to

26 net rushing yards and 204 total yards.

continued on page 19

Minutemen to battle Temple in Atlantic 10 opener
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

The leaves are still green, the field is in-

tact, and the fans are wearing shorts. It

seems unnaturally early to start thinking
about 'huge* games. For the the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts men's soccer team,
however, tomorrow's date (3 p.m., Boyden
Field) with Atlantic 10 rival Temple
University is indeed one of those season-

in-a-game affairs.

"This is our ticket to the Atlantic 10

championships," said UMass head coach
Jeff Gflettler. "The team set goals, to get into

the Atlantic 10 championships. This is the

absolute best way for us to get to the NCAA

'Huge' game tomorrow at Boyden Field

tournament." Of the four Atlantic 10

teams the Minutemen will play during the

regular season. Temple's Owls are expected

to be the toughest to beat. A win tomorrow

would leave the UMass viewing the rest of

the conference from above. And a win in

the A- 10 tournament would mean an

automatic NCAA post season berth.

"We need to be at least 3-1 (in the league).

Winning this game will do that," said

Gettler.

The Owls are riding a two-game winning

streak, having opened the season with a 2-1

loss to East Stroudsburg, before rolling to

consecutive wins over Bucknell and
Lafayette. Senior midfielder Steve

Jeremenko is the leading scorer for the

Owls, with two goals and an assist so far

this season. Itzhak Assor. a freshman late

of the Hadassa Neurim school in Israel, is

a scoring threat as well. Temple's high-

powered offense and physical style of play

will provide Gettler's squad with their

toughest test to date.

"They're going to swagger into

Amherst," said Gettler of tomorrow's

guests. "We didn't beat them last year (a

6-0 shelling in PA), and we didn't make the

Atlantic 10 playoffs because of that. They
did.

"We did not come ready to play last

year," recalled Gettler. "The players just

did not come mentally prepared to play."

Following the loss, Gettler attempted to

shake his team awake by benching seven

starters for the Minutemen's following con-

test with St. Joseph's. A repeat perfor-

mance this year is unlikely, the veteran

coach hopes.

"If they don't show up prepared to play

this game," said Gettler "I'll be very disap

pointed."

Whether the Minutemen will be in the

right frame of mind or not can only be
atntinued on page 19

Michigan may be toughest league game
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts
field hockey team travels to Springfield

Sunday it will not be for a road game.
Aft«r what the Minutewomen did to the

Chiefs last Saturday, it will be like bring-

ing the victory party to the losers' house.

But the schedule says in big capital let-

ters, which designates this as an official

home game, that UMass must play the

University of Michigan in Springfield this

Sunday at 1 p.m.

Sports at a Glance
Today: Men's soccer vs. Temple, 3 p.m.

Tomorrow: Football at Ball State, 1:30

p.m.

Women's soccer at Hol> Cross, 3 p.m.

Men's tennis vs. Boston University,

noon
Women's tennis vs. Rhode Island, 1

p.m.

Water polo at EVWPA
Sunday: Men's soccer vs. St. Joseph's,

noon
Field hockey vs. Michigan

(at Springfield) 3 p.m.

Water polo at EVWPA

So for now, Springfield's artificial turf

field, will be the Minutewomen's home
away from home.
They play another so-called home game

there Oct. 22 with the University of Toledo.

But there is reasoning behind all this.

Last season when Michigan came to

UMass, the game was rained out because

Totman's grass field looked like a swamp.
The game was cancelled and Michigan

had to go home with no chance of making
the game up because they can only afford

to make that long trip from the Midwest
once a year.

Here's where Springfield can help. That
artificial turf stuff they have over there is

flat as a pancake and does not absorb the

water. So if Mother Nature decides to rain

on us this weekend, the groundskeepers

can simply push all the puddles off the

field.

By playing in Springfield on a Sunday
afternoon, UMass will sacrifice fan support.

They are playing twenty miles away from

campus opposite the National Football

League schedule.

Michigan is undefeated at 2-0-1, though

they have not played anybody worth talk-

ing about. Its wins are over Chico State and
Southern lUinois-Carbondale.

The tie was with St. Louis University. All

those game were non-conference for the

Wolverines, who play m the Big Ten

Conference.

The Wolverines play their home games
on artificial turf They are more accustom-
ed to the carpet. But UMass coach Pam
Hixon does not believe that will be an ad-
vantage for Michigan.
"I am a firm believer that reguardless of

what surface you play on, in order to be
competitive, on the national level, you
must be competent to play on both turfand
grass," Hixon said. "So in my mind I don't
think a turf team will have an advantage
over us. We have a game plan for both turf
and grass and I feel confident that we can
do well on both surfaces."

One advantage that the Minutewomen
will have is that they will not be facing
Michigan's No. 1 goaltender. Gillian Piper
is academically ineligible and therefore her
backup, senior Joanne Green, will get the
call.

Green has played well in all three games,
only giving up two goals. She has record-
ed 10 saves.

No Wolverine player has scored more
than one goal. Junior Forward Judy Burin-
skas and junior midfielder Sharon Cantor
each have scored one.

Hixon would not disclose who she will
start in net Sunday because of the battle
between seniors Sue Desmond and Cindy
Cox for the job but bet on Cox to start.

UMass is 2-0 and Cox has started in both

of those games. She has given up only one

goal and made 13 saves.

Cox, however cannot take all the credit

for her goals against average. The defense

in front of her has more than done than job.

In two games, the Minutewomen have

surrendered just 13 shots while unleashing

62 of their own. However, they are not in

midseason form yet.

"Our opponents haven't been that

strong," Hixon said. "We've had some
lapses on defense. I think we've got to play

stronger still on defense. We should have
allowed fewer than 13 shots in my opi-

nion."

A.L. East Race

W L GB
Boston 82 64 -
New York 78 67 3.5
Detroit 77 69 5.0
Milwaukee 78 70 5.0

New York 5 Boston 3

The winner was Rick Rhoden (11-10).

Roger Clemens (16-11) took the loss for

the Sox.

Red Sox 9, Yankees 4. See page 19.
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Student support
for Dukakis
increasing
By DANA KENNEDY
Associated Press

BOSTON - When Ariela Gross and Jill Wilkins joined

the Dukakis campaign to try to mobilize the nation's eight

million students, it might have seemed like an overwhelm-

ing task.

After eight years of the Reagan Administration,

Democratic student groups on campus were not exactly

thriving.

But Gross and Wilkins, both 23 and fresh from Harvard

and Brandeis universities, are quick to report that

American students are not as conservative or apathetic

as they're made out to be.

Both said they were surprised at the numbers of

students across the country who were interested in work-

ing for Michael S. Dukakis, the Massachusetts governor

and Democratic presidential nominee.

"The response has been tremendous," Gross said in an

interview at her office at Dukakis campaign headquarters

in downtown Boston. "I think it's going to be a tough cam

paign becau.st' the youth vote is so volatile. But we're get-

ting calls from students all over the country."

"I was surprised at how many people didn't mention

Bush," said Wilkins, who works alongside Gross in a clut-

tered office decorated with posters and signs like "Get

Raucous for Dukakis".

But the two also point out that students have consistent

ly voted Democratic in every election since 1952 except

for 1984.

Gross, who worked on the 1984 Mondale-Ferraro cam-

paign, began as a volunteer on the Dukakis campaign and

became a paid staffer six weeks later in the fall of 1987.

Wilkins joined in January.

At the time, they said, there were hardly any student

led groups for Dukakis.

Before the primaries. Gross and Wilkins concentrated

on making contact with student leaders on campuses.

Their first big project entailed a satellite news conference

conducted by Dukakis last November that was shown

simultaneously at 56 campuses in 21 states.

continued on page 13

CoUegian photo by Andrew Riat

Joseph Star, 72, was an elder dancer in the

men's traditional dance Saturday afternoon at

a powwow in the Student Union Ballroom.

Pow-Wow
invades pond
over weekend

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

A constant drone of drums hung over the Campus Pond

this weekend.

The east side of the pond was the sight of the sixth an-

nual Indian Pow-Wow of the American Indian Student.

Association of the University of Massachusetts.

Unusual smells of exotic foods and incense drifted

among the tents and the numerous vendors, who were

selling an array of items, such as hand-made jewelry,

medicine plants, head pieces, sweatshirts, T-shirta, and

clothing adorned with colorful feathers and beads.

In the middle of the vendors, a circle was sectioned off

with a smoldering fire in the center, which was the site

of men, women and children performing various kinds

of native Indian dancing, which left some of the spec

tators awed.

Two groups of men sitting under a tent near the

sectioned-off area beat out ancient rhythms and sang old

Indian songs. The groups of dancers wearing traditional

dress, clad with feathers and bells, energetically par

ticipated in the dance contest, which included traditional

and fancy dances.

The weather was favorable for the event, although it

started raining around 3:30 p.m. Saturday. The enter

tainment then moved to the Student Union Ballroom,

and continued at full force.

John Running Deer Eleazer from the tribe of Shin

necock of Long Island said this was one of the best pow
|

wows he has attended at UMass. and he has attended

many.

"I am very impressed with the number ofpeople here,"

he said. "I've never had bad vibes about UMass" students

or faculty, that's why I come back every year. I've en

joyed myself very much this weekend."

Said Jose Tolson. the Student Activities Program Coor

dinator for the event. "This event is important, it gives

a group of students an opportunity to present a section

of their culture"

continued on page 13 I- « ~ ^.^ « ^ «
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Although the Student Government

Association is to empower student voice,

many students are unaware of the issues.

Radio station WMUA 91.1 FM will air a

one-hour talk show to help students unders-

tand what's going on in the SGA.

"SGA Today" will air from 8:30 to 9:30

p.m. every Tuesday night beginning tomor-

row. Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice

will be tonrunorrow's guest and will discuss

computerized phone network on campus.

Designed to be informative rather than

an extension ofthe Undergraduate Student

Senate's floor debates, the hosts will first

interview the guests and then give the

public a chance to call in their questions

and comments, said WMUA Chairman

Scott Lever, one of the show's five

producers.

"I think we're going to get more ques-

tions because people just don't know about

continued on page 5

Photo by Dian« C Marshall

Ray Jennings, Scott Lever, Todd Lever and Val Vigoda, (L to R) will

help produce the new weekly SGA talk show on WMUA.

By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Gov. Michael Dukakis became the target

of criticism and ridicule outside the Stu-

dent Union Friday afternoon as George

Bush supporters drew about 100 people to

the semester's first rally.

Campus conservative groups held the ral-

ly to lambast Dukakis for his record on

education, defense and taxes, and to urge

bystanders to vote against the democratic

presidential nominee.

"Today I'm not asking you to vote for

George Bush." said Brian Darling, a

member of Students for America (SFA),

speaking behind a podium on the Student

Union's steps. "I'm asking you to vote

against Michael Dukakis.

"I believe Dukakis will be the duke of

death for the US economy." Darling said,

referring to Dukakis' record on raising

taxes in Massachusetts.

Darling also criticized the governor for

what he considers Dukakis' anti-defense

spending record. "This man hasn't met a

defense system that he doesn't hate."

During the rally, speakers led the crowd

in "No Dukes " chants several times.

Speakers also engaged in brief exchanges

with pro-Dukakis hecklers dispersed

among the crowd.

Some members of the crowd held anti-

Dukakis signs, some of which read: "No

dukes," and "Nuke the duke." Members of

SFA, a national conservative group, put up

two posters on the Student Union's walls

behind the podium that read "The Ehike of

Hazard." Apparently the posters were a

pun playing on the old television program

The Dukes of Hazzard.

Speakers also derided Dukakis for his

promise to improve education if elected.

When Dukakis visited the University of

Massachusetts Sept. 7, he promised if

elected he will increase funds for public

education in areas where needed.

"We'll work with state and local govern-

ments to help our students become the best-

prepared, best-skilled and best-educated in

the world," the governor said in the Cam-

pus Center.

George D. Uribe II. SFA national field

director, said while the governor is talking

about improving education, he is raising

tuition in the state's public colleges and

universities because of Massachusetts'

deficit.

Uribe said if Dukakis does not get

students' money by raising taxes, he will

get it by raising tuition.

This year's state appropriation of about

$170 million to the University of

Massachusetts also forced the Board of

Trustees to approve an extra $230 on

students' semester bills to help restore the

University's budget shortfall.

Speakers at Friday's rally said students

have to pay more to attend UMass because

of what the speakers called bad financial

planning by the Dukakis administration.

They also called Dukakis unpatriotic

because the governor is against legislation

that would make the Pledge of Allegiance

mandatory in public schools.

continued on page 5
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Dukakis aides plan for transition
BOSTON - They don't like to talk about it, but aides

to Democrat Michael Dukakis are quietly going ahead

with transition planning, in case Dukakis wins the

presidency and opens up hundreds of policymaking and

patronage jobs in Washington after eight years of

Republican rule.

The transition effort, carried out by a small number of

trusted aides in near-secrecy, came to light when the cam-

paign filed papers to create a non-profit Massachusetts

corporation, known as Dukakis Transition '88.

The operation is chaired by Dukakis' old friend, attorney

Paul Brountas, who chairs the overall campaign effort and

who screened vice presidential candidates for Dukakis.

Marcia Hale, who organized the Atlanta convention for

Dukakis, is doing much of the actual work in the Boston

office.

Brountas and Hale did not return repeated calls to

discuss the process.

"We just don't talk about it," campaign spokesman

Mark Gearan said. "It's a very quiet operation, housed

separately from the campaign."

The campaign of Republican George Bush isn't eager

to talk about its transition planning either. Publicly,

Bush spokesmen deny giving any thought to the future

that lies beyond Nov. 8, perhaps because they consider

it bad luck or a sign of arrogance. But friends of the vice

president, with or without Bush's permission, are known

to be doing it anyway.

The Republicans are quite willing, however, to comment
on the Dukakis transition planning.

"As usual, they have the cart before the horse. If they

spent less time planning for transition and more time cam-

paigning, they would not be behind in the polls," Bush

spokesman Mark Goodin said. "Our position is you need

to win the elction before you worry about the transition."

Dukakis allies justify the transition effort on the

grounds that if the Democrat wins, he would be criticiz-

ed later if he had failed to begin planning now.

As a Democrat, he would be bringing a change of party

to the White House and the federal bureaucracy, involv-

ing personnel changes from the Cabinet to the ranks of

U.S. marshals. Should Bush win. he would be expected

to keep many of the Republicans who now fill those jobs.

What's more, a Dukakis victory would require him to

make a transition out of the Massachusetts Statehouse,

where he remains the sitting governor. He would have

to quickly decide which, if any, of the people now serving

in state government he wants to take to Washington.

Indeed, if Dukakis should win, it would mark the first

time since 1932, when Democrat Franklin D. Roosevelt

replaced Republican Herbert Hoover, that a sitting gover

nor moved to the White House.

The transition out of state government would be a mat

ter of keen interest to Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy, a fellow

Democrat, who would automatically succeed Dukakis and

want to put her own people in place. So far, Dukakis has

stood by his promise not to resign as governor unless and

until he is sworn in as president next Jan. 20.

So, if he should win, Dukakis could find himself

physically exhausted by a 20 month campaign, responsi-

ble for running the Massachusetts government at the end

of a legislative session and beseiged by job-seekers.

"If he's not doing something now, it would be viewed

as irresponsible later," said Jim King, a vice president

of Northeastern University in Boston who handled Jim-

my Carter's transition in 1976 and who advises the

Dukakis campaign.

"But you can't really do anything before November 8

without looking like the cutest person in western civiliza-

tion," he added.
continued on page 4

Plane crashes in Cheshire
CHESHIRE (AP) - a single-engine plane en route from

Rhode Island to Vermont with a pilot and two passengers

on board crashed Saturday night on Mount Greylock,

police and searchers said yesterday.

Rescue crews found one survivor at the site and were

transporting him to the mountain's summit to enable a

Coast Guard helicopter to take him to an area hospital,

said Massachusetts Civil Air Patrol Col. John Bertioli at

the HarrimanWest Airport in North Adams.

Bertioli said a doctor was aboard the helicopter.

However, he said neither the survivor's identity nor the
extent of his injuries was immediately known.

New bill to increase
fines for dumpers
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep. Gerry E. Studds, using the

power of his subcommittee chairmanship, has pushed to

the House floor legislation that would increase criminal

penalties for illegal dumping of medical waste and make
dumpers liable to those financially hurt by the pollution.

And a New England colleague, Rep. Sam Gejdenson of

Connecticut, says he will try to add another provision to

the Massachusetts Democrat's bill that would allow the

government to seize vessels caught illegally dumping

medical waste in the oceans or the Long Island Sound.

The Studds measure, introduced a month ago, moved

quickly throught the congressman's house Merchant

Marine and Fisheries subcommittees on fisheries and the

environment.

The full committees approved the bill Thursday and sent

it to the House floor. Studds aides hope the bill will come

up for a vote next week.

The measure would make dumping medical wastes a

felony, increasing fines from $50,000 to $250,000 and the

prison term from one year to five years.

In addition, the measure would allow medical state and

local governments to sue dump*- -s for lost tax revenues.

Coastal homeowners could rerovt-r for damaged proper

ties, and fisherman and tourist-related industries for lost

income resulting from illegal dumping.

Congress began moving on the medical waste issue after

repeated incidents of used s>ringes, blood vials and other

ho.spital throwaways were reported floating up on beaches

from Massachusetts to Texas. The pollution crippled the

1988 summer tourist season throughout the Northeast.

Gejdenson, who introduced his measure Friday as a

.separate piece of legislation, said he planned to attach it

to the Studds measure on the House floor.

"This bill would provide a tough sentence option to use

against those who profit from polluting our oceans and

beaches," the Democrat said, adding that the measure

would "give disposers and the waste transporters a strong

incentive to comply with the law."
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Necessities places blame for death on "the system"
Worker says protection was not there for Virginia Ferrer

torney's office dropped three charges against Reyes:

assault and battery; violation of a restraining order; and

larceny of property.

By JANINE W.\RNER
Collegian Staff

"I don't want to die," were the last words of Virginia

Ferrer, a woman who friends say was a real fighter with

a great sense of humor.
Necessities/Necesidades, a Northampton agency that

works with battered women and their children, expressed

outrage and sadness that despite the efforts of Ferrer to

protect herself, "her life was ended by a man she had
been running from for five years," according to a state-

ment issued by Necessities.

Her estranged boyfriend, Alan Jose Reyes, was charg-

ed in Franklin District Court in Greenfield with murder,

disorderly conduct, and assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon, in connection with Ferrer's death.

Reyes, who pleaded innocent, is being held without bail

until the pre-trial conference Wednesday.
A statement released by Necessities describes "the

system" as an accessory to Ferrer's death. In the state-

ment, "the system" refers to the legal system and its pro-

cess of restraining orders and the welfare system.

The statement presents the idea that "after years of

education and information, many individuals and agen-

cies are still not fully prepared to intervene in situations

of battering, and when they do, they are frequently in-

fluenced by cultural biases toward 'patching things up'

and 'keeping the family together.'"

"She did everything right," said Aline Flower, a

volunteer coordinator at Necessities. "She knew more
about her rights than most of the people who were sup-

posed to help her. To the bitter end she was a total op-

timist, otherwise she would have given up. She just kept

trying."

Flower expressed concern over a lack of response to

violations and abuse in the last year.

Less than a month ago, according to an article in the

Daily Hampshire Gazette, the Northwestern district at-

The charges were dropped, according to documents fil-

ed in court by the district attorney's office, because "the

evidence available does not support the charges."

The fourth charge, malicious destruction of property,

is still waiting to go to a jury trial, according to the

Gazette.

"If he had been tried in August, he might have been

in jail at the time of Virginia's murder," Flower said.

A second concern was with the restraining order, which

expired the morning of Ferrer's death. That restraining

order was issued in May and was not extended because

Ferrer did not show up for a scheduled appointment in

court.

"Virginia was very responsible when it came to the

courts," said Flower. "It was not like her not to show

up for an appointment."

Ferrer's sisters'maintain that she and Reyes argued

for three days before her death.

"Often when a woman most needs assistance, she is

least able to get it," Flower said.

If the restraining order was issued in May then it had

to have been set for three to six months, said Flower.

"There's no reason she shouldn't have been given a full

year's order."

A restraining order is a civil complaint and a result

of the Abuse and Prevention Act. A violation of a

restraining order is a felony.

Ferrer went to Necessities for the first time in January

1984 "because of Alan Reyes' abuse," said Flower.

Since that time, she has had nearly 10 restraining

orders against Reyes and he has been in and out of jail

for assault and battery and violation of those orders,

Flower said.

In 1986, while Reyes was in jail for assault and bat-

tery and violation of a restraining order. Ferrer met and

married a second man, Juan Ferrer.

She wanted to have a good home and a family for her

children, said a close friend, (Norma) Rivera de Acosta.

"I guess she thought if she did it right this time and mar-

ried someone totally different it would be okay."

In March 1987, pregnant with her fifth child, Virginia

Ferrer came to Necessities needing a restraining order

against Juan Ferrer, said Flower.

He tried to strangle her, said Acosta, "she had bruises

on her neck."

This was Ferrer's second stay in Necessities' shelter

and the second man she would seek protection from.

When a woman becomes pregnant, it is typical for

abuse to escalate, said Flower. "Virginia came to the

shelter because she was afraid for her life."

It was at this time that Ferrer made the decision to

ask DSS to find temporary foster cau-e for her children,

said Flower. "She was feeling the pressures of

homelessness and needing to find shelter fast.

"She made the decision very carefully and very reluc-

tantly. She felt that as long as she knew it was just un-

til she found a place to live it was the only fair thing

to do for the girls," said Flower.

DSS then drew up a "service plan" which involved

family therapy and family re-unification, said Flower.

"She was in the shelter because of Juan Ferrer's

abuse," said Flower, "and Reyes was still in jail or just

out on work release.

"It was Virginia's understanding that she had to re-

unite with Alan to get back her children," Flower said.

"She was feeling a great deal of pressure.

"We called a meeting with DSS." said Flower. "We sat

down with a well -documented chronology of abuse Reyes

had against Virginia — every violation and every time

she had pressed charges.

"Her worker said she was well aware of the history

of violence, but he was the father of four of her children,

and weren't we aware that he had enrolled himself in

a batterer's program in prison," she said.

continued on page 15

SAO coordinator keeps busy, helps RSOs
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

If you want to make an appointment with

Delphine Quarles, you'd better do it a week

in advance.

PROFILE
"1 work directly with the student

organizations in terms of doing all the

logistical work, in terms of budget formula-

Quarles is one of four activities coor-

dinators for the Student Activities Office,

a job which makes her one of the busiest

staff members on campus.

"We work with student organizations

helping them plan any events that they do.

whether it be a concert, a play, a lecture,

a dance or a conference. Anything that's

related to what students like to do on cam-

pus," she said.

Quarles said she works with about 40 stu-

dent organizations at the University of

Massachusetts. Among these organizations

are Union Program Council, the Black

Mass Communications Project, the Greek
Area and the UMass Marching Band,

tion, contract negotiation, logistics,

hospitality, publicity — anything that

needs to be done administratively," she

said.

The students seem to like having her on

their side. too. UPC Production Manager
Ari Weinstein said that although Quarles

is busy, she is always willing to put aside

what she's doing to help his group.

"Last year when the alcohol policy was
announced for spring events, she went and

arranged the meetings (between UPC and

the administration). She takes care of

everything so far in advance, ad-

ministratively. . . every time I have a ques-

tion, the first person I go to is Delphine.

She knows the answers to everything. She

has copies of all the contracts and
understands everything." said Weinstein.

BMCP General Manager Richard Gray
also praised Quarles' efforts when the pro-

ject had "security problems with (Public

Safety Director Arthur) Hilson and the

Public Safety Department. She helped us

set up a meeting. She came with us to the

meeting to help explain our plans and ac-

tions," he said.

Quarles. wife of Assistant Director for

Residential Support Services Gerald A.

Quarles, started working as a coordinator

in December of 1979. She said she enjoys

the work despite the "high stress" and

"long hours" the job sometimes entails.

"My day started at 9 ye.sterday morning

and didn't end until 10 last night and that's

average for all of us who are programmers.

There are times when I will have four

events going on — one in the Fine Arts

Center, one in Bowker, one in the Student

Union Ballroom and one on the 10th floor

of the Campus Center all in one evening

— and we usually try to stop by each one

of them and spend some time, so our lives

are not your typical 9-to-5 job," she said.

Despite the long hours she puts in with

so many student organizations. Quarles

does not consider herself a central figure

on campus.

"I consider myself as part of a team. The
student organizations that I work with. I

am a part of their team. I am a person who
likes to be behind the scenes to make sure

it goes smoothly. I am not one that either

seeks nor wishes to have any limelight. .

. the people that are truly planning the

event, which are the students, it's their op-

portunity to shine, because it's their event,

not mine. I am just one of the tools that

helps to make it become successful," she

said.

Collegian photo by Rirhanl Bonanno

SAO Activities Coordinator
Delphina Quarles

And what do students think of her con-

tribution.s? Weinstein's appreciation was
undeniable.

"Delphine is more than willing, always,

to put aside other things she's doing to do

stuff for UPC that has to be done. It feels

fantastic to have our organization put at

such a high priority in her work schedule,"

he said.

Gas leak forces evacuation of bar
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

A natural gas leak forced about 220 peo-

ple to pour out of The Pub at 12:30 a.m.

Saturday before last call when Amherst

police informed management of the danger.

The full house shuffied calmly out the bar

after the disc jockey's announcement of the

gas leak, bartender Mike Sarnacki said.

No injuries were reported.

The leak sprung when a car hit the

pillars guarding a natural gas pipeline in

the alley between the Pub and Charlie's,

Patrolman James Hobart said. The impact

of the accident caused the pipe positioned

above the ground to crack, he said.

About the leak Sarnacki said. "We didn't

even know. The police came and let us

know."

The gas leak had the potential to be

dangerous, but because it was caught pro-

mptly and the flow of gas was shut off the

potential for explosion was "minimal at

best," Fire Chief Victor Zumbruski said.

The gas leak filled the outside air and

police asked people not to start their cars

in the area, Hobart said. The police wer<

simply exercising caution, he said.

Fire department dispatcher Kim Eh-essei

said originally the incident was dispatch

ed as an investigation but then became a

box alarm, which calls in all the fireman

even those off duty.

Patrolman Sabino Epiceno said Daniel S

Thornton, 21, was arrested on Pray Street

and he is the probable driver of the car in

volved in the accident. Two warrants from

Orange and Nantucket were out for Thorn

ton's arrest.

For your information
The FYI section serves as a public ser

vice announcement to the campus and

community. Space may be limited, so cor-

respondence with the Collegian in regards

to having something printed in the sec-

tion does not guarantee something being

published.

Internships — Come to the University

Internship Program to get great work ex

perience. A planning session gets you

started. The sessions are held in Curry

Hicks from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays
and Tuesdays and from 3:30 to 4:30 on

Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Volunteers needed — Volunteers are
needed to sort through donated food to be
used by emergency food pantries, soup kit-

chens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western
Massachusetts. If you have two to three

hours per week and would like to help

feed the needy, call Catherine D'Amato
at 247-9738.

Math Anxiety Workshop — A math anx-
iety reduction workshop will be held to-

day, Sept. 26, and October 3 at 4:30 p.m.
in room 1634 of the Graduate Research
Tower.

CivUity Day planned for October

Explanation

Because of an equipment failure late Thursday, several photo captions were omit-

ted from Friday's paper. After numerous attempts at fixing the typesetting machine,

the night editor decided at 4 a.m. to send the paper to production without the

information.

Student leaders are asking registered

student organizations to participate in a

planning meeting Thursday for "Civility

Day 1988: Confronting Racism."

Civility Day will be the highlight of ac-

tivities planned for the week of Oct. 23-29

to remember the 1986 racial brawl in the

Southwest Residential Area and raise

awareness about racism.

"The goal of the week's activities will be

to further the struggle against racism by
involving as many members of the UMass
community as possible in a wide variety of
interesting, thought-provoking events,"
says a letter to the campus community
signed by Jason Rabinowitz, co-president
of the Student Government Association;
Simone Nicholson, of the monitoring com-
mittee on racial matters; and Gita 8.
Heerden, Graduate Student Senate
president.
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VILLAGE ALMOST COMPLETELY DESTROYED - The small

fishing village of Carbonera received heavy damage from Hurricane

Gilbert as residents returned to see what could be salvaged Satur-

day. Most of the 250 homes in this town, 125 miles Southeast of

Brownsville, Texas, were destroyed.

New rules issued in Boston limit

alcohol consumption in colleges
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston Licensing

Board has issued strong new rules to limit

drinking at college dormitories, fraternities

and sororities, but students aren't pleased.

"It's a sad commentary on life in the 80's,

but keg parties have become the only form

of student activism," board chairwoman

Andrea W. Garguilo said.

The rules were mailed Friday to every li-

quor store in the city along with each stu-

dent residence. The city's assorted colleges

and universities have an estimated total

250 dormitories.

The rules limit the amount of alcohol

available to dormitory residents and leave

enforcement up to dorm supervisors and li-

quor store owners.

"Why are they doing this to us?" asked

Boston College student Joseph Bruno. "If

every student learned how to drink social

ly, this wouldn't be needed."

The new regulations bar delivery of kegs

or cases of beer or other alcoholic beverages

"not intended for the personal use of the

person ordering the beverages " Violations

call for strong penalties, including possible

closing of a dorm or loss of a liquor license.

"Over the years we've heard many com-

plaints from neighborhood residents about

drinking parties and we've tried to think

She said the complaints about rowdy col-

lege drinking parties center on noise, lit-

ter and violence.

Package store operators must keep a

written record of the name and address of

those receiving liquor deliveries, including

the amount, date and time and signature

of the person who accepted it.

Some liquor store operators said students

can get around the rules by picking up beer

themselves, but in general, they said the

idea is sound.

"You never know, you could be deliver-

ing the liquor to a 21-year-old, but there

might me a bunch of 16-year-olds in a room
behind him," said Randy Harris of Charles
Street Liquors, who said his store does not

deliver to colleges.

Garguilo said the rules were codified

after hearings last spring in which police

and residents testified about campus drink-

ing parties that could draw hundreds of

young people.

They reported large numbers of minors

at some parties, some drinking so much as

to need medical treatment.

Police will tnake spot checks and report

to the board. The drinking age in

Massachusetts is 21.

-Only at.

HAMELIN FURNITURE

m^ Student Desks
(III Mjple or C'licir»)

»l 59 «*.... M99 :.

Tables Stamng at 99
lound diopli A. Bui>h> lUiol ikmU

Bookcases

Stilling it JZff
in Te»k or OjI

Newmoon Futons
SiailiKg at

t UM line ol lu4on fiamct •vailaNt

1 Short Street, Northampton
5867970

OPEN: Mond«> Friday »0-6 , Saturday »0-»

Thursday Nights until B p m M _^

{Mass. Senate returns from summer break,
will take up issue of auto insurance reform

BOSTON (APi - The Massachusetts Senate, ignoring

I
leas from Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, returns from a sum

mer break today to take up the thorny issue of automobile

insurance reform.

It's the only measure on the Senate calendar, thanks

to a resolution from Sen. Robert Buell, R Boxford, that

was quietly passed in an informal session last week. But

it could be all and more that the senators bargained for.

"I have never felt the level of (constituent) anger on any

issue that I have felt in my travels in my district in the

past couple of months," said Sen. John Houston, D
Worcester.

"All legislators have been out in their districts and I'm

sure they are picking up the same thing," he said. "So

I feel there is real pressure in the Legislature to act."

The Legislature has been wrestling with auto insurance

reform for nearly three years. In that time, auto insurance

rates in Massachusetts have risen nearly 33 percent to

among the highest in the country. Meanwhile, legislative

solutions have been repeatedly watered down in an at

tempt to limit opposition from the insurance industry, the

auto repair shops and lawyers' groups.

Dukakis, who championed the state's no-fault auto in

surance law as a legislator, has been the initial sponsor

of auto insurance reform bills put before the Legislature

in the last two sessions.

But Dukakis, consumed of late with his Democratic

presidential campaign and doubtless concerned that if the

Legislature is back in session, it could open up a can of

worms over his budget vetoes, has publicly urged

lawmakers to stay out until after the November election.
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Fluid Mechanics

The Tl'74 BASICALC.
The BASIC langiu^e pTogrammahle calculator

from Texas Imtrumenls. The mathematics

and statistics cartriij^es are two offive optumal

application software available.

COLLEGE PHYSICS

\dv,irK(><l

f nmnt'frmjL;
MaUwtn.iltcs

The Tl-74 BASICALC "is

a BASIC calculator that's

also an advanced scientific

calculator. In effect, it's two

calculators in one.

In Its BASIC mtxle, you have

direct, two-keystroke access to 41

BASIC commands, as well as 10

user-definable keys which can make
doing your coursework a basic snap.

Switch to its calculator mode and
you're armed with 70 scientific

functions to help you easily solve

those tough technical problems.

And the large, color-coded keys,

QWERTY keyboard and separate

numeric keypad make it easier to

use than any other programmable
calculator.

Your BASICALC specs:

• 8K RAM expandable to 16K RAM.
•113 BASIC keywoixi set.

• Optional software cartridges for chemical
engineering, math, statistics and finance.

• Optional PASCAL language cartridge.

• Optional printer and cassette interface.

Stop by your bookstore and see

both sides of the TI-74 BASICALC
for yourself. Either way, it'll blow

you away.

Texas^
Instruments

'Ttadtnvirlii'f Texas InMnjmcnislncoqxMated ®1986TI
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PIGGING OUT — Michael Berland chows during a pizza-eating con-
test at Pig Out in the Hampshire Mall.

WMUA
continued from page 1

(the SGAj," he said.

The producers said the show will invite

guests other than SGA officers. Senators

and other individuals who are involv^ed in

SGA issues will also be guests, they said.

Ray Jennings, another producer, said,

"Unless you go to the senate meeting, you
really have no idea who these people are."

John Quincy Adams Tower Co-Senator
Val Vigoda, Cashin Senator Todd Lever,

and Jennings will be the hosts on "SGA To-

day," and will also help produce the show.

Todd Lever said he hopes to keep the

show objective by not allowing the hosts to

interject their own views, but added that

their senate experience will help determine

rally
continued from page 1

"Patriotism — that is going to go out of

style with Michael Dukakis," said Uribe.

"And you know what's going to come in

style? High taxes."

Uribe then led the crowd in singing "God
Bless America."

Said W. Greg Rothman, a campus conser-

key issues.

The show will prime students for the
senate meetings on Wednesday, Scott
Lever said.

Hopefully, it will get people to go to the
senate meetings, Todd Lever said.

If more people understand the issues

more pressure will be exerted on senators

to get things done instead of allowing

senators to pursue their antics, he said.

Scott Lever said, "We're not forcing the
senators. We're forcing the constituents to

force the senators."

When students understand the issues in

the SGA affect them, they will be more apt

to participate in committees, Vigoda said.

vative activist: "There's nowhere in the

Constitution that says it's unconstitutional

to say the 'Pledge of Allegiance' to the

nag."

The rally kicked off with the "Pledge ol

Allegiance," led by Ted Amaraelias, vict

president of the Organization for Americar

Studies, a conservative group on campus

PINOCCHIO'S
RISTORANTE FTALIANO
Monday Night Football

Special

Large Cheese Pizza'

$5.50PLUS TAX

NO COUPON NECESSARY—NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

SCHOOL BUS dRIVERS WANTElT
Ryder Student Transportation Sorvica, Inc.

needs part-time school bus drivers, homemakers,
retirees, students or any one having spare time in

the mornings and/or afternoons.

We offer competitive wages, new equipment,
complete training and the opportunity to play an
important role in the daily lives of young children.

Ryder also provides a Benefit Package to
include:

• Company Paid Pension Plan
• Tuition Aid— 75 percent
• Company Paid Life Insurance
• Medical Plan Available
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan
• Credit Union

Make the right move.. .join Ryder and give your
children the safest most dependable transporta-
tion to and from school.

Train Now and Secure Your Position

for September!
$7.75 PER HOUR WAGE RATE

\Call our
^pfficeCollect at 41 3-527-0022

An equal opportunity
employer M/F/H

A Ryder System
Company

putting the pieces

Keynote speaker: Ted Kennedy,
luncheon address: Chancellor Duffey
free: continental breakfast, luncheon raffle: gift certificates and prizes

WORKSHOPS*
GROUP DY^4AMlCS & LEADERSHIP STYLES • UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE • BEING MINORITY/MANAGING DIVERSITY •

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION—HOW DOES IT WORK IN THE WORLD OF WORK'' • OPPORTUNITIES FOR GAINING ON-CAMPUS LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE

•register at any cluster office

Sept. 24, 1988, 9-4:30
CAMPUS CENTER
sponsored by HOUSING SERVICES & UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

UNIVERSITY STUDENT CONFERENCE
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Pittsburgh schools teach Flynn

The
Collegian
Presents:

"The KUling
Fields"

Wed.
Sept. 21

Counts toward staff status

and bring a friend! Campus Center 911-915

Come write for the Collegian * 7 p.m. •

113 Campus Center

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Boston Mayor

Raymond Flynn and four officials took a

crash course on recent changes in the Pitt-

sburgh Public School system with an eye

toward improving city schools.

•We've invested heavily in upgrading the

quality of education in ever school," Pitt-

sburgh Superintendent Richard C.

Wallace, who joined the sstem in 1980, said

Saturday.

Flynn said his visit was one of several he

plans to cities which have made notable im-

provements in their .schools. "An unfinish-

ed task in Boston is improving the schools."

he said.

Wallace, former head of schools in Fit-

chburg, Mass.. said his first step was an in-

tensive analysis of the problems in Pitt-

sburgh. He listed some of the changes:

• Establishing teacher centers where
teachers may refine their skills and go back

to school recharged.

• Creating a teacher monitoring system.

• Setting up attractive magnet programs

at a number of schools.

• Establishing a teacher recruitment pro-

gram in which former students may return

to teach.

Wallace and Al Fondy, head of the Penn-

sylvania state teachers federation, told the

delegation that the 79-school Pittsburgh

system seems to work well because labor

and management are committed to quali-

ty education.

n^'
.̂.. with campus health Issues

SHAB'
• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health

core concerns
• Review UttS budget
• Serve on UHS Search

Committees
• Meet other students

Interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!

Date: Monday - September 19

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Time: 5:15 to 6:15 PM

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
• STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES
,

THIS WEEK ONLY!
LEATHER GOODS

SALE
SAVE 50-70%

Travel bags - briefcases

portfolios - handbags - wallets & more!

Location: Campus Center Concourse

Dates: 9-19-88 to 9-23-88

Times: 9AM - 4PM
Benefits Umass Baseball!

Pi Kappa Alpha
The Brotherhood of Excellence

^*^^y

s^:

. NO HAZING
• ISSS Winner o( IMass Chapter K\f el lence award as

the best fiaiernii\' on campus
• 1^)SS Winner of iheXalional Chapter fixiellenre

auard as one of the lop f raternit\ chapters in

the count f>

• 1^)SS (,reek Area overall alhlelK ( haiiiijs

• ISSS I ^l.iss oveiall atfiletic clianips

;^Jf^r

' ISSS I ^l.iss oveiall atfiletic ctianips

• Tlie l<U[;esl tiatt>rnit\ on ( .uiipus

• ()v( 1 I
Sfi ( tiaplei s ,i( MISS I lie ( minli \

•
I npatalU-led social lite "1 ilelonj; li ifi id ships

• ()l\iii[)i( v\eii;fit fooni ' Oulsland iiii; meal plan

)ohn M. Volp^ Memorial Awjrd
Olympus Cup

PI KAPPA AlPHA

PIKERUSH
SEPr I9.20

I

^^^^ kLfk-tsnmurs

il,i N I'LLASANT

AT 9 00PM

PIKE - There may he a better way to go
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iampden
;reamery

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
11:30 AM-11:30 PM

Birthday Cakes
made to Order

Cookies and Pastries

Ice Cream Cakes

Waffle Cones

Milkshakes

Sundaes

Floats

BLUEWALL STUDIES

Beans 101:

A Crash Course
in Coffee

Course Description:

Eacf-i day we will feature one of our fine

imported coffees. To ensure the success

of this seminar in sampling, the regular

price of that coffee will be reduced.

Dates and Times:
September 12-September 16:

Mon.-Thurs. 1 1:30 am-12 mid

Friday 11:30 am-6:00 pm
September 19-September 26

fVlon.-Thurs. 11:30 am-12 mid

Friday 11:30 am-6:00 pm

Location:

Blue Wall Coffee House
Concourse Level

Campus Center

-.^*fS^

^n^

""^
"OhW%r
^n
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Letters

Collegian biased
We thank Nancy Klingener ("Library abusers and

money misusers wear thin," Sept. 16) for the Collegian's

most sensible words on Gil Penchina — A person in a

powerful position can abuse the system. It's not unique.

Nixon did it. What's the surprise?

The Student Government Association questions whether

Penchina was testing the system or embezzling money.

Penchina was confronted many times over the summer.

He never said he was running a test. Now there's no pro-

of to back up his story. The SGA is not trying to defame

Penchina or call him a thief. Until we have proof either

way, we will accept his resignation and go on.

The Collegian must have proof the SGA and Student

Activities Office don't. The Collegian is certain Penchina

w as running a test, and as a crusading do gooder, is be-

ing unjustly persecuted by the SGA. The headline on Mon-

day's Collegian read "Budgets chair misuses funds to pro-

ve point." Who says? Two Collegian editors said "claims"

was edited out of the story on the incident and the

headline reflects that. They promised a front-page correc

tion that still hasn't appeared.

The Collegian, for some unknown reason, is in-

vestigating everyone on the Coordinating Committee in-

stead of Penchina. Well, they can investigate anything

from the Southwest Area Government from last year.

There's nothing there. It would make more sense in in

vestigating the Budgets Committee chairman's misuse of

funds to see the Budget's Committee account, but far be

it for us to tell the Collegian how to waste their money.

Finally, in interviewing members of the SGA about Pen-

china's resignation, the Collegian's reporter asked ques-

tions oddlv. Is the question, "But if he didn't do anything

wrong, should he resign?" objective? The Collegian should

treat the issue like the SGA. Not admit or deny his guilt.

Stephanie Orefice

Student Trustee

Editor's note: Eleven other student leaders signed this

letter.

The Collegian has a policy ofnot printing front-page cor-

rections, and these are only printed when editors agree one

is needed. The Collegian also has a policy of not promis-

ing anyone what will be printed. We apologize if SGA
leaders misunderstood our response to their request of a

front-page correction.

As for the question 'But ifhe didn't do anything wrong,

why should he resign^" the Collegian reporter was address-

ing acomment by an SGA leader who could not prove some

ofPenchina's aitions were wrong. Reporters' questions may

sound biased, but the test is whether stories are biased, and

note the question is asked in the conditional tense. The Col-

legian stands by its coverage. ^^___

THETORCH

SOPHOMORE AND JUNIORS

Assistant Subscription Manager

Needed for ttie

Collegian

Great Experience Working For

New England's Largest College Daily Newspaper

-^APPLY NOW^

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center Rm 113, Lower Level, 545-3500 to pick

up an application and job description. Submit no later

than Sept. 23. 1988.

MontrSalr^
College Party _JN _ _r\_
Weekends

Drinking Age Ouly 18

Clubs Op«n TiU 3:00 AM
SU WEEKENDS tt-r —

PTSJT Pony Time AJtavet mc
' Om^ A« Sum 101 AtaM. .MAMtMMl OIIOI •. it.IIJ ?>«-ff>< . •?^.^«.'?
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U-nASS MIMCRST RCP

COREY
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GetA!s andEs foryour parents,

andaCD foryourself
Try a Macintosh today-you

may win a Sony Discman.

Now that a new sch(X)l year is

under wa)', we have an idea that'll

make hih you and your parents

niMiirtiiliil

-vr

^ MtMoriiAa

"•*

feel a bit mwe confident come

finals lime:

Get a Macintcxsh" computer to

help with your homework.

Tlicn you'll never have to spend

an(Xher all nighter retyping a pa|-)er

):jst to purge a few tyjios and

dangling modifiers. You'll Ix^ able to

crank out assignments that look as

though you brilied a friend in art

ah(X)l.

" And with an amazing new

pn )gram called I fy]X'Kjrd

—

which just happens to come

packaged with ever^' Macintosh—

you can easily store, organize, :uid

cross reference research notes to

your heart's content.

And if that isn't enough reason

to l(X)k at a Macintosh tcxlay, here's

another:

Right now, you have three

chiuices to win one of Sony's

Discman" CD players- includ

ing the exciting Sony Pocket

Discman, wiiich also plays

the new 3 inch CIX And

even ifyou miss out on

the CI) player, you may

still win one of IS Apple

T shirts. No strings attached

-jast fill out a registration

fomi at the l(x-ati( Ml listed

Ix'low.

So come in and get your

hands on a Macintosh.

if not for yourself, do it for

ycxir folks. ^
The power to be your best.

BONY

A
ENTER >'^"-

'^nlg^^ff^^
Campus Center, University of Massachusetts

M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-3

The Massachusetts Daily CollegiarT
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Blues from
the cage

After the horrible trial and error convocation last year
that left 4,000 new students perspiring all over each
other and left many R.A.'s insulted by Joe Duffey's lack
of knowledge on our role in student life (I only wish we
got room and board, Mr. Duffey), I thought things would
change. 'Short and sweet,' they said.

Not short enough. But that's the convocation blues.

Josh Galitsky

I feel bad for the people who put the convocation
together. I know their hearts are in the right place. For
a while, I thought it would be as good as I predicted it

would be to my floor.

But this R.A. was proven wrong.
Better than last year? Yes, but there's a long way to

go. Chancellor Duffey had important things to say. But
he mixed in too much humor from a 'How To Reduce the
Generation Gap' handbook, instead of just stating his

point. When he got points across, they reeked with 'Is

the Duke watching?' self assurance.

The student speaker was much more straightforward
than Duffey, but the message she brought to our ears
never penetrated our hearts. I empathized with her
forgetting her speech on Martha's Vineyard. I was
rooting for her when she talked about cultural diversi-

ty. She mentioned the word ten times, and each time I

shook my head 'yes.' But she didn't define the word, in-

stead putting it into a UMass context. The flame of her
fire was dimmed as she sat down. I hope someone sends
her the original speech. I would love to see the message
she wanted so desperately to get across.

Then there was the keynote speaker. What a wonder-
ful book. What a horrible speech. It was fluid. It was
alive. It was better than I can write. But to the ears, it

was pathetic. 'CASIAC whispering in the trees?'

The capper of the evening wasn't the jazz welcoming
us into the Cage. That ruled. It wasn't the awful weather
that drenched me and my floor. It wasn't even the ice

cream I thought I was going to be served (I still don't

know if it was because I left early). The capper was when
they made the hideous assumption that to get in with
the 18-year-old crowd, they would play a hip Michael
Jackson video. It reminded me of the middle aged direc-

tors of the Nestle's Quik commercials who think a

teenager's definition of cool is a greasy-haired 14-year-

old in a satin jacket, talking slow and drinking milk the

same way.

The idea of a convocation is excellent. Important issues

need to be addressed and a welcoming is in order. It's

exciting to see 4,000 fresh faces in the same boat. But
why not get a Boston comedian to do the tidbits? I'm sure

they could relate to the crowd better and still keep it

clean. Maybe then the new students at UMass will leave

the Cage saying 'Hey, this place is cool,' instead of 'Can
you believe they played Michael Jackson?'

Josh Galitsky is a UMass student

Do you have an original, offbeat story you have to tell?

Tell it to "Odds and ends. " Submissions should be sent

to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass.

I KNOW WHAT ITS LIKE

TO BE YOUNG -WHEN I

WORKED FOR A\<^CARTHr

Editor's notebook

What's the story w^ith the SGA?
As Student Government Association beat reporter for

the Collegian in the fall of 1986, 1 realized SGA members
take pride in two things: Controlling almost $2 million

of student monies with minimal administrative control,

and being a government elected by students.

Pedro Pcreira

But an old suspicion has taken hold of me recently. Do
people join the SGA to serve the students who elect them
or for their own interests?

So far this semester, I have found the latter holds true,

at least for some in the SGA's higher echelon. When Coor-

dinating Committee members convened in executive ses-

sion (apparently breaking the .state's open-meeting law)

to discuss a matter of public interest a week and a half

ago, it was with their own interests in mind.
They did it to hide from the students who elected them.

Executive sessions are closed to the public; the press can-

not be present.

I requested that the Hampshire County District At-

torney's Office investigate whether the committee broke

the law by entering executive session. SGA members
charged my request was for personal reasons. They don't

understand that holding meetings behind closed doors

cheats constituents of the right to know what they are

doing.

When elected officials debate matters that affect the

public behind closed doors, the press must demand the

public gain access to the debate. When the government
holds an illegal executive session, newspapers can obtain

a court order demanding that minutes taken during the

closed meeting be made public.

But no minutes were taken at the SGA's executive ses-

Bush can clean
his own mess

I've felt an acute nausea since Ronald Reagan became

president, so I thought my vote for Michael Dukakis in 1988

would be reflexive and automatic.

Yet, for all my antipathy to our vice president, I'm com-

pelled to vote for Bush.

No. this isn't a grotesque case of masochism. It's just that,

once in a while, it'd be nice to see someone clean up their

own mess. The victor in the upcoming election will inherit

Michael Greenfeig

the Reagan legacy and nobody is more deserving of it than

George Bush.

The current administration has brought our country an

'economic boom' on credit we can't afford, financed a Pen

tagon we can't control, conducted covert actions financed

by drug money, alienated the poor, and ignored every war

ning nature's devised. Our next president may face the con-

sequences for these misguided actions and I don't want the

Duke to take the blame. He may have his faults, but he's

not responsible for these national problems.

Bush, on the other hand, is just the man for the job. He
has sat quietly by Reagan's side, performing services more

befitting a houseplant than an informed leader. He's a se-

quel to the Reagan comedy of errors, but he won't get the

laughs of the original. He says he'll 'stay the course' of the

Reagan revolution. Is this a promise or a threat?

The newspapers this past summer have been filled with

warnings of what's to come. Economists confidently predict

a recession in the early 1990's, some even calling for a full-

blown depression.

Environmentalists sound the alarm for drastic curbs on

pollution while conceding we may have gone too far already.

If this translates into skyrocketing inflation and massive

crop failures over the next four years, the country will look

to the White House for an explanation. Shouldn't Bush hold

that press conference?

When taxes rise in the next administration, (and they will)

it will be the working class and the working poor who feel

sion. By involving tlie district attorney's office I am in-

sisting we know if the open-meeting law was broken and,

if so, to make sure this infringement of the public's right

to know doesn't happen again.

But a new dimension to the situation has emerged. The
Collegian learned last week that the open-meeting law

may not apply to the SGA because it was not created by

state legislation. Should the district attorney's office find

that is the case, we have a bigger problem on our hands.

If the SGA is not recognized as a governmental body

and we can't force it to hold public meetings, SGA
members could hold all meetings behind closed doors. If

all meetings are held behind closed doors, the public will

never know what their elected officials are doing. If the

public can't find out what they are doing, SGA members
can do whatever they want.

This is a bleak picture, considering the SGA controls

almost $2 million of student monies. The money you earn-

ed over the summer could be misspent without your know-

ing it.

There is something fundamentally wrong with that.

Something would need to be done to make the SGA
accountable.

If the district attorney's office determines the SGA is

not a governmental body, why should the Collegian cover

the SGA? The Collegian doesn't send reporters to other

public meetings because we may find a closed door when
we get there. Sending reporters regularly to these

meetings would be a waste of time.

Will our covering SGA meetings be a waste of time if

they don't abide to the open-meeting law? Why should the

Collegian bother? Perhaps, the SGA leaders can answer

these questions.

Pedro Pereira is editor in chief of the Collegian
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it most.

They will want to know why this country is so deep in

debt. When toxic wastes can no longer be swept under the

rug, or dumped in our oceans, people will ask why the pro-

blem was allowed to fester for so long. If the truth about

the Iran-Contra-Cocaine connection is finally addressed by

the media, people will ask how such insanity could take

place. Doesn't Bush deserve the opportunity to field these

questions?

Many of the Democratic Party's most prominent leaders

feel that way. Sure, Mario Cuomo, Sam Nunn, and Bill

Bradley had their reasons for ignoring the nominating pro-

cess. In light of the promising position the Democrats have
in regaining the White House, these excuses don't ring true.

It's more plausible they feel it will not be a good time to

be president.

So come November, there is a choice to be made. Do we
throw Dukakis to the wolves and hope he can work another

'miracle,' or do we let Bush answer the question 'Where
was George?'

Michael Greenfeig is a UMass student

They said it. . .

"What is it about the Pledge of Allegiance that upsets

him so much? It is very hard for me to imagine that the

Founding Fathers, Samuel Adams and John Hancock and

John Adams, would have objected to teachers leading

students in the Pledge ofAllegiance to the flag ofthe United

States." — George Bush, Aug. 24.

Ofcourse, Samuel Adams had been dead 89 years, John

Hancock 99 years, and John Adams 66 years before the

Pledge of Allegiance was even dreamed up. According to

one account, the Pledge ofAllegiance was a creation ofthe

Kansas Populists and Republicans in 1892; according to

another, it was devised in that year for publication in the

magazine Youth's Companion to mark the 400th anniver-

sary of Columbus's discovery of America. Its importance

during the first decades of the 20th century was in the

American educational system, where it was used largely

to help de-Europeanize the children of immigrants and
meld them into "one nation indivisible."

—Philip Roth, in the magazine "The New Republic"
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New book from gonzo father
By CHRIS PARCELLIN
Collegian Correspondent

He's back . . . and he doesn't like what he sees.

After a lengthy absence, the father of "gonzo" jour

nalisni. Hunter S. Thompson, is back lampooning

American politics with a new book entitled Generation of

Suine.

Thompson examines the 'swine " who inhabit this coun

try today and fires a hardy blast of mace in their eyes.

Yes, the good doctor has reached down deep into his kit

bag and provided the world with more evidence of his

vicious, crazed humor.

Thompson seemingly spent his hiatus storing venom for

his latest book - a collection of columns that he wrote

for the Hearst-owned San Fransico Examiner. Much space

is devoted to bashing such sacred cows as Ronald Reagan

and George Bush. Thompson firmly believes that the

president is senile and mercilessly chainwhips the chief

executive, labelling him "a silly old fool." "He is older

than most parrots, which can live about '200 years."

Thompson writes.

Bush is portrayed as "a mean crook from Texas" and

one strange vignette features him trying to revive a dead

cat with mouth to-mouth resuscitation on Pennsylvania

Avenue before a hooting crowd. Fact and fiction blur in

Thompson's work; he has the ability to twist facts as

though they were silly putty.

Thompson's personal misadventures found their way in-

to the book as well. He describes the stark horror of hav-

ing a satellite dish installed in his backyard. And in

another weird episode, Thompson persuades passersby in

a shopping mall to have their blood pressure taken by one

of those cheesy machines. Each is taken aback by the

peculiar readings the machine generates. Thompson takes

his own blood pressure and the gadget pronounces him

dead.

One envisions Thompson spending much of his time at

home in Woody Creek, Colorado, firing guns in-

discriminantly and drinking whatever booze he can lay

his hands on. There is a mad righteousness in his writing

as he mocks the unsuspecting swine who gets in his way.

Obviously, Thompson, who turned 50 this year, has not

mellowed with age. Generation recalls many past glories:

the incessant political muckraking of Fear and Loathing

On the Campaign Trail '72; the wild and hilarious

debauchery of Fear and Loathing in La.s Vegas, the wall

to wall madness of The Great Shark Hunt.

But beneath the humor there is a genuine anger directed

at those who Thompson feels are content to let things stay

as they are in this country. That is the basis for the title

and, as always. Thompson is right on target with his acidic

opinions and barbed criticisms. There is no other new jour

nalist who can match his flair for exposing the absurdities

that surround us in the '80s. In these days of "just say

no ' crusades, Thompson proudly thumbs his nose at social

convention as he continues to document his drug and

alcohol binges. His stature as an American folk hero is

untarnished ("Uncle Duke" from Doonesbury is based on

Thompson.)

Love him or hate him, Hunter Thompson is unques

tionably one of the most important journalists of our time

and Generation is his best work since Fear and Loathing

in Las Vegas.

At SmithCorona,simplicity
Isthe motherof mventlon.

Our engineers racked their brains so you won't have to.

We make
the simplest
typewriters
in memory.

We started out with a very sim-

ple idea.

To make electronic typewriters

and word processors that have lots

of ^reat features but are very simple

to use.

So simple you

don't have to keep

one eye on your

typing and one eye

on the instruction

manual.

So simple you

don't need a degree

in computer pro-

gramming to operate them.
So simple they can even make

a confirmed non-typist comfortable

at the keyboard.

Call It hum.in engineering if you

like. Or call it ergonomics. Or call it

plain old inspiration.

What we e anie up with is a

line of remarkable typewriters that

are sophisticated without being

complicate'!.

In fact, they're unlike any other

typewriters you've ever seen before...

or u.sed before. ..or muttered at before.

Take our new Smith Corona
Si > 700. (Lots of people are going to.)

We call the SI) 700 the Memory
Typewriter You just may call it the

simplest typewriter in memory
It features a 7,000 character

editable memory you can access with

the mere flip of a switch.

Combined with the 16 character

LCD display you can proofread, cor-

rect and make changes before you

ever put anything down on paper.

Of course, should you want to

Give your typing a screen test.

make changes on paper, we've made
that simpler than ever too.

On the SI) 700 as well as on

every new Smith Corona typewriter

you'll find our new correcting

cassette.

It's easy-to-load and you can

insert it in seconds.

There are no spools to

unwind. No complicated threading.

No tangles.

So now(or reeling mistakes

is as easy as making them.

^B^^^ We've reformed
the correction system.

Add features like a Spell-Right
"

50,000 word electronic dictionary

WordFind; WordEraser," Full Line

Correction and much more and you've

got a typewriter that's not just incred-

ibly simple to use, but simply impos-
sible to pas.s up.

Of course, the same goes for

every other Smith Corona typewriter
and word processor as well.

Which IS why we
recommend that you

hurry to your nearest

store and try our

maihines yourself.

Obviously they

won't come to you.

Yft

.

SMITH
CORONK

TOMORROWST€CHNOIjOGY
AT YOURTOUCH

For more informal Kin on ihih product, write to Smith Corona C<irp<iratii)n,6.SI,iKusi Avi-nuc, NewCanaanA 1 t>h84()

or Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.), 440 Taps* oil Koad.Si arborouKh.Ontario.Canada M1B1Y4

Local Vocals 1988
Valley Rocks On
By COSMO MACERO JR
Collegian Staff

Hitting the Amherst area now, and in the near future,

is an assortment of cool happenings ranging from guitar

work.shops, to free shows, to open jam sessions. The music

scene within the Five College Area is beginning to roll,

particularly here at UMass.

Aspiring guitarists will delight at the opportunity to

take some first class lessons which are being offered to

UMass students with an Arts Council discount. Classes

are offered in Classical, Popular, Jazz, and Bluegrass

styles. Students can register for private study on an ongo-

ing basis. Special group study classes are also offered,

and registration continues through September 22 in the

rDld Chapel, Monday -Thursday 9am-4pm and Friday

9am 1pm. Call 545 0519 for more information.

Is everyone excited about the upcoming Godfathers

show at the Student Union Ballroom? This slick band

is a treat to see live, and their image on MTV strays very

little from their ultra-cool persona and sound. Lets hope

they're around for awhile.

No I'm not Plate-0-Shrimp's official press agent, but

I thought you'd like to know that they'll be at L'Oasis

on Friday and Saturday September 23 and 24. Get over

there and dance it up.

continued on page 1!
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S;udent Desks
(In M»ple oe Cheiryl
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Bookcases
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Newmoon I'utons
SiniiiKK at
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1 Shore Street, Northampton
586-7970

OPEN; Monday Fild.y 10 6 ,
S«lurd.y 10 5

Ihuoday Night* until 8 pm

VnDOVE^
V^ •^ 0UMIMU AiMoau*. Inc. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc. 9

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES

i • LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
^COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

• Full or Part-Time Maintenance •

•Position Open Up to $6.00 per hour.

I • Free Meals • No Experience Necessary •
• • Insurance Benefits Available

^^^^^
^m

•344 King St. H,dley •
.Northampton mmmm99**^

Places to go for food

By SCOTT ROE
Collegian Corresj»ondent

The next time you are walking around campus and you

start to feel your stomach grumbling, don't worry. There

are plenty of places on campus that can satisfy your

hunger.

The Campus Center and Student Union have a variety

of places that run the gamut from fast food to health food.

Start at the top - the Top of the Campus that is. The 11th

floor of the Campus Center contains a restaurant, bar and

a splendid view of the campus. The TOC serves lunch and

dinner and while the menu is slightly limited, the food

is good and relatively inexpensive. It's a nice place to treat

Mom and Dad when they come to visit. And if you are

over 21, Tuesday night at the TOC lounge is free mun-

chies night.

The Hatch, located downstairs in the Student Union,

is a haven for people watchers but it also serves fast food.

At the Hatch you can pick up a quick breakfast on your

way to class, or for lunch or dinner try a "Speedie Burger,"

fries and other assorted Hatch originals. There is also La

Cuchina for pizza and pasta or the Deli Garden for a sand-

wich or salad.

For something in the health food vein you might like

to try Earthfoods Cafe or the People's Market. Earthfoods

is open from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and is now serving soup

and salad with rice and beans. The Peoples Market may

be more to your taste, where they sell everying from fine

Columbian coffee, to all natural toothpaste, to carob-

covered rice cakes. They also sell a variety of fruits, and

their bagels can't be beat. Though the People's Market

may be a little difficult to find (behind Earthfoods Cafe),

it's well worth the look.

If you've been at the library all night studying and find

yourself in desperate need of a break, why not check out

the Blue Wall, arguably the best place on campus for study

breaks. You can get a quick lift from the wide selection

of freshly ground coffee, cappucino or espresso. The Blue

Wall also has a choice of ice cream, cookies and muffins

at good prices.

The Campus Center isn't the only place to quiet your

stomach. Most of the residential areas have their own

snack bars: Southwest's Hampden Munchies; Central's

Greenough snackbar; Sylvan's McNamara snackbar and

Orchard Hill's snackbar in Field.

So. if you can't handle another DC dinner, or you don t

want to catch a bus to your house or apartment, stay on

campus and get a decent meal for a good price. Even if

you're not hungry, buy some popcorn at the Mini Store

and feed the ducks; they're always hungry.

CHIC PHYSIQUE SUPERCENTERS

FOR WOMEN
EXERCISE CLASSES

CARDIOVASCULAR
EQUIPMEUT

• FITNESS MACHINES

...Where Great Shapes Get That Way!

MountaJn Farms Mali Route 9. Hadlcy
586-5606

BURGER
KING

NOW HIRING
ALL SHIFTS

DAYTIME, AFTER SCHOOLS
AND EVENING SHIFTS

Up to $6.00 per hour.

College Students Work

Around Your Class

Schedule
• Flexible Hours
• Free Meals
• Good Starting Wage
• Enjoyable Work Atmosphere

APPLY IN PERSON

344 King St. Route 9

Northampton Hadley

A look at the latest singles
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Singles Scene: A look at the latest releases

When in Rome "The Promise
"

It's a new Ultravox for the late '80s. When In Rome
employs some old tactics to create a new hit. By using the

standard British techno-pop melodies and throwing in

some moody lyrics they've struck the same vein as pop

predecessors ABC, Johnny Hates Jazz and Duran Duran.

Catchy but common.
Debbie Harry "Liar Liar"

Blondie's back! Well, sort of. This fun loving '60s remake

of the Castaway's hit sizzles thanks to Harry's incredi-

ble vocals. Although lack of air play will probably give

this one an early death, it is certainly worth listening to.

Wet Wet Wet 'Sweet Little Mystery "/The Four Tops
"Indestructible"

Something is wrong here. Wet Wet Wet, a new Scottish

soul band, have mastered the Motown sound, while the

great Four Tops are struggling through a forgettable piece

of commercial slop. Ifyou want to relive the Detroit sound,

you'll have to listen to music from the U.K.

Prince "I Wish U Heaven"

As Prince's style has developed over the years, his music

has deepened and become more obscure. The Purple One

is a master at setting a mood through music and his latest

effort is no exception. The mellow, loose structure of music

and lyrics combine perfectly to create a listening pleasure.

Jane Wiedlin "Inside A Dream"

After her first top ten single "Rush Hour", "Inside A

Dream" may seem disappointing to some. Those who

listen to the lyrical content of a song should be pleased,

but Wiedlin's child-like voice could annoy others. But it's

a step in the right direction and an adequate follow-up.

Terrence Trent D'Arby "Dance Little Sister"

From the first few seconds of the song you know you're

in for something wild. The egotistical D'Arby has been

bragging of his talents for months and deservedly so. This

latest single should draw comparisons to James Brown

and will most likely become D'Arby's third U.S. top ten

hit. Do we now have a Godson of Soul?

Kylie Monoque "The Locomotion"

Another product of the hit factory from the British pro-

duction team of Stock, Aitken and Waterman. They've

cranked out hits for Bananarama, Rick Astley, Dead or

Alive and many others. Now this Australian soap star is

hoping the winning formula will work for her. If you en

joy the acts listed above, chances are you'll want to do

"The Locomotion."

local vocals
continued from page 10

This past weekend had a couple of tid-

bits to offer from our local favorites. Initially rained out,

Split Decision({ormer\y the Remnants) eventually played

a short set at State Street in North Amherst early Satur-

day night. S.D.'s powerful sound is headed by the ex

plosive lead guitar work of veteran Bruce Richardson.

Boasting a heavy duty rhythm section, and featuring the

brash, unbridled vocals of singer Bill Probst, Split Deci-

sion displayed the sound which challenged eardrums all

over Southwest at last Spring's pyramids concert. Easily

the tightest and most talented UMass band this year,

they'll no doubt be noticed soon.

Across town. Vital Organ played to a sweaty crowd at

Pi Kappa Alpha. Mixing funky r&b influences with their

own straight ahead rock style, this band reaches a plea

sant hybrid sound.

Vital Organ is composed of ex-members of both Strong

Waters and Shelf Life. Covering everything from Lynyrd

Skynyrd to The Kingsmen, they've proved to be a party

favorite.

On a slightly larger scale, Bim Skala Bim played a

private show at Amherst College Saturday. Already the

heavyweights of the Boston ska scene, Bim looks to be

expressing the same influence here in the Pioneer Valley.

Speaking of ska, heard of a band called Iron Elf? Keep

your ears open and you just might.

^ Some women think they need to lake an occasional

rest from the Pill. So they switch to a less effective form of

birth control, and increase their chances of gelimg preg-

nant. Just how restful this can be is highly questionable.

What is certain, however, is thai there's no medical evi-

dence thai supports this notion of taking a break. None.

There are other myths, miscon-

ceptions and questions about the

Pill. What about the Pill and breast

cancer? Although there are con-

flicting reports concerning this

issue, the Centers for Disease Control

reported that women who took the Pill-

even for 15 years- ran no higher risk of

breast cancer than the women who didn't.

Thev also reported that ovarian and uterine

cancer are substantially less common

among women on the Pill. What s more.

Pill users are less likely to develop pelvic

inflammatory disease (tubal infections),

benign breast disease, and iron deficiency

Aanemia-nol to mention menstrual cramps.

And the rumor that the Pill makes you less fertile is

just that. Rumor. Studies indicate that if you were

fertile before vou look the Pill, taking it should not

affect your ability to have children later. Some women

BREAK

m
Pill?

may experience a short period of readjust-

ment after discontinuing the Pill. But even

so, they usually become pregnant soon.

So does the Pill have any real risks? Yes.

And vou should know what those risks are.

For example, if you are taking the Pill, you

should not smoke. Especially if you're over

35. Cigarette smoking is known to increase

the risk of serious and possibly life-

threatening adverse effects on the heart and

blood vessels from Pill use. What's more, women with cer-

tain conditions or medical histories should not use the

Pill. Even if vou're already on the Pill, you should see your

doctor at least once a year. And be sure to read the patient

information that's included in every Pill package.

When it comes to birth control, the best advice is to

seek out the best advice. Go to reliable sources. Ask a lot

of questions. Discuss all the options with your doctor.

Because only then will you know where the myth ends.

And the truth bepins
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THE EOI)> SHOP
CPENS TODAY

VITh IVO NIV LOCATIONS M

rENNED> & JCHN ADAHS TCVCRS

«W DIGITAL li>DliA-fnNf S$ MACriMES

• STAR CLIMBERS • POWMG HACIilNES

• ACKOOICS • Sri MACniNCS

m TI^EADMILLS • STATIONAI^Y EIO'CLES

ALL FOR THE LOW SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $501

fIRST ICC JOINING CCCIIVE
A BOO SnCP DESICNEI^ TEE SHII^T

AND
ACE ELICIGLE ECI^ CRAVING FCI^

HMOUNTRIN BIKE CROSS COUNTRy SKIS

SPORTING GOODS GIFT CERTIFICRTES

SIGN Lf) AND WOCr CUT TODAT

John Adams 19th Floor

John Kennedy 12th Floor

Totman Gymnasiunn Basennent

HOURS 7 30-900 am
1 1:30-1 30 pm
3:00-9 00 pm

Sat 12:00-3 00 pm

Info: 545-4665

Student Affairs Information Services
.Mii,nj»mM.mmm.WLMMmm-M

LAST DAY TO ADD/DROP
IS TOMORROW

Call TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number:

1006 Adding and Dropping Courses

1009 Credit load

1032 Pass /Fail Option

1033 Repeat Option

1030 Internships

2201 Five College Buses
2477 Athletic Events

2460 Meal Plan Options and Exemptions
2174 Finding an Apartment

2355 Student Activities Office

See the Student Telephone

Directory For a complete list of tapes.

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL 'IDB' (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped information Phone Service (TIPS)

INFORMATION DATA BANK TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

Tandy Computers

Truckload Sale
UMASS Student Center-Sept. 21 & 22

Buy Now and Save on landy Computers—

A New Addition to the UMASS Bookstore

Don't Miss Out On the Incredible Values! Choose
From PC Compatible Systems Like These:

1)1 \ I SI ()\ () I c ()\ 1 1 \ ( I \ (, I 1)1 ( \ r I ()\

A Line of

Credits

You Won't

Believe

and it's not too late

to get them. Increase

your knowledge

University of

Massachusetts

atAmherst

The Tandy 1000 TX System lets

you do wi>rd processing, spreadsheets

and more! Comes with DeskMate®

software with seven applications.

System includes the Tandy 1000 TX.

CM-Il G)lor Monitor. 20 Mb Hard

Card. DMP-1 32 Printer. Printer Ca-

ble and Op' """'' Tindy Mouse.

The Tandy 3000 HL System is

ideal tor engineering, programming,

CAE, CAD and other complex ap-

plications. System includes the

Tindv 3000 HL. EGM-1 Monitor,

EGA GraphiCb Card, 20 Mb Hard
Drive. Hard Drive Controller.

DMP-1 32 Prinrtr and Printer Cable.

For Buyer Eligability See Store For Details

Tandy® Comouters: Because there is no better valued

hjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located in the Campus Center

base. Learn something necessary or just plain

fun. Over 100 credit courses and Adventures in

Lifelong Learning workshops are offered this

fall through the UMass Division of Continuing

Education. Register now through September 20

for Continuing Education evening courses or

University day courses on a space-available

basis. The only points you get are grade points.

Pick up a free catalog at the Division of Continuing

Education, Goodell Building. For more informa-

tion, call (413) 545-2414.

or ( ()\ I I \ I I \ (. I 1)1 ( \ I

students for nnknkist Treatment of laboratory primates debated
continued from page 1

By that time, the number of Dukakis student groups

on campus had grown to about 150, Gross said.

Since the primaries. Gross and Wilkins have seen the

number of student organizers grow to more than 500 in

all 50 states.

'We're registering about 3-1 Democrats and we've

always been known as a conservative school,' said Joseph

Elias, 21, a senior at the University of Kentucky who is

the Dukakis student organizer in that state. "People are

starting to tire of the Republican genre. There's a lack

of responsibility in the Republican administraion and peo-

ple like me who will be heading off to work soon are feel-

ing it."

Most encouraging for Gross and Wilkins was a recent

call from students at American University in Washington,

D.C., announcing the formation of a campus group called

Republicans for Dukakis.

The student vote, which differs from the youth vote, is

often dismissed by political campaigns but should not be

underestimated. Gross said. While voter registration

among those 18-24 who are not students is negligible,

registration figures among students 18-24 equals the

general electorate.

"Students are getting invloved in partisan politics, not

protest politics." said Gross. "The issues they care about

focus more on public service. They're working more for

social change in a different way."

But while Gross and Wilkins are optimistic about the

student vote for Dukakis, there have been disturbing anti

Dukakis rallies in, of all places, the governor's home state.

Some 60 students gathered for an anti-Dukakis rally

Friday at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst,

sponsored by a campus conservative group called Students

for America

BOSTON (AP) — While scientists debated how to pro-

vide for the mental health of laboratory primates under

new federal rules over the weekend, pickets patrolled out-

side, contending the biomedical community has been lax

on the issue.

"The top priority is to allow social life," Frans de Waal

of the Wisconsin Regional Primate Center told a con-

ference Saturday, adding that if animals need to be

isolated, it should be limited.

De Waal said social life for lab chimpanzees and

monkeys should include primate babies being raised with

their mothers or with peers and the use of animals in pairs

for experiments, if possible.

"I don't think people are really trying," he said of the

problem of primate isolation in the laboratory.

The conference at Harvard Medical School was spon-

sored by the school. Tufts University and the University

of Massachusetts to provide some scientific input to new

federal rules.

Under an amendment to the 1985 federal Animal

Welfare Act, laboratories must meet basic standards for

the nhvsical care of primates and house them in wavs that

promote their "psychological well-being."

However, rules to put the federal law into effect are

nearly two years overdue.

An estimated two dozen animals' rights advocates

picketed outside the school contending the conference

would only continue the delay of new rules.

"These people in the meeting are not qualified to make

comment on the well-being of primates," Scott Van

Valkenburg of the New England Anti-Vivisection Socie-

ty said.

Michale Keeling of the chimpanzee unit at the Univer-

sity of Texas said researchers should begin to improve the

lot of lab primates whether there are rules in place or not.

He said: "It is my opinion that if we don't adopt a more

aggressive approach in demonstrating progress, our

criticism will be successful in stampeding the public and

the Congress into throwing the baby out with the bath

wfltcr."

Dr. Jan Moor Jankowski of the New York University

Laboratory for Experimental Medicine and Surgery in

Primates added: "We have to exert peer pressure on those

who don't clean up their house so we all don't suffer."

Hanover Teacher Association prepares to go on strike

HANOVER (AP) - The Hanover Teachers Association's

150 members yesterday prepared to go out on strike and

post pickets outside schools after they failed to reach an

agreement on a new contract with school officials over the

weekend, a teacher's representative said.

The school committee and members of the school ad-

ministration failed to respond to telegrams offering renew-

More Than
Copies

Copies • Fix .Serwe

Binding • Office Supplies

Oversize Copies

Pidc-Up & Delivery

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543

ed negotiations over the weekend after the teachers

unanimously rejected a three-year contract offer Friday,

said Melanie Drozdowski, the teachers' president.

"Apparently, they're willing to have a strike hit the

town without an attempt to settle,;; Drozdowski said Sun-

day evening. "Unless something happens tonight, which

I'm doubtful about, teachers will be on picket lines at 6:30

tomorrow morning.

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Wednesday, September 28

Guidelines arxJ application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

Ul^ass Arts Council

DIVISION
MUSIC • THEATER • DANCE

INSTRUCTION

All ages and levels

Private lessons

Group Study
Ensembles

Group study classes are 1/2 price

for UMass students.

For a brochure, call PAD at 545-0519

or stop by the office \r\ Old Chapel.

DER NEW OWNERSHIP
f-<n»-,>-

»L00 Off
Any 12 Inch Pizza

On* Coupon P«r PtHi

Offer Expires Sept 30, 1988

n.oo Off
Any 12 Inch Pizza

One Coupon Per Pizza

Offer Expires Sept 30. 1988

n.oo Off
Any 12 Inch Pizza
One Coupon Per Pizza

Offer Expires Sept. 30. 1988

S<K .^^^

^ A.

-^^rV

»H .CI

*2.00 Off
Any 16 Inch Pizza
One Coupon Per Pizza

(Offer Expires Sept 30, 1988

»2.00 Off
Any 16 Inch Pizza
One Coupon Per Pizza

Offer Expires Sept 30, 1988

»2.00 Off
Any 16 Inch Pizza
One Coupon Per Pizza

I Offer Expires Sept. 30. 1988

K, WEALWAYS
NEED LEADERS

m^KP ^^^^ The Air Force is looking ior

^n^r ^fl^^^L pilots .. navigators...

^m^^^^T^^^^ missileers... engineers.

.

^^^^^^^ managers and... more Our pos^

^^^^^ ttonsareimportanLYjucangstone

^fc^B^^through Air Force ROrc.WV^san-S^ ROTC cacHyouH be^aujrf^ ui leader*ip and rnanagement pradice&Vbu may

^so apply fer our scholar^P P?f^^.*^,^
oiUeiK ocpeiises. plus $100 per academic month^ fiee

wherejouTl be challenged toocd and newaided far >cur

success. Let us give >ou the details today

CAPT MIKE LACOMBE
413-545-2451

12 Inch 8 Slice Pizza

Cheese

litem

2 Items

3 Items

4 Items

5 Items

tewteNiip EwUwcesum Here

TAX INCLUDED

$5.50

$6.50

$7.50

$8.50

$9.50

$10.50

PRICES
16 Inch 12 Slice Pizza

Cheese j^^ $7.75

1 Item X^PlX W.25

2 Items M^ap^ ^^^-^^

3 Items i^^fA $^2.25

4 Items ^^^^r $1^-75

5 Items
^^^^^^ $15.25
TAX INCLUDED

Pays »70»« to »W0»«

A Shift
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Sasso's presence evident in recent Dukakis rhetoric
BOSTON ( AP) - Michael Dukakis had aheady begun

to fire back at George Bush before former aide John Sasso

rejoined his campaign, but Dukakis has become even more

combative since, his sharpened rhetoric beeu-ing the stamp

of a man he likens to a brother.

Exiled from the campaign a year ago, after admitting

his role in the videotape that helped drive Sen. Joseph

Biden from the presidential race, Sasso returned to

Dukakis' side two weeks ago. And the friends who

gathered to welcome him back erupted in approval when

he made a simple declaration: "There are contrasts and

weaknesses that are issues in this campaign. I will not

shy away from pointing these contrasts out."

AH signs since, to borrow a favorite Dukakis phrase, in

dicate that Sasso means it.

The return of Dukakis' longtime political alter ego came

at a time when the Democratic presidential nominee had

lost the momentum he gained from his party's national

convention and as he was being criticized for not respon

ding aggressively to attacks from George Bush and his

fellow Republicans.

"Garbage," was what Dukakis quickly had to say about

the GOP attacks. Then, seeking to regain the offensive,

he took aim at Bush and his running mate. Sen. Dan

Quayle, and midiences seemed to approve.

"George Bush has been around Washington a long time,

but if he couldn't stand up to the ayatollah or say no to

Noriega, how will he measure up to Gorbachev?" Dukakis

said in a speech in Chicago. He then reminded his au-

dience that three vice presidents have assumed the

presidency within the memories of many voters. Said

Dukakis: "Dan Quayle is no Gerald Ford. He's no Lyn-

don Johnson. And he sure ain't no Harry Truman."

In Dukakis' speeches, tone and at his campaign head-

quarters, Sasso's stamp is obvious.

Dukakis has been more feisty, his staff invigorated and

long-overdue channels of communication with Jesse

Jackson and key members of Congress established.

"It was an important development that brought our

team up to full strength and we're delighted," said Kirk

O'Donnell, the former Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill aide who

was brought in as a senior adviser to Dukakis after Sasso

resigned last September. "I think first of all his relation-

ship with the governor is very important but also his long

experience in campaigns. He's a well-respected, and

deservedly so, political strategist.'

Sasso was the architect of Dukakis' presidential bid, tur

ning his eye toward the White House even as Dukakis

campaigned for re-election as governor of Massachusetts

in ioo«

Sasso assembled the team, but was forced to leave it

behind after admitting he had a role in the "attack video"

showing Delaware Sen. Biden using the words of a British

politician without attributing them. Reports based on the

videotape and subsequent stories about plagarism put

Biden out of the race, but then stories about Sasso's in-

volvement forced his from Dukakis' side.

But as Dukakis' campaign lost steam in August,

Dukakis recalled his longtime sidekick for the stretch run

of his self-described marathon.

Sasso, whose title is vice chairman, has kept a relative-

ly low profile since returning and declined to be interview-

ed about his impact. But other Dukakis aides, some speak-

ing privately, credited him with taking a number of steps

to sharpen the campaign's message and focus.

"He's gotten things moving," said one aide who works

closely with Sasso. "The message is tightening up. The
events are tightened up to help focus on that message,

and the need to respond and respond quickly now has a

higher priority here."

One example came in Chicago, just days after Sasso's

return. After anti-abortion protesters disrupted his speech

and became the campaign story of the day, Dukakis held

an unscheduled meeting with reporters, making sure he

reclaimed a major part of the story.

Board of Governors

ATTENTION
All RSO and Student Coops

The 88/89 Applications for Student Space

in the CC/SU are available in Room 817

Campus Center

ll
All questions should be directed to Facilities Coordinator

The Most A-Pccling frozen Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-Fat and Nonfat frozen Yogurt

^ and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one!

OPEN 7
One Boltwood Walk

rNtrtoWicklesnne Print) DAYS & NIGMTS ^-^'^^^";^^^^-

253-2774

56 Main St.

rthampton
586-9659

luuuuuuiiuu iim i nn i nnn ' —

*

""' nnnn^

THE
DISTINGUISED VISITORS PROGRAM

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL
MEETING

DELTA
UPSILON

-Forms available at the D.V.P. Ottice,

415 Student Union

-Forms must be returned by 5:OOpm,
Sept. 23rd

-Call the D.V.P. Office (545-0920) for any
information 8c details

-All proposals must be accompanied with

an oral presentation

Invites all University Men
to

OPEN RUSH

To be held:

Tuesday
Sept 27, 1988

Place:

805 CC

dbtin^ubhed
Vbitors pco^cam

Tuesday the 13th^9:00 p.m.
if Thursday the 15th—4:30 p.m.

• BARBEQUE ir

ir Monday the 19th 8:00 p.m.
it Monday Night Football on the Big Screen TV

We Offer:
• 24 Hour Open Kitchen
• Great Social Life MAP
• Above Average Scholatics
• Strong Intramurals
• Life Long Friendships

ALSO SEPT. 1 4th & 20th
9:00 p.m.

HtM

CoMecJan photo l> Richard Bonanno

PEDDLING HER WARES - Mrs. Henry Kurzydlowski shows off
some of the items for sale outside her Hadley home.

Necessities!Necesidades
ntinuiJ /'•

: page 3

"We asked her if she (the social worker)

was aware of the success rate," said

Flower. "Among the best programs for bat-

terers the success rate is two to three per-

cent."

Since Ferrer's death, workers at

Necessities have met with DSS "to convey

to them that we should be a part of develop-

ing service plans," said Flower. "We want
the woman's perspective of the situation to

be more important than it is."

Ferrer's social worker now claims that

the reunification called for in the service

plan was to re-unite Virginia with her

children, not with Alan Reyes', said

Flower. Regardless of what her social

worker actually meant, Ferrer did get back

together with Reyes before her children

were returned to her, said Flower.

"Not long after, he abused her again,"

said Flower, "and she got an order of pro-

tection against him."

A woman is killed by a batterer every 22

days in Massachusettes according to a 1985

state report by the Department of Public

Health.

"We are deeply saddened that she could

not have her wish (to live). We can only en-

sure that because of this tragedy, the

memory of her will not die, and that our

grief will spur us on in our struggle to com-

bat violence against women," reads a

Necessities statement.

The Memorial Fund for Virginia Ferrer

has been established by Necessities to help

with funeral expenses, and funds for the

children. Contributions should be made
payable to the fund, and sent to

Necessities.

TECHNICAL PEN SAVINGS ^scqEOOER
PLUS FREE Hiaraiiii:

SCHOOL SUPPUES
Get this FREE Value Pack of Staedtler school

supplies and reuseable CacheCase worth $12,

when you buy a specially-priced Marsmatic

technical pen set with 7pens plus ink.

Available now at your college store.

700 S7

NEED A JOB?

Saoeooeooei toooeoeoeooeoooooooeeoooK

Want to stay on-campus
and out of the DC?

THEN TELEFUND
IS FOR YOU!

As a telephone caller you will help

to raise valuable $ for the university

by contacting alumni for their support.

• Start at 4.50 hr plus bonuses
• Flexible schedule
• Day & evening shifts

• Great for the resume!

Call today 545--3409, or stop by

Memorial Hall for an application.

Alpha

. Chi

Rho
More Info:

_ ^ __ 253-9494 (Brian)

Events
Sept 13th Southwest (James Basement) 7-9pm
Sept 15th Campus Center Room 901 7-9pm

Sept 19th Central (Van Meter basement) 7 9pm
Sept 21st Northeast (Leach basement) 7-9pm

1

RESTAURANT I r

Route 9 and Universily Drive. Amherst /*-»

2539757

Lunch Tues.— Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

''All-You-Can-Ear LUNCH BUFFET
Tues.Fri. ^A O^^
11:30.3 p.m. ^"•^^

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *

' (Otaceunt «ypM.> to (ood ttama pufchMeJ for

Mnnor In tho (Mrring room Cannot b* mad tn

een|unctton with oth*r dttcount.)

with your
valid Student ID

Oldies Dance Club

Roul* 9 i Unlv*nily Dflv*. Amhefsl 2S3 - 9750

Downslaifs al the GuH Stream

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
DJ plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

Pitchers off Beer $5.25

750 Drafts ir No Cover

Check out our new 10 fft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (i°oV"scrn)
Pitchers off Beer $5.25

ir Free Popcorn t 75$ Drafts ir

Free "Pinic Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Glass
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i'ullegian phutu by RU'hard Buniinno

TAKING A BREATHER - George Pratt, curator of the Hadley Farm
Museum, takes a break from his duties last week.

Norwood kicks Pats, 16-14
FOXBORO ( AP) - The Buffalo Bills are

undefeated in three games, and they are

giving a big tip of the helmet to kicker

Scott Norwood.

Norwood's third field goal of the game
Sunday, from 41 yards out with 11 seconds

to play, rallied the Bills to a 16-14 victory

over the New England Patriots.

"That's the third game we've won when
the kicker provided the winning margin,"

said Bills coach Marv Levy. "But our

defense played superbly."

The Bills sacked Patriots quarterback

Steve Grogan four times and also in-

tercepted two passes, while holding New
England scoreless in the second half as Buf-

falo snapped an 11 -game losing streak to

the Patriots. They last defeated New
England 19-10 on Dec. 13, 1981.

Norwood's winning kick came after Jim
Kelly had moved the Bills to the Patriots'

47 yard line on a drive that began with 1:50

left in the game. "I had no doubts about

kicking it. We got the good side of the field.

It isn't a case of being nervous, it's a case

of concentration on the field," said Nor-

wood, who also played a key role in Buf-

falo's 13-10 victory over Minnesota and 9-6

win against Miami. "That was probably

more exciting than the first two games."

The Patriots had built a 14-13 halftime

lead on two Grogan touchdown passes.

"It was a hard-fought game. We figured

on a close match and we weren't disap-

pointed. We were disappointed in the final

score," said Patriots coach Raymond Berry.

"But I never saw a loss that I liked."

Norwood's third field goal of the game
came after Kelly had brought the Bills, 3-0,

to within one point. 14-13 with his first

touchdown pass of the season, a 3-yard todd

to Robb Riddick with 9:15 to play in the

game. Prior to that, Buffalo had gone 10

quarters without a touchdown.

Boyonewmsl^f^il^l I A i
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Win Money!
Have Fun!

Wm yourcoOi^nt^FREE

JOSTEXS
Date: Sept. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 Time: 10-5

^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Build a Float for the
Homecoming Parade

11 a.m., Sat., October 15

Prize Money For Best Floats
First Prize - $250

Second Prize - $150
Third Prize - $100

To participate, please call
545-4200 by September 19

All groups, clubs, organizations,
departments and offices are eligible

to participate.
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom Coanty

By Berke Breathed
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"She's genuinely bogua."

-CHRISTOPHER HASSALL

Daily Crossword Puzzle

'Drive. Ted! We've stumbled into some cowtown."

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin aad Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Menu
Lunch

tacos

Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Basics L««ck

vegetable tacos

rice frittata

Basics Dinner

Iggman on Campus

Dinner
Roast Turkey/Bread Dres^

Turkey/Bread Dress-
ing/Gravy/Cranberry Sause

j^g/^^^^/cVanbenv Sause
^ „ , -4 V, /<;=. Garbanzo Vegetable Stew
Kielbasa/Horseradish/Sa-

""'"o »

uerkraut

Weather

Today: Mostly sunny, high near 80.

Tonight: Clouds moving in, low in the 408.

Tomorrow: Chance of showers, high in the TOs.

By Drew Aquilina
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men's soccer splits A-10 games

continued from page 20

was in perfect position for the shot.

Fifteen minutes later, Cesnek took mat-

ters into his own hands on a patented one-

on-three breakaway. The junior forward

shook off two-thirds of the St. Joe's

backfield, ultimately beating Melody with

a shot to the lower right side of the net

to give UMass a 3-0 lead.

With 13:46 left on the clock, Cesnek

finished the afternoon's scoring outburst

by executing a penalty kick, granted to

the Minutemen when Pete McEvoy was

tripped up 15 feet in front of the net. It

was Cesnek's second goal of the afternoon,

and his fourth on the young season.

Defensively, a preseason's worth of

work has payed off in these early contests;

the only goal surrendered by the

Minutemen all week came during the loss

to Temple. Yesterday, the Hawks forced

King to make only five saves all

afternoon.

"The defense really shut them (St. Joe's)

down, " said Gettler. "The first four games

... I wanted to make sure we were a good

defensive team, and I think giving up one

goal in four games really is starting to

make a statement."

Free Kicks: ... St. Joe's Bill Tencza

played most of the first half with his sore

left wrist encased in a giant plaster cast

. . . the Pete McEvoy fan club was in full

force, with enough t-shirts present to pro-

perly spell "PETER' . . . next up, the

Minutemen will journey over the river

and through the woods to face Dartmouth,

Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.

men 's cross country
continued from page 20

course so he let them set the pace. But he

did what he had to do when it counted."

The second and third place finishers both

hailed from B.C. Mike Pierani and George

Grant checked in with times of 26:59.2 and

26:59.4, respectively.

Senior John Lorenzi was the next UMass
runner to finish as he recorded a time of

27:15.

"I was pleasantly surprised with Joe."

O'Brien said. "He had been injured for over

a year and you don't know how an athlete

is going to react the first time back.
"

Two other runners caught the attention

of the coach as well. Juniors Herbert Heff-

ner and Greg Squires both impressed

O'Brien.

"Herb as a real plus for us. Him runn-

ing well will be a key for us this year,"

O'Brien said.

O'Brien also got his first look at Squires

as a cross countryman. A transfer from

UMass-Boston. Squires as the

Minutemen's fourth runner. "I liked what

I saw of him," O'Brien said.

Water polo
takes three
UM hits Top 10 in East

The University of Massachusetts men's water polo team
opened its season on a good note by winning its first three

games this weekend at the Eastern Water Polo Associa-

tion meet at the Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD.

The victories helped push the Minutemen into a Top 10

ranking in the East for next weekend's action at the

Brown Invitational Meet.

Last year, UMass finished the season 10th in the East

after a 12-8 season.

"We played well," said UMass coach Russ Yarworth.

"This promotes us to the A-Division for next weekend.

That means we're now in the Top 10 in the East."

UMass started the weekend in fine fashion by beating

Boston College, 13-7. Leading the way in the scoring

department was Eric Bebchick, who had four goals, and

Jon Miller, who added three.

Next, the Minutemen followed another four-goal effort

by Bebchick to knock off Villanova, 10-7. Scott DeLuca

added two goals to the winning cause.

Finally, in the finals bracket, the Minutemen got rid

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 9-4. Down
3-1, the Minutemen mounted a comeback for the victory.

Bebchick, Miller and Craig Siegel each had a pair of

goals to cap off the perfect weekend.

"We played real well, it was a great weekend," Yar-

worth Raid.

Sports
Notice

There will be a meeting

for anyone in the

Stockbridge School of

Agriculture interested in

trying out for the

Stockbridge men's basket-

ball team tonight a 6 p.m.

in 223 Boyden.
Anyone who can't be pre-

sent at this meeting is ask

ed to contact coach Jack

Leaman in room 228 in

Boyden Gym, or by calling

545-1301.

CINtMA

TUCKER PG
Starring Jeff Bridges

(A irue story of Pclerson Tucker)

2 Showinss:

7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.

S«nior Ciliiens ft CWIdcrn W
Adulls S3. 50

441 don't want
a lot of hype.

I just want
something I

can count on.^^

$6.00 PER HOUR!$

PART-TIME IN HUMAN SERVICES

Relief staff positions available in group home

model mental health treotment program on

bus route in Sunderland Orientation, training

and supervision provided. Excellent oppor-

tunity to gain experience in mental hiealth or

Human services. Cover Letter and resume to;

Sunderland House c/o Valley Programs 98 Mam
St. Northampton Ma. 01060

Some long distance

companies promise you

the moon, but v^tiat you

ivally want is dependable,

high quality service. That's

just what you'll get when
you chcwseATM Long

bistana' Service, at a cost

that's a lot less than you

think. You can expect low

long distance rates, 24 tour

curator assistance, clear

a^nnections and immediate

credit for wwng numbers.

And the assurance that

virtually' all of your calls will

go through the first time.

That s the genius of the

AT&T Worldwide Intelligent

Network.

When it's time to

choose, forget the gimmicks

and make the intelligent

choice—AT&T.

Ifyoud like to know
more about our products or

services, like International

Calling and the AT&T Card,

call us at 1800 222-0300.

AKT
The right choice.

Wdcome^ick

You've got a busy and exciting semester ahead of you. so now is the

lime to plan tor tliose events you don't want to miss. One ot them

should surely be Marnott's on-campus visrt It's your chance to talk

one-on-one with our recruiter about a challengina and rewarding

career with Marriott, the leadef in lodging and food s«rvices.

Mailt your calendarsi

MARRIOTT DAY
I

October, 27th
|

Contact the HRI School lor more details

^\>«V^rriott
W* tn T aqua) opportuniy tmployw. Mf/V/H.

Believe it or not, Sox are in control in AL East
BOSTON (AP) - Boston fans probably

don't believe it yet. But only a classic col-

lapse can stop the Red Sox from winning

the American League East.

The Red Sox, with a history of failure in

big games, beat the New York Yankees for

the third straight time, 9-4 Sunday and put

themselves in control of the race.

Boston, after losing the series opener

behind Roger Clemens, surged back and

pushed New York back 6Vi games behind.

The Red Sox began the day with a five-

game lead over Detroit and six games
ahead of Milwaukee.

"Everybody kept bringing up 1987, and

maybe it was in the back of our minds,

"

Boston's Dwight Evans said. "Now it's

dead and buried."

Evans is one of three Boston players still

AP phnlo

Yankee starter Ron Guidry took

a quick shower in yesterday's 9-4

loss to the Red Sox.

around from the 1978 club that was swept

by the Yankees in a four-game September

series, the infamous Boston massacre. New
York later beat the Red Sox in a playoff for

the division title.

This weekend, Evans won Saturday's

game with an eighth-inning home run. On
Sunday, Evans hit a two-run homer in the

second inning after Ellis Burks hit a three-

run homer in the first.

"This is really gigantic, winning three in

a row after losing the first game," boston

manager Joe Morgan said. "It's all up to

us."

Boston has just 13 games remaining. The

Red Sox begin a three-game series in

Toronto tonight.

Said reliever Bob Stanley: "1978 is dead.

Now people will talk about 1988 and the

Red Sox."

The Yankees had their chances during

the weekend. They pinned their last hope

on Sunday starter Ron Guidry, a Boston

nemesis during the Yankees' comeback in

1978.

But Marty Barrett's two-run double chas-

ed Guidry in the second and Evans met

Neil Allen with a home run.

"It's tough when you give up seven runs

early like that to come back, especially

against a good ballclub," New York

manager Lou Piniella said. "It was a good

series. We just didn't get the job done.

"In this game you have to learn to accept

the good and the bad."

Boston completed an 8-2 homestand and

won for the 11th time in 14 games. The

Yankees had won seven ofeight before los-

ing three in a row.

Mike Smithson, signed as a free agent

last spring, scattered seven hits, including

a solo homer by Claudell Washington and

a two-run drive by Mike Pagliarulo, t)efore

needing relief help in the seventh.

Smithson improved to 9-5 and Lee Smith

got four outs for his 28th save.

Kevin Romine added a two-run triple in

the eighth for Boston, which got 13 hits

agains Guidry, 1-3, and two relievers.

AP photo

Boston's Ellis Burks is congratulated by Dwight Evans after hitting a

three-run home run in the first inning of yesterday's 9-4 win over the

Yankees at Fenway Park.

Wade Boggs, heading for his fifth batting

title, went 3-for-4, giving him 196 hits for

the season. He needs just four hits in 13

games to become the first player in this

century to reach 200 six consecutive years.

Barrett also had three hiu and Evans

two.

After Washington hit his 10th homer in-

to the right field stands in the first, the Red

Sox jumped on Guidry.

Boggs and Evans singled and, with two

out, Burks hit a 1 2 pitch into the screen

in left for his 17th homer.

With one out in the second. Rick Cerone

singled, Boggs doubled off the wall in left

and Barrett finished Guidry with a two-run

double off the wall. Evans greeted Allen

with his 17th homer.

The Yankees scored twice in the fourth

on a double by Winfield and Pagliarulo's

14th homer into the bleachers beyond the

Boston bullpen in right-center.

Stanley replaced Smithson after

Pagliarulo opened the seventh with a

single. Willie Randolph walked and Don

Slaught grounded into a double play before

Rafael Santana bounced an RBI single to

right.

Rickey Henderson singled and stole se-

cond for a league leading total of 85, but

Stanley ended the inning by striking out

Washington.
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COME TO THECOrLEGIAN'oFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-330 (FRI-2:30)» DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION » CASH IN ADVANCE, 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

NUSM: M.PHA PHI OMEGA. Cowl Na
lional servic* lr»l»fnity Youi best collw^

eMperience Tue»,We<J,Thurs 7pm SU
41SA

VOUNQCOMiiUMSTilMMIE MCeTiNC
Cofn« to where ttie action is' Tonight,

Sept 19. 7 00pm rm 306 Student Union

EVERYONE WELCOME

UMOC
General meeting tonight at 7 00pm m Com-
monwealth rm (Student Union) Special

slideshow teatunng Whitewater canoeing

Con>e |Oin us

FLY BE FREE! Take lessons with the

UMass Hang Gliding Club Meeting

6 00pm Thursday Room 166 Campus
Center

YOU DON T HAVE TO take part m dissec

tion il Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Tnurs 4pm SU306

CHESS CLUB MEETING all levels ol play

free instruction tree membership we meet

Tuesday nights starting 19lh Room posted

CCinfodMk.

Aumo

FOn RENT

ESTATE APARTMENTS -A newly con

strucled Zbuilding executive apartment

lacility located on the grounds ol a private

estate Oftgmally pan ol the estate and

totally rubutit keeping m mind era related

aesthetic concepts rolling grounds well ol

public way Variety ol 1 bedroom style

units Must be seen to be appreciated

Twenty miles west ol Northampton, twen-

ty miles east ol Pittsfield Call today lor ap^

poinlment 634 5610

BEATIFUL ONE BEDROOM condo in Nor

thamplon Nice community spacious, great

lor couple Rrver Run condos. J510 a

month Call Rick at 253 2124 leave

message

AUTO FOR SALE

79 SAAB 900 TURBO. 3dr tinted windows

louvers. Inca Wheels. Calrion Stereo. PS
PB. well maintained, looks and runs exc

$3900 546 3276

1978 CHEVY MALIBU 305V8 $500
5677375

75 CAD4LLAC, runs, current sticker needs

brakes some exhaust $50 256-8451

1972 bOOGE SWINGER slant€ $450 good

running condition Call 665 4230/665-7005

1974 VW SUPERBEETLE lact sunroof,

orig mags, can be installed w/a/cond Gold

good tire, body in exc cond Bought to

restore but need money lor school has new

healexch mulller seals Call last 1 200 or

B'O 546 7197

1973 BUICK ELECTRA low mileage, runs

great, $500 Brad 2560265

67 MERCEDES 2000 4 spTACT srereo

mechanically sound body needs work Call

Matthew 413-586-9749 $995/BO

1984 MERCURY LYNX 44K Manual Ex

cellent Condition. New Pioneer Cassette,

new tires 549-5470 or 549-0779

MOVING TO EUROPEMust Sell 1985

Renault 4 Speed 2 Door 36 000 mi

AM/FM cassette Asking $2 800 584-0884

1979 FORD MUSTANG302CI V8 Needs

tailpipe, olhenmise great Condition Must

Sell First $500 Takes 256 6257

1977 NOVA. EXCELLENT condition

$100080 584 1798

1981FORD ESCORT W*9,ON <*£?/."
good body runs well $950 Call 549 4045

FOR SALE

JVC STEREO DOUBLE tape deck (TO

W220) auto reverse 4 month warranty

Original packaging Nice New $220 yours

lor $185 Ramon 253^3189 Evenings best

MENS UNIVEGA TOURING bike 15 speed.

New tires and nms. cateye computer $250

549^109

TECHNICS STEREO 4 months oW Turn

table synthesi/er am-fm tuner integrated

amp dual cassette deck 200w scaler $500

or B O 585 5969

REALISTIC CAR SPEAKERS $75 oTb O
5855969

GUCCI WATCHES onTy $35 Many styles

Call Brian 549 5440

APPLE II PLUS COMPUTER software in

eluded $500 Brad 256 0265

FOR SALE Comic Books Call Paul

2535066

COOKS. DISHWASHERS UPUp to $8 00
An Hr apply at Ann Fields Restaurant Rt

9 Hadley. MA

GRADUATE STUDENT INScience lield

wanted lor Pan time Sales of Specialty Sup-

plies to the University Call Robert Iverson

(413)736-6464

COOK FOR FRATERNITY at Umass 10

meals per wee* Mon-Fn Salary negotiable

Call JC 253 9223

FOOD PREP/OISHWASHERS pan time

flexible hours, some days and early even-

ing shifts staning pay up to $6 (X) per hour

Apply tn person Seasons Restaurant,

Route 9 Belchenown Road Amherst

DOMINO S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256 891

1

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEDED lor

Newspaper delivery in dorms No car need

ed 7 00-8 00 only 7days/week Very good
weekly pay Call 253^7009

WINMONCVt

WIN UP TO $2S0 for best float m^
Homecoming parade For mofe informa

lion. Call 545 4200

MODELS NEEDED FOR hairshow for Oct
3 We need to see you by Wad Sap! 21 al

7pm at Patrick t Co 506-7477

TUTORIAUEOtTOmM.

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Blues Folk All levels

Songwriimg, Theory. Improvisation.

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

BE A MATH TUTOR: Earn money and 3
credits" Call 545-2882 for details

WELCOME TO UMASS! Interested in

Christian Fellowship'' The Alliance Chris-

tian Feltowship nvelcomes you' More inio

Rick Of Jennifer 253-7206

CERTIFIED TEACHEH, M.F.A.. <m*rt

private English a* second language

lessons, adits papar*. all lavets, specialut-

ing in speech, ooinprahension, writing inv

provement Fee sctiadule on request

253-3354

FURNITURE

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

0ISC~j6CKEV SERVICE-650 compact
discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

dates now' 549 1421 or 253^7655

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases, tablas and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586 7970
Bill or Damn We daliwr

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

FREE VOICE LESSONS-Learn basic

class«:al vocal technique Must be available

T/Th 10 10-11 00 Call Natalie 584-5251

after 7

MOTORCYCLES

MUST SElL MOTORCYCLE very inexpen

Sive 1977 CB7S0 549-4906

SISTERS OF SOT.
especially my mom TOBY,

Thanks lor all tfie

love and support

I'm psycl>ed to be a sister

Lisa

STEVE FROM HULL, Tast of 9 Hey, big

guy how s it going'' There is a wiM woman
out here who wants to talk lo you As Paul

my RA put it. I m warm for your form'

Give me a call 6-6138

BOOK FOR SALE

MELVILLE BASEMENT-You'vB an made
me nappy and proud lo be your RA You re

the best' Keep it up' Love. PAM

RACK-A-DiSC ENTERTAINMENT, Disc

)OCkeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organi/ations 256-8526

ROOMMATE WANTED

ROOM FOR RENT $26(riof norvsirioking

male or female grad student 256-8583

3 PERSONS <WANTED to sfiare 2 bedroom
apt 140C Brittany Manor Please call

256-2698 Jackie or Lisa

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to shar7a
one t>edroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

6654550

CMLO CARE NEEDED

THME MORNINGS A^WEEtT lor boys

ages 3 and 1 $4 50/fK>ur Near Leveratt

center 10 mm fiwn UMASS Child Ed ma-

;or «vould be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 Available immediately

FLASH

am STAUS FOn LEASEoTbbard (wa

feed A clean)—$2?5 00 per rnonih-or you

do It yourself—$125 00 per month Indoor

& outdoor ring Camp Robbin Hollow, Inc.

253-3578 or 253-9856

FOUND

^FOUND WOMAN'S WATCH
by FAG Call Mark 546 5324

FOUND A HIND BIKING JACKET. Light

blue call 6-5039 Ask Ic Mark

HELP WANTED

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE PERSON

lo do child care one evening a week and

1-2 overnights a month Need own

transportation and flexible schedule

548^9057

HOUSECLEANER responsible, references

Hours to your schedule Bus line $7 00

549^)413

EARN EXTRA CASH AND travel for more

information call party time and travel

(617)935-1414

WAITPERSON AND BARTENDER lor

caterer part tinoe $7mr 625-6781

LOT 43 STICKER! Leave message

256 1 795

STUDENT NOTE AND PRINTING SER-

VICE IS now acceptiong applications lor

note lakers Apply m Room 403 Student

Union Building

A TO Z OF SUCCESS 26 keys to winning
associate with success Written by Dr Red
dy the author ol 30 research publications

Please send check or M lor $12 95 lo

VanWinkle Enterprises P O Box 55,

Hadley. MA 01035 includes shipping and
handling

GIRL WITH ANKH NECKLACE whos
father and brother are in army I met you

at the rope bridge and I want lo talk to you

again Respond here Tall gup in black

beret

WHEATIESare my favorita* What type are

you'' Karate nul/alias Martial Artist

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share
southwood lownhouse apt Famala
nonsmoking call 256-0264

SERVICES

LICCNSED DAVCARE-all ages 665-7966

COMPUTER ANIMATION

YEAR LONG COMPUTER animation pro-

ject being planned through the com-
puter/art departments We need experienc-

ed students with knowledge in the areas of

an computer graphics and video produc
lion Must be willing to dedicate lo a serious

project Credit available Call Adam.
584-8904

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

IF YOU LOVE TO DANCE but don t have
time to be a dance major dance just for luni

Tryouts for the UNass kickline start Thurs

day Night in the Student Union Ballroom at

6 30 (fall 546-4038 or 549-8231 For more
into

DAVNA-Thanks for telling me about Phi

Mu. Umass' hottest new sorority I had so

much fun Friday I'm going back tonigfit'(CC

7 15 or 8 ISJ-'rncia

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, last

accurate 253-WORO

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spellcheck Carolyn 253 5667

WANTED

WANTEO SPANISH 230 TUTOR"
exchange for anglish tutor-Can 546-5458

GRANNY SMITH
APPLES

WELCOME BACK TO THE ENTIRE
GREEK AREA Love, AXO

UMASS MEN'S CALENDAR needs
nwdels Come to CC by blue wall for info

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of land Ample oft street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665 3856

MORTAR BOARD

TO ALL MEMBERS. IMPORTANT meeting

Monday Sept I9lh downstairs m the base

ment ot the CAMPUS CENTER near the

Baybanks machine Contact Holly al 6 5192
il you cannot make it

FUN AND GAMES WfTH Phi Mu' Rush Phi

Mu-UMass newest sorority Find out how
much friendship leadership and sisterhood

can add to your college experience Come
meet us in the campus center September
16 and 19 from 7 15-8 00 or 8 15-9 00

LOTTiW sticker. DemalKlmg $100
minimum 549*387 Ask for John

COME CHECK OUT LAMBDA CHI on

Tues, Sept 20 for a taste of the best Greei<

meal plan and on Wed Sept 21 for a Night

at the Races' LamtKJa Chi Alpha 374 N
Pleasant St on the corner of Reanng St

AM UMass men inviled

STUDENTS AND CLUBS TO JOIN the

88-89 Student Travel Services' Sales

Team Earn cash and/or tree winter and
spring break vacations Travel with tf)e best

to our exciting ski ar>d sun destinations For

more informatKMi call t -800-648-4649

WANTED TO RENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSHCIANiS SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE to rent Williiig to

share with other band Contact Brian

545-3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anytime
Will pay lop $$$ for a good place We are

not loud

DONUTS
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Ball St.puts the crunch on UMass, 44-17
By MIKE PYLES
Special to the Collegian

MUNCIE, Ind. - Ball State Universi

ty came alive when it needed to, outscor-

ing the University of Massachusetts 21-0

in the third quarter, and dealt the

Minutemen their first loss of the season,

a 44 17 defeat in a non-conference game.

The Cardinals had statistics worthy of

a win, with 534 total yards on offense, in-

cluding 314 yards in the second half.

Leading the way for Ball State was senior

Mark Stevens, who had 118 yards on 17

carries and a touchdown.

Cardinal quarterback David Riley had

82 yards rushing and 184 yards passing,

completing 13 of 19 attempts.

For UMass, senior quarterback Dave
Palazzi was 17 31 for 220 yards and a

touchdown, but had one interception. He
also rushed for 57 yards on 11 carries.

Junior fullback David Mitchell carried 11

times for 57 yards.

But the difference in the game was not

the statistics, but Ball State's execution.

"They executed things they had to do,"

UMass head coach Jim Reid said. "We
saw the things on the film we had to stop,

and we couldn't. And if you can't stop

them, it is a credit to them."

Ball State remains undefeated at 3-0.

UMass. 1-1, plays at Harvard Saturday.

The Cardinals scored their third quarter

points in the matter of 3:08, taking advan

tage of two UMass turnovers and a long

punt return.

The Minutemen led for most of the first

half, until 1:24 left in the second period,

when David Riley found flanker Eugene

Riley for a 10-yard touchdown pass. Ball

State led 13-10 at halftime.

The score remained 13-10 until there

was 5:12 left in the third quarter, when
David Riley connected on his second of

three touchdown passes for the day.

Junior Sean Jones caught the 12-yard

pass, giving Ball State a 20-10 lead. The
touchdown drive was set up by a 57-yard

punt return by senior Todd Sinnell to the

UMass 29-yard line.

On the ensuing kickoff, senior Steve

Olson took the kick at the 9, returned it

to the 19, but fumbled, and Derrick

Westfield recovered the ball for Ball

State.

"I never felt that a kickoff team could

beat our butts like they did," Reid said.

"They dominated us on kickoffs."

One play later, with 4:57 showing on the

clock. David Riley found Frank Barnes
wide open for a 19-yard touchdown pass,

making the score 27-10.

Another UMass miscue set up the final

score of the quarter for Ball State. Mit-

chell fumbled aft^er he caught a pass from

quarterback Dave Palazzi. Senior Tim
Walton caused the fumble, and senior

Charles Kelly recovered it at the Ball

State 35.

After a 57-yard pass play from David
Riley to flanker Jeff Hammond, Stevens

scored from eight yards out, making the

score 34-10.

UMass started the game dominating
Ball State, scoring on two of its first five

possessions, including its first of the

game.

The Minutemen scored on a 1-yard run

by sophomore Jim Pastorick. The
touchdown capped off a six-play, 55 yard

drive.

Ball State kicked field goals on its next

two possessions, before placekicker Silvio

Bonvini connected on a 22-yard field goal,

giving UMass a 10-6 lead.

"We underestimated Massachusetts on

the first series and they stuck it down our

throats," Ball State cornerback Todd Fin-

nell said. "We knew we were in for a game
after that drive."

UMass scored its final points with 13:22

to play in the fourth quarter. Palazzi com-

pleted a 12-yard pass to Chip Mitchell for

the score.

SPORTS

Men's soccer splits a pair

Collegian photo by Andrew Riat

Freshman back Dan Lawrence gets sandwich-
ed between two St. Joe's players during yester-

day's 4-0 UMass win.

Dumps A'lO rival St Joe's

after tough loss to Temple
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

After suffering their first loss of the season at the hands

of the Temple Owls Friday, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team pounded Atlantic 10

rival St. Joeseph's University (1-3) yesterday afternoon

on Boyden Field.

Louis Hollmeyer and Steve Cesnek each chipped in a

pair of goals in the 4-0 victory, as the Minutemen com-

pleted a season-opening four-game homestand with

another strong performance and a 3-1 record (1-1 in the

Atlantic 10).

Dating back to final 40 minutes of Friday afternoon's

1-0 loss to Temple, the Minutemen have dominated play.

Following a sudden score by Temple in the early second

half, the UMass offense pressed the ball constantly in a

dramatic comeback efliort against the Owls, muscling the

visitors around in every respect. Coach Jeff Gettler's

squad simply played well, and lost.

Yesterday, the Minutemen played nearly as well, and
won. pounding out 30 shots on St. Joe's. "It wasn't pro-

bably the prettiest or greatest performance we're going

to have all year." said Gettler. "but we got the job done."

Hollmeyer broke the ice with 14:34 elapsed, winding his

way through several defenders before driving the ball in-

to the upper left corner of the net, beyond the reach of

St. Joe's goalkeeper Mike Melody. The goal was

Hollmeyer's second of the season.

The visitors held off the UMass attack for the rest of

the half, escaping into the locker room down by a decep-

tively close score of 10.

The Minutemen exploded for three goals within 25

minutes in the second half. With 38:49 left in the game,

Hollmeyer redirected a shot off the foot of Cesnek inside

the right goalpost, good for his second goal of the game
and a 2-0 lead. Reserve midfielder Bill Kousmanidis
sparked the play with a steal and serve to Cesnek, who

continued on page 18

Men's cross country second at Yale meet
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The first day on a new job, the first class of the fall

semester, the first contest of a new season. They're all the

same. No matter what you know and what you think will

happen, you never quite know what to really expect.

University of Massachusetts men's cross country coach

Ken O'Brien can attest to that. O'Brien went into last

Thursday's meet at Yale with Boston College fully expec-

ting to come out on top. However, UMass yielded the top

position to B.C. (28 points) while finishing second with

The magic
number is: 8

The American League East lead is getting more and
more comfortable for the Red Sox. Their win (page 19)

coupled with Detroit's loss sets the magic number to

clinch at 8.

Boston 85 64 —
Detroit 79 70 6.0

Milwaukee 80 71 6.0

New York 78 70 6.5

Boston 9. New York 4

Baltimore 2, Detroit

Milwaukee 10, Seattle 2

43 points. Yale was third with 52 points.

"I knew B.C. and Yale were good teams," said O'Brien.

"But I thought we would beat them both. I was a little

disappointed."

He did point out that B.C. had an advantage over UMass
coming into the meet. "B.C. had a meet under its belt and
this was our first one." he said. "I think that really helped

them out."

Junior Joe Milette of UMass was the top runner in the

meet, finishing with a time of 26:52.9. "Joe ran a conser-

vative race," O'Brien said. "He was unfamiliar with the
continued on page 18

Kansas U. hoop reserve
makes a move to UMass
Keith Harris, a 6-5 basketball forward from Inglewood.

Calif., has transferred to the University of Massachusetts
from the University of Kansas, the school announced last

week.
Harris spent two years at Kansas and was a front-line

reserve on this year's NCAA champion team. He will have
two years of eligibility remaining after sitting out this

year.

UMass coach John Calipari, a former Kansas assistant,

has also added two former Kansas assistants, John Robic
and Dave Glover to his staff.

Calipari spent four years at Kansas and three years at

Pittsburgh before taking over the UMass job this spring.

— By the Associated Press

Minutewomen
nail Michigan, 5-0

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It is not going to get any easier for the University of

Massachusetts" field hockey team.

After yesterday's 5-0 win in Springfield over the

University of Michigan, UMass ran its record up to 3-0.

But Michigan was. like the two opponents before them,

very easy prey, to say the least.

The Minutewomen have outscored their opponents 12-1

over those three games in which they were undoubtably

heavy favorites to win. The one score against the UMass
defense was a fluke goal scored in the season opener with

Springfield.

The offense has been explosive, yet not as finely tun-

ed as it could be. But that is to be expected just three

games into the season.

"We looked really strong," UMass assistant coach Amy
Robertson said. "The forwards were really hungry to

score goals. In fact, we missed a lot of opportunities to

score goals. The score could have been like 12-0."

With the offense firing away at Michigan goaltender

Joanne Green, the defense had little to do but sit back

and enjoy the ride.

Senior Cindy Cox. who has started each of the three

games for the Minutewomen, was credited with her third

win of the year while lowering her goals-against-average

to 0.33.

Everyone saw playing time for UMass. After the

Minutewomen gained a 3-0 halftime lead, UMass coach

Pam Hixon opted to take a look at what her bench could

do.

Sophomore forward Elise McDevitt came off the bench

in the second half to score her first two goals of the

season, giving the Minutewomen an almost unsurmoun-

table 5-0 advantage.

UMassjumped out in front in the first half when senior

Tonia Kennedy beat Green for her second goal of the

season. Senior co-captain Pam Bustin assisted on the

play.

Junior forward Kathy DeAngelis kept a stronghold on

her team lead in goals by scoring the next two in the

first half, the second one coming on a penalty stroke. She

now has netted four goals and dished out one assist in

three games.

Michigan was not a nationally ranked team last year.

UMass ended up as the No. 3 team in the nation but the

Minutewomen might have caught the Wolverines at a

good time. Michigan was 2-0-1 coming into this weekend.

"They looked tired because they played three games
in a row," Robertson said.

UMass was well rested, not having played a game since

Wednesday night, when they beat Boston College. 3-0

at Chestnut Hill.

The game was also the third non-conference game that

the Minutewomen have played in a row. UMass belongs

to the Atlantic- 10 conference while Michigan belongs to

the Big Ten.

Having pounded three teams into the ground might

have done a world of good for UMass' confidence but they

will not have an easy task on their hands when they

travel to Providence College on Thursday to take on the

Lady Friars.

Providence was one of the best teams in the country

last season. UMass could have used a much tougher

game from Michigan in order to prep for the Lady Friars.

The game will also hold much more significance than

yesterday's game because it is a New England Regional

game. The winner could conceivably be the No. 1 team

in New England when the next poll comes out. UMass

should know exactly how good it really is aft«r the game.
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Students rally to protest

arrests in El Salvador

Photo by Amy FairchUd

TOUCHE - J.P. Wing and Dan Milgram go for the gusto whUe prac-

ticing for the University of Massachusetts Fencing Club.

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Members of the Central American

Solidarity Association rallied on the steps

of the Student Union yesterday in protest

of what they claimed were the deaths of

eight student demonstrators at the Univer-

sity of El Salvador.

CASA member Greg Smith said 300

more Salvadorans were arrested during a

rally for more governmental funding of

education.

"It's in the constitution of the govern-

ment of El Salvador (that) they have to

fund the university. But they don't until

the students demand it, so (the Salvadoran

government was) running out of money to

keep the university operating and (the

students) went to demonstrate for fun-

ding," Smith said.

A Boston Globe wire story on September

14 reported the arrest of 300 students in

San Salvador, but did not mention any stu-

dent deaths. A Washington Post Story on

the same day did not report any student

deaths or arrests. The New York Times did

not report the story at all.

A September 15 press release from the

US Committee in Solidarity with the Peo-

ple of El Salvador (CISPES) reported 350

arrests and no deaths. CASA supplied the

release..

About 100 people attended the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts rally, which featured

.speeches, poetry and singing. CASA sup-

porters held signs stating "End US aid to

El Salvador now" and "Tuesday,

September 13, 1988: eight students killed,

300 captured in El Salvador."

Conservative students chanted "CIA"

and held up a sign that read "ARENA: hail

d'Aubisson, death to communists." Rober-

to d'Aubisson is the leader of the right-

wing Republican Alliance Party (ARENA)

in El Salvador.

Conservative student leader W. Greg

Rothman, who was also present at yester-

day's rally, said:

"I was interested in (knowing) whether

or not these people (at CASA) would have

supported the tar and-feather death squads

in our revolutionary war. I wonder if they

were not essential to keeping our revolu-

tion going. But I want to know more of

what were those eight students doing in El

Salvador and how did their deaths come

about, unlike Ben binder's, who was car-

rying a gun and had Sandinista uniforms

in his possession. Is that how they (the

students) died? Were they part of the com-

munist guerillas? Did they take part in any

of the terrorist attacks on the people of El

Salvador?"

Smith later responded: "This is just more

justification for (Salvadoran) death squads

and for killing. Some people support the

killing of Ben Linder, who was an electrical

engineer, but we don't support death

squads and I think that the founding

fathers would roll over in their graves if

they heard (that) they were compared to

Roberto d'Aubisson."

"At first (the students) went to the US
Embassy, but the road was blocked by the

military barbed wire, so (the students) mov-

ed to the Legislative Assembly of EI

Salvador. While they were marching there,

the army was following them and at one

point in the march, the army just opened

fire," he said. .
continued on page lb

Heavy manpower shortage at DCs
could cost students more in long run
„ «T^T^T.^ ntTDiTTD A She suspects the reason for food-related jobs being th

By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Paper plates and cups, plastic forks, knives and spoons,

and long lines could remain the main dish at the dining

commons, unless at least 500 students begin work there

soon.

For the last three years the dining commons have found

it increasingly difficult to hire students for dishroom,

serving-line and janitorial jobs, according to Merle Ryan,

a staff assistant at the Student Employment Office.

Richard Rossi, of Food Services, said 1.200 students are

needed to fill positions in the Southwest Residential

Area's Hampshire and Berkshire dining commons. Ce"

tral Residential Area's Franklyn. awl Northeast Residen-

tial Area's Worcester. Rossi said only 40 percent of those

positions have been filled.
^ .. r- « cu«^

Last week, Ryan said the Hatch and the Coffee Shop

in the Campus Center have about 50 positions vacant

She suspects the reason for food-related jobs' being the

hardest to fill is because many students worked in fast-

food places during high school.

"Students have a preference," Ryan said. "And let's face

it. DCs (dining commons) and food services aren't exact-

ly glamorous."

Although Food Services has Uken some measures to

tackle the recruiting problems, Ryan said that if the pro-

blems persist Food Services may have to hire more tuli-

time employees. This would mean students would have

to pay more for food, she said. Students now pay about

$600 for food per semester.

So far the measures Food Services has taken include

raising hourly pay from minimum wage to $4. As an in

centive, students who worked in the dining commons last

year and returned this semester received a 10-cent

increase.
continued on page 16

in the Campus Center have aooui ou posinuua ».«.-....

BOT committees to meet today
Arena, code of conduct on agenda

., . ^, »,^x, semester and will not be levied v

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The Code of Student Conduct and the new multipurpose

arena are among the agenda items of two Board of

Trustees' committees that will meet on campus today.

The Committee on Budget and Financial Affairs will

convene at 11:00 this morning in the Campus Center, and

one of the items discussed will be the much talked about

multipurpose arena.

The University of Massachusetts has been granted $25

million to construct the complex, which will accommodate

concerts, stage productions, rainy day convocations,

Minuteman basketball, and hockey, according to Jack Lit-

tlefield, associate vice chancellor for Administration and

Finance.

The project will cost approximately $50 million, half of

which will be picked up by students through an increase

in the authority fee, which will be a maximum of $50 per

semester and will not be levied until the arena is com-

plete, Littlefield said.
.

There is some speculation the new arena will bring a

hockey team to UMass in an estimated five years. The

University has not had a hockey team since 1978.

The Board of Trustees had been attempting to solicit

state support for the project since 1984 and finally got the

money in July when the state approved the University s

Capital Outlay Budget.

Also to meet today on campus is the Board of Irustees

Executive Committee which will be discussing, among

other things, the revisions ofthe Code of Student Conduct.

Although it has not been approved by the trustees, the

CSC has been distributed throughout the Amherst

campus.
Chancellor Joseph Duffey said it is not unusual to in-

stitute a University policy before having the approval of

the board because the board delegates some of its powers

to the chancellor.
continued on page 18

Soldiers kill 100

in Burma protest
RANGOON, Burma - Soldiers loyal to the new

military government opened fire on thousands of

demonstrators who surged into the streets Monday to

protest a military coup. About 100 people were reported

killed in Rangoon.

Demonstrations also broke out in other cities, including

Mandalay. Witnesses and other reports said a total of

about 150 people, including 17 soldiers, had died in the

violence that swept Burma aOer Sunday's coup.

The military placed the death toll at 23 Monday, but

gave no details.

Military commander Saw Maung engineered the

newest change in power in Burma by overthrowing

civilian President Maung Maung.

Undaunted opposition leaders vowed that students,

Buddhist monks and striking civil servants would con-

tinue to demonstrate for democracy.

Maung Maung's whereabouts remain unknown.

A Western diplomat familiar with Burma said from

Bangkok, Thailand, that "We're into possibly one of the

final acts now. ..a naked confrontation with the army.

...Either the students win or the army wins."

The soldiers were trying to enforce a ban on public

gatherings imposed immediately after the coup by Saw

Maung, the defense minister before the coup and a right

hand man of former President Sein Lwin. Sein Lwin

resigned Aug. 12 after riots in which hundreds of pro-

testers reportedly died.

Protesters blame the country's sole legal party, the rul-

ing Burma Socialist Program Party, for 26 years of

repression and economic ruin. Other analysts believe the

military may have acted to simply assert its traditional

authority.

Reports indicated soldiers shot at mostly unarmed pro-

testers near the main government administrative

building, the US Embassy. Sule Pagoda and Rangoon

General Hospital. An Asian diplomat said 67 people were

admitted Monday at Rangoon General Hospital.

Witnesses said corpses were taken away by military

trucks while residents dragged some of the dead and

wounded into their houses or put them in three-wheeled

taxis to be taken to hospitals.
continued on page 16
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Demonstrators clash in USSR;
firearms used, Soviets report
MOSCOW (AF) — Azerbaijanis and

Armenians shot at each other in a disputed

region of the southern Soviet Union, woun
ding 25 people, Tass and activists reported

yesterday.

It was one of the most violent clashes

reported in the months-long campaign for

control of Nagorno-Karabakh, a mostly

Armenian area that has been part of the

republic of Azerbaijan since 1923.

The official news agency said

demonstrators left a rally Sunday in the

main city of Nagorno-Karabakh,
Stepanakert, for the nearby village of

Khadzhaly, and when they arrived,

violence broke out.

"Firearms and sidearms were used in

mass-scale fights on both sides," Tass said

in a dispatch datelined Stepanakert.

"As a result, 25 people received injuries

of various degrees of gravity and 17 were

hospitalized. Both Armenians and Azerbai-

janis applied for medical assistance."

An editor for the Tass affiliate in the

Armenian capital of Yerevan, however,

said by telephone that Azerbaijanis were

the only ones carrying firearms and that

19 of those injured were Armenians. He
said four of the Armenians were seriously

hurt.

The editor, who spoke on conditions of

anonymity, said the clashes were touched

off by reports of earlier disturbances in the

village between Armenians and
Azerbaijanis.

Demonstrators were holding a rally in

Stepanakert when Armenians aurived from

Khadzhaly with reports that Azerbaijanis

had stoned a busload of Armenians on

Saturday, the editor said.

The Armenians in Stepanakert stoned

Azerbaijani houses, breaking windows, he

said.

In Yerevan, Alisa Gorgisyan, mother of

activist Mofses Gorgisyan, said there were

rumours of some deaths and some 60 to 70

injuries in Stepanakert.

She and the Tass editor said thousands

of Armenians were rallying in Yerevan
this evening to protest the violence. They
said the protesters were demanding a

meeting of the republic's parliament.

The Tass editor said the parliament's ex-

ecutive committee had scheduled a session

for Tuesday.

Alisa Gorgisyan said a strike that began

Friday in Yerevan was continuing, but the

Tass editor denied there was any work
stoppage in the republic. He acknowledg-

ed, however, that a strike was continuing

in Stepanakert.

Bay scallops still scarce in Buzzards Bay
NEW BEDFORD (AP) - Local shellfish

wardens and biologists have had little luck

in their search for a return of the bay

scallop, promising another skimpy catch

for 1988 in Buzzards Bay, according to a

state official.

"Based on what we saw last year in the

way of seed, and seeing what's out there

this year - or should I say what we're not

seeing - it's probably going to be a rather

poor season," said Michael Hickey of the

state Division of Marine Fisheries.

With the exception of Westpwrt in 1985,

when the town topped the state scallop cat-

ches, the Buzzards Bay area hasn't had a

good harvest of bay scallops, which are

smaller than their offshore relatives, sea

scallops, since 1979.

"It's been a long stretch and it doesn't

look good this year again," Hickey told The
Standard Times of New Bedford.

"Even in Nantucket, the mainstay of the

bay scallop industry, it looks like it's go-

ing to be down from last year. And last year

was down from the vear before."

In 1987, according to estimates based on

preliminary figures from the state Divison

of Marine Fisheries, only about 200 bushels

of bay scallop landing were reported in the

Buzzards Bay area • Bourne, Wareham,
Marion, Mattapoisett, Fairhaven, Westport

and the west shore of Falmouth.

The catch was 1.492 bushels in 1986 and
64,207 bushels the year before that.

Despite the decline, Massachusetts has

remained the nation's leading producer of

bay scallops. However, Hickey said that is

because of red and brown tides, algae

blooms from Rhode Island to Florida, that

have decimated many scallop and other

shellfish crops.

Biologists are studying why the bay
scallop has become a stranger to Buzzards

Bay and several theories have emerged,

but no conclusive results, said Scott

Gallager and George Hanson of Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute in Falmouth.

Some suggest that it's just a natural cy-

cle. Dry spells from five to 10 years have
occurred before.

AP phutu

SEA OF BANNERS - Pro-Solidarity banners are held aloft by par-
ticipants in a workers' pilgrimage to the Jasna Gora monastery in

southern Poland on Sunday.

Eight hurt after helicopterjump
HUNTINGTON (AP) - Eight army

reservists were injured following a

weekend jump into Littleville Lake from
a helicopter, authorities said.

"We knew immediately that there was
a problem. It was ju.st the way they hit the
water," said Springfield Police Sgt. Peter
Albano, whose water rescue squad, in-

cluding scuba divers and boats, had been
standing by at the jump site and pulled the

injured from the lake.

He said the reservists, attached to A
Company, 1st Batallion at Fort Devens,
were practicing search and evasion tactics

Saturday evening and all of the iryured had
been dropped by the first of three
helicopters to move over the reservoir.

"We just zipped around and picked
everybody up," Albano said.
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500 protest
satirist

P.J. O'Rourke
By PETER LUCHT
Collegian Staff

Providence, R.I.— More than 500 people

from at least five colleges protested a

speech by Rolling Stone satirist P.J.

O'Rourke, claiming O'Rourke maligns peo-

ple of Third World countries in his articles.

O'Rouke presented his speech last Tues-

day evening at Brown University.

"The purpose of the demonstration was
to show disdain for the type of articles he's

written. The main purpose was to get a per-

sonal apology from O'Rourke," said Sharon

Park, an Office of Third World Affairs staff"

member and one of four University of

Massachusetts students who attended the

protest.

Park said that O'Rourke has wrritten ar-

ticles for the "Irrational Aff"airs" section of

Rolling Stone Magazine about visits to

such countries as Lebanon, El Salvador,

and the Philippines, but it was an article

about Korean protests entitled "Seoul

Brothers" that was a catalyst for this par-

ticular protest.

Park said there was an official apology

in the next issue of Rolling Stone, but con-

tained in the same issue was "a very

degrading article about Filipinos."

Rolling Stone magazine addressed the

complaints of the protestors by setting up

an internship for Korean-American
students this past summer, but the popular

Rock and Roll magazine not gone as far as

the protestors would like, said Amy Chu,

a Brown University student who helped

organize the protest.

"We don't feel it is appropriate that Mr
O'Rourke should be able to insult members
of the Third World community. We want

a termination of his racist writing," Chu
said.

The Brown University Lecture Board in-

vited O'Rourke to speak for a $3500 fee and

contracts were signed before this was wide-

ly known, Chu said.

Park said pressure was put on the Brown
University administration to cancel the lec-

ture, paying O'Rourke the full fee anyway
if necessary. She said over 1000 letters

were written with this in mind.

Park said attendance at the protest was

much greater than expected, and was made
up of representatives of many different

roU«|ian Photo by Dondi Ahrarn

YOU KNOW WHAT I THINK ... - Joe and Al talk about life n front ofCVS in Amherst esterday afternoon.

cultures. She said protestors arrived at the

lecture hall 45 minutes prior to the lecture

with the intention of filling all of the seats.

"We would have filled all the seats if

some up front had not been saved. A half-

hour after the lecture started we all left.

We didn't boo or clap. It was a peaceful pro-

test," Park said.

Park said the protestors all held hands

as they left the lecture and this took near-

ly an hour. She said O'Rourke said, "When

you've got that many people organized like

that they've got to be a bunch of assholes,"

as they left.

"We're hoping to show the editors that

their audience is most displeased," Park

said.

A press conference was held after the lec-

ture that had been advertised in the Brown

Daily Herald as open to the public, Chu
said, but when protestors attempted to

enter the news conference they were told

that only the press was allowed inside.

Chu said she was allowed to make a

statement but left before hearing
O'Rourke's reaction.

Chu said the Lecture Board at Brown
was unaware of the type of writing that

O'Rourke does and said it is dedicated to

pluralism and promised not to offend the

Third World community again.

Professor arrested; thefts reported over weekend
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Professor Michael Thewell of the Afro-American Studies

Department was arrested Sunday by University police in

the Southwest horseshoe. Police said Thewell, 49, was

operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol.

In other reports:

• A Springfield man was struck by a car Thursday mor-

ning while he was in the crosswalk crossing

Massachusetts Ave. near Southwest Residential Area.

The driver of the car had slowed down to allow

pedestrians to cross the street and then continued on un-

til he heard something strike the vehicle, police reported.

Police said the driver realized he had struck a pedestrian

and got out of the car to assist the injured man, Mark
Mikaelian.

Mikaelian was transported to Cooley Dickinson hospital

by ambulance. His status is unknown at this time.

• A 33-year-old Springfield man was arrested Thursday

in Stadium parking lot E when he was observed going

from vehicle to vehicle and acting in a suspicious man-

ner, according to a security officer in the area.

Police arrived and caught the man while inside a vehi-

cle he was allegedly attempting to rob.

The man was arraigned in court on Friday and held in

lieu of $10,000 cash bail.

He was charged with five counts of breaking and enter-

ing a motor vehicle, four counts of malicious damage to

a motor vehicle, two counts of attempted larceny of a

motor vehicle, one count of larceny of more than $100,

larceny of motor vehicle, and possession of burglarious

instruments.

• After making a purchase in the Student Union Building

a student discovered their wallet and some personal pro-

perty missing valued at $100.

• A student reported Thursday that while playing racket

ball in Boyden Gym their jean jacket and wallet valued

at $120 were taken.

• A 23-year-old South Hadley man was arrested on

Massachusetts Ave. Friday and charged with motor vehi

cle violations and driving under the influence of alcohol.

• The Campus Center Cashiers office reported on Mon-

day that sometime since Sept. 7, $250 had been taken.

• A top-loading balance machine worth $625 was

discovered missing from Paige laboratory Sunday.

• Yesterday the license plates of a 1984 Chevrolet sport

van parked on Thatcher Way were stolen.

• After a two car collision on Orchard Hill Way one

operator received treatment for minor injuries at Univer-

sity Health Services and the other was cited for failure

to use care in backing.

• An 18-year-old Andover man was arrested on Southwest

Horseshoe and charged with operating under the influence

of alcohol.

• A man reported on Saturday his car was struck by

another vehicle, a Camaro, which drove off without

stopping.

• A 21 -year-old Bronx, New York, man was arrested on

University Drive and charged with speeding and

operating a motor vehicle without a license.

• Health Services reports a chair valued at $436 stolen

on Saturday.

• Middlesex House reported a lighted exit sign valued

at $250 vandalized on Saturday.

• A student reported the black covering on his 1984 Isuzu

valued at $100 stolen from the car parked in lot 21.

• A hit-and-run accident on Massachusetts Ave. near

North Pleasant Street caused $2000 in damages to a car

struck in the right fender.

• An 18-year-old man and a 19-year-old man were ar-

rested in Coolidge Residential Hall for being minors in

possession of alcohol.

• A 22-year-old Roxbury man was arrested at the

Southwest horseshoe on an outstanding Belchertown

warrant.

• A male student received two minor lacerations when

a bottle thrown at him broke on a tree while he was on

an Orchard Hill walkway.

Unauthorized petition concerningEWC circulated
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

An unauthorized petition protesting

budget cuts and a proposed administrative

realignment has generated concerns at the

Everywoman's Center.

The petition consists of a letter written

by EWC director Carol Wallace, informing

the community of the recent developments

and asks for support and intervention.

A two-page attachment to the letter is in

petition form and calls for support ofEWC
and outrage over the cutbacks and propos-

ed realignment.

Wallace said she wrote the letter but has

neither seen the petition nor participated

in its circulation.

"We've never seen it. I've been getting

calls from people who have seen the peti-

tion and are confused by what it says," she

said.

Wallace said she is urging the petition's

circulators to contact EWC immediately to

discuss whether the petition is something

with which the Center would want to be

involved.

"I think that it won't hurt us as long as

we can clarify the source," she said.

"I'd like to ask that the people who are

circulating the petition clearly identify on

the petition who they are and also state

clearly that it's being circulated by them,"

Wallace said.

"We certainly appreciate the support, but

it's important that it's clear who it's com-

ing from. If it looks like it's coming from

us, it needs to be cleared by us," she said.

Wallace said she has received several

phone calls that have allegedly indicated

the petition is being circulated by students,

but said she is not sure.

"I want to remind everyone that it's im-

portant that they identify any actions that

they're making," she said.

If you have any information about the

petition, please contact the Everywoman's

Center . . .

Black Affairs

page this week
The Collegian will publish its first

Black Affairs Page of the semester on Fri-

day. The Black affairs page has been omit-

ted thus far because of a lack of staff

writers and an unfilled Editors position.

Thomas Mambande and Joseph Hill have

since been hired as co-editors and have

spent the interim period making contacts

and hiring writers. If you are interested

in writing for Black Affairs contact either

Mambande or Hill at the Collegian at

^^-3500 or come down in person.
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WHERE'S ANNETTE? — The recent stretch of warm weather has driven many a student 'back to the beach.
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Hair By Harlov

Great Cuts & Perms -^
Creative styling

Cater to men &
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harridnvt

data
systems

Enter college going in the right direction with one of the new computers from Zenith

Jay Whitney at the University jlore. 413-545-2619.

SOPHOMORE AND JUNIORS

Assistant Subscription Manager
Needed for the

Collegian

Great Experience Working For
New England's Largest College Daily Newspaper

^APPLY NOW^
Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the
Campus Center Rm 113, Lower Level, 545-3500 to pick

up an application and job description. Submit no later

than Sept. 23, 1988.
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A PLEA FOR PEACE — An unknown man lifts a flag for peace yesterday afternoon in

Northampton.

New Incoming Students

You have until

October 20th
to get your Health Questionnaire
and Immunization Information
to the University Health Services.

State low requires all incoming
Freshmen. Sophomores and

Juniors to have this dor^ before
arriving on campus. If your

immunization information fails

to reach University Health

Services on time, you will NOT
be able to pre-register second

semester and may be
academically withdrawn.

Your high school health office/

nurse or doctor's office should
have this information for you!

Make a
computer

IKmi miss ih.- IBM/r Fair!

Savr a spol on vniir calendar f<ir IBMV l*S/2 lair. Wr'jl

sh(»\^ von hoH ihf IBM® Personal System/2^ <an help yin

orfianiw n«»«es. n-vise fup'rs. pn»Huee hiph-«jnalit\ p-dpliH>.

and rnon-. It's eas\ to learn and ea>\ t«) iw. and if \t»u"iv ,

ril (.'••I'lip to M)"o off. " .*i-liphile. von II ;j'l up to

Vte tiiink mmiII find its a \n'Ti*H{ matrli.

IBM PS/2® Fair!

Wednesday & Thursday, Sept. 28-29 (9:30am-4pm)

University Bookstore Concourse

Register to win a free CD player.*

OPEN
M-F 9-S

Sal10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
HkHSTORE^

rh('Bi<j[p'rPi('Uin'

eaistration forms available at the University Bookstore Concourse Sept. 28-29. Drawing will be held Sept. 29

at ^pm Drawing participation limited to qualilied students of U of f^ass Personal System/2 and PS/2 are

registered trademarks oilBM Corp ___^___^_______^^^______^_________

WHAT S MORE IMPORTANT
A DECRER OR AN RDUCATIOItf?

A degree Is only part of an education. The larger part Is your

growth as a person Not only what you are exposed to. but whom

That's why we've l)een around for over sevenly-fiv© years. We
are Lambda Chi Alpha Fralemlly. and we offer everything you

can'l find in a textbook Slop by and see for yourself what a

(ralemlly can mean to you.

When you graduate there is a tot more to take with you than a

piece of paper.

FIND IT HEREI

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
£

U

H

R

U

u

SEPTEMBER 20th AND 21st

TUES. AND WED. 9:00-11:00 PM.

374 NORTHPLEASENTSTREET
253-9032
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Two arrested for stabbing
BOSTON (AP) — A Worcester woman

and a Gardner man were arrested in Las

Vegas by Massachusetts State Troopers in

connection with the stabbing death of a

former Randolph High School principal, ac-

cording to a published report Monday.

James L. Tophan. 61, retired from Ran-

dolph High in 1982, was found dead of 13

stab wounds Sept. 12 in the driveway of a

former automobile repair shop in Gardner.

Police believe he was transported to the

garage after he was killed.

Gail P. Blair, 50, and Michael A. Bams.

34, were arrested Sunday as they got off a

bus in Las Vegas, and were held at the

Clark County Detention Center in Las

Vegas, said Worcester County District At-

torney John J. Conte.

"To go from having an unidentified body

in Gardner last Monday to arrests today in

Las Vegas is just an exceptional piece of

police work," Conte said.

Conte said that a gasoline-soaked car

registered to Blair's son found Wednesday

in Gardner led police to seek charges

against Blair and Bams. He said the car

was not burned, but declined to give any

more details.

Investigators declined to describe the

suspects' relationship with the victim or

any possible motive for the killing. But a

source told the Worcester Telegram and

Evening Gazette that both Blair and

Tophan had undergone treatment for

substance abuae at Adcare Hospital in

Worcester.

T(^han's last known address was in Mar-

shfield. but police there said he has not liv-

ed in Marshfield for several years.

Tophan was the principal of Randolph

High School for 16 years before retiring in

1982, partly due to alcoholism, according

to The Patriot Ledger of Quincy.

"It was clear that Mr. Tophan was hay-

ing some serious personal problems," said

Robert L. Glass, chairman rfthe Randolph

School Committee when Tophan stepped

down after 16 years. "By the last year he

was spending a lot oftime trying to get help

for alcoholism."

Less than two years after his retirement,

Tophan was arrested in 1984 for breaking

into a parked car less than a mile from the

high school he once ran. He pleaded guilty

and served four months of a one-year jail

sentence after pleading guilty.

When he was arrested in Randolph,

Tophan was awaiting trial in New Hamp-
shire on assault and stolen handgun

charges after he allegedly ran over a Goflf-

stown, N.H. police officer. He served a six

month misdemeanor charge stemming

from the incident.

Blair was convicted in Westboro District

Court in April on charges of heroin posses

sion and possession of an instrument used

to administer a controlled substance. She

was placed on probation and ordered to

undergo outpatient drug rehabilitation,

police said.

Collc(ian Phoio by Dondf Ahvarn

IT'S ALL IN THE WRIST - Pamela Kirby works on a

free form bronze sculpture yesterday afternoon at the New
Africa House.
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A Line of

Credits

You Won't

Believe

University of

Massachusetts

atAmherst

and it's not too late

to get them. Increase

your knowledge

base. Learn something necessary or just plain'

fun. Over 100 credit courses and Adventures in

Lifelong Learning workshops are offered this

fall through the UMass Division of Continuing

Education. Register now through September 20

for Continuing Education evening courses or

University day courses on a space-available

basis. The only points you get are grade points.

Pick up a free catalog at the Division of Continuing

Education, Goodell Building. For more informa-

tion, call (413) 545-2414.

or ( ()\ Ti \ I I \ (. It) I (
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t
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Carriage Shops
Tux Rentals
549-6344

Anchorwoman's
life examined
NEW YORK (AP) - On screen, NBC anchorwoman

Jessica Savitch was television's "Golden Girl" -

authoritative, beautiful, intelligent. OfT screen, the glit-

ter quickly vanished.

Five years after her death, two new biographies dig

beneath the radiant image.

Both books describe a life marred by drugs,

psychological problems, her husband's suicide and intense

ambition.

"Her whole life was a suicide mission," says Alanna
Nash, author of "Golden Girl" (E.P. Dutton, $18.95).

Gwenda Blair, author of "Almost Golden" (Simon &
Schuster, $18.95), says Savitch was the wrong woman in

the wrong place at the wrong time.

"Drive and ambition certainly got her to the top, but

it didn't provide her with the stability needed to withs-

tand the pressure of that place in the sun. But even more
than that, the changes that were taking place in the news
industry that both elevated her and punished her is worth

telling."

Popular with viewers, but not with most colleagues,

Savitch skyrocketed to television stardom in the 1970's,

first as a local anchor on Philadelphia's KYW and then

as anchor of NBC's "Weekend News Digest".

By the late 1970's the petite blonde with the uncanny
knack of romancing the television camera was dubbed

"NBC's Golden Girl" by Newsweek magazine.

Five years later, her star fading, she and New York Post

executive Martin Fischbein drowned in a car accident

while visiting Bucks County, PA.
The medical examiner's report said drugs were not in-

volved. However, both books argue that Savitch had a co-

caine problem that had crippled her career.

There was evidence of instability early on. her main am-

bition wais become the first female network anchor, and

to do it by the time she was 30.

She gave herself an edge - she shaved a year offher age.

But then her dream was shattered when ABC hired Bju"-

bara Walters - at $1 million a year - to co-anchor the night-

ly newscast.

Her tirades and tantrums were legendary within the

business, according to the biographers. KYW cameras cap-

tured one particularly vivid outburst in which Savitch

berated the crew during a commercial break - ranting, rav-

ing, screaming and then coolly returned to the newscast.

KYW staffers set the videotape to music and sent it to

Savitch's new network colleagues at NBC before her

arrival.

Both books delve into her two marriages, a long affair

with an abusive news producer, the suicide of her second

husband, Dr. Donald Payne, and alleged lesbian liaisons;

they differ in their approach^

AP pbolo

KIDNAPPED PROFESSORS — Three American Educators and an Indian Professor in a

reproduction picture of a Polaroid photograph released Sunday by thier abductors along

with a statement reiterating an offer to consider freeing the hostages if the United States

declared support for the Palestinian uprising in Israeli-occupied territories within one week.

Foreclosure sought on school's property
WORCESTER (AP) - A bank has filed a motion to

foreclose on $1 million in mortgages on the Westboro pro-

perty of Central New England Colleges.

The motion was filed Friday on Worcester Superior

Court on behalf of the Shawmut Worcester County Bank,

according to court records. The court has not yet acted on

the motion.

College Trustee Alfred Cotton Jr. said the schools had

expected the motion.

"It shouldn't have any immediate effect on the school

at all," he said.

The Central New England Colleges is an umbrella term
to describe Central New England College of Technology
and Worcester Junior College. An audit this past sum-
mer turned up alleged financial institutions, which was
followed by the resignations of the college's former presi-

dent, controller and chief financial officer.

Classes began Monday, despite a Sept. 2 letter from
Shawmut Senior Vice president Richard F. Sullivan ex-

pressmg "shock and dismay " about the opening to college

President Edward P. Mattar III.

EveryoneWins
THE

DISTINGUISED VISITORS PROGRAM

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL
MEETING

WittyotM*cott^rti^FREE

orwmsavttffistip to$K)0!

JOSTENS
•f \ =* C *

% Date: Sept. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 Tim.: 10-5

^miVERSlTY
mSTORE^

-Forms available at the D.V.P. Office,

415 Student Union

-Forms must be returned by 5:OOpm,

Sept. 23rd

-Coll the D.V.P. Office (545-0920) for any

information & details

-All proposals must be accompanied with

on oral presentation

To be held:

Tuesday
Sept 27, 1988

Place:

805 CC
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On the right

South Africa's expulsion from Olympics unfair
As the pomp and circumstance of the 1988 Summer

Olympics flows out of 66.6 percent of the world's televi

sions, we are not made aware enough these games are not

just amateur athletics, but big time politics. Let's not

forget that while every nation in the world is supposedly

allowed to compete, the Olympics are 'above' political an-

tagonism; one country is banished: South Africa.

The International Olympic Committee |IOC] is a good

example of why international organizations like the

United Nations are bastions of hypocrisy, and not to be

taken seriously in any respect. Such organizations impose

restrictive opinions upon others, as if those opinions are

brandished in gold. Luckily, the United Nation's authority

only goes so far. The IOC, though, is nothing less than

authoritarian.

The South African amateur team is sitting alone in the

dark continent, desolate, with duncecaps on their heads.

The government of these athletes is a naughty, naughty

government. They do nasty things to keep their power

play intact. They segregate people according to ethnic dif

ference, jail people without a trial, and do other thing.s

the moralists of the world call no-no's.

Stuart Gottlieb

BURGER
KING

NOW HIrInG
ALL SHIFTS

DAYTIME, AFTER SCHOOLS
AND EVENING SHIFTS

Up to $6.00 per hour.

College Students Work
Around Your Class

Schedule
• Flexible Hours
• Free Meals
• Good Starting Wage
• Enjoyable Work Atmosphere

APPLY IN PERSON
Route 9

Hadley
344 King St.

Northampton

That is, of course, not to say such acts are condonable.

That is to say such acts, and other abhorrent acts are plen

tiful in most countries around the world. Why those coun

tries can compete, while South Africa can't, is a question

not easily answered.

Bryant Gumbel made light in the opening ceremonies

of the debate over where the Iraqi and Iranian flags and

teams should assemble, due to their ongoing war. Instead,

Mr. World Moralist himself should have questioned the

'legitimacy' of those two countries to compete in the

games. Iran has a well known reputation for partaking

in international terrorism. Iraq, it was revealed last

month, used mustard gas to exterminate thousands upon

thousands of Kurds, a northern provincial minority of

Iraq.

Is concern over the fate of Iraqi Kurds not quite as chic

and trendy as concern over the fate of South African

blacks? Is one man's death not as important as anothers

repression? To the IOC the answer is yes.

On the same continent of Africa we see incredible

amounts of racism and murder that go unnoticed by the

IOC as well as world 'moral' opinion. In Ethiopia the

Marxist government knowingly starves thousands and

thousands of its own citizens to death. In Mozambique the

Ndau ethnic group has been repressed since the installa-

tion of that country's Marxist government. But the

greatest parallel lies in Barundi where the Tutsi minori-

ty regime has persecuted the 85 percent majority Hutu's

to the point of open rebellion which is just becoming

publicized.

And, irreproachably, these countries are just a few of

the ones where repression and atrocities run rampant. We
could start with the Soviets, and Soviet sponsored oppres-

sion, and go down the list all the way to the Australians

treatment of the aboriginies.

The Olympics should not be along the same tangent as

world politics. If it is agreed the Olympics are above

politics, then there is no place for the hypocritical con

demnation that has been inflicted upon the amateur

athletes of South Africa.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist

Do you like to write or

draw?
Do you like the idea of be-

ing published?

If you answered "yes" to

any of these questions, come
on down to the Collegian of-

fice at 113 Campus Center

(in the basement). Talk to

David or Pam.
When submitting

something, remember to

leave your name, address,

and telephone number
where you can definitely be

reached.

Letters and columns must

be typed and double-spaced.

Don't have the time to

come down to submit
something? No problem.

Just send it to the Col-

legian. 113 Campus Center,

UMass, Amherst. MA
01003 (care of editorials).

They said it

The Tigers and Yankees dueled 18

innings over six hours and one minute

last Sunday. The game was telecast

live on the Yanks' cable channel with

a taped replay scheduled to start at

7:30 p.m. At 7:28, announcer Bobby
Murcer explained to the live audience,

"Well, in about two minutes we'll be

Joining ourselves in progress."

—Boston Globe

In other news.

What ever happened to Alexander

Dubcek, the architect of
Czechoslovakia's Prauge Spring 20

years ago? After Soviet tanks crushed

the political experiment, Dubcek

disappeared from the public eye, work-

ing for years as a forestry official. But

now the conservative Czechoslovak

government has decided to try a hit of

spring again. Last week Dubcek and

his wife Anna receicved permission to

ravel abroad for the first time since

1970. In November they will go to Ita-

ly, where Dubcek, 66, will be honored

by the University of Bologna. What
has he been doing all these years?

"Oh," he toys evasively, "I just look

after my rabbits. " His wife laughs: "I

wish he'd dn Just that."

— Time Magazine

BLUEWALL STUDIES

Beans 101:

A Crash Course
in Coffee

Course Description:
Each day we will feature one of our fine

imported coffees. To ensure the success

of this senninar in sampling, the regular

price of that coffee will be reduced.

Dates and Times:
September 12-September 16:

Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 am-12 mid.

Friday 11:30 am-6:00 pm
September 19-September 26

Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 am-12 mid.

Friday 11:30 am-6:00 pm

Location:

Blue Wail Coffee Housed
Concourse Level

Campus Center ^.

YOUR TURN TO ASK
THE QUESTIONS

Meet Pedro Pereira. Collegian editor in

chiet and Rick Sossoa managing editor
who will answer questions, address con-
cerns and give you any information you
want to know about the Collegian.

Help us make

THE

I ARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

I he MassdcliuselLs Daily-

IAN
BSOONIV€RSlfrClf MASSACHUSCITSAMHEASr 111 CAMPUS CENICH S4S )MM VCXUWC CXX ISSUE b3

a better community paper.

7 p.m., Thursday in 168 Campus Center

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion
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The opinions on this page ate those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

The fundamentals of life

Dukakis — the myth
Every value system has its gods. A

presidential candidate can either pretend

to share the idols of voters who have a
whole spectrum of value systems, or he can
try to convince them that his own gods are

the answer — that he's some kind of

messiah. Confident soul that he is, gover-

nor Dukakis is doing the messiah routine,

telling voters he can do it all: education,

insurance, prosperity, pensions, balanced

budgets and strong communities.

Rusty Denton

The problem is that he's still committed
to holding so many causes sacred that

financially he might as well not be commit-

ted to any. Take education. Poor planning
forced the Duke to slash 1988 spending to

reduce state debt. This state-subsidized

campus faced a three million dollar short-

fall until a surprise fee appeared on the

semester bill. UMass libraries, fifth or

tenth from the bottom among US state

universities, remain in a crisis.

Still desperate for money. Dukakis is try-

ing to remove tuition waivers from
graduate and staff employees here, to

freeze "03 spending"(that's graduate stu-

dent wages), and to double UMass tuition

over a five year period. True, the governor

just gave nearly 30 million dollars to build

a polymer center, but the university would

build it anyway, and the Polymer Science

and Engineering department brings

megabucks into the state.

Giving grants to a few outstanding pro-

grams is the exception; the governor has

said that state residents should be satisfied

with less than excellence in Massachusetts

higher education. After all, he says, we can

go to Harvard or MIT (for only three times

the cost of UMass if we can get in). Who
knows what shape we'd be in if Dukakis
were an/j-education?

Higher education isn't unique; the gover-

nor robs other sacred cows. too. He just

plundered 27 million dollars of "surplus"

income from the pension fund of state and

local employees. He reneged on three

million more owed to other pension plans.

He took 91 million from local aid (watch for

IcKal tax increases). And his department of

revenue closes businesses rather than

rescheduling back taxes — as if dead

businesses could pay more than live ones.

But the governor has always had a fun-

ny idea about how to pay for things. As a

young legislator he designed the law that

keeps insurance premiums artificially low

for bad drivers and artificially high for

others. This summer he signed another law

that keeps life insurance premiums low for

men and high for women — by billing them
the same. And with the state 600 million

in debt, last spring Dukakis obtained a

Massachusetts health care law that will

cost the state billions after it goes into

effect.

A governor like that is no messiah. I'm

not sure what he is. A Democrat, he calls

himself, the "son of immigrants" in the

"party for immigrants". But his immigrant

parents observed few ethnic traditions, his

father graduated from Harvard Medical

School, and his parents voted republican

until Michael campaigned as a Democrat.

What is the governor boasting about —
ethnicity? hardship'' political heritage'?

It's amazing that he can be so pragmatic

about his personal identity but so idealistic

about his politics. His rigid value system

says that the idols of government and

money can do anything — just give him
more power and more bucks and he'll show

us how. We actually had a president like

Dukakis once: Lyndon Baines Johnson. He
emptied the nation's pockets to end the war

on poverty and twenty years later the ver-

dict came back: poverty won.

Ru.tty Denton t.s a Collegian ctjlumni.st

A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

Getting a high in the water
MARIETTA, Ga. - I was with family last month when

the subject of going to White Water, the local amusement

park, arose.

"David, you have to go to White Water. It's the most

amazing place, " said my 15 year-old cousin, Adam. "The

rides are awesome. Sounds incredible, huh, David?"

Actually, I wasn't enthused about getting sick to my

stomach, being headachy, and dealing with that rash I

always get when I stay too long in the water, but if you

had seen my wide-eyed cousins, after hearing the myths

and legends. . .

Despite all that. I went.

I was made especially aware of the 'Bermuda Triangle,'

a ride famed for having so many turns, dips and dives

that I, all 200-plus pounds of me, was more terrified than

my nine-year-old cousin.

David R. Mark

But I was convinced to go on to this god forsaken whirl

wind of a waterslide. I had to appear strong in this little

girl's eyes.

I would ride on the 'Bermuda Triangle,' and if I had

heart failure, let it be on the concience of the poor soul

who invented the thing.

The line was immense, giving me more time to look

up. up. . . damn that thing was big. It was dark, and with

the trees that surro mded and shadowed the plethora of

parts to this piece of mechanical wizardry, I was yet

another wide-eyec youth, facing possible death as I

sought the branch laden top of this little girl's fun, and

my nightmare.

Finally, it was ny turn to go with my cousin (the older

one having given up on the line) up the stairs of the 'Ber-

muda Triangle.' ;3he grinned at me, and I knew there

would be no escap \

I continued tr- climb. Strange how I climbed to the

heavens probabiv to fall into a living hell.

I thought how stupid I was. Sure, in my cousin's eyes,

this was pure joy. But looking at the ride, I guess I'd have

to grin and bear it.

It was our turn. My cousin Jennifer sat down in the

front half of the innertube, and I sat down in back.

Down we went, into a tunnel, complete darkness, then

to the left, out of the tunnel, and to the right, on my side,

my cousin screaming with pleasure, me with my nervous

guffaw, trying hard to avoid wetting my bathing suit

(and I'm not talking about the water). Now to the left,

into the tunnel, and down. Where's the landing, I can't

see in the darkness, but we're out again. Down the final

long slide, through another tunnel of complete darkness

and. . .

SPLASH!!!

We had hit the bottom, into the pool near the line. My
heart was racing after my 45-second fall toward death.

"Let's fjo^ain." my ninjtyear'-oldtwusin suggested.

"Sure^'.-i*eplied, wide «'^* and terror-stricken, but

prepareS^tft go on the thrin of a lifetime.

P^very now and then, between writing 10-page papers

and reading 12th-century novellas, a little heart failure

can do you some good.

David R Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

Letters

Denton untempting,
but column injurious
Sometimes newspapers will print self-advertisements or

trivial info to fill up space that might otherwise go emp-

ty. Hence we get Rusty Denton columns in the Collegian.

So why do I speak of his column at all? Because his views

and arguments are disturbing and injurious, and should

be challenged rather than be left to fester.

Denton's first column this year is an attack on (not

review of) the film The Last Temptation of Christ. ("Not

tempted to see this," Sept. 13). Denton's most, but not sole

disturbing comments in this column were his veiled

defenses of anti-semitism. He wrote that many fundamen-

talists "feel that both the studio and press are trying to

solicit anti-semitic remarks form th^. an to sensa-

tionalize the response that the film contains 'Jewish lies.'"

According to Denton, this has been successful in arous-

ing anti-semitic remarks, because "the film's most hateful

claims about Jews have their origins in orthodox

Judaism," rather than say, the musing of a Christian

writer or film director. Even if this were the cause of the

anti-semitic remarks, (it's not), the people making the

remarks are anti-semitic, even if 'provoked.'

It is disgusting to attack anyone for soliciting anti-

semitic attacks upon themselves or others. It's like attack-

ing the NAACP or the AntiDefamation League for com-

ments made against them by the Ku Klux-Klan. It is

vicious to blame the victim and not the perpetrator.

The reason anti-semitic comments have been made in

reference to this film is that the head of the studio that

produced the film is Jewish. And Denton, not coinciden-

tally, attacks the studio. "It seems that Universal (the

studio) produced the film to capitalize on its . . . church

hashing potentiaF' (my emphasis). Denton does not attack

the director, who is Roman Catholic, not Jewish, which

is the one who is given final credit for a film.

Denton then adds gratuitously, "Meanwhile, cynical

movie moguls rake it (money) in." A statement akin to

the stereotyping of bankers as greedy Jews; especially

.since the mogul Denton refers to here, but does not iden-

tify as such, is Jewish.

The Collegian should give space to Dention and others.

But we, as readers, should be on guard against arguments

that foster anti-semitism and racism.

insensitive headline tries to rewrite Native American history
..... . ji- - .„i f»«^ tu^ ^^icriioi inhoKitartfo K« rr.ii.->4or hoft trace of the orijnnal people fror

Daniel Bennett
Amherst

I was struck by the singularity of the front page headline

Monday ("Pow Wow invades Pond over weekend ). It s

inconceivable even the most insensitive and non involved

editor would not notice the incredible inappropnateness

of that headline.

How can any contingent of Native Americans anywhere

on this stolen continent be called, even m passing and

'invasion?' As white Americans it w we who are the in-

vaders We who are the invaders, who inhabit a land

taken from the original inhabitants by murder, theft,

swindling and rape are not in a position to term any

gathering of those original inhabitants as an 'invasion.'

Our European forebearers gained this continent at the

cost of millions of lives — at the cost of what we have term-

ed in the twentieth century as genocide. This is the brutal

fact of our existence here, just as it is for Jews in Israel

and whites in South Africa. The only difference is that

America has done a much better job of removing every

trace of the original people from the landscape and con-

sciousness of the nation.

Your headline was a horrifying testament to the power

that our rewriting of history as given us to erase the truth.

It's too late for white America to make complete repara-

tions to the tribes it has destroyed, but it is still in our

power to at least recognize the historical facts for what

they are.

Michael Hoberman
Amherst
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Sci-Fi group offers resources
By MICHAEL BAYER
Collegian Correspondent

Do you enjoy reading about the adventures of Tarzan

or Conan the Barbarian? Do you desperately search

through the TV guide to find listings of "Star Trek?" Are

you the first person in line when a new George Lucas film

is released?

If you answered yes to one or more of these questions,

you might very well be what the UMass Science Fiction

Society calls a sci-fi buff." But don't be embarrassed.

Don't be shy. Come out of the proverbial closet and be

proud.

There is a place right on the UMass campus where sci-

fi lovers have been congregating for over 25 years: Cam-
pus Center office 166, the location of the UMass Sci-Fi

Library. This science fiction paradise is a treasure trove

of futuristic, magical, comedic and just plain disgusting

science fiction literature. Over 5000 books and novels

decorate the shelves, making it the second largest science

fiction library in New England.

UMSFS President John Overstreet invites one and all

to visit the library to take a bite out the 'impossible" or

just to relax and start up a conversation with a new face.

The librarians will testify that some of the regulars are

extremely "unique"—diversity is the theme of the

members. There are reactionaries, revolutionaries,

liberals, Republicans, honor students and radicals com-

ing through the door every day. Conversations range from

sex to thermodynamics. However,Overstreet said, he

doesn't want the sometimes bizarre conversation or com-

pany to scare off any new members.

Besides the new people and fun, become a UMSFS
member for the availability of books. The UMSFS library

has such an incredible selection, it puts any wee bookstore

science fiction shelf to shame. It has all your favorites,

including thejlglkien senaa^ Roger Zelasny's Amber
series, AndrO^OTfein's WUchworUt wiA-ls&ac Asimov's

Foundation series. The librar^ isBlso mlly stocked with

those obsolete, out-of-print books that you've been look-

ing for since the 70*8.

In addition to supplying members with the extensive

library, the UMSFS frequently sponsors sci-fi movies or

film festivals for the general campus public. UMSFS
members said that science ficiton is still very popular, just

as popular as it was in previous decades. However, it is

is constantly changing with new styles of writing.

To become a UMSFS member, visit office 166 and tell

the librarian on duty that you want a membership. The

cost is $4 for one semester, $7 for two, $8 for the year (in-

cluding the summer) and $2 for the summer.

Members can borrow up to five books in a two week

period and vote at meetings and elections. Non-members

are not allowed to remove books from the library, but are

encouraged to visit the library and read any book in the

lounge.

UPC, MTV bring

Godfathers to SUB
The Union Program Council, on September 29 at

8:00pm, will present the MTV New Music College Tour

featuring the Godfathers and Living Color in the Stu

dent Union Ballroom.

The London-based Godfathers made their initial mark

on the music world in 1986 with a series of singles releas-

ed on their independent "Corporate Image" label.

Buildiii/a strfcng following during their extensive Euro-

pean t|urr-^e Godfathers eventually signed to Epic

Records, and in October 1987 made their major-label

debut with the single "Birth, School, Work, Death."

Living Colour's debut album, "Vivid", combines

forceful hard rock leanings with the rhythmic dexterity

of classic jazz-funk.

Led by accomplished guitarist Vernon Reid, Living Col-

our's dynamic musical arrangements prove to be equal-

ly powerful through their thoughtful social messages.

Mick Jagger, drawn by the band's tremendous stage

energy, produced Living Colour's demo tape, and appears

on the current "Vivid" album.

In addition to these two bands, the MTV New Music

College Tour is sponsoring a product showcase, featur-

ing free tapes, sunglasses and hair products. Certain to

be a good show, the Godfathers and Livmg Colour tickets

are $6 for UMass students and $8 for the general public.

COSMO MACERO JR.

MHC presents Nine Women photographs
By SUZY HERRING
Collegian Correspondent

The title of the exhibition at Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum, Recollections: Nine Women Photographers,

speaks for itself The display consists of ninety silver print

photographs, mostly taken during the first half of the cen-

tury, by nine very distinguished women photographers.

This is a very diverse and interesting exhibition. The

images range from Carlotta M. Corpron's experiments

with light to Consuelo Kanaga's depiction of the poor.

Berenice Abbott's work portrays the urban world ofNew
York in the 1930's. Lotte Jacobi depicted the German and

American cultural scenes of her time. Her work includes

portraits of Peter Lorre and Marc Chagall. As a result of

her extensive art background, Louise Dahl-Wolfe takes

a painter's attitude toward light and form, as in "Still Life,

Flowers in a Chinese Vase."

Both Ruth Bernhard and Nell Dorr have a talent for

romanticizing ordinary things. Bernhard works with ob-

jects, giving the viewer an entirely new perception of

everyday things, shown in "Lifesavers." In contrast, Don-

works in a very intimate style. "Baby in a Big Bed" is

an adorable example of her talent. Of all the artists in

the show, the two most outstanding exhibits were those

of Barbara Morgan and Toni Frissell. Morgan is mainly

a dance photographer who is best known for her work with

Martha Graham. Her graceful photographs, such as

"Lamentation," capture the movement as well as the emo-

tion of the dance.

Frissell's career is as varied as the exhibition itself —
fashion photographer, then becoming a photojournalist

during World War II. "Five Girls Running," a fashion

shot, is contrasted with a photo of a little boy sitting on

a pile of rubble, entitled "Shock - V2 London - Parents

Buried in Rubble".

$14.95
Reg. $16.95
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Import LP a music experience
House hits hard
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

House of Love
House of L(ne

Creation Label

Hey you! Stop what you're doing and come with me to

the "House of Love." Meet the "Guy" who runs the place,

who makes flops and fringes fash, who makes up the rules

as he goes along. If you sit still and listen he'll let you

in on a few of his obsessions. "Christine" what a girl

she must have been to make these guitars wail the way
they do. You see, in the House of Love, even feedback can

be tender.

This House has a voice which is its guide. It leads you

through many rooms, all empty now except for memories

that linger like a bad hangover. "Hope is a word" in the

House of Love.

It has many moods, this house. It leads you unsuspec-

ting into your own dreams and then tears them apart in

the next second. It is both kind and cruel, innocent and

corrupt, like a child. The tension always threatens to

make it implode but somehow never quite manages it.

Perhaps that is its secret. "Touch Me"and lilting guitars

explode into dischord and violence and then come back

again, impossibly, making you wonder if you heard right

in the first place. In many ways, the House of Love has

no memory. It's twists and turns defy history. It renews

itself on a whim; you play it to death but it will not die.

It's already happening, the casting off of skin that en

sures this House will survive despite all the odds. "Destroy

the Heart" takes its own past and turns it inside out. If

you think you know the House of Love, ycu're in the

wrong house. Here is two and a half minutes of tortured,

tender, splintered pop perfection. It's agony is exquisite.

In this inch worth of vinyl there is more pain, longing,

poetry and beauty than in all of Shakespeare's sonnets.

It suffocates like a plastic bag and at the same time is

as liberating as flight. All that is in any way important

about your life is here, and right now I need it more than

air.

Passion play
at Smith

"Passionplay for a Young Tree" will be performed to-

day at 5 p.m. in front of the Neilson Library at Smith

College by the Bread and Puppet Political Theater.

Founded 20 years ago in Vermont, Bread and Puppet

Theater stages political and social issues in the form of

"passion plays."

"Passionplay for a Young Tree" is a rendition of the

traditional Easter story with a young tree the central

figure. During the play, the audience is led to several

different locations by larger-than-life-sized puppets, flags

and brass instruments.

Bread and Puppet is a travelling theater troup par-

ticularly well known for its audience participation, and

anyone interested in joining today's play should come
dressed in white.

The performance is sponsored by the Graduate Student

Senate Committee on the University of El Salvador and

the Smith college theater department. All proceeds will

go to the University of El Salvador.
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Panasonic CQ-E300
AM/FM Digital with auto reverse cassette

Panasonic EA-911 speakers
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141 DAMON RD.
NORTHAMPTON, MA.
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Poetry contest
So, you're a budding poet. A lyricist? Enjoy the creative

construction of words into attractive, flowing passages?

Like the unrestricted freedom of endless verse? Then why
not enter the American Poetry Association's latest poetry

contest. Struggling poets know it's a tough chore to sell

Iheir work. There just isn't much of a market. What bet-

ter way to achieve recognition (and a trip to Hawaii!)

than through a national contest.

APA publisher Larry Nelson says: "Students have

been winners in all of our contests, so 1 urge them to

enter now. Later they may be too busy with exams."

In addition to the trip to Hawaii, the Association of-

fers a $1,000 first prize, and a total of $11,000 in prizes

for 152 poets.

Entrees should contain up to five poems, no more than

20 lines each, with name and address on each page to

American Poetry Association, Dept. CN-74, 250 A Potrero

Street, P.O. Box 1803. Santa Cruz, CA 95061.

Poems will be judged on originality and sincerity. All

work will be considered for publication. All entrees

should be postmarked by December 31, 1988.

COSMO MACERO JR

Live Skull rocked the house at Sheehan's Sunday night.
CoUefian photo by Chrii Hosford

Tandy Computers

Truckload Sale
UMASS Student Center-Sept. 21 & 22

Buy Now and Save on TMidy Computers—

A New Addition to the UMASS Bookstore

Don't Miss Out On the Incredible Values! Choose
From PC Compatible Systems Like These:

The Tandv 1000 TX System lets

vou Jii .vnrJ proccsMni;, spreadsheet^

ind morel Como wirh Dc>kMare*
Mjftwure wirh -.even applications.

System incliiJev the TinJv lOCO TX.

CM-ll Color Monitor. 10 Mh Hard

Card. DMP-1 32 Printer. Printer Ca-

ble and Optioniil Tandy Mouse.

^^^t I • « • • • t « » ,fliB ... ' ^&

The Tandy 3000 HL System i<»

ideal for enijineerinu, proi»ramminy,

C.AE. CAD and other complex .ip-

rlicarioiis. System includes rhe

tind\ k^CO HL. EGM-l M<;niror,

H JA I Graphics Card, 20 Mh Hard
I'^rne Hard Drive Ciontroller,

[
' ' Printer and Printer CJahle.

For Buyer Eligability See Store For Details

Tandy" Comouters: Because there is no better value.
'
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Located in the Campus Center

AL-BUMS
DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP's CASS CD's

High Quality/Extra Sturdy

WOOD FURNITURE
bookcases, LP cases,

entertainment centers,

desks and more

181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

-Only aU

HAMELIN FURNITURE
Student Desks

(In Maple or Chctrv)

59-4*.... M99 ;j

Tables Stamng ai 99

Bookcases

Starling ac jzfn
In Teak or Oal

Newmoon Futons
Siariiiig at

80..
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1 Short Street, Noriharapion
586.7970

OPEN: Monday-Friday 106 , Saturday 10-5

Thurtday Nifhts until 8 p m

DIVISION
MUSIC • THEATER • DANCE

INSTRUCTION

All ages and levels

Private lessons

Group Study
Ensembles

Group study classes are 1/2 price

for UMass students.

For a brochure, coll PAD at 545-0519

or stop by the office in Old Chapel,

ROLLING
ROCK
$1.00
EVERY NIGHT

Raffles • T-Shirts • Give Aways

The Spoke
35 East Pleasant St, Amherst

Proper I.D. required

The Interfraternity Council invites all

University Men to rush the Greek Area
Alpha Chi Rho
Sept. 21 Leach Basement 7-9 pm
253-9494

Alpha Epsilon Pi
382 N. Pleasant St.

September 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22
545-0046

Alpha Tau Gamma
375 N. Pleasant St.

253-9974

Delta Chi
118 Sunset Ave.
September 13, 15 7-9pm
549-6505
Delta Upsilon
September 13, 14, 15, 19, 20 9.10:30pm
778 N. Pleasant St.

549-3831

Lambda Chi Alpha
374 N. Pleasant St.

September 13, 14, 20, 21 9-11pm
253-9032

Iota Phi Theta

Kappa Alpha Psi

545-2711
Phi Mu Delta
September 13, 14, 15, 21, 22
389 N. Pleasant St.

256-8028
Phi Sigma Kappa
510 N. Pleasant St.

256-6863

Pi Kappa Alpha
September 13, 14, 15, 19, 20 9-10:15

418 N. Pleasant St.

545-2150

Sigma Phi Epsilon
September 20, 21
Campus Center 903 7:30pm
545-2711

Theta Chi
496 N. Pleasant St.

September 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 22 8-9pm
253-9015
Zeta Psi
23 Phillips St.

September 13, 14, 15, 20, 22 7-9pm
256-6845

545-27ii^jjy questions can be answered at

Greek Affairs 545-2711
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LBGA Fortim
P-Flag: Pioneer Valley Support Group for parents,

families, friends, lesbians and gays meets at 7:30 p.m. the

second Tuesday of every month in the Gracae Episcopal

Church parish hall, just off the town common in Amherst.

Fall meeting dates are: October 11, November 8, and
December 13. All concerned persons are welcome to at-

tend and share in the support, education, and outreach

offered. For further information, call 532-4883, or write

P-Flag, Pioneer Valley, P.O. Box 55, South Hadley, MA.
01075.

Rap Group: relations between gays, lesbians, bisex-

uals, and heterosexuals, sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisex-

ual, and Gay Counseling Collective, will be held at 8 p.m.,

Wednesday Sept. 21, in the LBGA ofTice, 413 Student

Union, UMass. For more information, call 545-2645.

Lesbian, BisexuaL Gay Alliance Meeting: will be

held every Tuesday at 6 p.m. for the rehiainder of the

semester in the LBGA office, 413 Student Union. All are

welcome. For more information call the LBGA 545-0154.
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FLOPPY DISKS
Litttimc Warranty
10 Disks. 5.25*
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HOT POT
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4 Main SirMl. Amtwrsi 253-2523
On the Com0r Across from Amherst Common
Omelal PoMM SubMMMn • Inatant Lonary TIckM*

Monaay-Fnaay 9 to 3 • Saturday 9 to 6 » Sunday 9 to 5

AP Photo

TORAH FUNERAL — Orthodox Jews in Brookyln, New York, hold funeral Sunday after-

noon for six Torah scrolls destroyed by vandals who broke into a synagogue.

Introductory Offer To All New Clients

00*200^ SAVE$I^
haircut on any frosting or

rjEMiTM data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO AN
OPEN HOUSE

Tuesday, September 20, 1988
10:00AM - 4:30PM

STOP AND SEE OUR PRODUCTS!
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65 Un/»«rs/fy Df/»», 4mhtrtf 549-5670 I

• WOLFF TANNING • BODY WRAPPING^|

Student Affairs Information Services

on any Irosting or perm

VALID FOR NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY

This coupon good thru 10/15/88 at

Styles by Deborah
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,d^^^
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Add/Drop
'0^/

'^r.

.^^'
d9

'oir.
''^>.

TODAY IS LAST DAY
TO ADD/DROP .e^^

^.0'

%
Deadline today for submission of Add/Drop

forms to Registrar's Office is: 4:30 pm., Whitmore.

Call 'TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number:

2453 Gym Schedules

1023 Credit by Examination

2224 Cooperative Education

2458 Off-Campus Housing

1050 Inquiry Program
1028 Minority Engineering Program
2452 Dialing University Phones
1558 Greek System
2476 Weight Room Schedules

2681 Lecture Notes

See the Student Telephone

Directory For a complete list of tapes.

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL 'IDB' (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

INFORMATION DATA BANK TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

AP Photo

BUSH AND BUSINESS - Presidential candidate George Bush gestures before speaking to

a Bensalem, Pa. audience yesterday afternoon. The republican vice president accused his

democratic opponent, Michael Dukakis, of pursuing an "anti-business scheme."

MA Dems rally

against VP
BOSTON (AP) - Home-Btate backers of Democratic

presidential nominee Michael Dukakis rallied outside

George Bush's Massachusetts headquarters yesterday to

denounce the vice president for not condemning the ac-

tions of eight former aides and advisers linked to pro-Nazi

or anti-Semitic activities.

"George Bush has demonstrated his utter lack ofjudg-

ment and character," Democratic SUte Sen. Lois Pines

said as about 30 Dukakis supporters stood by, many of

them waving Dukakis placards. "George Bush has pro-

ven himself to be the consummate 'yes' man."

Malek. a senior Bush operative named to the RNC at

the vice prasident's request, resigned after it was reported

that, at then-President Nixon's bidding, he collected in-

formation on Jewish officials working in the Bureau of

Labor SUttstics in 1971.

Ma. Pines was referring to the recent resignations of

Frederick V. Malek from the Republican National Com-

mittee and seven volunteer members of Bush campaign

ethnic councils.

The seven others who quit the Republican nominee's

campaign were members of Bush's Coalition for Americwi

Nationalities, an umbrella group set up to court ethnic

support. The seven reportedly had engaged in or were

members of groups that engaged in pro-Nazi or anti-

Semitic activities, including helping Nazis emigrate to the

United States after World War II.

While Bush and campaign Chairman James A. Baker

III have both said racism and bigotry have no place in

their campaign, Dukakis supporters at the rally said Bush

should address the specific activities of those who resign-

ed and chided him for issuing a statement praising Malek.

"We're still waiting to hear George Bush condemn the

past actions of these men who recently left his campaign,"

Ms. Pines said. "We challenge the Bush campaign to take

off its blindfolds."

INTO
ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

Board of Governors

ATTENTION
All RSO and Student Coops

The 88/89 Applications for Student Space

in the CC/SU are available in Room 817

Campus Center

All questions should be directed to Facilities Coordinator

Servicing

UMass

Rent IBM PC's
D*iyVMpeklyMontti»y

New England soklesi

and largni compuiff

rffrtal jpectflKls fT»W

the challenge Retrain

e\q. trade showvs. pre-

lentatons, peak

demand, or emergen-

ciei-M«tkade»rw«ri

On xwrtf Guaranteed

liyAMEDUTE CONFIRMATION
GUARANTEED DELIVERY

.tA.^

_ FINE DINING^
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday U:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext 7639

for Reservations

Validated Parking

^^ntL
HARTFOeO SPBINGFIELD

BOSTON

1-800-252-5011
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TOP*" of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

SAVE 50%
ON TICKETS
CALL 545-2511

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UnTvHRSITY o7 MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
you are invitea to

TONIGHT'S
MAIN EVENT

TUE5
9/20

Delta CKi

118 Sunset Ave.

cpH 549-6505

for rides & info.

WED
9/21

A
COULCGE

AX
HOV»t

rCARlNG STRtrr
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Burma
continued from pa^c I

In Washington, the Reagan administra-

tion said it was reviewing assistance pro-

grams to Burma that total $14 million an
niially to determine whether aid should be

cut off in light of the coup and violence.

"The United States urges Burmese
militar\' authorities immediately to cease

shooting at demonstrators and calls upon

those demonstrating to refrain from pro-

vocative actions," White House spokesman

Marlin Fitzwater said.

Military spokesman Kyaw Sann said the

clashes began Sunday night when the "the

violent mob attacked security forces with

catapults and jinglees (metal darts) and the

troops had to disperse the mob by shooting

in many parts of the town."

Kyaw Sann said crowds Monday raided

two police stations, stealing rifles, pistols

and ammunition. There were reports that

protesters, some carrying swords, spears

and crossbows, were taking the weapons of

fallen soldiers.

Student jobs

continued from page 1

Rossi said another pay raise might be

considered in a couple ofweeks if recruiting

efforts continue to produce poor results.

Last week he said it was still too early

to panic because students in the first cou-

ple of weeks of the semester have to settle

in and finding a job may not be their top

priority.

Ryan said many of today's students don't

want to work because they are more

academically oriented. But studies show

that students who work up to 15 hours per

week do as well academically as students

who don't work.

Ryan also said the parents of today's

students have higher incomes than they

did 10 years ago.

In addition, she said students' values

have changed. "Ten years ago students

were very altruistic and service-oriented."

Although Food Services has been hit the

hardest, several other employees on cam-

pus, includmg the Bachelors Degree with

Individual Concentration department, are

facing problems with filling some positions

for students, according to Ryan.

She said about 6,000 student jobs are

available on campus, and 5,200 were fill-

ed last year. Ten years ago there were

about 10.000, many of which have since

be^n substituted by full-time positions,

Ryan said.

Last week, the Student Employment Of-

fice sponsored a two-day job fair in the Stu-

dent Union, where employers had a chance

to interview prospective workers. About
2,000 students visited the fair, Ryan said.

Campus jobs give students a chance to

meet other students and make friends,

Ryan said.

Rossi said the opportunity to make
friends is one of the benefits of working in

the dining commons. "You work in a nice,

friendly atmosphere."

Anyone interested in applying for dining

commons jobs may call 545-2694 at

Worcester, 5 2873 at Franklin, 5 0259 at

Berkshire, or 5-2075 at Hampshire.

350 people flee blazes
VACAVILLE. Calif (AP) - Two northern

California brush fires scorched 1.3,000

acres, destroying 24 structures and forcmg
350 people to flee, but frosty weather in

Montana and Wyoming helped ease the

blazes there.

About 100 homes were threatened by the

wind fanned fires that began late Saturday
15 miles west of Vacaville and 20 miles

east of Redding. The Vacaville fire was ar-

son, and caused more than $7 million in

damage to telecommunications equipment,
officials said.

In Wyoming, a cold front Sunday brought

up to 3 inches of snow to the fire-charred

Yellowstone National Park.

"I would be surprised if the fires made
any more major runs." said fire specialist

Bruce Freet. But officials weren't ready to

predict the end of the blazes that have in-

volved about half of Yellowstone's 2.2

million acres.

In Montana, the winter weather quieted

the two remaining major forest fires and

prompted the release of most of the soldiers

and firefighters that helped with the blaze.

Collrgian Photo Hy Dondi Ahrarn

HMMMMMMMMMMM — A woman looks over goods at the

Wandering Ewe, a thrift stand in Amherst, yesterday afternoon.
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HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

There will be a mandatory staff meeting for

all staff writers on Friday, Sept. 30 at 3 p.m.

All correspondents and new writers are en-

couraged to attend. Topics to be covered at the

meeting include: Collegian policy; newsroom
policy; new assignments; and larger projects.
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Kelly: We just came from JB's and each ate two JB's

roast beef sandwiches, two orders of french fries and

a large Coke.

Burkey: Yea, it was delicious! I just can't believe

Shano. Would you listen to him?

Shano: More JB's. I need more JB's.

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM

(If this is you. take this ad to JBs for a free order of mozzarella sticks.)

# EMT'S
Join The

I UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT |

B First Meeting Tues Sept 20 Morrill N416 g

M 9:00 pm All Members M

I Must be registered EMT. Get paid to work |
M concerts, football games and other events m

Bring EMT & CPR cards

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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"A memory is what is left when something happens and

does not completely unhappen."

- EDWARD DE BOND
from the Mechanism of Mind

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Th«r6 11 8« —

5 Call M« —
1 Sauna sit*

1

3

Agatha CtvitM
locaw

14 Accustom
15 - i Maw War

anO* 1949

Grant film

16 Stadiuin seating

IS Cartam tida

19 Haanv soup

20 MammocK
haoituas

22 Out o( tr»a

inary

23 b van ol

'ooown

25 Oo an ualtar s

|00

26 Nons«ns«'

29 Jan tna F«0

32 26 Down with

rhum
35 Disaatrout

36 Turn away
38 Pon city ot

Japan
40 Darling ot

Dasaoaii

41 Rantai

agfMmant
42 PraparM. as

vagataOMa
43 \Am*n I was

45 SIMP Ilka —
46 BurdanM oaaat

47 in nasia

50 On voof —
52 invannva

wmtnay
53 Haidi s noma
^6 Ran
60 — Ooria

62 Tha Good
Earm haroina

63 Barrat organ

65 MaHar 1

66 Waar away
67 Italian

magntrai*.

olou
•Ml — m» no

quasnont
69 CM a rodao

turn

70 Ricner

DOWN
1 Batora Saxon
2 Too* oo
3 Ctiarlia Chan

portrayar

Warner
4 Camp sight

5 Oirect wrongly

6 Baroacua
Dultinsky

7 Kina ot

citizanstup

8 F(orar>ca s rivar

9 Jallyfish

10 Coniaction

1

1

TV host o( tama
Jack

1

2

VIpars

IS Banaon
Swanaon

1 7 nckla typa

21 Its capital is

Kainmandu
24 Notaoook

salaction

26 Swaat traat

27 Danish alt

28 Supply a naw

30 Tharaabouts

31 Footfall

32 Fullness

33 21 Down
continent

34 Retrace one s

steps

37 Parmigiand

ingredient

39 Colorado lesort

44 Late

48 Williams ol

Hollywood

49 Hall a panda a

name
SI Sty sound
53 Quiver item

54 Plant perch

55 Oeot clearer

56 Tnirsi

quencher
57 In addition

58 Large kangaroo

59 Bit of liquid

61 Ranch ot a sort

54 Before JFK
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Menu
Lunch

Hamburger on Roll

Chicken Burrito

Dinner

Baked Ziti/N E Style Scrod

w/Crumb Topping/Lemon

Basics L«ach

Chicken Burrito

Garden Chili

Basics Dinner

Baked Ziti/N E Style Scrod

W/Crumb Topping/Lemon

Weather
Todav: Cloudy with 40 percent chance of showers, high

near 80
Tonlfht: Breezy, mild, 60
Tomorrow: 40 percent chance of showers in the morn-

ing, then clearing later in the day. 80
^.i ^

TODAYS STAFF
Night EdHor Tony Padovano

CopY Editor Rick Sasson

LaYoat Tcchaiclaa Marc Infield

Photo Technician Donde Ahearn

Production Sapcrvlaor Terry Starmer

Prod«ctlon:...Yana, Wendy Rae, Joyce, Celia, Kristin,

and Joe is on the long road to no Ware

Executive Board - Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira 1

EdHor In Chief 1

Rick Sasson

Managinf Editor

David R. Mark
EdHorlal EdMor

Robert ClappcnncIII

B«slacu Manager

Marc Infield

Pradactloa Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappcnclli

Batinctt Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advtfllalng Manager

Daniel Munroe
Finance Manager

Debra Botienhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Frahbcis

Clrcalatlon Manager

Mary Haygtos
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Committee meetings
continued from page 1

Duffey said a printed version of the CSC
was needed for the beginning of the school

year, so students would be aware of Univer-

sity policy and their rights and respon-

sibilities under that policy.

Agreement on some of the passages of the

CSC could not be reached at the meeting

of the Board of Trustees Committee on

Academic and Student Affairs last week.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice said

most of the problems that arose were

because William Searson, chief counsel to

the trustees, did not like the proposed

language of some of the passages, even

though an agreement between students

and campus administrators has been

reached.

Orefice said most of the members of the

committee at the meeting last week were

very surprised to find out the CSC has

already been printed and is in the process

of being distributed on campus before be-

ing approved by the board. The board is

supposed to approve all University policies.

If the revisions are approved at the

meeting today, the issue will go before the

full Board of Trustees at their next

meeting, which is scheduled for October 5.

Knowles
Flower

Shop
DaUy Local

DdivcrY

• FTD Teleflora

Service

• Elegant Dried

Silk Arrangements

1988
SUMMER
0AMES

rtitfioaa

Knowles Flower Shop

172 N. Pleasant St

Amherst

253-3805
Vlsa/MC/AMEX

• Fresh Flowers

Green Plants

Arriving Daily

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the

competative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
' the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (RM 1 13 - lower level; 545-3500) and

pick up a j6b application and description and submit

it no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30>

M/F—EOE

AP Pbo«4>

CROWDED LANE - USA's Theresa Edwards (12) finds the lane

crowded by Czechoslovakia's Ivana Novakova (7) and Erika Dobrov

icova (12) during preliminary basketball action at the Seoul Summer
Games yesterday.
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Rhode Island

Hospital offers

CoUe^ate Nursing Assistants

more options than ever!

If you are enrolled in an accredited, generic baccalaureate program in

nursing, have completed your sophomore year and meet our qualifica-

tions for Collegiate Nursing Assistant I or II. we would like to meet

you. You'll work in a challenging and rewarding environment as a valued

member of an expert health care team in the area's most advanced

nursing and medical center. You'll earn top pay as you leam more about

your profession.

CNA 1

$7.00/hour

CNAn
$8.00/hour

$3.50/hour Weekend Premium

SCHOLARSHIP LOAN PROGRAM
• Work 6 shifts per month during academic year, receive hourly

rate plus $150.00 per month.

Orientation is October 1 & 2, »od enrollment is limited.

PleMe apply to Pat Monti, Department of Nursing, Rhode laland

Hospital, 593 Eddy Street, Providence, HI 02902. (401) 277-5409.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

VhdtUo^dS^
HOSPITAL
CARING • CLINICAL EXCELLENCE
EDUCATION • RESEARCH

Water Polo team hopes to float to the top
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's water polo te^m
came out of the Eastern Varsity Tournament at Navy this

weekend undefeated and lookinar »t a oa-usihle Ton 10

rating in the East.

But that doesn't mean coach Russ Yarworth is letting

up at all. After a scrimmage tomorrow at Williams Col-

lege, the team hits the road to meet with the real

powerhouses of the nation in the California Invitational

at Brown University.

Friday, they meet lona, ranked 18th in the nation, as

underdogs. But lona could be looking past the Minutemen
to steeper competition and be ripe for an upset.

"I think we can surprise them," Yarworth said. "They'll

be looking ahead to the big guys so I think we're good

enough to pull the upset."

But it doesn't get any easier. From there, UMass plays

the University ofCalifornia-Santa Barbara, ranked eighth

in the nation, and UCal-Berkeley, ranked second

nationally.

"We expect to learn something," Yarworth said. "We re

a young team and we haven't quite risen up to that level

yet."

However, since the rankings are formulated not only

on record but also on strength of schedule, UMass should

not be hurt too badly by the tournament as far as stan-

dings go.

If UMass beats lona this weekend, the team can expect

to play in the top bracket in the next Eastern Varsity

Tourney Oct. 1-2. That could set them up to be ranked

high in the East.

UMass is rapidly becoming an Eastern power as many
saw last weekend.
"We played real good polo this weekend," said UMass

assistant coach Jim Boudreau.

Schedule changes cause problems for Minutewomen
Because of conflicts, Saturday's game at Holy Cross was

rescheduled for Oct. 2. UMass was originally slated to host

Providence College this afternoon, but the Friars had to

back out late for unknown reasons.

What this leaves is a couple of interesting scenarios.

With the next game scheduled for Thursday at Adelphi,

that means UMass will have gone a week without play-

ing a game. Then, starting on Sept. 28 with a game at

Brown University, the Minutewomen will play four games

within a span of a week, with the first three being on the

road. This has become a genuine concern for coach Jim

Rudy.
"That is going to be a tough stretch for us," Rudy said,

pointing out that the travel and practice time between

games only makes the task that much more difiicult.

One thing that may help is the fact that, following an

extended weekend trip south to face North Carolina and

North Carolina State, the Minutewomen return home for

good, playing their final five regular season games at

Bovden Field. At a time when a potential playoff spot may

be at stake, that may be a critical stretch for the

Minutewomen.
Sidelines: It's early yet, but senior midfielder Cathy

Cassady, sophomore back Sue Gaudette and freshman for-

ward Michelle Woodside have emerged as the team
leaders in the scoring department.

All three players have four points through three games,

with Gaudette getting two goals, and Woodside and

Cassady each picking up a goal and a pair of assists . .

. Gaudette and Woodside have made their goals count, as

well, as the two have picked up all three of the team's

game-winning goals.

In preseason, Rudy stressed that he was looking for big-

ger and better things out of senior forwards Michelle

Powers and Beth Roundtree. Both have followed that lead

so far. Powers has a goal and an assist, while Roundtree

had an impressive stint at the Rhode Island Tournament,

getting an assist in the process. In Thursday's 2-1 win over

Vermont, both had numerous golden opportunities to

knock the ball in, but weren't able to capitalize.
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Sportii Information ph<iio

Senior Brian Gable will lead the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's tennis team in-

to its match with rival University of Connec-
ticut at 3:30 p.m. today at the Boyden
Courts. The Minutemen will then play in the

ECAC tournament this weekend.

Smithson: Boston Red Sox a good mix
By DAVE O'HARA
A.ssociated Press

TORONTO (AP) - Righthander Mike Smithson com-

pares the Boston Red Sox to "a pretty good stew" in their

drive for the American League East flag.

One of the big keys on our club is we've got a lot of

veteran players who mix in well with the youngsters,"

Smithson. 33, said.

"The youngsters provide the enthusiasm, the veterans

provide the leadership," he added. "When you have a good

blend like that it comes out to be a pretty good stew."

Smithson. who earned a job as a free agent last spring,

said the combination of youth and experience also has bred

confidence.

"We're alwavs confident, we think we can win every

time we go out there," the 6-foot-8 pitcher said.

Smithson showed what he meant Sunday as he went six-

plus innings and helped the Red Sox to a 9-4 victory over

the New York Yankees. He hiked his record to 9-5, in-

cluding 3-0 this month.

In completing an 8-2 homestand with three consecutive

victories over the Yankees after losing the series opener,

the Red Sox built their AL East lead to six full games over

Detroit auid Milwaukee, with New York another one-half

game back entering last night's action.

"We couldn't ask for a much better homestand," Boston

manager Joe Morgan said.

With fans recalling the Yankees' four-game September

sweep and the division playoff victory in Fenway Park

in 1978, the Red Sox ended talk of the humbling Boston

massacre.

HELP
WANTED

MA)OR RECORD
COMPANY looking

for part-time college

rep. Sophomore or

junior preferred

Must have under-

standing of alterna-

tive and country

music. Call Allen

Brown 61 5/742-4-134

ACTlvm€S«AU0O
AUTO FOR SAli •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SAi.E« FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTKDN* MOTORCYICLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) • DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION « CASH IN ADVANCE, 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

SPECTRUM MEETING TONIGHT UMass
An and Literary Magazms needs people (o

worK on productKMi Rm 103B Campus
Center (Near Colleqian)

UPC GENERAL COMMITTEE meeting

tonight 9/20 6 30pm Eartntoods Hear about

our upcoming shows

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION Isl general meeting Wed
Sept 21 at 7pm cc rm 904 New tmmpers
always welcorne'

1979 FOnO MUSTANG302C1 V8 Needs
tailpipe otherwise great Condition Must

Sell First $500 Takes 256-6257

19*1 FORD ESCORT WAGON 4 spMd
good body runs well $950 Call 549-4045

FOR RENT

Beautiful one bedroom cor>do in '

Northampton nice community
'•paciout. great for couple-River Run*
• Condos, $510 a month Call Rick at

•

253-2124 leave message.

YOU OONT HAVE TO take pan m dissec

tion il Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition rnaet* ihurs 4pm SU306

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 MAROON DODGE ASPEN for sale

Just put m needed repairs $500 or best Ot-

ter call 546-6120 ask lor Laura

BMW 2002 1974 very clean rebuiM engine

straight from Bavaria new parts include

shoeks, radiator welser dual carb Battery

exhaust $1300 CD stereo Call Sean
253-9032

FOR SALE

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

TECHNICS STEREO 4 months old Turn

table synthesizer am-lm tuner integrated

amp dual cassette deck 200w s-ealer $500

or B O 585 5969

GUCCI WATCHES onTy $35^^ny stylos

Call Brian 549 5440

APPLE IIPLUS COMPUTER software in

eluded. $500. Brad 256-0265

WAITPERSON AND BARTENDER lor

caterer pan time $7/hr 625-6781

STUDENT NOTE AND PRINTING SER-

VICE IS now acceptiong applications (or

note takers Apply in Room 403 Student

Union Building

COOKS. DISHWASHERS UPUp to $8 00

An Mr apply at Ann Fields Restaurant Rl

9 Hadley MA

GRADUATE STUDENT INScience (leld

wanted for Pan time Sales o< Specialty Sup
plies to the University Call Robert Iverson

(413)736 6464

COOK FOR FRATERNITY at Umass 10

meals per week Mon-Fn Salary negotiable

Call JC 253-9223

DOMINO S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256-891

1

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEDED for

IMewspaper delivery in dorms No car need-

ed 7^0-8 00 only 7days/week Very good

weekly pay Can 253-7009

LOST

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of land Ample off street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

LISA VERRILL I have been trying to get in

touch with you Can I seem to find your

phone no Please call rne at 549-8179

Elizabeth W

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spe«check Carolyn 253-5667

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Blues-Folk All levels

Songwriting. Theory. Improvisation,

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 5494966

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE-650 compact

discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

dates now' 549 1421 or 253 7855

IF YOU LOVE TO DANCE but don t have
time to be a dance ma)Or, dance |ust for fun'

Tryouts for the UNass kickline Stan Thurs

day Night in the Student Union Ballroom at

6 30 Call 546-4038 or 549-8231 For more
info

LOT 49 STICKER. Demanding $100
minimum 549-6387 Ask lor Jobn

COME CHECK OOTlAMTOA CHI on

Tues. Sept 20 for a taste of the best Greek

meal plan and on Wed. Sept 21 for a Night

at the Races" Lambda Chi Alpha 374 N
Pleasant St. on the comer of Rearing St

All UMass men invited

WANTED

LOT 43 STICKER! LEAVE MESSAGE
25fr1795

WANTED SPANISH 230 TUTOR
exchange for english tutor -Call 546-5458

UMASS MENS CALENDAR needs
models Come to CC by blue wall for info

STUDENTS ANO CLUBS TO JOIN the

88 89 Student Travel Services Sales

Team Earn cash and/or free winter and

spring break vacations Travel wrth the best

to our exciting ski and sun destinations For

more information call 1 -800-648-4849

FOR SALE Comic Books Call Paul

253-5066

79 SAAB 900 TURBO. Sdr.linted windows,

louvers. Inca Wheels Calnon Stereo PS.

PB. well maintained, looks and runs exc

$3900 546-3276

1978 CHEVY
5677375

MALIBU 30SV8 S500

FOUND

PAW OF¥uNOLASSES on 9/14 in Bartlen

Hall 3rd floor Call Celina at 6-6049

FOUND WOMAN'S WATCH
by FAC Call Mark 546-5324

WEDNESDAY I LOST MY ID. bankcard

and my keys' Please return them and keep

the money Call Pam 6-9334

LOST MAM WATCH with red and green

band left in Bartlen Women's room Great

sentimental value Reward Call 6-4327

HELP! I LOST A ring on Thurs night 9/15

near Barsies Great jentimental value

Please call 549-8294 .Thanks

PERSONALS

MICHAL: THANKS FOR EVERYtHINOII
Love You Always' With AX LOVE D F

HEY GARY FROM PHI SIO! Your three AX
women are still waiting for you to visit

What's taking so long"?

MODELS NEEDED FOR hairshow for Oct
3 We need to see you by Wed Sept 21 at

7pm at Patrick & Co 586 7477

WELCOME TO UMASS! Interested in

Christian Fellowship' The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More mfo
Rick or Jennifer 253-7206

FURNITURE

CHAMP-I'M SUCH A SPORTt My gan«e re^

quirees confrontation A match is

trickyt'Whenever you re ready A player

75 CADILLAC, mns. current sticker, needs

brakes some exhaust $50 256-8451

1972 DOOGESWIf«»ERslant6 $450 good

running condition Call 665-4230/665-7005

1974 VW SUPERBEETLE fact sunroof,

orig mags, can be installed w/a/cor>d Gold

good tire, body in exc cond Bought to

restore but need money for school has new
heat exch. muffler, seals Call fast 1200 or

B/0. 546-7197

1973 BUICk ELECTRA'iow mileage, runs

great. $500 Brad 256-0265

•7 MERCEDES MOO~*^sp. AC. stereo,

mechanically sound, body needs wortc Call

Matthww 413-586-9749 t995/BO

MOVING To^UROPEMuslSefl 1985

Renault 4 Speed 2 Door. 36.000 mi
.

AM/FM cassette Asking $2,900 584^)684

HELP WANTED

WORK FOR THE ENVIRdNMENT Be one

of the highest paid political activists m the

country Clean Water Action is paying what

your dedication is worth Earn $7-$12/hr

PT 4 fT evening fKiurs available Call

Susan • 549-7450 v«

PART-TIME HELP WANTED for

greenhouse construction Apply in person

to Terry Jones Greenhouse Builder Mon-

tgomery Rose Co . Rte 9. Hadley

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE PERSW4
to do child care one evening a week and

1-2 overnights a month Need own
transportation and flexible schedule

546-9057

EARN EXTRA CASH ANO traveTfor more

information call party time and travel

(617)935-1414

MOTORCYCLES

MUST SELL MOTORCYCLE very inexpen

sive 1977 CB750 549-4908

BOOK FOR SALE

A to Z OF SljCCESS 26^keys to winning

associate with success Written by Dr Red-

dy the author of 30 research publications

Please send check or MO for $12 95 to

VanWinkle Enterprises. PC Box 55.

Hadley. MA 01035 includes shipping and
handling

COMPUTER ANIMATION

y¥aRL0N<5 COMPUTER animation pro

lect being planned through Hie com-
puter/an dapartmentt We need experienc-

ed students with knowledge in the areas of

art. computer graphics and video produc-

tnn Must be wifkng to dedicate to a serious

project Credit available Call Adam,
584-8904

HI GARY! Happy 21st to my favorite party

animal' Love ya. CJ

AMY KNOWLES FROM XOntove^TLiI
SIS Veronica

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ART. Noerie7and

Maya' Hope your birthdays are a blast

Love the gang from 209

LINDA SCHWARTZ^WELCOME^lBACk!
We missed you'" Get psyched for an amaz-

ing year' We love you' Deb. Bard. Beth.

Sondra. Amie, Sam. Amy, Hillary & Stacy

ESG HAPPY BIRTHDAY to my Bestest

friend m the whole world' One more year

to go' Love ya Nin

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROBERTO! Hey Luigi

do you wanna go t>ack7 I think we sftould

flush Ryan down the toilet instead of his

keys' Key Kevin Trudel and Mike
Picookie you're a butt' Bruce, stop star-

ing and start tearing! S J rules!

LEAH (PEAH)Hap(oy Birthdayi'TusT tfiink

of all the trouble you'll get into at 19< (Leah

hearts studmunchkins) Love, your tiny

roomate

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur

n ;ure 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We dellvsr.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACk-A-biSC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

jockeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organizations 256-8526

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 PERSONS WANTED to share^bedroom
apt 140C Brittany Manor Please call

256-2698 Jackie or Lisa

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

WANTED TO RENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE 10 rent Willing to

share with other band Contact Brian

545-3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anytime

Will pay lop $$$ for a good place We are

not loud

TUTORIAL/EDITORIAL

CERTIFIED TEACHER. M.F A., offers

private English as second languag'?

lessons edits papers all levels specializ-

ing in speech comprehension writing im-

provement Fee schedule on request

253-3354

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK lor boys

ages 3 and 1 $4 50/hoor Near Leverett

center 10 mm from UMASS Child Ed ma
|or wouW be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 Available immediately

FLASH

BOX STALLS FOR LEASE or board (we

feed & clean) $225 00 per month-or you

do It yourself -$125 00 per month Indoor

& outdoor ring Camp HotAin Hollow. Inc

253-3578 or 253-9856

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking cal 256-0264

SERVICES

LfCENSEO OAYCARE-aiFages 665^7966

TVPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONTTast,
accurate 253-WORD MUMS. DAO
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SPORTS

Field hockey notebook

in New England poll
spot

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team has already be«n rewarded for

its fast start this season.

The Minutewomen, 30, were named the

No 1 team in New England by the col-

legiate coaches ofNew England. The week-

ly poll was released yesterday for the first

time this season.

The position carries added significance

since the No. 1 team in New England at

the close of the season is automatically in-

vited to the NCAA tournament.

Last year, three teams from New
England were invited to the tourney.

UMass was the third of those three teams

but still ended up winning the regional

championship to advance to the Final Four.

There wa.s parity then in New England,

and there appears to be parity now, for two

of those teams that were invited to the na

tional tournament are ranked just fifth and

sixth this year.

UMass was followed in the poll by Boston

N.E. Rankings

1 UMass

2. Boston

University

3. Northeastern

4. Boston College

5. New Hampshire

6. Providence College

7. Harvard

University. The Terriers are undefeated at

3-0-1 and will visit UMass late in the

season when they come ot Amherst to play

the Minutewomen at Totman Field Oct 26.

The No. 3 team is Northeastern Univer-

sity which is 1-1 and plays UMass Oct. 5

at Totman.
Boston College is fourth at 2-1. That

record does not include yesterday's game

with Holy Cross. The Minutewomen have

already beaten the Eagles, 3-0. on BC's

home field.

The fifth and sixth teams are two sur-

prises. The University of New Hampshire

and Providence College are fifth and sixth

respectively. Both of those teams were

NCAA playoff teams last season.

XU, BC, and BU failed to make the cut

in the tournament last season while UMass

beat UNH in the opening round of play at

New Hampshire, and defeated Providence

in the regional championship.

UMass travels to Providence Thursday

for a rematch of last year's New England

regional championship, in which the Friars

were ranked No. 1.

Harvard University rounds out the top

seven of the poll, which did not include the

University of Connecticut or Dartmouth

College, two New England teams that

UMass must play during the season.

UConn, besides being huge rivals with

UMass, was ranked 13th in the nation at

one j)oint last season. UMass plays the

Huskies in the last game of the season at

UConn.

Sport* Infortnution photo

Junior forward Kathy DeAngelis (with headband), UMass' leading

scorer with four goals and an assist, has helped the Minutewomen grab

the No. 1 ranking in New England.

Minutewomen face Boston College tonight at home
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Last year, the University of Massachusetts volleyball

team made easy work of the Boston College Eagles,

finishing them off in three straight sets in only minutes

more than an hour.

The Minutewomen are hoping they can repeat that per-

formance when the two teams meet tonight at 7 p.m. in

the Totman Gymnasium.
UMass has already disposed of its two earlier opponents

this year in a similar style.

After losing the first set of the year to the University

of Hartford, the Minutewomen have won six consecutive

sets in victories over Hartford and Central Connecticut

State University.

"We are going to try to control the pace more than we
did against Central Connecticut," UMass coach Carol

Ford said. "We want to serve tough and run our offense.

We have to keep the offense moving at a fast pace.

"I'm paying attention to what we do more than what
they (B.C.) do, ' Ford said.

While conceding that the Eagles should be easy prey

for the Minutewomen, Ford said tonight's match is still

very important for UMass because of the upcoming con-

Look to stay undefeated
ference schedule.

The Minutewomen have been shuffling players around

so far, now Ford wants to solidify everyone into a position.

Juliet Primer, who missed the first game for medical

reasons, is traditionally an outside hitter but she has mov-

ed into the middle hitter position. The absence of Primer

earlier forced senior Julie Smith to fill the middle. She

has gone back to her normal position on the outside, as

have outside hitters Nancy Sullivan and Christine

McEnroe.
"We have to get them adjusted to those positions, " Ford

said.

With the return of Primer. McEnroe has again moved

to her familiar right side.

UMass will also be hoping for big performance from

veterans Barbara Meehan and Karen Ferguson, both of

whom have played as well as expected already this season.

The Minutewomen are also coming off an unusually long

rest. They haven't played since the Central Connecticut

meet six days ago — a rare weekend off.

"Having the weekend off is going to help us. The kids

have been able to settle into school," Ford said. "It is dif-

ferent, we're not used to it."

Tonight's match will also feature a sibling rivalry bet-

ween McEnroe and her sister, Jennifer.

Jennifer, a freshman, will be the starting setter for the

Eagles and will be playing against her older si.ster for the

first time on the collegiate level.

"I'm excited. I can't wait. I won't go home if we lose

(tonight)," UMass' Christine McEnroe said.

The McEnroes will have the added pressure of playing

in front of their parents, both of whom will be in

attendance.

"My parents are rooting for us because we're at home,

when we go there, they'll be rooting for them," Christine

said.

Following tonight's game, the Minutewomen will travel

to Colgate University this weekend for their first away
meet of the season.

Along with Colgate, UMass will face Princeton Univer-

sity, Sienna College. Howard University, and Fairleigh

Dickinson University.

Thus far this season, Ford said she has been impressed

with her 2-0 Minutewomen. She said she has been

especially pleased with the team's versatility.

She said she's also been impressed with "the leadership

of the upperclassmen and the ability of players to change

positions. That's not easy to do."

Women's soccer notebook

Sked changes
a concern for
Minutewomen
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

is off to a perfect start, having won each of its first three

games.
That 3-0 record is good for the top ranking in New

England, and fourth nationally, behind North Carolina,

California-Berkeley, and Colorado College. But that may
all change quickly. The latest polls will be released

sometime today, and the Minutewomen will be getting

ready to challenge one of a few tough spots in their

schedule.

(olirKinn photo by Richard Bnimnno

Senior forward MicheUe Powers (10) has a goal and an assist for the 3-0 women's soccer team.

A.L. East Race
W L G

Boston 85 65 -
New York 79 70 5,5

Milwaukee 80 71 5.5

Detroit 79 71 6.0
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Location
of polls

debated
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Efforts to move voting polls from

Amherst center to the University of

Massachusetts campus have been

hampered by the town clerk's claim that

the polls would not be handicap accessible.

The campus polls would be in the Hamp-

den Student Center in the Southwest

Residential Area instead of the Bangs

Community Center in Amherst, said

Public Policy Chairman Michael Greiner

who has been working with Co-President-

elect Shari Silkoff on the project.

"The students would turn out to vote

more if the polls were on campus," Greiner

said.

Students make up the majority in the

10th Precinct, which encompasses

Southwest students and townspeople, said

Town Clerk Cornelia Como. Greiner

estimated the majority to be about 80

percent.

But a polling place must "be in a public,

orderly, and convenient portion of the

precinct," according to the Massachusetts

General Laws Annotated of 1988, and pro-

vide handicap accessibility.

Como said Hampden's entrance near the

horseshoe driveway has curbs and flights

of stairs. Also, to get upstairs in the

building where the polls would be, people

would have to follow "a complicated route

through the bakery, to the service elevator,

and through the kitchen," she said.

The upper entrance to the building is

handicap accessible, but Hampden is at

least two buildings from the nearest park-

ing lot, making it inconvenient for the

elderly, she said.

"It either is or it isn't handicap accessi-

ble," Como said.

I WANT TO RIDE MY BICYCLE
ticut River in Hadley.

CaUcfiaD pitoto by Rlchartl Bonanno

Senior Italian mcgor Tamara Burke peddles home along the Connec-

But Greiner said on election days

students can be assigned to the area to help

people in and out of the building. He also

said ramps can be built over the stairs.

Director for Handicap Student Affairs

Paul Appleby said although the entire

building does not have to be handicap ac-

cessible, "Hampden Center would not be

appropriate."

He said he believed the Bangs Communi-

ty Center would be more accessible because

of the parking. He said handicap students

can easily take UMass vans to Amherst.

Parking around Hampden is a concern

because of traffic, number of available

spaces, and long term meters, Como said.

Director of Transportation and Parking

Bill Barret recognized these as valid con-

cerns, but said he would consider in-

vestigating the possibility of making public

parking available to people on voting days.

Director of Public Safety Art Hilson said,

"We would do all we could to work with

them [the voting poll organizers)."

"We seem to be getting a me^ge that

the townspeople are more important than

the students to Town Hall," Greiner said.

Handicap students should not have to

travel to Amherst to vote, he said.

He said he had hoped to have the polling

place changed for the November presiden-

tial election but voters must be notified 20

days in advance of a polling place change,

according to state law.

Chairman of the Amherst Board of

Selectmen Edith Wilkinson said the board

has had considerable interest in moving

the polling place for the 10th Precinct. But

all the problems about parking and ac-

cessibility would have to be fixed before a

motion would be placed on the board's

agenda, Wilkinson said.

Local Briefs
Union for security officers

to present complaints

Collegian News Services

AMHERST - The State Labor Commisssion will hear

complaints today from a union representing security of-

ficers at the University of Massachusetts. Local 1776

of the American Federation of State, County, and

Municipal Employees, filed two complaints over the sum-

mer, charging that five security officers in the Public

Safety department were transfered to the Parking Of-

fice in violation of an agreement.

The second complaint charges that two union staffers

were removed from a day shift because the union filed

the first complaint.

Residents and Smith students draw
a blank on official school colors.

* * *

AMHERST - Arts advocates are calling for a Town

Meeting article that would direct 1 percent of any future

construction expenditure into an arts fund.

Members of the Amherst Arts Council, appearing

before selectmen Monday, said the town should display

more art in its public buildings. Council members said

the fund would finance maintenance of the works of art,

and sponsorship ofcommunity art projects and activitees.

• » *

There will be an meeting Thursday night for anyone

interested in volunteering their help to aid hurricane vic-

tims in Jamaica. It will be held at 7:30 at the New Africa

House. Committees will be organized to recruit food and

supplies.

By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

NORTHAMPTON - White is the traditional color of

gloves, bridal veils and fine china. It's also the school col-

or of Smith College.

The green, blue, red and gold Smith banners lining

downtown store windows as women returned to classes

this fall belie the fact Smith is arguably colorless. Even

the Smith teddy bears in the college bookstore sport blue

T-shirts.

Students are as confused as local merchants about the

school color.

"Aren't the colors blue and gold?" one of several

students gathered outside the book store said.

"I thought they were red and white," said another.

"They're light blue and yellow. That's what some up-

perclassmen told me," tried a third.

Actually the white, by tradition, can be trimmed in

yellow, said Mary Reutner, associate director of Smith's

development and marketing office, which takes such

things as color identification and unified images seriously.

But yellow presents its own problems.

"We order yellow and we get gold. Our color is not gold,"

said sports information director Carol Grills, explaining

why Smith's athletic teams finally opted for navy blue.

Smith blue is the same shade as the serge bloomers

hanging in the Basketball Hall ofFame in Springfield as

part of a display on the first women's college basketball

game, played at Smith in 1893. Blue also washes better

than yellow, even though it fades a bit, Grills said.

But blue can create a sameness in the gym when Smith,

which bills itself the nation's largest privately endowed

women's college, faces the blue-and-white clad Lyons of

nearby archrival Mount Holyoke, the nation's oldest con-

tinuously operated women's college.

Or is it all in the eye of the beholder?

"Our blue is the blue of the October sky," said Mount

Holyoke spokesperson Vee Wailgum, news director at

Mount Holyoke.

"And it's been the blue ofthe October sky since Mary Lyon

started the college in 1837."

Reutner's office, incidentally, uses a brick red logo on

its mailings. That's the color a New Canaan, Conn, design

firm settled on five years ago when asked to come up with

an "identifier" for Smith. It connotes 'New England,' 'col-

lege' and 'warmth,' Reutner said.

Red Sox keep on
rolling with 13-2 win
The Boston Red Sox continued their drive to the

American League East pennant last night by thoroughly

pounding to Toronto Blue Jays, 13-2 in Toronto.

The New York Yankees and Detroit Tigers each kept

pace in their quest to catch the Sox with wins last night,

but with the season winding down, the Sox' chances of

making the playoffs get better and better each day.

For a complete story on last night's Sox win, turn to

page 9. For the up-to-date standings and magic number

in the American League East, see page 20.
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Anti-drug bill brings controversy
WASHINGTON (AP) A congressional

authority on the Constitution predicted

yesterday that a controversial anti-drug

bi'l will pass the House this week by a wide

margin despite measures he called

"stupid" and "outrageous" attacks on the

Bill of Rights.

"I think the bill will pass overwhelming-

ly because there's some kind of hysteria on

Capitol Hill," said Rep. Don Edwards, D-

Calif.. chairman of the House Justice sub-

committee on civil and constitutionl rights.

He said in an interview on CBS-TV's
"This Morning" program that four tough

amendments added on bipartisan votes last

week are "pretty awful." But he said con-

gressmen will vote for the bill "no matter

what the provisions are, if one can appear

to be tough on drugs. . . it'll pass big."

Asked whether the House was effective-

ly waging a "war on the Bill of Rights," Ed-

wards said, "Yes, that's what is happen-

ing."

Rep. Henry Hyde, R 111., in the same in-

terview, termed Edwards' objections

"nonsense."

"I think (the) provisions are constitu-

tional. And I think they have the support

of the me^jority of the members," Hvde said.

The House is expected to vote on the final

bill Thursday. Approval would mean the

differences with a Senate version would

have to be worked out by a conference com-

mittee of the two chambers.

The amendments that have drawn scorn

from civil libertarians would establish:

• Death penalty for those convicted of

murder in drug-related crime.

• Denial of federal welfare and other

benefits to repeat drug offenders.

• An exception to the so-called exclu-

sionary rule that would allow into court

evidence seized without a search warrant.

• A civil fine of up to $10,000 for in-

dividuals accused of possessing even small

amounts of drugs, whether or not there is

a conviction.

Edwards said the fine would be "an

outrage. Never before in American history

have we had civil penalties in criminal

matters."

"The stupid part about this amendment
is that hereafter, if the bill passes, we won't

be able to extradict drug offenders from
overseas becuse countries that don't have

the death penalty — and most don't — just

won't send them back to the United States

to be executed," said Edwards.

AP photo

IN DEEP MUD — A Mexican boy reads a newspaper in the town
of Cadareyta, Mexico Monday after flash floods brought a sea of

mud and water through the area.
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MINORITY GRADUATE
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

INVITES
ALL MINORITY GRADUATES
TO ITS FIRST GENERAL

MEETING
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Men convicted in car-dealership bombing
CHICOPEE (AP) A man who helped bomb a car dealer

ship has been sentenced to three years in prison by a
federal judge and the bomb's maker has been ordered to

serve 18 months in jail.

The sentences were handed down in Springfield on Mon-
day by US District Judge Frank H. Freedman against

Joseph R. Dalpe Jr., 32, of Chicopee and Glen R. Bovat,

27, of Palmer.

The men are two of five charged in connection with the

April 20. 1987 bombing of Plaza Auto Clinic in Chicopee
that caused $20,000 in damages. Prosecutors said the blast

was retribution for a year-old dispute between one of the

defendants, Kevin B. Noone, 27, of West Wauren, and the

dealership's owner.

Noone faces a mandatory five-year minimum term with

no parole for hi.s conviction on a charge of carrying a

firearm during the commission of a violent crime.

Noone and co-defendant Steven R. Sadusky, 23, of

Easthampton, who admitted placing the bomb under a

Mercedes Benz, are expected to be sentenced later this

week. The fifth defendant. Noone's brother, Peter. 24, is

undergoing psychiatric evaluation to determine whether

he is competent to stand trial.

Sadusky, Bovat and Dalpt had pleaded guilty before the

trial, but Kevin Noone was convicted after a five-day trial

this summer.

Bovat is currently serving life sentences in state prison

for sexual assault charges and must serve his 18-month

federal term upon parole, which his lawyer estimated will

come in 15 years.

Dalpe. who admitted to charges of conspiracy, malicious

damage and tampering with a witness, has been in

custody since his arrest in January.
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MICKEY MEETS MICKEY - Mickey Mouse gets ready to feed hay to Mickey Moo the cow at Disneyland
in Anaheim, Calif. Tuesday. Disneyland purchased the cow from a couple in North Whitefield, Maine,
becuase the markings on the cow's side resemble Mickey Mouse.

Co-op Extention's budget to be cut
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The Cooperative Extension System is ex-

pected to experience cuts in state and
federal funding, according to Robert

Christensen, the deputy associate director

of the service.

Cooperative Extension provides to

Massachusetts residents "non-credit, off-

campus, educational programs,"
Christensen said. The service, which has

offices in Stockbridge Hall and every coun

ty in the Commonwealth, is not supported

through the University of Massachusetts,

but through direct funding by the state and

federal government, he said.

Christensen said that federal funding

during the Reagan administration has in-

creased about three percent annually. This

was "hardly enough to keep up with infla-

tion and certainly not enough to allow for

any expansion in the organization," he

said.

"We*re looking this year, because of (the

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Bill), for a possi-

ble reduction on the order ofone to two per-

cent in our federal funding, which is not big

creased funding. The August meeting took

money, but every little bit helps," he said.

The Massachusetts government supports

Cooperative Extension in 10 counties, in-

cluding Hampshire. Berkshire and
Worcester counties, Christensen said. State

funding is also disappointing, he said.

"A level-funded budget, including provi-

sion for cost-of-living increases and merit

increases, submitted to the Board of

Regents and thus to the legislature was for

$5.5 million. The legislature, in turn pass-

ed a budget that was for $5.1 million and
that was sent on to (Gov. Michael S.

Ehikakis). The governor, however . . . reduc-

ed that $5.1 million to $4.0 million . . . that

would have caused us to be subject to some
rather severe measures, including possible

layoffs or terminations of staff ... we did

not take it lying down," said Christensen.

According to State Representative Stan

Rosenberg, he then met with Associate

Director of Cooperative Extension Robert

Light, State Senator John Olver and Frank

Keefe, the state secretary of administration

and finance. Rosenberg said the members
of the Dukakis administration had
misunderstood the service's request for in-

place in order to clear up the misunderstan-

ding and regain some of the budget cuts,

Rosenberg said.

"They (the administration) thought (the

additional money) was for a new program.
Somewhere on the order of 30 people would
have lost their jobs if these cuts had gone

through," he said. Christensen said Keefe

promised to restore an additional $800,000

in funding, bringing the total budget to

$4.9 million.

According to a brochure distributed by

the service. Cooperative Extension pro-

grams are organized into nine categories:

"competitiveness and profitability in

agriculture"; "home and urban hor-

ticulture"; "human resource develop-

ment"; "family strength and economic

security"; "nutrition, diet and health";

"community change, planning and
management"; "marine and freshwater

resources"; "water quality, conservation

and management"; "conservation, develop-

ment and utilization of natural resources."

Christensen said the budget cuts have

forced Cooperative Extension to make a

few changes. Unfilled positions will not be

advertised, the service's Boston station will

move to rent-free offices at UMass-Boston

and statewide travel by Cooperative Exten-

sion employees will be heavily restricted,

he said.

Decision
to be made
on code
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board
of Trustees will decide at its next meeting
whether or not to approve the much revis-

ed Code of Student Conduct.

Yesterday, the board's Executive Com-
mittee approved the revisions and passed

a motion for the code to go before the full

board Oct. 5.

There was some discussion at yesterday's

meeting concerning the changes made in

the code about hearing boards. They con-

duct hearings on the alleged violations of

the code and recommend findings and
sanctions.

The boards in question were the residen-

tial and the non-residential boards.

Residential is for students living on cam-
pus, and non-residential is for students liv-

ing off campus. The code now states the

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs or his

or her designee(s) will compose the boards,

which will include University officials

and/or students.

But a sentence was added to the code

stating students might not have a chance

to get any representation on the boards. It

says the boards will have the opportunity

for student representation unless the vice

chancellor or "his/her designees" deems
otherwise.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice had
problems with the "his/her designee(s)"

part of the sentence. She said the sentence

gave no indications as to who exactly those

designees would be.

Also yesterday, the Board of Trustees

Committee on Budget and Financial Af-

fairs approved, among other things, the

multi-purpose arena for UMass.
The University has been granted $25

million to construct the complex, which
will accommodate concerts, stage produc-

tions, rainy day convocations, Minuteman
basketball, and hockey, according to Jack

Littlefield, associate vice chancellor for Ad-

ministration and Finance.

There is some speculation the new arena
will bring a hockey team to UMass in an
estimated five years. The University has

not had a hockey team since 1978.

The Board of Trustees had been attemp-

ting to solicit state support for the project

since 1984 and finally got the money in Ju-

ly when the state approved the Universi-

ty's Capital Outlay Budget.

Campus trailers fill need for temporary space
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The growing number of trailer-park facilities at the

University of Massachusetts represents a need for

research space that may not be fulfilled until after 1995,

according to Physical Plant oflTicials.

These mobile-home style additions to the the Universi-

ty's facilities are next to the police station, in front of

Goessmann Laboratory, behind the Graduate Research

Center, and next to Totman Gym.
Peter Wozniak, director of operations at the Physical

Plant, said these trailers meet classroom and research

space demands that cannot be met by the existing

facilities.

"Most of the trailers will be on campus from five to seven

years," Wozniak said. He said many of the trailers should

be removed from campus after the completion of the

Polymer Research building and the new classroom

building, which the state recently approved.

George Kernensky, a University specifications techni-

cian, said the University is currently leasing to-own seven

of the nine trailers most recently placed on campus.

Kernensky said nine more lease-to-own units are schedul-

ed to arrive in the near future.

Ron Naylor, director of planning at the Physical Plant,

said the number of trailers will probably continue to rise

until the new buildings have been constructed but not at

the rate they did this summer.

"(Using trailers] is the quickest and least expensive

method to help ease the need for space," Naylor said.

He said the trailers owned by the University should not

remain in the central section of campus but would most

likely be moved to the perimeter of campus.

Wozniak also said he expected to see the trailers remov-

ed though there has been trouble with that in the past.

"Unfortunately some of the trailers in place now [by the

Department of Public Safety] have remained longer than

we expected," he said.

Rep. Stan Rosenberg, D Amherst, said the University

community should "celebrate the fact that there are

modular buildings all over campus - it is a sign of how

CoUeglan photo hy Chrin Hotford

This trailer adjacent to the Graduate Research Tower is one of many pppping up on
campus to help ease the space problem.

vibrant the campus is."

The space allocation problems should be eased in the

future, because of the approval and funding of six new
buildings on campus, Rosenberg said.

Both Naylor and Rosenberg said the cause of this space

deficit is a shift in the University's focus. "The growth

in the University's prestige, and the fact that we are ac-

quiring incredible (new faculty) have resulted in a doubl-

ing of grants for research [in the last eight years],"

Rosenberg said.

He said the dramatically increased demand for research

space could not have been predicted.

Naylor said the demand for space will not be satisfied

until the completion of the polymer and classroom

buildings, and the earliest expected date of completion for

either of them is six to seven years from now.

The modular buildings are serving primarily as

classroom space, but there is some research as well: the

classroom space replaced by these buildings will be con-

verted to laboratory, facilities, Naylor said. He said the

computer research facilities will also \|e located in trailor

facilities.
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Testimony of flight attendant
implicates hijacker in murder
FRANKFURT. West Germany (AP) -

Flight attendant Uli Derickson testified

yesterday that a US Navy diver bravely en-

dured savage beatings at the hands of the

hijackers of a TWA jetliner before he was

murdered.
Her statements came as the murder and

piracy trial of Mohammed Ali Hamadi con-

tinued in a heavily-guarded courtroom in

Frankfurt.

The hijackers "took him up to the cockpit

and started to brutally beat him. They beat

on him as long as he stood," Derickson told

the court of Navy diver Robert Stethem's

ordeal.

"When Mr. Stethem collapsed, one of the

hijackers took the armrest of a seat • it still

had the screws sticking out of it • and beat

on him."

She said that when Stethem collapsed,

one hijacker "jumped on his ribs with his

full weight."

Fighting back sobs, Derickson added;

"Mr. Stethem was a very courageous man.

He never made a sound."

The German-born flight attendant said

that after the beating, Hamadi turned to

her and said: "Look at him now, he thinks

he's so strong."

Hamadi has admitted taking part in the

hijacking, but has denied killing Stethem.

Thirty-nine Americans were held hostage

for 17 days in the 1985 ordeal.

In earlier testimony today, Derickson

recalled the harrowing moments just after

the airliner was seized after takeoff from
Athens airport.

She said the hijackers threatened to blow

up the airplane if they were not allowed in-

to the cockpit.

"They said they had come to die. They
said it didn't make any difference to them,"

Derickson said.

Derickson, a 44year-old US citizen, said

Hamadi held a gun to her head shortly

after the Athens to Rome flight took off on

June 14, 1985.

She said another hijacker kicked her and
swore at her.

Derickson, the purser aboard the TWA
flight 847, is credited with shielding

passengers whose names sounded Jewish

by hiding their passpwrts, court records

indicate.

Former hostages said Derickson also

helped to calm the tense situation by ac-

ting as a translator for Hamadi during the

hostage ordeal.

The Lebanese Shiite Moslem lived in

West Germany from 1982 to 1984 and

speaks German, but very little English.

Shortly after the airliner was seized and

Stethem singled out because of his military

identification card, Derickson said she was
called upon to translate for Hamadi.

"Mr. Stethem was taken to the last row

of first class. He was asked where he was
from and what he did. He said he was a

navy diver. I tried to translate the word
navy for Hamadi," Derickson said.

AP photo
Uh Derickson, the purser ofTWA flight 847 when it was hijacked

June 14, 1985 on a fligh from Athens to Rome, arrives for the trial
of alleged hijacker Mohammed Ali Hamadi in Frankfurt, West Ger-
many Tuesday.
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Dhaka water health threat
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) - Millions of

people in the capital have been exposed to

serious health hazards by drinking con-

taminated water, and the number of cases

of diarrhea has soared in the past 24 hours,

officials said yesterday.

"In most cases, the waste flowing out of

the pipes is unfit for drinking," an official

at the Environmental Pollution Control

Board said. He spoke on condition of

anonymity.
The floods that inundated three-fourths

of Bangladesh three weeks ago have claim-

ed at least 2,000 lives. They said one-fourth

of the deaths were caused by diarrhea,

while the others were from drowning,

snake bites and houses collapsing. The
government, whose count is generally low,

puts the total deaths at about 1,000.

The newspapers say at least one million

of Bangladesh's 110 million people have

been stricken by diarrhea in the past four

weeks.

The government reported 618,656 diar-

rhea cases, including 47,361 in the past 24

hours. It said 268 people have died of

diarrhea.

The pollution control official said tests

Sunday showed the count of coliform

bacteria, linked to intestinal diseases, in

tap water was as high as 4,000 per hundred

milliliters in some areas of Dhaka. He said

the permissible limit was 4 per hundred

milliliters.

Water samples collected at government

relief camps showed a coliform bacteria

count of up to 1,600 per hundred milliliters,

he added.

Excessive quantities of coliform bacteria

in drinking water can cause diarrhea,

dysentery, typhoid, jaundice and
pneumonia.
Floodwaters that covered about three-

fourths of Dhaka, a city of 6 million, leak

ed into municipal water pipes. The officials

said many pipes had leaks that could not

be repaired because they were under water.

As the floodwaters recede, the municipal

corporation has been closing the 465

refugee centers set up in schools and col-

leges so classes can resume. Some of the

refugees said they had nowhere to go.

Rahimullah, a 45-year-old day laborer,

went from door to door today with his three

children.

"After trying for the last three days to

get a job, I am now begging for food for my
family," he said.

Ismail Hossain, 45 said he had come to

Dhaka after his house in Khadun, 10 miles

south of the capital, was flooded.

"I have no money to rebuild ihe house

and start life afresh," he said. "Nobody in

the village is willing to extend a loan to

me.

A Relief Ministry official, speaking on

condition of anonymity, said millions af-

fected by the floods were faced with the

same problems.

The government estimates that 40

million people - more than one-fourth of the

country's population were directly af-

fected by the flood. It defines those direct-

ly afTected as having lost relatives, homes,

crops or other property.

Although Bangladesh, a low-lying coun-

try shredded by mighty rivers and cobweb-

like networks of tributaries, is regularly hit

by floods, this summer's deluge is the worst

in memory.

Vodka still banned
by Soviet cabinet

MOSCOW (AP) - Wine, beer, cham-

pagne and cognac will be available in

Soviet food stores, but the Kremlin plans

to continue sharp restrictions on the sale

of vodka, the Communist Party newspaper

Pravda said.

The daily said Monday that the Cabinet,

known as the Council of Ministers, review-

ed Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev's

1985 anti-alcohol campaign that raised

prices and the drinking age while cutting

hours of liquor stores and the production

of alcoholic beverages.

"Dry wines, champagne, cognac and beer

. . . are permitted to be sold in food stores

and it was proposed to put an and to queues

that humiliate human dignity," the Prav

da report said.

AP photo

GREETS SUPPORTERS - Democratic vice presidential candidate

Lloyd Bentsen is all smiles at a rally in Oklahoma Ciy yesterday.

Car crashes in line, kills student
BOSTON (AP) - A 17-year-old music stu-

dent who died after a car plowed into a line
' of people waiting to buy rock concert

tickets spent one week at the college he had

dreamed of attending, his mother said.

Frederick Webber, 17, of Livonia, Mich.,

died Saturday after a car jumped a median
and crashed into a line of people waiting

overnight to buy tickets to a concert by rock

star Prince.

Webber was a freshman at the Berklee

College of Music and had spent the last two

years of his life studying music, his mother,

Julie Webber said.

"His dream was to go to the Berklee Col-

lege of Music," she said. "He had one week
there."

The accident happened early Saturday

morning outside Tower Records in the

Back Bay area.

The driver was identified as Nathaniel

Sanders, 21, of Beverly, said police

spokesman Jim Jordan. There was no

evidence alcohol was involved, Jordan said.

Sanders told police that another vehicle

rear-ended him, forcing his car over the me-

dian and then fleeing down a nearby

toUway.
A court magistrate will determine Oct.

3 if there is sufficient evidence to charge

Sanders, police said.

Six other people waiting to buy tickets

before they went on sale Saturday morn-

ing also were injured.
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Grad dies over summer
Finished education despite pain of cancer
Collegian Staff Report

A University of Massachusetts graduate

died this summer after struggling with cer

vical cancer for more than a year.

Maria Coss, 36, was a patient in Baystate

Medical Center in Springfield when she

received her degree in education in April.

A student in the Spanish and Portugese

department, Coss finished her education,

despite intense pain from the disease.

Maria Gonzalez, a close friend of Coss.

said she saw Coss as an inspiration for all

people who have cancer to go on with their

lives.

"I admire her so much. A month before

she died she couldn't even walk because the

cancer had spread all over," Gonzalez said.

She said Coss refused to lake morphine

because she did not want to become

addicted.

Benjamin Rodriguez, director of the Bil-

ingual Collegiate Program, said he also ad-

mired her determination to graduate.

"Her stamina, and dedication allowed

her to stay in school. She wanted to finish

her degree. She set a tremendous example

for all students in terms of courage and
dedication," Rodriguez said.

Rodriguez said Coss had worked tireless-

ly with the BCP, organizing groups in the

area to take part in the program. "She
didn't get paid for what she did, she was
very enthusiastic," Rodriguez said.

Coss made a trip to Puerto Rico in March

to visit her family. Her friends helped to

raise money for the visit and for a trip to

Mexico for an experimental cancer treat-

ment. Coss had also undergone
chemotherapy and radiation treatments,

which provided little relief

Coss is survived by her parents

Fernendez Sanchez Coss and Gregoria Or

tiz of Puerto Rico, and four children, Zin

dy E. Echevarria of West Springfield

Miriam Echevarria, Madeline Echevarria

and Alex Reyes, of Amherst.

A custody court has yet to decide where

the children will live.

Anyone wishing to donate to a fund in the

memory of Coss can contact Jean Francis

at the Triangle Street branch ofShawmut
Bank
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Great Selection Of Hits On Sale Everyday

More Than 10,000 Items To Choose From
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Super-Low Everyday Prices On Blank Audio And Video Tape

Huge Assortment of Movies And Music Videos For Sale

Special Orders Welcome
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The Collegian
is opening a news bureau

at Smith College.
Interested writers contact
Rick Sasson at 545-3500.
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State treasurer revealed
as source for Globe story

Collrgian photo by Amy Fairrhild

Jim Carroll relaxes before a show at the Iron Horse Cafe in

Northampton.

i
r Instrumfj \

BOSTON (AP) - State Treasurer Robert

Q. Crane testified under oath yesterday

that he was the source of a 1981 Boston

Globe column that said former Gov. Ed-

ward J. King pressured a state judge to

change a verdict in a gang-rape case.

On the second day of testimony in King's

libel suit against the Globe, Crane stead-

fastly insisted that he had told former

Globe columnist David Farrell about the

purported telephone call but could not

remember any other details.

Crane said his conversation with Farrell

took place in October 1981, shortly after

Norfolk County Superior Judge Herbert

Abrams touched off a public furor by giv-

ing suspended sentences to five young men
who pleaded guilty to a gang rape in

Holbrook.

i mentioned the fact that I had heard

that the governor, who was infuriated, had

in fact called Judge Abrams and so stated

his disappointment with the decision,"

Crane testified.

Abrams, who was appointed by the law-

and-order advocate King, did reverse

himself But both the judge and the former

governor insist that King never telephon-

ed Abrams to pressure him.

King, who filed suit in 1982 seeking $3.2

million in damages, charges that the Globe

defamed him by falsely suggesting that he

obstructed justice.

i didn't think there was anything wrong

if in fact, my information was correct,"

Crane added under direct examination by

King attorney Robert Goldman.
Crane said he could not remember where

he picked up his intelligence, nor where he

was when he passed it along to Farrell.

Crane also said Farrell never asked him
how he knew about the purported call.

Crane said he and Farrell discussed the

matter again shortly after the column was
published on Nov. 8, 1981. In response to

a complaint from King, Globe executives

ordered Farrell to double-check his asser-

tion that King had telephoned Abrams.

"I told him there was no doubt in my
mind I was told that . . . and that I stood

behind my facts," the treasurer said.

Looking composed but unusually grave.

Crane answered Goldman's questions for

about an hour. Surprisingly, Globe At-

torney Joseph Kociubes elected not to cross-

examine the treasurer, leaving Goldman
unprepared to call his next witness.

Testimony was suspended until Thurs-

day in observance of the Jewish holiday on

Wednesday.
Farrell gave his version of Crane's tip

about King during cross-examination by

Kociubes.

"My best recollection is he just made a

passing reference that the governor was so

upset at Judge Abrams, this judge he'd ap-

pointed, that he called him and told him
to change the sentence," Farrell testified.

Farrell said he trusted his old friend

Crane implicitly and therefore did not take

notes on the conversation of press Crane

to substantiate his story.

"Did you believe it?" Kociubes asked.

"Yes, I did, because it fit," Farrell said,

adding that he saw King as a "can-do"

chief executive who would not hesitate to

act on a problem. In fact, Farrell said, he

admired King for trying to reverse what

Farrell himself considered an outrageous-

ly light sentence.

The Globe's attorney also drew Farrell

out about precedents for such a phone call.

In one case, Farrell said, a governor sum-

moned a Superior Court judge and told the

judge he was considering elevating him to

the Appeals Court, but only if the judge

would "vote the right way" on the death

penalty, abortion and similar issues.

"The governor was Edward J. King,"

Farrell testified. Pressed by King's at-

torney, Farrell said the judge in the inci

dent was John J. Irwin, Jr., who remains

in Superior Court, and that his source was
Irwin himself

Under Goldman's questioning. Crane

acknowledged that he and Farrell had been

friends for decades. Crane also admitted

that he was aware that if he did not step

forward and identify himself as Farrell's

source, the columnist would face a trial in

which the jury could assume there was no

source.

Under a claim of confidentiality, Farrell

at first refused to identify his source until

confronted with the court ruling on sources.

Farrell later approached Crane, and the

treasurer agreed to sign an affidavit in

1985 identifying himself

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

^ We offer a full line

S of Draft'mg, Engineerin j

8 and Art^ Supplies.

1
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Slat. 10-3

^yUNIVE

—
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Located in the ^
Campus Center ^

SITY \

EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the

competative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Comnnitment
- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (RM 1 13 - lower level; 545-3500) and

pick up a job apolication and description and submit

it no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30,

M/T-^EOE
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UMass
enters the

real world
It's exciting when people you know make

good, partly because you're happy for them,

but also because at heart we're all oppor-

tunists. Maybe we can help them and

maybe they can help us. Aspiration and in-

spiration — here's a run-down of some
UMass people to keep tabs on:

Rob Skelton
In the next Democratic Administration

it's likely Chancellor Joseph Duffey will be

chosen as Secretary of Education. Certain-

ly he is on the short list. His wife Anne
Wexler is a prominent lobbyist and

political consultant active in the Party

Elite; campus appearances in recent years

by Govs. Dukakis and Cuomo, Rev. Jesse

Jackson, Geraldine Ferraro, and the Zim-

babwean Prime Minister Robert Mugabe
are part of political pattern designed to

enhance Dufifey's stature and paint him as

competent man of achievement. He is, so

why not?

When DufTey goes to Washington he will

tap the best and brightest from amongst us

to staff his department. Would you like to

be in DC. next year? Contact Duffey today.

Stephen Erickson is running for State

Rep. from the second Hampshire district

(Hadley. South Hadley. Easthampton) and

he's one of us. He revived the Republican

Club at UMass in 1985 and is remembered

by many here as sort of an elder statesman

of the student conservative movement (pre-

nastiness era). Erickson is what you might

term a moderate conservative who is at-

tempting to dislodge an entrenched

Democratic opponent.

It remains to be seen what he can do in

this one-party state, and it's ironic that the

GOP is running on a platform of change.

But change it must, as the Dems can no

longer prove their complete usefulness, and

therefore can no longer rightfully claim

complete control of the government in this

state.

When Erickson goes to the Statehouse,

he won't be hiring as many folks as Duf-

fey. But he'll need loyal followers to help

in constituency outreach, as sign carriers

at his re-election campaigns and organizers

for fundraisers. Ifyou want to get in on the

action, Steve's number's in the book.

A fair number of UMass grads and

undergrads are working daily for Nor-

thampton's Progressive Group, telephone

fund-raising for the Democratic National

Committee and the Dukakis for President

campaign. If Duke wins, expect a migra-

tion toward D.C.

One former PG fund-raiser, UMass stu-

dent and hell-raiser, Mark Caldeira, is in

New York working for the magazine "Na-

tion." Some of you may remember he got

his journalistic career right here as a Col-

legian columnist.

Hmmn.
Rob Skelton is a former editorial editor

of the Collegian looking for a politically-

orientedjob after he graduates next spring
* * *

Do you have a 'uniquely you' story you

have to tell? Tell it to "Odds and ends.

"

Submissions should be sent to the Col-

legian. 113 Campus Center, UMass

Recently, when riding in a car. I notic-

ed a red and grey colored corporate fan en-

circled with confederate flags. I telephon-

ed the company. Country Carpenter, the

next day. I asked the owner if he knew the

historical/political meaning of the con-

federate flags on his company's van.

No answer.

I told him that, as an African-American

female from the South, the flag was deep-

ly offensive - that the Confederate flag

symbolized the Ku Klux Klan. white

supremacy, hatred, torture, lynchings and

rape.

Still silence on the other end of the line.

When I asked him if he agreed with

My nhfiprvations

Both right

and left

ridiculous
I can't believe it. UMass has so many

things to offer, I can hardly begin to choose.

We have gyms to stay in shape, teams to

join, clubs to participate in and for the

grande finale about 85 percent of us don't

have to think.

Nancy Cohen

-Letters-

No rebels against racism
In response to Monday's front page ar-

ticle ("PowWow invades pond over

weekend") The tone of the article was
very offensive and connoted stereotypical

images of Native Americans.

The phrase "a constant drone of drums
hung over. .

." is extremely derogatory.

The sounds of the drums people heard

may have been offensive, but to Native

People, it represents the heart beat of In-

digenous Nations. The phrase "unusual

smells of exotic foods. .
." demonstrates

the ignorance of the writer who has no

knowledge or conceptions about Native

People. The dictionary defines exotic as

something foreign. Let us remind you. it

was your ancestors who invaded our land,

and you are the foreigner. Native

American foods are not 'exotic'

Since the writer did not consult with

any of the American Indian students

about Monday's article, let us explain

what the significance of a Pow-Wow is. A
Pow-Wow is an inter-tribal gathering

which celebrates the spirititual existence

of many Indigenous Nations belonging to

this land.

"The two groups of men beating out an-

cient rhythms and singing old Indian

songs," are referred to by Native people

as drums. The songs sung in Native

languages are messages reminding us of

the respect given to all creation on earth.

The headline itself demonstrates the

disrespect and ignorance of the writer and

people who were responsible for allowing

the article to be published. 'Invasion' is

a very ironic word, especially when it is

most of the Collegian's writers ancestors

who were true invaders. A word of advice.

Before anyone writes an article dealing

with Native people, please contact the

people V'ou are writing about.

Donna H. Goodley
Rodina Cole

American Indian Student Association

Dear Mr. Governor
Dear Governor Dukakis,

I'm a senior at UMass-Amhent. and I

would like to thank you for the w nder-

ful things you've done for us.

First, the new paved road to the

Chancellor's house looks great Hey, who

needs the holes in the road to liealth Ser-

vices filled anyway? The landscaping

around the campus is a nice touch. I don't

know about other students, but I chose my
education based on how mufh ivy was

growing on the buildings.. Jlie'^best im-

provement was the extra fees we're pay

ing. When I found out the money went to

hire more teaching assistants, I let out a

sigh of relief; we need as many people as

we can get to pass out papers.

I was under the impression that our ex-

tra fees went to maintaining the courses

which would be cancelled due to your

budget cuts. I arrived at UMass on open-

ing day with a full courseload and came

home at day's end with two courses left

— the others had been cancelled.

But then I began to understand the for-

mula: reduce the budget, eliminate key

courses students need to graduate, force

them to pay for another semester (or year)

and the budget will be somewhat balanc

ed later on.

Whatever happened to the 'great minds

of tomorrow?' They are being left behind

at UMass because there's no money with

which to teach them. Believe it or not,

Students want a quality education, hot a

pretty place to show their friends.

Well, good luck on your campaign for

the Presidency. You've already lost my
vote as well as those of many unsatisfied

students. And don't worry about my tak

ing time away from my studies to write

to you — I don't have any classes anyway.

Jennifer Rooks

Amherst

Cultural ignorance mars article

what the flag represented, to my horror

he agreed with most of what it stood for

and definitely favored segregation. I then

asked if he'd decorate his van with

swastikas. He responded he didn't agree

with what happened in Germany, only

with the South.

After I calmed down, I telephoned a

woman and recounted the story. She had

no idea what I was talking about. I then

explained it to her. She replied with

minimal surprise that she and her former

roommate had had a confederate flag

hanging in their dorm room last year and

had labelled themselves the 'Rebel Girls.

'

Two days later, I saw a man cleaning

classrooms wearing a hat with a con-

federate flag and the word 'Rebel' on it.

I didn't talk to him.

What do people who don't identify the

confederate flag with the intense hatred

of the KKK see? - Gone With the Wind?
The Dukes of Hazzard? These are

nostalgic or romantic images that are

totally devoid of the real history behind it.

Today I see Confederate flags hanging

in dorm windows. I can no longer tolerate

people telling me they don't know what
the flag means while they ignorantly and

passively support the racists and anti-

Semites who flaunt flags proudly, show-

ing their hatred.

For 86 percent of us, the insignificant, lit-

tle things such as freedom of choice,

freedom of thought and our own personal

individuality are things we don't have to

deal with.

We have 'services' rendered by our little

'helpers' to do that for us. They don't

charge anything because they're such

humanitarians. All you have to do is choose

a group — completely.

Forget questioning anything they do or

say. Don't read an opposite viewpoint with

an open mind. Forget your life — politics

will do for a good substitution. Forget why
you came here, all the reeducation you'll

need will be easily accessible.

That's all you have to do. Are you up for

the challenge?

I'm not.

On a brighter note, say you don't want

this kind of education. Let's pretend you

came here to study, learn about yourself

If this is the path you prefer we have

something in common.
I've been to rallies and read about all the

battles and controversies. I'm not impress-

ed with either one of our little helpers.

'

When the CIA came to campus, one ofour

little 'helpers' was not a happy camper.

They decided to make signs and barricade

the Career Center doors, because they

didn't want those kind of people at their

school.

Never mind that other people might want

to join the CIA. To them that was beside

the point. As far as they were concerned

they didn't want those 'criminals' around.

The other little helpers decided they were

going to do something fun, different. When
the ultimate gay basher, Paul Cameron,

came to have a little 'chat' with the univer-

sity, they decided to have it during Les-

bian, Gay, Bisexual Awareness week two

years in a row.

God. I can hear the little snickers now.

Hee, Hee. They certainly showed them a

thing or two, didn't they?

The same people who censor others

scream bloody murder when they are be-

ing censored.

It's a constant circle; liberals and conser-

vatives have taken the hypocritical oath.

I once admired people who believed

adamantly in a cause. I figured they real-

ly knew what was going on. Now I've

realized being a staunch believer is nice,

but it leaves little room for growth or

change.

I know many people who proclaim their

'open mindedness.' There's such a thing as

being so open-minded you become closed to

other opinions. So before you decide to give

in (or up) to these people, think about what

your giving up. It may make life easier, but

eventually you may pay for your life of

leisure.

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Martin Luther King, Jr. said, "The

silent words of good-willed people hurts

much more than the hateful words of ill-

willed people." The complacency of almost

everyone — even campus progressives —
in tackling the display of the confederate

flag angers me.

If people think I'm overreacting when
I share my feelings about the flag with

them, let a verse of Bob Marley's "Buffalo

Soldier" suffice: If you knew your

history/then you would know where I'm

coming from./Then you wouldn't have to

ask me/who the hell I think I am.

Jo Ella Costello

Southwest

4
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South African play opens
The lives of three South African women

will be staged at Bowker Auditorium this

weekend.
You Strike the Woman, You Strike the

Rock opens tomorrow night and runs
through Saturday. Tickets are $5 for

students and $10 for the general public.

Show begins at 8 p.m.

The production is part of the touring
South African Vusisizwe Plays and is spon-

sored by the UMass New World Theater
.and the Women in Theater Festival in

Boston.

According to Yvonne Mendez, ad-
mininstrative coordinator for the New
World Theater, the play is "comical and .

very expressive. They use their body to
create atmosphere and moods."

For ticket reservation call 545-2511.

UMass theater class attacks
social issues with drama

By MAURA MCLAUGHLIN
-ollegian Correspondent

Theater with a Conscience brings
students of different backgrounds
together to discuss some of the issues of

concern to the UMass community. Not on-

ly do students in this class have different

backgrounds in theater, but they also

bring varied opinions on the questions

which form the basis of the class: What
is racism? What is a racist incident? Do
we agree on the defmitions, and what can

we do to prevent racism? ,

The idea for this course originally came
two and a half years ago from Andrea
Kendall, who works with the Student
Developement OfTice. She wanted to

develop a student repertory company
which would do improvisation and script

work concerning social issues. Along
with the theatrically oriented class exer-
cises, the students attend anti-oppression

workshops to receive training and learn
skills which help in their productions.

You Strike the Woman
You Strike the Rock

Comedy, mime, music and dance create a stunning
portrait of three women under apartheid in
South Africa

Thursday - Saturday, September 22-24,
1988

Bowker Auditiorium, 8 p.m.

^
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Sculpture show opens
at University Library

"olladan photo by Chiii Hoaford

John Pohanka discusses his balancing figure currently shown in the

exhibition in the Sculpture Courtyard at the University Library

CHRIS PARCELLIN
Collegian Correspondent

An opening reception for a new exhibi-

tion in the Sculpture Courtyard at the

University Library was held yesterday.

And student and faculty artists par-

ticipating in the show that will run until

March 31 were on hand to discuss their

work. John Pohanka, a staff member
from the art department said that he wants

his sculpture pieces to invoke thought.

"All of the work that I do is intended to

attract people from a distance by the use

of intense color. And also by form," he said

of his piece "Landsaw and Home."
A copper-clad saw blade appears to melt

or glow as its fluorescent plexi-glass tips

cut through the houses, leaving an image

of charred glass jutting from them.

"When you get closer you realize that the

piece wards you off. There's a contrast bet-

ween its beauty and its jagged surfaces,"

he commented. Pohanka received his

M.F.A. from Mills College in California

and pursued further graduate study at the

Hartford Art School. His work has been ex-

ibited throughout California, Connecticut

and Massachusetts at galleries and
museums including Silvermine Guild Ar-

tist Center in Connecticut and the Clark

Gallery and Decordova Museum in

Massachusetts. Pohanka was also a

Massachusetts Artists Foundation
fellowship finalist in 1987.

Bryan T. Lashway has two works on

display: "Martin House" a working 20-inch

high birdhouse, and "Balancing Figure" an
abstract medium-scale steel sculpture.

"These two are older pieces. They're not

narrative. Their roots are more in tradi-

tional art; These pieces are for visual en-

joyment," Lashway said.

Graduate student Wendy Jackson has a

sculpture on display composed of a series

of large scale ceramic heads. Jackson

describes in physical form the process ofthe

psyche during times of change.

theater
continued from page II

This is a two semester course taught by Emma Missouri

and Ynez Wilkins, in which the first semester is dedicated

to learning skills and anti-oppression training, while the

second semester is dedicated to the writing and produc-

tion of a play. Last year's production, entitled 'Everything

You Always Knew About Racism, But Were Afraid To
Say,' reached approximately two hundred people. In spite

of the small audience, reactions were promising, and those

who saw the production were described as "enthused and

impressed". There are plans for the play to be repeated

at some time during the upcoming Civility Week (October

2128).

Ynez Wilkins, the teaching assistant for the class, stated

that the students dealt with the problem of racism from

a personal perspective. "They tried to identify real life

situations which students here can relate to. The skits

featured humor, discomfort, conflict, and some resolution

- but, like real life, there was no happily ever after." She

stated that the students were adamant about the fact that

they did not want to preach, and this made it easier to

reach the UMass population. She and Emma Missouri

agreed that there has been a segment of the UMass stu-

dent body which has expressed feelings that the issue of

racism is being beaten into the ground, and that this par-

ticular program escaped falling into this mode because

it included both educaion and entertainment.

Such work can be particularly effective because it in-

volves students talking to students, and deals with how
they feel, how racism affects them personally, and how

they can change attitudes, both on campus and elsewhere.

Emma Missouri says that the class tries to work with the

idea of intervention in different contexts: "We look at it

in one to one encounters, in remarks among groups of

friends, and in larger, more dangerous situations. We
don't have an idealist view; we try to be realistic."

This year's program will focus on racism, as did last

year's. The instructors have said that the course might

possibly concern itself with another issue of concern to

the UMass community next year, but that they feel it is

important for the class to focus on only one issue at a time,

so that the members can devote their full energy to one

specific topic.

The Theater with a Conscience group will be working

in conjunction with Hillel on a program which may
become a possible one-credit coloquium, dealing with

many different social issues through improvisation. The
first meeting for this group will be on Oct. 18, in a loca-

tion to be disclosed later.

The class is offered through the Residential Academic
Program, and receives its members from varied sources.

Two hundred different departments, professors, in-

dividuals and groups receive mailings concerning the

class: other entrants learn about the class from posters

around campus. Wihout question, both of the class'

teachers agree that their best advertisement comes from

students who have already taken the class.

%^:^^^-^^^' ijc,!^:^^^^

Tandy Computers

Truckload Sale
UMASS student Center-Sept. 21 & 22

Buy Now and Save on Temdy Computers—

A New Addition to the UMASS Bookstore

Don't Miss Out On the Incredible Values! Choose
From PC Compatible Systems like These:

RESTAURANT I ,
^ Bout« 9 »nd Unlverelty Drive, Amh«r»i (^\

253-9757

The Tandv 1000 TX System lets

you do wjird proccsMng, spreadsheets

and more! Comes with DeskMate®

software with >even applications.

System includes the Tiindv 1000 TX.

CM-11 Color Monitor. 20 Mb Hard

Card, DMP-132 Printer. Printer Ca-

ble and CDptional Tandy Mouse.

The Tandy 3000 HL System is

ideal tor engineerinij. programming,

CAE. CAD and other complex ap-

plications. System includes the

Tandv 3000 HL. EGM-1 Monitor,

EGA Graphics Card. 20 Mb Hard

Drive. Hard Drive Controller,

DMPnZ Printer and Printer Cable.

For Buyer Eligability See Store For Details

Tandy ' Comouters: Because there is no better valueJ

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located in the Campus Center

Lunch Tues.-Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tu«s.-Frl. ^A OR
11:30-3 p.m. ^"ti^^

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *

(Otacount tpptin lo food Ham* purehaMd lor

dinnar In th« dining room. CmuioI bo UMd In

eon|unctton with olhar diocounu.)

with your
valid Student ID

>-
Oldies Dance Club

Rout* 9 k UnivMtlly Dilv*. AmiMfSl 2S3 - 9760

Downslalft ol lh« GuN Stfcom

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
DJ plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

Pitchers off Beer $5.25

75$ Drafts • No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (I'oTsc^^e" )
Pitchers off Beer $5.25

• Free Popcorn ir 75C Draffts •
Free "PInIc Cadliiac" Souvenir Shot Glass

Primitives' LP: too short, but very sweet
j

By SCOTT HYMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Primitives

Lovely

IrCA label

At first glance, the Primitives seem nothing more than

la guitarish Blondie since lead singer Tracey Tracey's

vocals are strikingly simlar to Debbie Harry's. But a closer

look reveals their new LP Lovely is a clever, stylish 60's-

I

style album of guitar pop hooks.

The first single, "Crash" has already hit number one

in Great Britain and is rapidly gaining U.S. airplay.

Though the na-nana' chorus is nothing original, it gives

an example of the simplicity of the LP that makes it work.

The band consists of only three members: Steve,

guitarist and bassist; Paul Tig, guitarist and drummer;

and lead singer Tracey Tracey who is also listed as the

tambourine player. (Apparently she is achieving status

with tambourine greats Davey Jones and Stevie Nicks.)

The album contains 14 songs and is only 35 minutes

long, which limits many songs to barely over two minutes.

Though the simplicity is what helps the album, some

tracks, such as "Dream Walk Baby" and the Beatlesque

psychedelic "Shadow" deserve a good five minutes.

Sacrificing a couple of tracks in order to extened the bet-

ter ones would have made a more enjoyable recording.

The Primitives only take one opportunity to slow down,

on the beautiful "Ocean Blue." And one can only wonder

what they could do if they gave a ballad a good six

minutes.

With fourteen tracks, the shortness keeps the listener.

Sixty minutes of guitar licks and na-na-na's can grow

tiresome. Yet, the Primitives demonstrate that they have

the ability to put out a successful LP often tracks raning

three to four and a half minutes. Perhaps next time.

North Carolina's Mambo X plays the Iron Horse tomorrow night.

OUR TURN TO ASK
THE QUESTIONS

Japanese art comes to Amherst

leet Pedro Pereira, Collegian editor in

:hiet and Rick Sassoa managing editor,

^ho will answer questions, address con-

:erns and give you any informotion you

^ant to know about the Collegian.

Help us make

By AMIE FINKELSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

From Japan we get Hundai, Toyota,

Nikon and Wang. Now we have oragami.

the art of paper folding.

Paper-folders in Amherst now have a

place to learn and practice monthly at the

Amherst School of Art, located in the

center of North Amherst.

The club is instructed by long-time folder

Michael Naughton and is open to members

of all ages.

"Anyone can do it," said Michelle Bobroff

who has been folding for six months. "You

don't need any scissors or any glue. Just

your hands."

The designs are wide-ranging. Some fold

dollars bills into rings; others fold colored

roses, flapping swans, stars of David,

penguins.monkees, jewels, boxes, hats and

dinosaurs. Some practice modular oragami,

in which designs and shapes are construc-

ed using more than one piece of paper.

Some pieces take five minutes; some take

five hours. And some are original enough

to be displayed outside the Museum of

Natural History (a Christmas tree was

displayed that had every ornament made

from Oragami).

Headquartered in New York City, the

Friends of Oragami National Society

recognizes international paper folders,

publishes a quarterly newsletter and con-

ducts conferences.

For more information, call the Amherst

School of Art.

lUllEJlliyilliilTlllliAIMFIlMOfMUAR.

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

"HE Collegian
nso uNivcnsi ry Of MASSACnUStnS AMMEBSI lO campus CENIEH S4S JWO VCKUM€ CXX ISSUt t3

a better community paper.

7 p.m., Thursday in 168 Campus Center

'••••'

tn*«M

-Or»

-EXTmoMNNAfrrr^

-DOPrrMSsnr

lANEXCniNC
ADVENTlMEr

-A BLOCKBUSTER
THMLLERr

CRYFRli
IPG5*.

Sept- 22 CC Auditorium 7 p.m. & 10 P.m.

|S2.00 General Admission
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Trinidad native Roily Gray and Sunfire play Pearl Street tomorrow night at 8:30

p.m. Playing a blend of rock-steady reggae and various rhythms of the Carribean,

this is a dance band that makes no mistakes. Gray is a good-time party musician
and with his band Sunfire startle an audience with their full rock'n'dance sound.

$3 cover charge with Collegian ad; $5 Regular cover.

nt^tuftt
•PilvBl* Pailivs On RtquttI
•Bus flioups AvallabU

•Centlnuotit Enlcrlalnmanl,

Currant Music Vldaoi

3 OtanI Screens

•MINORS WELCOME • Juice Bar

•Open Wed , Ihurs 9 00 I 00
FrI a 00 2:00. Sal a 00 1:00

•Orlnh Specials NIghlly

ADULl 4GE 20 YEARS OLD
At of t/30/$$

mtjtmt

Wed., Sep!. 21 Hwu Sal , Sept. 24
Pi)Wtn/DAm:f/rnx:K m its exciting best

J^OIItEN

r^fMr^t

Th0 VaKef'a LBrgeai Dmnc9 ChHb
17 rial SUeet. niallleboto, V^rmonl

802-2Si|-8SS7
I 91, Exit 1 lo (iisl tell iti downlown

BnATTLEBORO

Cowili^g:

SkfewaRf Homeo
New Star

Tl)e Bfidge

Blockyaid

KGB

Wert & TlHifS.

Sep! 2t A 22

COLLEGE NIGHT

m^tmf

Siouxsie's

new sound and
style succeed
By PETER PIASECKYJ
Collegian Correspondent

Siouxsie and the Banshees
Peek-A-Boo

Warner Bros. Label

Accordians! Violins! Cellos! No screeching guitars! Syn-

thesized voice! Synthesized drums! Does this .sound like

Siouxsie and the Banshees? No? Well folks, it is.

The new album Peek-A-BtM) is out with a new sound and

new line-up. Of course the band has a new guitarist (they

never seem to last). John Klein from Specimen, and musi-

cian virtuoso Martin McCarrack on cello, keyboards and

accordian. Die-hard fans beware, for Siouxise has conjured

up an album that is completely unexpected.

The album is carried mainly by her phenomenal voice.

We're talking, her ability to reach bass tones to high bird-

like notes. I mean that famous voice box of hers that never

falters. Martin McCarrack is the prime mover of the ma-

jority of songs. Master Accordianist — who would have

thought to include this instrument with the Banshees —
is an unexpected plus. His handling the cello is like that

of a screaming dervish (ie: "Burn-up").

Alright kids, lets get on with it! The disc's new sound,

as I already mentioned, centers around all the musicians'

talents. Unlike their previous albums where the music

centered around the strange guitar noises, Siouxise and

the Banshees experiment with synthesized instruments,

cello, accordian, bells, and even Budgie wails on a har-

monica in blues-like fashion on "'Burn-up." Martin McCar-

rack digs into his bag of tricks to produce phantasmagoric

sounds on "Carousel" and "Rawhide and Bloodybones."

He also lends his majestic cello sounds on the "Killing

Jar" and "Burn-up, ' which by the way is an intense new-

punk country tune.

Even though John Klein does not have any bitchin'

heavy metal guitar solos, his playing adds greatly to the

mood of the songs. His talent is most audible on

"Scarecrow," which is reminiscent of Siouxsie's

Tinderbox.

All songs were writeen by Siouxsie or Severin. Severin's

music echoes past albums, mostly Tinderbox. He seems

to dwell on very dark, sad and morbid images ("In the

blood of the twinkling sky/breathing in air drunk dry/

there was once a time of rapture/all is lost . . . pale gleam-

ing"). Siouxsie Sioux on the other hand has a few points

to make. The title track and dance hit extravaganza

"Peek-A-Boo" is an anti -pornographic song and "Or-

naments of Gold" speaks out about her disbelief of her

love.

Sioux's singing has matured greatly and coupled with

her lyrics make her a singer/songwriter extraordaniare.

Her sensual and seductive voice singing "adorable-

rewardable you" will bewitch and install an urge to buy
the album.
The moral of the story is: critical old fans beware! Non-

critical fans will like it; I like it and so does mv mother.

How Many Times Did You
Get A Chanoe To Sici

Last Year

I I

1 How IVIany Times Did You I

I Get A Chance To Sici I

I This Year Let Us Heip! j

J (LDiniil^^irsiltl^ ®t/ inn)aissai©ih)(ui8®lltls SKD CLOIS ^

$ 43® Sftydleinill yi/uflomi, ^
% 545-3437 |* Membership Table located on Campus Center Concourse ^
**:K5K***********************'l«**»l«^»K5JC5!e'l«'fe*********5|«5|«^^5|5***

-Only at.

HAMELIN FURNITURE
Student Desks

(In Mapl« or Clicrry)

159 4 J-.... M99 ;j

Tables Starting at *99
lOt.nJ tl'Ofli.if. INi.IiK. 11**1 i»c»ik

Bookcases

S(*r(ing I

in TtaV. or Oal

Newmoon Futons
Sinning at

80..
• hil hnt of futon fiamct ivHljMr

1 Short Street, t^orthampton
586-7970

OPEN: Monday-Friday I0-6 , Saturday 10-5

Thunday Nifhu until 8 p.m.

$6.00 PER H0URI$

PART-TIME IN HUMAN SERVICES

Relief staff positions available in group home
model mental heoHh treatment program on

bus route in Sunderland. Orientation, training

and supervision provided. Excellent oppor-

tunity to gain experience in mental health or

Human services. Cover Letter and resume to:

Sunderland House c/o Valley Programs 98 Mam
St. Northampton Ma. 01060

AP pbo«o

RELIEF ON THE WAY — Helicopters were busy in the hills wes of Vacaville, Calif. Mon-

day while attempting to douse a brush fire that threatened a housing development.

Duke attacked
by Bennett
BOSTON (AP) - Education Secretary William J. Ben

nett spent his last day in office Tuesday berating Michael

Dukakis and contending Dukakis advisers "tend to look

down theit noses at the basic and instinctive patriotism

of a lot of the American people."

Bennett also criticized Dukakis, the Massachusetts

governor and Democratic presidential nominee, for veto

ing legislation that would have penalized teachers who

failed to lead their students in the Pledge of Allegiance.

But in criticizing the Dukakis veto, which followed a

court opinion that the bill was unconstitutional, Bennett

essentially agreed with Dukakis* position on the pledge

- that while students should be encouraged to recite it

before classes, any student who objects should not be re-

quired to do so.

Dukakis supporters tunred out in force to greet Bennett,

terming him a hypocrite for criticizing Dukakis at a time

when state spending on education has increased

significantly and the Reagan administration had tried to

eliminate the Education Department.

Bennett, appearing on behalf of Republican presiden-

tial nominee George Bush, said Dukakis had at best an

average record on education and called his veto of the

pledge bill "his most famous educational act."

Bennett said he would oppose such a law at the federal

level because education is a state issue. But he said he

supported state laws that required the pledge while ex-

cusing students who object on religious or other grounds.

That is essentially Dukakis' stance except that Dukakis

believes recitation of the pledge should be a voluntary

tradition in schools while Bennett called for state laws

that require recitation but do not penalize students who

object.

"If you don't like the Pledge of Allegiance, you're go-

ing to hate the Declaration of Independence," Bennett

said.

In a 1986 assessment, Bennett praised improvements

in SAT scores that moved Massachusetts into the top third

of states which administer the tests. He also credited the

state for putting "in place important reforms to improve

teacher quality through testing of new teachers, perfor

mance incentives and alternative certifications to attract

the most qualified candidates into teaching."

After being read those comments Tuesday, Bennett said,

"Check the record and see what belongs to Dukakis and

what belong!) t<} King." a reference to former Gov. Edward

J. King. When told the teacher-quality legislation was

part of a package Dukakiti supported in 1985, Bennett

( said, "That may well be ... the governor's record itself

is not distinguished."

SOPHOMORE AND JUNIORS

Assistant Subscription Manager

Needed for the

Collegian

Great Experience Working For

New England's Largest College Daily Newspaper

-^APPLY NOW^

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center Rm 1 13. Lower Level. 545-3500 to pick

up an application and job description. Submit no later

than Sept. 23, 1988.

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
you are invited to

TONIGHT'S
MAIN EVENT

TUES
9/20

Delta CKi

118 Sunset Ave.

cpH 549-6505

for rides & info.

WED
9/21

A
COLLUE
9\2ZA

TEARING

7-9PM

AX
HOUU

STRLtT

!iOUTH-

Chinese Kitchen
• Try our delicious Pu-Pu Platter •

For 2 Only $12.00
Get Egg Rolls. Boneless Spare Ribs. Chicken Eings.

Fried Shrimp. Chicken fingers. Teriyaki Steaks

Plus 1 free Beers if over 2 1 or :i free Cokes

In Hadlcy Store Only

Offer Valid thru Vcd Oct "J

College Party

Weekends
Drinking Ag« Only IS
Club* Open TiU 3:99 AM

1
PALLDCPAnVBESMT 1

OctobaTlO
OenlHrZS-X

NaMmHt2S-Z7
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j
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AP photo

NEW EDUCATION SECRETARY - Vice President, George Bush, right, with P»^8ident Ronald Reagan

looking on. administers the oath to new Secretary of Education Dr. Lauro Cavazos, Tuesday at the White

House.

SAT totals

increase
BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts seniors'

scores on college entrance exams remain-

ed virtually unchanged this year, but state

education officials say the steady totals

reflect a decade of progress.

Results on the Scholastic Aptitutde Test

taken by 1.1 million high school seniors

showed the average scores dropped two

points, to 428, on the verbal section and

held steady at 476 on math. SATs are

measured on a scale of 200 to 800 points

for each position.

"If you look at it over a 10-year period,

you'll find the scores have been going up

mostly, " Alan Hartman, director of

research at the state education depart-

ment, said Tuesday. "They may stabilize

in one year or dip in one year, but the trend

in the last 10 years is upward."

Nationally, scores for blacks and

Hispanic students rose significantly,

although they were still below the average

of white students, the College Board said

Monday in releasing the results.

In Massachusetts, black students repre-

sent about 4 percent of the overall test-

takers, Hartman said. For 1988, math

scores averaged 385 while verbal totals

were 364. In comparison, white students

scored 479 on the math portion and 438 on

verbal.

The black student's scores in 1988 im-

proved slightly over the 1987 totals of 381

in math and 358 in verbal.

Mon-Fn
B AM 12 Mid

Sat Sun
8 30 AM-12 M>d

Hampden •NACK BAR

NOW HIRING
ALL SHIFTS

DAYTIME, AFTER SCHOOLS
AND EVENING SHIFTS

Up to $6.00 per hour.

College Students Work
Around Your Class

vSchedule
• Flexible Hours
• Free Meals
• Good Starting Wage
• Enjoyable Work Atmosphere

APPLY IN PERSON
344 King St. Route 9

Northampton Hadley

F Y
The FYI section serves as a public service announce-

ment to the campus and community. Space may be

limited, so correspondence with the Collegian in regards

to having something printed in the section does not

guarantee something being published.

Internships — Come to the University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work experience. A planning session

gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks

from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays and from

3:30 to 4:30 on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Volunteers needed — Volunteers are needed to sort

through donated food to be used by emergency food pan-

tries, soup kitchens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western Massachusetts. If you

have two to three hours per week and would like to help

feed the needy, call Catherine D'Amato at 247-9738.

Math Anxiety Workshop - A math anxiety reduction

workshop will be held Sept. 26, and October 3 at 4:30 p.m.

in room 1634 of the Graduate Research Tower. Sessions

conducted by Professor Doris Stockton and counseling

psychologist Donald Banks will focus on overcoming

negative feelings toward math and on developing positive

approaches to learning math.

GATE Guide distribution - The Course and Teacher

Evaluation Guides should be in the residential halls by

today. The guide is 232 pages and is supplemented with

a useful campus and community directory.

Meeting - The Radical Student Union will hold its se-

cond meeting of the year at 4 p.m. today in the RSU of-

fice on the fourth floor of the Student Union building.

You Can Save 51% this Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Purchase yourm DoUars at J • Rich this Thursday, from 5:30p.m.-6:30p.m.

00% (Northampton store) and combine them with 20% savings

^^ * J • Rich offers you in celebration of their 4th birthday

in Northampton and their brand new

store in Amherst.

3 Days

Only

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic Street, Northampton • 586-6:W6

-jf
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campos By Drew Aquilina
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The Collegian presents ''The Killing Fields"

tonight at 7 p.m. in 911-915 Campus Center.

Counts toward staff status. Bring a friend.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
t Cobbtor t lofm

5 Swimmer »

hindrance

to Fool pari

14 Glee club

member
tS These have

their up* and
downs

16 Actor Bridges

17 American
composer-
performer

20 Sens m small

quantities

?l Blsckmore
heroine

22 L apdog e g
23 Kan or Boris

25 Accent

29 Namesakes ol

an O Neal

30 Bellry resident

33 Battle song
34 Snoops
35 Compass pt

36 Song by 1 7

Across

40 Lunch
4t Musical

composition

42 \M3det<ousa

enptelive

43 Map
abbreviations

44 Cote dwellers

45 E Delusively

47 And ottiers

Abbr
46 Frankenstein s

OHlCP

49 Ooom, m Rouen
5? DescritMng Don

Juan
iT Song by 17

Across
61 Mator

62 Durable alloy

63 Rational

64 Salon services

65 Say Bool to

66 Dash

DOWN
1 B#rt or John
2 Soap ingrwlienl

3 Ollice copy
4 Caesar s

costume

Edited by Tnidt
5 Bikes

6 Gridiron lestivity

7 Firth ol Clyde
port

6 Pop s partner

9 FralerrHty letter

10 Detest
11 Cabooses

place

12 City in

Normandy
13 Luau

anlertainment

18 Sharp barks
19 Ritty

23 EKtmct

Arawakan Irlbe

24 Pipe pan
25 More sapient

26 Walk

27 Melees
26 Hoop Site.

Irequenlty

29 Goads
30 FaslHon coky
31 Single year s

record formerly

32 One ol the

Kennedys

Michtl JcfTc

34 Quiz show
feature

37 MumperdHKk
role

38 Ames locale

39 Brooks or

Ferrer

45 Taste

46 Clarinet s

cousin
47 MaKweN and

Laiv:t>esler

46 Hen. e g

49 Shirt fastener

50 Askew
51 Misplace

53 Giandruece ol

32 Down
54 Multi hued

stone

55 Arm borte

56 Observed
56 Road curve

59 Rel of 47
Across

60 Pod inhabKani
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Menu
Lunch

Basics L«ach

Deli Ham on Water Roll

Clam Roll/Tarter Sauce

Dinner

Stir Fry Beef 8t Vegetables

Roast Pork/Gravy

Italian Tomato & Egg
Sandwich
Clam Roll/Tarter Sauce

Basics Dinner

Sauteed Tofu

Potato Mushroom Delight

Weather
Today: 30 percent chance of showers, then clearing.

High in mid 70's.

Tonight: Fair, low in mid SO's.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, 70-76.

TODAYS STAFF
Htfht Editor Jim Clark

CopY Editor Pam McCarthy

Lufont Tachnlclaa Mark Infield

Photo TcduUclan Richard Bonanno

Prodactlon Sapcrvlaor Wendy Rae Nutter

ProdBctlon:.....Janine, Christine. Owen. Lauren. Chris

and Joes driving again

ExccttUvc Board —. Fall of 1988
P«dro P«r«lra
JMM*rlaCU«r

lldkSMSoa Dsvid R. Mart
MauftagBdtor BdMMtaiMlMr

Kobtrt CUppcnntin

B«slMSs llaaafer

Mwclttfltid

Business Board ^ FaU of 1988

Rob Clappcnclll

B«da«ss Msaaftr

Barbra Hlndla
Adverttotag lUaafcr

Daniel Maaroc Dtbra Botcenluul

Maaace MaMger

Todd FnihbcU IUffYH«T|tas

CtecalaUsa Msasger
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Insurance among Duke's
current campaign topics

rollcfian photo by Kirhard Bonanno

AN EXERCISE IN TRUST - Jamie Foster, Danny Jokelson and
Noreen MacDonald (L-R) balance along the Wall outside the Fine

Art Center.

By the Associated Press

Democrat Michael Dukakis sought sup-

port among working people and their

families today by proposing requirements

that all Americans be covered by health in-

surance. Republican rival George Bush,

emphasizing patriotic images, headed for

a New Jersey flag factory.

Bush has said repeatedly in recent ap-

pearances that the flag manufacturer has

thrived during the Reagan administration,

contending that flag sales reflect a patriotic

revival during the Republicans' White

House tenure.

But Dukakis said Monday that "We don't

need more speeches about the flag" and

then unveiled his broad health-insurance

proposal today.

The Massachusetts governor opened his

campaign day with stops at a Houston
medical center and two clinics, then was
to spell out details of the health plan dur-

ing a speech at Western Kentucky Univer-

sity in Bowling Green.

In advance, his campaign issued a state-

ment saying that as president, Dukakis

would propose legislation to require all

employers to provide basic health plans for

their workers - a plan aimed at providing

benefits to about 22 million people who now
have none.

The statement also said that Dukakis, if

elected, would appoint a task force to report

by March 30, 1989, on follow-up legislation

to guarantee universal health coverage,

thus extending benefits to ever>' American,

working or not. That follow-up plan for all

workers presumably would require some
federal financing, but the campaign was
silent on the question.

Dr. David Blumenthal of Boston,

Dukakis' health adviser, said 37 million to

40 million Americans have no health

insurance.

Dukakis' emphasis on health care was
part of an effort to take control of the

political discussion rather than merely

replying to allegations by Bush.

Continuing attacks he began last week
on Dukakis' tenure as Massachusetts

{governor, Bush told a Chamber ofCommer
luncheon in Pennsylvania on Monday that

the Democratic nominee had an "anti-

business scheme."

He said business bankruptcies in

Massachusetts rose 23.7 percent during the

first six months of the year while the na-

tional rate had fallen 23.5 percent.

Bush also accused Dukakis of running a

divisive campaign, "with a calculated

strategy of emphasizing differences bet-

ween rich and poor, between one region of

the country and another."

Dukakis and running mate Lloyd Bent-

sen of Texas campaigned in Houston on

Monday, where Dukakis said he would sup-

port government intervention if necessary

to keep domestic oil wells operating.

Dukakis also said he would appoint Bent-

sen, who has made a congressional career

of helping the oil industry, to a bipartisan

energy summit.

Accusing Bush of changing his position

on offshore drilling to suit his campaign
needs — supporting it in Texas and oppos-

ing it in California — Dukakis told the au-

dience of about 1,000:

"George Bush is like a coin. They just flip

him. Sometimes he lands on his head.

Sometimes he lands on his tail."

Just as Bush did in Pennsylvaina,

Republican running mate Dan Qualye of

Indiana attacked Dukakis' record on the

Massachusetts economy during ap-

pearances in Knoxville, Tenn., and Casper,

Wyo.
Charging that Dukakis "created and

economic manacle" in Massachusetts, he

said the state ranks 40th out of 50 states

in total employment growth and 45th in

manufacturing job growth. It actually lost

90,000 manufacturing jobs between June

1984 and January 1988, he said.

Quayle also went afler Dukakis on what

the Republicans contend is his election-

year conversion to a tougher defense.

"In just a week his defense policy went

from general confusion to General Patton,"

he said.

TIMEOUT
aptain Morgan's

$1.75
Come down and catch the Red Sox

on TV

A Great Place, A Great Time
and FREE Popcorn Too!

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

WHAT S MORE IMPORTANT .

A DEGREE OR AN EDUCATION?n

PARTY TONIGHT
V /

riANG
tjance/Clut}

50a
DRAFTS

IRII IIOIIKX.S

NEVER A COVER

A degree is only part of an education The larger pari Is your

growth as a person Nol only what you are exposed to, but whom.

That's why we've been around for over seventy-five years. We
are Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity, and we offer everything you

can't find In a textbook Slop by and see for yourself what a

fraternity can mean to you.

When you graduate there Is a lot more to take with you than a

piece of paper.

FIND IT HEREI

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
R

U

21b-82Sl Rl 9 Amhrrsl

H

£

U

H

SEPTEMBER 20th AND 2/st

TUES. AND WED. 9:00-U:00 PM.

374 NORTHPLEASENTSTREET
253-9032

i
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Women's cross country falls at Yale
By MEG QUINN
Collegian Correspondent

The good news is that the University of Massachusetts
women's cross country team lost its first meet last Thurs-

day at Yale.

Alright, maybe it's not your typical good news, but it

certainly isn't bad news. After all, the teams that the

women faced, Yale and Boston College, are two of the best

in New England, and UMass was a clear underdog. But
coach Julie LaFreniere said that the team looked great

in ts first meet of the season.

Yale's top runners put on an impressive display by tak-

ing the first four spots simultaneously with a time of

18:09.8. B.C. followed with the next three finishers, and
UMass' Shana Smith came in eighth in 19:19.1, followed

by freshman Precious Hill in 19:21.6.

Coming in third for the Minutewomen was Laura
LaVallee in 19:38. Her performance was praised by

LaFreniere, with it being her first experience in a cross

country meet.

Kathy Holt and Cathy Crocker were the next

Minutewomen to cross the line, with Kristen Peers, Lynn
Kirchoff and Amy St. Pierre rounding out the UMass top

eight.

Looking ahead to the New England Championships in

October, LaFreniere's goal is to get Smith and Hill in front

of B.C. 's Heather Grimshaw, who finished seventh in this

race.

"If my fifth runner can stay with B.C.'s fifth runner,

and if we're aggressive enough, we can catch them in the

New Englands. But B.C. is a good team. We can't take

that away from them," LaFreniere said.

Overall, LaFreniere was pleased with the performance

of her team. "It's tough to open the season against two

New England powerhouses. But they got their feet wet.

The have to learn to go out more aggressively, though.

They held back a little, not knowing what to expect.

men^s tennis
continued from pafip 20

with only one match under their belts thus far, this will

be difficult.

Greatest aspirations are held for the senior tandem of

Brian Gable and Joe Desormiers, who as doubles part-

ners last year almost captured the championship.

"Brian and Joe are sleepers in the tournament even

afler their performance last year. The Ivy League teams

tend to look past our players and concentrate on team^
they are more familiar with," Roberts said. /

The tournament runs all weekend and with a little

luck, maybe the team will still be around on Sunday for

the finals.

The next meet will be this Saturday here against

Springfield College. LaFreniere feels that Springfield is

more reasonable competition.

"Yale and B.C. are out of our league at this point, but

we're starting to establish a strong program. I think we've

got more talent that Springfield," LaFreniere said.

Sox demolish Jays, 13-2
TORONTO (AP) - Wade Boggs became

the first player this century to get 200 hits

in six consecutive seasons as Roger
Clemens and the Boston Red Sox trounced
the Toronto Blue Jays, 13-2 Tuesday night
and maintained their lead in the American
League East.

Boston, in beating the Blue Jays for on-

ly the second time in nine tries this season,
began the day with a five-game lead over
Milwaukee, which played later at Califor-

nia. New York stayed 5^
games back with a victory over Baltimore
while Toronto fell 8V4

back.

The Red Sox have won 12 of their last 16.

Mike Greenwell's two-run double
highlighted a four-run first inning and
Boston scored seven times in the fifth, in-

cluding Jim Rice's three-run homer.

Clemens, 17-11, has won only twice in

eight decisions since the end of July. The
two-time Cy Young Award winner allow-

ed six hits, struck out three and walked one

in seven innings.

Boggs, charging to a fourth consecutive

batting title and fifth in six years, went

3-for-3 and also drew two walks as he rais-

ed his average to .362. He lined a single in

the first inning, got hit No. 200 on a

grounder to left in the fourth and added
another single in the seventh.

The All-Star third baseman also drew his

116th and 117th walks and joined Hall of

Famer Lou Gehrig as the only players to

get 200 hits and 100 walks in three con-

secutive seasons.

The Red Soxjumped ahead in the first in-

ning against Jeff Musselman, 6-5.

Greenwell's double and Ellis Burks' two-

run single sparked the inning.

Then, with Clemens nursing a 4-1 lead,

the Red Sox exploded for seven runs in the

fifth against Musselman and relievers

Todd Stottlemyre and Tony Castillo. Mar-

ty Barrett hit a two-run single, Greenwell

drove in his 113th run wih a sacrifice fly,

Carlos Quintana had an RBI single and
Rice hit his 13th home run.

Rich Gedman completed the biggest scor-

ing outburst against Toronto this season

with a two-run homer, his ninth, against

Doug Bair in the seventh.

Toronto scored in the second when Kelly

Gruber walked with two out, stole second

and came around on Nelson Liriano's

single. In he sixth, George Bell doubled and
later scored on Ernie Whitt's groundout.

Sox ''happy" under Morgan
TORONTO (AP) - On a recent fiight

the Bosopn Red Sox joined in singing "Be

happy" as a tape deck was played.

That, many players believe, is the key

to the team's mid-season turnaround and
drive for the American League East

championship.

And Joe Morgan, with just over two
months as a msyor league manager, is

credited for the new atmosphere.

In his 37th year in baseball, most of it

in the minors, Morgan is having fun and

so are the hitters and pitchers.

"Everybody loves him," second

baseman Marty Barrett said. "His laid

back attitude is something else."

Promoted from third base coach when
John McNamara was fired on July 14

afler the All Star Game, Morgan's en-

thusiasm became contagious

immediately.

"Joe hasn't changed a bit except that

now he's a little more open in his en-

thusiasm," Barrett said. "The way he

goes about things it almost seems at times

that we don't have a manager in the

clubhouse."

Barrett emphasizes that it's Morgan's

attitude for the club's relaxed, happy

mood. He notes that Morgan knows the

game, can be tough, has "great hunches
and makes the moves."
Morgan, approaching 58, grew up in the

Boston area, playing baseball and hockey

in high school and college. And, with a

$190,000 contract for next year, he's "just

having" fun in the AL East race.

"I thought we were a lot better than a

43-42 club when I took over and maybe
I've instilled a little more confidence in

them," he says. "A manager can do only

so much, though. It's up to the players to

get the job done."

The Red Sox went 19-1 in their first 20

games under Morgan. And, heading into

Tuesday night's game with the Toronto

Blue Jays, they had an 85-65 season

record, good for a 54 game lead in the

division race.

Barrett credits the managerial change

for the Boston success.

"Mos of us liked Mac, but it seemed that

in the first half of the year the whole topic

of conversation seemed to be 'Is Mac go-

ing to go.'

"Then the decision was made and Joe's

attitude took over. He said he was going

to play everyone and that made for a hap-

pier clubhouse with everybody con-

tributing."

ACTTVI^S* AUDIO

AUTO FOR SAl£ •CALCULATOPS
ENTERTAINMENT •»<)« RENT

FOR SAtE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MONTHURS 6:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) « DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

INSTRUCTXDN • MOTQRCVICLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

______ ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL~~~
WANTED • SUaifT

CASH IN ADVANCIi, 20e/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITICt POnSALE

UNIVEHSITY DEMOCRATS GENERAL
MEETING on Thurs 22 iiMl cnvotved with

all level* o' govi 7 oOpm DuKes Room Stu-

dent Union

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
meeting Thur 6 30pm CO 173-171

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION 1 St general meeting Wed
SepI 2 1 at 7pm cc rm 904 New members
always weicomt'

ItnCMCVYNOVAecyl halcfibacK runt

good call Curl at 665-3685

KEG TAPS FOR SALE Call 549-6969 AsK
lor SHI Leave message

APPLE 11E COMPUTER 2 disk dnvae toft

ware Manual* S800/BO 549-4855

COOKS. DISHWASHERS UPUp to $6 00

An Hr apply at Ann F{elds Restaurant Rt

9 Medley MA

ORAOUATE STUDENT INSoence field

wanted lO' Part time Sales ot Specialty Sup-

plies to the University Call RotMrt Iverson

(413)736-6464

DOMINO S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pay*
$70 00 to $100 00 a »ni« 256-8911

GUITAR LESSONS
HAPPY mRTHOAV OEB P. DENI8I (Vou
know what the P elands for) I'll see you at

the Pub Thursday night Love Kir*ten

VOU DON'T HAVE TO take pan m dissec
tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meet* 'i hur* 4pm SU30e

AUTO FOR «ALE

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck
$100 call Laura at 6-8021

GUCCI WATCHES only S3S Many styles

Call Brian 549-5440

itrs BMW 2002. Sticker, good tirts. ammn
cassette, little rust $700 323-9263

MUST SELL. 1980 Honda Civic wagon
High mileage but encellent condition Will

accept any reasonable offer Call 584-8429
(evenings Leave message)

n OOOQE COLT 4sp new radial* and
mounted snows new shock* & struts and
extra* runs great Rich 256-0613

1878 MAROON OOOQE ASPEN for sale-

Jusl put in needed repairs-SSOO or best ol-

fer call 546-6120 ask tor Laura

APPLE II PLUS COMPUTER software in-

cluded $500 Brad 258-0265

FOrT SALE Comic Books Call Paul

253-5066

FOUND

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEDED for

Newspaper deirvery m dorms No car need-

ed 7ro-8 00 only 7aays/weeK Very good
vreekly pay CaH 253-7009

LOST

VALUABLE DIAMOND ANO RUBY RINO
Please return to owner' Po**ibly lost at

Baker 546-6139

STOLEN FROM PARKElTCAHatBrittany
9/17 3 coats IDs key Any into PLEASE
call 6-7729 No questions asked Reward

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Biues-Folk All levels

Songwnting Theory Improvisation

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

Disc JOCKEY SERVICE-650 compact

discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

dstes now' 540-1421 or 2S3-7655

PERSONALS

PRINCE TICKETSI great seals real cheap
Call Mickie after 4 1-788-6643

BRUINS TICKETS^ Fantastic seals-even

better fights Call Larry Powell 665-7263

HEY EVERYONE-Guess what? Jouloula

Hernandez has finally gotten her

PAIR OF SUNGLASSES on 9/1 4 m Barttett

Hall. 3rd floor Call Ceima at 6-6049

LOST MtM WATCH with red and oreen

band left m Bartlett Women's room ureal

sentimental value Reward Call 6-4327

GAEL SULLIVAN UM Soccer no 12 Yes.

I've been watching you and liking what I

see' Anonymous fan'

79 SAAB 900 'HJRSO, 3dr.tinted windows,
louvers inca Wheels. Calnon Stereo. PS.
PB, well maintained, looks and run* exc
$3900 546-3276

FOUND WOMAN'S WATCH
by FAC Call Mark 546-5324

HELP WANTED

GRAPHIC ART STUDENT wantedwe
need some signs painted Contack UMass
Ski Club 545-3437

HELPI I LOST A ring on Thur* night 9/15

near Barties Great sentimental value

Please call 549-8294 Thank*

LOST AND FOUND

ARY YOU TIRED OF dishpan hands but

you re not work-study and can't find a |og

on-campus except m the D C ? Well, Tele-

fund IS still hiring' Let your fingers do the

walking, call 545-3509

BEST BIRTHDAY BABBLE to the boun
ciest t)assisl 'n Basics' (That's you Franck)

Kal and Line

DO YOU wXnT TOIJVE"FOREVER?
Auditions for FAME a musical revue

presented by ttte UMass Music Theatre

Guild Singers and cancers wanted Audi-

tions will be held Mon Sept 26 and Wed
SepI 28 at 7 30 m the Campus Center

Auditorium For more into, call Lisa at

549-5975

LISA VERRILL I have been trying to get in

touch with you Cant seem to Imd your

phone no Please call rne at 549-8179
Elizabeth W

IF YOU LOVE TO DANCE but donYhave
time to t>e a dance major dance just for fun'

Tryouts for the UNass Wickline Stan Thurs-

day Night in the Student Union Ballroom at

6 30 Call 546-4038 or 549-8231 For more
info

COME CHECK OUT LAMBDA CHI on

Tues, SepI 20 lor a taste of the best Greek
mealplanandonWed, Sept2l tora Night

at the Races " Lambda Chi Alpha 374 N
Pleasant St, on the corner of Rearing St

All UMass men invited

SERVICES

LICENSED DAYCARE-all ages 665-7966

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, fist

accurate 253 WORD

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spellcheck Carolyn 253-5667

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November n 13 Call 617 324-5000

WANTED

PARKING STICKER for k>l 49 Please can
Teresa at 546-6397

OESPEI^AtELY SEEKING TUTOR for

Psych 240 Pay negoliaMe CaU Randi

549 8175

LOT 43 STICKER! LEAVE MESSAGE
256-1795

UMASS^ MEN'S CALENDAR needs
models Come to CC by blue wall for into

1978 CHEVY MALIBU 305V8 $500
567-7375

7S CADILLAC, runs current sticker, needs
brakes some exhaust $50 256-8451

1972 DODGE SWINGER slant6 $450 good
running condition Call 665-4230/665-7005

1974 VW SUPERBEETLE fact sunroof

ong mags, can be installed w'a/cond Gold
good tire txxJy in exc cond Bought to

restore but need money for school has new
heat exch. muffler, seals Call fast 1200 or

B/0 546 7197

COOK WANTED Lunch and dinner good

pay Alpha Tau Gamma 253-9974

ST0-8860~WEEKLY mailing circulars! Rush
self-addressed stamped envelope Dept

AN-7CC-DW 9300 Wilshire, Suite 470

Beverly Hills CA 90212

SALES REP WANTED. Earn commision

and travel Sell Fall A Spring Break Inps on
campus Contact (617)324-8277

LAST CHANCE TO pick up Hems lost at

Summer counseling Come to 64 Bartlett

before 10/7/88

MOTORCYCLES

MUST SELL MOTORCYCLE very Inexpen-

sive 1977 CB750 549-4908

ALOiNA: congratulations and best of luck

in the future' Love all of your sisters for TW
SIG

TO^THE GREEK AREAfWelcome back

have a great semester' From tfie Sisters of

Tn Sigma

TO LAURA ANO SEAN congratulations on

your pinning Love the Tn Sigma sisters

MODELS NEEDED FOR hairshow tor Oct

3 We need to see you by Wed Sept 21 at

7pm at Patrick A Co 586-7477

FURNITURE

STUDENTS ANO CLUBS TO JOIN the

'86-89 Student Travel Services' Sales

Team Earn cash and/or free winter and
spring break vacations Travel with ttie best

to our excitmg ski and sun destinations For

more information call 1 -800 646-4849

WANTED TO RENT

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE TOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We delnrer

1973 BUICK ELECTRA low mileage, runs

great. $500 Brad 256-0265

STHmERCEOES 200O 4-sp. AC. stereo,

mechanically sound, body needs work Call

Matthew 413-586-9749 $995/BO

1979 FORD MUSTANG302ci"v8l'^eds
tailpipe otherwise great Condition Must
Sell First $500 Takes 256-6257

WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT Be one

of the higtiesl paid political activists m the

country Clean Water Action is paying what

your dedication is worth Earn $7$12/hr

PT & FT evening hours available Call

Susan • 549-7450 ".

1981 FORD ESCORT WAGON 4 speed
good body runs well $950 Call 549-4045

FOR RENT

' Beautiful one bedroom condo In '

Northampton nice community *

'specloua, great tor couple-River Run'
' Condos, $510 a month Call Rick at

'

2$3-21 24 leave meaaafe.

PART-TIME HELP WANTED for

greenhouse construction Apply m person

to Terry Jones Greenhouse Builder Mon-

tgomery Rose Co , Rte 9, Hadley

LOOkTiWFOi^^ESPbNSIBL^E PERSON
to do child care one evening a week and
1-2 overnights a month Need own
transportation and flexible schedule

548-9057

EARN EXTRA'CAStTAND travel for more

information call party time and travel

(617)935-1414

BOOK FOR SALE

A TOyo'F SUCCESS 26 keys to winning

associate with success Wnnen by Or Rod-

dy the author of 30 research publications

Please send check or M O lo' $12 95 to

VanWinkle Enterprises, PC Box 55

Hadtey. MA 01035 includes shipping and
handling

COMPUTER ANIMATION

UNWANTED; ELAINE WINSLOW you~|uSI

don t understand' Check the hole m the wall

lor your binhday surprise Slay on your

toes-you never know wtHJ s watching' Love.

the girls next door' -Hoban Lane

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

YEAR LONG COMPUTER animation pro-

lect being planned through the com-

puter/an depanments We need expenenc

ed students with Knowledge in the areas o'

art, computer graphics and video produc-

tion Must be willing to dedicate lo a serious

project Credit available Can Adam.
5848904

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

BASS PLAYER NEEDED by established

local band Have contacts and gigs At-

titude and dedication more important than

experience f^lo punkers or metal please'

Call Bnan 545-3400 days or 585-8817

evenings

BILLY-HAPPY Sfi^nnwersary. and thanks

for always beirig there' I love you' Pam

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY Louise I

have never loved you more or have been
so sure of us than I am right now Lets let

It work Love always. Paul

COLLEGEWeekend in MontTMl From
$39 November 11-13 Call 617-324-5000

COLLEOE WEEKENONovember 11-13

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT, OiSC

lOckeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organi2ations 256'8526

RIDE WANTED

BAND LOOKING FOR practice space
Turn your basement into $$$ CaU Missy
584-1376

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE to rent Willing to

share with other band Contact Bnan
545-3500 days or Joe 586 3160 anytime
Will pay top $$$ lor a good place We are

not loud

TUTORIAL/EDITORIAL

WAITPERSON ANO BARTENDER lor

caterer part tune $7/hr 625-6781

STUDENT NOTE ANO PRINflNOlER-
VICE IS now accoptiong applications for

note takers Apply in Room 403 Student

Union Buildirtg

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of land Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRIS DETOROt
Love, the m-house *i*ters at OZ

HAPPY BIRTHOAYnROACMI Oiii^^S
more days until you're legal' Love. Kate.

Mary and Manssa

TO NEW YOUR OTY Friday. Sept 23 V/ill

pay expenses Call Shan 549-8241

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTED (fem'aTe) toTh^e
master bedroom/bath in new house
$175/mo Call 546-4833 (6-8pm)

FEMALE ROOMA'TE WANTED to shaTe a

one t)edroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

2 ROOMATES NEEOED~lo sfiare

southwood townhouse apt Fern
nonsmoking call 256-0264

CERTIFIED TEACHER, M.F.A.. offers

private English as second language
lessons edits papers all levels specializ-

ing in speech, comprehension, writing im-

provement Fee schedule on request

253-3354

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leverett

center. 10 mm from UMASS Child Ed ma-

|Or would be ideal Call 256-6180 or

546-9645 Availat>le immediately
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SPORTS
^---^
Minutewomen remain unbeaten
with three to one victory over BC

C'ollrgian photo by Kirhard Honannu

UMass' Christine McEnroe saw a familiar

face in the Boston College lineup: her sister,

B.C. setter Jennifer McEnroe.

UMass vs B.C.

is keeping it all

in the family
Sometimes the outcome of a game goes further than

a simple win or loss. There are bragging rights, exclusive

to the victor, which begin to factor in. And when you

share the same house, hometown, and even last name

those rights become all that more important.

Now that the University of Massachusetts volleyball

team beat Boston College 3 games to 1 last night in Tot-

man Gymnasium, senior UMass outside hitter Christine

McEnroe can look across the dinner table at her younger

sister. B.C. freshman setter Jennifer McEnroe and say

"I've still got the upper hand."

TTie two sisters went head-to-head for the first time on

the collegiate level, in front of a very partisan crowd.

"it's very nerve racking," said Marie McEnroe, who

along with six other family members traveled three

hours from Rockville Center, N.Y.. to see last night's

match. "They are both playing very well."

What was like to play against an older sibling?

"It was nice, but I would like to have beaten her," Jen-

nifer, who had 17 assists in 83 attempts, said.

The victory was the third straight for the

Minutewomen in as many games.

"I think they (B.C.) played great. We were a little slow,

especially in the beginning," Christine said.

-RONN GARRY

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

It was sloppy. It was perhaps too close. But it was also

the University of Massachusetts volleyball team's third

consecutive victory this season.

The Minutewomen (3-0) came from behind in three of

four games to beat Boston College 16-14, 16-14, 13-15, 15-2

last night at the Totman Gymnasium.
Maybe coaches are inherently skeptical, but last night's

game left a strange taste in both coaches mouths — kind

of like a bad diet soda.

"I didn't think it should have been that close from the

beginning," UMass coach Carol Ford said. Ford also said

UMass wasn't as sharp as she had hoped.

"We weren't covering the hitters and we weren't real

sharp in our positioning," she said.

B.C. coach Gary Gildea said. 'It wasn't a clean match

by any stretch. We made a lot of errors, a lot of their

(UMass) points were made on our errors."

Collrgtan photo by Richmrd Bonanno

Middle blocker Barbara Meehan (13) and the

Minutewomen flew above the net and by the

Boston College Eagles last night in their third

straight victory.

In the first game, the Minutewomen were hitting the

ball solidly, but they couldn't break through the lanky

Eagle defense. UMass' Barbara Meehan was rocketing kill

attempts at B.C.'s back row but the Eagles stemmed the

tide and took an early 5-0 lead.

UMass gathered its poise and came racing back to an

8-7 lead on the power of sophomore Nancy Sullivan's four

kills. Meehan added three kills with a mix of power and

finesse at the net. Seniors Julie Smith and Juliet Primer

each chipped in two kills, and after a 14-14 tie, the

Minutewomen took the the next two points to win the first

game.
The second game was nearly a copy of the first. B.C. held

leads of 5-4 and 8-6 before UMass regained control of their

own destiny at 11-8. The Minutewomen jumped to 14-10,

but couldn't deliver the knockout punch. After about eight

opportunities to end the game cleanly, UMass again let

the Eagles tie the score at 14.

Again, the Minutewomen came up with the big points

when they needed them. They stole the second game with

an identical score of the first game — 16 14.

"We weren't able to put them away," Gildea said.

Only four points seperated the two games but in actuali-

ty, UMass now held a commanding two game lead. And

it was UMass that was presented with the put-away

opportunity.

The Eagles blew to a 6-1 lead in the third game,

however, and showed UMass that they weren't ready to

go down just yet.

Charactaristically, UMass played cat<;h-up. They put the

pressure on B.C. at 10-10 and even took a 13-10 lead.

This time, however, B.C. was not intimidated. They won

the next five points and handed the Minutewomen only

their second lost game this season.

"We needed a team that was going to fight back," Ford

said.

A team with fight was fine, but now the Eagles began

to gain confidence. They had lost the first two games by

only four points and had now just taken the third game,

could they take the next one and force a fifth game.

Nah, wrong fairy tale.

In the fourth game B.C. turned into a pumpkin, and

UMass dominated the game throughout.

The Minutewomen took a 6-0 lead, mostly through the

strong serving ofjunior setter Karen Ferguson. And they

continued to roll.

Primer pounded out three kills and she was accomponied

by Smith and Sullivan who added two K's apiece in the

final game.
At 7-2 UMass ahead, Sullivan jammed B.C. with five

strong serves and UMass was in full control now at 12-2.

Game, set, match - the Minutewomen ended B.C.'s night

15-2, for a 3 games to 1 victory.

Although 3-1 is a convincing win, UMass fans had some

anxious moments in the first two games when UMass
almost let the Eagles slip by.

"I'm not afraid of losing. The only thing I'm afraid of

is if they (the team) don't play 100 percent," Ford said.

The Minutewomen travel to New York on Friday for a

two-day tournament at Colgate University.

Men's soccer ready to battle Dartmouth today
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondant

After opening the season with four games
in seven days on the familiar home turf of

Upper Boyden field, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team (3-1) now
hits the road for three consecutive visits to

Ivy territory, beginning with today's date

with the Big Green of Dartmouth (3:30

p.m.).

The UMass vans bound for Hanover,

N.H. this afternoon will be packed with one

healthy, happy, and optimistic soccer team,

well prepared to take on the -2 ranked

team in New England (according to the

ISAA preseason poll). UMass' ii\jury list

is short and sweet; freshman fullback Dan
Lawrence will decide this morning whether

a bruised knee, sxiffered in the waning

moments of Sunday's 4-0 win over St.

Joseph's, is ready for play. Rick Probstein

and Andrew Schwartz will miss today's

game in observance of Yom Kippur.

"We're basically a healthy team, ready

to play," said UMass head coach Jeff Get-

tler. "We're really in a position, both men-

tally and preparation wise, to give Dart-

mouth a game."
Not only are the Minutemen physically

fit, but they also happen to be playing some
very good soccer. Sunday's effort was solid

at both ends d" the field, featuring the third

defensive shutout in four games for UMass,
and a four goal offensive outburst fueled

by Louis HoUmeyer and Steve Cesnek, who
notched two goals apiece. In preparation

for the notoriously beefy Dartmouth
defense, however, Gettler has been paying

extra attention to his offensive troops in re-

cent practices. "We're starting to build in

better team work, and better ability to play

as a group in the attacking third (ofthe soc-

cer field).

'This will be a team that'll test our at-

tack," continued Gettler, "They're very big

and tall in the back."

The Big Green opened their season Satur-

day with a 3-1 victory over the University

of Pennsylvania. Forward Andrew Shue
scored a pair of goals and All-New England
forward Valadica Stanojevic chipped in the

third for Dartmouth, in a performance that

impressed Giettler and assistant coach John
Martin, who were on a scouting outing.

'Dartmouth beat Penn ... in every phase

of the game," said Gettler. "It's a good
team, that brings out the best in us in past

years."

In the four year history of the
Dartmouth-UMass rivalry, in fact, the nor-

thern squad owns a 2-1-1 advantage. Last

season in Amherst, the Big Green beat the

Minutemen 3-2, on one of those late-in-the-

game high altitude defensive miscues that

plagued the Minutemen all season. With
the addition of leaping Dan Lawrence,
however, last year's Achilles heel has
become a strength for the Minutemen.

Whether Lawrence will be able to play

is to be determined, but the return of star-

ting senior goalkeeper Sam Ginzburg is

certain. With the exception of the one game
winning breakaway goal allowed in the

loss to Temple, Ginzburg has been spec-

tacular. Ginzburg rested against St. Joes,

as sophomore reserve Richard King turn-

ed in a substitute shutout performance.

With Schwartz unavailable, freshman
Brett Anthony also stands to see time at
forward.

Free Kicks: The Minutemen's <^p 10

list' isn't so funny. Following -2 Dart-

mouth, UMass will visit the homes of Ver-

mont, ranked fourth in the Northeast by
the ISAA, and Yale, listed at -6.

Men's tennis match washed out; NE's next
By JIM CUMMINGS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis team

was let down by the weather again yesterday, as its

match with the University of Connecticut had to be

postponed due to rain.

Coach Manny Roberts considers playing UConn one

of the high points of the year and will surely reschedule

the match for sometime after this week's New England

Tournament.
The team is traveling to Harvard University on Thurs-

day and though expectations are not exceptionally high,

Roberts feels with a favorable draw the team can sur-

prise some of the Eastern powers.

Harvard and Yale University are the top two teams
in the nine-team tournament. Other schools planning to

attend are Brown, Boston College, Providence College,

Boston University Brandeis and Dartmouth.

Roberts decided to enter the New Englands because

the format allows for more players to participate and will

give the younger players, namely Paul Audet and Kevin

Newman, good experience.

The tournament is usually dominated by the Ivy

League schools and Roberts hopes his team will play well

enough to finish ahead of teams like PC. and B U.. but
Liintinued on page 19

The magic
number is: 7

The Sox move another step closer with a 13-2 win over

Toronto last night. Any combination of Red Sox wins and

New York or Milwaukee losses equaling seven, and it's

Miller Time in Beantown.

W L GB
Boston 86 65 - Boston 13, Toronto 2
New York 80 70 5.5 New York 7, Baltimore 1

Milwaukee 81 71 5.5 Detroit 3. Cleveland 1

Detroit 80 71 6.0 California and Milwaukee.
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DOUBLE VISION - Water in a Fine Arts Center's reHecting pool mirrors the concrete buUding

and several students as they stroll by yesterday.
^^

Pagans plan picket of seminar
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Practicers of the ancient pagan religion will picket a

fiindamenUlist-sponsored seminar on the occult, schedul-

ed for Saturday, the co-president of the Pagan Students

Organization said yesterday.

The seminar, featuring a West Virginia evangelist, is

titled "The Occult Explosion - Why?" and is the first in

a series planned by the Seventh Day Adventist Church,

a Christian fundamentalist group.

"We are going to do a very simple peaceful picket. No

arrests. No screaming," said Lew Stead, co-president of

the pagan organization.
. ,^ ,, j, v

He said his group cleared their plan with Hadley police,

and will carry signs on the median strip outside the

Howard Johnson Motor Lodge, the site of the seminar,

from 7 to 8 p.m. Saturday.
. . ,.

Stead said his club has been unfairly condemned by the

fundamentalist church. A female member of the pagan

group telephoned the Adventists to tell the pagans are

not Satan-worshippers.

"She was told (by the Adventists) that we were indeed

Satanists and we were probably responsible for most of

the child abduction in the area," to use for ritual sacrifice,

Stead said. "We just don't feel that this should go un-

challenged. They're blatant lies, what they're saying

about us." ,./-,. u
Dwayne Toppenberg, pastor of the Adventist Church m

Shelbourne Falls, said. "I don't know their organization.

I don't know what they stand for."

Pagans, Stead said, "worship the old. pre-Christian

deities. We are not a Satanic group. We do not believe in

SaUn. We don't have any figure of evil in our belief pat-

terns."

The fundamenUlists, on the other hand, do believe in

Satan's existence, said Toppenberg.

"We believe there is a God and a devil and there is a

conflict between the two of them, and we have a respon-

sibility to encourage people as much as we can towards

Christian principles," Toppenberg said.

Janet Toppenberg, the pastor's wife and a member of

the church, said Americans do not realize SaUn-

worshippers practice here.

"You think of it more as being in Africa or down in New

Guinea but he (Satan) is very busy here also," she said.

Nine picketers are confirmed for Saturday evening.

Stead said.

"It's really hard to get people to come out and protest

for a thing like this," he said. "They're telling people we

murder children. That's outrageous. We do a little danc-

ing, a little bit of singing, maybe jump over a fire or dance

around a maypole. But we don't kill people."

Reagan tells House Speaker to refrain from

voicing intelligence information publicly
By JIM DRINKARD
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan yesterday accus-

ed House Speaker Jim Wright of talking indiscreetly

about US intelligence secrets, but stopped short of deny-

ing Wrights claim that the administration used the CIA

to stir up civil unrest in Nicaragua.

Reagan's chief spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater, also refus

ed to confirm or deny Wright's statements. But Fitzwater

said the Texas Democrat "has always been more than will-

ing to take the positions " of the Marxist government head-

ed bv President Daniel Ortega.

Wright said Tuesday that Congress had received clear

testimony" that the administration sought to secretly

undermine the Nicaraguan peace-making process, thus

damaging long-term prospects for an accord between

Ortega's ruling Sandinistas and the Contra rebels.

Wright told reporters the CIA has employed agents

covertly in Nicaragua to organize and promote anti-

government rallies and protests.

During a picture-taking session with the military joint

chiefs of staff. Reagan said, "The reaction I have and I

think it should fit the speaker also there is no way we

.should talk publicly about intelligence operations of any

kind."

When questioned about Wright's assertions, the presi-

dent said. "If I start going down that road, then I m
creating the same violation that he did

"

Asked if he thought Wright had abused a process in

which the executive branch shares secret intelligence in-

formation with selected congressional leaders, Reagan

said, "I just say it's common sense to not discuss anything

having to do with intelligence operations and so forth."

Location of
sub-station
petitioned
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

A resident of Washington Tower in the Southwest

Residential Area is waging war against the University

of Masschusetts decision to open a police sub-station in

the lobbv of the dormitory Oct. 1.

Jeff Filipov, a 23 year-old student living on the 14th floor

of the building, has begun soliciting signatures for a peti-

tion asking the station to be moved to a new "strategic

location in Southwest.
"

Filipov opposes the substation because he does not think

having a police station in a dorm is a good idea, he said.

•I think police are sort of intimidating. Most of the peo-

ple 1 talked to feel like it's a police state and not a

residence hall
"

He alone gathered about 500 signatures for the petition

in about two hours yesterday, he said. Most of the people

who signed were in the residence hall or the dining com-

mons, he said.

Copies of the petition and the signatures will be sent

to the Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson, Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson. and Stu-

dent Government Association co-Presidents-elect Shan

Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz.

Hilson spent yesterday afternoon at a State Labor Com-

mission meeting and was unavailable for comment. But

the director has told the Collegian the main reasons for

creating the sub-station is to maintain an atmosphere of

community safety and service and to assist students in

developing crime-prevention habits while at school.

"This is just a small piece of the on-going program to

help students undersUnd public safety." Hilson said. "We

want to improve our relations with the community and

the less than positive perceptions of the police."

Filipov said he can understand putting a station in

Southwest because of the many problems, such as

assaults, that occur in the area. But he said, "Putting it

in our tower makes it look like we [the residents of

Washington] are a bunch of babies." He feels the station s

opening will have a similar effect on the rest of Southwest,

he said.
, „ . ^ l *

Filipov said the only sUff member he Ulked to about

his problems with the station was a resident assistant who

echoed Hilson's reasons for having the station.

Another problem Filipov has with the facility is students

were not warned before the room-selection period about

the station's implementation, he said.

"If I had known, I would've lived somewhere else. I

might even decide to move out, and so won't a lot of

students who talked to me about this," he said.

According to a message on his petition, students were

not involved in the decision to put the station in the tower.

Filipov said he does not think police stations should be

in any residence halls for the same reasons he does not

want them in his dorm.

He fears the UMass administration may put more sub-

stations in other residence halls if they deem this one a

success, he said. In the three years he has been here he

said he has seen the administration act this way on other

occasions.
, . • ^ j

He cited how the alcohol policy was made stricter and

stricter to the point where on-campus students now can-

not drink, for all intents and purposes.

Chronicle-ing UMass
Chronicle, a Boston television news magazine, will

dedicate a full show tonight to a profile on the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.

A four member crew from the WCVB Channel 5 pro-

gram visited UMass for three days last week, filming

classes and interviewing students and administrators.

Chronicle host Andria Hall said the half-hour show will

focus on the development of the University, touching

briefly on racial incidents that occurred in recent years

and the demonstrations that followed them.

"I'm impressed." Hall said of her stay at UMass. She

visited a class on media criticism taught by journalism

Professor Ralph Whitehead, as well as a lecture on

polymer engineering.

The show will aii- at 7:30 p.m. It can be seen in Amherst

via cable TV.
,

-RICK SASSON
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Explosion in South Africa injures eight
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - A bomb ex

ploded on a concrete trash bin at rush hour yesterday next

to the main bus terminal for white commuters, injuring

at least eight people.

The trash bin was a new type which was installed

throughout the city last year to guard against bombs. The

trash bin was intact after the explosion, which shattered

windows of a four-story building and a car nearby.

Most of the injured were white women, but at least one

black man was hurt. Most suffered leg and body cuts from

glass fragments. Three were earned to ambulances^

Some bleeding women were treated on the sidewalk as

buses continued to pull m and out of the outdcwrs terminal

at Van Der Bijl Square in the the Johannesburg C ity

Center after the 5:10 p.m. explosion.

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the

blast.

There have been more than 100 bombings in the coun-

try since the June 12. 1986 national state of emergency

was declared.
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Boy accused of demanding
sex is awaiting a hearing

LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) - A first-grade boy who alleged-

ly pulled a gun on two female classmates and demanded

sex on the way home from school probably won't be allow-

ed to return to his school, officials said.

The 7 year-old boy, who told investigators he brought

the 38-caliber handgun from home, was suspended im-

mediately after the Sept. 12 incident and awaits a hear-

ing. saidBill Duncan, who is in charge of discipline for

the Polk County school district.

"He did have a weapon at the school and he did threaten

some girls with it," Duncan said. "We know for a fact that

he had it because he admitted that he had it."

The child could be suspended for two years and, in any

event, he probably will not return to his school, Duncan

said.
, ^^ .. r L

"It's our job to protect the other 99 percent of the

students, he said.
,

Although the investigation is not complete, initial

reports indicated that the boy demanded a sexual favor

from the girls, Duncan said.

Don Woods, who supervises alternative education for

the county, cautioned against drawing conclusions before

a hearing is held.

"Sometimes the stories come out quite different, he

said. "It might come out that it wasn't as serious as it

sounded." n . < ,

Polk County sheriffs spokeswoman Lynne Breidenbach

said Tuesday that criminal charges are being examined

by the state attorney's office.

MINORITY GRADUATE
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

.

Invites

All Minority Graduates
To Its First General Meeting

liiMfliCcagllll September 22, 7 00 pm
In RM. A-22 1 Grad Research Center

For further inlormation

Call Kim Holder, President at

5-0327

MUSIC AND CULT VIDEOS

• The wildest selection of videos for sale or rental

• Just in! ''Juvenile Deliquent Documentary Films"

and "Juvenile Deliquent Trailers"

SUOAB

Monday-Wednesday
9:30-6:00

Thursday-Saturday
9:30-9:00

Sunday
12:00-5:00

213 Main Street, Northampton. Massachusetts 586-5726

* Most Americans contuma about 33 teaspoons of sugar a day.

* 70% of the sugar you consume is in processed foods.
* Sugar is the leading ingredient added to foods.
* High sugar consumption has been related to obesity and

dental cavities.

* Sugar has little nutritional value.

SENSIBLE SUQQE8T10NS

You don't have to give up all your favorite sweets

but try to eat tweets in moderation.

Cut down on portions.

Put the sugar bowl away.

Use spicea like cinnamon or nutmeg instead of sugar.

Substitute nature's candy - FRUIT - for some dessrts and snacks.

Divisk>n of Health Education and Univershy Veoding Services

Sept. 22 CC Auditorium 7 p.m. & JOp.m.

1$2.00 Qeneral Admission

Chinese Kitchen
* Try our delicious Pu-Pu Platter *

For 2 Only $12.00
Get: Egg Rolls. Boneless Spare Ribs. Chicken Eings.

Fried Shrimp. Chicken fingers. Teriyaki Steaks

Plus 1. free Beers if over 2 1 or 2 free Cokes
In Hadley S(orc Only

Madlry-4V) Ra%v!l St . :25>2')71 Northampton- 1 ?0 King St ,
'Jftft-ftlll

Offer Valid thru Ved Ott ^
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SHOWDOWN — Freshman Mai Huynh prepares to take his best shot

yesterday in the Student Union's pool hall.

F Y
The FYI section serves as a public service announce-

ment to the campus and community. Space is limited, so

the Collegian cannot guarantee that all letters received

will be published.

Internships — Come to the University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work experience. A planning session

gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks

from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays and from

3:30 to 4:30 on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Volunteers needed — Volunteers are needed to sort

through donated food to be used by emergency food pan-

tries, soup kitchens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western Massachusetts. If you

have two or three hours per week and would like to help

feed the needy, call Catherine D'Amato at 247-9738.

Math Anxiety Workshop - A math anxiety reduction

workshop will be held Sept. 26, and October 3 at 4:30 p.m.

in room 1634 of the Graduate Research Tower. Sessions

conducted by Professor Doris Stockton and counseling

psychologist Donald Banks will focus on overcoming

negative feelings toward math and on developing positive

approaches to learning math.

Conference — The economics department is hosting a

conference on collectivization and de-collectivization of the

peasantry in the USSR, China, Cuba, and Ethiopia from

10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in Campus Center 904 908.

Try-outs — Try-outs for the UMass Minutes, a dance line

that performs at halftimes for football and basketball, will

be from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Movie — "Cry Freedom", sponsored by the National

Society of Black Engineers, will be shown at 7 and 10 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium. Admission is $2.

Greeks — Sorority RUSH orientation, sponsored by

Panhel, will be from 6 to 10 p.m. in Campus Center 163C.

Coffee Social - The Lesbian. Bisexual Gay Alliance is

sponsoring a coffe social from 3 to 5:30 p.m. in Campus

Center 805-809.

Dance — The Bahai Club is sponsoring a dance at 9:30

p.m. Saturday in 1009 Campus Center. Admission is $2.

Speaker — Ted Kennedy Jr. will be the keynote speaker

at the Students Leadership Conference Saturday in the

Campus Center and Student Union Ballroom.

Pianist — Soviet pianist Vladimir Tropp will give a

recital at 8 p.m. Sunday in Sage Hall at Smith College.

Tropp'sall-Russian program will feature works by Medt-

ner, Scriabin and Rachmaninoff. Admission is free.

Conference - The Palestinian Israeli Conflict: Realities

and Alternatives will be at • Hampshire College in

Franklin Patterson Hall today through Oct. 4. Today at

8 p.m. the first program will feature speakers on "In

troducing the Conflict."

Internship - The Legal Services Center and Office of

Internships will speak about the legal assistant intern

ships offered at LSC and how to apply for Spring intern

sl*HJ8.»t4#304).».4S*l»t--a8'iw.Cafmpus Cantor. 177./.-..'.

Collegian
to hold
open forum

The Collegian will hold an

open forum tonight at 7 p.m.

in room 168 of the Campus
Center.

The Collegian's editor in

chief. Pedro Pereira, and

managing editor. Rick

Sasson, will address the

relationship between the

newspaper and the com-

munity, and will hear sug-

gestions on how to better its

coverage.

Ifyou have suggestions or

complaints about the

newspaper, or just want to

find out how it works, you

are welcome to attend.
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DA mails letter to Fadel
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Hampshire County District At-
torney's Office has sent a letter to Student
Government Association Speaker Robert
Fadel concerning a possible violation of
Massachusetts open-meeting law.

According to Director of Public Rights

Steve Samolewicz, of the district attorney's

office, the letter asks Fadel a series of ques-

tions to determine whether the SGA is a
governmental body as defined by state law.

Samolewicz said he needs the informa-
tion because it is unclear whether the SGA
is a governmental body as defined by state

law. Ifthe SGA is not a governmental body,
it does not have to abide by the open-
meeting law.

Fadel moved a session of the Coor-
dinating Committee into executive session

on Thursday, Sept. 8. This barred non-

committee members from the meeting.

The move was apparently to discuss

misuse of funds by Gil Penchina, the

former Budgets Committee chairman. No
minutes were taken during the session.

Penchina said he misused the funds to

test the system and to see if it could be
done. He has since resigned because of the
incident.

The Collegian has asked for an investiga-

tion into the matter by Samolewicz because

Fadel allegedly did not follow the proper

procedure in moving into executive session,

thus violating state law.

Collegian Editor in Chief Pedro Pereira,

who asked for the investigation, said that

since misuse of student monies were being

di.scu.ssed by the Coordinating Committee,

the meeting should have been open to the

public.

Samolewicz said the letter asks Fadel to

detail how SGA members are elected,

where funds used by the SGA come from,

and how they are spent.

"We're looking for whether they're given

X amount of dollars out of the state budget,

if it flowed through them to the administra-

tion," Samolewicz said.

He said he is also looking at whether the

SGA has the ability to tax and the authori-

ty to use money. Samolewicz said these are

some of the criteria used to determine
whether a body is considered a governmen-
tal body as defined by state law, and sub-

ject to the open meeting law.

Fadel would not comment on the matter,

except to say he has not yet received the

letter.

"I will cooperate to the fullest extent with

the district attorney, and I will be seeking

legal counsel," Fadel said.

Fadel said last week he does not feel the

SGA is a governmental body.

Samolewicz said he is proceeding
cautiously because a case like this has
never been decided in a Massachusetts'

court.

"We want to be certain all the facts are

in," Samolewicz said. "We want to be cer-

tain they do or don't come under the open-

meeting law. We'll probably get a lot more
inquiries about this," Samolewicz said.

He said he has given Fadel until Oct. 14

to respond.

Asked what would happen if Fadel had
violated the open-meeting law, Samolewicz
said, "Normally they would be required to

go back and do what they did in executive

session in open session. In most instances,

our office tries to educate (governmental

bodies] to make sure they don't do it

again."

"It might be a good idea for them to

follow the op)en-meeting law in the future,

since it is a good set of guidelines,"

Samolewicz said.

Health care promised
BOSTON (AP)— Democrat Michael

Dukakis said yesterday the Reagan-Bush
administration has given "a cold .shoulder"

to children and families, and he promised

that if elected, no poor mother or child will

go without essential health care.

Dukakis commented at Brigham &
Women's Hospital in a speech that was his

only public appearance of the day. He spent

most of the day preparing for Sunday's first

presidential debate with Republican rival

George Bush.

He spent considerable time reading

briefing-papers on issues likely to arise at

the debate and he also has rented a

meeting room at a downtown Boston hotel

for practice sessions.

Preparations included a meeting yester-

day with Sen. Bill Bradley of New Jersey,

and meetings were scheduled later in the

week with Govs. Mario Cuomo of New
York and Bill Clinton of Arkansas as well.

During the hospital tour, he was asked

to talk about the debate and he quickly

answered, "No." But as he walked away
from reporters, he said he was "slowly get-

ting ready."

Dukakis, as has been his practice in re-

cent days, sprinkled criticism of Bush into

his speech, ridiculing the vice president's

stated commitment to the needy by listing

what he said were cuts the Reagan ad-

ministration has made to Medicaid and
numerous other programs that assist poor

families.

"When children and their families have

needed a helping hand, Mr. Bush's ad-

ministration has given them a cold

shoulder," Dukakis said at the hospital,

where he met with two new mothers and
their babies. "When the time came to stand

up for our children's health care needs,

CJeorge Bush was nowhere to be found."

"But he was there when his administra-

tion conducted an annual assault on im-

munization programs," the Democratic
presidential nominee said. "He was there

when they cut nutrition supplements for

pregnant women and their families. And
he was there when they cut off Medicaid
for 700,000 children."

AP pholo
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ARTS/LIVING
•>,V>.VAV.V.'.*.*.V.'

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Correspondent

New ideas are being tried, all in the name of Art in

Amherst Grave Goods, and Gidget Goes to Hell, are

playing at the Carriage Shops tomorrow night at 5:00. It's

outdoors, admission is free and there will be food and

drink. People are encouraged to attend this event spon-

sored by Modrian and the Carriage shoppes. If this suc-

ceeeds, then we could be seeing more events like this

before the cold weather sets.

A most bitchin' show tonight is at the Iron Horse, with

special artist, Mambo-X. They've just finished recording

another album with producer Mitch Easter, and now

they're out on a mini-tour playing their 10,000 Maniacs

guitars and Nigerian beat. Tickets are only $5 and you

can count on it being nothing short of electric. Check

out the Rude Girls on Friday night at the Iron Horse.

They'll play two shows at 7 and 10 p.m. They've got a

strong area following so tickets are $8 in advance. Win-

dham Hill musician Liz Story plays the Horse on Sun-

day night.

For those attracted to the simple song structure and

direct emotionalism of '60's punk and garage music. Plan

9 are playing at Sheehan's tonight. Their most successful

album to date, Sea Hunt, consists of a variety of styles

ranging from jazz and blues to psychedelia. Worth the

mere $4.00 they're asking for at the door. Continuing

on the trend of numbers in bands, Lucy 7, an awesome

Zydeco band also plays tomorrow night at Sheehan's for

a measily four bucks. Treat Her Right bust it out on

Saturday. Sunday is the Tim Lee & Loveshake ex

perience with fave opener, Ray Mason. Tickets are $3.00

for both night's shows. However if you believe in Mon
day night partying, Profesor Harp & the Showmen are

only charging $2.00.

Sumlin can still

sing the blues
By JOSEPH MCGUIGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Hubert Sumlin at Sheehan's

Monday night

A small but appreciative crowd was on hand Monday

night for guitarist/vocalist Hubert Sumlin at Sheehans.

The former guitarist with the late Howlin' Wolf

(Chester Burnett). Sumlin showed us why he is referred

to as "the guitar players' guitar player." Every m^or
guiarist from Jimmy Hendrix to Jimmy Page has cited

him as being a major influence.

He arrived at Sheehan's following a night at the Lone

Star Cafe in New York City. He has no manager, "is

freelancing" and has no band of his own. But years of

networking and notoriety allow him to call his own shots.

continued on page 6

Back to School
Treat yourself to

4 Months of
(So, you get

ONE MONTH FREE!)

Nautilus Sept. Oct
Nov & Dec.

for only

AMHERST RACQUET &
FITNESS CENTER, INC.

Route 116. Sunderland
(On lS« Sunderlond/Amher»t lin«.

ocr6«t Ifom Bub'» Borb»cue on th« but roul*.

3 mil** from UMott.)

549-45451

p/VRT-TIME POSITIONS

You can work on an as needed basis in our Center

for Registration and Test Administration.

Responsibilities include counting, packing, and

checking test materials. Preferred candidates will

work quickly and accurately and be able to work at

least 3 consecutive hours on days that they work.

We are located on a local bus route. Send resume to

or come m and fill out an application at:

NATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEMS
30 Gatehouse Road
Amher:*, MA 01002

OUR TURN TO ASK
THE QUESTIONS RESTAURANT I r

Route 9 and University Diive. Amherst (^\_
2539757

leet Pedro Pereira Collegian editor in

:hiet and Rick Sassoa managing editor,

'ho vyill answer questions, address con-
:erns and give you any informction you
'ont to know about the Collegian.

Help us make

HE

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

Tlie Massacliusells Oaily

IAN

Lunch Tues.-Fri. 1 1 :3O-3:0O • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tues.-Fri. ^^ 0^%
11:30.3p.m. ^'•^^

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *

(Dttcount applle* to tood Itcmt purchased for
dinner In the dining room Cannot ba used In

conjunction wHti othar diacounls.)

with your
valid Student ID

>^
Oldies Dance Club

Rout* 9 « Univeftily Diiv*. Amherst 2S3 - 97S0

Downslaifs at the GuU Stream

nSOUNIVER&IY OF MASSACHUSEIIS AMHERST II) CAMPUS CENIER S4i IMW VCXUME CXX ISSUE b3

a better community paper.

7 p.m., Thursday in 168 Campus Center

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
DJ plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

750 Drafts ^ No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

IWionday Night Footbali (iTt?"s^cre7n)
Pitchers of Beer $5.25

• Free Popcorn • 75e Drafts •
Free "PInli Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Glass

SGA talk show
airs on WMUA
By ANDY LENHARDT
Collegian Correspondent

WMUA aired the first show of "SGA Today" Tuesday
night with an interview with Student Trustee Stephanie
Orefice by student senators Todd Lever and Valerie
Vigoda.

"I'm really excited to be their first guest," Orefice said

to the hosts before the show went on the air at 8:30 p.m.
The show began with brief biographies of the hosts and

guest before getting onto discussing current issues in the
SGA.
Lever and Vigoda asked Orefice questions about a multi-

purpose convocation center to be built in the fall of 1990,

and whether or not she encountered sexism on the Trustee
Board.

"I notice subtle differences in the way they treat all the

female trustees," Orefice answered, adding that she is also

treated differently because she is the only student on the

board.

Orefice said she issued a protested the funding for the

convocation center by abstaining on the vote because
"there are a hundred better things it could be used for.

It's not the best use of money."
The center will be used for hockey games, basketball

games and possibly concerts. Funding for the center will

cost approximately $50 million. The cost for students will

end up at $50 per semester from 1993 to 2014.

"SGA Today" airs every Tuedsay night at 8:30. Tune
in next week when UMass co-presidents Jason Rabinowitz

and Shari Silkoff will be featured.
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Plan 9 plays Sheehan's tonight with opening band The Sane.

ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

_^ FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday U:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner. Tuesday-Satimiay 5:00 pin-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext. 7639

for Reservations

Validated Parking

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

A. J- Hastings
INC.

253-2840

OFFICE SUPPLIES
STATIONERY

GREETING CARDS
UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES
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™Pof.he
CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACm|||TTS

45 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET,
AMHERST

Every Monday
Through Thursday

all uou can eat

buffet 5 p.m.

$6.25

GERING VXARDEN
A MANDARIN tl SZECHUAN PtSTAURANT

586-1202 ^tm on RoMtc 9, Hfdl«y

•• «•••• ••

^)ur QWQfd-winning staff is here

for oil your hair care needs!

^\V\^^^V^^

100 North Pleosont Street

Amherst • 256-0408

Hours; Mon. Fn. 9-8 Sot, 9-5
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Mazursky misses the mark with "Moon''
By STEVE PENHOLLOW
Collegian Correspondent

Moon Over Parador
Directed by Paul Mazursky
Showing at Hampshire 6

Paul Mazursky's new film "Moon Over Parador" has

a lot going for it. It is funny, well acted, and often telling.

Why, then does if fail so miserably?

There are a number of reasons. The main character,

played by Richard Dreyfuss, is an out of work actor who
is kidnapped and forced to portray a dead dictator.

Dreyguss is good and often subtle in a decidedly unsub-

tle role. But he has played a version of this character

before in Neil Simon's late 70's hit "the Goodbye Girl."

In "Goodbye," Dreyfuss also played a struggling actor

and "Moon Over Parador" does not convey half as much
about the modern art and conceits of acting as Simon and

Dreyfuss did 10 years ago. "Moon" clearly wants to be

more successful in this area.

Another problem is Sonia Braga. Braga is also vei->' good

in her role as the mistress of both the dead dictator and

his replacement, yet as much as they try, Dreyfuss and

Braga cannot seem to connect Their supposedly fiery pas

sion is never more than lukewarm. There is a hollow

quality to all the romantic elements in this film. Dreyfuss'

dreamy, poetic reminiscings about Parador and its seduc-

tiveness never carry any weight with the audience. It's

like hearing about your neighbor's vacation with slides.

The film can't seem to make up its mind in the political

and moral arenas, either. It appears we are supposed to

be outraged by some of the nasty corrupted goings on in

Parador, but Mazursky and his fellow screenwriter Leon

Capentanos never decide how outraged. The unstable mix

of light comedy and murky social commentary flattens

things pretty quickly.

The final 20 minutes or so pass at an accelerated rate;

loose ends are tied, everybody is made happy. Whatever
successes the film has achieved before these 20 minutes

are washed away into sitcom land. The film's happy en-

ding is so curiously empty that the moviegoer is inclined

to forget that he or she ever enjoyed it at all.

Screenwriters Mazursky and Capentanos have fashion-

ed a rickety screenplay out of lots of good ideas and snap-

py lines. The only thing missing is a backbone. Mazur-

sky's direction is detached as if he was afraid to touch

anything, as if he believed the movie would make itself.

It almost did.

B Sumlin at Sheehan^s
cDiitiniu'd I'nini piif'f 4

When Sumlin is on the east coast, he calls on Little

Mike and the Tornados to back him up. Little Mike's

band also back up people like Jimmie Rogers, Louis

Myers and Roscoe Gordon. Also, look for Little Mike's

new album "After Hours" with Pinetop Perkins, Mud
dy Waters' former pianist.

Playing a chordless Fender Strat allowed Sumlin the

mobility to play out on the dance floor, out in the crowd

and keep on playing while ordering drinks on the bar.

Blues standards such as "Sitting on Top of the World,"

"Little Red Rooster," "Howlin' for My Darling,"

"Hoochie Coochie Man" and "Mojo" were all covered.

Those are songs his cohort Howlin' Wolf either co-

wrote or made famous. It was great to see Sumlin keep-

ing those songs alive during shows and on his albums,

including his latest release "Hubert Sumlin's Blues Par-

ty." Sumlin recounted several stories of his days with

the Wolf, including the time they got into an argument

over transportation from a show.

Sumlin, who is based in Chicago, played a 2 hour set

and promised a return to the Valley again.
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GENERAL MEETING
Tonight, 6pm
Student Union

Dul<es Room

MODRIAI^

A««K«r*i- n\A,

•Perfftc^O

GRAVE CV
GOQDS ^ T^ *•

Sir /'^^M 25*^

SOPHOMORE AND JUNIORS

Assistant Subscription Manager
Needed for the

Collegian

Great Experience Working For

New England's Largest College Daily Newspaper

^APPLY NOW^

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center Rm 113, Lower Level, 545-3500 to pick

up an application and job description. Submit no later

than Sept. 23, 1988.
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TOPOf the CAMPUS
LOUNGE

OLYMPIC
COVERAGE
Thursday 4-5 pm; 7:30 pm-close
Tonight's events include women's gymnastics, men's and
women's swimming, and men's basketball and boxing
(preliminaries).

Friday 4-5 pm; 7:30 pm-close
Scheduled events track & field;

men's gymnastics; volleyball,

diving and rowing.

Saturday 4 pm-close
Coverage includes women's diving,

gymnastics and basketbal; men's
and women's track & field, rowing.

— Free Munchies —
Mon-Fri: 4-6 pm & Tue-Th: 9-10 pm

11TH FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
Mon-Fri: 11:30 am-12:30 am
Sat-Sun: 4:00 pm-12:30 am 05^

Sludge sights narrowed to five
BOSTON (AP)- The number of locations

in greater Boston under consideration for

a sludge treatment or disposal site has been
narrowed to five, a sewer authority
spokesman confirmed yesterday.
The Massachusetts Water Resources

Authority staff is sending a report to the
board that recommends dropping five other
regional sites from consideration, MWRA
spokesman Paul DiNatale told the Daily
Transcript of Dedham.

The MWRA staff is presenting the list in

the belief that the trimming will "assist

both this agency and the regulatory agen-

cies in directing attention to the more like-

ly sites that are viable for both sludge pro-

cessing and landfilling," DiNatale said in

an interview >with the Associated Press.

The spokesman said he could not confirm

or deny that any particular site is on the

short list. The five preferred sites will be

made public on Monday, two days before

the board votes on whether to accept the

list, he said.

If the report is accepted, the elaborate

siting process calls for further studies and
public comment before two final, preferred

sites are announced in December and then
presented to the federal court overseeing
Boston Harbor's clean-up in January.
"All along, we have felt we needed more

than one site to accomplish both process-

ing and landfilling," DiNatale said.

The MWRA is searching for on-land sites

where it can deal with sludge, which is the

end product of treating human waste. A
final decision on sludge siting is expected

in October. 1989.

After surveying 299 pmssible sites in

eastern Massachusetts, the agency releas-

ed a list of 12 likely locations last year,

targeting them for further study. Two of

those sites have since been dropped, one in

Ashland because it was near an existing

federal Superfund hazardous waste site

and another in Bedford because the land
is involved in expansion plans by Mid-
dlesex Community College.

Changes
for

MENONLY
HAIR CUTTINGSHOP

MINORITY GRADUATE
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

Invites

All Minority Graduates
To Its First General Meeting

»mr€38M September 22, 7:00 pm
In RM. A-22 1 Grad Research Center

For further inlormation

Call Kim Holder, President at

5-0327

WHERE CUTS STARTAT

"More than a barber shop,

different tl\an a salon.

"

THORNES MARKET, 150 MAIN STREET, NORTHAMPTON 686-2600

Weekdays and Fri. at 6:45 and 9;15PM

Sat, and Sun. at 4:15, 6:45, and 9:15PM

FAMILY
yiEWl
BLEAK AND HILARIOUS.

downbeat and upbeat, loving and

hateful a surtlingly innovative

movie from a most promising

voung filmmaker.

'

- .Wf*e .WcGVfldfv, NEW YORK NEWSDAY

VERY PECULIAR
-Janet Masiin. .NEW YORK TIMES

Mmtn am)

ATOM
EGOYAN

How to make ahit

Weekdays at 7:15 and 9:30PM

Fri. at 6, 8, and 10:00PM
Sat. and Sun, at 4, 6, 8, and 10:00PM

PleasantSL ,

Theater
27 Heasnit SL/Norltumplm

S86-0935

The American Express* (jrd is a hit virtuallv

oiiswhere vou shop, from Los Ajigeles to

London vniether vou re buvmg books, baseball

tickets or brunch So dunn^ college and after

Its the perfect wav to pav for lust about

everMhing vou II want

How to get

the Card now.

College IS the hrsl

sign of success .Xnd

because we believe m your

potential, we ve made it easier for

saidents of this school to geLthe

Amencaii E.\press Czri nghi

now - even without a |ob or a

credit historv So whetlier vou re an

underclassman, senior or

grad student, look into

our automatic approval

offers For details pick up an

applotion on campus Or all

1-800-THE-*J\RD and ask for a

student applicatiwi

The American Express Card.

Don t Leave School Without It."

•lid ttptrw tru'^i «e(ii«l voice* tpmpio* Inc
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Just my opinion

Loathing November 8
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Just about a year ago in one of my col-

umns I asked Does anyone get the feeling

in 1988 we will be voting for the lesser of

two evils' for the President of the United

States of America? (nifty title, don'tcha

think?)

Well I think my idea has come to light.

We can have either George Bush or

Michael Dukakis. (Now stop, don't make
plane reservations for Australia yet.)

Peter Leon

When looking at a candidate there are

many things to consider. One major factor

is the running mate. The choice for Vice

President is a serious one, the person who
holds that ofTice is a literal heartbeat away
from the Presidency. This year both can-

didates for the Presidency have chosen

much more conservative men for the se-

cond slot Lloyd Bentsen, Dukakis' VP
hopeful, has been a supporter of Contra aid.

This is a direct contradiction to the

Democratic platform. The Republicans

have the same problem. Dan Quayle,

Bush's choice, is anti-abortion. Bush

though has said, quietly so, he believes if

a women's life is in danger or she has been

a victim of a crime, she has the right to an

abortion. (Note: He said this on videotape.)

The fact is there has been a swing to con

servatism. Have we or will we return to the

1950s — I think not. But it's obvious peo

pie aren't too keen on the idealist

liberalism of the 1960s either. People are

looking for something in the middle.

George Bush is definitely moderately

conservative.

George was brought up in a wealthy

family, and is quite used to being a legacy.

A legacy is, for example, someone whose

ancestor was in a fraternity and is now at-

tempting to also get in. Remember
Flounder in National Lampoon's Animal

House? Anyway George hopes to continue

the latest legacy . . . Ronnie.

The problem is George is pretending we

have a healthy economy. If you agree you

probably like having lots of overdue bills

and credits cards that you went over your

limit on. When I was a senior in high school

the national debt stood at two trillion

dollars. That looks like this:

2,000,000,000.000. Just try to picture how-

much that is. Now imagine it four years

later, after too many years of mult i billion

dollar deficits. The economy is more like

a piece of Swiss cheese than anything.

Michael Dukakis is a wholeheartedly

moderately liberal.

Mike also grew up in wealthy family,

though not as wealthy as George, but that's

all relative. Mike is a tech mx-rat Democrat.

This means he is a man with liberal(-ish)

ideals that wants to run the government

in a more business(-ish) manner. Com-

MtelirimilTirTvyigsane

petence on the job is job one.

Problems with Mike are as loud as pro-

blems with George. He claims he can do

what he did for Ma.s.sachu.setts for the

whole country. But what did he do? The
Massachu.setts miracle is a myth and a

good deal of the money that made this state

healthy came from the Federal Govern-

ment. Having the Speaker of the House of

Representatives was a big help. His retire-

ment has also had a profound eft'ect on the

state's economy.

This .score card does not Imik good. Hell,

it's kind of scary in a way. Right now we

have to determine which of these two

tickets as a whole is more evil. I'm not com

pletely sure yet.

But ju.st in case, does anyone know a good

travel agent?

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

What's the matter with me?

A new kind of team chemistry
As a huge sports fan. I've always admired athletes.

They've been my heroes and role models ever since I saw

my first baseball game in Montreal at the age of five.

But lately, there has been a trend that has caused me
to look upon this breed with .scorn, leaving a sour taste

in nn mouth. More and more, athletes are using drugs

on a regular basis.

For starters. I hate drugs, period. Anything that emp-

ties your bank account and makes you paranoid doesn't

seem to be a whole lot of fun. I know it is addictive, and

that drug addiction is technically a disease, but that's

no excu.se.

Jim Clark

Anyway, it's shattering to look up to someone your

whole life and then find out that what,they're doing is

immoral and illegal. Some athletes use drugs as a crutch,

thinking they have to pop uppers or .speed to get up for

a big game, or take steroids to get the perfect phy.sique

that will make them invincible.

But there is a wide majority of athletes who go along

drug and alcohol-free and have no problem performing

at or above the level of the druggies. If they can do it,

why can't everyone?

How long has this relationship between athletes and

drugs existed? That's a difficult question to answer.

Several years ago, drugs weren't a common problem in

sports circles, so leagues and teams weren't strict about

it.

But it did exist. Dock Ellis, a former pitcher for the

Pittsburgh Pirates and New York Yankees, would later

admit that he pitched a no-hitter in 1970 during a co-

caine high. Terrific. If I were a batter and I knew that

the pitcher out there was on something, I'd turn around

and go home. The last thing I need is some wacked-out

pitcher throwing a fastball right at my head.

Further down the road, the problem became more and

more evident. Bill Lee, probably my favorite ba.seball

player of all time, admitted to using marijuana in the

newspapers, and then told all in his ofT-the-wall book.

The Wronfi Stuff. I'm still a giant fan of his, but know
ing that tarni.shed my image of him.

Then, Steve Howe, a promising relief pitcher for the

Los Angeles Dodgers, succumbed to the addiction of co-

caine. Despite several tries to come back from his pro-

blems, he kept relapsing, and is now out of baseball. A
potentially great career ruined.

But at least he's still alive. Surely you remember the

sad stories of Len Bias and Don Ro;;ers, two athletes who
died within a week of each other from cocaine overdo.ses.

At the time, I was hoping these unfortunate deaths

would send a mes.sage to not only athletes, but all of

mankind. Drugs are dangerous.

But I guess the message wasn't clear enough. This

late.st rash of suspensions in the National Football

League leads me to believe that the problem will never

be solved. And the way the league is handling it. with

minimal 30 day suspensions, doesn't do much to deter

potential users.

Some serious changes are needed in the system. I say

mandatory one-year suspensions for all abusers, with

permanent banishment for second offenders. Only then
will I feel comfortable that drugs will eventually vanish

from sports.

Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist

Baby-watch '88

Michael Dukakis has finally realized that family values

are important to the American people, but as usual his

solution to a family issue is full of expensive programs

and empty on substance.

The Democrats' response to the child-care debate is to

throw money and hope the problem will go away like a

bad cold. The truth is children aren't problems, they're

victims.

They're victims of the Democratic Party's ma.ster plan

to create a government baby-sitter. The Dukakis propostil

smacks of a big-brother philosophy found in the Soviet

Union and 198-1
[

W. Greg Rothman

TMEWWaBdf'^^eCPpEUr

Corrections

Due to a graphics error,

two headlines, "No rebels

against racism" and
"Cultural ignorance mars
article" were reversed in

yesterday's Collegian.

Due to an editing error,

the name "Donna H.

Goodleaf" was spelled

"Donna H. Goodley" in

yesterday's Collegian.

The Collegian regrets the

errors.

Ifyou see something that

looks wrong, bring it down
to the Collegian. 113 Cam-
pus Center, UMass, or call

us at 545-3500.

The real debate over child-care should not be who should

watch the child, but who will decide who should watch

the child. Parents must be the authority in deciding who

takes care of their children. Dukakis disagrees. He
believes parents are unqualified to make those choices.

The child care decision is sacred — a parent's right and

in the best interest of the children. Such laws concerning

child care must not just favor working parents, but benefit

those who choose to stay home and care for the children.

Americans know the government has enough problems

controlling itself A government baby-sitter would be

disastrous; our children deserve better. Politicians must

remember the best system for raising children is the

family.

The future of our country is resting on the hearts and

minds of children. To neglect them by simply creating a

bureaucratic baby-sitter is destructive. Parents must be

given a legitimate choice in caring for their children. The

government must be not take a position which makes tak

ing care of children an impossible venture. The govern-

ment can do this by creating incentives and making it

possible for the mother and father to stay or work at home.

Intra-family child-care by grandparent and other relatives

should be encouraged by tax deductions.

Vice-President George Bush supports a bill introduced

by Louisiana Congressman Clyde Holloway. The
Hollowly bill offers a child-care tax credit for parents with

preschool age children. This proposal gives parents

something they deserve — a choice.

The current tax laws require all parents in the

household be employed, thus discriminating against in-

tact, single-income and poor families. The Dukakis party

has pushed through expensive anti-family legislation

under the facade of day care.

Over 100 child-care proposals have been introduced. The

Dukakis proposal is an adoption to the anti-family ABC
bill. The ABC bill even discriminates against grand-

mothers being used as baby-sitters. Dukakis's support of

this proposal is testimony of his contempt for the family.

Child-care proposals do not need to cost any more money.

Bush supports a $1,000 tax credit f)er child. The proposal

puts no limit on the number of children eligible, and

doesn't discriminate against poor families.

Parents have the responsibility to take care of children.

The government must do all it can to assist the parents.

Rhetoric from Dukakis isn't enough.
W. Greg Rothman is a UMass student and chairman of

the UMass Conservative Alliance
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'M' is for mouth

MTV:
leaving

famine
for thought
America. It's full of entertainment. With

some of this entertainment, there is oppor-

tunity. Yet there was really no outlet for

young people. No television station for

them and them alone. Sure, there were
shows, but they were stupid.

Years ago, I would have believed this was
nation would do nothing about this dilem-

ma. No more. Indeed, I truly believe this

country is great, for young people are now
given their own television station.

Yes, I believe some kindly souls gathered

in a huge boardroom one day and said:

"Hey, the teenagers of this country are

discriminated against!"

Pamela McCarthy

So they created MTV.

It's the station that plays nothing but

music videos. It used to be pretty decent;

the bands were alternative but talented.

The videos were actually very creative and
expressed ideas in some interesting ways.

Then, MTV became top forty.

I have nothing against top forty music,

it's just that I get sick to death of it. It's

all I ever hear. Every single song sounds

the same. Unfortunately for MTV, the

videos fell victim to this also. I think there

is a set formula for videos now. Make sure

there is lots of sex, violence, smoke, posing,

and women with teased hair. If you want
the video in question to seem artsy, film it

in black and white. That's it. "Entomology
Today" sounds like a better deal as far as

TV shows go.

Now that young people had their own
show, they realized something was miss-

ing. I g^ess the board of directors did, too.

I can see it: an enlightened soul cried out

during one of the meetings: "Fellow money
mongers, our task is not yet complete. We
have created the ultimate T.V. station for

our young people, and this is a good start.

We have what we think they want — music

videos, a couple of shows that will get their

parents angry, a psuedo-news show, and
quasi-documentaries. It is good, they feel

they have their own private culture. Yet

something is missing. In their eyes, adults

have one thing they don't. (He paused for

a moment.) Game shows!"]

So now, the young people of the country

have Remote Control, a TV. trivia game
show. Glory be. Hip, hip, hooray. I'm so ex-

cited. Remote Control is supposed to take

place in the basement of the host's (Kevin

Ober) house. The three contestants sit in

chairs and choose their subject of trivia by

switching "channels" with a remote con-

trol changer. "The Brady Physics Chan-

nel," "The Prime Time Channel," are

among some of the trivia channels.

Of course, since the show is called

"Remote Control" it's obvious that the

questions are all about television. Since the

show is on MTV, there is some music trivia

questions with it also. You can "Sing along

with Colin." Colin, an obnoxious psuedo-

stud brought in for comic relief, sings a line

of a song (horribly). Then, a contestant

must sing the next line. Also, you can name

videos. In a short amount of time, you must

name the ten videos being shown. I real

ly have to wonder about the people who are

too good at this game. Do they have a life?

Seriously, I'm a tad bit alarmed by this. Ob

viously, these people never did anything

with their lives besides watch televison.

How else can you explain it? "What was

the name of Marsha Brady's third

boyfriend?"

"I KNOW THIS ONE!! He's -"

It's one thing to know fun facts and lots

of trivia. Anyone who knows stupid little

things about characters in a long obsolete

television show is a sad. sad, case.

I have one word of advice to those peo-

ple. Read a book.

Pamela McCarthy is the associate editor

of the editorial page
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Letters

Help fight racism by helping with Civility Day
October 27, 1988, will mark the second

anniversary of the racist attack in

Southwest, following the 1986 World

Series. A lot has happened since then. The
students of this campus have shown they

are willing and able to fight against

racism, and determined to defeat it.

There have been victories, but institu-

tionalized racism is still very much alive

at UMass, and therefore the work must
continue. It is in this spirit that it is

strongly urged that you and your group
help organize and participate in Civility

Day 1988: Confronting Racism.

Initiated by the Faculty Senate and in-

volving all sectors ofthe UMass communi-
ty, Civility Day 1988 will culminate a

week-long series of different events, focus-

ing on issues of racism and racial

understanding. Some events being con-

sidered include: seminars and discussions;

a dance; a faculty/student mixer; a con-

cert; a major speaker; an election forum;

films showings and more. All faculty

members will be encouraged to devote

time, in or out of class, to discussion of

these issues. Participation of TAs is par-

ticularly important.

The goal of the week's activities will be
to further the struggle against racism by
involving as many members of the UMass
community as possible in a wide variety

of interesting, thought-provoking events.

Student participation is needed to plan

the week's events. The success of the

event is dependent upon our playing a

leading role. Experience shows students

are more enthusiastic about programs
sponsored by their peers than those that

come exclusively from the administration.

It's important that every student group
on campus to organize an event during

the week, focusing on some aspect of

racism, the struggle for equality or the

cultural diversity of the US and our
campus.

Unity among the undergraduates,

graduates, faculty and staff is of the ut-

most importance to create a peaceful en-

vironment. There will be a mandatory

meeting of leaders of undergraduate and
graduate student organizations to discuss

the events for Civility Day 1988. All

students are welcomed. The meeting will

take place in the 2nd floor lounge of the

New Africa House on Thursday, Sept. 22

at 7 p.m.

Please feel free to give me a call or come

by and visit, if you have any questions,

ideas or anything else on your mind.

Jason Rabinowitz
Co-President-elect

Student Government Association
Editor's note: Two other people signed

this letter. For more information, the

following phone numbers have been given:

Simone Nicholson, Monitoring Committee,

546-7589; Gita S. van Heerden, Graduate
Student Senate, 545-2896, and Jason
Rabinowitz, SGA, 545-0341.

McCarthy's column naive. . .

Pamela McCarthy's column ("Here he
is, Mr. Veep," Sept. 15) on Bush's selec-

tion of Dan Quayle as his running mate
was naive. The notion that he was pick-

ed to close the 'gender gap' with his good

looks in nothing more than a backward
idea brought forth upon the public by Dan
Rather and his liberal friends in the

media.

Bush realized that Quayle's extensive

expertise in military and foreign affairs

would be a great asset to his administra-

tion. Few people have this degree of ex-

pertise (certainly not Dukakis or Bent-

sen). Quayle also represents one of Bush's

main campaign themes — the importance

of family values. He is an ardent family

man, who not only believes, but practices

these values.

George Bush will win the female vote

due to 8.1 million more women working
now than in 1981 and their enjoying an

11 percent increase in the real median
income.

Quayle was selected for several reasons.

The primary one was to court the conser-

vative right. It is this faction of the

Republican party that will contribute,

through hard work and money, the most
to a Republican victory in November.

They must be represented on the ticket.

What about Jack Kemp? Well, besides

coming across as too 8UT0gant, he does not

possess the experience and knowledge in

national security and foreign affairs that

Bush requires in a Vice President.

Other reasons for his selection include
his outstanding leadership in the Senate,
his authorship ofjob training legislation,

his representation of the future (age 41),

his good campaigning and debating skills

and his representation ofthe mid-western
states.

Yes, Quayle's strong support among In-

diana women was an added incentive for

his selection. But they supported him
because of his beliefs and values, not his

good looks. Do you really believe the next
President of the United States would
select a Vice President because of his

looks? Smarten up please.

Scott Hebner
Amherst

. . .and Gottlieb's columns ludicrous
Calling Stuart Gottlieb a journalist is

stretching the meaning of the word. Since

I transferred here last semester, I have
watched Gottlieb sink himself further and
further into the depths of Geraldo Rivera

journalism.

I've read several of his articles — he's

had one on Jesse Jackson, the Young
Communist League, the New Africa

House takeover, and most recently, Julius

Lester and South Africa's 'expulsion' from

the Olympics ("South Africa's expulsion

from Olympics unfair, Sept. 20).

In none of these articles does Gottlieb

attempt to deal with any of the facts.

If one were to believe everything he
wrote, all Communists would be 'stupid,'

the participants in the New Africa House
takeover would all be 'radical,' and
anyone with any compassion for the South

African blacks would just be reacting

because it was the 'chic' thing to do.

These views at worst are ludicrous, and

at best are unsubstantiated. However, he

goes even further in his most recent arti-

cle by trying to compare South Africa's

legalized form of racism with the

Iran/Iraq war. To compare chemical war-

fare with a system ofgovernment approv-
ed oppression on the majority shows a gap
in Gottlieb's thinking.

He is an offensive writer with racist

undertones who insults me and anyone
else accustomed to journalism with a cer-

tain moral and ethical standard.

Renai Culpepper
Southwest

Fight ABC's corporate selfishness
As a former UMass student, I ask for

your sincere opposition to the heavily-

financed corporate attack by the Associa-

tion of Builders/Contractors Inc. (ABC) to

repeal the prevailing wage law protection

covering Massachusetts construction

workers.

ABC's greed and lack of respect for the

people in Massachusetts distresses me
despite the fact I now live 5,000 miles

away in Alaska. I will never forget the

rights of hard-working construction

workers in Massachusetts or any state.

And I will also never forget it was at

UMass where I made a personal commit-

ment to work in Labor Law for the rights

of American workers.

This drive to repeal the wage protection

law is orchestrated by the right-wing ABC
under the guise of the outrageous title,

"Fair Wage Committee." Their sheer
dishonesty and greed drip off this pro-

paganda. In contrast, factually-based na-

tional studies have demonstrated that

such wage protections not only preserve

a reasonable standard of living for con-

struction workers in jobs faced with

sflhsonal employment, but that this wage
law also protects responsible businesses

in the competitive bidding procedure.

I ask concerned students to take a stand

against ABC's attack on workers' wage
protection by voting no against the ABC
wage law repeal initiative on the

November ballot.

Kevin Dougherty
Eagle River, Alaska

Olympics' opening ceremonies embarassing
If you saw the opening ceremonies for

the Olympic games on television Friday

night I hope you were as embarrassed as

I was. The United States team displayed

uncommon discourtesy in their attempt to

be recognized.

Members of the fencing team were car-

rying a large sheet with the NBC logo on

it. Most of the athletes were waving small

American flags (the kind you can buy at

souvenir shops) which, according to

Brvant Gumbel, was in violation of the

opening ceremony rules. The athletes

were spread out in a casual display that

infringed on the processions of other coun-

tries' teams and were generally

disrespectful.

These athletes are supposed to repre-

sent America's best. They are emissaries

from our country to the rest of the world.

Unfortunately, they did not carry
themselves in such a manner, but instead

displayed behavior best described as

childish.

It is disheartening to think other coun-
tries use such scenes as these as an inter-

pretation of America's attitude toward
them.

I'm angry Americans were represented
in such a manner. I do not want other na-

tions' peoples to think I don't respect them
because a group of Americans does not
have the selfrespect and foresight to con-

sider the outcome of their actions.

Allen Bernard
Sunderland

Collegian needs more election coverage
There was something missing from the

Collegian this week, coverage of the state

primary. The Collegian should publish a

profile of the candidates who are running

for offices in Amherst. There are many
students registered to vote in Amherst.

This wasn't done in March, either.

When I went to vote then the only names
I knew were the presidential caiididates.

There were many other people running

for seats in Amherst, some even for Con-
gress. I didn't know a ining auout these

people. If students had had a profile of

these candidates they too would have

been able to make more educated votes.

I hope in November the Collegian will

print a profile explaining what the can-

didates stand for in other races. After all,

we live in Amherst for a good part of the

year — these people will have an effect on

our lives. In these profiles I also hope to

see descriptions of the referendums on the
ballot. Referendums can be very serious
and we need to know what we might be
adding or taking away from our system.
As a newspaper informing the public of

important events, it is the Collegian's
responsibility to inform the public about
the election.

David Shea
Central

The Collegian accepts tetters, mlumns and cartoons from the UMass community. Submissions should include name (no pseudonyms),
local address and local telephone number. Send your submissions to the Collegian. 113 Campus Center, UMass.
Ifyou hare submitted something already, and haven't seen it in the Collegian, please come down to the Collegian and talk to

David or Pam. You can also give us a call at 545-3500. Once again, ask for David or Pam.
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adirondack music
Rack and Roll Sale

The future is Here! Now! At Adirondack Music!!

Having that buried alive feeling? Swamped by audio clutter?

Well friends, those lunatics at Adirondack Music are here to

help you alleviate your audio dilemmas, with the infamous

Adirondack Rack and Roll Sale!! Come in and check out the

spectacular savings on audio racks, car stereos and more....

\ ^ Store all your equipment in a

lusciously luxurious, super

high quality Mylex rackl! These

beauties are on sale for nearly

halfprice! The Mylex model 490,

our usual $99.95, now only l(9.QSI

The model 901, our usual $149.95,

ridiculously priced at only $99,961

Madness Strikes Again!

Yes folks, once again our fearless leader here at Adirondack

Musk seems to have misplaced his perception of reality and

has lowered prices beyond the realm of the peace and

tranquility of a normal audio store! Granted, our reqular

price of $279.95 for the Concord HPL-518 car deck was

already a steal for a top quality deck with Dolby NR, CD
switch, and 12 Watts per channel of incredibly pure sound,

but the lunatic has gone and dropped the price to only

1199.91! Now if that's not an indication that he's lost his

sanity, dig this deal: the Concord CX70 top of the line, $750

unit which prompted Stereo Review to comment 'The

Concord CX70 proved to be one of the best car stereo

receivers we have tested!', are you ready for this, only $S00!

You can certainly take advantage of his momentary lapse

into a separate reality, especially if you have noisy neighbors

who don't like 'your' music, just pick up on this deal: a

pair of Cerwin Vega DT's, $870 worth of the meanest,

loudest, hardest rockin' speakers money can buy, for the

insane price of only $499.9( the pair! If that's not crazy

enough, try a pair of EPI Stat 450*s, esoteric, super sound,

premium quality $750 speakers for the outrageous price of

only $S00 the pair! 1 think I'm going to faint... Do I have to

go on? Ok, he signs the paychecks so I gotta tell ya. He

wants to give away, as in FREE, a pair of Blaupunkt

TL1680 speakers to anyone ^^
that buys a Panasonic ^^
CQE290 digital AM/FM
cassette car deck for only

$149.05! Sometimes I

wonder if he's got all his

marbles. Now I know that

the original dealer cost of

the EPI VCS2000 audio/video rack with built in, 3 way,

super sounding speakers was about $200, with a suggested

retail of S399.95, but does he want us to make money on

this one? No, no, no! We have to sell them for only $149,961

I think he must have fallen off his rockin' horse and landed

on his head! Really, all I wanted to do when I grew up was

work at a normal stereo store... Oh, and one last thing,

TEAC W300 dubbing cassette decks are only $139.96!

adirondack music

15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst next to The Pub

253-3100 Monday thru Saturday 10am to 5:30pin

Sale prices good thru September 28, 1988

Limited qautiti«. AU itemi rabject to prior Mle.

No raiscliecka. Not rMponiible for typofnpliicd erron.

iredof D.C. Food,
Pizza, Subs?

jjf^^ Try something new! I

M)mi(;U0IJM)

:

EX1>UI<.SS

:

I

We Offer:
• Buffalo Style Chicken Wings: miid. med . hot &tuibo

10, 20. 30. 50, 75 pieces w/celery 8c bleu cheese
• Potato Skins w/bacon, Cheddar & soui cieam $4.25
• Breaded Mozzerella Sticks $3.25
• Breaded Cauliflower $2.50
• Breaded Whole Mushrooms $2.25
• Breaded Zucchini $1.75 _
• Onion Rings $1.75 S
• Steak Fries $1.50 '
• Macaroni & Potato Salad, Cole Slaw .95

PLUS
Ben & Jerry's and Sodas

The Underground Connection
Between the hours ot 9 p.m. & 11 p.m.
Mention "YOU'RE TIRED OF PIZZA"

and receive

lOXOFf
any order!!

FREE DELIVERY 1

549-777

1

.^

\UoHr<vi\
VISA

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Grocery

CoKe-assorted variety, 2 liter

Coke and Diet Coke, 12 pk.

Hood 2% Lowfat milk, gal

Meat

Beef Loin Bone-In Sirloin Steak

Top Round Steak

Top Round Roast

^ Liquor

¥
Gallo Wine-assorted variety, 1.5 liter

Red, White, and Blue Beer, case

Bacard; Light Rum, 750 ml.

WATROBA'S J
SUNDERLAND RD. it

NO. AMHERST, MA J

it
$i.i9 + dep. ji.

$3.39 + dep. )^
$1.79 ^

if

%
$2.49/lb. )f
$2.69/lb. )f
$2.49/lb. )f

%

•••••••••

•••••••••

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

$3.99

»7.80 + dep.)^

$6.99

it

it

it

¥'kiririr'kirir-k-kiririr'kifkiriritirir'kirir^

•••••••••
Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 8AM-11PM; Sun. 8AM-9PM

Grocery 549-0933 Liquor 549-6565
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Ex-PTL man: Bakker had homosexual relation
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - A former

PTL official said he told a federal grand

jury that he had sex with former PTL
leader Jim Bakker, but Bakker has denied

the allegation in court.

Jay Babcock, the former director of

creative television for the troubled

ministry, commented Tuesday after being

asked questions by the grand jury ap

parently designed to determine whether

PTL money was paid for sexual favors.

Babcock was the first man to publicly

acknowledge telling the grand jur>' of a sex

ual encounter with Bakker.

Calls by the Associated Press to Bakker's

phone number in Fort Mill, S.C, went

unanswered Tuesday night.

In August, Bakker denied under oath

that he ever had a homosexual
relationship.

Told by a reporter Tuesday outside the

federal courthouse Bakker had denied ever

having a homosexual relationship with

anyone, Babcock replied 'I'm saying he's

a liar." Babcock told reporters Monday
that he expected to be questioned by pro-

secutors about "whether I had sex with the

boss."

On Tuesday, after testifying much of the

afternoon. Babcock was asked by a

reporter, "What did you say regarding sex

with Jim Bakker?"
His response was "I commented on that

'yes, it happened a long time ago " ".

ATTENTION STUDENTS

See Ray Charles
"Cats", Ladysmith
Black Mambazo,

and more.

You have until Sept. 26
to call 545-2511

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the

competative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

] Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

I

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (RM 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and

pick up a job application and description and submit

it no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30>

M/F-EOE

Babcock said prosecutors also wanted to

know about the circumstances surrounding

that encounter. "I'm not willing to talk

about those, " he told reporters.

Babcock also told reporters that pro-

secutors asked him whether Bakker and

his personal aide, David Taggart, had a

sexual relationship.

"I have no first-hand knowledge of that,"

Babcock said.

PTL records show that Taggart drew

more than $620,000 from PTL in a 15

month period that ended in March 1987 —
the same month Bakker resigned as PTL's

president. He left after allegations that he

had a 1980 sexual encounter with Jessica

Hahn and that money had been paid to

silence her received a lot of publicity.

Bakker and his top aides are under in-

vestigation for possible mail, wire and tax

fraud.

The grand jury probe, now in its second

year, is focusing on whether Bakker and

other ministry leaders violated federal laws

by raising money through the mail or on

television for one purpose and then spen-

ding it for another.

CINEMA

J

BURGER
KING

NOW HIrInG
ALL SHIFTS

DAYTIME, AFTER SCHOOLS
AND EVENING SHIFTS

Up to $6.00 per hour.

College Students Work
Around Your Class

Schedule
• Flexible Hours
• Free Meals
• Good Starting Wage
• Enjoyable Work Atnnosphere

APPLY IN PERSON
344 King St. Route 9

Northampton Hadley

TUCKER PG

Slarrins Jeff Bridges

(A Inie siory of Peterson Tucker)

I

2 Showinits:

7:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.

Senior Citiicnt A Children S2

\duUs Si 50

CX3WNtOWN AP/HtI?SI 2W M;{)

Servicing

UMass

Rent IBM PCs
Datty • Weekly • MontnJy

NewEngtand^otdnt
arxJ largest compotei

rer.tai ipetialtsis rnee;

tlie challenge fcx train-

ing, tracJe ihows, pre-

senutcns, pe^ak

demand, ex emergen-

ci«-Viaika delivery

On lime Guaranteed

IMMEDIATl CONFIRMATION
GUARANTEED DEUVERY

HARTFORD SPRINOn£LD
BOSTON

1-800-252-5011

*

•X-

!

•K-

¥:

•X-

^
¥:
¥f
X-
•X-

¥:
•X-

^
X-
•X-

•X-

X-
X-
•X-

*
X-

*
"X-

RUSH

ALL UMASS MEN INVITED

OPEN RUSH TONIGHT!!!

bh[kyhrd
BHrBEquE
DINNER
6:00 PM

382 NORTH PLEASANT STREET
GET THEMOSTOUTOFYOUR
COLLEGEDAYS. (S®,j^ygg^///

CALL 545-0046
FOR MORE INFORMATION

•X-

•X-

•X"

*

*
¥:
¥:
¥:
¥f
¥f
•X-

•X-

*
•X-

•X-

X-
¥:
•X-

•X-

*
¥f
¥t
•X-
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Tunnel construction to limit use
of North Shore road to one lane
BOSTON (AP) - A key roadway linking

the North Shore to downtown Boston will

be narrowed to one lane for the next four

years, state officials announced yesterday.

A half-mile stretch ofroadway connecting
the Mystic Tobin Bridge to the Central
Artery in Boston will be restricted to one
lane 24 hours a day beginning after rush
hour on Oct. 12, state Department of Public

Works officials said yesterday.

The move will clear space for the four-

year. $300 million job of building a new
underground link between the bridge and
the artery. When the project is finished, a

new six-lane tunnel will pass through Ci-

ty Square in the Charlestown section of

Boston.

Instead of rusting elevated roadways,

residents of Charlestown will have a water-

front park topping the tunnel. Also, an S-

curve that is considered one of the most

dangerous in the state will be replaced by

a straighter underground roadway.

In the meantime, though, officials are

working to prevent mammoth traffic jams

from developing on the bridge, which forms

the primary link between Boston and

dozens of commuters to the northeast.

"We are certainly anticipating some
delays, but if commuters use alternate

routes, if they carpool, and ifthey vanpool,

(the delays) will be minimized," said DPW
Commissioner Jane F. Garvey.

In addition to a number of alternate

routes and alternate transportation modes
being promoted by the state, Garvey of-

fered another alternative to those who
must drive: "If you have to be somewhere,
start earlier or leave later," she said.

Drivers are urged to take Route 128 to

Route 93 South or take Route 1 South to

Route 16 to Route 28 into Boston. On the

latter route, according to project coor-

dinator Paul Carr, extra Metropolitan

police patrols will be posted at each in-

tersection to help smcwth the flow of traffic.

The narrowed lane will begin about 2,(XX)

feet beyond the current toll plaza on the top

or Boston-bound level of the bridge. It will

extend for about 3,200 feet to the merge
with the Central Artery. In addition, the

lane connecting the bridge to Interstate 93

North will be eliminated entirely.

The link between the bridge and the

artery has long been a Boston traffic bot-

tleneck. Since 1973, traffic on the approach

to the artery on Route 1 South has been

reduced to one lane during the morning

rush hour, The idea was to reduce the

volume trying to squeeze onto the Central

Artery, Carr said.

But under the new configuration during

the construction project, a much longer sec-

tion of roadway will be reduced to one lane

and the lane restriction will be in effect

around the clock.

"This year
Fll get organized!'

Hunger.

The Environment.

Student Power.

Nuclear Energy

The great problems of our time (deman(d

great courage and vision.

MASSPIRG.

General Meeting

Thursday, 9/22 at 7:00PM
Earthfoods Room, Student Union I

wms

>ri^

JOSl ^ >^

Date: Sept. 19. 20, 21. 22, 23 Time: 10-5

Don't miss the IBM PS/2 Fair!

Wednesday & Thursday,

Sept. 28-29

(9:30am-4pm)

University Bookstore G>ncourse

Register to win a free CD player."

OPEN ^.UNIVERSITY

l:^i?=: The Bigger Picture

•Reaistration torms available at the University Bookstore Concourse Sept. 28-29. Drawing will be held Sept^29at

4p^ Drlw% pa/ncipation limited to qualif«d students of U ot Mass. Personal SystefTV2and PS/2 are registered

trademarks ol IBM Corp,
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

Write for Women's
Issues

Call Janinc Warner or

Maria Sacchetti at 545-3500

or come visit us in

1 1 3 Campus Center

Paul's .4

Shoe Repair

Repairs of •

Men's & Women's Shoes
Put "sole'* in your shoes

With Vibram Soles!

Leather Soles & heels

Vibram Crepe &
Docksider Soles

No. 10, 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs, under Panda East)

99% FAT FREE
Only $99 Per Semester
When Two of You Join
Valid Student 10 required • Expires 9/29/88

WE OFFER THE LOWEST PRICES FOR
THE HIGHEST QUALITY WOMEN'S CLUB

Our NEW 21b

Density Flooring

is now installed!

Come try it out

at our present

LOW prices!

•CHILDCARE
AVAILABLE

FEATURING:
7 Days A Week
•37 CONTINUOUS
CLASSES

•AREAS LARGEST
EXERCISE FLOOR

•MULTIPLE STATION
WEIGHT EQUIPMENT

•AEROBICS
TREADMILLS

•AEROBICS
LIFECYCLES

•COMPUTERIZED
ROWING MACHINES

•SAUNA

•WHIRLPOOL

•PRIVATE SHOWERS

•FULL SERVICE TAN-
NING STATION

youVo tried the rest, r)ow join THE BESTI

BIG Y PLAZA, NflrftH KING ST. NORTHAMPTON

^^ 586-7503 a

WOFO
FOSTER CARE COMMITTEE
A Legislative committee studying the foster care system

in Massachusetts will hold a public hearing on Thursday,

September 29. The hearing will take place in the Con-

ference Room at the Registry of Deeds Building in Nor-

thampton, from 7:00 to 9:00 pm.

TUFTS lOK FOR WOMEN
The twelfth annual Tufts lOK for Women road race

(formerly the Bonne Bell) will be held on Monday, October

10. Starting time is 12:00 noon at Beacon and Charles

Streets at Boston Common in Boston, MA. Registration

is $9 and all mail entries must be postmarked by Wednes-

day, October 5. In person registration will be held at

Number Pick-up, on Sunday, October 9, from 12 noon to

6 p.m. at Boston Park Plaza, 50 Park Plaza at Arlington

St. Boston. MA. All registrants will receive long sleeve

t-shirts. There will be no race day registration.

For more information, call Sue Downey, Conventures,

(617)439-7700.

GAY/LESBIAN/BISEXUAL NEWS
The University of Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian

Alumni/ae (UMass GALA) has announced its first annual

homecoming for lesbian, gay, and bisexual alumni/ae. The

event will take place from October 15 to 16 at the Cam-

pus Center and will include workshops open to lesbian,

gay and bisexual students, faculty, staff, and alumni/ae.

For more information, write to UMASS GALA, P.O. Box

15141. Washington, DC. 20003.

Comedy

Club

Thursday nite live on stage at 8:45 p.m.

•Full menu available.

This Weet('s Comedians

a
OIANE

JONES
DAVE

FEINMAN

MARCI ROSE
HBO Mirymvgtifs

otComtOr

Hadley Hour

Mon.-Fri. 4-7

Free Buffalo Wings

and Munchie Buffet

This Week's Drink Specials

AMSTEH LIGHT $1.75

VODKA or GIN & TONICS $175

The Hottest New Game
Parior just opened in Hadley
Club 104. For members only!

Call 586-1978
or stop in for an application.

Suffiris&lbfmksalefirim? htmfjermehtlJpK 44!

UOUORS
Pr.ros 'lo T,( inrt irip tl^c^'i'

BUSCH
8 i

Labatt's -r- MO99

PIELS $C99

$̂1 399
12 01 B» Boillet

GROLSCH

HEALTHWATCH
Where to find calcium

Are you getting enough calcium? A fact sheet

issued by University Health Services says calcium

is a major diet concern in preventing osteoporosis

in women, a degenerative bone disease. Calcium

is necessary for maintaining and conducting

critical bodily functions. Some dietary calcium

sources are:

FOOD AMOUNT MG CALCIUM CALORIES

88
250
113
55
82
150
86
20
120
3

milk/skim 1 cup 296
yogurt 1 cup 272
Cheddar cheese 1 oz. 213
nonfat dry milk 2 tbsp. 200
tofu 4 02. 150
ice cream 1/2 cup 97
cottage cheese 1/2 cup 90
broccoli 1/2 cup cooked 68
chick peas 1/2 cup cooked 50
calcium supplement 1 pill 200

mmj^-mmmmj*^ •t..>*4. J*U.l»Ajl»*gi»»«jU*«.Lk»^

Apply Now To Compete In The 1989

MISS MASSACHUSETTS -

U.S.A. PAGEANT

No Performing

Talent Required

Anilt Marie Lov«ly

mn Mitt MattKhuttltt-U S.A.

WHY NOT GO FOT If ' Apply to compelp toe

tri«Tilleo«M!5SMASS*CHUSBTTSUSA our

repiMvmative lu tha pfe<;*'gious MISS USA
P» jEANT. 10 ,ir rjicnaHy lelevised on CBS

m

'•bfi.try i989 Over i^.OOO in ptizes ai»ait

Itw national wmn«r

Out 1999 StaM Pagsani wM be hdd in November 1966 To qtial>f> you must be single.

t>elwe«n 17 and 24 as of FatKuary V 1969, and at least si« months resident cl this

Slate thus, college dorm student* are eligible So lo< some lun. excitement and

glamour phone 1617) 266 3260 or ?66-0t6{ o« wmte lo

MISS MASSACHUSETTSU.S.A. PAGEANT HEADQRTS.. Dept.QC
222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116

^r letttr tIt'ST Include i rtcant inapahot. bnel biogrtphy md PHONE NUMBER

FINAL DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 27, 1988
rvtfvi rvunii t%i* rvatirv^ rtajvirragu tv«ti rvwrv^n fy#«i fy«

'

'<

^•igOw^Mii $099
ORVIETO

LZSL

IxJay^Gallo $-1 99
^y///^/ ^ 750ml

Chablls, Rhine. Burgundy, Pink ChablU,
Vln Rose. Red Rose

NAPA RIDGE
WHITE ZINFANDEL

ESTOLA BLANCO .„ ^
SPANISH WHITE WINE 7ViMl '2.79

SENORIO DE SARRIA BLANCO 750ML 3.29~fr

INTO PESQUERA SPANISH RED 750ML '9.69«i

COKE & DIET^OKE

+ depo^ti

$ca9rQmWa$-J299
Ml* '16.99 rebal»*4

SEAGRAM'S 7
sale M 2"
rebate •3'" $9

$999
7S0 ML C

iMroiirii)

CANADIAN MISI
( w'Arn M IIS III M

IMPORTED 1 751

sale '12"

rebate '3° »9

BAILEYSM3
ORIGINAL IRISH CREAM

(Sjivii^a(%A A 99
he leqendary Import | |

nnoc AA
Route 9 Amherst/Hadfey Line 253-9344

{at the Super Stop & Shop Ptaza)

i@3
1 nlcClif*ck

OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M • 3 A M SUNDAY • THURSDAY

•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT
•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
•«iU f Mat to S«p«r Slop A Shop

NADUy/AMNERST tS4-4Mf

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

I
Employment Applications Being Taken

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

-Only at.

HAMELIN FURNITURE
Student Desks

(In Mdpic or Cherry)

•159 ..,.., M99 J,

Tables Starnngai *99
l.i.,i,J Ji.>|.k..l. lt„<.l<v>M.«l ir,.|k

Bookcases

Starting ai J^ u
Tc.ik or 11.1k

Newmoon Futons
Si.Kiiiik! at

4 t A\ 111.. . ! I,, fill Ifdnui .t^Ail.iM.

1 Short Street, Northampton
586-7970

OPEN: MunJay-Friilay 10 6 , Saturday 10-5

Thur*d«y Nights until 8pm \^?i

Helen Curtis Cole, center, receives recognition from Delphine Quarles,

to her left, Margaret Tuttle, to her right, and members of the planning
committee for the Helen Curtis Commemorative Garden.

Garden to honor former
UMass Dean of Women
By JANINE WARNER
Collefjian Staff

Helen Cuilis Cole, who served as the first

and only Dean of Women from 1945 to

1973, will be honored with a com-

memorative garden at the University of

Massachusetts next fall.

Cole, who lives in North Amherst, said

she was overwhelmed and moved to be

related to a project which will do so much
to enrich the college campus.

its good to know that students will be

stimulated to do creative work and that

faculty from various departments and the

Physical Plant will cooperate to encourage

and assist them," she said.

The project was proposed by an Alumni

Planning Committee "because (Cole) has

contributed so much to this campus and the

quality of life for women students," said

Delphine Quarles, activities coordinator in

the Student Activities Office and a member
of the planning committee.

"We thought of a flower garden because

it will be a place people can enjoy and relax

in. She (Cole) has a wonderful talent for

putting people at ease." said Quarles.

William F. Field, dean of students, work-

ed closely with Cole and describes her as

"a fascinating person who was both deter

mined and unbending in her quest to in

crease the opportunities for women in

higher education.

"She was one of the people that opened

the doors to the highest level of education

for women and then she not only encourag-

ed them, she pushed them." Field said.

"She stayed in touch with alumni and en-

couraged graduate study.

"She came here at a time when the role

ofwomen on this campus was very tenuous

and precarious." said Field.

"I came here right after the second world

war," said Cole. "There were very few

women, this was primarily a mens
institution.

"In 1946 only 100 women were admitted

(to the university)," said Cole. "The GI Bill

was really a scholarship fund for veterans,

almost all of whom were men. so the col-

lege accepted thousands of men.
'

"You really had to be outstanding to

make it." said Field. "For many years

women had to have much higher grades

and SAT scores than men. Helen was a

very persistent and dedicated person in

terms of increasing those opportunities."

developed new scholarship funds for

women.

"There was a big push for athletic

scholarships." said Cole, "but of course

those were for men.

"We got quite a few groups interested in

giving money for women." said Cole. The
Advisory Council for Women.
Massachusetts Garden Clubs, and many
other groups and individuals responded to

Cole's requests.

"When she was out to do something she

thought was right, she was as tough as

steel." said Field.

To provide more housing. Cole worked

with the Alumni Building Association ai.d

assisted architects in designing social

rooms, lounges, recreation rooms and kit-

chenettes to provide women with greater

opportunities to build a community.

Under her guidance, a women's residen-

tial area was developed which came to be

referred to as "Dean Helen's quad." Ten

new residence halls and a Physical Educa-

tion Building for Women were also

constructed.

'We were able to increase enrollment as

the university got more buildings and more

faculty. " Cole said. But. she said, there

were still many individual departments

who resisted the admission of women.

"I believed that women should have the

opportunity to major in any field they

chose," said Cole. "The engineering depart

ment resisted but we finally convinced

them to take some women applicants and

those women did so well they agreed to

take others. The same thing happened in

the School of Business."

The Helen Curtis Cole Commemorative

Garden will be located between the Old

Chapel and Goodell Building.

"Because we are implementing art it is

a public art project and not just a garden

or landscape project." said Marjorie Tuttle,

program director of the arts council.

Under the guidance of four faculty pro-

ject advisors a competition will be held

among students in art and landscape plan-

ning, said Tuttle. Students will get credit

for participating and may ultimately

receive an honorarium.

"We envision this as a $40,000 project,"

said Tuttle. "but that may change as we
get into the design. The Physical Plant has

generously donated monies toward the pro-

ject and we anticipate raising the balance

from the Alumni Association."

To open tho.se doors, Cole helped design Con.struction is targeted for next sum

and get funding for new dormitories, con mer, Tuttle said, and the dedication should

vinced departments to accept women, and occur in the fall.

Petition mystery unravels
Originator still seeking support for EWC
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The originator of a mysterious petition

circulating in support of the Everywoman's

Center in light of budget turmoil and a

realignment proposal has agreed to clear-

ly state in writing that she alone is respon-

sible for its existence.

Nancy Bishop, a re-entry student and

member of the Women's Administration

and General Educational Support program

(WAGES), said she started circulating the

petition on September 15 in response to cut-

backs that could eliminate many of the

center's services.

EWC Director Carol Wallace said Bishop

contacted her and agreed to circulate the

petition with her signature and a brief ex-

planation of her intent. "I told Nancy I

thought it would be important that she

identify that she was a student," she said.

A letter written and signed by Wallace

will remain in the petition for information

purposes. "My feeling is that it's an ap-

propriate action for a student to take. I ap

preciate the support of the community in

any way the community feels it can show-

support," Wallace said.

Bishop said she was distressed by the

potential for elimination of the WAGES
program at EWC, which helps older, non-

traditional students who return to school.

"It deeply touches me and concerns me
that there a lot of women like me who are

non-traditional and/or low income. This is

a way for them to get into the university,"

she said.

"I'm very sad because that's how I got in-

to this school and I think it's going to hurt

a lot of women. It's going to hurt all women

of color, too. because they don't have a real-

ly good support system within the univer-

sity." Bishop said.

Wallace said the WAGES program will

be eliminated after this semester to help

absorb budget cuts.

"We were limited to the positions where

we had vacancies—counseling, WAGES,
and public relations and outreach. We're

delaying filling the counseling and piiblic

relations position until next semester. "
she

said.

Wallace said WAGES coordinator

Mercedes Del Valle will become a full time

staff person to assist with referrals. Her

services are limited and will last until the

WAGES program is discontinued.

"Mercedes will help bridge the gap until

we can offer counseling again. It's painful

and stre.ssful. We're turning away women
who, in some cases, have limited options,"

Wallace said.

EWC offers counseling referrals this

semester, but will not have any direct ser

vices until spring semester, she said.

BUrfALO WIP1GS

PARADISE PIECES
Breast (white) 1'79

Wing (white) '89

Keel (white) 1'59

Thigh (dark) 1'39

Leg (dark) 99
(white meat substitute, add 50<)

2 PARADISE PIECES 2.29

with roll. French fries (or rice tV beans) _ ^_
and cole slaw or maiaroni 3.45

3 PARADISE PIECES 3.19

with roll. French fries (or rice ^ beans)

and cole slaw or macaroni 4.45

6 PIECES

9 PIECES

5.99

8.99

15 PIECES

21 PIECES

14.49

19.49

SIDE ORDERS
French Tries reo .95 lo. 1.49

Cole Slaw «eo .69 lq. 1.95

Placaroni «eo .69 lo 1.95

Rice «f Beans keg .95 lo. 1.95

C25JJ3 Homemade Onion Rings 1.50

fjrjjl Chicken ringers iwhite meat) 2.85

S^

SinGLE ORDER (10) 3.85

LARGE ORDER (20) 6.75

JUnSO ORDER (30) 9.75

(Bleu Cheese Auailable)

SOfT DRinKS
(Coke. Diet Coke. Sprite.

Root Beer)

16 oi 80 20 oz. .90

Utre 1.40

(Utres Onlii for Delivery) j-iraTfl

Homemade Cookies (6) 1.95

SAnDWlCHES
(with French fries, choice of

sauce or lettuce St tomato)

Chicken Tilet 2.95

rish niet 2.25̂

JOE'S BROILERS
Crtspii broilers, marinated in pure

vegetable oil Sr spices, and grilled

over (^larcoal. Includes roll and

choice of cole slaw or macaroni.

HalfChicken 4.50

Whole Chicken 8.50

\DUR CHOICE or SAUCE:

ORIGinAL

niLD

DEATH WISH

HOMESTYLE SWEET

COLLEGE (TertyakideGartic)

TUPELO (Money » Mustard)

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494
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Associate Systems Manager
position now available

Apply at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

m/w,t^•I mMmiam fafm« maM

Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadiey Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

METABOLOL
METABOLOL II

OPT-FUEL
CYBERGENICS
SMILAX
MUSCLE FUEL
UNIPRO AMINOS
INOSINE
BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY. MANY MOREI

UT THIS COUPON AND SAVE

%OFF
ANY ONE ITEM

Buy any item of your choice

at half price with the
purchase of any other item of

your choice at regular price.

SORRY- THE FOLLOWING MERCHANDISE OR BRAND NAMES NOT INCLUD
ED IN THIS SALE: ALL CANDY. HUMMEL. MADAME ALEXANDER DOLLS.

STEIFF PRECIOUS MOMENTS. HALLOWEEN CANDY. HALLOWEEN PTEMS.

READING ROOM DEFT. AND HALLMARK

CUP I SAVE 50% ON ANY ONE ITEM-SEPT. 22nd til OCT. 2nd.

Bay oa« lt«« aad Ik* ••cond lt«ai ta half prica. Tka hisliMl prica Uaai U tka S0% oH lla«.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY: STATE: ZIP:

TOTAL SALE:
ITEM:

COST: ___

r«£viou» rv«CM*»t» »ii »aii» riwAi

AiRD gallery
NOW WITH ... 14 EXCITING STORES TO SERVE YOU

HADLEY-ROUTE 9
(Next to Super Stop & Shop)

IN MASSACHUSETTS: SPRINGFIELD (Maymarkct Square)
/WESTFIELD Route 20 (Across from Caldorj/MADLKY (Campus
Plaza-Nfar Stop & Shopl/SUPER CARD GALl.ERY-
ENFIELD (Enflfld Outlet Mail-Between Bob's & Channel)

THE BIG DANCE CLUB
THi HOUEST OEE JAYS, THE lEST DANCE-FLOOR IN WESTERN NEW ENOLANDt

EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
UPSTAIRS: 1:30 'til 1:00 a.m. DANCE TIL YOU DROP

DOWNSTAIRS: C0MEDY-9:00 p.m. 'til 11:00 p.m.
THEN DANCE UPSTAIRS

$2.00 ADMISSION WITH THIS AD °rsV«Tyfl°Rs°ol"
WITH POSITIVI 10.

***

^<<^ TONIGHT .<^
.VI*

ROCK-STEADY-ROCK'N ROLL-REGGAE
LIVE and from TRINIDAD

ROLLY GRAY
and

SUNFIRE
ONLY $3.00 w/this ad

Must •• 21 w/po«mv* ID

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Cfim

Bikini Line • Legs

G/ft Certificates Available

Licensed Aesthetlcian

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

Men and Woman
34 Main Street. Amherst

253-9879

Ijy<v) C'"'-''*''*' mmi

SEPT 29

DOORS OP€n Qt 7: 5 Conn .n tfSe S.U.B

tickets oo sole at T.x Unlimited, Foces.A mom St Recoros

S6. UfTloss StuOont % 8 General Public

cfteckouttfSe mrv Product SNooicasel Mom -4pm
ot Soulti Loujn. oiies ond gi veoiuogs liWe o
CDploger. Rog-bon /unglo//e/ ond TDK lope/

atmtOThliOH f.*PC CO^-OUNGt

C A F E

PLAN 9

w/Th* Sane A Ve«lrymen $3

LUCKY 7
lydec&lont Ha' calt s nouM bind H

TREAT HER
RIGHT S30 PM$fl

TIM LEE &
LOVESHACK

w/the Ray Wason Band $3

PROFESSOR
HARP & THE SHOWMEN $?

I THE ZULUS
(recently signed to slash records

wrthe Ipnely moans $4
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

Heodhunter hutworming

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

GUr ON TH^ PHON^
momtmiD xmui
lAlHAT ye:STBfiPAy'^

Me9iA6e OFTHS.-

/

n l/tifS ABOUT MARITIME LAU
ANP FISHING RJ6HT5. I OUT-
UN^P A 23POlNr PROGRAM
THATCOUP POSITION THIS OOUH
TRi TO CAP/TALIZe ON BLAP5ING

PROVlStONS IN

ej(ISTlN6

^H^"^' CHARTERS

n iNCLUPes emuiNATiNG no5t
ANOMALIES ATiPR^SSe-P IN 7M5

APPdUATt COURT RULJNG ON
THt STATd OF MA9SACHU5en9
V STARKJST INAPPmON,..

eoopjoBs
ATGOOP
UA6^3' OKAi.

TH/WK3

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

WEa . TH\S IS OJR NEV4 HO)^

I GUES5 y4t SMOOLD OKPKK.

AND SET UP CMP.

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

CA6BV G0L5 5

A StuPeNT WHO 15

CURR£.^Uy 5Tul7yiNG PCl?

A POUBLE MAJOR IN

CHEMI5-n?Y£ ECONOMICS
IS A tIME BOMB

, WAITING TO GO OFF

.

T
ENTER UNSUSPECTING VICTIMS J

'
t\f\6HHH

HEY CABBY
HOW '5 IT

GOING .^ *

Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin
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You don't want a President who during an
NSC briefing glances at his watch and thinks

about the burning pot roast.

- CHARLES KRAUTHAMMER

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACHOSS
1 Baba and
Patha

S Depot* Abbr
9 Fury of fad

t3Cu*(*r s last

9*r>«ral

14 Fatt-tood order

15 Fragrant ream
17 Who Killed

>'•

19 Uana and ivy

20 Ibo earth

goddess
21 Mimicking

22 Lortg-nackad
btrd

23 Ship s crane

2S VMde headitne*

27 Grommet
29 Ell or annex
30 Tunnay and

Autry

31 Trey

36 A Near Island

37 Huts

3A Beginning of

scope or loge

39 Radio
audience*, e.g.

41 Sheer fabric

42 Kind of stone

or post

43 Showed ennui

44 Via

48 Oracula s title

49 Small squash
50 In conflict with,

with of"

S2 Weight aobr

55 Ran lor office

56 Halt Who —

'

56 Polished

59 Pointed, in

heraldry

60 Glaaal ndges
61 Word with up or

off

62 To De. to Cato

63 Famous Farrara

lamdy

DOWN
1 Alms tx»
2 Ponce de —
3 Events
4 Siamese
measure

5 Cease and
desist*

Edited by Trade Michel Jcffc
6 Book of the

Apocrypha
7 Oppoeed. to a

sluMMm

SNtghdngales
e« al.

9 Retaliation

10 Siratgraen

11 Category
12 l4oe4em ruler

16 Adharertts;

Sutflii

ia Kind words
from Jofm
Simon

24 Eskimo
26 Donkey*, m

Diion

27 On a par with:

Fr

26 Certain

snowman
29 In wt\»t place

31 — of

Qenttemen
1960 film

32 Demonstrated
33 Uninteresting

34 Wreath, in

heraklry

35 — thelme
37 Hiry. dttner

40 Corrected
41 Leap
43 Oh. say

can — •>

44 Broadway unit

45 OouDle guanat

46 Manann* or

Thomas
47 0rdln«ry

languege
46 College

students

51 Those m
favor of

53 Oenma the

Menace
54 Withered

S7T1II the soK

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PtJZZLE:

nnna nnnnra nnnni
A I T oHvIo Y bliMili A U
JIOIAIGIYIC A RM 1 C H A f I

R T T I T L n nnnnn
nnn nnnn

nannnn rannn nnni
A n 1 n nnnn nnn
6 E RIGIIIAIOINIMIVIMIIINIOI

rinn nnnnn nnnn
nnn nnan nnnnnn

nana nnn
$ A I I II nnnnnnn
T W Q $ LEE P Y PEOP lEl
g ft i A 1 T E'EllHSlAlNlEI
iJbdiLIJ SCIAIRIEHEILIAINI

Mtm

«ise* laa AMdn Hiim S«ll4K>lr 9/22/66

Menu
Lunch

bloppy Joe

Macaroni & Cheese

Dinner

PRIME RIB NIGHT
Rib Roast Beef

Bread Chicken Breast

Basics IsacA ^
Tofu Sloppey Joe

Macaroni & Cheese

Basics Dinner

Breaded Chicken Breast

Country Slrudel

Weather

Today: Mostly sunny, high 70s

Tonlfht: Clouding up, in the 50s

Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy, chance of showers

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor Pedro Pereira

Copy Edhor Ronn Garry

Uyovt Tedialclan George Francy

Photo TtchnlcUn. Chris Hosford

Prodactlon SapervlMr George Francy

PfodacUon: Laura, Janine, Camille, Aimee. Mary.

Tina, and Ronn is our chauffeur

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Percfra
Editor In Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

Robert CiappcnclU

Business Manager

David R. Mark
EdItertsI Editar

Marc lafldd

Prodactlon Menagcr

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert CiappcnelU

Business Manager

Daniel Munroe
Finance Manager

Todd Frahbcls

CircnUllon Manager

Barbra Hlndln

Adverllsing Manager

Dcbra Bolzenhart

Advertising Manager

Mary Havgcns
I Manager
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Israeli athletes hold out to observe Yom Kippur
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - Israeli

athletes abstained from food and competi

tion yesterday in observance of Yom Kip

pur. the holiest day of the Jewish calendar

which for the first time coincides with the

Olympics.

However, two Israeli yachtsmen defied

the team ban on competition and sailed out

of Pusan in the 470 class to come in ninth.

It was not known whether team oiricials

would discipline the two.

In Seoul, athletes and team oiricials took

part in religious services conducted at the

Olympic Village on Tuesday night and

yesterday, heavily guarded by a Korean

anti-terrorist squad and Israeli security

men.

Security for the Israelis is particularly

tight, even by the tough security standards

of this Olympics. At the 1972 Munich
Games, 11 Israeli athletes were killed by

Palestinian terrorists.

When the dates for the Seoul games were
set. Israeli sports officials knew it would
coincide with Yom Kippur, Hebrew for Day
of Atonement, when Jews fast and pray to

atone for their sins. All activity in Israel,

where church and state are inseparably

twined, grinds to a halt on Yom Kippur and
any Israeli representing the country
overseas must comply.

"If our athletes want to stay in their

rooms and eat, it's up to them. But they

represent Israel and they cannot compete,"

said the head of the Israeli delegation, Uri
Afek.

He said Israel had written the Seoul
organizers three and a-half years ago say-

ing its athletes would be out of competition

on Sept. 21 and asking for scheduling ad-

justments where possible.

"They did what they could and we're
grateful," said Afek.

Nonetheless, some of the Israelis had to

miss competition or stay home altogether.

For Israel, which has never won an Olym-
pic gold and is generally weak in spoils, the

scheduling problems hurt.

The only Israeli woman gymnast, Revital

Sharon, failed to show up for competition
because her team performed yesterday

morning. Sharon, 17, was hoping to earn

enough points to qualify for the individual

gymnastics events.

Yaroslava Matlokhova of Czechoslovakia

said the competition's technical committee

had agi-eed to an Israeli request that

Sharon be allowed to compete after 7 p.m.,

when Yom Kippur is over.

However, Korean organizers objected to

such a change, saying the schedule had

been fixed long ago and could not be chang-

ed at short notice, according to the

Czechoslovak official.

Several fencers, among them fourth-

ranked in the world Yehuda Karmi,

couldn't come to Seoul because the men's

singles fell yesterday.

SVJTTEBFV.^

ChM^^

10 terrific

COLORS!

amherst/northampton

The Most A-Pceling Frozen Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-Fat and Nonfat Frozen Yogurt
— and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one!

One Boltwood Walk cc ^^ • c
Amherst ^^^^ ^ ^^ '^^•" ^^•

(Next to Wickles Fine Print) DAYS & NIGMTS ^^^^hamPte"

253-2774
586-9659

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time teiepnone assignments to

collect aata on a variety ot research topics Abso-

luieiv no selling invoiveO Hours are from 5-

10pm Sunday througn Frioay and Saturday from

I0am-4pm You mav cnoose wmcnever snitts

you want to work, as long as you worK & shrtts a

weeK (20 nours) minimum Start at S5.00 per nour

with paid training anc move up to S5.50 after you
nave wo.-Keo 400 nours We are locatea at Moun-
tain Farms Mali wnich is a stop on the free ous
li.ie Call betv/een Noon and 10 pm. 586-8635 or

586-8636

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mali. Rt S. Hadiey. MA 01035

An Eouai Opoonuniiv cmoiover

Remember
Friday Night
Is Party Night

At Mike s

FRIDAY
AFTERNOON

:> OUR FAMOUS
SMORGASBOURD

SPECIALS
Pitcher of Busch $3.75
Rolling Rock $1 .25
Woo Woo's $1.50
Coors Light Silver Bullets 99

MIKE'S WILL ONLY ACCEPT MASS. LICENSES A LIQUO ID't

Club Sports Roundup
The University of Massachusetts men's

volleyball club will hold a meeting for

anyone interested in playing and/or

coaching volleyball. The meeting will be

Wednesday, Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. in 249
Boyden.

The Minutemen are coming off their

most successful season in the club's short

history. UMass, the number one ranked

club team in the East, finished fifth at the

Intercollegiate Club Championships last

year, behind Brigham Young University,

the University of California-Berkeley, U-

Cal-Davis and San Jose State.

The Minutemen finished their regular

season with a 26-5 mark with all five of

their losses coming at the hands ofNCAA
Top 20 teams.

Editor's Note: The Collegian welcomes

all UMass club sports to submit informa-

tion for the Club Sports Roundup column,

which will run weekly as space permits.

The Collegian may edit when necessary,

and their is no guarantee the colum or in-

formation will run every week.

Many people connected with club and

non-varsity sports feel they don't get

enough coverage in the Collegian, so this

is your chance.

Hopefully, enough people will respond to

make this feature worthwhile.

field hockey faces Providence
continued from page 20

With the way the UMass
offense has been going in

the last three games, it may
not be that hard to figure

out O'Gorman.

The Minutewomen have

outscored their opponents

12-1 in three games. Junior

Kathy DeAngelis has led

the way with four goals and

one assist.

But that might not

necessarily be very healthy

for UMass. They have yet to

be put into a pressure situa-

tion. How they will respond

in a tight game remains to

be seen.

"I don't know if we
haven't been tested or that

we've not allowed our op-

ponents to test us," Hixon

said. "Its a fine line. I'm not

concerned with being tested

or not tested, I'm just con-

cerned with playing."

Last year the

Minutewomen were in the

exact reverse situation. It

was only five games into the

season and PC came to

Amherst as the No. 1 team
in New England.

"Polls come and go, they

change every week," Hixon

said. "I think that people

are looking for us to be

strong this year and I think

so far we've proven that we
certainly have some
strengths, offensively and
defensively. Our mentality

is just to go day by day."

LOASIS
Thurs . Sept 22 - ReggM!

UP H?ONT

RAZOR'S EDGE

Frioav & Saturday Sept 23/24

Boppm Boston SKA! .

PLATE O SHRIMP

» SATURDAYI «
» ADDITIONAL •
» ALL AGES SHOW! •
» 6 9 p.m. *

• (No Alcohol) *»
COMING ^0 L OASIS

lu« S«pt 27

BLUES JAM

WM S«pl 28

VELVET JESUS

MYSTIC JAMMERS

[•CULTURE

SUNDAYS!
tlUB DANCING

Mouse Style D.J JDB

12 Old South Slrtflt

Ttiorne s MarlielplKi

Norttiamplon • SS6-S03II

STUDENTS
(Do It At A Better Price)

PRINTER SALE

?i • »f-

Panasonic KX-P109li-ll $219.95

Panasonic KX-P1080i-ll $198.95

Epson LX 800 or Apex 80 $229.95

Star Micronics lOOO
Rainbow $319.95

Star Micronics lOOO $225.95

printer cables $ 15.95

MODEM SPECIAL

AVATEX 1200e $ 79.95

AVATEX 1200I $ 89.95

modem cables $ 15.95

COMPUTER RENTALS AVAILABLE

DR. SDFTLUftRE
SOFTWARE • COMPUTERS • ACCESSORIES

in Ihc Potpourri Mill. 24f Kmg St.. Northampton • 586-3210

m-F, tOB SAT 10 6 SUN. Noon 5

UMASS
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL

3 Games of Bowling

and Shoe Rental for $3.00

Thurs Nights 9:00 PM - 12:00 PM

The Northampton Bowl

525 Pleasant St

Northampton, MA
584-4830

Lirgtsi Lituiiy ol inlofmaHoa la US
tt tubfKts

Ordar (Uiaiog Today wiih Vim/MC v COO

m^ 800-8610222

Or rush$2UUlu HMMrck lntwMlteb
11322 kWw *«• #206 A Ut Angrin CA 9002!)

Live D.J. in the Lounge from 9-1

Never a Cover

FREE
Travel Plannir^g

By Professiorxals

The Areas Only

"Certified Travel

Counselors"

AIR-HOTELS-CARS

TOURS-RAIL-CHARTERS

VACATION PACKAGES

Wfi're worth the cdl

or visit

OUHMOSTUnHPAYS

CALL

586-8953

Your Partners
In Travel
Mapiewood Shops

Od ScHjth Street

NorthOfT^forx MA 01060

ACTIV)T1€S»AU0O

AUTO FOO SALE • CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINt^NT 'FOR RENT

FOR SAtE« FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTOfiCYLCLES
PERSONALS* RIDE WANTED
RIDERS r«ED£D •SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLfT

COME TO T^E CrEO,AN OFHCE-CC ..3 ^CTHURS .:30-3 3. ,PB,..3., • DEAOL.NE . OAVS PRIOR TO PUBUCAT.ON -^ASH ,N AnV.NCE. ...^ORO/D.V .OR SU^EN^

ACTtvmes

FRKNOtr, FREE. IN8TRUCTIOH»0n«"
(lake il) silver, clay. siiKscreen end

darkroom to name a lew We love beginers

ar>d new suggestiorw Student Union Craft

Center

1t72 OOOOE SWINGER stanie S450 good

running condition Call 665-*23(V66&^7005

EVERYONE IS AN ARTIST Come into the

cratl shop and try to prove us wrong'

Workahopa are $8 lor * claaaes, meeting

one* a tiMk Sliver, pottery and more'

Studeffl Union craft center

1974 VW SUPERBEETLE tact sunroof,

ong mags, can be installed w/a/cond Gold

good tire tXKJy m exc cond Bought to

realora t>ut need money lor school has new

hMlmch, muffler, seals Call fast 1200 or

BIO. 546-7197

HELPWANTCO

WEAVER WANTED UMass student need-

ed 10 teach intro weaving through student

unioo craft center Call Anna at 545-2096

WE NEED YOU! Work study students corr-

tact Margie OlanyV ASAP' ECE Dept

545-0962 Call today

LOST AND FOUND

LAST CHANCE TO pick up items lost at

Summer counseling Come to 64 Bartlett

before yonns

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

AMY, THE WEEKEND INNiagra was fun

I hope you had as much as I did Think of

the (un times Love Always Hick

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. DANA Forrister" We
love you k}ts*i Mary. Jen. and Chnssy

RIDE WANTED

EVERYONE 18 WELCOME to International

Students Aaaociation sports activities every

Friday at 6:00pm in Boyden Gym Come
|0in the fun

197J BUICk ELECTRA k)w milMge, runs

great. S500 Brad 256-0265

mi^OW) ESCbRT WAOON 4 spaed

good body runs well S9S0 Can 549-4045

FOR RENT

YOU'RE HIRED AT Reliable Manyopeo-
ings available in your area 527-0700

GRAPHIC ART STUOWT wanledwe
need some signs painted Contack UMass
Ski Club 545-3437

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of land Ample off street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3856

FREE MONEY-For giving or lending me ttw

Norton Anih of Am Lrt-Vol 1 call Damon
549-5562 leave massage

SATURDAY NIGHT AT GRIGGS a book
was taken, gral sentimental value Would
like It back No questions asked Call

549-7196 or drop it off asap thanks

TO NEW YOUR CITY Fnday, Sept 23 WiH

pay expenses Call Shan 549-6241

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTED (female) to share
master bedroom/bath in new house
$175/mo Call 546-4633 (6-8pm)

WELCOME BACK FROM ISRAEL get

together Sept 22 7 30pm S U 301 Free

sponsored by Hillel

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
meeting tonight 6 30pm CC 173-171

* Beautiful or>e liedrootn condo in *

Northampton nice community
'apaclous. great for couple-Rlvef Run'

Condos. 1510 a mootti Call Rick at
*

253-21 24 leave messa^.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB- first meeting of

semester If you're interested in

psychotogv-Jotn us' Refreshments Thurv

day Sept 22 6 00pm 204 Tobm

CIVILITY DAY 19BS Help plan a week of

activities against racism Student planning

group meeting 7-8pm tonight New Africa

House 2nd floor lounge All RSOs, RAs,

TAs arxl other students are urged to attend

FOR SALE

MARSHALL STUDIO IS tube amp. 1

month old very loud. $350 ,
Crybaby $40

Call Fred 546-6677

LOCAL BANDS WANTHJ for outdoor

show Oct 8 Call Scott 6-5988 or send a tape

to box 70 Student Activities Office

UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS GENERAL
MEETING on Thurs 22 gel involved with all

levels ol govt 7 00pm Dukes Room Student

Union

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part in dissec

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

AUTO FOR SALE

77 GRANADA. 74000 miles-good cond

A/C, new tires, new power steering $750

Call 865-7010

1981 VW 'RABBTfroxceflent condition

needs $120 of easy brake work Please call

today' 253-9243

1976 BMW 2002, sticker, good Tires, am/lm

cassette little rust $700 323-9263

78 DODGE COLT 4sp new radials and

mounted snows new shocks A struts and

extras runs great Rich 256-0613

1978 MAROON DODGE ASPEN for sale

Just put in needed repairs $500 or best of

fer call 546-6120 ask lor Laura

79 SAAB 900 TURBO. 3dr tinted windo«j«,

louvers. Inca Wheels. Calnon Stereo. PS,

PB well maintained, looks and runs exc

$3900 546-3276

1978 CHEVY MALIBU 305V8 $500
587-7375

GOOD APT FURN BEDS, dressers, chairs,

etc Corn Van Meter Dr 8 Hartman Rd (off

E Pleasant St) 9/24 9-4 (Sun if ram)

JVC STEREO DOUBLJE TAPE deck (TO

W220) Auto reverse 4 month warranty

Original packaging Nice New $220 -yours

for $185 -Ramon 253-3189 Evenings best

GORE ^flX RAIN "l>arki $60

Badger Air Brush $35

Yamaha SK15 keyboard $200

w/hardcase Call Jim 585-8739 Eves

COMMODORE 128 computer Connect to

VAX PRIME CYBER Includes everything

$650 Brano 253 9237 5-4762

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months

old $1 500 includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

1978 CHEVY NOVA 6 cyl hatchback runs

good call Curt at 665-3685

KM TAPS FOR SALECair549-69«9 Ask

(or Bill Leave message

LOT 49 STICKER 665 7836^

PIONEER DUAL STE^IEO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

GUCCI WATCHES oni7W5^Maiiy s'V'*'

Call Brian 549-5440

APPLE H PLUS COMPUTER software in-

cluded, $500, Brad 256-0265

LOT 49 STICKER call and make an offer

665 7836

FOUND

MEV STEVrTfURDOCirirom North

heading' Lose something? Call Christina

549 8135

COOK WANTED Lunch and dinner good

pay Alpha Tau Gamma 253-9974

1 16^8660 W^KLY mailing Circulars' Rush

self-addressed stamped envelope Dept

AN 7CC-0W 9300 Wilshire, Suite 470.

Beverty Hills, CA 90212

SALES REP WANTED. Earn commiaion

and travel Sell Fall « Spring Break trips on

campus Contact (617)324-8277

PART-TIME HELP WANTED lor

greenhouse construction Apply in person

to Terry Jones. Greenhouse BuiWer Mon-

tgomery Rose Co . Rie 9. Hadiey

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE PERSON
to do child care one evening a week and

1-2 overnights a month Need own
transportation and flexible schedule

548-9057

EAm EXTRA CASH ANO^Iravel lor more
information call party lime and travel

(617)935-1414

WAITPERSON ANlT BARTENDER for

caterer part time $7mr 625-6781

STUDENT NOTE AND PRINTING SER-
VICE IS now acceptiong applications tor

note takers Apply in Room 403 Student

Union Building

COOKS. DISHWASHERS UPUp to $8 00
An Hr apply at Ann Fields Restaurant Rt

9 Hadiey. MA

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE^UITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Blues-Folk All levels

Songwriting. Theory. Improvisation,

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE-650 compact
discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

dates now' 549 1421 or 253-7655

HI SUE LETS QOlo the Big E" See you thia

afterrtoon 1 can't wait until Newport'''

Saving myself for you

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Ctftside apt w/an easy gong
senior If interested pleaaa call Beth at

665-4550

2 nOOMATES NCEOCO to share
southwood lownhouse apt Female
nonsnnoking cal 256-0264

SISTERS FROM HELL, beery impor1a«M

meeting 9-24-88 all must attend' SERVICES

PRINCE TK:KETS! great seats real cheap
Call Mickie after 4 1-788-6643

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCfMPTKM, laal.

accurate 253-WORD

BRUINS TICKETS. Fantastic seats-even

belter fights Call Larry Powell 665-7263

PBWONALS

WE NEED DIRECTION the University

Players is now interviewing for the position

ot director lor this semesters production of

Christopher Durang's comedy play

Beyond Therapy " Anyone intersted

should caH 253-0569 for more information

CARLA SYO SIMON A I wislTyou a happy
valueful birthday how about lunch love

Lauren

ATTENTION ALL RSO'S and student

coops the 88/89 applications lor student

space inthe CC/SU are available in Room
81 7 Campus Center

AflV YOU TIRED OF dishpan hands, but
you're not work -study and can't find a )og
on-campus except in the D C '' Well, Tete-

fund IS still hiring' Let your (mgert do th«
walking, call 545-3509

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TVPINQ
w/sp«Ucheck Carolyn 253-5667

TRAVB.

BASS PLAYER NEEDED by established

local band Have contacts and gigs At-

titude and dedication more important than

experience No punkers or metal please'

Call Brian 545-3400 days or 585-8817
evenings.

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal From
$39 November 1113 Call 617-324-5000

COLLEGE WEEKEND In MonlrMi from

$39 November 11-13 Call 617-324-5000

WANTCO

ESTABUSHEO BAND SCEKStalented
vocalist (keyt>oard or guitar a plus) for im-

mediate rehersals and gigs John 546-8678

Andrew 542-3480

PARKING STICKER lor toi 49 Pleaaa call

Teresa at 546-6397

TIM. HAPPY 201h BIRTHDAY! Dinner
tomorrow nighf I'm cooking Welcome to

the 20 s' Love, Kerry

GRADUATE STUDENT INScience field

wanted for Part time Sales ol Specialty Sup-

plies to the University Call Robert Iverson

(413)736-6464

DOMINOES PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256 891

1

DEPENDABLE STUDENTS NEEDED for

Newspaper delivery in dorms No car need-

ed 7 00-8 00 only 7daysyweek Very good
weekly pay Call 253-7009

LOST

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? Sick ol long

lines at housing'' Sick of DC food'' Be a

border at Sigma Delta Tau' Interested

women call 545-0527 ask lor Stephanie or

Tracey

JU

L

Tt/T PRECIOSA: Mucha Suerte
Recuerda que te amd hasta el fm del mun-
do te quiere. Gaby

COLLEGE WEEKEND November 11-13

00 YOU WANT TO LIVE FOREVER?
Auditions lor FAME", a musical revue

presented by the UMass Music Theatre

Guild Singers and cancers wanted Audi

tions will be held Mon Sept 26 and Wed
Sept 28 at 7 30 in the Campus Center
Auditorium For more inlo. call Lisa at

5495975

DESPERATELY SEEKING TUTOR for

Psych 240 Pay negotiable Call Randi
549-8175

LOT 43 STK:KERI leave MESSAGE
256-1795

TO THE QUYat Pizza Hut on Saturday,

9-17, with the red truck (744)—would like

to meet you Respond f>ere-K- (with UMass
sweatshirt)

VALUABLE DIAMOND AND RUBY RING
Please return to owner' Possibly lost at

Baker 546-6139

STOLEN FROM PARKED CAR at Brittany

9/17 3 coats, ID'S, key Any info PLEASE
call 6-7729 No questions asked Reward

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, EDOIEtl
How old are you now'' 25'' Ha" Well, don't

worry I still think you are the coolest guy
on campus' P S how do you like a dozen
ot corn beef & ketchup for birthday giff (A

best wishes, too' of course')
Luv ya.

Jen

JURIM.
Es giibu lev pateikt elk pnecigs es esmu'
Vai van saiust to gatsmur? milestiba,

michelle

IF YOU LOVE TO DANCE but don t have
time to t>e a dance ma|or, dance |ust for fun'

Tryouts lor the UNass kickline start Thurs-

day Night in the Student Union Ballroom at

6 30 Call 546-4038 or 549-8231 For more
info

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

txxjkcases. tables and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Oarnn We deliver

STUDENTS AND CLUBS TO JOIN the
'88- '89 Student Travel Services' Sales

Team Earn cash and/or free winter and
spring breaK vacations Travel with the tiest

to our exciting ski and sun destinations For

more information caH 1-600-648-4649

WANTED TO RENT

BAND LOOKING FOR practice space
Turn your basement into S$$ Call Missy

584 1376

PROFESSIONAL MUSiCIANS SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE to rent Willirrg to

share with other band Contact Brian
545-3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anytime
Will pay top $$$ for a good place We are

not loud

CHILD CARE NEEDED

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENTTdTsc
jockeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organizations 2566526

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys
ages 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leverett
center. 10 mm from UMASS ChiW Ed ma-
jor would be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 Availtfila immediately
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Men's soccer beaten by Dartmouth, 2-0
Minutemen fall short against No. 2 team in New England
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondant

They travelled an awful long way to come up short.

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team
opened a stretch of three consecutive road games with a

2-0 loss to the Big Green of Dartmouth, yesterday in

Hanover, N.H. The loss dropped the UMass season record

to 3-2 (M in the Atlantic 10), while Dartmouth improv

ed to 2-0.

Dartmouth's ability to play the ball up in the air paid

off at both ends of the field yesterday. Junior John Milne

spent most of the afternoon airborne on defense, knock-

ing down UMass' attempts to cross the ball, and general-

ly frustrating the Minuteman offense. "They were very

strong in the air," said Minuteman assistant coach John

Martin. "Milne controlled the ball."

CollfBian Dhoto bv Andrrw RUt

Peter McEvoy and the Minutemen were beaten by Dartmouth, 2-0 yesterday afternoon in

Hanover, N.H.

Dartmouth had things their way on offense as well. With

32:48 elapsed in the contest, Dartmouth's Andrew Shue
lobbed a long pass downfield, where midfielder Richie

Graham beat the backpeddling UMass defense to the ball.

Graham flipped a shot over the head of sliding UMass
goalie Sam Ginzburg, good for a 1-0 Dartmouth
advantage.

"It was kind of a breakaway situation," described Mar-

tin, "where Graham and the defense were in a foot race."

The Minutemen threatened to tie the score just before

the half, as Louis Hollmeyer broke free inside the goal

line. Hollmeyer's drive was plugged by Dartmouth
goalkeeper Gregg Lomkau, preserving the narrow lead

through intermission.

Dartmouth stretched the lead to 2-0, with just 13:53

shaved off the second half clock. Milne, up from the

sweeper position, picked up a feed from junior forward Ken
Himmelman and powered the ball past the partially

screened Ginzburg. The quick strike originated as a cor-

ner kick, which was allowed to drop inside the UMass
penalty box. In the resulting scramble, Himmelman was
able to find Milne, who was trailing the play.

Through the rest of the contest the Dartmouth defense,

which has yielded just one goal this season, was tested

only occasionaly by the streaky UMass attack. Of the 15

shots the Minutemen steered on goal, only four forced the

Dartmouth goalkeeper into making a save. Hollmeyer's

near miss and a Steve Cesnek solo fast break were the

closest the Minutemen could come to snappmg Dart-

mouth's defensive strangle hold.

Dartmouth, meanwhile, was busy poundinn 26 shots at

the UMass goal.

"We had our chances, " said Martin. "Dartmouth is a

very strong team, they played well.
"

The Big Green, in fact, entered the contest as the No.

2 ranked collegiate men's soccer program in New England,

according to the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of

America preseason poll. The Minutemen. overio<iked in

the poll, entered the contest with a 2-0 record against New
England opponents, and high hopes that a strong show-

ing against Dartmouth would land their names high on

the Marquee.
"This was a chance to prove ourselves against the Nor-

theast." commented Martin. "We came out on the short

end."

The Minutemen will get a second chance to show their

worth Saturday, at No. 4 ranked Vermont — a game that

now appears, in the words of coach Martin, "very impor-

tant."

Field hockey faces PC;
revenge on Friars' minds
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

A lot has been done to boost the egos of

the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team in the last few days.

After running all over Michigan for a 5-0

win on Sunday, the Minutewomen were
handed the No. 1 ranking in New England
on Monday.
And on Tuesday, UMass, which now

boasts a 3-0 record, was ranked No. 5 in the

country by the National Collegiate Athletic

Association Poll.

But both of those rankings can be taken

away in a matter of a week when the next

poll is taken. Providence College is one

team that is waiting to knock the

Minutewomen off their perch.

The Friars will be waiting on their home
field, and their incentive is not just to move
up from the No. 6 ranking in New England

that they currently hold.

Providence, 3-0-2, was one win away from

the Final Four Championships last season

when UMass shocked them with a 4-1

beating in the New England Regional

Championship of the NCAA playoffs.

The magic
number is: 7

w GB

Boston 86 66 —
Milwaukee 82 71 4.5

New York 81 70 4.5

Detroit 81 71 5.0

Toronto 1, Boston

New York 3, Baltimore 2

Detroit 3, Cleveland 2

California at Milwaukee, (Late)

Providence had been the No. 1 seed in

that region and had beaten the
Minutewomen 2-0 at UMass during the
regular season. UMass had to play the
University of New Hampshire the day
before in the opening round of the tourney,
while PC was resting, having earned a bye
for being the No. 1 team in New England.
Everything seemed all too perfect for the

Friars who showed up at the UMass-UNH
game to scout its competition. They seem-
ed confident after UMass won the game
that they would walk away with a victory

on the following day.

But they didn't, and now they have the
Minutewomen on the confines of their own
field today for a 3:30 contest. PC has not
forgotten what happened last yeau-.

Revenge with a capital R is the theme of

this game.
"I think we have to watch out that Pro-

vidence doesn't use it as a motivator,"
UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "I think
after having the season that they had, and
then losing to us in the finals like that, I

think their probably thinking about it and
want a payback."
Something is wrong with PC this year.

Last year it was the No. 3 team in all the
land but this year, with most of the same
supporting cast back, it is off to a slow start.

Its ties were with the University of Con-
necticut and Villanova University. UConn
is not even ranked in the top seven teams
in New England and Villanova has not
traditionally been a powerhouse in field

hockey.

"They are a very difficult team to figure

out," Hixon said. "I don't know who's play-

ing or who's doing what. With the people
I know they have there. I expect a contest."

One of the people they have there that
will make it a contest, if she's on. is

goaltender .Sandra O'Gorman.
"They're goaltender is excellent and we

have to find out a solution to beat her,
'

Hixon said. "That's what we did last year.

She was a regional Ail-American. She was
the best goalie in New England last year
without a doubt."

continued on page 19

Women^s soccer visits

Adelphi this afternoon
Minutewomen still fourth in the nation

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team takes it to the road

to today in its quest to remain unbeaten
on the season, traveling to Garden City,

NY to face Adelphi University.

History would dictate that this will be

a win for the Minutewomen. In their last

six meetings dating back to 1982, the

Minutewomen have gotten the best of the

Panthers AW six times.

And in that span, only once, in 1983, did
UMass score less than five goals. In that
game, the Minutewomen edged Adelphi,
2-1, but they have scored five goals in each

of the last three games.

This will be the first time that the

Minutewomen face Adelphi with Jim
Rudy as coach. But the team, 3-0 on this

young season, has looked strong so far.

The Minutewomen remain fourth in the

Intercollegiate Soccer Association of

America national Division I poll releas-

ed yesterday. The University of North
Carolina, winners of last year's national

championship, are still the unnimous
number one team in the land, followed by

North Carolina State and the University

of California-Berkeley.

UMass is fourth, just one point behind
UCB, while Colorado College rounds out
the top five.

Sporta Information photo

Sue Gaudette and the fourth-ranked Minutewomen face Adelphi
today in Garden City, N.Y.
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BOG gives conservatives
deadline to move out
other student groups displaced

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian StafT

After much heated debate between left

and right, the Board of Governors moved
several student groups into new spaces last

night and set a limit on when one conser-

vative group can stay in their present

offices.

The board moved Concepto Latino and
the Central American Students Associa-

tion to room 415 of the Student Union
building, while the publication Spectrum
will now share space with the Minuteman
in room 322. The motion also allocates

space to Graduate Student Organizations

and Abilities Unlimited in Campus Center

room 103.

The Third World Caucus will now occupy

SU 404 with the Commuter Area
Government.
The move, lauded by conservative fac-

tions, will have Students for Bush and the

Minuteman occupy SU 322 until Nov. 9,

when a decision about reallocation of the

space will be made.

Heated debate ensued, in which
Southwest Area Government appointee

Brian Darling questioned whether board

members who have an interest in the out-

come should vote on the motion.

Vice Chairperson Liz Hart became acting

chairperson when Chairperson Eric Naka-

jima stepped down to debate the motion.

Hart asked governors decide for themselves

whether they should vote on the issue.

Gov. Jay Festa, who co-auihored the mo-

tion with Rita Sachdeva, said, "I don't see

what's so threatening about this motion.

It's not politically motivated, it's giving

more RSOs space."

"We're dealing with a limited amount of

space, and we've been very fair. We're

making accommodations," he added.

In a sharp outburst, BOG Facilities Coor
dinator Dan Collins said, "This whole mo-
tion makes me totally sick. This is a fiasco,

this is all about who can stack the board
in their favor."

Collins said the proper procedure would
be to refer the moves the Space Commit-
tee. He said making this move was not in

the best interest of the students.

Darling, in his first meeting as a gover-

nor, said the office to be shared by Spec-

trum, the Minuteman and Students for

Bush was not big enough for all the grouos.

Darling saw the motion as an attack on
conservative organizations. "It's just par-

tisan politics again," he said.

"It seems like sf>ecial interest groups
have hijacked the BOG and railroaded it

through," he added.

After the motion was passed. Darling
said he was resigning from the board.

The relocation of the RSOs changes an
emergency move made by BOG officers

earlier this month.

"This is not an issue of political charge,"

Festa said. He added that although the mo-

tion changed the move made by officers of

the board, it "supports the spirit of that mo-

tion."

CoUeglan photo by Richard Bonaano

HOP, SKIP AND A JUMP!!! - JUl Lococo jumps rope during
recess at Northampton's Bridge Street School

New attorneys enlisted in campus assault case
By FRANCIS HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Seven months after an alleged racially-motivated

beating of two black students, private attorneys for both

parties will assume prosecutor and defense roles, after the

Northwestern district attorney's office withdrew from the

case.

The office, which dropped the case in late July, decided

the cross-complaints in the case could be handled best by

private attorneys, according to Shutesbury Attorney

Michael Pill. Pill and Amherst Attorney Thomas Whitney

are representing the four men accused of the attack.

Police reports state that early Feb. 7, a group of white

students shouted racial slurs at, and then attacked, black

students James Cunningham and Jerome Smith. Smith

and Cunningham were escorting Smith's white girlfriend,

Sarah Whittle from a party in the Sylvan Residential

Area.

Smith and Whittle were represented by attorney Joseph

F. Bardouille of Lynn until this week when an undisclos-

ed attorney adopted the case.

"Smith has declined any mediation," said Pill, who add-

ed that he had unsuccessful attempts to mediate between

Smith and William J. McPhail, Jr., one of the alleged

attackers.

Former UMass students Stephen M. Wolff of Attleboro,

David C. Johnson of Plymouth, and McPhail, of Arlington,

are facing charges of assault and battery, assault and bat

tery with the purpose of racial intimidation, and assault

and battery with a dangerous weapon.

Non-UMass student Daniel Johnson, the brother of

David Johnson, faces the same charges, plus an additional

assault and battery charge, along with McPhail.

Cunningham and Smith were charged by McPhail in

April with assault and battery, and assault and battery

for the purpose of racial intimidation. Smith pleaded in-

nocent to all charges. Cunningham, who lives in

Philadelphia, did not make his court date and presently

has a warrant out for his arrest.

University disciplinary actions in late spring resulted

in the placement of two of the white men on deferred

suspensions for violation of the Code of Student Conduct

by attacking Cunningham and Smith. McPhail withdrew

to avoid disciplinary actions against him.

Kennedy to speak
on civility
Collegian Staff Report

Ted Kennedy, Jr. will deliver the keynote address at

the second annual University of Massachusetts Con-

ference to be held tomorrow at the Campus Center and

Student Union building.

Kennedy, who lost a leg to cancer, will address i.ssues

of civility and the rights of the disabled at 10 a.m. in

the Student Union.

"The University is strong on issues of civility, " said

student development coordinator Andrea Kandel.

"It's not ju.st here students are going to have to learn

to live with people of different backgrounds and with dif-

ferent abilities. " she said. "That's one of the reasons we

wanted Ted Kennedy. ^ to speak. He's an incredible

leader of young people around civility issues."

Kennedy will also address a five-college event tomor-

row at 1 p.m. on the Smith College campus at Stoddard

Auditorium. According to Kevin Bourque. Western

Massachusetts college coordinator for Sen. Kennedy's re-

election campaign, the younger Kennedy vnW discuss his

father's campaign as well as try to get students involved.

Local race starts to brew
Republican says area citizens 'are not tax dollars

'

By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian Staff

Co-owner of the local tavern The Spoke. Miles Washburn

threw his hat into the state Senate race last June with

the slogan "Let's bring politics back to the people."

Washburn said the political needs of Western

Massachusetts are being ignored and local tax dollars are

not being spent locally.

He said the Massachusetts Senate "forgets that Hamp
shire and Franklin counties are we.st of the 495 belt-line.

We're not tax dollars to be used in Boston."

"There needs to be a Western Mass. voice in Boston,"

he said. "Instead of a Boston voice in Western Mass.
"

Washburn said our current senators "forget the people

that put them in office." If he wins, he plans to commute

to Boston from his home in South Hadley in an effort to

keep politics close to the people who elected him.

This is not the first time Washburn, 25. has leapt over

the bar into politics. He is currently a Republican State

Committee Member and chairman of the Republican

Town Committee in South Hadley, as well as a town

meeting member in South Hadley.

Nor is he a stranger to his constituency. A 1987 UMass

graduate in economics, Washburn established The Spoke

four years ago with his partner Douglas LeBlanc. He has

also been a member of Delta Chi Fraternity since 1985

and currently serves as financial advisor on their Alum

ni Board of Trustees.

Washburn said, especially in a presidential election

year, that there are a lot of students registered ir.

Amherst. He said the UMass campus vote is important

to him. since he feels a majority of students will vote

central-right.

'You'll find a lot of conservative Democrats that wi'l

vote Republican." he said.

Two key issues in his campaign are the opposition of

new or increased taxes and fees, and auto insurance

reform.

He said Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and current Sen. John

Olver, D-Amherst, are "tax and spend Democrats'" who

tax more so they can spend more. He said Massachusetts

has a one party system with 32 Democrats and eignt

Republicans in the Senate and a ratio of four to one in

the House.

This, he says, allows for "incredible abuse" of power.

Another issue he strongly disagrees with Olver on is the

Massachusetts weekend furloughs for first-degree con-
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AP Photo

HOUSTON (AP) - President Ronald Reagan and the crew of

Discovery wave to Johnson Space Center worker and families yester-

day as he arrived for a short visit. Reagan was also to appear at a

fund raising dinner for Vice President George Bush.

Mass. furlough
program evaluated
BOSTON (API - While Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis still is taking heat for a controver-

sial Massachusetts prison furlough policy,

officials say early-release programs at twro

state prisons are quietly re-integrating of-

fenders into society.

OfTicials at the Worcester County House

of Correction in West Boylston and Hamp-
den County Jail in Springfield said none

of the inmates completing the programs

have been arrested again since serving

their sentences.

"In the beginning, we took a deep breath

to see what would happen, but it's been

recognized as one of the only alternatives

we have to ease prison crowding," said

Assistant Deputy Paul J. Westberg of the

Worcester County House of Correction.

The programs' success is a relief to of-

ficials following the outcry when convicted

murderer Willie Horton raped a Maryland

woman and stabbed her husband in April

1987 after escaping while on a furlough

from a Massachusetts prison.

Vice President George Bush has been us-

ing the furlough program, started by

Republican Gov. Francis Sargent, to charge

that Dukakis is soft on crime. Dukakis
repealed furloughs for first-degree

murderers in the ensuing controversy after

Horton's arrest.

GRAPHICS BOARD

The first graphics board meeting

will be held at 4:30 p.m., Monday,

October 3rd. This is mandatory
for all night graphics staff.

If you have a time conflict

contact
Mark or Wendy Roe

545-3500.

Supervisors

must show up ot 4:

Friday, September 23, 1 988 COLLEGIAN 3

Y^

ou will love our

new store - the

most exciting^

fashion story in

the area -

shoes, clothes,

accessories in

one great store.

Come seel!

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum
$13.99 1.75L

PEACHTREE
SCHNAPPS

Peachtree Schnapps
$13.99

- 2.00 mail in rebate

$11.99

Smirnoff Vodka
$6.99

1.00 mail in rebate

$5.99

(m^
ALE

Bass Ale
24 12 oz. bottles

$19.99
-6.00 mail in rebate

$13.99 +dep.

Old Milwaukee

f^ Suitcase
$8.99 -t-dep.

Korbel Champagne j^
Brut or Extra Dry ny

$9.99 750 ml '

°'

I

Local Checks Accepted
Also Visa and Mastercard

We want to be your Liquor Store...
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Fledgling falcons live

in room for the birds
By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Correspondent

While the Campus Center Hotel accom-

modated convention guests and prospective

students over the summer, the south end

of the roof was headquarters for another

type of guest — five peregrine falcons.

The University of Massachusetts has

become the latest site for the re-

introduction of the still-endangered

peregrine falcon, a species that last bred

successfully in the Massachusetts wild in

1946.

Curt Griffin, professor in the Wildlife and

Fisheries Program, has spearheaded the

hacking, or re-introduction, project.

According to Griffin, the term hacking

refers to the hackbox that serves as home
for the young falcons as they adjust to their

new location. While not currently occupied,

the hackbox is in place on top of the Cam-
pus Center and is easily visible to

passersby.

The faicons began residence on July 7,

when they were about 30 days old. For one

week they were confined to the hackbox to

"imprint an attachment to a geographical

location," Griffin said. They they were'

released.

The next day the three males flew for the

first time. By July 21, the rest had fiown.

Once they learned to fiy, the birds could

be seen on all the highest perches on cam
pus. The birds appeared to particularly to

like Thompson Hall, the Tower Library

and the smokestacks, Griffin said.

Griffin is satisfied with the project. "This

is one of the major success stories in

wildlife management," he said. "We're all

very pleased and anxious to do it again

next year."

The goal of the project is to re establish

the peregrine falcon as a breeding species

in the area. There are several historic

nesting aeries in this area, most notably

on Mount Tom. These aeries have not been

used since the widespread use ofDDT caus-

ed the disappearance of peregrines 40 years

ago. Griffin said he hopes the falcons will

eventually return to the original sites.

The released birds have been raised in

captivity bv the Peregrine Fund of Boise,

Idaho. Each bird costs $2,000 to $2,500.

The project is funded by the

Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and

Wildlife, Griffin said. "Actually, the money
comes from that box you check on the State

Tax Form, the one called the Non-Game
Fund. That's the fund that supports the

Natural Heritage and Endangered Species

Program," he said.

Peregrines are available on a regional

priority basis, said Griffin. Because of the

success of the hacking program east of the

Mississippi, the birds may be hard to get

next year.

"There are 15 active aeries in the East

right now, so we are not a high-priority

area," he said, adding the birds are being

sent to western states.

While peregrines are among the fastest

flying birds in the world, their speed does

not protect them from their natural

predator, the Great Horned Owl, Griffin

said. The owls hunt at night when the

falcons are most vulnerable. They sleep on

open ledges and do not see well in the dark,

he said.

The risk from predators is the main

reason re-introduction projects have not

worked in more natural settings. Griffin

said. The first successful hacking project oc-

curred in downtown Boston in 1984. This

year a pair has returned there to nest, he

said. In the city the birds eat mostly starl-

ings and sparrows.

UMass was the second site selected in the

state, partly because of Griffin's lobbying

efforts, which stem back to his arrival in

Massachusetts in 1984.

While he provided the scientific exper-

tise, Dick Nathhorst of the Physical Plant

made the logistical arrangements. Griffin

said. Under Nathhorst's direction,

volunteers built the hackbox and install-

ed it on the roof.

The birds were monitored from dawn to

dusk by two senior wildlife biology

students, Katherine Kripp and Katherine

Becker, said Griffin. As site attendants,

they fed the falcons frozen quails,

monitored the birds' progress, and

answered questions from curious

onlookers.

"Some people thought it was a pigeon

control program," said Griffin. "We had to

explain that wasn't the case at all. Pigeons

are fast flyers themselves and hard to

catch. A couple of the birds did learn to

Photo courUty of Unlvenlty Pho«o Service*

A peregrine falcon stands over quail meat at UMass. The meat was a

typical meal for the bird over the summer.

hunt them, however, and I'm sure the peo-

ple from the Physical Plant were thrilled."

The falcons were last seen Sept. 15 on

campus. Last Monday the decision was
made to stop feeding them. Griffin said.

The project is tunaea oy me l«»i.cii. ri v.wuh''^ "• — — —
• j •

Program offers ^healing process' to rape victims
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

The Rape Survivor Support Group sponsored by the

Evervwoman's Center provides a safe place where women

can talk about their experiences with other survivors, said

the program's coordinator.
, . , , d_

Pat Barrows, coordinator of the Counselor/Advocate Pro-

gram at the Everywoman's Center, said the goal of the

program is to "break the silence and provide women with

% safe place to talk about what happened to them.

"We want women to become aware of how such an

assault effects their lives and to see the strengths they

develop as thev deal with those stresses, she said.

The support "group is designed to increase self-esteem,

develop feelings of empowerment and help women make

the transition from victim to survivor, Barrows said.

"The group is an educational forum where we talk about

the issues. " she said. "We try to help women see rape in

connection with society."

Statistics show one woman in three in the US will be

sexually assaulted in her lifetime, she said.

"Rape is not a personal act against one woman; it is

systematic in our culture. It's a political issue," she said.

"We live in a rape culture."

"Rape is in some ways condoned by our culture as a

whole," she said. "It is the only felony where the victim

ends up having to prove her own innocence."

"In other felonies the general public does not focus on

the victim or what they did to provoke an attack," she

said. "You would never ask the victim of a mugging what

he or she was wearing or what they were doing at the time

of an assualt."

"In the group we talk about those issues thereby break-

ing down some of the isolation," she said.

"It's still very painful, but it can be very empowering

to share your experiences. It's a very important part of

the healing process," she said.

There has been a Rape Survivor Support Group every

semester for at least the last five years, she said, adding

it is a diverse group in terms of age, class background,

ethnicity, sexual preference and race, and is made up of

students and community women.

The group is facilitated by two community therapists

with experience working in the Counselor/Advocate Pro-

gram. It will begin in October and run for 10 weeks with

one two-hour meeting each week.

The group is free of charge and confidentiality is

assured. For more information on how to register, call the

Counselor/Advocate Program at 545-3474.

For Your Infornnation

The FYI section serves as a public ser-

vice announcement to the campus and

community. Space is limited, so the Col-

legian cannot guarantee that all letters

received will be published.

Internships - Come to the University

Internship Program to get great work ex-

perience. A planning session gets you

started. The sessions are held in Curry

Hicks from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays

and Tuesdays and from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Volunteers needed - Volunteers are

needed to sort through donated food to be

used by emergency food pantries, soup kit-

chens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western

Massachusetts. If you have two or three

hours per week and would like to help

feed the needy, call Catherine D'Amato

at 247-9738.

Math Anxiety Workshop - A math anx-

iety reduction workshop will be held Sept.

26, and Oct. 3 at 4:30 p.m. in room 1634

of the Graduate Research Tower. Sessions

conducted by Professor Doris Stockton

and counseling psychologist Donald

Banks will focus on overcoming negative

feelings toward math and on developing

positive approaches to learning math.

Conference — The economics depart-

ment is hosting a conference on collec-

tivization and de-collectivization of the

peasantry in the USSR, China, Cuba, and

Ethiopia from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. today

in Campus Center 904-908.

Dance - The Ba'hai Club is sponsoring

a dance at 9:30 p.m. tomorrow in 1009

Campus Center. Admission is $2.

Speaker — Ted Kennedy Jr. will be the

keynote speaker at the Student's Leader-

ship Conference tomorrow in the Campus

Center and Student Union Ballroom.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey will give a lun-

cheon address also.

Pianist — Soviet pianist Vladimir Tropp

will give a recital at 8 p.m. Sunday in

Sage Hall at Smith College. Tropp's all-

Russian program will feature works by
Medtner. Scriabin and Rachmaninoff. Ad-

mission is free.

Internship — The Legal Services Center

and Office of Internships will speak about

the legal assistant internships offered at

LSC and how to apply for Spring intern-

ships at 4:30 p.m. Sept. 28 in Campus
Center 177.

Barbeque — Home Economics Student

Advisory Committee is inviting all new
and returning Home Economics students

to their first Barbeque. Come join the fun

on Thursday, Sept. 29 from 5:30 to 7:00

p.m. behind Skinner Hall. If you plan to

attend, please sign up at Skinner Hall

room 101.

Profile delayed

The University of Massachusetts took a

back seat to the presidential race last

night, when Chronicle, the Boston televi-

sion news magazine, delayed its broadcast

dedicated to the University to cover George

Bush and Michael Dukakis.

Amy Hassan, productions coordinator for

Chronicle, said the show will likely air

tonight.

"The chances are very high it will run

Friday, but I don't want to make any pro-

mises," she said.

Chronicle, a 30-minute program that

follows ABC World News Tonight on

Boston's WCVB, will profile UMass,
touching on its development over the

decade, student life, and recent racial tur-

moil, according to host and producer An-

dria Hall.

-RICK SASSON
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Nummo feels new magic
of written, spoken word
By SUZETTE HUNTE
Collegian Correspondent

Nummo. a publication conceived in times

of struggle, continues to struggle today for

survival.

Nummo. the first and only black student

newspaper on the campus of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, is a publication

especially, but not exclusively, for black

students in the five-college area.

The paper operates as a news and infor-

mation medium with articles and editorials

targeted at a black audience.

Nummo's main goal is to e.stablish a five-

college network through which black

students can freely express their concerns,

views, and opinion to their Black peers and

to students of all ethnic origins.

Originally called Nummo News, it was

founded in 1975 as the result of a struggle

initiated in 1974 by a black student

organization called the Congress on Racial

Equality (COREi.

CORE spearheaded an investigation of

white media organizations on campus at

the time.

They found that these organizations were

functioning without black student

representation on their staffs.

Enraged, CORE and other members ol

the black community staged a sit-in at the

Collegian.

Their efTbrts proved successful and short

ly afterwards, two positions were created

on the Collegian's Board of Editors. Hence,

the "Black Affairs " page was born.

However, the space allotted to "Black Af

fairs" soon proved to be insufficient.

According to Rudy Jones, the first Black

Affairs Editor and former Assistant Admis-

sions Director at UMass, "they (students)

wanted to have a newspaper independent

of the Collegian in which they controlled

the editorial content of the paper."

So, members of the black community,

still striving for an outlet that would

enable them to voice their opinions freely,

formed Nummo News a year later.

The word "Nummo" is Swahili in origin

and means, "the magic power of the spoken

and written word."

Through the dedication and drive of the

Nummo News staff, under the direction ot

Editor Sherwood Thompson, currently the

Director of the Office of Third World Af

fairs (OTWA), the magic was put to work.

The result of their efforts was Nummo in

its heyday, h provided information not only

on a iwal level but also on a national, in

ternational and cultural level. The publica

tion came out weekly with a minimum ol

8 to 9 pages. According to Segun

Eubanks, a past member of the Nummo
staff and currently a ca.s<*worker counselor

for the UMass Upward Bound Program,

"Nummo was an important tie to the Black

community. It let people know what was

really going on, rather than relying on

gossip. Everyone complained about the in-

accuracy of the coverage the New Africa

House takeover Hast February! received in

the press. We had our own media in Num
mo, but it is not utilized."

But if tne new Editor in Chief of Num
mo. senior Kevin Sibley has anything t(

say about it. the magic power of NumnK
will be revitalized.

Said Sibley: "I would really like to set

more black participation. This is im

perative to keep the black voice alive on

campus as well as in the five college area."

Nummo held its first general meeting!

yesterday afternoon in its office Iwated or

the first floor of New Africa House.

Engineeringprogram offers many
opportunities to minorities
By PAMELA MCRAE
Collegian Correspondent

With more than 5.000 members, the Na
tional Society of Black Engineers is one of

the largest student run organizations in

the country. It originated in April 1975

with a handful of black engineering

students at Purdue University concerned

with n overwhelming deficiency of minori

ty engineers in America's industries.

Conceived by the Society of Engineers,

the organization devoted itself to the

development of intensive programs for in

creasing recruitment, retention, and suc-

cessful graduation of minorities in

engineering and applied .sciences.

Presently. NSBE consists of more than

150 chartered chapters located on univer

sity and college campuses across the

United States. As a non-profit, tax-exempt

organization. NSBE continues to produce

innovative projects on the national,

regional, and chapter levels, include

tutorial programs, high school junior high

school outreach programs, workshops,

career fairs, banquets, newsletters, resume

books, and a National magazine
international).

Only 5 years old, the NSBE chapter at

UMa.ss has matured into an essential

resource for minority engineers. Recipients

of Outstanding Chapter Awards, they

have, and continue to produce Career

Fairs, Conferences, Work.shops, Resume
Books, and Socials.

Acting Piesident. Kim O'Shields of UMass,
feels that some of the true personal benefits

of NSBE come from 'networking with other

minority students with the same goals in

mind as well as with other NSBE students

from all over the country. From this, a type

of unity is developed within the organiza-

tion that one can depend on,"

For minority engineering newcomers.
Assistant Director of the Minority
Engineering program, Dw ight Tavada, ex-

pres.sed how "NSBE gives them an at

mosphere of family and support, while

helping to gear them towards some basic

goals."

Unwilling to diminish, NSBE continues

to strive towards its full potential with a

continued on page 5

Especially for You
Black hair care & Beauty Products

Introducing Dick Gregory's Bahamian Diet

I ATTENTION ATTENTION
\

A safe scientific Program for ap-

petite control and calorie reduc-

tion. Choose from two plans:

Gradual or 7 day Rapid Weight
Loss.

206 Russell St.

Route 9 - Hadley
586-6622

Pholii courtrny of the Uepurlmrnl itf Afr«>-AnHTifan aludirii

Nigerian Novelist Chinua Achebe in conversation with Bill Meyers

Novelist discusses Africa
By THOMAS MAMBANUE
Collenian StatT

Chinua Achehe. internationally acclaim-

ed novelist and UMass visitin^j professor,

will discuss Africa and the West on the

Sept. 29 edition of Bill Moyers' "World of

Ideas" on PBS.
She will also address the colonial legacy

and the importance of storytelling and

writers.

The show will be aired on the PBS net

work at 11 p.m. Local viewers can watch

the show on channel 56.

"World of Ideas" is a new series of 50

half hour interviews with people of "ideas

and vision and insight, to broaden and

enhance the conversation of democracy

Achebe. author of 22 novels, including

the highly praised and well-known Things

Fall Apart. Nn Longer At Ease, and his

most recent. Anthills of the Savannah, is

currently a visiting profes.sor in the Afro

America.! Studies Department. Of the

West and Africa, Achebe says: "The tradi

tional attitude of Europe or the West is that

Africa is a continent of children so that

a man as powerful and as enlightened as

Albert Schweitzer was able to say that the

Black people are my brothers.' But my
junH)r brothers, you see. We're not

anybody's junior brothers."

Speaking on democracy, the novelist

says: "When people .say we failed to prac

tice democracy in Africa, they assume we

were taught democracy during colonial

rule, and that somehow we betrayed our

education.

"This is not true at all. The colonial

regime (British) was not a democratic

system; it was a most extreme form of

totalitarianism."

Other guests on Bill Moyers' show will

include historian Barbara Tuchman.
s(Kiologi.st Robert Bel lab, and teacher

philosopher John Searle.

PIPELINE NEWS...
ATLANTA — Morehouse College, a

predominantly black school for men. is

devoting the month of September to forums

and speakers addressing the topic of

"'return to the source-unity within the

black community.

"

Tony Brown, a well known journalist and
speaker, will voice his views and opinions

to the sti'dti.t body in an open forum on
September 17. The month will culminate
with Black college day on September 26,

to reinforce the positive a.spects of atten-

ding black universities.

GRAMBLING - Grambling Slate

University, another black school of approx

imately 6.000, is presently dealing with a

decree handed down from the justice

department to integiate the university.

They have been threatened with the loss

of federal funds if they choose not to

comply.

Upward Bound:
program, a plan
BY EDWARD P. SMITH
Collegian Correspondent

The Upward Bound Program at the

University of Massachusetts is a year
round, federally—funded program that
was born out of the .struggle in the 1960s.

Its purpose is to provide upward mobili-

ty for minorities. The program, designed
for low income students, originated from
six experimental pilot projects during
1965. President Lyndon B. Johnson decid-

ed to fund four of these programs — one
of the them based at UMass.
"The major theme [of Upward Bounds]

in terms of goals and mission is to

motivate students to develop the skills

necessary to gain admission to and suc-

cessfully complete college", said Brain
Lewis, a.ssi.stant administrative director

of Upward Bound and chairman of the
Boston Higher Education Informaton
Center.

Lewis stressed that Upward Bound is

not only summer-oriented, but a "year-
round" program that maintains close con-

tact with students who were in or are
entering the program.
During the year, the Outreach program

of Upward Bound operates as a tutorial

and counseling body that sponsors career

- RENAI CULPEPPAR

year-round
for the future

days to help students understand the

diversity of college life. Counseling is pro-

vided on four different levels: family, per-

sonal, career, and academic.

Students of Upward Bound may either

be honor .students in high school or

students whose records demonstrate con-

tinual academic regression.

"The things these students have in com-

mon is very strong survival skills, (and)

although they come into Upward Bound
with tunnel vision, we try to channel

these strong survival skills away from

looking for the immediate to planning for

the future," said Wilma Tynes, former

student (of Upward Bound] and now case

worker in charge of projects for the

Springfield area.

Students may apply to the program bet-

ween grades nine and 11. The summer
program emphasizes academics with a

curriculum that ranges from chemistry to

studies in Afro-American history. The

wide range of courses encourages diver-

sity in thought and expression of oneself,

said UMass senior Duver Gomez, a former

Upward Bound student.

Yvette Russel .a junior at UMASS. said

the Upward Bound program "helps a high

continued on page 5
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Upward Bound
continued from page 4

school student believe in themselves and
prove to themselves that any dream can

be possible with hard work and deter-

mination."

This idea of hard work comes from a

rigidly designed schedule that teaches

time management. Bridge students (high

school seniors bridging gap to college) find

that this is one of the most beneficial

orientations because they may take two

three-credit courses that count towards

graduation credits.

Engineering
continued from page 4

schedule of positive, productive events

such as the semester opener, a Freshman

Reception, held 1st Thursday with Guest

speaker, Jerry Perkins of Digital.NSBE,
according to Director of the Minority

Engineering Program Reynolds Winslow,

" will carry on the legacy of reaching out

and growing strong. They will continue

to give back to the next generation while

constantly improving their own profes-

sional stance."

Black Affairs
needs a staff:

interested writers

should come down to

Campus Center 113

and talk to Joseph Hill

or Thomas Mambande

Call us in the a.m.

Ufe'll come to

your door & pick up

your Laundry.

OLLEGE

COUPON SALE

4 Main St., Amherst

253-2523

Mon-Fri Sam to 8pm
Sat 9 to 6 • Sun 9 to 5

Stamps • Instant Lottery

OF

AND
WATCHES

Delivered back

the same day,

washed, dried

& folded.

Have we got watches! We just received a shipment of 93 handsome new

Timex models. We normally mark our Timex and Seiko watches down 50%.

BuTweVe got too many! So with these coupons you can take an additional

To% off So right now through next Friday. Sept. 30. you can buy any watch

in stock at 10% off our already low prices with these coupons.

SO HURRY, HURRY, HURRY! CLIP AND SAVE!

Q'OLLEGE yy,j^ THIS COUPON get

10% off
Price of any Timex watch

in stock at College Drug.

This coupon expires 9-30-88

OLLEGE
WITH THIS COUPON GET

10% off
Price of any Seiko watch

in stock at College Drug. ^^ |

I This coupon^ £?P!i;5L?l^£'i?——-^^ J

'"Saie'priced $10.52 to %7\%5
Save $1.17 to $8.00! J

Convenience.

Quality.

Tlie wave of the future.

I

549-2840
6 UNIVERSITY ORWE/NEWMARKET CENTER/AHHERST
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State Senate Candidate Miles Washburn

Washburn
continued from page 1

v'icted murderers program. Washburn said he has discuss-

ed the issues with voters while he campaigns door-to-door.

"1 haven't met anyone yet who's for it," he said, adding

he couldn't understand why Olver would vote for an issue

that was so unpopular in his district.

Washburn also said deregulating auto insurance would

spur competitive rates in the insurance market, conse-

quently lowering the price in Western Massachusetts.

"This is a hot issue for everyone right now," he said.

"Why should we pay the same (as people in Boston)?" He

said car-owners in Western Massachusetts should not face

the same theft, accident and vandalism rates Boston car-

owners face.

Washburn invited area students to work on his cam-

paign this semester for internship credits. He said the ad

vantage to working on a local campaign like his is the

opportunity to talk with the candidate and discuss his

platform.

Although Washburn said he will be busy "representing

the people as opposed to bartending all the time" he has

no plans to leave The Spoke.

Vehicle stolen

from Sylvan area
parking lot
A student reported that her iy»4 red Subaru was stolen

shortly after 10 p.m. Wednesday from the Sylvan Residen-

tial Area parking lot.

In other incidents:

• A 24year-old Longmeadow man was arrested Tuesday
on Massachusetts Ave. and charged with driving a motor
vehicle under the influence of alcohol.

• A student reported Wednesday that she returned to her

1982 Honda in lot 25 to find her left front fender damaged.

• A 21 -year-old student from MacNamara Residence Hall

was arrested at the Campus Center Store and charged

with shoplifting.

• On W/>dnesday, a student reported having $100 cash

stolen from his room in Melville Residence Hall around

10:30 p.m.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES

Introducing the

PotBsuvOsu
Route 9 • Hadley • 584-1603

Lunchtime, Dinnertime, anytime, you'll love our
authentic New York style delicacies: Homemade
Salads, Hot & Cold Subs and Sandwiches... to satify

your appetite and budget.

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$1.00 off any sub

HOT
Chicken Perm.

Meatball

Sausage & Peppers

Otter

I

1
I

I

I

I

I

Expires Wed. Sept. 28 ^^_|

COLD
Roast Beet

Ham
Turkey Breast

& Many Others

mS
Premier Showcase Nightclub

CLOSED MONDAY & TUESDAY
18. 19. 20 Year Olds Welcome!
Subject to additional charge.

Friday, September 23

FARENHEIT
Saturday, September 24lh

PHYSICAL QRAFFITTI
"The Led Zeppelin Show"

Sunday. September 25

MANIACS
Heavy Metal Night

Upcoming Concerts
Sept. 27—JAMAICAN REQOAE with CHALAS

Across from Mtn. Farms Mall, Route 9, Hadley • 586-4463

Gre<rtTaste<
Less niling Ijtic

-^^5^ BEER
CASE SPECIALS
Miller Lite Suitcase

Carting Black Labels

Falstati

Schmidts
Michelob Suitcase

Heineken
St. Pauli

As Real
As ItGets

ONES, FOURS, SIXS AND TWELVES
Haffenreffer 40 oz. 1 pk.

Sun Country Coolers 4 pk.

Moosehead 6 pk.

Harp 6 pk Moosdiead^
Guiness 6 pk.

niWV»Jl#ii*»«»s ^

Corona 6 pk. CAMADAS Premium Beer

Sam Adams 6 pk.

Miller Genuine Draft 12 pk.

10.99

6.99

7.99

8.99

12.99

15.99

16.99

1.59

2.99

3.99

4.69

4.99

4.99

4.99

5.99

After vouVe shown
your folks around,
show them this.

MOLSON GOLDEN 12 pk. Bottles 6.99

HARD BARGAINS
Kahlua 750 ml. 10.99

Tanqueray Gin 750 ml. 10.99

Four Seasons Vodka 1 .751 8.99

Four Seasons Gin 1.751 8.99

There's No Reason to Go Anywhere Else

inPORTCD

r *
^

FOUR SEASONS
Located on Route 9, Hadley Jast Beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY — SATURDAY 9 am • 1 1 pm

584-8174

Xftpf thpv'vc s«Tn whi'm you <*a(, wh«'n" you ,sJ«>«'p. and wherr you go to class, shon

th«*m what's going to holp y«>u study.

The IBM*Ppre()nal Systr'm/2* is thr best way to show wnir pan^nLs \k\A how srrioiLs you

an* about your gradrs. It's easy to leam and pas> to am*, and can h«'lf) ytMi oi]gani7ir no^j-s,

iryis«" papers. pnMlu<-e high quality graphio, and mon*. And if V(ni"rp eligible, you'll even giH

the IBM PS/2 at up to «)"/o off.

So after you've shown th«-m anHind, show them what c»MinLs.

Dcm't mi.ss the IBM PS/2*lair!
Wt-dn.stlay & Thursday, S«pt. 28-29 (9:3()ani-ipni)

liniversitv ll<M>kstf»n' (>>nrourse

Regi.ster to yyjn a fret* (il) playtT.*

OPEN
M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE<»

L^i^=z. The Bigger Picture

Registration torms available at the University Bookstore Concourse Sept 28-29 Drawing will t>e ^letd Sept 29 at 4pm Drawing

participation limited to qualified students of U ot Mass Personal Sys»em/2 and PS/2 are registered Irademarlts o) IBM Corp
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Notes from the Campus Center basement

Some advice for Mike and George

Ennui-watch '88
Step right up! Step right up!

Peanuts, popcorn, crackerrrrjack!

Peanuts, popcorn, crackerrrrjack!

"Let me tell you, George Herman
Walker Bush, that while you were sat

there in the White House while the US
traded with Iran, Iran of all nations, I

was. .

."

David R. Mark

"Now Mike, you may feel it's perfectly

fine to have a furlough program that

allows murderers and rapists to visit their

homes, maybe never to return. But while

you were in Boston, I was. .

."

And so it goes. At least, that's what

many Americans hope will go when Vice

President George Bush debates

Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

Sunday at 8 p.m. in Winston-Salem,

North Carolina.

For Bush, it may signal the beginning

of the end, especially if Bush comes across

as too upper class (deep doo-doo, etc.),

unable to handle simple semantics ("I

hope I stand for anti-bigotry, anti-

Semitism, anti-racism. .
.") or just plain

out of it (asking if an audience realized

Sept. 7 was the anniversary of Pearl

Harbor).

For Dukakis, it may also signal the

beginning of the end, especially if he

starts rattling off statistics, stays with the

tried and true (read: boring) "Good jobs

at good wages" routine, and is unable to

show even the smallest inkling of

emotion.

"George, your efforts to handle drugs

have been to handle Noriega with care,

while in Massachusetts I. .
."

"And another thing about the next Vice

President of the United States, Dan
Quayle — he damn didn't burn the

American flag. .

."

It probably won't be a 'great' debate.

More likely, it will be filled with slogans

and evasion, rather than issues and

answers.

For your guidance, and with some help

from Newsweek magazine and Collegian

Associate Production Manager Betty Ann
Murphy, we bring you "A Handicapper's

Guide to the Great Debate."

So keep your eyes glued to you • sets

Sunday night, and don't forget your

Nytol.

David R. Mark is editorial edit >r of the

Collegian

A Handicapper's Guide to tiie Great Debate
_ . ._ . .. .^ X D uB____'. 1anm>na•Bn•anilL''T•i'.or"Ma-

Th« Snt dtbaU b*t«wn Boah and Dukakia Mst Soaday

»UI be billtd m the Moat laportaat Brest ia iha <am-

pufn—at laaat ttntii the MOBBd debate. The aHRh ia on IB

both campaifoa for the next oBe-Unar with the i

Rooald Ra^Bni 1900 "Ttitn yvt go fiin." Tal<. of

"

chuaattaMirate" or "itarichoota. not Star Ware' 'ontnitit

Per thoae plaiuiii« to watch thia temporary irt* t jpuon of

Orniwa coTvraga. her* ia a hndicappar'i (uidj:

6Mit«Busb

:64

6lc«t2

206 pounds

RofcrAilM

Richard Darman

,..: Lan^ body
maitn his head look stnaO:

whiny. gafle-prone when
not well prepped. He's

stopped wiggling, but he's

started giggling.

/W»te« Keep voice low. stay cabn. dont wave atiB*. Banish

all spontaneous thoughts.

r LL,_ OTillI Fonnatdoesnl let Dukakis wake an
openinn statement Of ask Bush dhect questions.

Prt»ia« aitkiis: Hyper In W Ferraro contest: heid his own

in 88 primary group gropes.

UhttT «tr»tnr A Vindef .
gentler" ftoh who lets Dukakis

be the slasher.

Fwartti Males: Peace, prosperity, laBing trade de«ciL

Hiiiiiini fWST Irwe AyatoUah. Noriega. Ntaoo. Marcos.

Reagan environmental record.

UfeelT c«iatd Inditnairt mvsatas «: Quavie war service.

lran<onlra. Dukakis charge o( "McCarthyism.

Smtttad 1*1 Hwr Governor, the seway in Boa-

ton Harbor, which you ve laiJed to clean up. woukl

cover that aty to a height o( 17 leet Now that,

deepdoodoo.

Eittctattam: Lowered so (ar they re rising again.

Mrst-cait scwwria: Wins debate, then says. "We kicked a

little Greek a- last night"

Michael Dukakis

S ieet 8 (he says)

160 pounds

TotnDonikm

Robert Baraett

tfapr No shoulders:

can seem arrogant tedious,

dour (do you want this

man in vour living room?);

unlike lieagan. looks smug
wtien he bobs his head

,mw„^ Lighten up. crack a rMe: use rebuttal time to ask

Bush direct questions and get him ofl his script.

hmnMi cmMmk Bush has to stand lor 90 minutes

without notes, inae»ing dunces lor The Gafle.

mftan MtlmK Too^ruesome demolition of Gephardt in

only la ooeoo-ooe. did weU in other primary contests, but

often by lading mto the background. Moderator (or de-

bate senes ui the 70s—but that was an egghead PBS show.

UMr ttrwiagr Smding Mike, who calmly shows he s not a

crazy bberai alter aH

Drufs. middte class. President Quayle.

'

^ mn Geonje McGovem. Jimmy Carter. Jesse

Jackson. Willie Hortoa Boston Harbor.

UkUf cMMd kriHaaal rasfsaMt •: The Pledge, lurlough

program, intimation he s not on •American side.

'

%tfgtMt aRt-feMr George. I'm not Jimmy Carter, [pause!

And you sure as heil ain t RonakI Reagan.

Paling. But he really needs a win.

Mnrte Suggests placuig United NaUons flag

in every classroom next to OW Glory.

Do you have a gripe about something? Do you like something? If,you do. you d best

get your body down To 113 Campus Center and write about it. Just make sure ,t s typed

and double-spaced. Ask Dave or Pam any questions you may have.

Hello, mobile UMass
Anyone driving to or from Northampton

Saturday evening should be sure to check

out the UMass Pagan Students Organiza-

tion, picketing in front of HoJo's on Route

9. The Seventh Day Adventists, a fun-

damentalist Christian group, is holding a

conference on "The Occult Explosion —
Why?" and the pagans say they have been

wrongly accused of worshipping Satan.

I can hear the groans. Why is it always

a picket, always a cause? Yes, there are a

few too many of those at UMass. But you

have to admit, the issues are pretty in-

teresting. I'll take it over a political rally,

or an alcohol protest.

Nancy Klingener

Walking is not such a bad thing. We have

a big campus and we get a lot of exercise

between classes. But that still does not ex-

cuse the yoyos who take the bus from the

stop on North Pleasant Street in front of

the Methodist church, and then ride to cam-

pus. Yeah, 1 know. The five-minute walk

might just put you over the limit and you're

going to drop dead of a stroke. Or worse,

you might miss the first five minutes of

"All My Children."

They shouldn't have a bus stop there at

all. Or else people who are caught taking

the bus from there to campus should be tied

to the front of those physical plant trucks

that just can't seem to find the loading

docks and access roads around this campus.

Do you know what's fun to do when one of

those vans is bearing down on the

pedestrian sidewalk? Move into the center

of the sidewalk and start walking really

slowly. Take your time. Stop and rip a lit

tie triangle in your coffee lid. Stop and save

that nice earthworm in the puddle from

getting flattened. It's your sidew:ilk. This

is an even better tactic when it's people in

suits driving state cars. Notice you very

rarely see faculty members driving their

Volvos around campus. That's because they

used to be students.

Did anyone catch state Rep. Stan

Rosenberg, D-Amherst, when he was talk-

ing about the proliferation of temporary

trailers on campus (Collegian, p. 3, 9/20)?

Rosenberg said we should "celebrate" the

hideous things because they show the

University is growing beyond its boun-

daries, and is a vital, dynamic place.

Right. We're supposed to celebrate

because our campus doesn't get the funding

to build the classrooms and labs it

desperately needs. We're supposed to

celebrate these ugly, temporary shacks all

over a campus that once, before the 1950s

and 60s, was beautiful. We're supposed to

celebrate because the hardworking people

who manage to stick it out here put up with

make do measures, because they have no

choice or because they actually care about

their work.

Where's the party? I don't see the

trustees or the Chancellor's Commission

for Celebrating Things (I'm sure there is

one) putting out slick posters for the event.

I'd like to see Rosenberg leading the

celebration when they alleviate the need

for low-income housing in Amherst by

building a trailer park in the middle of the

Amherst Common. Make no mistake, the

trailers on campus are needed, and a

lifesaver. But that's not enough, and

they're nothing tf> crow about.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist

-Letters^

Tune in to what's up with WSUR
I have some good news and some bad

news
The bad news is that WSUR is not going

on the air, yet. Due to circumstances

beyond the control of the board members,

the financial support necessary to complete

equipment purchases and renovation of a

broadcasting studio has fallen short of our

goal. In fact, we're broke. Also, during the

summer, we had intended to, with the help

of S.W.A.G. and Housing Services, fill out

the forms necessary to receive an FCC
license for a 100 watt FM station. Again,

intentions do not always become reality.

So, WSUR is not a broadcasting station,

as we had all hoped.

But don't lose faith, because I do have

some good news. Included in the various

building projects in store for the UMASS-
Amherst campus over the next several

years is the wiring of all on-campus hous-

ing for cable. This is a complicated process

by which all dorm rooms will be equipped

to receive college radio and TV broadcasts.

WSUR, by working with housing, has the

opportunity to be on the ground floor of this

new project.

WSUR still needs your support. We need

dedicated individuals to get involved with

this project. Those interested may call me
at 256-0569. No meeting has been set yet.

STAY TUNED!
Bonnie L. Borromeo

Station Manager of WSUR

Approach to drug problem wrong
In his zealous crusade to purge profes-

sional sports of "drug addicts," Jim Clark

ignores the largest category of substance

abusers: those addicted to alcohol. Has he

forgotten that Babe Ruth himself was one

of the worst problem drinkers the game has

ever seen? Maybe he overlooks alcoholics

because the word doesn't whip people into

self-righteous frenzies as eff'ectively as the

words he does use: "druggies," and cocaine

addicts," for example.

Babe Ruth sure wouldn't have played

long enough to hit 714 home runs if we liv-

ed in Clark's cryptofacist state What a

great idea, ban drug users from their only

source of livelihood. Is there any other

branch of the entertainment industry

where drug use results in suspension and

ultimately, expulsion? The last time I

checked, the Bill of Rights was still attach-

ed to the Constitution.

No one advocates drug use for athletes

or for anyone. Offenders need treatment

and education, not pompous moralists like

Jim Clark to kick them out onto the streets.

Simple-minded pundits who can in one

breath admit that drug abuse is a disease

and then continue to scream for expulsions

exemplify the very worst of the mindless

Nancy Reagan "Just Say No" hysteria.

Jim Carman
Belchertown

Column is true — unfortunately
In response to Nancy Cohen's article

"Both Right and Left Ridiculous," I

couldn't agree more. On a campus .so pro-

ud of its image of being open-minded, it is

amazing to note that 10 percent of the

students make 90 percent of the noise.

On this campus, you are either ultra-

right, ultra left, or shouted down. There is

no middle ground.

Most of the self-proclaimed "open-

minded"people are the most narrow-

minded people I've met.

The concept of shouting down opponents
applies to both the liberals and conser-

vatives on campus. If you don't believe, me
go to a rally and count the number of air

horns.

It is time for average students to step for-

ward and express their views on issues. It's

time to tell these groups that life isn't all

cut and dry. Other (>eople are entitled to

their opinions.

Christopher Curtin
Orchard Hill
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« CLEARANCE SALE S

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10-9 • SUN 10-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE 5 - EAST WINDSOR. CONN.
1131 CAMPBELL AVE., WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184, GROTON. CONN.
(OPP. GROTON MOTOR INN)

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HADLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12-5 • MON-SAT 10-9

CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS, MASS.

SATURDAY 10-9 • SUNDAY 12-6 • MON-FR1 10-9

ROOM SIZE CARPET BUY OUT
BECAUSE WE BUY TRAILERLOADS WE CAN OFFER ROOM SIZE CARPETS
AT 50% TO 70% OFF NORMAL PRICES.
MOST AT BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES.
BEAUTIFUL CARPETS FROM ONE OF THE
LARGEST CARPET MAKERS.

OVER 1000 IN STOCKoOOM
thf<;f arf rfttfr np ahf*; of T*^^«THESE ARE BETTER GRADES OF
RESIDENTIAL CARPETING

SHAGS • PLUSH • SPLUCH • SCULPTURED • LOOPED AND MORE
COMPARE N^^AOQ COMPAHE N0^^^CO

9'x12' .S.00 s'o9** 12'x15' 'So r119*^
liO'Y'iO' ^o""'*'^''^

AT '199.95

10'wil' COMPARE
I ib A I I AT *220.00

Il0'v10' COMPARE
I £ A I£ AT <240.00

w

w

w

»79®* 12'x16'

»89®® 12'x17'

$99®® 12'x18'

COMPARE ^
AT '319.95 w

COMPARE
J{

AT '340.00 w

COMPARE ^
AT '360.00 w

«12999

$13999

$14499

12'x13' J?S?rcl m04^ 12'x19' St°!S?S3S s $149*®
19'Yld.' COMPARE S

I I £ A IH AT '280.00 w«109®® 12'x20' S?!iSS3l I $159*3
SMOOTH TOP INNERSPRING MATTRESS SETS

TAN CAR

CARPET

ARTIFICIAL

GRASS
CARPET

Isq.yd.

6' OZITE

CARPET

flisq.yd.

CONGOLEUM VINYL

NOW FLOOR
FLOORING

$2295$098
%Rq.yd.

TWIN

SIZE

SET SET

FULL

SIZE

SET SET

QUEEN

SIZE

SET SET

Suggested
List Price

S797 SAVE

$299

PORTABLE GENERATOR
^-^ • 4000 Rated Wans

laooo I 4650 Max Wans

^1 • 2 1 20V &

1 •240V outlets

• 8H P Tecumseti

Engine
• P'otective Cradle

$49^

IN STOCK
4000 WATT

AND
5000 WATT
ELECTRIC
START

PORTABLE
GENERATORS
WITH LASER
GAS TANKS

LADIES

Western
Style

Leather Boots
Value MOO

N
O
W$10

RUBIE PROMISED NOT TO ADVERTISE THE BRAND ValUG ^Q^s

DISPOSABLE DIAPERS s$688
rJU ^TTje of 66 New Born , . 1 1 -^, w ^0

PETER PAUL
ALMOND JOY1
16 oz. Snack Bars
Value N^iJOQ

/^uDiorox
40 CHANNEL CB

MODEL MC3 16

Value

S5995

NOW

STORAGE BUILDING FRAMING KITS
8 FT X 12 FT.

COMP VALUE CLEARANCE
^149to5159 PRICED

Rugged ali-steei framing kit Simple 8x12" heavy duty hot-dipped
galvanized building frame m Gramorel or GaOie roof styles Designed tor

^o-:t-vourseHers vqu II need finisninq material for 'oot and sidinq

DRAPERIES
gpEN Y/EAVE • SELF-USED • FQAMBflCiT'-

^*

BURLINGTON

iii
75«.

HOUSE
FIRST QUALITY AND IRREGULARS j

^^$AVE48%T.64%
COMPARE AT «21 • '26

50'o4-
WfST ;$1088

COMPARE AT »64 • 76
75"«84"

100-»84-w
$2688

COMPARE AT '26 • »29 ^
50'»84- 3$^^88

COMPARE AT '80 '95

1?')-»84-

1'iO'»84-o

'^t.

536«8
W

COTTON SWEET
LIGHTWEIGHT

YARN KIT
Value Ml^s
N

COMPLETE KIT

ARTS/LIVING

Windham Hill recording artist Liz Story plays the Iron Horse Sun-
day night.

It's another ska extravaganza this Saturday night. Cover is $4 for all-age, $5
weekend at L'Oasis nightclub in Nor- for regular show,
thampton. Friday and Saturday night
Boston's own Plate 0' Shrimp p/a^. An Sunday night House-style deejay Job
all-ages show will go from 6 to 9 p.m. on rocks the house. Over 21 please.

n^^
^^M ^^0 »|^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ *J(* ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^f ^^f ^^f ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^P ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^P ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^k ^^^^^^ II

^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^1^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ 1* ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ *|* ^J^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ l|

UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT SERVICE

SATELLITE OFnCE
SCHEDULE FALL 1988

CASIAC
Thursday, 9:30 AM - 12:30 PM

Machmer E2

1

HANDICAPPED STUDENT
AFFAIRS OFFICE

Mondays, 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
231 Whltmore

For more iitformation, please call

University Placement Service
545-2224

Art work from Amherst
to Noho to Springfield
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

As the once-mighty art columnist sat

down to her work, she realized that there

had to be a limit to the inhumanity . . .

Oh,where did that stuff come from?
Welcome to week two of the continuing
saga known as Art Attack. Anyway, there's
quite a bit in the galleries this week.

First, let's check the action on campus.
Wheeler Gallery, in Wheeler Residence
Hall in Central, is opening its season with
an exhibition by Northampton artist Mark
Andres, who specializes in landscape pain-

ting. He described his work as "sustained

evocation" of the "breathtaking first sight

of a landscape."

Obviously, if it's that breathtaking, it

must not be of the bridge on Route 9 to Nor-
thampton. Seriously, folks, there is a recep-
tion for the artist on Sunday, September
25 from 3 to 5 p.m. The Gallery's hours are
Monday to Thursday 4 to 8 p.m. and Sun-
day 2 to 5 p.m.

Well, now it's time to move off campus.
There are three events at Smith College's
Museum of Art to begin their 1988-89
season. First, photographer Lynn Stern is

continued on page 12

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Foods Natural Flavors

Complete Vegetarian Menu
Extensive Wine List

Bewitching Biryanis

Enticing Curries

Luf»cri

TuM-Sat tl 30 am -2 30pm
Sunday 12 00-3 00 p m

0inn«f

Tims -Thurs A Sun
SCO pm '9 30 p m

Fri A Sal 5 00pm 1030 pm

'lr)dian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Service"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave.
Northampton. MA Burlington. VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800
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Wanda
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

Some major changes this year. You may have noticed

that this week's "Friday Film Follies" is now called the

"Screening Room". You may also have noticed that Jim

Cole is now called Adam Campbell. The first change is

forever. The second is only bi-weekly.

Now, on to business:

Sure it's been out for a while, but if this review should

help to inject a little more life into one of the very few

current films that deserve to live, it's worth more than

paper, ink and time.

A Fish Called Wanda is this year's funniest film. It's

a witty, understated, remarkably sophisticated comedy

that restores faith in a Hollywood sadly prone to shoddy

physical humor and pre-adolescent toilet jokes.

John Cleese is very funny as a conservative barrister

who is unwittingly drawn, by the charms of young

American Jamie Lee Curtis, into an incomprehensible

tangle of deceit. Kevin Kline, however, is the real

highlight of the film in his inspired performance as a

pathetically deluded, cockeyed criminal philosopher

anglophobe<" Don't call me stupid."). (Interesting note:

Kevine Kline lives with Phoebe Cates. Guess who sat in

front of me at the New York premier of "Wanda"? She

didn't laugh once).

The story? Suffice it to say that everybody screws

everybodylin the strictest biblical sense, of course).

I'm introducing a new section to this column. It's call-

ed "Films That Will Never Make It To Amherst". (Mo-

tion pictures that play at the mall are called "movies".

The ones that never make it past the New York art-houses

are called "films".)

Okay: Alice. An interesting, but contentless adult-

oriented adaptation of Lewis Carroll's "Alice's Adventures

in Wonderland", it is the brainchild of a Czech animator

named Svenkmtyer. Well, this is Art, so we can overlook

the sloppy execution, negligible storyline, choppy anima-

tion, and bad dubbing."A Summer Story", based on a story

by James Galworthy. The film is very pretty, very depress-

ing, and very blatant. It's acted well, but the male roman-

tic lead is such a wimp that it makes it rather difficult

to suspend disbelief. (Would a beautiful, strong-willed

country lass give her life for George Bush?)

Coming soon: "Murder One"; "Dead Ringers"; "Hallo-

ween 4"; "Cocoon 2"; "Punchline". More on these later.

-Only at.

HAMELIN FURNITURE
Student Desks

(In Msplf or Cherry)

159-4d..».- M99 .

Tables Starting at 99
ttKind dtoH«<. But. hcrM.>l i'>->lt

Bookcases

Srariinii at J 7 <

in Tr.ik or O.ik

Newmoon Futons
Starting at

*80r.
I fuM I'n* ol fuf^>« (fame* «\»iUHf

1 Short Street, Northampton
586-7970

OPEN: Mona«y.Frld«v tO-6 . 8«turd«v 10-5

ThurtdiY Nighu until S p.m.

i Wesley United Methodist Church
|

365 Noflh Pleasant Slteet I

Amheisl. Massachusetis 01002

10;45 AM - Worship
Sunday, September 25

11:46 AM
Reception for College

Students

Amherst Drop Zone
ARMY/NAVY STORE

at 103 N. Pleasant St. • 256-0039
(behind Bart's next to Panda East)

25%
off

Everything in

stock

Saturday only!

10-6pm

LIVE
BROADCAST

with 99.3 12-3pm
Ptwto

Bucii Stawan &4g-S454

** A Genuine Army/Ncrry Store

Open 7 days a week

Mon-Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

^ CINEMA

Something
Wild 7:00 p.m.

Married to

the Mob 9:00 p.m.

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00

Aduits $3.50

ATTENTION
CONSULTANTS

An exceptional real estate

opportunity (or a consultant

»»fio wisti to have office

space in a high visibility

location—2 story commercial

condo on Rt 9 in Hadley

The second floor is vacant

and hPiS 1000 sq. ft. of nicely

partitioned office space You

can rent the second floor OR
rent the second floor with an

option to buy the building OR
you can buy the building

The ov»r»er is very flexible 4

will consider some owner

financing. Ample parking

462 Main Street

Amherst

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
interesting, part-time teiepfione assignments to

collect data on a variety of research topics. Abso-

lutely no selling invoivefl Hours are from 5-

lOpfin. Sunoay througn Frioay and Saturday trom

I0am-4pm You may cnoose wmcnever snttts

you want to work, as long as you worK a snitts a

weeK (20 nours) minimum Stan at S5.00 per hour

with paid training and move uo to $5.50 after you
have wo.-Keo 400 hours We are located at Moun-
tain Farms Mali which is a stop on the tree bus
line. Call between Noon and 10 pm, 586-8635 or

586-8636

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt 9, Hadley. MA 01035

An Eouai Ooponuniiy Employer

i

:

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

WE DO NOT USE MSG. FOOD COLORING OR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES

• NEWLY REMODELED
• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN DISHES
• HOME STYLE COOKING
• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED
• FULL LIOUOR LICENSE
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• OPEN 7 DAYS

• RESFRVATIONS AND LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED
• NO PERSONAL CHECKS

253-2813
62 MAIN STREET AMHERST. MA.

Grave Goods play new single at Carriage Shops concert today

By PETER N. PIASECKYJ
Collegian Correspondent

Local band Grave Goods will be releasing their first

single "Narrow House" next week. But today they're play-

ing it live at a free concert at the Carriage Shop parking

lot at 5 p.m.

Who are they and where do they come from? Lead singer

Paul Jenkins moved to the United States from London

last fall after fronting the immortal band The Barking

Spiders. Colin Sears relocated to Amherst after quiting

Washington DCs Dag Nasty. You might remember his

drumming on the "Can I Say?" or "Wig Out" records.

Sears bumped into Jenkins and childhood friend Lord

Freddy Jim in January 1988 and the rest is history. The
notorious Lord Freddy Jim Ventre, formerly from the

Amhert garage rock Remnants, rocks out on bass. To com-

plete the line-up, studio guitarist Steven Wardlaw joined

the band.

The music is a combined group effort and the social

issue-related lyrics are written by Jenkins. "Narrow

House," is about a person who is afraid of everything ("We

are rushing . . to impending disaster/Here's the invita-

tion to the funeral").

The tune starts off with a guitar sounding like Johnny

Marr on speed. The bass and drums keep the song very

tight, going at break neck speed. And Jenkin's crisp, clear

voice gives it an unusual murky sound.

The second single, "Shadow Season" explains the fate

of Great Britain after Thatcher's departure from rule. The

syncopated drums make it a real danceable tune. Lord

Freddy Jim shows his finnese as a bass player as he car-

ries the tune with Wardlaw's guitar complimenting the

bass line. And you can't miss Jenkins' voice crying out

"I will be there laughing/ 1 will hurt you gladly/ In the

Shadow Season."

The story behind Grave Goods' name is rather in-

teresting. Jenkins was in the Athol Cemetery visiting the

grave of a Titanic disaster victim when he noticed

something by the head stone. It was a memorial medallion

made of the metal extracted from the lifeboats which

rescued the victims . . . Hence the name "Grave Goods."

The band has just signed a contract with Wishing

Well/Giant Records to do an album and a 12-inch EP. They

will be recording the album in January and releasing it

in March.
But catch them today at 5 p.m. at the Carriage Shops

with special guests Gidget Goes to Hell. Don't miss them,

it should be good.

MMMMMM

BURGER
KING

NOW hirIng
ALL SHIFTS

DAYTIME, AFTER SCHOOLS
AND EVENING SHIFTS

Up to $6.00 per hour.

College Students Work
Around Your Class

vSchedule

• Flexible Hours
• Free Meals
• Good Starting Wage
• Enjoyable Work Atmosphere

APPLY IN PERSON
Route 9

Hadley

MoreThon
Copies

Copies • Fax .Service

Binding • Office Supplies

Oversize Copies

Pick-Up & Deiivoy

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543

344 King St.

Northampton

DO YOU HAVE ANY

QUESTIONS ABOUT

YOUR LONG

DISTANCE SERVICE?

Interested in learning about

calling plans and special

products that may save you

money''

Contact Scott Weber, your

AT&T Student Campus
Manager here at U of Mass

CALL 546-4741 BetwMii

10:00am- 1 2 :00pin

Moa-Than
12;00pia-2:O0pm Fri.

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Dos Equis 12 oz. bots. $15.95
Case plus dep.

Budweiser Suitcase
$11.49 + dep.

Labatts 12 pk. cans $6.75
Plus dep.

Foster's $14.99
12 OZ. bots. case -i-clep.

CHECK OUT the low prices on Keg Beer

Example: 1/2 Keg Busch-$31.95 plus dep.

s^^^"^^ •WE DELIVER • '''^

253-5441 OFF CAMPUS
FEATURING:

SUN COUNTRY wine coolers *? >io
'•»

VODKA or GIN 80*'
.i o^oJimi

FLAVORED SCHNAPPS close out
.Voio i 7? ntTr

BACARDI Silver or Amber Rum $2.99 .75 Ite

SMIRNOFF vodka SO* SIJM -75 e

ABSOLUTE or STOLY Vodka ^^®®l« «! •
JIM BEAM Bourbon >»»» '"«'^

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB*s Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018
GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES 'OPEN TIL 2 AM

SOME PEOPLE
WILL DO

JUST ABOUT
ANYTHING
FOR JB'S

Sniff: Would you take a look at this. I bet Mark lunch at JB's

if he'd stand on one leg, keep his arm over his head and not

speak a word the entire night. I can't believe he did it. I'm

astonished!

Mark: Hey—I'd do anything for a meal at JB's. I mean

anything!

(if this is you. take this ad to JB's for a free order of chicken fingers).

-y^»¥ -¥^ -^ -^ -y^ -y^ -» -y- -»

Proper Identificalion A Must J
57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141 i

rNTRODUGNG"' j

Sunday Night Movie at
[

Delano's S

This week: (9:00) j

** THE BIG CHILL ''
\

(free popcorn)

free Munchics 4-6 & 9-11

Fridays free HOR D'OEUVRES 4-6i

September Specials

Beer of the Month: Heineken $1.75

Drink of the Week: Cape Codder $1.75
I

STAY TUNED FOR DELANO'S

TAILGATING PARTY EVERY MOME GAiVlE! B
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Art Attack
TVtEATOES

fSTWIUTESNOW

MTFMMS4 -..- 584 9153

THE INSIDE STORY.

[ight Hen Out
h, (S (4 4b a 1 9S) 7 1S 10 00

Sal® 2 lb (445® 1 95)7 15 1000
Sun a 2 IS (6 00 @ 1 95) 8 30

BETRAYED
fn © (4 4S « 1 95) ?-15 10 00

Sat « 2 00(4 45® 1 95) 7 15 lOOO

I

Sun ® 2 00 (6 00 a ' 95) 8 30

fn ® iSOC ^ : 9b 7 30 10 IS

Sat® 2 15(5 00® 1 95)7 30 '0 IS

a^ Sun ® 2 15 (6 15 a 1 95) 8 45_

KANSAS
In « (S 00 a ' JS)

7 JO 10 I")

Sal e (5 00 e
19S) 7 30 10 15

Sun • (6 IS«
I9[K< I 9S) g 4S

Wl LLOW
GraatcM ^iJ

m
Sat & Sun

ff 200

^MAMPSMIHES *-;. 584 7550

DEAD RINGERS
fn ® (4 30 e 1 95)7 15 10 00

Sat e 2 00 (4 30 « 1 95) 7 15 10 OC

-, Sun a 2 00 (5 30 ffl
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holding an exhibit titled Unveilings, which

will close on Oct.9. A week before, on Oct.

2, at 3 p.m., the artist will give a gallery

talk. A second show, featuring the works

of the late artist Reinhold Naegele (1884

- 1972) will run until Oct. 16.

Finally, Smith is offering Gertrude

Jekyll: A Visum of Garden and Wood,

honoring the 19th century artist who was

something of a Renaissance woman. She

excelled in such varied areas as landscape

painting, photography, writing and much

more. It's amazing how talented a person

can be. The museum is open Tuesday

through Saturday from noon to 5 p.m. and

Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. This exhibit will

close on Oct. 16.

While we're in Noho, graduate student

Libby Hubbard is showing some of her art-

work at the Northampton Center for the

Arts. It's always interesting to check out

a show being held by a student, so if you

can catch the show (it closes on Oct.l), do

so.

Back to Amherst, and the Jones Library,

where Rhoda Juels is showing fantasy

painting. It involves iridescent paints, an-

tique beads, yarn and molding paste, and

is considered to be influenced by the Art

Nouveau style of painting.

If you're into French and American Im-

pressionism, you might want to go to the

Museum of Fine Arts in Springfield to

check out a show titled Lasting Impres-

sions: French and American Impressionism

from New England Museums, on display

from September 25 to November 27. In-

cidentally, there is a lecture series on dif-

ferent aspects of the show each Sunday dur-

ing the exhibit's run. The only tricky part

of this show is that you have to buy the

tickets in advance, which only cost $3 for,

adults, $2 for children and senior citizens.

For more information, call the Museum at

1-739-3871, ext.312.

That's all for now See vou next week. Libby Hubbard's Ideas From the Unknown

MVAL CRAWE
SIORIENTAC Foor MAt^kTET

THAI, CHINESE, JAPANESE. INDIAN GOODS

Sauces and sptces- Fresh noodles •Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables -Pastries • Frozen, canned, dned foods
frozen and dried fish •Cook Books -Woks. Rice

Cookers & Implements Dishes and Giftware. Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders direct from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

360 College St., Rt« 9. Amhertt 253-5658 SjtvFri, 10-8; S«t 9-8

A season of Tradition & Innovation

• In the Rand Theater _^_^__^^——^-^———

^

SEA PLAYS THE WERCHANT OF VENICE

by Eugene O'Neill by William Shakespeare

October 20-22. 26-29 March 911.15-18

THE SINCKILAR UFE ALBERHME IN FIVE TIMES
OF ALBERT NOBBS by AAichel Tremblay

by Simone Benmussa May 4-6. 10-13

December 8- 10. 14-17

^^_^^_^__^_^_^^^__^ In the Curtain Theater*

MIRANDOUNA
by Carlo Goldoni

November 15-19

A
BETWEEN HOME
AND THE HUNTER

by Dudley Stone

April 11-15

For tickets, call 545-251 1.

Season subscriptions aoaileible.

Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

• METABOLOL
• METABOLOL II

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MORE!

Sundays
at NEW ENGLAND*

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
served 9am- 1pm

D Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

D Homemade streusel

coffee cake

D Fresh squeezed juices D Eggs Benedict

6es^ in the Valley D Griddle cakes

D Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a few of
the special items on

our new menu.

"

ScrvinR (Hir full

menu 1 1 : Wam-*^)pm

University Drive

Amherst 'J 584-5861 1 m

Chinese Ritchen
• Try our delicious Pu-Pu Platter •

For 2 Only $12.00
Get: Egg Rolls, Boi\eless Spare Ribs. Chicken Eii\gs.

Fried Shrimp. Chicken Fingers. Teriyaki Steaks

Plus 2 Free Beers if over 2 1 or jJ Free Cokes
In Hadley Siorc Only

Hadlcy-4^0 Ru%M-l St . 2^>2YIl ^orthrtmp^on-l "50 Kinq Si ^ISO-^Til

Offer Valid thru Ved Ot« ^

d

d

I

fi c.ff^<»""^a4iP ^£^ctr^cis^ ^^r^ar'^^iS^ c^r^<»"^^54a|]

Hadley Hour
Mon-Fri 4-7

Free Hot & Cold Munchies
& Drink Specials

Stttiday Brunch

55 Items Branch Buffet

all you can eat $9,95

$1.00 off with
valid student ID

Route 9 Hadley 5861978
I-«^54P ftc^'<;©-'«Q4^ ftC'^C!>'""<i^ «i:?^(»""^a4* c^T'dTT^^ «c^'<»"'^csi^ftcr' (X>i^<!aa^

^INVENTORV
« CLEARANCE SALE S

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10-9 • SUN 10-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE 5 - EAST WINDSOR. CONN.
1131 CAMPBELL AVE., WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184, GROTON.CONN.
(OPP. GROTON MOTOR INN)

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HADLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12-5 • MON-SAT 10-9

CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS, MASS.

SATURDAY 10-9 • SUNDAY 12-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

ROOM SIZE CARPET BUY OUT
BECAUSE WE BUY TRAILERLOADS WE CAN OFFER ROOM SIZE CARPETS
AT 50% TO 70% OFF NORMAL PRICES.

MOST AT BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES.

BEAUTIFUL CARPETS FROM ONE OF THE
LARGEST CARPET MAKERS.

OVER 1000 IN STOCK nOO^t
THF<;F ARE BETTER GRADES OF *\r^«^THESE ARE BETTER GRADES OF
RESIDENTIAL CARPETING

TAN CAR

CARPET

sq
yd

SHAGS • PLUSH • SPLUCH • SCULPTURED • LOOPED AND MORE
COMPARE N

A 1^ M80.00 ^$69^^ 12'x15'
COMPARE N

AT O
»300. W$11999

ARTIFICIAL

GRASS
CARPET
"5^% $198

Isq.yd

12'x10' S?f!?r,l s«79^^ 12'x16' sra^si! s «129«®

12'x11' S?!5Tol s«89®® 12':;17'

12'x12' i?r£% s«99®® 12'x18'

|l2'x13' Jt°!5?S51 s5104»® 12'x19'

12'x14' JrTsSfo 2*109®^ 12'x20

COMPARE S $4 0Q99
AT >340.00 w IW9
COMPARE 2
AT «360.00 w $i4499
COMPARE ^ $4^Q99
AT»379.00 w TW

/ COMPARE 2
AT '400.00 w $15999

6' OZITE

CARPET
Value ^AAO
s795$29o

^Isq yd

CONGOLEUM VINYL

NOW FLOOR
FLOORING

Value ^AAO
S2295$388

SMOOTH TOP iMMFRSPRING MATTRESS SETS

QUEEN(J JQ
SIZE '148
SET ?v SET

Suggested
List Price

$797
SAVE

$299

IN STOCK
4000 WATT

AND
5000 WATT
ELECTRIC
START

PORTABLE
GENERATORS
WITH LASER
GAS TANKS

LADIES

Western
Style

Leather Boots

Value MOO

N
O
W$10

RUBIE PROMISED NOT TO ADVbHIISt FHEBRAND VaiUe '»"

DISPOSABLE DIAPERS s$68q
r.a<j^i^ of 66 New Born

^ ^ ,(
1

1

CUSTOM
MADE DRAPERIES ,„i

OPEN Y/EAVE • SELF-LINED • FQAMBACT)

*

BURLINGTON
HOUSE

FJRSfQUAUTY AMD IRREGULARS

i7N»;

I

§^ SAVE 48% TO 64%1
COMPARE AT '21 '26

$10M
COMPARE AT '64 • >75

00"«B4-vy

COMPARE AT '26 '29 ^
511" ^.

COMPARE AT ^80 • '95

m
COTTON SWEET
LIGHTWEIGHT

YARN KIT
Value 511^5

PETER PAUL
ALMOND JOY
16 oz. Snack Bars

Value N
$989^ w

$^88

>iUDioiroX'
40 CHANNEL CB

STORAGE BUILDING FRAMING KITS
8 FT X 12 FT

COMP VALUE CLEARANCE
514970^159 PRICED

Rugged ali-sieei trammg kit Simple 8x12* heavy fluty noi-dipped

galvanized Duilding frame m Grambrei or GaDie rcxjt styles Designed tor

'10 it-vourselters Vou n need finishing material 'or roof and siding

4 PIECE BEDROOM SUITE
Only 60 Sets

COMPLETE KIT

$548
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men's soccer battles Vermont

football

Sports Information photo

Linebacker John McKeown (35) will lead the Minutemen against Har-

vard at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in Cambridge.

I'd think about it a lot more if I thought

it was because of a lack of effort. If this

team allows a yard, the opponent will pay

for it. It's just a question of our players

regrouping. They're tough bastards and

they never quit."

Extra points: All 19 meetings of these

two teams have been played at Harvard.

. . senior running back Ted Barrett rein

jured his hamstring during the week and

will not play tomorrow. . . Two years ago,

in Reid's first season as head coach, the

Minutemen survived a terrible rainstorm

to beat the Crimson. 17-7. Yohe and Palazzi

were the quarterbacks.

continued from page 16

mind."
That's because offense has been the

strong point for the Minutemen this

season. In two games, the defense has

allowed 1177 yards.

"Right now . our identity is that we're an

offensive football team." Reid said. "We're

waiting for some things to come together

on defense. It's a matter of seven new

players getting to know each other."

'bur problems on defense bother me,

"

Reid said. "I think about it every day. But

SHUHMI'SCAFE
TREAT HER
RIGHT 19^ pwiil

_ITIM LEE &
LOVESHACK _,

«nw« o «y WHO" 6«o« 13

jHeSSB professor
HARP & THE SHOWMEN v\

I THE ZULUS

I nCN WAUOMN COtMol

^^^
l«l mcMifttAin (anm maH

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line

AL-BUMS
DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LFs CASS CD*s

High Quarity/Extra Slurdy

WOOD FURNITURE
bookcases, LP cases,

entertainment centers,

desks and more

181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements

—

and Vitamins!

• METABOLOL
• METABOLOL II

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MOREI

$6.00 PER HOUR!$

PART-TIME IN HUMAN SERVICES

Relief staff positions available in group home
model mental health treatment program on
bus route in Sunderiana Orientation, training

and supervision provided. Excellent oppor-

tunity to gam experience in mental health or

Human services. Cover Letter and resume to

Sunderland House c/o Valley Programs 98 Main

St Northampton Mo. 01060

I HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT Tia

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
\^.[ Al J! H'j i

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley Poll.

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parldng

open 7 days a week^HO M8Q
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

continued from page 16

The main change for UMass will see

sophomore Richard King will start in the

UMass goal for the second time this

season.

Vermont owns a 5-1-1 record, and ex-

clusive claim to the No. 3 position in the

Northeast, according to the latest Inter-

collegiate Soccer Association of America

poll. The Minutemen, who shared the No.

5 position with Yale prior to Wednesday's

loss, must upend the Catamounts if they

hope to remain on the list.

"You can see the importance of the

game," said Gettler "we could potential-

ly stay where we are (in the rankings), or

move up."

On Wednesday. UConn's stunning 2-1

upset of Harvard, previously ranked No.

1 in the nation, threw the entire New
England soccer scene into confusion.

While the Minutemen are playing tomor-

row to remain in sight, the Catamounts

are looking to climb the few remaining

rungs on the Northeast ladder.

The Catamounts suffered their only loss

of the season to powerful George Mason,

at the early season Adelphi Tournament,

then played to a 11 tie with Adelphi in

their second outing. The Catamounts

have since rolled to five straight victories,

including Wednesday's 20 defeat of

Boston College - UVM's second con

secutive shutout performance.

The Vermont defense revolves around

sweeper Kevin Wiley, and junior

goalkeeper Jim St. Andre (0.39 goals per

game, 5 career shutouts). The statistical-

ly steady defense, coupled with a creative

offense, h£is earned Gettler's respect in re-

cent years.

"They're a very hard team to play

against," praised Gettler, "They're very

organized, they commit 11 players to

defense. . . it'll be a real test to see if we

can score a goal or two against them."

This contest will also test UMass'

resiliance. To bounce back from Wednes

day's loss, and play the type of aggressive

soccer displayed during the Minutemen's

recent four-game homestand, would be a

victory in itself for Gettler's squad.

"This team has got to make teams beat

us, and not give away games," said Get-

tler. "We have to learn to find ways to win

against teams like this."

Free Kicks: Senior midfielder Michael

Mugavero's right knee, worth eight stit-

ches to Dartmouth goalkeeper Gregg

Lomkau. should be ready for action tomor-

row The Minutemen outshot Ver-

mont 35-7 in last season's loss. . . The

latest in "lateral slat fence" construction

technology is replacing the familiar chain-

link fence around Boyden Field. It should

be ready by the end of next week and will

add about 10 feet of altitude to the hallow-

ed spectator's hill.

^juf Qwofd-winning staff is here

for oil your hair core needs!

103 North Pleasant Street

Amherst • 256-0438

Hours: Mon. Fn. 9-8 Sot. 9-5

Xb

SAVE 500/0

ON TICKETS
CALL 545-251

1

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

volleyball
. rttinued from page 16

"Another weekend off would have killed us," said

UMass coach Carol Ford, who scheduled the tourney about

10 days ago to toughen up her squad. "This weekend will

give us an opportunity to play a lot."

The Minutewomen will have their serious game faces

on when they go to Colgate, according to Ford.

"We are going there to win and we are going to try to

beat everyone in three games," she said.

That will be quite a challenge for UMass because it faces

the two toughest teams today.

"The schedule is OK with me. I'm glad we're playing

the two toughest teams first," Ford said.

The tournament will be a round-robin format, where

every team meets just once and the two teams with the

best record, at the end tomorrow, meet for the champion-

ship game.
The challenge for the Minutewomen is to stay fresh

throughout the tourney. They will play five matches in

two days, a miniumum of 15 games.

"If we go three or four (games with each team) fatigue

will set in," Ford said. "It's going to be a test of our en-

durance."

UMass, 3-0, is coming off a big victory over Boston Col-

lege on Tuesday night but Ford said some problems still

need to be ironed out before the Minutewomen reach their

peak.

"We're working on some weaknesses. We're working on

digging hard hits, digging off-speed shots, and being able

to play defense in the middle," Ford said. "We've had good

practices (this week)."

UMass has also diversified its offense.

"We worked on combination plays. We're working on

faking so that hitters are hitting against one, or no

blockers

"We want to hit around the blockers for points. Now

they have to hit where the holes are," Ford said.

This weekend's games will be the first away games for

the Minutewomen, who have a lot of catching up to do

with the other A-10 teams.
^ , . .

Seven of the other A- 10 teams have already played at

least six matches. „, . . ,,,

"I think we'll be ready for George Washmgton (Univer-

sity)" next week, Ford said.

Over the Net: Although UMass has played fewer games

than most of the other A-10 teams, seniors Barbara

Meehan and Ann Marie Larese are numbers one and two

m the conference in aces-pergame average.

field hockey

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

Sue Cooper and the Minutewomen remained

unbeaten with a 3-0 win over Adelphi yesterday.

continued from page 16

field before they could create any problems in front of

our goal," Rudy said.

But it wasn't the prettiest of games. UMass was call-

ed for 27 fouls to 14 for the Panthers, but it didn't have

a big effect.

"We showed a lot of composure in a very physical

game," Rudy said. "The front runners created space ef

fectively. I'm very pleased with the way we played

because we worked so hard."

UMass will be off until next Wednesday, when it

travels to Providence, R.I. to face Brown University.

CK^ntinued f^um pagt id

(Jackie Stokes) who is probably the best in New England

and she did a great job."

Junior Bernie Martel jumped on PC goalie Sandra

O'Gorman for the first goal of the game just 3:30 into the

first half when she picked up a rebound after a flurry of

UMass shots.

With the offense unable to unleash any kind of attack

on Cox, it was up to O'Gorman to keep the Lady Friars

close. However, one- woman shows don't win games.

"We were worried about the Providence goalie keeping

them in the game and she definitely did that," Hixon said.

At 14:20 of the first, UMass picked up its second goal

of the game when senior Tonia Kennedy deflected a drive

from junior Kathy DeAngelis. Credit DeAngelis with an

assist.

O'Gorman did keep PC in the game for the remainder

of regulation but the Friar attack obviously was not equal

to the task. The second half was scoreless.

The big problem for Providence was finishing off its

plays. The opportunities did present themselves, but the

Lady Friars could not capitalize.

"When Providence did come down the field they were

dangerous," Hixon said. "I always had the sense that they

had the ability to score."

It was Providence's first loss of the season. PC, now

3-0 1, came into the game as the No. 6 team in New
England. UMass came in at No. 1 in N.E., and No. 5 in

the nation.

Slap shotsrsb The Minutewomen continue their road

swing this weekend when they travel to Rutgers Univer-

sity tomorrow and the University of Rhode Island on Sun-

day (both at 1 p.m.) for a pair of crucial Atlantic- 10

contests.

The A-10 conference is split into two divisions. No team

has played each other in the three team East Division

which the Minutewomen belong to. Penn State, 1-0, is

leading the West.

If the Minutewomen sweep both games this weekend,

they will be in first place and in very good shape for in

the A- 10 playoff scene.

Rutgers should be a tough game. The Scarlet Knights

are 5-0 in non-league play as of Sept. 19. and are ranked

ninth in the country. They have outscored their opponents

17-8.

Rhode Island has only played one game which they lost

10 to Yale University. The WRams are not ranked in the

top seven teams in New England.

ACTIVITIES • AUOC
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATOPS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FORSAl£««XiNO
HELP WANTED • LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
ROERS NEEDED SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBlff

CC 1,3 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FR..2:30) » DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION . CASH IN ADVANCE, 20C/WORD/DAV FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

^vn BHW 2002, i«<*w. goodw* «""'
casMtt*. iml* rust $700 323-0263

BE A JUOOLER-or just loo* liH* oo«'

UMass Jugghna Club meets today. 3<
Nee by pond Natty CCa04

WTEHMTEOW RADIO? WSUR 3^yO"
Vtt opportunity No meeting set. yet Oues-

twns'CrtlZSfrOSeB Re«J edtlonale lor up-

coming article

EVERYONE IS WfLCOME lo Inttmalional

Suldents Aaaoctation sports activities every

Friday at 6pm in Boyden Gym Come |oin

the tun

MASSACHUSrrtS KARATE you can still

(Oin lonighi (7 9) Totman 101 coed t)egin-

ner class tor iiore mlormalion 253-9774

SAVE 6-20 CENTS pet gallon on Iwating

Oil Join the Oil Coop sponsored by Off

Campus Housmg 428 Student Union

545-0865

ANY SEXY SINGLES? WMUA Dating

Game lomght' Call-in 8 30-9 30 & win dates

lor the weekend Call 5-2876 or 5-FM91

WMUA 91 1 FM

FRIENDLY. FREE. INSTRUCTION is given

(taKe it) silvei clay silkscreen and

darkroom to name a lew We love beginers

and new suggestions Student Union Cran

Center

78 DODGE COtuT 4sp new radials and

mounted snows new shocks & struts and

e«lras runs great Rich 256-0613

liTTCMEVY MALIBU 305V8 $500

5677375

MTTOdbOE. SWMQER slvit6 $450 OOWl

running condition Call 665-4230*65-7005

1974lm SUPERBEETLE' facT sunroof,

orig mags can De installed w^a/cond Gold

good tire body m exc cond Bought to

restore but need money tor school haanew

heat e«ch muffler, seals Call last 1200 or

B/O 546 7197

1973 BUICK ELECTRAlow mileage, runs

great. $500 Brad 256-0265

1961 FORD ESCORT WAGON 4 sp«Kl

good body runs well $960 Call 549-4045

GORE TEX RAIN parka $60
Badger Air Brush $35
Yamaha SKI 5 keyboard $200
wmardcase Call Jim 585-6739 Eves

DOMINO'S PIZ2A DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 10 $100 00 a shift 256 8911

COMMODORE 126 computer Connect to

VAX PRIME. CYBER Includes everything

$650 Brano 253-9237 5-4762

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months

oW $1 500 includes lull iBCial helmet and

(Kket Call David 1-566-8212

bCPENOABLE STUDENTS NEEDED lor

Newsp^MT delivery in dorms No car need-

ed 7^0-8:00 only 7day«/week Very good

weekly pay Cal 253-7009

LOST

1976 CHEVY NOVA 6 cyl hatchback runs

good call Curt at 665-3e85

KEG TlkPSFORSALE Cai^oSeO Ask

lor Bill Leave message

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Lau'a at 6-8021

GUCCI WATCHES only $36 Many styles

Call Brian 549-5440

SONY SPORTS WALKMAN with large

Sony headphones week of Sept 1 2 Reward

Call Barry 549-1154

VALUABLE DIAMOND AND RUBY RING
Please return lo owner' Possibly lost at

Baker 546-6139

LOST-GOLD ROPE chain bracelet with the

name Melissa on it possibly between lot 32

and Thompson on 9/21 II found please call

5495258

AMY ANN JEN -

Happy 21st birthdays" 59 Southwood is

finally legal" Love you guys' Unda and

Kathy

HEY KAWAI I guaaa yo" '••••» •" •

courageous cat. since you mede II one

year! I love you. Mouse.

CONGRATULATIONS SIGMAKAPPA lor

being the newest member of Amnest

International"

RADAR (whoever-you-are)!!! A conlronla^

tion wouW prove disasterously absurd-l tind

I prefer intelleclualsi Forget it" P J

BEANER- get payched lor Canada I love

you Dan

WANTEDI Brandywine parking sticker If

vou have less than 2 cars and need an ex

tra $20 give me a call 549-4144 Ask lor

Julie

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED 10 share a

one bedroom Cliltside apt w/an easy going

senior II interesled please can Beth al

6654550

2 ROOMATES NEEDED lo share

southwood lownhouse apt Female
nonsmoking cal 256-0264

SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, last.

accurate 253-WORO

ACCURAfE PROFESSIONAL "TYPING
w/spellcheck Carolyn 253-5667

TRAVfL

FOUND

CHARLIE BROWN

MY CHF-EJ, One whole year and «re

naveni killed each other yet-who would

have believed if Happy belated AN-

NIVERSARY' Love your Psycho

jjy YOUNG!
I found your Que Tal' book Call Bnce

665-7272

HEY STEVE MURDOCK Irom North

Reading' Lose something'' Call Christina

549-8ll5.

LOST AND FOUND

LAST CHANCE TO pick up items lost at

Summer counseling. Come to 64 Banlett

tjelore 10'7/88

EVERYONE IS AN ARTIST! Come into the

craft shop and try to prove us wrong'

Workshops are $8 lor 4 classes, meeting

once a week Silver pottery and more

Student Union crah center

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part in dissec-

tion il Its againslyou ethics Animal rights

coalition meets ihurs 4pm SU306.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ol land Ample oH street parking and

tree bus sen/ice to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

ESTATF APARTMENTS- A newly con-

structed 2-building executive apartment

lacility located on the grounds ol a private

estate Originally pan of the estate and

totally rebuilt, keeping in mind era related

aesthetic concepts, rolling grounds well ot

public way Variety ol 1 -bedroom styW

units Must be seen to be appreciated

Twenty miles west ol Northampton twen

ty miles east ol Pittstield Call today tor ap-

pointment 634-5610.

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK lor boys

anes 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leverett

c^er'tOmin ifom UMA^
'''J'JtoZ

lOr wouW be Ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE-650 compact

discs awesome sound' Reserve yourevent

dates now' 549-1421 or 253-7655

FURNITURE

MOTORCYCLE

1983 KAWASAKI K2550 LTD helmet cover

shield $850 Joe 549 7423 Evenings

WE NEED DIRECTION the University

Players is now interviewing lor the position

ol director lor this semesters production ol

Christopher Durang s comedy play

Beyond Therapy Anyone intersted

should call 253-0669 lor more information

ATTENTION ALL RSO'S and^ student

coops the 88/89 applications lor student

space mthe CC/SU are available in Room

817 Campus Center

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal Irom

$39 November 11 13 Can 617-324-5000

WANTED

ESTABLISHED BAND SEEKStalented
vocalist (keyboard or guitar a plus) lor im-

mediate rehersals and gigs John 546-8678

Andrew 542-3480

LOT 43 STICKER! LEAVE MESSAGE
256-1795

WANTED TO RENT

OUALifv NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons.

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur^

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

iNTERTAINMENT

KLUBKAVE

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS^tlh Doug

Hewitt Rock Blues-Folk All levels

Songwriting. Theory. It^P'O^'Sft 'on_

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

PERSONALS

ANN T. did you want a porsonaT' here it

IS HAPPY BIRTHDAY' Love « good sex.

60

MIKEY D AND ANNIE B Happy^birthday"

See you guys m Daves room Love fourth

floor Baker

CARA LEE BIRCH our North Dakota sweet

hean is 18' Happy birthday, kits of love,

Knslen

Beautilul one bedroom condo m
Northampton nice community

spacious, great lor couple-River Run

Condos $510 a month Call Rick at

253-2124 leave message

POWERFUL. RELIABLE mu^ndllgmJ^
system (01 many occasions-KLUBKAVt Lu

Services 546-6518

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

rackXoisc entertainment:^
ro^keysi^d large screen v^eo dances

borms/organizations 256-8526

" FORRENT

FRIDGE RENTALS rre^deln;S9 Call MP
253-9742

HELP WANTED

WEAVER WANTED UMass student need

ed to teach mtro weaving through student

union craft center Call Anna al 545-2096

WE NEED VOU! Work study students con-

tact Margie Olanyk ASAP! ECE Dept

545-0962 Call today

LISA FLEMING EGGS are scrambled

potatoes are mashed you're 21 go get

smashed' Luv Alex.

TO AL AND BILL Here's the personal you

have always wanted' Love Cecily

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? Sick of long

lines at housing-' Sick ol DC food'' Be a

border at Sigma Delta Tau' Interested

women call 545-0527 ask lor Stephanie or

Tracey

TO THE OUYIT Pizza Hut on Saturday

9-17 with the red truck (744)—would like

to meet you Respond here-K- (with UMass
sweatshirt)

PRINCE TKJKETS! great seats real cheap

Call Mickie alter 4 1 7866643

BRUINS TICKETS Fanlaslic seats-e>«»n

better fights Call Larry Powell 665-7263

ARY VOU TIRED OF dishpan hands, but

you're not work-study and can't find a )og

on-campus except m the D C '' Well. Tele-

fund IS still hinng' Let your lingers do the

walking, call 545-3509

BAND LOOKING FOR practice space
Turn your basement into $$$ Call Missy

584 1376

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS SEEK
REHERSAL SPACE 10 rent Willing lo

share with other band Contact Bnan
545 3500 days or Joe 586-3160 anytime

Will pay lop $$$ lor a good place We are

not loud

YOU'RE HIRED AT Reliable Many open

ings available m your area 527-0700

DEAR MINNETTE- I bet you thought we
would never have made It this far Hap-

py one year and thanks for making It one

bf the best of >"¥,„ '';

PAM LOVELY FROM CHI OMEGA.
Because everybody is going to vmsh you a

Happy birthday tomorrow. I II wish you a

Merry Chnstmas today Maria

GRAPHIC ART STUDENT wanted-we

need some signs painted Contack UMass
Ski Club 545-3437

MARK- HAPPY ANNIVERSARY. It s been

the best year of my life' Love always. Janet

BASS PLAYER NEEDED by established

local band Have contacts and gigs At-

titude and dedication more important than

experience No punkers or metal please'

Call Brian 545-3400 days or 585-8817

evenings

COLLEQEl»EEKENO^irrtitontrear^n
$39 November 11-13 Ca« 617-324-5000

AUTO FOR SALE

sT FORD FAIRMONT good cond $850 or

BO Call Amy 256-8114

MUST Si^LLTlOaW Hoiida Civic Wagon

High mileage but excellent co^'j^?*^
accept any reasonal)le offer Can 5o4-o«.»

(Evening leave message

)

77 ORANAOAr 74000 miles-good cond

A/C. new tires, new power steering $7su

Call 665-7010

IMin^vTRABBIT. excellent eonditiw]

needs $1 20 ol easy brake work Please can

today' 253-9243

FOR SALE

THE RRSf^S casirto"2b7 Greenough

gets the couch on Sat 24

»ppiSTlX(MMPUTER 2^sk dnves soft

iiJ^Manuals $800 /BO 549-4875^e«

UARSHALL StubloTs tube amp. 1

monm oid very loud. $350 Crybaby $40

Call Fred. 546-6677

obob APT FUWI BEDS, drwsers, chairs

^Tcorn van Meter Dr » Hartirian Rd (off

E Pleasant St) 9/24 9-4 (Sun if ram)

JVC S-fEREO DblJBLE TAPE deck (TD

W220) Auto reverse 4 month warranty

OrtginalpackaginQ Nice New $220"ym.rs

^|l85 -RamSn 553-3189 Evenings best

$10 WOO VlfEEKLY mailing circulars' Rush

self-addressed stamped envelope Dept

AN-7CC-DW. 9300 Wilshire, Suite 470,

Beverty Hills. CA 90212

SALES HEP WANTEb.larn commision

and travel Sell Fall & Spring Break trips on

campus Contact (6 17)324-8277

PART-Wm^ l«LP"lWANTEO for

greenhouse construction Apply m person

to Terry Jones. Greenhouse Builder Mon-

tgomery Rose Co , Rte 9. Hadley

HAPPY LATE BIRTHDAY SUE Love the

gang

E-MAN.
You re the best thing that ever happened

to me Thanks lor all your love and support

and for |usl being you I love you more than

you'll ever know

Your Catherine

EARN EXTRA CASH AND travel for more

information call party time and travel

(617)935-1414

TED ADAMSON, MIKE LAMOND.
MARK LANGMUIR- we hear that Le

Boudoir IS hiring Go lor if'We will be ex

pecting gifts immediatelyllNosilla. Jmy

Bean, & Mealle

COLLEGE WEEKEND November 1113

DO YOU WANT TO UVE FOREVER?
Auditions lor "FAME " a musical revue

presented by the UMass Music Theatre

Guild Singers and cancers wanted Audi-

tions will be held Mon Sept 26 and Wed
Sept 28 at 7 30 in the Campus Center

Auditorium For more into, call Lisa at

549-5975

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO ORONO ME weekend
ol 9/23 or anytime alter Willing to share ex-

penses Thanks Maria 256-1905

CAREFUL!

GRADUATE S'fUDENT INScience field

wanted for Part time Sales ol Specialty Sup-

plies lo the University Call Robert Iverson

(413)736-6464

CHUCKIE GEORGE I'll be waiting I love

you' Kissy Kissy

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LAUREN. B^^2' Lets

party tonight m NOHO' Love Dan

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTED (female) lo share

master bedroom/bath m new house

$1 75/mo Call 546-4833 (6-«pm)

««.
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UMass tops
Adelphi, 3-0

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

One of the good signs that things are coming together

for a sports team is when the things it works hard to im-

prove on finally show in a game situation.

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

had been having trouble with its finishing all season, but

practiced it constantly this past week. The results were

pleasing, leading to a 3-0 win over Adelphi University

yesterday at Garden City. N.Y.

"We worked hard on finishing off our flanks all week,
"

said UMass coach Jim Rudy. "It gave us three goals. That

showed the work we did."

The main beneficiaries of that were sophomore April

Kater and freshman Michelle Woodside. Woodside set up

all three goals, two of which were scored by Kater, the

other bv senior Beth Roundtree.

"I was happy for Michelle to get three assists in one

game," Rudy said.

UMass (4-0) could have had problems with the Panthers,

who were coming off a big 3 2 win against 19th-ranked

Rutgers on Wednesday. But Adelphi would find out that

there was a big difference between 19th and the fourth

ranking that UMass holds.

Rudy ai.so saw the Minutewomen score early in the

game for the first time this season. While the first three

wins this season took a while to get brewing, the

Minutewomen yesterday picked up the winning tally less

than 10 minutes into the contest.

Wood.side drove down the right side and crossed a ball

toward the far left post, where Kater headed it into the

left side at 9:14.

"I hoped to get one in early. We hadn't scored early yet,

so that was good," Rudy said. "I'm sure she t Kater* will

score more headers in her career at UMass
'

UMass closed the half with a 2-0 edge, thanks to another

goal by Kater. Woodside dumped the ball off to Kater, who

attempted to cross it in front of the goal. But the ball sailed

over the head of goalkeeper Christine Missl and into the

net at 33:45.

Roundtree got the final goal at 62:37, as Woodside set

her up beautifully with a cross pass to the left side. Round-

tree, nearly standing in the goal, had no trouble redirec-

ting it past Missl.

"I was glad that Roundtree and Kater got their first

goals of the year," Rudy said. "It kind of broke the ice

for the season.
"

The defense took over from there, allowing Adelphi just

four shots. That makes a grand total ofjust 14 shots allow-

ed in the four games so far this year.

"The defense was solid. We won a lot of balls at mid

continued on page IS

Field hockey dumps PC, 2-0
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The way the University of Massachusetts field hockey

team is knocking out opponents, Mike Tyson might lose

a fight before the Minutewomen lose a game.

UMass continued its unbeaten streak yesterday by

disposing of the Providence College Lady Friars, 20, on

PC's home field. The Minutewomen are now 4-0 on the

season.

"We definitely dominated the game and that's what we

wanted to do," UMass coach Pam Hixon said.

And the Minutewomen dominated the game the way

that Mr. Tyson dominates a fight. The Lady Friars were

limited to one shot on goal and that came in the second

half with UMass already leading 2-0.

Cindy Cox made her fourth start in goal for UMass and

lowered her goals-against-average to 0.25. It was the third

shutout of the season for the Minutewomen but Hixon is

still not elated about the play of her defense yet.

"I thought the defense played OK," Hixon said. "Chris

Gutheil had to play against Providence's right wing

continued on page IS

Sport* Infonnadon pi

UMass senior midfielder Pam Bustin was Atlantic 10 Conference co-PlayeiH>f-the-Week last week.

Minutemen to renew rivalry with Harvard
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The game alone is something to look for-

ward to, but since it doesn't happen every

year, it's even more special.

After a year off, a traditional match-up
will take place tomorrow when the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football team travels

to Cambridge to take on Harvard Univer-

sity at 1:30 p.m.

It could be seen as a battle for bragging

rights, but UMass head coach Jim Reid

sees it £is something more, a battle between

conferences.

"I think this game is the Ivy League and
the Yankee Conference," Reid said. "And
it seems every time we play an Ivy League
team, they're challenging for the Ivy

League title."

Tomorrow will be no exception. The
Minutemen, 11 and 1-0 in the Yankee Con
ference, will be facing a Crimson team that

won its season and Ivy opener last

weekend.
Harvard, the preseason favorite to win

the Ivy League, beat up on Columbia 41-7

last week. Columbia has lost 42 straight

games, but the Crimson showed some
power nonetheless.

"They had most of their points by
halftime." Reid said.

Harvard's main weapon is senior
quarterback Tom Yohe, who threw for 184
yards and two touchdowns against Colum-
bia. He holds school records for career
yards (2914) and completions (214).

"Yohe is an aberration," Reid said. "He's
a three-year starter and you know he has
to be gCMxl because (Harvard head coach]
Joe Restic always starts a senior."

UMass' starter, Dave Palazzi, also hap-

pens to be a senior. And Reid had plenty

of good things to say about him aa well.

"I'm proud of Dave Palazzi," Reid said.

"He's taken plenty of lumps and he hun't
been appreciated. But he's a fierce com-

petitor and he's emerging as a leader."

In two games, Palazzi has completed 29
of 56 passes for 431 yards and four

touchdowns. He threw one interception last

week against Ball State University.

"I wouldn't mind if this game came down
to Tom Yohe vs. Dave Palazzi," Reid said.

"I'm not saying it will, but I wouldn't

continued on page 14

Water polo, tennis and
x-country all in action
Five other University of Massachusetts

sports teams will be bust this weekend, as

the men's and women's cross country

teams, the men's and women's tennis

teams, and the water f>olo team will all see

action.

Both cross country teams will travel to

The magic fv
number is: /

W L GB
Boston 86 66 -
Milwaukee 83 71 4.0
New York 81 70 4.5
Detroit 82 71 4.5

Detroit 7 Baltimore 4

While the New York Mets clinched the NL
East with a victory over the Philadelphia

Phillies, the Red Sox's magic number re-

mains lucky 7. Bruce Hurst (18-5) will go to

the hill tonight as the Sox take on the

Yankees in the Big Apple.

New Haven CT tomorrow to race against

Yale and Boston College in a pair of tri-

meets. The women will race at 3:30 p.m.

while the men will follow at 4 p.m.

In tennis action, the men's team will

travel to the ECAC tournament, which is

being held tomorrow and Sunday.
The women will travel will play a pair

of home matches at the Boyden Courts.

Saturday they will play host to the Univer-

sity of New Hampshire at 3 p.m. and Sun-

day they will entertain Colgate University.

The water polo team will face .some of the

best competition in the nation when it

travels to Brown University to participate

in the California Invitational tournament.

Today, the team will take on lona, rank-

ed 18th in the nation. After that, it will be

even more difficult for UMass, which will

face the University of California-Santa

Barbara, ranked eighth in the nation, and
UCal-Berkeley. the No. 2 team in the

country.

The water polo team won three games
last weekend in the Eastern Varsity

Tournament.

UMass in tournament
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

This is exactly what the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team needed.

The Minutewomen have gone out of

their way to get a tournament on their

.schedule before they begin Atlantic 10

competition next week.

The Minutewomen have only played

three matches in two weeks but at the

Colgate Tournament in Hamilton, N.Y.,

this weekend they will play five matches

in two days.

UMass will meet Colgate (6 p.m.) and
Princeton Universities (8 p.m.) tonight,

and they will play Sieni'a College,

Howard University, and Fairleigh Diken-

son University tomorrow.

continued uu page 15

Minutemen face UVM
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondant

They're not out of the woods yet, literal-

ly. Bleary-eyed from Wednesday's 2-0 loss

at Dartmouth, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team must
now travel to Burlington, VT to face the

Catamounts, tomorrow at 1pm.

The last two times the Minutemen have

faced the Catamounts, Vermont has

emerged with a 1-0 victory. Last fall's

tradgedy turned in the final few moments
of the contest, when an errant pa.ss from

a UMass defender back to the goalkeeper

found its way to the ba :k of the net.

"We scored against ourselves. . . an own
goal." recalled UMass head coach Jeff

Gettler. "It was a typical game of us not

being beaten by our opponent," added

assistant coach John Martin.

continued on page 14
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Kennedy speaks at UMass
Talks about youth movements, civil rights, college tuition
Bv RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Ted Kennedy Jr., speaking to more than 300 students

at the University of Massachusetts Saturday, said weak
leadership has sent the United States spiraling into an
age of indifference.

"When was the last time people were asked to give

something back to their country?" Kennedy asked, refer-

ring to John F. Kennedy's famous adage, "Ask not what
your country can do for you. Ask what you can do for your

country."

When was the last time people

were asked to give something

back to their country?

—Ted Kennedy Jr.

Kennedy, on two-day stop-off in the area to campaign

for his father's re-election to the US senate, gave the

keynote address at a student leadership conference titl-

ed, "Putting the pieces together."

The young Kennedy, who did not have a prepared state-

ment but relied on notes, touched on topics including

youth movements, civil rights for the physically disabl-

ed, and rising college tuition.

Images from around the globe of youth fighting for the

right to vote. Kennedy said, hold a disturbing contrast

with low voter turnouts in the United States.

"They're fighting for something we have and don't take

advantage of," he said. "Some how people here have felt

their vote doesn't count."

Throughout his one-hour talk, in which he stressed that

US leadership in recent years has come from the bottom,

and not the top, Kennedy continually returned to the issue

of rights for the disabled.

As a boy, Kennedy lost a leg to cancer. He is the foun-

ding director of Facing the Challenge, a leading advocacy

group for disabled citizens.

He said he is he disturbed that it is possible and even

likely that a student could go through four years of col-

lege having no contact with a physically challenged

person.

Calling the disability rights movement the "civil rights

movement of the 80s," Kennedy said that accessiblity to

buildings should become a great concern for the next

administration.

"There are still millions of people that are still

dramatically left out of America," he said.

With that, Kennedy turned the floor over to students,

posing the question, "What makes a good leader?"

Students, many resident assistants and some student

government officers responded with, "honesty," "compas-

sion," and "caring."

Kennedy agreed with the notions, jotting them down on

a yellow pad. He concluded the exchange with a statement

(ollrgian phnio by Kirhard Bonanno

Ted Kennedy Jr.

that all people are interconnected, and in general, people

are willing to help each other if they are asked.

Outside the Student Union Ballroom, where Kennedy
spoke, members of the UMass Republican club held signs

attacking American liberalism, calling it a
" "
cancer.

Dukakis and Bush clash
during debate last night
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

The governor of Massachusetts did some

bush-whacking, and duked it out with the

vice president.

In the end, the governor could claim a

slight victory.

COMMENTARY
It was all part of the fun as Gov. Michael

Dukakis and Vice President George Bush

debated domestic and foreign policy last

night at Wake Forest University,

Winston-Salem, North Carolina, before an

estimated television audience of more

than 100 million (see photo and related

story on page 10).

Jim Lehrer, the moderator and one of

the hosts of PBS' MacNeil/Lehrer

NewsHour, began by asking Bush why so

many Americans use drugs today.

The vice president said the reason was

sparked by a deterioration of values in the

United States.

"We have condoned what we should

have condemned," he said, adding that he

thought it was irresponsible for some

Americans to try to decriminalize drugs.

Bush said it was important to "instill

values into the minds of young people in

our schools."

Gov. Dukakis, in a response that, like

Bush's, has been heard before on the cam-

paign trail, said the government not on-

ly has to instill values in its youth, but

must reflect those values. He cited the

Reagan/Bush administration's dealings

with Panamanian leader Manuel Antonio

Noriega as an example of misguided

policy. Noriega, who has met with Bush,

has been linked to drug trade.

In one of the better exchanges of one-

liners. Gov. Dukakis said that to lower the

federal deficit, he would cut weapon

systems, impart economic growth, bring

down interest rates, and collect as-yet un-

collected taxes. He said with all the

weapon programs Bush supports, his op-

ponent's claims of reducing the deficit

make him the Joe Isuzu ol American

politics."

Bush quickly retorted. "That answer

was about as clear as the Boston Harbor,"

he said.

Both one-liners got hearty amounts of

laughter from the audience. Unfortunate-

ly, style, not substance, was the key word

for debate answers.

Peter Jennings, host of ABC's World

News Tonight, asked Gov. Dukakis if he

was a "passionless" governor.

Dukakis said he has great passion for

"the working people of this country that

I dearly love."

Bush said he doesn't deny Dukakis' pas-

sion, but questioned if Dukakis' passion

was too far left of the American
mainstream's passion.

Jennings then asked Bush if his cons-

tant mentioning of Dukakis as a 'card-

carrying member of the ACLU" was

necessary. Bush had mentioned the

ACLU is his previous answer.

Bush said he disagreed with many of

the positions of the ACLU, and that was

the reason he kept bringing it up. He said

the ACLU was outside the mainstream,

and in turn Dukakis was outside the

mainstream. He said he didn't question

Dukakis' patriotism, "only his judgment."

Dukakis, in a sharp retort, said Bush

was questioning his patriotism by con-

stantly referring to the ACLU and

Dukakis' veto of a state bill to make
pupils say the Pledge of Allegiance.

"And I resent it. . . I resent it," Dukakis

said.

There were few gaffes in the debate, but

late in the debate Bush did mistakenly

say there were "three men" on the Bush

ticket with foreign policy expertise, vice-

presidential nominee Dan Quayle, Bush,

and an unnamed third member.
Dukakis' closing comments, in which he

.said he believed in and was a product of

the American dream, outweighed his

earlier weak-sounding answers as well as

the vice president's closing comments.

Bush said as president he would continue

opportunity and peace, and that he was

a man of values, experience and integrity.

Denying Satan tcorship

Pagans picket seminar
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

HADLEY - About 15 pagan worshippers

picketed a fundamentalist Christian

seminar Saturday evening, claiming the

sponsors of the seminar on the occult had

falsely accused the pagans of worshipping

Satan.

Carrying signs that read "Witches heal"

and "Religious freedom for all," members

of the Pagan Students Organization walk-

ed along the grass strip in front of the

Howard Johnson Motor Lodge on Route 9,

site of a Seventh Day Adventist seminar

titled "The Occult Explosion: Why?"

Lew Stead, co-president of the pagan

group, said they decided to protest after a

group member anonymously called the

seminar's organizers to find out what they

would tell the public about the UMass
pagans.

"They basically said we were responsible

for some very heinous crimes," including

abducting children to use in ritual sacrifice.

Stead said. "If you let this get by, the next

time, they're going to kick you out ofyour

house."

Stephen Herbert, a Seventh Day Adven-

tist and UMass plant and soil science pro-

fessor, said his group never heard of the

Pagan Student Organization until the

plans to picket were announced.

"We didn't know they existed, so we
couldn't have been making any direct

references to them," Herbert said. "We
have no objections to them being here.

Freedom of religion is a thing that our

church has always been strong on."

But the pagans said they had been accus-

ed wrongly of holding Satanic beliefs. The

pagan religions are based on divinity in

nature, and their deities are pre-Christian

gods and goddesses with no figures of evil.

"Pagans are the kind of people that

ajKjlogize to a fly when they swat it," Stead

said. "It's a very life-oriented thing."

Stead said many people hold pagan

beliefs, but do not always announce them
publicly.

"There are a lot more pagans than most
people would believe, mostly because

they're afraid," he said.

The seminar inside was only the first in

a series of 24 sponsored by the Seventh Day
Adventists, on a variety of topics. The lec-

turer Saturday night was West Virginia

evangelist J. Allen Fine.

The occult was chosen as the first topic

because it is "an attention-getter," said

Pastor Dwayne Toppenberg, from the

Seventh Day Adventist Church in

Shelburne Falls.

"People are interested in that. And once

we've gotten people's attention, we can talk

about salvation," he said. "But you can't

go on and talk until you've gotten people's

attention."

3
The magic
number is:
The Boston Red Sox have nearly sign-

ed, sealed and delivered their berth in the

American League playoffs with a big 6-0

win yesterday over the New York

Yankees at Yankee 'Stadium.

With that win, the magic number to

clinch the pennant is noe 3. That means

that a combination of wins by the Red Sox

or losses by the Tigers or Yankees equall-

ing three will put the Sox in the playoffs

against the Oakland Athletics starting

next Wednesday.
For complete details ofyesterday's pen-

nant chase action, turn to page 18.

W L GB

Boston
Detroit

Milwauke^e

New York

88
84

84
82

67 -
72 4 1/2

73 5

72 5J/2

Boston 6, New York
Detroit 2, Baltimore 1

Detroit 7, Baltimore 4

Milwaukee 4, Oakland 2
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Events planned to commemorate
the death of John F. Kennedy
WASHINGTON (AP) - Network

documentaries, a string of new books, an

all-night Capitol vigil, and memorials by

former Peace Corps volunteers and PT boat

veterans will help commemorate the 25th

anniversary of the assassination ofJohn F.

Kennedy in November.

But family members plan a low-profile

remembrance, much different from the

1983 nationally televised observance of the

20th anniversary of that fateful day in

Dallas.

"They have tried to get away from com

memorating the day of his death and try

to celebrate the day of his birth," said

Melody Miller, and aide to Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy, D Mass. The senator and other

family members will not grant interviews.

Some family members likely will follow

the tradition and quietly visit JFK's grave

site at the Arlington National Cemetery,

while others join family matriarch Rose

Kennedy at her regular daily Mass at the

Kennedy compound in Hyannisport, Mass.,

said Ms. Miller, a longtime Kennedy aide

who worked for the late Robert F.

Kennedy.

Despite the family's low profile, there are

a series of events scheduled around the

country to remember the 35th president,

his spirit and the events surrounding Nov.

22. 1963. In Washington, 500 original

members of the Kennedy-created Peace

Corps will hold a 24 hour vigil in the rotun-

da of the Capital, said Dennis Grubb, a

Manhattan investment banker and former

Kennedy advance man who went to Colom-

bia in 1961 with the first wave of corps

volunteers.

Grubb said each former volunteer will

read brief eulogies, many written m Peace

Corps diaries during the hours and days

following the assassination.

After the vigil, a memorial service will

be held at St. Matthew's Cathedral with

Sargent Shriver, who was JFK's brother-

in law and the first Peace Corps director,

and Bill Moyers, the television journalist

who was an assistant corps director.

Across the river, the US Army Special

Forces (Green Berets) will conduct their

traditional Nov. 22 wreath laying

ceremony at the Kennedy giave site. But

cemetery history Tom Sherlock said star

ting next, the Green Berets will follow the

family's lead and hold the ceremony on

JFK's birthday, May 29.

On Nov. 20, surviving members of Ken-

nedy's 50-officer class, which received its

PT boat training in Rhode Island will hold

a service at the cemetery and their own

wreath ceremony.
"We kept our friendships up all through

the years," said Fred Rosen, a business con-

sultant in Dalton, GA., and former Navy

lieutenant commander who is organizing

the event. "It's our own class reunion."

In Boston, 25 roses will be displayed near

the entrance of the Kennedy Library and

admission will be free for visitors that day.

There also will be a special program for

high school students "who have no memory

of President Kennedy and the impact of his

death on the world," said library

spokesman Frank Rigg.

"That day is usually a quiet one here,"

Rigg said. "It's more a day of quiet reflec

tion and meditation."

"I usually go to church, light a candle and

have a drink," said David F. Powers, one

of JFK's closest associates who is the

library's curator.

In Dallas, preparations continued for a

museum at the Texas School Book

Depository where assassin Lee Harvey

Oswald gunned down Kennedy as the

presidential motorcade rode through

Dealey Plaza. The museum will not be

ready until next year.

In Pennsylvania, scholars and resear

chers who have devoted much of the past

quarter century to investigating the Ken-

nedy assassination will gather at the

University of Pittsburgh for a series of

seminars.

But the television is likely to dominate

the anniversay-related activities.

In addition to a string of local JFK
specials, CBS, NBC and PBS all are plan

ning extensive prime-time features on the

assassination.

CBS News will air a two hour special

Nov. 17, anchored by Dan Rather, that will

show highlights of the network's original

53 hours of live coverage.
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THE DUKAKIS PLATFORM - Mass. governor and presidential

candidate Michael S. Dukakis uses a small platform last month in

western Mass. to give him a boost while speaking at a podium.
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Smith dedicates
new croquet court
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The country's fust

collegiate croquet court was dedicated at

Smith College this weekend, bringing com-

petitive croquet to the Five College area.

The court was built entirely from dona-

tions for that purpose, and one goal behind

its construction was to popularize the game
most people think of as backyard
recreation.

"This is a game in terms of skills that is

closer to pool than to the backyard game,"
said Professor Emeritus Richard B. Young,
who started the team at Smith College

three years ago. "In terms of tactics and
strategy, it's closer to chess."

Regulation croquet has nine wickets, as

opposed to six in the backyard game. The
object of the game is to chase an opponent's

ball twice through the nine wickets, and

then hit the finishing stake first.

Kate Schwartz, president of the Smith

team, said the court will be open to Five

College players. Yesterday, she and her

teammates were competing against players

from Colby, Brown and Williams colleges.

"It's a way to compete against members
of the opposite sex on an equal level," she

said. "To have so much fun and be mak-
ing a statement at the same time is great."

Young called croquet "the perfect affir-

mative action sport," because, he said, "it

tends to be age and gender neutral."

Schwartz said she also appreciates the

relaxed nature of the competition.

"You don't have to be in impeccable

shape to play it," she said. "It's a way to

be competitive and meet people without

running around. It's a different kind of

sport. It's a mind sport."

The Richard B. Young Croquet Court is

a square of natural turf, 105 by 84 feet, bet-

ween the tennis courts and a riding ring

at the women's college.

A croquet court must "have the surface

of a putting green, but flat as a pool table,"

Young said.

When news of the croquet court broke

last year, Smith College found itself facing

charges of elitism, based on the traditional

iilU'ihan ph<>to by Nancy Klingener

Two people play on the new croquet court at Smith College.

upper-class appeal of the sport.

"Ifyou play croquet at Palm Beach, I sup-

pose it's an elitist sport," Young said. "So
is tennis. So is golf. But on a collegiate

level, they're playing in shorts and drink-

ing beer."

Young pointed out other sports, like

riding horses, cost their competitors more
cash than croquet.

"Compared to a set of good golf clubs, it's

a poor man's sport," he said.

CATCHING SOME RAYS - Bumble Bee the dog plays in the Amherst Common recently
Collrgian photo by Andrrw Rist

Hearing addresses SGA actions
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

In an unusual and possibly illegal meeting last night,

a tribunal ofjustices heard testimony against the Student

Government Association Coordinating Committee's sum-

mer move to install Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz

as SGA presidents.

The committee, which SGA Speaker Robert Fadel said

acts for the full senate when it is not in session, installed

Silkoff and Rabinowitz in June. Fadel said this was done

because at the time the SGA needed presidents.

"In the end it boiled down to an emergency, we needed

presidents, ' Fadel said

SGA Senator Mary Rita Kropp requested the judicial

review because she feels the action of the Coordinating

Committee to install Silkoff/Rabinowitz was in violation

of a restraining order issued by the Student Judiciary on

May 11.
. . „

Kropp said the way Silkoff and Rabinowitz were install-

ed was underhanded. "This was a secret kind of vote to

pass the motion without the full senate in session.

"The Coordinating Committee violated the restraining

order and by doing that they directly violated the constitu-

tion
" Kropp said. Asked why she had decided to bring

the case up, Kropp replied, "Frankly, I'm surprised no one

did It before me."

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice, as co-respondent for

the Coordinating Committee with Fadel, submitted three

motions to dismiss and three motions to postpone the

hearing.

One of Orefice's complaints was that the hearing was

being held on a Sunday night, which is in violation of

Massachusetts General Law. However, since the SGA and

its branches, in this case the judiciary, may not be a

governmental body as defined by the state, they may not

have to abide by the law.

Orefice also said since she was given the subpoena for

the hearing aaer 5 p.m. Friday, she was not given enough

time to gather evidence for a defense.

"I'm not trying to give you a hard time, "
Orefice said

continued on page 10

Low turnout at rally for Ferrer

disappoints its organizers

Case decision rendered
McDevitt guilty ofcampaign rule violations

BY SARA GALER
Collegian Staff

A small crowd turned out for a rally

held Friday on the Student Union steps

in memory of Virginia Ferrer and other

battered women.
Rally organizers Taciana Giambrone

and Jean Wallace shared the podium with

two other women as they read poetry,

spoke about Virginia Ferrer, the legal

system, and the abuse of women.

"It's very sad that there are so few peo-

ple stopping to listen when we're trying

to raise consciousness about such an im-

portant issue," said Giambrone, who

works with Necessities/Necidades, a Nor

thampton shelter for battered women and

their children. "We can mobilize 2000 peo-

ple to protest the alcohol policy, but when

it's time to talk about real issues we can-

not stop for five minutes."

"Virginia Ferrer was stabbed by her

batterer on September 9,
"
said Giam

brone. "This rally is not only in her

memorv. but also in memory of other

women who lived their lives in fear of bat-

tering and abuse."

Giambrone explained the cycle of

violence, using a chart which

demonstrated a common pattern of abuse,

and explaining some of the misconcep-

tions surrounding the lives of abusers and

their victims.

"Virginia is a tragic example of the

lengths women must go to for their health

and safety. She did everything she was

supposed to do for help. The Department

of Social Services supported family

counseling which required her to remain

in contact with her batterer," said

Giambrone.
Pamphlets about abuse were available

at the podium. Wallace, who works with

the Valley Women's Voice, said organiza

tions such as the Everywoman's Center

and Necessities/Necesidades were places

a victim could call for help.

"If you are being battered or hit, or

psychologically abused, get help. The first

thing you should do is call the police. They

will help you," Wallace said.

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The Student Supreme Court has made

available a decision in which it found a

defendant guilty of violating campaign

rules during the Student Trustee election

last semester.

The decision was released May 13 but not

made available to the Collegian until late

last week.

In the appellate proceeding, the court

found Bob McDevitt, one of the candidates

in the trustee race, guilty of violating a

Student Government Association constitu-

tional bylaw.

The bylaw states, "No candidate or cam-

paign worker shall remove another can-

didate's campaign material."

However, the court denied the petitioner

Sandy Edwards, another candidate in the

election, a request for a new trustee

election.

Instead the court recommended a public

discourse of the incident and a judicial cen-

sure. One of the interpretations for judicial

censure is official condemnation or

reprimand.

The original complaint stemmed from a

March 4 incident in the Student Union

Craft Center. Edwards alleged McDevitt

took her campaign materials without her

permission. Among the materials were

designs for campaign buttons.

The court found McDevitt not guilty bas

ed on the prosecution's failure to prove

McDevitt did in fact take Edwards' cam-

paign materials and had no intention of

returning the materials to Edwards.

Edwards then filed an appeal on the

grounds that McDevitt's possession of her

campaign materials was a violation of an

SGA bylaw.

The appeal was granted, and the ap-

pellate court reversed the decision based on

the fact McDevitt never disputed being in

posession of the material and intent was

not mentioned in the bylaw.

continued on page 5
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Absence of attorney general shifts

responsibilities to SGA leaders
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Until a new attorney general takes over, other Student

Government Association leaders will be sharing the

workload of the Student Attorney General's office.

The office has not been filled because the president's of-

fice forms a search committee to select the attorney

general and the co-presidents-elect have not yet been ap-

proved by the senate.

"Even without the attorney general things have run

smoothly because there's been an extra burden taken on

by the other officers," Co-president-elect Jason Rabinowitz

said.

Among the duties of the attorney general is to keep the

SGA bylaws and constitution accurate and up-to-date, and

to publish revised versions. The si>eaker of the senate

keeps them on file and available. The bylaws are the rules

under which the SGA operates.

Before former attorney general Bill Collins took over,

attorney generals slacked in maintaining the bylaws, Col-

lins said. The bylaws required sorting out when he took

the position last fall, he said.

Members of the coordinating committee, which acts as

the senate during the summer and until the senate

reconvenes, have taken over the duty of reviewing the

bylaws, Speaker of the Senate Robert Fade! said.

As to whether confusion arises from this sorting process,

Fadel said, "Most certainly everyone knows what the

rules are; it's just a matter of putting them together."

The bylaws have been bound into one book and

distributed to officers and committee chairpersons, Fadel

said. After they check the accuracy of the included bylaws,

and the up-to-date revisions, the bylaws will be distributed

to the senators.

"This is something that has been neglected to be done

for years. It's a bit of a tedious task because nobody has

kept up with it. It's a time-consuming thing," Fadel said.

SGA senate elections are scheduled for Oct. 11. Fadel

said he hopes to have the bylaws ready for all the senators

the next day.

The absence of an attorney general has caused others

to assume the role of prosecuting for the SGA.

Rabinowitz said the attorney general would have helped

solve the problem surrounding former Budgets Chairman

Gil Penchina, who claims he used student money for per-

sonal use to test the system. Instead, the treasurer had

to try to get the money back, Rabinowitz said.

Rabinowitz and co-president-elect Shari Silkoff hope to

select an attorney general by early October, he said.

HEALTH and BEAUTY AID
SALE

*om r ittOHM

SALE ENDS SEPT. 30

SALE ITEMS IN MINI STORE, HAMPDEN MUNCHY
AND WORCESTER MUNCHY
Open M-F 9-5, Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

f*,UmVERSITYmSTORED

Expert to speak on SDI
"Star Wars: Defense or Death Star?" will be the topic

of a lecture given by Dr. Robert Bowman at 8 p.m.

Wednesday at the Amherst College Campus Center

Front Room.
Bowman was a key researcher of Strategic Defense In-

itiative technology during the Ford and Carter

administrations.

Bowman is the head of the Institute For Space and

Securites Studies and until 1982 was vice president of

the Space Communications Company, a private corpora

tion that owns data and tracking relay satellites. Prior

to those positions Bowman was director of Advanced

Space Programs Development under the Ford and Carter

administrations. Bowman holds a doctorate from the

California Institute of Technology.

The lecture is being sponsored by the Amherst College

Beyond War Organization.
- PETER LUCHT

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
CaD LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law
ipa i. ttMt M on ID lOBVK eCfar iami-
ttAtion BD MMdHKa tollowtj^ tia
MM* IMfllK U. U** dKlatOk.)

call 545-1995

-Only at.

HAMELIN FURNITURE
Student Desks

(In Maple or Cherry)

159 «j,..c, M99-;<i

Tables Starting at *99

Bookcases

StarlinR at 3 >' <••

in Tc.ik iir Cnl

Newmoon Fuions
St.irtinR at

• fuH linr of hil.tn ffamr* ivatlihir

1 Short Street, Northampton
586-7970

OPEN: Mondiv Friday 10-6 , Saturday lOS
Thuridiy Nighti until 8 p.m.

') J^^

V ^^ ^ BuaiitMi AaMciau*. Ii»c. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL A
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127
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Anti-Palestinian remarks
found written on posters

Several posters were found with anti-

Palestinian remarks scrawled on them
Friday by students who claim this is

another manifestation of racism at the
University of Massachusetts.

The posters advertise a series of

seminars titled "The Palestinian-Israeli

Conflict, Realities and Alternatives." The
seminars are being held at Hampshire
College and will be conducted by experts
on the subject.

"Never again. Since the war of in-

dependence there are no Palestinians, on-

ly Arabs and Jews. All Arabs out of

Israel!" are the comments written on the
posters and flyers. The posters are sign-

ed "JDL," apparently meaning Jewish
Defense League.
The student, who found the posters iden-

tified himself only as Ian K. because of

fear of retaliation. He found the defaced

posters on the bulletin boards in front of

the Campus Center Coffee Shop.
"I feel that the whole University com-

munity would be outraged at this. If we
let this thing go without public attention

this can develop into a violent racist inci-

dent similar to the ones that took place

before," Ian said. He added that he was
a member of the Palestinian Solidarity

Committee, a national group that tries to

raise money for Palestinian refugees in

the middle east.

Steven Duplissea, chairperson of the
Organization for Marxist Studies at

UMass, was also outraged when he found
the posters. Duplissea said he saw a man
writing on the posters at 7:45 a.m. Friday
and questioned the man.
Duplissea said he had contacted the

UMass Police about the incident. Lt. Mike
Grabiec would not comment on the situa-

tion except to say it was under
investigation.

Duplissea said of the comments on the
posters: "This is the denunciation of a peo-

ple, and that's racism."

GEORGE FRANCY

TECHNICAL PEN SAVINGS 9smEnn£R
PLUS FREE iaranlTN

SCHOOL SUPPUES
Get this FREE Value Pack of Staedtler school

supplies andreuseable CacheCase worth $12,

when you buy a specially-priced Marsmatic

technical pen set with 7 pens plus ink.

Available now at your college store.

THE GENTLEMEN OF PHI BETA SIGMA

PRESENTS

SIGMA EDUCATION WEEK

Monday. Sept. 26, 1986
Whor rhe HELL is o DLACK Greek', onywoy??

Open debate, opposing ponel formof.

Come express your views!

Rm 101 , Campus Center. 7:00pm

Tuesday, Sept. 27, 1988

The Office of Third Worid Affoirs Presents:

The Dynamics of Mulriculnjrolism

A Presenrion by Dr. Fredrick G. Jefferson

Assisronr ro rhe President for University and

Community Affairs @ rhe University of Rochester

Rm 160. Compus Center. 7:00pm.

Wednesday, Sept. 28. 1988

Louis Forrokan Video Presentation

Message ro the Democraric/Republicon Conventions'.

Discussion ro follov/

Rm 101 . Campus Center. 7:00pm

Thursday, Sept. 29. 1988

Foil Smoker

For men in rhe pursuit of excellence. Rnd out what

rhe Gentlemen of Phi Dero Sigma ore REALLY about.

Top of rhe Campus Center Horel. Suite 1 101

,

Promptly at 8:00pm

Fridoy, Sept. 00. 1988

Forum on Block female/mole relationships.

Rm 905. Campus Center. 7:00pm

Sorurdoy. Oa 1 , l988

CLUD 5IG!

Come dance, drink and socialize with everyone who is anyone!

Jazz. Club music and Videos!

lOth floor Campus Center. 8:30pm
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The FYI section serves as a public service announce-

ment to the campus and community. Space is limited, so

the Collegian cannot guarantee that all announcements
received will be published.

Initiation — The Alliance, a student organization, will

hold a meeting to initiate its newest and first female
member at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in Brittany Auditorium.
A buffet dinner and the ritual will follow the session.

Meeting — All Greek Area students are cordiallyinvited

to the first annual Greek Area Town Meeeting to be held

from 7 to 9 p.m. tonight at Memorial Hall.

Internships — Come to the University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work experience. A planning session
gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks
from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays and from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Also, two special meetings will be held concerning in-

ternships in Washington, DC. They will be from 10 to 11

a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. Friday in room 803 of the Cam
pus Center.

Lecture — Etienne Balibar, professor of philosophy of

the University of Paris, will hold a lecture on racism and
nationalism at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in room 120 of SBA.

Edwards
continued from page 3

Edwards said she is

satisfied with the decision

for which she has waited so

long.

"I want people to know
that they can't get away
with this (type of action],"

she said. "Hopefully this

incident will open doors for

people who want to run for

public office and want to

get involved. People can
run for student govern
ment and not have to deal

with this."

McDevitt could not be

reached for comm>'nt.

IB4NANAI24MA
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The Most A-Peeling frozen Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-Pat and Nonfat frozen Yogurt
— and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one!

One Boitwood Walk
Amherst OPtN 7 56 Main St.

(Next to Wicklcs fine Print) DAYS & NIGMTS Northampton

253-2774 .

«;«^-o.«.o586-9659

1

RESTAURANT
Route 9 and UocversilY Drive. Amherst

2S3P7'b7 6.
Lunch Tues.— Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tues. -Fri. C^A. QI%
11:30-3p.m. ^•^W

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

250/0 DISCOUNT *

(Olscount applies lo food Item* purchated for

dinner in th« dining room Cannot b* usad In

conjunction with olhar discounts )

with your
valid Student ID

Oldies Dance Club

Roul* 9 * Univefsity Ditve. Amhoisl 253 - 9750

Downslaiis at the Gulf Stream

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
DJ plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

750 Drafts ^ No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (i°o"tt°"sc?e%"'n)

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

ir Free Popcorn • 75C Drafts •
Free "Pinic Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Glass
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Cadet may need liver transplant
SPRlN(iKlKLI) lAP) - A police cadet

stricken by apparent dehydration and ex-

haustion last week remained in a coma
Sunday, and doctors said his survival could

depend on a liver transplant

Timothy Shepard, 25. the Pittsfield police

trainee hospitalized at Sprin^jfields

Baystate Medical Center since last Mon
day. is the most seriously ill of 16 cadets

uhu were hospitalized. Nine remain in

various western Massachusetts hospitals,

and three are on kidney dialysis machines.

Medical investigators say dehydration

and exhaustion from intense exercise,

rather than contaminated drinking water,

were the likely causes of the maladies at

the state-run police academy in Agawam.

The cadets were suffering from ab-

dominal pains, dark urine and other symp-

toms. Some of them fell ill last Monday,

and more were stricken Tuesday and

Wednesday

A fund to help pay some of Shepard's

medical costs has been started at the

Berkshire Savings Bank. The Berkshire

Eagle reported Sunday.

Arrangements are being made to transfer

Shepard to the Presbyterian Hospital in

Pittsburgh.

Shepard collapsed at Monday's training

session, which occurred on a hot, humid
day and involved strenuous exercise. He
has been listed in critical condition since

then

As of yesterday, two cadets had been

released after several days in hospitals, and
a third was being considered for release.

Pittsfield Mayor Anne Evere.st Wo
jkowski and North Adams Mayor John
Barrett III have called for a state investiga

tion of the police training program.

In addition to the 16 who were hospitaliz

ed, another 33 cadets in the Agawam class

were called into Baystate Medical Center

for testing on Friday. The last of them weie

released Saturday.

Joseph Bradley, public relations director

of the hospital, said the three cadets on

dialysis machines at Baystate were in good

to fair condition.

Two investigators said they believed

overexercise and a lack of water caused the

illnesses.

Harvard tries to ensure free speech
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Harvard Law

School has adopted guidelines designed to

ensure free speech after an incident last

year when a protestor prevented former

Contra leader Adolfo Calero from speaking.

Under the rules, speakers must respond

to questions from the audience and abide

by the decisions of a moderator. Disruptive

demonstrators can be ejected.

The guidelines were created by a commit-

tee formed by law school officials after

Tufts University student Joshua Laub

charged and yelled epithets at Calero when

he was speaking at Harvard last October.

After Laub was arrested and the speech

was canceled Harvard's ability to serve as

a forum for free speech came under

question.

"It seems to have achieved what a year

ago would have been perceived to be dif-

ficult," said Richard Parker, a law pro-

fessor and member of the committee. •"FVo-

test is allowed, but within limits."

Committee members say the guidelines

attempt to find a middle ground between

allowing speakers to present their message

and permitting protestors the right to dis-

sent. Law professor and committee

member Alan Dershowitz said the nine-

member committee, composed of ad-

ministrators, faculty and students, strived

to be sensitive to giving audience members
free speech.

Army labs change military food
Tabasco sauce now a required condiment

„-....- . ,-. Mil U * U ^ .-> .r i» »^^':>lr <il; ttVtd^ mon^ K arr^tif trv fir»i^ an^ era*

NATICK (AP) - There's no such thing

as a •mess hall" in today's military; it's

been renamed an -enlisted dining facility."

And the "C ration," is no more, replaced

by the less lyrical .sounding "MRE," short

tor 'meal ready to eat
"

These changes, and others, have been or-

chestrated by the US Army's Research and

Development Laboratories here, head-

quarters for the development of food for all

US armed forces.

Among the revelations: For the first time,

the military has developed an all-natural

bread with a shelf life of three years, and

tobasco sauce is now a required condiment

for every fighting man.

Spread out on the 78-acre base about 20

miles south of Boston, army scientists and

engineers develop food, clothing, and

shelter and airdrop equipment in the labs.

But much attention is paid to the con

tinually evolving menus planned for

soldiers, or what scientists call "future

feeding concepts."

Most of the food is what civilians might

call take-out. The majority is designed for

soldiers in combat and must last for three

years. Crations, designed during World

War II, were finally discontinued after the

Vietnam War.

"The conception of now was needs to be

fought changes and when the military

rethinks how it's going to fight, we need

to rethink food." said Phil Brandler, acting

director of food engineering at the base.

MREs replaced C rations in 1981. The
heavier canned items that were part of the

infamous Crations were dropped in favor

of lightweight "meal in a pouch," much of

which can be reconstituted in the field.

Some of the changes in how the military

is fed stem from logistical differences that

have occurred over the years.

"The modern battlefield is more mobile.

it makes (the men) harder to find and get

to and they go off for days at a time," said

Brandler. "They have to be provided with

foodstuffs of low volume that can be carried

around for awhile."

But the army chefs are mindful that

soldiers ought to like what they eat, or at

least tolerate it.

"Tastes change," said Brandler. "Food

that we developed for the Korean and Viet-

nam war no longer is acceptable."

Part of that, according to Brandler, is

that the ethnic makeup of enlisted men has

also changed over the years.

"We have a higher percentage of Viet-

namese and Orientals," he said. "Our

troops want spicier foods." Hence the tiny

bottles of tabasco sauce that surface in each

MRE.
Current military field fare is periodical-

ly tried out on its consumers in what is call-

ed "acceptance testing." "Loss of accep-

tance" is the term given those food items

scorned by soldiers, according to Army food

specialist Sue Gagner.

Among the food that's been dropped: lima

beans, three-bean salad and fruitcake. Beef

stew is on the way out. After soldiers com

plained that omelettes were too "dense."

they were promptly "reformulated."

"We don't want any surprises out there

for out troops," said Gagner.

Much of the food research and menu
planning is carrried out in giant test kit

chens on the base.

Fortunately the soldiers, military fare has

been improved upon since the first of Ar-

my rations was established by Congress in

1775.

These days, soldiers receive daily rations

that approach 4,000 calories. Along with

one of 12 different entree like chicken a la

king and tuna with noodles, soldiers are

allotted crackers with cheese spread,

freeze-dried fruit, candy, cookies or cake.
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Rouie 9 on the

Amherst 'Hadley Line

Report: MBTA will need more state money
MBTA General Manager James F. O'Leary said the

Weekdays 9 a.m.-10 p.m Weekends 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Semester Membership ONLY $129.00

BOSTON <AP) - An internal report on the

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority says the

state's financial support for the agency will have to in

crease from $289 million this year to nearly $1 billion by

2001.

The report al.so says that the percentage contributed by

the 78 cities and towns using the T's services will declme

while other towns across the state will bear greater share

of costs, according to the Boston Sunday Globe.

Funding methods for the authority were criticized by

one state lawmaker, but a top agency official said the

fimires wr»uld be kept in context.

state's subsidy to the authority will continue to rise as

a proportion of the state budget from 3 percent to 3.5 per-

cent over the next 12 years.

The report does not take into account sources that could

reduce state costs such as fare increases or real estate

revenues. O'Leary said.

The study by Lewis Bailey Associates is an effort to

analyze the cost of three different ways of funding the

MBTA. The current system allows the T to bill the state

after the fact for expenditures made as much as 18 months

earlier.

EDWINDROOP
Broadway's Best Musical!
A New Musical by Rupert Holmes
Original Broadway Prodtiction Produced by the

New York Shakespeare Festival, Joseph Papp. Producer

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 8:00PM

CALL 545-2511

INTERVIEWERS
interesting, parr-time teiepnone assignments to

collect aata on a variety ot researcntooics. Abso-
lutely no selling invoiver (-*ours are from 5-

lOprn Sunday ihrougn rnuay and Saturaay from
lOarp-4Dm Yoij mav cnoose wmcnever sfirtts

you want to worx. as long as you worK d snifts a
weeK .'2C nours) minimunv Stan at S5.00 per nour
with paid training anc move ud to S5.50 atter you
nave_worKeo 400 riouio We are located at Moun-
lain Farms Man whicri is a stoo on the \ree bus
li.ie. Call between Noon and 10 pm. 586-8635 or

586-8636.

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mali. R; S. Hadiey, MA 01035
An Eouai OODonuniiv Emoiove:

Ice Cream Flavors

• Vanilla

• Chocolate

• Strawberry

• Cottee

• Peanut Butter Cup
• Cookies & Creann

• Butter Crunch

Butter Pecan

Heavenly Hash

Chocolate Chip

Black Raspbef'\

Fudge Swiri

Pistachio

Hf.ltti R,ir

st^ebu'
Cookies

• Chocolate Chunk
• PNutty Peanut Butter

• Pecan Chocolate Chunk
• Peanut Butter Chocolate Chun*'

• Oatmeal Raism

ONLY
$1.50

Mon ThufS 1IMam1200n>K]
Friday 11 30am 6 00 pm

Saturday Closed but watch

lor special events

Sunday .1 0" pm 12 00 mid

Now available at the

BlueWallCoffeeHouse

Harvest
FESTIVAL

Chilled Fresh Cider

New England Seafood Chowder

Cape Cod Cranberry Sauce

Oven Roast TUrkey with Combread Dressing^

Baked Stuffed Native Acom Squash

Harvest Vegetables

Mashed Potatoes

Pan Rolls

'pudge Nut Brownies^

Cranberry Apple Crisp

Assorted Pies,

Mte^^^'

N»®*^ Use Your
Meal Tickets in

the TOC Restaurant
It's a great change of pace! Ml students enrolled in a University

Food Sen/ices' full tjoard plan (i.e. 10. 14. or 19 meal plan)

may use their meal ticket for a $3.00 credit on any dinner

entree on TimadHY ,
Wednesday or Thursday evenings be-

tween 5:00-8 00 pm in the Top of the

Campus Restaurant Also, students will

receive the usual 15% discount. Re-

sen/ations are required two days in

advance. Call 549-6000 ext 7639

or inquire at the TOC Restaurant.

Sept. 29th
11:30-1:30

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA

TiTnn
rrnnn

TO^of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

llth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

l
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After you've shown
your folks around,

show them this.

Alter lln*v\e s(vn when* vou cat. when' \ou sl(H*p. and whcrx' voii go to class, show tiicni what's

j^oiii*; to help vou stiidv.

riic IBM* Personal Systeni/2" is the In^t way to show \oiir pan^nts just how s^mious vou an* ahout

vour j^rades. Its eas\ to learn and easA to us<'. and can help \ou organize notes. n»\is<' papers, produce high

(|ualit\ graphics, and nion\ \nd il \ou*n* eligihle. \ou'll e\<Mi get the IIAI PS/2 at u|) to UyVi) oH.

So alter \ou\e shown them aix)und. show dicrn what counts.

Don't miss the IBM PS/2 Fair!

Wednesday & Thursday, Sept. 28-29 (9:3()ani-ti)ni)

Uiii\ei'sit> lJ<x>kstore Coneoui'se

Register to >yin a h'ee CU plaM^r.''

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^yUNIVERSITYmSTORED

£^i= The Bigger Picture

•Regarration lorms avaitaWe a- ine UnivefSrty Bookstore Concourse Sep( 28-29 Drawing will be heW Sepi 29 at 4pm Drawing participatioo limied to Qualified students of U ot Mass.

f^rsonal Sys»m/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarte of IBM Corp

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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The joys (and horrors) of being a first-year student
Dare to go where 26.000 have gone before? No one said that standing in endless lines would become Now I have to remind myself to slee

"Rpam mp Hnwn .Srnttip
" a ritual or that the course Oscar forgot to spit out on my I really should ve left my tastebuds at

Dare to go where 26,000 have gone before?

"Beam me down Scottie."

When I landed, all I heard was the theme of Star Trek.

It was like nothing I'd seen before. Masses upon masses
of people, wearing blank faces scurried about and carried

boxes, trunks, refridgerators, toaster ovens, blenders, hot

pots, stereos, and endless rows of suitcases.

Aime Finkclstein

Hundreds and thousands of feet of green, rolling terrain

was before me. The promised land? The land of

opportunity?

They say not to bring Grandma and the family dog. They

say to bring an extra pair of sneakers because when it

rains, it gets very muddy. They say not the pronounce the

"h" in Amherst. No more "boys and girls;" now we're men
and women.
There's a few little things they forgot to say.

They forgot to give me glue to paste my smile on my
face no matter how homesick I may be. Didn't say to bring

band-aids for the blisters one can get from walking so

much, that you'll gain 15 pounds m the first semester,

or that it may be difficult fitting in.

No one said that standing in endless lines would become

a ritual or that the course Oscar forgot to spit out on my
schedule was closed. No one said that even with waiting

in one line for three and a half hours and having six course

selections prepared, I'd still end up with only 12 credits.

I never thought that people would say that I talk funny.

I never knew that New Yorkers think we're the foreigner*.

I never realized how hard it is for some people to say

Peabody.

"Pea - body?"

"No. Peabody. It's one word."

"Where's Peabody?"

"Twenty minutes north of Boston."

"What's it near?"

"Salem. Where the witches are."

"Where?"
"Never mind."

Who knew that Peter Pan was the transit system, and

not a fairy tale? Since when do we call professors and t.a.'s

by their first names? Did I ever think I'd make friends

with the DECmate wordprocessor?

On my first trip to the tower library a fellow student

asked me what floor was good to study on. Do I look like

I know?

Now I have to remind myself to sleep and eat, though

I really should've left my tastebuds at home with Grand-

ma and the family dog. Mom won't be around to find my
favorite pair of dungarees; nor will she make my bed,

make chicken soup when I'm sick, sew holes in my socks,

and sport a ten here and a twenty there.

This is the real world where checkbooks and green

machine cards prevail; where sleep is foreign and dark

circles under the eyes get clearer and clearer every day.

So what if I leave here someday speaking like a Long

Islander, instead of 'pahking my cah in Havarhd Yad?"

Maybe I'll even learn to like the Greatful Dead and Camp-

bell's chicken soup. And a few of my floormates will pro-

bably get accustomed to Jimmy Dean, Jack Kerouac, Pink

Floyd and raspberry herbal tea.

So what if my closet is doorless? I'll buy a mint-green

plastic shower curtain instead. I like mint-green. I like

it here. If I get homesick enough, I still have my Felix

the bear to hug every night reminding me of home (though

I wait until my roommate is fsist asleep).

I won't forget what the Starship Enterprise looks like,

and Scottie will beam me back up for Thanksgiving and
Christmas, won't you, Scottie? Scottie? Scottie?!

Amie Finkelstein is a UMass student

Odds and ends

Can you win a tower war?

tit'

I

1^3

As a transfer here from the somewhat

subdued campus of the University of New
Hampshire, I had yet to experience what

the handbooks deemed Southwest as - "ci-

ty living." Southwest is unique in that it

is the host of the F-YOU contest. As the for-

tunate resident of one of its low-rises, I get

to hear new episodes night after night. So,

I am seizing this opportunity to inform you,

the public, of the contest and its rules. Even

though I am considered a new student, I

feel I have lived long enough in Southwest

to have gathered sufficient information to

pass on to those unfortunates who come

from reasonably quiet places (in com-

parison to Southwest), like say. Detroit or

Chicago. Picture this as best you can:

Alise S. Hartfield

Stereos are playing in SW. car doors are

frequently slammed in all of the neighbor-

°ing parking lots, and people's voices

reverberate off the cement ground, raising

these city noises above some people's

tolerable decibel level. A resident who has

nerve enough to be studying, or worse,

sleeping, inadvertenly starts the contest by

yelling,"Shaddap! I'm trying to sleep!" The

first contestant always responds with the

same answer: "F YOU!" Hence the name.

The response may be elongated, depending

on your style and strength of your voice

box. The louder the better. Here the real

competion begins. The participants try to

out yell each other, using the same phrase

or a close facsimile. Sometimes, a creative

contestant will insert a new curs, aimed at

a rival dormitory or one's mother, by

revealing what she eats and wears.

This brings up Contest Rule 1: The con-

testants must start afler 12 a.m. and before

2 a.m. in order to qualify. At least one-

hundred people must be woken up to

witness the competition. After all, how fun

was Let's Make a Deal without an

audience?

Rule 2 dictates that here can neve be a

split second of silence. If there is, and par

ticipants can't possibly think ofwhat to yell

next, a simple "AHHH" or "OHHH" will

do. Remember, silence begets sleep, and we

don't want any of that.

Rule 3, and this should be taken most

seriously, states taht participants must

keep their identity a secret. No one - such

as your roommate, Hoormates, or RA -

should be able to discern your voice, or

discover that it is indeed you screaming out

your window. Remember, your goal is to

win by waking up as many people as you

can. The last thing you want to do is have

an authority on your back and get written

up for what they think is immature

behavior.

Finally. Rule 4: you must be a student

here at the University. I know this sounds

like a given, but you'd be surprised at the

number of people who assume students

have a greater maturity level and would

rather sleep eight hours a night than par-

ticipate in the contest. Nonsense! It takes

far more stamina to be able to yell con-

tinuously than to make the grade around

here.

The vocabulary needed to compete with

other contestants' curses requires one to

have a least a high school diploma, or 15

UMass pending credits. I know my own

vocabulary has steadily improved in the

short time I have been subjected to SW life.

I have learned many new and catchy curse

words used in ways beyond my
academically-inclined mind. To think, this

goes on in 5,400 of our front yards!

So. if you can't sleep in the noisy city,

play the game. Whatever you do, don't call

the University police. With the contest,

you'll get a speedy response to your

complaint.

Alise S. Harfield is a UMass student
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GILBERT. ... I THINK fVE LOST MY MATERNAL INSJINCJf
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Dukakis does wear short sleeves

David R. Marks column

"A blue suit to oblivion,"

(Sept. 16) in which he ask-

ed "will someone get this

man (Gov. Dukakis) a short-

sleeved shirt?" reminded

me of a picture of the Gover

nor with me and Evelyn

Murphy taken last year. He
does have a short-sleeved

shirt.

I've had the pleasure of

corresponding with the

Governor and having

several conversations with

him. I find him to show on

a personal level a greater

warmth than the media

attributes.

Richard S. Stein

Director, Polymer
Research Institute

The Collegian accepts letters and editorials from the UMass community.

All submissions should be typed and double-spaced They may be sent to the

Collegian office at 113 Campus Center. Anyone with a question or comment

can come down and speak with David or Pam.

On the right

Gorbachev's asymmetrical foreign policy

Glasnost is such a cute little public relations scam. The

way Gorbachev attempts to put the US on the defensive

becomes more pathetic with each new proposal out of Red

Square Gorbachev's latest serenade, the one inviting the

US to pull out of Subic Bay and Clark Air Force Base in

the Philippines in return for the Soviets quitting Cam

Ranh Bay in Vietnam is exemplary.

In terms of economic factors, glasnost is not a complex

policy to decipher. It is a last-ditch effort to get the Soviet

economy out of its post-WWII doldrums and into the realm

of modem technology. In the process things must be

eliminated; the most important of which is a military tab

that incapsulates over 50 percent of the budget Hence

the initial Gorbachev 'zero proposition ;
the 'fWer IWf

Treaty; the most recent South Pacific proposal; and the

anti-military hot air in between, are intended for the

Soviet bureaucracy - not for the benefit of humanity.

Gorbachevs foreign policy approach is an outgrowth of

glasnost. In his foreign policy speeches he notes a coun-

try's foreign concerns cannot be viewed as separate and

distinct from domestic affairs, socio-economic objectives

and requirements. Gorbachev also has never refuted the

concepts of world revolution, and the inevitable showdown

with the 'class enemy.' Quite the contrary. In his infamous

Vladivostok address Gorbachev emphasized the need for

a continued basis of "the principles of Marxism-Leninism

and socialist internationalism."

Stuart Gottlieb

In concrete terms, the main Soviet foreign policy objec-

tive is to revitalize the domestic economic sphere to later

re-group the military into what it once was; the leader

of world revolution. But in the process of sanctifying the

economy, which the Politburo hopes is just a waiting

game, The Soviets are attempting to put the US on the

defensive. They are trying to force the US into positions

of saying no. In this way, the Soviets become the good

guys. While this is distorted, there are idealists all over

the free world who fall prey to such propaganda.

If nothing else, Gorbachev's proposed de-Superpowering

of the South Pacific proves exactly what the Soviet inten-

tions are. The proposal is intended to appear symmetrical.

with the US having no legitimate reason for rejecting it.

But the Cam Ranh Bay naval base is far smaller than

Subic Bay and Clark Air Force base, the largest, and

oldest American bases abroad.

Also, Vietnam is virtually a satellite of the Soviet

Union; far from the relationship the US has with the

Philippines. Every Vietnamese man in a uniform is there

to propagate the doctrines of Moscow, as evidenced in the

occupation of Kampuchea (Cambodia).

The Soviet Asian proposal is intended to create friction

between the United States and the Philippines. It is no

coincidence Gorbachev would make it 'possible' for the US

to quit Subic Bay and Clark. Now is the most difllcult time

in US-Philippine negotiations over the bases.

The glasnost foreign policy objectives become clearer and

clearer with the printing of each new headline in Prav-

da. The objective is to make the US appear to be the bad

guy to the world. But behind each headline lies the motive

of re-securing the Soviet military dominance developed

during the detente years (culminating under Carter), and

subsequently lost during the Reagan years.

Stucui Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist
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AP photo

CANDIDATES DEBATE - Vice President George Bush and Michael Dukakis debate in Winston-

Salem last night. The panel and moderator sit in front

AVOID THE MOID
The NOID" loves to aiin

pizza wherever, whenever,

and however he can. So
call Domino's Pizza,* the

pizza delivery system

designed to AVOID THE
NOID." Your local Domino's'

Pizza store crew makes
that system work for you
every time. You get Fast,

Free Delivery" of quality

pizza in less than 30

minutes.

Our dnvers carry less

than $20.00.

Call us.

Hadley
256-8911

Route 9,^ Russell St.

DO YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS ABOUT

YOUR LONG
DISTANCE SERVICE?
Interested in learning about

calling plans and special

prcKlucts that nriay save you

money'^
Contact Scott Weber, your

AT&T Student Campus
Manager here at U of Mass
CALL: S46-4741 B«twc«n

10:00ain-12 OOpm
Mon-Th«rs

l2:OOom-2:OOam Fri.

Limited delivefy area.

GOOD MON.. TUES. AND WED. ONLY

$2.00 Off Any large one-item pizza

Expires October 30, 19B8
One coupon per pizza

GOOD MON., TUES. AND WED. ONLY

S1.00 Off Any 12 inch one-item pizza

Expires October 30, 1988
One coupon per pizza

'
GOOD MON., TUES. AND WED. ONLY

Only $6.50 For a large cheese pizza

, Expires October 30. 1988
One Coupon per pizza

HOURS:
Sun. thru Thurs.

4:30 pm till 1:00 am
Fri. ami Sirt.

DRIVERS WANTED
PAY $70 to $100

A SHIFT

^ ClNtM*

* Doubl* Faatur* *

Something
WfiiCi 7:00 p.m.

Married to

the IVIOb 9:00 p.m

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00
Adults $3.50

DOViNIOWN AVHERST 2W M.'6

The (Amherst
"Ballet Centre

Professionally

taught classes

for the adult student

BALLET
Beginners

Tuesday 7:30

Intermediate
Thursday 7:30

Advanced
(call for schedule)

MODERN
DANCE
Beginner/

Intermediate
Monday 7:00

Ten weeks for $60
i$2 regustration fee)

Classes start Oct 1

To regi.ster call

AMHERST
BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong Street

549-1555
lone block east from

Butterfield & Clark Hill Rd)

Duke drills Bush
on Iran Contra
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. (AP) - George Bush and

Michael Dukakis clashed over deficits, drugs and the

Pledge of Allegiance in a crackling campaign debate last

night.

At one point, Bush said, "I hope people don't think I'm

questioning his patriotism," but Dukakis said he was and

added, "I resent it."

The presidential candidates tangled over the Iran—

Contra affair when Dukakis said it was a "tragedy" for

the Reagan administration to sell arms to Iran in ex-

change for hostages and said Bush endorsed the deal.

Bush said, 'Yes, we shouldn't trade arms for hostages,

but we have made vast improvements in our anti-

terrorism."

Once the debate ended, the campaigns unleashed dozens

of supporters to provide partisan analysis of the

confrontation.

SGA
continued from page 3

to the justices, "we just haven't had a lot of time to prepare

for this."

The other requests for dismissal by Orefice centered on

her contention that the restraining order is not binding

on a legislative body.

"1 don't believe the restraining order is proper," Orefice

said. She said judicial review would be the proper pro-

cedure for the student court to follow to disallow the com-

mittee's move.

The justices, Pamela Hickey, Nancy Casey, and Milind

Bharvikar, conferred on each of Orefice's requests and

denied them. The justices are expected to reach a deci

sion sometime this week.

The only testimony given in the case came from Fadel,

who presided over the meeting of the Coordinating Com
mittee in question, and Bill Collins, former SGA attorney

general.

The testimony centered on both sides trying to establish

whether it was proper for the judiciary to stop the com-

mittee from installing Silkoff and Rabinowitz.

Fadel and Collins were questioned by Kropp on whether

they thought installing the elected co-presidents was un-

constitutional because of the re-straining order. Collins

said the move was a violation of the order.

"The function of the [judiciary] is to maintain a balance

on the SGA," Collins said.

Kropp also tried to establish that since Orefice ran for

Student Trustee on the "Together We Win" ticket with

Silkoff and Rabinowitz she would naturally support the

co-president's being installed in office.

"The Coordinating Committee was fully aware of the

restraining order and ignored it. They did this over the

summer because they knew it would pa.ss," Kropp said.

Orefice and Fadel countered that the co-presidents were

put in office only to make things easier over the .summer.

Orefice said they were not given voting power, and could

not use SGA money.
Orefice gave this rea.son for installing Silkoff and

Rabinowitz in only a partial capacity: "If the full senate

came back and overturned the Coordinating Committee's

deci.sion to ratify the election, then Shari and Jason would

be liable for money they spent and every vote that was
taken (which they participated in] could be overturned."

In her closing statement, Kropp .said: "I think the

strongest argument in this is that the committee is bound

by the Student Judiciary. I can't point out enough how-

important it is to abide by the constitution."

Kropp said they violated the constitution because it

gives power to the judiciary to rule over the legislative

branch of the SGA.

BURGER
KING

NOW HIRING
ALL SHIFTS

DAYTIME, AFTER SCHOOLS
AND EVENING SHIFTS

Up to $6.00 per hour.

College Students Work
Around Your Class

Schedule
• Flexible Hours
• Free Meals
• Good Starting Wage
• Enjoyable Work Atmosphere

APPLY IN PERSON
344 King St. Route 9

Northampton Hadley

Call us in the a.m.

We'll come to

your door & pick up

your Laundry.

A MOMENT IN THE SUN - Senior interior design major Laura
Cook studies in the Amherst Common yesterday afternoon.

THE COLLEGIAN IS EMPTY WITHOUT YOU

WRITE FOR THE COLLEGIAN/113 CAMPUS CENTER ASK FOR SYLVIA

Delivered back

the same day,

washed, dried

& folded.

Convenience.

Quality.

Tlie wave of tlie future.
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Get the plastic thafs

fantastic.
The BayBank Card. The number one student choice.

Whether you live on or off-campus, the BayBank Card

offers you more ways to get cash than any other bank in

Massachusetts. And it's yours just by opening any checking

or NOW account, or a BayBanks Savings account.

The BayBai^ Card is your key to 24-hour banking at over

750 X-Press 24 automated tellers in Massachusetts and New

Hampshire - many at convenient campus locations, so you'll never

be without cash when you need it. And if you're from out-of-state

or plan on traveling during the school year, you can get instant cash

at over 2800 NYCE automated tellers in the metropolitan New

York City area and over 17,000 CIRRUS automated tellers across

the United States and Canada.

You can also use your checking or NOW account BayBank Card

to purchase gasoline for the cash price, as well as other products and services, at participating

Mobil service stations nationwide.

So apply now for your BayBank Card. There's a BayBank office near >'OMr school.

Ba/Banks®

ARTS/LIVING
.•.V.'.-.V.%V.V.'.V.V.*.V.'.V,V.V.V.".

Hubbard sees
a better world
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Libby Hubbard knows she is attempting to answer an
impossible question through her art.

"What is a good society? That is the most loaded ques-

tion you can ask," said the 32-year old UMass Future

Studies giaduate student and artist.

But for the past 12 years, Hubbard has been searching

for the answer through poetry, photography, paintings,

collages and a dissertation called Art in Utopia.

"A good society," she said, "is one for all creativity. One
where all people are fed and where all people can strive

for happiness." And our present one is not good, she said.

"How this culture has developed is so unnatural and

ugly. It doesn't allow people to pursue natural gifts," she

said. "This 9 to 5 puritan work ethic is very unfair to peo-

ple. I want to be an artist and poet. If I got a 9 to 5 job,

I wouldn't really be able to do what I want. That's when
I realized this system was slavery. We are such slaves to

the economy. We have to look at the whole of what we're

producing in this country and decide if it's that impor-

tant or not."

And through her watercolors at her current show Ideas

From the Unknown at the Northampton Center for the

Arts, Hubbard strives to convey her idea of what is

important.

"I'm trying to give people a planetary awareness. The

idea that has to grow is the idea of a planetary govern-

ment. I'm trying to make people think deeper than the

three dimensional life they live," she said.

But it hasn't been easy, said Hubbard, a primarily self-

taught artist.

Originally from North Carolina, Hubbard dropped out

of three coileges before she ended up at the Narpa In-

stitute in Boulder, Colorado in 1981 where she studied

poetry under Allen Ginsberg and met her husband, com-

munications graduate student. Charles Carroll. "I quit

school to do my own independent thinking," she said. "In

school, you always get shoved into other people's think-

ing. The hardest thing to do is find a voice. I think I have

found mine artistically."

continued on page 14

Phdtu by Mirki Coir

Libby Hubbard's exhibit Ideas From the Unknown at the Northampton Center for the Arts closes Friday.

DON T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
THIS WINTER ... JOIN THE

^.
UMASS SKI CLUD

MEMBERS/NON MEMBERS
GENERAL INFORMATION

MEETING

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28

I68C CO - 4:00 PM
Hampden SS Room (SW) 7pm

GETYOUR
FUTURE OFF
THE GROUND

" ^I^J^ Imagine the thrill of fly-

^yCHi^ ing a jet aircraft! Air Force

^W^^ ROTC offers you leadership^
training and an excellent start to a ca-

reer as an Air Force pilot If you have what

it takes, check out Air Force ROTC today

Contact

CAPT MIKE LACOMBE
413-545-2451

Lea<kr#iip EjceUence SUfU Hek

M-^^ MM^

TWELFTH
^ ANNUAL

THIS YEAR

SHOP THE WHOLE STORE!
STARTS

SEPT. 26th
Sorry, no layaway

or store ctiarges

Elm Street
Westfield

Open Friday

till 8 p.m.

NOTHING WITHHELD

ALL SALES FINAL

.MwAmFOK

)f>f>f ifjf^

STARTS
SEPT. 26th

Visa & MasterCard

accepted

Main Street

Northampton

Open Thurs.

till 9 p.m.
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Bon Jovi bad; Cher fair;

Psych Furs finished?
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Singles Scene
The Psychedelic Furs "All That Money
Wants"

'

The Psychedelic Furs could be called the

forefathers of post-punk. Throughout the

'80s they have been producing master

pieces like "Love My Way," "The Ghost In

You" and of course "Pretty In Pink." Lead
singer Richard Butler's raspy voice is star-

ting to wear a little thin and "All That

Money Wants" is not in the same league

as past Fur's hits. "All That Money Wants"
isn't all we expect.

Kim Wilde "You Came"
Kim Wilde recently opened for Michael

Jackson on the British leg of his tour and
apparently she has learned a few things

from the master. Her voice seems much im-

porved since I986's "You Keep Me Hang-
ing On" remake, making "You Came" her

best effort to date.

Cher "Main Man"
It seems Cher can do anything —

anything except get a hit off of her latest

album. Her first two releases off the self-

titled album, "I Found Someone" and "We
All Sleep Alone," only made a slight stir

on the charts and her last single "Skin

Deep" failed to reach the top 100. "Main
Man" should change all that. This semi

ballad takes full advantage of Cher's vocal

expertise with some great back-ground
guitar The only thing missing is Sonny.

Bon Jovi "Bad Medicine"

Bad music is more like it. Two years ago

Bon Jovi took over the charts with their

brand of infectious heavy metal pop. Now
their back to haunt us again and the

results aren't pretty. This misguided effort

will probably linger around for months
thanks to the 14-year old girls who'll buy
the record to look at Jon bon Jovi's picture

on the sleeve and the radio stations will

overplay the song.

Transvision Vamp "Tell That Girl To
Shut Up"
One of England's latest imports, Tranvi-

sion Vamp, puts the edge back on dance

music. Thanks in part to producer Zeus B.

Held (worked with Dead or Alive among
others) what could have been standard

dance fluff is an enjoyable new sound.

Depeche Mode "Strange Love"
First released in the spring of 1987,

"Strange Love" has been re-released on the

heels of Depeche Mode's very popular sum-

mer tour. It's a nice change from the usual

grim sounds we're accustomed to hearing

from the band. It's a perfect song for

Depeche Mode, the subject matter fits their

clanky techno-pop style fiawlessly.

U2 "Desire"

U2 is back with a vengeance. This first

single from the their forthcoming movie

has a strength not seen in previous U2
songs. The riveting percussion back Bono's

strong vocals constantly pushing the song

forward. There's even a harmonica solo to

top everything off. Both admirers and non-

admirers should be pleased.

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

7«0ldSun«(ftW)<)R0 • S49-2M0

M»«i M«tM C**«» C»««« acr«»i*«

Hubbard
continued from page 13

Hubbard's voice or movement is called

"Lovolution: a non-violent spiritual revolu-

tion of the evolution of revolution; a world

movement for political and economic
freedom."

"The whole key to this lovolutionary

movement is the mass media," she said.

"It's difficult because so much is controll-

ed by the mass media. Artists now don't

have much of an audience, and they need

an audience to feel connected to society."

Ideas From the Unknown, which closes

Friday, was "a real joy to create," Hubbard

said. "And I hope people realize it was a

joy to do . . . and realize that there is a bet-

ter way to live, as a society, as a culture."

CollrKiun photo by Dondi AlMsni

"Jimi Hendricks" sculpture is part of the

Eleni: Art From the Discarded exhibit open now in

the Student Union Art Gallery.

Get^ andKs foryourparents,

andaCD for yourself.
liVf a N^aciPtosh tcxlay-you

may win a Jk)riy Di'jcman.

N( )w thai a new schcx )l ye;ir is

under way, we have aii idea that'll

make Ixxli you and your piirenLs

llTf«1tft<llll».

^ MidrtntillB

feel a bit more confident come

finals time:

Get a Macintosh* c( )mputer to

help with your homework.

Ilien you'll never have to s|X'nd

another all nighter retyping a paper

pi.st to purge a few typ( xs and

dangling modifiers. "Vou'll l)e able to

crank out assignments that icx)k as

though you brilxxl a friend in art

schfxi

And with an amazing new

program called I lyjx.'i€ard*—

which just hap|")ens to come

packiged witli every Macintosh—

you tan easily .store, organize, :uid

cross reference research notes to

your hc^art's content.

And if lliat isn't enough reason

to l(x)k at a Macintosh today, here's

another:

Right now, you have three

chances to win one of Sony's

Di.scman'" CD players— includ

ing the exciting Sony Pocket

Discman, wliich also plays

the new 3 inch CIX And

even ifyou miss out on

the CI) player, you may

.still win one of IS Apple

Tshirt5. No .strings attached

— jiKst fill out a registration

fomi at the kx^ation listed

bek)w.

So come in iuid gel your

hands on a Macintosh.

If not for yourself, do it for

your folks. ^
The power to be your best.

BONY

ENTER SEPT.«^|§%^|'^^

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts

M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-3

UVC opens door to video
By ANDRE BUSI
Collegian Correspondent

For those who frequent the Student

Union Building, the Union Video Center

i.s the group that presents various items of

information and entertainment over the

monitors which are strategically located

throughout the building. Providing

passers-by with an interesting diversion,

UVC maintains a quasi-loyal following,

particularly in the Video Viewing Lounge
(201 SUB).

For the past 12 years, UVC has provid-

ed easy access to video equipment and in-

.struction on its use for those interested

enough to become members. And its

membership continues to grow.

Among the benefits included in UVC's

free membership, is access to a considerable

amount of equipment. The Center runs two

series of workshops designed to teach the

unfamiliar how to work in the video

medium. The black-and-white workshop

(comprising about 8 hours over a period of

one to two weeks) shows how to manage
lighting, sound, videotaping and the

editing process. All editing is done on a

Beta deck, a relatively simple system that

the UVC plans to replace with a higher-

tech Super VHS deck (provided they ac-

quire the funding).

After this, there >s the color production

workshop (taking about 4 hours) which

gives instruction in the delicacies of

lighting and editing in color and the opera-

tion of their 39/90 color cameras (the black-

and white workshop requires a $40 fee,

while the color workshop is $15). After com-

pletion of both these workshops, the

member is eligible to use the extensive

facilities at the studio, including the new-

ly acquired Panasonic CamCorders.
The studio and equipment are reserved by

the member for a specific amount of time,

usually arranged a week in advance to pre-

vent any confusion.

Although there is no membership fee for

undergraduates, since the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate decided not to allocate any
funds to the UVC in fiscal year '89, the

Center chose to apply the same non-student

membership fee to grad students next year.

"The Collegian is distributed all over the

Five-College Area, and WMUA is broad-

cast all throughout the valley," said UVC
president Philip McNamara, "all we have

is a few monitors around the SUB." This

state of affairs should come to an end once

the present day cable system is expanded

to campus-wide service, sdter the comple-

tion of the University's new telecom-

munications system over the next few

years.

The UVC broadcasts tapes from their

video library, an ever growing collection of

fil..is, short entertainment pieces, video-

art, documentaries, and coverage of local

concerts, rallies, speakers and sports

events. All viewing requests are welcome.

Also in the works is a bi-weekly news pro-

gram, the University Update, which will

concentrate specifically on local and cam-

pus issues. The show will air Tuesdays and

Thursdays from noon to 12:30. The search

is on for a news producer. Any takers? The
UVC is located just up the hallway from

the Hatch.

Look for an interview with Living Colour this week.

Toto's latest worth another listen
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

The Seventh One
Toto
Columbia Records

One of the most original rock groups from

the late '70's with the strangest name is

Toto Rising from obscurity, they hit the

big time with their 1982 album Toto IV,

which received several Grammys.
However, that acclaim and success has

been elusive for the band ever since.

Their last album The Seventh One was

released last April. So why am I reviewing

it now? Why not! Is there a rule saying one

has to review something within an hour of

its release? No.

In all honesty, I was not as partial to this

album as I was with 1986's Fahrenheit, one

neither the critics nor public seemed to

like, but I thought was their best since IV.

Every tune on that album grabbed me the

first time I heard it, and I still listen to

them often.

My response to The Seventh One is quite

different. At first, I was disappointed, as

I found many of the tunes bland. But with

repeated listenings, the depth and maturi-

ty of the compositions were revealed.

"Pamela," which was on the airwaves

last spring, is the best song on the disc and

the one that caught my interest. Lead

vocalist Joseph Williams (son of composer

John) is very good, and puts his heart into

the tune, but in this, as in all his leads, he

doesn't have the richness that former

vocalist Bobby Kimball did.

"Anna" is a quiet, introspective tune in

the best Toto tradition. With a rich or

chestral background and moving vocals by

Steve Lukather, it's one of the best on the

album. "Stop Loving You" starts off slow,

then changes key and tempo in the best jaz-

zy tradition. A bright, upbeat tune with

lots of brass and instrumental work, it has

a needed amount of wildness.

"Mushanga" is a long, epic style song

with foreign sounds in the tradition of the

groups' older hit "Africa." Unfortunately,

it doesn't measure up — it's the kind of

song that's all dressed up but goes

nowhere. "These Chains, " once again

helmed by original vocalist Lukather, has

the "old" Toto sound, a sound I prefer.

The last few songs all fit into the pop

vein. "Stay Away " features a tinny guitar

blasting one senseless, and a surprise with

female vocalists in the background.

"Straight for the Heart" has a strong bass

guitar beat and kick-ass quality. And "On-

ly the Children" has a deceiving title, one

that would make you expect a gentle tune,

but in fact is one of the hardest songs on

the album.

The Seventh One is growing on me, and

is clearly a worthy effort by a distinguish-

ed band. It's not their best work, but cer

tainly not their worst.

I^mi7/j
1 11 mounljin larmt mail

Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitaminsl

• METABOLOL
• METABOLOL II

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MORE!

:

« •»«<! 'i«Tl'v»'>"»»^1 'V«i«"»iir"ngYl '»»'<"r»«'^»

We're a Full Service Bookstore

• We'll special order any book in print,

at no extra charge.

• We gift wrap free of cKarge. How many stores

do tkat anymore?

• We'll mail your books anywhere with no

handling charge.

• We offer faculty and students a 10% discount

on books purchased (textbooks exempted).

• We offer faculty free copies of the

New York Times Sunday Book Review...

And we're now open evenings

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday

until 8pm for your added convenience

and open Sundays too from noon to 5pm!!!

Jeffery

AmKerst

BooksKop

4-

PINOCCHIO'S :

RISTORANTE ITALIANO :

Monday Night Football :

Special

Large Cheese Pizza

S5 50^ %# • %# \#PLUS TAX

NO COUPON NECESSARY-NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON I

55 South Plea5ant Street Amherst

Ma55acliu5etts 01002 c-*^;^ •'>.''6

1

/;>..;.>^.,i>^>f.;^>r.xT>«^'»>f"'*««'''»^^^»^'^'^'''^''^''^^

Amherst Insurance
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE

AUTO, TENANT. HOME & MOTORCYCLE

YoonlM'ttffifndriit
]

txf

253-9387
253-5555
20 GATEHOUSE ROAD

AMHERST
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Boston cops cite landlords
BOSTON (AP) — As part of a crackdown on drug deal

ing, police have cited 11 landlords for allegedly allowing

illegal drug activity to take place in their properties.

"We're putting landlords in Boston on notice that we're

going to start going after them if they allow this kind of

activity to go on." said Deputy Superintendent James

Wood, commander of the Drug Control Unit.

The landlords could face criminal charges following ap-

pearances scheduled in Boston Housing Court this week.

Landlords who knowingly allowed their holdings to be

used for drug dealing or drug use can be fined as much
as $1,000 and sentenced to one year in prison under a re

cent change in Massachusetts law.

Boston police brought complaints against the landlords

last week, claiming that despite warnings, they have not

acted to eliminate drug activity in their buildings.

"Landlords may not be aware of this particular law."

Wood said. "What we're going to do is made them aware.

We want them to clean up their property, and if they need

help then we're there to assist them."

One landlord, Michael Liebman. had five complaints

brought against him. according to court records, alleging

that police found drugs inside a Dorchester building he

owns on five different occasions.

Neighbors of the building cited said they were pleased

about the action.

"It's about time they go after him, " said a 53 year-old

woman who asked not to be named. "They're always in

there doing and dealing drugs. It goes on all the time."

AP pholo

SOVIET TROOPS IN ARMENIA — Soviet soldiers and armored personnel carriers main-

tain their positions Friday in Yervan's Theatre Square after armor and troops swarmed
into the Armenian Republic's capital to restore order.

Cape Cod faces shortage of doctors First woman bishop elected

HYANNIS (AP) - Cape Cod, one of the

fastest growing parts of the state, faces a

critical shortage of doctors, according to

hospital officials and physicians in the

region.

Across the Cape. "Many patients cannot

find a doctor because waiting rooms, are

full.
" James Lyons, president of the Cape

Cod Hospital in Hyannis, told the Boston

Sunday Globe.

"We used to have more than 200,
" in the

Barnstable District Medical Society, said

Dr. Scott Fox. an eye. ear, nose and throat

specialist at Falmouth Hospital, "but in re

cent years we've lost about 20 percent. The

drop started three years ago and has ac

celerated in the last year and a half
"

The region's relatively low salaries and

high number of senior citizens who demand

more medical services were two of the

reasons given for the acute shortage.

Because of relatively low salaries, the cost

of malpractice insurance and the restric-

tions on billing patients over and above

what their insurance companies pay hit

harder on the Cape than elsewhere, said

Fox.

Lyons said Cape Cod Hospital's depart-

ment of medicine has gone from 35 doctors

in 1985 to a low of 17 and back to 21.

Last month, the hospital spent $7,200

paying overtime to staff members who
volunteered extra hours to make up for the

personnel shortage. This month, that over-

time is expected to run $13,000.

Fox said he and an associate in his

private medical practice have been sear-

ching for 36 months for a third associate.

Head-hunters, he said, "just laugh when
they hear the first year salary $50,000.'

The real issue, according to Susan
Sherry, executive director of Health Care
for All. a Boston-based health care con-

sumer advocacy group, is not a shortage of

doctors but how they distribute themselves

geographically.

"We think more financial rewards should

be directed to geographically undeserved

areas to give physicians reason to establish

practices in those areas," Sherry said.

IKAPLAN
STANUT H lATlAN (MKjmONAl aNTU ITD

WNAT IF YOU
DOIHGCT
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other

schools But why settle^

Kaplan prep courses help

I

students raise their scores

I
and their chances of

I being admitted intotheir

first choice schools Fact

is. no one has helped

students score higher'

OTHER COURSeS MC.AT. DAT, NCIEX, NTE. CPA, BAP ^VIEW. & QTHFRS

LSAT classes begin: Oct. 1

1

GRE classes begin: Oct. 13

GMAT classes begin: Oct. 19

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The Rev. Bar

bara C. Harris, elected the first woman
bishop in the Anglican Communion's
450-year history, said Sunday her elevation

is the latest step in a movement to bring

the church into the mainstream.

Ms. Harris, 58, a former public relations

executive, was elected Saturday to the posi-

tion of suffragan, or assistant, bishop for

the eastern Massachusetts diocese of the

Episcopal Church. T^e diocese, which in-

cludes Boston, is the nation's largest in

both geography and population.

"A fresh wind is blowing across this

church of ours." she said in her first ser-

mon at Philadelphia's Church of the Ad
vocate since her election.

Several elections earlier this year show
the church is changing, said Ms. Harris,

who is black. Two black priests were
elected coadjutor bishops, who are first in

line to succeed their presiding bishops,

without first serving as assistant.

One of them, the Rev. Herbert Thompson
Jr., was installed in Cincinnati on Satur-

day as the first black bishop of the

Episcopal Diocese of Southern Ohio.

Ms. Harris told a congregation of 50 peo-

ple that her election "is of significance to

the Episcopal Church in the United States

and to the worldwide Anglican Commu-
nion."

The Episcopal Church is one of 27 self-

governing church bodies in 164 countries

around the world that make up the

Anglican Communion. About 70 million

people belong, with 2.5 million in the

United States.

She likened the church's actions to the

Rev. Jesse Jackson's campaigns for the

Democratic presidential nomination in

1984 and 1988.

AP pholo

A FISH CALLED JOHN — Actor and comedian John Cleese models
a suit from 400 African cichild fish, an illustration for his upcoming in-

terview in the November issue of Playboy magazine.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
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Sucker fish at home

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin

Cheete - milk's leap toward immortality

-CLIFTON FADIMAN

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 BatM and
Ptsha

S Depots AM>r

9 Fury or t«o

1

3

Custer s last

gei>erai

14 Fasl-tooa order

15 Fragrar>i resin

17 •wno Kii(«c
1"

19 Uana and ivy

20(boaartn
goddess

21 Mimicttir>g

22 Long-necked
bird

23 Ship s crane

25 Moe headlines

27 Grommel
29 Ell or annex

30 Tunney and
Autry

31 Trey

36 A Near island

37 Huts

38 Beginning of

scope or loge

39 Radio

audiences eg
41 Sheer fabric

42 Kind ot stone

or post

43 Showed ennui

44 Vie

48 Oracula s title

49 Small squash
50 in conflict with

witfi of

52 Meight abbr

55 Han tor office

56 Hill WtK) — >

58 Polished

59 Pointed in

heraldry

60 Glacial ridges

61 Word W1t^ up or

off

62 To be to Caio

63 Famous Feriara

family

DOWN
1 Alms bo«
2 Ponce de —
3 Events

4 Siamese
measure

5 Cease and
desist'

6 Book of tfw

Apocrypna
7 Opposed, to a

sluOtwm
cntler

8 Nightingales

et al

9 Retaliation

1 Straighten

11 Category

12 Moslem rufer

16 Adherents

Sutfix

18 Kmd words
from John
Simon

24 Eskimo

26 Donkeys, m
Difon

27 On a par with

Fr

26 Certain

snowman
29 In «vtiat place

31 — of

Gentlemen
'

1960 Mm

^2 Demonstrated
33 Uninteresting

34 Wreath, m
heratdry

35 — tt>e tine

37 Tiziy. dither

40 Corrected
41 Leap
43 Oh. say

can —

'

44 Broadway unit

45 Double quartet

46 Marianrte or

Thomas
47 Ordinary

language
48 College

students

51 Those in

favor of

53 Dennis the

Menace
54 VMtnered

57 THl ttie soil
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Menu
Luncli

Barbecued Beef on Bun
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Dinner

Chicken Cacciatore

Baked Ham

Baslct Laacfc

Garden Sandwich

Bean Burgers

Basics Dinner

Fried Mozzarella/Tomatoe

SaucePotpourri

Weather

Today ?ta^l wmnof, Mfli awtf 70.

Tonight aoadT aa^ bH^. tow la the 40»

Tomorrow: Pair, Ugh la tha 60».

V
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Uroat Techalclaa Nan Klingener

Photo Techalclaa Andrew Rist
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Prodactloa: Wendy Rae. Britt, Mike. Tricia. Nicole,

and Matts Warcbound. .

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Fcrcfra
BdliM in Chief

Rick Sasson
' Managing EdHor

Robert CiappcncHl

Business Manager

David R. Mark
E4ilorlai Ediler

Marc Infldd

Prodacilott Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert ClappcnelU

Business Manager

Daniel Manroc .

Finance Manager

Todd Frahbels

CIrcataHen llaaagcr

Barbra HIndin

Adveniiing Manager

Debra Bolienliart

Advertising Manager

Marr HaY|«nB
MMMfet
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AP photo

Roger Clemens bounced back from a line drive off the elbow and pitched a complete-game

shuS as the Red Sox dumped the Yankees, 6^ yesterday at Yankee Stad.um.

I*t moyniAin iwm« fii«M

Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hariley Line

Featuring a full line

ot Protein Powders
Diei Supplements—

and Vitaniirs!

• MRTABOLOL
• METABOLOL II

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MOREI

'om NtW rem
LONDON
PARIS
ROME

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
TmmmB not inciud»^.

ALSO \M»rk Sty^v Abrom*

Lmnfumf Court0t , Infl

Stydmni lO. Vow*'* Hottol

Fmntta.

\tUIIAIi. ^»aa— i§au^ on Ihm j#«('

C»U for (M fHtf cut St<t4*nt

Tf¥Oi Cafl»t I

\413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. PI«M«nl St.

Amhjrjt^MUi

Tigers sweep O's
BALTIMORE <AP) - Jack Morris allowed only a

seventh-inniriB single to Mickey Tettleton to lead Detroit

in the opener of a doubleheader and pinch hitter Fred

Lynns j^rand slam in the ninth innint; of the second K'ame

gave the Tigers a .sweep over the Baltimore Orioles yester

day. 2 1 and 7-4.

The Tigers took sole possession of second place in the

American League East and trail Boston by 4'
.: games go-

ing into the last week of the season. Any combination of

three Detroit losses and Boston victories will eliminate

the Tigers from contention.

The Orioles' record dropped to 53-101. only the second

time since moving to Baltimore in 1954 that they've lost

that many games.

Morris, 14-13. did not allow a hit until Mickey Tet

tleton's one-out single in the seventh. The right bander

struck out eight and walked two. The losing pitcher was

Mark Williamson, 5-7, who worked 8 2-3 innings, allow-

ing six hits, walking one and striking out three.

In the second game, the Tigers trailed 4-3 entering the

ninth and had been held hitless since the sixth inning by

relievers Mark Thurmond and Tom Niedenfuer. 3-4.

I Doyle Alexander, 14 11, won his third straight decision,

I

allowing six hits in nine innings, walking one and strik-

ing out one.

Clemens can't

be stopped as

Sox cruise, 6-0
NEW YORK (AP) - Roger Clemens and the Boston red

Sox survived an early scare. Now, with a week to go, the

season-long scramble in the American League East is

theirs to win.

Clemens, overcoming the effects of a line drive off his

pitching elbow, worked seven shutout innings yesterday

as the Red Sox stopped the New York Yankees, 6-0 and

cut their magic number to three.

"We just did what we had to do to win. So did I,
"

Clemens said.

Boston, which won five of seven against New York in

the last two weeks, pushed the Yankees 5V.i games behind.

Detroit is now in second, 4Vi back, while Milwaukee is

five back.

"We weren't good enough. We had our chances and we

couldn't do anything with it," admitted New York's Jack

Clark.

Clark and Dave Winfield, the middle of the Yankees

lineup, were particularly ineffective. In those seven games

again.st Boston, Winfield was 1-for 1 1 with runners in scor-

ing position and Clark was 1-for 10.

Mike Greenwell and Dwight Evans, the heart of the

Boston order, came through in the clutch. Greenwell hit

a three-run homer in the first inning and Evans hit a two-

run shot in the fifth.

"Were in the driver's seat, " said Greenwell, who skip-

ped pregame batting practice and rested instead. "We

wanted to jump out today. We knew Roger was going to

be out there."

Clemens was almost out of there, too.

Rickey Henderson opened the bottom of the first with

a liner that hit Clemens in the back of the right elbow.

Bo.ston manager Joe Morgan, trainer Charlie Moss and

teammates rushed to the mound and surrounded Clemens.

"I wanted to hold on for a few moments and see if I was

OK. I was," Clemens said. "But it will be sore tomorrow."

After a few warmup pitches, Clemens resumed. At the

end of the inning, he walked to the dugout, passed Hender-

son and said, "It's going to take a lot more to get me out

of the game."
Earlier this season. Henderson hit a ball off Clemens

hip. In his final start of the 1986 season, Clemens was

hit in the same elbow by a line drive from Baltimore's

John Stefero and had to leave the game, although he

recovered in time to start in the AL playoffs.

"That was a completely different .set of circumstances.

In that other game, we had already clinched and I was

out there nonchalanting around. That's how I got hit,"

he said.

"This time the ball was back at me and I reacted the

best I could," the two-time Cy Young winner said. "It's

good to have something to put a little life in you."

Wade Boggs went 3-for-5 and raised his average to .364,

the best in baseball. Lee Smith closed for the Red Sox,

allowing two hits. Rick Rhoden, 12-1 1, saw his five game

winning streak end.

Clemens, 18-11, improved his career record against New

York to 7-3 and 4-0 in Yankee Stadium. He struck out

seven Yankees, raising his major league-leading total to

287, and walked two. He won for just the third time in

nine decisions.

The Red Sox. cheered on by a sizable contingent, got all

the runs they needed right away. Boggs opened the game

with a single, Evans walked with one out and Greenwell

hit his 22nd home run.

Boggs led off the fifth with another single and Evans

connected for his 19th home run. The Red Sox scored again

in the eighth when Todd Benzinger singled, Ellis Burks

doubled and Jody Reed had an RBI grounder.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

See Ray Charles
"Cats", Ladysmith
Black Mambazo,

and more.

You have until Sept. 26
to call 545-2511

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

>p^ I

. with campus health issues

SHAB'
••Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health

care concerns
• Review UttS budget
• Serve on UHS Search

Committees
• Meet other students

interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!

Date: Monday - September 26

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Tinne: 5:15 to 6:15 PM

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
• STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES
,

volleyball

continued from page 20

"The thing for us against Princeton was all but two of

their players were from California. They were all from
volleyball centers and were very good players. They served

tough and they were excellent blockers," Ford said.

The first three games were almost even, the
Minutewomen held a two game to one lead, but PU reach-

ed double-digits in every game. The Tigers humbled
UMass in the fourth game, 15-3.

"They really shut down our offense in the fourth game.
All we could do is tip," Ford said.

In the fifth game, UMass' offense woke up. The
Minutewomen were led by junior setter Karen Ferguson,

the leader of the big O had five kills in the final frame

which the Minutewomen won 15-9.

"We were passing and holding the blockers. We have

to do that," Ford said.

Princeton was a marathon match, UMass had 60 kills

in 165 attempts and the match lasted for more than two

hours. On Saturday, the Minutewomen got exactly what

the needed — a pushover match from Sienna.

Although they trailed in every game, the Minutewomen
easily handled Sienna.

"The important thing is we didn't lose a game. It was

a morning match after a tough Friday match and (Sien-

na) played well for what they had," Ford said.

Howard was UMass' fourth victim. The Minutewomen
were lead by Smith (16 kills, 2 aces), Barbara Meehan (9

kills), and Christine McEnroe (6 kills).

"We were slow to start but once we get into a flow we
don't lose to those teams," Ford said..

In the weekend's final match, UMass fought two op-

ponents — Fairleigh Dicken.son and fatigue.

"(Fairleigh Dickenson) worked hard every game. Their

middle blocker was big and we had a hard time blocking

her," Ford said.

They split the first four games and when the money was

on the line in the fifth, UMass was there. They could have

quit after playing 20 games already, but they hung on

to beat FD.
"The fifth game (15-3) was the best game of the entire

match. But fatigue was a factor," Ford said.

Cross country second atNU meet
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

In many sports, it's just as important to have quality

backup people as it is to have quality starters; just ask

the Boston Celtics — they probably have the best star-

ting five in the league.

But the fact that they have not won the title in the

last two seasons is directly related to their reserves. No
re-enforcements, no title. It's that simple.

University of Massachusetts cross country coach Ken
O'Brien has found that phrase to be true. For the second

week in a row he has not gotten the production from his

middle runners that is crucial in team success. As a

result, for the second weekend in a row UMass place se-

cond in a three-school meet. The final score on Satur-

day showed Northeastern on top with 27 points, follow

ed by UMass (39) and Keene State.

"I was a little disappointed," said O'Brien. "It was very

similar to last week. We showed some signs of rust. Two
runners had good days, two had average days and two

had poor days."

Northeastern's Brad Schlapak won the meet with a

time of 2B 09. He was followed by Scott Hatch of Keene

(26:25). UMass' Kerry Boyle was next in line (26:30)

followed by Northeastern's Chris Bianchi (26:56). Junior

Art Smith of UMass rounded out the top five, crossing

the finish line in 27:12.

O'Brien was pleased to place two runners in the top

five spots, but after that the well ran dry.

"I had hoped for more help from our backup people,"

he said. "If we could have had a little more help in the

top 10 we would have been in good shape.

"Boiler and Smith did very well," he added. "They

looked comfortable out there. But our question mark

revolves around our three, four and five men and how

they respond."

O'Brien will have two weeks to work with his backup

men as UMass is idle until an Oct. 7 date with

Connecticut.

Extra Laps: UMass drops to 2-2 on the season ... in

last week's New England Coaches' Poll the Minutemen
were ranked third, behind Dartmouth and Providence

... in their upcoming meet against Connecticut, UMass
will have history on its side. Since the two schools first

squared off in 1924, the Minutemen have dominated the

series, leading 22-9.

field hockey

Sports Notice

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team would like to hear from anyone interested in try-

ing out for the 1988 89 Minutewomen.

If you would like to try out, you are asked to contact

the women's basketball office as soon as possible at

545 2610.

LX)ntinued from page 20
Sunday's game with Rhode Island easily could have

been a very laughable game for UMass. The WRams could

not stop the UMass attack from assaulting URI goalie An-

nette Harris for 41 shots.

Rhode Island was lucky that it was not embarrassed in

the first half.

"I think in the first half, everybody could have scored,"

UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "Everybody had an oppor-

tunity. We just couldn't get it over the endline."

URI's response to UMass' storm on their goal was to

foul and foul and foul. The WRams were called for 25

penalty corners as opposed to five for UMass.

In the first half, Tonia Kennedy started right where she

left off in the Rutgers game by putting the Mmutewomen
up 10, at 17:49 of the first half.

But that was all the scoring to be done in the first half

as the buzzer sounded with UMass up 1-0 having outshot

URI 18 5.

The fouling might have worked for awhile for the

WRams but it didn't in the second half when the

Minutewomen took complete control of the game out

shooting URI 23 0.

Kennedy started things off for the Minutewomen at

18:42 by beating Harris for the second time to give UMass

a 2-0 lead. Senior co-captain Ruth Vasapolli assisted on

the play.

At 22:10 of the second, junior Kathy DeAngelis made

the score 3-0 after UMass drew a penalty stroke. It was

DeAngelis' fifth goal of the year.

Kennedy completed the hat trick at 24:30 with her

eighth goal of the season. She now leads the team in goals.

Harris finished up a very busy day with 26 saves to her

credit and UMass kept its unbeaten season going.

football
continued from page 20

Flanker Mike Tobin caught a 17 yard touchdown from

Palazzi and also made a great sliding catch for a 30 yard

gain in the Minutemen's final drive.

And tight end Kenny Girouard turned his second recep-

tion of the season into a 6 yard touchdown in the second

quarter.

But the defense, led by 14 tackles by John McKeown,

had a hard time stopping Harvard's 12 punch of

halft)ack Tony Hinz (262 all-purpose yards and a

touchdown) and Yohe (20-of-36, 312 yards. 1 interception.

2 TDs).

"Yohe is really exceptional," Reid said. "He throws

with pinpoint accuracy."

ACTIVES 'AUOO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULA TOPS

ENTERTAINMENT 'POR RENT

FO«SAl£»«3UNO
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTXDN • MOTQPCYLCLES
PERSONAL5 • R»OE WANTED
ROERS NEEDED •SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLET

HELP WANTED • LUSI

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MONTHURS 8:30-3:30 (FR|.2:30) » DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION ' CASH IN ADVANCE, 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ARMENIAN CLUB ORIENTATION and pt

za party cetobralon on Tuesday Sept 27 at

5 30 in room 1 lOt Campus C»nlar

ASPA AMERICAN SOCIFfVot Personal

Adminislralors drsl meeling Tues 9/27

6 30pm SBA 312 Mgl. HRV arwJ all ma|Or»

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 »4 50/hour Near Leveren

center 10 mm from UMASS Child Ed ma
lOr would be Ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 Available immediately

FROOLY. FREE. mSTNUCTION « givwi

(taKe It) silver, clay, silkscreen and

darkroom to name a tew We tove baginers

and new suggestions Student Union Craft

Center

EVERYONE IS AN ARllST! Come into the

craft sfiop and try to prove us wrong'

Worksriops are $8 for 4 classes, meeting

once a week Silver, pottery and more'

Student Union craft center

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

• DISC JOCKEY SERVKX-650 compact

discs awesome sound' Reserve your event

dates now' 549^1421 or 253-7655

GORE TEX RAIN parka $60

Badger Air Brush $35

Yamaha SKI 5 keyboard $200

wmardcase Call Jim 585-8739 Eves

YAMAHA SRX 2S0 SpOfTbike. 5 months

old $1 500 includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566 8212

KEOTAPSFbR SALE Caii 549^989 Ask

for Bill Leave message

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

LOST

LOST GOLD ROPE CHAIN braceJel with

the name MELISSA on rt possibly betv»een

Lot 32 and Thompson on 9/21 II found

PLEASE call 54»5258

LOST (4) iCEYS on a maroon UMass
keychain 9/15/88 SBA4 Please call

5453934

TO THE BROTHERS OF LAMBDA CHI!

Thanks lof all you' help during rush' You

can have you' house back now Love the

Sisters and Pledges of Phi Mu

FOUND

ENTERTAINMENT

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part in disaec

tion il Its against you ethcs Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of land Ample off street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665 3856

AUTO FOR SALE

CAMARO 1978 350 4 86140000 on rebuilt

engine no rusi runs well $500 ask for Egan

256 8639

RENAULT ALLIANCE 1984
four speed-standard
54000 original mileage

$2200 O' best oHer

253-5090 after 7pm

MUSIC EXPRESS: Locomotion in Motion

the best sound connection for your special

function offering the best pncepackages

Satisfaction garanteed 367-2288

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizalions 256-8526

FOUND: GOLD EARRING between Or

chard Hill and Central Call 6-6625 to

idenlily

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE TOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fuf-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

SONY SPORTS WALKMAN with large

Sony headphones week of Sept 1 2 Floward

Call Barry 549-1154

VALUABLE DIAMOND AND RUBY RING
Please return to owner! Possibly lost at

Baker 5464139

JEFF FAOAN- Happy Annvaraaiy. honay"

I love you mora'i Oab

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
MARIBETH DIERNER

We love you
Kan Kris and Ellen

HAPPPY 19th birthday, Danna! Now
everyone knowa Ma your Mrthdayl Lov«
you iotall H.B.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED lo share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy goir>g

senior II interested please call Beth at

665-4550

inibdMATES NEEDED to thara
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking call 256-0264

TYPING,
accurate

BERVICCS

TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONT
253-WORD

fast.

LOST AND FOUND

LAST CHANCE TO pick up items tost at

Summer counseling Come lo 64 Bartlelt

before 10/7/86

MOTORCYCLES

WANTED! Brandywine parking sticker II

you have less than 2 cars and need an e»-

tra $20 give me a call 549-4144 Ask lor

Julie

ATTENTION ALL RSOS and student

coops the 88/89 applications tor student

space inthe CC/SU are available in Room
817 Campus Center

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spaHchack Carolyn 253-5667

SKMNA ALPHA MU'a

SAMMY'S, welcome to the greek area Q«<
psyched for our exchange Thursday nite'

Love the Sisters of Alpha Chi

TRAVEL

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS free delivery Can R«P
253-9742

1980 HONDA CIVIC
standard 5-speed

good mileage runs well

asking $900 but we can talk

Please call Kent at 549-1895

1980 CHEVY MONZA, 77KMI.

am/lm, A/C ?dr. good cond ,

549 1377

auto.

$950

1979 TOYOTA CELICA: ExcellenI condi

tion One owner $1700 253 7753

evenings

81 FORD FAIRMONT good cond $850 or

BO Call Amy 256 8114

77 GRANADA, 74000 miles good cond

MC. new tires, new power steering $750

Call 665-7010

1981 VW RABBIT, excellent condition

needs $120 of easy brake work Please call

today' 253-9243

1976 BMW 2002, sticker good tires, am/lm

cassette little rust $700 323-9263

78 DODGE COLT 4sp new radials and

mounted snows new shocks & slruf; ami

enlras tuns great Rich 256-0613

Beautiful one bedroom condo m
|

Northampton nice community

spacious, great lor couple River Run •

Condos. $510 a month Call Rick at

253-2 1 24 leave message

FOR SALE

APPLE lie Epson AP 80 printer, joystick,

mouse software $600 Call Scott 5-4285

1974 BMW 2002 New engine clutch aitd

paint. Call Steve at 253-9697.

FOR SALE: David Bowie l>oo'<s. ijfofds

posters and tapes of other artists 774-4591

after 6 00pm

ROLAND JUNO 1 analoo/digital polysynth

mints mos new/sacnfice $450 Noel

546-8711, after 10pm

GUCCI WATCHES only $35 Many «y1a»

to7m;n and women Call Brian 549-5440

EVEREX 1200B PC at clone 42 meg hard

disk mono graphics card
""l"]?"'^"'^

1200 baud modem, plus dos liigh-density

flopp-es '"I software' $1900 Call dave at

665 BS.'W or 545 0728

APPLE 1 1E COMPUTER ? disk drives soft

waTe Manuals $800/80 549-4875 Jess

MARSHALL STUDIO 15 tube amp 1

monthTd very loud. $350,. Crybaby $40

Call Fred 5466677

GOOD APT FURN BEDS, dressers, chairs^

Pic Com Van Mcic Dr « Hartman Rd (oH

E Plpaianl SI) 9/24 9 4 (Sun il ram)

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug

Hewitt Rock Blues-Folk All levels

Songwriting Theory, Improvisation,

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 5496966

HELP WANTED

HELP NEEDED IN loading a truck moving

household items Pay is good

PART-TIME HELP WANTED tor

Greenhouse construction Apply m person

to Terry Jones, Greenhouse Builder Mon-

tgomery Rose Co Rte 9 Hadley

ATTENTION: Excellent income lor home

assembly work Info Call (504) 646-1700

Depi PI 307

WEAVER WAN'TED uT^ass student need

ed lo leach intro weaving through student

union craft center Call Anna at 545 2096

YOU'RE HIRED AT Reliable Many open

ings available m your area 527-0700

$10-$660 WEEiCLiTmailing circulars' Rush

self addressed stamped envelope Dept

AN 7CC DW 9300 Wilshire. Suite 470

Beverly Hills. CA 90212

SALES REP^ANtEOTEarn commision

and travel Sell Fall ft Spring Break trips on

campus Contact (617)324-8277

DOMINO S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 lo $100 00 a shift 256-891

1

1983 KAWOSAKI K2$S0 LTC Haknal.

cover shieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evamngs

PERSONALS

ILY^SA GROSSSACK- Happy 19th birth

day Behave yourself Love ya, Staci and
Karen

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? Sick of long

lines at housing'' Sick of DC food'' Be a

bordei at Sigma Delta Tau' Interested

vwjmen call 545-0527 ask for Stephanie or

Tracey

PRINCE TICKETS! great seals real ct)eap

Call Mickie after 4 1 788-6643

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39Novmnb*r 11-13 CU 617-324-5000

WANTED

ATTENTION ALL MALES:
bewa'e o' Sue P because she is now
legal and she s armed and dangerous'

Happy ?ist o.rifidav Spue Love Zeke

JEN KELLEHER- i really miss the large piz

zas and talks to tou' m the rrxxmng Always

tfxnNing of you and tootung forward to par

tying with you'" LOve ah*ays your forrner

roomate Lara

LOISE HAPPY BITHOAY - Legal again'

Love Pig

JANICE ADAMS. HAPPY 19th. Have an

awesome day Gel psyched lor Initiation

Love the sisters of Phi Mu

LAYNE CONNORr Happy 19thMWe hope
It was a Surprise Love ya the Kennedy
Crew

BASS PLAYER NEEDED by established

local band Have contacts and gigs At

litude and dedication more important than

experience No punkers or melal please'

Call Bnan 545-3400 days or 585-8817

evenings

COLLEGE WEEKEND in MonUeai From

$39 November 11 13 Call 617 324-5000

ESTABLISHED BAND SEEKStalented
vocalist (keytxjard oi guitar a plus) lor im

mediate rehersals and gigs John 546-8678

Andrew 542 3480

LOT 43 STICKER! LEAVE MESSAGE
256 1795

So Iliat Your Children

Can See Well..,
COLLEGE tWEEKENO November 11-13

DO VbU WANT TOTlVE FOREVER?
Auditions for FAME . a musical revue

presented by the UMass Music Theatre

Guild Singers and dancers wanted Audi-

tions will be held Mon Sept 26 and Wed
Sept 28 at 7 30 in the Campus Center

Auditonum For more info, call Lisa at

549-5975

PKTURES NEEDED
CARROTS

KATHERINE BECKER happy late birthday

KK & MA

KLUBKAVE

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and
lighting system lor many occasions

Klubkave DJ Services 546-6518

AMIE SMITH! Happy 21st birthday Yea
you can finally go out with us' We hope you

have an amazing day'" We will miss you
this semester' Love you' Debbie. Lmda
Sondra Barbra. Beth Sam Amy, Hillary &

Stacy

ATTENTION CENTRAL AREA! Guess
whaf' II s ILVSSA GROSSACK'S birthday

She's the cute little brunette with tf>e high

voice who lives on the first lloor of Baker
Happy birthday Hun' We tove ya' Tina &
Jen The Smbs'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ILYSSA! Love Kan
and John

HELP ME! I need good pictures for JB's

ads Must not be obscene Please bring

down to the Collegian. 1 1 3 Campus Center

RIDE WANTED

oo
ĝlasses

I NEED A RIDE to UVM or close to Any
weekend will pay for gas Beth 546 7294

GOING TO UMAINE Orono this semester''

Will share expenses Call Chris 546-8418

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTED (female) to share
master bedroom/bath in new house
$175/mo Call 546-4833 (6-8pm)

outdoor Hood lamps
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SPORTS

UMass bids Harvard adieu, 45-28
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - Members of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football team knew

Saturday's game against Harvard would

likely be the last time they would face the

Crimson in their careers.

Harvard is missing from the schedule for

the next four years, and there is a good

chance the teams won't play again.

The Minutemen wanted their memories

of this competitive relationship to be good.

not bad.

"We wanted to leave something in their

minds." junior split end Chip Mitchell said.

The Minutemen gave Harvard

something to think about, racking up 525

yards on the way to a 45-28 victory.

Mitchell, who joined noseguard Joe

Cullen as game captains, certainly did his

part, as he caught six passes for 135 yards

and added a 29yard run and a 69 yard

kickoff return.

UMass improves to 2-1 while the Crim

son fall to 1-1.

"We got hurt by the big play," Harvard

coach Joe Restic said. "We'd work hard for

our scores and they'd come right back. That

was discouraging."

Mitchell's return may have been the tur

ning point in the game. The Crim.son had

just taken a 14 7 lead on a quarterback

keeper by Tom Yohe. The drive was set up

when Jerome Bledsoe fumbled a punt and

Harvard recovered at the UMass 14 yard

line.

But after Yohe's 1 yard score, Mitchell

took Alan Halls kickoff at the 12 and

returned it to the Harvard 19 before being

forced out of bounds by Henry Olson.

"That play broke our back, " Restic said

After an iS-yard run by tailback Kevin

Smellie, fullback Jim Pastorick dove in

from the 1 yard line and the game was tied

From that point on. the Minutemen rolled.

Led by fullback David Mitchell (23 car

ries for 112 yards and a touchdown) and

senior quarterback Dave Palazzi (lO-of-18

with three touchdowns), the UMass offense

was able to move almost at will for the rest

of the game.

"Dave handled himself very well," Reid

.said. "He's running our offense."

Palazzi's only mistake was a pass late in

the first half that was intended for Mitchell

but intercepted by Chris Rezendes and

returned to the UMass 45.

The Crimson drove to the Minutemen's

5-yard line, but on a 4th-and-5 from the 5,

Yohe threw a low pass to Mark Bianchi,

who was open in the right corner of the end

zone, but dropped the ball.

"That was one of the keys," Reid said.

"We got a little greedy at the end of the

first half and threw the interception. But

we held them on the next drive and that

gave our defense a little confidence."

The UMass defense has been suspect this

season, having allowed 114 points in its

\P phoui

UMass quarterback Dave Palazzi (7), shown here pitching out, ran the

option effectively all day as the Minutemen nailed Harvard, 45-28. Palaz-

zi completed lO-of-18 passes for 199 yards and three touchdowns.

first three games.

"I saw some improvement in the defense

today," Reid said. "But I won't know how
much until I see the films."

And the Minutemen showed that when
their offense is on, it is virtually

unstoppable.

"There's been injuries and things on the

defense but they're working their hardest,"

Palazzi said. "The offense has tried to take

it upon ourselves."

"The oflense didn't surprise me," Reid

said. "We expect to score on every drive."

The Minutemen lived up to their expec-

tations. After Pastorick's touchdown, they

converted five of the next seven times they

had the ball, before a lackluster drive late

in the fourth quarter when the game was

well in hand.

"UMass is a good team," Restic said.

"They're big and strong, their quarterback

executes well, and they have good

balance."

The Minutemen's most successful play

Saturday, and what appeared to be their

favorite, was the option play, with Palazzi

either keeping the ball or pitching out to

Smellie. The play was called 14 times and

netted 113 yards.

"The option works well for us, " Palazzi

said. "I like running the ball except when
I'm getting killed."

Mitchell's big run came on a reverse op-

tion which he turned into a 29 yard gain.

He also had a 78-yaid touchdown reception

from Palazzi which gave the Minutemen a

30-21 lead with 11:30 left in the third

quarter.

Kicker Silvio Bonvini, who hit his only

field goal attempt (from 29 yards) and was

6-for-6 in extra point attempts, hit the point

after to give UMass a comfortable lOpoint

lead.

Bonvini was one of several Minutemen
who contributed but were perhaps out-

shone by Palazzi, Chip Mitchell and Dave

Mitchell.

continued on page 19

Volleyball sweeps to

Colgate Tourney win
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team proved two things this

past weekend in the Colgate University

tournament. First, this year's team can

play well on the road and second, this

team is ready for the upcoming Atlantic

10 schedule.

The Minutewomen won all five of their

matches at Colgate, giving them first

place of the tourney and a perfect 8-0

record.

On Friday, UMass defeated Colgate

15-4, 15 10, 16-14 and Princeton Univer-

sity 15-13, 10-15. 15-11, 3-15, 15-9. Then
on Saturday, the Minutewomen swept

Sienna College 15-12, 15-6, 15-7; Howard
University 13-15, 15-2. 15-9, 15-4,

Fairleigh Dickenson University 12-15,

15-8, 5-15, 15-8, 15-3.

"The tournament was exactly what we
needed," UMass coach Carol Ford said.

"It was more than what we expected... it

was tougher than we thought it would

be."

The Minutewomen were challenged not

only by the taller squads of Princeton and

Fairleigh Dickenson, but physically also

- they played 21 games in just about 24

hours.

"The last match really came down to en

durance," Ford said.

The Minutewomen got the privilege of

playing the host team first, and the host

team had the privilege of getting

trampled.

"Colgate was not a real strong team. We
should have beaten them in three and we

did. We went out there and took charge,

"

Ford said.

UMass was paced by Nancy Sullivan (7

kills, 1 ace), Julie Smith (6 kills, 3 aces),

and Juliet Primer (6 kills).

Colgate did, however, almost push

UMass into a fourth game.

"I think Colgate kept improving," as

the match went along. Ford said.

Friday's nightcap proved to be much

more difficult for UMass.

The Minutewomen ran into one of the

top teams in the Ivy League — the Tigers

of Princeton University.

continued on page 19

Field hockey rolls

over Rutgers, URI

Men's soccer falls, 2-0
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Since opening the season with a pair of

victories over Maine and New Hampshire,

the University of Massachu.setts men's

soccer team has since lost three of its last

four contests.

The latest setback was dealt to the

Minutemen by the third ranked team in

New England (according to the Inter-

collegiate Soccer Association of America),

the University of Vermont Catamounts.

The final score of Saturday's contest, in

Burlington Vt.. was 2-0 in favor of the

hosts. David Johnson opened the scoring

for the Catamounts with 24:12 run off the

clock, taking the assist from teammates

Dan Bokan and Kyle Bourque and
pushing the ball past UMass goalie

Richard King (11 saves on the afternoon).

The Minuteman defense held on for

nearly 50 minutes of play before yielding

the second goal of the contest. At the 72:01

mark, Mike Beaulieu redirected a feed

from Roberto Beall into the back of the

net, leaving the score at 2-0.

The loss left the Minutemen, ranked No.

5 in New England prior to the week's

worth of losses to Dartmouth and UVM,
with an even 3-3 record on the season,

while Vermont improved to 6-11. Next

up, the Minutemen will conclude this

draining three game stretch of road con

tests with a visit to New Haven, Conn, to

face Yale, Wednesday at 3 p.m.

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Playing two games in 24 hours is tough.

But when a team has to play two games on

the road in 24 hours, that's a challenge.

That's what the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team had to do

this weekend . . . and the Minutewomen
responded to the challenge with a couple

of 4-0 wins over Rutgers University on

Saturday and the Universtiy of Rhode
Island on Sunday.
UMass, 6-0 and 2 in the Atlantic- 10

Conference, took over first place in the

A- 10 East. Rhode Island and Rutgers are

now 11/2 games back.

For the Minutewomen, it was their fifth

shutout in a row. UMass has only given up

one goal all season.

Senior goaltender Cindy Cox, who has ap-

peared in all six of those games, lowered

her goals against average to a measly 0.17.

"We have our occasional moments and

we play brilliant at times," UMass coach

Pam Hixon said. "Now we're at a point

where our defense has to establish a mode
of consistency."

That's pretty scary. The Minutewomen
have consistently shut down their op-

ponents. Cox has not had to handle many
shots. Saturday's win over Rutgers was
probably her toughest start of the season.

For one half anyway, Rutgers gave the

Minutewomen all they could handle.

Rutgers goaltender Heather McDevitt, who
finished the day with 18 saves, shut UMass
out in the first half while the defense

limited the UMass attack to nine shots.

Rutgers didn't fair much better though,

as they were only able to get four shots off

in the first half. But they were still in the

game.
However, UMass had figured out the

Scarlet Knights by the second half.

"They're a long-ball type of team, they'd

hit the ball down field and then crash on
it," Hixon said. "It took us awhile to solve

the puzzle."

Offensively, the Minutewomen turned

things around completely in the second

half. Sophomore Elise McDevitt started

things off by coming off the bench to score

the first goal of the game at 11:45 of the

second half to give UMass a 1-0 lead.

Next, came junior forward Mara Frat-

tasio at 24:48 to give UMass a 2-0 lead.

Both goals were unassisted.

"In the second half, Elise and Mara really

gave us a huge spark," Hixon said. "They

really made things happen."

At 27:35 of the half, Kennedy made the

score 3-0 with the first oftwo goals that she

scored on the afternoon. The second one

came at 32:37 to wrap up a 4-0 win for

UMass.
UMass outshot the Scarlet Knights 20-5

in the second half. Cox finished the game
with a total of nine saves.

continued on pafif 19
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Acting Minuteman editor

violating SGA policy

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

The acting editor in chief of the

Minuteman newspaper at the University

of Massachusetts is breaking a student

government policy by holding that position.

Bill Collins, a former Student Govern-

ment Association attorney general, is not

a student at the University in any capaci-

ty, according to SGA officials and Univer-

sity police.

The SGA Constitution states a student

must be a member of the SGA to be an ex-

ecutive officer, an assistant executive of-

ficer, a secretary, or a financial officer in

a registered student organization,

regardless of the title officers may use. To

be a member of the SGA a student must

pay the Student Activities Trust Fund fee.

After saying yesterday, "I'm not going to

be involved in the SGA," Collins defended

his role at the paper by saying he is not an

officer for the paper. "I'm just trying to

bring respectability ... to the newspaper."

Student Activities Office Business

Manager Steve Sullivan said Collins was

not listed as an officer in the Minuteman
as of April.

Collins made this point after he failed to

disprove officers of student organizations

must be members of the SGA.
He refused to discuss whether or not he

is a UMass student. "It's none of anyone's

business," he said.

Shari SilkofF, the SGA co-president-elect,

said she was told by the Dean of Students

office Collins was not a student after she

attempted to file charges against him

through the office. The charges were in

relation to his being found by University

police trespassing in his old office in the

Student Union building.

The incident, which occurred Sept. 13,

resulted in SilkofF requesting the police to

order the office lock to be re-cored. Collins

was found with a key he refused to sur-

render to the police, police said.

Silkoff said student government officials

requested the lock be re-cored leist semester

because they were afraid something
similar would happen.

She said the lone key to the re-cored of-

fice lock is being held by an official until

a new attorney general can be found.

The search for an attorney general is still

going on but one is expected to be in office

by the end of October, Silkoff" said.

The Dean of Students Office declined to

comment on Collins' status as a student or

the incident.

As a result of this incident, Collins is in

hot water with police.

They told Silkoff that if Collins was to

badger her or any other students working

in student-run offices, the police could be

summoned to arrest him.

Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson

said, "Our records indicate that at the time

of our involvement (Sept. 13) he was not a

student."

Hilson confirmed SilkofTs statement and

said the charges that could be brought

against the former attorney general would

be trespassing. "If he's not a student, he

has no reason to be in office space," unless

he is conducting business or visiting so

meone in the office.

This policy would be typical of any office,

Hilson said. An arrest would depend on the

circumstances of any situation the former

attorney general may become involved," he

said.

Phfito by Strphanlr Kppkr

THE BOY IN THE BUBBLE — Senior Communications

Disorders mtgor Bruce Wisenburn balances a crystal ball on his

fingertips last Friday.

Sportii Information photo

The field hockey team swept a

pair of weekend games from A-10

foes Rutgers and Rhode Island.

Debate *spins'

new drama
By JOHN KING
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - There was Democratic Sen. Ed-

ward M. Kennedy, leaning over reporters' shoulders to

say he thought Michael Dukakis won the debate decisively

and succeeded in looking "presidential".

Not so, said Wyoming Republican Sen. Alan Simpson,

who labeled George Bush the presidential figure and said

Dukakis "looked absolutely programmed" and came

across as "plastic".

The high-stakes Dukakis-Bush debate took the game of

political spin to new heights, as familiar faces from both

parties were flown in to Winston-Salem, N.C., to provide

not-soK)bjective analysis of the first encounter between the

presidential contenders.

With polls showing a close race for the White House and

undecided voters anxiously awaiting the debate, neither

candidate risked being outspun and each paid the way for

a phalanx of instant commentators ready to offer insight

to anyone with a notebook, tape recorder or camera.

In politics, putting the best light on an event is called

spin - a task generally reserved for campaign strategists.

Not this time. While the aides were there in droves, they

were joined by prominent politicians-turned-analysts.

Bush campaign chairman James A. Baker III defended

the huge spin control operation on Monday, saying the

campaign simply wanted to offer its 'honest' assessment

of the debate.

'Everyone of us sitting in that room — and there must

have been 20 or 22 of us - feel, felt that the vice presi-

dent won that debate and acquitted himself extremely

well,' Baker said. Despite the expense and effort, evpn

some partisans thought the spin control was wasted.

'I thought it was all pretty much the same,' said

Democratic pollster Harrison Hickman. 'I don't think

anybody got a win at spin.'

UMass Greeks to go gardening
Newest Mass Transformation project blossoms on campus
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff"

Imagine the entire Greek Area contributing their efforts

to an enormous community service project, hundreds of

young men and women spending a weekend with backs

bent and brows dripping over daffodils?

Under the supervision of Stockbridge School of

Agriculture students, about 600 volunteers from the 24

fraternities and sororities will spend this weekend plan-

ting 125,000 daffodil bulbs, according to Stacey Chase of

the Office of Public Information. The project, which is part

of the university's 125th anniversary celebration, is the

latest of the Mass Transformation efforts.

"The bulbs will be planted all over campus," said Nan-

cy Garrabrants, a member of the plant and soil sciences

department faculty. "If you've noticed the freshly rototill-

ed areas around campus, that's where we'll be planting

them," she said.

Garrabrants helped plan the project with Assistant Pro-

fessor Susan Mulgrew, also of the plant and soil science

department, and Assistant Professors Jack Ahem and H.

Dennis Ryan, both of the landscape architecture and

regional planning department.

Planting will be divided into four four-hour shift.s, ac

cording to an Office of Public Information press release:

Friday from 1 to 5 p.m.; Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon,

and then from 1 to 5 p.m.; Sunday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The six different varieties of daffodils will be planted

in 150 flower beds all over campus, according to the

release. The plant was chosen for its easy maintenance

and the rodent-repelling substance given off by the daf-

fodil bulb, Garrabrants said.

The Mass Transformation project began in 1986 when

volunteers renovated the University of Massachusetts

Tower Library. Smaller projects, such as the rebuilding

of the campus maze, have also been taken on as part of

the program.

The next project in the Mass Transformation program

is scheduled for Arbor Day weekend in April, when

volunteers are expected to plant 1,000 trees around cam-

pus. Chase said.

Deirdre Ling, vice chancellor of university relations and

development, praised the latest project in the effort to

upgrade the campus.

"I think it's terrific that the same spirit of cooperation

that made the original Mass Transformation project the

tremendous success it was is alive and well on the cam-

pus this autumn. I'm glad we have extended the mean-

ing of campus beautification beyond cleaning and spruc-

ing up to the planting of flowers and trees that will last,"

she said.

Garrabrants was equally enthusiastic.

I think it's a beginning and we'd like to see beautifica-

tion become a yearly event. A more attractive environ-

ment makes you feel better about where you live," she

said.

The magic
number is: 3

The Boston Red Sox were unable to reduce thier

magic number last night, getting mauled by the

Toronto Blue Jays 11-1. Meanwhile the Yankees

and the Tigers both won thier games, keeping thier

slim playoff chances alive.

W L GB
Boston
Detroit
Milwaukee
New York

88 68 -
85 72 3 1/2

85 73 4

82 72 5 1/2

Toronto 11, Boston 1

Detroit 6, Cleveland 3

New York 5, Baltimore 4

Milwaukee - Did not play
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Shiite accused in hijack trial
FRANKFURT. Wfst Cu'imanv APi -

Navy di\ IT Clinton Su^'gs testified yester-

day he believed he would be "the next to

die" after hijackers shot Robert Stethem

and threw him out of a hijacked TWA
jetliner.

Suggs testified at the murder and air

piracy trial of Mohammed Ali Hamadi. The

Lebanese Shiite Moslem is charged in the

June 1985 hijacking, in which Stethem, a

23 year old US Navy diver, was killed and

39 Americans were held hostage for 17

days.

Stethem was "still alive" after being shot

and thrown onto the runway in Beirut,

Suggs said, adding: "I could hear him

moaning."
Suggs also said Hami remarked "let the

pig suffer," when a flight attendant asked

the hijackers if she could loo.sen Stethem's

bound hands.

Stethem and Suggs had lx»en taken to the

plane's first class section after the flight

was diverted to Beirut.

"I heard a lot of screaming to the tower

in Arabic, I couldn't understand it" he

testified.

"Then I could hear Robert (Stethem)

scream," the 32 year old Suggs said.

Other witnesses, including flight atten-

dant Uli Derickson, have said Stethem

never made a sound while being beaten my
the hijackers. But Suggs, when asked about

that testimony, maintained: "I heard him
scream."

Then I heard a gunshot, the door opened

and a second shot," said Suggs. "At this

point I just listened for Bob, he was still

alive and I could hear him moaning."

I at mouniain farms mill

Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line
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Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

METABOLOL
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Reagan changes
Gulf convoy policy
NEW YORK (APt - President Reagan decided yester

day to end US convoys of American flagged ships in the

Persian Gulf but will keep US forces in the gulf to aid

threatened ships, the White House announced.

Presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater told reporters

that Reagan acted "afler reviewing the current cease-fire

, . , which has been in effect since Aug. 20 and consulting

with allies and friends in the region."

There have been no attacks on the gulf shipping since

the cease-fire began.

Fitzwater said the president made the decision in

Washington before leaving for new York, where he was

to discuss the change with heads of the state from the

region.

Reagan, after a farewell speech to the UN General

Assembly, had meeting set with Sheik Jamir Ahmed
Sabah. the ruling emir of Kuwait, and leaders of the Gulf

Cooperation Council, which is headed by Saudi Arabia.

The president's meeting with the sheik is the first since

Sabah came to power in 1976.

The convoy operation, begun 14 months ago, involved

a precise Navy formation used to protect against poten-

tial Iranian attacks Kuwaiti tankers re-registered under

the US flag. ___^

AF>'(ihi>l«

DON'T WORRY, BE HAPPY - I'M RUNNING - Vice president

George Bush gestures during Sunday night's presidential debate

with democratic opponent Michael Dukakis.
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"The modification entails a change from

a "tight escort' procedure to an 'accompany"

regime, " Fitzwater said on Air Force One
as Reagan flew to New York.

"In an "accompany" regime. US forces

will be positioned such that they can take

appropriate actions if American flagged

ships are directly threatened."

There have been no attacks on gulf ship-

ping since the cease-fire went into effect.

The spokesman said that even with the

change, the United States "intends to

maintain in the gulf the forces required to

protect US-flagged shipping and support

our national objectives. These changes in

no way alter our commitment to freedom

of navigation in the gulf."

The spokesmen said in the move is "the

first step in the change of our presence. We
will continue to review our presence in the

gulf and will make changes as the threat

diminishes.'" For now, he said, the Navy
will not reduce its presence in the gulf.

The United States has 26 ships in its

Joint Task Force Middle Ea.st, including 17

in the Persian Gulf. As of Sept 16, the Navy
had conducted 85 convoy operations since

the escorts began.
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Poli-sci profs react to presidential debate
Syedy Der Derian differ on Dukakis' rebuttal of 'card-carrying member' phrase

On the debate . . .

Assistant Professor Patricia Sykes said, "I thought in

the beginning Bush was doing better than Dukakis, and
then the tide turned somewhere in the middle and I don't

know if Bush got tired or what, but he started sweating
and getting nervous, and Dukakis seemed to get more
energy.

"It may have helped Dukakis — I keep thinking about
when he was asked about his passion. He didn't exactly

succeed in conveying passion, but I think he did come
off as little more energetic.

""I don't think [Dukakis] came up with a slogan, or a
catchy phrase, but he did try to speak in simpler terms
about some of the things that may have resonated with
people, besides the American dream and that sort of

thing."

Professor Anwar Syed
On the debate . . .

"I don't think that either [candidate] has had a break
through of any kind — that either one made a very

substantial gain over the other as a result of being next

to each other in a debate format.

"Some people are saying that Mr. Dukakis may have
won some points by claiming to resent that Mr. Bush
was doubting his patriotism.

"I don't think that Mr. Bush quite did that. Mr Bush
was only quoting what Mr. Dukakis had himself been
saying that he was a card-carrying member of the

American Civil Liberties Union."
'"The phrase card-carrying in the 1950s used to be refer-

red to the Communists. I think that if Mr. Bush had in-

vented this phrase with reference to Mr. Dukakis, you
might say that he was being wicked. Assistant Professor Patricia Sykes

Assistant Professor James Der Derian
"I think [Dukakis] wa.s right to call George Bush on

that whole issue of cardorrying. There are some words
that have a connotation beyond the surface, and clearly

card-carrying is one of them.
On the debate . . .

As a spectacle (the debate] was not a great event. I don't

think that it had the fireworks we were expecting.

"There was nothing spectacular — there were no real

goofups or great revelations of character or intelligence.

They both displayed confidence, they both displayed
some humor. They're certainly not going to win any
awards for thinking on their feet.

"I think the media now has become so self-conscious

about their ability to influence public opinion, that no
matter who won the debate, they would rather see it kind
of even.

Center advises women on how to avoid rape
By ELAYNE OTT
Collegian Correspondent

Women walking alone at night face

multiple dangers but there are ways to

prepare against a possible attack, accor-

ding to the Everywoman's Center.

Current Federal Bureau of Investigation

statistics show one out of four women will

be the victim of a completed rape and one
out of two will be a victim of attempted

rape. 60 percent of all rape victims will

know their attackers.

Although many crimes cannot be

prevented, there are several tactics

available that may help women hold their

own in potentially dangerous situations,

said Iris Garcia, coordinator for the
Counselor/Advocate at EWC.

If a woman feels physically threatened,

she should not be afraid to make a scene

or to scream loudly to deter her attacker,

Garcia said.

"It's better to be careful than to be polite.

It's acceptable not to answer a question or
acknowledge a request from a stranger,"

she said.

"A rapist is looking for someone who
looks vulnerable, who looks easy to over-

power," Garcia said. "Non-assertive body
language is one clue to whether or not a

woman is vulnerable."

Garcia said assertive body language in-

volves walking with healthy strides and
keeping your head up and shoulders

straight.

"Never look down and walk as if you
have a definite destination," she said.

When passing people on the street, it is

important to maintain eye-contact, Garcia

said. "Looking people in the eye lets them
know that you aren't going to be easily

overpowered," she said.

"Stay well away from bushes or densely

wooded areas and stick to well-lit streets.

chance to sneak up on you," she said.

Simple items such as keys or pens may
be used as self-defense weapons to disable

or fend off an attacker, Garcia said. Car-

rying a whistle on a keychain or on a wrist

cord can help a victim call for help, she
said.

Garcia advised against using a Walkman
radio at night because the music decreases

the ability to hear and prevents a person

from fully surveying the surroundings.

Women should also u.se the buddy system

and take advantage of the University of

Massachusetts Student Escort Service to

reduce danger in potentially threatening

(oilripan Photu by Dondi Ahparn.

I'LL CUT YOU IN HALF — Freshman Doug Robinson practices

the ancient Asian art of self-defense called, Tai Kwan Do last

weekend in South Amherst.

Walk against trafflc, don't give anyone a situations, she said.

Rally protesting Contra aid
slated for SU steps tomorrow
By ED REYNOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students

and members of the five college communi-

ty will rally again.st Contra aid tomorrow

on the Student Union steps.

The rally, scheduled for noon, is being

held in anticipation of the upcoming vote

in the US House of Representative on $27

million in "humanitarian aid' to the

Nicaraguan Contras. The outcome of the

vote will have an effect on prospects for

peace in Central America as well as upcom-

ing elections.

Steven Duplisea. charirman of the

Organization for Marxist Studies, said,

"The -spirit of the rally is money for tuition,

not for ammunition." He referred to Con-

tra Aid as a "failed policy for six years"

responsible for 'murdering women.

children and non-combatants'

W. Greg Rothman, spokesman for the

Republican Club, had no plans for a

counter-rally but said he did have some
'"tough questions for the people holding the

rally" and hinted at a "silent demonstra-

tion for the people of Nicaragua." He said

he doesn't want to see a 'Soviet beachhead
and . . puppet deferment in Nicaragua.

Duplisea, who taught in Nicaragua, said

Nicaragua is "no threat to Texas," and the

US government is using the .same logic as

they did in Vietnam.
Planned speakers at the rally include

members of the student body, faculty, staff

and members of the five college communi-
ty, some of whom have recently returned

from Nicaragua. There will be music,

poetry, street theatre and effigies of per-

sonalities involved in the Iran-Contra

scandal.

Police nab drunk 'donut-maker' Saturday
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A 17-year-old South Hadley man was ar-

re.sted Saturday night when University of

Massachusetts police responded to a report

of a truck 'doing donuts' on the lawn area

in the Northeast Residential area. The man
was arrested for malicious destruction of

property and operating a motor vehicle

under the influence of alcohol.

• On Sunday University officers respond-

ed to a report of a breaking and entering

taking place at the Apiary building on

Clark Hill Rd. The suspect was discovered

in some nearby bushes and fled the scene.

Afler pursuing him towards East PIea.sant

St. and Triangle St. police arrested a

21-year-old Northhampton man for break-

ing and entering in the nighttime with the

intent to commit a felony and causing a

false fire alarm.

• An 18-year-old Ware woman was ar-

rested while on University Drive Friday for

driving under the influence of alcohol and

transporting alcohol as a minor.

• A Philadelphia man was arrested Friday

on an outstanding warrant.

continued on page 10
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To whom it may concern

Mort, Oprah, Phil and other syndicated horrors
Just before last semester ended I was

talking to a friend who said she couldn't
wait to go home. "Why?" I asked. "What
can you do at home that you can't do here?"
"Nothing," she said. "I'll be bored. But,

there'll be cable T.V."

Bob Bobala

Originally I scoffed at her remark. But
while I was home this summer I decided to

check out the tube to see what I could get
out of it. Since I don't have the patience to

sit through many sitcoms, and court shows
about divorces and petty offenses just don't

thrill me. I decided to check out some of the
talk shows.

Now these discussion shows seemed like

a good idea to me. I thought they would be
composed of intelligent people voicing their

opinions in a public forum. I thought it

would be like the under^^raduate student
senate (that's a joke). Talk shows appeared
to be good for people outside the universi-
ty community.
Before this summer, I can honestly say

I had never watched the Phil Donahue
Show in its entirety. I had always heard
about him and I had seen skits imitating
him on Saturday Night Live. Needless to

say, I was terribly excited to finally sit

down and watch his show. My mind was
ready to be stimulated. It wanted to think
about an important issue. I wanted to gain
new insight. I wanted to learn.

I turned on Donahue, and what was his

topic? "First sexual experience." Now, is

this Donahue at his best?! I guess the topic

was stimulating, but not in the way I had
expected. Please tell me he is better than
that.

I switched the channel to Oprah Winfrey
and what did I get? "Sex over sixty."

I tried Geraldo — the guy who flopped

when he o|}ened Al Capone's vault on live

T.V. only to find a couple of bottles — but
his topic of "women who can't say no"
wasn't much better.

Then I watched Moilon Downey, Jr. —
the new king of shock T.V. He is. At least

they put this guy on the tube after the kids

are in bed. He's a bully and basically an
all around jerk — not the type of guy I'd

want to have as my next door neighbor. I

don't know why people go on his show. All

he does is embarrass them if they don't sup-

port his point of view.

When I watch his show I want to blow his

head off" with a sawed-off shotgun. But then
I see him on Nightline and say, "Gee, he
seems like such a nice guy."

I do the same thing with both Bush and
Dukakis. I hear them speak and I think,

"they're both nice guys." It's too bad
niceness isn't a qualification for the

presidency. I still don't want to see either

of them in the White House. Maybe when
I vote in November I'll write Morton
Downey's name in on the ballot.

I guess the only thing I can say about
Morton Downey's show, or Donahue, or any
other talk show is that they are what
Americans find entertaining today.
They're ratings have soared, which just

proves that ifyou have a hot topic, like sex.

or if you yell at people, Americans will

watch your show.

The saddest thing about these shows is

that people will watch them thinking they
are going to be informed and enlightened,
like I thought I would be. Pretty soon shows
like Nightline and 60 Minutes will be push-
ed off the air and people will turn to Mor-
ton Downey, Jr. to find out what's going on
in the world. It's one thing if people watch
these shows for entertainment, but it

becomes a problem if people watch these
shows for anything more.
There is one thing I've learned from all

this. I figure there's no reason to pursue a
career or even to pursue my education any
further. If a big mouth like good ol' Mort
can make six figures a week, all I need to

do is start stretching my vocal chords and
get into syndication.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

Music to my ears
CAMBRIDGE — Somewhere between partying Friday

and studying Sunday, I found a way to take the trip to

Harvard Saturday to watch the football team take on

the Crimson.

Now, that in itself isn't interesting.

What was interesting was that sometime between the

close first half play and the blowout in the second half,

a little magic walked onto the field.

David R. Mark

The snobbish Harvard announcer proclaimed the en-

trance of the oft-famed (though oft-oft-tuned is more ap-

propriate) Harvard University band.

The crowd collectively went to the bathroom.

But earlier the crowd was on its feet, clapping vigorous-

ly at our UMass marching band.

I like our band.

At the Harvard game, I was lucky enough to be sit-

ting on the UMass side, behind the band-members and
baton-twirlers. Because sitting behind this powerful

bunch I was able to see how much work goes into the

'power and class' of New England.

There are those from Harvard with a casual eye. To
them comes casual amazement. "Oh yes, they're the

band. They've been trained to step this way and that,"

they said.

But I know better.

With my keen UMass knowledge the Haardvarks (you

try to ridicule their name) didn't have, I knew to sit up
close. Because of my proximity, I was able to see a fair-

ly minute female drum major bark out the command
"DETAIL," to the chagrin of the troops who promptly

prepared for the opening number.
A beautiful performance.

Out of the corner of my eye I saw a Haardvark
clarinetist's jaw drop.

Then quickly, throngs of brass flew past this dumfound-

ed expression. Everyone knew what to do. where to turn,

what to play.

I marvelled at the drummers. Watching them — beat,

beat, a beat here, and a quick beat, one. two, four, three,

back, forth, and again — I could only make comparisons

to the inner-workings of a watch.

It was a simple performance — a simple performance

of complex movements — all flowing like honey.

I like our band.

For those who haven't seen it. I recommend it highly.

Unfortunately I'm unable to describe in words the

beauty that comes from the 200 or so individuals who
combine with such ease that first-time watchers are in

awe.

Unfortunately I'm unable to describe the force behind
the clapping and yelling in the audience immediately
following a UMass marching band performance.

Certainly it's not the most important issue facing

students today. Certainly there are students who have
not, and never will see our band.

But with a home game against Boston University
Saturday, I think it would be great to fill the stadium
and applaud one of the best things about the University
of Massachusetts.

I like our band.
You will too.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

They said it.

The first question {ofthe debate} dealt with drug use, an-

ed Bush said he thought the main solution to the problem

was to instill "values in the schools.

"

Dukakis, in his rebuttal, took the opportunity to criticize

the Reagan administration's relations with Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega, the Panamanian leader who has been

indicted in the United States on drug trafficking charges.

"Values begin at the top,
" Dukakis said, and the Reagan

administration was wrong to have close connections "with

a drug-running Panamanian dictator."

Bush said both he and Dukakis received intelligence

briefings recently and suggested that Dukakis had been

told that, until the general was indicted by two federal

grandjuries in Florida last winter, "there was no evidence

that Mr. Noriega was involved with drugs."

"Seven administrations were dealing with Mr. Noriega,"

Bush said. "It was the Reagan-Bush administration that

brought this man to justice."

- Union News, Sept. 26.1988

After 12 days, Chambers
wrong for NE president
Dean Chambers, in what some are calling an act of

moral and political de.speration, has re-entered student

politics and is running for the position of Northeast Area
Government president. What scares me is that people may
actually be listening to what this guy is saying.

Chambers says in campaign literature that he has three

years of Government experience to offer the residents of

Northeast. The majority of those years were at his former
schools. University of Maine and Cape Cod Community
College. Chambers has lived in the Northea.st Area
Government a total of 12 days and has never participated

in Northeast Area Government on any level.

Chambers touts an impressive record of experience in

Southwest Area Government, notably the Southwest
Assembly. According to Southwest Area Government at-

tendance records. Dean Chambers attended only six

meetings during his entire tenure in the Fall and Spring
semesters of 1987-88.

Chambers feels his opponents are lacking in Student
Government Associaton (SGA) experience, stressing his

membership on important committees. SGA records verify

that Senator Chambers was removed from the SGA
Budgets Committee in a motion that alluded to his ex-

cessive absences and alleged breaking of committee con-

fidence. SGA meeting minutes verify that during the
Spring 1988 semester there was a motion to remove
Senator Chambers from the SGA, a motion to censure
Senator Chambers and two recall elections for Senator
Chambers' seat over his alleged involvement in a slander
campaign against former Republican Club colleague W.
Matthew Whiting.

Chambers declares in his literature that he is a can-
didate for 'equal opportunity.' In a recent confrontation
with one of his opponents, John Dunlap, (co-candidate for

NEAG president with Mars Ibrahim), Chambers referred

to Dunlap/Ibrahim's promise to fight racial discrimina-
tion and violence on campus as 'communist
brainwashing.'

My hope is that we take very seriously the responsibility

of electing our peers to leadership positons. Part of that
responsibility is being sure that we have all of the facts.

Chambers has sidestepped the facts.

David Narkewicz
Northeast

The Collegian accepts letters, columns and cartoons from
the campus community. All submissions should include
name, local address, and local telephone number. Also, this

Friday, 3:30 p.m., come down and talk to David. Pam. and
the rest of the gang at our staff bash. er. . meeting. 113
Campus Center. UMass.
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Getup to40% off
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DonH miss the IBM PS/2 Fair!

Wednesday & Thursday, Sept. 28-29 (9:;i()am-4pm)

University Bookstore (Concourse

Register to win a free CI) player.''
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University of Massachusetts, Amherst Campus Only
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Personal Syslefn/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of IBM Corp

ARTS/LIVING

Grid exhibit at Gallery
The University Gallery is currently ex-

hibiting a unique show featuring
lithography, minimalism and various other

grid artwork pieces. Grids: Selections
from the Permanent Collection will be

shown until Oct. 19th. Names such as Sol

LeWitt, Jennifer Bartlett and Mel Bochner
appear under the pieces.

For the avid "gridder," creations like

LeWitt's "Art and Lines"— three etchings

where bi-colored lines, arcs and shapes

symbolize the endless combinations for

primary vocabulary— decorate the gallery

walls. For the beginner admirer. Chuck
Close's "Keith, Four Times" is quite in-

teresting, consisting of four lithographs of

"Keith" increasing in size as you look left

to right.

Many of the grid were purchased from
the National Endowment for the Arts in

Washington D.C. or other art organiza-

tions. Others were brought to the gallery

by the UMass Alumni Association, the

Alpha Phi Omega Fund, or by the artists

themselves.

One piece receiving a lot of praise is

Frank Stella's "Steller's Albatross of

1977." It features expressive organic and
french-curve shapes over everyday graph
paper as a contrast ''of precision and
impulse.

However, the most exciting piece on ex

hibit in this reporter's eyes is John Buck's

untitled piece from 1982. A skeleton-like

body superimposes a celestial backing with

quarter moons and clusters of stars. Red
rectangles outline the entire "image."
The Gallery is open weekdays except

Monday from 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
weekends from 2 to 5 p.m.

MICHAEL BAYER

Photo by Micki Cole

Grids: Selections from the Permanent Collection will be at the Univer-
sity Gallery until Oct. 19 .

FREE
tanning session

with any

salon service
expires Oct. 29th

We feature the ''WOLFP Tanning Deluxe Bed

STYLES BY DEBORAH
CALL 549-5610 • 65 University Dr., Amherst

J^
jpm-Iam
DAILY

Downtown
Amherst

FREE

DELIVERY
253-7494

BUITALO
WirtGS

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the

competative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office In the

Campus Center (RM 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and

pick up a job apolication and description and submit

it no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30.

M/F—EOE

PRESENTS

-JOE'S BUFFALO STAMPEDE-
When You Buy: You Get Free: FREE
Small Order Buffalo Wings W 1 Small Fry

Large Order Buffalo Wings g 1 Large Fry

Jumbo Order Buffalo Wings ^ 2 Large Fries ^^>^

Valid Tuesday-Thursday Just call 253-7494

I
t^^^ Joe's The First Ar Best In Buffalo Wings ^^^ I

Student Affairs Information Services

IDB/TIPS

Call 'TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number:

1558 Greek System
2489 On-Campus Housing Regulations
2685 Body Shop
2471 Racquetball and Squash Court Schedules
2807 Party Policy

1007 Academic Honesty Policy

2462 Snack Bars/Munchy Stores/Bakery
2485 Leases, Signing & Breaking
1515 Daily Events

2173 Apartment Security

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB" (545-1555)

INFORMATION DATA BANK (IDE) TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE (TIPS)
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Elaine Bonazzi

Bonazzi
The public is invited to

attend a class conducted bv

internationally acclaimed

mezzo-soprano Elaine
Bonazzi today from 12:15

to 2: 15 in Bezanson Recital

Hall.

The class is sponsored by

the Department of Music
and Dance and is part of a

10th anniversary celebra-

tion of the UMass Perfor

mance Workshop for

Singers, founded by Pro-

fessor Dorothy Or nest.

Described as "musically

and dramatically superb"
by the New York Times,

Bonazzi achieved acclaim

and recognition a decade
ago for her role in Thomas
Pasatieri's nationally
televised opera, "The Trial

of Marv Lincoln."

Velvet Jesus is back;
Vestrymen play Katina's

By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Here's the lowdown on Local Vocals:

Velvet Jesus is officially back! They'll

be playing at Hampshire College on Satur-

day, Oct. 8th with the Bags, one of Boston's

best heavy rock bands. Also, look for a

special Monday night all-ages show at

L'Oasis sometime in the near future.

Remember the Vestrymen? Sure you do.

This UMass/Amherst College cooperative

musical effort has been around for awhile

now. Another of the many highlights from

last Spring's pyramids concert, they'll play

Katina's Thursday night, second on the bill

behind Shake The Faith. Once again.

Strong Waters has given birth to a new
band. Damon Reeves. ex-SW lead guitarist.

takes his Fantastic Four quartet to the

Hatch tomorrow night. Before you head

to the Hatch, check out Rock-n-Roll, A
Search For God in the Campus Center

room 911. This interesting, amusing, and

sometimes eerie look at rock lyrics plays

every semester, and its worth a look. By all

means, don't take it too seriously.

Blast from the past: Human Sexual

Response . . . now re-developed into The
Zulus, will play Sheehan's Friday night.

Recently voted Boston's best band (in some

nameless pt)ll). The Zulus, without question

are at least the most original band to come
along in awhile. Keep an eye out for some
spacey guitar work, tortured vocals, and

astonished audience members.

Also, look out for Missing Cat this

weekend at the Hatch.

Cl|ic Physic|ue
SUPER CENTERS FOR WOMEN i;

Route 9 on t

Amherst/Hadley

Weekdays 9 a.m.-IO p.m Weekends 10 a.m.-5 p.m

Semester Membership ONLY $129.00

PROFESSIONALLY RUN
AEROBIC CLASSES

^CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT

FITNESS MACHINES

WHERE GREAT SHAPES
GET THAT WAY!

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL ROUTE 9 MAOIEY
S8eS606

•••••••••••••#•••••••••••••••

Saint Louis University's

Academic Year in Madrid
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English.

Spanish. Libera] Arts. Business St

Administration, TESOL. Sciences,

Hispanic Studies

SLU in Madrid is a member of AA/EOE

Graduate Courses offered during

Summer Session in July

Apply SO^ for Spring and Summer 1989

More than 1000 students In tbc Profram

Contact:

Raymond L. Sullivanl. S J. Saint Louis University

Saint Louis University in Madrid Study Abroad Coordinator

Calle de la Vina, 3 Admissions Office

Madnd 28003 SPAIN 221 North Grand Blvd.

Tel: 233-2032/233-2812 Si. Lo«is, MO 63103

Toll-free lel: l-800-325-66«6

-Only at.

HAMELIN FURNITURE
Student Desks

(In M.iplr or t'hrrt\l

59 «j...„ »199 :.i

Tables Starting at *99

Bookcases

Siartinfi iit J ^^ •

Newmoon Fuions
St.iriinf! a(

^80.,
• lull \iltr oil..' .-.Irim.. », J.I iHr

1 Short Street, Northampton
586-7970

OPEN: Monday-Friday 10-6 , Saturday lO-S

Thurtday Nighu until 8 p.m.

i.»«<J1

The timberSt

^Ballet Centre
Professionally

taught classes

for the adult student

BALLET
Beginners

Tuesday 7:30

Intermediate
Thursday 7:30

Advanced
(call for schedule)

MODERN
DANCE
Beginner/

Intermediate

Monday 7:00

Ten weeks for $60
($2 registration fee)

Claaws start Oct 1

Catch the semester's

first Comedy Ni^ht
toni^jht at the Hatch. Stu

dent and other local come-

dians will be spotlighted

every Tuesday at the Com-
muter Area Government

-

sponsored show. All Hatch
shows are free.

Other upcoming Hatch

shows include the Fan-

ta.stic Four on Wednes-

day; Missing Cat on Fri

day, Sept. 30; Curtis T.

and the Kick on Oct. 4;

Outskirts on Oct. 5;

Edgemere on Oct. 6; and

Pale Nephews on Oct. 7.

B It »

To register call

AMHERST
BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong Street

549-1555
'one hltick eaxt from

Butterfteld A Clark HM Rdi

I ARC YOU

PREGNANT
AMNECDOFHCLrr H

8 S4»-19M
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WhenyouVe gotabeer
this richand ilavcdiil,

vdty sucka lime?

"^x**
-««*

Let's face it, amigos, anybeer that needs a slice of lime to give it flavor can't be

much of a beer Discover Calgary- Amber Lager ... Its rich, imponed taste is

heart)' and robust Try- it the next time you order beer, and hold the lime.

CalgaryAmber Lager, Join the Stampede.

r
A T-Shirt offer that's not for suckers.
Please send me die following Cal ^aryT- Shirts;

QvuntitN Si:c Pnic Tttil

M 1 XI SHOOca

' \\] Pcnn rrsidcnis .M 6% sales i.i\ Tax*

•Ml pn( i-v i-flc( n\c thmugh laniun \ 1

NHi) \i>k1 where prohibiU'd
UHAI

( PIfASt PRINT)

Name

Adda'ss

( il\ SUIC. ./,p. . Phone.

Mail to Gold Medal Sponswear. Calgary T- Shirt tWcr.

1011 Cedar Avenue. Croydon. PA IQ020

lmp«Htrdhyrrnnir\|mp(»nerslni h,iltimi'ri \1.inland

Pasincm D Check DVIoncyOder DVISA DMasietlard D Amenean hxpirss

(.ird« Exp Date.
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

^/zp 5PRBAP Quaav f^BOUr

5CMP rmmT*\eNT. .
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Awkward moments in the ant world Jdrfe?:'
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

Correspondent workshop- Thursday Sept. 29, 7:30p.m.

Location to be announced.

Tom Middleton, reporter from the Recorder, will sug-

gest tips on reporting and writing.

Counts toward staff status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
I Varu$h

5 Tho lejn •alar

10 Leo s pitiU

U Soulh«in
•vargiaan oak

15 Good loofciir

16 Compleiad
17 One ol ft\*

Rd| Q^ailel".

Wltll

The
20 Unsociable

21 SKin pioblem

22 liilu<ie:>

23 Jane oi /ana
24 Synagogue
25 Milu Ol lick

yenus
2a Waalhai wo<d
29 Oiiwd

32 I dwgivar ol

Allien:)

33 NuinMi ol

Visions

34 Skill Ittaluia

35 Basil Ralhtwiia

loni 1944

3a Slaak Older

39 Aciiva paison
40 Ol piacticai use
41 Coloiaier ol a

»o<l

42 Cho<us voce
43 MOIIOIUIKMIS

sixtakei

44 AncHMil

Euypiian

4b RouU Jkjng Mie

llheHi

46 Hiiale

49 Ci>kjllilusl

Boinback
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S3 Russell CcKiway

subiact

56 Caiavei

57 Rayielliil

68 Tdke 4U Miiik^i

69 f\jDll&li«l Kenly

60 PeiikMJS

se<i al ihe

Round
Tabta

61 Jug

DOWN
1 So iin Pacilic

islands

2 GuHiness

3 I Ike Ilia

morning grass

4 River in Devon
5 Added <ast lo

6 Director

Marshall

7 Judge
6 E«clamauon

alortg the

Rhem
9 hail lo -
10 Vtrliious

1

1

SliallorJ

upon
12 SiiidU

Sdlaniandui

13 Sea eagles

18 Rddliiuj

lu yuUs

9 City in t

SMiueiland
23 Feel one s way
24 lake Jelighl in

25 AU pel

aspera Kansas
iiiolkj

26 Jaiiies Cagney
role

27 On Iha kxikoul

28 Giinds

29 Acloi DekMi
30 Goal lor eveiy

bo<ei
31 The wild blue

yonder
33 Robert or David
34 Incite lo action

36 Cormecling
devices

37 BiM —
42 Flully neckwear
43 Mar
44 Moved

cautiously

4b Fetch

46 Obi

4 7 RevertMraie

4U Seed cover

49 Entertamai

Adams
bO RealKC
61 Caipenier's loot
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Belgium
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU7ZIE:

/

Lunch

Broccoli and

Menu
Bastcf Laoch

Broccoli and Cheese Boboli

Cheese Boboli Soybean, Corn,

BLT Sandwich Tomato Caseroie

Dinner

Breaded Scallops

Basics Dinner
Garbanzo
CheeseLoaf/Sauce

Meatloaf/Onion Gravy

Bread Buffet

V

Breaded Scallops/Tartar

sauce

Bread Buffet ^

)

Weather

Today: Sunny. 65-70.

Tonlfht: Clear, mid 40's.

Tomorrow: M^ of clouds and sun, 70-75.

TODAYS STAFF
Nlfht Editor Tony Padovano

CopY Editor George Francy

LaYovt Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dondi Ahearn

Production Sapcnrlsor Terry Starmer

Prodactlon:Yana, Joyce, Celia, Lauren, Florencio and

Joe is on the long road to no Ware

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
B4U*r i* Chief

Rick Sasson

Robert CUppcncIU
Baslntis Mauigcr

David R. Mark
Edilerlal Edli«r

Marc Infield

ProdvctloB Maaager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert Ctappcnelll

Butineis Maaagtr

Daniel Munroc
Fioancc Manager

Todd Frahbeis

Clrcalatloa Manager

Barbra Hlndln

Advcrtlaing Manager

Debra Botzcnhart

Advertising Manager

Mary Haygcns
Manager
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Police reports

cnntiniu'd from page 3

• Three students reported their lockers broken into Fri-

day in the Curry Hicks women's locker room. Personal

property, cash, two watches and a gold bracelet stolen

from the lockers totaled about $205.

• Police stopped a vehicle operating on the sidewalk ad

jacent to Eastman Lane and arrested a 21 -year-old man
for operating a motor vehicle under the influence of

alcohol.

• A 19-year-old Hanover man was arrested Saturday at

Butterfield Terrace for being a minor carrying alcohol.

• University Police responded to a report of a fight out

side of Moore Residence Hall Saturday and arrested a

19-year-old Fitchburg man for being a disorderly person.

• An ISyear old Concord woman was stopped at Or

chard Hill Way and arrested for being a minor carrying

alcohol.

• A 22-year-old Amherst man was stopped for speeding

on Massi'chusetts and Sunset Avenues and arrested for

operating without a license.

For

>5%

Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadley Line.

Weekdays 9 a.m.'lO p.m. Weekends 10 t.m.'S p.m.

Semester Membership ONLY $129.00

COTTON SWEATERS

$20°
Today, 9:00 - 4:00

Campus Center Lobby

Closeout at College Drug on

Useful HouseKold Items for

Home, Dorm or Apartment

For big savings, Kurry while these limited quantities last!

Number
tr Stock

72

DfKnpnon Wai

Eitetnc Hof Poo 5 679

L«au FUobi* L«mp< $19 95

Proetor-Silox To««»r $19.99

Proctor SiUji Li»hrw«(ni Iron $18.95

Mini Foca Procmor C!-<oop«t $29 95

W«it B«na Corn Poppw $18.95

5Pnc« Stunim Bowl Sw $12.95

Psniionic Porlibi* CuMttf
Recoraer $29 95

GE Cment Rocori^ $29 95

BUck & Dickor CjrdUd Minor $39 )5

Cod»-«-Pllone Aniw^nn^
Syntm $99 95

SunbMm Tiblf Top Gm Gnil $34 95

S.U
Pr.M

$ '89

$14.95

$13 99

$l<99

$24 49

$:2.99

$ S.->i

$23 99

$19 99

J9 99

519 'V.

OLLEGE
D^UG

4 Mam Street, AmKerst 253-2523

Open 7 Days VISA. MC. AMEX
Stamps — Instant Lottery

Your Information
The FYI section serves as a public service announce-

ment to the canipu.s and community. Space is limited, so

the Collegian cannot guarantee that all announcements

received will be published.

Barbeque — Home Economics Student Advisory Com-

mittee is inviting all new and returning Home Economics

students to their first Barbeque. Come join the fun from

5:30 to 7 p.m. Thursday behind Skinner Hall. If you plan

to attend, please sign up at Skinner Hall, room 101.

Internships — Come to the University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work experience. A planning session

gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks

from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays and from

3:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Also, two special meetings will be held concerning in

ternships in Washington, DC. They will be from 10 to 11

a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. Friday in room 803 of the Cam-
pus Center.

Meeting — There will be an LBGA meeting at 6 p.m.

today in the LBGA office, room 413 in the Student Union.

For more information call 545-0154.

Volunteers needed — Volunteers are needed to sort

through donated food to be used by emergency food pan-

tries, soup kitchens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western Massachusetts. If you

have two or three hours per week and would like to help

feed the needy, call Catherine D'Amato at 247-9738.

Math Anxiety Workshop — A math anxiety reduction

workshop willbe held Oct. 3 at 4:30 p.m. in room 1634

of the Graduate Research Tower. Sessions conducted by

Professor Doris Stockton and counseling psychologist

Donald Banks will focus on overcoming negative feelings

toward math and on developing positive approaches to

learning math.
Internship — The Legal Services Center and Office of

Internships will speak about the legal assistant intern-

ships offered at LSC and how to apply for Spring intern-

ships at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 177 of the Campus
Center.

Lecture — Etienne Balibar, professor of philosophy of

the University of Paris, will hold a lecture on racism and

nationalism at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in room 120 of SBA.

Course - The fall '88 session of the functional Spanish

course will begin at 7 p.m. today at 219 Main Street in

Northampton. There will be three levels: beginner, in-

termediate and advanced. Enrollment fee is $175. For

more information call CASA at 586-1569.

Forum - The Office of Human Relations will be spon-

soring a series ofHuman Relations forums throughout the

academic year. The first forum is scheduled for 12 to 1:30

p.m. tomorrow at room 804-08 of the Campus Center.

These open meetings provide timely opportunities for

campus-wide discussion of important human relations

issues.

Meeting — A meeting of the Western Massachusetts

Regional Advisory Committee of the Ma.ssachusetts

Developmental Disabilities Council will be held from 7

to 9 p.m. tonight at the Office for Children, 26 Market

Street, Northampton. The purpose of the group is to pro-

vide a voice for citzens in western Massachusetts who are

interested in services for people with developmental

disabilities.

vmmCAFE
Gidget Goes To Hall $2

Duke Robillard $5

The Zulu*
(r»c*ntly tignsd 10 Slash

Records)wnh« lorwly moans $4

Pajama Slave Dancers
w/Blood 0ring««

Jump«n' Joltnny • Th«
Bluas Parly

>4 PI ^*SA^.' N MAMB SSS SM9 ;'

Auto
Glass
iCcntct

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
I

Motors
I

78 OM SunOerland Rd • S49 2880 I

Want to work with computers?

Then, the Collegian has a job for you.

Now hiring

ASSOCIATE SYSTEMS MANAGER

See Pedro or Dennis
at 113 Campus Center

for an application

No Amherst

from HiW rOltK

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

on* w«v

189
219
269

'ound trip

320
260
739

CARACAS.
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
Trnxms not includt^

ALSO Vlfork Slu^v Abro*d

Langumg* Cour»»s. In ft

Sludmnt ID. Youth Hotfl

lUHAIL Pmumt niut^ on thm ipat

Call for tho f^lf cm Stuatni
Travml Cal»4»$ I

413-256-1261
AMHEMT

79 So. Ptaaaant St.

^Amharst^^lOO^^^

LET JB'S BRING OUT THE BEAST IN YOU—

Ed used to be a mild mannered guy until he got
hooked on JB's. Now look at him! He needs JB's
day and night. If Ed doesn't get his JB's...

look out!

(If this is you, take this ad to JB's for a free Roast Beef sandwich.)

^ HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018
GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES

OPEN TIL 2 A.M.
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Mitchell volleyball
continued from /xi^'i' IJ

"He had to make the

decision to either bust his

ass or fold his tent," Reid

said. "And he did it on his

own. After that game, he

took a back seat for a few-

games and then emerged.

He's found his niche."

Mitchell has played a big

role on an offense that has

carried the burden for the

Minutemen so far this

season.

"Chip has great heart,"

UMass quarterback Dave
Palazzi said. "He's fast and
smart and he's come a long

way."
"We've kicked his butt

in the last year because

the talent wasn't coming

out," Reid said. "He's

grown up a lot."

It may have taken time,

but Mitchell acquired the

speed he needed. And now
he's acquired a sense of

satisfaction on the field.

continued from page 12

After tonight's match the Minutewomen will hit the

road for three games against George Washington Univer-

sity, St. Bonaventure, and Penn State Universities.

field hockey
continued from page 12

The offense has been good but not great in the first six

games. This matchup could be a good time to tune up that

offense before the ODU game.

"We need to work on coming down our right side," Hix-

on said. "We've played the last couple of games really

working the ball down our left. That's fine against some

weaker teams but field hockey is played better right to

left than left to right."

Men's tennis cancelled again
By JIM CUMMINGS
Collegian Correspondent

Yesterday's scheduled men's tennis

match and the entire season thus far can

be summed up in one word — cancelled.

For the third time in four matches the

team found themselves practicing instead

of playing. Central Connecticut State

University backed out of yesterday's

match and asked for it to be rescheduled

for this Friday.

"We could have taken a forfeit and got

the win but we look forward to playing

them every year and that's not the kind

of win we want," said UMass coach Man-

nv Roberts.

Roberts is convinced the lack of com-

petitive playing time the team has receiv-

ed prior to traveling to the New England

Tournament last weekend was very

damaging. UMass managed to win only

two of eight singles matches.

Seniors Brian Gable and Humberto Soto

both grabbed opening round victories but

were eliminated in the second. Gable was

hurt during his opening match, as he fur-

ther strained his shoulder. His 6-4, 6-4

loss forced him and partner Joe Desor

miers to drop out of their planned doubles

match.
UMass' next match is scheduled for

Wednesday against Boston University on

the upper Boyden courts.

Sports
Notice
The University of

Massachusetts intramural

office has announced that

entries are due today for the

following six intramural

sports:

Ultimate frisbee, cross

country, field hockey,

singles racquetball and
singles badminton.

For more information,

drop by the Intramural Of
fice, 215 Boyden. or call

5 2693 or 5-0022.
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Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

ot Protein Powders
Diet Suppleinents—

and VitaminsI

• METABOLOL
• METABOLOL 11

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY. MANY MOREI

^ CINEMA

* Doubl* Feature *

Something
Wild 7.00 p.m.

Married to

the Mob 9:00 pm

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00

Adults $3.50

D07VNI0WN AWMRSt 2M M26

-^'^^

New & Used Car*
Trucks & Van* Also Avadabls

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT ,

F«R*E»E«««M»A«S»S*A*G»E
WITH 10 SESSIONS AT THE

Dr. VIrRinia D. Harper D.C.

Dedicated to trcatinK the cause not the ^vmptum"

6 University Drive at Newmarket Center

CALL (413) 5494)335

IMPMMMMM11

WANTED!
VIDEO PRODUCTION INTERNS

For Spring & Fall Semesters

by Award Winnirig Production House

(%" Broadcast Format)

Cor^tact Donna at

TELE-COMMERCIAL PRODUCTIONS INC.
','.: :>pu,^U'\.^ ',t ( .H».iir>g Hills MA 01030 (413)786-888*

MoreThon
Copies

Copies • Fax ."^efvice

Binding • Office Supplies

Oversize Copies

Pick-Up & Delivery

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543

-"^m/i

Servicing

UMass

Rent IBM K's
D*fy • \Mpf*ty • Montnty

NewtnglandiOiOrti

and \argn\ comootff

ffri* «)*< laWXi fT**"'

ti»cnai»noe ^<yu*rv

ng. ttaoe yxjivi. p»»-

sfoutom. pwtt

Ofmind Of WTW»g*^-

cm-Miitud«tM«n
On \me Guaramwti

IMMEDIATE CONFIRMATION
GUARANTEED DEUVERY

fLz,

BOSTON

1-800-252-5011

DON T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
THIS WINTER ... JOIN THE

r

UMASS SKI CLUB
c

MEMBERS/NON MEMBERS
GENERAL INFORMATION

MEETING

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28
I68C CC - 4:00 PM

Hampden SS Room (SW) 7pm

ACTWT1ES • AUOO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAI^4MENT 'FOR RENT

FOP SAl.e» FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTXDN • MQTORCYlCLf S

PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED ••SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLfT

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFF.CE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (Fm-2:30). DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION » CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORD/DAy FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ASPA AMERICAN SOCIETY o( Pefsoful

Adminislralors first mseling Tues 9/27

6 30pm SBA 312 Mgt HRM. and all ma|ors

welcome

FRIENOLY. FREE. INSTRUCTION is given

(lake il) silver clay, silkscreen and

darkroom to name a tew We love beginers

and new suggestions Student Union Craft

Center

EVERYONE IS AN ARTIST^Come into the

ciafl shop and try to prove us wrong'

Workshops are S8 for 4 classes. nr>eeting

once a week Silver, pottery and mofe'

Student Union cratt center

YOU OONT HAVE TO take pan m dissec

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs *Dm SU306

•1 FORO FAIRIiONT jood «X>d l»0 w
BO Call Amy 256^114

1M1 VW RABBIT. eKCeltenl condition

r>eeds $1 20 of eaay tx«K« mrort Ple««« call

today' 2S3-9243

1 976 BMW 2002. sticker good tires, amflm

cassette little rust $700 323-9263

79 DOOGE COLT 49p new radials and

mounted snows new shocks & struts and

enuaa runs great Rich 256-0613

ROLAND JUNO 1 analog/digital pdysymh
mini-6 mos newysacrifice $450 Noel

546-8711 after lOpm

OUCa WATCHES only $35 Many atylea

fof men and women Call Brtan S49-S440.

EVEREX 1200B PC al clone 42 meg hard

disk mono graphics card and rrramtor

1200 band modem, plus dos. high-dens'ty

floppies w>d software' $1900 Call dave at

665-8338 or 545-0728

CHILD CARE NEEDED

MARSHALL STUDIO 15 tutie amp 1

month old, very loud. $350 Crybaby $40

Call Fred 546-8677

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of land Ample off street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

WHAT BAND FEATURES: An aging

Stockbndge grad on vocals'' A fleet

fingered maniac on lead guitar' A clean cut

drummer'' A 23016 rhythm guitarisf And

a decadent Soulti Hadley teenage on bass'

—SPLIT DECISION—{formally the Rem
nants) Fraternity house apt. sorori

ty anywhere Well play at your bash Call-

Cosmo 253-5379-UMass best is a phone

call away

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 NISSAN STANZA. 5J^ A^
am/fm cassette. 82K milea. excelleni cond

$2300 Call 256 6241

CAMARO 1978 350 4 BbMOOOO on rebuilt

engine no rust runs well $500 ask lor Egan

256 8639

1990 HONDA CIVIC

standard 5 speed

good mileage, runs well

asking $900 but we can talk

Please call Kent at 549-1895

1980 CHEVY MONZA 77KMr |ulo^

am/fm A/C 2 dr good cond $950

549 1377

1979 TOYOTA CELICA: Excellent cond._

tion One owner $1700 253-7753

evenings

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 $4 50'hour Near Leveretl

center iQmin from UMASS ChiW Ed ma

jor would be Ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE-650 compact

discs awfesome sound' Reserve your event

dates now' 549-1421 or 253-7655

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSIC EXPRESS: Loconx)tion in Motion

the best sound connection for your special

function offering the best price packages

Satisfaction garanteed 367-2288

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC entertainment: Disc

(OCkeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizations 256-8526

GOOD APT FURN BEOS, dressers, chairs,

etc Corn Van Meter Dr i Hartman Rd (off

E Pleasant St) 9/24 9-4 (Sun if ram)

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike 5 months

old $1 500. includes full facial helrriet and

jacket Call David 1-666-8212

PART-TIME HELP WANTED lor

Greenhouse construction Apply in person

to Terry Jones. Greenhouse Builder Mon-

tgomery Rose Co . Rie 9. Hadtoy

ATTENTl6N:^KCellent income for home
assembly work Into Call (504) 64o 1700

Dept P1M7

WEAVER WANTED UMass student neeo

ed to teach mtro weaving through student

union craft centef Call Anna at 545-2096

YOU'RE HIRED A'T Reliable Many open

ings availatile m your area 527-0700

SALES REP WANTED. Earn commision

and travel Sell Fall & Spring Break trips on

campus Contact (617)324-8277

DOMINO'S PIZZA ORTvERS wanted pays

$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256-B911

HEY SIG EPS! Wasn t last Thursday's e«

change supposed to be at the green

house'' Who moved it to our front lawn'

AXO

WRYNN- Will you go back?

THE PHOENIX has ns*n DWd-i832 rabom

1988

JOOI B.- Don't worry. M hmpy' Happy b«-

thday' We love you' Pattie, Caroline. 4 T C

Dl- HAPPY 21 •! b-day Welcome to the

Fac Toe Club' Let the party begin' - Space

YOLI- QUE IhAYAS tenido un fell/

cumpleanos' Happy 21 Que este ano este

Neno de cosas lindas Ite queremos mucho'

Tus roommates Bebe. Francita y Man

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTED (female) to share

master bedroom/bath in new house

$l75/mo Call 546-4833 (6-8pm)

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

6654550

a^OOMATES NEEDED to share

southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking call 256-0264

SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTIOH. ta«,

accurate 253-WORD

KLUBKAVE
KEG TAPS FOR SALE Call 549-6989 Ask

for Bill Leave messaga

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

POWERFUL, RELIABLE MUSIC and

lighting system for many occasions

Klubkave OJ Sconces 546-6518.

FURNITURE

OUALrtlTNEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons
bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill Of Damn We deliver

GUITAR LESSONS

FOR RENT

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Blues-Folk All levels

SongwrHing, Theory. Improvisation,

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

LITTLE SISTERS OF AEPI

COMETo the mouse lor a brief meeting

Wed Sept 28 382 North Pleasant St Any

questions call Jon at 545-0046 Go AEPi

LOST

VALUABLEOiAMOND AND RUBY RING
Please return to owner' Possibly lost at

Baker 546-6139

THIS ISN'T JUST another classified It's to

you Yes YOU" Watch I II prove it

Do you sleep on egg cartons

looking up at your stars?

Do you have so many pictures

you could stack them to Mars''

Does squeak, squead, bang bang
mean anything to you''

If so. that's because
You're our Sari-roo'"

Happy 18fh birthday' Love, the 4 Munchers

MARK: BANANA MONKEY and I miss

you" 1-4-3 lorever.

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spellcheck Carolyn 253 5667

FRIDGE RENTALS free delivefy Call RtP
253-9742 HELP WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

KAWASAKI KmiTruns great only 4500

miles helmut inc $1100 or BO Call Tim

549-4908

Beautiful one bedroom condo in

Northampton nice community

spacious, great lor couple-River Run
Condos $510 a month Call Rick at

253-2124 leave message

FOR SALE

APPLE lie. Epson AP-80 pnnter [Oystick

mouse, software $600 Call Scott 5-4285

1974 BMW 2002 New engine clutch and

paint. Call Steve at 253-9697

OESPERATLEV SEEKING STUDENTS
lObs for the environment

lull/part time
35-60 per day
student hours

Help reduce toxic contamination

Call Terry 256-6434

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES. Experienced

and novice Will tram Amherst Youth

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

FEMALE TO CARE FOR 4 yr old girl Tues
and Fn am Must have car So Amherst
256 0919

1983 KAWOSAKI K2SS0 LTC Helmet

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PICTURES NEEDED

HELP ME! I need good pictures lor JB's

ads Must not be obscene Please bnng
downtotfieCkillegian. 113 Campus Center

PERSONALS

MCHELLE-HAPPY 211 Look out-the bar

hog IS loose' Love you. Lon 4 Dee

ATTENTION ALL RSO'S and student

coops the 88/89 applications lor student

space inthe CC/SU are available in Room
817 Campus Center

NEED A PLACE TO LIVETS^k of long

lines at housing'' S<ck of DC food' Be a

border at Sigma Delta Tau' Interested

women call 545-0527 ask for Stephanie or

Tracey

PRINCE TICKETS! great seats reafcheap

Call Mickie alter 4 1-788-6643

BASS PLAYER NEEOEOliy established

local band Have contacts and gigs At-

titude and dedication more important than

experience No punkers or metal please'

Call Brian 545-3400 days or 585-8817

evenings

COLLEGE WEEKEND m Montreal From

$39 November it 13 CaH 617-324-5000

COLLEGE WEEKEND November Tl-13

TRAVEL

COLLECMT WEDCEND m Montreal from

$39 Novwnbar 11-13 CaH 617-324-5000

WANTED

ESTABLISHEb BAND SEEKStalented

vocalist (keyboard or guitar a plus) for im-

mediate rehersals and gigs John 546-8678

Andrew 542-3480

WANTED TO RENT

FEMAlFROOMATE WANTED to share

big tieautitui apt m Sunderland Close to

campus on bus route Call 665-7396

D.U.. O.U.- Oh how does your garden

grow' With forks ar>d knives and spoons so

bright Now AX has |usl begun to fight""

P S Be Sure to feed Jordan the Cabbage
Patch"

T>ie CollegiftNl'''
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SPORTS

UMass' Chip Mitchell is pulling the switch
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

After watching him play football as a youngster. Clif-

ton Mitchell felt his son, Chip, didn't have the speed to

be a running back or a receiver, and prepared him to

become a lineman.

It was one case where father didn't know best.

Chip Mitchell has proven his father wrong in this case

and become a fine tailback and. most recently, split end

for the University of Massachusetts football team.

"My dad told me I wasn't fast enough to be a back or

a receiver and he was ready to put me on the line, ' Mit

chell said.

UMass can be thankful he didn't. Chip's father proceed-

ed to work with his son, teaching him not just football but

overall fitness.

"My dad got me involved in Pop Warner when I was

in second grade," Mitchell said. "He worked with me a

lot, teaching me about stretching and lifting."

-^^^ ^^mHW^'^L^:
-.

^i',-

- 4^*

-: r«^
?^^

Sporta Information photo

Chip Mitchell has provided plenty of thrills for the University of Massachusetts football team
as a split end this season.

The work paid off when Chip was highly recruited as

a back out of Willingboro High School in Willingboro, N.J.

An injury in his senior year hampered him, and it came
down to UMass and the University of Delaware competing

for his services.

"I went down to Delaware and I was set on going there,"

the junior said. "But I watched some films and, to be

honest, I didn't like their offense."

"I knew George Barnwell [then a senior tailback and
UMass co-captain] and he was real honest with me. UMass
seemed like the better place for me and it has been. I fell

in love with it. There's no way I'd go to Delaware now
and I'm looking forward to playing them, personally."

Mitchell looks forward to every game now, which is a

reflection on the success he's had this season. After two

years of spot play behind tailback Kevin Smellie. Mitchell

made the switch this season to split end.

To say the least, the transition has gone smoothly.

"I see that [split end] is the position for me." Mitchell

said. "I didn't get to make as many big plays as a

tailback."

Mitchell has been involved in plenty of big plays this

season. Saturday against Harvard, he had six catches for

135 yards and a touchdown, returned a kickoff 69 yards,

and added a 30-yard run.

"Chip really believes in himself and that allows him to

make the big play." UMass head coach Jim Reid said.

But in Mitchell's 14 years of football, it may have been

a game last season which contributed most to his growth

as a player.

When the Minutemen faced the University of Connec-

ticut in the sixth game of the 1987 season. Mitchell got

a chance to play a major role as a tailback — and fumbl-

ed three times.

"He hurt us really bad in that game." Reid said. "But

I'll tell you something, you can't be mad at Chip Mitchell

becasue he doesn't have a nasty bone in his body."

But for Mitchell, who was used to contributing to a team,

much less not hurting it. this was a new situation.

"That game hurt me," Mitchell says.

"It absolutely shocked him," Reid said. "He came to my
office the next day and literally broke down."

It could have been the end of a career, had Mitchell been

any less tough. But he gave himself an ultimatum.

"I said either this is it and I'm not going to be playing

anymore, or I'm going to bounce back and contribute to

this team." he said.

continued on page 11

Minutewomen returning
to home sweet home
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It has been a long time since the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts field hockey team has

played a game at Totman Field. 17 days to

be exact.

During that time, the Minutewomen
played four games on the road and one at

Springfield College, which was designated

as a home game.
They went 5-0 on that trip, took over first

place in the Atlantic 10 East Divison. were
named as the top team in New England,

and were ranked as the No. 5 team in coun-

try by the NCAA.
A pretty succesful road trip, indeed. But

the Minutewomen will be happy to return

home today for a 3:30 p.m. encounter with

Yale University.

"We're happy to be home," UMass coach

Pam Hixon said. "Traveling is incredibly

weary."

Yale is not ranked in the top seven teams

in New England, but that could be cause

for a little caution, as Yale will have

nothing to lose by taking a few chances in

this game.
"They have an excellent goaltender."

Hixon said. "And I think what we have to

be careful of is that we don't take them too

lightly. The worst thing you can do to an
opponent is not to respect them and that's

the one thing we have to do against a team
like this is respect their ability. They are

a Division I program."

This will be the first of two home games
that UMass will play this week at Totman.
Friday, the Minutewomen will play what
is shaping up to be the game of the year
when they meet Old Dominion University

for a 3 p.m. start.

ODU is the No. 2 team in the nation.

Yale could serve as a stepping stone to Fri-

day's game.

"It is better that we play this week rather

than have a week off before we play Old
Dominion." Hixon said. "Because I think

you can always work on things under game
pressure.

"

continued on page 11

Volleyball to entertain
Brown Bruins tonight

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team is on a roll, it has won all

eight of its matches thus far and now it

can fine-tune its engine against Brown
University tonight (7 p.m.) in Totman
Gymnasium.

Although the Bruins are only 2-2, they
have already downed one Atlantic 10 op-

ponent — St. Bonaventure University,

Women's x-country tops Chiefs
By MEG QUINN
Collegian Staff

A sea of red.

That's the way University of

Massachusetts women's cross country

coach Julie LaFreniere described her team
at the start of Saturday's race against

Springfield College.

As soon as the starting gun was fired, the

Minutewomen, clad in obnoxiously in-

timidating bright red uniforms, charged in-

to the front pack, leaving most of the

Springfield competitors behind, and went

on to win with a score of 20 points to

Springfield's 39.

"They did exactly what I asked,"

LaFreniere said. "They went out hard and

got the job done. They were aggressive."

Springfield's Martha Grinell won the

race in 18:32, setting a new course record.

However, she was the only Springfield run-

ner to piact; in me top sia puaii.iun».

UMass was led by Shana Smith, who
crossed the line in 18:59, followed by Laura
LaVallee in 19:09. A solid pack of

Minutewomen finishing close behind were
Precious Hill in 19:23, Kristen Peers in

19:25 and Amy St. Pierre in 19:29.

With only 30 seconds separating Smith
and St. Pierre. LaFreniere said the top five

look "nice and tight." Rounding off the top

nine for UMass were Cathy Crocker. Lynn
Kirchoff, Kathy Holt and Anna Montouri.

LaFreniere was especially pleased to

defeat Springfield because the two times

UMass faced the team last year.

Springfield beat the Minutewomen.
LaFreniere feels this win will give her

team confidence after last week's loss to

powerhouses Yale and Boston College.

"There's a big difference between the two

meets," she said. "They did a tremendous

job. If they keep this attitude up, we should

place in the top four at the New Englands."

SportR Information photo

Senior Juliet Primer and the
Minutewomen will play host to

Brown University tonight.

UMass' second A- 10 match.
Brown has also beat Fordham Univer-

sity this year but lost to Syracuse Univer-
sity and Providence College.

Last year. Brown shocked the
Minutewomen in their first meeting but
UMass returned the favor in the second
match by pounding the Bruins in three

games.

UMass will begin its A- 10 schedule this

week, and tonight's match against the
Bruins will be a measuring point for how
well they must play for the rest of the
season, since Brown already beat the
Bonnies.

Although they lost one of their top
players, the Bruins present some very
special problems for UMass.
"They are a very good defensive team,

very similar to Princeton," who brought
UMass to five games on Friday, UMass
coach Carol Ford said.

However, the Minutewomen have been
virtually unstoppable throughout their

first eight games.
"I'm real happy with the way things are

going," Ford said.

UMass swept five games at the Colgate
Tournament this past weekend but Ford
said she still sees room for improvement.
"We want to work on some things that

we didn't do this weekend," Ford said.

The offense, she said, will be working
on more complex principals than it has in

the recent matches. The Minutewomen
want to improve their passing and their

faking of some kills, in order to hold the

defensive players in their blocks.

Owning most of the responsibilities on

offense will be junior setter, Karen
Ferguson, who along with senior Julie

Smith had their best matches of the year

this past weekend, according to Ford.

Ferguson will be trying to get the ball

to a front line of Smith, Barbara Meehan,

Juliet Primer, and Karen Ferguson,

which has performed even better than ex-

pected this year.

continued on page 11
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BOG space allocation

causes anger from RSOs

Collrgian photo by Andrew IU»t

ARE THE SCOUTS WATCHING? - John Madden takes his cut

at a Softball Monday on Amherst Common.

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Several student groups are set to appeal

changes of office space made by the Board

of Governors last week.

The board Thursday moved Spectrum

magazine to Student Union room 322 with

the Minuteman newspaper and Students

for Bush. Graduate Student Organizations

and Abilities Unlimited also were moved

to Campus Center 103. Also part of the

move was an allocation of space for the

Third World Caucus in Student Union 404

with the Commuter Area Government.

Board members Jay Festa, of the Com-

muter Area Government, and Riti

Sachdeva, of the Third World Caucus,

engineered the move. Festa said he and

Sachdeva wrote the motion Thursday afler

noon, but he had been working on the mo-

tion before he wrote it.

The groups that will protest the changes

include Spectrum, the yearbook Index,

WMUA, and the Graduate Student

Organizations.

Representatives from each of these bodies

will appear before the board's executive

committee to appeal the changes.

Spectrum was the first to announce that

they will appeal. Charles Francis Carroll,

co-managing editor of Spectrum, said the

publication was preparing a twentieth an

niversary issue, and this move would be

very damaging to the endeavor.

"If we have to move into that space with

the Minuteman, that's it, that's the end of

Spectrum. I don't believe it's the role of the

Board of Governors to effectively kill Spec

trum magazine. We may be able to put out

this issue, but that would be it," Carroll

said.

Carroll has been critical of conservatives

in the past. He said after an article he

wrote in 1985 titled "The rise and fall of

the new right" was printed in the Index,

he and Spectrum became the recipients of

much harassment. Carroll could not say for

sure, but he believed the harassment came

from conservative factions on campus.

He said the new space Spectrum was be-

ing moved into is unacceptable because of

the other occupants of the room and the

room's size. "It's like a toilet," Carroll said.

Festa said he had not consulted with

Spectrum before proposing the move, but

had chosen the location because of proximi-

ty to Student Government Association

Communications, which has facilities Spec-

trum needs.

WMUA's Scott Lever is also unhappy

with the moves. Lever said he had an

understanding that the officers of the BOG
would consider the radio station for the of-

fice if Spectrum moved out.

"The need for space has always been

there, and space has never been available,

"

Lever said.

Spectrum's current office is behind

WMUA. Lever said this would have been

ideal because the radio station could not

move its equipment around. "They didn't

look at any of these considerations," Lever

said, "They didn't do any research."

The BOG maintains a Space Committee,

which annually reviews office space and

makes allocations based on what is

available and who is most in need. Lever

said it was wrong for this process to be

ignored.

Eric Goldman, photo editor of the Index,

said his group had also been trying to get

more space.

"It bothers me that all these groups came

in . . . and didn't follow the proper pro-

cedures," Goldman said.

Tom Hutcheson, vice president of the

Graduate Student Senate, also was con

cerned that the normal channels had been

ignored. Hutcheson said the GSS was draf

ting a motion to ask the BOG to repeal the

Festa/Sachdeva motion.

continued on page 10

State has benefits under Duke
BY JOHN KING
Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) - Michael Dukakis' claim to competence,

and to the presidency, rests in large measure with the

quality of life in Massachusetts under his stewardship.

Whether by luck or leadership, the statistics say the re-

bound was real, and in some ways dramatic, for a state

whose economy had been sputtering along at bottom.

"He was sitting there in the corner office, " says a pro

minent Boston business economist in addressing the

tricky Dukakis with what the governor likes to call the

"Massachusetts Miracle".

Housing costs are astronomical, prison conditions are

deplorable and Boston Harbor is an environmental em-

barrassment, yet by most measures - jobs and income

taxes and crime, health and education - life has improv-

ed in Massachusetts during the years since Dukakis took

charge.

The magic number . . .

3 and holding

88 69 -
85 73 3.5

84 72 3.5

84 73 4

Per capita income of $19,142, far above the national

average.

A jobless rate of 3.2 percent, far below the national

average.

More than 400,000 new jobs in five years, most of them

"good jobs, at good wages," as Dukakis likes to brag.

Violent crime down almost 13 percent, the lowest rate

among the large industrial states.

The statistics didn't always paint such a picture.

The nickname "New Appalachia" was pinned on

Massachusetts in the 1970s. Recessions in 1970 and

1973-75 sent the jobless rate to 12 percent in some areas

of the state.

The state's biggest problem then was the exodus south

of traditional mill-based industries that had supported the

state since the Industrial Revolution - shoes, textiles and

paper. There was no high-tech then, no place for laid-off

workers to turn. "New Appalachia" fought "Tax-

achusetts" for prominence; the state's tax burden then was

among the highest in the nation. It is now below the na-

tional average.

The governor counts among his greatest achievements

an Employment Training program that has helped move

more than 52,000 people into jobs and 75 percent of them

off welfare over the last five years; a plan to guarantee

health insurance to virtually every Massachusetts worker

by 1990. and one of the nation's premier tax enforcement

systems.

Those and other successful program have, like the gover-

nor himself, benefited from a hot economy, which has

allowed Dukakis to dramatically expand state services

and social programs while still cutting taxes.

But his stewardship has not been without problems.

Massachusetts has one of the nation's most crowded prison

systems, has just begun cleaning up Boston Harbor, has

had two recent personnel scandals in its public higher

education system and currently faces a critical shortage

of workers and affordable housing both byproducts of the

boom. Republican opponent George Bush likes to call the

Massachusetts Miracle the Massachusetts Mirage.

Presidency to be voted on

Senate meets
this evening

By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Whether co-presidents-elect Shan Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz can officially take office may again cnpple the

Undergraduate Student Senate tonight when it meete for

the first time this semester.

The proposal to approve the co-presidents-elect is attach-

ed to a proposal to approve the Coordinating Committee

minutes. The coordinating committee acts as the senate

during the summer months. The senate, however, has to

vote on whether to approve the committee's actions.

At issue is whether the SGA bylaws and constitution

allow two people to hold the office of president. The case

has gone before the Student Supreme Court, *vhich said

the co-presidents could not take office until the case had

its final hearing.

Speaker of the Senate Robert Fadel said, "Undoubted-

ly the main issue is going to be the approval of the Coor-

dinating Committee minutes." >

Senator Brian Crawford said. "It's going to be hell. It s

assumed people will attempt to filibuster and slow the pro-

cess."

In previous senate meetings senators requested roll call

votes in which the speaker of the senate calls the senators

names to check if they are present and have quorum. In

doing this, the co-president issue is postponed.

Fadel said he hopes the senate comes together and votes

one way or another on the issues.

Senator Todd Lever said, "I hope we can get through

the co-president issue so we can deal with other impor-

tant issues
"

continued on page 10
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Medal stripping upsets Canada
TORONTO (AP) - Ben Johnson, the

Toronto sprinter who elated Canadians by

winning the 100-meter dash at the Olym-
pics, again drew an outpouring of emotion

from his adopted land after he was strip-

ped of his gold medal for using drugs.

"It outs a dent in Canada," said Scott

Shaw, a 10th grader in Calgary, Alberta.

Canadians watched the Jamaican-born

Johnson shoot to a 9.79 -second world

record in the 100-meter race Saturday and
win Canada its first gold medal in Seoul

But today, a disappointed nation awaited

the return of the burly sprinter after a

urine sample was found to contain traces

of anabolic steroids Johnson, who was dis-

qualified from the Olympic Games on Mon-

day and stripped of the gold medal, was to

return to Toronto yesterday afternoon.

Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, who
Saturday thanked Johnson for the "thrill

of a lifetime" in a nationally-televised

telephone call to Seoul, said his dis-

qualification was "a moment of great sor-

row for all Canadians".

Calling the incident "a national embar-

rassment," Sports Minister Jean Charest

said Johnson will be banned from Canada's

national team for life.

"A few days ago, Canada had the oppor-

tunity of having a great day of national

pride," Charest told reporters. He said his

government accepted the validity of the

tests and the suspension would be effective

pending an appeal from Johnson.

DONT BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
THIS WINTER .,, JOIN THE

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERS/NON MEMBERS
GENERAL INFORMATION

MEETING

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28
I68C CC - 4:00 PM

Hampden SS Room (SW) 7pm

Hub takes new med waste steps
BOSTON (AP) - After piles of medical

waste were discovered illegally dumped
on two consecutive days, the city's code

enforcement director said Tuesday that

emergency steps for dealing with medical

waste will be imposed this week.

"There's going to be some temporary

emergency provisions relative to the

disposal of medical waste," Richard

lanella said. "I can promise you that will

happen within the next couple of days."

The provisions would include tougher

penalties against those who dump
medical waste improperly and a system

of disposal to help combat the recent rise

in illegal disposal of syringes, needles and

surgical gear that lanella attributes to the

demand for landfill space and rising cost

of disposal.

"We've been doing this job for three

years and the first time in three years

that (medical waste) came out was over

the summer," lannella said. "What peo-

ple were doing with the stuff prior to that

I don't know, but it is very costly to

dispose of."

lanella said the cost of disposing of solid

waste has risen from $20 a ton four years

ago to about $100 a ton today, and that

the cost of medical waste disposal has also

skyrocketed. The cost of disposing of a

one-by-two foot box of medical waste is

about $75, lanella said.

"The biggest problem is with cleaning

companies that go into a doctor's or a

veterinsuian's office amd instead of dispos-

ing of it properly, they're just taking the

attitude that we'll throw it in the with

solid waste," lanella said.

"It's going to be a problem that's going

to continue unless the commonwealth
assists all municipalities with easing the

landfill space crunch," lanella said. "As
the space gets more scarce, we're going to

keep having these problems."

Want to work with computers?

Then, the Collegian has a job for you.

Now hiring

ASSOCIATE SYSTEMS MANAGER

See Pedro or Dennis
at 113 Campus Center

for an application

RESTAURANT I ,

Route 9 and Unlversiry Drive. Amherst /t»
2539757

Lunch Tues.-Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

Tues.-Frl.
11:30-3 p.m.

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET

$4^95_
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *
' (Dtocount ppM.t to food llamt purclWMd for
dinner In the dlrtir«g room. Cannot bo used In
conlunctton with other dlecounl*.)

with your
valid Student ID

Oldies Dance Club
Roul* 9 * Univeisity Diive. AmhoftI 253 - 97S0

Downsiaiis at the GuM Siieom

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
^•k DJ plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

Pitchers off Beer $5.25

750 Drafts • No Cover

Check out our new 10 fft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football (,°o7"sc?e7n)
Pitchers off Beer $5.25

• Free Popcorn * 75C Drafts •
Free "Pink Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Glass

LOCAL

Co-presidents-elect discuss
battle toward ratification
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz,

Undergraduate Student Senate co-

presidents^lect, said last night they hoped
to be ratified at tonight's Senate meeting
after a long battle with the former Student
Attorney General and a contingent of

filibustering senators.

Silkoff and Rabinowitz, appearing on the

WMUA radio show "SGA Today," also ex-

pressed hope that they could continue their

dialogue with both the University ad-

ministration and state and federal govern-

ments, and fill the vacuum created since

former SGA President Joe Demeo left of-

fice April 1.

"My guess is we'll be ratified by the full

Senate within two weeks," said
Rabinowitz. "If it comes to a vote, we'll get

elected," he said.

Last Spring, former Attorney General
Bill Collins gave an advisory opinion that
the SGA constitution prohibited two peo-

ple from holding the president's office.

Rabinowitz and Silkoff won the popular
vote in a March election, and Collins re-

quested an ii\junction to bar the co-

presidents-elect from taking office.

After three hearings to determine if co-

presidents could take office, the Student
Judiciary placed a restraining order
against the Senate to prevent the election

results.

On June 8, the Coordinating Committee,
which takes on the responsibility of the

Senate over the summer, ratified the elec-

tion with the stipulations that Silkoff and
Rabinowitz could not be on payroll and
could have no assistants until ratification

by the full Senate.

Rabinowitz said the road to ratification

"doesn't make sense, except ifyou take into

consideration the political implications of

our being elected."

'Two-thirds ofthe body supported us Gast

semester), but because Robert's Rules of

Order has a lot of parts to it, there are a
lot of ways two or three senators can delay

the process by hours, weeks, months even,"

he said.

Collins called the radio show and asked
why Silkoff and Rabinowitz "(have) gone
around telling people they're presidents of

the SGA when the judiciary has a restrain-

ing order against them taking office. Don't

they believe in the SGA constitution?"

Silkoff replied, "We are in office and we
are doing the job, what you call us is up to

you."
Another caller asked if Rabinowitz would

prevent the military and the CIA firom

recruiting on campus.
"The Board of Governors makes decision

regarding the CIA," said Rabinowitz. "I

will respect the Board's decision."

Regarding the military, Rabinowitz said

that if they discriminate, "they should not

be allowed to use our facilities for recruit-

ment."
The military has been cited in the past

as discriminating based on sexual
orientation.

Silkoff and Rabinowitz said they have
begun to work on numerous issues, among
them the Oct. 27 Civility Day, advocating

for the Legal Services Center, and an in-

vestigation into the price of books at the

Textbook Annex, and whether those prices

could be lowered through a state subsidy.

"Part of what we're doing now is trying

to make an impact in the Statehouse, the

White House, and on this campus. It's very

important," said Silkoff. "We've got the ad-

ministration talking — we're working
together for the common goal of getting a
better education at this University."

Rabinowitz added, "We've lost momen-
tum because of infighting — this is why we
ran, with United Student Agenda — we
have a broad coalition of people who agree

we need a quality education free of racism

and discrimination. In March 1989 the

SGA will have a much better reputation —
at least that's what we hope to do."

ColioglMi photo by Daui McCb.
HANG TEN — UMass student Bill Bennett takes a spin on his

skateboard near the Fine Arts Center.

The FYI section serves as a public service announce-

ment to the campus and community. Space is limited,

so the Collegian cannot guarantee that all an-

nouncements received will be published.

Barbeque — Home Economics Student Advisory Com-
mittee is inviting all new and returning Home
Ek;onomics students to their first Barbeque. Come join

the fun from 5:30 to 7 p.m. tomorrow behind Skinner

Hall. If you plan to attend, please sign up at Skinner
Hall, room 101.

Internships — Come to the University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work experience. A planning session

gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks

from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays and
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Also, two special meetings will be held concerning in-

ternships in Washington, DC. They will be from 10 to

11 a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. Friday in room 803 of the

Campus Center.

Volunteers needed — Volunteers are needed to sort

through donated food to be used by emergency food pan-

tries, soup kitchens, and other programs that feed the

hungry and homeless of Western Massachusetts. Ifyou
have two or three hours per week and would like to help

feed the needy, call Catherine D'Amato at 247-9738.

Math Anxiety Workshop — A math anxiety reduction

workshop will be held Oct. 3 at 4:30 p.m. in room 1634

of the Graduate Research Tower. Sessions conducted by

Professor Doris Stockton and counseling psychologist

Donald Banks will focus on overcoming negative feel-

ings toward math and on developing positive approaches

to learning math.
Internship — The Legal Services Center and Office of

Internships will speak about the legal assistant intern-

ships offered at LSC and how to apply for Spring intern-

ships at 4:30 p.m. today in room 177 of the Campus
Center.

Lecture — Etienne Balibar, professor of philosophy of

the University of Paris, will hold a lecture on racism and

nationalism at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 120 of SEA.

Forum — The Office ofHuman Relations will be spon-

soring a series of Human Relations forums throughout

the academic year. The first forum is scheduled for 12

to 1:30 p.m. today at room 804-08 of the Campus Center.

These open meetings provide timely opportunities for

campus-wide discussion of important human relations

issues.

New parking lot to be built in SW
Decision sparks controversy over recreational field

A new parking lot is going to be built in the Southwest

Residential Area across from the basketball courts.

Director of the Physical Plant Roger Cherewatti said

the new parking lot will contain approximately 250 spaces

and construction should begin in a couple of weeks.

The area, which is located near the Southwest Playing

Fields, is often used for athletics by residents of

Southwest.

On a fair weather day groups of people can be seen play-

ing football, soflball, and frisbee, among others. During

the winter, the su-ea has been the sight ofmany snow foot-

ball games.

Alex Zarganes, co-president ofSouthwest Area Govern-

ment, expressed concern over the building of the parking

lot. He said it would take away the recreational space from

the students and add more unnecessary concrete to the

area.

Jonathan Grant, co-president of SWAG, said the area

is utilized by everyone in Southwest and there really no

replacement for it.

"You can't use the intramural fields the same way," he

said. "Besides, it's a furious hike."

- YANA DLUGY

Lesbian, Bisexual Gay Forum
Rap Group: Open topic, 8 p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 28,

in the LBGA office, 413 Student Union. Sponsored by the

LBGA Counseling Collective.

Bisexual Rap Group: 8 p.m.. Thursday, Sept. 29, in

the LBGA Office, 413 Student Union. Sponsored by the

LBGA Counseling Collective.

Coffee Social: 3 to 5:30 p.m., Friday, Sept. 30. in 811

Campus Center. Free coffee and donuts will be served. All

are welcome. For more information call 545-2645.

Counseling Collective: The LBG Counseling Collec-

tive will be having regular office hours starting next week.

If you would like to talk to someone now or would like

more information, please call 545-2645 and leave a

message.

Coming Out: October 11 is national coming out day in

commemoration of the march ofWashington. The LBGA
will be having a table in the campus center on that day
and ask that everyone wear jeans for the event. For more
information please call the LBGA at 545-0154.

Man convicted of rape, kidnapping of teen

Collegian News Services

NORTHAMPTON - James A. Duquette, Jr. received

four life sentences Monday after pleading guilty to rape

and kidnapping charges. Duquette kidnapped a 13-year-

old girl as she rode her bike near her Holyoke home and

then raped her four times in a secluded area of

Southampton.

Hampshire Superior Court Judge John Murphy sentenc-

ed Duquette to four concurrent life terms in Cedar Junc-

tion State Prison in Walpole on the four counts of forci-

ble rape of a child. Duquette was also sentenced to a con-

current term of eight to 10 years on the kidnapping

charge.

AMHERST - Dr. Robert Bowman, chairman of the In-

stitute for Space and Security Studies, will speak on "Star

Wars and National Security" at 8 p.m. tonight in the

Amherst College Campus Center Frontroom.

Bowman has served as director of what became the SDI
program under presidents Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford.

HOLYOKE - From 80,000 to 100,000 people are ex-

pected to attend Smithsonian's "living museum" Festival

of Massachusetts Folklife this week. The event was stag-

ed in Washington, DC this summer.
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Cowgirls, Baldwin on New World's agenda
The New World Theater presents the Carpetbag

Theatre's production oi Dark Cowgirls and Prairie Queens

this Saturday in Bowker Auditorium.

Written by Carpetbag's Artistic Director Linda Parris

Bailey, the play looks into the lives of seven black pioneer

women who emerge from the American West in the

1800's.

Based in Knoxville, Tennessee, the Carpetbag Theatre

is a nonprofit professional theater company dedicated to

the production of new works by minority artists.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center Box of-

fice or at Bowker Auditorium one hour prior to the per-

formances. Tickets are $5 for general public, $3 for

students and senior citizens.

Also on the New World Theater's upcoming agenda is

Blues for Mr. Charlie, James Baldwin's play based on the

story of EmmettTill who was murdered in Mississippi in

1955.

NWT will present Mr. Charlie October 13 through 16

at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. Roberta Uno Thelwell

will direct a cast of 25 black and white actors. Herman
LeVern Jones, the associate producer for the National

Black Touring Circuit, will play Reverend Meridian

Henry.

Baldwin's play concerns racial interaction and the ten-

sion in the south that led to the civil rights movement.

The production is dedicated to the memory of Medgar

Evers and his family of Birmingham, Alabama.

Tickets will be available at the Fine Arts Center Box

Office. For more information call 545-2511.

Dark Cowgirls and Prairie Queens

Literate? Come on down to the Daily Collegian and write

for Arts/Living. Ask Jenn, Kathy or Cosmo to show you
a bitchin' good time.

UMASS
i Undergraduate
Business Club

• First General Meeting •
TONIGHT

9/28, 7:30 p.m.
131 Morrill

ALL MAJORS INVITED!

4

^ Since October 1967 we have

I been here to serve you.

• Come share in the tradition

in 1988 and experience the
taste of excellence!

Tel. 549-1311

253-9051

65 University Drive
Amherst, MA

SIGOURNEYWEAVER
She left everything

she knew and entered a

world few have ever seen

.

Some say she went
toofiair.

IKiVPUiN
tTMUT H im/Ut EOOOmoiUl ONTR US.

WHAT IF YOU
DOITTGET
INTO THE 6RAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other

schools Butwhys^'l^^
Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

and their chances of
' being admitted into their

first-choice schools Fact

is. noone has helped
students score higher*

4*?''

^•J»

OTHER COURSES: MCAT, DAI, NQEX, NTE, CPA. BAR REVIEW, & OTHERS

LSAT classes begin: Oct. 1

1

GRE classes begin: Oct. 13
GMAT classes begin: Oct. 19

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780
Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

Gorillas
in themist
The Adventure ofEHan Fossey

Mini juiHMB -imMrMHiia "wiiwcuaiAHjmtmva,ka anxiioi «...JBnai.pnitoi
wtwiniMB—imoBK^iBiBni JMOMHOB iuniiUTEMi -iimitimnui-niUR

NOW PLAYING IN SELECT AREAS.
CX3MINGSEPTEMBER 3(miTO ATHEAIRENEARYOU.
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Odds and ends

Sometimes you pray
they'd just go away

I hadn't been here two weeks before it

happened. I was sitting on the Student
Union steps, minding my own business,

when someone came up to me and asked
if I knew Jesus.

Brian Jewell

Taken by surprise, I murmured
something Hke, "Um, yeah," which was
all the encouragement he needed. He pro-

ceeded to rattle off his spiel, while I tried

to think of some way to get rid of him.

Afler a minute he paused, and I said, "I

don't want to have this conversation."

This was apparently too subtle for him,

because he kept talking, even as I did my
best to ignore him. What do I have to do,

I thought, hit you over the head with a

cathedral?

Finally I sneaked a glance at him and
saw he was offering me a flyer. I realized

this was the end of his speech, and
gratefully accepted the paper. As I took

it, our eyes met.

I have seen that intense look before. Oc-

casionally my peers have looked like that

when they naively, or sometimes not

naively discussed politics. I have seen that

look in old women who shuffled around

malls and talked to themselves. And I

have seen that look in the many people

who have tried to sell me Jesus (sell is the

be missionaries remind me of stereo

salesmen trying to sell an expensive

model).

That look is a symptom of what bothers

me most about these would-be mis-

sionaries. It is not the way they treat

religion like a job, with a quota of souls

to save. It's not that they embarrass me.

It's not that I believe a person must come
to a relationship with Jesus on his own.

What disturbs me is what I might call

their rigid thinking.

Obviously, they believe their way of

worshipping God is the 'right' way, other-

wise they wouldn't try to convert others.

In effect the attempt to convert says we
know God and you don't. You won't go to

heaven unless you do it our way.'

Perhaps there is a 'right" way to wor-

ship, but how can we recognize it? We are

dealing in mysteries, not facts. It is com-

forting to believe we have solved the

mystery, but we will not really know the

truth until we "go gentle into that good

night."

Brian Jewell is a UMass student

Have a 'uniquely you' or 'uniquely

UMass' story? Be the first person you know
to write for "Odds and ends. " Submisswns
should be brought to the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, UMass.

^ LlGHTi.

"^/^
I duiino,sc!nelJmes I i

think tteOyrapics are I

becantngiooccnnneiciiised. I

Jn nthpT news. . .

Memoirs out of Washington lately all seem to have an explosive revelation, the better to

have a crack at the best-seller list. Lyndon Johnson's aide Richard Goodwin writes that

the former President, near the end ofhis term, had become paranoid. Former White House

ChiefofStaffDonald Regan gave us Government-by-astrology; former Reagan Spokesman

Larry Speakes told ofmaking up quotes for the President. In addition, recent news stories

have reminded the nation ofRichard Nixon's ugly displays of anti-Semitism. Now comes

Landslide: The Unmaking of the President: 1984-1988 by Reporters Jane Mayer and Doyle

McManus. They reveal that many White House aides believed Ronald Reagan was so

depressed and inattentive after cancer surgery and the Iran-contra affair last year that the

possibility ofinvoking the 25th Amendment to remove him was raised in a memo to White

House Chief of Staff Howard Baker.

-Time, September 26, 1988

Academic freedom is alive and well at UMass
Recently, there has been some confusion and misconcep-

tions circulating about Julius Lester's transferral from

the Afro-American department to the Judaic Studies

department. There are some individuals who argue that

academic freedom at UMass is a thing of the past as a

result of Lester's transferral.

That's wholly off base.

Lester was not transferred, as has been argued, on the

basis of his expression ofthoughts and conclusions. Lester

writes in his book Lovesong: Becoming a Jew that James

Baldwin and Jesse Jackson expressed anti-Semitic

statements, and by default are anti-Semitic (as recorded

in the Boston Globe this summer). Anyone with at least

a working knowledge of the philosophies expressed by

both Baldwin and Jackson is aware that this characteriza

tion is ridiculous. However, when asked to debate and une-

quivocally prove his statements were founded, Lester

declined. The unwillingness of an academic scholar to ag

gressively discuss and defend his or her ideas (in this in-

stance, cifiarges) is irresponsible and dangerous.

Regardless, Lester's opinions and activities in recent

years had travelled so far outside that of the collective

agenda of the Afro-American department that his un-

founded charges against a moral and intellectual leader

such as Baldwin produced a quite understandable final

straw, hence advocacy within the department for his

transferral. The intellectual direction followed by the Afiro-

American department, which is very much in line with

black intellectuals nationwide, is a direction agreed upon

within the black community. It is a direction geared

toward best enhancing the standing of all blacks in

American society. Lester was seen as not moving in this

direction, thus his standing as a vital part of the Afro-

American department deteriorated. Since Lester's con-

tributions to the department were not seen as beneficial,

it is quite understandable why those in the department

would wish to see him transferred.

James Bergey

Lester's opinions were not oppressed. He was and is not

prohibited from expressing them. However, his charges

against Baldwin and Jackson were unfounded and quite

frankly, unacceptable. Lester's unwillingness to ag-

gressively debate and argue his case is indicative of this.

So far, everyone involved with the departmental transfer,

including Lester, is pleased with the outcome.

Additionally, some have argued that current black in-

tellectual thought precludes debate on dissenting opi-

nions. In reality, black intellectuals, which precludes the

faculty of the Afro-American department, are always open

to dissenting debate as long as it is responsible, intelligent

and validated with facts.

What actually has been devoid of responsibility and in-

telligence is the manner in which blacks in this country

have historically been treated by a government that con-

tinually pounded the drum of liberty' and 'freedom.' To

this day, blacks must work twice as hard overcoming

obstacles to attain positions in American society, obstacles

whites never have had to face.

In an attempt to bring about change in the political

system resulting in fair treatment of blacks, the black in-

tellectual community must take stands which some whites

fail to comprehend and ultimately misconstrue as un-

American,' 'radical' or even 'dangerous.' A black like

Lester, who criticizes and is criticized by an ideology which

those whites fear, is one black who they find appealing.

Hence their blind rush to Lester's defense without careful

consideration of all the factors involved.

The guaranteeing of free and open criticism is a vital

part of intellectual endeavor. Yet criticism is valid only

if it is emotionally unclouded and grounded in fact.

Lester's criticisms and statements were unfounded, open

debate between Lester and his opponents would prove

that. Academic freedom is alive and well at UMass, in

the Afro-American department and the Judaic Studies

department.

James Bergey is a UMass student

My nhfiPTvations

A lame and tame 21st birthday
Why me?
What did I do to deserve the hand that

has been precariously dealt to me? I've

been through the laughter, the tears, the

sorrow and the pain. I'm a tormented soul

that is turning 21 on a Monday. This is a

fate worse than getting your cavities fill-

ed—or death (whichever the case may be).

This should be a time ofjoy, even inspira-

tion. I'm legal, I can now live life in the fast

lane. Only it seems that this revved engine

will be running out of gas a tad early. That

tawdry night of drink and decadence will

be replaced with tea and cookies. Let me

tell you folks; I really hate tea. But that's

beside the point.

What would you do in my position? The

weekend has ended, people are partied out

and all my friends have come down from

their Saturday cloud. They've discovered

the glorious world of studying and passing

their classes.

We had plans; before school started they

didn't care about classes. 'We'll party all

night no matter what day it is.' That's what

they said. Yeah, right. I don't blame them

for having to do work, but come on, most

people live for this day. I'm reaching a new

plateau, a turning point. Only it's a cliff

and I'm about to jump. Okay, maybe I'm

over-reacting.

Nancy Cohen

When they turned 21, my friends hid this

fact from me and went out. Unfortunate-

ly, being the inquisitive little vixen that

I am, I always found out. They'd be so pro-

ud, smugly flashing their ID's in the faces

of bouncers. They could go to bars, clubs

and all the happening places. Me, I'd beg

and grovel for them to buy me a lousy six-

pack of beer. Now I'm turning 21 and

they're handing me a bloody tea-bag.

Didn't I say I hate tea? I thought I did.

It's not so much the booze, drinking's fun

but that's not all. You get blinded on your

21st birthday because it's a rite of passage

and because you're trying to kill the spec-

tre of the future. . . Yes, its beyond !!!

With it comes responsibility and opening

a bank account for that face-lift you'll need

in ten or 20 years. Better plan early, ap-

pointments are going to be hard to come by.

I can see it now, my husband who once

was a young primed stud is now sitting in

his favorite Lazy-Boy swilling beer, pick-

ing lint out of his belly button and

belching. Me, I'll be doing the Jane Fonda

workout for the elderly, have ten kids and

be watching 'All My Children' while eating

Bon Bons. Occasionally I'll meander to the

medicine chest to spread on the Retin A
and Oil of Olay.

This is the time you regret wishing your

life away. Pretty anti-climatic, huh? Well

who said life was a constant climax

anyway?

Trust me folks, don't live for being older

than you are, you might get your wish

sooner than you think. Sorry to take all the

fun out of it, but that's what I'm here for.

Tea anyone?

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columnist

who turned 21 Monday and celebrated with

Chiparoos and Lipton

BOG unfair

to WMUA
I condemn the Board of Governors mo-

tion passed Thursday that moved Spec-

trum from CC 103B to SU 322 with the

Minuteman and Students for Bush; and

allocates CC 103B to the Graduate Stu-

dent Organizations and Abilities

Unlimited, and SU 404 to the Third-

World Caucus.

Do the 14 governors who voted for the

motion know the size of Spectrum's art

racks? Did the Spectrum members know
their group was considered a candidate for

relocation? The answer's no, and isn't sur-

prising since the motion was written on-

ly hours before it was passed. Had the

BOG tabled the motion for a week to look

into the matter, they would have realiz-

ed that, for instance, WMUA paid to

renovate the Spectrum space, which is ad-

jacent to the radio station, and has waited

for Spectrum to vacate it since 1984.

WMUA is crippled due to a lack of

space. We need help.

With this action, the BOG sets the

liangerous precedent of action on cons-

cience and whim instead of logic and

equity.

Scott Lever
Chairperson, WMUA
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H^^ting Cdection

w/fir
I

data
I
systems

•AUSCHftLOMS

Thursday, Sept. 29—7:00 p.i

Student Union Ballroom

UPC Productions

$6.00 UMass Student
$8.00 General Public

PRODUCED BY

U.S.CONCEPTSINC.

ECjaa/M

4t f$!iii^}S9il

maam

UNDERGRADUATE RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

ACADEMIC YEAR 1988-89

Additional copies of Undergraduate
Rights & Responsibilities pamphlet

are available at the Information Data
Bank, 227 Whitmore

.

It includes among other features, the

Code of Student Conduct Ajcohol

Beverage Policy, Academic Regulations,

and Academic (Dis)Honesty Policy and
Appeals Procedure.

Student Affairs Information Services

IDB/TIPS

Information Data Bank
Taped Information Phone Service

If you have further questions call ^1DB"(545-1555)

Infornnation Data Bank (IDB)

Toped Inforrr^ation Phone Service (TIPS)

Screenprinting.
Tee Shirts, Sweatshirts. Jackets.

Bumperstickers, Decals,

Athletic Jerseys, Hcrts-

Foryour
Group. Company or Organization

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREEN IT!

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Complete Art and Design
Department

a^ieenprint speacmsis
47 Jackson Street. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 413-534-5634

Prmm miW ¥MK
LONDON
PARIS
ROME

on* wM
189
219
269

round trip

320
260
739

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
Tmnai not inelu^»^.

ALSO Work Study Abromd

l»ofusff9 Couramt. Infl

StudtHt ID . youth Hotfl
PmSMtM.

fU^AIL ^t*»» itaua^ on lft» apot

C»U for (A« fUfi Clft SitfMnf

Tr»<i»l Cafi»0 I

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. PloMant St.

10 Betchortown Rd.,

t Rte. 9.

Amherst 256-02S?

Opan Sun.-Thw tl-io

The BestChime Buffeti

Tint Wn SEMICt - FUU COCHTIIl itHO

Fri.-Sat III)

Mon -Sal. 1 1 ani-l pm

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BuHpi served 58pm. Mon Thiirs • Brunch seived Sunday 1 1 30 am 3pfti

ALL YOU CAN EAT 9^ C 99
Children urtd«r 10 • S3.00 —

^

1) Hoi and Sour Soup
7) Chlckan llrtgaf*

3) Chlckan Wing*
4)Friad Woniona
5) Pan Frtad Ravioli

6) Baal «rith Snow Paai
7) Houaa Splcad Chlckan

a) Swaal and Sour Chlckan
•moafi Pork Friad Rica
10) Vagatabia Friad Noodia*
IDChmataBBOPork
12) Broccoli In Oytlar Sauca
13) Shrimp and Cathaw Nult

5^WMaM (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISING

<•<
^'^T^•'o^^

RBn/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks « Vara Also Av<

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT

Clip and Save:
Not a Repeat adi

PhaDa
Dissertation 2
Assistance

S -Research J
-Editing S

A profeMlonal and
confidential aarvlca |
Oeania J. MeOuIre, S

MBA, Ph.O.

(SM)S77-010a 5

New Incoming Students

You have until

October 20th
to get your Health Questionnaire

and Immunization information

to the University Health Sen/ices.

State law requires all incoming

Freshmen, Sophomores and
Juniors to hove this dore before

arriving on campus. If your

immunization information fails

to reach University Health

Sen/ices on time, you will NOT
be able to pre-register second

semester and may be
academically withdrawn.

Your high school health office/

nurse or doctor's office should

hove this Information for you!

*l mounuin larmt mall ^ 'S^H

Route 9 on the
Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full line

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements—

and Vitamins!

METABOLOL
METABOLOL II

OPT-FUEL
CYBERGENICS
SMILAX
MUSCLE FUEL
UNIPRO AMINOS
INOSINE
BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MORE!

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Gidget Goea To Hell $2

Duke Robillard $5

The Zulua
(racer)tly signad to Slash

Recofds)w/the kjnely moans $4

Paiama Slave Dancer*
w/Blood Orangaa

Jumpin' Johnny S Tha
Bluaa Patty

^Lf ASAM fj MAMf '-Bt. SMU ,

m^fRBet

•Continuous Enlerlalnmenl,

Current Music Videos

3 Giant Screens

Wed., Sept. 28

thru Sal., Oct. 1

D/\A^E. HOCK OR JUST MEET

SIDEWALK
ROMEO

•MINORS WELCOME - Juice Bar

•Open Wed., Thurs. 9:00-1:00

FrI 8:00-2:00, Sa«. •:00-l:00. _
•Drlnh Special! NIghlly

ADULT AGE 20 YEARS OLD
A* of 9/30/99

A Hot Dance Band

The Valley'M Largest Dance Club

17 Flat SIreel, Brallleboio, Vermont

nif^r^EEf

Coming:

NEW STAR
THE BRIDGE
BLOCKYARD

TURN IT LOOSE
KGB

Wed. & Thurs.

Sept. 28 & 29

COLLEGE NIGHT
Free /^dmtssioi}

with ('oWoyc / f)

I 91. Exit 1 to first lell in downtown

BRATTLEBORO

10%
OFF
ALL Ladies
Clothing

(with Coupon)
Expires Oct. 7th

<SATURDAY
pLOTHES

197 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst

OPEN 7 DAYS-
THURS. & FRI.

'til 8 p.m.
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Make a
computer

l*0»«OM

> (3

Don't miss the IBM/2® Fair!

Save a spot on your calendar lor IBlVKs PS/2 Fair. We'll

show you how the IBM® Per^)nal System/2® can help you

organize notes, revise papers, produce high-quality graphics,

and more. It's easy to learn and easy to use, and if you're

eligible, you'll get up to 40% off.

We think you'll find it's a perfect match.

IBM PS/2® Fair

Wednesday & Thursday, Sept. 28-29 (9:30am-4pm)

University Bookstore G>neourse

Register to win a free CD player/

OPEN c? nNIVERSITY
Sat 10-3
*""' IhUSTORE^

LMifl The Bigger Picture

B^„«»n fc«« .v.,B« a, >.. Un,-«,., Boo«=-. Concou,» S« J8-» 0,.--9 .- b.»1 SW » » 4p" D,».ng oa»=««0 1W»<. » »»»'«. *<»™. «. U 0. ~.„.

Personal Sy8tem/2 and PS/2 are registered tfademarte of IBM Corp

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

Pygmies on vacation

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

.../INP 50URC£S CLOSe 10

ReujcmwnyRevmwnw
I
HB IS IN FACT Bern PtAiBP

-' MOU BY BUSH^ eVIL TWIN,

APWRBNTiy, The SWITCM M05
MAPS IN NEW ORLEANS. SHORT-
LYAFTBR BUSH^ DISA5TK>U5
SECeCTlON OFaw QUAYLa
AS HIS RUNNING MA1B-...

SKIPPy MAS NSTALLCP IN 7f€
)re PRBStPsrr^ surm.ANPie
RSAL6eCR6eBU5HtUASSf1ltnEP
OUTTDTHB- VBfWmm YACHTOF
AN UNlPEmiFIB? CAM
RIU6N SUPPOfUmi

WSU5nCi.

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

VJWDOKW

UlDHtoM

MMK MARTIANS

OOKT UKE.

DGH'T LIKE US?/ WWkT-S

NOT TO L\Kt ?P "mERfS
^El1ooK\^RTl^^.' ooMtoM
OOT.' WL'Rt MOT BAD.' Wt

J^T CAME HECt BCC^^)SE.

PEOPVE POllUTtO CWR. ONN
PL^HET SO WNUCH T>«a'...OW..

VWkTl WEKN.\S...UM...

SDVWKTMIE
yOO SAVING?

T\4W CX)R

REPUTAT\Om
PRECEDED OS?

VIOUID XOO

VltltOWE IM

A OOSTyAT
wasn't HOOSl-

TOklNEO?

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

Uiti n»»»t THu •»tt«; itff •»»

»^ Af M^wTtlt.

Correspondent workshop — Thursday. Sept. 29, 730
p.m. in the Collegian newsroom.
Tom Middletori, reporter from the Greenfield Recorder,

will suggest tips on reporting and writing. Counts toward

stafT status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcrfc

ACNOSS
1 Bnitta cookw
S Pastar

10 SpMkars
platform

14 Coovax
moMings

15 RjrdticJtion

16 M«dit*rrina«n

faadar

17 Sannt work
18 Vary annoyad
19 Kukli s tnand

20 Kangaroo
22 Emanating from

24 BaOytonian

ctiiaf god

25 Canal Zona
town

26 Pan ot BTO
30 TropKMl tMoom
34 VMiandar ot

tannis

35 usianir)g

davicai

37 MaM amarxls

3S A Qaoor

39 Sats upon
41 Foramoat pan
42 Opanmouthad

onioofcar

44 Naap or aOD
45 Otoatcnao
4« VVaiK

4« Hand signal*

50 Song ol praisa

52 Wbita Houaa
nicknama

53 Arrangad in

layart

56 Praviout

60 Etarnally

61 Actrai* Bald

63 Engroaaad witn

64 Sryjwar

attantion upon

85 Poman
magistrate

66 God 01 lova

67 ConNnarMs
raapaci

68 PlMD produce

69 Lairs

DOWN
1 Hearty disn

2 vanaDta tur

3 Saad caaa
4 Porch supports

5 Testimonials

6 Weird
7 Oiiio college

town

8 Lustrous 'atxic

9 Qaorgas —
Romar>ian

compoaar
10 Out of Ousinass

11 Dugout or

sttaltar

12 Midaaat country

13 Kind of txioit or

Bird

21 CoHaction

23 Marsti bvo*

25 indwt

26 Alptias

oppoaita

27 Sutaly dance

28 Storenouse

29 Hops drier

31 Hang around

32S4ly
33 FarxMr misnaps

36 VWwpomt

39 Noun suffix

40 Haiti seaport

43 Sovereignties

45SoiWd
47 Oaaiated

49 Sticky stuff

51 Cultivated 'and

in the

aouthwast

53 Mower of

Castor

54 State posiovaiy

55 Allot

56 She. in S«dan
57 Concerning

58 Scnooi or jacket

59 Antarctic s«a
62 Mluminatad

ANSWER TO PBEVIOUS PU2ZLE:

nn nncina cinn
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nnn nnnn nnnnnn
nonn nnnn

9 TfTTiTLio TTniT A
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rmna nnnn
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uLU tiGIEMEIWltH
*n*m

•l«« Im AMtIm rtiwt S;a %n*m

Menu
Lunch Bstlct Laach

Fishburger on Roll

Monte Cristo Sandwich

Dinner

Baked Chicken

Breaded Veal Pattie

Summer Salad in Pocket

Fishburger on Roll

Basics Dinner

Eggplant Parmiglana

Baked Chicken

1

Weather

Today: Mixture of ctouds and sun. High in the mid 70s.

Toolght: Clearing, low in upper 30s to low 40s.

TosMrrow: Sunny, high 65-70.

TODAYS STAFF
Hight Editor Jim Clark

CopY Edhof Pam McCarthy

Layo** Teclinlclan Marc Infield

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Prodactlon Sapcnrlaor Wendy Rae Nutter

ProdBCtlon:....Janine, Christine. Owen. Ashe, Kristin,

and Joe s driving again.

Executive Board - Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
EdHor la Chl«r

Kick Sasson

Huagtag Editor

David R. Mark
Bdllarial BdUar

^

Robtrt CUpp«n«]ll

BatfaMM Maaafer

MarcIanaM
FradacMaa Mtaafer

Business Board - Fall of 1988

Kob«ft CUpfMacItt

Baalaeee MMagcr

Barbra IIIn41a

JUfverttelag Maaefer

Daalcl Mvaroc
Waeace Mwnler

Dtbra BoticiilMft

JUNraHMaf Maaagar

ToddFndibcU MarrHttTfMi
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SGA
tx>ntinued from page 1

Lever said quorum, the number of senators that must
attend in order for the meeting to be held, will be reduc-

ed because some senators have left their positions dur-

ing the siunmer.

The reduction in the number of senators could play an

important role in how long the debate lasts, he said.

Rabinowitz said, "My expectations are that the Coor-

dinating Committee minutes will be approved. How long

that will take, I will not even guess."

Also on the agenda is a proposal to establish an Abilities

Caucus Senator and a proposal to amend the SGA con-

stitution to read that more than two students can hold

the office of president

BOG
continued from page 1

Hutcheson said he was not execessively pleased or

displeased with the space the GSOs had been given, but

took issue with the process used.

"We're not comfortable with the process by which space

was allocated or the particular spaces designated for use.

There was no [space committee] hearing and we think

that's an abominable process."

Board Chairperson Eric Nakigima also voiced concerns

about passing by the Space Committee: "I feel the more
the board moves away from it's established processes, the

more I think it's going to damage the board's integrity,"

Nak^ima said.

Previously, Nakajima had orchestrated a move which

had put GSOs in Student Union room 415 with Concepto

Latino and the Central American Students Association.

At the time, the Minuteman was in the same room, and

there had been friction, including a shoving match, bet-

ween members of the Minuteman and the graduate

students.

Nakajima then decided to move the Minuteman to room
322 with Students for Bush. This move had been lauded

because Students for Bush has a large cross-membership

with the Republican Club. The Republican Club had been

booted from its space at the end of last semester by the

BOG because of tensions with the Lesbian, Bisexual and

Gay Alliance.

NaKajima said Chancellor Joseph Duffey had also ex-

pressed interest in the escalating tensions in the Student

Union. "The gist of what [Duffeyl said to me was that he

was concerned about the Republican Club issue," Naka-
jima said. He added Duffey had been interested in seeing

things resolved.

Duffey could not be reached for comment.

Something
Wild 7:00 p.m.

Married to

the Mob 9:00 p.m.

S«nior Citizens &
Children $2.00
Adults $3.50

n'he tyimherst

^Ballet Centre
Professionally

taught classes

for the adult student

BALLET
Beginners

Tuesday 7:30

Intermediate
Thursday 7:30

Advanced
(call for schedule)

MODERN
DANCE
Beginner/

Intermediate
Monday 7:00

Ten weeks for $60
($2 registration fee)

Classes start Oct 1

To register call

AMHERST
BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong Street

549-1555
(one block taut from

ButUrfield A Clark Hill Rdi

TIPS ON
REPORTING
AND WRITING

Thttrs. Sept. 29
* by *

Tom Middleton

Collegian Newsroom

• 7:30pm •
Workshop counts toward

sta^ status

Come write for the CoUe^aa

TIMEOUT
Coors
&

Coors Light
$1.25

FREE HATS • T-SHIRTS
• PRIZES •

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

gmNNimionNmNMDiiNNMNiiainMNtNNoniNNNmcmNimNiiaimiHm

I
CLOSED W^bW Accross from MIn. Farms Mail|

I MONDAY & TUESDAY ^..MnAJw^^^^^ Route 9, Hadley |
586-4463 1

£S£^,
w^ ^KevAievvi fOv^ee

gv^
Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley Line

Featuring a full iine

of Protein Powders
Diet Supplements-

end Vitaminsl

• IMETABOLOL
• METABOLOL II

• OPT-FUEL
• CYBERGENICS
• SMILAX
• MUSCLE FUEL
• UNIPRO AMINOS
• INOSINE
• BRAWN BUILDER

AND MANY, MANY MOREI

BBS
Quality Resale Clothing

ONCE MODE

ITH FEELIN
Variety of Fall & Vinter fashions

for less than half you vould pay in other stores

Carriage Shops
T^^ N. Pleasant St.

MM

§ IB, 19, 20 Year Otds Welcomol
Subjocl to additional charge. MIMS.

Premier Showcate Nightclub

Wednesday, Sept. 28 One seed "Dead Show"

Thursday, Sept. 29 Shake the Faith with the

Save and the Vestrymen

Friday, Sept. 30 Crystal Ship

"The Incredible 11 Doors Show"

Saturday, Oct. 1 Anheiser Busch Night

75C Drafts

Dance to the "Regulars"

Free t-shirts, concert tickets,

and prizes

I
I

I
I

ictiniO'

s
S
s

s
S
5

Sunday, Oct. 2 The Manics and the Heritics i
&iiNiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiuaiiiumiiiiaNHiHiiiiic3iiiiiHtiiiiaiiiiiiiNiiiaiiiiiiiiiiuaniwiNiiuaiiiuiHiMiaii

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Drink of the Week
j
CAPTAIN MORGAN

j Beer of the Month i

iJIEIJNEKEN $.1J5

J

Wednesday Night is Captain Morgan Night

(9:00) Lots of Pun!! T-Shirts, Buttons

Join Delano's pre-game warm-up this

Saturday 1 1 a.m.— 1 p.m.

men s soccer
continued from page 12

"They've got good team speed," continued Gettler,

"they're a very good team all around."

Gettler has delivered a wake up call to his troops, in-

serting sophmore Brett Shumsky in goal, while dropp-

ing a fullback from the starting lineup in favor of a fourth

midfielder, probably freshman Brett Anthony. The
shakeup is intended to beef up the Minuteman midfield,

but will add extra pressure to an already stressed defen-

sive corps.

"The biggest problems we've had have been in the mid-

field," said Gettler, "not that the players haven't played

well, but they're always playing against more (people).

"Needless to say, we go to three backs and they're

(Yale) going to test U8»" added Gettler. "We are going

to have to be very good defenisively, or give up a lot of

goals. It's a calculated risk."

Gettler will be leaning heavily on freshman Dan
Lawrence to stop Cass and his speedy supporting cast,

a responsibility the atheletic fullback has earned with

his excellent play of late. "He's gotten better and better

every game," praised Gettler. "He's tough as nails," add-

ed assistant coach John Martin.

Free Kicks: When the Minutemen do finally return

to Upper Hoyden Field on Saturday, they'll be welcom-

ed by friends, family and alumni in town for the annual

"Massachusetts Challenge Cup" tournament. The

weekend's festivities will include games between visiting

West Virginia, Siena and Boston University, as well as

an alumni game and various other events. Action starts

at noon, when B.U. will face Siena. The Minutemen face

West Virginia at 3 p.m.

women's soccer
continued from page 12

"I saw them play against Dartmouth, and they su-e a

dangerous team for two reasons," Rudy said. "One, they

have a plan, a very definite tactical plan to which the

players adhere to strictly."

That plans is one that calls for defense, defense and

then some more defense. The Bruins featured a style of

collapse zone in which they defense nine players.

"It reminds me of the Italian team in the World Cup,

Catenaccio," Rudy said. "It reminds me of that style.

They play defense and then counter-attack and they do

it fairly effectively."

Featured in that defense are midfielders Sara Levin

and Suzanne Bailey, both of whom are very solid, accor-

ding to Rudy. They've been the backbone to a team that

has allowed just two goals this year.

The other fine feature of Brown's is one that nothing

can change. They have size.

"They're huge. They're probably the largest women's

soccer team I've ever seen in my life," Rudy said. "In-

terestingly, when they announce their starting lineup,

they announce the player's name, number and height.

They try to intimidate you."

The lineup, on paper, is intimidting. The height of the

defensive line goes 5-8. 5-9, a pair of 5- 10s and a 5-9

goalkeeper. That would make an interesting starting five

in basketball, never mind soccer.

All this comes together to make a team that could give

UMass a big run for its money.

"They play their restarts hard, they take pride in win-

ning headers and they love to corner kick," Rudy said.

"They lure you in and catch you on the counter, then

they force you to foul and try to score off the restart.

"We'll have to be vigilant and attack the flanks, try

to set the ball to the wide positions and be very patient,"

Rudy said. "To beat their pack defense we'll have to

either outfinesse them — but there's not enough room

for that — or on the ground or in the air. In the air is

off because of their height, so we'll have to attack them

on the ground and off the flanks."

The flanks had been a problem for the Minutewomen
earlier this season, but hard work has helped to bring

that along.

"We're doing very well. Our team adjusts very well

to the things we work on," Rudy said.

Ltrgest Libmy ol inlormtHon k»U.S.

«r tubitctt

Odd Cmmo Today wKh Viu/MC « COO

ng^ 800-S81 -0222

Or rusftUOOiu Runrek Inlwi

Special Student and Yoath Fareato

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

DESTINATIONS OW RT
LONDON $210 $400
PARIS 235 450
MILAN 260 500
FRANKFURT 285 S50
MADRID 245 470
COPENHAGEN 275 550
STOCKHOLM 275 550
OSLO 270 520

Above fares also apply from Washington, D.C. to London and
Paris on non-stop service. Add-on fares from Boston, Chicago,

Pittsburgh. Minneapolis and many other U.S. cities are also available.

IVE SPECIALIZE IN AROUND-THE-WORLD
ITINERARIES FOR STUDENTS.

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL FARES TO THE
SO. PACIFIC. AUSTRALIA. SO. AMERICA

Eurail and Eurail Youth Passes available immediately.

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Part of the worldwide STA Travel Network

17 E. 45th St.. Suite 805, New York. NY 10017
(212) 986-9470

ACT1VT1€S«AUOO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT 'KSR RENT

FORSAtE-FOUNiD
HELP WANTED* LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED •SUBLFT

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MONTHURS 8:30-330 (FRi.2 :30)» DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TOJ»UBLICATI0N « CASH IK ADVANCE, 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Acmnna ran RENT NELT WANTED MOTORCVCXES

UNDOWWAOUATt BUSMESS CLUB first

MTWral m««ling lonight" 7 30pm Morrill

Tsi Ev*ryon« watcoma Du«« t6 00 lor

CONFERENCE: A LOOK AT MuNtcultural

health care practices ar>d batiets sponsored

t>> Student Nursing Association Oct 6 900
am Campus Center rm 166

P8YCHOLOOV MAJORS: Workshop on

apptying to araduata schoo* m Psyclx>togy

Thursday. SepI 20th 4 5pm Tobin 304

RALLV AOAINiT CONTRA-AN) today

12 00 noon. Student Union steps, pro-

testing Octooet vote m US House ol

Representatives lor S27 million

FMST SENATE MEETWOI 7pm Wed
SefH 26 in Thofflpaen 1021 Yeu'v* rwd

I K rtow wttneee lit

SPAaOUS ROOMS IN S Amherst lor?

person per roorri $350/mo includes

everything Irom Sept-June Call 2S3-9774

FRIOOE RENTALS tree detivery C«N R6P
253-9742

Beautrlul one liedroom condo in

Northampton nice community
spacious, great lor couple-Rnrer Run
Condos, »10 a month Call Rick at

2S3-2124 laaye meMa^^.

SOA COMMUMCATKMS is hmng graphic

artists Wofkstudy/non-workstudy Students

ol any nationality or race encouraged to

apply Applications at 304 SUB AA/EOE

GREENPEACE THE international en-

vironmental organization is hiring lor our

lundraiing/pul)tc outreach stall "Pick your

own days USun 2pm-10pm Cal 256-1430

FRIENOLV, FRS. INSTRUCTION ts given

(take It) silver, clay, silkscreen and
darkroom to name a few We k}ve t>eginers

and new suggestions Student Union Craft

Center

EVERYONE n AN ARTIST! Come into the

craft shop and try to prove us wrong'

Workshops are $8 lor 4 claaaas. meeting

oncm a week Silver, pottery and more'

Student Union craft center

FORSALf

MOTOBECANE TOURMO BIKE. Shimano
Components, excellent corvlition. »220 or

B . Dave S4««M6

APPLE HC, Epson AP-tO printer, joystick,

mouse, software $600 Call Scott fr4285

OESPERATLEY SEEKING STUDENTS
labs lor tf»e environment

lull/part time

35-60 per day
student hours

Help reduce toiic contamination

Call Terry 256^434

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES Experienced

and novice Will tram Amherst Youth

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings.

SUZUKI Tt 2M runs great S400 BO
256-4162

KAWASAKI K27M runs great only 4500

miles helmul inc $1100 or BO Call Tim

54IM90e

IMS KAWASAKI KZSM LTD Helmel.

cover sMsId 1860 Joe 540-7423 Evenings

KLUBKAVE

POWERFUL, RELIABLE MUSIC and
lighting system lor many occasions-

Klubkave OJ Services 5464618

PICTURES NEEDED

PLEASE VOTE TONIGHT
Van-Meter Lot>by

700pm
Lisa Tosi Rm 302
VICE PRESIDENT

SAeila Chenard Rm 107
TREASURER

We want to rnake difference

COLLEGE WEEKEND m Monlreal From
S39 November tt 13 Call 617^)24-5000

CbLLEGE WEEKENOMovember 1113

FURNITURE

OORMAN RESOENTS
Vote Thursday for Jennifer and Josh

HOUSE COUNCIL COPRESIOENTS

CONGRATULATIONS TO our

pledge. Jean KelW We love you Love me
Sisters of Delta zeta

MEET WITH THE University Players

tonight in Can^Mjs Center room 903 at 7 00

New memtjers more than weteome

1 974 BMW 2003 New engine clutch and
peint Call Steve at 253-9697.

FEMALE TO CARE FOR 4 yr old girl Tues

and Fn am Must have car So Amherst

256^)910

OUCa WATCHES only S3S. M«M«y styles

for man and woman. Can Brian 540-6440.

YOU OON'T HAVE TO take part in dissec

tion il Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

AUTO FOR SALE

'00 FORD FAIRMONT- aiWfm casaette-

good condition-great on gas- Call 6-4005

EVEREX 1200a PC at clone 42 meg hard

disk, mono graphics card and monitor.

1200 t>aud modem, plus dos, high^Jensity

fkippies. and solhware' S1900 Call dave at

665-8338 or 545-0728

PART-TIME HELP WANTED for

Greenhouse construction Apply in person

to Terry Jones. Greenhouse BuMer Hon-
tgomery Rose Co . Rte 9. Hadley

107S CHEVY NOVA runs good tires,

tirakes, exhaust in good shape $300 or BO
Call Curt at 665-3685

GOOD APT FURN BEDS, dreaaers, chairs,

etc Corn Van Meter Or & Hartman Rd (off

E Pleasant St) 9/24 9-4 (Sun il ram)

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike.^ months

oM $1 ,500. inckidos lull lacial helmel and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home
assembly work Into Call (504) 646-1700

OeptP1307

WEAVER WANTED UMass student need-

ed to teach intro weaving through student

union craft center Call Anna at 545-2096

YOU'RE HIRED AT Raliai>le Manyopen-
ings available in your area 527-0700

HELP MEI I need good pictures lor JB's

ads Musi not be obscene Please bnng
down to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPAaOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ol land An^l* o" street parking and

tree bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3656

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Blues-Folk All levels

Songwriting, Theory. Improvisation.

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

PERSONALS

WE MAY BE Isle but we're worth the waH
Ruah TRI 8MMA Oct 17. 18, 19

VITAL ORGAN IS by far tite best band on

campus' Keep H up boys! Love your fans

coNOwmjumoNS to thepledqes
Of Sigma Kappa Tern Lee Carabilto, Amy
Williams. Katie Russell. Catherine Oliver.

Amy Randall. Tamara Fori. Laune Ford,

Mary Neyton, Lucky Gainedy. Cara Mon-

tgomery. Cheryl Spada Love, the Sisters!

CONGRATULATIONS HITl RUBTn. 77

Southwood proudly presents Mr Southern

New England He s big. bad. and a great

guy Plus he's our roomate We're number

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcaaes. tables and more HarrMlin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 566-7970

BW or Darrln We daHver.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT Disc

nckays and lai^e screen video dances
borma/organizationa 2S6-8526.

ROOMMATC WANTB)

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share's

one bedroom Cbftside apt w/an eenr going

senior II interested pleaae caH Beth at

665-4550

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share
southwood lownhouse apt Female
nonamokmg call 256-0264

SERVICES

ABLE TYPIST, baaic adHing. compatMiva

rates, decent kKation 253-S202

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, (Ml.

accurate 2S3-WORD

HAPPY BIRtHDAY AND congratulations

to Michelle Lucim, the newest addition to

the UMass Bar Hogs See you m the gutter

1982 NISSAN STANZA. 5 spd , AJC.

am/fm cassette. 82K miles, excellent cond

$2300 Call256«241

CMMARO 1978 350 4 Bbl 40000 on rebuiH

engine no rust runs well $500 ask for Egan
256-8639

1980 HONDA CIVIC
standard 5-speed

good mileage, runs well

asking $900 but we can talk

Please call Kent at 549-1895

1080 CHEVY MONZA, 77KMI, auto,

am/fm. A/C, 2-dr. good cond. $950
549-1377

GOOO-OOOERS

TO THE 2 GUYS at Tlllson Farm Thank

you for your pick-up assistance Your tow-

ing |ob saved our day!! Thanks again. The

Red Daytona

GORMAN RESIDENTSIII

• HEY GORMAN. THIS MEANS YOUl '

" Vote lor the iiKist dynamic candidates

"

• possible this Thursday lor your House *

Council Inger Verkes-Presidont,

Kacy Palmien-Vico President.
• Stacey Greengerg-Secretary. and
• Teresa Ous-Troasurer!' Vote tor the

best-see you Thursday Be There"

DOMINO'S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256-8911

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SPRING~IM8 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Center; Get hands-on ex-

perieiK» m the legal fieW-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession necessary-training provid-

ed Deadline to t>egin application process

IS Novemtjor 7 -Contact Legal Services to-

day. 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

MOPEDS

CHRIS. MET YOU at the Townhouse par-

ty Saturday nighl We shared a beer how
atxKit meeting me al the generic party this

Friday night at the CCA MaytM we can

share a dance I'll be dressed in Black S

White Ray

BRENDA STAMP: Where are you? I can'l

get in touch with youl Call me at 545-21 52
Love Lara

TO WOO FROM LONGMEAOOW whose
calander was that a star on** Happy six

nHXilhs and a day I couWn'l be happier and
I'm kx>king forward to more! Love. Pete

TAU KKA TAU lives on w/o Ha Brown
Has anyone seen Heidi?

1079 TbYOTA CELICA: Excellent condi

lion One owner $1700 253-7753
evenings

•81 FOFOTATRMtJNfgood cond $850 or

BO Call Amy 256-8114

1081 VW RABBIT.^ excellent condition

needs $ 1 20 ot easy brake work Please call

today' 253 9243

78~bOOOElCOLT^sp^ievrradials and

mounted snows new shocks A struts and

extras runs great Rich 256-0613

GUITAR LESSONS

EXPIERIENCE and BEGINNER theory, ear

training-all styles. One block from UMass
5497185

JENNIFER BEAUDROT

DELUXE DOUBLE-SEATER MOPEDS-
reliable, economical, inexpensive and fun

CaH evenings 584-5425

PAUL L. MARC.AURELE

RAY, ILL MEET YOU at the Genenc Par

ty this Fhday at the CCA It's a data! l;ll be
there at nine Chns

JENNIFER- 60 nuts tonight' You are final-

ly 21 years old II anyone sees her stumbl-

ing home from uptown- please help her find

her way' Love, Paula

THANK YOU FOR MY PERSONAL, here

IS yours Don't ask me what you know is

true- I love you From your own personal

ad rep. Donna

LOST

NO ID? NO PROBLEMI Generk: Party at

the CCA totrrarrow night Wear black &
white and admission is only $2 00 t>elore

10pm

HAPPY 21 St

KIMBERI!
Love Shar, PQ. & B

GABICITO LINDO: Estoy pensando en ti

Y quenendote cada vez mas Hasta siem-

proe Te quiero tanto Juli

CARP

JOANNA- HEY BABE! Your skiiled driv-

ing really got us Into a ditch that time!!!

Only we could get Into such a meas. I

love ya, Beth.

JENNIFER BEAUDROT

HAPPV^YtaTBJRtlWAV'Jenni' To my
almost roomate' Maytje we will still be

roomates m Spain In any event we can now

go oul and gel wasted' Good luck in year

21 and remember our anniversary m April

BURGANDY GANT FRAMES in black

leather case Lost approx 9/19 $25 reward
if returned Call Dui<e ' 253-9032

LOST BLACK ONYX RIN^
Sentimenial value

$25 reward Call Steve
546-5331

CHUCK, STEVE. MIKE. JOHN. NEAL
AND KEN ol 26 N Maple Si You guys are

the greatest" Living with you and the

monsters is the best - A little insane maytw
but definatsly WILD & FUN Have a great

day today Hope to see you belore 3am All

my tove. WEN

NED-HAPPY BIRTHDAYI When do I get a

nde in the boat-either one? Luv, Christine

HEY B0UVIE1I I'm having a wiW time in the

jungles of 140E Bnttanyland Wanted to

wish you a Happy Birthday Eddie" Love ya.

Gumby
THE PHOENIX has nsen Die*ie32 reborn

1988

JODI B.- Don't worry, be biippyl Happy bir-

thday" We love you! Patlie, Caroline, » T C

THIS ISN'T JUST another classified It's to

you Yes. YOU" Watch I'll prove it

Do you sleep on egg cartons

kx)king up at your stars''

Do you have so many pictures

you could stack them to Mars'*

Does squeak, squead. t>ang bang,

mean anything to you?
II so that's because
You re our Sari-roo'!'

Happy 18th birthday' Love, ttie 4 Munchers

MARK: BANANA MONKEY and I miss

you" 1-4-3 lorever

MICHELLE-HAPPY 211 Look outthe bar

hoQ IS kx>se' Love you. Lori & Dee

ATTENTION ALL RSO'S and student

coops the 88/89 applications for student

space inihe CC/SU are available m Room
817 Campus Center

N^EDTa place to UVE? Sick ol long

lines at housing'' Sick ol DC lood? Be a

border at Sigma Delia Tau' Interested

women call 545-0527 ask lor Stephanie or

Tracey

BASS PLAYER NEJEDED by established

local band Have conla.cls and gigs Al-

titude and dedication more important than

experience No punkers or metal please'

Call Brian 545-3400 days or 585-6817

evenings

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spelk:heck Carolyn 253 5667

STUDY ABROAD

SPEND THE SPRING SEMESTER with a

serious academic program in sunny Spain

Consult your tellow Students Bethany
Nolan Kimberty Phelan Scott Sheriff and

DavKJ Yunio. who are now there Interna-

tional studies, SI Louis University, 221 N
Grand Bh»l, St Louis, MO 63103 Toll free

number 1-800-325-6666

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKENO in Montreal from

$39 November 11 13 Call 617 324-5000

WANTED

NEED LATIN 230 tutor will pay $ CaH
549-9971 Chris Thanks

TRAVEL SALES- sell Spring Break
package lours to Caribbean Free travel

and $' Great sales experience and flexible

hours Call 1-800-426-7710

BAND SEEKNG SINGER mala/lemale IN-

EL Van morrison. Natalie Merchant, Etc

Call 585-0915 eves Leave message

WANTED TO RENT

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share

big, beautiful apt in Sunderland CkMe to

campus on bus route Call 665-7306.

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leverett

center. 10 mm Irom UMASS ChikJEd ma-

jor wouk) be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 Available immediately
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SPORTS

Minutewomen beat Yale 3-0, remain unbeaten
Team outshoots Elis 43-2

for sixth straight shutout
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

There were no surprises at Totman Field yesterday

when the University of Massachusetts field hockey team
played Yale University.

The Minutewomen could have, should have, and did win

yesterday's game with the Elis. The final score was 3-0.

As in its previous six games, UMass dominated the op-

position outshooting Yale 43-2. It was also the sixth

shutout in a row for the Minutewomen who have only

given up one goal this season.

UMass upped its record to 7-0 on the season just hours

after learning that the NCAA had moved them up to the

No. 4 spot in the National Poll from the No. 5 ranking

that it held last week.

Yale dropped to 2-3 on the year after giving the

Minutewomen one of its tougher games of the year, at

least scorewise. The Elis were in this game up until the

waning minutes of the second half

"I just wanted our kids to go out and be a little ag-

gressive, and give them a little trouble, and that's exact-

ly what they did," Yale coach Diane Moyer said. "They
have some great players so I knew that some of the one-

on-ones that we were going to have and some of the mat-

chups were going to be fun."

Whoever found themselves matched up with UMass
senior forward Tonia Kennedy when she received the ball

probably did not have too much fun yesterday.

Kennedy burned the Elis for two goals in the first half

to pave the way for the UMass defense to step in and shut-

down yet another opponent.

The first of those goals came at 9:19 of the first half and
the second at 21:17 to give UMass a 2-0 lead.

Kennedy now leads the Minutewomen with ten goals

on the year and she was also named the Atlantic 10 player

of the week for her i>erformance last weekend.
Kennedy scored five goals last week in a pair of wins

over the University of Rhode Island and Rutgers Univer-

Collegian flir photo

Traffic got heavy in front of the net yesterday at the women's field hockey game, as the
Minutewomen outshot Yale 43-2. UMass remained unbeaten and moved up the ladder in the latest

polls.

sity which secured first place for the Minutewomen in the

A 10 East.

One player who was very busy for Yale all afternoon

was junior goaltender Sue Sabatino who walked away
with 32 saves for the game.

"I thought we looked good," UMass coach Pam Hixon
said. "We scored two good goals. Tonia played great, and
we didn't give up anything in the first half which was real-

ly what we wanted to do. I told the team that we were
definitely going to substitute at halftime so we could

either have a comfortable lead at halftime or we could

sweat it out through the second half."

Hixon kept her promise by gradually substituting in the

bench right down the line. Senior Sue Desmond saw her

first minutes of the year in the net and responded by mak-
ing two saves.

One of those saves proved to be very big as Desmond
made a diving stop early in the half on a Yale player who
walked in alone. Had she scored, the UMass lead would
have been cut to 2-1 with about 25 minutes left in the half

With time running out on the Elis in the second half,

junior forward Kathy DeAngelis added another goal for

the Minutewomen to extend the lead to 3-0 at 33:42.

The win sets up a big contest on Friday when UMass
takes on Old Dominion University at Totman. ODU was
given the No. 1 ranking by the NCAA yesterday after it

beat the University of North Carolina and the Universi-

ty of Maryland back-to-back on Saturday and Sunday.

UMass wins in 5, turns Brown U. black and blue
Minutewomen squeeze by for 8th straight win;
GW will challenge unbeaten record on Friday
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Trailing two games to one, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts volleyball team need-

ed a comeback of Biblical proportions to

down Brown University last night at the
Totman Gymnasium.
Then the veterans shall lead them.

Although the entire UMass squad played
outstanding, when the Minutewomen won
the final three sets to beat the Bruins
14-16, 9-15, 15-10. 15-9. 15-5; junior setter

Karen Ferguson and senior outside hitter

Julie Smith led UMass to the promised
land.

After connecting on only 12 assists in the
fu-st two games, Ferguson was the oil in the

turbo-UM offense as she connected on 41
assists and seven kills in the last three

frames. Smith was equally spectacular, she
had a career day — crunching 20 kills past

the Brown defense.

"(Last night was) the best Julie Smith
has ever played, I'll bet. She was almost
unstoppable," UMass coach Carol Ford
said.

The entire UMass offense dominated the

last three games. Sophomore Nancy
Sullivan (14 kills, 5 aces), seniors Barbara
Meehan (10 kills). Juliet Primer (11 kills)

and Ann Marie Larese (9 kills) played in

mid-season form as they dominated Brown.
The entire night wasn't so smooth for the

Minutewomen however. In the first two
sets. Brown was playing like mercury, the

liquid — smooth, fiowing, and effortless; the

Minutewomen, however, were also playing
like Mercury. . .the planet. They were big

and clumsy, moving slowly, and going in

circles.

The Bruins won the first set with the help

of their version of the twin-towers. Jessica

Kowal and Amy Randel, both over six feet

tall, owned the Minutewomen.
Kowal was serving with the accuracy of

a world-championship dart player and
knocking Minutewomen blocks back as fast

as they came over.

The Minutewomen were not helping

their cause, however.

"In the first two games we played

outstanding, but we couldn't get any serves

(in). You can not win any points ifyou don't

have the ball," Ford said.

Then the turnaround came. The crowd,

about 175 strong, got behind the

Minutewomen, and things began to roll.

UMass struck first, taking a 5-0 lead.

They weren't able to maintain the momen-
tum and string anymore points together as

the two teams battled to a nine-all tie.

The serving Ford had talked about had
finally returned, and not too soon. Sullivan

had three serving aces and Primer pelted

the Bruins.

"We got a whole string of points in the

third game when Juliet was serving," Ford
said.

With the pressure on the Minutewomen

stole six of the next .seven points for a 15-9

victory in the third game.
The fourth game was the most physical.

Sullivan and Meehan led the set off with

monsterous kills and a 2-0 lead. UMass
totally dominated in the fourth, register-

ing 19 of its 71 kills and flustering the

Bruins in the process. UMass won 15-5.

Frustration must have set in on the
Brown bench. UMass was in control of the

fifth set from the very first points.

The Minutewomen jumped out to leads

of 4-2. 8-5, and 14-5. Ferguson ended the
formalities with a tip shot off the block of

Kowal for the matches final point.

"I knew we could (win) it, it was just a
question of if we would win it," after trail-

ing two games to one early, Ferguson said.

"We were kind of up and down all night.

We're still a little rough around the edges
but that can be worked out," she said.

Last night's win gives UMass a perfect

8-0 record going into its Atlantic 10

schedule Friday. The Minutewomen will

travel to George Washington University

for the first of two away A- 10 matches.

UMass soccer teams in action today
• Women hit the road for

night game with Brown
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team
begins probably its most critical stretch of the season
tonight when the Minutewomen travel to Providence,

R.I. to face Brown University (7 p.m.)

Tonight's contest marks the first of a lengthy, gruel-

ing stretch of games and travel which may make or break
this season for UMass, now ranked fifth in the country.

UMass plays every other day through next Tuesday, with

the next three games on the road.

Brown also could represent what UMass coach Jim
Rudy calls "our toughest test so far this season." The
Bruins are currently ranked 13th in the country and are

a formidable opponent indeed. Brown won its first four

games, all by shutout, before losing to a tough George
Mason team, 2-0 on Sunday.

The Bruins could have lost more than that in the pro-

cess. The team's top scorer, Theresa Herschauer, went

out with a sprained ankle and it's questionable whether

she will be available tonight. Herschauer leads the team

with 1 1 goals this year.

continued on page 11

• Men head south to end
road swing vs. Yale Elis

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

A nasty early season schedule today finds the struggl-

ing University of Massachusetts men's soccer in New
Haven, CT, where they'll find the Elis of Yale, recently
ranked No. 3 in New England by Intercollegiate Soccer
Association of America. Kickoff is scheduled for 3 p.m.
The Minutemen are reeling from last week's pair of

road losses to Dartmouth and Vermont, efforts that saw
their record sag to 3-3, and their spirits droop even lower.

"Our confidence is a little down," said UMass head
coach Jeff Gettler. "Any time you lose players start to

doubt themselves and their abilities."

The Elis rely on an explosively speedy offense featur-

ing senior captian Steve Cass, and follow up with strong
defense, anchored by first team All-New England
sweeper Peter Dinobe. Cass is a proven scorer, capable
of busting a defensive game plan with talent alone, while
Dinobe rates, in the Gettler's own words, as a "great
player." In their latest outing, Yale downed No. 7 na-

tionally ranked Seton Hall by a score of 3-2, Sunday in

New Haven.

continued on page 11

Club sports

Bicycle Club starts

off the season well
This past weekend, the University of Massachusetts

Bicycle Club went to Central Connecticut State Univer-
sity for the Blue Devil Criterium race.

It was the first race for this year's new club members,
Adam Homes and Erin Lynch

Lynch placed sixth in the 20 one-mile lap woman's race.

Chris Cavanough placed first in the 15 lap men's C race.

While David Pollock placed eight in the 25 lap men's B
race.

Two team members placed in the men's A race — Homes,
who came in fourth, and Greg Swinand, who came in

seventh. The team came in second overall.

On Saturday Oct. 8 there will be a 16-mile time trial

race on campus in the Northeast residential area. This

course will be the same one used in the Eastern College

Championships held in the spring.

The club encourages new people tojoin. Meetings are held

on Tuesday's at 7:30 p.m. in the basement of Greenough
dorm.

~ ROBIN BABCOCK
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Senate fails to ratify election
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian StafT

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night once

again failed to ratify the election of Shari Silkoff and

Jason Rabinowitz as Student (iovernment Association

co-presidents.

The election results would have been ratified if the Coor-

dinating Committee minutes were approved by the senate.

The committee, which acts as the senate during the sum-

mer, installed Silkoff and Rabinowitz in June with three

stipulations.

The stipulations stated that the co-presidents would hold

the position without pay and abstain from all votes in the

capacity of president, both pending senate approval. Also,

the office would be limited to a spending cap equivalent

to two months percentage of its total budget.

When the proposal to approve the committee's minutes

came to the senate floor, a problem arose because of a Stu-

dent Supreme Court decision in a case against the com-

mittee. SGA Senator Mary Rita Kropp filed the complaint

last week, a hearing was held Sunday, and a decision

issued Tuesday.

The court ordered to strike the committee's action from

the minutes because it violated a restraining order the

court issued last semester, and the action was therefore

in violation of the SGA constitution.

The restraining order prevents Silkoff and Rabinowitz

from "in any way assuming, acting as, or occupying the

office of the SGA President," until the court decides

otherwise.

But Robert Fadel, speaker of the senate, said early

yesterday the court had no right to place the restraining

order. "You can't put a restraining order on a legislative

Students rally against contra aid
By ED REYNOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

About 200 University of Massachusetts

students rallied on the Student Union
steps yesterday afternoon against contra

aid.

The rally featured songs, poems and

speeches denouncing American foreign

policy in Nicaragua. As spectators

chanted 'Books, not bombs." speaker after

speaker called for an end to contra aid.

Pierre LaLiberte said: "Why is all this

suffermg and sheer madness being sub-

sidized by your government," as sup-

porters waved signs reading "[George]

Bush is a contra too" and "Money for tui-

tion not ammunition."

An opposing contingent chanted 'bor-

ing, boring," but was soon quieted as

Steve Duplesea, a chief organizer of the

rally, took the podium.

Duplisea, chairman of the Young Com-
munist League, likened Contra Aid to

"throwing our money out the window."

He urged the crowd to help "stop contra

aid funding and start funding our educa-

tion." The comment spured the crowd to

chant "No to contra aid, yes to financial

aid."

The crowd was enthusiastic for the rest

of the rally, giving each speaker a solid

round of applause. Highlights included

songs by Juan David and a poem by Tom
Hotz which called to "end the war once

and for all."

Some of the people who attended the ral-

ly seized the opportunity to become in-

volved in the cause. Prewritten postcards

to state Rep. Silvio Conti (R-Amherst),

from this congressional district, were

available. The cards asked him to vote

against contra aid.

('oll»(ian photo by Amy Falrckild

About 200 students attend yesterday's anti-contra aid rally outside

the Student Union.
Solidarity Association representatives

asked for volunteers to travel to

Washington and help "shut down the Pen-

tagon" as part of a national demonstra-

tion against contra aid on Oct. 17, buses

will be available.

Duplisea said he thought the rally went

very well and and he said he sensed a

tremendous amount of enthusiasm and

optimism that contra aid will be ended.

Ted Maravelioe, a member of the UMass
Republican Club, said the rally "defined

a position of the left inconsistent with

American mainstream and the student

population."

Computer firms vie for business
Sales on concourse take a byte out of student's pockets

body," he said.

Last night, Fadel said he had problems with how the

case was tried. There was complete silence in the room
as Fadel listed what he felt were the judiciary's violations

of the First and 14th Amendments of the US Constitution.

"I didn't hold a [senate] meeting last Wednesday because

ofYom Kippur. I go to church on Sunday," he said. "That's

all I have to say about a trial on a Sunday."

He also said two out of the three justices hearing the

case were never approved as justices and some of the sub-

poenas for the case were not issued until after 5 p.m. the

Friday before the hearing, which did not give enough time

to prepare for the case.

"I want the senate to decide whether our agenda i.s go-

ing to be controlled," he said. ""Tonight 1 think we are go-

ing to decide what we are working for."

Minority
enrollment
is low
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian StafT

Minority enrollment at the University of

Massachusetts has not kept pace with ap-

plication and acceptance rates, according

to figures supplied by the Admissions

Office.

The office received about 1,400 more ap-

plications this year than in 1987, and ac-

cepted nearly 300 more students than a

year ago.

However, only 395 minority students

enrolled in 1988, up from 368 in 1987. This

represents a percentage rise in enrollment

of only 3.5 percent, while acceptance rose

eight percentage points.

The table on page seven shows for the

last four years that although more minori-

ty students are applying and being ac-

cepted, minority students are not accepting

the University, despite active recruitment.

Students and campus administrators at-

tribute this to a racially-tense climate on

campus.

"Those students who were accepted had
doubts," said Nelson Acosta, assistant

director of Undergraduate Admissions.

"We did well in terms of recruitment but

we could have had a better year if the

media coverage had not been what it was,"

he said.

Joshua Fontanez, who has worked with

the admissions office on minority recruit-

ment, agreed: "I think there are a lot of

minority students who have been accepted

that could have been scared away," Fon-

tanez said.

Fontanez said he thought the efforts of

continued on page 7

By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

His maroon backpack thrown over his

shoulder, a tear in his jeans above the left

knee, his hand holding the receipt for his

computer purchase, Bruce Ledoux
remarked, "It's a lot of money."

A sophomore majoring in communica-

tions, Ledoux started looking around for

the best computer deal after he got the

syllabus for his communications class.

He is one of many who have hovered

with bent head over glowing computer

screens outside the University Store dur-

ing computer fairs.

The interest to buy computers is so high

at the University of Massachusetts that

the University Store added a computer
department last January.

Company representatives host com-

puter fairs outside the store to promote
their product, said Jay Whitney, the

store's computer coordinator. Customers,

he says, know him as the "computer guy."

A representative of IBM said his com-

puter company hosts the fairs to stimulate

sales and answer questions.

Said Ledoux: '"They tried to sell me the

most expensive computer."
However, University Store salespersons

do not receive a commission for selling the

computers, Whitney said.

Ledoux said, "They just answer ques-

tions. There's no pressure about it."

Standing among tables and stacked

boxes juxtaposed to form a narrow path

in the computer nook, Ledoux said, "I

think I got a good deal."

The store sells computers and computer

supplies only to UMass faculty, staff and

students for personal use, Whitney said.

The store carries five computer com-

panies' products and sells the computers

at about a 40 percent savings compared

to area stores, Whitney said. The Univer-

sity Store does not keep the computers in

stock, and most of the prices range from

$500 to $2,000.

Ledoux said he found he could buy a

clone of the computer he purchased at

about $100 to $200 cheaper in his

hometown but the brand name, warran-

ty, and ability to have it serviced on cam-

pus made him decide to buy it at the

University Store.

Those who buy computers tend to be

engineering majors, Whitney said. Some
come in and immediately buy the com-

cimtinued on page 15

The magic
number is 2

w GB

Boston 88 70 —
Milwaukee 86 73 2.5

Detroit 85 74 3.5

New York 84 73 3.5

Toronto 1, Boston

Cleveland 4, Detroit 2

Baltimore 2, New York
Milwaukee 4, California 3
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Attorney general heads probe
SPKlNCiFIKLD A I' >• iU- Atluiney

tifnerul Jamt's Shannon yt'sterday took

command of an investigation into a
regional police luadomy where training

resulted in the hospitalization of 16

recruits tVir exhaustion and dehydration.

The most seriously affected of the cadets,

who. according to doctors, did not get

enough water during vigorous exercise last

week, remained in critical condition at a

Pittsburgh hospital following a liver

transplant. Several other cadets suffered

kidney failure.

"The biggest issue is how these drill in-

structors and their assistants conducted

themselves," said state Sen. Peter C. Web-
ber, R-Pittsfield, one of several legislators

calling for a legislative inquiry.

The Western Massachusetts Police

Chiefs' Association called for the re-

assignment of the two state troopers in

charge of training at the Agawam facility

pending completion of the investigation. A
spokeswoman for the state Department of

Public Safety said both were still on the job

yesterday.

On another front. Dr. Brian Blackbourne,

the state's chief medical examiner, said he

IS reopening his investigation into the July

1985 death of a police recruit who collap-^

ed on the second day of training at thi-

State Police Academy in Framinghani
Blackbourne said he plans to re study :in

autopsy done on James Whitehouse fornui

ly of Braintree to determine if the intensi

ty of the training contributed to the

recruit's death. State police found that the

recruit had "suddenly collapsed while do-

ing moderate exercise."

At Agawam, the trainee now in a Pitt-

sburgh hospital collapsed on the first day

of training on Sept. 19. After more than a

dozen recruits were treated over the next

several days, two internal investigations

were announced.
But Shannon said at a Boston news con-

ference that the state police and the

Massachusetts Criminal Justice Training

Council, which operate the Agawam
academy, have agreed to call off their in

ternal probe and cooperate with his in-

vestigation into the incident.

"There is only one investigation being

conducted by the state and it is being con-

ducted by the Department of the Attorney

General, " Shannon said.

New physician fees requested
BOSTON <AP» - A top-to bottom plan for

the reorganization of physician fees could

raise the pay of general practitioners by 70
percent while cutting some surgeons' in-

come in half, William C Hsiao, the author
of the plan said.

If adopted by private and government in-

surance programs, the long-awaited plan
would sharply increase the pay for office

visits while reducing fees for surgery and
other procedures, such as installing

pacemakers.

Hsiao, of the Harvard School of Public
Health, contends the current system is "un-

workable and unfair," and it short-changes

doctors for day-to-day management of their

patients while paying them far too much
for exotic tests and other highly technical

work.

He said his proposed fee structure will

change doctors' financial incentives, and
this will alter the way they practice

medicine and ultimately improve patient

care.

"You can predict that under the new
system doctors will be willing to spend a

lot more time with patients to examine and
counsel them," Hsiao said. "Right now,
physicians are being penalized financially

for spending time with patients."

In addition, he said the changes could en-

courage more young doctors to go into

primary patient care and lower the overall

cost of medical treatment.

If accepted by Congress, the plan will be
used to determine physicians' Medicare
fees.
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The Most A-Pccling frozen Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-Fat and Nonfat frozen Yogurt
— and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one!

One Bokwood Walk
Amherst OPEN 7 56 Main St.

(Next to Wickles Fine Print) DAYS & NIGHTS Northampton
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LOCAL

The FYI section is a public

service announcement to

the campus and the com-
munity. Because space is

limited the Collegian can-

not guarantee that all an-

nouncements received will

be published.

Barbeque — Home
Economics Student Ad-
visory Committee is in-

viting all new and returning
home economics students to

their first barbeque. Come
join the fun from 5:30 to 7

p.m. today behind Skinner
Hall. If you plan to attend,

please sign up at 101 Skin-
ner Hall.

Internships — Come to the

University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work ex-

perience. A planning ses-

sion gets you started. The
sessions are held in Curry
Hicks from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

on Mondays and Tuesdays
and from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

on Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

Also, two special meetings
will be held concerning in-

ternships in Washington,

DC. They will be from 10 to

11 a.m. and noon to 1 p.m.

tomorrow in room 803 of the

Campus Center.

Volunteers needed —
Volunteers are needed to

sort through donated food to

be used by emergency food

pantries, soup kitchens, and
other programs that feed

the hungry and homeless of

Western Massachusetts.

Time or aliens

to kill? Visit

the arcade
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

for

Cotlpfian photo by Chrin Hoiford

A student spends some time in the Campus Center Arcade playing
'Galaga.'

For some, it's a place to try to pitch a no-hitter

others, it's a place to fight intergallactic battles.

For most, though, the Campus Center Arcade is a place

to take a break from studies.

With 29 video games and six pinball machines, the ar-

cade, open daily from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. and located on the

concourse floor of the Campus Center, provides hours of

entertainment or a five-to-10 minute study break for 25

cents.

"I haven't come here before, but it's a good break from

studying," said Ellen Mori, a junior HRTA major who was

playing the "Fire!" pinball machine with Winston Smith,

also a junior HRTA major.

Over at the "Gold Medalist" video game, based on the

Seoul Olympics, Patrick Cleary, a junior art history ma-

jor, said the game is fun, but would be more fun if it was

completely functional.

"This game takes a lot of beatings," said Cleary

"Whenever I get free-time. This is mindless entertain-

ment, but it'd be better if somebody would fix it."

Two of the four player-controls on the game are not

working, allowing only two players to play the game, in-

stead of the four the game was designed for.

Peter Vogell, a freshman business administration ma-

jor playing the game with Cleary, agreed the game should

be fixed.

"This is the only game I like. They should fix this or

get other games," he said.

The arcade does not provide entertainment solely for

University students.

Ben Todd and Jastm Chen, sophomores at Amherst High

School, agreed the games in the Campus Center arcade

were as good as arcades at the Hampshire and Mountain

Farms Malls in Hadley. But the Campus Center arcade

has one distinct advantage.

"It's too far to bike to Hampshire Mall," said Todd.

Employee error starts small fire Parking crunch felt
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

An employee of a roofing company was
completing some work which involved

soldering Tuesday on the Goessman
Laboratory when some nearby wooden trim

accidentally ignited, University of

Masschusetts Police said.

Several employees extinguished the fire

with a hose and fire extinguisher, and the

help of Amherst Fire and Environmental

Safety. Damage to the building was
estimated at $200.

In other police reports:

• As a result of an ongoing investigation

into a break-in that occurred on Sunday in

the Apiary Building on Clark Hill Road,

police have arrested a second person. On
Monday police charged a 19-year-old

Somerset man with breaking and entering

in the nighttime with intent to commit a

felony.

• A female student reported on Monday
that her vehicle, which was parked in the

Campus Center Garage Thursday, was

broken into and a nylon bag containing

books and personal items worth $150 was

stolen.

• On Monday two students reported their

lockers in the Totman Gymnasium broken

into, missing were two watches and cash

totaling $1035.

• A female student reported on Monday
that her wallet had been stolen from her

knapsack which was in the women's locker

room at Curry Hicks. The personal proper-

ty and cash lost were estimated at $34.

• Monday a student reported that his bike

worth $129 locked to a rack at Marks
Meadow School had been stolen.

• A 19-year-old Coolidge Resident was ar-

rested Monday for being a minor carrying

alcohol and having false information to ob-

tain a Massachusetts driver's license.

• A PVTA bus driver reported Monday
that two culprits had attempted to steal the

license plate from a bus parked at the

Haigis Mall. When confronted, the culprits

dropped the plate and fied.

• A student reported the license plate of

his vehicle parked in lot 47 stolen Tuesday.

• On Tuesday a three-seater oak bench

was reported missing from the lobby of the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture.

• A soda machine in the basement of Mar-
cus Hall was reported vandalized Tuesday
and the coin box of the vending machine
was found in a stairwell.

By KIMBERLY ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

Parking in Amherst center and in some

off-campus apartments has become a pro-

blem for some University of Massachusetts

students.

Lisa Bornstein, a resident ofTownhouse

Apartments, is one of those students. She

said her neighbors wake each other so cars

can be moved to get out of their lots.

"That's a real pain in the neck," she said.

Townhouse Property Manager Judy

Johnson said, "As long as they're blocking

their own roommates, there's no problem."

She added town officials regulate how-

much land should be made available for

parking. "We have expanded our lots

already. Everything we have left is

wetland, so we don't have anymore land we

can expand on."

"We have a real problem with Bran-

dywine (apartments) because they park in

our lot." she said.

Erica Arbron, President of Robert &
Snow Inc., which owns Brandywine, said,

"Over the years, more people are bringing

cars. I put in some new spaces last year,

but there's not much more I can do about

it."

"A lot of students bring their cars, and
then they leave them. They (the cars] sit

there until students leave at the end of the

semester. The best I can tell you is that

some people are not willing to walk to

spaces."

Johnson said that Sunderland residents,

who are unable to obtain parking stickers,

park in Townhouse lots and take the bus

to campus. Last year this became a pro-

blem and they were towed, she said.

"We are not out to tow our tenants,"

Johnson said. "We are trying as hard as we
can."

Amherst Police Captain Dave Jankowski

said, "There's a great concern about park

ing in town." However, he said: "The
number of tickets we've been writing are

normal for this time of year."

Paul Ganci, a student who was visiting

friends recently near Mr. K's restaurant on

North Pleasant Street said: "I actually got

here a while ago, but it took me 20 minutes

continued on pafie 7
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Misconceptions of American

Indians are widespread
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Rodina Cole still remembers one of the

distractions at the American Indian

powwow two weeks ago.

"People would go by and yell out what

they think Indian noises are," she said.

Cole, a spokesperson for the American In-

dian Student Association, said these

misconceptions of Native American

culture are widespread.

"White American society tries to cover

up what (American Indians) have done,"

she said. Movies and history books that

"teach white perspective " have reinforc-

ed the stereotypes, she said.

One of the biggest misconceptions of In-

dian culture that Cole sees is the belief

that Indians no longer exist.

"We're an invisible people. I've heard

people say there are no more Indians left

and I think 'No, that's not true at all,'"

she said.

Cole said the traditional Indian dance,

music and dress all have significance in

the culture.

"There is a meaning for every move-
ment. There's an honor and a tribute to

creation and the creator in all the dances.

The songs are in a language, a native

language. They give a message to all peo-

ple to respect the creator and the earth,

because it is our mother, and to remember
what your ancestors have gone through."

she said.

The University of Massachusetts
American Indian Student Association has
an active membership of about 10,

rontmued on page 14

Collegian photo by RirhardBonanno

Cars are parked bumper-to-bumper in the Townhouse Apartments
parking lot.
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HEALTHWATCH

UHS: Pros and cons of the pill
By HOLLY ANGELO
Collegian Correspondent

The birth control pill is one of the most
popular forms ofbirth control at Universi-

ty Health Services, according to a health

educator.

"I would say the majority of women on

a prescription method are on the pill

because the only other prescription method

is the LU.D. and the diaphragm," said Ann
Grose, health educator and nurse practi

tioner at UMass Health Services.

"I think it's up to each individual to

assess the benefits and risks," said Colleen

Donnelly, a staff person at Family Plann

ing in Northampton. "There are an equal

number of benefits and risks.

"The danger of the pill is that it does not

protect you against sexually transmitted

diseases (STD's)," said Grose. "The pro-

blem we see here is that women don't pro-

tect themselves against STD's while they

are on the pill. The best idea is to use the

pill and condoms together."

Grose warned of possible side effects

when a woman goes on the pill such as

minor nausea, breast tenderness, fluid

retention, slight weight change, mood
swings and vaginitis. "You might have
cardiovascular problems or a stroke if

you're on the pill and smoking," said

Grose. "You're just putting yourself at

more of a risk."

Donnelly said, "We recommend if people

go onto the pill that they don't smoke at

all or just a very few cigarettes per day."

But, she said, "it's very rare that we see

anyone with one of these side effects."

These side effects are not as prominient

as they used to be becuase the pill has

changed over the years.

"In the old days there was a lot of

estrogen in the pill but now it's so low a

dose. It's really been very positive," Grose

said.

The benefits of the pill are that it can

regulate a woman's period, lessen cramp-

ing and bleeding during a period, and may
reduce ovarian and endometrial cancers by

40 percent.

However, women who are over 40 , smoke
cigarettes or who have a family history of

cardiovascular problems are at higher risk

while they are on the pill, she said.

"You should wait three months (after

stopping the pill) to become pregnant to

make sure all of the hormone is out of your

system," Grose said.

But, she said, "as far as we can tell it

doesn't interfere with future fertility."

WOFO
Writing Workshop for Women
A writing workshop for women will be

held by Gloria Anzaldua, feminist author

and poet, on Saturday, October 8 from

2:00-5:00 p.m. in the Wright Hall Com
mon Room at Smith College in Northamp

ton. The fee is based on a $15.00-$30.00

sliding scale and scholarships are

available. For more information or to pre-

register, contact Janet at 586-6831.

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual News
P-flag is the Pioneer Valley support

group for families and friends of lesbians

and gays. The group meets on the second

Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in

Grace Episcopal Church, Parish Hall. Fall

meeting dates are October 11, November

8, and December 13. Call 523-4883 or

write P-flag, Pioneer Valley, P.O. Box 55,

South Hadley 01075.

UMASS GALA
The University of Massachusetts Gay

and Lesbian Alumni/ae (UMASS GALA)
has announced its first annual homecom
ing for lesbian, gay, and bisexual alum

ni/ae. The homecoming will take place on

October 15- 16 at the Campus Center at

UMass. Registration will be held from

9:00-10:00 am on the 8th floor of the Cam-
pus Center. For more information, write

UMASS GALA, P.O. Box 15141,

Washington. DC. 20003.

Grace Paley to Give Reading

Writer and political activist Grace Paley

will read from her work on Thursday, Oc

tober 13 at 7:00 p.m. at the Unitarian

Church in Northampton. Accompanying

Paley will be writer and poet Bill Nichols.

There will be a sliding scale fee of

$3.00 $7.00. The church is wheelchair ac

cessible. Call 586-7805 for more

information.

Tufts Road Race
The twelfth annual Tufts 10 Kilometer

road race for women is scheduled for 12

noon on Monday, October 10 at Beacon

and Charles Streets at Boston Common.
Number pick-up is on Sunday, October 9

from 12 noon-6:00 pm at the Boston Park

Plaza. Registration fee is $9.00 and in

eludes a long sleeve t-shirt.

Resource/Referral
If you want information about women's

services in the area the Resource and

Referral Program at Everywoman's
Center can help you. Call 545-0883 or stop

by Wilder Hall. The Center is open Mon
day through Friday from 9:00-4:00, and

Wednesdays from noon to 7:00.

Open House
The Everywoman's Center invites all

members of the campus and community

to participate in their open house from 4

to 6 p.m. on October 18 in Wilder Hall.
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Madson's new special assistant rising to the top
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The newest addition to the Vice

Chancellor's staff has the potential and

ambition to rise to the top, and she is tak-

ing the University of Massachusetts with

her.

Charri Boykin-East, 33, a ten year

veteran Resident Director in Van Meter
East, has assumed the position of Assis-

tant to Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson.

Boykin is a veteran Resident Director

and holds nearly eleven years of organiza-

tional and developmental skills to her

credit.

"I have a desire to understand people,

to really hear what their concerns are,"

she said.

As Madson's assistant, "I respond to re-

quests or inquiries by parents, students,

and legislators. I help them to solve pro-

blems with things like courses, academics

or financial aid," Boykin said.

"Sometimes parents jump the gun

[when there is a problem.) Instead of go-

ing to the R.D. or R.A., they call the

chancellor," she laughed. "I try to refer

them to the right agency."

Boykin said she also writes routine cor-

respondents and will hopefully represent

Madson at special meetings.

"I feel I'm in a place where I can make

some impact. This is my chance to put

some of my ideas forward," she said.

Boykin's Van Meter staff said her new

Hhoio by Janinr W»m«r

Charri Boykin-East, recently promoted to Special Assistant to Vice

Chancellor, with a resident assistant Monday night m Van Meter.

Write for

Women's Issues

Call Maria Sacchetti

or Janine Warner
at 545-3500.

position will be beneficial to residential

education campus wide. "I'm very excited

for her being there because this is a very

rare opportunity for input from residen-

tial education directly into the student af-

fairs office," said Khandi Bourne, former

A.R.D. and present R.D. of Van Meter

East.

"She is a role model to me because of

her ability in managing a staff and giv-

ing support, particularly around social

issues," Bourne said. "It's phenomenal

the way that she creates a community in

this cluster."

Sexism and racism are important issues

to Boykin, who was one of few people who
went to the New Africa house during the

takeover last semester and offered her

support, said Bourne.

Boykin said, "For me, it's important

that I make an impact, especially on

racism and sexism. Some people shut peo-

ple out because they don't like the way
they look. The person shut out may be the

person who could change the world."

"We each have to beat that and pound

the pavement to make change. If there is

an injustice, folks reed to speak about it.

I have an obligation to teach my
daughters, so when they see sexism and

racism, they'll be able to name it," she

said.

The Assistant to the Vice Chancellor

position is temporary and will end in

December but she said she hopes to con-

tinue working in a leadership position.

"It's been a fantastic opportunity. I want

a 9 to 5 job because I feel I have much to

offer and I want to show the skills I've

learned.

"I really needed the break [as an R.D.I

but I wasn't willing to take a break at the

expense of myself or my family. I do miss

my staff and I ei\joy feeling like I've made

a difference. People come up to me and say

'you've changed my life,'" she said

In the spring. Boykin will not return to

Van Meter East as an R.D. but said she

will continue teaching courses in oppres-

sion and other social issues at the

university.

Carla Boremi, a resident assistant in

Van Meter East, said working with

Boykin was an experience she treasured.

"Charri made you feel comfortable

when you had a problem or if you had

something you didn't agree with her

about. She's a very personable person,

always willing to help out," Boremi said.

Boykin said she is continuing her educa-

tion at UMass and is working toward a

doctorate in organizational development.

"I want to finish my dissertation so that

I can be in a position to choose. It will be

a culmination ofmany ye£u-s of hard work,

pain, sacrifice, and joy," she said.

"It will be a closure to a piece ofmy life

— it's spiritual because ofmy family. I lost

both ofmy parents when I was very young

and my brother died six years ago," she

said.

"I feel like I have to get a degree for

each one ofthem, and then go on," Boykin
said.

Richard East, her husband, and her two

daughters Renee, 8 and Ravan, 4, are sup-

portive of her efforts. "I guess I'm luckier

than most. I have a marriage intact and

two beautiful young women to raise. Be-

ing a mother is a priority to me."

"I feel proud that they feel they can be

doctors - that they can be anything in the

world. I think I can be anything I want,

too," Boykin said.

Boykin was born in Kinston, North

Carolina and said she lived as an "army

brat" because her father was an Air Force

career man. Her parents both died when

she was very young and her brother died

six years ago, but she said their early en-

couragement of education is critical to

where she is today.

"My father felt Massachusetts had a

great educational system and I felt I had

to take advantage of such a system. For

me, there was no place else to go," she

said.

After graduating from UMass with a

Bachelor's degree in journalism, Boykin

attended Cambridge College in Nor-

thampton and received a Master's degree

in education. In 1977, she returned to

UMass as a Resident Director and a doc-

toral student.

Boykin and her husband own and run

Especially for You, a store located on Rt.

9 in Hadley which specializes in beauty

products for people of color.
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enrollment
continued from page 1

the University
were positive, because instead of trying to hide problems
with racism, the University has dealt with the problems,
although the publicity surrounding the school has not

always been positive.

Associate Dean of Students Rick Townes said media
coverage this campus has received might be a factor in

turning away students, but most people take the media
with a "grain of salt," and have a cynical view of the

media. He added that he thought the media had been
"reasonably fair and accurate."

"We all have to recognize that we have some problems,"

Townes said. "We have to continue to have an open
dialogue."

"It's a troubling point for me," Townes said of the enroll-

ment figures.

"This campus genuinely wants to attract minority

students," Townes said. "It's uncomfortable for all of us;

we've got to find a way to overcome the problem."

He said parents and minority applicants themselves had

asked about the climate of the campus, whether it was

safe. UMass minority students are asked the same ques-

tions by prospective students. The students to whom this

question was posed face a difficult dilemma, because "they

don't want to discourage them, but they also don't want

to be less than candid," Townes said.

Mark Codling-Davy is a member of the monitoring com-

mittee set up after the New Africa House takeover in

February. He says some students still cannot walk around

campus without feeling a little threatened.

"I would say there is an uncomfortable climate,"

Codling-Davy said. "The ripples are being felt all over

campus from the events of the past."

Townes said he had heard of minor racial events recent-

ly on campus.
"I'm surprised, frankly, that there are things still go-

ing on. The problem isn't going to go away any time soon.

We need to continue to prod away at the problem. I think

we'll be okay."

Minority enrollment figures:

1988 1987 1986 1985

Parking
continued from page 3

to park my car."

Sidewalk vendors David Gordon and Sue, of Sue the

Wandering Ewe, have a good view of town-traffic and they

agreed bicycle use needs to be encouraged.

Sue said, "I think bicycle lanes and bicycle parking
would be a good idea." A few years ago when the town
put in curbs, it was rumored they were to do that, she .said.

"Something needs to be done to make bicycle traffic bet-

ter," she said.

Some downtown employees said they have been push-

ed out of their designated lots by other cars and are forc-

ed to run out and feed the meters every hour.

"Some employees park and use up the meters all day,"

said Bart Mitchell of the Amherst Planning Department.
Some students park in town and take the bus to campus
while others, who stay in town, will not settle for park-

ing a few blocks away and then walking, he said.

"We have just hired a consultant to look into the

possibility of constructing a parking garage downtown,"
Mitchell said. He called the project major undertaking.
Town vendors said they feel a parking garage might be

disruptive in town, and they think there could be some
opposition.

Applications 2,042 1446 1279 1151

Students accepted 1,200 968 836 842

Studento enroUed 395 368 339 367^

UMASS
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL

3 Games of Bowling
and Shoe Rental for $3.00

Thurs Nights 9:00 PM - 12:00 PM

The Northampton Bowl

525 Pleasant St

Northampton, MA
584-4830

Live D.J. in the Lounge from 9-12

Never a Cover

Special Student and Youth Faree to

EUROPE
fMMB New York on Scheduled Airlineel

DESTINATIONS OW RT
LONDON $210 $400
PARIS 235 450
MILAN 260 500
FRANKFURT 285 550
MADRID 245 470
COPENHAGEN 275 550
STOCKHOLM 275 550
OSLO 270 520

Above (ares also apply from Washington, D.C. to London and

Paris on non-stop service. Add-on fares from Boston, Chic«90.

Pittsburgh, Minneapolis and many other U.S. cities arc also available.

WE SPECIALIZE IN AROVND-THE WORLD
ITINERARIES FOR STUDENTS.

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL FARES TO THE
SO. PACIFIC, AUSTRALIA. SO. AMERICA

Eurail and Eurall Youth Passes available Ijnmediat

WHOLEWORLD
Part of the worldwide STA Travel Network

17 E. 45th St.. Suite 805. New York, NY 10017
(212) 986-9470
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ealiiig place
OPEN 24 MOORS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M • 3 AM SUNDAY • THURSDAY

•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMMIS ^LAZA
ieetc f MBt te Smmc Step A Sliep

NAOLiy/AMHERST f5«-4Mf

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

Empiovment Aooiications Beinq Taken

Northampton;
REGGAE

MYSTIC JAMMERS

Roqqao Ska Fnvontps

I—CULTURE

Moil Oc: J

Jaz7 Leqends

MARION BROWN &

MAL WALDRON
Tu.->S Oct •»

BLUES JAM

WOCi Oct :

UNCLE MARTHA
Plus Other Guests

12 Old South Street

Thorne s Marketplace

Northampton • 586-5030

21 + w'positivc ID

990/0 FAT FREE
Only $99 Per Semester

When Two of You Join
Valid Student ID required • Expires 10/6/88

WE OFFER THE LOWEST PRICES FOR

THE HIGHEST QUALITY WOMEN'S CLUB

FEATURING:
7 Days A Week
•37 CONTINUOUS
CLASSES

•AREAS LARGEST ;;

EXERCISE FLOOR

•MULTIPLE STATION
WEIGHT EQUIPMENT

•AEROBICS
TREADMILLS

•AEROBICS
LIFECYCLES

•COMPUTERIZED
ROWING MACHINES

Our NEW 21b

Density Flooring

is now installed!

Come try It out

at our present

LOW prices!

•CHILDCARE
AVAILABLE

•SAUNA

•WHIRLPOOL

PRIVATE SHOWERS

•FULL SERVICE TAN-

NING STATION

You've tried the rest, now join THE BESTI

BIG Y aAZA. NORTH KING ST.

nr 586-7503

NORTHAMPTON

I
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Just my opinion

The debate: more than a mud fight

Well, last Sunday the country got to see the presiden-

tial candidates debate for the first time. Next time the

people will see them debate for the last time. Nice to know

that they want us to understand their positions and want

to give us a chance to see them together. (Actually George

is more at fault because he refused to do anymore than

two.) ^^^^_^.^_^_^^_^

Peter Leon

Anyway, in order to see the debate I brought my little

two inch screen TV to work, and as I waited on customers

I watched. The campaign strategists for each candidate

put a great deal of work into making these two look good.

They both practiced their responses and had previously

thought-up quick comebacks to the nasty things each

would say to the other. Of course everyone, including the

panel of questioners wore the trendy red tie, so everyone

in America would know that they were at leant up to date

on fashion.

I CPNT BELIEVE ME rllSTOOK

PEftl^L MARBOR DAY \\

GOLLY, I CAWT UAIT TO
STWT CflMP«l6NING fOK KJEKT

YEAR'S ELECTION I

Overall I would say Mike won. But I don't mean George

lost either. He gave his usual showing, which is a bit

reserved, a little nervous and uncomfortable, and full of

Ivy league witticisms about Boston. But, he failed to look

like he had specific plans (especially on penalties for

women who get abortions), and he failed to make Mike

be the nasty left-winger he thinks Mike is.

Mike on the other hand gave a performance which I did

not expect. He blew George's main two negative asser-

tions against him out of the water.

First George has been painting him as a "Massachusetts

liberal." Mike is a liberal and he is from Massachusetts,

but he didn't look like the stereotypical "Massachusetts

liberal" George wants him to. Instead he came off as a

very moderate, strong willed, competent candidate.

George's second assertion that Mike isn't patriotic fell

to the wayside. Mike responded to these ideas with the

story of his father. His father came to this country and

made it big. Now Mike wants to repay his country, by ser

ving it. He sounded like he felt obliged to do this service.

A3Cs Peter Jennings, according to two critics

Newsweek interviewed about the debate, looked the most

presidential, but John Mashek of the Atlanta Journal-

Constitution gets my vote for best questions. He asked

the candidates about their choices for veep. He ended the

string of questions by asking Mike "Who's right," in

references to Dukakis' and Lloyd Bentsen's major

differences.

Mike responded well again by saying he believed Lloyd

was well qualified, no one ever having questioned his run

ning mate's qualifications (unlike George's). He also said

he hoped if someone came up with a crazy idea to sell arms

to terrorists that Lloyd would tell him it was crazy and

not endorse it (unlike George). He answered the question

about whose right with a quote which went something like

"If two people agree on everything only one of them is

doing the thinking."

oooo

iif,\t\J^< kJ UMASfc 82>

Finally Mike showed he can be tough and compas-

sionate. When asked to decide if the lives of Americans

hostages were worth negotiating with terrorists, Mike

gave a simple compassionate statement about how he sym

pathized with the families of hostages, but negotiating

with terrorists would leave the country open to more ter

rorism. Mike also made reference to the US policy on ter-

rorism, which was written by George Bush just before

Iran-Contra began. George, in reply, could only muster

"I wrote ... the best anti-terrorist report written."

Now don't get me wrong, I'm not an ardent Duke sup

porter, he has innumerable problems. He does, however,

have one thing over George Bush I like — he's not George

Bush.

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

'M' is for mouth

All us fools voting

for all them fools

I remember reading somewhere that an-

cient societies would choose a scapegoat.

The man would be provided for by the

state; he'd have a place to live, food, and

clothing. Sounds like a good deal, huh? I

wouldn't mind it. Oh yeah, there was one

minor, inconsequential detail. At the end

of his term, the scapegoat would be kill-

ed .by the people.

It's not so different here.

Okay, so no one gets killed. Still, we do

have a national scapegoat and a national

hero.

Pamela McCarthy

It's election time. Time to elect a new
scapegoat. It used to be that all of the

elected scapegoats started out as heroes.

This election may just start the newly

elected President off as our scapegoat.

(But then, scapegoats are people who are

only a target for blame. These buffoons

deserve the ridicule they get.)

People love to hate leaders — especial-

ly presidents. I'm not excusing the guys
who deserve it (remember Watergate?
Contra-gate?). Any leader who violates

our trust has earned the contempt of the

people. But some of the American people

are equally pathetic.

Look at us, we want perfection. We
claim to be so angry because this election

doesn't cover the issues. Since when have

issues been important to the majority of

Americans? We want a distinguished-

looking man in a three-piece suit spewing

forth noble sounding but empty speeches.

We want a saint, whose past is perfect (yet

we conveniently Forget our own wrongdo-

ings). We want a guy who shakes hands,

kisses babies, espouses traditional values

and social change, who is pro-military yet

wants world peace. We don't want to hear

about the issues; we'd feel too uncomfor-

table. We want to be told things we like

to hear. We want a con artist, not a leader.

When Ronald Reagan was first running

for President, we couldn't contain our ex-

What's the matter with me?

Little pieces of cardboard
that ril always love

citement. "Oh, Ronnie will put the coun-

try in shape. He'll cut those nsisty taxes

and give everyone jobs. He won't let those

commie Ruskies get the better of us." No
one considered what the consequences

may be; we heard some appealing spew,

so we cast our ballots for Ron. After some
time with Reaganomics, these same peo-

ple have decided that Reagan is a senile,

old warmonger. Yet he was elected twice.

Is this because we took spew over

substance again? I think so.

Both of them told us what we wanted

to hear. We elected both. Then, when we
experienced the consequences, we turned

them into national targets for our barbs.

Before Reagan, there was Jimmy
Carter. We loved to hate ol' Jimmy, didn't

we? Oh, we thought he was an indecisive

wimp who wrecked our economy. After

eight years of Reagan, he's considered a

great man.

So here we are with Bush and Dukakis
running.

Oh joy.

They are doing what we want them to

do best — put on a show. Mudslinging,

empty sermons, and grand theatrical

displays of patriotism have been featured

this election year. That's what we've

wanted all along. A show. Let's enjoy it

while we can, folks. When one of the

jokers gets elected, we'll hate him. We'll

start sniveling about how the issues were

avoided when they were running. "There

was no substance in the campaign," we'll

moan.

That's right. There is no substance in

this campaign. That's what we wanted.

Our next president will probably disap

point us, a man we can love to hate.

I have only one thing to say if the next

guy is a flaming incompetent.

We deserve it.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian

columnist

Life was so simple when I was a kid.

Elementary school was not the toughest

thing in the world, summers were nothing

more than non-stop recreation, and my
favorite hobby was just that — a hobby.

But today, I've found that collecting

baseball cards is more than just a hobby.

It's become big business.

Jim Clark

I remember the first time I ever bought

a package of baseball cards. It was 1975,

the year the Red Sox went on to fall in the

World Series in seven games to the Cincin-

nati Reds. The first card I saw on the top

of that Topps package was Tim McCarver.
Today. McCarver is the color man for the

New York Mets. Then, he was a backup
catcher with the Red Sox. I was ecstatic.

I still have that McCarver card, safely

tucked away in the top drawer of my
dresser at home. It's not in good condition,

but it serves as a reminder for me — a
memory of sorts.

I don't have many other cards from that

year, mainly because the budget of a seven-

year-old doesn't allow for much excessive

spending. With it costing 15 cents for a
package of 12 cards and a generously-sized

piece of Bazooka chewing gum. I had to

take it easy.

As the years went along, my investment
in the hobby became more and more ram-
pant. I began to seek out the complete set,

all of the cards produced in a single season.

This required considerable patience, but it

made collecting all the more enjoyable.

Trading with friends was a valuable source

of obtaining the cards missing from your
collection. You would be willing to trade

Carl Yastrzemski for Ted Kubiak, if that's

what it took.

Then in 1981, baseball card collecting

took a giant turn. Whether it's for the bet-

ter I haven't yet concluded. The Topps
Chewing Gum Co., for many years, had
been the one and only major card manufac-

turer. Anytime you mentioned baseball

cards, it was assumed you were talking

about Topps.

However, two other companies. Fleer and
Donruss, burst onto the scene that year.

What had been more or less a monopoly on

Topps' part quickly became mtgor competi-

tion. Collectors were now forced to pick and

choose the cards that they were to go after.

Prices began to go skyward. Kids, for the

most part, were being shut out of the one

hobby that was primarily centered awound

the enjoyment of kids — the depiction of a

child's game. Adults were using the hob-

by as a tool for big business.

I knew I was in trouble when a couple of

years later I went to a dealer, looking for

a few of the cards from my earlier years

that I was missing. The prices were begin-

ning to reach astronomical proportions.

Single cards were going for $5 and
sometimes $10 apiece. Kids looking for

cards of their heroes, a Wade Boggs, Don
Mattingly or Dwight Gooden, were now
having to shell out mucho dinero to get it.

I began to sour on the hobby. Needless

to say, once I found more important needs

for my still-meager income, I dropped out.

Fortunately, the cards I had gathered

were still around. Seeing the prices in-

crease faster than the stock market, I

wasn't foolish enough to sell early. Also,

my understanding mother never went
bonkers and threw everything out when I

went off to school.

My collection is still intact.

Thank God. As I sit back now, I begin to

realize the one thing that I had overlook-

ed. Despite all of the financial burden that

now encumbers the efforts of every hob-

"

byist, there still is one characteristic about

baseball cards that cost could never
tarnish.

They still allow you to cross that fine line

between fan and participant. Baseball

cards are the connection between the fan

and the player. The full-color photos on

front, the statistics and information on the

back, are a simplified hands-on guide to the

career of the player. Browsing through my
collection one day last winter, those

childhood memories returned. I came
across that old Tim McCarver card, with
the wrinkles, gum stains and curled-up cor-

ners. That little piece of cardboard served
as a piece of nostalgia to a game that I grew
up to love, and still do to this day.
That kid in me has returned.
Jtm Clark is a Collegian columnist
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No democracy
in El Salvador
There is a crisis in El Salvador. Now, more than any

time in the last eight years, the power of a small ruling

class is being challenged by the people.

There are two areas of conflict. There is an armed con-

flict between the Farabundo Marti National Liberation

Front (FMLN) and the Salvadoran Armed Forces. It is

Greg Smith

there that the unarmed protest in the streets fronts the

National Guard, the National Police, and the Treasury

Police. In both of these .struggles a grass roots movement
of people seeks economic justice, human rights, and an
opportunity to participate in the governing of El Salvador.

The current government seeks only to maintain the

power of the Salvadorian Oligarch. In order to hold down
the Salvadoran people the government needs $1.5 million

a day. In 1987 the US gave more to the Salvadoran govern-

ment than the Salvadoran taxpayers did.

Despite the massive US intervention, the Salvadoran

government is losing control of the country. The war bet

ween the FMLN and the government is close to

.stalemated. A recent report by four Lieutenant Colonels

at the John F. Kennedy School of (jovernement in Boston

concluded that the FMLN could keep up the current level

of conflict indefinitely.

They also said that the Salvadoran government could

not continue to govern without meeting the needs of the

people. But the Salvadoran government can not meet the

demand.s of the people while it spends all of its money to

prosecute the war.

Within the Salvadoran government there is a conflict

about how to stop the ma.ssive popular protests. The US
and its surrogate in El Salvador, the Christian Democratic

party, advf)cate more repression with minor reforms. The
ARENA party supports a policy of total war. This means
massive killings of civilians and a return to the policies

of the early 1980s when the death-squads reigned

supreme This argument has split the Salvadoran govern-

ment, rendering it almost entirely ineffective.

N'tither more repre.ssion with window-dressing reforms

nor total war will stop the popular movement for change

HI Kl Salvador. The labor union.^ are demanding a fair

\\ orking wage. The students are demanding funding for

the Univer.>*ity of El Salvador. The peasants are deman
'iln^: land. The human righl.-^ groups are denuiiuiinK' ;ui

M(l i<» tile governmental killing.s and kidnappings

inmeiit dues nothing, the pe<iple will eontinue

,,....,, .ug and t ;il iti" III th.. streets. If the att.ieks by the

eoni iinie t. here could he an immediate
iti<)n is .-

'

I

^ - ; :;;.-i 111 of hn ' .

and prosecution of the death squad killers

Ihf pries thi' money for th- n El

'HE SAYS HE CAN FIX IT, BUT HE WANTS TIME-AND-A-HALF, TWO EXTRA COFFEE BREAKS, AND
A SFAT CM THF ROARO OF DIRFCTORS!"

No one needs to be loved like this
Battering and abuse doesn't just happen, nor are women

ju.st victims.

Unfortunately, .some choose abusive mates over and over
again. They can't leave becau.se the fear of loneliness
outweighs the fear of a beating.

Others don't know how to have a relationship that is

not abusive.

Clarinda Rose-Turner

inn

i\nr tl , -I I ic.itf a new pnhcv nd

As children our parents teach most of us to respect

oursehcs and each other. Schm)! supposedly reinforces

positive self images. We are "The Little Engine that

Could" or a Pippie Longstockmg who can do anything.

Imagine beine told you couldn't all the time.

I per;ite feeling' peiv.i'' 'lit

>'. . ;i 1 a red en>;uH iin> lai'

U!!rd oiily for storage a'nd carrying lumber. You are useful

or
'

' ,'
'

. never

fl,

,

clouds

ti lel and think.

Other parents show their daughter how .she i« respon-

sible lor them When they llgli- |>airs the damage;

Some u

SiniHi /.- 1.' / \/i;

>w up feeling this horrible about

she brings her father a beer and talks "clothes" with her

mother for an hour. Perhaps she'll act out, sleeping around

or breaking dishes, so they'll focus on her instead of each

other. Perhaps she'll just listen and learn how a man and
a woman "love" by screaming and fighting.

The girl-child then goes to high school and falls head
over heels with a boy just like her father. Someone who
doesn't believe she can do anything right, or who also

believes grown ups yell and hit instead of talk and care.

She can't leave because she is responsible for him. He's

the only man who could ever love hei . Maybe she'll marry
him or maybe she'll find another ju.st like him.

It's a cycle of abuse.

It dtiesn't have to be.

I knew H couple where the man always told the woman
svhat lo do and how lu do it. He would m! >U her

stupid and say she wasn t trying. All my i would

talk about these two. No one would say anything to her

or to him. When thev broke up, e\. 'it waj»

ag<Mid ihin^; (iiiliei lint mtone hai: ly s<j.

We need mor-e jjeople willing to speak to their friends

Break tht- talxx) of silence that surrounds abuse and pain

I wasn't brave enough to help last time, but next time I

will.

Will you

'

CFdriiula h'sci urnrr is a UMu.-^^ sunn nl

Letters

Sub-station threatens privacy

They said it. . .

Republican campaign strategists want CBS anchorman Dan Rather ask-

ing questions at the next presidential debate. Rather u^auld likely be on best

behavior after his confrnntatinn with Bush over the Iran-cnnfra affair last

January; but another clash could generate public sympathy for the leep. "If

Rather is nasty to Bush, that would be the blessing we'd all pray for." .sav.s

a top Bush aide. The Bush camp last week rejected a Dukakis propt.tal >hat

ilcbate panels be compiised solely of network anchors. Publicly, they said,/

smtild be unfair to print journcdist.^. Their real objection, campaign insider^

ras that the TV "ost viewci

rk. October 3. 19H8

All residents of University housing

should be concerned about the placement

of a University police sub-station in the lob

by and or fifth floor of Washington Tower

in October.

Though the police's intended desire to

"improve our relations with the communi
ty," and educate "the community about

prevention and safety in their living area."

is completely understandable, why is a

police station in a residential hall also

necessary?

Public Safety cla.sses could be advertis-

ed and held in student lounges on a periodic

basis in all dorms; this would allow the

police to reach more students. A police sub-

station located in Hampden Student Center

would similarly expose more students to a

friendly {X)lice presence on campus and pro-

vide a more central location within the

Southwest Area.

University residence hall rules state that

"the University will not intrude into a stu-

dent's personal effects or otherwise search

a room except with permission of the stu-

dent, or by appropriate legal authorities

with a search warrant. The University is

Left-wing GATE too biased

guided by the Plain View Doctrine" and

may report evidence of unlawful acts in

"Plain View.'"

The e.stablishment of a police station

within a residence hall is in direct con-

tradiction with this policy. Police Officers

in a lobby or up.stairs in any building are

guided not by the policy of 'Plain View." but

by their own broader powers of probable

cause. A cup full of beer will hardly raise

the eyebrows of an R.A., but a police officer,

as a result of his or her training, can deter

mine that, A, there is beer in the cup and

B, you may be underage. These observa-

tions give the officer 'probable cause' to ask

you for ID. and possibly arrest you.

Perhaps the police think that for

Southwest to become a true urban com-

munity, students must .soon join the rest

of all city dwellers in closing and locking

their doors while relaxing in their rooms.

But the students will not be shutting their

doors out of fear. They will be closing them
to protect their own right to privacy.

David O'Hearn
Southwest

There is no doubt that the many media

and informational sources emanating from

the university have a liberal .slant, but

when this bias appears in a publication

which is credited as being unprejudiced,

.^-omething must be said.

Its (ibviuus this year's Course and

Teacher Evaluation guide has not been

eslablisiied to 'create a cumprehensivt.-

fospunsible publication" as their introduc

'V<n >t,Ues. H<m can a publication consider

U-^iT rto-ponsiVilc when it de-ciibi-

StuiK. (~ for America as pronioung m
idmg and anv;^ biuld u]) while

promoting the Radical Student Union as

•taking an active role in shaping the future

by working for social change through

research and education' or when it

describes the Valley Women's Voice as

seeking to represent all wfimen's voices'

Interesting, but Elizabeth Dole and Jeane

Kirkpatrick don't seem lo get much print

,o .1,.. \'\V\V

-^liine!-

^blication.

,j. Chris White
(ieorge Lanides

Northampton

li^ht nn the
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Godfathers give it back to press

Living Colour breaks the mold of black music

(^cz^s^imi^
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By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Godfathers are the kind ofband who probably began

from a small ad in the "Musicians Wanted" section of a

local paper. You know the kmd of thing —"have songs,

image and attitude, will travel." One might accurately

describe them as dedicated, accomplished, aggressive and

polished. The rock publication New Music Express describ

ed them as "arrogant," but it really doesn't fit them. "Pro-

ud" would describe them better. Yes, the Godfathers are

a proud band . . . and proud of it too.

In an interview with Peter Coyne of the Godfathers, he

reacted to the British press' treatment of the band by say

ing, "That's just bullshit. We told the N.M.E. that we were

from up and down the country (two of the band's members,

George Mazur and Mike Gibson, are from Yorkshire), but

they just labeled us as a South London band. They even

spelled it 'Saaath Laaandon.' The music press just seek

to put you down, and you expect it from them."

Coyne's attitude isn't surprising, considering the fact

that the N.M.E. has little to do with promoting such bands

as the Godfathers. In fact, the Godfathers are exactly the

kind of band that they love to trash. Pseudos can't cling

to their mystique because it isn't something they have

in abundant supply. Instead, the Godfathers are great

believers in tradition.

"We just want to write great songs for our next album,

which is going to be really different from Birth, School,

Work. Death. We've already got eight songs which are all

really different, all different styles," Coyne said.

Coyne is despondent, perhaps predictably so, about the

state of the music industry today. "It's absolutely shock-

ing, there's so much crap around," he said. However, he

does find time for bands like the Smithereens and the

Pogues because of their "energy and originality. The
Pogues are definitely doing something different."

It's funny that Coyne should mention the Smithereens

because they sound like the Godfathers' twin band, at

least in intent. Both bands are rooted in a sixties sensibili-

ty established by such classic bands as the Rolling Stones,

the Small Faces and the Kinks.
continued on page 12

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Living Colour, playing tonight at the Student Union
Ballroom with the Godfathers, prove that you don't have

to be young and jwp out of a rap-in-the-box screaming "Yo!

Bum rush the show!" in a White Castle parking lot in the

South Bronx in order to be recognized as a black musi-

cian. The New York City-based Living Colour is truly

a unique ensemble. Vernon Reed's powerful guitar dispels

the notion that black musicians cannot be taken serious-

ly as a rock 'n roll band.

During a break at a gig in Rochester, New York, Liv-

ing Colour's bassist Muzz Skillings told the Collegian a

little more about the band that is making musical head-

way acro.ss the country.

Collegian: Here's a standard question. How was the
current Living Colour line up established?

Muzz Skillings: Vernon (Reed) first met Corey Clover
at a birthday p£u-ty two years ago. He listened to him sing

and was pleased with what he heard, so he put him on

hold for a while until he could get things started. Then
the original drummer left and Will Calhoun was called

in to do some gigs. I was called in a little later from the

Black Rock Coalition. We got our act together and that

was that.

Collegian: Epic Records is the label distributing you

in the US. It's a major label. Were you aiming so high?

Did you expect to get picked up by a major label?

Skillings: Epic turned out to be ideal because they were

"hands off." Other labels we tried to work with had this

image in mind of what we could be. Their attitudes were

like, "We can do this with them" and we didn't want that

shit. We wanted to sign with a record company that didn't

want to change us, and Epic was just that. They wanted

our music just as it is.

Collegian: Were there any independent companies in-

terested at first?

Skillings: Yeah, before we signed. Epic wasn't the on-

ly label. One of our concerns was who would suit our in-

terests, then who would sign us.

Collegian:When you play venues wehre people don't

know who you are, aprat formthe fact that they hear you
are a black band, are the pre-conceived notions as to who
or what kind of music you play? Are you met with blank

stares?

Skillings: Yeah. There are presumptions. People will

ask us "Are you rap? Reggae? Disco? Funk?" They'd never

stop to think we'd be a rock'n'roll band. Black or whites.

So at first we were certainly met with blank stares. Now
that we're a little more pKjpuleu-, and people know who we
are and because of our involvemnt with the Black Rock

Coalition, it's almost an immediate association that we
play rock'n'roll.

continued on page 12

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

.^^^^^^^^j^^^^^^^^

London band The Godfathers play the Student Union BaUroom tonight with Uving Colour.

HEALTH PITNESS CENTER
Rt« 116, 8. Amherst 256-0080

A, \. Hastings
INC.

253-2840

OFFICE SUPPLIES
STATIONERY

GREETING CARDS
UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES

HARVEST FESTIVAL
September 29, 1989

MENU
ChUled Fresh Cider

New England Seafood Chowder

Oven Roast Turkey

Combread Dressing

Cape Cod Cranberry Sauce

aked Stuffed Native Acorn Squash

Mashed Potatoes

Harvest- Vegetables

Pan Rolls

Cranberry Apple Crisp

Assorted Pies

Fudge Nut Brownies

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
BLUEWALL CAFETERIA

Your next President

will be on campus
C George Scala, that is. KT^v^ \i/f^fAr
Chairman, CEO and iMCXl WCCIS..
President of Lechmere—
one of America's fastest growing retailers, if you're inter-

ested in a retail career, come hear Mr. Scala speak.

Then, talk with select Lechmere Associates. And find

out all about our Stores Management and Marketing

Management Trainee programs.

A hardgoods retailer specializing in Home Electronics,

Home Appliances, Housewares, Leisure and Sporting

Goods products, Lechmere is one of America's greatest

success stories. We boast 27 stores along the East Coast,

with plans for further expansion. Now, you can »+«arc

our continued success.

Our Management philosophy emphasizes partnerships,

teamwork and open communicatiop*. As a subsidiary

of the Dayton-Hudson Corporation, we arc

committed to the values and practices that have made

Dayton-Hudson one of the "'00 Best Companies to

Work for in America!'

Be There.
If you're interesttvl in a high-powered retailing career,

come see Mr. Scala speak. Come show support for your

next president.

Tuesday, October 4, 1988

4:30pm-6:OOpm
UMASS Amherst

The Campus Center, Room 911

Refreshments will be served.

RFSTAURANT 1 f

Rout* 9 and Unlversify Drive, Amherst C^\
2539757

LECHMERE
in Equal Opportunity Employer.

Lunch Tues.—Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tues.-Frl. ^A Ckt%
11:30-3 p.m. ^^^^_ _ _

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *

' (OtaeouM ppltoi lo food HOTin purchaaad lor

«|nn«r In \h» dtolng room. Cwwwt b* ilMtf In

ooniunctton wHh ottior diKounts.)

with your
valid Student ID

,IM.
Oldies Dance Club

Roul* ? * Un»ve»»»v Oiivo. AenherU 253 9750

Downstoiis at the GuH Stream

> DJ
THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

|

Pitchers off Beer $5.25 "

750 Drafts ^ No Cover

Check out our new 10 fft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Footbaii (i^'oTsc'^ern)

Pitchers off Beer $5-25

• Free Popcorn • 75€ Draffts •

Free "Pinic Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Glass

45 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET,
AMHERST

Grocery

J Pepsi, 12 pack

Hood V2 gallon

Jf All-Star Orange Juice

)f Deli

)f Lard O' Lakes American Cheese

)f Levonian Extra Lean Donr^estic Ham

$2.99 + dep.

$1 .89 V2 gallon

$1.59 V2 gallon

•••••••••

$1 .99/lb.

$2.29/lb.

•••••••••

Meat

iL Ground Round Extra Lean, 20% fat

^ Rib-Eye Steak-boneless

1 iriti^iciriciricir

$1.79/lb.

$3.99/lb.

Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 8AM-11PM; Sun. 8AM-9PM

Grocery 549-0933 Liquor 549-6565

WATROBA'S t
SUNDERLAND RD.
NO. AMHERST, MA

If

>f

>f

If

Ik-

*••••*••••••••••••••*•••**
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adirondack music*—
3 DAY MADNESS SALE!

Beat these prices, if you can...

Here at Adirondack Music we are stooping to new lows!

Speakers, turntables, car stereos, and more at the lowest

prices ever! Check um out! Compare!

Advent Speakers!

We got them at prices that can't be beat-

Try a pair of Legacy*!, a S450 value for only S299!

Perhaps you'd like the Maestro's, $600 worth of

the finest speakers around for only S399 the pair!

Maybe Baby's, a S250 value for only $129 the pair!

And More Speakers...

As you must know by now, us guys at Adirondack aren't

really playing with a full deck... Why else would we offer

you a pair of EPI TE/120 dem's, 10" 2 way's, a S300 value,

for the insane price of only S150 the pair?! Or turn your

Walkman into an instant stereo with a pair of Wharfdale

Active Diamonds, below cost at only $99.95 the pair! I must

be dreaming! How about the Jamo SLSO's, a high quality

Scandanavian 6" 2 way speaker at the unbeatably low price

of only $129 the pair!

He's at it again...

Yup! The bossraan just can't seem to keep a grip on reality,

folks! Here's your chance, while his mind is playing tricks on

him, to score yourself the best deal you'll ever find on a

pair of superior Mission speakers! DEALER COST! That's

right Vou pay what we paid! The man isn't well .

More Great Deals!
Ho\^ Scott RS30 20Wpc receiver, a $140 value, at

the areas i n price of only $6995! Ok, I know that's a

crazy deal, but beat this one: a Marantz TT155 belt drive

turntable with cartridge for the ridiculously low price of only

$39.95! Nutty, huh?! We got a Magnavox CD0510 portablf^

CD player for only $14995! Save $100 on a Nikko NR750
48Wpc receiver only $199.95! Not to mention the Nikko
Alpha 230 120Wpc power amp, with a manufacturer's

suggested retail of $520, going for the we must be crazy price

of only S24m.
j,^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^

Such a deal, how can you refuse?! Buy a Panasonic

CQS06EU AM/FM car stereo with auto-reverse cassette

deck for only $99.95 and get a FREE pair of Panasonic

EABOll speakers! How about a TARGA R500 PULLOUT

AM/FM digital tuning with auto-reverse cassette deck for

only $199.95 and get a FREE pair of Concord CS261

Whose Mistake?

EPI VCS2000. We
couldn't sell them for

$399.95! Or $299.95!

Or for $199.95! Or

$149.95! Maybe, just

maybe, we might be

able to sell them for

$99.95...

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

Open Monday thru Saturday 10am to 5;30pm

Sale prices good thru October I, 1988

Limited qo&ntitiM. All Hemi (wbject to prior lale.

No Tiinchecki. Not responsible for typop&phical errors.
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Colour
vnnttnuvti from puf;r II

CoUegian: And what are the reactions

to that?

Skillings:Either they totally get into it,

which is mostly the case, or they'e got pro-

blems. People who don't like us, don't like

music.

I can't see anyone not getting into this

band. Living Colour are a great idea. Sure

there have been other black musicians who

ahve busted the chain of "yo-boy hip hop,"

but apart from Bad Brains only Vernon

Reed is today one of the only real hard rock

black musicians. Reed strangles his guitar

in the traditions of some of the real guitar

greats, Jimi Hendricks, J. Mascus, Lou

Reed and it is Vernon Reed who is respon-

sible for bringing individual talents of

Clover, Skillings and Calhoun together.

Collegian: With Living Colour sounding

the way they do, one would think that MTV
is an unavoidable part of their future.

SkiUings: Not necessarily the case. Peo-

ple tell me they've seen the video at, say,

8:30 a.m. or during some other awkward
time slot.

Conegian:do you think this MTV tour

will effect your airplay?

SkiUings:This time we're touring col-

elges anduniversityies so the college

market may pick up a little. I guess this

tour is helpful. But it'll take more than just

touring the college circuit to get the com-

merical radio stations interested in us.

Godfathers

lonlinui'il from page 10

Coyne doesn't have much patience with

"poser" bands such as fellow post punkers

That Petrol F:motion, .saying, "It's just

avant garde crap, sounding like other peo-

ple's music. We just want to sound like

the Godfathers. That doesn't mean that

all our records sound the same — it's just

an identifvable sound. I mean early

Stones isn't like the records they made

when they were fucked up, but you still

know it's the Stones."

You can see where Coyne is coming

from, but I don't know if I agree. After all,

at the end of the day, it's the noise that

comes out of the radio. And to my mind

the Godfathers make a noise I've heard

too many times before.

You may disagree. Judge tor yourselt

tomorrow at the Student Union Ballroom

when they play with Living Colour. Liv-

ing Colour? Now that's a noise I can deal

with.

~gitiiiiiwwibiwiiiiii«PHwww«"o«www«wwow''"

I
CLOSED "*~ '' """"

i MONDAY & TUESDAY
5 18, 19. 20 Year Olds WelcoincI

S SubjocI to additional charge. ppf
w

Accross from Mtn. Farms Malljg

Route 9, Hadley §
586-4463 I

g

I

I

B

Premier Showcase Nightclub

Wednesday, Sept. 28 One seed "Dead Show"

Thursday. Sept. 29 Shake the Faith with the

Save and the Vestrymen

Friday. Sept. 30 Crystal Ship

"The Incredible 1 1 Doors Show'

Saturday, Oct. 1 Anheiser Busch N'^^'i'

75C Drafts

Dance to the "Regulars
'

Free !-shirts, concert tickets

ana prizes

5
mm

5 Sunday, Oct. 2 The Mamcs and the Heritics =
BiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiniiiatiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiftiiiiOtiiiiiiiiniamiiiimiiaiiiiiiiiiitioiiMiiiiniiaiuiiiitMMaid

Introducing the

PoTButvDeu
Route 9 • Hadley • 584-1603

Lunchtime. Dinnertime, anytime, you'll love our
authentic New York style delicacies: Homemade
Salads, Hot & Cold Subs and Sandwiches.. .to satify
your appetite and budget.

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$1.00 off any sub
HOT

Chicken Parm.
Meatball

Sausage & Peppers

COLD
Roast Beef

Ham
Turkey Breast

& Many Others

Offer Expires Wed., Oct. 5

I

1
I

I

I

I

I

I
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L 'Oasis brings
Brown. LCulture

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Tonight is the big night — the first UPC production of

the year. Living Colour and The Godfathers play the

Student Union Ballroom tonight at 8:30 p.m. Get there

early so you don't miss a thing. Colour starts, God-
fathers end the show. Tickets are $6 for students, $8 for

public. Don't miss it.

But, if you're looking for other live entertaimnent — fear

not! Sheehan's and L'Oasis are the places to be. Reggae

band The Mystic Jammers are at L'Oasis tonight and

should be checked out. I heard a tape of theirs the other

day, and as much as I hate to admit it, I was very impress-

ed. Vintage reggae without all of that sampler/dub clutter.

And L'Oasis doesn't stop there. Area veterans who've

relocated to Boston, I-Culture will play both Friday and

Saturday nights. The cover shouldn't be outrageous, but

it is advisable to purchase tickets ahead of time, especially

on Saturday night at 6:00, which is the all-ages show, or

at 9:00, which is the regular over-21 show. The band is

making it big in Boston, bigger than expected, and this

just may be the last time you'll get a chance to see them

as an underground band. Go!

Old beatniks and lovers of jazz greats should consider

going to L'Oasis Monday night and bring $10 to see the

great Marion Brown, with special guest Mai Waldron.

Brown is very much respected within the community and

has a huge following. Unfortunately, it's an over 21 only

show.

Duke Robillard is playing at Sheehan's tonight; tickets

are $5 m advance. Tomorrow night you can see The Zulus

with very special guests The Lonely Moans. Those who

want to see the Moans are in for a shock. They've given

up on covering surf tunes, and have started to probe into

noise. Sounds great.and for M.99 it sounds even better.

On Saturday you can see other area legends, P^ama
Slave Dancers with special guests, The Blood Oranges.

George Winston, Windham Hill recording artist, plays

John M. Greene Hall at Smith College, Saturday night.

Tickets are $15 in advance. This show is sponsored by the

Iron Horse Cafe. Other events at the Iron Horse this

weekend include songwriter Patty Larldn; $7 at the door.

Blues guitarist John Hammond plays two shows tomor

row night, at 7 and 10 p.m. Tickets are $8 in advance.

And on Monday night. New Wave Cafe presents Uncle

Bonsai - affectionally known as the "Cheerleaders on

Drugs'

SIGOURNEY-WEAVER
She left everything

she knew and entered a

world few have ever seen.

Sc«ne say she went
too far.

!' % EKING VIARDEN
A MANDAPiN « SZECMUAN RESTAURANT

#l1C^'-!Route 9, Hfdicy
«H» t^« W^kl

mm

wmm^*

Gorillas
INTHEMKT
The Adventure ofDian Fossey

NOW PLAYING IN SELECT AREAS.
CX>MING SEPTEMBER 30TOTO ATHEATRENEAR YOU.

You are the eyes and ears

of the Collegian. If you see
something you think is news,

call the Collegian at

545-3500
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Indians
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continued from page 3

according to member Donna Goodleaf. The group has no

organizational positions other than the group's two

spokespersons, Cole and Rene Lopes. The association's

cultural center is located in the basement of Knowlton

House in the Northeast Residential Area.

The annual pow-wow in September and American Indian

Awareness Month in March are the association's two main

activities during the year. Cole said. ^

Your friendly hometown comer drug store

away from home

OLLeGE
DRUG

In addition to the stereotypes that plague Indians on

campus, the University provides little administrative or

financial support, Goodleaf said. This year's powwow was

particularly troublesome.

"We didn't have any funding. That was very surpris-

ing. Usually they (the University) foot the Physical Plant

bill, but not this year." she said. Cole said the organiza-

tion needs a full-time faculty or staff employee. She also

suggested the addition of a Native American Studies

program.
The goal of the organization, Cole said, is "to educate

the campus, to let them know that we're still here, to let

them know that we are the indigenous people of this

Comedy

Club

NOTEBOOK SALE
Stock Up WKde TKey Last!

Th«m« Boohs
J 5U«J(CT
iNSMitTS MM
OK COLLiOl mjii
t M VALUC.

69«

I
I

I

I

Thursday nlle live on stage at 8:45 p.m.

•Full menu available.

ms Week's Conwdians

•I

S Subroci
Thom* Book
raoSMCCTS
WKX OM

IM VAlUtS

3.Subi«ct

Th«tn« Book

120 sheets, 8.5" x 11"

A $1.95 Value

99C

5 Subiect
Theme Book
no SMMTS
wM>con
COLLLEOC NULC.

8.5" X 11"

A $3 19 Value

A-

Plus Note Pads

Memo Books

And More!

\9n^&
i

I

Jelf

Shaffer

4 Main SUeet. Amherst 250-2523

On th0 Comar Across from Amherst Common
OHIeial Po«ul SubttMlon • ibwwm LoH«fv TteMie

Monday-Friday 9io8 t Saturday 9 fo 6 • Sunday 9 to 5

Hadiey Hour

Mon.-Fri. 4-7

Free Buffalo Wings

and Munchie Buffet

This Week's Drink Specials

New Amsterdam

Fuzzy Navel

$2.50

$2 00

Parasitic insect
threatening crops
BOSTON (AP) - A parasitic mite that can devastate

bee colonies during the winter has infested hives in

Massachusetts, posing a threat to next year's fruit crop,

state agricultural officials said yesterday.

The Varroa Jacobsini mite was brought into the state

by migratory beekeepers from Florida in the spring and

detected this month in hives in southern Massachusetts,

officials said.

The 15,000 to 20,000 beehives imported for apple,

cranberry and blueberry pollination have been ordered

out of the state, but the damage already has been done.

"I see no reason why we're not going to have a steady

spread of this," said Lewis Wells, director of the state

Agriculture Department's Division of Regulatory Ser

vices. "One could expect at least initially a drop in the

number of hives."
' The Varroa mite, the size of a pinhead, can quickly

' destroy bee colonies and has been detected in 18 states.

I

The federal government in May lifted a quarantine on in-

terstate bee transportation after it proved too costly and

I unmanageable.
' Wells accused the state's two migratory beekeepers of

knowingly bringing the mite into the state from Florida,

despite the state regulations requiring certificates pro-

claiming bees mite-free before they can enter

Massachusetts.

'We did contact these people in Florida and told them

we wanted notification and inspection slips for each one

of the hives," he said. "We found out not only that they

came in, but did not have all the documents."

But he added: "We do not have a cordon around the

state. We don't stop all truckloads of bees at the state

border."

The state has about 4,000 hives and relies on migrated

bees to pollinate crops. While this years harvest appears

strong, growers are concerned that too few bees could

reduce next year's crops by as much as 50 percent.

"Now that they've been found, there's a possibility that

over the winter, the hives will die out and we won't have

anything for next year," said Irving Demoranville, direc-

tor of the University of Massachusetts' Cranberry Experi-

ment Station.

ADVOCATE BEST
I COMEDY in the VALLEY

SHtfHAWS
I Readers Poll

B E S T

VALLEV
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ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the

competative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Comniitment

' the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (RM 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and

pick up a job apolication and description and submit

It no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30.

Now's
the time

to call-

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst S49-2880

DUKE

ROBILLARD

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

>
The Zulus

(recamly signad lo Slash

Records)wnh« lonely moans S*

Pajama Slave Dancers
w'Blood Oranges

Jumpin' Johnny • Th«
Bluaa Party

''•M MW tOMM

LONDON
PA fits

ROME

en« «av

189
219
269

round trip

320
260
739

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
TmM»$ not inetu^m^.

Also Vl^rM Study Abroad

Lanfusgm Couramt. InVl

Studam ID . Yauth Moatal

Faiaaa

.

\lUHAIL ^mm—a i$tutt on thm i0qi

C»U It* thm f^tl cut 5t«iMnl
Trtval Calm4»t I

413-256-1261
AMHIMT

79 Sa PlMsant St.

Amherst MA OlOM

I

... with campus health Issues

SHAB*

M/F-EOE

• Sponsor health pro|eclt

• Represent student health

care concerns
•Review UttS budget
• Serve on UHS Search
Committees

• Meet other students

interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!

Date: Monday - October 4

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Time: 5:30 to 6:30 PM

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
' STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES .

Increased penalties
on violations proposed
BOSTON (AP) - Lt. Gov. Evelyn Mur-

phy yesterday proposed increasing

penalties for violations of the state's ethics

laws, limiting lobbying activities of former

government officials and banning speaking

fees for lawmakers and other public

servants.

"We, in Massachusetts, can be proud of

our ethics law and our Ethics Commis-

sion," Murphy told a gathering marking

the commission's 10th anniversary. "But

we should use this 10th anniversary sym-

posium to look to the future and consider

if there are areas where improvements can

be made."
Among those areas which need toughen-

ing, Murphy said, is money and gifts

(honoraria) public officials receive for

speaking to organizations which frequent-

ly have special-interest concerns over

which the officials have some control.

Murphy said the commission's advisory

statement placing restrictions on honoraria

still leaves "many grey areas" and that the

issue would better be dealt with through

a change in law.

Asked later if she thought legislators

would approve such a law. Murphy said, "I

think it requires some reflections and con

versations with the Legislature. (But) I

don't think there would be necessarily ma-

jor opposition to it."

For that reason, she said, any legislation

to ban the practice, whether introduced by

the commission or the governor's office,

may require setting some limits so that

lower-paying government positions may be

exempt.

\

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Di^«*p Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brov* Shaping • Chin

Bikini Line • Legs

G/ft Certificates Available

Licensed Aesthetician

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

Men and Women
M Main Street Amherst

253-9179

JThe Best Way Off Campus|

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Student Fir»s ftom

Amherst to
Boston New York City

$20.95 $34.95
,. , n , ,

toundttip ,ound.trip ^^e People Professionals

I Ticket! end Informitlon vtllabi* !:
1 U Mat* Mol»( AmhcrtI H»mp»hlc» Prir* W«leh

T»l f1 w (I C»nt«f Collegt Booli Ptrmtcy

MS TOO* Bui Twmlnel Sior» So Htdlty

S49 6O00 2M'043t S4* MOO 511-TI1S

Norlhsmfitonl

But Tvfmlnalj
Roun4hou*« M.j

M« 1010

TIPS ON
REPORTING
AND WRITING

Thtirs. Sept. 29
• by *

Tom Middleton

Collegian Newsroom

* 7:30pm *
Workshop cottnts toward

staff status

Come write for the Collegian

113 Campas Center

computers
continued from page 1

puter on the "gold card", while others

think for a while before buying, he said.

"I tend to be a pretty impulsive buyer.

This time I sat down and read a lot,"

Ledoux said.

The computer department is loaded

with price indexes and literature explain-

ing the features of the models. Students

tend to research the market because ofthe

price of the computers, Whitney said.

"I guess you could say college students

are noted for being poor," said Kurt Ed-

wards, a sophomore electrical engineering

major, who was testing one of the com-

puters at the computer fair. "I would be

interested if I had the money."

Steve Adler, a salesperson in the com
puter department, said "parents are easy

with money if it has an educational pur

pose."

The computer store cannot sell video

games for the computers because the

games are not educational, said Jennifer

Sherry, another salesperson.

Ledoux said he is not . going to buy
games for his computer. "I'll just sit there

and play games instead of doing my
work."

But those who stop to investigate the

computers where the blue and white

balloons loom over the tables are not

always intent upon buying a computer.

Ezra Chan, a junior in mechanical

engineering, said he stoped to play

Jeopardy, a video game similar to Trivial

Pursuit. "It's cheaper than a video game."

Knickerbocker Beer

24 16-oz. Refills

$8.49 + Dep.
Miller Lite Suitcase

$10.99 + Dep.
Absolut Vodka

750 ml-

S10.99

We Want to be YOUR Liquor Store

->]. Mc 'it 'U Mr Mc ^ir^Ir-^Jr—'ii

©Chinese Kitchen

• Try our dehcious Pu-Pu Platter *
For 2 Only $12.00

Get Egg Rolls. Boneless Spare Ribs. Chicken Vings.

Fried Shrimp. Chicken fingers. Teriyaki Steaks

Plus 1 free Beers if over 2 1 or 2 free Cokes

in liadley Store Only

tl«dley-4:>0 RuMcl St . 25>357l Northampton- 1 50 Mng St 5ft6»23l

Offer Valid thru Ved. Oct 5

AEROBICS • NAUTILUS

SELF DEFENSE

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Voted "Best of the Valley"

For Health Fitness Centers

in '84, '85, '87, '88
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Man convicted of bank robbery dies
BOSTON (AP) - Adolph "Ja/z" Matfie, the last survivor

of those convicted in the 1950 Brink's robbery which was

the largest in US history at the time, has died at 77.

MafTie, convicted in the $2.7 million robbery, died Sun-

day at Brigham and Women's Hospital after a long illness.

There were 11 participants in the Jan. 17, 1950 robbery,

in which seven men wearing pea coats and Halloween

masks took $1.2 million in cash and $1.5 million in checks

and securities from Brink's counting room in Boston's

North End.

One robber acted as a lookout atop a building barely

a block from Old North Church, where Paul Revere had

used a lantern to warn colonists of the British approach,

and used a flashlight to signal to his cohorts that all was

clear for the heist.

The robbers opened three locked doors and surprised five

Brink's employees working beside the vault.

It took the FBI six years to solve the case, and even-

tually nine men went to prison. But only $57,000 was ever

recovered.

Where did all the money go? "Gambling and supporting

a familv for six years prior to our arrest," Francis "San

dv" Richardson said during a 1977 publicity stunt at the

scene of the crime to promote 'The Brink's Job. a book

and film about the heist.

Authorities said the robbery was planned in the living

room of Maflie, a Boston native who later lived in Quincy.

Maffie was convicted of armed robbery in the case in

1956 after being named by Joseph "Specs" O'Keefe, who

turned state's witness because he believed the other had

cheated him of his share.

MafTie was sentenced to life in prison, but his sentence

was commuted by then-Gov. John Volpe on Dec. 22, 1969,

he was released after serving nearly 14 years of his

sentence.

The other men convicted in the robbery got out of prison

between 1967 and 1971. Five of the robbers worked with

the authors of "The Brink's Job" for a share of the profits.

After being released, Maffie joined his family in Quin-

cy and worked as a car salesmen.

Maffie was one of eight children. He went to school for

six years, and at various times worked as a salesman,

meat clerk and manager of a pool room. He served in the

US Army during World War II.

He had scrapes with the law as a youth and was con-

victed of tax evasion in 1952.

He is survived by a son, a daughter, three brothers, a

sister, four grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

One of the other robbers, Vincent J. Costa, was arrested

again in February 1985, when he was 70, while leaving

a donut shop in Chelmsford after police said he had three

ounces of cocaine hidden under a shirt.

Costa was arrested by a detective who played an FBI

agent in the film about the robbery.

Despite the cash, some of the robbers said they wished

they never became involved in the caper.

"I was a sucker," Costa said in 1977. "I guess we all

were."

"I've got plenty of regrets," Richardson said at the time.

"Crime doesn't pay. I would have much more money sav

ed now if I had worked."

Report lambasts

rail line company
WASHINGTON (AP)- A strike-plagued New England

freight rail line hired "plainly unqualified" replacement

engineers while strikers engaged in a "campaign of in-

timidation" and sabotage, the Federal Railroad Associa-

tion said yesterday.

A 44 page report was harshly critical of both manage-

ment and labor at Guilford Transportation Industries,

where workers went on strike Nov. 12, 1987, following

an accident at a Lawrence, Ma. freight yard that killed

a conductor. Strikers returned to work this summer after

a federal arbitration board ruled in their favor.

"Both management and those opposing management's

position have demonstrated their willingness to com-

promise both workplace and public safety when their

economic interests are at stake," the FRA report said.

Labor and management were willing "to use the safety

issue as leverage to achieve (their) objectives."

The agency disagreed with the union's contentions that

safety problems existed before the strike. But the report

said engineers hired to replace striking workers were

recruited "from any available source ... in disregard of

sound safety practice and simple common sense."

"The result was an engineer force that resembled a pat

chwork quilt, with engineers ranging from qualified to

plainly unqualified. The company was willing to com-

promise public safety to achieve its economic objective.
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The Amherst
"Ballet C^fJtre

Professionally

taught classes

for the adult student

BALLET
Beginners

Tuesday 7:30

Intermediate

Thursday 7:30

Advanced
(call for schedule)

MODERN
DANCE
Beginner/

Intermediate

Monday 7:00

Ten weeks for $60

(S2 registration fee)

Classes start Oct 1

To register call

AMHERST
BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong Street

549-1555

(one block eail from

Butlfrfifid * Clark Hill Rd)
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LAST YEAR WE SKIED

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX

open Daily 8 am to 5 pm

SELF SERVICE BAYS

Sc^ ,Va» • BuDWe B' '^^

T -' . • Eno'^.e De-G

VACUUM CLEANERS

$1.00 & $5.00 Changer

••OUR ATTENDANTS ARE
HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

KILLINGTON
STOWE

STRATTON
MAGIC
OKEMO

SNOW
MAD RIVER GLEN
SUGARBUSH

VAIL

BERKSHIRE EAST

THIS YEAR COME SKI

WITH US
UNIVERSITY OF MASS SKI CLUB

20th ANNIVERSARY

430 STUDENT UNION
545-3735

MEMBERSHIP TABLE LOCATED ON CAMPUS CENTER CONCORSE
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Collegian staff members (including graphics and

business office staff) and correspondents must at-

tend a mandatory staff meeting at 3:30 p.m.

Friday.
Correspondents: the semester's first training ses-

sion is at 3 p.m. Sunday^. You must attend at least

one of these if you want to become a staff member.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
\ Walk m« tkxx

S BiWical »py
10 Nursery i<*m

14 Moslam princ*

15 Latso
16 wasn
1

7

OpWhalmo*-
ogitt s

oft**'

20 Pirxlar work
21 Oili in tn« SiMs

22 HardMt to

coma by

24 Th« Art o(

Love poet

25 Former diva

Lucrazia

26 Frar>kie of song
29 Sorrowful

troupe''

33 QE 2. tor one
34 Before taxe*

35 Capek titte

36 Trademark
37 Howard or

Quidry

38 Nooetist Mesei
39 Brown OctOOer

quaff of song
40 Peri cfiaaer

42aart>o
43Toogn

spinnert''

45 Old a Tuesday
cr>ore

46 Potnt on the

isle of Man
47 Ed or Leon
48 Handsome

/outfi

51 \Mne flask

52 In top stiape

55 Dentists

offices''

58 Tr>e f=our

Seasons star

59 Picasso prop

60 Killer wnaie

61 Sandpipers

62 Heedwear lit lor

I pnrtcess

63 Stingy

DOWN
1 1 00 ceniavos

2 In trie center ol

3 Quote
4 Palindromic

preposition

EdiUd by Trud« Michel Jcffc

5 "The Citadel 32 Tire feature

autfior

6 Made known
7 Endure
8 Ike s command
9 Taproom spats'*

10 Man of Sod

34 Feel one s way
38 Cupid
40 Record player

11 Funny Martha

12 American
composer
Cfiarfes

13 Edna of

Broadway
18 Back
19 Bnngs home

tfie bacon
24 Margarine

25 Pal or Rictiard

26 Meccans
deity

27 Member of tfie

string section

28 Incense

29 Fumbles on the

diaiTtond

30 Stormy
Waattter

composer
31 Grofe s Grand

Canyon —

41 See 62 Across

42 WeKome
44 f^>pular TV

series

45 Red antetopa

47 Do a tailonng

|Ot)

48 In ttw distance

49 Carpet feature

50 Word with

sfioppe

51 Oreek peak
52 Links cry

53 Ar«dean

54 Despot
56 Adiective for

Paris

57 Charged
particle

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE:

10/14/M
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^E:El^iiE3EEE:
'ISM Im AairlTi Wmn S«a4K>lr 10/14/t

Menu
Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

Quiche Lorraine

Baiic* Laach

Dinner

Pan Shish Kebab
Scrod W/Crumb
Topping/Lemon

Quiche Lorraine

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Basics Dinner

Stir Fry Vegetables and Tofu

Scrod W/Crumb
Topping/Lemon

1

r Weather

TodsT: Sunny and cold. Temperatures in the 60s

Tonl^t: Temperatures in the upper 30s

Tomorrow: Sunny High in the upper 60s.

>V

TODAY'S STAFF
Hlglil Editor Pedro Pereira

CopY Bdhor Ronn Garry

Urotrt Technician George Franc i

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Ptodoctlon Sapcrvlsor George Francy

Prodactlon: Laura. Janine. Camille, Aimee. Mary,

Tina, and Ronn and his cab ser/ice

Executive Board - Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrclra
Editor iB Chief

Rick Sasson

Managtnl Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert Ciappcnclll

Business Meaagcr

Marc Infleld

Prodactlon Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1988

Robert CiappcncUi
Business Manager

Barbra Hlndln

Advertising Manager

Daniel Munroe
Finance Manager

Debra Bolienhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Frahbcis

Circniation Manager

Mary Haygcnt
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UM men's tennis match marred by controversy
Boston University walks off the court; match left unfinished with UMass in the lead

By JIM CUMMINGS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

tennis team was two points away from its

second victory of the season when its op-

ponent. Boston University, walked ofTthe

Upper Boyden Courts yesterday afternoon.

The teams were completing the final two

doubles matches with the UMass number
three team of Rich Stone and Chris

Johnson leading, 7-5, 4-3. The number one

combination of Brian Gable and Joe Desor

iniers had already swept their match, 6 0,

6 1 and put UMass ahead 4 .3 in the best

of nine team competition format.

The BU team began arguing and stall

ing before packing up its gear, insisting it

was too dark to continue. The UMass teams

remained on the court, obviously ready to

play the last few points of what coach Man

ny Roberts called "a certain UMass victory'.

•'We would have won. We knew it and

they knew it. that's why they did what they

did," Roberts said.

Roberts offered to play nine-point

tiebreakers in the final two matches but

BU coach Bob Dallis turned him down.

Roberts also explored the chance of finding

off-campus indoor courts, but none were

available.

Tension began building up between the

two teams during the singles matches,

which were split 3-3. Players on both sides

questioned calls being made by their op-

ponents and judges were forced to be

brought into a normally self-officiated sport

on the collegiate level. Craig Foreman of

BU then took offense to a linesman's call

and batted a ball over the cross-court fence

and would not continue until a new
linesman was brought in. Dallis was forc-

ed to stand in the next court and calm his

player in order for play to resume.

Desormiers was his opponent and seem-

ed to be fired up as well, because after the

incident he stormed back from a first-set

loss and won the match, 5-7, 6-4, 6-3. Other

singles winners were Gable, 6-2, 6-4, and

Stone 6 2, 7 5.

Freshman Paul Audet lost a tough

match, 6 7, 6-4, 6-4 as did Johnson, 3-6, 6-2,

6-3. Roberts said both matches could have

gone either way and were well-played.

Senior Humberto Soto was defeated 64, 6-0

coming off his victory in the New England
Tournament this past weekend.
As of now the match is considered un-

finished, but Roberts is seeking a ruling

from the National Collegiate Athletic

Association.
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Sox keep on stumbling,
tripped by Blue Jays, 1-0

Lefty 's two-hitter a Key in Toronto sweep

SINGLES
Thousands of 7" 45 rpm singles

• huge selection of oldies

• new releases from the US and the UK weekly

• autographed and collectable records from around

the world

Monday-Wednesday
9:30-6:00

Thursday-Saturday

9:30-9:00

Sunday
12:00-5:00

213 Main Street, Northampton
586-5726

Drivers Start Now!

EARN$8-$10/hr.
Jttst One Hour a Day!

Drivers Wanted for

Daily Collegian Delivery

Applicants Must:

• Have access to a car

• Have mornings until 1 1:00

free M W F or Tu Th
• Be very dependable

Apply at the Collegian Office

CC basement

The Collegian is an E/O/E.

By DAVE OHARA
AP Sports Writer

BOSTON - The Boston Red Sox stumbl

ed again last ni^jht in their bid to dinch the

American League East as Jimmy Key pit-

ched a two hitter and the Toronto Blue

Jays parlayed Rich Gedman's error into a

1-6 victory and a three game sweep.

Bostons magic number for winning the

division, however, when Detroit and New-

York both lost to remain 3.5 games out.

Milwaukee is 2.5 games out after beating

California, 4-3.

Boston finishes its season with a four-

game series in Cleveland. New York is in

Detroit for a three-game series while

Milwaukee finished the season in Oakland.

Key outdueled Bruce Hurst, who allow

ed only five hits but was victimized when
Gedman's throwing error in the eighth in

ning set up an unearned run. The Blue

Jays, eliminated Sunday, won all seven

games at Fenway Park this season and

went 112 against the Red Sox overall.

Hurst, 18-6, walked Rob Ducey - the

nmth-place batter in the Toronto lineup —
on a 3 2 pitch to start the eighth inning.

With one out and Kelly Gruber batting,

Ducey stole second and continued to third

when Gedman threw the ball into center

field. Gruber then hit a sacrifice Hy to

center.

Key, 12 5, allowed only a one-out single

by Marty Barrett in the first inning and a

two-out single by Larry Parrish in the

eighth. Randy Kutcher, pinch running for

Parrish, was picked off by Key.

Key walked one and struck out three in

his second complete game, both shutouts.

Hurst struck out eight and walked two.

In the third, Toronto's Jesse Barfield lin-

ed a single to left and took .second as George

Bell beat out a high chopper to the left of

the mound. The runners moved up on Fred

McGrifTs one out grounder but Cecil

Fielder took a called third strike.

Barrett began the Boston fourth by walk-

ing on four pitches. With two outs, he stole

second but Ellis Burks grounded to second

to end the inning.

Yankees, Tigers fall; magic number at 2

Despite last night's loss to the Toronto

Blue Jays, the Boston Red Sox edged a lit

tie bit closer to winning the American

League East title.

In Cleveland, the Detroit Tigers were
pushed to the very edge by losing 4-2 to

the Indians. Any loss by the Tigers or Red
Sox win eliminates them from contention.

In Baltimore, rookie Bob Milacki threw

a three-hitter as the Orioles upended the

New York Yankees, 2-0. With that loss,

the overall magic number for the Red Sox

to clinch the pennant drops to two.

The Milwaukee Brewers are still alive

with a magic number of two after last

night's 4-3 win over the California Angels

at County Stadium.

Tonight the Red Sox begin their final

series of the regular season, traveling to

Cleveland to meet the Indians. The Bosox

send ace righthander Roger Clemens to

the mound in this important game.

Also tonight, the Yankees conclude

their series with the Orioles in Baltimore

before traveling to Detroit for a big three-

game weekend series ith the Tigers

Either team would almost have to sweep

the series and hope for a total collapse by

the Red Sox in order to have any hope for

the AL East crown.

Should the Red Sox win, they will begin

their quest for a return to the World

Series next Wednesday night at Fenway
Park against the Oakland Athletics. The
Athletics clinched their berth in the

playoffs early last week.

AP pholo

Marty Barrett steals second during last night's 1-0 loss to the Toronto

Blue Jays at Fenway Park.

women s soccer
continued from page 20

However, Brown's defense, a packed-in zone designed
to limit the chances around the net, worked well,

frustrating the Minutewomen at times, but they were
able to eventually .solve it and get the offense going just

in time.

"Brown's Catenaccio (name of the Italian World Cup
team from which the defense was devised) defense as
very strong," said UMass coach Jim Rudy. "We had as

difficult a time penetrating it as I thought we would."
That defense often fizzled any chances UMass tried to

create and stopped most shots that got off.

"When we had good opportunities, we either shot weak
or we shot right at the goalie when the shots were
strong," Rudy said.

Going into the game, Rudy had stressed that it would
take a lot of patience on his team's part to not get too

frustrated and to keep their heads against the Brown
defense.

"I was quite pleased with our patience," Rudy said.

"My halftime message was to be patient and break the

flanks, that there would be a lot of loose balls. We knock-

ed on the door a lot but we couldn't get in."

Rudy thought that sophomore Becky Bonzano had a
particularly .strong game coming up from the backfield.

"They were marking April Kater tightly at midfield, so

Becky's penetration was very helpful," Rudy said. "It

allowed us to maintain possession."

He was also happy with the play of seniors Beth Round-

tree and Cathy Cassady, who played strong games.

Sidelines: UMass dropped to fifth in the latest ISAA
National Poll from fourth, behind the University of

Connecticut.

North Carolina, N.C. State and California-Berkeley hold

the top three spots.

Flanagan

men s soccer
continued from page 20

Having endured three con-

secutive road losses to top- ranked New England teams,

the Minutemen must now improve on their 1-1 record in

the Atlantic 10 if they hope to appear in post season tour

nament action.

The Elis. meanwhile, improved their record to 3 1.

continued from page 20

gieatest feats I've ever seen. In a game against Maine,

he hit three consecutive home runs, pitched a tsvo hittt-r

and had 15 strikeouts. And he had bronchitis.
'

Flanagan batted .338 and posted a 9 1 record with a 1.52

ERA and 91 .strikeouts in 82 innings. His only loss came
in the New England Regional Tournament against Har-

vard at Fenway Park, the first time Flanagan ever pitch-

ed in the old Beantown ballyard.

"I remember that game well," Flanagan said Monday
from Fenway, where his current team, the Toronto Blue
Jays, were facing the Boston Red Sox. "I've always prefer-

red the older, traditional ballparks and you always
remember the first time you've pitched. Pitching here has

always been special to me."
Unfortunately, he won't have fond memories of that

game. The Minutemen lost to Harvard. 4-2, ending their

season as what Bergquist calls his "best team ever" never

got its chance to play in a College World Series.

That also marked the end of the Flanagan era at UMass.
Having turned 21, he was eligible for the major league

draft, despite being only a sophomore. He was drafted in

the seventh round by the Orioles, and his ride to the ma-
jors began.

After tours of duty in such minor league stops as Miami,
Asheville, N.C. and Rochester, N.Y., Flanagan made his

major league debut on Sept. 5, 1975 against the New York
Yankees. He bounced back and forth between Rochester

and Baltimore before finally arriving for good in 1977.

His first two full seasons were highly successful, as he

went 1510 in '77 and then followed by going 19 15 in '78.

Then, in 1979, Flanagan had his finest season, going 23-9

with a 3.08 ERA, winning the Cy Young and leading his

team to the World Series. He started the first game of the

Series against the Pittsburgh Pirates, who the Orioles lost

to in seven games, and went 1-1 with a 3.00 ERA in the

Series.

Pitching that first game remains the greatest thrill of

Flanagan's long and highlighted career.

"That first game against the Pirates was probably my
greatest moment," Flanagan said. "To play in the World
Series and win takes a tremendous team effort. I've

always felt I was a team player. I'm proud of the Cy Young
Award, because I had a heckuva season. It was a personal

reward. But the Cy Young was an afterthought for me."

Despite several other injuries, one a severed Achilles

tendon that doctors thought would end his career two

years ago, Flanagan has continued his strong pitching.

On Au£. 31 of last year, Flanagan was traded to the Blue

Jays, at that time a contending team .searching for

experience.

He has provided ju.st that, a veteran pitcher who the

players have looked up to for guidance John Cerutti, an

Amherst College graduate now with the Blue Jays, said

that Flanagan has helped him with throwing pitches,

along with his mechanics, training and approach to the

game.
This year, Flanagan has produced a 13-13 record, in-

cluding a win over the Red Sox Tuesday night. At age 36,

he has reached a cro.ssroads in his career. After the season,

he becomes a free agent, and must make a decision on

which way he will go.

"My goal is to stay in the game as long as I can and

hopefully keep winning," Flanagan said. "How long I keep

pitching depends on how I'm throwing at the time. If I

get on a good streak, I could keep going for a few more

years. It's still only a game, and I get a lot of satisfaction

out of it. It keeps me young."
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ACTIVITIES

' NOMINATION PAPERS ARE NOW '

' available lor ALL Senate seats Pick
'

'up youf papers on 420 Student Union
'

Nomination papers are due on
'

October 6lh at 12 00pm The election
"

'will be held on Tuesday October 1 tth '

NSA FRtDAY NIGHT VIOCO To Kill a

MocKingbird 7 OOpm in (roni lounge of

Newman Center Free

BIKE CO-OP MKTmO tonight. 6pm at Co-

op in Student Union All are welcome to

(Oin

U.V.C. GENERAL MEETING Interested m
video or news'' See what we re all atMut
7 00 tonight in the Commuter Lounge

THETA CHI PUMKIN SALE is coming
soon' Be prepared tor Halloween Get your

pumkin from us lor a cheap price

FWENDLV. free; INSTRUCTION is given

(take It) silver, clay silkscreen and
darkroom to name a tew We love beginers

and r»ew suggestions Student Union Craft

Center

EVERYONE IS AN ARTISTrCome into The

crall shop and try to prove us wrong'

Workshops are $8 lor 4 classes, meeting

once a week Silver, pottery and more'

Student Union craft center

DEENA KARAS

HAVE A VERY HAPPY 21»t. May all your

wishes conr>e true Our Inendship is special

and I hope it stays that way Love Joy P S

I promise to come visit you on the hill"

P P S Stay sober

DESPERATELY SEEKING STUDENTS

^JOBS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.
Full/Part time

$35$60/day
Help reduce toxic contamination

Call Terry 256-6434

GUITAR LESSONS

EXPERIENCE AND BEGINNER theory, ear

training all styles One block from UMass
549-7185

HELP tWANTB)

1983 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet

cover shieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

KLUBKAVE

SGA COMMUNICATIONS is hinng graphk:

artists Worksludy/non worVstudy Students

ol any nationality or race encouraged to

apply Applications at 304 SUB AA/EOE

FOR RENT

SPACIOUS ROOMS IN S Amherst Tor2

person per room $350/mo includes

everything Irom Sept-June Call 253-9774

FRIDGE RENTALS free delivery Call R4P
253-9742

Beautiful one bedroom coodo in

Northampton nice community
spacious, great lor couple-River Run
Condos, $510 a month Call Rick at '

253-2124 leave message

FOR SALE

GREENPEACE THE international en

vironmental organisation is hiring lor our

fundraiing/public outreach staff Pick your

own days M-Sun 2pm-10^)m Can 256-1439

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES. Experienced

and novice Will train Amherst Voulh

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

PART-TIME HELP WANTED tor

Greenhouse construction Apply in person

to Terry Jones, Greenhouse Builder Mon-

tgomery Rose Co . Rte 9. Hadley

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and
lighting system f rnany occasions
Klubkave DJ Services 546-6518

PICTURES NEEDED

HELP ME! I need good pictures for JB's

ads Must not be obscene Please bring

down to the CoMegian 1 13 Campus Center

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home
assembly work Into Call (504) 646-1700

Dept P1307

VOO DON'T HAVE TO take part in dissec

ton if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Tnurs 4pm SU306

NEC-P7 PRINTER wide. FAST' 360dpi.

24pin 15 internal fonts & t>old/italic Very

expandable Warranty 256-8274 Jeff

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 BUICK SKYLARK, 60.000 miles, in

•xcelteni corxlition must sell $800. BO Call

S46-8948, leave messag*

19«2 PL"VMOUfH STATION WAGON
Power steering. A/C. am/fm stereo runs

very well-$950 or BO Matt 665-9431

'SO FORD FAIRMONT- am/fm cassette-

good condition-greal on gas- Can 6-4005.

MOTOBECANE TOURING BIKE. Shimano

Components, excellent condition. $220 or

8 O ,
Dave 546-6346

APPLE lie. Epson AP-80 printer, /oystick.

mouse, software $600 Call Scott 5-4285

WEAVER WANTED UMaSe student need-

ed to teach inlro weaving through student

union craft center Call Anna at 545-2096

YOU'RE HIRED AT Reliable Many open-

ings available m your area 527-0700

DOMINO S PIZZA DRIVERS wanted pays

$70 00 to $100 00 a shift 256-891

1

INTRUCTION

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ol land Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3656

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-BluesFolk All levels

Songwriting, Theory. Improvisation.

Reading Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786

or 549-6966

LAUREN B. I think we should talk' Call me
549-5342 An old friend

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new Sigma
Alpha Mu Colony Love the Sisters of Phi

Mu

STEVE JACKSON HAPPY 21 St. The liftle

one

STEVEN J. HAPPY BIRTHOAYM You re

not nomtal Thank god' Make it count* Love
Christine

DEENA- HAPPY 21st. We II definitely go
out in 14 months' Luv ya. Amy

FOR THE SPECIAL LADY that makes the

turtle smile' Hope this birthday brought a

smile back Gnn. Hugs and kisses Hurry

back' Love lim

BETH I. HAVE A happy birthday to a
special person I k>ve you forever

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT 6«SC-

jockeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organi/ations 256-8526

PRINCE TICKETS

GREAT TICKETS FOR Price at Hartford

this Friday Call 549^387 Ask for Rob

RIDE WANTED

HELP! RIDE NEEDED TO New Jersey this

weekend Call Eric 546-4023

nOOMI^ATE WANTED

DEENA KARASt! Psyche out baby"
Yahoo' At last your above average shoukler

blades are legal and lethal HAPPY 2lsl

BIRTHDAY

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior II interested please call Beth at

665-4550

PAUL L. MARC-AURELE

STAY. WE CAN buy a new bottle of wine

and dnnk It together Forever Love Donna

PERSONALS

USA L.- HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Saturday

Nite IS your night Your wish is my com-

mand Love Bill

SHNOOOG HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Hope
your day is as special as you are' I love you

SOOOZ

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share
southwood lownhouse apt Female
nonsmoking can 256-0264

SERVICES

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive

rales, decent location 253-5202

OARRE- IM OLAD YOU'RE BACKI Love,

your roomie (Ha,Ha )

TOEFL PREPARATION CLASS: 30 hr

small group course Begins Saturday Oc-

tober 1 2pm-5pm at UMass Cost $150

Call 546-4576

CONGRATS TO OUR WONDERFUL RIB-

BONS!: Jar>et. Thyme. Lisa. Andrea.

Michelle Jodie, Tracy. Wendy, Juliet.

Laura. Nickie. Laura. Beth, Kerry. Licia.

Maureen We couldn't get any better in

quality'

1976 CHEVY NOVA runs good tires,

brakes, exhaust in good stiape $300 or BO
Call Curt at 665-3685

1982 NISSAN STANZA. 5 spd .
AJC.

anVfm cassette, 82K miles, excellent cond

$2300 Call 256-6241

1980 HONDA aVIC
standard 5 speed

good mileage runs well

asking $900 but we can talk

Please call Kent at 549-1895

197» TOYOTA CEUCA: Excellent" condi-

tion. One owner $1700 253-7753
evenings

'•1 FOfJD FAIRMONT^ood cond $850 or

8.0 Call Amy 256-8114

1974 BMW 2002 Hew sfiglne dutch and

paint. Call Steve at 253-9697.

GUCCI WATCHES only $3$. Many etylea

lor men and women. Can Brian S49-5440.

QOdOAPfFURN BEOS, dressers, chairs,

etc Corn Van Meter Dr & Hartman Rd (off

E Pleasant St) 9/24 9-4 (Sun if ram)

VAMAHASRXTSO Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500, includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212.

pIonEER'DUAL stereo cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

IT'S PARTY TIME!

ITS PARTY TIME. MONTREALI
Montreal' November 11 13 is

college weekend in Montreal Party

with 20.000 otfier students from all

over New England' Drinking age is

18' Bars are open till 3am The
possibilities are endless' Contact

Craig or Karl at 549-1949 to make
your resewations Lowest pncesi^

_

MOPEDS

SAMMY'S, AEPI's. KAPPA'al Get paych-

ed for an amazing exchange. Now don't

go marrying tf>e first person you meetll

Love, AXO.

TO THE GIRL WITH BLUE MASCARAon
her cheeks' Cheer up. because I love

you even wfien you're blue (I'm such the

punster')

TAMMY MOIR - You are such a trooper'

We are going to buy you a ladder' Love,

Mary

HAPPY 21 St BIRTHDAY
Jennifer and Dceen'
It s bar hopping time

We tove you guys
Heidi, Pam, Pam

GORMAN RESIDENTS
Vote Thursday tor Jennifer and Josh

'

HOUSE COUNCIL CO-PRESIDENTS

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, fast,

accurate 253-WORO

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spellcheck Carolyn 2535667

SHARI SOLOMON

HAPPY 2181 BIRTHOAVtl We dMn't torgalt

Lets bring Kaye to town tonight to

Celebrate' Love the girts lor Tappa Tappa
Keg

TRAVEL

CONGRATULATIONS TO our newest

pledge. Jean Kellv We k>ve you Love the

Sisters ol Delta Zela

WE MAY BE late but we're worth the wail

Rush TRI SKSMA Oct 17. 18. 19

COLLEGE WEEKEND m Montreal from

$39 November 1113 Call 549-1949

WANTED

NEED LATIN 230 tutor will pay S CaM
549-9971 Chris Thanks

THE PHOENIX has nsen Owd-1832 reborn

1988

FOUND

FOUND A KITTEN w/a pink collar w/bells

A female, black w/brown stripes Please call

Jill or Karen at (413)546-9888 Thanks

DELUXE DOUBLE-SEATER MOPEDS-
rellable economical inexpensive and fun

Call evenings 564-5425

LOST

LEWIS- It's not lust another day- It's your

Birthday. So en|oy! Love from a special

friend.

1981 VW RABBIT, excellent condition

needs $120 of easy brake work Please call

today' 253-9243

78 DODGE COLT 4sp new radials and

mounted snows new shocks 4 struts and

extras runs great Rich 2560613

CARP

JOANNA^HCY BABE! Your skilled driv-

ing reslly got ui into ditch that time!!!

Only we could get into such a mess. I

love ya. Beth.

GOOO-DOOERS

TO THE 2 GUVS arfiilson Farm Thank

you for your pick-up assistance Your low-

ing job saved our day" Thanks again The

Red Daytona

GORMAN RESIOENTSIIt

HEY GORMAN. THIS MEANS YOU! *

* Vote lo' the most dynamic candidates

'

possible this Thursday lor your House

'

Council Inger Yerkes-President.

Kacy Palmieri-Vice President.

Stacey GreengergSecretary. and
• Teresa Dus Treasurer" Vote for the "

besl-see you Thursday Be There" "

BUROANDY OANT FRAMES m black

leather case Loet approx 9/19 $25 reward

if returned Call Duke » 253-9032

OPEN RUSH-KAPPA GAMMA. All 2nd
semester freshman & older invited Please

call 545-0320 lor more info

HEY^ANDRI! FeiiJ Cumpleanos' Que
Oozes un Momon' Ta quiere mucho
Vilmarie!!

GOLD INITIAL RING, letters JAM Lost

somewhere near Southwest Pyramids

Reward 6-8742

LOST BLACK ONYXnmNO
Sentimental value

$25 reward Call Steve
546-5331

HAPPY 21st CHOUCHA QUEEN (Lisa M)
Love "/our Poon Pals B4M

WENDY TYROL: This picking up of men
by phone has got to slop or the Latin

Bodyguards will t>eal you'*

JODI 8.- Don't worry, be happy' Happy bir-

thday' We tove you' Pattie. Caroline. & T C

ATTENTION ALL RSO'S and student

coops tf>e 88/89 applications lor student

space intlie CC/SU are available in Room
817 Campus Center

BASS PLAYER NEEDED by established

local band Have contacts and gigs At

titude and dedication more important than

experience No punkeri or metal please'

Call Brian 545 3400 days or 585-8817
evenings

TRAVEL SALES- sell Spring Break
package tours to Caribbean Free travel

and $' Great sales experience and flexit>le

hours Call 1-800-426-7710

BAND SEEKNG SINGER male/female IN-

EL Van morrison. Natalie Merchent. Etc

Call 585-0915 eves Leave message

WANTED TO RENT

LARGE LOFT BEDROOM FOR RENT in

spacious Leverett txjuse Private bath wood
stove all located on 29 acres Call

546-9790 Price negotiable

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PECANII We luv

U Kel, Jen. Fanny

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal From
$39 November 11-13 Call 61 7-324-5000

COLLEOi WEEKEND November 11 -13

MOTORCYCLES

SUZUKI TS 250 runs great $400 BO
256-4162

KAIWASAKI K2750Tuns great'only 4500

miles helmul inc $1100 or BO Call Tim

549-4908

HEY ROCK! HAPPY 21st. Have a good
day and gel ready to dnnk heavily tonight '

Mike

FURNITURE

WINSTON TICKETS

TICKET FOR AN EVENING with George
Winston this Saturday' Call 549-6387 Ask
tor Rob

CHILD CARE NEEDED

EVERYBODY. MY ROOMATE is a
freshman out of catholic school She need
a man soon Any male will do Call Cheryl

Pepi 546 1082

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons
txxikcases. tallies and more Hamelm Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970
Bill or Damn We deliver

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK tor boys
ages 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leverett

center, 10 mm from UMASS Chik) Ed ma-

jor would be Ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately
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Yale tops Minutemen
with first half burst

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

For a few brief moments in the after-

noon sun yesterday in New Haven, CT,

the University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team snapped out of its recent soc-

cer slumber. When Steve Cesnek beat the

Yale defense to a long pass from team-

mate Bill Kousmanidis, then scooted the

ball past Eli goaltender Bryan Martin, the

Minutemen held a 1-0 lead over the No.

3 ranked team in New England, with just

14:28 run off the clock.

UMass' upset hop)es evaporated sudden-

ly, however, as the Elis pounced on the

mistake prone Minuteman defense for

three goals in the final 15 minutes of the

first half, then held on through a furious

second half of play for a 3-1 victory.

"We let down unbelievably," described

UMass assistant coach John Martin of

UMass's play following Cesnek's goal.

"We let down defensively."

David Goldblatt, capitalizing on what

Martin described as 'three consecutive

defensive mistakes." tied the score with

an unassisted goal at the 22:55 mark of

the first half.

Less than seven minutes later, the Elis

converted a corner kick into a 2-1 lead.

With 23:15 showing on the clock. Mike

Sharon lofted the freebie out in front of

UMass goaltender Brett Shumsky, where

teammate Jay Hambrick redirected the

ball into the back of the net.

In Martin's eyes, it was yet another case

of the Minutemen defense yielding a "soft

goal."

"No one went up for us," described Mar-

tin, "and their player (Hambrick ) served

it."

Senior offensive star Steve Cass padd-

ed the lead for Yale at the 37:33 mark. Off

a long feed from Hambrick, Cass headed

the ball past Shumsky amidst, in Martin's

words, "plenty of defenders."

The Minutemen outshot their hosts in

the second half by a 10-5 margin, playing

their strongest 45 minutes of soccer since

hitting the road last Wednesday. The com-

eback effort was thwarted by goalkeeper

Martin and his defensive troops, however,

as the Minutemen wound up this painful

road trip on a typically frustrating note.

"In the second half, we totally

dominated them," said Martin. "We were

really playing soccer, winning balls . . .

playing in their end most of the time. We
just couldn't score."

The loss drops UMass' season record to

3-4, and sets the stage for this weekend's

crucial meeting with Atlantic 10 foe West

Virginia, in the Massachusetts Challenge

Cup invitational tournament.

continued on page 19

Woodside's goal gives
Minutewomen a 1-0 win
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Brown University's women's soccer team

features a good defense, but last night the

Bruins ran into a better defense.

The fifth-ranked University of

Massachusetts came into Providence, R.I.

last night and fought a fierce defensive

duel with the locals, before finally pulling

away with a 1-0 win.

There was just under 14 minutes remain-

ing in the contest when freshman Michelle

Woodside pumped in an unassisted goal to

give the 5-0 Minutewomen the win. Brown
drops to 4-2.

The play was set up by senior Michelle

Powers, who dribbled inside across the top

of the crease. She left-footed a low line drive

that the keeper couldn't hold onto, and

Woodside, positioned right near the goal

line, finished the shot from about two yards

away. That goal came at the 76:20 mark.

Other than that, there weren't many of-

fensive highlights by either side. UMass
had a couple of other good chances.

Sophomore Sue Gaudette shot one with

about two minutes left that hit the post.

There were various other goalmouth

scrambles and good opportunities that

went for naught.

The Minutewomen limited Brown to just

four shots — none in the second half, bring-

ing the total to just 14 shots over the first

five games. Senior goalkeeper Carla

DeSantis and the UMass defense registered

its fourth shutout of the season.

continued on page 19

Football notebook

Series ends on a bad note
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Last weekend's game between the

University of Massachusetts and Harvard

was the end of the Minutemen's non-

conference opponents for quite a while —
five weeks to be exact.

UMass will face four weeks of Yankee
Conference competition starting with

Boston University at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.

But the Crimson game, sadly enough,

was probably the last meeting between

these learns, whose rivalry dates back to

1906.

Harvard ends the series with a 11-8-1

advantage.

"I would like to play Harvard." UMass
head coach Jim Reid said. "But the good

thing about it is we don't have to hear their

vulgar, crummy, tasteless band anymore.

It's an insult to their school.
'

The Harvard band did a halftime show

which was a skit about the Olympics, com-

plete with hooded men with fake guns who
pretended to kill athletes.

The band leader, while narrating the

show, would stop whenever he got to a big

word and explain it to the UMaiss fans, who
made the two-hour trip and numbered
almost as many as the Crimson fans.

".
. .minuscule. That's small for you

UMass fans," was an example of his sparkl-

ing wit.

Extra points: Junior fullback David Mit-

chell had 112 yards against Harvard and

senior tailback Kevin Smellie added 105.

It was the first game in six seasons where

two UMass players rushed for 100 or more

yards. In 1982, Garry Pearson rushed for

147 vards and Tom Murphy added 102 as

UMass dumped West Chester State 25-3.

Offensive guard Mike Barrette, who has

been out for the season recovering from a

foot operation, practiced this week but is

not expected to play Saturday.

Cathy Cassady and the Minutewomen improved to 5-0 with a 1-0 winover
Brown last night in Providence, R.I.

Former UMass star still going strong in the bigs

SporU Information photo

Mike Flanagan, shown here playing for

UMass in 1973, has gone on to have a stellar

career in the migor leagues.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — When you talk University of Massachusetts

sports alumni who have made it big, the name "Dr. J"
immediately comes to mind.

Jeff Reardon is also a big-name UMass grad, now pit-

ching with the Minnesota Twins. But he is one ofjust two
formfer Minutemen now serving time in the big leagues.

The other, Mike Flanagan, has had a storied career in his

own right and keeps right on throwing with the best of

them. Flanagan remains one of the steadier left-handers

in baseball, one who has had his share of glory in the past.

Like Reardon, he has a World Series ring, from the

Baltimore Orioles in 1983. He also won the Cy Young
Award as the American League's top pitcher in 1979, and
has piled up 156 wins over his 13-year major league
career.

Yet, Flanagan firmly believes that were it not for UMass
and former coach Dick Bergquist, he wouldn't be where
he is today.

Flanagan had been hampered by arm problems
throughout most of his career. It was an injury in his

junior year at Memorial High School in Manchester, N.H.,

during an American Legion World Series game in Califor-

nia, that put his future in baseball in severe jeopardy.

This is where Bergquist came in, and Flanagan's trek

toward life in professional baseball got a big boost.

"When he was a junior in high school I heard about him,
and went to see him," Bergquist said. "I thought he was
the best prospect I had ever seen. He seemed to have more
mastery of pitching than anyone I'd seen at that age."
Despite the fact that he wasn't able to throw during his

senior year, Bergquist kept after him and the effort paid
off.

"One of the reasons that we got him is because we
wanted him as a hitter," Bergquist said. "I was confident

that he could come back (from his injury), but I liked him

as a complete ballplayer. He was a good overall athlete."

Other colleges and professional teams wanted him as

well, but shied away because of the arm problem. He was

drafted by the Houston Astros, but they never made him

an offer. So UMass it was.

"I was coming off an arm injury, but Bergquist still

wanted me in the program," Flanagan said. "He was very

sincere with me and didn't rush me. I owe a great deal

of thanks to him for where I am today."

Despite the iiyury, Flanagan was still able to make a

big contribution. His arm did bounce back, as Bergquist

had predicted.

"He. started very slowly, and it took a lot of patience

"/ nuts coming off an am injury, but

(Dick) Bergquist still wonted inv in the pro-

gram. He was very sincere with me and
didn'frush me. I owe a great deal ofthanks

to him for where I am today."
—Mike Flanagan

on the parts of all of us," Bergquist said. "But as far as

his development as concerned, I think it was fortunate

he didn't sign early. His arm wasn't ready. It was just one

of the lucky things that he came to college and wasn't

thrust into the minors."

In his freshman year with the Redmen (the nickname

was changed to the Minutemen in 1974), Flanagan posted

some impressive numbers, batting .298 and running up

a 3-0 record with a 0.47 ERA.
After a summer in the Cape Cod League, Flanagan came

back in 1973 as a sophomore. It was on an early-season

trip to the Riverside Tournament in California that Berg-

quist realized he had latched on to something special.

"He came back that year and just dominated New

England," Bergquist said. "That year, had had one of the

continued on page 19
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Two years later, US back in space
Discovery launch successful

after 98-minute delay
By HOWARD BENEDICT
Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. - More than

2^ years after the trauma and tragedy of

the Challenger disaster, the shuttle

Discovery rocketed into orbit yesterday,

carrying five astronauts on a comeback

flight that NASA hoped would signal a

rebirth of the manned space program.

Riding two redesigned booster rockets,

the winged space crafl blasted off launch

pad 39B at 11:37 a.m. EDT. Liftoff was

delayed 98 minutes while NASA awaited

a shift in peculiarly light winds along the

Discovery flight path.

President Reagan drew applause when

he announced the successful launch at

awards ceremony in Washington. Saying

the shuttle was "headed into orbit and

America is back in space," he saluted the

bravery of the crew and added, "We ask

God to bless this important voyage."

William Rogers, who headed the in-

vestigation into the Challenger accident,

watched the launch here along with the

estimated 250,000 spectator.

"It was a wonderful day," he said. "In my
day the sky was the limit. It's not the limit

anymore."
The craft was safely in orbit, its crew tick-

ing off a routine system checklist, when

NASA officials stood before launch officers

to hail the beginning of the four-day

mission.

"It's great to be back in space again,"

said the director of the Kennedy Space

Center, Forrest McCartney. "Wow," said

NASA administrator James Fletcher, "It's

been a long wait."

"Good luck and Godspeed," was the send

off from Launch Control to Commander
Frederick Hauck. As the ship entered or-

bit, the communicator from Mission Con-

trol confirmed, "Performance nominal."

Later today, the astronauts were to

release from the shuttle's cargo bay at $100

million communications satellite.

Months of remorse, restructuring and

rebuilding ended when the winged

spacecraft entered its initial orbit, about

110 miles above Earth, heading for 160

miles.

Trailing a 700-foot geyser of fire.

Discovery vaulted from its pad and within

seconds rolled into its desired course to or-

bit. An estimated quarter million people

watched from roads, river banks and other

viewing spots in the Kennedy Space Center

area.

The atmosphere was anxious as the shut-

tle moved successfully through the stage

of maximum aerodynamic stress at which

continued on page 2

AP photo

Discovery lifts off yesterday morning from pad 39B of the Kennedy
Space Center, marking the US return to space after the Challenger

disaster more than 2Vi years ago.

Request to ground Westover's C-5As denied
- . ^.4>.<a..o<4 tn rrn tr\ (^nrincrfiplH if necessa

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Correspondent

SPRINGFIELD - A US District Court judge ruled

yesterday that Westover Air Force Base in Chicopee can

continue its operations with the controversial C-5A

transport planes.

The plaintiff, the Valley Citizens for a Safe Environ-

ment, lost the case against the US Government when

Judge Frank H. Freedman dismissed the case.

Base commander Brig. Gen. Fredrick D. Walker, in a

prepared statement, said, "We are grateful with the judges

decision. This is a victory for the American people and

a very important decision for the national defense."

Christoval Bonifaz, attorney for the Valley Citizens

group, said he could not comment on the ruling because

he did not know the grounds on which the decision was

based.

"It would be stupid for me to say anything," Bonifaz

said.

The controversy began in 1985 when the Air Force first

proposed bringing the plans to the base in Chicopee. In

June 1987, the Valley Citizens group brought two suits

against the Air Force.

The first suit claimed the Air Force's Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS) was inadequate, and the second

alleged the Air Force had violated its own EIS by flying

'almost double' the missions originally stated, Bonifaz

said. .

Marian Wadsworth, political liaison for Valley Citizens,

said that when the group hears of the decision, they "(are)

going to be disappointed. We worked very hard. We still

feel that many of the plaintiffs are going to suffer severe

hardships because of this." The group plans to appeal the

decision, she said.

"It didn't surprise me a bit," said Bradford Parker, presi-

dent of the recently formed Citizens for C 5A's that sup-

ports the presence of the planes. Parker said he had beer

prepared to go to Springfield if necessary with petitions

in support of the planes.

The C-5A is an over-sized cargo plane that is the largest

cargo plane in the western world. The planes are based

at Westover because it has the longest runway on the

eastern seaboard and because of its proximity to Europe,

according to an official at the base.

Currently there are 10 C-5A's at Westover with an ad

ditional six due to be stationed there in March 1988, he

said.

They fly missions all over the world, he said. Recent mis-

sions include flying Canadian peace-keeping forces into

the Persian Gulf and ferrying equipment to firefighters

in Yellowstone National Park, he said. Next week a mis-

sion to Australia will cause one of planes to circum-

navigate the globe, he said.

The C-5A's at Westover have also been involved in supp-

ly missions to naval units in the Persian Gulf, he said.

•••••••••••••••••••

J The magic T %

X number is: X
j

W L GB o

Boston 89 70 -
Milwaukee 86 73 3.0

New York 85 73 3.5

Boston 12, Cleveland

New York 5, Baltimore 1

Behind Mike Boddicker's (13-15) three-

hit shut-out, the BoSox walloped the In

dians to eliminate Detroit and lower the

magic number over Milwaukee and New
York to one.

Roger Clemens (18-1 1 ) will try to clinch

it for the Sox tonight when he faces

Cleveland at 7:30 p.m. For those of you

with cable, it will broadcast on WSBK
TV-38 Boston.

Milwaukee, idle last night, will try to

stay alive against Oakland tonight, as

will the Yankees, who again talfe on

Baltimore.

Battle lingers over legal services

^^W^^F^^"^W^^

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

While the fate of the Legal Services

Center is still up in the air, the center re-

mains in existence, providing legal advice

to students.

Confusion has surrounded the center

since the controversy concerning its ex-

istence first erupted two years ago, and

now yet another court decision is being

awaited to decide the center's future.

A hearing was held in Boston Sept. 14,

where three judges from the First Circuit

Court of Appeals heard arguments from

both sides on whether the case should go

to trial.

At issue is whether the LSC should have

the authority to represent students in the

courtroom, a power the Board of Trustees

granted them in 1975.

Ten years later the board revoked the

center's power to represent students in

cases against the University. The center

was then called the I^egal Services Office,

a name its employees still use today.

The trustees abolished all forms of

representation in August, 1986, and the of-

fice was officially renamed the Legal Ser-

vices Center.

NEWS ANALYSIS
students then filed a lawsuit contending

the abolishment of the office was an infr-

ingement of their constitutional rights, but

lost that battle last fall. Boston US District

Court Judge Joseph Tauro ruled the case

did not warrant a trial.

After this first defeat students filed an

appeal protesting Tauro's ruling.

Their main argument was that the aboli-

tion of the office was a retaliation by the

administration for prior successful First

Amendment lawsuits.

The most famous of these cases was the

Yvette Henry case. Henry was a UMass
student who was wrongly accused of star-

ting multiple campus fires in 1983. The

FBI participated in the long investigation

that found Henry did not start the fires.

Henry sued the University for $13

million. LSC and two other private law

firms represented her. She settled out of

court for what LSC Director Charles

DiMare called a substantial sum of money.

Peter Ellis, the attorney for the trustees

and the administration, said he does not

consider retaliation an issue before the

court. He said the trustees' decision to

abolish the office did not violate student

rights in any way.

.

"The law states that the government

may not restrain the students from exer-

cising their rights, but they are not re-

quired to help them do .so," Ellis said.

"There is a difference betwee-i restricting

and facilitating."

According to Ellis, when the trustees

allowed the LSC to represent students in

court, the administration was simply mak-

ing it easier for students to get legal

representation. By .'ibolishing the office the

trustees did not like away the right to seek

representation.

continued on page 6
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Shuttle
continued from page I

Challenger broke apart, dooming its crew of seven on Jan.

28, 1986, just 73 seconds after liftoff.

The flight passed its most critical milestone when its

two 149-foot-tall solid fuel booster rockets burned out on

schedule and jettisoned toward the Atlantic Ocean.

The failure of a joint in one booster allowed flames to

escape and led to the Challenger explosion. The accident

triggered hundreds of modifications to the shuttle and a

new launch-oversight procedure in which former

astronaut Robert Crippen held one-man authority to ap-

prove launch.

He did. sending the shuttle toward orbit through par-

tially cloudy skies. Aboau-d with Navy Capt. Hauck; Air

Force Col. Richard Covey; Marine Lt Col. David C.

Hilmera; John M. Lounge; and George D. "Pinky' Nelson.

With the boosters shed. Discovery's three liquid fuel

main engines burned for another 64 minutes to propel

Discovery and its crew into orbit.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

indeed the entire countr>', had to be relieved. Another

catastrophic failure could have killed the shuttle program

and seriously jeapordized future space efforts.

"We've got about nine minutes of work left to get this

program back into space." said Bob Sieck, the launch

Hirector, as he briefed the flight crew and restarted the

countdown clock.

Although four days of space experiments lie ahead, the

shuttle's main propulsion systems passed their tests dur-

ing the climb to orbit. Landing was scheduled for Mon-

day at Edwards Air Force Base in California.

The morning countdown was smooth, excepting

Florida's fickle weather. Space craft computers, configured

to expect autumn winds in a certain range, did not have

adequate data to steer the craft through weak winds at

high altitude. NASA waited until conditions improved,

abandoning its original 9:59 am launch target.

Had the winds remained unacceptable, officials would

have scrubbed the launch effort for the day.

"Stay with us. I think we'll make it," the launch direc

tor told the astronauts after receiving an improving wind

analysis. Hauck joked in reply. "We don't want this thing

to leave without us."

Hauck and his crew of four veteran astronauts awoke
early, donned their orange, specially pressurized flight

suits and drew enthusiastic cheers as they left to board

the $1.5 billion spacecraft. Once on board they had to over-

come problems with cooling systems in two of the space

suits, the sort of minor mechanical glitch that nags almost

every countdown.

Boys are arrested in

store after nine days
FALL RIVER (AP) - Police arrested three boys after

they were found hiding in a suspended ceiling at a Zayre
department store, where two of them had lived since run
ning away from home nine days eau-lier.

Two of the youths, both 13, had left home Sept. 19 and
went to the store, where they climbed into the ceiling and
hid until aft«r closing hours, police said.

"When the store closed for the night, they started to set

themselves up for a long stay," said Officer Richard Mar-
zilli, who made the arrest Wednesday.

During the nine days, the boys entertained themselves

with electronic appliances and ate food from the store.

On Monday, the boys convinced a third boy, 11, to join

them in their escapade after he got out of school.

Marzillo said he was called to the store when the

manager, James Fingles, told him that the burglar alarm

had been sounding during the nighttime hours for over

a week.

On Wednesday morning, Fingles noticed an extension

cord that led to a ceiling panel in the store. He climbed

up into the suspended ceiling and followed the cord, crawl-

ing about 70 feet before coming across the youths.
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HUNAN GOURMET
•^ CHINESE RESTAURANT :ie|

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
;<L ALI H'j POLL

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley Pom

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee^«No MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

Plant closings could cost Mass
BOSTON (AP) - The forced closing of

Massachusetts' two commercial nuclear

power plants through a ballot referendum

in November could cost the state as much
as $4 billion, according to a study released

yesterday.

"I think this is the most important news

out in the campaign, because it (the study)

is independent," Robert Palmer,
spokesman for the Citizens Against the

Shutdown Initiative, said of the study by

the Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation.

But Joseph Kriesberg, a spokesman for

Citizens for Safe Energy, which sponsored

the referendum, disputed the study's

assumption that taxpayers will have to

bear the cost of the referendum.

"Win, lose or draw, taxpayers will not

have to pay any of these costs because

federal and state law prohibits that from

happening," Kriesberg said.

Kriesberg's group argues utility rate-

payers and shareholders will be liable. The
issue will likely be decided only after a

legal battle.

Palmer's group, which has been heavily

financed by the utilities but contains both

anti-nuclear and pro-nuclear members, had

conservatively estimated the impact of the

ballot question at $1 billion to compensate

the plants' owners and possibly another $1

billion for replacement power.

The study by the taxpayers foundation,

which is supported by contributions from

businesses, went beyond that to examine
potential lost taxes and the state's bond

cost for financing the payback. The study

was prepared by economist Edward
Moscovitch and the law firm of Csaplar &
Bok
The referendum question. No. 4 on

ballots Nov. 8, if approved, would ban
power plants that produce nuclear waste.

That would result in closing the Boston

Edison Co.'s Pilgrim plant in Plymouth
and Yankee Rowe's plant in Rowe.

The report makes two major assumptions

about the issue that an approved referen-

dum would amount to property-taking and
the state would be required to compensate
the owners.

The total financial impact would be $4
billion, the report said.

Drivers Start Now!

EARN$8-$10/hr.
Jtist One Hour a Day!

Drivers Wanted for

Daily Collegian Delivery

Applicants Must:

• Have access to a car

• Have mornings until 1 1:00
free M W F or Tu Th

• Be very dependable

Apply at the Collegian Office
CC basement

The Collegian is an E/O/E.

AND ON THE HORIZON IT LOOKED UKE L.A.

steps earlier this week.

Photo by Mirhnel (ohm

A woman takes a morning walk past the Student Union

Bad checks passed at Credit Union
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The University Police Detective Bureau
began an investigation into a check fraud

operation Wednesday that may have cost

the University of Massachusetts Federal

Credit Union $16,462.10.

The four checks had been written bet-

ween Sept. 16 and Sept. 20 on a "closed or

fictitious account," according to police

reports.

The credit union refused to comment at

press time, but the Collegian has learned

that the pralice have at least one suspect

and may in fact have more than one

suspects.

• A student reported Wednesday that the

driver's side window of his car, parked in

lot 25, had been smashed and the car

entered. Taken from the car was an
AM/FM cassette player and two pairs of

sunglasses with a total value of $800.

• A student reported Wednesday that his

wallet containing $50 in cash had been

taken from his room in Kennedy Tower.

• A 22-year-old Franklin man was stopped

in his car on North Pleasant St. Wednes-

day and arrested for driving a vehicle after

his license had been suspended.

• A student returned Wednesday to his car

in lot 49 to discover two glass T-tops worth

$800 stolen from the vehicle.

• A student reported yesterday that his •

Schwinn Ti-speed bicycle had been stolen

from the rack to which it was locked at

Prince Residence Hall.

• A male student reported yesterday that

his 1986 Mitsubishi automobile worth

$6,800 stolen from the Southwest

Horseshoe.

• A male student reported that his All

terrain bicycle worth $200 was stolen from

the rack to which it was locked near Gor-

man Residence Hall yesterday.

• Police investigated a report yesterday ol

a jeep pushing a 1983 Chevrolet over an

embankment in lot 49. The car received an

estimated $300 in damages.

Magazine rack wins big for CC store
By PRESTON FORMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The next time you are in the Campus Center's University Store,

take a look at the magazine rack - it's a prizewinner.

Ellen Gatchell, trade book manager of the University Store, won

first prize in the large school category for magazine display.

This national competition, sponsored by College Store Executive

Magazine, is divided into two categories - for large and small schools

— as determined by enrollment.

"All we did was send in photos and they got the information about

how many magazines we have from other sources,'* Gatchell said.

The contest, judged by a panel of 10 publishing and magazine in

dustry representatives, was held July 28 in New York City.

Gatchell, who has been trade book manager at the University Store

for five years, won second prize in 1986, making this the second time

she has finished in the top two in the three year-old contest.

"Since I've won twice, they expect me to win every year," she said

with a laugh.

Gatchell attributes part of her success in the competition to a new

location for the magazine rack.

"We moved it to a larger area with better light and more selec-

tions." she said, adding the rack conUins about 400 different titles.

"The best thing about the new rack is that there is area to stand

around and browse," she said. "And we have a lot of browsers."

When asked about the prize-winning rack, most people were

unaware but acknowledged the rack had a good selection.

"They have a lot good magazines," said Jose Toledo, a sophomore

engineering major. "They have the magazines I want to read, like

Sports Illustrated and Rolling Stone"

Some customers were less than pleased, though.

"They have a lot of magazines here, but it might be nice if they

had more intellectual magazines — this is a college," said Chris Velis,

a senior economics major.

"They don't have a lot of the business magazines like Inc. and

Forbes," Velis added.
. n i _j

Toledo was unconvinced the racks were as big as Gatchell claimed.

"Maybe 200, but not 400," he said.

Other winners in the large school category were the book store

at the University of Missouri at Columbia, which finished second,

and Adelphi (N.Y.) University Book Store finished third.

In the small school category first place went to Xavier (Ohio) Book

Store. Delta State (Miss.) University Book Store and the Universi

ty of Wisconsin at Platteville received second and third places,

repsectively.

Recyclers
seek help
By MAUREEN TARPEY
Collegian Correspondent

Students and residents are invited to

bring their trash to the Amherst Common
Saturday morning between 9 a.m. and 11

a.m. to rally for state support of recycling

waste.

Rally organizer Fran Fortino of the

Amherst Solid Waste Committee said the

purpose of the rally is to collect recyclable

materials from Amherst and other area

communities, which will then be brought

to the State House in Boston. He said the

intent of the demonstration in Boston is to

show the legislature that people are will-

ing and anxious to get recycling facilities

built and working in Massachusetts.

The rally is sponsored by the

Massachusetts Trash Action Coalition,

which is made up of MassPIRG,
Greenpeace, and other local environmen-

tal groups.

Last year, the state legislature passed the

Solid Waste Management bill, which ap-

propriated $265 million for the building of

about 12 regional recycling units

throughout Massachusetts.

Fortino explained that recycling would

require residents to separate recyclable

materials like aluminum cans, glass bot-

tles, cardboard and paper from their trash.

The trash would continue to be collected as

it is now, but the recyclables would be sent

back to various industries in usable forms,

he said.

"I am confident that it is going to get up

and running," said state Rep. Stan

Rosenberg, D-Amherst, of the first recovery

facility to be built soon in Springfield. The

building of the facility, originally slated to

be finished last November, has undergone

a series of delays, he said, because of pro-

blems with bureaucracy and with com-

plicated laws concerning bidding and con-

struction of new projects.

Rosenberg is one of the three authors of

the recycling legislation and will be one of

the speakers at Saturday's rally.

Greg Stewart, a UMass senior and

member of MassPIRG explained that the

point of the demonstration in Boston "is to

demonstrate a cause, not to break any

laws." He said he does not anticipate pro-

blems with police.

Stewart said the concern over recycling

comes in response to the severe crisis our

state faces with the present policy of trash

in landfills and incineration.

"Three fourths of the state's landfills will

close by 1990," he said. "They are filling

up quickly and are leaching contaminents

into ground water."

The contaminents pollute local wells as

well as the air, he said, adding these con-

taminents cause acid rain.

At present, the state incinerates 50 per

cent and only recycles about five percent,

said Stewart.

"We expect more on the state's part,"

said Fortino. "Other states like New York

and New Jersey are much farther ahead of

us in recycling."

Fortino said he urges people to bring

their recyclables to the rally and emphasiz-

ed the demonstration will place the

necessary political pressure on the

legislature to make recycling the state's top

priority.

PVTA endures shortage
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass Transit Service is experien-

cing a shortage of drivers, but according to

one its directors, this shortage will not af

feet service at the University of

Massachusetts.

The service, as overseen by the Pioneer

Valley Transit Authority (PVTA), works

for the University to provide busses,

transportation for people with disabilities,

and field trip service to UMass and sur-

rounding towns.

At full strength the system employs 160

to 180 student drivers, but UMass Transit

is not at full strength. Currently they are

looking for nearly 40 drivers to fill posi-

tions that have been vacated because of

graduations and a competitive job market,

said William Barrett, Director of Parking

and Transportation.

Barrett said the shortage of drivers has

not caused a break in service to outlying

communities such as Sunderland or

Belchertown but the shortage has limited

tiie number of campus shuttle buses that

can be run.

Normally there are five shuttles but now.

depending on the time of day and driver

availability, that number varies.

The driver shortage will be alleviated

shortly, Barrett said, because five new
drivers have recently been added and 30

more will be driving within the next few

weeks. But UMass Transit will still need

more drivers before semester's end, Barrett

said.

It is even possible to see Barrett driving

a bus three or four times a week because

of the driver shortage.

The garage, complete with bus washer

and service bays, is tucked away in the nor-

thwest corner of campus and is large

enough to house the entire fleet of41 buses.

Andy Degner, a 20-year-old mechanical

engineering msyor from Greenwich, New
York, works an average of 20 hours a week

due to the driver shortage. At least once,

continued on page 6

CoUrglan photo by Richard Bonanno

PVTA bus prepares for the journey to Williamsburg.
« « » •
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For Your Information
Internships - Come to the University Internship Program to get great work experience.

A planning session gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks from 2:30 to

3:30 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays and from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Wednesdays and

Thursdays.

Also, two special meetings will be held concerning internships in Washington, DC. They

will be from 10 to 11 a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. today in room 803 of the Campus Center.

Math Anxiety Workshop - A math anxiety reduction workshop will be held Oct. 3 at

4:30 p.m. in room 1634 of the Graduate Research Tower. Sessions conducted by Professor

Doris Stockton and counseling psychologist Donald Banks will focus on overcoming

negative feelings toward math and on developing positive approaches to learning math.

120VAC CRANE
ORIENTAC ¥00V mai^*^t
THAI. CHINESE. JAPANESE. INDIAN GOODS

Sauces and spices • Fresh noodles -Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables -Pastries -Frozen, canned, dned foods
frozen and dried fish -Cook Books -Woks. Rioe

Cookers & Implenfients Disf>et and Giftware. Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders dirnci from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

360 C«ll*9« St.. R1« 9, Amh«r*t 2S3-S6S8 Soft-M, 1M: S«t 9-$

J

N«w & Used Cars
Trucks S Van* Alto AvaiaMe

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549.RENT

Committee nominations opened
as BOG hires coordinators

By GEORGE FRANC

Y

Collegian Staff

"I have nothing particularly interesting

to say," said the Board of Governors' Lisa

Ventresco, characterizing the mood of last

night's meeting.

In a sharp contrast to last week's emo-

tionally charged battle for space, the

Board of Governors went to work on some

of the more everyday, but practical work

the board does.

This included the opening of nomina

tions for the various committees of the

BOG, such as the space committee, which

stands to play a big role in the immediate

future of the board.

Conservative and liberal factions of the

board will try to stack the committee

because it is charged with allocating space

in the Campus Center/Student Union in

an annual process. Eight governors were

nominated for the five positions available.

The best place

to turn for allyour

All you have to do is take exit 4 off the Mass Pike and exit 15 off I 91. You'll find

over 160 fine shops and places to eat.

Make sure to turn right at the big sign that says "Holyoke Mall at Ingleside."

Actually, if you're coming from the other direction you'll probably be turning left, but

don't panic: we painted the sign on both sides.

Shopping Hours: Monday Saturday 10 Q:30, Sunday 12 5. Exit 4 off the Mass. Pike and txit 15 off I 91.

Elections will be held next week.

The fireworks of last week were caused

when the board took it upon itself to move

several student groups to different office

space in the Campus Center/Student

Union. Many of these groups have pro-

tested the move, and an appeal has been

filed.

The matter has been referred to the

Space Committee, which will hear the

arguments of all the groups involved and

make a decision.

In other business, the board approved

the hiring of several coordinators. The

coordinators handle board operations such

as finances, planning events for the com

plex, and doling out vending tables on the

Campus Center Concourse.

Four motions were tabled for next week,

including a study of the feasibility of plac-

ing emergency telephones in the Campus

Center Parking Garage and concourse.
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CHOOSE EXCELLENCE
LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays

to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to ^.^ Campus
anter today.
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LSO
continued from page 1

"The students are now in the same position as any other

member of the pubhc," Ellis said, adding that students

are free to seek legal representation, but from the private

bar.

DiMare said one of the major advantages of the office

was the cases they took were turned down by the private

bar.

"Most of the cases, except for the Yvette Henry one, I

could not get the private bar to take, because there weren't

substantial money damages involved," he said.

The administration claims, according to DiMare, that

the center interfered with the smooth running of the

University, because administrators were afraid to do their

jobs in fear of lawsuits. DiMare says this claim is totally

unfounded.

"Suing the University has always been our last resort,"

he said. "Out of approximately 4,000 cases in which the

students claimed they were wronged by the University,

only 13 were filed. That's less than one percent."

Another argument the trustees and administration us-

ed is the state can not sue itself. LSO was funded in part

by student fees. Once a student pays the fee, that money

is University property. The office's attorneys were and are

University employees, state paid, and considered part of

the administration.

Ellis said the University made an offer to help the

students set up their own voluntary funded legal represen-

tation office but said the students refused.

"Ifthe students hired an attorney and payed his or her

fees directly, they would be free to do so," Ellis said. "They

said that is not acceptable, we want every student to pay

for it."

The students argument is also valid. No student enters

the University thinking they will need legal advice, so

few students would pay for a service that in their minds

they will never need.

PVTA

-Correction

A story on minority enrollment in yesterday s Collegian

incorrectly reported the number that admissions had risen

in 1988 from 1987. The story said about 1,400 more ap

plications were received. The actual number is 596.

Also, according to Timm Rinehart, director of admis

sions. the number of minority students actually enrolled

in 1988 is less than the number given by the admissions

office. The original number. 395. did not take into account

"no-shows." according to Rinehart.
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continued from page 3

Degner has driven 35 hours in one week, he said. The

normally scheduled work week for drivers is about 15

hours.

"I like my job but I don't love it," said Degner. "We
do a pretty good job of getting people where they want

to go."

Degner said he sometimes thinks driving can be a pret-

ty thankless job. He feels the managers at UMass Tran-

sit don't appreciate the drivers.

"No one's really saying, 'Hey guys, you're doing a good

job,'" he said.

Managers at UMass Transit are not the only people

who sometimes forget driving is work. "When (a

passenger) says 'Thank you,' you appreciate that,"

Degner said.

Andy Rezendes, a 21 -year-old chemistry major from

New Bedford, is more forgiving than Degner.

Rezendes drives the Mount Holyoke CoUege-to-

Amherst run and said he likes the route because on

weekend nights he gets propositioned by intoxicated Mt.

Holyoke women returning to Holyoke from Amherst.

Busses are not the only vehicles dispatched out of the

garage. Vans for transporting the disabled and the

UMass field trip service are also run from the garage.

Kyle Bostain, a 21 -year old English major from

Amherst, is a handi-van driver.

"I realize that I'm helping people," he said. "It makes

me feel good."

As could be expected, safety is important to Barrett.

It is "always a concern but not a problem," he said.

The busses are designed to carry two-times the number

of seated and standing passengers, he said.

"Unless everyone on the bus weighs over 250-pounds,

there's no way to exceed the weight capacity" of the bus,

Barrett said.

Operations Manager Allan Byam said there has never

been a serious injury or fatality connected to the UMass

bus system.

'The MBTA (Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority) has more accidents in one day than we have

in a year," Byam said.

Before a shift begins, every driver must do a "circle

check" of the bus. This includes checking air pressure,

wheel lug nuts, fire equipment and lights.

Every bus is equipped with a two-way radio for com

munication with the controller's station at the garage.

As an added safety feature, all the busses have a micro-

processor that continually monitors air pressure in the

brake lines and engine fluid levels. If a problem arises

the processor sends a signal to the controller who then

contacts the driver before the situation becomes critical
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ur customers like to do things

well. Be comfortable, juggle

multiple careers. They're

independent. Not dictated to.

They expect the best

and not necessarily the

most expensive.

Thnrnes Marketplace

150 Main St., NortiMmpton

586«1I6 • Open 7 days
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Listen to the

deafs problems
Tomorrow marks the end of National

De«tf Awareness Week, which has given

many people an opportunity to discuss

issues and provide facts about deafness.

There are more than 16 million deaf or

hard-of hearing people in the US. Some

people are bom deaf; others lose their hear

ing late in life. Still others are partially

deaf or hard-of hearing.

There are many types of hearing loss. An
individual's hearing ability may fluctuate,

depending on their immediate environ-

ment, health, or just the type of day one

might have. Depending on the individual,

a hesu-ing-impaired person may or may not

use their voice. Language may vary. Not

all deaf people sign; American Sign

Language ( ASL) is the native language of

many deaf people, and is the third most us

ed language in the United States.

Some advice for Mike and George—

2+2 equals. . .3? 4? 5?

Marjie Stout

It is difficult to be hearing impaired,

often due to lack of aids or equipment in

the hearing world. When a hearing-

impaired person needs to use the phone

without an interpreter, he or she can only

do so with a special device called a TTY or

TDD. A TTY/TDD has to be used by both

parties for communication to take place.

This requires more time, as everything

must be typed back and forth instead of

spoken.

Deafness also takes up a lot of extra time

in other areas of life. In school, extra

research for information is often necessary,

which includes note copying, tutoring and

time spent for other support services.

UMass Deaf Services at Handicapped Stu-

dent Affairs provides deaf students with in-

terpreters, notetakers, and tutors. While

services there are excellent, deaf students

(and employees) on campus are still in fur-

ther need of equal access, such as having

TTYs in every office on campus so that they

can telephone departments themselves.

There is also a shortage of interpreters.

More funding and support from the Univer-

sity is needed in order to recruit and retain

qualified, professional interpreters.

Hearmg loss and the subsequent com-

munication barrier contributes to isolation

from others. People who lose their hearing

much later in life are especially prone to

isolation from the hearing and deaf world.

For the elderly, hearing loss is not a part

of their life's agenda, and they may be un-

prepared to deal with it. Most often a hear-

ing loss goes undetected with a slow

decline, and denial comes easily.

When I received my first pair of hearing

aids at age 18, I was astonished, not to

mention overwhelmed, at the difference in

volume. However, not all people can benefit

from using hearing aids. There may be

complications and adjustments to deal

with. Hearing aids are not at all like

glasses in the sense that they automatical-

ly correct the impairment. While they

amplify sound, they do not clarify.

Since I began to use interpreters a year

and a half ago, I've become more involved

with the deaf community, and I've just

begun to understand the advantages and

disadvanteges of being hearing-impaired.

Many people, including my friends and

relatives, are not always sure ofhow to in-

clude me in conversations, but that situa-

tion tends to improve as I learn to assert

my own needs.

Most people who are hearing can't realize

what hearing-impaired people are up

against, when there are so many things to

hear and take for granted. Just imagine

yourself not being able to hear the phone

ring, or not being able to answer it or make

a call, hear the news on the radio or TV,

your professor, or an announcement meant

for everybody but yourself.

There are plenty of opportunities to learn

more about deafness. Make it your busmess

to find out more. Also, don't be hesitant to

communicate with deaf or hard of-hearing

people. If you don't know sign, then there

are other ways to communicate. SpeaV

clearly and with normal pronunciation; a

note pad never hurts. The important thing

is that you are making the effort.

Marjie Stout is a member ofHandicapped

Student Affairs

Tom, Dick and Harry sat around a cof-

fee table, watching the Patriots get ham-

mered, and discussing economics.

Tom, an ardent conservative, argued

the economy's better now than in 1980,

since he has a good job and can pay for

his oldest daughter's college education.

"Look at the unemployment rate," he

said. "In '80, with Carter, we had 7.0 per-

cent unemployment. Now it's about 5.5

percent. And my daughter can pay for

part of her education," he added, citing

a drop in unemployment since 1980

among females aged 16-19 from 17.2 to

15.9 percent.

"You can't argue with that," he said as

he gulped his Coors.

Harry, an equally fervent liberal, is

appalled.

"Tom, I can't believe you're happy with

Reaganomics," he said. "Sure, your kid

can pay for college, but how will she pay

for that $2 trillion debt we're sitting on?"

Still flabbergasted, Harry began

quoting statistics as if he were reading a

condemnation of the Gipper.

"The Gross National Product is down

under Reagan. It was 3.1 percent under

Carter - it's 2.75 now. Ifyou make more

now than in '80, it's because of inflation.

The median income for a family is just

barely up from 1980, and that's because

more family members work now."

Dick was confused.

How could two completely different

stories be correct?

While economists, presidential can-

didates and others sort out the why's of

our economy, it's necessary to place our

economic woes, real or otherwise, into a

historical perspective.

IfUS economfc growth was steep in the

years immediately following World War
II, doesn't it make sense for there to be

a period of 'slowed' growth afterward? Is

it unrea.sonable to assume a rate of in

credible growth can't continue forever?

Yes. things aren't moving along as

rapidly as in the 1950s, but such a

slowdown in growth is to be expected.

The unemployment rate, for obvious

reasons, drops during war years.

Unemployment in the Post-Vietnam War
period (starting in 1976) has wavere ! bet-

ween 5.5 percent (est. 1988) and 9 per-

cent. But except for the period's re e>.sion

(1981-1983), unemployment has b< • n bet-

ween 5.5 and 7.7 percent. Furth- rr ore,

in the years before Vietnam but i i i he

Korean War — a time of economc lom

— unemployment wavered betwc;'*n 4.1

percent and 6.8 percent.

The one percent change hows a

slowdown in growth, yes, but the dif-

ference between the types of peacetime

unemployment figures now are com-

parable to the 19508.

Then there's GNP growth, which has

drifted downward since the 1960s. While

it was in the neighborhood of four percent

in the 1950s, in 1987 it stood at under

three percent.

David R. Mark

Again, the point to remember is we

have not see a contraction in growth but

a slowdown in growth. And a slowdown

in growth in the last 20 years, while not

as good as the economic boom of the

19508, is still better than a economic

contraction.

As for the question "Why is there a

slowdown in economic growth?" The

answer may lie in a slowdown in job-

producing technological innovations, like

television, the space industry, and eon

struction. After job booms in these in-

dustries in the 1950s, where can one go

but to a slowed growth?

The factors, however, that's contributed

most to slowed growth in the 19808 are

our incredible federal and trade deficits.

We are a debtor^ nation because of

Reaganomics. which is why slowed

growth may eventually lead to economic

collapse. With the deficit now at more

than $2 trillion, the question arises: "How
will we survive?"

It's a terrifying question.

The US would not have has this kind of

economic slowdown if it didn't have to pay

the interest on our enormous deficits. The

money, if we had it. could have been re-

invested into the economy, spurring more

growth.

As for the trade deficit: Again, moving

from a slight surplus or deficit (until the

mid-80s) is a far cry from the $714 billion

deficit we've racked up from 1982-87. The

trade deficit, at the very least, strains our

economic growth.

Have the 1980s been economically

sound as advocated by our fictional Tom
and the not-so-fictional Republican

nominee, George Bush? Or is it bad, as ad-

vocated by our fictional Harry and the

not-so-fictional Democratic nominee,

Michael Dukakis?
The answer is difficult. We're in slow-

ed economic growth. That's good, but not

great. It could be better.

If you're making good money, you'll pro-

bably agree with Bush. If you aren't,

you'll probably support Dukakis. It's up

to you to decide where you stand

economically, but I for one am left in the

same position as the fictional Dick.

Confused.

David R. Mark is the editorial editor of

the Collegian

R/ftEiimitfi^ ^^^

Notes from the Campus Center Basement

Amherst priority and un-Smith parties
^

_ _ . ., »«• i \ Tu_ of .sources.

Winner of the 1988 Five College Prize for

Unnecessary Information: The Robert

Frost Library at Amherst College. This fine

library greets earnest scholars with a sign

stating Amherst College students will be

given priority if the library gets full. In

other words, "if the going gets tough, we

win boot you."

That's understandable. Amherst College

students pay a lot of money to go to the col-

lege, maintain the physical plant, and pay

for the resources in the library. They pro-

bably should get priority. But do they have

to put up a sign telling you before you even

get into the library that you are considered

a second-class citizen?

How about this: a sign at the entrance to

the Tower Library, reading, "If the

elevators are full. University of

Massachusetts students will be given

priority. Amherst College students

especially have to walk to the twenty-sixth

fioor."
* * *

Last year, the Board of Governors ran in

to some trouble when the Republican Club

and the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

were in adjacent offices. Two organizations

with diametrically opposed views obvious-

ly couldn't get along. The Republican

Club's office space is still in jeopardy

(although they get around it with Students

for Bush and the Minuteman). The

Distinguished Visitors Program, in an ad-

joining office, also had problems with the

Republicans.

Nancy Klingener

So now, the decision is to stick Spectrum,

an arts magazine, into the same space as

Students for Bush. Good idea. They sure

will be having some good times around that

office. Maybe I'm wrong. Maybe they can

learn and exchange ideas. Maybe Spectnun

will start printing homages to William F.

Buckley, or the Minuteman will come out

with poems protesting U.S. support of El

Salvador.

And another thing — why is Minuteman

"acting editor in chief Bill Collins still on

campus, in the Student Union, in the Col-

legian? This guy has been at UMass longer

than some tenured professors. He probably

was at the ground-breaking for the Morrill

Science Center. I definitely saw him in a

cap and gown last May. Isn't there a

statute of limitations for the

undergraduate mentality?
* m *

Something has to be done about the

Greek system. No, they're not hazing.

They're plagiarizing, and from the worst

of sources.

The most recent sorority rush slogan was

"The Choice of a New Generation." Sound
familiar? How about "Membership Has Its

Priviledges" (sic)? This beauty popped up
in a poster in the Student Union, urging

students to rush a fraternity.

Let's name names here. These slogans

are corporate advertising messages,
specifically for Pepsi and American Ex-

press. What are the Greeks trying to say?

If they really want to be the leaders of

tomorrow, and I'm not questioning that,

they could start with a simple original rush

slogan. It can't be that hard.

* * *

Smith College had a good idea last

weekend: the un-Smith party. You couldn't

get in ifyou were wearing pearls or a skirt.

These parties could be fun. At UMass, you

couldn't wear sweats of any kind, or untied

high-tops. At Hampshire, no one wearing

black clothing could get in.

I can hear the cries now, "you're

stereotyping our schools." Right. But

Smith has the right idea here. The best

way to deal with stereotypes is to mock

them, and show how ridiculous they real-

ly are. Plus it probably makes a good party.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist
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CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10-9 • SUN 10-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE 5 - EAST WINDSOR. CONN.
1131 CAMPBELL AVE., WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184, GROTON.CONN.
(OPP. GROTON MOTOR INN)

ROOM SIZE CARPET BUY OUT
BECAUSE WE BUY TRAILERLOADS WE CAN OFFER ROOM SIZE CARPETS
AT 50% TO 70% OFF NORMAL PRICES.

MOST AT BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES.

BEAUTIFUL CARPETS FROM ONE OF THE
LARGEST CARPET MAKERS.

OVER 1000 IN STOCKoOOM
THESE ARE BETTER GRADES OF
RESIDENTIAL CARPETING

HERE'S JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
t'r

9'x12
Val MBO w
12'x10"N

Val M99 w

$gg99

$7099

12'x12"N

Val *240 w
12'x13"N

Val »259 w

$9999

$i0499

12'x15" N

Val ^300 w
12'x16" N

VaM319 w

${^999

$12999

CARPET
CLEARANCE |^;r;:^'Sc1^^.«r.n
Tan Car Carpet. Ozite I MENS BOMBER

JACKET
2 POCKET • ZIPPER FRONT

BLACK • NAVY • GREY

and Artificial Grass

Value M^s to $795

w98l'»2tl
CARPET PAD
Pink Foam Padding

cut from 6" rolls for

easy Do-it

Installation

LIVING ROOM & DEN FURNITURE CLEARANCE
1 VALUES FROM »149»5 to *299«5

Sofa ^999»

,j Chair^999
LoYeSeat^89^

FURNITURE rLvvK oAMf Ltw our prices

SMOOTH TOP INNERSPRING MATTRESS SETS

Value

»35s^18
MADE IN

ITALY

SET
minit"!"!

.»
•''

: I'.'

X-

fJVimm

COUNSELOR'
BATH SCALES
Functional Scales with

Reliability and Looks.
Choice of several

colors and finishes.
• Textured vinyl mats
• Natural look of wicker

• Padded covers

• Geometries & florals

REG «99« to «19»»

MENS
RUGBY
SHIRTS
100% COTTON
WHITE COLLAR

3 BUTTON HENLEY
PULLOVER

ASST STRIPES
SM-L-XL

%$988

WRANGLER
SPORT
SHIRTS

NOW
YOUR
CHOICE

$788

E-Z FIT LINEN LITE

WINDOW
SHADES

Cloud White
or Amlaer

Color inside

White
Outside
TRIM AT
HOME AND

SAVE 50%

;$250
w mm EACH

TRANSLUCENT
HEAVY GAUGE
WASHABLE

VINYL
FILTERS

OUT LIGHT

Value

$495

CHOOSE FROM
ABSTRACTS

PRINTS OR SOLIDS
POLYCOTTON

S-M-L-XL
Great with Jeans

Value

$

ureal wiin jeans

MENS CREW NECK

SWEATER
BY SANTANA
CHARCOAL/BLACK

ABSTRACT PRINT IN ACRYLIC
Value

«39

Special

Group

Reversible Dhurrie-style

with woven design.

Slate Blue or Brown tones.

Florence or Victorian Design

Made in India • 100% Cotton

22 Inch X 40 Inch
Comp Value *9«« TOM 1^5

7i

%
^?

OUR
PRICE

30 Inch X 48 Inch
Comp Value »159« TO M9'5

OUR
PRICE

***********

ARTS/LIVING

THE SCREENING ROOM
^Ringers' stays true to Cron's style

By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

David Cronenberg is truly an anomaly.

This mild-mannered- looking gentleman

with square glasses and a quiet personali-

ty is responsible for some of the most

grotesque and unnerving film? ever, in-

cluding They came from Within, about peo-

ple infected by a sexually transmitted

parasite, and The Brood, in which a mother

gives birth to blood-soaked mutant babies.

Lately, Cronenberg has moved towards

the mainstream with The Fly, a master-

piece, though still graphic. But now comes
Dead Ringers, the story of twin
gynecologists and their descent into drug

use and madness. Finally, a Cronenberg
film without gore, without horror? Nope.

Though there is almost no bloodletting

in the film, the story and characters are as

disturbing as ever. Jeremy Irons plays both

Elliott and Beverly Mantle, twin geniuses

with a nonexistent personal life. That is,

until Claire Niveau (Genevieve Bujold)

The Collegian

needs reporters

Come on down to 113

Campus Center

ENJOY
SUNDAY
BRUNCH

11 a.m.-3 p.m.

AU You Can Eat

$g99

GEKING \IARDEN
A MAWDAmW • 5ZECHUAW WE»TAURAWT

586-1202 jfek^ffi^SiSaLgSf^^

IF YOUR
FATHER
OR

MOTHER
went to UMass, they probably

also went to C&C.

40 years of offering every

beer, wine or liquor item

you could want at

competitive prices.

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY Of
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial

LIQUORS 2533091
— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

enters the pictiu^. Unable to bear children,

she comes to Elliott for help, and subse-

quently takes him to bed* The problem is

that half the time, she's taking Beverly to

bed as well, as these brothers believe in

.sharing. When she finds out, she dumps
them both. End of conflict. Except that

Beverly, the more "sensitive" and unstable

one, has fallen in love and can't live

without her.

From that point on, disturbing is the best

description of the events. Cronenberg uses

the trap of one brother following in the

footsteps of the other, and though Elliott

tries to shape Beverly up, it's not long

before he's popping pills himself. The en-

ding isn't hard to guess, and it sure isn't

happy. I walked out of the theater numb
ed, both enthralled by Irons' performances

(within ten minutes I could distinguish the

twins. So brilliant was his acting that he

deserves two Oscars), but shaken by the

film itself It is so dark, so downbeat, that

I really wished for a dose of Peter Sellers

afterwards. Couldn't anyone have laugh-

ed in this film, just a bit?

In retrospect, Dead Ringers proved that

Cronenberg can horrify without grossing-

out. It's his most mature work, but still not

his best.

More Films Noi Cnmine to the Area
continued on page 11

AMHERST DELICATESSEN

MON.-WEa «A Yrf- THURS.SAT.
549-63144 TO 8 4 TO 10

23i NORTH PLEASANT STREET - AMHERST MASSACHUSETH 394 6)14

WELCOME PARENTS!
TEL.

256-8911

*9
00 You Get 2

12" Cheese

Pizzas!
One coupon per order

Offer good thru 1968

You Get 2

Large Cheese

Pizzas!
One coupon per order
Offer good thru 1986

You Get 2

12" One Item

Pizzas!
One coupon per order
Offer good thru 1986

,j:^oo You Get 2

Large One Item

Pizzas!
One coupon per order
Offer good thru 1968

You Get 2

12" Two Item

Pizzas!
One coupon pe' order

Offer good thru 1988

Only

I

00 You Get 2

Large Two

Item Pizzas!
One coupon per order
Offer good thru 1988

Open for lunch at 11:00 Fri., Sat., Sun.

256-8911 Open at 4:30 p.m. Every Day 256-8911

Drivers Wanted Pay '70-100 a Shift
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Smith and Southwest open art shows
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Hello, folks, welcome to another edition
of Art Attack. I've been trying to put
together a list of area art galleries for you,
as I've been promising you since Week 1.

I was to have put this list in two parts for

you: this week was to have been the
galleries on campus, and next week was to

be the galleries in the other four colleges

in the Five Colleges as well as Northamp-
ton. But I didn't get enough response from
the campus galleries (to those that did res

pond, I thank you very much), so I'll have
a big list of galleries in next week's column.
While we're on the subject of gallery in-

fo, if anyone from the local galleries is

reading, please send your information on

shows to the Collegian by Wednesday of

the week you want the show mentioned in

the column. That way, I can write it up and
have it in the office by my deadline. Let's

get on to the galleries.

Hampden Gallery in Southwest Residen-

tial Area is featuring a new paint and
sculpture show in conjunction with Nor-
thampton's Center for the Arts. The ex-

hibit, titled Art in the Dark: Luminous
Painting and Sculpture in the 1980's, is be-

ing held concurrently at both galleries from
Oct. 4-N0V.6 with two opening receptions:

Tuesday, Oct.4 from 5-8 p.m. at The Center
for the Arts, and Thursday, Oct. 6 from 5-8

p.m. at Hampden Gallery. This isn't just

an exhibit with fluorescent paint. It uses

other means of luminosity, such as fiber op-

tics and intense colors. Point of interest for

those who like the New Wave group Devo:

Mark Mothersbaugh will have works

featured in this show, along with other ar-

tists such as Joe Davis and Marc Egger.

Hampden Gallery's hours are Monday,

through Friday, 3-7 p.m. and Sunday, 2-5

p.m. The Center's hours are Tuesday

Friday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday -Sunday,

12-5 p.m.

Meanwhile, at Smith College . . . Penn
sylvania artist Martha Armstrong will be

showing her paintings and drawings at

Hillyer Corridor Gallery through Oct. 14.

The works are interesting in that they are

landscapes with an abstract structure. The
Gallery's hours are Monday through Fri-

day, 9 to 5 p.m. and weekends, noon to 5

p.m.

APE Ltd. is presenting two photography
shows from Oct.8 through 31, with both
shows holding opening receptions on Oct.

8 from 3 to 6 p.m. The first, titled African
Roots, features work by French-American
photographer Dian Mandle. The
photographs were taken in Kenya, Zim-
babwe and Senegal and reflect the beauty
of Africa as well as the need to maintain
the unique cultures in these nations in par-

ticular. Finally, Joseph Todaro is showing
Storia Immigrante (Immigrant Story), a
look at the brutal life of immigrants, often
using old family snapshots which Todaro
rephotographed. The galleries' hours are
Monday, through Saturday, 9:30 - 5:30,

Thursday nights until 9:30 p.m., and Sun-
days, noon until 5 p.m.
Well, that's all for this week. Next week,

the list. I promise.
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HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018
GREAT rOOD • GREAT PniCES •OPEN TIL 2 AM

BIG & BAD-
THE LIFE OF A
JB'S ADDICT

Kevln:JB's, JB's, JB's. I need a hot JB's

roast beef sandwich. I can't study. I can't

sleep. All I want to do is eat. I'm going
crazy! If I don't get my JB's soon, I

might start to purr.

(If this is you, take this ad to JB's for a fre« hot roast t>««f sandwich)
\XX\\\N\\\\\\ -,\ NVX\\N\X\N N V \ \" \NNXNXVXN,\N\.VVV

WELCOME PARENTS!!
PARENTS DAY - SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1

Parents - If you have any questions, and we assume you
must, the Information Data Bank (IDB) and the Taped Infor-
mation Service have answers.

The Information Data Bank Is a telephone or walk-In refer-
ral center which maintains Information on University ad-
ministrative and academic policies and procedures. If you
don't know how to get there from here, IDB can be an In-
valuable resource. Hours: Walk-In: 8:30am-5pm, Mon-Frl;
Phone-m: 8:30am-9pm, Mon-Frl; 10am-3pm, Sat & Sun.

The Taped Information Phone Service Is a library of 300
prerecorded tape cassettes with detailed information about
academic rules and regulations, special programs, ad-
ministrative procedures, health and public safety concerns,
housing and food service information, student organizations
and activities, academic policies, financial aid information,
and a variety of other topics. Hours: Phone-in: 8:30am-9pm,

'

Mon-Fri; 10am-3pm, Sat and Sun.

IDB/TIPS are located at 227 Whitmore and are a part of Stu-
dent Affairs Information Services.

338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

ROLLING ROCK 12pk.

LOWENBRAU CANS CASE
$5.99 +Dep.

$11.49 -\-Dep.

CHARLES LEFRANC (Red oi White Mags)

BLACK TOWER
BLUE NUN
SEAGRAMS COOLERS 4 pk.

$19.99 Case

$4.49

$4.99

$2.99

TANGUERAY 750ml

BACARDI RUM 750ml

ABSOLUT VODKA 750ml

STOLY VODKA 750ml

VODKALIMONE 750ml

$11.75

$7.49

$11.99

$11.99

$7.90

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED St DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER 4r WINE •

ALWAYS ON HAND

CaH us in the a.m.

Vlfe'll come to

your door & pick up

your Laundry.

Delivered back

tlie same day,

waslied, dried & folded.
eOi/Vb.-lO lit. minimum

Convenience.

Quality.

The wave of the future.

GlilB

549-2640

6 imVERSnY DRIVE/NEWMARKET GENTER/AMHERSr

Dead Ringers

continued from page 9

Soon: Murder One, an obcsure fact-based

little film about an ex-con who takes his kid

brother (Henry Thomas of "E.T") on a kill

ing spree across the midwest. It's only play-

ing in a few houses in New York. Could be

interesting. The Wizard of Loneliness is a

nostalgic story of a spoiled city boy (Lucas

Haas of "Witness") adjusting to life in Ver-

mont in 1944. Well recieved, it's already

gone from New York and is in a couple

theaters in Boston. If you want to see it,

don't stay around here.

Fear not. Help is on the way, in the form
of a wacky new comedy opening at the

Hampshire 6 today. Heartbreak Hotel, set

in 1972, is the story of a kid who solves the

family problems by kidnapping Elvis

Presley. Written and directed by Chris Col-

umbus (Gremlins, Adventures in Babysit-

ting), it sounds promising. The ad claims,

"our lives were never the same." I don't

doubt it.

Coming soon, the cream of the fall film

flicks: Punchline, Gorillas in the Mist, and
Alien Nation. Stay tuned.
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CASE SPECIALS

"LITTLE BUDS" 8 oz. Cans
BUSCH SUITCASE
COORS
BUDWEISER BAR BOTTLES
CARLING BLACK LABELS
SCHMIDTS 16 oz. BAR BOTTLES
PELS DRAFT BAR BOTTLES
HEINEKEN

^XNVVVVV

8.99

8.99

10.99

11.99

6.99

8.99

5.99

15.99

Folkies Klezamir play at Grace

Episcopal Church Sunday at 1 p.m. $5

cover includes brunch. Call 586-5282.

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the

competative edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain

THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
' the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office In the

Campus Center (RM 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and

pick up a job application and description and submit

It no later than FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30>

M/F—EOE

ONES, FOURS, SIXS, TWELVES
FOSTERS OIL CAN 1 pk
WOODPECKER ENGLISH CIDER 1 pk

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 4 pk

MICKEYS WIDE MOUTH 6 pk

O'DOUL'S PAIL AIL 6 pk

ST.PAULI GIRL 6 pk

HOPE LAGER RI'S FINEST 6 pk

AMSTEL LIGHT 6 pk

SAM ADAMS 6 pk

LIGHTSHIP 6 pk

RED STRIPE 6 pk

SIMPATICO 6 pk
>(8)

ROLLING ROCK 12 PACK BOTTLES 5.99

STROHS 15 PACK CANS 5.99

EMBROS CHABLIS. ROSE, RHINE 4L
B.V. 1985 BEAU TOUR CABERNET 750ml

PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS 750ml

STOLICHNAYA 1 .75L

JOSE CUERVO GOLD 750 ml

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75 ml

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1 .75 ml

There's No Reason to Go Anywhere Else

5.99

5.99

5.99

19.99

9.99

8.99

8.99

FOUR SEASONS
Located on Route 9, HadlcY Jtist Beyond Bnrgcr King

OPEN MONDAY — SATURDAY 9 am • 11 pm

584<8174
^^s^^^\\s^vv^N\^^^^^NVV^v^.^ V >_i_>_>^>^> ^•>>n\\v.\n\sn'vvsn.v

J

Want to work with computers?

Then, the Collegian has a job for yoi

.

Now hiring

ASSOCIATE SYSTEMS MANAGER
Freshmen and Sophomores

Preferred

See Pedro or Dennis
at 113 Campus Center

for an application

Sundays
at NEW ENGLAND*

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
served 9am- 1pm

D Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

D Homemade streusel

coffee cake

n Fresh squeezed juices ( 1 Eggs Benedict - The

best in tlie Valley (1 Griddle cakes

D Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a few of

the special items on

our new menu.

Scrvinj: our full

menu 1 1: lOntn-'^'pm

University Drive

Amherst LJ 584-5861

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Famfly • Student

Rights • Civfl Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

tlMt «« am no iaofte offar Uqal
ition to studBKa CBUowijig Om

il, 1M7 dKUlcn.)

caU 545*1995
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There will be a Collegian staff meeting

today at 3:30 in the newsroom (113 CO.

All Arts staff, as well as anyone interested

in writing for Arts/Living is encouraged

to attend.

The Arts page welcomes all submis-

sions. Come down to the newsroom any

day and talk to Jenn, Cosmo, Kathy, or

Derek. Editors' office hours are posted on

the wall above the Arts desk.

The Collegian is the largest college

newspaper in New England. We'll help

you get the clips you need to get your

"career in motion before you graduate.

RUSSELrS
LIQUORS

18 Main Si. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Dos Equis 12 oz. bots. $15.95
Case plus dep.

Budweiser Suitcase
$11.49 + dep. _

Labatts 12 pk. cans
^^« Beer or Ale Plus dep

*-^r' Foster's $ 1 4.99%
<i-*i^'^ 1 2 oi. bots. case + dep. %%

CHECK OUT the low prices on Keg Beer

Example: 1/2 Keg Busch'$31,95 plus dep.

^^'^^''^ • WE DELIVER • ^'''''^

253-5441 OFF CAMPUS
FEATURING:

SUN COUNTRY wine coolers..." $2.99 2-llter

VODKA or GIN 80" $5-49 liter

FLAVORED SCHNAPPS close out $1-25 200ml

BACARDI Silver or Amber Rum $12.99 1.75 liter

SMIRNOFF Vodka 80« $12.99 1.75 liter

ABSOLUTE or STOLY Vodka $19.99 1.75 liter

JIM BEAM Bourt)ori W-99 »*••

Missing Cat plays The Hatch tonight.

Cat in the
Hatch
Brookline-based Missing

Cat may be the best thing

to "happen to Michael

Dukakis since the appoint

ment of Dan Quayle.

"He's our neighbor, we

know him, he's our friend,"

said Ari Vais, one half of the

acoustic act that plays the

Hatch tonight. "He wrote

our next single."

"Actually Kitty wrote

that one," fellow Cat Jonah

Matranga said of the duo's

upcoming single "Kimo Ki

Papa Tai" due out in 1989.

Well, whoever's responsi-

ble for the song with the

Swahili title meaning
"you've got big tits,"

Dukakis gets the credit.

"We figure we're going to

humanize Michael Dukakis

by giving him statements in

Swahili. " Matranga said.

See what else the band

who claims influences as

REM. Simon and Garfunkel

and the Beatles can do

tonight at 9 p.m. at the

Hatch.

Present this coupon for a j

1^-Y A / slorcwidc discount
j

I l^/fl ff»- Sept. 30. Sat. Oct. 1.1

^^ ^ ^ Sun. Oct 2

D jewelry and accessories jl

7 East Pleasant Street

^ CINtW

The Lonely

Passion

of Judith

Hearne

7:00-9:15

Senior Ciliiens &
Children t2.00
A<lulls$3.S0

Where dark cosmic forces

meet the lighter side of life.

UPC Presents
CAMPER

VAN BEETHOVEN
o
c
T.

the new
J.M. DeMatteis

Shawn McManus
Mark McKenna

An ongoing monthiv series in

DCs New Format. Beginning in October.

AVAILABLE AT.

SA.nE BAT CHANNEL
.\I! \i^^^^ (avoriie comK s' All back issues'

. . ;^ ,, I'Mscbdli card.s Powers and Games
Hampshire nail

naqazint- impons
Hadley. f^A

OI TM OC Oowo n< ' '»

$5 UMass Student
$7 General Public

Tickets on sale at Tix Unlimited,
The Record (Faces) and Main St. Records

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

^

dJ^^^xB^

LAm5 »NP

me UNim? srmts

:

cue V f^pOKTs Of f^upe

fiCKm-^ipeeFFeCTs.

IDNIC 15 NOW CON^mi^lP
/? comouep dimmNce
iu.eb/^L V OWN OR sea.

i^S^^^^$^^g
a;;xpCwi

^jg^V'jjjgii.

*r-'.i.'-iJ z^^ ^x^r,yl!^|YT^

On a clear day, Eugene rose and looked

around hinr> and, regrettably, saw who he was.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

KM CDULP THIS HAPPBN,

5IK' HOIAJODULPA
MAJOR PR£eiP5^mAL

I CANPiQOTbBtRB- ITS
^ PLAcsPByHie. BeesA
5VILTWIN' LOmVhlB-

I ,
COMING.

\

FOR MONTHS, MY PdOPLB HAV^

Bse^ pusHiN6ine to takb Tue

LOU/ ROAP, TVPLAY POWN ANP
Plfay. 0(JTlTN5VBRUatK£C>
rruM^TM3 IK&7R3VBfiT-
IN6 TO THe OUIFT, PeC5NT 6UY
imSRAtSE^
Toae.

s^

FINALLY, UHBN I
P(JT THAT STUFF INMY
SPeeCM ABOUTiUANTII46

A KJNCeR, Oe^LBl- NATION,m STAFF HIT THt
ROOF'

At^iThATb JTRjePTO
umnTHE-y 5XPLAIN I MS
CANNeV JUSTPANPSR-
VOU* IN6 TV UO/HBAJ,

ial^
BUTN060'

lh<im -.
Ttt^iy -"• .

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

RE^EVIBER

BKi, PyRPLL

i IS B^ M Gl^NT

LETTER. "E" IM

•4I&9. C.M Uf»w>te< >*— s»w«— •> ir

Iggman on Campus

H^Yvy..
WHERE
YOU euYi

been''

WE JOiT W£^f'

to 6f»t£. t)

SATEurre w
aeTTER TV.

,

^, RCCEFH'lON.''

you 6oT _i|

EVEN
BETTK

By Drew Aquilina

^-^^iSf^

Zero-Sum
"S

By Monte Morin

m«ij; I CAW «ws< y(L
ritiUucL.

\

All Staff and Correspondent Meeting: In the

Collegian newsroom today at 3:30 p.m.

Training Workshop: Sunday 3:30 p.m. in Campus
Center 803.

At least one training workshop is required to make
staff.

J

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
t Walk me tkxx

S Biblical spy

10 Nursefy item

U Moslafn princ*

ISUtao

17 Ophlhflbnot*

ogl«l'«

olfloa?

20 Pindar worti

21 OMm the BMe
22 Hardest to

come by

24 The Art ol

Love ' poet

25 Foftner diva

Lucrezia

26 FrsnKie ol song

29 SorrowtuI

troupe''

33 0€ 2. (or one

34 Betore lanes

35 Capefc title

36 Trademark

37 Howard or

Guidry

38 Nobehst Wlasel

39 Brown October

quail ol song
40 Pwi chaser

42 Gartx)

43 Tough
spinners''

45 Old a Tuesday
chore

46 Poinl on ttie

Isle ol Man
*1 Ed or l»>on

49 Handsome
youth

51 Mne llask

52 In lop shape

55 Dentists

cilices''

58 The four

Seasons star

59 P>casso prop

60 Kilter whale

61 Sandpipers

62 Headwear lil lor

a princess

63 Stingy

DOWN
1 100 cenlavos

2 In Ihe cenler ol

3 Quote
4 Pakodrormc
preposition

Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

5 The Citadel 32 Tire feature

34 Feel one s way
38CupM
40 Record player

needles

41 See 62 Across
42 Wslcoma
44 Popular TV

series

45 Red anMope
47 Do a taMormg

|ob

SUttKV

6 Made krKMvn

7 Endure
8 Ike s command
9 Taproom spats''

10 Man ol God
1

1

Funny Martha

12 American

Charles

13 Edna ol

Broadway
18 Bach
19 Brings home

ttia bacon
24 Margarine

25 Pal or Richard

26 Ii4eccans

deity

27 Member of ttie

siring section

28 Incense

29 Fumbles on itte

diamond
30 Stormy

Wealtier

composer
31 Giofes Grand

Canyon —

48 In the distance

49 Carpel leature

50 Word with

shoppe
51 Greek peak
52 Unka cry

53 Andean
54 0e«pot
56 Ad|#ctlv# for

Paris

57 Charged
partlda

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE:

t

10/14/M

r— f— J— I—!— r- r i i HH h » n

w- —Hr Hii
IT- ^ n

ipl 2iEippp
" jf -JP'

jpfl lir""
"IT" Jr

" -X Jpf^^P b^"
brfP^P

^ X ^r-W \wL\\
"

1 " 1 1 1" 11 1

"IWa tm Aaarin Tinn .S)ii4lralr IO/l4/8«

Menu
Lunch

Bailcs Laacb

chicken cutlet sandwich

meatball grinder

Dinner

roast turkey

ravioli and
parmesan

sour cream

chicken cutlet sandwich

falafel pocket sandwich

Basic* Dinner

roast turkey

east west lasagna

r Weather

Today: Sun and clouds Temps 65-70

Tonight: Partly cloudy Low temps around 40.

Tofliorrow: Sun and clouds. Temps 70-75.

TODAY'S STAFF
Hlght Editor David R Mar<

Copy Editor Tom Rodrigues

Layovt Tcchnlclaa Lisa M Dionne

Photo Technician Richard Bon.mno

Prodactloa Svpcrrlaor Lisa M Dionne

Prodvctloa: Miriam. Miguel, Mike, Ferris, Jenny, and

Peter with Peter's evil twin W Pete at the Wheel.

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
BdH*r la ChteT

Rick Sasson

MwMgtag Edit«r

Robert CUppcnclU

Bastacss Nuaicr

David R. Mark
Bdllarial BdMM

Ifarc lafltld

Prodactloa Mooager

Business Board - Fall of 1988

Robert CiappeneUI

Bm*Imu Maoagcr

Barbra Hlodln

Advcftlalag Maaager

Daniel llunroe

PiMK* Masafer

Debra Botscnhart

Advcrtlalag Maaager

Todd Frahbclt

CIrcvtaHoa Maaager

IfarY HuYgtns
tiAacrt^doaa Maaager
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football

''itinued from page 16

"The option play comes down to execu-

tion." Reid said. "And we've worked hard
on it and gained some confidence. The
receivers are blocking well downfield. [Of-

fensive coordinator] Bob McConnell is

teaching it well."

But the running game doesn't end on the

option play. Fullback David Mitchell has

become a workhorse, and gained 112 yards

against Harvard. He has yet to lose yar-

dage on a carry this season.

"David had just as good a preseason last

year as he did this year, but then he pull-

ed a thigh muscle at the beginning of last

season. " Reid said.

"He's very consistent and now we have

some stability at fullback with him and
(sophomore) Jim Pastorick."

.lunior split end Chip Mitchell has been
;i valuable weapon, both as a receiver (15

catches for 293 yards i and as a kickoff

return man (6 for 137 yards). His only run

of the season went for a 30-yard gain.

And then there is Palazzi, who is 39 of

73 for 630 yards, 7 touchdowns and 2

interceptions.

"We have too much offense right now,"
Reid said. "We have to pick a part to em-
phasize each week."
The Terrier offense, led by senior quarter-

back Jeff Schuman (71-of-120 for 681 yards.

6 touchdowns and 4 interceptions), isn't

bad either.

"BU has a run-and-shoot offense and
some good receivers," Reid said. "On
defense, they are aggressive hard hitters,

and they seem cohesive. It'll be a stiff test.

There's nothing they'd like better than to

come in here and kick our butts off and
they're capable of doing it."

But the BU offense wasn't quite good
enough last week. The Villanova defense
stopped BU fullback Jay Hillman on a 4th-

and 1 in overtime to come away with a

31-24 victory.

It was exactly the type of stand the

defense will need to make tomorrow if good
things are to continue for UMass football.

CHOOSE EXCELLENCE
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The first graphics board meeting will

be held at 4:30 p.m., Monday.
This is mandatory for all

night graptiics staff.

If you have a time conflict

contact Marc or Wendy Rae at
545-3500.

Supervisors must show up at 4:15.

I DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
PRESENTS

Ralph Nader "Budget Cuts

In Education*'

Thursday, Oct. 4
at 8:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium
Tickets Available at

rAC Box Office

or at the door

FREE dbbn^uished
Visitors pfo^am

Women's soccer
continued from page 16

"They are an opportunistic team, rather than a

creative team," Rudy said. "They've lost some good
games to some good teams. They're mobile and they like

to counter-attack."

Holy Cross features a pair of fleet forwards in Libby
Calvecchio and Melissa Hendrickson, whom Rudy calls

a very fast, counter-attack oriented player. Paula Russo,

a tough and quick midfielder, should also make her

presence felt.

The one thing that could give UMass problems is the

field, which at 110 yards by 65 yards is the minimum
size for soccer. Also, the fake stuff on the field is imbedd-
ed with rocks, taking away the bounce and making it

tough on the body.

"We're going to have to bring a big jar of Vaseline to

take care of the rug burns," Rudy said.

Sidelines: Rudy doesn't have much to say about his

team's drop to fifth in the national rankings, behind the

University of Connecticut. "I don't really care about
polls. There are a lot of false rankings in them." Rudy
said. "A coach will vote a team higher so that when his

team plays that team, it makes his team look better. I

should know. I used to do it myself"

Enjoy the sfh'ctacular

view from the

nth floor

Wide variety of alcoholic

ami tion-alcoholic

bevera*^es

Mon-Fri: 11:30 am-12:30 am
Sat & Sun: 5 pm-12:30 am

I All staff Meeting :All staff Meeting
^Newsroom ^ Graphics • Business

I

Collegian Newsroom
Today at 3:30

Training Workshop
Campus Center 803
Sun. Oct 2 at 3:00

JAt least one training workshop It roqulrod for Staff Status

Com* writ* for fho Collogtan 11J Campus Confor ask for lylvia

4*

4-

4-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^j^

Chinese Kitchen

* Try our delicious Pu-Pu Platter *
For 2 Only $12.00

Gel: Egg Rolls. Boneleiss Spare Ribs. Ct\icken Vings.
Fried Shrimp. Ct\icken fingers. Teriyaki Steaks

Plus 2 Free Beers if over 2 1 or 2 Free Cokes
In Iladlcy Store Only

H«dlry-4^0 RnsscI Sr. 25 5-237I Northampton- 1 30 Kinq S« . ^ftO-ftiil

Orfrr \rtli(l thru Ved Oct "i

Knickerbocker Beer

24 16-oz. Refills

$8.49 -f Dep.
Miller Lite Suitcase

$10.99 -f Dep.
Absolut Vodka

750 ml.

$10.99

We Want to be YOUR Liquor Store
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Challenge Cup
o^ntinued from page 16

us at the end of the year," said Gettler. "It's a real big
game."
"They're pretty quick," Gettler said of the young

Mountaineer squad. "Though its always different when
people come here to Boyden and play on our long grass."
Siena will bring a 1-5 record into the tournament; their

lone win of the season was a 4-0 trouncing of Utica
College.

"They've played only teams that were regionally or na
tionally ranked," explained UMass assistant coach John
Mtulin of Sunday's opponent. "They're aggressive and
they'll go for 90 minutes."
The Minutemen will be without forward Steve Cesnek,

who will be out of town to attend a wedding. Gettler will
leave Cesnek's position unfilled, opting for a 44-2 lineup
instead.

Free kicks: UMass alums Andy Bing, Kevin Flynn
and Mike Gibbons, all ofwhom have played professional
soccer since leaving UMass, will participate in Satur-
day's Alumni game. . The Minutemen and 250 of their
closest friends will fill the Campus Center Center
Auditorium for the annual "Challenge Cup Banquet"
tomorrow evening.

volleyball
continued from page 16

Farley led the A-10s in hitting efficiency and was a first

team all-conference player last year.

Ford said that although Farley is a great player, the
Minutewomen know her tendencies and are ready to slow
her down.
"We want to put up a double block on her. She hits just

a few feet away from the set, we also have to be ready
for the tip," Ford said. "We'll just make the acyustments
as we need to."

"Player-for-player we match up very well" with Greorge

Washington, Ford said, while also adding that she has con-

fidence in the bench, if she needs to go to it.

UMass has momentum on its side and, more ap-

propriately, GW and Farley should get ready for the

Minutewomen.
"I'm real happy with where we are. We won't be doing

too much differently," Ford said.

With their winning ways, UMass just tuned up for

tonight's match by working on serving and passing this

week, Ford said.

"(On Wednesday) we worked on aggressive serves —
high and deep, and high, deep floaters which we practic-

ed on purpose," because it slows down a face-paced offense,

Ford said.

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

WE DO NOT USE MSG, FOOD COlORING OR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES

• NEWLY REMODELED
• MANDARIN & S2ECHUAN DISHES
• HOME STYLE COOKING
• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• OPEN 7 DAYS

. RESERVATIONS AND LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED
• NO PERSONAL CHECKS

253-2813
62 MAIN STREET AMHERST. MA

The Amherst
IRallet Centre

Professionally

taught classes

for the adult student

BALLET
Beginners

Tuesday 7:30

Intermediate
Thursday 7:30

Advanced
(call for schedule)

MODERN
DANCE
Beginner/

Intermediate

Monday 7:00

Ten weeks for $60
($2 registration fee)

Classes start Oct 1

To register call

AMHERST
BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong Street

549-1565
(oi%* block ta»l from

ButterfitU A Clork HUl Rd)

BECAUSE GIRAFFES
DON'T BROWSE
IN A TEST TUBE...

join us in the best of all laboratories to

study real-world environmental issues

including:

• Wildlife Management in Kenya
• Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands
• Tropical Rainforests in Australia
• Marine Mammal Behavior in Mexico
• Resource Management in theCircumpoIar
North

and 14 other critical environmental issues

worldwide...

Finamtal Aid and Collegf Credit availahU lor all prugrams

THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES
Box V. 16 Broadway. Beverly. MA 01915

For more mformation on Semester, Summer and
January programs, please join us:

Morrill Science Center, Room 337-D

2 PM, Monday. October 3

OK CALL (r>08) 927-7777

//// //f'^A'/ /J -Am^ fi/t.'llXWI'lttt

CLASSIFIED
ACTIVrOES • AUWO

AUTO FOR SAl£ •CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT •fO« RENT

FOBSAiE»«XIN0
HELP WANTED •LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE—CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FR|.2:30) • DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORO/DAY FOR STUDENTS

INSTPUCnCN • MCTCfiCViaJES
PERSONALS -RIOE WANTED
ROERS NEEDED -^RVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVa

WANTED -SUaLfT

Acrmnct CHILO CAME NEEOCO OOOO-OOO0IS

PARTY TONIQHT AT THE CCAt wMr
b4ac>' & White and •dmiMion it onl $1 SO
Deloc lOOOptn

CANVbUJU0QLeTNoi?O«loaJuM»-
mg Club maating. you tatsnHan rugrat< To-
day. 3-6 Nic« pond Yucky cclOI

TH««EE MOANINOS A WEEK tor boy*
ages 3 and i $4 SO/bour Near Leverofl
caniar. to mm from UMASS ChM Ed ma-
fx MfouW ba idasi CM 2Sft«i80 or
549-9645 Availabia xntnadiataly

COMMATUUmONi

SAVE MONEY ON home haating oil Join
(he Pioneer Valley Oil Coop Call the Off

Campus Housing Office S4S-06eS

VOLLEYBALL, BAOMINTON. baskelbait'

International Studantt Attocialion maali
for sports activitias evary Friday at 6 OOpm
in Boyden Gym Everyone is w«4come

ATTENTION: PRE-MEO. nursing public

health, and other Health Science maiors
The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
i« holding a rrtaabng lor aK tnoaa irrtarested

n Sludant HaaNh imum Rm 302 al 5 15

Oct 4. Gain valuabia Mparlanca

* NOMINATION PAPERS ARE NOW '

' available for ALL Senate seats Pck '

'up your papers on 420 Student Union
'

Nomination papers are due on
' October 6lh at 12 00pm The election

'

'mil be held on Tuesday Octobar 11th
'

NSA FRIOAV NIGHT VIOEO To Ml a
Mockir>gbird 7:00pm m front ktunga of

Newman Center Free

YOUOON f HAVE TO Take'pan m dissec-

lion il Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meett Thurs 4pm SU306

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

VAOOUS 2 BEOflOOM UNITS on IS

acre* el land Ample off street parking and
tree (MM larvica to UMass and sl>opplng

areas. Cal eSS-385S

AUTO FOR SALE

1M2 NISSAN STANZA. 5spd. A/C. am/fm
cassette encsllenl corv] S2200 Call

256 6241

TtHONDA CIVIC 1200 needs engine work
best offer 546-9928

CONQRATULATIONS 1999-19I
kickline Jodi Adenalfi. OofMta Bauer. Liaa
Oarliner. Meltaaa Bwda. Oonna Cbopooriwi.
Robin CrandaM, Tricia Folav. Janet Griffin.

Gina Johnson. Lisa Kronhind. Kat Lee.
Wendy Lowenfish Sarah Marshall. Leah
McGowen. Marissa Melizza. Kan Orlow,
Qai< Pagano. Kim Ouasius. Cindy Radnk.
Alliaon Rapp. Jenn Rorun. Pam Rothman
and JNI Traaky'

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Oiac-

lockeys and large screen video dance*
borms/organizations 256-6526

TO TNC I QUV* al TWaon Farm Thank
you lor your pieli-up aaaManoa Your low-

ing nb saved our dayfl Thank* again. The
Rm Oaylona.

OUrfAR LESSONS

PRIVATE QUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock-Bluas-Folk All lavalt

Songwriting. Theory. Improvisation,
ReadirM Studio on 3 bus linos S49-47S6
or 5494966

HELP WANTtD

MODEL NEEDED FOR rock video Mustb*
comfortable in front of camera Prefer kjng

hair See pbotographer in campus center

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS free daNvery Can RAP
2539742

Beautiful one bedroom condo in

Northampton nice community
spacious, great for couple-River Run
Condos. $510 a month CaH Rick at

253-2124 leave message

FEMALE UMASS CALENDAR MODELS
r>eeded II you have the look see the

photographer in tfie campus center for a
free sitting

SOA COMMUNICATK3NS is hinng graphc
artists Wo(1(Study/non-wo>ksludy Students

o( any nationality or race encouraged to

apply Applications at 304 SUB AA/EOE

GREENPEACE THE internatioiiar M-
vironmenlal organization is hinrtg lor our
fuiKlraiing/public outreach staff Pick your

own days M-Sun 2pm-l(H>m Call 296-1439

•^HOCKEY REFEREES. Experienced
and novice WiH tram Amherst Youlfi

Hockey Association Information David
Crary 256-4962 Evenings

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SPRING 19MINTERSHIPS with tfie Legal
Services Center Get hands-on experience
in ttie legal field-work directly with at-

torneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal pi olaaaion necaaaary-Tramtng provid-

ea Oeadhne to begin applK:ation process
I* November 7-Contact Legal Services to-

day. S46-199S. 922 Campua Center

LOST

LOST BLACK WALLET wth all my world
ly belongings II found please call 6-8129

DID YOU FIND MY hooded grey sweatshirt

w/keys m the pocket at Herler Wed am''

Please write back for free in FOUND
column

KEYS WITH INITIAL KEY chain A PR If

found please call Jen at 546-7746

AMY AND I KNOW THAT I've tound Lov*.

wften your arma are iMMin' ma. Love me!

TROYI Call me Pam

CONORATULATKNIS TO THE newest
pledges of Sigma Delta Tau Ranee
Schroder and Heather Laasman*

CH^; HEVJI Happy 20lh birthday" Have
a lufly' day" Live it up" Luf Washington 6

HEY BILL FROM WALTHAM. happy bir-

thday you maddog' The girls Irom 2W
Dickinson

DARRE- I'M GLAD YOU'RE BACKI Love,
your roofiM* (Ha.Ha

)

WE MAY BE late but we're worlli Itie waTt
Rush TRI SKMU Oct 17. 18, 19

BASS PLAYER NEEDED by established
local band Have contacts and gigs At-

titude and dedication more important tban
experience No punker* or metal ptease*
Can Bnan 54S-3400 days or 5S5-8S17
evenmga

OMLEGC WEEKEND in Montreal From
$39 November 11 13 Call 617-324-5000

FELIZ STO MBISUARIO Ml AMOR Me COLLEGE WEEKEND November 11-13.

haces el homlKe mas dichoso del mundo .

Por siempre. tu nerte
PRHCE TICKETS

BURGANOY GANT FRAMES in black

leatt>er case Lost approx W19 S2S reward
if returned Can Duke • 253-9032

GOLD INITIAL RING, letters JAM Lost

somewhere near Southwest Pyramids
Reward 6 8742

MOPEOS

PAUL THANKS FOR a special two years
I love you alway*. Staph

MARY G- Hwpv Birthday* Your* legal*' 8a
happy* Love Christine

STEVET Happy^ated birthday Finally

the big 21 Always JSE

BRIAN Tt HAS BEEN one great yeaT You
have made me so happy Thanks lor your

love Keep this dale open lor a long time

because this is our day Love always.

Heather

GREAT TKXETS FOR Price at Hartford

this Friday Call 549^387 Ask lor Rob

PHILIP DOHERTV

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWEATHEARTtI
'

I hope you have a wonderful day '

aitd niglit. you deserve It.

I love you lots A lot*. JuHe.
XOXOXO

DIGOY DOG
Felicidades ar>d a high five

YTRAP zug IH we aid

9 Moonkitty RIOE WANTED

DELUXE DOUBLE-SEATER MOPEDS-
reliable. economical, inexpensive arKl fun

Call evenings 584-5425

CAROLYN CONDON: Bigger is better*

Happy birthdayt Love, ua.

Wn- YOU'RE stMawsom*

MOTORCYCLES

94 MERCURY LYNX 44k, Manual, ea-

cellent condition, new pioneer cassette,

new tires S330WaO 549^5470/586 1975

(ask for David)

NEC-P7 PRINTER wide, FAST* 380d|pi.

24pin 1 5 internal fonts tboWrtalic Vaiy

expandable Warranty 256-8274 Jeff

MOTOBECANE TOURING BIKE. Shimano
Compor>ents. excelleni condition. $220 or

BO. Dave 546-6346

APPLE IK, E^on AP-eO printer. joyMM.
mouse. *ottwara (800 CaH Scott 5-429S

PART-TIME HELP WANTED for

Graenfiouse construction Apply in person
lo Terry Jones. Qreerihouse BuHder Mon-
tgomery Rose Co . Rie 9, Hadley

ATTENTION: Excellent irKome for home
MtamWy work Info Call (S04| 646-1700
OaplP1307

YOU'RE HIRED AT ReliaM*. Manyopen-
ing* available in your area 527-0700

MrrRucnoN

1977 BUICK SKYLARK. 60.000 mile*, in

excellent condition must sell $800. BO Call

546 8948. leave message

1982 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON
Power steering, A/C, art\/fm stereo, runs
very well-$950 or BO Malt 665-9431

'80 FORD FAIRMONT- am/fm cassette

good condition-greal on gas- Call 6-4005

1979 TOYOTA CELKTA: Excellent condi-

tion One owner $1700 253-7753
evenings

78 DODGE COLT 4sp new radials and
mounted snows new shocks & struts and
extras runs great Rich 256-0613

CARP

JOTANNAniEV BABEI Your afclTled drW-
Ing really got ua Into a dllch that timeltl

Only w* could get Into such a maaa. I

love ya, Beth.

1974 BMW 2002 Naw engine clutch and
paint. Call Steve at 2S3-9697.

GUCCI WATCHES only $35 Many styl**

for men and women. Call Brian 549-5440.

GOOD APTFURN BEDS, dressers, chairs,

etc Corn Van Meter Dr $ Hartman Rd (off

E Pleasant St) 9/24 9-4 (Sun if rain)

YAMAHA SRX 250 SporTbike. 5 months

old $1 500 includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

pFONEER dual stereo cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

FOUND

FOUND A KITTEN w/a pink collar w/beNs

A female, black w/brown stripes Please call

Jill or Karen at (413)546-9688 Thank*

FURNITURE

TOEFL PREPARATKM CLASS: 30 hr -

small group course Begins Saturday Oc-
tober 1, 2pm-Spm al UMas*. Cost $150.
CaH 546-4576

IT'S PARTY HME!

ITS PARTY TIME. MONTREAL!
Montreal' Novemt)er 11 13 is

college weekend m Montreal Party
with 20.000 other students from all

over New England' Drinking age is

18' Bars are open till 3am The
possibilities are endless' Contact
Craig or Kart al 549 1949 to make
your reservations Lowest prices'

KLUBKAVE

SUZUKI TS 2S0 runs great $400 BO
256-4162

liSS KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD. Helmet.

cover shield S8S0 Joe 549-7423 Evantngs

OBITUARY

ROBl^TD.JOST20DIEDFndaySept23
Memorial Service Sat Oct 1 at 7pm al

Plymouth Church. 87 Edgafl Rd Fram-
ingham. Ma For ride info call Bruce or Eric

253-2348

PERSONALS

LISA-OONT WORRY, we won't leH

anyone that it'S|lPur birthday, BE HAPPY'!
Love. Betty. Ctwiaey, Oonna

TO BARNES MAP UTA WEEKENDS Wil
pay gaa Chri* 54«-992S.

ROOMMATE WANTED

JOY REGAN - tWEMEARD you re going to

get a 48 on the LSAT this Saturday Con
oratulaHonaf We lave you the moat Kelly

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a
one bedroom CWfside apt iwfan easy going
senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

MATT ANDERBONI LAS wish you a great

19th year Good luck this season- do it up*!

CHRIS HATSiS ~~~
Good luck on me LSATi" Love, Oom

IN SEARCH OF THE MASTER. Pa|, and
the Boss' Call me" Love, K

TO THE GIRL WHO used to be our roonrHe

Fatty's ugly face is no replacement for

yours! Missing your naked foot in tt>e mor-
ning'Rompor Room

FUJI- HERE'S YOUR personal!! What are

you doing lor braakfaat on Sunday?*?

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to ahare
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonameking cat 25»0264

SERVICES

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive
ratee. decent location 2S3-S202

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTKMI.'last,
accurate 253-WOHD

CHRYSI THELEN- No matter how old you
turn on Sunday, you'll still be my little

"stoinklet" Happy birthdya to AX'stiest lit-

tle sister' I love you very much Jax

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRYSII Alpha Chi
loves you

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases, tables and more Hairielin Fur

niture 1 Short SI Northhampton S86-797C'

BUI or Damn We deliver

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and
lighting system for many occasions-
Khibkave OJ Services 546^18

pk:tures needed

HELP MEI t need^owTptctures for JTs
ads Musi not be obscene Please bring

down 10 iiif Collegian, t13Campus Center

DEAR STEPH- Roses are red, violets are

t>lue. I'm sure glad we've made it through
hwo Love Paul

JENNIFER-ANN IT HAS BEEN a great 2
years I love you very much Yours always
Fro

OpI^SORORITYRUSH kJla Gamma Up-
silon You've got to love it Monday Dinner
Rush 5 1 5pm If you are interested tKJt can
not make it call 256-6874 tjefore monday

HAPPY II kiddoll Bet you never thought
It would go by ao feat! I'm still whippitd
- how about you? Sea you at aU...Oh
yaah, I love you-

JULIE QLUCKI Today is your birthday'

Dear god, what are you thinking'' For that

matter, what are you? Feeding your puppy
like an adult dog, lor shame Can yousay
happy birthday'' We kive you. Stefanie and
Suzanne

MICHELLE BRENNAN you lucky dog'
You've got "the only " big sister We're go-

ing to have a blast Iota k)ve. Janet
Douglas

SOUTHWEST'S ANNUAL BATTLE OF
THE BANDS /Vppiicatk>ns are availatile out-

side the SWAG office in the Hampden Stu-

dent Center Tapes due 10-14-88

BETH I. HAVE A happy birthday toTa

special person I k>ve you forever

LISA L- HAPPY BIRTHOAY. Saturday

Nite IS your night Your wish is my com-
mand Love. Bill

SHNOOOOThAPPY MRTHDAYI Hope
your day is as special as you are! I love you
SOOOZ

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
w/spellcheck Carolyn 253-5667

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from
$39 November 11-13 Call 549-1949

WANTED

BANO^EEKNG SINGER male/lemale IN-

EL Van momson Natalie Merchent, Etc
Call 585-0915 eves Leave message

WANTED TO RENT

LARGE LOFT BEDROOM FOR RENT in

spacious Leverett house Pnvate bath wood
stove all located on 29 acres Call
548-9790 Pnce negotiaWa

WINSTON TK:KET8

TK»(ET FOR AN EVENING wtih George
Winston inis Saturday' Catfl 549-6387 Ask
lor Rob
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UMass to battle top-ranked Old Dominion
u.r r.vnnr.v A} l<T^^ , _ .,./.. still 11 games to go before the Allan

Undefeated teams to play this afternoon

Congratulations to the Red Sox

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

A golden opportunity has presented itself

to the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team.

Today the Minutewomen will play the

NCAA's top ranked team. Old Dominion

University, at Totman Field. Gametime is

set for 3 p.m. UMass will then travel to the

University of Maine on Sunday.

"We're both undefeated," UMass coach

Pam Hixon said. 'I think that if we had a

win against Old Dominion and then we

finished out the week with a win against

Maine, then 1 think we'll get the No. 1

ranking."

Old Dominion is 8-0. UMass is 7-0 and

ranked No. 4 in the nation. The stage is set

for a classic confrontation.

"A win for us would be a tremendous con-

fidence builder. That's for sure. ' Hixon

said. "It would put us right up there, be-

ing one of the all-time great victories that

we've had on this campus."

Last weekend, Old Dominion beat the

University of North Carolina, which had

held the No. 1 ranking the previous week,

4-0. In its opening game ODU slipped by

last year's national champion, the Univer-

sity of Maryland, 4-3.

The Lady Monarchs are led by senior co-

captain Jill Fisher. Fisher has already

scored 17 goals and handed out five assists.

She is third on Old Dominion's all-time

leading goal scorers list with 52.

Old Dominion has also received a good

part of its offense from a freshman, Maaika

Hilbrand. Hilbrand is the Lady Monarchs'

second leading scorer with nine goals and

two assists

The Minutewomen are going to have to

keep the Lady Monarchs out of the circle.

ODU possesses a very potent penalty cor-

ner combination.

"They have an excellent corner combina-

tion that they use consistently on turf."

Hixon said. 'The bulk of their scoring is

done on penalty corners from what I

understand."

Up to this point, the Minutewomen have

not committed many fouls to give up penal-

ty corners. And when they have, they cer-

tainly have been able to ward off any play

that the opposition has thrown at them.

UMass has only given up one goal in seven

games.
UMass' senior goaltender Cindy Cox has

played every minute of the seven games

with the exception of the second half of the

game with Yale University on Tuesday

which the Minutewomen won 3-0. Her goal

against average stands at 0.14 and she has

not allowed a goal in her last six games.

Cox's counterpart for this game will be

sophomore Kathy Sosina. Sosina has shut

out five teams this season and has given

up five goals.

UMass might gain a little more recogni-

tion by winning today's game, but there are

still 11 games to go before the Atlantic 10

Championships in November.

"I don't think one game tells you how
good any team is. I think consistency over

time is what really tells you how good a

team is. For us, it's the next game and
we're going to take on the challenge of

playing the No. 1 team in the country."

A loss in this game would not be

catastrophic. In fact, the worst that the

Minutewomen can really do in this game
is join the rest of ODU's competition.

"Winning or tying this game can only

help us," Hixon said. "In terms of where

we are right now in New England and in

the country, because Old Dominion is

undefeated, a loss just puts in a category

with every one else. It certainly doesn't

diminish what we've done before this

week."

The Minutewomen beat the Lady
Monarchs two years ago at Totman. They
will be hoping for similar results today as

they attempt to remain unbeaten.

SPORTS

Minutemen to host Terriers
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Things are going pretty well for the University of

Massachusetts football team: its quarterback has

established himself as a leader, the offense has been

powerful, and the team has scored 45 points on two occa-

sions while jumping out to a 2-1 record.

Imagine what the Minutemen could do if their defense

was up to par.

"How many teams do you know of that are 2-1 and have

allowed as niany yards as us ( 16891?" UMass head coach

Jim Reid said.

The answer can probably be counted on one finger. Yet

UMass does have a winning record and has some solid

momentum gomg into tomorrow's 1:30 p.m. game against

Boston University at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

More importantly, Reid feels the defense is getting

better.

"We determined that the down linemen had to be more

active, come off blocks and move their feet." Reid said.

"I saw that happen against Harvard and I saw improve-

ment as the game went on. And don't forget, we couldn't

have won the Maine game without the defense."

Pat Doran intercepted Maine quarterback Mike Buck

late in the first game of the season to seal a 45-42 w in

for the Minutemen.
Since then. UMass lost to Ball State 44-17 and beat Har-

vard 45-28. It returns to the Yankee Conference schedule

this week against the Terriers (12, 11 in the Yankee
Conference I.

"We're just hoping to have everyone healthy." Reid said.

"We came out of the Harvard game unscratched but the

flu has caught us big time. The doctor told several players

they should take a day off and try to recover. But every

player except one was in uniform that day ready to prac-

tice. That's the attitude of this team."

That attitude is what has allowed the Minutemen to be

successful so far. That — and the offense.

Senior quarterback Dave Palazzi has been solid this

year, and the option has become the bread-and-butter play

for UMass.

SporU Information photo

Tailback Kevin Smellie

"It's just a matter of emphasis," Reid said. "Ifyou want
to do well in geology, you will if you emphasize it. I wanted

us to be an option team because it puts a lot of pressure

on the defense and opens up the passing game."

On the play, Palazzi runs laterally with the ball and
either keeps it or pitches out at the last second, usually

to tailback Kevin Smellie.
continued on page 14

UMass to clash with
Rutgers, Holy Cross

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team passed the first part

of its crucial late-week by beating Brown
University Wednesday night.

Now the Minutewomen step right out

of the kettle and into the fire, traveling

to New Brunswick, N.J. to face Rutgers

University tonight at 7 p.m.

UMass will then face Holy Cross Sun-

day afternoon in Worcester, the final

game in a stretch of four straight on the

road.

Tonight will be the second time that the

Minutewomen face the Lady Knights this

season. T^iey opened their season against

Rutgers at the Rhode Island Tournament,

picking up a 2-0 win. But UMass coach

Jim Rudy isn't terribly excited to face the

1-3-1 Knights again.

"I really don't like playing a team twice

in the regular season, because the (NCAA
Tournament) committee will only count

one," Rudy said. "If we win one and tie

one, it really doesn't say much, and if we

win one and lose one, it doesn't say

anything."
Also, this may be the "season" game for

the Knights, who have found themselves

in a terrible rut of late and will be needing

a quick fix. Rutgers, with very few "big

games" left on its schedule, will almost

certainly need a win in this game to keep
any post-season hopes intact.

Rutgers has gone six days without play-

ing, and catches the Minutewomen at a

bad time, when they are in the midst of

a packed schedule.

"They are well-rested. This win could

put them right back in it," Rudy said.

This will also be the second consecutive

night game for the Minutewomen, but

this one will be on turf. Sunday's game
will also be played on that AstroConcrete

stuff.

The Crusaders of Holy Cross are on a

roller coaster this year, running up a 2-6

record but losing to five teams that are

ranked in the national Top 20 in their

respective divisions, including Hartford,

Harvard, Boston College, Rochester and

Keene State.
continued on page 14

UMass set

to play host
for tourney

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

You won't find any yellow ribbons decorating trees on

campus, or throngs of friends and relatives gathered

around the team bus. But there are plenty of people

associated with the University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team who are awful glad to see the squad return

home for two games this weekend.

Since coach Jeff Gettler's squad last clawed the turf

of Upper Boyden field in a 4-0 win over St. Joe's on

September 18, the Minutemen have dropped three con-

secutive games to Dartmouth, Vermont and Yale. For

a squad that's just had an unusually tough week at the

office, this weekend's sixth annual UMass Challenge

Cup should provide a much needed boost.

"Our tournament is a big pump for us," said Gettler,

"We want to do well. . .psychologically there is a lot of

incentive there."

"It's the biggest thing we do here," continued Gettler,

"it's really our big affair."

Squads from Boston University (the No. 18 ranked team

in the nation) and Siena, as well as Atlantic 10 rival West

Virginia University are in town for the tournament,

which will also include a UMass soccer alumni game
scheduled for Saturday at noon.

The Minutemen will play West Virginia tomorrow at

3pm, and face Siena at the same time on Sunday.

In their pursuit of an invitation to the NCAA post

season tournament, the Minutemen must now make a

dent in the Atlantic 10 conference. Though West Virginia

(2-5-1) plays in the league's West division, and UMass
competes in the East, any win within the conference will

help to impress the NCAA.
"Any time we beat an Atlantic 10 team, even though

they're in the other division, it' s going to bode well for

continued on page 15

Minutewomen open A-10
schedule against GWU
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Tonight's match at George Washington
University presents a multitude of oppor-

tunities for the University of
Massachusetts volleyball team.

First, a win will give the Minutewomen
a 10-0 record — finishing the month of

September undefeated. Second, it is the
start of "the second-season," the Atlantic

10 schedule, in which UMass will play the

next three A-10 matches on the road. And,
third, UMass can prove last year's victory

over the Lady Colonials in the A-10

tourney was no fluke.

Hypothetical situations aside, the game
must be attended to first.

"This team (UMass) doesn't need any ex-

tra motivation to play GW. There's kind of

a rivalry between the two teams," UMass
coach Carol Ford said.

This will also be the first conference

match for (Jeorge Washington which enters

the game with 9-7 record. But, the Col-

onials return their premier outside hitter

— senior Cheryl Farley.
continued on page 15

Water polo at Eastern tourney
If last their sweep of three games the

weekend before last showed how far the

University of Massachusetts water polo

team has come, then last weekend showed
just how far they have to go.

The team dropped four games, leaving its

record at 3-4 heading into this weekend's
Eastern Varsity Tournament at Brown.
Despite the drubbings, the team came out

of the three-day .set somewhat
optimistically.

"I was very pleased with our progress,"

UMass coach Russ Yarworth said.

The Minutemen will look to continue
that progress this weekend. They start off

at noon tomorrow against Brown and,
depending on the outcome, will battle some
of the tough eastern competitors, looking

to set themselves up for a high New
England ranking and earn a berth in the
Easterns.

In other sports action, the UMass
women's tennis team will be at the New
England Tournament at the University of

Vermont.
-DENNIS MADSEN
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Petition of sub-station
removal considered
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A petition asking the police sub-station

established Saturday in Washington Tower
to be moved out of the dormitory has been

considered and put on a back burner.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson, Executive Director of Public

Safety Arthur Hilson, and Student Govern-

ment Association co-Presidents-elect Shari

Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz all received

copies of the petition Wednesday, endors-

ed with 200 signatures.

The campus officials and student leaders

agreed the sub-station, likely to receive a

new name to allay bad connotations, should

be given a fair trial and will remain in

Washington Tower as planned.

The petition, started Sept. 22 by Jeff

Filipov, a 23-year-old student living on the

14th floor of Washington, was originally

reported to have 500 signatures but Hilson

disputed that fact, saying there are about

200. The Collegian has yet to obtain a copy

of the signed petition.

The sub-station, a prototype of future sta-

tions, is part of a large-scale operation call-

ed the PEACE program, which was
mounted by Hilson last semester to com
bat the crime rate and better police/student

relations on campus.
"We've given it (the petition) some

serious thought, but the problem is one of

available space. We take what we can get,"

Hilson said.

One location originally discussed for the

sub-station was Hampden Dining Com-

mons in the Southwest Residential Area,

but because most of the space in Hampden
is currently being used the idea was not

feasible, Hilson said

The petition makes the point that

students were not consulted about the loca-

tion of the sub-station and voices'the fear

that other stations will crop up in other

"strategic locations."

"We're not considering moving it; we're

going to give it a good honest try," Mad-
son said. "In our society a lot of people are

intimidated by the police, this substation

is trying to relieve some of the intimida-

tion." he said.

But students in Washington and all over

Southwest say they can not help but feel

the station is the beginning of a police state

or something along those lines.

According to Hilson, the three officers

who will man the sub-station along with

student security staff, will not be looking

for problems or even responding to an in-

cident occurring in Southwest.

The objective of the substation is to

establish a personal tie with the students,

to overcome apprehension involved in

reporting crime, and to create a more
positive image of Public Safety officers, ac-

cording to the initial draft of the plan.

Another student concern is the sub-

station's secondary unit,

housed on the fifth floor of the tower, which

will be the locale for crime prevention

workshops, and conferences with student

security and residential staff.

Students say they are troubled at the

thought of having the police roaming the

building.

"It's getting to be quite a nuisance ac-

tually," said a seventh-floor Washington

resident. The resident, who did not want

to be identified, said his friends had been

kicked out of the elevator when officers

commandeered it for "police business."

continued on page 7
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OVER THE HILLS AND THROUGH THE WOODS - People wander

through the woods Saturday during an Outing Club trip to the Quab-

bin Reservoir.

Band leader loses bet, swims pond
By PATRICIA REGO
Collegian Correspondent

More than 300 students gathered Friday evening at the

Campus Pond to watch the leader of the band march into

the water for losing a bet.

George Parks, director of the University of

Massachusetts marching band, lived up to his promise to

swim the pond, known for its vile bathing conditions, if

the band sold at least $20,000 in magazine subscriptions

by Sept. 15.

The band raised $20,600 in magazine

sales, topping last year's total of about

$14,000. The money will go in part toward

an upcoming trip to Delaware.

Jocelyn Fein, fund-raising coordinator

and senior member of the band, said Parks

agreed to the bet over a long-distance

phone call during the summer. She said

Parks was "not worried" because he did not

anticipate the band would reach the

$20,000 figure.

Clad in a bathrobe, straw hat. and

holding a rubber ducky, Parks played up

his promise to immerse himself in the

murky water. He relaxed in his lounge

chair sipping a soda, waiting for the right

nwment.

Then he made his move, walking through

the crowd - which by then had grown to

about 350 - and throwing in his ducky

first.

"What are you doing, testing for

sharks?, " asked one band member, as

others began to chant, "March, march."

Parks psyched out the group by taking

his bathrobe off, leaving him in a blue wet

suit under his jams and red suspenders.

The crowd, lining both sides of the pond,

began to shout. "Throw him in, throw him

in." As a cannon went off, sending the

ducks flying, Parks entered the water.

Two band members played the theme to "Jaws" on their

tubas as the director did the backstroke across the pond.

The onlookers cheered and yelled "Under," to which

Parks shook his head, responding, "not under, have you

seen this water?"

Fein said the band pulled together in the final week to

beat the $20,000 mark.

"A week before the deadline we hadn't made it yet,"

Fein said. "[Parks] thought he was home free. But

everyone in the band really worked hard to get the sales

that last week."

Pboto by Stephanie Kepke

UMass band director George Parks prepares to take a dip

in the Campus Pond Friday after losing a bet.

Women's soccer
remains unbeaten
with a pair of wins
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Some things are just so reliable that one could wager

his house on it and still feel safe.

Here at the University of Massachusetts, even more

dependable than the Campus Mail and marches on Whit-

more is the women's soccer team. Through rain, sleet,

snow, grueling road trips and playing on AstroTurf, the
'

Minutewomen remain unbeaten, thanks to a pair of vic-

tories this past weekend.

UMass traveled to New Brunswick, N.J. Friday night

and came away with a tough 2-1 overtime win over

Rutgers University, and then followed that yesterday with

a 1-0 win over Holy Cross in Worcester.

Despite facing a challenging schedule that has them

playing four games in seven days, the Minutewomen have

an impressive 7-0 record, good enough to be ranked fifth

in the nation.

But it hasn't been easy.

"We're exhausted right now," UMass coach Jim Rudy

said after yesterday's win. "But I'm really pleased. This

is a great bunch of people and they hang in there. They

never give up."

Nonetheless, this is a weary group, and it had its effects

this past weekend.

"They (Holy Cross) played us even-Steven for the first

half," Rudy said. "The field was small and they outhustled

us. It put a lot of pressure on. We had to make extra

touches because of the fatigue."

Fortunately, the Minutewomen have a relatively deep

bench, which Rudy turned to for help.

"We subbed more in this game than we had in the past

six," Rudy said. "But the subs made a big difference.

Robin Runstein did a good job in the midfield, and Tracy

Arwood and Kim Montgomery really hustled up front."

continued on page 12
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Shuttle crew delivers eulogy
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) -

Discovery's astronauts delivered a poig-

nant salute yesterday to their fallen

Challenger comrades, eulogizing them as

fellow sojourners and friends, and saying

"At this moment, our place in the heavens

makes us feel closer to them than ever

before."

Said astronaut John M. Lounge: "It's

good to be back to where they wanted to

go so badly."

As they beamed down spectacular views

of the mottled blue and white Earth miles

below, the Discovery astronauts spoke

about the Challenger, America's last

manned space venture, which exploded on

liftoff 32 months ago, tragically killing

school teacher Christa McAuliffe and six

others.

"Those on the Challenger who had flown

before and seen these sights, they would

know why we set forth."

Discovery is to return home from its four-

day, one-hour, 65-orbit flight Monday, lan-

ding at Edwards Air Force Base in Califor-

nia at 1237 p m. EDT.

Gathered in the Discovery's middeck in

front of a photograph of the Challenger

crew, the crew took turns reading portions

of the statement they had written.

"Today, up here where the blue sky turns

to black," said commander Frederick H.

Hauck, "we can say at long last to Dick,

Mike, Judy, to Ron and El, and to Christa

and Greg: 'Dear friends, we have resumed
the journey that we promised to continue

for you. Dear friends, your loss has meant
that we could confidently begin anew. Dear
friends, your spirit and your dreams are

still alive in our heart.'

The seven who died aboard Challenger

were Richard Scobee, Michael Smith,

Judith Resnik, Ronald McNair, Ellison

Onizuka, Christa McAuliffe and Gregory

Jarvis.

In a 20-minute news conference with

reporters gathered in a Mission Control

auditorium, Hauck praised Discovery's per-

formance, saying "I'm not sure that we've

had a mission that has been this trouble-

free with an orbiter before."

AP phnlu

TOUR OF FLIGHT DECK - Shuttle Discovery's commander
Frederick Hauck gives a tour of the shuttle's flight deck on the televi-

sion downlink yesterday afternoon.

Primary hopeful loses by his own vote Boston prepares tO fight rats
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NEWTON (AP) - Democratic hopeful

Herbert Connolly lost the state primary

election for a seat on the Massachusetts

Governor's Council by just one vote: his

own.
The 67year-old car dealer said he failed

to cast a ballot because he got to the polls

just minutes after they closed at 8 p.m. on

Sept. 15.

"I was campaigning in Waltham, and I

waited until the last minute to race over

to vote." he said.

A recount last week showed Connolly

with 14,715 votes. His opponent, a Lowell

city councilor, got 14,716.

That result "gives new meaning to the

phrase 'one-man, one-vote,' " conceded Con-

nolly's attorney, William Galvin.

"Ii's very unfortunate," Galvin said. "I

guess he could be a future poster boy for

the state's get out-and-vote campaign."

The eight-member Governor's Council,

which dates from the colonial era, lost

many of its powers in the 1960's. Its chief

remaining duties are to approve criminal

pardons and confirm judges nominated by

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

Connolly, who has been a member of the

council since 1969, is continuing to protest

the election, claiming that some ballots are

missing and others are invalid.

Galvin also suggested that the close vote

might have has something to do with Con-

nolly's opponent's last name: Kennedy.

"The first line on the ballot was for

senator, and it said Edward M. Kennedy.

The second line was for representative, and

it said Joseph Kennedy. The next line was
Governor's Council, and it said Robert Ken-

nedy," Galvin said.

BOSTON (AP) - Fearing that thousands

of rats may come scampering out of their

burrows because of a downtown construc-

tion project, Boston is preparing a multi-

million dollar eradication effort and has

named a retired professor from Ohio to lead

the city's anti-rat patrol.

Preliminary construction work started

this summer for the $4.4 billion Central

Artery project, which involves moving a

highway underground to reduce congestion

in the city's center.

Community groups have said the excava-

tion could uproot huge colonies of rats, for-

cing them into adjacent areas of South

Boston. To prevent such a chilling scenario,

the city is planning a campaign involving

public education, rat-proof trash cans,

poison pellets and beefed-up sanitation

mt-asures.

William Jackson, a retired professor of

biology at Bowling Green University in

Ohio, has been chosen to head the cam-

paign. The Boston Sunday Globe reported.

Jackson is a specialist in rodent control

who previously has worked on rat problems

in Africa, Southeast Asia and several US
cities. He runs a private consulting firm

named Biocenotics in Hillsdale, Mich.

"He's recognized as one of the experts in

the country," said Terry Howard, Chicago's

director of rodent control.

Boston is planning to begin its campaign
with a public education and a sanitation

crackdown to reduce garbage on city streets

and starve the rats before any poison bait

is introduced.

Student Affairs Lxformation Services

W PERIOD ENDS TOMORROW

Classes dropped by tomorrow will be recorded as 'W
(Withdrawn). Courses dropped after tomorrow will be

recorded as F' (Fall).

Call 'TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number:

2645 Supplemental Health Plan

2678 Intramurais

1050 Inquiry Program
2804 Honor Societies

1038 Study Abroad

2502 Veteran's Assistance and Counseling

1435 Tutors and Tutorials

2421 Handicapped Student Affairs

1034 Professional and Graduate School Exams
1011 Bachelor's Degree w/lndlvidual

Concentration (BDIC)

F YOU RAVE FURTHER OUESTDNS CALL 'IDB'(545-1555)

Information Daia Bank(IDB)

Taped InfonnatDn Phone Semce (TIPS)

RESTAURANT
Route 9 and Universiry Drive, Amherst

253 9757 6.
Lunch Tues -Fri. 11:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

Tues.-Fri.
11:30-3 p.m.

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *
(DtKouni appltra to food Itemt purch.ted lor
dinner In the dining room. Cannot be uted in
con|unction with other diacounts.)

with your
valid Student ID

Oldies Dance Club
Roote 9 & Univeiiity Diive. Amhoist 2S3 - 9750

Downstoifs al the GuH Stieam

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
• DJ plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

750 Drafts ir No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!
Monday Night Football (Zrscrt:^)

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

e IJJ^^ Popcorn • 75C Drafts •
Free "PInic Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Glass
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Smith rally protests
violence to women
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Acts of violence

against women triggered a massive tur-

nout of more than 1,500 students at Smith

College last night, calling for safer streets

and a means to "take back the night" for

all women.
Holding candles and wearing armbands,

the demonstrators marched around campus

chanting "our bodies, our lives, our right

to decide," and "women, united, will never

be defeated."

Celeste Hart, head of residence for

Hopkins House and rally coordinator, said

the rally is a response to recent acts of

violence on campus.

"Something drastic has happened on

campus," Hart said, citing the rape of a stu-

dent, as recently reported in the Smith Col-

lege Sophian, a campus newspaper. "This

is happening and we have to talk about it.

We need not be silent and we will not be

silent," she said.

"We are going to walk around campus

symbolically lighting dark areas. This is

our campus and tonight we are taking it

back," Hart shouted to the cheering crowd.

Smith student Elizabeth Collins said "I

was really bothered by (the rape). Everyone

on campus was notified — I cried all night

thinking about what she's going through.

I'm pretty cautious, but it made me that

much more aware.

"We want to be able to walk alone, we
want it to be safe. We have emergency

boxes, but something is always able to hap-

pen," Collins said.

"I didn't go to the library the night I

found out about the rape," said student

Anne Burton. "I'm independent, but I still

felt scared."

Smith students said security on campus
should be improved and the campus shut-

tlebus organized by the Smith College Of-

fice for Student Affairs should become more

visible.

"I think it's necessary to see the bus

more, I never see it. If it ran longer hours,

I would use it more," said sophomore

Christine Miele.

"I rarely see it on campus," said first-year

student Jen Kenisom.
Smith College Head of Security Sharon

Rust said the shuttlebus runs from 9 p.m.

to 1 a.m. "I've heard students feel it would

be advantageous to have it running longer,

but that's run through the Department of

Student Affairs." she said.

Carol Weinberg, assistant dean of

students at Smith said a copy of the bus

More than 1500 people rallied last

violence against women.
route was delivered to all houses on cam-

pus and four open meetings will be held

this week in each area of campus.

"We want to hear students' concerns and
ideas. Security is a shared responsibility.

We want to hear what people have to say,"

she said.

Officer Bev Derouin, a security officer at

(ullrinan pholci by Andrew Rial

night at Smith College to protest

Smith since 1975, said the 2,400 to 2,600

resident campus is staffed by at least three

foot patrolmen and one supervisor during

the day. At night, two police cruisers, a

supervisor and desk officer, and three to six

foot patrolmen are on duty.

"I think this is reasonably adequate,"

Derouin said, adding that extra security is

often held over on "party weekends."

Restaurants to
donate money
to Food Bank

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

An overwhelming response has greeted organizers of

the Piece of the Pie program, an effort that will raise

money to feed hungry people.

On Oct. 19, almost 60 restaurants in western

Massachusetts and Connecticut will donate 10 percent

of their gross receipts to The Western Massachusetts

Food Bank as part of the program.

James Buehl. director of development for the food

bank, said "The restaurant enlistment has been more

successful than we ever imagined possible. He said the

food bank was hoping for about 30 restaurants when they

began asking people to participate. "At present we have

59 restaurants."

Buehl said publishers of the Advocate newspapers ap

proached him with the idea for the program last spring.

The Advocate had heard of a similar project in Maryland

which has been successful for a number of years.

"It's taken'an awful lot of staff time, Buehl said. "If

it were one-shot thing it probably wouldn't be worth it.

We all. . .have committed ourselves to doing this for

several years."

Buehl estimated the effort will bring between $6,000

and $10,000 to the food bank. He said four other food

banks in Connecticut were trying to enlist restaurants

into the program.

The Pub in Amherst is one of the area restaurants that

will participate. Said Jerry Joloy, manager of the Pub,

"I thought about it and decided this might be a nice con-

tribution for all of us to make."

Joloy said he had found out about the program through

state Rep. Stan Rosenberg, D Amherst, who wrote and

then contacted Joloy by phone.

Rosenberg has been one of the major sponsors of the

program. Two weeks ago he appeared before the Univer

sity of Massachusetts Board of Governors to urge sup

port from restaurants in the Campus Center and Stu-

dent Union to participate. The BOG allocates space in

the two buildings.

Bill Harris, director of the Campus Center, said it was

unlikely the restaurants in the complex would

participate.

"We operate at break-even," Harris said. "Any con

tribution we would make in receipts would mean we were

operating at a loss."

Buehl explained why the event was being held on a

Wednesday.
"We deliberately picked this for a Wednesday because

Wednesday is traditionally the worst day in the

restaurant business." He said the expectation is that

more people will come out to eat on that day, which will

improve the restaurant's business.

He said each restaurant will get posters and table tents

to promote the event. "Now we are concentrating our

effort on encouraging people to eat out on the 19th.'

Buehl said.

continued on page 7

Foster system under investigation
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts state representatives are continuing

their investigation of the state's foster care system and

are working to improve the current process. Rep. Stan

Rosenberg, D-Amherst, said.

In a public hearing in Northampton last week, four

members of the House of Representatives foster care sub-

committee heard testimony from foster parents, public and

private administrators, and a former foster child in an ef-

fort to determine where improvements can be made.

Rosenberg said.

"This is not a process of pointing fingers. We're here

to insure that all children in Massachusetts have the best

possible child care and live with dignity in our society,"

he said.

The series of investigations were triggered by the deaths

of two Roxbury children within three to four months of

each other, living in the same foster care home, Rosenberg

said.

"It became clear that there were a whole series of regula-

tions and laws that were being skirted or not obeyed,

"

he said.

Rosenberg said the deaths are being investigated

through a private inquest by the courts but "we felt we

had to conduct some kind of investigation into the

system."

Dr. Alexander Blount, a recognized expert in foster care,

said the job of the Department of Social Services is "to

assess risk and to find out whether abuse is occurring.

Protection is thejob — not to assess strength in the fami-

ly"
To improve the system, Blount said he recommended

"sending fewer kids into the system, making the connec-

tion between foster families and natural families, and

limiting the number of kids a home can take
"

Blount said the state should capitalize on the existing

strengths in the system, citing the Massachusetts Ap-

propriation to Partnerships in Parenting, a training pro-

gram for foster parents.

Valerie Drollet, a foster parent for 23 years, said the

MAPP program is one of the best in the country. "It's an

excellent training program. It provides 10 sessions for pro-

spective foster parents - it helps them prepare for the

children," she said.

"Foster kids are much more disturbed than they used

to be. They are often severely physically and emotional-

ly abused, some sexually. MAPP prepares parents for their

behavior and for unexpected problems," she said.

But, Drollet said, many current foster parents are not

MAPP trained. "People can use extra training. We need

to have training made available, both day and evening

hours," she said.

Drollet also recommended ongoing training and yearly

evaluations for current foster parents.

A major concern of foster parents is the amount of time

it takes to get things done within the system and Drollet

recommended giving social workers more authority to

make decisions "Part of it is that the supervisor is mak
ing many of the decisions. Decisions need to be made lower

down on the scale.

"It's extremely frustrating, parents and children are left

waiting for decisions. It would be very beneficial if the

authority could be passed along with the responsibility,"

she said.

Another concern, Drollet said, is the unification of foster

children with their biological parents. "The child should

be at the biological parents' home if it is at all possible,

but it should be a home which is safe and secure," she said.

"Often when a foster child goes home, the stresses are

still there and things have not changed. Many children

who go home end up coming back into the system," she

said, recommending training for biological parents.

The foster care 24 hour hotline will help only "if you

are assertive enough." and a foster care family court

would be a good idea, Drollet said.

Former foster child and current Greenfield Communi-

ty College student Pamela Chavis. 19, said her contact

with DSS was inadequate, but her work with a private

organization contracting with DSS, Tri County Youth Pro-

gram, "turned me in the right direction
"

"DSS hasn't given me the attention that Tri-County has.

They (DSS) were supposed to come see me every month,

they never did. Tri-County was more of a one-on-one,

they've shown me a whole different world," Chavis said.

Foster children should not be moved around as much

as they are now, Chavis said. "I feel that if a child is mov-

ed around too much, there is too much confusion," she

said.

The next public hearing for foster care will be held on

Wednesday, Oct. 19, at Milford High School, at 7 p.m.

Charges against former budgets chair dropped
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Hampshire District Court Thursday dismissed criminal

charges against a former Student Government Associa-

tion leader.

Nate Moore, SGA Budgets Committee ex-chairman, was

charged with malicious destruction of property valued at

more than $250. He pleaded innocent to the charge

Tuesday.
University of Massachusetts Police filed criminal com-

plaints against Moore last spring. The charges included

slashing the tires of a car which belonged to former SGA
Attorney General Bill Collins and vandalizing the motor-

cycle of former Thatcher Co-Senator Tom O'Connor.

Moore resigned as budgets committee chairman last

spring after holding the position for more than two years,

the longest budgets chair term in SGA history.

Moore claimed the reason for his resignation was con

tinual harassment from Collins and O'Connor. "The stress

and- anxiety caused by this harassment affected my
grades, my personal life, and also forced me to seek

counseling. I can't allow it to destroy my life," Moore said

last spring.

Moore said Collins also harassed other members of the

budgets committee. He also said Collins would come into

the budgets office and waste Moore's time arguing policies.

Collins, however, last semester refuted Moore's accusa-

tions. "No one was harassing Nate Moore. His resigna-

tion is not related to any actions by myself or Tom O'Con-

nor. It is the result of his own actions."

After Moore's resignation, Gil Penchina filled the posi-

tion of budgets committee chair. He resigned earlier in

the semester after allegedly misusing student money dur-

ing the summer. He claimed the misuse was part of a test

to improve the way money is handled within the SGA.

The Undergraduate Student Senate Wednesday night
approved Jessica Mitchell as the new budgets committee
chair.
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They're
§teamy Hot

at the
Top!

Complimentary Hot Dogs
Tonight at 8:00

I TOP of the CAMPUS
LOUNGE

11TH FLOOR • CAMPUS CENTER

Weekly drink specials and
never a line at the door!

Monday
B Night
Football

Attention Commuters! Now the

^^^ Dining Commons offers

'"^*iS \ yo^ Q^ alternative to

,
"7 ••• \ brown bagging it ...

p Strip
TicketslUNCWOM

WAi ncm

for hot, nutritious meals
at any of the D.C.s.

• 5-Day Breakfast Strip

$10.85
• 5-Day Luncti Strip

$19.15
• 5-Day Dinner Strip

$24.50

/ Strip Tickets are available
at the Meal Ticket Office in

Franklin Commons (Mon -Fri.:

9 am to 5 pm] or through) the

cashiers in the Dining Commons

8:00 PM

MONDAY
NIGHT

FOOTBALL
Oalias Cowboys

versus

New Orleans Saints

Mon., October ^

9:00 PM

Curtis T
and the

Tues., October

9:00 PM

Out^irt^
R&B

Reggae

Wed., October 5

9:00 PM

Edgemere
Contagious

Rock & Roll

Thurs., October

9:00 PM

Pale

Nephews
Get Ready to Rock!

Fri., October
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Odds and ends

Legal pipe dreams

The opinions in Point/Counterpoint are those of the in-

dividual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of

the Collegian or the University. The Collegian is greatly in-

terested in what you think of Point/Counterpoint and the col-

umns within. Questions and comments should be addressed
to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass.

A bright peaceful September morning.

You are walking down Main Street in

Amherst. Students flouri.sh in mas.ses to

your left and right. Up ahead you spy a

drug store, but wait . . . something here

is odd. Approaching curiously you read

the advertisements in the window.
"Columbian Gold Merits."

"New Port Skunk," $2.50/pck.

Richard Olivcira

Your eyes react accordingly. They
refocus on the government warning below

the price. "Don't ju.st say no," "Tell others

too!!" Another sign on the door reads, "No
one under 21 admitted," "Valid ID re

quired."

You just smile knowing that in America
ifyou want something you can always buy

it. Flashing your ID, you enter freely in-

to what was the biggest fear of the late

SOs. A salesman approaches questioning

you with his service. Ignoring him in your

daze, memories of the past appear like

smoke before your eyes.

Drughibition it was called and you
remember its end.

After years of debate, drugs became
legal to use and the Country was divid-

ed. With the Un-tripping Drug, the

Church was in uproar. Conservative fears

were of widespread violence and desecra-

tion. The Church called the event the end
of America. Panic seized the Country. On-

ly after the crime rate dropped and the

deficit vanished was there talk of success.

Unable to admit defeat, the Church con-

tinued to protest regularly.

The streets of LA. and New York
became mellow, less violent. Taxes
brought in have provided additional

Medicare and Social Security benefits.

Our country has not seen a healthier

economy since the SOs. But all is not

perfect.

There has been a dramatic increase in

smoking marijuana which, in turn, has

lung cancer on the ri.se. Cocaine usage has

risen steadily, but the younger generation

is not as infatuated with it as the latter

was. The country was finally as free as

when it was formed. What could be better.

"Splat." Reality smacks you in the face

and again you examine your surroun-

dings. Armageddon — this could be the

generation which will face Armageddon.
—Ronald Reagan.
Richard Oliveira is a UMass student

Do you have a 'uniquely you' or 'unique-

ly UMass' story you have to tell? Tell it to

'Odds and ends. ' Questions? Call the Col-

legian (545-3500) and ask for David or

Pam.

Snorting away America's future
Drugs are a problem. My friends and fellow travellers who sun themselves

outside the Student Union don't agree. They tell me everyone should try drugs,

and that everyone does them. What is happening? Are drugs a problem in socie-

ty? Or is society the problem and drugs the solution, as some ofmy peers argue?

"Drugs have been used for hundreds of years." Well, crimes have been tak-

ing place for hundreds of years. It still doesn't make it right. "People will use

drugs whether there are laws or not." This is obvious, but murders are commit-

ted everyday — despite the laws. "Get the government involved and we can tax

and regulate drug trade." I don't think the government should be involved in

any business, especially in the business of feeding the children of this nation

poison.

W. Greg Rothman

It is poison, isn't it? The medical community has thrown their collective arms

up and warned Americans of the deadly harm of drugs. We all watched in hor

ror as would-be Boston Celtic star Len Bias had his life go up in smoke. Dead.

Over. Through. Yet how many kids stopped using drugs? According to a dear

friend of mine who I met up with on a PVTA bus on the other day, "everyone

is tripping lately." Why? Maybe they think drugs will improve their perfor

mances, like Olympic Champion Ben Johnson told us? Johnson lost his gold;

he was lucky he didn't lose his life.

Life is supposed to be wonderful. It may not be all we want it to be (even

Republicans have bad days) but tomorrow may be. I used to watch all of my
beautiful classmates as I walked around campus. I now wonder what they are

thinking. Why are they taking drugs? More important, why do they believe that

drugs are not dangerous? I am not speaking about all students at UMass. I am
concerned for those students who take drugs. Some even consider themselves

Republicans. This issue transcends political parties; it doesn't transcend

ideologies or attitudes.

Vice-President George Bush supports continuing the "war on drugs." This

war makes the Vietnam War look like a landslide victory for the US. The truth

is we're losing the war. Americans, young and old, are the victims of this plague

and no one is willing to do more than talk about it. Values destroyed by liberals

are what Bush should be talking about. Where was Jesse Jackson and the

Democratic Party in the '60s and the early '70s when people were shouting "try

it, everybody must get stoned"? Michael Dukakis is not even willing to throw

a band-aid on a wound which needs a tourniquet. The Duke doesn't support in-

creased penalties for dealers or users. He claims to want to wage a 'real' war

on drugs, but his battle experience in Bo.ston is tragic. The drug gangs roam

free, recently committing the senseless murder of a 12-year-old girl in Roxbury.

Tiffany Moore is dead, but my sunbathing friends and Libertarians still say

drug use is a victimless crime.

My solutions may startle the sunbathers outside of the Student Union and

my Libertarian pals. It is a simple economic solution: eliminate the demand.

We must continue to punish the dealers, pushers and countries who supply the

street scum who sell drugs. Moreover, punish the user, the casual user, har-

shly As long as people are taking drugs, realizing that they are generally at

litllf risk of being punished, there will be a supply of plenty. Education and

soldiers may help us with this problem, but gains will not be evident until the

users are sanctioned.

It isn't necessary to give the drug users the death penalty, they are sentenc-

ing themselves to that punishment. It's necessary to put those convicted of drug

use and possession behind bars. Yes, friends, America was founded on the basis

of individual rights.

W. Greg Rothman is the chairman of the UMass Conservative Alliance

More good than harm comes from nuclear pov^er
When our newly elected president delivers his Inaugural

Address in January, America's energy policy has a very

slim chance of being discussed. Domestic and foreign af-

fairs often grab the lion's share of political attention, and
unless there are long lines at the neighborhood gas sta-

tion, energy issues tend to take a backseat.

If energy policy is neglected in the Inaugural Address

as expected, our next president won't be able to ignore

this issue for long. US energy strategy not only has a

significant impact on domestic and foreign affairs, but in-

creasing concerns about global warming trends will also

quickly force us to take this issue more seriously.

At recent congressional hearings, scientific experts ex-

plained that the 25 percent increase in the amount of car-

bon dioxide in the Earth's atmosphere over the last 100

years is causing a warming trend known as the

"greenhouse effect." The excess carbon dioxide, largely

caused by our burning of coal and other fossil-fuels to pro-

duce electricity and run our transportation, reduces the

amount of heat that can escape into space and creates a

situation similar to Venus, where temperatures soar. The
experts warned that continued emission of carbon diox-

ide at current levels could cause catastrophic ecological

damage. Shifting weather patterns and the melting of the

polar ice caps might be the result.

Melissa Dobosz

A decrease in carbon dioxide emission is crucial, but it

is unlikely, however, that our demand for energy will

decrea.se in the coming years. In fact, our electricity use

is growing faster than most forecasters predicted. In 1987,

our use of electric power rose by 4.5 percent and demand
is again rapidly accelerating this year. Since a cut in elec-

trical use would seriously harm our economy and con-

tinued or increased burning of fossil-fuel will make a bad
situation worse, it is clear that we cannot depend solely

on coal and oil for the electricity we need.

One obvious alternative is nuclear power. Although
nuclear power plants now have economic and licensing

problems which can and should be corrected, nuclear

energy is a proven and abundant resource that can serve

our needs both economically and safely.

Nuclear power is already providing close to 20 percent

of our electricity, and improved nuclear technologies of-

fer much promise for the future.

In addition to alleviating the "greenhouse effect,"

nuclear energy frees us from dangerous dependence on
imported foreign oil which, at $41 billion in 1987, is the

second largest contributor to the US trade deficit. No
doubt, this will also reduce our vulnerability to the
catastrophic effects of another oil embargo.

Melissa Dobosz is a UMass student

Administration creating a police state with the Southwest substation
I am writing in anger over the proposed police sub-

.station in Southwest - to be located in Washington. There

is not one legitimate reason for the presence of this police

.sub-station. The safety of students has never been greater.

Each dorm has it's own security, along with constant on-

duty resident assistants. Southwest is always patrolled

by police vehicles and if the need arise- the presence of

police officers is punctual.

The truth behind the sub-station is the administrations

ongoing goal of making UMass dry. Slowly but surely, the

administration is continuing the process of drying this

campus and ending the 'Zoo Mass" reputation.

It started several years ago with the restriction of kegs

in the dorms. Then there was the no-open-alcohol-

container policy in the halls followed by the no Halloween

visitors restrictions, the no drinking in outdoor area con

certs policy, and finally, the massive crackdown on cam
pus fraternities.

This year's target is Southwest. It is the students' last

stronghold and the admini.stration knows it. The

chancellor will be rallying his storm troopers hoping to

break the Southwest resistance force, anr^ completely

make the campus a totalitarian, dry police state. My
friends and I will do everything possible to oppose this

infringement and intimidation by the admini.stration. I

challenge our SGA co-presidents-elect (Shari Silkoff and
Jason Rabinowitzi to join in our fight.

Guy Glodis
Southwest
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Contract signed for new jail

in Dedham after 20-year wait
DEDHAM t API - State oftkials and Nor-

folk County leaders have signed contracts

to begin design work for the new $42

milUon county jail, designed to house 242

inmates.

Sheriff Clifford Marshall said it took a

20-year campaign to push through the

needed replacement of the century-old jail,

particularly finding a site for the new

facility.

"What made it was teamwork," he said

Saturday. "There were different ideas and

different egos. But with pride today. I can

truly say it was a pleasure."

The site for the facility is the median

strip between the northbound and south-

bound lanes of Massachusetts 128. The

land IS between Massachusetts 135 in

Needham and Massachusetts 109 in

Dedham.

The complex will require 122.000 square

feet. It will include a jail, a house of cor-

rection, a pre-release center, a gymnasium,

classroom and vocational training space,

and a medical unit.

The design will take at least a year. Of-

ficials hope to have the jail completed in

1982.

The Federal Highway Administration in

August approved construction of the jail.

The Massachusetts High Technology

Council opposed the site, contending it

would hurt the image of the area. The

Associated Contractors of Massachusetts

also opposed it. saying it would increase

traffic on a congested road.

Rep. Marie-Louis Kehoe. D Dedham, op

posed the site, contending the jail is not

large enough and there is no room for

expansion.

You've never celebrated

until you've celebrated

SIMCHAT TORAH

AT

CHABAD HOUSE

MONDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 3

8:00 PM TILL

• Singing • Dancing

Holiday Schedule

Monday, October 3 ^

SHIMINI ATZERET (YIZKOR)^^^^ ^"^

-SIMCHAT TORAH ^^ P"^

Celebrating

Tuesday, October 4

SIMCHAT TORAH
10:30 pm

CHABAD HOUSE
30 N Hadley Road

(Opposite Whitmorc, a«ar Lot 32 and Southwest)

549-4094

ALL SERVICES FOLLWED BY FESTIVE MEALS-ALL ARE WELCOME
FREE OF CHARGE

Chinese Kitchen

• Try our delicious Pu-Pu Platter *
For 2 Only $12.00

Get Egg Rolls. Boneless Spare Ribs. Chicken Vings.

fried Shrimp. Chicken Fingers. Teriyaki Steaks

Plus i Free Beers if over 11 or 2 free Cokes

In Ilftdlcv Store Onlv

lladlev OO Rn.^cl St 75>257l Notth«mptoi» I ^O Kinq St .
3fl6-ft221

OKri Vrtlid thru Vrd 0( t ">
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LAST RALLY BEFORE PLEBISCITE - Chileans demonstrating

for a No' vote in Wednesday's plebiscite for Gen. August© Pinochet

Saturday. Chile's 7.4 mUIion registered voters wUl decide inthe

presidential referendum to end Pinochet's IS-year rule or allow him

to continue for an additional eight years.

Under New Ownership!
TEL.

256-8911

OnW

»9
00 You Get 2

12" Cheese

Pizzas!
One coupon per order

Offer good thru 1988

Only

n3
00 You Get 2

Large Cheese

Pizzas!
One coupon per order

Offe- good inru 1988

Onlr

$10
00 You Get 2

12" One Item

Pizzas!
One coupon per order
Offer good thru 1988

Only

00 You Get 2

Large One Item

Pizzas!
One coupon per order
Offer good thru 1988

substation

continued from page 1

"I think it is a good idea, but it doesn't

belong in your dormitory. I mean, this is

your home. You don't want people wat-

ching over you in your home," he said.

Hilson said the officers would only res-

pond to incidents they witnessed first-hand,

and would not roam the building.

"If on the way to a meeting on the fifth

floor a police officer steps ofl'of the^levator

and witnesses what he believes to be a

minor carrying alcohol, he has a duty to

perform and has certain responsibilities he

must follow," Hilson said.

The sub-station will be given its trial run

this week and will be evaluated by the

Department of Public Safety for effec

tiveness and acceptance, according to the

officials endorsing the program.

food bank

only

00 You Get 2

12" Two Item

Pizzas!
One coupon per order

Offer good thru 1988

Only

00 You Get 2

Large Two

Item Pizzas!
One coupon per order

Offer good thru 1988

Open for lunch at 11:00 FfL, Sot^ Sun.

2564911 Opei at 4:39 p.*. Eftry Dai TStMll

Drivers Wanted Par'70-100 a Shift

^^... with campus health Issues

SHAB'

'^iW3
• Sponsor health protects

• Represent student health

care concerns
•Review UHS budget
• Serve on UHS Search

Committees
•Meet other students

interested In health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!

Date: Tuesday - October 4
.

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Tlrme: 5:30 to 6:30 PM

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
• STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1?71)

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES ,

continued from page 3

WFSB Channel 3 in Hartford is the other

initiator, with the Advocate of the pro-

gram, Buehl said. Channel 3 will be runn

ing TV ads to urge people to eat out, he

said.

Restaurants participating in Amherst in-

clude the Pub, the Gas Lite, Seasons, the

Classe Cafe and Daisy's. In Hadley, Bread

and Circus, Campus Pizza, Carburs,

Figaro's, James H. McManus', Katina's

and the Villager will take part.

Buehl said 12 restaurants in Northamp-

ton will also donate 10 percent of their

receipts. He said participation in Nor-

thampton was urged by Mayor David

Musante, who sent a letter to restaurants

in the city when he learned of the program.

The Valley Advocate will be running ads

listing all restaurants in the area taking

part.

Christine Lau, owner of the Classe Cafe

in Amherst wasn't sure it would help her

business, but was excited about the com-

munity spirit involved. "It's a good cause.

. and it's nice to be a part of something like

that," Lau said.

Dorothy Glog, of Daisy's in North

Amherst, echoed Lau, saying "It just

sounded like a good thing to do."

The Western Massachusetts Food Bank,

a non-profit organization based in Hatfield,

has been in existence for six years. The food

bank supplies about 125 human-service

organizations throughout western Mass.,

Buehl said. "We are the largest means by

which low-income people are fed in western

Massachusetts," he said.

For Your Information
The FYI column serves as a public ser-

vice announcement to the campus and com-

munity. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guawantee that all announcements
received will be published.

Internships — Come to the University In-

ternship Program to get great work ex

perience. A planning session gets you

started. The sessions are held in Curry

Hicks from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Mondays and

Tuesdays and 3:30 to 4:30 Wednesdays and

Thursdays.

Math Anxiety Workshop — A math anx

iety reduction workshop will be held at 4:30

p.m. today in room 1634 of the Graduate

Research Tower. Sessions conducted by

Professor Doris Stockton and counseling

psychologist Donald Banks will focus on

overcoming negative feelings toward math

and on developing positive approaches to

learning math.

Bible Study - The New Testament

Fellowship will be having bible study ses-

sions at 7 p.m. every Friday in the Cam-

pus Center. Check the event schedule near

the information desk for the room number.

Associate position open
The Collegian is accepting applications for the position of associate news editor.

Anyone interested in applying should contact Rick Santos in the newsroom, located

in room 113 of the Campus Center.

The application deadline is noon Friday.

The job entails writing on a daily basis and helping the news editor perform other

duties. The job requires a great time commitment. Experience is necessary.

A102
Intro, to The Short Story

When C:arla told mc that mv date-

was a little short, I thought she was

talking dollars and cents, not feet and

Miches'; So there 1 was at the door, in

niv spiked heels, staring at the top of

ni\ date's he.id.

All I could think was, how do I

get myself out otthisr I could imagine

how mv legs would ache it" I had to walk

around w'ith mv knees bent all evening.

So to stall for time, while figuring

out how to fake malaria, I macie us

some Double Dutch Ch(Kolatc.

When I brought it into the living

< room, I discovered that Gary was

L I a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
after my own heart. Okay, I de-

cided Vd gi\ c him a chance. So we

sat ciown and saw each other face-

to-face for the first time. He had a

nice smile.

After some small talk—1 mean

conversation—I discovered that we

both love Updike, hate the winter

weather, and both have minia-

ture schnauzers. So, wc made

a date to introduce Shadow

and Schatzi next week.

fr Vr—'h

General Foods' International Coffees

Share the feeling.

^ CIMMA

The Lonely

Passion

of Judith

hearne

7:00-9:15

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00

AduUs$3.50

fr»m mw ro^H

LONDON
PARIS
ROMS

on* way

189
219
269

round trip

320
260
739

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
TaM0$ not inelyd0^.

Also VVorkSlu^y Abroad.

Isitfumgm • Courati .
Int'l

Styd»nt ID. Youth HoafI
fiaaaaa.

eultAIL ^—ata itauaa on lltm tpoi

CaU tar tha fMt Cl§t Stmaant
Traval Cala/at I

413-256-1261
AMHIMT

79 So. P(«M«nl SI.

Amhf»t. MA 01QQ2
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Lecture provides framework
For Multiculturalism
JOSEPH 1. HILL .)r.

Collegian SlatV

Thf Office of Thud Woild Atraii> held

the Uv<\ i>t a scih- of fall lectures Wednes
day, this one titled "The Dynamics of

Multiculturalism."

Dr Frederick -it Ittr^dn, a--i<iant l^ thf

president for university and community af-

fairs of the University of Rochester, was
the host.

The lecturer attempted to answer ques-

tion such as "Why is there prejudice?,"

"What is it about minorities that leads

them to be discriminated against'.'" and
"What IS a core culture?"

Business and educational in.stitutions

that have cross-culture pro^nams are no

longer considered a novelty but an
unavoidable result of the changing
demogiaphics of American society, he said.

JetTerson defined diversity as "a condi-

tion of being different." He described the

three systems that people must travel

through to attain diversity: belief, contact,

and commitment.
Following these step,^. people first learn

that there is diversity in human creation,

then seek limited contact with persons of

different cultural backgrounds, and final-

ly accept and support other cultures.

He outlined four stages of behavior ex

perienced by people traveling through the

three systems to reach diversity. These
include

• Isolate stage: where individuals develop

ethnocentrism, having little or no contact

with different ethnic groups; these people

and are uncomfortable in presence of in-

dividuals from different races. One
develops a group identity and a positive

perception of his or herself.

• Inquiry stage: here individuals become
aware of other cultures. There is a will

ingness to broaden their horizons. Non-
contact investigation begins here (reading

literature from other cultures is an
example).

• Contact stage: persons here accept and
respect other cultures. One becomes com
fortable with direct contact with persons of

different ethnic backgrounds, seeking brief

immersion in other cultures. Persons in

this stage also feel mutual enrichment

fnmi interaction with other ethnic groups.

• Integi-ation stage; in this stage multi-

culturalism (X'curs. A mastery of com-

munication with people from other cultures

is evident at work place and in social

spheres. People in this stage help devise

programs to help others move from one

stage to another.

This model can be used to organize pro

grams that intend to be multi-cultural, and

to evaluate existing programs. The
ultimate goal of any multi cultural

organization should be "intentional growth

in and between individuals" said Dr.

Jefferson.

olli-Kian pholn by C'hrit Hoiford

SNA Explores Diversity

Dr. Jefferson lecturing on the dynamics of multiculturalism.

Centers provide study space

By JOSEPH L HILL Jr.

Collegian Staff

The Student Nurses Association is spon-

soring a conference to be held Thursday,
which will examine multi-cultural health

care beliefs and practices.

The focus of the conference is to provide

individuals with a cultural learning ox

perience. The participants will include

members of the nursing faculty and stu-

dent body at the University of
Massachusetts. Area nursing schools have
al.so been invited to attend.

The conference will promote a cultural

exchange between the participants and
speakers. The panel will be composed of

speakers from various ethnic and cultural

backgrounds.

They will discuss health beliefs and prac-

tices as it relates to their culture, and the
general implications various cultures have
on the health care profession.

The following are topics up for discussion

during the course of the day:

• Identification and di.scussion of the r(X)ts

of racism and its effects on the health care

system.
• Understanding cultural and ethnic

health beliefs and behaviors.

• The importance ofcommunicating with
patients of different cultural and ethnic

background.

• Recruitment and retention of minority
students and faculty to the nursing
department.

• Provide a network of nursing students
and faculty at UMass with students and
faculty at other campuses. "A holistic ap-

proach to health care," one that encom
passes a "patients religious, social, educa-
tional, and financial background," needs to

be addressed, said Pam Hewitt, SNA
member.

The conference is an excellent opportuni-

ty for persons entering the health profes-

sions to examine these issues, she said. All

persons are invited to attend.

The keynote address will be given by
Alicia Georges, president of the National
Black Nursing Association.

The SNA was reorganized in 1987 and
1988. Their office is located on campus, in

Arnold Hou.se, and all nursing majors are
members.

The Multi Cultural Services Project, a

program that has established three

cultural centers in the east residential

areas, benefits students of color.

Under the administration of Sally Ma-
jewski, advisor Ynez Wilkins and an
1 1-member student staff, a portion of the

University of Ma.ssachusetts Cultural

Enrichment Fund has been allocated to

equip the centers to provide social, cultural,

and tutorial programs primarily for

students of color.

The largest of the centers is the Cultural

Center loc'ated in Thatcher House in the

Northeast Residential Area. There is also

the Sylvan Cultural Society in Cashin
House. The Martin Luther King Center,

though under con.struction, is located in

Dickinson House in Orchard Hill.

Each of the cultural centers is open for

studying purposes Sundays through
Thursdays from 7 to 11 p.m. A television

and access to a VCR is also available in

each center.

The facilities can also be used by private

organizations that wish to take advantage
of the centers. Any groups interested in do-

ing so may find more mformation be call

ing 545 0422.

The Sylvan Cultural Center scheduled an

open house for 8 p.m. last night. Persons

who wish to apply for position of

multicultural center coordinator may still

pick up applications there. All others in

terested in utilizing the facilities are urg-

ed to contact Sally Majewski.

- SCOTT HILL

Third World Caucus update
THIRD WORLD CAUCUS REPORT
The Third World Caucus held its second

regular meeting of the semester on Wens-
day, Sept. 28. The caucus approved a mo-
tion to create an ad-hoc committee for

outreach to students and RSOs. Caucus
members also discussed programming
ideas for the upcoming "Civility Day" in

October.
Corey Rinehart. a TWC governor, gave

a brief report on the BOG space allocation

conflict, in which TWC received office space

for the first time since it was created in

1970. Other reports included the Student

Coalition Against Apartheid and Racism
march on the Department of Education in

Washington D.C. on Oct. 14, in which all

.students are encouraged to join.

Also, the upcoming senate elections on
Oct. 1 1 in which all students are urged to

i-un from their dorms for effective represen-

tation in the Student Senate.

photo rourtJ-HV - .New Worid Theatrr

Dark Cowgirls and Praire Queens perform-

ed this weekend by Carpetbag Theater.

Dark Cowgirls
and Praire Queens
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

This past weekend at Bowker Auditorium marked the

Pioneer Valley's first glimpse at the Carpetbag Theatre

and its presentation of "Dark Cowgirls and Prairie

Queens."

The play, sponsored by the New World Theatre, portrays

the lives of black women in the days of the untamed West.

Written by Linda Parris Bailey, the play recounts un-

sung heroes like Mary Fields, who single-handedly fought

off starving wolves during a blizzard, and Biddy Mason,
who walked from California to Texas behind her master's

wagons (and cattle). She persevered eventually to win her

freedom in court and earn enough money to build a nurs-

ing home.

The cast of Dark Cowgirls and Prairie Queens consists

of Linda C. Upton, Adora Dupree, Jeffrey L. Cody, Victor

L. Cranford, and Linda Parris-Bailey who, in addition to

having written the play, also directs it.

The Carpetbag Theatre, founded in 1970 by W.F. Lucas,

is one of the oldest surviving black theater companies in

the South. The touring company is based in Knoxville,

Tenn.

Of the Carpetbag Theatre, Parris Bailey said: "We are

committed to making the voices of our community heard

iind we want to give something back to the community
— a positive image of itself"

PIPELINE NEWS...
Points of interest in ...

• WASHINGTON - Howard University, with approx-

imately 12.000 students, is considering changing its

alcohol policy. The present policy allows various

organizations and groups to sell alcohol at gatherings, a

position which has caused continuous conflicts with the

metropolitan police. Surveys and studies have determin-

ed that most of the students who consume alcohol at the

campus are under the legal age, 21.

• TALLAHASEE, FIA. - Florida Agriculture and
Mechanical University, a population of 6,000, has just

enrolled its largest freshman class to date. The school has

a great reputation among engineering and busine.ss

undergraduate programs, and hopes that the increase will

boost enrollment in their other programs.

- RENAI CULPEPPAR

BLACK AFFAIRS NEEDS WRITERS
CONTACT JOSEPH HILL AT 6 8828
OR THOMAS MAMBANDE AT 6-7125.

ARTS/LIVING

Video artist views
life through the lens
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

John Furbish under.stands why some
university art professors shun him.

"I am the very antithesis of the kind of

arti.st that comes from the.se Five College
systems," said the 43-year old Amherst
video artist whose latest project "PCP:
Paul Cameron Putdown" airs tomorrow
night on channel 10.

"I have never gone to art school. I am a

non-academic, untrained artist, which
makes me more primitive and naive than
conventional. I am probably a threatening
figure to academic figures," he said.

Furbish admits he occasionally goes to

professors for advice on the latest

developments in video, but he claims his

most reliable in.spiration for art is music.

"Particularly british music from the late

60's," he said. "It hit me at a more feeling

level. It's awesome the way you can grow
through feeling music. It presents feelings

and intuition more than the cerebral stuff.

I immerse myself in music. I learn more
from hardcore punk than figure drawing
121."

And through video. Furbish said, people

can learn more about each other than
through any other form of media.

"I consider myself a humanist and video

is the most humanistic means I can deal

with," he said. "It's a participatory

medium, people become part of it. The new
lightweight stuffcan let you get closer than

face to face. As a humanist, empathy is the
fundamental approach to the world. Video
allows intimate involvement with other

people through what they do and say and
how they look."

And. he added with a laugh, it is easy.

"I'm a low tech person and you can't fuck

up with a PXL toy camera that is so sim
pie a child can operate it. And," he added
with a grin, "mistakes can even be made
into more ways of expression. So perhaps
we should all become less competent in our
thinking."

Furbish has been involved in video art

since he moved to the Valley in the late

70's. Using production facilities from the

Union Video Center at UMass and
resources from Amher.st Community
Television, Furbish has produced hundreds

of videos with support from the Amherst
Arts Council and the Herter Art Gallery.

All his work, he said, carries a political

or social message.

"P/CP" is very politicized and highly

biased," he stated. "It's a politicized artistic

mix of Paul Cameron's faci.st speech on the

steps of the Student Union Building and
a counter rally to the homophobic expres-

sions."

"Which One Is Green?" which will air 8

p.m. on October 27th at the Jones Library

is "an argument for kind of like a green
earth. It promotes the green earth concept

as well as my own political scene," he said.

"This is even more biased than "P/CP."

continued on page 11
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I Pray Si , Amherst -549-5403 • Open Mam.
• 7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out •

Kitchen Open till Midnight

Pool Table, Video Games. Jake Box, 3 Color TV's
Most Bar Seats In Town

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL SPECIAL

1^\ ^^ Mozzerella Sticks0$ 9 12

' — —

Vjiii ivy

_

>::-:X:::::S:;:x mmi!m:^$^!mmmmmms.

WHITE RUSSIANS $1.95
Drink of the Week

DOS EQUIS $1.50
Beer of the Month

( ollr(ian pholu by Jriiiiirn DrnipM-y

John Furbish's "P/CP: Paul Cameron Putdown" airs tomorrow on
channel 10.

lOth Anntversary 1978 - 1988
Good Food & Drink

school

The Most A-Pccling frozen Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-Pat and Nonfat frozen Yogurt

— and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one!

One Boltwood Walk
^^^^ ^ 5^ ^^.^ ^^

Amherst
j^^^s & NIGHTS ^orthamplon

(Next to Wickles rine Krint)
586-9659

253-2774

50X507.
off
selected

lamps

shelving

butterfly chairs

tables

baskets

f 1 necessary extras

amherst/northampton

^e^
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Gravel Guts ' live album brings

him to the Big Time on Island
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Big Time
Tom Waits

Island Records

A live album is a decidely dodgy item at

the best of times, but if you're old and/or

wise enough, you'll know the exception to

this rule is Tom Waits' Nighthawks at the

Diner, a gloriously boozy evocation of every

sleazy, smoke filled back street dive you've

ever imbibed m and plenty you haven't too.

Well, guess what? Old Gravel Guts has

done it again with Big Time which puts in-

to perspective the outstandingly innovative

trilogy of albums Waits has recorded since

he signed to Island. And in doing so, he

finally lays to rest some of the old ghosts

he collected in his years at Asylum.

You can hear what I mean in the open-

ing shot, "Sixteen Shells From a Thirty-

Ought Six " where the band is tighter than

a parade drum and out of control at the

same time, and the demented guitar solo

squeals like some bastard child of Anton

Karras and Muddy Waters.

continued on page II
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PINOCCHIO'S
RISTORANTE ITALIANO

Monday Night Football

Special

Large Cheese Pizza

$5.50PLUS TAX

«. NO COUPON NECESSARY-NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON ^ ^ ^

Seattle folkers Uncle Bonsai play the Iron Horse tonight.
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The Smith Corona Corracting CassatM.

W^ve reformed the
correction system.

Prisoners of old-fashioned

correction systems, freedom is

here.

Smith Corona's Correcting

Cassette means an end to

twists, tangles and fumbles.

It's an easy-to-load, drop-in

correction tape you can insert in

mere seconds.

There are no spools to

unwind. No complicated thread-

ing. No more muttering under

your breath. It's that simple.

What's just as simple is

our Right Ribbon System'." It

simply prevents you from

using the wrong combination

of ribbon and correcting

cassette.

You'll find our Correcting

Cassette and Right Ribbon

System on the Smith Corona

XL 2500 typewriter.

You'll also find lots of other

great features on the XL 2500-

like the Spell-Right' '^ 50.000

word electronic dictionary full

line correction.WordEraser*

and more.

You might expect a type-

writer this sophisticated to cost

a bundle, but the XL 2500 is

surprisingly affordable.'

All of which makes it

one of the best values

you can find today

Case closed.

Are you shy?

the

RELATIONSHIP
SKILLS
GROUP
is for you

Group meets Mondays
3:30-5:00 pm

Pre-group

interview needed.

For information or an appointment

Call 545-2337

Monday-Friday 8:00am - 5:00pm

or stop by Mental Health Services

127 Hills North

M
-^I'l'l-.-'^V--'-^'*

glllllK
SMITH
CORONIK

TOMORRCW^TECHNCXOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH

For more informalion on Ihis product, wrilf to Smith Corona OirporalionfiSLiHuslAvenur. New Canaan. CT06H40

or Smith Corona (Canada LidJ. 440Tapsco«t Road S»arbor.iuKh Ontario Canada MIB 1Y4

ANNOUNCES
An Anniversary Sale

TODAY through SUNDAY, OCT. 9

20% to 50% OFF ALL IN-STOCK ITEMS
Sale does not apply to special orders

or to items already on sale.

Be sure to register for door prizes.

The Carriage Shops 549-6106

233 N. Pleasant Street Amherst
Open Men. - Sat., 9:30 - 5:30; Sunday 1-5

Big Time
fitiiiniH'd from page 10

"Way Down In The Hole," presents Waits the performer

at full tiljt in a grotesque pardoy of an evangelist, soun-

ding like he's been vomited up from the bowels of hell

itself. Then, unusual for a live album, we get a new studio

track, a taster for a new sound perhaps. "Falling Down"
is an achingly beautiful cajun-style waltz that'll have you

swirling ground in sweet oblivion.

Returning to the live context. Waits sings "Strange

Weather" like a bronchial Edith Piaf and I'm prepared

to believe' he's seen and done it all before many times over,

but he's nothing if not constantly springing surprises. So

"Big Black Mariah" is slowed down and turned around

so it's almost unrecognizable and yet it sticks in your brain

like a frontal lobotomy.

I could go on at great length discussing the considerable

merits of all the tracks like the epic, moving "Train Song"

or the riotous "Telephone Call From Istanbul" with its

killer line "never drive a car when you're dead" — but

I think you've got the picture.

Anyway, one thing is for sure: after taking over the

Asylum, this lunatic has finallv escaped from it

Furbish

CHOOSE EXCELLENCE THE
LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

—^^^^^. I lie Kl<>ss<ta hiist'l I s I ><iilv

Collegian
HSi>'(*(r«l»«Ulf Uf UA\SMIfiA K\ M*«l«l MIL*MrU%(

The first graphics board meetir^g will

be held at 4 30 pm . today
TNs is mandatory for all

night graphics staff.

If you have a time conflict,

contoct More or Wendy Rae at

545 35O0

Supervisors must show u^ at 4:15.

-Have yo^ ^^^^ been south of the

Mason-Dixon line?

-Have you considered hiking and

studying in the Rocky Mountains?

-Are you interested in ancient

American Indian Ruins?

-Would you go to school in the

"Ring of Fire"?

If these possibilities sound

intriguing, come to any of the

Information Sessions this month for

i

i

i

i

i

1 National Student Exchange

*
Oct 4 4-5pm 165/169 Campus Center

iOct 1

2

4-5pm 905/909 Campus Center

Oct 17 4-5pm 168 Campus Center

Oct 20 4-5pm 165/169 Campus Center

^ For more information, please contact the NSE

i
office at E-26 Machmer Hall. M-F, 9-4 pm.

545-^1 _^ «^

cDntinui'd from page 9

"John Grillo: An Oral History," which

will be shown Oct. 14 in Herter 227 is part

of a series on three local artists over the

age of 70. Grillo, Fred Becker and Robert

Mallary "were a great influence to me,"

Furbish said. "Working with them I've

been able to become more youthful. It's

awesome."

Furbish said a video he sent to MTV last

week a Valentine's Day tape with a

message to George Bush - is a bit ofT-the-

wall, but it doesn't compare with a pro-

ject he has been working on for almost 5

years.

"This is the strangest thing I've got go-

ing," Furbish said of a musical horror

movie that he has tentatively titled "Tom-

my II."

"It's a rock opera about a blitzed rapi-st

and it creates a sense of empathy with

both the agressor and the victim. I think

I go beyond horror to a point of terror,

"

he said.

Furbish said while he will continue to

incorporate messages in his work, he

hopes to become "less adamanistic and

much more wholistic. I find I have to

become a more positive artist. Instead of

being anti-facist, I will promote tolerance.

I don't believe in the world of 'us and

them.' All people are as one; all life forms

are as one. And even stranger, all life and

non-life forms are as one."

V^DOVE'l
«k ^ BuMiMM AameimtMt, Inc. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc. §

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LHTTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS »

• TERM PAPERS •'

. TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL A
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

'90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

The Godfathers rocked the Student Union Ballroom last

Thursday night at the UPC/MTV concert.

Theatre brings vintage films to Valley
By ANDRE BUSI
Collegian Correspondent

Its been about 12 years since Northampton's Pleasant

Street Theatre was only showing Hollywood classics. Since

then it has broadened its range, setting the trend m the

Valley by featuring foreign films as well as other alter-

natives to first-run Hollywood releases. Today Pleasant

Street remains the only independent film house in the

area. ,. ,u

Making esoteric films available to audiences in the

Valley was an obsession shared by John Morrison and

Richard Pini long before they bought the theater in 1976.

Before that, they managed the Five College Filni Co-op.

shuttling vintage films from campus to campus, by bicy-

cle if necessary, in order to satisfy local movie fans^

Within a year the Pleasant Street became the firs local

theater to show first-run foreign cinema, which until then

was a luxury that could be found only in lajg^ "'»««•.
^f"

years ago. watching a foreign film meant dealing with a

foreign language, either through subtitles or (shudder)

voice-overs. ,

Recently, the English-speaking cinema has given a

wider display of nationalities, with the success of

Australian films and the resurgence of the British film

industry. Also, the popularity of independent filmmakers

in the United States has grown so that there are more

alternatives to the major studios. Though other theaters,

such as the Academy of Music and the AMC theaters in

the malls, have started to tap into this resource. Pleasant

Street has been doing it the longest.

Because of the relatively small seating capacity (there

are a total 170 seats between the upper and lower

showcases), the managers are obligated to find films that

are likely to be popular. Unlike a theater belonging to

a large cinema chain, an independent theater can

guarantee the film's distributors only modest profits. This

makes film rental a gamble, and films must be chosen

with a specific audience in mind.

The audience, surprisingly enough, is usually connected

to the Five College area, such as faculty, administration

members and. yes, even students. In fact, students form

a large part of the Pleasant Street audience, so Morrison

and Pini make it a point to keep interesting films

circulating.

Since the smaller theater on the lower level costs so lit-

tle to maintain, they can usually afford to show rarer films

while also showing more mainstream films upstairs. In

the end. this means a wider variety of films.

LAST YEAR WE SKIED

KILLINGTON
STOWE

STRATTON
MAGIC
OKEMO

SNOW
MAD RIVER GLEN
SUGARBUSH

VAIL

BERKSHIRE EAST

THIS YEAR COME SKI

WITH US
UNIVERSITY OF MASS SKI CLUB

20th ANNIVERSARY

430 STUDENT UNION
545-3735

MEMBERSHIP TABLE LOCATED ON CAMPUS CENTER CONCORSE
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DrSTINGUISHED VISTOR'S PROGRAM PRESENTS

RALPH NADER

"Budget Cuts in Education"

Thursday, Oct. 4 at 8:OOPM
Bowker Auditorium

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
FAC BOX OFFICE

OR
AT THE DOOR

r"Raplh Nader gave a powerful and entertaining presenta-

Ition! It was a joy to watch a person who is so Immersed in

Ihis work... Mr Nader is gracious with his time and no question

[will go unanswered! Great Show!!

University of Texas-Arlington

FREE rrrm
distinouished

Visitors program

^SKffi^'"^ '-*^iS*V *Vi.*TJ ftfl

lARMY/NAVY SALE
Sponsored By: Zeta Psi

Zeta Psi ZV Amherst Drop Zone

With: Amherst Drop Zone

at: Student Union Ballroom

October 3-5/Mon.-Wed.
9-5 p.m. 3 Days Only

Plus: 4 additional Vendors

with...
And
Surpius
Surplus
Surplus

women 's soccer still unbeaten
continued from page 1

With this shuttling in of fresh bodies,

UMass was finally able to break out in the

second half. But it wasn't until there was
15 minutes to play that the Minutewomen
finally got the game-winner.

Michelle Powers crossed a corner kick to

the far left into the goal mouth, where

April Kater headed it past Crusader

goalkeeper Sarah Porell, giving UMass the

win.

Friday night's win was a bit more
dramatic than yesterday's. After playing

scoreless well into the second half, UMass
and the host Lady Knights traded late se-

cond half goals before the Minutewomen
tallied in overtime for a 2 1 win.

UMass had its chances to break into the

scoring column early on, including shots by

Powers and Michelle Woodside that got

foiled at the last moment.

Woodside would later capitalize, knock-

ing home a loose ball rebound off a corner

kick. The original shot was blocked, but

bounced out to Woodside, who left-footed a

shot from about 18 yards out that the

goalkeeper couldn't handle.

UMass held the lead until late in regula

tion when Nicki Hoekstra, a former player

of Rudy's at the University of Central

Florida, took a corner kick above the zone

defense and headed it past goalkeeper

Carla DeSantis, only the second goal that

DeSantis has allowed all season.

"I think Carla lost it in the lights. She
misjudged it." Rudy said.

However, UMass would get it back in the

overtime on a pretty goal. Kater made a

through run and Sue Gaudette hit a perfect

ball into the penalty area, which forced the

keeper out opposition. Kater hit it and the

goalie blocked it, but freshman Theresa

"Clint" Eastmond crossed in from the right

flank and one-touched it to Powers who, ac-

cording to Rudy, "sky-walked," making
about a 25-inch vertical leap to head it in-

to the far corner.

That goal marked the second victory of

the year for UMass over the Lady Knights.

The Minutewomen had opened the season

with a 2 win over Rutgers at the Rhode
Island Tournament.

But this time Rutgers was a different

team.

"It seems tht everybody is getting up for

us," Rudy said. "They played harder and

mure physical, plus there wa.-* the turf. I'm

glad the field was large."

Among everything else, Rudy believes

playing on the fake stuff was a big problem

for his team.

"I'll tell you this right now, no turf next

year. I don't care who it is," Rudy said. "It's

ludicrous. We can't train on it. It's just a

killer."

Rudy and his team will be glad to final-

ly be getting home to real grass and the

friendly confines of Boyden Field tomor-

row, when they will host the University of

New Hampshire.

"New Hampshire will be ready for us,"

Rudy said. "But if we can pull off winning

four games in seven days, we can do

anything."
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u role playing games
YOUR FAVORITE COMIC BOOKS

HORROR AND MOVIE

MAGAZINES
BASEBALL CARDS

& POSTERS
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"You deserve some Time Out.
Notebooks, pads
Jewelry
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Join us for Monday

Night Football

} DALLAS COWBOYS VS I

ItNEW ORLEANS SAINTS I

FREE HOT DOGS

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consxmier Law •
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Second Semester Freshmen Women
and older are invited to rush on:

Monday, Oct. 3 at 6:30

Tuesday, Oct. 4 at 6:30

Wednesday, Oct. 5 at 6:30

Delta Zeta Sorority

11 Phillips St., Amherst
For niort' information, call Suo Pfeffer at 253 9916
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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"Hey! Ernie Wagner! I haven't seen you
In. what's it been — 20 years? And hey -

you've still got that thing growin' outta

your head that looks like a Buicki"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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The first graphics board meeting will

be held at 4:30 p.m., TODAY.
This is mandatory for all

night graphics staff.

If you have a time conflict

contact Marc or Wendy Rae at 545-3500.

Supervisors must show up at 4:15.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Ediicd by Trud< Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Consent
6 Hold tight

10 Auditor,

tor short

13 Roam atxxA
14 Absolutely tirst

rate

1

5

Amtrak ei ai

16 Ibsen play

18 Squeal'

19 Sandpipers

20 Qualrty o*

naturalness

22 Squid s squin

23 Cancel
24 Pinches

25 Times gone by
27 I Married

Adventure'

author

Johnson
30 Savage island s

other name
32 Takes back
35 Larry Shur

comedy with

The
36 Quito s location

39 Habilitates

41 Diva jenny
42 Place not to be

caugni
44 Action sutlm

45 Compass pt

46 Org ol creative

people

50 Essayist s

pseudonym
52 Mimic

55 The Greatest

56 Carried out

59 Faucet lauit

60 Possesses
61 O NeiM play

63 Diamond
arbiter tor

shon
64 Auber|ono)S

ol TV
65 Scarac beetle

66 Neon
67 Hebrew dry

measure
66 Modiiied

DOWN
1 Goddess ol

wisdom

2 Plato and
Hippocrates,

•8
3 To-dos
4 Whitney

5 Actress Terry

6 Elaborate

carving on
motding

7 Vanquish

8 Small measure
9 Large white

duck
10 Spookier

11 Heat
12 Implores

13 Runway
17 Parent

21 Lightweights

23 Employed
2« Second-hand

car. eg
28 Make a — (try)

29 Dog star

31 Book peocxe
Abbr

33 Soft sounds
34 Canine

comments

36 High note

37 3-D Wm
38 Lets go
40 Ruler. Circa

1917

43 Boxing weight

47 This holds

water
48 Having wmgMte

toes, as a bai

49 Tom s lather

51 Houston pro

53 Legume
54 Order ol a sort

56 Mobster
57 Attention

getter

58 Recent Comb
form

59 CanrKXi of

pictures

62 Greek letter
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Menu
Lunch

Pizza

Fish in Batter/

Tarter Sause

Dinner

Corned Beef/Steamed
Cabbage/Horseraddish

Sweet and Sour

Chicken Fingers

Basics Laock

Bulgar and Bean Salad

Pizza

Basics Dinner

Cheese Spinach Squares

Sweet and Sour

Chicken Fingers

Weather

TodaY: 80 percent chance of rain, high in tnc 60s

Tonight: Qoudy and cold, low in the 40s

Tomorrvw: aoudy with a chance of showers, high near 60

TODAYS STAFF
Nlfht Editor Matt Gerke

Copy Editor Yana Dlugy

Layout Technician Pedro Perierra

Photo Technician Andrew Rist

Prodactlon Supervisor Rob Levine

Prodoctlon:....Wendy Rae, Britt. Terry, Tricia, Nicole,

Liane and Matt's Warebound .

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor ia Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

Robert CiappencIU

Baslacss Maaagcr

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Marc Infield

Prodactlon Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert CiappenelU

BdslMss Manager

Daniel Munroc
Finance Manager

Todd Fruhbcls

Clfcnlntion Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Dcbra Botzcnhart

Advertising Manager

Mary HttYgcnt
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football
continued from page 16

In the first drive of the second half, traihng 27 20,

UMass marched to the B.U. lyard line before Palazzi

threw an interception in the end zone.

But three drives later, UMass safety Vaughn Williams

intercepted a JeflfSchuman pass and returned it 17 yards.

UMass then drove to the Terrier 15-yard line before Silvio

Bonvini nailed a 33-yard field goal to make it 27 23.

On the second play afler the kickoff. Charron hit

Schuman, causing a fumble and John McKeown. a game

captain along with Chip Mitxrhell and Bill Buttler,

recovered. ____^ -

"They were bigger than we were on both sides of the

ball," B.U. coach Chris Palmer said. "Our kids hung in

in the first half but by the thirdTquarter they started to

wear us down."
After a Palazzi-to-Dimitri Yavis completion, Smellie car

ried five straight times before Palazzi ran in from the

7-yard line to give the Minutemen a 30-27 lead.

The UMass defense forced the Terriers to punt after

three plays following the kickoff, and, after a 22-yard

return by Jerome Bledsoe, UMass was on its way.

Tailback Steve Olson scored on an 8-vard run to make

it 37-27 with 10:29 to go in the fourth quarter, before an
interesting set of circumstances led to the Minutemen's
final score.

aEK aqe aos aoc aos acK ace aoE XE ^
The COINS 1988-1989

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES
presents

The Society of Mind

a talk by

*

Yavis boomed a 77-yard punt (another UMass record),

which was returned to the Terrier 15, and on the next

play, Steve Brothers hit new B.U. quarterback Walter

Norton, causing a fumble that Charron pounced on. Four

plays later, Palazzi scored from the 1.

"David had his moments but he's still our leader, '
Reid

said. "I still have great confidence and trust in him. He
made the big plays when he had to."

In the first half, neither team made the big plays, but

B.U. made fewer mistakes and ended the half with the

lead.

"I think the ground had more carries than anyone else

in the first half." Palazzi joked.

B.U. took advantage of the mistakes to build a seven-

point lead, but found out that wasn't enough against

UMass.
"It's kind of scary if we can win a game like this," Palaz-

zi said. "Imagine what we could do if we did everything

right."

Marvin L. Minsky

Donner Professor of Science

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

4:00 p.m., Tuesday, October 4, 1988

120 School of Management building

Dr. Minsky, one ofthe original pioneers in artificial intelligence, is a member

[ of the National Academy of Sciences, former president of the American

n Association for Artificial Intelligence, and a founder of MIT's Artificial

IntelUgence Lab. He will speak on his theory of intelligence, which is based on

a society of independent agents.

New Incoming Students

You have until

October 20th
to get your Health Questionnaire

and Immunization informc-fion

to the University Health Services.

State law requires all Inccrning

Freshmen, Sophomores and

Juniors to have this done before

arriving on campus. If your

immunization information fails •

to reach University Health

Services on time, you wii' NOT
be able to pre-register second

semester and may be
academically withdrawn.

Your high school health office/

nurse or doctor's office should

have this information for you!

TAKE A BITE OUT OF THE BIG APPLE!
ByFlying WestoverAir for the BigAppleBreakaway

Westover Air tlys non-stop round trips between Westover Metropolitan Airport in

Chicopee. MA to New York City's LaGuardia.

To introduce the Westover Air Service to the students of the Five College Area, all students

pay the regular one-way student fare of $59 and Westover Air will fly you back FREE of

charge.

$59 ROUND TRIP""
For reservations contact your travel agent or call Westover Air collect 1-593-9955

WESTOVER AIR

THE WESTOVER SHORTCUT

The Westover Metropolitan Terminal Building is only a short 30 minute dhve torn Amherst.

Take Rie 116 South and turn left on Rte . 33. Take a left at the 2nd Westover Air Force Base

rotary on to Westover Road, then right on to Padgette Street to the Westover Air Terminal

Or take Interstate 91 South to the Mass. Pike Take the Mass. Pike East to Exit 5 Chicopee.

turn left on Rte . 33. then right at the first rotary to Westover Road, and then right on Padgette

Street to the Westover Air Terminal Building. ^_

# Umited number of seats available. Tickets must be purchased in advance and are

non-refundable. Valid student I.D. necessary. Otter Good UntU October H
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field hockey splits a pair

continued from page 16

However, the fouling did not pay off for

the Black Bears, who gave up 12 penalty
corners on the afternoon. One foul about
half way through the first half gave UMass
a penalty corner which they capitalized on.

Senior Julie Stuart received a pass from
senior co-captain Ruth VasapoUi on the

resulting play and beat Maine goalie Deb-
bie McSweeney to give the Minutewomen
a 1-0 lead at 18:00 of the first half

And that is all that UMass senior

goaltender Cindy Cox needed as she went
on to record her seventh shutout of the

year, posting eight saves for the game.
The Minutewomen carried a slim 1-0 lead

into halftime but in the second half added
an insurance goal at 7:06 when they pick-

ed up another goal on a penalty corner as

junior Mara Fratassio beat McSweeney (20

saves) to give UMass a 2-0 lead. Stuart

assisted on the play.

Sophomore Elise McDevitt extended that

lead to 3-0 when she scored, unassisted, at

24:06 of the second half The Minutewomen
outshot the Black Bears 31-11 in the game.

On Friday, freshman Maaike Hilbrand's

goal with 59 seconds left in the first over-

time lifted Old Dominion to a 1-0 win over

UMass at Totman Field. ODU is now 9-0.

The Minutewomen had several oppor-

tunities to win this game in regulation but

UMass either just missed finishing off a

play or were turned away by a great save

from sophomore goalie Kathy Fosina.

The Minutewomen received two excellent

chances to score when they drew two penal-

ty strokes, one in the first half and one in

the second.

On the first stroke with about 2:38 left

in the first half, junior Kathy DeAnKeli«!

unloaded a shot that was headed toward
the upper left hand corner of the Lady
Monarch goal before Fosina picked it off.

The officials awarded UMass another
stroke with 16:31 left in the second half

when DeAngelis was tripped as she walk-
ed in on Fosina.

But DeAngelis, who has converted on a
majority of her strokes this season, sent the

ball wide left on the penalty shot.

"I'm disappointed that we didn't tie or

win because we had our chance," Hixon
said. "We had a lot of chances. But at this

point if you have to take a loss, this is a

good loss."

Old Dominion hardly outplayed the

Minutewomen in the 80 minute game. The
shots were about even, the Lady Monau-chs
holding a slight 14-13 edge. Cox and Fosina

both made 10 saves.

ODU drew 10 penalty corners as oppos-

ed to six for UMass but the Minutewomen
actually had more scoring opportunities as

Stuart tested Fosina on a number of PC's.

The Monarchs on the other hand, with the

UMass defense charging at them, failed to

handle the incoming pass on almost every

play.

But if the Minutewomen did get one
thing out of this game, it was the con-

fidence that they can stay right with the

top teams in the country. ODU has played
the University of North Carolina, the

University of Maryland, and the Univer-

sity of Iowa, all of which have been rank-

ed in the top ten in the country this season.

Old Dominion coach, Beth Anders was im-

pressed with UMass to say the least.

"I think right now, ever>'thing is up for

grabs," Anders said. "I think we have five

or six teams that are really fighters."

Challenge Cup Tournament
continued from page 16

Freshman Brett Anthony waited until

the second overtime period of Saturday's

contest to score the first goal of his eight

game UMass career, teaming with Hanks
to down the Mountaineers of West
Virginia.

After 100 minutes and 45 seconds of

scoreless play, Anthony capitalized on

goalie Mark Batchelder's inability to

hang on to the ball on a close range shot

by Hanks, steering the rebound across the

goal line. The Minuteman defense, keyed

by the return of senior goaltender Sam
Ginzburg, held firm through the final

nine minutes of frantic play to preserve

the shutout.

Club Sports Roundup
The Collegian welcomes submissions from any and all

club sports to be featured in the Club Sports Roundup.
The information need not be in story form, but merely

results or other information about a particular team or

event. A name and telephone number must be included

in case we need to contact someone for clarification or

mor^information.
The informtion can either be sent to the Collegian via

Campus Mail or handed in directly at 113 Campus
Center. Either way, all corresjKJndence should be ad-

dressed to the Club Sports Writer.

All submissions must be r^eived to the sports desk

by Monday at 2 p.m. in order to be included in the roun-

dup for that week.
The Collegian offers this as a service to those clubs who

ordinarily do not receive regular coverage.

Auto

iCctrtcr

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

Ho. Pfmi^rft
Um* M«m C'»«'< C»*«« Afr*»i*«
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WHAT IF YOU
Dorrr get
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other

schools But why settle''

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

and their chances of

be ing admitted into theu

first-choice schools Fad
is. noone has helped

students score higher*

OTHeR COURSES MCAT, DAT, NQEX. NTE, CPA, BAR REVIEW, & OTHEKS

LSAT classes begin: Oct. 1

1

GRE classes begin: Oct. 13
GMAT classes begin: Oct. 19

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780
Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

AcnvmES'Auoio
AUTO FOR SAl£ • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINIWCNT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE •POUND
Hap WANTED 'LOST

CLASS RED
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 1 13 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) » DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

INSTRUCnON • MCTORCYLOfS
PERSONALS •»©€ WANTH)
RCERS NEEDED •^RVCES

ROOMATE WAITED • TRAVE
WANTED •SUBLET

CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS: Internship Plan

ning Session tor Spring or Summer Intern

ships Tuesday, October 4lh Tobin 304
4-5pm

LOUSY AT CHESS? So are «ve Beginners

welcome Tuesday evening* CC 7 00pm
Room posted at mlo desh Free
membershipi

ATTENTToN: PflE-MED, nursing, public

health, and other Health Science majors

The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
is holding a meeting lor all those interested

n Student Health issues Rm 302 at 5 15,

Oct 4 Gam valuable experience

FOR A OOOO TIME CAU

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENTTDisc
jockeys and large screen video dances
Oonns/organizalions 256^26

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS free delivery CaH RftP

253-9742

Beautiful one bedroom condo in

Northampton nice community
spacious, great lor couple-River Run
Condos. $510 a month Call Rick at

2S3-2124 leave message

UNION VIDEO CENTER- Creative

energetic people w'or w'oui video e»-

perience tor News Producer job. word pro-

cessing, and cat>le assistant Room 216

Student Union now

SGA COMMUNICATIONS <s hiring graphic

antsfs Workstudynooworkstudy Students

ol any nationality or race encouraged to

apply Applications at 304 SUB AA/EOE

GREENPEACE THE international en-

vironmental organization is hiririg lor our

lundraiing/public outreach staff Pick your

own days M-Sun 2pm- 10pm Call 256- 1 439

MOTORCYCLES

SUZUKI TS 250 runs great S400 BO
256-4162

19B) KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet.

cover shieU $650 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES. Experienced

and novice Will Iram Amherst Youth

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

• NOMINATION PAPERS ARE NOW * FOR SALE
• available lor ALL Senate seats Pick

,^^^i^-^yi-;ii;x^ii.er;..~;4t..i;i^ ./..n~ir
•up your papers on 420 Student Union

• BEARCAT • CHAJWEL handheld »c«iner

Nomination papers are due on • 2 antennas 256-8274 Jeff

Odober 6lh at 12 00pm The election " _ ii^sr^.Tiii; t-jh^ .a^. »..- . ..
•will be held on Tuesday October 11th • M MERCURY LYNX **< M«""?^,»«-

cellent condition, new pioneer cassette.

new tires $3300/BO 549-5470/586-1975

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part in dissec- (ask lor David)

tion if Its against vou ethics Animal rights „,_^i^ VnSiTSo ^/i. p»<!Ti 'wodoi
coalition n4els Vhurs 4pm SU306 ?^*^!.'^''."*^m„^ f^^/Ilhrvfrt24pin 1 5 internal fonts & bdd/itaiic very

expandable Warranty 256-8274 Jeff

AUTO FOR SALE

1913 NISSAN STANZA 79000 miles

$3500 Call Julia at 549-7917

MOTOBECANE TOURING BIKE, Shimano

Components, excelleni condition. $220 or

BO. Oave 54fr8346

1977 BUICK SKYLARK, 60 000 miles, in

e«cellent condition must sell $800. BO Cad
546-8948. leave message

GOOD APT FURN BEDS, dressefs. chaifs.

etc Corn Van Meier Or & Hartman Rd (olf

E Pleasant SI) 9/24 9-4 (Sun il ram)

19U PLYMOUTH STATION WAOON
Power steering, A/C. am/lm stereo, runs

very weU-$950 or BO Matt 665-4431

1979TOYOTA CELIC/k- EKCelienl condi

tion One owner $1700 253 7753
•vefilngs

CHILD CARE NEEDED

YAMAHA SRX ISO Sport bike. 5 months

old $1,500. includes lull facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-5664212

PIONEER WMlTtEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

FURNITURE

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

agM 3 and 1 $4 50/hour Near Leverett

center. 10 mm lor UMASS Child Ed ma
(or would be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

DESPERATELY SEEKING STUDENTS

iMVlRdl«lENtAL JOiS
Full/part time

$404eo/day
Help reduce toxic coolaminalion

Can Terry 256-6434

QUALITY NEW RUNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

txK)kcases tables and iriore Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

BiH or Oarnn V" ^"—

YOU'RE HIRED AT Reliable Many open

ings available in your area 527-0700

KLUSKAVE

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and

lighting system for many occaaiona-

Klubkave DJ Services 5484518

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SPRING 1989 INTERSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center Gel hands-on experience

in the legal lield-work directly with at-

torneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience m
legal proMaaion nacefary-Traming provid-

ed Oeadlirw to begin applicalion process

ir 'November 7-Contacl Legal Services to-

day. 545-1995, 922 Campos Center

LOST

I LOisrrMV~WALLETT so call me if you find

It All the stufi inside says "Karen Klaiber"

all over it Please, please call 6-4965

LOST-SET OF keys w/Oodge keychain II

fourtd call 6-7174 for reward

KEYS WITH INITIAL KEYchain APR If

found please call Jen at 546-7746

MANNY AND FREDDIE FOR SAMMY:
Don't forget you have dinner plans with an

old fnend on Tuesday at 5 30 Call me at

tfie house M

OPEN SOROWTY RUSH lota OaminaUp-
silon You've got to love It Monday Dinner

Rush 5 1 5pm If you are inlerMMd but can-

not make it call 2564874 before monday

COLlJorWEEkENO^nMontreal Trom
$39 November 11 13 CaH 617-324-5000

COLLEOE^VEBC^ND November 11-13

SOT SOAP OPERA MARATHONI
Because these are tfw Days of our Live*

"

arxl you only have Orw Life to Live" before

you go on 10 Another World slop by bet-

ween 1 and 4pm Tues Oct 4 or Wed Oct
5 Sigma Delta Tau 409 N Pleasant St

Call 545-0527 lor mora information

IF ANYONE SEES Mary G from DZ. con
gratulate her for turning legal Sat Look out

uptown' Happy birttKlay Mom. Love Roach.

Katy. A Manaaa The quad rulaa'

FRED. I DID NOT mean to hurl you I'll

always want to be your friend Let's talk

soon' Love. Fred

SERVICES

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. One
on one. five hours daily, family livino

seminars field trips, gam 16 credits CXE
Box 11264 Milwaukee. Wl 53211
(414)372-5570

ABLE 'TYPIST, basic editing, competitive
rates, decent location 253-5202

HAPPY 20«« birtt«day< Love youDAVE-
Mary

OPEN RUSH- KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA All

second semester freshman and older in-

vited Please call 545-0320 lor mor info

HAPPY SMURFDAYI Love your admirers
andOZ<

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from
$39 November 11-13 Cal 549-1949

RIC- YOU PUT A smile on my lace and love

in my hearti Happy birttiday' Here's to

many more birtfidays together All my tove.

Linda

LOU. HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! (Thumb-
indei-pinky) always' all my love. Micfiele

HAPPV'MRTHDAY ALYSSAI I will knre

always. Matt

WANTED

BAND SEEKNG SINGER male/female IN-

EL Van morrison. Natalie Mercfient. Etc
Call 585-0915 eves Laava massage

HELP WANTED

DO YOU KNOW what that «?
NOBODY

What do you mean nobody

BURGANOY QANT FRAMES in black

leather case Lost approx 9/19 $25 reward

If returned Call Duke • 253-9032

GOLD miflAL RING. letters~JAM Lost

somewhere near Southwest Pyramids
Reward 6-8742

MOPCDS

DELWE TOUBLE-iEAtER IM^
Reliable economical, inexpensive ai«d fun

Call evenings 584-5425

TO GRETCHEN • KAREN: Though I

haven't been around lately. I want you guys
to know how much I care' You guys were
always lf>ere for support. I hope you realize

how much you have helped me I tove you
guys'" Love your long lost Inend. Beth

CONGRATS TO ThE^NEW ZETA PSI

PLEDGES. Look lorward to an incredible

semester

YO^JAKEtl What it a. what it could be
Thanks for betng my big brottier We'll have

Ions of fun -you can count on it' Luv. your

little SIS Karen

HEY O.B~To a great semester-IH be the

best little sister' PUPPY

STEFANI: CALUonT write 10 aat up
733339-8687' Tatepbone man

ATfENTKM UMASSI Tomorrow is Debbie
Netussy's birthday Please take note

HAVENT FOilNO THE RKJHT sorooty tor

you'' Come to Tri Sig Open Rush Oct
17.18.19 Try Sigma

SOUTHWEST* ANNUAL BATTLE OF
THE BANDS. Applications are available

outside the SWAG office m Hampden Stu-

dent Center Tapes due 10-14-88

CHRIS. KYMBO. ALISA. JESS AND OB
Thanks lor an awesome weekef>d Lets do
It again soon' Buddha and Annie sorry

about tfie fish, Man hope you feel better

sorry atx>ul waking you Deb Love you aM
Ang

PICTURES NEEDED

HELP MEI I NEED good pK:lureslor JB's
ads Must not be obscene Please bring

down to the CoHagian, 1 13 Campus Canlar

RIDE WANTED

CHARLIE- PEER HEALTH met 9/24

Leadership Conlerence WouM Itke to talk

Elizabeth

MARY CHESTNUT HAPPY BIRTHOAV!
We love youl From the Witches Joyce ft

Bon

GOING TO SYRACUSE? I II pay all your

gas expenses if you'll give me a lift this

weekend Call Susan 6-9864

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMATEliVANTEOlo share a

or>e bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior II interested please call Beth at

665-4550

2~l00MATES~NEEDED to share
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking call 256-0264
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SPORTS

Minutemen assault Boston U., 44-27
Palazzi sets records; defense comes alive
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team went through a metamorphosis

Saturday at halftime of its game against

Boston University.

In the second half, the offense returned

to normal and the defense played like it

hadn't yet this season, and the two were

more than enough to offset a horrible first

half and allow UMass to defeat the Ter-

riers, 44-27, at Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium.

The Minutemen remain undefeated at

2-0 in the Yankee Conference and improve

to 3 1 overall. BU drops to 1-2 in the con-

ference and 1-3 overall.

UMass lost four fumbles in the first half,

had a punt partially blocked, senior

quarterback Dave Palazzi threw an in-

terception that was returned 35 yards, and

kicker Silvio Bonvini missed an extra

point.

im not sure I've ever seen a poorer first

half from every standpoint," UMass head

coach Jim Reid said. "And at halftime, I

told them I didn't think we were going to

win. But people stepped forward and we

decided it was time to put up or shut up."

But m the second half UMass played like

a team that deserves to be tied with

Villanova for first place in the conference.

"We were hit hard by the flu last week

and our timing may have been off in the

beginning." Reid said. "But I honestly feel

conditioning won out in the end."

That and the UMass defense, which sur-

rendered just five first downs while shut-

ting the Terriers out during the second

half. UMass allowed just 37 yards rushing,

none in the second half.

•We just practiced better this week. We
said to ourselves 'This can't go on,'" senior

defensive tackle Dan Charron said of the

defense's problems. "That got us going

emotionally and it's always easy to get up
for a conference game."

Charron was charged up, and contributed

three tackles and two pass deflections,

recovered a fumble and caused .mother.

Inside linebacker George Karelas led

UMass in tackles with 10, and also broke

up a pass and recovered a fumble

"The entire defense played great,"

Karelas^aid. "I don't think we were that

bad in the first half but we adjusted at

halftime and really got the job done."

The offense also got the job done in the

second half, scoring 24 points to come from

behind and win it.

The news was not so much that the of-

fense rolled, since UMass has scored at

least 44 points in three of its four games.

But they did it Saturday without the ser-

vices of the starting fullback David Mit-

chell and backup Jim Pastorick, who both

left the game in the first half with leg

injuries.

But sophomore Duncan McRae filled in

more than adequately.

"Duncan McRae has never opened his

mouth about being the No. 3 fullback,"

Reid said. "When we get an injury, we need

another man to step forward and be accoun-

table. Duncan did a tremendous job. He
blocked well on blitzes and gave us some
big runs."

Tailback Kevin Smellie also helped pick

up the load in the second half and finished

with 117 yards rushing and a touchdown.

And Palazzi. who struggled in the first

half, finished 20-of38 for 260 yards, a

touchdown and two interceptions.

Palazzi also broke two UMass career

records Saturday, for total offense (was

4898, now 5084 1 and completions (was 316,

now 324). Both records were held by Peil

Pennington, who was the UMass quarter

back from 1971-73.

"I got down on myself a little in the first

half," Palazzi said. "But we just stuck with

it. That's what this team does. And if we

keep doing that, we'll be all right."

continued on page 14

ColleKian photo by Andrew Ri»t

Defensive tackle Dan Charron prepares to maul B.U. quarterback Jim

Schuman. Charron forced a fumble on this play, a big turning point in

the 44-27 UMass win.

UMass falls

to ODU, but
tops Maine

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

After a heartbreaking overtime loss on Friday, the

University of Massachusetts' field hockey team rebound-

ed yesterday with a 3-0 shutout of the University of

Maine.
The Minutewomen's unbeaten streak was broken on

Friday by top ranked Old Dominion University. After

yesterday's victory over the Black Bears, UMass' record

stands at 8-1.

Making the six hour trip to Maine took its toll on

Minutewomen who were ranked fourth in the country

by the NCAA coming into this weekend.

"We didn't have much legs today because of our lack

of our recovery time from Friday's game," UMass coach

Pam Hixon said.

Maine, now 2-3, was not going to make things easy for

the Minutewomen. The Black Bears play only con

tributed more to the fatigued UMass team.

"Maine is a physically tough team," Hixon said. "They

foul alot."

Men's soccer beats West Virginia
and Siena in UM Challenge Cup
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

While the Terriers of Boston University emerged from

this weekend's Massachusetts Challenge Cup soccer tour-

nament with the silver dish and armfuls of gold

medallions, the University of Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team came away with a pair of victories over West

Virginia and Siena, an improved record in the Atlantic

10 (2-1 overall. 1-1 vs. the AlO East), silver medallions

for the trophy case, and a host of well-fed and' well-

entertained parents and alumni.

The homecoming party lifted the spirits of the

Minutemen. who were desperately in need of a boost

following last week's 0-3 road outing to Dartmouth, Ver-

mont and Yale. By beating A-10 rival West Virginia 1-0

in double overtime Saturday, then recovering to down
Siena 2-0 yesterday afternoon, UMass improved its

season's record to 5-4.

The Terriers, who entered the tournament as the No.

18 ranked team in the nation, blanked Siena 3-0 on Satur-

day, then outgunned the Mountaineers 4-1 yesterday

afternoon. By besting the Minutemen in the overall scor-

ing department, B.U. was awarded the tournament title.

Sophomore Carl Hanks was responsible for both of the

allies in yesterday's effort against Siena, as the

Minutemen applied steady, and at times cautious,

pressure on the defense of the visiting Indians. Hanks
burst through the defensive freeze with an opportunistic

goal in each half of play, breaking the ice on what had

been a scoreless season for the aophmore forward.

At the 24:38 mark of the first half midfielder Michael

Mugavero placed the ball behind a pair of Siena

defensemen on a throw in, where Hanks beat goaltender

Carlos Duran with a hook slide and poked the ball into

the net. The goal left the Minutemen with a 1-0 lead.

Hanks waited through an hour of play before adding his

second goal of the season to the scoreboard. With just 1:41

left on the clock, Hanks redirected a ricochet offDuran's

back through the goalposts after Duran was unable to hold

a scorching long distance drive ofT the foot of freshman

Darren Stone.

Though the Minutemen outshot their guests by a 32-8

margin, coach Jeff Gettler expressed frustration that his

squad capitalized just twice.

"We need to be more committed to really go to goal,"

said Gettler. "Sometimes we're not direct enough, and we
certainly weren't urgent enough in a lot of our play . .

. we really needed to make the ball move quicker."

Gettler did reserve praise, however, for Hanks and

Mugavero, referring to both of their contributions as

"outstanding." continued on page 16

Volleyball dumped byGW in three

Collegian photo by Andrew Hist

Goalie Cindy Cox makes a save in Friday's

1-0 loss to Old Dominion. _____

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

There aren't very many good things to say about the

University of Massachusetts volleyball team's loss against

host George Washington University on Friday.

By losing in three straight games, 5-15, 7 15, 7-5 the

Minutewomen (9-1) were convicingly handed their first

defeat of the year. "This was the first match of the

season where we played terribly. But we are not going

to dwell on it, we are going to take it from here," UMass
coach Carol Ford said.

The loss is by no means catasophic for UMass even

though it was the first Atlantic 10 match of the year. The

problem i?the Minutewomen have played brilliantly

through the front-nine of the season, so what happened

on Friday?

"It was basically our passing. We had no passing — no

offense," Ford said.

"Even on defense, we were digging so close to the net

that we couldn't get our passing on track," Ford said.

And the numbers tell the story. UMass could only gather

20 kills (registering a negative .090 hitting efficiency), no

blocks, and 12 service errors in the entire match. No
UMass player had more than five kills. "We have a lot

of things to clean up, because it won't get any easier after

this," Ford said. "It started off from the very first serve

with no passing. We were never in the game. We can't

be starting slow. They didn't do anything fancy. We just

didn't do anything in return. When we did pass well, they

had some errors. It was a very quick match."

The only new wrinkle the Colonials added against

UMass was the "Slide"— where the GW hitters would hit

from behind the setter, but Ford said she didn't think the

slide affected the outcome.

The Minutewomen will have a chance to redeem the GW
loss this Friday when they travel to Olean N.Y. to play

A-10 opponent St. Bonaventure University.

That will give UMass five days to erase George

Washington from its minds and prepare for the Bonnies.

"I'm glad we have the time off. We have a lot to do this

week," Ford said.
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Shuttle returns from sucessful mission
By The Associated Press

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif.

— Discovery's five astronauts streaked

out of orbit to a triumphant, flag-waving

desert landing yesterday after a

remarkably smooth post-Challenger flight

that "resumed the journey" of Americans

into space.

"Roger Discovery, welcome back. A
great ending to the new beginning," Mis-

sion Control's Blaine Hammond told the

crew after Commander Frederick Hauck
guided the 97 ton shuttle to a pinpoint

touchdown on the center line of hard-

packed sand runway.
Touchdown came exactly on target at

9:37 a.m. PDT, ending a 1.68 million-mile

voyage that lasted four days, one hour and

57 seconds.

Two loud sonic booms crackled over the

California desert as Discovery descended

through blue skies to the cheers of more

than 300,000 spectators many of them

waving American flags. The music of the

Star-Spangled Banner played over

loudspeakers.

Hauck waved a giant American flag

himself as he and his crew left the shut-

tle 55 minutes later, walking down a

ramp decorated with six smaller flags.

They were greeted by Vice President

George Bush and senior NASA officials,

and after posing for photographs they

gave Bush a walk-around tour of the shut-

tle, which looked virtually unscathed

from the fiery re-entry.

The textbook landmg capped a com

eback mission that marked America's

return to manned spaceflight afler an

absence of 32 months. The flight had

begun tensely last Thursday when the

$1.5 billion shuttle soared off its launch

pad powered by a pair of the booster

rockets that were redesigned after they

were blamed for Challenger explosion.

Those new rockets, and just about

everything else on this shakedown flight,

performed splendidly.

The shuttle crew took time on Sunday

to deliver a eulogy to the crew of the shut-

tle Challenger which exploded on liftoff

32 months ago, saying, "At this moment
our place in the heavens makes us feel

closer to them than ever before."

Said astronaut John M. Lounge, "It's

good to be back to where they wanted to

go so badly.
"

Gathered in Discovery's middeck in

front of a photograph of the Challenger

crew, the crew took turns reading the

statement they had written.

"Today, up here where the blue sky

turns to black we can say at long last to

Dick, Mike, Judy, to Ron and El, and to

Christa ang Greg: 'Dear friends we have

resumed the journey that we promised to

continue for you. Dear friends, your loss

has meant that we can confidently begin

anew Dear friends, your spirit and your

dreams are still alive in our heart.'"

The seven who died aboard Challenger

were Richard Scobee, Michael Smith,

Judith Resnick, Ronald McNair, Ellison

Onizuka, Christa McAuliflTe and Gregory

Jarvis.

TOUCHDOWN! — The space shuttle Discovery lands yesterday

morning at Edwards Air Force Base in California. The Discovery

was the first shuttle mission flown since the Challenger disaster.

Station draws fire from Washington residents
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Although the fledgling police sub-station in Washington

Residence Hall is trying to learn how to fly, students are

fighting to kill the animal before it leaves its nest.

The sub-station, placed in the lobby of Washington

Saturday but not officially opened, is drawing heavy flak

from residents of the Southwest dormitory.

Spearheading the attack against the sub-station is Jeff

Filipov, 23-year-old 14th floor resident of Washington

Tower. He said he wants more student signatures the peti-

tion he started on Sept. 22, which already contains about

200.

Filipov said there were about 300 more signatures on

the petition but he neglected to obtain student identifica-

tion numbers with every endorsement.

"The administration is not in touch with the students.

The average student is not represented," Filipov said.

Last Wednesday Filipov confronted Executive Director

of Public Safety Arthur Hilson on student input and feed-

back concerning the sub-station's location.

Filipov asked Hilson if it was possible to construct a stu

dent survey which would give the administration an idea

of how students felt about having the sub-station in their

dormitory.

However, when Hilson proposed they set up a meeting

with Student Affairs Research and Evaluation Office

(SAREO) in order to utilize Project Pulse, a telephone poll

ing service, Filipov declined, saying he had other things

to do, Hilson said.

"When students have a concern I have no problems with

going out and facing them. That is the way I work. I like

to meet students at the front door, any time, any place,"

Hilson said.

The sub-station, if proven effective in its mission to pro-

mote a more positive image of the Public Safety Depart-

ment and improve police/student relations, is the forerun-

ner of sub-stations destined for each residential area.

A second section of the sub-station located on the 5th

floor ofWashington Tower will be used for meetings, train-

ing sessions and conferences with security personnel.

Together both segments of the sub station are part of

Hilson's PEACE program designed to educate and

enhance the performance ofthe Public Safety Department.

Filipov is afraid the administration will work from the

office "unnoticed " for a few weeks and then draw the con-

clusion that the station is being accepted, paving the way

for the other sub-stations.

Students were eager to respond to recent articles

published in this paper when contacted.

"I'd rather they (the police) not be here. It kind of defeats

the purpose of having freedom in your dormitory," said

first year Washington Tower resident Julie

Schmalenberger.

"It's intimidating. What happens ifwe come home from

a party stumbling around, do we get arrested? It's unfair.

I don't have a police station in my home. The whole thing

is aggravating and annoying," said junior 6th floor resi-

dent Andrea Wainer.

Most of the students contacted said that so far the sub-

station idea had not only failed in easing the tension bet-

ween police and students but has very likely opened the

gap wider.

Nader to speak tonight on education cuts
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Ralph Nader, whose name has become synonymous with

consumer advocacy, will speak tonight at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium.

Nader's topic will be "Budget Cuts in Education." His

1965 book Unsafe At Any Speed questioned the quality

and safety of many automobiles manufactured in the

United States. The book led to the recall of millions of

vehicles and helped make seat belts a standard safety

feature in automobiles.

The presentation is the first in the Distinguished

Visitors Program's fall lecture series. DVP Co-

Chairperson Patrick Berkley said Nader's topic is "per-

tinent to all members of a university community."

"Nader is persistent in his attempt for change. His at-

titude is 'If you don't like what you see, do something

about it.' Lots of people have good intentions for im-

provements, but for Mr. Nader, good intentions aren't

good enough. You need action. Nader epitomizes the belief

that one person can make a difference, " he said.

The University of Massachusetts Conservative Alliance

issued a press release yesterday announcing that it will

hold a press conference "at 12 noon denouncing the cam-

pus visit of Ralph Nader." The release stated that the con

ference will be held in the hall outside of the Minuteman

office in Student Union room 322, across from Earthfoods.

Alliance Chairman W. Greg Rothman is quoted in the

release as saying "Ralph Nader is one of the most vicious

and paranoid political activists in the country. At best he

is a self-promoting ideologue, at worst he is a hypocrit (sic).

We do not welcome him or his left-wing PIRGs on this

campus." Nader helped establish the nationwide network

of Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs) and the en-

vironmental watchdog organization.

Berkley said that Virginia Wesoloski, scheduling coor-

dinator for the Student Activities OfTice, did not give the

alliance prior approval for the conference.

Nader, 54, is a native of Winsted, Conn. He attended

Princeton University and Harvard Law School. His

testimony before a Senate investigating committee, along

with Unsafe At Any Speed, contributed to the passage of

the 1966 National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

In 1968, Nader founded the Center for the Study of

Responsive Law, which addressed such issues as health

hazards in mining, abuses in nursing homes and

misleading advertising.

Tickets are free and available at the Fine Arts Center

Box Office and at Bowker before the show. Consumer advocate Ralph Nader
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SC to hear vacation pay dispute

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme
Court said yesterday it will hear

arguments on a Massachusetts case ques

tioning whether state generally may pro-

secute employers for withholding accrued

vacation pay owed fired workers.

The Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts ruled last May that the

federal Employee Retirement Income

Security Act (ERISA) preempts state pro-

secution of a bank president accused of de-

nying vacation pay to two fired vice

presidents.

The vacation pay was part of the bank

employee benefit plan, and state are bar-

red by ERISA from using criminal laws to

enforce such plans, the state court said.

"We conclude that company policy pro-

viding for payments to employees upon

discharge of unused vacation time is an

employee welfare benefit plan within

ERISA." the state court said.

It added that the situation would be dif-

ferent if, for example, state officials alleg-

ed that an employer stole money form and

employee benefit plan. That type of miscon

duct would be subject to state laws pro

hibiting thievery, the state court said..

ERISA is designed to protect worker

benefits, but it differs from a criminal law

providing fines and jail terms for violators.

The Massachusetts court barred the pro

secution of Richard Morash, president of

the Yankee Bank for Finance and Savings.

The Yankee Companies Inc, in May 1984

acquired the financially troubled Home
Savings Bank.

Two vice presidents, Chrisopher Winslow

and William Tuttle, were fire a year later.

Winslow said the bank owed him $14,520

for 66 unused vacation days and Tuttle said

he was owed $11,146 fro 42 unused vaca-

tion days.

State prosecutors filed criminal charges

against Morash after he refused to pay

most of the money the two vice presidents

claimed they were owed.

Morash was accused of violating a state

law that applies specifically to employers

who do not pay wages to workers, including

vacation benefits. Such laws are preemp-

ted by ERISA, the Massachusets court

ruled.

HOSTAGES SHAKE HANDS - A reproduction of a photo released

to a Western news agency last night showing the four professors who

were kidnapped on Jan 24, 1987.

Two killed in recent police chase accidents
NEW BEDFORD, Mass (AP) - A New Bedford teenager

killed during the weekend was the second person to die

in circumstances involving a police chase in

Massachusetts in less than six weeks.

Richard A. Correia, 17, was pronounced dead at about

10:45 Saturday night at the intersection of Tarkiln Road

and Prescot Street, and the mother reportedly disputed

the police account of the accident.

State police said Correia was killed instantly when

thrown form his car and pinned under it after it collided

with the side of a state police cruiser that was chasing

a driver suspected of being drunk.

A passenger in Correia's car Kevin Flynn, 16 was ad-

mitted to St. Luke's Hospital, and State Trooper Howard
K. Eaton, 36, an eight-year veteran of the force, was
treated there and discharged.

On Aug 25, Daivd Gonzales. 23, of Acton was killed on

the Massachusetts Turnpike when his truck was hit by

an allegedly stolen car that had been chased by state and

other police and was gong the wrong was on the highway.

"He got clobbered by the cop," Nancy Correia, step

mother of Saturday night's victim, told the Standard

Times of New Bedford.

"If the cop had his sirens on, if he had slowed down,

Richie would still be alive today."

State Police Cpl. Joseph Howley said Eaton had turned

on the cruiser's sirens and warning lights while pursu-

ing a vehicle, which got away, and that Eaton slowed to

30 to 35 mph going through the intersection which has

no traffic lights or stop signs.

"The trooper did slow down for the intersection."

Howley said. "Another five feet and he would have been

through."

Reps claim 35K in expenses
BOSTON (AP) - State representatives have collected

nearly $35,000 in daily expense money since the House

last met formally almost three months ago, according to

expense records.

House members pocketed a total of $34,952 in so-called

per diem allowance since the recess began on July 16, the

Boston Herald reported today.

Of the 157 sitting representatives, 110 of them have col

lected per diem expenses averaging $317.75 per lawmaker

during the continuing break, the newspaper said. The

claims have ranged from one days expenses to 51 days.

"If they come in here, they are entitled to it," Al Frez

za, spokesman for House Speaker George Kerian. said to

day. "They have work to do here." Although the House

has not met formally sing delivering an $11.6 billion

budget to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis in July, representative

have been coming back to the Statehouse "taking care

of constituent work, dealing with issues important to their

districts and some are working on legislative commis

sions." Fezza said.
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So after vouv*" shown them anHirxi. show them what counts.

Don't miss the IBM l^/T Fair!
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REGION

Police arrest 60 for alcohol

violations over weekend

CoUrgian photo by Dondi Ahearn

STAIRS — Sophmore Journalism mtyor Anthony Muestrome.

Associate news position open
The Collegian is accepting applications for the position of associate news editor. Anyone

interested in applying should contact Rick Santos in the newsroom, located in room 113

of the Campus Center.

The application deadline is noon Friday.

The job entails writing on a daily basis and helping the news editor perform other duties.

The job requires a great time commitment. Experience is necessary.

Umass gets money for

worker learning program
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Secretary of Labor Paul Eustace yester-

day presented $43,500 to Chancellor

Joseph Duffey to fund the Workplace

Education Program at the University of

Massachusetts.

The program provides literacy services to

the employees of the University.

Eustace said the program so far has been

successful and encouraged people to take

advantage of it.

It gives employees "a little 'shot in the

arm' to get a little bit more education than

they would ordinarily get," he said.

Rep. Stan Rosenberg, D-Amherst, attend-

ed the ceremony and praised everyone in-

volved with the project.

"We are very lucky in Massachusetts

that there are people who are willing to

support this effort, " he said. "They are

definitely running on a shoestring and we

need to beef that up."

The program was stsuled in 1984 by the

Staff Training and Development Unit of

the Division ofHuman Resources and last

year Local 1776 of the American Federa

tion of State, County and Municipal

Employees joined the effort.

The program offers three major services:

Adult Basic Education, English as a Second

Language, and General Education

Diploma instruction.

The approximately 1,250 members of the

union are the program's primary targets.

During its first year it served about 25

employees, but since last year 58 more peo-

ple have been added to that list.

This is the second year the state will

donate money towards the project, with the

same amount being donated this year as

last year. In return for receiving the money
from the state, the University and union

must contribute about 40 percent of the

state grant, or $16,000.

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

This past weekend was a busy one for

Amherst police and their lockup which was

full on Friday and Saturday nights with

the 60 arrests they made on varied alcohol

violations.

Police strictly enforced drinking laws

with nine cruisers patrolling the town.

Most of the charges were either minors in

possession of alcohol, operating a motor

vehicle under the influence of alcohol or

violations of the open container law, accor-

ding to Amherst police's Sgt. James
Doleva.

• A Pelham man was arrested Friday on

Commonwealth Ave. on a warrant issued

from the Franklin Police Department.

• A green, 10-speed Peugot mountain bike

valued at $225 was stolen Friday from the

bike rack it was locked to at James
Residence Hall.

• On Friday a Macintosh computer worth

$1,600 was stolen from a parked vehicle in

the lower level of the Campus Center

garage.
• A South Dennis man was arrested Fri-

day in lot 22 for being a minor in posses-

sion of alcohol and carrying false informa-

tion to obtain Massachusetts liquor iden-

tification card.

• A Westborough woman was stopped in

her vehicle on Massachusetts Ave. Satur-

day and arrested for operating a motor

vehicle under the influence, not having a

license in her possession and going the

wrong way down a one way street.

• A Brockton man was arrested on Satur-

day near the Campus Center Way for be

ing a minor in possession of alcohol.

• A Panasonic answering machine worth

$80 was stolen Saturday from a room in

John Quincy Adams Residence Hall.

• An Indian Orchard woman was arrested

on Massachusetts Ave. Saturday for

operating a motor vehicle without a license

and speeding.

• On Sunday a Dorchester man was ar-

rested at John Adams Residence Hall for

assault and battery and assault and bat-

tery with a dangerous weapon.

• An Enfield man acting suspiciously near

Washington Residence Hall was arrested

on an outstanding warrant from the

Spencer Police Department.

Disability committee discusses

concerns of handicapped people
By CHRIS WILLEY
Collegian Correspwjndent

With the numerous problems this coun-

try is experiencing at home and abroad, at-

tention is constantly drawn away from a

large number of people — those with

developmental disabilities.

By definition, developmental disabilities

are chronic mental and/br physical im-

pairments, which limit the major life ac-

tivities people accomplish without really

thinking about them. These disabilities

tend to be lifelong and nothing, as of yet,

can be done about them.

The Western Massachusetts Regional

Advisory committee to the Massachusetts

Developmental Disabilities Council

(MDDC) met Tuesday, where they outlin

ed to some degree their plans for the up-

coming year.

The group has regular meetings to

educate the public about issues such as

transportation for the disabled, day care

services and institutionalization. The pur-

pose of the group, as summed up by

Chairperson Mary Alice McQuade, is "to

represent the concerns and interests of peo-

ple with physical and mental disabilities

in the state."

McQuade said she liked the fact that "It's

a way to see people in an other than

therapy-type session." She said she did not

want it to sound like a clinical kind of

group.

Clifford Junkins, Jr., a member of the

committee, said he saw a problem of too

many agencies all trying to accomplish the

same things, which caused confusion. He
was especially concerned that the money

coming from the federal level has to stop

and be drawn from at so many places. By

the time it reaches the local level hardly

anything is left, he said.

Junkins and his wife, who was also at the

meeting, have a son who is in a communi-

ty home because he is retarded.

The group has been at least partially

responsible for the recent enactment of the

Universal Health Care Law, which pro-

vides supplemental health care not already

covered by health insurance, and the Tur-

ning 22 Law which assists the transition

of severely disabled youth, not eligible for

special education and not capable of work-

ing, into adult services.

Katy Flory, a volunteer worker for the

group, said the feeling she gets from the

public is the group is like a board, because

it is closed to "non-members." She said she

hopes this feeling will change, because the

Advisory Committee welcomes anyone to

come and sit in on their meetings.

McQuade said she would love for

students at any of the colleges in the area

to come to the meetings because it would

give their committee a chance to hear

specific views from younger people regar-

ding developmental disabilities. She said

she feels strongly that students be involv-

ed, because it is a problem everyone should

recognize.

The group has been meeting every month

between September and June for five years.

The organization functions also to be a

direct link between the families with

developmental disabilities in Western

Mass and the MDDC, creating forums for

discussions between legislators and these

families. In addition, they aid the MDDC
in lobbying for bills in congress.

The committee meets the fourth Tuesday

of every month, currently in the Office for

Children, 26 Market street, Northampton.

This location may change soon, however,

and it would be best if anyone interested

conUct McQuade.

photo by Michael Cohen

Chancellor Joseph Duffey and Secretary of Labor Paul Eustace.
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Presidential campaign rolls on;

Bush leads polls
NEW YORK (API ~ Republican George Bush, benefit-

ting from general satisfaction with the state of the coun-

try, leads Democrat Michael Dukakis 48 to 4 1 percent in

the race for the presidency, according to a new Time

magazine opinion poll.

Bush's margin was one percentage wider than the lead

he held in a similar Time national survey in August and

it was a few percentage points more than other national

polls have given the GOP nominee in recent weeks.

The vice president is leadmg partly because most of

those surveyed are pleased with the state of the country,

according to Time. Seventy-three percent of those

surveyed said things are going "fairly well or very well,"

the highest proportion since October 1984.

However, a majority of those polled believe that blacks,

the young, the elderly, low-income families and the mid-

dle class are worse off under Ronald Reagan.

And 51 percent of those polled said Bush is "avoiding

the real issues of the campaign." Only 41 percent said the

same of Dukakis.

Forty seven percent of the respondents believe the choice

of Dan Quayle as a running mate reflects unfavorably on

Bush's ability to make important presidential decisions.

Asked about the recent debate, voters found Dukakis

"more believable" by 40 percent to 39 percent, and also

gave Dukakis credit for having a better command of the

facts, buy 44 percent to 35 percent.

The poll, conducted by Yankelovich Clancy Shulman,

surveyed 1,101 likely voters by telephone Sept. 27-28. The

sampling error was estimated at plus or minus 3 percen

tage points
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Bush in lead
Dukakis seeks to

shed liberal label
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — Michael Dukakis sought

yesterday to shed the liberal label pasted on his candidacy

by Republicans, declaring that George Bush "offers com-

placency, I offer change.. .he gives us slogans, we're offer

ing solutions."

Invoking the triumphs of the Olympic Games and the

Discover)' space shuttle, the Democratic nominee proposed

making the United States the champion in world trade

and accused Bush of offering "tired and used up ideas"

that favor the wealthy and shortchange average

Americans.
Dukakis began a two-day campaign swing in the Con-

necticut capital, meeting with students at an elementary

school before addressing a crowded lunchtime rally out

side the old statehouse.

He then headed to the Detroit area to watch the burn-

ing of confiscated drugs and to a Chicago meeting with

black supporters on the city's South Side.

"If you think America should settle for the bronze

medal, then you vote for Bush and (Dan) Quayle," a short

sleeved Dukakis told the Hartford rally.

"But if you believe, as I do, that America and Americans

should go for the gold in the classrooms, in the workplace,

and in the world economy then your ticket on Nov. 8 is

Mike Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen."

Alluding to the Discovery's successful .space mission,

Dukakis said that just as President Kennedy made the

decision to send Americans to the moon, the next presi

dent would have to restore US leadership in the world

marketplace.

"John Kennedy raised the Stars and Stripes until they

literally reached the moon." he said. "I want to stamp

Stars and Stripes on American products all over the

globe."

Raising his voice to be heard over chanting Bush sup-

porters. Dukakis scoffed at what he called the vice presi-

dent's contention that "everything's fine, not to worry"

"Ask yourself this: Could your children today buy the

hou.se they grew up in?" he asked. "Can they pay for a

college education without a mountain of debt when they

graduate? Is your family really getting ahead, or is it just

running in place or even falling behind?"

The Massachusetts governor cited his support for univer-

sal health insurance, a college aid program relying on

payroll deductions, job training business investment in

centives and vigorous enforcements of the trade law.

"Mr. Bu.sh offers complacency; I offer change," Dukakis

said. "He gives us slogans; we're offering solutions to the

problems that American families face every day and eveo'

week and every month" He took a swipe at Bush's

repeated allegations that Dukakis is a big-spending liberal

in hiding.

"The solutions we're proposing are not big-money solu-

tions or big-government solutions," Dukakis said. "And

unlike Mr Bush's tired old ideas, they won't leave

America running in place. They'll make America the most

powerful and productive country on earth."

At the Alfred E. Durr Elementary School, Dukakis oc

casionally spoke in Spanish as he urged pupils to careers

in teaching or science. He also took a few questions, which

he rarely does with reporters on the campaign trail.

One student asked why he was a Democrat and not a

Republican.

"I'm a Democrat because I think Democrats and the

Democratic Party are committed to helping people to live

better lives.

AT&T
The right choice.
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LBGA
Counseling Collective: The Lesbian,

Bisexual, Gay Counseling Collective is

now holding office hours 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays, 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays, and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Fridays.

Free, confidential, peer counseling of-

fered. Come into the office at 433 Student

Union or call 545-2645 during office

hours.

LBGA meeting: The LBGA will have

a meeting at 6 p.m.. Tuesday, Oct. 4 in the

LBGA office, 413 Student Union. For

more information call 545-0154.

Rap Group: Open topic, sponsored by

the LBG Counseling Collective to be held

Forum
at 8 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 5 in the LBGA
office, 413 Student Union.

Pride March: The Northampton Pride

March committee will be meeting at 7:30,

Wednesday, Oct. 5 in the Old School Com-
mons. All interested in working on the

committee are welcome.

Bisexuality: The Valley Bisexual net

work will have its organizational meeting

originally planned for Thursday, Oct. 13,

at 8 p.m., Thursday, Oct. 6, in the LBGA
office, 413 Student Union.

Coffee Social: The LBGA will have a

coffee social from 3 to 5:30, Friday, Oc-

tober 7, in 811 Campus Center. Free

refreshments served, all are welcome.

Training flight crash in Florida
injures one navy pilot
WHITING FIELD, Fla. (AP) - An in-

structor pilot suffered a minor skull frac-

ture when his Navy training plane crash-

ed into a forest on a post-maintenance

check flight yesterday, a Navy
spokeswoman said. The $1 million T-34C

Turbo Mentor was heavily damaged when
it went down in Blackwater River State

Forest at 9:35 a.m. CDT about five miles

northeast of this naval air station in the

Florida Panhandle, said Ensign Erica

Smith.

The single-engine, turboprop plane ap-

parently had some kind of engine malfunc-

tion, but it was too early to pin down the

exact cause, Ms. Smith said yesterday.

Navy Lt. Michael Kiley, 29, a Pensacola

resident originally from Boston, was try-

ing to make a forced landing after losing

power and may have been heading for a

nearby field, she said. But the aircraft hit

trees and struck the ground nose-first. He
was the only person aboard the two-seat

aircraft.

The plane had just undergone
maintenance that included engine work,

but investigators weren't able to im-

mediately determine whether those repairs

figured into the crash, she said.

Mrs. Smith said the maintenance could

be checked while flying.

Kiley was flown by helicopter to West

Florida Regional Medical Center in Pen-

sacola, Ms. Smith said. He was expected to

be released yesterday evening or today.

Whiting, about 30 miles northeast of Pen-

sacola, is the Navy's busiest air station. It

is a training base for primary flight in-

.struction in T-34C's. All Navy helicopter

flight training is also conducted here.

INDOOR
SUNTANNING FACTS

l£BOM SOI£n ('i^a^^i.u^^

264 N. Pleasant Street Amherst

253-9454

To help put indoor tanning in perspective

FACT ONE: Indoor tanning is just like

tanning outdoors with a sunscreen

WHY?
Because most sunscreens block only the

effects of UVB light (the shorter and most

dangerous wave length) not present in any

significant degree in our tanning beds.

Conne in for a free trial visit and we'll tell

you more.
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Yvonne's Caribbeana Restaurant

The Miiiti Ctilttiral cuisine in the valley

• Serves Creole, Caribbean, Chinese. East

Indian, African and American Soul Food.

• we also cater all events, weddings, and
banquets etc.

• Non-Cholestorol and No salt menus available

Tues. &Wed. 10% ofTon total group dinners.

• Thurs.-Sat. free Caribbean desserts with

dinner

C«U 586-4389 for takeout and cattiing Mnrlcts
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$1.50
EVERY NIGHT

UPC Presents
CAMPER

VAN BEETHOVEN
o
c

Raffles • T-Shirts • Give Aways
TONIGHT

The Spoke

35 East Pleasant St, Amherst

Proper I.D. required

7:30
pallia

$5 UMass Student
$7 General Public

Tickets on sale at Tix Unlimited, "For The

Record" (Faces) and Main St. Records
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Auto
Glass

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIWECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.
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North Amherst
Motors
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The FYl column serves as a public ser

vice announcement to the campus and com
munity. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee that all announcements
received will be published.

Internships — Come to the University In-

ternship Program to get great work ex-

perience. A planning session gets you

started. The sessions are held in Curry

Hicks from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Mondays and

Tuesdays and 3:30 to 4:30 Wednesdays and

Thursdays.

Exhle Study - The New Testament
Fellowship will be having bible study ses-

sions at 7 p.m. every Friday in the Cam
pus Center. Check the event schedule near

the information desk for the room number.

National Student Exchange — The Na-

tional Student Exchange will hold its first

Information Session from 4 to 5 p.m. today

in room 165 to 169 of the Campus Center.

Open Rush — Delta Zeta Sorority is hav-

ing open rush for second semester
freshman and older University women at

6:30 p.m. tomorrow. For more information

call 253-9916, or stop by 11 Phillips St.

Voter Action Day — Voter Action Day 88

will be held tomorrow. Two events include

voter registration from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in

front of the Student Union Mini-Store and
a rally for education at 1 p.m. on the Stu-

dent Union steps.

SGA Today - Listen form 8:30 to 9:30

Tuesday nights to SGA Today on WMUA
radio (91.1 on the FM dial). The show
discusses issues affecting the University of

Massachusetts Student Government
Association. Tonight's guest will be Eric

Nakijima, who will discuss issues surroun-

ding the Board of Governors. The show will

also be having listener call-ins.

Student pays bills with pumpkins
By JEN McKINNEY
Collegian Correspondent

"Oh, they're so cute."

This is the most common reaction peo-

ple have when they approach senior Ken
Ruggiero's vending table on the Campus
Center concourse. He is selling pumpkins,

but these are not ordinary pumpkins.

Each has its own distinguishing painted-

on facial expression: happy faces, pirates,

and others.

Ruggiero, a 22-year-old accounting ma-

jor, got the idea from his father, the owner

of an ice-cream store in New Jersey, who
does this as a sideline when Halloween

season rolls around.

The pumpkins seem to be popular

among campus secret£u-ies, who buy them

to brighten up the office with their com-

ical faces, he said.

Adrian Oullet, who said he was a

satisfied customer, was going to buy his

granddaughter a plain pumpkin, but

when he saw these characters, he could

not resist, he said.

People passing by yesterday grinned

and chuckled upon seeing the gourds.

Many like to come up and touch them,

under the impression that the pumpkins

are plsistic or ceramic because of the shiny

paint, Ruggiero said. But he is quick to

point out that these are genuine pum-

pkins, which he gets from a farm in North

Hadley
He intends to personalize and customize

the fruit to customers' tastes, he said.

They are $4 each, and he said the money
will go toward his tuition. They will be on

sale in the concourse today and tomorrow

and Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday for

the next two weeks.
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Winners and everyone else
Remember Walter Mondale? The man who ran for

president four years ago?

If you do, you may see him as a failure, a loser, a flop.

Remember the 1986 Red Sox? Remember Bill Buckner?

If you do, you may think they bit the dust, succumb-

ed, buckled, or laid an egg.

Why do we have so many ways to say someone tried

but nonetheless was not number one?
Author Harold Kushner once said that America

"brands 95 percent of society as losers. We all have

dreams, most of which do not come true."

David R. Mark

We define success as being the best — whether it be

the smartest, the best looking, or the most athletic.

But not everyone is Albert Einstein. I think I'm an able

student, but I'm far from the first in my class, let alone

the best in the country.

But one thing I can say honestly is I try. I may not

be th<' best, but if I push myself, there's a good chance

I'll be happy with the result - be it a 4.0. a 3.0, or a 2.0.

If I know I gave my best effort, who cares what everyone

else does?

Not everyone has a face like Christie Brinkley, a body

like Arnold Schwarzenegger, or the ability of Roger

Clemens. It doesn't mean we can't try to look our best,

stay in our best shape, or do our best.

The Red Sox are again in the playoffs. Tomorrow they

begin their October odyssey toward possible success. If

they win, all the better for Sox fans.

But if they lose, which is more likely (they have a one

in four chance ofbeing the World Series champions), then

how will I react?

Sure, I'll be just as upset as the next fan. But I'll try

to remember that in order to be in the playoffs, they were

much more than a 'bunch of losers.'

And even if the loss is as upsetting as their 1986 defeat,

I won't wish death upon some unfortunate ball player.

Everyone makes mistakes. No matter how hard we try,

we're not perfect. Too often we are told we're 'just like'

someone else. We may even try to be just like that so-

meone. But if we try to copy someone else's 'perfection,'

instead of each trying to be the best me, we're not bet-

ter people, we're better mimics.

Another point, via Kushner: "For those whose dreams

do come true, for those who do win, there is the thought,

'is this what I worked for? Was it worth effort?' Some
people finish so far ahead that they are not happy,

they're lonely."

Sometimes looking out for number one has its disad-

vantages. I'd rather be part of a team than be the leader

of a one-man team.

It's important to remember that to play major league

baseball, to run for president, or even to be in college,

you have to have someone special.

Not everyone can be the best, but everyone can be so-

meone special.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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The fundamentals of life

Discovering
what is reality
Newer and hopefully more improved version.

When I was a lad it seemed to me there were three possi-

ble ways to discover truth and reality: the occult, the Bi-

ble and science. I embraced all three. It wasn't easy; I was

constantly trying to reconcile them: evolution and crea-

Rusty Denton

tion, ancient and modern, eternal judgment and value-

free spiritual planes.

After several years I abandoned the occult. It wasn't

because of science; some mysteries are beyond science.

And there is power in the occult; I used that power as did

others in my family. No, I quit my pagan ways because

I couldn't find a way around the Bible's condemnation of

every sort of otherworldly exercise. It was either the Bi-

ble or the witchcraft and I already trusted scripture

because of a personal experience with Jesus Christ.

Without that encounter with Jesus I could have gone

the other way, obviously, but it would still have been a

religious choice. Those in the New Age movement pray

to whatever is out there, put faith in horoscopes, crystals

and divining rods, and teach about the spiritual nature

of humanity and the universe.

Occultism is a selfish religion, trying to get something

for nothing with mystical abilities. There's nothing

altruistic about it, and there's no such thing as white

magic. Occult activity is like a cocaine high because it

makes people feel they can do anything. The drug analogy

fits; ancient definitions of sorcery mention entering the

spirit world in a drug-induced trance.

Those of us with experience in exorcism (we prefer the

term deliverance ministry ) find that people who have been

active in the occult are very often demonized even after

they've left, their satanic mysticism. These demonic per-

sonalities take up quiet residence in people, causing fear-

fullness or irrationality or sleeplessness or voices no one

eles hears.

In deliverance demons manifest themselves visibly and

audibly as they are expelled by Jesus' authority. Science

may have names for their effects — schizophrenia or

neurosis or psychosis — but science is remarkably helpless

to heal them. I've seen deliverance and Christian inner

healing do in days what mental health professionals had

failed to do in years. I've also seen people make their pro-

blems worse by an occult method like hypnosis.

I don't apologize for my unscientific vein here. I consider

myself a scientist, but science can't explain how my sister

was miraculously healed in Jesus' name of a lethal form

of asthma. It can't explain how my brother was likewise

healed of cerebral palsy. Science does not have the last

word. Those who think it does have practically made

science a religion in America.

That brings us back to the three choices I saw for deter-

mining what reality is: the occult, the Bible and science.

My decision is made, but I think the same choices await

most Americans today. Sadly, I don't think many of us

have really thought through why we believe what we do.

We're mindlessly drift,ing along, letting the prevailing

philosophical winds carry us where they may, as though

finding the truth doesn't matter. It does.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass and five-college community. All submissions

must be typed and double-spaced. Letters should be one page maximum, columns must be about one and

a halfpages. Submissions should be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003.

Ifanyone has any questions or comments about the editorial page, feel free to come down to the Collegian

office. Ask for David or Pam.

4^etter^

Columnist should have checked facts on Greek slogans
In response to a Nancy Klingener's column ("Amherst

priority and un-Smith parties," Sept. 30), I was surpris-

ed and disappointed that such an experienced and unbias-

ed, campus known journalist would dare to print an un-

truth or bother to forget to research and support facts that

would libel organizations.

"Greeks . . . The Choice of a New Generation," has been

the selected sorority rush slogan for almost a year now.

It is not a 'recent' idea. (Jet with it. Our slogan is not and

never was, "The Choice of a New Generation." That was

Pepsi's idea. Speaking of Pepsi, the beverage corporation

is sponsoring and funding almost half of the cost of the

sorority's rush advertisements that appeared in the Col-

legian for two days, and on bulletin boards in the form

of printed fliers. Clearly you had no sources in finding the

facts to this act of 'plagiarism.' The Panhellenic Council

made all of this information accessible by supplying the

Collegian with their own personal copies of our rush dates

and fliers with Pepsi's logo in the bottom left^ corner, clear-

ly indicating this corporation as our sponsor.

I applaud you on your comment that the "best way to

deal with stereotypes is to mock them. .
." Practice what

you preach. De-mythologize your "animal house" concep-

tion of the Greek Area once and for all and concentrate

'Student leaders'

must fight station
I am in outrage at the decision to put the so-called police

sub-station in Washington Tower and the apparent sup-

port of it by SGA co-presidents-elect Shari Silkoff and

Jason Rabinowitz.

It is clear that this is nothing more than an attempt by

the administration to set up a beach-head in the

Southwest Residential Area to support their repression

of student rights. The main argument of the ad-

ministrators is that this would create better relations bet-

ween police and students and would be an educational

program.

They resort to the lame excuse of convenience to justify

it's location in a residential building rather than in a non-

residential building. Any attmept to provide education

outside the academic realm by administration must be ex-

amined and criticized. The Residential Education boon-

doggle is an example of how the administration represses

students and wastes money under the name of education.

At issue is not the motivation of the administration,

who've proven countless times they're disregard for

students. n j . .

The issue is the apparent support from so-called stu-

dent leaders' Silkofl" and Rabinowitz, both of whom met

with the administrators to discuss the issue.

It's a good thing Silkoff and Rabinowitz have been found

unconstitutional to serve by the Student Supreme Court

since their behavior shows they're not fit and qualified

to advocate on behalf of students.
Dean Chambers

Northeast

your efforts on the activities sponsored by the largest RSO
on campus — the fraternities and sororities that comprise

the Greek Area.

Over 600 Greeks went underground and got filthy dir-

ty (like 'animals') this weekend, planting flowers bulbs

to beautify this campus. We sponsor blood drives, voter

registration with the Chancellor, workshops, and raise

thousands of dollars for philanthrophies while maintain-

ing a combined grade point average higher than that of

non-Greeks. Where were you when over 100 Greeks were

running back and forth between cars and the 22nd floor

of the Southwes' towers, Sunday, Sept. 4, with

refrigerators and s'ereos in an effort to make freshman

move-in day as oiick and easy as possible? It was a

miserable, rainy duy to top it all off.

Please, in the liture, check the facts, back up your in-

formation, quote -orrectly and stop being so hypocritical.

Life is dreary er t u without always having to hear the

negative.

Stacey Meyrowitz

Vice-President of Rush Membership, Panhellenic
Council

Editor's note. 31 other people signed this letter.
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Council member loses bid to change ballot
BOSTON (AP) - Executive Council member Herbert

Connolly, whose own vote could have given him a tie in

his re election primary, learned yesterday that a missing

absentee ballot was found in Brookline town hall.

The 20-year veteran of the obscure state office failed to

win a Supreme Court injunction yesterday that would

have stopped the printing of ballots for the November

general election, which were sent to the printer at 5 p.m.

bearing the name of Connolly's rival, Lowell City Coun

cilor Robert B. Kennedy.

But Connolly won an expedited hearing in Superior

Court, and he planned to seek relief in Suffolk County

on Tuesday.

Connolly is represented by state Rep. William Galvin,

the former House chairman of the Legislature's commit

tee on Election Laws, who said he was told late Monday

that Brookline officials acknowledged the existence of the

still-sealed ballot.

"They don't want to touch it until ordered by a court."

Galvin said. "But I will certainly seek to introduce the

'whodunit' ballot."

By his own admission, Connolly was late getting to the

polls on Sept. 15 and failed to cast a vote for himself on

the Democratic primary.

So it was his own fault when a recount showed that Con-

nolly had lost the Democratic nomination for a seat on

the Executive Council by just one vote.

The recount showed Connolly with 14,715 votes. His op-

ponent got 14,716.

The 67 -year-old car dealer said he had been campaign

ing in the neighboring city of Waltham on election day,

"and I waited until the last minute to race over" to vote.

The eight-member Governor's Council, which dates from

the Colonial era, lost many of its powers in the 1960s.

Its chief remaining duties are to approve criminal par

dons and confirm judges nominated by Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis.

Connolly, who has been a member of the council since

1969. is continuing to protest the election, even though

two Supreme Court judges excused themselves yesterday

and a third, Justice Herbert Wilkins, declined to issue a

preliminary injunction.

At 5 p.m.. Secretary of State Michael Connolly who is

no relation to the candidate, ordered the November ballot

printed with Kennedy rather than Connolly as the

Democratic candidate.

Deputy said Connolly had no choice under the state s

printing contract.

Candidate Connolly did get one break yesterday,

however. The state Ballot Law Commission rejected a

challenge by a Republican candidate for the Governor's

Council, Jody Dow of Brookline.

Dow seeking to keep Connolly off the November ballot

no matter who was declared the Democratic primary win-

ner argued that Connolly really lives in Framingham.

outside the council district. But the commission, without

comment, disagreed.

Kennedy, who is no relation to the famous political fami

ly, said he "won the election fair and square" and could

see little point in a special election, which would cost the

taxpayers thousands of dollars.

"All another election would do at this point would be

to give my opponent an opportunity to vote," Kennedy

said.

In any event, failing to vote was not Connolly's only

blunder. Shortly before the primary, he placed a

newspaper advertisement urging his supporters to get to

the polls on Sept. 14. The election was Sept. 15.

"It's a nightmare." Galvin observed at mid-afternoon

yesterday, still seeking a court hearing.

e Democratic primary. L»epuiy saia ^onnuny ..au ..» ^ ^.- ~—

' HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
8Y WORKING WEEKENDS

"

I
)f When my friends and I graduated

J from high school, we all took part-time

J jobs to pay for college.
^ They ended up in car washes and

hamburger joints, putting in long hours

for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one

J
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I loined my local Anny
National Guard.

TheyVe the people who help our

state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. TheyVe also an

important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since Fm helping them do such

an important job, they're helping me

As soon as 1 finished Advanced
Training, (lie Guard ^nve me a cash

lK)nus()l$2,0()(). I'm also K^ltiiiK

another $r),()(M) foi" tuition and books,

thanks to tlie New Gl Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $1 1 .000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.

And if I lake out a college loan, the

(iuard will help me pay it back -up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all" adds up to $18,0()()-or more
— forcollcj^e for just a litlleof my time.

And that's a heck of a belter deal than

any car wash will give you.

n li: (;UAKD CAN 1 IHLP PUT
YOU 11 U^OUCil 1 COLLlXiC, lOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
EOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL- 1 REE
800-638-7600 * OR MAIL Tl IIS

COUPON.
•In Hawaii 737 5255: Tucit'. Rico 721 4550; Guam 477 9957; Viigin Islands

(Si Crciix); 773 6438; New Jersey; 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult youf local

phone diteclory.

C 1985 Unitrd Stales (Ifivornntent as rrpresrnfcH by ihe Secretary of Defense.

All riRhts reserved

r 1
j

MAJLTO: Artny National Guard. I'O Box 6000. Cliftnn.NJ 07015
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Duran dreadful;

Satellites stale;

Fordham is fab
By CHRIS A. NfUTHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Singles Scene

Duran Duran "I Don't Want Your Love"

A few J ears ago, a new release from Duran Duran would

cause quite a stir. These days, it just causes a few cringes,

and with gbod reason. They have locked themselves into

a pattern of white "funk" that just doesn't work. Simon

LeBon's irritating voice, in addition to the Andy Taylor

esque gutiar solo and the unimaginative lyrics, makes for

a dreadful listening experience.

Giant Steps "The World Don't Need Another

Lover"/Sa-Phire "Boy. I've Been Told"

These two songs have a lot in common. They're both very

up, bouncy and fun to listen to. They also lack substance,

something which seems to be happening frequently these

days in dance music. We don't want to hear all the world's

problems while we dance, just some originality.

Pet Shop Boys "Domino Dancing"

Disco: who would have ever thought it would return

with such vitality? Like it or not. the undisputed kings

of this new wave have returned. A new twist has been

added with "Domino Dancing": a slightly Latin flavor,

thanks in part to Miami Sound Machine producer Lewis

A. Martinee. If you can stand Neil Tennant's talk sing

style, th.jn "Domino Dancing" will definitely appeal to

you.

Georgia Satellites "Hippy Hippy Shake"

This song wins the prize for unoriginality. The song is

actually very good; in fact, if any band that covered it

stayed close to the original version, they could easily have

a hit Thf Georgia Satellites .stay a little too close to the

original, bringing nothing unique to the song. If you like

it. buy the old record,

George Michael Kissing a Fool'

George. Wf all know you have the Midas touch. Is it

necessar> to release every song off your album? "Kissing

a Fool" is a Forties-style ballad that your parents will pro

bably like a lot more than you will. I think its time for

a new album, George.

Julia Fordham "Happy Ever After"

If you're into obnoxious, loud and aggressive music, this

song is not for you. Singing almost a cappella to a drum

beat. Fordham's voice is put on a pedestal - and it belongs

there. Her smooth, clear vocal style could be compared

to Annit I^iinox or Basia. The song itself reveals a direct

African i ifluence and the result is inspired.

Level 42 "Heaven in My Hands"

After a change in the line-up last year. Level 42 has

returned with a new sound. Any Level 42 song is worth

listening to just to hear lead singer Mark King's bass play-

ing, but fortunately we have other reasons to listen. Keep-

ing'their original funk style they've also added a heavier

guitar and more prominent drums - a change for the

better.

ARTS/LIVING

Jazz pianist Ray Charles will appear at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

on Thursday, Oct. 6 at 8 p.m. Billed as the "Ray

Charles Show '88." the evening's line up will include

the Raelettes. the 7 piece Ray Charles Orchestra,

plus special guest jazz violinist I^roy Jenkins and

his group Sting. (See page 10).

In his more than forty years as a professional

musician, Ray Charles has been awarded countless

honors for his artistic, as well as humanitarian

acheivements. In 1985. he was one of the par-

ticipants in the historic "We Are The World" recor-

ding to benefit USA for Africa. His recordings have

won a total of ten Grammy Awards. His music is

marked by the unpredictability that is the genius

of consummate artistry.

Violinist composer Leroy Jenkins is continually

inventing his own language ir music. His is an ex-

traordinary bonding of a variety of sounds

as.sociated with the black music tradition, while

simultaneously bridging with European styles. He

group Sting is a sextet comprised of two violins, two

guitars, bass and drums.
Tickets for the show are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office for $2.5. $23 and $21. For more in-

formation call 545-2511.

Where musicians
can play around
the Valley
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Correspondent

For the aspiring musician, a question to ponder is

"Where to play?" Here's a rundown of potential venues

for the hungry performer.

The Pioneer Valley Folklore Society sponsors an open

microphone evening the first Wednesday of every month

at the Iron Horse in Norhtampton. Show up promptly at

7:30 p.m. and you'll get a chance to sign up for fifteen

minutes or three songs, whichever comes first. The au

dience here seems to be the best around because it ap-

preciates the great talent that emerges. It's also sym-

pathetic to the nervous newcomer.

Tuesdays at L'Oasis, from 9 p.m. to closing, is Open

Blues Jam. Bring your instrument and sign up with host

Blue Bill, from WMUA. Since the blues is a fairly com

mon musical language, musicians get thrown together,

and it's usually great fun. Singers and horn players are

especially encouraged.

Wednesdays at L'Oasis is the band showcase night.

which is a chance for bands to test their material in a non

threatening atmosphere. Bring a tape to L'Oasis.

Bonducci's in Northampton recently started a

poetry/music forum on Mondays and Wednesdays. 7-9 p.m.

Sign ups for the program on Mondays is at 6:30 p.m. or

by prior arrangement. The Wednesday programs are us

ed to showcase one or two particular artists. The poetry

and music sounds good over the PA system, so if you're

interested, call for more information.

The Northampton Center for the Arts occasionally pro

vides a forum for local musicians. Located in a renovated

middle schw)l on South Street, the Center will help local

performers showcase music in numerous ways, including

publicitv AM ofthis must be arranged by contacting them

I he Alternoon Alternative" at Davis Hall at Smith

College is a Saturday afternoon acoustic forum sponsored

bv the Smith Recreation Council, w hich also runs "Thurs

day Night Club" The atmosphere is casual, alihougli

sometimes the Smithies are loo involv nl with their

whatever to take much notice. Howi'ver. unlike most ».'.

the above mentioned gigs, this pays money Also at Smith

is .Sophie's Place, a .student run cofTeehouae which feature-^

occasional live performers, usually on Wednesday nights

This place is nice

The Soup Kitchen in Northampton .sometimes has musi

cians performing. Talk to the management and bring a

tape or press kit.

cimtinufd on page 10

^ CIWMA

The Lonely

Passion

of Judith

hearne

7:00-9:15

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00

AdultsS3.50

DCWMIOWN A \V[ DSI 7b3 W.'ft

mmiCAFE
Tues Oct.

4

JEFF HOLMES BIG

BAND
Wed . Oct 5

RAY MASON

THE HEADLESS
HORSEMEN
Fn Oct

BEN VAUGHN COMBO
Sat Oct 8

THE MALARIANS
W/opening acl CHILDHOOD

I o( 1987 WBCN Rumble

Sun Oct 9

WILDCAT OHALLORAN

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Earn up to $6.05 p«r hour

Interesting, part-time telephone assignmenis to col-

lect data on a variety o( research topics Absolutely

no selling involved Hours are trom 5-10 p m SufKlay

through Friday, and Saturday trom 12 noon to 5 pm
Choose your own schedule as long as you \work 4

shifts a week (20 hoursi Start at $5 00 per hour wilh

paid training Move up to $5 25 after 200 hcurs and

$5 50 alter 400 hours Saturday and Sunday earn

lO^o extra We re m the Mountain Farms Mali which

IS a slop on the tree txjs line Call between 1 p m
and 10 pm S06-863S

ABT ASSOCIATES INC.

TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER
Mountain Farms Mall. Fit 9. Hadley. MA 01035

An Equa' Opportunity EmplOYP'

Collegian is now accepting applications for

Associate Editorial Editor

see David in the Newsroom

Campus Center 113

Equal Opportunity Employer

Submit no later than Oct. 8

The Massachusetts Daily-—

^

1 he iviassacnusetts L^aiiy

Collegian

Charlie'?
I Pray St .

Amherst -549 5403 • Open Mam
• 7 Days A Week • Call for lake Otil • Kllchen Open till Midnlglil

Pool Tabic, Video Gamci. juke Box, 3 Color TV's

Most Bar Seals In Town

TONIGHT

I O (p BUFFALO WINGS

r-

%.3

=

I

I
I

mi;i:V:--^m^.

WHITE RUSSIANS $1.95

Drink of the Week
DOS EQUIS $1.50
Beer of the Month

iOth AnniversarY 1978 • 1988
Good Food & Drink

•I
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Guitars galore at UMass
Rv COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Wanted: Bass player for orifjinal roek

hand. Call Zippo. 555-6666. Wanted:

Lead singer to help form killer heai\ niftal

hand. Call Axel Grease. 666-5555.

Drummer desperately needed for blues

project. Call Blind-Don Smoky Broun.

555-0001.

LOCAL VOCAL

These look familiar? Well, ifyou read the

classified? in the Collegian, or any other

ItKal paper, or if you've ever been to a bus

stop in Amherst, they should Hopeful

bands constantly advertise in order to fill

the gaps which keep them in the garage,

and while most will agree that good bass

players are the toughest item to come by.

it's no secret that everyone plays guitar.

It's a rare occasion to find an ad re-

questing the services of a lead guitarist:

most likely because it's usually guitarists

who get the notion to start a band. Tradi-

tionallv. it's the guitarist who is the

musical director, and his visions are the

creative basis for the group'.s music. Even

cover bands, which make up a good portion

of the UMass scene, are usually founded by

some strung-out Zep head who's dying to

show off his chops.

Guitarists, good and bad, are everywhere.

Stay tuned and you'll probably find out

who's the best.

Speaking of guitarists. Bad Grades is

the newest UMass band to feature the

favored, blistering six string format we

know so well. Keep an eye (and an ear) out,

and look for an upcoming feature.

For the few people (maybe 10 or 15) who

W.I. still down in the Hatch at around

12:30 Thursday night, it was an amusing

treat to see the Godfathers.fresh from

their gig in the Student Union Ballroom,

hop on stage for an ode to the Beastie Boys.

A nice ending to the unadvertised Split

Decision show.

Who's made good? Grave Goods. A nice

sound, a record deal, and an already

sizeable following. With two bandmembers

from UMass. they deserve congratulations

for their increasing success.

If you've got a band, let the world know.

Send any information to: Local Vocal. Col-

legian Arts Desk. 113 Campus Center, or

call the Collegian, 545-3500. and ask for

the Arts department.

Violinist/composer I^roy Jenkins plays with Ray Charles Thursday

at the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m.

Play
continued from page 9

What about Amherst? Unfprtunately,

there are few places in town which carry

live music. There are so many colleges with

different goings^n that it probably doesn't

matter much. Last Friday's outdoor show

at the Carriage Shops, with Grave Goods

and Gidgette Goes to Hell, was a successful

effort by Modrian Clothing Store against

all odds, such as poor weather and com-

munity apathy. Hopefully there will be

more of these independently-produced

shows.
Amherst College has Marsh House,

which has great parties featuring bands

like the Vestrymen and Cordelia's Dad.

Additionally, Amherst budgets lots of

money for parties, which naturally in-

cludes the hiring of bands. Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges are good in this

regard also.

In nice weather it is possible to reserve

Amherst Common for musical events. Iron

Elf, One Seed and numerous other local

bands have played there. Also, the

Amherst Unitarian Church can be rented

out for shows and benefits and fundraisers.

It's been used for burning shows by Zydeco

Future and Liquid Lesson.

Next week: places to play at UMASS

Marge Piercy celebrates the Jewish New Year tomorrow night with

selected readings from her books of poetry and fiction. She will speak

I

in Campus Center room 917 at 7:30 p.m.

Missing Cat's Hatch show
proves that more is missing
Missing Cat, a Brookline based duo,

played at the Student Union Hatch Friday

night to a large and varied crowd. Their

brand of moody folk music sprinkled with

blues was reminiscent of Simon and

Garfunkel.

Their set consisted of both original

material and a wide assortment of cover

versions ranging from Ben E. King's

"Stand By Me" to Guns 'N Roses "Sweet

Child O Mine."

Although both band members Ari Vais

and John Martranga are talented guitrists,

their song writing capabilites are crude

and limited. The duo did best with cover

versions.

Another weakness of the duo is voice

strength. Neither of the two have a voice

suited for loud .songs or high notes. The
band did much better with softer songs and

harmonizing.

But in the end, these cats are sorely miss-

ing a few key elements in their act.

CHRIS A. MUTHER

LAST YEAR WE SKIED
F»R»E»E«»»M«A»S*S«A»G«E

WITH 10 SESSIONS AT THE

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

Dedicated to trraiing the cause not the «vmptom'

6 Univei^ity Drive at Newmarket Center

CALL (413) 549-0335

KILLINGTON
STOWE

STRATTON
MAGIC
OKEMO

SNOW
MAD RIVER GLEN
SUGARBUSH

VAIL

BERKSHIRE EAST

a/d/s
642 est

Signal

Processor

THIS YEAR COME SKI

WITH US
UNIVERSITY OF MASS SKI CLUB

20th ANNIVERSARY

430 STUDENT UNION
545-3735

MEMBERSHIP TABLE LQCATED ON CAMPUS CENTER CONCORSE

This boring-looking unit

con turn your car's
factory sound sytem into

pure sonic excitement.
The 642 CSI Signal Processor by a/d/S and on amplifier

can be used with any existing outomotive sound system
and it con enhance it beyond belief.

There is no sense trying to describe the sound on the

page of this newspaper. Visit Custom Car Sound for o

demonstration.
If you know a/d/S products, you know what to expect.

CUSTOM
- CAR(o
SOUND

U\k DAMON ROAD

0] NORTHUMPTOIt

SS6S2St

573 RIVERDIIE ST.

N. SPRINGFIELD

734-4995

Center serves expanding spiritual, social needs
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Correspondent

"UMass is about to explode!"

Sk) recalls the Reverend Joseph Quigley, director of the

Newman Center, as it was expressed nearly forty years

ago by the late Rev. David J. Power, who ran the center

until 1973.

The comment was made in a conversation Power was
having with the late Bishop Christopher J. Weldon of the

Springfield Archdiocese regarding how much the Univer-

sity would grow as a result of the end ofWW II and the

institution of the GI bill of Rights. One of the benefits the

GI Bill provided was free tuition to state colleges, which,

as predicted by Power, resulted in "tumultuous expan-

sion" of these institutions.

Quigley recounts a proposed plan for at least 25,000

students and the desire for the church to take an active

role in student lives.

Opening its doors on April 1, 1963, the Center set out

with the intention ofbecoming a Roman Catholic cultural

center.

Indeed, some 2,000 plus students pass daily through the

center's doors, seeking a quiet spot to study, pray, talk;

or else they can descend to the cafeteria, said Christopher

Mascarenhas, the Newman Student Association president.

Although it was intended to be a common ground for

Catholic students, it has become much more, said Quigley:

"It has become an ecumenical Center." Services of dif-

ferent denominations take place in one ofthe two lounges.

Prayer groups, Alcoholics Anonymous, Overeaters

Anonymous and several other groups gather at the center.

It becomes a safe, "homey place to go," Mascarenhas said.

Two philosophies reared their heads as the center was

introduced, Quigley said. "The first was that you shouldn't

The doors to the chapel inside the Newman Center
CoUegiui Ale photo

have a fixed place; spread yourself over the campus, din-

ing halls, dorms, sort of a travelling minstrel. 'The next

was that you should have a fixed place where people can

seek you out." And thus far it appears the second theory

has proven itself true.

Part of the Newman Center since its conception, Quigley

sees one of the greatest accomplishments as actually

CoU^Cian fllr photo

The front of the Newman Center on N. Pleasant St.

"clearing the land to set up the log cabin."

Because of the separation of church and state, the fun-

ding had to originate from the church, so Weldon invested

$1.5 million to erect the structure. To continue self-

generating funds, a phone^a-thon began yesterday and will

run until October 20. When the chapel was being built,

continued on page 12

Newman assets:

Baybanks to burgers

What'll I do for dinner? My roommate is an utter slob.

Where's my desk? My roommate is a complete neat-freak.

She put my poli-sci books away. Baybanks machines are

always attached to long lines. I feel completely desolate.

All of the above concerns can be remedied by facilities

at the Newman Center. With a cafeteria that .seats 450

people as well as food more reasonably priced than at the

Hatch, the dinner dilemma is solved. And its proximity

to most of the campus makes it an ideal place to dash in

and out for a quick bite or a full meal.

Despite rumors, the Baybanks machines there are not

the most-used in the world. TTiere are two, and one does

not usually have to wait too long to use them, said

Christopher Mascarenhas, president of the Newman
Center's Student Association. Three copying machines are

also available.

Mascarenhas said although the doors are locked official-

ly at 10 p.m., they are never closed, and the phones are

never off the hook. "Someone is always there to talk to

or encourage you when you need it."

And for those uninterested in a trek to the library, study

rooms au"e available, also.

- JULIE LIVINGSTONE

HOT
ROAST BEEF

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018

Imagine all the JB's I could

consume with this set off teeth!

Beth: It's ok though;

mine do just as well.

Teeth—what are teeth? I

have JB chompers. They
easily bite Into JB's roast

t>eef sandwiches, chicken

fingers, fries and moz-
zarella sticks. I love them
all and I never deprive

myself. I sacrifice other

treats just to eat my JB's.

It's worth it!

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES 'OPEN TIL 2 AM
(If this is you, take this ad to JB's for a free order of chicken fingers.)

THANK YOU

students & Faculty for letting us serve your course book needs

once again.

PLEASE NOTE

We must begin returning unsold course books to the publishers

beginning October 10

So don't get caught short. If there are any course books you're

going to need and haven't purchased yet.

GET THEM NOW

open Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday evenings till 8pm

M South Pleasant Street Amherst
Massachusett5 01002 25a 3361

Open Sundays 12-5pm
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Newman Amherst festival showcases early music
Kiiitinucil from pa^f 11

a minor controversy occurred over the pews. Weldon on-

ly wanted one set of pews put in, so he could see if they

were suitable. But the builder, recounts Quigley, perhaps

in a "fit of largess" decided to suit the entire chapel with

pews.

The Bishop discovered it, and in "he marched with his

entourage, lieutenants and all, and me, the low man on

the totem pole." said Quigley.

"The Bishop decided he wanted to rip up the pews. And
I'm thinking that the longer the building goes on, the

longer I'll be going back and forth. [Quigley was splitting

his time between St. Bridget's parish in Amherst and the

campus ministry at UMass.j So he points to me, of all peo-

ple and said, 'sit down and tell me what you think.'

So I sat down and all of these things were running

through my mind. He asked, 'Well, what does it feel like?'

and ... 1 said, 'Well, I have to get the feel of it!' Finally

I told him it was fine. He didn't think so." So up the pews

came and Quigley's travelling was prolonged for a few

more weeks. "But the next set of pews were much more

comfortable for all of the use they receive now," he said.

AMHERST (API - There s a summer place for shawms

and cui-tals, even sackbuts, in this Western Massachusetts

college town that for the past 15 years has hosted one of

the world's largest festivals of early music.

The festival, held for two weeks in August, had a facul-

ty of 50 this summer and about 200 students, who came

from as far away as New Zealand, she said.

"Interest in early music has really been growing over

the past several years, and our festival gives people a

chance to study and play with some of the leading people

in the world." said Valerie Horst, a recorder player from

New York City who has served as director of the Amherst

festival for the past 11 years.

"It's quite different from playing modern music, you

know, because you have to piece everything back

together." she said. "The scores don't contain a lot of clues

as to how the music was played and it involves a lot of

learning apart from musical performance. Next summer,

we are considering adding classes on costume making."

"Most of our students are avid amateur musicians who

got interested either through friends or by going to a con-

cert and saying 'I want to do that,' " she said. "A lot of

schools stili teach recorder. We have bookkeepers, chief

executive officers, academics, librarians, even a taxi

driver."

wvffm mammKKumrvf

Hair By Harlov

Great Cuts & Perms
Creative styling

m(^

Cater to n\en &
voii\en

Lov prices

Located on I'^Q Triangle Street

(right next to Dairymart)

^Ui k^Md i

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

POLITICAL SCIENCE

There are special classes in making wooden Japanese

recorders, although the Japanese have become proficient

at turning out plastic versions "that have a remarkably

good sound and allow people to start out with a small in-

vestment," she said.

Many of the older instruments, ranging from the bet-

ter known harps, lutes and harpsichords to the rarer

vielle, an early fiddle that descended from the guitar, are

being made again by modern artisans, she said, and are

enjoying a renewed popularity in chamber music groups.

But most of the early brasses and double-reeds, such as

the krummhorn, a length of curved boxwood with a pierc-

ed cap covering the reed, died out and now are found on-

ly in specialized orchestras, she said. Every three years,

the Amherst school hosts special classes in serpent, a

sinuous bass horn that's rare even in museums, she said.

The taxi driver plays the recorder, she said, although

he might be more at home with the shawms and curtals.

double-reed instruments up to six feet long that could hold

their own blasting out an alarum in any midtown traffic

jam.

"They sound like a really crass oboe or tortured sheep,"

she said. "And they are loud. In the 16th century only

war and thunder would have been louder. The krum-

mhorn? It really sounds like a sick sheep."

The big double-reeds and early brasses, originally used

for military calls to arms and wedding fanfares, are little

used now. except for ceremonial fanfares in cathedrals and

colleges, she said.

But there were also special days devoted to partisans

of the sackbut, an ancestor of the trombone and thee cor-

netto, which is played like a trumpet, but made of wood

with fingerholes.

The dancers were headquartered in fraternity houses.

The wood floors of the old fraternity houses are just what

they need." she .said. "You can do without bars and mir-

rors, but you can't dance without a wood floor."

And there are even classes in Baroque gesture.

"It's a lost art that's being rediscovered," she said. "In

those days, they wouldn't have just stood up and sang.

They used their hands to convey certain specific mean
ings and shades of meaning."

"It adds a whole new dimension to the performance, just

as the way the costumes are sewn affect the dancers'

movements," she said. "To just stand there is as inap-

propriate as trying to imitate Elvis without wiggling a

muscle."

Furlough enroUee held for assault
SPRINGFIELD. Mass

prison inmate accused

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBERS, 1988

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER RM 804-08

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

This is an opportunity to meet withi alumni and discuss thieir

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

(AP) - A state

of attacking a

woman while on furlough from a Boston

halfway house was ordered held on

$500,000 bail yesterday after pleading in-

nocent to assault charges.

Isaac Aycox. 37. ofSpringfield pleaded in-

nocent before District Judge Peter J.

Rutherford to charges of assault and bat-

tery, armed breaking and entering,

malicious damage and threatening to

murder his former girlfriend at her

Springfield apartment.

He also pleaded innocent to charges of

assault and battery on a police officer and

attempting to steal a police cruiser while

at police headquarters, authorities said.

Immediately following the arraignment,

Aycox. who had been serving concurrent

terms for armed robbery and assault, was

returned to state prison, said Hampden
County District Attorney Matthew J.

Ryan. Jr.

An angry Ryan said he planned to pre-

sent the case to a grand jury as soon as

possible in an attempt to forestall further

releases.

"We have some serious problems with

the prison furlough program." Ryan said

after the arraignment. "The police are even

more upset than we are and the victims

can't understand what is going on."

He said it was the third time within the

past year that a prisoner from Hampden
County has been arrested while on a

furlough or on an early release program.

\SAME BAT channel:
all your FAVORriE comic hooks

t ROLE PLAYING GAMES
* HORROR AND MOVIF

MAGAZINES
BASEBALL CARDS

& POSTERS
HAKirSHIRF MAIL. RTE. 9

HADLEY M>^^^^^^^^

rentAwrkk

N«w & Lta«d Cart
Track* A V«w Alao Avatabl*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT^

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Doris Campos-lnfantino

Charles Dimare

Marsha Marotta

John T. Sykes

Administrative Intern

Town Manager's Office,

Amherst

Directing Attorney

Legal Services Office, UMass

former City Editor

Springfield Daily Nev*/s

former Administrator and
Social Studies Teacher,
Long Island

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center
645-2224

f'ARMY/NAVY SALE
Sponsored By: Zeta Psi

Zeta Psi ZV Amherst Drop Zone

With: Amherst Drop Zone

at: Student Union Ballroom

October 3-5/Mon.-Wed.

9-5 p.m. 3 Days Only

Plus: 4 additional Vendors

with...
Notebooks, pads

\ Jewelry

^^
Sweatshirts

^J
Dorm Room Accesorles

W Mexican Blankets

And
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
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,
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Frog pioneers

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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By Monte Morin

Evolution is far more important than living.

"

-Ernst Junger

Every form ofaddiction is bad no matter whether the

{narcotic be alcohol or morphine or idealism."

-Carl Jung

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffe

ACROSS
1 Specks
5 Strago»»« s

river

9 Tuck away
13 B«s«balt«r Otis

14 Ender beginner

15 Mikhail s lady

16 natXJM-rouMr
18 Mng, ottsn

19 BuwneM
waididog agcy

20 ught lor Paul

Revert

22 Susan of "L A.

Law"
23 Depth cfiarge

25 Cosmetic item

27 HirKlranca

30 Ignites

33 Actress ina

36 Oft- Broadway
award

38 Bndga beam
39 Energy source

40 Ai — lor words
41 Lopet opus
42 Reeon (or ttie

punctilioue''

43 Anakjgous
44 At — and

sevens

45 Exconate
47 Started

49 Got alortg

5 1 Rue me day
55 Status —
57 Flared up
50 Word on an

•nv

61 Open the ginger

ale

63 Hot- tampered
person

65 — Mant to Set

the World on

Bre"

06 Tutty (T«a«t

67 ntchar s goals

68 Enthusiasm
69 Mod
70 Thing often

dropped

DOWN
1 Former Cfty,

now part ot

Te«-Av>«

2 Skips over

3 Olympic

4 Sub s
heading

5 Wayward
6 Noggin
7 Spout on
S Instruct Itie

waiter

9 Before Diego

or Jose
10 Potential hot

spot

1

1

Anottter name
tor Hosea

12 Cerated

15 Accumulated
17 Blister

21 Mne list

offerings

24 imagir«ary

monster

26 Adding
weignt

28 Pop

29 Thermonuclear
threat

31 CabOages
km

32 Sp.

33 Excludes
34 Fan follower

35 Friction

matcties

37 Got if

40 One of the 12

tribes ol Israel

44 Leather with a

napped surface

46 Moved slowly

48 The glory

thai was —
C Day

50 Actor Patrick ot

Dallas

52 Proportion

53 The ring has a

mam one
54 Succinct

55 Test

56 Wave, in

42 Across

58 Tidy sum
59 Priam s home
62 Ergats. tor one
64 Gram beard

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

HHDPin annm nnn^
nnnnn nnnn nnnn
nnnnn nnnn nnnn

npinn nnnn nnnnn
Pinnci nnnn nnnnn
naa nnn nana

nnnn nnn non
nnn nonn nnnn
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Menu
lunch »"'" *«•»

Hamburger on Roll BroccoH/Caoliflowe
Broccoli/Cauliflower Casserole

Casserole Golden Burger

Dinner

Manicotti in Sauce

Pork Chops and Stuffing

Basics Dinner

Garden Medley Casserole

Manicotti in Sauce

r Weather

T*d«T: Rain. 50*5.

Taalfhl: Cloudv. chance of rain. 30's.

T»ioeiw»; Goudy. low 40's.

TODAYS STAFF
Hlfht Editor Tony Padovano

Copy Editor George Francy

UToot Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dondi Aheam
Prodaction Sapenrlsor Terry Stamner

Prod«ctlon:Yana, Joyce, Celia, Lauren, Florencio and

Joe is on the long road to no Ware

Execfitivc Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrdra
littler te CU«r

DavM R. Mark
MHMtal

Rick S«»»oa

llM4i0«|BdHor

Robert CUppctulfl

•eiMM MaiMger

Business Board — Fall of 1988

M«rclafl«ia

Rob«rt Clai»p«««III

litstMiss Maaegcr

Barbra Hlodin
A4lv«(l«etog MeM|«r

DanUI Mttaro«

FtasKC MwMgcr

Dcbra Bolzcnluirt

A4v«r(M*g MMHfar

Todd FnihbcU
ClrcmUtiea Mansfer

Mary HttYgtas

MkecrfHleM HeMger

"«*^^*-.*rr*^
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AP photo

KREMLIN SPEECH - Soviet leader and newly elected President of Presidium

of the USSR Supreme Soviet, Mikhail Gorbachev yesterday addresses a session

of the Presidium in the Kremlin

State trooper trainers

hand over jobs
AGAWAM, Mass. (AP) - Two state troopers in charge

of police academy training that apparently put 16 cadets

in the hospital turned their jobs over to another set of

troopers Monday.
Troopers Charles Blake Gilmore of Deerfield and John

M. Richardson of Greenfield handed over the reigns of the

physical training program at the Western Massachusetts

police academy to state police Lt. William J. Shea of Leeds

and Trooper James Ryan of Northampton.

Shea is a 21-year state police veteran with a master's

degree in criminal justice and Ryan is a former physical

education teacher who has spent the last five years in the

Northampton state police barracks, said Jeff Grossman

of the state Department of Public Safety.

Gilmore and Richardson "will be returning to the state

police academy in Framingham for new assignments,"

Grossman said. "They will not have further contact with

the class."

The changeover took place at the National Guard Ar-

mory in Agawam, where classes have been held since the

Agawam police academy closed on Sept. 21 for investiga

tion. Gilmore and Richardson asked to be reassigned Fri-

day because of the attention the academy has received

since their class was hit by an epidemic two weeks ago.

One cadet, Timothy Shepard, 25, remained in a coma

at a Pittsburgh hospital Monday for the 14th day since

he collapsed since the first day of training. Fifteen other

cadets were later hospitalized when they reported to doc-

tors on their own or on orders of the troopers

•••

Synod sees gun control, capitol punishment as important issues
__ .„ ^ . . !„;._. :,.i . ..\i7_ .1— ij u„..;,«»v,„» oil fk^^^ 0.0 .ccii..^ of n«a<«» violence. Capital punishment and tccn-age suicidc.
BOSTON lAPi — Gun control and capital punishment

deserve as much attention as the abortion issue, accor-

ding to several members of a Catholic synod that also urg-

ed parents to send their children to Catholic schools.

The synod's mission statements developed by the 200

clerg\-. religious sisters and lay people set organizational

goals for the Boston archdiocese, the fourth-largest Roman

Catholic in the country.

While the delegates gave the general support to a state-

ment asking the archdiocese and Catholics to spend more

money to keep schools open, many delegates said they

were disappointed that abortion was given special em-

phasis and capital punishment and gun control were not

mentioned.

"We should emphasize that all these are issues of peace

andjustice," said the Rev. Dennis J. Burns of St. Raphael

Parish in Medford.

He objected to editorials in the Pilot, the archdiocesan

newspaper, and to literature mailed to priests that ap

peared to give support to "one national political party and

one individual candidate."

He drew^ applause when he said a presidential can-

didate's stand on abortion does not necessarily outweigh

his record on fair housing, minimum wage and other

issues.

The Rev. George F. Carlson, director of continuing

education programs for the archdiocese, urged that the

a nti abortion statement "address child abuse and domestic

THE SHUTTLE HAS LANDED - Space shuttle Discovery prepares to touch down
at Edwards Air Force Base. Story Page 1.

The Rev. John F. MulUoy. archdiocesan secretary for

pastoral services, said the synod's statement on anti-

abortion activities "represents pro-life people talking to

pro life people" and does not "get the message out to

others."

Cardinal Bernard F. Law. archbishop of Boston, said he

identified "with those who would like to see other issues

dealt within the synod." but "it would be very strange

if there were not a separate document on this issue since

there has hardly been another organization in this socie-

ty that has dealt with abortion as forcefully as the Catholic

Church.

Third-grader shot
MASCOTTE. Fla. (AP) - A gunman in a camouflage

outfit shot a third-grade student on a elementary school

playground yesterday, authorities said. The girl was

reported in stable condition with arm and leg injuries.

The entire police force rushed to Mascotte Elementary

School in this small central Florida community, searching

for the man who was still at large, said police dispatcher

Cathy England.

The gunman shot the girl just before 11 a.m. as she

played on the school's physical education field, said Bet-

ty June Cofield, secretary to the Lake County school

superintendent. No one else was hurt in the incident, and

she said she did not know how many shots were fired or

what kind of weapon was used.

The wounded girl was Leah Wilbanks, 9, of Mascotte,

said Jean Lowe of Orlando Regional Medical Center.

Mascotte is a town of 1,100.
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front of Mini-Store
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Call PUBLIC POLICY
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Chic Cuts

fac\a\^ax»n9

Vlanicure

. Facials

,Bodv>Nraps

Expires 10/15/88

_ e offer a 100% money back

guarantee on all of our hair care products

Redken 'Nexus 'Paul IMitcnell

; make yotir fashion stateinvnt

;

Styles By Deborah
.65Unlverslty Dr.,Amherst-

549-561

UMass water polo wins 1 of 3
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

water polo team roared into the upper

bracket of the Eastern Invitationals this

weekend looking to improve over last

weekend's beating at the hands of the

California powerhouses.

They ended up dropping two of three

games but the difficulty of the competition

could leave them ranked as high as No. 9

in the East.

The first game was against Brown, the

home team which was ranked No. 9 na-

tionally and No. 1 in the East.

"We played out best water polo of the

yesu- in that game," UMass coach Russ
Yarworth said. "They started off leaving

three or four of their best players out but

when we came on strong they put them in."

Brown was just too tough, however, and

beat UMass 11 10.

Next up was Army, ranked No. 20 na-

tionally, but a different UMass team show-

ed up for that match.

"Our defense was really good," Yarworth

said. "But our shooting was off all game."

UMass ended up 5-for-21 shooting, not

enough to beat a nationally ranked team,

and lost 10-5.

In the final game Sunday they played the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

which they had beaten earlier in the

season.

"We came in wanting to blow them

away," Yarworth said.

And in the beginning, they did. UMass
took an early 5-1 lead but then watched

M.I.T. tie it, 5-5. The Minutemen then pull-

ed away again, but M.I.T. stormed back.

It seesawed like that through the entire

match and, in the end, UMass needed over-

time to win 16-14.

Yau-worth was pleased with the team's

progress this weekend in that they could

win without playing all out. But he did see

some weaknesses.

"We didn't concentrate for a full four

quarters," Yarworth said. "This is the type

of stuff that just comes from experience and

playing in practice."

The defense was a bright spot, though,

as Jon Miller and Brian Mclver contributed

six and seven blocks, respectively, over the

weekend. Matt Katz added two blocks and

Matt Buckley showed a "good commitment

to defense," according to Yarworth.

This weekend the team heads east to

Boston with a 4-6 record, starting off Fri-

day night with a very big game against

Harvard.

"Last year we lost two games to them,

each by one point," Yarworth said. "I know
we can beat them [this weekend). It just

depends on which (UMass) team shows up."

Saturday UMass plays Amherst and

Williams at M.I.T. With some tough play,

the Minutemen look to come out of the

weekend with three more victories.

"They just have to realize as a team they

win together and fall together," Yarworth

said.

Minutemen ranked No. 11
continued from page 16

As far as the Yankee Conference goes,

UMass is tied with Villanova for first

place. Both teams are 2-0.

Other Yankee Conference teams rank

ed in the top 20 are the University ofCon

women's soccer

necticut, 3-1, which climbed from No. 16

to No. 14 this week, and the University

of New Hampshire, 3-1, which dropped

from a tie for No. 4 down to a tie for No.

19.

-MATT GERKE

continued from page 16

average of 0.89 and a save percentage of

.900.

One of the problems for the

Minutewomen is that the fatigue of this

past weekend's action could really take its

toll. UMass has to make sure not to waste

tiMj much energy early, because UNH is a

dominant second half team. Of the 18 goals

they've scored this year, 14 have come af^r

intermission.

'They are definitely a second half side,"

Rudy said. "That's a major concern for me

because of our fatigue."

UMass is bruised and battered from the

pair of games this week?????? Though the

AstroTurfhad a lot to do with it, the never

ending travel factored in just as much.

"I'm glad to finally get rid of this," Rudy

said, throwing away the itinerary from this

weekend
Sidelines: Fifth ranked UMass more

than likely will move up in the latest na

tional poll, which will be released today.

Connecticut, the fourth ranked team, lost

a pair of games this weekend to Barry

University and Rudy's old school, the

University of Central Florida.

Collpfrian photo by Andrrw Ri««

The UMass women's tennis team is scheduled to play at the Univer-

sity of Connecticut today at 3 p.m^
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ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
General meeting lonigm in 103 Grad Towef

7 OOpm -Free $100 bills

SPECTRUM MEETING TONIGHT: 6 00

103BCC Final Preparalions UMass
arl/literary maga/ine Anyone interested in

magazine production yuelcome We need

your hetp

ATTENtlONl PRE-MEO, nuraJng. pob«e

health, and other Health Science niajors^

The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)

IS holding a m««ing lor all those intereslwJ

n Student H««» »MiM» Hm 302 at 5 15,

Oct 4 Gam vakMbI* axpenence

OAVI

DAVE. CHEERS TO THE BEST 2~

years of my lite Happy anniversary

May It last fortverl I lova yool! OTCW.

GOOD APT FUm BEDS, dresaers. chairs

etc Corn Van Meter Df 4 Hartman Rd (oM

E Pleasant St) 9/24 9-4 (Sun it rain)

LOST

DESPERATELY SEEKING STUDENTS

ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS
Full/part time

$40-$60/day

Help reduce loxic contamination

CaH Terry 25^6434

YAMAHA SRX 2M Sport b*«. 5 months

ok) $1 ,500. includes full facial helmet and

lactiet Call David 1 566-6212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette decK

$100 call Laura at 6-6021

LOST: VERY SCRATCHED GUCCI
WATCH in tower central area Has eirtrome

sentimental value Please call 538-5 1 69

LOST-SET OF keys w/Oodge keychain If

found call 6-7174 for reward

FOR A 0000 Jmt CAU

• NOMINATION PAPERS ARE MOW ^

• available lor ALL Senate seats Pick
_

"up youf papers on 420 Student Union
• Nomination papers are due on ;

• Oclobw 8th at I2;00pm The elw^ton
_

•will be held ofi Tuesday October iiw^

YOUOON'T HAVETO take part in dissec

tion It Its against you ethics Animal nghts

coalition meets Thura 4p«n SU306

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMEMT. DIac-

pckeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizations 256-8526

FURNITURE

dliALITV HEW RUNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tatjies and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

BUI or Oarrtn. We deliver.

KEYS WITH INITIAL KEY chain A.P.R It

lound please call Jen at 546-7748

BUBGANDV~GAnT frames in black

leather case Lost approx 9/19 $25 reward

If returned Call Duke • 253-9032

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEWEST
SISTER in Phi MuTara Hammek We kjve

ya' The sisters of Phi Mu

WELCOME TO THE NEW pledges of Phi

Mu Kim. Linda, Paula. Kim and Lisa £et
psyched lor an awesome serhester' Love,

the Sisters of Phi Mu

HAPPY B-OAY DEBt Should we call our

Iriends from the nursery? Have a groat day^

Love you. Kel

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTEOloshare a

one bedroom CliHside apt w/an easy going

senior It interested please call Beth at

665^550

2 R00MATE8 NEEDED to share

southwood townhouse apt Female
rtonsmoking call 256-0264

MOPEOS

FOR RENT

Beautiful one bedroom condo in

Northampton nice community

spacious, great lor couple-Hiver Hun

Coodos. fciO a month Call Rick at

253-2124 leave message

ATTENTION BANDS

SOUTHWEST S ANNUAL B*TTLE OF

THE BANDS applications are available out-

side the SWAG office in the Hanipden Stu

dent Center Tapes due 10-14-88

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 BUICK SKYLARK. 60,000 miles in

excellent condition must sell $800, BO Call

546-8948, leave message

1982 PLYMOUTH ST/iTJON WAGON
Power steering, A/C. am/tm l^^reo^'uns

very well $950 or BO Matt 665-4431

1!l79WY0fA^L"lCATExc^^^^
tion One owner $1700 253-77SJ

evenings

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 $4.50mour Near Leverett

center. lOmin tor UMASS CnMe<ymB
lOr would be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

APPLE HE, 2 disk drives, monitor. DMP
printer modem, pystick and more DBase

appleworks, pascal Games too $795 Call

Jim 549-071 1 eves before 9pm

197rTOYOT<rTlCKAiP.nRUn8 wall

Reliable Long bed 93,000 $800

256-1005

LIGHT BROWN DORM-ROOM si^r^.

can deliver if you want Linda 549-0705

$20

POOL TABLE 4 feet by 8 feeH4 m state

table with accessories $400 or best offer

Call before 9pm 253-7156

BEARCAT 6 CHANNEL handheW scanner

2 antennas 256-8274 Jeff

S4 MERCURY LYNX"44l<7liiramral7Tx-

cellent condition new pioneer cassette

new tires $3300/BO 549-5470/586^1975

(ask tor Davidi

NEC-P7 PRINTER widerFASt' 366dpi.

24oin 15 internal fonts S bold/ilalic Very

expandable Warranty 256-8274 Jeff

MOTOBECANE TOURING BIKE, Shimano

Components encellem condition $220 or

B O , Dave 546*346

HELPWANTfD

WORK CONCERTSI Find out first who*
coming to play at UMass' Join UPC
meeting on Tuesday, Oct 4, 6:30pm in

EARTHFOOOS

ELDERLY^MAN, physically fit but

disoriented needs congenial companion

Longmaadow MA Some driving required

Flexible hours, but must be available Sat

& Sun $7/hour Call 567-7736

SGA COMMUNKATIONS is hinng graphic

artists Wor1«tudy/r»on-workstudy Students

of any nationality or race encouraged to

apply Applications at 304 SUB AA/EOE

GREENPEACE THE international en-

vironmental organization is hinrm for our

lundraimg/public outreach stall Pick your

own days M-Sun 2pm-10-pm Call 256-1439

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES, Experienced

and novice Will tram Amherst Youth

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

YOU^RE HIRED AT Heliabie Many open-

ings available in your area 527-0700

KLUBKAVE

DELUXE OOUBLESEATER MOPEDS-
Reliable. economical, inexpensive and tun

CaH evenings 584-5425

MOTORCYCLES

MISSING: HEAVY, GRAY sweatshirt with

orange Syracuse letters Lost at Newman
Center Thursday 9-29-88 Call Bob
549^2827

OOLLY MISS MOLLY- yoore 2V Gel oH

the babysitter and into the bars. Happy
birthday'

HEY FUQSI This iait1H^ipy21(t< It's about

lime!

SHEROMEIWASLOOKINQtoryoualthe
Pub last thursday'

•ERVICES

HOUSECLEANMG • Do you hate that

word? Have a reliable, efficient pereon do

It for you' Call 546-9783

LEARN SPANISFJNOUATEMALA. One
on one, live hours daily, family living^

seminars, fieW tripe, gain 16 credits CxE
Box 11264 Milwaukee, Wl 53211

(414)372-5570

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competHive

rate*, decent locaUon 25^^202.

SUZUKI TS MO runs great $400 80
256-4162

19M'KAWASAKI K2SM LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evecwigs

PELOSKYS

MARY BETH: HAPPY 21M! Legality has

hit' Peace, kjve, happiness always Raata

Ann Marie

PAV-ON-E
Happy 21sl from all the guys

8UZLES

SO WHAT?I WE'RE A day late' We hope

you had an amazing B-Day kiddo' Only or>e

question for you So, did vou botf?!" Love

your acammlng friends of le BBI

HAPPY BIBTHDAY TO MY rasta roomie

and the brethren kappa Get psyched lor

thursday XOXO KC

PERSONALS

MANNYANO FBEDDTE FROM SAMMY:
Doni forget you have dinner plans with an

old friend on Tuesday at 5 30 Call me at

the house M

MH- HAPPY BIRTHDAYI (So Im a bit late)

Hope It was Mag-ni-li<ent' You're the sex-

test sixth grader ! know -B

HTkVENTFOUNOTHE^iiGMrsorontylor
you? Come to Tri Sig Open Rush Oct

17,18,19 Try Sigma

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 11 13 Call 549-1949

CHARLIE- PEER HEALTH met 9/24

Leadership Conference WoukI like to talk

Elizabeth

WANTED

JOOGIIW" PARTNER WANTEDapi 5

mUes/day 5 days/week Maureen 25&0263

COLLEGEWEWEND in MontreaT From

$39 November 11-13 Call 617-324-5000

POWERFUL, RELIABLE MUSIC and

lighting system lor many occasions-

Klubkave DJ Services 546-6518

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SPRING 1989 INTERSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center Get hands-on experience

in the legal field-work directly with at-

torneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience m
legal profession necessary-Training provid-

ed Deadline to begin application process

IS November 7 -Contact Legal Services \<y

day. 545-1995. 922 r.ampus Center

COLLEGE WEEKEND NovernberTT^I 3

TO JOHN, THE PRE MED Democrat Irorn

NY- How about thaqt racquelball match?

im game-are you? Your carrel buddy-

'Craig'

PICTURES NEEDED

HELP MEII NEED good pictures for JB s

ads Must not be obscene Please bring

down to the Collegian, 1 13 Campos Center

RIDE WANTED

ROBYN AND KELLY: Thanks for always

being there Lets hope we can lind some

real men this year' (Is that possible here?)

Vour 3rd roomate

TO SOUTHERN MAINE, BIDOEFORO. Will

share expenses Please call Nicky 6-4869

TO ALL BAKER MEN: do you all lie and

cheat or is it |ust restricted to the first and

second floor'' Please respond

DEB VOU HE THE BIGGEST F C but we

still luv ya' Happy birthday cutiel Love

always Rach & EKK

RIDE NEEDED TO NORTH HERSEY for

Columbus Day weekend Will share ex-

penses Call Jodi 256-6829

GOING to SYRACUSE? I II pay all your

gas expenses if you'll give rne a lift this

weekend Call Susan 6-9864
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SPORTS

Men's soccer to face Brown
Team coming off

winning weekend

Quayle, Bentsen to debate tonight

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

If the University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team wants to find itself playing for

the Atlantic 10 title and an automatic

berth in the NCAA's at the end of the

season, here's what they have to do.

First, the Minutemen must try and beat

every team that appears on what's left of

their regular season schedule, starting

with tonight's contest at Brown Universi-

ty (7:30), and paying extra attention to the

two remaining A- 10 contests with Rhode
Island and Rutgers.

Then, if the Minutemen do improve on

their 5-4 overall record (11 in the Atlan-

tic 10 East and 2-1 in the division overall),

and fail to win their half of the conference

outright and thus qualify automatically for

the A-10 tournament, UMass will still have

a prayer of landing an at-large bid to the

party.

"We know where we stand and what we
have to do," said assistant coach John Mar-

tin. "We've got to have a winning record,

and play well in the Atlantic 10 . . . and

that's very feasible right now."

The last time the Minutemen hit the road

after a comfortable homestand, they

returned as the victims of three consecutive

losses and with a 3-4 record. A pair of wins

over West Virginia and Siena in this

weekend's Massachusetts Challenge Cup
have since tipped the scales in the

Minutemens favor once again. The
Minutemen now find themselves headed

back into Ivy territory with a healthy team,

and some momentum, to face a formidable

opponent.

"I think it's time for us to win on the

road," said Martin.

The^ruins will pose the same type of test

against which the Minutemen fell short

last week. Forward Josh Schiller and a host

of speedy offensive cohorts play the type of

streaky, aggressive soccer that cut up the

UMass defense against Dartmouth, Ver-

mont and Yale.

"They are very direct," said Martin,

"they play the ball quickly."

Though the Minutemen have embarked
on a stretch of seven games in the next 13

days, there are several pairs of fresh legs

set to see action against the Bruins. Dar-

ren Stone, back from a knee injury, made
his UMass debut in the win over Siena, and

picked up an assist. Fellow freshman Brett

Anthony cracked the starting lineup

against West Virginia and scored the win-

ning goal in the second overtime of play.

"We've got little depth now . . .we can

rotate players and hopefully keep us

strong."

Collrfian photo by Andrew Kill

Sophomore Carl Hanks (9) scores his first goal of the season this weekend

during the UMass Challenge Cup.

Challenge Cup notebook

Tourney a showcase for UMass
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

It is not the World Cup —
the results won't dictate

who qualifies for the next

Olympics, or this fall's

NCAA tournament.
The Massachusetts

Challenge Cup tournament
is, however, an entertaining

annual class reunion for the

graduates of coach JefFGret-

tler's University of

Massachusetts soccer pro-

gram, and a chance to show
friends, family, alumni,
recruits and the Northeast
soccer community what this

team has to offer.

"It's our showcase," ex-

plained assistant coach
John Martin. "It basically

brings together everyone
whose been associated with
UMass soccer."

Everything went right for

Gettler and Co., except for

the fact that the Cup will

once again spend the year
on the other side of the
Charles, in the trophy case

at Boston University.

"The only thing we didn't

do was win it," said Gettler.

Free Kicks: Named to

the all-tournament team
were UMass's own Carl

Hanks, Mike McCormick,
and Mike Mugavero; Chip
Cleave, Carlos Duran and
Lee Eraser from Siena; John
Keating, Scott Laramie, and
Chris Chandler of West
Virginia; and Chris
Verhagen, Jorge Lapaty,

Mike Bertos and MVP Mike
Emenalo from the Terriers.

. .B.U. is the first team to

win two consecutive cups. .

how could Siena
goalkeeper Carlos Duran.
who allowed five goals in his

team's two weekend con-

tests, been tabbed as the

netminder for the All-

Tournament team? "He was
the only one tested,"

shouted one observer as

Duran received the award.
Carl Hanks, who busted

out of a scoring drought
with a pair of goals and an
assist this weekend, waited
until tournament time to

score his first goal last year
as well. Hanks went on to

tally five goals and three

assists in 1987.

Football notebook

UMass is

ranked 11th
Aside from staking an early claim in the

Yankee Conference, the University of

Massachusetts football team has made its

presence felt on the national level as well.

Saturday's 44-27 win over Boston

University vaulted the Minutemen into

a tie for the No. 1 1 ranking in the nation

in this week's Division 1-AA poll.

UMass, 3-1, is tied with Furman
University of South Carolina, 4-1. Both

schools received 36 points.

It is the first week in the poll for the

Minutemen. Furman was 15th last week.

North Texas, 3-1, is ranked No. 1,

followed by Western Illinois, Appalachian

State, Marshall University and
Nevada-Reno.
Lafayette College, Georgia Southern,

Idaho, William and Mary, and Western

Kentucky round out the top 10.

continued on page 15

Women's soccer home
to face New Hampshire
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Today, the University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team winds up one of its

most grueling weeks in recent memory
when it faces the University ofNew Hamp-
shire at Boyden Field (3 p.m.).

Coining a phrase from the New York
Mets — and making a slight alteration, the

motto for today's game should be "soccer

the way Mother Nature intended it to be."

After playing consecutive games on that

wonderful innovation known as AstroTurf,

the 7-0 Minutewomen return home to host

New Hampshire on real grass.

Although there is no place like home, this

is no time for the Minutewomen to kick up
their feet and relax by the fire. New Hamp-
shire enters as the 16th-ranked team in the

country, and features a potent game that

could give UMass some problems.

The gist of the offense for the 5-2 Wildcats

centers mainly around sophomore forward
Diane McLoughlin, who has 19 points this

season on 8 goals and 3 assists. McLoughlin
is a strong player with a lot of speed, a
tough player to catch on the attack.

"McLoughlin has a great deal of speed,"

said UMass coach Jim Rudy. "She can real-

ly take it on. She's actually more
dangerous coming inside than going out-

side. She's very talented."

McLoughlin is complimented in the of-

fense by freshman Mary Beth Sydlowski,
who has 4 goals and 3 assists, and
freshman midfielder Christie Paige.

"They (UNH) are a lot like Holy Cross,

in that they use very little play across the

field," Rudy said. "They're a very direct

team with two good forwards."

In goal is Janene Tilden, who has posted

four shutouts and has a goals against

continued on page 15

Red Sox*
season a

soap opera
And now, another exciting episode of

"As the Red Sox Turn," the 1988 version.

Early March. The Boston Red Sox,

thanks to a blend of young talent and

seasoned veterans, are favored by many
in spring training to win the American

League East.

April 4. Opening Day at Fenway Park

against the Detroit Tigers. Roger Clemens

Jim Clark

faces Jack Morris, and the teams battle

through nine innings to a 3-3 deadlock.

Newly-acquired bullpen ace Lee Smith
comes in to give up a two-run homer to

Alan Trammell. Ballgame. Detroit wins,

53.
April 5. The Boston Herald runs a

headline for the game story, reading

"Wait 'til next year."

In the true spirit of baseball fans in New
England, the regular season is less than

24 hours old and already the collective

region has given up on its hometown
team.
Late ApriL No one can really sense what

is wrong yet. The Sox are not playing up
to potential. The team will eventually be

riddled with controversy, whether it be an

outrageous palimony suit or an
unscheduled tag-tam match at a hotel in

Cleveland. Regardless, something is

amiss somewhere. Everyone has an opi-

nion, and most of them seem to center

so-ound manager John McNamara.
May 19. Hall of-Famer Bobby Doerr has

his uniform number (1) retired in pre-

game ceremonies. McNamara, who has

been wearing it, gives it up and takes

number 2. It would turn out to be a sym-

bolic move later on dowrn the line.

July 11. The Sox are stuck in the mud
with a 43-42 record, nine games out of

first place. McNamara, though, tells all

that he is happy with his team's record.

The news doesn't set in well with higher

management.
July 14. A rainy day, with the Sox

preparing to play Kansas City. There will

be no game on this night, but the Sox

make the headlines anyway. McNamara
loses his No. 1 status again, fired as Sox

manager. Joe Morgan, a long-time minor
league manager, is chosen to take his

place.

Though the calendar says otherwise, it's

as if the big ball has dropped from the sky

in Times Square. The rejuvenated Sox go

19-1 in Morgan's first 20 games, back in-

to the race. "Next year" has come a bit

early in Beantown.
July 29. Fenway Park press dining

room. Several media members notice that

Sox General Manager Lou Gorman is

missing from dinner, even though ice

cream sundaes are being served for

dessert. Gorman never misses dessert.

But all week he has been searching for a

proven starting pitcher to bolster the

stretch run. An hour later, the Sox an-

nounce that Gorman has acquired Mike
Boddicker from the Baltimore Orioles for

Brady Anderson and minor league pitcher

Curt Schilling. It turns out to be the

cherry on the Sox' sundae, so to speak.

Sept 5. With a victory in Baltimore, the

Red Sox finally live up to their pre-season

billing. They arrive in first place. But can

they hold it, or will it be another big

September stretch run choke for the

Bostons?

Sept. 30. The Sox, with a magic number
of 1 to clinch, lose 4-2 in Cleveland. Later

that night, they gather in a Cleveland bar

to watch their fate unfold on the West
Coast. Milwaukee, the only team with

any hope, is trailing Oakland in the ninth

inning, 7-1. Relief pitcher Bob Stanley

says, "They've got no problem. They
haven't got me in their bullpen." He is

right. Oakland wins, and the Sox are AL
East champions once again.

Oct. 5. Scenario. The Red Sox begin a

drive toward the World Series against the

Athletics at Fenway, with Bruce Hurst

facing Dave Stewart. Let's just hope that,

for once, this soap opera has a happy

ending.
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• Rudy's "Reds" keep on rolling.
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Nader speaks
on activism
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Consumer Advocate Ralph Nader told about 400

students last night in Bowker Auditorium to think, to vote

and to participate in the world's problems.

"We have to begin becoming active in society," said

Nader.

"Our problems, whether national, cosmic, or local should

be addressed by citizens.

"There's a big difference between learning how to think

and going to school to learn how to get a job," said Nader.

"There's a great difference in education and just

memorization to regurgitation to vegetation."

Nader first became famous for his 1965 book. Unsafe

at Any Speed, which exposed the automobile industry's

poor safety levels and forced the recall of millions of

vehicles. His latest book. The HeartBreak ofAmerica, at-

tacks General Motors, specifically Cadillacs and their

decline in safety and performance over the past two

decades.

Prior to his speech, Nader said the state of student ac-

tivism on campuses today was mixed.

"There is a small professional slice of the student body,

but since they're not blocking traffic or taking over

buildings they're not on the news," he said.

"Many students are becoming career-minded at the ex-

pense of letting their minds wander from the humanities

and histories into becoming a cog in the wheel at

someplace like General Motors or Dupont," he said, ad-

ding that these students see their education as being

limited to interviews at placement offices.

Nader singled out Question 4 on this year's state ballot

as a cause to fight for.

The ballot question would close down two state nuclear

power plants, Yankee Atomic in Rowe and Pilgrim

Nuclear Power Plant in Plymouth.

"We have to shut down aging, inefficient, nuclear plants

and bring in renewable forms of energy and cheaper forms

of energy," he said.

Though Nader and MassPIRG, a group he founded, sup-

ports Question 4, the Committee For a Constructive

Collegian photo \>y Chris Hosford

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader spoke last

night at Bowker Auditorium.

Tomorrow is against it, among other Nader issues.

In a statement released today, CFACT said, "He and
his organization — MassPIRG — are the chief culprits try-

ing to shut down the Pilgrim and Yankee nuclear power
plants. These two facilities are necessary to provide power

to millions of Massachusetts residents."

The statement went on to say that if these plants close

the state will be affected "by higher unemployment,
slower economic growth, and a lower overall standard of

living."

CFACT also blasted MassPIRG for accepting money
from students through a negative check-off fee on tuition

bills. A practice they claim is illegal.

One of the last issues raised by Nader was the need for

students to vote.

He said out of 13.5 million voting age students only 23

percent participated in the 1984 presidential election.

Nader also said this is the first presidential election that

could have less than 50 percent of the registered voters

participating in the election.

The presentation was the first in the Distinguished

Visitors Program's fall lecture series.

PULSE keeping with beat

of UMass attitudes with polls
;-^- -r f:.._ j;..;„; VJ..„,^ti^^r,

By JANNA SCHOMODY
Collegian Correspondent

If someone calls you on a Wednesday
night and poses questions about AIDS, stu-

dent life, or Add/Drop, you've probably

been selected as a respondent for a Project

Pulse survey.

The only student opinion polling service

for the University of Massachusetts has

been gathering data for 16 years for dif-

ferent divisions of the Student Affairs

office.

"The purpose of Project Pulse is to pro-

vide the University community with timely

answers to questions, especially dealing

with current issues on campus," said Assis-

tant Director Julie Lam. "What's timely

about it is the answers are available within

a week, " she said.

Lam describes Project Pulse as "the

research arm of Student Affairs," which

consists of five divisions: Educational Ac-

cess and Outreach, Academic Support Ser-

vices, Student Activities, Housing Services,

and Health Services.

The project offers 10 surveys a semester.

Any campus organization under one of

these categories may solicit a proposal,

which must be approved by the Student Af-

fairs Research committee.

The poll will then be designed by Lam
and Pulse Director Liz Williams. Both Lam
and Williams are survey design experts, ac-

cording to the office.

"After we come up with a draft, we run

it by the requesting office for approval. We
usually go through several drafts," said the

month-long assistant director.

The final check comes from Gary

Malaney, Student Affairs Research and

Evaluation Office Director. SAREO is the

larger research organization of which Pro-

ject Pulse is only a part.

The completed poll is then entered into

the main computer at Whitmore so the 25

"pulsers" can easily collect the data over

the phone.

Lam said the service's efficiency has im-

proved since they began storing informa-

tion on computer. "We used to use

OPSCAN sheets, and you know how hard

it is to fill in all those little circles," she

said.

Results are published in a Pulse Report

within a week. Copies and records of past

surveys are available at the headquarters

in room 229 of the Whitmore Administra-

tion building.

The document offers no opinion on the

statistics, but according to Lam. the infor-

mation is used to improve student life.

"Supposedly they take information they

get from us and incorporate it into their

programs," she said. "For instance. Health

Services always wants a survey on how

satisfied students are with the care. It's a

way of checking-in to see if a change made

in service was helpful," she said.

Aside from rating customer satisfaction.
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SGA to discuss election

Bylaw change
on agenda
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

"Anything can happen" could be the theme of tonight's

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting, as several mo-

tions on and off the agenda could generate action in the

senate.

The key element is whether the senate decides to act

on the issues before it or again delay and table motions

for future meetings.

The topics to be discussed could include motions to

resolve the problems of the last Student Government

Association presidential election, changes in the bylaws

concerning open meetings, a referendum question on the

police sub-station in Southwest Residential Area, and

establishing disabled student appointees to the Senate.

The question of ratifying the election of Shari Silkoff

and Jason Rabinowitz as SGA co-presidents was brought

up in last week's meeting but was tabled indefinitely, ac

cording to Silkoff. She said the question could be brought

up tonight or continue to simmer on the back burner.

The SGA Coordinating Committee, which acts as the

full Senate over the summer, voted June 9 to allow Silkoff

and Rabinowitz to take office in a limited capacity.

This move, in turn, has been questioned by a decision

of the Student Supreme Court, which issued an injunc-

tion to prevent the co-presidents from holding office May
1 1 . The Court last week issued a decision stating the Coor-

dinating Committee's ratification is not allowed.

Silkoff, however, says the injunction itself is not pro-

per. "You can't put a restraining order on a legislative

body," Silkoff said. "That's not proper procedure.
"

Another possibility at tonight's meeting is an amend-

ment to the bylaws to settle the question of whether co-

presidents can hold office. Speaker Robert Fadel said this

has top priority.

"I feel that at this point the situation has become so com-

plex that there is no simple solution," Fadel said. "The

greater issue is resolving the ambiguity in the constitu-

tion bylaws." continued on page 10

said Lara, some divisions want to know

how students feel about certain issues.

"I think this is important because on a

university campus, issues are really fast

moving," she said. "Offices on campus can't

really be run effectively unless they know

what students are thinking."

Project Pulse is funded by Student Af

fairs. "It doesn't cost the University much

at all." Lam said. "We employ work-study

students, who use the telephones and com-

puters in Whitmore. There's no need for ex-

tra equipment," she said.

This semester "pulsers " will be scanning

the campus for opinions on AIDS, alcohol

use, and noise in the residence halls, to

name a few. They'll also be calling

graduate students for the first time.

Lam said Project Pulse was approached

by the Graduate Student Senate to in-

vestigate the quality of life of their consti

tuents. "There is a general sense that

graduate student's lives are deteriorating,"

she quoted from the GSS proposal. "We

thought it would be a good idea to branch

out," she said.

"Wedding" to highlight rally
A group of students at noon today will

present a theatrical production represen-

ting what they call the marriage of the

University of Massachusetts to the

military industrial complex.

John Leavitt, a member of the group, said

this production is intended to wake up

students to what he calls a "tainting" of

the University.

The public should be made aware of the

relationship between the school and the

defense and energy departments since it

means an end to free education, Leavitt

said. He said programs are being cut to

allow for the federal research, and the

military is virtually being forced upon the

students. Groups like the CIA and Reserve

Officers Training Corps are constantly

recruiting on campus for their organiza-

tions, he said.

Leavitt said he wanted to stress the

group did not consider this a left or right

issue, but they are definitely against the

relationship. Blame for the grovrth of

military industrialism cannot be laid on

any one person, but rather on the com-

placency of the students, and the prospect

of large amounts of money becoming

available because of the relationship, he

said.

Leavitt said students who attend the

short prjduction on the Student Union

steps will become more aware of the issues

at hand.

- CHRIS WILLEY

Sox open AL playoffs today
Playoff time has arrived in Boston, as the Red Sox begin their drive toward a

World Series Championship against the Oakland Athletics in game one of the

American League Championship Series tonight at Fenway Park.

The particulars on tonight's game:

The Match-up: Boston (89-73 regular season, 1 game ahead in AL East) vs. Oakland

(104-58, 15 games ahead in AL West).

The Site: Fenway Park, Boston (Cap. 33,583).

The Season Series: Oakland won 9-of-12, including a perfect 6-0 record at Oakland

Alameda County Coliseum.

The Pitchers: Bruce Hurst (18-6, 3.66 ERA) vs. Dave Stewart (21-12, 3.23 ERA).

Leading Hitters: Boston: Wade Boggs (.366, 5 home runs), Mike Greenwell (.325.

22 homers), Ellis Burks (.294, 18 homers). Oakland: Jose Canseco (.307, 42 homers),

Dave Henderson (.304, 24 homers), Luis Polonia (.292, 2 homers).

" T •-------•
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Dukakis fights for state rights
BOSTON (AP) - In a case pitting Gov.

Michael Dukakis against the US Defense

Department, the state of Massachusetts

argued in a federal appeals court yesterday

that governors have the constitutional

right to veto National Guard training

assignments.

Assistant Attorney General Douglas

Wilkins, trying to reverse an unfavorable

District Court ruling, told a three-judge

panel in the 1st US Circuit if Appeals that

the "militia clause" of the US Constitution

gives state discretion as to how they train

their militias.

In reply, John Bolton, head of the US
Justice Department's civil division, said

the state's position amounted to a "dagger

aimed at the heart of national defense."

Dukakis, who is campaignmg for the

presidency has denounced policy in Central

America as "failed and illegal", withheld

his consent when federal authorities

ordered 13 public relations specialists from

the Massachusetts National Guard to train

in Honduras and Panama in May and

June.

The governor filed suit on Jan. 29, seek

ing to block the mission, but the court

upheld the authority of federal officials on
May 6 on the grounds that National Guard
troops are sworn to federal duty as well as

state duty.

Dukakis filed his appeal in May, putting

himself in the position of supporting states'

right to dispute the very power he is seek-

ing as a presidential candidate.

After more than half an hour of oral

arguments, the Appeals Court took the

case under advisement. Lawyers said it

could take months to issue a ruling.

Afterward, Dukakis' Statehouse press

secretary, James Dorsey, said Dukakis was
trying to uphold a principle endorsed by

many governors of both parties.

Asked if the Dukakis campaign was con-

cerned that the governor's position could

be used against him in the presidential

campaign to portray Dukakis as "soft" on

defense, Dorsey shot back: "Who's going to

make that argument, Dan Quayle?"

Thinking about GRAD SCHOOL?

if. .

.

when...

where...

how...

See Pre-Grad advisor

CASIAC, Machmer E-24

For appointments call 545-2191

SENIORS & JUNIORS ESPECIALLY
ENCOURAGED TO COME FOR ADVICE

7:30
With Cash Bar p.m.

$5 UMass Student
$7 General Public

Tickets on sale at Tix Unlimited, "For The

I

Record" (Faces) and Main St. Records

AP photu

Atlanta police drag an anti-abortion protester from the Atlanta

SurgiCenter abortion clinic in downtown Atlanta on Tuesday.

Pro-life protesters arrested
ATLAiN'TA (AP) - Police began anesting

anti-abortion activists in front of an Atlan-

ta clinic yesterday, moments after the

opening round of what protest organizers

say will be a four-day "Siege of Atlanta",

got under way.

About 80 demonstrators arrived at a mid

town abortion facility about 10:40 a.m.,

many of them crawling up the street

toward the small brick building. When
some of them tried to go beyond a tern

porary fence installed outside the clinic,

police began dragging the protesters away
toward a waiting bus.

About 30 were arrested in about 15

minutes.

About a mile away, another protest

began at another clinic, but there were no

immediate arrests. About 60

demonstrators also crawled to the building,

where they were surrounded by about 40

police officers.

Earlier, city officials had braced for the

expected demonstrations by arresting the

protest leader, and filing suit against

others, claiming they were engaged in a

criminal conspiracy.

About 800 demonstrators, some of whom
attended a predawn Mass, assembled

yesterday morning at a motel on the edge

of town. Protest leaders distributed plastic

bags to collect the identification of those

who planned to be arrested, .so that

authorities could not determine their

names.
That approach was used during a series

of anti-abortion demonstrations in Atlan-

ta this summer.
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WW The Ark Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMass

presents

An evening with Richard Wilbur,

U.S. Poet Laureate

TONIGHT
Wednesday, October 5th, 8:00 pm

Memorial Hall, UMass

Reception following

Cosporisored by The Office of ?he Chancc^'^ir.

and the Oean of Humanities & Fine Arts

LOCAL

CollrKian photo by Chria Hoaford

GIVE BLOOD — Sociology mfyor Linda Marston takes time to give at yesterday's blood

drive in the Campus Center. She has now donated 5.5 gallons since high schooL

GSS meets
Allocates funds to RSOs
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate is waging a battle for

recognition on many fronts while also fighting to ac-

complish plans for helping graduate students receive more
services.

Last night at an abbreviated meeting, the senate agreed

to allocate money from their reserve fund to the Off Cam-
pus Housing Office to the tune of $2,500.

The senate also agreed to grant $500 to the New World
Theatre for its production of a James Baldwin play and
$200 to the Radical Student Union who requested funding

for a guest speaker.

"We want to establish some kind of liason between the

administration and the students and take up issues such

as taxation, tuition waivers and stipends for the teaching

assistants researchers and other graduate students at the

university," said President of the Graduate Student

Senate Gita van Heerden on some of the senate's goals.

Another concern for the senate is their involvement with

the University of El Salvador, with whom they are try-

ing to set up an exchange.

"At the University of El Salvador there is no academic

freedom," said Vice President Thomas Hutcheson. "We
want to increase material aid, community education and
faculty and administrative support for El Salvador," he

said.
,

The senate has a heavy interest in the proceedings of

Civility Week and is sponsoring a training program for

teaching assistants who want to address issues of racism

and cultural diversity in their classes. Interested

graduates should contact the senate.

Lack of interpreters causes worry for deaf students
By MARIA CRESPO
Collegian Correspondent

There is a lack of interpreters for the

hearing-impaired in Massachusetts, and
this shortage is affecting the state and the

University of Massachusetts.

Paul Appleby, director of Handicapped

Student Affairs, said, "There has been a

shortage of interpreters in Western
Massachusetts for as long as I can

remember." The reason is the shortage of

qualified persons, he said.

There is presently no formal interpreter

training program in Western

Massachusetts, he said. There are a few in

Eastern Massachusetts, but even with

those, the state is not able to keep up with

the demands, he said.

It is much more difficult to find inter-

preters for a college environment than for

other areas, Appleby said. The educational

interpreting skills required are very

demanding, he said. The interpreter needs

intense vocabulary and interpreting skills

to keep up with classes, especially in lee

tures, where the discussion is non-stop for

50 to 60 minutes, he said.

UMass has been "... barely able to keep

our heads above water in terms of being

able to find a sufficient number of inter-

preters," Appleby said. The priority con-

cern is finding classroom interpreters, he

said.

This semester is especially difficult at

UMass. The Handicapped Students Affairs

office has lost two of its full-time inter-

preters, one resigning and one on mater-

nity leave. This has cut the office inter-

preters from four full-time interpreters to

two.

However, there are still about twelve

part-time interpreters available for the 12

to 15 hearing impaired students using the

services (a higher number than the average

eight to 12 for the past four to five years).

Finding interpreters for a certain time is

very difficult, and "not as simple as tak

ing a number of deaf students you have and

coming up with a ratio and figuring you

need X amount of interpreters." Appleby

said. If classes are spread throughout the

day, it makes is much easier to find an in-

terpreter available, he said.

There are some periods where there are

as many as eight or nine students in class

at the same time, a high amount in any
area, he said. These students all require an

interpreter, and often times there are none

available. Eight or nine interpreters at

once is a very high percentage not only at

UMass, but in Western Massachusetts

itself, he said.

If students are not able to get an inter-

preter, class notes will be provided for

them, he said. They will be provided even
with an interpreter, if requested, Appleby
said.

The lack of interpreters is often time so

great, that Donna Demers, coordinator for

Deaf Services, must herself go into the

classroom and interpret, he said. The best

situation is when two students are in the

same class, therefore only one interpreter

is needed for both, he said.

Although there is a need for more inter-

preters, the part-time interpreters

available, about 12 to 15, do a great job, Ap-

pleby said. "The coordinator for Deaf Ser-

vices here. Donna Demers, has done a real-

ly good job in terms of identifying part-time

interpreters on the outside to work for 3,

6, 8, 10 hours a week as their schedules

allow," he said.

The problem of recruiting qualified inter-

preters is not prevalent at UMass only. It

is a problem facing all Massachusetts col-

leges, he said.

The state is very much aware of the shor-

tage of interpreters for the deaf. In fact, the

Massachusetts Commission for the Deaf
and Hard of Hearing is anxious to start an
interpreter training program in Western
Massachusetts.

However, according to Appleby, this is

something which will not be seen for a cou-

ple of years. But, once begun, it will do a

lot to alleviate the shortage, he said.

Even with the shortage, students praise

the work of the Handicapped Student Af-

fairs office. Marjorie Stout, a student who
is hard of hearing, said, "Deaf Services and
Handicapped Student AfTairs are wonder-

ful for us, and they help us a lot, and also

try to get us to be aware of what we need

in our lives."

Workshop helps those with math anxiety
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Were you mortified in elementary school math class?

Did everyone else understand long division while you

struggled to remember your times tables?

The math anxiety workshop, offered by the math depart

ment and the Counseling and Academic Support Center,

was developed eight years ago to help students overcome

math anxiety.

"People get a lot of comfort and support when they find

out there are other people with the same problems." said

Doris Stockton, a professor in the math department and

co-facilitator of a math an*iety workshop.

Donald Banks, a counselor in the center and co-

facilitator of the workshop, said, "We don't teach math

at all. We only try to deal with the anxiety around it."

The first session of the three part workshop is designed

to let students get acquainted with each other, Stockton

said. "Don asks them to tell us why they came. He's very

good at getting people to talk," she said.

Banks said, "They get a chance to hear that other peo-

ple have had very embarrassing experiences in the math

classroom. It gets the issue out in the open.

"We've had people who came in very uptight come back

later and tell us they were able to get in touch with their

feelings and do well in class." he said. Once a student can

confront the reasons for difficulty in math they "can ac

cept responsibility for learning," he said.

"We focus on making sure students are in the right

level," he said. "If you are math anxious, and if you're

in a math class that you know is beyond your comprehen-

sion, you probably need to drop back to a lower level.

"Even though they may not get credit for the '0' level

math class, in the long run they are better off," he said.

"People think they are not smart enough," Banks said.

But, "there are many external reasons people have trou

ble in math."
"We generally find there are two msyor causes," said

Stockton. "A person may have been asked at some stage

of development to do math at a level they were not feady

for."

Stockton cited long division as a common stumbling

block for students. "No two people are ready to do long

division at the same instant," she said. "But students get

intimidated if other students can do it and they can't.

"It's like asking someone to go into lifesaving without

learning to tread water," Stockton said.

A second major cause of anxiety, according to Stockton,

is intimidation by someone a student respects. "A well-

meaning teacher, parent or sibling might say, for instance

to a girl, 'you shouldn't have to do math because your a

girl."'

"We had a boy whose mother and sister were good in

math and told him he shouldn't have to do it because he

was a boy."

Banks and Stockton report their workshop has been

equally attended by men and women. "Sometimes we

have more men than women at our workshops, sometimes

more women," Stockton said.

Banks said from his experience he feels the stereotype

that men do better than women in math is changing.

"There was a time that there seemed to be a breakdown

of what were guy things to do and what were girl things

to do. Guy things were more mathematically oriented,"

he said.

Now, given the changing career goals of college

students, that stereotype is changing, he said.

"We try to help them realize that if they can't deal with

math successfully or are choosing to avoid it that they are

limiting their career choices. At lea.st 60 percent of the

msgors on this campus require math," he said.

"We have a large variety of students in the workshops,"

said Stockton. Workshops are attended by first year

students and graduate students, returning students and

students fresh out of high school.

"We're not suggesting people can become math
geniuses," said Banks, "but they can have better mental

math health."

RICHARD WILBUR, the 1987 Poet Laureate,

will read from his latest book New and Col-

lected Poenu tonight at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Wilbur, who lives in Cummington, Mass., at-

tended Amherst College and Harvard Univer^

sity. He has translated plays by Moliere and
Racine. His awards include the Pulitzer Prize,

the National Book Award, the Ford Founda-
tion Award and the Guggenheim Fellowship.

The free presentation is sponsored by the Ark
Episcopal Chaplaincy, the Office of the

Chancellor and the Dean of Humanities and
Fine Arts.
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SiiDEM' Affairs b\FORMArio\ Services

IDB/TIPS

an

For Information About
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS &

ALTERNATIVES

Call TIPS' (545-1540)

d request tapes by number:

1030 Internships

1601 Bachelor's Degree Program

1010 Bilingual Collegiate Program (BOP)

1040 University Without Walls (UWW)
1024 Comm. for Coll. Educ. of Black and Other

Minority Students (CCEMBS)
1023 Credit by Examination

1029 Five College Courses

2802 CASIAC Services

1310 National Student Exchange Program

1037 Writing Program

IF Va" RAVE R.1^4ER <X tSTT'NS CALL 'IDB'^545-1555)

Information Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Infonnation Phone Service (TIPS)

Man arrested for attempted rape
lJ.t\ ifl A. Mosly ofRoxbun w as anestetl

Monday shortly after 1:30 a.m. for assault

with intent to rapo, two counts of indecent

assault and battery, two counts of assault

and battery and breaking and entering in

the nighttime with the intent to commit a

felony. Police would not release his age or

the place the crime was allegedly
committed.

In one other incident:

• A motor vehicle parked in lot 43 had its

windshield broken Sunday. Damages to the

car amounted to $300.
- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Voting rally scheduled for today
As part of Voter Action Day, a rally for

education will be held at 1 p.m. today on
the Student Union steps.

The rally, which is sponsored by the
United States Student Association (USSA)
and the Student Government Association,
is being held to promote student voter
awareness, said Jason Rabinowitz, SGA co
presidentelect. The raHy will address
issues such as budget cuts in education, ris-

ing tuition costs and fees, and national

campaign issues important to students,

Rabinowitz said.

The president of USSA, Fredrick Az-
carate, is scheduled to speak at the rally.

Also, the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group will have voter registra

tion tables set up in front of the Student

Union mini-store from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
- ALLEN BERNARD

BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prerequisite:

Back pain & a referral

from your UHS provider

ThiS 4 session program
I classes one week apart )

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods
and relaxation

DATES & TIME: Wednesday
October 19, 26 and

November 9 at 7:00-9:00 pm
Tuesday, November 1

at 6:00-8:00 pm.

PLACE:
University Health Center "^

Nj
• Pl«asa ^vi«« vour UHS provxtar (or th« proper r«(»rr»t

CaautOHaaati D3\jcijoonioiinlamaaon (Bid PmjKKaaon S49.2^7l «« ei

Associate
needed

The Collegian is

accepting ap-
plications for the

position of
associate news
editor. Anyone
interested in ap-

plying should
contact Rick San-
tos in the
newsroom,
located in room
113 of the Cam-
pus Center.

The application

deadline is noon
Friday.

RESTAURANT
Route 9 and Univemlv Drive. Amherst

2539757

Lunch Tues.—Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

Tues.-Fri.
11:30-3 p.m.

"AII-You-Can.Eat" LUNCH BUFFET

$4^95_
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

250/0 DISCOUNT *
(Discount applici to food itemi purchased lor
dinner in the dining room Cannot be used in
conjunction with other discounts )

with your
valid Student ID

Oldies Dance Club
Rotjle 9 A Jntversity Diive, Amhoisl 253 9750

DownUoiis at the Gull Slioam

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
DJ plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

75C Drafts • No Cover

Check out our new 10 ft, Video Screen!!
Monday Night Football (i^oV^scre^n)

Pitchers of Beer $5.25
• Free Popcorn • 75e Drafts •

Free "Pinii Cadiliac" Souvenir Shot Glass
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Odds and ends

Opening the

real book

on what the

Annex does
I feel I must defend an institution that

isn't very popular at this university - the

Textbook Annex.

In my four years as an undergraduate

and two years as a graduate at UMass, I

have seen numerous attempts to depict the

Annex as a money-grubbing, student-using

establishment. It seems that every other

semester someone decides that something

should be done about this evil institution.

A committee is then formed to find how
badly the Annex is ripping off the students.

Mark Dadmun
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It's funny how the results of this commit-

tee are never seen. I believe that's because

they find out the truth, which doesn't sup-

port their claim.

I have worked at the Textbook Annex
since my sophomore year. I would like to

set the record straight on misconceptions

about the Annex, the biggest of which is
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Letters
the pricing of the books and who sets the /--/, • if* a JJ-^i.T TTV /f ^ ^^
price The average mark up the store gafe environmeiit lor post-seasoii neeclecl at UMass
charges a customer is 20 percent. The An- ^
nex reduces this by five percent. All wages,

operating costs, shipping and handling,

and upkeep are taken out of that 15 per-

cent. As any business student can tell you,

selling your inventory for 15 percent pro-

fit is not a very lucrative business. The only

reason a profit is seen at the Annex is due

to the large inventory.

Another misconception of the Annex is

that it is a private company milking the

students for all they're worth. It is, in fact

a part of the University Store, and thus all

profits realized at the Annex are used for

the operation of the campus center. The

Annex was first established as a conve

nience for the students. It is there so that

students don't have to go downtow n to get

their books. No one is driving around in a

Porsche because of the profits made there.

Beyond prices, the one thing I hear the

most about is the prices tlie Annex sets for

buying books back. There are set rules for

the process of buying back books. The An-

nex can only afford to buy back the book.s

if they know they are going to be used the

following semester. The deadline for order

ing books for the following semester is set

for October and April, so professors will

place orders. If a book has been ordered by

a professor then the Annex will buy back

the book at 50 percent of the new price. If

the book has not been ordered, then a us-

ed book service may buy it, but they set the

price. Therefore, if more professors would

order earlier, the Annex would pay

students more money.

It's difficult having over 20,000 people

come through the Annex doors in the

course of two weeks, without anyone

waiting more thanVi hour, but they do it.

Some have been there all summer working

in 100 degree heat, some just work for the

first three weeks, but they all pitch in to

get you in and out as quickly as possible.

So the next time you feel like complain-

ing about something like the Annex, ap

preciate the work done to provide this ser-

vice, and take the time to get the facts, not

just the rumors.

Mark Dadmun is a UMass graduate

student

* * *

Do you have a 'uniquely you ' or 'unique-

ly UMass' story you just have to tell? Tell

it to "Odds and ends." No writing ex-

perience necessary. Send submissions to the

Collegian. 113 Campus Center. UMass.

Have any questions or comments about this

or other "Odds and ends" columns? Call the

Collegian, 545-3500, and ask for David or

Pam, or come down and talk to us. Thanks.

October means many things to many peo-

ple. To a good majority of those acorss cam-

pus, October means baseball. Once again,

the Northeast is lucky enough to have both

the Boston Red Sox and the New York

Mets in the playoffs, there are thousands

ofjubilant fans at UMass ready to cheer on

their team.

The playoff games are a time of celebra-

tion, and we encourage you to watch the

games and root for your team. However, we

want to remind you of the racially-

motivated violence that erupted after the

1986 World Series between the Red Sox

and the Mels. The violence was caused by

many factors, but was triggered by the out-

come of game seven of the Series.

It is our hope that every member of the

UMass community will respect those

around them, allow free expression over

the outcome of the games, and celebrate in

a safe manner.

The area governments are making a

strong commitment to making this year's

playofTs and World Series safe for the en-

tire community. Each area is .sponsoring

viewing legations to watch the games and

will also be providing refreshments. These

locations will be a great place to gather

with other fans to watch the >james in a

festive atmosphere. The World Series also

coincides with midterms, so please

remember those with exams who may be

unable to watch the series.

The University of Massachusetts has

been a leader in the nation for its efforts

to provide an atmosphere open to the

celebration of diversity in opinions and

cultures. Please help us continue in a com

munity effort toward this goal. Have a

great post-season, and may your team do

well. Stephanie Orefice
Student Trustee

Editor's note: Four other student leaders

signed this letter.

Bush offers unrealistic solution for drug problem
It seems that the topic of drugs has been

heated up again, due to the recent dis-

qualification of Ben Johnson in the Sum-
mer Olympics. The fastest man in the

world was stripped of his gold medal due

to the use of steroids, proven by a drug test.

In fact, one Olympic watcher (W. Greg

Rothman) was so angered at this fallen,

demoralized young athlete, he wrote a stir-

ring column in Monday's paper ("Snorting

away America's future," Oct. 4) about his

conception of the drug problem. Yet how
close were his solutions to realistic ones?

The solution proposed was to increase

penalties for dealers or users, even calling

for harsher penalties for the 'casual user.'

In other words, he feels we should jail the

guy working at Dairy Queen who was

found with a joint in his pocket. This would

require more courts, officers, and prisons.

Yet no one wants a prison in ones's own
backyard, and funding for the.se things is

not going to suddenly materialize. Perhaps

we can cut social programs to zero, since

touching the defense budget is a

republican's nightmare. The reality of it is,

none of these 'solutions' has touched base

with the source of the problem. One has to

ask, "Why are these kids taking drugs?"

Then, eliminate the cause.

Drugs are legalized in different countries,

yet no other country has fifteen-year-old

kids being mowed down with uzis over turf

boundaries. Drug abuse is the result of an

unhealthy society, not the cause of one. On-

ly recently has it hit every aspect of socie-

ty, which has caused the stuffed shirts in

legislation to sit up and take notice.

"St:",

Bush's solution is al.so to crack down' on

users and pushers. That way. he can sleep

at night while he mutilates social and hous-

ing programs aimed at helping those mere

millions who are less fortunate than

himself, while claiming to have saved them

from drugs. I'd hate to have him offer a

solution to the family of a suicidal child:

"Just get rid of all the razors in the hou.se

and send her to bed without dinner." By
offering a solution of harsher punishment

for drug users, Bush is ignoring the causes

and realities of drug abuse. This country

needs an administration that is focused on

eliminating these causes. Flooding pri.sons

with drug addicts is simply displacing the

problem, not dealing with it.

Jill Stoddard
Amherst

In other news. . .

All week long, you're so. . .good. You eat

your bran cereal, sip your mineral water,

skip those desserts at lunch. But on the

weekend, you're so. . .bad. You get into your

sweats, plop down in front the VCR and dig

into the Haagen-Dazs and microwave

popcorn.

Sound familiar? You're not alone. Experts

call it the diet dichotomy: health-conscious

Americans are eating more veggies and
whole grains than ever. But they're washing

them down with pints of premium ice

cream, handfuls of salty snack foods, bags

of jumbo cookies and other nutritional

nightmares. Last month 's issue ofGorman 's

New Product News finds that of the record

7,866 new-food products introduced in the

United States last year, a surprising

number were either relentlessly nutritious

or densely caloric. It's "shopper's
schizophrenia," says Gf>rman's editor, Mar-

tin Friedman. "People have a split per-

sonality regarding food.

"

—Newsweek, October 10, 1988
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Inside the shows at Sheehan's and Iron Horse
Girl fan flips over PSD show
By ANN r t\vef:dy
C'ul Ionian ('(urespondent

The Pajama Slave Dancers
Saturday night at Sheehan's Cafe

So there I sat. Downstairs at Sheehan's,

loMO p m. last Saturday night, anxiously

awaiting the band that saved my summer.
Listening habits on the Cape were
downright depressing, with WPXY. the on

ly non sugar pop .station, occasionally play

ing old Steve Miller . . . cwh.

My Pajama Slave Dancers tape. Blood.

Sut-ut and Beers, made a few muscle head

enemies on the beach with the ivrics "look

the gift horse in the mouth and burst

through amber sky/I'm coming for you,

baby/i wanna play salami with you." from

the mock Led Zeppelin tune "I Want To

Make love to You." And with the lines:

"bass drums pound in your brain and your

insides are gonna explode. You promise

you'll never act so insane as your bathroom

veers off the road" from "Driving the

Porcelain Bus' — the quintes.sential puk-

ing song — it is obvious that PSD have a

unique grasp on how to annoy the .stodgy.

1 was looking forward to hearing a few

of these favorites and .some new stuff. But

the new stuff never came — and they do

cnntinued on page 7

Uncle Bonsai had no penis envy
By Al ARPAD
Collegian Staff

Uncle Bonsai
Monday night at the Iron Horse

Most people have never heard of Uncle

Bonsai; that's probably because they are

folk singers. Singing folk music in 1988 can

be very risky, in a financial sort of way,

which is probably why they are on the

Freckle record label I went to see Uncle

Bonsai at the Iron Hor.se on Monday night

because they sing about penis envy.

Anybody who sings about penis envy is

okay with me. even if they are folk singers.

I TruY Si . Ainheist 5-19 5'1(>3 • Open II a tii

/' Diys A WceU • t ull ioi lakt: Out • KikiicnOpeii lill MUliil^ltl

Pool Table, Video Games, Juke Box, 3 Color TV's

Mosl Bar Seals In Town

1

Uncle Bonsai is not a dance band, so the

Iron Horse was a good place for them to

play. The Iron Horse has lots of tables and
chairs and musical things nailed to the

walls so it's a good place to bring a date,

if you don't want to dance. Just don't sit

facing away from the stage or you might

think you're in some kind of dark family

restaurant.

Dave Wilcox from Na.shville opened the

show, and he was great. Go see Dave

Wilcox if you get the chance; he sounds just

like James Tayolr on his cassette, but don't

hold it against him. In per.son he's g)-eat.

.\fter Dave Wilcox fini.shed playing and
irmtinued tin page 7

"GREAT BURGERS"
Try tis for Lunch or Dinner or Late Night

;:i$S$iS*=:=S5*%fe?::ti*^i$:^§i::V::;*^^^

% WHITE RUSSIANS $1 95
Drink of the Week

DOS EQUIS $1.50
Beer of the Month

>x::.:-::i^i.3i.x::<i.;.::- :

fft

10th Anniversary 1978 • 1988

ARMY/NAVY SALE
Sponsored By: Zeta Psi

Zeta Psi ZV Amherst Drop Zone

\

With: Amherst Drop Zcne

at: Student Union Ballroom

^1 October 3-5/Mon.-Wed.

9-5 p.m. 3 Days Only

Plus: 4 additional Vendors

DAY
LAST
DAY

Notebooks, pads
i:{ Jewelry

with...

Sweatshirts
Dorm Room Accesories

Good Food & Drink «V
p^exlcan Blanl(ets

And
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus b

Attention Commuters! Now the
Dining Commons offers

you an alternative to

brown bagging it ...

5-MEAL

*.-^.!r^'--

\r*o^

Strip
Uni**nity o( MoM.
Dminq Commooc
LUNCHEON
MEAL ncnrr

ValMJ
SundfTT thru S^«r4«T

135?T

^^^^

for hot, nutritious meals
at any of the D.C.s.

• 5-Day BreoJcfost Strip

$10.85
• 5-Day Lunch Strip

$19.15
• 5-Day Dinner Strip

$24.50

Strip Tickets are available

at the Meal Ticket Office in

Franklin Commons (Mon.-Fri.:

9 am to 5 pm) or through the
' cashiers in the Dining Commons.

BOOK
SALE
25%

SAVINGS
OFF

of Regular Price

hundreds
to choose from

Hardcover
and

Paperbacks

FINAL
TWO DAYS

Located on Sale
Tables on the
Concourse

STARTS OCT. 6,

OCT. 7
Locatad In tti« Campua C«ntar

9:30 • 4:o

§^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE <s>

Uncle Bonsai
continued from page 6

selling cassettes, the Iron Horse staffers made everybody

quit smoking for the rest of the show because Uncle Bon-

sai said so. Uncle Bonsai is two women and red-bearded

man with a guitar, and they started singing about put-

ting Julie Andrew out of her misery so pretty soon nobody

minded that they coun't smoke. They sang about Love,

and Doug and cooking chihuahuas in a microwave so I

didn't mind that they never actually sang about penis en-

vy It was a good show.

Uncle Bonsai's music works on several levels, and all

that other stuff that people say in music reviews. I like

Uncle Bonsai because they are funny and serious at the
same time and because you can understand the words
when they sing. Since Uncle Bonsai won't be coining back
here soon, go buy their records.

hahg:
DANCE CLUBI

TONIGHT

;v

Free
Hotdogs

990
SPECIAL

Capecodder
Seabreeze
Madras

Lite Bottles

Proper iD Required
Rt. 9 Amhierst 256-8284

Clip and Save:

iNot a Repeat ad

Ph.D.
Dissertation
Assistance

-Research
-Editing

A professional and
confidential aarvica

Dannta J. McOuIr*,
ySA. Ph.D.

(203)«77-O102

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

^ CINEMA

The Lonely

Passion

of Judith

Mcarne

7:00-9:15

Senior ( ilizens &

( hildrtn $2.00

\diiUs$3.50

DOWNIOWN A^/hf rJSI 2M M7fl

SHEEHAN'SCAFE

PSD
continued from page 6

have a new album out. (However, it was so loud when
the name was mentioned that I missed it.)

The opening band, the Blood Oranges abated my anx

iety. Their style was a weird but effective blend. Very

folicy but containing distinct rhythm and great drums
— absolutely no banjos. I danced a jig to one song and

guzzled beer to anohter. A weird blurb to describe them:

an international folk jam.

Finally, PSD set up. By this time, all the semi-locals

had drank their fill and were ready to interact with them.

There was silly string flying, microphone grabbing,

younger brothers bouncing, and yes, contra Sheehan's

policy — slam dancing. The band conscientiously sag

gested pogo dancing, but who listens at a bar? Anyway,

the band soon succumbed to the fan frenzy and played

only the old favorites that led to drunken attempts at

lyrical symbiosis.

But who am I to bitch about no new songs? They had

a good time, inspired a good time, even though they

didn't start at a good time. It's refreshing to see a live

band that takes itself lightly, instead of wallowing in

epic, egosticial .sludge. Amen.

Uncle Martha at L'Oasis
Catch one of the first live performances by Uncle Mar-

tha tonight at L'Oasis nightclub in Northampton. Bluesy

and folk.sy, Uncle Martha promi.ses to be one of the more

eclectic band.s in the Valley.

1
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THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

I

iDEPARTMENT OF HISTORY\
\

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1988

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER RM 162-75

^

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

I
S This IS an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their a

3 experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important
f

panel discussion!

^

}

i

1

i

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Philip Bergen '68

Fern L. Lee '81

Thomas Prew '80

Librarian

The Bostonian Society Library

Boston

Media Director

Peter Hammond Adverrising, Inc.

New York City

Teacher
Frontier Regional High School

South Deertieid

i

\ I

For more Information, please contact:

Universitv Placement Service, University Career Center

545-2224

RAY MASON
m

THE HEADLESS
HORSEMEN

BEN VAUGHN COMBO
Sat Oct

THE MALARIANS
W/opanmg act Cmildmooo,
*nmyn o« 1987 WBCN Rumbte

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Earn up to $6.05 per hour

Inietesting, partiime telephone assignments to coi

lect data on a variety o( research topics Absolutely

no selling involved Hours are Irom 5>- 1 pm Sunday

through Friday, and Saturday Irom 12 noon to 5 p m
Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a weeK (20 hours) Stan at $5 00 per hour with

paid training Move up to $5 25 after 200 hours and

$5 60 after 400 hours Saturday and Sunday earn

I0°o extra We re m the Mountain Farms Mall which

IS a stop on the tree txjs line Call Between 1 p m
and 10 pm 586-663S

ABT ASSOCIATES INC.

TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER
Mountain Farnns Mall Rt 9 Hadley MA 01035

Ar tqua Opn(Jluf>fv fcmptoyp'

Sigma %(ippa Sorority

OPEN RUSH
Vednesday. Oct. 5- 6-6 pm
Thursday. Oct. 6. 6-6 pm

COME SEE HOV GREAT
SORORITY LIFE CAN BE!

IQ Allen St.. 256-6667

IflO
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

WEDNESDAY IS SAUZA TEQUILA NIGHT

free T-Shirts, Posters and more.,.

Drink of the Week
SAUZA MARGARITAS $1.75

COMMEMORATIVO MARGARITAS $2.00

Beer of the Month
BECKS $1.75

i
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Bragg's musical additions welcome on latest LP
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

Billy Bragg
Worker's Playtime
Go! Discs/Elektra Records

Worker's Playtime, Billy Bragg's sixth release since his

debut in 1984, once more combines the singer/songwriter's

unabashed political views with the frustrations of unre-

quited love.

Moving away from the minimalist style of his earlier

albums. Bragg has added an array of accompanying in

struments and backing vcnrals. These additions mark
significant progression in Bragg's style, and the accom-

paniment demonstrates Bragg's maturity and improve-

ment as a musical artist without compromising his

original style and character.

"She's Got a New Spell," a traditional Braggart love

song, opens the album on an upbeat note, with an arrange-

ment reminisent of his 1986 single "Greetings to the New
Brunette."

"Must I Paint You a Picture," a collaboration of bass,

piano, organ, and guitar, starts off strongly, but the add-

ed voals of Cara Tivey, while fine as a back-up, take away

from the song when she sings an entire verse.

Bragg's moving acapella effort, "Tender Comrade,"

powerfully illustrates the bond established between

soldiers during wartime.

Bragg sings lyrics such as "Will you say that we were

heroes/Or that fear of dying among strangers/Tore our in-

nocence and false shame away," with the same intensity

as when covering the Sweet Honey and Rock song,"Chile

Your Waters Run Red Through St)weto" which was leleas-

ed earlier this year on his live EP, Help Save The Youth

of America.

"The Only One," one ofthe album's more moving songs,

has the same heart-wrenching quality of Bragg's 1984

"Man in The Iron Mask." His Sandy Denny/Fairport Con-

vention influence is strongly detectable in the musical ar-

rangement as well as the lyrics.

The album's closing song, "Waiting For The Great Leap

Forwards," is a straight-forward revolutionary cry which

begins gently with "it may have been Camelot for Jack

and Jacqueline/But on the Che Guevara highway filling

up with gasoline/Fidel Castro's brother spies a rich lady

who's crying," and ends with a sing-along style not unlike

that of Woody Guthrie. Bill Staines, or more specifically,

English socialist folk singer (and admitted Bragg in-

fluence) Leon Rosselson. Bragg is joined by a chorus of

voices (including that of current touring mate, Michelle

Shocked) to belt out the last few verses.

NEW STAR
7WE#r

SHOW DANCE
BAND OF

WESTERN NEW
ENGLAND

NEW MANAGEMENT
NEW ENTERTAINMENT
NEW DANCE FLOOR
NEW VIDEOS
• MINORS WELCOME • Juice Bar

•Open Wed.. Thurs. 9:00-1:00

Fri. 8:00-2.00, Sat. 8:00-1:00.

• Drink Specials Nightly

ADULT AGE - 20 YEARS OLD
As of 6/30/88

THE BRIDGE
BLOCKYARD

TURN IT LOOSE
KGB

PICTURE THIS

10 Belchertown Rd..

at Rie. 9.

Amhervt 256-025?

Op«« S«in.-Thut IMS

The Best Chinese Buffets
T«M 0»T SW»IC! - FBll COCRTIIl BEM

Fr1.-S«l 11-11

LUMCtKOM SFCCIALS
Mon-tat. 11 mm-S pm

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BuHfi wTved S 8 p tn . Mor. Thins • Bruncn saved Sundjv 1 1 30 a m 3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT ji^ C 99
Children und«f 10 - S3.00

1

)

Ho< and Sour Soup
2) CMckan Ungmr%
3) CMcfcan Win«*
4> Friad WoMona
S) ^an Fried Mm4oN
•) M«« wltti Snow Put
7} Hewaa Sp4c«d Chtckan

I) S«*«M and Sour Chlckan
tmoaai Potk Frtad Rica
10) Va9MaW« Frt«d Noodlet
IDChinaaaBSOPork
1 2| Broccoli In Oytiar Sauca
1 3) Sitrtmp and Catliaw Nuit

^UHctH (garden

MANOARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

SAME BAT channel:
all your favorite comic books #

# role playing games

j horror and movif

magazines
baseball cards

& POSTERS
HAVirSHlRF MAI 1.. RTE v

H^Ol_^Y^MA.

Semester
at Sea

is coming to campus
Wed., Oct. 5-12 noon

<^ampus Center Rm. 805

MIKES WESTVIEW CAFE
***********
Party Wednesday night!!!!

mm
^ Come down to watch the

RED SOX and the METS

FREE
hors d ocuvres • t-shirts

mugs • prizes

Specials:

Bad Light Pitchers $4.00
Bad Light Bottles $1.25

Chic Cuts

• ^*^ "^^ Viaves

^^*;n^dO»menstona\
• c<Aoc»n9

ajo
j;

• Mantoure

• facta\s

Expires 10/15/88

e offer a 100% money hack

guarantee on all of our hair care uroducts

•Redken 'Nexus 'Paul Mitchell

make your fashioii atitU'iiwiit

Styles By Deborah
-65University Dr.Amherst.

549-561

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

uiNo opeXf^noN a ciban

m5 e5;}emf\i

Anatidaephobia The fear that somewhere,
somehow, a duck is watching you.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

T
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Bat Brain By Bill Hearing

POUBT CONVtK-

Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin
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USA..
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* "Perhaps it is better to be ir-

responsible and right than to be

responsible and wrong.
"

-Winston ChurchiU

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Salad serving

S Beginning

9 Stable lound
14 Bellhop

1

5

An Aoams
1

6

Boxer s goal

17 CopieO
1

8

Confined
1

9

Canal Zone
town

20 Rir\g<ng tounO
22 Dancer s garb

23 EnroHi
24 Disburse

26 Vested garment
28 Annapolis

graduates

32 System ol

courts

35 Emphasize
37 Capture

38 Revere
40 Resentment
41 Brisk

42 South Pacific

settir>g

43 Doorway
45 Unfamiliar

46 Rephrased
48 Explorer

Taainan

SO Ke«y and Krupa
52 Stantes

b6 Plays for time

59 Time sourW
61 High nesi

62 Ti|uana dlS^

63 island dance
64 Tour 0< duty

65 Unyielding

66 Coup d —
67 ShHIy-shaliy

68 Hang fire

69 Networti

DOWN
1 Detective Sam
2 Rabbit tu'

3 QO'Deiween
4 Goll irons

5 Bank
transaction

6 IMidaast guit

7 Fkar t emwem

8 Same
9 Colors

10 Big bash
11 Hankering
12 Vending

macrvne
feature

13 Coop dwellers

21 Lebanese sect

22 Greenbacks
25 Cordoba com
27 Vacuum lube

29 Wnnings
30 Aswan s

river

31 Large number
32 — au rhum

33 Giselle

composer
34 lago fo'

example
36 Goof
39 Name in circus

lore

41 Smart —
43 Writes

44 Bolt

47 Take out

49 Froth

51 Gawk
53 Itinerary

54 Brilliance

55 Emulate Oebi

Thomas

56 Cummerbund s

cousin

57 Pierre s head
58 Jejune

60 Representation

ol a son
62 Foul in

baseball

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

TiOlT
lAJMii
LLLiifi

nnriFi i

n aana nnnn

nnfiii

n ranini nnnn
jn ciiinEin nnnn
aa nana nnnnn

iLLHi

iifiift

iiiiiii

JL« ( T* V E

A T ( R
W 1 N $
NO T 1
10/11/M

<|«M l«t K»$tW\ Imtn Sta«KWr 10/t1/M

Menu
Lanch Basics Laacli

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Deli Ham on Rye

Dinner

Chinese Beef and Peppers

Cajun Style Scrod

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Squash Bake

Basics Dinner

Cajun Style Scrod

Polynesian Vegetables

/^
Weather ^

Tod«T: Mixture of clouds and sun. high in the upper 50s

TMilgbt: Clearing and colder, low near 40.

Tomorrow: Sunny start, then clouding up, high in mid
50s

TODAYS STAFF
Hight Editor Jim Clark

Copy Editor Pam McCarthy

Lavont Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Chris Hosford

Prodaction Sapervisor George Francy

Prodaction: Janine. Kim. Christine. Owen, Ashe,

Kristin, and Joe s driving again

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor in Chief

Rick Sasson

M«aa|Ug Edllor

Robert CiappencIU

Butlaass Haaager

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Marc Inflcid

fradactloa Maaagtr

Business Board ^ Fall of 1988

Robert CiappenelU

Bualaea* Maaagar

Daniel Muaroe
Fisanca Maaagtr

Todd Frahbcis

Clr(«lattoa Maaaftr

Barbra Hindin
Advartfatag Manafar

D«bra Botscnbart

Advcrtl^ng Manager
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For Your Information
The FYI column serves as a public ser-

vice announcement to the campus and com-

munity. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee that all announcements

received will be published.

Internships — Come to the University In

ternship Program to get great work ex-

perience. A planning session gets you

started. The sessions are held in Curry

Hicks from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Mondays and

Tuesdays and 3:30 to 4:30 Wednesdays and

Thursdays.

Bible Study - The New Testament

Fellowship will be having bible study ses-

sions at 7 p.m. every Friday in the Cam-

pus Center. Check the event schedule near

the information desk for the room number.

Open Rush — Delta Zeta Sorority is hav-

ing open rush for second semester freshmen

and older University women at 6:30 p.m.

today. For more information call 253-9916,

or stop by 1 1 Phillips St.

Voter Action Day — Voter Action Day 88

will be held today. Two events include

voter registration from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in

front of the Student Union Mini-Store and

a rally for education at 1 p.m. on the Stu-

dent Union steps.

SGA Today - Listen from 8:30 to 9:30

Tuesday nights to SGA Today on WMUA
radio (91.1 on the FM dial). The show

discusses issues affecting the University of

Massachusetts Student Government
Association.

Northern Ireland — You are invited to

listen and dialogue with Ian Bothwell, the

director of Crossfire Trust which deals with

political, social, and spiritual problems

along the border of the Irish Republic and

Northern Ireland. Last stop of the tour is

in at 7:30 p.m. Friday in the East Lecture

Hall of the Franklin Patterson building at

Hampshire College. For further informa-

tion call 253-5571.

Sign-up — Here is your chance to wear

your uniform! You are invited to march in

the University of Massachusetts'

Homecoming Parade at 11:00 a.m. Oct. 15.

If you are interested in participating,

please sign up at the veterans assistance

and counceling services, mobil unit -1,

next to Dickinson Hall, or call 545-0939.

Ride - AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT will

be in Washington DC this weekend.

Anyone interested in going call Elizabeth

585-7868. Ride needed — space available

for 4 plus people to stay.

Poetry Reading - An evening with

Marge Piercy, sponsored by Hillel, will be

at 7:30 p.m. today in Campus Center room

917.

>>" B B '' ITTTIIHIIUTT

Collegian Is now accepting applications for

Associate Editorial Editor

see David in the Newsroom

Campus Center 113

Equal Opportunity Employer

Submit no later than Oct. 8

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
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WHAT IF YOU
Domren
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, (here are other

schools But why settle?

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

and their chances of

be ir^ admitted into their

first choice schools Fact

is, no one has helped

students score higher?

OTHER COURSES MCAT, DAT, NQEX, NTE. CF^, BAR REVIEW, & OTHERS

LSAT classes begin: Oct. 1

1

GRE classes begin: Oct. 1 3

GMAT classes begin: Oct. 19

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780
Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

SGA
continued from page 1

Another potential scenario involves

another election. Senator Brian Darling

has submitted a motion calling for another

election in November.

Fadel said this motion will have to be

tabled for one week and is a bad idea

because of the appeal pending on the

original election.

Tonight's meeting could see another

amendment to the bylaws to require all

meetings of student government bodies,

committees, and boards be open to the

public.

The motion is unclear, however, about

whether it would prevent SGA bodies from

entering into executive session. Darling

could not be reached to clarify the intent

of the motion.

This motion is apparently in response to

complaints about a Sept. 8 meeting of the

SGA Coordinating Committee. The com-

mittee moved into executive session, ap-

parently to discuss misuse of funds by then-

Budgets Chairman Gil Penchina.

The move into executive session barred

all non-members of the committee from at-

tending. The Collegian has asked for an in-

vestigation by the Hampshire County

District Attorney's Office to determine if

this is a violation of the Massachusetts

open-meeting law. The question now is

whether the SGA is a governmental body

as defmed by state law. The district at-

torney has sent Fadel a series of questions

to make this determination.

Fadel said he was in the process of

answering the questions, with advice from

legal counsel. He said he would have no

problem answering the district attorney's

questions by the requested Oct. 14 date.

The meeting could be interrupted,

however, by a motion concerning the place-

ment of a police sub-station in Washington

Residence Hall.

Senators Ted Maravelias, Christa Lajoie

and Brian Darling said in a memo to Fadel

that they intend to suspend the rules

tonight to ask for a referendum question

to be placed on the upcoming senate elec

tion ballot.

The question would ask students whether

the sub-station should be removed.

While the referendum would have no bin-

ding power, Maravelias said it "will tell the

community that we as students are fed up

with punitive actions without due process."

Maravelias, who is not a resident of

Washington, said the station would create

a "police state" in Southwest Residential

Area.

Another motion on tonight's agenda

would establish a caucus for disabled

students.

The motion, authored by Senator Howard

Dreyfus, proposes one senator be appointed

to the Senate from Abilities Unlimited. In

addition, Dreyfus' motion stipulates one

senator be appointed from each residential

area in which less than one third of the

buildings are handicap-accessible.

The motion allows the senate to nullify

the appointment when the residence halls

cohiply with the motion.

Dreyfus, said the motion is intended to

eliminate "architectural discrimination"

on this campus. He said only three of 41

residence halls on campus are handicap-

accessible, and the University has not kept

up with plans to make the buildings more

accessible.

RENT/\NRECK

N«w A UMd Care
True** * V«w Alae *»>!!

I NorthAmherst
I Rent-A-Wreck
I Rt. 63 No. Amttcrst
V 549-nENT^

iMtm Uinf it totf.f.

(Mm CuMt Tm«v wm vm/UC « COO

B8D^^ H0*M1'OZ2Z

.Or mjAROOiu Tjn—nMUtmmfH

NewFIRST RESPONSE
isthe only 5-minute
yes or no pregnancy test.

I just did it! The
new RRST RESPONSE.
PregnancyTest

Well, what's

the news?

Only new
RRSTRESPONSE can
tell you in 5 minutes!

Turns pinl( for

pregnant. Stays white

for not pregnant.

And it*s so easy to see.

You knew.

in just 5 minutes!

Yiip, and
when HRSTRESPONSE
says yes or no, it's for

sure.'With other tests,

you have to wait longer

for results.

So which is it,

yes or no?

Now, why
do you think

I'm smiling?

You can ahfvays

trust your
RRSTRESPONSE..
fTR<rTFtt5t'<>NSf T\^t|•^.\«nl)lhr

Hunun Fidurf TV^itfii flrif Ihr rvfwlerfd

irMlmMrk* o< Timbrjintb IlK

ljk»SioTM NN IMrf.'

c IMHK Tmntiniida ITK

fmmlhrmalirriit

Questions? Call toll free

1-800-523-0014.

/

^^^^^^H»i/iM iCArTiiBtBniiii

iP
SAVE'lil^
first
response
Pregnancy Test

I LIMIT ONE COUPON PCT PUB-

ICHASt R£T«l£fi Tamoranos

m: ..* (timDufSe

.

ol to' tw

|t»:* .atue ot tris couson wus 8c

nan3i"<() ^ stiDf^fltc '" conv

|i)..a''.:t ivtn oo' flfomption

ftyc ,coa ilvacaD'«liOO'"f

ooK: C*yv3iuf lOOc ^
|0»f" Ov miNino IC TamWanos

Wc "0 Box8fCn45 EiPlsc

I
TX 88367-0145 l-oxm
Mj'cr 3' '989

I
FIPS: RESPONSE TWPManfl
mt Hlktmh figure Design »<«

IttfiSefM iradema'KS O! Tjm-

onnoswt Law Success NY
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IwANjfACTuREP COUPON

Mac's whopper...
"I look out and say, 'that's still my lineup,' the one that

people were saying in spring training could win it. I felt

all along they were a good ballclub, and I'm happy they

came around and won a division."

—Ex-Red Sox Manager John McNamara [Boston Globe]

women s soccer field hockey

ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 «m-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pin-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 oct. 7639

for Reservations

VaUdated Parking

n'tTtrwTOP ^^- '

of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOn CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OE MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

continued frum page 12

"Everything I ask from them, they give. It's terrific,"

Rudy said. "Tactically, you ask for something, and it gets

done."

The Minutewomen outshot the Wildcats, 17-1, as

goalkeeper Carla DeSantis posted her sixth shutout in

eight games.
"New Hampshire came out to play. They are a good

team," Kater said. "It seems every team gets up for us.

We were coming off three games in a row, so this was a

real test for us, to see how we could handle it

psychologically and physically. The way we played, it

think we'll be able to handle it."

Kater and the rest of the Minutewomen were banged
up this weekend, playing successive games on AstroTurf
against Rutgers and Holy Cross. Needless to say, it was
good to be home.

"It's great to be back to our AstroDirt field," Rudy jok-

ed. "The legend of Boyden lives on."

Indeed, yesterday's win pushes the team's record at

Boyden to a sizzling 55-2-2. Exactly the stuff legends are

made of

Sidelines: At last, the Minutewomen get a break in

their schedule. Having successfully conquered this four-

game, seven day stretch, UMass will enjoy a three-day

break before traveling to Storrs, CT. to face rival Univer-

sity of Connecticut on Saturday.

cvntinued from page 12

Senior Amy Westerman tends the goal for the Huskies.

In seven games, Westerman has recorded four shutouts,

38 saves, and has given up three goals. She limited North

Carolina to only one goal at Northeastern.

For UMass, Cindy Cox should get the call for the start.

Cox has appeared in all nine of UMass' games, giving up

only two goals for a 0.22 goals against average. Cox has

made 40 saves.

Leading the attack for UMass, which has already scored

28 goals on the season, is senior Tonia Kennedy. Kennedy

leads the Minutewomen with 10 goals and one assist.

Junior Kathy DeAngelis is second to Kennedy in points

with nine. DeAngelis, who led the Minutewomen in points

last season with 19 goals and no assists, has already dish-

ed out three assists this year and is leading the team in

that category. That could be due in part to the return of

Kennedy who sat out all of last season with an injury. The

Minutewomen now have two dangerous scoring threats

that defenses must deal with.

UMass has also received some scoring punch from

sophomore Elise McDevitt, who has come off the bench

to score four goals.

If NU shuts down that threesome, it could be a very

tough day for UMass. But the only team that has been

able to do that thus far is Old Dominion.

SeK
Serve
Typing
kintaw
the copy center

220 No. Pleasant St.

253-2543

fr.m MtW¥Of0

LONDON
PARiS
ROME

on* w*v

189
219
269

round trip

320
260
739

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
Tmrnaa not melntiaii.

ALSO Wark Sty^Y Abrom^

L»Ofti»f0- CoutttM. Infl

Stu^mmi to. y»yih HoMt»l
Pmaam*.

lUHAIL ^—»M <a*t(«tf Ml tha i^tt

CmU It th* fHgg Cl§f Stt^ni
Traw^ Calaltf I

413-256-1261
AMHfllST

79 So. PIOMMt St.

Screenprinting...
Tee Shirts, Sweatshirts, Jackets,

Buxnperstickers, Decals.

Athletic lerseys. Hats-
For your

Group, Company or Organization

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREEN IT!

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Complete Art and £>esign

Department

screenprint spzaoMs
47 Jackson Street, Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 413-534-5634

ACTMTIES'AUOO
AUTO FOR S/Mf •CALCUIATOPS
EKTBITAt#«<T.fORReNT

FOR SALE •«3UN0
Hap WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS «;3O~3:30 (FRI-2:30);» DEADLINE

WSTRUCnON • MOTOWCYLOfS
PERSONALS • ROE WANTH)
RDERS NEHJe) •-SERVICES

ROOMAIf WANTTO • TRAVa
WANTED •SU8LET

2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, 20«/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Acnvrm*

CONFCHENCC: A LOOK AT Mulltcutturtf

He«mi C«f» PracticM and belwti Oct 6 rm

165 CC rt 9 00«m spooMrtd by Stud»nt

Nuiwng AMOcWtion

TMItA CMt UnUfKH SALE Oct 17-28

Buy a pumkin from Th«t« Chi to tuppoft

American Heart Auociatnn

ATTBfnON UMVEHSITY WOMENI Op«i

rush Chi Omega • Tonighl and Thursday

1(K at 5pm Call Michefe at 54^0162 tor

more information

rem A QOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-«8C»ffERTAIMIIEMT. D(»c

jockeyt and large screen video dances
borma/organizMiona 2S6-4526

FOB RENT

1 KOROOM-APT-m Colonial Vill*ge

Tafceover leaae immediate possession Bus

Rt-S370 253-9903 or 253-2637

FOR SALE

FURNITURE MOTORCYCLES

DUALITY NEW RUHITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons.

bookcases, tablas and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 566-7970

Bill or Oarnn We deliver

HELP WANTED

1tS3 KAWASAKI KZSM LTD
cov«r shMW S860 Joe 549-7423 Evanlnga.

RICH KOS- Happy 21st birtftdayl Enjoy

your day We love you Huguelte. Amy and

ENS

SERVKCS

PAMTHULLEN

LESUE AND JAY- Knock yourselves out!

It's good eriooQh tor crow hAiM Happy three

years* Love. Ksilt

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL typing on
word processor VMth speHcheck ANYTlMEl
Carolyn 253-5667

HAPPY BIRTHOAYItl Only one more to go

but «»e will take you out AnywsyM' Rob

ARE YOU SOnCO WITH dorm life?

Becon>e a Wtlte sister of AEPi Rush tonite

7 30 382 North Pleasant St

REOIStER TO VOTE todsy 10sm 2pm
Student Union in front of Mini-store Ooni

be counted out

• NOMINATION PAPERS ARE NOW •

• svaMable for ALL Senate seats Pick
'

•up your papers on 420 Student Union
*

Nomination papers are due on
• October 6lh at 12 00pm The electton

'

•«»ill be held on Tuesday October 11th
*

1980 VW DASHER 4-dr hatchback fuel in-

lactton. »75.000 miles, new rotor, plug, w»e
Runs grMt 81,100 549-9910

PC XT-TURBO complete system 640RAM
$646 286-al $890 and many options Ark

Tech (Easter Div) 549-0101

801 BOSE SPEAKERS bought new
2-weeks ago. serious inquiries only

S500/B O Ask lor John at 546-4747

APPLE ME. 2 disk drives, monitor. DMP
printer, modem, joystck and more DBase
appleworks, pascal Games too $795 Call

Jim 54»071 1 eves before 9pm

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part m dlssec-

Ikjn if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

PICK-UP. Runs well

bed 93.000 $800

ATTENTKM BANDS

SOUTHWEST'S ANNUAL BATTLE OF
THE BANDS spptications are available out-

side the SWAG office in the Hampden Stu-

dent Center Tapes due 10-14-88

1978 TOYOTA
Reliable Long
256-1005

LKSHT BROWN DORM-ROOM size rug,

can deliver if you want Linda 549-0705

$20

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round

Europe, S Amer . Australia. Asia All fields

$900 $1200 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write IJC. PO Bo« 52 MA01 Corona Del

lUlar CA 92625

WANTED: PRIVATE EXERCISE inslnjctor

Excellent pay experience necessary Call

Jenny 546-7354

RESORT HOTELS. CRUISE LJNES.

airlines and amusement parks, now accep-

ting applications lor summei )Obs, intern

ships, and career positions For more intor

mation and an application, write National

Collegiate Recreation Service, PO Box

8074. Wilton Heed. SC 29938

bELIVERY~PEI«ONS WANTED, need

your own car, good $, 256-1616.

ELDERLY MAN, physically fit but

disoriented needs congenial cotnpanion

Lo.Wmeadow MA Some driving required

FMible hours, but must be available Sat

»Tjn $7/h0ur. CaM 667-7736.

PeiSONALS

KATY PROM CMt OMEOA: You are the

best NMe sia»n Love. JannNar

BROTHERS OF O.U.: Thank you lor the

I you are an awasome! Love, the

io< Chi Omega.

NO TYPING AS USUAL, highest quality

typingi Call Barry 584-9436 RaHaWei

ALPHA CHI OMBIA: I wW< I oouM do
more than say Bianka, because you guys

have dona so much terms lately'! veneed

ed you, and you war* there A i know you

alwayswKlbe I wH too, no matter what LT

THANKS AEPI. KAPPA AND SAMMY for

a lovely wedding and reception that I wlH

always remember Love the Alpha Chi

bride

JOSEPHINE AND KARBN- As my rooiin-

males, I thinK I owe you both an entire night

ofwoftymg Don't worry, my «gh( will corrie

sooner than you think (f hopa).

CONGRATULATIONS TO CHI OMEOA s

newaal pladgaa: Mary, Heather. Karen.

SarM, Anna, JennNsr, Bhn, Wendy. Dara.

Rachaal, Liaa and LsaHa

HI MONAl Whal'a upT Have a nice day

Love, Lydia

HOUSECLEANWO - Do v - haM that

word? Have a rehaMa, efllc . person do
it for youl Call 546-9783.

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. Onis

on or»e. five fwurs daily, family living,

seminars, field trips, gain 16 credits CXE
Box 11264 Milwaukee. Wl 53211.

(414)372-5570

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal From

$39 November 11 13 Calf 617-324-5000

POOL TABLE 4 leet t)y 6 feet ^ in slate

table with accessories $400 or best offer

Call before 9pm 253-7156

KX. HOCKEY REFEREES. Experienced

and novice Will train Amherst Vouth

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

COLLEGE WEEKEND NOvambef 11-13

HEY^EVERVBOOYI It s MaryCllen's birth-

day CaM and wish her Happy birthday'

546-9211

PAM-ALA THULLEN have a happy birth-

day now you are dehnitely going into the

bushes Love At-an

YOU'RE HIREO AT Reliable Manyopen-

Ings svailable in your area 527-0700

AUTO FOR SALE

BEARCAT 8 CHANNEL handheld acannar.

2 antennas 256-8274 Jeff KLUBKAVE

1978 BLUE CAMARO 4Bb1 runs well

$450 Ask lor Egan 256-8639

75 CADILLAC luxury packaga. runs grsat.

new tires $450/B.O 584-5757

81 TOYOTA COROLLA mint condition,

low-mileage, AM/FM caaa.. air, 5apd.

256-0969 evenings

84 MERCURY LYNX 44k. Manual, ex

cellent condition new pioneer cassette.

new tires $3300/BO 549 5470/586-1975

(ask lor Oavid)

MOTOBECANE TOURING BKE, Shimano

Components, excellent condition. $220 or

BO. Dave 54&6346

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and

lighting system for many occasions-

Wubkave DJ Services 546-6518

LYNN MEI8TER HAPPY 21 II IrMi you to

a fKM fudge sundae CK.

LYNN MEISTER IS 21 todayi Happy birth-

day roomie Tonighl will be one to

remember-maybe' I lovs ya, Suzanne.

KUNG FU CLASSES

WANTED: ONE SEXY TAN babe - Lynn

Meister fits the descnptioo Happy B-day

Love Paul

81 TOYOTA STARLET 40 MPG 74K $1900

549-0101 alter 6pm very reliable

1982 PLYMOUTH STATKXTWAGON
Power steering. A/C, am/fm stereo, runs

very well-$950 or BO Matt 665-4431

YAMAHA SRX 290 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500. inckjdes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

PK)NEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

FOUND

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 $4,50/hour Near Leverett

center, 10 mm for UMASS Child Ed ma-

jor would be Ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

ARUBA KEYCHAIN WITH safety pin, bud

symbol, etc Found In Coflae shop 4 weeks

ago See manager

FOUND KEYS 9/30 near Nope Gym turn-

ed in t inlormaiton desk at Campus Center

SHAOLM TEMPLE STYLE start Oct 6 Tue

4i Thurs 6:30 in North Amherst School All

ages welcome Develops coordination, flex-

ibility, self confidence Call 256-6024 after

1 00 tor mf

LOST

LOST AN AIWA WALKMAN on 2nd fl

Boyden Thur Night has great sentimental

value Reward il found/please call

6-7483-Lynn

LOST VERY SCRATCHED GUCCI
WATCH in tower central area Has extreme

sentimental value Please call 538-5169

LOSf-SETOFkeysw/Oodgakeychain II

found caH 6-7174 for reward

TO THE MARINE IN Pans Island BaWnws
is a virtue We miss you' Jeff- Shut up' Love

M&N

LIZZIE LIZZIE UZZIE • Happy Happy 21 si

birthday^ This little Piggie will just have to

wait (4 long days') and then Yipee'

NYMPH AND DOC • Thanx tor your stay in

our exotic tank You will be miaaad Corky

and Wanda- your days are numbered! Amy
and Laitha.

- —^^
\ *f

I *—>

TO JOHN. THE PRE MEu Oembcrat from

NY Ham about Ihaqt racqi letball match?

I'm gam»«ra you'' Your carrel buddy-

"Craig"

MISSING: HEAVY, GRAY swaatshirt'wiih

orange Syracuse letters Lo* at Newman
Center Thursday 9-29-86. Call Bob

S49-2627.

HAVEN'T FOUND THE RWHT sorority l«

you? Come to Tri Sig Opeo Rush Oct.

17.18.19 Try Sigma

CHARLIE- PEER HEALTH met 9/24

Leadership Contarsnce. Would like to talk

EKzabalh

PKTURES NEEDED

HELP MEI I NEED good pictures for JBs
ads Must not b« obaoane Plesse bnng

down M the Cdtagian, 1 1 3 Campus Center

RIDE WANTED
'

TO SOUTHERN MAINE. SnbEFORO. WIN

share expenses Plesse call Nicky 6-4869

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive

rates, daceni location 253-5202

STUDY ABROAD-SPAIN

SPEND THE SPRJNG SEMESTER with a

serkxjs academic program in sunny Spam
Consult your fellow students Bethany

Notan. Kimberty Phelan. Scott Shenff and
OaMtd Yunio. who are now there. Interna-

tional Studies. St Louis University. 221 N
Grand Bhrd, St Louis. MO 63103 Toll fraa

number 1-800-3254666

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 11 13 CU S49-1949

WANTED

GUITARIST AND SINGER wanted 1o ioin

drummer and bassist Influences Pistols,

Clash, Cure Call Bnan • 256-1196 or

546-8722 for inlormation

JOGGING PARTNER WANTEDapx 5

mHaa/day 5 dayaftnaah Maureen 2S64283

TO THE HANDSOMEST, sexiest, funniest

neighbor I've ever had' JPK. wow it's been

three years, what are we thinking? Happy
Anniversary I love you' OX GRIPA

OABY: YD SKX) amandole Tu Princasita

RIDE NEEDED TO NORTH JERSEY for

Columbus Day weekend Will share ex-

penses Call Jodi 256-6829

NEIL- THROUGH ALL THE GOOD and the

bad there is still love' I love you- Amy

BUROANDY QANT FRAMES m black

leather case Lmi approx 9/19 $25 reward

if returned Call Duke • 253-9032

KELLY HOULUHAN
Happy birthday

So I introduced her

Have a great day Deb

GOING TO SYRACUSE? I'M pay all your

gas expenses if you'll give me a lift this y
weekend Call Susan 6-9864 '. •X

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMATE^ANTED to share a

one bedroom CHffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

2' ROOMATES NEEDED to share

southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking cai 256-0264
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Men's and
Women slip past
Wildcats, 1-0

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The weather may have gotten colder dur-

ing the second half of yesterday's women's

soccer game, but the University of

Massachusetts was just starting to heat up.

The Minutewomen, facing the Universi-

ty ofNew Hampshire, turned on the steam

to dominate play in the second half, holding

off the challenge of the Wildcats for a 1-0

win at Boyden Field.

Sophomore midfielder April Kater, who
had missed a couple of big opportunities

earlier in the game, bounced back to con-

vert a great set-up header by Sue Cooper.

Kater took the cross pass near the right

post and dumped it past goalkeeper Janene

Tilden at 50:51. The goal was a team-high

fourth for Kater.

"It took a while to get one in," Kater said.

"We've been practicing finishing all

season."

"She (Kater) has been really hurting, but

I thought today she did very well," coach

Jim Rudy said. "She missed a lot of lay ups.

but she hung in there for that last one."

When the one did go in, it was more than

enough for the 'W' for UMass. When
holding the opponents to just one shot on

goal, a lot of offense isn't a glaring

necessity.

The Minutewomen, now 8-0 and ranked

third in the nation, could have had more
problems than originally anticipated.

Senior forward Beth Roundtree sat out the

game nursing an injury, and then starters

Sue Gaudette and Cathy Cassady each

went out in the first half with ankle

problems.

But UMass got some stellar play off the

bench and a couple of career efforts from

other starters to come through with flying

colors.

"We did pretty well considering one of

the leading scorers in the region (Round-

tree) didn't play." Rudy said. "And then to

lose Gaudette and Cassady to ankles, we

PhoUi by Mirki Cole

Michelle Powers and the Minutewomen defeated New Hampshire, 1-0

yesterday at Boyden Field.

had three starters sidelined against a

nationally-ranked team (UNH dropped out

of the poll released yesterday). But the peo-

ple off the bench did great, and some peo-

ple had their best games."

One of them was Cooper, who aside from

setting up Kater's goal had what Rudy call-

ed her "best game by far attacking off the

left flank." It was this aggressive penetra-

tion that allowed her to set up the winn-

ing goal.

Also, after Gaudette went out, junior

back Sarah Szetela picked up the pieces

and played brilliantly. Gaudette's assign-

ment was to shadow, hamper and general

ly bother UNH's star forward Diane

McLoughlin. Szetela answered the call and

McLoughlin was never a factor in the

game.
And, for the second straight game. Rudy

was able to gel big contributions from his

bench corps. In Sunday's win at Holy Cross,

Rudy shuttled in extra players to keep his

road-weary team fresh. With yesterday's

sudden iryury burden, the subs got press-

ed into action again and performed

admirably.
Freshman Tracy Arwood, who started in

place of Roundtree, had an exceptional

game in the midfield in her first collegiate

start. She also made a smooth transition

to the backfield after Gaudette's injury.

"She did equally well in both positions.

She's a well-rounded player," Rudy said.

Also filling in were Robin Runstein.

Teresa Eastmond and Kim Montgomery,

who provided the needed relief in the at-

tack in the second half

These changes could have caused a pro-

blem for Rudy as far as his game plan.

With Cassady out. the Reds (Rudy's

nickname for the team, because of their all-

red uniforms) lost a good deal of the attack

on the right side, but picked it up on the

left. And with that, the Minutewomen put

New Hampshire to bed.

"When I put Arwood in back. I added an

extra midfielder (Runstein) instead of a for-

ward. Then we dominated." Rudy said. "I

was a little scared that the fourth mid-

fielder would take away from the attack,

but it locked up the center.

continued on page 11

UMass lays claim to no. 3 rank in the nation
The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team is coming off a week
when it won three straight road games
before yesterday's 1-0 win over New Hamp-
shire at Boyden Field.

The effort paid off.

In the Intercollegiate Soccer Association

of America (ISAA) Division I national poll

released yesterday, the Minutewomen were

ranked third, two spots ahead of the fifth

position which they held last week (see ad-

jacent related box).

The Minutewomen, with 252 points, sit

behind only the University of North

Carolina (a perfect 300, just like in bowl

ing) and North Carolina State (285), each

of whom has held its current position since

the first week of the season.

The University of California-Berkeley,

which was third, dropped to fifth (241),

while Colorado College moved into fourth

with 248 points.

The University of Connecticut, which

hosts UMass this Saturday fell to eighth

after losses to Barry (Fla.) University, the

top-ranked Division II team, and the

University of Central Florida, the former

team of UMass coach Jim Rudy.

National rankings

The following is the top five in this

week's Intercollegiate Soccer Association

of America Division I women's soccer poll:

1. The University of North Carolina

2. North Carolina State

3. UMass
4. Colorado College

5. U-California-Berkeley

Win by one
Minutemen
win third in

a row, 3-2
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team picked up a big win last night

by beating Brown University, 3-2, in Pro-

vidence, R.I.

The win was the third straight for the

Minutemen, who improve their record to

6-3 on the season.

"This was an excellent game, really ex-

citing to watch," said UMass coach Jeff

Gettler. "It's a great win."

The Minutemen had to battle through

wind, rain and playing under the lights to

get this win, and overcame all obstacles.

UMass never trailed in the see-saw affair,

getting on the board first midway through

the first half. A ball was driven across the

wet field on the right flank, where Tom
Skiba got hold of it off to the side. He
played the ball to Carl Hanks, who knock-

ed it home.
Next came what could have been a ma-

jor letdown for UMass, as the Bruins scored

to tie it with one second left in the half

Following a foul, with the clock running,

a Brown player chipped the ball over the

UMass defensive wall by the far post. A
header went off the post, but the rebound

was put in just before the halftime horn

could sound.

The Minutemen bounced back, though,

at about the 65-minute mark. After a foul,

Steve Cesnek took a free kick and bent it

around the defending wall and inside the

far post for a 2-1 lead.

Brown would tie it again, capitalizing on

a defensive lapse of the Minutemen's parts.

A Brown player took a shot from about 35

yards that struck a UMass defender in the

head and got past goalkeeper Sam
Ginzburg.
"We sat back and got a little too defen-

sive. The kid struck the ball well, though,"

Gettler said.

But UMass would have the final say off

a corner kick. Hanks got the ball to Peter

McEvoy who found a wide-open Cesnek cut-

ting around behind the defense at the back
post. McEvoy got the pass off and Cesnek
drove home his second goal of the game to

complete the evening's socring.

Both teams got off 24 shots in the game.

Gettler cited the play of Ginzburg, who was
"absolutely gigantic in the last six

minutes. This was probably his best game
yet at UMass."
Gettler was also happy with the way

UMass handled its intensity, and says that

the team must keep it up. The Minutemen
host Fairfield tomorrow at 4 p.m. at Boyden
Field.

Men's tennis beats
two Conn, teams,

loses to Providence
The University of Massachusetts finally conquered its

toughest opponent of the year — the rain.

Poor playing conditions have hampered the

Minutemen's season by cancelling or postponing most
of UMass' early-season.

This weekend, however, the Minutemen dodged

Mother Nature's cruelty and posted wins over Central

Connecticut State University, 5-4, on Friday and the

University of Connecticut, 5-3, yesterday at the upper

Boyden courts. The one down point for UMass was that

they were dropped unmercifully by Providence College
8-1.

In yesterday's match, the Minutemen got victories

from their number one singles player, Brian Gable,

6-2,6-3; senior Joe Desormiers, 6-2, 6-3; and number four

singles player freshman Paul Audet 6-1, 6-1. who UMass
coach Manny Roberts calls "the future for us."

With the score tied at three, the Minutemen looked to

their doubles team to haul in their victory — and boy

did they deliver.

The number one tandem of Gable and Desormiers rip-

f)ed threw their match in straight sets 6-2. 6-2. Number
three Chris Johnson and Rich Stone won equally as han-

dy, 6-2, 6-1.

"I was very pleased. Everyone played well," Roberts

said.

The Minutemen are scheduled to play the University

of Hartford on Thursday at the upper Boyden courts.

UMass gears up for No. 7 NU
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Last Friday, the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team played the No. 1 team in the country. Old

Dominion University. Tojjay (3 p.m., Totman Field) it will

play Northeastern University which is the No. 7 team in

the country as ranked by the NCAA in a poll just releas-

ed yesterday.

But today's game is more important than Friday's for

one very big reason. When the teams are selected for the

NCAA tournament after the completion of the regular

season, the top team from New England will be invited.

New England is a very strong region. There are five

teams from N.E. ranked in the top twenty of the country.

The Minutewomen have moved up to the No. 3 spot this

week. Boston University is ninth, followed by Providence

College (16th) and Boston College (19th).

"The top few teams in New England can play with

anyone in the country," Hixon said.

UMass, 8-1, currently holds the No. 1 spot in New
England with NU, at 5-1-1 holding the No. 2 position. The
Huskies only loss was to the University of North Carolina.

"They're a very fast team," UMass coach Pam Hixon
said. "But they play most of their games on turf, they are

accustomed to playing on it. As with Old Dominion it is

going to be interesting to see how they play on grass."

Northeastern is led by junior Annie Nucera who has

seven goals and two assists. Senior Jeanine Fisher (5

goals, 1 assist) and junior Andrea Topping (2 goals, 3

assists) make up the of the bulk of the offense for NU.

continued on page II
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The UMass field hockey team has had little

problem knocking down opponents thus far

this season. Today, at Totman field, the

Minutewomen hope to bowl over the No. 2 team
in N.E.— Northeastern University.
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Sub-station
question
approved
for referendum
By GEORGE FRANCY
CoUejfian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night approv-

ed a referendum question about the police sub-station in

Washington Residence Hall for the Oct. 11 Student

Government Association election ballot.

The question asks whether the station should be remov-

ed. Student leaders are expecting a strong "yes" response

to this question.

Ted Maravelias, who made the proposal, said, "I'm not

in agreement with the administration's decision to place

the station in Southwest. " He said the question was

designed "to send a message to the chancellor to say the

students are unhappy with the station.

"Even though we expect this to pass, we believe the

chancellor will overlook the students as he has in the

past," Maravelias said, citing the alcohol policy as a point

where he said the administration has overlooked student

input.

If 15 percent of those eligible to vote in the election do

so, and then vote against the sub-station, the SGA could

set up a panel to discuss alternative locations for the sta-

tion with the administration.

Several senators asked whether the question was too

specifically worded. Supporters of the referendum ques-

tion said the purpose of it is to get a general feeling of

whether students want the sub-station.

In other action, the senate defeated a motion that would

have appointed 16 senators from the Commuter Area

Government. The move was put forth by Senator and CAG
President Jay Festa.

Opponents of the appointments said Festa was trying

to "stack" the senate with the appointments. Festa said

the appointments were to get a fair representation of the

commuter area.

"The senate has stripped the commuter area of its right

to representation. It's an insult to the commuter area,"

Festa said.

Ex'sox players do in Bosox
sacrifice fly in the seventh, setting up

Henderson's heroics on a chilly afternoon

at Fenway Park.

Carney Lansford hit Hurst's first pitch

in the eighth for a double and Henderson

Photo by Danlrl Pow»n

HAPPY BIRTHDAY — People gather in front of the Peace Pagoda in Leverett Sunday to

celebrate the shrine's third anniversary.

"There are some problems with the wording of the mo-

tion, and we're going to work on it," Dreyfus said.

"There's a lot of people against it and I'd rather it come

back when we're on our best feet," he said.

The move would have allowed for an appointed seat from

Abilities Unlimited, and another appointment for each

residential area in which one third of the dorms are not

handicap-accessible.

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

BOSTON — Dave Henderson, a former

Boston postseason hero, singled home the

tie-breaking run in the eighth inning and

the Oakland Athletics beat the Red Sox, 2-1

Wednesday in the first game of the

American League playoffs.

Jose Canseco's home run had held up

since the fourth iiming as Oakland's Dave
Stewart and Bruce Hurst hooked up in a

pitching duel. But Wade Boggs hit a

He said the appointments were approved by the CAG.

He said there were several motions the appointees could

have voted on, but now would not be allowed to because

the senate had voted down the appointments.

Also on the agenda last night was a move to establish

an Abilities Caucus. The proposal, written by Senator

Howard Dreyfus, was postponed indefinitely firom con-

sideration by Dreyfus because he saw little support for

the motion.

Security will be ready for Series
By YANA DLUGY time the two teams met in the playoffs.

Collegian Staff A brawl erupted in the Southwest

History, money, and increased security Residential Area on the night of Oct. 27,

are the primary elements of a plan by

Public Safety Director Arthur Hilson to

handle possible unruliness if the Boston

Red Sox and the New York Mets square off

in the World Series.

Since the Red Sox and the Mets have a

shot at facing each other in the World

Series, many people at the University of

Massachusetts are reminded of the last

grounded the next pitch into right field for

the go-ahead si''<»le.

Henderson, cheered in the pre-game in-

troductions, was Boston's savior in the

1986 playoffs against California. His home
run rescued the Red Sox when they were

one strike from elimination in Game 5, and
continued on page 20

1986, after the Mets beat the Red Sox in

the seventh game of the World Series. The

incident was called racially motivated.

Two weeks ago, Hilson announced he had

a safety plan but had not released any

details before yesterday. During an inter-

view with the Collegian, Hilson said one

of the weapons he has is history.

continued on page 7

Vice presidential hopefuls debate in Omaha
Bentsen, Quayle go toe-to-toe on issues

Vice-presidential nominees Bentsen and Quayle. AP photo

By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associated Press
OMAHA, Neb.— Vice presidential can-

didates Dan Quayle and Lloyd Bentsen

clashed last night in campaign debate, the

youthful Republican pronouncing himself

fully qualified for the high office he seeks

and his Democratic rival saying there is

no "margin for error" in the White House.

Quayle played the role of aggressor in

the opening moments of the debate, con-

stantly turning his answers into attacks

on Michael Dukakis even as he defended

his own readiness for the vice presiden-

cy. "If qualifications alone are going to be

the issue in this campaign, George Bush

has more qualifications than Michael

Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen combined,"

he said.

Bentsen, who has sharply questioned

Quayle's maturity on the campaign trail,

said a vice president must be prepared to

take over "without any margin for error".

"The debate is about the presidency

itself," he said. "The stakes could not be

higher."

Bentsen took aim at Bush, recalling the

vice president's vote in favor of a budget

plan to curtail Social Security cost-of-

living increases.

The vice presidential rivals shook hands

and smiled as they met at center stage for

the beginning or their 90-minute televis-

ed debate.

The opening question came from
moderator Judy Woodruff, who asked

Quayle why he thought he had not made
a more "substantial impression" on fellow

republicans, some of whom have openly

criticized the Indiana senator. The au-

dience erupted in cheers and boos, pro-

mpting Woodruff to appeal for silence dur-

ing the high-stakes debate.

But a few moments later, some in the

auditorium broke out in derisive laughter

when Quayle strongly defended his voting

record on environmental issues.

\
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Second LaRouche trial rejected
BOSTON (AP» - A new trial for political

extremist Lyndon LaRouche and assot-iates

would violate the defendants' Fit\h Amend

ment rights against being tried twice for

the same charges, an attorney told a

federal appeals court vesterday.

But judges appeared to d( ubt defense at

torney Matthew Feinlwrg's arguments that

prosecutors deliberately delayed pro-

ceedings to cause a mistrial. And one

judge's comments prompted Feinberg to

consider asking that the judge be removed

from the case.

-The issue before the court is whether or

not . . . the prosecutorial misconduct that

led to the delay of the jury trial was essen

tially responsible for the mistrial"

Feinberg said.

LaRouche, six aides, and five political

organizations are charged with conspiring

to obstruct a federal grand jury investiga

tion into allegations that LaRouche's 1984

presidential campaign raised more than $2

million thioiigh credit i aid and loan fraud.

The trial, which began in December of

last year, was declared a mistrial on May

4, after Judge Robert E. Keeten ruled the

protracted proceedings were placing an

unreasonable burden on jurors.

The defense has maintained that the FBI

and CIA infiltrated LaRouche organiza-

tions to fabricate evidence of fraud. This is

the fourth time the defense has taken an

issue in the case to an appellate court.

Feinberg charged that Assistant US At-

torney John Markham and federal fraud

attorney Mark Rasch deliberately did not

divulge that a potential witness was an FBI

informant until the middle of the trial to

force a delay for hearings and provoke a

mistrial.

Proposed Medicare hike adjusted
BOSTON (AP) - A proposed 10.7 percent

increase in Blue Cross and Blue Shield of

Massachusetts" rates for supplemental

Medicare coverage has been reduced by

one-third, following negotiations with the

attorney general's office and elder ad

vocates. officials said yesterday.

The insurance policy will now be seeking

a 7.2 percent composite increase for its

300,000 direct-pay subscribers for its

Medex supplemental insurance coverage.

Blue Cross/Blue Shield spokeswoman

Susan Leahy said there still will be hear

ings before the state Insurance Division on

the rate requests within the next month.

But she said the intervenors now feel com-

fortable with the Blue Cross/Blue Shield

rate proposal.

The intervenors are Attorney General

James Shannon's office, the Insurance

Division's State Rating Bureau, the

Massachusetts Law Reform Institute and

the Greater Boston Elderly Legal Services

group.

The proposed rates, to take effect Nov. 1,

actually contain rate decreases into two

forms of Medex coverage and rate increases

in two others.

AP photu

BASEBALL BET - Sens. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., left, and Edward

Kennedy. D-Mass., square off on Capitol Hill yesterday as they place

a bet on the outcome of the American League playoff series between

the Boston Red Sox and Oakland A's.

Comatose police officer reportedly recuperating
SPRINGFIELD (APi - The family of a

critically ill police recruit said yesterday

that he showed some signs of emerging

from the coma, as a special task force

assembled by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

prepared to launch its inquiry into train-

ing at regional police academies.

"There are some hopeful signs, but the

doctors are still being very guarded," said

Pittsfield Mayor Ann Everest Wojtkowski.

She said the last reports she received from

the family of Timothy Shepard were that

the 25 year-old Pittsfield police cadet re-

mained in critical condition in a Pittsburgh

hospital where he underwent a liver

transplant last week.

But she said the family told her that

Shepard had been able to recognize his

mother and pregnant wife and respond to

questions by shaking his head. Doctors also

have been able to remove him from a

respirator for brief periods of time.

John Callahan, a former district attorney

for Franklin and Hampshire counties and

past president of the Massachusetts Bar

Association, said his review board of

legislators, police officials and doctors

would have its first meeting Thursday at

the University of Massachusetts Medical

School in Worcester.

Callahan said he expected the main focus

of the group's inquiry would be the physical

and psychological training provided to

police recruits at Agawam and the state's

six other regional police academies. State

health officials and others have blamed ex

tended exercise without adequate water for

the hospitalization of nearly one-third of

the recruits in the Agawam class.

Meanwhile, an aide to House Speaker

George Keverian said the speaker expected

to appoint a special 1 1 member House com

mittee to investigate the training

academies today.

The Legislative inquiry was approved on

a voice-vote last week at the urging of state

Rep. Christopher J. Hodgkins, D-Lee, a

former police officer. State Attorney

General James Shannon has also launch

ed an investigation into the Agawam

academy.
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Retreads
Tire Sale

-Same Tread depth,

width design as new
Tire

-All-season traction

-Lifetime warranty
-cost efficient

P155/80 ms
P165/80 m3
P175/80 m3
P185/80 R13

P185/75 m4 -

P195/75 m4 -

P205/75 m4
P215/75 R14 -

P215/75 mS -

P225/75 R15

P235/75 R15

-$28.95

-$29.95

-$29.95

-$30.95

$32.95

$32.95
-$33.95

$33.95

$33.95

-$34.95

-334.95
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r!f9to 5?>«»Zii*^, 253-9911 • Hanger One BIdg

Amherst/Hadley Line

October 5-7 10:00-4:00
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CHAMELEON SEASON - Fall in New England cannot escape the eye when leaves of trees

such as these form a rainbow as they begin undergoing color changes.

UMass offers minority recruitment programs
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Minority recruitment by the University of

Massachusetts stretches as far as Puerto Rico and as near

as Holyoke, with personal contact between enrolled

students and potential students working to bring a diverse

student body to this campus.

Nelson Acosta, assistant director of Undergraduate Ad-

missions at UMass, explained the reason for trying to at-

tract minority students: "I personally, and the Universi-

ty as a whole, don't want to have a homogeneous environ-

ment. We want to have a wide range of people."

Acosta said the number of minority students rose to 8

jjercent this year from 3 percent, eight to 10 years ago,

as a result of the recruitment programs.

"We believe the state benefits from having educated peo-

ple and students who are used to learning from each

other," Acosta said. "Having diversity at the University

is beneficial for all students because it gives them a

broader background for life," Acosta said.

Acosta makes presentations, often in Spanish, detail-

ing life at UMass to high school students in cities such

as Holyoke, Springfield, Lawrence, New Bedford, and

Boston. Student volunteers accompany him.

"We try to have students of color in the office" to answer

any questions the minority recruits might have, he said.

"The greatest ambassadors of an institution are

students," Acosta said.

The Admissions Office also provides several awareness

days and open houses in the spring, in which students are

brought from inner-city high schools to see what UMass
is like.

Joshua Fontanez is one of about 30 students who work

with the admissions office. Fontanez said he would not

be here now if not for the minority outreach programs.

"Basically what I'm doing is putting in what I got out,"

Fontanez said. "I think the minority recruitment pro-

grams are effective, and that's why 1 try to help out any

way I can."

Roberto Ortiz is another volunteer recruiter with the

Admissions Office and has accompanied Acosta on one of

the trips to Puerto Rico. Acosta makes an annual trip dur-

ing winter break to his native country to reach students

there.

"I get a lot of satisfaction out of helping my people,

"

Ortiz said. "It's a very, very rewarding personal ex

perience."

"We are one of the most popular schools to Puerto Rico

continued on page 6

Anniversary
of D.C. march
is remembered
By STEPHEN BAYER
Collegian Staff

The first anniversary of the national lesbian, bisexual

and gay march on Washington, D.C. will be com-

memorated Tuesday at the University of Massachusetts

as part of a national "Coming Out Day."

"One year ago on October 11, 500,000 members of our

community came out to celebrate our lives in the march
on Washington," said Amerin Falk of the Lesbian, Bisex-

ual, Gay Alliance. "This year, we will continue the strug-

gle by acknowledging the importance of a national 'Com-

ing Out Day,'" she said.

Falk said the LBGA is sponsoring a variety of events

and workshops to promote a better understanding and

awareness of lesbian, bisexual and gay concerns and
issues.

"It's important for people within the community to

understand and accept themselves," Falk said. "It's also

important for heterosexuals and our allies to recognize

the magnitude of the lesbian, bisexual and gay communi-
ty, that we exist, and we have concerns and issues that

we want addressed," she said.

To promote awareness, the LBGA has pronounced the

day "Blue Jean Day" on the UMass campus. According

to Falk, the purpose of "Blue Jean Day" is to encourage

members of the gay community and allies to wear blue

jeans to show solidarity and support.

"In order to overcome cqipression, we must display pride

and enthusiasm for who we are," Falk said. Wearing blue

jeans symbolizes unity and weeds out "the ardent

homophobe," she said. "It'll be interesting to see how
many pairs of corduroys come out of the closet; pun in-

tended," quipped Falk.

Other activities scheduled during the day include a table

on the Campus Center concourse and a "Coming Out Par-

ty" with refreshments provided by the LBGA.
The LBGA has scheduled a rap session for Wednesday,

Oct. 12 in the club's Student Union office. And on Thurs-

day, Oct. 13, there will be a Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay
Speakers Bureau Panel open to the entire campus
community.
"We're trying to create a variety of ways for individuals

to become more comfortable with their identities and

realize that there is a network of support available for

them," Falk said.

She said the panel is important because it provides a

forum for all people to learn about the reality of being les-

bian, gay or bisexual both in and outside the campus
community.
"As a member of the Speaker's Bureau," Falk said, "I

discuss my experiences candidly in order to dispel hurt-

ful prejudices and enable people to become more comfor-

table around lesbians, gays and bisexuals.

Rally to vote, mock wedding held on SU steps
• USSA rally draws 100people on SU steps • Satirical wedding held for UMass, military

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Correspondent

Student votes count and students should exercise that right was the theme for yester-

day's rally for education on the Student Union steps.

"We all need to register and exercise our right to vote," said Joseph Haslip, board

member of the United States Student Association (USSA) which co-sponsored the event

along with the Student Government Association (SGA).

Addressing a crowd of about 100 people, Todd Lever, SGA senator and co-host of

the SGA Today radio program, said the problem "is getting the average student in-

terested in the process of voting." He said that in the last SGA presidential elections

only 15 percent of the student body voted.

In contrast. Lever said that some European countries have 80 percent tvirn-outs dur-

ing elections.

The easiest way to get involved in government is to vote. Lever said.

The president of USSA, Fred Azcarate, said students need to be concerned with the

upcoming elections because the candidates "haven't clearly outlined what they are

going to do for education." He said that from 1980 to 1987 student-loan monies have

been cut 24 percent and that student grants have decreased.

"I encourage all the peo-

ple I see registering, to

vote," said Azcarate, refer-

ring to the voter registra-

tion tables in front of the

Student Union mini store.

Micheal Greiner, chair-

man of the SGA Public

Policy Committee, talked

of vision. "If each student

just took five minutes to

vote, that's what will real-

ly make a difference," he

said. When legislators

hear that a group of voters

as large as the University

of Massachusetts students

are behind an issue, the

legislators listen, he said.

Shari Silkoff, SGA co-

president-elect, said, "We
need to make a difference

and we, as students, can

make a difference." Sh-^

continued on pagt 6
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A speaker at yesterday's rally urges students

to vote.

By CHRIS WILLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts got married

yesterday.

The school, in a mock
celebration, joined the

military industrial complex

in wedlock shortly after

noon, as opposition in the

audience threw rice at the

participants.

The mock wedding con

tained such characters as

Chancellor Joseph Duffey,

Gov. Michael Dukakis,

former President Richard

Nixon, President Ronald

Reagan, and the Grim
Reaper, who performed the

ceremony.

The students spoke out

against the military being

allowed to conduct research

on campus, although they

said the i:*8ue was neither

liberal nor conservative.

The wedding march began

at Machmer Hall and con-

tinued to the Student Union

steps where players threw

fake money in place of

confetti.

On the steps Liz Miller

played the part of Nixon,

who was experiencing grief

because demonstrations on
college campuses during the

Vietnam War, which caus-

ed funding for military

research to be virtually

discontinued.

"But soon, love blossomed

again," said Daria
Casinelli, who played the

Grim Reaper. The comment
referred to the return of

military research in the

1970s.

Nancy Callahan, a stu-

dent portraying Reagan,

began her speech with:

"They forgot the telepromp-

ters." Hecklers in the au-

dience chanted "Four more
years, four more years."

Callahan said Reagan rais-

ed the annual military

budget to a figure "larger

than all but nine countries'

Gross National Products.

Joe Rubin, a student play-

ing the part of Ehikakis, told

how he raised the spending

for military research in

Massachusetts to $15
million. He said students

should be proud that in cer-

tain buildings on campus
research is being conducted

on the Strategic Defense In-

itiative, chemical weapons,

and plastics for missiles.

The opposition shouted
"Dukakis is a war-monger."
Among the groups the

students targeted were

continued on page 6

CoileKian photo by Chris Hosford

The Defense Department marries the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts yesterday.
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LOOK WHO'S ON TV - Vice President George Bush watches his running mate Dan Quayle

in the vice presidential candidate's debate on the television in his Fort Worth, Texas, hotel room

Wednesday night.

$525
worth of
jewelry
stolen
A female student reported

Tuesday that her Seiko

watch and diamond ring

worth $525 had been stolen

from her room in Moore
Residence Hall.

In other incidents:

• On Monday a victim

reported his sweatshirt

worth $22 was stolen from

the racquetball court in

Boyden Gymnasium.
• A multi-meter worth

$35 was reported stolen

Tuesday from Bartlett Hail

• A male student reported

Tuesday his gym bat? con

taining his wallet, tex

tbooks and personal proper-

ty worth $80 was stolen

from Boyden.
• A 10-speed bicycle

worth $180 was stolen from

a suite in Cashin Residence

Hall sometime between Oct

1 and Oct. 2.
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

UMass child care plagued
by waiting lists, low funds
By JANINE MANCINELLI
Collegian Correspondent

Parents seeking day care for their
children at the University of
Massachusetts face waiting lists over a
year long because the facilities provide 82
slots on a campus that should be ac-

comodating 1,200, according to the child

care administrator.

The extensive waiting list is causing
future parents to reserve day care space in

advance for their unborn children in both
New World and Grass Roots Day Schools,

Alicia Smith, child care administrator said.

"The Division of Capital Planning and
Operations has already told us we need
1,200 slots to satisfy the campus communi-
ty's needs," she said.

The need for child care is national. Smith
said. "More and more families are in need
of child care to be involved in the labor

force," she said.

Grass Roots Day School Director Neil
Brigham said, "It's beyond comprehension
that there is not a greater investment
toward childcare."

"I think we have to reset our priorities

in this country," Smith said.

The day schools are in great need of im-

provements, said Mary Ellis, New World
Day School director.

"These buildings were not meant to be

occupied by so many people," she said.

"There's not enough storage space, ad-

ministrative space and kitchen space."

But, she said, the centers have received

minor improvements, including an air con-

ditioner, a clothes washer and dryer, and
have improved window visibility.

Neil Brigham, Grass Roots Day School

director said the school provides four

bathrooms for 44 children. "I think that's

adequate," he said.

The Higher Education Capital Outlay
bill, which was enacted last July, provid-

ed $1 10,000 to UMass for the planning and
design of a child care center and other

renovations. UMass must apply to the state

for more funding for actual construction,

Rep. Stan Rosenberg said in a previous

interview.

"We are in the first phase, which involves

everything that leads up to putting up the

bid for construction," Smith said.

The UMass planning committee will

focus on the preliminary design of a new
child care facility, which will accomodate
an additional 72 children, Smith said. The
facility will be located in the vicinity of

New World and Grass Roots, she said.

The second phase will involve the con-

struction ofthe new facility, Smith said. "A
study team will be involved in this phase
for on-campus interaction with what's go-

ing on," she said.

Although the new facility will provide 72
additional day care slots, over 1,000 spaces
will still be needed. Smith said. "The
monies to build a facility must come
through the state and they can't make a
commitment to fulfill our entire needs,"
she said.

Smith said the schools will be able to pro-

vide better services if new facilities are

built. "(The service) will improve drastical-

ly," she said.

The cost of enrollment for UMass day

CoUfgian Mr photo

Four boys enjoy the outdoors at Nonontuck Community Child Care in
Northampton last March.

care is on a sliding scale fee to meet the

financial needs of parents. Smith said.

Most of the parents who use university

child care are students who pay an
estimated $52 per week. Smith said.

"This cost includes curriculum, nur-

.urance and custodial help, and a full food

program, including a morning snack, hot

lunch, and an afternoon snack," she said.

In the toddler room, the teacher child

ratio is one to three, and in the pre-school,

the ratio is approximately one to six. Smith
said. "There is always a professional staff

member present."

These ratios do not include student help

from the UMass school of education who
may be counted if qualified, she said.

Smith said she is responsible for the

university's child care fiscal operation and
for appointing authorities. "I also provide

support for the center directors as a liason

and a spokesperson.

Brigham said, "As center director, I

oversee the day to day running of centers,

supervise teachers, and hold staff

meetings." The daily schedule of the

students begins in the morning when the

children are dropped ofT at staggering

times by their parents, Brigham said.

The children explore the activities and
then gather for circle time for story reading

and game playing, he said. Small group
time follows with more structural activities

and then there is outside time until lunch
time. An extended day plan provides addi-

tional activites until the children leave at

5:15 p.m. he said.

ERA edges toward failure in congress again
By SARA GALER
Collegian Staff*

In eight days, the Equal Rights Amendment will fail

for the 64th time in our nation's history, unless it is

ratified by congress.

Section one of the amendment states that equality of

rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by

the United States or by any state on account of sex.

In section two, congress is provided with the power to

enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this

article, and section three calls for the amendment to take

effect two years after ratification.

"Women aren't equal until this is the law of the land,"

said Florence Frank, campaign director of Amherst
Democratic Headquarters.

"The argument against [ERA] is that women only have

to go to court [to enforce their rights]. But what if they

can't afford it?" Frank said.

Opposers of the amendment have long argued that the

U.S. Constitution already guarantees equal rights under

the fifth and fourteenth amendments, according to the

Congressional Research Service.

Rep. Stan Rosenberg, D-Amherst, said, "I believe that

there needs to be a very clear statement through the Con-

stitution that women have the same rights as men in all

respects."

Frank said, "Opposers like the right-to-life movement
see (ERA) as a threat to them. They think ERA will

remove protection laws. It's a very loose argument."

Economic factors are also a problem for the amendment,
Frank said. It's important "to see equal rights in terms

of owning property and holding bank accounts. It wasn't

so long ago that women couldn't have their own Visa

[charge card]."

"Businesses should realize that women create a pro-

fitable market. The bottom line is that women earn and
spend as much as men, if not more," she said.

Many states are becoming very conservative, a factor

which has contributed to the failure of ERA ratification

throughout the years, Frank said.

"Conservatives show a tendency to backtrack. Women

have been set back by Reagan and Bush wants to put
women back in the home. That's important because
families need two incomes," she said.

But, "even ifwe have the ERA. America just can't wipe
every law out. If it was passed tomorow, it would be years
before its total reality was felt," Frank said.

Kirsten Hertz, ofGovernor Michael Dukakis' Advisory

Board on Women's Issues, said, "In 1984, ERA was a big

issue, then it seemed to die down. It's now resurfacing."

Kathy Anderson, aide to Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-

Massachusetts, said, "We didn't even push it this year

because of previous results in ratification. I don't think

a real ratification effort has been made."

Massachusetts passed an Equal Rights bill in 1976 pro-

hibits universal discrimination in the state, Frank said.

In that time, "we had to go and lobby the legislature to

change every single law [that didn't comply with the bill],"

she said. "I lobbied for seven years."

A spokesperson for the National Organization for

Women said that the ERA will be introduced to Congress

for the 65th time in January of 1989. The ERA was in-

troduced to the congress now in session, which will end

a week from Friday, she said.

HEALTHWATCH
New abortion pill

approved in France
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The "abortion pill," will eventually find

its way into the United States whether or

not it is approved by the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration for distribution, a local

gynecologist said.

"It will go one of two ways," said Dr.

Walter S. Trauber, a gynecologist in

private practice in the Springfield area.

"[The pill] will be either approved, or

bootlegged. It won't be kept out."

France recently became the first Western

nation to approve the pill, known as

RU486, for public use. Sweden and the

Netherlands are currently testing the pill

and are expected to offer it as an alter-

native to surgical abortion in the near

future, according to Elaine McKemmie of

the Family Planning Council of

Massachusetts.

The drug blocks a fertilized egg, or ovum,

from implanting along the lining of the

uterus by preventing the secretion of pro-

gesterone. This hormone is necessary to

develop a mucous-like substance required

within the uteran wall to nurture the egg.

The pill is usually ingested within the first

six weeks of pregnancy.

The U.S. is prohibited from funding

development of the pill because it is

classified as an abortifacient, an agent that

induces abortion. Federal funding for such

research has been banned since 1974 and,

coupled with the cost of product liability in-

surance and litigation in the U.S., further

discourages private development of such

technology here.

But, if the new technology does prove to

be more attractive than current methods
of surgical abortion, neither the FDA nor

the pro-life lobby will be able to keep the

abortion pill from entering the U.S.,

Trauber said.

"It's a drug," said Trauber. "They can't

keep recreational drugs out (of the U.S.),

how are they going to keep this out?"

The future of the drug "depends in part

on what happens November eighth,"

Trauber said. "Not only the Supreme
Court, but the Food and Drug Administra-

tion reads the election results too."

McKemmie said it is possible that a pro-

choice Dukakis administration would

oversee approval of the pill in the U.S.

"There's also some slight risk, more com-

plications, other medical issues. It's not

quite" as simple as that," she said.

The effects of the pill are unknown and

patients will require extensive atention

following use, according to a release by the

Family Planning Council. Hemorrhaging,

dizziness, nausea and painful contractions

have also been documented as affecting

users of the pill.

Women's Forum
Open House
The Everywoman's Center in Wilder

Hall will be hosting an open house on Oct.

18 from 4 to 6 p.m. The open house is in-

tended to provide an opportunity for

guests to mingle with friends and
Everywoman's Center staff, enjoy

refreshments and learn about EWC pro-

grams and services. For more information

call 545-0883.

Admissions, Financial Aid Forms
The W.A.G.E.S. program at the

Everywoman's Center will be offering in-

formation sessions on Friday, Sept. 30,

from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., and on Saturday,

Oct. 1, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
workshops are designed to help women
complete application forms and facilitate

the process of returning to school. Call

EWC or to register for the sessions.

Legal, Medical, Support Referral

The Resource and Referral Program at

the Everywoman's Center offers a wide

range of information and referral services

for university and community women.
The program also has self-help resource

files, books on many topics of concern to

women, and a large lending library. EWC
is open Monday through Friday from 9

a.m. to 4 p.m. and Wednesdays from 12

to 7 p.m.

Literary Reading
Critically acclaimed writer and political

activist Grace Paley will read from her

work on Thursday, Oct. 13 at 7 p.m. at the

Unitarian Church in Northampton. Paley

heis published three short story collections

and one collection of poetry. Writer Bill

Nichols will also participate in the

reading. Nichols writes poetry, fiction,

and plays and has been published by
several organizations.

There will be a sliding scale fee of $3 to

$7 and the church is wheelchair accessi-

ble. For more information, call 586-7805.

Writing Workshop
Gloria Anzaldua. co-editor and author

will be conducting a writing workshop for

women on Saturday, Oct. 8, from 2 to 5

p.m. at the Wright Hall Common Room
at Smith College in Northampton. There
will be a sliding scale fee of $15 to $30 and
scholarships are available.

To pre-register, call Janet at 586-6831.

Support Group
A ten-week post abortion support group

will begin meeting Wednesday Oct. 12

from 6 to 8 p.m. This group is free and
open to all community women. This is a
pro-choice group sponsored by the
Everywoman's Center and the Civil

Liberties and Public Policy Program at

Hampshire College.
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MRally
continued from page 3

Raytheon, General Electric, and Prime Computer.

The ceremony ended with an actress' portraying a con-

cerned student. She ran up to the podium and shouted,

"I object." She said she objected to the University being

a breeding ground for research in military technology. She

said she thought college was supposed to give people a

better education, not to be a place where the militarj' could

prepare for the noxt world war.

After the production, John Leavitt, one of the members
of the cast, said he felt the audience was receptive to what
the group had said, and he said now the students know
the issues.

The students who partook in the demonstration said

they do not consider themselves a formal group.

Wedding \Recruitment
continued from page 1

continued from page 3

said that in the 1984 presidential election

less than half of registered voters able to vote did.

In an interview after the rally, Azcarate said the low

attendance at the rally did not bother him because the

registration tables in front of the mini store were throng-

ed with people registering to vote.

"We want to make sure we get the most studeiit.s

registered and the most students voting in 1988," he said.

USSA is currently on a bus tour of the country and will

stop at 27 more colleges and high schools to promote voter

awareness and registration through rallies similar to

yesterday's.

"I think we accomplished that here. We're having an

important impact on student voting,' said Azcarate. "The

true test will come Nov. 8."
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in the Northeast," Acosta said. He said the effort to recruit

students from Puerto Rico started several years ago when
there were students who were interested in having more
Puerto Ricans come here.

Acosta said the Admissions Office concentrates mo.stly

on in-state students because of the University's rule that

85 percent of the student body must come from
Massachusetts. He added however, there is some recruit-

ment in northern New Jersey and New York.

Each spring the students also participate in a phone a

thon to minority recruits. Students who have been ar

cepted are called and asked if they plan to attend in the

fall and if they have any questions about the University.

Fontanez has worked on the phone-a-thon. He said one

of the recurrent questions he got concerned the racial

climate on campus.

"I think there are a lot of minority students who have

been accepted that could have been scared away by the

quote-unquote racial problems," Fontanez said.

The Admissions OflTice also participates in academic pro-

grams, such as the Challenge Program. Funds for

Challenge were cut this year, and the program no longer

operates in Boston, but is still active in Springfield and

Holyoke.

"This is for students who have the potential for college

but who might not go to college," said Juan Caban,

associate director of admissions.

Caban said scholarships were awarded to students who
finished the programs, but because of the cuts, there are

now fewer of those scholarships to go around.

He described the program as a curriculum teaching

study skills and "general conceptual learning" rather

than academic subjects. Caban said this better prepares

the students for the University.

"The University has always preached about strength

through diversity. These programs make the University

accesible and encourage people of different lands and dif

ferent cultures to attend," he said.
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For Your
The FYI column serves as a public service announce-

ment to the campus and community. Space is limited, so

the Collegian cannot guarantee that all announcements

received will be published.

UMass Men's Lacrosse Club — The club is for junior var-

sity club team and intramural players. The organizational

meeting will be held at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in room 249

of Boyden Gymnasium. For more information call J. Dietel

at 545 2590 or 536-2193.

Internships — Come to the University Internship Pro-

gram to get great work experience. A planning session

gets you started. The sessions are held in Curry Hicks

from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Mondays and Tuesdays and 3:30

to 4:30 Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Bible Study — The New Testament Fellov.ship will be

having bible study sessions at 7 p.m. every Friday in the

Campus Center. Check the event schedule near the in-

formation desk for the room number.

SGA Today - Listen from 8:30 to 9:30 Tuesday nights

to SGA Today on WMUA radio (91.1 on the FM dial). The
show discusses issues affecting the University of

Massachusetts Student Government Association.

Infornnation
Northern Ireland — You are invited to listen and

dialogue with Ian Bothwell, the director of Crossfu-e Trust,

which deals with political, social, and spiritual problems

along the border of the Irish Republic and Northern

Ireland. Last stop of the tour is at 7:30 p.m. Friday in the

East Lecture Hall of the Franklin Patterson building at

Hampshire College. For further information call 253-5571.

Ride - AIDS Memorial Quilt will be in Washington DC
this weekend. Anyone interested in going call Elizabeth

585-7868. Ride needed — space available for four-plus peo-

ple to stay.

\Security continued from page I

"I now have October 27, as an example,"

he said. "It gives me a chance to use a lit-

tle hindsight."

Hilson said security will be increased

during the games.

However, he had first declined to com-

ment on whether there will be increased

security for the games, because the ques-

tion put him on the spot. He said if he

answered yes, it would only reinforce the

idea of a "police state" at UMass, while if

he said no, people would complain about in-

sufficient police protection.

One of the problems Hilson faces is get-

ting extra money for the needed manpower.

He said he has not yet been informed

whether or not he would receive the money,

but he said he plans to do everything in his

power to provide a safe environment for the

students.

"I will use every dime we have," he said.

"And when I use every dime, I will ask for

more."

"There is nothing more important than

the safety and the welfare of the members
of this community," he said. "It's number
one priority."

Hilson said he does not foresee major pro-

blems with getting the money. He said

money for public safety is more important

than anything else, including things like

money for a new building or money for

polymer research.

continued from page IMDebate
Just as Quayle was asked to defend his qualifications,

Bentsen was asked about his differences with Dukakis

on such issues as aid to Nicaraguan rebels, the death

penalty, and gun control.

"We agree on so many things, on the vast majority of

the issues," Bentsen replied, and said no more about

policy differences with his running mate. He spent his

two-minute response saying that he and Dukakis agree

on cutting the budget deficit and on a trade policy that

will "stand tough for America".

Quayle said Bentsen "didn't tell you very much about

what Gov. Dukakis would do.

"I don't blame Sen. Bentsen for not talking about Gov.

Mike Dukakis," Quayle said. "If I had to defend the

liberal policies of Gov. Mike Dukakis, I wouldn't talk

about it either."
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Just my npininn

Objectivity?

What's that?
Objectivity is a myth.

No question about it, anyone who tells you it isn't, is

lying. You see it is part of our human nature to have opi-

nions, likes and dislikes, even prejudices.

When reading a newspaper, magazine, or watching

television or listening to radio news you ought to

remember there will be a certain bias in the way the storv

is being presented.

Peter Leon

Most news reporting services do try and usually succeed

in preventing overly slanted views, but never is it pure.

You also must remember what you're seeing or reading

was brought about by a bias. The news director of the ser-

vice decided that particular story was newsworthy. You
also must remember that for every story you see there

are at least ten stroies you won't. This can be due to a

great many reasons, such as lack of staff. But also what

the news director decides isn't newsworthy won't be there

either. This is mild form of censorship, but most of it is

necessary, these decisions do have to be made.

This is commonly referred to the power of the press. It

is not to be taken lightly.

During the summer I had the chance to spend a day

working for Time magazine covering the Dukakis cam-

paign. That night I had dinner with the photographers

for Time, Newsweek, the Associated Press, and the

cameraman for CNN. Beyond talking about the day

events we taslked about how they, as the major T.V. news

service for the U.S., the major two weekly magazines for

the U.S.. and a major international news service, were

the eyes for the world. What they pointed their cameras

at is what the people got to see. This was especially true

because of the shots they took of Mike and Jesse Jackson

while we were in Washington D.C. They had Jesse stand

with the Washington monument in the background, and
for Mike they shot him while he was at the podium speak

ing. but they waited for the wind to blow an American
flag into the background. It made for a nice and more in

teresting picture.

Photographers do this all the time for everyone (in-

cluding George Bush Ijust so the story is more interesting.

They, I admit, have to do this because if they took the

same picture of Mike and George no one would care about

the election or candidates (not that many people do
anyway). What all this means is that you the reader

have to be aware, reading or watching two different news
services, which are known to have opposite biases. I sug-

gest something like Time or Newsweek, and a nightly na-

tional news show. This doesn't take up as much time as

reading the New York Times or Boston Globe everyday,

and also hits two forms of media, another important
consideration.

What it also mesms is that we, the press, have to monitor
ourselves and do so constantly and consistently. For-

tunately the press cannot be overlooked by our govern-

ment, if it were all it would be is propaganda (ever hear
of Pravda). Unfortunately it can mean the press becom-
ing to high and mighty ending, in such a state of affairs

as yellow journalism. Go see the movie Citizen Kane to

see what happens when yellow journalism takes the place

of responsible journalism.

The reader, you, can also voice your opinion of a news
service by buying or not buying it. The dollar is mighty.

After all advertising gives the press the money it needs
to operate, but if no one buys and reads the the paper or

wathches, or listens, advertisers won't advertise for long.

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

What'a the, r^ntfor with me?

New and improved candidates
As I prepared to sit down to watch last nights

blockbuster of a debate between vice-presidential can-

didates Dan Quayle and Lloyd Bentsen, I came to a harsh

realization.

I really don't care to vote for either, and the same goes

for their respective mates, George Bush and Michael

Dukakis.

Jim Clark

So, without further adieu, it's time for me to go on my
annual crusade to nominate another non-sensical, crazy

presidential candidate for all tho.se who have officially

registered with the write-in party.

For those of you with good memories (assuming you

even bothered to read it), you may recall that last year

I went off and extolled the virtues of selecting former

baseball pitcher Bill "Spaceman" Lee as my presiden

tial choice. Lee, the official candidate of the Canadian-

based Rhinoceros Party, is technically a write-in man
("If they can't spell Lee, they shouldn't be allowed to vote

anyway," he says).

But I soured on the man when he came to my
hometown about a month ago and had the nerve to not

call me up to tell me about it. Imagine that.

Anyway, the Lee camptaign never got taken too serious-

ly, so (forgive my lack of loyalty) I found the need to

change my ground.

But who? Is there someone out there somewhere that

is worthy of consideration. Let's take a walk down
celebrity row.

Roger Rabbit: Oh, pwwwweeeezzzze. Not him. We've

had enough cartoon characters in the White House in

the past.

Nah, let's start being realistic here.

Morton Downey, Jr.: A real tough cookie. He'd get

the job done. No one would be able to debate him. Period.

He wouldn't let any of those foreign leaders get a word
in edgewise. But everyone hates him. He'd never get

elected.

Hmm. Who else is there on the horizon? Ahh, let's step

into the music industry for a spell.

Bobby McFerrin: An interesting thought. Picture the

new motto for America. "Don't worry, be happy." What
a bright hope for the future. Nuclear wai-? "Don't worry."

Inflation going through the ozone? "Be happy." That's

it. Plain and simple.

He wouldn't even need a running mate. This one-man

band could do everything himself. Walk into the oval of-

fice, and there he would be, signing legislation, while

simultaneously overseeing the defense department,

agreeing to trade arms to the contras (oops, sorry),

visiting Yellowstone and holding a Summit with Gorby

over in Geneva. Bobby McFerrin, the entire national

government all in one neat package. Hey, it can't be

much worse than the system we have now.

But then there are the traditionalists. The ones who
still think that government the way it is today is fine

and dandy. There must be a man of the old school who
can bring back the glory of the past. But who? Who could

turn it around?

Joe Morgan, Red Sox manager: Ahh, that's the rub.

Massachusetts Miracle? Mike, you haven't got a prayer

compared to what this guy did. And have you ever heard

him talk? People would actually watch press conferences

just to hear what he's going to say next. The stories about

driving the snowplow during the Blizzrd of '78, or of his

childhood in Walpole (the ferris wheel story is a classic)

never get old.

And imagine him talking with foreign leaders. Those

still not adept at English would be baffled when con

fronted with "Morganese." Take this Summit meeting

scenario:

"That's what I say. old Gorby. Six, two and even,"

Morgan would say. "That's the ol' juego."

"Vat iz dis six, two und evuhn stuff?" says Gorby. "Vat

iz dis juego? Ve don't understand. Ve giff up all our

veapons."

He'd work wonders.

These choices may be a tad far-fetched, but given the

present options. . .

Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and five-college
area. Letters must be typed and double spaced. Submissions may be sent to the Collegian,
113 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003.

Tn other

news. . .

The unlikely hit ofthe Los

Angeles Summer Games
was water polo, the rough

game played by tough guys

in ear-protecting caps. The
American team, led by Terry

Schroeder, was fast

boisterous and (as fans who
drooled in the pool freely ad-

mit) hunky. They lost the

gold, in a squeaker, to

Yugoslavia; and the two

countries may have a medal
rematch this year. Five ofthe

Americans will be back in

the pool, including
Schroeder, an-out-of-the-

water chiropractor, and the

best all-round player, real

estate broker Jody Camp-
bell, both 28. Says Shroeder,

"I really like our chances."

—Newsweek,
1988

Sept. 19,

An intensive dose of the T V line-up
I was never a TV junkie before college, but being exil-

ed altogether from the tube by homework made my nor-

mal prescription for it feel like a deadly overdose. Three
years ago, during my first semester, I concluded that

beyond the horizon for higher education lies a TV whose
battery is itching to be worn out.

Alise S. Harfield

So when I was diagnosed with mononucleosis last

Thanksgiving, I was thrilled. But it did not infect me
on its own; rather I simultaneously contracted another

di.sea.se I refer to as the Line-Up. I know it was infec-

tious because I can, like my doctor, name all the s> mp-

toms in one sentence: All My Children, General Hospital,

Phil Donohue, Oprah, and Prime Time. The Line-up is

a series of soap operas, talk shows, game shows, com-

mercials, and weather reports that aim to please those

who have nothing better to do than vegetate on a favorite

fixture. And because my doctor said to get plenty of rest,

I perfectly fit into that category.

The Line-up did not begin until I woke up every after-

noon around 1 pm. For the first week of winter break
I was in bliss: soaps from 1 3, talk shows from 4 - 6,
game shows from 7 9, and finally Prime Time. Prime
Time gave me the most satisfaction, for it was during
these hours that I would have been incarcerate in the
Library struggling over assignments and reserved
readings. Prime Time was also big time, there was of
those misplaced homemakers spinning a wheel bigger
than my house for a million bucks. I enjoyed nighttime
TV because it did not require my undivided attention
as did homework. I could easily eat dinner, listen to U2,
write a letter to a friend, and gape at Danny Ainge drib-
bling a basketball all at once. I gained five pounds dur
ing the first two weeks of the Line up. The doctor said
this was normal, given my state of inactivity. I began
to like my doctor a lot, almost as much as Dan Rather.

Then, like any other good thing that has to come to
an end, the mono began to exit my well-rested, over ex-
posed to TV body. At the same time, I discovered that
missing a day or even two days of One Life To Live did
not affect my overall knowledge of their plot. In fact, I

found that by tuning into the last five minutes, I could

gather what had happened in the entire hour of the show.

I had been wasting three hours a day on soaps, when I

could have learned the same thing in fifteen minutes
what a professor had taken fifty to explain, I had wasted
my time. Now I resented every national network for

tricking me into becoming a lazy lummox, and for aiding

me in gaining eight pounds in a month. Now I hoped the

Line-Up would go away with the mono.

But just to be on the safe side, I weaned myself off TV^

slowly by writing letters to friends about the events in

my life. To my dismay, there weren't any. So, I shared

with them pages and pages of what I had learned by wat-

ching Phil and Oprah.

By then I was eager to return to school. Going to the

library had become more fun than beating the champion
of Jeopardy; even the dining hall had more appeal than
cable's Julia Child. Nothing had ever inspired me to

study as did the Line-Up. But first, I had to explain the

contents of those horribly boring letters I had written.

My fi"iends thought I'd become an incurabe couch potato.

Alise S. Harfield is a UMass student

'M' it for mouth

College parties: an educational experience?
Do you want to learn about people? Are you an an-

thropology or psychology major who wants an opportuni-

ty to study the field? Do you want to study the social and
mating habits of humans? The place to do such studying

is not in a classroom, but out in the world.

Pamela McCarthy

College parties are the place to learn about the students

with whom you share this esteemed institution. The way
to learn is to go to parties where you don't know many
people. Being with your friends is too easy.

If you want to get noticed at a college party, you'd best

get there early, but late enough to be fashionable — usual-

ly 9:30 or 10:00, when there are a lot of people there, and

they've had enough drinks to be, uh, friendly. Their heads

will turn, for there is a new piece of meat at the market
— oops, I mean a new pterson to get acquainted with.

At this stage of the game, most people are pretty civiliz-

ed. You'll probably meet some happening people that are

really cool and fun to party with.

Alas, the party must progress.

This means more alcohol is consumed. This means peo-

ple start to get obnoxious. This means most intelligent,

sane people will make a quick exit before the show starts

to get a little too interesting.

Unfortunately, I'm not a particularly sane person, and
my intelligence will usually take a backseat to my curiosi-

ty. My question must be answered — what will these buf-

foons do next?

By night's end, I'm regretting my question.

Now, before I go on, I want to make it clear that I am
talking about parties where I know only three people. If

I'm at a party with all my friends, we don't dare pull any
of this, because we'll see each other the next day. What
strangers will do to each other at a party after a measly

six or eight beers is incredible.

Some guys feel the need to prove their masculinity after

drinking half a keg. They are charming souls, with a

finesse and style only reserved for their breed of men.

When one of these guys wants to meet someone, they'll

stumble up to the victim and say something to melt the

heart. "Eshuse me, honey, would ya like to uh. .

BUUUURRRP, see the inside ofmy van?" (Nudge, nudge,

wink, wink?) Of course, after a line like this, I am a

helpless puddle of love.

Most men love to show off what disgusting noises they

can make with their bodies. Some turn it into a contest.

"Hey, fellas! Let's see who can make the grossest noise!"

Many of the women decide they are going to monopolize

their take on the meat market. They'll start eying the

drunken males and decide which one is going to be the

not so-lucky guy. No more batting of the eyelashes. At a

couple of the parties, I've seen a few clueless dudes be

cracked over the head and dragged away by the hair.

After a few fuzzy navels, people tend to get affectionate.

Why, at one party, a suave psuedostud licked my friend's

hand after showing her his tattoo. I'm sure the feel of his

slimy tongue made her ready to bear him tribes of

children.

What's really sad is when two people meet and actual-

ly get along. This is because the next day, the beer gog-

gles come off. That totally together person you met could

turn out to be a psycho-case, a mistake of nature, or even

a punishment from Grod.

Myself, I think I'll skip the "field studies." I have a bet-

ter time partying with my friends.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

/GET HELP! BUSH
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Please forgive my gender
I recently read an article called "Fail:

Bright Women" by psychologist Martina

Horner. It was published in an issue of

Psychology Today that was printed way
back in Nov. 1969. To me, the article was
startling.

In the late 60s, Horner did a study to find

out the relationship between the motiva-

tion for success and sex (as in male/female).

She administered a set of achievement

tests to 90 women, and 88 men — all

undergraduates at the University of

Michigan.

Bob Bobala

'Letters

Sub-station beneficial
All this hoopla regarding the new sub-

station in Southwest is unnecessary. The

negative reactions are just another case

of people confusing protective and op-

pressive authority; an issue stemming

from freedom sensitivity, or over-

sensitivity, as the case may be. Freedom

is the best principle in the world. When
personal liberty is restricted without just

cause, oppression exists and stands to be

corrected. When freedom is used in ways

which inft-inges upon the rights of others,

the situation is out of hand, and requires

protective authority. The sub-station is for

this purpose.

Obviously, if we have something to con-

ceal, we should be willing to accept the

consequences attached to risk-taking,

especially if it requires facing up to

legalities. If we have nothing to hide, we

should have no qualms over the sub-

station installation, but should see its

postition among us as an opportunity for

further education and a safer

enviornment.

If you don't believe personal safety is

jepordized then just read the police report

in the Collegian.

HoUy M. Curtis
Southwest

Mysticism not Satanic
In response to Rusty Denton's column

("Discovering what is Reality, " Oct. 4), I

am shocked that someone as

"knowledgable" about the occult as Rus-

ty would print the half-truths that he did.

In the eptire article about the Bible,

science and the occult, he left out

something very important.

A belief in what is considered by the

Christian Church to be witchcraft does

not necessarily mean that the person is

a pagan. True, the Church has not open-

ly endorsed astral projection, crystals.

divination, aura readings, etc. However,

a person can still believe in CJod as they

practice these "occultist" beliefs. After all,

God created them, didn't he?

I am a confirmed member of the

Lutheran Church, and my trust in God us-

ed to be very strong. Now, however, since

I have gotten into these mystical prac-

tices, my love and trust for (jrod has in-

creased a thousand-fold. All of my beliefs

have been proved to me, and I have also

been showm how it was Jesus who granted

me my abilities! Not all mysticism in

Along with the tests she had each student

write a story based on this clue: After first

term finals, John (Anne) finds himself

(herself) at the top ofhis (her) medical school

class. The men wrote about John, the

women about Anne. The results blew my
mind.

The men's stories about John were what

you'd expect. For example, "John is a good

guy who's worked hard all his life. He
deserves the success he has attained. He
will become rich, get a Porsche, etc., etc.,

and live happily ever after." There isn't

anything too unusual about that.

But most of the women's stories about

Anne were completely different. Take, for

example, these quotes from stories which

Horner used in her article:

•Anne starts proclaiming her surprise

and joy. Her fellow classmates are so

disgusted that they jump on her body and

beat her. She is maimed for life.

•Anne is pretty darn proud of herself,

but everybody hates and envies her.

•Anne feels guilty . . . she will finally

have a nervous breakdown and quit

medical school and marry a successful

young doctor.

•Anne is a "code name" for a nonexis-

tent person created by a group of med.

students. They take turns vsrriting exams

for Anne,

What Horner determined from analyzing

these stories is that "women equate in-

tellectual achievement with the loss of

femininity." For ages our society's expec-

tations of a woman has been for her to

become a housewife, a mother, and to raise

a family. If she becomes successful (on a

professional level, such as a doctor), sub-

consciously she feels that she has not liv-

ed up to society's exj)ectation of her. On the

other hand, if she fails in her own natural

ambition to succeed, she does not live up

to her own expectation of herself.

By studying the stories, Horner conclud-

ed that many of the women (65 percent of

them) had developed what she calls "a

motive to avoid success." Some women
feared that success would lead to

loneliness, unpopularity, and that it would

even crush their hopes for getting married.

Some of the women's stories showed that

they felt guilty about succeeding. Other

stories actually indicated that in their sub-

conscious, many women simply denied the

possibility that any woman could be suc-

cessful. However, less than 10 percent of

the men showed any evidence of a "motive

to avoid success."

Furthermore, 77 percent of the women
who initially took the achievement tests

alone scored lower when they took the tests

in competition with men. This led Horner

to conclude that women's anxiety over suc-

cess increased when they competed with

men. Can you imagine that, guys!? We
lower their grades just by sitting next to

them at an exam.

Well, I guess you could say that this

study was done 20 years ago. These are the

80s. Things are different now. Yeah, I'm

sure they are. But twenty years isn't that

long of a time. It certainly isn't long

enough to heal the millions of women
whose subconscious minds have been

unmercifully wrecked by society.

What can I say? Ifyou're reading this and

you're one of those women whose sub-

conscious mind has been crippled, and you

have a "motive to avoid success" and you

don't even know it, I'm sorry that it's my
gender that did it to you. I hope you can

forgive us, at least, someday.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

Satanic.

This is a very important distinction. For

anyone who is interested in learning more

about these beliefs, remember that CJod

and mysticism are not mutually ex-

clusive. On the contrary, mysticism

depends on God for its power. Or Satan,

depending on which one you choose.

Always remember, though, you do have

a choice.

I would hope that Rusty Denton would

get his facts straight from now on, instead

of considering himself the expert on

everything.
Erik Jones
Orchard Hill

Recreational space robbed by Southwest parking lot

Returning to my room after class, I

glanced out through the window in Moore

House to see who is outside playing in the

field. I couldn't believe it! Everyone

presently on the floor came running into

my room. "What's wrong?" they were ask-

ing. My mouth was open but nothing was

coming out, all I could do was point out

toward where the fields use to be.

I clearly remember reading an article

in the Collegian about a parking lot but

I didn't expect it to happen so quickly.

There is so much construction going on

around campus, why start a new mess?

Why not finish what you start first? I

thought construction was going to be

finished in Southwest by the end of the

past summer. This is the third semester

we will be waking up to those noisy

trucks.

Jt is amazing how this university is not

very concerned about how the students

feel towards this parking lot that is

presently in the process of being built. At

least half the students in Southwest are

feeling the same way I am.

Why weren't the students better inform-

ed about this action? It is our money that

is building this lot and destroying one of

our only pleasurable places, an area

where we can just hang out and have a

good time.

So, I have one question: Where are we
suppose to go play soccer, football, and

Softball? Sure, we can go play on the fields

in front of Boyden, but when? Intramural

teams play on all the fields between 4 pm
and 8 pm. So this leaves us time on the

fields when we are either at class or it's

after dark.

That's all we need to add to this cam-

pus, more concrete. The nice part about

living in Southwest was that the fields

were so close to go run around on. The

main purpose for living where I present-

ly live is so I could look out the window

and see the green grassy field, then the

trees, the mountains and finally the

sunset. Well, this is now destroyed,

Allyson Leseten
- . - Southwest
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adirondack music

3 DAY MADNESS PART 2!

The price-busting continues...

Once again Adirondack Musk rolls back the prices! Racks,

speakers, power amps, and more at the lowest prices aroundl

Advent Rides Again!

You want um, we got um! Save SlOO on a

S350 pair of Prodigy's for only S249! Save $150

on a $450 pair of Legacy's for only S299! Or go

for the gold and save $200 on a $600 pair of

Maestro's for only S399! WOW!

We're on a Mission...

That's rightl A mission from HELL! Oops, wrong ad! What

I really meant to say is that our Mission speakers are a hell

of a good deal! Superb British quality loudspeakers at prices

you can afford! The $250 70ll*s are a small bookshelf

speaker perfect for any dorm room at only $179! Save $200

on the 737's, $650 of the finest speakers for only $449!

Below Cost! Beyond Lost!

Nikko Alpha 230 power amp. BELOW COST! What can I

say? The bossman went around too many times in the

I

dryer... He gets dizzy at the top of the ferris wheel... Ok,

the list price is $519.96. It's got 120 watts per channel of

super clean power! Oh Hell, why bother?! For only $199.95 it

really isn't worth my time...

Pool Anyone?
Rack up those billiard balls...

No, no, no! Not that kind of rack!

Mylex racks!! These quality beauties

are on sale again for nearly halfphce!

The Mylex model 400, usually $99.95,

only $59.95! The model 001, usually

$149.95, priced at only $99.95!

Not My Mistake!

Absolutely not! Make no mistake about it! I did not order

the EPI VCS2000's! I wonder if we could even give them

away?! Not that I would, but 1 will give you a great deal on

EPI TE/120's blems k dems, 10" 2 ways, a $300 value for

only $150! Or brand new in the box EPI STAT 450*s, a

veritable wall of sound, worth at least $750 on the planet of

your choice, but here at Adirondack you can buy the pair

for only $300! If Scandanavia suits your fancy, try a $280

pair of JAMO SLlOO's at the real world price of only $169!

Trade—ins are welcome! Drag it, tow it, push it, roll it! We
will give you something for it! Adirondack Musk also has

the largest selection of replacement phono stylii (needles) in

the area! Are your records starting to sound like they were

used for frisbees at the beach?! Then it's probably time to

replace that old diamond with a brand new stylus!

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

Open Monday thru Saturday iOam to 5:30pm

Sale prices good thru October 8, 1988

Limited qniatHiM. AU itenu rabjcct to prior mIc.

No r»lBcheck«. Not retponiible for typofrtphlol erron.
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By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Every gig venue seems to have an

underlying theme of some sort, ranging

from reggae to folk. L'Oasis has and will

continue to bring in the reggae acts. Tomor-

row night catch the Happy Campers and

on Sunday at the same venue see The

Great Train Robbery Don't forget to

checlt out the L'Oasis Blues Jam. every

Tuesday night 9 p.m. to close. Drinks are

cheap and I.D's are necessary.

However this is just one of the many op-

tions to choose from this weekend. The

Hampshire College-based A.M.C. The

Alternative Music Collective is sponsoring

two events at SAGA dining commons.

Tonight, the Ben Vaughn Combo, make

their debut appearance at the College with

warm ups. The Lonely Moans. Velvet

Jesus, Beatrice, and headliners Boston-

based The Bags are playing on Saturday

night for your listening pleasure. The on

ly thing I've heard from the Bags is that

they're really loud, fast and hard. A.M.C.

are servicing the area with alternative

music, bringing bands that are just emerg-

ing into the scene, or who haven't been

heard by a major number of people. It is

wise to support this organization. If this

show succeeds then other talent will have

a chance. Tickets for both nights are only

$2.00 for Hampshire students, and $4.00

for everyone else. Alcohol will be served for

those who qualify.

Sheehan's brings good music as well. The

Headless Horsemen, with opening acts to

be announced, play tonght. Tomorrow is a

repeat performance by the Ben Vaughn
Combo. Saturday night you can see those

area favorites. The Malarians (See them

this week in the Valley Advocate!), with

opening act Childhood, a great name for

a band, and also the winners of the 1987

WBCN rumble, whatever that means. Peo-

ple say they're good. If you're feeling up to

it, WUdcat O'HaUoran will be there, for

a small cover charge of course, on Sunday

evening.

Avid gig-goers on Saturday afternoon

may want to check-out a new band, Joe

Crash and the Whiplash at the Trod

(Northeast area) outdoors. They feature ex-

members of the Movers, and play Rockabil-

ly, R&B, Tex-Mex, Country-Western, and

American blues. They aren't bad at all,

they almost sound like the Proclaimers.

Very entertaining.

Finally, at the Iron Horse Cafe, on 20

Center Street Northampton, are a series of

Singer/Songwriters. Starting off with

tomorrow nights performance by John
Stewart, a seven year member of the

Kingston Trio, and veteran of 16 solo

albums. He's back by popular demand and

tickets are $10 in advance, $1 1 at the door.

Saturday night you can mellow out with

Steve GiUete, only one show at 8:30 p.m.,

and tickets for that show are $5 at the door

only. Finally on Sunday, it's a double

header with Judy Polan, a Northampton

resident, at 7 p.m. tickets are $6, and A&M
recording artist Marti Jones, at 9:30 p.m.

tickets are only $10 in advance.

k
A&M recording artist Marti Jones will play the Iron Horse Sunday night

at 9:30 p.m.

Comedy

Club

Thursday nite live on stage at 8:45 p.m.

•Full menu available.

This Week's Comedians

JOHN
CARNY

JERRY DINER

Hadley Hour

Mon.-Fri. 4-7

Free Buffalo Wings

and Munchie Buffet

(^ r
DIANE JONES

This Week's Drink Specials

Irish Coffee

Harpoon

ADViX A, I

B C S T

VALLtV

19 8 6

The Hottest New Game
Parlor Just opened in Hadley
Club 104. For members only!

Call 586-1978
or stop In for an application.

UNIVERSITY

SERVICES
PRESENT:

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

MESSAGE FROM THE CHANCELLOR'S
COMMITTEE ON AIDS

Although there may be substantial

disagreement regarding both the current

and future prevalence of AIDS and AIDS-

related problems, there is nearly universal

agreement that AIDS is the most serious

communicable disease problem of this cen-

tury. Furthermore, although its presumed

viral agent has been identified, all of the

skill of medical scientists has been unable to

develop either an effective immunizing

agent or a therapeutic regimen that has

demonstrable effectiveness and an accep-

table level of toxicity. We are faced with an

increasing problem but lack the tools that

we have accepted as essential for the control

- or even eradiction - of other major com-

municable diseases, such as malaria, polio,

tuberculosis, syphilis, and small pox.

An additional dimension of the AIDS
epidemic is the major impact it is certain to

have in the political, economic, social, and
ethical arenas in which the human drama
develops. In the political arena it will have

a profound effect upon decision-making; its

economic impact is certain to be enormous,

if not catastrophic; it will affect either

directly or iniiirectly all social strata and
organizations and it is already demanding

that we rea.«^^oss the dynamic fragile balance

W '* >i !* 1

What's it like being a volunteer in

with AIDS? A volunteer shares her

story.

In the 1980s, as a lesbian, I live at the edge

of chaos. I work in the white straight

academic world where I am expected to con-

form and act the appropriate way for a

straight woman. AIDS is considered an

abstract idea that needs 'further study'. I

live in the lesbian gay community where I

can be myself and where the battle lines

against AIDS are drawn. For being a les-

bian at these times is a constant struggle

against confromity, straight rules, self-

doubt, racism, sexism, classism, homophobia,

and now AIDS, AIDS phobia, queer bashing,

and death. I ask myself, if we do not stand

and take care of each other, how will we

survive?

When Bob died of AIDS recently, I could

not believe he was gone. He was often a dif-

ficult person to be with, but over the two

months that I knew him he became my
friend. Mostly Bob and I talked or sat quiet-

ly listening to classical music or just watch-

ed TV. He needed a friend to be with him,

and I quickly realized that being there for

someone is what a volunteer really means.

What I didn't know when I took the tram-

ing or even when I first met Bob was just

how difficult it is to watch someone die from

AIDS. AIDS is » cruel disease that does not

? HOW DO I COOK IT?

a support program for persons

experiences in the following

let go. But through the pain of seeing Bob
so ill, what I gained from my relationship

with him was a renewed sense of humor, a

renewed sense of hope, and a friend.

I first talked to Bob over the telephone

when I called him to arrange our first get

together. I called him to see what he wanted

me to make him for dinner the next even-

ing. Forgeting that not all people in the

Valley are vegetarians, I assumed that he'd

ask for some simple vegetable casserole or

beans and rice. I wasn't prepared when the

reply was chicken. 'Chicken,' I said. 'How do

you Cook Chicken?' So there I was the next

day in Stop & Shop staring at packages and

packages of chicken parts - legs, breasts,

feet. Yuck! What do I buy? I was still in

shock, that, however, was only the begin-

ning. Next it was asparagus with hollondaise

sauce. Then it was lobster with corn on the

cob.

I fondly remember this time as 'Gretchen

Groes Gourmet,' or 'Volunteer lesson No. 1.'

As the Galloping Gourmet in disguise (I

never did get the hollondaise sauce to

thicken), I learned my first lesson as a

volunteer. You can say no to the person you

> » Continued on next page

between the rights of individuals and the

well-being of the community.

The Amherst campus has taken a number
of initiatives in both anticipating and facing

AIDS-related problems. These initiatives are

important despite the assumption that

clinical AIDS is not a serious-immediate pro-

blem among members of the campus
community.

• The University Health Center
has included AIDS among those

conditions for which clinical ser-

vices are available. In addition,

through the Employee Assistance

Program faculty and staff may
seek information and referral and
in some cases receive clinical ser-

vices for AIDS. An active health

education program, with outreach

to the entire campus, has received

generous and consistent support

and has been increasingly active.

• The Executive staff adoptfed a

policy regarding AIDS that would
permit students and staff who are

not at risk for contracting other

diseases to continue their normal
activities.

• The University Health Council

(Faculty Senate) established an
all-campus Task Force on AIDS

Continued on next page.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHANCELLOR'S COMMITEE ON AIDS
body that would anticipate and identify pro-

blems and would make recommendations for

action programs.

Continued

Education, charging the group to

develop an effective program of

AIDS education for the campus.

The University Health Center, in

conjunction with the

Massachusetts Department of

Public Health, became an alter-

nate test site for the anonymous
testing for AIDS (HIV) antibodies.

In January 1988, responding to a policy

recommendation regarding AIDS and STD
(sexually transmitted diseases), Chancellor

Duffey established a University (Amherst

campus) Committee on AIDS with a broad

charge "..to develop, support, coordinate,

and monitor a campus-wide program of

prevention, control, and treatment". The
Committee was viewed as a coordinating

Among actions during the spring 1988

semester were i) support for distribution of

the AIDS Resource Handbook, with recom-

mendation for continuing distribution, ii)

recommendation for revision and approval of

an informational booklet regarding person-

nel policies related to AIDS in the

workplace (including the classroom). (In

essence, this is clarification of a non-

discrimination policy.), iii) recommendation

for a policy regarding information and

response to questions from both on- and off-

campus sources, iv) initiation of a campus-

wide policy regarding handling of body

fluids. The Committee has an impressive list

of concerns for the 1988-89 year including a

special concern for the needs of minority

groups.

The central concern of the Committee is

that problems be anticipated or identified

promptly and that the campus have a

dynamic coordinated program of education

and action. We aim to see that every

member of the campus community is con-

cerned, has an opportunity to be informed,

and takes an active part in understanding

and resolving AIDS-related problems. The

chair will be eager to receive at any time

any suggestions regarding problems or

action.

Robert W. Gage, M.D., Chair
Professor Emeritus, Public Health

CHICKEN? HOW DO I COOK IT? continued m^^^^ffiiiMi!^

are working with. No, I don't like it. No, I

don't eat it.

When Bob died, I wasn't sure that being a

volunteer was really all that helpful to

people with AIDS. What had I really done

for Bob? But when I heard a man speak at

the Lesbian and Gay Pride March this May
about living with AIDS and how important

support from his friends has been to him, I

knew that I had really given Bob some sup-

port in living with his illness, that despite

how difficult or enjoyable being a volunteer

can be, the most important part of working

with a person who has AIDS is to give them

your support. WE will survive only through

our support of each other.

-Gretchen Stiers

Volunteer Opportunities
AIDS/ARC SUPPORT VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM OF THE VISITING NURSE
ASSOCIATION OF THE PIONEER
VALLEY needs volunteers to be trained to

serve in the Support Program or to help

with fundraising efforts. Transportation may
be necessary.

For details on any openings and training

dates, contact the Support Volunteer Coor-

dinator, Reed Ide at 1-781-5070, or write to

him at: Visiting Nurse Association

P.O. Box 516 Springfield, MA 01151

Reprinted with permission from the August,

1988 issue of WILD STRAWBERRIES, the

newsletter of Visiting Nurse Association of

the Pioneer Valley.

HOW TO TALK WITH A PARTNER ABOUT SAFER SEX
*'S€X is too serious a matter to be left to genitals. ** '^Well-being and sexual enjoyment—you can have both.

Dr. Zilbergeld

Positive and humorous — that's Bernie
Zilbergeld as exemplified by the above
messages from his best-selling audio-

tape, "An Ounce of Prevention: How to

Talk With a Partner About Smart Sex."
Co-authored by well-known sex

therapist, Lonnie Barbach, this pioneer-

ing casette provides scripts for talking to

partners about protection against AIDS
and other sexually transmitted diseases.

In his lecture/presentation. Dr.

Zilbergeld will cover such topics as:

• DECIDING WHAT YOU WANT TO
DO AND STICKING TO
DECISIONS

• BRINGING UP THE SUBJECT OF
SAFER SEX

• SAYING NO TO SEX
• GETTING INTO SEX GRADUALLY
• SETTING LIMITS
• TALKING ABOUT AND USING
CONDOMS AND SPERMICIDES

• TALKING ABOUT THE HIV
ANTIBODY TEST

• TALKING ABOUT ORAL AND
ANAL SEX

A veteran of many major talk shows,
and an established sexologist, among
other credentials, Bernie Zilbergeld

engages his audience with a comfortable
style and a commitment to the impor-
tance of sexual communication in affect-

ing the spread of STDs and AIDS.

Many people ask, sometimes with
frustration: "Sure, we know a lot about
how AIDS is transmitted and the impor-
tance of condoms, but how do we go
about negotiating safer sex practices?"

The answer: "Come and learn some
valuable communication skills from Ber-
nie Zilbergeld."

October 11, 7:00 p.m., Herter
Auditorium, UMass.

This program is co-sponsored by Mount
Holyoke College, Western Massachusetts
Family Planning, and the University
Health Services.
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AIDS: INFORMATION ON GETTING TESTED

TOGETHER TO DEFEAT AIDS - AIDS Awareness Fall Schedule

General information on AIDS can be obtained

free of charge through the AIDS Action

Hotline: 1-800-235-2331.

Questions about testing for the presence of

antibodies to HIV (the Human Immunodefi-
ciency Virus thought to cause AIDS) can be
asked by telephone Monday through Friday,

8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.:

1^17-522^700 X470 or X471
1-617-522-4090 (This call may be made
"collect.")

The name of the client remains anonymous;

identification is provided by a code number to

guarantee confidentiality. To obtain the test

results, a second appointment will be set up

through the agency two weeks after the blood

has been taken. The second visit does include

counseling if the test results are positive.

Additional questions in regard to AIDS can
be addressed to the health educators or

health care practitioners at any one of the

Five College Health Centers.

UMASS MAPPENINGS

Fuesddy, October 1

1

9:00 - 1 1 :00 a.m., workshop on "Women to

Women Transmission: The Myths and
Realities" presented by Emily Fox and
Amy Jacobson. This workshop will be

limited to 30 women.
Place: Call Health Education to pre-register

and get location: 549-2671

.

10:00 - 11:00 , "AIDS in the Workplace"
workshop sponsored by the Employee
Assistance Program and the Staff Training

and Development Office. Pre-Registration

required: 545-2031.

2:30 - 4:30 p.m., workshop on "Why is It

More Difficult to Talk about Sex than Do
It?" workshop on how to talk about safer sex

for student residential staff and other invited

student leaders.

Place: Campus Center, room 163C
Sponsored by Amherst College,

Mount Holyoke College, and
UMass Health Services

7:00 - 9:00 p.m., lecture/presentation by
Bernie Zilbergeld, "How to Talk with a

Partner About Safer Sex."
Place: Herter Auditorium

7:00 - 9:00 p.m., Male Couples Facing Aids

Sponsors: Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance;

Faculty/Staff Support for UB/G Concerns
A workshop for gay and bisexual men—and
supportive male friends—who want to reflect

about "men who care for one another," and

"the unique healing legacy of love" ex-

perienced by men in this time of public health

crisis.

Co-Facilitators:

Reed Ide, coordinator of the VNA
AIDS/ARC Volunteer Support Program;
Ron Mazur, health educator, UMass and
Hampshire College.

Place: UMass Campus Center, Room 163

Sponsors: Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance;

Faculty/Staff Supports for L/B/G Concerns

Wednesday, October 12

Noontime FORUM sponsored by the Office

of Human Relations: "Update on AIDS-
related Activities" with invited panelists.

Place: Campus Center, rooms 804-808.

7:00-8:30 p.m., "Dealing With AIDS In

Residential Life", an in-service session for

Resident Assistants (RAs) conducted by
Kevin George, a UMass alumnus and
former RA who is living with AIDS.

Place: Herter Auditorium, room 227

7:30 - 8:30 p.m., "AIDS in the Native

American Community". Presenter: Carole

LaFavor an Ojibway and nurse who is liv-

ing with AIDS and who is a recovering

drug abuser. Part of her presentation will be
her video "Her Giveaway: A Spiritual

Journey through AIDS" with Co-
presenter, Cindy Zegers, AIDS educator.

Place: Campus Center, room 162.

Sponsor: Educational Access and Outreach;
American Indian Student Division of Student
Activities; UHS
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Thursday, October 13
1:30 - 3:30 p.m., presentation by Kevin
George to the Professional Residential

Education Staff.

Place: Campus Center, room 917.

5:30 - 7:30 p.m., program: "Family, Friends,

and Lovers of People with AIDS." Presen-

tation will include a film, "Too Little, Too
Late" with speakers who have been per-

sonally affected by relationships with per-

sons with AIDS.

Facilitators, Debra Edelman, health

educator, and Barry Farber, psychiatrist.

Place: Campus Center, room 903.

7:30 - 9:00 p.m., presentation on "Methods
for Aids Prevention" by Madeline Sanchez
of the New North Citizen's Center. Co-

sponsored by the Bilingual Collegiate

Program.

Place: Campus Center, room 917

GREEK HAPPENINGS

Tuesday, October 18
8:00 - 9:30 p.m. at LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Workshop for men only, "Condomania and
Male Sexuality" with Ron Mazur, health

educator.
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Wednesday, October 19
8:00 - 9:30 p.m. at ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Workshop, "AIDS: Changing the Rules"

with Gretchen Krull, health educator.

Open to all University Students.

MAMPSHIRE
COLLEGE
MAPPENINGS
12:00 - 1:00p.m., "HIV Antibody
Testing: Pros and Cons" Presenter:

Emily Fox, Hampshire College and alum
and Alternative Test Site Counselor.

Sponsor by Merrill House, Dakin House,

theTuerf^naimn^'rogram, and the

Health Center.

Place: Merrill Living Room (light lunch

provided).

Wednesday, October 12
7:00 - 9:00 p.m., "The Politics of Needle
Exchange and the Boston Experience."
Personal reflections of Hampshire College
alum. Tammy Cooler, on some of her work
in Boston.

Place: FPH W Lecture Hall

Sponsored by the Health Center and SHAB.

SMITH COLLEGE
HAPPENINGS

Tuesday, October 1

1

7:30 p.m., "Safer Sex Role Play and AIDS
101" by RAID: DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
ROAD SHOW
Place: The Browsing Room, Nielson

Library

mmm mmm

Thursday, October 13

At both 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m., "AIDS in

the Workplace", discussion for Smith Col-

lege Employees. Presenter, Anne Bures,

physician, Student Health Services.

Place: Stoddard Auditorium, Elms Street.

SMMMMMIHMMMNMMIIiiMINM^^

Tuesday, October 25
7:30 p.m.. Discussion: "Woman to Woman
Transmission" with Debra Edelman,

health educator, UMass.

Place: Seeyle 28.

AMHERST COLLEGE
HAPPENINGS

Thursday, October 27

7:00 p.m., "New Dilemmas for Heterosex-

uals: AIDS," a video presentation and

discussion of risks, methods of transmission

and prevention, the promotion of safer sex.

Presenters: Denise McGoldrick, health

educator; Diane Norman-Lenz, nurse prac-

titioner, and peer educators.

Place: Campus Center Front Room.

Thursday, November 3

8:00 p.m., "The History of Safer Sex
Organizing" - a discussion of the politics of

AIDS and organizing for safer sex.

Presenter: Cindy patton, political activist

and iournallst and author of SEX AND
GERMS: THE POLITICS OF AIDS

Place: Babbott Room in Octagon.

tmm

Monday, November 7

7:00 p.m., "AIDS Testing: Philosophical

and Personal Issues" - a panel discussion

on societal and personal issues around

testing for the antibodies to HIV. The ser-

vices of Alternative Testing Sites will be

addressed.

Presenters: Austin Sarat, professor of

political science; Ellen Miller-Mack, AIDS
educator, Mass Dept. of Public Health;

Rebecca Plante, Hampshire College stu-

dent, volunteer for Alternative Test Site

Hotline.

Place: Babbott Room in Octagon.

LARGER
COMMUNITY
HAPPENINGS

Sunday, October 16
ECUMENICAL SERVICE OF HEALING
6:30 p.m.. First Congregational Church
Main Street, Amherst
Coordinator: Esther Hargis, UMass
chaplain

This service is for all in the wider com-
munity who have directly or indirectly

been affected by the AIDS crisis and who
have been wounded in any way by the

deep divisions which have injured our

society. It is a service to bring hope to

the grieving heart.

For more information, contact the United

Christian Foundation, 545-2661.

Saturday, October 22
STEP OUT FOR LIFE

Aids Awareness Walk

This is a public event to symbolize com-
munity compassion and unity in a time of

public health crisis. This walk is an affir-

mation of life.

The walk will begin from the UMass cam-
pus pond at 11:00 a.m. and proceed up
through the center of Amherst. People on
the Amherst Commons will join and the

walk will proceed down route 116 and
end at the Hampshire College campus.
Refreshments and closing events will be
provided.

STEP OUT FOR LIFE is sponsored by

the Five College AIDS Awareness Plann-

ing Committee and the Massachusetts

Department of Public Health.
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Do any of us really understand

the definitions of AIDS, ARC,
or SEROPOSITIVE? What is

their relevance and what is the

current prognosis for these

diagnoses?

I fall somewhere within this

group, having tested positive

for the HIV antibody over a

year ago, knowing the precise

date of my infection (almost 5

years ago). My life has since

been turned upside down and
inside out and will never again

be the same. I suffered a pain-

ful year of denial and depres-

sion, dwelling on death, having

given up on life, convinced that

my condition was deteriorating,

repeatedly playing the guessing

game of how long I had left to

live.

I read all I could find in the

Big City newspapers and
popular magazines, believing

every word, and I visited too

many doctors and specialists,

hoping that just one would offer

the hope I desperately needed.

Last Fall I experienced

repeated flu-like illnesses,

various infections, a steady in-

crease of fatigue, an assortment
of other physical symptoms, and
ultimately, debilitating depres-

sion. I finally sought help, join-

ing a local support group, enter-

ing individual psychotherapy,

and locating a sincere, sym-
pathetic doctor, all of which
enabled me to start dealing
with my frustrations and fears.

As a result of these actions, I

began taking matters into my
own hands and started an all

out search for every bit of cur-

rent, reliable information I

could find. My insatiable

hunger for knowledge led me to

such publications as the AIDS
Treatment News and Project In-

form, which I believe are two of

the finest sources of current in-

formation available to us.

I read, re-read, doubted and
questioned, before ultimately

deciding, contrary to the advice

of several experts in the field,

that the time had come for me
to literally either do something
or die. I was prepared to at-

tempt at least one of the

various, so-called experimental

treatments I had read about, in

spite of repeated warnings that,

other than A.Z.T., none of these

therapies had yet been proven

safe or effective, nor had ex-

periments yet been completed

(or even begun) using the of-

ficially accepted double blind

and placebo testing methods. . .

After lengthy discussion, argu-

ment and rationalization with

those involved in my support

network, I was finally convinc-

ed by my therapist and physi-

cian (whose judgments I have

come to fully respect and trust)

that a commitment to this

treatment, the only one we
were aware of at the time, was
my only hope in the search for

more precious time. The pro-

duct was then readily available,

seemingly non-toxic, and

already proving to be

significantly effective with

many patients.

My final concern was
establishing a method to

monitor the results of my ex-

periment. The day prior to

starting, I had a T-Helper/Sup-

pressor blood cell test taken,

planning to repeat this test

after six weeks of treatment.

The initial test results in-

dicated a T-Helper cell count of

490. (Over the previous 7

months this count had declined

steadily from a high of 560).

Within two weeks of conscien-

tious use, missing not a single

dose and carefully following the

manufacturers' instructions for

its use, I began feeling better.

The constant fatigue began to

diminish; I felt renewed energy

and required less rest and sleep

and noticed that almost all my
other persistent symptoms were
either diminishing or

disappearing.

Six weeks later, as planned,

certain that my condition had
improved and that the treat-

ment was effective, I repeated

the T-cell test. Psychologically,

my greatest fear was how I

might respond to the possibility

that even though I was feeling

better, my T-Helper cells might
have continued their steady

decline. The results were all

but miraculous. In only 6 short

'''y^-^'>ic.-^//^/viiir.-
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weeks these cells had increased

from 490 to 850 and all my
other blood cell counts increas-

ed similarly, by nearly 100%
from their previous levels.

Perhaps, I thought, there really

is a God after all.

I embraced a new, revitalized,

positive outlook towards my
situation and realized that I

and only I, have the ability to

help myself by making the

potentially life-extending deci-

sions and choices which I

believe are correct for me. I

continually hear the words of

one doctor who has helped me
enormously, with this disease

exists the phenomenon wherein

the patients often know more
about their illness than the doc-

tor and I am always willing to

listen and learn. This is why it

is so important for us to share

our experiences, treatments and
experimentations. They are in-

valuable towards the progress

in finding treatments. There
are new, effective treatments

being investigated and tried

every day now, more so than
ever before; there is real

promise and hope that we can

fight, and possibly even outlive,

this epidemic. But we must
each take control and challenge

the crisis with all the positive

energies we have available to

us, believing there is hope, con-

stantly reminding ourselves

that despair and depression are

our worst enemies.

I recently returned from San
Francisco where I visited the

newly-formed Positive Action

Health Care Clinic, the first

facility of its kind in the coun-

try, set up specifically to treat

Seropositive patients. It is their

belief that the extensive assort-

ment of alternative treatments,

and combinations thereof, when
started early, can and are ex-

tending the lives of many HIV
Positives, hopefully long enough

until a treatment (if not a cure)

for the HIV infection is

discovered.

I have outlined specific

measures that have worked
well for me but my intent has

been to convey to all those

either infected or affected by

this epidemic that help has ar-

rived and is available to those

willing to search for it. Pro-

gress is being made and more
hope exists every day. There is

much that we can do for

ourselves if we are determined

and courageous enough to ex-

pend the necessary effort. Con-

tact a local support group in

your area now; subscribe to the

fine newsletters and educa-

tional material that is

available; become informed;

and, most importantly,

recognize that it is you who
must take responsibility for

making the decisions that can

prolong and improve the quali-

ty of your own life. Being
positive is the best approach to

being Positive.

Reprinted with permission from

the Summer 1988 issue of the

AIDS NEWSLETTER OF
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS,
sponsored by DIGNILIFE, INC.

VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES

DIGNILIFE needs volunteers

for a variety of organizational

tasks, case management nurses,

"buddies program" trainees,

outreach educators, hotlines

trainees, and fundraisers.

Transportation may by

necessary.

For details on any openings,

contact the Director of

Volunteer Programs,
Maggie Funk, at

1-800-228-AIDS, or write to:

DIGNILIFE, INC.
138 East Mountain Rd.

Westfield, MA 01085
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AIDS and the Workplace
Workshops for Faculty and
Staff
During the past year the Univer-
sity Health Services has provided
39 workshops for employees in

many departments throughout
campus. Chancellor Duffey has
asked Deans, Directors and
Department Heads to support
these efforts and assist Health
Center staff as they arrange these

sessions. The major outreach this

year will be to faculty and staff in

academic departments. If your
work area has not yet had an op-

portunity to attend one of these

sessions, contact your department
head and the Employee Assistance

Program office at 545-0350.
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Dreams not real original;

Avoid the Balancing Act
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Disc Junkie
Hi, and welcome to Disc Junkie, the new

column that explores all that's fash, fresh

and generally fab in music, and throws in

the bad stuff for good measure. Yes, music

fans, this is what you've been waiting for.

ifr, Disc Junkie si
• 11 .'•

First up is Ma8tei>Slave Relationship

with a new LP, titled Our Lubricous Love

on RRR Records. This adbum has been get-

ting airplay on our very own fun 91,

WMUA. I must say that the song on side

two completely freaked me out when I

first heard it. Whoever was responsible for

the almost pornographic description of a

person's "love-life" over a background of

synth dischords could have Lydia Lunch,

and probably Diamanda Galas as well,

over for a light snack. The words "safe"

and "sex" will be mutually exclusive from

now on—definitely one for Tipper Gore's

Christmas stocking.

Phew! After that it's almost a relief to

give something a good stuffing, namely

The Balancing Act (poxy name) with

their LP on IRS titled Curtains. It was

produced by Andy "Gang of Four" Gill.

Personally, I wouldn't trust Gill as far as

I could throw his car. He professed a

sneaking admiration for uglee musos.

Bruce Hornsby and the Range, and if

anything, The Balancing Act is even
uglier. They also share a unique talent for

writing completely naff "aware type"

lyrics, most ofthem play acoustic guitars

and, to top it all off, they look like they

came from a hippie geography teachers'

convention. Avoid.

Dreams So Real is another unfash

band to look at, but some of their songs

from their new album on Arista, Rough
Night in Jericho are actually not bad.

When they're not copying REM they can

actually write some pretty catchy hooks,

but by and large it's all a bit too correct

and sensible for my palate. Incidentally,

they're playing Pearl Street in Northsunp-

ton on Nov.4, and the under-21 show is

sponsored by WMUA. Spread the word.

Finally this week, from local label

Rykodisc, we have a new Mission of Bur-

ma double compilation album. Hot on the

heels of their latest offering. Forget, this

retrospective includes most of the stuff

from the band's two mega-LPs, Vs and

The Horrible Truth about Burma, as well

as some previously unreleased material.

For the uninitiated. Mission sounds like

the early Fall doused in gasoline and
casually ignited with a dead cigarette. Ap-

parently they used to play so loud that

lead singer Roger Miller's eardrums im-

ploded and he is now completely tone-deaf.

Groovy or what? Well, that wraps it up

for this week. Next week—the lowdown on
what's currently hip and happening down
under.

MTVs presidential candidate Randy ofthe Redwood makes a cam-

paign stop this Monday at the Iron Horse. Call the Horse for details.

WHAT DID YOU DO LAST WINTER?

i»«*t*

Page *s solo proves he *s still

got it . . . and Plant doesn *t

By CHRIS PARCELLIN
Collegian Correspondent

Jimmy Page—Outrider
Geffen Records
Crank up your stereo! Former Led Zep-

pelin guitarist Jimmy Page has just releas-

ed his first solo album, titled Outrider. It

is a return to his blues-metal roots after

two rather shaky albums with The Firm.

The results are definitely mixed. Page

recruited Jason Bonham (son of John, the

late Led Zeppelin drummer) to play on this

album, and he follows in his fathers

footsteps bu supplying Page with a

relentless backbeat. Page himself serves up

a smorgasbord of gritty, raunchy blues

riffs.

Unfortunately, the three singers that

Page uses have some nagging flaws.

Former Zeppelin screamer Robert Plant

just can't hit the high notes anymore. His

sole appearance on the album is on a song

aptly named "The Only One". Even Page's

studio wizardry is not enough to save

Plant, who sounds as though he graduated

from the Olivia Newton John School of In-

ept Singing, from embarrassing himself.

Many have wondered if Page himself

was, indeed, washed up, judging from his

lackluster performance at the recent Atlan

tic Records 40th Anniversary celebration,

plus the stiff-sounding albums with The

Firm. Somehow Page has managed to wake

up enough to produce this very entertain-

ing album. He displays a fiery energy

which had been missing since his gloiy

days. Side one opens with two fantastic

rockers, "Wasting My Time" and "Wanna

Make Love". These two cuts feature tough

vocals by journeyman crooner John Miles,

who, unlike Plant, can belt out the words

with manic, bluesy abandon. Page responds

with searing, brainmelting guitarwork.

continued on page 1^

THIS YEAR-

COME BASH THE BUSH

WITH THE UMASS SKI CLUB

FOR THE

WILDEST SKI AND PARTY WEEK

OF YOUR LIFE!

PONT MISS IT AGAIN!
JANUARY 22-27

Trip Includes:

• 5 Nights Condo Lodging at "The Bridges

• 5-Day Lift Ticket

• Famous UMass Parties

Recreational Facilities:

• Outdoor Hot Tub
• Lounge/Bar
• Indoor Heated Pool/Sauna

• Cable TV System in all Condos

>f

$235 PER PERSON

NON-MEMBERS ADD $10

UMASS SKI CLUB

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

LAGNAF 89
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The cat isn't the only thing to kill in sick book
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

How to Kill Your Girlfriend's Cat

By Dr. Robert Daphne
Doubledav
$4.95

I'll get to the reviewing part of this review in a few lines;

first, a brief lecture on sick humor.

When conventional humor works, we laugh, chuckling

at the ideas we read or see, admiring the charm of the

piece. Sick humor is another matter. When sick humor

works, we don't laugh at the ideas themselves 30 much

as the creative — if wayward - mind of the person who

thought them up.

When conventional humor fails, we shrug and call it un-

funny.

When sick humor fails, we not only call it unfunny, but

tasteless as well. Without creativity - and a writer of sick

humor needs more than any other— we begin to suspect

that the author may be a lot more serious about his ideas

than any of us would care to be; besides feeling disap-

pointed and repulsed, we begin to feel a little scared.

Which is all to say: sick humor without humor is mere-

ly sick.

How to Kill Your Girlfiends Cat should be hysterical.

The concept is amusing, in a sick way: relationships

become strained because of the g cat, and severe measures

are in order. Fine. Great idea. Now all we need are some

methods of feline disposal that make us laugh and say

"this is so sick, but d— , it's clever."

Well, we get 45 of them. That's 46 less than Simon Bond

gave us a couple of years ago when he turned us on to

the sick concept of recycling dead cats in creative ways.

Still, 45 acts of cruelty for $4.95 is a bargain, and all of

them are indeed cruel. If any of them showed the slightest

bit of creativity, then perhaps they'd even be a little fun-

ny now and then.

The problem is that most of this book reads as if it was

dashed off in a few minutes. Among the ways Daphne sug-

gests of killing your cat (all accompanied with poor draw-

ings): "Catnip O.D.," "Eichmann the Cat Groomer,"

"Breed a Big Mouse." Sick? Yes; any form of animal cruel-

ty is pretty sick. Funny? Well, no.

Sick humor isn't for everybody, but failed humor —
especially failed sick humor— isn't for anybody, including

me. How to Kill Your Girlfriend's Cat certainly wasn't

for me, and I kind of hope for your sake that it's not for

you, either.

ANNOUNCES
An Anniversary Sale

TODAY through SUNDAY, OCT. 9

20% to 50% OFF ALL IN-STOCK ITEMS
Sale does not apply to special orders

or to items already on sale.

Be sure to register for door prizes.

The Carriage Shops 549-6106

233 N. Pleasant Street Amherst
Open Men. - Sat., 9:30 - 5:30; Sunday 1-5
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JThis could be you this winter If you

I
plan early for your winter vacations

I

I
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VIDEOS & BROCHURES
NOW AVAILABLE

To«r Partners In Travel
Maplewood Shops Northampton, MA

® Chiuese Kitchen
Lunch Special S 1 .49

* Try our delicious Pu-Pu Platter •
for 1 Only $I2.00

Get: Egg Rolls, boneless Sparc Ribs. Chicken Vings.

fried Shrimp. Chicken fingers. Teriyaki Steaks

Plus 1 free beers if over 11 or :i free Cokes
Ii\ lladlrv Stoic Only

lladley- i^O Qusm-I Si . l-y^-ltyt 1 Northampton- 1 ^O Ring St .
5ft6-ft22

1

HELP WANTED: Part time and full time
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START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT

WITH A SUBSCRIPTION FROM THE
STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING

SERVICE (SNPS)

If you have troubfe taking notes, can't see the board, or can't hear the

professor, SNPS can help. Our experienced note-takers provide

neattY typed lecture notes for a variety of classes.

A I REC 211

Astron 100

Biology 100

Botany 100

Chca 111

Classics 224

Coins 320

Coins S20

Coins 610

ECE 221

Econ 1038

Econ 103C

Econ 104A

Ex Sci 130

Chack ufl outi
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FSM 130

HRTA 100

Math 127

Physics 141

Psych 1000

Psych lOOE

Zoo 102

401 S.U.B. (abov* tha ballroom)

»:00H:30Mon-Fri

An education for those who can't look the other way.

NEW yoi^x
riMfs-

VOlCt-

LOS ANGfLfS
T/WES-'

IVf»V VOIK
POST-
NEkV yORK
Nftvsn-iv-

ivfw ro«K
DAIir NEWS-

"
CAMor Moumfi lasily assumes the weighi,

AMBITION AND SUCCESS THAT MANY

LARGER FILMS AIM FOR AND MISS"

DROP DEAD HIP" //^ I
'miFIYEEHSr PIECES... ^C^Atiff
A LITTLE MASTERPIECE" 0*'

'•••HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

^GENUINELY FUNNY"

• ••WONDERFUL"

If you gain satisfa«tion

from rt-aching out and

helping others, Northeast-

ern University has a special

place for you. At Boston-

Bouve College of Human
Development Professions

you can learn to assist

others realize their full

potential.

Most of our programs are

offered on a part time or full

time basis combining class

room theory with practical,

hands-on experience.

Call (617) 4:)7 2708 or write

to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 02 ll-S,

Master of Science

Programs
• Counseling Psychology

• Exercise Sciences

• Human Resource

Counseling
• Physical Education
• Recreation, Sport, and

Fitness Managenu-nl
• Rehabilitati«)n Counseling

• Spi'ech Language Pathol«)gy

& Audiology

Master of Education
Programs
•Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of

Reading
•Curriculum* Instruction

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitalicm

Administration
• Special Education

Nondegree Certincation

Programs
• ('•nmselmg
• Elementary & Secondary

S<hool Teacher Preparation

• Special Education

lioD«T mtit FNTfiiitiMifiii rMtfni
lnriiHiiRORERT FRANK
iMnRUOT WURLIT/ER

List vtmtiM HARRIS YULIN
ItUlLE 06IER TOM WAITS
lOAVID JOHANSEN lEON REDRONE
IjOE STRUMMER DR JOHN

Ian ifex film release

RJ

Bostx)n IJouve

College

Northeostem

University

[

NOW AT PLEASANT ST.
THEATER 586-0935

Weekdays at 7 & 9/Sat. & Sun. at 4. 6, 8, 10
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All ii|ual iipiMirtiinity/arrirmativi'
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I Wesley United Methodist Church
365 North Pleasant Street

Amtierst. Massachusett 01002

10:45 AM - Worship
Sunday, October 9

11:46 AM
Reception for College

Students

Andres landscapes light up
Wheeler Gallery til Sunday
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

"There is something very distinctive

about the landscapes here, because if you
go in almost any direction, it changes right

away," said Northampton artist Mark An-

dres whose works are now showing in

Wheeler Gallery.

Andres, who graduated from Williams
College in 1981 after studying art in

Boston and painting in Germany, said he

came back to the area because of its uni-

que and beautiful landscapes.

All of the works on display now were
done in the area this past spring and sum-

mer, which is why, Andes said, he wanted
them to be shown locally. People here

"have a certain feel for the land," he said.

Most of the paintings in the show are

dominated by the color blue which people

tend to associate with sadness or depres-

sion, but Andres' works are neither. The
colors are combined with soft shades of

pink, red, green and yellow and although

they are different individually, some seem-

ing dark or disturbing and others full of

light or mellow, together they appear to

lend the room a feeling of peaceful energy.

The framing is also unique in that all of

the paintings are enclosed in identical sim-

ple wooden frames which work well by

allowing the paintings to speak for

themselves as they hang on the plain white
walls of the gallery. And what they are

about is not always evident.

"I'm very much against naturalistic pain-

tings," Andres said. "That's why the pain-

tings are painted that way. They aren't

about objects or places. They are about feel-

ings about those objects or places. A pain-

ting should be like a living thing. It should

change as the viewer changes."

Andres said he has sometimes gone back
to a painting and find "faces in trees and
things. Ambiguous effects ... is it a head?
Is it a tree? They look very strange. To look

at (a painting) up close it becomes about

paint. From a distance, it is about feelings

and the landscape."

Phrases such as "Raisins and Honey,"
"Tuesday, a Day Without Tradition" and
"In the Mirror It's Sunday" seem strange
titles for landscapes, but Andres said they
have "a poetic connection, not a literal con-

nection. It is an intuitive connection," he
explained.

The week is almost over, but it would be
well worth your while to see the landscapes

of Mark Andres in the Wheeler Gallery

berfore the show closes this Sunday.
Gallery hours are Monday to Thursday 4

p.m. to 8 p.m. and Sundays from 2 p.m. to

5 p.m.

y Micki Cole

Mark Andres landscape paintings will be on display at the Wheeler
Gallery until Sunday.

Page
ronlinued from page 11

Old Jimmy just keeps barrelling along

wiht his topnotch rhythm. The album's in-

strumentals emphasize Page's
songwriting and arranging vress

rather than his ability as a lead guitarist.

Side two is a showcase for his blues

roots. Here he calls on British blues

shouter Chris Farlow to howl over the

smoky music. Farlow contributes some
strong vocals but is out to lunch with his

silly lyrics. Page makes "Prison Blues"

smolder with his vast catalog of guitar

tricks spilling out over the slow, pulsing

beat. "Hummingbird" is also hobbled by

Farlow's phony emotionalism. The album
definitely harks to the 70's in terms of its

sound, though it could also be said that

this album lacks the more complex ar-

rangements of albums like "Physical

Graffiti". This is stripped down, bare

bones rock'n'roll—no frills or window
dressing.

Page has never commanded the respect

accorded to Eric Clapton or Jeff Beck.

Perhaps that is due to the musical pre-

judices of people more than a fair com-

parison of their relative merits. This new
Page album is quite likely the best solo

platter he'll ever record. Despite its glar-

ing weaknesses, it's definitely worth a

listen.

Remember
Thursday Night

Is Party Night

At Mike's

SPECIALS

Free

Hers d'oeuvres

TWO TV'S

If Football if Red Sox

Bud Light Pitchers $4.00

Bud Light Bottles $1.25

Macintosh TM
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Hurry down before Oct. 1 1 to beat the price increase!

See the Macintosh Computers on the Concourse

Thursday, October 6

Friday, October 7

lO ann - 4 pm

Located in the Campus Center

rfc;taURANT_ ] f

Rculf 9 and UniversitY Drive, Amherst /»-^
253-9757

Lunch Tues.-Fri. 1 1:30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"AII-YouCan-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tues.-Frl.
11:30-3 p.m. $4.95

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *

• (Dtocount .pp«M to food ntn purclMMd fof

dhHMf In ItM dtnWtg room C«inol b* UMd In

eonlunctton wWt oOmt dtMounto.)

with your

valid Student ID

> Oldies Dance Club

Roul* 9 1 Untvws«y Diive. Amhortt 2S3 - 9750

Downstolfs at the GuN Slteom

THURSDAY IS ''COLLEGE NIGHT"
• DJ plays strictly Contemporary Dance Tunes

CORONA NIGHT $1.25 Pitchers off

Free T-Shirts and Giveaways Beer $5.25

75C Drafts • No Cover

Check out our new 10 fft, Video Screen!!

Monday Night Football ("oTsc'Jirn)
Pitchers of Beer $5.25

• Free Popcorn • 75^ Drafts •
Free "Pinic Cadillac" Souvenir Shot Glass
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Report: AIDS drug boosts IQ
BOSTON (AP) - The widely used AIDS

drug AZT significantly boosts the IQs of

youngsters whose brains have been damag-

ed by the AIDS virus, a report concluded.

The results of this research were widely

publicized when presented at an interna-

tional AIDS meeting in Stockholm.

Sweden, in June. A detailed report on the

treatment was published in Thursday's

New England Journal of Medicine.

The study, conducted by Dr. Philip A. Piz-

zo and colleagues for the National Cancer

Institute, concluded that AZT produced

"consistent and dramatic improvement in

symptoms."
However, the drug does not cure the

disease, and children continue to die

despite the treatments.

HIV. the AIDS virus which destroys the

body's immune system, also damages the

brain. In children, these neurological pro-

blems are particularly severe. Youngters'

intelligence falls and they often lose their

ability to walk and talk.

The drug AZT, also known as zidovudine

of retrovir. is already the mainstay of treat-

ment for adults with AIDS. In the latest

study, doctors gave the medicine to 21

AIDS victims, who range in age from one

to 12.

Of these, 62 percent had clear evidence

of the brain damage caused by HIV. and

every one ofthem improved after the treat-

ment. Overall. IQ scores rose 15 points, and

in some cases the youngsters' intelligence

returned to the level it was before they con-

tacted the disease.

The IQ of an 11 -year-old boy had fallen

from 99 to 71 after the start ofAIDS symp-

toms. Within nine months of getting AZT,

his IQ was back to 99.

Even those with no obvious brain damage
showed increases in IQ. The doctors said

this may be particularly important because

it suggests that the AIDS virus may have

subtle effects on youngsters' mental

functions.

AP photo

SOUND CHECK - Senator Dan Quayle checks the sound level yester-

day in the Omaha Civic Auditorium vkdth the help of Ed Fouhy, pro-

ducer of the vice presidential debate, before the debate gets underway.

THE BIG DANCE CLUB
THE HOTTIST DEE JAYS, THE iEST DANCE FLOOR IN WESTERN NEW ENGLAND!

EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT

UPSTAIRS: 8:30 till 1:00 a.m. DANCE 'TILL YOU DROP
DOWNSTAIRS: C0MEDY9:00 p.m iUI 11:00 p.m. THE DANCE UPSTAIRS

WMUA FM PRESENTS DOWNSTAIRS, FRI. NOV. 4th

LIVE from ATHENS, GEORGIA

DREAMS SO REAL
TWO SHOWS

ALL AGES SHOWTIME 6:30 p.m./LATI SHOWTIME U.OO p.m.

$2.00 ADMISSION WITH THIS AD

HouHy Express Service, bally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Studsnl F«r*t liom

Amherst to r— s^ 1 ^r-
Botlon New York Ctly ITMiHr^T'

$20.95 $34.95
tt^c^^

roondirip round iiip The People Protessionals

lllckal* and Inlormatlon avallatrt* at:

1U-M*mHoI«« Amhcftt •«*mp«hlr* Pric* Walch

Td f I er $7 C»n)*r Collcg* Book Patmacy

MS 20M Bus Twmlnal Slot* So Htiflav

S49«O00 2M443I M« 4600 »ll-niS

NortHsinfilonl

Bu* TMmlnall
Newndh«ii«« n.

]

SBC^IOIO

MUST Bl 2\ YEARS OlD
WITH POSITIVE IP

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chm

Bikini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aeslhetician

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

Mon •nd Woman
34 Mam Street, Arrtherst

2S3-9879

.^ WATROBA'S
SUNDERLAND RD.
NO. AMHERST, MA

3! Bollwood Walk

Oovvntowri Amhi:rsl

UNTIL1am
DAILY

BUrrALO WIPIGS

REE DELIVER
253-7494

NOV NEV
Chicken Filet.2.95
Fish Filet 2.25
(With French fries, choice of

sauce 01 lettuce <Sf tomato)

And
Homemade Onion

Rings
1.50

var.

j^. Grocery Specials

)f All-Star Lowfat milk 1%
y^ Ben Jerry pints asst.

)f Oreo's 20 oz.

^ Meat

)f

*

)f Deli

J Louis Rich Gournfiet Style Turkey Breast

^ Land O'Lakes Muenster Cheese

} ••••••••
ji Liquor

$1.69 gal.

$1.69

$2.19

••••••••

Perdue Boneless Breast

Store-Made Italian Sausage Hot or Sweet

Beef Chuck London Broil

$3.19 lb.

$2.19 lb.

$1.99 lb.

$3.49 lb.

$1.99 lb.

3f

Grolsch Lager light or dark 12 oz.

Piel's draft suitcase 12 oz.

Labatts Beer or Ale 12 pk. 12 oz.

••••••••

$15.79

$6.99

$6.99

dep.

dep.

dep.

Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 8AM-11PM; Sun. 8AM-9PM

Grocery 549-0933 Liquor 549-6565

J

J*-

Man accused
of murder arrested
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - A 30-year-old Chicopee man

was ordered held without bail yesterday following his ar

rest in connection with the killing and sexual assault of

a Wisconsin woman, police said.

Chicopee Police Lt. John Ferraro said Jeffery Whitman
was arrested at his Chicopee apartment about 2:30 a.m.

He pleaded innocent at his arraignment in Northampton
District Court to charges of being a fugitive from justice

and waived extradition to Wisconsin, said William Larkin,

assistant district attorney.

Larkin said Whitman was sought in connection with the

1980 strangling of Anne Preimesberger, 18, of Appleton,

Wise.

He said Whitman's alleged involvement in the case

came to light during an investigation by local and Wiscon-

sin authorities in a separate rape case involving another

Chicopee man, James Duquette.

Duquette pleaded guilty last week to the kidnapping

and repeated rape of a 13 year-old Holyoke girl in June.

He was sentenced to four concurrent life terms in prison.

Both men had previously lived in Wisconsin and had been

roommates in Chicopee.

"The whole thing stems from Duquette getting arrested,

that's what started the ball rolling," said Larkin. "Du-

quette's still a suspect in this and other investigations."

LOCAL

Accused strangler awaits verdict
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A Hampden Superior Court jury

tried for a second day yesterday to reach a verdict in the

murder trial of a Greenfield man accused of strangling

his former girlfriend.

Gregory J. Martino, 33, is charged with killing Vivian

Morrissey. Her body was discovered in the basement of

her Turners Falls home last September by a teenage baby

sitter.

The jury of nine women and three men deliberated for

nearly four hours Tuesday night before being excused for

the night.

In her closing arguments. Bertha Josephson, assistant

district attorney, said Martino left behind a note referr-

ing to the victim's depression over household chores and

his problems with her estranged husband. He also left the

rope used to strangle her. He also videotaped a conversa-

tion with the woman on the day she died, she said.

But defense attorney Thomas Merrigan contended the

couple had resolved their differences on the day the

woman was killed.

"Remember, she invited him over the day she died," he

told the jury. "One doesn't do that if one is afraid or one

feels danger."

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

A. J. Hastings
INC.

253-2840

OFFICE SUPPLIES
STATIONERY

GREETING CARDS
UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES

teaching skills

group leadership

Fall 1988: Peer Leadership and Grou|> Facilitation Skills

Onf fr"iu raurtt dciltucd to develop ikilU ncceuary for tc*cliin| and Icadint

tm»ll groupt via dlicuuion of collc(c life Issues. Open la all sludenls. priority lo

students Inlcreslcd In leacliln( ruturc colloqula on college life issues.

DISCUSSION TOPICS WILL INCLUDE:

^ ConiMiunlcallou skills

• AcaJcuilc Stressors

2 MEETING TIMES:

•
• Section I: Monday

• Section 2: Monday

• Section 3: Wedncsdoy

4-i p.m.

7-9 p.m.

4-t p.m.

Friends, KeUlloiisliips and Sctualily

Health and Wellness

(beginning October I7lli)

( • • • )

(beginning October Ulh)

For more information ond rcgistraJioii call:

Rc!>i(lcii(i:il Ltlucalion 545-0422

45 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET,
AMHERST

^••••••••••••••••••••••wm ^

UPC Presents
CAMPER

VAN BEETHOVEN
with BIG DIPPER Q

c
T-

1

4
S
u
B

7:30
With Cash Bar p.m.

$5 UMass Student
$7 General Public

Tickets on sale at Tix Unlimited, ''For The

Record" (Faces) and Main St. Records

BANANAIDAMA
^rf^

The Most A-Pcclin§ Frozen Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-fat and Nonfat Frozen Yogurt

-r and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one!

One Boltwood Walk
^^^^ ^ gg ^^.^^ 5^

^^^^^?^u/vLi.c Finp Prinr^ DAYS & iMGMTS Northampton
(Next to Wickles rine Knnt; 586-9659
253-2774

Introducing the

1>0TB£uyl>£a
Route 9 • Hadley • 584-1603

Lunchtime, Dinnertime, anytime, you'll love our

authentic New York style delicacies: Homemade
Salads, Hot & Cold Subs and Sandwiches... to satify

your appetite and budget.

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$1.00 off any sub

HOT COLD
Chicken Parm. Roast Beef

Meatball Ham
usage & Peppers Turkey Breast

& Many Others

Offer Expires Wednesday, October 12

I

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

.1
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Boston University president: BUcan change Chelsea schools' state
CHELSEA (AP) — Like the four other schools in this

troubled district in Massachusetts, Burke Elementary is

awaiting its messiah. If the savior arrives this fall, it won't

be a moment too soon.

Children in this overcrowded 107-year-old, red brick and

wood school eat at their desks. There is no cafeteria. The

playground is unsafe because slate slides off the roof. The

wooden stairs are a blatant fire hazard. What passes for

an auditorium contains what passes for a library and what

passes for a speech therapy room.

Test scores, graduation rates and teacher salaries all

rank among the worst in the state. This impoverished

district on Boston Harbor that mixes Hispanic and

Southeast Asian immigrants with working-class whites

spends just $2,600 per pupil. That's about $1,600 les.>< than

the national average and only $2000 more than Arkan

sas. the lowest spending state.

Fifty-nine percent of the district's 3.300 schotil children

come from families where English is a second language.

if spoken at all. says Superintendent Frank Herihy.

Chelsea hasn't built a new school since 1923. and

buildings like Burke are inadequate.

Still others question whether it's right for a city to grant

control of its schools to a private body, no matter how well

intentioned.

"I don't think the school committee should turn over

its authority to any private institution. Isn't that what

democracy is about," said Elizabeth McBride, a member

of the Chelsea School Committee.

Five miles away, John Silber, the president of Boston

University, said he can change all that, and gain prestige

for his university in the bargain. He has offered to manage

the Chelsea school district for 10 years, transforming it

into a model for urban-school renewal.

If Silber has his way, his university would administer

and finance a sort of Marshall Plan for Chelsea schools.

Mothers and pregnant teens would be counseled on nutri-

tion and child rearing. Curricula would be re vamped.

New schools would be built, old ones renovated. Learn-

ing plans would be tailored to individual student. There

would be after-school programs for people of all ages.

If Silber achieves even a fraction of this, it would be a

national first: a private university governing a public

school system, a full-scale social experiment aimed at

tran.sforming the fortunes of an entire community.

Many in Chelsea are thrilled at the prospect of a help-

ing hand. But others, especially teachers, are bitter and

mistrustful becau.se, they say, university officials only

recently saw fit to include them in discussions.

"I don't think it's extraneous to the life of a university

to be caught serving the community," Silber said.

The district's biggest problem has always been money,

but 1980'8 statewide tax-limiting Proposition 2V4 hit

Chelsea hard. Funds for supplies were cut in half, and

music, art, physical education and counseling staff were

laid off.

In other words, big questions remain before the BU-

Chelsea contract is a done deal. Where is the money com-

ing from for BU's grandiose reform plan? Who would

ultimately be in charge?

Concretely and specifically, nothing has been settled.

There is no contract between Chelsea and BU, said Paul

Devlin, head of the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers.

The idea began three years ago when 30-year veteran

school committee member Andrew P. Quigley in-

dependently approached Silber with the idea of manag
ing Chelsea's schools. The university agreed to produce

a comprehensive audit of the schools and develop a plan

to revive the system.

Said Ed Greenberg, a 73 year-old retiree and civic leader

who recently attended his 55th Chelsea High School reu-

nion: "The community just doesn't have the money or the

expertise to turn the schools around. This has been going

on for 30 years now. Things are bad
"

If

Choose Excellence . . .

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

.—The Massachusetts Daily-

LEGIAN
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TRAINING WORKSHOP
MON., OCT. 10

Campus Center 911

at 3 p.m.

at least one training workshop

is required for staff status

Where dark cosmic forces

meet the lighter side of life.
^ CINEMA

The Lonely

Passion

of Judith

Mearne

7:00-9:15

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00

Adults$3.50

Come write for The Collegian

113 Campus Center/Ask for Sylvia

An ongoing monlhlv series ir.

DCs New Formal Beginning in October

AVAILABU AT SAni 5AT CHANNEL

Hampshire .*\pll

Hadlcv nA

Vll MHjr favonif comif-' Ml bacK l^suc^I

l«i>rball card^ PomiT"- and Caiiics

*\ftoa2ii\f Iniptirts

r rmtCCmimmt

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundfrlind Rd.

No. Amherst S49-2M0

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Premier Showcase Nightclub
Closed Monday & Tuesday

Mimi
18. 19. 20 Year Olds Welcomel

ubject to additional charge

Across from Mtn Farms
Mall, Route 9, Hadley

586-4463

Thurs. 6th

Curtis T and the Kick
Fri. 7th

NRBQ
Sat. 8th

The Cult Brothers
"Blue Oyster Cult" Featuring all their hits

("Don't Fear The Reaper" and "Godzilla")

Sun. 9th

"Heaven"
featuring their M.T.V. Hit Knocking on Heavens Door

Also the MANIAX

Upcoming concerts

Oct 15th New Man
5 to 8 Happy hour with Cliff Meyers

Oct 22i Max Creeit "Dead Show"
Oct 27th Molly Hatchet

Oct 30th Blushing Brides

What a profound philosophy:

Affordable
Video Rentals
Think about it—you can
take home a VCR and TWO
MOVIES for as little as

$3.15 with NO DEPOSIT
when you rent from
Sounds Easy Video during

the week. We also offer.

• Free memberships
• Free movie reservations
• After hours drop slot

• Great prices on audio and
video accessories

AND MUCH MORE!

NKW .\[Mn\.\i.S

< illilcl 1 ll.l

^lu ^ II. i\ \n\i .1 II.iIm

Sc .III < 1 i>\\ s
'ii

SliiMit til Kill
1

^\\ 111 liiii'.; < li.iiiinK

mmi

SOUNDS EASY VIDEO
Amherst

6 University Drive

549-5200

FOR

The Intelligent Choice
Greenfield

21 Mohawk Trail

772-2141

Columbus Day
SPECIAL

III. .1..,, I,

I M II >1 \t I I \ Hi \ Ul M<(,| '
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

C ^M« UrMi^rMi Wtwn SynO'CItt

Construction birds ot lunch

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

. ANPTheNAFRJBNDOF
A FRIBHQ INWOPUCaP
Mt TV Mf?5 TRUMP'S
PeR^ONNBL PIR3CTDR- >

so£.veRymiN3 wmtvour
6R5AT, ALTHOUGH FOR- A
aUHILB THeRB THINGS UOOKSV

PRBTn 6RJM..

UTOOK. ME: A LON6 jme-TOm
(MR eeiHG ATTACKEV^ THAT
MAPMAN0THA SPATULA THB

POLICE NEVER IPSNTIHEP HIM

ITU/AS
ME.

(fJELL,!

THOUGHT SO,

BUTiaXXVN'T
FIND you IN

THE MUG BOOK.

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

^! QO S\T BH SO^AtONE

ELSE, OK? You^l.w^yssM
XOOR LUNCW \S 9DMET><\NG

REV0n\N&, ^HD I OOK'T

WVHT lO MEAR \T

'

SEE WWII, WHAT'S WRDK,
VJITH ^<AJ ? Wy LUNCM IS

PtAHUT BUTTER. V^WATSSO
D»SGUST\N& ABOUT WAT.^'

HMPM. I'M

GUO TMAT

ONE M 0^/T

OFTME^EAR^ CAN BE
CW\L

IT^ W HSSIKT
TWAT^ GROSS.

IDOK. A
T^^ERWOS F\)ll
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

yNTOinvNflm.^ PROCRASTIN -
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FDR 10'^ IDPW 1 ^*^^^

ALOT OF WOR K
TO00,S0UET
VOURSeu^ OUT
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Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin

CAnpU5 CfWTER f*\£NS

Room, 'J^f^l. A

pac£5 tw£ Cold
TILE rLOO?..

The Collegian will hold a trai^iing

workshop at 3 p.m. Monday in 9 1

1

Campus Center. At least one train-

ing workshop is required for cor-

respondents seeking staff status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 Casa
component

5 Jason s ship

9 Rock s partner

13 Adam s

grandson
14 Emulate

Scrooge
15 Ron Howard

role

16 Square near

Fifth Avenue
18 Engine parts

19 Ff holy woman
20 Dover s iish

21 Leg lomts

23 North Sea
feeder

24 Friend, in

France

25 Fonteyn and
Markova

27 irritaPle

30 Speans
impertectly

31 It tails mainly

on the plain

32 City in N.

Oklahoma
34 Against Prefix

35 Pasteboard

36 Fishing need
37 Forest denizen

38 — ol March
39 Trudges
40 Cardin

creations

42 Pod member,
(or short

43 Visionary

44 Moonstruck

'

star

45 Mystic formula

48 Cosmetic
ingredient

49 Compass
direction

52 Locale

53 Cathedral on
Fifth Avenue

56 Coin aperture

57 Bettor 5 choices

58 Clarx s Lane
59 Sharpen
60 Back talk

61 Ma)or enOing

DOWN
1 Mends
2 Art sch course

3 Word with heart

or face

4 Blonde Shade
5 Point ot view

6 fretwork

7 Earth Prefix

8 Christmas tree

star, tor

example
9 Center on Fifth

Avenue
10 Fall Birthstone

11 Key — pie

12 Minus
14 Social climbers

1 7 Man and Wight

22 Pick or wit

beginning

23 Building on Fifth

Avenue
24 Opera

highlights

25 Ate

26 Fall flower

27 Confronts

head on

28 Part of USSR
29 Jargon
30 Youngster

31 More ur>couth

33 — Moines
35 Maladies

39 Take (he nelm

41 Sun speech

42 Wild gues$es
44 Tartan

designations

45 Alan Aida

series

46 Singer Guthrie

47 Diner Sign

48 Chimps
49 Highlander

50 Sketch

51 Being

Lat

54 Power agcy

55 — de France

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;_

IHJA l
.

e
.
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Menu
Lunch

French Dip Sandwich
Spinach/Mushroom Quiche

Basics Loach

Spinach/Mushroom Quiche

Vegetable Grinder

Dinner

Meatballs

Spagetti/Tomato Sauce

Savory Baked Chicken

Basics Dinner

Hi-Protein Spagetti

Italian Tofu Balls and Sauce

Savory Baked Chicken

r Weather

Today: Sunshine in the morning; becoming partly

cloudy in the afternoon. Temperatures in the mid 50s.

Tonight: Temperatures in the mid 30s.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny. Highs 50 to 55.

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor Pedro Pereira

CopY Editor Ronn Garry

Layoat Technlclaa Tony Padovano

Photo Technician Chris Hosford

Prodoction Sap«rvlsor Wendy Rae Nutter

Prodactlon:....Laura. Janine, Betty-Ann, Airree, Jenn,

Mary. Tina, and Ronn's goinj Whare"!*

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor in Chief

Rick Sasson

Msaaglng Editor

Robert CiappenelU

Bttslntss Manager

David R. Mark
Edilortal Editor

Marc Inflcid

Pr^daclloa Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

» • » »

»

Robert CiappenelU

Business Manager

Daniel Munroc
Finance Manager

Todd Fruhbeis

CIrcalallon Manager

Barbra Hindin

Advertising Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Mary HaYt*ns
Manager
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Save at College Drug

on Advil, the advanced
medicine for pain

Cox finds her
home at UMass

Box of 24 Copier,

Reg. Price S2.59

Box of 50, regularty $3.99, now $2.99

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS!

[we have a complete line ot

walkers, crutches, wheelchairs

and other surgical and hospital

supplies tor sale or rent.

OLLECE
D^UG
4 Mun StTMt, AinK»nt

2iJ-2523 Op*n 7 J«3i» • •••t

10% S»nior CrtiMn DifcounI on .\11 PurcK«i»»

^K'llinued from page 20

a KTass field," said Cox, who will attend her second A camp

this January at Rutgers. "So I hired a personal coach to

work with me, redshirted a year, played for a season at

Purdue and then was a mess when I found out the pro-

gram had been dropped."

But Cox is rejuvenated once again and Hixon is cogni-

zant of her contributions to the team.

"I'm impressed with her savability,' Hixon said. "That

might sound simplistic, but Cindy has kept the ball out

of the net and kept us in the game until we've been able

to score. She's played consistent and gives the defense a

lot of confidence."

Stability in goal is synonomous with the Minutewomen,

whose defense was anchored by All-American Lynn

Carlson the past four years. With the graduation of

Carlson, however, the changing of the guard was in lim-

bo, as both Cox and senior Sue Desmond vied for the star-

ting spot between the posts.

"We're lucky to have to have two good goalies who can

do the job. It helps the mentality of the team. They play

more daring and take more risks." Hixon said.

From the outset, Cox knew that she wasn't guaranteed

top billing. So the native of Edwardsville, 111., who is ma-

joring in Business Management and Psychology, set out

to establish herself as UMass' Secretary of Defense.

"I knew that Sue was going to be tough competition,

but I had confidence in my ability," Cox said. "I'm flexi-

ble and quick. I'm not as strong as some other goalies but

I can hold my own. I know that the expectations of the

team are higher than last year, but the biggest games are

usually my best games."

If that holds true, then the Minutewomen will be click-

ing their heels at Franklin Field, the site of this year's

NCAA championship. And with the brains of the

scarecrow, the heart of the tin man. and the courage of

the lion, one can only envision Cox leading the chant,

"Take me back to Amherst."

Don't miss the excitement!

The Sox take on Oakland at 8

Free hors d'oeuvres at 9

^)i)i> ')>))%

TOP
of the

CAMPUS
Lounge

LOUNGE HOURS:
Monday-Friday: 11;30 am-12.30 am
Saturday & Sunday: 4:00 pm-12:30 am

Mb Up, p9llhf hmitBSm MstML

prt*-es 6n not inciixi* <J*po«t1

NATURAL
LIGHT

$039 <:»"0'"

Sport* Information photo

Senior goaltender Cindy Cox has been a

welcome addition to the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team. The transfer

from Purdue University has had an impressive

start to her career as a Minutewoman, posting

eight shutouts in the team's first 10 games.

BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prerequisite:

Back pain 9t a referral

from your UHS provider

This 4 session program

( classes on* week apart

)

includes information on axarcisa.

soma anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods

and relaxation

DATES & TIME: Wednesday
October 19, 26 and

November 9 at 7:00-9:00 pm
Tuesday, November 1

at 6:00-8:00 pm.

PLACE:
University Health Center

• Ptaata adv««« your UHS provider for th« proper r«f«fr»l

CaOVtBHiahEaucaaanialnlomaaoixstaam/BXixaun 54»2<»7I •« ;*»

LORD CALVERT $ -I H
Lord of the Canadians I I

BECK'S BEER
t4 /1 99 case of 24
*1 11 12 01 bollles

REdTwHITE & BLUESiB*"

mMICHELOB ; „.^
LIGHT ==-([ [M'S^^^
B^^a^eiU $i 0991
THE SWISS BEER """li.*,.. I mm \

FRENCH WHITES
19e« CALISAN BIANC ;50b.i*3.99

IMS VINCENT ST. VERAN 7«)mt*5.99

FRENCH REDS
19S5J VIDAL flEURY OIGONDAS 7»Oml'7.49

19SI CHATEAU OE PARAZA MINERVOIS '»o-.i '4.99

FROM CALIFORNIA

INGLENOOK
B'/'pijr.-Jy Bo-.? r.hahli5,

B'ush, C^enin Blanc and
Z.nlanlol

BOMBAY $ii39
SAPPHIRE GIN '

'^'

BLACK VELVET M"
LUKSUSOWA
IMPORTED FROM POLAND

Thf only g*nuin«0Ol»IO vOtJks'

CORDOHSGlN$i 099

tM rMltoniibU lor irpo-——^le»l •rtOf». Wt r*Mrt*
9i« ilalM «o limit qutnlNiW
tuimeli U to) ffllHIt H"

, iarh to 11pm
, Mdndav thru B$turd»j^ ttoiife 9 Amher^ifH&dhy L/rt© 2S9-9344
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UMASS
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL

3 Games of Bowling
and Shoe Rental for $3.00

Thurs Nights 9:00 PM - 12:00 PM

The Northampton Bowl

525 Pleasant St

Nortliampton, MA
584-4830 \1^|

Live D.J. in the Lounge from 9-12

Never a Cover

\club sports
continued from page 20

The Collegian welcomes submissions

from any and all teams wishing to be in-

cluded in this feature. All submissions are

to be addressed to the Club Sports Writer.

Submissions may be dropped off directly to

the Collegian sports desk, or sent through

campus mail, but they must be received by

Monday at 2 p.m. in order to be printed

that week.

The feature will run only when space is

available, so there is no guarantee that any

or all submissions will make the paper.

Hopefully, there will be enough response

to make this feature a worthwhile one.

AP photo

Wade Boggs shows a look of dejection after striking out with the
bases loaded in yesterday's 2*1 playoff loss to Oakland.

Ljtgtsi Ubmy »t intffuHoa mU.S.

Ord« Cuiag Today wnn Viu/UC « COO

^1^800-361-0222

Or rusnnOOiu Reittrct WaaMIn
I\322k1mba>* flObA uw l>ici CAtOoe

^RECORDS*^

I

POSTERS
hundreds of new imported posters 60" x 40",

24" X 36", 18" X S4"

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday
9:30-6:00 9:30-9:00 12:00-5.00

213 Main Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726

Servicing

UiWass

Rent IBM PCs
D*ly • We€*.ly • Montnly

New England s oWest

and largest ccxnpoiet

ref-.ial specialisii meet

tlve challenge fof train-

ing, trade sho»Aft. pre-

sentations, peal,

dernand. or emergen-

cies- Matka delivery

On time Guaranteed

IMMEDIATE CONFIRMATION
GUARANTEED DEUVERY

HARTFORD SPRINGFIELD

BOSTON

1-800-252-5011

Tonigtit 7:00 pm
Friday Night 6:00-9:00 pm

COME WATCH THE
RED SOX ON OUR
BIG SCREEN TV

(Most TV's In Town)

Brew of the month
Catamount $1.75

New! Sam Adams Drafts

90C Drafts

253-2663 Off the Commons
(formerly Plumbley's)

CLASSIFIEDAcnvrnES'Auoo
AUTO FOR SAl£« CALCULATORS .

B<TERTA»#«NT«fOR RENT

FOR SAiE- POUND
Hap WANTED 'LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) » DfcAQLlNE

i»iiMi i»iliiiililiritli'

INSTOUCTON • MOTOflCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RCE WANTB}
RCERS NEEDS) •6ERV1CS

ROOMATE WANTH) • TRAVa
WANTED •SUBL£T

2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, 20e/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB -Students ot any

ma/or welcome' Join us to discuss this

semester s activities' October 6 6 00pm
304 Tobin

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A tWEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 $4.50/t>our Near Leverett

center 10 mm (or UMASS Child Ed ma-

)0r would be ideal Call 2S6-«t80 or

548-9645 AvailabI* immediataly.

PHI MUl Open Rush Phi Mu Sorority Call

549-8096 tor dates and times

BIKE CO-OP MEETING Tonight, 6pm
Meet in Co-op at Student Union All are

welcome to |0in

NSA FRFDAY night VIDEO
H/IOONSTRUCK 7 00pm Front Lounge o(

Newman Center Free

ENTERTAINMENT

BACKYARD ROCK AND ROLL live music

in the Sylvan Trod 1 00-6 00pm Sal Oct 8

(ealuring the Many/Joe Crash abnd the

Whiplash/Over the Edge the last tree out-

door concert until ne«l April

HELP tWANTED

COUNTER CLERK NEEDED to work in the

Classlied Depi ot the Collegian Hours

needed to fill Monday 9 00-t t 30. Tuesday

8 30-1 1 00. Thursday 8 30-1 1 00 and Friday

8 30-11 00 and 11 30-2 00 Fill out applica-

tion at Room 1 1 3 Campus Center

GREENPEACE PART TIME JOBS^Paid in

ternships Work to preserve our earth The
destruction ot our environment is not an ac-

ceptable industry practice WorK to stop

Nuclear Weapon testing and save en-

dangered species Select your own days to

work M Sn 2pm-10pm Call 256-1439 lor

more info

MOTORCYCLES

1983 KAtWASAKI KZSSO LTD HeTmet,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

FOR SALE
Red Sox Tickets

Game 2 ALCS Game 6 ALCS
WORLD SERIES

Game 3

Call Bill

546-7136 BO.

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND m Montreal from
$39 November 11 13 Call 549-1949

FREDDIE AND MANNYIt Dinner « now set

for Thursday, 5 30 What do 1 get for this?

PAM PAROFF, I'mlo happy' M
KIERNAN I HATE VOU. You're a chronic

dis-pu TLC

D.U.- Get psyched tor our exchange Just

promise that we won't be having mice

races We ve had enough of those already'

AXO

VOLLEYBALL. BASKET BALL AND Bad-

minton games sponsored by International

Student s Association every Friday at 6pm
in Boyden Gym Everyone is weteome

VOLL^BALL.^ADMINTON.^asketball'
Come |Oin International Student's Associa

tion for sports activities every Friday at

6 00pm in Boyden Gym.

KOREAN STubENtS"TlSSOCiAfiW-
Meeting tonight Campus Center room 809

6:0O-7:30.

• NOMINATION PAPERS ARE NOW *

• available tor ALL Senate seats Pick

"up your papers on 420 Student Union
|

Nomination jjapers are due on
• October 6th at 12 00pm The election

•

•will be held on Tuesday October 11th
"

ERIKA FEINBERG

THE LITTLEST ONE! How s your face"

You turn 19 on the 9th and 21 on the 16th-

how do you figure'' Have a blast with the

six-pack of Hobart Lane I'm seeenous'"

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

HACK-A-OISC entertainment: Disc-

lockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizalions 256-8526

FOR SALE

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round

Europe, S Amer . Australia, Asia All fields

$900 $1200 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write iJC. PO Box 52 - MA01 Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

ANNE: WHAT A NEROt Get well soon' Out

ot control BAAD' Love Amy. Jenn. Cara.

and Celeste

WANTED: PRIVATE EXERCISE instructor

ExcellenI pay experience necessary Call

Jenny 546-7354

HEY SIGMA KAPPA GIRLS, get psyched

and get a date" The hayride is right around

the corner"

RED SOX TICKETS -Game 6 vs Oakland

Call Glenn 549-7928

RESORT HOTELS, CRUISE LINES.
airlines and amusement parks, now accep-

ting applications lor summer jobs, intern-

ships and career positions For more infor-

mation and an application, wnte National

Collegiate Recreation Service. PO Box

6074. Wilton Head. SO 29938

CONNIE CALLAHAN- We found your ID

and we will turn it in for you

TRACY I LOVE losing sleep bacauM~ol
you

TAMMTTshES - Red spots'* Who saK)

Ihaf One more day until CA I tove you'

-Dopey-

TO THE GIRL WITH the classiest calves

on campus, Linda, it's been a great hwo
weeks, thanks for caring xox Van

HAPPY BJRTHDAY MICHELLE MOVITZ!
I luv ya< Marci

ANNOUNCEMENT JAMA A. Jowanano-
Huana IS ready YOZKZMX Apply in

person

COLLEGE tUTEEKENO IN Montreal from

$39 November 11 13 Call 549-1949

WANTED

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM Jan lo Sept on
2 bdrm Apt on Mam St Prefer grad
students or Pro! people Call 256-6040

GUITARIST AND SINGER wanted to |Oin

drummer and bassist influences Pistols.

Clash. Cure Call Brian • 256-1196 or
546-8722 for information

JOGGING' PARTNER l»ANTEDap^~5
miles/day 5 days/week Maureen 256 0263

FURNITURE

COLLEGE WEEKEND November 11 13

OUALITV NEW RUNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
txxikcases. tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970
Bill or Oarrm We deliver

HAVEN'T FOUND THE RK3HT soronly tor

you? Come to Trl Sig Open Rush Oct
17.18.19 Try Sigma

RIDE WANTED

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part m dissec

lion If Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets "iTiurs 4pm SU306

1960 VW DASHER 4-dr hatchback fuel in

lection. ^75.000 miles, new rotor, plug, wire

Runs great $1,100 549-9910

PCXT-TURBO complete system 640RAM

$646 286-at $890 and many options Ark

Tech (Easter Div) 549-0101

ATTENTION BANDS

SOUTHWEST S ANNUAL BATTLE OF
THE BANDS applications are available out-

side the SWAG office in the Hampden Stu-

dent Center Tapes due 10 14 88

501 BOSE SPEAKERS bought new

2 weeks ago, serious inquiries only

$500/8 O Ask lor John at 546-4747

1 978 TOYOTA" PICK-UPT Runs weTl

Reliable Long bed 93,000 $800

256 1005

DELIVERY PERSONS WANTED, need
your own car. good $. 256-1616

ELDERLY MAN. physically lit but

disoriented needs congenial companion
Longmeadow MA Some driving required

Flexible hours, but must be available Sat

& Sun $7/hour Call 567-7736

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES. ExperTenced

and novice Will tram Amherst Youth

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

KIMOPALI- Happy anniversary' Karen-

Avoid making decisions' Love you bothi

Michelle

LAUREN dTsAULNIERS- to all football

players today is Laurens 19th birtlxlay. can

to wish her a happy one' "Don't worry, be

happy " we love you' Maria 4 Rice

PHI MU! Find out what a naitonaf sorority

can otter you' Become a part ot UMass'

fastest growing soronties Call 549-8096 for

more information

TO NVC FRIDAY Oct 7 return Monday Oct
10 Will pay expenses call Shari 549-8241

RIDE NEEDED TO WORCHESTER Cen-
trum Oct 16 lor Robert Plant will pay ex-

penses Help! Call Kns 6-9724 or Marisa
6-9727

GOING TO SYRACUSE? I'H pay all your

gas expenses if you'll give me a lift this

weekend. Call Susan 6-9864

AUDIO

CAR STEREO HARMON KAHOON Top ot

the line brand new m tjon incredible deal

Call Chris B 549 4600 exi 292

AUTO FOR SALE

81 AMC GOOD TRANSPORTATION must

sell $500 B Call John 549 3592

83 AMC SPIRIT Pertecl condition must sell

$3000 or B O Chris 367-2136

1978 BLUE CAMARO 4Bbl"runs well

$450 Ask for Egan 256 8639

75 CADILLAC luxury package, runs great

new tires $450/B 584-5757

81 TOYOTA COROLLA mirif condition

low-mileage Afyt/FM cass air. 5spd

256-0969 evenings

•TrdVOfAStARLEt 40 liilPQ 74K $1900

549-0101 after 6pm very reliable

MOTOBECANE TOURING BIKE. Shimano

Components excellenl condition, $220 or

8 Dave 546-6346

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months

old S1 500 includes lull facial helmet and

lackel Call David 1-566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

KLUBKAVE

POWERFUL," RELIABLE IJJUSIC^ and
lighting system for many occasions-

Klubkave DJ Services 546-6518

KUNG FIJ CLASSES

SHAOLIN TEMPLE STYLE slarl Oct 6 Tue

h Thurs 6 30 in North Amherst School AH

ages welcome Develops coordination, flex-

ibility sell confidence Call 256-6024 after

1 00 for inf

FOUND

FOUND A DENIM JACKEf by the F A C

Call 549 3674 Joe

ARUBA KEYCHAIN WITH safety pm, bud

symbol etc Found in Coffee shop 4 vneeks

ago See manager

FOUND KEYS 9/30 near Nope Gym turn

ed in I informaitor. desk at Campus Center

LOST

LOST MY WALLET IN Morill N329 fues
Please return my LIFE is m that wallet and
the wallet has sentimental value Leave at

Campus Center info desk

LOST AN AIWA WALKMAN on 2nd fl

Boyden Thur Night has great sentimental

value Reward if found/please call

6-7483-Lynn

BURGANDY GANT FRAMES in black

leather case Lost approx 9/19 $25 reward

N returned C«n Ouke.* 3534032.-

TOM- UMASS MISSES YOU!
Kiss some rays tor me
Hang kx)se and aloha'

-Christy

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHELL MOVJtZ!
There s a bottle of tequilla waiting lor you

at the Lambda House Love and kisses. Itie

Man

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHAlCTlove you

Debby

DON STEUL, FROM THE day we met, 1

knew there was something special about

you And now. over a year and a half later

I'm more in love with you than ever' You

are the best Tara

JOECRASH AND THE Whiplash (former

ly the Movers) smash into Sylvan Area this

Saturday at 2 00pm outdoors Shake rat-

tle, and roll

ROOMMATE WANTED

OLDER STUDENfrb TAKE OVER room
in house in quiet neighborfKXXl Available

Nov 1 256-0677

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Ciiftside apt w/an easy going

senior 11 interested please call Beth at

665-4550

2 R06MAtES~NEEDED~Tcr"share
southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking call 256-0264

SERVICES

LORI CAMERA:
David may not be

feeling well but after

this weekend, this Lost

Boy " IS feeling fir>e

TOI'frWe^ti mis* you at the game' Love

Mama. Laeg, Jimmy J & Breather

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL typing on
word processor with spelteheck ANYTIME'
Carolyn 253-5667

NO TYPING AS USUAL, highest quality

typing' Call Barry 584-9436 Reliabtel

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. One
on one, five liours daily, family living

seminars, field trips gam 16 credits CXE
Box 11264 Milwaukee. Wl 53211
(414)372-5570

AKJTYPISr, baste oditingrcompetitlve

rates, decent location 253-5202
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Former mates come back to haunt Red Sox, 2-1
continued from page 1

Boston rallied to win the series. Hender-

son went on to bat .400 in the World Series

loss to the New York Mets, but was traded

to San Francisco midway through the next

season.

Oakland's bullpen, which held Boston to

three runs in 35 innings this year, did the

neycutt relieved Stewart with the bases

loaded and one out in the seventh and kept

Boggs to a sacrifice fly. In the second,

Boggs — a .373 career hitter with the bases

loaded — struck out in the same situation,

the first time he had fanned in 22 lifetime

at-bats against Stewart.

Boggs ended the game by striking out

Game 1 Summary
The best-of-seven American League playoff series continues tonight in Game 2

at Fenway Park. Oakland leads the series, 1-0 after yesterday's 2-1 victory.

Oakland
Boston

000 100 010 - 2 6

000 000 100 - 1 6

W Honeycutt (1-0)

L- Hurst (0-1)

S- Eckersley (1)

HR Canseco (1)

Game 2: Fenway Park, Boston
Probable Starters: Roger Clemens (18-12) vs. Storm Davis (16-7)

Game Time: 8:20 p.m. EST (broadcast on ABC).

with runners on first and second.

Dennis Elckersley, another former Boston

star, finished with two shutout innings.

Eckersley, who won 20 games as a starter

for the Red Sox in 1978, led the majors with

45 saves this season and Oakland's bullpen

had a record 64 saves.

The Athletics won the season series

against Boston, 9-3 and outhomered them
13-1. Oakland again showed off its pitching

and power and took a lead into Game 2

tonight, with Storm Davis going against

Boston's Roger Clemens.
Stewart, a 21-game winner, was master-

ful through the middle innings. He retired

10 successive batters, starting with the
strikeout of Boggs in the second, and had
little trouble until the seventh.

Jim Rice walked with one out and Jody
Reed was hit by a pitch. Rich Gedman
followed with a line drive to center field

and Henderson slipped and fell, but kept
it to a single that loaded the bases. It was
doubtful whether Henderson would have

caught the ball; more likely, it would have
dropped in, just like Gary Carter's winn-
ing double in Game 1 of the National
League playofTs Tuesday night in Los
Angeles.

Honeycutt, a left-hander, took over to

face the left-handed Boggs, who led the ma-
jors with a .366 average. Boggs hit a line

drive to left fielder Tony Phillips, playing
his first game in front of the Green Monster
as a replacement for ailing Dave Parker,
for a tying sacrifice fly.

Hurst, chosen to steu-t the opener over
Boston's other 18-game winner, Clemens,
because of a 13-2 record at home, gave up
six hits in a complete game. One of the hits

was Canseco's long home run through a
stiff crosswind and over the lefl-field wall.

Canseco led the mtyors with 42 home
runs and 124 RBI this season. The home
run brought cries of "steroids, steroids,"

from the fans, referring to allegations the
big slugger had bulked up on the
substance.

SPORTS
.*K.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:v:-:-:-:.:-:-x-::.:.:.:-Wv:.x<.:.>(.c.x.:.:.x.:-:.:'

Field hockey trips NU, 1-0
Late first halfgoal helps Minutewomen past No. 7Huskies
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Somehow, the breaks just always seem to even
themselves out over time.

Last Friday, the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team was the victim of a bad break when an Old
Dominion forward mishit a shot that found its way to the

net for a game winning goal in overtime.

Yesterday at Totman Field, the Minutewomen were the

beneficiary of a good break as they scored a goal while

Northeastern players were arguing with an official.

And the way things turned out. the Minutewomen need-

ed that break very badly. It came at the end of the first

half when senior co-captain Ruth VasapoUi hit sophomore
Elise McDevitt with a pass right in front of the net while

the Huskies were arguing with the refs.

McDevitt poked the ball past a diving NU goalie for her

Pholo by MUm Cohan

Bemadette Martel prepares to take a shot in yesterday's 1-0

win over seventh-ranked Northeastern at Totman Field.

fifth goal of the season to give the Minutewomen a 1-0

lead with nine seconds left in the first half Not using their

heads ended up costing the Huskies the game.

The goal was the game-winner as UMass went on to win
1-0.

"It was really a mental lapse on Northeastern's part and

it was a very, very smart play by us," UMass coach Pam
Hixon said. "Ruthy and Elise knew the clock was runn-

ing down and they (NUt were arguing with the officials,

and we scored."

But that goal did not come easy. Northeastern had the

UMass attack crossed up for most of the game with its

zone defense that limited UMass to 15 shots on the

afternoon.

"They played us for the deflections," Hixon said. "They
didn't mark us as tightly as we normally are marked.

They played more of a zone that took us a little while to

get use to."

The Huskies did shut down UMass for

most of the game but Northeastern had its

own troubles in generating offense. The
Huskies play all their home games on ar-

tificial turf.

"I think it definitely effected our game,"
NU coach Cheryl Murtagh said. "We have
to play differently on grass than we do on
our home field. It definitely had an effect

on our penalty corners."

The Huskies failed to convert on all 12

of their penalty comers and were only able

to get nine shots off on Cox who recorded

her eighth shutout of the season. Cox had
seven saves for the game and a majority of

them were difficult diving stops.

"Cindy gave us a couple of great saves

in the first half when we really needed to

keep the ball out," Hixon said. "It would
have been a different story if they scored

first because they just long balled us to

death. They were playing for field posi-

tion."

The win raises UMass' record, who came
into the game ranked No. 3 in the nation

and No. 1 in New England, to 9-1. The
Minutewomen are now at the halfway
point of a nineteen game schedule.

Northeastern dropped to 5-2-1 on the
season.

Club Sports Roundup
The University of Massachusetts crew team par-

ticipated in the Textile River Regatta in Lowell on Sun-

day. The race was a 3.5 mile timed course against schools

such as Coast Guard, Boston University, the Riverside

Boat Club, Union Boat Club, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and Williams College.

The varsity men's eight finished in sixth place, only

10 seconds out of third. In the women's race, the varsity

eight came in second behind Boston University while the

junior varsity team finished sixth.

The men'.s varsity lightweight eight came in second

behind a strong Riverside boat. And the men's junior var

sity lightweights finished second in their race. Also a

men's lightweight for finished second.

All around, it was a good day for UMass in the open

ing regatta of the season. This week, the team competes

in the Mount Holyoke Women's Regatta on Saturday and

the Head of the Connecticut on Sunday.

Editor's note: The Collegian this semester is featuring

the Club Sports Roundup, as a service to those club sports

or teams on campus who otherwise are unable to be

covered.

continued on page 19

There 's no place
like UMass for

goalie Cindy Cox
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Stafl"

Cindy Cox, after experiencing a Midwestern tornado,

has found the yellow brick road.

The senior goalie on the UMass field hockey team, who
transferred from Purdue University this semester after

the Boilermakers dropped their field hockey program,
is determined to reach the Land of Oz, the NCAA Final

Four.

"I wanted to transfer to a program that was commit-
ted to making the Final Four," Cox said. "And when I

met the team in February I noticed an off-the-field uni-

ty and closeness amongst the players that I hadn't seen

at some other schools. I had a great time and knew this

was an opportunity I couldn't pass up."

Cox couldn't have picked a better supporting cast, as

the third-ranked Minutewomen (8-1), who were ousted

in the NCAA semi-finals last year by the wicked witch

of the south (North Carolina), seem destined to become
the wizards of the Emerald City.

"We know we have the talent but we're just taking
one game at a time,' said Cox, who has posted a 0.22

goals-against-average and .952 save percentage. "(UMass
head coach) Pam (Hixon) says that if we play the way
we're supposed to the result will take care of itself In-

tensity and team unity wins games."
UMass revealed its intangibles in last Friday's 1-0 set-

back against top-ranked Old Dominion, as the final score

was not indicative of the Minutewomen's all-around

dominance of the Monarchs, who scored the game-ending
goal in overtime.

"I was really tested in that game and I'm more confi-

dent and poised because of it," said Cox, who registered

10 saves and surrendered her second goal of the season
against ODU. "I'd rather have 30 shots a game because
it's tough to keep your concentration level up when
you're not being challenged. It's been a hard transition

adjusting to a higher level of competition."

The transitional task has become Cox's trademark, as

the native of Edwardsville, 111. toiled at Miami Univer-
sity of Ohio for two seasons before transferring to Pur-

due her junior year.

"I knew that if I wanted to make it to A (Olympic
Development) Camp I had to play on tmf and Miami had

continued on page IS

Men's soccer to throw Stag party
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The Stags of Fairfield University, in town for this after-

noon's matchup with the University of Massachusetts
men's soccer team (4 p.m., Upper Boyden field), have
scored two goals total in their first eight games this

.season, and have lost them all.

What do the Minutemen, winners of three straight, have
to fear?

"There are alot of things going in their (Fairfield's)

favor," said UMass assistant coach John Martin. "We're
not getting any rest, and they're coming in between two
tough games for us."

Sunday's date with Atlantic 10 rival University of

Rhode Island is indeed looming large on the horizon for

the Minutemen, who have upped their record to 6-4 with
three wins in the last five days. In search of an invita-

tion to post-season play, UMass will be looking to improve
its standing in the Atlantic 10 (1-1 in the East, 2-1 overall)

agianst the Rams on Sunday. In. the meantime, the
Minutemen's legs may be a little wobbly this afternoon.

Their spirits, however, will be soaring following Tuesday's
cathartic 3-2 win at Brcfwn University.

The UMass squad that packed the vans on route to Pro-

vidence, R.I. hadn't won a game in which the other team
scored (0-4), and had yet to win on the road (0-3).

Late Tuesday night, the Minutemen returned home with
a 3-2 win, having proved their ability to overcome adver-
sity. UMass(6-4) beat not just the Bruins of Brown, but
rain, road fatigue, bad luck, and their own history of play-

ing poorly when faced with misfortune. Brown tied the
score once on a garbled free kick in the final second of

the first half, and again on a fluke deflection of a
misdirected shot.

But when UMa.ss' Steve Cesnek scored with ten minutes
left to play to put the Minutemen on top 3-2, and
goalkeeper Sam Ginzburg sealed the goal line against a
mounting Bruin late surge, the Minutemen bagged
themselves their most poigniant, and important, victory
of the season.

"We walked off the field (Monday)in the rain feeling
peeled; tired and beat," said Martin. "We really worked
hard."

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily
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• Special soccer game tomorrow in

Florence. Page 5.

• Letters to George and Mike. Page
7.

• Ray Charles wows F.A.C. Page 9
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LETS DO THE BIKE WARP TODAY - Senior ArtM^r Robert Catalano cruises through campus yester-

day on his bicycle. At right is the Tower Library.

Duffey, Greeks urge Holyoke citizens to register
By RICHARD GORHAM
Collegian Correspondent

Voter registration for the upcoming

presidential election was the theme yester-

day afternoon, as more than 100 Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Greek Area students

joined their chancellor in canvassing the

streets of Holyoke.

"The right to vote is one of the most im-

portant responsibilities of an American

citizen," said UMass Chancellor Joseph

Duffey. "Sadly, millions are not registered

and will not participate in the forthcoming

elections."

The project, coordinated by Director of

Greek Affairs Carlene Riccelli, was an ef-

fort to register as many new voters as possi-

ble before the Oct. 11 deadline.

"Our intention is to push for registration

before the deadline," said Riccelli.

Accompanied by members of the Holyoke

League ofWomen Voters and travelling in

small groups, the students spread informa-

tion about the registration process to dif-

ferent areas of Holyoke.

"We went around door-to-door, introduc-

ed ourselves, and asked if people had

registered to vote. Most people hadn't,"

said Wendy Lowenfish, Chi Omega, who

canva-ssed the downtown Holyoke area.

"There are so many people who don't

realize they can be a part (of the voting pro-

cess)," she said. "I hope we helped these

people know they have the privilege to vote

if they want to."

Riccelli said that none of the areas

covered were considered dangerous to

students, and the program was completed

before nightfall.

Areas were targeted because they have

a low percentage of adult voter registra

tion, according to Nelson Acosta, a former

Holyoke resident who now works in the the

UMass admissions office. Acosta targeted

the areas along with Helen Griffith of the

Holyoke Registrar of Voters office.

Some of the participants were fluent in

Spanish, which many of the students found

to be essential in the registration effort.

"It was important (to have someone

fluent in Spanish) because some of the peo-

ple were fearful of speaking to anyone who
didn't speak Spanish," said Kevin Taylor,

Delta Upsilon, who also canvassed the

downtown Holyoke area. "It was essential

to help these people exercise their right to

vote, and I think we were instrumental in

explaining to them their rights."

The project was a joint effort of the

Chancellor's Office, the Dean of Students

Office, the Office of Greek Affairs, the

Holyoke Registrar of Voters and the

Holyoke League of Women Voters.

Resignation
leaves EWC
in lurch
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The controversy surrounding a lack of

counseling at the Everywoman's Center

has, as of yesterday, escalated to confusion

between University administrators.

The dispute has also led to predictions

that the counseling service may be restored

as soon as Monday.
Carol Wallace, director of EWC, said

there is no counseling program available

at the center at this time but there may be

"some internal shuffling" to provide par-

tial coverage.

"We have not had counseling all this

semester," she said. "Now the vice

chancellor wants me to fill that position,

but the only way I can do that is to create

another vacant program."

The coordinator of counseling at EWC,
Mary Aubrey, has resigned, effective

Saturday, but the reason for her absence

since September is because she has been

using up her accumulated vacation time

and is still on payroll, Wallace said.

Dr. Gloria Deguevera, director of the divi-

sion of educational access and outreach, to

which EWC reports, said the lack of

counseling ih not because of budget cuts,

but because of the program coordinator's

resignation.

"Counseling is a high priority program.

We're trying to do the best we can for the

center (in respect to budget cuts]," said

Deguevera. "But in the meantime, the

counseling position has become trapped in

that situation. It's a coincidence."

"The reason I did not go out to search im-

mediately [for a replacement), is because

I had to save $33,000 in budget cuts,

"

Wallace said, adding that the cuts ordered

by the University of Massachusetts for

EWC include $33,000 and one full time

position.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson said "It's absolutely critical

that counseling services be provided. The

cuts can't be made in counseling."

Wallace said there is a possibility that

Mercedes Del Valle, coordinator of the

Women's Administrative and General

Education Support program, will take over

the counseling program on a limited basis,

if she accepts the job.

The WAGES program, a support service

continued on page 5

Census takers few;

city's numbers may
come up short
SPRINGFIELD - If the US Census Bureau does not

hire enough workers to help count people for the 1990 cen-

sus, then many citizens may be accidentolly left out of

the upcoming census, according to the city's Census Field

Office.

"How would it feel to go to town hall to register to vote

in the approaching presidential election and have the

registrar say: 'I'm sorry, we only let US citizens vote in

this country,'" said Amy Mittleman, office manager of the

Census Field OflTice.

Mittleman added that the Office is looking for temporary

workers for the next few weeks. "It is urgent that we get

more people because we need to compile the address list

in the next few weeks," she said Monday.

Mittleman said the work involves going door to door in

the Springfield area to gather names and addresses for

the census, which is only a little more than one year away.

The job pays $5.50 per hour, and the work is not dif-

ficult, she said. Workers are also paid 22.5 cents per mile

for gas and travel expenses.

The Census Field Office is asking those interested to

call 731-9846 for more information.

-PAUL PIERCE

Tillis jazzes up FAC with style
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The four most Prominent items in Fred Tillis' office are

a desk, an upright piano, a shelf and a large picture win-

dow facing the Fine Arts Center.

Tillis is director of the Fine Arts Center, associate pro-

vost for faculty relations, a jazz saxophonist, and a com-

poser. He is also a professor of theory-composition. Jazz

and Afro-American Music and, most recently, chairper-

son ofthe Minority Student Services Review Commission.

Despite all the roles he plays, Tillis says music is still

PROFILE
primary in his life.

"In about my senior year in college, I made a decision

to be a writer — that is, a composer in the European

classical tradition, which led me down another track —

as opposed to a musician who would be a performer in the

jazz tradition for his livelihood," he said.

Tillis, 54, is a native of Texas. He received his B.A. in

Texas at Wiley College and his MA. and Ph.D. at the

University of Iowa and taught at Kentucky State, Grambl-

ing (La.) State University and his alma mater before com-

ing to the University of Massachusetts in 1970.

Once here, Tillis became an associate professor in the

Music Department and a composer of European classical

music. He has composed over 80 pieces. In 1980, he was

appointed FAC director and in 1983, he was named

associate provost.

Last spring, after almost 15 years away from jazz, Tillis

recorded Contrasts and Diversions writh pianist^trumpeter

Jeff Holmes. Tillis said that fellow UMass faculty

members Billy Taylor and Max Roach encouraged him to

make the recording. The return to performing made Tillis

realize how much work it involves.

"In order to be an active performer, I must keep in touch

with the instrument, which means I must practice daily.

You cannot be an effective performer (otherwise)," he said.

European classical music, Tillis said, is what most peo-

ple think ofwhen they hear a reference to classical music.

Tillis pointed out the importance of the distinction bet-

ween the classical music of Europe and that of other na-

tions, since the music of Bach or Beethoven differs great-

ly from the music of India, Korea or China.

Jazz, he said, is America's form of classical music,

because "it has been here long enough, it is recognized

all over the world, identified as something characteristic

of this country."
continued on page 4
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i7uiiaKi» lauds running mate's
performancei^It's a real plus'

T nWir QTAR TovQo (AP^ ^ Mi,<Ua<>l artd^^t Uar^t^^^ "U„t ^ A^^'t tUi^l, r,^,.LONE STAR, Texas (AP) - Michael
Dukakis yesterday jubilantly called runn-
ing mate Lloyd Bentsen's debate perfor-

mance "a real plus" for the Democrats, and
said Republican Dan Quayle was "ex-

tremely insecure" and "programmed
beyond belief."

Dukakis, speaking to reporters on a flight

from Boston to Texas, praised Bentsen as
"knowledgeable (and) relaxed" during the

vice presidential debate Wednesday night.

Once again, he questioned George Bush's
judgment in selecting Quayle for the GOP
ticket.

"The caliber of the people that you pick

is absolutely the single most important
thing you do in this business," Dukakis
said.

"Lloyd Bentsen (was) solid, thoughtful,

strong. He sounded like someone who
belonged in the vice presidency. This is a

real plus for us," he said.

The Democratic nominee said he ex-

pected Bush to defend Quayle's work

against Bentsen, "but I don't think anyone
believes it."

"Frankly," he said, "I think a lot of what
Mr. Bush is saying these days is wearing
thin."

The Massachusetts governor said Bent-

sen demonstrated command of the issues

and showed he would challenge the presi-

dent during major policy discussions. The
same cannot be said of Quayle, Dukakis
said.

"I didn't get any sense that he's going to

have the capacity or the ability to do that

or the will to do it or, for that matter, the

knowledge," Dukakis said.

"It was very disturbing" he said of

Quayles performance.

"I thought he was programmed beyond
belief... extremely insecure, this fellow. He
didn't have a sense of strength or control

or anything. ... Thinking about Quayle be-

ing a heartbeat away from the presidency,

to watch that, I think, is very, very troubl-

ing."

EPA fines pool company $99G
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) - The En-
vironmental Protection Agency has
reportedly levied the first penalty of its

kind in fining a pool supply company
$99,0(X) for failing to notify agencies of a
June chlorine fire that routed 25,000 peo-

ple from homes and businesses.

The Northeast administrator for the
EPA, Michael R. Deland, said Wednesday
that the penalty was the first in the nation

assessed for violations of the EPA's com-
munity right-to-know law, enacted in 1986.

Springfield Mayor Richard Neal vowed
to press the pool supply company until the
city recovered 620,000 spent in fighting

and cleaning up the fire. Neal said Wednes-
day that the money spent on the emergen-
cy could add 50 cents to the city's tax rate.

I'm determined to get that money," Neal
said. "We'll obviously seek damages from
their insurance company, and if they don't

have insurance, we'll seek it from them."

Deland said All Chemical Labs Inc.,

which does business as Advanced
Laboratories, was fined $25,000 plus $500
a day for failing to provide officials with a

written report immediately after the June
17 accident.

He said the company was also fines

25,000 for failing to notify the National

Response Center, the nation's emergencies,

when the troubles began at the plan.

A minor fire at the plant was controlled

on the morning ofJune 17, but firefighters

were called back to the scene that night

when a police officer spotted flames inside

the building.

The subsequent blaze, fed by thousands
ofexploding barrels of chloride tablets, took

four days to come under control. At its

height, it sent up a cloud of poisonous

chlorine gas three miles long, 100 feet high

and four blocks wide.

More than 200 people were treated at

AP photo

Volunteer workers at the "No Command" party headquarters
yesterday singing a victory song after government officials conceed-
ed defeat in the presidential referendum. Gen. Augusto Pinochet lost

against the equivalent of a blank ballot choice, and will now have
to hold a second election against opposition candidates in December.

local hospitals for minor injuries form the

fumes and officials estimated that 180,000

gallons of chlorine leaked.

"In light of the magnitude of the release

and its impact on the Springfield communi-
ty, EPA considers the violations particular-

ly gregarious," Deland said.

William Hadley, attorney for the com-
pany, said it will probably contest the fine

and he questioned its severity, maintain-

ing the EPA "in reality knew about this

leak from the start."

He also said the city must prove the com-
pany was negligent before it can collect

damages, although the EPA fine is based
only on the company's failure to provide a

written report to date on what chemicals
had spilled, how much had been released

and other information.
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Exploding Sprite bottle
shakes tower residents

CollrKian photo by Chrin Hoaford

BK-UH-OH — UMass graduate Jay Talerman "mourns" the loss

of BKO fraternity. The fraternity was stripped of its fraternity status

last Spring.

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

An explosive device was set off on the

11th floor of John Adams Residence Hall

on Wednesday, burning a three inch

diameter hole in the blue carpet of the

hallway in front of room 1110.

Students present on the floor at the time
said they heard a loud bang at about 12:45

p.m. and opened their doors to find clouds
of odorous fumes billowing from a plastic

Sprite bottle.

"The container exploded and sprayed
brown stuff all over my door. I waited about
30 seconds and then opened my door. It

smelled a lot out there," said sophomore
1 1th floor resident Melissa McPherson out-

side of whose room the device had
combusted.

Floor occupants originally thought the

device had been filled with excrement, but

later revised their opinions, saying it could

have contained sulfer causing the odor.

The UMass Environmental Health and
Safety Department reported that the device

caused smoke and a small fire, but

residents say there wasn't any fire.

Police are investigating the incident and

witnesses say they saw one, possibly two

suspicious individuals 'making something'

in one of the bathrooms. It is also rumored

that a second device was set off on a lower

floor half an hour later, but the report could

not be confirmed.

In other incidents:

• A Jenson car stereo worth $150 was
stolen from a vehicle parked in the Frater-

nity/Sorority parking lot Wednesday.

• An accident occurred on Massachusetts

Ave. Wednesday when a vehicle traveling

east on that street attempted to take a left

turn at Lincoln St. colliding with another

vehicle in doing so. Both vehicles received

damage in excess of $1000 and one of the

vehicles operators was cited for failure to

use care in turning.

BOG reforms bylaws,
approves appointees

For Your Information
Meeting — There will be an informational meeting on working in Australia with the

Australian Trust for conservation Volunteers from 3 to 5 p.m. in room 165 of the Campus
Center.

National Coming Out Day - The day will be celebrated Tuesday. The Lesbian, Gay.

Bisexual Alliance suggests everyone wear jeans for the day.

Ultimate Affair Frisbee Tournament - The University of Massachusetts will be hosting

the affair tomorrow through Monday on the Southwest athletic playing fields. The tour-

nament, which will feature some of the finest Ultimate teams in the world, has drawn

clubs from Canada and throughout the United States. It is the largest Ultimate Frisbee

Tournament in the world.

UMass Men's Lacrosse Club - The club

is for junior varsity club team and in-

tramural players. The organizational

meeting will be held at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday

in room 249 of Boyden Gymnasium. For

more information call J. Dietel at 545-2590

or 536-2193.

Speaker — Timothy A. DeMello, founder

of the Wall Street Game will speak about

the game at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday in room

120 of the School of Business Administra-

tion. The event is being sponsored by the

Finance Club.

Chess Club - The UMass Chess Club of

fers a full range of competition for every

level of player. Free club membership, free

instruction, and USCF affiliation are

available. In addition to casual chess, the

club plays speed chess and bughouse. Club

members strongly encourage beginners to

join and are willing to go out of their way

to teach those who want to learn. Meetings

are at 7 p.m. every Tuesday night in the

Campus Center. Check the information

desk schedule for the room number.

Meeting — Students will meet at 7 p.m.

Tuesday in the SCERA office in the Stu-

dent Union to discuss plans for an Oct.

14-15 protest at the Education Department

in Washington, DC.
Internships - Come to the University In-

ternship Program to get great work ex-

perience. A planning session gets you

started. The sessions are held in Curry

Hicks from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Mondays and

Tuesdays and 3:30 to 4:30 Wednesdays and

Thursdays.
Sign-up — Here is your chance to wear

your uniform! You are invited to march in

the University of Massachusetts'

Homecoming Parade at 11:00 a.m. Oct. 15.

If you are interested in participating,

please sign up at the veterans assistance

and counseling services, Mobil unit -1,

next to Dickinson Hall, or call 545-0939.

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

At a smooth Board ofGovernors meeting

last night, five committees were set up, and
several bylaw changes were made.
Members of the space, executive, budgets,

building operations, and program councils

were approved by the board. The commit-

tees handle the functions of the board for

which they are named.
A bylaw concerning the board's ability to

condemn and commend, and another about

the requirements for appointees to the

board were rescinded last night.

With the removal of the first bylaw, the

board effectively made it easier to condemn
or commend any group. The rescinded

bylaw had required an ad-hoc committee

to be formed to study the condemnation or

commendation of something. This commit-

tee would then have to report to the board,

and the proposal would have to receive a

three-fourths majority vote to pass.

The other rescinding was a bylaw that set

the fourth Thursday of each month as a

"work session" for the committees. Gov.

Jay Festa said the work session rule had

never been enforced, and was not needed.

The meeting itself ran without the inter-

nal bickering that had been a part of

previous board gatherings.

Commenting on this. Treasurer Joe

Casali said, "It's the best board I've ever

seen, and I've been here three years."

"The officers have a lot to do with it

because we're not carbon copies of each

other, we each add something," Casali said.

He admitted the board had been partisan

in the past, and this had hampered the ef-

fectiveness of the body.

"(Chairperson Eric Nakauima] has a way
of getting people involved, and the coor-

dinators have been very good," Casali said.

Coordinators are paid by the board who
work on different aspects of the Campus
Center/Student Union.

The BOG also postponed consideration of

two motions.

The first motion would require ap-

pointees of a residential area government
to live in the area they are appointed from.

The move also stipulates that vacancies of

at-large seats on the board would be ap-

pointed by the Student Government
Association President's Office.

This motion is apparently to control ap-

pointments made when seats are left open

between elections.

This last move requires a change in the

BOG Constitution, which automatically

tables it for one week.

Finally, the board sent a proposal for the

installation of dart boards to the Building

Operations Committee.

AND THE LIBRARY LOOMED LARGE - Students walk yesterday

the vast storehouse hidden within its walls.

Collrgian photo by Richard Bonanno

by the Tower Library, unaware of
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Tillis

continued from page I

Since he has dealt with so many forms

of music, Tillis said he doesn't have a

favorite.

"I am so steeped in at least two main
streams of music — that is in the Eurof)ean

classical tradition and jazz — that I don't

like one better than the other," he said. "I

will say this however: I have made a deci-

sion to concentrate on performing m the

jazz tradition and writing in the European

classical tradition."

Tillis said the jobs of composer and con-

ductor separated in the 19th century, mak
ing each profession that of a "specialist."

"It's probably a healthier thing (for a

musician) to keep involved in both camps,

'

he said

His love for the arts helps Tillis in his

other jobs as well.

"My being invulvt-d as the director of the

Fine Arts Ctntpr at least helps me to try

to commuiucate my deep convictions about

how important the arts are to a larger

university community, " he said.

And how important does he consider the

arts?

"I believe that the arts communicate

something to the world that is needed. In

other words, they show a humanizing side

of the adventures of humankind," he said.

"It is a peculiarity of a human being to

want something other than material com-

forts. All animals seek shelter, food and so

forth, but the human being also seeks

something to reflect either their soul or

their feelings and expressions, which are

a little bit different."

338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

GROLSCH BEER 12 oz. Bottles$3.99 6pk. $13.75 case +Dep.

ROLLING ROCK BEER $5.99 12pk. +Dep.

HEINEKEN BEER $8.25 12pk. +Dep.

SEAGRAMS WINE COOLERS $2.99 4pk.

HIRHAM WALKER JUBILEE PEACH SCHNAPPS 1 L $5.39

MR. BOSTON 100 proof PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 750ml$5.39

COTT OR ADIRONDACK SODA
assorted flavors $5.99 case +Dep.
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ALWAYS ON HAND

Many recruits unqualified

for state police training
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A lawyer for state

troopers who.se police class was hit by il

Iness in its first week said yesterday that

fitness tests showed many of the recruits

were unqualified for the demanding
training.

"At lea.st half of those tested did not meet

state police requirements," said Timothy

M. Burke, an attorney for the State Police

Association of Massachusetts.

Burke said he studied the physical fitness

test scores of Agawam Academy recruits

who entered the 14 week classes beginning

Sept. 19. At least 16 recruits from the class

of 50 were hospitalized with dehydration

and exhaustion by the end of the first week

of class.

The cadets were recruits from municipal

police forces throughout Western
Massachusetts and were required by state

law to attend the academy so they would

be uniformly trained.

Burke acknowledged that state police re-

quirements are more stringent than those

for municipal police forces. He declined to

specify the state police physical re-

quirements. "I can't give you that in 25

words or less," he said.

He said the cadets' test results were

released to himjby the state Department
of Public Safety and the Criminal Justice

Training Council, which runs the academy,

in response to a freedom of information re-

quest. He declined to give details on the

results, citing the cadets' confidentiality

privileges.

Aides to Gary Egan, director of the

Criminal Justice Training Council, refer-

red all questions on the council's physical

tests and requirements to the state Depart-

ment of Public Safety. Spokesmen at the

department did not return two telephone

calls.

Also Thursday, the Union-News of

Springfield reported that records from the

Agawam Fire Department showed at least

nine cadets from the academy's 1 1 previous

classes were taken by ambulance to area
hospitals. The classes average 50 cadets.

former cadets have said.

And the speaker of the Massachusetts
House appointed 1 1 lawmakers to a special

investigative panel, giving them until Dec.

31 to report back on training practices at

the Agawam police academy.

The order filed yesterday by House
Speaker George Keverian, D-Everett, said

the panel's investigation would look into

training methods at regional an municipal

police schools "with special emphasis on

the facilities and qualifications of instruc-

tors at the Criminal Justice Training

Center" in Agawam.
Keverian said the investigation would

not cover the same ground as a probe by

the state attorney general's office into the

cause of the illnesses.

A third group set up to investigate the

academy's training practices, this one by

Gov. Michael Dukakis, met for the first

time yesterday behind closed doors.

John Callahan, a former district attorney

who heads the panel, said after the meeting

that "there were some things panel

members needed to get off their chests" in

private. He denied the closed meeting was

in violation of the states' open meeting law.

Like the legislative panel, the governor's

panel has been charged wi^^valuating
the academy's training stfuidards and

recommending improvements rather than

looking mto the cause of the illnesses.

Among it 15 members are several doctors,

police chiefs and legislators.

Callahan said the committee divided in-

to sub-panels to explore various matters

and agreed to meet again in two weeks.

A recruit who collapsed the first day of

class at the Agawam academy, Sept. 19.

emerged from his coma to listen to the

American League baseball championship

series on the radio, his family said

yesterday.

Pittsfield Mayor Anne Everest Wo-
jtkowski said the family told her Timothy
Shepard, 25, of Pittsfield also winked at his

wife Wednesday and responded to ques

tions by nodding his head.
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Special Olympics begin
qualifying meet tomorrow
The Olympics may have ended in Seoul,

but don't tell that to some people in

Florence.

A Special Olympics soccer qualifying

tournament is scheduled for 10 a.m. tomor-

row at the John F. Kennedy Middle School

in Florence.

The Hampshire County Special Olympics
is scheduled to host 16 teams that will com-
pete in the Western Massachusetts Soccer
Qualifying Tournament.

"Let me win, but if I cannot win let me
be brave at the attempt," said George
Perry, manager of the Special Olympics
Greater Hampshire area, when he cited the

nation-wide motto that is recited before

every event.

"There is a tremendous sense of ac-

complishment, said Cathy Sherrill,

volunteer spokeswoman, about how the

olympians feel when they complete events
she described as "really uplifting."

The Special Olympics was designed to

give people who are mentally retarded an
opportunity for self-development.

"Everybody is a winner," Perry said, ad-

ding that the athletes are able to learn new
skills, express their courage, and ex-

perience a joy they get from participating

as part of a group.

Perry said anyone who knows athletes

who can participate in this area should

notify him.

For more information about becoming a

volunteer, call George Perry at 584-0256.

- SANDY SABA

Position Available

The Collegian is accepting applications for the position of associate news editor.

Anyone interested in applying should contact Rick Santos in the newroom, located

in room 113 of the Campus Center.

The applicaton deadline is noon today.

The job entails writing on daily basis and helping the news editor perform other

duties. The job requies a great time commitment. Experience is necessary.

Choose Excellence . . .

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER iN NEW ENGLAND

^

—

The Massachusetts Daily-
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TRAINING WORKSHOP
MON., OCT. 10

Campus Center 911

at 3 p.m.

at least one training workshop

is required for staff status

Come write for The Collegian

113 Campus Center/Ask for Sylvia

Center
continued from page 1

for re-entry women students, is slated for

termination in December to meet budget
cuts. But Wallace said that if Del Valle

goes from WAGES to the counseling pro-

gram, WAGES will immediately be
jeopardized.

"If I move Mercedes to counseling,

(WAGES) will immediately become va-

cant " Wall«r>p said.

"It's a very complex situation," said

Deguevera. "We are taking every possi-

ble step to prevent from having the

counseling program completely un-

covered."

If Del Valle declines the position, the

search for a new coordinator will take at

least two months, Deguevera said.

"It needs to be a professional who is tak-

ing care of counselees. We need a

therapist — we can't put just anybody in

the position," she said.

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE RESTAURANT :ic|

f^
ADVOCATEBEST

OF THE

VALLEY

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley PoH

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pd was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a week'No MSQ
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE d

Premier Showcasa Nightclub
Closed Monday A Tuesday

MMl
18. 19. 20 Year Otdt Welcomel

ub|ect to additional charge

Across from Min Farms
Mall, Route 9. Hadley

S86-4463

1

FrI. 7th

NRBQ m
Fius THE RAY MASON BAND ^¥ ><

Sat. 8th

The Cult Brothers
"Blue Oyster Cult" Featuring all their hits

("Don't Fear The Reaper" and "Godzilla")

.

Sun. 9th

"Heaven"
featuring their M.T.V. Hit Knocking on Heavens Door

Also the MANIAX

Upcoming concerts

Oct 15th New Man
5 to S Happy hour with Cliff Meyers

Oct 22; Max Creek "Dead Show"
Oct 27th Molly Hatchet

Oct 30th Blushing Brides

Sundays
NEW ENGLAND^

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
served 9am- 1pm

D Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

D Homemade streusel

coffee cake

n Fresh squeezed juices [1 Eggs Benedict - The

best iti the Valley D Griddle cakes

D Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a few of

the special items on

ournew metiu."

SvTVlU)!. <Hir full

im-nii II : ^Onm-'^'pm

University Drive

Amherst I J 549-5861

itMiiOS
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Sunday Night Double Feature at

8:30: Delirious & Beverly Mills Cop
(Free Popcorn)

Best Burger in the Valley
Drink of the Week

SAUZA MARGARITAS $1.75
COMMEMORATIVO MARGARITAS $2.00

Beer of the Month
BECKS $1.75
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CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10-9 • SUN 10-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE 5 - EAST WINDSOR. CONN.
1131 CAMPBELL AVE.. WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184, GROTON.CONN.
(OPP. GROTON MOTOR INN)

SALE
ENDS
OCT
13TH

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HADLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12-5 • MON-SAT 10-9

CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS, MASS.

SATURDAY 10-9 • SUNDAY 12-6 • MON-FR1 10-9

VISA

ouc•^/Bt

BAMBOO RAKES
• IN STOCK •

OVER 2000
TOASTMASTER

24 Inches
X $^99 $49930'!:«i'i« ELECTRIC

^^rRAKES 538«
HEATERS
FANTASTIC SELECTION

HOME AND GARDEN CART
Handles like a baby carriage

PERFORMS LIKE A TANK!

So perfectly balanced moves

i300 pounds with the touch of

a finger' Holds more than

30 gallons of liquids.

Value

$9995
NOW

"Kin

m. CHRISTMAS NEEDLEWORK KITS

25% OFF OUR ALREADY LOW
EVERYDAY PRICES

• Counted Cross Stitch

• Plastic Canvas Ornaments
• Counted Thread Beading

• Candle Wicking • Pom Poms
• Soft Sculpture and more

• For Instance:

s

VvS

PRINT

PRISCILLA
CURTAINS
63"x84"

LENGTHS
If Perfect
Catalog Value

1 1 \

Their Our Reg
f^

$096 $149 o
W

Wall Hangings • Ornaments • Sachets
All Kits Make Great Presents as Crafts or Finished Projects.

HERRINGBONE

KITCHEN

TOWELS
WITH COLORED
STRIP
LESHNER
LINT FREE

OUR
REG

U\

89t

LADIESWEAR SAVE 50%™72%
JORDACHE
Jeans & Skirts
Value

$35
NOW

PLUS SIZE

Sportswear
Value

'"

$25
NOW

FLEECE

SKIRTS
Value

M5
NOW I

MATTRESS SET!

2*1^m FOR

WESTERN
STYLE

LEATHER
BOOTS

v*iu« MOO

h •SMOOTH TOP -INN
- YY &Y> t TWIN SET

liMil-i «9*

ERSPRING
FULL SET|

<118

UEEN SE'

ROOM SIZE CARPET BUY OUT
BECAUSE WE BUY TRAILERLOADS WE CAN OFFER ROOM SIZE CARPETS
AT 50% TO 70% OFF NORMAL PRICES.
MOST AT BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES.
BEAUTIFUL CARPETS FROM ONE OF THi

I

LARGEST CARPET MAKERS.

OVER 1000 IN STOCK'
THESE ARE BETTER GRADES OF
RESIDENTIAL CARPETING

GENERAC S4000
PORUBIE GENERATOR

• IHKlH.Wu.l Willi

,M» I 4ri->ll Mdii VVrfll.,

•? 1?0V J

I 240V OuHelS

I i&l Puce

I
-8 HP B<iy9-.ft

/ I et iMn^el)

"•^ •PuHucliveCrat

SAVE

oQt?
^797 *299

»158

<m BEDROOM CLOSEQliTl
mv^

HERE'S JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
9'x12'

I
Val M80 w
12'x10"Nj

|Val>199 w

12'x15" N

Val *300 w
12'x16" N

Van319 w

$11999

$12999

SUMMER FURNITURE CLEARANCE

FLOOR SAMPLES
50% OFF OUR PRICES

fWS^ 00
)x\r«

PENDLETON OAK COLLECTION
• 175 60* Drawer Double Dressers
• 81 Door & Drawer Chests ,

'

or a pair of Nightstands

'.T Values »1 75 to «250

YOUR
CHOICE
NOW

\
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BOARD OF EDITORS
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JIM CLARK WCHARP eONNANO

ftJCK SANTOS

JAf«Nt WAWOR MARtA $A£CH(ni

The opinions on this page are those of the individual w/nier or canoomst and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Notes from the Campus Center basement

Some new sources of news
and some sub-station blues
There are far too many good reasons to

watch television this fall. No reasonable

professor could object to a couple hours wat-

ching an important event of vast political

importance (ie. the Olympics) or an in-

teresting, if meaningless, symbolic strug-

gle (ie. the debates). Of course, some of us

are taking seriously the contest for the soul

of the nation, and are watching each step

carefully. I predict the Sox in six.

Nancy Klingencr

Speaking of Sox, any student who was
here two years ago remembers a special
agony, completely different from the
Buckner Ball. We remember the anger and
violence that followed the World Series,
that put UMass in the spotlight for racial
tension. That racial tension was real, and
still exists, and if the Sox are in it again,
a lot of people will be watching this cam
pus. Perhaps we could show that we are
students, good students — and we learned
something. The heaviest burden will be on
the Department of Public Safety, which is

kind of sad. Yes, here we must depend on
the police to enforce civil conduct. I think
we can do better.

* * *

Along with the Collegian, assorted alter-

native publications and ad inserts, the Stu-

dent Union newspaper row has another of-

fering this week, the Massachusetts Free

Press. For a first-time student publication,

the University Democrat-affiliated paper

looks good, with few typos and an exclusive

story by noted Amherst College historian

Henry Steele Commager.
One problem the Free Press shares with

the Collegian is a noticeable dearth of

female bylines and names on the editorial

board. On the Free Press masthead, one
woman is listed. At the Collegian, there are

no women on the executive board and three

of 10 on the board of editors. The stories

are there to be written, and the women are

at the University to write them. I hope
female journalists are not put ofT by the

current unbalanced ratio; I would bet both

papers welcome any voice willing to speak

up.

Haven't seen a Minuteman yet this year.

Could it be there's trouble in right-

wingdom? Rumors are flying around this

newsroom that the Minuteman's season

premiere features an expose of the Col-

legian, with "former staff member tells

all." Horrors. Just remember, conservative

supporters of the free market, we are the

top money-making RSO on campus,
without help from the administration or

public taxes (or political foundations, for

that matter).
* * *

A new police "sub-station" in

Washington Tower, Southwest, has
generated a lot of protest from Southwest
residents. Okay, it's not nice to have a

police station in your dorm. BUT, take it

from someone who picks up the police log

everyday, the vast majority of incidents re-

quiring police action are in Southwest. This

isn't the students' fault — for one thing, it's

the biggest residential area on campus, and
for another, whoever designed 22-8tory

towers for college students was thinking

about packing them in, not living condi-

tions. Washington does seem to be unfair-

ly singled out, though — why not put the

police in a more neutral location, like a din-

ing commons?
The UMass cops are not out to get

Southwest residents or anyone else. They
probably took these jobs because they like

this school — and they've taken more abuse
than anyone ever should, anywhere. If

students (not just residents of Southwest)
don't cross the line, they won't have any
problems with the police. It's true the ad
ministration in general is tougher about
alcohol rules now. It's also true, and always
has been, that ifyou are halfway cool about
your drinking, and not destructive or ob-

noxious, you'll have no problem with the
police.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist

Some advice for Mike and George^

Letters to George and Mike
Dear George:
I saw the debate Wednesday. Frankly, every fear I had

ofyour vice-presidential choice came true. Dan Quayle?
Why, George? When there were so many others so much
more qualified, why did you choose Dan Quayle?
The man was laughed at Wednesday, George.

David R. Mark

He was laughed at for proposing he had an en-

vironmental record, which he doesn't. He was shamed
by Lloyd Bentsen when he tried, unsuccessfully, to com-
pare himself to John Kennedy.
He looked like he couldn't remember his script.

He looked like he was going slow to use up time,

because he wasn't able to use his time more construc-

tively to respond to questions.

Bentsen didn't even take advantage of Quayle confus-

ing our federal deficit with our being a debtor nation.

I guess the problem I had while I watched Quayle
Wednesday was that, though he wasn't his normal
hyperactive, silly little self, he still came across as un-

vice-presidential. His answers were so metered, and his

responses so scripted, that I find it hard to believe he

has any brains under those pretty-boy looks.

At least when Bentsen spoke, probably from the same
script, he came across as knowledgeable, understanding,

and occasionally, fatherly. I guess he shares that quali-

ty with Ronald Reagan — I felt comfortable with him
as the choice of the Duke, despite their differences of

opinion.

In contrast, Quayle didn't appear comfortable with the

information he presented, and didn't seem to want to

stray from a very narrow set of facts.

And then there was that yarn he tried to spin about
the common sense his grandmother taught him.

I hate to say it, but Quayle hpd such a hard time get-

ting through the story, I have a hard time believing it

was actually his. Then the suggestion by Quayle that
the theme of the story "Ifyou try your best, you can get
anything acconiplished," was solely a Republican virtue
— is ridiculous.

It's getting harder ; nd harder for me to seriously con-

sider voting for the vo of you.
* * *

ere on Wednesday. Your campaign
he polls just yet. But ifyou don't

11 ,1 hammer Bush harder, you're

Dear Mike:

You got a break t

is not going to eras'

get on your horse

destined to lose.

Bentsen came aero s in good shape during the debate.

You have to use t'.at to your benefit. Stress the impor-
tance of Bentsen, . man who could very easily be the
president, competed to "Danny" who is best suited for

mowing the Whitt House lawn.

And where is the commercial, ala Hubert Humphrey,
that has people laughing at the notion of "President

Quayle?" Put some guys in a bar, guzzling a few
brewskies, trying not to wet their pants as Dan Quayle
fumbles through his speech.

All the elements are there to put you in the White
House. Your opponent is always capable of sticking his

foot in his mouth, and his vice-presidential candidate is

trying to take his foot out. Now do something!
David R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass community and five-college area. Submissions may
be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass,

Amherst, MA 01003. All submissions must be typed and
double-spaced. All letters and columns become the property

of the Collegian. Any questions? Ask David or Pam.

Duke a better deal
Kudos to Collegian columnist Peter Leon and his ac-

count of last Sunday's presidential candidate debate (The
debate: more than a mudfight, Sept. 29). Leon was right
on the mark with comments about Republican candidate
George Bush and his failure to label Democratic candidate
Mike Dukakis as a "Massachusetts liberal" or as
unpatriotic.

Clearly, Dukakis projected himself as the competent
candidate. Although perhaps not in JFK's league in deal-

ing with the press, he established himself during the

debate with a quiet confidence that spells leadership. He
looked Presidential.

In contrast, Bush came across as a favorite uncle. A lit-

tle clumsy, a bit of a stumblebum, but a nice guy overall.

Bush didn't say much of substance, but then he wasn't
trying to debate issues, rather he was attempting to paint

Dukakis as a far out leflist.

Bush has suddenly had to separate himself from Reagan
and take on issues by himself. Granted, its not all his fault.

After all, he has been Reagan's yes-man for the last eight

years.

The knock on Dukakis is that he has no personality. A
minor and superficial point in politics. If our president

was elected because of personality, then Bill Cosby or

Michael J. Fox should run. What Dukakis does have is

proven leadership in government. Dukakis's technocratic

efficiency is clearly preferable to Bush's folksy

incompetence.

Regardless of the outcome in the upcoming election, the

Democratic party is the party of the future. If Bush hap-

pens to capture the White House in November, it will turn

out to be a blessing in disguise. The Republican term with
Bush as President will be a Hobbesian nightmare;
"solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short." The 1992 elec-

tion will thus be a landslide victory for the Democratic
party.

Dukakis will lead the United States into a bright future.

Bush will continue the Reagan legacy; the White House
lights will be on, but nobody will be home.

Hugh W. CampbeU
MiUers FaUs

Nuclear reactors definitely do more harm than good for the planet
Regarding Melissa Dobosz's editorial,

(""More good than harm comes form

nuclear power," Oct. 3), I must say I agree

with several of her assertions, particular-

ly that energy issues are not a priority and

that consumption of fossil fuels must be

minimized in order to halt the greenhouse

effect.

I believe Ms. Dodosz is misinformed if she

believes nuclear power is an "obvious"

alternative. She seems concerned with en-

viornmental protection; that she is a pro-

ponent of nuclear power surprises me.

Uranium, plutonium, and tritium (the

primary waste products generated by

nuclear reactors) are radioactive, highly

unstable elements which, in microscopic

amounts, promote the growth of cancer

cells in human beings. They have half-lives

of between 35,000 and 85,000 years; "half-

life" refers to the amount of time it takes

for these elements to decompose by half

(emitting radioactive contaminants all the

while). They can be easily converted at

special plants into weapon-grade materials

to manufacture nuclear bombs.

The Department of Energy, established

by President Carter to oversee the conser-

vation of natural resources and develop-

ment of alternative technologies, was

changed under the Reagan Administration

into an organization which oversees the

manufacture of nuclear weapons.

There is no way to generate nuclear

power that doesn't produce radioactive

waste. There is no way to dispose of it

safely.

The U.S. government is currently ex-

amining sites for a giant nuclear-waste

repository. These sites are located in the

Texas Panhandle (some of the richest farm
soil in our country), a desert in Nevada
(where water tables are already poisoned

by underground testing of nuclear

weapons), and Northern California (on the

San Andreas fault.)

I agree with Ms. Dobosz. The United
States' dependence on foreign sources of oil

is unsound. The "obvious" solution seems
to me to redesign existing structures to

utilize hydro-electric and solar power, both
of which are relatively inexpensive (or free)

and completely safe, inexaustable sources
of energy. Those who say this would be
"impractical" will soon find themselves
wishing they'd had more foresight and
patience.

Margaret K. Aloi
Amherst
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Crystal and King sparSe in ^Memories of Me'
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Corresj>ondent

Somewhere along the line, Hollywood

seems to have developed the questionable

notion that the average American
filmgoer's LQ. changes with inverse pro-

portion to the number of leaves on the

trees. Full and green means Rambo and

Roman nximerals. Bald and brown begets

brains. Welcome to fall.

THE
SCREENING ROOM

Memories ofMe is a nicely acted father-

and-son drama starring Billy Crystal and

Alan King. It was thoughtfully directed by

Henry ("The Fonz") Winkler, an alumnus

of the increasingly prolific "Happy
Days"/"Laverne & Shirley" School for the

Performing Arts (which also gave us Pen-

ny "Big" Marshall and Ron "Willow"

Howard).

The story revolves around the non-

relationship between heart-surgeon

Crystal and his father (Alan King), who is

employed as a full-time film extra. After

suffering a stress-related stroke and a jar-

ring flashback vision of his father. Crystal

flies to Hollywood in a valiant effort to

resolve the issues between them. Father

and son's quality time is, unfortunately,

limited in quantity, and for reasons far

more grave than King's varied and time

consuming portrayals of vengeful lobsters

and garden vegetables (in the fictional film,

SurfA Turf). He is, in fact, fatally ill, and

the copy cenier

220 No. Pl«atant St.

253-2543

FREE INSTALL
OCTOBER 8th THRU 15th ONLY

BLAUPUNKT
San Diago SOR2B

M|Knanitir>
• OBC PlL Tufting Sytivm
• .ocAi/Oifiant S«»tlc^
• Automatic L(KiC'>«3*Conlou'
• F'ont 10 n««r F«tf«f Contro)
• Batanc* »nO Ton* COAtro<
• UfvlilTM Uountmg CoAcapi

«219

Discover
Blaupunkttoday. i^^J'f^^

259Blaupunkt
D«nv«r SQR26

• Auio rw**** casa*tt(>

ffC«1V*f
• 0**C tuning »v»i«»T-

• *»• (guippM
• MP Ta<M n«ad
• ONW no<W rattud'Of

$

J
259

PANASONIC CO-SS06
AM/FM STIRtO CAkSTTTt
INCLUDES
PANASONIC (AB'tlt tKAKCIH

'Appi>«> to latio' only lo' ridic and one pv o' tpvikers iiu'cniMO ftom CutioT
C»r Sounc Not goofl 0" pr»viOu» Durch»i«S Do»* nol include •«li» mounling kits '

needed So'inimoto" slot* only

CUSTOM
CAR/0

SOUND

ttMt ot1«r 9oed onty at

141-A DAMON RD.
NORTHAMPTON

Macintosh TM

0^-^

^^><^
\*
^
<^'

«i
<^kO

it®

\^*

Hurry down before Oct. 1 1 to beat the price increase!

See the Macintosh Computers on the Concourse

Thursday, October 6

Friday, October 7

lO am - 4 pm

Located in the Campus Center

Crystal must break free of his own reluc-

tance and hostility to be at last a true son

to his neglectful, but repentent, father.

It is a refreshing subject. Only one other

film comes to mind (though, no doubt, there

are more) with a similar theme.Not/im^ in

Common, with Tom Hanks and Jackie

Gleason, also dealt with the long-overdue

resolution of conflicts between a father and

his adult son. (1 confess I didn't see that

one, so I can't come up with any insightful

comparisons.)

Anyway, see it. It's a good movie. It's not

perfect. For one thing, it's utterly predic-

table. It's also less than subtle. Alan King
gives an outstanding performace, at times

heau-tbreaking.

Billy Crystal plays well against him (and

there is even a certain resemblance bet-

ween the two, if you squint). Memories of

Me starts Friday at the Mountain Farms
Cinema.

Briefly: I attended the opening weekend
of the Museum of the Moving image in

Queens, New York, a few weeks ago. If

you're in the area, I would recommend
dropping by, but it's certainly not worth

making a special trip (it's part of Astoria's

Kaufman Studios, if that rings a bell). The
most notable ptut of that experience was
a rare showing of an original 35mm
Technicolor print of The Wizard of Oz.

(Trivia: In what scene does the Tin Man
hold a gun?)

Also, Warner Brothers has released, at

long last, for mass consumption, two new
Daffy Duck animated shorts. Both "The
Duxorcist" and "Night of the Living Duck"

are incorporated into the new compilation

film, Daffy's Quackbusters.

Collegian photo by Chrii Hoaford

Bim Skala Bim rocked L'Oasis last weekend. Catch Happy Campers
tonight.

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

WE 00 NOT USE MSG. FOOD COLORING OR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES

• NEWLY REMODELED
• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN DISHES
• HOME STYLE COOKING
• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• OPEN ' DAYS

. RESFRVATlONS AND LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED
• NO PERSONAL CHECKS

m 253-2813
62 MAIN RTREET AMHERST. MA.

ClNtMfl

Who
Framed
Roger
Rabbit
2 Showings
7 & 9 p.m.
Senior Citizens &

Children $2.00. Adults $3.50

• Saturday clothes •

197 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Ray Charles wows a Fine Arts Center crowd
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Ray Charles played for a group of intimate friends last

night — about 2500 of them in a sold out Concert Hall

show at the Fine Arts Center.

Feet flailing and bouncing on his piano bench, the

58-year old father of jazz and blues presented the "Ray
Charles Show '88," complete with five Raelettes and a

17-man orchestra to an adoring audience who left him
with a standing ovation.

"Now just stop 'til I find the mike," Charles told his

band as he sat down to the small black piano at the front

of the stage to begin the show. "You have to bear with

these things you know."
Bear with him they did as Charles played a set of soul,

blues and jazz including the legendary "Georgia On My

Mind" and "I Can't Stop Loving You."

It was hard to tell who was having the most fun during

a rocking jazz version of "Some Enchanted Evening" and

"You Don't Know," as Charles slid across his seat and

kicked his feet almost up to ti.e piano's keyboard.

Charles slowed the pace a bit and said "I'm going to in-

vite a bit of femininity up here," and introduced the

Raelettes.

The five women clad in gold dresses danced and sang

Supreme-style to such old disco classics "Knock On Wood"
and "I Want Your Love" and added a gospel touch to

Charles' other hits.

Charles wailed, whispered and humored his crowd from

beginning to end and when he told the audience "I just

thought whatever I said, I'd like you to say it too. Now
don't be bashful . . . ain't nobody here but us. Now repeat

after me" — they were all his.

Following the short lesson in scale exercises, Charles

stood up waving and smiling and bid his cheering friends

goodnight. And true to his reputable humility, Charles

refused an encore.

The man who has been an international musical and

humanitarian star since the early 60s proved he still has

what it took to gain 10 Grammys, several gold records,

a star on the Hall of Fame and the 1976 label "Man of

the Year."

Opening the "Ray Charles Show '88" was special guest

Leroy Jenkins and his band Sting.

The world-renowned violinist, composer and arranger

led his five man, one woman band in a set of avant g£u-de,

free form jazz numbers. The New York musician has been

a member of the historical Association for the Advance-

ment of Creative Musicians before founding the Revolu-

tionary Ensemble in 1970.

OFFICIAL SHOE OF THE CENTER
FOR METEORITE RESEARCH.

When greeting interplanetary life forms, the

following rules of etiquette apply: 1) If it's glowing,

don't touch iL 2) Wait until heavy smoke di.ssipates

to begin conversation. 3) Never, ever approach the

outer rim without first lacing up a pair of Reebok

Rugged Walkers.

Stylish, yet comfortable, the Rugged Walker is

the perfect footwear in which to greet strange visitors

from outer space. Even your Uncle Ted and Aunt

Louise. And they come in sizes to fit both men and

ladies. So you and a loved one can probe fallen

asteroids together.

So the next time you're examining possible

UFOs. or just watching science fiction on cable

channel D, try on a pair of Rugged Walkers.

Your center of gravity will never be the same.

Reebok
REEBOKS LET U.B.U.
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A look at galleries around the valley
By KATHERINE T.LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Here's a special column dedicated to

listing the art galleries on campus. Since

I don't know about all of the galleries off

campus, and information about these

galleries is pretty scarce anyway, let's con-

tent ourselves to what we have here. Note:

not all of the galleries on campus could be

contacted for information. If any galleries

want to send information for this column,

send it to me at 113 Campus Center. On
we go.

ArtReps, 90 Conz Street, Northampton
(585-5134). This is an exception in the fact

that it's off-campus and that it isn't a

gallery. It's an agency which helps artists

in press releases, visiting galleries and
other details. They've been helping artists

show their works in such venues as Zone
Art Center in Springfield and Sotheby's in

New York. In fact, ArtReps is helping an
artist with a show at the Albion Bookstore

in Noho. More information next week.
Hampden Art Gallery. Hampden Stu-

dent Center, Southwest Residential Area
(545-2803 or 545-2804). An art gallery in

a dining commons? It could only be the

Hampden Art Gallery. According to Tania
Robiro, spokesjperson for the Residential

Arts Program, this venue, which is divid-

ed into a section for paintings, sculpture,

etc. and a section for performance art,

presents works from artists from the

University, New England and New York.

Emerging artists are also featured, Robiro

said. The gallery is open Monday-Friday,
3-7 p.m. and Sunday 2-5 p.m.

Student Union Art Gallery, Box 19,

University of Massachusetts (545-0792). If

you thought that the University Gallery

was the oldest art gallery on campus,
you're wrong. The Student Union Art

Gallery has been active since 1957 and is

run by students for students (for the most
part the art that is shown there is done by
students). The hours are Monday-Friday,
11 a.m. -4 p.m.

University Gallery, Fine Arts Center
(545-3670).

Opened in 1975, the University Gallery
shows its regular collection of 20th century

American works on paper, as well as show-

ing special shows with contemporary art.

The University Gallery is also responsible

for the public sculpture in such unusual
areas on campus as the Campus Pond and
the stairs to the Fine Arts Center (that's

right, they're the ones who put the "burnt
french fry"there). The Gallery is open
Tuesday-Friday, 11:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. and
Saturday-Sunday, 2-5 p.m.

Wheeler Gallery, Wheeler Residence

Hall (545-0422).

First, a gallery in a dining commons. Now,
a gallery in a dorm? Yes, that's Wheeler
Gallery. Its purpose is to provide the

average student, who's not involved with

UMass' arts program, with the visual arts

community. Wheeler only shows two types

of exhibits: work relating to a specific event

in the conrununity, or work by a student ar-

tist. These restrictions help the average
student make contact with the arts

community.
Well, that's it for the list. See you next

week.

Hear Know live at Sheehan's this Saturday night when the Malarians

play with Childhood.

Open For Lunch at 1 1 a.m.
Fri., Sat. & Sun.

Hour*
Mon thru Tbur*

4t30 • ItOO
fri A Sat

1 1 am • 2:30 am
11 am- ItOO am

Under New Ownership! 25

TEL.

256-8911

I

only
$5.99

"IS

You Get a
12 inch 1 Item

Pizza

expiras 12/30/S8

You Get a
large one
item Pizza

•xpire* 12/30/M

I

I

You Get 2 12 Inch
Cheese Pizzas

add topping only
$.50 per
Pizza

expIrM 12/30/88

I

I

You Get 2
Large Cheese

only Pizzas
$13.00

add topping only
$1.00 per Item

per Pizza

•xpIrM 12/30/88

o
p
e

F
o
r

I

u
n
c
h

^'••»
I $2.00 on a veggie

you get ail this:

1. Green Peppers
2. Onions
3. Iffushrooms
4. Black Olives
5. Extra Cheese

Fri.,

Sat.

Sun.

Op«n For Lunch at 11am Frl., Sat. & Sun.

rifk'k-kii-k-kirit'k-kifkititirit'kit'k'kif'kitit'kii-kitifkifk-k'kirititifkiiifit

I
DUKAKIS I

1
OK

I

1 BUSH? ^

Some of our customers support

Dukakis—some suppon Bush—and we
support our customers with as wide an

assortment of beer, wine & liquors as

} you will find in the area. If you haven't j

shopped C&C, you haven't lived!

*

•*••••••
4-

4-

4-

-> Ail Priow In Store Oisli OvOy

-

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Awlivrst
Nbst to Tawa Hatt

FORFREEDEUVEnVCF
*20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAK4PUS)

Dial
253-3091

ENJOY
SUNDAY
BRUNCH

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
All You Can Eat

$g99

GEKING VIARDEN
AMANDARIN C SZECMUAH HESTAUHAWT

586-1202 jfek^lB^Sa&LgSf'y

The Collegian

needs reporters

Come on down to 113

Campus Center

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH SUITCASE
CARLING BLACK LABELS
UTICA CLUB
SCHMIDTS 16 oz. BAR BOTTLES
FALSTAFF 12 02. CANS
ROLLING ROCK
HEINEKEN

8.99

6.99

7.99

8.99

7.99

10.99

15.99

Al-V.

i

mm

t

^ALL CALENDAR

TUESDAY OCTOBER 1 1 . 8 PM
Poet

MicfiadPettit
Cardinal Rjints

L'niwrsifv a\ [enna Pnrss

TUESDAY OCTOBER 25 8 PM

Robert Ba^^
Ikxiv Blows

UniMfrHiv i>/ MO'tUiliiurrts Pnrss

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 15 8 PM
Fbct and tLssansi

Laura Cttester
In tlu- Zone

Sl<ult SpunnwPrru

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 1 . 8 PM
Ficoon VVnter

EtinorLipman
Into Lla'c and Out A^in
Wu\htny;fr»« V|uurT Prrs\

> NofAMapm MrcfpnMM
t Ml p«f wtlfa Nippon Irnm

of die Ccmrr Itw dw \n\ m

SAM ADAMS 12 oz. BOTTLES 18.99 CS

ONES, FOURS, SIXS, TWELVES
CARLING 40 oz. 1 pk.

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 4 pk.

JACK DANIELS COOLERS 4 pk.

HARP 6 pk.

PORTLAND LAGER 6 pk
(Invented by a UMass Grad)

HARPOON ALE 6 pk.

RED STRIPE 6 pk.

ROLLING ROCK 12 pk.

BUD LIGHT 12 pk.

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75 I

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75 I

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 I

ABSOLUT VODKA 750 ml
CAPT. MORGAN RUM 750 ml

8.99

8.99

10.99

10.99

6.99

LIBERTY SCHOOL SAUVIGNON BLANC 4.99
CABERNET 4.99

Celebrate Fan...SatfirdaY October 8
in store tasting

New England Wines...Nashoba Valley...Mass
...Cemiglia...Vermont

MV| NtH 1 \tl>M t lilt MINN tU.>Ot^S •rf tM>OH \l n I KOM XRiK \n Till \\1)«1I1

-THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE—

FOUR SEASONS
Located on Route 9. HadltY Jatt Beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 am • 1 1 pm

584-8174

^^^.^ ^^m

TAKE A BITE OUT OF THE BIG APPLE!
ByFlying WestoverAirior the BigApple Breakaway

Daily non-stop round trip flights between Westover Metropolitan Airport in

Chicopee, MA to New York City's LaGuardia.

To introduce the Westover Air Service to the SiUdents of the Five College Area, all students

pay the regular one-way student fare of $59 and Westover Air will fly you back FREE of

charge. ^^^
Tickets must be purchased in advance and are non-refundable.

Offer Good Until October 17th. ^^^

Westover to LaGuardia

LV
771 7:15 AM
792 9:1SAM
713* 11:15 AM
734 3:15 PM
755 5:15 PM
788* 8:15 PM

*Off-AMk Fare Rates

All

MO AM Mon. - Frf.

10A)AMMon.Sat.
12O0 AM 7 day*
4O0 PM Mon. - Frt.

6:00 PM 7 days
MO PM Sun. • Fri.

LaGSuordla to Westover

DIrectlorts To the WestoverMetropolitan Termiruil Building: Onlya short 30minute

drive from Amherst. Take Rte. 11 6 South and turn left on Rte. 33. Take a left at the

2nd WestoverAirForce Base rotary on to WestoverRoad, then right on toPadgette

Street to the Westover Air Terminal Building.

Or take Interstate 91 South to the Mass Pike. Take the Mass. Pike East to Exit 5 Chicopee,

turn left on Rte 33. then right at the first rotary to Westover Road, and then right on Padgette

Street to the Westover Air Terminal Building.

njoHTNa LV All

888 8:30 AM 9.15 AM Mon. - FH.

815 10:15 AM 11A) AM Mon. Sat.
824* 12:15 PM 1A)PM7days
843 4:56 PM 5:40PM Mon. Frt.

882 8:15 PM 7:00 PM 7 days
891* 9:15 PM 10:00 PM Sun. • FH.

-Off-F^ak Far* Rates

For reservations contact your travel agent or call Westover Air Collect 1-593-9955.
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Artie answers all
Trouble with classes? Lovelife in a shambles? Homesick?

Ready to slaughter your best friend? Before you make any

rash decisions, why not consider asking Artie?

Ask Artie is the Collegian's new weekly advice column.

An open forum for reader's problems, questions, worries,

and concerns. Ask Artie welcomes letters from the Univer-

sity community, as well as anywhere else in the Pioneer

Valley.

Artie, the Collegian's resident shrink, sex therapist,

marriage counselor, academic advisor, and all around good

guy, is an expert in social ills of all kinds. He's here to

help. All letters should be signed with first name or pen

name, and must include writer's town of residence. Send

all letters to: Ask Artie. Arts/Living Dept. Daily Col-

legian, 113 Campus Center. University of Massachusetts,

01003. Or drop letters off m the Arts/Living mail box in

the Collegian newsroom.

P.S. Want to write for Arts/Living? Come on down to the

Collegian newsroom any day and talk to Jenn, Cosmo,

Kathv, or Derek. Editors' hours are posted on the wall.

Former Kingston Trio member John Stewart plays the Iron Horse tonight. Collaborations with

the likes of Nancy Griffith and 16 solo albums to his name has made Stewart one of America's

leading songwriters. Two shows 7 and 10 p.m.

leOVAC CRANE
ORIENTAC ¥00V MARKET
THAI, CHINESE, JAPANESE, INDIAN GOODS

Sauces and spices • Fresh noodles -Fresh fruits ar)d

Vegetables -Pastrtes •Frozen, canned, dned foods
troren and dned fish -Cook BooKs -Woks. Rice

Cockers & Implen^ents Dishes and Giftware Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders direct from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

MO Co»*g« St.. R1« 9, Amh»r»« 253-5658 Son-Frl. 1(V8; StU 9^

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Earn up to $6.05 per hovr

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to col-

lect data on a variety ot research topics Absolutely

rK5 selling involved Hours are (rom 5-10 pm Sunday
through Friday, and Saturday from 12 noon to 5 pm
Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours) Start at $5 00 per hour with

paid training Move up to $5 25 after 200 hours and

$5 50 after 400 hours Saturday and Sunday earn

I0°o extra We re <n the Mountain Farms Man which

IS a stop on the tree bus ime Can between i p m
and 10pm 586-8635

ABT ASSOCIATES INC.

TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER
Mountain Farms Mall Rl 9, Hadiey MA 01035
Af f (1...1 0[i[i< >'*..''

*v Employe'

JOU.OU ^,„,,..»-« C«.-"' TangJefS

.f^>' Ca/,
>joO^ Devon "'f/e/^

Ser

«"ss Togs

""« Klein Woolrich^ ^s»
super biop )

Route V Hadiey

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Where dark cosmic forces

meet the lighter side of life.

CHINESE KITCHEN

le
].M. DeMatteis

Shawn McManus
Mark McKenna

An ongoing monthly series in

DCs New Format. Beginning in October.

AVAILABLE AT. SAnE BAT CHANNEL

Hampshire Mall

Hadlev. nA

,-\ll \our (avoriie comics! All back issues'

bdseball cards Posters and Cainc^

.*\aqazine Imports

It TV DC Co«»><» inc t -gtt

llatllcyOORiiNMiSt.. IJ^-iyi t Northampton- nO Mng St.. 906-ftJ2I

HELP VANTED: Part time and full time

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Poods Natural Flavors

Complete Vegetarian Menu
Extensive Wine List

Bewitching Biryanis

Enticing Curries

Lunch
Tues-Sat 11 30 a m -2 30p m

Sunday 12 00-3 00 p m
Dinner

Tues Thurs A Sun
500pm -9 30pm

Fri a Sal 5 00pm 10 30 p m

"Indian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Service"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave,
Northampton. MA Burlington. VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

YOU AKB SI^UffUINb
OU\/BR' Hm I
FAILBPWmVCL
IN YOUAN/
f^emcr FOK

Early settlers of Beverly Hills

There's a training workHhop scheduled for Monday,

Ckt. 10, (U 3 p. m. in CC 91 1 If}"" u'°nt to become staff,

you must attend at least one training workshop.

By the way, anyone interested in getting some more

tipn on reporting and writing may want to attend the

Collegian's workshop with Ralph Whitehead, Jr. It's

scheduled for Tuesday, Oct. 11, at 8 p.m. in CC 906.

The workshop (which we assure you'll love) count$

toward staff status.

Hope to see vou at both workshops'

BHHBBBBBHHBIiBHHBBaBagSSBBBHHlBBaBBBai

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Vatican figure

S UndergarmenI
9 -Lee
13 FomK>«« SIrail

island

14 I Pagliaod"

role

16 Nol care —
17 Social services

employee
19 Hoofing

material

20 Government
ol a son

21 Each
23 Walesa ol

Poland

24 Sneer

25 Ranny --

28 Stray lorn

31 Tenartl ^

concern

32 Small bottle

33 Rosary bead
34 Up
35 Apple centers

36 Qodunov.
lor arm

37 Caiwl ender

36 Indlvlalble

Mibeiance

5 Biackel

6 Cooilerous

tree

7 Black

S Symbol ot

easiness

9 Accept

10 Lawyers
hoMads

1

1

Soapstone
12 Blunl sword
IS Seers

18 Singer Robert

ol The Most
Happy Fata

22 Byron
24 Moved

sideways

25 Journalist

Joseph
26 Lariat

27 Name m
ra*oad lore

28 HKtmg spot lor

Rolonlus

29 Nautical cry

30 Succinct

32 Short story

35 Idea

36 Slandered
38 Notable

Golda
39 Hurl

41 Sci li

creature

42 Actress

Lombard
44 Ilea

45 — For All

Seasons'
46 Ptebiscile

47 Rorschach
picture

48 Storm ol

Hollywood
49 Confucian

truth

52 April initials

53 Down

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZU:

nnnn nninn
nnnnp nnnn nnn
nnnn nnnnn nnnn
nnnn nnnn n

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

mm Ntim SOCIAL j^^/^
PIReCTOR. IS PUTTIN6
QUITaAPTNAm fTMILPLY,

I BH. 5KJPPBR. ?
JOHNSON
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a/nwMiBWtjiBSPORe^BRy
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107HB.P0- imooo
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I Deep.

3»look
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obMgetion
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43 Orange loHower
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J
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44 Tough
45 ~ sanMi ^1
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47 Queens, lor one ^^^^^1H" IP ^~^^1
51 Bed Imen Hem

W »-W IT H

54 -ockx* ir-

scholar I jT

P
n

55 FoUtlora tigute

56 Author-director
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IT

I
IT

L
IP

57 Grouse house
58 Eye aflkctioh

" IP IP

59 Car mishap ^^^V' i
IP
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1
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4 Lorgnette
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

GET My PVJRSt. PLEASt?

1 NEED M CMCUL»VTOR.

IM Hcrr (50INS
TOTlPldU/.^

/

Menu
Lunch

clam roil

lacos

Dinner

bbq spareribs

vegetable chow mein

egg roll

Basics taach

clam roll

vegetable tacos

Basics Dinner

creamed vegetable

croquettes

egg roll

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Weather
Tedar: Mostly sunny & cool, high near 50.

Teo^: Partly cloudy & cold, frost, lows in the iqaper

20s
TooMTTOW: Cloudy & continued cold, highs in the upper

40s.

WCU-WHBT t>0

V6U -THiMtc:

TODAY'S STAFF
Hlglit Editor David R Mark

Copy Editor Thomas Rodrigues

Layottt Technician Lisa M Dionne

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Prodactlon Sapcrrisor Lisa M Dionne

Prodactlon: Ferris, Michael, Miguel. Peter. Jenny,

Kim. and Pwee will proceed Ware-ily.

Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin

CArr\PuS CBfdTc^
rrirWS *>oo^. U^ftSS:

^owA^T... WkOr ... A Sf c*

KTHANc yo^.tZ.fi.-'b^LP'

)

>

—

<S0OD L<^1>^ TH£3£ flRfW'T

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
BdHor la Ckl«r

Rick Sasson

llMaftaf EdHor

Robert Ciappc&cIU

BaslMSt Manafsr

David R. Mark
BdUoHat Bdltof

Marc Ififlcld

PrftdtKttoa Manafar

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert Ciappenelll

Bustasss Managtr

Daniel Mttnroe

Piaaacs Ifaaagsr

Todd Fruhbcis

Ctrcalatloa Manager

Barbra Hindin
Btfvarllslag Maaagar

Dcbra Botzenhart

Advartlsiag Maaagtr

Mary HaYgaas
Maaafer
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women s soccer

continued from page 16

The l)air that he is referring to includes Margarite

Poteau and Kristin Janowsky. Rudy also liked the looks

of center/forward Britten Arico, who he says is very

skillful and works well under pressure, and stopper Kim

Prutting, who is a member of the National Team pool.

In addition, the Huskies have a very solid midfield, ac-

cording to Rudy.

"They're an explosive team. They can really strike it

when they're in open shooting position. These girls can

hit, " Rudv said.

Despite the fact that this will be the biggest game of

the year so far for UMass, Rudy believes his team will

be up for it.
. • . l

i like our chances. It will be a good game, and it s the

New England match-up. " Rudy said. "But this is our

test."

Sidelines: Seniors Beth Roundtree and Cathy Cassady

and sophomore Sue Gaudette are all nursing injuries,

but could be available for action tomorrow ... For the

first time in a week, UMass will be playing on more than

a days rest. "I'm going through withdrawal from not

playing," Rudy joked.

field hockey
cuntinued from page 16

Catanzaro, a sophomore, is a first team Mid Atlantic

Regional AU-American who has scored 11 goals and two

assists. Seniors Deb Minzola (3, 2) and Maria Dorando (2,

4) have also provided added spark to the Temple attack.

Defensively, the Owls are anchored by sophomore

goaltender Jill Marple, who has appeared in all nine

games for Temple. She has recorded 90 saves and has

allowed 14 goals.

"She's a very aggressive goaltender, she comes way

out," Hixon said.

For UMass, senior goalie Cindy Cox should get the call.

Cox has appeared in all 10 of the Minutewomen's games.

She has allowed just two goals and stopped 47 shots and

also leads the A-10 in goalkeeping with her 0.20 goals

against average.

The change of scenery from Philadelphia, PA to West

Chester, PA will be a big one for UMass. Sunday's game

should be played at a much slower pace.

"We'll be on AstroTurf against Temple and then back

to grass against West Chester," Hixon said. "That will

be difficult."

The Golden Rams, were 4 5 before yesterday's game

with Princeton.

West Chester does not have an explosive goal scorer.

Senior midfielder Audrey Asslerbach leads the team with

two goals and three assists. She is followed by senior for-

ward Lori Criswell, who has netted three goals and dish-

ed out one assist.

Shelley Stevens handles the goaltending duties for the

Golden Rams. In nine games, Stevens has made 103 saves

and has given up 14 goals.

"They started off dismally in their first eight games,"

Hixon said. "I look at West Chester very similarly to the

way we were last year, getting going. They're playing pro-

gressively stronger teams and they're getting progressive-

ly better scores."

But right now, next to Old Dominion University and

the University of North Carolina, the Minutewomen have

to be considered the hottest team in the country.

One overtime goal in the ODU game is what separates

them from being undefeated.

Led by senior Tonia Kennedy's 10 goals and one assist,

junior Kathy DeAngeli8(6. 3), and the play off the bench

of sophomore Elise McDevitt (5, 0), UMass will look to ex-,

tend its two-game winning streak this weekend.

men 's soccer downs Stags, ready for U.R.I.

Tom McClung Trio

Tonight 6:00-9:00 pm

Saturday

COME WATCH THE
RED SOX ON OUR
BIG SCREEN TV
(Most TV's In Town)

Brew of the month
Catamount $1.75

New! Sam Adams Drafts

90C Drafts :

253-2663 Off the Commons
(formerly Plumbley's)

continued from page 16

Freshman fullback Dan Lawrence wandered into foreign

territory to pick up the final goal of the contest (and his

first of the season) 5:32 into in the second half. Skiba

started the ball directly at the left post on a long distance

free kick, where it found its way through the defense of

the Stags and onto the left foot of Lawrence, who

redirected the ball across the goal line.

With the game in hand (and the temperature dropping

through the little glass bulb at the bottom of the ther-

mometer) Gettler seized the opportunity to warm up some

fresh legs. The Minutemen have played four games in the

last six days, including a grueling 3-2 win at Brown in

Monday's rain.

"They (starters) got four goals while they were on. . .it

gave us a real chance to play the other guys," said Get-

tler. "It was nice to get a little bit of a rest."

Two weeks ago, UMass hit the highway for an impor-

tant three game swing fresh off a 4-0 win over St. Joseph's,

"firing on all cylinders," in the words of head coach Jeff

Gettler. UMass then broke down on the road, limping

home with with three consecutive losses under the hood.

The Minutemen now find themselves back to the future,

heading into the Ocean State for Sunday's date with

Rhode Island (0-1-1 in the A-10 East) with plenty of

momentum, and even more incentive. The Minutemen

will be looking to improve on their 11 record within the

division. Both squads trail undefeated Temple (20).

"Rhode Island is the biggest," said Gettler. "We must

win.

Columbus Day

BASEBALL

CARD SHOW
Oct 10. 1988

152 Federal St.. Greenfield

Next to B B Treasures Store

9 to 4

(1) 88 Red Sox S«rf Book

to b< gtvtn away

"iMi'T i.ri/' 'ii '<f

tO^oftlKCAMiPU^
LOUNGE

-y.->

^
f

T.G.l.F.

"Come See
What Happens'

fREF
Horn d'Oeuvrr*

4-6 PM

PC CLONES

L PRINTERS

TULl ll ffja^ SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

Sales • Service • Rental

R. SDFTUJf^RE
Sottww* • CompuMn • AccnxHm

PMpoutfi Sho|i«lng Ma* • 241 King Sirxci

Nodhan^iHin. MA OtOO

586-3210
M 1 W ft F 10 B

Ihurs lot • Sat 10 5

Em;oi/ tfw spectacular

view from fhe

]]th floor

Wide variety of alcoholic

avd uou-alcoholic /— ^^^^

beverages X> Mumhies
Monday-Vrida}^

Mon-Frt: 11:30 •m-12:30 am \ 4:00-6.00 pttl

Sat A Sun: 5 pm-12:30 am

INDIAN i PAKISTANI GROCERIES ,,

Enjoy New Homemade

!

Curry Dinners Tonight >

Tanaoon Chicken $3.80 '

Carrot Mutva «2.«S

Aloe Malar Currv »3.00

MixeO Vegetable PuiaoKM
Pakoris tl.7S

Chicken Biryani $3.70

A 100 Bondas tl.SO

Ready 10 h«»l and tcfve at hoi««

OP€N 7 DAYS A WEEK
9a.iii 6 pm

\]
479We«tSireet Rte 116 A

t

South Amherst 1
Kcton lti« »1T»«I Item tht Dwry M»rt T

Tel.: 253-2432 J• • »#

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-701

8

Frankly my dear, you can wait
JB's can't.

TIPS ON
REPORTING
AND WRITING

Erica: stop looking at me like that and put me down

now! Can't you see it's JB's I want and not you? At this

very moment, I have a hot roast beef sandwich and fries

waiting for me which I refuse to make wait any longer.

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TILL 2 AM

(If this is you, take this ad to JB's for a free hot roast beef sandwich)

Tues. Oct. 1

1

• by •
Ralph Whitehead Jr.

Campus Center 905

• 8:00pm •
Workshop counts toward

staff status

Come write for the Collegian

Friday, October 7, 1988

M Red Sox
continued from page lb

Clemens and Davis made the two highest-scoring teams
in the AL look feeble through five innings, each allowing
only one hit.

The Red Sox broke through for two unearned runs in

the sixth, aided by Dave Henderson's error, but Canseco
and Mark McGwire helped Oakland rally for a 3-2 lead
in the seventh.

Henderson, the former Boston playoff hero who singled

home the winning run in Game 1 on Wednesday, led off

the sixth with a single. Canseco, who homered in Game
1, then sent a 0-2 fastball high into leftfield screen to tie

it 2-2. It was Canseco's third c£ireer homer among seven
hits in 24 at-bats against Clemens

COLLEGIAN 15

Game 2 Summary
The best-of-seven American League playoff series con-

tinues tomorrow night in Game 3 at the Oakland Col-
iseum. Oakland leads the series, 2-0 after yesterday's 4-3

victory R HE
Oakland 000 000 301 - 4 10 1

Boston 000 002 100 - 3 4

W- Nelson (1-0)

L Smith (0-1)

S- Eckersley (2)

HR Canseco (2), Gedman (1)

football
continued from page 16

of its offense, led by senior quarterback Dave Palazzi.

Palazzi, who is ranked 10th in the nation (lAA) in pass

ing efficiency at 135.9 and total offense at 274.75 yards
per game, has become a true pilot for the Minutemen.
He has completed 59 of 1 11 attempts for 890 yards, 8

touchdowns and 4 interceptions.

The overall strength ofUMass offense was tested when
neither starting fullback David Mitchell nor backup Jim
Pastorick played the second half because of iixjuries.

"There are two ways to approach an iiyury," Reid said.

"You can sulk and feel 8<MTy for yourself or you can treat

the injury as an opportunity for another man whose been
busting his gut."

Both Mitchell and Pastorick are listed as probable for

tomorrow's game. And Reid said offensive tackle Mike

volleyball

AP Photo

Roger Clemens prepares to throw some heat
last night against the Oakland A's. The Red Sox
bats, however, weren't as hot, as the Sox fell 4-3.

Barrette, an All-Conference selection last year, should se*-

his first action of the season tomorrow.

Despite injuries, UMass is third in the nation < lAA) in

scoring offense at 37.8 points per game.

Rhode Island has struggled, but certainly hasn't been

the doormat some people expected after last year's 110
campaign.

The Rams come in at 2-3 overall and 1-2 in the Yankee

Conference. They are led by sophomore quarterback Steve

Monaco (60-of-119, 750 yards, 3 touchdowns and 6

interceptions).

Reid feels their streniTth lies on defense.

"There has been a two-year absence of Rhode Island's

defense, but they've got skill m the secondary and the No.

2 defense in the conference (319.8 yards per game)," Reid

said.

And that's not the kind of talent anyone can take lightly.

continued from page 16

with Roae.

In that year Penn State was ranked the No. 1 team in

the E^ast. and went to the nationals for the first time in

the schools' history.

Since then Penn State has dominated the conference and

become one of the most respected programs in the region.

"They have great players and, to me, Penn State

represents what a volleyball program should be. I have

a lot of respect for their coaches and their program," Ford

said.

Sports Notices
The University of Massachusetts intramural office has

announced that entries for volleyball are due next

Wednesday.
Ice hockey entries will be due as soon as possible. Play

will begin Oct. 17.

Officials are needed for ice hockey. Anyone interested

should inquire at the intramural office at 215 Boyden.

Also, there is still time to enter the cross country race.

The race will be held next Wednesday, weather

permitting.

'~'I\1A
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BEN VAUGHN COMBO
Sat , Oct 8

THE MALARIANS
W^op«ning «ct CHILDHOOD,
wmnwt <y 1967 WBCN Rutnbl*

Sun Oct 9

WILDCAT O HALLORAN

rfvOT mew to*M
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PARIS
ROMe
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739

CARACAS
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HONGKONG
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ACnVTTlES'AUOO
AUTO FOR SAl£ •CALOXATORS

B<TERTAt«»«NT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE •FOU^D
HBi» WANTED •LOST

CLASSIFIED
•itft)>"'iif^

WSTRUCTON • MOTORCVLCIES
PERSONALS • ROE WANTED
ROBS NBDED »{ERVC8

ROOMATE WAMH) • TRAVa
WANTH)»SU8LCT

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) • DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20«/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

VOLLVSAU, BASKETiAiX ANO bwl-

minton gamas tponaorad l>y Intamational

Student* A**ociation avary FrNlay at 6pni

in Boydan Qym Evaryona i« walcofne

7S CAOtLLAC luxury packaoa runa graat.

m* tires S45(VB O 5a4-S7S7 nnwrrune MOTOncyCL£S

SAVE MONEY ON OIL. Jom ttia PWnaar
Valley Ol Coop Coma to Oft Campus
Housing. 428 Sludanl Union 545.0665

ARE YOU INCO««PlfTE? Is your lite miss
ing something'' Then juggle, you NINNY
Today. 3-6 Nice tjypood Icky ec 174-76

BICYCLE CLUB FOLIAGE TOUR
Everyone welcoma Rally m Ironi o< Sludenl

Union at 10am Ullonday Oct 10 Moderate
pace rural roads

•1 TOYOTA COROLLA mint condition.

tow-mKaage. AM/FM cas* . air. Sspd
256-0969 aveninga

CHILO CARC NEEDED

THREE MORNMOS'A WEEk~tor boys

ages 3 and 1 $4.50/tH>ur Near Laveralt

center. 10 rnin lor UMASS Child Ed ma-

lor would be Ideal Call 2Sfr«ieo or

546-9645 AvailaWa immadutaly

ENTERTAINMENT

QUALITY NEtW RUNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futont.
booKcaaas. tables and more Hameltn Fur-

niture 1 SiKKt St Northhampton 586-7970
Bin or Damn Wa dalivar

HELP WANTED

COUNTER CLERK NEEDED to iMXt in the

Ciassfied Oap« of the CoHaMn Hours
needed to m Monday 9 OO-l 1 30 Tueaday
8 30-11 00, T»»jrsday8 30-1l OOandFnday
8 30-1 1 00 and 1 1 30-2 00 Fill out applica-

tion at Room 113 Campus Center

1»a3 KAWASAKI KZ5S0 LTD Helmet

cover sftMW SaSO Joe 549-7423. Evamngs

PBtSONALS

RICHIE EVEN THOUGH YOU choae to

watch tfie Redsox game instead of havmg
lurKh with me I still love you I nope you
enjoyed ttw game FM

ANYONE FOR LOVE? CaN tonight, Play

the game live on tl>e air< WMUA Dating

Game 545-2876. 545^M91 Wmpnzesand
dates

H%k miOAV NIOHT VIDEO
MOONSTRUCK 7 00pm Front Lounge of

Newman Center Free

BACKYARD ROCK ANO ROLL Nv« music

in ttM Sylvan Trod 1 QOS 00pm Sat Oct 8

laalunng the Many/Joe Crasti abnd Itw

Whiplash/Over the Edge tfw last free out-

door concert until next April

ERNCA FONBERQ

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part in dissec

tion if Its againsi you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

ATTENTKW BANDS

SOUTHWESTS ANNUAL BATTLE OF
THE BANDS applcations afs avaiaWe out

side the SWAG office in the Hampden Stu-

dent Camar Tape* due 10-14-68

Auom

CAR STEREO HARMON KARDON Top ol

the line brand new m txi« incredible deal

Call Chris B 549-4600 exi 292

AUTO FOR SALE

THE UTTLEST ONE! Hows your face?'

You turn 19 on the 9lh and 21 on ft»e 16th-

how do you ligure' Have a blast with tt>e

six-pacK ot Hobart Lane I'm seeerious"'

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RAOt-A-OISC^TERTAINMENT. Disc

jockeys ar>d large screen video dances
Dorms/organizations 256-8526

FOR RENT

GREENKACE FART TIME JOBS^aKl n-

lemships Work to preserve our earth The
daatrudion of our envirooment s rwt an ac-

ceptaWa industry practic* Work to stop

Nuclear We^jon tasting and aava an-

dangarad specie* Select your o«m days to

work M-Sn 2p<r>-10pm Call 256-1439 for

more info

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer yr round

Europe. S Amer , Australia. Asia Ail field*

$900 - $1200 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write UC PO Box 52 MAOt Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

DELIVERY PERSONS WANTED, need
your own car, good $, 256-1616

ELDERLY MAN, physically fit but

disoriented needs cor>genial companion
Lor>gmeadow MA Some dnving recuired

Flexible hours but must be available Sat

& Sun $7/hour Call 567-7736

FROGE RENTALS ca» R4P 253-9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

RED SOX TJOKETV^Garne 6 vs~Oaiaand

Call Glenn 549-7928

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES Experienced

and nov)ce Will tram Amherst Youth

Hockey Association Inlormalion Davtd

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

KLUBKAVE

TO JOE ON HIS 22nd Birtttday Bubbles
and cram lor you tonight Lova "El Toro"

HAFFY EARLY B-DAY FAME! (Pig, PV
gia, paigelel, porker) Let's make V«a a oraat

frday weekend, no matter what O K> Love
Lizzie

NANCY HAPTY 29rri Tha 22nd yMT «M
long but you made it You mean ao much
mors to m* than ihaaa lew worda can say-

I love you'" Forever yours. Greg

• MONTNSI Stial we
renew aur oontract? Love A

USAMORACE-OhmyHoganrsyourbir-
ttfday Today you can be stupid al you
want Try to have a great weekend daapiM

you know what Wiffi warmest fiahas. ME

TO CUFFS OLDER BROTHER -Think

you SO much Us better tfian any white rose

Have a good weeker>d

HAPF7 BIRTHOAY'^kRISTEN COMO. '

'

Have a great day' Thanks lor al your sup-

port Love Brandywina

HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY
LAURA LITWINETZ
We aH love you'

smoerely.

THE PINK CONDOM CLUB'

HEY UGLY! (Oh, wa mean Huguetterwe
hear It's your birthday, the bra 2i

' Happy
birttKlay' We tove you' Your Soccer Bud-

dies Amy and Ugly | Lurch)

ANNETTE. FELK::iOADES en tu SOay
PasaK> candenie te gueremos Colonial

111

OK EUZAaCTM LET'S TALK 2564809
-Charlie

HEATHER C. Here's the personal yot/vii

been waiting for Haoprf t9lh birttiday

Mike

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED 10 Share a
one bedroom Ckffsade apt w/an aaav gomg
senior If interested pi*a» s cal Mh at

866-«5S0

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to Share
southoooa 'ownhouse apt Female
nonamokmg cal 256-0264

SCRVKXS

NO TYPBIO AS USUAL highaal quaHy typ-

ing' Cal Barry, 548-9436 Reliable'

Sorry we torgot'

Happy birthifay'

Love MOSUSAN t LAURIE

I4APPV ANNIVtmAWY AMY * 8CO"ftl
unaMng you the baM iNia>* CtwfMna.
(PS. Heaven taMd four two

"

• aanwadl)

ACCURATE
word procaseor lIlMh

Carolyn 253-5667
>3??%c!

NO TYPMQ AS USUAL. highMt quaMy
typmg' CaN Barry. 584-9436 RetoaUa*

HAPPY BIRTHOAV AMY NELLiSIIHave
an aweaoma weekend' Sorry I won't be
hare tor it Love ya. Ctmatma

BRIAN AUSTIN HAPPY BIRTHDAVI Oat
psyched for a wikl weekend of studying' I

k>ve you' Jul

ANNETTE- Ml amor la deseo un teliz

cunyleanoa, Tu area la persona que hacia

falla en mi nda y aaparo nunca mas tener

que aleiamoa Te amo y deseo siempre

estar a tu lado Tu nene. JMR

LEARN SPANISH M GUATEMALA. One
on one fme hours dafly. (amiy Innnq.

aeminars, f<eM tnps. gain 16 credits CKt
Box 11264 Milwaukee, Wl 53211
(414)372-5570

ABLE TYPIST, basic edittng, competitrve

rates decent location 253-5202

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND^ Montreal from

$39 November 11-13 Cal 549-1949

WANTED

1*80 VW RABBIT, Great condition $950
549-2741
S3 CHEVROLET CELEBRITY 90K VG,

reliable clean, AM/FM, aulomatic

$2800/B O 586-3645

501 BOSE SPEAKERS bought new
2-weeks ago serious inquiries only

$500/B Ask for John at 546-4747

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and
lighting system tor many occasions-

Klubkave DJ Services 546-6518

NISSAN STANZA '82 82K miles, 5 spd

A/C am/lm. excelleni cond Call 256-6241

RENAULT LECAR lor parts $2008 O Call

Brano 545-4762 or 253-9237

81 AMCOOOO TRANSPORTATION must

sell $500 B O Call John 549 3592

83 AMC SPIRIT Perfect condSion must sell

$3000 or BO Chris 367 2138

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500 includes lull facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO caasalle deck

$100 can Laura al 6-8021

FOUND

FOUND A OENM JACKET by the F A C
Call 549-3674 Joe

KUNO FU CLASSES

SHAOUN TEMPLE STYLE start Oct 6 Tue
& Thurs 6 30 m North Amherst Sctwol All

ages welcome Develops coordination, flex-

ibility, self confidence Call 256^24 after

1 00 for inf

LOST

BURGANOY CANT FRAMES m black

leather case Lost approx 9/l9 $26 reward

if returned Call Duke • 253-9032

I REALLY UKE TK2UONOO. It kwks ex-

cellent I want to learn more'

Happy 21*1 Lytas

Beat friends akways.

Love WEEN

QUERIDA AURORA.
Ml novia tiene secreto*

que no comparte conrmgo
La amo muctio' Que debo hacer^

JCS-

JOE CRASH ANO THE Whiplash {former.
Iv the Movers) smash into Sylvan Area this

Saturday at 2 00pm outdoors Shake, rat-

tle, and roM

COLLEGE WEEKEND IN Montreal from
$39 November 11-13 CaN 549-1949

COLLEGE WEB(ENO November 11^

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM Jan to Sept on
2 bdrm Apt on Mam St Prefer grad

students or Prof people Call 2S6-8040

HAVEN T FOUND THE RKiHT soronty tor

you'' Come to Tn Sig Open Rush Oct.
17.18,19 Try Sigma

LUMBUS,
•

HfcefcEfnJ

THE MQHEST REWARD for a

person's 104 w not what ttiey get for ii, but

what may become by it Baal of luck tomor-

row Love MJO

WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO WORCHESTER Cen-
trum Oct 16 for Robert Plant wiH pay ex-
penses Help' Call Kns 6-9724 or Marisa
6-9727

ROOMMATE WANTED

OLDER STUDENT TO TAKE OVER room
in house m quiet neighbortKxM Available
Nov 1 256-0677
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Red Sox unable to stop Oakland again
BOSTON (AP)- Rookie Walt Weiss, the

ninth-place hitter in a lineup of sluggers,

singled home the tie-breaking run in the

ninth inning Isist night as the Oakland

Athletics beat the Boston Red Sox 4-3 for

a commanding 2-0 lead in the American

League playoffs.

The Athletics headed home, where they

swept all six games from Boston this seaison

and have won 14 of the last 15. Game 3 i^

tomorrow night with Oakland's Bob Welch
facing Mike Boddicker.

Jose Canseco, who led the majors with 42

home runs and 124 RBI, homered for the

second straight game and Mark McGwire
hit an RBI single in the seventh for a 3-2

lead before Rich Gedman's home run in the

bottom half of the inning tied it.

But while Oakland's Bash Brothers

brought the Athletics back against Roger

Clemens, it was the bottom part of the

order that won it. Ron Hassey singled with

one out against Red Sox relief ace Lee

Smith and took third on Tony Phillips' two

out single. That brought up Weiss, a .389

hitter against Boston this year, and he

escaped a 0-2 hole against the fast-balling

Smith and lined a single just in front of div-

ing center fielder Ellis Burks.

Dennis Eckersley, who led the majors

with 45 saves, got his second save of the

series. Gene Nelson went one inning for the

victory while Smith, who got out of a first-

and-third jam in the eighth by retiring

Canseco and Dave Parker on fly balls, took

the loss. continued on page 15

Minutemen
down Stags

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team
rolled over the Stags of Fairfield University 4-0, yester-

day afternoon on Upper Boyden Field.

The Minutemen, 7-4. will now head into Sunday's all-

important Atlantic 10 showdown at Rhode Island with

a healthy squad, scorching offense, and a four-game win-

ning streak.

UMass scored three times in the first 25 minutes of

this contest, and controlled play throughout. Two
minutes and 12 seconds ticked off the clock before

sophomore Carl Hanks jump-started the Minutemen out

to a 10 lead, scoring on the first shot of the game. Hanks,

who has scored four times in the last three games since

suffering through an early season drought, took a long

feed from midfielder Mike Mugavero and chipped the

ball over oncoming Fairfield goalkeeper James Kallio.

Steve Cesnek scored his first of two goals on the after-

noon at the 7:09 mark. Cesnek, who ranks among the

league (and New England) scoring leaders with nine

goals in 11 games, squeezed off a shot amid three Fair-

field defenders after receiving the ball from Thomas
Skiba 20 feet in front of the right goal post.

With fellow forward Louis Hollmeyer sidelined do to

tendonitis recently, Hanks and Cesnek have caught fire.

"Together, they're playing real well as a team of two,"

praised Gettler. "That's what I really like
"

Cesnek tallied his second goal of the afternoon and

ninth of the season with 22:42 left to play in the half,

breaking in all alone against Kallio to give the

Minutemen a 3-0 lead. As the Fairfield goalkeeper at-

tempted to break up Cesnek with a slide tackle, the

speedy junior dribbled around him, then steered the ball

into a vacant net.

continued on page 14

SPORTS

Minutemen hit the Rhode
Looking for fourth victory
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

There have been years in the past when a game against

the University of Rhode Island might mean a breather

for the University of Massachusetts football team.

Maybe not an automatic win, but a situation where less

effort might produce a victory.

That certainly won't be the case when the Minutemen
take the field against the Rhode Island tomorrow at 1:30

p.m in Kingston.

An improved Ram team, combined with the harsh lesson

UMass learned last year about taking people lightly, has

ruled that out.

"Last year after the Maine game [in which UMass was

the favorite but lost 31-141, 1 read comments in the paper

from our players saying they had taken Maine lightly and

that bothered me a lot," UMass head coach Jim Reid said.

"But the leadership on this team is a real plus People

like Bill Buttler, Joe Cullen, and Garrick Amos are not

going to let it happen again."

That attitude has helped the Minutemen jump out to

a 3-1 record and a tie with Villanova for first place in the

Yankee Conference.

""You're only as good as your last game," Reid said.

"We're still not where we want to be as a team yet. But
we're getting better."

Although the offense has been powerful in each win this

season, the overall team looked its best recently, in the

second half of Saturday's win over Boston University.

In that half, the offense scored 24 points, which was
nothing new, considering it has scored 44 or more points

three times.

But the defense, which had been porous in the first three

games, shut the "Terriers down in almost every phase of

the game while holding them scoreless. According to Reid,

the defense tipped 18 passes against B.U.

"I talk to the different units of the team every Thurs-

day night," Reid said. "And last Thursday, some guys just

seemed embarrassed. But I felt it was about to eclipse in-

to something."

CoUeiian photo by Andrvw Kl«t

UMass' Jerome Bledsoe (22) is third in the na-

tion in Division 1-AA in punt returning with a

23.0 average.

The defense looked on Saturday more like what people

had expected since the beginning.

"The defense looked good and that chamges every aspect

of the game," Reid said. "When we were up by three and
it was 4th-and-3 from the B.U. 19, 1 felt our defense could

shut them down, so we went for it, and suddenly we're

up by 10. 1 think that was the key series in the game and
we couldn't have done it without the defense."

And the Minutemen wouldn't be 3-1 without the play

continued on page 15

Volleyball set for Penn State, St. Bonaventure
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team hasn't

reached the plateau of its schedule, it's reached Mt.
Olympus.
The Minutewomen will face an opponent that has never

lost an Atlantic 10 match, Penn State University, which
is 27-0 in conference play with five consecutive A- 10 titles.

And not making the task any easier, UMass must first

travel to St. Bonaventure University tonight at 7 p.m.

The Penn State game is the one that is marked at the

beginning of the year in big red ink — Biggest Game of

the Year, although UMass coach Carol Ford said all ihe

games left are big.

When UMass battles PSU, it will be facing the team,
that unceremoniously bounced them from last year's A-10

tourney in three games.

Ford, however, is concerned with not overlooking St.

Bonaventure.
"We don't know what they have. I don't know how much

stock we can put in this, but they are leading (the con-

ference) in hitting efficiency, kills per game, and digs per

game. I don't want (UMass) to look over them," she said.

The trip to Olean N.Y. to face the Bonnies will give

UMass a chance to work on some problems it had last Fri-

day with George Washington University.

"For us, we feel like we're starting over again. We are

getting back to basics and passing on tough serves," Ford
said.

After Olean, tomorrow the Minutewomen travel to the

Lady Lions' den.

How many teams can lose last year's Atlantic 10 Player-

of-the-Year and still not miss a beat?

PSU has maintained an all-star type squad that had
been blitkrieging opponents this year. They are current-

ly 13-1, including two conference victories.

"Penn State had a tournament in which they beat Tem-
ple, Rutgers (the two conference teams), and Northeastern

in less than an hour," Ford said.

"(Penn State coach Russ Rose) said no one has been able

to touch their outside hitters this year."

Can you say un-der-dog?

"It would be a big upset (if UMass won) right now. Penn

State doesn't think they are going to lose to anyone," Ford

said.

"I just want to go into this weekend starting where we
left off two weeks ago. Like the Brown match, good in-

tensity, no slow starts.

"The worst thing we could do against Penn State is not

play 110 percent," she said.

Now PSU presents a special matchup for Ford.

In 1981, Ford used to be an assistant coach at Penn State

continued on page 15

Women^s teams look to stay near the top
Soccer heads south to take on UConn • Field hockey travels to battle Temple

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

As if the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team hasn't had a hard

time of it already this season, the team
faces its biggest challenge to date this

weekend.
The Minutewomen will be traveling to

Storrs, CT. to face the University of Con-

necticut tomorrow at 11 a.m. The
Huskies, currently ranked eighth in the

nation, should present the Minutewomen
with their toughest opposition thus far.

"They (UConn) have more dangerous

people than any team we've faced this

season," said UMass coach Jim Rudy.

Then again, the Minutewomen have yet

to meet a team ranked as high as coach

Len Tsantiris' Huskies. It only seems

right that that would be the case.

The Huskies have been reeling a bit of

late. Last weekend, when the team was
ranked fourth, UConn jaunted south to

t???ame8 to Barry University and the
University of Central Florida.

"They lost a pair to the Florida
powerhouses," said Rudy with a bit of

satisfaction. Rudy was the coach of Cen-
tral Florida before coming here this

summer.
Connecticut has bounced back, beating

Brown Wednesday night. Rudy made the

trek to Providence to scout this weekend's
opponent, and came away impressed.

"Their front six, and one of their

defenders, can all come forward and
score," Rudy said. "They have a lot of

speed up front, including two of the fastest

forwards I've seen this year."

continued on page 14

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

For the second time this season, the

University of Massachusetts' field hockey
team will tackle the unenviable task of

playing two road games back to back as

it travels to Temple tomorrow Saturday
and West Chester University on Sunday.
Both games will start at noon.
Last time they played two straight on

the road (Sept. 24 and 25), the
Minutewomen were equal to the task,

pulling off a couple of 4-0 trouncings of

Atlantic 10 Conference rivals, Rutgers
University and the University of Rhode
Island.

"I think we're fit enough to do it,"

UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "I hope to

platoon again like we did. I think the peo-

ple that feel it the most are the mid-

fielders."

The two wins put UMass atop the A-10

East Division with a 2-0 conference

record. First place could be clinched

tomorrow against West Division Temple.

The Owls are 5-3-1 overall and 1-1 in the

A-10. They are coming off a loss to A-10

West leading Penn State on Wednesday.
Right now, UMass is 9-1, ranked No. 1

in New England and No. 3 in the nation

by the NCAA.
"I think against Temple, we should be

able to play a little bit more of a ball con-

trol gsrnie, possession, which is a little less

tiring then playing the big ball that we
have been playing," Hixon said. "They
have a very dangerous center forward in

Jane Catanzaro. She's excellent. So

hopefully we'll contain her a little bit and

control the midfield."
continued on page 14
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Rape story disclosed

by freshman victim

Coll»|(tan photo by Rlrhard Bonanno.

HEADACHE - John Robinson of Northampton makes a turn

yesterday off Route 9 with tire in background appearing to rest on

his car.

By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Susan, who asked that her real name not

be used, had been on campus less than a

month when she was raped by two men she

describes as "really nice guys."

Susan, a University of Massachusetts

freshman, said she met the two men at a

dorm room get together one Friday night

last month. She was invited by a friend she

knew from her home town, she said, and

thought it would be a good chance to see

some old friends and meet some new
people.

She said she asked her roommate and her

roommate's boyfriend to walk her to the

party, so she would not be out alone at

night.

Everything seemed fine when they got to

the residence hall, she said. Susan, her

roommate, and her roommate's boyfriend

were all invited up to the room.

'(The guys] signed all three of us in; it's

not like they were hiding anything; I didn't

think anything of it," Susan said.

The two men told Susan her friend from

home would arrive later. But he never did,

she said.

"We were all just sitting around listen-

ing to music, and drinking," Susan said.

"They were the perfect hosts. It was like

we were all just sitting around with any of

our friends," she said.

"We just went along to walk her there,"

Susan's roommate said. "We told the guys

she had to leave early and asked them if

we should come back and get her."

The two men offered to walk Susan home

if her friend didn't show up.

After her roommate and her roommate's

boyfriend left, things started to change, she

said. "Then everything fell apart," Susan

said.

Susan says both men raped her that

night.

"I think it's really disgusting that they

could both do that together," she said

"They both decided to take full advantage."

"When they were finished being huge

pigs, they helped me get dressed. They but-

toned up my shirt and put my coat on for

me. I thought they'd just push me out the

door, and I'd never see them again," Susan

said.

But the two men did walk Susan back to

her room, she said. "They were really nice,

they walked real slow with me all the way
back up, but they kept saying nothing hap-

pened, right?' And then they tried telling

me they had different names," she said.

"All the way up the hill they kept going,

'yeah, we just sat there, played cards and

listened to Pink Floyd all night, right?.'"

she said.

Susan said she thinks the men thought

she was too drunk to be aware of what was

going on. "I was drunk, but I was not men-

tally out of it," Susan said.

"That's what pisses me off," she said.

"They acted like nothing happened. I know
they knew they had done something wrong,

or they wouldn't have tried changing their

names."
As soon as they reached Susan's door, the

two men fled, she said. "They left before

my roommate could see them again. I real-

ly think they have no idea that I know who
they are."

Susan said she chose not to press charges

because she doesn't think it will do any

good. She did, however, seek advice from

UMass police officer Joanne O'Connor, who
is specially trained to handle sensitive

crimes.

O'Connor said most of the rapes at

UMass are date or acquantaince rapes.

"The people you think you know or can

trust are the ones who will take the most

advantage ofyou," she said, (center) Get-

ting help - Rape Crisis Hotline

Susan's roommate and another friend

said they didn't know what to do to help

Susan that night.

Officer O'Connor suggests women call

the police rape crisis line at 545-2677 (K-

COPS), even if they don't want to press

continued on page 11

Red Sox season over after sweep by A's
Students mourn early exit

• Pennant run thrills fans
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

The Sox suck.

That may be what you're thinking, but come on now;

that's a little harsh.

After all, this is a team that set Boston, New England

and the entire baseball world on its ear with one glorious

burst of Morgan magic.

The Red Sox stumbled and grtmibled their way through

the first half of the season under Mr. Ennui, John

McNamara. Enter Joe Morgan, the Wizard of Walpole,

the hero of the hunch, no longer the other Joe Morgan.

COMMENTARY
The Wiz iryected confidence and a winning attitude into

the Sox and they responded with vengeance.

Sure the A's swept us. But remember, there once were

brooms in Fenway, too, when the Olde Towne Team swept

an 11 game homestand to start the season s second hail

and the 19-1 surge that welcomed Hometown Joe to the

helm. Instant pennant race, just add Morgan.

This sweep was the heart of the incredible 24-game

home winning streak that made summer in New England

meaningful again. And the Fenway Faithful lost it.

Fans running onto the field became commonplace and

one fanatic went so far as to bare his demere at second

base. One nut did a victory jig on the screen behind home

plate. Even the Back Bay rats ran on the field to join the

excitement. Beach balls were everywhere, but never so

prevalent as when a group of enterprising, young bleacher

creatures smuggled in about 50 of the suckers and releas-

continued on page 11

AP photo.

Boston Red Sox right-handed pitcher Mike

Boddicker wipes his head after giving up a home

run to Carney Lansford of the Oakland A's

Saturday.

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff"

Many Boston Red Sox fans at the University of

Massachusetts felt their hearts sink Sunday as they wat-

ched the Oakland Athletics eliminate their team from the

American League Championship Series.

The A's won the American League pennant by defeating

the Sox 4-1.

Some Sox fans grieved the loss of the possibility of tak-

ing on the New York Mets in the World Series, while

others calmly accepted it.

"It was one of the worst things that has ever happened

to me," said Greg Baker, a sophomore sports management

major. "I cried all night."

Baker, who considers himself a hard-core Sox fan, said

he was devastated by the fact that the A's took the pen-

nant in four straight games.

Another Sox fan Jay AUand, said he had a feeling the

team would not make it to another face-off with the Mets.

"The A's are a great team, and the Sox have done pretty

badly the last couple of weeks, so I didn't think they'd

win," he said.

Dave Werpheim, an accounting major, said, "I wasn't

wicked sad, I've dealt with the Red Sox losing for years."

"It's embarrassing," said Gary Pzegeo, a senior finance

major. "They had a good year, but I hate to see them

walked-all-over like that."

Jeff Arsenault, a senior accounting major, said, "They

were simply outclassed by a solid, and potentially great,

Oakland ball club."

Even some Mets fans were disappointed to see the

Boston team lose. Said an accounting major who wanted

to keep his name a secret, "I wish they won so the Mets

could play them and beat them again."
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FBI claims foreign agents study in Boston
Kasofi", director of the International ResearchBOSTON (API - The head of the regional FBI office says

foreign intelligence is interested in Boston's colleges and

universities, in part because of the political leaders who
emerge from Harvard and other schools.

The primary focus of foreign agents in the greater

Boston area is its 1,400 defense firms, but James F.

Ahearn, agentin-charge of the FBI in Boston, said the

agents are also interested in future political leaders.

"There's no question that some foreign students who
come here to study have intelligence training, just as

many diplomats do," Ahearn said.

Ahearn said the FBI estimates that one-third of the

foreign diplomats double as intelligence officers, adding,

"The level among students may not be that high, but some

do have intelligence training."

In the past two years, a handful of foreign nationals in

the Boston area have been expelled through the persona

non grata process, said Ahearn, who declined to discuss

pending cases.

The majority of those expelUHl were from the Soviet

Union or Soviet bloc nations, but none was a student or

a professor.

"We live in an open society," said John Shattuck, Har-

vard vice president for governmental relations. "That

doesn't mean that foreign students aren't picking up bits

T.d pieces of information, but that the costs of policing

the flow of information are much greater than the benefits

because of the nature of our system."

Ahearn said the Soviet bloc countries and more recent

ly the People's Republic of China are the principal focus

of counterintelligence. He said the Boston office since 1983

has doubled its counterintelligence staff.

Five years ago. an East German scientist, Alfred Zehe,

was arrested in Boston on a charge of trying to steal

classifies US defense data. He had come to Boston for an

academic conference.

Prof. Louis Menand at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology said that when he was MIT provost "some
students came forward voluntarily but privately to report

being approached by Iran, Malaysia, Taiwan and other

countries" about obtaining mformation or about domestic

political matters.

"I also became convinced that the education or science

and technolog>' officers at local consulates had .-ipproach

ed MIT students." he told The Boston Globe in a story

published yesterday.

Menand said a corollary problem is that while the

United States cracks down on attempted spying by com-
munist nations, "it tends to let so-called friendly |Jowers

wander about the country doing what they want."

Dr. Alan
Exchange Committee in Princeton, N.J., which reviews

applications by foreign scholars for US study, said it would

be naive to say that none had spy training. But he said

no cases of espionage have been brought to his attention.

"Certainly, you sometimes hear questions about why

foreign scholars are xeroxing everything in the library,'

he said. "But what is to distinguish excessive collection

of information from spying?"

*Younger comrades'
to replace Czechs

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (AP) - Czechoslovak Premier

Lubomir Strougal, who headed the federal government

for more than 18 years, and Slovak Premier Peter Col

otka resigned yesterday, the state news agency CTK
reported.

The announcement was made by Communist Party chief

Milos Jakes at a plenary session of the party's Central

Committee.
He said the resignations were accepted.

Strougal, believed to be the longest-serving premier in

Europe, replaced Oldrich Cernik in January, 1970.

Colotka has served as Slovak premier since May 1969

and as Czechoslovak deputy premier since September

1969.

In his speech to the session, Jakes also announced

changes in the top-ruling Politburo, the party secretariat,

the Central Committee itself and federal Czech and

Slovak governments.

Jakes was quoted as saying the proposed changes, "pro-

ceed from the need for a new deployment of leading cadres

in the interest of mastering the demanding tasks of

economic and social restructuring."

There have long been changes in Czechoslovakia and

James and other officials indicated for some time that

younger people would be promoted to senior positions.

In remarks winding up a two-day session of the Cen-

tral Committee on April 9. Jakes said the leadership

wanted "to elevate younger comrades, and thus create con

ditions for further successful fulfillment of party tasks."

He then also said it was "an important requirement to

ensure that qualified young people are more frequently

proposed" for key economic and other jobs.

At today's meeting, opening a two-day plenary session

on ideology, Jakes also propo.sed that the next party con

gress be moved forward by one year and take place in

1990.
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An unidentified woman crosses a police bar-

ricade Friday during anti-abortion protests in

Atlanta. Police arrested 53 demonstrators at

clinics in the city.
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Court action
to be appealed
Trustee cites six reasons

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

A decision by the Student Judiciary disallowing the
ratification of Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz as Stu-

dent Government Association co-presidents is being ap-

pealed by Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice.

Clerk of Courts Paul Picirrillo has yet to grant Orefice's

appeal because he said he is trying to get another hear-

ing on whether Silkoff and Rabinowitz can hold office as

co-presidents. There is a discrepancy between the Student
Government Association Constitution and its bylaws as

to whether two people can hold the olfice.

Picirrillo said he has not yet been able to get a room
in which to hold the hearing, which would supposedly

clear up the ambiguities in the the rules by either install-

ing the co-presidents-elect or barring them from office. A
decision on this question would apparently make Orefice's

appeal unnecessary.

Orefice is advocate for the SGA Coordinating Commit-
tee, which ratified Silkoff and Rabinowitz as presidents

in a partial capacity during the summer. The Coor-

dinating Committee acts as the full senate during sum-
mer break.

Senator Mary Rita Kropp filed a request for judicial

review of the Coordinating Committee's ratification.

Judicial review is a process by which the actions of a

governmental body are examined to see ifthey are allowed

by the body's constitution.

Kropp called for the review because of a restraining

order issued by the Student Supreme Court May 1 1 that

barred the co-presidents from holding office until a deci-

sion can be made on whether two people can hold the of-

fice of SGA president.

A tribunal of justices ruled Sept. 27 that the six

members of the Coordinating Committee who voted for

ratification were in contempt of court. The five who abs-

tained from voting were given a public censure.

Explaining the ruling, Picirrillo said, "This is a kind

of public slap on the wrist. It says the justices don't think

the members of the committee are upholding the constitu-

tion." He said the ruling consists of no other sanctions.

Orefice is using the contempt of court and censure rul-

ing as one of the reasons for her appeal. She says this

penalty is too harsh. "All those people that abstained from

voting should not be punished," Orefice said.

Picirrillo said, "I can't see how [the contempt of court

and the censure ruling) is too strong. She's used to see-

ing everyone just get away with whatever they're doing.

I didn't write that decision but I stand by it."

Orefice pointed out that the hearing was held on a Sun-

day, which is against state and federal law, as a second

reason for the appeal.

Picirrillo counters that the courts follow the SGA Con-

stitution. "I don't see anywhere in the constitution where

it says no trials on Sundays," Picirrilo said. He added that

the SGA could not be expected to follow every state and

federal law because this would create logjams in the

system.

As a final reason for the appeal, Orefice said, "Judicial

review does not allow for punitive damages." This refers

again to the tribunal's ruling that members of the Coor-

dinating Committee are in contempt ofcourt or censured.

Orefice said members of the committee should not be

punished for abstaining from voting.

Picirrillo said he knew of no rule against punishment

for judicial review.

Orefice has also filed for a mistrial for three reasons.

One, Orefice said two of the justices were not appointed

by their constituencies.

Piccirrillo maintains there are letters on file from the

constituencies appointing the justices. "She never came
by and looked at the letters," Picirrilo said. Orefice said

Picirrillo has not been in his office to show her the letters.

Orefice is also calling for a mistrial because she says

25 signatures are required by the SGA Bylaws for a

judicial review to take place.

Kropp's request did not have 25 signatures, but Picir-

rillo cites a case from several years ago that changed the

bylaws to allow for a judicial review with less than 25 peo-

ple signing the request.

Orefice claims she has asked for the documentation on

the case, and Picirrillo has not produced it.

"The bylaws are outdated in a lot of ways." Picirrillo

said. "I'd have a hard time looking for that individual

case." Picirrillo said he could not get the paperwork on

the case because the file is locked and the key is missing.

As a third reason for the mistrial, Orefice claims she

was not given a copy of the US Bill of Rights. She said

this is required by the US Constitution for all people stan-

ding trial.

Picirrillo said he did not know the facts about this

charge and could not respond to it.

If Picirrillo grants the appeal or the mistrial, Orefice

may try to prove again the Coordinating Committee was

not violating the restraining order of the court by ratify-

ing Silkoff and Rabinowitz.
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WE'RE WATCHING YOU WATCHING - Boston Red Sox Manager Joe Morgan watches
World Series hopes fade Sunday when the Sox were eliminated from further playoff contention.

School plans recycling project
Sorting of bottles and paper by students may cut disposal costs

By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Correspondent

Students at the University of Massachusetts next year

may find themselves separating their trash before they

throw it away as part of a comprehensive recycling plan

scheduled to begin late in 1989.

The Amherst Recycling Committee is planning a pro-

gram for UMASS thrt may be the prototype for large

universities across the country, said Physical Plant senior

architect and Recycling Committee member Marty Smith.

The program will stress education and voluntary par-

ticipation, she said. Recyclable products will be

newspaper, computer and other types of high-quality

paper, and glass, she said.

An experimental program will begin in selected dorms

sometime next month, said Assistant Director of Hous-

ing John Findley. The residence halls being considered

are Butterfield, Knowlton, Brown, Washington, Mackim-
mie, Webster and Greenough, he said.

Students and staff will be asked to dispose of recyclables

in at least one extra bin. The purpose of the program is

to find different systems that will work in different types

of residence halls, Findley said.

Smith said the University's transient population will

present difficulties with education. "Recycling will take

extra effort in our throw-away society. Glass must be

cleaned and newspaper cannot be mixed with colored

advertising inserts," she said.

The Recycling Committee will be hiring a consultant

to analyze data now being compiled by the Physical Plant

and to make policy recommendations, said Grounds and

Custodial Division Chief Al Potter. In the last week of

September sanitation workers began keeping records of

how much solid waste UMass produces every day and
where it comes from, he said.

On Thursday, Sept. 29, 33,580 pounds of trash were
brought to the Amherst landfill at a cost of $56 per ton,

Potter said. That is almost $1,000 per day. The figure does

not include sewage or trash from the Campus Center,
which is serviced by a private contractor.

At least 20 percent of the refuse that goes to the land-

fill annually comes from UMass, said Superintendent of

Public Works Stanley Ziomek.

Department of Public Health professor Gary Moore said

landfills across the country are filling up at a rapid rate,

and they are subject to new federal regulations that

drastically limit their capacity. Among the new re-

quirements are liners that prevent leaking into ground-

water supplies and locations that will not damage the sur-

rounding environment, Moore said.

UMass had its own landfill until the late 1960's located

on the northwest corner of campus, said Potter.

The committee will be looking for ways to reduce con-

sumption of goods that produce trash.

Smith said she would like to see a campus-wide cutback

in the use of styrofoam products.

Implementation of the recycling program is contingent

upon the scheduled completion sometime next fall of the

Material Recovery Facility in Springfield. The state-

funded center will accept recyclables from UMass at no

cost. Smith said.

That does not mean that recycling will not be inexpen-

sive. "No matter what we do, it's going to cost," she said.

"We need a staff to 'police' trash disposal, so it's properly

sorted. We may be required to transport it to Springfield,

she said."

Election today for student senate;

sub-station question on ballot
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Elections are being held today for seats on the Student

Grovernment Association Undergraduate Student Senate.

A total of% seats are electable from the five residen-

tial areas, the commuter area, and the Greek area. Not

all of these seats have someone running for them,

however, according to Karen Flanagan, co-chairman of

the Governmental Affairs Committee of the SGA. The un-

contested seats may be filled by write-in candidates,

Flanagan said. The deadline for applications to have a

name appear on the ballot was Thursday.

Flanagan said there had been some problems getting

people to work the polls because of the long weekend. She

said the weekend might also contribute to a low voter

turnout.

Brendan Case, co-governmental affairs chairman, said

turnout is generally higher in the spring elections than

in the fall. "A lot of the new students don't know what
the SGA does and who is running. Also, I think the

presidential election contributes to a higher turnout in

me .-.pi ing.

There is a referendum question on tomorrow's ballot

asking if the police sub-station in Washington Plesidence

Hall should be removed.

One of the interesting sidelights to this year's election

is Dean Chambers' decision to use the slogan "Together

We Win"in his bid to capture the Hamlin House seat with

John Caucis.

This slogan was used by Student Trustee Stephanie

Orefice, Commuter Area Government President Jay

Festa, SGA Co-Presidents-Elect Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz and other candidates last semester.

Chambers said he does not want to connect himself and

Caucis with other candidates who have used the slogan.

"Theirs was a platform more oriented toward serving cer-

tain sectors of the student body. Ours is the politics of ser-

ving all the students." Chambers said.

Silkoff was unfazed by Chambers' usage of the slogan.

"He obviously wants to win, and he's trying to tap into

something that's already won," she said.

Polling places for today's election are the Hatch,

Worcester, Franklin, Berkshire and Hamphsire Dining

Commons. Check these locations for times.
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Candidates seek Italian support on holiday
WASHINGTON. DC. (AP) - George Bush and Michael

Dukakis courted the support of Italian-Americans in com
peting Columbus Day appearances yesterday that left

plenty of time to polish their lines in private for this

weeks; second and final presidential campaign debate.

Both camps said they expected the 90-minute debate to

be held at 9 p.m. EDT Thursday night on the campus of

LICLA. and the presidential rivals were flying to the West
Coast today to prepare.

Dukakis spent his morning in New York with Gov.
Mario Cuomo and John F. Kennedy Jr. The Democratic
candidate marched in the annual Columbus Day parade
in New York City after first proposing a program to ease
the way into the housing market for first-time home
buyers.

"George Bush has no housing program. He has no solu-

tions," the Democrat said in a speech in Levittown, a Long
Island community that was the embodiment of the post

World War II boom in affordable housing "He has no new
ideas."

But Bush does have a lead in the nationwide public opi-

nion polls, and the vice president pointed with satisfac-

tion to weekend surveys rating him the leader across the

South and in scattered other states.

The Republican candidate street -campaigned in New
Jersey, walking through an Italian neighborhood in south

Trenton before delivering a speech on crime.

"Frankly, law abiding Americans are fed up with the

cruel and unusual punishment inflicted on them by those

who are soft on crime," the vice president said.

While refraining from the type of harsh attack on

Dukakis' crime record that has become a regular part of

his campaigning. Bush criticized "liberal thinkers" who
he said "thought it was compassionate to lighten up on

sentencing to allow early releases and furloughs".

That was a muted remark directed at the

Masasachusetts prison furlough progi-am that Bush has

repeatedly criticized during the campaign. In one in

famous incident, a murderer out of jail on a furlough

escaped and brutally attacked a Maryland couple.

Bush told reporters aboard Air Force Two en route to

New Jersey that he favors a review of the federal furlough

program but said he doesn't have any "specific feelings"

in mind. In a jab at Dukakis, he added he wants to make
sure the federal program doesn't "slip into the

Massachusetts model."

There was nothing muted about Dukakis' attack on
Bush in his speech on housing.

The Democratic presidential candidate outlined a plan

that he dubbed "Home Start" that would allow first-time

home buyers to use their Individual Retirement Account
or tax-deferred pension savings for a down-payment on

a home. Current law prohibits the use of those funds
without payment of deferred taxes and in some cases, a
penalty for withdrawal.

Dukakis said his program would also include provisions

to lower down payments and closing costs and to raise b<jr

rowing limits on federally guaranteed mortgages. He cited

no cost aides were not immediately available to provide

details.

Campaigns continue in NY
LEVITTOWN, NY (AP) - Democrat

Michael Dukakis yesterday blamed the

Reagan-Bush administration for economic
conditions that put affordable housing out

of reach for many Americans while
Republican George Bush continued to

depict his rival as soft on crime.

Both candidates kept their schedules

light in advance of a second presidential

debate, which campaign staffers now say

will be held Thursday night, barring a rain-

out in the baseball playoffs.

Dukakis and Bush campaigned this mur
ning but planned to spend the afternoon in

preparation for their Los Angeles
encounter.

In Levittown, NY., Dukaki.s u.sed the

backdrop of a post-World War II communi
ty to charge the administration with break
ing the federal government's post-war pro-

mise to help families buy their first home.

"Since this administration took office, the

price of houses has raced ahead of people's

wages and has made it impossible for many
people to buy the homes they grew up in,

"

Dukakis said, unveiling a program that

would allow first-time home-buyers to use

their Individual Retirement Account of tax

deferred pension savings for a down-

payment on a home.

Bush continued to rail against liberals on
the crime issue, saying "Frankly, law-

abiding Americans are fed up with the

cruel and unusual punishment infiictcHi on
them by those who are soft on crime."

Though he did not mention Dukakis by
name ye.sterday. Bush has relentlessly

criticized the former Massachu-setts
furlough program under Dukakis'
governorship.

AP photo.

Candidates work hard touring the coun-
try as they gear up for the upcoming second
presidential debate.
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DONT GH
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Smith lecture series to explore
the role race plays in politics
Collegian Staff reports:

The Smith College council of SOAR, the
Society Organized Against Racism, will

present a lecture series this fall on "Politics

and Race: Election-year Reflections on Life

in the United States." The five speakers
will explore ways in which race and the
politics of race continue to play a signifi-

cant role in our lives. All lectures are open
to the public and free of charge.

Gloria Anzaldua, a Chicana poet, editor

and writing teacher, gave the first lecture

Sunday night. The title was: "En el Espacio
de Mi Silencio"("In the Space of My
Silence"): Notes on Race, Class, and
Women of Color." Anzaldua, of Santa Cruz,

California, is co-editor of This Bridge Call-

ed My Back: Writings by Radical Women
of Color and author of a new book,
Borderlands-La Frontera; The New Mesiza.

Randy Kennedy, a faculty member at

Harvard Law School, spoke last night in

Wright Hall Auditorium. His recent Ar-
ticles include "Race Relations Law and the

Tradition of Celebration The Case of Pro-

fessor Schmidt"(•IColumbia Law Review

1986) and "McClesky v. Kemp: Race.

Capital Punishment, and the Supreme
Court"(//art'arf/ Law Review, 1986).

The other speakers will be Anne Braden,

jounalist and organizer of the Southern

Social Justice Movements (Oct. 24, 7:30

p.m., Seelye 10), Warren Furutani, a

member of the Los Angeles Board of Educa-

tion (Oct. 25, 4:30 p.m.), and Bernice

Johnson Reagon, civil rights activist,

cultural historian, and longtime member
of Sweet Honey in the Rock (Nov. 1, 4:30

p.m.. Sage Hall).

SOAR Council is represented on many
college and university campuses in the

Northeast. It is committed to both expos-

ing and combatting the many forms of

racism and to supporting the expression

and understanding of cultural diversity.

Last winter. Smith President Mary
Maples Dunn announced the creation of a

$10,000 fund for community education pro-

grams organized by SOAR Council; this

lecture series is being financed through
that fund.

Author Gloria Anzaldua gave a lecture Sunday night entitled "En el

Espacio de mi Silencio,": Notes on Race, Class, and Women of Color.

Opportunities available for low-income students
at Amherst chapter of ^A Better Chance' program

By EDWARD SMITH
Collegian Correspondent

A Better Chance (ABC) offers academically talented

youths from low income and disadvantaged areas an op-

portunity to attend some of the nations best public and
private high schools.

The Amherst ABC house, which has become a home
away from home for 10 students, has for 20 years been

a bridge between high school and college for its students.

The students reside in the ABC house during the

academic school year under the supervision of Mitch and

Liz Smith. Also residing at the house are four tutors who
help the students maintain the program's academic

standards.

"You build relations with the people you live with, and

you have the experience of independence to become

yourself," said former ABC tutor Ellen Olmstead. "It is

the independence gained from being away from home that

helps prepare students for the transition from high school

to college," she said.

The students share equally in maintaining the house

and are assisted in the preparation of a time management
schedule. According to former ABC student Brett An-

drews, "Your average sophomore will never have a chance

to experience the organizational skills bestowed by the

program upon the individuals in it."

Students may apply for the ABC program at the end

of the ninth grade. The Amherst ABC committee then

selects students from a pool of candidates created by the

national office. The students have a chance to visit

Amherst and attend classes at Amherst High School,

before deciding if this particular program is to their lik-

ing. Upon selecting the Amherst program they are mat-

ched with host families that provide support and counsel-

ing for the students, as they adjust to their new
environment.

The program "addresses the issue of equality in educa-

tion," according to Director Mitch Smith. The ABC pro-

gram holds an annual walk-athon to raise awareness and

support for the program. The funds raised from the walk

are used for improvements in residential accommodations.

The walk will be held Friday. All persons or organizations

interested in participating should contact Liz Smith.

$1.50
EVERY NIGHT

Raffles • T-Shirts • Give Aways
TONIGHT

The Spoke

35 East Pleasant St, Amherst

Proper I.D. required
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Mt. Washington hikers
safe after frigid night
MOUNT WASHINGTON. N.H. (AP) -

Three poorly equipped hikers were safe

yesterday after 24 hours in snow, fog and
wind on Mount Washington, where the

wind-chill at the summit was 17 below zero

yesterday morning.

"It's a miracle," said Maj. Henry Mock
of the state Fish and Game Department,

which handles searches. "If we find them
alive, we're going to need lots of help car-

rying them out," he had said earlier

In fact, the three — fraternity brothers

at Northeastern University — were in good

condition when they reached Crawford

Notch, a pass on the western side of the

mountain, about 2 p.m. yesterday, Mock
said. He identified them as Steve Sardella,

20, of Marlboro; Matt Dube, 21, of Bethany,

Conn.; and Andy Stewart, 23, of Syosset,

New York. A companion who turned back

part way up the mountain was identified

by Mock as Noel Bouvier of Boston.

Stewart, a senior, said a storm struck the

three suddenly.

"it was fine, then, two minutes later,

there were 60 mph winds and heavy snow,"

he said yesterday afternoon. "The snow

was up to my chin all the way down.

it was really, really cold. We're very

lucky."

Stewart said the trio stayed warm by

building a fire — even burning dollar bills

to keep it going. They resumed their hike

down the mountain about 8 a.m.

"There was a point where we really

didn't think we were going to make it."

said Stewart.

"We all thought [we might not make it],

but never said it." agreed Dube.

Lt. David Hewitt offish and game said

40 people participated in the rescue effort.

He said many don't recognize how bad

weather on the mountam can be.

"Just because they had the day off

doesn't mean it's going to be warm and

.sunny up there," he said.

Peter Crane, a member of the staff of a

mountain-top weather observatory, said

the three ignored advice from a shelter

caretaker on the 6,288-foot mountain Sun

day evening and continued toward the

summit. But the hikers said yesterday

afternoon they received no warnings, and

the caretaker could not be reached.

A search official,, Michael Torrey of the

Appalachian Mountain Club, said the three

had no rain gear or warm clothes and were

wesu-ing blue jeans iand poor boots. One had

a sweatshirt, another a sweater and the

third a parka. He said their provisions con

sisted of two apples and a Coca-Cola bottle

full of water.

Washington is notorious for severe and

quickly changing weather. Snow has fallen

on the summit in every month, and the

highest surface wind speed ever recorded

— 231 mph — was registered at the obser-

vatory in 1934.

Inexperienced hikers frequently get in-

to trouble in the White Mountains because

conditions are far worse at and near sum-

mits than at trailheads in valleys below.

Another weather observer, John Howe,

said the summit had a low Sunday of 14

degrees about mid-morning. Torrey said

winds gusted on Sunday to 70 mph.

Torrey, manager of AMC facilities in

New Hampshire's North Country, said

searchers yesterday re|X)ited snow drifts up

to four feet deep. A road to the summit had

been closea ""or three days because of the

drifts.

Crane said the four hikers were advised

about 4 p.m. Sunday by the caretaker of a

shelter at about 3,900 feet not to continue

up. Three went on, and were last seen by

the caretaker through binoculars at about

4,800 feet with darkness falling. Crane

said.
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MONDAY'S SCHEDULE WILL BE
FOLLOWED TOMORROW

(WEDNESDAY, October 12th)

Call TIPS' (545-1540)
and request tapes by number:

2459 Pool Schedu;es
2681 Lecture Notes

2806 Library Hours
1430 Center for Counseling and Academic

Development

2900 Army ROTC
2578 English as a Second Language
1310 National Student Exchange Program

1504 Fine Arts Center Events/Tickets

1007 Academic Honesty Policy

1600 Arts Extension Service

F YOCM'E FURTHER QLESTIONS C^LL IDB'^545-1555)

Information Data BankiDB)

Taoed Lnformation Phone Ser\-ice^TIPS)
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Photo by Mirhavl Cohrn.

WHAT TALENT — Bill Gould, a 1981 UMass graduate who now
lives in Santa Fe, N.M., balancing on a hand rail last week outside

the Fine Arts Center.

MAYlS JUST AROUND

CHINESE KITCHEN

ILulU)fXHiiisstl Sr ly'iX'i/t NotU»rtin|.«on-l')(>KinqSt . 566-62 21
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AMHERST RACQUET
& FITNESS CENTER
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• Saunas
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t SPECIAL!! ;

i 3 months t
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« Offer expires Oct. 31 ^
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Why wait until May to set your post-graduate career goals? Spring to

action this Fall with the company thats committed to your career

success. . The May Company!

As one of the premier retailers in the country. The May Company in-

vites ALL COLLEGE MAJORS to apply for one of the retail in-

dustry's top professional oppt)rtunitiesI Were proud to be ranked by

Fortune magazine as one of the most admired corporations. And
we're proud of our esteemed record for 13 consecutive years of sales

and earnings growth! Our dedication to career training and develop-

ment is key to the success of each May division, and your profession-

al goals.

The first step of your career begins with The May Executive Training

Program— a nationally acclaimed management training course

designed to enhance your skills and performance. This structured 13

week program offers individualized career suppt)rt systems and the

best combination of classriKnii and on-the-job training. Ultimately,

its designed \o prepare you for your first position as well as a suc-

cessful May Company career!

In addition to the industry's most competitive salaries, we provide

outstanding benefits including generous merchandise discounts!

Don't wait until May to start thinking about your career. Join the

company that's committed to your success. The May Department

Stores Company!

Interested candidates are encouraged to attend a reception and

presentation with the President of Caldor, Marc I. Balmuth. and

Executives and Alumni from Caldor, G. Fox and Filene's on

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 13, from 6- 8pm, at the Campus Center,

Rm. 1001. lOthflcxir.

Also, you're invited to attend our Open House on FRIDAY,

OCTOBER 14, I0am-4pm, in the SOM Faculty Lounge. Rm. 312.

Light refreshments will be served as you meet with Alumni from

G. Fox. Caldor and Filene's. Dress casually and bring your resume.
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The Fundamentals of Life

Some facts and myths about homosexuality
Today, if you hadn't heard, is "National Coming-Out

Day." Today gay men and lesbians gather in population

centers where no one knows or cares who they are, and

they fling aside their encumbering inhibitions to let the

public see their true unchaste selves. In an awesome

display of strength, homosexuals and sympathizers bold

ly wear blue jeans today to impress us with their numbers.

Some are even so daring (horrors!) as to wear pink

triangles or carry purple balloons.

1 find it difficult to take gay awareness events serious-

ly. Maybe it's the chaotic circus atmosphere. Maybe it's

the cowardice masquerading as courage — really, show-

ing solidarity by wearing blue jeans? Or maybe it's

because the propaganda is doled out by the barnyard

shovelful. But I take their rhetoric seriously. Consider

three claims. »

10 percent of the world is gay. Maybe. . and maybe not.

There isn't a valid way to test this claim historically; "10

percent" is based on the Kinsey reports of the 1940s. The

reports had reams of statistics but were based on unor-

thodox interviewing techniques, and by his own admis-

sion Alfred Kinsey couldn't interview most people because

his work was considered indecent. Also, he classified sub-

jects as homosexual if they'd had one same-sex encounter

as an adult.

Homosexuality is genetically determined. Gays and les-

bians keep saying this, but nobody ever backs it up with

scientific journal citations. Where are they, folks? I'm

science-literate; I'll read them (if they exist).

Rusty Denton

Homosexuality is not a mental disease. No disagreement

here. Diseased people have no choice; those who en-

thusiastically hop into bed together do. The psychiatric

misconception is of their own making; we're suppo.sed to

•believe that gays have a different sexual orientation than

the rest of the population, but we're never given a good

reason. Heterosexuals have drawn their own conclusions.

Now these are three sober issues, but you have to take

the pertinent gay positions with a grain of salt. As it turns

out, there is a driving force behind homosexuality, but

it doesn't have much to do with the propaganda.

Exodus International is a Christian organization run

by people who have left the gay lifestyle; it is devoted to

aiding others who want to do the same. They've helped

thousands "go straight," and they find that 90 percent

of the gay or biwxuiil men thoy counsel come from broken

homes or from a hoinr wlwi <« » lie fatlii-r was absent or emo
tionally unavailahlr Women an' often chosen as role

models by boys in .such iioincH brtfuise women are seen

as objects of njen's love. (Jay men are trying to fill the

need for masculine love that should have been met by

their own fathers

Exodus has also IouihI (hat 75 percent of the lesbians

they see have suffered physical abuse or incest at the

hands of a nuile family memlH>r. The other 25 percent have

been emotionally abused by such a man — for instance,

seeing their mothers lK'aU>n. Their lesbianism often starts

with an unhealthy emoti<mal dependence on other women,

and gradually develops into sex.

I think this is the kind of "awareness" we need to have

on Coming Out Day, and I think it demands a response.

One response is to love gay men and lesbians; they've had

enough fear of society and pain from families. The usual

harassment gays see in America doesn't help the situa-

tion, and won't make them "un gay." We also need to

evaluate what kind of fathers we want our own children

to have: true fatherliness doesn't make girls distrustful

of men and doesn't make boys crave male acceptance.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

^etters-

Eastside should help SW Don't blame the liberals

Wake up Eastside! Isn't it evident what

is happening on this campus? And if you

are one of the few who have discovered a

continuing series of infringements on stu-

dent's rights and freedoms, why haven't

you spoken up?
Over the past few weeks, it has been

well publicized that a police sub-station

is (not proposed, but is) going to be located

in Washington Tower in Southwest. The
administration has ignored student con-

cern, opposition, and most recently, a peti

tion begun in the tower.

While students in Southwest have been

vehemently protesting the issue, the at

titude of the Eastside is indifference.

Doesn't the Eastside realize that similar

sub-stations are proposed for every

residential area on campus? And who do

you think will determine the success of

failure of such a sub-station, students or

administration?

Students in Southwest are fighting to

protect their rights of privacy, but they

need our help! The time to react to this

situation is now, not edler the administra-

tion has determined that Southwest was

a huge success. The residents of Nor-

theast, Sylvan, Central and Orchard Hill

must unite in opposition to ensure that

another of our personal freedoms is not

violated.

If the administration and the Depart-

ment of Public Safety want to "establish

a personal tie with the students," why
don't they hold an Open House down at

the police station?

Craig B. Hartman
Co-president

Sylvan Area Government

Peace between Republicans and

Democrats - I though it might actually

happen. I was reading W Greg Rothman's

column ("Snorting away America's

future," Oct. 3) and agreeing with it! I

was! "The (drug) issue transcends political

parties." Conservatives and ... oh no. I

knew it was too good to be true. It's only

Rothman's usual blather about liberals

being at fault for all our problems. This

time, liberals were to blame for drugs.

I could easily argue that Republicans

are to blar.ie for this nation's drug pro-

blems: The Reagan administration ruddl-

ing up to a certain drug trafficking

Panamanian leader, a certain former

Republican Club President who once spit

his chewing tobacco in my face. I could go

on, but that's not my point.

Scapegoating does not make drug pro

blems go away. Isn't it time that issues

really start to "transcend political par-

ties?" Regardless of who is at fault, we all

need to work together to stop mindless

drug abuse.

Carla Halpem
Orchard HiU

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community.

Submissions may be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass. All

submissions are to be typed and double-spaced Questions or comments about

the editorial page? Come down and talk to David or Pam, or call us at

545-3500. Thanks.
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Rights and wrongs
There are students in Washington Tower who hope to pre-

vent the police sub-station, planned for their dormitory. They

claim its inclusion in their 'home' is the first step toward a

'police state.'

There is a larger point to consider, however, than whether

students should approve the latest Public Safety innovation.

The sub-station is just one of many recently-created facets

of life at the University of Massachusetts in which the

students' protesting voice went unheard.

When students began to win too many court cases, the ad-

ministration pulled the plug on the Legal Services Office. Last

semester, students were basically told they couldn't smoke

anymore in their dormitory rooms.

This year, alcohol was banned from from outdoor events, ef-

fectively ending tailgaiting at UMass. Combine the above with

the no-kegs-in-the-dorms rule, and an equally stringent guest

policy, and it becomes clear who's running the show at UMass.

It's not the students.

What's so disheartening is the apparent lack of considera-

tion to students in making all of the above decisions.

LSO was taken away during the summer and the alcohol

ban was imposed without the input of any student commit-

tee. The idea of the sub-station was arrived at without student-

input; it was enacted despite student out-cry. Students have

been told that future stations, part of Executive Director of

Public Safety Arthur Hilson's PEACE program, are on the

way.
It would seem reasonable that student opinion would mat-

ter in making decisions regarding students. After all, the

reason we have a university is so students will learn. What

students have learned from the administration is that students

haven't been, aren't, and won't be a part of the decision-making

process at UMass.
The more important questions remain:

• What student rights are sacred?

• What role do students play in preserving those rights?

• Are student-administration committees useless to tl^e

decision-making process, as when Chancellor Joseph Duffey

sidestepped a committee to impose the alcohol ban?

Students have the opportunity to vote today on a referen-

dum question regarding the sub-station. We aren't advocatmg

for or against the sub-station. We are advocating for the ad-

ministration to give serious consideration to how students vote,

and to include student opinion in future decisions. The right

to be included in the decision-making process is what students

must demand. r ^l r' i

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

Wear jeans and be an ally

Today, the nations gay. lesbian, and

bisexual community will celebrate Na

tional Coming Out Day. "Coming out"

refers to the popular expression "to come

out of the cloi.jt," metaphorically used to

express a homosexual or bisexual person's

realization of his or her sexuality and the

subsequent adaptation to a new life style.

Although this may seem an easy process,

it actually takes many people years to ac-

complish. Few are fortunate and

courageous enough to "come out" durmg

their adolescence, while despairing

numbers are inflicted with an inap-

propriate lifestyle for many of their adult

years. Some live a lie indefinitely, denymg

their true feelings as they raise a family,

celebrate wedding anniversaries, and

whimper in the silence of their closet. What

makes homosexual and bisexual people

deny themselves by leading a heterosexual

life style that, for them, is unsuitable?

Perhaps a hostile world that fears

non-conformity.

Our society is heterosexual ly oriented.

Since birth people are assumed to be

heterosexual and are treated as such long

before they become sexually active. Any de-

viance is violently shunned. Everyone

learns from an early age that "queers,

"fags
" "dykes, " "lezzies, and "fence sit-

ters" are to be hated even before he or she

knows what homosexuality is. In fact, peo

pie are so busv hating homosexuals that

they cannot imagine a brother or sister, a

friend, a police officer, a high school

teacher, a college professor, or anyone

else's being gay or lesbian. As a result,

homosexuals and bisexuals are oflen afriad

to tell anyone of their feelings for they fear

rejection from family and friends.

Although many homosexuals and bisex-

uals remain in the closet, some have "come

out" and li .e on-campus here at UMass. In

fact, it is estimated that 10 percent of the

student body is gay, lesbian or bisexual.

Unfortunately, the on-campus environ

ment is also heterosexually oriented and

pays little heed to homosexual or bisexual

people's plight. Albeit that every student

is not expected to be aware of homosexuali-

ty, but Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

certainly is. During his speech at the New
Student's Convocation he conciously

perpetuated heterosexism by assuming

that all new students would get married

and have families. Considering that his

speech was devoted to diversity, a group so

diverse as the homosexual and bisexual

community is difficult to overlook.

It's time to start accepting homosexual

and bisexual people and help make their

coming out process easier. We can start by

making UMass a non-threating environ-

ment today. One way to do this is to wear

blue jeans today and you shall be con-

sidered a hetersexual ally. For those who

are afraid to come out of the closet, start

today and wear a pair of blue jeans; this

will be your day.
Bruce Mitchell

Central

Affordable Housing Act a

solution for homelessness
You don't have to be on the street to

understand homelessness; you just have to

be willing to remember a little longer than

the average television viewer.

Since 1949, federal housing policy has

called for the provision of a decent home

and suitable living enviornment for every

American family in the United States.

Daria Casinelli

Until 1979, the federal government spent

approximately $30 billion each year to

create affordable housing. However, during

the Reagan administration, federal support

for affordable housing has been slashed

from $30 billion to approximately $7.5

billion. In light of this massive cut, the ex-

istence of three to four million homeless

people in the United States today is easy

to understand.

What doesn't make sense is why the

federal government should subsidize hous-

ing at all. Given the good ole American free

market, shouldn't housing just be there for

any good ole American to buy? Hard as it

may be, when it comes to understanding

homelessness as a long-term social pro-

blem, it takes more than a long memory.

It takes the willingness to question the free

market, and more.

Fifly-four percent of US citizens receiv-

ed income from property in 1983; they're

called landlords. Forty-four percent receiv-

ed no income from property; we're called

tenants. Anybody can see that half the

population is renting to the other half of

the population. The budget cuts simply

removed the federal government as a com

petitor; they didn't create the problem.

If this completely legal arrangement

comes as no surprise to you, you might ask

yourself. "What made some people so

special that they can own .several homes,

while others can't own any?" Some say it's

hard work and the American way. Others

say Fate pointed its fickle finger and said,

"You, you there, you mostly white, mostly

male people, you're landlords, the rest of

you. . . tenants!"

The statistics say that most wealth in the

United States is inherited and that has

very little to do with fate or hard work. The

question is not whether it is legal, but

whether it is moral. Isn't every human be-

ing deserving of a place to live?

If we take it as truth that every human

being deserves a home, what can be done

about the present state of affairs? Surpris-

ing as it may seem, I'm not about to sug-

gest class warfare, nor am I about to sug-

gest some horribly ponderous state

socialism scheme.

T)ie Affordable Housing Act, HR 4990,

will allocate $75 billion over the next five

years for the construction of new housing,

the upgrade of existing public low-cost

housing, and the acquisition of additional

new units. The bulk of this money will be

distributed not by private enterprises or by

the federal colossus, but by non-profit,

community-based organizations that will

keep the land permanently affordable for

low-income people.

It's true that most of the funds for the Af-

fordable Housing Act will come from more

taxes for the rich. On the other hand, it

represents a significant and and long over-

due redistribution of property in the United

States, without class warfare. What a deal.

Unfortunately, the homeless can't count

on the prosperous seeing what a great op-

portunity they're being offered. Winter is

coming and the homeless message is being

lost behind campaign slogans. Last year ap-

proximately 90 homeless people died in

Massachusetts; this year the number is ex-

pected to be higher.

Legal and civil disobedience is schedul-

ed to occur in different communities around

the country every week until election day.

You really don't have to be on the street

to understand homelessness, but when you

know what's going on, the street is the on-

ly place to be.

Daria Casinelli is a UMass student
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WHAT DID YOU DO LAST WINTER?

*•»•** r

THIS YEAR...

COME BASH THE BUSH

WITH THE UMASS SKI CLUB

FOR THE

WILDEST SKI AND PARTY WEEK

OF YOUR LIFE!

PONT MISS IT AGAIN!
JANUARY 22-27

Trip Includes:

• 5 Nights Condo Lodging at 'The Bridges

• 5-Day Lift Ticket

• Famous UMass Parties

Recreational Facilities:

• Outdoor Hot Tub
• Lounge/Bar
• Indoor Heated Pool/Sauna
• Cable TV System in all Condos

»>

$235 PER PERSON

NON-MEMBERS ADD $10

UMASS SKI CLUB

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

LAGNAF 89

Mayor upset at state bill hedging Victim

NORTH ADAMS (AP) - Mayor John

Barrett III said yesterday he expects the

state to cover at least part of the medical

bills of cadets who fell ill at a state-run

police academy, and is angry at suggestions

help won't be forthcoming.

"The state has messed this whole thing

up," the mayor said. "We're self-insured,

but we're looking for somebody to pick up

the tab for these guys if it doesn't cover 100

percent."

Barrett said the biggest bill in his com-

munity will be the week-long hospital stay

of North Adams Cadet William Baker. He

was among 16 cadets from the class of 50

who were hospitalized last month in their

first week at the Agawam academy, which

trains police officers for western

Massachusetts towns and cities.

One cadet remained hospitalized Mon

day, three weeks after he collapsed from

heat stroke on the first day of class. Cadet

Timothy Shepard. 25. of Pittsfield was still

in critical condition at a Pittsburgh

hospital where he underwent a liver

transplant two weeks ago.

Barrett estimated Shepard's medical bills

will reach $500,000 and state Attorney

General James Shannon, whose ofTice is in-

vestigating the illnesses, said the payment

will be worked out between the city and

state.

Michael Lelyveld, press secretary for Ad-

ministration and Finance Secretary Frank

Keefe. said other cadets were covered by

municipal insurance and he warned there

wouldn't be state funds to offset those bills.

"The state is not there to come in and

pick up the bills," he said.

James Dorsey. press secretary to Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, said Monday that

cadets would not be liable for their medical

bills, but he left unclear who would pay

them.
"We will work that out with the

municipalities," he said.

Cadets, police chiefs and doctors have

alleged that a third of the class fell ill from

too much exercise and too little water. In

the wake of the allegations, the state's chief

medical examiner has reopened an in-

vestigation into a cadet at an eastern

Massachusetts academy.

A lawyer for the family of Cadet James
Whitehouse of Braintree, who died in 1985,

said yesterday he would call for an inquest

if he was unsatisfied with probes by the

medical examiner's office, the attorney

general's office and the Criminal Justice

Training Council, which runs the state's

six police academies.

Attorney John Marani said he will meet

with state officials today on the scope of

their investigations.

He said the Whitehouse family was "in

a significant, highly charged state right

now " because of the allegations of tough

academy training that have recently sur-

faced with the hospitalizations.

Whitehouse was 22 when he died on the

second day of training at the state (Kilice

academy in Framingham. A medical ex-

aminer ruled at the time that he died from

a genetic disorder known as malignant

hyperthermia, but the doctor has since

been granted his request to reopen the case,

saying he made his diagnosis on the basis

of faulty information, including police

claims that Whitehouse had been exercis-

ing only moderately.

The Union-News of Springfield reported

yesterday that a cadet who asked not to be

identified said she went on as crash diet

and took diuretics to lose weight in the last

few days before her training, a practice

that a doctor said could cause severe

dehydration.

Judge applications flow heavily
BOSTON (AP) - The Legislature's deci

sion to create 26 judgeships to help relieve

an overburdened court system is now

burdening the Judicial Nominating Coun-

cil with applications for the bench.

Council executive director Eleanor Maz-

zone declined to say how many applications

have come in, but said as many as 39 ar

rived in a single day and that the total has

been more that the last time a group of

judgeships came open.

At stake are seven new Superior Court

judgeships, eight in the district courts, six

in the probate and family court system,

four in the Massachusetts Appeals Court

and one in the Land Court.

The council is responsible for screening

the applicants and recommending can-

didates to the governor.

Reason for the high degree of interest in

the posts may vary, but Mazzone credits

the continuing esteem of the jobs.

"Becoming a judge is still prestigious and

valuable and people will forego some of the

advantages of private practice to be the

zenith, the epitome of the legal profession,"

she said.

Other possible reasons include:

- Approval last summer of a bill allowing

the state to take over ownership of some
courthouses and to spend up to $320

million to repair or replace them.
- Enactment last January of a bill giving

judges a 6 percent pay raise retroactive to

July 1987 and another 6 percent raise in

July 1988.

- Interest by trial lawyers who have spent

two or three decades trying cases and are

now ready for a career change.

- Interest by attorneys who believe there

may be chances and opportunities because

of the presidential candidacy of Gov.

Michael Dukakis.

- Efforts by leaders of the Massachusetts

Bar Association to interest highly qualified

colleagues in sitting on the bench.

The pay raise and courthouse improve-

ment bills sent the right message, said

state bar president Thomas MafTei. "We
still need more judges and secretarial and

technical support for the judges." he said.

"But anyone going on the bench now will

have a responsible expectation of a

secretary."

Maffei said most lawyers don't earn the

high salaries that some people believe. He
said the last survey five years ago indicated

the average pay of Massachusetts at-

torneys is $40,000«to $50,000 yearly.

At that time, the associate justices of trial

courts were being paid $60,000 yearly and

the justices of the appeals court were get-

ting $62,000.

Under the new pay scale, associate

justices of the trial courts began receiving

$83,060 yearly in July. The justices of the

appeals court are being paid $83,708.

Dukakis support hurts doctor?
BOSTON (AP) - A Massachusetts doc-

tor who endorsed Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
for president says he's lost favor with some
of his colleagues who blame Dukakis for

problems with billing practices and
malpractice insurance.

"It's considered in poor taste to be pro-

Dukakis if you're a Massachusetts doctor."

said Dr. James J. Siragusa, president of the

Massachusetts Medical Society in 1987-88.

Siragusa, 62, an obstetrician who has

retired to Maine, was removed from the

society's councils after he endorsed the

governor last summer. He said, the

Judicial Committee contended it was
because he had moved out of state.

"Massachusetts medicine is made up
mostly of physicians who are against

Dukakis and a small percentage who
aren't, but won't admit it," he said.

Meanwhile, the campaign of Dukakis' op-

ponent. Republican Vice President George
Bush, is getting help from a newly formed
Physicians for Bush organization this

week.

The organization plans to begin mailing
broadsides to the 500.000 doctors in the

United States, giving its views of the

presidential race.

Some Massachusetts physicians in mail-

ings and speeches have already taken

Dukakis to task.

They blame him for the 1985 law passed

by the Legislature barring doctors from

balance-billing Medicare recipients for fees

beyond what the federal program pays.

They also don't like a similar

Massachusetts Blue Shield rule which

prevents doctors from balance-billing

subscribers, about half the state's

population.

In addition to the soaring malpractice in-

surance premiums, the doctors also claim

the governor is behind a crackdown by the

Massachup«>tts Board of Registration in

Medicine against errant physicians.

"A lot of doctors in this state are very

angry with Mr. Dukakis and a lot of it is

visceral," said Dr. Gerald B. Healy, an ear-

nose-throat specialist at Children's

Hospital in Boston.

"They feel they're penalized every time

they turn around. That's not all the gover-

nor's fault, I realize. " he told The Boston

Globe in a story published yesterday.

Healy said he does not know whether

Bush will do anything better for doctors,

but prefers him because "his views on

health c|ire have more reality".

continued from page 1

charges.

"We can give them the best protection possible if they
report it," O'Connor said. "We can advise them better

than any friend can. We can let them know what their

options are — and they do have options," she said.

The rape hotline is staffed by both male and female of
ficers and a victim need not disclose her name to get help.

Susan's friends said they tried to advise her. "We
thought she should get a physical done but she didn't want
to go," her friend said.

O'Connor said it is important victims get a physical im-

mediately but also pointed out they should not be pushed
to do anything they don't want to do. It's important vic-

tims feel they are in control of what happens to them, she

said.

"She is coming out of a situation where she didn't have
any choices," O'Connor said of rape victims.

According to one of Susan's friends, she obtained a

physical in her home town the day after the incident, and
her doctor found evidence of semen from two different

men.
Legal options

If a victim chooses to press charges, she can remain com-
pletely anonymous, said O'Connor. "The victim's name
is never released."

"You testify strictly to the judge, the jury and the at-

torneys, and whatever you say is kept in that room," she

said.

O'Connor said although rape is a felony, punishable by
up to 20 years in prison, a student would most likely

receive probation.

However, O'Connor pointed out that probation, and the

record of a felony conviction for rape or sexual assault,

can lead to problems throughout a student's life.

Prevention and Precaution

In an acquaintance rape, you have to rely on yourself

to decide if something is >vrong, O'Connor said. "If you
feel uncomfortable, then get out of the situation."

"It's your body — you can say no," she said.

Be cautious of anything out of the ordinary, O'Connor

said, such as "Unusual holding or touching or something

that you just wouldn't expect from someone."

If you are in a residence hall and need to leave a par-

ticular party or a room, go downstairs and get security,

she said.

You can also call the police or the escort service.

But, she said, "If the threat is there, and you really

think someone is going to do bodily harm to you,

sometimes the best thing is just to let it happen so that

at lestst you get away with your life."

O'Connor said she thinks if more people understood

what constitutes rape they might step forward.

The legal definition of rape is: penetration of any orifice

by any object against one's will.

"It's all encompassing, " O'Connor said. "It's not just in-

tercourse; this involves oral sex, a candle, a bottle, a

broomstick."

"Sometimes you get yourself into a situation that's not

your fault," O'Connor said. "If you've been assaulted,

don't be afraid to ask for help.

Many people are afraid to call the police, O'Connor said.

They need to realize that "we're not going to look at them
as if they did something wrong. They are the victim. We
will do whatever we can to nurture them. We're not go-

ing to draw conclusions."

Alcohol is often a factor in acquaintance rape, O'Con-

nor said. "A suspect may say, 'well, she was drinking and

I had too much to drink and I got carried away.'"

But, O'Connor said, alcohol is never an excuse for not

taking responsibility for your actions.

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM

Walt Disney World representatives will present

an information session on the Walt Disney

World College Program on October 13, 1988 at

the Campus Center at 7:00 p.m. Attendance at

this presentation Is required to Interview for the

SPRING '89 College Program on October 14,

1988.

Contact:

Jeff Silver and

Bill Olmstead

(413)781-7822

ext. 3874

alt^isneylllorlda
AN EQOAl OPPOWTUNITY EMPtOVER

*Coming out'

urged today
Today is National Coming Out Day. The Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual Alliance suggests that everyone where blue

jeans for the occaision.

The LBGA will have a table on the Campus Center

concourse from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Representatives will be
available to provide information and answer questions.

A highlight of the afternoon will be a pick the "gay
brownie" contest. Brownies are $1 each, and all proceeds

go to the LBGA.
Other events included this week:

A rap group — The discussion will be held at 8 p.m.

tomorrow night in the LBGA office in the Student Union.

The topic has not yet been suinounced. For more infor-

mation call 545-2645.

Speaker's bureau — A student panel will speak about

being gay, lesbian, or bisexual from 7 to 9 p.m. Thurs-

day in the Duke's Room of the Student Union.

Coffee social — The LBGA will hold its weekly cof-

fee social from 3 to 5:30 p.m. Friday in room 811 of the

Campus Center. All are welcome. Free refreshments will

be served.

Counseling — The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Counsel-

ing Collective is currently holding office hours Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursdays from 1 to 7 p.m., Tuesdays

form 1 ro 4:30 p.m., and Fridays form 1 to 3 p.m. Ap-

pointments are not necessary . Please come to the office

in room 413 of the Student Union or call 545-2645.

Red Sox
continued from page 1

ed them en masse. The game, a Saturday come-from-

behind thraishing of the Chicago White Sox, had to be held

up for 10 minutes. It was all beautiful.

Still, it was very disappointing to see the Sox get brush-

ed out of the playoffs so unceremoniously. There wjisn't

even time for the gut-wrenching agony us Sox fans seem

to love. It made it appear that the team didn't even belong

in the playoffs. Maybe it didn't.

The Sox simply peaked too early. It was Sunday,

September 25 when the team capped back-to-back

weekend series against the hated Yankees, in which the

Sox won five of seven, with a 6-0 win at the Bronx.

Remember that one? Greenwell with a first-inning three-

run blast, Dewey later hit a two-run insurance shot and

Clemens was Clemens.

The magic number was three . . . three . . . three. Pen-

nant delirium had gripped the Hub. Who would've

thought then that the Sox would win only one game of

the last 11 they would play in 1988? Certainly not Joe

Morgan.

All that's left now is to root against the dirty, nasty,

slimy Mets. If the Sox can't do it, those stinking New
Yorkers certainly can't. Even the pompous Steroids Kid

would be better.

And we did dispose of the Yanks.

Besides, the Red Sox in the Series would have just been

another distraction from school, work and the "important"

things.
*

Oh, to be distracted like that again.

eiWt TV W* nmij Cfmifmv,

HEALTH AND BEAUTY AID
SALE

Aqua Fresh

Pump
•\ or Tube

1^.;- yi^sALE EMPs OCT 21

ITEMS IN MINI STORE, HAMPDEN MUNCHY
AND WORCESTER MUNCHY
Open M-F 9-5, Sat 1 0-3

Located in the Campus Center

0,UNIVERSITY
kUsTORE^
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Uncle blues

R&B to go
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Well, the semester is about a month old, and the local

scene is in full swing. New bands seem to be popping up

everywhere, just what we like to see. Keep the letters

and information coming m about any bands you know

of that deserve some ink.

^
/ml Local Vocal

^
x^
The Southwest Battle of the Bands is Sunday. Oct. 23.

The creme of the local band crop will be there, and it's

certain to be a terrific show. Don't miss it.

Fans of classic style rhythm and blues will be pleased

to hear about the area's promising new r&b quartet (no

pun intended), Uncle Martha.

A local product if there ever was one, Uncle Martha

was formed this Summer at the Tuesday night open blues

jams at L'Oasis in Northampton. Working through mea-

ty r&b standards like "Caledonia" and "Shake Shake

Mama", Uncle Martha's rootsy sound is down-home beer

hall and tobacco juice blues, and danceable rhythmic fun.

Guitarist Dave Murphy, drummer Laura Faye, and

harmonica/trombone player Robert Harp are all

members of the University community, while bass

guitarist "Slap" Happy is a graduate of Rensellair

Polytechnic Institute.

Harp, a veteran of Free Press and Goodspeed Rhythm
Reiieu; doubles as band manager. Look for good things

from these folks in the near future.

Remember the Movers? They won last Spring's

Eastside Battle of the Bands, and opened both the

Eastside and Southwest concerts last May. Original

members Brian Harrington* drums) and Joe Crashdead

guitar, vocals) have reformed with a new lineup into

Joe Crash and the Wtplash. RcKkabilly. blues, tex-mex.
continued on page 13
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s lip into

one of our best

JAZZ
finds your comfort zonei

try Royalty by Jazz, available in btack
olive &
brown
suede

north pt«osont sir»«t 253-2563 doity 10-6. 12-5

Come Ride With Us.

• Motorcycles • A.T.V.'s

• Scooters * Power Equipment

Walley 584-7303

IWIotorsports ^^i-oses

I
^ 216 N. King St., Rte. 5 Northampton, MA

The 1989 Honda Motorcycles are ready for vfewfng.

ARTS/LIVING

Steeple Jacks: a good food value
By STEVE PENHOLLOW
Collegian Correspondent

When Patrick and Kim McCarthy, co-owners of Jake's

in Northampton, bought Sunderland's Steeplejacks, their

devoted Northampton customers sat up and took notice.

Anyone who has eaten either breakfast or lunch at

Jake's knows its operating philosophy: lots of amazing

food at surprisingly inexpensive prices. The question that

those who frequented Jake's asked themselves was, "Will

Steeplejacks measure up to this?" Happily, the answer

is yes.

Steeplejacks was already a thriving establishment when

the McCarthy's took over. "What we wanted to bring to

it was our own sense of proportion," Kim MacCarthy ex-

plained. "Lord Jeffrey Inn style excellence at half the

price."

In addition to the breakfast and lunch menus so familiar

to Jake's regulars. Steeplejacks has an impre.ssive line-

up of dinner items. "We offer a good variety of items-some

traditional, others a bit more unusual." Kim said. "We
want our customers to feel free to try dishes they may not

be familiar with, without having to worry about the cost

of them." Indeed, the most expensive entree on the menu
is only $10.95.

The McCarthy's are most proud of their Wild Mushroom

Streudel, which Patrick developed while running the Lord

Jeffrey Inn several years back. As a feature on the Lord

Jeff menu, it was praised and written about in statewide

publications.

"We want people to think of Steeplejacks as an interac-

tive restaurant, " Kim said. 'We are always open to sug-

gestions and comments."

The McCarthy's hope Steeplejacks will appeal to area

college students and their parents. "It's extremely difficult

for someone on a college budget to find a good and inex-

pensive place to take a date. Steeplejacks is ideal. We're

even on the bus route."

In addition to the fine menu. Steeplejacks has a fairly

extensive and ever expanding wine list. The McCarthy's

also offer vegetarian and "light" dishes.

Steeplejack's decor is most unique, featuring the work

of a different local artist every six weeks.

"Customers of the old Steeplejacks seem very happy

with what we've done so far," Kim said. "We want

everyone to feel comfortable here, but we also want it to

be an exciting place to eat. We'll always be introducing

something new."

Steeplejacks is located on Rt. 116 in the center of

Sunderland. Reservations can be made by calling

6657980.

Empire Brass will sound horns at Amherst
The Empire Brass Quintet will present the grand open-

ing concert of the 1988 89 Music at Amherst Series on

Thursday. Oct. 13. at 8:15 p.m. in Buckley Recital Hall,

Amherst College. The Quintet will also give a lee

ture/demonstration at 3 p.m. on the same day.

The Empire Brass, which eryoys an international

reputation as America's finest brass quintet, is made up

of Rolf Smedvig and Jeffrey Curnow, trumpet; Martin

Hackleman, French horn; Scott A. Hartman, trombone;

and J. Samuel Pilafian. tuba. The program will include

a wide range of selections including music by J.S. Bach,

Gabrieli. Handel. Purcell. Rossini, Bernstein, Copland,

Kreisler. and others. The group's repertoire of over 300

works, including classical, commissioned works, and

popular arrangements, is unparalleled in its diversity and

quality. They perform on television and have made over

20 recordings.

Tickets for the concert, at a cost of $12 orchestra and

$10 balcony (senior citizens and area students $10 and

$8), should be reserved by calling 542 2195 mornings. Any
remaining tickets will be sold at the door 45 minutes

before the concert. Admission to the lecture/demonstra-

tion is free.

The Empire Brass Quintet

Bobs to bring skewed musical vision to Iron Horse
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

I used to believe that kicking back with a bowl of Pep-

peridge Farm goldfish while listening to the Bobs on CD
was the highest state of spiritual fulfillment that a per-

son could achieve with their parents still in the house.

Then I saw them in concert, last spring at the Iron Horse

Cafe in Northhampton.
Gunnar "Bob" Madsen, Janie "Bob" Scott, Matthew

"Bob" StuU, and Richard "Bob" Green (in all instances,

""Bob" stands for "Best of Breed," as in dog show ter-

minology), return to the cozy Iron Horse for four shows

split over two evenings, tonight and tomorrow at 7 and
10 pm.
On stage, the Bobs' psychadelic acid acappella style suf-

fers none from the absence of studio engini^ering effects.

Your eyes don't lie; the audio gymna.stics that make a

Bobs albumn an apocalyptic audio experience are not the

result of recording wizardry - those are their real voices,

devoid of musical or technical props.

From their first album, entitled simply The Bobs, a fran-

tic cover of the Beatles' Helter Skelter was nominated for

a Grammy. The Bobs have also recorded "interpretations"

of "Psyco Killer" by the Talking Heads, and "Little Red
Riding Hood" by Little Anthony and the Imperials. On
stage, an occasional Elvis Costello or Led Zeppelin cover

("Whole Lotta Love" is a favorite) is never out of the

question.

While these songs give a yardstick against which the

band's manic vocal accuracy may be measured, it is the

truly original songs off their two albums that find the Bobs

well out of the creative mainstream.

From their first albumn, "Bus Plunge" tells the story

of an amphetamine-fueled bus driver desperately trying

to maintain altitude. "Trash," "I Hate the Beach Boys,"

and "Cowboy Lips," are equally twisted Bobs tales, told

in their trademark frantic acappella style.

The Bobs are currently touring to promote their second

albumn. My I'm Large, which includes equally skewed

songs about obsessive relationships ("My Husband Was

a Weatherman" and "Please Let Me Be Your Third World

Country"), as well as "Mopping, Mopping, Mopping"— a

first person account of the hardships endured by the resi-

dent of a hurricane-prone household.

So bring an open mind to the Iron Horse to experience

the Bobs. Goldfish are optional.

Performing Arts offers workout ^«^on sings about aii
•—

'

ITnllrainoar/cmncrwritpr Tom Paxton will be DCI

By SUSAN RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

For those who are bored with traditional aerobic

workouts, the Performing Arts Division offers a

stimulating and original alternative called Dance
Exercise.

The class is taught by Elsje Sturtevant three times a

week in Old Chapel and the atmosphere is friendly and

intimate. "It's very relaxed and not at all competitive,"

Sturtevant said. "Nobody's self-conscious and there's a

great sense of being part of a group." It is a group which

comprises several UMass students, some staff members
and a number of people from the local community as well.

Dance Exercise seems to be a class which suits all ages

and abilities.

"The class has a balletic slant but it uses other exer-

cise methods, too, to get a rounded physical workout,"

Sturtevant explained. It opens with a series of ballet

movements at the barre to improve posture. She takes her

students through this section slowly, paying special at-

tention to those who have had no previous ballet train-

ing. She encourages them continually: "You'll get there.

If you can't do it this time, you'll be able to do that little

bit extra next week."

There follows a twenty-minute aerobic section, which

again includes some ballet movements, as well as steps

from traditional dances such as waltzes and mazurkas.

"This is very good for coordination," Sturvetant said. "It

keeps people interested, too, because we change the steps

all the time. They're usually so busy concentrating that

they don't realize they've been on the move for twenty

minutes!"

Finally, Sturvetant moves onto floor exercises, where

the emphasis is on stretching and strengthening leg and

abdominal muscles. At this point, she tells her class, "The

whole reason for exercise is to do just what your body par-

ticularly needs,"and she is able to advise and correct the

technique of each individual member of the class. She is

convinced that an improvement in the students' overall

performance will result over an extended period of time.

"Provided that they stick with it; that is, these days peo-

ple tend to want instant gratification. If you want results

from this class you have to have patience."

Judging by Sturvetant's professional approach and her

students' enthusiasm, it seems likely that participating

in this Dance Exercise class would be rewarding indeed.

Jamming on campus: where you can play
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Where to go if you're a musician who wishes to share

the gift, or an aficionado who wishes to indulge? On the

UMass campus there are many places. To start with one

of the more popular, there is the Hatch. Almost every

night there is programming of one sort or another, and.

while those at the bar seldom pay much attention, there

are always plenty of Third World engineering students

doing homework who don't mind checking out a bad band

or two. Kidding aside, some great bands have played the

Hatch, including Curtis T. and the Kick, the Malarians,

Circle. Outskirts and the Spaceheaters. The Hatch is free

and the beers are cheap and the bands play for pizza, beer

and exposure.

The Top of the Campus Lounge is a great place to catch

mellow music by assorted singer songwriter musician

types. Sometimes the Board of Governors sponsors a show-

on the concourse; in the past, the BOG put on shows at

the "Flagstone Cafe" which was located outside the Blue

Wall.

Dormitory coffeehouses, of course, are where some of the

seminal talent emerges here at UMass. Every dorm has

*em. Everyone should check 'em out. Additionally, area

governments sponsor seasonal shows: Central's Oc-

toberfest. Orchard Hill's Bowl Day, Backyard Rock 'n' roll

at Sylvan.

There is a little-known arm of Housing called Residen-

tial Arts which has money to produce arts and music

events. One of these events is the Eastside Concert, which

has become, perhaps, the most exciting, free, large-scale

event on campus, featuring Fishbone and the Red Hot

Chili Peppers last spring. The Southwest concerts and

UPC spring shows just don't cut it for intimacy like the

Eastside show does.

There used to be a group on campus known as the

UMass Musicians Guild, which helped in organizing gigs

for musicians. Perhaps it will pop up again following this

article. Any other suggestions? Contact me at the Col-

legian, 113 Campus Center.

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registration
Tuesdays, 4-5 pm
Sept. 20 - Dec. 20

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general informatij

F«R»E«E«»*M«A»S»S«A»G*E
WITH 10 SESSIONS \T THE

^ractic_FainiK,

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

"IJcduaird to ircatinR tht cau*e not the <vntip<om"

b UnivtrsHy Drive at Srwmarkct Center

CALL (413) 54JM)335

FREE INSTALL
OCTOBER 8th THRU 15th ONLY

BLAUPJNKT
San Diego SOR28

• owe PLL Tun-ng Sv«»e"»
• L«-«i'0'»t«ni Sw^tc^
• Automaiic Loucne:.! Conloo'
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• Bamtwe •"<3 ^on* Control

un'''tTM Moont'ng Co«ceoi
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Discover
aBiaupunl<ttod^y.

-itifMUf̂ lftflfl^

Blaupunkt
Denver SOR26

. Auto 'rWM CISMt"

• OBC lunino >y»C»n'

• HP Tao* ^i**«
*259

$
'259

PANASONIC Ca«S06

INCLUDES '''

PAKASONIC eA*.«i1 S«*Ke«S

C«f Sounc Noi pcoc on orevious ourcn»»es oo«» noi -
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CUSTOM
CARD

SOUND

thtt cfiv good eniv ti

141-A DAMON RD.
NORTHAMPTON

WALL ST.
GAME

• It's the closest thing to playing the market!

TAKEOVERS AND BUYOUTS
• You get $500,000, your own broker, and

real investment experience!

• Winners take in serious cash and prizes

• Sponsored by AT&T, Dow Jones, and

the UMass Investment Club

^!&*fc.

Interested ' Call John Flemming at 549-0006

Folksinger/songwriter Tom Paxton will be performing

at Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College on Friday,

Oct.l4 at 8:15 p.m.

Paxton has been performing his music, which has been

mostly political, since he first started playing in Green-

wich Village coffeehouses, for over 20 years, with 25 solo

albums to his credit. His recent songs have dealt with

Gary Hart, the Reagans, the Pentagon, Yuppies and com-

puters, as well as airport baggage handlers.

Other, non-political songs include "Ramblin' Boy" and

"The Last Thing on My Mind". The latter has been per-

formed by such artists as Dolly Parton and Joan Baez.

Tickets for the show are available at Food for Thought

Books, Inc. and the Jeffrey Amherst Bookstore in

Amherst; the Globe Bookshopnn Northampton and World

Eye Bookshop in Greenfield. Remaining tickets will be

sold at the door 45 minutes before the concert begins.

Tickets are $9 for the general public and $7 for senior

citizens and area students with IDs.

This show is being sponsored by Amnesty International.

Carribean culture at gallery
University photojournalist Stan Sherer will be featur-

ing an exhibition of his photographs, titled Journey into

the Soul: the Spiritual Baptists of Barbados, at the

Augusta Savage Gallery in New Africa House from Oct. 12

to Nov. 12.

Archbishop Granville Williams of Barbados will be a

featured guest at the opening, which will take place on

Oct.l2 from 5p.m. 7 p.m. at the Gallery. Williams found-

ed the Sons of God Apostolic.

Spiritual Baptist Church in 1957, and his consecration

in January, 1988 as archbishop was the occasion for

Sherer's visit to the Caribbean nation.

Also featured at the reception will be a lecture by

Dr.Ezra Griffith of Yale University, author of several ar-

ticles about the Spiritual Baptists; composer Onwin S.

Primus Borde's musical tribute to the Archbi.shop and a

performance ofCaribbean folk songs and dances by Cheryl

Byron.

The Augusta Savage Gallery is open Monday-Friday,

10 a.m. -4 p.m. and by appointment. For information about

appointments, call the Gallery at 545-0932.

Local Vocal
continued from page 12

and of course rock-n-roU make up the menu here. Cover-

ing Patsy Cline and Chuck Berry to Dwight Yokum and

Bo Diddley. the Whiplash mixes a refreshing blend of

styles. Their first area gig was this past Saturday in the

Northeast Trod. Expect plenty more, and make sure you

check 'em out.

If you missed the Bags and Velvet Jesus at Hampshire

College this weekend, you've got a second chance to see

them this Wednesday at Sheehan's. The Bags will

headline, Jesus will open, and a mystery band (mystery

to me that is) will be sandwiched in between. A wild

evening is guaranteed, and if you haven't seen either

band, you're in for a treat. See you next week.

Servicing

UMass
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D*ty • WWkty • MonttUv
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Metallica will not die

By CHRISTOPHER PARK
Collegian Correspondent

And Justice For All

Metallica
Elektra

Since 1982. the band Metallica has been growing in

status, particularly after the release of their very suc-

cessful Master of Puppets LP. Despite the loss of bass

guitarist Cliff Burton (killed in a tragic bus accident dur-

ing their 1986 European tour), they've pressed on. led

by the guitar heroics of Kirk Hammett, and their suc-

cess continues to grow at a record pace.

Metallica's fourth album, And Justice For All. is out,

and ready to do more incorporated damage to the air

waves. I was lucky enough to have picked up a copy

recently. As I played the record, I could faintly hear the

first song. "Blackened", co-written by new bassist Jason

Newsted. Unaware of the fade-in introduction, I put the

volume up to 7 and left the room. When I came back,

I could hear the pleasant, hard-driving, and very luud

beat of Metallica through the speakers. My roommate

screamed at me: "Yo man. turn that crap down! It's kill

ing my earsi" I knew that Metallica had done good.(my

rommate likes that "Bedtime Magic " stuff)

Just like the harmonic introductions on Hide the

Lightmnf and Master ofPuppets, Metallica had surprised

me once againithis time by fading into their songs.

Eac>. cut on And Justice For All has its own personality

and I motion. For instance, "The Frayed Ends of Sani

ty" siarts off with a familiar sound effect from the Wizard

of Oz. when the evil guards are marching into the cas-

tle (it's that "0-Wee-0..."part). An example of emotion

and feel is 'To Live is to Die". Much like "Fade to Black"

and "Orion", finin the previous albums, its melodramatic

power and rich harmonic textures carry the song fully

despite the absence of vocals (save for the one spoken

verse).

"Harvester of Sorrow" solidifies Metallica's position

a u strong, rhythmicly oriented band. The unique, clean

guitar "crunch" is ideal for moshing (agressive, metal-

type slam dancing) in the pit.

"One" is a semi-ballad sung in the point of view of a

veteran in a coma. Very touching stuff. The anthemic

title track features an unusual drum part, and "Eye of

the Beholder" and "The Shortest Straw" are two very

society based songs that will knock your socks right off.

Both songs reflect on the grim world we live in.

The lead guitar wizardry of Kirk Hammett. brought

to the rock-nroll forefront on this Summer's Monster Of

Rock tour, once again is a key component in Metallica's

relentless heavy duty formula. Combine this with James

Hetfield's vocal attack and steady rhythm guitar work,

and the recipe is completed.

The last cut, "Dyer's Eve", is a youthful, energetic, and

rebellious tune, great for kids with an identity crisis.

All in all. you shouldn't be disappointed by this two

record set. For $8.99. you get nine beautiful, melodic,

innovative, rhythmic, thrashing chansons. Most of the

tracks, over six minutes long, should give real

metalheads years of enjoyment. In fact. I still can't get

enough of Metallica's first Kill 'Em All LP. So my ad-

vice to headbangers is to mosh on down to the nearest

record shop, plunk down a few bucks, and judge the case

of And Justice For All for yourself
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ALUMNI POP - The University of

Massachusetts Minuteman Marching Band
(above) and the Percussion Ensemble will per-

form with seven other university ensembles at

the 14th annual Multiband Pops Concert.

^ CINEMA

Who
Framed
Roger
Rabbit
2 Showings
7 & 9 p.m.
Senior Citizens A

Children $2.00, Adults $3.50

OO/ZNTOWN AVHfUSI ?M M^fl

Auto
Glass

^Cetiter

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

71 Old Suntferlfnd FM • S49-2BM

\ RISTORANTE ITALIANO
PINOCCHIO'S 3

4-

Tuesday Night Red Sox

Special

i Large Cheese Pizza

$5.50
ESSARY-NOT \

niiinnini

PLUS TAX

teaching skills

group leadership

Fall 1988: Peer LcaJcrsliip and Group Facililalion Skills

•
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• DISCUSSION TOPICS WILL INCLUDE:
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• Academic S(ru*ara

S MEETING TIMES:
•
• Section I: Mandajr

• Scctton }; Mandajr
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•
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H- NO COUPON NECESSARY—NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON 4

For more iiiformnllon and rcgislralloii call:

Ui-!>iiUiilial Lducaliuii 5-45-0422

PC CLONES

PRINTERS

SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

Sales • Service * Rental

DR. SDFTUJftRE
Softwtf* * Computvrs • Acc*ft«Ofi«s

Potpourri Shopping MtU • 241 KkiQ Sumri
NOflhsmplOfi. MA 01060

586-3210
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I

TONIGHT
BUFFALO WINGS

9- 12

CAPTAnmORGAB ft COKE $1.75 DOS EQVIS $1.50

Drink of Ikt Watt B«tt of the Month

lOih AnnlversarY 1978 - 1988
Good Food ft Drink

1

The Most A-Pccling rrozcn Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-Pat and Nonfat frozen Yogurt

— and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one!

OPEN 7
One Boltwood Walk

Amherst
^^^^ ^ NIGMTS Northampton

(Next to Wickles rinc rrmt; ^o/: r^/re-r^

253-2774

56 Main St.

rthampton
586-9659
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WORLD/NATION

The presidential candidates kept busy last week as the

second presidential debate approaches quickly. Here are

a few moments out of last week's "stump," or grueling

campaign to drum up votes throughout the US.

Counter-clockwise from top:

-Vice President George Bush, the Republican party

nominee, points to balloons as they begin to fall from

the ceiling after a speech Friday at Lee's Summit High

School in Lee's Summit, Mo.

Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis walks to

another charter plane in Memphis, Tenn. after the latch

on his would not lock properly.

Dukakis delivers a speech Friday at Bates College in

Lewiston, Maine during his only campaign stop in

Maine.

-Bush waves to a large crowd in Xenia, Ohio follow-

ing a speech on Saturday that blasted Dukakis' crime

policies.

Same Bat

Channel

Satifles all your
Comic Book needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

Hampshire Mall. Rt. 9

Hadley, MA

Serve
Typing
kinko^
the copy center

220 No. Pleasant St.

253-2543

f'mm *#» It)**

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
TmmtM not inelu^0^.

ALSO V\terti Stu^y Atromd

Lsn§usf0 CourM9t. Infl

Studmnt ID . Youth
Pct»o»

tUKAIL P*u»a i$tu*^ on l/M spor'j

Cull If th» f^lt cut Stit4»nt

Tr»<tmt Catmlmt I

413'2561261
AMHERST

79 So. PI«M«nt St.

uers

Weekly Specials

Broiled Scrod

London Broil

Chicken Parmigiana

Veggie Stir Fry

Crock of Homade Chili

$7.50
$8.95
$7.95
$5.95
$4.95

All arc served with a garden aalad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorrf, no other disconnts can be ased with this special.

Served on Sanday 1p.m. til 9p.m.,

Mon-Thors 5p.m.-Sp.m.

Come and Dine with as for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite!

Casual atmosphere, convienient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices!

The Chequers, University Drive. Amherst 549:586j_

Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

7s Looking for Future Leaders in Public Affairs.

Come Learn About Harvard's Two-Year Master's

Program in Public Policy, Leading to either

the Master in Public Policy or

City and Regional Planning Degree.

JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REGISTRATION
OPPORTUNITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOLS

MEET WITH A KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE

DATE: OCTOBER 13

TIME: 10:00-1 1:30 GROUP SESSION

PLACE: PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFHCE

FOR THIS INFORMATION

All Students, All Majon, All Years Welcome!

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

' IN KSNN5BUNKP0RT MAlNB,
HUNPR5P5 OF STUNNED N5J6H -

0ORS TURNBl? OUT TO CATCH A
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How the human egg is often deceived

'IKNBU
IV IKHBU
He a/ASNr
THAT TOU&H!

TRY NOT TO
QUOffTSlR.

A NATION IS

MOURNIN6

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

mi/I,

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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GOi^G. TO GET Mt OP W
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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AKIDMANT/ MANN POUNDS
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

CRA2"r TowSoy'
TMS^ Co^POtJY. .'-0

COULD 6E Twa~H
T«£ 17UTH.

you f»\Pv

COWTIKIVJ

"As I understand it, before the advent of the dog, the

women pulled the sleigh.

"

-Anonymous

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jeffc

ACROSS
1 The King and

I ro)«

5 Jackie or

Marsha
to Kind ol rumor
14 — lube
15 Soto
16 Harness gait

17 The Right

Slutl sulJtecIs

19 Inislail

20 Grooved wheel
2\ Gourmet treat

23 - Girls

24 Narrow niirM}ed

?6 Ride a bike

28 Abandonetl
32 Big or Little

J5 Word with cake
o( meal

36 Wyoming range
38 Dev/oid ot

superlliiity

39 Wet blanket

41 Upsets
43 Soaks
44 Icy

46 A — in the

Family by

Agee
48 Prepared
49 Blissful

St Pressures

63 I Ike a lion

SS Islartd darKe
M Org lor a GP
S8 Saucy one
60 Annoy
64 Conslab*es aie

hung here'

66 Catetena
warmer

68 Angury
69 Storehouse
70 Lacking hi ideas

71 Army meal
72 Anguish

73 VWIty remarks

DOWN
1 A'abran

garments
2 Munch
3 Be aware ol

4 Erode by
Iriclion

5 Shark or tiger

6 Menu words
7 Minestrone

8 At the ready

9 Built an aerie

to Resident Sulli>

1

1

Machinist s tool

12 Body ol

tradition

13 Summers, in

Brest

18 Manilesi

22 Rewrite

25 Unsavory
27 Little IS one
28 Artful maneuver
29 Like some seals

30 Draws
31 Distributes with

out

33 One ol the

Lauders
34 Coffee breaks

eg
37 Below

poetically

40 Lollobrigida

42 Guitarist, e g
45 Cacophonies
47 Spartan serf

50 Perfumed
52 Eastern

salutation

54 Likewise

56 Energy

source

57 Lansbury lole

59 Laughter unit

6

1

River ot NE
Spain

62 Slice

63 Turns lor

dryir>g

65 Naval off

67 Gl address

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Menu

Luficli

Food

Dinner

Food

Basics Laocb

Food

tasio Dinner

Food

Weather

Today: Partly sunny, breezy, high of 60
Tottigiht: Chance of rain, colder

Tomorrow: Partly cloudy and cooler. Highs 45 to 60.
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field hockey
nmttnued from page 20

The win raised the Minutewomen's record in the A-IU

to 3-0 and clinched first place in the A-10 East Division.

"We only gave four corners in the whole game but they

(Temple) had two breakaways that Cindy played perfect

ly." Hixon said.

Errors by the Owl defense cost them dearly. UMass
capitalized on three mistakes by the Temple backs.

The first one came at 22;07 of the fir.st half when
freshman Dawn Trumbauer broke in on sophomore goalie

Jill Marple to score her second goal of the season and give

the Minutewomen a 1 lead.

The second mistake came at 26:31 when an Owl com-

mitted a foul, giving UMass a penalty corner. On the

resulting play, senior Julie Stuart picked up the ball and

lifted it over Marple for a 2-0 UMass lead. Junior Ber-

nadette Martel assisted on the play. The Minutewomen
carried that lead into halftime.

The third mistake which drove the Owls into ^he ground

was a foul that the officials awarded a penalty stroke to

UMass for. Junior Kathy DeAngelis took the stroke for

the Minutewomen and beat Marple at 8:37 of the second

half to give UMass a 3-0 lead.

At 17:16 of the second, senior co-captain Ruth Vasapolli

received a pass from junior Mara Fratassio and added

another insurance goal to give UMass a 40 lead.

At 23:02. Kathy Tierney scored to ruin Cox's shutout

and bring Temple within three goals with just under 12

minutes left at 4-1.

The final statistics of the game showed UMass
dominance. The Minutewomen outshot Temple 22-8. drew

10 penalty corners as opposed to the Owls' four. Cox
registered six saves while her counterpart, Marple, end-

ed up with 14.

Slap shots: Cox now has 59 saves on the season and
has nine shutouts while leading the A-10 in goaltending

with a 0.28 goals against average. She was named A-10
Player-ofthe-Week for last week for leading UMass to a

2-1 record and a 0.38 goals against average in 185

minutes. It was the third week in a row that a UMass
player has won the honor.

M men's soccer
continued from page 20

"We decided to go with the wind ... to really play an
up-tempo half," said UMass coach Jeff Gettler. "We
possesed the ball, we kept in their end, but we never

threatened the goal."

The Minutemen attempted four corner kicks, and
squeezed off just four shots on goal in the half.

When the teams switched sides following the half, con-

trol of the ball followed the wind. The Rams scored twice

within a span of three minutes, midway through the se-

cond half, to secure the win.

"We tried to play a 4-4-2 (alignment) . . . knowing that

they'd probably have more territory and be in our end
more, and they were," said CJettler.

At the 74 minute mark. URI's center forward floated

a loose ball into the upper reaches of the net, past UMass
goaltender Sam Ginzburg. The play resulted from a cor-

ner kick that dropped into the confusion in front of

UMass' s goal, and never cleared.

Three minutes later Ginzburg was unable to handle a
long range drive from a URl midfielder, and the Rams
were able to punch home the rebound.

Ar photu

National League umpire Harry Wendelstedt throws Dodger relief pitcher Jay Howell out

of Game 3 of the N.L. Championship Series Saturday for having an illegal substance on his

glove. Despite the loss of Howell, the Dodgers have won the last two games to take a 3-2 lead

in the series.

Down 2-0, and against the wind, the Minutemen were
unable to summon a comeback bid. OfTensive-minded

fullback Dan LawTence came as close as anyone to beating

URI goaltender Lance Klima, going face to face with the

All-New England candidate on a pair of long distance

feeds off of free kicks. Steve Cesnek also saw a scoring

bid pound off a URl defender.

"We were sagging, mentally and physically we were
really letting down," said Gettler of his team's second-

half effort. "We lacked a little leadership. When the game
was there to be won Rhode Island grabbed it and we didn't.

I'm verv dissapointed with our performance."

"The second half was the worst half of soccer we've
played," agreed senior sweeper Michael McCormick, who
also cited UMass apparrent lack of intensity. "If the other

team seems to give more of the play, our heads get out

of the game," said the team captain.

The inevitable letdown that follows such a dissapoin-

ting loss as the Minutemen experienced on Sunday may
be offset by the appearance of regional rival University

of Connecticut on Upper Boyden field Wednesday after-

noon at 3 p.m. In Martin's words "If this team can't get

excited to play UConn, there's no motivating them."

TIPS ON
REPORTING
AND WRITING

Tttes. Oct. 1

1

• by •
Ralph Whitehead Jr.

Campus Center 905

• 8:00pm •
Workshop cotxnts toward

staff status

Come write for the Collegian

113 Casipas Center

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018
Yummy, Yummy, Yummy

I'VE GOT JB'S IN MY TUMMY
Dave: Yea, and I'm

feeling alright. So stop

tickling me and just let me
enjoy this feeling.

Steve: Wow Dave! I've

been feeling kind of

crummy lately. I better get

myself some JB's. I could

go for a JB's roast beef

sandwich and an order of

mozzarella sticks.

Dave: Also try the

chicken fingers. I have
them as dessert and boy

they do me right!

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM
(If this it you, bring this ad to JB's for a frte order of mozzarslla stlcits)
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volleyball
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continued from page 20

"St. Bonaventure served and made it as
difficult as possible to beat them," Ford
said. "We really should have (beaten St.

Bonaventure in three games]."

They did, and it was off to Penn State.

"The scores don't indicate how well we
played. To me, Penn State didn't play well

and their coach [Russ Rose] said they didn't

play well against URI," Ford said.

But that is testimony as to how good the

Lady Lions are. On a so-so day, they keep

an opponent from winning more than 11

points.

"They aren't in the top 20 now, but they

should be," Ford said.

The Minutewomen were hustling around

the court but couldn't turn opportunities

into points, according to Ford.

"We were getting the side-outs but we
weren't getting the points. We can still

play with these teams," Ford said. "We
were playing good defense but they were
literally hitting over the top of our blocks."

"We're just not of that caliber."

football
continued from page 20

"That's the way our team is," Palazzi

said. "Someone always steps up to do the

job. Today the defense needed to bear down
and they did. This week and last (when
UMass shut out Boston University in the

second half], they've really done the job."

And no one was more satisfied than the

defensive players themselves.

"You practice like you play. It carries

over," CuUen said. "The coaches have been

pleased with the way we've been practic-

ing. We're getting some confidence and its

helping."

"Today was a key because we needed to

assert ourselves on defense to make us a

team," UMass head coach Jim Reid said.

"Our defense hit as well as it has all year.

We played tough, hard-nosed football."

Karelas led UMass with 16 tackles, while

linebackers John McKeown and Matt
Tulley added 12 each.

The Rams defense was stingy, too. The
only UMass score in the first half came on

a broken play. On a fourth-and-7 from the

URI 16, the Minutemen set up for a field

goal attempt.

But when the snap from center was high,

Palazzi, the holder, rolled right and, just

before stepping out of bounds, lofted a pass

that 6-foot-6 tight end Dimitri Yavis pull-

ed down in the back right corner of the end

zone.

"When something goes wrong, David

yells fire and all the receivers go out. They
know where to go and where to look," Reid

said. "It was perfect coverage, it's just that

our guy is 6-6.

"That play was luck, but luck is when
preparation meets opportunity."

The Rams blew their first real opportuni-

ty in the game. On a first-and-goal from the

2 late in the first half, fullback Sean
Donovan coughed up the ball and UMass'
Garrick Amos recovered in the end zone.

But after Smith's third interception, the

Rams got on the board. With 40 seconds left

in the half, fullback Tony Lowe bulled in

from the 1, and Chris Cassara's extra point

tied the score 7-7.

But that was it for the Rams, as the

UMass defense held them to just 78 yards

in the second half to preserve the team's

third straight win.

"Last week we were 3-1 but I felt we
weren't good enough to be 3-1," Reid said.

"I said we were pretenders, not contenders.

Today we came together as a team."

Extra points: Tulley's performance

earned him Yankee Conference Rookie of

the Week honors. . . Smith's interceptions

tied a Yankee Conference record for in-

terceptions in a game, held by UMass'
Steve Rogers (vs. Delaware in 1968) and
Maine's Dave Brown (vs. Bowdoin in 1962).

. .Olson's run was the longest from scrim-

mage for UMass this year.

As long as it had to happen to someone:

UConn's big gun, quarterback Matt
DeGennaro, sustained a rib cage muscle

pull against Villanova Saturday and may
not be able to play against UMass this

week.

women's soccer ties UConn
continued from page 20

UMass has not had many pleasant en-

counters with turf this year. Just when
they thought that the fake stuff was in

their pa.st, the rain made the UConn field

slick, and pushed up the pace of the game.

"We had them under seige a few times,"

Gozley said. "I'd say we controlled about

80 minutes of the game "

Goalkeeper Caria DeSantis registered

nine saves over the 110 minutes of play,

posting her seventh shutout in nine games.

As has been the case with most opponents

this year, UConn was up to face the

Minutewomen. The fadt that the eighth-

ranked Huskies are a traditional rival for

UMass didn't help.

C'ollp(ian photo by Richard Bonanno

Senior outside hitter Juliet Primer and the Minutewomen will play host

to Holy Cross tonight at 7 p.m. at Totman Gym.
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ACTIVITIES

FOR THE BEST IN heavy metal listen to

Damage incorporated every Wednesday
night on WMUA from 9 30 to midnight

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS AUDITIONSIor
Beyond Therapy October it and 12 at

7 OOpm in the Campus Center See you

there

PATHETIC AT CHESS? Not^mpared to

us Our rapidly growing club meets tonight

in CC Check infer desK lor room number

FIELD RESIDENTS

FIELD HOUSE RESIDENTS! Left wingers

belong m the Senate Vole Owen
Broadhursl today

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT Disc

lOcKeys and large screen video dances
borms/organizalions 2S6-8526.

EARN S4O-S60/DAY wortung to reduce tox

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water safel Call Chris at 266*434

YOU DONT HAVE TO take pan in dissec-

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306.

AUOK)

CAR STEREO HARMON KAROON Top ol

the line brand new in box incredible deal

Call Chfis B. 549-4600 ext 292

FOR RENT

FROGE RENTALS call RAP 253-9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

HIGH EARNINGS FREE TRAVEL benefits-

National travel and Marketing Co seeks

highly moltvaled indnnduait to rapretent its

coHegutte travel vacations on your carnpus

No expenence necessary Will train Call

(718-855-7120 or write Campos Vacations

Associations 26 Court Stree. Brooklyn, NY
11242

GREENPEACE PART TIME JOBS-Paid in

ternships Work to preserve our earth The

deslructxjn of our environment is not an ac-

c«ptal>le industry practice Work to Stop

Nuctaar Weapon testing and save en

dangered species Select your own days to

work M-Sn 2pm- 10pm Call 256^1439 lor

more info

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round

Europe, S Amer Australia. Asia All fieWs

S900 $1200mo Sightseeing Free into

Write IJC, PO Box 52 MA01 Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

BURGANOY GANT FRAMES in black

leather case Lost approi 9/19 $25 reward

If returned Call Duke • 253-9032

MANAGEMENT POSITIOM

RUN A SUMMER BUSINESS m New
England Gam valuable experience-

Average pay $7000 Call while territories

are available UMass representative Adam
865 2527

FOR SALE
RED SOX TICKETS
Game 6 ALCS
WOfILD SERIES

Game 3
Call Bill

546-7136 BO

TRAVEL

MIKE. I OONT WANT to los«< your friend

ship over this Can we talk'' ' you can deal,

give me a call, or wnte back here Nancy

MOTORCYCLES

IMS KAWASAKI KZSSOItO Melmel,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evemnga

OK ELIZABCTH LET'S TALK 2S64809
-Charlie

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 11-13 Call 549-1949

WANTED

ICE^IOCKEY OFFTcIALS nae^d
545-2093 IM VoNeybaR entries due Octobar

12

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM JanTo Sept on

2 bdrm Apt on Mam St Prefer grad

studenta or Prof people CaH 256-8040

COLLEGE WEEKEND M Montreal from

$39 November 11-13 CaH 549-1949

PERSONALS

IBANEZ RBeaO Baaa. Includes hard case

and knock off rockman S200 or BO Call

Eric 2S3-2348

DORM-SIZE REFRIDGERATOR
cheap! Call 256-0924

Large.

AUTO FOR SALE

1 tab CHEVY MONZA 77kmi Good condi-

tion auto, am/fm A/C $750 549-1377

1970 MUSTANG C0UPE7 Excellent

condition-mechanically sound' Great body,

4 new tires $2,500, Call 546-4908

weeknights-Jen.

RED SOX TICKETS - Game 6 vs Oakland

Call Glenn 549 7928

yTuniAMASRX 250 Sport bike 5 months

oW. $1 .500, includes full facial helmet and

lacket Call David 1-566-8212

DELIVERY PERSONS WANTED, need

your own car. good $, 256-1616

ELDERLYnjUN. physically fit but

disoriented needs congenial companion
Longmeadow MA Some driving required

Flexible hours. t>ul must be available Sat

a Sun $7mour Call 567-7736

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES. Experienced

and novice Will tram Amherst Youth

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

19B0 VW RABBIT. Great condition $950

549 ?74l

81 AMC GOOD TRANSPORTATION must

sell $500 B O Call John 549-3592

S3 AMC SPIRIT PenecTcond^on must sell

$1000 or 6 O Chris 367-2136

7S CADILLAC luxury package runs great

new tires $450/B O 564-5757

81 TOYOTA COROLLA mint condition,

low-mileage. AM/FM cass ,
air, 5spd

256-0969 evenings

CARYN COHEN

COHEN HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Love Oebby

C

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK lor boys

ages 3 and 1 $4.50mour Near Leverett

center. 10 mm for UMASS Child Ed ma-

|or would be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9845 Availab'a immediately

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura al 6-8021

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons

bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur

nilure I Short Si Northhampton 586 7970

BiH or Damn We deliver

KLUBKAVE

HEY ALPHA CHIS We stiH have 1 1 DAYS
till the big mghl NO PROBLEM, we have

It under control"

NOBOOY FORQETI toda7^s Michael

Kane's birthday-his last one at UMass Call

him and wish him a happy 24th 546-9669

Kane you may graduate but I promise to

haunt you forever Have a great day" Love

Lisa Mountains (like lasagna)

IF YOU'RE GLAD AS HECK that you're not

gay. don't wear jeans on Tuesday

WE MAY BE LATE BUT WrRE WORTH
THE WAIT! Tn Sigma Open Rush Oct

17.18 19 Call 549-8003 lor more
information

COLLEGE WEEKEND Novambar 11-13

REWARD

• FOR INFORMATION LEADING TO '

• the return ol a personal license plate

• Rick " stolen from behind the SUB
• Please notify Rick at the SUB alter 5
•

it you know where the plate can be
• lound or il you wish to return it The

plate cannot be replaced or reissued

Thanks, Rick

POWERFUL, RELIABLE MUSIC and
lighting system for many occasions-

Klubkave OJ Services 546-6518

LOST

TO THE SISTERS OF CHI OMEGA. What

can we say'' Thanks tor everythmgi Love

th<5 new pledges. Leslie. Karen, Jennifer,

Kara, Sarah, Ellen. Anne. Mary, Heather

Rachael, Lisa, and Wendy

HELP WANTED

COMPANiON7HELPEH/GRAOUATE-
STUOENT personable senior lady seeks

responsible and caring live-m, Amherst

town center Flexible tree time and in

dependence, own room and kitchen

pnviledges etc Light housekeeping and

shopping, needs drivers license and

relerences (Prefer non-smoker) Write with

telephone number to P O Box
840/Amherst MA 01004-0840 Interviews

starting 10/10

LOST 5 SETS OF KEY on blue keycham
somewhere bet/hatch and library Reward
$20 Tel 549-8338

CITIZEN WATCH IN librar7orrTOT7e'n
timental value Reward no questions
549-4405

HELP! GREY LEATHER COAT with

shoulder patches Fn 9/30 Sentimental

value! $Reward$ 665-2218 Dave

SUE BARRY- Hi»)py birthday' So it is a day

late It isn't my lault there was no collegian

yesterday Have a great day Love Eric

HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY Trichita from the

Colonial Gang A V L B B.M

CASS, I DION T FORGET, happy 21st

Stay out ol trouble will ya' -HAK

70 Squire Village: mia* eaaing you play

wiffle ball- An Admirer.

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 oTiltALE. OR FEMALE roommates
wanted for loft bedroom with private bath

in Leverett house with 29 acres ol land CaH
5489790

OLDER STUDENT TO TAKE OVER room

in house m quiet neighborhood Available

Nov 1 256-0677

F^AJTROOMATEWANTEO to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

2 ROOMATES NEEDED to share

southwood townhouse apt Female
nonsrtrokmg call 256-0264

HEY YOU- Whoever removed my
bookbag from Boyden will Ihey please

return my books to CC lost & found
2535065

MICHAEL KANE Happy 24th birthday

darlin Don'l worry, be happy turning 24

isn't the end l hope we will share many
iTKire B'days together' I do tove you' Carrie

SEIKO SX WATCH kwt on intramural fields

3 weeks ago Call after 11 00 546-6287
Reward offered

SERVICES

ACCURATE .'•ROFESSIONALrtyping on

word processor with spelteheck • ANYTIME'
Carolyn 253-5667

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive

rates, decent location 253-5202

~n\,s /Vi/)/J deutiS. The

Tsn'i
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SPORTS Monday's schedule today

UMass rolls over Rhode Island, 26-7
Defense shines as team wins third straight
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON. R.I. - For the first three

games of the season, the defensive players

of the University of Massachusetts football

team got pushed around.

The last two games, they have pushed

back — hard.

The Minuteman defense stifled the

University of Rhode Island Saturday as

UMass jx)sted a 26-7 victory over the Rams.

With the win, UMass finds itself 4-1, with

a perfect 3-0 record and a share of first

place in the Yankee Conference. Villanova

is also 3-0.

lion play, and with the top two fullbacks

both out with injuries, the offense was not

as powerful as it had been in the first four

games.

"The weather took us out of a lot of stuff

on offense. We couldn't make cuts," said

Palazzi, who threw four interceptions, all

to Ram cornerback Kevin Smith. "I

thought [the interceptions) were good
passes, but maybe I underthrew one or two
of them."

It was that kind of day. Rhode Island's

troubles were not with throwing, but

rather holding on to the ball, as the team
lost seven fumbles.

Last week we were 3- 1 but I felt we weren't good

enough to be 3- 1 . 1 said we were pretenders, not con-

tenders. Today we came together as a team.

—UMass head coach lim Reid
•'If we can't be 5-0, 1 guess we'll take 4-1,"

senior quarterback Dave Palazzi said after

Saturday's win. "And 3-0 in this conference

isn't bad. We're staying ahead."

They have done it in different ways, with

different heroes almost every game. Satur-

day Palazzi wasn't on, and the defense pick-

ed up the slack, holding the Rams to 251

yards of total offense.

"Through the first three games (when

UMass gave up 114 points), we were giv-

ing 100 percent." said senior noseguard Joe

CuUen, who had six tackles Saturday. "But

we gave up the big play. We're a little

young and now we're starting to gel."

Rhode Island, 2-4 and 1-3 in the con-

ference, found that out Saturday as the

Minutemen made a cold, dreary day even
more miserable for the Rams.
The weather conditions limited the

UMass offense. Without full use of the op-

And the UMass defense took advantage,

ending one URI drive by pouncing on a

loose ball and scoring a touchdown on
another.

"We're showing we can be a good
defense," cornerback Vaughn Williams
said. "And the defense wanted to win this

game."
Williams made his biggest contribution

to the win early in the third quarter. When
the Rams lined up for first and 10 from
their own 5-yardline, quarterback Steve

Monaco pitched out to tailback Mike
Rogers.

Williams pursued, stripped the ball from
Rogers, and dove on the ball to put the

Minutemen up 13-7.

"We worked all week on stopping the toss

sweep," Williams said. "My job on that

play is to force the play inside and take on
the fullback but he cut upfield. I just tried

Sporta Information photo

Fullback Steve Olson had a 51 -yard touchdown run Saturday as the

Minutemen defeated Rhode Island, 26-7.

to make something happen."

Besides turning out to be the winning
points, Williams' touchdown also did much
to deflate Rhode Island.

"The fumbles were too much," URI head

coach Bob Griffin said. "To lose possession

near the goal line is a killer. I don't know
whether it was that play in the end zone,

but there was a definite shift in momentum
and control of the game."
The control shifted to the UMass defense.

On the next set of downs, the Rams reach-

ed the UMass 34 before sacks by George
Karelas and Steve Brothers moved them
back to the 44 and forced them to punt.

"After that touchdown in the second half,

their defense got stronger and more confi-

dent, and made life harder for us," Griffin

said.

On the Rams' next possession, UMass
stopped them on three downs and forced a

punt; on the following Ram series, Karelas

recovered a fumble to give the Minutemen
the ball on the URI 14.

Four plays later, Kevin Smellie took a
pitch and scored from the 1 to make it 19-7.

Chris Poirier fumbled the ensuing kickoff

and kicker Marco Gabrielli recovered to

give UMass the ball at the URI 28.

After the Minutemen turned the ball

over on downs, the Rams ran three plays

and punted to the UMass 49. And on the

first play, fourth-string fullback Steve

Olson blasted through a hole and went 51

yards to finish the scoring.

continued on page 19

Volleyball
splits two

A-10 matches
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team's
competition went full circle this weekend — from sar-

dines to caviar, from the first floor to the penthouse, and
firom St. Bonaventure University to Penn State
University.

The Minutewomen saw the worst and best ofteams in

the Atlantic 10 conference in just 24 hours.

On Friday, UMass lowered the boom on the Bonnies
15-5, 16-9, 15-12 and then slammed into the Penn St. wall

3-16, 4-16, 4-15.

Tonight, the Minutewomen will get right back to work,

when they face the Crusaders of Holy Cross College at

7 p.m. in the Totman Gymnasium.
"We are not going to take them lightly, they went four

games with the University of Rhode Island," Ford said.

"We should be ready and fairly rested. Being home the

next couple of weekends will help.

This weekend's road trip began agninst St. Bonaven-
ture (6-9, 0-4 in the A-10), a young ti am struggling to

keep pace with the rest of the conference. Next was Penn
State (18-1, 4-0 in the A-10), an incredibly balanced, ex-

perienced, and veteran team that has dominated the con-

ference for the past five years.

The Miifutewomen began the road trip with a eight

hour bus ride to Olean N.Y. to face an improved and en-

thusiastic, but outmatched Bonavent\ire team.
"A lot ofteams have beaten St. Bonaventure 16-1, 16-2,

bot they have really improved," UMass coach Carol Ford
said.

UMass didn't show any signs of wearineM from the

long trip, according to Ford, as the Minutewomen played

their best game of the match in the first game.
"We did everything well, passed well, played good

defense — everyone made a contribution and played

tough," Ford said. ^

In the second game, "St. Bonaventure improved. I'm

giving credit to them, they played well," Ford said.

UMass was forced in the third game to hold off a

desperate St. Bonaventure team.

llie Bonnies were anxious to save some pride while

UMass wanted to finish off SBU as quickly as possible

and save some energy for Saturday's dash against Penn
State. . ^

continued on page 19

Field hockey wins, ties
Clinches first in A-IO East
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

All year long. University Of Massachusetts field hockey
coach Pam Hixon has said that she is not concerned with
national rankings this early in the season.

This weekend showed one reason why Hixon does not

get herself wrapped up in the polls.

Saturday, the Minutewomen handled Temple Univer-

sity, 4-1, on Temple's artificial turf field. The Owls were
ranked No. 15 in the country by the NCAA.

But on Sunday, UMass played at West Chester Univer-

sity on a grass field, which the Minutewomen are more
u.sed to, and were battled to a 0-0 tie by the 20th-ranked

(jrolden Rams.

UMass, which came into the weekend ranked No. 3 in

the nation and No. 1 in New England, is now 10-1-1 on
the season.

In the West Chester game, the second overtime ended
with no one able to break (iolden Ram goaltender Shelley

Stevens or UMass goalie Cindy Cox.

Both teams had equal opportunity to win the game in

overtime, each drawing two penalty comers. But Cox and
Stevens just would not make a mistake, both making two
saves to preserve their team's chances of winning.

The Minutewomen outshot the Ciolden Rams by an 18-8

margin in regulation but Stevens turned them away with

1 1 saves. Cox was only forced to make six saves for UMass.
UMass drew 10 penalty corners in the game as opposed

to West Chester's six but just couldn't put the ball in the

net. Having played two games in 24 hours might have
contributed to the lack of production from the
Minutewomen's attack.

"West Chester long-balled us to death," Hixon said.

"They looked fresh, we looked a little tired. We had our
chances, we just didn't capitalize."

UMass had no problem putting the ball in the net on
Saturday though as four different players scored a goal

for UMass against Atlantic 10 Conference rival Temple.
continued on page 16

A disappointing soccer weekend
• Women tie UConn, 0-0

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Saturday's women's soccer game between the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and the University of Connecticut

was supposed to prove who was the better of the two in

New England.

Unfortunately, the result was inconclusive, as the teams

sloshed to a 0-0 tie in a windy, cold rain at Storrs, Conn.

But the Minutewomen can put that game behind them
now, as they prepare to face Dartmouth College this after-

noon at Boyden Field at 3 p.m.

According to UMass assistant coach Lisa Gozley, Dart-

mouth comes in with its best team. The Big Green are

led by co-captain Chris Gates, who owns the school scor-

ing record.

Needless to say, Saturday's weather wasn't tailor-made

for anything short ofmud football. The conditions played

a role in what was the biggest game of the season so far

for the third-ranked Minutewomen. With the tie, UMass
is now 8-0-1.

"The weather was a factor," said (jozley. "It was cold,

and it made the field more like turf."

continued on page 19

• Men stopped by URI, 2-0

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

On a windswept field Sunday in Kingston, R.I., the
University of Massachusetts men's soccer team saw its

last avenue to post-season play shut tight by the Rams
of Rhode Island, as the Minutemen were beaten by their

Atlantic-10 rivals 2-0.

The loss dropped UMass' season record to 7-5, and its

league tally to 1-2. Neither will qualify the Minutemen
for an at-large invitation to the post-season Atlantic 10
tournmament, and a shot at the NCAAs.
"This loss annhilated our chance of any post season

play," said UMass assistant coach John Martin.

A lack of intensity and an equally sparse ability to score

once again combined to down the Minutemen on the road,

where they have posted a 1-4 record this season.

The UMass offense, which rolled into Sunday's contest

having scored 10 times in its previous three contests,

mustered a mere 10 shots against the Rams in the game.
Most importantly, the Minutemen were unable to break

through the Ram defense in the first half, when the strong

sea breeze was to their advantage.

continued on page 18
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH — Digger Bertolet, a doctoral student of electrical engineering, takes a spin
on his mountain bike at the Holyoke Range.

Regents award raise to Jenifer
By COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES

BOSTON - The state Board of Regents

yesterday voted to give Chancellor of

Higher Education Franklyn G. Jenifer a

$12,000 raise, setting his salary at

$112,000 per year.

The board also approved the distribution

of $10 million raised in tuition hikes to

public colleges and universities.

Regents increased tuition at the state's

29 public institutions by about 8.5 percent

in May and received legislative approval

to retain the extra tuition earned through

the increase. Tuition from state schools

generally reverts to the state treasury.

"Given the fact that there are probably

not going to be emy major budget increases

in the next few years, in order for the

state's colleges and universities to get bet-

ter, they needed another source of

revenue," said Terry Zoulas, spokesman for

the Regents.

The Regents' Compliance Unit will audit

how each school uses new funds, and school

presidents are prohibited from spending

any money raised through the tuition hike

on permanent staff or faculty salaries or

Biologists to speak today

Life sciences
subject of talk
By JEANNE BOLDUC
Collegian Staff

Three world-renowned evolutionary biologists will

tackle "Three-and-a-half billion years on Earth" in a

special University of Massachusetts convocation to be held

at 4 p.m. today in the Campus Center Auditorium.

The convocation will feature a series of short lectures

by three of the foremost authorities in the life sciences

—Lynn Margulis, William Chaloner and Peter Raven.

Raven will receive an honorary Doctorate of Sciences

degree by University President David C. Knapp follow-

ing the event.

"This convocation addresses extremely important con-

temporary topics of scientific and historical significance,"

said Chancellor Joseph Duffey, who will preside at the

event.

A member of the National Academy of Sciences and

Distinguished University Professor of Botany, Margulis

will discuss "The First Three Billion Years-The Five

Kingdoms of Life."

Author of more than 130 scientific papers and seven

books, Margulis came to the University this fall from

Boston University, where she was a professor of biology.

"We are delighted to welcome Professor Lynn Margulis

to our campus with this convocation," said Duffey.

Margulis is internationally recognized as one of the

continued on page 8

Civility Day
planned for

Oct. 27
In commemoration of the brawl which

erupted two years ago after the Boston

Red Sox lost a World Series game to the

New York Mets, the University of

Massachusetts ia holding Civility Day on

Oct. 27.

An annual rededication of the campus

to civility was among the recommenda-

tions made by Judge Frederick Hurst of

the Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination in the aftermath of the in-

cident which he judged to be racially

motivated.

The three purposes of the day are to

raise awareness of racism, celebrate

multicultural diversity, and highlight ex-

isting programs and activities that foster

an atmosphere of openness and tolerance

on campus.
"In previous years we've had people put

on events for the campus," said Grant In-

gle of the Human Relations Office. Ingle

and other members of a committee broad-

ly representative of the University com-

munity are coordinating a week of events

beginning Oct. 21 and culminating on the

day.
— Collegian Staff reports

facility operating costs, such as heat or elec-

tricity bills.

Jenifer's raise comes at a time when cut-

backs in state aid have forced public col-

leges and universities to trim their

enrollments, a situation he has called "a

very serious problem."

The raise increases the Chancellor's pay

by $47,000 since he took the post two years

ago. In 1987, Jenifer's salary was boosted

to $100,000, the bottom of the $100,000 to

$150,000 range set by new legislation.

House
crashes
Traffic was stalled for

more than seven hours

yesterday when a modular
prison cell unit struck a con-

crete barrier on Route 91

southbound in Northamp-
ton, tearing the unit from

its frame, police said. No
one was injured.

The accident occurred
when the prison cell unit,

approximately 14 feet wide,

tried to pass between two
concrete "jersey" barricades

that were aktout 13 feet

apart.

Corporal Pinkham of the

Northampton barracks of

the state police said the unit

W£i8 riding on axles and was
similar to a "modular home
taken apart and put
together at the site."

Pinkham said the acci-

dent occurred near Exit 20
at about 2 p.m. and was
cleared at about 7:30 p.m.

"The frame was torn from
the body, and heavy equip-

ment was used to clear the
wreck," he said.

-GEORGE FRANCY b erd."

Senators
try to oust
Piccirillo
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association officials

have criticized SGA Clerk of Courts Paul
Piccirillo for some time and are now re-

questing his resignation.

Commuter Area Government President

Jay Festa placed a motion demanding Pic-

cirillo's resignation on the agenda for

tonight's meeting of the Undergraduate
Student Senate.

However Senate Speaker Robert Fadel
said the item may not even make it to the

senate floor. He said if the senate ratifies

yesterday's elections the motion may not

be voted on because the senate will be in

"new session."

Festa said he wants Piccirillo out because

he considers him incompetent and un-

professional. He said he was astonished at

how Piccirillo acted during the Sept. 25

hearing concerning the Coordinating Com-
mittee. The committee, which acts as the

senate over the summer, approved the elec-

tion results of Shari Silkoff and Jason
Rabinowitz as SGA co-presidents.

"I was amazed at the pure incompetence

if not the maliciousness of his actions,"

Festa said.

Festa said during the hearing Piccirillo

discussed the case with a witness, former
Attorney General Bill Collins, and on a

number of occasions goaded the justices.

Piccirillo said he was not discussing the

case with Collins, but simply asking him
a question. He said he did not remember
the exact content of the question.

He also said part of his job is to answer
any questions the justices may have and
insisted that is exactly what he was doing

during the hearing.

Festa is not the first to complain about

Piccirillo's performance as Clerk of Courts.

At the first .senate meeting this semester

Fadel listed a number of problems he had
with the Coordinating Committee hearing.

Fadel. a member of the committee, was
among the members of the committee
publicly censured in that case

determination.

Fadel said the subpoenas for the hearing

were not issued until 5 p.m. the Friday

before, which did not give the defendants

any time to prepare for the case. He also

said because the hearing was scheduled on

a Sunday it was in violation of

Massachusetts General Law and the First

and 14th Amendments of the US
Constitution.

John Sanchez, a former justice who serv-

ed two years, said the clerk is supposed to

be very objective and said he had doubts

about Piccirillo's objectivity.

"You can't do somebody else's papierwork

first," Sanchez said. "You can't call a

meeting knowing full well that it's going

to cause a problem for the other side, which

is exactly what he did that Sunday."

Sanchez said Piccirillo did not notify the

justices for the hearing until very late, and

two of the justices had never sat on a case

before.

Pamela Hickey, the presiding justice in

the case, said she was very surprised she

was presiding, since she only sat on one

case last semester.

She said she, along with the other two

justices, was contacted to sit on the panel

at the last minute, which seemed strange

to her.

"It's not normal to contact everyone at

the last minute, " Hickey said "It's one

thing if its another person, but the whole
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WORLD/NATION
Candidates spar prior to second debate
WASHINGTON, DC. (AP) - George Bush and Michael

Dukakis courted the support of Italian-Americans in com-

peting Columbus Day appearances yesterday that left

plenty of time to polish their lines in private for this

weeks; second and final presidential campaign debate.

Both camps said they expected the 90-minute debate to

be held at 9 p.m. EDT liursday night on the campus of

UCLA, and the presidential rivals were flying to the West

Coast today to prepare.

Dukakis spent his morning in New York with Gov.

Mario Cuomo and John F. Kennedy Jr. The Democratic

candidate marched in the annual Columbus Day parade

in New York City after first proposing a program to ease

the way into the housing market for first-time home
buyers.

"George Bush has no housing program. He has no solu-

tions," the Democrat said in a speech in Levittown, a Long

Island community that was the embodiment of the post-

World War II boom in affordable housing. "He has no new

ideas."

But Bush does have a lead in the nationwide public opi

nion polls, and the vice president pointed with satisfac-

tion to weekend surveys rating him the leader across the

South and in scattered other states.

The Republican candidate street-campaigned in New

Jersey, walking through an Italian neighborhood in south

Trenton before delivering a speech on crime.

"Frankly, law abiding Americans are fed up with the

cruel and unusual punishment inflicted on them by those

who are soft on crime," the vice president said.

While refraining from the type of harsh attack on

Dukakis' crime record that has become a regular part of

his campaigning, Bush criticized "liberal thinkers" who

he said "thought it was compassionate to lighten up on

sentencing to allow early releases and furloughs".

That was a muted remark directed at the

Masasachusetts prison furlough program that Bush has

repeatedly criticized during the campaign. In one in-

famous incident, a murderer out of jail on a furlough

escaped and brutally attacked a Maryland couple.
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Resignation
to be proposed
Clerk of Courts under fire

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association Clerk of Courts Paul
Piccirillo may be asked to resign as a result of a proposal
being heard in tonight's Undergraduate Student Senate
meeting.

This request for resignation may be held up, however,
if the senate decides to ratify yesterday's senatorial elec-

tion results. Results were not available at press time.

If the election results are ratified, installing new
senators, the request for Piccirillo's resignation becomes
business of the former senate, and is effectively "dead,"
according to Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice.

Senator Jay Festa is requesting Piccirillo's resignation
because of what he terms "unprofessional" behavior by
the Clerk of Courts. Festa said he is not sure the proposal
will be heard tonight.

Festa said a hearing of the Student Supreme Court on
Sept. 25. was illegal because it was held on a Sunday. "A
lot of it has to do with the Sunday hearing," he said. "He
also didn't give notice to the people being complained
about," Festa said of Piccirillo.

"As clerk of courts, he is only there in an administrative

capacity, he's not there to coach the justices or talk to

witnesses," Festa said. He claims Piccirillo did both dur-

ing the hearing.

Piccirillo sees the request to remove him as a political

move to make it easier to install Shari Silkoff and Jason
Rabinowitz as co-presidents of the SGA. The issue of the
co-presidents is currently stuck in the courts, pending a
decision.

"They probably want to see someone in office as presi-

dent," Piccirillo said. "It's obviously politically motivated.

Any unbiased person can see that I have been doing ray

job."

Piccirillo said he was appointed last semester by the
justices for the Student Judiciary. If the proposal to ask
for his resignation is approved, it would have no binding
power to remove Piccirillo.

Also on yesterday's ballot was a referendum question

asking whether the police sub-station in Washington

Residence Hall should be removed.

Photo by Diane C. Marahall

IS THAT THE GOOD WITCH OF THE NORTH? - A woman conducts an experiment with
bubbles outside of the Morrill Science Center.

University Drive the site of auto accident
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A motor vehicle accident occurred at a stop sign intersec-

tion on University Drive Saturday with both vehicles sus-

taining under $1000 in damages.
• A tachometer worth $85 was stolen from a car parked
in the Stadium parking lot Wednesday when the car was
entered by smashing the right rear window.
• A student reported his vehicle sustained $400 in

damages when an unknown vehicle struck it while park-

ed in lot 22 on Friday.

• A 19-year-old Greenfield woman was arrested on
Massachusetts Avenue for operating a vehicle under the

influence of alcohol.

• Five non-student trespassers were caught trying to take

a mirror from the fourth floor in Prince Residence Hall
Saturday.

• A man reported his briefcase, personal property, and
$400 in cash stolen Sunday when lie was loading luggage
into his car in the Campus Center Garage.
• Sometime between 12:30 p.m. and 1 a.m. Monday five

people were reported to have been in Gorman Residence
Hall causing damage to light globes and bulbs, a lounge
screen and ceiling tiles in the third floor men's room, ac-

cording to that floor's resident assistant.

• A student reported on Monday that his 12-speed bicy-

cle and lock worth $200 was stolen from a street sign it

was locked to adjacent to Gorman Residence Hall.
• A male student reported Monday his 10-speed bicycle
and personal property valued at $210 stolen from his suite
in Cashin Residence Hall.

Five-college area gets

grant to research methods
of teaching calculus
By JENNIFER McKINNEY
Collegian Correspondent

Five College, Inc. received last month a

grant of $714,000 from the National

Science Foundation (NSF) to restructure

the way calculus is taught at the

undergraduate level, both here at the

University of Massachusetts and
nationwide.

This five-year grant for the program,

"Calculus in Context," was the only five-

year proposal that received NSF funds.

"This is incredibly exciting," said Frank

Wattenberg, mathematics professor here at

the UMass. "There is a number of different

things coming together . . . it's time to

revise how and what we are teaching in

calculus. It has basically been taught the

same way for over 50 years."

The grant will support the two primary

phases of the project, according to a Five

College press release. During the first three

years, writing, teaching and revising ver-

sions of each cour.se in the three-semester

calculus sequence will be top priority. A
reduction in teaching assignments will be

given to the Five College mathematicians.

During the summer recess, texts will be

revised and computer software produced to

take the place of those still being used both

at colleges and high schools.

During the last two years of the project,

distribution of the lessons learned will be

stressed. Course concepts, materials, and

structures of the curricular sequence will

be presented in concentrated summer
worltshops to other mathematicians in the

five colleges and to faculty members from

colleges and universities from all over the

United States. "We plan to bring in other

people to see what we've done," Wat-

tenberg said.

The initiators and directors of the pro-

gram are professors from each of the five

colleges: Wattenberg; James Callahan, of

Smith College; David Cox, of Amherst Col-

lege; Kenneth Hoffmann, of Hampshire
College and Donald O'Shea and Lester

Senechal of Mount Holyoke College.

The recent advance of computer
technology has considerably affected the

application of mathematics to many
sciences, Five College professors pointed

out to the NSF in their proposal.

Professor Callahan stated, "We intend to

create a course that offers more that is

directly useful to students in all the

sciences from physics to economics."

Now, three or four applications will be

taught rather than 700, as it was previous-

ly. Students will have a better feel for what

they are studying. It is a lot more realistic,

said Wattenberg.
"We now have a lot more computers than

we did before," Wattenberg said. "We
(UMass) have a powerful graphics facility

that makes it easier for students to

visualize what they are studying. It makes
it more interesting, less abstract."

According to Wattenberg, $140,000 will

be received the first year to be distributed

among the various projects connected to

"Calculus in Context". "There is a tremen-

dous amount of excitement and interest go-

ing on in the Math department," he said.

When asked what is now being done to

start the program, Wattenberg said that

work was just starting to be done including

getting course materials together.

Carol Angus, assistant coordinator at

Five Colleges, Inc., expressed her feelings

on the program, saying, "I am pleased that

our mathematicians have this opportuni-

ty to make such an important contribution.

Budget cuts causeproblems for Mathnet

Computer network
assists teachers

7

By JONATHON WAXLER
Collegian Correspondent

A program that was created to help im-

prove math instructing skills with the aid

of computers is having problems because

of state budget cuts.

Mathnet is a telecommunications ser-

vice available free of charge to

mathematics educators in elementary and
secondary schools across the state. The
program was created by University of

Ma.ssachusetts Professor of Education

Richard Masalski, who is on sabattical

until January. He believes computer net-

works offer "a golden opportunity to real-

ly take advantage of the skills teachers

have to reach more students more effi-

ciently."

The major problem with the .system is

the Board of Regents of Higher Education

cut all funding to the program which in-

cluded a toll free number. Now all long

distance phone charges must be incurred

by the user, and therefore less calls are

being made into the system, said John
Sieks, a UMass math professor.

"It is a shame that we publicize this

system and finally get people to start call-

ing in and them the Board of Regents cuts

all funding, forcing us to lose the '800'

number and therefore several users," he

said. "It seems like a service to the Com-
monwealth that ought to be funded by the

Commonwealth."
A new budget is being drawn up and

hopefully the program will soon get

money. Sieks said. "We want to get fun-

ding to go all over New England. That

costs $12,000 a year for the telephone

hook-up," he said. "Hopefully we will be

able to get some money from one of the

state organizations like the National

Science Foundation or even perhaps the

Board of Regents again."

The system began working last

September afler getting funding from the

Board of Regents. "One of the problems
of getting the system up and running is

that while most schools have computers,
very few are connected to outside systems
by telephone modems. We have to educate

the local schools to acquire modems,
which cost between $100 and $300," he
said.

The system, which is based in Furcolo

Hall, has 100 users out of some 700 eligi-

ble institutions. "We have even had one
user sign on from New Hampshire," Sieks

said.

Some of the services offered by Mathnet
include calendar listings of state,

regional, and national mathematics
events.

October declared AIDS awareness month
Acting Governor of Massachusetts

Evelyn F. Murphy has proclaimed October

AIDS Awareness Month in an effort to pro-

mote education and prevention of the dead-

ly virus.

Data collected by the Department of

Public Health shows, although the virus

does not discriminate, minorities and
women are disproportionately affected by

the disease.

In Massachusetts, minorities comprise

eight percent of the population, yet they

represent 30 percent of the reported AIDS
cases and black and Hispanic women repre-

sent more than half of the cases reported

among women.
The information also indicated that 28 of

the 34 reported children's cases of the

disease have been black or Hispanic.
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I »
^ Offer expires Oct. 31 if

549-4545

By TINA SCIOLETTI
Collegian Correspondent

The presidential candidates are neglec-

ting issues of interest to women as they

campaign for the November election, accor-

ding to an associate vice chancellor at the

University of Massachusetts.

"They have essentially been missing the

boat," said Zaida Giraldo, associate vice

chancellor for affirmative action and equal

opportunity.

Giraldo, who is also the president of the

American Association of University

Women, has played a large role in the

organization of a two-hour debate entitled

"Women's Issues in the November Elec-

tion."

The debate will be held tonight at the

Amherst Junior High School auditorium,

and is designed to clarify general dif

ferences between the two major political

parties, Giraldo said.

Vivian Li, who serves as Democratic can

didate Gov. Michael Dukakis' advisor on

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT

WITH A SUBSCRIPTION FROM THE
STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING

SERVICE (SNPS)

tf you hav9 trouble taking notes, can 't see the board, or can 't hear the

professor, SNPS can help. Our experienced note-takers provide

neatly typed lecture notes for a variety of class>ss.

women's issues, will present the
Democratic party position, and Joyce

Hampers, former Commissioner of the

State Department ofRevenue, will offer the

Republican position, Giraldo said.

Issues scheduled for discussion include

child care, care for the elderly, family and
medical leave, education, pay equity,

welfare reform and the feminization of

poverty, according to a press release from

the UMass Office of Public Information.

Both Hampers and Li will make a

10-minute opening statement and then

field questions from a three-woman panel.

"The debate has been set up to be pretty

exciting, with a capable panel chosen to ask

good, hard questions," Giraldo said.

The members of the panel include

Florence Frank, founding member of the

Governor's Commission on the Status of

Women; Patricia Sykes, assistant professor

of political science at UMass and Polly

Logan, executive director of the Republican

Club of Massachusetts, according to the

press release.
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UPC Presents
CAMPER

VAN BEETHOVEN
with BIG DIPPER q

c
T.
1

4
S
U
B

7:30
With Cash Bar p.m.

$5 UMass Student
$7 General Public

Tickets on sale at Tix Unlimited, "For The
Record" (Faces) and Main St. Records

Wednesday NigKt is Game NigKt

at Mikes!

HigK score on Basketball, Football

and Golf WINS $25 CASH
Consolation prizes, Free Hors d'oeuvres

Sunday is Sports Day at Mike's!

SandwicK Smorgasboard is $2.00

Assorted Cold Cuts and Salads

Drink Specials

MIMOSAS $1.75

BLOODY MARYS $1.75

BUSCH PITCHERS $3.75
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My observations

Surviving the dating game
For centuries, people have tried to master

the dating ritual. People have tried

everything from using scientific data to just

plain winging it. The only problem is that

as of late, this masterpiece is rarely per-

formed. Especially at UMass.
Here we live, in a city of concrete cubby

holes and grade F food. It is just the type

of living arrangement that can bring a lot

of togetherness. The only problem is that

we never truly feel comfortable in letting

people know whether we are interested in

them or not. When the time comes to final-

ly make a move, it is to say the least am-

biguous, but somehow, we manage to meet
and ultimately become couples. Yet nobody

wants to make the first move.

Nancy Cohen
Ifyou do have the courage to actually be

honest, admit interest and ask a woman on

a date, let me commend you right here and
now. You have taken your first step to true

masculinity. Now you're probably think-

ing; 'What do I do next?' I'm glad you ask-

ed. Sit back and relax guys, here's your

guide to the do's and don'ts of dating.

Everything truly depends on what kind

ofwoman you have asked out. Ask yourself

the following questions:

1 Ms she a schlockheail? Meaning, does she

use so much hair spray that the enviorn-

mentalists on campus are after her for ruin-

ing the ozone layer? And if you dare try to

run your fingers through her hair, you bet-

ter really like her because you are going

to be stuck to her for a few days.

If the answer is yes, it will be a great idea

to take her to a crowded fraternity party.

That's the only place that her hair could

possibly melt down to fumes, sweat, and

beer. If this is achieved, you will get to see

what she's really like under her Aqua Net
shell.

2)Does she have expensive taste? Meaning
she's used to champagne and caviar and

has no inkling of a clue as to what the term
'starving college student' is. If so then by
all means, take her to someplace like

McDonalds or D'Angelos. This will allow

you to prove to yourself what she's really

made of. It takes a brave woman to get all

dressed up only to be taken to a bargain

Tuesday movie and D'Angelos. If she can

go on with the evening, you know you've

got a woman with true integrity.

3)/s she the intellectual type? Does she sit

around most Saturday nights reading

poetry and trying to get the true gist of the

Love Boat? If this is true, then coffee at

Trenduccis — oh, I mean Bonduccis — is the

place for you. Here you can analyze Walt
Whitman and Emily Dickinson and try to

get at the 'true' deep,

philosophical meaning about what they're

trying to say.

4)/s she a staunch feminist? The best place

to take her is a rally. It doesn't matter what
kind. It only matters that you prove your

honest and open to the needs and inherent

superiority of woman. They love this kind

of B.S.

5)/s she a macho woman? Take her to a

metal-head concert where she can slam

dance with style. Who knows, she might

get injured. Then you can prove your

studliness and pseudo-sensitivity by

bashing someone's head in for her. After

she bails you out ofjail, she'll probably be

your love puppet forever. She might even

give you her chains to wear around your

neck. If you accept them, I wouldn't cheat

on her, unless you have comprehensive life

insurance.

Keep in mind guys that even if the date

was not the whirlwind romance of the cen-

tury, you still have accomplished more
than half the population at UMass. If

nothing else comes of it, at least you've had
yourself one little adventure.

Right guys? You do have faith in me
don't you? Guys? Hello?

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columnist

trstiR-JPigac*

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community. Submissions

may be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center. UMass. All submissions are to be

typed and double-spaced. Questions or comments about the editorial page? Come down

and talk to David or Pam, or call us at 545-3500. Thanks.

Odds and ends

All I want is some QUIET!!!
A sudden "thud" awakens me from my brief period of

sleep. My eyes immediately open.

"What was that?" I mumble as I roll over and bury

my head in the pillow.

Thud. . . thud, thud.

"What the hell?" I grumble.

Thud. . . thud, thud (getting louder).

I look over at the clock. Two-twelve, and I have a

History exam at 8 am.

Thud. . thud, thud.

"Damn it!" I hear my roommate shout.

Merideth O'Brien
I angrily turn over to see my roommate (all of 4'10')

grab a book and climb up on her desk. She holds the book

fiercely, waiting for them to do it again.

Thud. . . thud, thud.

"That's it!" she says. She smacks the book against the

ceiling. Tiny pieces of plaster fall all over her bed and

her desk.

We wait. Silence!

Perhaps now I can sleep. After studying until two, I

need it. As I get comfortable again (and hear my room-

mate brush the plaster off of her bed) I relax.

At exactly two twenty-eight (I remember exactly

because I looked at the clock) I am jolted awake by the

vibrations of everything in the room. All I hear is a

blasting stereo. For the tloor to actually vibrate, the

music (and I use the term loosely) has to be pretty damn
loud.

I sit up and see my roommate clenching her fists; she

has an 8:00 too. My annoyance grows as I sit there los-

ing precious sleep with every pound of the music.

"Your turn," she says.

I viciously throw my covers aside and get out of bed.

I start jumping up and down on the bare floor. My room-

mate starts laughing. I stop for a minute listen for the

music.

Silence.

"Finally!" I yell as I climb back into bed and bury

myself in blankets.

Just as I lay my head on the pillow, the music - rather

"noise" resumes, but this time there is a simultaneous

chorus of shouts and laughter coming from the room next

door.

"Why me?" I whine. I turn to my roommate,

"Whatever happened to 'quiet hours'? Did we make this

much noise last year, or are we just getting old?'

Not saying a word, she climbs out of bed. She pulls on

some sweats and a pair of socks. As she heads for the

door I ask, "Where are you going? Don't you have an

8:00 tomorrow morning?"

"I'll skip it. I don't want to miss out on all of the fun!"

Merideth O'Brien is a UMass student

Institutionalized
As I turned onto D4, a foul odor alighted my nostrils.

It was the unmistakable stench of human excretion.

Hesitantly I stepped forward, noticing a group of patients

— barely recognizable as human. Sympathetic to my
distress, my supervisor walked ahead of me, greeting pa-

tients with a smile and cheerful hello. I followed her lead,

trying my best to smile even as I wanted to cry.

Many were slumped in their wheelchair, twitching in-

voluntarily or shaking nervously, unable to hold their

heads up to return our greeting. Others stared hollowly

through us as if we didn't exist. The hopeless blank faces

sent eerie chills up and down my spine.

Scott Green

Wanted: UMass students for Washington battle
come that is sliding steadily, things will get much worse

There is something fundamentally wrong with the way

tax money is allocated in this country. While hundreds

of billions are spent on the military, education gets a

meager $17 billion from the federal government. While

paying lipservice to the importance of education, both

presidential candidates have yet to explain to us why they

think of themselves as future "education presidents." So

far, Dukakis and Bush have shown only one thing: that

they agree with the elitist premises of the higher educa-

tion system, but are willing to help finance the huge debts

that students incur in order to go to school.

The average tuition for four years of private college cost

$26,264 in 1980, but has risen to $50,000 today. Public

college costs have risen 25 percent. Yet federal financial

aid has declined 16 percent. The gap between tuition and

financial help is growing every year. With a family in-

in the coming years.

The situation is even worse for students of color. Black

students, for instance, are more affected by cuts in finan-

cial aid. When the family income of 50 percent of black

students is below $12,000, it could hardly be any different.

Added to the financial constraints, students of color have

to deal with a curriculum and institutions that are

culturally biased.

On October 14-15, students will be showing their opposi-

tion to the policies of the Department of Education in

Washington, D.C. Let's send a clear message to the folks

in D.C. If you wish to join us, call the Graduate Student

Senate Office. _. »,.,_.
Pierre Laliberte

Executive Officer
Graduate Student Senate

From somewhere within the hospital's walls came a

nauseating scream that made my stomach ache. The

noises, the sights, the smell that permeated each ward

almost overwhelmed my senses.

"What am I doing here?" I thought. Then I saw a man
sitting quietly apart from the others. He seemed mellow,

calm. I said "hello" to him. "Hello yourself! Nigger!

Bastard!" I waited until I got around the corner before

I broke out in laughter. That is just what I needed, some

comic relief. Whew.
In every corridor of every building, the patients are lined

up like cattle waiting to be slaughtered by the butcher's

knife. The only difference is that their butcher is the Eter-

nal One, and He never calls for them too soon. I have talk-

ed with more than 50 patients, and most of them would

rather be dead than live in this place. Unwanted and

abandoned by their families, unable to care for

themselves, and mentally and physically frail, they rock

back and forth in their rocking chairs day in and day out,

waiting patiently, hoping that their number is called next.

This is everyday life for most people living in a chronic

care hospital. And I do stress "people " because oflen it

is easy to forget that they are human beings with feel-

ings who need to feel loved and reassured, just like

everyone else. It is sad to learn that these people are on-

ly thought of as burdens — burdens to their family, to

society, and to themselves. This hospital is the last stop

these unfortunate souls will make before their destina-

tion unknown.
By the end of my first day, I seriously questioned

whether I would be able to break through the mental

prisons in which these people live and make a difference

in their lives, not only as a therapist, but as a friend.

Scott Green is a UMass student
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By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

Twelve student artists are transforming the Student

Union Gallery into a labyrinth for a new exhibit entitled

Tell Me The Truth, which they will continue to work on

while the show is in progress.

The finished product will contain ten stations for the

viewer to stop at while listening to one of five possible

audio tapes, each representing a different point of view

on art. ,

The idea behind such a unique show is. "to go beyond

the traditional definition of a gallery," explained artist

Paula Hodecker. "The labyrinth is a way of directing the

viewer." .....
Artist Fran Trainor sees the labyrinth as being in a

sense a metaphor for the complex vision that people take

towards seeing art. These views are developed from each

individual's family, education, social class, etc
.

."

The tapes are intended to back up that idea by attemp-

ting to show the viewer that the way one interprets art

and life come not only from the individual, but also from

the person's environment, upbringing, and mood at a

given moment, among other things. The tapes will help

the viewer to understand how the outside influences work.

One point of the exhibit is "to show the way art is

presented; how information is relayed and taken in by the

viewer," said Hodecker.

"The exhibit," Trainor explained, "is a chance for

students and the community at large to have a look at

the exposed mechanism behind the actual piece of art, as

well as show them that there is more than one way of see-

ing art."

a reception on Oct. 17 Ga Jerv h^'^ ^^"l!
"" ^'' ^^' «nd

Friday H a.m. to 4p.m'^
''""'^' ^^ ^""day through

Come hear
about the new
& exciting

"Wali Street

Game"

from the founder of the game himself

Timothy A. DeMelio

Wed., October 12th 8:30pm SBA 120

Sponsored by the Finance Club

LISTEN TO WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY!
ANNE (who moved to Boston a year ago):

"No one. at any price, can cut my hair the way

you do! I've tried everyone in Boston and

that's why 1 drive back to Styles by Deborah."

JENNIFER (also living in Boston): "No one
can color my blonde hair like you do and

that's why I come back for hair color and cuts

at Styles by Deborah."

Styles by Deborah
65 University Drive, Amherst

549-5610

Union Program Council brings bands to UMass
By PETER LEON
Collegian Staff

Barbara Streisand sings it well: "The art of making art

is putting it together ..."
But it is UPC that does the real work of putting it

together, and they do do it well.

The Union Program Council is a student run campus
concert production company. With student monies, they

book shows in the Fine Arts Center, Student Union
Ballroom, and the Blue Wall Cafe'

UPC has a core staff of about 12 people who are respon-

sible for overseeing everything from the soliciting of

talent, to setting up and breaking down the stages the

day of the show. There is also a General Committee.

The General Committee, which meets Tuesdays at 6:30

p.m., has approximately 100 members and provides the

work the core staff oversees. General Committee members
£U"e the security for the shows, the hospitality for the band
members, and the stage crew hands as well as publicity

for the shows.

Bud Verge, UPC's business manager, has the respon-

sibility of arranging "for budget and payment of the

bands, sound, lights, police, and the EMT." His work most-

ly leaves him behind the scenes, but the work he does pro-

moting UPC and networking with other student groups

is a vital part of keeping UPC running.

The operating budget which Verge oversees is $210,000
this year. $102,000 comes from the Student Activities

Trust Fimd, $30,000 from the Board of Governors, $13,000

Art Council block grant and the last $45,000 is raised

through ticket sales.

Ari Weinsteiit. is production manager and is in charge

of ensuring shows themselves run well. This includes the

hospitality, stage crew, and security forces which are head-

ed by Margo Griffin, Steve Shepard, Steve Krendall and

Stacy Weinberg respectively. He also deals directly with

the band managers when any problems arise.

Talent coordinator is the position where it all begins.

Traci Swartz as talent coordinator "networks in the 'real'

world, talking to talent agents to book bands." It may
sound glamorous but she has to "find out who is available,

coordinate with dates UPC can handle, negotiate con-

tracts, and if the contracts are accepted making sure the

bands get paid and all the contracts are honored." Though

she has the last word on the decision to book a bsuid

Swartz says she likes to get a consensus.

So far this year. UPC has booked the Godfathers and

Living Colour. Next show is this Friday when Camper

Van Beethoven play the S.U.B. The Smithereens will play

the Fine Arts Center on Oct. 25.

New Incoming Students

You have until

October 20th
to get your Health Questionnaire

and Immunization informdion

to the University Health Services.

State law requires all incciming

Freshrr.ea Sophomores and
Juniors to have this done before

arriving on campus. If your

Immunization Information falls

to reach University Health

Sen/ices on time, you will NOT
be able to pre-register second

semester and may be
academically withdrawn.

Your high school health office/

nurse or doctor's office should

hove this information for you!

1

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM

Walt Disney World representatives will present

an information session on the Walt Disney

World College Program on October 13, 1988 at

the Campus Center at 7:00 p.m. Attendance at

this presentation is required to interview for the

SPRING '89 College Program on October 14,

1988.

Contact:

Jeff Silver

Co-op Office

545-2224

Second Semester Freshmen
Women and older are invited

to rush on:

Wednesday, Oct. 12 at 5:30 - 6:30

or 6:30 - 7:30

Delta Zeta Sorority

11 Phillips St., Amherst
For more information, call 253-9916

(t'^r Fo^pi ^^c F:^r^.V:?s] e-ooc Fon

lan^isneyUlorM«
AN EOUM OPPOBTUMTV EMPLOYfR

eiWI TW Wdi Dttwy CawpOTT

GOOD FOR WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY

17 FLAT STREET / DRATTLEBORO. VERMONT
802 254 0257

ADMIT ONE
Bring This Coupon

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 4, 1988

F YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE I

WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION,

SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

ANY STUDENT PAST OR PRESENT MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1988

TO- DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE

GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

Is Looking for Future Leaders in Public Affairs.

Come Learn About Harvard's Two-Year Master's

Program in Public Policy, Leading to either

the Master in Public Policy or

City and Regional Planning Degree.

JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REGISTRATION
OPPORTUNITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOLS

MEET WITH A KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE

DATE: OCTOBER 13

TIME: 10:00-1 1:30 GROUP SESSION

PLACE: PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFHCE
FOR THIS INFORMATION

All Stucienin, All Majorty All Yean Welcome!

IWNATIFYOU
DOIHGCT
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there arc other

schools But why settle?

Kaplan prep courses help

I

students raise their scores

and their chances of
I being admitted into their

first choice schools Fact

is, no one has helped

STWIUT H ttnw lOOWnoittl ailT» no students score higher!

OTHER COURSES MCAT. DAT, NCIEX, NTE, CPA. BAR REVIEW, & OTHERS

IKAPLAN

LSAT Begins: Oct 11-18

GRE Begins: Oct 13-20

GIVIAT Begin: Oct 19

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780
Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

Wednesday, October 12, 1988
Wednesday, October 12, 1988
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biologists
continued from page I

premier evolutionary biologists

for her research of microscopic bacteria and
protists (protozoa and algae). She is also

known for her theory of the symbiotic

origin of the eukaryotic cell, which states

that all cells except bacteria came about

from intimate association or the symbiosis

of various bacteria.

Chaloner. a Professor of Botany at

UMass, will lecture on the topic of "The
Latest 50 Million Years—Evolution of the

Plant Kingdom."
Chaloner is a corresponding member of

the Botanical Society of America, an honor

limited to 50 living foreign botanists in the

world. He is also a Hildred Carlisle Pro-

fessor of Botany and Head of the School of

Life Sciences at Royal Holloway and Bed-

ford New College at the University of Lon
don. He is the author of over 120 scientific

papers and is considered the premier

paleobotanist in the world today.

Raven, home secretary of the National

Academy of Sciences and Engelmann Pro-

fessor of Botany at Washington Universi-

ty, will discuss "The Next Twenty Years
— Global Destruction of Biological Diver-

sity: Can It Be Stopped?"

"Peter Raven is without a doubt an in-

dividual who possesses a combination of

mental ability and drive far in excess of

that present in all but a handful ofhuman
beings," said James Walker, head of the

UMass Botany Department.

Raven wrote his first research paper at

the age of 14 and in 38 years has written

over 350 scientific papers. He is considered

the world's premier botanist and is the

foremost authority for the preservation of

the world's tropical rain forests, said

Walker.

"He is unquestionably one of the most in-

fluential scientists in the United States,"

said Walker.

Raven is currently on a committee that

works with Congress to recommend
priorities for science spending and is the

Director of the Missouri Botanical Garden.

"Peter Raven joins a distinguished list of

visitors and scholars who will be on our

campus this year," said Duffey.

The convocation is free and is open to the

public.
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New Medico Rehabilitation and Skilled Nursing Center at

Pioneer Valley is presently accepting applications for the

following positions:

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
REHABILITATION AIDE
NURSING ASSISTANT
DIETARY ASSISTANT

LAUNDRY/HOUSEKEEPER

Most positions do not require experience, as we will train

you, and offer short-hour, flexible scheduling - ideal for

students. If you would like to learn more about any of these

positions, contact Vicky at 586-3150, or apply in person a

548 Elm St., Northampton.

^
n

>^

10 Bclcherlown Rd.,

at RIe. 9,

Amherst 256-025?

Op*n Swn.-Thui 1110

The Best Chinese BuffetJ

TIM OVT SERVICC - FUll COCRTIIl MEND

Fr1.-S«« 11-11

LUMUKOM SPECIALS
Man •••(. 11 im-S pm

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BuHpi sCTvpd 58pm. Mor. Thiirs • Brunch saved Sunday 1 1 ,V) a m 3 p m

ALL YOU CAN EAT * C 99
ChiKiren under 10 • S3.00 <^

1) Not and Sour Soup
2) Chicken Ungmrt
3) Chicken Win«t
4) Fried Wenlena
5) Pan Fried Ravioli

6) Bee< with Snow Pea*
7) Houae Spiced Chicken

•) Sweet and Sour Chicken
tmeati Pork Fried Rice
10) Veoelable Fried Noodles
IDChineaaBBOPork
t2) Broccoli In Oytler Seuce
131 Shrimp and Cashew Nuts

^UHciH (garden

MANCXARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

"A

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

Pinocchio In his later years

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

PIP you
HA\/e/mixA
SKJPFYMAS
USING srmiDS,

51R^

HO, BUT
I5H0UU>

WeR3ALL

me UM/t. PfTCH.JHB

A6f>ite^Mtnees. im
ovmDevBLOPEPMessAGe^.
irs JUSTA TMeei^. mswR-
mimUA^MRAPPeOIHOLP
GUJKi. TOOAiHi.'^COif&fW
INSHAAia.

I

WOUJ.. t/JHOUlU,

TAKtCNtR,
_. 5//?? y(R

^ QUAILe^-'

\

MOT THAT
feaxiPNT.

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

GDMFK

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

f\NDMOU/, ^
OJORD FPvOf^ "THE

VICE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED
STATES...

THIS r\i.SSAGE

wf\s PAID FoR 8y

THE Cof^f^lTTEE

ojHo would IIXE

To SEE t^oNTE

r\oRI|0 fUATirJS

FAcEDoujW IM the

Connecticut
RTVER.

Yesterday's quote was offensive to tTumy readers in

the community. The Coll^ian regrets the fact that it was

published.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffe

ACROSS
1 Cotton Bundle

5 Space
9 Ltb functions

14 One o< the

Waughs
ISEiila isia

16 Ban legally

17 Emeryboard
target

18 PutMciza

19 — ot Two
Cities

20 Abashed
23 - like a

sailor

24 Folloy»«f

tollower

25 — Mama
28 Among
30 Red-coatad

cnaesa
34 Oiau at mon —
35 Locale

36 ToKyo once

37 Abashed
41 Meriwether

or Ramtck

42 Sundard
43 — Street

Blues

44 Other

46 Reverent

respect

47 Peers ot the

realm

48 Mississippi Riv

craft

MOen
SI Abashed
59 Muakm faith

60 OuKlo s high

3 WaikiKi

necklaces

4 Selective

m a sense

5 Say no
6 Spicy Slews

7 Ancient Gree*

coin

8 Wise men
9 They
sometimes are

idle

10 Possessions

11 Olt copy

12 Enameled
metaiware

13 Hastened

21 Capitol of

Ecuador

22 Delaware
senator

25 Confuse

26 An archangel

27 Things to count

28 British Dishop s

headdress

29 Gossip lidDil

31 Transfer

32 An Astaire

33 Fashions

35 Purity symbol

38 Divesi ot

weapons
39 Seething

40 Cornhusker
State

45 Getaway
47 Repugnance

49 Heavy volumes

50 Angle irons

51 Per —
52 Capri

53 To»en taker

54 Skittles partner

55 Hodgepodge
56 Cans, to the

British

57 Yaiies

58 Be overly fond

ANSWER TO PREVIOUSJ»UZZjLEL

rAXNAWw;
lOJLiM*.
'a> Tji ON
^S Hi * V Jj^d"e a

E

•/1«/M

61 Storage

structure

62 Skip formal

nuptials

63 Green land

64Mleklthe

65 Rations out

66 Oickans Miss

Oanta
67 African fox

DOWN
1 Parade unit

2 Jai —

i—r-r-r-ur-i—r- i—MT-Tir- TT- TT-
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'
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«
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*
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"Victory has a thousand fathers, but

defeat is an orphan.
"

—John F. Kennedy

Weather

TodaT: Partly sunny, high in the 50s

Tool^t: Clear and cold, low in the 20s.

Tomorrow: Partly cloudy, 40-50

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Jim Clark

Copy Editor Pam McCarthy

Uyotit Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Production Sapervisor* George Francy

and Wendy Rae Nutter

Prodnctionjanine, Kim, Karen, Britt, Christine, Ashe,

Kristin, and Joe s driving again.
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Mary HaYgtns
Manager
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men's tennis
continued from page 12

UMass singles winners were Gable, 6-3,

6 0; Desorraiers, 6-3. 6-2; and Audet. 6-3,

6-2. Soto lost a tough match after grabbing

the lead and losing two tie breakers, 3-6,

7-6, 7-5. Other losers were Stone, 6-2, 6-4;

and Johnson, 6-3, 6-4.

In their away match, the Minutemen
traveled to Burlington Sunday morning to

take on the University of Vermont. It was
the first indoor dual match of the season

and the team didn't fair well, losing 5-4.

Roberts attributed the loss to a team let-

down after the big victory Friday.

Gable (6-1. 6-2) and Soto (2-6. 6-4, 7-5)

were the only singles winners, leaving the

team trailing 4-2 going into the doubles.

Audet was serving for a victory in his

match but dropped the second set

tiebreaker and was defeated in three sets,

2-6, 7-6, 6-2. Stone also lost a grueling

match, being taken to three sets for the

third time in a week, 6-3, 6-7, 6-2. Desor-

miers (6-4, 6-2) and Johnson (6-3, 6-3) also

lost.

The doubles teams just missed the sweep

they needed to pull out the team's victory.

Gable and Desormiers won, 7-5, 6-4, and

Soto and Johnson were victorious, 6-3, 6-2,

but Stone and Johnson lost, 6-4. 7-5.

The team is now 4-2 on the season, with

its next scheduled match Friday against

Clark University of New York on the Up-

per Boyden Courts.

women's soccer

continued from page 12

top of the penalty box, she let one fly that

sailed unhindered into the left side of the

net at 47:35.

Powers had the option of taking the shot

herself or passing off to a streaking Beth

Roundtree, which allowed her to bang

home the goal so easily.

"I think everyone in the ballpark

though' that Michelle would knock that

one o*^ to Beth Roundtree, " said Rudy.

"The goalkeeper never got a dive off.

Everyone was frozen."

With the scoring done, Rudy was able

to shuttle in the bench for the late part

of the game. Curtis replaced DeSantis in

net with about 31 minutes left, and slow-

ly but surely, everyone else got into the

game.
Not only was it helpful to get his

substitutes some playing time, but Rudy
had some more long-range ideas in his

thinking.

"We had a chance to get everyone in,

and we came through and got the win,"

Rudy said. "We stayed relatively healthy

for North Carolina and N.C. State."

Sidelines: The Minutewomen retained

their third place ranking from last week,

but they have a little company this time

around. Colorado College, which was at

No. 4 last week, moved into a tie with

UMass, each having 260 points.

-This could be you this winter if you |

I
plan early for your winter vacations I

I VIDEOS & BROCHURES

I
NOW AVAILABLE

I
Your Partners In Travel

I Maplewood Shops Northampton, MA
! 586-8953

Graduate School in Engineering

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
students with backgrounds in

Engineering, Mathematics, Computer

Science or the Physical Sciences are

invited to apply for Masters and Doc-

toral programs. Fellowships covering

full tuition and monthly stipend are

available.

A representative will be at the

Seventh Annual Five College Graduate

and Professional Schools Information

Day on October 19. 1988 from 10:00 to

3:00. Contact the University Career

Center for further information.

MONTREAL
COLLEGE PHRTV UPEEKENOS/Froro Only!

I $89

HOUl » M010RC0RCH PNCKRSES

DOVCmBEB 1-6 COLLEGE PBRTT 1

DDVCmBCB U 13 VCTCBRUS DBT SPCCIBL

NOtt lt-20 COLLCSl PRRTV III

DIX SO JBD 1 PBBTT TIIQE B TRBTELS
6TH BDnOBL DEW TtBR'S ETE

CM I OUR SKI -er HOIlINf

3/DAV-2 NIGHT SKI WEEKENDS

INCLUDES ONE DAY OF SKIING

rom Onlyl OZiti
;i09

iJBn 11-16 SRIWEEKEnO (HOLIDBT WEEKEDD)

' FEB IB 20 SKIWEEKEHD (HOLIDHY WEEKEDD)

I
U-MASS REPRESENTATIVES

JEFF CANCE HALL 231 546-5042

RANDI DUBIN 549-81 75 SIGMA DELTA TAU

HELEN 253-2308

PHRIV IIHE & 1RH1IEL
7 HI SIN IHl IIIH (IPII UIIIBIN Mitt. •Ittl

1*17) «1S t4M • UI7I «}•-•)«

Spend $10.00 on any meal and get

2 free drafts or 2 free Cokes

expires Oct. 26th—in Madley store only

MddlF>-l}0 RusscI St., 253-2571 Northdmplon-150 King St., 586-8221

•--^n. fciiS—=r

'.'.'. '.'.'. '.'.'. '.'.• VA v.'. •?.•

STUDEMTS - HAVING A HASSLE?

•^'^>V

i^ Organizational

Conflicts

1^ Roommate- Disputes

(^ Family Disputes

i^ Racial Conflicts

Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For V2 Price Tickets

Academy of St. Martin-ln-The-Flelds

Monday, Oct. 17

The Royal Ballet Of Flanders

Wednesday, Oct. 19

Peter Zazofsky, violin

Friday, Oct. 21

Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Sunday, Oct. 23

Marvin Hamiisch In Concert

Thursday, Nov. 3

MEDIATION Can Help!
Fast, Free, Voluntary, ConHdential

CALL THE MEDIATION PROGRAM
5-4240* 227 Whitmore

The Juilliard String Quartet

Saturday, Nov. 5

• tfi
'^•' '" •-•- ^^^^r^^^^^^^^^^^M^^^^^^^^^^^S^

The Amazing Cambridge Buskers
Wednesday. Nov. 9

|t4t THE FINEART^ CENTER^^ UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT A.MHERST

Wednesday, October 12, 1988

Water polo takes two of three

COLLEGIAN 1

1

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts water

polo team improved its record to 6-7 this

past weekend with a pair of wins over

tough Eastern rivals.

The Minutemen made the trip to Boston,

where they first went up against Harvard
on Friday night, and then followed up with

a pair of games Saturday at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In the first game against Harvard,

UMass came in at a disadvantage. The
team had been stuck in traffic all evening

and it took a while to get geared up. The
effects of the late arrival showed as UMass
came out flat and trailed at the half, 5-1.

"The bright spot was that we outplayed

them in the second half, but it took us so

long to get going," said coach Russ Yar-

worth. In the end, the Minutemen couldn't

recover and dropped a big disappointer, 94.

The next day, however, was an entirely

different story. They started a little flat

against Amherst College, but got it going

in time. High scorer was sophomore Jon

Miller with five goals, while freshman

goalie Todd Larson played well, saving 70

percent of the shots against him in a win-

ning 11-6 effort.

The Minutemen were really cranked

when they did battle with Williams College

later in the day. UMass crushed its oppo-

nent, 17-0, with Carl Johnson, another

freshman goaltender, getting a rare

shutout. Roger Kennedy led the bombard-

ment with five goals

NCAA I-AA
Top 10

DNorth Texas State{4-1)

2)Western Illinois (6-0)

3)Appalachian State(4-1)

4)Marshall Univ. (5-0)

5)Lafayette Univ. (5-0)

6)Nevada-Reno (5-0)

7)ldaho University (4-1)

8)Westem Kentucky(4-1)

9)UMas8 (4-1)

10)Georgia Southern(3-2)

men s soccer
continued from page 12

regular in the heart of the backfield.

Lawrence also happens to play big

brother to UMass freshman fullback Dan
Lawrence.

The Minutemen, meanwhile, have seen

their season's record drop to 7-5 with their

most recent loss. Aside from the pride and

prestige that would result from a victory

this afternoon, UMass is seeking a restora-

tion of confidence as well. The Minutemen

have come up short several times this

season in pressurized games, and now that

the post-season crusade is over, there re-

mains for this team a lingering desire to

prove its worth against a tough opponent.

"We're a different team for a big game,"

said McCormick of the Minutemen, who
have posted a 1-4 record on the road. "The

key for us is getting our confidence back

against a good team, and I think UConn
may be that team."

"We made a commitment at the beginn-

ing of the season," continued McCormick,

"I don't think it makes any sense to let

down now."

KARQUraMAm

0(M Catm Taan oiHi mi/MC « COO

W'lHII'W 800-381 -0222

Or niMinwiu f.ttMfe*l«««i

Iback
SCHOOL 101
Prerequisite:

Back pain & a referral

from your UHS provider

This 4 session program
( classes on« week apart

)

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods

ar>d relaxation

DATES & TIME: Wednesday
October 19, 2B and

November 9 at 7:00-9:00 pm
Tuesday, November 1

at 6:00-8:00 pm.

PLACE:
University Health Center

• Pl«ai« sdvi«« your UHS providar for th« proper mf•ml

Cau UtO Hmmn Ettuaatan la mtanaaaoD <sui llmjBertaon 54»-M7i aa til

FREE INSTALL*
OCTOBER 8th THRU 15th ONLY

BLAUPUNKT
San Diago SOR28
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• LOC«l/D«Si*nt &i«iich
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• unififTM Mountir^ COfKCpi
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'259
PANASONIC CQ^506
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• It's the closest thing to playing the market!

TAKEOVERS AND BUYOUTS
• You get $500,000, your own broker, and
real investment experience!

• Winners take in serious cash and prizes

• Sponsored by AT&T, Dow Jones, and
the UMass Investment Club

Interested? Call John Flemming at 549-0006

Screenprinting...
Tee Shirts. Sweatshirts. Jackets,

Bumperstickers, Decals.

Athletic Jerseys. Hats-
For your

Group. Company or Organization

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREEN IT!

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Complete Art and Design
Department

scrreenprmt speacdists
47 Jackson Street, Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 413-534-5634

ACTIVniES'AUOO
AUTO fOR SAl£ •CALCULATORS
B4TEHTA»#«4T • K3R RENT

FOPSAiE«K3UNO
Hap WANTH)* LOST

CLASSIFIED
.:o*l«.**"-^-'^5;'"'>Wi^-'i*«^'S^^^»3i:Sii<!UKiiti:>S!^^^

fc,;.aw)t>Wibjki|QftiAilfr

WSTPUCTCN • MOTOfiCYLClES
PER90NAI^*RC€ WANTB)
RDBB NEEDS) •^ERVCS

ROOMATE WANTH) • TRAVR
WANTED •SU8L£T

COME TO ThTcOLLEGIAN OfFICE-CC .« MON-THUBS .:3<..3,30 (fR|.2:3., • DEAOLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO >t«UCAT.CN • CASH IN AOVAHCE. .../WOBD/OAY TOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES FOR RENT

EARN »40-$6<VDAY working to reduce lo«

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and
heep our water safe' Call Chris at 256-6434

YOU DON'T HAVE TO taKe pan m dissec

lion il Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition nneels Thurt 4pm SU3CI6

• • APARTMENTS AVAILABLE •

'

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of country lar>d Ample off street park

ing and free bus service lo UMass and
shopping areas Call 665-3856

FRbOE RENTALS cal RAP 2S3-9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

IBANEZ RBe60 BASS Includes hard case
and knock off rockman $200 or B Call

Eric 253 2348

DORM-SIZE REFRI0GERAT~6R~ Large.

cheap' Call 2S&0924

CAR STEREO HARMON KAROON Top of

the line brand new in box incredible deal

Call Chris B 54IM600 axt. 292

YAMAHA SRX 2M Sport txka. S months
old $1 500. includes full facial helmet and
jacket Call Oavid 1 566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck
$100 call Laura at 6-8021

FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 VW RABBIT am/fm. fuel injection

30mpg. good tires, exec condition, even-

ings 549-2925 on campus. $900

1980 CHEVT MONZA 77kmi Good corKJi

tton auto, am/fm A/C $750 549-1377

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Exceiient

conditk>n-rT>echanically sour>d' Great body.

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908
weeknights-Jen

1980 VW RABBIT. Great conditk>n $K0
549-2741
81 AMC GOOD TRANSPORTATION must
sell $500 8 Call John 549-3592

LOTS OF PRESCRIPTION eyeglasses at

summer NSP Come lo 64 BartMt HaU

FURNITURE

FURNITURE FOR
a budget Futons.

QUALITY NEW
STUDENTS on
txxjkcases. tables arx) more Hamelin Fur

nilure 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970
Bill or Oarnn We deliver

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer yr round

Europe S Amer Australia. Asia All fields

$900 $1200 mo Sightseeing Free mto

Write UC, PO Box 52 MA01 Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

ICE HOCKEY ^FEREES. Experienced

and novice Will tram Amherst Youth

Hockey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

KLUBKAVC

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and
lighting system for many occasions-

KlubKave OJ Services 546-6518

SPRING 1989 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Center Get hands-on ex-

perience m Iha lagM lleld-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience m
legal profession necessary-lraming provid

edbeadline to begin application process

IS NOVEMBER 7 -Contact Legal Services

today, 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

LOST

WHOEVER HAS MY Mack bookbag-last

seen in Newman 10-6 Please return it to

Newman or CC Info No questions asked

I need my stuff back

LOST 5 SETS OF KEY on blue keychain

somewhere bel/hatch and library Reward
$20 Tel 549-8338

mk:hele lev
TO DEB A SAMMI. I miss you guys Hang
in there Deb Keep in touch Love Janet

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. STRANOERI Stop by

and see me some lime with love and

peace- from BA

MOTORCYCLES

miss youELIAV WHERE ARE YOU?
Love you Heidi

PETER CRAFTS- Hope to see you as Mr
August tjecause you're so hol-the whip

woman

NO TYPING AS USUAL highest quaity typ-

ing' Call Barry, 5489436 Reliable

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL typing on

word processoi with spellcheck ANYT1MEI

Carolyn 253-5667

1983 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evwwigs
JANET RAWSON: Happy birthday! DonI
worry I still like you even if yoo are oldM

OONNA
ANNONYMOUS. your tactlessness brings

misfortune My creative genius friend is

stealing my heart' Farewell' Player

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, coinpelitive

rales, decent kxalion 2S3-S202

TRAVEL

DONNA FERRARII Happy 20th' Just think,

only one more year with that sign on your

lorehead' Get psyched lor your birthday

surprise Love. Gina

PERSONALS

SAMMY'S AND ALPHA CMTS-Get psych

ed to build. buiM. build' Wednesday, BE
THERE!

SHELBY- also know as SQUANK- Another

birthday? Will you be tMnding it m Amherst

or sunny Santa Coiz? Either way-you'H k)ok

great' Enjoy' With much love from the

members of your TAN-club

JOHtT OCONNOR-HAPPY ANNIVER-
SARY! One and a hall years have passed

on Its way and my love for you grows

stronger everyday' I tove you F&A- Beth

TO THE SAX PLAYER ON 5N fieW Just

wanted to let you know that we think you're

hot' See you around

KIM SOUSA: Happy 20lh Birthday" Love

ya lots. Heather

COLLEGE WEEKEND IN Montreal from

$39 November 11 13 Call 549-1949

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. One
student/teacher, live hours daily, family liv-

ing excurswns. seminars CXE Box 1 1264

Milwaukee. Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

COLLEGE WEEKEND m Montreal froti

$39 November 11-13 Call 549-1949

WANTED

COLLEGE WEEKEND November 11-13

REWARD

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM Jan to SepI on

2 bdrm Apt on Mam St Prefei grad

students or Prof people Call 2S»«>40

$10-S20/HR
Demonstrators & suneyors

set your own hi»-5-20/wk ''^our area' No
selling fun & current Call Jeff

203^745-9823

CITIZEN WATCH IN library on 10/5 sen

timental value Reward no questions

549-4405

SNUGGLEBUNNY, happy anniversaryi this

has been the greatest year of my life I knew

It from the start Here s to the future- Love

always. SC

FOR INFORMATION LEADING TO '

the return ol a personal license plate

' Rick " stolen from behind the SUB
' Please notify Rick at the SUB after 5

if you know iwhere the plate can b»
found or if you wish to return il The

' plate cannot be replaced or reissued

Thanks. Rick

83 AMC SPIRIT Perfect condition must sell

$3000 or BO Chris 367-2138

7S CADILLAC lux~u^package. runs~great.

new tires $4S0/B O S84-S7S7

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNMGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and i $4.50/hour Near Leveretl

center, 10 mm lor UMASS Child Ed ma-

jor «vould be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 Available immediately

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc-

jockeys ar>d large screen video dances
borms/organi;ations 256-8526

COMPANION/HELPER/GRAOUATE-
STUDENT personable senior lady seeks

responsible and caring live-in, Amherst

town center Flexibleafree time and in-

dependence, own room and kitchen

priviledges. etc Light housekeeping and
shopping: needs drivers license and
references (Prefer non-srrwker) Write with

telephone number to PC Box
840/Amherst. MA 01004-0840 Interviews

starting 10/10

GREENPEACE PART TIME JOBS-Paid in-

ternships Work lo preserve our earth The
destruction of our environment » not an ac-

ceptable industry practice Work to slop

Nuclear Weapon testing and save en-

dangered species Select your own days to

work M-Sn 2pm-10pm Call 256 1439 for

more info

DELIVERY PERSONS WANTED, need

your own car. good $. 256-1616.

HELP! GREY LEATHER COAT with

shoulder patches Fri 9/30 Sentimental

value' $Reward$ 665-2218 Dave

HEY YOU- Who»ver removed my
bookbag from Boyden will they pleas*

return my books to CC losi ft found

2535065

SElkdSX WATOhi lost on intramural fiekls

3 ¥»eeks ago Call alter 11 00 546-6287

Reward offered

SWEET SARAH JANE- Can you believe

It s been a year already'"'' Happy anmver

sary sweetheart" May we have many more

in the years lo come Love you
always-Larry

HAPPY BIRTHOAY ERKJH Your dayhas
finally arrived Wondering what your sur-

prise IS'' Keepy wondering hon I'm not tell-

ing yet' Love ya- Khrys

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO NEW JERSEY (centraO

October 14-16 Will split expenses Call Vi-

vian 253-9191

BURGANOY QANT FRAMES m black

leather case Lost approx 9/19 $25 reward

if returned Call Duke • 253-9032

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY LAUNA DAVIS I

love you!' You are the best' WouMn'l Chip

be surprised??? Love always Mark Smith

drOFJOA^ Surprise' Can I tickle your

knees'' Like you much. C of MHC (a

negative influence)

ROOMMATE WANTED

l"or 2 MALE OR FEMALE roommates

wanted for toft bedroom with private bath

in Leverett house with 29 acres of land Call

548-9790

OLDER STUDENT TO TAKE OVER room
in house in quiet netghborhood. Available

Nov 1 256-0677

MANAGEMENT POSITION

RUN A SUMMER BUSINESS in New
England Gam valuable experience
Average pay $7000 Call while territories

are available UMass representative Adam
665-2527

DELTA ZETA OPEN RU8HI 2nd Semester

freshman and okJer welcome Wednesday
Oct 12 from 5 30-6 30 or 6 30-7 30

SAMMI. NEVER A dun moment You're still

the best K

FlMALE ROOMATE wanted to share a

one -ledroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senioi II interested pleaas call Beth at

665-4550

2ROOMATES NEEDED lo sha^e

soulhwood townhouse apt Female
nonsmoking call 256-0264
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SPORTS

Minutewomen dispose of Holy Cross, 3-1

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team wasted

very little time (1 hour and five minutes) in disposing of

the Lady Crusaders of Holy Cross College 15-3, 12-15,

15-12, 151 last night at Totman Gymnasium.

Although Holy Cross didn't play an extremely poor

game, they were little match for a UMass team that had

just come off a rugged Atlantic 10 road trip this weekend.

If it weren't for a mental lack of intensity in the second

game, the game would have been over as quickly as it

started.

"It's a nuisance, but we shouldn't have lost that second

game," UMass coach Carol Ford said.

Very few volleys lasted more than three hits and the

game took on a very fast pace.

The Minutewomen had already dominated HC in the

first set - in the end, the lead 12-1 before winning three

of the next five points and taking the game 15-3.

The strongest point of the Holy Cross team was its block-

ing and, although they made UMass work a little harder

on the kills, their defense just wasn't their.

UMass senior outside hitter, Juliet Primer, pounded the

Cross time-aftertime up the center of the defense. She had

four kills in the first game.

"I'm happy with the way Juliet Primer played. It was

the most she has ever blocked, and it was the most she

has ever killed." Ford said.

It seemed too easy aRer that first game, and UMass lost

its intensity in the second game. An unusually small

(45-50 people) and quiet Totman-crowd didn't provide the

adrenalin for the Minutewomen.

"I warned them. It's typical, whenever you beat [another

team] easily, there's no place to go but up [for them). It

shouldn't happen. We shouldn't have lost that second

game. " Ford said. With the score tied at seven. Holy

Cross snuck past UMass and captured the next five points.

The Minutewomen tried to rally, they even got within one.

1213. after a Barbara Meehan kill. But the Crusaders

hung on, saving face with a 1512 second game victory.

Primer again had four kills, senior outside hitter Julie

Smith had three, and junior setter Karen Ferguson had

two.

"Karen said the right things in that second game, bhe

didn't want to lose that game," Ford said.

Holy Cross lead by three early in the third game before

UMass gathered its breath and took a commanding lead

at 8-5. The Minutewomen increased the lead to 13-8 but

couldn't knock out HC. The Crusaders were contesting

every point at the end of the third, and they almost forc-

ed UMass into a deep hole.

But a Holy Cross service error after a UMass time out

proved costly. At 14-12. Primer made HC pay for its er

ror. She nailed a kill down the middle to seal the third

game.
Ferguson didn't allow the Minutewomen a slow start

in the fourth game. With a combination of running, jum-

ping, kill serves and standing accuracy, she served UMass

to a 6-0 lead and the Minutewomen began to cruise.

Ford substituted three freshmen - Susan DiClemente,

Kelly Ramsey, and Rebecca Plimpton, into the game and

the kill-parade continued. Holy Cross could only manage

one point in the final frame.

"I was happy everyone got to play. The substitutes

played well," Ford said.

"That last game was the way it should have been. But

Holy Cross has a couple of really good players, "
Ford said.

The 10-2 Minutewomen must now prepare for this

weekend's upcoming Atlantic 10 matches against West

Virginia and Duquesne Universities.

"We haven't beaten a good conference team yet,
"
Ford

Although the Minutewomen have beaten St. Bonaven

ture University [0-4 in the conference], they have lost two

other matches to the better A 10 teams.

Now the Minutewomen will be hosting two of the top

conference teams.

"(UMass) should be able to adjust and realize that Penn

State [last week's opponent and top-ranked A- 10 team] and

West Virginia will block their best hits and dig their best

hits. That's where the experience should come in this

year," Ford said.

UMass football hits the top 10 in poll
The University of Massachusetts football team's victory

over the University of Rhode Island may not have been

its biggest win, but it was big enough for the Minutemen

to crack the top 10 in this week's NCAA Division lAA
poll.

UMass. 4 1, moved up to No. 9 in this week's poll, after

being tied for 11th last week. Furman, which was tied

with the Minutemen, lost over the weekend and fell to

20th.

The top six is essentially the same as last week. North

Texas is No. 1, followed by Western Illinois. Appalachian

State and Marshall University.

Nevada-Reno remains at fifth and is tied with Lafayette

College, which was sixth last week. Idaho is No. 7 and

Georgia Southern is No. 8. (See related box on page 1

1

Among Yankee Conference teams. Villanova used a vic-

tory over the University of Connecticut to assume the No

15 spot, knocking the Huskies from the top 20.

Delaware, which UMass will play on the road in 10 days,

replaced the University of New Hampshire in the No. 19

^^'"°"'
-MATT GERKE

('oU^gian Photo h> Ku hunl HonnHno

Nancy Sullivan and the UMass volleyball

team dominated Holy Cross, 4-1, last night.

Minutewomen shut the door on Dartmouth 2-0
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, the Big Green ran into the

"Bigger Red."

The Dartmouth College women's soccer

team came to Boyden Field ready for an

upset, maybe hoping to catch the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts in a period of let

down. But UMass rose to the occasion, and

turned back its opponent for a 2-0 win.

The win came just three days after the

Minutewomen, 8-0 1 and ranked third in

the nation, had battled to a scoreless tie

against New England rival Connecticut.

And with a HUGE weekend series coming

up against North Carolina and North

Carolina State, Dartmouth could only hope

to find the Minutewomen in a lull.

But there would be none of that. Despite

a slow start which saw Dartmouth put a

lot of pressure in the UMass zone early, the

Reds shrugged off any negative thoughts

to totally take control by game's end.

Part of the reason for the sluggish start

was the game conditions. Although it was

a home game, UMass hasn't had many of

those yet this year, so the team is still not

very familiar with all of the quirks that

Boyden has to ofTer. And though it was sun-

ny and the field was dry, it had an afl'ect

on UMass, which had just come off of trudg-

ing through a quagmire against UConn.

"Keep in mind that we haven't played

here much," said UMass coach Jim Rudy.

"We were a little hard with our receiving,

and we were off rhythm. The big difference

was going from the wet. slick stuff to here."

Once the Minutewomen got acclimated.

it was over. A pair of goals seven minutes

apart over the two halves were all the of-

fense that would be needed, as goalkeeper

Carla DeSantis, with relief help from

backup Mary Curtis, posted the eighth

shutout in 10 tries.

Junior back Sarah Szetela got the only

goal that UMass would need, the first of

her career. Sophomore midfielder April

Kater got the assist, although Aeolus, the

Greek god of the wind, could have gotten

one as well.

Szetela took a pass from Kater and broke

down the left side. She lifted a shot that

headed toward the box, and Dartmouth

goalkeeper Kari Reuter went up to make
the grab. But the wind held it in the air

and it eluded Reuter. slipping just inside

the right goalpost. A tough sun and some

confusion in the goal mouth could have also

contributed.

The goal came with just 4:27 left in the

half, and provided the Minutewomen with

a boost that they were able to carry into

the second half.

"My halftime message was to be pa-

tient," Rudy said. "In the first half, we
were knocking down some smart balls in

the back, but we couldn't hold onto them
in the front half."

UMass began to control the ball a lot

easier in the midfield in the second half,

and wasted little time in getting the in-

surance goal.

Michelle Powers stole a ball about

halfway into the Dartmouth zone and

walked straight in. When she reached the

continued on page 10

Men's tennis
splits 2 matches

By JIM CUMMINGS
Collegian Cmrespondent

For the first time in University of Maasachuaetts men's

tennis history, the team pulled off a sweep of its three

Connecticut rivals.

Friday's 6-3 home court victory over the University of

Hartford completed the sweep following wins over Cen-

tral Connecticut State University and the University of

Connecticut earlier in the week.

On Friday, UMaae iqjlit the six singles matches against

Hartford, which put the team in a position to have to

take two of three doubles matches for the win. UMass

had not beaten Hartford in five years, but this time, the

doubles teams wefe too tough.

The number one team of Brian Gable and Joe Desor-

mierrf wtm in straight sets, 64, 6-0, as did the tandem

Chris Johnson and Humberto Soto, 6-1, 6-3. The team

victory was already in hand when Rich Stone and Paul

Audet came back and won their match, 4-6, 7-6, 7-6.

continued on page JO

Men's soccer eager to face Huskies
T^ <-.»». CTT ^rxr'norrr'TXT OfiQ.i iR.fl.'l rtvnrA in hia 20 vears as head Huskv: UConn
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

With all hopes of an invitation to post-season play lost

in Sunday's 2-0 defeat at Rhode Island, why should the

University of Massachusetts mens soccer team get excited

about today's matchup with the mighty Huskies of the

University of Connecticut (3 pm on Upper Boyden Field)?

"If we beat UConn," said UMass captian Mike McCor-

mick, "the season will end up successful, whether or not

we make post-season play."

Or take it from head coach Jeff Gettler, who describes

today's game as much more than just a chance to topple

the No. 2 ranked team in New England (according to the

latest Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America poll)

from the top of the list.

"Every year UConn is one of the better teams in New
England," said Gettler. "The UConn game is always a

test for us to see how good a team we are. what kind

of program we have in comparison to them."

For a long time indeed, under the tutelage of legendary

coach (and UMass class of "58 graduate) Joe Marrone,

UConn has been a bully in the New England collegiate

soccer scene. Marrone has accumulated a top-heavy

269-116-33 record in his 20 years as head Husky; UConn
has been to the NCAA's in 14 of the last 19 seasons.

The rivalry between UMass and UConn dates back to

the days of the Great Depression, as the two schools have

squared off 55 times since the first meeting in 1929.

UConn holds a 28-22-6 advantage over the years; most

recently, the Huskies have won 12 of the last 14 reincar-

nations of the rivalry.

The current edition of the UConn soccer dynasty crack-

ed the top ten rankings earlier this season after shock-

ing Harvard 2-1 in Cambridge. The Crimson were the top

ranked team in New England at the time, and were the

No. 1 team in the nation prior to the loss according to Soc-

cer America magazine. The Huskies have since won six

of their last seven en route to their current 8-5- 1 record

(the lone loss suffered last week at Yale University, now

the top ranked team in the region).

All-American Dan Donigan anchors a relatively even

offensive attack for the Huskies; sophomore Brian Parker

leads the team with six goals and three assists on the

season, and freshman Rob Lindell totes similar creden-

tials. Marrone alternates juniors Tom Foley and Brian

Hall in goal, while Junior Sweeper Bill Lawrence is a

continued on page 11

Final Bush-Dukakispresidential debate tonight
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Remnants of the fire in Townehouse Apartments Tuesday night.

Townehouse fire strands four
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
and RICK SANTOS
Collegian StafT

Four residents of Amherst's Townehouse Apartments

have been forced from their homes after a Tuesday night

fire, caused by an unattended candle, damaged a second-

floor bedroom, leaving the dwelling uninhabitable.

The four University of Massachusetts students living

at apartment number 57 received no injuries as a result

of the fire, according to the Amherst Fire Department.

The blaze, which began at approximately 11 p.m., forc-

ed the students to find other housing for at least two

weeks, said Judi Johnson, the property manager.

She said no estimate on the cost of the damage was

available yet.

When firefighters entered the room, they worked with

axes and other tools to remove the window frame, so they

could toss a smoldering mattress from the blaze. The can-

dle was left on the mattress, the fire department

reported.

Asst. Fire Chief Paul LaLonde said, "It's a darn good

thing it didn't make it past the Sheetrock (wall board).

Otherwise the whole roof to the apartment would have

burnt. " The wall board is installed in apartments to pre-

vent fires from spreading, said LaLonde. The fire was

contained to the one room, according to the fire

department.

The battle with the fire lasted about one-and-a-half

hours the fire department reported.

Firefighters made a routine check of the attic above

apartment number 57 to make sure flames did not come

through the fire wall between the apartments.

UMass
set to

sponsor
civility day
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts is sponsoring

a week of racial awareness

events, culminating on

Civility Day Oct. 27, in com-

memoration of a Southwest

Residential Area brawl two

years ago.

The brawl erupted in the

fall of 1986 after the New
York Mets beat the Boston

Red Sox in the seventh

game of the World Series.

An annual rededication of

the campus to civility was

among the recommenda-
tions made by Judge
Frederick Hurst of the

Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination in

the aftermath of the inci-

dent, which he judged to be

continued on page 15

UMass may get its own
chapter of the ACLU
By KELLY CAVANAUGH
Collegian Correspondent

The possibility exists that by the end of

this semester, the University of

Massachusetts may have its own chapter

of the American Civil Liberties Union.

"UMass is a ripe campus for an ACLU
chapter," said Alden Miller, campus coor-

dinator for the project.

"We should have something solid by the

end of the semester, because there are a

number of people interested right now."

The ACLU, which has been operating na-

tionally since 1920, started in response to

labor problems that plagued the post World

War I United States.

Founded by Roger Baldwin, the primary

aim of the ACLU has been to maintain civil

rights guaranteed by the Constitution, and

to serve those working in the labor field.

"Basically, the next step would be a slide

show, guest speakers, or a table in the

Campus Center Concourse, ' said Miller.

What the group would be working on has

yet to be decided by those who are involved.

One idea, according to Miller, might to

be to get involved with the campus ad-

ministration, as does the Boston Universi-

ty chapter of the ACLU. Or, he says, they

could take on a specific project or piece of

legislation.

Miller's interest in the ACLU stemmed

from a legal studies class, taught by Pro-

fessor Peter D'Errico.

A University Without Walls student.

Miller saw this group as an extension to his

work in human services/legal advocacy.

"The ACLU was looking for people who
were interested in legal studies, and Prof

D'Errico recommended me, " said Miller.

Miller followed up on the group, and

found that it is behind a lot of positive

things, and that the phrase "card-carrying

member" is just a cliche.

"The group is really a practical safeguard

of the Constitution, and has had a healthy

influence on American society," he said.

Although most Americans are trying to

preserve the Constitution, Miller said he

can see how the concept of adherence seems

like a radical concept.

"It's not an un-American activity what-

soever," Miller said. Nationally, the

ACLU has a strong legislative program,

which sponsors and supports legislation for

the protection of civil liberties.

continued on page 16

Town cops
to bust
partiers
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Amherst Police will be out in full force this weekend

and every weekend following until complaints about

alcohol related incidents drop in number.

Following last week's arrest of fifty-two persons for

various alcohol violations, Amherst Police Chief Don Maia

promised to stem the flow of illegal alcohol sales and

distribution in the town by increasing the pressure on

violators.

"I'm expecting compliance with the alcohol laws. We
are increasing our manpower to have all available per-

sonnel working," Maia said.

He said he was "sick " of the continued disrespect for

the law and of the 60 plus complaints he receives each

weekend from townspeople, students, and "people who

want a decent night's sleep."

"These people want to see an end to the drunken

behavior, the urinating on lawns and bushes, the public

misconduct, the noise and loss of sleep, " Maia said.

'Many people feel they can sell and dispense alcohol

wherever they want. They can't. It's against the law,"

Maia said.

Every squad car the Amherst Police own will be patroll-

ing the town area this weekend, he said, and the various

apartment complexes such as Townehouse, Brandywine,

and Brittany Manor.
Maia said apartment residents are not allowed to buy

kegs for a party and then charge the guests for the alcohol,

npr can they use the excuse ofcharging admission for the

music they supply if alcohol is involved because that too

is illegal.

The police chief also said it was "very possible" under-

cover officers would attend and then disperse parties they

found to be violating alcohol regulations.

Students contacted for reaction to the crackdown refus-

ed to give their names for fear of being traced this

weekend but said they will take greater care when hav-

ing parties and would try to let in only people they knew.

"It's gonna make it a little harder to party. But hey,

you gotta do what you gotta do," said one Townehouse

resident.

Another Townehouse resident remarked "I hate to see

what is going to happen around here on Halloween
"

FAF forms due Sat.
Saturday is the deadline for filing Financial Aid forms,

including a Guaranteed Student Loan, for the spring

semester.

Applications are available at the Financial Aid Services

Office in room 243 of the Whitmore Administration

Building. Forms can be picked up from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

through Friday.

Students who have already completed an FAF for either

academic year 88-89 or fall 1988 are not required to com-

plete another form.

Senate elections,

referendum
results released
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The police sub-station in Washington Residence Hall

was soundly denounced in a referendum question in

Tuesday's Student Government Association senatorial

elections.

The question asked; "Should the police sub-station in

Washington Tow«r be removed." There were 1,011 yea

votes and 382 no votes.

Brendan Case is co-chairman ofthe SGA Govemmen

tal Affairs Committee, which administered the election.

He said some people might have rushed through the

question, saw the words 'sub-station" and immediately

checked "no."

Karen Flanagan, also co-chairman oi the committee,

agreed. "I think there were cases where pec^Ie didn't

continutd «m.
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Bush and Dukakis
prep for debate
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Once again there's talk of high

stakes as Michael Dukakis and George Bush get ready

for their second and last debate of the 1988 presidential

campaign. ^
Campaign Analysis

Maybe this will be the breakthrough debate, the occa-

sion when one or the other will so impress voters with his

eloquence or ineptitude that the election will be decided

then and there.

More likely it will be an October rerun of their

September debate.

A few new lines have appeared in the campaign weeks

following that debate.

Look for Dukakis to hold up a $20 bill and deride Bush's

proposal for a $l,000-a-year tax deferred savings account

Thursday night.

"Twenty bucks," he tells roaring partisan audiences.

"Twenty bucks." That, he says, is the annual tax savings

Americans would realize from the Bush plan.

Crime has been a major stump theme for Bush in re

cent days, with renewed attacks on the Massachusetts

prison furlough program.

What might voters remember of their first confronta-

tion, the debate that Dukakis likes to refer to as "some

of the best 90 mmutes of this whole campaign"
They might recall Bush's stirring defense of his runn-

ing mate. Indiana Sen. Dan Quayle.

"He took a tremendous pounding." said the vice presi-

AP photo

Michael Dukakis

dent "and everybody now knows that he took a very un-

fair pounding."
Bush said Quayle would do very, very well. And he has

my full confidence and he'll have the confidence of peo-

ple in their 30's and 40's."

The Republican nominee predicted his running mate

would do "very well when we get into the debates."

Quayle has since had his debate with Democratic vice

presidential nominee Lloyd Bentsen. The Indiana senator

came across as overly programmed and the polls showed

that he fell short of Bush's expectations.

Will Bush rise to the defense of Quayle again? That

should be one moment to watch for on Thursday night.

That first presidential debate also was the night that

Dukakis gave a passionless response to a question about

his lack of passion, about the characterization that he is

"the smartest clerk in the world."

"I care deeply about people," said Dukakis. He said it

again and again.

"I am somebody who believes deeply ... I care very deep-

ly... These are things I believe in very, very deeply."

He conceded that "I may be a little calmer that some

about it."

Dukakis did show a passion for certain words. He used

"lead," "leader," and "leadership" 18 times during the

debate.

NATO security undermined, says Norway's defense chief
KONGSBERG. Norway ( AP) - Norway's defense chief

and one of its top computer engineers testified that the
sale of Norwegian technology to the Soviet Union under-
mined NATO security.

Gen. Vigleik Eide said yesterday that the Kongsberg
Vaspenfabrik, in a joint venture with Toshiba Machines
Co. of Japan, exported computerized control systems for

milling machinery that allowed the Soviets to speed up

their production of silent submarme propellers.

The general said the state-of-the-art technology would
make it more difficult to detect the vessels.

He made the statements at the trial of Bernard John

" _ _ _ _

Green, a Briton who was the sales manager at Kongsberg
and who signed the contracts that violated Western ex

port regulations to Eastern bloc countries.

Green, who has lived in Norway since 1975. pleaded in-

nocent to charges of lying on the export license applica-

tion for the sale. He argued that the sale, completed bet

ween 1983 and 1985. was a collective decision by the com
pany. Green. 50, faces a maximum two-and-a-half year
prison term if convicted.

Eide said the technology enabled the Soviets "to more
quickly equip old and new submarines with such pro-

pellers. From 1984 to 1987 the Soviets produced 50 pro-

pellers with low noise level.

"This weakened our possibilities of detecting subs and

reduced our capability ofdrawing the right military con-

clusions in times of crisis. Norway's security was damag-

ed,^' Eide said.

Norway is a member of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization and of the Paris-based Coordination Com-
mittee for Multinational Export Control (COCOM). which

regulates trade with the Soviet bloc.

The Norwegian-Japanese joint venture involved the ex-

port the milling machinery with nine axes, which violated

COCOM regulations that only allowed export of two-axe

machine tools.
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3.5 billion

years covered
in one hour
and a half
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

About 600 people turned out to hear 3.5

billion years of evolutionary history spoken
in one-and-a-half hours by three eminent
professors of botany in the Campus Center
Auditorium yesterday.

The convocation featured renowned
evolutionary biologists, Lynn Margulis,

William Chaloner and Peter Raven, each
delivering speeches the content of which
spanned the time that life has been on
Earth.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, who presided

over the event, remarked that the record

for the most information transmitted in one

hour would be broken, speaking of the

billions of years of history to be covered.

Lynn Margulis, who recently became a

professor at the University of

Massachusetts, began by praising the peo-

ple who made the new Botany laboratory

which opened yesterday possible.

The lesson in evolutionary history began
with Margulis, distinguished botanist and
member of the National Academy of

Sciences, delivering a slide show on the

first three billion years of life.

Quickly moving to the main topic she

wanted to discuss, Margulis showed her au-

dience visually and verbally how bacteria

has played a dominant role in life on the

planet.

"Bacteria dominated the surface of the

Earth, and it was not primitive or single-

celled life as many people think. Bacteria

has done much that we don't give it credit

for," Margulis said.

Margulis made a case for bacteria to

become a kingdom of its own and passed

the microphone to colleague and premier
paleobotanist William Chaloner.

Chaloner, also a professor of Botany at

the University, took the second leg of the

journey through history by compressing

500 million years in to a 12 month
diagram.
He went on to illustrate the evolution of

plants from sea to land and their relative

timescale position with man's evolution.

"On the first day of December (at the top

of Chaloner's calendar) plants began to

grow on land. They were slim pencil-like

stalks, and in a few short days on our calen-

dar plants achieved some remarkable

things," Chaloner said.

According to Chaloner by the third of

December plants had leaves, by the fifth

developed into trees and forests, a few days

after that seeds for future plants came in-

to being and by Christmas Eve there were

flowers. Chaloner added that man showed

up to reap the rewards of the plants, such

aa fruit, at about 9 p.m. on the last day of

December.
Taking the lecture 20 years into the

realm of future happenings, guest speaker

and Home Secretary of the National

Academy of Sciences, Peter Raven painted

a desolate picture of poverty, over-

population, and the world hunger
associated with the global destruction of

biological diversity.

Following his speech and a musical in-

terlude directed by Professor of Saxophone,

Lynn Klock, Raven received an honorary

Doctorate of Sciences degree presented him
by University President David G. Knapp.

Tools stolen
Roofing contractors working on the

Goessman Lab Penthouse reported Tues-

day that several power tools had been

stolen from the work site. An estimate of

the missing equipment's value has not

been given to police yet.

In other incidents:

• A 10-speed bike worth $100 was

reported stolen from the lounge in a suite

in Brown Residence Hall Tuesday.

• A security officer on patrol Tuesday

night discovered several signs at the en-

trance to North Village Apartments

vandalized.

• A set of master keys was stolen from

a laboratory in Hasbrouck Tuesday.

- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Photo by Janinr Warn«r

THE WINDOW TO THE SOUL - Chris Henry, a sophomore art mtyor, sits in a window in Totman Gym-
nasium last week before her dance class.

Student senate ratifies election,

allocates concert, copier funds
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night ratified the results of Tuesday's elec-

tion with no opposition. (Results on pages
6 and 7).

The senate also approved the allocation

of money for two concerts and a copying

machine.
In a move that was heavily debated.

Southwest Area Government was given

$2,750 for the copying machine. The pro-

posal drew fire because SWAG bought the

copying machine over the summer and was
now trying to get reimbursement from the

senate.

Treasurer Laura Filkins headed the ef-

fort to defeat the motion. She said the

senate should not be granting student

money for things that had already been

purchased.

Filkins tried to amend the proposal so

that a $1,500 loan and a $1,250 grant be

given to SWAG which would put more of

the financial burden on the area govern-

ment. The amendment was defeated.

Supporters of the motion said it was a

good idea because it would reduce money
spent by SWAG for copying and would be

available to many other groups besides the

area government.

In the other fund allocation moves. Black

Mass Communications Project was granted

$1,500 for a concert and the African

American Student Society was given

$1,000, also for a concert.

In a move to resolve the issue of SGA
presidents. Senators Bob Monaghan and
Meredith Madison suspended the rules to

call for another presidential election in

November. This move was defeated.

"I think we've gone long enough without

a president. The student body needs a presi-

dent," Monaghan said in defense of his mo-

tion. The presidential question has been

plaguing the senate since Shari Silkoff and

Jason Ilabinowitz were elected last March.

The two have not taken office because of

an ambiguity between the SGA Constitu-

tion and its bylaws concerning whether two

persons can hold the office of president. The

matter has been referred to the Student

Supreme Court for a decision.

The senate also elected four members to

the Nominating Subcommittee of the

Governmental Affairs Committee.

Eleven nominees were received for the

subcommittee, and Traci Davis, Karen

Flanagan, Todd Lever, and John Dunlap

were elected. They, in turn, have to choose

two other members to sit on the

subcommittee.

The Nominating Subcommittee takes ap-

plications from all senators and places

them on the various committees of the

SGA.

Homecoming
Chairwoman of the Amherst Board of

Selectmen Edith Wilkinson and President

of the Amherst Chamber of Commerce
Richard Howland will speak at an outdoor

breakfast at the University on Saturday,

October 15, kicking off a Homecoming
celebration.

A parade, which is expected to be the

largest in recent years, will loop through

Amherst later that morning. The parade

will be the most public of several events in-

cluding, athletic competitions, reunions,

concerts, and a banquet for retiring Dean
of Students William Field.

Five hundred alumni and friends

breakfasting on Haigus Mall at 10 a.m.

Saturday will also hear Con Nugent, direc-

tor of the Five Colleges consortium.

University Chancellor Joseph Duffey and

Vice Chancellor for University Relations

and Development Deirdre Ling.

At 11:00 a.m., the Homecoming proces-

sion of floats and bands will form on Com-

monwealth Avenue. The parade will travel

up North Pleasant Street through the

center of town, turning right on Amity St.

and returning to campus on Lincoln

Avenue.
"The route is somewhat symbolic." says

Associate Vice Chancellor James Langley.

"The parade will pass the comer where the

decision to locate a land-grant college at

Amherst was made."

Former dean honored next week

Edna Skinner

-I Skinner featured in exhibit
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The achievements of the first Dean of the Home
Economics department are finally being acknowledged in

the exhibit entitled "Recognizing Relevance: Edna Skin-

ner and Women's Work."

Skinner, who worked at the Massachusetts Agricultural

College from 1919 until 1946 was also Advisor ofWomen.
Penny Ralston, head of the University of Massachusetts

Division of Home Economics said Skinner played a crucial

role in developing the program into a division of the Col-

lege of Food and Natural Resources.

"She really was the woman on campus from 1919 to

1946," Ralston said.

The exhibit, which is part of the University's 125th an-

niversary celebration, is on display in Mitchell Lounge,

Skinner Hall through next week. The building is named
for the late dean. The lounge is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

daily.

Skinner was born in Cooper, Michigan in 1880. She at-

tended Michigan State Normal College and Columbia

University Teacher's College. She taught home economics

at Columbia University, James Millikin University and

the University of California.

When Skinner came to Amherst, only a few women were

enrolled in the school. When she left, the college had over

600 female students. She died in 1958.

Ralston said Skinner encouraged women to become in-

volved in extracurricular activities. Skinner took an ac-

tive part in the Collegian, the YWCA, the Roister Doisters

drama club and the equestrian team.

"She was really concerned about the whole student, the

whole person," Ralston said.
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Dealers will buy, sell & appraise!

RARE COINS
BASEBALL CARDS
COMIC BOOKS

WED. OCT. 12 thru SUN. OCT. 16
Another Bill Gouvalars Production

UPC Presents
CAMPER

VAN BEETHOVEN
with BIG DIPPER q

c
T-
1

4
S
U
B

7:30
With Cash Bar p.m.

$5 UMass Student
$7 General Public

Tickets on sale at Tix Unlimited, "For The
Record" (Faces) and Main St. Records

4«

MONTREAL
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!

NOVEMBER 11-13, 1988

RECORD LOW PRICES!
WE OFFER

Round Trip Transportation
*3 Days 2 Nights Hotel
Leaves from UMASS

DRINKING A(;E IS 18,

CLUBS OPEN TIL 3AM!

DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

Departure Date
Holiday Weekend—November 11-13
This weekend is the Only Holiday

College Weekend!
Go any other weekend, you'll be alone
Go this weekend and you'll party with

[li»i»xM«irt.|.OldM«mB. 20.000 students from all over New England.

\MVOK^

V")uf

Holiday
College

Weekend
unsa*>* MONTREAL

.,outToorv

ATTENTION OUR COMPiniTlON OFFEKS
THE SAME PACIiAGE FOR HIGHER PRICES!

Call Craig or Karl at 549-1949
;^<= sHs :^^ ==»«: J

WOMEN'S ISSUES

Hitchhiking gets thumbs down
By SARA GALER
Collegian Staff

Hitchhiking is a reality in any college community and
while many students acknowledge the risks, some find
they have few alternatives.

Karen Favreau, a junior Sociology major at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, said that she knew hitchhiking was
dangerous, but "I did it because I needed a ride."

Favreau said when she did hitchhike she was careful
to do it in broad daylight. "I figured it was too early for
any psycho's to be out," she said.

Jeff Baehrend, a senior English major, said he started
hitchhiking because it was the only way he could visit

his girlfriend in Boston.

Baehrend said he's never turned down a ride although
some drivers have scared him at first.

"Once I got picked up by a guy in a Buick Skylark who
had a screwdriver sticking out of the ignition. He said he
had just gotten the car, but I thought he had stolen it,"

he said.

Baehrend said he considered trying to get out of the car,
but needed to get to Boston. He said he was relieved when
he arrived there safely.

Favreau said she would only hitchhike in the Amherst-
Northampton area, because she thinks it is safer. "It's not
reality here," she said.

But, she said, "If I ever ran into any trouble I'd hop out
at a red light."

Sargeant Mark LaBranohe, of the UMass police depart-

ment, said if you do hitchhike "you have to watch what

If you do hitchhike,
consider the following:

1. Try not to hitch by yourself, particularly at night.
2. Try not to hitch to deserted places, and make sure you
know the route to your destination.

3. Never accept a ride with more than one man. Do not
be afraid to say "No Thanks" to a larger group, and stay
away from the door when you refuse.

When accepting a ride, do the following
things before entering the car:

1. Make sure the driver or a passenger is not exposing

himself, and that he is fully clothed.

you're doing, because there's no way ofjudging what's go-
ing to happen."
"Women have to trust their gut instinct," said Laura

Grohe, a former student coordinator for SCERA. "Every
single woman I know who's had trouble said she had a
bad feeling before she got into the car."

"When you do get into a car," said LaBranche, "get in-

to a conversation with the driver and find out where
they're coming from. Take a good look around, note it's

interior, it's make, and who you're with."
Then he said, if something occurs while you're in the

vehicle, you will be better able to report it later.

Favreau said if she was assaulted, "I really don't know
if I'd report it, because they (the police] would make me
feel guilty, like I was asking for it."

There is no reason to feel responsible, Grohe said. A hit-

chhiker is asking for a ride - not extending an invitation
to be raped or sexually assaulted.

"I would recommend that women be more careful [than
men]," said LaBranche. "If they are going to hitchhike,
they should do so in groups."

But, Don Maia, the Amherst chief of police, said even
hitchhiking in pairs can be dangerous. "There was a case
where two women were hitchhiking together. One got in

the car and the car drove off before the other one could
get in," he said.

Maia said he doesn't think anyone should hitchhike at
all. "Hitchhiking is like swimming alone," he said.

Other area experts agree. "Women are really putting
themselves in a vulnerable position when they hitchhike,"

Grohe said. "Don't do it."

2. Watch the driver to see if he is reaching for a conceal-

ed weapon.

3. Do not accept a ride from a person who changed direc-

tions to pick you up.

4. Ask how far the driver is going before you are asked

where you are going. NEVER get dropped off directly

where you are going.

5. Trust your intuition: Ifyou do not feel comfortable ac-

cepting a ride, politely refuse.

Once in the car:

1. Keep your window partially down in case you have to

scream.

2. If you wear a seat belt, make sure you know how to

unfasten it.

Phtilo by Janinr Warnrr

An unidentified woman thumbs a ride on
North Pleasant St. last Friday.

3. In conversation, indicate that someone at your destina-
tion is expecting you by a certain timefthis conveys that
your absence would be missed).

4. If the driver decides to change his route, ask to be let

out.

This list was compiled by Laura Grohe, former Student
Coordinator SCERA.

Women's Forum
Third World Affairs

Dr. Chong-Sik Lee, a political science

professor at the University of Penn-
sylvania, will discuss how the recent stu-

dent movement and the Olympics affect

the prospects for reunifying Korea.

The discussion will take place on Mon-
day, Oct. 17 at 8 p.m. at Campus Center
Room 163-C. Admission is free.

Open House
All members of the campus and com-

munity are invited to an open house at the

Everywoman's Center on Oct. 18 from 4

to 6 p.m. The open house will be held at

Wilder Hall behind Morrill Science
Center. For more information call

545-0883.

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual News
The University of Massachusetts Gay

and Lesbian Alumni/ae will be having its

first annual homecoming for lesbian, gay,

and bisexual alumni/ae at the Amherst
campus during the weekend of October 15

lo 16. Registration will take place from
9 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Hispanic Women Support Group
A support group will be conducted com-

pletely in Spanish for Hispanic women
students. The group will meet at the

Everywoman's Center this Saturday from
10 a.m. to noon.

"No Regrets" Dance Party
The "No Regrets," a five-woman band,

will be featured at a dance party at the

Northstar Seafood Restaurant and Bar,

corner of West and Green Streets in Nor-

thmapton on Thursday Oct. 27, starting

at 9:30 p.m.

The party will benefit the
Massachusetts Citizens for Safe Energy
campaign for the passage of Question 4

on the Nov. 8 ballot. Question 4 calls for

the closure of the state's two nuclear

power plants.

Admission is on a sliding scale of $3 to

$5.

EWC to offer limited counseling

USE THE ESCORT SERVICE
CALL 545-2123

HEALTHWATCH

Measuring your heart
rate during exercise
If you participate m aerobic exercise, such as running,

swimming, biking, or an aerobic dance class, you should

know how to determine your target heart rate, according

exercise experts.

Your target heart rate represents the intensity of exer-

cise needed to condition the heart and cardiovascular

system without overexertion.

The American College of Sports Medicine recommends
that you calculate both 60 percent and 90 percent ofyour

maximum heart rate to find the low and high ends ofyour

range.

To improve cardiovascular health, your exercise pro-

gram should get your heart rate to at least 60 percent of

your maximum and keep it there for at least 20 minutes.

Local aerobics instructors recommend taking your pulse

when you first start breathing hard. If you are below your

zone, work a bit harder. If your above it, slow down.

Take your pulse every 5 or 10 minutes during aerobic

exercise and check it immediately after the aerobic part

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Personnel shifting and budget com-
promises at the Everywoman's Center this

week have allowed the center to partially

restore its counseling services.

Full counseling resources may be func-

tioning by November but this restoration

will be at the expense of another EWC pro-

gram, Carol Wallace, EWC director said.

"I am in the process of trying to make an
internal promotion that will enable us to

provide some direct services, but it will

create a vacancy in another program," she

said.

Mercedes Del Valle, coordinator of the
Women's Administrative and General
Education Support program at EWC, has
been promoted to a full-time employee and
will be available to take crisis phone calls

and make referrals, Wallace said.

The center is ordered to save more than
$33,000 this year to meet budget cuts,

Wallace said, but the promotion will reduce

this amount by $2,000.

"Basically, the Department of Educa-

tional Access and Outreach (to which EWC
reports) will cover the budget with savings

from other programs," Wallace said.

Del Valle said she has "mixed feelings"

about the promotion because the WAGES
program, which offers support to non-

tradtional, re-entry women .students, is still

slated for termination next semester
because of University budget cuts.

"I feel bad about what's going to happen
to WAGES. It took a while for women to

feel they had a program and now that they

do, it's going to be eliminated. They've
been coming in a lot for help and (next

semester] I won't be able to do that

anymore," Del Valle said.

In addition to counseling and WAGES,
Del Valle will facilitate a support group for

Hispanic women beginning at the center

this Saturday.

The support group will be conducted com-

pletely in Spanish and will address issues

of cultural adjustment, academic and per-

sonal issues, Del Valle said.

"I want to bring a multi-cultural perspec-

tive to the program and make sure the

needs of women of color are met because
they haven't been met in the past," she

said.

The support group will meet at EWC in

Wilder Hall this Saturday from 10 a.m. to

noon.

of the workout.

However, scientific studies have shown that taking your

pulse to determine your heart rate is not always reliable,

so watch your body for signs of overexertion while your
exercising.

A dizzy or faint feeling, pounding in your chest, or pro-

fuse sweating are all warning signs to slow down. Be sure

to cool down for 5 to 10 minutes before you end your
workout.

The following formula can be used to determine

your training heart rate:

Start with 220
Subtract your age.
Predicted maximum
safe heart rate.

Multiply by .6 for 60 percent
(the low end of your range)
Multiply by .9 for 90 percent
(the high end of your range)

Sample
20-year old

220
•20

200

X.6

120

X .9

180

Write for

Women's Issues
stop by the

Collegian in the
basement of the
Campus Center
and ask for

Maria Sacchetti,
Janlne Warner,
or Sara Galer.
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Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session
No Charge • No Registration

Tuesdays, 4-5 pm
Sept. 20 - Dec. 20

Univ. Health Services RM 304
UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health
Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general information.
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|The Best Way Off Campus|

Hourly Express Service, bally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcesler

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Servic* Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Sludsnl Fatx from

Amherst to
Boston New York Clly
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$20.95 $34.95 ^^^ '
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round-trip round-trip The People Professionals

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

•rmm «fW ro«« on* WW
LONDON 179
PARIS 229
ROME 259

round inp

CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
r«««f nor Included
Alto: ¥forti-5ludy Abroad,
Lanffuay* Courses. Inll Studtnt
ID. Youth HoittI Patft
EUKAtt. Pmat Ittuad on tfn spot'

call lor tha FREE CIEE StudanI
Traval Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHCMT

79 So. PiMMnI SI.

Amriartt, MA 01002

Self

Serve
Typing
kinko^
the copy center

220 No. Pleasant St.

253-2543

lelections
continued from page 1

read through it," Flanagan said. She said there might
have been a stronger rejection if voters had taken their

time with the question.

The question will not remove the sub-station, but may
prompt the SGA to try to work with administration to

have it moved.

As for turnout, Flanagan said 1,500 voted Tuesday.

"We had a fairly good turnout, but not as large as we
expected," Case said.

Case said minor problems were encountered with lack

of stafTing for the ballot boxes, and not enough billots in

Franklin Dining Commons at the dinner voting session.

"A lot of people helped out and we appreciate that," Case
said.

Here are the results from Tuesday's election:

Senators

Northeast:

Mary Lyon: Alton Frabetti

Johnson: Jonathan Fernands/Robin Varghese
Knowiton: Maureen Sienkiewicz

Thatcher: Jim Noonan/Ed Twohig
Crabtree: Sara Desimone/ Leslie Abbott

Hamlin: Jeffrey Holland

Dwight: Marie Lamonica
Leach: Deidre Pierooti

Sylvan:

Cashin: Rama Carty/Aram Hamparian, Todd Lever

McIVamara: Ross Condit, Tom Powers
Brown: Carl F. Grygiel, Art Semison

continued on page 7
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Central:

Baker: Kevin O'Donnell
Brooks: tie-Ericka Dewey, Mark Staples, Kristen Catlin
Gorman: Chris Sarkistan, Josh Gordon
Greenough: Christopher Handy
Van Meter: Ethan T. Leonard/Ted Chambers, Jessica
Mitchell

Butterfield: Tobias Bodine
Brett: Wendy Tyrol
Wheeler: Dan Chesnicka

Orchard Hill:

Dickinson: Jackie Leonard, Karen M. Talbot
Webster: Nathan O'Leary, Dreyfus/Johnston
Field: Bill Hewitt; tie; John Thompson Rob Durant and
Bill Sheehan
Grayson: Malcolm Nason, Rich French

Southwest:

Cance: Jason Kofman, Lisa A. Ventresco
Mackimmie: Matthew Happy
Moore: Bob Monaghan/Jim Black
Patterson: Christine E. Devine, Chris Lycette
Pierpont: Lynn Carino, Nick Nyhan
John Adams: Guy Glodis/Michelina Cariglia, Jonathan
GrantAV. Matthew Whiting, Christa Lajoie
John Quincy Adams: Jim ReardonA'alerie Vigode, San
dy Edwards, Nancy Stofa

Washington: David O'Hearn, Michael Callahan/Alex
Zarganes, Peter Tremblay
Crampton: Deana Donman
Melville: Caroline Ghilani/Kathy Parcella
Thoreau: Douglas A. Morash
Coolidge: Lewis Randall. Karl J. Littlefield. Jennifer
Grayson
James: Michael Partridge
Prince: Paul C. Gresens
Kennedy: Craig Brown Vernon Patterson, Cullen
Buckland, Kenneth S. Tonis

Commuter Area:

Mary Rita Kropp, Jennifer Kizner/James Smack, R.E.

Vergell, Hal Zawacki, Stephen J. Lutz, Brice Cornell Paul,

Lisa A. Lupo, Ari Weinstein, Amerin J. Falk, Tony
Walker, Andrew E. Wolfe, Gregg A. Piltch/Jennifer A.
Ott, Doug Dratch, Gregory Adams, Ken Rudy, Michael
Canton, Bob McDevitt, Karen Flanagan, Robb Smith,
Stephen Kurina, Jack Cahill, Michael Greiner, Brian
Darling, Tim Smith, W. Greg Rothman, Pam Schafier, Liz

Hart.

Greek Area:

Maria Park, Stacey MeyerowitzAVendy Wuensch,
Jonathan Varrell, Louisa A. Gould, and a tie between
Elizabeth L. Nelson and T. Ashley Gauthier.

In the cases where there was a tie or no one ran (such

as Chadbourne House) the council of the dorm involved

will appoint a seat.

In the Greek area, where there was a tie, the seat will

be appointed by the president of the area.

I Tickets and Inlormitlon ivallabl* at:
lUManHot*< AmhertI Mtmpihlf*

Tel i1 or n Center College Boeli
MS'ItKM lua Termlnel Store
MVWWO 2M-e43t M»^4e00

Price Welch
Permeey
So. Hsdley

S33-7ltS

Nonttempto.ll
Bus Termlnel I

SMIOIO

UPSTAIRS
KVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY D.J.** ENJOY THE

AREAS BIQOEST DANCE FLOOR AND TNE
HOTTEST DANCE MIX 8i30 to liOO AM

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23rd

ANDREW TOSH
WITH THE ORIGINAL

PETER TOSH BAND
DOORS OPEN 7:00 PM SHOWTIME 9:30 TICKETS
S10.00 THRU TICKETRON A DAY OF SHOW

DOWNSTAIRS
STARTING IN NOVEMBER
PREMIER INDIE BAND IN U.S.A.

3rd THE LYRES
f ROM AlHtNS GtOnGIA

4th DREAMS SO REAL wmua pm

POP ROCK fROM DIXIF

6th THE CONNELLS
AUSTIN Tf XAS FULL TILT BOOGIE

11th EVAN JOHNS and the h bombs

18th PLATE O SHRIMP

19th THE LUCKY SEVEN

How to make a hit

The .American E.xpress* Card is a hit virtuall\

an\^vtlere vou shop, from Los Angeles to

London whether you re buving books, baseball

tickets or brunch So during college and after.

It s the perfect wav lo pav for lust aboui

evenlhingvou II want

How to get

the Card now.

College IS the first

sign of success .\nd

because we belie\e In your

potential, we ve made it easier for

students of this school to getthe

Amencan Express Card nght

now - even without a job or a

credit history So whether you're an

underclassman, senior or

grad smdent. look into

our automatic approval

offers. For details pick up an

apolication on campus. Or call

1-800-THE-CARDandaskfora

student application

TTie American Express Card.

Don t Leave School Without it."

O IWH «ilinH» e>sm> Tnitl Rtliird !»r<icn Compin* Int

ON CAMPUS
MEET MEMBERS OF

OUR TECHNICAL STAFF
Lincoln Laboraiory professionals are at the forefront of unique
Researcfi ancj Development efforts across o broad sp>ectrum of

advanced electronics tecfinology in proiects ranging from com-
ponent development to tfie design and construction of complex
prototype systenns Every year, many of \he finest Ph D. and M.S
level graduates odd their expertise and energy to our inter-

national reputation for excellence We invite you to join them in

one of tfie followinq areas:

• Radar

Measurements
• Communications
• Signal Processing

• Optics and Lasers

• Microelectronics

Located at the tieart

a career at Lincoln
reacfi of the regions
- and less ttian 15 mil
cultural, educationo

• Digital Signal

Processing

• Machine Intelligence

• Image Processing
• VLSI

of New England's higti tectinology belt.

Laboratories also puts you witl^in easy
most beautiful beacties and mountains
es from downtown Boston with its diverse
I and athletic events

Contact your placement office to arrange interviews or send
Jour resume to Mr. Chet Yablonsid, Mlf Lincoln Laboratory,
44 Wood street, Lexington, MA 02173. (617)863-5500, Ext.

7050. U.S. Citizenship required.

An Equal Opportunity AMirmative Action Employef

K /IIT LINCOLN
IVII I LABORATORY

PALS
For October

DoiUr A op<l wiiyti n
l-)lu goUnnilolh

Hikunendi-S4.i!'

Come

see

these

colors in our

Amherst Gallery

which photography

cannot capture!

(

and cuhurrd ppaH

And rmibirolorrd Atn\

opaI pefwiani — S49-"»

silverscape^esigns
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

3 Pleasont St., Northampton 584-3324
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fJ^ Amplicon Financial

CAREER OPPORTUNmES IN

Financial Marketing
AmpUoon Financial is an innovaiiv« marketing and commercial finance organi-
zation dedicated to meeting the demands of the nation's kading companies for
high technology equipment By employing an aggressive, well-trained telemar-
keting staff, Amplicon provides customers with a k)w cost alternative to the typ-
ical in-person sales presentatksn.

As an account executive with Amplicon, you will prospca iktw accounts from
our established lead sources. You will be negotiating kase terms, conditions,
and economk:s with financial officers of corpofatwns located throughout the
United States.

To qualify you need to demonstrate that you arc a hard working individual, an
outstanding University graduate, fuuncially nwiivatcd, and career oriented.

\ffc offer a comprehensive training program covering all aspects of the leasing

industry, including tax and accounting regulations, contraa CKigoiiaiion, pricing,

high technology product training and sales techniques.

Compensation is salaned during three months training period, and thereafter,

$22,500/ycar plus commisskjn. First year's expected earnings: $35,0OO-pIus,

For more informatk>n contact your College/University Career Placement Center
or send your current resume to the address below.

Amplicon Financial

2020 East First Street, Suite ^1
Santa Ana, California 92705

Attn: Human Resources I>e(»xtment

(714) 834-0525

ONLY SERIOUS INQUIRIES PLEASE.

What are YOU
going to be this

Halloween
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MAYlS JUST AROUND

Why wait until May to set your post-graduate career goals* Spring to

action this Fall with the company that's coniiiiittetl to your career

success . The May Company!

As one ot the premier retailers in the country. The May Compan> m-

vites \LL CX)I.LK(;E MAJORS to appl> lor one of the retail in-

dustry "s top professional opportunities! We're proud to be ranked by

Fortune magazine as one of the most admired corporations. And

we're proud of our esteemed record for l?> consecutive years of sales

and earnings growth! Our dedication to career training and develop-

ment is key to the success of each May division, and \our profession-

al goals.

The first step of your career begins with The May Executive Training

Program— a nationally acclaimed management training course

designed to enhance your skills and performance. This structured 13

week program offers individualized career support systems and the

best combination of classroom and on-the-n)b training. Ultimately.

It's designed to prepare you for your first position as well as a suc-

cessful May Company career!

In addition to the mdustrys most competitive salaries, we provide

outstanding benefits including generous merchandise discounts!

Don't wait until May to start thinking about your career. Join the

compan) that's committed to your success. . .The Ma> Department

Stores Company!

Interested candidates are encouraged to attend a reception and

presentation with the President of Caldt)r. Marc I. Balmuth. and

Executives and Alumni from Caldor. G. Fox and Filenc's on

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 13. from 6-8pm. at the Campus Center,

Rm. I(X)1. l()thn(H)r.

Also, you're invited to attend our Open House on FRIDAY.

OCTOBER 14. l()am-4pm. in the SOM Facullv Lounge. Rm. 312.

Light refreshments will be served as you meet with Alumni from

G. Fox. Caldor and Filenc's. Dress casually and bring your resume.

m
O
O
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m
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THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

G.FOX CALDOR If II II tJ G ^
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Just, my opinion

An issue that

is often ignored
This year's presidential campaign has, as usual, been

the fashion and beauty show instead of a race concerned

with issues.

Issues like whether or not Dan Quayle used some pull

to guarantee himself a position in the national guard or

that Mike Dukakis vetoed a pledge of allegiance bill which

was already unconstitutional are only slightly important,

if not just things the opposition and media can harp on.

Peter Leon

The real issues of this campaign are: continuing the bet-

tering of relations between the Soviets and the U.S., reduc-

tion of arms, reducing the deficit, and finally one quiet,

vague but important issue - the Supreme Court.

During the past 8 years President Reagan, in his infinite

wisdom, has appointed 4 very conservative to just plain

conservative people to the Court, thus creating a conser

vative majority. He also appointed Justice Rhenquist, the

most staunchly conservative of all the justices, as Chief

Justice of the United States.

The Supreme Court has the power to declare all laws

enacted by the Congress and the States unconstitutional.

It is a hefty responsibility. The point of view or bias of

a Justice will affect his or her decision on a case. The
questions brought before the Supreme Court affect

everyone in the country. They include questions on civil

rights, abortion, and criminal law. It is possible for the

new conservative court to weaken or perhaps over turn

previous decisions, like the Roe v. Wade decision legaliz-

ing abortions.

Now the issue. Three of the present Justices are liberal.

They are also rather old (they are thinking of spending

their golden years without the stress of making such dif-

ficult and complex decisions). It is the next President who
will have the power to either cement the conservatives

in power or put a liberal faction back in a position to

bargain for and defend civil rights. Most of the new ap

pointees will be around well into the new century and so

making decisions to affect our grand children.

George Bush will obviously want to continue with the

"Reagan revolution" and appoint people who believe peo

pie have no right to ask their government to perform sim-

ple tasks for them, probably like providing affordable

housing or medical care. If George were in a real wild

mood he might try to appoint someone like Berk, the guy

who thought he knew what the founders of this here coun-

try were thinking. Mike Dukakis would at least appoint

liberal people who could balance out the court and perhaps

save some of the rights that we take for granted and cer

tain conservatives would like to see taken away.

Certain issues, like women's issues, would have a bet-

ter chance because Justice Sandra Day-O'Connor might

swing to the liberal side on some of those issues, if there

were at least a liberal minority. Should the Court

become solidly conservative, I fear, no matter who is Presi-

dent or in Congress in the new century will have to fight

for every piece of new legislation, not just on the floor of

the House or Senate, but in front of the Supreme Court

too. In other words, when I think of President George

Bush, or even worse President Quayle, the phrase

"Something wicked this way comes" comes to mind.

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

Tn whom it may concern

A simple right taken for granted

Do you like to write?

We need writers!

Write us a letter or col-

umn. Submissions may be

sent to or dropped off at the

Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, UMass. All submis-

sions must be typed and
double-spaced. They must
also include your name,

Phone number and address.

Are you a cartoonist? We
also accept cartoons from

members of the UMass
community.

All letters, columns, and
cartooons submitted become

the property of the

Collegian.

Is there something you

like about the editorial

page? That you don't like? If

so, come tell us. You can

talk to either David or Pam.

Ifyou can't come down give

us a call at 545-3500.

Thursday. October 6, 1988. In Santiago, Chile,

thousands rush into the streets celebrating the electoral

defeat of President Augusto Pinochet and what will

hopefully be the end of 15 years of military rule. "I feel

free! I have the right to walk in the streets again, to ex

press myself, to not be afraid," said Juan Carlos Muraga,

a 21 year old Chilean .student He and thousands of others

are celebrating something of immeasurable value to them
— democracy.

Bob Bobala

Now take a skip up to North America where we've had

a democratic government for over two hundred years. You

don't see many people walking around rejoicing and

shouting "I feel free" anymore. I suppose that's to be ex-

pected. After 200 years, freedom's euphoria has worn off

and Americans have mellowed out. But our mellowness

seems to be slowly turning to apathy.

This is evident in statistics which show that over the

last three decades the number of people exercising their

right to vote — one of the most vital rights we have -

has steadily declined in the United States. In the 1960

presidential election 63.1 percent of eligible voters show-

ed up at the polls (not an overwhelming figure to begin

with). The five presidential elections following 1960 saw

voter turnout decrease to as low as 53.2 percent in 1980.

I do have to give you the straight facts though. In 1984,

when Reagan crushed Mondale, 53.3 percent of eligible

voters voted. An increase of a whole tenth of a percent.

Big deal.

So basically, only about half of all American citizens who

are 18 and older vote in the election to choose the person

who will sit in the most powerful position in the free world.

Why?
I suppose there are some reasons that are better than

others. Unlike many democratic nations, we hold our elec-

tions on a working day. After working a twelve hour day

Thpy anid it . .

So far in the presidential campaign this year neither

candidate nor his running mate has made a speech that

was worth hearing or, by any standard other than the

meanest calculations ofpolitical advantage, worth deliver-

ing. What is more, we do not expect to hear anything

resembling a memorable speech before the election is over.

I doubt I'd feel like dragging myself to the polls. An "Elec-

tion Day" holiday miglit make it easier for people to vote.

Then again, a day off for voting might just give us an

extra day to sleep in. The excuses I heard from some peo-

ple who didn't vote in the Massachusetts primary weren't

that they had to work all day and were too tired. They

either didn't know that it was election day, or they were

playing tennis, or they had to study.

Yeah, I guess giving up a half hour of your time once

every four years just to keep your country running could

be too burder«ome. Oh, wait a minute, I almost forgot that

you have to register to vote at least once in your life too.

Subtract another half an hour from the 70 plus years

you'll live.

If you're not just too lazy, and if you don't have to work

from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on election day, 1 guess you

still could have a couple of reasons for not wanting to vot«.

You might feel alienated by you government and just hate

politics in general. But you can't change anything if you

don't vote. Or, you might feel that the government is do-

ing a great job and your life has never been more stable.

But if you don't vote, things could change in a hurry.

Or, you could be like me, who, in the past month, con-

sidered not voting at all in the upcoming presidential elec-

tion to protest my dissatisfaction with the candidates. This

will be the first presidential election in which I will be

eligible to vote. I guess I had always envisioned voting

for someone who I thought would be an outstanding leader

and a great president. When neither Bush

nor Dukakis filled my expectation of what I thought a

president should be, I became discouraged.

I hate the thought of voting for the candidate that I

dislike the least. But no matter what, I'll show up at the

polls in November. Down in South America Juan Carlos

Muraga is shouting "I feel free." It's the first time in his

life that he's been able to say that. I've never said that.

I live in America. My freedom has been taken for granted.

The least I can do is not take my right to vote for granted.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

If voter turnout is lower in 1988 than even in other re-

cent elections, this oratorical void will be one reason. Afier

months of wearisome campaigning, the differences bet-

ween the the candidates and the the parties are more blur-

red than at the beginning.

-Henry Fairlie, The New Republic, Oct. 10

A pnrndp of assumptions

The campaign: wrapped up in psuedo-patriotism
«,, , » -f *u_ Mri.;*_ u „^ „„j ».» ,,„ Vio fminH»Hnn.«! of the United States and everything
The future occupant of the White House and the

ultimate fate of the most powerful country on the planet

will hinge on merely 31 words.

Here they are: I pledge allegiance to the flag ofthe United

States ofAmerica and to the republic for which it stands,

one ncUion, under God, indivisible, with liberty andjustice

for all

Only in the American political process could something

as seemingly innocuous as the Pledge of Allegiance be

blown up into the major factor that will influence who

shall become the most powerful man in our nation. Should

we care who supports the Pledge or not? Why are the

presidential candidates arguing over this when they

should be discussing the more important and far-reaching

issues such as the budget deficit, health care and the

environment?

But all those issues require serious thought and

deliberate contemplation. The American public might just

have to (gasp) think through an issue. The Pledge of

Allegiance is one of those easy fiashpoints which instantly

touch the heart and soul of the average American citizen,

especially the elusive "Reagan Democrat." For many

Americans, to refute the Pledge is a sacrilege, an attack

on the foundations of the United States and everything

that is good about this country.

Stephen Bayer

Why this hyper-sensitivity? Perhaps it is because, as

children, we are indoctrinated from day one with the

Pledge. We are never given explanation of why we must

repeat this oath every day in school, nor are we given a

crash course in civics to explain the meaning behind it.

At that young age, we just do as we are told and do not

challenge. By the time we reach adulthood, the Pledge

is considered one of those things that is simply not ques-

tioned. To deny or to truly scrutinize the Pledge is to

challenge the very foundations upon which we were rais-

ed. It is frightening for many people to analyze and

possibly refute the very core of their values, beliefs and

morals.

Thus, in a campaign that was going to hell in a hand-

basket. Republican candidate George Bush decided to hit

the low road and catch on something that people did not

really need to think about or critically analyze, they just

needed to feel it.

To his credit. Democratic candidate Michael Dukakis

has avoided getting mired in the Pledge-bashing. He spell-

ed out a sound constitutional reason for vetoing a

Massachusetts bill that would have required teachers to

lead their classes every day with the pledge: freedom of

speech. And in the presidential debate, Dukakis lashed

out at Bush for impugning his patriotism: "I resent it."

But that's the extent of what we have heard from the

governor on the subject.

Meanwhile, Bush goes parading around New Jersey flag

factories, looking more ridiculous with each photo oppor-

tunity. His slime-and-smear tactics, constantly harping

on the Pledge, simply underscore the fact that Bush's cam-

paign is vacuous, completely devoid of issues and lack-

ing any substance.

If Bush is truly committed to the ideals of liberty and

JHstice for all, maybe he should add the U.S. Constitution

to his reading list. Therein he would find the basic tenets

and values of this country, including the foundation for

freedom of expression which applies even to the Pledge.

Until then, perhaps Bush would be wise to remember

another favorite saying: Patriotism is the last refuge ofthe

scoundrel.

Stephen Bayer is a Collegian columnist
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A Sunday morning bathroom surprise

I know that you are all probably tired of reading about

the deplorable conditions that one must live under in the

dorms, but I feel that my story deserves to be told. I had

the most unpleasant experience that I have ever had in

all my three years of dorm livmg. What I experienced

a few weeks ago goes beyond the usual inconveniences

of noisy neighbors, roommate's unexpected overnight

guests, loud stereos, trashed hallways, and any other an-

noyances that one can think of. These things I can live

with.

Late one Sunday morning I got up to take a shower

I was feeling a little ill and was looking forward to an

exhilarating experience. Instead I received a rude

awakening, literally.

I swung open the door and the first thmg that hit me,

as my eyes still weren't in focus yet, was a foul odor. The

stench was worse than usual, but I simply dismissed it

as a better party than last weekend's. I shuffled past the

sinks in a sleepy stupor, still unaware of what was in

store for me around the corner. 1 carefully stepped over

the puddles left by drinks spilled and flooding of the

plumbing and pushed open the shower stall door. I bent

over with a groan as my head started to pound as I put

down mv toilet articles. Suddenlv, I spied something

lurking in the corner of the shower stall next to me. Since

I still hadn't washed the sleepies out ofmy eyes, it look-

ed to me like a bar of natural organic soap or something.

I rubbed my eyes, looked again, and recognized

something which would belong next to a fire hydrant.

Get my drift? (I sure did.) This was no accident. The per

son left it there for everyone to admire.

Laura Robinson

After that, taking a shower didn't appeal to me

anymore. I hurried back to my room with an astonished

look on my face. A feeling of horror rose inside of me as

I thought of the animal that must be living in my dorm
— or at least visiting on the weekends. I thought maybe

I had dreamt it, or maybe I was in some strange John

Waters movie like Pink Flamingos. It was someone's sick

idea of a joke but I didn't find it humorous. This was the

last thing that I wanted to be subjected to on a Sunday

morning with a slight hangover. I felt sorry for the poor

cleaning lady who had to come in the next morning. I

felt embarrassed to face her even though I had no part

in it.

What would ever possess someone to do something like

that? Wouldn't that person be ashamed? People may be

slovenly at home as well as at school but that is

something that one would certainly not do at home,

never mind someone else's home. Some think nothing

of trashing another's home on the weekends because they

don't have to live with it. They are selfish and self-

centered people. Now, I am not a prude. I don't mind

a little rubble after a wild party, but there are limits.

I have also worked at a nursing home and am aware of

areas of the world that don't have proper facilities for

these purposes. We, on the other hand, are supposed to

be civilized and rational people. Are we regressing to

time of the decline of Rome?

My unpleasant experience in the dorm brought new

meaning to the analogy that the dorms are like cells or

cages and the UMass is like a zoo. That person justified

the reputation that those who are proud of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts would like to forget and put behind

us' When my parents came to visit me on parent's

weekend, I was reluctant to allow them to use the

bathroom aft«r their long, ride. I'm even embarrassed

to have friends from other schools visit. Should I have

to be? I think not.

Laura Robinson is a UMass student

People in the news...

TAKE
THE WESTOVER
SHORTCUT

U
NEW YORK

AP photo

INDIAN GREETING - Pope John Paul II on his open jeep seems to

give an India-style greeting to the faithful and pilgrims in St. Peter's

square during yesterday afternoons audience.

Six Scheduled Round Trip

Non-stop Flights to

LaGuardia Daily

If you're flying to New
York, why punish yourself

with that long trek to the

airport, going round and

round a huge parking lot

trying to find a parking

spot? You wait in line at

the ticket counter. Then
wait to tx)ard. You know
what it's like. Now there's

a better way; a more con-

venient way to get there.

Now There's The Westover Shortcut

Two Westovers - Westover Metropolitan Airport and

Westover Air. Ljcx>k at all the advantages.

It takes you less time to get to the airport. As much as

30 minutes less. Check the chart for your drive time.

You park your car next to the terminal, just a few steps

from the plane. And there's no charge for daytime parking.

No waiting time for a valet van.

You're ticketed in minutes and you're a hop, skip, and a

jump from the plane.

How Long Does It Take Ybu To Get To

THE WESTOVER SHORTCUT?

iyp(cal Dflving Tim*
ToW»stOfv«r(Mln.)

Agawam
Amherst
Chicopee
Easthampton
Greenfield

Holyoke
LongmeadovAr

Ludlow

22

30
10

18

42
12

16

15

Northampton
Ralmer
South Hadley
Springfield

Ware
VVestfleld

V^st Springfield

Wllbraham

16

18

11

15

30
20
16

18

MH««9« provided by SH -•- E Imx, Coneultanta

Shortcuts to the Shortcut

From East and West of Westover,

take Exit #5 on the Mass.
Tumpika

Front th« North, take ?X. 91 South
to Exit #4 at the Mass. Turnpike

interchanga Then East to Exit #5

on Mass. Tumpika

From ttM Soutt), take Rt. 291 East

to Exit #6 off Rt. 291 (Fuller Road).

Then follow the Westover
Metropolitan Airport

symtx>ls.

And 45 minutes later

you touch down at

LaGuardia Marine Air Ter-

minal. No huge crowds. No
long hike to the outside

world.

You're flying Westover

Air, a proud airline with

a perfect flying safety

record over its 18 years

of servica

This is what you've

wanted for years. No traf-

fic snarls. No baggage
hassle. No jammed park-

ing lot. And no waiting...

waiting. ..waiting.

The Westover Shortcut.

It's the short and sweet

way to get to New York.

AP photo

JOHNSON CHARGED - Ben Johnson leaves a suburban Toronto

police station Tuesday after being charged with assault and dangerous

use of a weapon. Johnson, who was stripped of his Olympic gold medal

after he tested positive for steroids in Seoul last month, is to appear

in court on Oct. 25 on the charges.

LIMITED TIME SPECIAL
FREE Ground Tiansporlation to Manhattan (and return) by Carey

Express or the Water Shuttia Limited time offer. Call for detaila

Westover Metropolitan Airport
Call your fVavel Ag«nt for raservatlont or phone 413-S93-99S5

ADVOCATEBEST
VA«.LEY

f Q 8 7
1 » 1 . 1 /it.i

Every Monday

Through Thursday

all tjou can eat

buffet 5 p.m.

$6.25
Sun -Thurs 11-10. Fri. & Sat. 11-1 BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE

GEKING VIARDEN
A MAHDAPIN* SZECHUAN WESTAUPAWT

SR6.1202 jfek^ (13
on Route t, Hadley

LlhWHOSE
hmehas
COME

Any Cassette Or LP $6.99
Any Compact Disc $12.99

(
/" ....

Hurry into Record Town. For the next 4 days your Student l.D. will

save you up to 30% on the hottest LPs, Cassettes and CDs.

Present your valid

University of Massachusetts

Student l.D. at Record Town
and receive any LP or

Cassette (regularly priced up

to $9.99) for $6.99 or any

single-album Compact Disc

(regularly priced up to

$16.99) for only $12.99.

Limit 3. Not valid with other

offers. Offer expires 10/16/88

Offer good at our Hadley

location only.

Record Town - the only music and video store you'll ever need.

No l.D. Necessary for Pictured Titles.

THE ROtERT CRAY iAND
DON I Bf AFBAIOOF IHtDARK JOIN

Hun
sum

ffllMlG

LITTLE FEAT
Let It Roll

o«rt;mm motkxi navtn lowotiiiio

(OtUIMCWWMW'MW
•Oltr McFEItRIN

TNI KACHeOTS
THE FABULOUS THUNOERBIROS

THEG(ORGI*S«TEllfTES
JOHN COUGAR MEI.IENC*MI> i

SURSHIP •

INDMAIIT OTNtR'.

jggQfd town
(^ M u s I c a video)

Hadley, Hampshire Mall • 586-6351.

VISA 9
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ARTS/LIVING

Pornography: a mainstay in American culture
By COSMO MACERO JR
Collegian Staff

pornography: writings, pictures, items — intended

primarily to arouse sexual desires Websters New World
Dictionary

As far back in time as the written word can take us,

sex has been a topic of controversy, secrecy, and intrigue.

From the sexual ground rules set down in the book of

Leviticus, to the risque stage plays of 18th century France,

to the touchy subject matter of Hawthorne's Scarlet Let-

ter, the topic of sex has been aptly dealt with throughout

the history of literature.

However, man does not live by word alone, and with the

growth of film in the early 20th century (as we totally ig-

nore the 19th century), filmmakers immediately began

to test the limits of what could be splashed on a 20-foot

screen in front of a few hundred people.

Even today, when an 1 1-year old can get a visual female

anatomy lesson at a PG film, directors (i.e. "9V^

Weeks","Angel Heart") skirt the boundaries of decency,

careful to avoid the deadly "X" rating, which is a one way
ticket to box office disaster.

While "X" once meant Emmanuelle Around the World
(where the good stuff gets cut just as they hit the bed),

it's now a slap on the wrist to naughty filmmakers like

Scorcese, DePalma, and Romero.

Triple-X, however, is a different story. Welcome to TVaci
Lords' playhouse, where "age of consent" is a forbidden
phrase.

The demonstration of explicit sex acts, ranging from the

old standards to the truly amazing, can liven a drowsy

audience in no time. However, whereas at one time our

STUDENT AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICES

POSITION AVAILABLE

STUDENT MANAGER
IDB/TIPS

Information Data Bank (IDB) and Taped Information Plione Service (TIPS)

QUALIFICATIONS: Demonstrated (through previous experience

and/or recommendations) communication skills; organizational and

supervisory skills; ability to organize data; ability to proof-read and

edit; some typing and/or v»/ord processing experience. Promotional

and marketing experience desirable.

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate student (preferably Work-

Study eligible) with at least three semesters remaining at the begin-

ning of the Spring Semester of 1989.

PAY SCALE: Hourly rale, beginning at minimum of $5.25; 10-15

hours per week required.

STARTING DATE: This position is available immediately and
includes a supervised, paid training period. The incumbent must

be available 20-30 hours per week during Intersession (full-time op-

tion available) and 20-30 hours per week from mid-July to September
(full-time option available June, July, August). Thereafter, during

the semester 10-15 hours per week.

DEADLINE: Applications and additional information are available

at the Information Data Bank, 227 Whitmore. Deadline Is October

31, 1988.

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a

telephone and walk-in referral center which maintains information

on University administrative and academic policies and procedures;

bus, library, and athletic schedules; listings of current campus events

such as seminars, movies, and lectures; and a variety of other refer-

ral materials.

The Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) Is a library of more

than 200 tape cassettes with information about academic rules,

regulations, and programs; registration policies; counseling services;

financial aid information; current events; health and safely programs;

housing and food service; athletics; student organizations and

activities, etc.

The Student Manager is responsible for daily operations of

IDB/TIPS including recruiting, training, scheduling and supervising

studentstaff of 8-10; maintaining and updating the IDB/TIPS library

and information resources; preparing scripts and tapes; monitor-

ing IDB/TIPS advertising budget; with the assistance of a student

Graphics Specialist, arranging for placement of ads in the "Col-

legian" promoting IDB/TIPS; soliciting and processing new materials

for IDB/TIPS; compiling the Add/Drop Schedule and information for

the Student Telephone Directory; and related assignments.

perception of pornography included a picture of dirty old

men shuffling down dark alleys into sleazy movie houses,

today things are different.

The conservative shift in national attitudes during the

past 6 or 7 years, coupled with the rapid growth of the

home video industry has dried up the market for big

screen adult films, spawning corporate buyouts of many
red-light districts such as Boston's Combat Zone.

Credit this cultural change to shifting market demands,

or moral awareness; in any case, the "face of pornography"

is a changing one. Other forms of exploitation, par-

ticularly the use of gratuitous violence, often meet with

negative reactions considerably more hostile than those

in response to run-of-the-mill slcin flicks. While everyone

knows the story with the Rambo series, it's HBO specials

like "Why Did Johnny Kill?" that point out the violence

that results from an unstable kid watching Jason thin-

slice a camp full of zany teens.

Herschel Gordon Lewis, schlock film emperor of the 60's,

made his name by exposing the internal organs of attrac-

tive young women (against their will, of course). His blood-

spattered masterpieces, while truly nauseating, are con-

sidered legitimate works of black humor, and maintain

cult-film status. Just good clean fun, regardless of the

wholesale dispensing of death.

The bottom line has always been: "If you're offended...

don't watch." Every film, no matter how stupid, mindless,

or disgusting, has some artistic merit. Finding the redeem-
ing social value in a third class film can be fun, whether
it's 'Day of the Dead" or "Debbie Does Dallas."

Blues for Mr. Charlie

to play at Bowker
The New World Theater presents James Baldwin's

Blues For Mr. Charlie tonight in the Bowker Auditorium

and will run through Oct. 16. Dedicated to the memory
of Medgar Evers, his widow and children, and to the

memory of dead children of Birmingham, Alabama,
Blues For Mr. Charlie is distantly based upon the case

of Emmett Till, a black youth murdered in Mississippi

in 1955.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center Box Of-

fice. $5 for general public and $3 for students and senior

citizens. Call 545^511.

UPC show change
Paul Kelly and the Messengers will not be the special

guests at the upcoming UPC show, officials said

yesterday.

Ari Weinstien and Kelli Ballin said the act is listed

on tickets, but they will not be performing.

Also, Ballin, publicity director for UPC. was uninten-

tionally left out from yestereday's feature article about
the organization.

A look at new releases from Aussie artists
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Question: What's Australian, wooden, stupid-looking
and no matter how many times you try and chuck it away,
it keeps coming back to you?

Disc Junkie^^S?
Answer: An INXS album.
It's funny at Christmas how relatives think the way to

appease fash and trendy "present problem" pop kids like

you and me is to buy them completely naff albums like

INXS' "Kick."

Perhaps then, it might do them some good to cut off their

ears and sellotape them to any unfortunate pair of

speakers strugglmg to contain the mind-wrenchingly
orgasmic and above all, totally evil sound of Lubricated
Goat, whose two albums, "The Devil's Music" and "Pad-
dock of Love," have been causing quite a stir on local alter-

native music stations.

"In The Raw" kicking off "Paddock" displays a voice

which cannot be human, sounding as it does like a puk-

ing rhino, while "Spectator" ends "The Devils Music"
with a tanlged, strangled opus of reverse tape loops;

guitars fight for space with pneumatic drill type sounds
and the whole concoction is spiked with a lethal dose of

acid.

It's not the kind of music to mark your life by unless

of course, you're severely disturbed. Let's just say that

if this band played a satantist convention the audience
would be paying to join the mormons.

On a completely different note - a musical one - ex-Saints

and Laughing Clowns front man Ed Kuepper has a new
album "Everybody's Got To" out on the Hot label. I must
say I never had much time for Kuepper's two previous

outfits but he's really found himself as a solo artist.

"Everybody Got To" is a glorious collection of great songs.

Imagine antipodean cousins the Go-Betweens minus the

wimpy self-consciousness. A definite must. Talking of

the Go-Betweens, their new album "16 Lovers Lane" is

currently available on import on Beggar's Banquet
records with no sign of a release date in this country.

However, if you've got the cash it's well worth checking

out. Basically it further refines the gloomy romanticism
of "Talluledi" and maintains the tradition ofputting a dou-

ble '1' in their album titles.
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Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8 am to 5 pm

SELF SERVICE BAYS
Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Greaser

VACUUM CLEANERS
$1.00 & $5.00 Changer

'^^"^.

OUR ATTENDANTS ARE
HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU'

Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For V2 Price Tickets

Academy of St. Martin-ln-The-Flelds

Monday, Oct. 17

The Royal Ballet Of Flanders

Wednesday. Oct. 19

Peter Zazofsky, violin

Friday, Oct. 21

Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Sunday, Oct. 23

Marvin Hamlisch In Concert

Thursday, Nov. 3

The Juilliard String Quartet

Saturday, Nov. 5

The Amazing Cambridge Buskers

Wednesday. Nov. 9

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Don't Be
Left Out In

The Cold
This January

Have the time of your life at:

• Jackson Hole • Quebec
Innsbruck Austria • Sugarbush

Sign ups nowll Tue-Thurs CCC Beginners and Non-Members welcome.

UMass Ski Club 430 Student Union 545-3437.

Semester at Sea

s TheWaidfe Still

TheQeatestQassroom
QfM

Applications are now being accepted

for the University of Pittsburgh

-

sponsored Semester at Sea.

Each fall or spring 100 -day odyssey

aboard the American -built S.S. Universe

literally offers you the world.

You can earn 12-15 transferable units

from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling \rpox\

places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,

India,Turkey, the Soviet Union,Yugoslavia

and Spain.

It is a learning adventure designed to

transform students of every color, race and

creed into true citizens and scholars of

the world.

For full information, including a catalog and application,

call 1-412-648-7490. Or vv^rite Semester at Sea, Mon.oct.i7-speciai presentation

Institute for Shipboard Education , ^
University of Pittsburgh,

2E Forbes Quadrangle,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

15260.
Then prepare for the

learn ing adventure of

your life.

in Student Union from 9-4 p.m.

Videos at 4 30 p m and 630 p m
Tues. Oct. 18-Special presentation

Student Union from 4-9 p m.

Videos at 4:30 p.m.

All Students, faculty and staff are

cordially invited to attend.

Finacial assistance available to

qualified students.
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Semester at Sea
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Feelies stay minimal on ''Only Life 9J

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Only Life

The Feelies

A&M/Coyote

The final track on the Feelii-s latest

album cover of the Velvet

UnderKroumt ^ "What Goes On." This is

not so much an homage to Lou Reed"s

minimalists as it is an anthem for the

Feelies themselves.

Like VU. the Haledon, New Jeist v

fivesome works with frenzied rhythms, in

trospective lyric poetry and many layers of

simple but varied guitar sounds

Only Life, their third LP as the Feelies

(other incarnations include the Trypes.

Yung VVu and the Willies), is their best ef-

fort to date. The rhythms here are general-

ly slower than those of previous projects,

but the result is high art.

Glenn Mercer and Bill Million use their

guitars to hover around and support tunes

like "Deep Fascination," "The Final Word"

and "It's Only Life." Bassist Brenda Sauter

and percussionists Dave Weckerman and

Stan Demeski provide the rhythms so

crucial to "Too Much," "For Awhile" and

"Away," the album's best cut, "Too Far

Gone." which also appears on the sound

track to Jonathan Demme's film Married

to the Mob, is great guitar rock 'n' roll.

Mercer's energized solo is perhaps the LPs
finest moment.
"The LTndertow, " previously released on

the Trypes album, is an aiu-al masterpiece.

A rain of percussion converses with

Million's twelve-string while Mercer's

vocals are not so much a feature as an ad-

ditional support. The slow southern flavor

of "Higher Ground" is also worth a listen.

Mercer's lyrics resemble those of the

Velvets as well. Echoes of VU's "After

Hours" can be heard in "It's Only Life"

"Lock your doors / Close all your windows
/ And hide away." Mercer's reserved, fre-

quently tuneless vocals recall those of a

younger Reed.

It is unfair to categorize the Feelies as

VU wannabes; an array of musical in-

fluences are apparent in all of their work.

However, the two bands are known for

their underground following and their

ability to convey the complex with the

simple.

When the Velvet Underground dissolv-

ed in the early 1970s,they had achieved lit-

tle popular success. Yet they introduced to

rock 'n' roll a model of simplicity that

would be exalted in the decades to come.

The Feelies have taken that example well.

This time, don't miss out.

The Most A-Pccling frozen Yogurt Shop

Try some Low-Fat and Nonfat frozen Yogurt

— and find out why

this healthy choice is also a tasty one?

One Boltwood Walk
^^^^ ^ 56 Main St.

(N'l^xrtoWkklesr.ne Print) DAYS & MGHTS ^^^'^^^^"^^1

253-2774
586-9659

Big Dipper opens for Camper Van Beethoven this Friday at the UPC
concert in the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.

Thursday ^^

Party Night
at Mikes!

f I'

I

« ..-'. v.;

Start the weekend off right!

Come to Mike's famous Friday afternoon

All you can eat buffet!

$2.00 buys you: spareribs, chicken

wings, salads, fettucini alfredo, spaghetti

& meatballs, turkey, potato au gratin,

macaroni, dishes and more.

Bttsch pitchers $3.75
Coors Light 990

10 oz. Fuzzy Navels $1.50
10 oz. Sex on the Beach $1.50

Mikes is the place to be

Thursday & Friday!

Come down and see some old

friends on Homecoming weekend!

Super Discount
Cross-Country Ski Outfits

Preseason

Fitness Sale
STARTS FRIDAY

Oct. 7 - Sun. Oct. 16
• Adult Cross-Country Ski Pkg.

as low as *99*'

• '87-'88 Leftovers Skis, Poles, Boots,
etc. 20-60% off.

• Rental Ski Clearance Save 60%
• Gloves, Socks, Underwear
20-60% off

• Childs Free Boot Swap
• Trade ins taken

• Childs Ski Outfits on Sale

Oct. 7 - Oct. 16 Peloton Sports

:_#;

Homefitness
Early Buyer special

Get the jump on
in season prices

• Exercycles
• Rowers
• Step Mactiine

• Cycle Ergometer
• Ski Trainer

• Indoor Trainers and rollers for

use with) your own bike.

ATB & lightweight seasonal clearance

• Lycra shorts, hot
designs, hot colors,
cold prices from
$19.95

• Long tights too
on sale

Pehum
SjMH'tS

AMHERST* IE Pleasant Street/ 549-6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St / 584- 1016

GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall/ 773- 5S72

Layaways accaptad

Convanient parking all locations
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Mcivility day
continued from page 1

racially motivated.

Grant Ingle, one ofthe coordinators of the

events, said right now there are about 80
events tentatively planned and "they are

still coming in."

"In previous years we've had people put

on events for the campus," Ingle said. "This

year, we are asking the entire campus to

put on events."

The three purposes of Civility Day are to

raise awareness of racism, celebrate

multicultural diversity, and highlight ex-

isting programs and activities that foster

an atmosphere of openness and tolerance

on campus.
Faculty, staff, and students are all spon-

soring various events for the week, accor-

ding to Jason Rabinowitz, Student Govern-

ment Association president-elect and a stu-

dent coordinator of the week.

"We have films, videos, lectures, discus-

sions, panels, workshops, radio shows,
discussions in class," Ingle said of the

numerous activities planned.

COLLEGIAN 15

Lectures, colloquia, workshops, and
dance and theater performances are also

among the plans and possibilities for the
week. Racism will be the main focus and
groups with other concerns are being in-

vited to offer events linking their issues

with those of racism.

Rabinowitz said "Hands Across UMass"
that will stretch from Sylvan Residential

Area all the way to Southwest, is in the
works. Also, a "Rock Against Racism"
dance is planned.

Groups Big Daddy Kane and B.D.P. will

appear at a concert at 8 p.m. Oct. 26 in the
Fine Arts Center.

There will be a rally on the Student
Union steps Oct. 27, the second anniver-
sary of the Southwest brawl. A continuous
six hour showing of "Eyes on the Prize,"
a PBS series on civil rights, will be shown
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Oct. 24 in room 174
of the Campus Center.

Rabinowitz said a student organizational
meeting will be held at 7 p.m. tonight in

the New Africa House, after which a
schedule of the events will be made
available.

Asbestos removal almost finished
GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Tobin Hall will soon be free of asbestos
because of an $800,000 asbestos removal
project, according to a Physical Plant
official.

Peter Wozniak, director of operations for

the Physical Plant, said the asbestos should
be completely removed by Nov. 15. This
project is part of a larger effort to remove
or contain all asbestos on campus.
A contractor has been hired to handle the

Tobin removal, which Director of the
Physical Plant Roger Cherewatti describ-

ed as one of the biggest ever undertaken
on campus. "The academic community has
been outstanding in cooperating with us
during a difficult period," Cherewatti said.

"At any given time we've got 20 con-
tracted employees working on removal of
asbestos from pipes, valves, and floor tiles,"

Wozniak said.

He added that there is still a lot of

asbestos left in buildings on this campus

which has not been removed because of a

lack of money.
"If we were to take all of the asbestos on

this campus out, I would estimate the

number of man-hours needed to be in the

tens of millions," Wozniak said. He said

this would cost upwards of $50 million.

Wozniak said when Tobin Hall was built

in the 19708, the mechanical room was
sprayed with asbestos, which is used sis a
fire retardant and as an insulator.

He said over time spray-on asbestos

becomes easily friable. This means it can
break apau-t and become airborne, and can
be

inhaled. It was later learned that asbestos

causes three major illnesses.

When asbestos is breathed in, it can set-

tle in the lungs, leading to asbestosis, the

most common malady resulting from
breathing asbestos. It may also cause lung

cancer, or mesophelioma, a cancer of the

lining of the lungs, Wozniak said.

He said workers removing asbestos are

required to wear full-body suits and
respirators.
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Retreads
Tire Sale

-Same Tread depth,

width design as new
Tire

-All-season traction

-Lifetinne warranty
-cost efficient

o

P155/80 ms
P165/80 R13

P175/80 R13

P185/80 ms
P185/75 R14 -

P195/75 RM -

P205/75 R14

P215/75 R14 -

P215/75 R15 -

P225/75 R15

P235/75 R15

-$28.95

-$29.95

-$29.95

-$30.95

$32.95
-$32.95

-$33.95

$33.95

$33.95

-$34.95

-$34.95
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Hadley tire a auto center

439 RUSSELL ST..
RT 9 HADLEY

Chinese OZitche^

Spend $10.00 on any meal and get

2 free drafts or 2 free Cokes

expires Oct. 26th—in hadley store only

riadley430 RusscI St.. 253-2571 Norlhampton-150 King St.. 5S6-8221

r

253-9911 • Hanger One BIdg
Amhertt/Hadley Line

HOMECOMING IS SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15

ATHLETIC EVENTS:

Home varsity athletic events include: Men's Soccer vs.

Northeastern, 11:00 a.m.; Field Hockey vs. NH, 12:00 noon;

Football vs. UConn, 1:30 p.m.; Volley Ball vs. Duquesne,

7:00 p.m.; and Water Polo Tournament. For additional infor-

mation about Homecoming events, call the Information Data

Bank or Sports Information Office.

OTHER EVENTS:

Mass GALA workshops, College of Engineering

Homecoming, Reception for Alumni RA's and counselors,

Homecoming Parade, Reunion for 1950's classes. Alumni

Band concert, Band Alumni Annual Meeting, Hillel Reunion,

Sigma Kappa Anniversary Brunch, lota Gamma Upsilon

Alumnae Reunion.

ALUMNI TRIBUTE TO DEAN OF STUDENTS WILLIAM F. FIELD.

Advance ticket purchase required.

For additional information, call the Information Data Bank, 545-1555

STUDENT AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICES
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\ACLU
continued from page J

'Currently, there is a large public educational program,

which is working on a curriculum in public schools about

Constitutional matters relevant to junior and senior high

school students," said Muriel Segele, a member of the

Boston ACLU chapter.

Zoodisc holds the ultimate tourney

Where dark cosmic forces

meet the lighter side of life.

By DEBORAH PICARDI
Collegian Correspondent

The largest ultimate Frisbee tournament in the world

was held this weekend at the University of Massachusetts'

Southwest playing fields.

The annual tournament, which was shortened to two

days due to inclement weather, featured some of the finest

ultimate teams in the United States and celebrated the

20th anniversary of the sport, according to ZooDisc, the

University's men's frisbee team.

The tournament was hosted by ZooDisc and Zulu, the

UMass women's Frisbee team. Over 80 clubs, from as far

away as Washington DC and Delaware, participated.

Most, however were from the New York, New England

area, according to ZooDisc member Bill Stewart.

Teams were organized into pools of men's Division I and

Division II, and a women's division. Division II and the

women's division consisted of collegiate players, while

Division I consisted of more experienced clubs ranked

through previous tournaments.

lA

WALL ST.^m
GAME jm-y

• It's the closest thing to playing the market!

TAKEOVERS AND BUYOUTS
• You get $500,000, your own broker, and

real investment experience!

• Winners take in serious cash and prizes

• Sponsored by AT&T, Dow Jones, and
the UMass Investment Club

Last year's national championship team, "New York,

New York," beat their rivals "Titanic," a club from

Boston, by a score of 17-14 in Division I, Stewart said.

The women's division final was played by two Boston-

based teams. "Smithereens" beat "Lady Godiva" by a

score of 19-17, he said.

In the Division II competition, things were a little more

laid back. Due to the 40 degree temperatures and harsh

winds, many teams chose to leave on Saturday. Sunday

was more of a free-for-all with teams playing each other

for fun, Stewart said.

Stewart and Jay Watson, another ZooDisc member, won
the grueling "Iron Man" competition that was held as half

time entertainment on Sunday afternoon. Eight teams

competed in this two-on-two single elimination contest,

which lasts 28 continuous minutes. This gave the spec-

tators more exposure to the excitement of the game,

Stewart said.

The Ultimate Frisbee Northeast Regionals will be held

at UMass on November 5th and 6th. The top 16 men's

teams and top 10 women's teams from New York and New
England will try to qualify for the National Champion-

ships to be held in San Diego over Thanksgiving weekend.

Stewart said that only the top three teams will move on

to that level. Spectators are always welcome at these tour-

naments, and the teams appreciate the support.

Stewart, the only remaining member of UMass' 1986

Collegiate National Championship team, said "This year

we are starting with a lot of new players, but what lack

in experience, we more than make up fcrr in heart."

Interested"' Call John Flemming at 5490006

ALPHA
LAMBDA
DELTA

Honor Society for Freshmen

Attn: Class of 1990 Members

An Alpha Lambda Delta National
Leadership/Programming Weekend
Workshop Nov. 11, 12 and 13, 1988.

We will send one member from
UMass—all expenses paid—must be
serious. If interested, contact Alpha
Lambda Delta at 545-2684 or 256-1196.

LufM UtUff at mhnnttoa mU.S. •

Orov Cmmh rooty Mil Viu/MC a COO

0^.800-381-0222

.Or ruirj;oaiu Uuimuttna»m
11122 <tm ••• <3n < Jt AnyBB I> 90DB

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student
Rights • CrvU Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal
and Consumer Law •

M ngrat ttMt ms obi no Ungar offar loQkl
ation to MiidMKx CoUomib «cm
AU9UM 31. 1M7 aKUlcn.)

call 545-1995

Browse our expanding selection of

ethnic music
Just in! "Ethno Beats"

A double record, cassette or compact disc

with ofra haza • Manudibango • Monsoon • Burundi Black and more.

rythms...from the jungle and the desert to the dance floor...

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday

9:30-6:00 9:30-9:00 12:00-5:00

213 Main Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726

3»iv/iW^

Heineken
12 Pack Bottles

$7.99 -t-dep.

Amstel Light

6 Packs
S3.99 4dep.

Come in and take advantage of our
First Anniversary Super SpeciaisH
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
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"Hey.... Since the kids are in bed. what say we run
out and kill ourselves a couple of plant-eaters."
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

1 TWIN\^ "WE WORST OF
THIS IS ONJER, SO JUST

TR1 TO GET SOMt 5L£tP.

I'M GOING B^CK TO BED,

BUT GWt ME K CALL IF
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OK i* MOW GET SOAt REST.
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

''Let us begin by committing ourselves to the truth, to

see it like it is and to tell it like it is, to find the truth,

to speak the truth and live with the truth. That's what
we'll do."

—Richard Nixon
—Nomination acceptance speech, 1968

Daily Crossword Puzzle
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1 Geneva
playwright

S Nuisance
9 Hockey snot
13 — case
14 MamDer ot the

dorus
'5 naiikova
"6 ^ .mpics

-ompelitor
'8 Present

panicipie

makers
19 Corrigenaum
20 See i6 Across
22 Certain pedal
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racetrack

Santa —
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landn^ark
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relative
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article

38 Place tor good
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4 3 Notions

44 Distinctive small

mountain
.15 In want

45 Eiploiters

49 Take a —
I
swim I

52 See '6 Across

55 Mississippi

Rive' town
61 Rsra —
62 See 16 Across

64 D C ViPs

65 Wise to

66 Wnat the

crew did

67 uptigft

68 Snooping bag
69 Certain 'ugs

DOWN
1 Monogram in

ancient Roma
7 Meiiman s The

Cniia'en s —

ilcd by Trude
3 Length i width

4 A Virginia

6 Certain

vkMI
6 Inventor

Wnitney

7 Party lor

the groom
8 Spivy

9 Climb

10 Veranda, m
Hawaii

11 NeHng
o< dread

12 Manicotti

lor one
1 3 Date
17 Harbor Sight

21 Teaching

aid •c an

art class

23 Ranted

25 Cut

26 Low. tat

spread

27 Southeast
Asian country

28 Australian bird

29 Snail or squid

31 Dine' Sign

32 Highest degree

Michel Jcffc
34 Tari't

35 Cacao tor one

36 Part ol a tape

recorder

37 Like pie''

39 Posed
40 Song lyric once
44 impudent

46 Tsar s edict

47 Foresaw a rainy

day
48 Considering

50 Vapid

51 NFL score

53 Prepare tor

publication

54 City on the

Truckee

56 Hammer-
wielding

Norse god
57 — pigeon

58 Olympian

59 Quebec
summer*

60 Last leiler

British style

63 Folding bed

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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9/ir/u

T—I—MT-il' " iT

PPPPP|^" —HI
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Hi!

" lit
J'

^^\-|*+-i

r

"Ifyou watch a game, it's fun. Ifyou play it, it's recrea-

tion. Ifyou work at it, it's ,',oIf"

Bob Hope

Weather

Today: Chance of flurries, upper 40s

Tonight: Clear and Cold, upper 20s

Tommorow: Partly Sunny, 50-55

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor Tony Padovano

Copy Editor Ronn Garry

Uyotit Tcchalclaa George Francy

Photo Technician Chris Hosford

Prodactlon Sapervisor Florencio Tena

Prodactlon:... Laura. Camille, Aimee, Mary. Tina, and

Ronn's a Whareward traveller

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor la Chief

Rick Satson

Maaa|inc Editor

Robert ClappcncIU

Baslatsi Manager

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Marc Infield

Prodactlon Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert Ciappcnelli

Bualnca* Manager

Daniel Munroc
Finance Manager

Todd Frulibels

CIrcnIatlon Manager

Barbra Hindin
Adeertlting Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertlalng Manager

Mary Haygcns
Manager
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water polo to host tournament

. ontinued from page 20

They have more doplli l han Amherst, an(i a ^'ood driver

ishooten, but theyiv sveak in goal,"' Yarworth said.

L'Mass should be able lo turn the matches into two more

n.arks in the win column, according to Yarworth.

Even more important is that these games will provide

the coach with an idea ofwhat to work on before they head

into the league tournament at Harvard the following

weekend.
"Were good in goal (but) we need to work on our com-

munication and get a little more team work going. We've

had more depth than we've ever had before, now we want

to bring the whole team level up," Yarworth said.

Some of the high scorers so far this season have been

senior Eric Bebchick with 25 goals and a .490 shooting

percentage; sophomore Jon Miller (23, .500); and junior

Roger Kennedy (12, .546). On defense, Miller leads the

way with 23 steals with sophomore Craig Siegel ( 10) and

junior Brian Mclver ( 12).

women's x-country
continued from page 20

Following closely were Laura LaVallee in 18:44, and

both Kristen Peers and Amy St. Pierre in 18:56. This

threesome, according to LaFreniere, "looked like they

were really working hard the whole race with no break
"

Cathy Crocker crossed the line in 19:05, significantly

closing the gap between her and St. Pierre. "Cathy had

a phenomenal day. She ran the gutsiest race I've seen

yet," LaFreniere said. Lynn Kirchoff, Kathy Holt and

Wendy Lofgren rounded out the top nine spots for the

Minutewomen.
"I'm really proud of our team. They worked hard and

deserve this win. " LaFreniere said. "Two weeks ago it

was nice to kill Springfield for a confidence boost, but

they had to work harder for Friday's win. They didn't

walk way with it. Brown was tough and they never gave

up.
"

Saturday, the Minutewomen face their next challenge

at the Holy Cross Invitational. LaFreniere feels that the

Minutewomen's biggest competition will be the Univer-

sity of Vermont, who acquired several key recruits this

season.

"At last year's invitational, we finished third, but

Saturday we could possibly finish in the top two. It's nice

to see the Massachusetts women dominating again." said

LaFreniere. still smiling.

Imen's x-country
continued from page 20

"UConn put pressure on us the first two miles," O'Brien

said. "But I was pleased at how well Boyle and Milette

handled the pressure. Once they pulled away around the

fourth mile they both held back a little because of our up-

coming races."

O'Brien was pleased by the performance of his middle

runners, which had been a sore spot in recent weeks.

Juniors Herbert Hefner (32:09). Thomas Degnan (32:10)

and Gerry Squires (32:21) finished fifth, sixth and eighth

resepctively. The coach labeled the trio "my three key peo-

ple." and went on to praise them.

"They responded very well to the hard, early pace the

UConn kids set. I think this was a real positive indicator

of things to come."

The Minutemen will look to keep their winning ways

Saturday when they travel to Durham, N.H. for the

Easterns.

Extra Laps: O'Brien plans to sit out his top five run

ners on Saturday. "With four conference championships

in a row we'll save our top five for the Atlantic 10 meet

next week," he said . . . UMass improved its record against

Connecticut to 23-9 . . . the junior varsity men's team tied

UConn on Saturday at 27.5 points apiece. Minuteman

freshman Tim Campbell tied UConn's Billy Owens for

first place in theTive-mile race with a time of 26:27.

AP photo

IS FOR OREL - Dodgers' pitcher Orel

Hershiser tossed a six-hit shutout last night

as Los Angeles knocked off the New York
Mets, 6-0, to capture the National League
pennant.

I

p'tces do "ot mciuOt (l«i>o!.il

$i n99 KIRIN

$-1 449ST. PAULI^ GIRL
.4 '! O! l.'OIIIrt

GR0LSCH«1349

OLD MILWAUKEE AND
OLD MILWAUKEE LIGHTPULU IVIlLWAU^tl

chenin $y|49 sauvignon $(^49
blanc

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS
Chat I'S. n^:c ^ ^^ m f\
Bufgundy. Rhine X "J hM
Blush f ^ »* **

saK ']*' mail in lebaif ' ^

"

MARION CABERNET SAUVIGHON,v,~ '3"

GILBEY'S$Q99
r\\fA sale M2. 49 ^ cost

villi mailin
rebate '3°"

$Q49sale M2.49
mailin
rebate *3°'

FETZER ^"••~

llSIMI CABERNET SAUVIGNON ^^8^

CASTILLO RUMws.^8^«
sale '9" mail-in rebate M'"

^"BAILEYS
IRISH

CREAM
BOMBAY
SAPPHIRE GIN

lt4MMWW)f tvUvcV MWM W

9*m to 11pm
Monday thru SttunSmy Route 9 AmheratJHatHey Line 253-9344

(at the Super Stop & Shop Plaza)

October
14

18

**************
T^ Cooperative Education On-Campus F^

^ Recruitment Schedule for Paid Spring Positions ^

19

20
25
26

November
1

Company
Walt Disney World

*Disney presentation, Oct. 13 Campus
TOFIAS, FLESIHMAN,
SHAPIRO. CPA
NESTLE
NORTHEAST APPAREL
IBM FRANKLIN LAKES. NJ
IBM KAST KISHKILL, NY

3

15

15

17

December
5

NEW ENGLAND
ELECTRIC, N'HAMPTON
IBM FISHKILL. NY
SEA CONSULTANTS
KEYSTONE
UNISYSAVOBURN
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ADP

BANKERS TRUST. NYC

Major
COMM. HRTA. LEIS ST, FASH MKT

Center, Rm 803, 7:00 p.m.

ACCTG

BIOCHEM, CHEM, CHEM E
FASH MKT. CAS, SOM
ACCTG, SOM, GBFIN, MGT, ECON
ACCTC;. GBFIN. SOM

EE, ME

IE

CE
ALL MAJORS
ACCTG, GBFIN, MBA
ALL MAJORS
SOM, ECON, COMM, MKT

GBFIN, SOM, MKT, MGT, ACCTG

The Office for Cooperative Education provides paid
professional experience related to your major. For
information on how to apply to these and other positions,

call 545-2224.

*************
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Mfield hockey
continued from page 20

season and in the playoffs. But she has returned healthy

this year and has contributed three goals and two assists

to the UMass attack.

Sophomore Elise McDevitt, after seeing a lot of signifi-

cant playing time last year, is coming off the bench this

year and is filling that roll perhaps as well as anyone
could, having already scored five goals. McDevitt scored

six goals in all of 1987.

And a new addition to the attack, freshman Dawn Trum-

bauer has helped keep opposing defenses on their heels

in every game. The promising young forward has scored

two goals to date having earned a starting job before the

Minutewomen's opening game. Hixon has described her

as a "very explosive" player.

Not much has to be said about the defense. UMass has

limited opposing attacks to just three goals in 12 games.

Senior goaltender Cindy Cox has registered nine shutouts.

The UMass defense has protected Cox well. She has not

seen many shots come her way all season but when she

has they have been tough shots which which Cox has

almost always turned away. She is leading the Atlantic

10 Conference in goaltending with a 0.25 goals against

average.

One major defensive change that Hixon made right

before the Old Dominion game has really paid off for the

Minutewomen. Before that game. Hixon moved senior

Julie Stuart from her right back position to sweeper.

Junior Carol Smith was moved to right back.

"I think that has really solidified our defense," Hixon

said. "Julie has been excellent. I have to say that's been

the most positive move we've made throughout the season.

I think Julie has been the key to firming up that already

stingy defense."

The play of Smith and senior Chris Gutheil has not gone

unnoticed by Hixon.

"Carol Smith and Chris Gutheil are just playing steady.

They are very steady players that don't too much that is

Hashy but they are what I call hard nose defenders.," Hix-

on said.

Fairfield should not give that defense too much trou

ble. The Stags have only scored three goals in eight games

in which they have been 1-7.

Senior goalie Karen Merchant has given up 26 goals

already in the Stags first season in which they play a Divi-

sion I schedule.

"They were very anxious to play us and during this time

last year we were off for a week and I felt that took an

edge away from us." Hixon said.

/rs_i^«s^«W ^

\yo-yo

continued from page 20

by the Detroit Pistons in six games in the semifinals.

Is the brick wall tumbling down?

The yo-yo is in a sleeper.

The New England Patriots are 2-4 at this point. Last

weekend the previously winless Green Bay Packers

shellacked them to the tune of 45-3. That score represents

the second-worst loss in team history.

What happened to the Patriots' tenacious defense of

years past? It has retired in the form of Steve Nelson

and Don Blackmon. No longer do the Pats boast the best

linebacking corps in the league. They are in a rebuilding

stage, trying to get back into Super Bowl form.

The yo-yo can still rise.

Never knowing where the yo-yo will be haunts us all.

Three years ago Boston was considered the number one

sports town in America, and we the fans were proud of

our teams. Now we are not considered the top sports

town, and many fans are down on certain players on the

home team. This is not a fair judgment, but a fair

weather fan judgment. The yo-yo can still rise to the

highest level. The string has not broken it just needs

a little more wax. And a little faith.

L

UMASS
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL

3 Games of Bowling

and Shoe Rental for $3.00

Thurs Nights 9:00 PM - 12:00 PM

The Northampton Bowl

525 Pleasant St

Northampton. MA
584-4830

Live D.J. in the Lounge from 9-12

Never a Cover

& ^
^-

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

^ ClNtHW

Who
Framed
Roger
Rabbit
2 Showings
7 & 9 p.m.

Senior Citizens &

Children $2.00. Adults $3.50

POV/NTOWN /vVh( DSI ?S3 M?6

Come Ride With Us.

• Motorcycles
• Scootors

• A.T.V.'«
• Power Equipment

Walley

Motorsports

216 N. King St.. Rte. 5

584-7303
731-9965

Northampton, MA

The 1989 Honda Motorcycles are ready for vle«vlnf$.

NOW
ngPRESENTING
STA TRAVEL
Student Travel Services

Worldwide.

Low Airfare Rail Passes

Visa Student ID Cards

Cd=!WLL iHdVEL
15 Cowles Lane, Amherst, MA

256-8931

Acnvn«s»AU0O
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAWMENT • FOR RENT

FO0SAtE««XW0
Hap WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2;30)

INSTRUCnON • MOTORCYICLES
PERSONALS •RIDE V)/ANTH)

RDERS NEEDED •^RVCES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVa

WANTED* suarr

DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION « CASH IN ADVANCE. 20</WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

lieOCMeVYIIOMZATTkmi Goodcondh

lion auto, am/fm A/C $T50 549-1377

NSA FVMOAV NIGHT VIDEO FRANTIC
7 00pm Newman Canter Front Lounge
FREE

VOLLEYBALL, BADMINTON. BASKET-
BALLI Come join tfie International StiKlents

Assoc every Friday at 6 00pm tor sports ac-

tivities in Boyden Gym

JOIN THE UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS
and the Massachusetts Free Press general

meeting tonight 6pm at the Earthfoods

room Get invotved'

HELP DUKAKIS WIN THE White House

General meetirra tonight 6pm at ttie Ear-

thfoods room Make a diffaretK*

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

condition-mechaoicalty sound' Great txjdy.

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546 4908

weeknights-Jen

75 CADILLAC luxury padWB*. f"™ V^-
nwM tirM $450« O 584-5757

LOTS Of PRESCRIPTION eyeglasses al

tumnwc HSP Com* lo 64 Baillett Hall

FURNrrUK

OUALITV NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons.

bookcaMS. laWes and more Hamalin Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bt)l or Damn We deliver

ICE HOCKEY REFEREES. Experienced

and novice Will tram Amherst Youth

Hocltey Association Information David

Crary 256-4962 Evenings

KLUBKAVE

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and

lighting system tor many occasions-

Klubkave DJ Services 54«518

TO MY FAVORfTE L.A.P. 6 picmeo rai

balls. 3 beNigarant dingoes. 4 slightly us-

ed yak ears, a lew quaffed tankards. 17

drop* of waHaby spit. 34 drur«ken msurar^e
people who feel a bit giddy, and 4 great

years Lets buy some krds Love. Frank
Jones

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO NEW JERSEY^cenlraO
Oclooer 14-16 Will spill expenses Call Vi-

vian 253-9191

.

BONO- IT'S BEEN 7 months and 2 days'

and still hangin' on Love you
more Edge

ROOMMATE WANTED

CHILD CARE NEEDED

SPECTRUM PRODUCTION MEETING
UMass Art/Literacy magazine needs

volunieerrs to work on xxth anniversanj

retrospective edition Hm 1038 CC
7 00pm

PHI MU! OPEN RUSH-Phi Mu soronty CaH

549 8096 for dates and times Be a part of

it!

FREE ADVERTISING ON BI-WEEKLY
calander lor FtSO and ASO More info CaH

BOG al 545 0198 or come by 817CC

THREJE MbtWINOS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and ' *•« 50/hour Near Leverefl

center 10 mm lor UMASS ChiW Ed ma-

lor wouW be Ideal Call 256*180 or

548-9845 Available immediatefy

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINC

NAPPY ANNIVERSARY

HICK.- THANK YOU FOR the best 2 years

of my kfe We've only just begun Happy
Annivarsarv For*«*r. Amy

HELP WANTED

SPRING 19S9 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Center Get hands-on ex

penance m the legal tiekJ-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

lagri proleMion necessary -training provid-

•dbaadltne to begin application process

IS NOVEMBER 7 -Contact Legal Sennces

today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

WE MAY BE LATE BUT we're worth the

wait' In Sigma Open Rush Oct 17.18,19

For more information. Call 549-8003

CAMPER COME HOMEI Don t miss

Camper Van Beethoven Tomorrow night

10/14 SUB 8 00pm Cash Bar

CJNO'r sib WHATwtiat what? It s your bir

tt>dayl Have a great one roomw' Lowe Jo

SHARE »R APT near downtown N
Hamp S250 plus utilities Call 585^)962

Leave message

OLDER STUOBIT^TAKE OVER room
in house m quiaf netghbctiood Availabla

Nov t 256-0677

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffsxje apt w/an easy gotng

senior II inleraetad ptaaaa call a«<h at

665-4550

DISC JOCKEY SERVWE- Ovw 700 CDs

Great Sound! All occastona 549-1421

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYI Assem-

ble products at home Call (or information

312-741-8400 ext A-598

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RAOTA-brSC ENTERTAINMENfrDWc
jockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizations 256-8526

FOR RENT

ON CAMPUS TRAVEL REPRESEN-
TATIVE or organization needed to promote

Spnng Break tnp to Ftorida Earn money,

free trips, and valuable work experience

CaH Inter-Campus programs
1-800-433^7747

LOST

LOST- 10/5 orange and white caf vicinity

of Ml Pleasant St Please call We miss him

545-2892 ask for Traeey or leave message

KERRY AINSWORTH IS 21 today' Party'

Congrats' Have one on me

TO MIKEY FROM HIGHAM7»«ho has yet

to find an equal, happy t9th -SAC

EARN S40-S80/DAY working to reduce tox

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water safe' Call Chns at 256*434

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take pari in dissec

tion it Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Tnurs 4pm SU306

"APARTMENTS AVAILABLE"

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of country land Ample off street park-

ing and free bus service to UMass and

shopping areas Call 665-3856

FROOE RENTALS caH R«P 253-9742 Frae

Delivery.

FOR SALE

TUTOR WANTED IN P8VCH 330 */or

French 120 Call 6-«396

Sie-SMMR
Demonstrators ft surveyors

set your own hrs- 5-20/wk Your area' No
selling fun & current CaH Jeff

203-745-9823

CITIZEN WATCH IN library on 10/5 sen

limental value Reward no questions

549-4405

HELP! GREY LEATHER COAT with

shoukler patches Fn 9/30 Sentimental

value' SRewardS 665-2218 Dav«

BRIAN FROM D.U.-OUACKI Go plant your

seeds' (Rotate your tires while you're at it)

Love Rachel, Paula, and Cat.

TYPING

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL typing

*vord processor with spelteheck ANYTll

Carolyn 253-5667

on
[ME>

ABLE TYPIST, basw editing, coinpaiWva

rates, decent kKation 253-5202

AUTO FOR SALE

82 FORD ESCORT 85,000 miles 4 speed

excellent condition $1900/negoliable

549 7193 evenings

81 TOYOTA COROLLA excellent coridi

lion, low mileage, am/tm caas., air, 5 spd

256-0969 evenings

RENAULT LECAR for parts $200«0 CaH

Brano 545-4762 or 253^9237

1979 VW RABBIT am/lm, fuel iniection

30mpg. good tires, exec condition, even-

ings 549-2925 on campus. $*»

ROSS 10 SPEED ExcellenI cond $75

I ;.ri» sioe fridoe exc cond $100. two snow

i;f;f,|^chB^ndnew$40/pair 549*047

BUREAU «50.0d ^tudenT^k *»00
Book case $60 00 Electhc typewnler $50 00

1-413-367-2698

moving; SELLING E^VERYtHIHG:

Tables, chairs, sofa, color TV. bed and

more call 549 7193 evenings

DORM-SIZE REFRIDGERAtdflT Large.

cheap' Call 256-0924

YAMAHASRX MoTSport bike. 5 morrths

old $1 500 includes lull facial helmet and

lacket Call David 1 566*212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 caH Laura at 6*021

COMPANION/HELPER/GRADUATE-
STUOENT personable senior lady seeks

responsible and caring live-in. Amherst

town center Flexit>le tree time and in-

dependence, own room and kitchen

priviledges, etc Light housekeeping and

shopping. r>eeds drivers license and

references (Prefer non-smoker) Write with

telephone number to PC Box
840/Amherst. MA 01004*840 Interviews

starting 10/10

SEIKO SX WATCH tost on intramural fieWs

3 weeks ago Call after 1 1 00 546*287
Reward offered

BURGANOY GAN'T FRAMES in black

leather case Lost approx 9/l9 $25 reward

i( returned Call Duke • 253 9032

FOUND

FOUND: JACKET AT Barsies on Sunday

night Oct 9. Call 253-3087

GREENPEACE PART TIME JOBS4>aid in

lemships Work to preserve our earth The

destrucfxxi of our environment is not an ac-

ceptable industry practice Work lo stop

Nuclear Weapon testing and save en-

dangered species Select your own days to

vHXk M Sn 2pm-10pm Call 256-1439 for

more info

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round

Europe. S /kmer . Australia. Asia AH (lekJs

$900 $1200 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write IJC. PO Box 52 MA01 Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

MOTORCYCLES

ATTENTION FOR $500 down and
83 05/mnlh you can own a 1988 Kawasaki

EX500 with 2700 miles 2 Shoel helmets

worth $450 are free Call Mike 549-5189

1983 KAWASAKI KZ550 LTD Helmet.

cover shiekl $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RHUI Love AXL Rose

TO THE GIRL WITH the big brown cuds a

warning, be aware-of tt>e big brown bears

JEFF FROM ZETA PSII had a^greal time

on Saturday' I'll meet you on Greenwich
Avenue (or street) sometime soon Helaine

HAPPY 21 at AIMEE LEZBERGI if you
can't be good on your b-day. at least be

good at it' Love, your ex-roomie

CONT/TCTS? Making the right connec
tions Jahn "' Multi-talented drumrner/rock

band August Moon - hits my bulls eye
A co-producer

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. Oiie

student/teacher live hours daily, tamily liv-

ing excursions, seminars CXE Box 11264

Milwaukee, Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 11 13 Call 549-1949

WANTED

JANET RAWSON: Happy birthday' Don t

worry I still like you even il you are old"

ANNONYMOUS, your tactlessness brings

misfortune My creative genius triend is

stealing my heart' Farewell' Player

REWARD

HELP! 1 need Soc 103 (Hums) notes. wiH

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM Jan to Sept on

2 bdrm Apt on Mam St Preter grad

students or Prof people Call 256-8040

TO ALL OF ALPHA CHIS PLEDGES- yoo
guys are definitely tite cream of tt«e crop.

We love all 19 of you. Get psyched.

TRACEY LEVY FROM OZ-Eventhough we
don'l see eachother nearly enough, know
that I tove you very much and am always

thinking of you Your ex-ex-roomie

- FOR INFORMATION LEADING TO '

the return of a personal license plate
'

• Rick " stolen from behind the SUB *

' Please notify Rick at the SUB after 5
'

' if you know wfiere the plate can be '

* found or if you wish to return i| The '

* plate cannot be replaced or reissued
'

• Thanks, Rick
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SPORTS

UConn takes it from UMass, 2-0
Mistakes costly as Minutemen handgame away to rival Huskies

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Everyone knows their lines. The script is

more than familiar. The actors are the

University of Massachuetts men's soccer

learn, and the story is called "how to give

away a soccer game that really would have

been nice to win."

The latest episode of this season-long

serial unfolded upon the frigid tundra of

Upper Boyden Field yesterday afternoon,

where the University of Connecticut

Huskies trotted off with a 2-0 win over the

Minutemen.
A defensive miscue fed the Huskies a 1-0

lead, as a painfully hesitant exchange bet-

ween sweeper Mike McCormick and
goalkeeper Sam Ginzburg allowed UConn
(9-5-1) forward Brian Anderson his first

goal of the season.

"I hit it too soft," said McCormick of his

Collritian photo by Aniln-w Kint

The UMass men's soccer team fell to rival Connecticut, 2-0 yesterday
at Boyden Field.

pass back to Ginzburg that never got there.

Anderson raced in before Ginzburg could

pick up the ball and chipped it over the sur-

prised senior goaltender. "I felt him
(Anderson) coming, I just hit the ball soft."

The Minutemen, now 7-6 on the season,

had appeared mentally ready to upset the

Huskies, who entered the contest as the No.

2 ranked team in New England. UMass
had threatened UConn goalie Tom Foley

several times in the first half — a Carl

Hanks drive pounded off the right goal

post, and an extra aggressive defensive

slide tackle was needed to break up a Brett

Anthony breakaway early in the contest.

But following Anderson's sneak attack,

the breeze left the Minutemen's sails. Or

more accurately, the arctic blast that blew

all afternoon turned against Gettler's

squad in the second half, helping the

Huskies plug the ball in UMass's half of

the field. The Minutemen did muster a

brief response midway through the half

—

Steve Cesnek tested Foley on a runaway
train-style solo fast break, and Andy
Schwartz placed a loose ball in front of the

UConn net for the taking. But the

Minutemen weren't in a capitalizing mood.

When UConn's offensive persistence paid

off in the form of an insurance goal by

Brian Parker off an assist from two time

All-American forward Dan E>onigan at the

80:38 mark, the true drama of this contest

was done. All that remained was the

deliverence of a now familiar epilogue . .

"We did it again," explained UMass head

coach Jeff Gettler. "We gave away a goal,

and that's what we've been doing against

the better teams, which is why we're not

a better team then we are."

Free Kicks: UMass freshman fullback

Dan Lawrence turned in an extra-

impressive performance against the

Huskies, for whom older brother Bill

Lawrence is the starting sweeper . . . "He's

been our steadiest player." praised Gettler

of Dan Lawrence following the game . . .

Donigan gets a lot of press, but a mere four

goals on the season (and a Danny Ainge-

like demeanor) could work against him
when it comes time to hand out the Herr-

mann Trophy to the best player in the land

at years' end . . . Next up, the Minutemen
will host Northeastern, Saturday at 1 1 a.m.

Ups and
downs of a
Boston fan

The yo-yo comes down.

The Red Sox' season is over, as they

were swept out of the American League

Championship Series by the Oakland

Athletics. After a 19-1 start under

manager Joe Morgan following the All-

Star break, the BoSox went a dismal 1-10

to end the season. The Morgan Magic has

vanished. Some will say the BoSox back-

ed their way into the AL East pennant.

Perhaps they are correct.

Eric Langer

Where was the heartbreak so many Sox

fans have come to expect? The Sox were

winless in the champion.ship series. There

wasn't a time when the fans believed the

Sox could beat the A's. There was no

climax, no dashed expectations from

seasons past. Such is the life of a Boston

sports fan.

The yo-yo goes up.

The Bruins' season has begun with

three straight victories. Despite losing

three of the four starting defensemen in

Gord Kluzak, Glen Wesley and Michael

Thelven, the B's have come together as

a team behind their leader, Ray Bourque.

Last season the B's were over-achievers,

reaching the Stanley Cup Finals lor the

first time since 1972. The Montreal Cana-

dien playoffjinx was finally broken after

many disappointing losses. Although the

Bruins lost in four straight games to the

Edmonton Oilers, history must be observ-

ed. The very same Oilers were swept by

the New York Islanders in their first

Stanley Cup appearance, and won it all

the very next year.

The yo-yo comes dowru

The Celtics are supposed to win. They
are the mortar in the layers of Boston

sports bricks from years past. When all

other Boston teams fail to climb the

mountain, the Celtics will reach the peak.

They boast the best starting five in

basketball, perhaps of all time, and are

not capable of losing in our minds and
hearts. Last season the Celtics failed to

make it to the finals, getting bumped off

continued on page 19

Field hockey gets passing grades at midseason
Takes on Fairfield today
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It is half way into the season for the University of
Massachusetts field hockey team and before it faces off
with Fairfield University today (3 p.m., Totman Field) it

is time for the Minutewomen to get their midterm grades.
But UMass will not be racing to the mailbox to get its

report card before its parents can get their hands on it.

It is honor roll all the way for the Minutewomen.
Through its first 12 games, UMass is 10-1-1, ranked No.

3 in the country by the NCAA and ranked No. 1 in New

England. Its only blemish is a 1-0 overtime loss to top

ranked Old Dominion University.

The attack, with the exception of the ODU and West
Chester University games, has been unstoppable. The
Minutewomen have already scored 33 goals this season,

well ahead of the 19 that they had scored at this time last

season.

"The attack is much, much deeper." UMass coach Pam
Hixon said. "In every game we're playing five forwards
so they are all game ready, they all have excellent ex-

perience. I think I have five excellent forwards who can
do the job and that's really helped us a lot and we're get-

ting scoring from everyone which is nice."

Last year, junior Kathy DeAngelis had to carry the

Minutewomen attack. Her 19 goals and no assists made
her the only player on the team to score in double figures.

But this season, the load has been taken off of DeAngelis'

shoulders. In fact, DeAngelis has already dished out three

assists this year to go with her seven goals.

One reason that DeAngelis' game has not been so one-

dimensionable this year is the return of senior forward

Tonia Kennedy and junior forward Mara Frattasio. Ken-

nedy sat out all of last season with an injury. Right now,

she is leading the Minutewomen in scoring with 10 goals

and one assist.

Frattasio sat out most of last season with an injury

before seeing spot duty towards the end of the regular

continued on page 19

UMass cross country teams
pick up important wins

Minutemen cruise past Connecticut
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent
Most students were doing one of three

things last Friday afternoon. The may
have been making plans to go home for

the three-day weekend. If they weren't go-

ing home, they were making plans for the
night. Or maybe they were thinking
about the Red Sox chances' in the playoffs.

But the University of Massachusetts
men's cross country team was doing none
of the aforementioned things. No, it was

taking care of business.

And by the time the Minutemen were
through, they had defeated the Universi-

ty of Connecticut in a 6.2 mile race, 22-33.

"I thought it would be a close battle,"

said UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "The
meet met my expectations."

Senior Kerry Boyle and junior Joe
Milette of UMass shared first place with
a time of 31:23. UConn's Chris Griffith

finished behind the UMass duo in 31:58.

continued on page 18

Women turn back Brown, Connecticut
By MEG QUINN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's
cross country coach Julie LaFreniere

wearing a grin a mile wide and for good

reason.

Her team increased its season record to

3-2 as the Minutewomen trampled Brown
University and the University of Connec-

ticut here last Friday. This was the second

home meet of the year and every one of

the Minutewomen significantly bettered
their times.

Freshman Precious Hill, who won the
race in 18:19, dropped a minute and four

seconds off her 19:23 finish two weeks ago.

Shana Smith finished second in 18:28.

Both Hill and Smith broke the 18:32

course record set by Martha Grinnell of

Springfield. continued on page 18

UMass water polo preparing for

*home' tournament this weekend
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent
This weekend, as most everyone knows,

is Homecoming, and in recognition of this,
the University of Massachusetts water polo
team is playing this season's only set of

home games, Friday and Saturday night.

Well, sort of.

The games are actually being held at

Amherst College Pool, since the UMass
campus doesn't have the propjer facilities

to host a regulation water polo match. But
it's still close enough to home for students
to go see the team play.

"Water polo is really an exciting sport."

says coach Russ Yarworth. "People have
probably been exposed to it, watching the
Olympics and now it's a chance to see the
game close-up."

This weekend offers two good games for

the Minutemen. The first is Friday night
at 8 p.m. against the host team, Amherst.
In their previous meeting, UMass beat the
Lord Jeffs, 11-6. but the match still has
Yarworth nervous.

"Amherst has three very good players
who could start for [the UMass] team," Yar-

worth said, "and they have an excellent

hole man." The hole man is like a center

in basketball, a very pivotal position.

Amherst also runs an excellent man-up, or

power play, offense. But, says Yarworth, "if

we stick to our defensive game plan, we can
handle them."

The following evening, at 5:30 p.m., they

face Boston College. The Eagles are similar

to Amherst in that they have a big, fast

hole man, but the players around him
aren't as strong.

continued on page 18

Women's tennis
in action today
The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team will be in action this

afternoon, as the Minutewomen prepare

to take on Tufts University. Time of the

match is 3 p.m. on the Upper Boyden
Courts.

The men's team will host Clark Univer-

sity tomorrow at 3 p.m. on the Boyden
Courts.
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UMass football doing us proud
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Q. How many people thought the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts football team would be 4-1

after five games?
A. At least 1 10, but probably not a whole lot

more.

But the 95 men who suit up each Saturday

and the 15 men who coach them obviously

believed it and that has been enough.

After last season's 3-8 record, most people

viewed the 1988 Minutemen with guarded

optimism.

Yet they have played well, and established

themselves as the No. 9 team in the nation in

Division 1-AA while winning four of their first

five games.
"We're in control of our own destiny," strong

safety Vaughn Williams said after last week's

win over the University of Rhode Island.

"That's the way we wanted it to be."

Tomorrow, UMass will have a big say in its

future when it meets a Yankee Conference

rival, the University of Connecticut, at 1:30

p.m. at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.
continued on page 24



Amherst

A DRINKERY, TO MEET, RELAX fie EN40Y.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST
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A UMASS TRADITION
SINCE 1978

We've made college life alittle easier

come enjoy a great weekend starting with
our special menu!

Also enjoy our Sunday Brunch!
The Best Brunch Buffet in the Valley.

All You Can Eat $9.95 1 1-3

Call for reservations 586-1978

Route 9 Hadley 586-1978

THERE'S NO SUCH THING
ASAN ORDINARYCITIZEN

You can tell the Citizen'" 120D dot matrix printer is extraordinary the hrst time

you see its sleek, modern design The first time you see its print qualir\'— the hest in

Its class. Every time you experience its rugged, built to take it dependability

\bu'll also appreciate the 12()D's 120 cps draft and 25 cps correspondence

-

quality throughput. IBM* and Hpson'

compatibilirv' Extreme ease of use. And Kill

l-Vtar warranty.

The Citizen 120D It's the best

price/performance buy available.

And that makes it anything

but ordinary.
$IQQ_QQ

^CITIZEN
THE FUTURE IS HERE

?. I'VS'i Citizen Amrrica Corporation Citufnand fhf Citijfn lo^narf tradftnatk^ o! Citirfp 'JC'atch Co, Ltd

IRM is a trgistcrtd itadcrn.itl. "t IntrtnjtMn.i! IVisincs M.uhinr\ ( uip Fin'in is .1 tfpisirtrd tr.idfm.itl nt Efistin Corp

$2.00 OFF
any 16" one item

or more Pizza
{•(.-n yj ]< u
0'>« couPO'^ p«' rj'O*'

256-0911
HaUleyAmherst

527-0021
Easltiampton

Fast, fr— 0«llv«ry

$1.00 OFF
any one item or

more Pizza
Enp.'M 1? 3< M

250-8911
Hadley Amherst

527-0621
tasthampton

Fast, Fr*« D*llv«ry

NOW OPEN
FOR LUNCH

Fri., Sat. & Sun
at 11 a.m.
M«nu

All Pi/;as include our

special blend oi sauces and

100% real daity cheese

Our Superb

Cheese Pizza

1 2 Ciieese

16' Cheese

1?

t«.BO
tT.SO
ts.so
SB.SO

•S.BO

•T.T8
16-

t».M
$10.7t
12.1s

$13.Tt
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"em til.to t4«.7t

Item

Item

item

ilpm

Item Of

Tei. 256-8911

DELIVERY
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Great Cuts & Perms
Creative styling

Cater to men &
vomen
Lov prices

UQQU LUGa MiQtiAtL aAHHtm
AND

Twp f?p<;T np f!MA<^s MINUTEMEN
Located on i^Q Triangle Street

(right next to Dairvmart)

WernThe Amherst
Alternative

Dinp outside at Twisters Terrace
Patio Bar-Full Menu
Now Being Served

Lii t Jazz
Renowned Jazz Trio Friday Night 7:30-10:30

Saturday after the game 3:00-6:00 7:30-10:30

I.

9m DRAFTS
Brew of the Month

VERMONrS CATAMONT $1.75

253-2663 Off the Commons

SAM ADAMS NOW!
ON DRAFT

••••••••••••••••••••••a

(Formerly Plumhleys)

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

GOOD LUCK MINUTEMEW
& Welcome Back Alumni!

Drop by for a famous JB's Roast Beef Sandwich and
their delicious side orders. Perfect for lunch, dinner

or a late night snack!

TIMASS Roster UCONN Roster

NO. NAME POS CL NO. PLAYER
.'^lUio Bonvini

Jay Di)wdy
Sean Cummings
Joseph PoM.r<i

Jerome Croom
Davi» Palj7zi

Vaughn Williams
James Arthur
Ed Dia2
Paul Tornatore
Tim Bryant
RoKer Baldacci

.Michael Tnfari
Muhael Tobin
Mike Dt>sautel.<

Dwi^ht Robinson
Jerome Bledsoe
Chip Mitchell

Andrew Thomas
Scott Alia

Jim Frank
Garrick Amos
Stephen Olson
(>eorf(e Kare I as
Jim PaHtorick
Alien Williams
John McKeown
Tom Hall

Duncan MacRae
Edward Barrett

Kevin Smellie
('hrustopher .JuhnsMn

Uavid Mitchell

Brant Despathy
Patrick Durun
Peter D'A^jostino

Kevin Murphy
Nicholas Salmon
James Paniusi

Mark Ponipi

(VaiK Warner
Chris Tenkin
Alan PoKurian
Matthew Tvilley

Paul Miiyb«'rry

Paul Connor
Chris C(>lcluut{h

Jay (jabbe

Bill Huttler

Michael Barrette

Mike Marzarella
Steve Rubur
Michael Prawl
Patrick Phillips

Tony Acocella

Kai Dietiker

Richard Cavan.iut;h

Anthony Giudict-

Lance Nevelinu
Kenny (iirouard

Dimitn Yavi.H

Timothy Nye
Stephen Rrotliers

Thorr Bjiirn

PK
SE
(JLB
CB
SE
QB
CB
OLB
QB
QB
QB
(IB
FL
SE
TB
SE
CB
TB
CB
.ss

TB
CB
TB
ILB
FB
TB
ILB
Fl.

FB
FB
TB
SE

FBPK
ILB
FS
ILB
FB
OT
OG
I

C
ILB
C
ILB
(k;
OT
OLB
OT
0<i

OT
DT
NG
OT
OG
OT
OT
OT
OG
FL
TK
PTK
TE
DT
DT

Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
So
Jr

Fr
Fr
Sr
Jr

Sr
So
So
Fr
So
Jr

So
So
Jr

Jr
Sr
Sr
So
So
Sr

Sr
So
Sr

Jr

Jr

So
Sr

Jr

Su
Jr

Si

Jr

Jr

Sr
So
Jr

S4I

Jr

Jr

So
So
Sr

Sr

Jr

Sr

Sr

Jr

So
S<j

So
Jr

So
Sr

Sr

Sr

Jr

Jr

92
93
95
96
97
9M

Mark Wojciecliowski

Marco (i.ibrielli

Dan Charron
Drew Conieaii

Joe Cullen

Rich Kane
Brian Hcdiiarek

Ron Blaiivelt

David Edwards
(ilenn Garvey
Chris Hall

Bill Scatolini

Peter Scott

Keith Seijjer

David Tur^ak
Todd Warren

POS
Nt;

PK
D'l

OI.M
NG
NG
8S
SE
TB
TE
NG
SS
SS
ILB
C
ILB

CL
Jr

So
Sr

Jr

Sr

Sr
So
Fr
So

Jr

So

So

Fr

So
Jr

Jr

NO PLAYER POS CL NO. PLAYER POS CI
2;i Mike Adams FK Sr 2 Rusty Neal CB So
4 Glenn Antrum SE Sr 81 Mike Nolan FL Jr
96 Troy Ashli'y OLB Jr 66 Jim Payne DT Fr
59 Peter Barnn OLB So 82 Mark Pencolnsi TE So
93 Rob<-rt Belcoure DT Fr 54 Doug Post MG Sr
7 Cornelius Bentrm QB So 92 Mike Rembish DT So
44 George Bool he TB Jr 51 Barrv Robinson ILB Fr
46 Ronald Brand OLB Fr 98 Dan Saieehy DE Fr70 Bob Breau DT Fr 3 Aaron .Sanders DE Jr5 Abbott Burrell SS Jr 56 Andv Scott DE Sr
6 Todd Byrd SE Fr 9 Mike Searchy CB Fr
85 Brad CariKnan

Jim Carriere
DE Jr 57 Hugo Si.sby ILB Fr

99 P Sr 34 Todd Snavelv TB Jr
72 Andrew Cary DT Fr 13 Steve Sundberg SS Jr
16 Mark Chapman WR Fr 32 Tim Theer ILB Vr
90 Mike Ciarcia DT Jr 30 Gerard Tollefsen FB Fr
93 Terry Clark MG Jr 12 Jum IJIrich QB

OT
Fr

l!> Robert Clarke DB Fr 67 T.Kld Verdi Kr
78 Mike Coleman OT So 21 Linwrnxi Vereen FS So
86 Matt ( ozzolino SE Jr 17 Scott Vibherts FB So
83 Alex Davis WR Fr 68 Alonzn Virgil MG Fr
53 John Dee ILB So 45 Chris Watson FL Fr
14 Matt Di'dennaro QB So 65 Gregg Zambrovit; DT So
89 JelT Deltlin DT Fr
11 Mark Didio QB Fr
49 Dnvid Dudley ILB So
27 Mike EllJx DB Fr
.1.1 Hill Faclenu OLB Fr
79
I

David Franks
JefT C.nllaher

(k;

TB
Sr

Sr
63 Peter Ciasparinn OT Fr
8 Jerry Gibson FS Fr
42 S«>an Gordon FL Fr
91 Dour Harkins ILB Fr
41 Chris HoaK DB Fr
48 Ellis Ings TB So
87 Carl Irving FB Fr
18 JefT Jackson CB Fr
26 Rick Jack.son QB Fr
69 Paul Jarmoszkn C Jr
43 Kevin John.son CB Sr
52 Lvnden Johnson MG Fr
25 (•reg Kingsbury PK Fr
60 Tom Krol OG Sr
28 Mark Landoin FB Jr
31 Dannv Lawrence QB Fr
61 Nick Mancuso OG Fr
64 Frank Manganaro OG So
84 Tim Mariano SE Fr
3.1 V'ince Marinn QB Fr
20 Ashvin Mnscarenhas FB So
52 Chri.s McNally ILB Sr
'9 .lelT McNamara FL Fr
•5 Bob Meers TE Sr
58 Jim Mipczkowski OG So
77 Stuart Milberg OT Jr
88 Anthony Miller TE Fr
40 Dwavne Miller FS Sr
38 Trnv Mills OLB Jr
10 Rob Moons PK So
39 Dan Murphy OLB Fr
50 Justin Murphy C Jr

hour Service Available for Black
& White Film (Northampton Only)

1 Hour Service Available for Color Film
(Amherst & Greenfield Only)

224' 2 Federal Street

Greenfield. MA 01301
774-5464

257 Triangle Street

Amherst. MA 01002
549-6490

62 King Street

Northampton, MA 01060
584-2274
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No Fat. No Cholesterol

Nothing But Delicious
Nonfat Frozen Yogurt~the taste will

leave you totally amazed!
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One Boltwood Walk

Amherst
56 Main Street

Northampton

li^' ''"""" ''"" ^^

Great Food 'til Midnight -

Cvcrynight!

^mmmm^

10% OFF
Breakfast Items
with this coupon.

GOOni'!! IA\",I.'\PV " !QR<>

Breakfast
at/t% M^

Fresh baked daily—
mtt^irts, scones,
rolls, crescents,

cqffeecake and more. .

.

Pleasant surroundings,
fast service.

Take out available.

it's more than ice cream!

AMHERST
Boltwood Walk

OPENS M-F 7 30

Sat 9 00. Sun 11 00

NORTHAMPTON
Across from
Academyol Music
OPENS M-F 7 30
Sat 8:00. Sun 9 00

23 Main St., Northampron • 584-8666
Jiilllfmi>''''«"'''''Tiail l lllll1UlllllllllllllUllll l lllilll llliHmnilHiHimmm«'iiiw»mi'wimuifl

HUNAN GOURMET
'^ CHINESE RESTAURANT :Jg

AI3VOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
RFADTRS POLL

1 9 8 S
SECOND PLACE

[Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley Poll

Even though we were only open for one
month when the poH was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

Sk

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a week»MO MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE



adirondack music

MID OCTOBER MADNESS SALE!
Our falling prices of will drive you insane!

ADVENT SPEAKERS!
Quantities are VERY limited!

These are the very best prices around!

Only at Adirondack can you save

1130 on a $350 pair of Prodigy's for

,h f?fOO^f Or save 1150 on a $450

pair of Legacy's for » S/9^.^3'

MISSION MADNESS!
A repeat of a sellout special!

That's right! The Mission Madness

continues with the $250 pair of 70irs,

the ideal dorm room speaker, now for

the even lower price of ../ ^j And

you can still save 1200 on a $650

pair of 737's for Quality

British craftsmanship and superior

sound can still be had at affordable

prices here at Adirondack!

And More Specials!

Thorens TD280 with FREL cartridge!

Buy the Thorens TD280 for our regular low price of

$199.95 and get a $79.95 Acutex 412STR cartridge

absolutclv frpp' The TD280 from Thorens is a superior

quality, precision turntable that won't ruin your records!

Marantz SR360 Receiver
30 watts per channel and built in 5 band EQ!

Marantz SR560 Receiver
50 watts per channel and built in 7 band EQ!

Marantz TT155 Turntable
Belt drive, pitch control, strobe, and cartridge!

$169.96

$229.95

$69.95

TOSHIBA RP-SS
The Toshiba RP-SO is a AM/FM stereo

designed with joggers in mind! Lightweight,

hardly bigger than a credit card, yet solid

and durable, this beauty will provide mile

after mile of high quality sound! Comes

with folding headphones and belt clip!

A 199.95 value only S49.95'

CONCORD AT COST!
He's at it again folks!

Sometimes I wonder about my boss... Concord, about the

finest maker of car audio around, at bttsLLt^ cuo
With our selection of ten different models to choose from,

there really isn't much sense to consider anything else at

these ridiculous prices! Save up to 1300 off the normal

dealer cost of any Concord car deck in our inventory!

CD piONEeR*

We've got the Pioneer PD-M40 six disc stacking

changer for S2yyy^ and the CT-080W double

dubbing cassette deck for miy S17Q Qfii

S299.95

PD-M40

5)179.95

CT-980W

More Insane Deals...

EPI T/E 280's only $99.95 each

A S200 value, these blems are a super value!

EPI STAT 450's only $124.95 each

What can I say?! $750 worth of speakers for

only $124.95 each! This insane deal is definitely

the buy of a lifetime! WOW!

Sharp VC779E VCR $509 Q",

Boy did we get stuck. We ordered two of these for a

customer and he never picked them up! At SI500 each,

these multi-mode format VCR's are for just about every

country under the sun! Just what you need, right?!

Mylex Racks $59.95/$99.95

A repeat of a great deal! Quality racks! Affordable price!

MIoifvrCord
adirondack music

15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

Open Monday thru Saturday 10am to 5:30pm. Sale prices good thru October 19, 1988

Limited quaiititiet. All itemt lubject to prior tilt. No runchecki. Not retpontible for typographic&l enon.
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• 29 years later, Grady still loves
UMass.
• Quayle's no Jack Kennedy.
Page 11.

• Women's soccer, volleyball pre-

pare for Homecoming. Page 24.
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Broadcast of racial insults sparks uproar
By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

Racially insulting remarks made over a Physical Plant

radio frequency on Wednesday Oct. 5 have spurred an in-

vestigation by Physical Plant officials and have caused

a furor among plant employees.

According to a source who requested anonymity, words

to the effect of "F g dumb black bitch," were broadcast

over Physical Plant frequency one, a frequency normally

reserved for foremen and supervisors.

The source, whose claims were confirmed by several

other Physical Plant employees, said the person who made
the remarks did not realize his radio was transmitting.

Roger Cherewatti, the Physical Plant director, said the

investigation began immediately after the remarks were

brought to his attention, and he hopes to have the situa-

tion resolved by this aflernoon. He said the investigation

is being done with the help of the University of

Massachusetts Affirmative Action Office.

The Physical Plant operates on two two-way frequen-

cies. Frequency one is normally reserved for upper level

employees at Physical Plant and frequency two is used

for mobile units di.spatched from the Physical Plant.

The racist broadcast could have been heard by anyone

with a radio tuned to frequency one.

Dennis Hmieleski, the radio dispatcher on duty at the

Physical Plant when the comments were made, said he

was shocked by the language used.

"I was very taken aback by what I heard. I couldn't

believe what I was hearing. That is the first time I ever

heard anything of that type on the radio in my 13 years,"

he said.

Hmieleski said a question many of the employees were

asking was how the Physical Plant administration will

discipline the culprit. "They are the ones who hire and
fire. Let's see if they can do it to one of their own. Is there

a double standard?"

Though there has been no official statement from

University officials about who is suspected, most

employees who would comment said they believe it is an
upper level supervisor.

Paul Davis, an employee in sheet metal and plumbing

at the plant who heard the broadcast, said a lot of people

at the plant do not want to say who they think the culprit

is.

[Because of the sensitivity of the issue, the Collegian

feels it is inappropriate at this time to disclose the name

of the person being investigated.)

"A lot of people axe afraid for their jobs. They don't want
repercussions coming down on their butts," he said.

Davis went immediately to Roger Cherewatti and told

him what he heard and who he thinks said the slurs. "I

said that I thought it was about time that this kind of

thing be put to a halt. When he asked me What would
I do?' I said I would suspend him."

Davis had been sitting in the dispatchers office with two
other workers when the broadcast was made. He said he
and the other men identified the culprit by his voice. Davis
has worked at the plant for more than 21 years.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said he could not comment
on the investigation at this time.

The remarks come at a time when the University is

gearing up for a week of racial awareness events that will

culminate on Civility Day, Oct. 27. The week com-
memorates the Southwest Residential Area brawl two
years ago.

The programming is in line with the recommendations

set by Judge Frederick Hurst of the Massachusetts Com-
mission Against Discrimination. Hurst judged the brawl

to be racially motivated.

Cop car found in space

Photo by Craig JenniniR

A UMass police car, license plate number State 8164, parked illegally in

lot 47 in Sylvan Residential area last week. A run- through of police license

plates indicates the car was likely driven by a lieutenent or a sergeant.

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Parking violations are a major source of

revenue at the University of Massachusetts

and even the basis of a Parking Scholarship

Fund, but the violators are not always
students or their visitors.

The Collegian received a letter ye.sterday

complaining about a parking violation in-

volving a handicapped spot in lot 42 near the

Sylvan Residential Area.

The letter was from two Sylvan residents

whose fathers are confined to wheelchairs

and who say they become outraged when
they see someone using the parking spots

designated for handicapped persons for

reasons other than need.

Last Thursday these two men witnessed an

incident they say shocked them: a police of

ficer backing into a handicapped parking

space.

"We tend to get upset at people who
thoughtlessly park in a handicapped park

ing space when they do not need it. Now, it

is bad enough when everyday citizens have

the gall to use these spaces, imagine my sur-

prise when I looked out my window and saw

a university police car backing into one,"

said student Craig Jennings from Brown
Residence Hall.

Along with a letter. Jennings sent the Col-

legian the accompanying photo that depicts

the patrol car in violation of parking

regulations.

An inspector at the Registry of Motor

Vehicles in Northhampton said police have

no special privileges, and unless the officer

was on an emergency call he was violating

the regulations.

The officer could not be reached to explain

why he may have taken the time to back the

car into the parking space during an

emergency situation.

"Even if he is a police officer, he is not

authorized to use those spots," said Paul R.

Appleby, director of Handicapped Student

Affairs. continued on page 20

m

Piccirillo

relieved

of SGA
duties

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Student Supreme Court

justices Wednesday remov-

ed Student Government
Association Clerk of

Courts Paul Piccirillo from

office because of charges

that he is politically

biased.

The statement of the

justices read that Pic-

cirillo: "(has displayed) in-

competence in fulfillment

of his duties as Clerk of

Courts; lack of impartiali-

ty with regards to his

duties as Clerk of Courts;

disregard for the Court's

public image, thereby

hampering our effec

tiveness as a judicial

body."

Seven justices voted

unanimously for Pic-

cirillo's removal. Under

continued on page 19

Candidates spar in final debate
High-stakes clash for both • Main issues missed

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) - George Bush pointed to arms

control, defense and the death penalty last night to punc

tuate his campaign-long description of Michael Dukakis

as a liberal. Dukakis, seeking a debate-night

breakthrough, rejected labels in favor of a "vision of

America" and portrayed Bush as an apostle of the status

quo.

The two White House rivals also clashed over Social

Security in their second and final debate of the race. Bush

vowed he'd never cut the federal pension program, no mat-

ter what Dukakis said. The Democrat cited unsuccessful

Reagan administration efforts to do just that, and said,

"I'm sure you'll try to do it again."

Bush was looking to pad a lead in the public opinion

polls as the two rivals met on the campus of UCLA.
Dukakis went into the encounter looking for a

breakthrough to turn the race in his favor in the final

weeks.

On Social Security, the environment, and ethics in

government, Dukakis said, "I don't know which George

Bush I'm listening to" and accused him of .shifting

positions.

Dukakis said the campaign would turn on the issues if

Bush would "get rid of the labels ... Mr. Bu.sh has used

the label 'liberal' at least ten times."

Bush strongly defended his vice presidential runn-ng

mate, Dan Quayle, and said "he could do the job" if

tragedy thrust him into the Oval Office. Dukakis replied

that Bush had said the selection would "tell all . . . and

it sure did."

continued on page 10

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Finally, after months of name-calling and opponent

bashing, the two presidential hopefuls. Vice President

George Bush and Gov. Michael Dukakis, earnestly at-

tempted to plainly discuss the issues in last night's final

presidential debate.

COMMENTARY
But what were the issues? There were so many

superfiuous questions such as "who are your heroes,"

"slate what you like about your opponent," and "Mr.

Bush, is your criticism of the governor too harsh," that

the real issues were virtually ignored.

What we really need was Sergeant Joe Friday from

Dragnet on the panel saying: "Just the facts men."

The second and final debate never covered the issues

of the deficit, acid rain, educational proposals, or contra

aid — among others — and it only briefiy touched on such

major issues as the agriculture, the environment, and
Social Security programs.

The debate took on a feeling that the candidates were
being questioned like: "bachelor number one, if you were

to become president of the United States . .

."

Some of the issues that were covered were the death

penalty, possible cuts of the military budgets, taxes, abor-

tion, the Supreme Court, and Dan Quayle.

continued on page 20

Young to

speak
for

Civility
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Correspondent

Mayor Andrew Young of

Atlanta will speak during

Civility Day, scheduled for

Oct. 27, Chancellor Joseph

Duffey announced at

yesterday's Faculty Senate

meeting.

Young, 56, was a top

aide to the late Dr. Martin

Luther King during the

1960's, served as am-
bassador to the United Na-

tions during the Carter ad-

ministration and was the

first black person from

Georgia elected to congress

since reconstruction after

the Civil War. Young is

also an ordained minister

in the United Church of

Christ and an active public

speaker.

Jason Rabinowitz, co-

president-elect of the Stu-

continued on page 20
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North pole claim
fake, data says
BALTIMORE (AP) - Newly uncovered notes kept by

Robert E. Peary show the explorer claimed to be the first

person to reach the North Pole even though he knew he

hadn't come closer than 121 miles, an astronomer and
historian says.

The new evidence indicates Peary knew exactly how far

away he was and turned back when supplies ran low and
warming weather threatened to make the floating ice too

dangerous, Dennis Rawlins said in an interview

yesterday.

Peary had been under pressure to publicly declare his

1909 expedition a success, said Rawlins, who uncovered

a previously sealed file in the Johns Hopkins University

library.

"My feeling is his reaction was he had to make the claim

because he published a book in 1907 saying he got close

and it didn't sell at all,
" Rawlins said.

"He had the task of hoaxing the world while under the

harshest spotlight, all the while accusing his archrival

(explorer Frederick A. Cook) of faking the very same at

tainment. The amazing thing is he had the the guts and
the intelligence to pull it off."

Rawlins' findings, published Wednesday in the

Washington Post, are the latest salvo in an 80-year

geographical dispute over whether Peary was the first to

reach the North Pole, and, if not, whether he knew how
far off the mark he had been.

The Peary controversy erupted almost immediately after

the explorer lodged his claim because he did not provide

evidence, such as the records of his sextant readings, to

show he had been at the pole.

A slip of paper with Peary's sextant readings and other

navigational calculations, apparently written while he

was at his northernmost point during the expedition, was
suppressed by Peary and then was sealed and placed in

the National archives along with his other papers many
years after his death in 1920.

In 1984, Peary's descendants unsealed the papers, con-

taining mostly numbers that remained undeciphered until

Rawlins obtained them.

Peary's scrawled calculations, understandable only to

someone familiar with navigations by the stars, show the

explorer came no closer to the pole than 121 miles, accor-

ding to Rawlins.

i
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ON PATROL - Soldiers in armored vehicles patrol Lima, Peru yesterday, during the open-

ing hours of a national general strike that opposed the imposition of austerity by the

government.

Iraqi says Virgin Mary drew marks on her
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — Hundreds of people, some clut-

ching rosaries, have been visiting a woman who says the

cross-shaped marks that suddenly appeared on her body

were drawn by the Virgin Mary.
Lina Karabashi, 18, said Wednesday she fasted for three

days at Mary's request because she "promised me she will

give me communion today."

The Iraqi woman said the Virgin Mary drew three

crosses on her body Saturday as she rested at Hussein

Medical City, where she underwent foot surgery Oct. 2.

She has had 19 operations since her left foot was crushed

in an accident when she was 6.

Scores of people visited Mrs Karabashi in her hospital

room. Her Jordanian husban, Samiir, said hundreds have

come to their home since her release Tuesday. Some
brought rosary beads for her to bless.

Mrs. Karabashi .said the Virgin Mary has visited her

10 times since Saturday and has had "long" conversations

with her.

This is really amazing, terrifying," said Elham Azar.

who visited her Wednesday at the stone-built house in the

city's Jebel Webeh neighborhood.

Miss Azar, 30, said the crosses look real to me ... I am
sure it is a miracle."

BECKsBEER
CASE SPECIALS

STROHS 30 PACK
PIELS
CABLING BLACK LABEL
UTICA CLUB
ROLLING ROCK
BUD LIGHT 12 oz. BAR BOI ILES
HEINEKEN

10.99

5.99

6.99

7.99

10.99

10.99

15.99

•*>—•••1

RT. 9. HADLEY, MA
(413) 586-4463

PR£MIIR SHOWCASl MGHiaUt
Under New management

"Attention Four Seasons Shoppers"
Our Weekend Blue Light Special

BECKS 12 pack 12 oz. Bottles 7.99

FOSTERS OIL CANS 1 pk.

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 6 pk.

O'DOUL'S PAIL AIL 6 pk.

HARP LAGER 6 pk.

DOS EQUIS 6 pk.

CARIBE TRINIDAD'S FINEST 6 pk.

LABATTS BLUE/ALE 12 pk.

ROLLING ROCK 12 oz. bottles 12 pk.

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L 8.99

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L 8.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75L 10.99

COLOMA COFFEE LIQUER 750ml 5.99

As Good As You Know What...

GALLO 3 LITRE WINES 5.99

NAPA RIDGE WHITE ZIN 750ml 3.99

NAPA RIDGE SAUVIGNON BLANC 3.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

1.69

2.99

3.99

4.49

4.99

4.99

5.99

5.99

SIGHS
plus THE RAY MASON BAND

SATURDAY

FOUR SEASONS
Located en Route 9, Hadiey Just Beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 am - 1 1 pm

584*8174

^. f^
i

PLUS CUFF MYERS HAPPY HOUR

5-8 p.m.. with FREE BuHetl

Upcoming Concerts
Oct. 22 Max Creek

Oct. 27 Molly Hatchet
Oct. 30 Blushing Brides

^ Katina's
Come see

CLIFF
MYERS

Happy Hour 5-8

Free Buffet
also

NEW MAN
»••••#••—1 »»#»—>»—••—

^

I PINOCCHIO'S T

I

I

I

I
VI\A

jTORANTE ITALIA
Gourmet Itnlinn Food
Vintage Ualiau Wmc.

Northern My and Tuscany Specialties

"the zing from our dinner at Pinnocchio's
could have brought Geppetto's woodpile to

life.

"

.

iSru England Magmmt. Oct hfue)

1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-3669

Open 7 days - dinner 5-10
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Japan ahead of US in

information transfers
Research shows US stifles employee input

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

One of Japan's secrets to hi-tech success

is that they can channel information from
research to industry better than the United

States, according to a senior staff associate

at the National Science Foundation.

To an audience of 50 at Martson Hall

yesterday, Robert Cutler presented data

based on a nine-month study he conducted
— in which he interviewed 55 Japanese and

51 US researchers — to determine how
technologies developed at universities are

channeled to industries.

"In Japan, it's diflicult to move people,

but it's easy to move ideas," Cutler said.

He said there is a great deal of trust bet-

ween Japanese supervisors and their

employees, and that employee input is

welcomed.

But the United States, Cutler said, prac-

tices "management by objection," an at-

titude that stifles ideas from external

sources.

"In such an environment," he said, "in-

formation neither travels fast nor to the

right people at the right time."

Cutler said, the United States also suf-

fers from a corner the market syndrome,

whereas the Japanese companies are very

liberal with exchanging information with

each other.

"They [Japanese companies] are eager to

please their customers and would rather

have their people involved in making^

something better for the marketplace than

trying to capture all of the profits from a

new technology product," Cutler said.

This is partly because hi-tech Japan is "a

small country," where presidents know

each other and probably went to the same

university at the same time, Cutler said.

"When one company starts something

new, the president calls his friends to

discuss it," he said.

Another factor in Japan's success is

government involvement, according to

Cutler.

"In Japan, the government acts as the

organizer and coordinator of the private in-

dustrial sector," he said.

Deadline for FAFs tomorrow
COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES

Saturday is the deadline for filing Financial Aid forms, including a Guaranteed Student

Loan, for the spring semester.

Applications are available at the Financial Aid Services Office in room 243 of the Whit-

more Administration Building. Forms can be picked up from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. through

Friday.

Students who have already completed an FAF for either academic year 88-89 or Fall 1988

are not required to complete another form

Collrgian photo by Rirhard Bonanno

LOVE TALK - Senior chemistry major Marie Ruiz and Junior

SOM mfuor Luis Conyo relax on the Campus Center steps recently.

Burnt offerings intended to encourage prevention
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Charred relics from University fires lined the En

vironmental Health and Safety's Campus Center Con-

course table yesterday in an effort to show that their

precautions are relevant.

As part of a display to promote Fire Prevention Week,

there was a pot that once had plastic bowls placed on it.

but is now a blackened pot of hardened plastic folds, said

Mike Swain, who works at EHS and is a lieutenant at the

Greenfield Fire Department. Swain said the pot was left

on a heated burner in a residence hall.

The most common cause of fire at the University is peo-

ple cooking food in their rooms, he said.

Although EHS. an extension of Health Services, attracts

the curious with their charcoal, their purpose is to teach

people how to prevent fires, said Don Erickson. who also

works at EHS and is a captain at the Amherst Fire

Department.

Erickson said one national statistic says that everyone

will be involved in a fire at least twice in their life.

"Most people will claim they're quite aware," he said.

'But they're really not. I think they're over confident

because they haven't been involved in one."

Most fires are caused by negligence such as not check

ing a room before you leave, he added.

For example, in Butterfield residence hall last year a

just-turned-off hairdryer was laid on the carpet. The relic

now has a piece of shag rug clinging to a melted nozzle.

About a dozen people at a time hovered around the table

to see the films, relics, fire extinguishers, and to ask ques-

tions, Erickson said.

Some are fascinated by such items as the deformed, char

red clock radio that a candle had melted on, he said.

Others take more heed in knowing how to prevent fires

when they see the articles, he said.

But in stopping by the table, he said, "They might pick

up tidbits on how to prevent fires."

Although it was the late 70's when UMass last saw a

blazing fire in a residence hall, fire fighters keep busy with

small fires, Erickson said.

Also keeping the fire fighters busy is an average of 200

false fire alarms made each year at UMass. Erickson said

the University and courts are starting to be tougher on

people making false alarms.

Only six fire fighters are on duty at a time at the

Amherst fire department, Erickson said, and so false

alarms deplete their resources available for a real fire.

Besides charcoaled pieces, the EHS also had five dif-

ferent kinds of fire extinguishers on display. The ex-

tinguishers were there, Swain said, to educate people on

which one is best for a particular kind of fire.

A water fire extinguisher should never be used on an

electrical fire, Swain said, noting that the extinguisher

would only enhance the fire.

"That's the big problem. People do not know which one

to use." he said. "We'd rather have everyone get out. You

can replace a building but if you get hurt."

29 years later Grady still loves UMass

L'nivemity pholo service*

Alumni coordinator Gerry Grady

By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian Staff

Once upon a time, Gerry Grady fell in

love with the University of Massachusetts.

Neither Grady nor UMass have been the

same ever since.

Grady came to UMass in 1959 to work in

the University's bureau of government

research.

Three years later, he became business

manager for the University, overseeing

many different facets of UMass during its

greatest period of growth, encompassing

ten years work.

Grady was also in charge of the "ex-

tracurricular activity of handling our rela-

tionship with the town of Amherst."

Today he is coordinator of community

and alumni relations for the University.

Grady is al.so a full-time cheerleader for

the University. To his disappointment,

though, he said 'not enough people are as

proud of this place as they should be."

"I ask students, 'Have you ever been to

Sugarloaf? It's a beautiful view! Take your

girlfriend!'" he said.

"College life for me was a full time ac-

tivity, seven days a week," he said. "It was

important to have a good time at parties,

to go to concerts, to go to football gamer.

Everyone assumed that it was part of the

college experience."

Grady spends a lot of time trying to

figure out what makes UMass students

tick.

He said he wishes more students would

take advantage of the great things at

UMass, academic and extracurricular. He

also wishes that he could "get students to

do good things together.'"

Once upon a time, students in Grady's

political science class said they wanted to

go to Washington D.C. to see Congress in

session.

At first the expense seemed exorbitant

and most thought it would never be

possible.

That was on a Wednesday.

Two days later, one of his students, coin-

cidentally the president of the Student

Government Association, said he'd raised

$2,700 for the trip.

Looking back on the turn of events.

Grady said he realized the trip was no

longer a fantasy and became determined

to make it a possibility. He said. "It won't

be enough, but we're going to

Washington." They decided to lobby for

financial aid for needy students.

And Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA) was bom.
Once upon a time, Grady played the

trumpet in high school. His love for music

carried him to a football game, and in turn

to the "Power and class of New England,"

the University of Massachusetts

Minuteman Marching Band. Now he's and

honorary band member and a devoted

roadee.

Grady is most animated when he talks

about the marching band. In fact, he's

travelling with the band to the University

of Delaware next week. His wife thinks

he's crazy for "wanting to sleep on a gym
floor " To Grady it's heaven.

Now 67, Grady comes from the small

town of Port Washington, Wis., where he

was president of his high school student

government, and played for the high school

football team. He later attended Lawrence

(Wis.) College, and after serving in the

marines, earned a master's degree in

political science from the University of

Chicago. continued on page 20
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MAYlS JUST AROUND

Wh\ wait until Ma\ to set yi)ur post graduate career goals' Spring to

action this Fall w ith the company thats ct>niinitted to your career

success. . .The May OMiipany'

As one t>rihe premier retailers in the country. The May Company

m\ ites ALL COLLEGK MAJORS to apply for one ol the retail

industry "s top proressit)nal opportunities' We're proud to be ranked

by Fortune magazine as one of the most admired corporations. And

we're proud of our esteemed record tor 13 consecutive years ot sales

and earnings gnnvth! Our dedication to career training and develop-

ment is key to the success of each Ma\ division, and >our pro-

fessional goals.

The first step of >our career begnis u ith The May Executive Training

Program— a nationallv acclaimed management training course

designed to enhance your skills and performance. This structured 13

week program otters individualized career support systems and the

best combination of classroom and on-the-it)b training. Ultimately,

it's designed to prepare you tor sour first position as well as a suc-

cessful Ma\ Company career!

In addition to the industry "s mosi competitive salaries, we provide

outstanding benefits including generous merchandise discountsi

Don't wait until Ma> to start thinking about your career. Join the

company that's committed to your success. . The May Department

Stores Company 1

Interested candidates are encouraj.^d to attend our Open House on

FRIDAY'. OCTOBER 14. l()am-4pm, in the SOM Faculty Lounge,

Rm. 312. Light refreshments will be served as you meet with Alumni

from (i. Fox, Caldor and Filene's. Dress casually and bring your

resume.

m
O
O
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m
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THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

CALDOR r II I i. I. [ ^
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Rabbi promotes international exchange
By BRAIN PURCELL
Collegian Correspondent

"Finding your roots" appears to be a common desire at

the University of Massachusetts, and while some students

have had this opportunity through the International Ex-

change Program, others have simply travelled to where
their ancestors lived.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, now in his 15th year as direc-

tor of the UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation, is en-

couraging all students to do just that.

He spent last year on sabbatical in Israel with his fami-

ly, and said his travels gave him "a sense of relativism

that you don't get when you grow up in one place."

He also mentioned that being away from the United

States for such a long time broadened his horizons about

the world.

Perlmutter said "the problems between the Palestinians

and the Israelis are very complex and too deeply rooted

for an easy solution."

"Both sides need to recognize the legitimacy of the

other," he added.

He said he has found that most people in Israel are

leading normal lives. He added that the media has given

us an image of "firebombs, rocks and violence," but ex-

cluding the outskirtsof the country, that image is not

representative of Israel.

Students who are interested in visiting Israel should

consider visiting Hillel first, Perlmutter said. A two-week

tour of the country during intersession will be led by

Yehudit Heller,

program director for the Hillel. Heller was born in Israel.

Perlmutter said that there is a fairly large alumni net-

work living in Israel and that they have extended an in-

vitation to help students who wish to visit the country.

For more information on trips to Israel or related ques-

tions, Perlmutter said students should visit the UMass
Hillel office, in room 302 of the Student Union Building.
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Welcome Back
Alumni!

^ Oct 14, 1988 •
Today is our 21st Anniversary

Serving the Amherst Area since 1967

The Tradition of Excellence Continues....

Telephone 549-1311
34 253-9051

University Drive

Amherst

RFc;tAURANT
Route 9 »nd Univtniry Dnv«. Amherje

253-9757 6.

Lunch Tues -Fri. 1 l:3O-3;0O • Dinner NighUy from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET

11:30-3 p.m. ^*9m99
^ ^

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

250/0 DISCOUNT *

with your

valid Student ID
' (OtaceuM ippwn ID iMd Hwra p«n cH«n« for

mnom in tf«« tmmq room. Cannot bo imr4 f-

eonlufMnion wNti otfMf OtwowMs.)

^ Oldies Ponce Club

Roula 9 * \MMMUtf Oitv«, AmhofU 2S3 - 97SO

DownttoMS ol ny Go* Slieom

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"
* DJ plays strictly Con-'emporary Dance Tunes

|

BUD
NIGHT
Prizes and Giveaways

PStchers of Bud
$3.50

Every Wednesday Enjoy Live

Blues and Boogie with

EVENING PRO BLUSICA
Pitchers of Beer $5.25

rentAnreck

New A Used Cars
Tnieka S Vm Alao A«

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wr«ck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT

TIPS ON BUDGET
TRAVEL

Information on:

• Student Flights

• Rail Pass Options
• Visas & Travel ID

• Working Abroad
and much more!

OCTOBER 19 at 7pm
CAMPUS CENTER 803

• ALUMNI •
ANNUAL

HOMECOMING PARTY

Friday Forty 8-1

&
Saturday, after the
game come to

CHANGES
for a great selection of Chinese

food, drinks and dancing
tiU 1 a.m.

Route 9 Amherst 256-8284

HAM \
DAMGE saETCLUB

WATROBA'S
SUNDERLAND RD.
NO. AMHERST. MA

Grocery Specials

Hood 2% Lowfat Milk

Hood Light Ice Cream
asst. flavors

•••*••••
Deli

Cabot Mild Slicing Cheddar

Kahns Honey Ham

••••••••
Liquor

Leroux Peach Basket Schnapps 750 ml

Captain Morgan Spiced Rum 750 ml

••••••••

$1.79 gal

$1.99 V2gal

$2.69 lb.

$2.99 lb.

$4.99
$7.59

2i
i^.

Better Taste I Lowfat Milk

••••••••
store hours: Mon.-Sat. 8AM-11PM; Sun. 8AM-9PM

Grocery 549-0933 Liquor 549-6565

Ik-

Ik-

^••••••••••••••••••••••v
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Federal agents begin roundup
of violent Jamaican drug gangs
MIAMI (AP) — Federal agents have

begun a nationwide roundup of violent

Jamacian drug gangs blamed for 1,400

murders over the past 3'-^ years and 121

people already have been arrested,

authorities here and in Washington said

yesterday.

US Attorney General Dick Thornburgh

said the Jamaican gangs, called posses, are

"among the largest traffickers in crack co-

caine."

The posses "have staked out a large piece

of the nation's drug and firearms trafTick-

ing," Thornburgh said.

Thornburgh told a Washington news con-

ference, and are allegedly involved in kid-

napping, in robberies, assaults, domestic

and international gun trafficking, money
laundering and fraud.

The arrests began Wednesday night and

cover 20 states, but were focused in

Houston, Miami and New York said

Stephen Higgens, director of the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobbacco and Firearms.

The gangs are estimated to have 10,000

members nation wide, he said.

Thirty four people alleged to be members

of the Shower Posse were named in an in-

dictment unsealed today in Miami, said the

US Attornev Dexter Lehtinen.

More than 400 other suspects form 40

posses were being sought Lehtinen said.

The Miami indictment accuses the

suspects of smuggling cocaine and mari-

juana from the Bahamas and distributing

the drugs in suitcases to New York, Los

Angeles, Detroit and other locations

It also charges them with buying

weapons in Dayton, Ohio, and trying to

bribe witnesses in New York to protect the

posses from investigation.

The charges include conspiracy to

distibute drugs, racketeering, conspiracy to

export drugs, making false statements to

buy firearms and illegally transporting

firearms.

There are no federal murder charges, but

among the racketeering acts are accusa-

tions that various posse members par-

ticipated in nine murders during 1984 and

1985, including six in Miami, two in Los

Angeles and one in the Bronx.

Higgens said that was only a fraction of

the posses' estimated 1,400 killings around

the country since January 1985.

The posses grew out of gangs in the slums

of Jamacia that have carried their ac-

tivities and their bloody feuds to the streets

of the United States in an effort to expand

their control of drug trafficking.

What a profound philosophy:

Affordable
Video Rentals
Think about it-you can
take home a VCR and TWO
MOVIES for as little as

$3.15 with NO DEPOSIT
when you rent from
Sounds Easy Video during
the week. We also offer:

• Free memberships
• Free movie reservations
• After hours drop slot

• Great prices on audio and
video accessories

AND MUCH MORE!

—"'- Jk«. "*

M :\v AKKIVALS

slu-

('iiiilt'iclhi

< II. i\ iiiu .1 U;iliv I

.Si'iprnt and the Miiinlxiw jj
|

Vlff \«lsil .'I

stliiMil to Kill 'i

5

^\\\K I'liiif^ < h.iii lU-ls *.

SOUNDS EASY VIDEO
Amherst

6 Univermty Drive

549-5200

The InteUigent Choice

^^^
Greenfield

21 Mohawk Trail

772-2141

WELCOME BACK
ALUMNI

from
LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massac hus«-H s Oaily-

If you miss UMass enough to come back for

homecoming, why not subscribe to the Collegian
and stay in touch year round.

Name .

Address
City. .State. -Zip.

D send one year (30 weeks) at $72.00
D send one semester (15 weeks) at $42.00

Receive just one issue a week!
D send one year at $22.00
D send one semester at $12.00

send to: Daily Collegian
1 13 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003

AP pliolii

BUSTED IN FLORIDA - Broward County Sherrifs, Immigration of-

ficials and Bureau of Alcohol, Tabacco and Firearms agents teamed up
yesterday to make arrests in the Jamaican Posses drug ring in Fort

Lauderdale.

•:%•Kx^;C€:C€-€CCCC€C€:€:C€-«:C€

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

New Medico Rehabilitation and Skilled Nursing Center ati^:

Pioneer Valley is presently accepting applications for the ^
following positions:

•"•'••

^

?^ ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
REHABILITATION AIDE
NURSING ASSISTANT
DIETARY ASSISTANT

LAUNDRY/HOUSEKEEPER

^

.*.

m

'VK'

Most positions do not require experience, as we will train
g:;;

you, and offer short-hour, flexible scheduling - ideal for :;::;;•

students. If you would like to learn more about any of these:;:!;;:

positions, contact Vicky at 586-3150, or apply in person ati;;!;;!

548 Elm St., Northampton. ^

^MMMMMMMMMM^^MM: ^MM

''BOWS
ART!

99

Just the thing to keep you toasty at this season *s games:
Our camisoles in cotton and silk. Shown here: Calida 's

"rhinestone bow.
"

Carriage Shops,

233 N. Pleasant,

Amherst 549-6915
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AP photo

' WE NEED IT NOW - N.Y. Mets first baseman Keith Hernandez leaves

Shae Stadium after cleaning out his locker yesterday morning and walks
past a worker lugging away champagne that was intended for the team's

victory party Wednesday night. But the Mets lost the National League
championship to the Los Angeles Dodgers.

AP Photo

HEAVY STUFF - President Reagan holds the Welfare Bill,

which he signed into law yesterday, in the White House Rose
Garden. The president said that the legislation will overhaul the
deppression-era welfare system and will "lead to lasting emancipa-
tion" for those on the public benefit rolls.

>-••«

UGHTEN

Self

Serve
Typing
kinkoi
the copy center

220 No. Pleasant St.

253-2543

DOA/T W4/T
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

'•»m »tw >o«« on* «•«

LONDON 179

PARIS 229

ROME 259
round inp

CARACAS 320

ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Ta*»t nol /nc/ud«d.

4/to. Work-Sludy Abroad,

Languig* Couna: Int'l Sfudvnf

K). Youth Hot!*/ P*«MS.
eufUUL PaMM Hmmd on tfw ipott

call for Iha FHCE C(E£ Sludanl

TranI Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHtnST

79 So. PiMMnt SI.

Amhf»>. MA OlOOa

Help ONE LIFE TO LIVE find a college

campus to shoot several exciting episodes

of its soap -within -a -soap "^Fraternity Row
II you're a college student, write and
tell us why your campus would be the

perfect location tor ' 'Fraternity Row
. '

'

^ft

If possible, enclose a couple ol photographs

of your school's exterior and mail to

;

Location Search, P.O. Box 795, Radio City

Station, New York, NY 10019. (Sorry, we
can't retum them.)We must hear from you

by November 1 8 , 1 988 , so write today

!
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ALGERIA REVOLT - Two Algerian soldiers stand on their tank
in the capital Algiers yesterday. The tank is one of the few remain-

ing in the streets after a week of bloody riots largely over rising food

prices.

Fall brings changes to region
BOSTON (API - Leaf blizzards, putTy

pets, overhead formations and mad dashes

to the closet are all signs that October's

chill is becoming established. Even planet

earth and its atmosphere are getting in

step with the feel of fall.

Rakes, blowers, bags and calluses will be

commonplace in the coming weeks as what

shaded us during summer jades us now. It

used to drive you nuts. Now it might drive

you condo. Hopefully, the family pet will

fit in.

Rover is rather robust this time of year,

adding fat and thicker fur for a winter coat.

You might follow suit in spite of our thin

frenzy. Your metabolism is speeding up,

producing more body heat and demanding
more food to stoke the furnance. For many
of us that translates into a too enthusiastic

gut reaction. Opening the belt one notch

solves it.

You can find that position really fast

these days as you fly into your clothes try-

ing to hide from the morning chill. Is there

a more diiricult jouney than the dreaded

daily route from beneath warm covers to

the suit of the day?

Maybe there is, and it could be overhead.

There, flocks of geese are headed south.

They fly in V formations behind leaders

who rotate into and out of the front, wind-

breaking position. Geese trailing off on

either side of the V ride on an invisible

wake created by the leader.

It's like surfing on a motorboat wake and
helps conserve energy on the trip.

Hawks and many other species of birds

often utilize autumn winds in their migra-
tions too.

Fall is a time of increased atmospheric
agitation. Stronger storms are moving
closer as colder Canadian air sinks into the

United States and blasts eastward. Ex-
cellent tailwinds ensue. They also blow up
and over mountains lofting hitchiking

hawks to great altitudes from which they

can cruise tens of miles on their huge,
outstretched wings.

Scientists have noticed something else

that changes with the onset of the cold

season. It encompasses the entire northern
hemisphere. It's related to the Greenhouse
Effect. It's a seasonal fluctuation of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere carbon loads in-

crease. It's been measured.

At far northern locales where the effect

is most pronounced, an added 35 billion

tons of carbon collects in the air during
winter.

At Florida latitudes where more
greenery persists year round, atmospheric

carbon fluctuates less radically but still

tallies a 15 billion ton difference between
winter high and summer low.

^ CliiEMA

Mr.
North

PG7:00 &
9:00

Adultk $3 SO
Children t

Senior Citueni

12 00

oC(trvo:.:i (vvMifst ;m w. s

COUNCIL CN
HTtnNJCnONAL
EOUCXnCNM.
EXCHANGE

^'eseriuiion on ClEE s WORK
ABROAD programs n

• G'eai B'tiam

• Ireland

• Franc*

• Germany
• New Zealand
• Costa Rca
• Jama ca

OCTOBER 20 at 4pm
CAREER CENTER

Fraternity/Soronty ParK

FR WINP UQUOBB

jwy//////////// ////////////////////////////Mmv///////////////////A'///////yy/////////^^^

$i 099 KiRIM
' " BEER ™

rott DELIVERY to AMHf/?^
^'^11.30 a.m. -10:00 p.m. "^/

$-|449ST.PAULI
' GIRL

ci^eol ?4 17 o/ bollin

GR0LSCH$1349

chenin $^49 sauvignon (£49M
TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS
C.a...i,o..

j^ggBurgundy. Rhtoe
Blush

%»\*f '3*' mail in i«tiAte ' i
'

MARION CABERNET SAUVIGNON

FETZER "'•'^

SIMI CABERNET SAUVIGNON ^8'^''

GILBEY'S$Q99
%J r I rM I

PIKI sale M2.49 ^^ cosr

villi mail-in
1 7f) rebate '3"

SEAGRSW^
s»'e''2« $Q49
rebate '3" ^

CASTILLO RUM „.. «8«
sale '9" mail-in rebate '1" flN*l

LOST

BAILEYS
IRISH

ra CREAM

M3 59

BOMBAY $4^39
SAPPHIRE GIN I I "*••'

nouto 9 Amh9rsUH6dl0y Un» 253-9344
(at th^^ufjBrStop AShOfs Plaza)

r»/eC**e*

^ School Supplies!
Count on us for everything from your
first freshman notebook to your final

thesis paper. ..plus all those years of
pens, pencils, paper clips, typewriter

ribbons, etc., in-between!

M'Hastings, Inc.
-NewMiealcr and SUtloner-^^— >^

"Convenicnf// located in thm c»nt»r of Amh»r%t"

45 South FItasant Str»mt

OPEN: Weekday* S a.m. to 9 p.m.. Sunday*. S o.m. to 1 p.m.

The Full Service Bookstore

FACULTY. STUDENTS & STAFF: Use your 10% discount on
books in our store.*

• Free Gift Wrapping
• We Mail Books AnywKere
• We II special order any book in print at no extra cost.

Open Wed., Thurs., & Fri. till 8 p.m. Open Sunday 12-5 p.m.

rACUL IT- Our full time text staff is ready to serve your course

book needs. Call us to place orders 253-3381, 253-3870.

Jeffery

AmKerst

Bookshop
55 South Pleasant Street Amherst

Massachusetts 01002 253 ''.'^si

'y**»fY^ti*V((<r'fy^tif*'0'rtt>0r'v«vfV0Tir»'0y"v^ >«»^
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60" DOUBLE
PENDLETON
OAK

COLLECTION
Value

5175

SALE ENDS
OCTOBER

EACH

"'^<:.^:^- "^ ^y^.-:-^:

fi
y^- -<

f^Sfcj;

UK

r

1
'̂r^-*:

CEILING
Compare at A^^qq
$49952*19"

ONCE-A-YEAR BEDDING CLEAR-OUT
This is an accumulation of cancelled orders, floor samples

_and discontinued fabrics. Both matched and unmatched sets.

4 WOODBLADE

1^!

ALLCHRISTMAS NEEDLEWORK KITS

25% OFF OUR ALREADY LOW
EVERYDAY PRICES

,

''
' •*

. • Counted Cross Stitch

\? M^ f^^
• Plastic Canvas Ornaments

vi .^."^
I • Counted Thread Beading

^

v>'-*^V;'\ / • Candle Wicking • Pom Poms

M^' \^.':'.( • Soft Sculpture and more

! >
\
'

\H '^ • f^or Instance

C {f«^ ) \£j Their Our Reg ^

Wall Hangings • Omannents • Sachets
All Kits Make Great Presents as C-atls or Fmished Protects

OUR
REGULAR $999^54999
TWIN SETS
MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION

FULL SETS
MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION

QUEEN SETS
MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION

«75,o«262»9agj«P

IvNrV'/ ^i'
J \>^

V. Va

.. , ,
^..N, : EXTRA WIDE

, .^^^v''^^'^..nr^>,'•>

.RACHEL
PANEL

,. Your choice of 2
%!' floral prints

'^f on bone
^Sp background.

POLYESTER/
RAYON

MACHINE WASHABLE
MADE IN SPAIN
•806 OR »603

Reguar «11«

60"x84"

'r^'^

1 ^^-y*"-

FAMOUS MAKER
''*• FLANNEL SHEETS

TWIN SIZE
FLAT OR
FITTED

IF

PERFECT

sg95

NOW

FULL SIZE
FLAT OR
Fii I ED

IF

PERFECT

NOW I

QUEEN SIZE
FLAT OR
FITTED

IF

si6S5$4ft88
NOW Iw

r IPREGULARS WILL NOT EFFECT WEAR -MANY DESIGNER PRINTS * COTTON BLENDS

SWEATER BUY-OUT
Rugby Stripes ^^^
ti^JT ValuenSQ
100% Cotton $QQ ^^B
Ramie Cotton OO W ^0

POLY
COTTON
STIPES
AND
LOGOS
MENS
CREW
NECK

SWEATSHIRTS

$d88
SMALL Value
MEDIUM*^/)
LARGE "£.

NOW

LEVI'S ACTION

SLACKS
POLY/COTTON

4 COLORS
MACHINE WASH
YEAR-ROUND
COMFORT

MENS SIZES
30-42

Value

*30

PLUS SIZE
SPORTS
WEAR

•SKIRTS
•TOPS
•SLACKS
• Poly/Cotton

Blends

Sizes 32-40

and 38-44
YOUR CHOICE

Value N

»33w

1 1 4

. »y» » •»

ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
r 'ON-SAT 10-9

UNDAY 10-6

1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF 1-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

ROUTE 184
GROTON

CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-6

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5
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From toilets to textbooks to fofu, UMass
auxiliary services is able to handle it all

Debate

By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

What do the Dining Commons and the

toilets in Campus Center have in

common?.

They are both run by Auxiliary
Services.

Cullegian photo by Richard Bunanni>

Ashoke Ganguli

Just about everything students eat,

drink, read and sit on at the University

of Massachusetts is at least indirectly

handled by Auxiliary Services.

Auxiliary Services is the largest service

organization on campus, annually spen-

ding more than $29 million on services.

The departments in Auxiliary Services

are: the University Store; 10, 14, and 19

meal plans; Accommodations; Food Ser-

vices; Conference Services; Building Ser-

vices; Financial Services; Personnel; and
Retail Services.

These departments in turn run all of the

dining commons, the Textbook Annex, the

University Store, all of the vending

machines in the Campus Center and the

dormitories, the bathrooms and
everything else in the Campus Center

complex, the Hatch and "Everything else

that housing doesn't cover," said Ashoke
Ganguli, executive director of Auxiliary

Services.

The $29,738,466 Auxiliary Services

spent in 1987 is completely self-generated,

the largest portion coming from board

plan collections.

In 1987. the 10, 14 and 19 meal plans

accounted for $13,570,654, or 45 percent,

of the total Auxiliary Services budget.

The University Store, which grossed

$9,936,483 in revenues in 1987 and is pro

jected to bring in $10,148,000 this year,

is the next largest chunk in the budget.

All of the money made by each depart-

ment is funneled into the Auxiliary Ex-

ecutive Trust Fund and then redistributed

One of the biggest complaints most

students have about attending school is

indirectly directed at Ganguli and Aux-

iliary Services: the price of textbooks.

But according to Ganguli, "We are

basically a non profit organization." He

said the Annex tacks on 15 percent to the

base cost of the book to pay for rent,

utilities, wages and all other incidental

costs of running the operation, whereas

most other bookstores add 20 percent to

the base cost.

As far as the prices for used books go,

Ganguli said there is a national used book

price list that is used as a guideline. There

is a small handling fee tacked on.

"When excess funds are generated, they

are put into a payment replacement

fund," which goes towards replacing rugs,

tables, chairs, as well as repair on the

buildings Auxiliary Services is responsi-

ble for, he said.

The repair and upkeep of buildings is

the biggest challenge facing Auxiliary

Services, said Ganguli. "All of our

buildings are turning 20 years old this

year, and at 20 years all the roofs are star-

ting to fall apart."

He said $200,000 worth of repairs will

be done to the roof of the Top of the Cam
pus Bar.

Ganguli, who has been in Auxiliary Ser-

vices for 10 years and the executive direc-

tor for the past eight, said he loves the job.

"The best part of my job is working with

students. No amount of money can beat

that"

continued from page 1

The high-stakes debate 26 days before the

election blended political hardball with poig-

nant moments when first Bush, then
Dukakis, recalled the death of their own
children, many years ago.

Bush said that as president he would have

no conservative litmus test for Supreme

Court justices, and wouldn't choose judges

who would try to legislate from the bench.

He then noted that Dukakis once called

himself a "progressive liberal Democrat" in

order to get primary votes. He said President

Reagan had made outstanding Supreme

Court appointments.

Said Dukakis: "If the vice president . . .

thinks that Robert Bork was an outstanding

appointment that is a very good reason for

voting for Mike Dukakis on the 8th of

November." Bork's controversial nomination

was defeated by the Senate.

Dukakis said he has appointed 130 judges

in Massachusetts based on ability and not

because they are liberal or conservative.

Bush has never appointed a judge, he noted.

Neither man refrained from speakint^

directly to his rival, even though the ground

rules supposedly left no room for it.

Bush said Dukakis had raided

Massachusetts state pension funds to balance

the budget, and Dukakis shot back. "You're

dead wrong, George."

Bush used his closing statement to stress

his Republican National Convention vision

of a "kinder, gentler nation."

Folks here are still talking about
"The 1952 Incident." For some reason still

unknown, a certain graduating class at a

certain university missed what was cer-

tainly the opportunity of a lifetime.

The chance to meet with a recruiter from
the National Security Agency.

Maybe they were busy that day. Maybe
something else caught their eye. But the fact

remains, a meeting with NSA could have
meant a future full of challenging, exciting

projects.

Now you've got the same chance. Our
recruiter will be visiting campus soon in

search of talented mathematicians, com-
puter scientists, electrical engineers and
linguists. We're looking for people who want
to work on important hands-on assign-
ments, right from the start.

NSA is the agency responsible for produc-
ing foreign intelligence information, safe-
guarding our government's communications
and securing computer systems for the
Department of Defense.

And we're equally committed to helping
you make your future strong. So do yourself
a favor and meet with us. You don't need 3-D
glasses to see that its a great opportunity.

NSA will be on campus November 1 inter-
viewing ;seniors majoring in Electrical
Engineering, Computer Science, Math and
Language

National

Security

Agency

Attn: M322 (AAM), Ft. Meade, Maryland 20755 6000

THINK
WABM
OUR

"LONG JOHNS"
ARE
HERE!

SILK KNITS:
TOPS- $36."
BOTTOMS- SOG."

COTTON KNITS:
TOPS- $16."'

BOTTOMS- $22."

WOOL LEGGINGS- $16."

COTTON TIGHTS- $10."

PLANAIIEAD:
FOUR MONTHLAYAWAY
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He's no Jack Kennedy
There are very few times when I would

write about the same subject two weeks in

a row.

But there are exceptions.

Dan Quayle is a joke. I seriously believe
that the man is incapable of being vice-

president. I'm not trying to lambaste him
unnecessarily, but if the Bush-Quayle
ticket wins next month, the United States
will accept the Dan Quayle mentality.
Or should I say the Dan Quayle "ad-

visor" mentality?

David R. Mark

What does it say for the United States

when the expectation level for a man try-

ing to hold the second most important spot

in US government is that he doesn't drool?

We should be expecting the man to be "the

next Jack Kennedy." We should expect the

best from the people who are asking to lead

our country, not that they are merely walk-

ing upright.

What was going through Cieorge Bush's

mind when he selected Dan Quayle? He
couldn't conceivably thought the man was
an asset to the ticket. He's not the best

40ish candidate. There are far better can-

didates who are young or reasonably

young, such as Govs. Thompson (Illinois)

or Kean (New Jersey) or Sens. Danforth

(Missouri) or Symms (Idaho). None are

older than a youthful 54, all have good

public records, and all are good speakers.

The best candidates for the number two
position are older. People like Sens.

Domenici (New Mexico) and Dole (Kansas)

probably were the strongest candidates.

Bush wanted young, though, so Bush
took Quayle.

Notes from the Camp

But there's more to Quayle than just

youth.

David B. Wilson of the Boston Globe hit

the nail on the head when he wrote earlier

this week about the differences between
JFK and Dan Quayle.
"When Kennedy ran for president, he

had served in the Congress two years

longer than Quayle has today. That's not

much of a difference, relatively speaking.

"However . . . when JFK ran for presi-

dent, he held the Pulitzer Prize for his book

Profiles in Courage. He was a graduate of

Harvard College, as his father had been,

not Depauw University. He had spent quite

a lot of his childhood in the US Embassy
residence in London, where his father was
ambassador. He had attended the London
School of Economics and had been tutored

by Harold Laski . . . And Jack Kennedy was
four-year Navy combat veteran of World
War II, a PT boat commander who was an
authentic, decorated-for-valor hero, and a

very sophisticated human being."

Dan Quayle is none of that. Dan Quayle
is a programmable, error-prone Senator

who would be an embarrassment to the

world if he were to become vice president.

What's more, Dan Quayle's advisors, by

suggesting the expectation for his debate

was just above speaking in complete

sentences, have set a dangerous example
to the youth of this country — supposedly

the people Quayle can reach out to.

If Dan Quayle can be that much of a joke

and still be considered vice-presidential

material, then does that mean American
students should strive for mediocrity?

Should factory-workers? Scientists?

Jack Kennedy would be ashamed.
David R. Mark ia- editorial editor of the

Collegian

us Center Basement—
A drunken door mix-up
Best police log item from the semester (so

far): Sept. 30, 5:48 a.m. — "Suspicious per-

son in Webster Dorm. Party walked into

wrong room by error. He stated he had
been drinking and was confused as all the

doors look alike."

Nancy Klingcner

One of those mysteries of UMass life:

Why the women's bathroom in Morrill

Science Center has a toilet clearly design-

ed for men. Oh, the bathroom was con

verted? It's been a women's room for at

least 15 years, so maybe they could get

around to replacing it, or even ripping the

damn thing out. Instead, it is kept cleaned

and even stocked with toilet paper. Oh, the

logic.
* * *

Business majors beware. I hope none of

you planned on owning your own business

someday, and keeping that old free market
competitive. This week, Donald Trump
bought the Eastern Shuttle from Texas Air,

confirming my belief that by the time we
are about 40 years old, ail business in the

country will be owned by Trump, Ted

Turner and Rupert Murdoch. USA Today
will be the only newspaper (and tv show)

and we will all live in identical pre-

fabricated ranch houses, which come in two

halves and all you have to do is staple them
together. (You can do that now — and the

houses even come with furniture already

inside.) It's a great country, though, for the

spirit of ingenuity.
•

As we come to the mid-semester crunch,

the best escajje is right on campus. Produc-

tions of "Blues for Mr. Charlie," a play by

the late, great writer (and sometime UMass
faculty member) James Baldwin and of

three one-act plays by Eugene O'Neill will

play in the next week. Seeing fellow

students on stage can be inspiring, as well

as entertaining. And you can forget the

damn history paper for a couple of hours.

* *

Dan Quayle goes home after the vice-

presidential debate, a little depressed. His

wife, Marilyn, asks if there's anything she

can do to make him feel better.

"How about a toss m the hay?" he asks,

and she agrees.

After they've finished and Danny's smok-

ing a cigarette or whatever, he turns to his

wife. "How was I?" he says.

"Well," she says, "you're no Jack Ken-

nedy."
* * *

I was going to balance this off with a

Dukakis joke, but I can't think of any. The
guy just isn't funny. So I called a friend

who works in the Statehouse, and he didn't

know any, either, which is downright

scary. If the Duke wins, it could be a sober

four years. How long can you harp on a big

nose and little shoulders, anyway?

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist

i^etters-

The SGA is nothing to joke about The shame of rape
Well, I finally did it. I finally activated

myself and attended a UMass SGA
meeting.
We've all heard about it; seventy or so

students gather in a room, act like

children, create utter chaos and then go

home and add the word senator to their

resumes. Something every student should

drop on on and visit at least once in their

collgiate career. That is what I came to

see last evening. Though I wasn't disap-

pointed (there was a show) I was
surprised.

My first surprise was that not every

senator behaved like a preschooler. In

fact, seven out of eight of them appeared

to have come to discouss issues that affect

their portion of student life and to learn

by listening to other senators about how

they can make the campus environment

more stimulating for the student body.

Unfortunately, the other students,

representing the extreme right of the

UMass political science program, could

scare Dick Nixon into backing McGovern.

These are the folks who are involved in

a very serious training program that in-

cludes a course entitled "How to Put

Down Everyone not Like Yourself and

Still Smell Like Ward Cleaver." Senators,

I grew up with Ward Cleaver. I knew
Ward Cleaver. Senators, you're not Ward
Cleaver.

My second surprise shouldn't have been

a surprise at all. The leader of this gang

of was Bill Collins. For those who don't

know about Bill, he is what the scientific

community defines as a Neo-maxi zun-

dweeb-i. Nevertheless, Bill paced the isle

at the meeting mumbling "This is a joke"

under his breath. Bill, in case no one has

told you yet, you don't have to attend any

more of these "jokes."

Student government doesn't gave to be

a joke. It can be the most active listening

ear available to the student body. It can

provide the student body with a voice,

agumented by good old intellect, that com-

municate to anyone those things that con-

cern us most. I challenge each member of

the SGA to put down his/her petty dif

ferences with what's happening in the

political arena outside of UMass, and ac-

tually get something positive done on

behalf of the students at UMass.

Greg Adams
South Hadiey

I wondered when it would start.

I talked about it with my friends over

the summer; we all hoped this semester

would be better. We tried to convince

ourselves that this semester would be dif-

ferent. We couldn't.

The first month went by quickly and I

forgot — until I picked up Tuesday's Col-

legian and read the article "Rape story

disclosed by freshman victim".

While reading the article I wondered

what could possibly drive a man to want

to humiliate a woman like that. Is it that

our egos are so big that we must physical-

ly dominate someone? I hope not.

When men rape, the woman is the

primary victim, but we are all victims.

When walking through the campus late

at night, if I see a woman alone, can I of-

fer to walk with her without horrifying

her? Can women ever truly trust men?
"Susan," I'll never experience the pain

and humiliation you must be enduring.

I'll never truly understand how badly you

hurt. I must plead with you not to con-

demn us all. For if you do, then I can

never be part of a woman's life. I can't be

a sensitive friend, willing to listen to all

of her problems and fears. How could I,

if I'm not trusted?

Eric Michael Goodman
Southwest

Comic strip mocks tragedy
I admit it. The Zero-Sum cartoon in

Thursday's collegian my have really

drawn a smile on our faces. However, let

me tell you something beyond that. It was
notjust another cartoon. It was Picasso's

Gurnika, the famous painting reminding
the world of the German Condor Legion's

bombing of that Basque village.

Being a Basque myself, I could not help

feeling a bit ashamed when I saw such a

serious war treated in a manner like that.

I guess only a few people know about the

reality of the paining. Since I not only

know but deeply feel it, I am obiloged to

let everyone know. Okay, so it's funny.

But please, let's not forget the shamtful

meaning lying behind the painting.

Juan Antonio Hevia
Amherst
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ARTS/LIVING

Camper Van Beethoven to play Ballroom tonight
By AL ARPAD
Collegian Staff

Making the Blue Wall into a big, cement coffee house

was a lame idea. It used to be a bar, and a popular one

by all accounts. Tonight, anybody with an l.D. will once

again have the chance to drink beer in a large, unattrac

tive room with loud people; Camper Van Beethoven and

Big Dipper will be playing the Student Union Ballroom

at 8 p.m.

Camper Van Beethoven is from California, and they

have a lively sense of humor, which sets them apart from

most Boston bands. The weather is better in California,

so I guess singing about debauchery and the putrifiction

of the American dream is a more cheerful proposition

there.

After several years of prolific near-success on the m
dependent Rough Trade label, a spurious enterprise that

had the group recording in places such as Chris Molla's

EnormousPiece-of-Squid-in-the-Fridge studios. Camper

Van Beethoven released "Our Beloved Revolutionary

Sweetheart" on the Virgin lable this summer. All of their

records are good, and the leery, sneery vocals speak elo-

quent volumes to the post-Repo Man social deviant.

Although the band subscribes to the uniquely boozy

outlook of traditional American narco-romanticism,

celebrating childish irrationality and premature demen-

tia, the simple humanity and cutting insight of their big-

gest single to date " Take the Skinheads Bowling", is

testimony to the sincerity that underlies the overlying

undertones of the overall understanding of a band like

Camper Van Beethoven.

Since I didn't know anything about the other band play-

ing tonight, I called up tliree local radio stations. All three

DJ's agreed that the band is from Boston, and they all

played songs from Big Dipper records. Since I had all three

stations on at the same time, I couldn't undrstand most

of the words, but one guy told me the lyrics have "a nice

blend of loudness and intelligence."

Like many two guitar bands. Big Dipper seems to rely

heavily on complex harmonies and rhythmic variations,

subordinated to a very heavy, driving beat. Camper Van
Beethoven does all that, and also gives at least a passing

nod to quaint musical conventions like melody and

dynamics. Expect a lot of stomp-and-sweat dancing dur-

ing both sets.

Tickets are $5.00 for UMass students, relatively inex-

pensive.

Anybody who wants a beer will probably have to stay

in the Earthfoods room during the show. As I understand

it. the Student Union Ballroom is normally a non-smoking

area; maybe the campus police will set up a Ballroom

Substation to monitor compliance with the University

tobacco policy. That would be a riot.

Whatever else happens, the show will be cheap and loud;

a great way to start your weekend.

Camper Van Beethoven plays the Student Union Ballroom tonight.

Due to computer difficulties beyond our control,

LIVEWIRE will not appear this week. The Collegian

regrets the untimely circumstances which led to the

omission of this popular column Thank you for bearing

with us.
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Fossey brought to life

in Gorillas In the Mist
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Dian Fossey was a spunky individual.

Spending much of her life living alone in

the mountains of Africa, devoted to the

study and preservation of the mountain

gorillas, she did much to change our

understanding of the species and stop their

extermination by poachers. It's not surpris-

ing that her story attracted interest in

Hollywood, but as the project came
together in late 1985, Fossey was
murdered.

THE
SCREENING ROOM

Despite that major setback. Gorillas in

the Mist got made after all, and quite well,

I might add. Effectively covering Fossey's

adventures from start to sad finish, it

begins as she arrives in Africa in 1967 and

is told, to her surprise, by mentor Louis

Leakey, that she'll be on her own. Un-

prepared and inexperienced, she relies on

her native tracker and friend Sembagare,

and after weeks of searching, makes con-

tact. Her progress at gaining the gorilla's

trust, and her breakthroughs with them,

are the most intrguing parts of the film. It's

no surprise, also, that many times the

gorillas steal the show.

Yet Sigourney Weaver, in a part one

dreams of, holds her own. She carries the

film and paints a rich picture of a woman
whose interest turns to obsession. Some set-

backs she faces include brutal slaughter-

ing "her" gorillas (some of these scenes are

difficult to watch), and bureaucratic con-

flict with African officials, which over time

start to change Fossey from eccentric to

somewhat dangerous. Weaver subtly

details this change convincingly, growing

more vicious and frantic until she finally

breaks down, weeping at how poachers

don't just kill the animals, but remove
their heads and hands to sell as ornaments.

There are, fortunately, lighter moments
in the story. The appearance of a National

Geographic photographer Bob Campbell

(Bryan Brown of "FX"), shows that Fossey

can be interested in her own species. Brown
is good in his small role, but this element

of the story, (and the part where three

young students work with Dian and are

horrified by her tactics), slowed the pace

and even threw the film off balance

somewhat. When we're with Weaver and
the gorillas, the film shines.

Other actors are worthy of mention. John

Omirah Miluwi, who plays Sembagare, is

very good, especially since he's part of

Kenya's mountain rescue team and had

never acted before, and Julie Harris, as

Fossey's friend Rosamund Carr, does a lot

with a part that is too small for an actress

of her caliber. Director Michael Apted,

whose last film was Richard Pryor's

Critical Condition, has done much better

this time, telling a story that was not easy

to adapt.

The real success of Gorillas in the Mist

goes to Sigourney Weaver. Any doubts

about her ability have been put to rest with

this role. Not only does she de.serve an

Oscar nomination, but the statuette itself.

No one deserves it more.

A few "big" fall films have arrived in the

Valley. Punchline stars Sally Field and

Tom Hanks as two opposites who both

share an addiction to making people laugh.

Field is the housewife who's not a good

comic but a good person, and Hanks is the

brilliant comic who's aLso unstable and

something of a sleaze. Advance word on

this flick is good. Word on Alien Nation,

however, is the opposite. This
continued on page 13
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Piper's solo effort proves he
would be better in the Church
By PETER N. PIASECKY
Collegian Correspondent

"Art Attack"

Marty Willson-Piper

Ryko Disc-Analogue

In the time of the New Age movement ap-

pears Marty Wilson-Piper, the guitarist

and songwriter of the Church. He brings

his second solo album, "Art Attack", for all

to hear. The LP sends little amorous

acoustic melodies out to the listeners.

The listeners in turn sway to the heart-

gladdening tunes or they grab it and heave

it out the window, so it smashes into a

million unrecognizable pieces pf vinyl.

Wasn't the candy store the best place to

be, when you were a kid? A store filled with

chocolate, nugat, jellied and sugared can-

dy; your eyes bugging out 'cause you have

permission to eat anything you like.

When ya start chowing down, the first

couple of candies are totally awesome, but

the next aren't as cool, and finally you're

all nauseous and you run out of the store.

The album is the exact same way. It has

a couple of good tunes, some which don't

cut the mustard, and some which are

sewage-like. ^ , ,." continued on page 15
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Max Roach brings diversity to a world of music
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Professor Max Roach has made himself scarce at the

University of Massachusetts lately. But he has a pretty

good excuse.

Roach, a part-time professor of music at the university,

is considered one of the most talented and influential

drummers of all time.

Last August, Roach received a $372,000 grant from the

MacArthur Foundation. A foundation press release

describes the grant as "no strings attached.":

PROFILE
"Recipients are free to use the awards as they wish. The

MacArthur Foundation imposes no reporting re-

quirements or restrictions on MacArthur Fellows."

In a musical career that has spanned nearly half a cen-

tury. Roach has worked with top performers in jazz,

classical, hip-hop and many experimental forms of music.

Recently, while in Amherst, he took some time to talk

about this career.

"I guess you might say I'm a guy who has drums and

will travel. I believe that if you're involved, you take ad-

vantage of every opportunity. Don't put any kind of boun-

daries on yourself. I th'nk the thing that all musicians

have in common, no matter where in the world you go,

is technique. If you're dedicated, disciplined and know
what you're doing on your instrument, no matter what

the area is, then you can fit into any kind of situation,"

he said.

(cllrgian photo by Hichurd Itoiiuiiii'

Roach, whose soft, rough voice draws people into his

world, has a handsome, worldly look about him.

Roach has already decided where the grant money will

go. He hopes to open a school for underprivileged city

youths.

"I'd like to build something that will give young peo-

ple the opportunity ... to deal with the kind of things

that I had a chance to deal with, to have instruments

available to them, good teachers," he said. Roach said he

hopes to incorporate programs into the curriculum that

would teach a wide variety of musical styles and "also

have an area where you could teach unwed mothers, and

people like that, computer techniques, so they could get

a job," he said.

Roach was born in North Carolina on January 10, 1924.

When he was four, his family moved to Brooklyn, New
York, where Roach was exposed to the music ofjazz greats

like Duke Ellington, George Gershwin and Count Basie.

He attended the Manhattan School of Music and the New
England Conservatory of Music. From 1944 to 1945 Roach

spent a year on the road with the Benny Carter Orchestra.

He then gained national recognition while playing with

saxophonist Charlie Parker in the late 1940s. After that,

he played with many of the most popular names in jazz:

Charles Mingus, Clifford Brown, Bud Powell, Thelonious

Monk and even Ellington were among his collaborators.

Roach took part in the 1949 Paris Jazz Festival, the 1958

Monterey Jazz Festival and the 1972 Newport Jazz

Festival. In 1954, he was voted the greatest jazz drum
mer in history by 100 of his colleagues. In 1956, he receiv

ed the Best Record of the Year award from Down Beat

magazine.

In the 1960s, after the bebop era ended, jazz became

more radical with Ornette Coleman's free-form style and

Miles Davis' jazz rock fusion. Although he had worked

with Davis, Roach did not take part in the fusion move-

ment. Today Roach commends Davis' efforts to remain at

the musical forefront:

"He has managed to introduce new concepts. Now, in

heavy metal and rock, I hear Miles Davis . . . He's been

able to not only survive it, but to come up with new ideas

that introduce new things to each new phase of the music's

evolution," he said.

M'Boom, a jazz ensemble consisting of eight percus-

sionists, was Roach's primary project in the early 1970s.

The group has kept Roach on the experimental edge of

jazz.

With hundreds of recordings to his name. Roach grew

weary of the recording industry's "plantation mentality."

In 1973, he came to the university as a professor of jazz

and Afro-American music. Here he taught full-time un-

til 1978. when CBS records offered him a recording con-

tract. Since then, he has maintained a semi-sabbatical

schedule at the university, lecturing or playing here two

or three times each semester.

Roach has continued to perform with a wide variety of

artists from all perts of the musical spectrum: the Boston

Pops, Kronos Quartet, Japan's Koto Drummers and hip-

hop artist Fab Five Freddie are some of his recent part-

ners. He has scored several plays by Sam Shepard, in-

cluding "Angel City" and "Suicide in B Flat." His hatred

for racial tension in the United States and South Africa

inspired is "Freedom Now Suite."

Roach has been twice married and twice divorced. He
has two children.

Even though he hasn't taught in a decade. Roach still

feels it is important to make young people realize their

potential.

"After four years when a student finishes here at

UMass, he can play John Coltrane's "Giant Steps" and
just rip it apart ... To start from that point and learn

that much about improvisation is really a rush. It's very

very gratifying," he said.
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Screening Room

continued from page 13

intriguing premise of an alien population living alongside

us in L.A. falls flat when the teaming of alien Mandy
Patinkin and human James Caan turns into another
buddy-buddy cop movie. All the possibilities of the alien

culture and differences from us are wasted in favor of a

drug related underground. A pity.

The art theaters in Northampton are offering some in-

teresting fare. A World Apart, starring Barbara Hershey
as a mother fighting apartheid in 1963 South Africa has
gotten rave reviews. It's playing at the Academy of Music.

At the Pleasant Street, a film I said would never make
it here, has. The Wizard of Loneliness is playing next

week, and though reviews have been mixed, it looks like

a nice little "slice of life" type film. For those interested,

check it out.

Wilson-Piper
continued from page 13

Out of the thirteen cuts, three are worth
mentioning: "Tip of my Tongue","Water",
and "She's King". These songs have more
of a pop flare along with the laid-back im
age of the rest of the album.
"She's King" is definitely the best track

on the album; it probably could have been
featured on the new Church album. The
rest aren't worth my time or yours.

The only redeeming value this record has

to offer is Marty Wilson-Piper's lyrics.

Piper proves why he is one of the Church's

songwriters. All the songs have great

poetic quality; too bad he can't be a one
man band. Marty, my advice—stick with

the Church, they're going places.

Univernity Photo Srrvicn
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Bobs charm Iron Horse crowd
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

You can't really dance at a Bobs concert, or sing alon^j

to the twisted acapella offerings of this ever original

quartet. The crowd that nestled into the cozy Iron Horse

Cafe in Northampton for Tuesday evenings late show

spent most of the night just grinning.

The Bobs are perpetually on tour (though there are no

known "Bobs heads" following their every move), and

have seen Maine, Italy, and Florida since visiting the

region last spring. The quartet has also spent some time

in the recording studio, and it was the new creations off

their soon to be officially released third albumn (entitled

'•Songs for Tomorrow Morning") that sparked the most

smiles on Tuesday evening.

In "Santa Ana Woman" Matthew "Bob" StuU sang long

ingly about his passionate affair with a mysterious woman

who mistakenly hires the detective-like Bob to find her

long \n^i Uncle Gunnar "Bob" Madsen wore two holes

through his blue jeans slapping out a back up rythm.

"Signs on the Line" showcased Janie "Bob" Scott's strong

voice and comic persona.

The most memorable tune of the evening, however, was

delivered by bespectacled baritone Richard "Bob " Greene,

by far the lowest Bob on the vocal totem pole. "Pounded

on a Rock " was presented as a lover's lament, as Greene

assumed the role of an over indulged partner to an

amorous wife, who has built up her appetite and biceps

washing clothes the old fashioned way.

"I love that woman," sang Greene, "with arms of iron

and steel/ but when she wraps tho.se arms around me/ it's

mixed emotions that I feel
"

Stull re assumed the lead microphone to deliver a beg

for the attention of a spouse who is much more interested

in remaining "politically correct." "Please Let Me Be

Your Third World Country" revolved around a staccato

list of demands at the end of the song, as Stull cried "I

have 70.000 thousand signatures demanding you go home

with me tonight."

The Bobs could be excused for appearing a bit frazzled

as the night grew old; besides a louring routine that could

qualify the band for the White House, they had just

returned from an MTV recording session in New York.

Contrabassist Salvatore Macchia will in-

terpret Italian Bel Canto and Third Stream

music in the continuing Faculty Series

concerts on Sunday Oct. 16 in Bezanson
Recital Hall at 8 p.m.
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LISTEN TO WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY!
ANNE (who rTX)vcd to Boston a year ago);

"No one, at any price, can cut my hair the way
you do! I've tried everyone in Boston . .

.
and

that's why 1 drive back to Styles by Deborah."

JENNIFER (also living in Boston) "No one
can color my blonde hair like you do and
that's why I come back for hair color and cuts

at Styles by Deborah."

Styles by Dcboraih
65 University Drive, Amherst

549-5610

INFORMATION SESSION

DATE: Wed., Oct. 19th

TIME:. 11 :00AM-2:(X)PM

PLACE: Career Center

Room 220

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 617-577-1199

^RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
A subsidiory of Recruit Co.. Ltd.

ALPHA
LAMBDA
DELTA

Honor Society for Freshmcr>

Attn: Class of 1990 Members

An Alpha Lambda Delta National
Leadership/Programming Weekend
Workshop Nov. 11, 12 and 13, 1988.

We will send one member from
UMass—all expenses paid—must be
serious. If interested, contact Alpha
Lambda Delta at 545-2684 or 256-1196.
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12 Pack Bottles

$7.99 +dep.
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First Anniversary Super Specials!!

New biotechnology programs ''breeds" life into UMass
By WILLIAM A. LORENZEN
Collegian Correspondent

"Biotechnolog>' is not about creating Frankenstein
monsters and chickens with four legs, and as for unnatural
life, I don't think it could be done," said R. Glenn Brown,
director of the new Biotechnology program at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

Biotechnology is essentially the insertion of genetic

material from one individual plant or animal into another

through means controlled by human beings, Brown said.

Research in the area began about 25 years ago, although

the term "biotechnology" was coined only a decade ago.

Through this advanced biological technique, answers tc

specific problems may be solved with a higher rate of selec

tion as well as greater speed and efficiency. In farm animals

such as sheep and cattle, a variety of desirable traits ma>
be combined in one animal while avoiding negative traits-

which may manifest themselves in a normal selection

breeding process. Brown said.

'When we speak of breeding selection we are talking

about decades. Biotechnology can produce positive results

within terms of years," Brown said.

Brown is the former chairman of Food Science and Nutri
tion and has a ten year background in animal science from
a position held at the University of Guelph, Ontario.

Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Richard O'Brien
said the new program will be the leading institution of its

kind in New England.
"Along with Brown's appointment goes a substantial

University investment in new equipment and laboratory

space. It is, however, small and specialized compared to

some of the progi-ams at land giant Universities such as

Cornell, Rutgers, and Penn State," O'Brien said.

The program has been allocated $1.7 million in addition
to ordinary support costs for professors, he said. $1 million

will be used to erect a biotechnology laboratory building
near Morrill Science Center. The remaining $700,000 will

be invested in analytical equipment.
"No new professors have been hired," said O'Brien. The

program is being conducted because of an interest already
shared by some UMass faculty.

Brown, in his new assignment, will coordinate
biotechnological efforts between several departments, in-

cluding: Food Science and Nutrition, Food Engineering,
Veterinary and Animal Science, Bicx;hemistry, Microbiology

and Chemical Engineering. However, at this time there

is no established educational biotechnology program.

Students interested in the field will be working on

biotechnological research through the Department of

Molecular and Cellular Biology.

"It may take several years to actually get an academic

department under way," Brown said.

The development of highly specialized antibodies will also

play an important role in human health, stated Brown. An-

tibodies can be prepared to seek out and destroy harmful

micro-organisms while having no effect on micro-organisms

the body needs to maintain for ordinary biological functions.

Biotechnology at the University is engaged in the strug-

gle against AIDS as well. Rabbits, which are normally im-

mune to the HIV virus, are injected with genetic material

which causes them to be susceptible to the development of

a strain of AIDS almost identical to that in humans. The
AIDS of Health in Bethesda, Maryland where they are in-

fected with the disease in order to study the early develop-

ment of the virus.

Brown says that he doesn't foresee any objections to the

biotechnology program which is structured along federal,

.state and local guidelines.
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Winning football

roots explained
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

In the early winter of 1930, Charles McGoech joined the

unemployment lines. As head coach of the Massachusetts

Agricultural College football team in the fall of that year,

McGoech had produced one lone victory, and suflered eight

defeats.

The autumn winds of 1931 brought change; "Mass. Ag-

gie College" was rechristened as Massachusetts State Col-

lege, work was completed on the Curry S. Hicks Physical

Education Building (built for a staggering $287,500), and

young Melvin Taube was hired from Marion High in In

"diana to rebuild the football program. At the age of 26.

Taube inherited a .sorry offensive line and a lightweight

backfield. though the team did have a notorious sense of

humor (Captains "TulTy " Syl\-ester and "Ossie" Holmberg

were born clowns, described one observer).

And sophomore Lou Bush, a 141 pound halfback from

Turners Falls Ma., did appear to have potential. In the

first game of the season. Mass. State shocked Cooper Union

500. as Bush broke free three times for touchdowns.

Starting in Taubes radically different offensive set, modeled

after Knute Rockne's experiments with national champion

Notre Dame, Bush's 'potential" had quickly became reali

ty. Bush added three more touchdowns in a 32-6 trounc

ing ot Bowdoin college in the second week of the season,

three more in a romp over Middlebury Worcester Tech

finally shut out the phenominal halfback on the fourth week

of the season.

Against arch rival Amherst on the fifth week of this sud

denly remarkable fall, Bush won the game with a 65-yard

punt return touchdown in the third quarter as 7,500 fans

witnessed the first Massachusetts defeat of its crosstown
continued on page 19
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Come write for The Collegian
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Piccirillo ousted

continued from page 1

their decision, he has 24 hours to give his resignation and
vacate the ofTice.

"I'd like to stress that this was a group decision, there

were no political motives involved," said Kathy White,
spokesperson for the justices. "He has not exercised good
judgment in his role as clerk of courts. There are quite

a few incidents of him being partisan," she said.

Piccirillo could not be reached for comment. Justices said

he had been asked to attend the meeting but declined.

Under the SGA Constitution, only the justices, by a ma-
jority can vote, remove the clerk. Justices are appointed

by the residential areas and the Third World Caucus.

When full, the Student Supreme Court has 19 justices.

Currently there are only 10, according to Justice Adam
Scales.

Because there is not a full slate of judges, the removal

may not be binding, according to the constitution. Justices

contacted said the removal is binding.

Scales said the removal is binding because a majority

of the justices appointed had voted for the removal.

Justice Anne Buechler agreed. "It was a unanimous ma-
jority of the justices that were able to vote," she said. "It's

legal and official."

This removal comes on the heels of Piccirillo's announce-

ment that a court date has been set to decide the ques-

tion of whether SGA Co-presidents-elect Shari Silkoffand

Jason Rabinowitz can hold office. They were elected in

March but have not taken office because of problems with
the SGA Constitution and its bylaws.

Silkoff would not speculate on whether this would even-
tually lead to the approval of her and Rabinowitz as

presidents. She was happy about Piccirillo's removal,
however. "When someone so blatantly shows a bias . . .

there's a problem. Hopefully we'll be able to work together

now.

A cheer erupted from the SGA office when members of

the SGA learned that Piccirillo Ilad been removed. Pic-

cirillo has drawn criticism from members of the SGA, and
there had been a proposal, which was never voted on, ask-
ing for his resignation.

Old time football

continued from page 18

foes in seven years. The Gymnasts of Springfield Col-

lege eventually snapped State's five-game winning
streak with a 21-3 effort, but Taube's squad retaliated

with a 77-0 humiliation of Wagner the following Satur-

day. "Easy" Lou Bush scored five touchdowns.

State finished 71-1 in Taube's inaugural campaign,
and Bush led the nation in scoring with 20 touchdowns.

Gone were the days of the lowly Mass Aggies —
Massachusetts State football had entertd the modern
age.

Or in Bush's own words, uttered some 50 years later,

"I wish to commemorate the lasting influence of three-

sport coach Mel Taube and the fighting spirit of the sons

of Massachusetts. 'Taube put State on the map.'"
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Gerry Grady Presidential Debate Analysis

contirfued from page 3

Fifty years after playing high school football, Grady
considers himself one of UMass' biggest football fans.

Grady said the team and the band are two good ex

amples of extracurricular oppurtunities that reinforce

a sense of community and fun that can be enjoyed not

only by the organizations' members but the spectators

as well.

Once upon a time, Grady spent a great deal of time

planning an event for the community and UMass
students. It was a lot of hard work, he said, and after

the event was over, he was asked why he worked so hard

on such a small event.

"Because 88 people were happy for two hours," he said.

If Grady succeeds in all his goals, he'll make about

25,000 other people happy as well.
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corytinucd from pu^e 1

Bush defended the death penalty, a strong military,

lower taxes, pro-life, and, of course, Quayle's qualifica-

tions. While Dukakis didn't support the death penalty,

debated Bush on taxes and the military, and criticized

Bush's selection of Quayle.

There weren't any surprises in platforms, the candidates

each reiterated themes they have used continuously.

Although each one did move their views slightly to the

middle. Bush, perhaps, was trying to lure in some more

of the Reagan-Democrats, while Dukakis tried to cast

away his left of-center image and continue to gain some

political ground.

In probably the best (and few) quips of the night,

Dukakis tried shedding his liberal image by saying "If

I had a dollar, George, for every time you used the word

liberal, I'd qualify for one of those tax breaks you advocate

for the rich."

Bush, in a sharp contrast to recent weeks, was

Ruling withholds
driver's name
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) - A judge today upheld

a defense attorney's refusal to identify his client, the driver

in a fatal hit-and-run accident. The victim's parents had

gone to court seeking the man's name.

"The plaintiffs case has tremendous emotional appeal and

it is difficult to rule against the plaintiffs," said Circuit

Judge Timothy Poulton. "But I am convinced the law re

quires it."

He denied a motion by the parents of Mark Baltes, whose

body was dragged 60 feet when it was struck by a white

Buick after midnight on March 9, 1986, Defense attorney

Barry Krischer has shielded his client's identity for more

than 2'>j years.

The parents' attorney immediately said he would appeal.

"This is not a we won you lost' situation. This preserves

the attorney-client relationship in Florida," Krischer said.

Both sides have predicted in higher courts because of the

question of whether civil responsibility supercedes the

attorney-client privilege.

The unusual struggle began the day after the accident

when the driver asked Krischer if he would initiate a plea

bargain arrangement without revealing the client's name
to authorities.

Detectives, using car fragments at the scene and paint

chips found on Baltes' skull, theorized the vehicle was a

1984 or 1985 white Buick Riviera. But hundreds of police

interviews and a reward failed to yield any firm suspects.

Krischer, in an attempt to block pressure to disclose the

name, retained an attorney, Scott Richardson. Richardson,

opened talks with pro.secutors but did not divulge Knscher's

link to the case. He never learned the name of the driver.

"Krischer eventually came forward, but refused to iden-

tify his client.

An attorney for Baltes' parents, who filed a $16 million

wrongful death civil suit again.st the unknown driver in

February, contends the attorney -client privilege does not

permit lawyers to withhold vital information during

criminal investigation.

I^OVAC CRAME
ORIENTAC FOOD MAllKEX
THAI, CHINESE, JAPANESE, INDIAN GOODS

Sauces and sptces • Fresh noodles • Fresh Truits and
Vegetables -Pastries •Frozen, canned, dried foods
'•ozen and dned fish -Cook Books -Woks. Rioe

Cookers & Implements Dishes and Giftware. Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders direct from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

360 Coll«g« St., Rt« 9. Amh«rsl 253-5658 SjrvFrl, 10-8; Sal 9-8

remarkably cordial to the governor, intermittently agree-

ing with Dukakis on such issues as family issues, values,

and dealing with federal violations of ethics law.

The remarks frequently drew the response from

Dukakis that "I don't know which George Bush I'm see-

ing tonight."

Clearly, both candidates shied away from the political

bashing both have employed on the campaign trail recent-

ly. The debate lacked the cliched, prepaied verbal jabs that

marked the previous confrontation.

If there was any "winner" (and that word should be us-

ed loosely), a slight nod would have to go to Bush, although

only by the very slightest of margins.

He did a better job of answering the question closer to

the way it was posed. He didn't gaffe as many had ex

pected the vice president might if pressed in a live debate,

and, most important, recent polls have shown it is his race

to lose.

Andrew Young
continued from page I

dent Government Association, made a special appearance

at the meeting to promote Civility Day. He encouraged

the faculty to discuss the day with students in the

classroom and informed them of a Civility Day event call-

ed "Hands Across UMass."

Organizers of the event hope to form a human chain of

students stretching from Southwest to Svlvan.

In other business, the senators unanimously passed two

motions: One motion creates minors in Environmental

Design, and Leisure Studies and Resources. The othei' ap-

proved 22 appointments to 13 different faculty commit-

tees on campus.

Police cars
continued from page 1

"We are so limited on the spaces that we have. We don't

need those guys taking them, " said an employee at Han
dicapped Student Affairs.

A check of the readily visible license plate with the duty

log at the police station in Dickinson Hall showed the car

had not been logged out to any regular patrol officers. This

means, according to the desk clerk on duty, the car was be-

ing used by either a sergeant or a lieutenant, neither of

whom have to lign a c,k out to use it.

Since it is Depart p-^nt of Public Safety policy not to reveal
an individual oft.ver's name to the publi*;, the driver could
not be identified.

Executive Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson was
unavailable for comment yesterday.

"I realize that this incident is not of colossal importance,

but the idea tends to be; When you reprsent another

organization's ideals and aspirations, try to conduct yourself

accordingly, so that you don't make an ass of yourself, like

this person has," Jennings said.
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

I

"I'm one of those species they
describe as 'awkward on land.'

Doonesbury By Garry Trudcau

SIR. BBFORB YOU

THIS TRUMP lUTB-

dAQMJiTH ouRdesr
lA/ISHBS FOR. A
SUCCeSSHJLRACe-'

/

THANK
iou,

MISS.

W KNOUJ, lAJHBH I THINK OF
THIS aX^TRy AND HOUJ - UJITH

OUR LOGO POINTS OFue^n-ANQ
HBRB I M5AN OUR TR£M£NP0U5
PRBP SCHOOLS ANP THIS 30R1
OFThlNO...

... BeCAUSB l/UHBN A PBRSON
Goes INTO THAT V0TIN6 BOOTH.

THBrn SAV, HBY, THBRB AR3
THRBe PeOPl£- ON OUR TICXST,

ano talk ABOUTjuPOMem,
0R0N£OF THOSe MARVBLOUS

BOSTON V5RBS UP
TH5R3 ABOUT...

ABOUT... I...

COMB ON. Sir'

youCAN DO IT'

i/UR&iTL£. THAT
semeNC3To
thbduk:

^i/UHBU)'-

OUHeRB'S
TUB seem
seR:/ics

UJHBNiOU
NBBPIT'

•-S i^^^Hj^ L^\
' f--

' (\^r^

r^Lr^ZD'
(f3^^i.„aiz^

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

IT'S SaR^ BEING S\CK...

ESPtc^^\JL^ M N\Gur. VJtoNG \m ME. m> I KA!/E

IQ 00 TO TME WOSPimL?/*

Y(MM IF WEN STICK ME PJU.QF

TVBES AMD HOSES? Wk\ IF

TUr< \mL TO OPEWV'It? VWM
IF TUE OPOJAT^ON FW\S? WWW
IF WIS\SMl..rAl.lAST

WEN I CAN
UXiK FORWARD

TO HMING M.
BED TO MfSELF

TOMORROW

FBN T>^INGS

ARE LESS

OOMfORHNG
TUAN A TIGER

\mK UP TOO

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin

HFi-io, x'/n mARLiN
JERKINS, AMD TWIS
XS TH£"WILV

7o(wr6HT \t>l'U B£
HUNTIN6 SPa££.

I
CH^Nlfeg ftT THE

rf\ASSf^cmJSETTS.
OjE'LL be STALKIM6
OUR ?R£y oJITH

^(0 ftv£RA6£

6f^i.L BAT.

Bl0AT£D PARflMfe
rT\ET£R/

AS you C.^NJ £££,rHfi££,

600D WHACKS ARE£Vo</6>'

To ^lUL y«jR PoeKtTi.

JSf^t^^/

Sorry , (*j£'«£ CuT oF
Tirn£. tJHy OomV you
TRy Yo^ Z.UCK
HuNTlwfe JN TW£

"He (Dan Quayle) said if he became president of the

United States the first thing he'd do is say a prayer. 1

feel like a lot of Americans would get religion if he

became president of the United States."

—American Enterprise Institute political analyst

William Schneider

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Batk cloth

5 Soul OI lile

10 Compfehend
13 lis — world
14 Upiight

15 Message, of a

sort

1

6

Small monkey
17 Yeggs

transport,

at times

1 9 Kind ol weH
21 Ctiurch areas
22 Present time

23 Seen m the

Seine

24 Homework
27 Make

inelleclive

31 Essen
exclamation

32 Merman and
Waters

34 Press

35 Active one
37 Pre holiday time

38 ClamrMOus

39 Aclinss Rairws

40 Good sense
43 How. in Aachen
44 Mi«er

46 Piacticed

18 Pans ol a inp

49 Arm
50 rekJspar

03 endow . (k

a cal A Pope
57 Whippe'

snappei s

'nusin

VJ Wi'strin Irdi.in

60 Miiilaiy attache

6; Threelold

62 follows haen

and mcb
63Hwy
64 Clara oi Mana
65 Beginner

DOWN
1 Cheeiio

2 Muslim pnnce
3 Pssliy lor

serving meal
4 Farewells

5 Encompassing
6 Lopez mame

7 Persia today

8 Precedes
Donald or

Arthur

9 Chemical bases
10 For Me and

My ;-

1

1

Clinton s canal

12 Receptions

15 Seasonal loasl

18 Ludwig — van

tier Rohe

42 lor want oi a

- B Franklin

45 Foltows

epsilon

47 Plainl ol a

Bo IHsep

sheep'

50 Slightly open
51 Milk, in Pans
52 Alphabet run

53 Find —

.

pick il up
54 not on« —

lor tribute": C
Rnkney

55 Rover

56 Architect

Saarinen

58 The Altar

constellation

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
20 Blackthorn

23 Most indolent

24 Fills the hold

25 Eleve s milieu

26 Chillon and
voile

28 Apple puddin<

29 Shawelail

30 Ovei

33 Acliess

LeGallienne

36 Resembling a

rodent

40 University

ollicets

4

1

Act now -
chance
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Menu

Lunch Basics Isocb

Dinner Basics Dinner

-VF^

Weather

Tod«T: PartiY sunny, high 50-55

Tooiglit: Partly cloudy, low temp in 40's

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, high 60-65.

TODAYS STAFF
Hifht Editor David R Mark

CopY EdHor •• Thomas Rodrigues

Layovt Tcchaiclui Lisa M Dionne

iFboto Technician....: Richard Bonanno

Prodactlon Snpcrvlsor Lisa M Dionne

Prodnctlon:.... Ferris. Michael, Miriam, Miguel, Peter.

Wendy R^e, Jenny, Kim, and Boo-Boo Bear is going

to Ware. .

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor in Chur

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

Robert Ciappcnclli

Business Manager

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Marc Infield

Prodnctlon Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert ClappenclU
BMslness Manager

Daniel Munroe.
Finance Manager

Todd Fmhbels
Clrcalallos Manager

Barbra Hindin

Advertlalag Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Mary Haygta*
Maaa|er
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field hockey pummels Fairfield

continued from page 24

Dartmouth, who UMass will play on Tues-

day, and the University of New Hamp
shire, who the Minutewomen will play on

Saturday, certainly did not see a com-

petitive game.
The Stags failed to fire one shot at UMass

senior goalie Cindy Cox in the first half or

UMass senior goalie Sue Desmond in the

second half

In the meantime, the Minutewomen were

peppering Fairfield goalies Karen Mer-

chant in the first half *br 19 shots and Pam
Murray in the second for 16 shots.

Tonia Kennedy started the fireworks

15:15 into the first half with her team-

leading 1 1th goal of the year to put UMass
up 1-0.

The penalty corner was a major problem

for the Stags as they could not draw one

in the Minutewomen's end while UMass
picked up 22 in the game.

Senior sweeper Julie Stuart was the

direct beneficiary of those fouls by the

Stags, scoring the next two goals of the

game off slap shots from the top of the cir-

cle. Senior co-captain Ruth VasapoUi hit

Stuart with the inbound pass of the corners

at 23:35 and 26:18 of the first to give

UMass a commanding 3-0 lead that it car-

ried into halftime.

With UMass gaining a 4 lead at the

beginning of the first half when VasapoUi,

assisted by co-captain Pam Bustin, scored.

Hixon started to empty her bench.

Junior Mara Frattasio, coming off the

pine, beat Murray at 23:35 of the second

half to give UMass a 5-0 lead. Senior Kathy

Derwin assisted on the play.

Junior midfielder Bernadette Martel

scored the next two goals of the game, her

second and third, at 27:07 and 27:43. Der-

win assisted on Martel's second goal to give

UMass a 7 lead.

Frattasio finished things up for the

Minutewomen by scoring at 34:05 to give

UMass a 8-0 lead, its highest output in

goals of the season.

Tomorrow's battle with New Hampshire

should be an interesting game for the

Minutewomen. Last season UMass played

the Wildcats in the opening game of the

NCAA playoffs at New Hampshire, where

the Wildcats had not lost a game in 1987

and edged UNH 1-0 in front to advance to

the regional championships and eventual

ly the Final Four.

"You just have to take each team as they

come." Hixon said. "And we'll have to play

well down the stretch. We have to continue

to be aggressive and excited about playing,

regardless ofwho our opponents are. They

have to be faceless kind of people."

volleyball to host A-IO matches

continued from page 24

Last year, WVU crushed the

Minutewomen in West Virginia, but Ford

said she doesn't know what to expect from

the Lady Mountaineers.

"I really haven't received anything on

them. We just have to play our game. Juliet

(Primer) has to attack out of the middle.

Barbara Meehan has to attack out of the

middle, and we have to put up a strong

block. " Ford said. 'We have to attack up

the middle first, if we're not going to do

that, we'll have a difficult time beating

them."
That strategy will be repeated against

Duquesne the following day. Ford said.

"We won't do anything different,"

against the Duchesses, who were 2-6 before

this week. Ford said.

"I don't want to take them lightly either.

I'm looking foward to this weekend, Du-

quesne is a good, young team."

This weekend's games mark the half-way

point of the volleyball season, and thus far.

the 11-2 Minutewomen have met all

expectations.

"Given our schedule and personnel on

the team, we've done what we should have

done. We've beaten the teams we should

have beaten and we've had some great com-

ebacks," Ford said. "I'm a little disap

pointed in the way we played against

George Washington and Penn State."

"I want to see more improvement. I don't

want to wait until the end of the season and

say 'it's all coming together,' I want to see

it now."
Experience and balance have been the

keys in the first half of the season for

UMass.
"We really need everyone to play well to

win matches. If someone has an off-day, it

will be tough to beat the good teams, " Ford

^aid.

"It could be a real special season for the

seniors if they work hard."

rAl Amplicon Financial

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN

Financial Marketing
Amplicon Financial is an innovative marketing and commercial finance organi-

zation dedicated to meeting the demands of the nation's leading companies for

high technology equipment By employing an aggressive, well-trained telemar-

keting staff, Amplicon provkjcs customers with a low cost alternative to the typ-

ical tn-person sales preseniatk>n.

As an account executive with Amplicon, you will prospect new accounts from

our established lead sources. You will be i>egotiating lease terms, corKiitions,

and economics with financial officers of corporations located throughout the

United States.

To qualify you need to demonstrate that you arc a hard working individual, an

outstanding University graduate, financially motivated, and career oriented.

We offer a comprehensive training program covering all aspects of the leasing

industry, including tax and accounting regulations, coniraa riegotiaiion, pricing,

high technology product training and sales techniques.

Compensation is salaried during three months training period, and thereafter,

$22,500/year plus commisswn. First year's expected cartungs: $35,00O-plus.

For more information contact your CoUcgeAJniversity Career Placement Center

or send your current rcsum^ to the address below.

AxnpUcon Financial

2020 East First Street, Suite 401

Santa Ana, California 92705

Attn: Human Resources Department

C714) 834-0525

ONLY SERIOUS INQUIRIES PUEASE.

Men's soccer to host

Northeastern tomorrow
Minutemen try to rebound from tough loss

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts seniors

Mike McCormick, Bret Blanton, Mike

Mugavero and Sam Ginzburg will be

making their final home appearances

when the UMass men's soccer team plays

host to the Northeastern Huskies tomor-

row morning at 11 a.m. on Upper Boyden

tundra. Northeastern picked a good

weekend to visit Amherst, as the

Minutemen are coming off Wednesday's

emotionally draining effort against rival

University of Connecticut.

The 2-0 defeat was UMass' sixth of the

season (against seven wins) and perhaps

their most painful; shaky defensive play

in the second half contributed to both

goals, and cost UMass any chance of pull

ing off an upset.

"1 feel like we found ourselves as a team

(against UConn)," said UMass coach Jeff

Gettler. "Excluding the two mistakes, the

kind of committment, mentality that we

did ... 1 found out a lot of things about

this team that 1 was happy to find out

about."

The mistakes, however, are hard to

forget, and the emotional drain of prepar-

ing and playing UConn may show its toll

tomorrow. How can the Minutemen

recover in time to face Northeastern?

"In past years, we've always seemed to

trip over the UConn game," said Gettler.

"the game after UConn we usually don't

play well ... we can't let that happen."

Northeastern will bring a 2-5 record to

foliage country, having most recently en-

dured a pair of overtime defeats to the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and Bryant College. In their sixth season

of intercollegiate play since restoring the

program from a club to a varsity sport, the

Huskies have apparently found their

coach of the future in Keith Cammidge,

now in his second year.

"They were horrible," Gettler said,

"they're a much better team (under Cam
midge), they're much better organized."

Sophmore Joe Belenardo leads the team

offense with six goals scored, and ag-

gressive veteran goalkeeper Rich Cardone

("he's a wildman" said Gettler) is capable

of turning in a spectacular day's work.

The Minutemen are looking to finish

out the season on the road to recovery,

and re-establish themselves on Boyden

following the UConn "aberration" (Get-

tler's words), where they have posted a 6-2

record this season.

"My job is to make this team realize

their" potential." said Gettler. "They're

just starting to do that, UConn was just

a glimmer, in amongst the loss there were

some real bright spots. We've got a lot of

stuff we can still accomplish this season."

Free Kicks: UMass's Steve Cesnek

ranks second in the Atlantic 10 overall

scoring standings.

Other UMass sports in action
With Homecoming weekend comes a full

schedule for sports teams at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.

This afternoon, the men's tennis team

takes to Boyden Courts at 3 p.m. to face

Clark University.

Also, tonight, the UMass men's water

polo team hits the water for its first and

only local appearance of the season in the

Aniherst/UMass Tournament. Because

UMass doesn't have a regulation facility,

UMass has to play any home meets at

Amherst.
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FIVE CENTS

\0cmi*J^ en tK« l<^ fleer ef iU*. SiuA*f%\ {inien (f>^*\

Sundays
at NEW ENGLAND*

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
served 9am- 1 pm

LI Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

n Homemade streusel

coffee cake

n Fresh squeezed juices F 1 Eggs Benedict - The

best in the Valley ( i Griddle cakes

(1) Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a (ew of

the special items on
our new menu.

St-r\ inn our full

menu 1 1: Warn "^Jprn

University Drive

Amherst I
1 549-5861 "P^W

m women s soccer
continued from page 24

The goaltending duties have been split

by senior Anne Sherow and sophomore
Merridee Proost. Each have allowed three

goals on the season, and Proost has four

shutouts while Sherow has posted two.

The home advantage looms large in this

one. Not only is it a matter of UMass be-

ing on the road, but playing in a place that

would put the Boston Garden mystique to

.shame. The Tarheels have never lost a
game at home.

B\it seeing what his old team was able

to do, Rudy has a good feeling about tomor-

row's game.

"I like our chances of beating Carolina,"

Rudy said.

But North Carolina isn't the only focus.

The Minutewomen must come right out of

Chapel Hill, no matter the result, and at-

tack North Carolina State on Sunday. The
Wolfpack has proven that they are on a

level with their intrastate rivals, through

a 1-1 tie on Sept. 20, and deserving of their

second ranking.

N.C. State, coached by Larry Gross, has

the North Carolina game and a tie against

George Mason in the final game of the re-

cent Waggs Tournament as the only

smudges on its 13-0-2 season record. The
Pack won the George Mason game in over-

time on penalty kicks, but only to decide

the tourney champ. The game goes down
as a tie in the NCAA record book.

Rudy had a chance to scout N.C. State at

the Waggs Tourney, and came away
impressed.

"They're tough and fast, and they have

three tough front-runners who are vicious

hitters. They just stick it in," Rudy said.

He cited that opposing goalies often go in-

to shock after facing a shot off the rocket-

launching legs of the Wolfpack forwards.

This should be a good challenge for UMass
goalie Carla DeSantis, who has allowed

just two goals in 10 games this year.

The big guns up front are a pair of im-

ports from the Great White North.

Sophomore forwards Charmane Hooper

and Fabienne Gareau both hail from

Canada, where they were both members of

that country's national team. Hooper leads

the Pack with 10 goals and seven assists,

with Gareau right behind with nine goals

and six assists. Also capable of lighting it

up is senior forward Debbie Liske, with

seven goals and four assists.

Collrgian phuto by Andrrw KisI

Sue Montagne (8) and the women's soccer team will bump heads with the top two teams

in the nation when they travel to North Carolina this weekend.

(five trips to the Final Four — all forBut it doesn't end with the forwards.

Rudy says that the Wolfpack also has a de-

cent midfield and a very young backfield.

naught), would like to take its turn at the

top. A good showing would at least certify

them as one of the best in the land.

Needless to say, it's a test. UMass, which

has played the bridesmaid in the North

Carolina wedding far too much in the past

"We need to break down the North

Carolina attack, and take away the things

that they like to do." Rudy said. "But it's

going to take the best effort out of everyone

to do it. We know that we can play."

Now they want to prove that to the rest

of the world.

AUTO FOR SALE -CALCUIATORS
a<TERTAINM&<T • FOR RENT

FOR SAtE* FOUND
HELP WANTH)* LOST

if-
ii CLASSIFIED
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COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC U3 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FR|.2:30 » DEADUNE 2 PAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

INSrnuCTXDN • MCTOPCUClfS
PERSONALS -flCE WANTED
90ERS NES5ED -SERVCES

flOOMATE WANTED • TOAVa
WANTED •SUBLET

CASH IN ADVANCE, 20C/WORO/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

197» VW RABMT am/tm, fuel injection

30mpg. good Ur»t. 8«ec condition, even-

ings 549-2925 on campus, $900

UMASS JUOOLINO CLUB wiK meet today

3-6pm, in Campus Center 803 805-B09
Come learn lo |uggle or imporve with us

PUMKINSI THETA CMI IS havino their an-

nual Punnkin Sale Men Oct 28 S2-5 M.

$5-20 L

BIKE INTO SHAPE while helping to find a

Cure lof Cystic Fibrosis, sign up Oct 14. 18.

19. 20 in Concourse

IMOCMCVVMONZAZTkmi Good condi-

tion auto, am/tm A/C $750 549-1377

1970 MUtTANO COUPE. Excellent

condition-mechanicallv sound' Great body.

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546 4908

weeknights-Jen.

CHILD CARE NEEDED

FOUND: JACKET AT Barsie s on Sunday

night Oct 9. Call 253-3087

LOTS or PRESCRIPTION •yeylasaWat
summer NSP Come to 64 Bartlett Hall

BURGANOV CANT FRAMES m black

leather case Lost appro« 9/19 $25 reward

It returned CaH Duke • 2S3-9032

MOTORCYCLES

ATTENTiON FOR iSOO down and
83 05/mnth you can own a 1988 Kawasaki

EX500 with 2700 miles 2 Shoet helmets

worth $450 are tree Call Mike 549-5189

1983 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet

cover snieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

HEY CARMENim 5 you' 19lh t>.rthday" So
get payched for tonight" Have a wonderful

birthday' Te quefemos un monton-Vilmane

y Frankie

ATTENTION LAURA NK»TRA: So it s a

bit late lor your B Day forget tt»al accoun-

ting test that bummed you out' I still k>ve

Ci-The kirt)ster (OK. so now who do you
lor'")

OLDER STUDENT TO TAKE OVER room

in house in quiet neighbo'hooa Available

^4ov 1 256-0677

FEtlZ CUMPLEANOS CARMELAI
Cannes. Tara. Suzanne. Melissa. Becca.

Hayley

HONORS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
dance Saturday. October 15 9pm lam Fiek)

Main Lounge

VOLLEYBALL. BADMINTON. BASKET-
BALL! Come )Oin international students

association lor sports activities every friday

•t 6 00pm in Boyden Gym

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK for boys

ages 3 and 1 $4.50/hour Near Leverett

center 10 mm lot UMASS Child Ed ma-

)or would be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

BAHA'I CLUB MEETING tonight in Cam
pus Center at 6 30 All NonBaha'is are

welconrw to attend and ask questions

^AREERSTlTAbVERTISiNG
Don t miss this' Speakers from 2 top Boston

ad agencies-Campus Center 804 10n8.

8pm. everyone welcome.

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE^ Over 700 CDs
Great Sound' All occasions 549-1421

PERSONALS

SAMMY'S Afib ALPHTCHIs-
Yibba Dabba Oooot Get peychedl

AX> ONLY (DAYS LEFT!

CASS. WE DIDN'T FORGET YOU- happy
21' Love your roomies

JOHN P. MULLEN is 21 on Sunday. Hap-

py birthday Jr I promise we will do tf>e farm

museum in May Have a great birthday

LoveK

NSA FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEO FRANTIC
7 00pm Newman Center Front Lounge
FREE

FREE ADVERTiSING ON BI-WEEKLY
calander lor RSO and ASO More inio Call

BOG at 545-0198 or come by 817CC

EARN $40-$60/bAY working to reduce toi

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water safe' Call Chns at 256*434

YOU bON^ HAVE TO take part in dissec

tion it Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Tnurs 4pm SU306

"APARTMENTS AVAILABLE'

'

SPACIOUS ~2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of country land Ample off street park-

ing and free bus service to UMass and
shopping areas Call 665-3856

FOR A 0000 TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISClartERTAINMENT. DiSC-

jockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organiiations 256-8526

FOR RENT

FROGE REN-TALS call R4P 253-9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

AMP ROLAND JC120 lOOw' $400 firm

Great condition 584-9955 Ask lor Bill

BEARS TICkETS OCT 30 vs Patriots in

Foxboro We need cash quick, Dave or TJ

6-6438 Best offer

ROSS 10 SPEED Excellent cond $75

Large sige fridge exc cond $100. two snow

tires 12 inch brand new $40/pair 5490047

AUTO FOR SALE

TTTOVbTA COROLLA- good^ndition
dependable $550 Call Pierre 545-2569

1977 BUKK LESABRE, automatic. V8. ex

cellent condition, no rust, runs great $850
549-4928 or 549-3640 alter 5pm

S3 FORD ESCORT 85,000 miles. 4 speed

excellent condition $l900/negotiable

549-7 193 evenings

BUREAU $50.00 Student desk $65 00

Book case $60 00 Electric typevuriter $50 00

1-413-367 2698

MOVING. SELLING EVERYTHING:
Tables, chairs, sola, cotor TV. bed and

more call 549-7193 evenings

DORM-SIZE REFRIDGEHATOR Large

cheap' Call 256-0924

VAMAHA SRX 2S0 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500, includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

PIONEER^/U. STTWEOcassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021.

•1 TOYOTA COROLLA excellent condi

lion, low mileage, am/lm cass .
air, 5 spd.

256-0969 evenings
FOUND

RENAULT LECAR lor parts $20WB O Call

Brano 545-4762 or 253-9237

FOUND: LARGE ORANGE CAT, on 10/1

1

Call 546-5421 lo identify

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNlfljiRE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Oa/rin We deliver.

HELP WANTED

DIRECT CARE STAFF NEEDED m Nor-

thampton. Greenfield. Springfield areas

Work with MR and MH individuals $7 21

to$7 71p/hr 781-0783
SHARILVN, HAPPY 21sll Finalty' Well

ON CAMPUS TRAVEL REPHESEN- party Calif style' Love Becky
TATTVE or organization neoded lo prorrxMe

Spring Break trip to Florida Earn money • DREW COMEAU " CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE new
free trips and valuable work experience • Happy 2lst neighbor"

[ p^,, qi ph, Mu - Kim, Linda, Kelly, Came
Call Inter-Campus programs • You're still a supert)ero ' mj Lisa too' We kjve you guys'- The
1-800-433-7747 * in our eyes - even if you ' Sisters of Phi Mu

• can't crack an egg" Good '

|10-$20/HR luck in tomorrows game' Love HOLLOWEEN Pike's pumkin grams Have
Demonstrators & surveyors • the girls next door ' g pumpkin from the great pumkin patch

set your own hrs -5-20/wk Your area' No delivered lor yourself or someone special

selling tun ft current Call Jell SOT AND OUI Get psyched for a great Come down to the campus center and
203-745-9823 night' Homecoming will be the best eve-' q,^, , ^gy

COMPANION/HELPER/QRADUATE- PHnwiT^ELTA: Get psyched lor HEY OOOBERt Here's your first personal

STUDENT personable senior lady seeks Homecoming with 2 time reigning ^gy, , happy 20th Love Booger
responsible and caring live-m, Amherst champsi The Sisters ol TrI-Slgma,

town center Flexible free time and in- DOPEY: YOU AREN'T so dopey Thanx for

dependence, own room and kitchen TO THE MAN WHO was wearing a white 3 gjgg, weekend I love you -Ashley

priviledges, etc Light housekeeping and sweater sinmg m the health services

shopping, needs drivers license and pharmacy-'l would like to meet you-l was HAPPY BIRTHDAY RON Have a lun

relerences (Prefer non-smoker) Write with weanng a k>ng denim skirt and a black coat weekend Love always, Oianne
telephone number to PC Box Respornl here

840/Amhersl, MA 01004-O840 Interviews ^ _ _. CHRIS ROY: Spoon left fish n chips

starting 10/10 SK3MA KAPPA- One more week until it s ^eart of my heart Thanx for Ihe

_ hay-lime" memories and sorry about the

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round i— misunderstanding Sometimes you only hurt

Europe. S Amer , Australia. Asia All fields HEY ALPHA TAU GAMMA and Sigma ,^ people who means Ihe most lo you
$900 $1200 mo Sightseeing Free mlo Kapppa let s all gel psyched lor a great .mqk
Write IJC, PO Box 52 - MA01 Corona Del homecoming"
Mar CA 92625 WE MAY BE LATE BUT we re worth the

^ BILLY O, HAPPY would-be" anniversary wait' Tn Sigma Open Rush Oct 17,18,19
this weekend Same time, same piece this po, ^ore informaHon. CaH 54M003

KLUBKAVE year? (Where were we?) Love Ann

POWERFUL. RELIABLE MUSIC and MIKE DZIURA your sisier is kx*ing foTyou REWARD
lighting svstem for many occasions Call Heather at 546-6171

Klubkave DJ Services 546-6518 _ __ ^ _^
^ SPIKE-(M*e) You deserve the greatest bir • pQ^ INFORMATION LEADING TO •

Ihday o* all' You are simply amazing' Much . ,(,9 return ol a personal license plate
*

LOST love, from all the women at UMass • Rick" stolen Irom behind the SUB "

-- - • Please notify RicK at Ihe SUB alter 5
UNKNOWN FLIRT: I want to know more •

,, ^^ ^p^w where the plate can be *

LOST- 10/5 orange and white cat vicinity about you -send another little note • iQund or if you wish 10 return it The *

ol Ml Pleasant St Please call We miss him • pjai, cannot be replaced or reissued
*

545 2892 ask tor Tracey or leave message MARGARET I DON'T MINOall your sharp . Thanks R«k
thorns if you are truely Ihe rose' Happy 4'^ •

CITIZEN WATCH IN library on 10/5 sen- pack mule
timental value Reward no questions ^^i.- a .«,; _ ..

549-M05 HELPII I NEEDypur Comm 160 nowa and ROOMMATE WANTED
exams from Prof Rieds class. I will pay ^ZZ

HELPI GREY LEATHER COAT with you'! Call Michelle 549-7622 SHAK iBfTipr^nw '6(mn[own N
shoulder patches Fri 9/30 Sentimental .uVl^nhVarKiSSTpi ,1 hinhdav Mav it ^»'^P *250 plus ulilrties Call 585-0962
value' $Rew.rd$ 665-2218 Dave. ^S^^.S^^^^'^^^^'Z: Leave

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to sliare a

one bedroom Cliflwde apt w/an easy going

senior II interested pleaee cett Beth at

665-4550

SUSLET

2 BDRM AT. IN Sunderland Cheaper than

renting Call Bill after 5 665-2425

TRACY LEW

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
I love you and miss being your roommate
To many n>ore years as great friends

(maytie including more visiting pnvledges)

-Michal

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. One
student/teacher five hours daily, lamily liv-

ing excursions, seminars CXtBoi 11264

Mihwaukee, Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 11-13 Call 549-1949

TYPING

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 253-WORD

NO TYPING AS USUAL, highest qualify

typing Call Barry. 548-9436 Reliable

ACCURATE PRbF^SibNALlvpi^on
word processor with speScheck - ANYTIME'

Carolyn 253-5667

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive

rates, decent location 253-5202

WANTED

HELPlTneed Soc 103 (Hums) noies will

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM Jan to Sept on

2 bdrm Apt on Mam St Prefer grad

students or Prol people Call 256-8040
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SPORTS

Soccer
to battle
the best

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

This weekend may be Homecoming, but there's a good

reason the University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team can be excused from participating in the festivities.

The Minutewomen have some very important business

to tend to. It's not often that a team is presented an op-

portunity to play the only teams in the entire country

who can boast of being better, all in the span of 24 hours.

UMass leaves today for North Carolina, where it will

prepare to face the nation's top-ranked team, the Univer-

sity of North Carolina, tomorrow at 1 p.m in Chapel Hill.

Sunday, it's on to Raleigh where No. 2 North Carolina

State will be waiting.

Short of a potential Final Four trip, this is the biggest

weekend of the year for the Minutewomen.
"This is the biggest weekend I've ever had," says coach

Jim Rudy. "I haven't had anything like this since 1981."

Then. Rudy's Central Florida team played in a tourna-

ment against the seventh-, fourth-, second- and first-

ranked teams on consecutive days.

But that was postseason. This weekend was planned

long ago, and the scenario couldn't be drawn up any bet-

ter now than it was then.

In North Carolina, the Minutewomen will have an op-

ponent that has dominated the national women's soccer

scene for some time. The Lady Tarheels have won five

of the last six national titles, including last year, when
they knocked off UMass, 1-0, in the final game at War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

There isn't as much at stake this time around. UMass
has a golden chance to push itself to the top of the charts,

and Rudy feels that North Carolina is more vulnerable

now than last season.

"I don't think [they're as good as last year)," Rudy said.

"They're good, but they can be beaten."

Or at least tied. Rudy's fbrmer squad at Central Florida

proved that on Sunday, a game in which they led before

the Tarheels fought back to gain the deadlock. That was
proof enough to Rudy that North Carolina is not

invincible.

But they are number one. The Tarheels are 10-0-2 on
the sea.son, also fit to be tied by North Carolina State.

Coach Anson Dorrance lost just three players to gradua-
tion from la.st year's winners, so nearly the full nucleus
of a big winner returns.

Leading the Tarheels is junior midfielder Shannon Hig-

gins. who has seven goals and 1 1 assists. Senior forward
Wendy Gebauer. last year's leading scorer, follows with

seven goals and five assists.

continued on page 23

Minutemen ready to tackle UConn
iDrilinucil front front cover

There is plenty of incentive for both teams considering

UMass is tied with Villanova for the conference lead at

3-0 The Huskies are 3-2 overall, and 1-2 in the conference.

There are not a lot of people, including UMass players,

who would have ventured to say the Minutemen would

be in this position at this point in the season.

"When the season began, we didn't know how things

would be," UMass head coach Jim Reid said. "We had no

identity. But I knew we had a good group and I knew it

was going to be fun for Jim Reid and his staff."

The fun has continued all season, but only because of

the serious attitude the team has taken.

"I disciplined three players very early in the season

because we had a rule about players not driving their cars

to night meetings," Reid said. "Three players did, and

they had to run the Stadium steps 10 times. The entire

team ran them. They felt the players legitimately

misunderstood and they stuck with them. It all depends

on the group you have."

This season, the Minutemen have a group that doesn't

dump off responsibility. For the first three games, the

young defense was porous and the offense took up the

slack, establishing itself as the fourth-highest scoring

team in the nation (35.4 points per game).

But during the last two games, the offense hasn't been

as powerful and the defense has carried the team.

If both units are at their peak in the same week, some
team may be sorry. Yet that may be what's needed

tomorrow.
"We'll have to play error-free football to win," Reid said.

UConn is led by sophomore quarterback Matt DeGen-
naro, who has completed 61.7 percent of his passes

(100-of 162), for 1099 yards, 7 touchdowns, and 7

interceptions.

But £)eGennaro pulled a muscle in his rib cage area last

Saturday and may not be able to play this week.

DeGennaro's main target is wide receiver Glenn An-

trum, who is third in the nation in receiving (34 catches

for 556 yards and 4 touchdowns).

The Huskies also have a pair of very capable running

backs in Jeff Gallaher and George Boothe.

Defensively, "they have excellent defensive backs and
they're aggressive up front. I know (UConn coach] Tom
Jackson was concerned about his defensive line earlier

this season. But if I were coaching them. I'd be happy at

this point."

But it is doubtful Reid would trade the defenders he has

now. In the last six quarters, they have allowed 7 points.

Last week against Rhode Island, UMass recovered 7

fumbles. The week before against Boston University, the

defense tipped 18 passes.

Offensively, the Minutemen are led by senior quarter-

back Dave Palazzi, who earlier this season broke the

UMass career records for completions (now 335) and total

offense (now 5260).

Palazzi has completed 70 of 137 passes for 1033 yards,

9 touchdowns and 8 interceptions. Four of the intercep-

nporti InfurmiMiun photo

Mike Tobin (83) and the Minutemen hope to

run past UConn tomorrow at Alumni Stadium.

tions came last week in the rain at Rhode Island.

Tailback Kevin Smellie is the leading rusher with 407

yards and 3 touchdowns, and split end Chip Mitchell

averages 18.3 yards a catch and has scored 4 times.

But according to Reid, it's not the talent, but the at-

titude, that makes this team successful.

"People like Bill Buttler. Nick Salmon and John

McKeown have stepped forward and aren't afraid to take

accountability for the team," Reid said. "And the young
people are doing their job."

The combination has answered every question that's

been thrown at the UMass football team so far this season.

Extra points: The last time UMass was 4-1 was 1986,

in Reid's first year as head coach. That team also won its

fifth game and finished the season at 8-3 and with a one-

third share of the Yankee Conference title. Do the 1988

Minutemen remind Reid of his rookie year?

"You can't compare," Reid said. "They did it and we
haven't yet."

The last time UMa.ss was 3-0 in the conference was 1979.

. . Since the series began in 1897. the Minutemen hold

a 31-25-2 advantage. . . The Huskies have won the last

two meetings.

Offensive outburst keys
8-0 win for field hockey
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The wind was blowing and it was cold

enough to be wearing gloves and winter

coats yesterday at Totman Field. But for

the University of Mas.sachusetts' field

hockey team, yesterday's game with Fair-

field University was like a day in the hot

summer sun.

The Minutewomen coasted to a 8-0

shellacking of the Stags en route to their

11th win of the season. UMass, ranked No.

3 in the country by the NCAA, is now
11-1-1. Fairfield drops to 1-8.

UMass will play another game at home
tomorrow it does battle with the Universi-

ty of New Hampshire at 12 p.m.

The Minutewomen knew they were

heavy, heavy favorites to win yesterday's

flame coming in. The Stags had only scored

three goals in eight games against a very

weak Division I schedule. Its lone win was
over the University of Lowell.

For UMass, yesterday's game was a time
to try knew things, experiment with new
plays, and make personal statistics look

good.

But it was also a break that the

Minutewomen needed at this point in the

season after playing a majority of their

schedule against teams that have been
ranked in the Top 20 of the nation at one
time or another during the season.

"It was what we wanted," UMass coach
Pam Hixon said. "We wanted some com-
petition other than practice. We're at the

halfway point. Now its time for us to get

a little enthusiasm back, get the fire back."

Competition? The enthusiasm and fire

certainly was there but the scjuts from
Lontinued on page 22

Recruit commits to UMass
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The recruiting situation

continues to go well for the

University of

Massachusetts men's
basketball team, as

another blue-chip prospect

has made a verbal commit-

ment to attend UMass in

the fall of 1989.

Tony Barbee, a 6-foot-6

forward/guard, of In-

dianapolis' North Central

High School has told the

Minutemen that he will at-

tend the University next

year.

"He has committed." to

go to UMass, Barbee's

high school coach. Steve
Coffman said yesterday in

a phone interview.

First-year UMass head
coach John Calipari said

he could neither confirm or

deny the report.

Calipari did say, "We
have been recruiting him
for three years now."
"All I can say is that

recruiting [in general] is

going O.K" he said.

According to a story in

the Springfield Union-
News, Barbee has been
considered by some to be a
"Big Ten caliber player"
and has chosen UMass
over other schools such as

Purdue and Kentucky.
Coffman said Barbee is a

better small forward but

can easily fit into a big

guard position.

"He'll make a very good
adjustment. He won't have
any problems," Coffman
said.

If Barbee signs a letter of

intent, which he is ex-

pected to do Oct. 28 or 29,

he will join Calipari's
other top recruits, Jim
McCoy, a 6-3 guard from
Pittsburgh, and Keith
Harris, a 6-6 transfer from
Kansas University, and
Anton Brown, a 6-2 guard
from Columbia, S.C.

Volleyball hosts a pair

I ullrKiiiii photo b> Richitrtl BotiHnno

The UMass field hockey team beat Fairfield yesterday and will battle

New Hampshire tomorrow.

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Finally, for the first time in three

weekends, the University of Mas.sachusetts

volleyball team will be at home. It gives

Homecoming a whole different meaning,
right?

The Minutewomen will entertain West
Virginia University tonight at 7 p.m. in

Totman Gymnasium and then play Du-
quesne University on Saturday, also at 7

p.m. in Totman.
UMass has a 6-2 record in those weekend

games but the wear and tear of the road
is beginning to take its toll.

"It will be nice to finally be home. I

realize they (the players] have a lot of work,
and I understand that," UMass coach Carol

Ford said.

Being at home has its disadvantages.

WVU and Duquesne don't want to be the

perfect guests. Both teams are Atlantic 10

opponents and will be looking to knock off

the Minutewomen who are 1-1 in the

conference.

"I'm looking at this match as a test for

us. We've kind of reached a plateau," Ford

said.

"If [the players) play like they did against

Holy Cross— intensity, we passed well, and
served tough. It shouldn't be any dif-

ferent."

The Lady Mountaineers of WVU have
already beaten some of the top teams in the

country, including the University of

California-Fullerton and Syracuse
University.

continued on page 22
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THE DEFENSE RESTS - UMass football players Steve Brothers (90), Joe CuUen (97) and
Sean Cummings (3) take a breather during Saturday's loss to the University of Connecticut.

See story page 16.

New light system cuts energy waste
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

An unoccupied room. The lights are on. Suddenly they

shut off. Someone walks into the room and the lights come

back on. Why?
The answer is a body-heat sensor that shuts lights off

when a room is empty, and turns them on when someone

walks in.

Diane Jacoby, senior electrical design engineer for the

Physical Plant, said the new system is being installed in

rooms on campus to cut down on energy- wasted when

lights are left on in an unoccupied room.

She said the sensors, which cost about $30 each, are sen-

sitive enough to detect the body heat of even one person

in a room. They are wired directly into the lighting system

of the room in 15 to 20 minutes.

"The idea is to keep lights off when the room is not be-

ing used." Jacoby said. "We've started putting them in

offices and we'll probably start putting them in

classrooms."

"We don't really have figures that say how much this

saves, but we have an intuitive feel that this is going to

save money. It's something we're going to keep on doing

as we have the opportunity and the money, ' she said.

In total, five or six rooms on campus, including one of

fice in Draper Hall and a lab in the Morrill Science Center,

have been wired with the system in the last four months,

she said.

She said the use of the room determines whether the

system is necessary. If a room is in use all day. there would

really be no reason to have the system, she said.

Condom use rises as fears ofAIDS spread
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

The 1950s produced the last generation of men to take

any responsibility for protection during sex, said an ex-

pert in the field of human sexuality in a recent lecture

in the Campus Center.

In 1961. with the legalization of the birth control pill,

the condom was "thrown out, " said Dr. Bernie Zilbergeld,

a clinical psychologist and a guest lecturer from Califor-

nia. "The pill was more convenient and seemed to work

better." he said. "It seemed that every woman in America

was on the pill, so many men simply stopped using con-

doms."
As the fear of AIDS and other sexually transmitted

diseases spreads through the country, men are again star-

ting to use condoms, he said.

Zilbergeld said he tries to make his workshops appeal

to men, but participants are still 90 percent women. He

said he is criticized for putting the burden of safer sex on

women, but "you have to sell to who is buying."

Gretchen KruU. coordinator of the Peer Sex Education

Program at Health Services, said she is finding more men

attending workshops that promote safer sex.

One reason men don't attend workshops, according to

Krull. is that it is harder for men to admit there are things

they dont understand. "A lot of men have been told that

they're supposed to know everything there is about sex-

uality." she said.

Male turnout has a lot to do with how you bill a

workshop. Krull said. Titles such as; "Getting what you

want without the worry." and "How to be a better lover.

"

are geared toward the male student body and result in

a much higher turnout than a workshop which is just

about safer sex or birth control.

For men who are not concerned about safer sex, com-

ments such as, "women these days are really into guys

who are into safer sex. " and 'condoms help keep an erec-

tion." have helped him to convince men to use condoms.

Zilbergeld said.

Another approach is to educate men in groups such as

football teams or fraternities, he said. "Most athletes

listen pretty closely to their coaches, " he said. "Ifyou can

get a coach to endorse safer sex you get their attention."

Krull said workshops in the Greek area are proving

more successful.

Knowledge about safer sex is not enough to assure its

practice, however, and both Krull and Zilbergeld said they

are working to promote better communication between

partners.

Zilbergeld has actually produced a tape of a man and

a woman discussing practicing .safer sex. The tape offers

an actual dialogue and offers many suggestions on how

to approach the subject.

Many books are also available to suggest dialogues

around the subject of safer sex, Krull said.

But, don't wait until you're "hot and heavy" to start

talking, said Zilbergeld. "In the heat of the moment, many

good intentions are pushed aside."

Bringing up safer sex is easier when sex is postponed,

said Zilbergeld. "By the end of the third date most peo

pie going out have had sex."

"We've lost the process of slowly getting into sex," he

said. "When couples get into sex quickly they are likely

to have bad sex. It's also the time when people are least

comfortable with each other and are least likely to pro-

tect themselves."

Krull warned the use of drugs and alcohol also make

it difficult to discuss safer sex. "Alcohol reduces inhibi-

tions," she said. "Those inhibitions are there for a rea.son."

When people use alcohol to cover those inhibitions they

never learn to talk about sex, Krull said. "People should

think of more creative ways to feel comfortable having

sex."

Zibergeld said convincing people to practice safe sex will

be a long, slow process.

"Look at how many years it took for people to realize

that smoking was bad. And look at how many millions

of people still do it," he said.

Cops continue
crackdown
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Amherst police, apparently carrying out a crackdown
promised by Chief Donald Maia last week, arrested at

least 28 people this Homecoming weekend, primarily for

alcohol-related offenses.

Police records for Saturday night were unavailable

yesterday, but the Sunday Republican reported 28 arrests

between Friday night and Saturday afternoon

"It was very busy. " said officer John Chudzik, adding

that many offenders were minors in possession of alcohol,

violators of the open container law. "and one or two

disorderlies."

Chudzik said the weekend was on par with last week,

when ab<jut 60 people were arrested. Police were also busy

breaking up parties after receiving noise complaints, he

said.

Police are also investigating what they described as an

illegal bar operating at a house on North Pleasant Street

rented by University of Massachusetts students. More ar

rests are expected to result from that probe, police said.

Last week, Maia said his department will patrol in full

force each weekend until complaints about alcohol related

incidents drop in number. Maia told the Collegian he was

"sick " of the continued disrespect for the law and the com

plaints he received from townspeople, students, and ""peo-

ple who just want a decent night's sleep."

The UMass Department of Public Safety does not release

information regarding weekend activities until Monday

mornings, and Public Safety Director Arthur Hilson could

not be reached for comment yesterday. But the number

of officers on hand at Saturday's football game against

the University of Connecticut indicated a busy weekend

As UMass alumni flocked to Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium, many were greeted by officers, who informed

them of the new rules on alcohol, asking violators to pour

out their beer.

Alumni interviewed Saturday said they were surpris-

ed to learn how stringent the alcohol rules had become

since they graduated. William Santos, a 1985 graduate

with a degree in industrial engineering, said, "I was

shocked when I was asked to pour my beer on the ground."

Santos, who was visiting from Connecticut, said he no

longer plans to contribute to the Annual Fund, the money

collected by the University from graduates and their

families.

""I'm not going to contribute to this police state." he said.

"The next thing you know, they're going to want to take

our urine samples."

Last spring. Chancellor Joseph Duffey announced a ban

on alcohol at University-sponsored events, effectively en

ding tailgating at sporting events and drinking at out-

door concerts. The announcement was met with one of the

largest University of Massachusetts' student protests in

recent times.

In August, the Board of Trustees approved the ban,

which Duffey called indefinite.

Eric Snoek. who heads the Annual Fund at UMass. said

it is unclear whether the alcohol ban will have an effect

on alumni contributions.

'"It's like anything else on campus. Everyone has a dif

ferent opinion." Snoek said. "For everyone who thinks the

alcohol ban is a problem, there will be someone who thinks

it's a much-needed improvement."

Snoek said it vvnll take at least another semester of look-

ing at overall trends in contributions to determine if the

alcohol ban has any effect.

Schwartz to speak
^ Educational Advisor to (Jovernor Michael S. Dukakis,

Robert Schwartz, will speak from 1 1:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday at Memorial Hall at the University of

Massachusetts.

Schwartz's lecture will be on "Toward Excellence and

Equity: Leadership for Renewal of American Eklucation."

Vice President of the Danforth Foundation Donn

Gres-so and Professor of Health Sciences at Medgar Evers

College Betty Shabazz will be discussants following the

presentation.

Professor Shabazz, widow of Malcolm X, is experienc-

ed in the civil rights movement, and in the effort to pro-

vide equal access to quality education.

Space for the event is limited, for further details call

LASH at 545-2029.
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Battle lines drawn over Ques. 2
BOSTON, (AP) - They carry signs at

street corners and rotaries, in front of town

halls and post offices, along construction

sites and highway overpasses.

They are the "Vote on Question 2" forces

M'fking to pri'-i rv<' the state's prevailing

wage law, and they appear to be

everywhere.

Everywhere, that is, except where it costs

— and possibly counts — the most: on the

airwaves. On radio and television, the pro

ponents of "yes" on Question 2 dominate.

With three weeks left before the Nov. 8

election, the two sides have adopted wide-

ly differing strategies in the battle over

referendum question No. 2, which asks

voters to it peal the prevailing wage law.

The law, passed in 1914, requires state,

county, city and town governments to pay

non union employees the "prevailing" —
usually union rate in the region where they

work.

Contractors, municipal officials and

others pushing to repeal the law are con-

centrating their resources on a judge media

blitz, a $600,000 television campaign that

started over the weekend.

Labor unions that want to keep the law.

on the other hand, are pinning their hopes

on a gras8-r????in parades.

While the "yes" forces will be getting ex-

pensive TV time, the "no" forces hope to

reach as many people at a fraction of the

cost by hand delivering a million pam-

phlets to doorsteps across the state.

"The advantage we've always felt we had

is that we represent people, while our op-

ponents represent corpx)rations," said John

Laughlin, spokesman for the "Vote No"

campaign.

The "yes" forces bristle at the suggestion

that they represent corporations. They

count more than 50 public oflicials, citizens

groups, and small business organizations

in their coalition. But they acknowledge

that they have left grass roots organizing

entirely to their opponents.

"We're prepared to match them in a

media war down the home stretch, but we
know we're not going to be able to match

them as far as organization, and we're not

even going to try," said Stephen Tocco, ex-

ecutive director of the Associated Building

Contractors of Massachusetts.

Tocco said he came to that decision after

last fall's petition drive to get the referen-

dum on the ballot. Although the drive was
successful, people gathering signatures

were haras.sed and sometimes shoved in

many cities, he said.

"This shouldn't become a street fight,

and I'm worried that it could," Tocco said.

"So we made a deliberate decision to pull

back and concentrate on endorsements

from public officials and the media

campaign.

"If people are going to make their deci

sion about a complicated public policy issue

on the basis of a sign or a bumper sticker,

were in trouble. But I don't think they

will."

Each side insi.sts that the other is better

heeled financially, a dispute that is im

possible to sort out because of a recent rul

ing by the state Oft"ice of Campaign and

Political Finance exempting trade unions

from financial reporting requirements.

Tocco said the "yes" forces hope to raise

and spend a total of about $750,000. Even

so, he said he foresees the opposition spen-

ding about three times the money, putting

$1 million to $1.5 million into TV ads

alone.

AF phiito

BARBED WIRE WAIT - A group of elderly Greek Cypriot refugee

women are held up by a United Nations barbed wire barricade

yesterday from marching back to their homes in the Turkish-

occupied part of the island. The sign reads: "Unending struggle till

out return."

Experimental use of new AIDS drug authorized
BOSTON (AP) - Boston City Hospital

has the green light to begin experimental

use of a new variety of the drug AZT on up

to 40 adults it is treating for the disease

AIDS.
The hospital reported that a new $3

million federal program also will allow doc-

tors to use the anti-virus drug AZT for the

first time on its growing case load of

children with the disease.

The experimental variety to be used on

the adults, called dideoxyinosine or ddl. is

believed to be less toxic to the blood

making cells of the bone marrow than AZT.

It may be a big help to recovering drug
addicts as well as other AIDS patients

because it need not be administered every

four hours, as does AZT.
"Ddl is the most promising of the new

anti-viral drugs that may be useful in

treating AIDS patients," said Dr. Howard
Liebman, medical director of the hospital's

AIDS service. "Patients seem to tolerate

the drug well.

"It doesn't cause much suppression of the

blood and it raises the level of immune cells

or T-4 cells."

AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency

syndrome, is a virus ailment that attaches

the body's defense system. It is transmit-

ted chiefly by sexual contact and use of

hypodermic needles and there is no known
cure.

Boston City Hospital said up to 40 adult

patients taking part in trials will be

hospitalized for 16 days to get the new drug

intravenously, then will get the drug oral-

ly for four weeks as outpatients while doc-

tors study the response.

The hospital now is treating 13 children

with AIDS, most of them under 1 year old.

The oldest youngster in treatment is a 3

1/2-year-old child who first had symptoms
two months after birth.

Dr. Stephen Pelton, who will direct the

five-year hospital program, said less than

200 children with AIDS have received

AZT.
He said some youn«?sters being treated at

Children's Hospital and the New England

Medical Center for the disease were only

recently able to begin use of AZT.

Boston City Hospital and Children's

Hospital are among 13 US centers for treat-

ment of pediatric AIDS.

The National Cancer Institute earlier

this month released a study of AZT treat

ment on 36 children with AIDS. It said

there was promise in the response of the

nervous system function, while toxic side

effects were similar by possibly not as

severe as in adult patients.

Earlier, doctors treated children with

AIDS with injections of gamma globulin to

prevent severe bacterial infections and

with drugs to prevent pneumonia.

Pelton's team expects to see about 25

more children each year with AIDS
because of mothers known to be infected

with the virus.

Doctors at Boston City Hospital also are

following 15 children tests show are in-

fected with the AIDS virus, but who have

not shown symptoms of immune system

damage.
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Teddy
bears
offered
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The Amherst police and fire departments
have added a new feature to their cruisers

and ambulances — teddy bears.

The committee for Amherst's Teddy Bear
Rally has given a large number of teddy
bears to the Amherst Fire Department and
the Amherst Police Department. The pro-

ceeds came from Amherst's Sixth Annual
Teddy Bear Rally that was held on
Amherst Town Common Aug. 6.

The bears will be given to children in

traumatic situations, such as injuries, ac-

cidents, and family crises.

Assistant Fire Chief Paul Lalonde
generated the idea of using the stuffed

animals in this manner.
The toys will serve as a communication

tool as well as provide emotional support

for children.

"It's a useful tool if you can't com-
municate with the child for some reason,"

Lalonde said. "It can be used as an in-

termediary."

Lalonde said every fire department's am-
bulance contains two teddy bears which
will be given to a child to comfort them.
"We'll actually give the child a teddy

bear to keep," he said.

Lalonde could not comment on the

response to the idea, since it has only been
in use for four days.

No age limits have been set on whether
or not a person can receive a teddy bear.

That is left to the discretion of the am-
bulance attendant, but Lalonde said

anyone should "feel free to make a request

for a teddy bear if one has not been of-

fered."
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Captain Charles L. Scherpa of the Amherst Police Department, Amherst Fire Chief Victor J. Zumbruski and
Assistant Fire Chief Paul G. Lalonde (L to R) sit with some of the teddy bears that will be given to children

in traumatic situations.

The police department has been given the

same teddy bears as the fire department to

use in their emergencies, according to

Lalonde.

Before a teddy bear is placed in an am-
bulance, all the tags are taken ofT. "We
take all the plastic off, so we don't have any

inappropriate digestion," Lalonde said.

It has not been yet decided whether or not

the fire trucks will carry teddy bears.

"We may or may not put them on the fire

trucks," Lalonde said. "It's a much harsher

environment for a teddy bear to be in."

Lalonde said it is not essential for fire

trucks to carry teddy bears, because if there

is a need for one at a fire, one could be

taken from an ambulance or a police car.

The rally committee, in addition to the

gifts of bears to the police and fire depart-

ments, has also given $4,000 to the

Amherst Rotary Club for its Polio Plus pro-

ject, $3,000 to the Hampshire County
Association for Retarded Citizens, and
$500 to the Advocacy Network.
Plans are now being made for the seventh

Teddy Bear Rally, which will take place

Aug. 5, 1989.

Fadel answers
DA's questions

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association Speaker Robert

Fadel has returned his answers to a series of questions

posed by a member of the Hampshire County District

Attorney's Office.

These questions were posed to determine if the SGA
is a governmental body as defined by state law and must

follow the Massachusetts open-meeting law.

Fadel moved the Sept. 8 meeting of the SGA Coor

dinating Committee into executive session, apparently

to discuss misuse of student monies by then-chairman

of the SGA Budgets Committee Gil Penchina. The move
into executive session barred all non-members of the com-

mittee from the meeting. No minutes were taken for the

meeting, according to Fadel.

Steve Samolewicz, director of public rights for the

district attorney's office, would not reveal the actual

questions. He said that since they are part of an ongo

ing investigation they are not yet public documents.

He said the questions concerned how the SGA gets and

spends money, and how members of the SGA are elected.

He said that from these answers he would be able to

determine whether the SGA is a governmental body as

defined by state law.

Samolewicz said he might be able to issue a letter of

opinion on the matter as early as the end of this week.

Collegian Editor in Chief Pedro Pereira has asked the

district attorney's office to investigate Fadel's actions

to see if they were a violation of the open-meeting law.

"I asked for the investigation to find out if the law was

broken, and if it was, what we can do to learn what went

on and to prevent similar situations in the future," said

Pereira.

"The SGA is handling $L8 million of student money."

Pereira said. "I want it to be absolutely clear whether

the SGA is indeed a governmental body under the law."

Fadel has refused to comment on the matter until the

investigation is complete.

Samolewicz has said that if the SGA is a governmen-

tal body as defined by the state, and they did in fact il

legally move into executive session, they may have to

go back and do What they did in the closed meeting again

in open session.

The deadline Siimolewicz set for Fadel to reply was last

Friday.

Fadel said he delivered the answers to the questions

to Samolewic/.'s ofTice on Friday.

Child care top priority for CAG
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

While the Undergraduate Student Senate was holding

elections last week, the Commuter Area Government was

also holding elections for its governing board, which

represents the interests of ofT-campus students.

"What I'd like to see is the CAG become more of an ad-

vocacy body for off-campus issues," said CAG President

Jay Festa.

Helping undergraduates pay for child care is the top con-

cern of the 14-member board, Festa said. A system has

been established that pays part of an undergraduate

parent's child care costs.

Festa said child care costs run from $2,000 to $3,000

a year per child. "It's a major drain because child care

isn't considered one of the expenses of college," he said.

The undergraduate parent must use a licensed child-care

facility and apply for aid to a committee composed of

Festa, four other undergraduates and an advisor from the

financial aid office. This committee decides how much
money is given to each applicant. Each parent may receive

a maximum of $750.

Another project the CAG governing board is currently

working on is forming tenant organizations from the ma-

jor housing complexes. These groups would be similar to

neighborhood organizations found in large cities.

"If all the tenants got together in the housing complexes

it would be something like a union," Festa said. He said

this would give them a stronger voice in the community.

Festa said the board would also like to see renovation

of the Commuter Area Lounge, more usage of the Amherst

rent-review board by commuter students, and greater in-

volvement of the governing board with the UMass Tran-

sit Advi.sory Board, which makes recommendations to the

busing .system.

The CAG Governing Board is composed of the president,

co-Vice Presidents Jack Cahill and Jenn MacNeish,

Treasurer Keri Rogers and the 14 members who were

elected last Tuesday. They are: Cheryl Hagar, Stephen

Kurina, Pamela Magoun, Brian Darling, Karen
Flanagan. Jennifer Powers, Mary Rita Kropp. Michael

Greiner, Robb Smith, Michael Salat, Liz Hart, Brian

Crawford and Jamie O'Halloran. There was a four-way

for the 14th spot. Festa said he will choose one of the four

for the seat.

For Your
The FYI section is a public service announcement to the

campus and community. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee that all submissions will be published.

Lecture
Eleanor Smeal, former president of the National

Organization for Women and founder and current founder

and president of the Fund for the Feminist Majority is

scheduled to speak at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Student

Union Ballroom. The topic of the speach is the importance

of women being elected to public office.

Open house
All members of the campus and community are invited

to an open house at the Everywoman's Center from 4 to

6 p.m. tomorrow. The open house will be held in Wilder

Hall, which is behind the Morrill Science Center. For more

information call 545-0883.

Rally
The University of Massachusetts Rainforest Action

Group is sponsoring a rally from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. to-

day at Burger King in Hadley. The group claims the

restaurant chain gets their beef from destroyed tropical

rainfore.sts.

Lecture
Dr. Chong-Sik Lee, a University of Pennsylvania

political science professor, is scheduled to speak at 8 p.m.

tonight in room 163C' of the Campus Center. The topic

of the di.scussion is how the recent .student movement and

Information
Olympics affect the prospects for reunifying Korea. The

lecture is sponsored by the Office of Third World Affairs,

the Graduate Student Senate, and the Third World

Caucus.

World Food Day
African food security will be the focus of two events in

the Five-College area today. World Food Day. From noon

to 3 p.m. at Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire Col-

lege all are invited to an "electronic town meeting" on

this topic. This will be done though telephones. At 8 p.m.

in Bartlett Auditorium at UMass Randall Robinson, direc-

tor of the Washington-based TransAfrica Institute, and

Prexy Nesbitt, director of the Chicago-based Mozambique
Support Network, will address the public on the topic of

war and hunger in southern Africa.

Internship Meeting
Representatives of the Legal Services Center and the

University Internship Program are scheduled to speak

from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in room 805 of the Cam-

pus Center. The topic of the meeting is the legal assis-

tant internships offered at the LSC and how to apply for

one for the spring semester.

Bird Lecture
Bird photographer Roger Everett is scheduled to speak

at 7:30 tonight at the Hitchcock ttiiter in Amherst. His

topic is the birds of Cape Cod.
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

permanent staff

Civar

reporters as interns or
members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-
ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Challenge program suffers
under cuts in funding
BY JOSEPH L. HILL
Collegian Staff

The Challenge Program is an innovative
project that links the University to seven
high schools throughout Massachusetts.
"It's basic goal is to recruit and support
minority students, " said Director of Admis-
sions Timm Rinehart. It assists high school

students who have demonstrated academic
aptitude, but because of such limiting fac-

tors as income, may not have anticipated

attending post-secondary institutions.

Two key features of the program are
guaranteed admissions to the University
for students who have successfully com-
pleted the Challenge program, and a four-

year tuition scholarship awarded to one
outstanding Challenge graduate from each
of the seven high schools served by the
program.

The Challenge program is now threaten-

ed with the possibility of operating under
very limiting conditions. Last year, the

State Board of Regents informed the

University that seventy-nine thousand
dollars in state funds have been earmark-
ed for program use for fiscal year 1988-1989
- provided the request was honored in the

Legislature. Approximately one month
later the University was informed all state

funding for the program had been wiped
out. The "Legislature took back three of

four million" dollars targeted "for pro-

grams like this," stated Tim Rinehart. The
cut in funding represents eighty percent of

the funding for the Challenge program, the

rest of funding is institutional.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey and Vice

Chancellor Dennis Madson have sent a let-

ter to the Legislature expressing a concern

that the cut in funding will have a "serious

negative impact our campus's ability and
efforts to recruit students of color and/or

economic disadvantage and to maintain
established relations with specific high

schools in Boston, Holyoke and
Springfield." The letter was concluded with

a request that the Board of Regents reaf-

firm it's commitment to the recruitment"
of these students by restoration of partial

funding for the program.
In spite of the budget cut the program

will continue to be operated, but on a scal-

ed down version. The seven high schools

might be effected as follows;

• Four schools in Boston will have no
weekly workshops, participants will still

visit campus and may still receive tuition

waiver. Special consideration from Admis-
sions will still be given to students.

• Two schools in Springfield are current-

ly under reevaluation so funding is not

needed here now, except for one class of

seniors from Commerce High. The Univer-
sity is however, "committed to continuing
the program in Springfield," said Timm
Rinehart.

• The Holyoke program will continue at

full strength.

Holyoke has been singled out because it

has been the most productive. Regular
class meetings for three credits are held

there. In Addition, a professional staff per-

son from Holyoke has been hired to assist

the operation of the program there.

Although the program has yet to fulfill

it's potential, the idea of successfiilness has
no bearing on the the budget cuts. With
reasonable funding, the program can be

operated efficiently in Springfield and
Holyoke. With increased institutional fun-

ding (presently UMass provides twelve
thousand-five hundred dollars], Boston can
also be served in a better capacity. The
Challenge program is definitely under a

healthy reevaluation. The focus of which
is to allow students to gain a fuller, more
richer experience although less schools

may be involved.

The program is a public service. It is a
demonstration of the university's commit-
ment to providing students who might not

have considered attending college, a road
to travel on. "we've definitely made a dif-

ference," stated Tim Rinehart and that is,

after all, what this program is about.

Students of color find
expression in theater
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

In recent years the Pioneer Valley has

been experiencing "culture shock", as the

area's students of color have striven to

leave their mark on an otherwise cultural-

ly homogenous environment. One of the

areas most profoundly affected by the in-

troduction of so called Third World
students has been in the theatre.

At the University of Massachusetts, New
World Theatre has assumed the role of the

vanguard of Third World expression, pro-

ducing works by Native American, African

American,Asian American ,Latino and

African plays such as "The Lion and The
Jewel', "Sneaky* (a work of Native

American origin) , "The Wine in the

Wilderness Alice Childress, and most

recently James Baldwin's "Blues For

Mister Charlie".

In addition to producing actual works the

New World "Theatre has sponsored

workshops by visiting theatre companies

and personalities that have included

Japan's Suzuki, South Africa's Vusiswe,

and the Carpetbag Theatre Company bas-

ed in the North American South.

At Amherst College, Black students

organized the Spectrum theatre group to

serve the needs of their student body for

theatrical expression. The group is entire-

ly run by the students who make up the

company. Most recently Spectrum produc-

ed "Day of Absence, " by Douglass Turner

Ward. Black students at Smith College

have, in recent years, demonstrated their

need for self-expression. Last year, black

women performed "Seven Principles', a

work collectively written by seven black

women based upon their experiences as

women of color at the predominately white

college. Also produced was Ntozake
Shange's "Colored Girls".

At Mt.Holyoke College "Shades of Ex-

pression' performs in it's capacity as a

group "dedicated to promoting works by

people of color,"said Suzanne Walsh, a

sophomore who is co-director of the

company.
"We do one big show every year.The

theme is always geared towards promoting
people of color in a positive light,"according

to Suzanne Walsh.
Last year Shades of expression perform-

ed "Moving Toward the Sun." Suzzanne
portrayed a Latina woman facing the

dilemma of assimilation into a white socie-

ty. Because of her light complexion and
features she was accepted by the whites

around her and was privy to their inner-

most thoughts and feelings concerning her

people. The piece portrayed her evolution

from acceptance of her people's denigration

at the hands of the whites to her condem-
nation of the white oppressors.

Shades ofExpression has approximately
thirty members which include both ac-

tresses and dancers. In addition to their

campus productions the group is also active

in youth outreach, each year doing a tour

of Springfield's high schools.They hope to

educate youth on the issues of color and
racism.

ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN
WORKING WITH BLACK AFFAIRS
SHOULD CONTACT JOSEPH HILL
AT 546-8828 OR 545-3500.
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Timm Rinehart, Director of Admissions, discusses new directions the
Challenge program must take because of budget cuts.

Mozambique perseveres
ite oppressiondesp:

By SCOTT C. HILL
Collegian Correspondent

On Oct. 6, Marlies and Sytse Tjallingii,

citizens of Holland who have lived in

Mozambique as public school teachers for

the past eight years, held a forum concer-

ning the country of Mozambique and the

terrorist activities of South Africa's apar-

theid government.
Mozambique is located on the eastern

coast of Africa, bordering Tanzania to the

north and South Africa to the south. Its

history is similar to so many other African

nations. It was a peaceful land with an ad-

vanced Swahili culture for thousands of

years, until the 16th century when the in-

vading imperialists came. Starting with

Vasco de Gama in 1498, Europeans began

stealing gold and ivory, burning towns, and

taking the African people as slaves.

In 1752, Mozambique became an official

colony of Portugal. Just as the rest of

Europe was doing, the Portuguese im-

mediately set up an oppressive, racist

regime. The proud people of Mozambique
suffered greatly under Portuguese occupa-

tion for more than 200 years, according to

the lecturers.

In 1974, the Portuguese invaders were

overthrown by FRELIMO [Front for the

Liberation of Mozambiquel.The people

regained control of their country and 95

percent of the Portuguese fled.

Mozambique today is a perfect example

of what an independent Black nation can

do for its people, Sytse Tjallingii said. Since

their hated Portuguese oppressors were

overthrown, the literacy rate and number
of students enrolled in schools has tripled.

The number of school teachers has risen

from 400 to 1,900.

They now have freedom of speech,

religion, and active political participation.

The number of public health stations has

risen from 400 to 2,000.

The apartheid government of South

Book Review...
By JOSEPH L. HILL
Collegian Staff

Can a white man, sitting as a judge,

understand the black prisoners who con-

front him at the bar of justice?

Author/Judge Bruce Wright's book Black

Robes White Justice explores this potent

issue. This picture painted by this book

is that a judge, no matter how decent his

intentions, cannot possibly understand

where the so called "Black criminal" is

coming from. Frankly because the average

judge has not lived in the environment, or

experienced frustration and degradation of

being Black in America.

Judge Bruce Wright earned the

nickname, "Tum'em Loose Bruce" upon

Africa feels threatened by the success ofthe

Mozambiquan government, Sytse Tjallingii

said.

He referred to P.W. Botha, South African

president, and his confederates as racist

and said they are afraid of strong Black

neighbors who could greater publicize the

evils of apartheid, or support to the ANC
(African National Congress), which is

fighting apartheid.

To combat the gains made in Mozambi-
que and other southern African nations,

"the South African government has

adopted a Destabilization campaign whose

sole purpose is to starve and weaken the

other southern African nations," said

Tjallingii.

To facilitate their Destabilization pro-

gram, the South African white

supremacists fund, train, and supply a ter-

rorist army called ReNaMo. With a force

of approximately 10,000 soldiers. South

Africa's ReNaMo organization has
destroyed thousands of the schools,

hospitals, homes, and towns of the indepen-

dent southern African nations, he said. In

Mozambique alone, more than 1.5 million

people are homeless refugees because of

ReNaMo's terrorist activities, the lecturers

said. Mr. and Mrs. Tjallingii showed many
slides of the destruction caused by South

Africa's ReNaMo.
"It is of maximum importance to spread

the news about South Africa's Destabiliza-

tion program," urged Mr. Tjallingii. The
lecturers then distributed flyers

highlighting the horrors of the apartheid

government in and out of South Africa. The
Tjallingii's implored students to write to

their congressmen to have them support

the Dellums/Cranston Bill for comprehen-

sive sanctions against South Africa.

They further faulted the United States

and the Republican in particular for in-

directly supporting aparthied By all means
necessary, the stain of apartheid must be
eliminated from the continent of Africa.

releasing a black thirty year old Manhat-
tan College student, accused of attacking

a police officer, own his own recognizance.

Judge Wright pointed out that bail is not

intended to be punitive, but rather a

guarantee that the accused will return to

court to face charges.

This is but one example of the many
awkward collisions the "Black criminal"

has had with white American Justice as

seen by Judge Wright.

Black Robes White Justice critically ex-

amines the inequalities ingrained in our

legal system. It is an investigation into the

origins of the inequities, provides examples

of and proposes remedies in the hope of

creating a justice system that will be

equitable for all.
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1988-89 STUDENT TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

Distribution of the 1988-89 Student Telephone Directory

will begin during the week of October 17 .

RESIDENCE HALL students will receive one copy per room

by direct delivery.

COMMUTERS will recieve their copies at the Campus
Center Concourse. One copy per household please.

STAFF AND FACULTY will receive their copies via Cam-
pus Mail within one week following distribution to students.

To ensure that there are enough copies for everyone, please

cooperate by abiding by the distribution formula.

Requests for additional copies, if any, may be directed to

the Information Data Bank. 227 Whitmore, 545-1555, after

October 21.

STUDENT AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICES

MONTREAL!
College Holiday Weekend

November 11-13, 1988
Veterans Day Weekend

Party with 20,000 other students

from all over New England!

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!

^s-
WE OFFER:

^ Round Trip Transportation)

^3 Days 2 Nights Hotel

>^ Leaves from UMass

Our competition offers the exactj

same packages for $20 to $30|

more than we do!

Why Should you pay more?

DRINKING AGE IS 18

CLUBS ARE OPEN TILL 3 AM

Reservations are going fast! Malta yours today!
Call Craig or Karl at 549-1949

MONTREAL!

Democracy lost at home
The things I love best about Amherst are

the rally's and the pickets. Every
demonstration, boycott, referendum is a

sign that democracy is not dead. People "in

the streets" brought us the great

democratic advances of our era: the Civil

Rights Movement, the end of the Vietnam
War and, if history is to be trusted, the

same actions will end the wars in Central

America.

The six UMass students who travel to

Washington DC this weekend to protest US
intervention in Central America are doing

as much for democracy in our own country

as they are for our brothers and sisters in

El Salvador and Nicaragua.

Daria Casinelli

I agree with Ronald Reagan, mark it

down folks, it's a first, that we're all involv-

ed in a battle for democracy. The United

States under Ronald Reagan, and under is

the most appropriate word, has been wag
ing a notso-secret war against democracy

here and in Central America.

The people of Nicaragua and El Salvador

have been demonstrating their will for

almost a decade. They want us out. The fact

that 1 no longer have to explain to you

where Nicaragua or El Salvador is Iwated,

is a sign that they're winning that war. The

citizens of the United States, on the other

hand, seem to be losing the war for

democracy right here in our own country.

I could quote the limpid yellow swath of

voting statistics and proclaim democracy

dead that way, but I don't judge the

democratization of a country by how many
people vote, but by whether it is truly

governed by the will of the people. Here,

the will of the people is not confined to five

minutes deliberation on Nov. 8 as to which

white man will exercise a significant por-

tion of your rights for you for the next four

years, but it is rather confined to the

Congress.

The Congress has made it clear that it

does not support the war in Central

America and the administration has made
it clear that it doesn't care about the will

of the people. The administration has done

the following:

• violated the Boland Amendment,
which prohibited the use of funds to over

throw the Nicaraguan government

• circumvented CIA spending caps im-

posed by Congress by soliciting funds from

third party countries

• violated the War Powers Act by

misleading the Congress regarding the

dangers facing US advisors in El Salvador.

The will of the people has been violated

so many times in our own country that on

Oct. 15, 16, and 17 hundreds of thousands

of people will go to Washington DC, as they

have repeatedly, to demand that our

government abide by our will. My fellow

students are going to break the law to let

the rest of the country know that no law

is legitimate that does not have the consent

of the people.

Democracy cannot be confined by Con-

gress, renegade presidencies, riot police, or

by torture here, or in El Salvador.

The Salvadorian people are about to throw

offthe proverbial yoke of imperialism and

get on with the project of democracy in

their own right. The best we can do to

welcome them into the fold of democracy,

is to fight for democracy in our own
country.

Daria Ca.sinelli is a UMass student

They said it.

"You'd be surprised how politics seem to fascinate people, people who

wouldn't for five minutes actually get into the act themselves. They like it

as spectators: it's the greatest spectator sport in the country. People begin as

strangers and in a little while they know the names and numbers of all the

players; a little while more, and they're telling the coaches hou to run things.

"

— Edwin O'Connor, The Last Hurrah

P.A.W.S.S. BULLETIIM
FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

c/o Hcimpshire College. Amherst. MA 01002 (413-549-4600 ext 563)

FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE &
WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

c/o Hampshire College, Amherst, MA 01002
(413-549-4600 ext. 563)

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17th

A TELECONFERENCE focusing on WAR AND HUNGER
in Southern Africa wilfi reports from Doctors from

Mozambique, and audience participation,

noon - 3:00 P.M , Hampsfiire College,

Franklin Patterson Hall

In the evening, at 8 00 P M.

a panel discussion on

THE SITUATION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA:
A REPORT FROM THE FRONTLINE

With Randell Robinson, TransAfrica, Prexy Nesbitt.

Mozambique Support NetworK, and Valeriano Ferrao,

Mozambique Ambassador to the US
University of Massachusetts, Bartlett Auditorium

Sponsored by the Luce Food Program. Five College Peace and World
Security Studies Five College African Studies. Five College Black

Studies, the Populalion and Development Program, and Five

Colleges Incorporated

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19th

FRONTLINE REPORT

EL SALVADOR: GUERILLAS, DEATH SQUADS, AND THE
CRISIS IN U.S. POLICY

Discussion with Janet Shenk, Journalist and Co-Author -

El Salvador: The Face of Revolution

4:00 - 6 00 PM .Mount Holyoke College,

L3 Cleveland Auditorium

Evening presentation FRONTLINE REPORT
8:00 P M., Smith College, Seele Hall, Room 10

Sponsored by the Five College Peace and World Security
Studies Program

All events are tree and open to the public

For (urther inlormation. please call 549 4600. ext 519

AMHERST COLLEGE • HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE • SMITH COLLEGE
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Odds and ends.

Time and time again, you have to find the time
Human nature dictates that we are all inclined toward

nervous habits. This is particularly true of students, who
have a lot to worry about. I like to make lists. All things

that need to be done right now are written down; I refer

to this as "itemizing my responsibilities." I've seen other

students making useless schedules as well. These lists,

which rarely get a second glance, contain typical student

stuff:

Read history handout, English paper, column due at

noon.

These lists can be compiled at any time. I'm most in-

clined to write them during long classes. Notebook

margins were created for such nervous activity.

One nervous habit we all share is clock-watching.

11:06 a.m.

I find it infuriating that two of the four clock faces on

the chapel are obscured by a tree. In one of today's more
appropriate fashion statements, many students have

started wearing large clocks on strings around their necks.

What could be more of an albatross on our lives than time?

As students, we worship time. It's one of the few things

over which we can exercise anv control. Or so we think.

John Swanson

Call travel agent, call home, meet with professor B.

These two activities go hand in hand. As we run out of

time, we feel the need to make lists, as if somewhere along

the line, we'll find time to do what needs to be done. We
get the false sense that we're buying time.

11:39 a.m.

While cleaning my room recently, I came across five old

lists. Many of the items written on them had been ac-

complished, many had not. Nonetheless, I could not

remember reading any of those lists a second time.

Cash check, buy food, eat dinner.

That got me thinking. Is life really supposed to be a

planned series of events, totally devoid of spontaneity?

After all, how useful is a list that is never read? Even-

tually all these little pieces of paper run together; life

becomes one long list whose final instruction is "die."

12:02 pm.

It's tough for us to realize that doing what needs to be

done is more useful than thinking about doing it. I'm sure

we'll all continue making lists, checking the clock and fall-

ing behind. They're hard habits to break. Perhaps all of

us list-making, clockwatchers should quit now while

there's time.

John Swanson is a Collegian staff member.

Letters.

Denton's data deceives
Rusty Denton has once again proved

himself to be confused and upset that

anyone should be proud to be gay, lesbian,

or bisexual. His writings on the topic are

usually beneath response. This time,

however, ("Some facts and myths about

homosexuality, Oct. 1 1 ) he set up a lie so

shabby that I just cannot resist the easy

shot.

Denton cites figures from a fundamen-
talist Christian group showing that 90

percent of gay and bisexual men had emo-

tionally absent fathers, and a total of 100

percent of lesbians had a physically or

emotionally abusive father.

If one is "science-literate," one can

plainly see that the Exodus International

figures come from a very specifically

skewed data base: gays who want to

change. What about happy gays? What
are our fathers like? Exodus International

doesn't hear from the many hundreds of

thousands of us, so they just don't know.

Perhaps abusive and absent fathers make
their children — be they gay or straight

or bisexual — so unable to accept

themselves as they are, they are driven

to the simplest fringes of religion as

escape.

I don't know why I am gay. I don't much
care. I do know that blaming parents is

silly and inappropriate. No blame is need-

ed, just acceptance of the grand diversity

of human love.

Should one of your children grow up
gay, I recommend that you seek out the

local chapter of P-FLAG: Parents and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays. You will

meet all kinds of people, including some
wonderful, gentle, loving fathers who are

proud of their children just the way they

are.

Rob Ranney
Sunderland

Feminist finds faults
This letter is addressed to all sexist

homophobes, particularly Rusty Denton

("Some facts and myths about homosex-

uality," Oct. 11).

I am a sophomore woman, a radical

feminist, and a heterosexual. Feminism
strives to liberate women from situations

that prevent them from fulfilling their

ultimate human potential. We are

repressed. Being a feminist does not make
me a man-hater or a Jezebel. One sex is

not above the other. Everyone is equal,

and we should love and accept each other.

People say that homosexuality is by

choice. That's absurd. Who would choose

to be forever persecuted? I wouldn't, and

neither would my gay/bisexual friends.

They are not straight, and they will

never be straight, even though some have

tried. Also, homosexuals are not always

gay because of poor role models or fear of

the opposite sex. I suppose that some

homosexuals are, but none of the ones

that I know.
I've never heard anyone of authority

claim that homosexuality is genetically

transferred. Teaching people not to be gay

sounds more like teaching them to go

back into the closet. Some scientists have

used shock therapy to an extent, and in

some cases it has worked, but at what cost

to human dignity?

The world is an awfully big place and

the only way that we can achieve our

goals is if we all work together civilly. I

try very hard not to judge others because

I am only one person. No person really has

that right. And if Judgement ever comes,

I hope to be smiled upon. I hope we are

all smiled upon.
Miriam Pierce

Central

Define normal, Denton
In res|K)nse to Rusty Denton's column

("Some facts and myths about homosex-

uality," Oct. 11)1 would like a definition

of normal. Obviously, Denton and myself

have two different definitions. Homosex-

uality cannot be classified in terms of nor-

mal and abnormal behavior when nor-

malcy is defined in terms of socialization.

We are socialized into patterns that

define what is or is not correct in terms

of our sexual practices. Denton all to

readily assumes that normalcy is what

mainstream culture says it is. I feel bad

for Denton if he believes in everything

mainstream culture dictates.

As for his assumptions that there is a

way for these poor abused persons that

turned to homosexuality as a means to

cof)e with a dysfunctional family or an

abusive situation to change back to

heterosexual behavior, he is negating a

lot of factors.

First, not all homosexuals come from an

abusive situation. Second, it has been my
experience that most heterosexuals form

alliances that create the dysfunctional

family. And finally, the question of why
a person would put themselves into a

minority class and subject themselves to

the daily abuse of living as a homosexual

needs to be addressed. There is more to

it than Denton has suggested.

Paula A. Blanchard
Hadley

The Collegian gladly accepts columns and letter from all points of view.

All letters and columns should he typed and double-spaced, and brought

down or mailed to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass. Questions

about the ED/OP page? Come down and ask for David or Pam, or call us

at 545-3500. Thanks.
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On the right

The truth about Tawana
It has finally been proven that the

Tawana Brawley rape story was a big lie.

After seven months of investigation, a

grand jury has declared "beyond a shadow

of a doubt" that Brawley had fabricated

every aspect of her "ordeal, ' and purpose-

ly deceived authorities on every turn. She,

and her charlatan "advisors" Al Sharpton,

C. Vernon Mason, and Alton Maddox
should be punished to the fullest extent of

the law.

Stuart Gottlieb
a

Brawley, a 16-year-old black girl from

Wappingers Falls, New York, was found

nine months ago laying in a garbage bag,

covered with dog feces and racial epithets.

She later revealed that four or five white

men had repeatedly raped and assaulted

her for four days.

The story instantly reached the forefront

of the American media. Controversy stir-

red. Racial tension peaked.

The investigation began, with the

assumption that the girl had been through

an extremely traumatic experience. A
special prosecutor, the New York State At-

torney (]teneral Robert Abrams, was

assigned to the case. Justice would be

brought to the racists that did this.

But Brawley 's story soon proved shaky.

Witnesses said they saw Brawley getting

into the garbage bag and laying down in

a fetal position. Hospital records revealed

she wasn't raped, and de.spite a claim that

she was wandering around for days, she

was not malnourished.

Enter Al Sharpton and Company. The

"gang of three" claimed that racism was

engulfing the entire New York legal

system, and that a big cover-up was under

way. They declared that there was no use

in cooperating, as no black could expect

justice under the American judicial system.

They also pointed the finger at several pro-

minent Dutchess County officials as

perpetrators of the crime, and demanded
that they be taken into custody without pro-

viding a smidgen of evidence.

For the next six months Sharpton and

Company waged a war against critical in-

telligence, and whipped up black hysteria

against the system. Otherwise rational

black media factions suspended their pro-

fessionalism and became unpaid publicists

and mindless cheerleaders for the "cause."

Sharpton at first demanded that Alton

Maddox be appointed special prosecutor,

but later just demanded that it be someone

he approved of, before Brawley would talk.

A new approach to justice. How nice.

But wait. The curtain on the Brawley

facade has just plummeted to the ground,

revealing a circus of deceit and collabora-

tion. The grand jury report revealed, bas-

ed on 180 witnesses, 6.000 pages of sworn

testimony, over 250 exhibits of evidence,

and hundreds ofthousands of dollars in tax-

payers money, that Brawley not only lied,

but actually put herself in the condition in

which she was found. The dog feces was
traced back to a dog which lived in the

apartment complex where she was found,

and gloves used to smear it on were found

in a garbage can in the house. The razor

blade used to scrawl "KKK" into one of her

shoes was found in the house, as were

fragments of the ripped jeans that Brawley

was wearing when she was found. Combine
these facts with not one shred of evidence

against any of the alleged criminals and

there is only one conclusion — the one the

grand jury found: Brawley is a liar.

But throughout the ordeal Sharpton,

Mason and Maddox have likened Abrams
to Hitler. They claimed Abrams "mastur-

bated" over the FBI photographs of a nude

Tawana Brawley. They urged blacks to not

accept "white man's justice."

In the end they disgraced themselves,

and put an end to their self-serving con-

spiracy against rational egalitarian socie-

ty. But even more so have they added fod-

der to an already ten.se racial atmosphere.

They have hurt what they claimed they

wanted to help.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian colunv^t
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Blue Wall
Coffee House

Offering a selection of gourmet coffee,

1^ P^^^'y ^"^ '^^ cream

The Campus Center

CD£fee
Shur>p

On The Concourse

THE $2.00 SPECIAL

Includes: Campus Frank

Large French Fries

Regular Soda

SPECIAL AVAILABLE THRU 1(y21/88 SZaOO

Cofiee Shop Hours:

7:00AM-3:0OPM Monday-Friday
Closed Weekends

i

ifeV
Apple pie a la mode
and a cup of coffee

for only $1.60

Warm fresh pie and a hot cup

ol coffee balanced with a

scoop ol vanilla ice cream

Available Oct. 17th

through Oct. 24th
^J>

MonThurs 11 30 am-12 00 mid

Friday 11 30 am- 6 00 pm
Saturday Closed but watch

for special events

Sunday 3 00 pm-12 00 mid

Located on the Concourse Level

of the Campus Center

OH^

pO>

•^ ^^^-'°
,1|iS°

fi'

*^.cv^«^.te^^:

^outl\, of tl\c IJordcr gpecial

All iTtenu Items

a la carte

DLUEWALL cafeteria

Me\|cali Soup
(hieken Tacos

CI\.iH (\>i\.Can\c

Mc\}c<)ni

Hicc
(xuacani<>lc

Flan

Thursday

October 20 1988

11 30 am 1 30 pm

9:00 PM

MONDAY
NIGHT

FOOTBALL
Buffalo

at

NY. Jets

Men., October

9:00 PM 9:00 PM 9:00 PM 9:00 PM

Comedy
Night

Rei$eticy
Acappella

Jazz Artists

See the

Eli

Lather,

Rinse,

Repeat
Rock & Roll

Tues., October 1 O Wed.. October 9 Thurs, OctoberZw Fri., October Z 1

Sherer's photographs study Barbados' baptists
Exhibit in Augusta Savage Gallery until Nov. 20
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Corresponsdent

Stan Sherer's photographs Journey Into the Soul: The

Spiritual Baptists ofBarbados are on exhibit now in the

Augusta Savage Gallery in the New Africa House.

Dr.Pearl Primus, Five College Professor of Ethnic

Studies, arranged for Sherer to travel to Barbados to

document a service and the consecration of Archbishop

TIPS ON BUDGET
TRAVEL

Information on:

• Student Flights

• Rail Pass Options
• Visas & Travel ID

• Working Abroad
and much more!

OCTOBER 19 at 7pm
CAMPUS CENTER 803

><»u turn
around.

MinM'lhing
nt'w at

Hampshire Mall.

Hadley; Interskale 91

•M»W»F» 9 30 a m
M«Tu«W»Th 5 30 p m
M«W 7<X)pm
Fnday 6:00pm
Saturday ,..915 a m
" child care available S84-0745

//alk-ins 3 50 ea
r^lhly passes available

^ar after,
year, semester
after .sonester,

the nJkvv plan fntn Fiddrtv I'niun IJk
luik brfi :h> mukl arrritlf^. miMI pvptilar liif in>uraiMr
prect-K-n Ml campu>«> all ater .%aien<'a Fiarf «yl wliy.

tall Ihr Fi4elil) t'niMi l.ifr

KicM AMf latf in >«Mr area:
ZOGaidtouac iU..

AjnAerml. MA
Tci 2M-8S61

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registration
Tuesdays, 4-5 pm
Sept. 20 - Dec. 20

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general informatU

Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For Va Price Ticltets

Academy of St. Martin-ln-The-FieWs

Monday, Oct. 17

The Royal Ballet Of Flanders

Wednesday Oct. 19

Peter Zazofsky, violin

Friday, Oct. 21

Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Sunday, Oct. 23

IVIarvin Hamiisch In Concert

Thursday, Nov. 3

The Juiiliard String Quartet

Saturday, Nov. 5

The Amazing Cambridge Buskers

Wednesday, Nov. 9

THEPNEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Granville Williams last January. Sherer said he wasn't

planning an exhibition of the photographs at that time,

but later found he had enough material for a show.

Sherer, a resident of Northampton who works for the

University Campus Chronicle and a freelance

photographer said. "Certainly it was a priviledge to be

allowed to photograph freely in the two Spiritual Bap-

tist churches we visited," but he said he felt "there is

still a great deal more work to be done and much to be

learned."

"It is a very rich and stimulating culture .... There

is a great deal ofcrossover in this: religion, anthropology,

tradition, cultural roots. .

." said Sherer, who is especially

interested in photographing people of different cultures

in all areas of the world.

The present exhibit he said "is really a study of who
the Spiritual Baptists are; what some of the i.nportant

practices, moments, and rituals are."

In his photographs, Sherer said he tries to capture the.

continued on page 10

^ CiNtWA

Mr.
North
PG

7:00 &
9:00

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00

Adults $3.50

DOWNIOWN AVi'f nSI 7W M^ft

J niKTrkr^r-i-iTO'C 3PINOCCHIO'S
RISTORANTE riALIANO

Monday Night Football

Special

% Large Cheese Pizza $5.50 piu tax

»

: Tues. & Wed. Special $5.50

J NO COUPON NECESSARY-NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON J

4>

Gym
Hours
Mon-Fri

9am-10pm
Sat & Sun
10am-5pm

at Mountain Farms Mall

Route 9 on the Amherst/Hadley line

in the "dead mall" Call 584-2175

MlbiwIBERSHIP
SPECIAL

$69.00
'or the rest of the semester

Over 10,000 pounds of free-weights

Barbells, dumbells, Olympic bars &
plates

Bicycles, rowing machine &
treadmill

Free expert instructions for

beginners

THE GYM OFFERS A COMPLETE
SELECTION OF VITAMINS,
MINERALS AND SPORTS

SUPPLEMENTS.

METABOLOL AND METABOLOL II

The new technology of Metabolic Optimization.

CYBERGENICS Total bodybuilding system.

Also from Cyberg^jnics ry VORTEX Sustained-

Release Amino Acids and Fusion Advanced Body-

building Nutritional Support System

Whatever your supplement needs are, chances

are you'll find what you need at THE GYM. V^/e

stock a large selection of weight gain powders,

weight loss powders, protein powders, and

metabolic enhancers. We also have had products

like SMILAX and YOHIMBE BARK. All this plus our

regular selection of belts, wraps, gloves, straps and

much more.

QUALITY BRANDS
• Unlpro
• Weider
• Twinlab
• Natures Best
• Hoffmans
• Tiger's Milk
• Champion

Pioneer
NSP
stallion

Best Form
PurePowder
Bodyline
Gatorade
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M Sherer exhibit
continued from page 9
"external expression in movement and dance," and "show

these things in a way that shows as much of the energy

and power one sees in a person.
"

People are the subjects of his photographs.

"By showing individuals and individual rituals it is

possible to get a feel for the church as a whole," said

Sherer. "I am showing the parts."

But Sherer is not merely showing what he saw. "There

is also a combination of documentation and interpreta-

tion since I am photographing with my own personal vi

he said.sion.

Sherer's photographs attempt "a breaking down of

peoples" so that viewers will, "experience people from the

inside," he said. "The photographs go beyond the exterior

and speak to the viewer's heart and soul as well as in-

tellect .... This was an important extension of my work

in African affairs," he said. Sherer has also photograph-

ed for some time in West Africa.

The gallery will be the sight of a special service on Sun-

day Oct. 23 given by the Archbishop Granville Williams

of Barbados.

All are welcome. The exhibit will be at the gallery until

Nov. 12. Gallery hours are Monday to Friday, 10 a.m. to

4 p.m. or by appointment 545-0932.

LOSE 4" TO 14" IN ONE HOUR
STYLESBYDEBORAH'S

complete inch loss program

Offer Expires
11/15/88

L
Jur Unique Program Helps.^'^

I Restores elasticit\ 'o loose flabby skin • Not a water loss

• Inches off in first'wrap • Lose unsightly cellulile

• Contour vour body - lose from problem areas

BRING A FRIEND(s) SPEGAL
$30 each Two or more people (reg. no e«.)

Includes Body Wrap, Facial & Foot Massage

o<^^
nNV

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Dr . Amherst

Call 549-5610 tor aoDOinlment

Typing
kinko^
the copy center

220 No. PItasant St.

253-2543

441 don't want
a lot of hype.

I just want
something I

can count on.^^

Breathe boring;
Ice-T ignites
By Chris A. Muther
Collegian Correspondent

Judson Spence "Yeah Yeah Yeah"
Although a new comer to the charts, Spence has a con-

fidence that transcends into his music. His first release,

"Yeah Yeah Yeah" is a potpourri of styles blended ef-

fortlessly into one terrific song. From the reggae opening

to the gospel choir-style chorus this one is sure to please.

St)me long disuince

rompanies promise you

the m(X)n, but wtiai you

really want is dependable,

high-quality service. That's

just wtiat you'll get when
you choose AT&T Uing

Distant^ Service, at a cost

that's a lot less than you

think. You can expect low

long distance rates, 2-4 hour

operator assistance? , clear

a)nnections and immediate

credit for w^rong numbers.

And the assurance that

vinually all of your calls will

go through the first time.

Thai's the genius of the

AWT Worldv^ide Intelligent

Netwx^rk.

When it's time to

choose, forget the gimmicks

and make the intelligent

choice -AT&T
Ifyoud like to know

more about our pnxlucLs or

services, like International

Calling and the AT&T Card,

call us at 1800 222-0300.

AT&T
The right choice.

Cameo "You Make Me Work"

A couple of years ago there was no escaping "Word Up"

at any dance club, and now Cameo have tapped into their

winning formula once more. Lead singer Larry Blackmon

has one of the most distinctive voices in rock and it's in

prime form once again. "You Make Me Work" is sure to

become a dance club classic.

Johnny Hates Jazz "Turn Back The Clock'/Breathe

"How Can I Fall?" It's amazing that groups can put out

music that sounds like Air Supply. What's even more

amazing is that people buy it. Both Breathe and Johnny

Hates Jazz had huge hits this past Spring with boring

ballads and their latest releases show no sign of change.

Maybe Air Supply should have copyrighted their sound.

Wai To Power "Baby I Love Your Way/Free Bird"

This is perhaps the strangest remake of the year. Will To

Power has combined Peter Frampton's "Baby, I Love Your

Way " with Lynyrd Skynyrd's "Free Bird, " and the result

isn't that bad. Turning the mix into a ballad. Will To

Power's brand of light, breezy pop makes the song an ap-

pealing alternative to the standard remake.

Sheena Easton "The Lover In Me "

What a transformation this woman has gone through,

from the sweet and sappy "Morning Train" to the sultry

and sexy "Sugar Walls." Her latest sound is the rsult of

her work with Prince, who has donned her with the sex

kitten image. "The Lover In Me" stays close to the

customary Prince dance number style, which is fine ifyou

like Prince, but we expect more from this Scottish

chameleon.

The Bangles "In Your Room"
Speaking of the Prince influence, the Bangles scored their

first big hit with the Prince-penned "Manic Monday" but

now have gone back to their roots. "In Your Room" is

reminiscent of the Bangles' first album All Over the Place.

The lyrics are more serious and the music more intense.

Let Prince worry about his own records, these girls do fine

by themselves.

Ice-T "I'm Your Pusher"
The conscious of rap returns to talk to us about drug use,

but with an interesting twist. Last heard rapping "Col-

ors" from the controversial gang movie of the same name,

Ice-T has made a name for himself by taking up issues

important to young America. In "I'm Your Pusher" he

offers a safer alternative to drug use: records. It's a nice

change from the usual preaching drug songs, this one tells

you what to do instead.

Sparks "So Important"
This talented duo have been trying to get a hit for years,

but just can't seem to find their way into the chart. They
came close in 1983 with "Cool Places," a song they record-

ed with Jane Wiedlin and then again in 1986 with the

humorous "Music That You Can Dance To," but success

has alluded them. "So Important" is an appetizing taste

of the talent of Sparks, but don't expect to see this one
in the top 40.

^^ ^ BiuinMa AiMciaus. Inc. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• Lb'TTERS
• THESIS
• DISSER fATlONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services
• Complete Services for Small
Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

Camper pleases crowd (and cops) with varied style
By AL ARPAD
Collegian Staff

A whole lot of poeple went to the UPC show at the SUB
on Friday night. If you weren't there, you didn't see

Camper Van Beethoven; ifyou were there and you didn't

like Camper Van Beethoven, then you are not cool.

When I previewed the show for the Collegian on Fri-

day, I said the police would open a new Ballroom Substa-

tion for the show. I was really only kidding, so when I saw

all those police I thought they must be big fans ofCamper
Van Beethoven. Then I noticed they were all wearing

earplugs. The police didn't dance much either; they just

stood there while student security frisked everybody on

the way in.

Big Dipper started the show way loud. I couldn't unders

tand the words these guys were singing on their records,

and I couldn't understand the words at the show, but they

looked like the kind of intelligent and sensitive guys who
would write really intelligent and sensitive Ijrics, so I was
willing to give them the benefit of the doubt. The truth

is, they were so loud I had to spend the first hour of the

show in the Earthfoods room drinking beer.

I like bands that have some other instrument besides

guitars. Camper Van Beethoven has a fifth guy who plays

violin and keyboards, so they don't sound exactly like all

the loud bands from Boston; their tempos are almost all

slower than the full-steam, two-guitar feedback fests that

dominate the Boston scene. Most of the audience expected

something faster, and there wasn't much dancing at first.

After a few songs, however, the people in front started

to wake up, and pretty soon flailing bodies were
catapulting skyward, over the heads of the frenzied

throng, and back down to almost certain death under hun-

dreds of stomping feet.

Camper Van Beethoven has a very eclectic sound, which

means they've stolen a really tremendous amount of their

material from a lot of different sources. They played a

waltz, and I heard a few bars of Ringo Starr's

"Photograph" at the end of one song.

Their obligatory rendition of "Take the Skinheads Bowl-

ing" was short, but most of the tunes lasted about ten

minutes apiece. The instrumental parts frequently includ-

ed a reggae back beat, a 608 surf guitar, and some kind

of demented eastern European folk fiddle. In this sense

the music was intelligent, even though I still couldn't

understand most of the words. During their second encore,

I even saw one of the cops nodding his head.

Big Dipper has a brand new album out, although they

never said what it's called; buy it if you like their brand

of music. Camper Van Beethoven has several albums out,

and you can buy them no matter what kind of music you

like; as the guy on the spaghetti sauce commercial says,

"it's in there."

Don't Be
Left Out In

The Cold
This January

Have the time of your life at:

• Jackson Hole • Quebec
Innsbruck Austria • Sugarbush

Sign ups nowll Tue-Thurs CCC Beginners and Non-Members welcome.

UMass Ski Club 430 Student Union 545-3437

A103
Art and reason

When .M.irkanJ I dcciJai t()s|XMiJ

tlic wcckciiJ at liis niorlicr's house,

I iic\criniai!.iiK\1 I woiiM Iv walkmii,

lino a mouses nightmare. Tliciv were

cats e\er\ where.

C"at plaques, eat statues, eat el(Kks,

e\eii a eat mat. I eouWiu Ixgin to diiph-

eate hereolleetion ofkitry htter ill sjxiit

a \ear at a t^arage sale. ClonspieiiousU

ahseiit, however, was a real eat. Strange,

I thought, and Ix'gan to fear that a

weekend w ith eat woman eouM Ix* a

lot less than pun-feet.

But then she came home, and
Mark introduced her She w as

dressed surprisingly well—no
leopard pants. In fact, you

could sa\ she w as the cat's meow,
hut Id rather not.

She ottered me a cup of Dutch ('hoc-

olate Mint. Now that was something

I could relate to. Then she brought it

out in the most beautiful, distineth

nteline china Id ever seen. As we
ipped, 1 found out that Mrs. Camplxll

as nn same weakness for chocolate,

)\es the theater as much as I do, but,

icredibK: never saw "C'ats." So Mark
\u\ I are takmi; her next month.

"'^I'Smm^^t^

(ieneral Foods International Coffees

Share the feeling.
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Belgian ballet troupe
to perforin at FAC
Belgium's preeminent ballet company The Royal

Ballet of Flanders will perform at the UMass Fine Aits

Center Concert Hall this Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Founded in 1969, the company was a sensation from

the start and received increasing acclaim as the National

Ballet of Flanders until, in 1976, they were given royal

status by King Badouin and Queen Fabiola of Belgium
and renamed The Royal Ballet of Flanders. Since tha»

time, this remarkable ballet company has made gieat

strides and today is placed among the world's most

notable dance companies.

Under the artistic direction of Robert Denvers, the com-

pany will perform "Variations" choreographed by

V'iolette Verdy with music by Brahms; "Go! Said Max"
choreographed by Lynne Taylor Corbett. music by R.

Maczynski; "Symphony in D"choreogi'aphed by Jiri

Kylian, music by Haydn and "Don Quixote, Act III"

choreographed by Rudolf Nureyev with music by Lud-

wig Minkus.
Tickets are available at the FAC for $18, $16. $14. Call

545-2511.

in'ii:riTrirr"fn\'^t"" f m lllllllllllllIIIITmHTilllllllllli'"*'' M'l'lTlTI.I'll'ip^l

FACULTY

WELCOME

STAFF STUDENTS

iffTTTTir

OPEN MEETING - of the Commission on the
Future of the University

DR. DAVID SAXON
Chair

DR. MORTIMER APPLEY
Executive Director

The Chair and Executive Director of The Commission
on the Future of the University, appointed by the
Board of Trustees will be on campus, Friday,
October 21,1 988. They will be available to meet with
any interested campus people to discuss the work of the
Commission.

2:12 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.

Room 803. Campus Center
' iimi

I Pray St . Amherst- 549 5403 • Open 1 1 am.
• 7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out •

Kitchen Open till Midnight

Pool Tabit, Video Games, Jake Box, 3 Color TV's
Most Bar Scats In Town

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL SPECIAL

^ ^^ ^i^ Mozzerella Sticks

J

1 rfT^^^^^aTlfj

—

>

9 - 12

BAT BREEZE $1.50
Drink of the Week

DOS EQUIS $1.50
Beer of the Month

lOth Anniversary 1978- 1988
Good Food & Drink

Student Affairs Lxforvlation Sermces

-4

For Information About
PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION

Call 'TIPS' (545-1540)
and request tapes by number:

2200 Commercial Bus Service

2201 Five College Buses
2215 If Your Vehicle Has Been Towed
2205 Long-Term Parking

2216 UMass Transit Service

220r Paiking Ticket Appeals

220t Shcrt-Term Parking

2491 Used Car Protection

2481 Wr.rranties

2492 Consumer Auto Repair Rights

IF VOL" RAVE FU^HER OLFSTIONS CALL •IDB'(:545-1555)

InfoiTuation Data BanklDB)

Taped Information Phone Sen'ice (TIPS)

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

F-itcoNmm
(F we Now-
PefUNCT COR-

uKewSfW
TmNKdFORmaO
mKTVRCP

Non-union wagon masters

A< twenty a man is a peacock, at thirty a lion, at forty

a camel, at fifty a serpent, at sixty a dog, at seventy an

ape, at eighty, nothing at alL

-BALTASAR GRACIAN

L

mcK

i
^^—^^
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PEOPLE FO^THf,

7KLWl£Nr

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

m9. A tjoRsrgiee sa^Nmo\

I mT me poisonin6 h/as
' CAUSeP By TH£ INGeSTION
Z OF RANOP \

. fVRK
' RJNPS'

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

JUST CAWGUT we ai6 (iO»KG

^RO0HCl. HOWiNG StWOOS.

ICttP ^N E1E ON m^. AND

LET Mt KNOW If Vt. \5NT

TtEUNG BEVrtR SDOH.

SO LONG. CALVIN. 10U
WERE A GOOD RMAENT
TUIS TIME.

N0T\<IN6 LIKE K

LITTLE ^\ftOS TO

IMCE TME EWE
Off A WO

10 STILL

RA^ERLFT
HIS TEACWER

DEAL WITV

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

ScARi 7C €<CZL ON
AN ACAPt!^lC LfvfL.

/cuMi-

I
Bmwcuio'i/c

' GCTTcMSOOD

Zero-Sum
By Monte Morsn

cDI'oR'i fv/o~i.'

Assi»e:w»T;oN ^Tr£m?TS 6/

X NCZ M/f.'VTi.vC a

I = a::./
^

fFr^r-

^^rir,)(L^'^~^V>

THc. fK«f££, "Cu'-Zn6 0-

f'-Cc ^

0''''''

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Pro —
5 Waidort. eg

10 Legal tende'

14 Love, in Madrid

15 Musical

composition

16 Bone Comb
form

17 vanderbiit s

team
19 Bring up
20 Compass pt

21 Weathercock

22 Entrap

23 Walking stick

24 Oriental

nursemaid
26 Pastries

28 Laws
32 An Osmond
33 Snort horn blast

34 Dispatched

36 Turkish Hag

36 Salon

specialities

tor shon
37 Actress

Jackson

38 Town in SW
Belgium

39 Greek god
40 North Sea

feeder

41 Words that are

opposiies

43 Less adorned
44 Monster s lake

46 Captain s

records

46 Flower ol

society

49 Crave

60 EiiSI

63 Actress

Anderson
64 Michigan tear"

57 — ol the

Flies

58 Moslem prince

59 Med school

course

60 Fencer s Diai;>.-

61 Arteries

62 Sd'oyan s M/
- IS Ararr'

DOWN
1 Derby e q

2 Andy s partner

3 Weighty work

4 Tricep s

locale

5 Certain cars

6 Recompense
7 Lead on

8 Lime additive

9 — Moines

10 Nebraska team

1

1

Off shore

1

2

Play the lead

13 In this place

18 Egg-shaped

22 Posed
23 Alabama team
24 Tiny mites

26 Wilander ot

tennis

26 Falcon s

defense

27 Common
contraction

28 Tender spots

29 Kid

30 Come m'

31 Old or young
ending

32 Nursery

word

33 — ot

Endearment
36 Recompenses
40 Bet

42 Formerly called

43 Students
howlers

45 Existed

46 Mademoiselle
47 Downtown

Chicago, with

The

ANSWER TO

48 Concerning
49 Entreaty

50 Tolstoy

heroinr

51 Countersink

52 Italian noble
family

54 Lord or lock

Starter

55 Shoulder

Comb form

56 Writer Fleming
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Menu
Lunch

Hot Corned Beef on Rye
Tacos

Dinner

Roast Turkey/Bread Dress-

ing/Gravy/CranberiY Sause

Barbequed Spare Ribs

Basics Loach

Veglable Taco

Rice Frittata

Basics Dinner

1

Roast Turkey/Bread Dress-

ing/Gravy/Cranberry Sause

Garbanzo Vegtable Stew

/^
Weather

Today: Partly cloudy. High in the mid 60s.

Tonight: Cloudy and cool, low near 40.

Tomorrow: Fair, high around 70.

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor Matt Gerke

Copy Editor Yana DIugy

Layoat Technician.. ..Marc Infield and Florcncio Terra

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Prodflction Supervisor Rob Levine

Prodnction:....Wendy Rae, Tricia, Nicole, Mike, Liane

and Matt s the tired Warebound traveler.

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
Editor la Chief

Rick Sasson

Maaaging Edllor

Robert CiappcnciU

Baslatss Manager

David R. Mark
-Bdliorlal Editor

Marc Ittflctd

Prodaction Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert CiappcnciU

Bttslaes* Manager

Daniel Munroc
Finance Manager

Todd Frtthbcls

Clrcniallon Manager

3arbra Hlndin

Advertising Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Mary HaYgcns
Manager

• ••«•• V^/.'
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field hockey
continued from pa^f 16

It took the Minutewomen over 24 minutes to break

UNH goaltender Stacey Gaudette, who registered 10 saves

for the afternoon

"We knew we had to be persistent because Stacey is an

excellent goaltender. so we had to keep the pressure on

and stav cool." Hixon said.

Senior co-captain Pam Bustin let a rolling shot go from

about five feet outside the circle. It appeared to be an easy

save for Gaudette. but the ball skidded off her foot and

into the goal to give UMass a l-O lead at 24:28 of the first

half "Once we got one, we relaxed a little bit." Hixon

said. "I felt we played with a little more poise."

That's how the score stood aRer the first half. UMass

senior goalie Cindy Cox had an easy half, only having to

make one save with the defense limiting the Wildcats to

two shots.

But the second half was a different story as the Wildcats

offense started to come alive. But unfortunately for UNH,

its offense did not wake up until the Minutewomen were

up 3-0.

UMass upped its lead to 2-0 at 17:34 of the second half

when junior Bernadette Martel hit freshman Dawn Trum-

bauer who slid the ball past Gaudette.

Less than two minutes later, senior co-captain Ruth

Vasapolli picked up a loose ball off a Gaudette save and

tucked it home at 19:29, extending the UMass lead to 3-0.

But after that, UMass .started to get a little too comfor-

table with its lead and UNH took advantage by testing

Cox a number of times and drawing two penalty corners

down the stretch.

Cox was forced to make six saves in the second half but

just missed wrapping up her 1 1th save of the season when

UNH sophomore forward Liz Brickley picked up a loose

ball in front of the net and rifled it past Cox with 18

seconds left in the game to cut UMass' lead to 31.

The Wildcats have been struggling, having lost seven

of its first 10 games and tying one. Included in that record

is a 21 loss to Dartmouth College, who UMass will play

tomorrow at Hanover. NH.

TIA\EOUT
Where The
Action Is!
$1.50 Michelob
FREE Hot Dogs

i Monday Night Football *

Come watch the Series

The East was put to shame...

But it still might be a good game!

'^' You deserve some Time Out ^-^

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

•tm Niw ro»ii on« ••*

LONDON 179

PARIS 229

ROME 259
round tn(#

CARACAS 320

ST. THOMAS 260

HONGKONG 739
Tattt not Included

Alto Work-Study Abroad.

Languag* Coursas. Inl I Studtnl

ID. youth Most*/ Passes

EURAIL PUMS /sstMd on th* tpoV

call tor tht fBf£ C/fC Sludunl

1ia*al Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. Peasant SI.

Amh«r*t, MA 01002

Semester

S
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Applications are now being accepted

for the University of Pittsburgh

-

sponsored Semester at Sea.

Each fall or spring 100 -day odyssey

aboard the American-built S.S. Universe

literally offers you the world.

You can earn 12-15 transferable units

from your choice of more than 50 lower and

upper division courses, while calling upon

places as culturally diverse as Japan. Hong Kong,

India,Turkey, the Soviet Union.Yugoslavia

and Spain.

It is a learning adventure designed to

transform students of every color, race and

creed into true citizens and scholars of

the world.

For full information, including a catalog and application,

call 1-412-648-7490. Or write Semester at Sea, Mon.oct.iT-speciai presentation

Institute for Shipboard Education, T^
University of Pittsburgh, -. T*
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260.

Then prepare for the

learning adventure of

your life.

in Student Union from 9-4 p.m.

Videos at 4 30 p m and 6:30 p m
Tues. Oct. 18-Special presentation

in Student Union from 4-9 p m
Videos at 430 p m
All students, faculty and staff are

cordially Invited to attend.

Finaclal assistance available to

qualified students.

Semester
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M women ^s soccer
continued from page 16

Rudy felt that the work of Powers and front linemate

Beth Roundtree was the key.

"The game was won by the extra work of the front run-

ners," Rudy said. "They were such a better factor [yester-

day]. They were positive with their runs and they made

them earher.

UMass had taken a 2-0 lead early in the second half.

A miscommunication in the backfield gave the

Minutewomen an own goal and a 1-0 lead at halftime.

They then made it 2-0 10 minutes into the second half as

Becky Bonzano served the ball from midfield down the

left side to Cooper. The senior back drove deep and dish

ed inside to Roundtree who had an open shot into the right

side of the net.

The Pack rallied with a pair of goals in three minutes,

as sweeper Linda Hamilton drilled a 40-yarder just under

the crossbar, and then set up forward Charmaine Hooper

in the box for the tying goal with 16:10 to play. Such

a rally could have deflated the Minutewomen but they

weren't ready to come away from this trip empty handed

after the tough loss on Saturday.

In that game, the Minutewomen found out exactly why

the the Tarheels are the top-ranked team in the country.

UMass went into Fetzer Field in Chapel Hill looking to

hand the Lady Tar Heels their first home loss ever. And

for about 20 minutes, it appeared as if the Minutewomen

were ready to do just that.

UMass played even to better than UNC early on but

weren't able to pressure Tarheel goalkeeper Merridee Pro-

ost. Then the Tarheels scored and tide shifted drastically.

North Carolina took over possession deep in its own zone

and drove upfield. Sweeper Carla Werden drove toward

the box and dished off to forward Julie Guarnotta. Guar-

notta cut back from the right flank and drove a shot that

found the lower left corner of the net.

The goal came on Carolina's first shot of the game. The

Tarheels would get only seven shots overall and were out-

cornered by the Minutemen 4 1, but made the most of

every chance thay got.

After the first goal, UNC started to take control. With

just over 10 mmutes to play in teh half, the Heels got a

break. As midfielder Shannon Higgins broke toward the

net and was tripped in the box. giving the team a penal-

ty kick. UMa.ss goalie Carla DeSantis twice stopped the

shot but the official ruled that she was moving before the

ball was hit. On the third shot, Lori Henry got the ball

past DeSantis into the top left side.

Less then two minutes later, the Tarheels rubbed it in

a little more as Guarnotta scored her second goal, taking

a long serven into the box in a crowd a flipping it into

the right side to make it 3-0.

By this point. North Carolina was all over the place,

playing aggressive defense and hustling to every ball.

They were clearly outplaying the Minutewomen.

The final goal came with 28:45 left as freshman Chris

Huston, playing in place of injured star forward Wendy
Gebauer. took a throw in and knocked it over a challeng-

ing DeSantis and into the net.
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Sports Notice

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team

will hold an open tryout for those interested in playing

for the Minutemen. It will be tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. in

the Curry Hicks Cage.

I OOO I* It DtMl rtooi

10P€RRLST.

584-7771

NORTHRnrFnoN.mR

COMIO'ANI tiaw tOITOX HVC •!

SUNDAY OCTOBER 23rd

ANDREW TOSH
WITH THE ORIOIHAL

PETER TOSH BAND
Door Opens 7:00 pm Showtime at 9:30

Tickets $10.00 thru TIcketron & at the door

r»r»T7rrTTr»»T»i«] ; 'WVUHlN DOWNSTAIR
Nov. 3rd THE LYRES

Nov. 4th UHbAMb bU HtAL
Nov. 6th THE CONNELLS

Nov 11th EVAN JOHNS and the H-BOMBS

;5iE DELIVERY to AMHffl^
X^ 11:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m.*'^'^/

13 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Hours
Mon-Thurs 11:30am-10:00pm
Fri & Sat 11:30am-1 1:00pm
Sundays 2:00pm-10:00pm

256-0286
Vyyyy^y/M'yyA'AuyA^^^^^^

256-0287
^^y////////////////////////////////>

volleyball
continued from pu^e 16

Things started to get really sticky as

UMass could not close the match with

four opportunities. Meanwhile, WVU pa-

tiently stockpiled points until it vvas a

slim 14-13 lead for the home team. Juliet

Primer's smash off the block ended a

3-point run for WVU and the match unex-

pectedly ended on a Scott kill error.

UMass broke a close game in the first

by striking with seven points until it

reached 14-7. With their backs to the wall,

West Virginia didn't hesitate to go to

their strength, middle blocker Lisa Scott.

Her kill made the score 1410 before a

double block by Juliet Primer and Anne
Marie Larese ended the game.

The Mountaineers blitzkrieged UMass
in the second as West Virginia served ex-

tremely well and thus stalled the UMass
offense.

"That's what this game is all about",

UMass coach Carol Ford said. "If you

can't dig and pass, you can't run your of

fense." UMass pulled it together at 13-3,

but it was too little, too late.

In the third game, it was simply tex-

tbook power volleyball. Setter Tracey

Thompson had plenty of time to run over

her options: to the middle with Scott or

to the outside with Miller. Scott finished

with 23 kills and Miller had a spectacular

night as well, tallying up 19 kills (as op

posed to only 4 kill errors) for a .326 kill

percentage. Miller had to have impress

ed everyone who showed up with the

depth and power of her shots.

After the two Homecoming matches.

Ford "obviously happy with the weekend.

There's no question that everyone's spirit

are high and that they're on Cloud Nine."

Water polo wins two at Amherst
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

water polo team improved its record to 8-6

with a pair of wins this weekend at

Amherst College.

They started off Friday night with a

rematch with the host team, Amherst, and

dominated for the first three quarters.

UMass coach Russ Yarworth said, "The

game came out like I expected. [Amherst]

came back when I started playing

everybody.

"

In the first quarter UMass started out

with two quick goals and, after a man-up

(power play) score by Amherst, the

Minutemen picked up two more, including

a nice long-range shot into the corner by

freshman Scott DeLuca. The scoring see-

sawed in the second quarter with the

highlight being the goaltending by junior

goalie Peter Koback.

At the half it was 7-3, UMass.

The Minutemen continued to run the

show in the second half until Amherst

men's soccer

started a small comeback with a pair of

quick goals 48 seconds into the fourth

period. UMass answered with a man-up

goal to stifle the drive and ended up winn-

ing 12-9.

The next game, Saturday night against

Boston College, proved to be a little

tougher test.

"It was a fair game," Yarworth said, "but

we're still not putting a team away. UMass

led 3-0 at the end of the first quarter, 5-3

at the half and 8-3 at one point in the third

quarter, aided in part by a pair of beautiful

lob shots by sophomore Jon Miller.

However, the Minutemen let the Eagles

climb back to within three until freshman

Alex Yelensky took a close-in feed from

junior G.T. Ladd and fired it in for the point

to end the regular scoring. A successful

penalty shot by each team finished up the

match and UMass took home the victory,

10-6.

"We were a little more consistent," Yar-

worth said. "We had good defense today

and we played a good, physical game

overall."

I ulltgiMn photo by Rirhurd Bonanno

JuHet Primer and the

Minutewomen won a pair of key

A-10 matches over the weekend.

football loses conference game to UConn
continued from page 16

"That was a 14-point swing, and it kill-

ed us," Palazzi said.

The Huskies rode their momentum into

the second half, and a DeGennaro-to Glenn

Antrum touchdown pass, and a pair of

Boothe touchdowns put the game out of

reach.

"The offensive line played well, Boothe

ran hard, and everyone caught well,"

Jackson said. "That was enough."

UMass got it's other touchdown on a

1 yard leap by Kevin Smellie late in the

third quarter. The offense couldn't get go-

ing, as the UConn defense pressured Palaz

zi and picked off four passes in the second

half.

"I thought I was reading the defense

well," Palazzi said. "The later interceptions

came because we were trying to make
something happen."

They couldn't make it happen, but the

conference picture remains largely

unchanged.

"Nothing's really changed in the con

ference," Jackson said. "But the win brings

us back to 2-2 and we'll try like hell to

finish the season with two conference

losses."

And UMass will try like hell not to.

"One loss doesn't make a season," Reid

said. "This team knows it can't think about

wins and losses. We have to keep ari even

keel. But we have work to do, and we'll find

out whether we can come back."

continued from pafic 16

UMass controlled play through the rest of the half but

was unable to score against an overmatched but

unyielding Northeastern defense. The Huskies'

resilience broke down in the early goings of the second

half, however, and the Minutmen scored twice in the first

10 minutes following intermission to tuck away a 3-0

lead.

Northeastern fullback Todd Rumaner hauled down

Cesnek inside the penaly area, and Lawrence capital iz

ed on the ensuing penalty kick to give the Minutemen

a two goal bulge. Cesnek, who stands as the reigning

penalty kick champion through two months of UMass
practice sessions, was passed over on the freebie to pro-

tect a strained groin muscle.

"Cesnek was going to have trouble," explained Get

tier, "Lawrence is our second choice . . .(Cesnek) will take

them if he's healthy."

Hanks picked up the third UMass goal of the aflernoon

on a freak play. After Halasz had held and then lost a

slow roller in front of the net, Anthony redirected the

loose ball to Hanks, who poked it into the open net.

Cuhna, a freshman forward, scored the first goal of his

UMass career with 23:01 left to play. Taking a feed from

McEvoy, Cuhna raced past several Northeastern

defenders towards the left side of the net before beating

Halasz. Free Kicks: UMass posted a 7-2 record within

the quirky confines of Upper Hoyden Field this season.

. .Northeastern's Tony "Taxi" Dias brought to town the

soccer nickname of the year. . .Anthony seems to attract

more than his share of abuse on a soccer field. .Ginz-

burg's going-away present was a bloody nose and a face

full of scratches, donated by Husky forward Todd Camp-

bell on a one on-one goal saving confrontation late in the

contest.
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ACTIVITIES

CHAFT CENTER IS YOUR resource Make

all kitxjs ol cfans. potlenr. siivef sitkscreen.

photography, etc Free instruction

SOUTHWEST S ANNUAL BATTLE ol the

Bands is this Sunday October 23't) at

IZOOpfn in the Hamp'len Center BE

THERE'

DO VOU WANT TO BE IN THE SGA7Join

the Student Judiciary' Three spots opem

Call 5-0341. Robert Fadel

ATTENTION: PREMEOS, nursirw and

other health science majors The Student

Health Advisory Board is holding a meeting

lor all those interested m Student Health

issues Tue Oct 1B at 5 15 Rm 302 UHS
Gain valuable experience

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 SiflfTupoo

concourse Oct 18. 20. tor the Cystic

Fibrosis Bike-A-Thon Anyone can do it'

CAREERS IN ADVERTISING
Dent miss this' Speakers from 2 top Boston

ad agencies^Campus Center 804 10/18,

8pm, everyone welcome

FREE ADVERTISING ON bTwEEIOY
calander lor RSO and ASO More mlo Call

BOG at 5450198 or come by 817CC

EARN S40-S60/DAY working to reduce tox-

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water sale' Call Chris at 25fr«434

YOU DONT HAVE TO taite part in dissec

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

78 TOYOTA COROLLA- good condition

dependable $550 Call Pierre 5452569

2 FORD ESCORT 85 000 miles « speed

eicellent condition $1900/negotiat>le

549-7193 evenings

81 TOYOTA CdROUTA excellenl coridi-

tion low mileage, am/tm cass air 5 spd

256-0969 evenings

1979 VW RABBIT am/lm. tue! iniection

30mpg. good tires, e.ec condition, even-

ings 549 2925 on campus, $900

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

condilKJnmechanicallysound'Gre^b^
4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908

weeknightsJen

BUREAU $50.00 Student desk $65 00

Book case $60 GO Electric typewriter $50 00

1.41 3-367 2698

MOVING. SELLING ^ERVTHINO:
Tables, chairs, sola, color TV, bed and

more call 549-7193 evenings

YAMAHA SRX 250 Spon bike. 5 months

old $1 500 includes lull facial helmet and

lacitet Call David 1 566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO ca*M«e deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

330 &/orTUTOR WANTED IN psyCh

French 120 call 6-8396

SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMOTINa
escort Energetic person. {M/F| to take

signups tor our Florida lours We lurnish

all materials lor a successlul promotion

Good pay and tun Call Campus Marketing

at 1-800-777-2270

PAirrvoowN NOOM AVAILABLE

FOUND

FOUND A DENIM JACKET by the FAC
5493674. Joe

••APARTMENTS AVAILABLE*

*

SPACiOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ol country land Ample oH street parV^

ing and Iree bus service to UMass and

shopping areas Call 665-3856.

AUTO FOR SALE

73 VW BUG FOR SALE.New heaters

clutch, 4 tires Godd condition needs a

home $500 or best ofler Call Paula at

549-4035 after 10pm

77 VW DASHER New brakes new exhaust

low miles must see Call 253-7388 Eves

•1 TOYOTA C^OROULAnw front tirw^

back shocks, exhaust system must see

$700 B/O Kristin 568-4624

1978 CAMARaRijM"»»*i'»«50rLW«
message 527-5101

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK lor boys

I^slandT $4.50/hour Near Leverett

ITr^J. ?0 mm lor UMASS Ch^Ed ma-

lOr would be ideal CaU 256-6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE- Over 700 CDs

Great Sound' All occasions 549-1421

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT 0«c-

To^keys and large screen video dances

Donns/organizations 256-awt>

FOR SALE

BRAND NEW ASSORTED New^^«
"neakers unbeatable prices 10 prs size

9.11 will take orders 549-6496

12 SPEEDUNIVEGA BIKE 1983 irTgreat

JondrtlS^ New derailers and brakes work

great $175 or BO 6-6932

3 TICKETS AVAILABLFto'T^x'^'rS'?
Tour Thurs Oct 20 Worcester 253^057

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1 *«
'^"„7^b'{:J'

engine Moving, must sell $800 or BU

665-7481

AWP'"FOt>NFJCml06iirMM firm

Great oondrtwn 584-9955 Ask^Brtl

eAS^fia(f«^CT«rvsPatriots in

fl!^o^^ cSh quick. Dave or TJ

6S*M Beet ofter

ROSS 10 SPEED Ex'ceiienTcond ^75

rSSfJ-fridoeeKC cond $100, two snow

,';f;ri?1!^!?Knew$40/pair 549^7

FOUND: LARGE ORANGE CAT. onlW1

1

Call 546-5421 to identify

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur^

niture 1 Short Si Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED JEWELRY INSTRUCTOR
wanted lor spring semester Student Union

Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096

TOXICS ARE SLOWLVkillmg us' Work to

reduce them with Masspirg Earn

$45$65/day, lull/part time Call Chris

256-6434

DIRECT CARE STAFF NEEDED m Nor

thampton Greenfield Spnnglield areas

Work with MR and MH individuals $7 21

to $7 71 p/hr 781-0783

ON HCAMPUS^TRAVEL REl^RESEH-

TATIVE or organization needed to promote

Spring Break trip to Florida Earn money.

Iree trips, and valuable work experience

Call Inter-Campus programs

1-800-433-7747

t10-t20A«
Demonstrators » surveyors

set your own hrs-5 20/wk Your area' No

selling fun & current Call Jefl

203-745-9823

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr^_n»'nd

Europe S Amer ,
Australia, Asia All fiekJs

$900 $1200 mo Sightseeing Free mlo

Write UC. PO Box 52 MA01 Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

KLUBKAVC

powerful; RELFABLE MUSiC and

lighting system lor many occasions-

Klubkave OJ Services 546-6518.

• MONTREAL! OUR COMPETITION IS
'

• charging more than we are for the

• exact same package' Find out the
• party your butt oft with 20 000 other

'

college students and do it for a much
• much lower price For the lacts and
• information about this Veterans Day
• College party weekend call Karl or

Craig at 549 1949 Montreal,

What a time!

SPACIOUS SUNNY IN apartment complex
shared common areas Parking ar>d bus
Evening 665-3867

servk:es

LEARN SPANISH IN Guatemala One on
one, five hours daily, family living,

seminars, feild trips, gam 16 credits CXE
Box 11264 Milwaukee. Wl 53211
(414)372-5570

PERSONALS

AX-a- ONLY S DAYS LEFTI

SKI COLORADO

BOBBERT JUST WANTED TO see you

smrle Preferable m your new black outfit

Yours anytime Jefferson Jotin

THANKSGIVING BREAK! Round trip air-

fare to Denver $250 or B Call 253-71 53

SUBLET

YOU CAME TO HOUSING OFFICE, got my
number and address Said Id helped you

over the summer Who are you' Summer
worker

2 BORM AT. IN Sunderland Cheaper than
renting Call Bill after 5 865-2425

TYPING

CHRIS ROSS, I miss you' How'a Hto? Lov«.

WJT (former roomie) Sniper!
TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 2S3-WOR0

MARK • Te amo pobrecito

LOST

INDIVIDUALS WITH A DEGREE or ex

perience in electronics, enhmeering.

TESOL. linguistics, pharmacy, finance,

management, real estate, advertising,

lelecommunications, education, elernen-

tary education and travel interested m

teaching English tor one year in Japan to

employees of mapr corporations/govern

ment ministries should send resume and

photo International Education Service Shin

Taiso BIdg .
10-7, Dogenzaka 2Chome,

Shibuya-Ku. Tokyo 150 Japan

WORK STUDY JOBSavailable' Monday.

Wednesday and Fnday mornings Cwne by

Off Campus Housing Office, 545-0865

HtbH EARNINGS FREE TRAVEL benefits-

National Travel and Marketing Co seeks

highly motivated individuals to represent its

cSlegiate Travel Vacations on your cam-

pus No experience necessary Will tram

Call (718)855^7120 or wnte Campus Vaca-

tions Associations. 26 Court Street .

Brooklyn. NY 11242

LOST KEYS ON red ring in Mon Econ

104A class (Mahar) Call 6-7086

TO THE INCONSIDERATE PEOPLEthal

stole the tapes from 1 4 Allen SI
,

someone

saw you take them II they aren t returned

by Oct 21 we are going to press charges

No questions asked, |usl leave them on the

porch We d hale to have you arrested, but

It s your choice

HEV-TOM FROM HINGHAM it's your B^lay

have a good one the girls from 2W
Dickinson

kInQ DUNKER- So glad you re better I

missed you Love, your sweetie, K

bOF- thank you lor bringing happiness into

my life Happy 6th month anniversary! I love

you MP2

MICHELLE HAUO- To the best Devil" We
are going to have an incredible semester'

Remember I am always here for you' Alpha

Chi IS awesome' Love you always, your

Angel Lara XO

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL typing on
word processor with spellcheck ANYTIME'
Carolyn 253-5667

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive

rates, decent location 253-5202

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA, One
student/teacher live hours daily (amily liv-

ing, excursions, seminars CXE Box 11264
Milwaukee. Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 11-13 Call 549-1949

MHCE OZIURA your sister is looking lor you

Call Heather at 546-6171

LOST- 10/5 oranoe and white cat vicinity

ol Ml Pleasant St Please call We mas him

545-2892 ask for Tracey or leave message
HEY ckMBERI Here's your first personal

Have a happy 20th Love Booger,

WANTED

HELPI I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes wM
pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

MOTORCYCLES

ATTENTION FOR $500 down and

83 OSymnth you can own a 1988 Kawasaki

EX500 with 2700 miles 2 Sheet helmets

wonh $450 are free Call Mike 549-5189

ROOMMATE WANTED

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM Jan to Sept on
2 bdrm Apt on Mam St Prefer grad
students or Prof people Call 256-8040

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

1983 KAWASAKI K2S50 LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850. Joe 549-7423 Evenings.
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SPORTS

UConn goes home a 35-14 winner
Bv MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Connecticut football

team was probably the only group not

welcome in Amherst on Homecoming
Weekend.
And the Huskies left town the least

popular group after beating the Universi

ty of Massachusetts football team, 35-14.

before a crowd of 14.301 at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium.
Both teams are now 4-2 overall, and

UConn is 2-2 in the Yankee Conference.

UMass. 3-1 in the conference, is tied for

first with Villanova and Delaware.
Delaware beat Villanova 10-7 on Saturday.

"There's not too much you can say about
a game like this," UMass head coach Jim
Reid said

A few numbers say it well: UMa.ss
quarterback Dave Palazzi threw 5 intercep-

tions; his 46 yards on the ground made him
the Minutemen's leading rusher; and
UMass had the ball inside the Huskies"
14 yard line 6 times and had ju.st 14 points

to show for it.

"That was it." Palazzi said. "We didn't

take advantage when we had the ball down
at their end "

UConn did take advantage of its chances.

Sophomore quarterback Matt DeGennaro.
who pulled a nb cage muscle last week,
was not a definite starter until Saturday
morning.

"I didn t know what to expect from
DeGennaro. " UConn coach Tom Jack.son

said "I was surpri.sed, he played great "

DeGennaro. whose offensive line gave
him plenty of time to work, completed
22-of-35 passes for 244 yards and 3

touchdowns, and kept the UMa.ss secon

dary guessing all afternoon.

"At the beginning of the game. I felt good
about the defense." Reid said. "1 felt like

they were going to have a good game.
"

But DeGennaro picked the UMass
defense apart.

"He is very accurate whether he's hurt

or not," said UMass cornerback Jerome
Bledsoe. "We couldn't get drops because of

lUConn's) delays. And the underneath
passes killed us."

DeGennaro's success was helped by the
production of tailback George Boothe. who
rushed for 132 yards and two touchdowns.
The pair combined on the first touchdown
of the game, which occurred during a
bizarre first quarter.

On their second drive of the day, the
Huskies moved the ball to the UMass
29-yard line. At that point. DeGennaro
lofted a pass to Boothe down the left

sideline.

Boothe, who had stepped out of bounds
on his pass route, caught the ball and fell

into the end zone. The officials ruled

Boothe had been pushed out of bounds by
a UMass defender, so the touchdown stood

and UConn led 7 0.

On the ensuing kickofT. UConn kicker

Rob Moons drilled the ball off Al Pogarain.

one of the front men in the return forma-

tion. Moons recovered the ball himself and
the Huskies had the ball on their 44.

"W'e made big plays all day," Jackson
said.

The UMass defense held on three plays,

and two drives later, the offen.se tied the
score. The rushing of fullbacks Steve Olstm
and Duncan MacRae led the Minutemen to

the 1-yard line, where MacRae slammed in

tor the score .Silvio Bonvini s fxtr.i point

made it 7 7

UMass thm liaU a chance to take the lead

when it attempted a fake field goal on a

fourthand-3 from the UConn 7. Palazzi,

the holder, twik the ball and ran around
left end to the 2. but fumbled, and the

Huskies recovered.

UConn marched downfield and DeGen-
naro hit Rob Meers for a 3yard touchdown
pass.

So UMass not only lost a probable 7
points but watched the Huskies turn the
mistake into 7 points of their own.

cuntinued on page IS UMass quarterback Dave Palazzi
Collegian photu li> Riihard Bonanno

Volleyball shines with a pair ofA-10 wins
By RIC SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team swept
a pair of Atlantic- 10 Conference games at Totman Gym,
edging West Virginia in a knock-em-sock-em Friday night
fight (15 10. 7 15. 10-15. 15 12. 15 13) and then
whitewashing Duquesne in three straight (15-5, 1510,
15-4) the next day. The Minutewomen improve to 13-2

overall and 2 2 in the A-10. In the Duquesne game, it

was evident that the Dutchesses would not be a match
for UMass, as Duquesne had a problem returning fairly
easy serves. The mi.scommunication in the back row-

helped UMass bolt out to a 5-0 lead. The problems were
more extensive, affecting the passing, and thus Duquesne
had no semblance of a consistent offensive set.

The third game was a nice showcase for the three
freshmen on the team, as Kelly Ram.sey, Susan

DiClemente, and Rebecca Plimpton all saw playing time.

DiClemente and Ramsey's .serving helped UMass jump
out to a 6-1 advantage and the Minutewomen never look-

ed back.

The West Virginia game Friday night was a totally dif-

ferent story. After a 2-2 deadlock, the two teams were forc-

ed to play a deciding fifth game.
WVU started with dinks by Michelle Miller and Tracey

Thompson to take an early 41 lead. The key juncture
followed with Mass running off 7 unanswered points
behind the serving of Juliet Primer. Barbara Meehan and
Julia Smith combined, like they did all night, for block
assists to send back Miller's smash back, .setter Karen
Ferguson pulled off her 4th set dink, and then Ferguson
won a tap exchange at the net to tie it at 4 4. The
Ferguson-to Meehan connection on a short set in the mid-
dle gave the Minutewomen a lead they would never relin

Women's soccer splits in N.C.
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

RALEIGH. N.C. — After dropping a 4-0 game to the
top-ranked University of North Carolina on Saturday,
the University of Massachusetts women's soccer team
had something to prove — both to themselves and to the
rest of the .soccer world.
The unfortunate victim was second-ranked North

Carolina State, which didn't help its own cause by show-
ing the Minutewomen absolutely no respect. UMass took
it all out on the Wolfpack for a 3-2 win yesterday.
The Minutewomen had to work hard for the win

against a tough team. They watched the Pack rally from
a 2-0 deficit to tie it with 16 minutes left, but the "Reds"

refused to let dowu.

"I don't think this team was willing to take two losses."

UMass coach Jim Rudy said. "This is a great victory."

"We came to play. We didn't want to go home with two
losses," midfielder April Kater said. "We had something
to prove to ourselves."

It was Kater who got the winning goal with 5:30 left

on a great set-up from forward Michelle Powers. Powers
took a pass from Sue Cooper and .served it over a pair
of defenders to a streaking Kater in the box. Kater cut

in from the right flank and drilled it past NC State
goalkeeper Lindsay Brecher into the left side.

continued on pa^e 14

Men's soccer beats Huskies, 4-0
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

On the day in which the four seniors on the Universi-
ty of Mas.sachusetts men's soccer team bid adieu to Up-
per Boyden Field, it was the fresh faces on the UMass
squad that led the Minutemen to a 4-0 win over
Northeastern.

Seniors Bret Blanton, Mike Mugavero, Sam Ginzburg
and Mike McCormick were honored before the game for

their contributions to the program. But freshmen Dan
Lawrence, Brett Anthony and Ray Cuhna hogged the
limelight with game-breaking performances.
Saturday's contest also marked the end of a brutal

scheduling stretch that saw the Minutemen (8-6) play

seven games in fourteen days. Coach Jeff Gettler's squad

will now have a full week's rest before visiting Boston
College where they'll pound the astroturf that adorns
the house that Flutie built.

"We have to build on these games, and see if we can
put some wins together, especially since were going on
the road now," said Gettler.

Anthony jump-started the Minutemen out to 1-0 lead

with just 11:31 elapsed in the first half UMass forward
Steve Cesnek settled a bouncing ball at midfield onto
the foot of Pete McEvoy, who found Anthony streaking
all alone past the Husky defense. Anthony took three
strides to catch up to the ball, then beat oncoming Nor
theastern goalkeeper John Halasz with a cue shot into

the lower left corner of the net.

contintivtl (III paffe 15

quish and WV quickly called time out.

WVU pulled back within 8-6 until Meehan put away
another short set for sideout. After several sideouts,

UMass put on another three- point spurt before West
Virginia called time out again. What was working for

WVU serving, passing, and killing all night just fell

apart. Their senior co-captain and last week's A-10 Player-

of-the Week, Lisa Scott, made a rare kill error, combined
with a Julia Smith kill ran the score up to 13-7. Smith
came through in the clutch once again, as her kill down
the line set up game and match point. In the critical fourth

game, her dink at 14-12 gave the Minutewomen sideout,

effectively stopping a WV comeback. Spurred on by the
homecrowd and feeling the adrenalin, Ferguson set it to

the hot man and Smith evened things up at two games
apiece.

continued on page 15

Field hockey
tops UNH, 3-1
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

When a team loses one of its starters, there is always
cause for concern coming into a game, unless of course
you have a bench that is as deep as the one that the
University of Massachusetts field hockey team has.
The Minutewomen were without the services of

sophomore defender Kerri Fagan this weekend when they
played the University of New Hampshire but still came
away with a 3-1 victory at Totman Field.

The Minutewomen came into the game as the No. 3
team in the country by the NCAA and the top-ranked
team in New England. The win raises their record to

12-1-1.

Fagan sat out Saturday's game with a sprained back,
so in stepped sophomore Lisa Berardinelli and .senior

Kathy Derwin to take up the slack.

Berardinelli has not seen much action for UMass over
her two years but with Fagan out, she was given the .start

by UMass coach Pam Hixon and got the job done in a big
game.
"She started the Fairfield game but this was her first

start under what I would consider any kind of pressure
and I thought she did OK," Hixon said. "I thought that

Kathy Derwin gave us a great spark too. I think she
played as well today as she played in Fairfield."

The attack, however, was healthy, though it was not

quite as explosive as it has been all season.
continued on page 14
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Selectmen discuss
proposed voting place,

hockey arena for UMass
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst Selectmen last night postponed

their decision to support the University of

Massachusetts Student Government
Association's attempt to put a polling sta-

tion on campus for the November elections.

Michael Greiner, the chair of the Student

Government Association Public Policy

Committee, requested a letter of support

from selectmen and for their help to work

with University administration.

"The main thing we should be thinking

about is getting the students out to vote,"

said Greiner. "It should be a joint effort bet

ween the town, the University's ad-

ministration and the SGA."

As it stands now, registered voters living

on campus will have to travel to downtown

Amherst to vote. Greiner said the extra ef-

fort to vote will result in a lower voter turn

out for the campus.

Greiner said he and the SGA have been

working with UMass administration to try

to find a place on or near campus where the

students could vote.

"I'm looking for a philosophical state-

ment that the town opposes (having the

polling sites so far from campus)," said

Greiner.

Members of the board argued there could

be problems in staffing a poll on campus

and it could be difficult for Amherst

residents living in Precinct 10 to reach an

on-campus polling site.

Selectman James Torrey suggested

creating two polling sites in Precinct 10,

one on-campus and one off. He said there

could be a problem with staffing, however

Greiner said he had spoken with several

people in the SGA who had already

volunteered to work in the polling station,

and didn't think it would be a problem.

"UMass has dozens of buildings they

could use, I don't see why we can't find the

space," said Greiner.

Greiner also asked the board to support

the SGA on an upcoming issue against the

building of the proposed hockey arena.

Greiner said he wasn't against the

building going up, but against the student

fees that would be collected to pay for it.

"Student fees have gone up $600 this

year and I know a lot of people who have

dropped out of school because of it,"

Greiner said. "The arena will cost students

an additional $100 a year and many
students would never use the complex.

"Will the hockey team provide education

for all?" Greiner asked. "I'd Ive to see the

town take a stand on that."

A move to try to stop student funding of

the arena will be made at the next SGA
meeting, Greiner said, "and I have no

doubt that it will pass unanimously against

charging a student fee."

In other news, Selectmen supported the

Police Building Committee's article for the

town to appropriate $4,978,293 for the con

struction of new police facilities at the in-

tersection of Main and Churchill streets.

The article will be voted on at town

meeting which begins Nov. 9.

Selectmen approved the tax rate for the

next year. Rates are going up 50 cents,

from $12 to $12.50. It is a flat rate affec

ting all zoning districts. The average home

owner can expect a 9 to 10 percent increase

over last year's bill, said Principal Assessor

Robert S. Anderson.

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahrarn

Valeriano Farao, Mozambican ambassador to the US, visited

Hampshire College and the University of Massachusetts yesterday

as part of World Food Dav. He met with students, community

leaders, citizens and experts to discuss the current situation in

Mozambique, Angola, Namibia, and South Africa, and what

Americans can do to promote peace and reconstruction in that

region.

Former BKO house sold to real estate developer

CollPioan pholo by Richard Bonanno

The former house of the Beta Kappa Phi fraternity, which was shut down last spring, has been

sold to a real estate developer.

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The former home of Beta Kappa Phi fraternity has been

sold for $625,000 to a real estate company which plans

to rent the house to another fraternity or sorority, a

spokesman for the company said yesterday.

The house, at the corner of Phillips and North Pleasant

Sts., was sold on Oct. 5 to Aspen Square Management of

Springfield, according to Tom Albert, director of BKO's

corporation. The corporation purchased the building on

a foreclosure in 1973 for around $325,000, Albert said.

Albert said he estimates the house to need about

$200,000 worth of repairs before it can be occupied again.

The building was condemned by the Amherst Board of

Health over the summer.

"I was told it was going to become a rooming house, and

I'd be very surprised if it is used for that," Albert said.

"I think there are higher and better uses for it." He said

offices, apartments or residential condominiums were

possiblities for the structure.

"There were a number of fraternities and sororities that

asked to see the house, but none were able to carry the

freight," he said.

"It's our intent to keep it as a fraternity, " said Fred An-

thony, operating officer for Aspen Square Management.

Anthony would not reveal the fraternities and/or sororities

that were interested in the building.

"I think we're limited by the zoning," Anthony said. He

said the proximity to other fraternities and sororities

would make it hard to convert the building for other

purposes.

"We're in the process of renovating, but we really

haven't come up with a price yet." he said. Anthony also

could not ^,'ive an estimate as to when the renovation

would be complete. "Ideally, we'd like to have someone

in there for next semester. " he said.

continued on page 4
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Candidates continue to battle

as election day draws closer
(AP>— Attacking vigorously with just

over three weeks to the election, George

Bush said yesterday his Democratic rival

should "stop running down our defenses,"

while Michael Dukakis said Bush doesn't

care enough about people to protect them
from nuclear-poisoned water.

Far from conceding the presidential race

is over, despite polls showing Bush with a

lead, the two contenders were out cam-

paigning early and hard as the week

began.

Dukakis, seeking votes in Ohio, one of

the states it is now clear he must win to

have a chance on Election Day, said that

Bush as vice president has "sat on his

hands while America's industrial

heartland has been fighting for its life."

"Here in Ohio you've lost thousands of

manufacturing jobs.

And just last week we learned that we had

more imports coming into the United

States in August than in any month in

history," Dukakis said.

He also said that while Bush talks about

"a kinder, gentler nation," his record con-

tradicts that message.

"His record tells the people of Ohio, "We

don't care enough about you to protect you

form the nuclear weapons facilities that are

poisoning your water and threatening the

safety of your workers," Dukakis said,

Bush, meanwhile, resumed his attack on

Dukakis as weak on defense.

In remarks prepared for delivery at a

Denver defense plan, Bush said Dukakis

is "trying desperately to jump into the

mainstream" my talking of a need to

modernize land-based defenses.

"But there is strong reason to doubt that

he would do it, especially when it comes to

modernizing our land-based missiles," he

said.

Bush added, "It's time the liberal gover

nor stopped spreading what I'll call

charitably misinformation about the state

of our forces. It's not 1980 any more. Our
divisional war fighting capabilities have

improved by an average of 60 percent since

1980."

A day earlier, Bush cautioned against

overconfidence and promised to stick to his

campaign curse, while Dukakis, facing an

uphill struggle in the presidential race,

nevertheless predicted victory on Election

Day.

Libel law changes proposed
WASHINGTON (AP) - A major study of

libel laws yesterday recommended sweep-

ing changes designed to resolve disputes

quickly through "no fault" trials deciding

the truth of disputed statements.

No damages would be awarded in such

trials.

The changes are proposed by the

Washington-based Annenberg Washington

Program of Northwestern University in

Evanston, 111., after a study begun last

winter by 11 lawyers, judges, journalists

and others.

"Libel suits tend to drag on interminably,

are enormously costly for both sides and

very seldom clearly resolve what ought to

be the heart ofthe matter: the truth of falsi

ty of what was published." said the report

of the Libel Reform Project.

A major change from current law in the

proposal would be elimination of the re-

quirement that public figures suing for

libel prove that defamatory statements

about them were published with "actual

malice," that is. with knowledge that they

were false or within "reckless disregard"

of whether they were false or not.

$1.50
EVERY NIGHT

Raffles • T-Shirts • Give Aways
TONIGHT

The Spoke

35 East Pleasant St, Amherst

Proper I.D. required

AP photo

PLANE CRASH - A Uganda Airlines Boeing 707 jetliner crashed

short of the runway of Rome's Leonardo da Vinci airport yester-

day.

PM threatens retaliation
JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir vowed that "nothing will

remain" of Palestinians who carry out

threats to use firearms in their uprising

against Israel.

Shamir, the head of the right wing Likud

bloc, made the remark Sunday night to

more than 2,000 supporters in the southern

working class town of Sderot, according to

four Israeli news dailies.

Ahimeir said Shamir responded to Arab

news reports that Hani el Hassan, an aide

to PLO Chief Yasser Arafat, has threaten

ed that Palestinians would switch to using

firearms against Israel if Shamir is

reelected premier in the Now. 1 elections.

If the Arabs of Judea, Samaria and Gaza

start fighting the army with firearms,

nothing will remain of those terrorists, and

there is no doubt that an end will come to

the intefadeh," Shamir said, according to

Ahimeir.

Judea and Samaria are the Israeli names

for the occupied West Bank, scene of much

of the violence during the 10-month "inter-

fadeh," or Arab uprising.

Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin also told

the Cabinet on Sunday that if firearms

were used by Palestinians "they will meet

an immediate response with firearms," the

Haaretz daily said.

So far Palestinians have primarily con-

fronted Israeli troops and civilians with

stones, bottles and firebombs. Throughout

the rebellion there have been five grenade

attacks and 59 involving homemade bombs

in Gaza, the army said.

However, more firearms have been used

by Palestinians in recent days, including

two grenades hurled at army vehicles in

Gaza last week, injuring two soldiers.

Since the uprising began Dec. 8, 229

Palestinians and six Israelis have died and

about 7.000 Palestinians have been

wounded.
The latest death occurred Sunday when

an 18-year-old Palestinian died of head

wounds sustained during a clash with

troops last week.
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Smeal to speak on
women in leadership
Cites lack of representation on campuses
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By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

The only way women will achieve equali-

ty, according to EUie Smeal, president of

The Fund For the Feminist Majority, is for

women to get elected to powerful positions

at all levels of government.

Smeal, who served a two-year term as

president of the National Organization for

Women, will be a guest lecturer in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom tonight, encouraging

women to run for public office and to

assume leadership roles on college

campuses.

More than half the students on any col-

lege campus are now women, but they're

still not equally represented, Smeal said.

In a survey of 50 public, private, and

religious colleges. The Fund For the

Feminist Majority found that while 53 per-

cent of undergraduate students are women,

only eight of their student governments are

50 percent women.
Among faculty and administrators the

survey showed only 1 1 percent of tenured

college professors and 10 percent of college

and university presidents are women. And
38 percent of those presidents were at all-

female universities.

"Women need to learn how
discriminatory college campuses are,"

Smeal said. "Everywhere we go people are

surprised at the small percentages."

The imbalance of representation greatly

hurts women students, she said. "There is

always enough money for AstroTurf, but

we have to fight for safety lighting and

emergency phones." Changing that ine-

quality is the goal of the Campus Cam-
paign, Smeal said. "We're inspiring women
to go for leadership positions. We're en-

couraging students interested in public

issues to not only think about working for

non-profit organizations but to run for

public office."

Psych professor will discuss

hearing development in infants

Collegian pho<o by Dondi Ahcarn

THE HILLS ARE ALIVE ... — A student lets out a yell of relief

outside of the Campus Center yesterday.

Professor of Psychology Rachel K. Clif

ton will give a lecture on "The Develop-

ment of the Auditory System in Human In-

fants," at 8 p.m. Thursday in Bowker
Auditorium.
Clifton will also be awarded the

Chancellor's Medal for outstanding service

to the University of Massachusetts.

Clifton will discuss how recent research

of infant hearing led to greater general

understanding of both the auditory system

and brain development.

She will discuss her research about what

newborn infants hear and their use of ear-

ly hearing. Research conducted in the past

two decades shows newborns have both

acute and sophisticated senses, according

to Clifton.

After coming to UMass in 1968, Clifton

has concentrated her work on the develop-

ment of perceptual and cognitive abilities

in infants.

Her research has been supported by

grants from the National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development, the

March of Dimes, the National Science

Foundation and the National Institutes of

Health.

A Research Scientist Award from the Na-

tional Institute of Mental Health in 1981

relieved her from teaching duties and

allowed her to concentrate on research.

Clifton received her B.A. in elementary

education from Berea College and her M.A.

and Ph.D. in child psychology from the

University of Minnesota.

Frat float breaks through windows
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A float being built by two members of Alpha Tau Gam-

ma accidentally smashed through two panes of glass in

Grinell Arena Saturday. The two admitted responsibili

ty for the mishap and agreed to pay for repairs to the

windows.

In other incidents:

• A basement window in Emerson Residence Hall was

reported smashed Friday.

• An accident between two cars travelling on Universi-

ty Drive Friday caused damage to both cars. No injuries

were reported.

• A black tweed jacket and black scarf worth $150 were

reported stolen Friday from a first floor room in Gorman

Residence Hall.

• An 18-year-old Fall River man was arrested on Sunset

Ave. Saturday for being a minor in possession of alcohol

and marijuana.

• A 21 year-old Ludlow man was arrested Saturday for

operating a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol

in Stadium lot E.

• An 18-year-old Harvard man was arrested Saturday for

operating a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol

fOI Your

and failure to stay within marked lanes on North Plea-

sant Street.

• A sixth-floor lounge window in Washington Residence

Hall was reported broken Saturday.

• A 18 year-old Medford man was arrested just south of

John Adams Residence Hall for being a minor in posses

sion of alcohol Saturday.

• An Amherst man and a Worcester man were arrested

Saturday night following a fight on North Pleasant Street.

• Two 18-year-old Wilbraham men were arrested on

Saturday in John Quincy Adams Residence Hall for be-

ing minors in possession of alcohol.

• A 20-year-old Amherst man was arrested Sunday on

a warrant from the Spencer Police department.

• An 18-year-old Lowell man was arrested Sunday on the

Southwest Horseshoe for being a minor in possession of

alcohol and carrying someone else's liquor identification

card.

• A student in a third-floor room in Kennedy Residence

Hall reported on Sunday that her ladies' wristwatch worth

$200 had been stolen from her room.

• An 18-year old Exeter man was arrested Sunday on

University Drive for operating a motor vehicle without

a license and failure to obey a stop sign.

Information
The FYI section is a public service announcement to the

campus and community. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee that all submissions will be published.

Lecture , . x, i

Eleanor Smeal. former president of the National

Organization for Women and founder and current founder

and president of the Fund for the Feminist Majority is

scheduled to speak at 8 p.m. tonight in the Student Union

Ballroom. The topic of the speech is the importance of

women being elected to public office.

Open house
All members of the campus and community are invited

to an open house at the Everywoman's Center from 4 to

6 p.m. today. The open house will be held in Wilder Hall,

which is behind the Morrill Science Center. For more in-

formation call 545 0883.

The University of Massachusetts Rainforest Action

Group is sponsoring a rally from 11:30 a.m. to 1 i>.m. to

day at Burger King in Hadley. The group claims the

restaurant chain gets their beef from destroyed tropical

rainforests.

Internship Meeting
Representatives of the Legal Services Center and the

University Internship Program are scheduled to speak

from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 805 of the Cam-

pus Center. The topic of the meeting is the legal assis

tant internships offered at the LSC and how to apply for

one for the spring semester.

Festival

Northeast Area Government is sponsoring a Pink

Frolics Cartoon Festival. Shows will be at 7, 9, and 11 p.m.

Thursday in Campus Center Auditorium. There will be

a $1 admission fee.

Film
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday in room 163C of the Campus Center. Hillel is

sponsoring the free showing.

Affirmative Action
investigating slur
The investigation of an upper level physical plant

employee is now entirely in the hands of the University

of Massachusetts Affirmative Action office.

Physical Plant Director Roger Cherewatti, who in

itiated the investigation, said he handed the investiga-

tion over to Affirmative Action because, "in cases like

this, they are the experts."

The investigation stems from a Oct. 5 radio broadcast

made on physical plant frequency one, a frequency nor

mally reserved for supervisors and foremen. The broad-

cast was derogatory to blacks, according to sources.

Sources at the physical plant have identified the voice,

but University officials have not been able to confirm

who the culprit is because the matter is still under

investigation.
- ANTHONY PADOVANO

Kennedy to speak
in Northampton
NORTHAMPTON - US Sen. Edward Kennedy is

scheduled to speak at 6:30 tonight about issues such as

child care, health care, and education at a discussion in

the John F. Kennedy Middle School here.

Other democratic speakers will be state Sen. John

Olver and state Reps. Stan Rosenberg and Shannon

O'Brien. The discussion is open to the public.

- RICK SANTOS

Cars hit woman,
UMass student
NORTHAMPTON - A youth denied charges yester-

day of vehicular homicide and drunk driving following

an early Saturday morning accident on Elm Street that

killed Isabella Mason, 57, of 166 Grove Street, the Dai-

ly Hampshire Gazette reported.

According to police, Edward Cayo, 17, of Northamp-

ton, was arrested after the accident.

The Gazette also reported that a University of

Massachusetts student, Jeffrey K. Florence, 19, was in

serious condition yesterday, after being dragged 70 feet

by a car in Amherst early Sunday. Police are in-

vestigating the incident.

i
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BKO
continued from pnfje I

Tim Chrissman, a carpenter for Aspen, said he was in

the process of estimating repairs the house would need,

but would give no dollar figure for the repairs.

"All I can tell you is that we're going to completely redo

the house," Chrissman said. He said the repairs would

include new paint and landscaping, walls, windows, and

a new heating system. "The destruction here was caused

by people having a good time," he said.

BKO lost it's recognition as a fraternity by the Univer-

sity last semester after it was raided by police. In the raid,

police made several arrests, seizing 16 full kegs, 80 emp-

ty kegs and an ounce and a half of cocaine.

Carlene Riccelli. director of Greek Affairs, said she had

received no reapplication from former members of the

For Your

fraternity. Albert said the fraternity will reapply, but not
in the near future.

"Generally the Office of Greek Affairs requires a cer-

tain amount of time off-campus (for fraternities that have
lost their recognition]," Riccelli said.

She said she had been asked to refer people interested

in the house to Anthony.

Richard Howland. an Amherst attorney who
represented several members of the fraternity arrested

in the raid, said the case was not over, but would not com-
ment on the status of the case.

The Dean of Students office also would not reveal if

disciplinary action was being sought against the members
of the fraternity.

Members of the former fraternity could not be reached

for comment.

Information
Meeting
The Undergraduate Student Senate will meet at 6 p.m.

tonight in room 101 of the Campus Center.

Concert
Regency will appear at 8 p.m. tomorrow at the Hatch.

The free show is sponsored by the Board of Governors Pro-

gram Council.

•Study Abroad
The Study Abroad Fair will be from 10 a.m. to noon

tomorrow on the Campus Center Concourse across from

the Blue Wall Cafe. Also, visit International Programs
at the William S. Clark International Center in Central

Residential Area. The advising hours are from 10 a.m.

to noon and from 1 to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday dur-

ing the academic semesters.

Seminar
A seminar on farm animal welfare movement in

Massachusetts will be at 4 p.m. tomorrow at room 202 of

Paige Laboratory. Dr. Donald Black will speak at the

seminar sponsored by the Department of Veterinary and
Animal Sciences. Coffee will be served at 3:45 p.m.

Bible Study
The New Testament Fellowship will be having a bible

study at 7 p.m. every Friday of the semester in the Cam
pus Center. Check the event listing near the information

desk on the concourse for the room number.

LBGA Foram
LBGA meeting: On Oct. 16, at 6 p.m.. the LBGA will

have its business meeting in the LBGA office, room 413
Student Union. For more information call 545-0154.

Rap Group: On Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. a rap group titled

"Sexism and Separation in the Lesbian, Bisexual and
Gay men's community," is being sponsored by the Les-

bian. Bi.sexual. and Gay men's Counseling Collective in

room 413 Student Union.
Counseling: The Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay Men's

Counseling Collective offers free confidential peer

counseling, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday from 1 p.m.

to 7 p.m., Tuesdays 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Friday 1 p.m.

to to 3 p.m. come into the office, 433 Student Union or

call durinj; office hours, 545-2645.

Valley Bisexual Network: meeting Thursday. Oct.

20, 8 p.m. in LBGA office, 413 Student Union.
Coffee Social: On Friday Oct 21, from 3 p.m. to 5:30

p.m.. The LBGA will sponsor a coffee social in 81 1 Cam
pus Center. Free refreshments will be served. All art-

welcome for more information call 545-9154.
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ALL STUDENTS!!!
7th Annual Five College

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL
INFORMATION DAY

Over 90 schools including:

Boston University

Brandeis University

University of Bridgeport Law School
Columbia University

Dartmouth Medical School
Fordham University

Georgetown University

Harvard University School of Business
University of Massachusetts - Graduate
School of Biomedical Sciences

Wednesday, October 19, 1988
Campus Center Auditorium
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
10 am to 3 pm

Sponsored by:

Office of Career Counseling

National College of Chiropractic

New England College of Optometry
New England School of Law
New School for Social Research
New York University - Tisch School of the Arts
Northeastern University

Pace University School of Law
Suffolk University School of Law
University of Vermont
Vermont Law School

information & Literature on Admission
Financial Aid, and Housing

ag^c^«fK^.c^^^<*r^^^fpfp^^

-„.„,j, - Amherst College
Careers Options Resource Center - Hampshire College
Career Services . Mount Holyoke College
Career Development Office - Smith College
University Placement Service - University of Massachusetts
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Phuiu by Jorl Solomon
GOING IN FOR THE KILL - The residents of the seventh floor of Grayson Residence

Hall took part in the Orchard Hill volleyball tournament Saturday.

CIKfM

Mr.
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PG

7:00 &
9:00

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00
Adults $3.50
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Auto
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SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED
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Motors
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coup foiled
PORT AU PRINCE. Haiti (AP) - The military govern

ment said yesterday it has foiled an attempted coup
against President Lt. Gen. Prosper Avril by two military
officers.

Radio Soleil said "several soldiers were wounded" and
30 soldiers were arrested in the coup attempt early Sun-
day. It have no further details.

Government spokesman Frantz Lubin said the coup was
led by Sgt. Patrick Frantz Bochard, who headed a govern-
ment lottery, and former Col. Samuel Jeremie. who
escaped from prison following the Sept. 17 coup that
brought Avril to power.

"Certain other ofTicers have been discharged." Lubin
said.

"They had maneuvered to stage a coup against the
military government of Lt. Gen. Proseper Avril."

On Sept. 17, rank-and-file soldiers ousted Haitian ruler
Lt. Gen. Henri Namphy and installed Avril as president.

State unveils
new farm plan
BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts officials, buoyed by the

success of state efforts to stabilize the commonwealth's
farm economy yesterday unveiled a plan calling for fur-

ther farmland preservation and farm startups in the next
five years.

"We have worked hard to allow agriculture to enjoy a
resurgence in Massachusetts and this new report offers

a blueprint for future growth," Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
said in a statement.

Environmental Affairs Secretary James Hoyte and
Agriculture Commissioner Gus Schumacher Jr., during
a news conference at Boston City Hall farmer's market,
unveiled the 81 -page report on the state's food and farm
policy. The paper was the product of a task force of

legislators, farmers, bankers, and other industry and ad-

ministration officials.

The reports's recommendations build on proposals ad-
vanced by the Dukakis administration in 1976 that have
led to successful farm preservation and reduced pesticide
initiatives.

"What we are trying to do now is to begin to look for-

ward to what is going to be happening in the next five

years," Schumacher said. "How do we position our food
sy.stem, which is a $16 billion industry in Massachusetts,
for the changes in the 1990s? And how will our farmers
and food processors live within that food system?"

In the midl970's, when agriculture was flourishing
elsewhere in the nation, agriculture in Massachusetts and
throughout the Northeast was skidding downward. Ac
cording to the report, the state's acreage in farming fell

from 2 million acres at the end of World war II to less than
600,000. And the number of farms dropped from 35,000
to less that 6,000.

But the 1976 farm policy, keyed on state-supported

agricultural development and marketing, has stabilized

the situation, officials said. In fact, Schumacher said, there
were actually 100 farms begun in the state this past year,

bringing the total to 6,100. Most of them are small opera-

tions involved in vegetables, fruits or house plants.

Under a 10-year farmland preservation program, the
state has spent $50 million buymg the development rights

to 21,586 acres on 234 farms. A recently passed $35
million supplement to the program aims to bring the total

to 32,000 acres on 350 farms. The new farm policy aims
even higher, to 40,000 acres on some 400 farms by 1993.

Acknowledging there is not enough state money "to buy
back all the farms," Schumacher said the new policy will

try to encourage participation by towns and cities to
preserve farmland through zoning changes.

Other objectives of the policy aim to reduce the use of
pesticides by 50 percent by 1993 through tougher chemical
controls and development of pest-resistent plants; further
agricultural leasing of state owned land; and continued
support for expansion of food processing and marketing
of Massachusetts products.

When you've gotabeer
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vjIo^ sucka lime?

Ijet's face it, amigos, any beer that needs a slice of lime to give it flavor can i be
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r
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Bush as president brings

a nightmarish scenario
It is a crisp November evening. In the

distance you hear a low but growing rum-

ble. You walk over to your window and

open it, immediately get a cool breeze

blown in your face. Sticking your head out

the window, you realize that it not rumbl-

ing you hear but cheering.

Meredith O'Brien

Quickly, you rush to your neighbor's to

ask him if he knows what is happening. As

you open the door you hear more cheering.

"What's going on?" you ask impatiently.

Your neighbor looks at you strangely and

then yells, "Bush has been elected!! Where

have you been?"
We have not gotten to the frightening

part vet.

The scene shifts. It is March 1989 -
another crisp evening. You are munching

on a bag of Doritos in front of the televi-

sion while you watch the national news.

You feel cozy, warm, and contented as you

pull the afgan over your feet and lay back

to see how much your wonderful country

is prospering.

The cameral focuses on the anchorman.

Instead of the usual neat and professional

appearance he usually projects, he looks

quite distraught and uncomfortable. You

shift in your seat.

The anchorman proceeds to tell you that

the Iran-Contral hearings (that had been

strategically postponed until after the elec-

tion) have revealed that President Bush

was deeply involved in the scandal. He tells

you that Bush had been an advisor and

knew of everything that transpired in the

illegal, covert operation.

Your jaw drops.

He continues to say that in light of the

new developments, the House is consider-

ing impeachment proceedings.

Time lapses, it is now a warm April even-

ing and you have tried to forget about the

"corrupt" government and ignore the

whole thing. "There will always be corrupt

politicians," you tell yourself. "This will

blow over and President Bush will bring

us the prosperity of the Reagan administra-

tion."

Your phone rings. It is your brother call-

ing to ask what you two are going to do for

your parents' anniversary. Suddenly he

drops the phone in mid-sentence and

screams.

"What's going on?" you yell into the

receiver.

He picks up the phone. "Quick, turn on

the television!" You hang up and flick on

the set. There sits your familiar anchor-

man. He looks nervous while he anxiously

informs you that President Bush has

resigned in the face of probable impeach-

ment. Vice-president Quayle has just

been sworn in as President Quayle.

Outside of your window you hear a low

rumble. Thrusting your head outside, you

discover that what your hear isn't rumbl-

ing, but screaming. You rush out the door

to talk to your neighbor. When you open

the door you see him with his head in his

hands.

He looks up at you desperately. "It's all

over. . .President Quayle! Hell revisited!

I'm moving to Canada."
Now that's the scary part.

Scenarios like this would be laughable if

we knew what actually happened in the

Iran-Contra scandal. Bush has refused to

answer any inquiries about his involve-

ment. The claim that Bush knew nothing

of it is ridiculous — an ex-CIA director? He
claims the press badgers him. He wouldn't

be if he would just answer the questions.

Why won't he answer? Does he have

something to hide? Would the Republican

party have been stupid enough to nominate

him if they knew he was involved?

It is very important that George Bush
settle the issue once and for all by just

honestly answering the questions. This

may be an exaggerated scenario, but it is

plausile. This possible nightmare will re-

main until we find out the truth.

But will it be too late?

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian
columnist

P.A.W.S.S. BULLETIM
FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

c/o Hampshire Colleqe. Amherst. MA 01002 (413-549-4600 ext 563)

FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE &
WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

c/o Hampshire College. Amherst, MA 01002
(413-549-4600 ext. 563)

MONDAY, OCTOBER 171h

A TELECONFERENCE tocusing on WAR AND HUNGER
in Southern Africa with reports from Doctors Irom

Mozambique, and audience participation,

noon - 3.00 P.M., Hampshire College,

Franklin Patterson Hall

In the evening, at 6 00 P M.

a panel discussion on

THE SITUATION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA;
A REPORT FROM THE FRONTLINE

With Randell Robinson, TransAtnca. Prexy Nesbitt,

Mozambique Support Network, and Valenano Ferrao,

Mozambique Ambassador to the US
University of Massachusetts, Bartlett Auditorium

Sponsored by the Luce Food Program Five College Peace and World
Securily Studies Five College Alrican Studies Five College Black

Studies, the Population and Development Program and Five
Colleges Incorporated

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19th

FRONTLINE REPORT

EL SALVADOR: GUERILLAS, DEATH SQUADS. AND THE
CRISIS IN U.S. POLICY

Discussion with Janet Shenk, Journalist and Co Author
El Salvador: The Face of Revolution

4:00 - 6 00 P M,Mount Holyoke College,

L3 Cleveland Auditorium

Evening presentation FRONTLINE REPORT
8:00 P M.. Smith College, Seele Hall, Room 10

Sponsored by the Five College Peace and World Security

Studies Program

All events are tree and open to the public

For further Iniormation, please call 549 4600, ext 519

AMHERST COLLEGE • HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE • SMITH COLLEGE
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Illinois? Where's that?
I am sure you all have read Ann

Landers' columns about test results show-

ing American kids know nothing about

world geography, or even the geography

of the United States. I always thought

those had to be exaggerated, but ever

since I left Illinois to attend the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, I have begun to

Angie PIocssl

realize how very realistic those statistics

probably were.

These are some of the responses I receiv-

ed from UMass students after saying I

was from Illinois:

"I don't know exactly where that is, but

I know it's somewhere west of here."

We're in Massachusetts — everything is

west of us.

"Oh, one of those T states - Indiana,

Illinois, Ohio . .
." This person not only

doesn't know his geography, he still needs

to work on his alphabet.

"I don't know where anything on the

other side of the Mississippi is." Excuse

me, but you don't even know where the

Mississippi is, since both states are on the

same side of it.

"What's in Illinois? Anything besides

cornfields?"

I respond: "Have you ever heard of

Chicago?"
"Oh, I knew that was out there

somewhere, I just didn't know exactly

where." Yet I'm expected to know every

town in Massachusetts.

I was once asked why we would have
pony rides at a fair — didn't we all have
horses of our own anyway? Sure, and we
all have pet cows that sleep at the foot of

our bed every night, too.

I don't know if this is typical all over the

United States, or just in New England,

but I personally was appalled at their ig-

norance. People here are under the im-

pression that New England is the center

of the Universe and therefore pay no at-

tention to any of those "lesser" states out

in the Midwest. When I go home and tell

people that I go to school in

Massachusetts, their reaction is "Wow!
That's neat! What's it like there?"

When I have taken friends home with

me, the response they get when mention-

ing their trip to Illinois is "What the hell

would you want to go out there for?" So,

for anyone who might be interested in

learning something, I will give you a short

lesson on Illinois.

Area-wise, Illinois is approximately

seven times larger than Massachusetts.

Chicago is the third largest city in the

United States, with eight million people

living in the city and its suburbs. The

weather is almost the same as here, ex-

cept that we get tornadoes instead of hur

ricanes. In the Midwest, most people have

such a mixed heritage that many of the

kids wouldn't know their ancestors' na

tionality if they were asked. Most impor-

tant, the 's' on the end of Illinois is not

pronounced. Ever!

Angle Ploessl is a UMass student
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^' presents

REGENCY
Regency blends Swing,

Classic, Motown, Beatles, -^
Country & Western and jJTV
Current Top 40's into ' '^^
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presence, original
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show.
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A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

Am I having fun yet?
With music blaring in the background,

the smell of pot in the air, and an air of

alcohol around this multi-level home, I

waded ever-so-carefully to my little spot in

the corner.

David R. Mark

Near the vent.

I came not so much to party but to

observe. I would not drink.

Of course, I wasn't in a position to force

my way through the crowd around the keg.

But as it was, I would not be tempted. I

would not drink.

Want a drink?

No thanks. I'm fine.

You sure?

Yep, positive. Just listening to the music.

Well, all right

He walked away.

The band continued playing. I felt like a

Nancy Reagan commercial. Just say no and
all that crap.

The point is I'm not as much fun when
I drink.

I'm silly.

I'm boring.

You wanna drink?

No. I'm just listening to the band.

Thanks.
You can have one.

I know. Thanks, but I'll pass.

Who're you — F— ing Nancy Reagan?
Nephew.
Eh. Don't you go away. I'll he back.

Gosh, thanks. And thanks for breathing

on me.

I put my face closer to the vent.

Do drinking and smoking and partying

have to go hand in hand in hand? It's come
to the point that I don't like to go to big

parties.

Think about it. You can't talk to someone

over the noise and the music. You can't sit

down because all the seats are taken. You
can't move around because there's too

many people in every room already. You
can hardly get a beer, because the line is

too long, and you can hardly breathe,

because of the cigarettes, pipes of varied

In other news. . .

George Bush is a card-carrying member

of the National Rifle Association. Among
the NRA's past causes are opposition to a

ban on plastic handguns (a position shared

with airplane hijackers) and opposition to

a ban on the sale of Teflon bullets, most

useful for their ability to pierce protective

vests. This may sound like an attempt to tar

Bush by association, but that's not really

necessary; Bush proudly stood by the NRA
in opposing a plastic handgun ban. Why,

then, isn't Michael Dukakis talking more

about Bush's special-interest problem —
slavish devotion to the NRA? Partly because

the NRA began a couple of years ago io

kinds, and other less-legal substances that

take up the air.

So why do I go? Well, what else am I to

do? I've seen most of the major movies, I

don't want to watch reruns on TV. There
aren't any nighttime sporting events I

want to go to. I don't have a car. which
means there's no leaving the immediate
area, and my family doesn't live in the

area, which means there's no going home.
The campus, famed for providing so much,
doesn't really provide logical alternative

entertainment to someone too young to

drink, but too old for sock hops.

Actually, a sock hop wouldn't be too bad
these days.

We wanna get another keg. We nominate
you to carry it, big guy.

I don't want to help you.

Ah, c'mon big guy. Help get the beer.

No.

What are you, a faggot?

Oh, there's a good answer. Who'd you
learn logic from, Paul Cameron?
Who?
Just go away.
That's the thing about drunks, potheads,

and other varied partygoers who haven't

heard of the word control. They think

they're interesting, enlightening,
humorous.
They're not.

The above conversation has taken place,

I wouldn't lie about something so serious.

While I think anyone who wants to drink

should be allowed, at the same time I can

understand why we as a generation are so

stereotyped.

I didn't drink. I observed. I observed

others make fools of themselves. I observ-

ed people throwing up. I observed one par-

ticular idiot who couldn't walk — winding

up on the ground outside — unconscious.

I heard some of the most ridiculous conver-

sation in recent memory. And I observed

very few people who I honestly could say

looked like they had a good time.

Is it just me? Am I missing out on
something?

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the

Collegian

revamp its image, reversing itself on key

issues after its increasingly apparent

fanaticism began to alienate supporters. In

1986 it grudgingly accepted a bill outlaw-

ing machine-gun sales, and supported a ban

on the sale ofcopkiller bullets. This year,

afier a Senate plastic handgun ban had
gained unstoppable momentum, the NRA
did another backflip and signed on. But a

few weeks ago, the NRA reclaimed its

customary place on the fringe ofAmerican

politics with its deft sabotage of the Brady

amendment.

— The New Republic. Oct. 24
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The fundamentals of life

Wealth, envy, and families
I've been watching Dukakis lambaste

folks who already pay up to half their in-

come in various taxes because he wants to

grab even more in the name of social pro-

grams. He seems to think the rich are

selfish and greedy, that nobody prospers ex-

cept at the expense of underdogs, so now
they ought to give it back.

Rusty Denton

I know it's a popular sentiment, but that

attitude is called covetousness, and it's for-

bidden in the Ten Commandments (check

it out, it's the last one). What isn't a sin

is to become fabulously wealthy by smarts,

honesty, hard work, risk-taking, in-

vestments, thrifliness or by inheriting it.

Government has no God-given right to take

away a person's resources just because

elected officials don't think they're being

spent charitably enough.

Moreover, the sort of taxation we now
have allows have-nots to commandeer what

they can't legally steal otherwise. It's tax-

ation without representation; most tax-

payers don't like taxes. It's remarkable

how agile Congress is about getting around

this fact, but they have made ours an

undemocratic system where taxpayer sen-

timent is ignored.

You could object that some problems re-

quire social spending, and I'd agree. And
I'm not saying that those who have

shouldn't be privately generous toward

those who don't. But our public policy is to

wait until a problem is enormously expen-

sive and then to send the bill to taxpayers.

Alcoholism, illiteracy, homelessness, and

abandoned families require expensive

answers.

You can't cure such problems with

money. They can only be minimized by en

couraging respect and strong relationships

in the home. There will always be widows

and orphans, for instance, but most ot the

homeless have living relatives. Whatever

Gay bashing joke offensive

happened to family loyalty and families

who "do for each other"? For that matter,

what happened to parents who instilled

values in their kids so they didn't get preg-

nant or stoned or drunk or fail to study in

school? And what happened to fathers will-

ing to support their families?

I'll tell you what happened. First we
tolerated a selfish ethic that said families

weren't important. Rebellion was tolerated

among children; adults who put family first

were considered second-class professionals.

Then when the inevitable happened,

government workers went to our afflicted

citizens, whom they didn't know very well,

and said something like this:

"We won't tell your families, who might
actually give us sound advice about your

situations. Instead we're going to lump you
in with all these other people we don't

know well. We're going to throw money at

the problem and hope that what we want
to give you is what your particular situa-

tion requires."

The resulting chaos is so expensive that

many in government are seriously con-

sidering ways to take almost all in-

heritance money in taxes. How's that for

an attack on family values?

Think about it: did private wealth im-

poverish other citizens or did it finance the

development of so much technology that

we're exporting it for free, and even poor

Americans seem wealthy by foreign stan-

dards? Did private wealth get buried under

a mattress or did it provide seed money for

new businesses, new jobs and new inven-

tions? Did private wealth take away basic

freedoms or did it buy the luxury of hav-

ing our entire nation study what those

basic freedoms are?

The answers are obvious, and they raise

more questions. Why do we tolerate

covetous politicians who want to tax to

death the goose that laid the golden eggs?

Can any amount of taxation pay for the

consequences of our anti-family ethic?

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

One night I was trying to study for an ex-

am in the back of the Hatch. (Don't laugh,

I get a lot of studying done there.) Anyway,

all around me the Hatch staff busily set up

audio equipment with the usual "testing

1,2,3. .
." One of the more so-called "wit-

ty" bartenders was up on the stage speak-

ing. With the encouragement of a drunken

group in the corner, he told a joke that had

to do with "some faggy guy" in a bar. He
used that term several times and the crowd

really got into it. The joke painted a pic-

ture of a gay man who was efemminite and

unassertive. The bartender in the joke told

him to "go sit in the back of the room. We
dont want your kind here." A rough,

tough, macho guy comes into the bar say-

ing that "he's so thirsty, he could lick (a

.section of a bull's anatomy), " to which the

gay man replies, " moo-moo.
"

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the i'Mass conwutnity and five-college

area. All submissions shuulii he typed and douhle^spaced. They can he sent to the Col-

le^ian. 1 13 Campus Center. UMass. All suhmissit>ns become the property of the Collegian.

Any questions?-Come biy-the. office of <^»U'546-350(T. Ask for Davkinr Pam

I was very offended by the joke for several

reasons. First, no matter what that

bartender feels about gay people, he was
a university employee at that moment. "The

university is committed to fighting that

kind of behavior, am I correct? Also, it be-

ing "Coming Out Day" nationwide as well

as AIDS awareness week (although this is

not just a gay issue), he especially should

have realized how innaproriate that kind

of "humor" is. Lastly, I'm disgusted at how
few people made a move to tell this guy
what a jerk he was. I complained to the

manager, but people should be fired for acts

like that! You certaintly don't need to be

gay to not want to hear that kind of hate

talk in a public place.

Julie Peralta
Northeast
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ARTS/LIVING

Jazz groups to play Bowker
With an evfning of big band music, the University

of Massachusetts Jazz Ensemble I and Chapel Jazz

Ensemble will make their 1988-89 season debut on

tonight in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

The ensembles will appear under the direction of

UMass facutly members Jeff Holmes, ( Jazz Ensem-
ble I) and David Sporny (Chapel Jazz).

Grerald Wilson, renowned trumpeter, composer and

arranger will join both ensembles as special guest con-

ductor. The ensembles will perform a rousing selec

tion of Wilson's original compositions, including "Tri-

ple Chase," "Teri." "Viva Tirado," "Calafia." and

"You Better Believe It" as well as "Perdido,"

"Lunceford Special" and "Yard Dog Mazurka."
One of the three large jazz ensembles at UMass, the

award winning Jazz Ensemble I was the top collegiate

big band for the second consecutive year at

MUSICFEST USA, hosted by Downbeat magazine

this fall. The band will also release its first album

Fever this fall.

The Chapel Jazz ensemble has enjoyed great sue

cess performing traditional big band literature, ex-

perimental compositions, pop and rock music and ap-

peared with internationally acclaimed artists Urbie

Green and Yusef Lateef. Director David Sporny has

performed with jazz greats Dave Sanborn, Joe

Williams, JJ Johnson and Marian McPartland and

has toured with the Les and Larry Elgard Orchestra

and the Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra.

The public is invited to attend this free concert.

The University Jazz Ensemble, left, and the Chapel
Jazz Ensemble, above, open their 1988-89 season
tonight in Bowker Auditorium with a free concert at

8 p.m.
The bands are directed by UMass faculty members

Jeff Holmes (Chapel Jazz Ensemble) and David Spor-
ny (University Jazz Ensemble). For more information
about the concert, call the Department of Music and
Dance at 545-2227.

^
THE SISTERS OF

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
invite you

to

OPEN RUSH
"We may be late but

Tri-Sig is worth the wait."

Till", ( (;LLt:e;iA.\" is kmi'iv without you

V/RITE FORTllECOLLECJIAN/lia CAMl'USCENTKK .AS )i{ SYLVIA

Oct. 18, 19, 20 6:0

(see board near elevator for room number)

Slide show Mocktails and the chance to join one
of the best sororities on campus!!!

2nd Sennester Freshnnen & Older

For more informatior^: 549-8003

r^ ^

Theater Department opens

with O'NeilVs Sea Plays

The University of Massachusetts

Department of Theater will open its fall

season with a celebration of the 100th an-

niversary of Eugene O'Neill's birth. In

honor of O'Neill, the Department will pre

sent three of his Sea Plays: The Long

Voyage Home, In the Zone and lie, Oct.

20 22 and 26-29. The three one-acts will

be performed each evening at 8 p.m. in the

Rand Theater of the Fine Arts Center,

with a matinee performance Oct. 27 at 10

a.m. For tickets to Eugene O'Neill's Sea

Plays and for further information, call

the UMass FAC box office at 545-2511.

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

L

PICK A WINNER - PICK JB's

Looking high and low, my
search for the ultimate hot

roast beef sandwich has

finally come to an end. JB's,

the place to get the most

delicious ro^t beef

;|||WwtehedWtov-vwiid^ ,

like many other habits I have,

hard to break. I eat JB's like

my vitamins—one a day. For

people like me who have

picky appetities, JB's is the

place to eat day or night.

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES 'OPEN TIL 2 AM
(If this is you, bring this ad to JB's for a free roast beef sandwich.)

Exploring best and worst
of local entertainment
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Just because it's local, does that mean it's

good? Certainly not. There's plenty of

shows in the area that should be avoided,

even if you're desperate for a fix of live

music.

^
/Ml Local Vocal

^
F̂or instance, Katina's in Hadley, the on-

ly real outlet for hard-rock musicians in the

Valley, continually comes up short with its

Sunday night heavy metal shows. While

the Manituc are pretty solid, and have a de-

cent local following, a great many of the

other bands just don't deliver the goods.

Moussed-out hair, spandex outfits, agoniz-

ing drum solos, and forgettable tunes are

standard for these cliched metallic fellows.

Sure, nothing beats a hot guitarist, but he

might as well stand on stage alone if he's

going to surround himself with a tribute

to Quiet Riot.

This past weekend saw active gigging by

both Vital Organ, and the Fantastic

Four. Both bands, led by Dave Shuback

and Damon Reeves respectively, maintain

their status as popular party attractions.

Check 'em out.

Tomorrow night. Regency returns to the

Hatch stage. Their curious blend of funk,

soul, Motown, rock, and Top 40 sounds

make for an interesting show.

Iron Elf, and Lather, Rinse, Repeat
play the Hatch Thursday and Friday night.

Speaking of Katina's (don't get me
wrong, it's my favorite rock club in the

area), look for Split Decision to play there

in the near future. Stay tuned for specific

dates.

As if the Godfathers and Living Colour

(Vernon Reid simply hauls ass on guitar!)

weren't enough, UPC will give us the

Smithereens on Oct. 25. Didn't they open

up for (gulp) Southside Johnny a couple of

years ago at the Southwest Concert? Don't

worry, they're the deserving headliners at

this Fine Arts Center show, and they'll pro-

ve that New Jersey can still produce

legitimate bands, despite the existence of

Southside J. and (gasp)

Jon Bon Jovi.

The Southwest Battle of the Bands is this

Sunday, Oct. 23 in the Hampden Southside

Room. It should be a great day of live, local

music.

Know of a local band that deserves some

ink? Send information to Local Vocal. Give

some bands the press they deserve.

Easter redeemed Let's Active;

nothing saved The Church
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Let's ActiveTom Verlaine/The Church
at the Paramount Theater in

Springfield

Saturday night

Although I've never been here before, the

Paramount Theater in Springfield seems

strangely familiar to me. It's almost like

I'm back in Glasgow at the Pavilion, where

almost exactly a year ago I saw Lloyd Cole

make his triumphant home town return.

But as I take my seat, it's the lone black-

clad Tom Verlaine who occupies the stage.

He looks gaunt, ghostly white as he sleep-

walks through a mercifully short set of

dark-edged folk songs which, in the context

of a Saturday night and all of the frenzied

partying and general mayhem this implies,

.

come across like funeral dirges.

So it's almost a relief when I^t's Active

come on, I say "almost" because something

is definitely wrong here. Only the efferves-

contmued on page 10

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
PIZZA SALADS

^nmcLdJ
LASAGNA SUBS

(Steak Subs our Specialty)

"We Deliver Quality"

1 1 a.m. - 2 a.

Everyday
256-0222

Free Delivery

11 a.m.-2 a.m.

SUBS
•QUALITY PIZZA AND SUBS"

$1.00 Off

Mtdkup^^ize Pizza

%
363 Main Street, Amherst, MA

Free Delivery

11 a.m. -2 a.m
SUBS

QUALITY PIZZA AND SUBS"

$1.00 Off

Any Medium Wom Pizza

363 Main Street, Amher»!, MA

L

Free Delivery

11 a.m.-2 a.m.

SUBS
"QUALITY PIZZA AND SUBS"

$1.00 Off

Any Large Size Pizza

One Coupon Per Purchase

256-0222
363 Main Street, Amherst, MA

V
I

I

I

I

)niM(U^ Free Delivery

11 a.m. -2 a.m.
SURS

QUALITY PIZZA AND SUBS"

$1.00 Off

Any Large Size Pizza

One Coupon Per Purcriase

256-0222
363 Main Street, Amherst, MA

'1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Quindlen's ''Living'' brings focus to the trivial
By SARA GALER
Collegian Staff

Living Out Loud
By Anna Quindlen
Random House

Is junk food the bane of your existence? Do you think

Halloween has lost its connotations of youthful ir

reverence? Are you a closet reader of the National

Enquirer?

Yes? No? Even if these questions leave you with a

definite maybe, youll be interested in checking out "Liv-

ing Out Loud," a new book by New York Times colum-

nist Anna Quindlen. The book is a compilation of

Quindlen's Life in the 30's column which have appeared
regularly in the New York Times since 1986.

Quindlen begins the book with a poignant essay about

the death of her mother. Here the author demonstrates

her remarkable ability for summing up her feelings

without getting too sentimental. Her truthful insights get

sharper as Quindlen goes on discussing some often

neglected aspects of marriage, motherhood, maturity and
love.

"I remember being in love like this. Entering in to a
state more like a tropical disease than a relationship . .

." she writes in the piece simply titled "Married." Here
Quindlen explores the difference between infatuation and
dedication with the wit she quickly establishes as her
trademark. Although her topics may sound trivial at first,

she always manages to bestow them with validity.

Quindlen concludes this essay by describing her husband
simultaneously as the beneficiary on her insurance policy

and the love of her life.

In fact, transforming the frivolous into matters of heart-

felt importance is the essence of Quindlen's talent. Much
of her practical humor is derived from this source. Lightn-

ing bugs, flannel nightgowns, air conditioners are all fair

game for this author. Quindlen writes that she felt a sense

of continuity when her husband expressed dislike for a

certain nightgown: "one of those little numbers that looks

like a fallout shelter and is designed to reveal only that

the body beneath possesses ankles."

The point lies in "the magic little thrill you always get

you realize that some things in life are immutable."

Quindlen often has words where most people only have
unexpressed feelings. She writes in the essay "Putting Up
A Good Front" that "all of these things may seem like

superficialities but of course we all know that the purse

is the mirror of the soul, and that people whose closets

are filled with old tennis racket cases although they have
never played tennis are hiding something in their psyches

too."

Quindlen's humor successfully creates import where
none was thought possible, and her message lies therein.

We should take time to consider the trivial, because it

plays a larger role in our lives than we think. Quindlen
takes that time, and the results are satisfying.

The Church
continued from page 9

cent Mitch Easter looks like he's having

anything even remotely approaching "a

good time." Admittedly good pwp songs like

"Sweepstakes Winner" and "Horizon,"

which on vinyl comes across like a rush of

air. are stomped on by leaden drums and
an excess of "power" guitar work, for which

Easter himself must take most of the

blame. It's the same old story; like most
bands. Let's Active seem to think that play-

ing live gives them license to physically

abuse their creations.

Their new album is titled Every Dog Has
His Day, which is ironic considering that

Let's Active are tonight supporting
Australian third-rater pseudo-goths The
Church, who are as bad as their title sug-

gests. Their vacuous, empty-headed songs
waft over me and evaporate like so much
dry ice. You'd think, if only by the law of

averages, that there'd be at least one de-

cent tune in their two hour set. But The
Church and all the rest of their goth ilk,

with the exception ofThe Wonderstuff have
no understanding of the basic principles of

good pop music; their songs are about as

danceable as freshly laid tar. They have

names like "Unsubstantiated," "Tristesse"

and "Spark." Enigmatic, huh? No, just

vague, meaningless, reflecting the vast

empty windswept plains that must exist

between the band's collective ears.

If I'd wanted to hear people mucking
around with effects pedals, I'd have gone

to see Lee Renaldo; at least he has some
idea what he's doing and why. The Church
have no idea, period.

^^mrid; Serjis

*
1

w*
Don't miss the excitement! The
Dodgers take on Oakland
at 8 pm. Free hors ^^
d'oeuvres am >>'''>"

at 9

TOP
of the

CAMPUS Lounge
LOUNGE HOURS:

Monday-Friday 1 1 30 am-l2:30 am
Saturday & Sunday 4 00 pm-i2 30 am

STUDENTS HAVING A HASSLE?

i 4 4 i
^^ Organizational

Conflicts

»^ Roommate- Disputes

>x Family Disputes

, ^^/i^, ^ »^ Racial Conflicts

MEDIATION Can Help!
Fast, Free, VoltintarY. ConHdential

CALL THE MEDIATION PROGRAM
5-4240* 227 Whitmore

RESUMES
Best Prices • Great Service • Laser Typesetting

DOA/T WOI5Ry - BE HPiPPV.^

CopyCat PRINT SHOP^JC mi
228 Triangle St., Amherst ^L •

(413)549-3840 -^-.'^ fe\
[^^

^\U\v^j^
PLAY THE WALL
STREET GAME uj

The AT&T Collegiate jj^
Investment Challenge >4%t

• It's educational, fun & profitable

• Surprisingly easy to play

• You get $500,000, your own broker, and
real investment experience

• Winners take in serious cash & prizes

Sponsored by UMass Investment Club

Entry Deadline October 21st
Interested'!' Call John Flemming at 549-0006

Faculty

• •' •jiim rA^Ju-'A» •••>. "jit w. VA -ikk I* >V« W« Yi'i

.•:>•• ••«•• .•:•:•• .•:•:•• .•:•:•• .•:•:•• ••:•:•• .:' .•:•:•• .•:•:•• .•:•:•• .•:•:•• .•:-y .•::•• .•:•:•• .:•:•• .:•:•

In choosing a gmduaie
school, the faculty you study

with should he your single

most important consideration.

Here are just a fe*^- senior

members of the Graduate
Faathy and courses they

teach.

Stanley Diamond
Anthropology: "Stales'

Robert Hcilbroncr
Economics "History of

Economic Thought'

Agnes Heller
Philosophy: The (\)litical

Philosophy of Kant"

Eric Hobsbawm
F^>litical Science:

"Revolution m History"

Morris Eagle
Psychology: "Research

Methods in Clinical

Psychology"

Janet Abu-Lughod
Sociology "The City

in History"

I wjni In kncM more Picas* send m*
J GrmSualt Haiuil^ Bullclin

Faculty and History

Founded in 1933 as the Univer-
sity in Exile, the Graduate
Faculty has become what is

ai^guably the leading U.S.

center for hiiiorically and
theoretically infonned social

science studies

Faemtty mtd Hbu

Cindy Mueller, Assistant

Director of Admissions, will be
at the Five College Graduate
Fair (Univ. of Mass.) on Octo-
ber 19 lo answer your questions

about our fiKulty-and your fu-

ture. For a Bulletin describing

MA. and Ph.D. programs, call

or return the coupon.

Graduate Faculty
of BolWcal and Social Science

65 Fifth Ave . Greenwich Villige

NY. NY IOOO.V(2l2l 741.57K)

New School
fix Social Research

Name

I 111 micrevlrd in

\nihri»pr»liig\

Philiisophy

Psythol(ij!\

Soiioliijry

w.i HiMnriLiii SriuJtts
&MC. Zip

RiliiKal Vieme '1 Liberal Siudu-x l-honr

M W St H.K)l H,R SfJCIAl M SKARC H ^ umversiiv „( „. .c-temic >l,v,,,o„, ,„
. Ii«lin» Iht (.radual. !•* ullv .if PlilitK.I .nd Vk tal St icmc Ihc r.radwK Vhn,.l of Manur
.m-m ami I rKan Pr.*w„.ns Hupne I an^ Cnllfgc The Ne» V h.«.l . ^dull Din iMoni f*,»
\n l„M,iulr ..I Pa,M.nv Vh..,l „l l)«s,gn m I ,.. AngtlcN nnd P»rs..m School o« DtMgn

Reading Roger Rabbit isn't as good as seeing him
By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Special to the Collegian

Who Censored Roger Rabbit?

By Gary Wolf Ballentine Books
Who Framed Roger Rabbit? has become

this year's biggest hit, and like many hit

films, its success has seen a book version

released. Unlike most movie books, though,

Gary Wolfs Who Censored Roger Rabbit?

is not an adaptation, but the original novel

on which the film was based.

Unfortunately, those looking to relive

Roger's silliness are sure to be disap-

pointed; as the saying goes, the film is

never like the book.

There are many difi"erences between

Wolfs 'toon world and Zemeckis'. For one

thing, Roger is a comic strip star here, and

he talks not with a voice, but with word

balloons which form in the air. And unlike

the screen characters, the toons here can

most definitely be hurt by conventional

firearms. But when a 'toon needs a stunt

double, it can create a doppelganger, or

double, which can perform almost any task

until the toon wills it to disperse.

These characteristics all play a part in

the book's mystery element, which is em-

phasized far more here than in the film. In

fact, aside from the presence of the 'toons.

Censored is written like a generic version

of the familiar private eye story. Eddie

Valiant even narrates the book, tossing out

streetwise similes at every opportunity.

Even to a person like me, who rarely reads

a mystery, this is familiar stuff.

Perhaps this is why I found the book to

be a disappointment. Wolfs treatment of

this cartoon/private eye world is so stan-

dard that he robs his amusing idea of

almost all of its charm. His 'toons are more

or less indistinguishable from the humans
in their behavior, and whatever differences

they have seem to have been invented for

the sake of Wolfs mystery. At times, I had

trouble remembering whether certain

characters were 'toon or human.
This brings me to Wolfs greatest failing

in this book. He simply cannot describe his

cartoon characters. With his pseudo-Sam

Spade dialogue, the best he can do to

describe Roger is to say that he looked like

he "had just walked face fu-st into a freshly

painted wall." The reader is simply ex-

pected to believe that the character is a

cartoon.

Still, the book has its points. Wolfs
serious depictions of a 'toon society in a real

world formed the obvious basis for the film,

which made improvements on nearly all of

his ideas. Wolfs mystery is definitely

superior to the film's. The ending, though

far more downbeat than anything in the

film, is definitely moving.

Censored can be eiyoyed by someone in-

terested in the development of the film, or

by mystery and fantasy fans who don't

mind seeing their genres crossed. Those

hoping to see the movie Roger in print,

however, are advised to look for the photo

storybook.

WMUA's most frequently played artists and songs
Ever wonder what new songs are being played on alter-

native radio? Here's the play list from UMass' favorite

radio station WMUA 91.1. Compiled by music director

Tony Procaccino, the following were the most frequent-

ly played new artists/songs on WMUA for the week en-

ding Oct. 15.

I.B.A.L.L. "Bird" Shimmy Disc

2.Lubricated Goat "Paddock of Love" Black Eye
S.Mudhoney "Sweet Young Thing Ain't Sweet No
More" Sub Pop

4.The Bevis Frond "Tryptich" Woronzorn

S.Graeme Jeffries "Music for the Cake Kitchen" Fly-

ing Nun
e.Bitch Magnet "Star Booty" Roman Candle

7.The U-Men "Step on a Bug: The Red Toad Speaks"

Black Label

S.Halo of Flies "No Time" Amphetamine Reptile

e.Royal Trux "Royal Trux" Royal

lO.The Gordons "1st Album" Flying Nun
11.The God Bullies "Fear and Pain" 7" A. Reptile

12.The Butcher Shop "Hard On You " Black Eye

la.The Screaming Trees "Invisible Lantern" SST
14.The Miracle Workers "Overdose" LSD
15.Henry Kaiser "Those ..." SST
le.Daniel Johnson "Hi! How Are You?" Homestead

17.TAD "Daisy" - 7" Sub Pop
IS.Roger Miller "Oh" Forced Exposure

19.Horace Parian Quartet "Little Ester" Soul Note

20.Hangman's Beautiful Daughters "Trash Mantra"

Constructor

Come Rid. With Us.

• MotorcyclAS
• Scooters

• A.T.V.'s
• Power Equipment

\/alley

Motorsports

216 N. King St., Rte. 5

584-7303
731-9965

Northampton, MA

The 1989 Honda Motorcycles are ready for viewing.

»i««i««n»MirivrT ririn-imns \Miirtiiiiitnri mtiiivi

/̂ /y/^^/W/-/V/»^^^^

tTDELIVERY to AMHEfl^
11:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m. '^^f

13 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Hours
Mon-Thurs 11:30am-1 0:00pm
Fri & Sat 11:30am-11 :00pm
Sundays 2:00pm-10:00pm

-0286 25< -0287
y/yy'/yyy/y//yyy////MM^^^^^

Come, Clean in Comfort!
Pleasant atmosphere, modern laundry

facilities, plus . .

NEW EXPANDED HOURS:
Seven Days A Week, 7am - 10pm

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Under New Ownership

SPEEDWASH
For a Quality Laundry

New larger Machines • Clean & Efficient, Friendly

Attendants • Gas Dryers • Convenient Location

11 Pray St., Amherst, MA
549-1665

Self Service 7 Days 7am - 10pm

AMHERST RACQUET
& FITNESS CENTER
Tennis
Racquetball
Nautilus

Aerobics
Saunas

J SPECIAL!! ;

* 3 months J
t $69 J
t Nautilus & Aerobics

^ Offrr expires Oct. 31

•••••••••*•••****

549-4545

tl)arlie'j5
I Pray Si ,

Ainlietst -549 5403 • Open I I a m.
• 7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out • Kitchen Open lill Midnight

Pool Table, Video Games, Juke Box, 3 Color TV's

Most Bar S«als In Town

lOdJ

I

TONIGHT
BUFFALO WINGS

9 - 12

BAY BREEZE $1.50
Drink of (he Week

DOS EQUIS $1.50
Beer of Ihc Month

10th AnnhrcnairT 1978 • 1988
Good Food 8t Drtnft J
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AP photo

PENTAGON PROTEST — Demonstrators carrying crosses march
on the Pentagon grounds to protest United States' Central American
policy yesterday.

NAME A POWERFUL

GIANT WHO EMERGED

FROM JAPAN TO CHANGE

THE WORLD.

No, nol that giant, but a

giont of o more peacelul

naluto Recruit Co . Ltd We
ore Japan's most innovative

computer services, telecom

inuiiicaliuns oiici pubiica-

tiuns toniptiny. —rfw^_l

tiiiefying as a powertui i

force in the American ^5L
market, RECRUIT USA., f^
INC would like to tell you I

about the wide variety of
'

challenymg positions in the

U.S.. OS well OS in Japan, ^^!
for anibitious Computer (
Science, Liberal Arts, '

Enginoenng and Business

ma|ois Leorn more about

the powerful giant who
emerged from Japan by

attending our information

session!

'I'l
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ib lU JiJi

X 1 f.^

\^ ^ (7^

t ii

1 1

o
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'^
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INFORMATION SESSION

DATE: Wed., Oct. 19th

TIME: 11:00AM-2:00PM

PLACE: Career Center

Room 220

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 617-577-1199

^RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
A subsidiary of Recruit Co.. Ltd.

Bush ads do the trick in Calif.
LOS ANGELES (AP) - In just 60

seconds, George Bush transformed his pro-

spects in California from a potential land-

slide loss to Democrat Michael Dukakis in-

to a dead-heat battle for the state's 47 elec-

toral votes, the biggest prize in the

presidential election.

That magic minute for Bush was com-

prised of two 30-second television commer-

cials, one attacking Dukakis for pollution

in Boston Harbor, the other focusing on the

Massachusetts program permitting

furloughs for prison inmates.

Before those commercials began airing

on TV stations throughout the state,

Dukakis held a strong, often double-digit,

lead over Bush among California voters in

public opinion polls.

The Massachusetts governor had been

scoring heavily with strong attacks on the

Reagan-Bush administration's en-

vironmental record and with speeches link-

ing the vice president to Gen. Manuel An-

tonio Noriega, whom Dukakis described as

a "drug-running Panamanian dictator."

Rut cinr-n tKo RneVi r>n»nn»itm hpcran its

Boston Harbor and crime commercials, the

gap between the two candidates has nar-

rowed in the nations's largest state.

Dukakis has counterattacked with a com-

mercial contending that "it was Bush's ad-

ministration of cutting money allocated to

clean up the California coast as well.

So when you hear George Bush talk

about the environment, remember what he

did to the environment," the commercial

concludes. Dukakis has the support of ma-

jor environmental organizations in

California.

The lure of this state's 47 electoral votes

- nearly one-sixth of the 270 needed for elec-

tion on Nov. 8 has brought the state a

steady stream of campaign visits and an

avalanche of money.

"California is an integral part of nearly

every winning scenario," said Dukakis
campaign communications director Leslie

Dach.

Dukakis has spent 10 days in California

since Labor Day and will be in the state at

least six more days before Election Day.

Courthouse renovations begin
BOSTON (AP) - The state has begun a

$320 million effort to renovate and replace

11 Massachusetts courthouses, but it will

take some time before the changes are

noticeable to the public, court officials said.

"It's a new process for all of us," said

Stephen J. Carroll, superintendent of the

SufTolk County Courthouse, who is now in

charge of daily operations at the 11

buildings. "It has taken decades for the

buildings to get where they are, and it's go-

ing to take some time to bring them back."

Under a law signed by Gov. Michael

Dukakis on July 26, the state is taking

ownership of the 11 most dilapidated of the

state's 100 city-and-county owned
courthouses.

The legislature has authorized the state

to spend up to $20 million in emprcency

repairs and $300 million to rehabilitate the

buildings and construct or purchase new
ones. But the Boston Globe reported Mon
day that priorities for the work are only

beginning to be set.

*We believe expectations have been rais-

ed to a high level by this," said Henry L.

Barr, administrator of the state trial

courts, "and we are not confident we can

meet them."

Under the courthouse improvement act,

the state became responsible for the

Lawrence Superior Courthouse and all 10

courthouses in Suffolk County on Oct 1.

In addition, the measure gives county

and municipalities until Jan. 1, 1990, to

decide whether to transfer ownership of

other courthouses to the state.

Same Bat

Channel

Satifles all your
Comic Book needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

586-8775
Hampshire Mall. Rt.

Hadley, MA
9

Bullet casing
tied to murder
LOWELL (AP) - A State Police ballistics expert testified

yesterday that a bullet casing found in Daniel J. LaPlante's

basement matched casings from the bullets used in the slay-

ing of the young Townsend mother LaPlante is accused of

killing.

State Trooper Philip Langton said that a gun found in

a car behind LaPlante's home fired the shells that killed

Priscilla Gustafson, 33, and a casing found in LaPlante's
basement.
Two casings were found in a pillow case outside the

Gustafson home shortly after the shooting. The casings were
also matched with a shell taken from the home where
LaPlante is accu.sed of stealing the gun in October.

"My opinion is all four of these cartridges cases were fired

from this specific weapon, and no other weapon," Langton
said.

LaPlante is on trial for shooting Gustafson and then
drowning her two children, William, 5, and Abigail, 7. last

Dec. 1.

-/

Weekly Specials

n
Broiled Scrod
London Broil

^ Chicken Parmigiana
Veggie Stir Fry
Crock of Homade Chili

$7.50
$8.95
$7.95
$5.95
$4.95

AH arc served wllh a garden sarad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discounts can be used with this special
Served on Sunday Ip m. til 9p.in.. ^# Mon-Thurs 5p.m. -9p.m

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,
dinner, or even a light bite! ^

Casual atmosphere, convenient location
and most of all...Affordable Prices! •

_ 4 University Drive _^
Amherst ' 549-5861 <"
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

4^ ^^dnT

"There is one way to find out ifa mtuk'U honest - mk
him. If he aaya 'yes,' you know he is ctooked.

C) iMt UntM'Ml PfMa SynflicM*

In the hallway of the Old Cartoonists' Home

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

ImifTCAse scEumo (amy) |

GeNBJ^i.iUHAr'S FULL

I
OUR MILiTARy ALS^J MR
POSTURa ' SdCPBTARy

600P. JIM, I l/UANT

you TO CALL AN
BMcRoeucy se56iCN

Of- ThB aacuRjjy
COUNCIL AT
0100 HOURS

yefb,

SIR I

HCUJABO^n
ThtSOVIBTS''
HAS ThEJR^

AM3A5SAP0R
0ecM NOTI-

ASSURB^ n!Ai

THAI THBR5S

SecM £ '5yO(7TH

TRANSFER OF
POUJB.R

Bfajse-ME-i

poesANyoNa
mxuHoujTO
MAxa eecRGcs
CHAIR 60 UP
ANDPOiAJN'

UM...CAN UB
HUPiOUIAJTTM
THAT LATSR,

MR PRdSl

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watferson

I GET TO STM HOMt
hRO^A SCHOOL TOOM.

7

I GET TO UE IN BED,

DWN\C Tt^ , KKO REW5
COMIC BOOKS ^a- dm

X

I W\SW. I CDOLO
Do "WIS EVERX DA'^.

1

... \.\y^ SOME ] xojR MOW
PEOPLE I /WiESrA'T eRit^

KNOW. /^SfTEMNBED,

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

i7ASIC;»N5 ATUfcWT
PD*r5 TD n.W rtfJP

BjcKflorMinMT>;=

IT WAS H>tJ^OL

.

\

I flwD sc/jewiA/c.OTwess I

/ FOR No App)^RHrorR^.s>i./

I

IT KJAS tOHfLHetM /

I our OFCOWTTtOL

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

O.K., yovj BE PR£SID£MT:

W^f^ rS ^BowT -""o lRv;pT

XN ^\il mD£AST; A<^£MCAS
AT'DEFCOfJ 3'; ftND

£y£S ARE otv

in^

-4jrroucho Mane

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Truda Michel JcfTc

ACROSS
I Statute

4 Victory signs

R Crow s call

It Cheer lor the

team
13 Character actor

Richard
14 Arrive

15 PBfk up
U So be It

18 LarKeis
19 WAsielAiui

21 Avi.Ky neat

22 a lose

23 Pnssayeway
26 Biitlalues ol the

Philippines

29 In ta»or ol

30 Refresher

32 Syrup source

33 Fleshy Iruit

3S Gunpowder
ingredient

37 Actress

Thornpson
38 Cotv.wninq
40 Surrendered

42 SlacKen tempo
Mus abtir

43 Inscribed

4S Babbles
47 Title holder

48 Soviet sea
49 Swilt currents

bl Religious

111 luws
jb Good Larlli

heroine

50 Occurs
S8LOW
)» Single

• luanlities

bO See 38 Across

61 Printing

nieasuiHs

62 l.untlmon

i>nding

63 lartliei

removed

OOWN
1 (.iirv*»s

2 Plrtcc lor

|l<>lil*iy

3 Volume

4 Man s man
5 Thomas
Moore s land

6 Mischievous
one

7 Planting

implement

8 — at the

seams
9 US allien

10 Proceeded
I? Hair raiser''

13 Approiiches

14 Winter Mieluiis

16 Sell on credit

20 Dutch liertt

22 Made haste

23 Dismay
24 Hag
25 Hap(ien

26 Quoted
27 Hil ol yore

usually gulden

28 Ushers
31 More

respectable

34 Weave
36 Subdue
39 Incline

41 Euriptdet kKte
44 Lilesavar s

mission

46 Likely story

48 Rugged ridge

49 Duster

50 Bates or Artun

51 Give lorth

53 Maria s

Romeo

"

53 A kangaroo
54 British gun
57 Que natghbor

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

9ltTt»S

It Hi)
it n

m "
« MI4 W

E*==EKi
|**HK I ..^ Vilt*. ). s llMM^ StM«lti4ll 9/27/1

Menu
Lunch

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Burrifo

Dinner

Baked Ziti

Southern
Scrod/Lemon

Basics Laoch

Chicken Burrito

Garden Chili

Basics Dinner

Baked Ziti

Southern
Scrod/Lemon

1

Weather

lodmf: 70 percent chance of showers. 60-65

Toalglit: Clearing, low In 40's

Tomonom: Partly sunny, 55-60. .

TODAY'S STAFF
nigbt EdHor Jim Clark

CopT Edhor George Francy

LaTo«t TcdtBldaa Marc InPield

Photo Tedinlctaa. Dondi Aheam
Prodactloa SapcnrlMr ^^^rY Starmer

Prodactioa:.. Yana. Joyce, Celia. Freya. and Joe is on

the long road to no Ware...

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
P«4re P«r«lra
MM*r i* CMef

Rick Sassoa

Maoaitag e4hM

David R. Mark
B4Harlal E4itM

Robert CiappcneUi

•nslaeas Manager

Marc Iiiflcid

Pro4«cH«n Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1988

Robtrl CUpp«a«lU
B«»iatts Maaager

Barbra Hladia
Advertlaing Manager

Daniel Munroe
Flaaacc Manager

Dcbra Bolzcnhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Frtiiibcis

Clrcalalloa Manager

Mary HoYgens
Sakacal^anan Haaagcr
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On the campaign trail...

AP photo

AND THIS LITTLE GIZMO HERE ... - Vice President George Bush
gets a tour of the Martin Marietta Astronautics Group plant in Littleton,

Colo, yesterday.

Grab

hold of
a great

career

in loss

prevention:

At \'
, Mnl >l s lix

<<HI"
.

• '«.)><' )U^ "P
pof I

,

" oidilet Kv^ oltef

Mudfriii 111 oui lost rie»rniio<i i«-jni |iic iiqhl ben«'tiH loi .

Iton tpirT»huf%rMrt»nl. nif^fjittit (Jcnl.ll Artti .1 lAruIr vAfirty o' sl»U\ »h* right

I^iy ** amoum o* c^Mfctiq** O'td rrvwaid ^fmi M uwj'fc -n ii p»ol^
<.>o< ' *hr<r Iff M dt'r^'HJ on you fo' » kern e>» and a iral

' I'd •'"v Avllhl '
, i..dli f .,' -,

ni Aifiat vou M Irjfn m ou' 'omprf
i

: n..<' , ,liiiie\ v\ II r» 111 iitiple

frwni Aitiai vou M Irjfn m ou' ' ompiphcnMwe irammq piogratTi \e(un
i»'\atfiy poliftes and s«unly equipmeni ,»nd sysiems Briirt yri yO" »"" be
Mar'nq ,» (Jiff *ith a lradr> who <.in uffet you The veiy b«i *lief> n
(cmr\ lo advancemrni rwoqniiion and cania'adc'i*

1i/r oMe? (ompciinw* sdlarm and co«n|>'e*iensiv» benelin irnluding lumon
icimburs*menl

II you're interested m grabbina hold of a great opportunity, consider a

career in \o\s prevention with Uarshallsi If you're IntereMed. please ap-
ply at Marshalls Distribution Center. 8) Commerce Way. Wobutn. MA
OlSSa Of caH (617) 9)2-22)9 10 arrange an interview.

AP photo

HE'S NO MAYNARD FERGUSON - Democratic presidential can-

didate Michael Dukakis plays a trumpet presented to him by the North

Coast Copper and Brass Co. in Cleveland yesterday. The instrument

was made of metal produced by the employee-owned company.

Mt-OJ n B tea

ARE VOU

PREGNANT
4 M NEED Of HCLrr

IBIMU \

A.«

a iaita tt taa ctt

TIPS ON BUDGET
TRAVEL

Information on:

• Student Flights

• Rail Pass Options
• Visas & Travel ID

• Working Abroad
and much more'

OCTOBER 19 at 7pm
CAMPUS CENTER 803

RENT/\>WRECKi

N«w A U««d Car*
Truck* « Vvw Also AtfdiaM*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.6J No. Amherst

549-RENT^

PC CLONES

PRINTERS

SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

Sale* • Svrvtc* • Rental

DR. SDFTliJftRE
5o<iw«i« • Co4iipui«i* • Acce««o«<M

Poweu"! SOoptluiD litMl • 241 KUtf BlIMI
NorlKiiplon UA OIOWI

586-3210
M 1 M A F .»«

ihuii n>-» .Sal 10 4

New Incoming Students
You have until

October 20th
to get your Health Questionnaire
and Immunization infornnatlon

to the University Health Services.

State law requires all incoming
Freshmen, Sophomores and

Juniors to have this done before
arriving on campus. If your

immunization information fails

to reach University Health
Services on time, you will NOT
be able to pre-register second

semester and may be
academically withdrawn.

Your high school health office/

nurse or doctor's office should
have this information for you!

L

Don't Be
Left Out In

The Cold
This January

Have the time of your life at:

• Jacl<son Hole • Quebec
Innsbruck Austria • Sugarbush

sign up« nowll TiJ«-Thurs CCC Beginners and Non-Members welcome.

UMass Ski Club 430 Student Union 545-3437.
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women 's soccpr
continued from page 16

And speaking of first starts, junior goalkeeper Mary
Curtis will get the call for the first time in her collegiate

career for UMass. Rudy feels that Curtis, who has seen

only late-game action in her career, needs to get some
game experience against a big opponent in case something
were to ever happen to regular goalie Carla DeSantis.

"If anything ever happened to Carla, we'd have to send

Mary in their cold," Rudy said.

Sidelines: Despite the magnitude of this weekend's
games, the home crowds were estimated at only around
150 each day. But, at least 40 each day were loyal travel-

ing UMass parents and fans. . . North Carolina State had
allowed only two goals in 15 games before yielding three

to the Minutewomen on Sunday. . . When legends meet:

While the Minutewomen were waiting in Raleigh-

Durham Airport on Friday night, who should walk by but

N.C. State hoop coach Jim Valvano. The loquacious and
friendly Valvano was bringing in a recruit from Texas and

spent a couple minutes chatting with UM assistant Lisa

Gozley and the players.

volleyball
continued from page 16

The only blemish in the UM season has been an upset

loss to George Washington University (the Penn State loss

could hardly be called an upset).

"The GW match could come back to haunt us," Ford

said.

For now, UMass appears to be one of the top three teams

in the conference. With the Atlantic 10 tournament only

four weeks away, UMass realizes every game has become

very important. The Minutewomen will be jockying for

position with the University of Rhode Island, GWU, and

West Virginia in the final stretch.

That's why the Minutewomen have been working on

some new offensive plays, according to Ford. The
"tandem" is the latest addition to the arsenal.

In the tandem, the hitter closest to the net fakes the hit,

but the back row hitter is the one that actually receives

the ball, which will hopefully be hit against the defense's

falling block.

field hockey
continued from page 16

Kennedy, whose totals include eleven goals and one assist.

Junior Kathy DeAngelis is also in double figures in points

for UMass with seven goals and three assists.

Sophomore Elise McDevitt and junior Mara Frattasio

have provided spark off the bench in Hixon's "platoon-

ing" system. McDevitt htis scored five goals and Frattasio

has scored five goals and two assists.

The Big Green has been hot as of late. Dartmouth has

won six of its last seven games and its last four in a row.

But Hixon knows what the Minutewomen will have to do

to counter.

"We need to play ball control," Hixon said "We need

to get it down in their end and keep it there and not let

them work the ball out very much. Because I think the

more pressure we apply, the certainly the better our

chances are."

Men's x-country
4th at Easterns

By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

Once in a while a coach bites the bullet and goes with

youth and inexperience over the more seasoned and

battle-tested player.

Sometimes the results are less than favorable. Other

times the outcome is beneficial.

University of Massachusetts men's cross country coach

Ken O'Brien chose to sit out his top six runners Satur-

day at the Easterns. And while UMass did not win the

meet (Keene State did with 60 points), O'Brien was still

pleased with the fourth-place finish turned in by the

Minutemen.

"The kids ran well," O'Brien said. "This was a race

for our kids with little varsity experience. They did a

good job."

Lowell took second place behind Keene State with 61

points, followed by Southern Connecticut (92 points),

UMass (111) and the University of New Hampshire (124).

UMass will travel to New York City for the Atlantic

10 Conference Championship Saturday.

Before the Easterns, O'Brien felt that Keene State,

Lowell and Southern Connecticut were the best three in

the meet. The tops three teams are all excellent," he said.

It would have been the icing on the cake for us to crack

the No. 3 spot."

Keene State's Scott Hatch ("a very good runner," ac-

cording to O'Brien) won the race with a finishing time

of 24:55. UMass junior Fitz Hagan was the top

Minuteman finisher in Uth place with a time of 25:23.

"It was the best race of the year," O'Brien said. "He

showed the kind of aggressiveness reserved needed for

a championship meet."

Sophomore John Corso was next for UMass at 26:16

(19th place), followed by junior Joe Livorsi (26:18, 20th

place) and senior John Lorenzini (26:46, 32nd place).

"I was very pleased," O'Brien said. "This was a race

where we got some inexperienced kids into varsity com-

petition. It should help them."

Club Sports Roundup
The University of Massachusetts Rugby Club improv-

ed its record to 4-1 Saturday by beating the University

of Vermont three games to none.

All three of UMass' sides preformed excellently,

dominating UVM while posting wins of 26-3, 16-0, and

30-0, for one of their easier victories of the season.

UMass is now gearing up for the New England Tour-

nament to be held in Worcester October 28.

Anyone interested in playing rugby should report to the

practice field in front of the Water Treatment Center in

Lower Boyden Field. Practice is held Tuesday-Thursday

from 4-6 p.m. No experience is needed.

Editor's note: The Collegian this semester is featuring

the Club Sports Roundup as a service to those club sports

or teams on campus who are otherwise unable to be covered

' The Collegian welcomes submissions from any and all

teams wishing to be included in this feature. All submis-

sions are to be addressed to the Club Sports Writer. Sub-

missions may be dropped off at the Collegian or sent

through campus mail, but they must be received by Mon-

day at 2 p. m. in order to be printed.

The feature will be run subject to space limitations, so

there is no guarantee submissions will make the paper.

Sports Notices
The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team

will hold an open tryout for those interested in playing

for the Minutemen.
It will be tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage.

The team has also announced it will hold an open prac-

tice for the faculty Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the Cage.

All interested faculty members are encouraged to attend

the practice.

The intramural office has announced that volleyball en-

tries are still being accepted.

Also, the annual swim meet is scheduled for Nov. 2 at

7 p.m. at the Boyden Pool.

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registration
Tuesdays, 4-5 pin
Sept. 20 - Dec. 20

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide General informatU

CLASSIFIEDACTTVIIltb • AumO
AUTO FOP SAl£ • CALCULATORS
B^TERTAMWtNT • FOR R6NT

FOP SAi£» FOUND
Ha? WANTED 'LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 fFR|.2:30)« DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION » CASH IN ADVANCE. 20«/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS
. .»hX^>»-4*- ^C'^MMVM- •3t<-..Ui*u-c<-:»^.ntTIWrt>

'

i i1 ta<>:.iC^< iii>ie6»!i>»i*i--i^--

:

^^.•ifc^<itt^'%a^afc:<fc^it-»Wt^^^1^^

WSTOUCnON • MOTORCYLOfS
PBSONALS*PIOE WANTH)
RDBB NEEDED •^i^/IC^
ROOMATE WANTS) • TRAVa

WANTED •SUBLET

ACTIVITIES

SPECTRUM PRODUCTION MEETING
nominations lot co managing and produc

lion timetable new memt)ers welcome 7 30

pr 103B CC tonight

SOUTHWEST S ANNUAL BATTLE of the

Bands IS this Sunday October 23rd at

1 2 00pm in Hampden Center BE THERE'

CRAFT CENTER IS VOOR resource MaKe
all kinds ol crafts pottery silver silkscreen

photography etc Free instruction

ATTENTION: PREMEDS. nursing and

other health science ma|ors The Studem
Health Advisory Board is holding a meeting

for all those interested in Student Healtn

issues Tue Oct 18 at 5 15 Rm 302 UHS
Gam valuable experience

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on

concourse Oct 18. 20. lor the Cystic

Fibrosis Bike-A Thon Anyone can do il'

CAREERS IN ADVERTISING
Don't miss this' Speakers from 2 top Boston

ad agencies-Campus Center 804 10/18.

8pm. everyone welcome

FREE ADVERTISING ON BI-WEEKLY
calander lor RSO and ASO More mto Call

BOG at 5450198 or come by 817CC

EARN S40-$60/OAV working lo reduce tox-

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water safe' Call Chns at 256-6434

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take pan m dissec

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Tnurs 4pm SU306

"APARTMENTS AVAILABLE'

'

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of country land Ample off street park^

ing and free bus service lo UMass and

shopping areas Call 665 3856

AUTO FOR SALE

73 DODGE VAN, runs good first

reasonable offer 6-6982

1975 FORD GRANADA, good running con

dition cheap 584 4709

80 CHEVY CHEVETTE good '}ip"'"9^°^
dition $650 or B Call 54*5137 after 5 30

73 VW BUG FOR SALE.New heaters

clutch 4 tires Godd condniori nee<ls a

home $500 or best offer Call Paula at

549-4035 alter 10pm

77 VW DASHER New brakes new eirhausl

low miles must see Call 253 7388 Eves

1978 CAMARO.Runs well $650 Leave

noessage 527-5101

78 TOYOTA COROLLA- good condition

dependable $550 Call Pierre 545 2569

82 FORD ESCORT 85 000 miles 4 speed

e»cellent condition $1900Megotiable

549-7193 evenings

81 TOYOTA COROLLA e«cellenl condi

tion low mileage am/lm cass air, 5 spd

256-0969 evenings

1979 VW RABBIT am/fm. fuel miection

30mpg good tires exec condition, even
ings 549 2925 on campus, $900

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excelleni

condition-mechanicaHy sound' Great body
4 new tires $2,500 Call 546 4908
weeknights>len.

BUREAU $50.00 Student desk $65 00

Book case $60 W Electric typewriter $50 00
1 413 367 2698

MOVING. SELLING EVERYTHIHO:
Tables, chairs sofa, color TV bed and

more call 549 7193 evenings

YAMAHA SRX 250 Spon bike. 5 months

old $1 500. includes full facial heltnet and

lacket Call David 1 566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6 8021

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK lor boys

ages 3 and 1 $4 50'hour Near Leverett

comer 10 mm lor UMASS Child Ed ma
•or would be ideal Call 256 6180 or

548-9845 Available immediately

FOUND

IN CAMPUS CENTER on 10/13 a gold in

ilial charm if yours call 546-6583

FOUND A DENIM JACKET by the F^o
549-3674. Jo*

FURNITURE

duATLTrv^NEw furniture FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur

niture 1 Shon St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

LOST

HEADPHONES/REWARD AKG240 s lost

in Northampton lOni Sentin>ental value

Please call 586 2239 Bob

TAN JACKET. LEFT IN BARTLETT 301

ON TUE 10/11 MORNING CALL MARK
6-6784

RED BACK PACK LOST between Nor

thamplon and Amherst Please call

256 4901

LOST KEYS ON red ring m Mon Econ
104A class (Mahar) Call 6 7086

LOST- 10/5 orange and white cat vicinity

ol Mt Pleasant St Ptease call We miss him

545-2892 ask lor Tracey or leave message

MOTORCiCLES

ATTENTION FOR $500 down and
83 05/mnth you can own a 1988 Kawasaki

EX500 with 2700 miles 2 Shoet helmets

worth $450 are free Call Mike 549 5189

1983 KAWASAKI KZ550 LTD Helmet

cover shiekl $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

CHAD- The name ol the game is SNAP
Cieary snap listen learn memorise snap
snap Deborah

88 THE C HAPPY BtRTHOAyVotTr* still

B the Beautiful Love your smile. J.

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE- Over 700 CDs

Great Sound' All occasions 549 1421

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-AOISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organi^ations 256-8526

FOR SALE

BRAND NEW ASSORTED New Balance

sneakers unbeatable prices 10 prs size

9-11 will lake orders 549-64'

6

12 SPEED UNIVEGA BIKE 1983 in great

condition New derailers and brakes work

great $175 or BO 6 6932

3 TK:KETS AVAILABLE lor Prince World

Tour Thurs Oct 20 Worcester 253-7057

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1500 15k on rebuilt

engine Movmfl. must SOU $800 or BO
6657481

AMP ROLAND JC1 20 lOOw $400 firm

Great condition 584 9955 Ask for Bill

ROSS 10 SPEED Excellent cond $75

Large sige fridge exc cond $100 two snow

tires 12 inch brand new $40/pair 548-0047

HCLP WANTED

TOXICS ARE SLOWLY krtiino_usiW/ork lo

reduce them with MASSPIRG Earn
$45-$65/day. lull/part time Call Chns
256 0924

WORKFOR THE ENVIRONMENT Be one

of the highest paid political activists m the

country Clean Water Action is paying what

your dedication is worth Earn $7-$12/hr

PT4FT available Can Chns • 549-7450

EXPERIENCED JEWELRY INSTRUCTOR
wanted lor spring semester Student Union

Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday.

Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office, 545-0865

DIRECT CARE STAFF NEEDED in Nor

thampton, Greenfield Spnngtield areas

Work with MR and MH individuals $7 21

lo $7 71 p/hr 781-0783

l10-$20/HR
Demonstrators S surveyors

set your own hrs- 5 20/wk Your area' No
selling fun & current Call Jeff

2037459823

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer yi round

Europe S Amer Australia. Asia All lieWs

$900 $1200 mo Sightseeing Free into

Write IJC PO Box 52 MAOl Corona Del

Mat CA 92625 . .

PARTY DOWN

• MONTREAL! OUR COMPETITION IS
'

' charging more than we are lor Ifie

' exact same package' Find out the
' party your butt off with 20.000 other '

' college students and do it for a much '

much lower price For the facts and '

' information about this Veterans Day '

' College party weekend call Karl or

Craig at 549-1949 Montreal.

What a time!

PERSONALS

BILL. HAPPY 6 MONTHS. I love you and
can t wait for the next 6 months xoxo Lisa

SIGMA KAPPA WELCOMES our newest
pledges Alison McConnell Cassandra
Chew Beth Koproski Laurie Ford Karen
Bement KimCorbeft Julie Landers Have
fun and get psyched

HAPPY B-DAY GENE LUF J2EM Sunday
Oct 16 late but here

VALERIE TYLER! Happy belated birthday'

The world will never be the same now that

you're 21 - Love. Deb. etc

lISA- I CAN T BELIEVE it s already been

SIX months They have been the Ijest six of

my life III always be happy as long as i

have you I love you' BiH

YO KA-TE -FRANCIS: We made il through'

The twins are together and going strong'

I've got the permamega happies. smilies

growhes. snugglies" Here s to

kindergarden. 7th grade and April 1st

IWTMLTYN' Arthur

YOU CAME TO HOUSING OFFICE, got my
number and address Said Id helped you

over the summer Who are you'' Summer
worker

MIKE OZIURA your sisler is looking lor you
Call Heather at 546-6171

ROOMMATE WANTED

IROOM IN APT NOHO 2 mins to center

Nonsmoking 210/mo > uti 584-9376 Rachel
or Suresh

SUBLET

2 BORM AT. IN Sunderland Cheaper than
renting Call BiH after 5 665-2425

TYPING

TYPING TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast.

accurate 253 WORD

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL~typing on
vwjrd processor mnth spetlcheck ANYTIME'
Carolyn 253-5667

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive
rates, decant location 2S3-S202

TRAVEL

I EARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. Orte
sludent/teacl„jr live hours daily, family liv-

ing excursions seminars CXE Box 1 1264
Milwaukee Wl 53211 (414 372 5570

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from
$39 November 11-13 Call 549-1949

URSULA

HAPPY
21st

birthday'

LEGAL EVERYWHERE'
-Silly Sir

I lost my baby'
-Mom

WANTED

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes will

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM Jan lo Sept on
2 bdrm Apt on Main St Prater grad
students or Prof people Call 256-8040

AX'a- OMLV 4 DAYS LEFT!
m

TRACY CORIVEAU- Did I spell U correct

ly'' Your angel is always watching over you

even though she s a lew incftes shorter^

than you are Be happy'

JEN RHEAULT - I think you're mistaken -

I think you re the angel' Love Leigh

•BYRON JONES* Good luck on your ex-

ams tomorrow' Pans awaits her newest

masters recipient' Michael

COME TO SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA OPEN
RUSH Oct 18 19 20 Call 549-8003 lor more

in)ormal|on Try Sigma'

APARTMENT MATE WANTED. Nice Nor
thampton location Call Greg at 584 7400
message

FEMALE RObMATEWANTE^^^^ a

or>e bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior II interested please call Beth at

665-4550

ROOM AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS SUNNY IN apartment complex

shared common areas Parking and bus

Evening 665 3867
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SPORTS

Women's soccer ready to entertain Harvard
Minutewomen
coming off a big

weekend road trip

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team won't have had much
time rest aiter this weekend's trip to North

Carolina before playing Harvard Univer-

sity this afternoon at Boyden Field (3 p.m.).

Then again, maybe that's a good thing.

The Minutewomen have come home sky

high after an emotionally-charged 3-2 vie

tory over North Carolina State, the na-

tion's second-ranked team this past week.

This coming on the heels of a 4-0 loss to

North Carolina, the top team in the coun-

try, on Saturday.

UMass had to battle from start to finish

against the Wolfpack. Having already lost

a tough game, the Minutewomen were in-

sistent that they wouldn't come back to

Amherst with two losses.

Bursting out to a 2-0 lead, the

Minutewomen looked in good shape. But

the Wolfpack showed why they are rank

ed where they are, rallying to tie the game

at 2-2 late.

"I think everyone in the stadium thought

we were done." UMass coach Jim Rudy

said.

But not quite. April Rater's goal with

five minutes left gave the Minutewomen
their biggest win of the season. They will

be looking to carry that momentum into to-

day's game. Matched up with the fact that

the visiting Crimson are only 3-6, including

five consecutive losses, the odds are look-

ing good for UMass.
Yet, Rudy still feels this is a crucial

game.
"They [Harvard] are in our region, so we

have to win this one," Rudy said. "They

have a lot of Massachusetts girls on their

Michelle Powers (10) and the women's soccer team will play host to Harvard University this afternoon. UMass
had one day off after two games in North Carolina over the weekend.

team (six) who would like to show up the

state school."

The visiting Crimson, coached by Tim
Wheaton. haven't exactly been lighting it

up this year. Of their five consecutive

losses, four have been shutouts, including

a heartbreaking 1-0 loss to Dartmouth on

Saturday in which they gave up the

deciding goal with three minutes left in the

game.

They don't have a lot of attack up front,"

Rudy said.

The team's leading scorer, senior captain

Amy Winston, has just seven points (a goal

and five assists), while only three players

have more than one goal (each have just

two).

One of those players could be the key to

Harvard's hopes today, that being

sophomore midfielder Tracy Hackeling.

"She (Hackeling) is good in the air and

is probably their key player in setting the

tone of their game," Rudy said.

The starting goalkeeper is expected to be

sophomore Beth Reilly, who got her first-

ever start in the Dartmouth game. Reilly

has allowed one goal over 162 minutes

while making 23 saves.
continued on page iS

Field hockey to battle the Big Green
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Today's field hockey game between Dartmouth College

and the University of Massachusetts at 3 p.m. in Hanover.
NH will be a battle of division leaders.

UMass is leading the East Division of the Atlantic 10

with a 3-0 record. It is also ranked No. 3 in the country

by the NCAA and No. 1 in New England, and 12-1-1

overall.

The Big Green are tied for first place in the Ivy League
with the University of Pennsylvania. Both have 3-1

records. Dartmouth is 6-4 overall and though they are not

ranked in the top five in New England, the Big Green
could give the Minutewomen a run for their money.

"They're always tough at home," UMass coach Pam
Hixon said. "They play a little different style then we are

used to. They use a lot of deflections. They continue to

run at you over and over again."

The biggest question for the Minutewomen coming in-

to this game will be at the center back position where

sophomore starter Kerri Fagan is out with a sprained back

suffered in practice right before the 8-0 win over Fairfield

University.

Hixon is wrestling with a couple of possibilities. One
could be to start sophomore Lisa Berardinelli. who has

started the last two games for UMass and has done the

job pretty well. The Minutewomen gave up only one goal

in those two games though they played two struggling

teams in Fairfield and the University of New Hampshire.

Another option is to move senior co-captain Pam Bustin

from her midfield position to the center back spot.

"That is going to be a important decision for us," Hix-

on said. "We are going to be just as strong with her

(Bustin) at centerback as we are with her in the midfield.

That's really what we're toying with right now."

The defense's main target today will be sophomore left

wing Laurie Khelokian who has scored eight goals and

two assists.

"She is very strong, really fiesty, clean but physical,

throws her body around a lot so she's unsettling," Hixon

said. "We really need to keep the ball away from her."

One other forward that UMass will have to keep its eyes

on is sophomore Ann Rosamond who has scored four goals

and dished out two assists.

The defense for Dartmouth is anchored by junior

goaltender Karen Hartwig. Hartwig has made 60 saves

in playing in all but 20 minutes of the Big Green's games.

She has recorded four shutouts and carries a 1.50 goals

against average.

If the UMass attack plays up to the level that it has

played all year, then Hartwig should be in for a very busy

afternoon.

The Minutewomen attack has been led by senior Tonia
continued on page 15

Volleyball
travels to

Central Conn.
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

No kidding around, the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team has had tougher matches than tonight's

opponent, Central Connecticut State University.

The Minutewomen are coming off their hardest fought

victories of the season this weekend and will face a team
that they beat three straight games earlier in the season

(only allowing 17 {Mints all match). A loss however, would
severely damage UMass' post-season rank, so the

Minutewomen cannot afford to underestimate or belittle

the Blue Devils.

"I don't want to take them lightly," UMass coach Carol

Ford said. "We want to use this as an opportunity to main-

tain what we did this weekend." when UMass downed two

of its toughest Atlantic 10 opponents, West Virginia and
Duquesne Universities, on successive nights.

"There's going to be such a big difference between what

we saw this weekend." and tonight's match. Ford said.

Central is currently 7-20 but it is coming off and equal-

ly successful weekend in which they won the Fairfield

University Tournament. The Blue Devils won three

straight matches against St. Peters, Fairfield, and Siena
Universities. A win tonight, in addition to avenging the

earlier loss to UMass, would probably be the biggest vic-

tory of the CCSU season.

The Blue Devils aren't facing the same UMass squad

they faced in September however, and that could be a

scary. Gen. Custer-ish display.

"We've come a long way since we played Central." Ford

said. In fact, "we've come a long way since we played Penn

State." two weeks ago.

C ollpKian photo by Rirhard Ronanno

Freshman forward Dawn Trumbauer (20) and her teammates will hit the road to take on Dart-

mouth College this afternoon.

"We've improved both mentally

especially mentally. [The players]

themselves to havii;g a good season."

and technically,

have committed
Ford said.

Thus far it has been a good season. The Minutewomen
are 13-2. and 3-2 in the conference. They've beaten last

year's second place A- 10 team, two of the top Ivy league

teams, and are undefeated at home with a 7-0 record.

continued on page 15
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Students pay for breaking booze policy
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts students who violate^

Amherst's open-container bylaw last weekend are help-

ing to finance future police crackdowns.

But they are not doing it out of the kindness of their

heartiv

"It's not common to assess the

costs of police overtime as restitu-

tion — that's unusual."
— Attorney Meade Burrows

Hampshire District Court Judge Alvertus Morse, in a

decision one local attorney calls "unusual," ordered the

two students on Monday to pay the town $100 each in

restitution for their violations.

The money will help pay police overtime costs, which
have averaged $5,000 each weekend the department has
cracked down.

In his decision, Morse reasoned if 50 students are ar-

rested on a given weekend, fining each student $100 will

cover the $5,000 assessed by the police department to

patrol in full force on weekends.

"The main purpose of this is to slow things down," Morse
said in a telephone interview last night. "Activity

downtown has gone too far."

The case was continued without a finding, meaning that

provided the students stay out of trouble for six months,

their records will be clean. The fine for a guilty verdict

IS $50, not including court costs.

Northampton attorney Meade Borrows, who has handl-

ed student cases involving alcohol, said ordering restitu

tion for an open-container violation is an innovation he
has not seen in An»! —^t.

"It's not common to assess the costs of police overtime

as restitution — that's unusual. Overtime is considered

to be the usual cost of the town," Burrows said. "The ques-

tion is who is the victim? It is not clear to me that the

police are the victim."

Selectman Chairwoman Edith Wilkinson said a case

could be made that the town has fallen victim to students

at UMass.

"What's happening is the town is the victim —
everybody has to pay for this [the overtime] with proposi-

tion 2 1/2," Wilkinson said.

Thomas Whitney, an Amherst attorney who has

represented UMass students in similar cases, said the

order of restitution could work as an incentive for police

to make more arrests.

"The only danger with restitution is that it could en-

courage enforcement not for the sake of enforcement but

for the sake of fundraising," he said.

Morse said last night that other judges may not follow

his lead.

"What's happening is that the

town is the victim — everybody
has to pay for this."

Chairwoman Edith Wilkinson

"It's not the wave of the future necessarily," he said.

"This seemed at the time to be the appropriate thing to

do."

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia announced last week

that his department would patrol in full force, all 30 of-

ficers, each weekend until noise complaints and alcohol-

related incidents drop in number.

Amherst police have submitted an article on the Nov.

9 special town meeting, requesting $50,000 for overtime

costs through June 30, 1989.

Speech on Africa given
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

Three important African statesmen ap-

peared in the Five College area Monday
and spoke about the problems facing

Southern Africa and what role Americans

can play in solving them.

Valeriano Farao, Mozambican Am
bassador to the United States, Randall

Robinson, the director of TransAfrica. and

Prexy Nesbitt of the Mozambique Support

Network, visited Amherst and Hampshire

Colleges and the University of

Massachusetts in observance of World Food

Day and expanded the topic to Southern

Africa's most imminent problems.

At a reception for Farao held in the

Alumnae Room of Amherst "ollege. the

ambassador stressed the i. :'ance of

combating apartheid and attacking "at the

source (of the) evils" plaguing the region.

Robinson said understanding of the

region's problems is essential in combating

them.

"Most Americans and especially the con-

servative elements in this country arguing

against aid to Mozambique do not unders-

tand the mechanics of South Africa and the

rest of the region. There is a fundamental

kind of ignorance. ..they know very little

about Mozambique, Rename and that sort

of thing," Robinson said.

Renamo are the insurgent guerillas

operating inside Mozambique to destabilize

the country. Numbering approximately

10,000, Renamo has been linked to the

apartheid regime in South Africa.

All three of the men said South Africa,

in efforts to protect the longevity of the in

ternationally illegal system of enforced

racial subjugation and brutalization, has

given large amounts of financial assistance

and training to Renamo as an insurance

against a strong ni-ighbor hostile to apar-

theid, said Robin.«"n.

According to -ports compiled by

r alone Renamo was

e deaths of 10,000

equally staggering

UNICEF, last y«

responsible for •

children, as well

numbers of men and women who, if not
as

killed outright, are maimed or crippled.

Ambassador Farao blasted the US
government for what he called its ac

quiescence to the atrocities of Renamo
"If Libya opened an office or an-embassy

in Washington there would be an outcry.

Yet Renamo has done just that — they have
an office in Washington and nothing is said

or thought of it."

Prexy Nesmith of the Chicago-based

Mozambique Network alluded to a report

published recently by the State Depart

ment to convey more clearly the nature of

Renamo.
The report described Renamo as "at best

a group that steals and pillages rampant
ly within Mozambique, at worst, a group

carrying out the systematic, brutal destruc

tion of a people comparable only to the Nazi

Holocaust."

Farao, Robinson and Nesmith were all in

agreement with how much of an impact

American citizens, especially college

students, can have in deciding what course

the US takes in determining the future of

Mozambique.
They called for active participation on the

part of citizens and students in putting

pressure on Congress people and other

elected officials who pre.sently run the

country based upon the interests of the in-

fiuential few as opposed to the apathetic

many.
"Governments do nothing because of

morality or ethics. Governments act to fur-

ther their own interests based upon condi-

tions that prevail at that time," Nesmith
said. He said that US leniency towards

South Africa is what keeps the apartheid

regime in power, and in turn, keeps the

power of apartheid Hexed in the neighbor-

ing region. He also .said the conservative

and ultra conservative elements within the

country like Senator Jesse Helms, Senator

Dan Burton, Jimmy Swaggart, and groups

like the Young Republicans, the Heritage

Foundation and other groups with similar

ideologies oppose and attempt to thwart

progressive policy measures towards
Southern Africa.

Nesmith also stre.ssed the importance of

the presidency.

Farrakhan to speak at UMass
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Minister Louis Farrakhan will speak at

the University of Massachusetts early next

semester.

After the three failed attempts to bring

the controversial black Muslem leader, the

Distinquished Visitors Program last night

narrowly passed a request by members of

Phi Beta Sigma fraternity t<. sponsor his

visit. continued on page 2
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I SAW YOU ... - Senior art history major Kate Joyce walks

through the rain to to catch her bus home yesterday afternoon.
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Dukakis sends out more help

to keep campaign chances aUve

AP photo

KISS FOR GOOD LUCK - Gov. Michael Dukakis gets a good
luck kiss from Jessica Ontiveros, 5, of Saginaw, Mich, after a ral-

ly yesterday at Arthur Hill High School.

College Students:

MONEY
is now available lor your

IZDUCATION

II VOU ARL INTliRESILD IN RLClilVING

Schularikhip^*, Felluwithip^*, Granl:**

YOUR EUGIBIUTY IS GUARANTEED!
rcgjrJIcks o( rmuncial ^tjlu^ ur JcuJcniii. pcrlurinuncc.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

.#
1-800-635-4063

i^%j^ A NAIIONAL itLKVtCL tOMMIITLU
TO HIOHkK LUUCA I lUN

*lhm land* UO NOT i..>,u».. w>nili..i».iiui>l

^»».AUtMK. riNANlUa 4t)VIMJ*> I-KIJI,IIAM

NRC says
sorry to

expelled man
BOSTON (AP) - The

Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission has issued an
apology to a state safety of

ficial who was dragged from

a commission meeting Fri

day when he tried to speak
out against restarting the

Pilgrim nuclear power
station.

Peter Agnes, an assistant

secretary of the Executive
Office of Public Safety, was
removed from a Maryland
hearing room by security

guards when he rose to tell

the panel that the five

towns within 10 miles of

Pilgrim are not prepared for

an emergency at the plant.

Lando w. Zech, chairman
of the NRC, apologized to

Agnes in a letter received
Monday and offered Agnes
a meeting with the NRC
staff to air his concerns, The
Patriot Ledger reported
yesterday.

BOSTON ( AP) - Michael Dukaki.s is try

ing to bolster his organization in vital

states by sending dozen.s of aides from his

national headquarters inti) the field and

backing them up with mnw that 1 .300 new-

volunteers from Washington, aides said

vesterday

Jack Conragan, director of operations for

the Democratic campaign, said about 60

percent of the workers at the Boston Head-

quarters aj-e being assigned to target states

for the final three weeks of the campaign.

He could not provide a specific number.

Among the senior Dukakis aides

assisting with the drive Marcia Hale, who

since the Democratic National Convention

in July has been working on plans for a

transition to a Dukakis presidency.

Hale, a South Carolina native, has tem-

porarily delegated her tranisition duties to

a deputy and now is focusing, from Boston,

on southern states in which the Democrats

believe they are still competitive, principal

ly Georgia and Louisiana.

Joining the Bo.ston oeratives being

assigned to field operatives will be more

than 1,300 new volunteers from

Washington, said Wendy Sherman, who

runs Dukakis' headquarters there. That

group consists of congressional aides who
have taken leaves, numerous attorneys

with ties to Democratic politics and college

students form area campuses, Sherman
.said.

it's a pretty encouraging sign, I think,

about how strong we are going to be in the
field Election Day," Corrigan .said. "Wt'

have a very strong grass-roots organiza
tion. It got us through the primaries and
it is one of the things that is going to pull

us through on Election Day."
Volunteers, depending on their prior elec

tion experience, will be assigned tasks

ranging from political work in target

precincts to helping with phone calls and
distribution leaflets, Ms. Sherman said.

Some of the congressional aides, most of

whom have worked on prior campaigns, are

being sent back to their home states but

many also are being assigned to key states,

she said.

"Our state party offices are quite capable

of running a very effective get-outthevote

effort but you need bodies to do that," she

said Tuesday in a telephone interview

"This will give us the influx of people we
need to win on election night."

The congi'essional recess also will allow

the Dukakis campaign to schedule more
appearances by members of Congress who
have volunteered to serve as surrogates for

the Democratic ticket, Corrigan said.

Recent polls have shown Dukakis well

behind Bush, but Ms. Sherman said party

officials calling her office to request more
volunteers have been relaying a far more
optimistic picture.
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Farrakhan
continued from page 1

The 7-5 vote came at 8:30, just after near-

ly 70 black and Jewish students packed

room 811 in the Campus Center to debate

Farrakhan's views and watch of a video of

one of his speeches.

Anthony Gee, a member of both the

fraternity and DVP, led the effort to bring

the minister. He said the American media
has led the public astray on Farrakhan,
who has been labled by Jewish leaders as

an extremist who is anti-Israel.

"The media has taken his meaning out

of context," Gee told the Collegian after the

vote was taken. He said Farrakhan has

preached simply that a person can not love

someone unless he learns to love him or

herself first.

As to the date of the visit. Gee said,

"We're shooting for early Febuary. We feel

it's appropriate to have it during black

history month."
"We feel it's time to have leaders that ex

press our pride and dignity — not leaders

that are hand-picked," Gee said.

Members of Hillel, the Progressive

Zionist Caucus, and other concerned
Jewish students came to voice thier con-

cern over using student monies to sponsor

the event. Discussions about Farrakhan
were spirited at times, but according to Gee
and members of the Jewish community,
there was no element of hostility at last

night's meeting.

Scott Kramer, a concerned Jewish stu-

dent who is a member of the UMass
Republican club, said bringing Farrakhan
is an insult to an entire community.
"Farrakhan is a rabid anti-semite — he's

called Judaism a gutter religion. He is the
extreme fringe of the black sepratist move-
ment. Student funds shouldn't be used to

pay an honoranium to such a rabid hate
monger."
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UMass ombuds office handles grievances
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

At a school as large as the University of Massachusetts,
invariably someone is going to feel they have been
mistreated. Enter Howard Gadlin.
As Ombudsperson, Gadlin's job is to ensure that every

person affiliated with the University is treated fairly.

"The office is a place where anybody on campus — facul-

ty, staff or student — can come for assistance in working
out a grievance or solving a problem. What goes on in this

office is confidential. So, if somebody comes here and they
want to talk over a situation that's difficult for them, but
are unsure about whether or not they want to act on it,

or want us to act on it, that's okay. We'll talk over the
situation and look at the range of options that are
available to them," he said.

Gadlin said he prefers people contact the Ombuds Of-

fice only "after they've tried to go through normal chan-
nels," but persons who do not trust these channels could

discuss the situation with him beforehand.

More than half of the cases Gadlin deals with are

"student-initiated." However, "probably more than half

our time (is spent) on non-student cases because some of

the employee cases get so much more complicated. They're

really long and drawn out," he said.

The Ombuds office was created at UMass in 1971.

Gadlin, who is the sixth person to hold the office, was hired

in 1982.

Gadlin said he does not use litigation to settle disputes.

The ombudsman does not have to be a lawyer to hold the
position.

'We work informally. We work by trying to elicit the
cooperation of all parties and to help structure solutions
to problems that leave everyone with some degree of
satisfaction," he said. Gadlin added if one side "wins,"
he tries to find a solution that will not humiliate the other
party.

He said grade disputes are a common student grievance,
but students should not come to him if they simply want
a higher grade.

"If you feel you've been treated in a sort of arbitrary
and capricious way ... if your grade wasn't calculated
according to the prescribed way that the instructor said
it would be, then you might come here," he said.

If Gadlin is unable to help the disputing parties come
to an agreement, then he arranges for a hearing with a
board composed of faculty and students who hear the case
and make recommendations.
Gadlin said the Undergraduate Grade Grievance Pro-

cedure, the Graduate Grievance Procedure and the
Academic Honesty Policy all function through his office.

"We also get employee and faculty problems here. If so-

meone feels that their supervisor hasn't treated them fair

ly or that their job schedule has been shifted improperly
... or any number of issues that could be an employee
problem, they can come here," he said.

Collrgian pholo by Dondi Atiram

Howard Gadlin

Feminist urges women
toward powerful posts
By MARIA SACCHETTI
and JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

It is time for women to conquer
legislative hurdles, start changing the

rules and to stop being political observers,

said El lie Smeal, the founder and presi-

dent of the Fund for the Feminist Majori-

ty, in a lecture last night in the Student
Union Ballroom.

Despite strong national advocacy for

women's rights, recurring political

roadblocks and inequal representation

prevent women's issues from reaching the

forefront of the political spectrum, said

Smeal, a former president of the National

Organization for Women.
"Our system is not reflecting the at-

titude of the public and it is not chang-

ing with the times," she said.

"We are about to enter the decade of the

1990s and we still don't have an equal

rights amendment. Most people think the

laws we have are strong enough to man-
date equal pay," she said, but women are

still earning 64 cents for every male earn-

ed dollar.

More than 50 percent ofAmericans poll-

ed are in favor of pay equity, she said, but

"to this day, Congress can't pass

something even to study it."

"They argue on the basis it would cost

money." Smeal said. "[The .study] would

cost $1 million. We spend more money
studying pickles."

Smeal attributes the lack of legislative

movement toward equal rights to a sharp

imbalance in the number of men and
women in decision making positions.

Men fill 95 percent of congressional

seats and, at the current rate of growth,

it will be the year 2333 before women hold

50 percent of those seats, she said.

"We have to encourage more women to

run," she said.

"I think it matters that we are in this

position of not being at the tables when
the national budget is being decided."

Women who run for public office typical-

ly wait until their late 30s and early 40s
to launch their campaign while men begin

political careers in their mid 20s, Smeal
said.

We have to stop waiting until we have
more experience, she said. "Women have
to start extra early because it takes us a

little longer to get there. "So often

young women who might want to be a US
senator won't say it," she said. But
younger women need to be encouraged.
"If a woman is to compete, she should
know she can win," she said.

Smeal said women should not be afraid

< to run against each other. "How many
times have we said if you put two women
up it will divide the ticket? Does anyone

ever say that about men?

"If all the women who are running (for

congress] right now were to win, it would
barely change the percentages," she said.

We have to encourage more women to

run."

"Women need to flood the ticket. We've
got to get it into our brain that when a

woman is defeated, we put up ten more
the next time," she said.

The lack of women in American politics

is very different from representation in

other areas of the world, Smeal said. The
United States has fewer female members
of congress or national parliament than

any country in Europe except Greece, she

said.

"We like to think of the United States

as a leader," she said. "But in the

representation of women in power, we're

lagging behind."

"I am sick of protesting. It would be a

whole lot easier if we were pushing the

buttons ourselves," Smeal said. "We have

to start talking more about what we .see

the dream to be and going for it. The worst

thing they've done to us is make us stop

dreaming," she said.

Controversy over Jupiter C5A heats up

Selectmen delay whether
to write Westover a letter
LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

CHICOPEE - About 20 miles South of

Amherst, at the Westover Air Force Base,
pilots are trained to Hy one of the largest

cargo planes in existence, the Jupiter C5A.
The training flights simulate landings

and take-offs sometimes as often as 20
times a session. The Air Force currently

has 10 of these planes and will increase the

number to 16 by February, said an Air
Force spokesperson.

To some people the C5's are a sin, they

claim noise and air pollution are threaten-

ing the quality of life in this area. To others

they are a blessing, a chance to renew the

economy in the weakest area of the state.

It has become a classic shootout between
environmentalists and economists.

David Keith, an active member of the

Valley Citizens for a Safe Environment, a

group opposing the C5's, approached the

Amherst Selectmen Monday night asking

their written support in an appeal

challenging an Air Force environmental

impact statement that claims there are no

problems with either noise or air pollution

in this region.

"The Air Force said there'd be zero im-

pact on Amherst, " Keith said. "People

have written letters to the (Amherst)

Selectmen complaining about the noise so

obviously there are some errors in the en-

vironmental impact statement because peo-

ple are annoyed."
"What we're challenging is the state-

ment," said Keith. "The suit doesn't say

the Air Force can't put the C5's there, it

just tells us what happens when they do."

The case was brought to the Federal

District Court and lost.

The Valley group is considering an appeal

and is looking for philosophical support

from towns, particularly from those within

the cargo planes training flight paths, of

which Amherst is one.

Selectmen said they would make a deci-

sion about the letter November 7 at a
regularly scheduled meeting.

This issue is now spilling onto campus.
Last week, Keith debated Bradford Parker,

an Amherst resident that belongs to a pro-

C5A group called Citizens for the C5.

Parker along with his wife. Lane, have
collected 177 student signatures to support

the C5's. Overall the group say they've col-

lected between 4,000 - 5,000 signatures.

"They fly over our house," said Bradford
Parker. "We enjoy them and there's

nothing wrong with that."

'Our happiest experience was at the cam-
pus center last week, we didn't know what
to expect, we had maybe five vehement
students against the C5's but most of the

reaction was very positive," said Parker.

"The people who are against this aren't

really upset with the noise or anything

else, they're against the military," Parker

said.

Keith on the other said, "I think both

Parkers are really nice, well-meaning peo-

ple who really don't know that much about

this."

While the debate over pollution con-

tinues, area businesses are hoping the ex-

panding air field will bring new revenues

to the region.

"They have a direct payroll of 42.5

million a year." said John Frykenberg,

treasurer of Citizens for C5 and a member
of the Chicopee Chamber of Commerce.

"That money is going into the local

economy and all of Western
Massachusetts."

"It would be foolish for anyone to get rid

of that strip ofconcrete because what I can

only believe to be extremely selfish people

are worried about their own personal an-

noyance or inconvenience," said

Frykenberg.

Both groups say they will continue to be

active on campus and try to attract student

support.

An Air Force .spokesman could not be

reached for comment.

Kennedy says the Duke is down but not out
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The Democratic ticket may be

down in the polls, but it is not out of the presidential race,

U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., said yesterday.

Kennedy, in a brief appearance before about 200 peo

pie at a "Democratic town meeting" at the John F. Ken
nedy Middle School, recalled the 1968 election, when he

said Hubert Humphrey gained about a point a day in polls

at the very end of the race.

"If that election had been delayed by a couple of days,

Hubert Humphrey would have been president of the

United States, not Richard Nixon — and what a difference

that would have made," he said.

Kennedy, who is a member of the Senate's judiciau^ com-

mittee, .said another Republican administration would put

important Consitutional rights in jeopardy.

"Think of the quality ofjustice in our society," he said.

"That is in and of itself enough to make sure we are go-

ing to be tireless in the next three weeks."

The senior senator from Massachusetts, who is cam-

paigning for re-election this year, said the last eight years

had been a "holding action" against a Republican ad-

ministration without concern for social issues.

Kennedy said he wished Vice President George Bush
had accompanied him on visits to some of the 25 toxic

waste sites in Massachusetts, which he called

"underground Chernobyls."
"Not one of those sites has been cleaned up under the

Reagan Bush administration," he said.

He al.so criticized the Republicans for presiding over cuts

in student aid and increased debt loads, which keep col-

lege students from going into teaching, nursing and other

low-paying fields.

"We have seen the dollar sign put back into our schools

and colleges," he said.

Kennedy only spoke for about 10 minutes before the

crowd, and took three questions before leaving for another

Northampton appearance.

He said he would probably vote against the safe energy

initiative, a referendum question on the state ballot which

would shut down the state's nuclear power plants if

passed.

Although he is against nuclear power, early closings of

the plants would leave taxpayers with a billion dollar

shortfall, and "I don't find that right or equitable," Ken-

nedy said.
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ALL STUDENTS!!!
7th Annual Five College

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL
INFORMATION DAY

Over 90 schools including:

Boston University

Brandeis University

University of Bridgeport Law School
Columbia University

Dartmouth Medical School
Fordham University

Georgetown University

Harvard University School of Business
University of Massachusetts - Graduate
School of Biomedical Sciences

National College of Chiropractic

New England College of Optometry

New England School of Law
New School for Social Research
New York University - Tisch School of the Arts

Northeastern University

Pace University School of Law
Suffolk University School of Law
University of Vermont

Vermont Law School

Wednesday, October 19, 1988
Campus Center Auditorium
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
10 am to 3 pm

Information & Literature on Admission,
Financial Aid, and Housing

Sponsored by:

Office of Career Counseling
Careers Options Resource Center
Career Services

Career Development Office

University Placement Service

- Amherst College
- Hampshire College
- Mount Holyoke College
- Smith College
- University of Massachusetts
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

Security administrator making UMass safer
By HOLLY ANGELO
Collegian Correspondent

From preventing trespassers entering buildings to cur
bing alcohol abuse on campus, Carol Radzik, assistant
director of public safety, is working around the clock to
strengthen security at the University of Massachusetts.
Radzik, a UMass graduate and former residential educa-

tion staff member, manages the daily routine of more than
800 security personnel, including 25 institutional securi-

ty officers.

She said her advancement to security administrator was
"a natural progression."

"College for me was an incredible learning experience,
it was a real eye-opener," she said. "After working in a
residence hall in Southwest, there's nothing you can't do."

In her seven year span as an administrator, Radzik said

she has made some necessary changes including providing
consistent campus security and new staff organizational
systems.

"My job is doing anything I can in an administrative
capacity to make the jobs of the ISO's and escorts easier,"

she said.

Two years ago, Radzik polled residents and police about
campus safety which resulted \n additional lighting

around residence halls.

"I think it's a safe campus ifyou use common sense. Use
the services the campus provides and don't walk in unlit

areas," she said.

"(Security workers] care about the students and staff

of the campus," Radzik said. "I think that's something
people forget when they see the ISO's out there."

Medical attention, counseling
available for victims of rape
By JANINE MANCINELLI
Collegian Correspondent

Victims of rape and sexual assault at the

University of Massachusetts may seek help

through a system that combines the efforts

of University Health Services, the

Everywoman's Center, and the Depart-

ment of Public Safety.

Two 24-hour hotlines and six physicians

on-call at University Health Services

cooperate to respond immediately to vic-

tims. The UMass police division offers a

24-hour rape hotline and 14 ofTicers who
are specially trained to counsel rape vic-

tims, said Mary Dumas, assistant director

of the Division of Public Safety.

The hotline provides victims with infor-

mation on what to do immediately and

referrals to places where they can get

counseling and other support.

"The division encourages victims to

report rapes," Dumas said, "but no one is

forced to prosecute."

But, she said, the reality is that sexual

offenders do not attack only once and the

perpetrator is usually only stopped by court

intervention.

Larry Holmes, associate director of the

Division of Public Safety said the officers

must attend several certification courses to

become qualified for sensitive crime work.

Once trained, said Dumas, "The officers

provide training for people involved in

general awareness. They do everything

from preparing the community to direct in-

teraction with victims."

The other 24 hour rape hotline is

available through the Everywoman's
Center, said Gretchen Krull. health

educator at UHS.
The rape victim will speak to a counselor

advocate at the hotline who is familiar with

the system and who will encourage a

medical exam, Krull said.

But, she said, "(the victim] must feel like

they're in control."

The first step to recovery is giving the vic-

tim control of the situation, she said. "The

counselor advocate's main duty is to give

Women's Forum
Women Creating Change: New Directions in Public

Policy

Dr. Haydee Lopez, physician and Secretary General of

the Santiago Council of the National Association of

Chilean Physicians will speak on "The Role of Women
and Health in Developing Countries," on Thursday, Oct.

20 at 3:30 p.m. The lecture will be held at Smith College,

in Seelye Hall, Room 15.

Educational Advisor to Governor Dukakis to speak

today T^ , ,

Robert Schwartz. Educational Advisor to Gov. Dukakis

will speak on "Toward Excellence and Equity: Leadership

for Renewal of American Education " at Memorial Hall,

University of Massachusetts at Amherst on Oct. 19, from

11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The student escort service, which Radzik administers,
is a prevention agency designed to offer escorts to students
on campus who would otherwise be forced to walk alone.
"We've been called the eyes and ears of the University

police. We're just out there to assist them." she said.

The University's grounds are patrolled by security
workers, who wear green uniforms and patrol the cam-
pus to help alert police to suspicious or dangerous oc-

curences 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, she said. "We
want to provide the best possible security we can for the
community we serve," she said.

Radzik said student alcohol abuse is one of the problems
that plague security most. "Given that the Housing
(department] has tightened up on regulations, parties have
gone off campus."

But, she said, "We have to deal with it afterwards.
Receptionists take a lot of abuse on weekend nights. It's

a tough job."

Also, propping doors open in residence halls has become
a serious issue, she said. "People love to come to college
campuses and rip people off."

There are six female police officers on staff at UMass
and female students comprise 52 percent of student securi-

ty, but Radzik said security work is primarily a male
dominated field.

"I think police work is a tough field, male or female,

and I think it's commendable (that women are involved],"

she said. "In any field not female dominated, you feel you
have to do better than the men in it," she said.

"I am convinced that women can do anything they want
to." she said.

ColUglaii photo by Amy Fairrhild

Carol Radzik, assistant director of public

safety.

HEALTHWATCH

the victim all her options and support her,"

Krull said.

At UHS, six physicians have volunteered

to be on call to respond to sexual assault

cases and to perform the medical exam for

victims afler they have been assaulted, she

said.

The medical exam includes checking for

body injury, sexually transmitted diseases,

and assessing risk for possible pregnancy,
she said.

"The physician takes samples and
gathers evidence that could be used in

court." Krull said. "This kit is completely

confidential and is placed in the 'sensitive'

file."

The Everywoman's Center's educator/ad-

vocate program also provides workshops to

increase community awareness about sex-

ual assault." Krull said.

Surveys and [wlice statistics demonstrate

the need for such services at UMass.
In 1987, there were five rapes reported

on the UMass campus and three rapes were

reported in 1986," said Holmes.
However, Dumas said, surveys show a

much higher rate of incidents than are

reported to police. And, they are finding

many of the offenders start at younger ages

than they had expected.

One study, conducted between November
1984 and March 1985, by Ms. magazine

and psychologist Mary P. Koss surveyed

6,100 college students on 32 campuses
across the country. Krull said.

"The survey showed that 84 percent of

the rape victims knew their attacker and
57 percent of the rapes were on dates," she

said.

Also, the survey showed that one out of

every twelve males had either committed
or attempted acts that meet the legal

definition of rape, she said.

Krull advised students to have clear com-

munication on dates and be persistent with

intentions.

"Be aware of situations around you.

Have a plan in mind about getting out of

a situation where you might be uncomfor-

table," she said.

Condoms marketed for women
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Correspondent

"Would You Buy A Condom For This

Man?" asks a new advertisement geared
toward increasing condom sales to

women.
Beginning in late 1987, pharmaceutical

companies specializing in birth control

released a new line of 'specialized' con-

doms marketed toward women.
A spokesperson for the Today Personal

FVoducts Company said there is little dif

ference between these specialized con-

doms and regularly sold condoms.

"The only difference between regular

condoms and women's condoms is the

packaging of the product," he said.

The specialized condom marketed
toward women is more discreetly packag-

ed than its predecessors. They are "color

sensitive," he said, and come in pink and

purple packages that "don't look like con-

doms."
The women's condom has found a

definite audience in various womens'

fashion and health magazines, said the

spokesperson. Other condoms are not

advertised in such an open manner, he

said.

"I think women feel more comfortable

with condoms they can buy themselves."

he said.

Ann Grose, health educator for Univer-

sity Health Services, said there is a

"definite increase" in the number of

women buying condoms at the University.

In the contraception education sessions

offered at UHS, she said, women are urg-

ed to use condoms and spermicides in con-

junction with the birth control pill to pro-

tect against sexually transmitted diseases

and AIDS.
Buying condoms without embarrass-

ment has become easier at the UHS
prescription desk, Grose said. "All you
have to do is fill out a card, and the phar-

macist puts the package in a bag for you,"

she said.

"It is very discreet, avoids embarrass-

ment, and is much cheaper at Health Ser-

vices" she said.

Latex condoms are sold three for $1 and
spermicides range from $2 to $4 for gels

and creams. Condoms and spermicides are

sold at the UHS pharmaceutical desk

Monday through Thursday from 8:30 a.m.

to 8 p.m. and on Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.

and on Saturday and Sunday from 9 a.m.

to noon and from 1 p.m to to 4:30 p.m.

Kentucky chapter of NOW
elects male president to office
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) - The Kentucky

chapter of the National Organization for

Women has elected Jim Newlin its presi-

dent, making him the second man in the

nation to lead a NOW chapter.

Newlin, who was elected Saturday and
lives in nearby Henryville, Ind., said he

joined NOW because "their cause covers

just about everybody else's causes — equal

rights for everyone, man woman and
child."

He said he was the only man among 19

women when he attended his first NOW

meeting, in 1985.

Although the members included him in

its work immediately, he said, "they

thought I was a .spy. I felt I had to earn my
stripes. Within two months, I had brought

in 10 new members."
Former Kentucky NOW president Jean

Varble said there may be "a few members
who may not be comfortable with the idea"

of a male president, but "We can't cut off

half of the population."

Only the chapter in Washington, D.C.,

has had a male president.

Donn Gressor, Vice President of the Danforth Founds

tion, which is funding programs for education leadership

throughout the US, and Betty Shabazz, Professor of

Health Sciences, Medgar Evers College, and widow of

Malcom X, will be discussants following the presentation.

For more information, call 545-2029.

"No Regrets" Dance Party

The "No Regrets band will be featured at a dance par

ty at the NorthStar Seafood Restaurant and Bar, corner

of West and Green Streets. Northampton, on Thursday,

Oct. 27, starting at 9:30 p.m.

The party will benefit the Massachusetts Citizens for

Safe Energy campaign for passage of Question 4 on the

Nov. 8 ballot. Question 4 calls for the closure of the state's

two nuclear power plants. Pilgrim I at Plymouth and the

Yankee plant in Rowe.

Women in Journalism Exhibit At Smith College
"A Woman's Voice: 150 Years of Journalism" is on

display in the reading room of the Sophia Smith Collec-

tion and College Archives in the Alumnae Gymnasium
at Smith College in Northampton.
Manuscripts, photographs and memorabilia of women

journalists gathered from the vast Sophia Smith collec-

tion will be on exhibit through Jan. 6. The exhibit is open
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sun-
days until Dec. 11 from 1 to 4 p.m., except Oct. 16 and
Nov. 27.

For more information, call 585-2970.

Women of Color Film Festival

A "Women of Color Film Festival," featuring 21 films

by and about women of color around the world, commences
Sunday, Oct. 16. at 8 p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
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Bailey's book looks at
dating through the ages
By SUSAN RICHARDSON
Collegian CorrespondtMit

From Front Porch to Back Seat
By Beth Bailey

Johns Hopkins Puhlishem

It IS likely that female students at UMass
30 years ago would have been encouraged

to take a course in Marriage Education.

This is just one of the bizaiTe facts which
Beth Bailey focuses on in FYom Front Porch

to Back Seat; a book which deals with the

ever-changing conventions of courtship in

20th century America.

Bailey's book is entertaining and
readable. It pays special attention to the

pattern of dating on college campuses over

the years and it soon liecomes evident that

dating was rarely based on love or mutual
attraction. Instead, the desire for powt i

and popularity were the vital factors.

What IS most striking is the way in which

the balance of pt>wer between man and the

woman changed over a period of 50 years.

At the turn of the century, courtship was
based upon young men "calling" on young
ladies and it was the latter who were in

control of the situation. "Etiquette bcKiks

and columns were adamant on that point,"

Bailey states. "It was the girls priviledge'

to ask a young man to call. Furthermore,

it was highly improper for the man to take

the initiative."

By mid 20lh century, however, the situa

tion had completely changed, due largely

to the invention of the automobile. Dating
moved from the public to the private

spheres and it took place within the

framework of the traditional sex roles. As
Bailey says, "the woman demonstrated her

need for protection and the man his abili-

ty to protect her."

With the man as the car owner and wage
earner, it was expected that the woman be

both physcically and mentally dependent

on him. Dutch-dating was frowned upon by

the majority of men and women alike

because of its apparent threat to

ma.sculinity.

The second major change in the system

of dating was brought about by the second

World War. In the 1930's, dating was

essentially competitve, a means of

establishing one's popularity. Whether the

boy or girl was charming or beautiful was

irrelevant: young people simply aimed to

arrange dates with as many different part-

ners as possible. Bailey cites a comment in

the editorial of The Collegian at this time

to illustrate her point. It condemned the

use of the library for "datemaking" and in

sisted that "the library is the place for the

improvement of the mind and not the scxrial

standing of the studnet."

After World War II. however "going

steady" became the tradition. The ex

perience of war had changed the outlook

of many young men and they now wanted
some stability in their lives. Bizarre though

it sounds, many magazines featured ar

tides advising women as to how they

should "Get A Husband," due to the scar-

city of men at the time. "Look in the cen-

sus reports for places with the most single

men," was one .suggestion. "Nevada has

125 males for every 100 female."

A chapter on the sexual revolution of the

60's would have given an additional

perspective, but Bailey chooses, instead to

offer some brief comments on the male

female relationships of the 80's. Anyone
who has read From Front Porch to Bach
Seat must surely agree with her conclusion

that for all "the vast uncertainites of con-

temporary coursthip," we have "made
gains in freedom and equality."
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Don't miss a special free show by the Baltimore-based funk, rock, Motown
group Regency tonight at the Hatch. Sponored by the Board of Governors
Program Council, the group's show last year earned three encores and three

standing ovations.

P.A.W.S.S. BULLETIN
FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

c/o Hampshire College. Amherst. MA 01002 (413-549-4600 ext 563)

FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE &
WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

c/o Hampshire College. Amherst. MA 01002

(413-549-4600 ext. 563)

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17lh

A TELECONFERENCE focusing on WAR AND HUNGER
in Southern Alnca with reports trom Doctors (rom

Mozambique, and audience participation.

noon - 3.00 P M., Hampshire College,

Franklin Patterson Hall

In the evening, at 8 00 P M.

a panel discussion on

THE SITUATION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA:
A REPORT FROM THE FRONTLINE

With Randell Robinson, TransAfrica, Prexy Nesbitt,

Mozambique Support Network, and Valeriano Ferrao,

Mozambique Ambassador to the US
University of Massachusetts, Bartlett Auditorium

Sponsored by the Luce Food Program, Five College Peace and World
Secunly Studies Five College Atncan Studies. Five College Black

Studies, the Population and Oevelopmeni Program, and Five
Colleges Incorporated

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19th

FRONTLINE REPORT

EL SALVADOR: GUERILLAS. DEATH SQUADS, AND THE
CRISIS IN U.S. POLICY

Discussion with Janet Shenk. Journalist and CoAuthor •

El Salvador The Face of Revolution

4:00 - 6 00 P M .Mount Holyoke College,

L3 Cleveland Auditorium

Evening presentation FRONTLINE REPORT
8:00 P.M., Smith College, Seele Hall, Room 10

Sponsored by the Five College Peace and World Security
Studies Program

All events are free and open to trie public

For (urther mlormalion please call 549 4600 e«l 519

AMHERST COLLEGE • HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE • SMITH COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Koppes album
paves new path
for the Church
By CHAD EDWARDS
Collegian Correspondent

Manchild and Myth
Peter Koppes
Rykodisc

Peter Kroppes, guitarist for the Austrailian group The
Church, has just completed his solo, 15 track debut, Man-
child and Myth, on the Rykodisc label. After Arista's

successful release of Starfish, various Church band
members have embarked upon solo projects. Lead singer
and bassist, Steve Kilbey, as well as Marty Wilson-Piper,

have produced numerous solo projects on a variety of
labels. Unfortunately, The Church itself has yet to gain
worldwide popularity, and to no surprise, many of the
band members' solo projected have gone unnoticed.

The production of Manchild and Myth marks a new
era for Church solo projects. Unlike Kilbey, Koppes has
made a wholehearted attempt at straying away from the
usual droning, psychedelic surrealism. Alternatively,
Koppes has combined both fluvial melodies and reflec-

tive lyrics to make Manchild and Myth into a charming
collection of accessible pop.

Like any other LP, Manchild and Myth sports an
assortment of both likeable and ear-wrenching tunes. For
example, side A kicks off to the guitar driven pop to

"Take a Vow," which blends a tasteful array of in-

terweaving melodies and percussion. Mediocrity takes
the stage until "Quest" jumps to a start with a hard-
edged guitar riff backed by a foot-stomping drum track.

This dance-oriented gem then sets the mood for the
classic new wave swing of "Comes As No Surprise"
(which would come as no suprirse if Koppes had borrow-
ed the concept from the glock of Seagull's "Space Age
Love Song.")

On the other hand, "Opus" is an acrid display of

monotonous synthesizer and drum machine patches -

hardly an "ideal" way to initiate the B side of an album.
Even "Our Love" becomes unlistenable with Koppes fil-

ing the track with resonance as he attempts to sing out-

side of his range.

Though hardly an established singer, Koppes displays
a distinct flair for lyricism, as each tune is enshrouded
in extraordinary themes of love and destiny. Surprising-
ly, almost all of the lyrics are written in simple rhyme,
yet they 8U"e often deep and thought-provoking.

In its entirety Manchild and Myth shows intensity

aside from the fact that it was conceived through both
outdated instruments emd studio techniques. While he
has maintained a low profile within the context of The
Church, Manchild and Myth shows Koppes to be both

a talented and engaged l)Ticist/musician/producer in his

own right. Although, had his efforts been backed by a

mtyor label, this solo effort might well have been a chart-

busting album.

Music fans from Down Under have already been ex-

posed to Manchild and Myth as it had just recently en-

joyed a stint at the top of the Australian Indpendent

charts. The CD version also features three extra tracks,

taken from the Session EP, When Reason Forbids, releas-

ed in 1987. Look for it.
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Book takes a look at Revolution
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The First Salute
Barbara W. Tuchman
Alfred A. Knopf
300 pages

When the American ship "Andrew Doria" entered the
Port of St. Eustatius in the West Indies Nov. 16, 1776,
the crew fired a salute, to which the guns of the island's

fort responded.

The response meant the American vessel, flying the red-

and-white striped Continental Congress flag, had been
recognized as coming from a legitimate nation, although
the United States had yet to acquire independence.
Barbara W. Tuchman revolves the historical narrative

of her most recent book. The First Salute, around this act,

which led to belligerence between Holland and England.
St. Eustatius was a Dutch colony.

Blending excerpts from journals, diaries, and letters by
seafarers of the time with her own words, Tuchman
describes how the Dutch, who claimed neutrality, aided

the American colonies with weapons and other supplies

in the war against England.

Using the salute, an otherwise trivial occurrence, as the
focus point of a narrative about the American Revolution
was a stroke of genius, but Tucker gets carried away with
detail. She devotes entire chapters to the events that led
to Holland's war with England and to France's prepara-
tion to aid the Americans.
The narrative becomes tedious at various points and

looses the reader's interest simply because Tuchman
packs too much information into each page.

The book lacks the personal touch that would capture
the lay reader's attention. Perhaps ifTuchman had built

the narrative around one central figure, mixing personal
details with information about the person's direct involve-

ment with the events, the book would have turned out
more captivating.

She does, however, devote chapters to some of the men,
such as Sir George Brydges Rodney, who played promi-
nent roles in the events surrounding the revolution. But
there is no attempt to look into the persons' characters
in-depth, hence the lack of personal touch.

Nevertheless, Salute is valuable for its historical con-
tent. The author makes a successful attempt at linking
developments in several countries to the American
Revolution. However, unless you're a history buff. I

wouldn't recommend this book.
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A student gazes at one of the many prints on display now at the multi-dimensional "Tell Me The
Truth" exhibit in the Student Union Art Gallery.

Furbish 's video to air from UVC
The Union Video is pleased to announce that it has been

the central production facility for a new video-art tape

which will premiere locally from Oct. 27 through Nov. 8.

The new tape is called "Which 1 is Green?" and strange

but satisfying color-effects are part of its structure and
message.

The tape began last Halloween with the informal tap-

ing of a party, wherein the camera-iris flared up with
green each time it panned the lights.

This suggested a varied approach to color and
pseudocolor, and there followed more than a dozen

shooting sessions as well as the editing of several work-

prints. Initially everything was prepared for Halloween

'88 - but election '88 appeared on the horizon - so the new
tape becomes premiered with a sense of topicality for both

these occasions.

The new tape was created by John Furbish, a long-time

UVC member who has been doing video for about 15

years. His interest in video-art grew slowly, until he

started workignwithcolor equipment in 1985. Since then

he's exploded into his own primitive, passionate style of

low-tech, high-impact speical effects. With Furbish 's work,

you'll see colors like you never would on the Turner net-

work. In this tape you will be exposed to propoganda

against money and pretense as well as humanistic

messages about toleration and an economically - and en-

vironmentally - balanced "green earth."

This new tape is Furbish's fourth production for

Amherst Community Television, but it is his first

2-facility production.
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Documentary details

Iran-Contra scandal

Peter Zazofsky, recognized worldwide as one of America's most outstan-
ding violinists, will perform at Bowker Auditorium on the University of

Massachusetts campus this Friday at 8 p.m.

A native of Boston, he began his studies with Joseph Silverstein and later

studied with violin masters Dorothy Delay and Ivan (>alamian at

Philadelphia's Curtis Institute of Music. He has won top prizes in .San Fran-
cisco, Miami, Kansas city and Washington DC but it was his stunning feat

of winning first prize at the 1979 .Montreal Internationl Competition and
second prize at the 1980 Queen Klizabeth Compt>tition of Brussels that gave
the major impetus to his career.
Pianist David Deveau will accompany Zazofsky's performance of "Sonata

in A minor," "Fantasie in C Major," and "Sonata in A major."
Tickets for the Oct. '21st concert are available in advance at FAC box of-

fice or at Bowker Auditorium one hour prior to performance.

H^ (JRAKMK THOMSON
("olk't,M;m CoiTi'spondt'iit

Cover-Up: Behind the Iran-Contra

Affair

Opens at Pleasant St. Tlieaier toni^'ht

Chances are that the Iran Contrat^ale ai

fair has faded in most people's memory.

When it was in the headlines it all seemed

a bij,'joke, like some vast TV pantomime

where the lines were pre rehearsed on both

sides of the house; designed to be unmem
morable in fact.

But now with the release of Cover-up.

a very fascinating and very frightenint;

documentary about the scandal, the truth

should finally come to light. The material

in cover-up and the allegations the film

makes are potential political dynamite,

especially in the light of the impending

elections.

The film claims, among other things, that

Reagan and Bush cut an arms deal with

Iran in 1980, to delay the release of the US
hostages and thus ensure Jimmy Carter's

defeat in the November elections; that

senior W'hite House and Pentagon officials

were aware that arms supply routes to the

Contras were being used to ferry cocaine

into the US something which was

suspiciously brushed over at the hearings

and that, perhaps most unnerving of all,

a plan existed to suspend the US constitu

tion in times of "emergency," such as US
military intervention in Central America.
Although all of this information is

available to the public, almost none of

these allegations have been picked up by

the mainstream media, a fact which makes
Cover-Up all the more important.

The film is no lunatic left-wing scare crap

either; its arguments are lucid and consis

tent and are backed up by former White
House officials, CIA operatives and even an

ex Contra leader. Its implications are far

reaching; if this is to be believed, which I

.seriously suggest it is, than America is fac

ing the greatest constitutional crisis in its

hi.story. The trail of terrorism, drug

running and con-uption it traces leads right

up to the President's door.

I strongly advi.se. as the publicity sug

gests, that you see this film before you vote,

whether you be a liberal Democrat or a

true-blue Minuteman. One thing is for

sure, a vote for George Bush in the 1988

Presidential elections is a vote for the ero

sion of democracy.

The film opens tonight at Pleasant Street

Theatre in Northampton.
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Peddling Apartheid:
South Africans hire American
mouthpiece
By Suzette Hunte
Nummo Staff

Thomas A. Bolan former state Conservative Party chair

and law partner of the late Roy Cohn and Ex-Bronx
Democratic Boss Stanlley Rriedman, has received close to

a million dollars from South Africa to promote the interests

of the apartheid government among national, state, and city

officials. Although he is registered as a foreign agent with

the federal government, he has no registered as may be
required with the state.

New York State law requires persons hired to influence

the passage or defeat of legislation, or state regulations,

to register with the New York Temporary State Commision
on Lobbying if they earn more than 2 thousand dollars for

these activities. Since March 1986 Bolan has received 75
thousand dollars every three months from the South African

government.
Bolan has received 75 thousand dollars every three months
from the South African govenment. Bolan can be fined up
to 5 thousand for violating the state law.

While opponents of apartheid have called on Westerners

to withdraw their investments from firms doing business in

South Africa Bolan has lobbied against divestiture.

While on retainer for South African government, Bolan

donated over 16 thousand dollars to critical Republican

racxes. Contributions to local campaiigns include: 1 thou-

sand dollars to New Jersey Republican Pete Dawkins who
is running against Senator Frank Lautenberg, a Democrat;

2thousand dollars to Jack Kemp's presidential and congres-

sional campaign committees; 5 thousand to the Republican

national political action committee. Victory '88, 1 thousand

dollars to the Queens county State Senate campaign of cur-

rent Conservative Party Chair, Serphin Maltese; and $1 100

to Queens Assemblyman Douglas Prescott.

On behalf of South Africa, Bolan met with U.S. Senators

AI D'Amato, Kemp and former Nevada Senator Paul Lazalt.

Bolan is a member, and former chair of the committee, that

helps D'Amato select his nomiinees for federal judgeships.

Most of Solan's lobbying efforts have been focused on

powerful New York Republicans, Comptroller bowara

Regan, State Senators Roy Goodman and John Dunne,

Prescott and Maltese. Regan has the authority to divest all

state employees' pension funds from corporations doing

business with South Africa, but has refused to do so.

Rob Jones, legislative director of American Committee

on Africa, believes Bolan has been "shoring up opposition

to the passage of a state divestment law,' which is stalled

in the Republican-controlled state senate.

Bolan also met with Brooklyn Democrat Councilman

Noach Dear, a week after Dear had arranged for New York

Jewish leaders to meet with the consul general of the South

African U.N. delegation(William Basstone, Voice, November

10,1987) One of Bolan's has been with Dr. Mose Durst,

President of Rev. Sun Yung Moon's American Unification

Church.
Bolan has lobbied his extensive list of political and media

contacts witthout informing them that he is a paid agent

for South Africa. I didn't know he was a lobbyist,' said

Michael Kramer. Chief Political Correspondent for U.S.

News & World Report "I knew he was interested, but he

didn't say anything,' when he set up a meeting between

Kramer and the South African vice-counsel. Monsignor

Eugene Clark, pastor of St Agnew Roman Catholic Church,

with whom Bolan arranged a meeting with South African

officials, knew that bolan was involved in dealings with

South African interests, but did not know that he was an

agent.

In 1987 Bolan reportedly arranged and attended a

meeting to introduce federal overseas pnvate Investment

Corporation(OPIC) board member-Evan Griffith Galbraith,

former ambassador to France, to Leslie Manley. who was

then South African UN ambassador, and a deputy. OPIC

advises Americans looking for investments in Third World

Countries Bolan was a Reagan appointee to the OPIC

board of directorsfrom 1982 through 1985. Federal reguola-

tions prohibit government employees and appointees from
\

lobbying their former agencies on behalf of foreign or

privaaaate interests.

continued on page 2

Thanks fyr keeping us in the dark about the pic-

tures Rich:

CCEBMS: What have you done for us lately?

By Cardethia Moore
Nummo Staff

The Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black anc.

Minority Students, CCEBMS, has just enrolled the twenty

first group of students into the program this fall. The class

of 1992 in the program consists of 1 70 freshmen and a total

enrollment of approximately 700 students.

According to Paul Barrows, who has been the director

of the program for six and a half years, we have been

averaging an enrollment of 200-220 freshmen each year,

this year's enrollment was lower than it has been in the past.

The university has recently reported an increase in minori-

ty student enrollment. The report gives the impression that

there has been an increase in each of the minority groups

when in fact the increase is attributed to a large enrollment

of Asian students. Actually the enrollment for black students

is lower than it has been in the past. Thus enrollment for

black as well as Hispanic students has decreased and

hopefully with more recruitment of minority students within

the state as well as a resolution of past and present pro-

blems, minority enrollment will rise.

CCEBMS was first allocated for black students on the

campus of the University of Massachusetts in 1968. The

purpose of the program was to prepare incoming freshmen

for the transition from high school to college.

With this process students involved in the CCEBMS Sum-

mer Program are required to live on campus in the dormitory

for a six week program which allows the students to earn

up to six credits. The program allows students to get a

headstart on adiusting to the college atmosphere as well

as earn academic credit toward graduation.

Upon entering the university, the advisors of the

CCEBMS program place emphasis on sustaining the stu-

dent in school and as the student moves through the pro-

gram, the emphasis is shifted toward graduation and en-

suring that all university and major requirements have been

fulfilled.

The overall focus of the program is to provide students with

sufficient academic support, which includes counseling and

tutorial services. CCEBMS also provides an otherwise struc-

tured community among the students to combat the feel-

ing of isolation due to the overwhelming size of the univer-

sity. Mr. Barrows says " the biggest concern of the program

is ensuring that ever resource available is made accessi-

ble to the students
"

When asked about the CCEBMS program, several up-

perclassmen stated that it is understaffed and lacks the

resources to provide students of the program with

necessary assistance. One student defended the program

as being in a "Catch 22" position of loosing large portions

of the enrollment each semester, but lack of support and

resources from the university to provide the students with

the necessary assistance to sustain them in school.

Since 1968 the CCEBMS program has seen few changes

and a consistent re-occurrence of attacks on individuals

within the black community on campus. There has been

little increase in the resources and funding for the program

and the students. Mr. Barrows states, " we need to sus-

tain our focus in order to obtain the results we want." The
question remains to be answered, why has twenty years

been allowed to pass and changes have not been made?

Gallery insures diversity

By Brett Andrews l^i^v-i^iii. (<-/«vf> ."i ^

Nummo Staff

Is cultural awareness something that students should at-

tain while attending the University of Massachusetts? If so,

a way in which student can do this is by participating in the

various programs offered by the Augusta Savate Memorial
Art Gallery.

THe art gallery is located on the first floor of the New
Africa House in the Central Area, and is coordinated by Ms.

Sharon Smith. Smith began to supervise the art gallery in

September of 1988. She said the main objective of the art

gallery is to promote Third World Art. "Most of the artwork

exhibited is from Africa, Asia, Central America and South
America' Smith said. Yet, Smith stated that although the

gallery displays art from that part of the world, the shows
are geared towards the entire student body. "THe gallery

was created to serve the entire student body, and this is

very important bbecause students not only learn about dif-

ferent cultures, but learn to respect these cultures as well.'

The art gallery was established by the auspices of Pro-

fessor Femi Richards in 1971 . Richards is currently teaching

African art and art history at the University of

Massachusetts.

Smith said participation can be very meaningful for

students who take advantage of events offered in the

gallery. "Students should participate in the gallery's events

as well as make suggestions to the art gallery.

The gallery can offer a well rounded sense of cultural

knowledge.

From October 12 to November 12, the art gallery will be
having a photography exhibit titled, JOURNEY INTO THE
SOUL SPIRITUAL BAPTIST OF BARBADOS.
For more information concerning the art gallery, contact

Smith at 545-0932, or stop by.
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UMass promotes respect on Civility Day
By Gina Sanon
Nummo Staff

Civility day is " the celebration of

multicultural diversity" as proudly stated by

Grant Ingle of the Human Relations Office.

Civility Day was proposed as a commemora-
tion of the racial brawl, which occurred on

the planned day of activities, Oct. 27th two

years ago. The purpose of the collaboration

of activities is to focus on racism and in-

crease awareness of a seemingly never en-

ding struggle Three goals for Civility Day
have been set:

1.) to raise awareness about racism

2 ) to celebrate multi-cultural diversity and

finally,

3.) the highlight of new and existing

resources to fight against racism.

Originally, Civility Day was scheduled as

a one day event, but as the proposal became
known to various organizations, more re-

quests for participation enh iced the idea.

Finally, the requests for participation

became so great that the activities were

scheduled for the week prior to Civility Day.

According to Grant Ingle, the idea of the

Civility Day was a spin-off of the success of

the Moratorium sponsored by the Graduate

Student Senate last semester. The
Moratorium was proposed as a result of

several racial incidents that occurred last

semester, as well as the re-occupation of the

New Africa House. The Moratorium includ-

ed a day of special activities such as lec-

tures, workshops, films and class discus-

sions about racism of which faculty, students

and administration were encouraged to

participate.

The Office of Human Relations reports ap-

proximately 80-100 events that will occur in

support of Civility Day. These activities

range from lectures, panel discussions,

speakers, films, videos, art, radio shows,

workshops, discussions in classrooms and

possibly a theater presentation.

There will be workshops focusing on the

connection between racism and sexism,

ablism, anti-semitism and oiner -isms".

The house government of Orchard Hill is

sponsoring a movie night in contribution.

Within the administration office there will be

discussions on racism in the workplace. In

collaboration with the Vice Chancellor Office

for Student Affairs, the Office of Human
Relations is planning to co-sponsor a

workshop directed to minority students,

"Racial Harrasment: Where to go and What

to do about it.'" These are just a few of the

activities that will occurring beginning Friday

Oct 21st leading up to the climax Friday

Oct. 27th— Civility Day. Enthusiastically, In-

gle stressed " We encourage everyone to

participate."

Phi Beta Sigma Week Activities
By Simone Nicholson

Nummo Staff

In their usual attention getting manr^r. Phi Beta Sigma Frater-

nity inc kicked off Sigma Week with the rabble rousing panel

discussion, What the Hell is a black greek anyway''

The discussion began the week of September 26. which also

Included a forum on male/female relationships, a presentation

of a Louis Farrtakhan video, their fall smoker, thte annual Club

Sig dance and a presentotton by Dr Frederick Jefferson on
multiculturalism

The panel, which was organized much like a debate with pro

and con sides, was made up of a variety of people represen-

ting different aspects of the black community, including

members of black Greek organizations sittir>g on the Con side

Although it was seemingly balanced the audience was often

frustrated by lack of recognition by ttie moderator and began
to feel it was more a detx3te against the two sides than an ex-

cercise m education thie community

The lively discussion begain with Anthony Gee. a senior and

member of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity speaking for the oppos-

ing side said ' the problem begon with the organizations call-

ing themselves greek, i e trying to be white " Debate insued with

little opportunity for audience intervention. Charles Sheffield, a

senior engineering major and member of Phi Beta Sigma frater-

nity sitting on the Pro side opposite his brottier Gee stated " Bkjck

greeks hovR n traditior> ond a ouroose Ws stiouldnt punish the

founders for not knowing what the history of the letters was

"

David Walker a visiting alumni present at the discussion, said the

panelists started off on a point of irrelevancy when they began

to debate the title of the discussion with differing viewpoints on

whether or not someone coukj be btack and greek at trie some

time He said that was not what the students had come to hear

The audience comprised of about 80 students had come to

find out what the fraternities and sororities were about and to

hear what they were doing in the community The question on

what greeks are doing for trie community was constantly recur-

ring Richard Gray, a junior and general manager of the Block

Mass Communications Project, said, the panelists didn't answer

the questions and that the forum was not organized so tt^at the

audience could participate Lucas Wilson, a doctoral student

in economics who sat on thie opposing side, said that the panel

became a forum for each different organization to defend

ttiemsetves He accused David Moore anottier Umass alumni and

member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, of bashing his organiza-

tion because his experience has tseen less than pleasant and

stated thot " if his experience had been better tie might be sit-

ting on thie ottier side."

Ine community service issue came to a close after Tony

Walker, a senior and memeber of Kappa Alpha Psi who sat on

the pro side said, that his fraternity never professed to be a public

service organization because they were formed as a support

network for college men, although commmunlty service is one

of their objectives Lot! Edmonds, senior, and member of Delta

Sigma Theta Sorority said that many times thie general body does

not know what the organizations do because ttie greeks do not

look for recognition

Many memters of tt>e audience said ttxat the discussksn in ttie

form it took displayed the poorest sense of unity ttiey had ever

seen kim Holder, a graduate student, wanted to know why it

is only in greel< forums that people get so nasty wtTen ottier times

thiese same people are constantly talking atxxjt ttie unity need-

ed within the community Marc Codling-Davy a freshmen,

political science major, said that thie constant defense of the

individual organizations was making people not wont to (orn and

believe in them As a closing argument, David Walker, said that

before ttie community stands up and chastises thie greeks for

not doing enough for ttie public good, they should ask

themselves what had they done
The forum lasted two hours and was field in room 176 in thie

campus center
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Peddling Apartheid continued from page 1

Though Bolan reported to the government that he met

with Queens State Senator Frank Padavan on Behalf of the

South Africans, the lawmaker dienies thje alleged February

27,1988 meeting took place, Padavan said Solan's report

was "off the wall.' Bolan also reported that he attended the

American Legislarive Exchange Council annual conference,

but Kimber Messersmith. an official with the conservative

group, said the lobbyist's name did not appear on a list of

conference attendees

Bolan's filing lists his attendance at the April 1987 NY

Conservative Party Conference and August 1987 Catholic

War Veterans(CWV) conference in Florida At both con-

ferences Bolan, who serves as counsel to the veterans'

organization, lobbied for proposals supportive of the South

African Government. Additionally he has arranged pro-

South Africa activities for the East Side Conservative club

of which he is founder and current president Bolan did not

return Voice phone calls.

Research assistance bv Jesse Drucker and Dick Leonard.
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^New World Theater Presents:
Dark Cowgirls and Prairie Queens
Ramani Stripada

Nummo Staff

"Dark Cowgirls and Prairie Queens" is a

depiction of seven black women and their

confrontations with freedom. To them the

West is the promise land and freedom is the

dream. Through the narrations by a

character named James we learn the tales

of these women.
Mary is known for her brutality. She tells

an amusing story of the time she was run

down by a pack of wolves. She stood there

face to face with them until they backed
down.

An ex-slave woman is taken to court by

her white neighbor for singing. She sings old

slave songs very poorly, because they are

all she knows. The court says that there is

no law against singing, so they offer her

singing lessons. The neighbor likes opera,

therefore the woman sings the same slave

song lyncs in opera.

Edmonia Lewis wants to have some fun

with her friends so she adds a little

something extra into the wine. The girls get

awfully sick and are taken to the doctor's.

He diagnoses that they have been poison-

•ed.

Edmonia is accused of poisoning her friends

and IS appointed a lawyer.

Her lawyer tells her she must prove to the

court that she has a worthwhile skill to offer

the community She tellb mm of ner dream

to become a sculpturer. He discourages her,

but Edmonia remains adament on paying

tribute to black heros through sculptures.

Once she is freed, Edmonia scuintes those

The facts about Mozambique
By Suzette Hunte
Nummo Staff

"Mozambique and the war in Southern Africa", a discus-

sion that took place on Wednesday, October 5th in the se-

cond floor lounge of the Gorman dormitory featuring Malics

and Sytse Tjellingii, teachers from Mozambique, was a
prime example of the old addage, "You can't judge a book
by its cover".

When confronted with the sight of this Caucasian couple
who professed to being Quakers from Holland. I was ex-

tremely dissappointed. Where were the brother and sister

I expected dressed in the garb of my ancestor's homeland?
I was prepared to hear excerpts from their triumps in

sucessfully colonizing and educating the native's of Mozam-
bique out of their heritage and culture with examples of how
they rescued the people of Mosambique from certain death.

Fortunately. I was wrong.

Between the literature they distributed and the discus-

sion they inspired, the Tjeillingiis imparted as much infor-

mation as humanly possible in a two hour period.

The couple decided to address the dual topic of Mozam-
bique and the war in South Africa because they felt "The
two are as one; one could not exist without the other".

Why?
Mozambique, with a population of 15 million, gained its

independence on June 25.1975.

Under the leadership of their late president, Samora
Machel, FRELIMO, the all-Black government of Mozambi-
que, was established and proved to be extremely sucessful
Mozambique under its rule was able to nd herself of forc-

ed labor, discrimination, insured freedom of speech, and
encouraged large scale participation in political decisions
by her p>eople

Frelimo also made advances in the areas of education,
health, and in agriculture.

Today this country is in a state of war due to the exploits
of RENAMMO, a South Afikaan supported anti-government
destabilization movement whose sole purpose is to destroy
the economic, political, and military institutian's of Mozam-
bique and the other countries neighboring South Africa.

Why?
According to the Tjeillingiis. the South Afrikaans have a

vested interest in seeing a weak Mozambique. "A strong
Mozambique government would be a good example of how
this could work m South Africa and they don't want that so
they are trying to destabilize it as much as they can".
And destabilize they have with South Afrika's RENAMO

causing an estimated $10 billion in damage to the coun-
tries neighboring South Africa between 1980 and 1984
alone

How does South Africa recruit Black South Africans to

fill RENAMO's ranks?

statues and is admired for her fine art work.

Betty Mason is a slave woman who walks
from Mississippi to California behind three

hundred cattle and wagons. In California one
can be free, but a owner can retrieve his

runaway slave or he can live there with his

slaves. Betty wants her freedom; she is will-

ing to wrestle her master for it. She imagines

being free and ureams of a home of her own.

Betty tries to gain her freedom, but is thrown

into jail with her friends.

There she struggles to keep them thankful

for what they have. In the courtroom she

speaks of her need to be free. That day her

master is sent home minus fourteen slaves.

Betty achieves success and is able to build

a nursing home.
Julia Boulette is a beautiful woman who

wears diamonds and furs She makes her

living being a hooker for the mining men. A
common woman approaches her is hopes

of a parnership, but Julia refuses the offer.

The woman is angered and reminds Julia

that she is a common hooker underneath

her diamonds and furs. The woman goes on

to say that no one will care when Julia dies.

Julia claims that when she dies she will be
marched to her bunal ground. When Julia

does die all her diamonds and furs are

stolen, but does receive the march to her

burial ground.

These are just some of the imaginative

stories James tells us. He says that though

these tales are not completely true they very

well could be. And they are a reminder to

him of the struggle his people had and still

must go through.

According to Malies Tjeillingii, inside Mozambique many
men and children are kidnapped and forced to commit
cruelties against their own people. In South Africa, many
Mozambicans are picked up by South Afrikaan police and
put into prison. Here they are visited by RENAMO officals

who drug, blackmail or beat these prisoners until they join

RENAMO.
According to the Tjeillingiis, one of the most effective

ways of stopping this madness is by sanctions.

Sanctions are actions taken by governments or in-

dividuals to express their disapproval, punish, or modify the
behavior of another country, most often in the form of
economic measures, that impose F>enalties on other states.

A main argument of the South African government and
a common misconception held by some persons of this

tx>untry, by U.S. corporations, and by the Regan administra-

tion, is that Black South Africans would be the first to be
hurt by sanctions.

This argument ignores the fact that sanctions will deal
a serious blow to the economic well being of affluent white
South Afrikaans which can have a significant political ef-

fect on the South African Government.
Proponents of this argument concern themselves with the

short as opposed to the long term picture. The effects of

BLACK WOMAN
Black Woman! Oh beautiful Black Woman
Where do you go from here?

You with you kinky short cut hair.

Have you been through the ropes, the way

they say?

Have you lived from hand to mouth, from

day to day?

'you don't have to answer. I can see.

Black Woman! Oh beautiful Black Woman
Are you as tired as you look?

Your tjody bent, eyes wide and lined

Have your bent, eyes wide and lined

Have your breast the strength for another

child to suck?

Have you the nerve for another man to

pluck?

You don't have to answer, I can see.

Black Woman! Oh Beautiful Black Woman
Why do you sit there night after night?

Your hands veined, crocked and black

Is it from washing the one dress you wear

on your back?

You don't have to answer, I can see

Black Woman! Oh beautiful Black Woman
Where do you go from here''

Will you just sit in your worn cushioned

chair?

Heart heavy, not a soul to care

You don t have to answer. I can see.

Barbara Black

The Sounds of

South Africa
By Simone Nicholson

Nummo Staff

The place, the Paramount Performing Arts Center in

Springfield The time. 8 p.m. on Friday Sept. 23. The stars,

Hugh Masakela and Miriam Makeba. The reaction,

OUTSTANDING!
After a retirement of almost twenty years Miriam Makeba

is back doing what she knows best, singing the songs of

her native South Africa. They say music is best when it

comes from the heart, Makeba certainly proves that when
she sings the traditional African songs as well as when she

plays tribute to those talented musicians who have spent

their lives in the townships of South Africa, never being able

to show the world their love and creativity.

Masakela. whose narrative of the destructive situations

of South Africa silenced the audience, has an even greater

talent than his remarkable playing and storytelling; he is

a master of arrangement. When he mixes the calypso, reg-

gae, ultimately carnbean beats with those of his native coun-

try and fuses them all with classic jazz there arrives a style

of music that makes the audience understand the motives

behind it.

Makeba and Masakela could not have chosen a more
perfect time to come back into the spotlight. The rising

awareness of South Africa's plight will make their music
absolutely essential to furthering the message of the strug-

gle of their people. It is strongly encouraged that anyone
with a love for the people and their struggle as well as an
appreciation for jazz with a twist, make an effort to listen

and learn from Makeba and Masakela.

r^n
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Civility Day Activities

Thursday, October 19

Danforth Luncheon Speakers: Betty Shabazz. Professor,

Health Services, Medgar Evers College; Robert Schwartz,

Education Advisor to Governor Dukakis; Don Grasso, Vice

President, Danforth Foundation

11 :30am-1 :00pm, Memorial Hall

Sponsored by Institute for the Advanced Study in the

Humanities, Jules

Chametzky, 545-2029

By invitation only

Friday, October 21

Film and Discussion: "Warth of Grapes: Pesticides anc

Migrant Workers"
12:00-1 :30pm. Campus Center 168C
Sponsored by Jesse Ortiz, 545-0484

Workshop: Training Program for Teaching Assistants led

by Social Issues Trainers

1:00-5:00pm, Meter 231

Sponsored by the Graduate Student Senaie, Gita van

Heerden, 545-2896

Pre-registration required

Presentation and Discussion: "Racial Harassment: What
to Do and Where to Go" with representatives from Public

Safety, Housing Services. Dean of Students Office. Legal

Services Office and the Office of Human Realations

1:30-3:00pm. New Africa House
Sponsored by the Office of Human Relations, Grant In-

gle, 5-0851 ; the Division of Student Affairs, Charri Boykin-

East. 5-2300; Afrik-Am Society, Lori Edmonds; 665-3920

Film:"Movie Marathon"
8:00pm-2:00am, Grayson TV Lounge
Sponsored by Orchard Hill Area Government, Meg Gure-

ly. 546-6578
Films showing at 8:00pm, 10:00pm, 12:00am

Dance: "Rock Against Racism Dance"
9:00pm. Campus Center 10th Floor

Sponsored by Young Communist League, Steven

Duplisea, 527-7182

Monday, October 24

Information table: 'Soviet Jewry"
All day, Campus Center Concourse
Letter-writting, petition signing, bracelets signifying

solidarity with Refuseniks
Film: "Super Sunday Rally for Soviet Jewry in

Washington, D C "

All day. Campus Center Concourse
Sponsored by Hillel and UJA. 545-2526

Film: "Eyes on the Prize"

9:00am-3:00pm, Campus Center 174

Sponsored by Audio Visual Department, John Stacey,
545-2454

Workshop: "Strategies for Confronting Racism in the
Workplace" led

by Diane Goodman
12:00-1 :30pm. Campus Center 101

Sponsored by the Employee Assistance Program,
AFSCME, USA/MTA and PAUMA, Fran Deats, 545-0350

CHANGES
DANCE CLUB

HALLOWEEN
FUNK NIGHT
Music by WMUA's own
KEVYKEV

October 29th, 8 p. m.

Advanced tix 256-1189 o)

545-2877

Best in New York Style Club]

Located on Rt. 9 next to Hunan Gardens

Proper ID required

Panel: "International Public Health Issues" featuring in-

ternational students 12:15-1 :15pm, Skinner 18

Sponsored by Public Health, Walter Senterfidit, 584-6352

Open Forum: "Issues of Diversity with Regards to Pro-

fessional Staff on Campus"
1:30-3:00pm, Campus Center 804

Sponsored by PAUMA, Ad Hoc Committee on Reten-

tion/Recruitment and
University Life of Professional Staff on Campus, Agnes

Quinones,
CCEBMS, 545-0031

Panel Discussion: "Multilingualism and the English-only

Movement "led

by Barbara H. Partee

4:30-6:00pm, Memorial Hall

Sponsored by the Linguistics Department, Barbara H.

Partee. 545-0889

An open forum with campus and community speakers

Social: Chi Omega-Delta Sigma Theat Social

5:00-7:30pm, Chi Omega Chapter House, Fraterni-

ty/Sorority Park

Sponsored by Chi Omega, 545-0162

Chi Omega and Delta Sigma Theta members only

Film and Discussion: School Daze

7:00pm, Campus Center 174

Sponsored by Ebony
546-8410

Production, Rose Edwards,

Lecture and Discussion: Lynora Williams. Director of the

Center for

Democratic Renewal
7:00pm, Student Union Ballroom

Sponsored by Ebony Production. Rose Edwards,

546-0341

The staff of Nummo News, the only Black

affairs newspaper at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, is pleased to

welcome you all to the five college com-

munities of the Pioneer Valley We hope that

you had an enjoyable summer, and are now
ready to approach the fall semester with a

great deal of enthusiasm resulting in

substantial academic progress.

This letter is an appeal to all Black

students especially, but not exclusively, from

the five local schools of higher education

who are interested in communicating their

concerns, ideas and needs to other students

by contributing to the Nummo News publica-

tion in any numt>er of lournalistic positions

available on the newspaper. Our goal in this

effort IS to establish a five college network

so that Black students from each school can

express their views to their Black peers in

particular, and to all students from all ethnic

origins in general.

Nummo News was founded in 1975. when
Black students realized that there was no

Black representation on any of the five col-

ege newspapers. They protested by stag-

ing a sit-in at the UMass Collegian. Their ef-

forts were effective in winning two editorial

positions on the publication This was the

conception of the "Black Affairs ' page m the

Collegian

However, the Black student community

did not find the Collegian's endeavors

substantial and the following year they

established Nummo News "Nummo," a

Swahili word is defined as, "the magic

power of the spoken and written word." The

early years at Nummo News were most suc-

cessful Unfortunately, due to a lack of com-

munity support and student commitment,

the newspaper has developed more than its

share of problems. This year, having iden-

tified many of the publication's problems, it

is our intention to bring the newspaper back

up to the standards of high quality establish-

ed during the 1970's. One such method is

going to be the inclusion of local, national

and international news stories and issues

relevant to the Black community.

The current staff at Nummo News,

although inexperienced (many of us have

only been associated with the publication for

about one year), is dedicated to bringing the

newspaper back to life. It is imperative that

the important issues of social conscience

are not overlooked or underestimated, but

rather, continue to occupy the growing, im-

pressionable young minds of the world. Only

then can we hope to change the globe for

the better for all peoples!

Therefore, we encourage you to actively

participate in the production of Nummo
News and help us to establish a five College

network, of and for, the Black student com-
munity. The Nummo News staff holds

meetings every Thursday, 5:15 p.m.

in our office at 1 03 New Africa House on the

UMass campus. The telephone number is:

545-0061 If you have any questions feel free

to call the office.

Unsigned editorials reflect the opinion of

Nummo News' Editorial Board

The circus is back in town:

SGA highlights
Arthur Jemisorf

Nummo Staft

Last Wednesdays meeting of the Undergraduate Student

Senate yielded unanimous ratifications of the senatorial

election results, a report on the outcome of the referandum

question and allocation of funds to three student

organizations

After ratifying the election results, the senate asked the

results of the referencum question offered with the senate

ballots. The question. "Should the police substation in

Washington Tower be removed? " received 1.011 "yes"

votes and 382 "no " votes. Karen Flanagan, a governmen-
tal affairs committee co-chair felt that if the question were
read more thoroughly, the student body would have voic-

ed a more unequivocal rejection of the situation.

As the senate was entering a new session, it had to elect

new members to the Governmental Affairs committee.

Chosen from eleven candidates, Tracy Davis, Todd Lever,

Karen Flanagan and John Dunlap emerged as the victors.

Their first duty as committee members will be to select two

more members to join them on the committee.

On the issue of fund allocations, heavy debate was the

order of the day. The proposals made by the finance com-
mittee would allocate 1 ,500 dollars to the Black Mass Com-
munications Project for the upcoming Big Daddy Kane con-

cert, 1 ,000 dollars to the African-American Stuoent Associa-

tion for the upcoming Boys Club of Harlem Choir concert,

and 2,750 dollars to re-emburse Southwest Area Govern-

ment for a copier it purchased over the summer. Treasurer

Laura Filkins spearheaded a drive to separate the move
into two sections; one containing the BMCP and Afro-Am

requests and the other containing the Southwest Area
Government re-embursement request. When asked why
she requested this action. Treasurer Filkins said she took

issue with an area government abandoning prodedure,

making a financial commitment and then requesting re-

embursment. Their opposition led by Jhonathan Grant,

claimed that they (SWAG) tried to push their financial re-

quest through the senate, but time constraints made it

necessary for them to forego procedure by the copier

unassisted. After a heated debate. Southwest Area Govern-

ment received the money it requested but left much
animosity on both sides.

Finally, in an attempt to solve the ongoing issue of the

presidency Senators Bob Monaghan and Meridith Madison

asked to suspend the rules and call for another election.

The motion was narrowly defeated and will probably remain

a continuing point of debate at future senate meetings.

Mosambique continued from page 3

a short term of suffering pales in comparison to the gains

that an eventual overthrow of apartheid could bring.

The Tjeillingii, encourage the students of the University

3f Massachusetts to get involved.

Said Sytse Tjeillingii, "It would be good if the students

Df this University could do without coke products", who con-

tinues to have the largest share of the South African soft

drink industry to date.

"Another thing students can do is contact their senators

and tell them to support 5-2378. The Dellums/Cranston Bill,

for comprehensive economic sanctions against South
Africa'", said Sytse

The couple ended their discussion with the sad but true

statement, "The struggle continues".
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To^whom it may concern

'Liberal' is not a four letter word
It's funny how over time the meaning of words change.

For example, take the word liberal.

What?! That's the "L" word. Boo! Hiss! Tell him to shut
up!

Yes, it's the "L" word. But it hasn't always been the
"L" word. Only recently has it developed a negative con-

notation. Not so long ago, someone who was regarded
as a liberal in American politics was respected for his/her

desire to push past the status quo for the betterment of

everyone.

But over the years the word's meaning has changed.
Now, thanks to George Bush and Co., a liberal is a
heinous, demon-possessed, inhuman creature, whose
ultimate goal is to set free all of the killers, rapists, and
robbers in prisons across the country.

It's too bad. A really decent word in our language,
which has a Latin root meaning "free," has been
destroyed. What's worse is that by playing off the word's

new, negative definition and labeling Dukakis with it,

it appears that Bush has been able to seal up an elec-

tion victory for himself
It's Dukakis' fault. At the last presidential debate, why

didn't he pull out a dictionary and politely say: "Excuse
me George, but you've called me a liberal ten times

tonight. I was wondering which definition of the word
do you mean: \)belonging to, or befitting one that is a
gentleman in social rank, B)marked by generosity, and

openhandedness, or Onot bound by authoritarianism, or-

thodoxy, or traditional or established forms ofaction, at-

titude, or opinion?"

Bush would have stood there, his confident look would
have vanished, and his normal dumbfoundedness and
insecurity would have returned.

Bob Bobala

Then Dukakis could have said, "Actually, it really

doesn't matter. I consider myself a gentleman — I'm sure

Kitty wouldn't have married me if I was anything else

but a gentleman. I'm open-minded, and I try to be as

generous as I can. And as a matter of fact, I'm not

satisfied living in an America that has a trillion dollar

national debt, or a government that deals arms to Iran

and does business with a Panamanian drug dealer. I'm

all for change George. I'm all for it."

Instead, Dukakis tried to project himself as a moderate.

Throughout the campaign he has attempted to shed his

liberal image and make himself seem more conservative.

But he has been unsuccessful, and Bush has pegged
him as a "card-carrying member of the ACLU." What
a fiend! Dukakis supports the American Civil Liberties

Union! He supports an organization that was founded

to protect us — liberals and conservatives alike — from
infringement upon our rights which are guaranteed to

us in the first ten amendments of the constitution.

I like the way Bush has singled out Massachusetts as

the only state that has a prison furlough program. He's

made Dukakis seem like the wicked governor of the East,

who lets murderers out on the streets so they can kill

again. Why hasn't anyone mentioned that forty other

states have the same type of program, including Califor-

nia (when a certain conservative person was governor

there)?

"Dukakis is a liberal!" the Bush camp has screamed
at us. "He's going to eliminate our national defense, raise

taxes, and give all of our money away. He's evil!"

Unless Dukakis drastically turns things around over

the next couple ofweeks, it looks like we've got four more
years of Reaganomics ahead of us. You can decide if

that's good or bad. But it's a shame that Bush's campaign
has helped to solidify a negative meaning for a decent
word.

If this country never had any liberal leaders, slavery

would still be an institution here, women would never
have gotten the right to vote, and America would never
have landed on the moon.
The true meaning of the word "liberal" has been lost

forever. Start rewriting the dictionaries.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

Danish not
just a pastry

Imagine: a ball is suspended from the

ceiling of a room. Half of it is painted blue

and half is red. Now, you and your friends

are in one corner of the room and can only

see the blue half of the ball, so you assume
the entire ball is blue. My friend and I are

in the other corner of the room, where we
can see only the red side of the ball, so we
assume the ball to be red. Each side shouts

at the other about who is correct and
nothing is accomplished. If both sides simp-

ly walked directly under the suspended

ball, then we would all realize that there

are in fact, alternatives other than purely

right and purely wrong.

Scott Green

I am writing from Copenhagen, Den-

mark, where I am on exchange. I have on-

ly been here four short weeks, but so far,

my European education has given me alter-

native views on issues that we Jire used to

viewing in an American slant. The things

I took for granted at home I am suddenly

beginning to question.

I used to think of Americans as being the

good guys and Soviets as being the bad

guys. Why? Because democracy is good and

communism is bad, obviously. This is as

ridiculous as saying that I hate Jews

because I like Arabs.

I thought playing "ball" meant baseball,

not soccer. I thought "Danish" was a

pastry, not a language.

Why was I so ignorant? Socialization is

mainly to blame — the process that makes

us believe what we think is right for the

wrong reasons. It teaches us that ignorance

is in fact bliss.

People must muster the courage to walk

away from the security of their respective

niches and create an atmosphere of mutual

respect and understanding, even when fac-

ed with seemingly insurmountable bipolar

points of view.

At home, I thought I was so confident

about where 1 stood on certain issues. Now,

I am constantly evaluating my former con

victions. It appears that Americans are

generally not privy to the international

climate or its peculiarities. The vastness of

the United States and the similarity of our

closest friend Canada, has insulated us

from an unbiased exchange of ideas.

Looking at the world through a very dif-

ferent window IS academically enriching

and culturally enhancing. I recommend liv-

ing abroad for a period of time either on

your own or through the National Student

Exchange program. It is truly a challenge

and an adventure you won't soon forget.

Scott Green is a UMass student on ex-

change to Denmark

Odds and ends

Passing spurns Texaco
We are in the midst of midterms. It's a

hellish week, full of tests, term papers, and

research. This week will make or break us.

What we have done, or haven't done, in the

past six weeks will be measured all in one,

or if people are lucky, five days if their tests

are spread out.

Alise S. Harfield

Mine aren't. I have three midterms in

two days. So why, you ask, am I wasting

time writing this when I should be slaving

over Taoism in East Asian History and

memorizing the speeches of the Pilgrims in

the Canterbury tales (in Middle English,

no less)?

Simple. When I fiunk out of college this

week, I'll need something, anything, to put

on the resume I'll be handing to the man
dressed in navy dickies with his name sewn

on his greasy shirt when I plead with him

to let me work at his gas station. Just in

case he may need some proof that I indeed

spent two intense years trying to become

educated, then threw it all away to to join

his Texaco team, I will give him this.

If the gas man thinks I am under

qualified for having flunked my way to his

establishment, I have listed a bunch of

alternative places I will go to. This is also

for your benefit; it will provide you with a

picture of where you may be next week

when the grades come out.

• Wifred beauty Academy. We've all

seen the commercials on channel 56 for this

Boston-based establishment. Everyone

looks so happy there, as if it were a no-

stress environment. It offers low tuition, a

short program that beats four never-ending

years here, free hair spray throughout the

program, and best of all, a chance to be on

the commercial that runs daily (acting

ability not required).

• If you cringe at the thought of your

hands in other people's hair, try plunging

them into their trash. The job includes free

transportation (mittens and a hat are sug

gested, you have to ride outside of the

truck), no parking to worry about, you can

pick your own neighborhood to work in,

and best of all, you get first dibs of quality

stuff. If you see something that would fur-

nish your place in a unique way, just take

it. It's free. What a fringe benefit!

My last suggestion for us flunkies is the

corner. Any corner. This job is the oldest,

and as I understand, the best paying. You
can set your own hours. You get to wear

funky outfits, and show your creativity

that a class like statistics kept locked away.

This job has equal opportunity; the only

thing required is a pulse. You meet tons of

people, and you don't need to go to a keg

party to do it.

If anyone is interested in going to any of

these places with me, I'll give you until

next week to see the results of your tests.

Hurry up. At the rate I'm going, I'll beat

you there.

Alise S. Harfield is a UMass student

The 'right'

is wrong
Last March when my co-senator and I

decided to run for one of the two seats in

Van Meter residence hall, we thought we
would stay "non-partisan" and not get in-

volved in any of the name calling that oc-

curs so frequently between the "left" and
"right" factions of the Student Government
Association.

Edward Chambers

For almost a semester and a half we had

heard all sorts of horror stories about this

three-ring circus known as the

Undergraduate Student Senate and read

numerous editorials about how ridiculous

both sides were. So when we were elected

we decided not to align ourselves with

either side. We went to our first senate

meeting firmly believing that we would

hold our ground.

Well that stand lasted barely one senate

meeting because by that time it had

become very obvious who was "right," and

who was serious. I watched with amaze-

ment as the "conservative" faction

prevented anything from getting done.

As long as I have been a student senator

these self-described "conservatives" have

done nothing — they have offered no solu-

tions, and no leadership on student issues.

They have spent their time blasting the

radical leftist administration and the

"crazy liberals" of the senate. And since

they have no real power in the senate, they

get nothing accomplished. The only thing

they do manage to do is hold things up by

filibustering and sometimes spend an en-

tire meeting debating and amending one

motion that they don't agree with. This

keeps the senate from addressing more im-

portant issues and it is irresponsible and

totally unproductive.

The only student issue I have seen them
take a stand on is Financial Aid — they are

opposed to it, even though 75 percent of the

students at UMass benefit from it.

If these senators want to be the bastion

of conservatism at a predominantly liberal

campus — great. I have no problem with

that and I doubt highly that anyone on

either side of the political fence would deny

that is their right, but all too often they use

their minority status as a defense for their

behavior, which at its worst can be op-

pressive; at best unproductive.

Unfortunately, because I have decided to

be a "progressive" senator and not

"regressive" I have been branded a

"liberal" — but I feel that this is a small

price to pay for representing the

mainstream attitudes of the students of

this University.

Edward Chambers is a UMass student
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Scientist says Mars
is a lesson for humans
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Ever notice when people talk about ex

traterrestrial beings they often refer to

them as "martians?" This fascination with

Mars dates back to ancient times when oui

ancestors feared the close approach of tht

bloody planet, believing it caused war.

William Dent, professor in the Physict

and Astronomy Department, has been

fascinated with the fourth planet in our

solar system for at least 20 years now.

Although there is no life on Mars now

Dent said there is a good chance that at

some time, the planet contained living

things.

"Mars is a planet that has died," Dent

said.

By studying and observing Mars and try

ing to understand it, "we can understand

our own planet better, and by understan

ding our planet better, we can avoid the

same catastrophe of Mars and Venus."

Dent said the Earth's atmosphere ha?

been polluted extensively, because "people

are treating the atmosphere like a sewer."

A large swing in temperature on Earth,

more than one degree a decade, results in

what is known as the "greenhouse effect,"

which contributes to drought and an in-

crease in cases of skin cancer.

"The average global temperature of

Earth has been climbing for the past 100

years not due to the orbit of Earth, but the

gases civilizations are dumping into the at-

mosphere," Dent said.

Unlike our forefathers, Dent is thrilled

when Mars gets close to the Earth. "When
Mars is closest to the Earth, I get the

strongest (radio) °ignals, which increases

the accuracy of measurements," he said.

Mars got the closest to the Earth since

1971 on Sept. 21, and Dent said it will not

be that close again until 2003.

Mars, unlike Earth, orbits the sun in an
eccentric path. Once in every 15- 17 years,

the planet is closest to the sun nnd m

straight planetary alignment with both the

sun and the Earth. This lineup is called

"favorable opposition" by scientists.

One of the main objectives of Dent's

research is determining the depth of the

permafrost on Mars. Permafrost is frozen

water in the Martian soil.

Dent's research with permafrost now
could help Soviet cosmonauts survive the

first space trip to Mars twenty years from

now.
Because there is no liquid water on Mars,

the Soviets will have to take enough ox-

ygen, food and water for three years on, if

their 2015 expedition is successful. Dent

said.

"If we can find water on Mars, they don't

have to take as much," he said. "So it

would be important to know if one can get

at ice, if it isn't too deep, and melt it and

turn it into water."

Dent said his research up to date in-

dicates that the permafrost is more than

one-meter deep in the soil.

The professor is also trying to calculate-

the rate of global temperature change on

Mars. The average minus-50-degrec

Fahrenheit .soil temperature on the planet,

has varied less than 3 degrees, since Dent,

started his research in 1968. However,

more accurate measurements over a longer

period are needed to determine how stable

the temperature is, he said.

"If we can understand the changes in

Martian climate, it will help us to unders

tand the changes in our own," Dent said.

Mars has a "simpler" climate than Earth

because it does not have bodies of water,

which require scientists to factor in heat

exchange. Dent said.

Dent searches for permafrost and long

term temperature changes on Mars by

observing the shortest possible radio

wavelengths emitted by the planet. The
wavelengths, between three and nine

millimeters long, are caused by the motion

of atoms and molecules in the soil, he said.
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Peddling Apartheid:
South Africans hire American
mouthpiece
By Suzette Hunte
Nummo Staff

Thomas A Bolan former state Conservative Party chair

and law partner of the late Roy Cohn and Ex-Bronx

Democratic Boss Stanlley Rriedman, has received close to

a million dollars from South Africa to promote the interests

of the apartheid government among national, state, and city

officials. Although he is registered as a foreign agent with

the federal government, he has no registered as may be
required with the state.

New York State law requires persons hired to influence

the passage or defeat of legislation, or state regulations,

to register with the New York Temporary State Commision
on Lobbying if they earn more than 2 thousand dollars for

these activities. Since f^arch 1986 Bolan has received 75

thousand dollars every three months from the South African

government
Bolan has received 75 thousand dollars every three months

from the South African govenment. Bolan can be fined up

to 5 thousand for violating the state law.

While opponents of apartheid have called on Westerners

to withdraw their investments from firms doing business in

South Africa Bolan has lobbied against divestiture.

While on retainer for South African government, Bolan

donated over 16 thousand dollars to critical Republican

racxes. Contributions to local campaiigns include; 1 thou-

sand dollars to New Jersey Republican Pete Dawkins who

is running against Senator Frank Lautenberg, a Democrat;

2thou8and dollars to Jack Kemp's presidential and congres-

sional campaign committees; 5 thousand to the Republican

national political action committee, Victory '88. 1 thousand

dollars to the Queens county State Senate campaign of cur-

rent Conservative Party Chair, Serphin Maltese; and $1100

to Queens Assemblyman Douglas Prescott.

On behalf of South Africa, Bolan met with U.S. Senators

Al D'Amato, Kemp and former Nevada Senator Paul Lazalt.

Bolan is a member, and former chair of the committee, that

helps D'Amato select his nomiinees for federal judgeships.

Most of Solan's lobbying efforts have been focused on

powerful New York Republicans, Comptroller bowara

Regan, State Senators Roy Goodman and John Dunne,

Prescott and Maltese. Regan has the authority to divest all

state employees' pension funds from corporations doing

business with South Africa, but has refused to do so.

Rob Jones, legislative director of American Committee

on Africa, believes Bolan has been "shoring up opposition

to the passage of a state divestment law,' which is stalled

in the Republican-controlled state senate.

Bolan also met with Brooklyn Democrat Councilman

Noach Dear, a week after Dear had arranged for New York

Jewish leaders to meet with the consul general of the South

African U.N. delegation(William Basstone, Voice, November

10,1987) One of Solan's has been with Dr. Mose Durst,

President of Rev. Sun Yung Moon's American Unification

Church.
Bolan has lobbied his extensive list of political and media

contacts witthout informing them that he is a paid agent

for South Africa. "I didn't know he was a lobbyist,' said

Michael Kramer, Chief Political Correspondent for U.S.

News & World Report. "I knew he was interested, but he

didn't say anything," when he set up a meeting between

Kramer and the South African vice-counsel. Monsignor

Eugene Clark, pastor of St Agnew Roman Catholic Church,

with whom Bolan arranged a meeting with South African

officials, knew that bolan was involved in dealings with

South African interests, but did not know that he was an

agent.

In 1987 Bolan reportedly arranged and attended a

meeting to introduce federal overseas private Investment

Corporation(OPIC) board member-Evan Griffith Galbraith,

former ambassador to France, to Leslie Manley, who was

then South African UN ambassador, and a deputy. OPIC

advises Americans looking for investments in Third World

Countries. Bolan was a Reagan appointee to the OPIC

board of directorsfrom 1982 through 1985. Federal reguola-

tions prohibit government employees and appointees from

lobbying their former agencies on behalf of foreign or

privaaaate interests.

continued on page 2

CCEBMS: What have you done for us lately?

By Cardathia Moore
Nummo Staff

The Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black anc

Minority Students, CCEBMS, has just enrolled the twenty

first group of students into the program this fall. The class

of 1992 in the program consists of 170 freshmen and a total

enrollment of approximately 700 students.

According to Paul Barrows, who has been the director

of the program for six and a half years, we have been

averaging an enrollment of 200-220 freshmen each year,

this year's enrollment was lower than it has been in the past.

The university has recently reported an increase in minori-

ty student enrollment. The report gives the impression that

there has been an increase in each of the minority groups

when in fact the increase is attributed to a large enrollment

of Asian students. Actually the enrollment for black students

is lower than it has been in the past. Thus enrollment for

black as well as Hispanic students has decreased and

hopefully with more recruitment of minority students within

the state as well as a resolution of past and present pro-

blems, minority enrollment will rise.

CCEBMS was first allocated for black students on the

campus of the University of Massachusetts in 1968 The

purpose of the program was to prepare incoming freshmen

for the transition from high school to college.

With this process students involved in the CCEBMS Sum-

mer Program are required to live on campus in the dormitory

for a six week program which allows the students to earn

up to six credits. The program allows students to get a

headstart on adjusting to the college atmosphere as well

as earn academic credit toward graduation.

Upon entering the university, the advisors of the

CCEBMS program place emphasis on sustaining the stu-

dent in school and as the student moves through the pro-

gram, the emphasis is shifted toward graduation and en-

suring that all university and major requirements have been

fulfilled.

The overall focus of the program is to provide students with

sufficient academic support, which includes counseling and

tutorial services. CCEBMS also provides an othenwise struc-

tured community among the students to combat the feel-

ing of isolation due to the overwhelming size of the univer-

sity. Mr. Barrows says " the biggest concern of the program

is ensuring that ever resource available is made accessi-

ble to the students."

When asked about the CCEBMS program, several up-

perclassmen stated that it is understaffed and lacks the

resources to provide students of the program with

necessary assistance. One student defended the program

as being in a "Catch 22" position of loosing large portions

of the enrollment each semester, but lack of support and

resources from the university to provide the students with

the necessary assistance to sustain them in school.

Since 1968 the CCEBMS program has seen few changes

and a consistent re-occurrence of attacks on individuals

within the black community on campus. There has been

little increase in the resources and funding for the program

and the students. Mr. Barrows states, " we need to sus-

tain our focus in order to obtain the results we want.'" The

question remains to be answered, why has twenty years

been allowed to pass and changes have not been made?

Thankafyr keeping uft in the dark about the pic-

tures Rich!

Gallery insures diversity

By Brett Andrews
Nummo Staff

Is cultural awareness something that students should at-

tain while attending the University of Massachusetts? If so,

a way in which student can do this is by participating in the

various programs offered by the Augusta Savate Memorial

Art Gallery.

THe art gallery is located on the first floor of the New
Africa House in the Central Area, and is coordinated by Ms.

Sharon Smith. Smith began to supervise the art gallery in

September of 1988. She said the main objective of the art

gallery is to promote Third World Art. "'Most of the artwork

exhibited is from Africa, Asia, Central America and South

America" Smith said. Yet, Smith stated that although the

gallery displays art from that part of the world, the shows
are geared towards the entire student body. "THe gallery

was created to serve the entire student body, and this is

very important bbecause students not only learn about dif-

ferent cultures, but learn to respect these cultures as well.'

The art gallery was established by the auspices of Pro-

fessor Femi Richards in 1971 . Richards is currently teaching

African art and art history at the University of

Massachusetts.

Smith said participation can be very meaningful for

students who take advantage of events offered in the

gallery. "'Students should participate in the gallery's events

as well as make suggestions to the art gallery.

The gallery can offer a well rounded sense of cultural

knowledge.

From October 12 to November 12, the art gallery will be

having a photography exhibit titled, JOURNEY INTO THE
SOUL SPIRITUAL BAPTIST OF BARBADOS.
For more information concerning the art gallery, contact

Smith at 545-0932, or stop by.
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UMass promotes respect on Civility Day
By Gina Sanon
Nummo Staff

Civility day is " the celebration of

multicultural diversity" as proudly stated by

Grant Ingle of the Human Relations Office.

Civility Day was proposed as a commemora-

tion of the racial brawl, which occurred on

the planned day of activities, Oct. 27th two

years ago. The purpose of the collaboration

of activities is to focus on racism and in-

crease awareness of a seemingly never en-

ding struggle Three goals for Civility Day

have been set:

1.) to raise awareness atxjut racism

2 ) to celebrate multi-cultural diversity and

finally,

3.) the highlight of new and existing

resources to fight against racism.

Originally, Civility Day was scheduled as

a one day event, but as the proposal became
known to various organizations, more re-

quests for participation enh iced the idea.

Finally, the requests for participation

became so great that the activities were

scheduled for the week prior to Civility Day.

According to Grant Ingle, the idea of the

Civility Day was a spin-off of the success of

the Moratorium sponsored by the Graduate

Student Senate last semester. The
Moratorium was proposed as a result of

several racial incidents that occurred last

semester, as well as the re-occupation of the

New Africa House. The Moratorium includ-

ed a day of special activities such as lec-

tures, workshops, films and class discus-

sions about racism of which faculty, students

and administration were encouraged to

participate

The Office of Human Relations reports ap-

proximately 80-100 events that will occur in

support of Civility Day. These activities

range from lectures, panel discussions,

speakers, films, videos, art, radio shows,

workshops, discussions in classrooms and

possibly a theater presentation

There will be workshops focusing on the

connection between racism and sexism.

ablism, anti-semitism and otner -isms".

The house government of Orchard Hill is

sponsoring a movie night in contribution.

Within the administration office there will be

discussions on racism in the workplace. In

collaboration with the Vice Chancellor Office

for Student Affairs, the Office of Human
Relations is planning to co-sponsor a

workshop directed to minority students,

"Racial Harrasment: Where to go and What

to do about it."' These are just a few of the

activities that will occurring beginning Friday

Oct. 21st leading up to the climax Friday

Oct 27th— Civility Day. Enthusiastically, In-

gle stressed " We encourage everyone to

participate."

Phi Beta Sigma Week Activities

By Simone Nicholson

Nummo Staff

in their usual attention getting manner, Phi Beta Sigma Frater-

rxty inc k(Cl<ed off Sigma Week with the rabble rousing panel

discussion What the Hell is a black greek anyway''

The discussion began the week of September 26. which also

included a forum on male /female relationships, a presentation

of a Louis Farrfakhan video, their fall smoker, the annual Club

Sig dartce and a presentaiton by Or Frederick Jefferson on

muiticulturalism

Ihe panel, which was organized much like a debate with pro

and con sides, was mode up of a variety of people represen-

ting different aspects of the black community, including

members of block Greek organizations sitting on the Con side

Although it was seemingly balanced the audience was often

frustrated by lock of recognition by the moderator and began

to feel it was more a debate against the two sides than an ex-

cercise in education ihe community

The lively discussion begoin with Anthony Gee. a senior and

member of Phi Beta S*gma Fraternity speaking for the oppos-

ir^g side said " the problem began with the organizations call-

ing themselves greek. . e trying to be white " Debate msued with

little opportunity tor audience intervention. Charles Sheffield, a

senior engineering major and member of Phi Beta Sigma frater

nity sitting on the Pro side opposite his brother Gee stated "
Black

greeks hovp n trnditior> onrj n nuroose We shouldn't punish the

founders for not k.Towing what tt>e history of the letters was

"

David Walker a visiting alumm present at the discussion, said the

panelists started off on a point of irrelevancy when they began

to debate the title of ttie discussion with diffenrTg viewpoints on

whether or not someone could be tatock and greek at the same

time He said that was not what the students hod come to tiear

The audience comprised of about 80 students had come to

find out what the fraternities and sororities were about and to

hear what they were doing in t^ie community The question on

what greeks are doing for trie community was constantly recur-

ring Richard Gray, a junior and general manager of the Black

Mass Communications Project, said, the panelists didnt answer

the questions and that the forum was not organized so that the

audience could participate Lucas Wilson, a doctoral student

in economics who sot on the opposing side, said that the panel

became a forum for each different organization to defend

themselves He accused David Moore another Umass atumm and

member of Alpha Phi Alptxa Fraternity, of boshing his organiza-

tion because his experience has been less then pleasant and

stated that if his experience had been better he might be sit-

tir^ on thie other side

'

Ine community service issue came to a close after Tony

Walker, a senior and memeber of Kappa Alpha Psi who sat on

the pro side said, that his fraternity never professed to be a public

service organization because they were formed as a support

network for college men, although commmunity service is one

of their objectives Lori Edmonds, senior, and member of Delta

Sigma Theta Sorority said that many times the general body does

not know what the organizations do because the greeks do not

look for recognition

Many memters of the audience sakj that the discusskjn in the

form It took displayed the poorest sense of unity they hod ever

seen Kim Holder, o graduate student, wanted to know why it

is only in greek forims that people get so rasty when other times

these some people are constantly talking about the unity need-

ed within the community. Marc Codling-Davy a freshmen

political science major, said that the constant defense of the

individual organizations was making people not wont to join and

taeiieve m them As a closing argument, David Walker, said that

before the community stands up and chastises the greeks for

not doing enough for the public good, ttiey should ask

themselves what had they done

The forum lasted two hours and was held in room 176 in the

campus center

m
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Peddling Apartheid continued from page l

Though Bolan reported to the government that he met

with Queens State Senator Frank Padavan on Behalf of the

South Africans, the lawmaker dienies thje alleged February

27,1988 meeting took place. Padavan said Bolan's report

was "off the wall.' Bolan also reported that he attended the

American Legislarive Exchange Council annual conference,

but Kimber Messersmith. an official with the conservative

group, said the lobbyist's name did not appear on a list of

conference attendees.

Bolan's filing lists his attendance at the Apnl 1987 NY

Conservative Party Conference and August 1987 Catholic

War Veterans(CWV) conference in Florida. At both con-

ferences Bolan. who serves as counsel to the veterans

organization, lobbied for proposals supportive of the South

African Government Additionally he has arranged pro-

South Africa activities for the East Side Conservative club

of which he is founder and current president. Bolan did not

return Voice phone calls.

Research assistance bv Jesse DrucKer and Dick Leonard.
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New World Theater Presents:

Dark Cowgirls and Prairie Queens
Ramani Stripada

Nummo Staff

"Dark Cowgirls and Prairie Queens" is a

depiction of seven black women and their

confrontations with freedom. To them the

West is the promise land and freedom is the

dream. Through the narrations by a

character named James we learn the tales

of these women.
Mary is known for her brutality. She tells

an amusing story of the time she was run

down by a pack of wolves. She stood there

face to face with them until they backed

down.
An ex-slave woman is taken to court by

her white neighbor for singing. She sings old

slave songs very poorly, because they are

all she knows. The court says that there is

no law against singing, so they offer her

singing lessons. The neighbor likes opera,

therefore the woman sings the same slave

song lyhcs in opera.

Edmonia Lewis wants to have some fun

with her friends so she adds a little

something extra into the wine. The girls get

awfully sick and are taken to the doctor's.

He diagnoses that they have been poison-

owgirls and Prarie Queens

•ed.

Edmonia is accused of poisoning her friends

and is appointed a lawyer.

Her lawyer tells her she must prove to the

court that she has a worthwhile skill to offer

the community. She tellb mm of her dream

to become a sculpturer. He discourages her,

but Edmonia remains adament on paying

tribute to black heros through sculptures.

Once she is freed, Edmonia sruint«s those

The facts about Mozambique

statues and is admired for her fine art work.

Betty Mason is a slave woman who walks

from Mississippi to California behind three

hundred cattle and wagons. In California one

can be free, but a owner can retrieve his

runaway slave or he can live there with his

. slaves. Betty wants her freedom; she is will-

ing to wrestle her master for it. She imagines

being free and Jreams of a home of her own.

Betty tries to gain her freedom, but is thrown

into jail with her friends.

There she struggles to keep them thankful

for what they have. In the courtroom she

speaks of her need to be free. That day her

master is sent home minus fourteen slaves.

Betty achieves success and is able to build

a nursing home.

Julia Boulette is a beautiful woman who

wears diamonds and furs. She makes her

living being a hooker for the mining men. A

common woman approaches her is hopes

of a parnership, but Julia refuses the offer.

The woman is angered and reminds Julia

that she is a common hooker underneath

her diamonds and furs. The woman goes on

to say that no one will care when Julia dies.

Julia claims that when she dies she will be

marched to her burial ground. When Julia

does die all her diamonds and furs are

stolen, but does receive the march to her

burial ground.

These are just some of the imaginative

stories James tells us. He says that though

these tales are not completely true they very

well could be. And they are a reminder to

him of the struggle his people had and still

must go through.

By Suzette Hunte

Nummo Staff

"Mozambique and the war in Southern Africa", a discus-

sion that took place on Wednesday. October 5th in the se-

cond floor lounge of the Gorman dormitory featuring Malics

and Sytse Tjellingii, teachers from Mozambique, was a

pnme example of the old addage. "You can't judge a book

by its cover".

When confronted with the sight of this Caucasian couple

who professed to being Quakers from Holland, I was ex-

tremely dissappointed. Where were the brother and sister

I expected dressed in the garb of my ancestor's homeland?

I was prepared to hear excerpts from their thumps in

sucessfully colonizing and educating the native's of Mozam-

bique out of their heritage and culture with examples of how

they rescued the people of Mosambique from certain death.

Fortunately, I was wrong.

Between the literature they distributed and the discus-

sion they inspired, the Tjeillingiis imparted as much infor-

mation as humanly possible in a two hour period.

The couple decided to address the dual topic of Mozam-

bique and the war in South Africa because they felt "The

two are as one; one could not exist without the other".

Why?
Mozambique, with a population of 15 million, gained its

independence on June 25.1975.

Under the leadership of their late president, Samora
Machel, FRELIMO. the all-Black government of Mozambi-

que, was established and proved to be extremely sucessful.

Mozambique under its rule was able to rid herself of forc-

ed labor, discrimination, insured freedom of speech, and

encouraged large scale participation in political decisions

by her people.

Frelimo also made advances In the areas of education,

health, and in agriculture.

Today this country is in a state of war due to the exploits

of RENAMMO, a South Afikaan supported anti-government

destabilization movement whose sole purpose is to destroy

the economic, political, and military institutian's of Mozam-
bique and the other countries neighboring South Africa.

Why?
According to the Tjeillingiis, the South Afrikaans have a

vested interest in seeing a weak Mozambique, "A strong

Mozambique government would be a good example of how
this could work in South Africa and they don't want that so

they are trying to destabilize it as much as they can '.

And destabilize they have with South Afrika's RENAMO
causing an estimated $10 billion in damage to the coun-

tries neighboring South Africa between 1980 and 1984

alone.

How does South Africa recruit Black South Africans to

fill RENAMOs ranks?

According to Malies Tjeillingii, inside Mozambique many
men and children are kidnapped and forced to commit
cruelties against their own people. In South Africa, many
Mozambicans are picked up by South Afrikaan police and
put into prison Here they are visited by RENAMO officals

who drug, blackmail or beat these prisoners until they join

RENAMO.
According to the Tjeillingiis, one of the most effective

ways of stopping this madness is by sanctions.

Sanctions are actions taken by governments or in-

dividuals to express their disapprovaf, punish, or modify the

behavior of another country, most often in the form of

economic measures, that impose penalties on other states.

A main argument of the South African government and

a common misconception held by some persons of this

country, by U.S. corporations, and by the Regan administra-

tion, is that Black South Africans would be the first to be

hurt by sanctions

This argument ignores the fact that sanctions will deal

a serious blow to the economic well being of affluent white

South Afrikaans which can have a significant political ef-

fect on the South African Government.

Proponents of this argument concern themselves with the

short as opposed to the long term picture. The effects of

BLACK WOMAN
Black Woman! Oh beautiful Black Woman
Where do you go from here?

You with you kinky short cut hair.

Have you been through the ropes, the way

they say?

Have you lived from hand to mouth, from

day to day?
You don't have to answer, I can see.

Black Woman! Oh beautiful Black Woman

Are you as tired as you look?

Your body bent, eyes wide and lined

Have your bent, eyes wide and lined

Have your breast the strength for another

child to suck?

Have you the nerve for another man to

pluck?

You don't have to answer, I can see.

Black Woman! Oh Beautiful Black Woman

Why do you sit there night after night?

Your hands veined, crocked and black

Is it from washing the one dress you wear

on your back?

You don't have to answer, I can see.

Black Woman! Oh beautiful Black Woman
Where do you go from here"

Will you just sit in your worn cushioned

chair?

Heart heavy, not a soul to ca-e

You don't have to answer. I can see.

Barbara Black

The Sounds of

South Africa
By simone Nicholson

Nummo Staff

The place, the Paramount Performing Arts Center in

Springfield. The time, 8 p.m. on Friday Sept. 23. The stars.

Hugh Masakela and Miriam Makeba. The reaction.

OUTSTANDING!
After a retirement of almost twenty years Miriam Makeba

is back doing what she knows best, singing the songs of

her native South Africa. They say music is best when it

comes from the heart, Makeba certainly proves that when

she sings the traditional African songs as well as when she

plays tribute to those talented musicians who have spent

their lives in the townships of South Africa, never being able

to show the world their tove and creativity.

Masakela, whose narrative of the destructive situations

of South Africa silenced the audience, has an even greater

talent than his remarkable playing and storytelling; he is

a master of arrangement. When he mixes the calypso, reg-

gae, ultimately carribean beats with those of his native coun-

try and fuses them all with classic jazz there arrives a style

of music that makes the audience understand the motives

behind it.

Makeba and Masakela could not have chosen a more

perfect time to come back into the spotlight. The rising

awareness of South Africa's plight will make their music

absolutely essential to furthering the message of the strug-

gle of their people. It is strongly encouraged that anyone

with a love for the people and their struggle as well as an

appreciation for )azz with a twist, make an effort to listen

and learn from Makeba and Masakela.

chbishop Granville Williams
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Civility Day Activities

Thursday, October 19

Danforth Luncheon Speakers: Betty Shabazz, Professor.

Health Services, Medgar Evers College; Robert Schwartz.

Education Advisor to Governor Dukakis; Don Grasso, Vice

President, Danforth Foundation
11 :30am- 1:00pm, Memorial Hall

Sponsored by Institute for the Advanced Study in the

Humanities, Jules

Chametzky, 545-2029

By invitation only

Friday, October 21

Film and Discussion: "Warth of Grapes: Pesticides anc
Migrant Workers"

12:00-1 30pm, Campus Center 168C
Sponsored by Jesse Ortiz, 545-0484

Workshop: Training Program for Teaching Assistants led

by Social Issues Trainers

1:00-5:00pm. Heter 231

Sponsored by the Graduate Student Senate, Gita van

Heerden, 545-2896
Pre-registration required

Presentation and Discussion: "Racial Harassment: What
to Do and Where to Go" with representatives from Public

Safety, Housing Services, Dean of Students Office, Legal

Services Office and the Office of Human Realations

l:30-3:00pm. New Africa House
Sponsored by the Office of Human Relations, Grant In-

gle, 5-0851 ; the Division of Student Affairs, Charri Boykin-

East, 5-2300, Afrik-Am Society, Lori Edmonds; 665-3920

Film:"Movie Marathon"
8 00pm-2:00am. Grayson TV Lounge
Sponsored by Orchard Hill Area Government, Meg Gure-

ly. 546-6578
Films showing at 8:00pm, 10:00pm. 12 00am

Dance: "Rock Against Racism Dance"
9 00pm. Campus Center 10th Floor

Sponsored by Young Communist League. Steven
Duplisea. 527-7182

Monday. October 24

Information fable: "Soviet Jewry"
All day. Campus Center Concourse
Letter-writting. petition signing, bracelets signifying

solidarity with Refuseniks
Film "Super Sunday Rally for Soviet Jewry in

Washington, DC"
All day. Campus Center Concourse
Sponsored by Hillel and UJA, 545-2526

Film: "Eyes on the Prize"

9 00am-3:00pm, Campus Center 1 74
Sponsored by Audio Visual Department. John Stacey,

545-2454

Workshop: "Strategies for Confronting Racism in the
Workplace" led

by Diane Goodman
12:00-1 :30pm, Campus Center 101
Sponsored by the Employee Assistance Program.

AFSCME. USA/MTA and PAUMA, Fran Deats, 545-0350

CHANGES
DANCE CLUB

HALLOWEEN
FUNKNIGHT
Music by WMUA's own
KEVYKEV

October 29th, 8 p.m.

Advanced tix 256-1189 o;

545-2877

Best in New York Style Club

Located on Rt. 9 next to Hunan Gardens

Proper ID required

Panel: "International Public Health Issues" featuring in-

ternational students 12:15-1:15pm, Skinner 18

Sponsored by Public Health, Walter Senterfidit, 584-6352

Open Forum: "Issues of Diversity with Regards to Pro-

fessional Staff on Campus"
1:30-3:00pm, Campus Center 804

Sponsored by PAUMA, Ad Hoc Committee on Reten-

tion/Recruitment and

University Lite of Professional Staff on Campus, Agnes

Quinones,

CCEBMS, 545-0031

Panel Discussion: "Multilingualism and the English-only

Movement'led
by Barbara H. Partee

4:30-6:00pm, Memorial Hall

Sponsored by the Linguistics Department, Barbara H.

Partee, 545-0889

An open forum with campus and community speakers

Social: Chi Omega-Delta Sigma Theat Social

5:00-7:30pm, Chi Omega Chapter House, Fraterni-

ty/Sorority Park

Sponsored by Chi Omega, 545-0162

Chi Omega and Delta Sigma Theta members only

Film and Discussion: School Daze
7:00pm, Campus Center 174

Sponsored by Ebony Production,

546-8410

Rose Edwards,

Lecture and Discussion: Lynora Williams, Director of the

Center for

Democratic Renewal
7:00pm, Student Union Ballroom

Sponsored by Ebony Production, Rose Edwards,

546-0341

The staff of Nummo News, the only Black

affairs newspaper at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, is pleased to

welcome you all to the five college com-

munities of the Pioneer Valley We hope that

you had an enjoyable summer, and are now
ready to approach the fall semester with a

great deal of enthusiasm resulting in

substantial academic progress.

This letter is an appeal to all Black

students especially, but not exclusively, from

the five local schools of higher education

who are interested in communicating their

concerns, ideas and needs to other students

by contributing to the Nummo News publica-

tion in any number of journalistic positions

available on the newspaper. Our goal in this

effort IS to establish a five college network

so that Black students from each school can

express their views to their Black peers in

particular, and to all students from all ethnic

origins in general.

Nummo News was founded in 1975, when

Black students realized that there was no

Black representation on any of the five col-

lege newspapers. They protested by stag-

ing a sit-in at the UMass Collegian. Their ef-

forts were effective in winning two editorial

positions on the publication This was the

conception of the "Black Affairs" page in the

Collegian

However, the Black student community

did not find the Collegian's endeavors

substantial and the following year they

established Nummo News "Nummo." a

Swahili word is defined as, "the magic

power of the spoken and written word." The

early years at Nummo News were most suc-

cessful. Unfortunately, due to a lack of com-

munity support and student commitment,

the newspaper has developed more than its

share of problems. This year, having iden-

tified many of the publication's problems, it

IS our intention to bring the newspaper back

up to the standards of high quality establish-

ed during the 1970's. One such method is

going to be the inclusion of local, national

and international news stories and issues

relevant to the Black community.

The current staff at Nummo News,

although inexperienced (many of us have

only been associated with the publication for

about one year), is dedicated to bringing the

newspaper back to life. It is imperative that

the important issues of social conscience

are not overlooked or underestimated, but

rather, continue to occupy the growing, im-

pressionable young minds of the world. Only

then can we hope to change the globe for

the better for all peoples!

Therefore, we encourage you to actively

participate in the production of Nummo
News and help us to establish a five College

network, of and for, the Black student com-

munity. The Nummo News staff holds

meetings every Thursday, 5:15 p.m.

in our office at 1 03 New Africa House on the

UMass campus. The telephone number is

545-0061 . If you have any questions feel free

to call the office.

Unsigned editorials reflect the opinion of

Nummo News' Editorial Board

The circus is back in town:

SGA highlights
Arthur Jemison
Nummo Staff

Last Wednesdays meeting of the Undergraduate Student

Senate yielded unanimous ratifications of the senatorial

election results, a report on the outcome of the referandum

question and allocation of funds to three student

organizations.

After ratifying the election results, the senate asked the

results of the referencum question offered with the senate

ballots. The question, "Should the police substation in

Washington Tower be removed?" received 1.011 "yes"

votes and 382 "no" votes. Karen Flanagan, a governmen-

tal affairs committee co-chair felt that if the question were
read more thoroughly, the student body would have voic-

ed a more unequivocal rejection of the situation.

As the senate was entering a new session, it had to elect

new members to the Governmental Affairs committee.

Chosen from eleven candidates, Tracy Davis, Todd Lever,

Karen Flanagan and John Dunlap emerged as the victors.

Their first duty as committee members will be to select two

more members to join them on the committee.

On the issue of fund allocations, heavy debate was the

order of the day. The proposals made by the finance com-
mittee would allocate 1 ,500 dollars to the Black Mass Com-
munications Project for the upcoming Big Daddy Kane con-

cert, 1 ,000 dollars to the African-American Stuoent Associa-

tion for the upcoming Boys Club of Harlem Choir concert,

and 2,750 dollars to re-emburse Southwest Area Govern-

ment for a copier it purchased over the summer. Treasurer

Laura Filkins spearheaded a drive to separate the move
into two sections; one containing the BMCP and Afro-Am

requests and the other containing the Southwest Area
Government re-embursement request. When asked why
she requested this action, Treasurer Filkins said she took

issue with an area government abandoning prodedure,

making a financial commitment and then requesting re-

embursment. Their opposition led by Jhonathan Grant,

claimed that they (SWAG) tried to push their financial re-

quest through the senate, but time constraints made it

necessary for them to forego procedure by the copier

unassisted. After a heated debate. Southwest Area Govern-
ment received the money it requested but left much
animosity on both sides.

Finally, in an attempt to solve the ongoing issue of the

presidency Senators Bob Monaghan and Meridith Madison
asked to suspend the rules and call for another election.

The motion was narrowly defeated and will probably remain

a continuing point of debate at future senate meetings.

Mosambique continued from page 3

a short term of suffering pales in comparison to the gains
that an eventual overthrow of apartheid could bring.

The Tjeillingii, encourage the students of the University

Df Massachusetts to get involved.

Said Sytse Tjeillingii, "It would be good if the students
3f this University could do without coke products", who con-
tinues to have the largest share of the South African soft

drink industry to date.

"Another thing students can do is contact their senators
and tell them to support 5-2378. The Dellums/Cranston Bill,

for comprehensive economic sanctions against South
Africa", said Sytse.

The couple ended their discussion with the sad but true

statement, "The struggle continues".
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WE'LL MAKE A DEAL WITH YOU.
You try Isotoner-the world's most
comfortable slippers & gloves,

we'll give you 50% off!
You don't have to be a Math
Major to figure out that 50%
off is one great deal. And it

doesn't take a Psych Major to

know you'd ha\/c to be a little

loony not to take advantage
of it Especially when your
talking Isotoner*

Hey. they're the most
comfortable slippers & gloves

in the world. They look great.

They're 50% off.

So what are you waiting
for, graduation? Send in the
coupon today.

ISOTONER GLOVES
America's favorite gloves...made with
Isotoner's unique 4-way stretch material with
Lycra* Gently massages your hand for a

snug, absolutely perfea fit.

OrlglrvH Unllned—a sleek, comfortable driving glove

\X/arm Llne<l—toasty warm witfi acrylic lining.

•Dul^jnt iTifvrrtO iMdfm** la (On m*jr amy Oy Oi^sm ISOTONER COMFORT SLIPPERS
They're also made with the unk^ue Isotoner fabrk:— and

that means they're made to massage, soothe and relax

your feet. Isotoner Comfort Slippers are fully washable.

And they shape to your feet for an irKredibly perfea

"barefoot" fit.

50%
ISOTONER* GUDVES
Orlqinal Unllned: $24.00 NCAV $12.00

VX/^rm Lined $2800 NiOVX/ S1400

One tiM lltf ««: available in Black, Canwl and Red

ISCnONER • COMFORT SLIPPERS

Basks $20.00 NOW « '000 Black. R(yal

Lt Blue, Hot Pink

Bootle $2700 NOW $13.50 Red. Royal.

Sock Top $2800 NOW $14 00 Royal. Lt Blue,

Hot Pink

SIMK $15-6), M(6-/»-7'/,|. L(8-9|. )a.l<)V?-\OV,\

STYLE (Write name) OU^NTITV SIZE COtOR PRICE JuM fill out the coupon below and select the style, si/e arxJ

color you warw Please send check or money order to.

$accW CoNege OrVer
Nattonwrtde FuMMmcnt Syttemt
PXX Box I9S2
RMgeiyi Mwytand ZtMl

Name

Address. Apt-

City

State. ZH>-

mocimm Pte»ir Mid jipplKjit>)p Mies tan

(NY MD. KrH) WIS|_

Handling and itupfxnq
SI 00 per itwn onJff«J_

TOTAL ENCUD$£D_

HUMTV - OrrtU eXMICt MmiAirr l. t*t*. r^nr tUoM 8 «««» lor drtmrry

OUff vOKl wh«Tf prohitWfd Of r««r«tr<J OffW good only tn U S A
Oflft w*li<) «<nth tfwi offtial 'wm only

ISOTONER" ©1488 Am liotorwr. Inc
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Escaped convict
evades detection
for 14 years
WALPOLE (AP) — A convicted second-degree murderer

who built a model life as a real estate agent after fleeing

from Massachusetts to Los Angeles still expresses surprise

at his luck in avoiding detention during his 14 years on

the run.

"Its really something to think about," said Arthur Bern

bury. He was returning last week to the state prison in

Walpole, the same facility he was sentenced to in 1971.

One of the most unsettling experiences was being finger

printed for a job he applied for in 1974, Benbury said.

"I had thought I could just go to a shop and have my
prints taken but then they just told me I had to go to the

Hall of Justice. I was quite nervous," he said.

"You know, going out isn't all that great," Bembury said

in an interview published in Tuesday's Boston Globe. "It's

just not all it's cracked up to be. You're really still in

prison out there because there are a lot of things you can't

do."

He was not arrested until a decade later when a tipster

led Los Angeles police a few months ago to the Santa

Monica, Calif, real estate ofTice where Bembury worked.

Despite thinking that his secret would be revealed, Bem-

bury didn't tell a soul.

He did not tell the woman he lived with for more than

a decade, the three children he had with her, the movie

producers who cast him in the film "Colors" and a televi-

sion miniseries, or the police officers who charged him

with rape in 1984.

"I had decided in my mind that I was no longer Arthur

Bembury. I was Douglas Henare," said Bembury. 37.

"You have to become another person if you're going to

stay out there.

"The only time you begin to think about it is when
you're looking at someone you love and trust, and you

wish you didn't feel this hanging over you.

"But it was for their own benefit. If they knew, they

might have been charged with harboring a fugitive," Bem-

bury said.

Bembury first entered Walpole in 1971 after being

sentenced to life in prison for second-degree murder of

Louise Simmons, his girlfriend's mother. He said he made
the decision to flee less than four years later because of

the high tensions between inmates and guards at the

prison.

"I remember when I saw the state police outside one

day, 1 said I am not going to come back if 1 can help it.

1 was trying to get away from the system. I wasn't safe.

They didn't have control of the system, and a life could

be bought for two packs of cigarettes."

AH photo

PRIORESS SPEAKS OUT - Mother Teresa Hewitt, the prioress of the Carmelite

monastery in Morris Township N.J., speaks through the wooden grill to reporters dur-

ing a news conference concerning five barricaded nuns at the monastery Tuesday. The
nuns have barricaded themselves because of what they call "liberalizations" in their

religious lives.

He fled on his fifth furlough in 1974 on a bus to

Washington. And he made his decision to pursue the kind

of social work jobs he wanted, although low-paying jobs

might have shielded his identity better.

Bembury got a job certifying children for summer jobs

in Washington within a few days. Two years later he flew

to Los Angeles and adopted the name of a brother-in-law

from New Zealand, Franklin Douglas Henare.

Over the next eight years, Bembury moved into the ad-

ministration of the American Youth Foundation, a treat-

ment center for abused and neglected children, opened

another group home, earned a college degree and pursued

his career.

Bembury escaped detection despite being fingerprinted

several times and after his arrest on rape charges, officers

failed to find his real identity. The rape charge was
dismissed.

The Collegian
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For Information About
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

AND SERVICES
Call 'TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number:

2450 Craft Shop
2700 Dyslexic Student Organization

2680 Hillel

2689 Office of Third World Affairs

2428 Outing Club

2355 Student Activities Office

2681 Lecture Notes

2806 Library Hours

2465 Textbook Annex

1410 Everywoman's Center

1607 Writing Center and Workshops

IFYOUM'E FURTHER QUESTTOS CALL 'IDB'(545-1555)

information Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Information Piione Sen-ice (TIPS)
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fast. Quality Chinese food at an Affordable Price

Spend $10.00 on any meal and get

2 free drafts or 2 free Cokes

expires Oct. 26th—in hadley store only

Mddlcv-4J0 Russel St.. 253-^57t Norlhdmplon-150 King St.. 586-8221

help Wanted 1 1 a.m.—4 p.m.
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NOTJUSTANOTHER 4 CON
SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION

October X1-X3, If8«

Campus Center and
Campus Center Hotel

at U.MAS8.

G.O.H. Samuel R. Delany

Artist G.O.H. Tom Kidd

LOTS OF NEAT STUFF!

Check out our Killer Film and Video Programs!

Memberships are $15.00 through October 20, $17.00 at the door.

Call for membership information (413) 545-1924.

SGA to vote on motion for closer voting place
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff'

A proposal for new presidential elections and a call for

an amendment to require all Student Government
Meetings be open to the public are just two of the 10 mo-
tions that could provide some fireworks at tonight's
Undergi-aduate Student Senate meeting.
The call for new elections comes from senators Brian

Darling and Ken Rudy. This motion is not the first pro-

posal that would call for new presidential elections. Darl-

ing proposed a similar move in the Oct. 5 senate meeting,
and Senator Bob Monaghan made an unsuccessful bid last

week to stage a new election.

"I think it's about time we got a president. It's been
eight months since Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz
got elected illegally," said Rudy. He said under the SGA
Constitution co-presidents, such as SilkofT and Rabinowitz
are not allowed.

"I think if it were to pass it would be a disaster,"

Rabinowitz said of the motion. He said students at this

point do not want to vote again, and with another elec-

tion coming up in March, a new president would not have
time to get used to the office and be effective.

"There's this idea going around that co-candidates have
an advantage and that's not true." Rabinowitz .said that

while they each have their own constituencies to draw on

for votes, they are also a liability to each other, as sonu'

voters will not like one of the candidates and not vote for

them.
Rabinowitz and Rudy both said since the motion is at

the bottom of tonight's agenda, it probably not even come
up for a vote.

One of the other important proposals to be heard tonight

also comes near the bottom of the agenda. This calls for

an amendment to the SGA bylaws to require all meetings
of student government bodies be open to the public.

Darling and Rudy also authored this motion, which is

apparently in response to a closed SGA Coordinating Com
mittee meeting earlier this semester. That meeting is cur-

rently being investigated by the Hampshire County
District Attorney's office to determine if the session was
illegal under Massachusetts open-meeting laws.

The proposal is unclear on whether it would allow

governmental bodies to move into executive session, which
bars all non-members of the body from the meeting. Darl-

ing said two weeks ago that he did not intend for bodies

to be able to move into executive session, but this is not

stipulated in the motion.

A third motion reque.sts a voting place be put nearer

to campus by Amherst officials. This motion comes from
Senator Michael Greiner, who cites the large number of

voters in Southwest Residential Area who would have to

travel into downtown Amherst to vote.

In a meeting Monday night, Amherst selectmen postpon-

ed a decision on this proposal.

In a related proposal, Greiner directs senators to work
"in a nonpartisan effort," to get students to vote in the

upcoming elections.

The planned sports arena convocation is the target of

another item on tonight's agenda. The proposal, if ac-

cepted, would have the Senate state its opposition to the

arena, because it will increase student fees by $100.

Another motion opposes a recent raise granted to

Chancellor of Higher Education Franklyn Jennifer. The
proposal criticizes the $12,000 raise because of "massive
tuition and fee increases."

Yet another proposal by Rudy and Darling would re-

quire the Pledge of Allegiance to the American flag at the

beginning of each meeting.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
ROBSHAM MEMORIAL VISITORS CENTER

rStE DELIVERY to AMHEfl^
>r^ 1 1.30 a.m. -10:00 p.m. ""/

13 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Hours
Mon-Thurs 1 1:30am-10:00pm
Fri & Sat 11:30am-1 1.00pm
Sundays 2:00pm-10:00pm

256-0286 256-0287
>**5»»«««<«««H%««<««{««>5»5««!S»«<«>5«{*««{>{«>5«««
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PLAY THE WALL ..

STREET GAME « /
The AT&T Collegiate j(./^f4
Investment Challenge yT^tii"

'

• Its educational, fun & pi-ofitable

• Surprisingly easy to play

• You get $500,000, your ovn broker, and
real investment experience

• Winners take in serious cash & prizes

Sponsored by UMass Inve.stment Club

Entry Deadline October 21st

Inten^stfd'^ Call John Flemming at .549-0006

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Wednesday, October 26

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall, 545-0202
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QUALIFICATIONS: Good public relations and communications skills;

knowledge of campus facilities and services - building locations, food

services, tours, etc.; ability to access information and make appropiiate

referrals; comfortable and skilled in dealing with the public.'

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate students, preferably

College W(vk Study eligible, with at least two semesters remaining

at the beginning of the Spring Semester 1989.

PAY RATE: $5.00 per hour.

WORK SCHEDULE: Weekdays 10:00am-1 :30pm. or

1l:00am-2:30pm, minimum of two days per week; weekends

10:00am-3:00pm, Saturdays and/or Sundays; holidays

10:00am-2:00pm. Extended hours option available during vacations,

Intersession and Summer. Evening weekday hours may be schedul-

ed in the Spring.

STARTING DATE: On or about first week in November. A paid train-

ing period will be included.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: October 26, 1988.

POINTS OF CONTACT: Angle Wilkes. Visitors Center Receptionist

or Robert N. Brooks, Director, Student Affairs Information Services,

229 Whitmore, 545-3480.

The Robsham Memorial Visitors Center, located across Massachusetts

Avenue from the Whitmore Administration Building, is a newly

completed University facility. Its purposes are to provide a central

location from which to assist visitors to campus (especially prospec-

tive applicants) in obtaining accurate preliminary information,

referrals, and materials and to set a positive tone and attitude about

the University, tho campus and its programs. It will also serve other

purposes including being a focal po«nt for student, faculty, and staff

art works, literary achievements, etc. and meet other programmatic

needs yet to be fully defined and developed. The building will open

in early November.

* Obtain detailed job description at 229 Whitmore.
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Insurance proposal
sparks House debate
BOSTON (AP) — Senate passage early yesterday of an

automobile insurance package containing $400 million in

savings for customers set the stage for a final round of

legislative negotiations on the long-debated issue.

House Speaker George Keverian, DEverett, announc-
ed he was calling the House back from a four month break

next Monday to respond to an auto insurance proposal

passed by the Senate shortly after midnight on a

unanimous 35-0 vote.

Although other issues will likely be on representatives'

minds when they check in next week namely overriding

Gov Michael S. Dukakis" budget vetoes the House's

return will allow a conference committee to be appointed

(in auto insurance.

The conferees will be charged with resolving differences

between the Senate bill, which contains an Insurance

Division-insurance industry guarantee of 16.1 percent sav

ings on 1989 premiums, and a House bill passed six

months ago with an estimated savings of 9 percent.

Senate Insurance Chairman Linda Melconian, D-

Springfield, said Senate conferees will be holding a "posi

lion of strength " entering the negotiations because of the

gieater cost savings in the Senate bill, even though the

measure also contains more controversial provisions.

"That certainly may well be the case." agreed Rep.

Joseph Mackey. D-SomerviUe and floor leader on the

House bill. House negotiators may "recognize that in order

to get a bill that has an impact they may have to modify

their views and not be as intractable as (they) have been

in the past.
'

Two key differences between the House and Senate ver-

sions involve direct payments to consumers for auto body

repairs and raising the dollar thresholds for resolving

claims for medical expenses and lost wages for personal

injuries without litigation.

The Senate version goes beyond the House plan in in-

creasing the so-called "tort threshold" limits, the first in-

crease on the no-fault law in 18 years. Trial lawyers op-

pose raising these limits, not because it might reduce their

income from representing these clients, but because it will

limit their clients' access to the courts.

Both Melconian and Mackey expect extensive negotia-

tions on the thresholds, with the Senate's further provi-

sion linking automatic increases in the future to an in-

flation index and not legislative perogative hanging in

the balance.

They also expect dickering on a provision included in

the proposal allowing direct payments to consumers for

auto repairs. The controversial provision, opposed by the

bodv shop industrv, would allow insurers to provide con-
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FIRE CHIEF RETIRES - District Fire Chief Paul Cook poses recently in a fire truck

in Boston. After more than 41 years with the department and more than 50 years fighting

fires, Cook will turn in his uniform at the end of October having reached the mandatory
retirement age of 65.

sumers with a referral list of shops to use for their repairs.

The industrj' worries some shops won't get equal treat-

ment, although the Senate plan would require insurers

to list all body shops near a consumer that meet quality

guidelines established by the insurance commissioner.

A direct payment proposal barely received 20 votes of

support in the 160-member House in 1987, and House pro-

ponents of the measure didn't even suggest it in the

House's current bill.

But Mackey, who supports direct payment, noted, "It's

been a long time since we rejected the direct payment

piece.

Since then, consumers have received retroactive bills

from 1987 and 1988, and the insurance industry and the
Insurance Division have agreed that direct payments
would save about 4 percent, or more than $100 million,

on 1989 rates.

Mackey said the House may be ready to accept the pro-

posal. "The one thing about auto insurance is that it is

such a frustrating, complicated issue that views change
not only from legislator to legislator, but from day to day,"
he said.

Center for liver transplants wins
permission to operate indefinitely
BOSTON ( AP» - After four years on an

experimental basis, the Boston Center for

Liver Transplantation won approval Tues-

day from the state Public Health Council

to continue indefinitely.

The councils vote provides a permanent
footing for an unusual program that draws
on the shared talents and resources of four

major Boston hospitals, which have per-

formed 194 transplants since the program
was established in January 1984.

"It's very important because it per-

manently puts in place a concept that we
believe was a very appropriate one for pro-

viding liver transplantation here in

Massachusetts," said Paul Babcock, direc-

tor of planning at Deaconess Hospital.

"The Public Health Council approved a

three-year demonstration program in 1984

and wanted to see how that worked before

they permanently approved the center."

said Babcock, who prepared the center's ap-

plication for a "determination of need.
"

Through the center, the hospitals are

able to share skills and space, thus

avoiding the cost of creating a new facility

at any one institution. In addition, state of-

ficiaLs applaud the program for creating a
region-wide system for evaluating patients
and allocating the available organs on the
basis of clinical need.

"The advantage of. . . a consortium is

they're going to work together, share ideas,

share training. They're going to use the
same criteria. We don't want people shop-

ping from place to place," said Joan Gorga,
director of organ transplant services for the
state Department of Public Health.
"They get together and discuss the pa-

tients, so you have agreement on who is thr

sickest and who is going to get the nex.
organ," she said. "In some areas, if you had
four competing institutions, there might be
a temptation to hype up the sickness of
your patients."

The center involves Children's Hospital,
New England Deaconess Hospital, New
England Medical Center and
Massachusetts General Ho.spital.

Together, the hospitals operate ad-

ministrative, selection and clinical commit-
tees that jointly run the program.

Case of recruit's death reopened
The thoroughness of the initial investigaCAMBRIDGE (APi - The Middlesex

County di.strict attorney's office has reopen-

ed the ca.^e of a police recruit who died in

training three years ago in the aftermath
of allegations that a thorough inve.stigation

was never conducted.

Assistant District Attorney Diane Juliar

said information is being gathered to deter-

mine whether to ask for a formal inquest.

The Patriot Ledger of Quincy retorted

yesterday.

"The investigation is, in part, to deter-

mine whether inquest is the appropriate

route to go," she said.

tion is in question, she said.

James R. Whitehou.se, 22, died July 9,

1985, his second day of training at the

Framingham police academy in prepara-

tion to be a state trooper.

WTien Whitehouse died, the then-medical
examiner concluded Whitehouse was a vie

tim of heart failure because of an inherited

disorder called malignant hyperthermia.
State police reported Whitehouse was do-

ing light exercise in cool weather when he
collapsed.

evaluating patients, "harvest" livers from
donors and perform the transplants. The
administrative responsibility rotates

quarterly.

"When it was set up in 1984, we saw the

cost-saving as not having to expand any
one institution. If you break it down into

four parts, you can fit it in around the cor-

ners," Gorga said. "They convinced us in

1984 that it would not be more costly."

Since there is no other liver transplant

center in the state, however, direct cost

comparisons are not available. But Gorga
said the "direct cost" of the typical liver

transplant dropped from $97,000 in 1984
to $69,000 in 1986.

Since the Boston program began, liver

transplants have been performed in Hart-

ford and New Haven, Conn., but nowhere
else in New England. The Boston center

reports that 51 percent of its patients have
been from Massachusetts. Most of the
others are from New England and across

the country, with 7 percent from abroad.

Babcock said the consortium approach
was well-suited to Boston because of its

many strong hospitals.
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1 Pray St , Amherst— 549-5403 • Open 11 am
• yDays A Week • Call for Take Out • Kitchen Open fill Midnight

Pool Tabic, Video Games, Jake Box, 3 Color TV's
Most Bar Scats In Town

Now Serving Homestyle Ltinch & Dinner
This Week. Shepherd's Pie, Baked Ham, Meatloaf and

Much More!

Great Food at Low Low Prices

BAY BREEZE $1.50

Drink of the Week
DOS EQUIS $1.50
Beer of the Month

10th Anniversary 1978- 1988
Good Food & Drink

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student
Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •
(Ito ngrat that we en no lonqar offer ler

ation CO atudMica CoUowuif the
Auguet U. 1M7 dacUion.)

call 545-1995

WORLD/NATION

Bloodstains identified at trial
Lowell (AP) — A State Police chemist

testified yesterday that there are blood

.stains on clothing prosecutors believe

Daniel J. LaPlante wore the night he is ac

cused of killing a Townsend mother and
her two young children.

Karolyn Leclaire also said a hair found

on a sock in LaPlante's bedroom matched
a hair from the head of one of his young
victims.

LaPlante is on trial for the shooting of

Priscilla Gustafson, 33, and the drowning
of her son, William, 5, and daughter,

Abigail, 7, in their home on Dec. I.

Sweat pants taken from LaPlante were
stained with human blood, but the sample

size was not sufficient to determine the
blood type. Blood stains were also found on

socks found at LaPlante's, but Leclaire
could not determine if it was human blood,

she said.

Leclaire also showed microscopic photos
of closely matching two hairs: one taken
from Abigail's head and one from
LaPlante's sock.

"1 determined the hair removed from the

damp athletic sock found in the defendant's

bedroom to be similar in every microscopic

characteristic with hairs in the known
head hair standard from Abigail Gustaf-

son," Leclaire said.

But, under cross examination by defense

attorney Robert Sheketoff, she said "I

couldn't tell you that for certain. It could

be Abigail Gustafson's hair.

Dukakis pledges to eliminate
deficit, lashes out at Bush
KALAMAZOO, Mich. (AP) - Michael

Dukakis pledged yesterday to wipe out the

nation's $150 billion trade deficit in four

years and lashed out at George Bush as a

man with "no convictions, no ideas and no
plans."

Dukakis drew enthusiastic crowds at

stops in Michigan as aides contended the

race is clo.ser than indicated by polls poin

ting to a big Democratic defeat. He depicted

the election as a choice between one can-

didate who will stand up for average

Americans and one who is the champion
of the well-to-do.

"George Bush cares about the people on
Easy Street. I care about the about the peo-

ple on Main Street," he said in a speech on
the University of Western Michigan
campus.
With the poll news ranging between bad

and worse, Dukakis and his aides have
been seeking a spark to ignite his falter-

ing campaign. One woman in his univer-

sity audience did her best to oblige.

The Democratic candidate had just

fini.shed saying, "The difference between
George Bush and me boils down to this"

when she loudly interrupted, "You're real

and he's not."

At that, Michigan Gov. Jim Blanchard

jumped out of his seat on the stage behind

Dukakis and pumped his fist up and down
energetically and exhorted "Let's go",

while the audience cheered
enthusiastically.

For one day at least, Dukakis and his

candidacy seemed to be generating en-

thusiasm lacking since last Thursday's

poorly reviewed debate performance, from

Blanchard's cheerleading to crowd chants

of "Duke Duke Duke".
In Saginaw, he declared that Bush

"wants to help those who have it made. I

want to help every American family make
it."

Dukakis said Bush and the Reagan ad

ministration have done nothing to solve the

root causes of the 1987 stock market
plunge, which occurred one year ago today.

"We've got to end the Republican rain-

bow coalition of red ink for our children,

pink slips for our workers, greenmail for

sharp operators on Wall Street and golden

executives," he added.

Dukakis moved through a three-city tour

in Michigan with statewide polls showing

him trailing in the race for the state's 20

electoral votes. His aides seemed far more
concerned, though, about an NBC-Wall
Street Journal survey showing a 55-38

Bush lead nationally.

Senior aides told reporters at every turn,

as they did on Monday, that they do not

believe the poll. They said other surveys

show much smaller margins.

Dukakis' first speech of the day produc

ed noticeably sharper rhetoric, along with

his announcement of a goal of eliminating

the trade deficit.

He said in four years the Reagan ad-

ministration had created the world's

largest trade deficit "and cost our workers

five million jobs."

Dukakis said he would meet his goal of

eliminating the trade deficit by reducing

the budget deficit, increasing foreign trade,

investing in education and training and

cutting more emphasis on research and
development.
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CHEMIST TESTIFIES - Chemist Karolyn Leclaire displays the

necktie found at the Townsend Triple murder scene. This necktie

and other items were used as ligatures according to I.«claire.

Man pleads innocent to murder
LOWELL (AP) - The fourth suspect in

the shooting death of alleged Lowell

bookmaker John "Jackie" McDermott
pleaded innocent yesterday during arraign-

ment in Lowell Superior Court and was
ordered held without bail.

Richard "Dukey" Kenney, 30, was ap-

prehended by State and Boston police Mon-

day evening when he walked out of a house

in the East Boston neighborhood with Leo

R. Dervishian, 29, authorities said.

Dervishian was charged with being an

accessory after the fact of murder.

State police Detective Lt. Robert Long,

who is assigned to the Middlesex district

attorney s otiice, said investigators had

been tracking Kenney for months.

In addition to the murder charge, Ken-

ney also pleaded innocent to assault with

a dangerous weapon and armed assault.

McDermott, 58, was fatally wounded
when shot twice in the living room of his

home May 10. His son, Peter McDermott,
27, also was shot, but survived.

Middlesex Couty officials said the elder

McDermott was killed because he had
agreed to give evidence against two people

charged with him in a bookmaking and
loan-sharking case.

The two, William Barmoski, 48, and his

wife. Donna, 41, of Billerica, are charged

with killing McDermott.

Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For 72 Price Tickets

The Royal Ballet Of Flanders

Wednesday, Oct. 19

Peter Zazofsky, violin

Friday, Oct, 21

Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Sunday, Oct. 23

Marvin Hamlisch In Concert

Thursday, Nov. 3

The Juilliard String Quartet

Saturday, Nov. 5

The Amazing Cambridge Buskers

Wednesday, Nov. 9

Peter Orth, piano

Tuesday, Nov. 15

|4 THE FINEARTSOTHE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

FACUUTY
LECTURE SERIES

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Rachel K. Clifton

of the Department of Psychology

entitled

"The Development of the Auditory System

in Human Infants''

What do newborn babies hear, and what early use do they make of it'

As recently as two decades ago, newborn infants were believed to have

limited sensor.- perception. Today, we know their senses are both acute

and sophisticated at birth. How is the infant's auditory input processed,

and how do they learn to locate the source of sound? Recent infant

research has led to greater understanding of both the auditory system

and brain development in general.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bowker Auditorium, October 20, 1988

8 p.m.

Reception immediately following, Campus Center 10th Floor

Sponsored by coninbuiwns from alumnt of thr Untvfrsity of Massachusetts at Amherst
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Automobile stolen
from North Village
A student reported Tuesday his 1980 Toyota Corolla was

stolen from North Village Apartments sometime since

Monday.
In other incidents:

• A student reported Monday his 1979 Pontiac Grand
Prix was stolen from lot 49 sometime over the weekend.
• A student reported his 10-speed bicycle worth $225 was
stolen Monday from a bike rack at Cashin Residence Hall,

and the chain and lock securing it had been cut oft.

- THOMAS RODRIGUES
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FANTASY WORyp 1
COSTUMES # *

HALLOWEEN COSTUME RENTALS
Mask, Accesories. Make-up

Specializing in Custom Made Adult Costumes
75 Russell Street

Sunderland 665-3639

M-F Ipm-9pm. Sa(-Sun Ipm-Spm
Ird Houw On TK* Right From Old AmKrnt Road

Man run down
Police to investigate

By THOMAS RODRKiUES
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - A University of Massachusetts stu

dent was listed in fair condition yesterday at Baystate

Medical Center after being dragged 70 feet by a car on

West Street in Amherst Sunday morning.

Jeffrey K. Florence, 19. of North Reading, now at

Baystate Medical Center in Springfield, was listed in

serious but stable condition after being struck by a car

driven by Kayo Nonaka, 27, of 44 McClellan Street.

Florence's mother, who has beei\ with him since the

accident, said that he was doing better and was conver-

sing with her and his brother earlier today.

Police have yet to determine why Florence, a

sophomore, who lives in Washington Residence Hall, was
lying in the street, or if he had been struck by another

car before being hit by the vehicle driven by Nonaka.

Police said they intend to question Florence as soon

as his condition and memory permits the details of what
happened to him come out. Police were not optimistic

about Florence's recollection of the traumatic accident.

He was first transported to Cooley Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton by the Amherst Fire Department Ani-

bulance and later transferred to Bavstate.

MPa
North

.faizMH'
Hampshire Mall,

Hadlcy; Inlcrskalc 91
•M«W»F« 9 30am
M.Ju'W"!)* 5 30pm
M»W 700pm
Fnday 600 pm
Satuiday 9 15am
•ch.ldca«m,rfable 534.0745

Walk-ins 3 50 ea
Mlhly passes available

Free
Hotdogs

Gin & Tonic
Lite Botties

Proper ID Required
Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

Don't miss the excitement! The
Dodgers take on Oakland
at 8 pm. Free hors £
d'oeuvres
at 9

TOP
of the

CAMPUS Lounge

#'^' .';

LOUNGE HOURS:
Monday-Friday: 1 1 30 am-12:30 am
Saturday & Sunday: 4:00 pm-12:30 am

F Y
The FYI section is a public service announcement to the

campus and community. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee that all submissions will be published.

Fundraiser
A 25-mile bikeathon to benefit children with cystic

fibrosis will be held on Oct. 22 on and around campus.

Sponsors will donate money for research into the disease.

Interested bikers may register at a table on the Campus
Center Concourse. Registration ends today.

Speaker
Bill Worthy, professor and journalist in residence at the

Univeristy of Massachusetts at Boston, will host a talk

and slide show tonight on "The Killing of Maurice Bishop:

the Real American Role in Grenada. The speech \^ill hc-

in Campus Center rooms 805-809 at 8 p.m. All are invited.

Intern.ship Meeting
Representatives of the Legal Services Center and the

University Internship Program are scheduled to speak

from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. today in room 805 of the Campus
Center. The topic of the meeting is the legal assistant in-

ternships offered at the LSC and how to apply for one for

the spring semester.

Festival

Northeast Area Government is sponsoring a Pink

Frolics Cartoon Festival. Shows will be at 7, 9, and II p.m.

tomorrow in Campus Center Auditorium. There will be

a $1 admission fee.

Film
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.

tomorrow in room 163C of the Campus Center. Hillel is

sponsoring the free showing.

Concert
Regency will appear at 8 p.m. tomorrow at the Hatch.

The free show is sponsored by the Board of Governors Pro-

gram Council.

Meeting
The University of Massachusetts Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate is scheduled to meet at 6 tonight in room 101

of the Campus Center.

Study Abroad
The Study Abroad Fair will lie from 10 a.m. to noon

tomorrow on the Campus Center Concourse across from

the Blue Wall Cafe. Also, visit International Programs
at the William S. Clark International Center in Central

Residential Area. The advising hours are from 10 a.m.

to noon and from 1 to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday dur-

ing the academic semesters.

Seminar
A semmar on farm animal welfare movement in

Massachusetts will be at 4 p.m. today in room 202 of Paige

Laboratory. Dr. Donald Black will speak at the seminar

sponsored by the Department of Veterinary and Animal
Sciences. Coffee will be served at 3:45 p.m.

Bible Study
The New Testament Fellowship will be having a bible

study at 7 p.m. every Friday of the semester in the Cam-
pus Center. Check the event listing near the information

desk on the concourse for the room number.
Discussion
The Amherst League of Women Voters will host

speakers and a panel discussion tonight on the possibili-

ty of establishing a new charter for Hampshire County.

Speaking will be Joseph Wilhelm of the Hampshire Coun-
ty Charter Commission, Merle Howes, vice-chair for the

commission. Included in the panel discussion will be Bar-

bara Ritter of the Amherst League of Women Voters, Mar-
cia Blomberg of the Springfield Union-News, Nancy
Newcombe of the Amherst Bulletin, and Michael Vito of

the Daily Hampshire Gazette. The event will be held in

the Amherst Regional Junior High School Library at 7:30

p.m. For more information contact Diana Romer at

253-7776.

Talk
Bertell Oilman, professor of political science at New

York University will speak "In E)efense ofClass Analysis"

tomorrow in Campus Center room 177 at 4 p.m. Sponsored

by the UMass Colloquium Committee of the Department
of Political Science.

Same Bat
Channel

Satifies all your
Comic Book needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

586-8775
Hampshire Mall, Rt. 9

Hadley, MA
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom County
By Berke Breathed
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"Well, thank God we all made it out In time.

... 'Course, now we're equally screwed."

Bat Brain
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin
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"The entire sum ofexistence is the magic ofbeing needed

by just one person.

"

-Vi Putnam

"Little do men perceive what solitude is, and how far
it extendeth. For a crowd is not company, and faces are

but a gallery of pictures, and talk but a tinkling sym-
bol, where there is no love

-Francis Bacon

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Urcfiio

6 Enfoia

1 1 Little Dipper

star

1 3 Foul weather
wear

1 5 Mttnout urging

\b Oeleiion

17 Brancn
18 Sumnion
20 Tne Power o(

Posrtive

Thinking

auinor s inits

21 In Hnots

23 SuDOue
?4 Tne — love

25 Home ot a

BiDiicai witch

27 Cleaver

28 Heaving motion.

asea
29 Emra charge at

the pump
31 Where the Alph

Hows
33 Retiring

34 Deface

35 Religious

resioence

38 Hinou
wonoer-wofkers

41 Make oneselt

sleek

42 Moray
44 One ol the

Aroens
46 Eievaie

47 Dickens villain

49 Askew
50 Everything

51 Lose'

53 Dull resounding

sound
54 Snood
56 Resirict

58 Marmoniies

59 Chinese skitis

60 SA wildcats

61 Quirky

DOWN
1 Deiendant at

Nuremperg
2 Pueiic

promenade

3 Like Carroll s

hatter

4 Fleur-Oelis

5 City SW ot

Kalamazoo
6 Silent Night;

eg
7 UnreliaDle one

8 Response
AbOl

9 Escrowed
10 Upstart

11 Babble
1

2

Sentence
structure

13 Type ol camera
14 Lukewarrri

1 9 New Jersey

Fort

22 Personal record

24 Humble wind

instrument

26 Title lor an MP
28 Busrwnaster

eg
aoscoimh

32 MDs group

35 Htgn-ranking

ecclesiastic

36 Truth

37 Ferments

38 Coquettes

39 Dinghy

40 Gaum
41 Czech capital

ai home

43 Conceit

45 Songs ot

praise

47 ADscothJS

48 Water nymph
51 — Karenina

52 Verne

character

55 Capek play

57 College d>v

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

IVM l4i« ^ntrtrs 1i«ir\ Stnrficair 9/2B/U

r
Basics Lanch

Menu
Lunch

Dell Ham on Wafer Roll Italian Tomato and Egg

Clam Roll/Tartar Sauce Sandwich
Clam Roll/ Tarter Sauce

Dinner

Stir Fry Beef and Vegtables

Sliced Kielbasti/Horseradish

Sauerkraut

Basics Dinner

Sauteed Tofu and Snow
Peas

Rice and Cheese Stuffed

Cabbage

Weather
Today: Mix of sun and clouds, in the 50s

Tonlfbt: Partly clear, low in the 40's

Tomorrow: Varying amounts of sun, 50-55

^

V.

TODAYS STAFF
Right Editor Tony Padovanok
Copy Editor Pam McCarthy

Layont Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno
Prodaction Supervisor Wendy Rae Nutter

Production Sap«rviscr and George Francy

Prodactionjanine. Kim, Kristen, Christine. Ashe, Karen,

Owen and Joe s driving that lonely road again

Executive Board — Fait of 1988
Pedro Pcretra
Editor in Chief

Rick Sasson

Manafing Editor

Robert CiappcncIU

Basiatss MaBtger

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Marc Inflcld

Prodactloa Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Robert CiappcncIU
Basiaess Maaagtr

Daniel Manroc
Piaaace Manager

Todd Frtfhbcis

CIrcvlaiioa Maaafer

Barbra Hindin
Adverllsiag Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Adrertislag Manager

MarY HoYgcns
Manager
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volleyball
continued from page 20

of the next nine points. But the Blue Devils

held on long enough to tie the match at one

game apiece.

"I put the subs in a difficult position. [The

second game) wasn't up to the pace of the

third," Ford said. "Central did improve in

the second game."
"It was a really good comeback for being

down 613, and then coming back to 13-15."

In the third game. Ford went with theIn the third game, rord went with the

starters again and performed exactly how

UMass setter Karen Ferguson
CoUr(ian photo hy Rirhard I
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she had hoped. No letdown, no mercy, the

starters took it right to CCSU, again

hmiting them to only one point. While

Sullivan paced the Minutewomen with four

kills.

"They (UMa.ss) really wanted to win, the

was no lack of intensity. They did a really

good job," Ford said.

By the fourth game, UMass was in the

driver's seat with the switches set on cruise

control. Smith was guiding the

Minutewomen through with five kills in

the final frame.

"We didn't have a lot of trouble [m the

beginning of the fourth) and then I subb-

ed. Given a second opportunity, they played

very well," Ford said.

The Minutewomen wrapped up the

match by winning the final game 15-6.

"It was definitely a team effort but I have

to give a lot of credit to Karen Ferguson.

It was an up and down game but she con-

trolled it real well. She passed real well.

She played real well," Ford said.

UMass' record is now 15-2. They will play

their final home matches this weekend
against Rutgers and Temple universities.

Released Patriots quarterback
says he's not bitter toward team
BOSTON (AP)- Tom Ramsey said Tues

day he's not bitter about being released by

the New England Patriots but he question-

ed the timing of the move, which could

leave the Patriots with only two healthy

quarterbacks.

The Patriots waived the four-year NFL
veteran Monday and announced that Tony

Eason, who has been on injured reserve all

season recovering from surgery on his

throwing arm, would be activated for Sun-

day's game at Buffalo.

Eason, who had nerve damage in his

right arm after suffering a separated right

shoulder last season, has had trouble

throwing at full strength in practices.

Asked if Eason, his clo.se friend, was sur

prised to learn he'd be activated this week,

Ramsey said, "I think he was surprised by

everything that's taken place."

Stressing that he couldn't speak for

Ea.son, Ramsey added, "If he was healthy,

he'd probably be the starting quarterback.

If you're not 100 percent as quarterback,

it's awfully difficult to throw the ball 60

yards down field."

He said at a news conference that "I real

ly wasn't surprised (by the release). The
timing IS just a little bit obscure."

The move was announced after practice

Monday, leaving the Patriots with Doug
Flutie and Steve Grogan as their quarter-

backs. About three hours later, the team
said Eason would be activated.

Coach Raymond Berry, a longtime oppo-

nent of keeping three quarterbacks, said

Eason "has been looking more and more
normal every week."

World Series

Ramsey, who played sparingly in his four

years with the Patriots, said he knew they

wouldn't keep four quarterbacks and he in-

dicated he didn't expect them to drop

Flutie, who was a stand-out at Boston Col-

lege, and is still a local hero to many fans

in New England.

Ramsey started the fifth game of the

season against Indianapolis but was replac-

ed by Flutie to start the fourth quarter.

Flutie led the Patriots from a 7-7 tie to a

21-17 victory and started both games since

then. Berry said Flutie would start against

the Bills.

Once waivers expired on Ramsey at 4

p.m. on Tuesday, he would become a free

agent. Any team signing him after that

deadline wouldn't have to pick up his

Patriots contract and could get him for less

money.
"I have no regrets. I'm not bitter," he

said. "The Patriots gave me an opportuni-

ty and I'm happy for that."

"What I have to do is find a positive out

of it." he added. "I'm really not surprised

by what happens in this business... I'm

very competitive and I want to continue

playing."

Although many teams have had quarter-

back injury problems, Ramsey, 27,

wondered if they'd be reluctant to pick him
up with the season nearly half over.

"I had an opportunity last year. I started

some games. It was a lot of fun," he said.

"As a quarterback, it's extremely difficult

being backup player."

But, he added, "I don't feel cheated in any

way" by the Patriots.

continued from page 19

was at the bottom of its batting order.

The Uodgers' injury problems worsened
as starting pitcher John Tudor and right

fielder Mike Marshall each were forced

from the game. Tudor, bothered by hip and
elbow problems throughout the season, left

in the second inning with more arm trou-

ble, and Marshall's weak back stiffened up
in the third.

AP photo

Oakland A's pitcher Bob Welch hurls against the Los Angeles Dodgers
during the first inning of the third game of the World Series at the Oakland
Coliseum last night.

BMCP Radio Programming 1 988-89
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY

Monday-Friday:

*8:30-9:30pm

"All that Jazz"
"Set it Off"

"Mellow Madness"
"Reports in Color"*

"Thursday Nite Throwdown"
"T.G.I.F."

"BMCP Rap Attack"

"Kevy Kev Goes House"
"Saturday Seduction"
"Love's Interlude"

Rick Townes
Evelise

Scott Thompson
Thomas Mambande
Diamond
Rich G.

Ice-T 6-9pm
Kevy Kev 9-12pm
Colette 12-3am
Chris Winslow 3-6am

6-8:30pm
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Oakland beats LA women 's soccer

in ninth inning
OAKLAND (AP) — Mark McGwire hit a solo home run
with one out in the ninth inning as the Oakland Athletics
finally broke through and beat Los Angeles 2 1 Tuesday
night, cutting the Dodgers' lead in the World Series 2-1.

McGwire fouled off three 2-2 pitches before lining a drive

over the left-center field for his first hit in 10 World Series
atbats.

The blow came against Jay Howell, making his first ap-

pearance since his suspension for using pine tar in Game
3 of the National League playoffs. It was the first home
run Howell had given up to a right-handed batter in 112
atbats this season.

The Athletics manaaged just five hits, but McGwire's
homer was the difference in a game in which Oakland's
bullpen did the job.

The Athletics escaped a bases-loaded, no-outsjam in the

sixth inning and Rick Honeycutt allowed one hit in the

final two innings for the victory. HowelU entered in the

ninth and retired Jose Canseco on a popup before

McGwire homered.
The Dodgers will pitch Tim Belcher in Game 4 Wednes-

day night against Dave Stewart in Game 4 Wednesday
night, a rematch of opening-game starters.

"The home team has now won 13 straight games in the

World Series.

The Dodgers blew a chance to break the game open in

the sixth when they loaded the bases with no outs but fail-

ed to score.

Danny Heep's double, John Shelby's single and a walk

to Mike Davis finished Bob Welch, who had never lasted

beyond two 2-3 innings in four postseason starts

RESEAJO IffOMAm

continued from page 20

After that goal, the Minutewomen were able to put the
cruise control on for the remainder. They produced only
nine shots in the game (Harvard had 11), but were never
really threatened.

Roundtree continued to work her magic in the second
half, setting up one of the prettiest goals in a while. Tak-
ing the ball just over the midfield line, she drove down
the right side, challenged all the way by a Harvard
defender. Roundtree turned on the after-burners to get by
the defender, and then made a great move to serve the
ball into the box.

Waiting all alone was freshman forward Michelle Wood-

side, who took the pass and headed it past Reilly at 62:06,

her fifth goal of the season.

Just over three minutes later, Roundtree set up the final

UMass goal. Winning a ball at midfield, she dumped it

to the center to Kater, who unloaded from about 30 yards

over the futile jump of Reilly for her team-high seventh

goal of the year. She now has 16 points, also a team best.

Sidelines: It only seems right that since No. 3 UMass
beat No. 2 N.C. State on Sunday, the the Minutewomen
should take over the second spot. The pollsters of the ISAA
agreed, ranking UMass second with 273 points, behind

North Carolina's standard perfect 300. N.C. State is third

with 265, followed by Colorado College with 262 and Cal-

Berkeley with 245. . . UMass is home for the rest of the

year, excluding playoffs.

The Oakland bullpen, the most effective in the majors

this year, did its job. Left-hander Greg Cadaret stopped

lefty Mike Scioscia on a foul popup and right-hander Gene
Nelson got Jeff Hamilton on a force at the plate and

Alfredo Griffin on a grounder to first.

Kirk Gibson, the Dodgers'pinch hitter deluxe in Game
1, was not employed this time, even though Los Angeles

continued on page 18
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A swarming defense helped the University of Connecticut football team defeat UMass Satur-

day and knock the Minutemen from the Division 1-AA Top 20 poll. The Minutemen were ninth

last week.
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ACTIVITIES

ASIAN STUDENTS
MCCTINO 7pm room 91 7 Campus C«nier
G«t invo4v«d and m««t new paople. all are

w««com«

PSVCHOLOGV CtUB SOCIAL WedoM
day, October 19 3 00pm 521 Tobin Come
and er>|Oy refreshments, meel Ihe lacully

and other members

n F(MO ESCORT S5.000 miles 4 speed
•xcelleni condition Sl900/negotiable
549-7193 evenings

•1 TOYOTA COMMXA excalleni condi-

tion low mileage , am/fm cass . air. S spd
256-0969 evenings

VAMAHA SRX 2S0 Sporl bike. 5 months
old. $1 .500 includes full facial helnwl and
lacKet Call Oavid 1 566-8212

PIOftEER DUAL STEREO cassene deck

$100 caH Laura at 6-8021.

LOST JEAN JACKET AT CHANGES may
have accid«nlaMy taken yours with Id's

Diane kx:k Chanice McGiynn CaH 6-8703

Man

TRISH- VOU NEVER FALL in love, people
fall in love with you Waht happened''

Smile. Wendy

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL lypirig on
nKOfd pfocessof iMlh spdteheck ANVtTmE'
Carolyn 253^5667

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

coodition-mechanically sound' Great body.

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546 4906
«r«aknights-Jen

FOUND

LITTLE SISTERS OF AEPI There will be
a meeting tonight Oct 19 at 7pm Usual
Place

SOUTHWCSTS ANNUAL BATTLEol the

Bands IS this Sunday October ?3td at

1 2 00pm in Hampden Center BE THERE'

CRAFT CENTER IS YOUR resource Make
aN kinds of crafts, pottery, silver silkscraen.

photography, etc Free instruction

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up^n
concourse Oct 18. 20 for the Cystic

Fibrosis Bike-A-Thon Anyone can do it'

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED

EARN BIO COMMISSIONS and free trips

by selling Nassau/Paradise Island. Cancun
Mexico and Ski trips to Vermont and Col

orado For more information call toll free

1 800-231-0113onnConn203-%7 3330

GOLD WATCH NEAR BARS downtown
Call Pam 256-0734

RING FOUND OUTSIDE colonial village

Call 256- 1 191 to identify

BLACK KITTEN FOUND around Brittany

Manor Apts Call to identify 546-1410

IN CAMPUS CENTER on 10/13 a goM in-

itial charm if yours call 546-6583

CAREERS IN ADVERTISING
Oon'l miss this' Speakers from 2 lop Boston
ad agencies-Campus Center 804 10/19

8pm, everyone welcome

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORNINGS A WEEK lor boys
ages 3 and l $4 50/hour Near Leveren

center 10 mm lor UMASS Child Ed ma-
|0r would be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 Available immediately

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

FURNITURE

OUAliTTV^NEW FURNITUWr'FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Oarrin We deliver

LOST MASS LIQUOR ID Sharon Levy II

found please call 253-9916 monetary
reward

LOST RINGS • 2 goM nngs/one coral/one

turquoise/on« silver/one shell If found

please please call 253-9916 Reward'

HEADPHONES/REWARD AKG240 S lost

tn Northampton 10/1 1 Sentin>enlal value

Please call 586^2239 Bob

TAN JACKET. LEFT IN BABTLETT 301

ON TUE 10/11 MORNING CALL MARK
6-8784

LOST- 10/5 oranoe and white cal vicinity

ol Mt Pleasant St Please call We mss him

545-2892 ask lor Tracey or leave message

BOO-CFU- Remember - up there L

UMASS MUSK THEATRE GUILD meeting

al 7 00 tonight in Ihe campus center!! Fun!
Excitement' Godspell! Famel

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, oo
raws, decani location 253-5202

thavel

MOTOItCYCLES

FWE ADVERTISING ON BI-WEEKLY
calender for RSO and ASO More mfo Call

BOG at 545-0198 or come by 817CC

EARN $4b-S60/DAY working to reduce tox-

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and
keep our water safe' Call Chns at 256-6434

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take pan m dissec-

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition n>eets 'Thurs 4pm SU306

DISC JOCKEY SERVkX- Over 700 COs
Great Sound' All occasions. S49-1421

ENTERTAINMENT

JUST GOT Mi answenng machine. Call

me and leave a message 6-8396

HELP WANTED

COUNTER HELP AND delivery persons

(need your own car) nights and weekend
256-1616

ATTENTION FOR $500 down and
83 05/mnih you can own a 1988 Kawasaki

EX500 with 2700 miles 2 Shoe! helmets

worth $450 are free Call Mike 549-5189

1983 KAWASAKI KZ550 LTD Helmet

cover shieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

'APARTMENTS AVAILABLE"

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of country land Ample off street park-

ing and tree bus service to UMass ar>d

shopping areas Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

VW RABBIT -Green Graat condition runs

smooth great buy al $850 Please call

253-9243

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT.^Oisc
pckeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organizations 2568526

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: Olympic weight bench $125 or

best offer Call Cheryl al 6-7851 or leave

message

GREENPEACE: WORK TO PRESERVE
OUR EARTH The destruction ol our en-

vironment IS not an acceptable industry

practice Work now to stop toxic contamina-

tion, preserve our oceans and its wildlife

and slop nuclear weapons testing Select

your own days to work Mon-Sun
2pm-10pm Call 256-1439

TOXICS ARE SLOWLY killing us! WortTto

reduce them with MASSPIRG Earn

$45-$65/day. lull/part time Call Chris

256-0924

AX'e- ONLY 3 DAYS LEFTI

1981 KAWASKI KO on/off only 800 miles

$500 Call Chris 546-6163

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 speed carK grey new
tires, rims runs very well $3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1977 BUICK SKYLARK 60.000K excellent

shape $600 or B O 546-8948

1981 PORSCHE, Sdk miles, grey, sunroof

must see '7250 or best oHer Call

665 7221 Deb

3 WOOL JACKETS. 3 leather jackets. 1 in-

sulated winter denim lacket. men's (M)

38-40 Each one a steal 546-6982

SKfibOtS LANOElli $130. Nordica 960

$90 Both size 10 549-4119

KLOSS NOVA BEAM protection television

$1200 Call 253-5063

ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR excellent

condition w/window ml & coil cord worth

$280 asking $150 Call 6-8108

WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT Be one

ol the highest paid political activists in Ihe

country Clean Water Action is paying what

your dedication is worth Earn $7-$12/hr

PT&FT available Call Chris » 549 7450

EXPERIENCED JEWELRY INSTRUCTOR
wanted lor spring semester Student Union

Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday.

Wednesday and Fnday mornings Come by

Ott Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

DWECT CARE STAFF N^DEO in Nor

thampton. Greenfield. Springfield areas

Work with MR and MH individuals $7 21

to $7 71 p/hr 781-0783.

UMMB COLOR GUARD Seven and a half

weeks and 1 52 pieces of equipment later.

Its now time for Delaware You have done

an awesome job Lets have a great time'

Dave

aiuoOY. I lova you! Happy whawow . Love,

Buddy

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR newest

pledges Melissa Babb. Jill Franico Lauren

George. Lisa Gilbert. Susan Kass. Annie

Lowson. Cheryl Sawicke We love you'

Love. The Sisters of Delta Zeta

PHI MU DELTA, DU 8 SOT Thanks tor a

great exchange love Ihe Sisters and
Pledges ol Phi Mu

SUPERBROTHERS OF DELTA CHI,
thanks for an awesome homecoming love

the supersislers ol Phi Mu

CHARLES, novelist and marathon-runner

Irom Hampshire College-A-right-Lel s go
Costume-less"' P J

HORSE- Happy 21st Hope you had a good
day Dave

RANDI TODD! Congratulations on your

movie role" We are proud of you' Love the

University Players

UPC STAFF- prepare to die Saturday' You
will be humiliated (if we aren t first)

LISA." CHERVir BONNIE Thanks for

always makirig me smile' Remember
Schleppy Ihe (fat. open the door Bonnie,

creamed gourd on toast, twtter get a

bucket, slip nips. mrrr. and the rest! love

you guys' Caryn (K)

TO ROBERT WASHINGTON, happy an
niversary sweetheart' Thanks lor the best

three years of my life' I love you very much
and am forever yours' Love. Jenn

CASSIE O. It was good to finally see you
again Sat at Ihe game I miss you 8 wish

things were diflerent Even though it's been
two years I still think ol you often Stay m
touch P M

COM¥tO SKiMA SIGMA SIGMA OPEN
RUSH Oct 18,19.20 CaH 54»6003 lor mora
inlormation Try Sigma!

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA One
studeni/ieacher. live hours daily lamily In

ing. excursions, seminars CXE Box 1 1264
Milwaukee. Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from
$39 November 1 1 1 3 Call 549-1949

WANTED

WANTED- GUITAR OR BANJO must be in

fairly good condition Call MIKE 8-7115

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes will

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

TAKE OVER LEASE FROM Jan to Saplon
2 bdrm Apt on Mam Si Prefer grad
students or Prof people Call 256-8040

WANTED TO RENT

SPACE TO PARK 24 foOl Iruck Call

253-5063

HEY LAMBDA CHI, although we didn't win,

we had tun trymg-DZ

MYLA PLATT CONGRADS on becoming
a pledge of SOT we love ya! KIrsty and
Stephie

TO JAN FRIEDMAN, THE LOVE of my life

I wish I was with you all the time Love. The

luture JSF

73 DODGE VAN, runs good first

reasonable offer 6-6982

1 975 FORD GRANADA, g(>od"runnir>g con-

dition cheap 584-4709

BRAND NEW ASSORTED New Batance

sneakers unbeatable prices 10 prs size

9-11 will take orders 549-6496

lYSPEEO UNIVEGA BIKE 1 983 in great

condition New derailers and brakes i«iork

great $175 or BO 6-6932

SO CHEVY CHEVETTE good running con-

dition $650 orBO Call 549-5137 alter 5 30

77 VW DASHER NevTbrakes^new exhaust

low miles must see Call 253 7388 Eves

1978 CAMARO.Runslveir $650 Leave

message 527-5101

78 TOYOTA COROLLA- good condition

dependable $550 Call Pierre 545 2569

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1 SCO 15k on rebuilt

engine Moving, must sell $800 or BO
665-7481

AMP ROLAND JC12d lOOw $400 firm

Great condition 584-9955 Ask lor BHt

ROSS 10 SFiEEO Excellent cond $75
Large sige fridge exc cond $100. two snow
tires 12 inch brand new $40/pair 549-0047

MOVING, SELLING EVERYTHING:
Tables, chairs, sola, color TV. bed ind
more call 549-7193 evenings

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round

Europe. S Amer , Australia. Asia All fields

$900 $1200 mo Sightseeing Free info

Write IJC. PO Box 52 - MA01 Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

LOST

LOST^OLb CHAIN WITH crucifix has lots

ol sintimental value I lost it Friday across

Irom Townhouse Please call Jon at

546-1081

GOLD HEART LOCKET WITH picture of

lather says "Love daddy 1976 " on Sal Nile

either at Changes or Stale St Call Randi

549-8175 Very sentimental Reward if

found

DENIM JACKETlkT DELTA CHi on Sat

Nite has bleach spot on right arm Call

6-8157 Please

PARTY WITH US- Friday nite 9 til 2 Band
& Beer North Mandelle Hall Mount
Holyoke college 538-2948

CHRIS ROY- Thought we'd wish U a hap-

py 21SI before U slip into a coma' Love.

Lori. Dee. & Michelle

TO THE ADORABELTuM PLSVERon
45 fieW-Don't worry we think you're hot

too

TO EVERYONE WHO helped^iTh
homecoming you are awesome' Thanks a

lot' Love. Steph

VALERIE TYLERI Happy belated birthday!

The world will never be tfie same now that

you re 21 - Love, Dab. etc.

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 ROOM IN APT NOHO 2 mins"lo™cenler

Nonsmoking 210/mo»utt 584-9376 Rachel

or Suresh

APARTMENT MATE WANTED^ Nice Nor

thampton location Call Greg at 584-7400

message

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTEDto Share a

one bedroom Cliffsxle apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth al

665-4550

ROOM AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS SUNNY IN apartment complex
shared common areas Parking and bus
Evening 665 3867.

TYPING

MARGO, GET WELL SOONt Love. The
sisters and pledges ol SOT.

STACEY, DID YOU KNOW that we've
been going together lor over 31 million

seconds'" Hope you ve had as good a lime

as I have Love. Paul

FLYING FINGERS TYPING work done in

24 hours Pickup/dropolf too CaN Kevin
549-0116

NO TYPING AS USUAL, highest quality

typing Call Barry. 548-9436 Reliable N88A6640

TYPmO. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 253-WORD
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SPORTS

Rater's goals propel UMass past Harvard, 4-0
By JIM CLARK
ColU'gian Stafl"

Hows thl^ tdi a scary thought:

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team may be just coming

into its own as a team. Seeing as how the

team is aheady 11-11 and is now ranked

second in the nation, that could be enough

to make future opponents cringe.

But the truth is that the Minutewomen
may have finally reached their full poten

tial after the big win over North Carolina

State on Sunday. UMass proved that

yesterday by putting on a show in beating

Harvard University, 40 at Boyden Field

"It was a nice win," UMass coach Jim

Rudy said. "It shows that we learned a lot

this weekend."
What the Minutewomen learned was

how to play aggressive, to challenge every

ball and, basically, to just play with

reckless abandon.

This weekend was also the coming out for

some players who hadn't been making
much noise previously. One is senior for

ward Beth Roundtree, who had a big goal

against N.C. State and followed that up by

getting three assists yesterday. She now
has nine points on two goals and five

assists.

UMass also got some big games from

players off the bench. With starting mid

fielders Cathy Cassady (ankle) and Becky

Bonzano (foot) both nursing injuries, Rudy
felt ii was opportune to give them some rest

and to give the reserves a chance.

Thus, sophomores Kim Montgomery and

Robin Runstein each got their first start of

the season and filled in admirably.

Also getting the call was backup
goaltender Mary Curtis. The junior pitch

ed a shutout in her first collegiate start (see

related story this pane).

The Crimson were not the most for

midable opponents of the season. The team
came m on a tremendous low. having lost

five straight, including four shutouts. Yet.

the Crimson were still up to the challenge

of playing the Minutewomen in the rain

"I was very impre.s.sed with Harvard. It

V

hiu-d to believe that theyVe .'3 7," Rudy .said

"They were down four with 15 minutes left,

hut thev were still playing like it was the

World Cup."
Unfortunately for them, by that time the

game was all wrapped up. UMass pretty

much put the USDA seal of approval on

this one before the game was 10 minutes

old.

Before most of the fans had a chance to

settle into the soggy Boyden bleachers,

UMass picked up the ultimate game-

winning goal. After a throw-in on the left

side, senior sweeper Sue Montagne took the

ball from about 30 yards out and hit a long

serve into the box that bounced over a

defender's head.

Waiting on the other side was senior for-

ward Michelle Powers, who picked up the

ball and chipped it her fourth goal of the

season over the challenging Harvard

goalkeeper Beth Reilly to make it 1-0, just

5:15 into the game.
The goal was especially pleasing to Rudy,

being the earliest that the Minutewomen
have scored all year. In fact, of the 19 goals

the team had scored going into yesterday's

game, only six had come before

intermission.

"Even our second goal was the earliest

one we'd scored." Rudy said.

That goal came less than three minutes

later, just 7:51 into the contest. An errant

backward pass from the Harvard sweeper

to Reilly was muffed and rolled over the

end line, giving the Minutewomen a cor

ner kick from the left side. Roundtree serv-

ed a great ball into the box, where
.sophomore midfielder April Kater headed

the ball into the net for the first of her two

goals.

continued on page 19
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Sue Cooper and the rest of the Minutewomen delivered a vic-

tory yesterday at Boyden field, beating Harvard 4-0.

Curtis shines in

her first start as
UMass goalkeeper
All good things come to those who wait.

For Mary Curtis, the wait to finally get her chance has

been a long one. Yesterday, the junior goalkeeper for the

University of Massachusetts women's soccer team was
given her first-ever collegiate start and made the most

of it. She made seven saves as the Minutewomen shut out

Harvard University, 4-0 at Boyden Field.

Since arriving at UMass, Curtis has had to play in the

shadows of senior Carla DeSantis. Being the back-up to

one of the best keepers around doesn't always bring much
playing time.

Going into yesterday, Curtis had seen action in only two

games this season, playing 47 minutes and allowing no

goals while making two saves.

Needless to say, she was delighted to get the opportuni-

ty, and equally excited about her performance.

"It feels great, I'm just so happy," Curtis said. "It's

tough playing behind Carla, but I feel that a smart coach

has to play his back-up."

UMass coach Jim Rudy realized the same thing, and

decided that now was as good a time as any to give Cur-

tis a shot.

"We need to get her some game experience against a

tough team, in case anything ever happened to Carla,"

Rudy said before yesterday's game.
Harvard wasn't the toughest opponent of all, but the

Crimson did give her some work. None of the shots were

terribly difficult, but Curtis handled herself well.

"She did a very adequate job," Rudy said. "She handl-

ed everything with minimal effort. She made everything

look easy, even though there were some potentially dif-

ficult shots."

Yesterday's performance may have convinced Rudy to

give Curtis another start. She can only hope she doesn't

have to wait so long for this one.

- JIM CLARK

UMass is second in the nation

The top five in this week's Intercollegiate Soccer

Association of America poll for Division I women's soccer:

1. North Carolina 11-0-2

2 UMass 11-1-1

3. North Carolina State 14-1-2

4. Colorado College 11-2-0

5. California Berkeley 13-3 1

Volleyball beats Central Conn, in 3

Field hockey gets
washed out against
Dartmouth College
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Due to very poor field conditions cau.sed by the rain that

was falling in Hanover, NH, yesterday's field hockey game
between the University of Massachusetts and Dartmouth

College was cancelled.

"The conditions were just too slippery," UMass coach

Pam Hixon said.

The game was halted by the referees about 12 minutes

into the game because the rain was coming down very

hard and there did not appear to be an end to it, accor-

ding to Hixon.

Hixon said that players were slipping all over the place

before the referees finally decided that it was too

dangerous for the players to continue play.

The game was an important one for UMass and Dart-

mouth becau.se it was a New England regional game. It

has not been determined whether the game will be played

on a later date.

"We are working to reschedule it," Hixon said. "We're

doing everything we can right now."

Next up for the Minutewomen, should this game not bt

rescheduled for sometime betweeen now and Saturday,

will be the University of Toledo on Saturday in Springfield

and then a big game with Atlantic- 10 Conference rival

Penn State University on Sunday at Totman Field.

Minutewomen
improve to 15-2
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

They went, they saw, they played well,

and then they conquered.

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team met all their expectations,

as they easily downed Central Connecticut

State University 15-1, 13-15, 15-1, 15-6 in

New Britain, Ct. last night.

The Central game was .sandwiched bet-

ween UMass' two tough conference
weekends, so the key was for UMass to not

look past the Blue Devils or take the match
lightly.

"It doesn't make any difference who's on

the other side of the net. We .still have to

play well to win," UMass coach Carol Ford

said.

The Minutewomen had already previous-

ly beaten CCSU at Totman this year in

three straight games, and although they

are only 7-21, they fired themselves up for

UMass.
"In the warm-up you could tell that Cen-

tral was really psyched up. They were hit-

ting the ball much harder than they did

last time," Ford said.

But that was only warm-ups. UMass
made a joke of the first game, exerting its

dominance by only allowing Central one

point. For the Minutewomen, however,

Barbara Meehan (7), Julie Smith (13), and
Nancy Sullivan (13) provided more than

enough offense— each one chipping in three

kills apiece.

Ford subbed early in the second game
and UMass found itself in a dog-fight, trail-

ing 6-9 and then 6 13 before Ford called a

timeout. The Minutewomen then began to

climb back into the match, capturing seven

continued on page IS
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The University of Massachusetts volleyball team and Bar-

bara Meehan (above) pounded Central Connecticut Universi-

ty last night 3-1. The victory was UMass' third straight win
and builds up momentum for the upcoming Atlantic 10 bat-

tles at Totman this weekend.
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Senate votes No on arena
and Yes on voting place

Collegian photo by Janine Wanwr

BEST FRIENDS
rabbit.

- Freshman Claudia Sperber with Brian the

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night voted to oppose the sports and con-

ference center planned for this campus and

to support a voting place nearer to

Southwest Residential Area.

Student fees will rise to help pay for the

arena.

Speaking in favor of the motion, Senator

Aram Hamparian said, "It's my concern

that a large portion of the burden not fall

on the students," he said. "I foresee that

student fees will end up paying a portion

of this."

Opponents of the non-supportive move

asked if the makers of the motion did not

like sports.

"We need this facility. I think this is a

great thing, and we can make money from

this," said Sen. Karen Flanagan, who said

the arena would bring in money from con-

ferences and concerts.

Hamparian said he was not against the

arena itself, but the fee increase it will

cause. He suggested the facility have a

body similar to the Board of Governors to

oversee it.

"If our money is going to pay for it, we
ought to have a voice in it," he said.

Voting place
Sen. Michael Greiner, who authored the

proposal against the arena, also asked the

senate to support a voting place for na

tional and local elections nearer to

Southwest. Greiner said the present voting

place for residents of Amherst's Precinct

10, which includes most of Southwest, is in

the Bangs Community Center in downtown

Amherst. He said students should not be

forced to travel this far to vote.

"The whole gist is that this is disem-

powerment of students, " Greiner said.

The proposal passed by unanimous con-

sent. Greiner said this would help his case

when he appears before the Amherst

Selectmen to ask for the polling place.

"It's bad when I have to go up in front

of the Selectmen and they say, 'Do you

have any mandate from the students?' Now
I can say, 'Look, the students are behind

me."*

Greiner said the voting place probably

would not be approved in time for the

November elections, but said he hoped it

could be approved for the April 1989

elections.

Raise condemned
Greiner also co-authored a move with

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice that

condemns a recent $12,000 raise for the

Chancellor of Higher Education Franklyn

Jenifer.

"We're in a serious bind in the state of

Massachusetts now fiscally," Orefice said.

In light of the recent budget cuts to the

University, this raise was a poor move, she

said. This proposal also passed by

unanimous consent.

New justices appointed

In a move that brought much debate, the

appointment of Chris McLellan, Tom
Ralph, and John Sanchez as justices to the

Student Judiciary was eventually

approved.

The controversy concerned Speaker

Robert Fadel's decision not to name the ap-

plicants who were not chosen for the posts.

"I don't understand all the secrecy

around this." said Sen. Bob McDevitt.

New election put off

A plan to hold another presidential elec-

tion for the Student Government Associa-

tion was postponed by the senate so the

Governmental Affairs Committee could set

a date for the new elections.

The proposal was brought up by Sen

Brian Darling, who said it was time to

resolve the controversy centering on Shan

Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz, who were

elected co-presidents in March but have not

taken office because of discrepanices in the

SGA Constitution.

Students feel doom of likely cuts to aid program
u_i_ <>T J»»'» ^«rv>omKar Vinw T crnt tn the office, shj

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Nancy Bishop left Spain nearly one year ago with the

dream that she would return to college, and someday have

enough financial stability to be reunited with her two

children.
. aj

But the imminent termination of the Women s Ad-

ministrative and General Education program may shat-

ter this dream for her and many other non-traditional

women students unless a miracle happens, she said.

"[The administration] is worried about numbers and

money but not what the service provides," Bishop said.

"It makes me sad but it also makes me really angry."

Mercedes Del Valle, coordinator of WAGES at the

University of Massachusetts, said the program helps

women with more than just applications and financial aid

forms. . . „

"Most of the women who get here, get here in a crisis,

she said. "They don't have any financial resources and

they need welfare and food stamps. We help them get

through this bureaucracy
"

Using an Spanish interpreter, public health major Wan-

da Cabrera said she came to WAGES with admission,

financial aid applications, and a lot of questions. "I didn't

know how to apply for housing and I couldn't translate

the applications into English," she said.

If WAGES is shut down, the University will not have

one counselor on campus for re-entry women students to

use, Del Valle said.

"No one else has time to answer all the questions women

bring in here. Particularly women of color - there are

no other services," she .said.

Cultural conflict and issue problems plagued Emma

Perez, a mother of three majoring in special education,

when she joined her daughter as a student at UMass.

Administrative office workers oRen became upset that

she would accompany her daughter, she said, and often

told her "to let her daughter be on her own."

"I felt a lot of fear, " she said. "Parents in Puerto Rico

dont just let their kids go at age 17. I didn't know what

I was doing wrong."

Perez said she came to WAGES in a crisis asking for

help. "I don't remember how I got to the office," she said.

"WAGES really helped me with everything."

"I'm scared for other women now, too. They're not go

ing to have any place to go," Perez said.

Bishop said the UMass campus is designed mainly for

traditional students coming out of high school and does

not meet the needs of non-traditional students.

"Most .services don't quite know what to do with women

like us," she said. "We're not just students, we're mothers

and we do have jobs - not like traditional students."

Bishop said she is circulating a petition against the shut-

down on campus and has collected more than 100

signatures thus far.

She and several other WAGES students are attempting

to meet with Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson or his assis-

tant, William Weitze. to discuss the problem. Bishop said.

"I want to go as a student and tell him how I feel about

what's going on," she said.

"I've been here long enough to know the political aspects

of this large University," Bishop said. "I hope a miracle

will happen and [WAGES] isn't done away with
"

Questions in racism case
Office cannot discipline for harassment

By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

The question remains as to whether a

University of Massachusetts Physical

Plant supervisor who allegedly made

racially derogatory remarks could be

reprimanded or disciplined.

According to the Associate Vice

Chancellor for Affirmative Action Dr.

Zaida Giraldo "We don't have the power

to tell anyone to stop doing anything."

Since Friday, Affirmative Action has

been handling the investigation of a radio

broadcast that occurred Oct. 5. The broad

cast was made over Physical Plant frequen-

cy one, a channel normally re.served for

supervisors, and could have been heard by

anyone tuned to the frequency.

Giraldo said Affirmative Action is

basically an advisory body that in-

continued on page 8

Student struck by car is stable
The University of Mas.sachusetts stu-

dent who was dragged Sunday for 70 feet

by a car in Amherst was listed in stable

condition yesterday at Baystate Medical

Center.

Jeffery K. Florence, 19, of North

Reading was struck at 3:30 a.m. Sunday

on West Street by a car driven by Kayo

Nonaka, 27, of 44 McClellan Street.

Wayne Godin, Florence's freshman

roommate in Washington Residence Hall,

said Florence's parents had removed his

belongings from the room Tuesday and

said Florence would not return this

semester.

Godin also said Florence needed to have

two more operations. His injuries includ-

ed two fractured ankles, a sprained leg,

third degree bums, and his spleen had to

be removed. The Baystate Medical Center

would not confirm the report.

Police are still investigating why

Florence was lying in the middle of the

street, and if he had been struck by

another car previous to the one driven by

Nonaka.

- THOMAS RODRIGUES
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Costa Rica declares emergency
in the face of Hurricane Juan
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (AP) - The

government declared a state ofemergency
and began evacuating coastal residents as

Hurricane Joan spun toward Central

America after leaving a trail of devastation

in Columbia.
At least 50 j)eople are dead, injured or

missing in Columbia and t^ns of thousands

of homes were destroyed or flooded, officials

said.

Packing 95-mph winds and puzzling

forecasters with its erratic course. Joan

churned toward the Columbian island

resort of San Andres, 500 miles north of the

Colombian coast.

Manuel Obando, president of Costa

Rica's National Emergency Committee,

predicted the brunt of the killer storm

would hit Costa Rica early yesterday.

The government evacuated homeless,

elderly people and children and 86 hospital

patients from Puerto Limon, an Atlantic

coast port city of 8,000 people about 105

miles southeast of the capital, San Jose,

Obando said.

He said 167 inmates also were evacuated

from a prison and that authorities were

prepared to move another 30,000 coastal

residents inland as sheets of rain lashed

the coast.

"If by midday we observe that there is

imminent danger, we'll begin to evacuate,"

Obando said.

FDA announces faster
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Food and

Drug Administration yesterday announc-

ed new drug approval procedures to speed

development of treatments for life

threatening diseases like AIDS.
In essence, the new regulation would

create a mechanism for the FDA to work
with drug companies in the earliest stages

of a drug's development to refine

preliminary tests in animals and humans
to get the most useful data in the shortest

possible time.

Heavy rains pushed the Reventazon and

Rarritas rivers over their banks near the

Pacific coast port of Puntarenas 80 miles

northeast of San Jose, radio reports said.

In Panama, a hurricane watch was in ef-

fect for the north coast form Punta San

Bias to Doca del Tooro of San Andres.

Long lines formed at supermarkets and

pharmacies in Panama City, the capital, as

people heeded warnings to stock up on sup-

plies. The government declared a state of

alert.

"Stay calm, don't become alarmed and

don't panic." Colon Major Juan Fidel

Macias told residents of that Atlantic port

in a radio broadcast.

Traffic in the Panama Canal was not ex-

pected to be disrupted, said Panama Canal

Commission spokesman Franklin

Castrellon.

In Nicaragua, officials were uncertain

what impact Joan would have. "We can't

say the storm will directly affect Nicaragua

at this moment, " said Pilar Cruz, director

of Nicaragua's National Meterological

Service.

The National Hurricane Center in Doral

Gables, Fla., said in a statement said the

hurricane's center is about 290 miles

southeast of San Andres.

Joan's unusual southern path had

forecasters puzzling over its possible

landfall.

treatment approval
While that clearly could shorten the ap-

proval time for drugs that subsequently

prove to be safe and effective, in most cases

it would require a larger financial commit-

ment from drug developers long before they

have any realistic assessment of whether

the drug will eventually pan out and thus

enable them to recover their research

investment.

FDA Commissioner Frank E. Young
acknowledged at a news conference that

the revised procedures would show results
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Neal Cassidy in hospital bed in West Bank displaying the bullet

doctors removed from him.

only if private pharmaceutical companies

take advantage of new opportunities to get

the FDA involved in earlier states of drug

development.

The word "may" is scattered throughout

the proposal, establishing clearly that it

creates new options for drug companies

rather than requirements in the drug ap

proval process.

The regulation is being published in the

Federal Register as an "interim rule" with

a 50 day public comment period, meaning

it is effective immediately.

Young said repeatedly that he did not

want to "over promise" the likelihood of

dramatic changes in early development of

drugs for AIDS, cancer and other life-

threatening diseases.

Nonetheless, he defended the agency

against charges by AIDS activists that the

new regulations are politically motivated

to help the campaign of Vice President

George Bush who has headed the Reagan

administration's effort on easing

regulatory red tape at the FDA and other

federal agencies.

Young pointed out that Bush and

Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis

agreed at their first debate that they are

in essential agreement on how to cope with

the AIDS epidemic, including support for

federal anti-discrimination to protect peo-

ple carrying the AIDS virus.

Nobel Prize awarded to three
Americans and three Germans
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - Three

Americans won the Nobel Prize in physics

yesterday for discovering a way to use

beams of ghostlike subatomic particles call

ed neutrinos to peer ever deeper into the

fundamental structure of matter.

Three West Germans won the Nobel

Prize in chemistry for determining the

structure of proteins that plants and some

bacteria need to convert sunlight to energy

through photosynthesis.

The Royal Academy of Sciences award

ed the physics prize to Leon Lederman,

Melvin SchwarU and Jack Steinberger for

their work with neutrino beams.

The announcement said their work was

carried out in the 1960s and "opened en-

tirely new opportunities for research into

the innermost structure and dynamics of

matter."

Neutrinos are extremely tiny particles

even on the subatomic scale - with no elec-

trical charge. They interact very weakly

with other forms of matter and could easi-

ly pass through a layer of lead trillions of

miles thick without being diverted from

their courses, according to the Nobel

citation.

"The contribution now awarded consisted

among other things of transforming the

ghostly neutrino into an active tool of

research," the announcement said.

Lederman, who got the call from

Stockholm around 6 a.m. EDT, said: "This

is an experiment that was completed and

published in 1961. Those poor guys in

Stockholm have been puzzling over it ever

since and finally decided it was good stuff.

"Someday, some kid who is now in high

school will find out how to use this infor-

mation to bring benefits to all of society."

Lederman, 66, said he has not decided

whether to use his share of the $390,000

prize "to buy a castle in Spain or a string

of race horses."

Lederman is director at the Fermi Na-

tional Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia,

III. Schwartz, 55, is a former professor at

Stanford University and now president of

Digital Pathways, Inc., in Mountain View,

Calif.
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Better freshman . . .

UMass
improving
By HEATHER RONOVECH
Collegian Correspondent

Most freshmen remember the words of

Chancellor Joseph Duffey at the Convoca-

tion on Sept. 4: "This year's freshman class

is the best and brightest the University has

ever seen."

Juan P. Caban, associate director of ad-

missions at the University of

Massachusetts, said the average Scholastic

Aptitude Test score of the students ac-

cepted last year was 1058, a sizeable im-

provement from the average of 970 in 1982.

In addition, last year only 52 percent of

the more than 23,000 students who applied

were accepted, while in 1982 the accep-

tance rate was 79 percent.

Caban said, "The main reason we ac-

cepted a smaller percentage last year than

in years past is because more students ap-

plied, and we naturally picked the best can-

didates out of the applicant pool."

Also, according to Caban, the Universi-

ty had to accept 15 percent of the out-of-

staters who applied for this year's

freshman class. The out-ofstater's average

class rank was in the top 20 percent and

their SAT's for verbal and math combined

average totaled 1070.

Caban said, "The difference between the

qualifications of the in-staters and out-of-

staters wasn't that significant; the in-

statcr's class rank was in the top 24 per-

cent and the SATs were a combined 1054."

In-staters seem to have different ideas

about the reputation of the University.

Many in-staters said UMass is a safety

school where anybody can get in, others

think it is a party school, and some in-

staters came here for the low cost.

For example, one freshman music major,

Alyson Kennedy, said, "I was accepted at

Boston University, but when I thought

about it, I decided that $18,000 a year for

tuition was a little steep when I could pay

less than $6,000 to go to UMass."
Jennifer Roser, a freshman from Newton,

said she knew a lot more people who were

accepted here a few years ago than this

year, and, "It's definitely harder now for

in-staters."

Zack Slovinsky, a sophomore film major

from Needham, said, "At my high school,

UMass has a pretty good reputation. I'm

sure that, in four years. UMass will be

right up there with the top state schools in

Collegian photo by C'hria Hoaford

Senior French major Jill Davis takes notes against Metawampe In-

dian statue.

the nation, and it will be more than just

a party school."

Out-of-staters, the majority of whom hail

from the Northeast, have the reputation of

being better students than their in-state

counterparts. Some out-of-staters had

superior high school records but either did

not get into their top choices, could not pay

the price of a private school education, or

simply liked the University from what they

had read in college books like Barrens;

and the Selective Guide to Colleges.

A freshman political science major from

Matawan, New Jersey, Sharon Mehlman
said, "I don't know what kind of reputation

UMass has in-state, but in my school it was

definitely not a safety school. Most of my
friends were accepted at Rutgers and went

there. A few people I knew who had good

grades didn't even get accepted here."

Hasbrouck
fumes irk
students
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Correspondent

The roofing of Hasbrouck Laboratory at

the University of Massachusetts is causing

many problems for students and teachers

using the facility.

Many of Susan Kleinmann's Astronomy
110 students were forced to leave last

Wednesday because asphalt fumes leaked

into the room, she said.

"The air was clearly polluted when I got

there. And it seemed to get more polluted

as the class continued," she said.

Kleinmann, an associate professor, said

rooms 134 and 126 have had problems with

fumes for at least a week.

During a physics and astronomy collo-

quium last Friday in room 126 she and her

colleagues were embarrassed by the strong

asphalt smell in the room, she said.

"You shouldn't have to smell tar fumes
when you teach or listen," she said.

James Boylan's Ethics and Issues jour-

nalism class held on the third floor does not

have problems with fumes, but noise from

the construction .sometimes drowns out the

lecture.

The roofing, which started in the second

week of October, is expected to be com-

pleted by Oct. 28, said Construction Direc-

tor Edmund J. Ryan of the physical plant.

"We make every effort to try to contain

(the fumes) the best we can," he said.

But, because of wind direction and high

and low pressure systems, they cannot

always keep the fumes from entering the

building, he said.

John Czach of the Physical Plant said low

pressure inside the building can cause the

fumes to be drawn down into the structure.

Some of the students forced from the

classroom Wednesday complained of

headaches. Susan McDonald, environmen-

tal hygienist for the Department of En-

vironmental Health and Safety said the

fumes are not dangerous, but if people feel

uncomfortable, they should leave the area.

"It is not one of those (chemicals) that

come to mind as a serious health problem,"

she said. Fumes inside buildings are a

chronic problem whenever roofing is done,

she said.
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* * *

Fundraiser
A 25-mile bike-a-thon to benefit children with cystic

fibrosis will be held on Saturday on and around campus.

Sponsors will donate money for research into the disease.

Interested bikers may register at a table on the Campus
Center Concourse. Registration ends today.

Festival
Northeast Area Government is sponsoring a Pink

Frolics Cartoon Festival. Shows will be at 7. 9, and 11

tonight in Campus Center Auditorium. There will be a

$1 admission fee.

Film
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" will be shown at 7:30

tonight in room 163C of the Campus Center. Hillel is spon-

soring the free showing.

Study Abroad
The Study Abroad Fair will be from 10 to noon today

on the Campus Center Concourse across from the Blue

Wall Cafe. Also, visit International Programs at the

William S. Clark International Center in Central Residen

tial Area. The advising hours are from 10 a.m. to noon

and from 1 to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday during the

academic semesters.

Bible Study
The New Testament Fellowship will be having a bible

study at 7 p.m. every Friday of the semester in the Cam
pus Center. Check the event listing near the information

desk on the concourse for the room number.

Talk
Bertell Oilman, professor of political science at New

York University will speak "In Defense of Class Analysis"

today in Campus Center room 177 at 4 p.m. Sponsored

by the UMass Colloquium Committee of the Department

of Political Science.

Ingle: acting director of OHR
works for Civility on campus

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Grant Ingle's office is a mess. Strewn on the carpet and

desks are schedules, press releases and Civility Day

posters. Yesterday he cleared a spot on his couch to sit

for an interview.

Ingle is the acting director of the Office of Human Rela-

tions. This is the last of many weeks he has spent prepar-

ing for the 95 activities connected with Civility Day

1988, which will take place on October 27.

Ingle renounced any reference to himself as the coor-

dinator ofthe events. He considers himself part of a team,

which includes Susan Kahn, acting staff assistant for the

office, Cindy Hardy, the administrative office manager

and two work-study undergraduates.

Hardy said the office functions only as an information

center for the event, while the Civility Day Coordinating

Committee oversees the administration and planning of

the event.

"Staff, faculty, and administration coordinated the

educational part of (Civility Day). It ail came together

on paper in this office," she said.

Civility Day events, which will actually continue

through next week, will include workshops, radio pro

grams, concerts, films, lectures and rallies. Atlanta

Mayor Andrew Young's speech will conclude the week's

activities on Oct. 27.

The Office of Human Relations was created in 1982

through a recommendation of the Chancellor's Commis-
sion on Civility. Guidelines were explained in the office's

annual report: "The purpose of the Office of Human Rela-

tions is to enhance the University's capacity to anticipate

and respond effectively to a broad range of human rela-

tions concerns. The office promotes institutional problem-

solving regarding such issues as racism, sexism, anti-

Semitism, homophobia and workplace conflict. Tlie of

fice focuses on patterns of incidents rather than on in-

dividual grievances."

The office responds to such problems by producing

"educational programs, workshops, brochures, pro-

cedures and policy proposals," according to the report.

Ingle said public universities are progressive institu-

tions as far as the material that they teach, but they are

more resistant to change than even many corporations.

"We have an in{?titution, a small city of 32,000 people

here. The mission of the office is to change the climate

of the campus in a multi-cultural direction," he said.

Among the Prioritized Functions of the office is to "in-

itiate institutional problems-solving regarding human
relations issues."

Ingle said this function is twofold. First, the office must

attempt to identify potential problems in the Universi-

ty community and prevent them before they happen. Se-

cond, if a crisis does occur. Ingle said, office employees

assemble with the people involved in the incident and

"figure out 'What did we do?. What went well? What
needed improvement? And how should we think about

responding to this kind of issue or incident next time it

happens?'
"

"So there are these two basic modes. My preference

is to operate in the preventative mode," he said.

Ingle said he did not know whether the week's ac-

tivities would be considered "The First Civility Day" or

"The First Annual Civility Day."

"Dealing with social issues like racism on this cam-

pus and events like Civility Day are part of an ongoing

process that we need to do continuously because we have

such a high turnover in our community. It's part of our

identity as an educational institution," he said.

i
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Civility Week Schedule of Events
Civility Day 1988 Is Intended to Appreciate the Diversity of the Campus Community
Civility Day 1988 is an outgrowth of the Hurst Report' recommendation that the University of Massachusetts at Amherst conduct an annual observance

in recognition and appreciation of the diversity in the campus community. Frederick Hurst, in investigating the racial melee which erupted in the Southwest

Residential Area on October 27. 1986. suggested that the observance serve to remind the campus of that black mark in recent University history.

The Faculty Senate last year prompted the planning which led to this year's Civility Day. The Chancellor's Office and the Office of Human Relations

responded by coordinating a week of events leading to the October 27 culmination. Both offices extend their gratitude to the Civility Day Coordinating Com-

mittee and to those who have stepped forward to sponsor and lead events during the week.

Coordinating Committee

The members of the Civility Day Coordinating Committee are Norman Aitken and Kyle Hoffman, Provost's Office; Jonathan Frank, AFSCME; Dick Giglio,

Industrial Engineering. Grant Ingle. Human Relations; Susan Kahn, Human Relations; Andre Kandel, Residential Education; Simone Nicholson, undergraduate;

Jesse Ortiz. Public Health; Susan Parker. USA and COINS; Jason Rabinowitz, Student Government Association; Masha Rudman, Education; Harlan Sturm,

Spanish and Portugese; Rick Townes. Dean of Students Office; Gita van Heerden, Graduate Student Senate; and Michael Wolff, English.

Civility Day Activities 1988

Continuing Events

Photographs by Stan Sherer: "Journey

into the Soul: The Spiritual Baptists

of Barbados"
October 12 - November 12

10:00am - 4:00pm. Monday • Friday or

bv appointment Augusta Savage
Galler>'. New Africa House. 545-0832

Major Exhibit: Collected papers from
WEB. DuBois October 24-28

Librar>' Lobby. 545-0058

Buttons: "Learning Fosters Civility"

Libran,' Service Desk, 545-0058

Information table: "Language Diver-

sity" 10:00am - 4:00pm. Campus
Center Concourse
Sponsored by the Linguistics Depart-

ment, Sylvie Robidoux, 545-0889 Infor-

mation about language diversity

around the country and the world

Copies of "Hurst Report" and related

documents
Reserve Desk Goodell Library

Documents related to the 1986 racial

incident and issues raised by minori-

ty students and faculty over the past

20 years

University Archives

25th Floor University Library

Thursday, October 20

Danforth Luncheon Speakers: Betty

Shabazz, Professor, Health Services.

Medgar Evers College; Robert
Schwartz, Education Advisor to Gover-

nor Dukakis; Don Grasso. Vice Presi-

dent, Danforth Foundation
11:30am - 1:00pm, Memorial Hall

Sponsored by Institute for the Advanc-
ed Study in the Humanities, Jules

Chametzky, 545-2029

By invitation only

Friday, October 21

Film and Discussion: "Wrath of

Grapes: Pesticides and Migrant
Workers" 12:00 - 1:30pm, Campus
Center 168C Sponsored by Jesse Ortiz,

545-0484

Workshop: Training Program for

Teaching Assistants led by Social

Issues Trainers 1:00 - 5:00pm. Herter

231 Sponsored by the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate, Gita van Heerden,
545-2896 Pre-registration required

Presentation and Discussion: "Racial

Harassment: What to Do and Where
to Go" with representatives from

Public Safety, Housing Services. Dean
of Students Office. Legal Services Of-

fice and the Office ofHuman Relations

1:30 - 3:00pm, New Africa House
Sponsored by the Office of Human
Relations, Grant Ingle. 5-0851; the

Division of Student Affairs, Charri

Boykin-East, 5-2300; Afrik-Am Socie-

ty. Lori Edmonds; 665-3920

Film: "Movie Marathon"
8:00pm - 2:00am, Grayson TV Lounge
Sponsored by Orchard Hill Area
Government. Meg Gurley, 546-6578

Films showing at 8:00pm, 10:00pm.

12:00am

Dance: "Rock Against Racism"
9:00pm. Campus Center 10th Floor

Sponsored by Young Communist
League, Steven Duplisea, 527-7182

Monday. October 24

Information table: "Soviet Jewry" All

day. Campus Center Concourse Letter-

writing, petition-signing, bracelets

signifying solidarity with Refuseniks

Film: "Super Sunday Rally for Soviet

Jewry in Washington. D.C."

All day, Campus Center Concourse
Sponsored by Hillel and UJA.
545-2526

Film: "Eyes on the Prize'"

9:00am - 3:00pm. Campus Center 174

Sponsored by Audio Visual Depart-

ment, John Stacey, 545-2454

Workshop: "Strategies for Confronting

Racism in the Workplace" led by
Diane Goodman 12:00 - 1:30pm, Cam-
pus Center 101

Sponsored by the Emplovee Assistance

Program. AFSCME. USA;MTA and
PAUMA.
Fran Deats. 545-0350

Panel: "International Public Health

Issues" featuring international

students

12:15 - 1:15pm. Skinner 18

Sponsored bv Public Health, Walter

Senterfidt. 584-6352

Open Forum: "Issues of Diversity with

Regards to Professional Staff on

Campus"
1:30 - 3:00pm, Campus Center 804
Sponsored by PAUMA. Ad Hoc Com-
mittee on RetentionyHecruitment and
University Life of Professional Staff on

Campus, Agnes Quinones, CCEBMS,
545-0031

Presentation: "White Allies Against
Racism" moderated by Diane
Goodman
3:30 - 4:30pm, Campus Center 174

Sponsored by Social Issues Training

Project, Jill Ullian, 256-8690

Panel Discussion: 'Multilingualism

and the English-Only Movement" led

by Barbara H Partee
4-30 6:00pm, Memorial Hall

Sponsored by the Linguistics Depart-

ment. Barbara H Partee, 545-0889
An open forum with campus and com-
munity speakers

Social: Chi Omega-Delta Sigma Theta
Social

5:00 - 7:30pm. Chi Omega Chapter
House. Fraternity Sorority Park
Sponsored by Chi Omega, 545-0162
Chi Omega and Delta Sigma Theta
members only

Film and Discussion: School Daze
7:00pm. Campus Center 174 Spon-
sored by Ebony Production, Rose Ed-
wards. 546-8410

Lecture and Discussion: Lynora
Williams, Director of the Center for

Democratic Renewal 7:00pm, Student

Union Ballroom
Sponsored by SGA President's Office.

Jason Rabinowitz. 545-0341

Panel: "Racism and Religious Values
"

7:30 - 9:00pm. Newman Center. Front

Lounge
Father Richard Bondi. University

Chaplain; Carolyn Jacobs, Associate

Professor of Social Work, Smith Col-

lege; Susan Fiske, Professor of

Psychology, 545-0488

Speaker and Panel Discussion: "Arab
Stereotypes in America"
7:30 - 9:30pm, 120 School of

Management
Sponsored by Near Eastern Area
Studies and Arabic Club. Kathleen
Moore, 545-4735

Tuesday, October 25

Information table: "Ethiopian Jewry"
All day. Campus Center Concourse

Workshop: "Recruiting and Retaining
Minority Staff' led by Cathy Welsh,
Digital Electronic Corporation

8:00 - 11:00am, Campus Center 163C
Sponsored by University Relations and
Development, Ginny Rees University

Relations and Development heads only

Radio Show: "Exploring the Connec-
tion Between Black Music of the 60s
and Civil Rights" 9:00am 12:00pm.
WMUA 91.1FM
Sponsored by Bill Rosenblatt, Disc
Jockey, 545-2876

Class: "Detecting and Overcoming
Stereotypes in Children's Literature"
9:00 - 11:30am, R228 Furcolo Hall
Masha Rudman, Professor of Educa-
tion Open to the public

Class: "Writing for Critical Con
sciousness" with instructor Vivien
Sandlund, Teaching Assistant (Social

Thought and Political Economy 393A)
9:30 - 11:00am, 339A Lederle Low Rise
Open to class members only

Presentation: "The Mystery of Affir

mative Action" with Zaida Giraldo
10:00 11:30am, Campus Center
174-76 Sponsored by USA/MTA and
AFSCME, Susan Parker, 545 1309

Panel Discussion: "Black Students'
Experience U.sing the Health Center"
11:30am - 1:30pm, 2nd floor library,
New Africa House
Sponsored by University Health Ser-
vices, 549-2671

Open to Health Service stafT only

Workshop and Discussion: "Working
With People From Different
Backgrounds: What Every Supervisor
Needs to Know "

12:00 - 1:30pm, Campus Cent<M- 168C
Sponsored by Staff Training and
Development Unit. Ange DiBenedetto
and Raphy Ben Hror, 545-2031

Workshop: "Classism: The Un-Named
Experience at UMass" led by Felice

Yeskel
12:00 - 1:30pm, Campus Center 101

Sponsored by USA/MTA and
AFSCME, Susan Parker, 545-1309

Seminar: "The Disparity in the Health

Care Status of Black Americans"
12:30 1:30pm, Campus Center 163C
Led by William Darrity, Dean of

Health Sciences, 545-1931

Speaker: "Leadership for Excellence

and Equity" with Charles Willie, Pro-

fessor of Urban Studies, Harvard

University

1:00 - 3:30pm, Memorial Hall

Sponsored by Coalition for School Im
provements, Danforth Foundations.

Bob Sinclair. School of Education,

5453642

Workshop: "Star Power"
2:00 - 5:00pm. Memorial Hall

Sponsored by the Dean of Student's Of-

fice. Eileen Stewart, 545-2684

For Student Affairs personnel only

Panel: "Managing Diversity" with

Stella Nkomo, Professor. University of

North Carolina; David Thomas, Whar-
ton School of Business; Bill Hanson,
Digital Equipment Company
3:00 - 5:00pm, to be announced
Sponsored by the School of Manage-
ment, Marta Calas. 549-4930

Class with film: "US History: Omis-
sions, Distortions and Stereotypes" (In-

troduction to Social Issues Awareness
OHI191)
3:35 - 6:30pm, Brett Main Lounge

Sally Majewski. Student Development
Coordinator, Residential Education
Open to the public

CoUoquia: "Foucault, Derrida and Af-

firmative Action"
4:00pm prompt, 301 Herter Hall
Lee Edwards, Chair, Women's Studies;

Nicholas Bromell, English Depart-

ment; Irma McClaurin-Allen, Assis-

tant Dean. CASIAC; Ralph Faulk-

ingham, Anthropology; Wine and
cheese

Class: "The Many Faces of Racism in

Children's Literature"
4:00 - 6:30pm, R227 Furcolo Hall

Masha Rudman, Professor of Educa-
tion Open to the public

Lecture and Discussion: "The Impact
of Tobacco Company Marketing Upon
Minority and Third World Popula-

tions" 4:00 - 6:00pm, 120 Arnold House
Led by Dr. Ted Chen, Public Health.

545 1313

Speaker and Slide Show: "The Plight

of Ethiopian Jewry" with Attorney

Robert Friedman
7:00 8:00pm. Campus Center 811-15

Sponsored by Hillel and UJA,
545 2526

continued on page 5
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continued from page 4

Movie and Social: "To Kill a Mock-

ingbird" 7:00 - 11:00pm, Campus
Center 163C Sponsored by CASA and

Board of Governor's Program Cfiuncil,

Bonnie LaMadelene, 545-0198

Speaker: James Steele

7:00pm, Student Union Ballroom

Sponsored by the Young Communist
League, Steve Duplisea, 1-527-7182

Speaker: "Institutional Racism" with

Dr. Sondra O'Neale, formerly with

Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia

7:30 - 9:00pm, Campus Center 168

Sponsored by the Third World Caucus

and the Radical Student Union

Open to the public

Speaker: "Is Black English Coming or

Going: A Reply to the Labov
Hypothesis" with Dr. Walter Wolfram,

Co-Director, Research Division Center

for Applied Lin guistics and Professor,

Department of Communication
Sciences, University of the District of

Columbia
7:30pm, Goessmann 64

Sponsored by Department of Com-

munication Disorders, Professor Harry

N. Seymour, 545-0298

Concert: "The Smithereens" with

Special Guest to be announced

8:00pm, Fine Arts Center

Sponsored by the Union Program

Council, 545-2892

Ticket prices: $8.00/general public;

$6.00/student (bring your UMass ID).

For further ticket information contact

the Fine Arts Center Box Office,

545-2511

Lecture and Slide Presentation: "Liv-

ing Hungry in America," with Dr. J.

Larry Brown
8:00pm, Campus Center Auditorium

Sponsored by Distinguished Visitor

Program, Margaret Arsenault, Stu-

dent Activities Office, 545-3600

Video: "Racism 101"

9:00pm, Theta Chi Fraternity House

Sponsored by Theta Chi, John Zap-

pala, 253-9015

Space limited. Please call to register

Wednesday. October 26

Information table: "Iranian Jewry"

All day, Campus Center Concourse

Radio Show: "Celebrating Our Diver-

sity: Music for Civility Day" 6:00 -

9:00am, WMUA, 91.1 FM
Sponsored by New Song Library,

586-9485 and WMUA Radio Station,

545-2876

Meeting: "Issues of Cultural Diversi

ty Within Everywoman's Center"

10:00 - 11:45am, Wilder Hall

Sponsored by Everywoman's Center,

Carol Wallace, 545-0883

Open to Everywoman's Center staff

only

Presentation: "Racism in Graduate

Education," with J. S. Toyama
10:00am - 12:00pm, Lederle GRC A221

Sponsored by the Office of Minority

Graduate Student Recruitment,

545-3424

Staff Seminar: "Counseling in a

Multicultural Environment: Issues of

Civility" 10:30am - 12:00pm,

Berkshire House
Sponsored by Counseling and

Academic Development, Judy Davis,

5450333
For Counseling staff members only

Speaker and Rally: "Rally for Oppress-

ed Jewry in the Soviet Union,

Ethiopia, and Iran" 12:00 - 1:00pm,

Student Union Steps Sponsored by

Hillel and UJA, 545-2526

Panel Discussion: "Report and Assess-

ment of the Writing Program's Effort

to Address Diversity Issues: Successes

and Limitations" 12:00 - 1:30pm,

Herter Hall, 3rd Floor Lounge

Sponsored by the Writing Program,

Sara Stelzner, 545-1952

Materials available at event

Presentation: "Bad Blood: A Notorious

Case Study in Racism in Public Health

Research (the Tuskegee Study)" witli

Walter Senterfidt 12:30 - 1:30pm,

Campus Center 163C
Sponsored by Public Health, Walter

Senterfidt, 584-6352

Human Relations Forum: "Personal

Experiences of Staff and Faculty

Regarding Racism: Majority and

Minority Views Points"

12:00 - 1:30pm, Campus Center 904-08

Office of Human Relations, 545-0851

Presentation: "The Mystery of Affir-

mative Action" with Martha Wharton
1:30 - 3:00pm. Campus Center 162-175

Sponsored by USA/MTA and
AFSCME, Susan Parker, 545-1309

Forum: "Graduate Admissions and the

Challenge of Cultural Diversity" with

Judy Toyama, Graduate School; Tom
Stevens, Agricultural and Resource

Economics; H erb Gintis, Economics

2:00 - 4:00pm, Thompson Hall, 9th

Floor Lounge Sponsored by Economics

Department, Agricultural and
Resource Economics, and Graduate

Employees Organization, Nancy
Folbre, 545-4703

Information table: "A Peaceful Coex-

istence: Racism, Human Rights and

Animal Rights"

2:00 7:00pm, Campus Center

Concourse
Sponsored by the Animal Rights Coali

tion, Cathy LeMay, 546-7079

Workshop: "Civil Rights, Discrimina-

tion and the Fair Housing Act" led by

Joanne Levenson and Hilton Alers

3:30 - 5:00pm, Campus Center 163C

Sponsored by Off Campus Housing Of-

fice, 545-0865

Workshop will be given in English and

in Spanish, if requested

Lecture and Discussion: "Presump-

tions in Black and White Communica-

tion" with Professor Jack Daniel,

Associate Provost of Undergraduate

Education at the University of

Pittsburgh

3:30 5:30pm, E-33 Machmer
Sponsored by Communication Depart-

ment, Barnett Pearce, 545-1311

Class: "Linguistics Descriptions of

Black English"
(Linguistics 401)

4:00 - 5:15pm, 201 Herter Hall

Tom Roper, Linguistics Department,

545-0889

Class open to the public

Workshop: "Racism in the Gay, Les-

bian and Bisexual Community," with

Felice Yeskel, Consultant and Trainer

with DiversityWorks, a project of Cold

Spring consultants, educational con-

sultants and Madeline Peters, Coor-

dinator of the Third World Women's
Program at the Everywoman's Center

6:00 - 7:30pm, Suffolk Room, Student

Union
Sponsored by the Faculty/Staff Sup-

port Group for Gay, Lesbian and Bisex-

ual Concerns and the Lesbian, Bisex-

ual and Gay Alliance; Amerin Falk,

545-0154

Forum: "The Cape Verdean Culture"

with members of Cape Verdean Stu-

dent Alliance

7:00 - 8:00pm, Campus Center 163C

Chris Henry, 546-1476; Rosalina Teix-

eira, 546-7809

Speaker: "The Plight of Iranian

Jewry" (Speaker to be announced)

Evening, Time and place to be

announced
Sponsored by Hillel and UJA,
545-2625

Speaker and Panel Discussion: "Arabs

in America: Living in a Multicultural

Society"

7:30 - 9:30pm, Herter 231

Sponsored by Near Eastern Area

Studies and Arabic Club, Kathleen

Moore, 545-4735

Lecture: "A Linguistics Perspective on

Language Discrimination and the

University" with Juan Uriagereka,

Linguistics

7:30pm, Campus Center 174

Sponsored by Tom Roper, Linguistics

Department Public Lecture Series,

545-0889

Panel Discussion: "Teaching Social

Issues in Sciences Courses"

8:00 - 9:30pm, Campus Center 174-76

Michael Kreisler, Physics; Linda

Slakey, Biochemistry, Bruce Levin,

Zoology, 545-2782

Concert: "Big Daddy Kane" with

Special Guest "Boogie Down
Productions"

8:00pm. Fine Arts Center

Sponsored by the Union Program

Council, 545-2892; the Black Mass

Communications Project, 545-2426;

the Special Activities Support Fund;

and the Student Government Associa-

tion Finance Committee

Ticket prices: $9.00/UMass students

with ID; $12.00/general public. For

further ticket information contact the

Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

Thursday, October 27

Meeting: "Exploring Issues of

Multicultural Organizational Develop-

ment within the Office of Student Af-

fairs" with an outside consultant

Open only to Division Heads in Stu-

dent Affairs

Workshop: "Workshop to Plan and Im-

plement UMass Covenant Against

Racism"
9:00 11:00am, Campus Center 163C

Sponsored by Hillel, 545-2526 and

Alpha Epsilon Phi, Jason Kofman
546-5134

Audiotaped Poetry Reading and

Discussion: "Poetry Reading by

Ntozake Shange" (author of "For Col-

ored Girls Who Have Considered

Suicide When The Rainbow Waz

Enuf.")

9:30 - 10:45am, 209 Bartlett

Jennie Spencer, English Department,

545-2329
Class: "Writing for Critical Con-

sciousness" Instructor Vivien

Sandlund, Teaching Assistant

(Social Thought and Political Economy

393A)
9:30 - 11:00am, 339A Low Rise

Graduate Research Center

Class members only

Class: "Civility Issues in Legal Educa-

tion" with Peter d'Errico (Legal

Studies 250)

9:30 - 10:20am. 116 SBA Peter d'Er-

rico. 545-2003 Open to public with

limited seating

Class: "The Society for Responsible

Engineering" (310 Transportation

Engineering) 9:30 10:45am.

Engineering Lab 326A
Paul Shuldiner, Civil Engineering,

545-2688

Open to class members only

Presentation and Discussion: "The

Connections Between Racism and

Anti-Semitism" led by Barbara Love

11:00am - 12:00pm, Campus Center

163C
Sponsored by the Jewish

Awareness/Anti-Semitism Task Force.

Susan Kahn, 545-0851

Audiotaped Poetry Reading and

Discussion: "Poetry Reading by

Ntozake Shange" (author of "For Col-

ored Girls Who Have Considered

Suicide When The Rainbow Waz
Enuf)
11:15am - 12:35pm, 203 Bartlett

Jennie Spencer, English Department,

545-2329

Class: "Towards a Theory of Law and

Patriarchy" with Peter d'Errico (Legal

Studies 497M)
11:15 - 12:30pm, 310 Bartlett

Peter d'Errico, 545-2003

Open to public with limited seating

Rally: "Covenant Against Racism"

Tentative speakers: Andy Bachman,

Director of Student Activities, Hillel,

University of Wisconsin; Ellen

Shapiro, Rabbi Saul Perlmutter

12:00 - 1:00pm, Student Union Steps

Sponsored by Hillel, 545-2526 and

Alpha Epsilon Phi, 546-5134 Balloon

send off representing three focus

groups of Oppressed Jewry

"Hands Across Campus'
Campus Center Pond

1:00pm,

Speaker: "Health Needs in the Puer-

to Rican Community" with Maria Idali

Torres, Faculty Member, Springfield

College 12:45 - 1:45pm, Skinner 18

Sponsored by Public Health, Walter

Senterfidt, 584-6352

Film: "A Tale of 0"

1:00 - 2:15pm, Paige 202

Sponsored by Department of Com-

munication Disorders, Charlena

Seymour, 545-0131

Open to Communication Disorders ma-

jors only

Faculty, Staff, and Student Panel: "A
Campus Report Card on Civility"

1:00 - 2:15pm, Campus Center 163C

Sponsored by Faculty and Staff Com-

mittee for Human Rights and a

Responsible University, Gail Hall,

545-3518; Art Keene. 545-0214

Class Discussion: "Relationship Bet-

ween Racism and Sexism From a

Historical Perspective"

(HistoryAVomen's Studies 397W) 1:00

2:15pm, Herter 217

Sponsored Kathy Peiss, History,

545-1330
Limited to class members

Class Discussion: "A Discussion of Pre-

judice and Discrimination on the Cam-

pus" (Psychology 360H, Honors Social

Psychology) 2:30 - 3:45pm, 421 Tobin

Sponsored by George Levinger,

Psychology, 545-0168 Class members

only

Class Discussion: "Roots of Incivility

and Civility" (Psychology 392D - Kind-

ness and Cruelty: Psychological

Understanding and Personal Ex
perience) 2:30 - 3:45pm, 307 Tobin

Led by Erv Staub, Psychology,

545-0071

Open to the public

Class Discussion: "Race, Class and

Feminism" (Women's Studies 301)

4:00 - 5:15pm, Herter 111

Sponsored by Kathy Peiss, History,

545-1330

Limited to class members

Presentation: "Political Views on
Social Issues"

4:30 - 6:30pm, Campus Center 163C
Sponsored by the University

Democrats, 545-0199

Presentation: "Women's Empower-
ment" with Vice Chancellor Deirdre

Ling at Kappa Kappa Gamma - Alpha

Kappa Alpha Social

5:30 - 7:00pm, Kappa Kappa Gamma
House, 32 Nutting Avenue, Amherst
Sponsored by Heather Hartmann,
President of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
545-0321 and Deb Valkenaar, Office of

Greek Affairs, 545-2711

For members and pledges of Kappa
Kappa Gamma and Alpha Kappa
Alpha only

Chancellor's Speaker: Andrew Young,

Mayor of Atlanta, former Ambassador

to the United Nations

7:00pm, Campus Center Auditorium
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Civility Day Activities, continued

Union Video Center schedule

continued from page 5

These tapes can be seen in the UVC
screening room (201 Student Union
Building) or in the back of The Hatch.

1:20 p.m.

pond
Powwow by the campus

1(1 iit 4i

Friday, October 21

Union Video Center
201 Student Union Building
10:00 a.m. - Hopi Songs of the Fourth

World

12:00 p.m. - UMass Video Update

12:30 p.m. - John Trudell & "Tribal

Voices" - American Indian poet/ac-

tivist reading from his work which

challenges us all to look at what we are

doing to the environment and, because

we are a part of it. to ourselves.

1:30 p.m. - Movement Building - Ron
LaFrance - traditional chief for the

Mohawk Nation Council

John Mohawk - founding editor of

Akwesasne notes, co-author of Basic

Call to Consciousness, and publisher

of Daybreak, an Indian

world-newspaper

Jutta Ditfurth exponent of radical

ecology, leader of demonstrations and

civil disobedience actions on en-

vironmental issues, and spokesperson

for the West German Greens

Alfredo Syrkis - writer/political ac-

tivist and one of the founding members

of the Brazilian Green Party

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER iiiilix

PRESENTS

2:30 p.m. - Jose Barreiro - on Indian

Rightsand Natural Resources

from the Indigenous Press Network,

co-author of Basic Call to Con-

sciousness, editor of Daybreak, an

Indian worldview newspaper. Mr. Bar-

reiro lives and works at the experimen-

tal farm of the Indigenous Per-

maculture Networking Center.

4:00 p.m. - Seeds Beneath the Snow -

a documentary about the peace move-

ment. This tape is both a history and

a criticism of the movement. Told

through documentation of different ac-

tions and interviews with peace ac-

tivists Brian Wilson, George Mizo,

Charlie Liteky, and Duncan Murphy
from the Veterans' Fast for Life, Elvia

Alvarado Galo, Honduran Peasant

Federation organizer and author of

Don't Be Afraid Gringo, a 22 year

old Salvadorian activist Yanira Corea,

who after being forced to leave El

Salvador was kidnapped and tortured

by members of the Death Squads in

this country to intimidate and silence

other Salvadorian refugees living in

the US. By Greg Franceschi.

THE MUSTARD SEED - a multi-

media coffeehouse - music/video/

readings

6:00 p.m. - Andy
Acoustic Music

& Steve - New

6:30 p.m.

World
Hopi Songs of the Fourth

7:00 p.m. - George Koumantzelis -

poet/drummer reading from his work

7:30 p.m. - Union Man - narrative

video/pseudo-documentary about
mythical union folk singer Dilsey

Moore, played by David Del Poio. All

songs written or adapted by Del Poip

or Steve Saraceno. From a larger work
in progress. Written, directed, and pro-

decued by Saraceno.

8:00 p.m. - Are You Paying Too Much
for Rent? • a documentary about

landlord gouging in Amherst and the

experiences of tenants who have
challenged their landlords to justify

the rents they have been charging,

most of whom had their rents lowered

by the Housing Review Board, which
continued from page 7

How to runyour
OMi snow

GOOD FOR WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY

17 PLAT STREET / DRATTLEDOHO. VERMONT
802 254 8257

ADMIT ONE
Bring This Coupor^

Comedy

Club

Thursday nite live on stage at 8:4& p.m.

•Full menu available.

"»»5T VIACC

Filmore

Jeff Shaffer

Hadley Hour

Mon.-Fri. 4-7

Free Buffalo Wings

and Munchie Buffet

Leo T. Baldwin

This Week's Drink Specials

Keoke $2 75

Molson SI 50

The Amencan Express* i jru cm plav a starring role

virtualK anvwtiere vou shop, from "Rjlsa to Thailand

\X'helher vou re buving a TV or a T-shirT So dunng college

and after, ils ihe perfect wav to pa\ for |usl about

e\erMhmg vou II wajit

How to get the Card now.

College IS the first sign of suaess And because we believe

in vour poteiiiial we ve made it easier to get the Amencan

Express Card right now Vlhether vou re a freshman, senior

or grad student, look into our ne* automatic approval

offers For details, pick up an application on rimpus Or

call 1-800 THE-CARD and ask for a student application

The .American Express ( jrd

Don t Leave School Without It'

Civility Daj^ Activities, continued
Union Video Center schedule, continued

continued from page 6

has the authority to reduce rents if

they determine th*at a landlord is

charging tenants more than a fair net
operating income. Features interviews
with Joanne Levenson of the UMass
OfF-campus Housing Office, infamous
landlord advocate Richard Gold,
student-tenant Pat Dillingham, and
many others. By Greg Franceschi.

9:00 p.m. - Roberto Weill - Venezuelan
guitarist/singer performing Latin
American nueva cancion (new song)
music with social and political

messages

9:30 p.m. - Rob Skelton

writer/editor/performer

Monday, October 24

10:00 a.m.

Memphis
From Montgomery to

11:45 a.m. - Black/Labor Mobilization
- documentation of a march and rally

organized in response to a Klan march

12:25 p.m. - Maya Angelou
writer/singer - talking about her life

and work

1:15 p.m. - Bill Russell - the best center

the Celtics ever had on listening and
making yourself heard

2:15 p.m. - Leon Bass - Perspectives of

an Eye Witness - on his experience as

a black soldier during WWII, his in-

the copy center

220 No. PiMsant St.

253-2543

volvement in the liberation of concen-
tration victims, and his experiences of

racism throughout his life

3:00 p.m. - Racism Yesterday & Today
- This project came about as a response

to the racial unrest on the University

of Massachusetts campus. Sponsored
by the Center of Social Issues, this

video probes and allows students to

voice their concerns on racism.
Richard "Adisa" Jones has been the

motivation and "soul" force behind
this project; he did all the necessary

production work. Special thanks to

Enez Boyde for staying on my ass.

3:15 p.m. - Theatre with a conscience
- documentation of a play written and
performed by students at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts about their ex-

periences of racism. Orchestrated by
Barbara Harrington and Enez Boyde.

3:45 p.m. - Black Writers' Conference
- A tribute to James Baldwin. The
following writers reading from their

work: Chinua Achebe, Michael
Thelwell, Irma McCluren-Allen, An-
drew Salkey, John Wideman

Tuesday, October 25

Union Video Center
201 Student Union Building

10:00 a.m. - Jessie Jackson 1984

speech given at Smith College

10:50 a.m. - Building Racial and
Ethnic Coalitions: Michael Thelwell,

Sarah Garcia, and Mel King

12:00 p.m. - UMass Video Update

12:30 p.m. - Jessie Jackson 1988 ad-

dress given at the Democratic
Convention

\jo<^ Devon '''''nn,

CVxa^* ^""e/C/e/n Woolrich

Tangiers

T^ogj uper iiop » bnop y\aza
Route 9 Hadley

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SSMCES

1:30 p.m. - They Can't Break Our
Union - documentary about a workers'

strike in Westfield, Massachusetts by
Robbie Lepzer

2:00 p.m. - Civil Disobedience -

documentary about non-violent social

change. Features interviews with stu-

dent activists/peace workers, documen-
tation of marches and rallies, and
testimonials of UMass students about
their struggles fighting to keep the

CIA off their campus. A Mary Carney
Production

Wednesday, October 26

Union Video Center
201 Student Union Building
10:00 a.m. Acting Strategically - Jut-

ta Ditfurth - spokesperson for the West
German Green Party. Richard
Grossman - former director of

Greenpeace. Barbara Epstein - social

movement historian. Carla Boggs -

Social Movements and Political Power.

Patricia Coleman-Burns - National
Organization for an American
Revolution

11:30 a.m. - Economic Alternatives -

John Willoughby - economist/writer.

Merle Hansen - North American Farm
Alliance. Susan Meeker-Lowry - In-

stitute for Gaian Economics. Chuck
Collins - Institute for Community
Economics

11:30 a.m. - Matters So Fundamental
- documentary on abortion • for and
against

1:00 p.m. Thinking Ecologically -

Daniel ChordorkofF - founder of the In-

stitute for Social Ecology. David
Haenke - The Bioregional Project.

Nesta King - WomanEarth Feminist
Peace Institute. Asoka Bandarage - Sri

Lankan writer and activist

2:30 p.m. - Cesar Chavez - leader of the

United Farm Workers' Union and
long-time organizer of the boycott on

California grapes on toxic pesticides

that are being used to make California

grapes look good after being shipped

long distances, the genetic damage
done to the children of farm workers
that have been exposed to these

chemicals, and what we can do to help

keep these poisons, which are oil-based

and do not wash off, from being used
on our food

Thursday, October 27

Union Video Center

201 Student Union Building

10:00 a.m. - The First Anniversary
Celebration of the Peace Pagoda

11:30 a.m. - The Third Anniversary of

the Peace Pagoda

1:00 p.m. - Roots of the American
Green Movement
Katsi Cook - Akwesasne Mohawk -

Mother's Milk Project

Nesta King - WomanEarth Feminist -

Peace Institute

Murray Bookchin - activist/writer

James Boggs - National Organization
for an American Revolution

2:00 p.m. - "Laverne Houward and the

Soup Company" 15 miij. color -1986.

This tape describes the Ineal program
which operates form 11:30 to 1:30 on
Saturdays and Sundays in teh base-

ment of teh First Congregational

Church in Amherst. The program's
manager is a black woman, Laverne
Howard, and she describes the soup
company's history and her style of pro-

viding hardy nutritous meals.

2:15 - Racism yesterday and today.

3:00 p.m. - Seeds Beneath the Snow -

see previous description (Friday, 4:00

p.m.) a history and criticism of the

peace movement in the eighties.

Programming sponsored and, in

most cases, produced by the Union
Video Center

* *

— For further information on the

Civility Week programming schedule

for the Union Video Center, contact

Greg Franceschi at 545-1336 or

586-5587.

NOW
REPRESENTING
STA TRAVEL
Student Travel Services

Worldwide.

Low Airfare Rail Passes

Visa Student ID Cards

-^

15 Cowles Lane, Amherst, MA
256-8931

ntroducing the

78euvI>£U
Route 9 • Hadley • 584-1603

Lunchtime, Dinnertime, anytime, you'll love our
authentic New York style delicacies: Homemade
Salads, Hot & Cold Subs and Sandwiches... to satify

your appetite and budget.

r
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I
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I

$1.00 off any sub

HOT
Chicken Parm.

Meatball

Sausage & Peppers

COLD
Roast Beef

Ham
Turkey Breast

ft Many Oth«rs

i r«^ Hi ^^ <^^ '**^"** *>^Mi^ Mi
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Flu vaccinations delayed until Nov.

Amherst Health Director doubts flu cases will rise

harassment
Thursday, October 20, 1988 COLLEGIAN 9

By JENNIFER McKINNEY
Collegian Correspondent

Flu vaccinations will be delayed this year because

medicine makers have had problems producing the B-

strain of the virus, cutting production in half, according

to the Massachusetts Public Health Department.

Joseph DeCinti, assistant director of the Massachusetts

Public Health Department, said, "We usually like to begin

innoculations the last week of September, continuing in-

to November because people have just had a warm sum-
mer and haven't yet become susceptible to the usual

winter colds and viruses."

DeCinti said the vaccinations should become available

the first week of November. "We expect to get the first

flu cases around the end of December or begmning of

January," he said.

Betty Anderson Frederic, director at Amherst Health

Department, said she doubted the delay would have any

effect on the number of flu cases reported, because "it

takes the vaccination about four to six weeks to become
effective, which should allow enough time for bodies to

develop a strong enough resistance to the virus."

According to the Amherst Health Department, groups

that run the highest risk of influenza-related complica-

tions are adults with children who have chronic

pulmoneu'y cardiovascular disorders that require regular

medical follow-up or hospitalization during the year

before, including children with asthma, and resiH«»"*= "^

continued on page 9
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vestigates an action and makes a recommendation to the

appropriate people in charge.

In this case, a recommendation will be made to the

Director of the Physical Plant, Roger Cherewatti. If he

does not comply with the recommendation, she said the

recommendation will move up the chain of command, all

the way to Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

Affirmative Action will not initiate any legal action.

An employee at the Hampshire County District At-

torney's office said racial harassment laws normally come
under the Civil Rights Laws. After hearing what infor-

mation is currently available to the public about the case,

the employee said it might be difficult to prosecute because

intent to harass or intimidate must be proven.

In the case of the Physical Plant supervisor, proving in-

tent would be difficult because the broadcast was ap-

parently made accidentally, the employee said.

According to the source, harassment is a criminal of-

fense and the penalties are "rather severe."

Alan Cassella, a compliance officer at the Massachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination, said the his

organization cannot award punitive damages in cases of

harassment. However, emotional distress damages can be

awarded in certain cases.

But MCAD, the same organization that investigated the

Southwest Residential Area brawl after the final game
of the 1986 World Series, does not usually begin an in-

vestigation unless the person who claims harassment files

a complaint, or persons who witnessed the harassment file

a complaint. There have been occasions, however, where

the three commissioners of the organization have initiated

an investigation.

The difference between a District Attorney's investiga-

tion and a MCAD investigation is, for the MCAD, intent

does not have to be shown.

Another sanction the commission could impose would

be the issuance of a cease and desist order requiring the

harassing party to stop discriminatory conduct. They could

also monitor the Physical Plant's radio frequency for a

predetermined period of time.

The Federal Communications Commission could not be

reached yesterday to comment on what sanctions, if any,

they could impose for using an open air frequency to

transmit racially derogatory remarks.

Mm <«m m MmH ma Hul l u

I to Itpm
Mtmcfay thru Smtunimf

I fi^fino-C dJL
Route 9 AmherstfHadley Line 253-9344

SALE PRICES
THUR OCrr 2S

Tal»Ch0ck

Retreads
Tire Sale

-Same Tread depth,

width design as new
Tire

-All-season traction

-Lifetime warranty
-cost efficient

iv-^

P155/80 R13

P165/80 R13

P175/80 R13

P185/80 R13

P185/75 R14 -

P195/75 R14

P205/75 RM
P215/75 R14

P215/75 R15

P225/75 R15

P235/75 R15

-$28.95

-$29.95

-$29.95

-$30.95

$32.95

$32.95
-$33.95

$33.95

$33.95
-$34.95

-$34.95

HOUSING EXEMPTION APPLICATIONS

Frosh, Sophomores and Stockbrldge students who
wish to live off-campus for the Spring 1989 semester

should apply for an exemption from the on-campus

housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications

are now available in the Housing Assignment Office.

Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than Monday, October 31, 1988. Please submit all

applications to the Housing Assignment Office, 235
Whitmore.

IMPORTANT NOTES:

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

' 'Signing a lease Is not valid grounds for receiving

an exemption from the on-campus housing require-

ment. DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE
RECEIVED AN EXEfi/IPTIGN. Any student who signs

a lease without prior approval from the Housing

Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus
fees and will be required to reside on-campus.

* *

253-991

1

Hadley tire a auto center

Students who are granted an exemption will lose

their housing assignment for Spring 1989 on the last

day of the semester, unless prior arrangements are

made with the Housing Assignment Office. Thank
you.

439 RUSSELL ST
RT 9 HADLEY

253-9911 • Hanger One BIdg
Amherst/Hadley Line

IChang
^ DAIiCE ^CCLUB T

presents

flu

continued from page 8

nursing homes and other facilities housing patients of any
age with chronic medical conditions.

Groups at some risk of flu-related complications are:

those over sixty-five, adults and children who have need-

ed regular medical follow-up or hospitalization during the

preceding year because of chronic metabolic disease— in-

cluding diabetes mellitus, renal dysfunction,
hemoglobinopathies or immunosuppression; and those ag-

ed six months to 18 years who are receiving long-term

aspirin therapy and, therefore may be at risk of contrac-

ting Reye's Syndrome after a flu infection.

Groups who could transmit influenza to high-risk per-

sons are: physicians, nurses, and other personnel who
have extensive contact with high-risk patients (such as

primary-care and certain specialty clinicians as well as

staff of chronic-care facilities and intensive-care units);

providers of home care to high-risk persons (such as

visiting nurses and volunteer workers); and household

members of high-risk jjersons, including children.

The Amherst Health Department urges these groups to

take advantage of the vaccine, which is free.

THE DATING
OAME^

Friday Oct, 21 10-?

750
DRAFTS!

^v)§JJ^l£iimjEv:

Rt.

On* W»*k Aarobics

CONTESTANTS NEEDED

9 Amherst $2 Cover 256-8284

FACULTY
LECTURE SERIES

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Rachel K. Clifton

of the Department of Psychology

entitled

*'The Development of Ihe Auditory System

in Human Infants''

What do newborn babies hear, and what early use do they make of it'

As recently as two decades ago, newborn infants were believed to have

limited sensor)' perception. Today, we know their senses are both acute

and sophisticated at birth. How is the infant's auditory input processed,

and how do they learn to locate the source of sound? Recent infant

research has led to greater understanding of both the auditory system

and brain development in general.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bowker Auditorium, October 20, 1988

8 p.m.

Reception immediately following, Campus Center 10th Floor

Sponsored by contributions from alumni of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

rfst;vura nt 1 f

: 9 and Un«v«T»itY Dnv«, Amhcm /"^
253-9757

Lunch Tues -Fri. 1 1.30-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET

$4.95
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *

Tues.-Fri.

11:30-3 p.m.

(Diaeeunt appliM to food Ntm* purchwi* tar

mnnm tn ttm dmtng room CamMl k* mt4 In

wwi»inrll«n »nti oMmt MacouM*.)

with your
valid Student ID

^ Oldies Dance Club

Roul* i Untvwiiy Diiv«, Amher$l 253 - WSO
Dowrukms al th« GuU Slieom

THURSDAY IS "COLLEGE NIGHT"

Busch Night Pitchers off Busch
Hats, T-Shirts and $3.50Giveaways «t»w.wv

:^
[/Invites you

to join us
for a drink

6 - 9 p.m.

Sat. Oct. 22
I

Every Wednesday
Enjoy Live Blues and

Boogie with

Evening Pro Blusica

Pitchers of Beer $5.25
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The long and winding road to and from Howard Johnson's
I am sitting in a Howard Johnson's in the middle of

Haverhill, at 10 p.m. on a Sunday night. The unnatural

ly green plants stand out against the c^range Venetian

blinds. Something about them bothers me. but I can't

figure out what it is. The windows reflect the highway

lights. My car shredded a couple of belts on that same

highway two hours earlier. The garageman told me he

can tow it tonight but won't be able to fix it until tomor

row. My friends who live near Boston aren't at home I'm

scared and almost broke with only $13.85 stashed in

various places for safe keeping.

But 1 am not alone. Officer Pare, my initial rescuer, call

ed a mechanic immediately. Then instead of letting Tow
ingman drive me to a 24-hour garage where I'd probably

wait in a small room for some person (as yet undetermin

ed) to pick me up. he brought me here instead "A female

isn't safe by herself these days."

He asked me what I did. I replied that I counseled pro

In other news, . .

At the Wake Forest Debate with Michael Dukakis, Bush
tried to minimize the Reagan administration's once cozy

relationship with Panama's drug-trafficking dictator.

Manuel Noriega, a relationship that included paying him

for intelligence and other services. "It was the Reagan-Bush
administration that brought this man to justice," Bush

said. "And as the governor ofMassachusetts knows, there

was no evidence that governor — that, uh, Mr. Noriega -

was involved in drugs — until we inditcted him."

Reagan and Bush brought Noriaega toJustice^ Noriega's

indictment last February was engineered by enterprising

Florida prosecutors, with no encouragement form the White

House or Justice Department. In fact, the admininistra-

tion at first resisted the two indictments and only later

decided to roll with the punches — to try and dump Noriega

by inducing a Philippines-style popular insurrection. The
result was the embarrassing failure that festers to this day.

- The New Republic. Oct 7

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass and five-college community. All submissions must

he typed and double spaced. Also, submissions

automatically become the property of the Collegian, and

may be edited for space, grammar, and clarity

blem kids for a couple of years, but now I am a student.

He said he had a problem. He picked up a runaway this

Friday. His parents don't want him back, and the Depart

ment of Social Services had "no placement available." so

he spent the weekend in jail. "It's no place for a good kid."

We both knew that the boy would wait there until the

system was ready. As he dropped me off I saw the frustra-

tion in his eyes. He wanted to help him. I thanked him.

got my stuff from the back and left.

Standing outside at the phones I felt a little lost. I call

ed all the friends I had listed in my silver address book,

but no one one was around. A Lady -Stranger overheard

my distress. She kindly offered to drive me any place I

needed to go. When I declined, she told me. in a very

motherly tone, to go inside where it was warmer and wait.

The waitresses took over, checking in on me every half

hour or so. The restaurant closes at 11 p.m., but the lob

by of the motor lodge stays open all night. Sure, it'll be

fine; I'll call the manager and arrange everything. Here's

some tea on the house.

I am not alone here, People are taking care of me. It's

nothing like the news or the "Donahue programs" say

No one tries to steal my money or compromise my virtues.

We build a community and I am secure here. By coun-

ting on people. I deny the apocalypse future the "En
quire"-ing minds want me to know.

It's 10:30 p.m., and I stare at the plants. They look out

of place in the autumn weather, none of them have any
brown leaves. They also look too full and too regular. I

puzzled it out; they in contrast to the people, aren't real.

Finally, as the restaurant is closing, I contact a once

met acquaintance. He offers me transport and a bed. I feel

alright.

Clarinda Rose-Turner is a UMass student

LIFESTYLES of tbe

RICH AND FAAA0U6
-*-

The AAASSACHl/SETTS

AliRACue IN ACTION
-*-

CHANCELLOR Of MQMl* EOVCATioN

FRANKLVN JENIFER

IN A TlrlE OF BROAD
BODGET COTS FOR
H/GHRR EDUCATION,
HIS Sl/»^PUE FORMULA
FOR SUCCESS

= s
MAS aiVELN \\\t^ AN
INCOME SOV. MIGMER
THAN TWE. GOVERNOR.

FRANKL^fN JENIFER CAME TO
MAS-aACWUSE-TTS IN H9fo FROM
NEW JERSEY AS T»ARr OF

aOVERNOR
DUKAKIS'
PLAN TO
I/MPLE/^E-NT
NEW PRIORITIES
IN HI&HEK
LDUCATION.

FRANKlYN JE.NIFET?'3

CARE.ER HAS BEtf^

SO SPECTACJLAT!LV
SUCCESSruL.
tmat his
children
will never
MAVE TT?

ATTEND THE.

PUBLIC
UNIVERSITIES
OVER uJMICH WE
PRESIDES.

HIS BOLD AND INNOVATIVE
rAOVE TO Glv't-

A\ORE FINANCIAL
AID TO STUPENT5
AT EXPENSIVE
PR.V/^TE SCHOOLS
WhILE RAISING-
TCITION AT
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PREW ATTENTION

IN 1987.

FRANKLYN JENIFER
LIVING PROOF THAT WOT
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Judge's rule suspicious

A recent peculiar decision by Hampshire District Court
Judge Alvertus Morse could conceivably change law enforce-
ment by Amherst police officers for the worse.

It was on Monday that Morse ordered two University of
Massachusetts students to each pay $100 as restitution for

violating the open-container law. Morse reasoned that if

enough students are caught with open booze bottles or cans
and charged $100, eventually $5,000 would be raised to cover
the overtime the Amherst police supposedly needs to carry on
crackdowns each weekend.
The decision, whether the judge realized it, basically tells

law enforcement officers: "The more alcohol-related arrests you
make on weekends, the more money your department will get

for overtime pay."
Judge Morse has turned police officers into fundraisers, and

the responsibility of upholding the law for the right reasons
now rests on each officer's shoulder, thanks to his short-

sightedness, he law should be upheld not so the police depart-

ment can acquire money for overtime through questionable

means^ but instead so citizens are held accountable for their

actions.

"It's not common to assess the costs of police overtime as

restitution. That's unusual," said Northampton attorney

Meade Borrows. "Overtime is considered to be the usual cost

of the town." t

The usual penalty for individuals caught with open con-

tainers is $50. Morse gave the two students a chance to keep
the the violation off their recorcts, as long as they stay out of

trouble for six months.
This certainly sounds attractive. Who, some might argue,

would complain about paying $100 to keep his or her record

clean? The obvious problem is that regardless ofhow you look

at it justice is being used for the wrong ends.

Anyone caught breaking the law should be punished. But
this does not give judges free reign to make students, or anyone

else, fund police salaries. That's what taxes are for.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

'M' is for mouth

A crisis Fd like to have
I thought I'd had enough bad news. All

week long, I read newspapers and watch-

ed the news. Fumbling politicians, pover

ty and homelessness, wars, the arms

buildup, oppression, AIDS, cancer, famines,

the declining ozone layer and increasing

pollution problem, murders, rapes, and rob-

beries filled my eyes and ears. Those who
BitfTar-aA »Vio most were always thesuffered the

innocent.

Pamela McCarthy

Just when I thought it couldn't get worse,

it did.

I was talking to my friend "Sophia"(all

names have been changed to protect the in-

nocent and not-so-innocent). Sophia had a

rough week. She came down. to the Col-

legian to rant and rave to me about her pro-

blems. The Anthropology department need-

ed her for a million things that week; only

half of her kitchen floor was installed, she

had a laundry load the size of Bruce

Willis's ego, she needed to hire a bulldozer

to dig out a path in her room (so she could

make her way to her bed), and to top it all

olT, she had to study for classes.

Needless to say, she was stressed.

"Well, at least I'll be able to see Rob

tonight," she sighed.

"That's good," I replied soothingly. "At

least you can, uh. relax tonight."

"Yeah. . .God, I can't believe how much

work I have to do . .(sigh) But I will be .see-

ing Ralph tonight, so I can't complain too

much."
"Uh, Soph, I thought Rob is coming over

tonight."

"He is."

"So why'd you say Ralph is coming

over?"

"Uhhh. . . because he is. . . oh, no! Pam!

I've got two dates tonight!"

"Nice to see you haven't lost your touch,

Soph," I said.

"WHAT AM I GONNA DO?!" I am in so

much trouble."

"Oh, Soph, the weight of the world is

upon your shoulders."

"Shut up!!"she screeched. "This is

serious!"

"Oh, yeah. Soph. You're going to have

some serious fun tonight."

"That's not funny!!"

"You're right. Soph. There is nothing

funny about a woman who has the time for

two dates yet no time for anything else. My
heart bleeds for you."

"Pamela, I'M HAVING A CRISIS!!!"

"Oh, right. Sure. I'll just tell these peo-

ple who are starving in the streets to stop

feeling sorry for themselves, because my
friend Sophia has two dates tonight."

"Well, It is a problem," she grumbled

sullenly.

I rolled my eyes in exasperation. "Oh,

God. Sophie, I know at least 300 other

women who would love to have your pro

blem."

So UMass, jurit remember not to feel too

badly for yourselves. So what if you're be-

ing harassed? Who cares if you can't pay

for school? Don't whine about being .sick,

poor, or mentally ill.

My friend Sophie probably has three or

four dates tonight. So I'm appealing to you,

the kind souls who would volunteer to

relieve her of all the trauma and stress of

her booming love-life. I know you'd rather

be doing other things, but she just may
crack under the strain.

Tough life, huh?

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegain

columnist
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Just my opinion

University acts as parent
This is the story of two very average

guys. Joe and Mike are both 21 -years-old,

come from nice neighborhoods, and call

their parents every other Sunday.

Joe decided not to go to college. Instead

he got a job, rented an apartment, and

bought a car. He has his own checking ac-

count to pay his bills and even has his own
Visa card.

Peter Leon

Mike goes to college. To save money he

lives on campus, has a nice bicycle and has

his own checking account to pay his phone

bill and any other minor expenses.

If Joe wants to have a party, he can serve

alcohol.

Mike can't have a party, and he can't

even have beer in his own room.

If Joe has friends stay over, even of the

opposite sex, his friends can use the same
bathroom.
Mike's friend's can't. The University he

attends has a single sex bathroom policy.

These are just some of the differences

that we, as college students, deal with

everyday. A person who decides to get a job

instead of attending college has all the

freedoms and privileges available to them

under the law. College students, though,

seem to be able to extend their childhood.

Certain people in this world still believe

that a university can act in loco parentis,

which is an archaic law giving anyone or

institution the power to act as a parent. In

former times it was used for capital punish-

ment of children, today it is used to deny

students their rights.

Now most administrators will never ad-

mit they believe that this law is still used

or effective, but most still try to use its

basic principles.

Here at UMass things are not terrible

yet, but certainly they are getting worse.

Take the bathroom situation. Orchard Hill,

where I used to live, and the rest of cam-

pus, unless otherwise designated, were

RSO purchase sets poor precedent

coed. Now all bathrooms in the dorms are

single sex. Why? I know of very few peo-

ple who have never lived in a household

without sharing the bathroom with a

member of the opposite sex. So why is it

necessary for the sexes to be separated

here? It is certainly not going to promote

understanding between the sexes.

At Boston University things are terrible.

The Fuhrer-like President, Silber is his

name, has approved new strict visitation

policies for the dormitories. A student can

only sign another student of the same sex

into the hall, and that student must vacate

the dorm by 11 p.m. This forces people to

study outside of the dorms, and so they

must walk home at night. Boston Univer-

sity starts in Kenmore Square and con-

tinues up Commonwealth Avenue. Now it

isn't the combat zone, but muggings do oc-

cur, and there have been many students

mugged.

The result of these policies is students be-

ing forced to move off campus. They
generally have to move into low rent apart-

ment complexes, which become glorified

"student slums." The landlords are then

able to charge grossly inflated rents and

not do general upkeep. Again, here at

UMass things aren't that bad. Most of the

complexes — Squire Village, Brandywine,

Cliffside etc. — are not slums, (hut they ain't

cheap either). If a dispute ever arose bet-

ween the landlord and student tenant, a

student once was able to get legal represen-

tation, but our "big daddy" decided we
couldn't have legal representation through

the Legal Services Center anymore, even

though we do fund it.

I guess I find it interesting that if we
didn't go to school, we would have all the

responsibilities, but since we do, the

University takes care of us instead of

teaching us about being "responsible

adults."

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian's coverage of last Wednes

day's Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting ("Student senate ratifies election,

allocates concert, copier funds," Oct. 13) un-

fairly simplified the debate of the $2,750

grant to Southwest Area Government for

a Gestetner machine.

My problem with the motion was not to

"punish SWAG for saving students money"

as some senators seem to believe. It was a

procedural problem that could lead to

financial problems.

The Student Government Association

Finance Committee approved the alloca-

tion of the grant by a 3-2 vote. Some discu.s-

sion about the amount being too high or

that some of the money should be loaned

instead of granted. Because the finance

meeting adjourned, the senate did not vote

on the allocation. But SWAG had decided

to purchase a Gestetner and send the bill

to the SGA.
Supporters of last Wednesday's motion

argued that SWAG's purchase saved

students copying costs, which I do not

argue. However, no Regisitered Student

Organization (and SWAG is a RSO) can

purchase equipment and expect the SGA
to pay for it without prior approval from

the senate, not the Finance Committee.

The senate has set precedence to allow

RSOs to be reimbursed for unapproved pur-

chases. If the senate decides not to endorse

similar situations with other RSOs, it will

send a message to the students that SWAG
is more important. If it decides to repeat

last Wednesday's performance, it could

bankrupt the SGA.
My friends, it is your money, through the

mandatory Student Activities Trust Fund
fee, which funds the SGA. It is up to you

to get involved and to make sure that your

money is being used fairly, correctly, and

wisely.

Robb Smith
Amherst
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UMass Transit
In order to improve transportation in Amherst and surrounding areas, thej

Univeristy of Massachusetts will be conducting a Parking and Transit Study
on the following dates:

ARTS/LIVING

Newman's characters make Dreams
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Disc Junkie |

m

Wednesday, October 26

Wednesday, November 2

Wednesday, November 9

It's been five years since Randy Newman
released Trouble In Paradise.

Does the term singer-songwriter make
you cringe? Does the sight of the names

Mark Knopfler and even worse JefTLynne
among the production credits on an album
induce you to run to the bathroom and
regurgitate your breakfast? Me too ... at
least normally. But when the singer-

songwriter is Randy Newman and the
album is Land OfDreams I'm afraid I have
to lock most of my prejudices away in a
drawer for the time being.

It's been almost five years since
Newman's troubled Trouble in Paradise

was released - which proved, if nothing

else, that it's impossible to parody bad

A.O.K. music. But now he's back with his

best work since Little Criminals. Land of
Dreams is a consummate character sket-

chbook. You'll find everthing from b-boys

to hippy biker crazies to blue collar racist

bigots and bevond.

"Roll with the Punches" continues in the

"Rednecks" vein, its lyrical ingenuity off-

set by an offhand delivery set against

almost drunken dixie-piano. "Bad News
From Home," a standout track, works by

building up an atmosphere of icy isolation

in its tale of a relationsip gone bad. while

"Masterman and Baby J" is surely a

rebuke to Newman's own "Lonely At the

Top." But best of the lot for me is "I Want
You To Hurt Like I do." a stirring anthem

of human solidarity. As for Mr. Knopfler

and Mr. Lynne, their grubby hands are

hardly in evidence except the former's on

the very Dire Straits-like 'It's Money That

Matters" - the album's only weak track.

continued on page 16
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The study will rely mainly on the responses generated from question-

naires aimed at three target audiences:

a:"-'

1. People who walk to campus
2. People who commute via bus

3. People who drive to campus
and park in a designated lot
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SOME FACTS ABOUT FAT

Functional Fat

Fat in your diet carries fat soluable vitamins such as A, E, D & K. It

also provides essential fatty acids. Body fat protects body organs

and provides insulation.

BUT, a diet high in fat is associated with an increased risk of heart at-

tack, stroke and breast cancer. Fats are also high in calories.

How to cut down
- drink skim or k>w fat milk and use it in cooking too.

- substitute low fat yogurt for sour cream or use a mixture of the two.

- eat fewer fried foods and try more fruits and vegetables instead.

University Vending Services & University Health Services

Division of Health Education /University of Massachusetts/Amherst
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Once completed, questionnaires may j
be returned to the Campus Center #^^»£:
Information Desk or may be folded and -S-fl^

returned through Campus Mall Boxes located in

dormitories and Administration and Departmental Offices. Please do
not answer more than one questionnaire. Your cooperation will be
greatly appreciated.
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Explore Your Options
for Contraception

Contraception Education
Workshop

Date: Monday, October 24

Time: 7:00 pm
Place: Univ. Health Services, Rm. 302

Brought to you by the Contraception Education

Program and the Peer Sexuality Educators

University Health Services

University of Ma.isachusetts at Amherst

.'.'Jl

2S

INTEDNAnONAL
QVLLEQIES

201 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 01002

r4l3) 253-2500

MARILYN MONROE
October 22 - November 3, 1988

Opening Reception, October 22

1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

AMHERST GALLERY
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Advertisement

Since 1960,

hormone levels
Pumping iron has replaced

flower power. Pinstripes have

replaced paisley. And Wall Street

has replaced Woodstock.

But of ail the major changes that

have taken place since the 60's, one

is hardly visible at all: the change

that has taken place in the Pill.

In I960, the Pill contained as

much as 150 megs, of the hormone

estrogen. Today, it's down to 35

megs, or less. That's a/rat7/on ofthe

original dosage.

Yet, today's Pill is as efTective as

yesterday's. In fact, it's still the most

effective birth control available

other than sterilization.

But is the Pill right for you? You
should see your doctor to help you

answer that. If the answer is yes,

then the ultimate decision is yours.

And it's important that you learn all

you can about oral contraceptives.

First and foremost, what are the

risks? Does the Pill cause cancer?

Will it make you less fertile? Do you

need to take a rest from it? These are

just a few questions that have sur-

rounded the Pill since I960. Ques-

tions which must be addressed by

you and your physician.

What about the Pill and breast

cancer? Although there arc conflict-

ing reports concerning this issue,

the Centers for Disease Control

reported that women who took the

Pill, even for 15 years, ran no higher

risk of breast cancer than women
who didn't. The CDC also reported

that ovarian and uterine cancer are

substantially less common among
women who use oral contraceptives.

The Pill has been shown to have

other health benefits as well. Pill

users are less likely to develop pelvic

inflammatory disease (tubal infec-

tions), benign breast disease and

iron deficiency anemia, not to men-

tion menstrual cramps.

But ifthe Pill is so effective at pre-

venting pregnancy, can it later pre-

vent you from having a baby when
you're ready to have one? Studies

in the Pill have
indicate that if you were fertile

before you took the Pill, taking it

will not affect your ability to have

children later. Some women may
experience a short period of read-

justment after discontinuing the

Pill. Even so, most women usually

become pregnant soon.

One piece ofadvice you may have

heard ifyou're on the Pill is that you

should take an occasional rest from

it. Yet there's no medical basis for

this advice. Furthermore, a rest

could turn out to be anything but

restful, since switching to a less

effective form of birth control

increases your chances for un-

planned pregnancy.

Now that you know what the risks

aren't, yoj should know what the

risks are. For example, if you arc

taking the Pill, you should not

smoke. Especially ifyou are over 35.

Cigarette smoking is known to

increase the risk of serious and pos-

sibly life-threatening adverse effects

on the heart and blood vessels from

Pill use. What's more, women with

certain conditions or medical histo-

ries should not use the Pill.

Even if you're already on the Pill,

you should see your doctor at least

once a year. And read the patient

information regularly.

Taking the Pill is easy. Deciding

whether or not to take it isn't. That's

why it's so important for you to

make an informed decision. Contin-

ue reading everything you can about

birth control methods. Seek out reli-

able sources. Talk to your doctor.

You've already taken a step in the

H r

dropped

considerably.
right direction. Just think, since you

began reading this, there's a good

chance your knowledge level about

the Pill has increased. Considerably.

^ mcssufic tn»n the .AsuKiaiinn of Reproductive Health Professionals through an educational grant from Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation
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Iron Elf is out of Circle
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Remember the band Circle? They releas-

ed a cassette album Big Intersection almost
two years ago, and are now defunct. Larry
Berger and Neal Backman, guitarist and
drummer respectively for Circle, have since

been working on a concept called Iron Elf
What is it? Iron Elf is essentiallv another

band, but it is complemented by much ar-

tistry. Like the Grateful Dead, "the Elf
is an experience, and it's one that
everybody can check out tonight at the
Hatch at 9 p.m.

Ifyou are tempted to dismiss Iron Elf bas-

ed on te above-mentioned description, you
may have dismissed the band Circle also.

Big mistake. Berger and Backman are

much practiced musicians, slave to no

|The Best Way Off Campusj
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TIRED OF THE SAME OLD HORROR MOVIES?
WE SPECIALIZE IN THE RARE AND UNUSUAL!

HOW ABOUT "DAUGHTER OF HORROR"
(NARRATIOxV BY ED MCMAHON)

OR "CANNIBAL GIRLS"
^STARRING EUGENE LEVY .AND ANDREA .MARTIN)
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ALL THESE AND MORE
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specific genre, who use music as
trascendence. They play guitars and song,

yet slide into percussive improvisation.

They hold weekly gatherings at their house
in South Amherst where they play, but
they invite other to join in.

So it can be said that Iron Elf has a
spiritual dimension. As so many bands lack

in that department, this is the best reason
to check out Iron Elf tonight at the Hatch.
The other reason is Mother Henry's Kit-

chen, a rockin' combination o.*" locals led by
Steve Crow on guitars and vocals, who will

immediately follow Iron Elf with what is

billed as a set of stomping tunes including
some Chuck Berry, Lou Reed and several

originals.

As for the originals members of Circle,

founding drummer Aram Tabackman is

working in computer graphics (advertising)

in L.A.; former lead guitarist Ernie Wilson
is jamming with the Outskirts, local to Nor-
thampton; and founding bassist George
Cook is travelling the country working for

Sun Sound.

Expressions open at Smith
The Smith College Theatre Department

is pleased to present Expressions of Ex-

cellence, a production which will be per-

formed in Theatre 14 of Mendenhall
Center for the Arts at Smith College

Oct.20-22. 26-29 at 8 p.m.

The production is a combination of

dance pieces and monologues chosen by
a multi-racial cast of women to create an
overview of minority women's
experiences.

The production is unique because it, and

the cast, evolved from the College's

Bridge Program, an orientation program
for first-year minority students. Expres-

sions is directed by Theatre Department
faculty member Chezia Thompson-Cager
and Smith College first-year student
Lucille Whitelock.

The box office will be open Monday
through Friday, 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., and
tickets will be available then or one hour
before the performance. For more infor-

mation about tickets or the production,

call the box office at 585-3220.

THINK
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PLAN AHEAD:
FOUR MONTHLAYAWAY J ^

Monroe show
International Galleries

in Amherst is presenting

the works of reknowned
photographer Bert Stern

from Oct. 22 through
Nov. 3, with an opening
reception on Oct. 22.

The show, titled "The
Last Sitting." features the

complete portfolio of the

last photo session of

Marilyn Monroe before her

untimely death in 1962.
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Choose Excellence . . .

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

-^—^The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian
TRAINING WORKSHOP

SUN., OCT. 23
Collegian Newsroom

at 3 p.m.

at least one training workshop

is required for staff status

Come write for The Collegian
113 Campus Center/Ask for Sylvia

Director discusses Sea Plays
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

In commemoration of Eugene O'Neill's

100th birthday, the UMass Theater
Department is putting on three of his ear-

ly Sea Plays: In the Zone, The Long Voyage

Home, and lie.

Professor Edward Golden, director of the

plays, chose those three particularly

because, he said, "together they have
within them the seeds of the great genius

that was shown so consistently in his later

plays . . . Those plays have roles that can

be played convincingly by young people,"

Golden said. This enabled him to use more
undergraduate students in the cast, he
said. The play lie especially should be

done because it seemed, he said, almost

made for Professors Harry Mahnken and
Christine Adaire who are part of the cast.

The three short one-act plays provide "a

chance for young people, in part, to connect

with the man who is universally recogniz-

ed as the greatest American playwright,"

Golden said. The plays depict the sea as "a
powerful symbol of fate . . . They come from
O'Neill's great, all-encompassing love of

the sea." The sea often controls the fate of

the characters and brings them to a "very
dramatic conclusions of their lives."

"Eugene O'Neill was obsessed with the

familial relationships he grew up with,"

CJolden explained. 'The three plays reflect

very much, and directly, his parents. Com-
ing right out of his own life situation adds

interest and makes it very powerful."

"We have to applaud the UMass Depaul-

ment of Theater on celebrating O'Neill's

birthday the way it should be," said Nor-

mand Berlin, dramaturg for the produc-

tion. "This is the only university in the

Five College Area that is properly

celebrating by performing O'Neill's plays."

CC student art work unveiled
The Department of Auxiliary Services

unveiled four new works of art by
undergraduate artists Michael James Lit-

tle and Peter Pinardi, UMass alumna
Marilyn Coplin and Patricia J. Fay
yesterday at the Campus Center.

These artists' works, which will be

displayed in the Center, were selected in

a competition which was managed by

Lynn Lucas, a Longmeadow artist and

student in the Graduate Interior Design

program. Judges in the competition were

Jo Keeley, director of University Food

Services; Thad Dabrowski of Campus
Center Building Services; Michael

Coblyn, director of Herter Art Gallery;

student Carol Harlow and manager of

Campus Center Print Shop, Roy Voci.

Each artist received a $1,000 commis-

sion for their respective work, which was
submitted in Sept. 1988. Robert Supre-

nant of Campus Center Building Opera-

tions supervised their mounting and
installation.

Most of the artwork acquired by the

Campus Center since 1980 has been done

by student artists in the Fine Arts Depart-

ment. According to William M. Harris,

director of the Campus Center, art done

by students are more appealing to other

students. Because students tend to respect

art done by their peers more than works

by non-peers, there is almost no van-

dalism of artwork.

The works that were shown were

Michael James Little's "Landscape -2,"

Patricia J. Fay's "House/Two Views,"

Marilyn Coplin's "Untitled" and Peter

Pinardi's "Untitled".

The works, commissioned by the

Department of Auxiliary Services, are

sponsored by the department and the Arts

Council.

QhineseOZitcben
Past. Quality Chinese food at an Affordable Price

Spend $10.00 on any meal and get

2 free drafts or 2 free Cokes

expires Oct. 26th—in Hadley store only

llddU>-4iO KusscI St.. 25{.257t Northamplon-tSO Kinji St.. S8b^22l

help Wanted 1 1 a.m.—4 p.m.

Windham Hill Recording Artist

MICHAEL
HEDGES
IN CONCERT

fTioiy's Irom e.\quLsitc ti^rii.U

nwlochf to rf\iftf\n\s wfUi hi I'irtiuiUi)

twplode out of his cjuitdi!

Saturday. October 22 8 pm
Berkshire Performing Arts Center
40 Kemble Street, Lenox. MA

$18.00 -$15 GO -$12 00
Advance Soles - Visa MosterCord

413-637-4718

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 4, 1988

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE I

WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION,
|

SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

ANY STUDENT PAST OR PRESENT MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 4, 1988

TO- DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE

GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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NCWniClil -i^^^ funksters Defunkt

continued from page 13

Buy it and take a

journey through the land

of dreams without even

leaving your armchair.

Also examining that

great big contradition that

is the US ofA are superior

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

'^tm ml VII rooM on* «av

LONDON 179

PARIS 229

ROME 259
round inp

CARACAS 320

ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Taiu nol Ineludud.

Aiso WortiSludY Abroad.

Langutgt Courjtt, Inl'l Student

ID. youth Hotfl Pa*»»$

euRAH. Pmttt Ittutd on tht tpoC

call lor tha fRCE CUB Sluttonf

Jraoal CatmtogI

413-256-1261
AMHERST

T9 So. PlMS«nt SI.

Amh«f9i. MA 01002

with their second album on

the Antilles label In

America. If you're into

shit hot playing and

positively schizophrenic

arrangements then check

out Joe Bowie and chums
as they create what can on-

ly be described as one hell

of a noise. Actually In

America has probably been

out here for some time,

although I haven't seen it

in the shops, but I thought

I'd stick it in anyway
because its so wonderful.

Andrew Tosh plays Pearl St. Sunday
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Even the death of L'Oasis doesn't explain the lack of

interesting live events this weekend. Any eye-catchers

that remain are all happening during the school week.

LJVKiRlgnttjL
(W

Lvmmng
r/

UVBW^K^

For starters, the only big show this weekend is at Pearl

Street on Sunday with the Andrew Tosh Band, who is

playing with all of the original members of the Peter Tosh

band before he was killed in summer '87. UPC is spon-

soring two gigs next week. Tuesday, The Smithereens

will be playing with special guests. Look for an interview

with them this week or next. Then the next night it's Big

Daddy Kane, not one of the prophets of rage, but he's

house no doubt.

Maybe the reason there are no gigs tonight is because

it's World Series Night at Sheehan's. But for those who
couldn't care less about it, go to the Iron Horse to see

Claudia Schmidt. Tomorrow night. Big Bang Theory
plus Gidget Goes To Hell try to highten people's buzz

at Sheehan's. The Iron Horse has Roy Block, high steel-

ed blues. Or if you're in New York, you can see Fishbone

at the Ritz. On Saturday things pickup: Sheehan's has

Little Frankie and the Premiers with Porn Richard,

and at the Iron Horse the father of cool-Jazz, Mose
Allison himself. Tomorrow night at the Horse is Greg
Brown. Soul Jones & The Crunch are also playing at

Sheehan's on Monday at 10:00.

As a club dies, another takes it's place. Look for a new
club downstairs at Pearl Street in November. Also a word

to bands playing in the area, Livewire wants to hear from

you.

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repeiirs &
Reconditioning

NOW OPEN
in

Spilth Amherst

South Towne Commons

LAVNDROMAT

ffteMtjrioMTW you witk

ficir Stale tfibeiliC

MaeUacB i &^

OPEN 7 DAYS 479 WEST ST
7*M lOPM SOUTH 4MHEOST

^ CINEMA

Mr.
North
PG

7:00 &
9:00

Senior Citizens &
Children $2.00
Adults $3.50

(X>/.N'0'A.''4 AVh!I7SI ?sjm;s

Come Ride With Us.

• Motorcycles
• Scooters

• A.T.V.'s
• Power Equipment

Wailey
WfMr\\nrmotorsports

216 N. King St., Rte. 5

584-7303

731-9965

Northampton, MA

The 1989 Honda Motorcycles are ready for vte%vlnf(.

»i«A»««ni»Hn«rt riri*.int»«»>.hfi"iiitivtii"iiii'«:

SOME THINGS ARE BETTER LEFT UNPLUGGED.

5 T H
r o ^ 5 T
THE MOST TERRIFYWG STORY

YOU'LL READ THIS YEAR IS

NOW AVAILABLE AT:

Same Bat Channel

All your favorite comics!

All back issues!

Baseball cards.

Posters and Games.

Magazine Imports

Hampshire Mall, Hadley. MA 586-8775

Five College Students

Call 545-2511

For 72 Price Tickets

NOTJUSTANOTHER 4 CON
SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION

October XI-XI, IfSS

Campus Center and
Campus Center Hotel

at U.MASS.

G.O.H. Samuel R. Delany

Artist G.O.H. Tom Kidd

LOTS OF NEAT STUFF!

Check out our Killer Film and Video Programs!

MemlKrships arc $15.00 through October 20, $17.00 at the door.

Call for mcml>ership information (413) 545-1924.

ului place

COMfMANI »aOM MtTOM. M T C » U* •AirM WIS »»*CI Wt MAJOI UVt tMOWl

Peter Zazofsky, violin

Friday. Oct 21

Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Sunday. Oct 23

Marvin Hamlisch In Concert
Thursday. Nov 3

The Jullliard String Quartet

Saturday. Nov 5

The Amazing Cambridge Buskers
Wednesday. Nov. 9

Peter Orth, piano
Tuesday. Nov 15

Desrosiers Dance Theatre

Saturday, Nov. 19

g4 THE FINE ARTS CENTER

UPSTAIRS
EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY O.J.'S ENJOY THE

AREAS BIGGEST DANCE FLOOR AND THE
HOTTEST DANCE MIX 8.30 to 1:00 AM

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23rd

ANDREW TOSH
WITH THE ORIGINAL

PETER TOSH BAND
Door Opens 7:00 pm Showtime at 8:30

Tickets $10.00 thru Ticketron & at the door

DOWNSTAIRS
Nov. 1 BLUES JAM (every lues.)

Nov. 3 THE LYRES
Nov. 4 WMUA presents DREAMS SO REAL

two shows, all ages at 630
Nov. 6 THE CONNELLS

Nov 11 EVAN JOHNS & THE H-BOMBS
Nov 12 MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN
New Orleans Mightiest Soul-Man

Nov. 18 PLATE O SHRIMP
Nov 19 LUCKY SEVEN

OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M. • 3 AM SUNDAY - THURSDAY

•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
••MU f MXt to SMp«r Step A Skop

MADLiy/AMHCRST t54-4M9

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

Emplovment AoDiications Bemo Taken

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Wednesday, October 26

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall. 545-0202
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

I
POmlHlLl. TV.

\ MOvie5..cm5

V, THeayMFics.

^ (CANT CHftT.'S
MJ5IC. eOTTA J

kJ_Z^ . c/rrcH f\ <
s \5H0W/J

J^ ^"#^

Ifefl itvJh^ %J|flBK>^> ..-^
\^0'^'' ^*^4^^^^

' ^ :;.
^.

"Man, this Is ug(y - sheep
and cattle T\ei^i%x do mix well."

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

w^^TlNG ir; M PajR\NG
RMN FOR TWE SCHOOL BOS
TO TAKE ME SCiMty^HERE

I OONT EVEN W^NT TOGO'

I GO TO SCHOOL. »JT I

NEVER LEARN V^WAT I

W^Nr TO KNOW

.

"I.I

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

2!<ro-Sum By Monte Morin

5P»y, 3. Doftfc QuftYlE, wrnt
To ptAy "dRu6 C2*«>'?

r'i-L Bf Afo^tlfeW Oft^fr

Lord mod yow B£ ^'^'^^x

PRESIDENT.

fgLloV C<»«£. WHUT ARE

/ou 60IN6T0 DO?

"No one has ever loved anyone the way
everyone wants to be loved.

"

—Mignon McLaughlin

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trud« Michel jcffc

ACnOM
I Orauing

• Th« Haniay.

• 9
1 i Qourmandizad
16 Bon vivani

1 7 Ey« gland

It One wno
null>li«$

19 Tim* in NYC
20 Mortd. to a

Fr»ncn'nan

22 Tantt at

customt
23 CotKO Comb

tomi

2S fr hoty woman
27 Ptrtaining to

Jonn Paul

30 Bmiow
knignmood
upon

J2 AncMnt city m
Syria

36 Atpant
3aEam«d
40MyttHcal Hyar

41 Ta«7<g«r

tanlrumi

43 OiagoM ol

44 LongtMlOw »
tortvitnq Irae

46 Scraan s

Signorat

48 Maala makar
49 Tonic >

companion
51 Typa ot lankar

52 0w>coMaga
town

S4 Hign timaa

S6 Hava itia laad

S9 Froil ana
coMaaguas

61 snada provida'

64 Hava in nand
66 Summanima

ralra»na»

egHatoMs
twtovad

rOCanapa

4Makaa
tau« pa*

5 Tak nonaansa
6 City SW of

To*yo
T Oiac lockay t

disc

6 Taar into

piaca*

9 Fancing gaar

10 Job. to a lazz

playar

1

1

Tha nana
of ivy

12 Biinop wtio

won a Nobai
pnza

13 Run
14 Ollf

33 Film t Flynn

34 Nat

35 Apacut. It

iKTiai

37 Sloth, a 9
39 Thing, m law

42 Floof cova«ing

45 Catcn unaware
47 Oaai or dead

pratiK

50 Printed

announcemani
53 Nautical

direction

5S Sauma Street

grouch

56 Marine fiih

57 Stan o) a

sotitoquy

56 Odl in oMan
days

60 AutomoOda
ptonaer

81 To oe Fr

62 LaacivKMJt

look

S3 God ol war

SS Apyasman
twa

87 Ua«ar. from

Atnant
66 Fraocn Irom

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:nnm nnnn nnonn
21 Chewy

chocolatp

23 Popular uncle

24 Made plana m
tacrel

26 Siresa

27 Ory out

2SQraa«ng,
in Hilo

29Vltf*>*Mck
MidMcm

31 Michael

Jackaon hit

nnnnnn nnn
nnnn nnnnnn

IIQIf AJ. N

Sli
P'A

* OWW I

HTtJCTK E
lit
Ili

nnnnnn nnnn
ann nnnnrvi

^
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10/30^M

71 Feel* con-

tempt lor

72 Editor s naada

DOWN
1 Ralarandum
2 Cumer s

partner

3 Sh«*napa
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Menu
Lunch

Sloppy Joe

Macaroni & Cheese

Dinner

Chicken Parmersan
Roast Pork/Gravy

Basics Laacb

Tofu Sloppy Joe

Macaroni & Cheese

Basics Dinner

Vegetable Hot Pot

Chicken Parmesan

1

Weather

Today: Morning clouds; afternoon sunny and cool

in the upper 40s.

Tonight: Clear and cold with a low in the 20s.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny with a high around 50.

TODAY'S STAFF
Hlfht Editor Rick Santos

CopY Edhof Ronn Garry

LaTovt Ttdmlclaa George Francy

Photo Technician. Chris Hosford

Production Sapcrvtsor Florencio Terra

Production: Wendy Rae, Janine. Camille. Aimee

Jenn. Mary, Tina, and Ronns a Wharewarc
traveller

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
Editor Id Chief

Rick Sasson

llaaaglal Editor

David R. Mark
Editortal Editor

Robert CiappcnclU

ButioMt Maoager

Marc Inflcid

Prodactloa Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1988

Robert CUppenelU
BH«iBcts Maaagcr

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Munroc
Flaaacc Maaafcr

Dcbra Botzenhart

Advefllsing Manager

Todd Frahbcis

circulation Manager

Mary Havgcnt
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Town seeks to tax
students extra $50
Amherst Town Finance Director Nancy

Maglione last week revealed a plan to im-

pose a $50 per year excise tax on the ap-

proximately 28,000 students living in the

town.

In other town news
Amherst Selectmen, in the fight against

sexism, voted 4 to 1 Tuesday night to

change the councils name to the Amherst
Selectbooard They are the first in the area

to do so.

The Selectboard, which has three out of

five women members, will still be known
as the Board of Selectmen in official

business due to state statutes.

The dissenting member of the board was
Allen Torrey, who said the name should re

main unchanged out of historical precedent

and would not be recognized as the official

name of the board in the eyes of the state.

- LISA JOHNSON

$ 1 K accident

on Mass. Ave
An accident on Massachusetts Avenue

at the intersection at North Pleasant

Street Tuesday left both a 1979 Ford

pickup truck and a 1984 Ford Tempo with

damage totaling more than $1000, accor-

ding to police. The truck had stopped for

the red light when the car, unable to stop

because of slick road conditions, struck its

rear end, police reported.

In other incidents:

• Several vending machines in the base-

ment of Gorman Residence Hall were

reported vandalized and broken into Tues-

day. Police are investigating the incident

and have notified the respective owners

of the machines.

• A student reported Tuesday his 1987

Plymouth parked in Southwest lot 50 was

struck by another vehicle, damaging his

bumper.
- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Qoutl\, of ttic Border fecial
All menu items

a la carte

DLUEWALL cafeteria

Mojcali Soup
Chicken Tacos

(lV,ili (\)i\. Cari\c

Mc\jconi

Hicc
(jiiacan\(>lc

Flail

Thursday

Octobet 20. 1988

11 30 am 1 30 pm

adirondack music

FALL CLEARANCE SALE!
The madness continues...

Adirondack Music is the small store with big savingsl We
got some deals that can't be beat but we're running out

of space! Now's your chance to grab some great deals

while we do some housecleaning...

CONCORD AT COST!
He just can't help himself!

Sometimes I wonder about my boss... Concord, about the

fmest maker of car audio around, at DEALER COST?!

With our selection of eight different models to choose

from, there really isn't much sense to consider anything

else at these ridiculous prices! Save up to 1300 off the

normal dealer cost of any Concord deck in inventory!

Quantities are limited! They're selling FAST!

ADVENT SPEAKERS!
Quantities are VERY limited!

These are really unheard of prices!

Only at Adirondack can you save

1130 on a $350 pair of Prodigy's for

only S21995! Or save 1150 on a S450

pair of Legacy's for only $299.95!

Last pair of H^AESTRO's only $399!

JOGGERS DELIGHT!
The Toshiba RP-S« is a AM/FM stereo

designed with joggers in mind!

Lightweight, hardly bigger than a credit

card, yet solid and durable, this beauty

will provide mile after mile of high

quality sound! Comes with foldin

headphones and belt clip!

A S99.95 value only $49.95!

HALF PRICE SPECIALS!
No kidding! We got some MAD deals here... Try a set of

mid-sized, folding Acutex Voyager VI headphones, our

regular S29.95 only $14.95! Or Audio Technics SG410

Walkman type headphones, usually $19.95 only $9.95! Or a

set of Pickering button type headphones, our regular price

of $19.95 only $9.95! Need a new cartridge to replace

that old nail at the end of your tonearm?! How about an

Acutex 410STR, a bargain at our usual price of $39.95,

but a steal at the halprice low price of only $19.95! Need

something to hold all of those cassettes and CD's that

you've been collecting under your bed?! Store up to 60

CD's or cassettes in a groovy Case Logic carrying case,

and save up to $20 on one of these beauties!

Trade-ms are welcome! Drag it, tow it, push it, roll it...

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

Open Monday thru Saturday 10am to 5:30pm

Sale prices good thru Wednesday, October 26, 1988

Limited qu4Dtitiei. All itemi lubject to prior tale.

No r&incheckt. Not retpooiible for typofraphic&l errors.

Women's x-country third at H.C.
By MEG QUINN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's cross country team ran in the Ho-

ly Cross Invitational on Saturday in

Worcester, expecting to place either first

or second.

Instead, the team ended up third with

103 points, behind Vermont (45) and the

host Crusaders (78). That wasn't bad, but

coach Julie LaFreniere knows that her

team can do better.

"I knew 15 seconds into the race that it

was all over," said LaFreniere. "They

didn't go out aggressively, and had to play

catch-up the whole time."

Precious Hill, who ran first for the team,

lost 20 seconds in the beginning due to a

bottle-neck start. She was able to salvage

a fifth place finish out of the 105 com-

petitors in 18:31. Next were Shana Smith,

who placed 13th in 18:56, and Laura

LaVallee, who finished 18th in 19:13.

'They were very tight, not relaxed at all.

and struggled the whole race," LaFreniere

said. "They had to work their way to the

front."

Kristen Peers was fourth for the team
and 34th overall with a time of 19:37. Amy
St. Pierre, who came in 40th in 19:44, "ran

a gutsy race. She had to struggle and

wasn't feeling well," LaFreniere said.

Kathy Holt crossed the line next for the

Minutewomen, in 50th place in 19:58.

Michelle St. Laurent was the team's eighth

finisher in 20:04, and "ran very well. She

was faster on this hilly course than on our

flat course. She's steadily improving and

brought her mile splits down significant-

ly," LaFreniere said.

Although a bit disappointed about the

final score, LaFreniere is optimistic about

this Saturday's home meet against Ver-

mont, Rhode Island and New Hampshire.

'HoepfuUy, we've gotten our bad race out

of our system," LaFreniere said. She in-

tends to show those teams what the

Minutewomen are really capable of doing

water polo
continued_frorr p^eJW
The next morning is a big test against Harvard. The

Crimson took a tough 9-4 decision from UMass earlier

this season and the Minutemen are thinking revenge.

Yarworth sees it as a pivotal game, one which could

decide whether or not UMass gets the second seed in the

New England Championships.

Yarworth wants to shut down Harvard's counter-

attack (fast break) by pressing defensively, make them

earn their passes to the holes and shut down Harvard's

big gun, Mike Johnson.

The Minutemen face an even bugger challenge on

Saturday night against Brown, which overwhelmed

UMass earlier this season and holds the top spot in New
England. Brown has an established program with a lot

of California players and Yarworth is really looking just

to play a tight game and put in a good showing.

The following day, UMass faces a much easier set of

games, starting in the morning against Boston College.

UMass proved last weekend at Amherst that they can

beat the Eagles and now "want to send them a message

that they can't play with us," Yarworth said. The

Minutemen want to be careful of overconfidence though,

as B.C. can surprise a team that slacks off against them.

UtftiUanrft I US

OrMT Ciuat TMi* «ui Vot/MC « COO

800-381 -0222

YA//av/mmi^p^!X!z^^

it DELIVERY to AMHf/SP>
11:30 a.m. 10:00 p.m. ^^^

13 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Hours
Mon-Thurs 11:30am-10:00pm
Fri & Sat 11 :30am-11 :00pm
Sundays 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

256-0286 256-0287
^

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
Maplewood Shops Northampton. MA

586-8953

AcnvniES'Auoio
AUTO FOR SAl£ • CALCULATORS

a4TERTAff#^e4T«FOR RENT

FOR SALE •raUNO
Hap WANTED •LOST

CLASSIFIED
WSTRUCTON • MOTORCYLOES
PERSONALS•RCE WANTS}
RCERS NEBXO •^RVCES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVa

WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO Th7cOLLE«AN OFRCE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30.3.30 (FR..2:30) DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION » CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Acnvrms
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1»n CAMARO.RuM ««• taSO LMV*
527 5101

MOVING. SELLING EVERYTHING:
TabtM e>\»trt. »ohi. cofcx TV, bad ind

mora can 54»-7l»3 •veninfli

KOREAN StubENTS ASSOOATION
m««ling looighi at 8 00pm CC leaC

MTERCSTEO IN TRAVtUJMOT Com. to

IMllen Thunday Octo«>»f ^0 '90S W
room laSMS m lh« C«mpu» C*M»i M
4-6pm

SYLVAN RMIOeMTSchw* out ThoM^
.n »oumww« GO Sunday Ocl 23 at 12 00

noon Qo tuppon our favorite band

THCTA CMI FRATERNITY pomkin sal*

Holp bon«W tha Am»fican Maarl Assoc by

purchasing puiTip»<in* Thraa loos o« pum-

pkin* bo (n*ra

KE CO-OfMEETWO tonight; 6pm MsM
in Campus C*H»r 91 1-15 AK ara »»o«com«

to |Otn

79 TOYOTA COROLLA- good condition

dapandabte »550 Can PiOfra 545-2Se9

•2 FORO ESCORT '85^006 ml»s«74 sp»«J

•icallanl condition $1900/n«gotiabl«

549^7193 evanings

YAMAHA SRX 290 Sport b*«. 5 monOi*

old $1 500 inciudwti* facial h*m« and

lackat Can David 1-5aM212

PIONEER PUAL^TCTEO caaaaw* dadi

$100 can Laura at 6-9021

OtRECT CARE STAFF NEEDED m Nor

thampton. Greenfield, Springfield areas

Worit with MR and MH individuals S7 21

to $7 71 prtw 781-0783

C.W. CHEATS AT YahUaa (Golcnal You

thought I wouldn't do it)

LOST

91 TOYOTA COROLLA exceltent coryji

tion. low milaaga. am/fm cass air. 5 spd

2S80969 evenings

1870~MU8TAMG COUPE. Excellent

conditkxi-rrtachancaiy sound' Great body.

4 new tires t2.b6o Call 546 4908

woaknights-Jan.

POUND

FOUNDAOENIM JACKET by the F AC
549-3874 Joe

OOLO WATCH NEAR BARS downtown

Call Pim 256-0734

NSA FRIDAY NWHT VIDEO NofW by Nor

thwest Front Lounge ol f^wmsn Center

7 00pm FREE

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED

EARN BIO COMMISSK>NS and traa trips

by sailing Nassauff>aradia* Wand. Cancun.

Mexico and Ski tnps lo Varmool snd Col-

OfSdo For more information call toll free

1-800-231-01 13 or in Conn 203-967-3330

RIMQ FOUND OUTSWE colonial vUlag*

Can 256-1 191 lo identify

LAa«1«fTWFbW«artMJi^BrtnaSy
Manor Apts C* lo identify 546-1410

mTcaSpuS OTITER on 10/13 a gold in-

mal charm it yours call 548-6563

LOST: GOLD CHAIN W/PENDANT Sal

1W15 near Mike's or Pub-Very senlimental-

Ptease caM 549-7707 lor reward

LMT ir^ QOLd CHAIN with charm

reading "The Best ' huge sentimental

value T( found please call Paul at 6-4615

LOST GOLD CHAIN WITH^rucihx has tols

of sinlimental value I tost i1 Friday across

from Townhouse Please call Jon at

546-1081

LMT JEAN JACKET AT CHANGES may

have accidentalty taken yours «'«' id s

Diana lock Chanice McGiynn Call 6-8703

Matt

AMY K. Don't worry be happy Get psych

ed lor the weekend A S

STEPHANIE KI9NER Happy 21st Now you

can use a real ID Have a great day Onnk

a law lor me Love Sharon

BILLY O GOES TO COURT Thursday at

4, TV room Proaecution by 4 o'clock dub.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom CMfside apt w/an easy gomg
senior II interested please caN Beth at

065-4550

ROOM AVAILABLE

PHI MU WELCOMES our newest pledges.

Alayna Fabrizio and Amy Porchelli Get

psyched

FUNNrrUNB

CAROLINE:

SOUTHWEST'S ANNUAL BATTLE ol the

Bands is this Sundsy Octo«>er 23nl a]

12 00pm in Hampden Center BE THEHfe'

ROSES ARE RED, violets are blue, the

question is. do you tove n>o too''

oUauty new furniture for
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcaaas tables and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short SI Northhampton 586-7970

Bin or Damn W* i

LOST MASS UOUOH 10 Sharon Levy «

found please call 253-9916 monetary

reward

LOST RINGS - 2 gold nngs/one coral/one

lurquoise/one silver/one shell It found

please please call 2539916 Reward'

CRAFT CENTER IS YOUR resource Make

all kinds of crafts pottery, silver. siHtscreen.

plvjlogrBphy etc Free instruction

BIKE FOR BREATVrOcTw Sign up on

concourse Oct 18. 20. tor the Cystic

Fibrosis Bike-AThon Anyone can do it'

EARN $40-t60/OAYWving to^uce tox-

ics in H^assachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water sale! Call Chns at 2566434

YOUbOrrf have to take part m disssc

tion i( Its against you ethics Animal nghts

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

CHILD CARE NEEDED

THREE MORHPiOST WEEK tor boys

aoes 3 and 1 *4.5Whour l^ar Lewerell

cinter 10 mm lor UMASS ChiW Ed ma-

or would be ideal Call 256-6180 or

548-9645 AvaHabla immediately

GO-GETTERS ONLY

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVK*- Over 700 CDs
Grest Sound' All occasions 549-1421

EARN FROM MOM to $15000 next sum-

mer 506-543-3706 Leave message

HELP WANTED

DISHWASHEm. Part Ti^e.lleKibteh«jrs.

aome days and early evening shills Star

ting pay up to 6 00 per hour Apply m per-

son Season s Restaurant. Rl 9. Becher

town Road. Amherst

HEADPHONES/REWARD AKG240 s tost

in Northampton 1W11 Sentimental value

Please call 586-2239 Bob

fAiTjAOCET.TEFf IN BARfLE-rT 301

ON TUE 1W11 MORNING CALL MARK
6-67S4

IF ANYONE FINOS A OU pledge wn Con

lad Hollywood-the4 Narc Love Phi Mu

WHAT DO YOU CALL A man and woman
with no arms or legs on a grilP Frank and

Pattie

LOStrPAIR OFSNEAKERS Fnday night

in vicinity of Brittany 256-4967 Pete or

Twig

HEATHER HAVE YOU GOTTEN the best

thing lately'' ZJust cunous Lustfully yours.

Hector

SMURFEffErSINCE YOU 'CAME"int0 my
life, the sun hasn't stopped shining (s lew

clouds, but perfections tMring) I love you

more and more each day. you are my
everything Happy 1st year, my love The

magic continues- Gagamal

SPACIOUS SUNNY IN apartment complM
shared common areas Parking and bus

Evening 665-3867

SERVICES

EXCELLENT WORD PROC^SJNOwith
spell check Call Gayle 2S6-12S0

ORAD STUDENT W/ cargo van
506-544-6604 Joe

TVPINQ

FLYING FINGERS TYPING work doiieTn

24 hours Pickup/d'opoff too Call Kevin

549-0116

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRiPTWirTaal.
accurate 2S3-WORO

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL typing on
word processor with spelteheck - AN'VTIME'

Carolyn 253-5667

MOTORCYCLES

ATTENTION FOR $500 down and

83 05/mnth you can own a 1 988 Kawasaki

EX500 with 2700 miles 2 Shoet helnwts

worth $450 are free Call Mike 549-5189

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HOWIEI Love. 110

Brandywine. 4.14 and 5 Gilreath

TO THE BROTHERS AND PLEDGES OF
Thela Chi Thanks lor a super homecom
ing weekend You guys are great! Love the

sisters and pledges ol Chi Omega

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive

rates, decent location 253-5202

TRAVEL

UPC- Remember, the only thing between

you and a win is your line item

•APARTMENTS AVAILABLE"

SPAaOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ol country land Ample off street park_

ing and free bus service lo UMass and

shopping areas Call 665-3856

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU

IWCirA^SirENTEFrrAlNMENTrDisc
ockeys and larsje screen video dances

Dorms/organizations 2S6-6S26

FOR SALE

HOST/HOSTESS Part lime/fleiibie

hours/good starting f>*lL.*fl>^l^^}^
Season's Restaurant. Rt 9. Belchertown

Road. Amhersi

EASYWORkTEXCELLENT PAY! Assem-

ble products at home CaH ftx inlormation

312 741-6400 ext A-598

1963 KAWASAKI KZ5S0 LTD Helmet.

cover shield $650 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

CHARLES, INTELLECTUAL AND star-

athtote from Hampshire coll*ge-l cant

wait!' Your party girl. P.J

PERSONALS

AX*- ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT! YHCESI

YO OEA- ITS BEEN too tong-boom boom
boom-l cant wait to see you Number 10 get

the champagne & candles ready Love.

Chris

AUTO FOR SALE

81 TOYOTA COROLLA New front tirw.

back shocks, exhaust system must sell

$700 B/0 Kristin 568-4624

VW RABBIT ^reen G7eat condition runs

smooth great buy at $850 Please call

253-9243

SKJS^ DYNASTAR 185'swith marker bin-

dings excellent condition $95 or BO Call

Boot 6-8440

NEW bOUBLE^ASSETTE PORTABLE
radio with detachable speakers, many ottw

extra features, need money for school S1Z5

546-5845

SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMOTION-
escon Energetic person. (M/F). lo lake

sign ups lor our Ftorida tours We tornish

all materials for a successful promotion

Good pay and fun Call Campus Marketing

al 1600-777 2270

KAREN AND JOSEPHINE, Roomate Ap-

preciation Week IS going even better tt«n

we expected All three ol us have our

names up on the list Alrighi'-MM

70 BUick GRAN SPORT hood w/ram air

snorkel $150 Joe 506-544-8604

1981 KAWASKI KDon/ofl only 800 miles

$500 Call Chris 546-6163

82 VW SCIROCCb 5 speed cark grey new

tires, rims runs very well $3000 Please call

Tom 546 1184

1977 BUK:K skylark eo.odbk excellent

shape $600 or BO 546-8948

1981 PORSCHE, 50k miles: 9^^^""°^,.
must see '7250 or best offer Call

665 7221 Deb

73 bbbOE VAN, runs good lirst

reasonable offer 6-6982

197rFbRb ORANAOA. good njnning con-

dilton cheap 584-4709

•0 CHEVY CHEVETfEg«j7nJh^ con-

dition $650 or BO Call 549-51 37 after 5 30

FOR SALE: Olympic weight bench $l 25 or

best olter Call Cheryl at 6-7851 or leave

message

3 wbOLJACTETS^S leather lackets. 1 in-

sulated winter denim lackot. men s (M)

38-40 Each one a steal 546-6982

SKI BOOTS LAIskSETHriMNordiMr^
$90 Both size 10 549-4119

ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR exceHent

condition w/window ml & coil cord worth

$280 asking $150 Call 6-8108

WAND NEW ASSORTED NwTBaiance

sneakers unbeatable prices 10 prs sue

911 will lake orders 549-6496

COUNTER HELP AND delivery persons

(need your own car) nights and weekend

256-1616

GREENPEACE WORK TO PRESERVE
OUR EARTH The destruction of our en

vironment is not an acceptable industry

practice Work now lo stop toxic coniamina

tion. preserve our oceans and its wildlife

and slop nuclear weapons testing Seloci

your own days lo work Mon Sun
2pm 1 0pm Call 256-1439

AMP ROLAND JC1M lOOw $400 firni

Great condition 584-9955 Ask for Bill

TOXICS ARE SLOWLY killing us' Work to

reduce them with MASSPIRG Earn

$45-$65^day, full/part time Call Chris

256-0924

EXPERIEN^DJEWELRY ll«TRUCTO«
wanted for spring semester Student Union

Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096

Wbrik STUDY Jb» available' Monday

Wednesday and Fnday mornings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

URSULA
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY. Love, Sybtlle

Legal Everywhere' -Silly Sir I k)Sl my baby'

-Mom

MARK GRAHAM- HappT'b-day. a day

late'" Are we ever on time'' We love you"

(Along w/the others" Love Jamie and

Annie

CONGRATULATiONS TO ALL 19 of our

pledges" We kjve you all!! Love, the Sisters

of Sigma Kappa

HAPP'T "BIRTHDAY WOOBIE and
UBSBATM Love Z and Ihe Guys

BETH 8. HAPPY BIRTHDAY to my in

credibly best Inend I love you, Laurie

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MAGENTA!!Love Jim

my Swagrock and Mahatma-Genedee

•HEY MICHELLE (BOOF1)*
Happy

•Birthday'"

-Love Laune and 3FI Moore'

SUEANbSf«RVL^ara yousatified nowtl

R&D

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. One
student/leacfier. live hours daily, family liv-

ing excursions, seminars CXt Box 11264

Milwaukee. Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 1 1-13 Cal 549-1949

WANTB)

WANTED- GUITAR OR BANJO must bisTn

fairly good condition Call MIKE 67115

HELPll need Soc 103 (Hums) notes will

pay moneyis Shirley 549-2710

TAKEOVER LEASE FRbM Jan to Sept'on

2 bdrm Apl on Main St Prefer grad

students or Prof p*ople Call 2566040

PARTY WITH US- Friday nito 9 til 2 Band

8 Beer North Mandelle Hall Mount

Holyoke college 538-2948

SUPERBROTHERS OF DELTA CHI,

thanks for an awesome homecoming love

the supersisters of Phi Mu

COME TO SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA OPEN
HUSH Ocl 18.19.20 Call 549 8003 tor more

information Try Sigma!

PENA^TkyTamorl Cuanio dana por lenerte

(unto a mi Tu Doncella

ROOMATE WANTED

ROOMATE WANTTO BRAI<0YWINE
APTS. 230 month heal and hot water in

eluded Thru December Option to take /

over toqase mainstream only' 549-3616 ^

1 HbOM IN APrTibHbTmins lo center

Nonsmoking 210/010 'utl 584-9376 Rachsl

or Suresh

JEFF FITTON- Congratulations on your

tremendous achievement' It's a good thing

you look good in stnpes Love. Stob

APARTMENT MATE WANTED. Nice Nor-

thampton location Call Greg at 564-7400

message
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Noseguard Joe Cullen: A strong influence
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

He is 5-foot- 1 1 and 245 pounds of muscle. He can bench
press over 400 pounds. The easiest thing to liken him to

physically would be a fireplug.

But Joe Cullen, a noseguard on the University of

Massachusetts football team, is just as strong on the in-

side as he is on the outside.

And that has helped him become a leader on the 1988

Minutemen. who have jumped out to a 4-2 record and a

share of first place in the Yankee Conference at 3-1.

Quite a change from last year's 3-8 season in which

UMass won just two conference games.

"I think we had good leadership from the captains last

year," Cullen said. "This season we didn't know who the

leaders would be."

So in addition to his pads, Cullen put some responsibility

on his shoulders and it has paid off. He has already been

game captain twice this season.

"Joe Cullen is like the E.F. Hutton of this team," UMass
head coach Jim Reid said. "When he speaks, they all

listen."

"I respect Joe Cullen, members of the

team respect Joe Cullen, and opponents
learn to respect Joe Cullen."

— UMass head coach Jim Reid

'it's nice of the guys to say I'm a leader," Cullen said.

"I like to think I am. I try to lead by example."
Cullen's success is a good example in itself. The

Weymouth native played fullback and linebacker at Quin-

cy High. But in his senior year, when potential recruiters

were on the sidelines, Cullen missed three games with

injuries.

"I think (recruiters) were wary of my speed at fullback,"

Cullen said. "But coach Reid thought I could be a

noseguard. I didn't know if I wanted to at first but then

I figured I'd give it a try."

Cullen gave it a try in the 1985 Agganis All-Star Game,
and was named Defensive Player-of-the-Game.

"The keys to being a good noseguard are quickness off

the ball and strength." Cullen said.

Cullen has used both to his advantage while becoming
a force on the UMass defensive line.

"I respect Joe Cullen, members of the team respect Joe

Cullen. and opponents learn to respect Joe Cullen." Reid

said.

"Joe isn't real tall, and that limits his opportunities,"

UMass strength and conditioning coach Ian Pyka said.

"Height is an advantage on the defensive line, but Joe

makes up for it in strength."

But even after the smooth transition, Cullen still didn't

earn a scholarship, and joined the Minutemen as a

walk-on.

"Joe's high school coach (Jack Raymerl told me don't

worry, Joe would earn a scholarship," Reid said. "I was
nervous as hell because I hate to recruit that way. The
best thing is that never once did Joe mention the word
scholarship. But in his classes and on the field, he's gone

(°<ille|1an photo by Kirhard Bonanno

Noseguard Joe Cullen has been a positive in-

fluence on the University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team throughout his career.

far and above some of our scholarship athletes."

And that has made Cullen a role model.

"A guy like Joe always promotes a better atmosphere,"

Pyka said. "He's good for the younger kids on the team.

"And over the summer, we worked with some local kids

in the weight room," Pyka said. "They came in during

testing just to watch Joe and get motivated. He is very

intense and that's the way you have to be."

"Being a leader means not just on the field," Cullen said,

"but on the practice field and in the weight room as well."

Ah, the weight room. One of Cullen's favorite places.

Cullen can bench press 415 pounds, squat 660 pounds,

and incline bench press almost 400 pounds. He has lifted

260 pounds in the power clean.

"Joe is easily the strongest player on the team," Pyka
said. "He does well in the power clean, which is a new
lift for a lot of the players.

"He was going to try and squat 700 pounds this fall and

I think he would have done it easily, but he had some

discomfort in his knee, so we decided against it, since foot-

ball is more important than squatting 700."

Cullen has developed his strength over about eight

years.

"The work ethic carries beyond football

and into my personal life as well. I think

the work ethic and togetherness are the

main difference between this year's team
and last."

— Joe Cullen

"I've been working with weights pretty regularly since

eighth grade," Cullen said. "I don't get bored. It's like

another sport to me, a hobby."

It's nice to have a hobby that ties in with your train-

ing, especially during the hectic fall season, which

demands complete discipline.

"The work ethic carries beyond football and into my per-

sonal life as well," Cullen said. "I think the work ethic

and togetherness are the main difference between this

year's team and last.

"If we just keep working hard and take one game at a

time, good things will happen."

Good things have already happened to Cullen. He did

earn his scholarship. But what about after next season,

when he graduates?

"I'm not sure what I want to do," Cullen said. "But I

might want to coach."

A job that would require a lot of leadership. Something

that Cullen would have no problem with.

Field hockey notebook

Minutewomen fall to
fourth in the country
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team, despite a 8-0 win over Fair-

field University last Thurday and a 3-1 win
over the University of New Hampshire on
Saturday, has dropped in the NCAA's
rankings from the No. 4 position to No. 3.

"I don't know why or for what reason we
dropped," UMass coach Pam Hixon said.

The team that took over the No. 3 spot

in the poll was Northwestern University,

which received 106 points in the poll. The
Minutewomen received 104.

Old Dominion University, undefeated at

16-0, remained on top for the fourth week

in a row, receiving 120 points. They were

followed by the University of North

Carolina, who received 114 points for its

13-1 record.

UMass is 12-1-1 on the year, its only loss

coming to Old Dominion. I'he

Minutewomen did receive some good news
yesterday as they were given the No. 1

ranking in the Northeast.

UMass' game with Dartmouth College

yesterday, which was rained out, will not

be rescheduled.

For the first time in four weeks, the

Atlantic 10 Player of the Week award was
not given to a UMass player. Senior mid-

fielder Pam Bustin, forward Tonia Ken-
nedy and goaltender Cindy Cox have have
received that honor in the last three weeks.

This week, the award went to sophomore
forward Liz Burns of St. Joseph's Univer-

sity. Burns scored two goals last week,

while leading St. Joes to a pair of 2-1 vic-

tories over St. Louis University and La
Salle College.

Water polo at N.E. Tournament
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The next three weekends are crunch time

for the University of Massachusetts water

polo team.

This weekend is the New England

League Tournament at Harvard. UMass'

performance in this tourney will decide

how the Minutemen are seeded for the

following weekend's New England Cham-

pionships and the Eastern Championships

a week later.

The Miunutemen, 8-6 and ranked third

in New England and eighth in the East,

need to play tough this weekend to set up

an easier trip through the following

weekends,

"We want to play the best waterpolo we
can," said coach Russ Yarworth. "We real-

ly want to go 4-1 this weekend or at least

3-2. If we go any less than 3-2, that means
we lost to someone we shouldn't have."

The Minutemen will be working on en-

durance this week in practice as the

tourney will force them to play five games
in just under 48 hours. The ordeal starts

tomorrow night against Yale.

"Our biggest job will be to get used to

playing in a 30-meter pool," Yarworth said.

In most of UMass' previous matches, they
played in 25-meter pools and the extra 15
feet has a tendency to spread the defense

out. "If we run a good counter attack we
shouldn't have a problem."

continued on page 19

Volleyball notebook

Minutewomen receive
their mid-term grades

teamwork and experience has really shin-

ed through for UMass. It is probably the

top reason for the outstanding record.

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team is sandwiched this week
between two consecutive weekends of

Atlantic 10 games like bacon caught bet-

ween the lettuce and tomato.

After slipping past West Virginia, last

year's second-ranked conference team last

Friday night, the Minutewomen pounded
Duquesne University. After a brief "rest"

at Central Connecticut University, and
3-1 victory, UMass must again battle to

remain among conference elite.

The Minutewomen are currently third

in the A- 10 behind Penn State Universi-

ty (the 20th-ranked team in the country)

and the University of Rhode Island.

At 13-2 (3-2 A-10), UMass has been ply-

ing some very good volleyball this season.

With the exception of an away George
Washington University letdown, it has
made the grade in almost every category,

as a matter of fact, here is this mid-season
report card.

Cohesiveness Grade: AB With five of
six seniors making up the starting lineup,

the Minutewomen have moved along this

season like a well-oiled machine. The

Winning away Grade: B Although the

only two losses have come from away
games, UMass has proved itself capable

of playing away from the NOPE-Dome.
One of the losses, Penn St. was at the

hands of a superior, nationally ranked
team. During the last week of September,
they did win five games at Colgate
University in just 24 hours.

•Pressure Playing Grade: A The
Minutewomen have won all four matches
that have gone five games. When the
pressure has been on, UMass has
delivered. There isn't a choke factor here.

Overall Grade: AB or B Through their

first 15 games, the Minutewomen have
won the games they have supposed to win.

They've even won a few that could have
gone either way and have delivered three

conference victories.

UMass has the experience and their

showing the desire to compete with the all

others in the Atlantic 10 tournament in

three weeks.

Brace yourselves UMass, it's going to be

a wild and wooly finish.

Men's hoop team to hold open practices
The University of

Massachusetts mens
basketball team is inviting

the UMass public to come
and check out the team dur-

ing the next two days at

Curry Hicks Cage.

Today is faculty day at the

Cage, where the

Minutemen will be practic-

ing at 3:30. Refreshments
will be served.

Tomorrow, UMass
students are invited to the

team's first intrasquad
scrimmage under first-year

coach John Calipari, at 5

p.m. UMass students will

have the first opportunity to

check out the new-look

Minutemen and see what

will be in store for the up-

coming hoop season.

In both cases, there will be

no charge for admission to

these events.

Dodgers top Oakland 5-2; win World Series
LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND
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LEAF ME ALONE - Northampton resident Marcia Wolff relaxes

yesterday on Amherst Common during a break from work.

Ingle, others wish success

for Civility Day 1988
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

As the events of Civility Day 1988 get

underway at the University of

Massachusetts, the question arises, will the

message of harmony reach the people who
most need to hear it?

Acting Director of the Office of Human
Affairs Grant Ingle said it probably will.

"It's going to be very hard to ignore the

fact that there's a week of activities con-

cluding in Civility Day," said Ingle.

"They're going to have a real hard time

avoiding that because of the posters,

because of WMUA, because of the (Cam-

pus) Chronicle and the Collegian. You real-

ly will have to have your head in the sand

to not acknowledge that it's happening."

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson said the events will help pro-

mote a sense of community on campus.

"We can take pride in the fact that we
do more about issues of social iiyustice and

civility than any other campus in the

area," he said. Madson cited the

Chancellor's Commission on Civility,

created in 1980, and the Year Toward

Civility, in 1981, as pioneering efforts in

building a sense ofcommunity on campus.
Civility Day 1988 will take place Oct. 27.

Nearly 100 activities related to issues of

cultural civility are taking place until then.

Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young's speech

will conclude the week's events.

Ingle said representatives of at least 15

colleges and universities in New England
will attend the activities.

"They look to us for some leadership

around dealing with racism and other

issues. They want lo know how we did this

educational program. Some of them are

coming ... to hear what we re presenting.

They also want to identify interesting

speakers from this campus that they can
invite to their own campus," he said.

Madson said he anticipates that there

may be incidents of racial, sexual or ethnic

oppression during the week, since events

like Civility Day often trigger such
reactions.

Susan Kahn, acting staff* assistant of the

Office of Human Relations, said the office

is functioning as an information center for

Civility Day activities. Kahn said the of-

fice and the Civility Day Coordinating

Committee have tried to plan a variety of

continued on page 4

Jewish community ired
over controversial visit

by Rev. Louis Farrakhan
By PETER LUCHT
and THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of

Massachusetts administration and the

University's Jewish community are ex-

pressing concern over the vote by the

Distinguished Visitors Program to bring

Rev. Louis Farrakhan to campus next
spring.

Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for stu-

dent affairs, defended Farrakhan 's right to

speak at the university, but said DVP's
funds should have been used more wisely.

"I would be happier if we spent the

limited money that we have on somebody
other than this person," Madson said.

The DVP voted Tuesday to contribute an
$11,000 honorarium and to co-sponsor Far-

rakhan's visit with Phi Beta Sigma frater-

nity. Farrakhan has been accused of being

an anti-Semite.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, head of the

UMass Hillel Foundation, said Farrakhan
has for years put the Jewish religion down,
saying on one occasion he would "grind and
crush Jews into bits."

"There have been no black speakers at

UMass for five years. Unfortunately they

picked him to be the one," Perlmutter said.

Perlmutter said Farrakhan is

"vehemently opposed" to Jewish students

and often speaks negatively of other peo-

ple. He also said that Farrakhan was
"divisive," because his speech was positive

for some and negative for others.

No one from Phi Beta Sigma could be

reached last night for comment.
Pat Berkley, co-chairman of the DVP

committee, said Phi Beta Sigma petition-

ed DVP at the Sept. 27 open proposal

meeting for money to bring Farrakhan to

campus. Berkley said regular DVP pro

gramming is done a semester in advance

but the open proposal meeting is held to

allow groups to approach the DVP and ask

for funding. He said the committee usual-

ly has about $3000 to divide between

several groups and Phi Beta Sigma asked

for more than the DVP could afford.

Berkley said since the Farrakhan peti-

tion was a program for the spring semester

it was not considered. He said that the

fraternity approached the DVP later and
continued on page 4

New tax may put hole
in students^ pockets
Increase in revenue mustpass town meeting
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst Finance Director Nancy
Maglione last week unveiled a plan to in-

crease revenue, including a $50 annual ex-

cise tax for college students living in

Amherst.
Maglione estimated the town would

receive $1.4 million per year from the near

28,000 students living in Amherst.

A spokesperson for the town hall said she

thought Maglione's plan was far-fetched,

"I said you got to be out of your tree lady,

enough is enough."

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey is

preparing a written statement in response

to the tax proposal, according to a

spokesperson from his office.

Neither Maglione or Town Manager

Barry Del Castilho could be reached for

comment yesterday, but Nancy Board, the

administrative assistant to the board of

selectmen said the tax would not go into

effect until at least fiscal year 1990.

"It's a proposed means of raising

revenue, m oraer tor ii to oe iniiiated it has

to go to town meeting," Board said. "If it

passes town meeting it then has to go

before the state for approval. It was an idea

submitted to the board of selectmen and the

town manager, it is up to them and the

town meeting to implement it."

Board also said the tax would not be in-

cluded as an article in November's town

meeting. She said the earliest it would be

voted on is probably next spring at the an-

nual town meeting.

The Amherst Bulletin reported that

Maglione said over half of the town's land

is tax exempt, costing Amherst $11.7

million in revenues per year. UMass has

$9.4 million of this non revenue figure.

Maglione proposed to form a committee

to determine the amount of contributions

from Hampshire and Amherst colleges and

UMass. The committee would decide if the

schools would contribute money or services

instead of taxes.

Maglione said the idea of a student fee

came from the University's imposition of

a $600 student fee to cover a budget

shortfall.

Disabled students require more
accessibility on UMass campus
By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Correspondent

When Robert Ellis gets out of class at Goessman Laboratory late in the aft.ernoon,

he has to leave through a tunnel that leads to the Graduate Tower.

To get there he must pass through heavy fire doors.

"If no one's around to help, and usually there isn't, I pull the door open as hard as

I can," Ellis said. "The door hits my chair, and when it bounces back I scoot through

the opening."

Ellis is a physically disabled student at the University of Massachusetts. Though

he has been here less than one year. University officials have been trying to make
UMass accessible to people like Ellis for the last ten years.

Accessibility is defined in terms of access to programs, rather than access to buildings,

according to Paul Appleby, director of Handicapped Affairs. UMass must, by law, allow

students the opportunity to pursue any chosen field of study. If a class is held in a

building that is not accessible. Handicapped Student Affairs will relocate the class.

continued on page S
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TV ads hit

Duke soft spot
WASHINGTON ( AP) — An independent political commit

tee yesterday unveiled stark TV ads featuring first-person

accounts involving a prisoner who was let out on furlough

under a program supported by Massachusetts Gov. Michael

Dukakis.
Meanwhile, pollster Lou Harris said Bush campaign ads

attackmg the furlough program and Dukakis' opposition

to the death penalty have influenced more voters than

anvthing else so far in the 1988 campaign.

In Washington, the Committee for the Presidency, a group

backing Republican George Bush, said its ads would start

today m three California areas and may later be used

against Dukakis, the Democratic nominee, in other Western

states.

One 30-second spot features Conna Cuomo, whose brother

was murdered by Willie Horton. A second shows Cliff

Barnes, whom Horton stabbed several months after failing

to return from a weekend pass. Horton also raped Barnes'

fiancee.

Both ads show Cuomo and Barnes in close-up shots, speak-

ing in grim voices about the furlough program and saying

people outside Massachusetts don't know enough about

Dukakis or his record.

Bush's 9-point lead in the latest Harris poll was built

mainly through his advertising, Harris said before and ap

pearance in Rochester. N.Y. "The Bush commercials have

had an enormous impact. Really more than the debates,

more than anything else, they have determined the set of

the election until now." he said.

Harris said 63 percent of voters see Dukakis as soft on

crime as opposed to 53 percent before the Bush attacks

aired, and 49 percent term the governor out of the political

mainstream to 34 percent who did so before the advertis-

ing blitz.
.

.

Dukakis was not starting any new national or regional

advertising yesterday, according to spokeswoman Lorraine

Voles. But he was scheduled to appear today on ABC's

"Good Morning America, " and Dayton Duncan, his press

secretary, said the campaign had purchased five minutes

of time on the same network to air a speech at 9:55 p.m.

tomorrow.
The new independent ads for Bush hammer home the

same points the Bush campaign has been making.

First Dukakis let killers out of prison. He also vetoed

the death penalty, " says Cuomo, of North Andover, in one

spot. "Willie Horton stabbed my teen age brother 19 times.

Joey died. Horton was sentenced to life without parole, but

Dukakis gave him a furlough. He never returned. Horton

was sentenced to life without parole, but Dukakis gave him

a furlough. Horton went on to rape and torture others."

AP photo

ON ALERT - Pro-Iranian Shiite Moslem guerrillas of Hezbollah, or Party of God, backed

bv a jeep mounted with a twin-barrelled anti-aircraft gun, patrol the hills around the Bekaa

Valley yesterday, aware of possible air attacks by the Israeli forces in retaliation for Wednes-

day's car bomb near the Lebanese-Israeli border, in which seven Israeli soldiers were killed

and nine others wounded.
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State cop charged with 1981 rape
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - An Athol woman delayed repor

ting an alleged sexual assault by a state trooper for five

years because she was too distraught, according to a

therapist who treated the woman.
Psychologist Anne McComb of Amherst testified before

a federal jury Wednesday that delays in revealing a sex

ual assault are "extraordinarily common . . There is a

high shame factor involved and it's so difficuh to talk

about."

Jo Ann E. Moore, who claims she was punched, sexual-

ly assaulted and denied access to a lawyer durmg the 1981

incident at the Russell State Police barracks, is seeking

$600,000 in damages in her United States District Court

suit against State Police Lt. William Shea, Jr. and

troopers Patricia DriscoU and Jay Bowman.
McComb said that Moore first called her at 1 a.m., six

days after the alleged July 11, 1981 incident, and show

ed signs of "terror and depression" when she came to her

office later in the day.

In the weeks following, she said Moore began to suffer

from posttraumatic stress syndrome related to the

incident.

She described Moore, a 37 year-old social worker, as "a

very traumatized young woman," who will require several

more years of therapy.

In her suit, filed in 1983, Moore alleged that the three

trooisers took her into custody while she was protesting

a parking ticket near a swimming hole along the Westfield

River in Huntington.

Moore testified that Bowman slammed her against a

cruiser, slapped a cigarette from her mouth and then
fondled her while he struggled with her in a cell at the

barracks. She also claimed that Shea assaulted her in the

barracks and that Driscoll did nothing to prevent the

alleged attacks.

LIQUORS
18 ISain St. Downtown Amlierst 253-5441

JIM BEAM BOURBON 8.99 liter

ARROW BLACKBERY BRANDY 4.99 750 ml

FLAVORED SCHNAPPS (for the pocket)$1.25

Blackberry, Apricot, Coffee, Cola, Mintjulep 200ml.

PEACH SCHNAPPS.. .now only $3.99 750ml.

BANDIERA, NAPA RIDGE White Zinfandel

3 bottles for $10.00
BOORDS GIN 80 proof (while they last) $7.99 1.75 liter

SMIRNOFF Vodka so proof (connpare) $1 2.99 1 .75 liter

BACARDI Rum (silver or amber) $12.99 1.75 liter

Budweiser Kegs
.,$39.95 + dep.

ENJOY
SUNDAY
BRUNCH

11 a.m.-S p.m.
All You Can Eat

$g99
Sun.-Thurs. 10 10 Fri. & Sat. 11-1 Banquet Room Available

GEKING VXARDEN
A MANDARIN ft 5ZECHUAN BESTAUHAWT

586-1202 jKCi^ (D ^ SzaiLgSf*^

^
al ^ ^^ MOSSEHEAD BEER

Is^-^ 3.70 6 pk. +dep.; $12.99 cse. +dep.
FOSTER'S LAGER

$3.99 6 pk. +dep.; $1.60 + 25 oz. can

^^ri'L^l^'u"0 cr*

The LOWEST Prices in or about
Amherst.

WE OFFER OFF CAMPUS
DELIVERY...253-544

1

Proper I.D. Required, always...

Please...Don't Drink and Drive!

Amherst College presents

JOSH WHITE, JR.
FOLK, BLUES & GOSPEL!

Special Guest Anne Hills

SUNDAY, OCT. 23
8 p.m. $5 Public

$1 Amherst College
in the Campus Center

Info (413) 542-5773

Coming Oct. 30DAVID BROMBERG $7 PubUc $2 Amherst CoUege

Dr, Ruth to speak

BOG OK's
therapist's
lecture
at UMass
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors will be able to

bring Dr. Ruth Westheimer to campus in

November, because of a fund reallocation

made during last night's meeting.
Westheimer will appear Monday Nov. 7

in the Campus Center Auditorium, accor-

ding to Jeff Glassman, BOG Program
Council Coordinator. About 800 people will

be able to purchase tickets for the lecture,

which Glassman said should be about five

dollars.

"I think by bringing Dr. Ruth students
can become more aware of sexual problems,
and relationships," Glassman said. He said

one of the things Westheimer promotes is

safer sex, an important topic for students.

The board voted unanimously, with one
abstention, to move $7,000 from its reserve

account to the Program Council account to

fund the event, which should cost a total

of about $8,500.

This event is part of a new effort by the
board to sponsor revenue-generating
events, which board members say is a good
policy.

Treasurer Joe Casali said, "I think this

is a good idea, it will fiscally secure the

board against any financial trouble in the
future." Casali said this revenue genera-

tion would allow the board to bring more
events in the future.

Coll.Kian photo by Kirhard Bunanno
BANG THE DRUM SLOWLY — Members of the University of Massachusetts Minuteman marching band

practice outside Warren G. McGuirk Alumni Stadium after last Saturday's game.

Glassman said he and his assistant, Bon-
nie LaMadaleine, contacted many campus
organizations to get funding for the event.

Lack of interest on these groups' part forc-

ed Glassman to ask the board for money.
"We kept getting people saying no,"

LaMadeleine said. "For some reason they

were unwilling to help fund the event."

She said about 12 groups, including area

governments. University Health Services

and the Chancellor's Office had been con-

tacted, and had refused to help out because

of lack of funds. The Distinguished Vi.sitors

Program has agreed to pay for part of the

cost, and Glassman is still waiting for word
from the Dean of Students Office and the

Commuter Area Government.
Westheimer, known for her radio pro-

gram Sexually Speaking and television

show. Dr. Ruth, also appeared at the

University of Massachusetts in 1984.

Computerized
card catalog
implemented

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The card catalog at the University of Massachusetts

Tower Librarv mav soon be a thing of the past.

The catalog is being replaced by the "Library System
for the year 2000," a computerized catalog and circula-

tion system the library has already begun using.

The hardware for the system alone cost about $1.3

million, according to Richard Talbot, director of libraries,

$1 million of which will come from the PEW Foundation.

Talbot said he hopes the system will be fully in use
next semester.

Once the system is totally in use, searching for infor-

mation will be a matter of working a computer terminal
keyboard.

The computer screen will list the bibliographical data
on a book, tell if the book is on loan, and its due date.

As well as providing information about books at the

University, the system will also be connected to the

libraries of the other four colleges in the area — Amherst,
Hampshire, Smith, and Mt. Holyoke.

As a result of this combination of resources, informa-
tion about more than four million books will be available

from a single computer screen.

1 he system will also be accessible to anyone with a per-

sonal computer and a modem. Students will be able to

look at reference information of all the colleges in the
Valley from their dorm room.

As of right now, about a third of the catalog records

at the UMass library have been loaded into the system.

However all book information is in the computer for

the collections in the Physical Sciences Library in

Lederle Graduate Research Center and the Biological

Sciences Library in Morrill Science Center.

Eric Esau, the head librarian at the Physical Sciences

Library, said response to the new system so far has been
favorable and "almost enthusiastic."

"The most important basic change is that since the end

of July, the card catalog here has been closed," Esau said.

"No new information has been added to the card catalog

since then. The only way for people to find information

on newly acquired material is through LS/2000."

The Lederle location currently has seven public ter

minals, and Esau said users have found the system easy

to operate and helpful.

Talbot said, as with any new system, transitions have

not been easy. "It will cause headaches for all of us for

a while."

The Tower library now has 13 terminals and Talbot

said once all the information is loaded and the system

is fully in use, more will be added.

Howdy Doody to help mall gala
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Correspondent

"Echoes of 'It's Howdy Doody time'.' will ring through
the mall I guarentee you," said Bob Kirk, Marketing
Director at the Hampshire Mall.

It is pure coincidence that the mall will be celebratinj*

its 10th anniversary tomorrow in the same year that the

Howdy Doody show is celebrating its 40th anniversary,

he said.

The process of recruiting Buffalo Bob Smith and
Clarabell the Clown for the mall's celebration began last

January and was finalized in March, he said. At the same
time. Pyramid Foundation, the mall's owners, and Kirk
were searching for a group in need of enough help.

"(^ooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton was the

wa\ to go," he said.

The hospital officials told Kirk they wanted to purchase

an infant care system, which would provide a low-stress

care environment where the infants could be weighed and
changed in a warmed, padded place. The mall manage-
ment issued a challenge grant for the hospital to raise

$1000, and the mall would provide the remaining $7,700
needed to purchase the equipment.
Kirk said there are several reasons t8 bring Howdy

Doody to the mall, what with two types of people to enjoy

the fun.

"There are the professionals with children who
remember Howdy Doody when they were children and
want to see that again. Then there are all the college

students who have a vague remembrance of Howdy Doody

bul just aren't real sure," he said.

Kirk said there is a great upswing in nostalgia and the
jhow is really a classic piece of America that came into

people's homes for 20 years.

"And lastly because I'm an avid Howdy Doody fan," he
said.

He said that the reaction to the concept will be great
because of a "child's interest in what his or her parent
waf laughing at when they were small"
Hobbytime at the mall will be sponsoring a Howdy

Doody look-alike contest with first, second, and third place

awards of gift certificates to the store. Kirk said the age
of a contestant does not really matter but ideally they
should be under 12. "The 35 best contestants will make
up the Peanut Gallery," Kirk said. The Peanut Gallery
is the audience of the show.

The mall plans to set up a type of "Hall of Fame" on
the way to the management offices and public rest rooms.
The hall of fame will consist of poster-paint prints of

hands, feet or noses of the famous persons and letters from

them. The first prints and a personal letter will come from
Buffalo Bob.

The hospital and mall decided that Cooley Dickin.son

would be the site for a preview of tomorrow's show at the

mall and an ice-cream making party.

"This would give all patients a chance to see Buffalo

Bob and Clarabell," Kirk said.

The preview begins tonight at 7 p.m. in the hospital

cafeteria and costs $10 per person. Tickets can be obtain-

ed in Amherst through the office at 71 South Pleasant
Street, or directly from the hospital.

For Your Information
The FYI section is a public service announcement to the campus and

community. Space is limited, so the Collegian cannot guarantee that all

submissions will be published.

Bible Study
The New Testament Fellowship will be having a bible study at 7 p.m.

tonight and every Friday of the semester in the Campus Center. Check

the event listing near the information desk on the concourse for the room

number.

Convention
The Science Fiction Society is sponsoring a Sci Fi Convention. Registra

tion is at 10 a.m. today in the Campus Center Auditorium. See Campus

Center Daily Schedule for appropriate rooms.

Social
There will be a coffee social from 3 to 5:30 p.m. today in room 81 IB- 15

of the Campus Center. The event is sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual

Gay Alliance.

Scavenger Hunt
There will be a scavenger hunt at 7 tonight at the Johnson House.

Interviews
Interviews for all students seeking admission to Early Childhood Educa-

tion will be held during the week of Oct. 24-28. Applications, which must

be completed before an interview , may be obtained in room 354 Hills

South. Directions for interview are available in the same office. Students

who fail to complete the application and interview will not be considered

for Jan. 1989 admission.

Cars collide;

none injured
Police reported an accident on Fearing

Street occurred Wednesday when a vehi-

cle pulling out into traffic struck a second
vehicle pulling out of a metered parking
space. Both cars sustained damages in ex-

cess of $1000.

In other police reports:

• A step ladder worth $40 was stolen

Wednesday from a vehicle parked in the

Campus Center Garage.
• A student returned to his sport van

parked in lot 62 Wednesday to find

obscenities scratched into the paint on the

door. Damages were estimated at $500.

• A Carmel, New York, man was ar-

rested on Fearing Street Wednesday and
charged with being a minor in possesion of

alcohol.

• Officers responded to a fire alarm in

Kennedy Residence Hall which was set off

by Halloween decorations on two doors that

had been set afire. There were no injuries

related to the incident.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES

i
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[ Civility Day 1988
continued from page i

events.

"We're hoping to attract a wide range of

people. We know that not everyone will

come. We don't really know how else to get

them involved," she said.

Hands Across UMass, a human chain of

students, staff and faculty, is scheduled to

take place on Civility Day at 1 p.m. Jason
Rabinowitz, Student Government Associa-

tion co-president-elect, said it would be dif-

ficult to ignore the event.

"There's no way that they're not

going to get the message that this

campus opposes racism, this cam-
pus opposes violence and this

campus stands united against

those people who want to

perpetuate those kinds of crimes."

— Jason Rabinowitz

"There's no way that they're going to not

get the message that this campus opposes

Farrakhan

continued from page I

suggested that the two groups co-sponsor

the visit.

Margaret Arsenault, DVP program ad
visor from the Student Activities Office,

said the DVP receives approximately $2.75
per student out of the $104.50 student ac
tivities fee. After the total number of

enrolled students is determined, Arsenault
said DVP receives more than $50,000.
The validity of the committee's vote may

be in question, said Berkley, becau.se

neither co-chairman was m attendance at

the meeting. He said the meeting was
chaired by the two co-chairpersons-elect,

Susan Miles, and Judi Kohn, who were
elected this semester but will not official-

ly assume the positions until next
semester.

Berkley said that he assumed that
Danielle D'Appolito, the other co
chairperson, would be present at the
meeting, and that the motion would be
tabled until it could be studied further.

Kohn said .she thought it was all right for

the committee to vote without the presence
of f he two chairpersons. She added that she

racism," he said. "This campus opposes
violence and this campus stands united
against those people who want to
perpetuate those kinds of crimes. So, they'll

either change their minds or they'll modify
their behavior."

Lori Edmonds, president of the Africom
Society and coordinator of Hands Across
UMass, agreed with Rabinowitz.
"People always seem to look at all the

bad things, when the racism occurs, but
they never look at the good side of it," she
said. "People are finally starting to become
aware that racism is on this campus and
everywhere. A lot of people are starting to

make an effort and I think it will get out
to the right people just because the majori-

ty of the people are striving to end racism."

Ingle pointed out that the official title

"Civility Day 1988: Focus on Racism" is

not intended to exclude other issues of

civility as well.

"We've asked people who are concerned-
about other social issues to come up with
a way of linking the two," he .said. "So
you'll see workshops linking the connection
between anti-semitism and racism, bet-

ween racism and classism, (between)
racism and the gay, lesbian and bisexual

community."

felt the decision was legitimate because the
program advisor was present and did not
object to the proceedings

"Frankly, we were ill-prepared," Kohn
said.

Kohn said there was doubt on the

elegibility of some of the committee
members that voted at the meeting.

"The constitution says you have to be at

three con.secutive meetings to be a voting
member," Kohn .said. "Three members of

the fraternity considered them.selves
members as of Tuesday. The question is

whether the open propo.sals meeting, the
first meeting they attended, counted as a

regular meeting."
Arsenault said, "After the meeting there

were some questions as to the validity of

the decision. The issue is still up in the
air."

"There was a lot of debate at the meeting,
but members of the committee saw no
reason why Farrakhan shouldn't come,"
Kohn said, adding that, in her opinion, by
the end of the meeting more than half of

those present who opposed the visit were
for it.

Berkley and Kohn agreed that the DVP
constitution was vague on specifics concer
ning proper pnxredure on voting and
eligibility.

MassPIRG food drive
raises consciousness
By BRIAN PURCELL
Collegian Correspondent

The world hunger problem was address-

ed last weekend during MassPIRG's an-

nual food drive, which was held at Super-

Stop and Shop in Hadley.

Shoppers were asked to donate non-

oerishable food for hunger relief The drive

rased about 500 pounds of food during its

three day span, 200 pounds over the

group's original goal, according to Debbie

Silbert, project coordination for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group.

The food was donated to the Western
Massachusetts Food Bank which supplies

local soup kitchens in the area.

"I was very impressed at how receptive

people were in the area," Silbert said.

Pr.cir4oc fVio 'mmpdiate aid to hungry peo-

ple, a food drive raises people's awareness
on the fact that hunger exists, said Dave
Lippeat, campus staff person for the group.
Bonnie Sammon, a student who worked

on the drive, said "a lot of people were say-

ing how happy they were about us taking
interest in the hunger problem."
Eighteen University students worked on

the project for MassPIRG. The group will

continue to work on hunger relief,

organizers said. The "Skip-a-meal day" will

take place Nov. 17. Students are urged to

give up a meal to let the unspent money
go to local hunger organizations.

The group will also sponsor a benefit con-

cert, where two bands and a comedian will

perform. The concert will be held in early

December at UMass, and proceeds will be
donated to national hunger relief

organizations.

Church program seeks to torge

bonds ofinternational friendship
By KIMBERLY ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

An effort to foster international friend-

ships will be made this weekend, as the
First Baptist Church of Amherst hosts par-

ticipants of the Baptist Youth Partners
Progiam.
Church Coordinator Bill Crosby said,

"the original idea (of the program] was to

invite young people from all around the
world to share stories about what is going
on in their lives and hwat they are doing."
The youths are .scheduled to arrive mid-

afternoon Friday, and will be in Amherst
until Monday morning. They will be split

into three team.s, each made up of four or

five international students and three
Americans of diffierent ethnic backgrounds,
said Crosby.

"The program's main purpose is to get
the youth in our churches and the other
your that they will be talking to excited
about that dialect and what is going on in

other parts of the world," he said.

Youths coming to Amherst will represent
Poland, Haiti, Zaire, the Philippines, and
two Americans. Crosby said. De.spite

original plans, there will be no represen-
tatives from the Soviet Union or

Nicaragua, he said, though East Germany
will be represented.

"We won't know who has actually made
it until they get here," Crosby said, adding
that some people who wish to participate
in the program may have diftlculty obtain-
ing visas in order to come to United States.

"We are doing things to raise the money
for people to come over. All the kids do not
have to pay their way," he said.

Crosby said one way the youths are able
to afford the program is through their
cooperation with Habitat for Humanity, an
organization! that builds and sells houses
to economically disadvantaged people.
Almo.st every nationality involved in Bap-
tist Youth Partners has a Habitat chapter
in their country, he said.

Tomorrow morning youths will work on
constructing a house, Crosby said.
Residents and professionals in the area
have pledged to spon.sor the youths for as
many hours as they work, he added.
Crosby said panel discussions, dinners,

and social receptions have been set up in

churches in the area, and added that the
public is invited.

Crosby .said the best time to visit is 1:30
p.m. Sunday at the church, 434 North Plea-
sant Street, Amherst.

Regional briefs
Testifying continues in LaPlante

LOWELL (AP) - A woman allegedly
kidnapped by Daniel J. LaPlante during
his two-day flight from police choked back
tears as she recounted her abduction and
escape during testimony yesterday.

Laplante, 18, is facing charges that he
shot and killed a Townsend woman and
then drowned her two young children in

their home Dec. 1.

As the prosecution drew close to wrap-

ping up its case yesterday, witnes.ses

testified about their encounters with

LaPlante the day he was captured.

On Dec. 3. while .some 100 police were
combing the Pepperell area, Pamela

Makela returned home from work and
LaPlante greeted her at her front door
with a pistol. Makela said.

"When I opened the door there was this
person standing there with a gun and he
was a young kid and he motioned to me
with his hands to sit down." Makela said.

After spending a .short time at Makela's
home making a sandwich and asking her
about the police searching for him,
LaPlante forced her at gunpoint to drive
him away from the manhunt.
Asked if she recognized the defendant,

Makela was obviously nervous and would
only glance quickly in LaPlante's direc-
tion and offer brief de.scriptions.

Man sentenced for drunk driving accident
DEDHAM (AP» — A man sentenced to

pri.son for killing a 20-year-old college stu-

dent in a drunken driving accident walk
ed across the courtroom before he was to

be led away to prison and tearfully em
braced the father of the victim.

As their wives and children .sobbed and
burly Norfolk County Court Officers
fought back tears. Antonio Fantasia, the
father or the victim, told the convicted
driver in halting English, "There is no
revenge because I'm a father and you're
a father like me.

"I know you're a Catholic, like I am a
Catholic. We believe in family ... but I

think you should suffer a little because
Phillip suffered. He gave the rest of his
life."

John McKierman, 52, of Milton, the
father of three sons, was sentenced to 15
years at the state prison in Concord in the
death of Philip Fanta.sia, The Patriot
Ledger reported yesterday. Under the
terms of a .sentence at Concord, he will be
eligible for parole in 18 months.
McKiernan was convicted of five

charges including motor vehicle homicide
and drunken driving in the Aug. 2. 1987
accident that killed the college student on
the way home from his job at a nearby fast

food restaurant.

AMHERST RACQUET
& FITNESS CENTER

• Tennis
• Racquetball
• Nautilus

• Aerobics
• Saunas

I SPECIAL!! ;

3 months J
t $69 t

X Nautilus & Aerobics
^ Offer expires Oct. .31 )f

549-4545

Sunday
at NEW HNGLAND*

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
served 9ain-lpm

t 1 Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

f] Homemade streusel

coffee cake

D Fresh squeezed juices i I Eggs Benedict - The
best in the Valley ( J Gridtile cakes
IJ Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a few of
the special items on
our new menu.

"

SlTMIltZ our ((ill

iiiciiii 1 1. il\im 'ipn

University Drive
Amherst 549-5861
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campus accessibility

continued from page 1

In most cases, this is an approach that works, Appleby
said.

"The UMass campus has more than 400 buildings and
to make them all accessible is an unrealistic goal," he said.
"Renovations are always expensive and there is a cons-
tant scramble for money."
Funds for renovation projects are allocated by the Ar-

chitectural Barriers Board. The board gets its money form
the State Department ofCapital Planning and Operations.
This years budget is $120,000, said Board Chairman Ray
Bender. Out of that money, $75,000 will be spent on
renovations on the New Africa House, said Bender. The
rest will be u.sed to modify an upstairs bathroom at Boyden
Gymnasium.
The board has a yearly emergency fund of $25,000.

Bender said there is virtually no renovation that can be
done for that amount.
"You can't even get a ramp and a rail for that," he said.

"It's not like you can just throw it up. You have to build
according to Code. A basic ramp and rail can cost over
$40,000."

There are still many key locations on campus that are
not accessible. CASIAC students cannot get to their ad-

vising office in Machmer Hall. The Fine Arts Center is

"a disgrace," Appleby said. The second floor of the Stu-
dent Union can only be reached by an extremely
unreliable elevator, he said.

Elevators, which coast from $250,000-$500,000, are
needed in the School of Education, Arnold House, Skin
ner Laboratory, Engineering Laboratory, Marcus Hall,
Machmer and Stockbridge School of Agriculture, Appleby
said.

Science majors have an additional requirement, he said.
Laboratory benches are too high for someone in a
wheelchair. Special laboratory bench modules are on
order, Appleby said.

Liz Hart, president of Abilities Unlimited, said public
telephones are another problem, they are too high and the
cords are too short. Emergency telephone boxes are not
only too high, she said, some are placed facing curbs and
are completely inaccessible.

Heavy doors, particularly at the Campus Center and
Whitmore Administraton Building, are difficult if not im
possible for disabled students to manage alone, Hart said.
At the very least she would like to see more doors equip-
ped with electronic openers such as those found in the
Tower Library and some in residence halls, she said.

"Disabled students have access to most types of cam
pus housing," said Assistant Director of Housing John
Findely.

Hart said she disagreed. "Orchard Hill and Sylvan have

no accessible halls. Brett (Residence Hall, in Central) is

one of the few halls where students can live with their
peers, in a coed environment that has convenient access
to the dining hall," she said.

Ellis said disabled students opting to "walk" (go by
wheelchair) to class are challenged even before they reach
a given building - by the topography of the campus. When
Ellis needs to go from Brett to the center of campus, he
must cross North Pleasant Street near the Fine Arts
Center and then double back, he said.

"While little can be done about hills, there should be
more curb cuts," Hart said.

Disabled students should be more involved in the deci-
sion making process. Hart said. She said she is distress-
ed that there are not more disabled students working in
Handicapped Student Affairs and on the Barriers Board,
of which she is a member.
"People wouldn't think of having all white men on an

Affirmative Action Board," she said.

Hart said she wants the University to care more about
its disabled students, and spend more money on making
the campus accessible. Disabled students are attracted to
UMass because it has good accessibility compared to other
schools, she said.

"Students come here and think its absolutely great."
she said. "And it is, compared with other schools and com-
munities — and that's the sad part, because it still is not
good enough."

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

• Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals
in Fresh Poods Natural Flavors

• Complete Vegetarian Menu
• Extensive Wine List
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Dining commons don't welcome applicants
A recent Collegian article ("Heavy manpower shortage

at DCs could cost students more in long run" Sept. 20)

brought to my attention the issue of understaffed dining

commons. One reason they are so understaffed is because

of the way they treat prospective employees.

I went to apply for a job at one of the DCs in the

Southwest residential area. Instead of being treated with

courtesy, I was treated with a lackadaisical attitude con-

cerning a possible job opening. No one, not even the kit-

chen managers, could take the time to explain anything

such as a possible job or who I should see or what I should

do in order to get one. They acted as if they did not need

help, which was contradictory to the article.

The article also said that if the DCs could not find

enough help, they would have to hiro full timp pmnlnvees

If this was to happen, the price of meal cards would in-

flate dramatically. It does not make sense to plead a pro-

blem with the public and then act as if the problem does

not even exist when the public responds.

There must be a problem that exists within the food ser-

vice department as a whole. If the managers of the kit-

chens are this unhappy, maybe the person above them is

treating them wrong. On the other hand, maybe the DC
staff just had a bad day. Either way, the actions of the

managers were wrong and should be corrected if they ex-

pect anyone to work for them!

It does not seem fair for the kitchen staff to have this

attitude. Who is going to want to work at the DCs when
thev will be treated badly. R.J. Maguire

Southwest

Memo to Governor Dukakis:

Is there anything you can do?

Here is a list of strategies, in order of decreasing

plausibility and increasing (to be blunt) desperation:

Mr. Dukakis's x\eighborhood:This is the cuddly "Ted-

dy Bear" strategy that your Boston aides are trying now.

For the moment, they've scrapped negative ads in favor of

spots that feature you looking straight into the camera, try-

ing to sound compassionate.

Madly Like Adlai.Maybe you should forget "tough. " Go
hock to your roots in the 1950s liberalism ofAdlai Steven-

son. Say It loud, I'm left and I'm proud. Gun control? Hell,

yes. Trash the Pentagon. Some polls show that many
Americans agree with the 'liberal' position on those and
other issues. Unfortunately, many of these people don't

know they're liberal, and aren 't eager to find out Andjust

about eiery<me else seems to be conservative.

The Andropov Gambit.Desperate yet? Recall for a mo-

ment how the whole world trembled when the Soviet

premier had a "told. " Well, the same would happen ifBush

were even slightly ill. The "President Quayle" issue — your

one effective "hot button" would suddenly take on a

frightening reality. Is it too cruel to hope the vice president

gets a tummy ache? How about getting some ofyour over-

worked, flu-ridden workers close enough to Bush to . . .

breathe on him? Never mind. Ifyou're hopelessly behind

in two weeks, you can always . . .

Quit.That's right, quit. Sure, this would be a bi^

sacrifice. But you 'd still be governor ofMassachusetts. The

way things are going, that's what you'll be next January
anyway.
—Newsweek, Oct. 24.
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THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Add Spice To Your Weekend!!
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CASE SPECIALS
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HEINEKEN
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Nancy Klingener

But where are the ducks supposed to go? That was the

only place where they could go to get away from the eter-

nal students, not to mention dogs and anything else that

bothered them. Just imagine being a duck on our pond:

not only are you very sick of popcorn, but these people

keep coming up to you when you're trying to sleep, or rest,

or just hang out with your buddies. The ducks have it

tough enough with those nasty swans beating up on them
all the time — it wasn't necessary to take away their on-

ly retreat for the sake of "art" and a shortcut.

Has anyone noticed how few personals are in the Col-

legian's classified section this semester? What's the mat-

ter, don't people like each other anymore? What happen-
ed to all the cute jokes and puns and coded messages?
Maybe they're all getting sent through some high-tech

computer system now or something. Maybe we really are

the materialistic children of the 80s, and we just don't care

about each other.
« * •

UMass trivia: Why is the Hatch called the Hatch?
Because the UMass sports teams used to be called the

Redmen, and the snack bar was called the Hatchet. A pro-

fessor I know swears the restrooms were labeled "braves"

and "squaws" and foreign exchange students would often

be subject to humiliation after innocently walking into

the wrong one.
• * •

No doubt the appearance of Louis Farrakhan on cam-

pus will spark some serious debate, anger, hurt and
general ill will. This kind of situation always makes the

First Amendment types (like journalists and academics)

uncomfortable — you have to support free speech, and you

have to condemn anti-Semitism. So the only solution is

simply to not attend Farrakhan's speech. (He will get far

less attention if he is not greeted with an uproar.)

Parking on campus, always a nightmare, is now near-

ing impossible. The old Campus Center loading dock,

known affectionately as the Bat Cave, used to be pretty

safe after working hours. Now, they'll nail you with a $10

ticket even at night. Yes, people legitimately pay a lot

of money for reserved spaces there. But after 6 p.m., there

are always enough spaces and people need a safe place

to park on this campus at night. Now. you can't even park

in the lot across from Hasbrouck at 8 p.m., which is

ridiculous. Especially as a woman, hiking to P lot at 1 a.m.

does not make sense. So we learn dodges and take chances,

and the Bat Cave is 7.5 percent empty by 7:30 p.m. But

those parking spaces are reserved.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist
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Campus Center Basement

Campus ducks
get harrassed
The island on the Campus Pond is looking more and

more like a suburban fantasy, with its carefully groomed
path and arranged stones. Actually, it's not really an
island, it's an art project, called the "Isle of View," and
it was completed in 1985, almost. That's great, we were
all psyched to see another piece of rusty metal near the
Fine Arts Center and it allows you to avoid looking at the
scum that collects at that end of the pond.
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Some advice for Mike and George

Media makes and breaks politicians
Afler reading two Newsweek articles earlier this week,

some conclusions must be made on the relationship bet-

ween the press and the politicians.

The subject is politicians — first Michael Dukakis.
The Dukakis campaign, Newsweek reports, "often

assumed the media would do the work of attacking George
Bush

"

David R. Mark

Ironically, it was the Duke who lost the media wars —
early and often. For while his campaign hoped the

"liberal" media would come to his aid, his daily press con-

ferences led to his campaign's collapse.

Bush would begin the day by blasting Dukakis on any
number of issues:

"Michael Dukakis is soft on crime," he'd say.

Later:

"Governor, Mr. Bush said you're soft on crime," the

reporters asked.

"I'm not soft on crime," the Duke would reply.

But the damage had been done. Television showed
Dukakis on the defensive. Bush looked strong, drawing
comparisons between himself and the 'liberal' Governor
of Massachusetts.

Unfortunately for the United States, the way the Duke
got out of this mess wasn't by going on the offensive.

It was by cancelling press conferences.

Alas, we the people lose out because the Duke cam-
paign's strategy backfired miserably.

A little farther along in my Newsweek, there's an arti-

cle on poor San Antonio Mayor Henry Cisneros, the great

Hispanic hope who fell by the wayside when a San An-

tonio newspaper brought out the his affair with a mar-
ried woman.
San Antonio Express-News columnist Paul Thompson

was unrepentant in defending his column. Cisneros first

told Thompson about Linda Medlar, the other woman,
months before the column appeared. Thompson said he
was told that the information on the condition that it re-

main secret.

Thompson said, in printing the column, that "this thing

was breaking all around me, and we didn't want to be shut

out. I knew more than anybody else, and I wasn't going

to be shut out on some ethical punctilio. (Besides), we've

got a big circulation fight going here (with rival newspaper

the San Antonio Light)."

So candidates are ruined because of circulation fights.

Or maybe they ruin themselves. Gary Hart had his Don-

na Rice, Joe Biden his Neil Kinnock, Henry Cisneros his

Linda Medlar. Bush and Dukakis have Peter Jennings,

Dan Rather and Tom Brokaw.
But there is a connection, sometimes dangerous, bet-

ween the press and the politicians. On the one hand, they

help each other. Bush and Dukakis need their television

bites to get exposure, Sam Donaldson and Paul Thomp-
son need the candidates to give them something to talk

or write about.

At the same time, the political process is being

dominated overwhelmingly by these 30-second sound bites

and "spin doctors," who literally cheer in front of reporters

on behalf of candidates.

It's an interesting campaign.

While the candidates and press help each other, I don't

know if either benefits the people. Supposedly both are

in the business to aid the voters.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

After death rock and roll genius still lives in hearts
"All we are saying is give peace a chance."

He sings these words. He sits cross legged on the floor

wearing the infamous .spectacles. He strums an acoustic

guitar. Next to him, always next to him, sits an Oriental

woman with long?hair. She claps her hands. She smiles.

She sings also. Surrounding them sit many long-haired,

bell-bottomed, love-beaded people belonging to their love

generation.

He would've been 48 years old this month — Oct. 9. But

he has passed on. He left behind a message, one of love,

and one of peace for the world. To many, the legacy of John

Winston Lennon lives on.

From his beginning with the Quarrymen, to the legen-

dary phenomenon of the Beatles, and all the way to the

Plastic Ono Band, Lennon gave his heart and soul to the

world through his music. As a poet, lyricist, musician, and

political activist, he lived his life to the fullest, creating

memories for that generation and for the years that

followed.

On Dec. 8, 1981, the ex Beatle was assa.ssinated.

The musical world stopped for a brief moment. Millions

of fans, shocked that their childhood leader had been -shot,

cried as though he were a part of them that was gone.

They mourned the loss — the loss of a hero and musical

genius.

In a world maybe a little bit better because of him. Len

non left more than most.

To his musical colleagues and his followers he left good

times and memories. He left his .son, Julian, who follows

in his musical footsteps, remembering a father that he

had just gotten close to. He left his young son, Sean,

ironically born on the very same day as was he. He left

his life long companion, loyal comrade, limitless friend

and wife, his other half, Yoko, to carry on without him.

Lennon left behind a mystery of life that softly swirls

through record collections around the world.

He left hope, hope for love and peace on earth.

Amic Finkelstein

So I was born too late. I am .sorry, full of regret and
remor.se that I was not part of his generation. I missed

the Magical Mystery Tour, got lo.st between the

Strawberry Fields and Norweigan Woods. I missed the

Yellow Submarine to visit Sgt. Pepper. Eleanor Rigby and

the Nowhere Man.
My tribute to Lennon began at 11 Sunday morning,

listening to WBCN's (Boston) presentation of the "Lost

Lennon Tapes," featuring tracks never publicly released

and first cuts of well known songs never before played on
the air. Between songs. WBCN aired recorded interviews

with Lennon. And I listened to this until three upon ar-

riving at the movie theater to see "Imagine." a

documented biographical account of his life from his

adolescence to his adulthood.

"Imagine" included clips from hundreds of hours of Yoko

Ono's personal footage ofLennon's life. Those close to John

throughout his life, including his Aunt Mimi, his first wife

Cynthia, his sons Julian and Sean, and wife Yoko, gave
personal accounts of his heroic fortitude. Never seen before

musical clips were entangled between scenes of his life,

beginning in Liverpool, England, to the Ed Sullivan show
in the States and to his favorite place in the world, Green-

wich Village, New York.

After seeing "Imagine" I caught the rest of MTV's "Hap-

py Birthday, John Lennon" Sunday special. They mostly
showed the Beatles' videos, including cuts form "Sgt. Pep-

per's Lonely Hearts Club" and "Yellow Submarine."
Sneaked in were parts of "Imagine" including "Jealous

Guy," a song that extracts Lennon's vulnerability. This
MTV extravaganza ended at nine Sunday evening and I

found I couldn't quit. I explored a five foot stack of Roll-

ing Stone back issues and read every Lennon/Beatles in-

terview since 1967. Then I went to sleep, to "Beatles:

1962-1966." And to the midnight sky, I said "Happy Bir-

thday, John. " The sky almost sang back: "You may say

I'm a dreamer/But I'm not the only one/ 1 hope someday
you will join us/ and the world will live as one."

And so on Oct. 9, I spent in tribute to a fantastical ar-

tist, who unfortunately I never got the chance to know.
Yet through his film, his work for peace, and of course,

his music that shaped a generation. I feel as though I'd

surely have been his friend.

Amie Fmkelslein is a UMass student
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People in the News

Retired Air
Force Gen.
Chuck Yeager
said he was
duped recently

into promoting
a never built

South Dakota
theme park for

military
veterans.

Talk Show
host David Let-

terman is con-

sidering taping

a segment of

his show at the

Mystic
Marinelife
Aquarium in

Mystic, Conn.

American
actor-director
Charlton
Heston,
playwrite Her-
man Wouk and
an all-Chinese

cast got a stan-

ding ovation
last Tuesday
night at the
Chinese debut
of Wouk's play
"The Caine
Mutiny Court
Martial."

AP photo AP photo
AP photo

NOTJUSTANOTHER 4 CON
SCIENCE nCTION CONVENTION

October Xl-X3f IfSS

Campus Center and

Campus Center Hotel

at U.MASS.

(i.O.H. Samuel R. Dclany

Artist G.O.H. Tom Kidd

LOTS OF NEAT STUFF!

Check out our Killer Film and Video Programs!

Mcmlvrships arc $15.00 through October 20, $17.00 at the do-ir.

Call for meml>crship information (413) 545-1924.

^ r.i^iiiJUmtfiJi

lilXPKIiiSS

Ovr Specialty
k . i I lli.A.. A

BUFFALO STYLE CHICKEN WINGS

MILD HEDIUM HOT

10 pes 3.95

20 pes 6.95

30 pes 10.45

I

or PARTY BUCKETS
50 pes 15.95

75 pes 22.95

Served with ehunky bleu cheese and fresh celery.

j\ CHICKEN STRIP TENDERS 4.95

>& * with 2 sauces Barbeque and Duck Sauce

ALSO FEATURING
APPETIZERS SIDE ORDERS
Potato Skins 4.25 Onion Rings 1.76
Mozzerella Sticks...3.25 Steak Fries 1J$0
Cheesed Cauliflower2.50 Cole Slaw 95
Mushroom Caps 2.25 Potato Salad 95
Zucchini Circles 1.75 Macaroni Salad 95

Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream- All Flavors-2.95

Coke-Diet Coke-Sunkist-Sprite-AAW
Can8-.65 Liters-1.35

Call \ott'!

549-7771
FREE DELIVERY!

TAKE-OUT OR DELIVERY
Tues.-Thurs. 5pm-2am
Fri. & Sat. 5pm-3am
Sunday 5pm-lam
Closed Mondays

• Prices do not include 5% Meals Tax

HUNAN GOURMET
v« CHINESE RESTAURANT :ie|

ADVOCATEBEST
Of THE

VALLEY
READL RS POLL

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley Poll

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., r4orthanipton*585-0202*Anipie Parldng

open 7 days a week»M9 MSO
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

\m.

STORMY MONDAY
*i. « ISOO« I 9Sl 7 30 10 IS

&«t « 1 4S (SOOf I M)'' 3C 10 IS

Sun « ' 4S (4 30 « ' 9S) 7 IS 9 4S

THE ACCUSED
>i' e (4 4s« ' 9S' MS 10 00

$41 A 1 30 I4 4SC 1 9S) 7 IS 10 00
Sun a 1 30 14 30 * 1 9S) ' 00 9 30

GORILLAS IN

TME MIST
>' &(4 30C 1 9SI7 1S 10 00

CMSji C 1 30 (4 30 « ' 95) 7 IS 10 00
[U| Sun « 1 30 (4 IS « 1 9SI 7 00 9 30

wanda
^ ^r< • (S00« I 9Sl 7 30 10 IS

I
S*i C 1 4S (5 00 * 1 951 7 30 10 1

S

1 IgSun a ' 4S (4 IS « 1 9S, 7 IS 9 45

cMtMPSNIRE 6

PUNCHLINE
'' « <4 30» 1 95) 7 00 9 45

541 « I 30 (4 30 « 1 95) 7 00 9 45

I

Sun « ' 30 (4 00 « ' 95) 7 00 9 30

IMAGINE:
JOHN LENNON

f'- « (4 30 » 1 9Sl 7 IS 10 00
Si- a 1 30 (4 30 e 1 951 7 '5 10 00

ill Sun a 1 30 (4 IS a • 95) 7 1 s 9 30

ALIEN NATION
fr ff (4 45 » 1 95* 7 30 10 15

Sa- IS 1 45 (4 45 8 ' 95) 7 30 10 'S

_ Su' 18 ' 4S (4 30 a 95i 7 30 a 4S

HALLOWEEN IV
t'. a .4 45 e 1 9S, 7 30 10 '5

Sa! a ' 45 (4 45 a ' 95) 7 30 10 1

5

|R Sun a 1 45 (4 30 a 95) 7 30 9 45

Tom
Hanks

i4 4S«i95)i^ 7 15 10 00

a: a 1 45 14 45 a • 95) 7 IS 10 00
IPO M," (D I 4S 14 IS /a 9S) ' •'• 9.JS

MVAL CRANE
ORIENTAC voov MAfuCEX
THAI. CHINESE. JAPANESE. INDIAN GOODS

Usss

Sauoes and sp)ce$ • Fresh noodles • Fresh Tfuits and
Vegetables -Pastries "Frozen, canned, dr»ed foods
frozen and dned fish •Conk Books -Woks, Rioe

Cookers & Implements Dishes and Gittware. Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders dimcl from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

360 Coll«o« St., R1« 9, Amh«r»1 2S3-S6M Sjn-Ffl. 10-»: St »->

JouJou
^ .,^^e<^^«'^

Cherokee Tanglers

Ser

0\»,oe
^o<^' Devon '"^'-H,

•//»

^"ss To,

CV^»^* ^""e^,,.^ Woolrlch><$»

gs tSdldtUfsuper btop
Route 9. Hodley

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Dukakis faults Bush on distorting record, truth

AP photo

GIVE HIM A HAND - Democratic Presidential Candidate Michael
Dukakis gestures to the crowd during a campaign speech on Wooster St.
in New Haven, Conn, yesterday afternoon.

Eye treatment scrutinized

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) - Democrat
Michael Dukakis drew comparisons with
the Watergate scandal yesterday in accus-

,ing Greorge Bush of distorting his record,

and charged that truth " has been the first

casualty of the Bush campaign".
"Above all, the truth should matter a lot

in a presidential campaign because as we
learned in Watergate, it matters a lot in

the Oval Office," Dukakis said.

The Democratic presidential nominee,
struggling to catch up with the vice presi-

dent less than three weeks before the Nov.
8 election, raised the issue of abortion in

depicting Bush as insensitive to the needs
of struggling families.

Referring to Bush's opposition to a
woman's right to an abortion in most cases,

Dukakis said: "George Bush wants the

government to make one of the most per-

sonal choices a woman can make. ... I

believe a choice that personal must be
made by the woman herself"

He recalled that Bush had said, during
their first debate on Sept. 25, that he was
undecided whether women who receive

abortions in the event they are declared il-

legal should be punished as criminals.

Dukakis raised the abortion issue in a

speech to telephone company employees
here that was aimed at appealing to work-

ing women and struggling families.

He recalled the transgressions of the

Watergate era when he renewed his com-

plaint that the Republicans had deliberate-

ly distorted his record.

"Truth was the first casualty in the Nix-
on Wki«r. Mouse, and it has been the first

casualty in the Bush campaign," Dukakis
said.

"I believe the American people value the

truth in politics. I'm going to do everything

I can do to make sure truth wins and that

we win on the 8th of November," he said.

Campaigning in the town where Bush at-

tended Yale University, the Massachusetts

governor strolled through an Italian

neighborhood and spoke to a large street

rally crowd.

Dukakis headed later for New York Ci-

ty to attend the annual Al Smith dinner,
where he was to share the stage with Bush
at a traditional bipartisan campaign event
presided over by Roman Catholic Ar-
chbishop John O'Connor.

The governor seemed unperturbed when
informed on his arrival

here that a Hartford Courant newspaper
poll showed him trailing Bush in Connec-
ticut by 10 percentage points. "You know
the polls, they go up and down," Dukakis
told reporters.

But state Democratic chairman John F.

Droney made clear he was unhappy about
the way the Dukakis campaign was being
managed.

"I just believe that the way his campaign
has been handled has been bad," Droney
said. "I think he should have hit harder,
earlier. I don't think we've marketed the
product as well as the Republicans."

Droney said other Democratic state

chairmen around the country have express-

ed similar concerns to "the higher-ups in

the Dukakis campaign."

BOSTON (AP) — A report of a profitable

eye drug that may be based on faulty

medical research has prompted four

separate federal and state investigations.

Investigations by the House Subcommit-
tee on Oversight and Investigations and
the House Human Resources and In-

tergovernmental Subcommittee follow a

report in Wednesday's Boston Globe about

research by Scheffer Tseng into treating

dry eye diseases with a vitamin A
ointment.

Officials, said Tseng, who reportedly

made a huge profit from a drug company
created largely around his research,

violated rules in his studies and came up
with a treatment eflfective only in relative-

ly rare cases.

Tseng worked originally in Baltimore

and then at the Massachusetts Eye suid Ear
Infirmary in Boston, a Harvard Medical

School teaching hospital.

Staffers with the Subcommittee on Over-

sight and Investigations have asked Har-

vard for records in the case and for an ear-

ly meeting with Medical School Dean
Daniel C. Tosteson, the Globe reported

yesterday.

And, Rep. Theodore S. Weiss, D-N.Y.,

chairman of the other subcommittee, said,

"I am especially concerned whether the Na-

tional Institute of Health (which put up
some money used in the research) and Har-

vard adequately protected the patients"

involved.

James A. Hannan, president of the com-

pany involved, Spectra Pharmaceutical

Service, Inc. in Hanover, issued a state-

ment Wednesday saying, "Spectra does not

believe that the (Globe) story accurately

represents the events."

Massachusetts Secretary of State

Michael J. Connolly said the state

securities division will expand an in-

vestigation into the company.

Tseng left Boston more than two years
ago and is assistant professor at the
University of Miami School of Medicine.

^ CINLHW

Handful
of

Dust
PG

2 Showings
7 & 9 p.m.
Senior Citizens &

Children $2.00. Adutts $3.S0

!K:.',r,'IO>A-J /»".v> r)<,i -^t^i t^;A

^^
PLAY THE WALL
STREET GAME

The AT&T Collegiate
Investment Challenge

• It's educational, fun & profitable

• Surprisingly easy to play

• You get $500,000, your own broker, and
real investment experience

• Winners take in serious cash & prizes

Sponsored by UMass Investment Club

Entry Deadline October 21st

Interested? Call John Flemming at 549-0(X)6

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

-WE DO NOT USE MSG, FOOD COLORING OR
• NEWLY REMODELED CHEMICAL
• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN DISHES ADDITIVE'^^
• HOME STYLE COOKING

r^i^i^i iv uo.

• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 253-7835
• OP=N 7 DAYS
• RESERVATIONS AND 253-281 3
LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED 62 main street

• NO PERSONAL CHECiCS amhsrst. ma.

f-

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events: '

Wednesday, October 26

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

ofTice and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall, 545-0202

1'

I

I

I

I

I

Qhinese OZitcben(^
fast. Quality Chines* food at an Affordable Price.™ —

—

^
Spend $10.00 on any meal and get I

2 free drafts or 2 free Cokes
|

I

I

...Jexpires Oct. 26lh—in hadley store only

Uddlpv^JO Russel St.. 253-2571 Noflhdmplon- 1 50 kins S«.. 5Hb-8221

Help Wanted 1 1 a.m.—4 p.m.

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-514

"Sunday Night Movie at Delano's"

This Week: Lethal Weapon at 9:00
(free popcorn)

-k^ -k -k -k it it it -k it it it it -k -k it -kit it it it -k -kit it it -kit it -kit -kit it -k-k-k it -k

j Drink of the Week Beer of the Month J
PUZZY NAVEL $2.00 BECKS $1.75 »

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
»'« "v^ti ^Y4(1^ »y0>rt rr»yi fY^jti ^*(*i fr*<i f»wi ry«i*i nr«r^-^fT)^ Ly^wJJ^J-^u^sxwLmy^iM
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READY
MADE DRAPERIES
OPEN WEAVE . SELF-LINED • FOAMBACK

SOCK
BURLINGTON

HOUSE
FJRST QUALITY AND IRREGULARS

COMPARE AT «40-»76

$2688
75'"<SlOO"

WIDTHS 6
W

SAVE48%To64^
^EAT«80-»So

,$3688

COMPARE AT «80-*93

125"& 150"

WIDTHS 6
W

5 PC BATHROOM SET

ABOVE & BELOW
THE CALF

Sizes 8-10 & 10-13
LONG WEARING

STAYS UP
Cotton Lined'Nyion/Cotlon

SAVE 73%
Value
S-|49 N

PAIR W
5$2
PAIR fli

ASSORTED COLORS
AND TEXTURES
INCLUDES 18"x27"
RUG. CONTOUR. LID

COVER. TANK TOP
TANK COVER

COMP VALUE N

95$995.$1| w^8

TEFLON TREATED FABRIC

SHOWER
CURTAINS

Makes use possible with^

or without liner.

1
>\^ $1595

N
O
w
$8"

RUGSWRUGS!

TV^aQtmasterU PIECE BEDROOM SUJTE
S M. T^^;-^

—

[ i ICLOSEOUTHGdtGPS

HERrsTjUST A FEWEXAMPLES

lOVER

HEATLOG I
30" HEATLOG
5120
BTU
-300
WATTS

100,000 YARDS
IN STOCK NOW

WE BUY BRAND
^ NAME OVERRUNS
ANDCLOSEOUTS
OF FULL ROLLS &

k ROLL BALANCES

VALUES
51010^30
A SQUARE YARD

^6^9
SQ
YD

LADIES

CLEARANCE

LONG SLEEVE

SHIRTS
SHORT SLEEVE

CANVAS OR COTTON

TWILL JEANS
Junior Sizes

BLOUSES Machine Wash

NOW 20

$488

GIRLS
LONG SLEEVE

SHIRTS
LONG SLEEVE

BLOUSES

SHORT SLEEVE

KNIT & MORE
Toddler - 14

Made in USA

NOW S

$34

i^i t I

Bli^
ONCE-A-YEAR BEDDING CLEAR-OUT

• i'i'Ji^- >
I

This is an accumulation of cancelled orders, floor samples

^Hiiiliij "

iii iilij^

' "' '^L^""^^"- ^^^ discontinued fabrics. Both matched and unmatched sets.

REGULAR
TWIN SETS
MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION

FULL SETS
MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION

mmmrnvrnm
SORRY NO LAYAWAYS OR SPECIAL ORDERS • IN STOCK ONLY

QUEEN SETS
MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION

WHILE 300 LAST
1500
WATT
QUARTZ
ELECTRIC
HEATERS
Value *4995

$2488
ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF I 95
WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

F^OUIE 184

GROTON
CONNECTICUT
MON SAT 10 9

SUNDAY 10 6

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON SAT 10 9
SUNDAY 12-6

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROU T E 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12 5

Non-artists'
work shown at

Wheeler house
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

What in the world would Auxiliary Services have to do
with this art column? Well, among other things, they are
responsible for the murals that you see around the Cam-
pus Center. This past Wednesday the department gave
a reception for four new works, two of which were done
by UMass undergraduates, and a third done by an alum-
nus. The other was done by a non-student.

Michael James Little, who is one of the students, has
an interesting painting in a piece entitled "Landscape -2."

It's not your average landscape - in fact, you can't see any
land or sky in the work. Still, it's a nice painting.

^•••••••**•••••••••• •••••••••i

Art Attack
Ik-k'kiritifkitifkit'k-k-kitifk-k-kifkifk-k-kifk-kic

Patricia J. Fay's "House/Two Views" is a well-done

mosaic featuring two different points of view on the same
house. It looked as if Fay had put in a lot of time into it.

It wasn't wasted.

Alumna Marilyn Coplin contributed a very striking

work, an untitled three-dimensional abstract painting.

What makes this piece the most exciting of the four pieces

is that parts of the work literally jump out of the frame.

Finally, undergraduate Peter Pinardi's untitled work

is an abstract with metallic and plastic pieces in round

pages. It has a sleek look to it. Hopefully, this and the

other pieces will be released for public viewing around

the Concourse soon.

In gallery news, Wheeler Gallery is showing a short ex-

hibit (it ends Oct. 30) of drawings from students in the

Residential Arts Program, as taught by artist in residence

Sharon Harper. Various means and subjects are explored,

from still life to fantasy. What makes this show a must-

see is the fact that these students are not art majors.

Nothing against them, of course, but it's interesting to

see what people can do with a casual interest in drawing.

Wheeler Gallery's hours are Monday-Thursday, 4-8 p.m.

and Sunday, 2-5 p.m.

Next is Hampden Gallery, which is still showing Art

in the Dark, an exhibit of luminous sculpture and pain-

ting, until Nov.6. Two days after that closes, on Nov.8,

Altered Images will open. New England artists Terri

Schatz, Stephen Petergorsky and William Parker will be

the featured artists in this exhibit, which features the way

they manipulate the photographic image through collage

and other media. This show ends Dec. 2. For more infor-

mation, call Residential Arts at 545-2803 or 545 2804.

Herter Art Gallery is showing two exhibits, both of

which end on Nov. 2. The first, titled Phscolograms. by

Art to the Inth, uses an art form which combines aspects

of photography, holography, sculpture, computer graphics

and video. Art to the Inth, which is featured in the show,

is a group of Chicago artists who use Phscolograms (pro-

nounced SCO lo-grams) to show three-dimensional objects

in a three-dimensional format.

The other exhibit is a collection of work by Smith Col-

lege Art Department faculty member Dwight Pogue, rang-

ing from offset lithography to drawing, from 1983 to the

present. Herter Gallery's hours are Monday through Fri-

day, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday, 2-5 p.m.

Finally, if you are interested in showing your own art-

work, and you are a resident ofOrchard Hill, a show, titled

Art on the Hill will be shown on Nov.6 in Grayson Lounge.

If you are interested in participating in the show, contact

your cluster office to get an entry form for submitting your

work. That's all for this week.

Civility Week shows
As part of Civility Week activities at the University

of Massachusetts, the Union Program Coucncil, in

cooperation with the Black Mass Communications Pro-

ject, will present rap recording artists Big Daddy Kane
with Boogie Down Productions, on Wednesday, Oct.

26. at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts Center.

Civility Week (Oct. 21-27), is intended to raise

awareness of racism and celebrate multi-cultural diver-

sity. In keeping with this theme, various student and

faculty groups are presenting programs that foster an

atmosphere of openness and tolerance on the UMass

campus.
Antonio M. Hardy, better known as Big Daddy Kane,

is out on tour in support of his debut album Long Live

The Kane. Kane has also scored big for the Cold-Chillin

record label with songs written for rap artists Biz Markie

and Roxanne Shante.

Boogie Down Pi-oductions, featuring KRS-ONE, have

taken a stand against the violence associated with rap

music on their most recent album entitled By All Means

Necessary.

Tickets are $9 for UMass students, and $12 for the

general public, and are available only at the Fine Arts

Center box office, or can be charged with MasterCard

or Visa by calling 545-2511.

ARTS/LIVING

Michael Hedges

Hedges brings
music to Lenox
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Michael Hedges to play Berkshire Performing Arts

Center Saturday

Whatever you do, don't try to put Michael Hedges into

a specific musical category. This gifted performer and

songwriter who plays the Berkshire Performing Arts

Center in Lenox tomorrow night, has made his mark with

his distinct approach to the guitar, and has continued to

expand his horizons ever since.

His first album on the Windham Hill label. Breakfast

in the Field was an impressive debut, showcasing his

technique in acoustic guitar music. But Hedges was not

content to stay in the same groove, expanding his range

to other instruments including acoustic and electric bass,

synthesizer, and fiute on his album Watching My Life Go

By. Vocals also became part of his repetoire. and the best

of his live performances were featured on his latest

release, Live on the Double Planet.

Yet despite all his innovations and acclaim. Hedges

doesn't limit himself by defining his musical styles. "I do

my best not to categorize my music. It keeps me open

minded. I wouldn't be true to myself if I did." This is not

to say that he doesn't play with titles now and then. "(In

the past) I've described myself in many ways. Heavy Men
tal. Free-improvized jazz bee bop ." The names grew

too complicated to follow, and in a final summary of the

whole business. Hedges said, "I try not to think about it."

Michael Hedges grew up in Oklahoma and studied piano

in his early years before moving onto clarinet and finally

guitar in high school. After studying classical guitar and

electronic music at the Peabody Conservatory in

Baltimore, he moved to California in 1980 to study com-

puter music at Stanford. He heard about the fledgling

Windham Hill record label, and was signed on soon after.

He then married and settled in on the west coast, and the

first album appeared in 1981.

With all the attention that has grown in the years since.

Hedges grew weary of the frantic southern California life.

"It was getting too hectic." So he "retired" to Mendicino,

California, a northern coastal town far enough away from

the cities. "In the hicks," he said.

Yet Hedges is far from retiring. A new piece by him ap-

pears on a sampler of Windham Hill artists, A Winter's

Solstice II, in which he plays the rare harp guitar, a tradi

tional guitar with five extra bass strings, which add

resonance and a sound one must hear to appreciate. And

he has not abandoned live performances either, just pac

ed himself a bit. This Saturday is Hedges' only New
England appearance this season. All seats are reserved,

but tickets, ranging in price from $12 to $18, are still

available. For information, the box office number is (413)

637-4718.

Michael Hedges is truly a talented musician and in-

novator, one of those rare musicians that are at home both

in the studio and on the stage. Don't miss this chance to

see him.

Hanks, Field
are a knockout
in Punchline
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

Tom Hanks is turning into a real actor. Big wasn't a

fluke. He really is good. In Punchline, Hanks adds a cut-

ting edge of cynicism to his Josh Baskin man-child per-

sona. Big gave us the story of a young boy grown up before

his time; Punchline gives us a grown man still a child long

after his time.

Steven Gold is an aspiring stand-up comic who has the

disarming ability to sublimate all that's wrong in his life,

turn his nervous energy into humor. He's the main at-

traction at "The Gas Station," the New York comedy club

that serves as his haven from the pressing reality of

medical school. He doesn't want to be a doctor. He wants

to be a star.

THE
SCREENING ROOM

Sally Field is Lilah Krytsick, housewife, mother and

aspiring commedienne. She is the antithesis to Steven

Gold. She represents domesticity, normalcy, middle-age,

the suburbs, golden retrievers, home-cooked meals, sta-

tion wagons, microwave ovens and cable TV.

But, like Gold, she also possesses the ability to run life

through the La Machine of her mind and come up with

something as palatable as Julienned tomatoes.

This is a good movie. Every scene could serve as a tex-

tbook example of a well-written screenplay. Writer/direc-

tor David Seltzer, who wrote The Omen, and wrote and

directed Lucas (one of my personal favorites), is one of the

very best in the business. His style of filmmaking is

unabashedly candid and warm.
One feels the presence of a sure-handed, warmhearted

intelligence in viewing his films. His love for the

characters is pervasive, and results in an unforgettable

performance by Tom Hanks and a truly likable one by

Sally Field.

What does a Polish girl get that's long and hard on her

wedding night?

I'm not saying. See the movie.

Unsubstantiated Rumors and Self-indulgent Musings

Department:
• Alien Nation is Midnight Run with masks.

• For a dead guy. John Lennon is pretty darned prolific.

• River Phoenix is playing Indiana Jones's little

brother in Indiana Jones: The Last Crusade. Harrison

Ford is reportedly hanging up his fedora after this third

installment.

Does this mean we can look forward to the adventures

of Indiana Phoenix or River Jones?

• This fall on "Star Trek: The Next Generation":

Whoopi Goldberg has secured a part time job in the

Enterprise lounge. Chief Security Officer's dead. Ship's

doctor's gone.

Writer's strike is finally over. They need a bartender.

• Halloween /V opens today. When last we saw Michael

Myers he was a smoking, charred husk. Ten years later,

the fumes have subsided. But what will he look like in

the obligatory unmasking scene? The answer alone should

be worth the price of admission.

• Answer to the Wizard o/'O^ trivia question from two

weeks ago: The Tin Man is holding a gun in the scene just

before they arrive at the witch's castle in the haunted

forest, beside a sign that reads "I'd turn back if I were

you."
• This week's super-hard, nearly-impossible, don't-

evenbother-trying trivia question: What was Betty Rub-

ble's maiden name?
• I hear disco might be coming back. More on this later.
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Video of protests

to air today in 201
It is my experience that there are more people in this coun-

try today who are alienated . . . from the set of values . .

. which may be dominant in too many instances. More peo-

ple are insecure, more people are parts of the explosion

which IS apt to happen and which the media is guarded

against.
Dave Dellinger

Seeds Beneath The Snow is a documentary about non-

violent social change by videographer/editor Greg

Franceschi. The intention of this work in progress is to

motivate us all, in our collective bitterness, cynicism, and

desperation to take a good look at where we are as a

culture, where we have been, and what kind of world we

want to be living in in the future.

Among the events documented in this tape is a No
Business As Usual Action against Star Wars at the head-

quarters of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in

Washington, a demonstration this past year at the Federal

Building in Springfield, opposing the kidnap and torture

of 22-year old Salvadoran activist Yanira Corea by

members of death squads from El Salvador, and the

Veteran's Fast For Life, an effort to motivate the rest of

us to protest the policies of our government in Central

America.

Seeds Beneath The Snow will be shown today at 4 p.m.

in the Campus Center screening room 201.

Stuart Challender, above, will conduct

Australia's Sydney Symphony Orchestra

this Sunday at the Fine Arts Center. Tickets

for the 7 p.m. show are available at the FAC
box office. For more information, call

545-2511.

Hampshire sponsors

AIDS awareness
On Saturday, Oct. 22 the Five College Aids Awareness

Committee will sponsor an Aids Walk, for awareness, com-

passion, and unity. The march will begin at the UMass

campus pond, continue through town, and culminate at

the Hampshire College soccer field, with a free concert

featuring some of the areas finest bands.

Although there will be a full day pf live music, no

speakers will be featured. The idea behind the march and

concert is to be a celebration, not a fundraiser.

According to Ellen Millermack, from the Aids

Awareness Committee, the goal is to "make individuals

aware of the problem, and to realize their responsibilities

in regards to the work that must be done in the communi-

ty .. .

"

Originally sponsored by Bread and Circus, the Five Col-

lege Aids Awareness Committee took over recently in

order to ensure that the march got off the ground.

The band line-up at the Hampshire field will be: Joe

Crash and the Wiplash, Check Please, Jim K. and

Company, Al Fuller Band, and Wildcat O'Halloran

WMUA's Blue Bill will emcee the show.

The show at Hampshire College begins at 1 p.m. If you

wish to march, be at the UMass campus pond at 11 a.m.

Please show your support for this truly worthy cause by

marching. There is no charge for the concert.

Want to write for Arts? Come down to the Collegian any

day and talk to Jenn, Cosmo, Kathy, or Graeme.
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JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

253-7018

(If this is you. take this ad to JB's

for a free order of chicken fingers )

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM

Without JB's I

climb tiie

walls
People just don't under-

stand me. If I don't eat JB's

at least 5 times a week, I go

crazy. I try to get attention

so I hang out on the walls

of 'the dorms until

somebody offers to take me
to JB's. I go mad over JB's

roast beef sandwiches,

chicken fingers and
mozarella sticks. If you

think my method for getting

a ride to JB's is strange,

you should see how I

hitchhike!

NXXNSNN>N\

Following in his father's footsteps, Andrew Tosh performs with the

original Peter Tosh Band this Sunday Pearl Street.

^pft;g
!
V 338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384]

}

G

\

HEINEKEN 12 pk. Bottles

BECKS 12 pk. Bottles

MILLER HIGHLIFE SUITCASE CANS

MILLER LITE SUITCASE CANS

7.99 -^dep.

7.99 -\-dep.

10.99 -i-dep.

10.99 -^dep.

We have just received 70 new

imported and domestic beers

SEAGRAMS 7 1.75L

CANADIAN MIST 1 Liter

SOUTHERN COMFORT 750 ml

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE 750 ml

12.99

8.99

6.99

2.99

I ^i^ji^. i?• IMPORTED & DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER A* WINE • &

ALWAYS ON HAND ;

grc^fc^ftg ^<^y&ggcwQg^<:ys tf?vai^(»^<:y5 tfFfajwQg^^e^^ <fr^.^^o..icy& grcii^Qg^^^ys <r?v:i»^

International Business

and Economics Program

in Italy

1 his spring spend a semester in Italy while fulfilling your

junior and senior business and economics core requirements

and electives.

• Quality business and economics courses taught in English

• Fully accredited courses transfer to your own university

• Live in Turin, a center ofEuropean economic activity

• Limited enrollment

For an information packet comaci

Dr. Carmelo Urza

University ofNevada-Reno

Getchell Libraiy

Reno, NV 89557

or call collect (702) 784-6569
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

COLLEGIAN 13

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

, » ^l- "Vr- If ''

Mobile hobbyists

Dreams of Celery By The Thursday Night Club

^^2^.

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

I TWINK PEOPLE WORR^ TOO
MUCH ABOUT L\ra.E nilNSS.

ALL TUE^ 00 IS MAK£
IMEMSELMES UNWAPPV
n^^T wm.

^^^ mi GET ^
>*^' 'A ^^^ ^^ '^^^^'^

L\KE THE BOOK
REPDRT YOJRE
SyPPOSEP TO 8t
WRITING HM ON
TUE BOOK lOJ
HMEK\ REAOf J

N.1 (#1

EXACTLI.

CASE IN

POINT.

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

i:>£A0?^3vTHj;/ PICXIWS MOVlcS

A VCR -^MPA / HOVKBJEl
nov;£ Lv^ve

VCJ PiCKiP

NET'V

"If Dan Quayle is no Jack Kennedy, who are you
not?"
— Cartoonist Garry Trudeau, suggesting a debate

question for Michael Dukakis

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jeffc

ACROSS
t Sooooia snack

S Toque wearers

10 Zip

14 Like Humply
Oumpty

15 Cooiooants
connectior>8

16 Wrapped lip

17 Legislatures

20 Every

21 — of Cleves

22 Kind of (Vine

23 Opera house
reed

24 Change, to Soiti

25 Eugene —
Pushkin opus

28 Dukakis or

Bentsen

32 Pykiniike

33 Veas. eg
34 Annoy
35 Cypher

36 Stuck

37 Tibetan monk
38 Burmese

statesman

39 Odin. Bakler al

al

40 Atxtminates

41 The U S A . tor

one
43 Group on The

Hill

44 Declarer s

choice

45 W Samoa s

capital

46 German
mathematician/

astror>omer

13 Mnners
49 Three — match

52 House on The

Hitl group

55 Gael

56 The Maltese

Falcon star

57 Actress Moor*
58 Han
59 Tea-leal readers

60 Celetws l>east

DOWN
1 Forum garo

2 Bard s river

3 Guinea D<g

4 Violtnist Bull

5 TV sleuth

6 Book of

Songs poet

7 One. to 6 Down
8 Scow s

enveloper

9 Classified

10 From Aries to

Pisces

1

1

Old Nick s fone
12 Angler s

purchase
13 Choice words
18 Fanatic

19 Kruger ar>d

Graham
23 Cyma reverse

24 Dash unit

25 Come oft

26 Nary a soul

27 Rnish

28 Column type

29 Lasso
30 Knight wear
31 Work on hair

33 SofOurn

36 Hayden and
Manchester

37 Vocalist

Cantrell

39 Harm
40 Gunsei s |00

42 Greedy Danker
43 Javelins

45 Scenery chewer
46 Blood

brothers

star

47 Church area

48 Dealer s

demand
49 Chamber
50 Verne

captain

51 Land mast
52 Scarlet

53 Compass
reading

54 Mountain in

Crete

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;

10/21/8*

|VM I o^ \iisvU-s limr^ StMM-ilr 10/21/M

r Lunch

Pizza

Fishburger on Roll

Dinner

Top Round of Beef/au jus

Tuna Oriental

Menu
Bailcs Lanch

Pizza

Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich

1

Basics Dinner

Cheese Nut Lx)af/Mushroom

Sauce Tuna Oriental

Weather
Today: Sunny, with increasing clouds 40 percent chance
of rain, with the highs in the upper 40s
Tonight: 90 percent chance of rain

Tomorrow: Showers tapering off in the morning, highs
near 50 80 percent chance of rain at night

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor David R Mark
Copy Editor Tom Rodrigues

Layoat Technician Lisa M Dionne
Photo Technician Richard Bonanno
Production Supervisor Lisa M Dionne
Production:.... Miriam. Mike. Ferris. WendyRae, Kim.

Janine. Peter, and Pam and Nancy's stud puppet is go-

ing Ware-ily

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Ediior in Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

David R. Marlt

Editorial Editor

Robert ClappennelH

Business Manager

Marc Infield

Production Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelli

Business Manager

Barbra Htndin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Munroe
Finance Manager

Todd Fruhbeis

Circulation Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Mary Huygens
Sukacri^doM Manager
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football faces a tough Yankee Conference test at Delaware
continued from page 16

Last season, Don O'Brien kicked a field goal with seven
seconds left in the game to give the Blue Hens a 37-34

victory. The Minutemen have looked like a completely dif-

ferent team from last year.

They leaped out to a 4-1 record before dropping their
last game to the Huskies, a game in which UMass
quarteback Dave Palazzi threw five interceptions and the
Minutemen fumbled three times.

"I thought we played a good game overall," Reid said.

IL

PC CtONES

i^ PRINTERS

\\
SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

Sale* • Servic* • Rtnlal

DR. SDFTUJftRE
go*"I* • ComfMMll • ACCMMTIM

I Shoppiog M«« • 241 King Siimi

586-3210
M 1 W t F .O-O

\4 \4
Nmv AUMdCars

Truai* A Va« AIM A«i

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wrecfc
Rt.6J No. Amherst

549-RENT

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

''tm lti>M t/onil

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

on* «av

779
229
259

round tnp

CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
r«i*i not Included.
Also Work-Study Abmtd.
Ltnguag* Courstt. Inll Sludtnl
ID. Youth HotttI Pa«««i
EUHAIL Pmtmt itund on th* spoil

call lor Ih9 FUSE CIEE StudartI

Travel Caflogf

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. Pleasant SI.

Amharst. MA 01002

"Without the turnovers, we could have won."
But in six games this season, a UMass running back

has not fumbled on a running play.

"That's an awesome stat," Reid said. "I attribute it to
the hard running of the running backs and coaching of
Brad Hokin."
The OMass ground game has been hampered all season.

Starting fullback Ted Barrett has not played yet because
of a hamstring injury.

Then three weeks ago against Boston University,
fullbacks David Mitchell and Jim Pastorick left the game
with ankle injuries. Neither played the last two weeks.

"It affected us last week." Reid said. "We got down near
the goal line a lot but we couldn't go into a goal-line of-

fense because we don't have enough fullbacks."
Mitchell is listed as doubtful for tomorrow's game and

Pastorick is questionable.

Tailback Kevin Smellie leads the Minutemen in rushing we can.

men's soccer

with 421 yards.

"The offensive line has been doing a great job," Reid
said. "Especially Bill Buttler and Nick Salmon. They
cleared the way all game last week."
The passing game has been inconsistent over the last

two games. On the season, Palazzi is 96-of-178 for 1271

yards, 9 touchdowns and 13 interceptions. Nine of the in-

terceptions have come in the last two games.
Delaware's quarterback, senior Dave Sierer, is 73-of 132

for 891 yards, 5 touchdowns and 11 interceptions. The
leading rusher is fullback Tim Healy, with 403 yards and
3 touchdowns.

After losing their first two games, the Blue Hens have
given their fans plenty to cheer about, winning four in

a row while catching UMass.
"They treat football a little different down there," Reid

said. "We'll just have to go down there and do the best

continued from page 16

points) and Carl Hanks (5-4-14) both have been kept out

of training because of groin injuries while freshman
swingman Brett Anthony moves up to the front line from

the midfield. Senior Mike McCormick and freshman Dan
Lawrence ("he's been our steadiest player this year," says

Gettler) help support Ginzburg, who sports a 0.98 goals-

against-average and four shutouts and now holds the all-

time UM shutout mark with 14.

Boston College has a 5-9-1 record and is 2-1-1 in the last

four games. B.C.. which could only muster four wins last

year, is bigger and more organized under new coach Ed
Kelly. Before coming to B.C., Kelly coached Seton Hall

to the Big E.ist Championship.
Offensively, the Eagles are led by junior co-captain Greg

Schwake (61-13), senior David Sullivan (4-412) and mid-

fielder Chris Lugossy (2-2-6). Freshman goalkeeper Mark
Weinman (3-4-1, 2.25 GAA) anchors the defense with

junior co-captain Stu Tallmadge, senior Ken Alleyne, and
sophomore Andy Sage from Ireland.

In the recent history between the two clubs. UMass has
held a commanding 4-0 advantage in the last four

meetings. The Minutemen have had a relatively easy time
with B.C. on the giass of Boyden Field, but have had closer

encounters on the turf in Boston.

"The game's on the turf, which will be our first turf

game of the year," said Gettler. "I think that's pretty

tough. . . I'm not sure how we'll react. It (Alumni Stadium)
is a smaller field and it's tougher to play, because they're

used to it. It's got a big crown, so balls played into space
are just going to run off the field."

On top of this is the fact that it's a road game, where
UMass has had its share of problems with only a 1-4

record.

Gettler feels his team should have no pressure on them
and that they should just "play, have some fun, and go
knock some goals in."

Screenprinting...
Tee Shirts, Sweatshirts, Jackets.

Bumperstickers, Decals.

Athletic Jerseys. Hats-
For youx

Group. Company or Organization

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREEN IT!

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Complete Art and Design
Department

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER |||||i|

PRESENTS iiiiijiiiii:;:;:!^''''''''''''

'"

screenDrint soeacmsis
47 Jockson Street. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041
In Mass.- 413-534-5634

Euyiene

yxcdi^

OcAi )\ur
>0 i-

M.innc<
CKi*>bcr

.a

HAI^D IHEAUR [\\[ ARTS CfMTER

iCKtIS Fl^t ARTS £[NTtR BOX OFFICE [)4'j 2511

••:•:•••••••••••••••••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•• .•.••••.•.•.•••.••.•••:•::•:•:
Y:-:-:-'-:-;-;-:-:-:-:-
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TNWA
TEA<-5PIC^ CO.

INWANS PAKISTANI GR(X'ERIES

Enjoy New Homemade
Curry Dinners Tonight

Taiaoofi ChicKer S3.SO
Carro; Hulva S2.9S

Aloo Matar Curry $3.00

Mt«ed Vegetable Puiao S2.9S
PaKonsSl.TS

I

Chicken Birvani $3.70
,

AiooBondas$1.50

Ready lo Keal and wrvr al home

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
9 am 6 p in

479 We«t Street. Rte. 116

South Amherst I
Acro»» Ih« «tre»l Irom lh» Onr\ Mjn T

Tel.: 253 2432 I

Typing
kinko^
the copy center

220 No. Pleasant St.

253-2543

TIPS ON
REPORTING
AND WRITING

Special Focus: Developing and
Keeping Sources

Monday, Oct. 24
by

Marsha Marotta
Campfis Center Rm. 178

8:00 p.m.

Workshop cotxnts toward
staff status

Come write for the Collegian

^"""^c^..
a-

Foshion denim jeans

and jackets

up to 25% OFF

Starts Friday 21st

Great Jean Styles By

Z Cavaricci

No! Jeans

Driver

New Order

No Problem

^

Turtlenecks

$13.00 now!!

jnofth pleasant street omhefst 263-2563 doily lO 6 Sunday 12-5
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volleyball

continued from page 16

"Temple lo.st to Rutgers in three. I find that very in-

teresting, from what I had heard Temple was stronger

than Rutgers," Ford said.

Rutgers has one of the premier players in the con-

ference, Elke Voigt. While the Owls have a very young

team, in fact, there isn't a senior on the entire team.

For said obviously each team would have to played dif-

ferently. Against Rutgers, the Minutewomen will be key-

ing on Voigt, as Voigt goes so go the Scarlet Knights.

Against Temple, the Minutewomen will try to stop the

attack from the middle and use their experience against

the young Owls.

"The youngness of the team could be a factor. I'd say

so far [our experience] has [worked to our advantage),"

Ford said.

This weekend's games will be the final home matches

for five UMass seniors: outside hitters Julie Smith. Juliet

Primer, Christine McEnroe. Ann Marie Larese. and mid

die blocker Barbara Meehan.
"They're excited. It's going to be a real special weekend

for them," Ford said.

Now they have a chance to make it even more special.

Two wins will make the Minutewomen undefeated at

home this year, and its a chance to grab to must wins

at an important part of the season.

Spike ends: Because of sunlight problems in Totman

in the afternoon, tomorrow's scheduled starting time has

been moved from 4 p.m. up to noon.

field hockey vs. Toledo, Penn State

continued from page 16

She may be young but Penn State coach Charlene

Morett, who is in her first year at the helm of the Nit-

tany Lions, has had the confidence to play freshman

Michelle Brennan in all 14 of Penn State's games.

And Brennan has proved herself worthy of the job,

posting four shutouts and a 0.92 goals against average.

She has made 67 saves

The Minutewomen will be led into this weekend by

senior Tonia Kennedy who leads the Minutewomen with

1 1 r.ials and one assist and senior goaltender Cindv Cox,

who has given up just four goals in fourteen games.

Penn State will not have an advantage on the

Minutewomen as far as being rested goes. The Nittany

Lions also must play on Saturday as they are scheduled

to meet the University of New Hampshire at UNH.

"For them (Penn State), that is a must win situation

without hesitation," Hixon said.

Should both teams gather a little momentum by winn-
ing on Saturday, Sunday's game could be an intense
battle.

ACADEMY.,MUSIC Ho.r:^*«"i«.

THE ONLY AREA ENGAGEMENT-CL'RTAIN 6:45 &. 9:00

The true story of Ruth First a South African

who took H stand against Apartheid in the 1960)>

[•# Oncol
the moti haunlinc

^ and poif!;nant

^ coniin{(-of-af;r

A mov if k ever made"',^ 1^

A Vorld
Apart

-TWO THUMBS UP
for -A World Apart'

...Barbara Hershey

tiars in an electrify-

ing performance...

quite magical.This

IS great workr

-rXQUISITE'^

PG -3>.

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

ACTM1«S»AU0O
AWTO W« SAlf-CALOAATOIS

ENTERTAt<Me*T 'fOR RENT
FORSAL£««^3UNO
HaPWANTH)«(.OST

CLASSIFIED
.-tt^.. *-*«.-4i^

INSTRUCTION • MOTOfiCYLOfS
PERSONALS•RCE WANTH)
RCERS NEEDED •^RVCES
ROCMATE WANTS) • rRAVa

WANTED •SUOiT

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 1 13 MON.THURs'a:30^:30 (FRt.2:30).. DEADLINE 2 PAYS PRIOR TO PUBLiCATION » CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORD/OAy FOR STUDENTS
]

ACTIVITIES

UNIVERSITY PtAYERS MEETING Mon
day Octobar 24. 5 00pm m the Campus
Canlar Were nominating the spring

musical' Be there'

DATES ARE AVAILABt^. ARE v607
WMUA Dating Game tonigm 8 30 on
911FM Call up and meet someone Call

54S-FM91

FAIUNO YOUR CLASSES? Learn a skill

you can use on the street' JugglinaClub

meets today. 3-«. Campus Center 804

197$ FOnO GRANADA, good running con-

dition cheap 5M-4709

SO CHEVY CHiEVETTE good running con

drton $650 or B O Can 549-5137 after 5 30

77 VW DASHER New brakes new exhaust

low miles must see Call 2S3-7388 Eves

197S CAMARO.Runa «*«lirt6S0 Leave

message 527-5101.

TUNE IN UMASS FOOTBALL in Delaware

This Sal at 1 15 on WMUA 91 1FM

NSA FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEO North by Nor
Ihwest Front Lounge o( Newman Center

7 00pm FREE

S2 FOm ESCORT S5.000 miles 4 speed

excellent condition $l900/negotiable

549-7193 evenings

•1 TOYOTA COSOLLAexceMent coodi-

tion. low mileage, am/fm cass . air, 5 spd

256-0969 evenings

SOUTHWEST S ANNUAL BATTLE ol the

Bands is this Sunday October 23rd at

12 00pm in Hampden Center BE THERE!

CRAFT CENTER is YOUR resource Make
all kinds ol crafts poftery. sitver silkscreen.

photography, etc Free instruction

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

conditiOh-mechanicaMy sound' Great body

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908

weeknights-Jen

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on
concourse Oct 18. 20, lor the Cystic

Fibrosis Bike-AThon Anyone can do it'

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED

EARN BIG COMMISSIONS and tree trips

try selling Nassau/Paradise Island. Cancun.

Mexico and Ski trips lo Vermont and Col-

orado For more mlormation call toll 'ree

1-a00-231-0113or in Conn 203- 967 3330

EARN $40-$60/DAV working to reduce tox

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and
keep our water safe' Call Chns at 2Sft«434

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part in dissec

tion il lis against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

••APARTMENTS AVAILABLE*

*

SPTkClOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ol country land Ample oft street park

ing and tree bus service lo UMass and

shopping areas Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

GREAT WINTER CAR lor sale 78 Ford

Grenada automatic PS PB good tires and

exhaust Runs well 650 or BO 253-5956

81 TOYbtA COROLLA New front tires.

back shocks, exhaust system must sell

$700 B/O Kristin 568-4624

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE- Over 700 CDs
Great Sound* All occasions 549-1421

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RAClTA-OiSC ENTERTAINMENT . Disc

lockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizations 256 8526

FOR SALE

APPLE^TC^with color monitor. 2 drives,

awesome Imagewriter II color printer (240

cps) SlOOOswonhot programs and many

extras' Must sen. $899 or BO. Call Lee at

546-4813

BARGAIN CLASSICS 68 Camaro reliable

looks good $1 500 also leather swivel easy

chair $100 John 549 1256 11am-6pm

VW RABBIT -Green Great condrtion runs

smooth great buy at $850 Please call

253-9243

4 PRINCE TICKETS for Wofcesler Cen-

trum on 10/22 Best offer Tim 549-6535

lO^SPEEO BICYCLE for s«ie~$TbO
545-3500 weekdays Ask for Brian

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 speed cark grey new

tires, rims runs very well $3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1977BUKX SKYLARK BO.OOOK excellent

•hape $600 or BO 546-8948

SKIS- DYNASTAR H5"»with marker bin-

dings excellenl condition $95 or BO Call

Boot 6-8440

1981 PORSCHE, SOk miles, grey, sunroot

must see 17250 or best offer Call

665-7221 Dab

73~DOOQE VAN. runs good «"•!

reasonable offer 8-6982

FOR SALE: Olympic weight bench $125 or

best offer Call Cheryl at 6-7B51 or leave

message

SWOOL JACKETS, 3 leather (ackett, 1 1n-

sulated winter denim jacket, men's (M)

38-40 Each one a steal 546-6982

ESCORT RADAR DCTECTOR excellent

condrtion w/window mt & coil cord iworth

$280 asking $150 Call 8-8106

RANDY TOOO: Congrats on your movie role'

AMP ROLAND JC120 lOOw $400 tirm we „, proud of you' Love, the University

Great condition 584 9955 Ask lor Bill l-0»T Players

uAuiu'n eci I IMS EVERYTHING' LOST A WALLET WITH Alien card and

?.^ °hai?s s^ a coll
"

i!d a^ t^al ^ly number I. found please call ISSAC J"ST WANTED y^lo know that

n^KTcaM 54^7193 evenings Tn 549-8167 Reward $100 we love you Ethel Leah. R«hel

VAMAH* SRX 250 Soon bike 5 months LOST JEAN JACKET AT CHANGES may MIKE DOHERTY- Sorry l*«_^n

^d"* 5*00* ncl!d" 1S;?7ac'iarhe.rTa'nd hS^ accidentally -aken yours w-thld^s ^^^^^^ I"" »'*^' '"^^^
jacket Call David 1566-8212 Qiane lock Chanice McGiynn Call 6-8703 sister Love. Un

Binurca niiai «TFREO cassette deck
^"" ANOY W^- Come to KY contry soon I m

? M^LlZa « JllSf LOST MASS LIQUOR ID Sharon Levy If tired of watching the grass grow alone'
$ 100 caH Laura aiiMw^i

^^^^^ ^^^ ^,| 253-9916 monetary Love Mandy

cmM^
"*"*^

OH£FK:E-OEAOrsiS(Sr-dead'Rabinowit2-
i-uuriu

^^^^ RINGS 2 gold rings/one coraWone dead' Fadel-deadi FHkins-dead' You are the

cniiiiih- aLACK KITfElTiVe haditoTa turquoise/one silver/one shell If lound lamest excuse lor «i"»i(e'e.s m
:^u,^an?!JJSp™ '..rain^S L^k' jUse ptoaM call 263-9918 R^-atdl h«.ory s-noe^jr n» L^ Shu«"" Crew

ing for responsible owner Willing to give — _____!1_
away free' Call Paul al 548-978r

MOTORCYCLES EILEEN QUMAN Happy 22nd Luv Mary

^^M74*
^'"** ''*^" "'' "* "^ *^ iMTKAwTSKnCD ^rvSf^iSTeOOTiiii^ CHERYL BOUWTR WEIXOMES the 21

549-3674, Joe jw^
^^^^ ^^^^^ 546-6163 Club finally Drinks are on us Lisa. Jill,

s^srs.'S'Zzsi.vr ;js-«5rs?,s.r^
"^ZZ,.^..^-^

IN CAMPUS^CEHTER on 10/13 a gold in-
is coming to visit

itial charm It yours call 546-6583
BBWOHALS KIZ- Happy day alter your Birthday! {Bet-^ ter late than never!) We love ya' Sarah »

PiinMlTURC Lynn

fVuDLVrs'lfTS"^^-
"t'^^y"*^^^'*"^**^' 5*:e''TpTJn^fria^!5r?ayr''^"'

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur VW • NO MORE CA. DREAMIN'I Come .^ y^j. bumnvi For^vervthina
niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970 back to UMass' KO ^Tdo^^ rS'^su^* I^^^yS?
Bill or Damn W. deltver

BETH STOLLER- Have a wonderfJl-birTh-
"^

..^r^i^-ZZr^
^v We tove you very much AXO HEY MANOJ! I bet your glad ifs fnday

QO-OETTERS ONLY ^°^' '*°"'

aBr.*..*^y.-,»»^^ Es^"S°?a'S"£ f,'i^^S.^^^:^
mer 508-543-3706 Leave message know ttwt I love you. You iwon W9»»

JJeTpig out on nachos and ice cream"

Mc. D waNTFn
"^^ °^° '*''^'

U»^ TOMORROW at 4pm you will be
ntLrwAPiiEu

PHI Mil DELTA CREW, Go for It at the beaten' Good luck and may the best (read

DISHWASHEW5. Part time, flexibtehouri. Head ol the Charles' The Pledges SGA) Group win'

iSHSFHS: 8s.«s^s,rai- v±:^iBs'^'^
town Road.^mher^l

^^^ ^ -^^^ ^^ naVe made me the hap-

HOSTTHOSTESS Part time/flexible piesi B F in the world Thank you for com-
nooiiATE WANTED

hours/good starting pay App^ in person. ing here I love you' Tracy mAJ«i»^E """"*
Sea«>n^s Restaurant, fit 9 6elchertown

uousY^iTSiiSiedtor'inn- IMMEDIAfELVrL^ge bedroom, kitchen
Road. Amherst GREEN HOUSE.^^^ , , ,«^, dm^igroom, caWe TV, sw|m.

COUNTER HELPliND^enve^, persons ^^^J*" ^^ ! ming poo. Loca1ed«:ro.. S^ » Shop

(need y«Mir own car) nights and weekend noOMATE WANTED BRANDVWINE
253-9752

_ MARC I MET YOU A COUPLE OF * APTS. 230 month heat and hot water m

(SREENPEACe WORK TO PRESERVE 'Thursday nights ago at the exchange
•

eluded Thru December OpJ'O'J 'o 'a^e

o5l Sk^TH Thr?estruc.Ton of oJr en •
I h^ Je cln Kn^k some more fans ; over leqaae mamatream only! 549-3616

vironment IS not an acceptable industry • oyer
onnai mi APT NnHD 7 mins to center

practice work now to stop tox^contarnina- ^^SSSli^$"r^ • cS 5«S-M76 plch^
tion. preserve our oceans and its wildlife IT^Ir-Ih
and stop nuclear weapons teslino Select or oure»n

your own days to work Mon-Sun •
"

. APARTMENT MATE WANTED. Nice Nw-
2pm-l0pm Call 256- 1439

_ (SSated)
' thamplon location CaM Greg at 584-7400

KPERJENCiDJEWELRY INSTRUCTOR • Birthday ;
message

?'"e"?^tflT2llTSM^2M6'""*"
" l^ • FEiiALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096
_ EHenKhs * one bedroom Cliffslde apt w/an easy going

WORK^STUdYjOM a^^SiTable' Monday. • Maribefh' / f^^" interested please call fieth at

Wednesday and Fndav mornings Come by oos-*33u

Off Campus Housing Office, 545-0665

SPACKHJS SUNNY IN apartment complex

shared common areas Parking and bus

Evening 665-3867

RSO

DO YOU HAVE GREEN thoughts^ So do

we UPC presents the Smrthereens Tues-

day Octot)er 25 at 8pm in the FAC

SERVICES

FLYING FINGERS TYPINO ¥»ork done in

24 hours. Pickup/dropoff Too Call Kevin

54»«1ie

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING with

spell check Call Gayle 256-1250

TVPWQ

FLYING FINGERS tYPINd work done in

24 hours Pickup/dropoff too CaH Kevin

549-0116

TVPtNO. TAPE TRANSCMPTION. Fact,

accurate 2S3-WORO

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL
word processor with speHcfieck - Al

Carolyn 253-5667

on
IME!

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive

rates, decent location 253-5202

NO TYPING AS USUALThTghesl quality

typing Call Barry, 548-9436

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 11 13 Call 549-1949

WANTED

WANTED- GUITAR OR BANJO must be in

fairiy good condition Call MIKE 6-7115

HCLPI I need Soc 103 (Hums) note* will

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710
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Minutemen face a
test at Delaware

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

A game against the University of

Delaware.

A road game.

Either one is a task, but put the two

together and that's what the University

of Massachusetts football team is up

against tomorrow.

At 1:30 p.m. in Newark, Delaware, the

4-2 Minutemen will face the difficult task

of beating the 4-2 Blue Hens, which they

have never done. Delaware has owned

UMass. winning all 12 meetings between

the teams.

Add that to the fact that the game will

be played in a football-crazy atmosphere.

"Delaware is on a fine line, " UMass
head coach Jim Reid said. "They are on

the border of the Northeast, where foot-

ball is fun, and the South, where football

is a religion. So it's not a religion, but it's

pretty damn important."

The two will combine to create a hostile

atmosphere for the Minutemen.

The Blue Hens breathed down the

Minutemen's neck for the first five games

of the season, staying a close second place

behind Villanova and UMass in the

Yankee Conference.

Last weekend, Delaware beat

Villanova, 10-7, while the Minutemen

were losing to the University of Connec

ticut, 35-14.

The two results created a three-way tie

for first. UMass, Delaware, and Villanova

are all 3-1 in the conference.

"We definitely have our work cut out for

us, " Reid said. "We've never beaten them.

Ever."
continued on page 14

Top 20 teams in town to

meet with Minutewomen
No. 13 B.C., No. 19 Cornell come to Boyden

i nllrfpitn pholn hv RK'hard Honanno

The Minutemen will look to push their way past Delaware tomor-

row in a big Yankee Conference match-up.

By JIM CLARK
::ollegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team just can't escape these

big weekends.

For the second straight week, the

Minutewomen will be facing a pair of Top

20 teams, as 13th-ranked Boston College

and 19th ranked Cornell come to Boyden

Field.

It shouldn't be as big a test as last

weekend, when the Minutewomen had to

face the top two teams in the country (at

that time). North Carolina and North

Carolina State, on consecutive days on the

road. But the next three days should be no

time to sit back and watch the leaves fall.

This afternoon, the Eagles will take their

turn to try and knock off the nation's No.2

team at 2 p.m. Given the circumstances,

this will be a tough game for the

Minutewomen.
"They're big and they're good." UMass

coach Jim Rudy said of today's opponents.

"They're a tough team and they match up

well."

The Eagles could easily be mistaken for

their school's basketball team around the

Heights, presenting a very large and solid

front line. The leaders are sophomore Gina

Vassallo, who leads the team with 10 goals

and 2 assists, and junior Katie Connelly,

with 7 goals and 6 assists. Freshman

Rachel Sheridan will also be tough.

The B.C. backfield will also give UMass

some problems. AU-American senior co-

captain Chris Garibaldi and senior Kris

Johanson, whom Rudy thinks is an

outstanding talent, should present the

UMass attack with a tough challenge.

"They have some of the largest players

I've seen," Rudy said. "They're a good side,

hard tackling and very physical."

The size of the Eagles could give them an

advantage in the air, as well as making

them the dominant team physically.

Aside from the height factor, B.C. need!

this game badly. At 10-4-1, it is still in con-

tention for the NCAA playoffs, but losses

to William and Mary, Connecticut and Cor-

nell won't help. The Eagles will be looking

for a major upset to bolster the resume.

"They've got to win. If they don't they're

tourney chances are very small," Rudy

said. "This is a big-time game for us."

On Sunday, Cornell rolls in for a 1 p.m.

contest with the same thing in mind. Like

B.C., the Big Red view this as a must-win

game in order to entertain any post-season

hopes.

With a record of 6 3-1, Cornell cracked

the Top 20 of the ISAA poll this week, ty-

ing St. Mary's for the 19th spot. The Big

Red are in the midst of one of their best

seasons ever, and look to have a bright

future with no seniors on their roster.

But with the playoffs still a remote

possibility for this year, the Minutewomen

can't tread lightly against Cornell.

Leading the Big Red attack is freshman

Dina Grossman, a player that Rudy

describes as "fast, a great one-on-one player

with a lot of verve " Junior midfielder Jen-

nifer Smith is also a solid player in the Cor-

nell attack.

"They're very deliberate. They play a lot

of possession and have decent speed up

front, " Rudy said.

UMass. 11 11. is coming off a pair of

wins this past week. They took a huge 3-2

decision from N.C. State on Sunday and

followed that with an impressive 4 win

over Harvard here on Tuesday. The

Minutewomen are playing their best ball

of the year, and should be ready for the test.

Their only problem may be injuries,

which have ravaged the midfield.

Sophomore April Kater suffered a broken

nose, while senior Cathy Cas.sady and

sophomore Becky Bonzano both sat out the

Harvard game with injuries. All three

could be available for todays game.

Field hockey team to battle Toledo, Penn State
Bv GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team will

once again have a long weekend as they play back to back

games tomorrow and Sunday.

Tomorrow, the Minutewomen will get a look at how the

Midwest stacks up with the very powerful East Coast

when they square off with the University of Toledo at

Springfield College.

Gametime has been changed from 1 p.m. to 11 a.m.

because of a soccer game that has also been scheduled for

the afternoon. UMass coach Pam Hixon, because the

Minutewomen play on Sunday, decided to play the game
in the morning instead of the late afternoon.

On Sunday, UMass will return to Totman Field to take

on Atlantic 10 rival Penn State. The Nittany Lions, 10-3-1,

are ranked No. 11 in the country by the NCAA.
Toledo may not be ranked in the top 20 teams in the

country, but with their 6-5-1 record, a win over UMass
could give Toledo serious consideration of breaking into

the top 20.

This could be a dangerous game for the Minutewomen

if their minds wander off into thinking about Sunday's

game. But don't bet on that happening. UMass has beat

a lot of potentially dangerous teams before playing some

of the top teams in the nation en route to its 12-1-1 record,

which has earned the Minutewomen the No. 4 ranking

in the nation and No. 1 in the Northeast.

This week, unlike last, when center back Kerri Fagan

had to sit out with a sprained back, there is a good chance

that UMass will be at full strength.

"She practiced a little yesterday (Wednesday)," Hixon

said. "We'll see how she comes along for the rest of the

week but I anticipate her being back."

Toledo does not have an explosive scorer. Sophomore

Chris White leads the team with five goals and four assists

followed by Laura Davies who has a goal and five assists.

So it could be just the game that Fagan needs to get back

into shape. Should the stats be any indication, Fagan

should not see much action in the defensive end.

However, on Sunday, Fagan should be very busy.

"I think it should be a very tight contest, " Hixon said.

"Penn State has been very erratic but their coach is very

emotional, excitable, she really gets her team up for big

games.
"

But this might not be the only big game that Penn State

plays with the Minutewomen. With UMass leading the

East Division of the Atlantic 10 Conference and the Nit-

tany Lions leading the West, both teams could be on a

direct collision course to meet in the Atlantic 10 Cham-

pionship game which will be held the weekend of Nov. 5.

Penn State has two dangerous scorers in senior forward

Lisa Bervinchak who has netted eight goals and dished

out two assists. Senior Tami Worley has provided the Nit-

tany Lions six goals and one assist. Freshman Kristin

Winters has also played well for Penn State.

"Those two (Bervinchak and Winters) are excellent

players in their own right and they have a young

goaltender," Hixon said.
continued on page 15

Volleyball to host A-10 matches
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

It's clutch time at the Totman Gymnasium for the

University of Massachusetts volleyball team — this

weekend's two conference matches against Rutgers (7 p.m.

tonight) and Temple universities (noon tomorrow) have

become MUST wins.

There have been, and will be, bigger matches this season

but few that have to be won to keep pace.

Two victories will only keep the UMass machine on

track and heading for the Atlantic 10 tournament in great

shape, but even just one loss can cost UMass serious

tournament-ranking ground that will be difficult to make

up this late in the season.

The Minutewomen are currently ranked third in the

conference and, although a win over No. 2 University of

Rhode Island in 10 days cannot be underestimated, these

are the last two home games and two of the last three con

ference matches.

There is a fierce battle in the A-10 for tournament rank

ing and only two conference losses separate the second-

ranked team from the seventh. With the season winding

down and time running out, conference wins means a high

conference ranking. And the difference between even just

one spot higher can mean the difference from going home

on Saturday or leaving on Sunday.

"Both of these teams want to come here and beat us.

I think they could come in and beat us. We just want to

play well. We are capable of winning these matches and

(the players] want to win those matches," UMass coach

Carol Ford said.

The Scarlet Knights of Rutgers have an identical con

ference record and would dearly love to step up from their

fifth ranked position. Temple, although they are 2-2 in

the A-10, need every win they can get to keep their playoff

hopes alive.

"I think there could be a couple of ties in the conference

before the A-lOs," Ford said.

As the 2 said to the 4 and then to the 6 and so on . .

. it's all even.

The Minutewomen control their own destiny, however,

and that is what separates them from the rest of the pack.

"Anyone coming in here is coming to beat us. They

might be thinking [our victory over] West Virginia was

a fluke, and that we're on shaky ground. I don't mind

when teams take us seriously," Ford said.

Both teams enter Amherst with a ton of questions to

be answered.

continued on page 15

Men's soccer
visits B.C.

By RIC SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

continues its quest for an at-large bid to the NCAA tour-

nament when it plays Boston College at Alumni

Stadium, tomorrow at 1 p.m.

Since the last game last Saturday (a 4-0 win over Nor-

theastern), the -seven days off has been beneficial to coach

Jeff Gettler and his team (8-6 overall, 1-2 in the Atlan-

tic 10).

"This is the first time we've had a lot of time off, which

is really nice," said Gettler. "I've been really happy

because we've had a lot of time to train. Assuming we're

not flat with the time off, it was a great time for me to

re-focus the team and be able to use the practice time

to hopefully get the most out of us apd to get things work-

ing a little better."

Though the Minutemen may be the superior team,

their top two scorers are questionable for the Saturday

game. Forwards Steve Cesnek (9 goals, 3 assists, 21

Continued on page 14
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Football
loses at
Delaware
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

NEWARK, Del. — There were no excuses

heard in the University of Massachusetts

locker room Saturday following the

Minutemen's 10-7 loss to the University of

Delaware football team.

Some dejected faces. A few angry people.

But no excuses.

And no excuses were heard for the sim-

ple reason that none exist.

It was a game there was no way the

Minutemen should have lost, yet they still

found a way.

Before 22,301 fans, UMass watched the

Fightin' Blue Hens take the lead in the

fourth quarter, then turned the ball over

at the Delaware lyard line with 1:05 left

in the game.
'What just happened I can't believe,"

said subdued UMass quarterback Dave

Palazzi. "This is one of the toughest losses

I've been in."

It was not the fact that it was a Yankee

Conference loss and dropped UMass to 4-3

overall and 3 2 and into a tie with the

University of Connecticut for third place

in the conference.

It was not the fact that Delaware, 5-2,

took over sole possession of first place in

the conference with a 4-1 record.

It was the fact that UMass wasted a

supreme effort from its defense, which held

the Hens to 68 yards rushing and 317 yards

of total offense.

Even more, it was the hard fact that

Delaware has ruled the Minutemen, win-

ning all 13 games between the teams, and

that this domination was so close to ending

Saturday.

"We should have won," UMass
noseguard Joe Cullen said. "There's this

thing about Delaware. When I was a

freshman they scored with 50 seconds left

to beat us. Last year, they kicked a last

minute field goal."

"In order to be successful, you have to

have some fortunate wins," Delaware head

coach Harold "Tubby" Raymond said.

"This certainly was one."

Indeed, it was not the fantastic play of

Duffey to hold talk
University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey

has scheduled an open meeting at 4 p.m. today to hear

suggestions and concerns from students.

All are welcome to the gathering in the Cape Cod

Lounge in the Student Union Building.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson is

also scheduled to attend the meeting.
— Collegian News Services

Farrakhan defended

by supporters
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

Minister Louis Farrakhan has sparked concern and in-

terest within the University of Massachusetts communi-

ty over his prosective visit to campus next semester.

The Distinquished Visitors Program last week voted 7-5

to help sponsor the controversial leader's visit. Among

those concerned about the decision were members of the

Jewish communitv as well as University administrators.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. in a statement made last week,

said Farrakhan is "vehemently opposed" to Jewish

students and is "devisive."

As the community pondered University-sponsorship ot

his visit, the question has arisen: who is Louis Farrakhan

and what does he stand for?

Jonathan Kaufman, author of Broken Alliance, a recent

ly published book about black and Jewish relations, said

continued on page 5

Collpipan photo by Andrew Rirt

JAMMING OUT - Joe Acker plays his Stratocaster recently whUe

walking near the Tower Library.

Delaware, but the Minutemen's mistakes,

that were responsible for the outcome.

After Don O'Brien, the kicker who was

the hero of last year's game, nailed a

32 yard field goal to put the Hens on top

10 7, Chip Mitchell returned a kickoff to

the 32.

Three plays later, Mitchell was on the

receiving end of a 58-yard bomb from

Palazzi that gave the Minutemen a first

and goal from the Delaware 1.

"I thought we had a touchdown when

Mitchell caught it," Reid said. "But ob-

viously we have to score from there. We

just didn't get it done
"

On the first play, fullback Steve Olson

fumbled, and the Hens recovered.

"Olson got hit and the ball just popped,"

Palazzi said.

"We kept running into mistakes today,"

Reid said. "The fumbles kicked our butts."

The Minutemen blew another great

chance with a fumble earlier in the fourth

quarter.

After the Hens scored to tie the game 7-7

with 13:09 left, Jerome Croom returned a

kickoff 35 yards to the
continued on page 16

Halloween
dorm policy
modified
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts ad-

ministration has relaxed the Halloween

guest policy this year because last fall was

so successful, according to Director of Hous-

ing Services Joseph Zannini.

"It worked out fairly well (last year],"

Zannini said. "We felt that we could make
this minor modification."

Students living on campus will be able

to have two non-residents of UMass as

guests, as opposed to last year, when none

were allowed. In addition, students will

also be able to have two guests who live on

campus.
The guests must be pre-registered at the

Cluster Offices by 4 p.m. Wednesday. All

regular University and Residence Hall

guidelines will remain in effect over the

weekend.
Use of masks or other facial disguises will

only be allowed in private rooms and

registered functions, since people wearing

them in public areas during this weekend

might be mistakenly identified as being so-

meone else.

Zannini said another reason for the

loosening ofthe policy was the cooperation

of the atrea governments.

"We've had a lot ofcooperation from our

area govenment repre.sentatives working

with us trying to make the campus and

residence halls a safe place," he said.

Zannini said the administration's deci-

sion was not influenced in any way by

students' outrage at the policy last

Halloween.

At a rally on the Student Union steps last

fall, student leaders blasted the ad-

ministration for not allowing any student

input when forming the policy, but

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said the policy

was non-negotiable.

In contrast to strong student opposition

to the policy last fall, this year students are

accepting the policy.

"It's an improvement over last year,

said Greg Baker, 19, a resident of John

Quincy Adams Tower in Southwest
continued on page 8

Fulani to speak
Hopes to pick up black vote

By JOSEPH L. HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

Dr. Lenora Fulani, independent candidate for presi-

dent, will speak about the importance of advancing the

Black agenda in government and alternatives to the two

main political parties when she comes to the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts tonight.

Fulani, the New Alliance Party candidate for presi

dent, will speak at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center room

165-169. She became the first woman and the first

African-American to be a presidential candidate on the

ballot in all 50 states and the District ofColumbia when,

on Sept. 14, she was certified in Mississippi.

She is the only independent presidential candidate on

the ballot in all 50 states this year.

"This historic achievement has been accomplished

despite the fact that independents are required to col-

lect a colossal 1.5 million signatures as compared to a

mere 50,000 required for a Republican or Democratic

presidential candidate to run in every state," said An

nie Roboff, press secretary for the Fulani campaign.

In an interview with the Dallas Morning-News, Fulani

said her bid to become president is an effort to build a

national, multiracial third party. She said she hopes to

pick up the "Black" vote that was behind Jesse Jackson

during his run for the Democratic presidential

nomination.

Fulani said the Democratic party painted a misleading

picture at its national convention by trying to show that

"everybody was singing and swinging together."

In an interview with the AtlanU Constitution, Fulani

said she has been called upon in the past by "the

Republican and Right to Life Party candidates" to

repudiate the controversial Minister Louis Farrakhan

for being anti-Semitic.

"It is well known that Farrakhan is 'a leader whom

I respect,'" she said, adding that African-American

leaders should have the same right white leaders have,

namely the right to have differences without repudiating

each other.

"Minister Farrakhan has made statements referring

to the Jewish people or the Jewish religion, using for-

mulation different from mine. We're different people

with different views," she said.

This is Fulani's third

political campaign. In

1985, she ran for mayor of

New York City and in

1986 she ran for governor

of New York. In August,

Fulani was unanimously

nominated as president of

the New Alliance Party.

At the party's conven

tion, Fulani said the "the

political establishment

itself has nothing at all to

do with the empowerment

and enfranchisement of

continued from page 5Lenora Fulani
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Mass politicians say Duke will

carry state by narrower margin
BOSTON (AP) - Michael Dukakis of

Brooklinc will carry Massachusetts in the

presidential election against Republican

Vice President George Bush, according to

a gi-oup that should know • Massachusetts

politicians.

But the third term governor will not en-

joy the kind of victory margin or open en-

thusiasm for the local candidate that might

be expected for a native son, according to

an informal survey of state senators by The

Associated press.

Many senators said Dukakis would win

in their districts, but they reported discon

tent among their constituents as they wage

their own re-election campaigns.

"I would say Dukakis will win in my
district, but it's not going to be by a wide

margin." said Sen. Paul Harold, a

Democrat who represents Quincy, Brain

tree, Holbrook and Avon.

Tho.st^ communities endorsed Dukakis by

roughly 'ito-l in the 1986 gubernatorial

race. But since then. Dukakis has seen his

standing in Massachusetts ebb. under a

constant barrage of Republican criticism on

the national and state levels.

Despite his problems, however. Dukakis

appt>ars to have rebounded from the depths

of Labor Day, when Boston Herald poll

rated Massachusetts a tie between Dukakis

and Bush. In the latest statewide poll

published last week, the Herald said

Dukakis was leading Bush, 49 percent to

39 percent.

Several senators theorized that Dukakis

is hampered by his position as the state's

chief executive for 10 of the past 14 years,

a role that makes him a natural lightning

rod for public discontent, deserved or not.

Under our system, the only ones who

really get blamed are mayors, governors

and presidents," Harold said. "So

everything from seat belts to roadblocks to

what is perceived as difTiculties in state

finances - in all these things, they look to

the governor.

Sen. Salvatore Albano predicted a

Dukakis victory in his district, in the tradi-

tionally Democratic cities of Somerville

and Medford. But he said the governor is

suffering from a daily pounding on the air

waves by hostile radio talk-show hosts.

Like several senators, Albano said he

worked for Dukakis during the presiden

tial primary season, touting the governor's

virtues to his colleagues in other states.

Boston to offer school choice
BOSTON (AP>- City officials have join-

ed in a new plan to give parents some

choice in where their children attend public

schools for the first time since court -ordered

integration began in the early 1970s.

Mayor Raymond Flynn, along with

School Committee President John Nucci

and Superintendent Laval Wilson on

Saturday disclosed the plan they said they

hope to begin using for the school year

beginning in 1989.

"After more than a decade oftrauma and

turmoil, we finally have earned the right

to give parents a choice," said Nucci.

Free student choice of school assignment

became possible last year after the city

regained control of the schools from the US
District Court, which had run them for 13

years.

"I have never been more encouraged

about the direction of public education than

I am today," Flynn said. "In my countless

meetings with parents, their most impor

tant issue is predictability and stability in

the schools."

Wilson, who applauded the concept, said

the plan is just the first phase of a process

that will go through December.
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BEIRUT RALLY - Young Shiito Moslem girls march yesterday

during a day long rally in Beirut's southern suburb marking the fifth

anniversary of the terrorist killing of 241 American servicemen.

CIVILITY DAY "88; CONFRONTING RACISM

The SGA Presidents' Office Presents

Lynora Williams

:*,

Executive Director

of the

Center for

Democratic
Renewal

speaks on

'Racist Violence in the U.S
and How to Fight It'

Monday, October 24 at 7PM
Student Union Ballroom

Sponsored by the SGAS Presidents Office, Office of Third World Affairs,

SGA Finance Commmittee & THe Chancellor's Fund
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IT'S THE GREAT PUMPKINS - Members of Theta Chi Fraternity gather at a benefit pum-
pkin sale Friday.

Ex-Grenada leader remembered
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian StafT

The execution of former Grenadian leader Maurice
Bishop was the pretext for the long-planned United States

invasion of the Caribbean island in 1983, award winning
journalist William Worthy said in a lecture last week.

Bishop was a defense lawyer who joined forces with Ber-

nard Coard, a |X)litical ideologue, to lead the 1979 New
Jewel movement in overthrowing Sir Eric Gairy, ruler of

Grenada's repressive government, Worthy, a journalist-

in-residence at the University of Massachusetts in Boston

said.

New Prime Minister Bishop faced much US oppositon

to his efforts to boost tourism by constructing an interna-

tional airjxtrt, he said.

"The country's tourism was crucial, and the airport was
the most important thing they could do for the economy."

Worthy said. "It was worth pouring overwhelming

resources into because the country would take off."

But President Reagan claimed the airport was going to

be used for military purposes. "From capitalist companies

involved in the construction, that claim was ridiculed. It

just didn't qualify," he said.

Grenada's armed forces consisted of "300 soldiers with

guns plus a few hundred more support troops," Worthy
said.

"(There was) no navy, no air force and (the island] was
completely surrounded by water," he said. "Yet President

Reagan was able to sell the American people on the theory

that it constituted a threat to the whole Caribbean and
even to the security of the US."

"1 think that says something about the intellect in this

country," he said.

There was universal expectation that the United States

was going to invade Grenada. Worthy said. There were

bombings in the country while this nation practiced air

and naval exercises apparently preparing for the the in-

vasion, he said.

"(It was] a bold and open warning to Grenada, 'this is

what's going to happen to you,'" he said.

Bishop was executed six days before the US invasion

and Worthy said he suspects Deputy Prime Minister

Coard ordered the assassination, triggered by jealousy and

a desire to replace Bishop as leader.

Worthy said Coard believed "the party had to be

suprenne and the masses had to go along with the party,

whether they liked it or not.

"Bishop was the type of person that believed you had

to bring the people along and not try to impose an ideology

on them," he said.

These differences led many Grenadians to believe that

Coard was attempting a takeover. Worthy said. "Bishop

was surrounded by people who told him he had to watch

out for Coard — that he was out to get him," he said.

"Anti-Coard people will tell you that he would solicit

power while (Bishop) was out of the country," he said.

Coard would also attempt to "cultivate" the army by rais-

ing their pay, he said.

"I have reservations about there being no hard evidence

against Coard," he said. But, he said "my emotional belief

is that he did it."

CIA Unkings were also highly suspect in the execution,

Worthy said, and theories suggest agency used the dif-

ferences between Bishop and Coard to create their own

plan where Coard would be seen as the perpetrator.

"Around the world it is pretty well-believed that the CIA

had to be involved," he said. "Whether or not there were

any knowing links between the Coard faction and the CIA

remains to be determined."

Worthy said he and partner Randy Goodman, have been

investigating Bishop's "brutal execution" on assignment

for the Boston Phoenix, a weekly newspaper.

"The whole circumstances remain so murky, " Worthy

said.

Jackson may
visit UMass
It is possible that ex-

presidential candidate
Rev. Jesse Jackson will ap-

pear Thursday at the

University of

Massachusetts to take part

in the Hands Across
UMass — Against Racism
event, according to an

organizer of the

proceedings.

Jason Rabinowitz, co-

president-elect of the Stu-

dent Government Associa-

tion, said, "He [Jackson] is

in the area; it is possible

that he will come."

The event, a proposed

human chain of students,

staff, and faculty beginn-

ing at 1:30 p.m. near the

Campus Pond, is part of

Thursday's Civility Day
activities, which culminate

Civility Week.

Birth control class for men offered

By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

"Everything you always wanted to know

about birth control: for men, only," a

workshop oflFered by University Health Ser

vices, will be held tonight at 7 p.m. in room

302 in UHS.
Ann Grose, a nurse practitioner at UHS,

said she hopes the workshop will offer men

the chance to ask questions they general-

ly don't have the opportunity to ask. There

will be no women present.

"I think men sometimes hesitate to come

to regular workshops because they think

they'll be in the minority," she said. "When

they do come, they hesitate to ask ques-

tions."

Grose said men typically have more dif-

ficulty getting information about sex and

birth control. "They're supposed to know

everything," she said, but "maybe they

don't."

With the emphasis on protection from

sexually transmitted diseases as well as

pregnancy, men have the opportunity to

take a more active role in choosing birth

control methods, she said.

By offering a workshop for men only,

Grose said, UHS is trying to offer them the

chance to learn how to be a more equal

partner.

"I think if men had more information,

they would take more responsibility," she

said.

The workshop will be facilitated by Jon

Snider, a UMass student and Peer Sex

Educator, and Dr. Daniel Clapp, of UHS.
Grose said men are welcome at all UHS

birth control workshops, but she thinks

they may be less intimidated by tonight's

session, because no women will be there.

The same information will be covered,

however. "We will give out all the same
handouts we give to women," she said.

In addition to handouts and free con-

doms, a slide show, "Contraception, the

choice is yours," will be presented, and a

question and answer period will follow.

Grose encouraged men to attend whether

they are currently in a relationship or not.

"We want them to see all the contraception

available to women and to learn what
women are taught so they can share in the

decision process together with a woman."

Student Court
facing several
dilemmas
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

With many new justices, the Student Judiciary is try-

ing to regain order while facing the problem of the Stu-

dent Government Association presidency, a dilemma left

over from last semester.

Justice Kathy White said since Clerk of Courts Paul Pic-

cirillo was removed from office amid charges of bias, she

and the other justices have been doing research on the

most important question facing them — the issue of

whether Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz can hold the

office of Student Government Association co-presidents.

Tape controversy
Audio tapes of all of last year's hearings are currently

missing. White said, making the research difficult.

"It's strange that any of the tapes are missing," White

said. She said they contain testimony from the presiden-

cy hearings of last semester, which could be beneficial

when the judiciary starts to hear the case again.

She had searched through the Clerk of Courts Office,

and had been unable to find the tapes, she said. There was
one locked cabinet that may contain the tapes, but as yet

she had been unable to get the combination to the lock.

"If the tapes are not in the locked area, it becomes a

criminal matter," White said.

Piccirillo said the tapes are in the locked cabinet.

Presidency question
Piccirilo had set a trial for tomorrow to hear the appeal

of Silkoff and Rabinowitz, but White said the Student

Supreme Court, a branch of the Judiciary, would not be

ready to hear the case. She said the justices were still look-

ing into the case.

"I think it's a very touchy subject," White said.

The Coordinating Committee of the SGA, which acts as

the full senate during the summer, approved Silkoff and

Rabinowitz to hold office in a limited capacity on June

8. In a ruling earlier this semester, the Student Supreme
Court found members of the Coordinating Committee in

contempt of court for violating a restraining order issued

by the court May 11. The restraining order bars Silkoff

and Rabinowitz from holding office until their appeal can

be heard.

As of now, Silkoff and Rabinowitz are fulfilling some

of the president's duties.

White said upon initial inspection she would have to say

she stands by the court's ruling that found members of

the Coordinating Committee in comtempt. Whether the

members of the committee are in contempt is vague

because Silkoff and Rabinowitz were ratified to hold of-

fice in a limited capacity, she said.

Another issue is the ratification violated the SGA Con-

stitution. "Our constitution says that decisions rendered

by the Student Supreme Court are binding," she said.

No clerk

The matter is further complicated by the lack of a Clerk

of Courts, which must be chosen by the new justices. While

this person does not render actual decisions, he/she

facilitates hearings. For now. White is taking on some of

the duties of the clerk to prevent a backlog.

"We're not going to use the time factor as a reason to

choose someone," White said. "It's very important that

the person be qualified and impartial." She said she ex-

pected a new clerk would be chosen by the end of this

week.

Piccirillo, meanwhile, claims his removal was unfair and

politically motivated. "It was totally unprofessional," he

said. "I'm so dissatisfied with their actions that I'm not

even going to respond to them. They say I'm not impar-

tial, and they're not being impartial themselves," Pic-

cirillo said.

He also claims he was never given a chance to appear

before the justices, hear the charges against him and state

his case. He said he was never asked to speak to the

justices. White and other justices say he was asked but

declined to attend the meeting on his dismissal.

Training sessions

To aid the justices in readying for the cases they will

hear soon, the Legal Services Center is offerring a series

of training sessions starting today on different aspects of

law.

Charles DiMare, directing attorney of LSC, said, "I

think there's an absolutely critical need for these sessions.

The better trained they are, the better they are able to

perform their duties," he said.

DiMare said there would be six training sessions, each

lasting approximately two hours. The topics to be covered

by the sessions are: due process of law; judicial ethics;

separation of powers; differences between trial and ap-

pelate judges; law and equity, (which concerns injunc-

tions); and rules and regulations of the University. He said

he would be teaching the sessions with Thomas Coish and

Myra Orlen, also of LSC.

White was enthusiastic about the sessions: "I think they

will be beneficial, and I'm looking forward to it."

DiMare said the office had offered an academic course

on law until it became mired in controversy three years

ago and became unable to offer the course.
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Hurricane Joan kills at least 50
in Nicaragua, many homeless
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - Hur-

ricane Joan killed at least 50 people and
left 300,000 homeless in its rampage across

Nicaragua, officials said yesterday. Rain

drenched the country while the
govememnt tried to organize rescue efforts

and restore communications.

The storm left another 21 people dead in

Costa Rica and four dead in Panama, bring

ing the death toll for its six-day trip across

the Caribbean to at least 111.

More than 150 people were missing.

Joan slowly weakened into a tropical

storm over land, but strengthened again

when it reached the Pacific. No longer an

Atlantic hurricane, it was given a new
name in the sequence of this year's Pacific

storms - Tropical Storm Miriam.

At 2 p.m. EDT, Miriam was about 95

miles southeast of San Salvador, with max-

imum sustained winds of about 50 mph. ac-

cording to the National Hurricane Center

in Miami.

Hurricane Joan blasted into the east

coast city of Bluefields with 125 mph winds

early Saturday and marched across the

Iowa-sized country of 3 milliom, leaving a

trail of death and destruction before

reaching Managua about 10 p.m. Saturday.

Bluefields, Corn Island and the

southeastern Atlantic coast region "prac

tically disappeared from the map," the

Managua daily El Nuevo Diario said

yesterday.

The storm felled trees, electrical towers

and telephone lines as it came through the

capital.

Throughout the city yesterday, people

were cleaning mud-covered homes while

others cut up fallen trees for fuel. Soldiers

carrying picks and axes joined to clear the

streets.

One death was reported in Managua, a

man electrocuted by a downed power line.

Officials said there were nine dead in

Bluefields, 180 miles eats of Managua. The

city of about 60,000 was reported 90 per

cent destroyed.

President Daniel Ortega said Cuban
planes were exjjected to bring medicine,

clothes and tents to Bluefields. The city's

mayor, Henningston Omeir, appealed for

urgent air during a visit to London.

"We are sending out an SOS to govern-

ments, agencies, to the people in general

for urgently needed help ... in whatever

area health, food, clothing, construction

materials and practically everything, " said

Omeir, part of a Nicaraguan delegation on

an official European visit.

Jackson accuses Bush camp
of using racially divisive tactics
BOSTON (AP) - The Rev. Jesse

Jackson, emerging yesterday from a

meeting with Democrat Michael Dukakis,

pledged to work harder for the governor's

presidential bid and said Vice President

George Bush's campaign has been sen-

ding "ugly race-conscious signals."

Dukakis met privately for breakfast

with Jackson and eight other black

political leaders from around the country.

In a press conference afterward,

Jackson said the black leaders "have

great motivation to increase our efforts

across the country because of the rather

sinister campaign that's been run by the

Bush-Quayle forces."

Among the racially divisive tactics in

the Bush presidential campaign, Jackson

said, have been repeated condemnations

ofthe American Civil Liberties Union and

a focus on Willie Horton. The black

murder convict raped a Maryland woman
after escaping from a Massachusetts

prison furlough program.

Jackson's comments echoed those of

Donna Brazile, who resigned last week as

one of Dukakis' top black advisers after

she told reporters that Bush should admit

or deny rumors he had an extra-marital

affair.

Just before her resignation, Brazile ac-

cused Bush of running a racist campaign

built on the Horton incident and on code

words like crime, liberalism, civil liber-

ties and gun control.

"Here you are, using the oldest racist

symbol imaginable - a black man raping

a white woman while her husband wat-

ches," Brazile said.

Asked as the press conference whether

he agreed with Brazile's characterization

of the Bush campaign as "racist", while

restating the accusation.

"There have been a number of rather

blatantly race-conscious signals that have

had the impact of instilling ungrounded

fear in whites and alienation from

blacks," Jackson said.

"The use of the Willie Horton example

is designed to create the most horrible

psycho-sexual fears."

"The furlough as with black and brown

faces rotating in and out of jail; the use

of the Jackson Dukakis ticket symbolism,

which is distortion; referring to me as a

Chicago hustler; George Bush himself

buying property, while a sitting vice presi

dent, with a restrictive convenant for

Caucasians only, denying blacks and

Jews the right to buy that property - there

have been a number of rather ugly race

conscious signals sent from that cam-

paign."
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Ambassador addresses
Mozambique situation
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

One of the foremost authorities on Southern Africa

spoke in the Valley on Monday at Amherst and Hamp-
shire Colleges and the University of Massachusetts.

Valeriano Farao, Mozambican Ambassador to the

United States, Randall Robinson, executive Director of

TransAfrica, and Prexy Nesmith of the Mozambique Sup-

port Network came as part of the Five College observance

of World Food Day. They spoke on Southern Africa and

the role of American involvement concerning this region.

They called for active participation on the part of citizens

and students in putting pressure on Congress people and

other elected ofTicials who presently run the country bas-

ed on the interests of an influential few and not the ma-

jority of Americans.

"Governments do nothing because of morality or ethics.

Governments act to further their own interests based upon

conditions that prevail at that time," Nesmith said. He
said that US leniency towards South Africa is what keeps

the apartheid regime in power, and in turn, keeps the

power of apartheid flexed in the neighboring region.

He also said that the conservative and ultra conser-

vative elements within the country like Sen. Jesse Helms.

Sen. Dan Burton. Jimmy Swaggart and groups like the

Young Republicans, the Heritage Foundation, and other

groups with similar ideologies oppose and attempt to

thwart progressive policy measures toward Southern

Africa.

Nesmith also stressed the importance of the Presiden-

cy. He said "If we elect George Bush in Nov. the danger

to Blacks in Southern Africa will be immeasurable."

Randall Robinson pointed out the similarities between

South African apartheid and racism perpetuated within

the United States towards Black Americans, Latinos and

other so-called minorities. He also cited the greater poten-

tial for total emancipation of the Blacks in South Africa

due to the larger ratio of Blacks to Whites in the country.

Ambassador Farao criticized the United States govern-

ment for what he called its lenient behavior towards

Renamo, the the name for the organization which kills

and destabilizes in Mozambique with help from the South

African government.

"If Libya opened an office or an embassy in Washington

there would be an outcry. Yet Renamo has done just that,

they have an office in Washington and nothing is thought

of it."

The three called for heightened political activity among
students and concerned students, including Black

Americans. Only with increased awareness and partak-

ing in the political process, they maintained, will just

policies ensue in Southern Africa.

Farrakhan's Black Agenda
Rarely seen side of minister
continued from page 1

the black Muslim leader derives most of his power from

his positive message of self-affirmation to the black com-

munity, rather than a negative message about Jews.

"With his message about economic development, I think

he's tapping into a general sense of frustration. I don't

think that excuses what he says about Jews though,"

Kaufman said.

Dr. Abdul Alim Muhammad, national spokesman for

Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam, defended the minister

against what many in the Jewish community call attacks

on their religion.

"People are in disagreement as to just what anti-

Semitism means. No one that I ask seems to be able to

give me a satisfactory answer to that question," he said.

Arabs are classified as a Semitic people.

"To say that Minister Farrakhan is anti Semitic is

ludicrous. Muhammad, the prophet upon whom the

religion of Islam is based, was an Arab," he said.

"Ifyou wanted to say that he is anti-an>thing, he is anti-

evil and anti-oppression of his peoples," Muhammad said.

"The minister is harder on his peoples than on anyone

else. He concentrates mostly on black people in this coun-

try, our legacy, history, our relationship to God," the

spokesman said.

In a statement made at a press conference in New York

held with Dr. Lenora Fulani, independent candidate for

the Presidency, Dr. Muhammad outlined the premise

upon which Minister Farrakhan bases his highly-

publicized assertions

"We are united behind a common cause which is being

known as the Black Agenda. The Black Agenda actually

represents the assertion of the human rights not only of

Black people but of Latino people and other oppressed

minorities in this country to breath free, to have justice

and to have equal opportunity under the law," he said.

"We are not unmindful of the machinations that have

been in effect to divide us, but we also know that we can-

not allow language or terminology to obscure the real

issues. The real issue never has been and never will be

anti Semitism. The real issue is always the full and com

plete liberation of our people," Muhammad said.

When asked about his views concerning the possibility

of a visit by Farrakhan to campus and ire aroused on the

part of some white students. Dr. Muhammad alluded to

the Minister's visit to the University of Pennsylvania last

year.

"Many of the white students who had initially opposed

his coming after having heard him speak actually felt

closer to the black students."

Dr. Muhammad said Minister Farrakhan's visit could

be a catalyst for progressive discourse between black and

white students. He also said white students might obtain

a clearer picture of Farrakhan, unclouded by media bias

and manipulation of facts.

In order for this to happen. Dr. Muhammad maintain-

ed, white students would have to be objective.

"They have to be open to the idea of listening to a black

nan," he said.

Fraternity does community service

Collvirian photo by Rlctmrd Bonanno

Brothers of Omega Psi Phi work hard to bet-

ter their community.

By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

The Brotherhood ofOmega Psi Phi plans to be a p(»itive

force on campus and within the community, according to

brother Ralph Watson.

This semester the fraternity will be holding a memorial

day service for Ronald Mcnair,the astronaut and scien-

tist killed in the Challenger explosion in 1986. In addi-

tion, the Omega Psi Phi will have a Talent Hunt for

Amherst area high school students in which students sub-

mit essays addressing what it means to be a scholar who

is also a minority. And in early December the fraternity

plans to hold its Fall Smoker to be followed by a "Study-

a-Thon" to take place during the final exam period.

Omega Psi Phi continually sponsors the Charles Drew

Blood Drive, the ABC Walk and Voter Registration.

The fraternity of Omega Psi Phi Inc. was founded Nov.

17, 1911, on the campus of Howard University in

Washington D.C. The founders were Edgar A. Love, Frank

Coleman, Ernest Everett Just and Oscar John Cooper. The

principles of Manhood. Scholarship.Perseverance and

Uplift were the basis for the fraternity. In spite of 77

years of existence. Omega Psi Phi has only recently ap-

peared on campus, its first line having crossed in the

spring of 1985.

Prominent members of the Omega Psi Phi fraternity in-

clude Jesse Jackson, Vernon Jordan , Michael Jor-

dan,Charles Drew, Ronald Mcnair, Count Basie and Bill

Cosby.

('<>ll<*KiHn phnto by Dondi Ahrarn

Mozambique's ambassador gave lecture here

last week detailing situation in Africa.

MFulani campaign
continued from page 1

African-American

people and other people of this country. They don't give

a damn about the people in this country."

The New Alliance Party, founded in 1979, states in its

platform its dedication to organizing African-Americans,

Latinos, Native Americans, Asians, women, the gay com-

munity, poor and working class people.

In September, attorneys representing Fulani filed suit

against the Commission on Presidential Debates for ex-

cluding her from the presidential debates it sponsored.

The Commission had stated that Fulani was not eligi-

ble to take part in the debates because she could not

demonstrate a reasonable chance of winning the election.

A spokesperson for Fulani said that in excluding her

from the commission-sponsored debates, there was "(an)

exclusion of the people" Fulani represents.

Fulani graduated from Hofstra (NY.) University, and

received her MA. from Columbia University Teachers

College and her Ph.D. from the City University of New
York.

Center provides
much needed space
By JOSEPH L. HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

The Malcolm X Cultural Center is the largest Third

World Center at UMass. Students use the space to study

or participate in social activities, and is a good place to

just meet people, according to co-coordinator Yvette

Russell.

The center originated in the late 1970s after the Third

World population demanded that space for a Third World

center, to be located in Southwest, be allocated. After

much struggle, the space was approved, hence the

Malcolm X center.

The "X" as it is affectionately called, in addition to pro-

viding students with study space, also provides a setting

for two classes, taught by Inez Boyd and Doris Clemmons

respectively.

Study hours at the center are Sundays through

Wednesdays, 7 to 11 p.m. Thursday nights are "Black

movie" nights, where popular films that relate to a

Afrikan-American theme, can be seen for free. The center

is available to any organization for programming Friday

or Saturday nights, but parties, unless sponsored by the

center's staff, will not be allowed.
continued on page 6

By JEFF PARKS
Collegian Correspondent

WASHINGTON - Howard University

is having its 17th annual Minority Confer-

ence, which will be honoring Max Robinson.

ATLANTA - Spellman University is holding an

Inaugural Weekend for new President Dr. Johnnetta

Cole. Cole previously held positions at the University

of Massachusetts as associate provost for

Undergraduate Education and professor

of anthropology.

All Third World organizations and

institutions in and around the Five

College area are encouraged to

submit information to be

printed in The Pipeline
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Malcolm X Center
continued from page 6

The center is operated by co-coordinators

Yvette Russell and Theresa Jefferson. They

are responsible for the supervision of the

center including staff hiring and
programming.
Currently, the center is experiencing a

staff shortage, though this is due to a lack

of advertisement about the availability of

staff positions, not a lack of community
participation.

The "X" has a staff that is very commit-

ted to the future success of the center, "I've

seen a lot of changes, a lot of progress (the)

center is my child and I've grown up with

•it," said Russell.

What the center needs now is sugges-

tions; the staff needs to know what the com-

munity would like to see happen at the

center, according to Russell. Other

organizations should be aware of the

availability of the space at the Malcolm X
Cultural Center and are urged to take "ad-

vantage of it," said Russell.

Irish leaders to meet in Milton
BOSTON (AP) - Leaders of the major

faiths in the Irish Republic and Northern

Ireland have agreed to meet next month in

Milton for a conference on peacemaking ef-

forts titled "Christian Hope for Ireland."

The conference Nov. 5 and 6 will include

a general forum with 700 American clergy

and laypeople expected to attend.

The meeting on the Irish conflict giew

out of plans by the Episcopal mission

Church of Our Saviour to mark its 90th

year, said the vicar, the Rev. James R.

Hiles. The church was founded to serve the

domestic servants of Milton Hill's wealthy

residents; many of those servants were

Irish.

"The aim is to focus on Christian hope

in a desperate conflict." said Hiles.

Pholn by Dianr C. Marshall

AUTUMN SOUNDS - Matt Coombs, a senior at Belchertown High

School, plays his sitar, a Nothern Indian instrument.

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registration
Tuesdays, 4-5 pm
Sept. 20 - Dec. 20

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general lnformati<
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President Bush? Yikes!
It's only October!!!

a 17-point lead over Gov."Bush has
Dukakis.'

"George Bush has the electoral vote com-
pletely locked up."

".
. . and tonight on the evening news,

Vice-President George Bush, according to
our latest poll, has beaten Michael Dukakis
by a landslide."

Meredith O'Brien

Wait a minute, is it my imagination or
have I inadvertently misread the date? To
my knowledge, it is STILL October, right?
Then there must be some sort of a giant
hoax going on, it isn't Nov. 8 yet! Will so-

meone please tell these people that this
isn't a "Back to the Future" rerun!
The election has not occurred yet - unless

they already had it and nobody told
anybody. Officially, not one registered
voter has cat a vote. Then why, if I may be
80 bold, may I ask, is Barbara Bush pick-
ing out curtains for the Oval Office? Why
is Danny shining up his new gold clubs
(Daddy's gift for winning the
vice-presidency)?

I don't get it.

Bush and Quayle have not been elected.
We have not voted. Granted, there have

been polls taken by ABC, CBS, CNN and
various other media corporation, but none
of them can provide an accurate represen-
tation of the American voters. Polls are
unreliable because they rest with the
variability of public opinion at any given
time during the campaign. Who cares
about "if the election were held today, who
would you vote for" questions? They are
very fickle.

It has been historically proven that polls
can be wrong and inaccurate. Take the
1948 election. A national newspaper
prematurely published its late edition with
a large headline reading, "Dewey Beats
Truman." How many people have seen the
picture of Harry Truman holding up that
newspaper the night he won the presiden-
tial election?

The real damage of saying that the elec-

tion is already wrapped up is damage to the
undecided voter's perspective. These peo-
ple are balancing on the fence between
Bush and Dukakis, and those "polls" will

push them into a decision. When people see
these polls and see that Bush is "supposed-
ly" leading by a lot, and that lead keeps
growing, they will vote for him. They jump
on the bandwagon. Who wants to vote for

the definite loser?

This is a ludicrous reason to vote for a

president — though many voters do vote for

this reason. People should be elected
because of their stance on issues — which
is usually forgotten on the nightly news or
buried on page 20. They should be elected
on the basis of their background and
qualifications — not on who can get more
cops to stand around someone and yell his
name. The undecided voter should not vote
by who's leading in the polls.

For a country that is supposed to be so
democratic, I think that it is ridiculous to

name the winner of an election weeks
before the people have even voted. Why do
we even bother to vote if they are already
telling us who won?

Despite these stupid polls, I am still go-

ing to vote, hopefully I will prove those

polls wrong.

Another 1948? Cross your fingers.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian
columnist

Odds and ends

Learning about stress and stressing over grades
Well, it's about that time of the year.
After the first month and a half of every semester I

move into my stress mode. It's acute academic anxiety.
At worst, you have the irrational fear that no matter

what you do, you will flunk at least four ofyour classes.

At best, you are convinced that in order to get halfway
decent grades you must live a wretched life of studying
around the clock every day for the rest of the semester.

What? You've never had this type of anxiety? Maybe
it is only me. . . . No, come on. there's got to be at least

one freshmen engineering major who's huddled up in the

basement of the physical sciences library at Lederle twit-

ching about an upcoming calculus exam. I've seen some
of the graffiti on the desks there and although they have
strong sexual overtones, I know that this is really just

a mask for academic frustration.

Anyway, I am going to turn over a new leaf this

semester. I've really analyzed this problem. It originates

from three letters: GPA. Yes, over the past couple of

years I've sacrificed a lot in an attempt to build a high
grade point average — only to be mildly successful. At
times, I've deprived myself of sleep, movies, time with
friends and family, concerts, baseball games, and almost
anything else that holds an aesthetic value for me.

Why have I done this? Just for the grades. Grades.
Grades. Grades. I'm sick of grades. "Gotta get an A in

economics. . . I'll kill myself if I don't get at least a B
in political science."

Bob Bobala

I guess it's just typical ofAmerican society. Ifyou want
to be a good capitalist you have to go out there and com-
pete against the world. Or. at least, you have to compete
against yourself Strive for that 4.0.

Not that I have a better way of doing it. I suppose it's

competition with ourselves and each other that has made
this country what it is today (Ofcourse, you could debate
if that's good or bad.). We need some system of measur-
ing our college "experience." It's just too bad no one could
think of something different than the numbers 1.0 to 4.0.

I'm not saying it's wrong to get good grades and to

strive to do your best. But sometimes I have to wonder
what being the best is. I find it pretty sad that over the
past couple years I've been here not to learn or better

myself but to get good grades.

And for what? So that maybe I'll have an advantage
when I apply for my first job? It's not worth it. I could
see it if 1 were being specifically trained for a professional

field. I'd probably have to take some "weed-out" courses
in which I'd just want to do as well as I could and get

through with them. But, I'm a liberal arts m^or. If I

want to be trained for a specific, professional career, I'm
going to go on to graduate school.

Yeah, I know. You need decent grades to get into

graduate school. But it depends what means you use to

get those ends. You don't learn very much by cramm
ing all night just to get a good grade on an exam the next

day. And besides, ifyou really learn, then the end result

should be good grades. Unfortunately, some courses here

don't work that way, but what are you going to do?

So that's the pep talk I gave myself as soon as I moved
into this semester's academic stress mode. I've vowed to

myself to get more out of my education than a 3.5 cum.
I'm going to learn first and worry about my grades later.

What an idealist, huh? Well, hey, if everybody did it, pro-

fessors would be using some nice big curves in their

grading. Then I could have my cake and eat it too.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

Dispelling sub-station misconceptions
Over the past few weeks I have read letters of concern

published in the Collegian both supporting and opposing
the so-called "Police Sub-station." I have also spent
several days walking through Southwest, talking with
students and listening to their concerns. What has become
readily apparent to me is that an awful lot of misinfor-

mation is being shared among not only students, but some
housing staff.

Most of the students when asked by me "Where is this

so-called Police Station going to be?" responded by say-

ing "fifth floor, Washington "Tower." I would like to take

this opportunity to hopefully stop the rampant rumors and
provide a little clarity to this issue.

We are not establishing a "police sub-station" in the lob-

by or the fifth floor of Washington Tower. Police officers

will never intrude into a student's personal effects or

otherwise search a room except with permission of the stu-

dent, or a search warrant. Finally, we are not seeking to

increase activities utilizing the "Plain View Doctrine."

The following represents services that we will hopeful-

ly implement this month. (Incidently, October is National

Crime Prevention Month, which was the reason for our

projected grand opening.)

• The office will contain brochures and handouts deal-

ing with safety, crime prevention, and related issues.

• The office's staff person will also coordinate the ac-

tivities and assignments of225 students assigned securi-

ty duty in Southwest.

• The office will aid the Student Escort Service.

• The office will be in charge of dispatching of newly ac-

quired courtesy car with professional security officer.

• The office will be in the base of operation for police of
fleers assigned foot patrol in Southwest.
• The office will have information about student employ-
ment in Public Safety.

There will also be a desk available with a divider

separating it from the student security activity. This desk
will allow the police officer to meet with students who
want to speak privately.

The space under discussion on the fifth floor of

Washington Tower may be used for training sessions and
seminars on issues relating to safety and crime preven-
tion. This will be coordinated by Public Safety and
Residential Education Staff.

It is inappropriate to automatically equate Public Safety

with just the police. The Division of Public Safety consists

of not only the Police Department, but the Security
Department, the Department of Student Security, the
Escort Service, Administrative Department and Veteran
Assistance and Counseling Services.

The opening of the center in Washington, and the ser-

vices offered, are a part of Public Safety's Educational
Assistance and Community Enrichment Program
(PEACE program). Your support is essential in our efforts

to serve you.

Arthur L. Hilson
Executive Director

Division of Public Safety

The Collegian gladly accepts letters and columns from the University of
Massachusetts community. All submissions should be addressed to the Col-

legian, 113 Campus Center, UMass. Ifyou have any questions or comments
regarding the content or editing of editorial page, feel free to call us at

545-3500 Ask for David or Pam. Thanks.

Action, not apathy,
will feed the hungry
We sat and watched three years ago as the media show-

ed us photos and printed articles about the starvation of

Africa. Who could ignore the pictures we saw at home,
as we squirmed uncomfortably in our seats? Here we were,

surrounded by all the blessings and curses ofmodem socie-

ty, while the destruction of millions of lives occurred in

front of our eyes.

For a time we responded generously to the crisis, due
to the efforts of individuals and organizations. They staged

mega-celebrity events which persuaded us to act rather
than passively sit by. Our monies were translated into

help by the purchasing of food, the administering of
medical attention, the construction of shelters, villages,

and refugee camps; and the organization of self-sufficient

work projects to ensure a healthier future.

Today the crisis is still with us. The media shows us
fewer pictures and writes fewer articles because the public

finds it all too boring. Why are we tired of giving and
listening? Our basic needs are taken for granted. Rather
than being satisfied with the simple pleasures of living,

we move through life with the intent of gaining status,

possessions, and a sort of material immortality. We live

in a culture that places competition and the "me-first"
attitude above positive action.

It is time to open our eyes, ears, and hearts to this and
the other crises facing our world. We cannot continue on
the path of apathetic ignorance any longer. We are respon-

sible for our brothers and sisters and our planet. We can't

expect any less ofourselves than working together to build

and rebuild for a safe and humane future.

Timothy L. Latz
Northampton
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M Halloween policies
continued from page 1

Residential Area. "I don't think Halloween should be a

special issue, though."

Baker said he expects non-University guests this

weekend, but said if he has more than two, he'll somehow

get them in.

Kimberly Goodman, a sophmore resident of JQA, said

the policy is good compared to other schools. "I think it's

pretty good, considering what it was last year," she said.

"Our policy is really nothing compared to [the more

stringent policies at] B.U."

Zannini said despite the new policy, the administration

will always be concerned about this time of the year.

"During this time [of year) a lot of people are partying,"

he said. "Because of this people lose their sense of identi-

ty and because of that lose their sense of reponsibility."

Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson also made

special plans for the weekend.

"It's only reasonable to say that I will beef up secun

ty," Hilson said. "I'm sure there will be a couple of over-

time slips next week."

Hilson said he intends to have both car and foot patrols.

Although he himself will not be here for the weekend,

Hilson said the plans for the weekend have already been

made. "I made sure that I don't leave here without the

plans already set."

Hilson's main concern for any weekend is underage

drinkers.

"These individuals may find that the price they have

to pay is not worth it," he said. "We're going to enforce

the law and people tend not to like that, but there's little

choice."

Students should also be "getting the message" from the

recent Amherst police crackdown, Hilson said. Amherst

Police Chief Donald Maia announced two weeks ago that

his department would patrol in full force, all 30 officers,

each weekend until noise complaints and alcohol-related

incidents drop in number.

"I believe we have mature, responsible students on cam-

pus," Hilson said. "I'm just hoping everyone behaves in

a responsible way. I hope we don't have anything to regret

when the weekend is over."

F Y

Same Bat
Channel

Satifies all your
Comic Book needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

586-8775
Hampshire Mall, Rt. 9

Hadley, MA

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

'•MI «fw »o»K on* WW
LONDON 179

PARIS 229

ROME 259
rouno tnp'

CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Tmnut nol includtd.

4/«o Work-Study Abroad.

Langui/a CoursM, Int'l Student
ID. youth Hotlel P(i(*i
eURAIL Pmmt isuMd on thu spot.'

call tor th* FRCe CIEB Studitt
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79 So PiMMnI St.

Amhartt. MA 01002

The FYI section is a public service announcement to

the campus and community. Space is limited, so the Col-

legian cannot guarantee that all submissions will be

published.

Interviews
Interviews for all students seeking admission to Ear-

ly Childhood Education will be held this week. Applica-

tions, which must be completed before an interview , may
be obtained in room 354 of Hills South. Directions for

interviews are available in the same office. Students who
fail to complete the application and interview will not

be considered for admission in January.

Lecture
The Politics and Race: Election Year — Reflections on

Life in the United States lecture series continues at 7:30

tonight in room 10 of Seelye Hall at Smith College. Jour-

nalist Anne Braden, an organizer of southern social

justice movements, is scheduled to speak tonight.

Warren Furutani, a member of the Los Angeles School

Board, will speak at 4:30 tomorrow in the same room.

Meeting
A meeting for all students interested in participating

in a new organization recruiting, organizing, and sup-

porting student volunteers and community acitivism will

be held from 7 to 8:30 tomorrow night in the Center for

Social Issues in Moore Residence Hall in Southwest

Residential Area. For futrher information, call Britt at

253-2307 or 545-0472.

Meeting
A meeting of the Western Massachusetts Regional Ad

visory Committe of the Massachusetts Developmental

Disabilities Council is scheduled from 7 to 9 tomorrow

night at the Unitarian Church at 220 Main Street in Nor

thampton. The topic will be family support services.

Contest
The 16th Annual Halloween Window Painting Con-

test is scheduled for Saturday.

Hike
The Pioneer Valley Group of the Sierra Club is spon-

soring a hike at the Quabbin Reservoir. Those interested

should meet at 10 a.m. Sunday at the Women's
Federated Forest for an all-day hike from Soapstone Hill

to Dana. The hike is approximately 10 miles with some

moderately strenuous stretches, according to the group;

there may even be some bushwacing. Hikers are asked

to bring lunch and liquid. If you want to go along, call

Alexandra Dawson in advance at 586-5586.

Bible Study
The New Testament Fellowship will be having a bi-

ble study at 7 p.m. tonight and every Friday of the

semester in the Campus Center. Check the event listing

near the information desk on the concourse for the room

number.

The Key To Much More

Than Your Room

It's the University of Massachusetts-Amherst Student

Telephone Directory. And it's your key to all the products

and services in the entire UMass community.

Because it's the only complete student,

faculty and staff white pages directory. And
it contains a classified NYNEX Yellow Pages

directory. So you'll know where to buy personal

products from mouthwash to makeup... clothing

from T-shirts to sweat socks...and food from pizza

to popcorn. Now you can shop around town without even

leaving your room.

The directory also contains campus-oriented information

like local bus schedules, area maps, guides to student

organizations and activities and more. Plus money-saving

coupons to help you through those down-to-your-last-doUar

Friday nights. Best of all, it's free—so it fits right into

your budget.

If you can't find your directory, look again. Because we
recently sent copies to every residence hall. And for those of

you living off campus, you can find the directory at the

Campus Center.

The UMASS-Amherst Student Telephone Directory is one

book you'll open again and again this semester. Because if

you want to know where to go and what to do in the UMASS
area, it's required reading.

NYNEX m

They're
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at the
Top!
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Complimentary Hot Dogs
Tonight at 9:00
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LOUNGE

11TH FLOOR • CAMPUS CENTER

Weekly drink specials and
never a line at the door!
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/^Jii fflS Night
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Campus Word Search
Hidden in the diagram are 23 words related to campus life. Look up. down, diagonally

forward and backward!

BEVERAGE
BLUEWALL
BREAK
CAMPUS CENTER
CASH OPERATIONS
COFFEEHOUSE
DINNER
ENTERTAINMENT
HAMPDEN
HATCH
JOBS
LOUNGE
LUNCH
MUSIC
QUICKIE
RESTAURANT
SNACK BAR
SPORTS
STAFF
STUDENT
TOP OF THE CAMPUS
UMASS
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Attention Meal Plan Students:

Use your meal ticket

at the T.O.C.

Restaurant
for
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\

Attention Commuters! Now the

;^) Dining Commons offers

you on alternative to

brown bagging it ....'••

.^'i^^

UnlvMWfT 44 MMfc ^
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Entrees
reg. $5.75-11.25

Meal Deal price only $2.35-7.05

All students enrolled in a University Food Sen/ices' full board plan

(i.e. 10. 14. or 19 meal plan) may use ttieir meal ticket for a $3.00

credit on any dinner entree on Tuesday. Wednesday or Thursday

evenings between 5-8:00 pm in ttie Top of the Campus Restaurant

Also, students will receive the usual
^

15% discount after the meal credit.

Reservations are required two days

in advance. Call 549-6000 ext. 7639

or inquire at the T.O.C. Restaurant. scr^l^Hrrrrmr
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TOP ^ ^-
of the

CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

for hot, nutritious meals
at any of the D.C.s.

• 5-Day Breakfast Strip

$10.85
• 5-Day Lunct) Strip

$19.15
• 5-Day Dinner Strip

$24.50

'^
Strip Tickets are available

at the Meal Ticket Office in

Franklin Commons (Mon.-Fri.:

9 am to 5 pm) or through the

cashiers in the Dining Commons.
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ARTS/LIVING

Lennox, Green make a perfect pair; Fox a flop
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Correspondent

Thomas Dolby "Hot Sauce"
The wizard of techno-pop has gone south

of the border, or at least his music has. for

this latest effort. "Hot Sauce" has all the

The
Singles Scene

T-i -It-

ingredients for that perfect Latin dance

song: a driving rhythm, Spanish guitars.

and a few Spanish words thrown in for good

measure. One taste of "Hot Sauce ' will

leave you hungry for more.

Poison "Every Rose Has Its Thorn"

The glamor boys of heavy metal have
unleashed something we all need, another

dreadful hard rock ballad. You've probably

figured out already what this gem sounds

like, but for you unimaginative types I'll

give you the thrilling details. It starts out

kind of slow, the lyrics are sappy and dull,

the tempo picks up with a drum solo, and
you won't believe what's next, a guitar

solo! What will they think up next?

Boy's Club "I Remember Holding You"
This duo have obviously graduated from

the Wham! school of pretentious pop. "I

Remember Holding You" is a thinly veil-

ed reincarnation of "Careless Whisper," on-

ly Boy's Club lack any originality. This

song is typical of the Euro-trash sound that

has been littering the US charts lately, all

looks and no talent.

Samantha Fox "I Just Want to Have

Some Fun"
This song is easily summed up in two

words - bimbo rock. For years this center-

fold has been trying to pass herself off as

some new age disco diva with talent, and

she's about as transparent as the reveal-

ing outfits she squeezes herself into. Face

it Sam, your best assets aren't your vocal

chords.

Feargal Sharkey 'Out Of My System
"

Feargal Sharkey has been crooning with

one of the most lush voices in pop for years

now, and has gone virtually unnoticed in

the US. "Out Of My System" is a strong

influx of percussion, bass, and horns that

opens solid stays that way. "Out Of My
System" is worth going out of your way to

hear.

Annie Lennox and Al Green "Put A Lit

tie Love In Your Heart"

This classic tune is from the forth con-

ing Bill Murray movie "Scrooged" and on-

ly a Scrooge could dislike the song. This

remake of Jackie DeShannon's classic is a

perfect vehicle for the soulful voices of Len-

nox and Green, which blend flawlessly, like

the two have been singing together for

years. How about the Eurythmics as a trio?

Michael Jackson "Smooth Criminal"
Reviewing a Michael Jackson song is like

trying to critique a painting by Monet -

almost impossible. Jackson is a musical

craftsman who has been sculpting hits for

years, and though people may deny they

like him, you have to admit the man has

taint. "Smooth Criminal" is a traditional

Jackson dance song, in addition to the lit-

tle details producer Quincy Jones adds,

Jackson's sense of timing and rhythm are

perfect. This will most likely be the 7th hit

from the Bad album and one of the biggest.

'immmmmmmmm>mmmmm«

W« want you to pass with Itying colors Just as we want you to
succeed m your interview with our campus recruiter Marriott is
looking tor as many brighl and talented students as we can lind lo'
rewarding and challenging management positions in the lodging and
tood services industry

Mark your calendars!

MARRIOTT DAY, October 27th

1
RM 106 Flin t Lab, 10 am - 2 pm

Contact the HRI School tor details Or. call THE MARRIOTT COLLEGE
HOT LINE 1-aOO«3a-6707 eit 82&00. B am^S pm EST

e^>^rriott
W* »• an aquai opponuniy •mptayc li*F/V'H

.»«,

*
DVP PRESENTS:

Dr. J. Larry Brown

^'Living Hungry
in America"

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25th

Campus Center Auditorium
8:00pm

clistinouished

Vbitors pfoofcim

TIPS ON
REPORTING
AND WRITING

Special Focus: Developing and
Keeping Sources

Monday, Oct. 24
by

Marsha Marotta
Campus Center Rm. 178

8:00 p.m.

Workshop cotints toward
staff status

Come write for the Collegian

PINOCCHIO'S I

I RISTORANTE ITALIANO
Monday Night Football

Special
I Large Cheese Pizza $5.50 pi., tu

: Tues. & Wed. Special $5.50

I MUST MENTION SPECIAL WHEN ORDERING
NO COUPON NECESSARY-NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

Amherst Insurance
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE

AUTO, TENANT. HOME & MOTORCYCLE

253-9387
253-5555
20 GATEHOUSE ROAD

AMHERST
MMtUIKi
MINI

Queensryche: the

mind ofheavy metal
By PAULA HOGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Queensryche
Operation: Mindcrime
EMI Records

There is only one way to describe Queensryche's fourth

and latest release - absolutely brilliant. For those who

have already heard Operation: Mindcrime, no further ex-

planation is necessary.

But for those who haven't, this five-piece, Seattle-based

band has produced an album that is so strong in

lyrical/musical content that it looks to be one of the most

impressive metal albums to be seen in years.

continued on page 12

^ CI.NEHW
Photo by Mirki Cole

Joe Crash plays at the Red Barn at Hampshire College Saturday at an AIDS awareness concert.

#^
Before

you Buy

HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES
500 MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM

GREASE PAINTS-HANOS -FEET-WITCHES' HATS AND BROOMS -WIGS
MOUSTACHES BEARDS NOSES- FANGS- TEETH

TOOTH BLACK -COMPLETE OUTFITS

H.L.CHILDS&SON
Op«n dally and Sunday 8-5; open Thursday nights until 8:00pir

Open Sun. Oct 30 12-S; 34 Bridge SI. 584 2604 Northampton

Handful
of

Dust
PG

2 Showings
7 & 9 p.m.
Senior Citizens &

Children $2.00, Adults S3.50

(KT//MO'A"i A'

I Pray Si . Amherst- 549 5403 • Op«n 1 1 am.
• 7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out •

Kitchen Open till Midnight

Pool Tabic. Video Games, Jake Box, 3 Color TV's
Most Bar Seals la Town

r

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL SPECIAL
^ ^V .^1^ Mozzerella Sticks

lOQ 9 12
'.*.'.v.»,'.'.*.;.»-!>'

SEVEN & SEVEN $1.75
Drink of the Week

DOSEQUIS $1.50
B«cr of the Month

Good Food & Drink

TI/AEOUT
Where The
Action Is!

FREE HOT DOGS
*************************

I Monday Night Football {
*************************

******************************************

tCHICAGO BEARS VS. SAN FRANSISCO 49ERS i
******************************************

•<» You deserve some Time Out ^
37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

THE PIZZA PUB
PRESENTS

A
FASHION SHOW

ON
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29

AT 9:00 PM

FALL FASHIONS BY:
PICCADILLY STREET

W«)MENS curriiiNc

ONE WAY ST TO FASHION

2nd floor Thome's Market

Northampton, MA

HALLOWEEN PARTY
Best costume wins an outfit

compliments of Picadilly St.

DANCING!
LIVE D.J.!

Playing your
requests

Pitchers

only

$3

FOOD, DRINKS & FUN
AT PIZZA PUB • ROUTE 9, HADLEY

Counseling Psychology

liostonBouvo College of Human Development Frofessioas

at Northeastern I niversity offers part time and full-time graduate

degree program.sin the area.s of Counseling Psychology. Students

may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
(Iraduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.

All counseling courses are taught by liceased psycholo-

gists, ('lass size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as

well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,

all programs include applied experience in a supervised

clinical environment.
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate

[Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to

Graduate School, Fioston I^)uve College of Human Development
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 021 15.
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Kinison a scream in Springfield
By DEAN McCABE
Collegian Correspondent

Sam Kinison
Thursday night at Paramount in Springfield

It wa> a full house last Thursdady night at the Para-

mount Performing Arts Center in Springfield. Over 2,000

people filled the restructured theater, but there were still

hundreds outside chanting "Sam! Sam! Sam!"

It got twice as noisy inside with people yelling out the

comedian's trademark of "AAAAAAGGGGHHHHI"
Stai-ting half an a hour late, Carl LaBove opened up the

show to beef up the audience before Sam Kinison took the

stage. Kinison has a habit of working with the best and

LaBove clearly represented that. LaBove's subjects includ

ed humiliation, dating in the 80's and "drunk friends in

need."

LaBove fired up the crowd with his effective impersona

tions of heavy-weight champ Mike Tyson and the king of

rock'n'roll Elvis Presley. He said that even if Elvis nets

alive he wouldn't be answering those 900 numbers say

ing "Yes. this is Elvis, that'll be $2.75, thank you for call

ing."

After a half hour intermission, Kinison marched onto

the stage in his deliberate manner, echoing,

"AAAAAAGGGGGHHHHH! " Without any hesitation

the untamed comedian led into his act, giving it to TV

evangelists Jimmy Swaggart and Jim Bakker. Many
regard Kinison as one of the most sexist comics ever, but

he managed to channel his humor elsewhere.

Gays, TV preachers, sex therapists, AIDS victims, anti-

drug and alcohol crusades often become the targets of his

oppressive humor. Of the many celebrities who also

caught fire from Kinison's flames were Charles Nelson

Riley, Dr. Ruth, Jessica Hahn, and presidential candidate

Michael Dukakis.

The crowd favored Kinison and his delivery It seems

the whole country has caught on to crude, rambunctious,

obnoxious loud behavior as a new means of comedy. And
it looks like Kinison is just getting started. He gives new

meaning to the phrase "I'm just trying to help " The ag-

gressive verbal slapstick beatings seem to work for him.

After talking to the man of the hour backstage he com-

metned "It's amazing what they let you get away with

around here."

His material was new and fresh except for his so-called

heartbreaking ballad called "The Breaking Song,"

featured on his LAiuder than Hell album, with which he

capped off the night screaming, "I hope you slide under

a gas truck and taste your own blood, die! die! I want my
records back, I want my records back!"

The show was promoted by Live Productions and co-

sponsored by WAQY 102 FM in Springfield. Sam Kinison

is due to release his second album in three weeks, .so put

vour helmets on for this one folks.

The New Africa House's Augusta Savage
Gallery is featuring Stan Sherer's: Jmirrwy

Into Tfu- ,S'()«/:The Spiritual Baptists of Bar-

bados photo series, left, through Nov. 12. The
Gallery hours are Monday-Friday 10 a.m. -4

p.m., or call for an appointment at 545-0932.

The Hampden Gallery features Art In The

Dark: Luminous painting and Sculpture in the

I980's through Nov. 6, will the Herter and

Studen Union galleries are presenting Duight

Pogue: Art To The Inth and Undergraduate

Juried Art Show respectively, through Nov. 2.

^^ ^V Buatnan Aiwciiiai, Inc. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSER PATlONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

College Students:

MONEY
is now available for your

EDUCATION

IF YOU ARt INTtRESTLD IN RLClilVING

Scholarships*. Fellowships*. Grants*

YOUR EUGIBIUTY IS GUARANTEED!
regjrJIcks of nnuncial sjluluii or uckIodiic pcrlucinancc.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

1-800-635-4063

ii,^!^^ ANA.,0lONAL SLRVIC L COMMI I'lLL)

HIGHkKbUUCAIlUN

^^At AIHMIC MNANl'IAL AOVIMMY KHCXiKAM

Photo by Dema Mr('iib«

Sam Kinison

Queensryche
continued from page 11

Having a soap-opera-like storyline, Operation: Mind-

crime takes you on a trip that capture.s the unforgettable

past of a young teenage boy. The typical "boy meets girl,

falls in love, boy loses girl' plot is present in this hour-

long concept but with surprising twists and turns that

bring your senses to their utmost point of excitment.

According to guitarist Michael Wilton, "Lyrically, it's

all one flowing story. That's what we wanted to do. But

at the same time, not go too esoteric or anything. We
still wanted the music to have a sort of street feel, a true

metal voice."

In many ways, Operation: Mindcrime the album, suc-

cessfulUy achieves Queensryche's predetermined goals.

As far as the individual .songs go, they have more than

enough substance to stand on their own. Hot spots in-

clude "The Mission." "Eyes of a Stranger" and an

11 minute drama titled "Suite Sister Mary."

Since the very beginning, Queensryche has always

been just a bit different than the so-called average heavy

metal band. They actually have brains. With complicated

instrumental, ambitious production techniques, and in-

tertwining conceptual ideas, this relatively short-lived

musical family has chosen its own path to travel.

Now having secured the opeing slot for a major arena

tour starting in November, Queesnryche and their

Operation called Mindcrime is sure to turn a lot of heads.

FANTASY WORLD
COSTUMES S

HALLOWEEN COSTUME RENTALS
Mask, Accesories, Make-up

Specializing in Custom Made Adult Costumes

75 Russell Street

Sunderland 665-3639

M-F Ipin-9pm, Sat-Sun Ipm-5pm
3rd Houw On TT»« Right From Old Amhrr^t Ro«d^^•^•^^f

Chic Cuts

•
CbtonngandO^rn

• f:ac\a\NNa>^»^9

• Wan\cute

I f ac»a\s

. Bod^ >Nraps

Expires 11/15/88

kVe offer a 100% monej hack

guarantee on all of our hair cai e products

•Redken 'Nexus 'Paul MitchiH

make voiu' fashion stiitemcnl

;

Styles By Deborah
r .65UnJverslty Dr.Amherst-

.549-5610.

I
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Whistler

YOUR

CHOICE:

499
INSTALLED

^mmi
WH500R Uniden R095GT

YOUR NEXT TICKET MIGHT
COST YOU MORE THAN A

RADAR DETECTOR!
Our remote radar detectors can save you money

Get one installed now.

We also carry K-40 arid Bell radar detectors and

dasn mount models starting at '79°".

CUSTOM^
car(o

SOUND

NORTHAMPTON
141A Damon Rd.

586-5258

W. SPRINGFIELD
573 Riverdale St.

734-4995

L

Blue Monday

Wildcat O'Hallaran

uesday 25

Open Blues Jam
No Cover

Bring Your Guitars

Johny Copeland

Legendary Texas Blues

laturday 29

Jack Smith &

the Rockabilly Planet

w/ Fab Motion

For More info., 585-5149

Bombardier beetles at tiome

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

J^/Sa Af€> 5H/N5,

PUCJCS' UPAND
ATEM'

\

T/M5 TOUJCm TUB-

57R£eT5' YOU'RB
OOINO TO MISS
The RUSH HOUR
PU^STRJAN

TRAFFIC
/

HBJ^'S YOUR
LUNCH BOX.

NOUOaT
60IN''

UJNCHBOX*
UIHATSIN

IT?

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

^ If Mf^-w—wui rt«aa >|ff>#>c><

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

rpi

r'5 THE FAVOKfTS ^^"7

^ flME OP Vf>R..

—A

CW<PV &AU)K£....
Bi/r to US,
HAU10WE5N MEAN6

^. UAR.... &,

X&5Y ANP CABS'*' Sr^ p<>iCWN ,A6

^ht HAUOW£S.Ni;: HAve

H16H TttH gduiPMWT l3Uf i''>CK

SXPERl£NC£ IN 5HfV!W6 C^*W AND

^t TEAIV SJOAP ... FeAtURiNfi

(^P!C AND CUKrr^TER. tH£V KAve

CO'^SaT 5xPfl?l£NC£ AND THe

MuSCie TO BACK rf UP.'.'....

THEY *<?£ 'rtE "^EAyi To BEAT

W

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

iT'j rDoNDAy /s/^iA/; Do you
^lio\>i UJHBRE youR

Workshop Tonight: Focus on developing sources

and keeping them. By Marsha Marotta. Room 178. of

the Campus Center at 8 p.m. Counts toward staff

status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Ed

ACROSS
1 Fofm«r D«an o(

SUM
S Lilac or orctMd.

eg
10 Diamond call

1

4

Contributa.

in 1 way
1

5

Orass dasignar

Simpson
IS Silkworm of

Aaaam
1 7 Shora structura

ISPUola
20 Coaraa woolan

labrics

22 000*

23 Tha south ol

Franca

24 ZUch

25 Mortars'

partners

28 Cruel parson

31 CM Eiigksn

letter

32 Bar. to BeHi

34 Mntar montn.

in MaOnO
36 River nympn
38 NelAerianda

export

40 Highlander

41 Cause
constarnatKjn

43 Put in leopardy

45 Michael

Jackson htl

46 Real toMowar

48 Draws out

50 Actress Hagen
51 Chains, m

Pane
52 Central veins o(

leaves

56 Cuts down
59 Seagoing

vassal

61 Command to a

husky

62 Trapper s take

63 Lycae pupd

64 — the bullet

65 AutfKX Garar>er

66 Observation

post

67 AIncan viMage

iied by Trude
DOWN

1 Criticiies

sharply

2 Compor>ent

3 Fulton s

Clermont et al

4 MISS nggy s

passion

5 Most prudent

6 Harem rooirta

7 "My Name la

Asher — '

SFeM
9 VIctona —
to Coming to rest

11 Venezuelan
nuning town

12 Qtacial snow
13 Bndga seat

19 Actor s Ima

21 Otiose

25 Dancer George
ae la —

26 Public

warehouse
27 Hot compress

28 Pan of tha

skylma

Michel Jcffc
29 Hardtack

30 Dutch —
33 Cheer, in

Oviedo

35 ^4ame in early

cars

37 Load to

capacity

39 Thief

42 — America

44 Schuben song

47 Scratch pad

49 Bits

52 Act sullenly

53 Bakery
employee

54 Secluded
spot

55 Sight in tt>«

country

56 Vves dream
57 Como —

'

58 Cast off

80 Part o( NYC

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Donnn nama nnnn
nnnoa anna nnnn
nnannnnnn nnnn
nnn anaa ncinonn

[unnnfl nnnnonnn
nnnn nnnnn nnnn
G AMlEJPlAlR K I.I A f T t
1 smpoiLii op Vll s.

( V I E [1

(. T|llOiNpP UR E 1 C «
AB EiOHClAiR B AT T E 1^ r

T 1 RIEBE'VII jJtilR 1 1 E

nnnn nnnn nnnnn
10/34/M

•IMi Lm Ai«rin Tten Sf«4irai«

Menu

Sorry,

There is no menu...

r Weather

Today: Cloudy, high in the SOs. Showers likely.

Tonight: Cloudy and cold, low in the upper SOs.

Tomorrow: Rain likely, high near 60.

V

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor Matt Gerke

CopY Editor Yana DIugy

Layoiit Tcchnlctan Florencio Terra

Photo TcchnlcUn. Andrew Rist

ProdacUon SapcrvUor Rob Levine

Prodoctlon: Wendy Rae, Tricia, Nicole, Mike, Britt

and Matts hoping to make it to Ware before dawn

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcreira
BdHor to Ciiitr

Rick Sasson

^
Managinf Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert Ciappennelll

Bntlacss Manager

Marc Infleld

Prodvcllon Manager

Business Board •- Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelll

Batlncts Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Monroe
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Frahbeis

Clrealatloa Maaagtr

Mary Haygcns
Sabscrfbtlottt Maaagtr
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men's soccer falls to B.C.

continued from page 16

"I don't really know what it was," said

Martin, "when it came to crunch time we
didn't dominate the game ... we were

dead.

"

The Eagles put UMass in a 1-0 hole after

33:12 minutes of scoreless play, as Greg

Schwake took a pass from David Sullivan

inside of the penalty box, and snuck the

ball past Ginzburg.

McCarthy set up the play with a long

distance drive across the UMass midfield.

setting up a rapid fu-e series of quick passes

that eventually found Schwake all alone in

front of a surprised Ginzburg.

"We weren't marked up tightly, they

were able to extend the ball quickly and we
couldn't recover," explained Martin of the

play.

The Minutemen had controlled the ball

up to that point, and responded to the goal

by turning up the pressure. With the wind

at their backs in the rain-soaked first half

of play, the Minutemen challenged offen-

sively several times by playing long kicks

over the heads of the B.C. defense.

UMass finally burst through to tie the

score with just 3:40 ticked oft the clock in

the second half Halrtiack Pete McEvoy for-

warded the ball to Brett Anthony along the

right side, who was then able to tap the ball

into the goal area before the right goal post.

On a play that Martin described as "sen-

sational" Carl Hanks lunged to reach the

cross, redirecting the ball off his head past

goalie Mark Weinman just inside the right

goalpost, to tie the score at 1-1.

UMass, which has won just once in

foreign territory in six attempts (the lone

win a 3-2 effort at Brown a couple of weeks

back), saw its record on the season drop to

8-7. while the Eagles improved to 6-9 1.

Next up, the Minutemen journey south of

the border to play for "personal pride," ac-

cording to Martin, against the Friars of

Providence College on Wednesday. Kickoff

is scheduled for 2 p.m.

The Minutemen continued to control the

ball immediately following the goal, before

eventually fading as the finish line came

into view.

Cnllpgian photu bv Hirhard Bonanno

Keith Harris, a transfer from Kansas University, displays his

talents in Friday's open scrimmage at Curry Hicks Cage.

Outstanding Cooperative Education
Spring Positions

-Paid Preprofesslonai work in your mojor-
0«n*ral Electrtc Pkittics, Pmsfi«ki, MA
Resumes & tronscnpts due Oct 26, on-campus interviews.

Oct 28.

Majors CHEM E. ME. MBA. MKTG. with techr»cal txjckground

Monsoto Chemical, Sprir>gfl*id, MA
Resumes & Transcripts due Oct 28

Maprs: CHEM. BIOCHEM. CHEM E. EE. ME

On Campus Interviews!

Nov 1; New Englond Electric. Northampton
Majors: EE. ME

IBM E Fishkill, NY
Majors: IE

SEA Consultants, INC
Mqjors: CE

Nov 3: Keystorie Financial

All Majors

Nov 15: UNISYS, WOBURN
Majors: ACCTG. MBA. GBFIN

Nov 15 Johnson & Johnson
Majors: MKTG. FOOD MTKG, COMM.
CAS. ECON

Nov 2; TJ. Watson Research (IBM)

Majors: SOM, MKTG, ACCTG, GBFIN, CAS. ECON

For Information, call the Office for Cooperative Education, 545-2224.

volleyball splits A-10 contests

continued from page 16

TU served great and used a very simple

offense. Very rarely did it pass the ball

across a hitter, usually it was a simple set

just above the net that was being rocketed

at the UMass defense. It was like Temple
was saying "Nothing fancy, here's what we
are going to do. Stop us if you can."

The Owls jumped out to a 6-0 lead in the

first game and never looked back. They
dominated the rest of the first game, all of

the second and the first half of the third.

In fact, the Minutewomen didn't get their

first tie until 5-5 of the third game when
it seemed the momentum turned toward

their favor. UMass' Barbara Meehan
started to knock back the powerful TU kills

and it looked like UMass was ready to

make a game out of it.

But the Minutewomen let the big Mo slip

away almost as fast as they had gathered

it. The Owls took an 11-8 lead, with their

fans hooting in appreciation, it was UMass
that was knocked out of its nest as Temple
closed the game for a 3-0 victory.

"I knew it. No team is going to come here

and just die," Ford said.

It was Friday's game that had set the

tone for the rest of the weekend— although

not playing at peak efficiency, UMass us-

ed its superior talent to just coast by the

younger but taller Rutgers team.

The Minutewomen were red hot in the

opening minutes of the first game and were

hitting with tremendous accuracy. They
held leads of 3-0, 9-6, and 119 before put

ting away the Lady Knights 15-11 for the

first-game victory.

The second game was where Rutgers

wanted to make its stand. It lead

throughout the early part of the game 8-4

before a frenzied UMass offensive attack,

paced by setter Karen Ferguson (four kills*

and outside hitter Nancy Sullivan (five

kills), took the initiative and reeled off nine

of the next eleven points for a 13-10 lead.

The score was ping-ponged back and forth

until the Scarlet Knights had a game point

opportunity at 15- 14. UMass' Julie Smith's

ace tied it at 15. A missed Rutgers kill put

the Minutewomen in the lead by one before

Sullivan finished off RU with a kill down
the right side for a two game lead.

The come-from-behind effort from UMass
effectively took the wind out of the

Knight's sails.

Even RU's star hitter, Elke Voigt, a

multiple A- 10 player ofthe-week recipiant

was held by the UMass defense. Voigt was

a virtual non factor, gathering only eight

kills all match.

After UMass won the third and final

game Ford said "I don't think we played

very well but I'm really happy we won in

three."

"In the first two games I was more tense

than I was in a long time," she said.

Although the final match was a disap-

pointment for the five UMass seniors, their

season at Totman has been less than disap-

pointing. UMass has an 8-1 record at home
this year, and the seniors will have a lot

of memories to look back at.

"It was fun and I'm glad I did it, " UMass'

Ann Marie Larese said.

Meehan said "It really hasn't hit me yet,

but it's been real interesting."

field hockey takes two

continued from page 16

Junior Kathy DeAngelis probably

responded as well as anyone else to the

challenge. DeAngelis netted all three of the

Minutewomen's goals to raise her season

total to 10.

The defense also responded by shutting

down Penn State completely in the first

half, not allowing Penn State one shot and
only seven, most of which were weak shots

in the second half.

By comparison UMass had 17 shots in

the first, many of which were excellent

scoring opportunities. The Lady Lions were

lucky they were not down 5-0 at the half

instead of 2-0.

"I think they (Penn State) were in

timidated by UMass," Penn State coach

Charlene Morett said. "They are a very

young team."
The Lady Lions started freshman

Michelle Brennan in goal. Morett has had
the confidence in Brennan to start her in

all 15 of Penn State's games. But today, an
experienced front line was able to break

Brennan.
DeAngelis broke the ice for the

Minutewomen at 17:54 of the first half

when Pam Bustin broke in on Brennan and

hit a little squibber that DeAngelis pick-

ed up in front of an open net and knocked

it home to give UMass a 1-0 lead.

At 31:26, DeAngelis got the

Minutewomen an insurance goal when the

officials awarded UMass a penalty stroke.

DeAngelis stepped up to the ball and on the

blow of the official's whistle deposited the

ball into the upper left, hand corner of the

goal to give UMass a 2-0 lead.

The half ended with UMass in complete

control, holding a 2-0 lead.

DeAngelis wasted no time in the second

half in starting where she left off in the

first half. At 2:13 of the second, DeAngelis

picked up a loose ball in front of Brennan

and tucked it home to give UMass a com-

manding 3-0 lead.

Penn State gave UMass a little more

trouble in the remainder of the game than

they had in the previous 37 minutes but it

was not enough. Cox was forced to make
six saves in the second half as compared to

none in the first. Brennan finished off a

very busy afternoon with 20 saves.

"We have to play to win every game, we
can't play not to lose So I think we needed

a good strong aggressive effort like we got

today from everyone," Hixon said.

Stockbridge to hold hoop tryouts
The Stockbridge School of Agriculture

will hold tryouts for its men's basketball

team today from 4-6 p.m. at Boyden Gym,
and tomorrow (7 p.m) and Wednesday
(6:30 p.m.* at Curry Hicks Cage.

All candidates are asked to come
prepared to play. Anyone unable to attend

is asked to contact coach Jack Leaman at

228 Boyden or by calling 545-1301

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Can LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student
Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

that MM can no lonjK offa
tian to studMXs folloMing tte
taguBt U. 1S«7 dKUion.)

call 545-1995
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women 's soccer sweeps a pair

Beth Roundtree and the Minutewomen beat

nell this weekend at Boyden Field.

CoUvgian photo by Andrew Rist

Boston College and Cor-

' Ondoni

S_M»ngf

lly (/earn

Pill

Sltrili. \»\ »i^^^^.,itory

. Natural Pfl^- laiining -

Explore Your Options
for Contraception

Contraception Education
Workshop

Date: Monday, October 24

Time: 7:00 pm
Place: Univ. Health Services, Rm. 302

Brought tn you by the Contraception Education

Program and the Peer Sexuality Educators

University Health Services

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

continued from page 16

The big problem for UMass was the size

of the opposing Eagles. Boston College

featured a large, aggressive and surprising-

ly quick and skillful front line that gave

the Minutewomen a headache for most of

the game. The chief instigator was

freshman Rachel Sheridan, a tough player

who was involved in nearly every play.

She was also indirectly involved in

UMass' sudden emergence. B.C. coach

Susanna Kaplan elected to take Sheridan

out for a breather about 10 minutes into

the second half. Just over two minutes

later, UMass got the gamer on a great play.

Senior Beth Roundtree took control of the

ball in the center of the field and dished off

to the right to Szetela, who drove down the

sideline. With a great inside move, Szetela

served into the box to a waiting Michelle

Powers, who easily headed it past

goalkeeper Diane Cordano for a 1-0 lead.

"Sarah's serve made the goal. It was a

great header, but that serve was a piece of

work," Rudy said.

The lead grew to 20 with about 25

minutes left as Powers dumped the ball

ahead to a streaking Cathy Cassady, who

slid and chipped the ball over a fallen Cor-

dano and into the net.

Rudy also credited the quick offensive ex-

plosion to a change of offensive structure,

going to a fourth midfielder - sophomore

Kim Montgomery, in lieu of three forwards.

The move opened up the defense and allow-

ed the Minutewomen better penetration in-

to the defensive zone. Rudy praised Mon-

tgomery for a good job in both games for

her efforts.

"I wanted to shore up the midfield and

mess up [B.C.'s] marking," Rudy said.

With the safe lead, Rudy once again went

to the bench with about two minutes to

play and the scoreboard clock off (the time

is kept on the field with two minutes to

play). At least that what everyone thought,

but the referee continued play for close to

five minutes, enough time for the

Minutewomen to rub it in just a little more.

Freshman Michele Woodside took a pass

from Theresa Eastmond and cut in from

the left side, dumping a shot over Cordano

and into the net.

The official Bat time will say that Wood-

side's goal came with 30 seconds to play.

It was her sixth goal, which combined with

five assists gives her a team-high 17 points

on the year.

UMass returns to action Thursday

against Hartford in a 2 p.m game at

Boyden.

Pats kicked by BiUs, 23-20

"WHEN WE GROW UP

WE'LL BE OFF THE

MEAL PLAN!"
I

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) - Scott

Norwood kicked three field goals, including

the game winner with 13 seconds to play,

as the Buffalo Bills edged the New England

Patriots 23-20 yesterday.

The Bills drove 69 yards in their last

possession before Norwood broke a 20-20

tie with a 33-yard field goal that boosted

Buffalo's AFC East-leading record to 7-1.

The Patriots, who forced six turnovers in

defeating previously-unbeaten Cincinnati

last week, forced four more turnovers

against the Bills but dropped to 3-5.

New England kicker Teddy Garcia, who

had missed four of 13 extra point attempts

entering the game, missed his fifth and also

missed three field goal attempts, including

one from 25 yards out in the first quarter.

Norwood, who has now converted eight

consecutive field goal attempts, also hit

from 35 ttnd 30 yards.

The Bills snapped a 13-13 tie near the

end of the third quarter after Garcia, who

missed two field goal attempts in the first

half, had his third try of the day blocked

by Howard Ballard.

A 49 yard reception by Trumaine

Johnson was the big play in a 75-yard drive

that ended with Jim Kelly hitting tight end

Pete Metzelaars for a 10-yard touchdown

pass the gave Buffalo a 20 13 lead.

But the Patriots' defense helped New
England get back in the game when cor-

nerback Raymond Clayborn intercepted a

Kelly pass, giving the Patriots the ball at

the Buffalo 34.

A pass interference penalty in the end

zone on the Bills' Dwight E>rane moved the

ball to the 1-yard line, and Robert Fer-

ryman crashed through the line for the

touchdown that tied the score at 20.

AcnvmES'Auoo
AUTO FOR SAl£ •CALOAATORS

ENTERTAWMENT 'FOR RENT

fO«SAi.E» FOUND
Hap WANTED •LOST

CLASSIFIED
NSTPUCTJON • MOTORCYLOfS
PERSONALS•ROE WANTH)
RDERS NEEDED »5ERVCES

ROOMATE WANTH) • TRAVa
WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO TlirCOrLEG^AN''oFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 6:30.3:30 (FR..2:30):. DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

MEET RON PAUL UBERTARtAN^fCK
Prosideni Ocl 26th W«J at 12 30pm
Memorial Hall now you tfave a choica

27th ANNUAL LAS VEGAS NKJMT FrxJay

Oclotwf 28th 7 1 1 pm Gambling, pmat lun

for all'

REPUBLICAN CLUB MEETING tontgM

7 00 in Earthloods Cafe it you hav* a con-

servative bone in your body, come to

meeting

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS MEETING Men
day October 24, 5 00pm in ttie Campus
Center We're nominating the spring

musical' Be there'

CRAFT CENTER IS YOUR resource MaW
all kinds o» crafts, pottery, silver, silkscreen.

photography, etc Free instruction

Itro MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

cooditioniT>echanically sound' Great body,

4 new tiros $2,500 Call 546 4908

w«ekrogms-J«n

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED

EARN BIG COMMTsSI0NTar>d Iree tnps

by so(lir>g Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun.

Mexico and Ski inps to Vermont and Col-

orado For more information call toll free

l.aOO-231-01 13 or in Conn 203-967-3330

OO-OETTERS ONLY LOST

EARN FROM MOOO to $15000 next sum-

mer 508 543 3706 Leave message

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

SEIKO WATCH Reward Call Susan
545-2741

I LOST MY KEYS They're on a "big" key

ring If found please call 549-0729

HEY LITTLE CHICKEN Even H you dont
believe it I've been very happy this past

year I love you more than anything Hap-

py one year Love Sweet Pea.

BEETLEJUICE THURSDAY 10/27 at

6.8,10.12pm Bartlelt 85 $2 00 by
lEEE/HKN

R80

DO YOU HAVE GREEN thoughts? So do
we UPC presents the Smittwreens Tues

day October 25 at 8pm «n tt>e FAC

SERVICES

COMPACT DISC musk: MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE- Ovw 700 CDs
Great Sound! All occasions 54»^1421

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

BHCE FOR BREATH Ocl 22 Sign up on

concourse Oct 18, 20, for the Cystic

Fibrosis Bike-A-Thon Anyone can do if

EARN $40-l60/DAV working to reduce tox-

ics in Massachusens with Massprrg and

keep our water safe' Call Chris at 25&6434

YOU^ON T HAVE TO take part in dissec

lion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys and large screen video dances

borms/organizations 256-8526

PAUL L MARC-AURELE, You are my k>ver

you're my best fnend Itoveyou I know we
have many more to come Honestly

Donna

HELP WANTED

SPfWNQ BREAK TOUR PROMOTER-
escort Energetic person (M/F) to take sign-

ups tor our Ftorida lours We furnish all

matenals for a successful promotion Good
pay and tun Call Campus Marketing at

lAo-777-2270

LOST A WALLET WITH Alien card and

social security number If found please call

Tn 549-8167 Reward $100

LOST MASS LIQUOR 10 Sharon Levy If

found please call 253-9916 monetary

reward

LOST RINGS - 2 gold rings/one coral/one

turquoise/one silver/one shell II found

please please call 253-9916 Reward'

MIKEE SAVAS: Wishing you a lime greem
birthday Carrots and grapefruit forever'

The happy campers love you'

FUNBUNNY HOPE ALL GOES virelVOon't

worry, how much muscle tone can you kiee

in SIX months? Love the Cats G and S

dbbSPELL- THE UMASS MUSIC Theatre

Guild will be pertorming Godspell this

Wednesday Thursday, Friday and Slurday

(Oct 26 29) at 8 00pm with 3 matinee Slur-

day at 2 OOpm in Bowker Auditorium

Students $3/general admission $5 To

reserve tickets call 545-2511

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. One
on one, live hours daily, feikl trips, gam 16

credits CXE Box 11264 Milwaukee, Wl
53211 (414)372-5570

PROFESSIONAL TYPING, letter-quality

printing $2 page. Patty 585-0425.

FLYINQFINOERS TYPING work done in

24 hours Pk:kup/dropotf Too, Call Kevin

549-0116

TYPING

FOR SALE

HOT DOG STANDIII
In town business

Good experience-great money"!

For more details contact

Dave or Brad 549-1594

MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN a big way Keep
toxics out of our water' Earn approx

$50/day with MASSPRIG Call Chris

256-6434

RUN SUMMER BUSINESS. Gainvaluable

experience Average pay $7(XX) Informa-

tion Session tomorrow Room 168-170

Campus Center 2 30-5 30

MOTORCYCLES

1M1 KAWASKI KD on/off only 800 miles

$500 Call Chris 546-6163

1983 KAWASAki i<2»0"LTD^Heimet,

cover sh«W $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

••APARTMENTS AVAILABLE"

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS^on 19

acres of country land Ample off street park-

ing and free bus service to UMass and

shopping areas. Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

n COROLLA 5 speed- reliable 36-35mpg
must sell' S800/BO 545-0600 x39 Elaine

APPLE lie with color monitor 2 drives,

awesome Imagewnter II color printer (240

cps), $1000 s worth ot programs and many
extras' Must sell, S899 or BO Call Lee at

546-4813

BARGAIN CLASSICS 66 Camaro reliable

looks good $1 500 also leather swivel easy

chair $100 John 549-1256 11am-6pm

10 SPEED BTiCVCLE lor sale'TlOO
545-3500 weekdays Ask lor Brian

DISHWASHERS. Part lime, flexible hours,

some days and early evening shifts Star-

ling pay up 10 6 00 per hour Apply in per-

son Season s Restaurant, Rl 9, Becher-

town Road, Amherst

PERSONALS

NOOPY, THANK YOU for an interesting

year The best limes I've had I've had with

you and I hope they will continue Love

always, H

DEAR tORTlSE^-HERE WE GO inlo^he

home stretch Let's call it a tie I tove you

-The Hare

HAPPY BIRTHOAY, DENNIS - Saa, I didn't

forget' Love, your cousin Lauren.

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTKM. Fast,

accurate 253-WORD

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, competitive

rates, decani kx:ation. 253-5202.

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal Irom

$39 November 11-13 Call 549-1949

ELISE DANK:0 FRO Dickinson Happy bir-

thday, sorry you can't vole Love, Jesus
T^-THANKS FOR THE best 2 years I love

you Linda

84 HONDA ACCORD LX 4dr Sedan power
steering, brake, window, lock Cruise con-

trol. AC, alloy wheel, am/tm stereo 65000
miles $5150 549O101

AMP ROLAND JC120 lOOw $400 firm

Great condition 584-9955 Ask for Bill

YAMAHA SRXisO^SporT bike.^ months

old $1 500, indudos full lacial helmet and

jacket Call Dawd 1-566-8212

GREAT WINTER CAR for sale 78 Ford

Grenada automatic PS PB good lires and

exhaust Runs well 650 or BO 253-5956

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

•1 TOYOTA COROLLA New front tires,

back shocks, exhaust systam must sell

$700 B/O Kristin 568-4624,

FOUND

HOST/HOSTESS Part time/flexible

hours/good starting pay Apply in person.

Season s Restaurant, Rt 9, Belchertown

Road, Amherst

COUNTER HELPlkND^deiiver7 persons

(need your own car) nights and weekend
253-9752

GREENPEACE: WORK TO PRESERVE
OUR EARTH The destruction of our en-

vironment IS not an acceptable industry

practice Work now to stop toxic contamina-

tion, preserve our oceans and its wildlile

and stop nuclear weapons testing Select

your own days to work MonSun
2pm-10pm Call 256^1439

EXPiwiEN^D JEWELRY ItWTRUCfOR
wanted for spnng seirtester Student Union

Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096.

DESPERATELY SEEKING Matthew
Broderick look alike Holly Hunter

VW RABBIT -Green Great condition runs

smooth great buy at $850 Please call

253-9243

•2 VW saROCCO 5 speed cark grey new
tires, nms runs very well $3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

ONE SILVER AND TURQUOISE earring

near Mornll Science Center Call 54^6321

FOUNOT BLACK kiTTEN/rvehadli for a

week-but can't keep it-littef-trained Look-

ing for responsible owner Willing to give

away-free Call Paul at 548-9781

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday,

Wednesday and Fnday mornings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office, 545-0865.

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

1981 PORSCHE, 56k miles, grey, sunrool

must see •7250 or best offer Call

665-7221 Deb

IN CAMJPUS CENTER on 10/13 a gold in-

itial charm it yours call 546-6583

FUIWITURE

1975 FORD GRANADA, good wnning con-

dition cheap 584-4709

81 TOYOTA COROLLA excellent condi-

tion, low mileage, amrtm cass ,
air, 5 spd

256^3969 evenings.

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur-

nrture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Darrin We deliver

SPRING 1989 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Center Get hands-on ex-

perience in the legal heW-work directly with

anorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience m
legal profession necessary- Training provid-

edbeadline to begin application process

is NOVEMBER 7 -Conlact Legal Services

today, 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

TED BARRETT- Admire you lots' Last

home game-behind you, on sklelines, in

black and turquoise Wanna meet you

Reply here - Blue Eyes

BLACK^DbGORAPHJ^ Halloween T

shirt sale- 100 percent cotton, only $6 99

sign-up to win Christmas Raffle-free hallo-

ween candy on the campus concourse

Wed, Thurs or Fri

HEY BRENDArM's your party and you can

cry it you wnat to, but you'll still turn 20 Sit

back and enjoy it We'll do dinner tonight

Love ahways, Scott

ccttttcccccccctctccettcctcttttttt
C DON'T MISS OUT ON THE TIME OF

;

your natural college life'

•MONTREAL, MONTREAL, MONTREAL;
IS going to be a haven of college

• partiers this Veterans Day Weekend
• Plenty ol spots lelt' Lowest prices'

• You snooze, you lose' Contact Craig

Karl 549-1949 Deadline is
|

• fast approaching

CASSIE D - In case you missed the first

one- this is )ust to let you know I miss you

ar>d hope you miss me -P M

RESUME SERVK;E

LASEfTTYPEiSETTlNGrquality paper,

48hrs Guaranteed service, free pick-up

and delivery Best prices in town Call to-

day 549-4135

ROOMATE WANTED

PUFFTON VILLAGE large double room
available Jan 1 $150 per person Rent in-

cludes heat, gas, water Leave message:
549-0840

THERESA IN SQUIRE viLLAGE Have a

great birthday get psyched to party in

Potato Land Love you Squire neighbors

Sue, Lyds, Cindy, Melissa

IMMEDIATELY! Large bedroom, kitchen,

living room, diningroom, cable TV, swittv

ming pool Located across Stop & Shop

PJOOMATE WANTED"BRANDYWINE
APTS. 230 month heal and hoi water in-

cluded Thru Oecemt>er Option to lake

over leqase mainstream onlyl 549-3616.

1 ^OOMTn apt NOHOTmins to center

Nonsmoking 2iamo • utf 584-9376 Rachel

or Suresh

APARTMENT MATE WANTED. Nice Nor-

thampton kxatlon Call Greg at 584-7400

message

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to shares
one bedroom CHffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested ptitase caN Beth at

665-4550

TWO SOUTHWEST WOMEN SOUGHT

IT IS LATE SATURDAY NIGHT Sunday
morning about 4 weeks ago Sept 18 Two
women students ask a tall bearded btack

guy lor a ride Irom the Townhouse Apart-

ment parking lot in North Amherst to cam-
pus S West horseshoe, a gray toyota

wagon We talk about not hitching with

strange men. New World Theater whch you
toughl was awesome Do you rememl)er I

need 10 talk to you Call Mike 256-0218

WANTED

HELPI I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes mnll

pay money$$ Shirtey 549-2710

Afofn urouldtajajatteiaia

.

UNFACED mSULATKM ROLL
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Mistakes costly as UM falls to Delaware
continued from page 1

UMass 42 to give the Minutemen the ball in good

position.

UMass brought the ball to the Delaware 7. On second

and 2, a mix-up between Palazzi and center Al Pogarian

resulted in a fumble and the Hens took over at the 5.

"The ball just got under me," Palazzi said.

The UMass defense held, but Delaware's defense did

the same, and quarterback Dave Sierer led a drive that

brought the Hens to the UMass 15, where O'Brien kick-

ed the winning points.

It was one of the few times the Hens were able to drive

the ball against the UMass defense. Led by sophomore

linebacker Matt Tulley, who had 9 tackles, 4 for losses,

and 3 sacks, the defense contained Sierer and his team-

mates. Tulley's performance earned him Yankee Con-

ference Rookie-of-the-Week honors.

George Karelas added 16 tackles and John McKeown
had 13.

"We owned them," McKeown said. "They were not the

Delaware team we're used to playing. We beat ourselves

today. We were not outplayed, outhit. or anything."

The defense provided the Minutemen's points, when

sophomore cornerback Jerome Bledsoe stepped in front

of a Sierer pass at the 17-yard line and returned it for

a touchdown with 12:19 left in the first quarter.

The UMass offense was conservative and ineffective.

Palazzi was 8 of- 13 for 127 yards and an interception.

Tailback Kevin Smellie was the leading rusher with 71

yards.

The Delaware offense had a tough time against the

UMass defense. Sierer was 19-of-27 for 249 yards and

2 interceptions, and fullback Tim Healy was the leading

rusher with 45 yards.

Aside from the touchdown, the UMass defense's big-

gest contribution came in the closing seconds of the first

half Delaware drove to the UMass 5, and a pass in-

terference call on Pat Doran gave the Hens a first-and-

goal on the UMass 2.

Linebacker Drew Comeau nailed Sierer for a 3-yard

loss before the quarterback threw two incomplete passes.

On 4th andgoal from the 5, instead of trying a field goal,

Delaware tried for the touchdown and ran an option to

the left. Tulley caught Randy Holmes for a loss, and

UMass went into halftime with a 7-0 lead.

"We went for the touchdown because we had a super

plan that couldn't miss," Delaware head coach Harold

"Tubby" Raymond said. "As it turned out, it did miss.

"The UMass defense played very well. I was surpris-

ed at the numbers they'd given up. It's still hard to

believe how they've done it."

The defense certainly couldn't be faulted Saturday.

"It was definitely the best four quarters this defense

has played," CuUen said.

"I have no regrets, except that we lost," McKeown said.

"Ifyou asked them if they want to play another quarter

with us. I'll bet they wouldn't. The difference is they win

the close ones and we don't."

But it is a difference that separates the first team from

the third team in the conference. And a reality that the

Minutemen will have a long week to think about.

SPORTS

Two more for field hockey

CoU«>(iui phoio by Andrew Rist

The field hockey team won a pair of games
this weekend, beating Toledo and Penn State.

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It is about two weeks until the Atlantic 10 Champion-

ships will be played at Temple University. And after

ye.sterday's 3-0 win over Penn State, the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team has established itself as

the team to beat in the tournament.

The Minutewomen are now 4 in the A 10, atop the

East Division of the A 10, and 14 1 1 overall. Penn State

dropped to 3-1 in the conference and still leads the West

Divisionofthe A 10. UMass is the only team in the con-

ference that is undefeated in conference play.

This game wraps up UMass A 10 regular season

schedule for the year. The Minutewomen will undoubtedly

be awarded the No. 1 seed in the A 10 Championships

which will be held the weekend of Nov. 5.

Penn State on paper, appeared to be one of UMass'

tougher opponents of the season. They were ranked No.

11 in the country by the NCAA. Their record was 10-3-1

coming into the game.

But UMass rolled over the Lady Lions as they have over

every other Atlantic 10 team. The smallest margin of vie

tory for the Minutewomen over an A- 10 rival has been

three goals.

The Lady Lions were well rested for this game, their

game with the University ofNew Hampshire having been

cancelled because of the weather at UNH. UMass was not

as well rested as Penn State. The Minutewomen played

the University of Toledo on Saturday, and though they

turned in a lackluster performance, still came away with

a 4-1 victory.

"We did not play well," UMass coach Pam Hixon said.

"I was very concerned after that performance yesterday,

how we would play today and think they responded very

well to the challenge.

continued on page 14

Volleyball splits A-10 matches
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

It was a crazy weekend for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team: they creamed a team and

got creamed, the Atlantic 10 rankings went bananas, and

its hard to picture two nuttier games. . . sounds like all

the ingredients for a split.

In the final at-home weekend for five ofUMass' seniors,

the Minutewomen slipped by Rutgers University 15-11,

17-15, 15-7 on Friday night, but couldn't complete the

sweep only 15 hours later, losing to Temple University

15-9. 15-8, 15-12.

The irony was only two weeks ago it was Rutgers that

slammed Temple three games to none.

"I said it last week, I thought Temple was a better team
than Rutgers. I think what happened was the improve-

ment of Temple," UMass coach Carol Ford said.

The split in the Atlantic 10 matches puts Massachusetts

in a very precarious position. Before the weekend, UMass
was third in the conference, Rutgers was fifth, and Tem-
ple was seventh— just hanging on thread of hope for post-

season play. Now the picture is completely blurred.

"It'll (the losses] mess up the rankings. It guarantees

Temple is going to go in [the A- 10 tournament]," Ford said.

Although Temple didn't have one senior on its entire

team, it was the Owls that played like a more veteran

team than UMass. They played with poise that is usual-

ly uncharacteristic of a young team, turning back every

possible UMass threat.

The Owls took advantage ofevery opportunity presented

to them, including the sluggishness of the UMass team.

continued on page 14

Minutewomen
stop B.C.

and Cornell
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

quietly qualified for the NCAA playoffs this weekend

while taking a pair of games at Boyden Field.

The Minutewomen, by virtue of its 3-0 win over Boston

College on Friday, captured the New England Regional

Championship and the automatic tournament bid that

comes in the package. For good measure, UMass went

out and beat Cornell University, 1-0 yesterday afternoon.

The two wins boosted the team's record to 13-1-1 on

the season. But neither came particularly easy against

teams that were both ranked in the Top 20 in the na-

tion coming into the weekend.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen got a late first half goal

from sophomore back Sue Gaudette and then rode the

efforts of the defense ( 1 1 shutouts in 15 games) against

a pesky Big Red team.

"They were a tough team." UMass coach Jim Rudy
said of Cornell. "I'm looking forward to playing them
again."

The Big Red clung tightly to the country's number two

team for the most part. Both teams had their share of

chances that went astray, though UMass could be given

the edge in that department.

But Cornell had the biggest chance for naught. Off a

corner from the left side, the ball was loose in a goal

crease scramble. A Cornell player got off a shot headed

for the right side, with UMass goalkeeper Carla DeSan-

tis out of position, but junior back Sarah Szetela made
a great heads-up block to keep the Red off the board.

Finally, at 28:15, UMass got the goal it would need.

Gaudette took a pass from freshman Tracy Arwood and

drove down the right side. Losing control momentarily,

she drove toward the crease and got off a shot that elud-

ed goalkeeper Melissa Gambrell and slipped into the left

side of the net.

After that, the offenses were pretty quiet, though

UMass had to survive a flurry of four corner kicks early

in the second half to preserve the shutout. With 10

minutes to play, despite being up by just one, Rudy gave

his bench crew some action, and the reserves put in some

quality time to finish off the game.

"At times we played good," Rudy said. "We didn't play

great, but it's a win."

Friday's game was no picnic either, though the score

may indicate otherwise. The Minutewomen weren't able

to get on the board until midway through the second half,

before putting on an offensive barrage to salt it away.

continued on page 15

Boston College slips

past men's soccer, 2-1
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

On the road against Boston College in

Saturday's monsoon, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team's

Achilles heel was left raw. The

Minutemen again ran out of gas on the

road - battling back to tie the game ear

ly in the second half before yielding to a

late B.C. scoring rush that propelled the

Eagles to a 2-1 victory. "We scored the

goal we had to score to tie the game

then we slowly let it slip away," said

assistant coach John Martin. "The last 15

minutes was all them, we were just kind

of hanging on."

The UMass defense held its ground un-

til, with 2:38 left to play, B.C.'s Andy Sage

took a feed from Brett McCarthy and
knocked the game winner past goaltender

Sam Ginzburg. The goal capped a furious

offensive flurry for the Eagles, who
dominated the late stages of play, and left

the Minutemen once again wondering

where to turn for answers.

continued on page 14

'New* Minutemen showcased
in open intrasquad scrimmage
The University of Massachusetts held its

first open practice of the season Friday and
about 200 students were on hand to judge

for themselves how good the 1988-89

Minutemen will be.

"I was real happy [with the turnout],"

UMass first-year coach John Calipari said.

"They (the students] more or less showed
their support for our players."

Although none of the coaches could com-

ment on the matter, a seven-foot high

.school recruit. Randy Hagerdon, of War-
wick, N.Y. was being courted by the UMa.ss

coaching staff Friday. Hagerdon reported-

ly has narrowed his choice of schools down
to two: UMass and Boston College.

The practice, which began at 5 p.m.,

showcased talent both young and old for

the Minutemen.
It was also a chance for UMass fans to

get their first look at Calipari's three new
recruits: freshmen Jimmy McCoy and An-

ton Brown, and junior transfer Keith Har-

ris (not eligble to play this year).

Most of the practice consisted of an in-

tra.squad scrimmage in which showed

UMass intends to pick up the pace of this

year's offense under Calipari.

"All 1 know is we are going to run the

ball up and down the court and play ex-

citing basketball," Calipari said.

-RONN GARRY
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Vote on
Farrakhan
in question
By PETER LUCHT
Collegian Staff

The Oct. 11 vote by the Distinguished

Visitors Program to bring Minister Louis

Farrakhan to the University in the spring

has been deemed invalid because of con-

stitutional violations, according to

Margaret Arsenault, the DVP program ad-

visor from the Student Activities Office.

The decision to declare the vote invalid

stipulated what violations of the DVP and

Student Government Association constitu-

tions had taken place.

"As it stands now, no contract will be

signed and no paperwork forwarded until

the issue is cleared up. It would not be fair

to any member," Arsenault said.

The DVP committee met at 6 last night

in room 904 Campus Center, but confusion

and argument brought on by a seeming

lack of knowledge of parliamentary pro-

cedure by some committee members
resulted in the meeting being adjourned

before a clear consensus on the problem

could be reached.

The DVP constitution says graduate

students may not vote in committee
meetings, and the co-chairs, Patrick

Berkley and Daniela D'Appolito, allege a

graduate student did in fact vote. The co-

chairs also claim a clause that limits the

amount of money that may be spent on out-

side proposals prohibits DVP from sponsor-

ing this event.

The SGA Constitution states continuing

education students ei\joy the same rights

as other students if they pay the Student

Activities Trust Fund. The co-chairs say

Charles Sheffield, a Continuing Education

student, did not pay into the SATF but

voted on the decision to bring Farrakhan

to campus. They also cited a conflict of in-

terest by DVP members who are also

members of the proposing group, Phi Beta

Sigma fraternity.

Berkley, said, "The vote wasn't a legal

vote. We weren't ready to make the deci-

sion at the last meeting. In order for any

group to bring him it would be at great ex-

pense. Issues aside it would be financially

exhaustive."

Anthony Gee, a member of Phi Beta
Sigma and DVP said, "Until a motion is

repealed, it stands. The commitment to

Louis Farrakhan stands."

Colleftan phoio by DoimU Ahvarn

PUNK CADILLAC — Mark Millev looks over an early model Mercedes Benz for sale Saturday afternoon

in downtown Amherst.

Pregnant teens in Massachusetts face tough choices

State abortion law counterproductive
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - A Massachusetts

law designed to protect the best interests

of pregnant minors is instead further

traumatizing them and ultimately proving

ineffective, according to local experts.

The statute, enacted in April 1981, re-

quires girls 17 and under who are seeking

an abortion to first obtain either their

parents permission or a Superior Court

judge's authorization.

Massachusetts is the only state in New
England demanding parental or judicial

consent for minors seeking abortions. As

a result, many teenagers travel to nearby

states rather than comply with the law.

According to the Connecticut State

Department of Health's Community

Health Division, 282 Massachusetts

residents received abortions in Connecticut

clinics in 1986. An additional 226 abortions

were performed on women who did not

report their residence.

Colleen Currie. a Northampton attorney

who represents pregnant minors during

court hearings, called the mandate
"outrageous."

Many teenagers do not have the cars,

money or the sophistication to leave the

state, and must seek authorization through

the courts, Currie said.

"It puts an additional pressure on a

minor when she's already going through

the toughest thing she's ever been through,

the toughest thing she'll probably ever go

through," she said.

Ellen Story, associate director of The

Family Planning Council of Western

Massachusetts in Northampton, said the

law is in no way fostering communication

between parents and their daughters.

Most pregnant teens are terrified. Story

said. All of the rules are so overwhelming

that minors put off making any decisions.

"Some wait so long they don't have any

choices left," she said.

Sometimes, Story said, it is simply not

safe for a girl to tell both parents she wants

an abortion. These girls may be in an in-

cestuous situation, or may be kicked out of

their homes if they share their secret, she

said.

"Girls who feel they can talk to their

parents will," Story said, "Those who don't,

will go to extraordinary lengths not to talk

to their parents about this," she said.

If they cannot leave the state, their only

continued on page 10

Duffey faces student concerns in Q&A session

Photo by Joel Solomon

Arthur Hilson and Joseph Duffey

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey addressed about 75 students

in an open-forum style meeting held in the Cape Cod

Lounge yesterday afternoon.

Students questioned the chancellor on topics ranging

from painting dormitory doors to a lack of communica-

tion between students and administrators during the near-

ly two-hour inquiry period.

Also present to aid Duffey respond to questions were Ex-

ecutive Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson and Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Madson.

Duffey began the meeting by expressing his desire to

have the University and the surrounding area respond

as a region to the destruction Jamaica suffered from hur-

ricane Gilbert and his high expectations for the events

of Civility Week.
The two topics that came up most frequently during the

forum pertained to Minister Louis Farrakhan's proposed

visit and the pending sub-station in Washington
Residence Hall in Southwest.

About the Distinguished Visitors Program's proposal to

bring the controversial black speaker to campus, Duffey

defended Farrakhan's right to express his views.

"I feel this campus is prepared to listen to any point of

view and debate the value of the speaker though the ex-

change of ideas," he said.

The chancellor scarcely had time to breath between his

last response and the next question as there were many
students who wished to be recognized and heard.

Hilson was called upon to defend his sub-station idea

which is still drawing criticism from the residents in

Washington tower and other students who fear a "police

state."

Both Hilson and Duffey said, contrary to what most

students think, the sub-station is not there to harrass or

intrude on students, but to help. Both administrators said

it is important to give the station a fair trial before jump-

ing to conclusions.

"Rumors tend to run this University," Duffey said. "If

you listen to the rumors I encourage you to follow them

up to substantiate or dispel them."

He also said he hoped the meeting would allow some

of those rumors to be put to rest.

Duffey took notes throughout the meeting about various

problems such as poor heating in dormitories, leaking

bathrooms, and classroom distractions from construction.

He promised to have answers by the end of the week.
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WORLD/NATION
Shiite Moslem extremists repeat
demands for release of hostages
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) - Shiite Moslem

extremists holding US hostages repeated

their longstanding demands for the

Americans' release in a new statement,

threatening reprisals if ihe demands are

not met.

The message Sunday was the second

threatening statement in three days form

the pro-Iranian Islamic Jihad, which holds

American journalists Terry Anderson and

educator Thomas Sutherland.

The three-page typewritten Arabic state-

ment was delivered to the independent

newspaper An-Nahar. A color photograph

of Anderson was delivered later to a

Western news agency in Beirut - the kid-

nappers' normal method of authenticating
* statements.

The picture showed Anderson, chief Mid-

dle East correspondent for the Associated

Press, with a bushy beard and mustache.

He wore a T-shirt and looked straight into

the camera. It was similar to photographs

of Anderson released April 10, 1987 and on

Friday.

The statement demanded:
"A - Release of all our mujahedeen (holy

warriors) from all Arab and foreign jails.'

"B - Release of all Lebanese and Palesti-

nian Mujahedeen from Israeli jails in the
occupied lands and its surrogates in south

Lebanon's border enclave and (Christian)

east Beriut.

"C - Withdrawal of all Israeli forces and
their surrogates form south Lebanon
without any conditions.

"D - Non-intervention in Lebanese
domestic affairs and the discontinuation of

support for partitionist and sectarian forces

in Lebanon.

"E Reconstruction of south Lebanon and
Beirut. And payment of war reparations to

all our oppressed people in Lebanon."

"In case of failure to meet these demands
and continued support of Israel's aggres-

sion against our people the United States
will pay the price very soon. This price will

reflect adversely on the fate of the hostages
we hold," it said.
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We're a bit hard to find but well worth
the trip!

MEXICAN RESTAURANTS
BOLTWOOD WALK. BEHIND BENETTON—DOWNTOWN AMHERST

BEER AND WINE SERVED

THIS AD WORTH 50C ANY OF OUR 6
COMBINATION PLATTERS...

Expires Nov 6———————*——————»!•>»<>•»—>— 1———
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Moving science
forward at Pfizer.

1 he field of pharmaceuticals and healthcare is more rewarding
than ever as new prfxlucts ( reate a healthier world population.
As one of the leaders in this dynamic industry-. JMizer Inc.. a
Fortune 100 company, is committed to continuing its remarkable
growth.

In bringing science la life, our inlcrnational. research-based com-
pany uses advanced techniques to generate new products, new-
areas of revenue and career opportunities that self-directed,
talented people will find stimulating and rewarding.

Located in a southeastern Connecticut shore community. Central
Research Division, our primary R&D facility,

gives easy access to the well known
academic and cultural centers of the

Northeast, and offers the attractions

of a New England
^ yc-^ ^•'

~—>_ lifestyle.

"-.->,

Currently, we '.

are seeking highly

moliv;ilcdHA/BS;md

MA/MS rcscaK h ;issist;inls

in Afialylical Chemistry, Organir
Chemistry, all Biological Sciences

and Pharmacy. Th^se positions requiic a strong theoretical back-
ground and relevant laboratory experience.

We offer competitive salaries and a full range of benefits includ-

ing health and dental care, paid holidays and vacations, educa-
tional assistance, savings and investment plan, pension plan,

relocation assistance and more.

To learn how you can be part of the future of Pfizer, stop by

your Career Placement Office for our on-campus recruiting dates.

Or send your resume to: Manager of

Employment. Pfizer Central Research,

Eastern Point Road, (ii.ilon, CT Ofi.140.

All rf|ll,il ii|?|)iii limil\ I niplir.i I

Pfizer

AP photo

ARAB CONFERENCE - Iraqi President Hussein (center) greeted
Egyptian President Mubarak(L) and PLO Chairman Arafat in Baghdad
yesterday for talks on Middle East peace.
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Kraft Inc. rejects takeover offer
GLENVIEW. 111.. (AP) - KraR Inc. step-

ped up the bidding for its future by rejec-

ting an $11 billion takeover offer from
Phillip Morris Cos. and proposing to bor-

row billions to boost the value of its stock
to more than $13 billion.

The food maker's recapitalization plan

entails a one-time distribution of cash and
securities to shareholders designed to boost

the value of its stock to $110 a share or

$13.59 billion, said chairman and chief ex-

ecutive John M. Richman.

That would exceed the $90-a share cash
ofTer made a week ago by Philip Morris, the

cigarette, food and beer giant. A merger of

the two companies would produce the
world's largest maker of consumer
products.

"We should take action to maximize
shareholder value rather than accept an in-

adequate offer. " Richman said in a state-

ment Sunday. "We strongly believe the $90
takeover bid (by Philip Morris) ... under-
values Kraft."

In addition to taking on a huge debt load,

Kraft's plan would require the sale of some
of its businesses.

Philip Morris spokesman Tom Ricke,
reached by telephone in New York late

Sunday, said he could not comment im-

mediately on Kraft's move.

But the company has a large amount of

cash on hand plus big borrowing
capabilities to answer Kraft with a higher
bid.

Richman left open the possibility that the
board could accept another bid.

$1.50
EVERY NIGHT

Raffles • T-Shlrts • Give Aways
TONIGHT

The Spoke

35 East Pleasant St, Amherst

Proper I.D. required

LOCAL

NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION
Amherst Common Saturday.

Collefian photo by Donili Abeam

Amherst residents protest nuclear weapons Saturday afternoon on

Organizers
plan to link

thousands
of "Hands

Man attacked, robbed in parking lot
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A student reported Sunday his electric

guitar and amplifier worth a total of $500

had been stolen from his room in Coolidge

Residence Hall.

In other reports:

• A man returning to his car in lot 64

Saturday night was struck from behind by

unknown assailants, assaulted and robbed.

His vehicle also received damage from a

kick. The victim was treated at Universi

ty Health Services for numerous injuries

he sustained.

• A leather jacket and sum of cash worth

$254 was reported stolen Wednesday from

a locker in Totman Gymnaisium.
• An American flag was reported stolen

Friday from a flagpole at Furcolo Hall.

• A student reported his ski-jacket worth

$100 stolen from Old Chapel Friday.

• A wallet containing $191 was stolen

from a coach's locker in Boyden gym-

naisium Friday.

A 19 year-old Baker Residence Hall man

was arrested Friday and charged with be-

ing a minor carrying alcohol.

• An 18-year-old Dedham man was ar-

rested Friday and charged with being a

minor in possession of alcohol.

• A student of Cance Residence Hall

reported Saturday his portable car stereo

worth $300 had been stolen from his room.

• A 19-year-old Kennedy Residence Hall

man was arrested on Saturday and charg-

ed with being a minor in possession of

alcohol.

Communist to offer insights on election
Will speak on economics and unemployment in Civility Day event

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian StafT

James Steele, the national legislative

and political director of the Communist

Party USA, will be offering a "very special

perspective" on the 1988 presidential elec-

tion, according to the chairperson of the

University of Massachusetts Young Com-

munist League.

Chairperson Steve Duplisea said because

Steele is black and outside the two-party

system, he is able to offer insight on the

issues not being addressed by either par-

ty. Steele will be "reflecting" on such

issues as unemployment and the economy,

Duplisea said.

"He will still give a positive urgence to

the people to get out and vote," he said.

Steele will speak tonight in room 163

Campus Center at 7. His speech is entitl-

ed "Unity and Equality: What Do The '88

Elections Hold?"

Steele was national chairman of the

Young Workers' Liberation League from

1976 to 1983. When the organization

became the Young Communist League in

1983, Steele was the league's first chairper-

son. In 1985, he was appointed to the Na-

tional Board of the Communist Party.

The speech, which is sponsored by the

UMass chapter of the Young Communist
League, is part of the Civility Day
activities. James Steele

CoHegian file photo

For Your Information
The FYI section is a public service an-

nouncement to the campus and communi-

ty. Space is limited, so the Collegian can-

not guarantee that all submissions will be

published.

Meeting
There is a meeting scheduled for today

for all people who would like to help

organize for "Hands Across UMass —
Against Racism." The meeting is at 5 p.m.

in room 163 of the Campus Center.

Organizers need more than 100 people to

help set up the human chain, give out

materials, provide security, and speak.

All students and UMass community

members are welcome to attend.

Lecture
As part of Civility Week, Lynora

Williams is scheduled to speak about

racist violence in the United States and

how to fight it. The speech is scheduled

for 7 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Lecture
Former US Ambassador to Egypt Her-

mann Frederick Eilts will deliver a lec-

ture at 4 p.m. tomorrow in room 174-176

of the Campus Center. The lecture is titl-

ed, "American Foreign Policy Since Camp
David: An Overview."

Interviews
Interviews for all students seeking ad

mission to Early Childhood Education

will be held this week. Applications,

which must be completed before an inter-

view, may be obtained in room 354 of

Hills South. Directions for interviews are

available in the same oflfice. Students who

fail to complete the application and inter-

view will not be considered for admission

in January.
Lecture
The Politics and Race: Election Year —

Reflections on Life in the United States

lecture series continues at 4:30 today in

room 10 of Seelye Hall at Smith College.

Warren Furutani, a member of the Los

Angeles School Board, is scheduled to

speak today.

Meeting
A meeting for all students interested in

participating in a new organization

recruiting, organizing, and supporting

student volunteers and community

acitivism will be held from 7 to 8:30

tonight in the Center for Social Issues in

Moore Residence Hall in Southwest

Residential Area. For futrher informa-

tion, call Britt at 253-2307 or 545-0472.

Meeting
A meeting of the Western

Massachusetts Regional Advisory Com-

mitte of the Massachusetts Developmen-

tal Disabilities Council is scheduled from

7 to 9 tonight at the Unitarian Church at

220 Main Street in Northampton. The

topic will be family support services.

Exam schedules

The Fall 1988 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Fri-

day. Copies will be delivered to students

in the residence halls and will be

distributed to off-campus students only in

the first floor lobby of Whitmore from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday.

Contest
The 16th Annual Halloween Window

Painting Contest is scheduled for Satur-

day. All children between the ages of 5 an

18 are invited to participate in the event,

which features the decorating of mer-

chants windows in downtown Amherst.

To enter, pick up an application in any

school office or the Leisure Services and

Supplemental Education Office located at

446 Main Street no later than 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday. Applications will be accepted

on a first come, first serve basis until all

available window spaces are filled. Par-

ticipants will be notified of window

assigments by Oct. 26.

There is no entry fee, although par-

ticipants must supply their own painting

materials.
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By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

More than a 1,000 students, staff, and
faculty are expected to participate in

"Hands Across UMass - Against Racism"

on Civility Day Thursday, culminating the

week's activities.

The event will follow a noon rally on the

steps of the Student Union Building. At 1

p.m. the rally participants will go to the

Campus Pond and start to form the human
chain that is supposed to stretch from

Sylvan to Southwest Residential areas.

At 1:30, the bells of the University

Chapel will chime the melodies to "We
Shall Overcome," "Reach Out and Touch

Somebody's Hand, " and "Lift Every Voice

and Sing." Speakers are planned to line the

route of the chain.

Letters have been sent to professors con-

ducting one o'clock classes Thursday urg-

ing them to bring their classes to par-

ticipate in the chain and to resident

assistants asking them to bring students

from their floors, said Jason Rabinowitz,

Student Government Association co-

president-elect and an organizer of the

event.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said although

he supports the event, he is not going to ask

professors to bring their classes because

participation in the event is completely up

to the individual professor and students.

"All events of Civility Week are com-

pletely voluntary," Duffey said. "These

events wouldn't be effective if that was not

the case. People should feel free to par-

ticipate in them or not."

Duffey said he was not sure whether he

will participate. "I don't know where I'm

going to be. If I'm here, then I'm probably

going to participate," he said.

Rabinowitz said "hundreds of Physical

Plant workers are coming," most likely as

a reaction to the recent racially derogatory

broadcast made by a plant worker over the

division's radio frequency.

"This is a big event," Rabinowitz said.

"Perhaps the biggest of the whole year."

Staff persons from Whitmore Ad
ministration Building will also participate

in the event, Rabinowitz said.

Lori Edmonds, also an organizer and

president of Afrik-Am Society, came up

with the idea of Hands Across UMass about

a month ago at a Civility Week meeting.

"Why don't we show how really unified

we can be and unify as a whole," she said.

"It will show how far UMass has really

come."

Both Rabinowitz and Edmonds were

hopeful about the event being successful.

"Our goal is to have as many as 2,000 peo-

ple involved," Rabinowitz said. Edmonds

retorted, "I'm hoping to get 5,000, forget

2,000!"

They said the response they have gotten

to the idea has been very positive and as

long as people are aware of it, they will

participate.

An organizational and staff meeting for

the event, to which all interested students

are invited, will take place at 5 p.m.

tonight in room 163 of the Campus Center.

O'Neale to speak
tonight
Dr. Sondra O'Neale will speak on "In-

stitutional Racism and the Decline of

America," at 8 p.m. tonight in room 168 of

the Campus Center.

Her visit to the campus is sponsored by

the Third World Caucus and the Radical

Student Union.

Adam Stein, business manager of the

Third World Caucus, said O'Neale's lecture

will focus on "hidden" racism in the United

States' education system.

"She has seen it," Stein said. "She can
relate her experiences and point it out."
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The fundamentals of life

Civility and diversity

L

Welcome to Civility Week, a time
planned to demonstrate the cultural,

racial and political diversity that exists

at the University of Massachusetts, and
to help students to accept it. It has

everything from a group equating animal

rights with racial equality to a scholarly

discussion of the linguistics of Afro-

American English.

Rusty Denton

Whether your bag is music, politics, film

or administration, there is something
here for you. The conservative factions at

UMass don't seem to have organized any

educational events for this week, but they

had the option. Maybe next year.

As someone on the receiving end ot a

good deal of public rudeness, I have my
own thoughts about what civility is and
isn't. Civility is showing respect and

courtesy to someone whose appearance,

habits or thinking are different from
yours. It's a lot like adjusting to marriage,

in fact.

Civility isn't assuming someone is a jerk

just because their views and style are on

the opposite end of the spectrum from
yours. Ronald Reagan and George Bush
excepted, I have probably as much hate

mail at UMass as anybody, but I find that

in person most of my critics are intelligent

people who are quite charming in their

own ways. Therefore, I try to limit

political comments to speaking about ac-

tions and perspectives; personal insults

are both degrading and a waste of time.

Conversely, that means I don't take it per-

sonally when someone disagrees with me.

That's important. That lesbian you
ridicule? She just may have twice your IQ.

That Black Muslim who keeps to himself?

He just may be headed to pharmaceutical
school and earn big bucks while you're

stuck in some dead-end job. That hippie

holdover with the radical politics? He
may be a real renaissance man.

For the sake of civility I respect people

with whom I have differences, and I hope

they do the same for me. I get a little tired

of critics who try to insult me by mention-

ing that I'm a white male. I was born that

way; so what? I don't ask other people to

apologize for a few jerks who happen to

share the same color or gender or politics;

I'm not about to whimper and wince just

because someone blames white males for

all the problems of the world.

Now a statement like the one I just

made leads us into all sorts of controver-

sy and — oh dear! — confrontation. Peo-

ple start yelling about awareness and

socialization and privilege; feelings rise

to the surface. I don't see anything uncivil

about heated dialogue. But I've met civili-

ty educators who are horrified of con-

troversy, confrontation and people actual-

ly saying what they feel. I have a hard time

with that: as George Bernard Shaw might

observe, if you can't talk about the con-

troversial, what else is worth discussing?

As far as speaking your mind, let me
Ijoint out that avoiding controversy is a

particularly "white" Anglo-Saxon stuffy

phenomenon. That's an unhealthy at-

titude. One of the differences between

New Englanders and Southerners is that

in the South if people don't like you for

whatever reason, they'll tell you. Up here

you're seldom sure who's responsible for

sabotaging your opportunities. Given the

choice, which is worse: frank dislike or

silent sabotage?

Now this is not to say it's okay to make
racist insults in elevators (or anywhere
else). What I am saying is that civility is

about issues, not personality. It's about

listening, not just speaking. Civility is

about freedom of speech coupled with

freedom from harassment. I have to com-
mend the University for taking a whole
week to talk about it. Have a civil week.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

. '<>

Death makes memories
"Did you know them?" "Did you know

them?"
I went back to my hometown last

weekend. I just graduated in June from the

high school, and I wanted to see the

Homecoming festivities that were

scheduled. __^

Erik Jones

'Yeah, Matt was my best friend." "I us

ed to date Neal."

The first thing that hits me when I get

home Friday morning are the headlines:

"Two Students of Local High School Kill-

ed in Non-Alcoholic Accident."

"I played on the football team with

Neal."

Matt was a sophomore, Neal a senior.

Neal was the one driving the car; he had

just gotten his license four months ago. I

didn't know Matt. I knew Neal.

"Matt sat behind me in my biology

class."

They were both Explorer Scouts with the

local troop. Both played football, and both

earned good grades. Neal was planning to

continue in college next year.

"Neal used to pump iron with me and the

gang after school."

I've been lucky. My four years there were
relatively death-free, except during my
freshmen year when Danny was struck by
another care and killed. I guess I should
consider myself lucky.

"I talked to him a couple of times after
school."

The school was dumbfounded, as was the
entire town. Their girlfriends were down
at the office the whole day, crying. People
wandered around the halls in disbelief.

There was no noise. None.
"We used to say 'Hi' to each other in the

halls."

All of the Homecoming events were
cancelled. There was no res<"heduling of

either the dance or the parade. On Friday

night the town was motionless.
McDonald's, Friendly's, and Papa Gino's

were all empty. There was very little

traffic.

"Yeah, my girlfriend's sister's best friend

used to see him every once in a while."

"Yeah, I know him."

"Yeah, I think I knew him."

"Yeah, I ..."

On the day after someone dies, everybody

knows him.

Erik Jones is a UMass student

Stl'Dem Affairs Lxformation Services

I

I

For Information About
Health and Safety Issues

Call 'TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number:

*

2600 Basic Student Health Plan

2610 Cold Self-Care

2605 Contraception

2615 Dental Services

2625 If You Think You're Pregnant
. 2660 Medical Emergencies

2645 Supplemental Health Plan

2655 Problem Drinking

2622 Eye Care Program

2630 Mental Health Services

IF VDURAVZ FURTHER QLESTIONS CALL 'IDB'(545-1555)

Information Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Information Phone SenacefTIPS)

f^^^
pi'QI6lltl

VOYAGER IV
The Laser Light Rock Concert

featuring music by

Pink Floyd

Led Zeppelin

The Police

and
Genesis

Tickets on Sale at Tickets Unlimited Rm. 31 7 Student Unionj.
and at the door jA
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Suddenly

I became
an adult

This past summer, a kid strolled into

the clothing store where I worked and

called me "Sir." I turned around to see

who he was calling.

He said it several times — "Sir, sir" —
looking straight at me. The realization hit

me like a punch: ME! He was talking to

me. Suddenly, I was a "sir."

Some people mark off their life in years,

others in events. I am one of the latter.

I did not become a man at a particular

year; I did when this kid called me "Sir"

last summer. It was about then that I

noticed a lot of kids were addressing me
as "Sir" or "Mister." I am only twenty

years old for crying out loud! I am still a

kid, aren't I? ^^^

Scott Green

What scares me is not only do the

younger kids see me as an adult, but the

older kids do too. I went out with my
parents for dinner recently and had a

wonderful time. But when the waiter

plopped the check down in the middle of

the table, my father didn't reach for it. He
did nothing. Conversation continued.

Then it dawned on me. I was supposed to

pick up the check.

After all these years, after hundreds of

meals with my parents, after thinking my
dad was the one with the bucks, it had

changed. I whipped out my Visa card and

reached for the check. With a stroke of a

pen, I was suddenly an adult.

What happened to the wild times of my
youth, when I could do anything I wanted

with reckless abandon, when I didn't have

to worry about taking responsibility for

my actions?

What happened to those famous words "When I grow

up, I want to be a. .

" doctor, baseball player, or an

astronaut, or whatever else you wished to be? Even now,

as I prepare my resume for an investment banking job,

I still want to be an astronaut when I grow up.

Just last year, I never thought I would prefer to stay

home and read a book instead of going to a party, but

now I find myself passing parties up. I used to think that

people who listened to classical music were weird, but

this spring I found myself listening to it. Maybe I'll pick

up a tape of Beethoven or Mendelssohn.

I never thought I'd get caught cheating on my taxes,

because really knowing about taxes was for adults. I, of

course, was still a kid. The auditor bought none of it. I

was a taxpayer, an adult. He all but said, "Go to jail."

Another milestone.

One day I made a good toast. One day I handled a head

waiter. One day I bought a car. One day I'll go to my
friends' weddings. One day I'll celebrate the birth of their

kids, and not too long after, their kids will pick up the

check.

Perhaps the most important milestone in my life was

the death of a parent. With that comes the realizsttlSn*

that one has moved up a notch. For someone who can

control everything but the clock in life, this milestone

is a cruel one indeed.

I am not a kid anymore. I am an adult with adult

responsibilities. I must act like an adult. . but I still want

to be an astronaut.

Scott Green is a UMass student

A pen, a pen,

my kingdom for a pen

Big news,
small people
Every now and then I get the sudden urge to do

something a little off the wall. Some dance naked in their

living room, some swim in the campus pond, and me?
I buy tabloids.

I was in the supermarket last week when this headline

caught my eye: "Inside: Exclusive photo of amazing
MELTING WOMAN '

Sure enough, the melting woman (an Indian women who
has an incurable virus) appeared on page five of the Week-

ly World News. I plunked down my 65 cents and took home
what I hoped would be an off-the-wall look at the world

in which we live.

David R. Mark

I was correct.

Then I got to page 24.

For it was on page 24 that the Weekly World Neu>s has

its letters to the editor section. It was there that this

headline caught my eye:

"Stop taking nasty potshots at pansies."

Hmmn, I thought, and proceeded to read the letter.

"Editors: As a gay man and also as a human rights ac-

tivist, I strongly condemn your paper's recent article in-

sulting gay people by conjuring up the spectrum of anti-

gay stereotypes. Would you do the same to black, Italians,

Jews, Latinos?

Whether you know it or not, persons close to you are

gay. Why do you fan the flames of ignorance? How can

you live with yourself? D.S. Alburquerque, New Mexico.

— We can live with ourselves just fine. We're just happy

we don't have to live with fellas like you — Editors."

Now I'm an editorial editor, and occasionally I attach

an editor's note to a letter. But I would never write

something as blatantly irresponsible as that.

So I decided to call them to find out if they felt they were

editorially responsible.

And I got nothing.

I was told by Susan Chappell, the newspaper s executive

secretary, that it was the policy of the newspaper not to

talk about letters to the editor (or apparently anything

else) over the phone. I persisted, trying everything every

newspaper person ever asked me about how to get

information.

And I still got nothing.

What I did learn, however, was that I was the first per

son to question the editorial response. In fact, by Chap-

pell's response, I got the feeling they didn't see anything

wrong or unusual about their answer.

So there you have it. If you want to find out why a seg-

ment of our society is ignorant — why people except

stereotypes and prejudices — read what they read.

Elsewhere in the Weekly World News there was a story

about a "fruity dad" and an article about how a resear-

cher discovered that single women prefer relationships

with married men.

In spite of all their "big" stories, the Weekly World News

is apparently written by small people.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

Letters

Dying child hopes for postcards
This morning I woke up with a smile. I

thought of what a lovely day it was going

to be. I couldn't wait for evening to fall; I

was going home for the weekend to be at

a friend's wedding. As I was getting ready

for class, a news item on the radio caught

my attention. There's a little boy who is dy-

ing of leukemia, and has one wish; to col-

lect enough postcards to get his name into

the Guinness Book of World Records. As I

listened, I ran for a piece of paper to get

the address down.

His name is David. Wouldn't it be nice

if he could wake up with a smile and his

wish come true? The make a Wish Foun-

dation does not want money or toys, just

love and postcards to give to David. Please,

help fill David's room with postcards.

Send them to:

David
do Make a Wish Foundation

1820 Arabin Rd.

West Palm Beach, FL 33406

Kate Isabelle

Central

Hatch's former name mistaken

The Collegian gladh accepts letters and ivlumns from the University of

Massachusetts community. All submissions should be addressed to the Collegian.

113 Campus Center. UMass. Ifvou have any questions or comments regarding the

content or editing of editorial page, feel free to call us at 545-3500. Ask for David

or Pam. Thanks.

I am glad to have the opportunity to cor-

rect a common misunderstanding about the

Hatch. Nancy Klingener states that the

original name of the Hatch was the "Hat-

chet" ("Campus ducks get harassed" Oct.

21). This only tells half the tale, and the

worse half, at that.

The original name of the Hatch was the

"Hatchet and Pipe " and until very recent-

ly the crossed symbols of war and peace

(similar to the arrows and olive branches

held by the American Eagle) could be seen

on a glass panel at the west entrance.

One wonders why the symbol of peace

was removed. It would be a shame if the

Campus Center management thought that

students were so literal-minded that they

could not conceive of the proper use of the

calumet (p>eace pipe). Perhaps the manage-
ment was so terrified by the power of tobac-

co (sacred, and dangerous when abused)

that they have tried to shield naive

students from this awful mystery.

Bring back the pipe. Remind us of the

sacred power of the allies of peace.

Thomas W. Hutcheson
Amherst
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Smithereens keep it simple with drummer Diken
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

If you go to tonight's Smithereens concert at the Fine
Arts Center, expect economy and imagination; they
describe Dennis Diken's drumming, and the band's

musical style.

"I guess we're rock'n'roll in the purest sense," Diken
said, "just a band influenced by guys like Fats Domino,
Chuck Berry, The Beatles and Elvis; very energetic and
melodic rock and roll."

Diken has played with the New Jersey quartet for more
than eight years, providing a spare yet powerful style that

backs the band without calling attention to itself

"If you're playing rock, your job is to present a song.

The main part of that song is a melody. When you play,

you play to put the song across, not to showcase your own
talents. Most young drummers are busy; they want to

show off their stuff. I learned to economize as time went
It

on.

Diken has been honing his talents since the age of 1 1,

when he got his first drum set. "I had been teaching

myself on coffee cans for several years before that, to get

the motions right," Diken said. "Since I was four or five

I wanted to play or go into radio. I was always crazy about

records. There had always been a fire burning."

In 1980, Diken, along with high school buddies Mike
Messaros (bass) and Jim Babjak (guitar), answered an ad
placed by guitarist/lead singer Pat DiNizio. In a press
release, Messaros said "The band had its own sound from
the very first moment that the four of us sat down to play
together. It was a chemistry between the individuals; we
were coming from the same place musically."

Diken echos Messaros's sentiments. "For the most part,

we have the same attitude, the same influences, and the
same basic feel for music. It's a special thing, and it helps

you stand the test of time. We stuck together, even though
we went six years without a recording contract."

continued on page 8
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The winner of the Battle of the Bands was Too Much Fun
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

The 9th annual Southwest

Battle of the Bands was
held this past Sunday. The
five-band line-up was: The
Many, Clockwork, Too
Much Fun, Snakes and
Ladders, and Cretin.

While most of the bands
turned in solid perfor-

mances, it was the smooth,
funky rock of Too Much
Fun that took the day's

prize.

Attendance for the event
was strong throughout the

day, and members of the
Southwest Area Govern-

ment expressed their

satisfaction with yet

another successful show.

SWAG member Alex
Zarganes said, "It was good
that the bands were made
up mostly of UMass
students. We received over

30 tapes, and the bands that

participated were all good."

Too Much Fun, whose
demo tape recoived a

curiously indifferent review

from Boston's Beat
magazine, are a frequent at-

traction at area clubs here

as well as in the Hub.
Sincere Local Vocal con-

gratulations are in order for

their victory on Sunday.
Bad Grades played the

Hatch last night. Neel
Viradia, perhaps the most
accomplished guitarist to

take the Hatch stage in the

past few years, tore up the

evening with an assortment
of hard edged metal runs,

bubbling melodic passages,

and tasteful blues phrasing.

The Bad Grades versions of

continued on page 8

JB*s Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

JB's keeps us in line!

JB's is not just another place to eat. To us, JB's is

a special night out on the town. We spend hours getting

ready to go there and sometimes even buy a special

dress to wear. JB's roast beef sandwiches are our

favorites. They're so juicey that we all wear bibs-we're

tired of dry cleaning bills. We don't eat at JB's, we
chow at JB's!

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM

Auto
Glass
Cetitcr

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

TIOWSunMflindRd • S49-2M0
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Handful
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Dust
PG

2 Showings
7 & 9 p.m.
Senior Citizens &

Children $2.00. Adults S3.50
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DVP PRESENTS:

Dr. J. Larry Brown

"Living Hungry
in America"

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25th

Campus Center Auditorium
8:00pm
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UNICEF

An eight-page brochure called"Understanding AIDS"
was mailed to 107 million homes in the United States dur-

ing the month of June in an educational effort to combat
the fatal disease.

The mailing, which cost US$17 million was ordered by
Congress, and represents the first time the federal govern-

ment has tried to contact virtually evry resident in the na-

tion regarding a public health crisis.

The brochure describes in clear, frank language how
Aquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is transmitted and
how the spread can be prevented.

'Some of the issues involved in this brocure may not be
things you are used to discussing openly,' Everett Koop,
the Surgeon General of the United States wrote in the in-

troductory message. We all must know about AIDS. Read
this brochure and talk about it with those you love.'

The brochure has received laudatory comments from

dozens of medical, civic and humanitarian organizatioons,

but officials are sanguine about the limits of the present

campaign. Additional efforts will be required to reach street

addicts,homeless people and others who are unlikely to

receive the brochure, and who are at risk of contracting and
spreading AIDS.

For a free copy of the brochure write: Department of

Health & Human ervices. Public Health Service. Centers

for Disease Control, P.O. Box 6003. Rockville.MD 20850
USA.
Two principal scientist of a team whose reasearch pro-

vided the main evidence for the theory that the AIDS virus

originated in Africa are now saying that their results were

based on a laboratory mistake.

IN 1965 and 1986, two new AIDS-like viruses were

'discovered'- one in African green monkeys and the other

in West African people.This led the science who made the

photo by Ktvtn Sltrivy

Michelle Joseph, freshman English major en-

joys Nummo while waiting for the bus on Triangle

Street.

discovery to reeason that the AIDS virus descended from

a virus found in green monkeys perhaps via an intermediate

yirus among West African people.

But now. Phyllis Kanki and Max Essex of the Harvard

School of Public Health have acknowledged that their

discoveries were a case of mistaken identity. In Nature.

a

respected British science journal, the scientists say thb

viruses they thought they discovered do not exist-and never

did. Their results were based on accidental contamination

of laboratory samples.

The publication of the green monkey theory of the origin

of AIDS touched off a continuing international argument in

which Africans accused Western scientists of racist at-

tiitudes by trying to lay blame for the virus on their continent.

continued on page 2

The Caribbean and American
Antecedents of IVIarcus Garvey
Marcus Garvey emerged from a historical setting that began to develop early in the fif-

teenth century. The European awakening that had started with the Crusades, had by this

time led to a movement to explore and exploit large areas of the world outside Europe. For

the great states of West Africa, it was a time of tragedy and decline. Europe's era of ex-

ploration and the internal strife in Africa were contributing factors to the slave trade; the

slave trade, in turn, was a contributing factor to the development of the philosophy of mer-

cantilism that would dominate political and economic thought for the next three hundred years.

The story of the African slave trade is essentially the story of the consequences of the

second rise of Europe. In the years between the passing of the Roman Empire in the eighth

century, and the partial unifications of Europe within the framework of the Catholic Church

in the fifteenth century, Europeans were engaged mainly in internal matters. With the open-

ing of the New World and the expulsion of the Moors from Spain during the latter part of

the fifteenth century, the Europeans started to expand into the broader world. They were

searching for new markets, new materials, new manpower, and new lands to exploit. The
African slave trade was created to accommodate this expansion.

In the fifteenth century, using religion as an excuse, the slavers began to set up myths

that nearly always read the African out of human history, beginning with the classification

of the African as a lesser being, The Catholic Church's justification for slavery was that the

African was being brought under the guidance of Christendom and that he would eventual-

ly receive its blessings.

There were several competing slave systems in the New World.

In order to understand the effects of these various systems on the personality of the Africans,

we have to look at each one individually. In Cuba and Haiti, the Africans were often a ma-
jority population. This is also true of certain portions of Brazil. Therefore, the system operated

differently in these areas, and although it was still slavery, the African had some cultural

mobility.

In South Amerrca and in the Caribbean Islands, the slave masters did not outlaw the African

drum, African ornamentations,

African religion, or other things dear to the African, remembered from his former way of life.

In the Portuguese areas, in the Caribbean Islands and often in South America, plantation

owners would buy a shipload or half a shipload of slaves. These slaves usually came from

the same areas in Africa, and they naturally spoke the same language and had the same
basic culture. Families, in the main, were kept together.

If a slave on an island was sold to a plantation owner at the other end of the island, he

could still wail to see his relatives. This freedom permitted a form of cultural continuity among
the slaves in South America, the Caribbean Islands, Cuba and Haiti that did not exist in

the United States and that later made their revolts more successful that revolts in the United

States.

continued on page
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Amherst's own: Creswell Gallery

NUMMO 3

By Gina Sanon
NUMMO Staff

Creswell gallery located in the Amherst
Carriage shops in Amherst center is a col-

lection of third world goods of various ethnic

cultures.

Carol Creswell, proud owner of the

establishment says, "I consider the gallery

a gift store rather than an ethnic museum,"
which is what customers say on describing

the store. "I opened the gift store six years

ago out of interest in the third world and the

many works produced by people of color of

all third world nationalites." It is a place that

any person whether black or white, Indian

or Chinese, out of interest can enjoy the

many gift items on display. But it is also a

place that a person of color can associate

with because it focuses only on the third

world.

In it, one can find various artworks from

different countries. Like wooden carved

statues from Zaire, wool tapestries from

Guatamala and Mexico, African dolls,

jewelry, and intruments. Also, children's

games, books, unique rock collections,

postcards of many famous people of color

and much more are on display. The
multicultural items within the store truly gives

the customers a wide varierty of choices in

taste.

The quality of the shop and its diversity

reflects the many aspects of the third world
community. Many have complimented the

shop as being expressive in nature in rela-

tion to the backgrounds of people of color.

Although the compliments have been good,
Creswell Gallery remains to be an active

shopping place for people of color. It is

highly recommended that those who have
not visited the gallery do so. This is definitely

the place that people of color can connect
with in terms of historical and contempary
artifacts. As Carol Creswell states, "I hope
people firKJ my store of interest, and tell their

friends that there is a store here in the

pioneer valley that corresponds to the third

world community alone."

NumoM) Phalo by lUvin Sibhy

[embers of Theta Chi and Kappa
'Alpha Psi perform community ser-
vice outside Library Tower.

Garvey continued from page I

It is no accident that Marcus Garvey had his greatest succesjjn the United States among
black Americans. There is a historical logic to this occurrence that seems to have escaped
most of the interpreters of Gan/ey's life and this mass movement that he built. For in many
ways, the scene was being prepared for Marcus Garvey for over one hundred years before
he was born. There is no way to understand this without looking at the Amencan antecedents
of Marcus Garvey, that is the man, forces and movements that came before him.

Prior to the Civil War, the Caribbean contribution the the progress of African-American
life was one of the main contributing factors in the fight for freedom and full citizenship in

the northern United States. People from the Caribbean Islands had come to the United States
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the most outstanding of them saw their

plight and that of the African-American as being one and the same.
In eighteenth century America, two of the most out^anding fighters for liberty and justice

were the Caribbean Islanders, Prince Hall and John B. Russwurm. When Prince Hall came
to the United States, the nation was in turmoil. The colonies were ablaze with indignation.
Britain, with a series of revenue acts, had stoked the fires of colonial discontent. In Virginia,
Patrick Henry was speaking of lit>erty or death. The cry. "No Taxation Without Representa-
tion," played on the nerve-strings of the nation.

Prince Hall, immediately questioned the sincerity of the vocal white patriots of Boston.
It never seemed to have occurred to them that the announced principles motivating their
action made stronger argument in favor of destroying the system of slavery.
The colonists held in servitude more that a half-million human beings, some of them white;

yet they engaged in the contradiction of going to war to support the theory that all men were
created equal.

When Prince Hall arrived in Boston, that city was the center of the American slave trade.
Most of the major leaders of the revolutionary movement, in fact, were slaveholders or in-

vestors in slave-supported businesses. Hall, like many other Americans, wondered: what
did these men mean by freedom? The condition of the free black men, as Prince Hall found
them, was not an enviable one. Emancipation brought neither freedom nor relief from the
stigma of color They were free in name only. They were still included in slave codes with
slaves, indentured servants, and Indians. Discriminatory laws severely circumscribed their
freedom of movement.
Ten years after his arrival in Boston, Massachusetts, Prince Hall was the accepted leader

of the black community. In 1788 he petitioned the Massachusetts Legislature, protesting
the kidnapping of free blacks. This was a time when American patriots were engaged in
a constitutional struggle for freedom. They had proclaimed the inherent rights of all mankind

AIDS Update continued from page 1
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The green monkey theory,however, is not

completely dead. Three other groups of

scientists-in Japan, Germany and the USA-
say they have isolated an AIDS-like virus

from the green monkey, but their findings

have not yet been ssubjected to the review

which eventually led to Kanki and Essex
acknowledging their mistake.

South-North News Service reports that the

sale of blood in India is a booming business,

and that because hardly any of it is screen-

ed for the AIDS virus, safety of the blood

supply is elusive at best.

Intense competttkin between private blood

banks and volunteer agencies for human
blood has long given incentive to im-

poverished Indians to sell their blood for the

survival of their families and themselves.

Private blood banks pay up to 25 rupees
(roughly US$2) for a one pint donation.

Although it is recommended that donors
give blood only once in every eight weeks,
many donors do so once every few days ,

putting themselves and the health of those
who might receive their anemic blood in

danger. Because these 'professional' blood

donors falsify their addresses and medical
histories, it is close to impossible for clinics

to check tfieir sources thoroughly, particular-

ly because blood is in short supply.

Neither the Red Cross Society nor private

blood banks screen blood for AIDS, leaving

that responsibility to the hospitals that use
the blood. But as of last April, only 30 of In-

dia's government-run hoospitals screen
blood for the AIDS virus.

EDITORIAL/ OPINION
Are you here to play or are you here to stay? Misnomers
By David Moore

This article is written in the hope that it addresses in-

dividuals that gain admittance to college and aren't trying

their best to excell academically. Once you are attending
college you are undertaking the challenge of trying your best
while studying, to get straight oA's and commit yourself to

as much study time as it takes to rank high scholastically.

Many people don't yet realize that college is a place where
you can grow not only mentally but also socially. It should
be a place that teaches you how to think on a variety of

levels and to see many sides of a story. You should never
be satisfied with the versk^n of a story that someone spoon-
feeds to you. You have tfie knowledge to conduct your own
research.

Too many students (and one is too many) fall into the trap

of allowing peer pressure to dictate their lives and succumb
to someone directing them that can't direct their own life.

Don't let anyone but you tell you what is best for you. Peo-
ple that preach often times are poor examples of their own
philosophy, but they will ceremoniously tell you to do what
they aren't willing to do. Don't cheat yourself out of an
education because you took the wrong advice and hung
out with the wrong crowd.

I often wonder do we as students know or care about the
sacrifices that our ancestors have made to insure a down
payment that we as African Americans can have the chance
to further our education. You might not appreciate the suf-

fering and sacrifices your and my parents have made
throughout their lives in hopes that one day their very own
son or daughter could achieve a higher education and have
a better life than they did. Whether you come from a single-

parent home or double-parent home I can assure that the

alternatives that your parent or parents gave up for you are
much larger than substantial.

You are a part of the privileged generation that can at-

tend college not only at a Black college, but also at a

' predominately white college.

You should be thankful that you no longer have to attend
school and drink from the "Colored" water fountain, or be
called "nigger" as you walk to and from class as if it were
your own name. You can walk around campus and look
whites straight in the eye, you don't have to jump off

sidewalks as arK>ther student approaches.
You owe it to yourself to earn the best possible educa-

tion that this institution can offer or that any institution can
offer for that matter.

It doesn't matter if that institution is Harvard, Yale,
Morehouse or MIT. You also owe it to that generation
before you that gave up so that you wouM be able to receive.

Students, we can not afford to come to Umass and not

take care of the business of obtaining a good education.
We did not come here to attend the Funk-0-Thon. or Jeans
& T-Shirt or other organizational happenings.
Those things should be fringe benefits not primary goals.

We are overdue to be in daily attendance at the library

or some toher study area to better develop our academic
pursuits. No Black student on this campus should report

in for an exam and not be ready because they were out all

night or all weekend at some organizational function that

added to the detrimant of their academic career. I'm trying

to say attend those events in moderation, not in excess.
As you concentrate on activities that will not add to your

self-improvement you think of all of those that came before

you that would better deserve to go here in your place.

Those people stood up years ago for our right to be here
today. You do not have to give up $5000-6000 yearly for

a chance to throw your life away when you could have done
it less expensively in your own hometown.

So after you do get accepted as a college prospect at

Umass do your parents and yourself a favor and dig into

your books for your entire four years or five years. Come
here with the strong unyielding determination to stay and
not to play!

Give Our Brothers and Sisters

tine Benefit of the Doubt

Sister Wassi
Nummo Correspondent
Words have power, all of us will agree. The words we

use affect our idea of the world, consckxjsly or unconscious-

ly

Several phrases in common parlance here in America seem
questionable to me, so let us examine them together.

What at>out "people of color?" A formalized flip on the

oki term "colored people" (whk^h was what we used to have
to call black- and brown-skinned people wfien it wasn't con-

sidered nice to call them black), this term is divisive and
misleading. To suggest that there are only some "people
of color" and some who presumably are "people of color"

is silly, and contrary to the evidence of our senses. Now
look— I am what is commonly referred to as a "white" per-

son, and I am not transparent to light, like window glass.

I. too. have a color—a pinkish-beige, actually. In fact, if you
can find a person who is truly white, that person is very

frightened, sick, or dead! Likewise, very few people are truly

black, yet the term is used in this country to designate in-

dividuals with skin tones ranging from espresso brown to

buttermilk yellow. Nonsense! All of us have whatever

beautiful color the Creator in infinite wisdom decided to

bestow upon us.

Why not just call a person whatever they really are: pink,

beige, yellow, tan, coffee, or charcoal?

Now let me take by the horns that old sacred cow. "third

worid." Originally a politk:al designation for those nations

aligned with neither the United States nor the Soviet Union,

this term has come to indicate all those persons who are

not of purely Caucasian racial ancestry. How dangerous
it is to promote the notion that we live in several different

worlds! If there is famine in the "third world," are those of

us in the "first world" unaffected and uninvolved? Certainly

not! In fact, there is no "third world" or ""first world," but

only one worid, in which all of must live. Some of us (myself

included) may seem at times to be in "another world." and
we may even want to believe that we are divided, but we^

are not. We are intermingled, intergraded. interdependent,'

linked for life by love or need or want. We share this

marvelous planet which God has given us. one worid to be

a home for one people, the human race. One love, one
heart, from your same.

Charies H. Perry

We are all here together We are attending this institu-

tion with, perhaps, different and varying goals in mind, but
we are all together. For those of us who live on campus,
we eat the same food, see the same buildings, read the
same signs, and hear the same talk. And although there
are times when you swear that you are living right in the
middle of an enormous Ivory Soap commercial you know
that solace can be found from those brothers and sisters

to whom you feel close. You deal with it. But taking care
of your own difficulties, gratifying only your individual need
for comfort and refuge while studying at a predominantly
white university, while living in a predominantly white worid.
is not enough. We can't live— I mean truly live—by simply
loving our friends while completely ignoring those others
not belonging to a confined group. And I know you have
seen "those others" out there. They are; the brothers who
have chosen not to go "on line" this semester; they are
the sisters who enjoy letting their hair grow naturally rather

than straightening it with chemicals.

He is the brother who is too dark for the ladies who never
mess with anything exceeding the limit of honey-golden
brown, and she is the sister who has ignored the "taboo"
of being with a white man.

The struggle continues.

"Girl, you don't want anything to do with him. His skin

is so light you know he's for white, the whole white, and
nothing but the white!". .How do you know?
"Man, don't even go near that brother. I know he must

be gay". ..So what?

"I really don't know what's up with those two. I have never

seen them go near the New Africa House; they must be

white-washed. "...How do you know?
The list could go on for many pages, couldn't it? And the

fact of the matter is that it should not exist at all. Why would

we want to engage ouselves in such bitter irony? What coukj

we possibly gain by alienating those black students who
don't happen to fit into something we all have, at one time

or another, foolishly built around ourselves and our in-

dividual groups?

People, give our brothers and sisters the benefit of the

doubt. We are all black. Whether the shade be black, brown,

red. or yellow, we are of the same. It is simply too destruc-

tive to turn to the White Game and play it ourselves. We
just can't afford it.

When you see a fellow student of color on campus make
the eye contact, perhaps even extend your hand, and say,

""What's happening brother?" "What's happening sister?"

Give our own the benefit of the doubt.

QOOD OLE DAYS

Never shall I forget-

winds seepin' thru the boards
as curtains float from the sills

like angle wings
Still somethin' was on the stove-
a bean was in the pot, they say.
Get a bowl- grab a spoon
There's plenty more child

plenty more
Scattered crumbs rest-

Maybe my mice will get it tonight.

Poor things-sittin' at their holes
with waterin' mouths

I'll leave you some
The front door slammed-
You've got it Mrs'es
You done hit the double
More beans for the pot

HALLELUAH, Gods come to this house again
Pay that man at the corner
Tell him him there's more comin'
Hurry now, darks on its way

don't stop'n play

don't stop'n play

beans for the pot

beans for the pot Barbara Black

By Jo Ella Costeilo

About three weeks ago, when riding in a

car, I noticed a red and grey colored cor-

porate van encircled with confederate flags.

I telephoned the company. Country
Carpenter, days later. I asked the owner if

he knew the historical/political meaning of

the confederate flags on his company's van.

No answer. I told him that, as an African-

American female from the South, I was
deeply offended by the presence of that flag.

To me. the Confederate flag symbolizes the

Ku Klux Klan, white supremacy, terrorism,

hatred, murder, torture, lynchings, brutali-

ty, and rape. Still silence on the other end
of the line. When, I asked him if he agreed
with the values of that the flag represented,

to my horror, he said that he agreed with

most of what it stood for and that he definite-

ly favored segregation. I then asked him if

he'd decorate his van with swastikas. He
responded that he didn't agree with what

happened in Germany, only with the South.

Immediately after I calmed down from that

conversation, I telephoned the Collegian to

speak with a reporter. I was connected to

Y«na DIugy. the Associate News Editor, and

recounted the story and asked her to have

the Collegian cover the matter. She had no

idea what I was talking about. I then explain-

ed to her, to which she replied with minimal

surprise, that she and her former roommate

had a confedreate flag hanging in their dorm

room last year and that they labled

themselves the "Rebel Girls!"

Two days later, en route to class, I saw

an Asian man who was cleaning the

classrooms wearing a cap with a con-

federate flag and the words "Rebel" printed

on it. I couldn't handle any more, so I did

not talk with him.

These series of events pushed me out of

a year-long writer's block.

What do people who do not identify the con-

federate flag with the intense hatred of the

KKK see in this symbol? "Gone With the

Wind", "The Dukes of Hazard", the popular

country/western musical group, Alabama?,

nostalgic, romantic images which are total-

ly devoid of the real history behind it?

About five years ago, mainly out of currosi-

ty, I attended a rally held by the Klan in

downtown Austin, Texas. Though the idea

of the rally inflamed most residents' emo-

tions, the city defended the right of citizens

to march and granted the Klan permission

to rally. Fear, hatred, and terror wrenched

my body. I heard Klan members screaming,

"Niggers go back to Africa - God is on the

white man's side." and "If you want to be
with the super race, join the KKK!'" The
scene of old women wearing white suits and
waving confederate flags and young babies

in confederate diapers all screaming hateful

things without thought, disturbed me most.

Tears streamed uncontrollably from my eyes

until they had completely soaked my shirt.

I wanted to grab one of the Klan members
and choke the shit out of him with my bare

hands. Suddenly, someone who was pro-

testing the Klan lunged forward at a Klan

memt>er. The police stopped him by beating

his face in. Next, massive fighting broke out.

with the police protecting the Klan and
beating back the other protestors who
started chanting, '"Cops and Klan go hand
in hand!""

I found it painfully ironic and disgusting

that the system protected the rights of hate-

mongers and murders, while it did not pro-

tect the emotional and physical well-being

of people who were the objer»s of Klan

hatred and those peoples' allies.

And today, I see Confederate flags hang-
ing in dorm windows. I can no tonger tolerate

people telling me they don't know what the
flag means while they ignorantly and
passively support the racists, anti-

Communists, and Anti-Semites vyho flaunt

the flaq to proudly announce tlrfif hatred.

Martin Luther King, Jr. said, "The silent

words of good-willed people hurts much
more than the hateful words of ill-willed peo-

ple. ' The complacency of almost everyone
even the progresswe campus activities - in

tackling the display of the confederate flag

here angers me. To people who treat me as

if I am overreacting when I share my feel-

ings about the flag with them, let a verse of

Bob Marley's "Buffalo Soldier" suffice:

"If you knew your history / then you would
know where I'm coming from. / Then you
would't have to ask me / who the hell I think

I am.

NUMMO
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Garvey continued from page 2

to life, liberty and the pursuit ot happiness

Hall dared to remind them that the black men in the United

States were human beings, and as such were entitled to

freedom and respect for their human personality.

It was racial prejudice which made Hall the father of

African secret societies in the United States—what is now
known as the "Black Masonry " Hall first soucht initiation

into the white Masonic Lodge in Boston, but was turned

down because of his color He then applied to the Army
Lodge of an Irish Regiment.

His petition was favorably received, and on March 6.

1 775, Hall and fourteen other black Americans were initiated

in LodgeNumber 441. When, on March 17the. the British

were forced to evacuate Boston, the Army Lodge gave
Prince Hall and his colleagues a license to meet and func-

tion as a Lodge Thus, on July 3. 1776, African Lodge No.

1 came into America for men of African descent.

Later, in 1843. a Jamaican. Peter Ogden, organized, in New
York City, the first Odd-Fellows Lodge for Blacks.

Hall's interest did not end with the Lodge He was deep-
ly concerned with improving the lot of his people in other

ways and sought to have schools established for the

children of free Africans in Massachusetts. Of prime impor-

tance, is the fact that Prince Hall worked to secure respect

for his people, and that he played a significant role in the

downfall of the Massachusetts slave trade. He helped to

prepare the ground-work for those freedom fighters of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries whose continuing efforts

have brought the African-American closer to the goal of full

citizenship

In his book. Souls of Black Folk, D'. W.E.B.DuBois points

to the role of The Caribbean in the Afhcan-American strug-

gle. They, he says, were mainly responsible for the

manhood program launched by the race in the early

decades of the last century. An eminent instance of such

drive and self-assurance can be seen in the achievement

of John W.A Shaw of Antigua, who in the early 1890's,

passed the Civil Service Tests and became Deputy Com-
missioner of Taxes for the County of Queens in New York

State.

On Friday. March 26, 1827, the first issue of Freedom's

Journal, the first, "Negro Newspaper," in the Western

world, appeared on the streets of New York City. In their

ambitious first editorial, Russwurm and Samual Cornish

struck a high note of positiveness that still has something

to say to the African-American in his present plight. It read

in part:

We wish to plead our own cause. Too long have others

spoke for us. Too long has the republic been deceived by

misrepresentations, in things which concern us dearly,

though in the estimation of some mere trifles; for though
there are many in society who exercise toward us

benevolent feelings; still (with sorrow we confess it) there

are others who make it their business to enlarge upon the

least trifle, which tends to discredit any person of color; and
pronounce anathema and denounce our whole body for the

misconduct of this guilty one...Our vices and our degrada-

tion are ever arrayed against us, but our virtues are pass-

ed unnoticed...

"We must seriously prepare to

embark on the road to Independent
politics. . . If the two parties will not
address our Black Agenda, what
business do we have supporting

either one of them?"
— The Final Call

If you're considering law Kbool,

thrn you won't want to mlsft ihc

up<oaiin|| Law School Forum. Excellent

for lUI prospective students. The free two-

day Forum offers you a chaace to

Tilk dirriilv »nh repreMmiaiivc^ Irom mure (han KM) American Bar
ASMKiaiiun approved law Mh>Mils lrt>m airin> ihc lutiim

Obtain law vhiioladmiMion maicnalt caialiit(> arHl (inamal aid infnrmaiion and
View Ln.AC il>AS priHluvcd videtn ihai prixidc inli>rmatii>n about ihc lollowing lopii* ihr

law\ih<M>l appluation prinos ihc Law school AUmisMon TcM ilNAT*) letul rducaiK>n and
careers in law and mmorio upponuniiic^ in law

Don 'r xni55 itl Admission is free.
There is nu pif-regislrHion

19 8 8

LAW
SCHOOL
rOEDM

Friday. October 28.

noon-" p.fTi. and
.Saturday. October 29.

10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Hynes Convention Center
900 Boyleston Street

Boston. MA
(61-) 236-8168

H ta hrM thM t«ll tiUMt ' hn^> IbM
t^4f -t*** I'M «..«*« Vt-»N««n r» l<M«iif .tftftt'SMWII.Nt t.if «Mr

SW*< .14AS lS4*i

l< <*nsi« l4* «t • A«nmM i>>«M t»*am*m urn * •«• • t(«i h»

% CHANGES %

t DANCE CLUB ^

t HALLOWEEN \
"" FUNK NIGHT %

Music by WMUA's own

October 29th, 8 p.m.

<^ Advanced tix 256-1189
^ 545-2877

t Best in New York Style Club ^

or^

^ '' oper ID required "iC

^ Located on Rt. 9 next to Hunan Gardens'

'I^ppa 'ProcUimatwn

Xappa .llplui 'Pn 15 an uita. 'Die mtn in trU jrqqnirrtfKin

enhance th< uiea. Xoppa can run malu mai, th« met mtJu Xuppo.

There is no wav tiuat vou uin come into the orqanisahiXn ^ittn

the iiunuint tKoi 'I(tip(Nt can malu vou a mtxn. 'Ih« 31a 'SroUvers

(aumd from liuir previous 'Bi4 Brothers: confitUnc*. moraii •incL

values wKich arc juinificiint m the devtiopmtnt of aii. manlana.

Xoppa imotLi m voiuuf men those characttristict which, maxe

the uu&intiuai an over achiever. .\tent<i^ tou^hneM u impcratiw

in lUaiin^ with life otpertences. and as yoiav mtn lUpirimi to

became 'Xjippamen vou must be mentiiiXv luul phvsicoiXv totmh.

scrollers arc contulent. fuU ai prule. resourceful., detcrmm-

eti, istertxne. ixnii intense at all tunes, .\cvcr thouid thev ever liold

their Htads i>owtd or ifispUiv emotions of (fisputr. ^'ounai mtn Jt

'Xappa lire >tron4 an<l thev breol little brothers who arc to 0«

tiTuaiLv as ttrona- The nenvoDtino of creative minds can moKe

^OT a comfortable and prosperous atmosphere for those involved.

Vounii mai of ICoppa worli toaether within the bonds jf

brotherhood and arrtn constant search of hiatvr i^ools. 'The\' arc

tun Lonieni itnth mei£ocntv or iuo-par performance; or (rv iw

means do thev rest on the dependent shoulders of others. Ihi-v

miut iicffpt full responsilniity for their success ami failures arul

art axoabU of hoidino their heads hiah. throiuth ather cttTemn.

'Biack. mat. art survivors, and oUhouah their life is a itnuj-

<lie. thev must not allow the neaotive forces of >ocietv to deUT

their direction or inhdnt their search for achievement. Ptedinno

IS a microcosm of vour total life expentnces. moonified m a literal

sense to prepare vou tor vour inpandcd versions in life.

Prince pleases from Purple to Black
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Correspondent

Prince at the Worcester Centrum
Saturday night

Prince's fans are a varied bunch. Of
course there are the young, hip, up-to-date

fans who are constantly trying to figure out
how they can obtain a copy of The Black
Album; then you have the "fans" who don't

know anything has been released since

Purple Rain. How does one man entertain

such an assortment? Prince handles the

situation with ease.

Playing center stage, or in this case

theater. Prince presents a loose story to

loop his music together. Arriving on stage

in a car, his purple heinousness gets dirty

and funky, and stays that way. "House-
quake" turns the Centrum into a house
party, and the crowd wild.

Unlike some acts whose concerts may
sound like a greatest hits album, Prince on-

ly uses the songs which fit into the context

of the show. He leaves out would-be show

"Raspberry Beret," and even the recent
"Alphabet Street." He turns groups of

semi-related songs into medleys,
sometimes cutting them too short.

During his Purple Rain Tour four years
ago, a controversy was raging with the
various parent and religious groups that
Prince's concerts should have an R rating
due to the explicit nature of the perfor-

mance. Not much has been heard from
these groups on this tour. Is it that Prince's

shows have been cleaned up? Hardly.
Prince even puts a bed on stage this time,

which he uses for a sex sequence with look-

a-like girlfriend Cat and then again for in-

famous Prince masturbation scene.

Prince borrowed from all albums for the
show, but during the first set, with a few
exceptions, played more recent material
than the second act. In the first set, he
played the popular oldies "When You Were
Mine," "Head," and the incestuous
"Sister." After telling the audience that

the lust was over, and it was time to get

serious about God, Prince erupted into the
second set with hits such as "Let's Go
Crazy," "U Got The Look," "Kiss," "When
Doves Cry," and of course "Purple Rain."
One pleasant surprise in Prince's band

was the mutli-talented Sheila E. She may
be a valuable novelty to have in the band,
but she is also an accomplished drummer.
Although she did do a rap on her own.
Prince alone sang one of her biggest hits

"Love Bizzare." The role ofCat in the show
could be described mostly as actress/go-go

dancer.

One of the most powerful elements of the
show was the continuous funkadelic craf-

ting provided by the incredible horn sec-

tion. Prince's band is to be commended on
their solid performance throughout the en-
tire production, helping Prince sound like

the rock royalty he truly is.

The end result of the two and a half hour
show is an entertaining extravaganza that
could only be carried off by one man,
Prince.

Beat Cafe held

in Hampden
A new art series, "The Beat CaSe" will

open at Hampden Theater at UMatss next

Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 8 p.m. The monthly
program will capture the essence of the

finger-popping, round-the-clock poetry

readings of the 1950's. The evening will

intertwine music, theater and poetry,

with inspired performances by a hip and
hot combination of artists. The performers

for the debut show include: The Univer-
sity Chamber Jazz Ensemble; jazz pianist

Nick Kachulis; the Susan B. Anthony
Memorial Improvisational Theater; and
poetry and literataure readings by
graduate students in the University's
english department, for ticket informa-

tion, call the Fine Arts Center Box Office

at 545-2511. Admission will be $2 for

students, $5 for general public.

F»R«E«E«»»M«A«S«S«A«G«E
WITH 10 SESSIONS Al THE

Dr. Virtlnla O. Harper D.C
"DcJicttcd to irraiing ihc cause not ih« «vni|>toin"

6 Univcniiy Drive at Newm.ukci Center

('AM.(4i3)5.<oi;.';;i5

Come, Clean in Comfort!
Pleasant atmosphere, modern laundry

facilities, plus ...

NEW EXPANDED HOURS:
Seven Days A Week, 7am - lOpm

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Under New Ownership

Screenprinting.
T«e Shirts. Sweatshirts. Jackets.

Bumperstickers. Decols.

Athletic Jerseys, Hats-
For your

Croup. Company or Organixotioo

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREENm
RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Complete Art and Design
Department

screenprint speacdjsis
47 Jackson Street. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 413-534-5634

I

MMMNMiM

SPEEDWASH
For a Quality Laundry

New larger Machines • Clean & Efficient, Friendly
Attendants • Gas Dryers • Convenient Location

11 Pray St., Amherst, MA
549-1665

Self Service 7 Days 7am • 10pm

AMHERST DROP ZONE
I

RMY/NAVY STORE

Come Ride With Us.

At 103 N. Pleasant ^ 256-0039

fBehind Bart's/Next to Panda East)

For

1^
Halloween

Holiday

Gift Ideas

• Motorcycles
• Scooters

\/alley
*'*otorsportsM

• A.T.V.'s
• Power Equipment

584-7303
731-9965

216 N. King St., Rte. 5 Northainpton, MA

The 1989 Honda Motorcycles are ready for vfevvlng.

OPEN 7 Days
A Week

Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Sun. 12-5

Photo: Buck Stewart

549-5454

A GENUINE ARMY/NAVY STORE"

Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For V2 Price Tickets

Here's An Idea

Marvin Hamlisch In Concert

Thursday, Nov. 3

The Juilliard String Quartet

Saturday, Nov. 5

The Amazing Cambridge Buskers
Wednesday. Nov. 9

Peter Orth, piano

Tuesday, Nov. 15

Desrosiers Dance Theatre

Saturday, Nov. 19

Will you pass MACRO 436? Will that guy from last hight call you?

Find out the answers to these and other questions at the

Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Tuesday. Nov. 22

Hampshire Mali's

Quartet For The End Of Time
Saturday, Dec 3

n THE FINE ARTS CENTER

Beginning October 25-30, Advisors will be on hand to read:

palms, feet, tea leaves, and the bumps on your head.

PSYCHIC ENERGY
FAIR!
,„ .. ._ .„. .. .... Hamoshire

Mi
South Maple Street, Route 9, Hadtey, Ma Open daily 1 to 9 30, Sunday 1 2-5
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ZZTop, Gary Moore, and Rolling Stones

tunes really satisfy, holding true to the

original arrangements while at the same
time adding a measure of excitable fury.

These guys are the favorite this week.

iS\ Local Vocal
^

-^
Tonight the Smithereens hit the Fine

Arts Center. A great show guaranteed?

Well, it's at least expected.

Bim Skala Bim? At Katina's? It's still a

rumor now, but confirmation (one way or

the other* is promised for next week.

The best jukebox in town is at Charlie's,

with Barsie's coming in a close second.

Both mix good rock'n'roll with an occa-

sional reggae, rockabilly, or pop tune, yet

neither are poisoned by painful George
Michael singles. Go on down and pump a

few quarters in and have a beer.

Listen to the radio. Chances are you'll

hear more and more locally produced

records by local bands on local record

labels. This phenomena (according to the

Boston Globe's Steve Morse) is not ex-

clusive to New England. Today, record

companies are willing to travel to whatever

locale a hot band may be based. There was
a time (not too long ago, mind you) that you

had to re-locate to New York or Los
Angeles if your band had any hopes ofmak
ing it big. Boston, while always a terrific

music city (much like Chicago), just didn't

have the big labels. Well, they still don't,

except maybe for Rykodisc; but it doesn't

matter, because if your band's got the

goods, the big wigs will be knockin' at your
door, whether it's in Boston, Boulder, or .

. . Belchertown. Keep rockin'.

DONT WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

179

229
259

round tnp

CARACAS 320

ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
r«i*( not included
Alto Work-Study Abmsd.
Lan^uaff Courtmt. Int I StudanI
10. Voutn Hotfl PsflM
iURAIL Pbsms iSMutd on tha tpoC

ca4l lot tft« FRee cm Sludam
Trmrul CaUlogf

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So PtMsant Si.

Amh«ril. MA 01002

caese :ttS

Same Bat
Channel

Satifles all your
Comic Book needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

586-8775
Hampshire Mall, Rt. 9

Hadley, MA

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
A M NEED OF HCirr
ffll ^1 -1,1 ii* ^ k^ftb^tMUMi^ffi %0mn nvip

fi
S4f-190i

> a a so:

New A Ua«dCars
Track* A Vaw aim AvatM

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. AJ No. Amherst

>. S49-RENT

<^
\^''

AMHERST
MUSIC HOUSE ?>>

A.e^mP<;<S>

y^o^
THURSDAY, OCT. 27; 10 A.M. to 12 MIDNIGHT ^^

' •

MIDNIGHT
MADNESS SALE

ENTIRE CONTENTS
OF STORE 20-50%

OFFI!!

Guitars. Amplifiers. Strings. Sheet Music, EVERYTHING*
233 N. PLEASAiNT ST. (CARRIAGE SHOPS)

AMHERST
549-1728

•Text books not included.

THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
PRESENTS:

OCTOBER 26-29, AT 8:00 PM
AND OCTOBER 29, AT 2:00 PM

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
STUDENTS $3/GENERAL ADMISSION $5

TO RESERVE TICKETS. CALL FAC BOX OFFICE
545-2511

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^n

The Smithereens play the Fine Arts Center tonight. Tickets are still

available for this UPC production.

a band forever sharpening their music.

"I don't think our sound or attitude has

changed." Diken said. "The playing and

songwriting are better. There was always

a certain chemistry the band has

maintained.'

Smithereens
continued from page 6

Before their contract with Enigma
records, the band released two independent

EP's: Girls About Town, (1980), and Beau-

ty and Sadness (1983), which received ex-

cellent reviews in i'RoUing Stone

magazine.
In 1986 they got their contract and

released their first album. Especially for

You. It did extremely well with both critics

and record buyers, becomming one of the

top 100 LP's on 1987's i'Billboard charts.

It also won a flurry of NYC music awards,

including Best Debut LP.

With this year's release of Green
Thoughts, Diken sees the Smithereens as

For the Smithereens and for tonight's

audience at the Fine Arts Center - that

chemistry means economical, intelligent,

straightforward rock and roll.

O Positive opens tonight's UPC spon-

sored show. Tickets are $6 for students, $8

for the general public and are still

available. Big Daddy Kane will perform

with Boogie Down Productions tomorrow-

night in the Student Union Ballroom.

Tickets are $9 for students. $12 for public.

t Pray St
, Amherst-549 5403 • Open Mam.

7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out • Kitchen Open till MIdnlglit

Pool Tabic. Video Gamts. Jakt Box. 3 Color TV's
Most Bar S«als In Town

lOd;

-

—

J

I'l > III)
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TONIGHT
BUFFALO WINGS

9- 12
5:W::;¥:: ¥r:w:?:S?¥::«:« :»Xiff9f-y.-:':

SEVEH ft SEVEN $1.75
Drink of tli« Week

DOS EQUIS $1.50
B<tr of tk« Monlii

10th Anniversary 1978 - 1988
Good Food & Drink
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

7 ¥3am LAmKi'u.
Be tNTBIWIBMfh
mmML. 60f(BACH£V.

SfiKpy bOLPmwK
ANP RICHAKP NIWN

"So then I scys to Borg. 'You know,
OS long as we're under siege, one of us

ougtito moon these Saxon dogs.'

"

Doonesbury

.AL50 \/' T?IKB\
PAN U A POMPeR )

Cimi£. \dfr/AHT ^

By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

HP(.SOSIE. DID^WAVE
ANN TRQUBl£ WITW (XJR MW
MOMEV^RK
LAST NIGWT? / [ yiO.
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I TMOOGUT A COOPIE OF

mSl WERE TPyCKi CAH
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TUAN»C5. XUAT D\0 KW SET
FOR (>JEST\0H ONE ?

SEVEN

SEVEN' GOOD,

1><ATS W^^T

I GOT. WUAT

DtO 100 GET

fOR OV)tST\0N
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CALVIH.

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

THe BATTUE Bt61N5...

RtMcMSBK I6G,

THE KST PePEM<5E

I5^600P OFFENSE..

50 W1"5 MTfCKtHCM.'

READY. .ON 3
ONE .Two...

IP'VKKK HOOOO...

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

u»My ARE yo}J Vcizhie,

THIS NoV£f^BEP?

mmmm '^';"

"Money is paper blood
" 1

-Bob Hope

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Naar Islands

mamoer
S Converse
9 WoulO-be

officer

U Cheer tor ttie

home team
15 The Eternal

City

16 Kicking s

companion
1

7

Shore Dird

18 Love. Spanish

style

19 The Moon s a

Balloon author

20 Play

21 Actor-singer

from France

23 Old Testament
txx>k

25 Compass
reading

26 Emcee s On

29 Laird ot The
Lodger

34 Intermediary

37 Insh cry

39 Ritz Brothers,

eg
40 Star ot soaps

and HoiiyvKOOd

43 Part ot HOMES
44 Miss Kstt

45 Slip

46 Detection

device

48 Violinist Miscna
SO Caesar s 506

52 Rhone feeder

55 Player oi toogn

tXonde roles

61 A Chorus
One song

63 Refuge
64 Give ott

65 Golt stroke

66 Doctoral

demand
67 Marattion

68 Chariot s way
69 Uptight

70 Disney SCi-li

lilm

71 Yanks
Star

Edited by Trude Michel jefrc

32 Trout>les 51 Like r>«on

33 Ridiculed S3 Path

34 Actor Leon 54 Door sign

35 Senator trom 55 Ammunition
Tennessee 56 Lagomorph

36 Green land 57 Author Hunter

38 Tabriz com 58 Electrical units

41 Gall 59 Gen Bradley

42 Battle 60 Poerto —
47 Danish seaport 62 Raison d —
49 Hand warmer 65 Glutton

DOWN
1 Kir)d ot rug

2 Flashlight.

British style

3 Scout s master

4 Shoshonean
5 Neckwear
6 Word with body

or brew
7 Andy s pal

8 Campus
segments

9 Packager ot a

kind

10 Dismounted
1

1

Prima donna
12 Symmetric

13 Incline

21 Gossip of

a sort

22 Coveted
statuette

24 Burns
27 Rumoa star

26 Speechify

30 Gaseous
hydrocartxjn

31 Movie set

worker

ANSWER TO PREVIGUSPUZZLE:
L OJRMy

loitiiTMt

W\9
nan unnn
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[LLft
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B SMR EJ)|U C t . S
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eIa^l
;

i^e rMmus m.

10/25/88
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Menu
Lunch

Chicken Noodles Soup

Brocolli/Checse Boboli

Dinner

New England Style Scrod

Meatloaf with gravy

Mashed Potato

Zucchini

Basics Loach

Tuna Salad

Cold Cuts

Basics Dinner

New England Style

Scrod/Lcmon

Vegetable Soup
Brown Rice

Weather

T«4«f: Partly cloudy, 50'$.

TMri^t: Partly cloudy. 30's.

Tmmcvmt: Pwily sunny, 50*$.

J
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the long road to no Ware...
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Exccttthrt Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro P«r«lra
84Ht*rtaCftter

Rick Saaton

Maaaglag Editor

Robart Ciappannalli

B«sla«wi Masagcr

David R. Mark
Edttortal Bdlter

Marc lallald

Frodvctioa llaaa|«r

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob ClappcneUl

BatliMss Manager

Daniel Munroc
Flaaacc Manager

^Todd Frahbcis

ClrcvUtlea Maaagcr

Barbra Hlndln
Advertising Manager

I

Debra Botaenhart
Advertising Manager

MarY Haygcns
Scbscribtloa's Matter
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Abortion law
continued from page 1

other legal option is to appear in court.

These court hearings are closed; only a

judge, the pregnant minor, a court clerk,

and a stenographer are present. The girl

also has the right to have an attorney. If

she cannot afford a lawyer, one is appointed

for her.

Story praised the courts for their

quickness and discreteness in handling

each case. Judge's rulings are "usually

made within 24 hours," she said, and "the

girl is not sitting out on a bench in the hall

with everyone knowing why she's there."

But, she added most judges believe girls

who are pregnant are mature enough to

give their informed consent to abortion, she

said.

Currie said the main task before a judge

in these cases is to determine whether or

not a minor is mature enough to make an

informed decision. To do this, the judge

asks a series of questions about her family

situation, school, jobs, and finally her abor-

tion decision, Currie said.

If it is determined she is not mature
enough to give her informed consent, the

judge may still give authorization if it is

in the girl's "best interest," Currie said.

Judges have consistently found pregnant

minors mature enough to decide what is in

their own best interest concerning their

pregnancy, Currie said.

In fact, Currie said, in only one
Massachusetts case has a girl been refus-

ed authorization for an abortion, and on ap-

peal, that ruling was overturned.

n
:

Weekly Specials

Broiled Scrod
London Broil

Chicken Parmigiana
Veggie Stir Fry
Crock of Homade Chili

$7.50
$8.95
$7.95
$5.95
$4.95

All are served with a garden salad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discoants can be used with this special.

Served on Sunday 1p.m. til 9p.m., ^
^ Mon-Thurs Sp.m.-9p.m.

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch.

dinner, or even a light bite! ^

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices! «

^ University Drive

Amherst G 549-5861

Dr. Sondra O'Neale
SPEAKING ON

INSTITUTIONAL
RACISM
and the

DECLINE of AMERICA
Tues. Oct. 25 8 p.m.

Campus Center rm.l68
sponsored by

Third World Caucus
and the

Radical Student
Union

contributors:

Office of Third

World Affairs

Educational Access
and Outreach

Housing Services

Graduate Student Senate
Undergraduate Student
Government Association b|^

LBGA Forum
LBGA Meeting
There will be a business meeting in the

LBGA office, 413 Student Union Building

on Tuesday, Oct. 25 at 6:30 p.m. For more
information, call 545-0154.

Rap Group "Positive Image/Making
Allies"

The rap group is sponsored by the Les-

bian, Bisexual, Gay Counseling Collective

and will be help on Wednesday, Oct. 26

at 8 p.m. in the LBGA office. For more in-

formation call 545-0154.

Bisexual Rap Groups
Bisexual rap groups will be held in the

LBGA office on Thursday, Oct. 27 starting

at 8 p.m.

Racism Workshop
A workshop on racism in the gay, les-

bian and bisexual community will be held

on Wednesday, Oct. 26, from 6 to 7:30 p.m.

in the Suffolk Room in the Student Union

Building.

The workshop is co-sponsored by the

LBGA and by the Faculty and Staff Sup-

port Group for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisex-

ual Concerns. It is co-facilitated by Felice

Yeskel of Diversity Works and by
Madeline Peters, coordinator of the Third

World Women's program at the
Everywoman's center.

Coffee Social

A coffee social sponsored by the LBGA
will be held on Friday, Oct. 28 from 3 to

5:30 p.m. in Room 811 in the Lincoln

Campus Center. All are welcome and free

refreshments will be served.

For more information, call 545-0154.

Counseling Services
The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Counseling

Collective provides free confidential peer

counseling. Office hours for the Collective

are from 1 to 7 p.m. on Monday, Wednes-
day and Thursday, from 1 to 4:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, and from 1 to 3 p.m. on Friday.

For more information call 545-2645.
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Kohl in Moscow for talks
MOSCOW (AP) - Chancellor Helmut

Kohl today began a four-day visit that is

to include talks with Soviet President

Mihkhail S. Gorbachev, the official Soviet

news agency Tass said. Economic ties were

expected to top the agenda.

Other items to be discussed included

European disarmament, East-West rela-

tions, ties between West Germany and

Moscow-allied East Germany, and the

treatment of some 2 million Soviets of Ger-

man ethnic origin.

Kohl was met at Vnukovo airport on

Moscow's southwest by Soviet Premier

Nikolai I. Ryzhkov, Foreign Minister Ed-

ward A. Shevardnadze and other top Soviet

officials. Tass said.

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich

Genscher, Defense Minister Rupert
Schholz and other Cabinet members were

in delegation that accompanied Kohl on the

flight from Bonn.
West German businesses are seeking to

profit from what they say are growing op-

portunities created by Gorbachev's

economic and political reforms.

Projected joint ventures range from the

development of the mineral-rich Kola
peninsula in the northwestern part of the

Soviet Union to the construction of fac-

tories in various parts of the communist
nation.

On Oct. 14, the Western German Em-
bassy in Moscow said Gorbachev and Kohl

would sign an accord on "scientific coopera-

tion in space." The embassy gave no

details.

The embassy also said the two men would

sign agreements on agricultural coopera-

tion and environmental protection and that

"other agreements will be signed by

private firms with Soviet agencies."

Kohl last met with Gorbachev in Moscow
in March 1985 when he attended the

funeral ofthe man Gorbachev succeeded as

Communist Party general secretary,

Konstantin U. Cherenko.

Relations between the former World War
II enemies have gradually warmed since.
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JIMMY
CLIFF
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FRIDAY
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8:00pmS.U.B.
» 13 UMASS STUDENT
$ 1 5GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ 10

TICKETSON SALE AT
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Men's cross country
second at Atlantic 10s

By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

While most people took shelter from
Saturday's weather and stayed indoors,
the weather in New York City was clear
and sunny. What's the significance of
that, you ask?
Well, the University of Massachusetts

men's cross country team was par-
ticipating in the Atlantic 10 Conference
Championships in New York Saturday.
And their performance was as bright as

the New York sun.

UMass placed second in the champion-
ship with 36 points, behind Penn State
University, which won with 25 points.
Rounding out the schools were West

Virginia University with 84 points,
Rutgers University (116), the University
of Rhode Island (155), St. Bonaventure
University (198) and Duquesne Universi-
ty (207).

Laird Cairo of Penn State won the meet
with a time of 24:48, ahead of teammate
Tim Frazior (25:12).

Kerry Boyle and Joe Milette of UMass
were next to cross the finish line in times
of 25:28 and 25:32, respectively.

"I was pleased," UMass coach Ken
O'Brien said. "Penn State was ranked
seventh in the country. The performance
we turned in was a good one.

"Joe and Kerry both did well. They
finished where I thought they would.
Frazior is awful tough to beat."

In addition to Boyle and Milette, UMass
placed three other runners in the top 15,

with Thomas Degnan finishing sixth

(25:43), Herb Heffner eighth (25:55) and
Gerry Squires 14th (26:21).

"Those five men all performed well,"

O'Brien said. "Degnan improved rapidly
from last year's meet. He was a signifi-

cant performer."

Extra laps: O'Brien was very proud of

the improvement his team showed over
last year's score against Penn State. At
last year's A- 10 championship, UMass
was whipped 21-54.

The Minutemen enter Friday's New
England Championship in Boston as

defending champions. Despito that, they
are underdogs to Providence College.

"They're probably the No. 3 team in the
country," O'Brien said. "They have eight
runners who could run in anyone's top

three. We really have nothing to lose."

Crews row Head of the Charles
By RIC SETO
Collegian Correspondent

Sunday, the University of Massachusetts
men's crew team participated in the 24th
annual Head of the Charles Regatta. For
those of you who don't know too much
about crew, it's sort of like the movie Ox-
ford Blues but a little different.

At this moment, you might be asking
yourself, "What's a regatta?"
Well, it's a three-mile endurance time

trial with individual boats being released
at 10-15 second intervals. The Head of the
Charles was a halfmile longer, starting at

the Boston University Boathouse and en-

ding at the Cambridge Boathouse.
Official results of the race will be releas-

ed today.

Regattas draw the best rowers in the na-

tion. This year, there was an added inter-

national Havor, with British, French,
Canadian competitors, and even two Seoul
Olympians.
The Head of the Charles is one of the

world's most prestigious rowing events and
is always the date circled in red on every
rowing coach's fall calendar.

Michelle Gagnon, vice president of the
UMass crew club, said, "From a rower's
point of view, we see some amazing elite

rowing. It's a lot of fun with all the boats
and the big crowd."

Boats in the competition are either in-

vited back because of their top 10 finish

from the year before or are chosen by the
lottery to enter the race.

Crews are divided into two divisions:

lightweights and heavyweights. The light

boats must have an average weight of 160
pounds and the maximum person cannot
exceed 165 pounds. The heavies are just

anything over that.

Boats are usually rowed by either four or

eight people and are directed by the coxs-

wain, who sits in the stern, or back of the
boat.

Between the bow and the stern are seated

the eight rowers, who face the coxswain.
The one and two rowers sit near the bow
and are usually the smoother rowers. Seats
3-6 are considered 'the engine room', accor-

ding to Gagnon, or the section that really

gets the boat going. Behind the
powerhouses are the 7 and 8 rowers, whose
role is to set the pace of the race with help
from the coxswain.

The coxswain's weight does not count
against the boat weight but one would
prefer a light coxswain (120 pounds or so)

and he or she is usually the person yelling

'Stroke, Stroke!' The ultimate goal of the
coxswain, who acts like a head coach, is to

achieve stroke synchronicity in the boat.

UMass crew, which are club teams that
compete at the varsity level, sent three
shells to the Head of the Charles: men's
light fours, men's light eights, and men's
heavy eights (the women's team was not
chosen in the lottery and did not compete).

Water polo wins three of five over weekend
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's water polo team
had an up-and-down weekend while playing in the New
England Tournament at Harvard University. The up side
was that the Minutemen beat all the people they knew
they could. The bad side is that they didn't beat a team
they really wanted to.

The weekend started well with UMassjumping on Yale
for a 16-6 trouncing. The Minutemen then fell to Harvard,
10-3. and Brown University 11-5. UMass wrapped up the
weekend with wins over Boston College (13-6) and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (10-9).

"We came out and set the tone for the Yale game,"
UMa.s.s coach Ru.ss Yarworth said. "We played good

ACTMTIES'AUOO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATOPS

^frE^nAw^«^fr • for rent
FOR SA4.E« FOUND
Hap WANTED 'LOST

-*J

pressure defense and had a good counterattack (fast
break)."

The Minutemen came out of the gate fast against Har
vard, also, building up a 2-0 lead.

But UMass blew an open net opportunity, and the Crim-
son turned it into a fast break, scored, and rolled from
there.

"I don't want to say that there was one play that turn-
ed the tide but from there we just crumbled. We just didn't
respond well to their defensive pressure."
The Minutemen won two of their final three games over

the weekend, but Yarworth saw room for improvement.

"I have yet to see the consistency we need to be an upper
echelon team. We've got to make a commitment. . to be
a better team."

CLASSIFIED

Boyden Field
continued from page 12

But most feel that there is no supernatural presence.
It has nothing to do with the alignment of the stars or
the Amherst water. It's a simple matter of the program's
success rubbing off.

"The players have something to do with it. People don't
think that they can lose here," Rudy said.

Players like seniors Carla DeSantis, Michelle Powers,
Cathy Cassady, Sue Montagne, Sue Cooper and Beth
Roundtree have been around for four years and have
made major contributions to the program. In their time,
they have lost just six games total, so the winning ways
are not left in Amherst on road trips.

Whatever the case may be, it is clear that Boyden Field
and UMass women's soccer have formed a tough-to-crack
partiu-rship that has helped to produce a true dynasty.
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COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE—CO 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3;30 {FRI-2:30)" OEADUNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

WSTRUCnON • MOTORCYlClfS
PERSONALS.flOe WANTS)
RCERS NEEDS) •^ERVICS

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVa
WANTED •SUBlfT

CASH IN ADVANCE, 20«/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Acnvmct

DB. SONDRA O NEALE will be spMKing
or Insiriulional Racism and the D«c<in« o(
America-TOOAV Tues Oct 25 8pm Cam-
pus Center rm t68

THIS WEEKEND on damage IncorporatM-
Oueensryche is gonna get ctoee to you tune
into WMUA Wednesday al 9 30 pm

HEAR RON PAULIiberianan for president
Wed Oct 26tti in Memon^ Hall at t2 30 pm
Aren't you tired o( tNg government''

CLUB COMMUNICATION MEETINO
TOWOHTI

Dale Tues October 26
Place Michmer E-37

Time 7 (X3pm
AH members ar>d non-members welcome
Special guest lecturer from Co-op office

ATTENTION EXECUTIVE BOARD OF
WSYLt you nuy loee you spacel If you care
contact ine SAG at MS- 1392 within orte

BMW 1974 2002.maroon parents cut me on-
must sell Tftousands invested Sick stereo
can be seen at Lambda Cfii Bargain at

$4000 call Sean at 253-9032.

CRAFT CENTER IS VOURraeouroe Make
aH kmds of crafts: ponary, sMver. sUkacfsan,
photography, etc Free instructkxi

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on
concourse Oct 18. 20, for tt>e Cystic
Fibrosis Bike-AThon Anyor>e can do it!

EARN $40-t60/0AY working to reduce lox
ics in Massachusetts witti Masspirg and
keep our water safe' Call Chris at 256-6434

VOU^ON^^f HAVE TO iake part in dissec-
tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets TTiurs 4pm SU306.

"APARTMENTS AVAILABLE"

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19
acres of country land Ample off sirsot park
ing and free bus service to UMass and
shopping areas Call 665-3856.

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 FORD PINTO good transportation
new tires clutch battery $375/best offer

549-1661 leave message

IJiTfOYOTA TERCEL. 5 speed"Ex
cellentconditkjn, $1200/80 Call 549- 1607

VW RABBIT -Green Great condition rurw
smooth great buy at $850 Please caN
253-9243

•2 VW SCmOCCO 5 speed cark grey new
tires, rims runs very well $3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1981 PORSCHE, 50k miles, grey, sunroof
must see '7250 or b*at oner. Can
665-7221 Deb

81 TOYOTA COROLLA excellent condi-

tion. knv mileage, am/fm c«ss , air. 5 spd
2560969 evenings

1970 MUSTANO COUPE. Excellent
condKiorvmechanicaNy sourxt! Great body,
4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908
weeknights-Jen

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHNiE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE- Over 700 CO*
Great Sound! All oocasiona. 549-1421.

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Di«c-

nckeys ar)d large screen video dances
Dorms/organizations 256-8526

FOR RENT

SUNNY. SPACIOUS 2-BEOROOM apt in

Farmhouse has an opening! 2 miles from

UMass 275/mo» Female preferred must

see. CaN 549-5845

FOR SALE

2 PAIRS VUARNEfsrSmall caleye style

blue frames One pair chipped Why wear

Phy-nays'' Make offer 546-7487

JUNO 60 PROGRAMMABLE synthesizer

Great sounds, great buy al $350 firm Call

Chad at 584lo90l

SOLOMN SKI BOOTS Ladies 7'/» one

season old $70 Barbara 253-3608

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cataMte deck
$100 call Laura si 6-8021.

POUND

ONE SILVER AND TURQUOISE earring
near Monill Science Center Call S4ft«321

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases, tables uvi more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St. Northhampton 586-7970
Bill or Oarrin We deliver

OOOETTERS ONLY

EARN FROM 18000 to $15000 next sum-
mer 508-543-3706. Leave fT>ea»aBe.

HELP WANTED

PART 'HME 0FFK:E ASSISTANT needed
Wordprooessing or data entry experience
desired 10-15 hrs/wk flexible «veekday
hours. SaJary commensurate with ex-
perierwe Contact Annette at Reml. 358 N
Pleasant St Amherst Ma 01002 549-1169

DISHWASHERS. Pari iRne, ftoxible hours,

son>e days and early evenir>g shifts Star-
ting pay up 10 6 00 per hour Apply in per-
son Season's Restaurant, Rt 9, Becher-
town Road. Amherst.

HOST/HOSTESS Part time/flexible
hours/good starling pay Appfy in person.
Season's Restaurant. Rt 9. B«k:henown
Road. Amherst

COUNTER HELP AND delivery persons
(need your own car) nights and weekerid
253-9752

GREENPEACE: WORK TO PRESERVE
OUR EARTH The destruction of our en-
vironment IS not an acceptable industry
practice Work now to stop toxic contamina-
tion, preserve our oceans and its wildlife

and stop nuclear weapons testing Select
your own days to work Mon-Sun
2pm- 10pm Call 256-1439

EXPERIENCED JEWELRY INSTRUCTOR
wanted for spnng semester Student Union
Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kun253-5406

COMMERCIAL FUSSBALL TABLE $300

and other games 247-9005

MAKE A DIFFERENCE in a big way keep
toxics out of our water earn $50/day with
MASSPIRG If you're fun & articulate, call

Chis 256-6434

78 COROLLA 5 speed-reliable 30-35mpg
must selM $800/BO 545-0600 x39 Elaine

84 HONDA ACCORO^LX 4drSedan power
steering brake, window, tock Cruise con-
trol, AC, alloy wheel, am/fm stereo 65000
miles $5150 549-0101

(WEAtTwiNTER car tor sale 7B~Foi^d

Grenada automatic PS P8 good tires and
exhaust Runs well 650 or BO 253-5956

•1 irOVOfA COROLLA fiewlrontlires.
back shocks, exhaust system must sell

$700 B/O Knslin 568-4624

HOT DOO STANDIII
In town business

Good experience-great money"
For more details contact

Dave or Brad 549-1594

BARGAIN CLASSK;S 68 Camaro reliable

looks good $1500 also leather swivel easy

chair $100 John 549-1256 11am-6pm

10 SPEED BICYCLE lor^sSe $100
545-3500 weekdays Ask for Bnan

RUN A SUMMER business in New England
Gam valuable experience Average pay
$7,000 Information sesson today (Jclober

25. Room 166-170 Campus Center 2 30-5 30
pm

WORK STUDY JOBS avaTlable' Monday.
Wednesday and Fhday momirras Come t>y

Off Campus Housing Office, 545-0865

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED WEMHT LOSS OR MAINTENANCE sale.

- -^ _ •••ATTENTION UMASS WOMEN: want-
•"•««'>«» ToppFast 546 5369 3^8pm

SPRING 1989 INTERNSHIPS with (tie • to improve yoo- social hfe and meet • IZ^Arv oiiAB»irr«m
Legal Services Center Get hands-on ex- • new people'' II ves BE A PIKE LITTLE • ACCURACY GUARANTEED. Reaaonable.

pi)!ence in the legal f*d-work diredly w* • ^,i?^O^nJ^. w^^^'ckS M ' 'SL,,^.^"^ ''°"'«" '*"»-»"
attorneys and clients Earn up to 15 • 8 30 pm • * ••23-5140

undergraduate credits No expenence in -, ...-^ —^i -̂,-- .-,.-^^
legal prolession necessary-Training provid- FLYING FINOEIW TYPING work done iq

edDeadllne to begin application orocess „ .-^ ---- nnatjire it- ^ fi»'!!?!'Ii
'•«'"O'<''0P<'" Too Can Kevin

IS NOVEMBER T-iontacl Legal Services !?^^J'?8, "!i??^ "•*''I?S L **'^' '*

lodav S4S-19as 922 Camous renter *^"^ ***•" '00 pereent CO«on. only $6.99
today. 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

s^jn-up to win dhnetmas Raltle-frei ha«o- TYPING. TAPE TRANSCMmON.'FM.
ween candy on the campua corKoune accurate 2S3-WOR0

I QBf Wed, Thurs or Fh

. .. .
ABLE TYPIST, basic edWna. conipa(Wve

TWO KEYS ON BMW and UMass • oomt ma. oin^'Ali" ^«"^ 'rU'.
'««<»•<»«"<»«»" 2*3^5202

keychainal. found ca« 256^
•"^^r^"*^^ ""^ "

"
tound^ pie... crti 253-9916 mooejmry

• partiSlstfiis Veteran. Day WSiS^ • COLLEQg WEEKEND in Montreal frwn
•

Plenty of spots left' Lowest pricesi • $30 November 11-13 Ctf 549-1949

LOST RMGS . 2 gold ringa/on^^c^iUSS. '.
^O"

•,??2?in4f5L^r!riL'^'"'
'

turquol»./one a«ly.r/one shell if found , ^^^tzSSz, Turn «r..rr..»«-.T ...».».. .n.,n...
pleM. plMse cil 253^9916 Bewardl .'^.Wri?????. TWO 800THWOT WOMIN BOUQMT

IT m LATE SATIMOAVliiaHT Sundm
MOTOnCYCLM BEETLEJUICE THURSDAY 10/27 al morning MMut 4 wmka ago SwM 18 Two"^ "^"''-" 6,8,10,12pm Bartlett 65 $2 00 by women students uk a tSTbMrSwl bMck

1981 KAWASKI KO on/off only 800 mitoa
'EEE/HKN ^,°"J^ !L°^ Z!2'T'^!°^ ^f^'

1600 Can Chris 54«MI183 QOOSPELL- THE UMASS MUSIC TheaT^ ^TwiS '^';U:S:::.*:'ry";,SS)i
1U3 KAWASAKI KHM I TD Hairr^ °""<' **" ** performing Godspell this wagon We talk about not hitching wNh
aM^^^^OJoTit^TAaE^^nmaa Wednesday, Thursday, Fnday and Sturday strange mwi. Nw« World ThMlar which youcover shtew $850 Joe 549-7423 fcvenings

(Oct 26-29) at 8 00pm. with a matinee Stur- loughl w.. «»e«>me. Do you rwnembSrI
day at 2 00pm in Bowksr Auditorium ne«l to talk to you. CMI MNce 2SB0218

PERSONALS Students $3/geoeral admission $S To
reserve tickets call 545-251 1

.

WASN-T THAT SPEdALI Happy birthday WANTED
for Saturday Chris' Awesome' From the HAPPY BWTHOAY, DENMS - See. I dWn't

,

loafers who ateal pencils... (car forget! Love, your cousin Lauren STUDENT ADMISSIONS REPRESEN-
rides coffee !) TATIVESI The Underoraduate Admasioos—. . Office IS looking for alewdynamicand ar-
HILARY TRACY HAPPY 20lh birthday I

RESUME SERVICE ticulate Juniors and Seniors to help pro-
hope Its a good or»e Love Mich . mote ttie Umversity to prospective students

LASER TYPESETTING, quality paper. Become part of the Student Rep Program
"Shell"-KOPLAN, I hope you have ttie 4Bhn Guaranteed service, free pick up lor Spring 89 and intfivlew prospective
best birthday ever' Finally you can stop us- and delivery Best prices in town Call to- students while learning valuable skSs /Np-
ing someone else's identlty-namely mine! day 549-4136. pications available On 24 in 255 Whitmor.
(Just kidding) I tove ya! Enjoy' Love Sam or on the Concourse Oct 31 and Nov 1.

Deadline is Nov 4
THETA CHI- Thanks for the early mormng ROOMATE WANTED
fun- hopefully next lime we can stay until WANTED: Spnng Break representative for
our 12 20' Love AXO or the Morning Crew PUFFTON VILLAGE large double room Natl tour company Great benefits Call to-

.
available Jan t, $150per person Ftent m- day (612) 784-2297

HAPPY BELATED 21st birthday, Laurie eludes heat. gas. water. Leave message:
Reich from all your roomie*. 549-0640. HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes will

. pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710
JOHN H FROM ZETA P8I H^ipy birthday" IMMEDIATELY! Large bMroom. kitchen.

Hope you have a great day Love. Kerry living room. diningrOom, caUe lA/, swim-
_ ming pool Located Kroas Stop S Shop

CONGRATS 21 at FLOOR JOA on Hnding __^
the cow' From 10th floor 1 ROOM IN APT NOHO 2 mins to center >» M1*?5>W«&iii'%5^
.r«iTi>-.»v,.^T^. -.-,-.—:, .

Nonsmoking 2iatno»utl 584-9376 H«*»el < Bj»*^ffiV5'^"*^
LIEFSTE CARA. hartelljk gefelocileerd met or Suresh A %^ J^'
|Ouw loste verjaardag )ouw vnend Nelson C I f ^J KV^iS FIW
,^riiU^..^A-,.,^— .

APARTMENT MATE WANTED. N«e Nor- ? H ,„X,W«ff I"'
TO MY FAVORITE tnnkef salesman- it look ihampion location Call Greg at 584-7400 S Sfffi ' . .me a while to come around, sure glad I finatty message I i iM~t"' '"•'''• ^' ""'"'"'

did, cuz we make a great team' No more boo-
boo faces & don l youstart with me! Happy FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a
Anniversary' Love always, Lisa one bedroom CIrffside apt w/an easy going

ris^s^^i^arr: 7i~:~:—r; r^i senior II interested please call Beth at „,t^DEAR KEVm Happy Birthday Have A GrMt 665-4550 G
Day Love OMJ —

YAMAHA SRX 2S0 Sport bike. 5 months

old $1 500. includes lull facial helmet and
jacket Call David 1-566-6212

IT'S BEEN A year
the days of two

and one cannot measure
how much I love you
Happy Anniversary

PML
PS Pooh loves you too

SERVICES

ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING on
word processor Call C.rolyn-laave
message 253-5667.
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Boyden: A very real home field advantage
Minutewomen unbeaten in last 38 there
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

It is 120 yards long and 75 yards wide,

a maximum-sized regulation soccer field.

The playing area is grass, with bleachers

lining one side and a hill on the other. The

entire area is surrounded by a fence.

At first glance, it doesn't seem to be

anything out of the ordinary. But anyone

who has become acquainted with Boyden

Field knows otherwise. There is a certain

mystique which engulfs this magical land,

one that has been a close ally to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's soccer team

over the years.

Playing at home is a big deal, no matter

the sport or who is playing. The "home-

field" advantage is usually a product of the

host's familiarity with the field, combined

with the effects of travel for the visitors.

Home-field advantage almost always gives

an edge to the locals.

But there is something special about

Boyden Field, something that swallows up

anyone who dares venture within its con-

fines. Many an opponent has come in with

high hopes of beating the Minutewomen,
only to go home confused, dazed and
disappointed.

"I know I wouldn't want to come here,"

said UMass first year coach Jim Rudy.

It's easy to see why. Since the

Minutewomen began playing their home
games at Boyden in 1982, they have run

up an astounding record of 58-2-2 on their

own turf. That doesn't include playoff wins

over the University of Connecticut and the

University of Central Florida, or a 1-0 loss

in the national championship to the

University of North Carolina, which were
at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium last

season.

You'd have to go to Chapel Hill, NC,
where that same North Carolina team has

run up an unbelievable 83-0-2 record at

Fetzer Field, to find better numbers than
that.

The benefactor of most of that home cook-

ing is former coach Kalekeni Banda. Ban-

da left UMass after last season, but recall-

ed the legend of Boyden before a recent

home game.

"It's a good feeling knowing that some

things are accountable," Banda said of his

past success. "There's nothing better than

to play here."

But what is it about Boyden Field (nam-

ed after former UMass Board of Trustees

Chairman Frank L. Boyden in 1964) that

brings out the best in the home team? It

doesn't look intimidating. There is no sym-

bolic Boston Garden parquet floor, or (for

the most part) maniacal screaming fans

packing the place for every game.

It is, however, steeped with tradition.

For the past several years, the women's

soccer team has been a national power. The

mere thought that waiting inside is a team

that has been to the Final Four each of the

last five years is enough to make any team

do a quick about-face and go home.

Since October 22, 1984, the Boyden saga

has rolled on. On that day. Harvard

University came in and handed the

Minutewomen a 1-0 loss. After that time,

the Minutewomen have gone 37-0-1 at

home. The only blemish, that one tie, came

in 1986, when the same undaunted Har-

vard team returned and played UMass to

a 0-0 score.

Such a streak would tend to make a team

feel quite comfortable about playing at

home. There is no one currently involved

with this year's team who was around for

that last loss.

How is such a run of success explained?

Is there some ancient burial ground lurk-

ing beneath the surface, emitting its

powers to those above? Or is there someone

looking down from above? What sort of

hocus-pocus may be going on here? Is it a

jinx?

"I'm coming to believe it," said Rudy,

who only recently was exposed to the aura

of Boyden. "There is something there. I

began to feel it in the Vermont game."

In that game, the first home game of this

season, the Minutewomen fell behind 10
on a fluke goal, but came back to get two
goals within a minute of each other to win
and keep the streak alive. Both goals seem-

ed to be a product of fate.

continued on page 11

CoUvglan photo by Andrvw Rist

Senior midfleler Cathy Cassady (15) and her teammates on the UMass
women's soccer team have not lost at Boyden Field since October 22, 1984.

Volleyball faces road match against Boston College
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Familiar faces in distant places — the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team travels tonight to Boston
College to face the Eagles, who they defeated 31 at Tot-

man four weeks ago.

Tonight's match won't present any surprises for the

Minutewomen. They'll face the same scrappy BC team
that took one game and pressed UMass in two others, los-

ing both only 1614.
"I don't think it was a real easy match. I think they

played very well [last time]," UMass coach Carol Ford
said.

"I'm anticipating an improvement," she said.

Although the Eagles are only 4-12, they are surely a

better team than their record indicates and are coming
off one of their few wins, a 3-1 victory over Yale.

BC's freshman setter, Jennifer McEnroe, the sister of

UMass outside hitter Christine McEnroe, is coming off

a shoulder it\jury but Ford said she will still present a pro-

blem for UMass.
For now, UMass is more concerned with its own perfor-

mance than that of the opposition. The Minutewomen are

coming off a very disappointing Atlantic 10 Conference
loss to Temple University Saturday.
"We're going to use that loss as fuel," Ford said.

After easily beating Rutgers University, the
Minutewomen lost an opportunity to solidify their No. 3

ranking in the A-10, and by losing Saturday slipped to

the No. 4 spot behind George Washington University.

While it was by no means fatal, the loss certainly took

away some of the momentum they were amassing
recently.

"I wamt to give a lot of credit to Temple. They played
very well. I knew ahead of time that Temple was going
to be a very tough match," Ford said.

Now UMass is looking to adjust. Actually, re-adjust.

"We're going to go back to the basics. We're going to

work on defense, passing and blocking. We're going to

have a lot of repetition," Ford said.

"I just want to work on the things that we didn't do,"

against Temple."
The road ahead doesn't get any easier for UMass. They

have no home games remaining and only one conference

game left, against the University of Rhode Island on

Saturday.

"I don't think there is one match that's going to be easy.

We have a lot of tough teams left," Ford said.

The road to the A-10: With only 25 days until the A-10

Tournament the rankings are still up in the air. Penn
State has pretty much locked up the No. 1 spot and Rhode
Island is a good bet at the No. 2 spot. The Owls moved
up to the seventh spot.

Sports Notice

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanne

The volleyball team will square off against Boston College today at 7 p.m. in Boston.

The Stockbridge School of Agriculture will hold tryouts

for its men's basketball team today at 7 p.m. and tomor-
row at 6:30 p.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage.
All candidates are asked to come prepared to play.

Anyone unable to attend is asked to contact coach Jack
Leaman at 228 Boyden or by calling 545-1301.
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Simmons
to leave
Hampshire
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Adele Simmons, president of Hampshire

College for 11 years, will leave her position

in May to become president of the Chicago-

based MacArthur Foundation.

"I'm sad about leaving Hampshire, but

the MacArthur Foundation is an extraor-

dinary opportunity," Simmons said

yesterday.

Dean of Faculty Penina Glazer will act

as interim president while a search com-

mittee, consisting of students, faculty, staff,

and trustees, looks for a replacement.

Simmons, 47, said the foundation asked

her to apply for the position earlier this

year and let her know she had the job 10

days ago.

The philanthropic foundation, one of the

largest of its kind in the United States,

awards grants annually to individuals and

non-proflt organizations working in one of

eight areas including education, popula-

tion, health, and international peace.

Simmons first came to the 18-year-old col-

lege in 1977 after holding dean's positions

at Tufts and Prmceton universities.

A major accomplishment attributed to

Simmons, Hampshire's third president, is

the Five-College Peace and World Securi-

ty Program, a program devoted to peace

studies.

However, she considers her mi^or con-

tribution to be the "strengthenmg of the

academic program" while "maintaining

creativity," Simmons told the Daily Hamp-
shire Gazette.

She is also known for her fundraising

abilities. During her tenure, the schoors

endowment has increased from $2 million

CoUvfian pboto by Richard Bonaano

THE EYE - A cyclops pumpkin overlook* the vaUey from a porch on Graves Ave. in Northampton

beneath a noar-full moon Monday night.

to $10 million.

As president of the MacArthur Founda-

tion, Simmons will be awarding grants in-

stead of asking for money. "I've been on the

asking side for so long, it will be fun to be

on the giving side," she told the Gazette.

The foundation was founded in 1978

when John D. MacArthur, one of the

world's wealthiest men at the time, left the

bulk of his assets for its creation. MacAr-

thur did not leave any specific instructions

for the program's operation. "I figured out

how to make it, you figure out how to spend

it," was the only guideline MacArthur left,

said a spokesman for the foundation.

Since its inception the foundation has

awarded more than $550 million in grants,

including a July endowment of $372,000

given to Jazz percussionist and composer

Maxwell Roach, who has taught at the

University of Massachusetts since 1973.

Simmons, who currently resides in

Amherst with her husband John, and three

children, said although she will be spen

ding most of her time in Chicago, for the

time being, her family will remain in

Amherst.

The idea for Hampshire College was con-

ceived in 1958 by faculty members of the

other four colleges in the area and began
operating in 1970.

The college's first president, Franklin

Patterson, served until 1971, when he was

replaced by Charles Longsworth, who was

president until 1977.

Libertarian to speak on party, issues
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Former Republican Congressman Ron Paul wants to

restore Americans' individual liberties because he says

big government has taken them away.

That's why he became the Libertarian Party's candidate

for president.

"The principles of individual liberty have to be even

more important today because government is so big," Paul

said Monday during a telephone interview. He is schedul-

ed to speak at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in Memorial Hall.

He said the government's use of drug tests, lie-detector

tests, and spying by the CIA and FBI intrude on individual

rights, which defies the founders' principles of libertarian

government.
Paul called the founders' principles as applicable today

as during our nation's birth.

"If there is a truth, time doesn't change the truth," he

said.

Paul said he doesn't expect to win the election this year,

but the Libertarian Party, which formed in 1971, will con-

tinue growing because most Americans identify with the

party's principles. They just don't know enough about the

party, he said.

"We are the majority right now. The majority of the

American people do not support the Republicans and the

Democrats," Paul said.

His visit to the University of Massachusetts will not only

allow the party to spread its message, he said, but will

also be an effort to recruit members.

He said this year recruiting has proven particularly ef-

fective in college campuses. He attributed the success to

a lack of excitement surrounding the Republican and

Democratic candidates, George Bush and Michael

Dukakis.

Disillusioned with Republicans

"I came to the conclusion that the Republicans had lost

credibility in their arguments," Paul said, explaining why

he left the Republican Party, after four terms as a con-

gressman from Houston, Texas.

Although Republicans deride the Democrats for spen-

ding too much, Paul said the Republicans are just as bad.

President Ronald Reagan "made Democratic spending

look conservative, • he said, citing the increased federal

deficit during the Reagan years.

Another reason Republicans lost their credibility, he

said, is the administration's insistence on meddling in in-

ternational affairs. »u j
In April, Paul issued a statement denouncing the ad-

ministration's intervention in the Iraq-Iran war and the

President's failure to abide by the War Powers Act.

"The United States has no business intervening m the

Iraq-Iran war, especially on the side of the war's in-

stigator, Iraq." the statement read. "A foreign policy

which places US forces in the midst of warring factions

is an irrational policy, and it should end."

Paul's name will be on the presidential ballot in 46

states, including Massachusetts, on Nov. 8. Other planks

of his platform follow:

• Calling for a free market and balancing the federal

budget. "My call for a free market is a call to abolish bank-

ing privilege and business regulation and for enforcement

of the laws against fraud and the establishment of a gold

standard."

• Legalizing drugs. "This would destroy not only the

pusher system, but the entire underground production of

drugs, which depends on high, black-market prices."

• Isolationism. "I favor a strong defense. But I'm not

in favor of US intervention around the globe."

• Abolishing the income tax. "Is there a need for an

income tax? Only if we perpetuate the American empire

abroad and welfare-ism at home."

• Abolishing social programs. "They're all a fiction and

they're a fraud, therefore they don't work. The govern-

ment steals from one group to give to the other."

Charity by private institutions, he said, would be more

efficient in dealing with the needy.

"I happen to believe we're a charitable nation."

Guilty verdict
for LaPlante

Gets life for triple murder
By KEVIN GALVIN
Associated Press

LOWELL - Daniel LaPlante was convicted yesterday

of fatally shooting a woman and drowning her two

children in their home. He was sentenced to life in prison,

with the judge saying he deserved the death penalty.

LaPlante smiled as he entered the courtroom and ap-

peared to be joking with his attorney before the jury

returned after more than five hours of deliberation to

announce LaPlante was guilty of three charges of first-

degree murder.

He stood with his hands clasped and rocked calmly on

his heels as the verdicts were announced, and showed

no emotion as Judge Robert A. Barton immediately

sentenced him to three consecutive life sentences, say-

ing he wanted to make sure LaPlante was never releas-

ed from prison.

"There are some who would say, Mr. LaPlante, that

you should receive the same sentence you imposed on

the Gustafson family, that is, death by ligature or hang-

ing." Barton said.

"But we have no death penalty in Massachusetts," he

said.

"Accordingly, the sentence to be imposed is one that

intends that you spend the rest of your life behind bars

with no parole, no communication and no furloughs. That

is, three consecutive life sentences."

LaPlante was convicted of killing Priacilla Gustafson.

33, and her two young children, Abigail, 7, and William,

5.

Andrew Gustafson returned home from work Dec. 1

to discover his wife, who had been sexually assaulted,

dead oftwo gunshot wounds to the head in their bedroom.

His children were drovmed in separate bathtubs.

continu€d on pagt 2
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LaPlante guilty

continued from page 1

After the trial, Thomas Reilly, assistant

district attorney who had asked that the

three life sentences be imposed, said

LaPlante deserved the sentence for the

nature of the crimes and the lack of em-

pathy he has shown.

"Daniel LaPlante is a very, very

dangerous person and he'll be dangerous

until the day he dies. This is the best case

for the death penalty I've ever seen," Reil-

ly said. "In my belief he will be a cold-

blooded killer until the day he dies. The
sooner he dies the better."

Juror Renee Trench said that she felt no

sympathy for LaPlante.

"Did he feel compassionate for the peo-

ple (he killed)?" she asked "What's fair is

fair. He won't get any compassion from

me."
The Gustafson slayings rocked the town

of Townsend, a community of 8,300 about

five miles from the New Hampshire border.

At the time, LaPlante was free on

$10,000 bail on charges of terrorizing a

Pepperell family with an axe and stealing

money and jewelry from their home in

1986.

Mr. Gustafson, who was at court early in

the trial to testify, sat holding hands with

his sisters-in-law, who cried as the verdicts

were read.

He left the courthouse immediately, but

Christine DeBennedits and Beth Williams

choked back tears to tell reporters they

were pleased by the conviction, but that it

was small compensation for the loss of their

sister.

"We're both glad that he was found guil-

ty," DeBennedits said. "It isn't going to

bring back Priscilla and Abby and Billy."

Williams added: "There couldn't be no

justice. The only justice would be that this

wouldn't have happened."

Defense attorney Robert Sheketoff, who
rested his case Friday without calling a

witness to counter 12 days of testimony by

50 prosecution witnesses, promises to ap-

peal the verdict.

College Students:
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Andrew Gustafson and family listen as jury finds Daniel LaPlante

guilty of shooting Priscilla Gustafson and drowning her two children.
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Before
you Buy

HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES
500 MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM

GREASE PAINTS -HANDS-FEET- WITCHES' HATS AND BROOMS-WIGS
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MIDNIGHT
MADNESS SALE

ENTIRE CONTENTS
OF STORE 20-50%

OFF!!!

Guitars. Amplifiers, Strings. Sheet Music, EVERYTHING""

233 N. PLEASANT ST. (CARRIAGE SHOPS)
AMHERST
549-1728

*Text books not included.
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Wednesday
is Game Night

at Mike's

CASH
PRIZES

SPECIALS
Bifsch Pitchers 3.75

Bud Light Bottles 1.25

Wall Bangers 1.75

)ur Unique Program Helps:^^im
• Restores elasticity 'o loose flabby skin • Not a water loss

• Inches off in first wrap • Lose unsi^tly celiulite

' Contour your body - Icsp irom problenfi areas

BRING A FRIEND(s) SPEOAL
$30 each Two or more people (reg.m ea.)

IncluJgs Body Wrap, Facial & Foot Massage
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STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Dr , Amherst

Call 5495610 tor aopolntment
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Barn part
of UMass
'heritage

'

By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts shepherd

Kristen Whittle tends sheep, goats, and
pigs in a barn that will soon be torn down
to make way for the new ice hockey arena.

Although the barn is only a five-minute

walk from the center of campus, it is a

world away from the University's hustle

and bustle. On a campus that used to be

hay fields and pasture lands, the sheep

barn is one of the last reminders of the

University's agricultural heritage.

Visitors are greeted by three affectionate

border collies that Whittle said are her

most valuable assistants.

"The dogs make my job easier," she said.

"One of these dogs can do the work of 10

people. Last summer I had some children

from a 4-H club try to herd sheep into the

barn. After 10 minutes they were ready to

drop in exhaustion and the sheep were still

running around. Then I told Jessie to do it.

She finished the job in less than 60

seconds."

The bam is a beautiful, old structure

with 12-inch beams that run from the con

Crete floors to the eaves of the massive

hayloft. Whittle's office is comfortably clut-

tered. On the walls are pictures of prize-

winning sheep, a poster of actor

Christopher Atkins, and cobwebs.

As feeding time draws near, the animals

produce a deafening roar. Ken, a 750-pound

boar, hoists his front legs on the gate of his

pen and bellows for food. Visitors are allow-

ed to give him bread, but chocolate bars

and the like are forbidden.

"Ken will eat absolutely anything,"

Whittle said. "Afterwards, I have to deal

with the stomachaches."

Whittle is in charge of 150 sheep, 25

goats, 25 pigs, and 11 beef cattle. That

number of animals, she said, is comparable

to what a small New England farm would

have.

The sheep bam is run by the Veterinary

and Animal Sciences Department, but

many groups use it, she said. UMass
students from atoology, food science and

Kristen Whittle feeds Ken the boar at the UMass animal barn recently.

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahcam

nutrition, entomology, public health, and

toxicology use the barn's animals in their

studies, she said.

Smith and Hampshire colleges come to

the bam to draw sheep's blood samples, she

said. Sheep's blood is similar to human
blood and since the recent AIDS scare, col-

leges have been substituting it in human
physiology classes, she said.

Children from day-care centers are the

barn's most frequent visitors. Whittle said.

"The lambing is going on now," she said.

"Sometimes the kids get lucky and see one

being born. And they always want to help

with the shearing," she said.

The wool from the sheep is marketed. The

barn also earns money by selling animals

at the livestock auction in Whately, she

said.

When Whittle heard the hockey arena

Hilson ponders security

steps for Farrakhan's visit

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

While controversy rages over the poten-

tial visit of Minister Louis Farrakhan to

the University of Massachusetts, Ex-

ecutive Director of Public Safety Arthur

Hilson is deciding if he can provide ade-

quate security should the Black Muslim
leader visit the campus next semester.

Hilson started contacting other schools

where Farrakhan has spoken to see what
security measures have been taken there,

after Phi Beta Sigma, a predominately

black UMass fi-aternity, obtained $1 1,000

from the Distinguished Visitors Program

to pay the fee for the visit.

Hilson said he will not announce

whether he has the resources to provide

the proper level of security until DVP
gives him the exact date of the visit.

It is unclear whether DVP will sponsor

the visit. At a meeting Monday night, the

Oct. 11 vote to bring Farrakhan to cam-

pus was deemed invalid because of con-

stitutional violations, according to

Margaret Arsenault, DVP program ad-

viser from the Student Activities Office.

"As it stands now, no contract will be

signed and no paperwork will be forward-

ed until the issue is cleared up,"

Arsenault told the Collegian Monday.

Hilson said he started the security

assessment because of the potential pro-

blems associated with a Farrakhan visit.

Farrakhan, the leader of the Chicago-

based Nation of Islam, has often been ac

cused of anti-Semitism by members of the

Jewish community.
Said Hilson, "Our concern is how peo-

ple with opposing viewpoints are going to

act out their belief systems."

Hilson said Farrakhan's visit is just as

big of a headache to him as when Paul

Cameron, an anti-gay activist, came to

campus in the spring of 1987. Cameron's

appearance on campus was met with

strong opposition from various

organizations.

Hilson said if he finds he cannot provide

adequate security for Farrakhan, he "will

make a strong recommendation (against

the appearance) to the chancellor."

One msyor problem with providing the

security coverage needed is money, Hilson

said, which in part depends on the loca-

tion chosen for the event.

"We are talking $7,000 to $8,000 right

off the top," Hilson said.

Once he has a definite location, Hilson

said he can then decide what specific

measures he will have to take to secure

the perimeter ofthe location, which might

increase the cost substantially. The

money would have to come from the spon-

sors of the event, Hilson said.

As well as using UMass police officers,

Hilson said he can also bring in Amherst
and state police. All officers used will be

paid time-and-a-half

Once ;he sponsors of the lecture choose

a room, Hilson said he "will work out the

logistics" with them until a satisfactory

location is agreed upon.

Hilson said he would prefer the lecture

be held in a room with no windows, so

there is no chance of anyone shattering

glass and injuring someone and "in a

room where we can get him out safely if

we had to."

will replace the barn, she said, "I've been
thinking of putting little ice skates on the
sheep."

A new barn will be built adjacent to the

UMass dairy barn in South Deerfield.

Whittle said she is dismayed at the change

of locale. "The invisible 'they' has decided

that all the agricultural buildings should

be moved off campus. They should realize

that we were here first and are an impor-

tant part of the University's heritage.

"We should be where we are accessible

to everyone," she said. "Our most impor-

tant function on this campus is to educate

people about where their food comes from.

Most people don't have any idea. The pro-

ducers and consumers don't know each

other anymore."
People should make an effort to buy

locally-produced food. Whittle said. She is

an outspoken opponent of Question 3 on the

Massachusetts ballot, the referendum issue

which, if passed, wifl regulate the treat-

ment of farm animals. Her reason for op-

posing the question, she said, is because

she fears it will drive many small farmers

out of business.

"Question 3 wants to abolish factory far-

ming, and that's all well and good," she

said. "The problem is the bill doesn't

belong in Massachusetts because factory

farming doesn't exist here. It occurs on

large farms in the Midwest. Massachusetts

has a record ofhumane animal treatment.

Most people don't seem to know that," she

said.

State Carmers are already leading a

marginal existence, she said. "The
developers are waiting at the farmers' back

doors," she said. "If we lose our local

farmers, our food will come from farther

away and be more expensive. We should be

helping our farmers, not trying to make it

impossible for them to survive," she said.

White Alliance Group
battles racist attitudes
Organization helps to deal with problem
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Diane Goodman said she felt racism was
a problem on campus, and she and other

whites should take responsibility for deal-

ing with their own racist feelings.

Goodman, a doctoral student in the social

issues training project, said she started the

White Alliance Group last year because

"there has never been anything here just

for white people."

"[Racism] is really a white person's pro-

blem," she said. "It really is us who
perpetuate racism."

The group is composed of "white people

who wanted to look at our own racism,"

said Goodman, adding the group was
started just after the takeover of the New
Africa House last spring.

"A lot of white people were feeling hurt,

confused and guilty," she said. "There was

a lot of talk about what white people could

do, where you could intervene, and how to

deal with the bureaucracy."

In response to those feelings, Goodman
started organizing the group by randomly

sending out flyers to attract participants.

"Several people called and we started

meeting," she said.

At last Monday's meeting, past members

of the group talked about their experiences

in the organization.

Rachel Yeary, who works in the Tower
Library, said she was feeling overwhelm-

ed by all the things she could not do when
she responded to the group's advertisement

in the Campus Chronicle.

"It's a new idea for me that it's not a

black person's responsibility to fix (my
racist feelings] for me," she said.

"Sometimes I think [blacks] have better

ideas, but it's not their responsibility."

"I was feeling a lot of guilt," Yeary said,

"because white people have done so many
bad things over the ages and I'm a part of

that," she said.

Now, having spent 10 weeks in the group,

she said: "I haven't shed that [guilt], but

I'm looking into how it is possible to feel

proud of being white in a way that is not

oppressive."

Patricia Wright said she appreciated the

group because it offered a place to talk

about something that's rarely discussed.

"I know that I'm a racist, that's the way
I've been trained," Wright said. "It's still

much easier to talk about other people's

racism than my own."
Wright said she thinks it's important for

whites to "purge ourselves among
ourselves."

"It's productive to sort out what we can

do something about," she said.

But, she added, as whites go through that

process, "people of color don't need to hear

our stuff."

Jill Ullian said the group offered her a

time and place just to focus on racism.

"We talked about how racism hurts us

as white people, how it hurts our lives too,"

she said.

The group will meet from 4 to 6 p.m.,

beginning Nov. 8, for six weeks.

\
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Shortfall may result in budget cuts for RSOs
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Initial projections for the Student Activities Trust Fund

budget for fiscal year 1990 indicate a shortfall which may
result in funding cuts to Registered Student Organiza-

tions, the Student Activities Office, and other groups.

A report released by the SGA Budgets Committee

details an estimated deficit of $17,500 for 1990, increas-

ing to a total of $435,000 by 1993.

Decreasing enrollment
Jessica Mitchell, chairwoman of the committee, said

these deficit estimates may be increased because student

enrollment may decrease in coming years. Fewer students

would mean fewer contributors to the SATF, resulting in

a smaller SATF.
Brian Crawford, who has worked closely with the pro-

jections as special assistant to Mitchell, said although

there had been a decrease in enrollment of 500 students

for this year, former Budgets Chairman Nate Moore had

anticipated the decrease, and figured it into the budget

projections for fiscal 1989.

"Because of Moore's projections, for fiscal '89, if there

is any shortfall, it will be held to a minimum," Crawford

said. He called this "smtu-t business."

Sources who published the report say they are study-

ing ways to trim the budget and increase revenue.

Potential cuts

Possibilities mentioned to alleviate budget problems in-

clude trimming RSO budgets, or reducing line item deduc-

tions such as the $50,000 concert fund, the $150,000 Legal

Services Center or professional staff reductions in SAO.

Professional staff cuts to SAO are a touchy subject for

Director Irene Carew because, she said, the office is

already understaffed.

"The business staff is already overworked," Carew said,

adding. "I wouldn't say it's necessary that the staff would

be cut or increased."

Carew mentioned the SAO Planning Committee that

explores possibilities for the SATF, but Crawford and Mit

chell had not consulted with the committee.

"It's the job of that committee to make recommenda-

tions to the Budgets Conunittee to keep the trust fund

healthy," Carew said.

Carew said there were many avenues to be explored,

and that no cuts would be made until an investigation

into those cuts could be made. She added there is a report

due in about a week from the planning committee with

recommendations for the SATF budget.

Fee increase
Each undergraduate pays $104 annually into the SATF,

with part-time students also paying into the trust fund.

Crawford said one possibility is an increase in the fee, but

this was one of the last options. "We would rather not

raise the fee," he said.

Mitchell was also not enthused about a fee increase.

"Eventually, sometime down the line the fee is going

to have to rise. We try not to increase the fee because that

puts the burden on the students, and it's not their fault,"

she said.

Carew said some of the most important things to look

into are ways of revenue generation and fund raising by

RSOs so that any cuts to student groups would have

minimal impact. She said these groups are cut enough

already.

Reworking the estimate
Mitchell said that for now, the estimate is being rework-

ed to allow for a possible decrease in enrollment. She said

that once a new estimate is worked out. it goes before the

full Senate for approval, and then to the Board ofTrustees

for their approval.

Several thefts reported
A flute worth $200 was reported stolen

from Herter Hall Monday.
• In other incidents:

• Three pairs of slacks worth $160

were stolen Monday from the laundry

room of Leach Residence Hall.

• Eight mailboxes in Greenough
Residence Hall were reported vandalized

Monday.
• A handbag and cash totaling $120

was stolen from an office at University

Health Services Monday.
• A wallet worth $50 was reported

stolen from the computer room on the fifth

floor of Tobin Hall Monday.
-THOMAS RODRIGUES
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SGA to vote on boycott
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

vote tonight on a possible boycott of

Amherst stores to halt a proposed $50 tax

on students by the town.

There is no date specified for the boycott,

which is to be presented by Student Trustee

Stephanie Orefice. She said the tax pro

bably will not be put into effect soon, but

this motion will give Amherst Selectmen

a clear idea of how the students feel about

the tax.

"If we can say (the boycott) is what we're

going to do, then maybe the tax won't get

passed," Orefice said. "This is for down the

line. I think this is an issue that would be

taken up by another senate ... it would

be just as easy next year to organize a

boycott." she said.

Presidency
In a move that has become all too

familiar in the last few weeks, two items

on tonight's agenda deal with the presiden-

cy of the SGA. Senators W. Greg Rothman
and Brian Darling have entered two pro-

posals against the acting co-presidents

Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz.

One proposal calls for a new election,

which was also proposed last week and

referred to the Governmental Affairs

Committee.

In a meeting Monday with newly elected

Chairman Ted Chambers, the committee

voted to unfavorably recommend the new
elections to the senate.

Chambers said of the new election, "I

think for a senator to make that motion

while we're still trying to come to a deci-

sion is irresponsible."

The second Rothman/Darling proposal

condemns Silkoff and Rabinowitz for acting

as co-presidents and orders them to stop us-

ing the office of SGA president.

The two have been fulfilling some of the

duties of president

despite a restraining order from the Stu-

dent Judiciary barring them from holding

office until an appeal of their case can be

heard.

The two were elected last March, but con-

servative members of the senate have rais-

ed issue with their running as co-

presidents, which they say violates the

SGA Constitution.

Silkoff and Rabinowitz were ratified to

serve as presidents in a partial capacity

during the summer. For now, Silkoff says

the problem with the constitution has to be

resolved, and the Student Judiciary has to

be allowed to get back together and make
a decision on the co-presidents.

"My feeling is that they're going around

saying they are the SGA presidents, and

the Coordinating Committee doesn't real-

ly have the power to confirm that,"

Rothman said.

Silkoff said. "I think it's all hype. I think

it's sad that we just can't let this settle."
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Civil rights activists

awarded damages;
KKK responsible
ATLANTA (AP) — Forty-nine civil rights activists who

were pelted with rocks and bottles when they marched
into virtually all-white Forsyth County were awarded
nearly $1 million by a jury that found the Ku Klux Klan
responsible.

A verdict unsealed in U.S. District Court yesterday also

found 11 individuals responsible for attacking the ac-

tivists, who marched into the county north of Atlanta on
Jan. 17, 1987, and were met by the counter-demonstrators,

many of them KKK members or sympathizers.
The jury reached its verdict Oct. 5, but Judge Charles

A. Moye Jr. ordered it sealed to give those who brought
the lawsuit time to decide whether to join Atlanta City

Councilman Hosea Williams, who wanted to drop it.

Williams, who helped organize the march and was
among those who filed the lawsuit, urged toward the end
of the trial that it be dropped because it would impoverish

the families of KKK members.
He said yesterday he would not take any money from

the settlement.

"Irregardl^ss of the court's decision, my decision not to

accept one single penny of my white brothers' and sisters'

possessions is a matter of conscience," Williams said. "It

is also stooping lower than the KKK and other white

supremacists to take away from them their hard earned
material possessions, simply because they brutalized us

in responding to the sickness of our capitalistic society."

In a letter Williams sent his fellow marchers during the

trial, he said he had "talked" to slain civil rights leader

Martin Luther King Jr. and King had told him "Jesus

wanted him not to sue the Klan."
State Rep. J.E. "Billy" McKinney, who had opposed

Williams' effort to drop the lawsuit, said Williams'

"religion and communication with the dead should not

interfere with our constitutional rights and justice."

Named as defendants in the lawsuit were the southern

White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, the Invisible Em-
pire Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and 12 individuals.

There had been 57 plaintiffs. Williams and three others

dropped out during the trial and four others dropped out

yesterday.

Duke loses appeal
over Nat*l Guard
BOSTON (AP» — Democratic presidential candidate

Michael Dukakis, who attempted to use his power as

governor of Massachusetts to block a National Guard

training mission in Central America, lost an appeal

yesterday challenging federal authority over the guard.

The Ist Circuit Court of Appeals issued a one-sentence

order affirming a decision by District Judge Robert Keeton

on May 6 that upheld federal supremacy over the National

Guard.
"Having examined the briefs of the parties and hav-

ing had the benefit of oral argument, we affirm the judge-

ment on the basis stated in the district court's well-

reasoned opinion," the appeals court said.

Dukakis filed suit in January to block the assignment

of 13 public relations specialists in the Massachusetts

Guard to Honduras and Pananma for two weeks in May
because of his opposition to Reagan administration

policies in the region.

In his presidential campaign, Dukakis has denounced

the Reagan administration for its "failed and illegal"

policy of supporting the Nicaraguan Contra rebels, and

he said the sending of National Guard troops to the region

was an attempt to intimidate Nicaragua.

Dukakis, who was campaigning yesterday in Califor-

nia and Colorado, had no immediate comment on the ap-

pellate decision.
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DRIVE-THRU PRESCRIPTIONS - Nancy P. Long, a passenger in a car that jumped a curb
Monday and crashed into a Nashville, Tenn. drug store, surveys the scene of the accident.

Duke puts down ad
PLEASANT HILL, Calif. (AP) - Democrat Michael

Dukakis yesterday denounced a new Republican cam-

paign commercial ridiculing him for riding in an Army
tank and asserted that "we Democrats are for a strong

defense."

The Massachusetts governor toured friendly territory

in the San Francisco suburbs in a state where he found

discouraging polls showing his GOP rival leading in the

presidential race.

Dukakis responded by taking virtually every opportuni-

ty to appear on network television, while refusing to hold

a news conference or take questions from reporters travel-

ing with him.
"^

He appeared on ABC's "Nightline" program last night

for a 90-minute interview with Ted Koppel, who met him
in Denver.

Dukakis' wife and children appeared on Phil Donahue's

program.
Aides said Dukakis would be interviewed by Dan Rather

on tomorrow's CBS Evening News program in a session

expected to last 14 minutes — extraordinarily long for an

evening news show. His running mate, Sen. Lloyd Bent-

sen of Texas, will be interviewed on the same program

today.

"Now they've got a tank ad — has all kinds of

misstatements and outright falsehoods," Dukakis said

yesterday. "We Democrats are for a strong defense."

The Bush Campaign's tank ad uses videotape of

Dukakis wearing a helmet and riding in the turret of an

Ml tank at a defense contractor's plant in Sterling

Heights, Mich., last month, and suggests that he is weak

on defense.

Dukakis said the tank ad is part of "the distortions, the

lies and the misrepresentations we've had in this cam-

paign — and there have been many."

His campaign advisors vigorously denied the Bush's ad

contention that Dukakis opposes virtually every new
weapons system.

Campaign manager Susan Estrich said Dukakis favors

the Trident II missile , the advanced cruise missile ,
the

Seawolf attack submarine, the C-17 transport aircraft and

the YF-22, A-23A advanced tactical fighter.

"There are lies, damn lies and George Bush's commer-

cials," she said.

Press secretary Dayton Duncan said the ad wrongly

claims that Dukakis opposes the Stealth bomber. "That's

a lie." he said.

He also said the governor was wrongly accused of oppos-

ing several missile systems.

)n the second day of Dukakis' tour of Northern Califor-

nia, a new front-page poll by the Los Angeles Times show-

ed him falling further behind Bush in this state whose

47 electoral votes are crucial to the Democrats' chances

of victory on Nov. 8.

The i>oll showed Bush leading Dukakis among likely

voters by 53 percent to 42 percent, with only 4 percent

undecided. The survey of 1,376 people had a margin of

error of plus or minus four percentage points.

Dukakis aides said the Times poll didn't match its own
survey results in California.

Battling the perception that California was slipping

beyond his grasp, the Democratic nominee campaigned
in the San Francisco Bay area, one of his strongest pockets

of support, before large, enthusiastic crowds.
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For Your Information
The FYI section is a public service announcement to the

campus and community. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee that all submissions will be published.

Lecture
Former US Ambassador to Egypt Hermann Frederick

Eilts will deliver a lecture at 4 p.m. today in room 174-176

of the Campus Center. The lecture is titled, "American
Foreign Policy Since Camp David: An Overview."
Interviews
Interviews for all students seeking admission to Early

Childhood Eklucation will be held this week. Applications,

which must be completed before an interview, may be ob-

tained in room 354 of Hills South. Directions for inter-

views are available in the same office. Students who fail

to complete the application and interview will not be con-

sidered for admission in January.
Exam schedules
The Fall 1988 Final Examination Schedule will be

available beginning Friday. Copies will be delivered to

students in the residence halls and will be distributed to

off"-campus students only in the first floor lobby of Whit-

more from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday.

Contest
The 16th Annual Halloween Window Painting Contest

is scheduled for Saturday. All children between the ages

of 5 an 18 are invited to participate in the event, which

features the decorating of merchants windows in

downtown Amherst.
To enter, pick up an application in any school office or

the Leisure Services and Supplemental Education Office

located at 446 Main Street no later than 4:30 p.m. today.

Applications will be accepted on a first come, first serve

basis until all available window spaces are filled. Par-

ticipants will be notified of window assigments by today.

There is no entry fee, although participants must supp-

ly their own painting materials.

Meeting
Spitfire Color Guard, the University's competitive col-

or guard, has scheduled an organizational meeting at 8

p.m. tomorrow in the staff room of the Old Chapel. Topics

to be discussed include membership, goals, staffing and
practices. All University students up to age 21 with

previous color guard experience, preferably competitive,

are invited to attend.

Bible Study
The New Testament Fellowship will be having a bible

study tonight at 7 and every Friday of the semester in

the Campus Center. Check the event listing near the in-

formation desk on the concourse for the room number.

Hike
The Pioneer Valley Group of the Sierra Club is spon-

soring a hike at the Quabbin Reservoir. Those interested

should meet at 10 a.m. Sunday at the Women's Federated

Forest for an all-day hike from Soapstone Hill to Dana.
The hike is approximately 10 miles with some moderate-

ly strenuous stretches, according to the group; there may
even be some bushwhacking. Hikers are asked to bring

lunch and liquid. Ifyou want to go along, call Alexandra
Dawson in advance at 586-5586.

TAKE
THE WESTOVER
SHORTCUT

It

NEW YORK
Six Scheduled Round Trip

Non-stop Flights to

LaGuardia Daily

If you're flying to New
York, wfiy punish yourself

with that long trek to the

airport, going round and
round a huge parking lot

trying to find a parking

spot? You wait in line at

the ticket counter Then
wait to board. You know
what it's like. Now there's

a t)etter way; a more con-

venient way to get there.

Now There's The Westover Shortcut

Two Westovers - Westover Metropolitan Airport and
Westover Air |jcx>k at all the advantages.

It takes you less time to get to the airport. As much as
30 minutes less. Check the chart for your drive time.

You park your car next to the terminal, just a few steps
from the plane. And there's no charge for daytime parking.

No waiting time for a valet van.

You're ticketed in minutes and you're a hop, skip, and a
jump from the plana

How Lx>ng Does It Take Ybu To Get To
THE WESTOVER SHORTCUT?

lyplcal Driving Tim*
1bW»stov«r(Mln.)

Agawam 22 Northampton 16
Amherst 30 RBlmer 18
Chicopee 10 South Hadley 11

Easthampton 18 Springfield 15
Greenfield 42 Ware 30
Holyoke 12 Westfleld 20
Longmeadow 16 West Springfield 16
Ludlow IS Wllbraham 18

MIlMge provkM by SH + E Inc., ConsuHanto

Shortcuts to ttio Shortcut

From Ettt and West of V^stover,

take Exit #5 on the Mass.
Tumpika

From ttw North, take Rt. 91 South
to Exit #4 at the Mass. Turnpike

interchanga Then East to Exit #S
on Mass. Tumpika

From the South, take Rt. 291 East
to Exit #6 off Rt. 291 (Fuller Road).
Then follow the Westover
Metropolitan Airport

symtx)ls.

And 45 minutes later

you touch down at

LaGuardia Marine Air Ter-

minal. No huge crowds. No
long hike to the outside

world.

You're flying Westover
Air, a proud airline with

a perfect flying safety

record over its 18 years

of service.

This is what you've

wanted for years. No traf-

fic snarls. No baggage
hassle. No jammed park-

ing lot. And no waiting...

waiting...waiting.

The Westover Shortcut.

It's the short and sweet
way to get to New York.

LIMITED TIME SPECIAL
FREE Ground Transportation to Manhattan (and return) by Carsy
Express or the Water Shuttle. Umlted tln>e offer. Call for details.

Westover Metropolitan Airport
Call your TNivel Agent for reservations or phone 413-593-9955
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My observations

Symptoms of the 'nice guy syndrome'
Amid the chaos of the UMass social scene — consisting

of drinking, dancing and dating (usually in that order)

— there are a few strange entities that most of us have

encountered but few have yet to recognize.

They are the beings that hold doors open for strangers.

They always wear a smile and are ready to hear you yell

and complain about anything and everything at any

given time, then tell you that it will all work out for the

best.

They have the disease commonly referred to by experts

as the nice guy syndrome.

Who are they? Where do they come from? Are they

some mutant form of life from another planet or are they

some subset of the human species commonly know as

man?
It is difficult to weed them out from the fraternity boys,

dope dealers, beer guzzlers and the other males who are

plainly "too cool" for their own good. This is because the

nice guy is a master of disguise and able to mesh with

any of the groups previously mentioned. This ability to

conform is caused by his not stating his differences —
for fear of possibly offending anybody.

This is not all bad, as his female friends are able to

feel totally and completely trusting of him. The nice guy

is affectionately called a "Ken Doll" or a "Safe Date."

A "Ken Doll" is a person who appears to have no sex-

ual desires whatsoever, leaving most of his women
friends to wonder if he has any testosterone in his

system. A "Safe Date" is self-explanatory.

A woman feels quite confident about hanging on him,

holding his hand and kissing him. When people ques-

tion their platonic relationship, she answers: "Him?
You've got to be kidding!"

Nancy Cohen

The major problem with finding dates for him is if his

hall-mate's cousin's brother's former roommate might

have an interest in the same woman, the nice guy would

feel obligated to step aside so as to not intrude on so-

meone else's chance.

If by some miracle he does find a date, he's too nice

to have a one night stand and too honest to survive any

kind of serious relationship. When l^e thinks of another

woman he is compelled to immediately confess his sins

to his significant other.

Detecting anger is very difficult to spot because he

never wants anyone to feel put out by his insignificant

problems i.e. car accidents, hospitalization or being

haras.sed by bill collectors. One is able to go years before

realizing a nice guy actually has problems. It never oc-

curs to you.

Another benefit to having him as a friend, esjaecially

if he has nice clothes, is the ability to borrow anything,

even the shirt off his back (literally, I know from per

sonal experience).

Feel free to ask for rides, even if you want to go for

a four hour drive at three in the morning. He'll take you,

even if he has an 8 a.m. exam.

Worried about where your next meal is coming from?

Don't dismay, your nice guy will gladly order a pizza,

pick it up and hand deliver it to you at your place.

Want tickets for a show? Give him a call, he'll wait

in line for five hours in the sleet for you.

I guess you understand.

If you are lucky enough to have a "special" friend like

this, don't feel guilty or anxious about imposing on him
and his good will. Think about it; if you didn't, someone

else would. Why should someone else reap the benefits

of this nice guy? That person probably wouldn't ap-

preciate him as much as you. Right?

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Odds and ends

More to

life than
safe sex
Safe sex. Safe sex. Everywhere I look, I

see a new promotion for safe sex.

Last semester I returned to my dormitory

every day to be accosted by explicit draw-

ings of a nude man and his erection with

explanations of the proper way to wear a

condom.
My resident assistant had tacked these

up on the hall bulletin board which hap-

pened to be outside my door. In deference

to her wishes that nothing be torn down or

mutilated on the board, and in spite ofmy
distate, I left it where it was.

Ande Hallden

After several weeks, however, I took it

down in disgust.

So what is on the bulletin board this

semester? Now I come home to a "Safe Sex

Menu," advising me to do everything from

licking whipped cream from my "part-

ner's" body (avoiding orifices, of course) to

tooling around with a Polaroid camera.

We want to have sex with our "partners"

who are having sex with others, or who
have had sex with others in the past, but

alas, there is AIDS and all the lovely other

sexually transmitted diseases to contend

with. So what's the answer? Voila! Slap a

condom, dental dam or plastic wrap on the

problem. Rubber and plastic products the

salvation of human libido!

Sorry, guys, that's not the answer. I can-

not begin to relate the countless conversa-

tions I have had with men smd women who
wouldn't mind waiting until marriage to

have sex with the one they love, within the

bounds of privately and publicly stated

commitment.
"But I don't feel I can," says one guy.

"Because ... I don't know, I'm not being

a real man or something if I wait." "How

can I wait until I'm married?" says another

woman. "How can I expect to keep a guy

if I won't sleep with him?" When I asked

her if she really wanted to marry someone

who rejected her because of sex, she said,

"Ck)od point," and looked thoughtful, but

who knows if it'll sink in.

Do you remember junior high school? A
time when we worried about our bodies'

development? Did we fit within the realm

or normalcy? Would we be teased for a bodi-

ly overabundance or lack of this or that?

Look around you. We haven't grown up.

We've traded in all that B.S. to now worry

about what it is we're doing or not doing

with our bodies. Where do you fit in? What

are your real feelings? Are you acting on

them, or are you just succumbing to that

infamous peer pressure?

Ande Hallden is a UMass student
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Professors fail to give test for knowledge
Tests. They are everyone's nemesis. Well

almost everyone's.

It is that time of the semester. It is time

for midterms. It is the time when sleep in

imknown, memory cells are overloaded and

self indulgences are a thing of the past. It

is time to make the grade. But in all hones-

ty, when all is said and done, does making

the grade really mean making an A?

Maybe not.

In the shadow of the coffee achievers, the

future professionals struggle to perform to

the best of their academic ability. Why?
Because that is what we are programmed

to do, that is what we are told is right. Good

grades will be the means to our ultimate

end, whatever ovir ultimate end may be.

My question is this: Does an individual's

performance accurately reflect that in-

dividual's knowledge? I say no. No, I know

the answer is no. I am a case study.

For almost a week, my study group work-

ed together. In the beginning, not one of us

knew all the answers. At the end of the

week, after much debating and problem

solving, we knew it all. We had studied,

argued and discussed. We challenged the

answers. What we had done was learned

the way one really learns. We did not just

memorize what we were taught. We
thought about it and expanded on it. Isn't

that what higher education is all about?

Finally each of us knew it all. Really. So

what happened?

Michelle Bernard

It is more or less what you expected. You
recognize the problems because you have

done them all before. You have anticipated

the worst your professor could give you and

now it's there on the test.

You see a problem that you explained to

the others. Of coiu-se, this will be the pro-

blem you get wrong. Somewhere, somehow,

in the mad rush to produce the ultimate

answer to the ultimate question in less

than two hours, what you know gets

scrambled between your mind and your

number two pencil.

You answer the question incorrectly.

John, to whom you had earlier explained

the problem, answers it right. He is one of

the few, the proud, the test performers.

Perhaps test-taking abilities an a state

of mind. Maybe they are inborn and neat-

ly cultivated abilities.

I do not possess such abilities. I can see

a problem in ways others may not see it

and I can solve it, but can I take a test on
it? Maybe, maybe not.

One study group member proposes the

question, "Everyone of us went into that

test knowing the answers. How come only

one of us could produce them?"
John responds, "I psyched out the test.

I was confident, controlled and I mastered

it"

After a moment of reflection, another

group member responds, "I was unsure,

spontaneous and I flunked it."

Which is more important, what you can
do on a test or what you know? Is one a

reflection of the other? We live in a socie-

ty where academic institutions and the job

market overemphasizes numbers, not

knowledge.

Too oft«n, grades are used to compare
knowledge when all they really compare is

test-taking ability.

Michelle Bernard is a UMass student

The Collegian gladly accepts letters and columns from the University of Massachusetts community. All submis-

sions should be addressed to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass. Ifyou have any questions or comments regar-

ding the content or editing of editorial page, feel free to call us at 545-3500. Ask for David or Pam. Thanks.
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Steele fears bleak future with GOP victory

If minorities, women and the working

class think things have been bad during

the Reagan Administration, they can on-

ly get worse if George Bush is elected, said

to the national legislative and political

director of the Communist Party USA.
James Steele, former chairperson of

both the Young Workers Liberation

League and the Young Communist
League, addressed an audience of about

50 in Campus Center room 163 last night.

Steele said the few who'd profit from a

Republican administration would far out-

number those who would suffer.

"This administration has sought to

bring the sunset on equal rights, voting

rights, women's rights, labor rights and

abortion rights," he said.

Although Steele would not defend the

conservative slant of Michael Dukakis'

campaign, he encouraged students to get

out and vote against the Republican

ticket. Steele said the nationwide student

vote could be large enough to determine

the margin of victory in the election.

"It's been a campaign devoid of issues,

steeped in negativism and reeking of

pseudo-patriotism. Bush, in my judge-

ment, ought to be defeated on those

grounds alone, and then made to spend

time going through Civility Week for 52

weeks a year for the rest of his life,"

Steele said.

-JOHN SWANSON

Jewish rally to be held
Hundreds of balloons will be released at

noon today from the Student Union

Building steps as part of rally that is to

be the final event of Oppressed Jewry

Awareness Week.
The events of the week which started

Monday have already included two infor-

mation tables in the Campus Center; one

on Soviet Jewry and one on Ethiopian

Jewry; as well as a lecture by Robert

Freedman on the struggle of the Ethio-

pian Jews.

The week is being sponsored by the

United Jewish Appeal, a part of the

University of Massachusetts Hillel Foun-

dation. UJA discusses issues and sponsors

Jewish community. It also raises money for

Jewish needs throughout the world.

"Our goal is to educate the people," said

UJA Chairman Barrie Evans. "We can

make a change by writing to congressmen

and leaders of countries where Jews are be-

ing denied their human rights."

Three different colored balloons will be

released at the rally, each one representing

one of the three oppressed groups: Soviet

Jews, Ethiopian Jews, and Syrian Jews.

There will also be an information table on

the plight of Syrian Jewry all day today in

the Campus Center.

-JONATHAN WAXLER
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
nr-un>bK.I<.K\ and immunobK >!(>({> Sludenls may enter in flexible reseaKh rolaUMis

.it th*- (aiuliv resean b inlerests inilude.

• Human (lene MappinK
• Molecular & Biothemical Genetics of Human Diseases

• Molecular biolofO of DNA & RNA tumor viruses

• (Genetics and bi»lo({> of influenza viruses

• Molecular mechanism of cellular and viral replication

• Molecular mechanism of viral host interaction

• mRNA lranscripli«m. processing and stability in vivo

and in vitro

• (iene expression of exocrine (jland-specific secretorv proteins

• Isolation and characterization of gene-specific regulator)

UNA binding proteins
• Transgenic animals and mammalian gene expression

• Macrophage and neutrophil physiology
• Immunological mechanisms of liver diseases

• Molecular basis of generation of antibod> diversit>

• Development and regulation of mammalian lymphoid system
• l>harmacolog> and molecular biology of neuropeptide

pnH-essing enzyme

The Mount Sinai Campus
The M(Huil Sinai School o( Medkine is converuently located (»i Central VtoV at hast

98th Street. Students take advantaRe of llie larger siieiilifii ccmuiimuly of th<- New

YotV Metrinxilita" area and cii).>y tlx- iijltural and 1 1\ reatimwl (H)(><>rtuiiitjes aff<Hded

b\ .1 mHlM.iiili.itl.iii s«'llii\k:

Kor further mfoni«tjon arxl applKatKm contact: Mb. Jomarie Alano. Box 1022. Graduate Sch.K.I of Biological Sciences. ( I3 ). M<»unt Sinai ScIuh.I

of Medicine. One Gustave L. Levy Place. New York 10029-6574.
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• CNS regulatitm <»f cardio\asc»ilar function

• Developmental neurobiology of growth factors and their receptors

• NeuroendcKrinolog> of stress and repr<Kluct ion

• Molecular basis of neurodegenerative diseases
• Neurotransmitter receptor pharmacology isolation and

characterization
• (i proteins and receptors involxed in signal transduction at

the cell surface
• Computerized image analysis of biomedical systems
• Synthesis and cellular sorting of protein hormone precursom
• Membrane biophysics
• Bi<H-hemistr> of ATI' synthesis
• Steroid hormones: transport and mechanism of action

• (Jrowth factor structure and activity

• Physiology of electrolyte transp<»rt

• (iniwth factors and peptide hormones
• Molecular biology of plasma membrane receptt»r

Financial Aid

Mount Sinai supfxirls its PhD students with a stipend and paKi tuition and

makes Intusing available in a new facility adjacent to the . ainpus

MOUNT SINAI The Mount Sinai Medical Center of New York
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ARTS/LIVING

Rap is no fad, says Kane;
Hip-hoppers hit FAC tonight

Big Daddy Kane performs at the Fine Arts Center tonight.
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Friday Oct. 28 at 3:00
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Training Woricshop
CC901

Sun. Oct. 30 at 3:00
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fast. Quality Chinese food at an Affordable Price

This Week Lunch Special

Baby Siirimp & Meat Sauce

with white rice $3.25

with soup $3.95

also-a 80 oz. pitcher of draft beer is only $3.95

Glass 75<l Offer Good Only In Hadley J

H.dlev-430 Ru»el St.. 253-2571 Northampton.! 50 Kins St.. 586-8221

Melp Wanted 1 1 a.m.—4 p.m.

By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

There was a time when many folks in the

industry viewed rap music as a truly

curious phenomenon. You couldn't help
thinking it was just a silly fad back in the
days of the Sugar Hill Gang and "Rappers
Delight." But heck, anything was a
welcome break from that discovera misery.
Well, rap has come full circle in the last

10 years, and it's anything but a fad. The
addictive percussive beats, confident at-

titude, and thoughtful lyrical phrasing
have made today's rap artists among the

most heralded.

Tonight at the Fine Arts Center, rap ar-

tist Big Daddy Kane will hip-hop his way
to center stage. Opening up the show will

be fellow rappers Boogie Down Produc-
tions. As a songwriter, lyricist, and pro-

ducer for the all rap Cold Chillin record

label. Big Daddy Kane (alias Antonio M.
Hardy) has proved an invaluable asset, and
is on tour now supporting his debut album
Long Live The Kane.

Kane is clearly a product of the rap era.

A native of the urban Bedford-Stuyvesant

section of Brooklyn, he draws inspiration

from his life experiences and rap artists

such as the Furious Five, Grandmaster

CAV and Kool-Moe Dee. Inspiration? Yes.

Imitation? No.

"When I was younger, I looked up to

those guys as role models. I don't emulate

their styles," Kane said.

All artists have influences, and Big Dad-

dy Kane does find reggae particularly

suited for incorporation into the rap style.

"I don't really listen to rap. I think reg-

gae is really good to listen to if you're into

rapping," he said.

And as for rock'n'roll, a la Run DMC,
Kane said "No, I've never really listened

to much rock." Kane's style is more of a

roots type, urban ethnic brand. Slick,

smooth, and very cool.

"I think rap has changed completely. It's

gone from original street rap, to today's

commercial style and digital sampling.

Now there's elements of pop and reggae in

continued on page 10
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You have to make plans for alternative

housing during the Thanksgiving break.

To get out of the hassle, attend the NSE
New York Trip, Nov. 23-27. Sign up
today by dropping off a $100 deposit

required by Friday, Oct. 28. First come,
first serve. (NSE Office: E-26, Machmer,

545-2191).
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Drink of the Week *

JACK DANIELS & COKE $2
Beer of the Month
BECKS $1.75

Wednesday Night is Jack Daniels

Night!!

Spaten Octobcrfcst available for a limited time!

If

1 Pray St . Amherst—549-5403 • Open 1 1 am
• 7DaYS A Week • Call for Take Out • Kitchen Open till Midnight

Pool Table. V!d«o Games, Joke Bo«, 3 Color TV's

Most Bar S««U la Town

Now Serving Homestyle Ltfnch & Dinner
This Week...VcaI Parmesan, StufTcd Chicken,

American Chop Suey. Tacos, Macaroni & Cheese
ALL UNDER S4.00II

Great Food at Low Low Prices

$€«& ft Seven $1.75
Drink of the WMk

DOSBQUIS $1.50
Ba«f of Um Monlh

lOlh Anniv«rs«rY 1978 • 1988
Good Food & Drink jm
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Kane
continued from page 9

rap. People once thought rap was
a phase or a fad, but it s now a major part
of the music industry,"

The evolution of rap is certainly worthy
of investigation. What started as an
ethnic quality of inner city life-styles has
become a big faction in a mega-million
dollar business. Breakdancing has gone
the way of hula-hoops, but rap has made
a distinct musical and cultural contribu-
tion to American society.

Kane has penned tunes for fellow Cold
Chillin artists Biz Markie, Roxanne
Shante and has recently worked with
Rick James. In spite of his gifted writing
abilities. Kane plans to embark on an all-

out recording and performing career.

"Basically, right now I'm planning on
just working myself. I did songs for Rox
anne and the thing with Rick James, but
I'm doing my own thing now."

Clearly, Big Daddy Kane is in control

of more than just his vocal chords. While
he virtually awed the front office of Cold
Chillin Records with his knack for penn-
ing terrific raps, they are equally excited
about his prospects as a recording artist

in his own right. If the success he's

already had is any indication of what lies

ahead, they won't be disappointed. In the
realm of hip hoppers.Big Daddy Kane is

among the hippest.

Tonight's Fine Arts Center show begins
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $9 for UMass
students and $12 for the general public.

Boogie Down Productions opens for Big Daddy Kane tonight in the FAC.
Tickets are still available for this UPC show.

WELCOME TO:

[mDliKGiuiiJi
WITH

KXPIWSS 1

ALPHA PHI OMEGA PRESENTS
The 27th ANNUAL

ILAS VEGAS NIGHT]
ll|WlUlWlNil(llMtttllHllUIIIIIII«IIIIM#H^

^BUFFALO WmCS
m HELL!!!

MILD ^^MBD ^^0-i ^MBO
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HAUVTED APPETIZERS DARKSIDE ORDERS
Couch Potato SWns 4.25 Onion Ring Shackles 1.75
Monsterella Sticks 3.25 Wooden Steak Fries 1.50
Cheesed Gooleyflower 2.50 Massacroni Salad .95

Monster Mushrooms 2.25 Potato Head Salad .95

Screaming Zucchini Circles 1.75 Cole Slawter .95

DEADLY DESSERTS BEWnCHIIG BEVERAGES
Bea & JcrrY's AH Flavors Coke-Diet Coke-Sprite

I SCREAM! 2.95 Sunkist-A&W Cans-.65 Ltrs.- 1 .35

TAKE OUT OR DELIVERY
Tues.-Thurs. 5pm-2am ^V Jl ^^ ^W^V^^
Fri.& Sat. 5pm-3am SiB^PB# # # |
Sunday 5pm- lam f^^m ^ m m m B
Closed Mondays Prices do not include 5% meals Xsx

* Gosed Halloween- So have a good night and remember to watch
oat for the Tube Chicken From H«UI

Blackjack

Rotilette

Over and Under

And More!

\

Win Real Prizes! Donated By Area
Merchants

Place: CCA. Time: 7-11 Price: $4.00
Date: Fri., Oct. 28

Proceeds benefit The Equestrian

Therapy Center

THE ORIGINAL LAS VEGAS NIGHTTheme James Bond's World
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Zappa proves he can do it on CD
By JAMES MALOY
Collegian Correspondent

Frank Zappa
You Can't Do That on Stage Anymore. Vol. 2
Rykodisc (CD)

Over the past 22 years, Frank Zappa has proven himself
to be one of the most intensely creative, forward-thinking

and humorous individuals in the world of music. He has
released over 40 albums which run the gamut from gut-

level rock to the edge of modern classical music, with
many interesting points in between. And he has done this

outside of the rock mainstream, surviving the sleazy work-

ings of the music industry with the support of a body of

hard-core fans. You tend to either love or hate him.
You Can 't Do That on Stage Anymore is a typically am-

bitious Zappa project - over thirteen hours of live music
from the past 20 years, released only on CD in six double-

disc sets. The series aims to present a huge body of

previously unreleased music and new arrangements of

older material; the first volume consisted of assorted songs

from as early as 1968 (with his first band. The Mothers)

to the most recent touring band, which featured David
Lee Roth's guitarist extraordinaire Steve Vai.

Volume Two was released this week, and unlike the first

volume, features a concert in its entirety: the legendary

show in Helsinki, Finland in 1974. The band Zappa had
assembled at this time was the most technically proficient

outfit he had ever had, and featured George Duke on

keyboards and Genesis drummer Chester Thompson. By
the time they hit Helsinki, they had been touring for over

a year, and could play even the most musically deman-
ding material in their sleep.

And so the concert is a killer. At certain points on this

disc I found my jaw dropping in sheer disbelief at what

I was hearing. Zappa's guitar playmg is the best ot nis

career, and the amount of musical interplay between band
members is astonishing. Some of the songs on this disc

(like "Approximate" and "Don't you Ever Wash that

Thing?"), combine the most radical elements of avant-

garde 20th century classical music, modem jazz, and Hen-

drixian guitar madness; in music like none that had ever

been played. But sis cerebral and weird the music can get,

it is always played with a real sense of humor and pas-

sion. Emerson, Lake and Palmer sound like mechanical

dolls in comparison.

And that brings up the more well-known aspect of Zap-

pa's music: the funny stuff. Frank is known for throwing

lots of off-color humor into his material, and this disc is

no exception to that rule. "Room Service" features an im-

provised dialogue between Frank and a Russian hotel

clerk, played by saxist Napoleon Murphy Brock;

"Stinkfoot" and "Approximate" also feature Zappa's uni-

que sense of humor. But the funniest moment comes when
a Finnish fan, apparently mistaking Frank for Gregg

Allman, requests "Whipping Post" in broken English. The
version of "Montana" that follows makes fun of the re-

quest, among other things, and features a jam that rivals

the intensity of the best Led Zeppelin.

So the question you're asking now is, well, should I buy

this thing then? Not if you expect easily digested pop

songs. But if you have a taste for some of the most awe-

inspiring mutant rock music ever attempted by a band,

featuring elements of funk, jazz, and truly deviant guitar

noise, then jump on it! How many other bands do you

know of that can play the Finnish national anthem off

the top of their heads and turn it into James Brown rave-

up? You Can't Do That on Stage Anymore is an accurate

title, but Volume Two makes it clear that no one aside

from Frank Zappa could have done it all.

Toots' makes Memphis; Maxi's marred
By SISTER WASSI
Special To The Collegian

Toots In Memphis
Toots Hibbert
Mango Records
Move over, Otis Redding! Here comes Toots Hibbert!

It seems that Mango Records has finally accepted Toots

(of Maytalls fame) for what he is ... a reggae bluesman.

Recorded in Memphis over a 10-day period, these tracks

merge the roots reggae Dunbar/Shakespeare drum and
bass with the soulful Joe Mulherin/Jim Spake/ Andrew
Love brass complement. The result is powerful, unique

music which cauries Toots to the apotheosis of his persona

. . . the Jamaican soul man par excellence.

Hibbert's husky silk-and-velvet voice and legendary

phrasing here reach the peak of expression. After the tan-

talizing vocal intro of the Redding cover tune "Dreams
To Remember," the band just socks into the reggae beat,

and it is cletu- something special is happening.

Toots In Memphis could easily be titled "Toots The
Lover." In contrast to the spiritual themes of previous

albums Pass The Pipe and Reggae Got Soul, almost every

one of these songs deal with some facet of romantic love.

Toots himself is a very loving, vital man, and he handles

this material with charm and authority. Over the throb-

bing, pounding backup of "hard to Handle," Toots pro-

mises, "I can give you what you want, but you got to come

home with me!" "Precious baby, you're mine." he
continued on page 12

Undergraduate art

displayed in SU
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

The All University Undergraduate Juried Art Exhibit

in the Student Union Art Gallery opens today with a

reception.

The works, all done by student undergraduates, will

represent a wide range of media including paintings,

drawings, prints, photographs, collages and sculptures.

The show, which was open to all university

undergraduates, was organized by UMass senior art ma-

jor Jane Brady who said its purpose was "for

undergraduates to get some kind of recognintion for their

artistic merit."

Entries were limited to three per student and a lot of

students did enter three works, Brady said. Over 100

works were submitted in all, but less than half will be

in the final show. Even so, "it is a good way to see what

the undergraduates will be doing in the art department,"

she said. "I can't wait to put the show up."

Prizes for the show will be $75 for first place; $50 for

second place and $25 for third.

"We're excited about it because there are not many
juried shows for undergraduates to enter their works in.

We weren't sure how the showing was going to be,"

Brady said.

The exhibit was sponsored by a grant from the UMass
Arts Council and UARTS, a student-run club for

undergraduate art mayors, helped with the intake of

works as well as with setting up the show.

The jurors were Carolyn Arnold, Arts Coordinator at

Hampshire College, and Felice Carvano, sculptor and

coordinator at Art Space Gallery in Greenfield. The ex-

hibit will begin with a reception on Oct. 26th and will

run through Nov. 4th. Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

t^~f=^=^^;^

VOYAGER IV
The Laser Light Rock Concert

featuring music by

Pink Floyd

Led Zeppelin

The Police

and
Genesis

Tickets on Sale at Tickets Unlimited Rm. 317 Student Unionj.
and at the door A
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^H£ YOU'D 00 >x

BURGSR
KING

TRICO
SIRVICfS

WIN
$

SCHOLARSHIP
99 Industral Drivef _ -. I ^~ J~L ^^ inausirai unve
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Toots
continued from page 11

exalts on "Precious Precious," with

vocal imporvisations so perfectly pitched

andinflected on ly liesteres with hearts of

stone will fail to be moved.

The album closes with a Toots original,

"See it My Way." The reggae rhythm

energizes funky chording as Toots pleads,

"I was free with the love, I gave you all my
heart, won't you try and see it my way?"

Listen to him sing and you will.

Maxi Priest

Maxi Priest

Virgin Records

The debut album by this brown-skinned,

dreadlocked Englishman, this offering was

clearly intended to appeal to the popular

audience, as opposed to dyed-in-the-wool

reggae fanatics. Priest has a soft, sweet pop

voice and smooth, confident delivery. He is

backed by the same Sly Dunbar/Robbie

Shakespeare rhythm team that probided

the firm reggae foundation for Toot's

smashingly successful new release. The

great Jamaican saxophonist, Dean Frazer,

appears on almost every track. The entire

engineering resources of Virgin Records

must have been called out, and even Beres

Hammond, a highly respected Jamaican

singer, sits in for a tune.

So why doesn't it work? These tunes are

terribly overproduced, from the synthetic

drum lines programmed by Dunbar to the

heavy reverb on Priest's vocals. Each track

is undisputably boring. With the possible

exception of the Cat Stevens cover "Wild

World," these songs are predictable, easy-

listening reggae which generate no

excitement.

"Marcus," a rather unrealistic ode to

Garvey, has some energy, thanks to a

strong horn section. But "It Ain't Easy" is

marred by Michael Jacksonesque squeaks

and squeals, and by trite rhymes like

"when I was a boy I never had much joy."

"Problems," the saga of a difficult love

affair, gives faint echoes of the Mighty
Diamonds without the Diamonds' authen-

ticity. Even on "Some Guys Have All the

Luck," the well-woven backups become
merely soporific. •

In attempting to appeal to everyone, poor

Maxi ends up appealing to nobody in par-

ticular. Skip this one and buy another copy

of Toots in Memphis for a friend.

Laser rock show
tonight in CCA

The Board of Governors Program coun-

cil will present "Voyager IV" tonight in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

This laser light rock concert features

Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, The Police and
Genesis and will be shown at 7, 9 and 11

p.m. Tickets are $4 and are on sale at the

door.

Wednesday is reggae-day at Katina's on

route 9 in Hadley. Tonight Winston Gren-

nan. King of Reggae Drums, will perform

with Ska-Rocks Band.
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

"Hoy. Bob ... did I scare you or what?"

Doonesbtiry By Garry Trtideau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

'We'rvjustgoing to wwk hard, and we're going to win.

'

—Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis,

responding to questions about his standings in the polls.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
I TroutMmtkar

in Troy

8 Mutcat s

capital

10 Moo
13 Solo
14 "Naw — into

oM bottta*

15 Broad-toppad
hM

16 Road (or

swaathaarta
18 Alwaya
19 Raoord p4ayar«

20 Protact

22 Exploaiva

initials

23 Chda gum
25 100%
28 Gats away
30 Got) taacnar

33 Sociaty idols

35 Cool

36 NovamtMr
ijKlhSlone

38 Eini outpouring

39 Stout

40 Choir mambar
41 Europa s 2nd

largatt laka

43 Swamp
44 Dutcn paintar

45 Salt

46 Accaiarata

49 Compass
raading

50 Actor OavK)

Ogdan
S2 Thing, in law

54 Ramova
56 Flying aca Don

of WW II

60 Rstws ot ma
futura

61 Attactionata

64 Savan —
65 Edan dwallar

66 Expunga
87 High mountain

68 Soaks
69 Cnartars

DOWN
1 Chums
2 Thanns —
3 Wanoar
4 Torp«0

5 Tranquilizas

6 Hootars and
scraachars

7 Actrass Farrow
8 — Art>or. HiNch.

9HaGiila

10 Tomatoaa
11 Sign

i2Charoa
15 Want away
17 Tosspots
21 Word with nsar

or far

23 Suraty monay
rscaivars

24 Addon
25 Apportion

26 Vina

27 Amorous graix)

29Scarsb
31 Pricas

32 Uppar
atmosphara
layar

34 Nitpick

37 TidtJil tor

Ootibin

42 Onant
44 Staphan,

ttta poat

47 Mawkar
48 1934 Nobal

pnzawirwiar

51 Flip

53 Hoard
54 Haavanly baar

55 Coward of nola

56 Muffins

57 Popular nama
in Moaoow

58 —wa
forgat...':

Kipling

59 Qivaa a

62 Lync poam
63Barral
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Weather
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Rescuers go all out in attempt
to free two trapped whales
BARROW..- Alaska (AP) - Soviet

icebreakers yesterday neared two whales

trapped in the high Arctic as rescuers

prepared "Operation Breakthrough," a go-

for-broke attempt to smash through an ice

wall blocking the animals" path to open

seas.

The vessels were reported about 20 miles

northeast of Point Barrow before first light

in Barrow, about noon EDT. said Coast

Guard spokesman Ken Freeze in Alameda,

Calif.

A helicopter was being prepared to take

representatives of the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration and the

Coast Guard to the ship, along with an in-

terpreter, Freeze said.

The Soviet news agency Tass, in a

dispatch from Moscow, said the larger of

the two icebreakers, the Admiral

Makaarov, had been slowed by heavy ice

and by fog which reduced visibility to less

than 200 yards.

Meanwhile, ice experts were trying to

find a way through the pressure ridge and

rescuers were trying to coax the whales

over a shoal between them and ridge. The

whales retreated from the shoal Monday.

Anticipating the imminent arrival of two

Soviet icebreakers, the ice specialists were

taking soundings Monday of the water

depth on either side of the ridge, a jumbl-

ed mass of ice chunks about 200 yards wide

and some 30 feet high.

The skipper of a US Coast Guard

icebreaker assigned to act as liaison with

the Soviets and a National Weather Ser

vice analyst were among those looking for

a place where the icebreaker could punch

through the ridge.

The California gray whales must get

through the icy tangle if they are to reach

an open lead, or pathway, through the ice.

The whales, stranded about 100 yards off-

shore more than two weeks ago by shifting

ice about 13 miles northeast of Barrow,

were about four miles from the ice ridge.

A third whale disappeared Friday and is

presumed dead.

AH phulo

One of two trapped California gray whales swims in a man-made open-

ing in the Arctic Ocean ice as two native whalers move ice away

D.A. says cadet death probe was professional
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - The district at-

torney says a professional investigation

was conducted when a police cadet died

during training in 1985, but an inquest has

been requested to resolve any medical

questions.

"Without any conclusions being drawn at

this time. I believe that an inquest will aid

in fully, completely and fairly answering

any lingering questions in this matter,"

Scott Harshbarger, Middlesex County

district attorney, said in a statement

released Monday.

James Whitehouse of Braintree died on

the second day of his training at the state

police academy in Framingham. His cause

of death was listed as cardiac arryhthmia

due to malignant hypothermia, said Tom
Samoluk, Harshbarger's spokesman.

At this time, authorities said the death

may have been caused by a genetic

condition.

Samoluk said Harshbarger requested

Framingham District Court Judge Robert

C. Campion for the inquest after his office

helped Chief Medical Examiner Brian

Blackboume in re-examining Whitehouse's

death.

Training methods at a state police

academy in Agawam have come under fire

since 16 kidney problems associated with

dehydration, including one who fell into a

coma, during training last month.

The condition of the sickest cadet,

Timothy Shepard, has been upgraded from

critical to serious. He was the only cadet

to suffer heat stroke.

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Add Spice To Your Weekend!!

NOW SERVING BRUNCH
l\(r\ dish frrshiN prrpdcrd to ordrr ustni; Ihr finrsi iniircdirnls.

dnd dl pti(rs Ihdt wnni urr<k lh»' ^cckriul hudv;rl.

Saturday G Sunday
1 1:00 To 3:00

7 OLD SOUTH STREETNORTHAMPTON

'rentAwreck
W \4
N«w AUMdCan

Trwaka A Vaw AIM AvatMM

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.AJ No.AtMt9nt

549.WENT

FANTASY WORU)
#) COSTUMES m
HALLOWEEN COSTUME RENTALS

Mask. Accesories, Make-up

Specializing in Custom Made Adult Costumes

75 Russell Street

Sunderland 665-3639

M-F Ipm-9pm, S«t-Sun Ipm-5pm

3rd House On TK» RigKt From Old AmK»rst Ro.d

Baseball Cards and
Posters

586-8775
Hampsnire Mall, Rt. 9

Hadley, MA

X-C
continued from page 16

Cathy Crocker and Amy
St. Pierre, due to illness

and injury, were able to

beat UVM who was also

missing one top runner.

Both teams are expected to

be healthy by the

championships.

At the N.E. meet last

year, UMass took 8th place

while UVm finished 9th.

This year, however,
LaFreniere hopes to finish

third with UVM 4th.

"Both programs have
taken huge steps over the

year. We've both had key
recruits and are better

teams," LaFreniere said.

"I don't think they believ-

ed they could win the quad
meet, but the fact that

they did, and without a full

team, may give them a

new outlook for the New
Englands."

The Minutewomen are

now 6-2 with the cham-
pionships at Franklin
Park in Boston coming on

Saturday at noon.

field hockey
continued from page 16

sophomore Sue Mercik and senior

Katherine Flint.

Mercik leads BU in scoring with nine

goals and two assists. Flint has scored two

goals and has dished out five assists. But

UMass will also have to stop BU's Sally

Maxwell.

"I think Sally Maxwell certainly is the

key," Hixon said. "There is no doubt about

it."

Gutheil, from her left back position will

be the key for the Minutewomen in shut-

ting down Maxwell. "Chris will really have

to do a good job against Sally," Hixon said.

Defensively, the key for the Terriers will

be goaltender Lisa Heywood. In 13 games,

Heywood has recorded 9 shutouts and her

goals against average is just 0.45.

Statistically, Heywood is the best

goaltender that the Minutewomen have

faced this year.

However, the best goalie that the

Minutewomen have seen this season is

their own, Cox. Cox, a senior transfer from

Purdue University, has given up just five

goals in 16 games since winning the bat-

tle for the starting goaltender from Des-

mond. That figures to a 0.31 goals against

average.

UMass is 14-1-1 on the season, which is

pretty amazing considering that the

Minutewomen have played back to back

games three times this year and about half

of those games have been against Top-20

opponents.

UMass' only loss was to Old Dominion

University. The Minutewomen are

unbeaten in their last eight games but now
is no time to let up.

"I think now its a matter for us of ex-

ecuting and continuing to do well under

pressure," Hixon said. "For me that's our

next level, to continue to play to win and
not just not to lose."

The Minutewomen havejumped out a to

big lead over most of their opponents and
when they have been in close games, have
come through when it came down to crunch

time.

soccer
continued from page 16

funny personality in terms of when it's up and when it's

down. I don't know whether it's going to be two beaten

teams (today), or we're going to show some stuff."

The Friars of Providence, since surging out to a 5-1-1

record to open the year, have dropped six of their last

seven contests to fall to 6-7-1.

Gettler sees today's contest as an opportunity to im-

prove on UMass 1-5 record on the road. "Providence is

down right now," said Gettler, 'they've lost a lot of tough

games lately and I think psychologically they're a team

ready to be beaten."

The Friars, who most recently lost to Boston Univer-

sity 4-2 on Saturday, are led offensively by Pat Kocourek

who has nine goals on the season. Sweeper fullback

Seamus Purcell landed third team AU-American ac-

colades last season, and poses a threat to score ("he's got

that freedom," envied McCormick) as well as an obstruc-

tion to UMass's offensive efforts.

"We'll probably try and mark him to keep him out of

the game because I feel he's their best player, and their

most dangerous player," said Gettler of Purcell.

yom torn
around.
thvrv's

.J new al

.jazzeitW
Hampshire Mall.

Hadley: Inlerskale 91
•M»W«F« 930»m
M'Tu'W'Th 5 30pm
M«W 7 00pm
Fnday 6 00pm
Saturday .915am
'child carr available 584 0745

Walk-ins 3 50 ea

Mthly passes available

Gobble
UP A SPECIAL I

IHAMKSSIVIN©
^O^IRFAM!^

«««-

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
Maplewood Shops Northampton, MA

586-8953

ACTMT«S»AU0O
AUTO FOR SAl£«CALCUlATOPS
OOBttMMHee •fCH RENT

FORSMi«roUNO
HELP WANTS) •LOST

CLASSIFIED
iiiatitjwcia,*^ -i^jtc ,

INSTRUCTION • MCTORCYLOES
PERSONALS • ROE WANTH)
RDERS NEEDED »5ERVCES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVa

WANTH) • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFRCE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FBI.2:30)r« DEADLINE 2 PAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION » CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Acnvmn

fSii wiiS oS OAMAOE
MCOMKMUnO- OuMnaryeh* It gonn*

QM cioM to you Tun* Into WMUA WadoM-
3ay at B 30pm

OUCSTION S PMOMBES PAOTCCTIVE
raoulatlont lor Mataachutatit farm

•nlmali. Laam mora gat invdvad Artimal

RIgWi Coalition maat* Thuradays «pm
sJaoe

ENTERTAINHENT

HANOYPERSON NECOCO lor an RSO o*

fica G«autification pro)«ct Contact Mary
6-6672 and laava maaaaga

MEET RON PAUL LIBERTARIAN lor

PraaWanl Thur Oct 27 al 1 2.30 in Menwial
Hall Tha cho4ca (or MMrty

CRAFT CENTER IS YOUR resource Make
ail iiinds ol crafts, pottery, silver silkscreen,

photography, etc Free instruction

WKE FOfl BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on

coTKOuraa Oct 16. 20. lor the Cystic

Fibroais Bik»-A-Thon Anyone can do il'

KLtNKAVE J. SCNVICa • ProtawMrtal

muaic tyatam al unbMtabi* pricM -

646-6616

FOR A 0000 TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Oiac-

lOCKeys and large screen video darKM.
borms/organiiations 2S64526

FOR RENT

SUNNY. SPAOOUS 2-BEOROOM apt in

Farmhouia has an opening' 2 miles Irom

UMaa* 27S/(Tio* Female preferred must

••a Can 540-5645

MAKE A DIFFBtENCE IN A BKS WAV
Keep toxics out of our water Ear appro<

SSIVday with MASSPIRG II you're fun and
articulate. Call Chris 2S64434

FOR SALE

EARN t4<MiO/OAY working to reduce tox-

ics in Maaaachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water safe' CaH Chns at 256«434

YOU OONT HAVE TO take pari in disaec

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE'

SPAOOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres of country land Ample oft street park-

ing and free bus service to UMass and

shopping areas Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

62 VW SOROCCO 5 spd Darkgrey nwK

tires, hms runs very well. '3000 Pfeaa* call

Tom 546-1164

HALLOWEEN MAKEUP FOR SALE Con-
lefti. hairspray, Wood, kits, etc Call Steve
546-8538

MINOLTA MAXXijM 7000 Incrudes auto

flash. 50mm Ions and carrying case 6

months old $400 00 or B 546-8214

SklBOOTS.lcOFLACH CE PRO, rear en
try. air lit Men's size 10 $50 54fr6035

1960 HONOA ACCORD. New parts B.O
Gary 253-5907

PART TIME OFFKX ASSISTANT naadwl
Wordprocessing or data entry expenanoe
desired 10-15 hrs/wk flexIMa weekday
hours Salary commafwurala wNh ax-

panenca Contact Annan*a Rami, 366 N
Pleasant St Amh*rstMa0l0O2 54»-1ia9

OMHWASHERS. Part nmeTflexible hours,

some days and aady evening shifts Star-

ting pay up to 6.00 par hour Apply in per-

son Season's Restaurant. Rt 9. Becher-

town Road. Amherst

HOST/HOSTESS Part iime/fiexible

hours/good starling pay Apply m person.

Season's Restaurant. Rt 9. Belchertown
Road, Amherst

GREENPEACE: WORK TO PRESERVE
OUR EARTH The destruction ol our en-

vironmeni is not an acceptable industry

practice Work now to stop knic contamirta-

tton, preserve our oceans and its wildlife

and stop nuclear weapons testing Select

your own days to work Mon-Sun
2pm- 10pm Calf 256-1439

SHANNON C MILLER You re the best

tfung to enter my life I k>ve you sooo much'
2-^92 Love always, Stephen

THANK YOU. ST JUOE. you>e help nvas

very much appreciated

MKXAEL S. THANKS FOR tucking ni«Tn

last Thursday nighi You were right. I

should have kept my head upt Sorry I yell-

ad at you' Pam

HEY STUOMUFRN - (A K A Greg Rem
mas) Happi 2I« birthday - Love Sh*6y and
KaHy

HAVE VOU EVER WONOCRCD WHAT
your drawn* m**fM7 AnalyWa by two quasi
prolaaaionait wtio hav* nothing b*tt*r to

do Joanne-Nancy 6-9733

APARTMENT MATE WANTED. Nee Nor
mampton kication CaN Greg at 564-7400

HEY LISAI
Hv>py birthday*

Love Beth. Leslie, and Brenda

USA HAVE A QObO ONE- happy birtMayl

The Big Guy.

STACEY. 10/26/66 seem* M* two days
ago' I tove you. Chns

KATIE B. HAPPY BIRTHOAY1 You can still

have the time of your life' Third fkxx rules'

Live. Jenn

JEN TURNER TO THE QIRL who kwat big

fellas, happy birthday - sorry so lata Love
your roomies Mart and Kei

LEAMUHOW TO STOP worryTnglndlove
tha bomb See Dr Strangelove Nov 7

SUB

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to ahara a
one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easv gomg
senior II iniaraalad plaaaa call Bath at

665-4550

SERVICES

FLYING FINGERS TYPING worti done m
24 hours Pickup/dropoff too CaH kevin

549-0116

ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING on
word processor Call Carolyn-leave
message 253-5667

• Happy birthday to the girt who has
tha biggest uknow-whats on the 10th floor

of JA Love, the girts

DAN- Happy 20lh birtt>dayt< Hava a happy
day' Love, Cindy and Valerie

TO THE GENTLEMEN OF PIKE- What
comes between you and your jeans'' it's

certainly not your BVD's because they are
all at Chi-O

WE WORSHIP VOU PAM RALSTON Love
Amy and Beverly

WEIGHT LOSS OR MAINTENANCE sale

elfeclive ToppFasI 546 5369 3-6pm
TARA
ACCURACY GUARANTEED. naaionKila,
fast Basic editirtg Foreign language*
Gloria 323-5140

OX- SORRY ABOUT the other night* I had
a blaat-hope you did too' (Thanks lor not

writing on my lorehead ) Mary

GREAT JIMMY PAGE TICKETS for show
in Worcester l^ass Saturday Oct 29 Base
price Call Tim al 549-4600 x250

LARGE WOOD BEDROOM DRESSER
Cheap call Caryn 549-4942

1982 PLYMOUTH new brake wortt, runs

well $400/BO Matt 665-4431

1963 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4*p new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

COMMERCIAL FUSSBALL TABLE $300
and other games 247 9005

EXPERIENCED JEWELRY INSTRUCTOR
wanted for spring semester Student Union

Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday,
Wednesday and Fnday mommas Come 6y
on Campus Housing OfHc*. 5450665

LOST

REWARDIUOUORK) ft DRIVERS UC lost

10/14 Please call N Tumey 6-4726

MELANIE MACKLOW - You're hint was
taken' Here's your own personal' You're

one of the best Inends a person couW have-

I tove you much'i' Lara' always a Iriend

BROWN LEATHER BOMBER JACKET
please call 546-6230 Fleward

BMW 1974 2002 - maroon Parets cut me
off- must sell Thousands invested Silk

stereo Can be seen at Lamda Chi Alpha

Bargain at $4000 Call Sean at 253-9032

1961 FORD PJNTO~good transportation

new tires clutch battery $375/best offer

549-1661 leave message

HOT DOG STANDMI
In town business

Good experience-great rT>oney*M

For more details contact:

Dave or Brad 549- 1 594

10 SPEED BICYCLE for sal* $100
545-3500 weekdays Ask for Bnan

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL. 5 speed Ex

cellentconditioo. $1200«O CaH 549-1607

78 COROLLA 5 speed-reliable 30-35mpg

must sell' $800/BO 545-0600 x39 Elaine

GREAT WINTER CAR for sale ^8 Ford

Grenada automatic PS PB good tires and

exhaust Runs well 650 or BO 253-5956

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months
old $1 .500, includes fuH facial helmet and
jacket Call David 1-566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck
$100 call Laura at 6-8021

LOST MASS LJQUOR ID Sharon Levy If

found pleaa* call 2S3-9916 monalary
reward

LOST RINGS - 2 goW rtngs/One coral/cme
turquoise/one silver/one shell II lound
please please caU 253-9916 Reward'

MOTORCVCLa

1963 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD
cover shieM $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

DEAR PINK CONDOM CLUB Thanks lor

tha protecfion- from tha cold! c/o
Charnpion

liOIELLE, HAPPY BIRTHDAY I kive you
vary much You are so special and I hope
you have the best 21st birthday Love
Maagla.

B.A.O. OR L. I can't bellave w* get atong

sooohooo nveH, living together I love you
Truly yours

DEE- HAPPY 2nti. Qo out and mak* It a
great one* Love Lort.

SANOY~SUNOAY PUB Friday scorpion

bowls and takling til 4 hugs lin alg call me
your new friend

GODSPELL CAST AND CREW: Prepare
ve for a great success' Good luck from Itw
University Players

PAM BE A VVOMAN AND go sick because
you are 21 Happy birthday Love 8C
Brandywine

PAM RALSTON IS QUEEN lor th* day
because she is 21 So everyone worship
her

FLYING RNQERS TYPING worti done in

24 hours Pickup/dropoff Too CaH Kevin

549-0116

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIP'TWN. Fa»t.

accurate 253-WORD

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing, compallliv*

rat**, dacant kication. 2S3-S202

TOLL-FREE LONG DISTANCE

KATIE "ROTM HEAD'
Want a diet coka?

check* Tiaman

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRUNO - Propara to

be scanned Love, your buddy

LYN- 1 CAN'T BELIEVE it s bean 6 mnths
rune flys when I'm with you Think you cap
put up with me lor another 7''/i years? I

hope so"! I LOVE YOU- Pat

PERSONALS

TO KARA FROM CHI OMEGA • Have a
great day' Remeber your Big Hoot toves

you- Shal.

FURNITURE

81 TOYOTA COROLLA New IronI tires,

back shocks, exhaust system must sell

$700 B/O Kristin 568-4624

1981 PORSCHErsOk rriiles. grey, sunroof

must see »7250 or best offer Call

665-7221 Deb

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short SI Northhampton 586-7970
Bill or Damn We deliver

81 TOYO'TA COROLLA excellent condi

tion, low mileage, am/fm cass . air, 5 spd

256-0969 evenings

GO-GETTERS ONLY

EARN FROM $8000 to $15000 ne7l sum
mer 508 543-3706 Leave message

PIKES - YOU NEVER KNOW WHEN YOU
could be 'acing your killer Be very very

careful We re better than you think Do you
even know what you've gotten yourselves
into''

DONNA FUHRMAN
you receive so many interesting personals'

Why'"'' Meet me al the Newman Copy
machines Oct 30 9pm Reply it you want
to meet at another lime

TO 'SItek". ttie Stud Eskimo In 416
James. You can suck my noae anyday.
MEI

ATTENTION UMASS WOMEN:
Want to improve your social life and
meet new people'' II yes, BE A PIKE

LITTLE SISTER' Open rush,

Wed Oct 26 8 30pm

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

condition-mechanically sound' Great body
4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908
weeknights-Jen

COMPACT DISC MUSK MACHINE

y:^:•:^:•:<^:^:•:^^>^:•^^^^^^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•••^•^^•^•^^•^^^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^^^^^

DISC JOCKEY SERVKE- Over 700 CDs
Great Sound' AH occasions 549-1421

HELP WANTED

GRASSRISOfS ARE BACK and now it

pays Work with Clean Wter Action and be
the highest paid activist in the region We
guarantee $7-10/hr Work on a Mass recycl-

ing bill and stop pesticide poisoning Com-
munication and PoliSci majors encourag-

ed to apply Call Chris 549-7450.

MERLE (aka IFC Pre*) - Thank you lor an
your help and support You are a really

good triend M from AX

MATH 1 02 - GEOMETRY TUTOR needed
$4 or 5 an hour Help' 6-6158

CASSIE D. - Congratulations on getting

pinned' Love the Sisters and Pledges of

SOT

TODAY HAPPY ONE AND ONEI Let s put
the past behif>d and treasure the luture I

love you' Woofer

FOR A GOOD SCARE Don't miss Lamb-
da Chi Al(>ha s Haunted House Thurs Oct
27, Fn Oct, 28, and Halloween hight 7-9pm
374 N Pleasant St A $1 donation will be
asked, to benefit the Visiting Nurse
Associations Aids Support Program

ANDY- HAPPY • MONTHS! Hop* there

will be 6 more' You are the bast, Comoli!
Love ya< Donna

BLACK DOG GRAPHICS Halloween T

ahirt sale- too percent cotton, only $6 99
sign-up to win Christmas Raffle-lree haHo-
ween candy on the campus concourse
Wed, Thurs or Fn

BEETLEJUICE THURSDAY 10/27 at

6,8,10.12pm Bartlatt 6S S2.00 by
lEEE/HKN.

CiOdSPELL- THE UMASS MUSK Theatre
Guild Will be performing Godspell this

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Sturday
(Oct 26-29) at 8 00pm, with a matinee Stur-

day at 2 00pm in Bowker Auditorium
Students $3/general admisskKi. K To
reserve tickets caM 545-2511

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DENNIS ^See. I dMn't
forget' Love, your cousin Lauren

RESUME SERVICE

LASERT^YreSE'rnNO.^quallty paper,
48hrs Guaranteed service, free pick-up
and delivery Best prices in town Call to-

dav 549-4135

ROOMATE WANTED

ROOMaTe wanted to ^hare two
bedroom Belchertown apartment on
busline Must be older (25»), non-smoking,
no pets 250 Inclusive 323-5593

ONE OR TWO FEMALE ROOMATES
needed to take over lease for Southwood
townehouse apartment for Spring
semester Can Julie 253-3231

2 ROOMATES NEEDED lor Townhouse
stvlB 1^/11 ithwnrxl aot 253-3650

PUFFTON VILLAGE large double room
available Jan 1, $150 per person Rent in-

cludes heat, gaa, water. Leave message
549^640

^^

'B8-'89 AT8T BOO DIRECTORIES. Cut
your long distance bills with over 60,000
loll-lrae 800 numbers compiled into a na-

tional phone book published by AT&T Get
prompt Information on products and ser-

vices, the best pnces on anything from

coast to coast. immadM* aooaas to goverrv

ment agencies, businasaas, organizations

and more, all toll-tree Call before

November 1 and save $2 off the $9 95
cover price Pays lor itself m just your first

law calls' Contact Mark at 549-2871

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal Irom

$39 November r 13 Call 549-1949

TWO SOUTHWEST WOMEN SOUGHT

IT IS LATE SATURDAY NIGHT Sunday
morning about 4 weeks ago Sept 1 8 Two
women students ask a tall tiearded black

guy for a ride from the Townhouse Apart-

ment parking lot in North Amherst to cam-

pus S West horseshoe a gray toyota

wagon We talk about not hitching with

strange men. New WorW Theater which you

fought was awesome Oo you remember
need to talk to you CaU Mike 256^218

WANTED

STUDENT ADMISSIONS REPRESEN-
TATIVES! The Undergraduate Admissions

Office is looking lor a few dynamic and ar-

ticulate Juniors and Seniors to help pro-

mote the University to prospective students

Becor^e part ol the Student Rep Program
for Spring 89 and interview prospective

students while leamir>g valuable skills Ap
plicatioos available Oct 24 in 255 Whitmore
or on the Concourse Oct 31 and Nov 1

Deadline is Nov 4

WANTED; Spnng Break representativ* lor

Natl tour company Great benefits CaH to-

day (612) 764-2287

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) nola* will

pay money$$ Shirtey 549-2710.
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SPORTS

Minutewomen squeeze by Boston College, 3-2

Eagles give UMass all it can handle
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

It only gets harder from here. The
University of Massachusetts volleyball

team can't afford to lose or even not-win-

convincingly their non-Atlantic 10 mat-

ches. That's why last night's five-game vic-

tory over Boston College could carry larger

implications.

The Minutewomen had to pull out all the

stops to beat the inspired BC squad 15-11,

12-15, 3-15. 15-2, 15-6.

UMass handled the Eagles fairly,

although again not convincingly, easy

when the two teams met four weeks ago.

In September, the Minutewomen topped

the Eagles 3-1, so what happened at the

other end of the Mass Pike?

UMass coach Carol Ford said she thought

that although BC did improve, UMass did

not play the way it is capable of playing.
"1 was furious. They didn't play up to

their potential. There's no excuse for that

at this time of the setison," Ford said.

The first game was fairly even, Ford said.

Both UMass and BC were playing good of

fense and good defense.

"It was pretty even throughout. We had
to do our best to beat them. (The match]

kept going back and forth." Ford said.

UMass" Nancy Sullivan and Barbara
Meehan led the way in the first with six

and five kills respectively.

The second game is where it began to get

a little rocky. The Minutewomen led early

(9-7
1 but couldn't put away the high flying

Eagles. "It was a lack of passing," as

UMass let the game slip away, Ford said.

"We just didn't play well at the end of the

third game."
UMass tried to gather itself and make a

last ditch effort at taking the game when
it called timeout at 12-14, but it just didn't

have the fire power. Only senior Juliet

Primer had more than two kills (3) for the

Minutewomen in the second game.

The third game was not a pretty sight for

the Minutewomen, according to Ford.

"We lacked enthusiasm. The BC kids

were playing their hearts outs but we
didn't do anything back," Ford said.

The Eagles, who were supposed to be easy

prey for the Minutewomen, were now per-

ched on a 21 lead. They were only one
game away from getting their revenge on
UMass.
"If we lost [the match] it wouldn't have

changed the way I felt. Even if we won it

wouldn't have changed," Ford said.

Fortunately for them, the Minutewomen
put their serious faces on for the last two
games — only allowing eight points total

in the final two frames.

"We just dominated throughout (in the

last two games]. It was good serving, good
passing, good defense," Ford said.

The Minutewomen were paced by
Primer, who had 10 kills in the both of the

last games. She also led the team in total

kills with 16.

The victory wasn't as sweet as Ford had
hoped.

"To me, they played really poorly and
didn't play as a team," she said.

Of course the night wasn't a total loss.

After all, a win is a win is a win, and last

night's match raises UMass record to 16-3.

Now if the Minutewomen can just pick up
the intensity in the final weeks before the

Atlantic 10 tournament, they could put on
a late season surge.

"They're going to be working very hard
this week. To me, that is very important,"

Ford said.

UMass' next game is Saturday at the

University of Rhode Island, UMass' last

conference opponent.
y Richard Bonumo

It took all five sets for the Minutewomen to knock back BC last night.

Club
Sports

The University of

Massachusetts rugby team
continued its drive toward
the New England title by
beating Babson University

28-0 Saturday at Lower
Boyden field.

The victory was the third

in row for the UMass B
side and also the third con

secutive shutout. The team
will be travelling to

Worcester this weekend to

keep up its winning ways
at the New England
Championship
Tournament.

Cross country takes third place
at home, gears for New England's
By MEG QUINN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's cross country team is psyhed.

They've worked all season toward this

Saturday's New England Championships,
and have just clinched an important win
to give them the confidence boost they
needed.

In last Saturday's home quad meet, they
edged the University of Vermont by one
point, 43-42, but lost to the Universities of

Rhode Island (71) and New Hampshire (58).

"They were very competitive, got out to

a quick and ran hard. It was the opposite

scenario of last week's race at Holy Cross,"

(where the Minutewomen lost), UMass
coach Julie LaFreniere said.

FVecious Hill took off with the front of the

pack and came across the line in second

place with a time of 17:59. LaFreniere said

she was impressed with Hill's mile average

of 5:48. Shana Smith came in fourth overall

in 18:09, with Laura LaVallee sixth (18:20).

She was closely followed by Kristin Peers,

who was 17th in 18:57, and Lynn Kirchoff,

who was 18th in 19.05. Special recogni-

tion goes to Anna Montouri, UMass' no. 6
runner, who came in 19th place in a time
of 19:20. LaFreniere said she made the dif

ference in the final score. If she hadn't held

off Vermont'.s 7th runner, UVM would
have edged the Minutewomen by one point.

UVM is the team the Minutewomen have
their eyes on for the N.E. Championships.
UMass, missing two of their top runners,

continued on page 15

Minutemen
head for PC

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Providence College has dropped out of sight in the Big
East, and the University of Massachusetts faces an equal
fate in the Atlantic 10 — if neither of the participants
in this afternoon's soccer match are going to see post-

season action, what's there to get excited about?
"What are we playing for?" echoes UMass assistant

coach John Martin, "(jiood question . . . personal pride."

"Eleven and seven," answers senior captain Mike
McCormick, predicting the best possible final record the
Minutemen could achieve if they were to win their three
remaining games.
"I'm not sure sometimes what motivates this team,"

adds head coach Jeff Gettler. "This team has shown a
continued on page 15

No. 3 ranked field hockey to take on B.U.
Last home game for eight UMass seniors

CoOeKian Photo by mcnaru oonanno

In possibly the laat home game of the season, the no. 3 ranked field hockey

team will host BU today at 2 p.m.

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It is possible that today will be the last

chance for anyone on this campus to see the
No. 3 field hockey team in the nation play.

Today's 2 p.m. game with Boston Univer-
sity is the last regular season home game
on the schedule for the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team.
But the season will not end for the

Minutewomen after this game. They will

finish up their regular season schedule at

the University of Connecticut on Saturday
and then it is on to the Atlantic 10 Cham-
pionships the following weekend at Tem-
ple where the Minutewomen will be the
No. 1 seed.

Barring any disasters by the
Minutewomen in these last two games and
the A- 10s, UMass will be going to the
NCAA Tournament after the A-lOs.
As the rankings stand right now, the

Minutewomen are the No. 1 team in the
Northeast region and if that should hold
up, they certainly should have a chance to

host an opening-round game.
But that is not guaranteed. Last season,

Providence was the No. 1 team in the Nor-

theast region but the the NCAA decided

that the preliminary round was to be
played at the University of New
Hampshire.
So for senior co-captains Ruth VasapoUi

and Pam Bustin and seniors Tonia Ken-
nedy, Kathy Derwin, Julie Stuart, Chris
Gutheil, Susan Desmond, and Cindy Cox,
this could be their last chance to play in

front of the home crowd.

And this will be a very big game for the

Minutewomen. BU is currently 9-3-1 on the

year and ranked No. 18 in the nation by
the NCAA. Two of their losses have come
to the No. 1 and and No. 2 teams in the na-

tion, Old Dominion University and the

University of North Carolina.

The Terriers are currently ranked No. 4

in the Northeast. Today's game is crucial

for BU if it wishes to be invited to the

NCAA Tourney.
"It is a must for them to win in order to

have any hope of getting into the cham-
pionship at this point," UMass coach Pam
Hixon said.

With that in mind, the Terriers should
arrive in Amherst today with fire in their

eyes. Their top two offensive threats are

continued on page IS
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Civility week expected to end hand in hand today
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Culminating Civility Week, a human
chain, more than 1,000 strong, is expected

to stretch from Sylvan to Southwest
Residential areas at 1 p.m. today.

The event, "Hands Across UMass —
Against Racism," will follow a noon rally

at the Student Union Building, after which

participants will walk to the Campus Pond
to form the chain.

Despite some speculation earlier in the

week, the Rev. Jesse Jackson will not be

appearing for the event.

Jason Rabinowitz, Student Government
Association co-president-elect and an
organizer of the event, told the Collegian

yesterday that Jackson will be in New
York City speaking at the United Nations

instead. "He will be with us in spirit,"

Rabinowitz said. "I guess the United Na-

tions beats UMass."
At 1:30, the bells of the University

Chapel, located near the pond, will chime
melodies to "We Shall Overcome," "Reach
Out and Touch Somebody's Hand," and
"Lift Every Voice and Sing." Rabinowitz

said flyers with the words to the songs will

be handed out. Speakers are planned to line

the route of the chain.

Letters have been sent to professors con-

ducting one o'clock classes urging them to

bring their students outside to participate,

Rabinowitz said. He also said 200 children

from Mark's Meadow Elementary School

will be coming as well.

Employees from the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building and the Physical
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The south side of the Student Union Building reminds passers-by about the "Hands Across UMass" event.

going to participate.Plant are also

Rabinowitz said.

Lori Edmonds, also an organizer and
president of Afrik-Am Society, came up
with the idea ofHands Across UMass about

a month ago during a Civility Day
meeting.

She said she wanted to do something that

"will show how really unified we can be."

"It will show how far UMass has really

come," Edmonds said.

Rabinowitz and Edmonds were hopeful
about getting enough people to complete
the chain. "Our goal is to have as m

BOG tells vendors to stop selling

questionable T-shirts on concourse
Legality ofpossible copyright infringement questioned
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

A character strongly resembling Calvin of the comic

strip Calvin and Hobbes holding a marijuana pipe, or

bong, pictured on a T-shirt was for sale in recent weeks

on the Campus Center concourse.

Aside from whether the bong, or what goes in it is legal,

is the shirt itself legal?

The Board of Governors has asked the vendor to stop

selling the shirts until a determination can be made as

to whether the sale is a copyright infringement.

Sellers of the shirts have mixed reactions, but officials

for the companies involved are unanimous in their disap-

proval of the shirts.

"We would take action to have it stopped," Arthur Hoyt

said. Ho)rt is sales manager for Universal Press Syndicate,

which holds the copyright for Calvin and Hobbes, syn-

dicated cartoon characters created by Bill Watterson.

Hugh Hall, of Black Dog Graphics and producer of the

shirts, has a different view, he has, however, agreed to

stop selling the shirts until he has consulted with the

Legal Services Center to find out if he is breaking a law.

In what he claimed would be his last day on the con-

course for a while. Hall was offering his shirts for $5,

yesterday, which he said is his "going out of business

price."

Hall explained Friday why he thought his shirts are not

illegal: "A bootleg is a straight copy, but a 'gaffe' is tak-

ing a piece of artwork and using it in a different way. It's

not the most ethical thing in the world, but it's not illegal,

either." Hall said. He said he changed the original art-

continued on page 16

lany as

2,000 people involved," Rabinowitz said.

Civility Day was instituted by the

University as a result of one of the recom-

mendations made in the Hurst Report after

a brawl erupted in Southwest in fall of 1986

after a World Series game, in which the

New York Mets beat the Boston Red Sox.

Mayor Young
to speak tonight

Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young is scheduled to speak

at 7:30 tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium. The
lecture is the final event of Civility Week.
Young, 56, was a top aide to the late Dr. Martin Luther

King during the 1960s and served as ambassador to the

United Nations during the Carter administration.

He is also an ordained minister in the United Church
of Christ.

— Collegian Staff reports

T-shirt vendor displays product on concourse yesterday.
C'ollrKian phuln by Rirhiint bonHMriii

Senate blasts tax,

tailgating policy
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night approv-

ed with no oppostition items taking shots at Chancellor

Joseph Duffey's tailgating policy and Amherst's propos-

ed $50 tax on students.

The condemnation of the tax, authored by Student

Trustee Stephanie Orefice, calls for a boycott of Amherst
businesses if the tax is passed by Amherst Selectmen.

Orefice said no plans were set for the boycott yet. She
said plans would be forthcoming from the Student Govern-

ment Association's Public Policy Committee.

Speaking about the motion, Sen. Michael Greiner said

he had received the support of the Amherst Chamber of

Commerce. Orefice confirmed this, saying businesses in

Amherst probably were fearing a boycott by students.

Tailgating policy condemned
The move to condemn the tailgating policy at home foot-

ball games declares this Saturday a campus wide
"Tailgating Day."
Greg Rothman, one of the authors of the proposal, said,

"We've spent all semester living under the tyranny of

Chancellor Duffey's tailgating policy. We've been silent

up to now and now it's time to take a stand."

Presidency
The question of SGA co-presidents-elect Shari Silkoff

and Jason Rabinowitz came up once again in last night's

meeting.

Rothman also had a hand in a motion which reprimands
Silkoff and Rabinowitz for acting as co-presidents and

continued on page 5
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Latest polls show Bush in double-digit lead
Bush continues to lash at Duke
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(AP»—Republican George Bush sounded

like a man counting down the hours to vic-

tory in the race for the White House yester-

day as he renewed his pledge not to raise

taxes. Democrat Michael Dukakis vowed
"to work, to campaign, and to win" despite

the odds against him.

The latest news from the pollsters was
anything but good for the Democrats. A
Washington Post survey in Maryland— one

of the nation's most Democratic states-

showed Bush with a nine-point lead, on top

of two national polls Tuesday that showed
a double-digit Democratic deficit.

The vice president began his campaign
day in Detroit, where he said Dukakis
sounds like a man "just itching to repeal"

the income tax cuts of the Reagan era. The
vice president also defended his call for a

capital gains tax cut from Dukakis'

criticism.

"It's not a tax break for the rich. It is a

break for those who want to have a job in

this country," he said.

Dukakis advisers insisted the campaign's

own polling reflects a closer race than the

Bush lead in national polls. Said the can-

didate, "The pollsters are not going to call

this election. It's the people who are going

to be voting."

He added he would go "on across this

country to work, to campaign and to win."

Bush optimistically looked beyond the

election.

"If I am elected in 13 days, 8 hours and
22 minutes from now ... I will work with

Congress— got to do that —telling them the

American people in electing me, voted

against a tax increase" he said. "Now let's

sit down together, honor the people's deci-

sion, and hold spending increases to the

rate of inflation."

Bush also contended that there have been

a "staggering" number of jobs created as

a result of Reagan-era tax cuts.

"My opponent thinks they were a

disaster," Bush said. "Those sound to me
like the words of someone who is just it-

ching to repeal one of the most successful

economic policies in our history."

President Reagan ventured into

Democratic Maryland and said Dukakis
has unjustly accused Bush of running a

negative campaign.

"Well, I think they're squirming because

George has shown America how far outside

the mainstream they really are," Reagan
said in Baltimore.

Bush's running mate, Dan Quayle, was
asked about a CBS-New York Times poll

that indicated he was the most unpopular

of the four men at the top of the presiden-

tial tickets.

Quayle said Dukakis is "the person that

is unpopular in America. . .he's dragging

his ticket down."

KITTY HELPS HER HUBBY- Kitty Dukakis, wife of the Democratic
presidential candidate for president, smiles while campaigning for her
husband in Philadelphia on Monday.

AP Photo

MAKING HIS POINT- Republican presidential candidate George Bush
gestures as he addresses The Women's Economic Club and The Economic
Club of Detroit yesterday during a joint luncheon session in Detroit.

Duke vows to win despite odds
(AP)—Michael Dukakis insisted yester-

day he is making "real progress" and
shrugged off a double-digit deficit in new
polls. Republican George Bush renewed his

charge that Dukakis lacks the necessary

experience to govern the nation.

"The pollsters are not going to call the

election," Dukakis said in a statement to

reporters in Denver. "It's people who are

going to be voting."

Dukakis met with Hispanic leaders in

Colorado before traveling to Illinois.

Democratic running mate Lloyd Bentsen

was stumping in Montana and California.

With less than two weeks remaining un-

til Election Day, Dukakis insisted in a late-

night television interview Tuesday that

there was still time for him to overtake

front-runner Bush.

But when asked shortly after the pro-

gram about polls showing him trailing by

13 and 14 percentage points, the
Democratic nominee simply replied, "Forj,-

ing ahead."
In the 90-minute interview on ABC's

"Nightline," questioner Ted Koppel asked

Dukakis what Bush had done to "nail your

hide to the wall thus far." The Democratic
nominee failed to challenge Koppel's asses-

ment of the White House race before
answering the question.

"Two things," Dukakis said, "the Bush
campaign made a very careful and
deliberate decision way back in the spring

to run a tough, attacking, negative cam-
paign. And they've been doing it ever since

and perhaps I responded too late, perhaps

I should have been out there attacking or

counter-attacking from the beginning."

He also criticized republican advertising

and charged Bush with running a cam-
paign "loaded with distortion and
misrepresentation and falsehoods."

Earlier Tuesday, Bush defended his cam-
paign ads against the Dukakis attacks.

"Because he was trying to run away from
his record, I have factually pointed out

where he stands on the record," Bush said

during a campaign stop in Akron, Ohio.

"And I am not going to be deterred. I am
going to keep doing that honestly, factual-

ly"

For students planning to take English 112
during Winter Session 1989

Test will be administered

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1988
7 p.m., Room 206, Bartlett Hall

No one will be admitted Into Englifth 112
without this test Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This test Is administered free of charge.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

LOCAL

CampusDJSister Wassi is vocal on racial harmony
Sister Wassi preempted musical programming in the

weeks following the racial incidents on campus to en-
courage student dialogue and to urge students to continue
developing better relations between different racial
groups. One show in particular, during the New Africa
House occupation, was critical of the refusal by the black

By TOM CIAMPl
Collegian Correspondent

Think about it: everywhere there is conflict. Whether
the battle is over personal freedoms, the implementation
of policy, or the rights to a piece of land; from some dis-

tant vantage point, these struggles among ourselves must
appear to be tragically and lamentably senseless.

Not afforded such a vantage point, but well aware of
the divisiveness of confrontation just the same. Sister
Wassi, creator of "One Love Radio," has spent her two-
and-a-half years on the air pleading for unity, understan-
ding and love among all of the "brothers and sisters" of
the world.

"It's OK to love each other and
have friends from different

backgrounds. It's normal,
natural and desirable.

"

— Sister Wassi

Sister Wassi said she believes confidently that the

"polarizations we see today between races, between sexes,

and between nations will become irrelevant when we
realize that we are essentially one people on one planet.

The most important things that we can do are to com-

municate, to contact, and to eixjoy one another."

She said US values are a hindrance to a greater

understanding and higher regard for other races and

creeds. She said the American ideal of individualism has

evolved into widespread public apathy, where personal

privacy is a more cherished value than striving to benefit

the common good through personal achievement. In-

dividualism has transformed itself into isolationism, she

said.

"Our culture places so much emphasis on the individual,

which is good up to a point. But at the same time, you
find yourself really wandering around in the wilderness,

and people have a real thirst for spiritual sharing that

isn't being met," she said.

"One Love Radio" encourages people to quench that

thirst, she said. It is primarily a reggae radio program
whose "1,000 watts of love vibration" are braodcast on
WMUA, from 9 a.m. to noon Thursdays.

Pro-life plans blockade
Anti-abortion group wants to close clinics

C'ollrKian HI* phuiu

Sister Wassi on the air in WMUA studio

students to allow non-blacks to participate in the
occupation.

Sister Wassi viewed the blacks' separatism as a hostile

gesture to concerned whites, herself included. While the

black students were protesting this campus's alleged tacit

exclusion of minorities, they were at the same time, she

said, excluding other minorities and sending bad messages
to any students on campus that might be sympathetic to

their cause.

The racial disputes, she said, have created a "terrible

barrier to better race relations on campus. There are lots

of whites, lots of blacks and lots of people from other na-

tions that would like to move more freely with one
another. We go on the air and say 'It's OK to love each
other and have friends from different backgrounds. It's

normal, natural, and desirable.'"

As you might have guessed. Sister Wassi is not

Jamaican. She has however, lived among Jamaicans for

15 years, and is aware of the struggles against disease,

hunger and oppression. Sister Wassi said she has
dedicated her time to promoting love in this country, a

country full of opportunity, freedom and wealth, where
one would expect to be free of prejudice and injustice.

She has spent a lot of time in the badly depressed areas
of the Caribbean, where people struggle every day to get
enough to eat. In Haiti, she was so moved by the scenes
of absolute poverty and destitution, that she would walk
through the crowds with a handkerckief hiding the tears

she wept, not wanting to add insult to the injury of the
impoverished Haitian people.

One Love Radio uses the themes of reggae music —
spiritual awareness, love, unity, hope — to promote peace
and to improve relationships in our culture. The music's
mellow rhythms ease tensions and spread warmth, while
its messages imply jubilation, brotherhood, respect and
joy.

Sister Wassi and her partner. Brother Sugar, are eager
to spread their message beyond the Pioneer Valley, and
are currently hoping to start a nationwide broadcast of
One Love Radio.

"One Love Radio up to now has been more successful
than I had ever dreamed," she said. "This is a show whose
time has really come."
Of her role as a DJ, she said, "I am there to praise God.

I am there to unite people, to open the door to love. We
dare to talk about God, about peace, and that assures us
of impact."

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Operation Rescue, a militant

anti-abortion organization, will launch a

surprise blockade Saturday of an unnam-
ed abortion clinic in their second
demonstration in the metropolitan area.

In efforts to locate and defuse the

demonstration, pro-choice activists and

clinics have organized emergency
telephone lines, counter demonstrations

and regular contacts with area police regar-

ding clinic security.

Constance Smith, member of the Opera-

tion Rescue, whose protests are sweeping

more than 30 states, said the "rescuers"

will not use physical force but will blockade

a clinic until they are moved by police. She

refused to name the clinic targeted for

"rescue" this week.

Saturday, three people were arrested for

disorderly conduct at the blockade of

Gynecare, an abortion clinic in Brookline.

The brunt of the protest was deterred

because of bad weather and the arrival of

more than 56 police officers.

Smith said Operation Rescue has

escalated in this country during the last six

months, and she expects a larger turnout

for Saturday. "We are just beginning," she

said. "We speak nothing and do nothing

but pray and keep our minds on God. It is

not for our benefit that we are doing this."

The rescue is not meant to bring drama
but to initiate education. Smith said. "We
have parents and resources to help raise

children and provide an alternative (to

abortion]."

The rescuers will blockade the clinic in

order to insure that no abortions will be

performed that day. Smith said.

"We want God to help the.se babies not

to be killed. They're our children, our

future," she said. "We do not want the deci-

sion of life or death to be in the hands of

man. It is not our right."

Leslie Loveless, public relations coor-

dinator for Planned Parenthood in Cam-
bridge, said clinics in Brookline and
Worcester are preparing staff members and
warning patients of the possible disruption.

"Operation Rescue is a desperate

organization intentionally breaking the

law," Loveless said. "They're very harass-

ing and intimidating," she said. "(There

are] hundreds of people chanting 'don't kill

your baby.' That's not discussion, that's ex-

treme intimidation," she said.

Smith, who was arrested for protesting

in Atlanta, said she will risk being jailed

again for their cause. "I don't want to go

back, but I will," she said.

Women who opt for abortions are suc-

cumbing to pressure. Smith said. "You
think you have a choice, but you're under

so much influence, you don't have a

choice." continued on page 16

Series brawl one year ago today
Today is the second anniversary of a post-

World Series brawl in Southwest Residen-

tial Area that left 10 students injured and

seemed to unearth dormant racial tensions

at the University of Massachusetts.

The riot erupted about 12:15 a.m., after

the N.Y. Mets defeated the Boston Red Sox

in the seventh game of a tight World

Series. Witnesses that night said hundreds

of students had gathered on the pyramids

near John Quincy Adams and Washington

towers before the fighting began.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey asked Judge

Frederick A. Hurst of the Massachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination to in-

vestigate the brawl and recommend what

measures the University could take to pre-

vent future violence.

By 1 a.m., 10 students were in need of

medical attention. One black student was
beaten by what witnesses described as "a

mob of white students." The student,

Yancey Robinson, was treated the next day

for injuries to his abdomen, extensive cuts

and bruises, and a twisted knee-cap.

Hurst, who conducted months of inter-

views, concluded that the brawl was
racially-motivated and avoidable. Among
his recommendations were beefed-up

security, a mandatory course on civility

and multi-culturalism, and a yearly ob.scr-

vance of the event — Civility Day.

- RICK SASSON

Rally ends Oppressed
Jewry week yesterday

By CHRIS WILLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Balloons representing different races of

oppres.sed Jews were launched by ralliers

shortly afler noon yesterday from the Stu-

dent Union steps.

The rally was the last event of Oppress-

ed Jewry Week, sponsored by the United
Jewish Appeal (UJA). UJA is a part of the

Univeristy of Massachusetts Hillel

Foundation.

The three main groups the UJA discuss-

ed were Soviet Jews, Syrian Jews, and
Ethiopian Jews.

The UJA provides housing, classes and
guidance for Jewish students fleeing op-

pressive countries. The group has adopted

several of these students already, and is

in the process of trying to adopt at least

two others this year.

One of the the main projects the group

mentioned that has helped Jews escape

oppressive countries was Operation

Moses. During this effort, 10,000 Jews

fied from Ethiopia to Israel. However, ac

cording to one of the speakers, Scott

Kramer, 15,000 to 35,000 Jews are still

there. The ones left are the old that could

not make the journey the Jews had to

make on foot, he said.

Rabbi Saul Perlmuter said we need to

complete Operation Moses, and get the
families that have been divided back
together. "Let our people go," Perlmuter
.said.

TTie balloons were launched to represent

a hope of reuniting the Jews everywhere,
Perlmuter said. The balloons came in

three different colors, each representing

a different race of oppressed Jews.

Oppressed Jewry Week is occuring at

the same time as Civility Week, which is

being celebrated to promote racial

awareness.

The group said Civility Week is the

perfect time to be thinking about oppress-

ed Jews. Chairperson Barrie Evans said,

"May all people everywhere be able to ex-

press themselves and not be oppressed."

\1
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Balloons after being released at yesterday's rally against Jewish
oppression.
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adirondack music

NIKKO SUPER SALE!
Here's your chance to score a great deal on some NIKKO
equipment! Save S50 on a Nikko CD300R remote

control, 3 beam laser pickup CD player now only

S249,95! Fully programmable, super low distortion, this

unit is a real quality piece. Save 180 on the D-60W

dual dubbing deck! With

six motors, excellent

frequency response, and

random programming,

this unit is a super buy at only $249.95! If it's a

turntable you need, buy the Nikko P-3 belt drive,

semi-automatic turntable for our regular low price of

$99.95 and we'll through in a FREE Pickering cartridge!

WOW! If that's not the cat's meow, how about saving

1100 on a NR-750 48 watts per channel, digital

AM/FM reciver?! No kidding! At only $199.95, this is a

great buy on a super receiver!
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TOSHIBA DIGITAL WALKMAN!
It walks, it talks, it makes coffee in the morning... The

Toshiba KT-4868 walkman might even cook you

breakfastl Well, not really, but it

is one of the finest walkmans

we've come across. With digital

AM/FM tuning and 10 memory

preset stations, the radio section

can't be beat! Even though it

doesn't really walk or talk, it

could wake you up in the

morning with its' built in alarm

clock! Wait till you hear the

cassette section on this beauty!

With Dolby NR, auto reverse,

and a 3 band EQ, it's really hard

to beat! All this for only $169.95!

Supercharged FM!
Tired of lousy FM signals? Do you

lose the station when someone walks

in front of the stereo? Do those

concrete walls of doom prevent you

from enjoying your favorite station?!

We got the solution! The Parsec

Beam Booster amplified indoor FM
antennae is here! With a minimum of

20dB gain, finally you'll be able to

listen to those weak stations in full

glorious stereo! Cut thru those walls

for only $39.95!

adirondack music
15 E. Pleasant St., Afnherst 253-3100

Open Monday thru Saturday 10am to 5:30pm

Sale pricM good thru Wednesday, November 2, 1988

Limited qu&ntitiet. All items subject to prior s&le.

No nincheckt. Not responsible for typographickl errors.
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/\ WATROBA'S
SUNDERLAND RD.
NO. AMHERST. MA

Grocery Specials

Pepsi-Diet or Regular

Fig Newtons, 16 oz.

Ritz Cracker, 12 oz.

Triscuit or Wheat Thins, 16 oz.

$2.99 + dep.

$1.79
$1.59

$1.89

Deli Specials

Louis Rich Gourmet Style Turkey Breast

Land O Lakes Domestic Swiss

$3.49
$2.49

Meat

Store-Made Italian Sausage-Hot or Sweet

Top Round Steak

Top Round Roast

••••••••

Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 8AM-11PM; Sun. 8AM-9PM

$1.99 lb.

$2.49 lb.

$2.29 lb.

Grocery 549-0933 Liquor 549-6565
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Student Affairs Information bERvicES
I
I

For Information About
Legal Issues

and Services

Call TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number:

2480 Community Legal Education

2487 False ID's

2485 Leases. Signing and Breaking

2422 Legal Services Center

2490 Sexual Harassment
2482 Small Claims Court

2491 Used Car Protection

2425 Ombuds Office

2493 Operating Under the Influence

2483 Security Deposits

see page 17 of the Student Telephone
Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOUmVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL 'IDB'(54 5-1555)

Information Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Information Phone Serx'ice (TIPS)

I
I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I

I

Animal care ques.
aspects debated

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Correspondent
Question 3 on the November ballot, if approved, will

bring about changes in the way Massachusetts' farmers
are allowed to treat, transport and house their animals.
Advocates of Question 3 say the state needs laws to

protect farm animals, but opponents say the bill is vague,
unnecessary and that adequate protection already ex-

ists under current law.

On one side are the proponents and sponsors of Ques-
tion 3, Citizens for Humane Farming, and on the other
are numerous state and private agencies including the
Massachusetts Farm Bureau, the Governor, the
Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture, and
the Amherst Farm Bureau.
Question 3 has three major objectives:

'Ban the use of the "veal crate" in which veal calves are
held and reared prior to slaughtering.

'Prohibit the practice of grinding or suffocating un-

wanted male chicks in the hatchery industry.

'Allowing only humane procedures in animal castration

or or dehorning operations.

If Question 3 is passed, the Governor will have to ap-

point a scientific advisory board. The board would make
only non-binding recommendations to the food and
agriculture commissioner. continued on pagp 6

\Senate

continued from page 1

orders them to discontinue using the president's office,

title, and SGA/senate equipment. The results of the March
15 election, which Silkoff and Rabinowitz won, has not

been ratified by the full senate.

The proposal had not been voted on at press time.

Rothman said until the election results of the two are
ratified, SGA Speaker Robert Fadel is president.

"I don't want to walk by (the president's office) and see

Shari and Jason answering phones and acting like cam-
pus presidents," Rothman said.

Rothman introduced his motion on a lighthearted note,

saying, "Shame on you. I'm gone for a semester, and not

only do you almost elect a communist and my good friend

Shari..." At which point someone in the audience yelled

out, "They were elected."

Addressing the senate, Rabinowitz said he and Silkoff

were acting as presidents. "To get up here and say that

nothing's getting done is unfair to us. Our record, I

believe, is a good one."

He added that despite not getting paid for the work they

are doing and frequent challenges to their presidency, they

were trying to get things done.

Another Rothman proposal calling for new presidential

elections did not get voted on because of time constraints.

Long announcements
The senate took nearly three hours to get through the

announcement portion of the agenda last night because
senators tried to suspend the rules to consider items not

on the agenda.

One of these items was a covenant introduced as part

of Civility Week. The covenant, which was approved by
the senate, is a public statement that is intended to bind

students together.

ACADEMY.MUSIC ~o»r«t'TJK

ONLY AREA SHOWING ENDS THURSDAY NOV. 3rd
CURTAIN AT 6:45 and 9:00

The true story of Ruth First a South African who took a

stand against Apartheid in the 19608

SPECIAL (JHANU JURY WINNKH -CANNES KKSTIVAI, •88

1^
^HH t«('rf'Mje<l tnltfflrfiix"

r^j^
^. For One Week Only!

Wefkduys at 7 & 9 p.m.

Friday at 6, 8, & 10 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday at 4, 6, 8, & 10 p.m.

"I the nio»c hiiuniiiig
"

dniJ poi(;n4nt

comin^-of-ii|(e

moviri tvrr nuUeV

NOD tOHaOlIlT KfWt

"TWO THUMBS UF
for'A World Apirt'

...Barbara Hrrthey
tiari in an electrify-

ing performance..

.

quite magical. Thi(
it great work'.'

EXQUISITE"

TM| VIIUACI VO.CI

-Jl:LmMc\

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEQE

|CA={=t#LL L^VEL
15 Cowles Lane, Amherst, MA

256-8931

Round Trip

from N.Y.—Paris
N.Y.—Copenhagen
N.Y.—Rome
N.v.—London
N.v.—Amsterdam
N.v.—Frankfurt

tax not included

$455
$419
$530
$340
$420
$470

THE HANGING FIRE
COLLEGETOUR

JIMMY
CLIFF

w/ARROW
FRIDAY
NOV. 4

i
8:00pm S.U.B.

s 13 UMASS STUDENT
s 1 5GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ ID

s tickets on sale at
>tix unlimited, for
StherecordIfaces),
^ main st. records

10pm

IjhUBPPaY NOV. 3 THE LYJ^ES w/ THe Malarfj^nj $5 ^,

ji agd6 show sponsored by^^^M^^rorSO p m. NightiflwS^ow

art 9:30 p.m. $& Art^PlKoroRigar^ts from Aii0n»GfeA

JA T URDAY NOV. 5CO^^B0Y with LA$, NYs and Bostfie*s Rn«st

^AFTERWARDS THE INCI«DIBLE CASUALS
S7 iar Comedy & Musie, $5 fof|Mu!

SUNDAY NOV. 6 IWE CONNELLS

Nov. to L00» CA9008S HOV. 11 CVAH JOIftlS A Tl« H4Kfim
MOV. 12 commmimnt «*» mctMH hov. n o*immm
m^/i ms^MMie&Kmtmtbiiim ofica treat hoi want

HorthafflptO(tSM-7771
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Car speakers stolen
A student reported Tuesday that his car stereo and

speakers worth a total of $300 had been stolen from the

vehicle while parked in Fraternity/Sorority Park.

In other police reports:

• A leather jacket worth $300 was reported stolen from
a student's room in Brett Residence Hall.

• A vehicle in lot 22 sustained $100 in damages when
one of its windows was smashed Tuesday.
•A student reported her wallet, silver earrings and a

Walkman cassette player worth $100 stolen from a locker

in the Curry Hicks women's locker room.
• A small stove fire was reported Tuesday in a residence

apartment in Emerson Residence Hall. A Staff member
put out the cooking oil fire with an extinguisher

- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Question 3

JouJou ^vev^^®'^
cnef°^®® Tangiers

,^o^ Devon
a/ir.'//»

Ru
""e/C/e,-^ Woolrich^X^S*

ss ^ogs
super Slop « snop Kiazo

Route 9. Haaiey

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Continued from page 5

Other provisions in the legislation call for any new
farm construction costing more than $10,000 to be

reviewed by the scientific advisory board. Opponents say

this would significantly slow the process of building new
structures.

Other regulations are present to "'ensure" humane
practices in housing, transportation, diet, inspection and

slaughter but specifics on how to achieve these ends are

not given.

Opponents of the legislation say additional regulations

will only hurt Massachusetts farmers and the legisla-

tion implies wrongly that farmers currently use in-

humane practices in dealing with their animals.

Proponent Jennifer Arthur, spokeswoman for Citizens

for Humane Farming, said the legislation was introduced

by her group because they believe farm animals require

better protection than current law provides.

She said veal calves are fed anemic diets lacking

vitamins and iron to keep their flesh unnaturally pale.

To keep the animals healthy, they must be given an-

tibiotics, she said.

Some egg hatcheries in the state rid themselves of un-

wanted male chicks by placing then in large plastic bags

to suffocate, Arthur said.

She said hatcheries confine egg-laying hens in battery

cages with up to 6 birds to a cage. This type of confine-

ment causes the birds to live in a space smaller than an
8 by 11 inch piece of paper, she said.

Although humane castration and dehorning of farm
animals is a main point in the bill, Arthur said she
believes most farmers already practice humane
techniques.

Charles A. Costa, assistant commissioner of the
Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture,

disagreed with most of the claims in the legislation.

Costa disputed the assertion that veal calves are fed

anemic diets. He said the calves receive either milk or

a formula similar to what human babies drink.
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Antibiotics are only used on farm animals when there
is the threat of diseases and keeping animals on an-
tibiotics is not common practice, Costa said.

Dr. Donald Black, head of the Department of

Veterinary and Animal Sciences at the University of

Massachusetts said, "If the guidelines are followed (giv-

ing antibiotics) is not a bad practice."

Costa said none of the local hatcheries he has visited

dispose of male chicks through suffocation. The hat-

cheries have gas chambers for this purpose, Costa said.

Confining egg-laying hens to battery cages is a com-
mon practice in the industry, Costa said. This type of
confinement has been researched extensively and has
been found to be the most efficient method, he said.

The hens have food and water in front of them at all

times and are free to move within the cages, Costa said.

Black said although farmers would probably have bet-

ter production with fewer hens per cage, they use this

method to acquire 10 cents per Massachusetts resident

to assist farmers who are not in compliance. But wb^-e

these funds will come from is not stated.

"I'm not opposed to the idea behind (the legislation),"

Black said. "The problem with new regulations is that

it puts farmers in Massachusetts at a disadvantage."

"I think what will happen is a great many of then will

leave the state."

Costa said, "We feel that we don't have any problem
with (farm) animal abuse in Massachusetts. We don't see
any reason to have additional regulations."

Arthur said, "There needs to be humane standards set

for farm animals. Right now, they are not adequately
protected under the law."

How to stand out
in a crowd

The Amencan Express* Card Rets an outstanding welcome

virtually anwhere you shop. \^iiether it s for a leather jacket

or a leather-bound classic Vihether you re bound for

a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda So during college

and after, Its the perfect way to pay for just about

everything vou II want

How to get the Card now.

College is the first sign of success And because we
believe in your potential, we've made it easier

to get the American Express Card right now
VHiether you're a freshman, senior or

grad student, look into our new automatic

approval offers For details, pick up an

application on campus

Or call 1 -800-TH E-CARI) and ask for

a student applicaiion

The American Express Card.

Dent Leave School Without It**

TWVR
9BAIED
SBMCES

Hourly Express Service, dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Througriout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Sludtnl Far** horn

Amherst to
Botlon N«w York City

$20.95 $34.95
tound-irtp round-iiip The People Professionals

iTIck*!* and Inlormallon avallabia a(:

|U'MntHal»l Amhwtl Mtmpihtr* Prtc* Welch Northtmplonl
T(l II or fl C*nl*r Cotlvg* Booh Ptrmacy But Terminal I

MS 20M Bu«T*rmln*l Sler* So. Hadin «<>uo*>oi»« «. f

MtwMO 2se-04)i Mt-4eoo iii-rnt smioio

Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For V2 Price Tickets

Marvin Hamlisch In Concert
Thursday. Nov. 3

The Juilliard String Quartet
Saturday, Nov. 5

The Amazina Cambridge Buskers
Wecfnesdav. Nov 9

Peter Orth. piano
Tuesday. Nov 15

Desrosiers Dance Theatre
Saturday, Nov. 19

Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Tuesday, Nov. 22

Quartet For The End Of Time
Saturday, Dec. 3

THE FINE ARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY (^^ MAS-^AC HI'«;tTTS AT AMHERST

UMass students need to increase
their awareness of AIDs
By PAUL PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

With the AIDS virus afflicting more peo-

ple every day, attention needs to be given
to the level of awareness of students at the

University of Massachusetts, said Jane
McCusker, professor of public health at

UMass.
McCusker is very active in AIDS

research, on and off campus. Among her in-

volvements are directing the newly form-

ed University of Massachusetts AIDS
Research Unit (UMARU), researching the
disease in the Boston Area, and being a
member of the AIDS action committee on
campus.
Students at the University may have

some false ideas about the spread of AIDS,
and setting the issue straight will be no
easy task, she said.

"It's a difficult group to motivate because
many do not perceive themselves to be at

risk from the virus, and some are not. But
they do have these misconceptions they're

spreading around," she said.

In one of the pamphlets distributed by

the American Red Cross, some misconcep-

tions were addressed with truths: it is im-

possible to acquire AIDS from donating
blood; all equipment used to draw blood is

sterile; AIDS cannot be transmitted from
person to person through casual contact,

use of bathroom facilities, and sneezing on
or handling dishes of a person with AIDS.

McCusker said AIDS education at UMass
would involve a strategy. One method is be-

ing tested by her and other researchers in

Worcester.

"Worcester's community-wide program is

one of only two in the nation," McCusker
said. "It tries to identify drug users and
their sexual contacts wherever they might

surface in the community — in clinics, drug

treatment programs, in jail, on the street

— and to provide AIDS education and,

often, voluntary antibody testing."

The effort in Worcester, still in its begin-

ning stages, seems to be working. The in-

fection rates among drug users there a year

ago were 15 to 16 percent. Today they are

hovering around 19 to 20 percent which,

according to McCusker, is encouraging.

"We're hoping we can hold it at that

level, rather than up around 60, 70, 80 per-

cent as it is in New York and New Jersey,"

she said.

One of the reasons for its success may be

the more one-to-one aspect of the enhanc-
ed strategy, rather than just pamphlets and
TV commercials.

"The strategy is carried out by a health

educator," McCusker said. "She's trying

some rule-playing situations, in an effort

to get people thinking about what are some
of the barriers to practicing safe drug use

or safe sex." she said.

None of McCusker's research, which in-

cludes studying AIDS-related behavior

among gay men in Boston, involves AIDS
awareness among the general population.

Her concentration has been on specific

groups of people, such as the gay men in

Boston, and drug users in the Worcester

project.

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

AIDS researcher Jane McCusker
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Collegian Newsroom
Friday Oct. 28 at 3:00
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10% OFF
Breakfast Items
with this coupon.

GOOD TILL JANUARY 31. 1989

Breakfast

Freah baked daCly—
iTU40trt5. scones,
rolls, crescents,

coffeecake and more..

Pleasant avuroundings,
fast service.

Talce out available.

1

...it's more than ice cream/

^4^ 4^ 4^ ^ ^ ^ 1^ ^ 4^ » « « « ^ 4^ 4^ 4 4^ 4^ ^ i^# ^ ^ 4^ .^ 4^ « « «.« »« «.»« 4^ ^ « ^ # ^ 4^^

AMHERST X,
MUSIC HOUSE

THURSDAY, OCT. 27; 10 A.M. to 12 MIDNIGHT

MIDNIGHT
MADNESS SALE

ENTIRE CONTENTS
OF STORE 20-500/0

OFF!!!

AMHERST
Boltwood Walk
OPENS M-F 7 30

Sat 900. Sun 1100

NORTHAMPTON
Across from
Academy o( Music
OPENS MF 7^
S«1 8:00. Sun, 9.00

I

Every Monday \

Through Thursday

all you can eat

buffet 5 am.

Md£i^'^ $6.25
Sun.-Ttiurs. 11-10, FrI. & Sat. 11-1 BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE

/-^^

EKING VIARDEN
A MANDAOIM « 5ZECHUAN PE5TAUPAWT

5861202 iK^ ffi *" ^l::^ l. '0^1"'

L^
^1

'Guitars, Amplifiers, Strings. Sheet Music, EVERYTHING*^

233 N. PLEASANT ST. (CARRIAGE SHOPS)
AMHERST
549-1728

Text books not included.

^
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Kohl reviews talks with Soviets
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Any Cassette Or LP $6.99
Any Compact Disc $12.99

Hurry- into Record Town. For the next 4 days your Student LD. will

save you up to 30% on the hottest LPs. Cassettes and CDs.

Present your valid

University of Massachusetts

Student LD. at Record Town
and receive any LP or

Cassette (regularly priced up
to $9.99) for $6.99 or any

single-album Compact Disc

(regularly priced up to

$16.99) for only $12.99.

Limit 3. Not valid with other

offers. Offer expires 10/30/88
Offer good at our Hadley

location only.

Record Town - the only music and video store you'll ever need

MOSCOW (AP) - Chancellor Helmut

Kohl of West Germany said yesterday the

Soviet Union has agreed to release all peo-

ple regarded as political prisoners within

the next 10 weeks.

Kohl made the statement at a news con-

ference at which he reviewed the results

of 10 hours of talks he held this week with

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev and
other top Soviet officials.

During his discussions, Kohl said, "the

Soviets confirmed that they would release

before the end of the year all people who
could be considered political prisoners."

When asked how many people that could

involve, Foreign Minister Hans Dietrich

Genscher of West Germany replied, "We
are not in a position to give final figures."

Many Western governments have given

lists to the Soviets of people they regard as

jailed or held in psychiatric institutions for

their political or religious beliefs.

When asked if the pledge had come from

Gorbachev himself. Kohl said only it was
made "during the talks." His remarks in

German were translated into English by
the Soviet Foreign Ministry.

Last year, Soviet authorities released at

least 300 prisoners who were being held on
charges such as anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda or slandering the Soviet state.

Most Estonian and Lithuanian nationalists

who were being imprisoned for their views

have been released this year.

The ruling Communist Party and govern-

ment are reviewing the Soviet penal code,

and the United States has repeatedly urg-

ed that the Soviets abolish those laws most

often used to hold political prisoners.

Amnesty International, the London-
based human rights group, said last month
the number of people imprisoned in Soviet

labor camps, psychiatric hospitals or exil-

ed for their political beliefs numbered
about 200, compared to 10,000 a few years
ago.

Soviet officials contend that all but a few

people classified in the West as political

prisoners have been released since a review

of such cases began in February, 1987.

They also say the law under which they

were charged, forbidding dissemination of

anti-Soviet propaganda or agitation, is be-

ing softened in the revision of the Soviet

criminal code.

WORLD/NATION

Soviets help US with whales
ABOARD THE ADMIRAL MAKAROV

(AP) — Two Soviet icebreakers flying US
and Soviet flags worked yesterday to smash
through an ice ridge as dawn approached
on what rescuers hope will be freedom day
for two whales imprisoned in ice for near-

ly three weeks.

"The whales seemed to be doing fine,"

Rear Adm. Sigmund Petersen of the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

ministration said this morning. "It's like

they expected something to be happening.

Everything seems to be coming together,"

he said.

Rescuers had one of their best days yet

Tuesday as the unprecedented interna-

tional effort to save the two California gray

whales neared a climax. They succeeded in

moving the huge mammals around a shoal

that had stymied progress for three days.

As darkness tell Tuesday, the mammals
were only about two miles from the water

being opened by the Soviet ships.

The whales could be free by late this

aft^ernoon if things go as well today as they

did the day before, said NOAA rescue coor

dinator Ron Morris.

Petersen said "the cooperation has just

been fantastic. The Soviets came in here

with a very positive attitude and went to

work immediately."

Later yesterday, rescuers planned to use

a tractor-like device propelled by pontoon

augers to cut the relatively thin ice remain-

ing between the whales and the

icebreakers' farthest advance.

Contamination report criticized
GOLDEN, Colo. (AP) - Plutonium par-

ticles floating in the air inside a key

nuclear weapons facility contaminated two

employees and a Department of Energy in-

spector on Sept. 29, a federal official said.

Earl Whiteman, who supervises a

60-person Energy Department office at

Rocky Flats, gave the report Tuesday night

before 300 workers, plant critics and

others, as he explained the incidents of the

past few weeks.

But most of the audience said they left

dissatisfied with Whiteman's answers

about contamination.

"We may sometimes not be good at ex-

plaining everything," Whiteman told the

sometimes hostile crowd. "But we damn
well tell the truth."

The response was boos and catcalls from

half the audience.

Whiteman focused on the Sept. 29 inci

dent that led to the closing of Building 771,

the main production facility at the nuclear

weapons plant. The three people inhaled

plutonium through their noses.

Whiteman said the three people walked

into Room 1 14 without wearing required

respirators, they didn't see a warning sign

so they walked near a bin storing

plutonium waste.

But then he said the bin never released

plutonium in the air, which prompted con

fusion about why the trio was exiaoaed to

plutonium.

His answer was that it's not uncommon
for Rocky Flats to operate at 1 percent of

the maximum allowable airborne radiation

limit.

WHEN WE GROW UP

WE'LL BE OFF THE

MEAL PLAN!"

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Bro* Shaping • Chin

Bikini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aesthetician

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

M*n and Woman
34 Main Street, Amherst

2S3-9S79

AEROBICS • NAUTILUS

SELF DEFENSE

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Voted "Best of the Valley"

\For Health Fitness Centers

'84, '85. '87, '88

<C^c^

in

Vjhe First Annual
BODY SHOP

5 K Halloween Fun Run

October 29 at 10:00 am
Starts in front of McGuirk Alumni Stadium

Prizes to 1-2-3 male and female

in the following categories:

J. Adams members
Kennedy members
Totman members
Non-members

Over 25 years old

Plus 1-2-3 for

Best Halloween Costume

Sign up at all three Body Shops

or

from 9-10 am at the run site

Free to Body Shop members

$5 entry fee for non-members

A A • * ; *j C ^./^.''^'

IT S THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS

RETURNS START

OCTOBER 28

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -

YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

HOURS
MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

[f^ UNIVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical pant DicJg
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Operation rescue a lot of things
— but not helpful to women

On Oct. 29 Operation Rescue will further torment

women who decide to have abortions by blockading

clinics hationwide. They will most likely be somewhere
in Western Massachusetts on that day. but they refuse

to let anyone know where they're going to be.

The born-again-conservative group has been sitting in

at .small, easily disruptable clinics around the country

for the last year. TTiese are the same people who brought

you the first clinic bombing.s, whose literature boasts of

rises in medical complications among women having

abortions at clinics they blockade, and who want to save

your soul by making you a mothi-r

Daria Casinelli

The issue of abortion is many-sided and painful and

the born-agains' habit of focusing only on the spiritual

end of the problem only complicates matters.

When it comes down to it no one wants to have an abor

tion and the assumption on these people's part that these

women have just "made a mistake" and not given the

matter and their lives some long hard thought is in-

sulting, dehumanizing and downright ghoulish.

Their fascination with fetuses in jars, abortions gone

wrong and premature infants is at most an interesting

social phenomenon and at the worst borders on

psychopathy. I'll save my musing on Christian

housewives who spend inordinate amounts of time think-

ing about such things for my first soap opera.

Abortion has happened in every civilization since time

began only because no civilization has ever provided

women with the resources for true reproductive freedom.

As long as single motherhood is not a viable option

then abortion must be a viable option. As long as there

is no safe, reliable contraceptive available to everybody,

then abortion must be an option. As long as information

about and control over our bodies is in any way shape

or form in someone else's hand, then abortion must be

an option.

That is because control over one's body is the first ax

iom of freedom. It comes before freedom of speech, before

freedom of religion, and way before freedom of the

market. Without the right to control one's own body all

other freedoms are meaningless.

And then there is the spiritual end of it. The born-again

accuse feminists of all manner of horrible and evil things,

everything from devil worshipping to communism.
But worst of all they accuse us of having no religion.

I don't think I've ever met a religion more devoid of

humanity, spirit and heart that Christian fundamen-
talism. The failure to be able to put oneself in someone
else's shoes is the first step to fascism. The ability to do

so. on the other hand, is the first step to knowing God.

To be with other people, to understand their life, and

their choices is to understand that when there is no

choice, there is no sin. We all know women who should

never become mothers. To choose to become a mother
when you know in your heart that it is the wrong thing

to do is to commit an act not worthy of a true human
being.

I'm not asking anyone to "favor" abortion, instead

think about how much you'd like nationalized health

care, day care on demand, a guaranteed minimum in-

come, and safe reliable contraception. Now forget about

church and think about Grod.

Dana Casinelli is a UMass student

We need
your help

Nov. 8 is election day — a

chance to cast your vote in

the presidential election.

But before that, the Col-

legian is putting together a

special election package on
the presidential^ and con

gre.ssional candidates. We'll

also have all sides of the

referendum questions.

But to do that, we need
your help. What do you
think? If you have opinions

on the election or the ques-

tions, send them to the Col-

legian, 1 13 Campus Center,

UMass. Keep your submis-
sions short, and please turn
them in by Tuesday, Nov. 1.

Thanks.

0W(L
^iiiSaiflQi:

'M' is for mouth

Misery is 40
hours each week
of Top 40 radio

I still have nightmares about it. For months, I've been

trying to forget. I hate being traumatized in such a horri-

ble way. Yet time and time again, I hear a droning voice

in my head, like the nightmarish voice I was subjected

to over the summer. Occasionally I get flashbacks.

Pamela McCarthy

It's been hard, but I have survived.

It all started with my summer job. . .

I love music. The right kind of music can turn a dull,

drab workday into an eight-hour party.

The place where I worked over the summer seemed to

have the same philosophy, because they played a radio,

not that canned elevator crap that should be used as tor-

ture for convicted murderers in solitary confinement.

Needless to say, I was happy about this.

Then I found out exactly what kind of station it was.

It played the same 10 songs in a row. It had commer-

cials that sounded exactly like the songs. The songs were

all similar. The lyrics were pretty insipid. And the disk

jcKkeys would yak on and on while a song played. It was

. . . TOP 40 RADIO!!!!

For a while, I thought I could stand it. Afler all, just

because I don't like Top 40 music doesn't mean I can't

listen to it for eight hours a day, five or six days a week.

Why that's only 40 to 48 hours of. . . uh, excuse me for

a minute, the world is getting fuzzy. . .

I'm okay now. I just remember the feeling of horror that

calculation gave me. But I didn't think it would be so bad.

Oh, how naive I was.

I was stupid enough to believe that there would be some
variety. This means more than just the same 10 songs

played over and over again, every hour, on the hour. I

didn't ask for much. I didn't expect all sorts of musical

genres or anything like that, just some different songs.

That's all.

The only problem was, all of the new songs that hit the

Top 40 sounded exactly like the ones that left the Top 40.

I was trapped in a room with sounds of wailmg singers

and synthesizers. The worst part was neither was on key.

But wait, that's not all.

I can still hear the obnoxious voice of the disk jockey.

Oh Lord, how I learned to hate those few voices that would

announce the newest nightclub opening or rattle on about

a sale at Tello's (always to a Janet Jackson song, of course).

I'm not sure whether I want to kiss them for or kill them
for droning on and on while the song was beginning. I can

imagine what these people must have been told: "Now
look, people don't listen to this station because we play

music. They love the sound of your voices. So talk it up!

The music is secondary. Don't worry about it. It doesn't

matter, only you matter. They love the sound of your

voice."

I can recite "Dirty Diana" by Michael Jackson perfect-

ly. I know every word, note, and beat of that song. This

is not because I love Michael Jackson with an obsessive

passion. This is not because I thought the song was even

bearable. Afler listening to the song every hour, on the

hour, eight hours a day, five or six days a week, it was
subliminally planted into my brain. My roommate tells

me I sing it in my sleep.

Gee, and isn't it funny how I always sing it during the

nights I'm having that recurring dream. . .

/ am in a room with a scarred old monster in a Nazi

uniform. "Tell me what you know, or I'll give you the

punishment!" he threatens.

"Never!" I retort defiantly.

"You asked for it," he says, and pulls out a radio. Not

just any radio, mind you, but one that plays "Dirty Diana"
over and over and over and —
AAAAAUUUUUGGGGHHHH!!!
My appointment with the shrink is next week.

Pamela McCarthy is an associate editor ofthe Collegian

In other news. . .

"/ don't think Solomon could solve the problems of
Chelsea," says CarmcUa Oliver, a parent in the industrial

Boston suburb. "Education is no a priority here. " Lucki-

ly, it may not take a Solomon — Just nearby Boston

University, which has offered to run the city's failing

school system. The plan could be ratified as soon as next

month and go into effect this winter. When that happens,

B. U. wilt become the first private institution to take over

and manage a public school system.

—Time magazine, Oct. 31.

Just my opinion.

Americans
just aren't

represented
in elections
Back when our founding fathers were

putting the constitution together they
decided that the people shouldn't have the
power to elect the president directly. In-
stead the people would elect learned men
to the electoral college and have them
make the decision.

It seems the founders had little faith in
the people.

Peter Leon

Today (believe it or not) we still have this

archaic, obnoxious, worthless group of peo-

ple choosing our president.

Now maybe that isn't so important —
after all only once in the last 100 years has
a president lost the popular election and
won the presidency because he had the
right amount of electoral votes.

But then again. . .

How are these people chosen by us, the
people, to choose the president? It is a sim-

ple formula. To decide the number of elec-

toral votes a state is given, you simply take

the number of representatives the state has
in Congress and then add two for the
Senate.

So here in Massachusetts we have 13
electoral votes, 11 for our representatives

and two for our senators.

The whole idea is to keep each state

somewhat equal. It goes back to the idea

of states vs. the federal government. By
giving a minimum number of votes to each
state, today that number is three, each
state will have some representation.

But it's the people who should have the

representation — 'one man one vote.'

Equality among the states seems stupid if

the people aren't equal. If the vote were
direct it would represent the whole coun-

try, not a collection of p>eople elected to the

college by a majority of votes in their

district.

Essentially that leaves out the people

who are in the minority in that district.

That may be a reason why some people

don't vote. If you lived in a district with a

majority of one party, would it be worth
your while to go and vote, even though it

would have little or no effect?

The preamble to the Constitution goes

"We the people, in order form a more
perfect union, establish justice, insure

domestic tranquility, provide for the com-

mon defence (sic), promote the general

welfare, and secure the blessings of liber-

ty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain

and establish this Constitution for the

United States of America."
Admittedly it wasn't "the people" who

wrote the Constitution, (actually it was a

bunch of white, educated, land holding

males) but it was something designed to

adapt and change with the needs and

wants of the people.

The people ought to be heard, all of them.

The districts, as they are designed today,

can easily favor one party or another.

What is worse is when there is a close

margin — 49.9 percent of the people of the

district will go unheard for the election.

Sure we will hear about the popular elec-

tion, but it means little since it has no bin-

ding power. The people have been left on

the wayside.
Isn't this country about the people and

not the states? It is about the farmers, the

doctors, the McDonald's workers and the

petroleum exchange engineers. This coun-

try is supposed to be a country by the peo-

ple and for the people. But how can it be

when the people can't even elect the presi-

dent of their own country?

The way to fix this inequality in our

democratic society is to abolish the elec-

toral college.

This will take a Constitutional amend-

ment, and certainly can't be done in time

to prevent George Bush being elected, but

maybe in time for 1992. By then maybe we
will also have candidates qualified and

worthy of the office of president

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

SOMEHOW THE Police:^
POUND OOT THEY HAD I
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POLICE AND
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What's the matter with me?

A strang-ah at UMass
I have lived in Massachusetts all my life.

Part of the reason } chose to go to school

here is so I would feel somewhat comfor-

table in my surroundings — knowing
where I was.

So, I ask, why do I sometimes feel like a
foreigner?

That answer is easy. It's my accent.

Jim Clark

People from other states are quick to

point out the flaws in my qieech. The mere

mention ofcertain words are sure to bring

me ridicule from outsiders.

Of course, this is what has come to be

known as a "Yankee" accent. It is the butt

ofjokes from nearly everyone who has ever

had to listen to it, and decipher what is be-

ing said.

I tend to believe my case of it is a lot

worse than others. That's probably my
father's fault. Because he is a native of

Maine, I seem to have inherited the "Down
East" version and carefully blended it with

the Boston style to create a special breed

that drives people nuts.

The common joke affiliated with the

Yankee accent is the old "pahhhk the

cahhh in Hahhhvud yahhhd" line. This is

the best example people can come up with,

even though I've never actually heard it us-

ed in conversation, and it doesn't really

have any bearing in life. Just like "the

quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog."

A nice sentence to use when learning how
to type, but it really makes no sense.

The key to the accent, for those who

haven't been sharp enough to detect it yet,

is the absence of the letter 'R.' There are

other fine characteristics, but this is the

biggie.

The reasoning behind this sort of drawl

appears to be comfort. Basically, I'm lazy,

and trying to enunciate an 'R' takes too

much extra time and effort. Why waste

time trying to draw up the "rrr" sound

when I can get on to bigger and better

things?

Frankly, I have discovered that pronoun-

cing the 'R' to the fullest is awkward, and

probably burns a lot of excess calories (if

any biochemistry majors can prove this for

me, I'd appreciate it). Go ahead. Try say-

ing it as it's spelled. "Harrvarrd." Sounds

stupid, doesn't it?

Throughout time, English has been

altered for comfort. Certain things that

technically are not grammatically correct

are now accepted, merely because they

make conversation easier. 'Gronna' is fine,

as are contractions like 'aren't' and 'won't.'

Heck, even 'ain't' has been allowed every

once in a while.

I'm not saying that the supreme being

governing the English language should

abolish the 'R' completely. That would be

insane. Words like river, run, roll and
Rumplestiltskin would become "iver,"

"un," "oil," and "umplestiltskin." Boy,

would that make communicating difficult.

Just cut me some slack. I've never aspi-

yahhd to be on telahvision, so I won't evah

change my ways. Plus, this is my state, and
I can speak like I want. If you don't like

it — well, I don't cay-ah.

Jim Clahhk is a Collegian columnist

The PVTA
provides
bus rides

from hell
I should have taken the hint when the

PVTA delivered me to my first destination,

the Haigis Mall. A MALL, without a
Friendly's or a Fotomat? What a disap-

pointment. (I wanted to do some serious

shopping that day.) Then I thought,
everyone must make this mistake. The
PVTA remained a celebrated savior of sore

feet — I would try again.

Alise 5. Harfield

After visiting a friend in Northeast on a
rainy Wednesday, I hustled to the stop in

front of the GRT where a dozen or so wet
people were flowing in. I reached the glass

doors in time for them to shut in my soggy
face, and caught the driver shrugging his

shoulders, sporting a look that said, "Sorry,

sucker." As I opened my mouth to voice an
obscenity, my breath created a foggy film

on his glass doors from the cold. If I'd only
thought quicker, I know I could have writ-

ten a nasty message with my finger, like

my brother and I used to do on the wind-
shield of mom's car when she wasn't
looking.

My next attempt began downtown. From
the bench in front of Faces, I recognized the

"Campus Shuttle" sign, and assumed the

bus would indeed shuttle all over campus.
Once seated, the ride was so comfy that I

hardly noticed every passenger vacate at

Haigis. The the driver said, "This rowt is

over."

"Excuse me?"
"You have to get out. Every bus ter-

minates at the mall."

I took him at his word, however poorly

pronounced, and vowed never to make
assumptions.

The next encounter was purely acciden

tal. I was at an off-campus party with a
friend; our ride had deserted u.s.

"No problem. Take the shuttle, be home
in no time."

After 15 minutes, I discerned the lights

of the bus pouring through the chilly

darkness. We hurried on the bus and ask-

ed if it was going to Southwest.

No answer.

"Excuse me, is this bus going to UMass?"
Dirty look, slight nod of head.

In 15 minutes we were at Fearing Street,

still a ways from home. When my friend

suggested we get out I replied, "The walk
will be shorter if we wait until Haigis Mall,

WHERE EVERY BUS TERMINATES."
We reached a mall all right — the Hamp-

shire Mall. We probably passed every mall

I used to work in, we were so far away from

campus. Eventually, we stopped at the par-

ty where we had left only an hour before.

About a hundred people stumbled in,

creating a "Standing Room Only" situa-

tion. I became worried about the safety of

my right shoulder. In a very short time, it

had progressed from being the life sup-

porter of a 200 pound inebriated man, to

the lucky recipient of his sneezes. Mean-
while, one of my contact lenses was star-

ting to come loose from the funny-smelling
smoke that prevailed. I asked a neighbor

for a squirt of saline.

"Use spit. Same thing."

I WILL NEVER AGAIN RIDE THIS
BUS.
So I fibbed. I became determined to make

a go of this. I boarded a safe bus, one that

had a route I knew. It stopped at Orchard
Hill, where I needed to go for a meeting.

I even wore a pair of heels, because I was
confident in not having to walk to my
destination. I watched the driver get out

and walk around the bus. "Probably just

checking for dirt," I thought. The first stop

was right near my dorm — an omen, in

retrospect. From there we stopped at a
series of de.serted place.s I would have
avoided had 1 been the driver. To make a
long trip short, we wound up back at the

GRT in time for the driver to get out again.

1 saw why he did — to change the sign to

"Orchard Hill." What a trick.ster.

On my way out, I noticed some loose

change on the floor in front of the doors.

I bent down to pick it up, despite the doors

crushing my sides. I didn't mind; the

money was worth the pain. I put it in my
"used car" piggybank.

Alise S. Harfield is a UMot^ student
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Public's affairs are EPMD's Business
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Listen! Here's what I want you to do for me. Make a

list of your top ten LPs of this year. Done that? Okay.

Now tell me. does that list include Public Enemy's // Takes

a Nation of Millions To Hold Us Back or By All Means

Necessary by Boogie Down Productions? 'Cause if it

doesn't. I'm sorry to have to inform you that your head

is missing some serious cerebral cortex.

Hip hop is here to stay You can either get with it or

have it's hobnailed Adidas shoes stomp all over your head.

Whatever happens "Your Gonna Get Yours" — hear what

I'm saying? So beat dis, or to be grammatically correct,

beat deez:

• • • ^

Disc Junkie |

• Public Enemy "Night of the Living Bassheads" 12"

import (Def Jam); This is not an LP. But it's worth more

than thousands I could metion. "Bassheads" proves

beyond all doubt that Chuck D has more rhymes than Cole

Porter and that Terminator X is the Michelangelo of sonic

demolition. If desire is itch, then he'll scratch it till it

bleeds.

• E.P.M.D. Strictly Business (Cooltempo); Okay, you can

switch back to 33 rpms now for the fastest selling rap

album of all time and the slowest, most laid-back rhymes

you're likely to hear all year, which doesn't mean to say

they're not individually wrapped slices of lyrical genius,

and if you back all that up with samples of everything

from Marley to Kool and the Gang, I'd say it makes Strict-

ly Business pretty bloody essential.

continued on page 14

Sheehan's
Annual Halloween Bash

Lir Frankie & The Premiers

with Alvis

Wear Your Costumes

^ Prizes! ^
For more information call 585-5149

Come Ride With Us.

Motorcycles
Scooters

X/alley

^

• A.T.V.'s
• Powor Equipmont

584-7303

731-9965otorsports

216 N. King St.. Rte. 5 Northampton, MA

The 1989 Honda Motorcycles are ready for viowlnft.
Chicago-based souiyfunk band Insight wUl play Buckland HaU at Mount Holyoke CoUege Oct. 29

from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Tickets are $7 at the door.

THE BODY SHOP
Announces the Grand Opening of the Kennedy & J. Adams Fitness Centers

Join and be eligible for the drawing of a

Miyata 18 speed Mountain Bike
a

Rossignoi X-C SIci Package

\K^
\

f

Courtesy Peloton Sports

^-^%. (Ranked -1 in the Valley by the 1988 Advocate Poll)
"Mn

or

Two $50 Gift Certificates
Courtesy Fenton Sports

(Ranked -1 in the Valley by the 1988 Advocate Poll)

Only members signed up by Nov. 1 are eligible

Sign up at:

19th floor J. Adams
12th floor Kennedy
Totman Basement

?r^

Drawing to take place at 7:00 pm Nov. 1 in the

Kennedy Body Shop Fitness Center

Politics and Art
The Arts Council, in coryunction with the Union Video

Center, will present Art-Politics/Politics-Art, a series of

works from the past two decades by video artists who deal

with political subject matter. The show features such

reknowned video artists as Max Almy and Doug Hall, and
discusses a broad range of political and social issues.

The series will be cable-cast Monday, Oct.31 through

Friday, Nov.4, to be shown on the monitors in the Cam-
pus Center, Student Union and the viewing room in 201

Student Union. For more information, call the Arts Coun-

cil at 545-0202 or Union Video Center at 545-1336.

Casselberry and Dupree bring their blend of african, reggae and American music to the

Academy of Music Oct. 30 at 2 p.m.

Lansdale's Drive

not worth the time
By CHRIS PARCELLIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Drive In

By Joe R. Lansdale
Bantam Books

You could use a good scare.

It seems that the horror/sci-fi genre is always glutted

with half-witted attempts to cash m on the popularity of

books by the likes of Stephen King. These ill-conceived,

badly written and thoroughly scare-free abominations are

a reminder, however, of the immense popularity of these

sorts of books. The Drive In, by Joe R. Lansdale.

continued on page 14

SALUTEto ••••
KNOCKVMMST

NOTICE:
Work & learn from the best

FANTASY WORy)
# COSTUMES m
HALLOWEEN COSTUME RENTALS

Mask, Accesories, Make-up

Specializing in Custom Made Adult Costumes

75 Russell Street

Sunderland 665-3639

M-F Iptn-9pm, Sat-Sun Ipm-^pm

3rcl Hou»» On TK* RigKt From Old AmKmt Ro«d

Over the past 16 years MASSPIRG has been one

of students greatest assets. MASSPIRG (The

f^assachusetts Public Interest Research Group) has

since 1972 past an enormous number of strong

proactive pieces of legislation. This student run

group covering 31 campuses with over 100,000

student members and 200.000 citizen members has

been responsible for such things as the bottle bill,

the Hazardous Waste Cleanup initiative, the used

car lemon law, and the 3 day mass state check

clearing law and have worked on a wide range of

issues from the environment, consumer rights, and

healthcare to financial aid and student voter

registration on campus.

MASSPIRG is always excited to have new active

members and now are taking applications for

course credit and internships in a number of fields

from Daycare. Advocacy to lobbist, and media

interns If interested stop by 423B Student Union or

call 545-0199. Get involved where it really counts.

STUDENTS-ACTION-CHANGE!!

That's

MASSPIRG

OFFICIAL NOTICE
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR

FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS

The following revisions to the Code of Student Conduct pertain-

ing to student representation on judicial hearing boards were

approved by the Board of Trustees on October 5, 1988 and now

become an official part of the Code. The full text of pertinent

sections will be found on page 8 of 'Undergraduate Rights &

Responsibilities, Academic Year 1988-89' (Copies are available

at the Information Data Bank, 227 Whitmore.)

III. HEARING BOARDS

A. RESIDENTIAL HEARING BOARDS- ...These boards will

have ihe opportunity for student representation except in cases

where the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs or his/her design

ee(s), in his/her discretion, deems otherwise.

B NON-RESIDENTIAL HEARING BOARD-...These boards

will have the opportunity for student representation except in

cases where the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs or his/her

designee(s), in his/her discretion,deems otherwise.

(The thrust of these amendments is to recognize both the

opportunity for student representation on judicial heanng boards

as well as the authority of the University to appoint single

hearing officers.)

STUDENT AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICES

COLD RING SALE

60 OFF 18K

'40 OFF 14K

^20 OFF lOK

Jostens Cold Sale For one week only. Order and save on the gold nng of your choice.

JOSTEXS
A M C " C O e p I N G

Dajp Oct 24, 25, 26, 27;jnie lOOO - 4:00 _ deposit Reguired $25pO_

^'^,UNIVERSITY -j^ .^.

^MSTORE* ^^
i. , ,r I or oleterm^5ec<tlOfiondisni.';,irvO'-iri-Ol'*8etxxjKs(ort'

Race:

:)"-*' ' ^,.

'

• W»-~> tWM'
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IDrive
continued from page 13

is a new book that is falling all over itself

to be at once sardonic and frightening. The
"hero" of this travesty is a nameless

teenage wimp who tells us this far-fetched

story like a Holden Caulfield of the '80's.

Except that Holden had a lot more guts

than the little creep who narrates this

aimless adventure.

Our hero and his friends go to the local

1HEY CAML fRUM OUILR SPAlt 10 ULSIROY EARIH S SUPER-HEROES'

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
586^775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

dnve-in one night to watch some bloody

chainsaw shenanigans. The complex is

known as the Orbit (which is where you'll

want to send these kids) and it features six

giant movie screens telecasting chaos to

the paying customers. In the midst of all

this decidedly dumb fun a red comet wings

by and the drive-in somehow becomes trap-

ped in an impenetrable black void.

Long before this point the story has

become stunningly hokey and unappealing.

Lansdale's characters are one-dimensional

and boring and there is a sickening sen-

timentality that pervades the story from

start to finish. There is no reason why the

reader should give a damn what happens
to any of these people. They are consistent-

ly saying and doing things that seem to be

contrived bv this second-rate author.

The story rambles on laconically as the

youngsters fall prey to something called

the Popcorn King, a grotesque one-eyed

monster who leads his followers on a weird

trek filled with savagery, murder and can-

nibalism. This charming beast is the

villain of this sorry little tale. Our young

"narrator" regards all ol this with a goofy

sort ot awe laced with strange bursts of sar-

casm at rather peculiar moments in the

story. A lot of it is obviously a series of

clumsy attempts at black humor. Lansdale

is letting us in on the joke of what an

outlandish and ultimately worthless story

that we are meant to consume like a stale

box of Milk Duds. He is also attempting

to hold a mirror up to our culture's obses-

sion with disposable products and show us

that we too are in danger of becoming as

worthless as a used paper towel. In the

hands of a more capable writer, this

would've been a far more satisfying piece

of work. He apparently tries to give the

book the feel of a B-movie from the 'SO's

but his writing recalls the worst aspects of

the genre: bad dialogue, f)Oor storylines and
preposterous endings.

This is not a book that would entertain

many people beyond elementary school.

Lansdale aims low and perhaps would be

well-advised to pursue another career-

such as a fry cook or a gravedigger. Save

your money, folks, this isn't worth it.

I

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
The Legal Services Center has positions available for flill-

time legal assistant interns for the Spring, 1989 semester.

This is a challenging opportunity for students from a

variety of meyors and disciplines to gain valuable legal

experience.

Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing
* attendance at hearings
* preparation of court forms
* maintenance of continuing caseload
* investigations and research

I Up to 15 credits may be earned.

\EMPD
continued from page 12

If you asked E.P.M.D.
who their influences are,

chances are that the name
soul

Baker
which
to the

of illustrious

songstress, Anita
would come up,

brings me neatly

relaxational therapy bit of

the article . . . absolutely

necessary after all that

nuclear cranium bashing.

So what could possibly be

nicer than settling back in

your favorite arm chair,

with a glass of wine and
the new Anita Baker
album on the stereo. GiL>-

ing You the Best That I Got

(Elektra) is, if anything,

even better than Rapture
though not quite attaining

the heavenly perfection of

the Songstress, but then
again, what does? This is

soul sanctification par ex-

cellence. On "Good
Enough" Ms. Baker scats

like Sarah Vaughan while

everywhere else she
swoops and soars like an
eagle, eclipsing pretenders

to the throne such as

Regina Belle and Diane
Reeves. Truly a class

apart. I'm sure Flavor Flav

would say amen to that.

i
1

i

I
CONTACT LEGAL SERVICES. ROOM 922 CAMPUS CENTER (545-1995] j

BY NOVEMBER 4, 1988. f

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED I

What distinguishes

Grant Thornton from other

national accounting firms?

The ultimate challenge of a career

in accounting is to emerge as a well-

rounded professional business advisor.

If such a career is your goal, public

accounting is the field and Grant

Thornton is the place.

Burt Fischer, Executive Partner of

Grant Thornton, explains why:

"We treat our people in a manner
consistent with the way we treat our

clients. We put great emphasis on

establishing the same close relation-

ships with our professionals that we

do with our clients," explains Fischer

"We have a much lower ratio of staff

to'partners than do some other major

accounting firms. This balance enables

us to devote more personal attention

to our staff. They can see first-hand

how a partner serves our middle

market clients. We have always

maintained that the place you really

learn is on the job, not in an academic

setting or training program
"

Burt K. Fischer

F.xecutive Partner

Grant Thornton

The culture of Grant Thornton differs

from that of other major accounting

firms. As Fischer points out, "Our
system of advancement is much less

rigid. When our professionals excel,

we promote them as rapidly as

possible because we strive to find the

highest and best use for our staff

throughout the firm. In general, we
are much less structured and much
less formal than most national firms."

If you seek the ultimate challenge of

becoming a well-rounded business

advisor, come join us. We offer the

best of both worlds—a large national

firm of professionals coupled with a

personal environment where you can

make an impact.

We'll be conducting on-campus
interviews on Thursday,
November 17, 1988. and look
forward to meeting with those
qualified candidates interested

in Grant Thornton.

Michelob Suitcase Cans
Regular or Light

$12.59 + Dep.

Becks Bottles, 12 pk
Regular only

$8.39 + Dep.

Carling Black Label

12 oz. Refills

$7.49 + Dep.

Chi-Chi's Margarita

Strawberry, Peach, Regular

1.75 Itr.

$7.99

^^"""^ We Want to be YOUR Liquor Store

Southern Comfort
750 mL
$6.99

We help professionals grow,

GrantThomton
53 State Street, Exchange Place, Boston, MA 02109

(617)723-7900

Ei^uiil Opponuniiy tmplnyff

New! Saga House Clogs

V>M

in blue
suede ond
burgundy leather

Pleasant St. animated
By ANDRE BUSI
Collegian Correspondent

From the people who brought you the
20th International Tournee of Animation
comes the new feature, Outrageous Animo'-

tion, a collection of 22 short films that are

either too nasty for TV or just would never
be seen in the United States. Now play-

ing at the Pleasant St. Theatre, this movie
offers up some shocking and hilarious car-

toon footage. Viewers will notice a preoc-

cupation with sex, violence and bodily func-

tions, some of which may simply offend

you, but most of which are clever, colorful

and quick.

As producer Terry Thoren explains it,

"Each time we come across these films

we're amazed by the reaction they
generate, and puzzled as to how these films

get shown in movie theatres." Collecting

cartoons from both North America and
Europe, including some greats from behind

the Iron Curtain, Outrageous Animation is

based on the premise that many short films
are more entertaining and say more in five

minutes than many feature films. If you
need any proofjust look at the selection in

front of the Hampshire and Mountain
Farms malls.

A few of the best shorts were: Zwisch,
from Norway, which condenses one man's
life into a minute and a half; Dialog, which
explains a lot more about modern politics

in 54 seconds than most textbooks will,

from a country that should know -

Yugoslavia; Rondino, from Hungary,
which blithely shows the human side of the
torture chamber; Instant Sex, from
England, a must-see for anyone who's liv-

ing in the AIDS era, and knows it; One of
Those Days, from the United States, is a

dream-like disaster that plays off of the
fears and desires of suburbia and Another
Great Moment, an English/Australian col-

laboration about the joys of nose-
picking:"one small step for man . .

."

Magnet, Shakademus
top WMUA *s new playlists

The following were the most frequent-

ly played new artists on UMass' favorite

radio station WMUA 91.1 for the week en-

ding Oct. 22:

(l)Bitch Magnet Star Booty Roman
Candle
(2)Mudhoney Sweet Young Thing Suh

Pop
(3)Lubricated Goat Paddock of Love

Black Label (Aus.)

(4)B.A.L.L. Bird Shimmy Disc

(5)Graeme Jeffries Music for the Cake
Kitchen Flying Nun (N.Z.)

(6)Ma8ter/Slave Relationship This

Lubricous Love RRRoar
(7)The Screaming Trees Invisible

Lantern SST
(8)Bevis Frond Tryptich

WoronzowfUK)
Orrhe Miracle Workers Overdose LSD

(W.Germ.)

(lO)Halo of Flies "No Time" Am-
phetamine Reptile
The following were the top 10 reggae

singles for the week of Oct. 27 as played
on WMUA's One Love Radio:
(DYoiugGal Business "Shakademus"

Skengdon
(2)UB40 "Red, Red Wine" A&M
(3)Brigadier Jerry "Invasion S.A."

Supreme
(4)Toots Hibbert "Dreams to

Remember" Mango
(5)Ziggy Marley "Tomorrow People"

Virgin

(6)Lieutenant Stitchie "Natty Dread"
Stereo One
(7)Maxi Priest "Wild World" Virgin
(8)Frankie Paul "Casanova" Jammy's
(9)Sanchez "Please Return Your Love"

Techniques
(10)Toot8 Hibbert "Hard to Handle '

Mango

WSB^
^ReCORVS^

SPECIAL PRICES THIS WEEK ONLY
(while supply listi')

^TDK maxBll. maxell
10 SA-90 10 XLII 90 plus 10 XLIIS-90 plus

^ o"'y
1 XLIIS-90 1 MX90

$2179 $26«»

CHECK OUT OUR LOW PRICES ON

OTHER TDK. MAXELL. AND DISCWASHER PRODUCTS.

213 Main St., Northampton 586-5726

SZEZBEZB^aSSZ s
THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD

PRESENTS:

OCTOBER 26-29, AT 8:00 PM
AND OCTOBER 29, AT 2:00 PM

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
STUDENTS $3/GENERAL ADMISSION $5

TO RESERVE TICKETS. CALL FAC BOX OFFICE
545-2511

imiWJWJW

FEELING COLD? EEELING TENSE?
LOOKING (SC[]@§m^ P^tS?

l£gOMS<Hm
V

264 N. Pleasant Street Amforrt

253-9454

RELAX Get WARM Get COLOR!

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL

Join Alone, Save $5*; Join with a Priend, Save $10*

'Offer ewpires November 12, 1988

EREE TRIAL VISIT WITH THIS AD
New Customers Only—Must Bring This Ad

fast. Quality Chinese food at an Affordable Price

I This Week Lunch Special

I Baby Shrimp & Meat Sauce

I
with white rice $3.25

I
with soup $3.95

I
also-a 80 oz. pitcher of draft beer is only $3.95

I Glass 75<l Offer Good Only In Madlry J

Madl(rv-4iO Rustel S«., 253-2571 Noflh«mplon-150 King St.. 586-8221

help Wanted 1 1 a.m.—4 p.m.

CALCIUM
• is one of the minerals most likely to be deficient in the American

diet

• is important for bone, teeth and the proper functioning of every

cell in the body
• Adults require 3 or 4 servings of calcium rich foods every day.

If there is a LACK OF CALCIUM IN THE DIET it will be taken from

the bones for its functions in the cells. If the diet is consistently short

of calcium the bones may deteriorate causing a disease called

OSTEOPOROSIS.

SOME GOOD SOURCES OF CALCIUM are skim milk, low fat

yogurt, tofu, sardines, broccoli and kale.

University Vending Services and the Divisirn of Health Education

Introciucing the

7B£iivDsa
Route 9 • Hadley • 584-1603

Lunchtime, Dinnertime, anytime, you'll love our
authentic New York style delicacies: Homemade
Salads, Hot & Cold Subs and Sandwiches... to satify

your appetite and budget.

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$1.00 off any sub
HOT

Chicken Farm.
Meatball

Sausage & Peppers

COLD
Roast Beef

Ham
Turkey Breast

A Many Others

I

1
I

I

I

I

I
I

-I
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\Abortion
continued from page 3

"[Women] say, 'I have to do this,'" Smith said. "They're

not making clear-thinking, adult decisions."

Loveless said escorts will be available to help women
through the blockades and said she doubts the protesters

will affect women's choices to have abortions.

"[They think] women trying to get into clinics are go-

ing to magically change their minds and circumstances
and decide that they're not going to have an abortion,"

she said. "That's very naive."

But, Loveless said, the delays and rescheduling of abor-

tions because of protests are creating serious problems for

patients. "Some women delay making the appointment
for an abortion and this makes it risky for her," she said.

There is a massive outpouring of pro-choice support in

Boston, Loveless said. "People are making it clear that

the majority really abhors this group and their tactics,"

she said.

More than 1,000 demonstrators plan to line Beacon

Street in Boston for the pro-choice demonstration, "Stand

Up For Life," from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. Saturday.

Scott Gillis, a spokesman for area jwlice, said they are

investigating sites of possible protests and will dispatch

more than 50 police officers for security this Saturday.

"The clinics will not be shut down because of protests,"

Gillis said.

"We don't plan to stop," Smith said. "[The protests] are

going to continue in Massachusetts until the court and
the government change this [abortion) law."

"We're not just a pipe dream. [Abortions] will end," she

said.

iW.

Lt'y.
\;

(ffiyiMj) '^

JAZZ ^
The Fabulous Heavyweights

Rhythm and Blues
Tonight - 8:00 pm
Friday Night

Live Jazz Trio

Andy Jaffe with vocalists

Saturday Night

Greg Edwards Trio

90i^ DRAFTS
Spec/a/ Twists

• •

'.Tanqueray & Tonic $2.25':

[Captain Morgan's & Coke $2.25':

253-2663 Off fhe Commons
(formerly Plumbley's)

Comedy

Club

Thursday nite live on stage at 8:45 p.m.
""" """

•Full menu available.

Tom
Hertz

Hadley Hour

Mon.-Fri. 4-7

Free Buttalo Wings

and Munchie Buffet

Richard

Chattin

Janene

BarDer

This Week's Orinl( Specials

Captain Morgan
Hot Toddy S2 65

Harpoon $i 00

T-shirts
continued from page 1

work by putting the bong in Calvin's hand, and this was

enough to protect him from prosecution.

This explanation did not convince Hoyt.

"It's still copyright infringement," Hoyt said. "He's us-

ing our characters to make money for himself without our

consent or knowledge."

Karen Tucker, vending coordinator for the BOG, said

she had asked Hall and other vendors to halt sales until

she could check out the legality of the sales. Tucker said

she was consulting with legal services to find out possi-

ble legal ramifications for the board, the University, and

the vendors resulting from the sale.

Chairperson of the board Eric Nakajima said, "We're

going to look into what the specifics are in determining

copyright infringement."

Nakajima said questions on the legality of the shirts had

come up at a meeting ofCampus Center officials last week.

"We felt it was a responsible act to ask those vendors

to refrain from selling until we ascertain what the legal

responsibilities are," Nakajima said.

Other vendors have also tried to capitalize on familiar

emblems. One vendor on the concourse Friday was sell

ing shirts resembling Calvin and Hobbes, BMW, and

Coca Cola artwork.

When asked if he thought he needed to get permission

to use the artwork the vendor said, "I didn't think I had

to because it's on such a small scale. I'm stopping produc

tion now that I've found out."

He said he had sold 100 to 200 shirts so far.

The same vendor was also selling shirts with characters

resembling from the children's book "Where the Wild

Things Are " The shirts read, "Where the Wild Things

Are Umass." „

Another seller had shirts reading "ZooMass Repubhc,

which are apparently meant to resemble Banana Republic

shirts. He also said that since he had changed the emblem,

there was no copyright or trademark infringement.

**^X^d^
i*#

OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M 3 A M SUNDAY - THURSDAY

•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
•Mtc f Mit to SMpcr Slop A Sk«p

NADLKy/AMNCRST t5«-4A««

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

Emoloyment Aooiications Beinq Taken
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PARAMOUNT
Performing Arts Center

1 700 Main Slr**» Sptlng»ield

MONSTERS OF JAZZ
'^

iiKCTi lo Htiuf'M Ou- IIki;i|huIk I i|iHslii;Mi( uiUi

S.ilitf il.n , Nov ^. M |iiM

SI AN II > lOHDAN l<n\ A^ I HS
loNNii MsinNSMiiii lAumtomiii

AIK SHIMMY
l"ridii>. Nov. 11.8 piii

BAD
COMPANY

«ttti .p. , III III, *i

Winger
Ihuistliu, IXt. I, 7:.Ml pin

ICIAN RIVI KS
I lulav. Dee 2 Spm

UB4()
Siiiul;i\ . Nov. 27,

7:.M)|>m

^ CINEMA

Handful
of

Dust
PG

2 Showings
7 & 9 p.m.
Senior Citizens &

Children $2.00, Adults $3.50

WAVNl. NLWION
POSIfONII) l()

March M)

rARAMOONi loi oil in i«iiiri« stu ik miaiiN* mi iron i hm hi iom

^MW! an
==fl

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

••v» wrt* >!>•«

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

on« WW
779
229
259

round tnp

CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
7ai«t not Included.

Alto Work-Sludy Abroad,

Languft Counma. Inl'l Student
10. fouth Host*/ PattM.
eWtAU. Paw** tttttad on th» apol!

call tor >h« FHCC CtEE Studant
Traval Catalog!

473-256-1267
AMHfRST

79 So. PIccMnl SI.

Amherst. MA 01002

Thursday Night

O at Mike's

WIN BRUINS
nCKETS

SPECIALS
Bttsch Pitchers 3.75

Bad Light Bottles 125
Wall Bangers 175

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

\
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The crepes of wroth

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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\
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ONLYMAxe JmN66

OH MAH.^ctMiffT 600P.I
YOUk^eAN ueu.mffT UKenm.
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OKAY. GiveMe THATSOMY
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

JViST -WlHVl.EARWWKS A
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

f>£oPLE uJHe -5^^

TILL THS <>«8tlC

There will be a mandatory staff meeting tomor>
rQw mt 3 p.m. inA^ newsroom. Business, graphics
and news must attend.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jcffe

ACROSS
^ Necklace part

6 Cnaer tor the

team
1 ProOucts of

means')

14 lmitatK>c lewelry

15 Rrst name in

whodunits

16 DabatatM
17 Rose petal

essence
18 I rr>et — »n1ti

seven wives'

19 Mother
Hubbard s

quest

20 Go at witti —
23 Close friend

24 Galley s

propulsion

25 No Its.

»nds or —
26 — ttie line

31 Man and Capn
35 Swedish name

tor Turku

36 Common
complaint

37 Norman Vincent

38 Leave —
(search lor)

42 Hidden stores

43 Grouse
44 Compass point

45 Belle (y Rmgo
46 Pretix meaning

halt

47 Former despot

48 Gioppy

50 Pod occupant

52 Move —
59 Atlanta arena

60 Thought

61 Did undercover

work

63 Egyptian god
64 Unyielding

65 Sweet wme
66 To«lad

67 Author Umberto

ina others

68 Game bird

OOWM
1 Fig axpen
2 Narrow strip Ol

wood

3 Nick and Nora s

dog
4 Some collec-

tors' Items

5 Kind Ot trost

6 Time span
7 Bombeck. ttie

columnist

8 Grassy plains

ol S America

9 — hand
10 Embellisher

1

1

High time

ol day
12 Bell sound
13 Fr holy women
21 Singer — John

22 Cause to make
a mistake

25 Judges seats

26 Sub
27 Puccini opera

29 Corrida ct^eer

30 Inler

32 Bowling sites

33 Maria — 1941

song
34 Passover

meal

36 Compel
39 Growing

healtnily

40 Manulacturars

org

41 Rubbish'

46 01 a pair

47 Game lish

49 Pan ot s place

setting

51 Bridge positions

52 Grizzled

53 Bovary or

Hamilton

54 By and by

55 Detective WoHe
56 Hoover and

others

57 Polynesian

amulet

58 Rattletrap

62 Change color

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Menu
Lunch

Pizza

Clam Roll/Tartar Sauce

Dinner

Chow Mein/Noodlcs
Roast Top Round of Beef

Basic* Lancb

Pizza

Clam Roll/Tartar Sauce

Basics Dinner

Ratatoulle

Chow Mein/Noodles

Weather

Todajn Sunny high in the 50s

Tonight: Clear and cool

Tomorrow: Sunny and warmer, 50s

V.

TODAY'S STAFF
mght EdHor Rick Santos

Copy EdHor Ronn Garry

Uyovt Technician George Francy

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Prodnctlon Sapcnrlsor Florencio Terra

Prodactlon:. Laura, Camille, Aimee, Jenn. Mary. Tina,

and Ronn's on a road to noWhare,

Executive Board ^ Fall of 1988

MIMrlnCUar

KleicSMMMi Oiivldl. Uuk
BMeriyBMMr

Robert ClappeftaeUI

i«abMM Maaaftr

MarcIiilltM

Bttsinctt Board - FaU of 1988

lob Clapponoin

Bwtetw Manager

BarbraHtedlfl

Donitl Muaroe
Fteancc Maaafer MvcHtatag Maaafar

Todd Prtilibete

ChoiisllMi Haai^af

Mary H«fgtat
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\men's soccer falls to P.C.

vonluutfd I'niin piifif 20

pressure to the UMass defense. Just a

minute and a half before the intermission

(and the moment that the Friars would lose

the advantage) Providence's Jeff Caiola

galloped the length of the field before slip-

ping the ball behind the UMass defense to

Kocourek ("They found the seams in the

UMass defense and exposed them," describ-

ed assistant coach John Martin).

Kocourek, who was the Friars' leading

scorer entering the contest, extended his

lead and tied the game with a left footed

cue shot past Ginzburg.

A mere forty seconds later, Kocourek

found another seam in the UMass defense,

AP pholo

'ONE' FOR THE GIPPER — President Reagan is presented a

uniform jersey by Tommy Lasorda (right), manager of the World
Champion Los Angeles Dodgers.

Garcia

continued from page 20

They did it with a solid running game
against the second-best rushing defense in

the league. In the back of the Patriots'

minds, they knew they had to put the ball

in the end zone because Garcia couldn't put

it through the uprights.

Garcia has missed seven of his last eight

field goal attempts. He has also missed five

extra point conversions, one in this loss

against Buffalo. Will Teddy Garcia lose his

starting position?

Whether or not the Pats keep Garcia,

their playoff chances are slim at best. Gar-

cia needs to recapture his self-confidence.

He has to make a couple of field goals in

pressure situations. Garcia has the leg to

kick 50-yarders. He did it in college, and
there is no reason to believe he cannot do

it in the pros.

'I'he coaching staff has to show confidence

in him, so he can believe in himself. Bring-

ing in a new field goal kicker, as the Pats

have indicated they will do, will only shat-

ter whatever confidence is left in Garcia.

This weekend the Chicago Bears are in

town. It is the first meeting between the

two teams since Super Bowl XX. Chicago

has not let up more than 10 points in each

of its last five games. Chances are very

good that it will be a low scoring affair.

Maybe this is the weekend for Garcia to

prove to all of New England, and himself,

the he can kick field goals in the NFL.

Thursday Night is

Student Night at
Burger King

BURGER
KING

Present school ID and receive 10 Vo off purchase

not good with any other offer.

OFFER GOOD 4 p.m. to Midnight

L
King Street Northampton

Offer Expires 12/16/88

Rt. 9 Hadley

¥A^J^-¥^-¥-¥-¥^-¥-^-¥-¥-¥-*-¥-¥"¥-¥-¥-Af4^-¥-*

Cooperative Education

SPRING & SUMMER
PAID PREPROFESSIONAL JOBS!
November PanelS-Where you can make connections early!

Meet with employers & speak with former & present co-op students

1 Panel for Engineering & COINS Majors

Tues., Nov. 1: Campus Center. 174-76 at 4:00 p.m.

f^eet employers from *IBM, Pratt & Whitney, 'General

Electric, *New England Electric, and *SEA Consultants

2. Panel for College of Arts & Sciences Majors

Tues., Nov. 8: Campus Center, 174-76 at 4;00 p.m.

Meet employers from General Electric, Liberty Mutual,

Hills Department Stores, and the Boston Stock Exchange

3. Panel for School of Management Majors

Tues., Nov. 15: Campus Center, 101 at 4:00 p.m.

Meet employers from Greenberg, Rosenblatt, Kull &

BItsoli, P.C; Honeywell Bull, UNISYS, and Pratt &

Whitney

Refreshments Served!

'Available for interviews same day

i

For more information call the Office for Cooperative Education

545-2224, Today!

y^^^}f.Jif.jfififJfJfJflf^Jf^^^^^^^^^jf

and poked home his second goal of the day

and eleventh of the season. "Same spot,

same kick, same guy," said gettler, ".
.

.Sam (Ginzburg) could never have gotten

either of them."

With the wind came control of the ball

in the second half for the Minutemen, but

in the final judgment, the Friar defense

held firm. UMass mustered a mere three

shots on goal in the final 45 minutes of

play, despite controlling the ball

throughout.

"We had the better of the play in the se-

cond half, but we never really got

dangerous, . . .we had our chances," said

Martin.

ulU'irian phuti) by Andrew RM
The men's soccer team dropped a tough road game at Providence Col-

lege, 2-1, yesterday afternoon.

ilu
lar. ^0lHA^

253-7494

FREE DELIVERY

COLLEGIAN 19

women s soccer

continued from page 20

but it has to try and stay as healthy as possible for Sun-
day's contest with Coloradr College, the nation's number
four team.

Sidelines: With Sunday being the final home game of
the regular season, the Minutewomen have announced
that they will be holding "Spirit Day" in conjunction with
their game against Colorado College.
The team has invited several area high schools, as well

as UMass fraternities, sororities and other groups, to par-
ticipate and create some enthusiasm for the game, as well
as making an impression on the NCAA.

"We want to get as many people here as possible, and
have a good attendance if and when we bid [to host) the
Final Four," said UMass assistant coach Lisa Gozley.
UMass hosted the championship tournament last year,

and would like to get it back. One of the things the NCAA
considers is (surprise, surprise) how much money it can
make. So the big numbers would help the chances some.
But, there hasn't been a crowd above 200 all season.

So just to make things more interesting, the team is of-
fering some incentive to show up. Prizes, including 100
bufTalo wings from Joe's Paradise and gia certificates to
Fenton's Athletic Supplies, will be given to the groups or
individuals who show the loudest and wildest support.
This is a great opportunity to go out and cheer on the
number two women's soccer team in the nation.

\ field hockey dumps B.U.

Collegian photo by Andrew Kiit

The women's soccer team will bang heads
with the University of Hartford today at 2 p.m.
at Boyden Field.

continued frxtm page 20

A^ith the offense having trouble decipher-
ing the BU defense in the first half, it was
up to the defense to keep the Minutewomen
in the game.

UMass took control of this game in the
second half. After near misses on a number
of good scoring opportunities, DeAngelis
tied the game up for the Minutewomen

when she picked up a rebound in front of
Heywood and knocked it home to deadlock
the game at 1-1.

After Derwin's heroics, freshman Dawn
Trumbauer gave the Minutewomen an in-

surance goal at 6:35 of the second overtime
when she picked up a rebound off a Der
win shot and beat Heywood to give UMass
a commanding 3-1 lead with 3:35 left in
overtime.
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Call us in the a.m.

WbH come to

your door & pick up

your Laundry.

Delivered back

the same day,

washed, dried
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Convenience.

Quality.

The wave of the future.
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UTTLE SI8TENS OF AfW Mm( your Big
BrottMf* tontght at 7 SOpm

NSAFmOAVNMHTVIOtOSUndByM*
7 00pm Front Loung* et N«i«man CcnWr
FREE

IMTEnClTlO M nYCMOLOQVT Th*r<

(om Ml Ptydwtogy CKib moMingOdobar
27 304 Tobm e:00pm N«w mambart

•1 TOYOTA COROLLA •xceHant condt-
lion. low mitoage am/tm caas . air. S tpd
2S6-0969 evenings

nmmnim

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excallant
corxlitKXvmachanically sound' Great body.
4 new tires SZ.SOO Call S46-4Ma
waatinigrita-Jan

COMPACT one MUSIC MACMMC

DISC JOCKEY SERVKf - Ovar 700 GO'S
Great Sound' All occaaaions S4»-1421

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton S8&7970
BUI or Damn M

LOST MASS LIQUOR 10 Sharon Levy II

found please call 2S3-9916 monetary
raward

MOTORCYCLES

WANTED: USED MINIBtKE or gocan
52276 ask for Doug Rm 328

TO ROS OF ASP Hara's your paraonal rMN*
all thats left IS a tia-dye seivicES

HELP WANTED

•AHA'I CtUS MEETMO tonight in Cam-
puaCamar Al marnbars should anarx) (hia

maoting Maaling at 6 30pn<
CNTERTAMMCNT

BIKCCOOPMU. iWOlonight.apm Maal
in CCAtT All aro iwalconw to |0«n

EAT TOWARD YOUR HEART S CON-
TENT - Wortisfiop to meal lood compul-
sions Sat. Nov b tOOO-&00 Led by
Shaliya Finger. LICSW Call 6S5-4S65

VIDEO UPDATE IS on the air" Volunteers
are still naodad News Meeting Thursday
October 27 at 6 00 in Commuter Lounge

KLUSKAVE D.J. SCRVKCS - Prolaaannal
music system at unbaatabia pricaa -

S464S18

FOR A OOOO TNM CAU

RACK-A-OtSC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

jockeys and large scsen video dances
borma/organizaliocfs 256-8526

FOR SALE
SWAG PRESENTS A Cry For Freedom
at 8 00 and Hollywood Shuffle' at tOOO
in tfte Southside room. Hampden Student
Center

THIS WEEK ON DAMAGE
INCORPORATED- Queensryche is gonna
gel ckne to you Tune into WMUA Wednes-
day at 9 30pm

CRAFT CENTER IS YOUR resource Make
all kirxJs of crafts, pottery, silver. siHtscreen.

photography, ale Free instruction

GUCCI WATCHES only S3S many stylas-

guaranleed Great lor gifts Call Brian

549-5440

4 JIMMY PAGE TICKETS for sale Oct 29
at Centrum Will sell lor cost Call Tim

6-6892

HALLOWEEN MAKEUP FOR SALE Con
leiti hairspray Mood. kits, etc Call Steve

5468538

TOUR PROMOTING-
Eacort. EnargatK paraon. <M/F). to take
aign-upa lor our Flonda Tours Weturmsh
aN matanals for a succaaaful promotion
Good pay and fun Can Campua Marketing
at 1-S00-777-2270

WORK STUDY SECRETARIALyClorlcal
aaaiatant SS SO/hr typing & letter format-
ting skills essential Word p'oc A data en-

try experierK* an advantage 10 hours i^nk

nemble hours 5-2794 Prof Bradley,
Geol/Geog Depi Morrill 238

GRASSROOTS ARE BAd( and notTil
pays Work with Clean Wier Action and be
the highest paid activist in the region We
guarantee $7- iQOir Work on a Mass recycl

ing bill and slop pesticide poisoning Com
munication and Poli-Sci majors encourag-
ed 10 apply Call Chris 549-7450

1t«3 KAWASAKI KZSM LTD Helmal,
covar shield S8S0 Joe 549-7423 Evamnga

PERSONALS

NEW PANHEL BOARD Lorl,
Naomi, Mlaay, JannHar, and InAh - Con-
gratulaHonal I look forward to «rortilr>g

with each ol you

I LOVE YOU. -O.

TO DEB AND PAULA of Sigma Ki«>pa, gat
ready for initiation" You guys are
awaaome" Love, ifie sisters of Sigma
Kappa

TO THE PLBMES OF ATO. w* dMn'l
torgat about you guyal We think you're

oroall Lova ine SMars and Pledges of

Sigma Kappa

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new
pladgaa of Tn Sigma Malldia. Sherry. Amy.
Karen. Tina, and Cindy - Gat paycnad for

an awesome pledga ponodt Lova Iha
Sisters of Tn Sigma

SAMMV AND OU - Q«t paychwl for

tonighl's enchangei Be tftare m Mack' Love
SD-r

ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TVPINO on
word processor Call Carolyn-leave
message 253-5867

WEK2HT LOSS OR MAINTENANCE safe,

effective ToppFasI 546 S369 3 8pm
TARA
ACCURACY GUARANTEED. naaacnaMa.
fast Basic editing Foreign languagaa.
Gkxia 323-5140

FLYING FINGERS TYPING work dona in

24 hours Pickup/dropoff Too Call Kevin
5490116

LINH PHOUNG
Happy 21 SI Birthday

Party It up'

Love ya Rita

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Faat.

accurate 253-WORO

ABa.E TYPIST, basic editing, compatittva

rates, decant locatwn 2S3-S202

BOOS. I KNOW, I shouldn't have! But, I

love you' Let's have » great raat of ttw
semester' BIM SUSAN OITULLK)

SUSAN Dl TULLIO Happy 2lsl birthday
We love you 39 Southwood

SEE BEETLEJUICE TONIGHT 6^8. 10. 12
Banlell 65 12 00 by lEEE/HKN

2N0 FLOOR S. PATTERSON Thanks for

everythiiig you guys expecially the
\MA~MAMAS' Love ya

guys
cunmi and Lara

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on
concourse Oct 18. 20. for the Cystic

Fibroais Bike-A-Thon Anyone can do it>

MINOLTA MAXXUM 7000 Includes auto

flash. SOmm lens and carrying case 6

months old $400 00 or B 54i6-8214

EARN S40-taOA>AV wortung to reduce fox

ics in Massacfiusatts with Masapirg and
keep our water safe' CaK Chns at 256-6434

SKI BOOTS. KOFLACH CE PRO, rear en
try. air lit Mens size 10 $50 546-8035

MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN A BM WAY.
Keep tones out of our water Ear approi
$50/day with MASSPIRG II you re fun and
arliculale. Call Chns 256-6434

PART TIME 0FFK:E ASSISTANT needed
Wordprocessing or data entry experience
desired 10-15 hrs/wk flexiMe aveekday
flours Salary commensurate with ex
perierKe Contact Annette at Remi. 358 N
Pleasant St Amherst Ma 01 002 549- 1 1 69

EXPERIENCED JEWELRY INSTRliCTOR
wanted for spring semester Student Union
Craft Center Call Anna 545-2096

SHAGGY AND OTIS- How about a repeat
performance lonite? You two were incredi-
ble The bimbos

TODAY RON PAUL LIBERTARIAN for

president m Memorial Hall at 12 30

HAPPY ••21 "IjEBI Many Happy returns'
Love ya' Net

LlTTLrDAVlb'S DYING OF LUKEMIA.
He wants to be in Guiness for most
postcards recieved HELP' Call Christine
Canning 546-8418

ALPO. HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY Baba'l
Hope you have an awesome day' Love.
Noi?y and Mr Hands

D.J. "DEEJ" AYLWAROI 23"' Nah, cant
be' Party at Micky D's' With love from

Dave'. Gina. and the rest of the Cashin
Craw " Happy B-day. Toolsie'

HELP' W/HOUSINGT Undergrad N« needs
space now' and someone to take my place
(oft campus) Urgent - Call Mark 549-5845

MATH 1 02 -UOMEtFrTfUTOR needed,
$4 or 5 an hour Help! 6-6158

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take pan in dissec
tion if Its again^ you ethics Animal rights

coalition maets 'Thurs 4pm SU306

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE*

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19
acres of country la/K) Ample oft street park
ing and free bus service to UMass and
shopping areas Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

19*0 HONDA ACCORD. New parts B O
Gary 253 5907

GREAT JIMMY PAGE TICKETS for show
in Worcester Mass Saturday Oct 29 Base
pnca CaH Tim at 549-4600 x2S0

LARGE WOOD BEDROiOMliRESSER
Cheap call Caryn 549-4942

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kun253-5406

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday.
Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by
Off Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

COMMERCIAL FUSSBALL TABLE S300
and other games 247 9005

1SM CAMARO CLASSK reliable looks hoi
549-1256 John 11am-6pm $1300

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires rims runs very well »3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1981 FORD PINTO good transportation
new tires clutch battery $375/best offer

549 1661 leave message

1982 tOYOTA^EHCEL. 5 speed Ex
celleni condition, $1200/BO Call 549-1607

HOT DOG STANDII!
In town business

Good experience-great money"
For more details contact

Dave or Brad 549-1594

SPRING 1M9 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Center Get hands-on ex-

perierx^ in tfie legal field-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience m
legal profession necessary -Training provid

ed Deadline to begin application process
IS NOVEMBER 7 -Contact Legal Services
today, 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

LOST

BARBARA CUHNA - Only two days left, get
psyched for your birtfxjay' (Falsa to you not
being a wreck all weekend)

DON'T MOURN. ORGANIZE! Become
pan of the movement Student Organizing
Protect

PAUL ANO^OTIS Ever been kidnapped?
Next time we will uaa stronger bonds arKl
you'll like iti*

JOHnTThANKS for the glue. hugs,
making me giggle, and tor keeping me
sane Most of all. Ihanks lor being my bud-
dy To me, that's k>ve' Love always, Amy

LEARN HOW TO STOP worrying and love

tf>e t>omb See Or Strangeiove Nov 7

SUB

HAPPY 21 at SUE! Have a great day' Love
you Kelly

TOLL-FREE LONG DISTANCE

8- '89 ATAT SOO DIRECTORIES. Cut
your long distance bills with over 60.000
toll tree 800 numbers compiled into a na-

tional pfione book published by A ft T Get
prompt information on products and ser-

vices, the t)est prices on anything from

coast 10 coast, immediate access lo govern-

ment agencies, businesses organizations

and more, all toll-free Call before
November 1 and save $2 off the $9 95
cover price Pays for itself in |ust your first

few calls' Contact Mark at 549-2871

TRAVEL

LINH- HAPPY 21 all Now that you can party
legally can l have my I D back'' Have a
good one' Love, Debsey

10 SPEED BICYCLE for sale S100
545-3500 weekdays Ask for Bnan

$100 REWARD
For black leather jacket k»t Saturday, Bran-

dywine Reward more than value of jacket

549-7464

78 COROLLA 5 speed reliable 30 35mpg
must sell' $800/BO 545-0600 x39 Elaine

GREAT WINTER CAR Tor sate 7FFord
Grenada automatic PS PB good tires and
exhaust Runs well 650 or BO 253-5956

1981 PORSCHE, 50k miles, grey, sunroof
must see >7250 or best offer Call

6657221 Deb

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike, 5 months
old, $1 500. includes lull facial helmet and
lacket Call David 1-566-8212

PIONEEH^IIAL STEREO cassette deck
$100 call Laura at 6-8021

FOUND

REWARDI CASH! REWARD!
For return of JVC slide deck no questions

Very important' Please call leave name 4
number or any information 546-5079

HELP! LOST GLASSES m a light Mue case
with rainbow stnpes If found please call

Stephanie at 545-2152.

UNH PHUONG - alias Leslynn. happy 21st
You finally make it' Even if 11 did lake
forever Love ya. Debsey & Moe P S How
about Jaxx Thurs nighf

BLUE EYES- The next time you're on the
sidelines, keep your eyes on the ball Ted
Barrett is already laken Better luck next
time Green Eyes

GODSPELL- THE UMASS MUSTC Theatre
Guild will be performing Godspell this

Wednesday. Thursday. Friday and Sturday
(Oct 26-29) at 8 00pm. with a matinee Slur

day at 2 (X)pm m Bowker Auditorium
Students $3/general admission $5 To
reserve tickets call 545-251

1

ROOMATE WANTED

HELP! W/HOUSmC! Undergrad M needs
space now' Ar>d someone to take my place
[off campus) Urgent Call Mark 549-5845

IMMEDIAfELVT LARGE BEDROOM kit

Chen, living room, dining room, cable tv.

swimming pool Located across Stop &
Shop, 256-6086

COLLEGE WEEKEND in Montreal from

$39 November 1 1-13 CaH 549-1949

WANTED

STUDENT ADMISSIONS REPRESEN-
TATIVES! The Undergraduate Admissions
Office IS looking for a lew dynamic and ar-

ticulate Juniors and Seniors to help pro-

mote the University to prospective students.

Become pari ol the Student Rep Program
lor Spring 89 and interview prospective

students while learning valuable skills Ap-
plications available Oct 24 in 255 Whitmore
or on the Concourse Oct 31 and Nov 1

Deadline is Nov 4

HELPTTneed^Soc 103 (Hurns[notes win

pay monaySt ShKlay 549-2710

ONE OR TWO FEMALE ROOMATES
needed to take over lease lor Southwood
lownehouse apartment lor Spring
semester Call Julie 253-3231

SET OF KEYS m front of ATG many keys
on ring no key chain Call 545-2152 ask lor

Vicki

BLACK KITTEN- Have hacTfoT two weeks
landlord says she must go looking for

responsible owner-totally litter trained very

cute' Must see Call Paul 548-9781

I LOST MY KEYS They're on a "big" key
ring If found please call 549-0729

REWARD! LKMOR ID A DRIVERS LK: k>st

10/14 Please call N Tumey 6-4726

BROWN LEATHER BOMBER JACKET
please call 546-6230 Reward

HEATHER, DON'T BELIEVE everything
you read

•CitAOEL MEN ARE FAITHFULL to^lheir

women

"

PUFFTON VILLAGE - large double room
available Jan 1 $ 1 50 per person Rent in-

cludes heal, gas. water Leave message
549-0840

APARTMENT MATE WANTED. Nice Nor
thamplon location Call Greg at 584-7400
message

SPITFIRE COLOR GUARD organizational
meeting Oct 27 8pm OW Chapel Look
ing lor any UMass students with Guard ex-
perience to join competitive guard
EMassWGI

KAREN- SAFFORD SENIORS are
awesome women' Luv all of you Jennifer

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a
one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going
senior If interested please call Beth at

6654550
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SPORTS

Field hockey rallies to knock off B.U., 3-1

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts has never trailed in

a game during the first half this season. The
Minutewomen have never trailed in the second half of a

game this year either.

The only time UMass was behind in a game this season

was during an overtime in which they lost a game to Old
Doininion University.

But yesterday, the Minutewomen found themselves

behind by a goal less than 10 minutes into the game with

Boston University at Totman Field in their last regular

season home game.
And the Minutewomen responded to the pressure about

as well as could be expected, by tying the game up in the

second half and then exploding in the second overtime for

two goals to take home a 3-1 victory.

"It's good that we experienced this for ourselves,"

UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "I thought we responded
very well. We continued to be poised and we never panick-

ed."

UMass is now 15-1-1 on the year, the No. 3 team in the

nation as ranked by the NCAA and No. 1 in the Northeast.

BU dropped to 9-4-1, and with the loss can probably kiss

its bid for an NCAA tournament berth goodbye.

Talk about unlikely heroes, senior Kathy Derwin, who
is listed as a defensive player, scored the game winning
goal for UMass in the second overtime when she tipped

in a rebound after BU goaltender Lori Heywood kicked
out a Kathy DeAngelis shot.

The goal, which came at 1:05 of the second overtime,
was the first of Derwin's career at UMass.
Things did not look good for UMass in the first half.

After junior forward Sally Maxwell put the Terriers up
10 at 9:18 of the first half the Minutewomen found
themselves in a battle.

And to make things worse, with about 12 and a half

minutes left in the first half, senior Tonia Kennedy, who
is UMass" second leading scorer, had to leave the game,
not to return, with a pulled hamstring.
But with a bench as deep as the one that the

Minutewomen have this year, Hixon simply had to choose

her weapon. That ended up being sophomore Elise

McDevitt who has done the job on many occasions this

year.

"Elise came in and did a fine job," Hixon said. "I think
platooning our people has really paid off because now if

we have an injury, we have a person that can come in and
do the job.'

continued on page 19

Collrgian photo by Rirhard Bonanno

Yesterday's field hockey game was up the air until the second overtime, until the Minutewomen
scored twice to beat B.U., 3-1.

Men's soccer on the short end at Providence, 2-1
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Providence downed the University of

Massachusetts yesterday, in both the

metaphysical and soccer senses of the word.

The hands of fate worked overtime against

the visiting Minutemen all afternoon,

while the left foot of Providence College's

Pat Kocourek punched the Friars to a 2-1

victory.

Kocourek pushed a pair of identical goals

past UMass goalkeeper Sam Ginzburg
moments before the halftime intermission,

as the Friars overcame a 1 deficit and
held on for the win. The Minutemen, whose
good deeds on the soccer field should have
resulted in a better fate, scored first near
the 10-minute mark, then had a second
goal wiped from the record on an offsides

call. "We played pretty well." said

UMass coach JefT Gettler, "I thought we

deserved better."

The loss dropped UMass to the .500 mark
on the season (8-8), territory last seen in

late September. The Friars chinned up to

the even mark, meanwhile, improving to

7-7-1 with the win.

Playing with four fullbacks facing the

wind in the first half of play, the
understaffed UMass attack struck quick-

ly anyway. At the 10:25 mark, Steve
Cesnek took a pretty cross-field pass from

Hartford to come in with a bang
Women 's soccer team ready forphysicalgame with Hawks
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team
has had its share of tests so far this season. But it hasn't
had one quite like this.

Today at 2 p.m. at Boyden Field, the Minutewomen will

play host to the University of Hartford. The Hawks may
have a losing record (7-8-4) this season, but that can be
a bit deceiving.

For the most part, Hartford has been beaten by Top 20
teams, so the Hawks are capable of playing against the
big guns. But that is not the reason that the
Minutewomen should be stepping lightly this afternoon.
Simply put, Hartford likes to throw the weight around.

If there was an women's soccer equivalent to the
Philadelphia Flyers, this team would be it.

"They are a very physical team," said UMass coach Jim
Rudy. "They're big and hard-hitting and they do a lot of

Correction
Because of an editing error in yesterday's Collegian,

it was reported that the University of Massachusetts
women's cross country team finished in third place in

a home meet on Saturday.

The Minutewomen won the meet, with 42 points,

beating out Vermont (43), New Hampshire (58) and
Rhode Island (71).

Also, this weekend's New England Championships will

be held at Northfield Mountain, and not at Franklin

Park, as originally reported.

The Collegian regrets the errors.

heavy tackling.'

Rudy had a first-hand chance to see the Hawks play
Tuesday afternoon against rival University of Connec-
ticut. Hartford lived up to its reputation in every sense,
banging bodies and playing the seventh-ranked Huskies
down to the wire before falling in overtime. 1-0.

"They pressure you all over the field, " Rudy said. "They
have a lot of honest workers who just come at you."
Hartford's rock-em, sock-em style would be enough to

send most teams onto the field dressed in nothing short
of a full suit of armor. But Rudy insists that his team will

try its best not to get caught up in the rough play.

"We just have to play the game," Rudy said. "We can't
change and we can't get into the war."
Aside from the bruisers, the Hawks do have some

legitimate soccer players. They are an experienced team
(six seniors and two juniors in the starting lineup), and
are capable of playing the real game if that's what it comes
down to.

One of the seniors is goaltender Maureen McShea, who
has played in nearly every game during her four years
with the team. McShea is a consistent player with a goals
against average ju,st under 1.00.

Leading the attack is Audrey Russell, a forward who
is capable of playing anywhere on the field. Russell has
seven goals and four assists on the year.
Joining Russell are the top two leading scorers in the

school's history, Christine Huff and Marybeth Blonski.
"They really have no weak spots," Rudy said. "Nobody

has hammered them all season. They have lost all their
games by either one or two goals."
The key for the Minutewomen will be to somehow stay

away from getting hurt. UMass can't look past the Hawks,
continued on page 19

Brett Anthony and headed the ball into

Providence's net. The play originated from
deep in UMass's territory, as Bill

Kousmanidis settled a loose ball and turn-

ed the play upfield to Anthony.
The goal was Cesnek's 10th on the

season, and left UMass with a 1-0 UMass
lead. Following the goal that was called

back, the Friars began to take advantage
of the wind factor and apply steady

continued on page 18

Don 't give Garcia
the boot just yet

Often rookies must bide their time on the bench before

they are given the chance to prove their abilities in game
situations. Then again, young athletes are sometimes
moved along too quickly for their own good.

Unnecessary pressure is put on the shoulders of inex-

perienced players, which causes them to lose their con-

centration in clutch situations. A perfect example of the

latter is Teddy garcia.

Garcia was a fourth-round draft choice this past year
of the New England Patriots. He is the highest-picked

place kicker in Patriot history and deservedly so. Last

season, the Patriots' kicking game hit hard times. It was

Eric Langcr

an area that needed improvement if the Pats were go-

ing to challenge the better teams around the league.

Sunday, the Pats lost to the Buffalo Bills by a 23-20

score. The loss is very damaging, leaving the Pats'

overall record at 3-5. This virtually eliminates them from

the playoffs at the midway point of the .<?eason. The real

story, however, isn't that they lost, but how they lost.

The Pats' rookie kicker had three chances to kick field

goals. One was blocked, while Garcia mis.sed the others

from 25 and 39 yards. The chip shot from 25 yards was
set up by the Pats' defen.se when Andre Tippett strip-

ped the ball from the Buffalo quarterback. It was Tip-

pett's first game in four weeks. Despite injuries, the

Patriots' defense has risen to the occasion when
necessary. Unfortunately, defense is only a part of win-

ning football.

Aft«r the emotional letdown from not scoring any
points, the Pats turned it up a notch on the offense.

cx)ntinued on page 18

Hands y hands ^ hands, hands .

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Stafl"

An estimated 4,000 people
joined hands yesterday and
formed a chain across the
University of Massachusetts
campus in what an
organizer of the effort called
the largest event at the
school in recent years.
The human chain stretch-

ed from Sylvan Residential
Area, cut through Nor-
theast, twisted by the Cam-
pus Pond up the Fine Arts
Center stairs, passed by
Whitmore Administration
Building, and descended
through the tunnel under
University Drive to the
Horseshoe in Southwest.

Students, faculty, and .staff" lent their

hands to the chain for less than an hour
during the sunny afternoon. Children
from Mark's Meadow Elementary School

joined the human string near Sylvan.

The event highlighted Civility. Day, the

second anniversary of a brawl, which
erupted in Southwest after the New York
Mets beat the Boston Red Sox in the

seventh game of the World Series.

The chain started to form after a rally

on the steps of the Student Union
Building, where a crowd of about 350
listened to various speakers denounce
racism.

The crowd roared as Sekhulumi
Ntsoaole, 34, a student from South Africa,

said attending an anti-racism rally was
a dramatic change for him, since just a lit-

tle while ago he was in a country where
racist attitudes are accepted and racism
is law.

"I'm only one month and four weeks in

this country, and I'm proud I can stand
here and support this fight against

racism," he said.

Collegian Photo by Amy Fairrhild

After the rally, participants, led by
Chancellor Joseph Duffey and Lori Ed-
monds, an organizer and president of

Afrik-Am Society, walked to the pond and
started to form the chain, which quickly
shot out in opposite directions.

The chain reached its final destinations,

Sylvan and Southwest, in approximately
30 minutes.

In several parts, people attempted to do
the wave, while the bells of the Universi-

ty Chapel were chiming melodies to

"Reach Out and Touch Somebody's
Hand," "Lift Every Voice and Sing," and
"We Shall Overcome."
Chants of "Hey, hey, ho, ho, racism has

got to go," and "We're gonna beat, beat,

back the racist attack," could be heard at

various points of the line.

In Northeast, participants danced to the

Eagles' rock 'n' roll hit song "Hotel
California," blaring out a dormitory
window.
Some students skipped classes in order

to participate. "I missed two classes for

this," said Amir Bavar, 20, a computer
systems engineering major. "They should

have cancelled classes."

Other students said their professors let

classes out early. Dennis O'Neil, 22, a
sociology major, said his Writings in

Sociology class ended early because of the

event.

"It's good to see all kinds of different

people together here," O'Neil said.

Jennifer Rego, a sophomore art major,

said one of her classes was cancelled. "I

think it's really incredible for all these

people to show up," she said.

While two friends were pulling his arms
in different directions, Mark Schwartz,
trying not to break the chain, said, "This
is worth this pain."

Said Schwartz, 23, a mass media com-
munications m^or, "It's a really positive

thing to see all these people coming out
here for something besides alcohol."

Last semester about 1 ,500 students par-

ticipated in a rally protesting Duffley's

newly imposed alcohol policy, which
banned alcohol from all outdoor events at

UMass.
Carlene Riccelli, director of Greek

continued on page 5
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Alcohol policies altering students' lives
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Colle^an Stafl"

THE RECENT TOWNWIDE CRACKDOWN by
Amherst police on party-goers seems indicative of a

behavioral transformation the University of

Massachusetts and its students are undergoing.

FOCUS

titudes toward the use of alcohol. However their motives

for doing so differ.

Town motives

A sizeable number of the arrests made in the past three

weeks were violations of the open-container policy, a

bylaw adopted by the Amherst in 1987 after an un-

precedented post finals bash was held in the center of

town.

Both the Shockwave of the crackdown, which has

resulted in more than 90 arrests in just three weeks, and
the University's revisions of alcohol policies have sent

rumblings throughout the community and tremors into

the bedrock of University life.

While it may be no accident the rowdy behavior of

UMass students is being pruned and sheared into

something more acceptable to the town, Chancellor Joseph

Ehiffey maintains the motivation behind stringent alcohol

policies is two-fold: safety of the community, and
Massachusetts law.

"Attitudes are changing all over society about the abuse

of alcohol. There is a tension between the individual's

right to drink and the group's right to be in a safe environ-

ment," Duffey said in an interview earlier this week.

Duffey ofiered the alcohol policy at Fenway Park in

Boston as an example. The park allows the purchase of

only one beer at a time and none after the seventh inn-

ing. He also cited the removal of alcohol from this year's

Head of the Charles Regatta boating event.

Both the University and the town are asking, and in

some cases forcing, students at UMass to modify their at-

Crackdown mars
partying scene

By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff
\

It's no secret that throwing a party in the town of

Amherst is no longer as easy as ordering a few kegs and

clearing out the fumitvu'e.

Revised town bylaws, stiff" penalties, and a concerned

community have changed the face of the University of

Massachusetts social life; the days of all-out, all-hours

bashing may be numbered.

While live musical acts frequently draw complaints

from non-partying neighbors, Amherst police say they

continiied on pagt 12

"It was a policy management initiative, ' said Select-

man Chairwoman Edith Wilkinson "The board of select-

men received a tremendous number of phone calls because

of the party that occurred downtown in 1987."

That year, prior to the UMass commencement, several

hundred students converged near the bars on North Plea-

sant Street, partying until Amherst Police and back-up

officers called from surrounding towns were able to con-

tain the near-riot conditions.

"It was a rather tense situation," Wilkinson said. "They

were drinking, throwing cans and there was broken glass

everywhere. Something had to be done to assure that the

situation was not repeated. It (the bylaw) was in the back

of everyone's mind when we were considering the war-

rant."

The University's motive

Ehiffey said he feels the current University image is good

and that the main obstacle the school now has to over-

come is the abuse of alcohol.

"Alcohol can be used in a number of positive ways, but

we have to respect group rights and the law," Duffey said.

The chancellor expressed his concern about the percep-

tion the public, and specifically the academic world, has

for the University.

"Over the last few years we have become a more serious

academic institution — where we used to be number six

on Playboy's party school list," Duffey said. "Men and

women shouldn't be seen as second class citizens of the

academic world because they attended a public universi-

ty"
Duffey said he thought students should live under the

same rules as everyone else and that the students

themselves expect to be treated as adults.

continued on page 11

Young addresses UMass
Urges cultural bonds

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

In a speech last night to more than 500
people in the Campus Center auditorium,

Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young stressed the

need for more contact and understanding

among different ethnic and cultural

groups.

"If your going to stay with people such

as yourself, you're going to end up cultural-;

ly retarded," he said.

Young, giving the keynote address for

Civility Day, said getting to know people

from different ethnic groups while in col-

lege is one of the most important aspects

of a college education.

"However you look at it, and wherever
you go, you're going to have to find a way
to learn how to deal with those that are dif-

ferent," he said.

He said that in the world of business and
politics, a person who is able to work with

different types of people will advance faster

than someone who can not.

"Just being the brightest and the best is

not good enough," he said.

continued on page 13

Fanatical horror fan a suspect
in brutal Greenfield killing

COMPILED FROM STAFF AND WIRE
REPORTS

GREENFIELD — Police yesterday warn-

ed that murder suspect Mark Branch of

Greenfield is to be considered armed and

dangerous — but they would not comment
about the youth's apparent fascination

with violent horror films.

An arrest warrant has been issued for

Branch, a suspect in the killing of 19-year-

old Sharon Gregory, a freshman liberal

arts and art major at Greenfield Communi-
ty College.

Her twin sister discovered the body Mon-

day in the family's home in Greenfield.

State Police Sgt. Norman Roberts said

Ms. Gregory died of multiple stab wounds.

Stories about the youths fascination with

"slasher" movies such as "Friday the 13th"

have caused panic that the boy has begun
a killing rampage.

Bob Quesnel, owner of Greenfield's Video

Expo 1, said Branch has been a regular

customer and occasional helper at the store

since 1983, renting and purchasing hun
dreds of horror videos.

"He rented strictly gore, period ... the

continued on page 10
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Federal study shows high death
rate near nuclear power plant
AlKtN. S.C. (AP) - A federal study of

workers at the Savannah River nuclear

plant found twice the usual rate of deaths

from leukemia.

The finding by the Oak Ridge Associate

Universities Center for Epidemiologic

Research is consistent with the results of

a study by the Du Pont Co. released in

1976, plant ofilcials said in a statement

Wednesday. Du Pont runs the federal plant

under contract.

The Oak Ridge study included 1,274 male

hourly workers who were hired before 1955

and worked five to 15 years. Overall, they

had fewer than expected deaths for all

causes but six leukemia deaths, a greater

number than would be expected.

"The finding of an increase in the

number of leukemia deaths in the popula-

tion warrants futher invesigation. We are

conducting a study in which a full assess-

ment will be made of radiation and

chemical exposure." said Donna L. Cragie,

head of a team of researchers of the Oak
Ridge center.

Cragie said in a statement released by

the plant that further studies are under

way to determine if the leukemia deaths

are in any way related to the workers' ex

posure to radiation or chemicals on the job.

Radiation monitoring data for the men
who died of leukemia showed that all were

exposed to less than the current annual oc

cupational radiation limit.

The researchers' findings were reported

this month in the American Journal of In

dustrial Medicine. They have been

presented to plant employees and

managers.

Oak Ridge Associate Universities is a

private, nonprofit association of 49 colleges

and universities based in Tennessee that

is a managment and operating contractor

for the Department of Energy.

In a related development, a national

group of 60,000 physicians and medical

students called Wednesday for the creation

of a national medical board to assess public

and environmental health problems

associated with the operation of the Savan

nah River plant and other U.S. nuclear

weapons plants.
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SEOUL RIOT — Police with protective shields duck firebombs as

hundreds of students demonstrate against the US yesterday at

Konkuk University.

Jurors wished for death penalty

New Moscow embassy probable
WASHINGTON (AP> - President

Reagan will recommend to Congress that

the nearly complete US Embassy in

Moscow, which the administration believes

contains sophisticated listening devices, be

torn down and rebuilt. The Washington

Post reported yesterday.

The newspaper quoted State Department

sources as saying the president's decision

was expected to be announced today.

It probably would cost $300 million and

take five years to build a new eight story

embassy on the same site with materials

imported from the United States and kept

under heavy guard afler they arrived in the

Soviet Union, the paper reported.

State Department sources have said

Secretary of State George Schultz recom-

mended the move to Reagan.

The Reagan Administration believes the

embassy building, which was mostly com-

pleted by 1985, includes structural

elements riddled with sophisticated devices

that were intended for eavesdropping.

However, deUils on those findings have not

been released.

Reagan, walking toward his helicopter to

begin a campaign trip to Arkansas,

Missouri and California, was asked if he

had decided the embassy must be

demolished.

"Yes," he replied, "because there's no

way to rid it of the many listening devices

that were built into it."

SPRINGFIELD (AP» - A few of the dozen

jurors who found Daniel LaPlante guilty

of murdering a woman and her two

children, said they would have recommend

ed the death penalty if the law had allowed.

"If you saw the pictures of those two

drowned little kids in the bathroom or the

pillow over the woman's head with two

bullet holes ... you would agree with me:

the guy is an animal who deserves to die,"

said a Springfield juror who asked not to

be identified.

The Hampden County jurors returned

Wednesday form the three-week trial in

Middlesex Superior court in Lowell that

ended with LaPlante's conviction Tuesday

for the December 1987 murders in

Townsend.
The jurors had been chosen from western

Massachusetts because of a judge's fears

that pretrial publicity in the eastern part

of the state would prejudice prospective

panelists. Judge Robert A. Barton had ask-

ed the jurors not to discuss the case for a

week, but three of the jurors and an alter-

nate spoke on condition that they not be

identified.

"It was a gruesome case," said one juror.

"He's an evil man. I never thought much

about the death penalty before, but in this

case we could use it."

Then judge had told LaPlante some peo-

ple feel he should receive "the same penal-

ty you imposed on the Gustafson family-

that is death by ligature or hanging, but

we have no death penalty in

Massachusetts."
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Pholo by David Higaihiguchi

ANOTHER MONET - Freshman Jason Danziger sketches the cam-

pus pond recently as he sits on the sculpture on the steps of the Fine

Arts Center.

Physician offers his insights
into US hunger, poverty problem
By SCOTT ROE
Collegian Correspondent

Well-paying jobs and government pro-

granu can eliminate America's hunger and

poverty, according to a member of the Har-

vard Physicians Task Force on Hunger.

Dr. J. Larry Brown spoke Tuesday night

at the Campus Center Auditorium about

the plight of the country's hungry and the

poor, and what is and isn't being done to

solve the problem.

Brown painted a picture of poverty across

the nation, from Texas where 3.1 million

people live below the government-

established poverty level, to West Virginia

to Iowa to California, where Los Angeles

has the largest homeless population of any

city in the country.

As a member of the task force. Brown has

travelled throughout the country to soup

kitchens, shelters and homes. He said he

discovered a level of poverty and hunger

of epidemic proportions. A brief film

preceded the lecture to show what Brown

said were the difficulties that the hungry

face in this country.

He said there is a new class of poor, "the

working-class poor," who have jobs but con-

tinue to find it increasingly difficult to feed

their families.

According to Brown, the reason this class

of poor exists is the Reagan Administra

tion's continued funding cuts on national

aid programs.

In addition, he said, the national

minimum wage has not been increased

since 1981, and the trickle-down theory of

economics — tax breaks for the wealthy

and corporations — "has failed miserably

and it is time for honest conservatives to

admit it."

"We don't have a resource problem in

this country; we have a priority problem,"

he said. "Our leaders will lead when we
force them to lead."

Students can be a factor in solving the

problem by getting involved in local aid

programs and by pressuring elected of-

ficials to do more to solve the nationwide

problem, he said.

Weapon confiscated
from dormitory intruder
A 23-year old man from Ft. Bragg, NO

was arrested yesterday and charged with

possession of a dangerous weapon —
metallic knuckles. The man was caught by

police when they investigated a call made

by MacKimmie Residence Hall student

security saying a group of subjects entered

the dormitory through a door which had

been pegged open.

In other police reports:

• A vendor in the Campus Center con-

course reported Wednesday that a person

tried to walk away from the table with a

sweater worth $20. The vendor pursued the

subject and made him return the garment.

• Police are investigating a complaint

that mail had been tampered with in John

Quincy Adams Residence Hall lobby

Wednesday. Postal inspectors are being

notified of the incident.

• A man was placed in protective custody

Wednesday afler he was found lying on the

island between the travel lanes ofCampus
Center Way.

• A janitor working in the Hills Building

reported Wednesday a fire extinguisher

and some light bulbs were stolen from a

stairwell in the building.

• Police responded to a fight in progress

in the vicinity of Prince/Crampton

Residence Halls yesterday. An entrance

window in Crampton had been smashed

and police are currently investigating.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES

Party candidate speaks
about Libertarian values
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Libertarian Presidential Candidate Ron
Paul urged an audience of about 100 in

Memorial Hall yesterday to vote for him
as an alternative to Michael Dukakis and
George Bush in the 1988 election.

"Ifever there was a need for a new choice

it's now," Paul said.

Early in his speech, Paul pointed to a

New York Times poll after the recent

presidential debates in which 47 percent of

those polled said they were unhappy with

the choices in this year's election.

"Government controls the same political

system and that's why people are sick and
tired of tweedledee and tweedledum. We
are the only alternative to a coercive

government," he said.

Speaking about his party, Paul said, "We
think that government is for the protection

of personal liberties." He went on to say

that the other presidential candidates fall

short on this issue because they would have

government try to mandate economics and
personal rights, areas in which he said

government should not be involved.

"The net result is that government gets

bigger, spending gets worse and worse, and

government gets more involved in the

privacy of our lives," he said.

Paul advocates the abolishment of taxes,

which he said is one of the areas where
government has infringed on the rights of

the people.

"You ought to have the right to keep

what vou earn," Paul said.

Drug legalization

He said also that drugs should be legaliz-

ed because regulations prohibiting them
lead to crimes such as prostitution because

people try to get money for drugs.

"We never had drug laws before 1914 and

they haven't worked since. What we want
as Libertarians is the freedom of choice,

because we can't limit consumption. We
can't protect you from yourselves," Paul

said.

Health care

Asked whether health care should be pro-

vided as a right for everyone, Paul said.

Kennedy
to speak
at rally

for Dents
us Sen. Edward M. Ken-

nedy will speak at the

University of

Massachusetts on Saturday,

Nov. 5, as part of a

democratic rally prior to the

election Nov. 8, a spokesper-

son for University

Democrats said yesterday.

Jeff Cronin, president of

U Dems, said Kennedy will

appear with several other

candidates from
Massachusetts. Cronin said

Rep. Stan Rosenberg (D-

Amherst), Sen. John Olver

(D-Amherst) and candidate

for Congress John Arden

are likely to appear but

have not been confirmed

yet.

"This Democratic rally

will be the biggest event in

the area prior to the elec-

tion," Cronin said.

He said the rally will be

held in front of the Student

Union facing the Tower
Library.

Kennedy, 56 has served

for 26 years in the US
Senate. This is a rare ap-

pearance in Western
Massachusetts for Kennedy,

who is battling Republican

Joe Malone in this year's

election.

-GEORGE FRANCY

"No, you don't have a right to care, you

have a right to life and liberty." He describ-

ed health care as a service, and again

brought up the abolishment of taxes, which

would allow more people to purchase

health care.

Abortion
Paul said one of the few issues that

divides the Libertarian party is abortion.

While he said Libertarians advocate per-

sonal freedom, "it doesn't go to the point

where you can kill a baby. I happen to

think that destroying a fetus is destroying

a life."

Paul described himself as a "pro-hfe

Libertarian."

Military and foreign aid

"Currently the military-industrial com-

plex is the most powerful lobbying group

in Washington," Paul said, adding that

this influence should be stopped.

He also attacked foreign aid, favoring a

policy of isolationism. He said helping one

nation fight another is creating two evils.

He said asking people for money to fund

other nations and drafting young men to

fight in other countries is wrong.

Rising Libertarians

Paul said the Libertarian Party is on the

rise nationally, as people seek alternatives

to the 1988 candidates. Asked how he

would be able to get things done as Liber-

tarian president with Democratic and

Republican Congressmen, Paul said he

would be able to work equally well with

both parties because he has some views

that are typically classed as liberal, and

some that are thought of as conservative.

Paul's visit was arranged by Matthew

Whiting, who is forming a Registered Stu

dent Organization of libertarians at the

University of Massachusetts.

"I brought him hear to offer this campus

an alternative to George Bush and Michael

Dukakis," Whiting said.

He acknowledged that Paul has little

chance to win this election, but said. "Ron

Paul is running to spread the word that

there is a Libertarian Party out there."

Paul, a former four-term Republican US
Congressman from Houston, is on the

ballot in 46 states.

FILM SHOWING
The film Not A Love Story will be presented by the

Women's Studies Program on Wednesday, Nov. 2. The

film is a documentary which follows the life of a strip-

per as she makes a personal journey through the issues

of pornography, sexuality, and women in the sex work

industry. Members of the Educator/Advocate Program

of the Everywoman's Center will lead a discussion after

the movie. Time is 7 to 10 p.m. in Bartlett 206. Admis-

sion is free.

FIVE COLLEGE EVENTS
The Smith College Project on Women and Social

Change presents U.S. Representative Lindy Boggs, D-

La., cosponsored with the Public Policy Program as part

of the series on "Women Creating Change: New Direc-

tions in Public Policy." The lecture will be held on Sun-

day, Nov. 6, at 8 p.m. in the Browsing Room at Nielson

Library on the Smith campus.

The Women of Color Film Festival which is running

from Oct. 1 to Nov. 20 will be showing several films on

Sunday, Nov. 6. Illusions and Suzanne, Suzanne, two

Afro-American films, will be shown along with Orienta-

tions, an Asian-American film, on the 12th floor ofJohn

Quincy Adams residence hall in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area.

WRITING WORKSHOP
Local writer and teacher Leslea Newman will offer

writing workshops for women called "WRITE FROM
THE HEART" starting the week of Nov. 14. The

workshop offers small, supportive classes for any woman
who wants to improve her writing skills. The ten week

session has a sliding scale fee. Call 584-3865 for more

info.

JOB BANK BOOK
The Resource/Referral Program at Everywoman's

Center has a Job Bank Book available for self-help use

in the Resource Room. Anyone who is looking for a job

or who has a position to fill should contact the

Resource/Referral Program at 545-0883 or stop by the

Everywoman's Center. Hours are 9 a.m. {o 4 p.m. on

Monday, Tuesday, and Friday, and noon to 7 p.m. on

Wednesday.
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Gotta hand it to 'em
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

It was pure propaganda. One big photo
opportunity.

Critics of Hands Across UMass have a

treasure trove of shortcomings to chose
from: Why would students want to miss
class to stand in yet another line? Does
holding hands for 40 minutes constitute

racial harmony? And where were all the

white males?

COMMENTARY
1

For all its flaws, however, Hands Across
UMass was worth the one o'clock classes

we all missed. Unless^ou witnessed it, you
can not imagine the grandeur of nearly
4,000 persons on this campus linking hands
and chanting "Racism has got to go." On
this campus. The last student protest of this

magnitude was the April rally against the

alcohol policy. It was half as large.

Is this really an indication that our
values have changed? I think so. Civility

Day coordinator Grant Ingle wisely
predicted that even though the students
most likely to be involved in incidents of

oppression probably would not take part in

the week's activities, it would be difficult

to avoid the message of unity conveyed by
Hands Across UMass.
Obviously racial attitudes will not

dissipate in one day. But in realizing that
all types need to share this campus, I think
we are reversing a dangerous trend in our
thinking.

Two years ago, when the infamous mob
filled the walkways of the Southwest
Residential Area, who could have predicted
an unbroken line would weave and un-
dulate its way across the campus? The
human chain remained united for about 30
minutes, not counting the frequent breaks
required to let the sweat evaporate from
our palms.

For 30 minutes, thousands of people were
not merely civil to one another, they were
excruciatingly polite. "Am I holding too
tight?" "Hey, let's straighten out this
kink" and "Do you think we should move
down?" were some of the exchanges that
took place.

And yes, for 30 minutes, woman and
man, black and white, theist and atheist,

faculty and student, heterosexual,
homosexual and bisexual, joined hands in

peaceful demonstration.
Who can criticize that?

hands
continued from page 1

Affairs, who participated in the event yesterday, said,

"This is a wonderful, important symbolic gesture. What's

going to be more important is what happens after this."

The human links in the chain enthusiastically tried

to recruit more people. "Come on and join us!" they yell-

ed to people walking by.

Organizers were happy and surprised at the high

number of people who participated.

Jason Rabinowitz, Student Government Association co-

president-elect and organizer of the event, said he did

not expect enough people to show up, although he has

said otherwise earlier in the week.

"I would have been ecstatic if we went from Whitmore
to the Campus Center," he said. "The campus came
through in a big way, this is absolutely thrilling."

"This shows that racism is absolutely unacceptable and

not tolerated," Rabinowitz said.

People will think twice before saying or doing soiything

racist now, because the event was so successful and it

made people more aware of the issue, he said.

"If it accomplished that much, then it was worth it,"

Rabinowitz said.

Edmonds, who came up with the idea of "Hands Across

UMass," was equally surprised. "I was so shocked to see

how many people were out there," she said. "It made
me so proud I started to cry."

"It really showed how unified this campus is," she said.

"Deep down inside everyone really does want to end
racism."

Police blocked off parts of North Pleasant Street and
Eastman Lane to help keep the chain connected.

ADVOCATE
B E S T[^

VALLEY

MB<>r\y>rF

G

ENJOY
SUNDAY
BRUNCH

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
All You Can Ival

$599

EKING VIARDEN
A MANDABIH M SIECMUAH RfTAUWANT

586-1202 jfei^ (B •^ teULg!^y

v'^-g I
reate a great

I Halloween

V^J. OSTUME!
Choose from our inspiring

selection of used clothing,

gowns, hats and spectacular

odds-and-ends! The stuff

of memorable costumes

awaits you at...

ONCE MODE
ITH FEELIN

age Shops. 213 N. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-3772

Open Mon.-S»t., 10-5

338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

MILLER LITE SUITCASE

BUD UTE surrcASE

COORS EXTRA GOLD SUITCASE

LOWENBRAU CANS
GROLSH HOLLAND BEER

HEINEKEN OR BECKS

ROLLING ROCK 12 pk.

10.99 +dep.

10.99 +dep.

10.99 +dep.

3.20 6 pk. case 11.49 -\-dep.

3.99 6 pk. case 13.75 +dep.

12 pk. 7.99 -\-dep.

5.99 +dep.

SEBASTIANI WHITE ZINFANDEL 750 ml 3.99

MR. BOSTON 100 proof PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 750 ml 5.39

STOLICHNAYA VODKA 1.75 ml 19.99

ALL WINE COOLERS 4 pk. 2.99

• MEGABUCKS •

IMPORTED A DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER Ar WINE •

ALWAYS ON HAND
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CASE SPECIALS
COORS SUITCASE
PIELS
CARLING BLACK LABEL
SCHMIDTS 16 02. BAR BOTTLES
STROHS 30 PACK

10.99

5.99

6.99

8.99

10.99

BUD LIGHT 12 pack CANS. 5.99

TWOS, SIXS AND TWELVES
FOSTER OIL CANS 2 for

MOLSON GOLDEN 6 pk.

AMSTEL LIGHT 6 pk.

SAM ADAMS 6 pk.

BASS ALE 6 pk.

BALLENTINE 12 pk.

ROLLING ROCK 12 pk.

2.99

3.99

3.99

4.99

4.99

3.99

5.99

'*-^

HARD BARGAINS
SMIRNOFF LITRES
GLENLIVET SINGLE MALT
FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L

PICCALA LICOR DE CAFE 1.75L

899
18.99

8.99

8.99

13.99

CAMRAIGIV'S
-""•''r f .

MNMDMUUin MOIOi lUiM

Iran still smuggling US arms

8.99

WINES
FONTANA CONDIDA FRASCATI 1.5L

NEW ITEM:
FOLONARI CHARDONNAY AND CABERNET

750 ml 4.99. 1.5L8.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES

MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Roate 9, Hadley—Jtist txYond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 11 p.m.

584-8174

|^ATTENTION>|

Collegian
Staff

MANDATORY
Staff Meeting

Focus on Sexism

Today—3 p.m.

Collegian Newsroom

Everyone Must Attend
M^%»%^^^^^^^^^News MM%^^^^^#M^M^

#M»^M^^^^^>^

#WMM%AMAMM^

Graphics

Business

^AA^^MM^^'M

The First Annual
BODY SHOP

5 K Halloween Fun Run

October 29 at 10:00 am
Starts in front of McGuirk Alumni Stadium

Prizes to 1-2-3 male and female

in the following categories:

J. Adams members
Kennedy members
Totman members
Non-members

Over 25 years old

Plus 1-2-3 for

Best Halloween Costume

Sign up at all three Body Shops
or

from 9-10 am at the run site

Free to Body Shop members
$5 entry fee for non-members

BOSTON (AP)- Despite a cease-fire in
the Persian Gulf war, Iran has sustained
its effort to illegally obtain parts for US-
made military equipment, federal
customs agents said yesterday after the
conviction of an Iranian father and son for

attempted smuggling.

Steve Walton, special agent in charge
of the US Customs Service's Boston office,

said Iranian efTorts have not abated to
resupply and replace high-tech equipment
bought in the 1970's when the United
States and Iran were frienly.

"The truce in the Iran-Iraq war does not

seem to have impacted the Iranians'

desire to acquire US-originated, Iranian-

owned military technology," Walton said.

"I thought they would back off and they
haven't. Their attempt to acquire is con-

tinuing at the same levels it was before."

Ahmad Modarressi, 64, and his son, Ma-
jid, 30, each face up to 15 years in prison

and $1.25 million in fines for violating the
Arms Export Control Act by attempting
to send microwave tubes for the Hawk
anti-aircraft missile system to Tehran.

The father pleaded guilty last week, and
the son was found guilty Wednesday after

a 19-day jury trial in US District Court
in Boston.

Tossed Tea Party tea turns up
BOSTON (AP) - When Revolutionary

patriots dumped 342 chests of tea into
Boston in 1773, they thought they had rid

the city for good of the symbols of colonial
tyranny.

I^ut now a well-known local explorer
believes he has located the site of the
dumped tea in Boston Harbor and hopes to

bring back most ofwhat he he describes as

ornate, Chinese tea chests from the murky
depths.

Barry Clifford, who located the first

pirate ship found in the New World four
years ago, appeared yesterday before the
state Board of Underwater Archaeological
Resources for permission to survey the Tea
Party site.

"Boston Harbor is an archaeological

site," ClifTord said in his presentation to

the board.

"In this day and age, when we have
knowledge of what's at the bottom of the
harbor, it's too bad not to plan so we don't

put a tunnel through a 17th-century ship-

wreck."

But the board tabled his bid for a recon-
naissance permit, which would have
awarded Cliflbrd and his team the ex-
clusive rights to Burvey a nautical square
mile in Boston Harbor. Officials asked Clif-

ford to provide more specific details about
the site and return for the board's next
hearing Dec. 1.

.t

Choose Excellence , . .

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

^^

—

The Massachusetts Daily-

mo uaMnwtn •»t^«0«IHl^*l•lnl •OCM^MUHiIIIMkJMivnuMI Ca««i

^AAAAAA^W^

TRAINING WORKSHOP
SUN., OCT. 30 CC 901

at 3 Peine

at least one training workshop
is required for staff status

Come write for The Collegian
113 Campus Center/Ask for Sylvia

WE'RE
LOOKING FOR
A HOTNEW
SOLE GROUR

s, •* ^W^

'1 ^* **'^

OFMCJAL snot Ul- MIL U.S.

WATER POLO TEAM.

No, we're nol talking about the next Sam and

Dave.

We're talking about becoming the hot new

pinup stars of the Reebok Rugged Walker

campaign. Which includes an appearance in

Rolling Stone Magazine. And a trip to the Stone's

"Spring Break in Daytona " next year.

If you have a group or organization on campus

(a fraternity, a sorority, a debate team, a rock

band, a lawn bowling society - whatever), take a

.::^"'

Ul FICIAL SHOE OF THE CENTER
FOR METEORITE RESEARCH.

OFFICIAL SHOE OF.

photo that best describes your activity and send it

to: Sole Group, Reebok International Ltd., ISO

Royall Street, Canton, MA 02021.

And then, you just might win the respect of

your family, the admiration of your peers, and go

on to become a goodwill ambas.sBdor from the

great state of Wisconsin. All because you dared to

pose for Reebok Rugged Walkers.

You've got to admit No other shoe can carry

you this far.

Rccboli
REEBOKS LET U.B.U.
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SALE ENDS
NOVEMBER 2nd

SAVE 40% • 50% • 60% EVEK 70% Sh!!??
:l:<ililLVH

FAMOUS MAKER

FULLY
QUILTED BEDSPREADoR
BED COMFORTER
TWIN SIZE
SPREAD OR
COMFORTER
Catalog $0495
Value 04

$^088

FULL SIZE
SPREAD OR
COMFORTER
Catalog $QQ95
Value w9
N

W$2488
48"x63" Pound Puppies

:rE'A"TED DRAPES tAoo
Comp. at *29« /Jf

«'«>

86"x81" Phantasia

PRISCILLAS
Comp. at *34«5^QĴ11M

ULTRA PREMIUM
MATTRESS BUY-OUT

MAJOR DISTRIBUTOR
CANCELS ORDER

AND RUBIE
20 YEAR

/LIMITED WARRANTY ^
?, BUYS

. THEM ALL

13 TRAILER LOADS

COMPLETE SET
AT OVER 65% OFF

TWIN SET
PRICED N#J Aft

FULL SET
PRICED N tH JA

QUEEN SET
PRICED N#Him

M100 s»298

' NEW SHIPMENT

^N^E^ CARPETFIRST QUALITYV«ll 11 I

RUBIE BOUGHT 1000 ROLLS
IN A FANTASTIC

SELECTION OF COLORS
DO A ROOM OR THE WHOLE HOUSE

8 FOOT BY 8 FOOT 1

STORAGE BUILDING
FRAMING

KIT
ONLY
250

Value

593

N
O
W$38!!Gambrel

Roof Model

Rugged All-Steel Framing Kit
Designed for Do-It-Yourselfers
You'll Need Finishing Material

For Roof and Siding.

LETTER QUALITY

1BM COMPATIBLE
DAISYWHEEL
PRINTER
Value

.*200 N
J»LUS O

COTTON LINED • NYLON COTTON

>«•

MENS* BOYS
SOCK RIOT

5 PAIR «2
Value M*9ea.
Above and
Below the
Knee

PENDLETON

IDAK COLLECTION
60" DOUBLE

dresserI
Valued 79

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
GASOLINE POWERED

GENERATORS
AN ADDITONAL

15%OFF
OUR PRICES

SAT AND SUN ONLY

ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR, CT
MON-SAT 10-9 'SUN 10-6

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
INGERSALL RAND

COMPRESSORS
AN ADDITONAL

15%OFF
OUR PRICES

SAT AND SUN ONLY

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.

WEST HAVEN, CT
MON-SAT 10-9 'SUN 10-6

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
2 PC. & 3 PC.

LIVINGROOMS
AN ADDITONAL

20%OFF
OUR PRICES

SAT AND SUN ONLY

ROUTE 184

GROTON, CT
MON-SAT 10-9 -SUN 10-6

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
WOOD COCKTAIL & END

TABLES
AN ADDITONAL

33%OFF
OUR PRICES

SAT AND SUN ONLY

1 CANAL ST.

TURNERS FALLS, MA
MON-SAT 10.9. SUN 12-6

EACH

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
AMERICAN TOURISTER

LUGGAGE
AN ADDITONAL

25%OFF
OUR PRICES

SAT AND SUN ONLY

HAMPSHIRE MALL, RTE 9

HADLEY, MA
MON-SAT 10-9 'SUN 12-5
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Some advice for Mike and George

Negatives and worse
The campaign is coming to a close. Even as Michael

Dukakis insists 1 1 days is enough time to change peo-

ple's minds, it appears the only mind that is left to be
changed is the Duke's.

So all that's left to decide is who ran the worse
campaign.

Governor, forgive me, but I think the problem is that

you just don't get it

David R. Mark

Ted Koppel's words, during a 90-minute interview

earlier this week with the beleaguered Democratic

nominee, answer the "worse campaign" question, and

summed up the problem with the Dukakis campaign,

advertisements, style — and is the reason for the Dukakis

double-digit deficit in the polls.

Dukakis never realized that his message wasn't cat-

ching on with the voters; that Vice President George

Bush's negative advertisements — negative campaign-

ing in general — made better television commercials, and

better "sound bites" on the TV news.

Finally, in the past two weeks, the Dukakis campaign

has gotten off their intellectual perches and come down
to our level.

Whew, aren't we glad that happened.

But what is our level?

Now, instead of the issues, we get slogans.

Instead of debates, we get joint press conferences.

And instead of thought-out answers, we get spin-

control, pre-packaged responses and more election-year

cliches than any political analyst, professional or

amateur, should ever have to hear.

With that I give a final look at some of the finely word-

ed cliches, bad names, and other election-year

phraseology which, thank the Lord, we won't have to

hear after Nov. 8.

Good Jobs at good wages: The most overused term in

the campaign, voters didn't fall for it. The problem is

most people who don't have the good jobs (or the good
wages) aren't going to vote. Everyone else is doing

reasonably well, and the early anti-Dukakis adver-

tisements, showing life under Jimmy Carter (economic

woes, long gas lines, etc.) made this sound weak. Like
so many other slogans, there was very little behind this,

or at least not enough for voters to be convinced.

A kinder and gentler nation: Yeah, right. A kinder and
gentler nation under Bush includes the death penalty

for just about everybody (especially those on furloughs),

and (if the Supreme Court decision on abortions is revers-

ed) some as-yet-unknown penalty for mothers who want
abortions. Maybe Bush as president will sign a bill call-

ing for spanking in the schools.

A thousand points of light: Or, as the joke goes, 999

points of light and a dim bulb. Who's George trying to

fool? The best response to this was during the first

presidential debate, when the Duke simply said, "I don't

know what that means." Neither do most other people

— it didn't affect the Bush campaign either way.

"His (advertisement, rhetoric, etc.) is (racist, negative,

etc.)": This one's a bit tricky, because the mudslinging

is coming in droves now that we're getting closer to elec-

tion day. Dukakis' charge that Bush's campaign is racist

lacks credibility. The statistics to back up the "soft on

crime" charge against Dukakis aren't there, the furlough

question, however, appears to be enough to back up the

charge. Saying the Duke is against "just about every

weapon system since the slingshot" is an exaggeration,

but while negative, it is effective campaigning.

Eleven days left — then there will be some peace.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

Notes from the Campus Center basement

Forget the week, try a civil attitude
So you think the University is making a big deal out

of Civility Day. They extended it over a whole week, there

are lots of workshops, press coverage, pretty big names
coming to campus. It's a little strange to take a violent

and hateful event and turn it into a University program,

but we're on a positive track, right?

Nancy Klingcner

Imagine civility awareness extended over a whole year.

Imagine if the University ran a lot more programs,

workshops, even sponsored courses. Imagine a lot more

speakers coming to tell us how we can make the campus

peaceful, and lots of administration attention to civility

and diversity. Maybe that would help the University learn

from its mistakes, and violence could be avoided in the

future.

The Year of Civility was 1981. The 336-page special

report is still lying around some offices.
* *

This year's civility programs have received a lot of at-

tention from the national media. Reporters are doing

enough interviews, but you'd never know it from what

you see in the news. Their stories, most of them showing

UMass in a pretty positive light, have been receiving lit-

tle or no play.
* * *

Congratulations to the New WORLD Theater's.produc-

tion of "Blues for Mr. Charlie" for filling massive Bowker
Auditorium four times in their run. If only more UMass
theater got response like that ...

* * *

Congratulations to the organizers of Hands Across

UMass for actually pulling it off. A generous estimate of

2.000 people managed to line the route from Sylvan to

Southwest. About 200 elementary school students and

freed staff from Whitmore didn't hurt — they added to the

spirit of the undertaking. Cynical journalists like us

hadn't expected to make a success out of even Hands
Across the Newsroom, and we were glad to be wrong.

* * *

Don't have a civil day, or even a civil week. Try a civil

attitude.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist

Letters

UM earned a hand
Can you believe it? The campus that's always in the

news because of its racial incidents, the campus that
hasn't been politically active since the ban of booze on
campus actually got together and became socially,

politically, and economically sympathetic to the injustices

of our society, and formed a human chain from Sylvan
to Southwest!

Nov. 27, 1988, can be remembered as a day when
students proved they are not politically and socially

apathetic. This day was the first step in the quest for

freedom, togetherness, peace, and happiness.

"Civility Thursday" marked the day our campus of all

peoples got together to prove that we can unite. We can
eventually bring this attitude out into the world when we
graduate.

We are the future. It is up. to us to become politically

and serially active. I hope everyone really takes time to

appreciate our educational environment and stir the
political apathy that seems prevalent on our campus.
Hats off to those people who took time out to take part

in something that showed that there are those who real-

ly care. It is our willingness to become educated and to

deal with racism that puts us in the forefront of univer-
sities across the nation.

There may be different colors but there is only one race
— the human race. Way to go UMass!

Eric O. Mendoza
Zeta Psi

Missing baseball
For the past week or so I have been wondering why I

feel so bored, so listless, so unfulfilled. Then it hit me —
baseball has once again disappeared. A deep void has
formed in my existence, and I am actually suffering from
baseball withdrawal after the inebriating dosage of the

past two weeks.

Oh sure, every once in a while a bit of news will

miraculously filter through about a player's status or per-

sonal life, but that is just not enough! This may seem
slightly melodramatic, and I know that many sports fans

can easily switch to football or hockey, but for me —
nothing can compare to four hours of pure strategy, an-

ticipation, Davey Johnson's paunch, Ron Darling's
academic pitching, and Tim McCarver's continuous
commentary.
As my mother (a Polo Grounds visitor in her youth) pro-

claims mystically: "Baseball is life." I realize that spring

training looms so far away. I can only hope that these next

five months fly by like a Dwight Gooden fastball.

Julie Van Etten
Northampton

Mark misses the point
David R. Mark's column ("Big news, small people," Oct.

26) made a mountain out of a molehill. In it, he decried

the lack of editorial responsibility shown in a response

to a letter to the editor in the Weekly World News.

Mark is obviously not a regularWWN reader. If he was,

he would know that the WWN has no editorial respon-

sibility whatsoever. What does he expect from a

newspaper that runs headlines like "I'm pregnant with

Satan's baby?"
The response in question was meant as a joke, like all

the answers to reader letters. A joke in poor taste, but a

joke. I guess Mark just missed the point.

Brian Jewell
Northeast

Column appalling
No respect intended, but I find your editorial "Symp-

toms ofthe 'nice-guy syndrome,'" (Nancy Cohen, Oct. 26)

disgusting and repulsive.

Your attitude toward the "nice guy" is why there is a

small number of this species. Manipulating and using a

friend without any consideration to them is appalling. If

your idea of a "special friend" is a person that you can

bum a ride off of or mooch a free meal from, you are a

very shallow individual. Please show some class and
discretion when you use the press as a tool to get a

message across.

Fred Frangie
Longmeadow

Nov. 8 is election day — a chance to cast your vote in

the presidential election.

But before that the Collegian is putting together a

special election package on the presidential and congres-

sional candidates. We'll also have all sides of the referen-

dum questions.

To do that we need your help. What do you think? If

you have opinions on the election or the questions, send

them to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass.
Keep your submi.ssions short, and please turn them in

by Tuesday, Nov. 1. Thanks.
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murder
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MAYBE THIS ONE — Jason Bassilakis, Northampton, checks out pumpkins in preparation for next
week's holiday at Serio's Pharmacy, State Street, Northampton.
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continued from page 1

gorier the better," Quesnel said.

Quesnel said that although horror films

are popular, Branch's fascination with the

genre was unusual.

As the search for the Greenfield man con-

tinues, the editor of the county's newspaper
and law enforcement officials have asked

the community to stay calm and rational.

Tim Blagg, editor of the Greenfield

Recorder, and Greenfield Police Chief
David McCarthy have asked residents to

think twice before perpetuating rumors
about the case.

"In 21 years in the newspaper business,

I've seldom seen a wilder bunch of rumors
and stories about a case like this," Blagg

said.

He said the paper has been overwhelm
ed with telephone calls reporting other

stabbings and connections with devil

worshiping cults. As yet there have been

no other murders and police say there is no
evidence of any kind that supports the

stories.

"There certainly are bizarre aspects to

the story, and we've reported them," Blagg

said. "And police are urging people to take

some sensible precautions to ensure their

safety — although we have no reason to

believe that any serious threat exists."

Police said they want owners to make a

check of vacant barns and sheds, but to call

the police if they feel it is not safe to, or

suspicion exists of Branch using the

building.

"After all, Branch has not yet been in-

terrogated or even arrested. There is a

presumption of innocence in this country,

which people seem to be ignoring in their

excitement," McCarthy said.

University of Massachusetts law enforce-

ment officials are keeping an eye on the

developments in the case.

"We're tapped into the Law Enforcement

Teletype Network and are apprised to keep

an extra eye out," said Larry Holmes,

associate director of Public Safety at

UMass. "We have given briefings to all our

personnel and with the general media

coverage, radio and TV, we will keep

ourselves informed."

Holmes said he hoped the fugitive would

be caught before Halloween.

WELCOME TO:

^;
I

AT \

JNDFJUHIOUM) EXPRESS
WITH ^

BUFFALO WINGS
FROM HELL!!!

MltD Med ^stBo

10 pes 3.95 8t Party Buckets

20 pes 6.95 50 pes 1595
30 pes 10.45 75 pes 22 95

served with our ChankY Bleu Cheese and fresh celery!

^riday Night is

PARTY NIGHT
At Mike's

n CASH PRIZES

r^
-' FRIDAY

AFTERNOON
OUR FAMOUS

SMORGASBOURD

SPECIALS
Busch Pitchers 3.75
Bad Light Bottles ..!.....!.25
Wall Bangers 1.75

,i|^\ Chicken Strip Tenders Otny ^
w/BBQ & Dticfc Saqct or have them Buffalo Stytel

95/

-OTHER FRIGHTFUL FEATURES-

HAUNTED APPEnZERS
Coueh Potato Skins 4.25

Monsterella Stieks 3.25

Cheesed Goolevflower 2 50
Monster Mushrooms 2 25

DARKSIDE ORDERS
Onion Ring Shaekles 1.75

Wooden Steak Fries 1.50

Massaeroni Salad .95

Potato Head Salad .95

Sereaming Zueehini Cireles 1.75 Cole Slawter .95

DEADLY DESSERTS

Ben ft Jerry's All Flavors

I SCREAMI 2.95

BEWITCHING BEVERAGES
Coke-Diet Coke-Sprite

Sunkist-A&W Cans-.65 Ltrs-1.35

TAKE OUT OR DELIVERY
Tues.-Thurs. 5pm-2am

Fri.ft Sat. 5pm-3am
Sunday 5pm- 1am
Closed Mondays

549-7771
Prices do not include 5% meals tax

Closed Halloween- So have a good night and remember to watch

oat for the Tatbo Chicken From Helll

li^ricii-j ou. lease L

Regular or Light

$12.59 + Dep.
...'^'

LIQUORSj '^'.

Kahlua

750 ml.

$10.99

Kimnoff Vodka
1.75 It.

$8.99

ecks Bottles, 12 pk

Regular only

$8.39 -I- Dep.

Cariing Black Label

12 02. Refills

$7.49 + "°"

iut.iern Comfort
750 ml.

S6.99

Chl-Chi's Margarita
Strawberry, Peach, Regulo

1.75 Itr.
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^^^ We Want to be YOUR Liquor Store

crackdown
continued from page 1

from the silent population
at the University who appreciate the
policy." Duffey said. "Those students don't

want to put up with drunken behavior at

outdoor events."

Duffey says the behavioral transforma-

tion — from the "ZooMass" image of the

1970s to the competitive flagship of the
state's higher education system — has
already taken place, but sources at the

Department of Public Safety say they feel

there is still work to be done.

How the change is coining about

The town already agreed to pay its police

force $5,000 in overtime for each of the

three weekend crackdowns over the last

month. Police reports indicate there have

been over 90 arrests for alcohol violations.

In a November special town meeting,

Amherst will be asked to provide $50,000

for 10 more crackdowns between now and

July 1, 1989.

The order of business with Amherst

police is deterrence. A recent decision by

a judge at Hampshire District court forced

students to pay $100 each for violating the

open-container bylaw. The judge, Alvertus

Morse, said the students should repay the

town to help cover the police officer's

overtime.

The University has instituted policies

Collripan file phulu

University of Massachusetts police at last Spring's pond concert.

prohibiting drinking at outdoor events, the

drinking of alcohol in dormitories other

than in a room, and eliminated having

kegs in residence halls, something
Amherst College is allowed to do.

As the reputation of UMass as

"ZooMass" fades, the Department of Public

Safety moves to make footholds to keep the

image from slipping backwards. Arthur

Hilson, executive director of Public Safe-

ty, vowed last semester to "move ag-

gressively against underage drinkers."

Since that time Hilson has created a sub-

station manned by University police in

Washington Residence Hall. The sub-

station is designed to be a center of safety

needs and a vantage point for student

security to manage the pyramid area, site

of the 1986 World Series brawl.

Also on Hilson's planning board is his

Public safety Education Assistance Com-
munity Enrichment (PEACE) program
designed to counteract the negative image
police tend to receive and provide measures

to prevent crime.

Short-term effects

The central idea behind both the town
and University's efforts is not to stop the

use of alcohol, but to keep the use respon-

sible, the noise level acceptable and the
behavior commendable.
Since Amherst Police began their

crackdown, the number of arrests each
weekend have been cut in half and local

package stores and bars have been forced

to take stricter measures when checking
identification to keep from being shut down
temporarily.

Collegian staff member Sam Silverstein

contributed to this report
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1
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1
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bands
continued from page 1

are primarily concerned with large groups

of meandering students, and of course,

alcohol.

James Hobart, of the Amherst police

department, said the fines are distributed

for unruly parties at the officer's discre-

tion. "We'll look at the size of the party,

and the demeanor of the party," he said,

if it's a situation that the residents

aren't able to control, we'll give them a

written warning."

Plain irresponsibility on the part of

those holding a party is not excused, and

the fines begin at $100 for the first of

fense, and increase by $100 with each

subsequent violation. The definition of ir-

responsible behavior is disputed among

students, the town of Amherst, and

University officials.

The effects of the new town policies go

beyond angered students being deprived

of the opportunity to entertain their

friends. Many area bands rely on parties

as a convenient, enjoyable way to get

exposure.

With the threat of criminal violations

now a real part of the picture, students

will no doubt be reluctant to hire bands

if they feel the added noise will attract

police.

Neel Viradia, a member of the local

band Bad Grades, is very vocal in his

assessment of the issue: "I'm upset with

the Amherst police. As far as indoor

places to play, fraternities will still be

able to hire bands. But as for house par

ties, this will pose a huge problem."

Viradia spoke specifically about the pro-

blems band members face: "Lugging

around all your equipment is one thing,

and even still, a lot of bands are willing

to play at parties for little or no money.

But the possibility of getting shut down

after moving all your stuff and just play-

ing one song is just ridiculous."

The general consensus among students,

particularly off-campus residents, is the

new town laws are simply too strict.

With the cold winter months ahead, the

issue will most likely be put on hold. But

as for the spring semester, when outdoor

festivals are ihj norm, the town of

Amherst must wait and see

Qdden 'J^v

Ntttioiiaf HoTwr Society

ATTENTION
JUNIORS AND

SENIORS

MEMBERSHIP
DEADLINE

NOVEMBER 5

31 Boltwood

Walk

through

the Alley

253-7494

FREE DELIVERY

Collegian photo hy llondi Ahearn

AND THE SUN TOUCHED HIS FACE - Mark Havmatz watches

the sun yesterday in downtown Amherst.

NEW ENGLAND*
COUNTRY BREAKFAST

served 9ain- 1 pm

Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

D Homeinade streusel

coffee cake

n Fresh squeezed juices ' 1 Eggs Benedict - The

best in the Valley ( ] Griddle cakes

D Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a few of
the special items on
our new menu.

I

Serving our full

menu 1 :00 pm-9 pm
University Drive

Amherst ' j 549-5861

The Spoke kas the

Spirits

The Spoke ^
35 EAST PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST tj

Goblin's Gimlets $1.50

Drink of the Week
A Wicked Potion

Becks $1.50

Beer of the Month

Lecturers discuss election antics
By CHRIS WILLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Mount Holyoke College history Professor Joseph Ellis

said the silliness and distortions of the current presiden-

tial campaigns accurately reflect the status of the

American people.

In a forum titled "How Stands the Republic? — The
United States on the Eve of the Election," three panelists

met the general public to discuss the US society during
the presidential elections. The discussion was held Tues-

day night at Amherst College.

The speakers at the forum were John Bracey, associate

professor of Afro-American Studies at the University;

Mary Maples Dunn, president of Smith College; and
Ellis.

Under the format they presented, each speaker had 15

minutes to discuss what they thought was good and bad
about the country.

Though the speakers generally had good things to say,

they all agreed there were problems with the attitudes

of US citizens, especially concerning the election. Ellis

began his speech by saying he had "unrelieved

pessimism" regarding this country. He asked the au-

dience "who do we blame?" for the fact the presidential

campaigns are so superficial and silly. He said it would

be easy to lay the blame on someone "out there," name-

ly the government, the candidates, or their staff.

Dunn said she was happy about recent figures show-

ing women's salaries getting closer to men's salaries. She

also said there was a still some progress to be made.

She mentioned divorce has resulted in poorer standards

of living for women, and higher standards for men. She

said this was especially true in divorces where the

woman has to take care of children without the help of

a second income.

Bracey said, "How does the republic stand? On its

knees." He said there is a continual denial by the govern-

ment that the US is a major empire, and also a denial

of racism in this country.

The audience's questions were mostly from students

who said they were concerned about the panelist's

pessimism concerning this nation. One such person ask-

ed, "Why should I vote?"

The speakers took a few moments before they could

answer, but they said voting is important since there are

more than two candidates running, and it is possible to

vote for a third party.

The forum was the first in what Five College Coor-

dinator Conn Nugent hopes will be a bimonthly series

of public discussions. Other forums may include the re-

emergence of nationalism, and literary and film theory.

Soviet vessels, Eskimos work together;

two whales freed from icy Arctic prison
BARROW, Alaska (AP) - Two whales freed from a tiny

breathing hole in the Arctic ice by Eskimos using chain

saws and Soviet icebreakers made progress yesterday but

were still in the channel the ships created.

"I thought they'd be gone (to the open sea] by now," said

Ron Morris, coordinator of the massive to free the

leviathans. "I want them gone."

Morris, who made an observation flight over the whales

during the morning, said the California gray whales were

one-and-a-half seaward from the point at which they were

last observed Wednesday night.

Eskimos with chain saws had cut a series of breathing

holes that allowed the whales to swim well away from the

original hole to "-J^--*- tUo-- u^^a Knon fonfrieH

The whales grew accustomed to the cutting and during

a frenzy of work Wednesday, in which 50 new holes were

cut, the whales repeatedly surfaced in the new holes before

the last block of ice was removed.

The Eskimos eventually worked the marine mammals
to within a quarter-mile of a channel carved through the

18-inch-thick ice by two Soviet icebreakers late Tuesday

and early Wednesday. Then the icebreaker Vladimir

Arseniev reopened the partially frozen channel.

Before
you Buy

HALLOW!=»='^' ^impLiES
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An Academic Year Abroad

in the Arts and Humanities

--^ ^ year of undergraduate study immersed in the

life and culture of Florence. The program combines

univcrsit>' courses with individual tutorials and Ian

guagc study and, for students of the arts, wt)rk with

Italian artists. SARAH
For mtormjtion .«iiJ an application. C(»ntacr. .____. _,-,^^
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BoxUMAF COLLEGE

SUNDAY NORTH AMERICA'S STONES'
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a..l
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Fresh baked daily

muffins, scones.

rolls, crescents,
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.
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fast service.
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continued from page 1

In 1962 in Atlanta, a group of chief executive officers,

10 black and 10 white, from some of Atlanta's largest com-

panies got together and decided to meet one Saturday a

month and talk, Young said.

The point of these meetings, said Young, was to bring

these men face-to-face so they could get to know each other

as individuals, and through this knowledge learn to work

together to help solve Atlanta's problems.

Young said Atlanta has benefitted from this coopera-

tion and these men act as role models because they have

been able to work together on projects and problems that

affect everyone, not just blacks or whites.

Young stressed the need for college students to get in-

volved in projects where they can experience other ethnic

groups.

"Ethnic impressions are not something you overcome

just by getting education and knowing about it," he said.

"I'm convinced Jimmy Carter got the nomination

because he had grown up in a county that was 80 percent

black," he said.

This multi-cultural environment helped Carter unders-

tand people and gave him the ability to communicate

across ethnic boundaries. Young said.

"Don't delude yourself." Young said. 'There is is nobody

that doesn't have some difficulty coming together with

srniei;ody who's different."

lie sfid there is no better place than the University of

Massachusetts to address the issue of race relations

because UMass is a "world present in miniature" due to

the various ethnic groups that make up the campus
population.

"We have come a long, long way," Young said, "but we
.«till have a long way to go."

I i

iNiacW

^fL.^^LE

.^ B

549-2640
( \mmi DMIE/IEWMARKET (MR/AMCRST
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The last Halloween with
Michael isn 't too painful
By JIM COLE
Collegja.i Staff

Well. I did it. I saw Halloween IV instead

of serious films like The Accused or Im-

agtne. 1 was certain it would be even worse

than Halloween II, but believe it or not, it's

not that bad.

The four storywriters had some fun. pick-

ing up ten years later with absolutely

nothing to go on. Our favorite psycho is be-

ing transferred to another asylum when
one of the doctors unwisely mentions that

Mike's an uncle! Presto, no more doctors,

and Michael's on his way back home: to

Haddonfield, a town where he's become

something of a legend, as his exploits are

ingrained into the town's psyche. What lit-

tle plot there is (hey, this is a horror movie!)

involves his pursuit of his 7-year old niece.

Jamie Lee Curtis' daughter. (And of course

she's not in the film, written out with a car

accident.)

«jMBMaSSaSI

«

To my surprise, there are quite a few

jolts, and some nice twists to the story. Best

of all, the gore that was so prevelant in

Halloween II, is kept to a minimum. This

is nice since it was supposed to end the cy-

cle of copycat gorefests, only added to it.

The only familiar actor, Donald
Pleasance, as the obsessed doctor, acts up

a storm and gives the film a shade of

credibility. (Though his disfiguring

makeup from being torched last time

changes with every scene.) As for Michael,

he's the same as always, but the ending

avoids the "he's not really dead" cliche that

drives one crazy. It's quite a shocker. In

summary, this chapter is fairly entertain-

ing, and it's a relief to know that Michael

won't be back in Halloween V.

At least, he wont be his old self

I'nsiihsfantiatecl Rumours and Self-

indulgent Musinf^s Department:

• Star Trek V started shooting two weeks
ago. Under William Shatner's direction, it

sounds promising. Well, actually I have
sudden doubts, as this installment sup-

posedly features the return ('.'') of Spock's
long lost brother. I hope they know what
they're doing, 'cause with a plot like that,

the odds are against them.

• There seems to be a renewed interest in

adapting both children's and "young adult"

books to the screen. Jeremy Irons (most

recently seen twice in Dead Ringers) is do

ing something "completely different," play

ing father to his real life son Sam in a film

version of Roald Dahl's 1975 book Danny

the Champion of the World. One of my
favorites from third grade, it's the first

movie made from Dahl's books since 1971*8

WUly Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.

For the older kids, The Chocolate War,

Robert Cormier's bittersweet account of

nonconformity in a Catholic boy's school

has been adapted and directed by Keith

Gordon, best known as an actor in films

like Dressed to Kill and the lead in

Christine. He's now in the director's chair.

Sounds promising.

• The answer to last week's impossible

trivia question: Betty Rubble's maiden

name was Bricker. It was a trick question,

as the answer was obtained from the Flint-

stone Kids rather than the original series.

This week's question is in honor of the

video release of E. T. yesterday. Written by

Melissa Mathison. it originally featured a

cameo by her actor-husband, but the scene

ended up on the cutting room floor. Who
was it?

Cf>llpgiiin phiMu hy Richard Bnnanno

KRS-1 of Boogie Down Productions rapped to a dancing crowd
Wednesday night at the Fine Arts Center.

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 4, 1988

F YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE

WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION,

SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

ANY STUDENT, PAST OR PRESENT, MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1988

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Halloween in the Valley
starts with Hampshire
B> SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Halloween weekend promises to be in-

teresting in the Valley. Tonight catch old

timers, playing new music of various tastes

at Sheehan's when Johnny Copeland*, a
"Party Blues" guitarist, plays with
special guests, The Footnotes, and locals

the Jim K. Band. But if the environment
at Sheehan's doesn't grab you, the pace is

slowed down a bit at the Iron Horse Cafe,

where "Folk Greats" Aztec Two-Step play

a dinner set. Dinner is at 5:30, and the show
is at 8:30. Katina's in Hadley presents The
Sighs, with special guests. Inner Rhythm.

LIVEWIRE

For Halloween night, the place to be is

Hampshire College for their annual Hallo-

ween Jam at SAGA dinning commons. In the

Backroom is the Sound & Light Ex-

perience featuring bizzare films, lamps, and

slides, 60's music and Acieeeed House. Call

549-4600 and ask for the Alternative Music

Collective for more details.

IfHampsire isn't your scene check out the

Hamilton House at Amherst College. Game
Theory will be playing with the

Vestrymen, who've just picked up a new se-

cond guitarist, Andy Boose. Admission is

free, and so is the booze if you have an I.D.

For those too cool or mature to leave the

Northampton scene. Jack Smith & the

Rockabilly Planet, with Fab Motion are

doing Sheehan's, and Luther Guitar Jr.

plays with the Magic Rockers at the Iron

Horse. Those too cool to leave Hadley can go

to Katina's to see The Drive. First 100

customers who attend will recieve a free copy

of their hit record, "Doin' the Countdown."
And let me tell you, what a hit it is.

Also Halloween night, Gidget Goes to

Hell play with favorite rock literary group

The Heretix. Finally at the Iron Horse,

legendary DJ Wavy Gravy and the Vicious

Hippies, help those who are still having

trouble coming-down from Hampshire's eerie

medicine. Special note!: Toni Childs has

cancelled her Northampton show.

Just when you thought you had time to

recover from a hangover at Hampshire, Iron
Elf, One Seed, and F.C Pohaku headline

a hippy all day-er at the Red Barn Sunday.
Cassleberry & Dupree bring their full

band to the Academy of Music. Show starts

at 2 p.m. Shawn Colvin plays at the Iron

Horse at 7p.m.

Called "achingly romantic" by the Boston Herald, Shawn Colvin brings

her music to the Iron Horse on Oct. 30 at 7 p.m.
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Help ONE LIFE TO LIVE find a college

campus to shoot several exciting episodes

of its soap -within -a -soap
'

' Fraternity Row
If you're a college student, write and
tell us why your campus would be the

perfect location for "Fraternity Row,
'

'

^ft

If possible, enclose a couple of photographs
of your school's exterior and moil to

;

Location Search, P.O. Box 795, Radio City

Station, New York, NY 10019. (Sorry, we
can t retum them

.

)We must hear from you
by November 18, 1988, so write today!
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Video series mixes art and politics
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Some new shows and a video series are in store this week

£iround the area. First, the video series. The Arts Council

and Union Video Council are co-presenting a series titl-

ed Art-Politics/Politics-Art, running from Oct.31 through

Nov.4. It is a presentation featuring video art with a

decidedly political theme. It includes analysis and satire

of the media, such as Richard Serra's 1973 work, "Televi-

sion Delivers People," which portrays the media as a

hypocritical tyrant. As with any UVC presentation, you

Art Attack
will be able to see the program in the UVC viewing room,

201 Student Union, or at the other monitor locations in

the Campus Center and Student Union. Viewing times

are Monday, Wednesday and FYiday, 11 a.m. to 12 and

12:30 to 1:30 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday, 11 a.m. to 12.

Smith College's Museum of Art has three exhibits run-

ning until Jan. 28. The first. Native Art from the Collec-

tion, features a gallery talk with Professor of Religion

John Betlyon on Thursday, Nov.3 at 1 p.m. Next is an ex-

A series of films about dance will be shown Monday
afternoons, from 1-3 p.m., Oct. 31 through Nov. 28, m
the Hampshire College Library Screening Room, 3rd

floor. Sponsored by the Hampshire Dance Program, with

help from Third World Studies, the films explore dif-

ferent kinds of dance in various countries and cultures.

There is no fee for these screenings.

hibition of 18th century English prints and drawings, to

open Nov. 3.

Finally, also opening on Nov. 3 at Smith is a show titl-

ed From Ancient Regime to Revolution. Professor of Art

History Helen Searing will give a gallery talk on Sun
day, Nov.6 at 3 p.m.

Museum hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 12 to 5

p.m. and Sunday, 2 to 5 p.m.

The University Gallery has three shows beginning

tomorrow and continuing until Dec. 14. The first, Points

of View: Contemporary Landscapes, is an exhibition of

prints, paintings, photographs, sculpture and artists'

books from such artists as Jennifer Bartlett and Bryan

Hunt. Many feelings are expressed here, from the roman-

tic to the spiritual.

Another exhibit is work by sculptor Judith Shea. Among
the works are fabric constructions, free-standing human
forms and even a headless and handless figure. Yet in the

latter piece, there is a feeling of a whole body there. A
truly unique show.

The third show is titled Halfway to Paradise, a show by

artist Thomas Lanigan Schmidt. It's a mixed media

presentation, combining wall works and sculpture to show

the artist's spontaneity and frankness. Much of Schmidt's

art was based upon his experiences as a child, including

references to his Roman Catholic background. That's all

for this week.

CASTYOUR BALlBt

UMass Professor of Piano Estela Olevsky
will be the guest soloist at the Five College

Symphony Orchestra opening tonight a 8

p.m. at John M. Greene Hail at Smith Col-

lege. A second performance is scheduled for

Sunday at 3 p.m. in the F.A.C. at UMass.
Both are Free.

t
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AL-BUMS
DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP's CASS CD's

HIGH QUALITY • EXTRA STURDY

WOOD FURNITURE
* BOOKCAMS * LP SNELVIS

* ENTIIITAINMINT CENTERS *

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

100's of Rare and coltectlbl« albums

S5-S11 Brand Naw! Wtd« Salectton

of Rock T-ShirtsI

181 N. PtMsant St. Amhar*! 253-7137

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-8. Sun. 12-5

I

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

-WE DO NOT USE MSG. FOOD COLORING OR
• NEWLY REMODELED CHEMICAL
• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN DISHES ADDITIVES
• HOME STYLE COOKING
• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
. EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 253-7835
• OPEN 7 DAYS _^_ -«^-
RESERVATIONS AND 253-28 1 3
LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED 62 main STRErr
NO PERSONAL CHEOiCS amherst, ma

MOMNi PAKISTANI GtOCBOB

NEW
INDIAN DINNERS

CNctan MaaM Cum 817t

VaoalaMaPulaotlJI
VaMlaMaSamoaaaMil*
Mnad Va&Konna 8M8
CNdian HfyanI 8IL79

Ofe47DAnAWHK
* ajB. C p.m.

47fW«lS«wttM.IM

^tlf9t^ wtt MfHi wsb bm rh^ mio
3S3-3432

Guild's Godspell uplifts NAM: musicians for the mind^ A n,. UOU Cffl TTlM i;_ _1 1.. ^1 1 1 1

By KIM FRISINO
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass Theatre Guild's presentation

of "Godspell" is definitely a very uplifting

night out. The players skillfully use drama,
comedy, music, and dance to convey the

deep meaning of the New Testament to the
audience.

"Godspell" is about Jesus Christ and His
disciples, and how He taught them and all

mankind before He died. This production

has non-stop action, taking place from
when Jesus met the disciples until His
death, and also including many of the
parables Jesus spoke. Each parable is very

creatively acted out, using a variety of

techniques, including rhythmic

choreography speaking and role-playing.

Certain renditions are hilariously funny,

still not showing disrespect to the material

sometimes a difficult thing to do, but com-
petently accomplished here. All throughout
their performance, the players convey
ehough energy to make the audience want
to get up and dance with them.
For those who are familiar with the New

Testament, "Godspell" is a highly moving
and inspiring story; one can appreciate the

parables in a different and modern light,

thereby sef ing the relevance to today's

society.

"Godspell" is playing tonight and tomor-

row nighi at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.
Tickets are $3 for students and open to the

general public.

Perennial presidential candidate WAVY GRAVY can be seen at the

Iron Horse Halloween night. Tickets for the 7 nad 10 p.m. shows can

be obtained at a discounted price if dressed in 60's garb.

r~ »—•—
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We're a bit hard to And but well worth

the trip!

MEXICAN RESTAURANTS
BOLTWOOD WALK. BEHIND BENETTON—DOWNTOWN AMHERST

BEER AND WINE SERVED

THIS AD WORTH SOC ANY OF OUR 6

COMBINATION PLATTERS...
—>•»•«—*•»! •••••«•••••••••••••••••••••<

Expires Nov 6

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOUDAYSl

••»m mm ¥om0 on* mm'

LONDON 179

PARIS 229
ROME 259

round inpr

CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Taiat not Included.

AlK>: Work-Study Abroad.
Lmngumgt Courtat, Infl Sludtnl
ID. Youth Hotti PacMs
EURAIL Pum* Inumd on tht ipot!

call tor tha mCE CIEE Studmnt
Trarul Catalogl

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. PiMsant SI.

Amh«r«t. MA 01002

• • • Amherst College Presents * • *

DAVID BRQMBERG
Special Guest Barb

Schloff

SUNDAY, OCT. 30

8 pm in the Amherst
College Campus Center

Public $7
Amherst College $2

Infp: 542-5773 or
542-5770

coming Nov. 6

BILUSEiEITH & SUMMIT

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

How to describe a music which i.s in-

telligent, and of appeal to the intellect, yet

unhaughty. actually down to earth? New
Acoustic Music, according to \is practi

cioners, Andy Oxman (rhythm guitar) and
Steve Bradley (percussion). They blend

rhythms and sounds of many lands to

create a stripped down refreshing version

of World Beat, and it's here now.

Bradley hauled out his marimbas
(wooden xylophone) at a gig planned for

Civility Week, and with Oxman's driving

acoustic chords, they evoked sound im-

agery of trains, jungles, dances and rituals.

Both are adept instrumentalists; they
spent more than a year preparing for their

public debut.

New Acoustic Music will be featured at

coffeehouses and natural foods restaurants

regionally. Bradley is a member of the Ear-

thfoods Collective, where they also plan to

play. Oxman is on the Fine Arts Center
stage crew. They produce good music, and
have ambition, so perhaps they'll play
there, too.

Was that an introduction? Keep an eye
out for New Acoustic Music.

iuJF^-., . JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018
GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

GET INTO THE SWIM |

OF THINGS-
HEAD DOWN TO JB's!

I

We're two wild anij crazy guys •'

who have their acts together and
don't care what people think of

us. Would you just look at the

figures on us! Our diets consist

of JB's roast beef sandwiches,

chicken fingers and many orders

of mozzarella sticks. We love

JB's so suit up and head on

down to JB's!

(If this is you. bring thta ad In for

a fre« order of Mozaralla Sticka.)

61 Main St.. Amherst
N«xt to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
'20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

_ Dial

LIQUORS 253-3091
— AU Prices In Store Cash Only —

Sain Adams v^*^^
Heinefcen $4.99

LarocIte..750mI..S4.99
French ChardonnaY

Liberty School....$5.75
Cabernet Sauvignon

Christian Bros.

1985 Cabernet e|S QQ
90 points The Spectator VW*99
Seagrams VOysomi$8 .Z9
Vodfca 175L $cS.«li7
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Insight offered
on Introspective
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Introspective

Pet Shop Boys
EMI/America

Some information on Introspective.

(1) (For indie diehards, students, goths, punks, fiends

and all those who mistakenly cling to the idea that crap,

tuneless and badly-produced pop music such as
perpetrated by "bands" like The Mission, The Cardiacs,

The Pastels, The Bats, The Church - 1 could go on 'til well

past your bedtime - is somehow better than good, catchy,

well-produced pop music you can dance to, e.g.

Bananarama, Mel & Kim and Madonna, simply because
(a) it's "serious" i.e. you can't dance to it, and (b) they can't

dance).

Introspective is perspective.

2) (For Hoiuers, clubbers, movers, (rare) groovers, acieed

users; in short, all those who can dance without embar-
rassing either themselves or their country, and who know
a good tune when it wraps itself around their ears).

Introspective is the deepest groove this side of the Grand
Canyon.

Who are these people who can keep churning out

brilliant floor fillers?

Nobody really knows, but one thing's for sure - they

know. Know implicitly the politics of dancing. Know their

music history. Know Enio Morricone (personally); check
out the intro to "Left to My Own Devices." Know how to

do a House remix without pulling out all the cliches. Know
that Frankie "Let the Music Use You" Knuckles can turn

former B side "I Want a Dog" into a trance inducing thing

of beauty and wonder. Know that "Always on My Mind"
is one of the greatest cover versions, ever. And most im-

portantly, know that everybody's got them wrong. They
may look bored, sound cynical, they may never move from
the spot; but in their heart they're dancing. The Pet Shop
Boys eclipse everjrthing else in sight for sheer jpop perfec-

tion and understanding of what pop is, and should be
about; and with this in mind, they have picked up the

words Madonna threw away a long time ago, and engrav-
ed them on the minds of a generation.

"Only when I'm dancing can I feel this free."

Friday. October 28, 1988

Hampden brings 50's to UMass
By AMIE FINKELSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Whatever happened to the 50's?

That's right. "The 50's: a time in America that none
of us can identify with; at least not directly. The post-

war days when after a long day's work, men took their

wives or girlfriends out to coffee houses to relax and have
some fun.

Coffee house, you ask?

Picture this: you're walking down the street on a mis-

ty night. You want to have some real fun — something
out ofthe ordinary, something that'll get you out ofyour
chair and make you jump up and down and say, "Wow
can that cat blow! He makes that sax just scream!"

That's how it was in the coffee houses in New York,
Chicago, Denver and San Fransico. Home town musi-

cians would sit in the middle of a restaurant amongst
the townspeople and perform their stuff. The people

couldn't get enough. TTiey were exhiliarated and they

were part of a time known as the Beat Generation.

It was a time ofhuman expression that flowed through
creativity. People needed to get excited. They needed to

release their talent. And they gathered, nightly, in small

cafes to express themselves. To show the world what they
were made of.

Coffee houses attracted the young radicals and rebels
Hk«> the infamous "King Of the Beat Generation" Jack

Kerouac, who changed the world with his novel On the
Road. Jack and other beat buddies like Allen Ginsberg,
William Burroughs, John Clellon Holmes and Lawrence
Ferlenghetti would read their counter-culture poetry and
fiction to the audiences. People liked it. It was art at

it's finest, and yet it was informal. After a reading or
a bop session, the artists became part of the audience
and had fun. A relationship between the performer and
and the audience formed and didn't fade.

The artists kept their talent in a hometown at-

mosphere, in small areas with locals and regulars.

UMass students will get a chance to participate in a re-

enactment of the lost 50's by visting our own Beat Cafe.
As part of the Residential Arts Performance Program,

a monthly Beat Cafe will expose such talent as artists,

musicians, writers, actors and poets. It will serve as a
forum through which students and faculty can display
their work in an environment suitable for the arts.

All are welcome to participate in and visit the Beat
Cafe this Tuesday at 8 p.m. at Hampden Theater. This
month's Beat Cafe will feature the University Chamber
Jazz Ensemble, the Susan B. Anthony Memorial Im-
provisational Theater and Nick Kachulis on jazz piano.

Don't forget your leather jacket ... or your swede
mocasins.

Whatever happened to the 50's? Find out at the Beat
Cafe.
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Grennan gains musical merits
By SISTER WASSI
Special To The Collegian

Where do they pass out the award for "Most Improved
Artist in an Incredibly Short Time?" Quick! Run and get
one, and give it to Winston Grennan and the Ska-
Rocks Band. Two weeks ago, at Katina's, the Ska Rocks
Band failed the test. A shake-up brought the band new
members, who were unfamiliar with Grennan's original,

musically sophisticated material. Grennan, however, is

equally talented as a performer and as a teacher, and the
Ska-Rocks Band now bears the unmistakeable mark of

his guidance.

Wednesday night Winston Grennan and the Ska-
Rocks Band returned to Katina's for a triumphant night
of reggae music, dancing, and laughter.

Grernan's drum licks were as sharp as ever, and well

they might be. Grennan is one of a handful of musicians
who can truthfully claim to have originated the reggae
sound. Tunes like Jimmy Cliffs "The Harder They
Come," Paul Simon's "Mother and Child Reunion," and

the Melodians' "Rivers of Babylon" all derive percussive
power from Grennan. Eric Gale, Kid Creole, Marvin Gaye,
and most recently Toots and the Maytals have depended
on Grennan's rock-steady rifTs.

Now Grennan is attracting high caliber musicians to

,back him up. New bass player Rhonda Kersey, a black
American woman from Detroit, pops the bass strings for

Ska-Rocks in such synch with Grennan that comparisons
to the Dunbar/Shakespeare rhythm team naturally come
to mind. Guitarist James Van Dyke doubles on trumpet,
and produces inspired solos reminiscent of the early

Skatellites. Denise Moyen of Canada remains the foun-

dational keyboard player.

Grennan uses the reggae beat to back up jazz-type chord
progressions, and the results are mesmerizing. His lyrics

are intensely personal, but the subject matter is univer-

sal. On "Love" he reminds us, "L is for long. O is for over,

V is for very, E is for ever. L-O-V-E!" Flashy, powerful
drum solos put the message across. Grennan is a fluent,

exciting player, and will undoubtedly climb to even
greater musical heights in the future.

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

• Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Foods Natural Flavors

• Complete Vegetarian Menu
• Extensive Wine List

• Bewitching Biryanis

• Enticing Curries

Lunch
Tues -Sal 1 1 30 a m 2 30 p m

Sunday 12 00-3 00 pm
Dinnaf

Tu«t -Thurs S Sun
5 00 p m '9 30 p m

Fn A Sat 5 00pm 1030 pm

'Indian Restaurant witti Excellent Food and Sen/ice
"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave.
Northampton. MA Burlington. VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800
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Pre-Halloween Bash

Tonight at

Change
DAMCES^CLUB

The New Place to be Friday Nights**

750 Drafts
DJ's Dave Babner and Manny Barrows

are back!

Another Spectacular B&B Production ^-
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HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT^
ADVOCATEBEST

OF THE

VALLEY
R[_:ADf::RS POI_L

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of trie Valley PoH.

Even though we were only open for one

month when the poH was taken, we are

pleased v\« made such a great impression

in such a short time span.
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•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., NorthaiTi|)ton»585-0202»Ample Parking

Open 7 days a week^MO MSO
TAKl OUT SERVICC AVAILABLE S

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
The Legal Services Center has positions available for flill-

time legal assistant interns for the Spring, 1989 semester.

This is a challenging opportunity for students from a

variety of msyors and disciplines to gain valuable legal

experience.

Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing
* attendance at hearings
* preparation of court forms |
* maintenance of continuing caseload |
* investigations and research |

Up to 15 credits may be earned. i

CONTACT LEGAL SERVICES. ROOM 922 CAMPUS CENTER (545-1995) I
BY NOVEMBER 4, 1988. I
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Presidential hopeful Michael S. Dukakis acknowledges supporters at
a rally in Pueblo, Colo., on Wednesday.

Duke: 'Election up for grabs
'

EVERGREEN PARK, IlL, (AP) -
Democratic presidential nominee Michael
Dukaki.s declared yesterday that "this elec-

tion is up for grabs" and ridiculed
Republican rival George Bush's a.ssertion

that his proposal for cutting the capital
gains tax would create new jobs.

"Who's he kidding?" Dukakis asked sup-

porters m this Chigago suburb. "What are
they going to do with the extra money? hire

a second butler, a lifeguard for the pool?"'

The Massachu.setts governor .said Bush's
plan to reduce the top capital gains tax rate
for 33 percent to 15 percent was not a jobs
program but a huge tax break for the vice

president and his wealthy fire ends. Bush
says it would spur business investment and
generate new jobs.

"It's Halloween come early." Dukakis
said. "A treat for the wealthiest 1 percent
and a trick for the rest of us."

One day after the GOP nominee touted
his tax plan before Detroit business
leaders, Dukakis said Bush really was pro
posing to "give the people at the top the
money and hope the crumbs fall off for the
rest of us."

He also rebuked Bush's vice presidential
running mate. Sen. Dan Quayle of Indiana,
for opposing legislation that would require
employers to give workers 60 days' notice
of mass layoffs or plant closings.

From Evergreen Park, he headed for

Rockford in northern Illinois and was en-
ding the day with a town meeting in In-

dependence, Mo.

ASfANLEy KUBRICK niN

ilNICHOi;SONSHEllfYDI)VAIi
9»aOO«''«'IMl»'

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
J

6
0!;rANIfYKUen8DiHOHNSON

SIANIEY KUBRICK wiSmma

SOHWtnri

Time: 5, 7, 9 & 11 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium mM

000
5 & 7 Sliows $2.00 w

($1 for Hillel members) ^
7 & 9 Shows $2.50 ^

($1 .50 for Hiilel members) ^f

Bush keeps playing hardball
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) - In the

closing days of the presidential race,

George Bush keeps telling audiences "I'm
running like I'm 10 points behind." Actual-

ly, he's running the play-it-safe, no-

surprises campaign of a front-runner.

Major polls indicate Bush is well ahead
of democratic rival Michael Dukakis. And
Bush is not tampering with what has pro-

ven to be a successful formula of bashing
Dukakis as a diehard liberal who is weak
on crime, soft on defense and apt to raise

taxes.

"TTiis election is far from over." Bush told

an audience of several hundred people at

a stockyard rally in Sioux Falls, S.D.

"You've seen those national surveys, but
let me tell you something. I am going to

continue to run like I am 10 points behind,

right down to the wire, standing on the
issues."

Bush added, "I am determined to win this

election. I am not going to let up. I am not

going to refuse to campaign. I'll keep go-

ing as far and as fast as required."

However, Bush also says he's not going
to try anything new in the homestretch of

the campaign, and he hasn't. He'll "pro-

bably keep talking about the same themes
that he's been talking about," said Craig
Fuller, who is Bush's chief of staff.

Among the states where Bush is making
appearances this week are Ohio, Michigan,
California and Illinois - electoral giants
crucial to the outcome of the Nov. 8 contest.

"We're going to focus on state where we
think the support is soft, where the margin
is close." said Fuller.

"We're pleased and encouraged by the

polls but we are going to continue to work
to make sure we've locked up the necessary

electoral votes," Fuller said.

Yet, Bush also shows up in places like

Williston, Vt., where he told a firehouse
rally, "Things look pretty good nationally."

The very fact that he was spending time
in Vermont, which offers a total of just

three electoral votes, suggests Bush is not

worrying too much. He could have spent
that time in big battleground states.

Bush also went to Connecticut (8 elec-

toral votes). South Dakota (3) and Montana
(4). Not because he needed them, but
because they are states in Michael
Dukakis' calculus of how to win the 270
electoral votes needed to capture the White
House.

"Why not wreak havoc with that
strategy?" said Rich Bond. Bu.sh's national
political director and deputy campaign
manager.HifTj^H

^H ^^^^^t A 1 i^^^^^^^^^H

^^^H ^i^m-SfjEf!

M.7^^^^^^^^^^Hn
AP PhiHo

Vice-President George Bush speaks before a packed house yesterday
at the Sheraton Convention Center in Tacoma, Washington where he was
formally hacked for election by the National Marine Engineers.

ELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown AmBerst 253-5441

JIM BEAM BOURBON 8.99 liter

ARROW BLACKBERY BRANDY 4.99 750 ml

• FLAVORED SCHNAPPS (for the pocket)$1.25 it

Blackberry, Apricot, Coffee, Cola, Mintjulep 200ml.

^PEACH SCHNAPPS now only $3.99 750ml ir

BANDIERA, NAPA RIDGE White Zinfandel

3 tx)ttles for $10.00
BOORDS QIN 80 proof (while they last) $7.99 1.75 liter

SMIRNOFF Vodka so proof (compare) $ 1 2.99 1 .75 liter

BACARDI Rum (silver) $e .99 750ml.

Bartles & Jaymes (wm. e<K»iT.)

^^o>» ^$2.99 4»k^$17.80 c«..#^^

»^*^ * MOSSEHEAD BEER ^

3.70 6 pk. +dep.; $12.99 cse. +dep.

^^ FOSTER'S LAQER
^^ $3.99 6 pk. +dep.: $1.60 + 25 oz. can

N

The LOWEST Prices in or about
Amherst.

»«. WE OFFER OFF CAMPUS
% DEUVERY...253-5441 ^^

*1 Proper I.D. Required, always... ^
Please...Don't Drink and Drive! *
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football ready forNU
, , ,

continued from page 24

"Northeastern is a team that can embarass you if you
don't learn your stuff," Reid said. "They use the wishbone
offense and have a very potent running game."
One advantage for UMass is the fact that the first- and

second-string quarterbacks for the Huskies are out with
iryuries and a freshman, Byron Hurt, will call the signals.

"It's not as difficult a situation as if they had a more
diversified offense," Reid said. "Their quarterback can call

a dive or an option. Then he just has to be an athlete.

David has to do more with our offense."

Palazzi. who is 104-of-191 for 1398 yards and 9
touchdowns, has struggled in the last two games and has

thrown 14 interceptions this season.

The offense had a difTicult time moving last week
against the Delaware defense.

"We wanted to be conservative at the beginning of the

game because we had turned the ball over eight times the

week before," Reid said. "As the game went on, we tried

some quarterback draws and reverses, but the Delaware
defense did a nice job of defending us."

One problem the Minutemen have had the last three

games is that they have been missing the top two
fullbacks. But second-stringer Jim Pastorick should return

tomorrow, which will bolster the UMass offense in goal

line and short yardage situtations.

So tomorrow, the defense, which allowed just 68 yards
rushing last week, will look to continue its stingy ways.

And the offense will try to move the ball more effectively

than it did last week.
"What's disappointing, although it's human nature, is

that when you're 4-1, everyone loves you," Reid said.

"When you're lose two in a row, you find out who your
friends are."

And your enemies. Namely Delaware.
"I told our team that we can't let Delaware be the cause

of a ruined season," Reid said. "Not a lot of people gave
us a chance to be 4-3 and in the thick of it after seven
games.

"Our No. 1 objective is to have a winning year'" Reid
said. "We could be anywhere from 4-7 to 8-3. If this team
thinks its been tough up to now, they're in for something.
Only the men will survive this. ."

Tomorrow's game represents the first of the remaining
battles. And a chance to get the ball rolling again.

volleyball

(ollrKian pholo by Richard Ronanno
Tailback Kevin Smellie (41) and the Minutemen will take on Northeastern University tomorow

continued from page 24

"We can't play a team of that caliber that way."
The key words for the week are 'serving' and 'passing.'

Ford said she has drilled the Minutewomen on both.

"They came to practice to work, " she said. "We worked
on passing and today [Thursday) we're going to work on
passing to strategic areas."

Still this match has more twists and turns than a
Rubik's Cube.
West Virginia, which lost to the Minutewomen in five

games, went four hard games with Rhody. Also, the
WRams bowed out of the A-10 tourney earlier than UMass
last year.

Tonight's match is also coming off the heels off Tues-
day night's match against Boston College where the
Minutewomen, in not playing their best match of the
season, let the Eagles take them to all five games before

finally falling.

Ford said that match is all behind them now.
"We can have the ability to put things in the past and

go back to work," she said.

There may not be a huge shakeup in the standings no
matter what, however.
A URI loss would only be its second of the season, and

probably wouldn't drag it down in the standings. A UMass
loss again probably won't affect the A- 10s that much.
"We're definately in [the Atlantic 10 tournament). If we

did lose, I don't think we'd drop below fourth," Ford said,

adding that the real battle is between Rutgers and Tem-
ple universities.

"For Rutgers to get in. Temple has to lose (this

weekend)," she said.

As the volleyball world turns. . . the beginning of the
soap opera will be tonight.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA PRESENTS
The 27th AMMTIAT

LAS VEGAS NIGHT

Blackjack

Rottlette

Over and Under
And More!

THEY CAME FROM UUILR SPACE 10 DESIROY EARIH S SUPER-HEROES!

\

Win Real Prizes! Donated By Area
Merchants

Place: CCA. Time: 7-U Price: $4.00
Date: Fri., Oct. 28

Proceeds benefit The Equestrian

Therapy Center

THE ORIGINAL LAS VEGAS NIGHTTheme James Bonds World

niiimiii

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadlev

Friday. October 28, 1 988

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom County
By Berke Breathed
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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There is a mandatory staff meeting today for

all three departments in the newsroom at 3 p.m.

Correspondents are also asked to attend.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jeffc

ACROSS
1 Fislenets

6 Increase

9 Bm mil gp
12 Henxjglobin

groups

13 American
Indian

14 Europe s

neignbor

18 Nautical

command
17 Large

ocean gomg
vessel

19 Francesco —

.

Italian

statesman

20 Garden tool

21 Word with story

or wiorlier

22 Pan ol a comet
24 Enlorce by

tlireat

25 Wtct> doctor

ofatilrtd

29 Stir

31 Ok) time car

32 Bounty
tiappenir^

33 Alilia

3S Poisonous
wtKte spored
lur>gus

37 Having two
ground floors

42 Cloud of ice

crystals

Comb form

44 Roman
statesman

45 Mideast

counliy

48 rolpa

49 Islands m tt<e

Atlantic

50 Point ttio

linger at

57 Kind ol monster
54 Oueeg s vessel

55 Possess
56 Head up the

gangplanh

61 Famcius old

trigate

63 fniqma
Variations

composer
64 Sand >«•

65 Eating

ieqin>er^

66 Pester

67 Soviet sbbr

68 Also

69 — down
(wastied)

DOWN
1 S E Asia

native

2 Birthmartts

3 Amo. amas.
4 Nu)sance

5 A NIglM 10

Remember"
subiaci

6 SmaN
ring Nka

areas

7 Plunge

8 — gratia

9 Anchorman
Oan

10 On land.

to a

saitor

It Complete
failure

13 Relating

to grades
I to 12

15 Pbt sMrtar

18 In thapaM
23 Wtienever

24 Laughable

25 Small Scot.

26 Drone
27 — standstiN

28 Tlmeabbr
30 Tiny amount
34 Part of OE II

36 Exist

38 Author

Umbeno —
39 Poetry Abbf
40 Before.

poelicaMy

41 — Angale*

43 Pollen spreader

45 Son of

OMdakis
48 Oaacaivlanl*

47 Racer

50 RjngenI

51 His, to Herat

S3 Pan ol II4IT

55 Norse god
57 Margarine

58 Moslem litlaa

59 Demolish, m
Soho

60 — Scott

Decisio*

62 Mount on Crete

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUULE:
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"The people don't take baths and they don't upeak

English. No golfcourses, no room service. Who needs it?"

— Chicago Bears quarterback Jim McMahon, on Europe

r Weather
>i

Today: Sunny and stark, cloudy in the afternoon chance

of showers.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny and cool, high in the 50 s.
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Colorado College

last regular season foe
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Sunday afternoon, the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team takes

on Colorado College at Boyden Field at

noon in a contest that carries quite a bit

of meaning.
First of all, it's the final game of the

regular season. This may be the final

home game of the season, but with the

Minutewomen ranked second in the coun

try at this time, it's a good bet they will

host a playoff game.
Regardless, it will be the last regular

season Boyden appearances for seniors

Carla DeSantis, Sue Cooper, Sue Mon-
tagne. Michelle Powers, Beth Roundtree,

Cathy Cassady and Colette Bowler.

Next on the priority chart, it will be a

reunion for UMass coach Jim Rudy and

Colorado mentor Dang Pibulvech, who
worked for Rudy at the University of Cen-

tral Florida before departing for the wild

West.

But, most important, it will be a clash

between two of the top teams in the coun-

try. Colorado comes in with a record of

13-2-0 (the Tigers play at Connecticut this

afternoon), ranked fourth in the nation.

This should be a playoff-caliber game.
Just as an added tidbit of incentive,

when last these two teams met, the scene

was Fairfax, VA for the Final Four tour-

nament in 1986. The Tigers, who had lost

to UMass earlier in the season, won the

semifinal contest in a shootout.

There is a good chance that both teams

could make that ultimate weekend again

this year, but Sunday's game is an impor-

tant one as far as postseason ranking. The
losing team probably would lose ground

in the rankings.

The Tigers suffered their only two losses

of the year to North Carolina and N.C.

State, the first- and third-ranked teams

in the nation. UMass fell to North

Carolina, but rebounded to beat State.

But according to Rudy, Colorado has

made great strides as the season has

progressed.

"They are one of the deepest teams we
will' face," Rudy said. "They're loaded

wifh talent, and they have a lot of na-

tional and regional youth team players."

The team is led by junior forward Kerri

Tashiro and junior midfielder Maryclaire

Robinson. Defensively, the key player is

senior goalkeeper Janine Szpara.

"She's a tough and intimidating

player." Rudy said of Szpara. "She's got

some talent, good size and range and is

a tough one-on-one player. She's decent

technically."

Rudy pointed out that the defense is

crucial in the attack for the Tigers. They
play a 5-3-2 formation and bring a lot of

players of the back into the attack, play-

ing a lot of possession.

"They're getting stronger. Dang's built

a national caliber program out there,"

Rudy said. "They're a classy side."

Sunday will be Spirit Day, and the

Minutewomen invite everyone to be in at-

tendance. The loudest and wildest groups

will receive prizes, like 100 buffalo wings

from Joe's Paradise and gift certificates

to Fenton's Athletic Center.

M women s soccer
continued from page 24

It «ever did get out of hand. The
Minutewomen never appeared intimidated

by the Hawks, and occasionally gave them
a dose of their own medicine just to keep

them honest. But, most important, UMass
escaped the game without injury, unlike

some of Hartford's opponents this season.

"We seem to be healthy," Rudy said.

The reserves kept the pressure on the

Hawks for the remainder of the contest.

Sophomore Kim Montgomery continued to

state her case out of the midfield, freshman

forward Theresa Eastmond checked in with

about 30 minutes left, and gradually the

rest of the troops came in and put in some
quality time.

Also, junior goalkeeper Mary Curtis got

her second start of the season and picked

up her second shutout, making two saves.

She did get bailed out by the goalie's best

friend, the goalpost, with under two

minutes to go, as Hartford quickly set up

and got off a free kick. The shot seemed to

catch UMass and Curtis totally by surprise,

but the white pipe on the left side helped

to keep the doughnut on the scoreboard.

Sidelines: Kater's goal gave her the

team lead in the scoring department. With

eight goals and two assists, her 18 points

puts her one above freshman forward

Michele Woodside. . . the line of the day

goes to Hartford coach Ted Stavropoulos,

after UM midfielder Becky Bonzano ab-

solutely gelatinized Hartford's Amy
Monsees at midfield with no call made.

With Monsees down and time out,

Stavropoulos took the opportunity to grill

the referee, and criticized him by saying,

"You haven't made one distant call all

game." We can only assume that he meant

to say 'decent'. . .just a reminder that Sun-

day's game against Colorado College (noon

at Boyden) will be Spirit Day.

men 's soccer prepares for Rutgers
continued from page 24

The high impact players (op paper) for

Rutgers are freshman forward Lino

DicuoUo — who leads the team in scoring

with 10 goals and 4 assists — and shutout

artist goalkeeper Dave Barrueta. Tradi-

tionally against the Minutemen, however,

the Rutgers midfield, led by Darryl Edels

tein, does the most damage.

"They've got great players," said Gettler.

"Rutgers' strength is their midfield, and in

recent games our midfield hasn't played as

well as it could, so their strength goes

against our inconsistency. Last year was

the same kind of matchup, and we lost big

time."

Edelstein, Dicuollo and Co. won't receive

any special treatment from Gettler's squad

defensively, however. Aft«r six weeks of ex-

perimenting, Gettler is confident that the

current Minuteman lineup is their best

available, despite its recent roller-coaster

performances.

"When you lose, you want to make some

little changes here and there sometimes .

. . you've got to try and shake things up.

Overall I think we have our best team . .

. the only doubt in (my) mind is sometimes

their minds, their ability to focus, and come
together.

X-country
at NEs

The University of Massachusetts cross

country teams will take their act on the

road this weekend to participate in the

New England Championships.

The men's team, under coach Ken
O'Brien, will race at 1:30 p.m. today in

Franklin Park in Boston, while the

women, led by coach Julie LaFreniere,

will race tomorrow at Northfield

Mountain.
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Balloon Bouquets For Any
Occasion

a

An
inexpensive way

to say

"Something Special"

* Halloweeen Special
$15.00 ^

• Create Your Q
OwnMes«a.e

^
(413) 256-8557 t

FREE DELIVERY g
COD Mastercard • Visa

TOP of the CAMPUS
LOUNGE

//wr.
-y >!./

Jr /

"Come See
What Happens'

FREE
Hon d'Oeuvrea

4-6 PM

I

Enjoy the spectacular

view from the

11th floor

Wide variety of alcoholic

and non-alcoholic ^ ^^^^

beverages ^S> Munchies

Monday-Friday

Mon-Fri: 11:30 .m-12:30 am \ 4:00-6:00 pm
Sat & Sun: 5 pm-12:30 am

fiMp 6^mt6io iem you .» if UtiaorsWM 1^-

mn
iJM^I LUiALLl.Alli
'^-^' ORIENTAC Foor MAtli^T

THAI, CHINESE. JAPANESE, INDIAN GOODS

00 not Inclutft dCpOfttt

KiRiN $i n^d
,BEER„,.r,r
l.<>mj.p.n Ml. MS- „fc,„,5.

i\ C«SE Of ?« 1? OZ BOTTLES

Wi DOS EQUIS

't IOC M 5^^
lMr\3t«TEl)KtR

\

Today^ Gallo

Gallo Premium Wines
•II flavors 4 Mirr bottles

C*SE or J4 IJ OZ BOTTLES

GUINESS STOUT
SAIE MS" MAIL IN REBATE '5

CASE Of 24 <2 0Z BOTTIES

sale '5"

mall In rebate M** $449riNAL
COST

$1049
E case o' 24

1? ot cans

^^ »atuuiu I Anc« trnEMtUMLAOEM 12o?bollle>

19B6 Calisan Blanc /somi *3"

1985 VIncenI St. Varan 7S0 nri
*5''

FlRlEMCM RgDg
$749

»49»

(MPOItTH)

CANADIAN MIST
( ANADAATITS HtiT.

1239

AMARETTOE'DOLCEtso. ^5^^

u///^
$Q49

1 75 L 8
Sal* *9« tnillinrebitaM.SO

FINAL
COST

19S5 J VIdalFleury
Olgondit 7S0inl..

1986 Chttatu Da
Paraza Minarvois tso ml

MCGREGOR'S Scotch M1 99
1 7^L

s

IfrtfArM^t) Saturday

f mlino-C OA
Route 9 Amh&rst/HadlBy Line 283-9344

(at the Supet Stop A Shop PlAZiA)
^ ^

\LE PRICES r

TUES. NOV. 1 f

t-»)iCA«eK

Sauces and spices • Fresh noodles • Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables -Pastries •Frozen, canned, dried foods
Uozen and dned fish -Cook Books -Woks, Rice

Cookers & Implements Dishes and Giftware. Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders direct from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

360 Collage St., Rta 9, Anoherat 2S3-S6S8 SjrvFrl, 10-8; Sat 9-4

ACADEMY.MUSIC ON THE PARK
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

3rd ,ONLY AREA SHOWING ENDS THURSDAY N<

CURTAIN AT 6:45 and 9:00

I

The true story of Ruth First a South African who took a

stand against Apartheid in the 19608

SPECIAL GRAND JURY WINNER-CANNES FESTIVAL '88

I irifif^Qneoi
^ the nioit haunliiiR '

ind poi(;nant

cornmp-of-apc
muviei ever made'.'

sewv >ORM D*>iV N(AS

"TWO THUMBS UP
for 'A World Apart'

...Barbara Herthey
ii4rt in an electrify-

ing performance...

quite magical. Thit

ii great work'.'

UAKUAUA HFHSIIkY

A Vforld
Apart ^

The village voice

l«»t -AiLmnbe\

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEQE
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hockey
continued from page 24

The Huskies have a very

balanced attack with senior

captain Diane Madl,
sophomore Anna Fuches,

and junior Pam DeGray.
Madle has scored eight

goals and has dished out

five assists. Fuches has add-

ed nine goals and one assist

while DeGray has eight

goals and one assist.

UConn's defense is an-

chored by sophomore
goaltender Megan Tiley

who has posted a 0.55 goals

against average in 11

games.
The Huskies have been

hot as of late, but UMass
has also played well since

its loss to ODU on Sept. 30.

The Minutewomen are

unbeaten in their last nine

games, having tied one
game with West Chester

University.

UMass goaltender Cindy
Cox will try to help continue

that streak for the
Minutewomen. Cox has ap-

peared in all 17 games for

UMass and has registered a

.294 goals against average

and has made 70 saves.

This is an important game
for both teams and could

have a big bearing on the

NCAA playofT picture.

M SURPLUS CLOTHING

'mwfm I* I ^w-^^i^^

^|>^(fC-^^
m

CINEMA

at th«

AMHERST DROP ZONE
103 PUaaant St.

Anhcrat, MA 01002 ...

(413) 256-0039 A
r

A GENUINEARMY/NAVY STORE

For HaUoween
and

Early Christmas

Shirts^ Jackets

Pants ^ Hqj, 2i More

OPEN 7 DAYS
Open Monday-Friday 10*6

Saturday 10-6 Sunday 12-5

PERVERSELY FASCINATING" "PROVOCATIVE"

THESALON-
15 Hawley Street.

Norftiampton

584-8317

A HlCOL^IS XO to FILM

1^U5S£iL OiPMAAi J-L.OYP
——I iQ^ «-^^ iaarMwMMM»f'im«ilMnP*nn«rWMe. |yj||0
^"^»|-»l *

UflHtll

Western Mass. Premiere Starts This Evening

2 showings 7:00 and 9:15 In the center of Amherst

AMITY ST. 253-5426

AcnvniEs*Auoo
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCJI>TCflS

B<TB»TAINMe4T.FGR RENT
FOP SALE •KXW»0
Ha? WANTED* COST

CLASSIFIED
^^--^^m. .»?^iA.d --l^>a^aau:::3»>^.; M »'r?hi>Tarv iWr i<(ifr iiwiyrift^^^

^^

COME TO THE C0L1£GIAN OFFICE—CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FR|.2:30);« DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRlOR TO PUBUCAT10N

INSTTJUCTON • MOTOPCYLCIES
Pe«CNALS«RICE WANTE)
RCERS NEEDS) •'SERVICES

ROCMATE WANTS} • TTIAVS
WANTE3*SUa£T

CASH IN ADVANCE. 20«/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Acnvmcs FON A GOOD TWK CALL

MTEfWMTIONAL STUDENTS ASSOC. N
tnakino • bannari Coma ba craattva todav

in th« Studani Unioo Craftthop from 1 (W
to S 00pm

M^COtBLCI UNaEUEVAILEI Aaloun-
dmo* Tha UMaaa Juggling Club maala to-

da^ThMlun-lovingbuncn¥«MbainCC 16S

Mpm

CHA8A0 STUDENT COAUTION Chabad
houae invitaa you to tpand Shabbat in a
warm and triandly ttmospftara 30 N.

Hadley Rd 54»40»4

NSA FmOAY MOHT VIDEO Stand By Ma
7 OOpTi Front Lounga ol Nawman Cantar

FREfe

EAT TOWARD VOUM HEART'S COM-
TENT - V^orkshop 10 mecl tood compul
sions Sal, Nov & 10 DOS 00 Led by

rxaflya Fingaf. UCSW Can «65-4S6S

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

iockays and large screen vidao dancaa
borma/organizationa 2S6-8526.

nOLAND JUNO M programmable ayn-

thaaizarftnth rrxxlen case/*350 or beat ol-

lar/CM Kyta al 5850901

RUSTY
iUT

FART TIME OFFICE MSBTANT needed
Wordprocaaair>g or data entry experianca

desired 10-15 hrs/wk flexible wreekday

hours Salary commensurate with ex-

penenca. Contact: Annette at Rami, 358 N
Plaeaant St Amharat Ma 01002 54»-t 169

EXFCRKNCiOJEWELRV IMTRUCTOR
wanted lor spnng semester Student Union

Craft Canter Call Anna 545-2096

WORK STUDY JOM avaMaMei Monday,
Wednesday and Friday irwnmos Corria by

Off Campos Hoosinq Office, 545-0886

HAPPY aiRTHOAY TESS You are the beat

friend I could ask for Have a great day
Love always. Sue

HAFFY BIRTHDAY AMY and J«. Uva M

up Love Ed Oninly.

HEY Igll I'm borad Wanna go lo the

library'' Happy B-day Love Joa

oW
bikes

665-4419

KANB4 OSTROFSKY

THIS WEEK ON DAMAGE
INCORPORATED- Queensryche is gonna
get close to you Tune into WMUA Wednes-
day at 9:30pni

CAAFT CENTER IS YOUR resource Make
all kifKls of crafts, pottary, aiver. silkscreen.

photography, etc Fraa ina'TJCtion

OUCa WATCHES only S35 manv styles-

guarantead Great for gitu Call Brian

549-5440

HAITlOWEEN MAKEUP FOR SALE Con
fetti. hairspray. Wood. kits, etc Call Steve

546-6538

MINOLTA MAXXUM 7000 Indudea auto

flash, SOmm lens and carrying case 6

months old $400 00 or BO 546-6214

SKI BOOTS kOFlACH'CE FRO, rear en

try. air fit Mens size 10 $50 546-8035

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on

concourse Oct 18. 20. for the Cystic

Fibrosis Bike-A-Thon Anyone can do if

EARN S40-S60/DAY working to reduce fox

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water safe' Call Chris al 256-6434

YOU DON'T HAVETO take part m dissec

lion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Tnurs 4pm SU306

1980 HONDA ACCOflD. New parts BO
Gary 253 5907

LARGE WOOD BEDROOM DRESSER
Cheap call Caryn 549-4942

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

•.OMMERCrwrFUSSBAUTTABLE $300
and other games 247-9005

YOUR riWO FAVORITE ROOMATES wish

you the most amazirxj birthday in your en-

tire collage career Stressing not aHowed

this wioekend. only fun. fun. fun We love

you vary much Michal and Joaaphma

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SPRING' 1989 INTERNSHIPS withThe
Legal Sarvicas Canter Get hands-on ex-

perience in tt>e legal field-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience m
legal professron necessary-Trsming provid-

edOeadline to begin application process

IS NOVEMBER 7-Contacl Legal Services

today: 545-1995. 922 Campus Canter

LOST

LOST- BLACK BELT - Looks like snake -

an Machmer and Bartlett If found

I call 546-6963 Thanks

HAFPY 19th BIRTHDAY Laura and Laura
- Love Lori. Slacey. Lynne, Michelle,

Carrie.

DONNA. I lova you, Tad

DIANE - HAFPY Slat birthday Sm ya

soon Love Opie xoao

ODDSPELL- TME UMASS MUSIC Thaatia

GuiU wiM ba performing GodapeN thia

Wadnaaday. Thursday. Friday and Sturday

(Od 2B-29) at 6 00pm with i matinee Stur-

day at 200pm in Bowker Auditorium

Students t3/ganeral admission $5 To
reserve lickaU call 545^251

1

ROOMATE WANTED

ROOMATE WANTED TO share two
bedroom Balchertown apanmeni on
buaNna. Must be okler (?5>). non smoking.

no pala $250 induaive 323-5593

TOLL' LONQDISTANCS

RED TOMORROW IS A banner day* Its

your 21st birlfiday But maytw you're never

dnnking again' Maybe you're up all night

doing chapter 15 of accounting' Basically

what we're saying is let's chug' Oh, and
watch out for those cats' Happy birtfiday

Love Roach and Kate

HELFt W/HOUSINQt Undergrad M naada
space now* And someone lo take my place

(off campus) Urgam Call Mark 549-5845

RHONDA PIOTROWSKI'S binhday<> Waa
yesterday - Sorry' You re still special" (but

Nov birthdays are better')

CHRIS BROWN: you were at the pool table

I was slightly unstable'you turned your

back/I should have cut you some slack/!

flipped you mstead/and now wish I was

dead' Sorry-your Iriand?? - L

• ATTENTION SAMMY FLEDGES: *

The pumkin Is still floating.

Ira N Lind

IMMEDIATELY! LARGE BEDROOM kit-

chen living room, dining room, cable fv,

swimming pool Located acroas Slop A
Shop, 2S«-600e

ONE OR TWO FEMALE ROOMATES
needed to take over lease for Southwood
townahouse apartment for Spring
semeatar CaU Julia 253-3231

-88-'89 ATAT 800 DIRECTORIES. Cul
your long diatanca bills with over 80,000
toll-fraa BOO t^umbers compiled into a na-

tional phone book pubMshad by ATAT Oat
prompt informatnn on products and sar-

vicaa, ttie beat pncas on anyttimg from
ooaal to coaat. immadiale accoaa to goverrv

ment agencies, buaineaaaa. organi: atom
and more, all toll-free Call >afore

November 1 and save $2 off the »» 95
covar price Paya for itself >n fust your first

lew catat Contact Mark at 549^2871

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND m Monlraal from

$39 November 11-13 Call 549-1040

WANNA SCOOP?

MEET ME AT "THE RENDEZVOUS'-I
Saturday 9pm-1am Costume Dance Call

5-0960 for infr nalKm Bnng UMaaa ID or

guest pasa

AFARTMENT MATE WANTED. Nice Nor-

thampton location Call Greg at 584-7400

message

WANTED

•••••••• »*••••••< ••••••«

'APARTMENTS AVAILABLE**

SPAQOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ol country land Ample off street peril-

ing and free bus service to UMass and
shopping areas Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 SUBARU WAGON 4 WO 4dr Great

winter car $700 firm 585-0336

IWaCAiNARO CLASSIC reliable knka hot

549-1256 John 11am-6pm $1300

82 VW SOROCCO 5 spd Darii grey new
tires, rims runs very well »3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1981 FORD PINTO good transportation

new tires clutch battery S37S/bes' Jller

549-1661 leave meaaaga.

HOT DOG STANDIII
In town Ijusinass

Good experience-great money'"
For more details contact:

Dave or Brad 549-1594

10 SPEED BICYCLE for sale $100
545-3500 weekdays Ask for Brian.

YAMAHA 8RX 2S0 Sport bike, 5 monThs

old $1 ,500, includes full facial helmet and

lacket Call David 1-566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

$tO0 REWARD
For Mack leatlier jacket tost Saturday. Bran-

dywino Reward more than value of jacket

549-7464

REWARD! CASH! REWARD!
For return ol JVC slide deck no questions

Very important' Please call leave name &

number or any information 546-5079

HELPlT^OST GLASSES in a light blue case

with rainbow stripes II found please call

Stephanie at 545-2152

RiEWARD! LiOUORID A DRIVERS UClost

10/14 Please call N Tumey 6-4726

BROWN iXATHER BOMBER JACKET
please call 546-6230 Reward

JODI P. a.k.a. Patty McCarthy- How's you'

hangover'' Happy 21 st birthday' The best

always comes last' With love. 169C

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED what your

dreams meanf Analysis by two quasi pro-

fessionals who have nothing better to do

Joanne-Nancy 6-9773

EVAN- DON'T BE BLUE, it s your 20m bir-

thday' Thank you for ttie most incredible six

months. I'm ready for a million more' I love

you honey - Oebbie

FEMALE RbOiHATE WANTED to Share a
one bedroom CWfSKle apt w/an easy gotng

senior If interested please call Belh at

665-4550

SERVICES

ACURATE PROFESSIONAirTYPiNOon
word processor Call Carolyn-leave
message 253-5667

WEIGHT LOSS OR MAINTENANCE safe.

effective ToppFast 546-5369 3-8pm
TARA
ACCURACY GUARANTEED Reasonable

fast Basic editing Foreign languages

Gloria 323-5140

FLVmC^FINGERS TYPING wort< doneTn
24 hours Pickup/dropoff Too Call Kevin

549-0116

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
TA'hVES! The Undergraduate Admissions
Office IS looking lor a lew dynamic and ar-

ticulate Juniors and Senxxs lo help pro-

mote Itie UnnwraMy to proapactiva aludaraa.

Become part of trie Student Rap Program
tor Spnng 89 and interview prospective

students while learning valuable skills Ap-

plications available Oct 24 m 255 Whitmora
or on the Concourse Oct 31 and Nov 1.

Deadline is Nov 4

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notaa WW
pay mopey$$ Shiriay 549-2710

FOUND

SET OF KEYS in front of ATG many keys

on ring no key chain Call 545-2152 ask for

Vicki.

LOST MASS LibUOR 10 Sharon Levy If

found please call 253-9916 monetary

reward

MOTORCYCLES

CHIP AND DIP - Laboure College was the

place to meet Sept 84 UMass Amherst is

the place to unite and become dose
friends You R no 1 LV

MICHEU.E dRIPi»VOARiEPY Happy 21st

birltiday The word for today is WaNy Love
Pam. Craig, Dave. Jeff

ERIC ~BORNSTEIN - Happy 21st

Remember Fat crunk and stupid is no way
to go thru life Hope you become a legal

KK

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Faat.

accurate 253-WORO

ABLE TYPIST, baaic editing, competitiva

ratea, decent location 2S3«202

ST. JUDE

78 COROLLA 5 speed reliable 'Cr-35mpg

must sell' $800/BO 545-060^/ <39 Elame

GREAT WINTER CAPTor saie 78 Ford

Grenada automatic PS PB good tires and

exhaust Runs well 650 or BO 253-5956

BLACK KITTEN- Have had for hw) weeks

landlord says she must go - looking for

responsible owner-totally litter trained very

cute! Must sea Call Paul 548-9781

WANTED: USED MINIBIKE or gocart

5-2276 ask for Doug Rm 328
MARTI YOU'RE NOT really going to

become the "c" word are you? Jen

FUNDRAISING

81 TOYOTA COROLLA excelleni condi

lion, low mileage, am/fm cass , air, 5 spd

2560969 evenings

1970 MUSfANG COUPE Excelleni

condition-mechanically sound' Great body,

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908
weeknighls-Jen

HEY! DOES YOUR CLUB OR organization

need money'' Recent graduate now works

for a professional lundraismg company

Candy bars. M»M's. magazine subscrip-

tions and more' Please call Linda al

538-8343 and leave message.

1983 KAWASAKI KZS50 LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

DIANE ZUKAS Happy 21 St Drink up!'

Love, your kid Heather «

FURNITURE

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCiCEY SERVICE -Over 700 CDs
Great Sound! All occaasions 549-1421

ENTERTAINMENT

KLUBKAVE O.J. SERVKJES • Prolessional

music system at unbealatJie prices -

546 6518

BAD GRADES IS THE BAND lor your next

part Don t wail call 256-0543

quality" new"Turniture"for
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases tables and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Darrin We deliver

KAREN OSTROFSKY- wishing you a great

Haltoween weekend and an incredible bir-

thday With AX love. Your Sisters.

DONNA F. CANT'TbE at the Newman on
Sunday II possible, same time on Monday''

See you then

JEFF WINN- I dkJn't think you wouM
recognize me after so k>ng I hope it wasn't

too awkward'

CONGRATULATIONS DAVE! You got

yourself a major BOIC watch out MWA'
Gina

MY BABY, I LOVE YOU very much PS If

you do something bad. do it well' Suitable

JACQ

HELP WANTED

WORK STUDY SECFIETARIAL/Crencal

assistant $5 50/hr typing & letter format-

ling skills essential Word proc & data en-

try experience an advantage 1 hours »/wk

flexible hours 5 2794 Prof Bradley.

Geol/Geog Dept Morrill 238

• IF YOU DON'T HAVE a ticket for "

• DU's Halloween Party Saturday night.'

Don't bother showing up

CLAUDIA I. It's your birthday' Why cant

we go party with E4T in Pierponf Glad

ware roomies -T

HlTsWATZ^mAT'isTOURage'' Is if"'

Anyway. Happy birthday'" From JW

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHAWN! B"lieve me
you won t miss bemg a teenager Nymphos
rule forever' Love Krista

DEB-^YOUR DAY has come' I'll be so glad

lo call you my sister on Saturday Congrats

on becoming an SKi Love Becky

VINNIE SALVAdOlO! Couldn't let you
graduate without one personal Happy b'r-

thday and good luck Love ya' Hoi

MOST HOLY APOSTLE. St Jude. Faithful

servant and friend ol Jesus, the church

honors and invokes you. universally, as ttie

patron of hopless cases, of things almost

despaired of Pray for me, I am so helpless

and alone Make use I implore you. of that

particular priviledge given lo you. to bnng
visihle and speedy help where help is

almost despaired of Come lo my
assistance m this great need that I r-.ay

receive ttie consolation and help ol heaven
in all my necessities, tribulations an>j suf-

fenngs, and^hat I may praise God with you
and all the elect forever I promise oh bless-

ed St Jude, to t)e ever mindful ol this great

favor. 10 always honor you as my special

and powerful patron, and to gratefully en-

courage devotion to you AMEN

TRAVEL

WANT TO GO TO Flonda on Dec 22^ Drive

with 3 people - must help drive and pay lor

gas Call 549-9985

RUSSiAriMOSaSW, Kiev Leninorad Jan
8-21 $1888 complete from N'/ Call Prof

Jones. 253-7827. evenings after 7 00

DON'T MOURN. ORGANIZE! Become
part of the movement Student Organizing

Project

HELi>! W/HOUSING! Undergrad JM needs
space now' and someone to take my place

(off campus) Urgent - Call Mark 549-5845
BRATWURST
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SPORTS

UMass tames Hartford, 2-0
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Well, it wasn't as bad as it could have been.
Whenever the University of Hartford women's soccer

team is in town (not necessarily this town, but any town),
it usually brings all the makings of tag-team wrestling.
But yesterday afternoon at Boyden Field (with "Classy

"

Freddie Blassie nowhere in sight), the Hawks never got
their "game" off the ground, as the University of
Massachusetts tamed its guests, 2-0.

UMass coach Jim Rudy had insisted that if the Hawks

Collrgian photo by Richard Bonanno

Senior midfielder Cathy Cassady had an
assist in yesterday's 2-0 win over Hartford.

had tried to pull any shenanigans, his team would not get

involved. The plan seemed to work, as for most of the

game, the play was pretty clean, and the Minutewomen
had their way with Hartford.

"We toned them down quite a bit," Rudy said. "We
avoided a lot of [the physical play) by playing quickly. It

was hard to get at us."

For the record, the Hawks committed 13 fouls to 1 1 for

UMass, definitely not a staggering amount considering

Hartford's reputation for mixing it up.

"The girls did an adequate job," Rudy said. "We played

well enough to get a win. I feel that we dominated play."

It took a while for UMass to get its game going, although

it was controlling most of the play in the Hartford end.

For a switch, UMass was attacking the south goal in the

first half for the first time this season. The Minutewomen
warm up on that goal during pregame, but usually don't

shoot in that direction until the second half.

One of the reasons for the move could be the team's

knack for not scoring much in the first half. Going into

yesterday's game, only nine of its 27 goals had come before

intermission. But the Minutewomen changed that by scor-

ing with just under 19 minutes left in the half.

On a break downfield, senior forward Michelle Powers
took the ball and chipped it to front line mate Beth Round-
tree, who drove toward the net before dumping it past

Hartford goalkeeper Maureen McShea just inside the

right post. It was ihe senior's third goal of the season, with
Powers picking up her sixth assist.

The half ended at that 1-0 score, but UMass added to

the total early in the second half on a freak goal. Senior

midfielder Cathy Cassady took the ball out of the deep
right comer and hit it into the box to midfielder April

Kater. The sophomore took a shot which bounced around
a bit before finally being gathered up by McShea. The only

problem was that McShea was positioned slightly inside

the net, so the ball had broken the plane of the goal line.

It was Kater's team-high eighth goal of the vear, coming
at 51:11.

With the game pretty secure against the Hawks, who
never mounted much of a scoring threat, Rudy shuttled

his bench into the game. The move was not only to give

the reserves some time but also, with a big match with
No. 4 Colorado College here on Sunday, Rudy wanted to

save his starters just in case Hartford reverted back to

its usual roller derby mode.
It never did get out of hand. The Minutewomen never

continued on page 22

Football

battles NU
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

In the first five games of the season, the University

of Massachusetts football team rolled to a 4-1 record just

by doing things its own way.

In the last two weeks, however, that same style has

resulted in losses to Yankee Conference rivals, the

University of Connecticut and the University of

Delaware.

At 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium, the Minutemen will take on Northeastern

University in a non-conference game.
After that, they will wrap up the regular season with

three straight games against Yankee Conference rivals,

two of them on the road.

Some might say it was time for a change. UMass head

coach Jim Reid wouldn't.

"Nothing needs to be shaken up at all," Reid said.

"There will be no change in routine. Our plan has not

varied one iota."

The plan worked great for the first half of the season.

Despite a shaky defense, senior quarterback Dave Palaz-

zi and the offense played well enough to carry the team
to four wins in its first five games.

In the two losses, the defense has played well (brilliant-

ly last week), but it hasn't been enough to offset the the

ineffectiveness of Palazzi and the offense.

Last week's 10-7 loss, in which UMass turned the ball

over with 1:05 left on first-and-goal from the Delaware
1-yard line, was especially disappointing to the team.

"It was a tragic loss, " Reid said. "It was painful and
I told the team if we didn't admit it. it would hurt us.

We hate Delaware and we'll continue to hate them un-

til we beat them."
The Blue Hens have beaten UMass all 13 times the

teams have met.

The Minutemen have had more success against Nor-

theastern, and hold a 11-7 advantage in the series, with

one tie.

But neither that success, nor the fact that this is a non-

conference game, is any reason to take the Huskies
lightly.

continued on page 20

Field hockey hits the road to face UConn
T^__ y"^ r^ y\ rk ^^ «-« a w » j-»>»*»».By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It is hard to believe that the University

of Massachusetts field hockey team is

already playing its last regular season

game of the year.

The regular season will come to a close

tomorrow when the Minutewomen travel

to the University of Connecticut for what
will be a big game for UMass.

It has been seven weeks since the

Minutewomen's opening game. But during
those seven weeks, UMass has hardly had
time to think, playing a total of 18 games.
The results of those games are a 15-1-1

record. No. 1 ranking in the Northeast, and
a No. 3 ranking in the country by the

NCAA.
UMass has also won the East Division of

the Atlantic 10 Conference with a 4-0

record in A- 10 play and will be the No. 1

seed in next week's A- 10 Championships
at Temple.
The main objective for the Minutewomen

Minutewomen to wrap up regular season
when the season started was to return to

the Final Four in the NCAA Tournament,
having finished third there last season.

They appear to be headed in that very
direction but with at least two, possibly

three games to go before the teams for the

NCAA Tournament are selected, UMass
coach Pam Hixon is cautious. The
Minutewomen cannot afford to have
disaster storm upon them tomorrow and at

the A- 10 Tournament next weekend.
"I'd say nothing is a given because of

where those teams are ranked," Hixon
said.

UConn is the No. 10 team in the coun-
try. After a relatively slow start, the
Huskies have come on in the latter part of

the season, having won eight of its last nine
to post a 11-3-1 record to date.

UConn's only loss in its last nine games
was a 2-0 loss at Old Dominion Universi-
ty. ODU is the No. 1 team in the country

right now. UMass lost to the Lady
Monarch's 1-0 at Totman Field, which is

a grass field. ODU is more accustomed to

the artificial turf which it plays all its home
games on.

So tomorrow's game should be a tough
one for the Minutewomen. The Huskies
have won their last three games and those

two goals in the ODU game were the only

ones given up by the UConn defense in its

last eight games.
"I personally think Connecticut is a good

team," Hixon said. "I think they've been
a little lacking in the recognition they've

received because they're a really young
team."
That defense of the Huskies will be even

tougher for the Minutewomen to break
without senior Tonia Kennedy. Kennedy
pulled her hamstring in the first half of

yesterday's 3-1 win over Boston Universi-

ty and is doubtful for tomorrow's game.

Kennedy is UMass' leading goal scorer

with 12.

"They play a very deep protective defen-

sive style and they really try to fast break
a lot," Hixon said.

Kennedy's replacement will be
sophomore Elise McDevitt. McDevitt has

scored five goals off the bench this year and
the Minutewomen will gain a little more
speed with McDevitt in the lineup while
losing some skill with Kennedy out.

"We've been platooning Elise and Tonia
all season long so I think its paid off," Hix-

on said. "She made a lot of things happen
(Wednesday). She really made Kathy
DeAngelis' goal happen."
DeAngelis' goal Wednesday was very big.

It tied the game about halfway into the se-

cond half giving the Minutewomen the

chance to win it in overtime.

DeAngelis leads UMass in points with 1

1

goals and three assists.

continued on page 23

Volleyball to take on
A-10 rival Rhode Island

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The place is the University of Rhode
Island. The challenge is that URI is one
of the top volleyball teams in the Nor-

theast. The intrigue is that tonight's

match for the University of

Massachusetts against the Rams is the

last Atlantic 10 match of the season.

Throw in a mixed-up A-10 postseason

race and a wild crowd at the Keaney Gym-
nasium (they pack they place for every

sport) and we have the makings of a

gigantic Atlantic 10 clash tonight.

The Rams are currently the No. 2 team
in the conference, while the

Minutewomen are currently fourth in the

conference and will be taking their last

regular season shot at moving up.

URI is either first or second in every

A-10 statistical category but one. It's first

in kills, blocks, and digs per game. It's se-

cond in hitting percentage and assists per

game, and finally, sixth in aces per game.
But wait, it gets better.

The WRams' star player, senior outside

hitter Christine Gallery — who has been
the Atlantic 10 Player of the Week five

times already this year, is in the top 10
oi all those categories except assists.

Doesn't sound like the chances are too

good for UMass (whose highest rank is

fifth in aces) does it? Well, don't tell that

to UMass coach Carol Ford.

"If we play up to our pv^tential, if we
serve tough to limit their offense, we'll be
OK," she said. "By serving tough and
strategically, we want to limit them offen-

sively. If we strictly play defense, we're
going to lose.

continued on page 20

Men's soccer to meet Rutgers
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

in the chaotic scramble for

spots in the Atlantic 10
playoff soccer slumber par-

ty (invite only), Rutgers
University enters tonight's

contest against the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts as the
14th-ranked team in the na-

tion and with a postseason
reservation pencilled in.

A win tonight for the
Scarlet Knights would go a
long way towards
separating the playoff
pigpile.

The Minutemen, mean-
while, are out of the fracas

with a 1-2 record in the A-10
East and an 8-8 mark
overall. Against a team
with everything on the line,

the Minutemen hope to nes-

tle into the role of giant-

killers tonight at 8 p.m. in

New Brunswick, NJ.
And though no one under

the Boyden big top wants to

appear as looking beyond
their next immediate oppo-
nent, a pair of wins for the

Minutemen on the road,

against good teams, in the

last week of the season,

would go a long way
towards patching this

team's fragile psyche as the

fall of '88 fades in the

distance and all eyes turn to

the future.

"We're trying to be win-
ners," said coach Jeff Get-
tler, "since we're playing
good teams (UMass travels

to Harvard early next
week), we can really make
the season a positive thing.

"When this team has
played poorly a lot of the
players have doubted their
own confidence, their own

abilities. People would feel

a lot better about
themselves if they were to

win the last two games of
the year, let alone against
very good teams."
The Minutemen ere at-

tempting an abrupt about-
face from their recent slide

— dating back to the second
week of this month, UMass
has lost four of its last five

contests, and two in a row
heading into today's action.

UMass is also hoping to im-
prove on its 1-5 road record.

The Scarlet Knights, who
most recently rolled over
Rider College 2-0, will be a
very difficult team against
whom to turn the tide.

Rutgers enters today's con-

test with a 10-3-4 record,

having played consistently

Top 20 calibre soccer all fall.

continued on page 22
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Rabinowitz spreads the Red
By F. DOSTOYEVSKY
Collegian Staff

In a bold political move, SGA co-President elect Jason

Rabinowitz yesterday announced sweeping reforms in

keeping with his Young Communist League membership.

The School of Management will be dissolved, Rabinowitz

said, and all former business majors will be forced to labor

for the University Farm in Sunderland (now renamed the

Students Productivity Collective).

"These reforms are for the good of the campus as a

whole." Rabinowitz said. "It's not fair that only business

majors should look forward to making money. That's our

money. It's student money."
Rabinowitz has also commissioned art majors to paint

murals of Soviet heroes on the vast concrete expanse of

the Fine Arts Center, he said. The center will become a

museum to Communist heroes, and students can line up

for a three-hour wait for an audience with Ek:onomics Pro-

fessor Samuel Bowles.

Conservative students, who really love the true

American values, were seen jumping np and down yester-

day before being hauled away to exile in Hadley.

'See! See!' yelled Conservative Alliance Chairman W.

Grog Wrathman. It's the Communist infiltration! They
want to take over the world! Starting with this campus!

We told you so, we r,old you so!'

Rabinowitz silenced political enemies by resolving the

co-presidency argument. He said co-president elect Shari

Silkoffwill be the campus president, while he himself will

retain the title of campus general secretary.

The responsibilities will be divided much as the cam-

pus president and trustee divide responsibility, he said.

RSO splits and divides

"No one can have a problem with this," he said. "It's

no longer a constitutional issue."

Rabinowitz announced a Five Year Plan for the cam
pus, which he himself will oversee in his new status as

Permanent Graduate Student in the department of

Political Repression.

For independent study credits , he said he plans to col-

lectivize the University Store, bringing profits back to the

students. Unfortunately, at first, he said only one text

book will be available, The Communist Manifesto.

"We're not limiting access. More books will be sold in

the store as soon as they are readied for publication." he

said.

The Student Government Association structure will be

changed, he said. The model for the bureaucracy will not

be the Kremlin, but Whitmore.

The only substantial difference, he said, will be a change

in some titles. In the role of Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs, Rabinowitz will have a Vice Secretary for

Monitoring Lifestyle. Robert Fadel has agreed to take this

position, since he really didnt have anything else to do.

To improve the quality of student publications,

Rabinowitz will in.stitute a Ministry of Publications, to

be headed by Mark Wilkinson. Starting yesterday, every

campus publication, including the Collegian, has been ap

proved by the new ministry before being sent to the

printer.

"Yeah, wait until you see the next Minuteman, " Wilin

son said.

Reforms that have yet to be in rtituted include a plan

to change the freshman writir.g requirement to the

freshman reading requirement. RaSinowitz will select the

continued on page 4

C'oll«gian photo by Hrirn Bonanno

Communist student-president-elect-it's-really-

only-temporary-until-8omeone-can-interpret-
Robert's-Rules-of-Order Jason Rabinowitz.

By JAIME PIERCE MXXIV
Collegian Staff

Though the Assexual Student Alliance

has only one member, it has ambitious

plans for the newest registered student

organization.

"I'm getting damn sick and tired of us

assexual students not getting the attention

we deserve," said Jaime Pierce, president

of ASA. "If you think about it, there are

a whole lot of things on this earth that act

the way I do. Just because I'd rather split

in half doesn't mean that I'm any different

than anybody else."

"I agree completely with Jaime," said

Jaime Pierce II, materializing in the chair

opposite Pierce. "In one, there is unity and

power. If we all had one mind ..."
"... the world would be a much better

place," said Jaime Pierce IV, continuing

the thought of his parent. "Look around

you. Everywhere there's the same boring

variety. If we could streamline the variety

of the world, we'd get a whole lot more

done. Things are so much more convenient

when we all speak together as one voice."

At the moment the clubs membership
has doubled to eight. According to new

member Jaime Pierce VIII, the club is

growing by the second.

"I feel so at home here," said Jaime

Pierue XVI, a new member of the club.

"There's a chemistry that I share with

these folks that I don't find anywhere else.

When I'm here I feel as if I'm with people

who share my same likes and dislikes. Ex-

actly the same likes and dislikes."

Pierce XVI said all of the members share

a common interest in mathematics and
biology.

"There's a precision to the amoeba and

the flatworm," said Jaime Pierce XXXII.

"Ifyou study them long enough you begin

to appreciate the logarhythmic beauty of

their mathematics; they know that power

lies not in violence but in numbers."

At the moment, membership has grown

to 64, and Pierce II - vice president of the

ASA — has big plans for the club.

"We're going to take over the world,"

said Pierce 11 with a smile that stretched

across the faces of the other 127 members
now in the club. "It shouldn't take more

than a week."
Membership is up to 256. Run for your

lives.

Discounts for library top-

floor condos with student ID
By BETTY LOU SMURPHY
Collegian Staff

The top six stories of the Tower Library

will be converted into luxury condominium

units, it was announced yesterday at a

special news conference.

The announcement was made by Richard

J. Talbot, Director of the University

Library, and B.H. Bones, the local real

estate developer, who will be in charge of

sales and marketing for the new
project/development.

Many people at the conference, which

was held in what will soon be the "Top of

the Tower" penthouse, were taken by sur

prise, but Talbot said negotiations had

been going on for some time to find a more

resourceful use for the uppermost floors of

the Tower.
Lederle Graduate Research Tower was

considered as a possible site for condo-

conversion, but a specia. Campus Space

Usage Panel found the warm brick facade

and tinted glass of the Tower more appeal-

ing to the home-buyer than the cold gray

concrete facing of the Grad Tower.

Bones, ecstatic about his newest develop-

ment, hails the University's finally taking

advantage of a nationwide boom in the

development of tenant-owned apartment

units. Many former bars, barns and motels

in the Amherst area have been converted

into condo units in the last few years, but

none have been so close to the UMass cam-

pus and none have offered such a

cosmopolitan, high-rise atmosphere.

He hopes most units will be bought by

parents who have children attending the

University, but offers will be accepted from

students attending the other four Colleges.

Special/lower mortgage rates will be of-

fered to purchasers with a valid student

I.D.

Profit-making sublets will be discourag-

ed, because "Library Place is NOT another

Brandywine," said Talbot in the first ac-

tion in his new position. Bones hopes to

develop a time-sharing option, that will

eventually make Library Place, and the

whole town of Amherst, into a resort on par

with Cancun and West Palm Beach.

Rumor has it that a number of frater-

continued on page 2
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MERGER - Putting aside traditional differences, fundamentalist Christian and Jev^ash stu-

dent organizations joined forces this week, and began recruiting on the Concourse. "We figure

we'll be doing well if we can just get them to believe in God at all," said one member of the

new Judeo-Christian Society. ^

NEWSBRIEFS
Harvard purchases UMass

Administration officials announced today that they have

agreed in principle to sell the University of Ma.ssachusetts

to Harvard University for $150 per student. This was

believed to be the first time ever that a private universi-

ty had purchased a public university.

Officials explained that UMass will be Harvard's "farm"

school, much the same way that professional baseball uses

the minor league "farm" clubs to train ballplayers for the

majors. Harvard students who fail to r.^ake high enough

giades will be placed on "waivers " and transferred to

UMass. The UMass student with the highest cum at that

point would be sent to Harvard as a replacement.

Issues keep the Duke out

Washington DC (AP) - The Bush campaign announc-

ed today that since Michael Dukakis was running a cam-

paign based on the issues rather than on lies and innuen-

does, he would not be allowed to take office if elected. A
Bush representative said they got the idea from the

University of Massachusetts, a small liberal arts college

in southern Vermont.
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Corection
• l.a>i wt'tk, the Collegian published a story that had
no tactual errors or misspellings, and was not offensive
to anyone. The Collegian regrets the error.

• A story in Thursday's Collegian contained the sentence
"Four children were dismembei-ed." The sentence should
have read "Four students attended. " The Collegian
regi'ets the error.

• A story in Friday's Collegian reported that a Southwest
.student was arrested for drunk driving, armed robbery,
dealing narcotics and parking in the wrong lot. Some of

the information in this story was erroneous, but we know
this guy, he's a jerk, and we do not regret the error.

Besides, he was i;. the wrong lot.

Disclaimer
To anyone who hasn't figured it out yet, the outside

eight pages of today's Collegian are satire. For Halloween,
get it? To anyone offended by the content of the issue —
hey, were sorry. It's only a joke. We're only trying to have
a little fun around here. God knows it's hard when you're

in a windowless basement all day and night.

— The Management.
Speaking of management, ROB, we even tried not to of

fend the advertisers. Reallv.

Parody Issue

Personnel
Ruling Triumvirate: Jenn Dempsey,
Natv Klingcner, John Swanson.
Special thanks to: Wendy Rae,

Yana, George, Janine, Bruce, Kathy,

Cosmo, Graeme, Jim Cole, Jim Clark,

Adam, Pam, Derek, Betty-Ann, Ric-

ci, Andrea, Peter, Tony, David,

Allen. Rick, and Lisa.

l-
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Mountain Farms Mail Route 9

Hadley (413)584-6978

iquidation

Sale!

Come in with this

ad and purchase $5

or less get 20% off!

$5-$10 purchase

get 25% off! $10 or

more purchase get

Do Ya Have Any Questions

About Your Long Distance

Service?

Interested in Learning About

Calling Plans and Special

Products that May Save You
Money?

Contact Scott Webber, your
AT&T Student Campus

Manager here at U of Mass

CALL: 546-4741

between 10AM 12PM M Th

12PM 2PM Fri

\

you tarn
ar<»und.
th«'rp*s

MHnelhing

• .^

.lazzeittse
Hampshire Mall.

Hadley; Interskale 91
•M»W.H« 930am
M«Tu»W«Th SJOpm
M^W 700pm
Fnday 600pm
Saturday ^ 9 15 am
"child care available 584 0745

THAT'S THE GUY - U.S. Rep. John Rowland, R-Conn., left, points out the man who shot
a spitball into Vice President George Bush's eye. Brave Bush smiles through the pain and
gives the "thumbs up" as the man is taken outside to be shot.

B Condo conversion
continued from page I

nities and sororities have already expressed interest in

purchasing a few of the units to serve as on-campus func-

tion rooms. When asked how he felt about this, Bones sug-

gested that a deal could be struck if the interested par-

ties agreed to do the landscaping for the projected rrjfand
balcony gardens.

When the aesthetic appeal of the Tower was question-

ed, both Talbot and Bones promised the Tower's interior

would be totally renovated befi re occupancy. Keeping
with the spirit of campus invo vement in the project,

students from the department if Interior Design have
been invited to submit designs i or the decoration of the

FYFI
The FYFI section includes

listings of those events
which we don't think
deserve valuable space in

the Collegian. We also don't

think students should waste
their time attending these
events which are usually

sponsored by oganizations
too cheap to buy advertising

space. However, they are

listed as a service to those
students who aren't smart
enough to know that there's

more to college than going
to lectures and meetings.
Meeting
The Survivalist Organiza-

tion has scheduled a

meeting at 7 tonight in

room 904 of the Campus
Center. The main item on
the agenda is to barricade
the door.

Lecture
Gov. Michael Dukakis is

scheduled to speak about
campaign .strategy at 4 p.m.

tomorrow in the Campus
Center Auditorium. The
event is sponsored by the

UMass Republican Club.
Meeting
The Science Fiction Socie-

ty is scheduled to meet at 7

p.m. tomorrow in that weird
underground passage bet-

ween Bartlett and Herter
halls. A special guest
speaker, E.T., will discuss

overcoming the complex he
developed because he is the

ugliest being in the
Universe.

apartments, and those chosen will be able to display the

finished apartment as part of their BFA thesis show.

The twenty-sixth floor will be converted into one

spacious penthouse apartment. Floors twenty-one through

twenty-five will each be sub-divided into four separate

units, of three or four rooms each.

Condominium owners will have their own entrance at

the ground floor and will be provided with keys to operate

a private elevator, which will whisk them straight to the

twenty-first floor. The roof garden will be open at all times

to residents and their guests, but they will not be allow-

ed to use the Library's collection after the usual closing

hours.

"We'd like them to forget

library,"said Talbot proudly.

they're living in a

Can't spelU Can't wiitel

Have trouble with gram-

mar, sentence structure,

and making friendsl Work

for the Collegian. You 'U

fit right in.

CHUG THIS, JOE -President Ronald Reagan boldly defies
Chancellor Joseph Duffey's alcohol ban as he participates in a
Repubhcan Club chugging contest" outside the football stadium last
weekend.
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Ask Artie
continued from page 7

Dear Lost,

Stop worrying. Any host dumb enough to

forget to have toilet paper in the washroom
when she's having company, has no
business being upset with a friend who has
been put in such an uncomfortable situa-

tion. She'll understand, and if she doesn't,

who needs her? The way I see it, you've got

an apology coming. Towels are a dime a

dozen.

Dear Artie,

A while back, I held a dinner party for

some friends (or so I thought). Just as I was
serving the main course, one of the guests

excused herself to use the bathroom. After

what was at least 15 minutes, she finally

returned to the table, mumbling something

about her touchy bowels, hardly suitable

conversation for the dinner table.

When everyone had left, I went up to use

the bathroom myself, and was completely

horrified by what I saw. One of my expen-

sive bathroom towels was missing, and the

others were terribly soiled and smelled of

urine. I ask you Artie, how can someone
who calls herself my friend have such lit-

tle regard for my home and my property?

It's been several weeks, and I think it's

time I let her know how I feel. I'd like the

towel back (although I shudder at the

thought of where it's been). Should I act

civil? Or should I let her know how
disgusted I really am? Looking forward to

your response.

Signed,

Grossed out in Greenfield.

Dear Greenfield,

Drop her like a hot potato! Poor table

manners, tactlessness, and thievery are

bad enough. But leaving behind offensive

personal odors, and traces of fecal material

is totally inexcusable in a social situation.

This woman is no friend of yours. Let her

keep the towel, so she can remember you
when you fail to invite her to your next

gathering.
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Same Bat

Channel

Satifles all your
Comic Book needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

586-8775
Hampshire Mall, Rt.

Hadley, MA

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

''mm «#W vo**

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

179
229
259

lounoini/

320
260
739

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
Tai** not Includtd.

M»o: Worti-StudY Abroad.

Lftguaft Counci. Infl Sludmtit

10. Youth Hoalul PaaiM
euRML Hiiiii mutd on Uw Mpoti

CM tor ttf fffCF Ciee StuOmnl
Travl Catatog.'

413-256-1261
AMHEMT

79 So. PlMMfll SI.

Amh«rai. MA OlOOa

TIAiEOUT
Where The
Action Is!

Come Party for Halloween
itifkii-k-k-kiftfk-kii'k'kifkititifk-kifkifk

X Monday Night Football X

Miller Lite Bottles $1.25

; INDIANAPOLIS COLTS VS. DENVER BRONCOS %

FREE HOT DOGS
Ynii deserve some Tune Out ir.

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

coc

Collrgiiin phi-'L' _'• rr> Bony«*n(i>

THE NUTTY PRO-LIFER - W. Gerry Lewis, renowned fun

draiser for political dystrophy, is scheduled to visit campus for

his next telethon. Lewis will start the telethon at the

undergraduate student senate meeting Wednesday at 7 p.m. Pro-

ceeds from the filibuster, uh, telethon will benefit the Fetus

Defense Fund.

This months meeting of NOW will focus on Roe vs. Wade with guest

speaker W. Greg Rothman. Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the Evcrywoman's

Center. Bring your own tar and feathers.
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Chic Cuts

• Cotonngano^

H/ianicure

. Fac»a\s

Expires 11/15/88

,'e offer a 100% money hack

guarantee on all of our hair care products

Redken 'Nexus 'Paul Mitthcll

I-

I

I

I

I

— make ymtr fashion st^U'nwnt

;

Styles By Deborah
6 5 U n i V e r s 1 1 y Dr.,Amherst

549-5610 -—

-
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I

Tonight ^ 4pm fMoween/Seale/tOee

>i 7pin fitigtamare on &m St,
Last load in at 8 30

TuesyUled. % Gpm SixUen Candies

Thursday i Bpm 48 Hours
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Daily A 12:30-4pm
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MORE CHECKS FROM BIG BUSINESS - Vice Chancellor for Something Obscure Bill

Janovet accepts a $3 million check from H. Ross Twittlebum, chairman of United Scientific

Research Technologies Industry. The money will be used to build more annexes to science

buildings that we're afraid to walk into, and to research the effect of toxic chemicals on

undergraduate math classes.

Red campus
amfinui'd from pane 1

reading list.

In response to longtime student complaints, the entire

dining commons system will be changed. Tomorrow's

menu features potato surprise with vodka ice cream for

a special treat.

"Were really looking forward to it." Rabinowitz said,

but warns "there may be some lines at first."

His most prized project is a Wall Across UMass. to be

constructed along North Pleasant Street, dividing the east

and west sides of campus said. Everyone will participate

in the building of the wall, in a huge volunteer effort to

be called Mass Indoctrination.

LS0C picks Bork
Student Government Association temporary acting co-

presidents-elect until-theSGA -can-get t heir-shit-together

Jason Rabinowitz and Shan Silkoff announced tfxlay that

Robert Bork has been appointed as the new director of

the Legal Service Office Center.

"Bork will bring to the «(]4C« center the type of caring

and concern for the rights of the administration that is

appropriate for a student legal service," said Rabinowitz.

SilkofT added. "With Bork in charge, we can be .sure that

the SGA constitution will be strictly upheld. There wont
be any of this ad hoc reinterpretation of the constitution

by communists or others seeking to undermine our basic

freedoms."

Re-ducktions
to begin at

Campus Pond
Hv .) i:i)(..\H WHITE
('olleuian .StafT

I'll. Ill -t aiimi il ( ampus Pond Duck Hunt will be held

today between noon and 6 p.m.

The rea.son for the event is the overcrowded condition

in which the ducks have to live, Chancellor Joseph Duf

fey said.

'It's the same situation they have up north with deer,"

he said. "You get too many animals in one area and unless

hunters are allowed in to thin out the herds, they starve,

'

he said.

The pond will be fenced off for the event to avoid any

civilian casualities, public safety officials said.

Only 12-gauge shotguns or similar large caliber weapons

will be allowed within the fenced-off area around the pond,

officials said.

To date, 3,000 licenses have been granted to Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students. The cost of the license is

$15, and all monies rai.sed will be used to buy duck food

if any of the animals survive the event.

If none survive, the money will go to the animal rights

coalition on campus, said sponsors of the event.

Sponsors said they will grant licenses up until 1 1:30 a.m.

today, and that a maximum on the number of licenses

granted has not been sent.

According to sponsors, the ducks will be lured with pop

corn into the area at the far end of the pond, between the

Fine Arts Center and the island. Once all the ducks are

there, waiting hunters will be allowed to open fire.

"It kind of adds a new twist to the expression 'shooting

ducks in a barrel,"" said one student just after receiving

her license. "I can't wait."

Safety officials said some protesters are expected at the

event but because the hunters will be so well armed, they

are not concerned for the safety of the hunters.

If trouble were to break out," said one hunter. "I suspect

the hunters would win the fight."

Watch youT GPA drop before your very eyes! Adopt

bad habits and a disgruntled personality while you

are at it. Work for the student organization with

the collectively lowest GPA on campus. WRITE
FOR THE COLLEGIAN!!!
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Disguise?
Win A

Chancellor wanna-bees
beat each other silly
By YAXA DOO UWANNA
Colgate Staff

A brawl erupted yesterday during a

meeting of the Chancellor's Executive

Committee, attended by top officials of

University of Masscontusion and student

leaders.

The bloody battle ensued after an an-

nouncement made by Chancellor Joseph
Duffus, concerning his future plans. Ever
since Gov. Michael Dukeyebrows decided

to run for president of the United States,

rumors have been fiying rampant about
Duffus' chances of becoming the next
Secretary of Education.

At last night's meeting, Duffus made a

surprise announcement, which finally con-

firmed these rumors

excu.se of an institution of higher learning

are going to feel before I leave."

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice

iOrefice??I» retorted. "Chancellor, you are

going to pay for this." to which Duffus

replied. "No, the students are going to pay

for this through all the new fees I'm going

to impose," and sauntered out of the room

At this point Associate to the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Billy Wit-

tless told the Colgate reporter the rest of

the meeting was going to be completely off

the record, to which the reporter replied,

"No way."

"Let her stay, you little rat, she already

knows how much of a wimp you are," said

Executive Director of Public Safetv Arthur

Hillbillv

uit-up for our Costume Party...Monday, Oct. 31st, 8PM

1st prize for Best Costume... Trip for two to a

MUPDEP MYSTERY WEEKEND" at Lake George

plus $99 in casti

2nd prize: $50 Depot gift ci^nmca^e

3rd prize: UB40 Concert tickets

plus other great prizes to runnersup.

• D.J. • Dancing • Munchies • Treats...no tricks! •

Cover Ctiarge ONLY $1.99

Don't Miss Tf\ls Ofi©'\P—Ulf
MUST BE 21-I.D. REQUIRED

"As soon as the Duke takes office, I'm outta this dunip!

—Chancellor Joseph DufTus

WHMP-FM i25APieasan!Sife«i

Northimpiofl 586 536b

"As soon as the Duke takes office, I'm
outta this dump!" Duffus exclaimed. "I will

have nothing more to do with the animals
from Southwest, Greek Area or any other
hole they might be hiding in this Univer-
sity."

Duffus went on to say that before he
leaves the University, he will "make sure
all those little shits pay for all the hear-
tache they have caused me over the years,"
by making stricter policies concerning
alcohol, on-campus housing, and general
education requirements.

Trouble first began brewing at this point.
Speaker of the Undergraduate Student
Senate Robert Ringmybell. usually refer-

red to as Balky, said, "Chancellor, the cam-
pus already has too many stringent rules,
you can't do this, vou can't, you can't, you
can't!!"

Ringmybell, known for his whining voice
and inability to project authority, was
quickly told to "shut up " by Vice-
chancellor for Student Affairs, Dennis
Madman. Ringmybell left the room in
tears.

Duffus. laughing hysterically, said,
"That is how all of the students at this poor

"Yeah, besides everyone knows that I am
going to be the next chancellor afler Duf-

fus leaves," Madman said.

Everyone in the room started shouting.

Hillbilly proceeded to get up on a table and

said, "I have been at this school making
sure the members of this community have

the best possible protection, therefore I am
going to be the next chancellor. When this

happens, there is going to be a sub-station

in every dorm."
This incited the mob even more. Fists and

insults started flying. It was hard to

distinguish faces from the bodies. Provost

Richard O'Brien sat in the corner quietly

observing the goings on, and finally quiet

ly left the room.
Police arrived at the scene shortly

thereafter, but no arrests were made.

At press time, everyone involved in the

incident was taken to the University

Health Cervixes. No information was

released on the conditions of those

involved.

It is known, however. Vice Chancellor for

Propaganda Deirdre Dingaling repeated

from her hospital bed, "I want to be the

first woman chancellor."

Happy Halloween
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BULLDOZED - A house on the corner of Main and Churchill streets gets demolished last week. The loca-

tion is a possible site for the new Amherst police station.

DA says
SGA not a
govermental
body
By GEORGE FRANC

Y

Cnlle^jian Staff

An investigation by the Northampton

District Attorney's office has determined

the Student (government Ass<XMation is not

a governmental body as defined by

Ma.s.sachusftts law and is not subject tn iln-

state's open meeting law.

Collegian Editor m Chief Pedro Pcreiiii

requested the investigation after a session

of the SGA Coordinating Committee was

moved into executive session by SCi.N

Spi-aker Robert Fadtl F^xecutive session

bars anyiine not on llu' ((iinmittec frnm the

meeting

One of the questions now being raised is

how and to whom the SGA is accountable,

and what state laws it ;s subject to

Fadel said the SGA is accountable to the

students, who vote them into office, and the

.senate, because officers of the SGA may be

impeached.

continued on page 3

Professor predicts future shortage of scientists

By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Correspondent

Fewer Americans are earning advanced degrees in

mathematics, and that signals a shortage of scientists and

mathematicians for the future, according to University

of Massachusetts Professor Edward A. Connors.

Last year, less than 400 doctorates in mathematics were

awarded in this country, compared with 800 in 1968, he

said.

"Unless we reverse this trend," said Connors, a professor

in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, "we're

not going to have enough people to staff our own positions.

We'll have a shortage of scientists and a shortage of

teachers to train new scientis's."

Connors is the chairman of the Committee on Employ-

ment and Education Policy, a joint committee of the

American Mathematical Association and the

Mathematical Association of America. Every year, the

group conducts a survey of new doctorates and faculty

appointments.

This year's survey, which will be published sometime

in the coming weeks, shows that 54 percent of the degrees

awarded were given to foreigners, Connors said.

"At the graduate level, we've become the schoolhouse

for the world. The possibility exists that we will be im

porting scientists instead of producing our own. In that

sense, we're losing control of our destiny," he said.

A shortage of scientists will have wide-ranging implica-

tions, Connors said. Virtually any industry that uses ad-

vanced technology will be affected. The defense industry

in particular will have a problem because its scientists

must be US citizens in order to have security clearance,

he said.

Connors attributes the shortage of math majors to in-

adequately education at the primary school level.

"Children are not getting the same kind of education that

I had when I was young," Connors said. "Students react

to mathematics the same way they react to cod liver oil

of pizza with anchovies."

Interest in mathematics must be encouraged at an ear-

ly age, he said.

"Students react to mathematics the same

way they react to cod liver oil or pizza with

anchovies.

"

—UMass Professor Edward A. Connors

"Generally speaking," he said, "you've got until sixth

grade to get a child into math. It's a long, cumulative pro-

cess that should start as early as possible. Math involves

more than just doing calculations. A mathematician looks

for a problem, analyzes it, sets it up, and then he solves

it. It requires a sophisticated way of thinking," he said.

Connors said many elementary school teachers have not

had sufficient training in mathematics. He would like to

see schools hire special teachers who do nothing but teach

math, similar to music or art teachers found in most

schools. Furthermore, schools should identify children who

are talented in mathematics and develop special programs

for them, he said.

Parents should be playing a more active role in their

children's education, Connors said.

"There's a study that shows that parents in this coun-

try do not expect as much from their children as parents

in China or Japan," he said. "We have to increase our

level of expectation. What you expect is what you get."

At the college level, increased efforts must be made to

attract women and minorities to the field, Connors said.

"We're not just talking affirmative action anymore,

we're talking national necessity," he said. "Look at the

demographics. Forty percent of all people under the age

of 18 are members of minorities. We need to gear them

toward mathematics now to offset the shortage we're go-

ing to have at the turn of the century. Demographically

speaking, that's when the entire education system is in

for a triple whammy."
The baby boomers will be reaching retirement age, .said

Connors. Large numbers of experienced teachers will be

leaving the work force and they will need to be replaced.

"But they can't all be replaced because present statistics

show that there will be 25 to 30 percent less people get-

ting out of college at that time," he said.

"At the same time, there will be an increase in the

school-age population," he said. "So, along with less

teachers, you have more students."

The coming crisis will be similar to the teacher shor-

tage in the 1960s, Connors said, and can be dealt with

in some of the same ways. Students who entered the

teaching profession in the l%0s had their college loans

forgiven in some cases. The same incentive could be of-

fered to math majors now, he said.

College math departments should be advertising

themselves more and informing students about career

possibilities, Connors said.

20 arrested over weekend
as crackdown continues
The town's crackdown on outdoor drink-

ing continued this weekend, but police .said

activity was slightly less than expected.

Amherst police arrested about 20 Univer

sity of Massachusetts students, primarily

for alcohol-related violations, according to

Sgt. John O'Connor.

O'Connor said 17 of the arrests were for

violations of the town's open-container

bylaw, which was adopted in 1987 to curb

rowdy behavior downtown. O'Connor said

the department staffed an additional eight

officers Friday and Saturday, but "a full

crackdown was not in effect."

As to why the Halloween weekend —
which is traditionally a busy time for police

— was slightly quieter than usual, O'Con-

nor said, "One might assume that people

are paying more attention to the town

bylaw."
The UMass Department of Public Safe-

ty does not release information regarding

the weekend until this morning.
- RICK SASSON

Pro-choicers assemble in vain
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff s^

BROOKLINE - More than 1,500 abor-

tion rights activists and 50 police officers

lined Beacoii Street Saturday, preparing

for the rescue that never came.

Eight days ago, Operation Rescue, an

anti-abortion organization whose protests

are sweeping the nation, staged a

blockade of Gynecare, an abortion clinic

near Beacon Street in Brookline. The at-

tempt was deterred, however, by rainy

weather, counterdemonstrators, and
police. _^_^

Pro-choice demonstrators and Brookline

police said they expected the movement
to strike again in the metropolitan area,

but in a surprise move, 400 anti-

abortionists descended upo^j Women's
§urgical-GYN Services, an abortion clinic

in Providence, R.I.

Lieutenant Benny Lanni of the Pro-

vidence police force said more than 75 of-

ficers were dispatched to contain the pro-

testers, more than 200 of whom were

arrested.

"We weren't prepared for it, not at all,"

said Lanni. "It was a hectic situation."
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Mass incumbents outspending challenges
WASHINGTON ( AP) - GOP congressional challengers

in Massachusetts are being out-spent by a 3-to-l margin

by heavily favored incumbents, and the Democratic con-

gressmen are raising more than five times as much as the

underdogs, according to campaign finance records.

In the 6th Congressional Disrict, Rep. Nicholas

Mavroules has raised nearly $154,000 and spent nearly
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$105,000 this year through Sept. 30. And Federal Elec-

tion Commission records show that the fifth-term Peabody

Democrat had more than $222,000 in available funds for

the closing days of the campaign.

GOP challenger Paul McCarthy, meanwhile, raised less

then $36,000, spent $44,230 and has only $1,150 in

available campaign funds, plus a debt of nearly $20,000

through September.

McCarthy, a TV executive and consultant from Lynn-

field, has done the best financially of the GOP congres-

sional challengers in Massachusetts.

In the 4th Congressional District, where Rep. Barney

Frank is running for the first time since acknowledging

his homosexuality, the Newton Democrat raised more

than $211,000 this year and spent more than $100,000

in his race against political newcomer Debra Tucker.

Tucker, a real estate agent from Plainville. has raised

and spent less than $25,000.

Frank reported nearly $150,000 in available campaign

funds while Tucker had less than $500. plus nearly $7,000

in debt.

In the 10th Congressional District that covers

southeastern Massachusetts, Cape Cod and the islands.

Rep. Gerry E. Studds received more than $117,000 in con

tributions, and spent $73,260.

In contrast, college professor Jon Bryan raised less than

$30,000 and spent nearly $48,000 during the nine-month

period. The Barnstable Republican reported $40,600 in,

cash on hand, but $59,000 in campaign debt.

.South of Boston in the 11th Congressional District, Rep.

Brian J. Donnelly apparently has more than enough cash

to help dispatch his first Republican challenger in his

10-vear congressional career.

Donnelly has raised about $85,500 and spent $77,000.

And years of running unopposed allowed him to build up

a campaign warchest that was close to a half million

dollars on Sept. 30, according to the FEC documents.

GOP challenger Mike Gilleran. a Boston trial attorney,

meanwhile, has spent and raised less than $24,000 and

reported no available cash.

No challengers have filed quarterly campaign finance

statements in the other seven Massachu.setts districts, but

the incumbents there continue to build up their campaign

funds.

Rep. Edward J. Markey of Maiden has raised more than

$200,000 this year, building his campaign cushion past

the $435,000 mark.

Freshman Rep. Joseph P. Kennedy II, who faced a stiff

primary challenge in 1986 to win the seat being vacated

by Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., reported more than $225,000

in available funds after collecting more than a half-a

million dollars during the firs three-quarters of 1988.
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The question everyone is asking,,,
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THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM
IN PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

PRESENTS:

AFGHANISTAN
AND PAKISTAN:

THE SOVIET WITHDRAWAL
AND AFTER
November 2nd

- A FRONTLINE REPORT -

Selig Harrison, noted journalist and Senior Fellow

at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
will speak on "Afghanistan: The Soviet Withdrawal
and After."

Professor Eqbal Ahmad of Hampshire College will speak
on recent developments in Pakistan.

These presentations will take place on Wednesday,
November 2, at 8:00 P.M. in the West Lecture Hall
of Franklin Patterson Hall, at Hampshire College.

This event is free and open to the public.

For information, call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519

LOCAL

Restaurants
to eliminate use
of styrofoam
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will eliminate non-

biodegradable and non-recyclable plastic and styrofoam

products at campus eating facilities within eight months,

according to Ashoke Ganguli, director of Auxiliary Ser-

vices .

This is an effort running simultaneously with Amherst

Board of Health's proposal to restrict the use of the pro-

ducts in area restaurants.

"We are planning the elimination of styrofoam products,

and have already started to do so, " Ganguli said.

A so-called Foam Free Zone proposal, discussed by the

Board of Health last week, is intended to increase the use

of biodegradable and recyclable plastics, reduce the rate

at which landfills are reaching capacity and minimize

plastics threat to the environment and public health.

The hazard of the material lies in the fact non-

biodegradable materials are not able to be burned without

causing damage to the ozone layer surrounding the Earth.

Biodegradable materials, including some specially

designed plastics, can be decomposed by bacteriological

organisms existing in the landfill. Non-biodegradable,

non-recyclable materials such as polystyrene and

polyvinyl chloride food packages are toxic and might

destroy ozone.

Ozone is a layer of gas, high in the Earth's atmosphere,

that filters out damaging ultraviolet radiation from the

sun.

The proposal has a "built-in flexibility" which would

allow the health board the power to enforce the legislation.

"I received notice about the removal of the products in

last spring, so late in the summer and this fall we have

taken action. It is a matter of importance to everyone,"

Ganguli said.

Ganguli explained the amount of styrofoam used at

places like the Hatch and the Bluewall Cafeteria is

minimal so the switch to alternative products is not

difficult.

"Right now we are working from the stock we have

already purchased and we have to renegotiate our deals

with manufacturers," Ganguli said.

Although the University will not have a tough time

eliminating the environmentally hazardous materials

from use, Ganguli says he feels the hardest hit in the com-

munity will be the fast food chains.

Amherst-area restaurants are being given an eight-

month grace period to find biodegradable substitutes for

all the packaging materials, wrappings, boxes, containers

and disposable plates and cups they are currently using

Collegian photo by Andrrw Rint

A LOT TO CHEER ABOUT - Karen

McNamara dances on the sideline Saturday

during UMass' win over Northeastern. See

story on page 12.

MassPIRG to sponsor ''protest"
.. 1 . . j_ -_ A.t-- ; _„ ...-11 »o t^

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group,

MassPIRG, will be conducting a protest tomorrow, with

a new twist.

Two "candidates, " representing Michael Dukakis and

George Bush, will sling mud at each other at noon on the

lawn between the campus pond and the Student Union

Building.

The "mudslinging" will represent the negative tone of

the 1988 presidential campaign, said Sabrina Foresi, co-

coordinator of voter registration/education program for

MassPIRG.
"The event is just representative of the garbage that's

been going on during the campaign, " Foresi said.

The event is designed to raise students' awareness about

Operation Rescue

the candidates' stands on the issues, as well as to en-

courage the students to vote in the Nov. 8 presidential

election, Foresi said.

"One way of catching students' eye is through sensa-

tionalism," Foresi said.

MassPIRG representatives will be at the event to hand

out information on the candidates' stands on various

issues.

Foresi said the information will be on a piece of paper,

stating the candidates' stands on it, with one side devoted

to Dukakis, and the other to Bush.

The event is not designed to endorse either candidate,

Foresi said, because MassPIRG is a non partisan group.

"We can't take a stand," she said. "The only thing

MassPIRG does suggest voting yes on is question 4 " The

question asks whether or not the Pilgrim & Yankee Rowe

Nuclear Power Plants should be shut down.

continued from page 1

Despite the lack of opposition, pro-choice activists in

Brookline waged their own demonstration, "Stand Up For

Life," the largest demonstration for abortion rights in the

Boston area since 1986.

The demonstrators, organized by representatives from

Planned Parenthood and the National Organization for

Women, lined Beacon Street cheering and holding signs,

"Honk for abortion rights," and "Keep abortion safe, fund-

ed, and legal," among others.

Susan Worgaftic. a member of the Alliance Against

Women's Oppression, and a demonstration leader, said

the absence of anti-abortionists was a good sign for the

future. , __

"We think we scared them away," WorgaRic said. They

knew we were organizing; they knew we had at least 1,000

people here. They couldn't compete with what we were

"Abortion is a right that women should have," she said.

"It should be available to anyone who needs it and there

should be funding."

University of Massachusetts graduate Ellen Goldman,

currently studying at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology said "I believe women should be able to

chouae. it 3 a woman s nghi to liave control over her own

body."

Worgaftic said legalized abortion is critical to the safe

ty of women's lives in this country.

"We know that women will have abortions if their life

conditions force them to feel that they cannot control their

own lives,
" she said. "Therefore they cannot control the

lives of their children.

"We know that women will end up in the back seats of

taxis bleeding to death from illegal abortions if we don't

ha'-e these rights," she said.

Brookline police officers, awaiting the protesters since

5:30 a.m., said they were relieved the anti-abortionists left

the area.

"We're very happy they're not here," said Brookline Lt.

Bob Lucas. "We're very lucky. I'm sure Rhode Island isn't

too thrilled though."

Worgaftic credits Operation Rescue's failure in

Massachusetts to the state's lack of conservative activists.

"I don't think the fundamentalist right-wing is as evident

here as it is in the south and far west," she said.

Pro-choice demonstrators said they do not expect Opera

tion Rescue activists to return for a second attempt in the

near future. "If they do come back, we'll rally again,"

Worgaftic said. "That's what we're here to do.
"

SGA investigation
^^ntinued frum page I

Pereira has a much different view. "There is no accoun-

tability. It seems to me that the only way they are acoun-

table to the students is if they took it upon themselves,

which I doubt they are doing."

Steve Samolewicz, director of public rights for the

district attorney, conducted the investigation. He releas-

ed a letter of opinion on the case last Wednesday, after

more than a month of investigation into the alleged

violation.

Samolewicz asked Fadel to provide any documents that

may be relevant to the case. Samolewicz said in the let-

ter that according to one of the documents provided by

Fadel, "the SGA's role in most matters is strictly to act

as an advisory group to the Board of Trustees."

Commenting on the SGA's fiscal authority, Samolewicz

said, "According to the documents we received, it appears

that the ultimate authority over expenditures lies with

the Board of Trustees." Each year the Board of Trustees

ratifies the budget sent to it by the senate.

Samolewicz said that based on the history and usage

of the open-meeting law, the SGA did not violate the in-

tent of the regulation.

"They did not intend to reach groups like the SGA,"

Samolewic, said of the authors of the open-meeting law.

Fadel said he was not surprised with the decision, and

said this does not mean the SGA is not a governmental

body in general, but rather that it is not a governmental

body as defined by the open-meeting law.

'We were abiding by the spirit of the open-meeting law,"

Fadel said. "It was on a technicality, that we didn't take

a role call vote, that was the only deviation. We went in-

to executive session for reasons that are in the open-

meeting law."

Governmental powers
Citing another case, Samolewicz said a governmental

body traditionally has the power to tax, to take property

by eminent domain, and "the power to regulate coercive-

ly individual and group conduct.

"The SGA lacks these traditional governmental

powers," Samolewicz said in his letter.

The SGA operates under Robert's Rules of Order, which

are used by many boards and bodies, and are based on

law, according to Samolewicz.

Under Robert's Rules, a body is required to state the

reason for going into executive session, take a role call

vote, and ask the person or persons to be discussed in the

session if they would rather have the meeting be open to

the public.

Fund misuse
Fadel said he moved the committee into executive ses-

sion on Sept. 8 to discuss alleged misuse of funds by then

SGA Budgets Chairman Gil Penchina.

The investigation

Samolewicz said this was the first time any investiga

tion of this sort had been undertaken by the district

attorney.

He said Fadel was the only person questioned about the

case, which is standard procedure for open-meeting law

investigations.

Pereira, who said he had not yet received a copy of the

determination, said he thought it was strange that Fadel

was the only person questioned in the investigation. "I'm

hoping (Samolewicz) sends me a copy of the questions,"

Pereira said. "Ifthe only person he interviewed was Fadel,

then there's something wrong with that."

Fadel sent Samolewicz the SGA Constitution and

bylaws, and "the Wellman document," which is apparent-

ly an agreement between the SGA and the Board of

Trustees.

"I'm confident that if he looked at the SGA Constitu

tion, the bylaws, and the Wellman document that he could

determine if the SGA is a governmental body," Pereira

said.

"However, there should be some provision for groups

that handle public monies. It's a flaw in state law and not

in the investigation," he said.

F Y' I

The FYl section is a public service announcement to

the campus and community. Space is limited, so the Col-

legian cannot guarantee all submissions will bt

published.

Lecture '

Randy Shilts is scheduled to speak at 8 p.m. tomorrow

in the Campus Center Auditorium. The event is spon-

sored by the Distinguished Visitor's Program.

Meeting
The North Amherst Branch Library Book Discussion

Club is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. tomorrow at the

North Amherst Library. The book to be discussed is

Beloved by Toni Morrison.

Information Session

The National Student Exchange has scheduled an in-

formation session from 4 to 5 p.m. tomorrow in room 166

to 169 of the Campus Center.

Meeting
The Center for Social Issues is encouraging students

to participate in recruiting, coordintating, and suppor-

ting student activists by coming to an informational

meeting from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. tomorrow at the center

in Moore House in Southwest Residential Area. For more

information call 253-2307.

Lecture
Bernice Johnson, civiPrights activist and cultural

historian, is schediiled to speak at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow

in Sage Hall at Smith College.
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Democrats hide faults
As the election for president of the United States

approaches, it appears the Democrats have

desperately added a new plank to their shaky plat-

form; one of defensive self-denial and rationaliza-

tion over shortcomings.

Stuart Gottlieb

The tone of the campaign in recent weeks has

shifted from little talk of important issues, to talk

only ofwhy those issues were never addressed. The
Democrats decided that this was due to hostile

negativity inherent in the Bush campaign. They say

that racism is inherent in the Bush campaign. They

say that lying is inherent in the Bush campaign.

They say that this is the reason Bush leads by 10

points in the polls with a week to go. They speak

in desperation.

The Democrats expect us to believe that if only

the real issues were addressed, then the Ehike would

walk through this thing untouched. The Democrats

expect us to believe that the people of America didn't

understand the issues when Reagan won in a land-

slide in 1980, and utterly embarrassed the

Democrats in 1984. We are supposed to believe that

the issues of strong defense, economic growth, and

expansion are non-issues. We are supposed to look

back over the past eight years and recall that

Reagan did not accomplish these goals.

Such attempts are futile. Americans know that the

Republicans have delivered on the issues of peace

and prosperity; the Democrats know that those are

the most important issues to voters on election day.

It is the Democrats who are afraid to confront those

issues, and understandably so.

But still we are patronized by the Democratic par-

ty campaigners. We see "counter-offensives" by

Dukakis claiming that Bush is winning through

deceit. We see Lloyd Bentsei; appear on This Week

with David Brinkley and actually say that the

furlough issue is being promulgated with inten-

tional racist overtones because Willie Horton, the

man who escaped from furlough and raped a woman
and stabbed her boyfriend, was black and the

woman was white. We see charges made every day

that Bush is avoiding the real issues.

It appears many legitimate sources eigree with the

Dukediis campaign assertions. But why? Why would

the New York Times, Washington Post, and many
other journals give top press coverage to such

outrageous accusations? Why does George Bush con-

sistently speak about quality issues on every cam-

paign stop (get a transcript, and you'll see) but the

only part they air on the CBS evening news is the

same repetitious stuff about crime and patriotism?

Could it be that those media factions are long time

supporters of the Democratic party?

Take last Wednesday's New York Times lead

story "New Poll Shows Attacks By Bush Are

Building Lead" for example. You would think these

would be pretty brutal attacks. We're told in the ar

tide that Bush lied about Dukakis's opposition to

various weapon's systems in his commercial that

shows the Duke cruising around in a tank. But we're

not told that Dukakis began supporting the stealth

bomber, the MX missile, and other defensive

necessities only months before he decided to run for

president. That's called demagoguery in anyone's

book.

Then we turn to page A22 and actually see the

"poll" which led to such conclusions by the Times.

It shows that 51 percent of voters asked feel that

Bush spends too much time attacking Dukakis. But

it also states that 49 percent feel that Dukakis

spends too much time attacking Bush. Where's the

discrepancy?

We read further and find that 52 percent of voters

feel that some of Bush's commercials are false. But

50 percent feel the same about Dukakis's commer

cials. Also, 11 percent of the voters felt that Dukakis

has made unfair charges, 12 percent felt that Bush

has. but 49 percent felt that both have.

So why the lead story? Why the rationalizations?

Why the denial?

I guess it's just tough to lose, again.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Alumnus shows ignorance in dangerous quote
.1 .1 . J __ lu- -^ „ ..,;tU .^n.'o nf on imnur-t f Kan f hrteo invnlvin? a dl

I am writing regarding an article that appeared on the

front page of your publication ("Cops continue

crackdown," Oct. 17). The article dealt with the continu-

ing crackdown by police on alcohol violations. Within this

article was a quote from William Santos, who said he was

a University of Massachusetts graduate. Santos said "that

he would no longer contribute to the annual fund in this

police state." This quote was made after Santos was ask-

ed to dump out his beer before entering the stadium.

As an emergency dispatcher, I was enraged by this state-

ment. I have dispatched numerous ambulances to the

scenes of motor vehicle accidents where indivduals have

been seriously injured or killed by a person who had im-

bided a large amount of alcohol. There are other less

publicized incidents that I have dispatched ambulance per-

sonnel to, such as persons passed out in rest rooms or per

sons with injuries incurred due to over-intoxification, but

Nov. 8 is election day - a chance to cast your vote in the presidential election.

none with more of an impact than those involving a dead

or severly injured person. The number of lives that are

destroyed due to alcohol abuse is frightening. Maybe San

tos is unaware or just uncaring about those lives.

This letter is not meant as an attempt to say that no

one has the right to drink because of the actions of others

who are less responsible than they. It is meant to say that

the rights and lives of others are being endangered by ir-

responsible people who do drink. If there is a solution to

the alcohol abuse problem, I do not have one. I do know

that there is a problem and that it won't go away before

someone else dies or is crippled for the rest of their life.

Maybe William Santos, with his infinite supply of wisdom,

can enlighten the survivors of these tragic events with

a solution.
Ron Bias
Hadley

Republicans
avoid issues

After talking to different people about politics, it is ob-

vious that much of Bush's popularity stems from his

ability to appeal to people's unthinking, emotional side.

An example of this is his consistent line of attack

against Dukakis's role in the Massachusetts prison

furlough program, which he uses to justify his claim that

"Dukakis is soft on crime." Using this line of attack, he

appeals to people's emotions of anger and fear, resulting

from the rampant increase of violent crime.

Damon Reeves

Bush's attacks against Dukakis regarding crime have

absolutely no bearing when compared to Bush's and

Reagan's records on crime. Aside from having one of the

best crime records in the country, Massachusetts has a

furlough program identical to three-fourths of the states,

including California, whose furlough program resulted

in the escape of inmates who murdered a police officer

and a schoolteacher while Reagan was governor. In 1981,

Bush prominently supported a Houston half-way house

whose prerelease program resulted in the escape of an

inmate who raped and murdered a minister's wife. After

this incident. Bush presented the house with a presiden-

tial award.

Another thing Bush does to rouse emotion is to make
the flag and the plege of allegiance an issue, showing

differences with Dukakis on the subject of a mandatory

pledge in an attempt to use Dukakis's heritage aginst

him by making him seem unpatriotic. Dukakis is against

a mandatory pledge on the grounds that it's unconstitu-

tional. What could be more patriotic than upholding the

constitution?

Bush is placing the flag, a symbol of the constitution,

above the constitution itself. He his also taking the first

step towards a government like communist Russia by

saying "You must pledge allegiance to our flag." Forc-

ing people pledge doesn't cause loyalty to \ government,

the government must do that by showing leadership and

values, something ours showed a lack of with the Iran-

contra scandal.

Finally, Bush receives a great deal of support from

various groups because of his stance towards the emo-

tional issue of abortion, calling for it to be outlawed on

the grounds that it's murder. It is difficult to agree on

where to draw the line on when life begins, but recent

.

history shows that making abortion illegal would only

increase the amount of back alley abortions, resulting

in the death of the mother and the fetus. While an abor-

tion in the hospital can be a horrible thing, it can only

be worse on the street.

What this country needs is a strong leader with ideas

and solutions, not some demagogue who caters to public

sentiment. All I ever hear Bush do is attack Dukakis,

while I hear Dukakis respond, attack Bush, and talk

about ideas. While there may be disagreement as to how

well these ideas would work, at least they're ideas. What
does Bush have for ideas? A mandatory pledge of

allegiance. I know Bush seems a lot more chummy, and

is probably the one most of us would rather have with

us on a fishing trip, but we're talking about the presiden-

cy of the United States. It's time we started thinking

with our minds, not our emotions.

Damon Reeves is a UMass student

The opinions in Point/Counterpoint are those of

the individual authors and do not necessarily

reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

The Collegian is greatly interested in what you
think of Point/Counterpoint and the columns
within. Questions and comments should be address-

ed to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass.

frlu^Ze^^nt^o",^^^^^^ or,H/,uesUon!^,end ,hen, ,o ,ke ColU,u.n. 113 Campus CenUr. UMass. Keep your .ub„,.su,ns sHor, and ,...„ tkem ,n ky ,on,orrou.
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Emotion-filled Godspell brings down the house
.. ; * «:.^n tUa antnira u/oro hnviniT nn stntro r

By SCOTT GOLDSMITH
Colletjian Correspondent

Godspell
Bowker Auditorium
Saturday night

Saturday evening brought to a close the four nights run

ning of the UMass Music Theater Guild presentation of

Godspell. And if you missed it . . . may the Lord have

mercy!

Godspt'll is a modern day rendition of the tale of Jesus

Christ. As Jesus, played by Thomas Matthew Berry,

preached about forgiveness and loving thy neighbor, the

rest of the performers comically acted out short skits

within the play itself to exemplify the words of the Lord.

The actors transform from little kids, to sheep, to rich,

greedv misers to get their point across.

The costuming for the show was relatively simple. It con

sisted of bright shirts, sweatpants, jeans and colorful

makeup. Nothing fancy. The set was also simple; a fenc-

ed in area strewn with what appears to be garbage. But,

cleverly hidden within the piles of old newspapers and

empty cereal boxes were all the props necessary for the

performance.

As I watched the performance, certain things struck me

as pleasantly unusual. From begining to end, the per-

formers maintained an energy level that could have easily

kept the city of Boston lit for years to come. They didn't

let up for a second. At times. I felt as if I was watching

a bunch of little kids at play not caring about anything,

or what anyone thinks. The cast also seemed to have a

spontaniety that's rarely ever seen, yet managed to keep

it professional.

The actors truly felt rather than acted their parts.

Whatever the script called for. the audience saw. The ge-

nuine great time the actors were having on stage could

have lifted the spirits of even the most depressed souls.

When the performers wanted the audience to smile, the

audience was smiling. Just as they were able to keep us

smiling and laughing, the actors were also able to bring

us to the other extreme with the oncoming crucifixion of

Christ. As he bled to death while tied to the fence, I'm

sure most of the audience had trouble holding back their

tears. But, after all the laughs, they just couldn't leave

our spirits down in the dumps; and so came the resurec-

tion, bringing our spirits even higher than before.

The cast, musicians, director/choreographer Randy Todd

Elkinson and everyone else involved with the production

truly deserved the standing ovation and accolades flow

ing through the audience at the end of the show. So. if

it sounds as if I'm praising the production. I am. And if

you didn't see it, and you've read this review, I think the

Lord and the cast will find it in their hearts to forgive you.
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SATURDAY HOURS
The University Placement Service will be open Saturday, November 5 and November 19

from 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM. A Walk-in counselor will be available.

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING PROGRAM
The schedule for the on-campus recruiting program is available at the Career Center. While

you're there, fill out a form to receive the on-campus recruiting information in the mail.
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CINEMA
"PERVERSELY FASCINATING" "PROVOCATIVE"
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Monday and there on Western Mass. Premiere

2- showings 7:00 and 9:15 In the center of Amherst

AMITY ST. 253-5426

Small scale play hits big

Mark Mothersbaugh and one of his phosphorescent works on

display in Hamden Gallery through November 6.

By KAREN KITSON
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday nij.ht marked the last of four

presentations of Samuel Beckett's Waiting

for Godot, a tragicomedy in two acts. Stu-

dent Valley Productions presented the

show in Southwest's quaint Hampden
Theater under Richard Gershberg's

direction.

The story revolved around two men,

Estrogon (Paul Spatarella) and Vladimir

(Shari Ultman) who let their lives pass

them by as they did nothing but wait for

Godot. The setting of the play was on a

country road and the story followed the

monotonous lives of Estrogon and Vladimir

as they sat on. As the final act closed,

Vladimir and Estrogon were still waiting

for the mysterious Godot just as they were

in the beginning. The irony was that Godot

symbolized God and His presence was there

through the whole ordeal, although they

could not see, hear or touch Him.

The acting done by the small cast was

superb. Paul Spatarella brought charm and

humor to the stage with the crazy antics

of Estrogon. Shari Ultman shone in her

role of Vladimir, who was the more level-

headed of the two men. It was a very com-

mendable first college performance for

Ultman whose only prior acting experience

was a minor role in A Christmas Carol

which she performed in the second grade.

Erika Marks gave an outstanding perfor-

mance as Lucky, a once outgoing, but now
oppressed, worn out slave who is towered

over by Pozzo (Steven Ebstein). Marks is

a freshman Hampshire student who is sure

to be seen in many upcoming perfw-

mances. Ebstein did a brilliant job portray-

ing the insecure Pozzo who was not sure

what he wanted from life. Alexis

Greenblatt, a veieren of the UMass stage,

let her experience as an actress shine

through in her portrayal of Godot's

messenger boy. Tlie acting under Richard

Gershberg's direction is definitely what
made the presentation a success.
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BLACK AFFAIRS

CollrKian photo by Micharl Cohen.

Andrew Young, the Mayor of Atlanta, discusses new solutions to old pro-

blems with longtime friend Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

Rap artists turn it out
COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES

As part of Civility Week at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, the Union Program
Council, in cooperation with the Black

Mass Communications Project, presented

in concert, rap recording artists BIG DAD-
DY KANE with BOOGIE DOWN
PRODUCTIONS.

Civility Week, Oct.21-27, was intended

to raise awareness of racism and celebrate

multi-cultural diversity. In keeping with

this theme, various student and faculty

organizations presented programs and ac-

tivities that fosteiyin atmosphere of open-

ness and tolerance on the UMASS campus.

Antonio M. Hardy, better known as Big

Daddy Kane, writer, lyricist, and producer

for the rap label Cold-Chillin Records, is on
tour in support of his debut album Long
Live the Kane. A native of "Bedstuy" (Bed-

ford Stuyvesent) in Brooklyn, Kane is to

Cold Chillin what Holland Dozier Holland
was to Motown- a hit-making mean
machine on overdrive, turning out "fresh"

material that captures today's sound of

young America.

Kane has scored big for the Cold-Chillin

label with huge hits by rap artists Biz

Markie and Roxanne Shante. His song

writing ability impressed top rap producer

Marley Marl and the two collaborated on

Long Live the Kane. Besides being the

featured artist on the release, Big Daddy
Kane receives full writing and co-

producing credits as well.

Boogie Down Productions featuring KRS
ONE have taken a stand against the

violence associated with rap music on their

most recent album entitled By All Means
Necessary. TTie story of BDP is the story of

front artist KRS-ONE (Knowledge Reins
Supreme Over Nearly Everyone). Born
Kris Parker, 22 years ago, in the Bronx,

KRS ran away from became involved with
drugs, spent time jail, and eventually end-

ed up in a homeless shelter where he
befriended Scott LaRock, a counselor at the

shelter. Together they formed BDP and
recorded the big hit "Criminal Minded" in

1986. Just as the group was on the verge

of signing an extensive contract, Scott was
killed in a neighborhood shooting. In order

to answer all doubts about his ability to go

on without Scott, BDP signed with Jive

Records and recorded By All Means
Necessary. KRS wrote and produced all the

cuts on the album, including the top hits

"My Philosophy" and "Stop the Violence(in

Hip Hop)."

Colle(ian photo by Rirhard Bonanno

Rap artists KRS-ONE and Big Daddy Kane show UMass audience why
the art of rapping is here to stay.

Young speaks on
cultural interactions
By TAMARA FORT
Collegian Staff

Andrew Young, the Mayor of Atlanta,

capped off Civility Week by delivering a

speech in the campus center Auditorium
last Thursday night. He was introduced by

a friend of 25 years. Chancellor Joseph

Duffey.

Young, a top aide of Martin Luther King
Jr. during the 1960's said, "We didn't go

through the problems of race in the 50's

and 60's in Massachusetts."

He asserted that both black and white

students come from monocultural com-

munities and thus have not had
"wholesome multicultural experiences,

before they get to the college."

The former ambassador to the United

Nations communicated positive images for

all. He suggested that black and white

organizations meet regulau-ly, in order to

break down barriers and build new friend-

ships. Young also viewed integration as a

means of success in the workplace.

In the city of Atlanta, 10 white and 10

black men have met regularly once a

month since 1962. Young boasted that

these men were chief executives in their

fields a result of the close friendship ties

formed from the meetings.

People have difficulty challenging their

cultural insecurities, asserted Young, who
used his own experiences with a group of

transvestites who attempted to take over

his office in demand for their rights as an

indication that we all experience cultural

insecurities when confronted by behaviors

different from our own.

On a diverse campus such as Umass,

Young urged students to challenge their in-

securities by getting to know people out-

side of their own ethnic group. To do other-

wise, people would be "culturally retard-

ed," he said.

Some of the greatest bonds can be made
with people outside of your own particular

ethnic group, he said. "Blacks who are suc-

cessful can trace their success to a friend-

ship with someone who was different (from

themselves]," he said.

One of Young's examples of a successful

man was Jimmy Carter. Carter grew up in

a community that was 80 percent Black.

Through his willingness to know people of

another ethnic group. Carter won the sup-

port of many Blacks in Georgia, young said.

The Mayor concluded that we as a nation

have come a long way, but we still have far

to go. The fight for tolerance and civility

must be ongoing, "we can't hold hands
[just] once a year," said Young.

NSBE provides forums
addressing career decisions
By PAMELA MCRAE
Collegian Correspondent

The National Society of black Engineers'

UMass chapter sojourned to the New
Jersey Insititute of Technology (NJTT) at

Newark last weekend fore its annual fall

regional conference.

Hosting 32 schools in the region, in-

cluding Boston University, Brown Univer-

sity, Cornell University and UMass,
several hundred minority engineers were
given the opportunity to share common
goals and experiences with new faces.

The conference began with a general

meeting that provided a status update on

current events in the region. Topics includ-

ed high school Outreach programs, Career

fairs, NSBEnet (a computer service for

NSBE chapters) and retention techniques

that lead to higher graduation — success

rates.

After the general meeting, a series of

workshops were held, some of which were:

• Alternatives to Industry; an interactive

discussion on alternative careers available

to technical professionals.

• Black Entrepreneurs; the do's and don'ts

in becoming a Black entrepreneur.
• Corporate Black Women; a focus on the

roles and expectations of Black women in

the work place.

The evening continued on with a banquet

featuring a southern menu of fried chicken,

black eyed peas, rice and sweet potato pie.

The banquet was culminated by its public

speaker, Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones), •
native of Newark, N.J. Baraka focused

on Black self-determination, urging NSBE
members to expose those who exploit

African-Americans. He pleaded that
African-Americans no longer be slaves but

to become builders of a new way of life,

develop leaders with courage, and to be
ourselves.

Futhermore, African-Americans have i

critical need to evaluate and change thu

education system that provides dull and
boring curriculum, which often has nothing
to do with reality let alone Black life, ac-

cording to Baraka.

He concluded his speech by encouraging
African-Americans to understand their

cultural dynamics, rescue impoverished
people, and to use the the power of the vote

to transform society.

The conference concluded with a social in

the evening and a general session in the
morning. Old business was discussed and
contact numbers were distributed amongst
the participants, keeping tight the NSBE
bond.
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Little boy enjoys wonders during Harlem Week this summer in
New York City.
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Do not wish to be anything but what you are, and try

to be that perfectly.

—St. Francis de Sales

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 Spoken exam
S Migniy mite

9 Musical ending

13 Contentious

Item'

14 Fimily memtMr
15 Burden
1

6

Not working
18 Bountitut's state

19 Homenvork
20 Fox s friend

21 Othello or lago

22 TVne zorte aObr

24 Novgorod no

26 — V*gai
29 Child s toy

31 Pin o( a song

35 Alda series

36 Yours erx) mine

38 Rub out

39 Mthout
uTKlerstanding

42 Qe«a
touchdown

43 Observed
44 Cupid
45 Fracas

46 Composer
Rorem

47 Nonsense'
48 is in debt
51 Social

53 Hebrew
measure

56 Anonymous
Richard

56 Excuses o( a

sort

63 — of mouth
64 Catalog

enctoaure

66 Alaska city

67 Card game
starters

68 Femmir^ suttix

69 HeadMrter

70 Shade trees

71 Footwieer

DOWN
1 Oraek com
2 Scoundret

3 Crumb lolars

4 August Dabws
5 Broadcaat

6 Kennedy and
Koppel

7 Indian lor one
8 ClemerKy
9 Judge s

directive

10 In the know
11 Binary

12 Arthur of tennis

(ame
14 Continual

17 Enemy
23 Playing

engagements
25 On a level

26 Jousting

weapon
27 Tie

28 —cook
30 Show oft

32 City on the Nile

33 Uke —
(probably)

34 Fowl pans
35 Clutter

37 Bedding item

40 Cat cry

41 Makes
lovaoie

49 Wear out

50 City on ttie

St Lawrence
52 Priestly

vestment

53 Possesses
54 Debatable

55 Writer Bombeck
57 Outcn treat

59 Martinique

et al

60 Spa on the

Avon
61 — each IH»..."

62 Snow Item; Var.

65 City transports
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Menu
Lanch

Barbequed Pork on a Bun
Ciieese Mushroom

Fondue Bake

Dinner

Turkey Divan

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Batica Lvacfc

Humus Vegetable

Pocket Sandwich
Cheese Mushroom

Fondue Bake

Basics Dinner

Garden Medley Casserole

Turkey Divan

1

Weather

Today. Sunny, high in the mid 40s.

Tonight: Clear and cold, low near 20.

Tomorrow: Sunny, high near 50.

A

TODAY'S STAFF
Hifht Editor Matt Gerke

Copy Editor Yana DIugy

Lsyott* Technician Florencio Terra

Photo Technician Andrew Rist

Prodaction Supervisor Rob Levine

Prodoctlon: Wendy Rae, Kim, Tricia, Nicole, Mike,

Britt, and Matt's hoping to make it to Ware before

dawn

Excctttlve Board — Fall of 1988
P«4ro Paraira
B«toriaClridr

Rick SaMon
MuMgt0f E4ttoff

David R. Mark
Bdltoctal BdHor

Robert ClappenntUI

B«slaes> Keatfcr

Marclofltld
Predacttaa ll«aai«f

Bttsineis Board •-Fail of 1988

Rob CiappanelU
•vtiseu Maaafer

Barbra Hlndlii

JUhrartteiag MuMfcr

Danltl Ifaiiroa

Piaaace Maaafer

INdMra Botaanhart

MvaHMaf Maa^HT

Todd PrabbtlB

Clwrfrtiaa MiMftr

Muff B«TfM*
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STUDENTS
!!• N'T FORGET

TO NOMINATE YOUR FAVORITE

FACULTY TEACHER OR TA/TO
FOR THE

DISTINGUISHED
TEACHERS
AWARD

DEADLINE: Nov. 4, 1988

SUBMIT TO:

DTA COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Five CloUege Communities

Alcohol Awareness Week

October 3 1 -November 4, 1988

Be a

Lifesaver:

Don't Drink and Drive

Have you been touched by an
alcohol-related dtiving death ?

Create a memorial Jlag and attmd

a memorial service and call-to-action.

'Reviemhenng Loved Ones''

featuring Doris Aikm,

founder and president ofRernove Intoxicated Drivers.

Thursday, November 3, 1988

4:0') PM
Amherst Town Common
(hi i(Lsc(>l mm. litm:^ Ctminutiily G'fitnt

lui iiiloiiM.iiiDM .il)oiii .xlii r t\ rills .in<hm-ni«m.«l ll.ijjs:
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THE BODY SHOP
Announces the Grand Opening of the Kennedy & J. Adams Fitness Centers

Join and be eligible for the drawing of a

Miyata 18 speed Mountain Bike
a

Rossignoi X-C SIci Paclcage
Courtesy Peloton Sports

^; (Ranked -1 in the Valley by the 1988 Advocate Poll)

1

"^, ^^—. X^

or

Two $50 Gift Certificates

Courtesy Fenton Sports

(Ranked -1 in the Valley by the 1988 Advocate Poll)

Only members signed up by Nov. 1 are eligible

Sign up at:

19th floor J. Adams
12th floor Kennedy
Totman Basement

Drawing to take place at 7:00 pm Nov. 1 in the

Kennedy Body Shop Fitness Center

women s soccer
continued from page 12

in. Sophomore April Kater slipped a pass between two
defenders to Beth Roundtree. The senior drove to the end
line and hit a high cross past Szpara to the left post, where
Michelle Powers was waiting to head in the shot. The
Boyden crowd of about 500 erupted and the Minutewomen
looked inspired.

That all changed quickly, though. With 29:30 to play,

Laura Jones' soft shot from 25 yards out somehow elud-

ed DeSantis, a deflating goal that gave Colorado a 2-1

edge. Just three minutes later, it became 3-1 as Meg
Williams broke down the left side and crossed to ball in-

to the box, where Thompson redirected it on a header in-

side the left post.

"To come back right after they scored was a brilliant

eflbrt on our part," said Colorado coach Dang Pibulvech.

Despite the fact that it was a two-goal game, it was an
exciting, well-played and enjoyable contest between two
of the top teams in the nation.

"It was a great game for the spectators. We had a great

crowd and they saw a fabulous game," Rudy said.

"Those were two great teams out there," Pibulvech said.

men 8 soccer
continued from pagu 12

UMass' Dan Lawrence and Pete McEvoy in particular

responded to the challenge posed by Scarlet superstsu-s

Dave Mueller and Lino DiCuolIo and Co. offensively.

"McEvoy shut down their key player (Mueller), he made
a mockery of him," praised Martin.

Through 90 minutes of regulation play, and two 15

minute overtimes, neither team stepped forward and
broke the ice. UMass' best chance came in the waning
moments of the second half, when Carl Hanks snuck in

behind the Rutgers defense and found himself with the

soccer ball, face-to-face with top-rated goaltender Dave
Barrueta. Hanks pushed his golden opportunity wide of

the net, ensuring overtime.

UMass goalkeeper Sam Ginzburg kept the Scarlet

Knights off the board in the first half with a diving save

off a free kick from just outside of the penalty area, as

the ball threatened to spin its way into the upper reaches

of the net.

field hockey
continued from page 12

coach Pam Hixon said. "I did not feel the second penalty

stroke was a good call by the officials."

That goal loomed big as freshman Dawn Trumbauer
scored her second unassisted goal of the game with eight

seconds left in the first half to bring the Minutewomen
within a goal at 3-2 going into halftime.

In the second half, UMass outshot the Huskies by a 7-2

margin. But the Minutewomen could not break UConn
goalie Megan Tiley and when UMass' leading scorer

Kathy DeAngelis was hit in the cheek causing a black

eye that was almost closed, UMass chances were even

more diminished.

"I think the BU game [Wednesday] took its toll physical-

ly on us," Hixon said. "UConn played well, we just lack-

ed the finish on our plays."

wm

I he Campus Center

C®£See
ShPp

On The Concourse

THE $2.00 SPECIAL
Includes: Cup of Soup

King Neptune
(Fried fish on a roll with lettuce

and tartar sauce)

SPECIAL AVAILABLE THRU im/88 $ZmWW

Coffee Shop Hoars:

7:00 AM-3:00 PM Monday-Friday

Closed Weekends

DVP PRESENTS:
Randy Shilts

on:

mt

"Politics, People and the
AIDS Epidemic" W^^^*

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1 AT 8:00 PM CyTT^i^
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM FREE Visitors prooram

mm0m0 i

ACnvmES'AUOO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTEHTAWk^NT • K>? RENT

fOR SALE •FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30)-« DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION » CASH

WSTRUCnON • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS* RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED ^SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVa
WANTED •SUBL£T

IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENT!

ACTIVITIES

SAVE MONEY ON homehMting oil Join

the Pionwt Valley Oil Coop Com* by CW
Campus Housing 428 Studant Union

UPC GENERAL MEETINO 1:30. TuMday.
Nov 1 at Earthfooda.

ARMENIAN CLUB MEETINO on Tuasday
Nov 1 at 7 00 ChacK at nlormalion daak
lor meeting location

NSA FRIOAY NWMT VIOfO N»«f Cry
Wolf 7 00pm Front Lounga Ol Nawman
Canter FREE

EVER PLAY OCSS? Learn game Of teach

us to play Tuesday nights Campus Center

7 00pm Check inio desK lof room

COME EXPLORE THE )oy» at Chabad
House, great company, good lood 30 N
Hadley Rd 549-4094

EAT TOWARO YOUR HEART S CON-
TENT - Workshop to meal lood compul-

sions Sal. Nov S 10 00-5 00 Led by

Shafiya Finger. LICSW Call 665-4565

THIS WEEK ON DAMAGE
INCORPORATED- Oueensryche is gonna
gel dose 10 you Tune into WMUA Wednes
day at 9 30p«n

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on

concourse Oct Id. 20. lor the Cystic

Fibrosis BIke-A-Thoo Anyone can do it'

EARN S40-tM/DAY wrorling to reduce tox

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

Keep our water sate' Call Chns at 256^434

YOO OONT HAVE TO take part in dissec

tion if its against you alhics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pin SU306

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - Over 700 CD s

Great Sound' All occassions 549-1421

' THE COLLEGIAN IS GOING TO '

• provide » drop spoi 'Of students
*

' interested m making David s dream *

come true David is a boy sick with
'

' Leukemia and wants to get m the
'

' Guiness Book lor the largest postcard

'

• collection So let s help him out' Drop '

your stamped postcards at the

Collegian 1 1 3 CC

ENTERTAINMENT

KLUBKAVE b.J. SERVICES - Professional

music system at unbeatable prices

546-6518

BAD GRADES IS THE BAND lor your next

part Don I wait call 256-0543

FOR A 0000 TIME CALL

RACX-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc-

nckeys and large screen vkleo dances
borms/organizations 256-8526

FOR SALE

POUND

MOTORCYCLE HELMET and gloves Call

6658238

roni ol ISET OF KEYS in trorti ol ATG many keys

on ring no key chain CaU 545-2152 ask lor

VKki

FUNDRAISING

REWARD) CASH! REWARD!
For return ol JVC Slide deck no questions

Very important' Please caH leave name A

number or any inlormation 546-5079

HELPt LOST GLASSES in a light blue case

with rainbow stnpes II lound please call

Stephanie al 545-2152

REWARD! LIQUOR ID A DRIVERS LK lost

10/14 Please call N Turney 6-4726

TO THE MAN IN the brown leather lackel

in Cancer class You not only warm my
hands but my heart I love you B A L

SIGMAS: HALLOWEEN and CAL s 21SI

birthday' Pretty scary' Happy birthday Cal

We love you'

ST. JUDE

HEYt DOES YOUR CLUB OR organization

need money' Recent graduate now works

tor a professional tundraising company
Candy bars. MSM s. magazine sutiscnp-

lions and more' Please call Linda al

538-8343 and leave message

LOST MASS LK)UOR ID ShAron Levy II

found please call 253-9916 monetary

reward

TO THE GUY . » ' Botany 1 75 dass- You
sit t)ehind me tc-ards the back and I want

you to Know I think your good looking

TRI SIGS! Only 5 days left get your dates

girls and get psyched for an amazing time'

FURMTURC

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a Budget Futons.

tKXJkcases. tables and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

HELP WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

1983 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet

cover shield »850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PCRSONALS

BORA TO MY FAVORITE mammal I love

you (are you happy now?) Love Me PS
Happy Halloween

TONIGhTTfULL moon- ^idnijjht
Subliminal subiagation-youDRACULESS'
(Beware Peasant)

MOST HOLY APOSTLE, St Jude. Faithful

servant and Inend ol Jesus, the church
honors and invokes you. universally as the

patron of hopless cases, ol things almost

despaired ol Pray lor me. I am so helpless

and alone Make use I implore you ol that

particular priviledge given to you to bring

visible and speedy help where help is

almost despaired ol Come to my
assistance in this great r>eed that I may
receive the consolation and help of heaven
in all my necessities, tribulations and sul-

lerings. and that I may praise God with you
and all the elect forever I promise oh Mess-
ed St Jude. to be ever mindful ol this great

favor, to always honor you as my speoial

and powerful pat>in. and to gratelully en-

courage devotion to you AMEN

PIONEER KPX9000 car stereo cassette

supertuner w/amp 534-5162 evening

737-1715 days

A BRAND NEW Smith Corona atectTK:

typewriter asking $80 call 546-841 1 Leave

message

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR 3 lovely

chrtdren Tuesday eve 830 1030 (chiWren

will be in bed). Sat AM lor 2 hrs - must en-

joy reading taking walks please Call

256-0829

GOVERNMENT JOBS t1S,400-(72,SO0

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1-312-741-8400 6x1 J-5931A

EASY WORK! E)<CELLENfPAVrAssem
t)le products at home Call for inlormation

504-641-8003 Ext 596

FLO MERKL: Wishing you the most amaz-
ing day- We find it incredibly amazing how
you can tje 24 one day and then turn 21'

Who gets to be Alice now?- Love, your

Sisters

JOSEPHINE: IT CANT BE THAT bad to

be born on Halloween, huh' Have a great

day Love, your Sisters

MARTY ROBINSON Here's your personal

because you are special! Happy birthday!

Love ya lots, Linda

KATHYvTRappy 21 birthday Have a great

night, but nol too great' I love you. but don't

tell anyone - Jay

THIS IS IT ADAM You are the star of tt>e

day Happy Halloween

HEY YOU SLICK at the UCC What were
you lor Halloween'> The other Slick at the

Occ

TRAVEL

DONNA F. CAN'T BE al the Newman on

Sunday If possible, same time on Monday?
See you then

ROOMATE WANTED

IMMEDIATELyT LARGE BEDROOM kit

Chen, living room, dining room, cable tv.

swimming pool Located across Slop S
Shop. 256-6066

WANT TO 00 TO Fkxida on Dec 22? Onve
with 3 people must help drive arx) pay lor

gas Call 549-9965

RUSSIA: MOSCOW, Kiev. Leningrad Jan
6-21 $1888 complete from NY Call Prof

Jones, 253-7827. evenings alter 7 00

WANTED

FREE KITTEN, 9 weeks old wants a good
owner With alt r>ecessary equipment (litter,

toys) Please" Call 549-3685

••APARTMENTS AVAILABLE"

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM UNITS on 19

acres ol country land Ample off street park-

ing and tree bus service to UMass and

shopping areas Call 665-3856

MOTOBECANE 10-SPEED BIKE Ouick

roleim front wheel, shimano components

good condition' Only $90 Call Lee a'

546-4813

AUTO FOR SALE

GUITAR AND AMP. Very good condition

$275 or BO Call Keith 546-6660

OUCCI WATCHES only $35 many styles

guaranteed Great for gifts CaH Brian

549-5440

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Moi>day.

Wednesday and Friday rtxxnings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office 545-0865

HOLLY HUNTER???

BiOOIt HEY. HOO THE heck is Holly

Hunter'' -Ferns

P P Happy Walkjfwen everytxjdy (yes. thai

includes all you bros and sis m Sig I Chi")

Gel Psyched

"MESSING AROUND " (Who do you think

you re trying to kidj

Manipulative/disassociative-OBJECTIVE
COMPLETE

SUSAN GEORGE. Assistant Business

Manager lor the Collegian Ack-Ack Con-

grats we k>ve and miss you The UMass
Women's Swim Team

ONE OR TWO FEMALE ROOMATES
needed to lake over lease lor Southwood
lownehouse apartment lor Spring
semester Call Julie 253-3231

APARTMENTMATE WANTED^ NiceTior

Ihampton location Call Grog at 584-7400

message

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one t>edroom Cliffside apt w'an easy going

senior II interested please call Beth a'

665-4550

servk;es

HELPI I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes will

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

TWO FEMALE STUDENTS kDOking to

move off campus spring semester if you
have room availat>le call Allison 546-7003
or Pam 546 7214

CAB. I LOVE YOU MOREI Happy 16th!

Love. Sneak

1978 NEW STICKER runs good $800 BO
Call 549-7546

1966 CAMARO CLASSIC reliable tooks hot

549-1256 John 11am-6pm $1300

62 VW SCIROCCb 5 spd Dark grey new
tires, rims runs very well 'SOOO Please call

Tom 546-1184

SI fbVOTA COROLLA excellent condi

lion, low mileage am/fm cass .
air. 5 spd

256-0969 evenings

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

condition-mechanically sound' Great body_

4 new lires $2 500 Call 546-4908

weeknighls-Jen

SKI BOOTS. KOFLACH CE PRO. rear en

try air lit Mens size 10 $50 546-8035

1980 HONDA ACCORD. New parts B O
Gary 253-5907

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kun253-5406

COMMERCIAL FUSSBALL TA8LE^300
and other games 247-9005

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike 5 months

old $1 500, includes lull lanal helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

PIONEER DUAL STEREO cassette deck

$100 call Laura at 6-8021

JOSEPHINE BARBERIO

WE HOPE YOU HAVE A tanlaslic birthday

on this very scary " day If you re good, t>e

very, very good, but it your bad we II

forgive you' Love your Roomies Michal and

Karen

LOST

LOST^ BLACK BEL'T - Looks like snake
between Machmer and Bartlell II found

please call 546 6963 Thanks

$100 REWARD
For black leather lackel lost Saturdav, Bran

dywine Reward more than value ol jacket

549-7464

HEALING RITUAL, you're awesome Great

party Saturday night keep on rockm -good

luck Chem Club

HEY PINHEAO. how about spitting out the

spoon'' Good luck m the Marnes Hope you

can sew on patches Guess

MARf B. - Everyone has their differences,

lets not let ours stand in the way Our
memories ol yesterday will last a litelime

I kjve you. Linda

SKI....... ffff COLLEGE
WEEKS

Destinations. Lake Tahoe heavenly
Vermont-Sugarbush Smugglers Notch,

Killinglon Ski all day/parly all night For

lowest prices call 546-6612 oe 546-5242

PROFESSIONAL TYPING, letter-quality

printing $2 page, Patty 585-0425

ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING on

word processor Call Carolyn-leave
message 253-5667

ACCURACY GUMANTEED.ReasoriabJe.
fast Basic editing Foreign languages
Gloria 323-5140

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 253-WORD

ABLE TYPIST, basic editing competitive

rates decent location 253-5202

IT

PAYS

TO BE
CURIOUS

4^
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SPORTS

Minutemen get by Northeastern, 21-6
1 1 _ 'T>i-_ 1.. -j;f <U« UiioIri<>c VinMintr -InVinsnr

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

It wasn't overly impressive and it wasn't

all that exciting.

But it was a win and that's exactly what

the University of Massachusetts football

team needed.

The Minutemen, smarting from two con

secutive Yankee Conference losses, improv-

ed to 5 3 on Saturday by beating Nor

theastern 216 Saturday before 7,240 fans

at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium..

"It was a non-conference game after a

tragic loss 110-7 to Delaware)," UMass head

coach Jim Reid said. "We were fighting to

practice hard all week. I felt that we were

not going to be in top form."

That turned out to be correct, despite fine

performances from the defense and senior

quarterback Dave Palazzi.

The defense turned in another good per-

formance, holding Northeastern freshman

quarterback Byron Hurt to just nine yards

passing and the Huskies to just 254 yards

in total offense.

Senior linebacker John McKeown had 20

tackles for UMass, while Matt TuUey add-

ed 13 and George Karelas had 12.

And Palazzi threw for 174 yards and

rushed for a 103 yards and a touchdown.

It was the first time in Palazzi's career that

he rushed for more than 100 yards.

But UMass also turned the ball over four

times, lost 109 yards in penalties, and

should have scored more points against the

Huskies.

"It was an ugly win," Palazzi said. "Last

JU=^
« iillrKi»n phiilt. l>> \mlrf« Bi"!

FuUback Jim Pastorick and the Minutemen ran past Northeastern, 21-6.

Saturday at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

week we had an ugly loss. The only dif-

ference was we won this one."

A big reason for that was a stand the

UMass defense made late in the fourth

quarter, when Northeastern had a 4th-

and 1 at the UMass 15. Harold Scott took

a handoff and was stuffed by Karelas.

"Joe (Cullen, the noseguard] hit him low

and I just cleaned him up," Karelas said

"That play was big," Reid said. "We
gambled that they would give it to the

fullback. If they had ran an option, it pro

bably would have been a touchdown."

"At that point it was our game to control

but we didn't get it. " Northeastern coach

Paul Pawlak said. "It was a great defen

sive play. We've got to take advantage of

our opportunities."

UMass took advantage of an opportuni-

ty and got on the board on tailback Kevin

Smellie's 1-yard leap mto the end zime with

8:09 left in the second quarter, and Silvio

Bonvini added the extra point to make it

70.

The Minutemen had a chance to double

that lead when fiee safety Pat Doran turn

fd in the first of his two big plays.

On a second and 20 from the UMass 40.

Hurt threw to Calvin John.son near the 20.

Doran stripped the hall and then recnvfred

to give UMass the ball.

On the very first play. Palazzi connected

with Chip Mitchell for a 41-yard gain down

thi' Ifft sideline. But thrt-e plays later, on

first-and 10 (Vom the Northt-astern Ifi.

Palazzi was blindsidcd and fumbled, and

tin- Huskier ii-toviTed.

David misMKl some things today and did

we waste some opportunities." Reid .-^aid

•At the half, wed have been satisfied with

!0-0. Agamst the wishbone, w ith one more

score, it would have been Katy bar the door

against our defense."

The UMass defense was able to control

the Huskies, holding Johnson, the leading

rusher, to 62 yards.

"The wishbone was tough," UMass cor

nerback Andrew Thomas said. "We had to

be very disciplined, but 1 think we handl-

ed it well."

Early in the second half. UMass gave its

defense another 7 points to work with.

Palazzi ran around left end 46 yards to give

the Minutemen a first-and-goal from the 2.

where Steve Olson scored.

"We had tried that play earlier, "
Palaz-

zi said, describing his big gain. "If I get

around the corner and the wide receivers

make their blocks, then that's how the play

should work. The wideouts held their

blocks that time and the offensive line did

a great job."

Following the touchdown, Northeastern

drove to the UMass 5, but Doran in-

tercepted a pa.ss in the end zone to give the

Minutemen possession.

"They were in the wishbone with a dou-

ble tight end." Doran said. "My job is to

look for the tight end and I saw him break

outside so I sprinted over there. 1 don't

think either one of them (quarterback or

tight endl saw me coming."

The Huskies got their points in a strange

way. On a 4th and-6 from the UMass 47,

BUI Sansone punted. But the ball hit

UMass" Lance Neveling. and Northeastern

recovered at the UMa'> 7

"Wf had a hreakd«nvn or «pecial teams,"

Reid said.

Three plays later. John.-*on scored frnm

the 1 to make it 14-6. Thomas bliH'ked the

extni point.

Palazzi scored v«^i<li I"? -iefniKl.^ left to

finish the scoring;

"David gave us some really big plays."

Reid said. '"But we made too many
mistakes. We just weren't sharp, but we
didn't fall in the tank."

Bad weekend for Minutewomen
• Soccer team stopped by • Field hockey edged out

No. 4 Colorado College, 3-1 by rival Connecticut, 3-2

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The Colorado College women's soccer team put a damper

on the spirits of a Spirit Day crowd yesterday at Boyden

Field by beating the University of Massachusetts, 3 1.

The game marked the end of the regular season for the

Minutewomen, now 14 2-1. UMass will now sit back and

wait for the pairings for the NCAA Tournament to be an-

nounced today.

The second-ranked Minutewomen were looking to get

a big lift going into the postseason against the No. 4

Tigers, but Colorado, also 14 2-1, used its speed and crisp

passing to deal UMass a tough loss.

"We played well, but if we give up three goals, we're

not going to win," UMass coach Jim Rudy said. "We were

in a hole the whole time."

UMass threatened in the early part of the game, pressur-

ing the Tiger defense and goalkeeper Janine Szpara. But

the Minutewomen couldn't break through, and it took a

tough call against the Minutewomen for Colorado to start

off the scoring.

Freshman forward Karla Thompson drove toward the

box, guarded by two defenders. When she went to get off

a shot, she was knocked down, and the referee awarded

Colorado with a penalty kick.

"It seemed like a soft penalty," Rudy said.

Nonetheless, Colorado capitalized, as junior Shelley

Separovich caught goalkeeper Carla DeSantis going to the

left and slipped it into the right side, giving the Tigers

a 1-0 lead with 17:30 left in the first half

The first half ended at 10, but the Minutewomen

weren't about to let that hold up. Putting furious pressure

on in the second half, it paid off less than five minutes
continued on page 11

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team

definitely did not want to end its regular season the way

it did on Saturday in Storrs, Conn.

The Minutewomen, ranked No. 3 in the country, lost

a 3-2 game to the University of Connecticut, ranked No.

10 in the nation by the same NCAA poll.

UMass was banged up coming into the game, and was

without the services of their second leading scorer, Tonia

Kennedy, who sat out the game with a hamstring pull.

Kennedy's iiyury was one big loss for the Minutewomen,

15-2-1. And when senior goaltender Cindy Cox hurt her

ankle during warm up, she was forced to play at less than

100 percent. Coupled with the playing conditions on the

field. Cox would have a very tough day ahead of her.

"I found the field was very bumpy and the goalie area

was as chewed up, so Cindy had to be careful," UMass
coach Pam Hixon said.

There was one play in the game when the officials

thought that Cox had been too careful, and that one play

ended up costing the Minutewomen the game.

The play occurred with just 47 seconds left in the first

half After Cox saved a Huskie shot, the ball bounced out

where a UConn player was waiting.

But the officials said that Cox had covered up the ball

and therefore awarded a penalty stroke to UConn. But

Hixon disagreed, saying that the ball was clearly in play.

Senior captain Diane Madl took the penalty stroke for

UConn, 12-3 1, and beat Cox to give the Huskies a 3-1

lead.

"I think the first penalty .stroke was justified," UMass
continued on page 11

Men's soccer ties up Rutgers, 0-0
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

escaped from New Brun.swick, NJ with a 0-0 tie (read ric-

tory) over the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers University Fri-

day night in double overtime, leaving a stunned

nationally ranked soccer team and a stadium full of its

relentlessly noisy supporters in its rear-view mirror.

Rutgers entered the contest as the No. 14 team in the

nation, and with most of its post-season eggs in the basket

marked 'beat UMass.' The Minutemen came to town,

meanwhile, with no more than two games left to play

before season's end, and a 1-5 history of .self-destruction

on the road this fall.

The moral victory shows up in the tie column of the

Minutemen's 8-8-1 record. Rutgers, meanwhile, saw its

record extend to 10-3-5, and 1-0-3 in the all important

Atlantic 10 East.

The significance of this effort for the Minutemen can

not be detailed in numbers or records, however. For a

relatively young team that has battled its own ten-

tativeness all season, Fridays effort will be most per-

manently recorded in the back of UMass' collective .soc-

cer mind for a while yet to come.

"This shows the talent that we do have when we're

ready to play, and mentally tough," said UMa.ss assistant

coach John Martin. "Rutgers was the best team we faced

this year, they deserved to be a Top 20 team, and we

played up to their level. For 120 minutes we were all

there, everyone was intense. The fact that we were play-

ing Rutgers really had the team ready to play."

continued on page 11

Volleyball

falls to URI
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Rhode Island's volleyball team has

virtually dominated the Atlantic 10 [with the exception

of Penn State) this year, so when the WRams butted

heads with the University of Massachusetts on Satur-

day, the WRams were better butters.

URI took the Minutewomen in three straight games

5-15, 8-15, 11-15, handing UMass a loss in its last con-

ference game of the season (4-4 overall).

Rhody is either first or second in five of the six A-10

statistical categories, and it has one of the top players

in the entire conference, Christine Gallery (A-IO Player

of the Week last week).

According to UMass coach Carol Ford, the

Minutewomen played well but were simply overwhelm-

ed by the powerful URI team.

"We lost in three but I was real happy with the way
we played," Ford said. "They're [URU stronger than us

and they're having a great season."

Each game the Minutewomen got a little closer, im-

proving as each game went by.

UMaM was paced by seniors Barbara Meehan and

Julie Smi».h who each had eight kills. UMass had 31 total

kills.

"Bar'oara Meehan had an outstanding match. Barb

almost played better in the back row than the front,"

Ford said. "Both Barb and Juliet Primer (3 kills) block-

ed really well." In the furst game, UMass had more op-

portunities than points, according to Ford.

"We didn't put the ball on the floor. Their defense is

really good and it isn't an easy task," she said. "URI real-

ly dominated and we knew we could play a lot better."

"In the second [game), we played a little better and got

some points."

There wasn't much UMass could do. They were trail-

ing 20 and Gallery was keeping the Minutewomen off

pace.

"She played outstanding. 1 think she's one of the best

all-around players in the conference. They're going to

nominate her for AUAmerican. She deserves to be
nominated," Ford said.

The third game showcased UMass' best performance

of the afternoon but it still wasn't enough.

"The third game was definitely the best, we were in

there the whole time," Ford said.

The loss drops UMass to 16-4 and clears the way for

the Atlantic 10 tourney in three weeks at Penn State.

UMass plays tomorrow at the University of
Connecticut.

WYMMIN AT ISSUE

"Creep Alert" offers tips
By MARIA SPAGHETTI
Collegian Malevolent

Male chauvinists are common sights in

America, like soap .scum or lint in the

clothes dryer: insignificant yet incredibly

irritating, a spokesperson from the Univer-

.sity of Massachusetts "Creep Alert" divi

.sion said yesterday.

Lotta Gutz, division admini.strator said

the '"Creeps" are often camouflaged in up-

tight Izod-Lacoste sweaters and button-

down collars or casually dressed in an un
buttoned satin shirt crammed into an

obscene pair of tight jeans.

'They are extremely easy to spot," Gutz

said, adding that favorite Creep accessories

are simulated gold chains strung around

the neck that make them resemble wind

chimes.

Gutz warned that parties and other

festive events are mating grounds for this

species. Fortunately, she said, the Creeps

emit telltale warning signals.

"A Creep's cologne is usually a brand

that is named for an extremely powerful

animal and smells worse," she said. ""A

popular brand is 'eau de warthog.'".

The odorous creature attacks women
with "pick-up lines" such as, "Didn't I see

you pumping gas?" to "I know you think

I don't remember you, babe, but..."

Such social mechanisms are quite annoy-

ing, Gutz said, and promised the UMass
Creep Alert division will not abandon

University women.
If approached by a Creep who attempts

to verbally assault you by making conver

.sation, Gutz said, it is essential to your sur

vival not to walk away.

"Run, run like hell." she said. The cour.se

you choose may save you endless hours of

listening to why his latest girlfriend "just

doesnt understand," while you wonder why

he thinks you'd want to, Gutz said.

There are other ways to prevent social in-

teraction with this species ranging from ac-

cidentally spilling your drink on his Gucci

shoes to forcibly vomiting all over him,

Gutz said.

"The latter is a tad extreme but also

highly effective," she said.

Women live in an imperfect world and
there are those who fail to protect

themselves, consequently becoming trap-

ped in the species' egotistical world, Gutz

said.

"This can happen to you," she said. "It

is your responsibility to take all necessary

precautions because he certainly won't."

In order to prevent this "Creep Entrap-

ment," you must be aware of this species'

"Incognito Mode," Gutz said.

The friendly neighborhood Creep
demonstrates a dazzling form of pseudo-

sincerity and will usually be dressed in a

nondescript blue cardigan and generic

sneakers, she said.

This Creep form will gallantly open your

car door or shed tears as he confides his

secret grief over his pet goldfish, Barry's

recent demise, Gutz said.

'"Women are usually overwhelmed by

this show of emotion," she said. "But

remember that it is not inherent. He has

studied long and hard to become the snif

fling sophisticate before you."

Creep Alert scientists are in the process

of developing a Creep repellent, Gutz said.

Until the repellent is available, she advis-

ed women to watch for tell-tale errors that

Creeps are prone to make.

"For instance, an error will occur when
the Creep stares deep into your eyes and

says, "Why don't you go into the kitchen

and make me a tuna sandwich, like a good

girl?" she said.

Do not feel pity as you "toss" him the

tuna sandwich, can and all, Gutz said.

"While he is unconscious, let all of the air

out of his car tires. His mind will clear as

he waits for the tow truck to arrive, allow-

ing him to realize his mistake."

Diet and weight loss tips

If you are counting calories these days, don't forget to include the ones you burn in bed.

ACTIVITY

GETTING INTO BED
Lifting partner

Dragging partner along floor

Using skateboard

UNHOOKING BRA
Using two calm hands

Using one trembling hand

ACHIEVING ERECTION
For normal healthy man
For normal healthy woman
Losing erection

Ret reiving it

PUTTING ON RUBBER
If man does it

If woman does it

If woman does it sensually

INSERTING DIAPHRAGM..
If the woman who does it is:

Experienced 15

Inexperienced ^
If a man does it regardless of experience 520

INSERTION..
If woman is ready ^^

If man is not

CALORIES
BURNED

250
350
40

10

96

2.5

549
0.5

600

40
70
170

275

ORGASM.
Real

Faked

ORGASM INTENSITY SCALE
Expression didn't change

Orchestra played

Birds sang:

Large birds

Small birds

Earth moved
Car rolled off look-out hill

SIDE EFFECTS
Fluttering stomach

Nervous laughter

Screaming and yelling

PENIS ENVY
For woman
For man
AGGRAVATION FACTORS.
Partner is taking phone calls

Partner is making phone calls

Partner is reading a book or magazi

POSITIONS..
Missionary

Soixante neuf (69)

Doggie fashion

Doggie with barking and yelping

4

400

0.5

16

22
14

30
13t

18

38

132

13

76

12

40
ne 30

45
69
120

150

PI Phi>i<>

Sandra and Sondra Davies of Bel Air California won the first ever

Siamese Twin Beauty Contest. The Davies, who are joined at the

cheek, won the contest because of their superior talent portion per-

formance. Sandra patted her head while Sondra rubbed circles on

her stomach.

Bill to legalize pornagraphy
By TURNER ROSE
Collegate Solutions

Pornography used to be a dirty word, but

the enaction of a new Congressional bill

may give it a respectable hue and increase

the status level of the industry. Since Con-

gress cannot control the $2.5 billion por-

nography industry, it has taken the next

logical step and joined the business hoping

America will profit.

This source of income awaits those on

Welfare, who are debtors to the nation.

They will undertake apprenticeships

through the government to create porn

magazines and films.

Initially, women will start out in f-ont of

the camera while men will take pictures

and work on production. But, women will

soon attain higher positions to reflect the

well balanced, strong state of equality in

America today.

This act will give money and housing to

the needy. Welfare mothers who must feed

their children Spaghettios and Cap't.

Crunch, can afford luxuries like cheese and

bread. The poor will be moved from the

street to clean housing projects and the

government will provide health checkups

every six months.

REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL AQjS "EAL^ADS

THURSO/^y NOV. 3 THE LYRES w/ The MalaHans $5

FRIDAY NOV. 4 DREAMSSO^^L w/ The Grave

ages show sponsored by|g|g|j|flJj^B6:30 p m. Nightime Show

_ at9;30 p.m. $5 A r i srareco ra i rigartist s from Athens GA
^"lUROAY NOV. 5COMEDY with LAs. NYs and Boston's Finest 8-iOpm

AFTERWARDS THE INCflEOiBLE CASUALS
S7 for Comedy & Music, $5 for Wusic

SUNDAY NOV 6 THE CONNELLS

Nov. 13 U30Sf CABOOSE NOV. 1 1 EVAN JOHNS « Tl« H;«W«»S

NOV. 12 COliiOY/KBQHTY SAM McCLAIN NOV, 1^ WWP^UCK
OeC. 1 THE JAl^ES COTTON BAND Om. 8 TfffiAT HEft WGHT

OeC. 12 THE SC»SAMIf3JStB&SII^N

UM (lowRstatrs «t NQftiMl^KOfi 584-77711

REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REAL ADS REALMS

tliarlie'?
I Pray St . Amherst-549-5403 • Open 11 am.

• 7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out •

Kitchen Open till Midnight

Pool Tabic. Video Games, Jake Box, 3 Color TV's

Most Bar Seats In Town

1

Vyiil iv/

1 rff^^^^^*Tiii

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL SPECIAL
MozzcrcIIa Sticks Celebrate Halloween

9-12 ''"^ "*'

IRISH COFFEE $1.95

Drink of the Week

DOSEQUIS $1.50
Beer of the Month

ioth Anniversary 1978- 1988

Good Food & Drink

AEROBICS • NAUTILUS

SELF DEFENSE

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

/

Voted "Best of the Valley"

For Health Fitness Centers

'84. '85, '87, '88in

<»
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The opinions on this page ace oijts. We don't cate il you agree with them o. nol We don't listen to you. and do you really think we tead yout letters anyway?

The spew queen speaks

Legal drugs are oppressive

Columnist should adopt new view
I was givatly offended by the joke al)()ut

golf balls that Ima Nitpicker wrote in her

column ("The dumbest cause of all." Oct.

30 >. She is obviously insensitive to the

issues of golf ball oppression. Fascist pijjs

such as her should be drawn and quartered

for their violent and oppressive attitudes.

I can tell you they experience plenty of

social ii\iustice. They are kidnapped for the

pleasure of the rich. They are subjected to

the most brutal types of treatment. They

are struck by clubs. If they are lucky, the

blow will dull their senses and keep them
from feeling further pain. The unlucky

ones will be flung into a pond, and die a

watery death.

It seems to me that Nitpicker is a

disgusting and vile swine with no sense of

humanity. I hope she dies a painful death.

U.R. Wrong
Amherst

Meet Yottr Favorite Meat

JOIN THE MEAT OF
THE MONTH CLUB

OCTOBER IS

This month's featured topic:

;*Thc Joys of

Spam''
Tonight 8:00 p.m.
EARTHFOODS

Next month's guest lecturer

Oscar Mayer presents his

controrversial treatise,

"Existentialism and the Hot Dog"̂

In the words of national spokesman

James Gamer
Remember folks, with the holldaY

season approaching meat makes a

great gift."

JAMES GARNIR

I've had enough of these pro- and anti

drug legalization people preaching to me
about drugs. Let me tell you people

something right now, both ofyou types are

communist pigs.

Inita Ludc

Drug legalization would be disastrous.

Who cares if it would supposedly reduce

crime? So what? Biiiiig deal. I'm just thrill-

ed, my friends. I am just thrilled that the

US government make money in Mafia

style tactics. Yeah, get them addicted to

drugs. That'll make 'em obey us. Oh, yeah,

and let's not forget that legalizing drugs

will make the Washington kewpie dolls

able to tax the hell out of them How much
do you want to bet they give themselves

mega raises with that money?

I use drugs. I do so many chemicals that

DuPont wants to u.se me for research. I

have a great time when I do drugs. But I

am not for legalization. Consider:

• Legalization would create utter chaos in

the drug culture. I know the wussies that

want this law would reduce the strength

of such fun drugs as cocaine, quaaludes,

marijuana, PCP, LSD, mescaline, and

speed. This means we would have to buy

at least twice the amount to get our regular

dosage, and pay the taxes to boot. No thank

you, Uncle Sam. I'll stick with the quality

stuff, even if it is illegal.

• Legalization would make it impossible

to make any extra money. I sometimes sell

drugs to pay the rent. With legalization,

drugs would be sold in the local CVS. Who
needs that?

• Stronger types of drugs would be

developed. Since all of the drugs that would

be legal would be weak, stronger drugs

which exceed the FDA's guidelines of

strength would be sold by the dealers.

These drugs would be more dangerous,

causing more deaths.

• Who knows who would try drugs with

legalization? Housewives/liusbands, ex-

Out of the funny farm

Exploding people abound

ecutives, lawyers, surgeons, priests, politi-

cians, the list goes on. It is a scary thought

indeed (except for the politicians, whom
I've always suspected of doing hard drugs,

anyway). The last thing I'd want is to have

my face rearranged by a surgeon when all

I needed was a tonsillectomy. These guys

handle sharp objects. I don't need them

having bad flashbacks when I go under the

knife.

• Drugs would no longer be hip. Who
wants to do them if every person wearing

polyester is doing them? Ugh.

• There would be no more good books,

movies, or ABC After School specials. How
could there be when there's no drug pro-

blem? If kids stopped doing them, no wiiter

could bemoan their loss of innocence and

win an Emmy award. Besides, I'd miss the

ABC After School Special. It's fun to watch

while you're shrooming. This deprivation

of art in our society is a crime.

• The NRA would suffer immeasurably.

After all, they are for supplying the guns

that the gangs use to protect their

territories.

• The children would suffer. These inner-

city children have nowhere else to go. They

need a secure group setting. Most gangs

provide this. This would create more social

programs for the brats, and I, for one, am
paying enough taxes out of the pay I get

at McDonald's. I don't want to pay

anymore. Let the gangs take care of them.

It's free, at least.

Drug legalization is the first step towards

opression. There would be disaster among
the poor, riots in the cities, stoned doctors,

a loss of art, and bad quality drugs. Why
not regulate the pushers, and make sure

the stuff is good, the prices reasonable, and

the atmosphere safe.

Drugs aren't bad. Why, I'm tripping right

now.

Inita Lude is a Collegian columnist who

IS currently thrilled with the plaid pattern

that just formed on the ceiling.

There is a problem rampant on this cam-

pus that I think people should know about.

It is a problem that could affect every last

one of us at any time, yet nothing has been

printed in this or any other paper.

Peter Looke

Strange things are afoot.

People are exploding.

I'm not crazy. People are just bursting in-

to flames. Sometimes it's while they're

walking to class. Sometimes it's while

they're studying in the Hatch. Sometimes
it's on one of those big white buses.

No one but me seems to notice. No one

wants to go out of their way to help a p«^r-

son whether they're on fire or merely

smoldering a little bit. This is despicable.

Here we are, a bunch of healthy young,
supposedly concerned people and yet with

people bursting into flames all around us

no one lifts a finger to help.

Another thing, people are disappearing.

Not a lot at a time. No, that would be much
too obvious. They're much too clever for

that. Who are "they," you might ask? The
secret commando thought police of>erating

out of the supposed "police sub.'-tation" in

Washington "Tower.

People think it's business as usual, but

I know what's really going on in there.

They are seizing people who are against the

system and changing their minds through
shock and drug therapy. I've heard their

screams in the night. Have you ever notic-

ed that there's a new cause every semester?

Where are all those people who protested

the new alcohol policy last semester? What
about the CIA protestors? That's right,

they're all gone.

In fact, members of the administration

that speak against the leadership of the

university (everybody knows they really

hate us) are being plucked from their beds

in the middle of the night and taken to a

dark and secret place in the very bowels of

Whitmore, where they are "reeducated"

alongside those guys who had the big

Bartles and James bottle at those rallies.

When the men in the black suits who
come in the night are done with their

hapless victims they push them, unseeing

and unthinking back into the "real" world,

usually some Chancellor's reception or

similar event, where their vapid, vacuous

expressions don't seem out of place at all.

People have to be careful. They have to

look over their shoulders. The whole

university is bugged, especially the

bathrooms. They want to know all our

secrets.

One last thing. I think people are being

replaced. I don't know who is doing it, but

people are definitely different. Dogs, too.

My dog has different color eyes today than

he did yesterday. They were light blue

before and now they are kind of a pale blue.

My roommate is different too. Not brain

washed by the secret police, I don't think,

but just different. I've been seeing strange

lights at night also, and I think my next

door neighbor is keeping an alien pod in his

closet.

My friends are being replaced. I know
this because they all snicker at me behind

my back. People are being brainwashed

and others are simply burning up.

I'm not crazy. I'm not paranoid. I know
that everyone is out to get me.
Peter Looke is a UMass freak and Col-

Icf^ian geek

The Collegian is sick and tired of listening to your snivelling and moaning about

our columnists. Personally, we don't care. Ifyou people think you can write any bet-

ter (by the way, you can't) come down and show us. Come on, we dare you, you

wussies!!! As for you people who think they can change the world by writing a letter

to this newspaper, get a life.

ARTS FOR OUR SAKE

The Screaming Room
By PHIL MAJOR & STUART DENT
Special to the Collegian

It's been a humdinger of a season for

movies, so let's look back at some of the
most memorable ones so far.

Who Framed Marvin Milkman This
film represents state of the art in cinematic
technology. The painstaking craftsmanship
involved in this product results in a
seamless, utterly convincing portrayal of

a fictional world in which actors live along
side real people. Highlight: the scene where
Florence Henderson and James Earl Jones
actually appear to .shake hands.

A Witch Called Fonda Dramatization

of the controvertial incident in which Jane
Fonda spoke out against the anti-patriotic

behavior of American schoolchildren with

overdue library books. As you may recall,

this resulted in a staggering increase in the

number of reported child abuse cases, and
was singularly responsible for the in-

famous "Happy Faces Day-Care
Massacre." We forgive you, Jane.

Die Bruce Bruce Willis is sent behind

the iron curtain to smuggle earmuffs back
from the Russian front. In one of the year's

most beautiful and moving scenes, he's

caught by the KGB and shot by a firing

squad.

Sucker Jeff Bridges promises the car of

today tomorrow but doesn't deliver. Instead

he absconds with the funds raised by a na-

tionwide pre-order campaign and moves to

Hollywood to negotiate a film bas<^i on his

life.

A Midsummer Night's Run Robert

Deniro as an incredibly tolerant bounty

hunter puts up with wayward accountant
Charles Grodin's whining for four-and-a-

half minutes, then he splits his skull and
walks away. Atta boy, Bob.

Bambo III Rerelease of the Disney
classic, which traumatized three genera-

tions of children with its relentlessly

honest portrayal of life in the sometimes
beautiful, sometimes savage world of

nature. Who can forget that wrenching mo-
ment when Bambo is told, "your mother
can no longer be with you," or the follow-

ing sequence when Bambo first sets out in-

to the awesome, frightening world of man
in his tour of local gunshops. The action

culminates in a pulse-pounding, still unsur-

passed gorefest with Bambo holding his

own in a makeshift woodland fortress.

Red Zingers Zany family comedy in

which psychotic twin nutrition gurus
decide that the nation's health food addicts

don't deserve to live, and poison their en-

tire brand of herb teas. Fun for all.

Young Buns Erotic teen flick involving

workers at a typical fast food chain, but it's

too graphic to describe. Highlights include

squirting ketchup, greasy french fries,

playing with big, fluffy buns, eating (oops!

I forgot! I can't tell you!).

Nightline Ted Koppel, in the middle of

an interview with George Bush, decides

he's had enough of the seriouF life and
throws a pie in the Republican nominee's

face. This proves to be just the shot-in-the-

arm the campaign needed, resulting in the

swearing-in of the "pratfall president." The
rest of the film follows Koppel in dogged
pursuit of his dream to be a commedian.
Sadly, the only laughs he ever gets are

from his goofy hair.

Contributors Phil Major and Stuart Dent

are pre-med and underwater basket weav-

ing majors, respectively, at the Granby
School for the Performing Arts. They ap-

pear courtesy of the Plastics Monthly
Newsletter.

Don't go to the FAC concert
By JAIME PIERCE MMMMMMMMCCIV
Collegian Staff

A University artist in residence has

received a grant to turn the Fine Arts

Center into the largest sculpture in the

world.

"I'm absolutely ecsatic," said Donald
Esterhaus who lives in Butterfield dor-

mitory. "Before, my artistic statements

were limited to defacing small canvases.

Now I can deface something really big."

Esterhaus — who will call her work
"Big" — said that construction of the

sculpture will involve filling the entire

Fine Arts center with poured concrete.

"Right now, the center has a hollowness

that cries to be made solid," said

Esterhaus. "Though it has function and
form, it lacks that artistic vision, that

repulsive impracticality that makes it the

sort of art that I enjoy creating."

Students expressed mixed reactions to

the sculpture.

"It's not that I have anything against

art, but I'd like to have a place to play

every once in a while," said Henning
Ohlenbusch, a music md^or. "It's kind of

tough to play with an orchestra when the

room you're supposed to play in is filled

with poured concrete."

Some students, however, liked the idea.

"I think it's like, wicked awesome," said

several Southwest residents.

Of the sculpture's critics, Esterhaus

said: "They don't understand the paradox-

ical nature of art; I get paid to organize

workshops and promote an artistic en-

vironment in Butterfield; instead I do

nothing. There's a paradox in that, an ar-

tistic paradox. It's the same with the Fine

Arts Center. I'm going to turn one of the

largest, most useful buildings on campus
into the largest useless thing in the world.

You've got to appreciate paradoxes like

that."

Esterhaus added that she plans to pour

the concrete into the building while a con-

cert is in progress.

"I want to trap people in that building,

watch the cement harden and take away
their lives," she said. "It would be a state-

ment, a statement that calls for a stopp-

ing of all time. The deaths of scores of peo-

ple mean nothing when you're making an

artistic statement."

Artie answers all
Dear Artie,

Several weeks ago, my husband and I at-

tended a dinner party at a friend's home.
Midway through the meal, I excused

myself to use the bathroom, as I had been
feeling a bit irregular. After relieving

myself, I was mortified to discover that

there was no toilet paper. Panicky, and
frantic to avoid any embarrassment, I us-

ed my friend's fine monogrammed
bathroom towels. I put the two towels in

my purse, planning to return them in a cou-

ple of days, completely washed. I figured

we would laugh about such a ridiculous

and embarrasing situation. Now I'm not so

sure. I've called my friend several times,

she's been very aloof on the phone, and
always seems to be "in the middle of

something." I even left messages on her

answering machine when she wasn't home.

She hasn't returned any of my calls.

What should I do? I can't imagine her not

understanding what happened, yet it ap-

pears I've really oft'ended her. I at least

want to return the towels in a tactful man-

ner. Please help.

Signed,

Lost in Leverett.

see Artie's answer on page 3.

Windham Hill artist explains wall's influence
By MEAGRE O'MONTHES
Collegian Farts Staff

Considering he's now a Windham Hill recording artist,

yoii'd be surprised to learn that guitarist and composer

Dulas Dischwader began his musical career as a founding

member of legendary post-punk deconstructionist

dance/noise terrorists, Burger King and the SkuUfucks

Dischwader remembers fondly the day he was kicked

out of the band after learning his fifth chord, although

he claims the writing had been on the wall for some time

previous to this.

"I think I knew my days were numbered after drum

mer Roger Skullfuck rhis real name) caught me looking

at an advertisement in International Musician for acoustic

guitars. Artistically I was drifing apart from the band.

They would go out on the town to break some heads, while

I'd stay home and listen to Eno records, ' Dischwader

explained.

Dischwader cites the former Roxy Music keyboard wizz

as a major early influence.

"It was incredible, I'd be staring at the wall listening

to this stuff and the music would just merge with the room

until I'd be listening to the wall and I couldn't tell the

difference."

Thanks to a little heard solo relase, "Songs for Elevators

to Learn and Sing," on the now defunct independent label

Chlorophyll Cocktail, Dischwader drew the attention of

several majors. A brief unhappy spell with MCA yielded

House Full ofPine, a misguided foray into country music.

THIS WEEKS INTERVIEW

"I guess it was too difficult to reconcile the rural con-

notation of the form with the fact that my living situa-

tion was a converted loft on the Lower East Side," he said.

Following this setback, Dischwader spent six months

studying guitar mind/body jazz improvisation theory

under Yugoslavian exile Yubor Mesthitlesz during which

time he composed the soundtracks for four new shopping

malls.

"Yubor was an inspiration. He taught me how to pro-

tect myself into the mind of a freshly squeezed grapefruit

juice, and what that might sound like. Together we com

posed an entire opera called 'Poraquhatsimazintubuhr,'

a tragedy about a bowl of swiss muesli and two slice of

whole wheat toast set against a background of oppression

in a polish breakfast bar."

It was during this time that Dischwader came to the

attention of Windham Hill, when a talent scout from the

company heard one of his expeirmental works "Soup

Scream in a Vacuum Flask," at a gallery opening in Soho.

When he inquired who composed the piece, nobody seem-

ed to be aware that there was any music playing.

Now Dischwader is about to release hi" debut album for

the label engimatically entitled The Abser.* Minded Sushi

Tent, whose themes range from global nuclear holocaust

to the price of authentic pine fittings in downtown New
York. Perhaps the oddest piece on the album however is

"Olfactory Whispers," which Dischwader explains is

about a draft from the bathroom window in his apartment,

and is possibly the best way of summing up the man's uni-

que talent.
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ACTIVITIES
HELP WANTED

THE UMASS FANTASY Club will be
meeting tonight in Chancellor DuHeys of-

tice. where he will buy everyone free beer

and pizja (Plus he's going to let us make
long distance calls on his phone!)

THE MISANTHHOPE SOCIETY will meet

lonDorrow in CO 117. but I wouldn't show
up if I were you. they're all a bunch of losers

anyway

COME AND SHOP at Peoples Market,

where we share the bountiful harvest with

the people, and hey! Who ale all the god-

dam bagtes?

VOU DON'T HAVE to take pan in dissec-

tion if lis against your ethics, but if you do.

we have bart>eque sauce and flavorings to

make it a little more fun Animal Spice

Coalition meets Tuesday. 4 00-6 00.

CC105

THETA CHI FRATERNITY annual pumpkin

sale Proceeds to benefit to Heart Society

PI««M help us, we need it

SMEGMA PI WILL have its annual pum-

pkin smashing party Proceeds to benelil

the smokers rights petition

DO YOU HAVE a room temperature I07 Do

you like spending hours a day doing

monotonous, boring work? Do you like to

see people frantically running alter you in

/Our rear-view mirror'' Come work for

PVTA' We love ya'

EVER SINCE THAT negative check off on

the tuition bill, we've had loads of money'

Work lor US. and you'll get some of it

MassPirg. 549-2342

WEBSTER'S UNABRIGQEO OICK-
TIONARY. If found, please call the Col-

legian We need it bak.

PERSONALS

DELOREAN FOR SALE. He s kind of a

jerk and has a bit of a drug problem, but

I'll lei him go cheap Call Monita.

(415)-2S3-Z313

SHRIVELED TONY RUDY in jar of for

maldehyde What is this stuff, anyway'' II

tastes really funny 584-4234.

CAROLINE

HELP COMPLETE THE Trans-Campus

Ditch' We're working hard to make this

campus look like a war zone Work within

walking distance of your classes Call

Physical Plant. 545-3535

LOST

SWM (Single White Male) looking for

honest, fulfilling relationship AInghl. forget

it. |usl a k>l of sax Call 546-«8t8

SWF kxjking for man who likes good times

and gelilte fish, long walks in the rain and
snorting |ello pudding pops Are you that

special guy'' Call 254-2342

Roses are red. violels are blue, the ques-

tion IS, do you want to uh, never mind

ENTERTAINMENT

SEVERAL TRANSMITTERS AND radio

antennas, fresh from Sylvan and Orchard
Hill areas Barely used Call Karl Rookp"
546.WSYL Of Pedro Pereira, 546-WO''

HOD (Horny Great Dane) looking for

honest, fulfilling relationship I'm a leg man.

myself Call 545-WOOF

ANNUAL U.Q,L.Y. dance Having trouble

meeting that special someone'' Well, so are

they' NO pretty boys allowe'*

COME PARTY AT Pot Alley BYOMJ Hey,

I'm hungry Does anyone have anything tc

eaf

FOR RENT

ONE IMPORTANT DEBATE. Call Mike

Dukakis, the Slate Houm.

ABOUT SIXTEEN THOUSAND dollars

We re taking up a coHectNjn, won't you help

out? UMass Federal CredH Union FDIC

ONE EAR. Call Vinny

SOME STUDENT RIGHTS. If found, call

maSOA

A SPEQAL MESSAGE to the students of

UMass from Amherst Towing Last year, we
towed over 2, 319cars Yah yah' We re get-

ting richer every day' Call us. 549-2521

AUTO FOR SALE

1958 FORD PINTO. Just needs new
brakes, a little work on the transmission, a
little pamt. a few tires, a couple of pistons,

a hood, some upholstery and a steenrtg

wfieel, and it will be like new S1995 A
steal 584-2321

COME RUSH BKOI Oops,
mind.

sorry

BIG WHITE BUILOINO. Are your initials

BKC We have a nice, empt/ mofX)gramm-
ed house for you' 234-COKE

SPACIOUS MALL IN downtown Hadley
Within walking distance of lots of great
restaurants It has a slight flea problem, but
It should go away after a while Plenty of

parking Great for large families

FOUND

SEVERAL TEST TUBES filled with yellow />~-^
liquid What is this stuff, anyway? It tastes Ti\/->.
really funny 546-3453

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION WITH ths
name of Bill Collins This lhir>g looks pret-

ty old, but if you want It back, call 546-3424

This is a filler. This is

what graphics does
when somebody
screws up.

SometirT>es it's

celeiy, or "Write for

the Collegian" or

some other goofy
little shit-thir»g like

that.

They are a pain in

the ass, and usually

qdd hours on to our

work.

The next time ybu
see a filler, you'd
better appreciate
the damn tNr»g -

especially the
celery . .

.
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Football win
simply divine
Bv T KIP HERR
Collepian Staff

Hey sports fans, I love ya. And so does

the University of Massivecoronary football

team.
The Pickles played their biggest game of

the year yesterday and won by an astoun-

ding 88-4 score over Notre Dame, the

number two-ranked Division 1-A football

team in the country.

"We never could have done it without the

support of the fans," a player who wished

to remain anonymous said.

UMass quarterback Dave Calzone pass

ed wind and completed 77-of-78 pas.se;^- for

983 yards and 10 TDs, setting a m(xiern

day collegiate record. Tailedback Kevin

Smellyfinger had his best day of his life,

running wild for 75 yards on 123 carries,

1 touchdown and only two fumbles.

Head coach Robert Reid, whose only

other job before being named head coach

was playing the father on television's The

Brady Bunch, said "V»e out and out kick

ed some .serious Irish ass.'

Said Calzone. "I had confidence in the

team and the team had confidence in me.

I didn't really think we could do it, though.

I just never would have dreamed we could

have beaten the piss out of the number two

team in the nation."

Notre Dame head coach Jerry Falwell

said he needed more than just divine in-

tervention to bcdt UMass yesterday.

"As I stood on the sidelines I could feel

the evil running through my body, a sen

sation that sickened my heart and darken

ed my soul. The University of

Massivecoronary is polluted with the temp-

tation of Lucifer and they will bum in Hell.

The Lord came to me in the middle of the

third quarter and said 'Jerry, this is a place

that thou shalt not be ahU> « TmH victory,

but do not walk away convinced that I was

not here to help you,'" Falwell said.

The game started ominously for the

Fighting Irish as Olier Van Thouw fumbl-

ed the kickoff in the end zone and suffered

a heart attack. Brant Apathy pounced on

the ball for the quick six. Marco Polo hit

the extra point.

On the next kickoff, Sammy "Which

Way" Diddigo made some .sparkling moves

and returned the ball to the Pickles 33-yard

line. Notre Dame QB David Smiley's first

play from scrimmage was a bomb into the

end zone but UMass free safety Duran

Doran picked off his 17th pass of the season

and returned to the five.

With Calzone at the helm, the Pickles

marched down the field behind the in-

human running of the Smellyfinger and

the sheer godliness of Calzone's right arm.

After two long rushes by Smellyfinger,

which left UMass with a third-andseven

at their own 8-yard line. Calzone chucked

a 92 yard in-the-air, frozen rope of a pass

to Dave Tobin "Bridge" for the score.

"I taught my son Greg to throw the ball

the same way when he was in high school,"

said Reid "Unfortunately, he sucked and
ended up being the team photographer.

What a wuss."

Tragedy that was indicative of the Irish's

luck struck in the second quarter when the

Irish's star quarterback Rock N. Roll unex-

plainedly burst into flames. It was only the

seventh case on record of human spon-

taneous combustion. Other events that

racked the Notre Dame team were out-

breaks of bubonic plague, attacking

swarms of locusts, giant skin boils, and
syphilis.

rollrfian phfito by Slashis Rim

SOCCER MAKES ME FEEL LIKE DANCIN' - Members of the

UMass men's soccer team will make a presentation of Swan Lake
tonight at 7 p.m. at Bowzer Auditorium. Free admission will be on-

ly $2 per student.

Soccer team
investigated
by NCAA

By J EDWARD HOOVER
'

Collegian Crypto-Fascist

D\ie io the fact that the University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team has been ranked in the top five in

the country all season, it has been learned by the Col-

legian that the team has been under careful scrutiny by

the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA).

According to a spokesman at the NCAA, the

Minutewomen have been under investigation all season

for various ofTenses including illegal recruitment, point

shaving and illegal substances.

The news came as a tremendous shock to the team.

"I don't understand this." said UMass coach Jim Rud-

dy, who was informed of the charges this week, on top

of learning via an Eastern Mass. newspaper that he's

been misspelling his name all his life. "I had no reason

to believe there were any problems when I came here."

Ruddy was brought in this summer to coach the

Minutewomen after an extended stint at the Universi-

ty of Central Florida, where, he says, everything was
"just peachy."

The initial report did not go into detail, but thanks to

some true-to-form dirt-digging anc^ intimidation by the

Collegian, the definitive accusations have been
discovered.

The chief complaint is that Ruddy and former coach

Kalekeni Banda used illegal methods in recruiting

players. "They^idn't have any money to offer, so they

must have done something to get them to come here,"

said the source, who wished to be anonymous.

There is also the alleged point shaving, even though

the Minutewomen have a record of 14-1-1. "1 guess they

weren't very good at it," the weasel said.

As far as the substance charges, the turncoat said that

there had been no official testing, but that informants

had seen team members indulging in large quantities

of frozen yogurt, hot tamales and honey roast peanuts.

"Plus, they call themsleves the 'Reds.' There's

something fishy about that," the snitch said.

It is unknown at this time whether any official charges

will be brought against the team. The investigation will

continue until resolved.

Friendly *Rover* game turns red
By GARAN IMULS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massridiculousness once again has

entered the record books. In a show of solidarity, UMass
students took on administrators in the world's largest-ever

game of Red Rover.

However, the game did not end on good terms.

Massive outbreaks of violence and the outpouring of

blood marred the game as some administrators armed
themselves with brass knuckles and Webster Avenue
walking sticks aft.er they were thrown out of the game.

Ejected students used broken beer bottles and unwound
wire from notebook bindings to counterattack.

Chancellor Josef Dufster lost use of his left eye after

Democrat Mikhail Grinder rammed a hot wire through

his glasses. Student co-president elect Jason Argonaught

died in Colley Dickinfur hospital from deep gouges in his

abdomen inflicted by a walking stick wielded by Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis the Menace.

The game started at 1:30 p.m. yesterday as approximate-

ly 4,000 students lined the campus from Sylvan Residen-

tial Area to the Hor.seshoe in Southwest.

The rules of the game differed from the child's game
slightly. Those who did not break through enemy lines

were out of the game; those knocked off the defensive line

during an attack, were out of the game. If someone broke

through the line, they could go back to their own side. But

if somebody was injured, see ya.

The greatly outnumbered administrators, about 1,350,

lined up ft-om Whitmore to Haigus Mall. The heavyweight

director of Housing Joe Zappa was the first to try to burst

through the student lines. He easily bowled over seven

fuzzy-headed liberals on either side of Brian Cravdish. the

person Zappa flattened.

But the students got even quickly.

Republicans W. Gregg Rolhchild and Brian Doolittle tip-

ped over Dean Chamberlain and set him rolling towards

the administration building. Seventeen adminstrators, in

eluding Deidra Lungi. William "Left" Fielder (ret.) and

Billy Wirlitzer. were lost in the counter-attack.

Despite the huge numerical advantage, the ad

ministrators, aided by several children from Amherst

Elementary School, began to whittle away at the student

team, actually forcing more than 1,000 .students out of the

game while only losing 133 from their own team.

After an hour, the battle began to get fierce, the sur

viving administrators were battered and bruLsed but

fought with ragged determination. The remaining 2,500

.students began to realize if they continued to lose people

at the same rate they would lose. With the fear of extinc-

tion driving them, they rai.sed their level of play to one

never before seen in Red Rover competition.

The violence started soon thereafter.

Chancellor Dufster made his first move of the day by

charging a section lined with fraternity brothers of the

banned fraternity Beat A Cap of Pie. When Dufster was
repelled, he reached into his pocket and punched the

nearest member with a pair of brass knuckles.

"That little prick deserved it. They were running booze

out of their house. In this era of prohibition, that is unac-

ceptable behavior that harms the safety of the larger

group," he said.

Though Dufster was eventually blinded in the ensuing

brawl, the game was not forgotten. After order had been

restored, the charging continued.

According to sources, Dennis the Menace disappeared

for 15 minutes and returned with two large crates full of

the aforementioned weapons.

The game deteriorated soon thereafter and eventually

turned into a riot that made the World Series brawl look

like an organized boxing round-robin.

Cnllrfpan phn<n by Rirri Rich

NOT AGAIN — We were going to run
another stupid joke about UMass FINALLY
getting a hockey team, but we at the Col-

legian are pretty damn frustrated about the

whole thing by now.
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A University of Massachusetts police jffic?r examines the damage last night after a PVTA bus struck

a parked car at 8:22 p.m. on the east (School of Management) side of Haigis Mall. No one was injured in

the accident, which damaged the bus and the first car struck. The bus pushed the car into four other cars,

three of which were damaged, according to police. The cause of the accident has not yet been determined,

police said.
,

Graduate Student Senate awards funds to UVC
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Last night the Graduate Student Senate

voted to give the Union Video Center an

$800 contribution from their reserve funds

towards the purchase of a new equipment

for the center.

UVC had originally presented a motion

requesting $2,500 from the senate which

was then revised to $1,500 and finally

recommended to the senate as an $800

proposal.

The money will be used to purchase an

$15,000 editing machine which UVC says

it needs due to the immense volume of

video taped events they are amassing.

In other Senate business:

A new charter for the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) was submitted for the approval

of the senate. The charter was created in

conjunction with the Student Government
Association.

SCERA, now defunct for lack of a direc-

tor, is currently seeking a new director as

well as new office space. The oflfice space

is being discussed with the Board of

Governors.

The senate voted to support a 'No' vote

on referendum question -2, which would

repeal the Prevailing Wage Law.

The Massachusetts Prevailing Wage Law
is of concern to the state's construction

workers and guarantees quality construc-

tion and provides for a minimum wage for

construction workers on state-funded

projects.

A letter from the senate will be sent to

Amherst Town Meeting in support for a

campus-based polling place to be installed

for voters residing in Precinct 10. Precinct

10 entails most of Southwest Residential

Area some ofCentral Residential Area and

a portion of Fearing St.

The motion for a campus polling station

came about in response to low FVecinct 10

voter turnout and the adverse conditions

campus voters have complained about dur-

ing an election year. Long lines and the

proximity of the current voting place in

Amherst, it has been speculated, hinders

voter turnout.

The senate agreed on a motion to be sent

to Town Meeting which urges the Univer

sity to seek alternate funding, other than

student monies, for the multi-purpose con-

vocation arena to be built here.

Greek area
growth may
be limited
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

A proposal banning fraternities from

moving into Fraternity Row on North Plea-

sant Street faces its first hurdle tonight

when it goes before the Amherst planning

board.

A residents' group in town is trying to

stop the spread of fraternities and sororities

along the street because of the noise, park-

ing problem, and damage they do to the

neighborhood, they say.

The group has placed Article 17 on next

week's .special town meeting ballot, an ef-

fort to rezone the campus residence zone to

general residence. The change would allow

the current fraternity houses to remain but

would prevent any new houses from

forming.

It would also block boarding houses,

motels and hotels from opening.

Francis Fortino, a Town Meeting

member, sponsored the article and was at

the selectmen's meeting Monday night to

ask for their support.

"We've been trying to work with UMass
for four years and longer, " said Fortino.

"We've received little cooperation and we
do have in town a district for frats:

fraternity-sorority park."

"It is one of the most dense areas in town,

there are no places for parking," Fortino

said, referring to North Pleasant Street.

Fraternity-Sorority Park, Inc. was

originally 55 acres of land established in

1967 for the building of up to 23 houses.

According to Robert Griffin, an advisor

for Greek Affairs, the drop-off of students

and a building permit moratorium in the

1970s as well as the high cost of building

have prevented many frats from building

there.

Half the acreage was sold to Village

Park, an apartment complex. The remain-

ing acreage has two fratenities, Chi Rho
and Chi Omega, and the Career Center.

Fortino said the First Baptist Church and

a newly formed group, the Neighborhood

Association, support the article.

Fortino also said several fraternities had

violated zoning bylaws this fall for

renovating their buildings without the pro-

per permits. The renovation projects were

endorsed, among other people, by the

Amherst Police Department.

Lorie Leininger, a resident of Allen
continued on page 14

Author condemns stereotypes of AIDS victims
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

About 400 people sat quietly in the Campus Center

Auditorium last night and heard a story "of a time of cruel

irony."

"AIDS — it keeps on getting bigger but the story re-

mains the same," said author Randy Shilts in his lecture

on the "People and Politics of AIDS."

"Next week we'll elect the president of the United

States, and we know that by 1993, 450,000 people will

have died of this disease," Shilts said in a press conference

before his lecture. "Yet in this campaign, the 'A' word

has barely been spoken — something I find surreal,

bizarre."

Shilts said Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis is

afraid of openly discussing AIDS because he doesn't want

to appear "too liberal ... as if he were coddling homosex

uals."

He said Republican nominee George Bush didn't discuss

AIDS so he would look conservative. "He (Bush) says he'll

'protect the innocent from the affected," which he said

suggests that conservative consider people with AIDS as

guilty.

In his lecture, Shilts further illustrated the concept of

who is innocent or guilty by

saying that people refer to a

baby that contracts AIDS as

innocent. "Who are the guil-

ty victims? It asks who we
should and shouldn't feel

sorry for, and by inference

who deserves AIDS and who
doesn't."

Shilts said he doesn't

believe "AIDS has to have

been as big a problem as it

is — given the size ofour US
medical community, the fact

that we have the most
sophisticated public health Randy Shilts

ilCofo

agencies . . . and government science agencies . . . and

the most free press in the world."

"Yet, when AIDS came to America l^h years ago, these

resources failed," he said. "We didn't lack intelligence,

we didn't lack resources — we lacked will. People didn't

say 'can we fight AIDS, but will we fight AIDS'"

He said government bureaucracy as holding back

research to discover the cause of AIDS. He cited the ex-

ample of Dr. Jay Levy of the University of California at

San Francisco, who in 1982 was held up in his research

for a year because various government bodies couldn't

help him fund a $1,500 filter and a centrifuge.

Shilts said Levy was denied the funding for the equip-

ment by the chancellor of the state university system and

by the National Institutes of Health. "Levy had to talk

to his political connections in the gay and lesbian com-

munity, who then talked to the speaker of the California

assembly, who then talked to the chancellor of the univer-

sity system," who, Shilts said, then realized it would be

worth it to find funding for the equipment.

"All the while President Reagan said AIDS was the

'Number one health priority' of his administration," Shilts

said, adding that Los Angeles Congressman Henry Wax
man, an early advocate of funding for AIDS research, was

prompted to ask sarcastically how the government would

work to fight the number two health priority.

"I'm left with the nagging suspicion that if other peo-

ple — other people than gays and lesbians, and in-

travenous drug users — were dying of this disease, peo-

ple would be doing much more," Shilts said.

Shilts is the author ofAnd the Band Played On: Politics.

People and the AIDS Epidemic, and in 1982 became the

nation's first AIDS beat reporter, for the San Francisco

Chronicle.
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Television stations refuse* to air
anti-nuke plant commercials
BOSTON (AP) - Television stations are

refusing to air commercials that claim
radiation from the Pilgrim reactor has
caused cancer and one death as a bitter

campaign to shut down the state's two
nuclear power plants heads to a popular
vote.

Massachusetts Citizens for Safe Energy
renewed its appeal yesterday for stations
to air the political advertisements linking
the controversial plant in Plymouth to

leukemia.

The group is sponsoring statewide ballot

Question No. 4 that would close the
Yankee plant in Rowe and prevent Pilgrim
from reopening. There were no immediate
indications from the stations they would
reconsider their decision, according to

Joseph Kriesberg, spokes^ian for the anti-

nuclear group.

Boston Edison Vice President Carl
Gustin wrote a strong letter of protest to

area television stations before the ads were
to be broadcast. Gustin called the ads
'political posturing and sensationalism."
and urged the stations to refuse the com-
mercials. Eklison, which owns Pilgrim, says
no death has even been linked directly to

the plant.

In one ad. Dr. Thomas Winters says he
has examined 20 Pilgrim workers who
were exposed to varying levels of radiation.

One person, he claims, "actually died of

that radiation exposure."
The other ad shows Michelle Miller, a

Pilgrim neighbor, holding her 4-year-old

daughter, who was diagnosed in 1986 with
leukemia.

"We live within the 10-miIe radius of the
Pilgrim nuclear power plant," she says.

"As far as I am concerned that puts the
Pilgrim power plant at the scene of the
crime. ... And it's too bad that you're a
casualty of the nuclear industry."

Proponents of the ballot question say the
commercials are legitimate and would
move the debate on the issue away from

whether the region has enough power to a
question of public safety.

Kriesberg accused area television sta

tions of "succumbing to utility pressure,"
and "censorship."

Channels 5, 22, 25, 38, and 56 refused to

air the spots.

Channel 7 agreed to air the spot featuring
Dr. Winters. Other area stations are run
ning ads sponsored by other supporters of

the nuclear shutdown.
Burt Peretsky, public relations manager

for WCVB-TV channel 5 said, "We are not
censoring anybody."
He said the safe energj- group was asked

to provide documentation to back up the
ads and failed to do so. If documentation
is provided, he said, the station will con-

sider the evidence and re-evaluate its deci-

sion against airing the ads.

Peretsky noted that the station has re-

jected other ads in this year's ballot ques-

tion campaigns on such issues as farm
animal rights and the prevailing wage law.

State public health studies of Plymouth
and four other towns in the vicinity of the
plant have shown varying results on the
question of whether leukemia is more
prevalent in the area.

From 1982 to 1984, the average incidence

of leukemia among men in the five towns
was 76 percent higher than the statewide
average.

AP photo
Israeli candidate Shimon Pereg votes yesterday in a Tel Aviv suburb.

Polls show Duke ahead in Mass by seven points
BOSTON (AP) - With a week until tht

presidential election, a poll ir
Massachusetts shows Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis leading Republican Vice Presi-
dent George Bush by seven percentage
points.

But Dukakis fell just short of the 50 per
cent mark.
Dukakis led Bush 49-42 percent among

likely Bay State Voters surveyed Saturday
and Sunday for the Boston Herald and

WBZTV.
The poll, which had a 5 percent margin of

error, found 9 percent undecided.
It also showed incumbent Sen. Edward

M. Kennedy, D Mass., with a 63 30 percent
lead over Republican Joe Malone in the
Senate race. Seven percent were undecided.
Gerry Chervinsky of KRC Research in

Cambridge, which conducted the poll, said
Dukakis' lead in Massachusetts appeared
fairly safe and that an even split of the

undecided vote would give him 53 percent
to 54 percent of the vote.

"On the one hand, he's likely to win the
state. On the other hand, he hasn't gotten
to 50 percent, and the only movement has
been to Bush." Chervinsky said.

Dukakis ahs not reached 50 percent in
the polls for the newspaper and television
station since July when he had 51 percent.
The poll published Sept. 1 had the race

even at 42-42 percent.

:jftf^ THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM
^^IN PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

AFGHANISTAN
AND PAKISTAN:

THE SOVIET WITHDRAWAL
AND AFTER
November 2nd

- A FRONTLINE REPORT --

Selig Harrison, noted journalist and Senior Fellow

at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
will speak on "Afghanistan: The Soviet Withdrawal
and After."

Professor Eqbal Ahmad of Hampshire College will speak
on recent developments m Pakistan.

These presentations will take place on Wednesday,
November 2, at 8:00 P.M. in the West Lecture Hall
of Franklin Patterson Hall, at Hampshire College.

This event Is free and open to the public.

For information, call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 51

Five College Communities
Alcohol Awareness Week

October 31-November 4, 1988

Be a

Lifesaver:

Don't Drink and Drive
Have you been touched by an

alcohol-related dnving death ?

Create a memorialJlag and attend
a memorial service and call-to-action.

"Rememhenng Loved Ones''
featuring Doris Aiken,

founder amd president ofRemove Intoxicated Drivers.

Thursday, November 3, 1988

4:00 Pivl

Amherst Town Coinmon
(In case ojrnin, Bfwgs Qmimuntty Qmler)

lor iiifoniiatioM nlKnH oilier cvcnis and nieiiional Hags:

Amherst College Health Servicm 542 2266
Smith College Health Services 585 2824
Mt Holyoke Alcohol Awareness Project 538 2466/2616
Hampshire College Health Services 5494600 ext 458
Multi Service Health 584 3880

Northampton Saving Lives Program

UMaaa Health Services

UMaaa EAP
Housing Servire^/Residentiai Ed

Amherst Health Dept

586-6950 ext 288

549 2671 ext 181

545^350

5450422

2537077
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Issues of election debated by student leaders

('ollefian phoio by Chria Hoaford

Michael Greiner

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

W. Greg Rothman, president of Students

for Bush, criticized presidential candidate

Michael Dukakis' prison furlough program
while Michael Greiner, co-chair of Students

for Dukakis, questioned presidential can-

didate George Bush's stance on civil rights.

These were just two of the issues raised at

a debate between the representatives of

their respective candidates last night.

Rothman said Massachusetts "is the on-

ly state in the union in history to give

furloughs to killers who are not eligible for

parole." The murders committed by
furloughed prisoner Willie Horton attest to

the weakness ofGov, Dukakis' program, he

.

said.

Greiner said violent crime has decreas-

ed 49 percent in Massachusets during the

Dukakis administration, "the lowest of any
industrial state in the United States," he
said.

Gerald Grady, of the University of

Massachusetts Community and Alumni
Relations, moderated the debate, which
took place in Campus Center, room 163.

The event was sponsored by the Student
Government Association Public Policy

Committee and the SGA Speaker's Office.

Greiner said the Democratic Party has

always been the party of the working class

and minorities. The Reagan Administra-

tion's Job Training Partnership Act, he

said, "gives poor people $3.50-an-hour jobs

after they've lost their $10-an-hour jobs.

Uothman later said that the Democratic

Party alienated minorities when Michael

Dukakis chose conservative Democrat
Lloyd Bentsen over the more liberal Jesse

Jackson for his running mate.

"Jesse Jackson," said Rothman, "who
collected over two million votes nationwide,

was ignored. You show me a Republican
who gets two million votes and isn't plac-

ed on the ticket, and I'll show you a party

that's mixed up."

Vice Presidential candidate Dan Quayle
voted against the school lunch program and
polio vaccines for children, Greiner said. He
also said Quayle is "richer than Dukakis,

George Bush and Lloyd Bentsen combin-

ed, and (Republicans) talk about Mike
Dukakis not being able to understand the

problems of the people."

Rothman said Quayle is "more qualified

to be vice president than John Kennedy
was qualified to be president. He's in-

troduced the Job Training Partnership Act.

He has been there, he has attended com-
mittee hearings, he has sat in on Senate

sessions while John Kennedy was going to

cocktail parties and campaigning for presi-

dent."

Greiner said Education Secretary Bill

Bennett considered ketchup a vegetable in

the school lunch program and opposed the

Pell Grant. Rothman said the UMass
Undergraduate Student Senate condemn-
ed Michael Dukakis for "pruning the

University of Massachusetts budget."

The recorded debate will be broadcast

over WMUA Tuesday night from 8:30 to

9:30 on the weekly program SGA Today.

Coilegian photo by Chria Hoaford

Greg Rothman

Car wreck warns students against drunk driving
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The mangled car outside Kennedy and Coolidge

Residence Halls is just one example of alcohol abuse, ac-

cording to organizers of Alcohol Awareness Week. Events

of this week will include speakers, and workshops design-

ed to boost awareness of problem drinking.

University Health Services, the Greek Area, and several

resident assistants in Southwest Residential Area are just

some of the people who have gotten involved in the effort.

Events are going on throughout the five-college area as

part ofNational Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week, ac-

cording to Karen Jacobus, coordinator of the Alcohol and

Drug Education program at UHS.
"What we're focusing on this year is drinking and driv-

ing," Jacobus said. "Be a life-saver — don't drink and

drive," is the theme of the week, she said.

UHS is sponsoring a gathering on Amherst Common
Thursday, which Jacobus called a "memorial service and

call to action." As part of this gathering, anyone who has

lost family or a friend in a drunk driving accident is be-

ing asked to make a memorial flag, which will be assembl-

ed into a larger flag similar to the quilt made in New York

City formed to note the victims of AIDS.

"When we have all the flags on display I think people

will get a sense of the scope of how many people have been

affected," Jacobus said.

Another speaker at the rally will be area resident Laurie

Kamansky, whose fiancee was killed by a drunk driver

shortly before their wedding, Jacobus said.

She said Doris Aiken, founder of Responsibility In

Drinking,

will speak at the service about drunk driving, as will

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia.

Aiken will also give a sf)eech tonight titled "Until I Get

Caught," also on drunk driving, in the classroom in Gor-

man House at 7 p.m.. Jacobus said.

Jacobus said she has worked for the last 10-15 years as

an alcohol and drug educator. She said drunk driving had

been chosen as the theme of this year's alcohol awareness

week because "Alcohol-related car accidents are still the

number one killer of 16 to 20-year-olds.

"I think what we're trying to do is get people to think

about it and take some responsibility," Jacobus said. "The

tragedy is quite frequently the drunk driver wipes out the

non-drinker."

She added that with stricter drunk driving laws and en-

couragement from bars, she thought people had become

more aware of seriousness of drunk driving.

That seriousness is displayed outside Kennedy and

Coolidge Residence Halls in Soutwest, where a car wreck-

ed in a drunk driving accident is on display, along with

a story about the driver.

Wayne Silverman is one of several RA« who worked on

getting the car, which was donated by Amherst Towing.

These RAs have also organized several other programs

in Poet's Corner in Soutwest to boost alcohol awareness.

Silverman said the RAs had also arranged a speaker

for 8 p.m. tonight in the Thoreau classroom. Gerald Devoli

will give a speech titled 'Party 'Till You Drop . . . Dead
"

"We thought it was a pressing issue that students should

be aware of As RAs we see alcohol change personalities,"

said Silverman, an RA in James Residence Hall.

Deborah Saunders, an RA in Thoreau, agreed. She said

she had seen residents on her hall talking about the night

before. They couldn't remember what happened because

they had been drinking. She said she was really amazed

by this.

She said residents on her hall, many ofwhom are away

from home from the first time, sometimes got out of con-

trol with drinking. She said they didn't cause trouble or

damage, but often messed up the bathroom by getting sick.

cnnliriuec' on page 14

Datsun
vandalized
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A 1983 Datsun parked in the Campus
Center Parking Garage had its rear win-

dow smashed Monday and a computer

system and printer worth $1,250 stolen

from it.

In other police reports:

• A 1982 Toyota parked in lot 44 had its

rear window smashed and a cassette case

containing 40-50 cassettes stolen from it.

• An employee on the way to his office

in Morrill Science Center Monday saw a

man pass him in the hallway holding a

dual cassette player similar to the one he

kept in his office. When the employee

reached his office, he found his $134 dual-

cassette player had been stolen.

• A student reported Monday that four

pairs ofjeans and a pair of pants had been

stolen from the dryer in the laundry room

in Wheeler Residence Hall.

• The House Council of John Adams
Residence Hall reported Monday a Video

Cassette Recorder and two rented VCR
tapes worth $300 had been stolen.

KoftforJ

I SAID BUD LIGHT - Electrical Engineering doctoral student NeU
"Pokey" Gitkind places his face and lit cigarette in the way of a low-

intensity laser beam yesterday in a Marcus Hall lab.

F Y I

The FYI section is a public service an-

nouncement to the campus and communi-

ty. Space is limited, so the Collegian can-

not guarantee all submissions will be

published.

Services
Students are warmly invited to join Rab-

bi Adelman, his wife, Yocheved, and five

children for a Chassidic Shabbat ex-

perience. The Chabad House at 30 N.

Hadley Road is open every Friday night

and Saturday morning. This week the ser-

vices begin at 5:30 p.m. Friday and 10 a.m.

Saturday. Food, discussion, and song are

all part of the post service relaxation.

Concert
Jimmy Cliff is scheduled to perform with

a special guest beginning at 8 p.m. Friday

in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are

$13 for UMass students and $15 for the

general public.

Semi-formal
There will be a semi-formal at 8 p.m. Fri-

day in the Blue Wall Cafeteria. It is free

to dorm due payers and $3 for others.

Coffee social

The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance has

scheduled a coffee social from 3 to 5:30 p.m.

Friday in room 811 to 815 of the Campus
Center. The social is free.

Dance
The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance has

scheduled a fall harvest dance at 9 p.m.

continued on pngf 4
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Student Senate to review Code
of Conduct revisions tonight
By CiKORGE FHAN't'Y
Collegian Stall

A full slate once again confronts the
L'ndergiaduale Student Senate tonight, in

eluding proposals regarding a recent revi-

sion to the Code of Student Conduct, the
possible visit of Louis Farrakhan to cam-
pus, and professional staff funded by the
Student Activites Trust Fund.
The items on tonight's agenda are:

• A move that seeks a reversal of a re

cent change to the Code of Student Con-
duct. The change allows the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs or his

designee to appoint a representative for a

student in a residential or non residential

hearing. The proposal calls the change "a

significant erosion of student rights."

The move against the revision seeks to

get a response from Chancellor Joseph Duf
fey defending the change.

• A proposal to ask the Vice Chancellor

of Student Affairs or his designee, to defend

before the senate the refunding of any pro-

fessional staff paid for by the SATF. This

profKJsal, written by Sen. Aram Hamparian
and Budgets Committee Chairwoman
Jessica Mitchell, was apparently brought

up because of the current constraints to the
trust fund.

Old business
Business not handled last week includes

a move to condemn Student Government
Association co-presidents elect Shari
Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz for acting as
SGA presidents. Silkoff and Rabinowitz
have not yet been ratified by the full senate
to hold office, although they have been ap-

proved by the SGA Coordinating Commit-
tee to hold office in a partial capacity.

Last week's meeting saw much debate on
this issue, mostly by senators criticizing

Silkoff and Rabinowitz for acting as
presidents when they have not been
approved.

The question had not been voted on by
11 p.m., when the meeting is required to

end.

Another proposal on the presidency ques-

tion seeks to have a new election for the

post. This move, authored by Senators Greg
Rothman and Brian Darling, has been on
the senate agenda at almost every meeting
this semester, and may be given to the

Governmental Affairs Committee for

consideration.

FYI
continued from page 3

Saturday in room 1009 of the Campus
Center. Admission is $3.

Movie
"The Rendezvous" is scheduled to be

shown at 9 p.m. Friday in the Southside
Room of Hampden Dining Commons in

Southwest Residential Area. Admission is

free.

Volunteers needed
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, the Mun-

son Memorial Library in South Amherst
will be moving the materials found in the

West Reading Room of the library to the

basement. Volunteers are needed to help
the library staff move books and furniture

for the first stage of the library's refur

bishing. Volunteers are asked to sign up

with the library's staffweekday afternoons
from 2 to 5:30 p.m. Hot coffee, cider, and
doughnuts will be provided by the library

during the move.

Trip
The Hampshire Bird Club is sponsoring

a free all-day trip to the Berkshire lakes
to search for ducks and whatever else they
might find. To register call trip leader Tom
Gagnon at 584-6353. The club recommends
that participants bring lunches.

Work Abroad
Representatives from the Work in Bri-

tain Work in Ireland exchange programs
will be on campus tomorrow, staffing a

table in the Campus Center concourse from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and holding an informa
tion session at 6:30 in room 168C of the
Campus Center.

THE HANGING FIRE
COLLEGETOUR

JIMMY
CLIFF

w/ARROW
FRIDAY
NOV. 4

SOOpnn S.U.B.

s 13 UMASS STUDENT
s 1 5GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ ID

TICKETS ON SALE AT
TIX UNLIMITED, FOR
THE RECORD (FACES),
MAJN ST RECORDS

Presents...

"Sexttally Speaking"

with
Dr. Rttth Westheimer

Monday, November 7» 1988
Campus Center Auditorium

8:00pm

Tickets on sale

TODAY
at Tickets Unlimited

3 1 7 Student Union
Admission $5

co-sponsored by
The Distinguished Vistors Program

and
The Commuter Area Government

aooooooooc

M.I.T.
PRE'DOCTORAL POSITIONS
MOLECULAR, CHEMICAL, &
GENETIC ANALYSIS OF THE

CHEMICAL-BIOLOGIC
INTERACTIONS RELATED TO
CANCER & GENETIC DISEASE

Whitaker College of Health Sciences & Tec.inology
Graduate Program in Toxicology

Faculty
John M. Essigmann

James G. Fox

Steven Tannenbaum
William G. Thilly

Gerald N. Wogan

Helmut Zarbl

Area of Interest
DNA adducts, structure-function

relationships

Gastrointestinal microflora &
endogenous carcinogens

Chemistry of macromolecular adducts
Mutational spectra: mechanisms &
genetic epidemiology

DNA adducts & genetic change in

carcinogenesis

Transformation effector & suppressor
genes, oncogenes

Full support (stipend and tuiton) is offered to all
accepted canidates. For program information, catalogue,

and application,

CONTACT: Debra A. Luchanin, Administator
Student Office, Program in Toxicology

Room 16-330, M.I.T.
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

(617)253-5804

MIT is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

Multi-service agency provides free
assistance to community women
By SARA GALER
Coiletjian StafT

The sign in Sojourn's office says Hire a teenager while
they still know everything," a wtv message which helps
promote the agency's work with young women in the
community.
Working out of an office on Main Street in Northamp-

ton, Sojourn is a community agency which offers services
to women aged 12 to 22, free of charge.
In addition to individual and group counseling, the agen-

cy offers a General Equivalency Diploma progiam, which
allows young mothers to complete their high school educa
tion while their children are being cared for.

A small foster care program and a residential vocational
training program are also available.

"Most of the kids we see are younger adolescents who
are dealing with conflicts in their families," said Christina
Parks, a Sojourn program director.

"They might need counseling for substance abuse or
suicide," she said. "They're also a high risk for pregnan-
cy."

Many young women who come to Sojourn are already
parents or are pregnant and face problems of
"homelessness, relationship issues, and depression,"
Parks said.

Most clients suffer from a poor self-image and lack
motivation to change, she said, and Sojourn helps them
overcome these problems by teaching them to be their own
advocates. "Advocacy helps them to empower
themselves," she said.

According to printed background information provided
by the agency, young women learn through Sojourn to

become seifsufTicient and to make informed decisions in

becoming responsible adults.

Parks said the practice of accompanying the client

through social processes is what distinguishes Sojourn
from other agencies.

"(Sojourn's) counselors don't sit in a room with a client,"

she said. "Instead we go out there with the client and
teach them to help themselves."
Prudence Grand, clinical supervisor, said, "If a wohian

needs welfare, for instance, we will walk her through a
complicated process full of red tape. Every aspect of her
life needs to be advocated."
Sojourn's approach combines treatment and prevention

with the belief that both are critical to long range pro
blem solving, according to background information.
The agency offers a GED progiam, which helps people

attain the equivalent of a high school diploma, to young
women in Hampshire County.
"The GED program is for women ages 16 to 22," Parks

said. "Many are young mothers, and one of their biggest
problems is finding someone to take care of their children
while they're in school."

Child care services are provided at the First Church of
Christ on Main Street in Northampton, and are available
to all community mothers who want to complete high
school, not just for women involved in Sojourn's GED
program.
As students near completion of their GED, Sojourn of-

fers assistance with college applications, financial aid
forms and can help students enroll in a vocational train-

ing program.
Parks said Sojourn does not currently have a vocational

counselor, because of a loss of funding in July. But, "I'm
trying to get the funding to hire one," she said.

Another educational alternative offered through Sojourn
is their "residential farm," according to promotional in-

formation provided by the agency.

The farm offers an environment for women to learn non-

, traditional skills such as carpentry, plumbing, electrical

wiring and heating. And, participants are actually
renovating the farm and preparing it to accomodate other
programs in the future, according to promotional material.

This particular program, which also offers counseling
and medical services, is only available to women refer

red by the Department of Youth Services, Parks said.

Sojourn is state and federal funded and is open to all

young women regardless of race, religion, marital status,

or sexual preference, said Grand. The agency receives

referrals from the juvenile court, schools, and state and
local social service agencies.

AF Photo

UPENDED - An anti-abortion
demonstrator is turned upside down in a
crowd of protesters Saturday morning in
Providence, R.I. while trying to block the en-
trance to the GYN services clinic.

The agency was fouuded in 1975, Grand said, by a group
of young women who could not get the help they needed
in Hamftshire County.

Women's Forum
Child Care Meeting
The Amherst League of Women Voters

will sponsor, "The Crisis in Child Care,"
at 7:30 p.m., on Monday, Nov. 7. at 47 Jef-

frey Lane and again on Thursday, Nov.
10 at 12 noon in the Jones Library. For
more information, call 549 3888.

Writing workshops
The Grant Writing Workshop will be of-

fered on Saturday, Nov. 5, at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Campus Center
Room 905, from 1 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Par-

ticipation is limited to 30 p>eople and
registration is required. Call 545-0883 for

more information.

Local writer and teacher Leslea
Newman will offer writing workshops for

women called "Write from the Heart

"

starting the v^eek of Nov. 14. Small, sup-

IX)rtive cia<^s'. > are open to any woman
who would hke to improve her writing

skills. The ten week workshop has a
sliding scaie fee and will be held during

the morning and in the evenings. Call

584-3865 for more information.

Counseling Program
The Everywomans Center is now offer-

ing assessments, referrals, and limited

short termcoun.seling. For more informa-

tion, call 545-0883.

Sexual Harassment
Date Rape and prevention speaker,

Katherine Brady, will lecture on sexual
harassment, rape and prevention issues

at 8 p.m., on Sunday, Nov. 13 in Gamble
Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College.

For more information, call 538-2262 or
538-2045.

Margaret Randall to speak in Five
College Area
Margaret Randall, internationally ac-

claimed author of more than 40 books,

will be giving a reading of her poetry at

4 p.m. in the Eliot House Lounge at

Mount Holyoke College on Monday, Nov.
7. Later that night she will be giving
another lecture at 8 p.m. at Seelye 10.

Smith College. There will also be a
booksigning at the Albion bookstore on
Green St. in Northampton from 4 to 6 p.m.
in Nov. 8.

Film showing
The film "Not a Love Story" will not be

presented tonight, and has been
rescheduled for 7 p.m.. Nov. 15. in 206
Bartlett Hall. The documentary follows

the life of a stripper as she makes a
journey through the world of por-

nography, sexuality, and women in the
.sex work industry. A discussion will be
held after the movie.

Smith College exhibit focuses
on famous women journalists
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Staff

"A Woman's Voice: 150 Years of Jour-

nalism" currently on exhibit at Smith Col-

lege in Northampton, presents works and
hi.stories of more than a dozen prominent
writers, many of whom are Smith alumnae.

The exhibit, which displays memorabilia

from the 1800s to the present, includes

works by Helen Kirkpatrick Milbank.

Gloria Steinem. and Jane Cunningham
Croly.

Five display cases are devoted to the

history of Ms. magazine, and its co-founder,

Gloria Steinem. who graduated from Smith

m 1956.

Before starting the popular magazine,

Steinem wrote for Life, Esquire, and
Glamour. She has authored several books

and. in 1986. branched into television by

becoming a correspondant for NBC's "To-

day Show."
Jane Cunningham Croly. al.so featured in

the exhibit, began her career in 1854 with

the New York Tribune and later went on

to become a syndicated columnist.

A World War II display includes 1931

Smith graduate Helen Kirkpatrick

Milbank, a Europe-based correspondent for

the Chicago Daily News. Dudlev Harmon.
Helen Hiett, and Pauline Fredrick, best

known for later working as a moderater in

the Ford/Carter debates of 1976.

Fo.st-war careers are highlighted by Ruth
Mehrtens Galvin, a 1942 Smith graduate,

who wrote for Life and Time magazines

and later became first woman chief of the

Boston Bureau of Time-Life news services.

One display exemplifies the progre.ss of

the women's movement in journalism

following the career of Helen Gurley
Brown. Brown, who started her career as

a secretary, moved up into advertising and
in 1963 authored the ground breaking book

Sex and the Single Girl, which made her

an overnight celebrity. In 1965 she became

editor-in-chief of Cosmopolitan and con-

tinued her successful career as an author

with many best selling books.

"A Woman's Voice: 150 Years of Jour-

nalism" is on display in the reading room
of the Sophia Smith Collection and College

Archives in the Almunae Gymnasium. The
exhibit runs until Jan. 6 and is open from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Monday through Fri-

day and from 1 to 4 p.m. on Sundays.

Iron deficiency anemia;

local experts give advice

HEALTHWATCH
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Eating a well balanced diet with foods from all the basic

food groups is the best prevention for iron deficiency

anemia, according to local experts.

Symptoms of anemia, according to Robin Levine. a

nutrionist at University Health Services, include fatigue,

pale skin color, and bruising easilv.

"Being really tired, when you know you've had enough

sleep is the biggest symptom." she said, because the lack

of iron means your body is not able to transfer enough

oxygen from your lungs to other cells.

Dr. Fergus Clydesdale, professor and acting head of the

Food Science arid Nutrition Department at the Universi

ty of Massachu.setts cited dieting as one of the leading

causes of iron-deficiency among women.

"People who diet on-and-off are vulnerable, " Clydesdale

said. Diets are very low in calories and there is a tenden-

cy not to eat a balanced diet, he said.

"If you do have to diet." he said. "I recommend foods

with a high ratio of nutrition to calories
"

Foods such as lean meats and plant foods low in fat and
sugars but high in vitamins and minerals are good choices,

he said.

Dieters often limit themselves to about 1200 calories a

day, according to Levine. With a calorie limit that low,

she said, it's almost impossible to get enough iron.

Clydesdale stressed that the best place to get nutrients

is from food, but "if your lifestyle is such that you can't,

you might consider taking an [iron] supplement."
Levine agreed that taking iron pills is better than

nothing, but warned that "[supplements] may not be

enough to save you from iron deficiency anemia."
Both Levine and Clydesdale said vitamin C has been

found to increase the body's ability to absorb calcium.

That doesn't mean you should take a vitamin C .supple-

ment.

said Clydesdale. But, he does encourage having a drink
with vitamin C, such as tomato, grapefruit or orange juice

along with a me
Fortified breads ai cereals can also offer a good sourc *

of iron, but be aware that "natural" cereals are not for-

tified, Clydesdale said. "Nutrients are considered ad-

ditives in the eyes of the law."

Runners have an especially high incidence of anemia,
Levine said. Women who maintain low body weights and
exercise a lot seem to be at greater risk, she said.

Women who know anemia runs in their family should

also be more careful, Levine said, suggesting that anyone
concerned about anemia should make an appointment to

be checked at UHS.
"I recommend that all women have iron levels checked

on a rejnilar basi.s, " she .said. "Make it a part of your year-

ly gynecological exam."

Women's issues Desk
welcomes writers

and new iaeas
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TXf^ r\ ^^^^f"^^^'^ Alcohol Awareness Week

Lifesaver: Don't Drink and Drive

TAKING DRINKING SERIOUSLY
Think about the first time

you ever tasted alcohol -

maybe a taste of dad's beer,

or the champagne at a

special occasion. Some of us

never had much exposure to

alcohol until junior or senior

high school; some of us may
have sneaked our first sips at

a party; and others may not

have tried it until college.

There are some who for one
reason or another have never

touched the stuff, but the ma-

jority of us have had our

share of experiences with

alcohol. Even if you choose

nof to drink, chances are you

have been affected by so-

meone who does.

As our social life expands
from the playground of

childhood to the social mobili-

ty of adulthood, the reasons

for continuing to drink

become more complex.

Sooner or later we usually

drink a bit more than we can

handle. After the experience

of being drunk, and/or sick

and hung over, some of us

never touch the stuff again.

However, for most, something

they are getting or think they

are getting out of alcohol

makes them try it again.

An estimated 12.3 million

Americans are thought to be
alcoholics, and another 18.1

million problem drinkers.

Alcohol is the nation's

number one drug problem. It

is a factor in nearly half of all

accidental deaths, including

suicides and homicides, and
the National Institute of Drug
Abuse estimates alcohol use
to be responsible for 98,000

What kind of Drinker are you?
For most people drinking alcohol Is a positive experience that
adds enjoyment to our lives. For some people drinking alcohol

becomes a central part of their lives and is no longer
an enjoyable experience.

Take this test and find out for yourself.

D 1
. Does having a good time usually mean having a drink?

D 2. Do you often take a drink to help you relax?

D 3. Do you sometimes forget what happened to you when you were drinking?
D 4. Do you often have a drink when you are by yourself?

D 5. Do you drink now more than you used to?

D 6. Do you often get drunk when you drink?

D 7. Do you often just start drinking without really thinking about it?

D 8. Did you ever drink so much that people had to help you home, or that you
fell asleep wherever you were?

D 9. Have you ever felt bad about what you said or did while drinking?
D 10. Have your family or friends ever told you that they were unhappy about

your drinking?

D 1 1
.
Have you ever missed or been unprepared for work or class because you'd
been dhnking?

D 12. Have you run out of money in the past because you spent too much
money on alcohol?

If you answer 'yes' to a number of these questions,
you may have a drinking problem.

Alcohol & Drug Resources On Campus
Health Services

Alcohol & Drug Education Program (549-2671 x181)

Mental Health
127 Hills North (545-2337)

Alcoholics Anonymous (732-9283)
Meetings held 11:15 am Monday-Wednesday-Friday at Newman

Center and Tues-Thurs at Campus Center

Al-Anon (734-7479)
Meetings Held 12 noon Thursday - Campus Center

Narcotics Anonymous (538-7479)
Meetings are held 7pm Saturday - Campus Center

deaths annually. Alcohol

abuse and alcoholism cost us

hundreds and billions of

dollars every year.

In our society, where
alcohol is available

everywhere, a person really

has to make a cho - a not to

drink. Helping a friend with a

project, or mowing the lawn is

a reasonable time to have a

beer. Then after a long day

comes a cocktail, and how
about some wine with dinner?

Later a drink with friends is

appropriate, and surely some

romantic candlelight and a

night cap go hand in hand.

There are just so many times

to have a drink, that accepted

times for drinking can be

almost anytime, anywhere.

Given enough of the times

described, the person who
chooses to drink may develop

a problem. Alcohol is a drug

and does have effects on the

body. Isn't it time you learned

the facts about alcohol?

Michael Andrukonis
Alcohol and Drug

Peer Educator

"Remembering Loved Ones"
On Thursday, November 3, 1988 at 4:00 pm. on the

Amherst Town Commons, a memorial service will be held to

remember loved ones lost in drunk driving accidents. Since
Monday of this week, a table has been set up in the Campus
Center for anyone to make a flag in memory of someone
close to them who has died as a result of a drunk driving

accident. This table will be on the concourse today and
tomorrow until noon. Also, a similar table will be on the Town
Commons tomorrow from 2:00 pm until the actual service

begins.

These flags will be gathered together and placed on the

Commons for the memorial service. This will be a time to

remember our loved ones, as well as to raise the consciousness
of the general public. We want everyone to recognize our

loses as a result of these tragic incidents and to understand
fully that we can do our best to prevent drunk driving. No one
wants to lose their loved ones.

Doris C. Aiken Comes to UMass
Doris Aiken will be on campus tonight, Wednesday,

November 2, 1988 at 7:00 pm in the 2nd floor classroom of

Gorman Residence Hall. She will be showing the film entitled

'Until I get Caught' and leading a discussion on the topic of

Drunk Driving. Ms. Aiken is a director on the National Commis-
sion against Drunk Driving, and is the founder and President
of RID-USA, Inc., the oldest national grass roots citizen

organization, now active in more than 30 states. We are
honored to have her here and invite everyone to attend.

Drunk Driving Laws Around The World
• In the Soviet Union, lifetime revocation of driver's license.

• In France, three-year loss of license, a year in jail, $1000 fine.

• In South Africa, 10 years in jail or $10,000 fine, or both.

• In El Salvador, execution by firing squad.
• In Bulgaria, execution.
• In Sweden or Finland, one year in jail at hard labor.

• In Norway, three weeks' hard work, one-year loss of license.

• In Malaysia, jail (if driver is married, spouse is jailed too).

• In England, one year in jail. $250 fine, one year suspension.

Sponsored by

University Health Sen/ices Health Education Division

Karen Jacobus, Editor/Coordinator Alcohol and Drug Education Program
Lauren Johnson, Peer Alcohol and Drug Education Program
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To whom it may concern

I think she may
be mad at me
"She said, 'I'll see ya soon' and then hung up the phone.

That was three weeks ago. I haven't heard from her
since."

"You think she's trying to tell you something?"
"What? That she doesn't want to see me any more?"

"It's just a thought Maybe that's not it. Maybe she
fell off the edge of the earth. Or maybe she got picked up
by a U.F.O. Maybe it was a case of spontaneous combus-
tion — her body might have just burst into a flame and
then she disappeared. I'd say any of those reasons is a
legitimate one for her not calling you."

Bob Bobala

"No. She's still alive. A couple of my friends have seen
her around."
"Maybe she just hates you. ... Or maybe she finally

got d good look at all that hair on your legs and decided
it was time to fly. That's reasonable."

"No."
"It's not reasonable?"
"Well, she may hate me, but at least I don't have hair

on my back."

"True."
"We got into kind of a fight."

"Oh, now you tell me."
"I tried to discuss it with her, but she just said, 'I don't

want to talk about it.'"

"Talking isn't easy."

"After that I tried to just forget about it for a day or
two until our tempers cooled down. Then I called her —
three days in a row. I had hoped to get together so we could
straighten everything out. But she had plans. And the last

time I talked to her that's what she said to me — 'I'll see
ya soon.' So I decided to let her call me."
"And that's when the U.F.O. got her?"
"I told you, there was no U.F.O.!"
"Maybe a space alien invaded her body and erased her

memory. She probably doesn't remember who you are!"

"Please."

"Sorry."

"Relationships are a funny thing. You might start off

as friends. Then you start to date. Then you hate each
other."

"Do you hate her?"
"Of course not. I'm just upset. It's not my fault."

"It takes two to tango."

"I'm not talking about dancing here."
"That's right. I forgot. You never did like dancing."

"It's pretty ironic, now that I think about it. The best

thing about our relationship was our communication. I

could talk to her better than I could talk to anyone."
"Better than your dog?"

"Better than my dog. But in the end it was a lack of

communication that broke us apart."

"Oh, the blood is just dripping from my heart."

"You know, you'd think that if two people really liked

each other, the thing to do would be to get involved."

"I don't know. Involved is a harsh word."

"I'm not talking about engagement."
"Oh, you mean a loose dating relationship."

"Yeah, but sometimes even that isn't the best thing."

"Oh, give it a rest. You're just moping because you're

going to miss having a date on Saturday night."

"I miss her friendship."

"Well, then call her."

"I don't know. She needs her space."

"Three weeks? Come on. She doesn't need the whole
Western Hemisphere."
"I don't want to suffocate her."

"Send her some oxygen. Call her."

"We'll see."

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

In other news. . .

When the US trade deficit narrowed dramatically in Ju-

ly, optimists were sure that its improvement would go on

gathering momentum, but pessimists warned, "Wait a

while. " Last week (he August figures were released, and
the pessimists were proved right The gap between imports

and exports widened to $12.2 billion, up from July's $9.5

billion. While the deficit has been shrinking this year —
to an estimated total of$140 billion, compared with $170

billion in 1987 — progress may be slowing. That prospect

has aborted the US dollar's summer rally. The currency

fell last week to 128.25 yen, capping a decline offour per-

cent since August. The plunging dollar reflected the belief

among traders that a weaker currency will be necessary

to wean us consumers from foreign imports.

—Time Magazine, Oct. 24.

i^>^

'OF COURSE A LOT OF VOTERS ARE STILL UNDECIDED. . . . THEY DON'T KNOW WHETHER
TO VOTE FOR GEORGE BUSH OR AGAINST MIKE DUKAKISI . . .

"

A parade of assumptions

UMass administration forgets civility
^
On Thursday, Oct. 27, over 4,000 students joined in

"Hands Across UMass" and demonstrated their civility.
On Friday. Oct. 28. over 19,000 students received their
finals schedule and discovered the University of
Massachusetts administration's inconsistency and
hypocrisy.

During a week dedicated to understanding and accep-
ting differences in others, Jewish students were given the
shaft once again as finals were scheduled for Saturday,
the Jewish Sabbath and day of rest.

Stephen Bayer

It's surprising that this hasn't been brought up before.
UMass has a large, active and vocal Jewish community.
Groups such as Hillel fight in behalf of Soviet Jews' right
to worship in their own country. But who shall fight for

UMass Jews' right to worship on their own campus? If

something as discriminatory as this can pass unnoticed,
it is surely a sign of institutional anti-Jewish oppression.

Andrew Young talked about this during his Civility Day
speech. People who grow up without learning about dif-

ference and who ignore all but their own interests and
beliefs become culturally retarded. The UMass administra-
tion, by not respecting and thus not understanding the
needs ofJewish students on campus, is culturally retarded.

But arrangements have been made, say the ad-

ministrators. Any student who desires to observe the Sab-
bath may reschedule an exam for another time. Fast,
quick, easy — problem solved.

This only blurs the real situation. If we understand it

correctly, Jewish students must make special ar-

rangements in order to take their exam. Special ar-

rangements that thousands of non-Jewish students do not
have to worry about. It may be fast, quick and easy, but
it is an extra effort that practicing Jews are forced to take
in order to graduate. It's almost as if they were being
penalized for practicing their religion. Where's the civility

in that?

This is just one example of an ongoing ignorance of

Jewish students' needs. Exams are also scheduled on the
Jewish high holy days of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kip-
pur. There is a dearth ofethnic Jewi.sh food at the dining
commons (except for the token matzos during Passover;
Kosher Dining Commons is too far away and expensive
for many.) And the administration, including Joseph Duf-

fey, have been exceedingly wishy-washy in condemning
the anti-Jewish remarks of Louis Farrakhan, who may
speak on campus next semester.

Farrakhan is a powerful black speaker who suggests
many good and worthwhile issues relating to black power.

It is unfortunate, however, that he must couch his

message in hatred. Duffey must ally himself with the

Jewish community on campus and defend their right to

worship and exist as they please.

The solutions to some of these concerns may be obviously

simple, perhaps simplistic to other, more cynical,
*

observers. Do not schedule exams on Saturday and start

finals earlier to account for that day. Allow Farrakhan
to speak on campus but either fund it privately or ask him
to speak for free. Student monies should not be used for

a speaker who not all students can feel free to go hear.

Why should Jewish students pay money to be oppressed
when they can get it for free every day?
Four thousand students linking hands across campus

was inspirational. Now let's continue the process of civility

that the chain represented.

Stephen Bayer is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Nice guys are needed in a nasty world
Apparently Nancy Cohen, like many other University

of Massachusetts students, are too selfish to understand

the viewpoint of the "nice guy." ("Symptoms of the Nice

Guy syndrome Oct. 26) The "disease" as the quacks for

experts (who are these masked men anyway?) call it is

not a damaging one.

Being a nice guy doesn't hurt our society. In fact, in to-

day's materialistic and selfish world, being unselfish,

helpful and in short, a nice ^uv cold only help. What hap-

pened to the goodness that used to predominate? What
happened to the caring for another human being?

I am a nice guy. I do the things tha: Cohen so clearly

itemized and some she didn't, gladly. I do these kind acts

for a reason. I do it for reciprocation. If I were hitchhik-

ing I would want the first car to pick me up. It would
behoove me to return the favor to someone just as needy.
Did you ever have too many groceries or have a task too

difficult to do alone? Besides your friends (if they really

are friends) who could you count on?
Everybody gripes about where our society is heading,

yet no one is doing anything about it. Well, almost no one
except the few and the proud. Unfortunately Cohen hasn't.

Ruben Aparicio
Amherst

Excise tax makes students pay for mistakes
I can hear it now, "If it's not the University of

Massachusetts, now who's asking me for money?" There
is a proposed $50 annual excise tax for college students
living in Amherst. As a lifetime resident of Amherst and
now one of the many UMass students, I face the possibility

of paying even more money to attend school.

A $50 annual tax of students would bring in an
estimated $1.4 million per year for the town of Amherst.
My question is this: How much does the town and its more
permanent occupants have to pay to support the students?
Most weekend mornings, my mother awakes to survey the

damage to our mailbox done by people stumbling home
from parties. This is not an uncommon occurrence in areas
near the apartment complexes. Where does the trash in

the streets come from that the townspeople pay its public
works to clean? My parents and I pay a lot of taxes to this

town, so why shouldn't you?
I am not in favor of paying a $50 tax, but I am in favor

of a little consideration paid by the students of our Univer-
sity. Either way, it's not too much to ask, is it?

Seth H. Fischer
Amherst
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BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
WE ARE SEEKING TO HLL
TWO POSITIONS ON OUR

STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF
BEGINNING NEXT SEMESTER.

ASSISTANT MANAGER - REQUIRES
A MATURE, ENERGETIC AND
FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

ACCOUNTANT - REQUIRES
A WELL ORGANIZED PERSON
WITH GOOD MATH SKILLS

AND COMMUNICATIVE ABILITY.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND
APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE

THRU NOV. 14TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN

OmCE, CLARK HILL ROAD

Attention ALL
INDEX

(Yearbook)
Staff

Mandatory Layout
Workshop
Wednesday
Nov. 2 at 6:30

New Members Welcome]

ARTS/LIVING

Asimov's Voyage II
more than Fantastic
By JAMES CHRISTENSEN
Collegian Correspondent

Fantastic Voyage II: Destination Brain
By Isaac Asimov
Bantam

Much can be said for combining science fact with
science fiction, and no one does it better than Isaac

Asimov. He has consistently put out solid works that
splice scientific laws with theory and imagination.

Fantastic Voyage II: Destination Brain is a sequel, in

concept only, of The Fantastic Voyage. Asimov adapted

the first from a screeplay, the second, however, is com-

pletely his own. The fundamental structuring concepts

throughout most of the novel are the theory, use and pro-

blems of miniaturization. These structuring concepts are

explored through the conflicts and exploits of 5 main
characters: an unwilling American and four somewhat
gung-ho Soviets. The plot is simple. A group of scien-

tists are miniaturized and injected into another scien-

tist. The sub-plots are variant and interesting, and they

stretched beyond science. Conflicts stem from na-

tionalism, love and its denial, as well as the myriad

created by miniaturization.

Asimov is to be commended for not allowing such an
interesting concept to dominate the action. He does ex-

plore its merits and implications, however. He is also

able to avoid predictability. There are many events

which are unexpected, causing the reader to say "Ah,
now I get it."

The description ofthe journey through the blood vessels

and tissues is detached and precise. Special care is given

to letting the reader know just how small the voyagers

are. Asimov is detached also in his explanation of the

properties of cell size and even molecule-size objects.

Physical laws are brought up and discussed without leav-

ing the reader lost, nor does the reader get hit over the

head with repetitious facts and explanation.

Perhaps the most enjoyable part of reading Fantastic

Voyage II: Destination Brain is its change in tone from

start to finish. It begins and develops as a rather depress-

ing story full of unresolved conflicts, but finishes off

wonderfully. All conflicts are not resolved, but we see

the hero come into his own.

continued on page 1
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Hamlisch at the FAC
Award winning stage and screen composer Marvin

Hamlisch will bring his classic music to the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall tomorrow at 8 p.m.

The Marvin Hamlisch in Concert production promises

to be a fine evening of music and laughter, and will

surely be a winner.

Hamlisch is the recipient of many prestigious awards

including the Pulitzer Prize, Tony Award, three Oscars,

four Grammys and two Golden Globe Awards. Well

known for his scoring of The Sting and The Way We
Were, as well as creating the music for nearly 30 other

motion pictures and the Broadway hits A Chorus Line

and They're Playing Our Song, Marvin Hamlisch has

appeared as a guest «utist with countless symphony or-

chestras including the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the

New York Philharmonic and the Royal Philharmonic

in London.
Accomplished singer Valerie Lemon will join

Hamlisch as guest vocalist.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center Box Of

fice for $25, $23, and $21. Mastercard and Visa are ac

cepted. Call 545-2511.

Southern bands bond
to produce the music
By JENNIFER HUGHES
and CHEETIE KUMAR
Special To The Collegian

Numerous theories have been offered regarding the

reasons why there is so much musical activity coming

from the southern states.

Some think there is sometning in the water. Others sug-

gest there is a scientific correlation between heat and good

rock'n'roll. Yet it is relatively easy to see (and hear) that

a close knit community, and word of mouth, can get a pro-

mising act on its feet and out producing quality sounds.

It's only a matter of time.

Some good examples of this musical comraderie are

Athens Georgia's The Squalls, Atlanta based,

Drivin'n'Cryin, and south Florida's Charlie Pickett.

The Squalls are a band that has played together longer

than most Athens bands. Their catchy pop songs intert-

wine vocals with jangly melodies to create an irresistibly

addicting sound. The Squalls cannot be lumped in with

every other guitar oriented pop band. Their music is uni-

que in their choice of instrumentation, including violins,

keyboards, and saxaphones.

Demographics gave The Squalls the opportunity to be

in the film Athens Georgia; Inside/Out, where their single

"Na Na Na Na" was exposed to college radio. In April

1987, the soundtrack reached No. 3 on Rockpoois College

Radio Charts, and soon led to the release of their debut

LP, Rebel Shoes on Dog Gone Records. The album at-

tracted critical attention from The College Music Jour-

nal to the Wall Street Journal, and their latest effort, No
Time has proven once again that The Squalls are not a

band to be missed.

Athens is not the only part of Georgia contributing to

new music. Atlanta-based Drivin'n'Cryin got their start

sounding a bit lighter than they do today. After evolving

into the power trio they've become, they were signed to

688 Records. In 1986, Scarred But Smarter was released,

shedding light on yet another great Georgia band. The

energetic force of the band gives them the versatility to

put their name to work. The contrast between the power-

ful electric guitar riffs on some songs and the acoustic

ballads adding mandolins to the melodies give

Drivin'n'Cryin a unique sound that is pleasing to all ears.

In 1987, Drivin'n'Cryin struck a deal with Island

Records and in early 1988, The Whisper Tames The Lion

continued on page 10
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EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1988

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER RM 174-76

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Richard G, McGee, '67

Patricio Donaldson, '79

Paul Washburn, '81

Robert Smith, '88

Manufacturing Manager
Digital EquipmentAA/estminster

Marl<eting Services Manager
Sigma Instruments

Principal Inaustrial Engineer
Digital Equipment

Controller

Amherst Information Systems

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center
545-2224
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Soppllcrs Of

BUFFALO WINGS
FROM HELL!!!

MILD MEDIUM HOT TURBO

10 pes 3.95

20 pes 6.95

30 pes 10.46

Served with chunky bleu cheese and fresh celery.

or PARTY BUCKETS
50 pes 15.95

75 pes 22.95

^^\ Cfiiekcti Strip TtiMfen OXIY 4.9S1

ALSO FEATURING
Potato Skins 4.25

Mozzerella Sticks...3.25

Cheesed Cauliflower2.50

Mushroom Caps 2.25

Zucchini Circles 1.75

Onion Rings 1.75

Steak Fries 1.50

Cole Slaw 95

Potato Salad 96

Macaroni Salad 95

Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream- All Flavors-2.95
Coke-Diet Coke-Sunkist-Spritc-A&W

Cans-.65 Liters-1.35

TARE OUT OR DELIVERY * P"*^** ^'o "*•* include 5% Meals Tax *

lues -Thurs 5pm 2am FREE DELIVERY!
Fri.& Sat. 5pm-3am
Sunday 5pm- lam

,

Closed Mondays _

>^(t:atftio|i:^\l^atcli o&t for cheaper^imitatiofis)^

54».7771
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southern hands
continued from page 9

was released, produced by Anton Fier (backbone of the

Golden Palominos). The transition to a major label ct-

r

tainly did not affect the quality of Drivin'n'Cryin's new
material. It has only gotten better.

Southern comraderie is not limited by state borders.

One guitarist has proven that even as far south as

Miami, Florida, good music is constantly being born.

Charlie Pickett started in the early 80's with Southern
Fried Punk. His discography is an interesting one. His
first LP, a live disc, was appropriately titled Live At The
Button. Cowboy Junkie-A-Go-Go, a five song EP, and
Route 33 followed. His latest work. Wilderness, is on Safe-

ty Net Records, and boasts a quality, house-rocking, and
most importantly, honest sound of which Pickett has cor-

nered the market. Two tracks, both written by 30's blues

legend Son House, feature R.E.M.'s Peter Buck accom-
panying Pickett on guitar. Charlie Pickett is currently

on a national tour, and chances are good that he will be

going overseas to tour Europe soon.

There's still more to come. Stay tuned for . . . The
Connells.

Jennifer Hughes and Cheetie Kumar are WMUA dj's.

Two years later, The Vestrymen push
the limits of Green and Sensible

TOP of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE
s-y-«.--':

'

^-X^
TDc

sp Vine

J' ^ another
ejffra

Lourvg* Hours:

Moo-Fri 11 30 am- 12 30 am~
SatSun 4 00 nm-12 30 am

af 9.00
^ight

j.'i^/

nth Floor Campus C«nitr • (413) 549-6000 ext 7634

University of Massachusetts at Amharsi

By CHRISTOPHER PISANO
Collegian Correspondent

Late in the fall of 1986, October to be exact, four col-

lege student/musicians got together for a jam session. Lik-

ing what they heard, and with the opportunity to play a

gig at Amherst College, they collectively decided to give

jt a go as a band. Opening for Game Theory at Amherst,
it was soon apparent that this talented quartet was here

to stay. And so, from this humble beginning, The
Vestrymen were born.

Well, The Vestrymen are no longer a quartet, but they

are still around — and more than ever. Consisting ofdrum-
mer Chris Weinberg, keyboardist/vocalist Jeff Colby,

guitarist/vocalist Matthew Davis, bass guitarist Timo Lip-

ping and latest addition Andy Boose on guitar, the

Vestrymen started off as a psychedelic rock band. They
even burned incense on stage as they performed. So much,
in fact, that at one gig a fire alarm was set off.

In the beginning, "incense made up more weight on
stage than the musicians," Weinberg admitted.

Today, however, the band and its music have noticeably

matured. Whereas in the past years the band played at

one level — loud — they now show more diversity: "We
play quiet music quiet and loud music loud," Weinberg
said.

Another fact worth noting is that the majority of the

songs performed are originals, written and arranged by
members of the group.

Practicing up to four days a week and constantly work-
ing on new material, it is apparent that these guys are

serious. With two tapes out Sensible and Green, they seem
to be doing well in the local scene. The band has and will

be playing such hot spots as Sheehan's and Katina's and
say they are looking forward to more gigs at the five col-

leges where, one member joked, "the real money is."

In concert, the Vestrymen are far from the flashy, dime-

a-dozen top 40 bands that seem to come and go in the blink

of an eye. Dressed simply (no leopard skin spandex, studd-

ed leather and/or effeminate makeup), the group plays

through each of their sets with the intensity and prowess
of true musicians. Never losing momentum. The
Vestrymen are capable of sending their audience into a
dancing frenzy. With bass player Lipping jumping wild-

ly around the stage and singer/guitarist Davis keeping
pace in his unique way, they're not only a treat for the

ear, but also for the eye.

How does the band describe its music? Lipping said "it's

a little bit of funk and a little bit of the Red Hot Chili

Peppers."

How does the band describe its audience? After a slight

pause, Weinberg said, "We play for the mature college

crowd. Everybody digs us."

Finally, how did the band get its peculiar name. The
Vestrymen? Perhaps no one will ever know. At any rate,

they refused to divulge the secret to me. Lipping did,

however, say that he thought it was a cool name.
They're a pretty cool band as well.

CoUagtan photo by Tboiii Drvit.-

The Vestrymen

WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISIT §.-.fNIVEnSAL STUDIOS TOUR
^Of"9

kN "^CA CO«S^P«%-v

Proper lder)tification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

i Drink of the Week
i WHITE RUSSIAN $2.50

: Beer of the Month
DOS EQUIS $1.75

*. I

Wednesday Night is Kahlua Giveaway Night!

Sunday Night is Monte Python Night!
ui.iiiiiii.iii,iiiiiiifiininutiiiii.iiiiimiiuJiniiiiiii.iiiiiii"i"i"iiiii imj in ,.^

/T"

Thursday Night is

Student Night at f9{&^I
Burger King ^^^^

Present school ID and receive 10 % off purchase
not good with any other offer.

OFFER GOOD 4 p.m. to Midnight

"\

King Street Northampton
Offer Expires 12/16/88

Rt. 9 Hadley

Garage band The Lyres bring their 608 sound to Pearl Street tomorrow night with locals

The Malarians opening.

Asimov
continued from page 9

On the negative side there is little to be said, and it

is hard to put in terms that don't sound overly opi-

nionistic. The problem lies in the characters. I simply

did not identify with most of them. The exceptions be-

ing a rotund Soviet with a sharp wit, a taste for vodka
and a saying for anything, and the hero, but only near
the end. Maybe the reason for my dislike of some of the

main characters is the persistence in which they harp
on the lack of funding for their project. I stopped coun-

ting how many times the Soviet character cursed the

bureaucratic government when I ran out of fingers and
toes. It began to sound a lot like George Bush calling

Mike Dukakis a "liberal."

Fantastic Voyage II is a must for Asimov readers and

I strongly recommend curious fiction readers to judge for

themselves. The subject matter touched on in this novel

does not put it out of the reach of any reader who finds

the idea of miniaturization interesting.

^^ /^j

i x^^

UNIVERSAL JOINT
EVERY TUESDAY BLUES JAM ^IWMUA s Blue Bill FREE
THURSDAY NOV. 3 THE LYRES w/ The Malarians $5

FRIDAY NOV 4 DREAMS SO REAL w/ The Grave Gods
All ages show sponsored byWMUA6 30 p.m. Nightime Show

at 9:30 p.m. $5 Arista recording artists from Athens GA
SATURDAY NOV 5 COMEDY with LAs, NYs and Boston's Finest 8-10 pm
AFTERWARDS THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS

$7 for Comedy & Music, $5 tor Music

SUNDAY NOV 6 THE CONNELLS
•••HnillMIMIIMIIIIIMIIIIMIIMItllllllllllllMMIMIHmHIIHIIHIIHiaiWflMIIIWHIHIMHI

Nov. 10 LOOSE CABOOSE NOV. 11 EVAN JOHNS * THE H-BOMBS
NOV. 12 COMEOV/MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN NOV. 17 OUMPTRUCK
DEC. 1 THE JAMES COTTON BAND DEC. 9 TREAT HER RIGHT

DEC. 12 THE SCREAMING TRIBESMEN

U. JOINT downstairs at Northampton 584-7771

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

•'mm WfMf •«•*

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

J

179
229
259

(Oundlni,

CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Ta*»i not Included.

Alto Worti-Stuay Abroad.

I.«n0ii*g« Countt. Int t Sludanf

ID. youth HoUl Pn—t
BURAIL Pmamt Intmd on (ft* tpol.'

CMI lot thm FREE CIEE Stud^nl

Trav*/ Catalog f

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. PtMMM SI.

Amh«r«l. MA 01002

milllwnnnnwwMfimriimaia^ffijiyy^pytipf^j^j^gpi^l^g^g^lpgng^ingpgn^^g^j;^^^

M. E
QhineseOZitchen
Quality Chinese food at a Low Price
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• Spend $10.00 and get 1 pint
• of Pork Pried Rice

TREE
* Good Only In hadley Store •

The Five College Hillel Foundation Proudly Presents

"H.M.S. PINAFORE"
Bv Gilbert &. Sullivan

(With English Narration

and Summaries.)

Saturday, November 5

8:00 p.m.

Smith College, Sage Hall

A presentation ot :he Light Opera

Company of Long Island

S9 general, S5 students &. senior citizens

Tickets: L^!.l^s Hillel, Food for Thought, Amherst; Smith Hillel,

Bevond Word?. Broadside Bixikshop, Northampton; Springtield Jewish

Communitv Center, Temple Israel, Greenfield

***LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED^**
The Legal Services Center has positions available for

full-time legal assistant interns for Spring, 1989

semester.

This is a challenging opportunity for students from a

variety of majors and disciplines to gain valuable legal

experience.

Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing
* attendance at hearings

* preparation of court forms
* maintenance of continuing caseload

* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned.

CONTACT LEGAL SERVICES. ROOM 922 CAMPUS CENTER (545-1995)

BY HOVEMBER 4, 1988.

--LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED -*

Wednesday
is Game Night

at Mike's

CASH
PRIZES

SPECIALS
Btisch Pitchers 3.75

Bad Light Bottles 125
Wall Bangers 1-75

HI
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Copeland croons his blues
to a Sheehan's crowd

By JOSEPH MCtJL'UiAX
CollefTian Correspondt'iit

Johnny Copeland
Shet'han's

Thursday and Friday

Bliu> u'uitaiist ;iiui sinu'iT -Johniis

Cupi'land rocked Sheehan's in Northamp
ton this past Thursday and Friday nights.

The Houston-lxnn Copehmd and his band

drovf up tVoin New York City atU-r visiting,'

Copt'lands mtntor and friend Albert Cul

lins who was playing at the Lone Star.

Copeland is still riding the wave of

popularity following his Grammy award-

winning album Shotidttu n on which he

teamed up with Collins and Robert Cray.

That record greatly increased Copeland's

legion of followers, and as the throng on the

dance floor indicated, his originals are also

a l)i^ hit.

i'wu new members of his band are Orris

"Scooter" Warner on drums, and Mike
Kindred, who replaces Kenny Vangel on
piano. Long time bassist Michael Merritt

and guitairst Ken Pino are still with the

band. They provided a tight pulsating beat

to Copeland's sustained guitar attack.

Songs such as "When the Rain Starts

Falling," "Don't Stop By the Creek Son,"

Hou.ston" and "Big Time," made the

>tudio versions sound tame in comparison
to their covers at Sheehans. One new slow

.song he sang both nights, "Greater Man,"
has particularly poignant lyrics and will be

on his next album.

Johnny Copeland and his band are up in

Nova Scotia and points north for the next

few weeks. Let's hope he gets back to rock

Sheehan's sometime soon. Aik.

Arts notes
Northampton carpenter craftsman Jim

Locke will sign his newly published book,

The Apple Corps Guide to the Well-Built

House from 7 to 9 p.m. today at the Broad
side Bookshop at 247 Main Street in

Northampton.
In his book, Locke presents his own prac-

tical philosophy of the entire house-

building process. He spells out everything

one needs to know before having a new^

house built or an old one remodeled. The
book's goal is to enable the owner to

become an informed participant in the

building enterprise.

•••
Remember Free Press, one of the more

"offbeat" ensembles to come down the

pike? Well, assorted members of this

maleable band will hit the stage to open up

the Uncle Martha show tonight at the

Hatch. Get there early ifyou want to catch

Scoop Scarpino (bass), Rockin' Dave
(washboard, vocals). Bill Rock (percussion),

Ollie (drums), and Al Arpad on backing

vocals.

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
rlLM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAIL;\BLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day . .

.

MON: aS-'o OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

ATA SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

m"^m^^
actory

257 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST

December 26. 1988-

January 7. 1989

The Irish Tradition

Ail Interduciplmiry Course (2 s.h .)*

Elms College Ls proud to ofTer

another extraordinary two-week

program In Irish studies in conjunction

with National LTniversity of Ireland colleges.

"The Irish TVadition" Teatures a series of outstanding

on-site lectures and informal talks by Irish personalities.

Tfu'Vmm

Tfu .'\6Sey IhtMrt, the Jodijm Commission and

St. Tatncl^s CoiU^t m 'DuBlm

Tmduumal Cottagts and tfu Musu: Sctnt m 0^n
[risk Language andCultun m Qalway

Tfu Conntmara andThngCt Qaeliachts

Sutmsa Tfit '}(atwnal y^oikthtaire m 'Xtrry

Tfu Mtditvaljuui at 'Bunrattu tn Limenck.

Cost: $1075 plus applicable tuition (includes round-trip

airfare, ground transportation, accommodations, breakfast,

and all program -related events.)

* GatUc Span tZs.h.) and Social Work ui lrtby*4 (2tJt.) wtU aiso ba offtnd.

For More Inrormalion Call:

The CMtx* or Our Lady of the Elms at (413) 594-2761 (nl 223) or S86-3412

PERVERSELY FASCINATING"
r_ fc--.. ^^fWUHJ^:**

TROVOCATIVE'

Xmtl'^h GARY A«»C^1^I^T0r«EX

—I ®
"^^^ 1M7 Nana Mad* F'ima I1M71 »*nnar«m» |g4M|

Western Mass. Premiere
2- showings 7:00 and 9:15 In the center of Amherttl

AMITY ST. 253-5426

FELLOWSUPS
Northrop— where we designed the world's most advanced

aircraft in a paperless environment, and invested in advanced

computers and training to be named Computeni^orU's most effective

user of information systems among aerospace companies— is offering

attractive work study fellowships for those interested in pursuing a

career in Engineering, Computer Science or Manufacturing.

You will earn salary, benefits and a $15,000 yearly stipend.

Northrop will also cover books, fees and tuition. You'll work half-time

during the school year, full-time on breaks and holidays. You must be

admitted for the fall 1989 class at UCLA, MIT, UC Irvine or USC.
into one of the programs identified for eligibility, and qualify for any

security or special access clearances.

For more information, please contact Dr. James McNeely at

(213) 332-1514, or write: NORTHROP CORPORATION. G)Iiege

Maiicm, One Nrjrthrop Ai^e., iOimiSl, Hawthorne, CA 90250.

Northrop is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V.

NORTHROP

For students planning to take English 112

during Winter Session 1989

"" Test will be administered

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1988
7 p.m., Room 206, Bartlett Hall

No one will be admitted into En^ieh 112

without tills test Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This test is administered free of charge.

,

'
i

DIVlSlOf- i Of
<2iCONTINUING EDUCATION
•O UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

r--ti U>c^>' '/•2

UililiMtililii
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A mcxiNe New fiowe of
C^PiCm 3ICL ...
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

eoveRNOR DUKMjs, we've.

JUST RBCBJVBV U/OftP THAI
im CAMPAIGN IS OVER HOW

\ CV YOU FteL
"^'*^ APCmiHAT'

UHeiL, BAF3ARA, I'LL Bt UOOK-
IN6 Itno mis MATTER I'LL Be
STUPyiNG IT IIAJANT TOHAVF
AU The FACTS IH FRONTOFMe
SOI CAN '=^~:^'f^>^^

Assess y^
IHe SIT- ^^
UATION. //^ """^^

UH. I'M JUST
rOUCFIING

youR steeve
ReAssuaNecY.

pisAse
PONT DO
THAT.

^^\X
^StfV A^ ^

>nj/^flt^U

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

WOMMAOEME
K SUPER ^EK>
OUTP»T.'

JLk.

DONT I LCXXCX)OL? ^
NQM I CAN RGHT CRIME

WIT1KX)T ANYONE KNOWING
W TRUE lOENTlTH'

V?, I'M

AU, SET
NOW.'

MM

...so.' \ CAftE n<AT
SEEN AHi MCi80W KNCHHS

CRIMES' I tWRlOtHTm?

Iggman on Campus

OH veAK.'r.

you KTfER fS.^^^
STOP ne^KUNG fiOHN^Por"

M5 IP NOU
KNO^'J WHM'S,,/

630P POR VA /•'.'

By Drew Aquilina

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

IAhoTm/* it-oRD VS.©"' TH£
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Zot^i Sof^e LcSeti ACE

{^iLL, Z''i A t^UC¥or
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oF U>£APoKi-.So/»if 0- "'^ff

SXmf w£Aft>i^S wif» A6AIWS1'

^£«SIAW &oLr. Zf's

rT,S /J~;i' TueSt>A y, ^

"If it were necessary to give the briefest possible defini-

tion of imperialism, we should have to say that im-
perialism is the monopoly stage of capitalism."

- Vladimir I. Lenin

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 Choice Item

S Mountain
dettilus

10 Stfip on a shoe
U Top notch

15 Marty secrelty

16 ConceplKKi
17 Plump

rad brsasP
19 - B«l AbMs.

Algefia

20 Tachomalaf
readout

21 VMth at

sergeant s

command
22 Flower pan
23 Cod or Halterai

24 Heroic poem
26 Vocaiife

29 Alias additions

32 Picture puzzle

33 Linemen
34 Comic Jotinsoo

36 Ancient Greeti

contest

37 Apportion

36 Birth veil

39 Dispatched
40 TVs Grandpa

Mallon
41 Li/ard

42 Graoft Mountain
State

44 Odors
45 Irtdian

philosophy

46 European valley

47 Pan ol NASA
50 II begins at

forty

51 Anga4et lead m
54 Actor Jatnet —

Jones
55 mileiibla

Martin''

58 Japanese native

59 Papal garment
60

4 Chess pieces

5 Meicican wrap
6 Shut
7 Garment
8 Precedes
cure

9 Poets time

ol day
10 Sagacious

saltme?

H Ooa
KMirnalisI s

(Ob

12 Mother ol

Castor and
POHua

13 Kite pan
18 College

officials

22 Dessert
oiler ing

23 415 iron lor

rural use'
24 Biblical town
25 Allention

getter

26 Popular

mveslmenls
27 Israeli desafi

28 Kind ol steak

29 Shoreline

lealura

30 Prepare lor a

bout

31 Acrobatic leal

33 Turgerwv
heroine

35 Fraternal

organization

37 Spellbound
4 1 RR timetable

43 Larry. — and

Curly The 3

Stooges
44 Permit

46 Wtnchester Of

Springfield

47 YeHow and
Black

48 Bucket
49 River at

Florence

50 Ananas,
lor one

St Speech delect

52 To a position

upon
53 Pan ol a isvti*

55 Sward
56 Prelin wHh

cyde
57 EtfUopian princa

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

117t/t8

iT

IT

n

province

61 Sk)venly one
62 More dreadlui

63 Name lor a

Dalmatian

DOWN
1 Young salmon
2 Airptarte

maneuver
3 E pturibus

r
Menu

Lunch

Hamburger on Roll

Sausage Grinder

Dinner

Sweet and Sour
Chicken Fingers

Pineapple Ham Steak

Basics Lanch

Oatburgers (neigh)

Caponata w/Pocket Bread

Basics Dinner

Sweet and Sour

Chicken Fingers

Tofu Pattie/Pineappic Ring

J

Weather
Today: Mostly cloudy, chance of early rain 50's

Tonight: 30 percent chance of snow or rain Mid 30 s

Tomorrow: Cloudy 50's

TODAY'S STAFF
Hight Editor Tony Padovano
Copy Editor Pam McCarthy
Layoat Ttclmlclaa Marc Infield

Photo Tcchnldui ....Richard Bonanno
Prodaction Sapcrvlior Terry Starmer
Production Sap«nrlsor George Franry
ProdactionWendy Rae. Kim, Christine, Miguel, Ashe,
Kristin, and Joe is un-a-Ware of how late well be

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor in Cfiiif

Rfck Sasson

Managing Editor

Robert Ciappennelli

Business Manager

David R Mark
Editorial Editor

Marc Infleld

Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob CiappenelH
Business Manager

Daniel Munroe
Finance Manager

Todd Frahbeis

Clrcnlalion Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Mary Haygcns
Sttbscribtlons Manager
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alcohol awareness fraternities

continued from page 3

Alcohol's aftermath

A seminar on the issues of drugs and

alcohol related to liability will be held

Saturday at 1:00 p.m., according to Direc-

tor of Greek Affairs Carlene Riccelli.

She said the seminar will feature Greg

Hauser, a New York City attorney who is

familiar with the aspects of alcohol use

such as alcohol-related car accidents and

who is responsible legally.

She said this event was organized in part

by BACCHUS (Boosting Alcohol Con-

sciousness and Concern for Healthy

University Students), a Greek Area group

which promotes responsible drinking.

Sue Gerety, president of BACCHUS, said

the group, which formed last September,

is not a temperance group. "We're not say-

ing don't drink, we're saying drink respon-

sibly."

Gerety said BACCHUS had sponsored

two tables on the Campus Center Con-

course this week, one Monday on

hangovers titled "The Morning After,"

which showed ways to avoid a hangover by

drinking responsibly.

Another table yesterday had recipes for

"mocktails." or non-alcoholic drinks. The

table yesterday also had a chart listing

blood alcohol content for varying numbers

of drinks according to the drinker's weight.

Riccelli said the Greek Area would also

be participating in the event on the

Amherst Common Thursday.

RESUMES
Best Prices • Great Service • Laser Typesetting

DON'T WOI^RV - H£ HPiPPY

CopyCat PRINT SHOP^,

228 Triangle St., Amherst

(413) 549-3840 -^-.'m

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars

I Truck* A Vans Also AvaMable

I North Amherst
I Rent-A-Wreck
I Rt . 63 No. Amherst

continued from page 1

Street for the last 26 years, she said has

only seen the problem grow worse.

"We're trapped in a situation that is

simply getting worse," Leininger said.

"We're out in no-man's land out there."

Leininger said the noise ordinance has

helped keep the levels down, but people are

still parking on her lawn and the traffic has

become dangerous in the area. She said she

realized passing the article would not im-

prove the problem, "but at least it wouldn't

get worse and that's good enough for us."

Another Allen Street resident, Sy Fried-

man, mo"ed into the neighborhood in 1984

and said the noise did not bother him much

because he was from Manhattan, but,

"when it's 3:30 in the morning in the mid-

dle of winter and all your windows are clos

ed and you can still hear them, it gets an-

noying. We're entitled to have a good night

sleep."

"If they want to blow their ear drums out

listening to the music that's fine, but they

don't have to listen to my music and I don't

want to listen to theirs," said Friedman.

Friedman also said he was concerned

with the trash problem. "The kids leave the

party and throw the plastic cups all over

the place, I really don't mind that, but (the

fraternities) should clean up the mess

within 24 hours.
"

Gerry Grady, UMass coordinator ofCom-

munity and Alumni Relations, has spoke

out against the article.

He said he attended a planning board

meeting held last week to discuss the issue

and was proud of the case the fraternities

and sororities had presented.

"The Greek way of living is something

that should exist," Grady said. "The

Univerisity didn't stop anyone from

building at fraternity-sorority park but the

high cost of building a frat and the length

from school makes it difficult for a frat to

begin there, it's easier to just rent a house."

The cost of building a fraternity house

from scratch is between $750,000 and $1

million, according to Jan Dizard of the

planning board.

"The problem is getting better," said

Grady. "At least the mechanism has been

put in place to resolve these problems."

He added, "The bylaws on noise have

helped and several (fraternities) are on

warnings."

Members of fraternities on probation

could face expulsion from school if viola-

tions continue, he said. "That's the most

effective deterrent in higher education

because they want that degree," he said.

Selectmen will make their decision Mon-

day on whether to endorse the proposal.
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STUDENT HELP WANTED
SNOW REMOVAL

Positions to be filled:

Managers, Assistant Managers, & Shovelers

Earn up to

$11.00 per hour

Applications available at

Grounds Office In Physical Plant

Deadline for applications November 11,1 988
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Honor Society

ATTENTION
Juniors &
Seniors

MEMBERSHIP DEADLINE
NOV. 5

LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
''South AfricB's Grammy Award-

winning Vocal Group''

with special guest

Karia Bonoff

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm

FAC Concert Hall

Tickets: $16, 14, 12

Five college students 'A -price Q] Box Office 545-251

1

JOINT

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Now Open
Downstairs at

Pearl St.

Night Club

See Ad in this Paper for

Upcoming Shows!
This Week:

Thursday The Lyres

Friday Dreams So Real

Saturday Comedy/The
Incredible Casuals

Sunday The Connells

lO PEARL ST

NORTHAMPTON
584:7771
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Men's soccer

continued from page 16'

The Crimson are lead offensively by Canada's Nick

D'Onofrio, who has four goals on the season. Junior mid-

fielder Paul Baverstock has also chipped in 3 goals and

5 assists this fall. In net, senior Stephen Hall has played

nearly every minute this season, but will likely take a

seat to fellow senior Chad Riley this afternoon. Riley, who
has played a mere 46 minutes all season (all in the first

game of the yeeu") since losing his job to the steady Hall,

is probably best known for his heroic efforts in the Crim-

son's post season crusade to the Final Four in '86. In the

New England regional final that year against rival Yale,

Riley turned away 4 of 5 overtime tie-breaker penalty

kicks to win the game.

Gettler, meanwhile, has no plans to tinker with th^

UMass lineup that took the field against Rutgers. And
for good reason — after floundering in the second to last

week of the season on the road against Providence and

Boston College, the Minutemen finally conjured a

dramatic team performance Saturday against Rutgers.

Against the No. 14 team in the nation, the Minutemen

came within one bad break (Carl Hanks pushed a poten-

tial game-winner wide of the net in the final moments of

play) of digging out a shocking upset win. UMass today

will show whether the performance in New Brunswick

was a fluke, or perhaps a sign of things to come.

"We played with a lot of emotion and intensity in the

Rutgers game. We have to bring those things to the game

for us to be a good team, " said Gettler. "We're just star

ting to find ourselves, and find out what things make us

good. Individually, I only hope that these guys grow and

learn. If we're finding that we can put two great perfor-

mances together against two great teams at the end of

a season, I would think that we've made some progress."

Mi-jtnn file photo

The University of Massnchusetts volleyball team had plenty of reason to celebrate last night

after beating the University of Connecticut in five sets.

Water polo
continued from page 16

slimmer margins. Last weekend UMass

was forced into sudden death overtine to

pull out the win, so Yarworth "will not look

ahead of MIT."

If the Minutemen take the first round

they will face the winner of the Harvard

Boston College match; most likely, Har-

vard. This presents a problem.

"If we want to go to the Easterns, we

must beat Harvard," Yarworth said.

The problem is that UMass has not

beaten the Crimson at all this year. The

Minutemen have had a tendency to fold

against Harvard when they fall behind,

something that must not happen this

weekend if UMass is to make it to the

championship game and the Eastern

tourney.

Yarworth gave the bottom line: "We

must play all four quarters."

Said Yarworth, "We're playing all right.

There's just a little bit missing. We need

that final effort."

Hopefully, it will come in time for this

weekend.
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ACTIVITIES

FAOHMNACC^ObnES SALE No* 3 < 5

00 Campua Canlaf Coocoufsa Qraat

pricaa. graat atud

Al^HA ZETA m.EOOES and members

matting Thuraday night 6 30 Campus

Caotar check achadula »or location

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

conditioomechanicaHy sound' Great body

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908

weeknigtits-Jen

ARMCNIAN CLUB MEETING on Tuesday

Nov 1 at 7 00 Ct>eci< al information des»

for meeting location

NOA FWOAY NMHT VIDEO Nfy Cnr

WoM 7 00pm Front Lounge o» Newman
Center FREE

CH0LE8TEMN.

CHOLEStEBOL WHATS IT AU^MOUT
and wfwl can you do (m and out o« tne u t^

)

to lower if No registration, no lee, just

stiow up al one ol these dales and limes

below For tt>oee not on DC meal plan Nov

3 17 or Dec 1 5pm Univeraily Health Ser-

vices rm 302 lor those on DC meal plan

Nov 10 or Dec 8 For more into, c^
549-2671 -ask lor Climc 4 or Health

EducaMn

A BRAND NEW Smith Corona alactnc

typewriter asking S80 caH 54M41 1 Leave

message

OUlfAR AND AMP Very good co»>dition

$275 or BO Call Keith 546-6660

SKI BOOTS KOFLACH CE P«0, rear on

try. air tit Mens site 10 $50 546-8035

m» CHEVY CMCVEI It 4dr 4ap new

brakes new clutch $150Q Kurt253-5406

YAMAHA S«)r250 Sport bike. 5 months

oM $1 500. inchKJes lull facial heln>et and

jacket Call David 1 566-8212

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED TO shoot

parlies no experience necessary-Call

61 7 625 8860

GOVERNMENT JOM 01».400-07J,000

now hiring, excellent benalita Call

1.312-741*«00Exl J-5931A

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYI Assam

ble products at home Call for inforrflition

504-641 8003 Ext 598

EARN 160-11 20/SHIFTI Drivers wanted

Musi own an insured car and t>e able to

work at least one weekend night unW doe-

ing Call Domino's Piaa 280-0913

SERVICeS

ACCURATE TYPING. Pickup and dalivary

15» pp Basic editing Gkxia 323-5140

TO THE GUV IN THE Subaru al

Cumberland Farms on Sunday rroxning

Thanks for the |ump The girl m distress

ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING on

word processor Call Carolyn-leave

message 253-5667

FREE CAKE! Check out Campua Cakaa on

the concourse on thursday
TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Faal.

accurate 2S3-WOR0

WORK STUDY JOBS availabia' Monday.

Wednesday and Fnday mornings Cwne by

Off Campus Housing CWfice, 545-0865

SPLIT DECISION- Plays the Hatch tomof

row nighl" Don't miss if Thurs Nov 10 see

Split decision at Katma's This hot band will

play your party Call Bruce 253-541

1

ABLE TYPIST, baaic editing, compatiUva

rates, decant kKation 253-5202

COME EXPLORE THE joys .ajC^Jbad

Houaa. oreat company, good lood 30 n

Hadlay Ad 54»40»4

THIS WEEK ON DAMAGE
INCORPORATED- QueensTChe is gonna

get doae to you Tune into WMUA Wednes

day at 9 30pm

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

mSCJOCKEYSERVICr Ovw TOOCDs
Great Sound' All occassiona 549-1421

FOUND

I FOUND A SET OF six keys on Thors night

in Amhafat (near kinkos) call Cara

5400099

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on

concourse Oct 18, 20, tor the Cyatic

Fibrosis Bike-A-Thon Anyone can do it'

EARN 040000/DAY^vorking to reduce tox-

ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water safe' CaH ClwB at 2S&6434

• THE COLLEGIAN IS GOING TO ;

provide a drop spot lor students

interested m making David s dream
_

come true David is a boy sick with
_

• Leukemia and wants lo get in the

• Guiness Book lor the largest postcard
_

• collection So let s help him out' Drop
_

your stamped postcards at Ihe

Collegian- 113 CC

TIGHTS AND LEOTARDS- outside old

chapel To claim. Call Chris and "»"» ![!«

color - days 5-2317 or evening 659-3707

LAST CHANCE
LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

NOVEMBER 7th IS THE last day lo con-

tact the Legal Services Center about a

Soring 1989 internship' Gel hands-on ex-

perience m the legal fieW Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up lo 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession required-Traimngprovid-

S Contact LSC loday-545-19l5, 922

Campus Center

TO THE SLOB WHO stola our candy-we

hope you oat tat and break out! Love the

Women's Swim Team

FUNDRAISINQ LOST

YOU DON'T HAVE TO take part in dissjc-

tion if Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition meets Thurs 4pm SU306

HeyTOOES your CLUB OH organization

need money'' Recent graduate now works

for a professional lundraising company

Candy bars, M&Ms, magaiine sulwcrip-

lions and more' Please call Linda at

S38-8343 and leave message

ENTERTAINMENT

UMASS TEDDY BEAR KEY'RIMO. II lound

please call Laura Lee 6-4950

LOST-RED GUISES somewhere on cam-

pus Reward I cant see' II lound call

549-0135 leave message

JEN B.- JUUEO- One month and 14 days

to go ShouM we quit and come back next

semester?

MR. RIGHT (laR/rlgM) TraM har rigMI

Remember, shell never go back (SIta'a

In love with him)

TOL^HOPltAL'S MISTRE^ in Mary Lyon
- Bodacious tatas' Hovir's itte hickey? S the

SE

DAN KELAHER-HAPPY 21al1l Lova, the

blond in tt>e pink tie-dye.

DAN K- No more Mr Nice Guy' Your 21

now-have an awesome day' Lynyrd

Skynyrd lives onl'

AUTO FOR SALE

70 FORD MUSTANG II New ffon!»'>«5^»

rear tires am/lm caaa A/C $900 B/O

546-8600

KLUBKAVE D.J. SERVK:ES Professional

music system at unbeatable prices -

546-6518

81 HONDA ACCORD HATCH Silver,

89000 mi $1800 Call Teresa 549-0793

79 PLYMOUtlTvOLARE, slant 6, uses no

Oil good all weather radials, winterized

549-S773 $750

02TOYOTA TERCEL. Perfect condition

5 Spewl $1100«O Call 549-1607

1970 DATSON 510 $400 4 door sedan

Standard transmission 549-7463

1978 NEW STICKER runs good $800 BO
Call 549-7546

1908 CAMARO CLASSK reliable tooks hot

549-1256 John 1lam-6pm $1300

02 VW SOROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new

tirea. rims runs vary wan. '3000 Pfcase call

Tom 546-1184

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RlkCK-A-OISCTNTERTAlNMENTrDisc
gckeys and large screen video dances

orms/organizations 256-8526

FOR SALE

TnWOfATOWbU>^meMne»M«errt
condition Good body must sell $650 or BO

Call Pierre 545-2569

HONDA 756 CUSTOM 81. excelient con

dihon full face helmet and rain cover m

cludSd, $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 2560995 Steve

CRIB WITH MATTRESS »"? lumper pad

rlke new $55/BO Call 549-1607^

supertuner w/amp 534-516Z evening

737-1715 days

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE "FOR

STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases laWes and more Harnelin Fur^

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bi* or Damn We delivar

MOTORCYCLES

1903 KAWASAKI KZ550 LTD Helmet,

cover shield $860 Joe 549-7423 Evenmga

LIANE LAPLACA Happy anivefsary, I kjve

you very much I hope Ihe second year Is

as great as the first year was. Love Will

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

NOTETAKER NEEDED FOR HRTA 100

eith Fletcher earn $7 80 per lecture, app-

ly student note and printing sendee student

union 403

CHILOCARE: Come to Conway and play

with sweet lively 9 mo oW Weekday after-,

noons. Ilex hours exp-required

(1)369-4414

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15.«0O-I72.»u0

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1-312 741-8400 ext J-5931A

lliBfWiCTIONiwrAJOElVtort^^
age students m an alternative learning

Slualon. 30-35 hoursMreek Call Lisa/Bar-

bara at 253-2158 Evenings call 584 3242.

2S3-5506

PIKE LITTLE SISTERS first official

meeting Tonight 7 30 AH welcome

TO LXaVOLLEYBALL TEAM or was it

baseball, or was it soccer, or was it head-

ball? Don't worry we'll get them next titne

Love your XO teammates

IF ANYONE SEES MJ FROM oTieM f>er

that her bunkmate is so proud of her and

IS glad she s not going lo be an

archaeologist

'1089 COLLEGE
WEEKS

Destinations
Ver '~ —
Kill

SKI
WEEKS

islinations. Lake Tahoe-heavenly

, jrmont-Sugart)ush. Smugglers Notch,

Killington Ski all day/party all night For

lo«i«st prices call 546^12 oe 546-5242

ST, JUDE

MOST HOLY APOSTLE, St"jude~Faithful

servant and friend of Jesus, tfie church

honors and invokes you, unrvaraaHy. as tha

patron of hoplaaa caaaa, ol thmga aknoM
daapairad of Pray for ma. I am ao lialplaaa

and atone Make use I implore you of thai

particular priviledge given to you. 10 bring

visible and speedy help where help is

almost despaired of Come to my
aaaistance m this great need that I may
receive the consolation and help of heaven

in all my necessities, tribulations and sul-

lertngs. and that I may praise God with you

and aN the aleci forever 1 promae oh Wesa-

ad St Juda. to be ever mindful of this great

favor, to always honor you as my special

and powerful patron, and to gratefully en-

courage devotion to you AMEN

TYPNKVPROFESSK)NAL

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS,
reliable on-campus, affordable, spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

UMASS WOMEN

DU LITTLE SISTERS ROCK UMASS! In-

terested'' Come to 778 N Pleaaant St Wed
at 7:00(549-3831)

RESUME SERVK:E WANTED

EFFECTIVE RESUMES Seven years ex-

perience Bill 584-7316
HELP1 I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes will

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

LAMOA CHI ALPHA-
Little Sister Rush

Ladies, if you are interested m
• improving your social life and meeting

'

• new people, we cordially invite you to
*

our Little Sister Rush Thursday

Nov 3rd 9:00pm

ROOMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

WORK IN BRtTIANrtRELANO LEGALLY
FOR UP TO 6 MONTHS

THE BUNACrtJSIT FALL ROADSHOW will

be vis'ling UMass on Thursday 3,

November Information available between

10am and 3pm m the Campus Center con-

course foHowed by a presenlanon between

6:30 and 8:30pm in room 168, Campus
Canter Everyone walcoma
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SPORTS

UMass volleyball team ekes out

a road win over UConn in five sets

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

It hasn't been pretty, but the University of

Massachusetts volleyball did last night what it has been

doing all year- pulling out a victory in the big five set

matches. ....
As Al Davis would say. "Just win baby.

The Minutewomen, in a tit-for-tat match, outlasted the

University of Connecticut in Storrs Conn, last night 18-16,

1513, 11-15, 11-15, 15-4 in a two hour and ten minute

marathon. _

UMass is undefeated when the matches have gone five

games this year, 5-0. Last night the Minutewomen had

to collect themselves from a 2 2 tie to pull out another one.

Junior setter Karen Ferguson last night missed

her first game of the season against the UConn.

Water polo
prepares for

Brown, tourney
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

waterpolo team faces a door-die situation

this weekend as the Minutemen travel to

Brown University to take part in the New

England Waterpolo Championships.

UMass needs to make it to the final game

in the tourney to qualify for the Eastern

Championships the following weekend and

the Minutemen are doing all they can to

prepare.

"Were doing a lot of conditioning,

UMass coach Russ Yarworth said. "We're

also working on our man-up [power play).

"

In the New England Varsity Tournament

two weeks ago UMass converted only eight

of 25 man advantages, far below the coach's

expectations. The problem with the man^

up play could have something to do with

the teams offense in general.

"There is something wrong with our of-

fense," declared Yarworth. "The shooting

percentage as a team is low, (.416),
"
so, as

a result, "we'll do some work on [shooting]

mechanics Yarworth also plans to work

on defensive strategies.

"We have a new one for Mil whicn

should shut them down," Yarworth said.

UMass will play the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in the first round this

weekend. Though the Minutemen have

already beaten MIT three times this year,

the victories have been by increasingly

continued on page 15

"It was a pretty well fought out match. [The closeness]

was not due to errors, it was one of our most competitive

matches," UMass assistant coach Heather Olsen said.

The Minutewomen traveled to Storrs to face essential-

ly the same Huskie team they defeated in three games

at Totman last vear. What a difference a year can make.

"[UConn was] so scrappy and played tough the entire

match," Olsen said. "I think they'll be good. They had

some good players. An O.K. setter and some great hitters.

The Minutewomen were playing without their usual

line-up. however. Junior setter Karen Ferguson, one of

the leading setters in the Atlantic 10, didn't play last

night. ...
"We wanted to give Ann Marie [Larese] the experience,

Olsen said. "I think we played just as well as we have

with Karen."

"Ann Marie played out of her mind. She played a great

match," racking up 48 assists last night.

Right from the beginning. UMass knew it was going to

be a battle. The Huskies never let UMass take full con

trol of the match, according to Olsen. they were on UMass

heels the whole time.

"It was close and even tied for a while. It was tied at

14 and then we pulled it out, [18-161" Olsen said.

The Minutewomen were paced by Julie Smith who had

eight kills (a team high 19 overall) in the first game.

UConn kept up the same intensity in the next game.

Again they went mano a mano with the Minutewomen

up until the last point.

"We didn't play poorly. UConn was fired up and played

us point for point. I don't think we were ever behind."

Olsen said.

At 2-0. UMass was in control of its own destiny. Win

one more game and it would be on the bus and back to

Amherst. UConn made sure the visit lasted a little longer.

The Huskies gave everything they had in the next two

games.
. . j

They took the lead at the start of both sets and had to

hold off UMass' comebacks, according to Olsen.

"We gave them the lead right away, "
she said. "We

weren't passing as well as in the first and second games.

We were letting a lot of balls fall
"

As quickly as you could say the University of Connec-

ticut in Storrs, it was a tie game. What had seemed to

be an almost sweep would now be a battle for fifth game

superiority.

"I think [the momentum) was in our favor. We came

back in the fourth game. At that point we knew we were

going to win," Olsen said.

The final match was closer than the score indicated, ac-

cording to Olsen.

'[The score, 15-41 was not indicative of the way Uconn

played. The first seven points we got one at a time [non-

consecutively because of UConn side-outs or points],"

Olsen said.
.

She said UMass head coach Carol Ford said that We
worked hard and played well together, and that she hopes

that happens the rest of the season."

The victory raises UMass record to 17-4.

playi
Men's soccer

s last

game: Harvard
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

will dirty its uniforms for the final time this fall when

they visit the Crimson of Harvard this afternoon in Cam-

bridge at 2 pm. The Minutemen are still busy patting

each other on the back following Saturday's hard-fought

tie against Rutgers University in New Brunswick. NJ.

UMass now stands a chance to finish the fall with con

secutive wins against superior teams, on the road. A vic-

tory this afternoon would leave UMass with a winning

final record (they now stand at 8-8 1), and provide a grand

finale to what has been an otherwise frustrating season

for coach Jeff Gettlers' team.

The Crimson, meanwhile, are still clinging to their

aspirations of an at large bid to the NCAA post-season

tournament, having posted a 6-3-3 record thus far ( 1 2^3

vs Division I teams in the Northeast). Harvard is the

No 7 ranked team in New England according to the

latest Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America poll,

and ranks third in the Ivy league behind Princeton and

Dartmouth. Since the Ivy league has neither a tourna

ment of its own. nor an automatic bid to the NCAA s for

its outright winner, the Crimson's best hope of a post-

season bid lies in improving their regional ranking in

their final four games. They must also pray for both Dart

mouth and Princeton to lose in their final few contests.

This is the same Harvard soccer team, remember, that

began the fall as the No. 1 ranked team in the nation

according to Soccer America magazine, and stiil contains

several members of the National Championship

semifinalist squads of 1986 and '87.

Though this season has been a disapointment, the

Crimson still rank as one of the truly prestigious soccer

programs in the nation, against whom a win for the

Minutemen mark a spectacular way to end the season.

"By putting two successful performances together

against outstanding teams to finish the year, we could

ensure ourselves a winning year, and I think we could

feel real good about the season," said Gettler. "The

players (l^ass) are going to put themselves under some

pressure t^ have a winning year."

Tradition, however, sides as always with the Crimson.

The last two times the Minutemen have journeyed to the

banks of the Charles in '86 and '84, they've lost by a com-

bined score of 13 1.
. , r

"We've not played very well at Harvard in the last few

years," understated Gettler. "I'm not sure our players

have always prepared very well for what they're getting

into. And it's always cold.
on. <

"They still have the players," said Gettler. '
They ve

got probably the best talent in New England. they

play with a lot of composure. Their team spacing is ex-

cellent - Harvard will try and stretch ^ou all over the

field - it's much more difficult to defend against. It's

going to take a lot of team concentration for us to sUy

I
compact.

'

continued on page 15

Field hockey
drops in poll
As expected, the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team dropped in the na*=onal rankings after to \oB-

ing to the University of Connecticut over the weekend.

The Minutewomen, who dropped a 3-2 decision to the

Huskies Saturday, fell to No. 4 in the nation after holding

the No. 3 spot. Despite the loss, UMass remains the No.

1 team in New England.

Northwestern, 15-1-1 moved to No. 3 in the poll. Old

Dominion University remained at No. 1 with a 20-1 record

and North Carolina, 17-1, stays at No. 2.

UMass will travel this weekend to Temple University

to participate in the Atlantic 10 tournament.

Penn State, winner of the West Division with a 12-4-1

record. Rutgers and Temple will join UMass, which won

the East Division with a 15-2-1 record, in the A-10

tournament.
If the Minutewomen get seeded first in the tourney as

expected, their first opponent will be the loser of today's

Rutgers-Temple game. -MATT GERKE

Field Hockey Top 10
Last Saturday's loss to the University of Connecticut

only dropped the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team one spot in the latest national poll. Here

are the top 10 ranked teams in the country.

CollcKian photo by Andrrw Rlnt

Field hockey dropped a notch in the national polls yesterday.

1) Old Dominion

2) North Carolina

3) Northwestern

4) UMass
5) Iowa
6) Delaware

7) Northeastern

8) UConn
9) Maryland
10) Pennsylvania

20-1

17-1

15-1-1

15-2-1

15-5

14-1-2

14-1-2

12-3-1

11-7-2

111-1
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• Israeli political coalitionmay be in

the works. Page 5.

• Jim Clark on V.P. nominee cost-

ing his party the election. Page 7.

• Kansas probation may make
Harris eligible. Page 20.
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Co-pres. elect

out of office
Senate strips them ofpower

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

In a chaotic meeting last night, the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate ordered that Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz, Student Government Association co-

presidents-elect, may no longer use the office of SGA
president.

By a narrow margin of 47-44, the senate mandated that

Silkoff and Rabinowitz can no longer use the title of SGA
president, may no longer use SGA equipment, and no

longer have signature power.

Silkoff and Rabinowitz have yet to decide if they will

comply with the restrictions. SGA Speaker Robert Fadel

said he will enforce the provisions of the move.

The two have been using the office in various capacities

since the SGA Coordinating Committee approved them

as presidents in a limited capacity on June 8.

Sen. W. Greg Rothman, author of the move to bar Silkoff

and Rabinowitz, with Sen. Brian Darling, said the senate

should bring an end to the "fantasy land presidents."

Silkoff downplayed the significance of the restrictions.

"It overshadows the issues," Silkoff said. "They are just

biding time. If they feel so strongly about it they should

vote on the ratification."

Speaking for his motion, Rothman said. "The senate has

not confirmed them, and this is the body that is em-

powered to confirm them. I would like to clear up tonight

that there is only one person under the constitution who

can hold the office of president — Robert Fadel."

A second proposal, also by Rothman and Darling, call-

ed for hew presidential elections on Nov. 21 and 22. The

meeting was adjourned before the proposal could be voted

on.

Foreshadowing the later order mandating that Silkoff

and Rabinowitz can no longer use the president's office,

the senate decided earlier last night not to vote on the

ratification of the co-presidents-elect.

Governmental Affairs Committee Chairman Ted

Chambers asked the senate to suspend the rules to vote

on approving the election results of March 15, in which

the pair received the most votes.

This move, which required a% majority, failed by a vote

i'ollf(lan photo by Chrt« Morford-

OH NO!!!!! - Mud-slinging MassPlRG members encourage people in the Cape Cod l^"n««

Tuesday to look closely at the issues as they play Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis Oefl)

and Republican nominee George Bush.

of 57-33, with three "present" votes.

Rothman called this move "illegal." because the Stu-

dent Judiciary issued a restraining order May 1 1 barr-

ing Silkoff and Rabinowitz from holding office until an

appeal of their original case can be heard.

The original case concerned the constitutionality of their

holding office. The constitution says that "the SGA Presi

dent and student Trustee positions shall be held by two

persons, unless one person elects to run for and hold both

positions."

The apparent vagueness of this rule has caused several

different interpretations of it, causing the controversy the

senate is currently enmeshed in.

Said Rabinowitz, "The SGA Constitution does not rule

out co-presidents .... Let the senate vote on the ratifica-

tion." _ „
In a speech that received much applause, ben. Guy

Glodis who was also a candidate in the last election, said

the Governmental Affairs Committee told all candidates

that if they ran as co-presidents they would be

disqualified.

Citing the close vote, Silkoff said the night's action does

not mean the senate has sent a message that she and

Rabinowitz are not welcome as presidents.

"Most are new senators in there," she said. "For them

to comprehend everything that has gone on is impossible."

Author to teach women
self-esteem, better writing

J

By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Correspondent

For the fifth consecutive year, a local

author is teaching women to explore their

lives to improve their writing ability and

increase their self-esteem.

Leslea Newman will be offering two

writing courses in the Pioneer Valley for

women beginning the week of Nov. 17.

The first, "Writing from the Heart,"

Newman said, is a class "designed to help

women gain confidence and the

knowledge that writing is not this

mysterious thing; it's accessible to

everyone."

The workshop is for "any woman who

always wanted to write but thinks she has

nothing to say, or any woman who knows

she has something to say but doesn't

know how to say it," Newman said.

"What Are You Eating/What's Eating

You," is a second course for women con-

cerned with body image and eating

disorders. Through creative writing,

Newman said, women explore topics such

as family relationships, anger, and

sexuality.

She added that the class is not a diet or

weight-loss group, but instead one that

focuses on learning to accept oneself.

In this workshop, Newman said,

"women learn to love themselves, to see

that they don't need to lose five pounds

or 500 pounds, that they're fine just the

way the are."

Newman, who lives in Northampton,

has written three books: Good Enough to

Eat, Love Me Like You Mean It, and A Ut-

ter to Harvey Milk.

One of Newman's former students,

Tzivia Cover, praised Newman's teaching

techniques. "I've taken a lot of vn-iting

courses, and mostly just come away with

the feeling that I'm not a good enough

writer," she said.

"Leslea's course helped me to enrich my
work in terms of images and specifics,"

Cover said. "It gave me a confidence in

my writing, but also a real sense of eiyoy-

ment."
Newman's classes are limited to about

10 students and are open to all women
regardless of their writing ability. Par-

ticipants have ranged in age from 20 to

70 and have travelled from as far as Con-

necticut and Vermont to participate, she

said.

Both writing workshops have a sliding

scale fee of $150 to $250 and are offered

in 10-week sessions.

"Write from the Heart," will be offered

Tuesday or Wednesday nights, from 6:30

to 8:30 p.m. and Wednesdays from 10 am
to noon. "What are You Eating/What's

eating You" will meet on Thursday nights

from 6 to 8 p.m. To register for either

course, call 584-3865.

Search continues in Greenfield
GREENFIELD (AP) - Police resumed

the search for a slaying suspect yesterday

when they discovered food, clothes and a

knife missing from a house that had been

broken into.

Police said the Buckland break in was

reported Tuesday night. The house sits four

miles from the spot where Mark Branch's

abandoned car was found on Oct. 25.

Branch, 19, of Greenfield is the chief

suspect in the Oct. 24 stabbing death of

Sharon Gregory, 18, also of Greenfield, ac

cording to Hampshire Franklin County

District Attorney Judd Carhart.

About 50 state police and police from five

towns searched the area with dogs, but the

search was called off at 3 p.m. when police

failed to turn up a scent or any further

leads.

Investigators have refused to discuss the

exact nature of the attack or to reveal what

made Branch the prime suspect hours after

Gregory's body was found in the bathroom

of her home.

Police Chief David McCarthy said police

are investigating the possibility that

Branch hopped a circus train that passed

through the county the day Gregory was

murdered.
The 44-car train stopped in Greenfield

and later that day in Shelburne Falls, not

far from where Branch's car was found

abandoned on Oct. 25.

Increased minority proficiency

causes drop in ESL enrollment
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Enrollment in the University of

Massachusetts English as a Second

Language program is dropping, according

to program director Clodomiro Cabanas.

Cabanas, who has been director of the

program since 1973, he said the drop is a

result of higher minority student's profi-

ciency in English, not a decline in minori-

ty enrollment at the University.

Classes designed for 15 students have on-

ly eight or 10 enrolled, he said, adding that

foreign language"students have been scor-

ing successively higher on the Scholastic

Aptitude Test in the past few years.

A 1982 special report of the Faculty

Senate Ad Hoc Committee for the Univer-

sity Writing Requirement states the goals

of the program: "The primary purpose of

an ESL program is to help students acquire

the rudiments of the English language. Its

scope is therefore broader than courses

taught in either the current Writing Pro-

gram or in the former Rhetoric program

because its objectives include reading com-

prehension, oral language development,

work in grammar and an acculturation

which allows students to understand the

cultural context of the new language."

Instructor Michael Flanagan said the

program is unique from other ESL pro-

conttnued on page 12
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Marines fight intruders at

Panama fuel storage depot
PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) - Marine

sentries at a US Air Force fuel storage

depot traded shots on-and-off for almost two

hours with unidentified intruders, but

there were no injuries, the US Southern

Command said.

The gunfire occurred Monday night on

the southern edge of the Arraijan Tank

Farm and began when "11 Marines in

listening posts heard movement, voices and

visually confirmed the presence of armed

intruders in the jung;le" the Southern Com

mand statement said.

In Washington, the Pentagon said "there

were six more exchanges of fire off-and-

on until about 10 p.m." It said the incident

was under investigation.

Sentries have reported numerous intru-

sions at US military facilities in Panama

this year.

A Marine sentry was killed April 11 at

the tank farm when he was accidentally

shot by fellow guards as they were describ-

ed as eight men in dark uniforms.

The 807-acre fuel storage depot is a hil-

ly, jungled area about five miles west of

Panama City, the capital, and 1.5 miles

west of the United States Howard Air Base.

When the Marines verbally challenged

the intruders, the Marines were fired on by

automatic and small arms fire. "The

Marines returned fire with small arms"

and fired some illumination rounds, Tues-

day's statement said.

The Southern Command, which is

responsible for all US military operations

in Latin America, reported four intrusions

in April at US military facilities in

Panama by what spokesman called "highly

trained professionals."

In July, American soldiers exchanged

gunfire with unidentified intruders on two

occasions at Arraijan. the Southern Com-

mand said.

The Southern Command statement said

the Marine contingent involved in Monday

night's shooting forms "part of security

forces temporarily dispatched to Panama
since last April as part of increased security

measures to protect US citizens, property

and interests" in the former canal zone.

Neither the Panamanian government

nor the Defense Forces had any immediate

comment. In the past incidents, the coun

try's military has said its troops were not

involved and suggested the US sentries

nervous and inexperienced, had imagined

intruders.

Polish airliner crashes in field
WARSAW (AP) - A domestic airliner

with 29 people aboard crashed yesterday

while trying to make an emergency lan-

ding in a field, and a police officer said all

but one passenger survived.

The official PAP news agency originally

reported that 16 people were killed. It

retracted the report several hours later,

confirming the account of a local police of-

ficer who told the Associated Press there

was one death.

Authorities reported five people were

hospitalized and at least 10 were treated

for minor injuries and released. The police

officer. Capt. Jerzy Pacula, said most

passengers suffered only minor injuries.

The Soviet built, Antonov 24 twin-engine

turboprop plane, was on a flight form War-

saw to Rzeszow when it crashed in the

village of Bialobrzegi, PAP said. It was car

rying 25 passengers and four crew.

The plane went down, apparently due to

a mechanical failure, in an empty field 170

miles southeast of Warsaw, said Pacula,

the officer at police headquarters in

Rzeszow.
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AP photo

GETTING READY - Space Shuttle Atlantis moves toward its

launch pad yesterday in preparation for its secret Department of

Defense mission later this month.

WATROBA'S J
SUNDERLAND RD. J
NO. AMHERST, MA J

SappUers Of

Grocery Specials

Coke, asst. variety, 2 liter

Pepsi and Diet Pepsi, 2 liter

only 990
99« + dep.

••••••••

BUFFALO WINGS
FROM HELL!!!

MILD MEDIUM HOT TURBO

Ik-

Dell

Levonian Extra Lean Ham
Land O' Lakes Monterey Jack Cheese

$1 .99 lb.

$2.49 lb.

••••••••

o .0'

Meat

Perdue Boneless Breast

Beef Loin Porterhouse Steak

$2.99 lb.

$3.99 lb.

10 pes 3.95

20 pes 6.95

30 pes 10.45

50 pes ...15.95

75 pes .22.95

••••••••

Served with chunky bleu cheese and fresh celery.

Ciiki(«fi Stftp TtttdtnT^^\ Clltel(«fl Stflp XtttOtm OWLT 4.9St

w/lBQ » l><icit S>«c« Of fcawrt tfctm l««Bi» StiJif

ALSO FEATURING

Liquor

Grotsch, 12 oz., light or dark

Red White and Blue, case

$15.79

$7.80 -

••••••••

Potato Skins 4.25

Mozzerella Sticks...3.25

Cheesed Cauliflower2.50

Mushroom Caps 2.25

Zucchini Circles 1.75

Onion Rings 1.75

Steak Fries 1.50

Cole Slaw 96

Potato Salad 95

Macaroni Salad 95

Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 8AM-11PM; Sun. 8AM-9PM

Grocery 549-0933 Liquor 549-6565

^••••••••••••••*********^

Ben & Jerry*s Ice Cream- All Flavors-2.95
Coke-Diet Coke-Sunkist-Sprite-A&W

Can8-.65 Liter9-1..35
,

TAKE OUT OR DELIVERY * P"^*" •*" ""*
'"*''"'^r¥\7t^wv!

Tues-Thurs, 5pm-2am FREE DELIVERY.
Fri.& Sat. 5pm-3am
Sunday 5pm- lam
Closed Mondays ^ — — — —

« (bafi1ion:^T)^atih oat for cl^eaper imitations)

5*»-777.1

LOCAL

Collririan photo by Rirhard Bonanno

UMass student Michael Calderone (right), Cadet Migor in the Army ROTC, raises his hand to salute UMass
student Robert Owen, Cadet Airman in the Air Force, outside the Student Union yesterday, as UMass student

Bruce Raymond (background). Cadet Captain in the Army ROTC, stands in vigil.

24-hour vigil held on SU steps for MIAs
By PETER LUCHT
Collegian Staff

Army and Air Force Reserve Officer's

Training Corps cadets kept alive the

memory of US servicemen missing in ac-

tion from the Vietnam War by holding a

24hour vigil on the Student Union

Building steps.

The vigil, held from 7 p.m. Tuesday night

to 7 p.m. last night, was sponsored by the

local chapter ofthe Arnold Air Society and

was done in recognition of National

POW/MIA Awareness Week, said Lt. Col.

Michael Parage, commander of the campus

Air Force ROTC detachment.

"The aweu'eness week is actually next

week, but we did it this week because of

a lot of conflicting things that we have

planned," said Parage.

Parage said the awareness campaign is

a national project initiated by the air socie-

ty, a service and honor society for Air Force

cadets, to try and maintain awareness of

Tractor trailer

collides with Honda
A 1988 GMC tractor trailer truck, owned by Yellow

Freight Systems of Westfield, collided with a 1980 Hon-

da Civic station wagon while turning left onto Universi-

ty Drive Tuesday.

The Honda was struck by the right rear wheel of the

tractor and received $2,500 in damages. The operator of

the station wagon, Guohong Long, of 411 Lincoln Apart-

ments, was taken to University Health Services by the

Amherst Fire Department's ambulance and treated for

minor iiyuries.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES

For Your Information

the POW/MIA issue. He said the cadets

took it upon themselves to stand out all

night to re-emphasize the issue.

This year the Air Force and Army ROTC
detachments worked together on the pro-

ject, said Parage.

"I believe a good part of both corps of

cadets participated. We're having a lot

more coordination between Army and Air

Force," said Lt. Col. Christy Outchcunis,

the Army ROTC Professor of Military

Science.

Two cadets from each detachment stood

two-hour watches Tuesday night and one-

hour watches all day yesterday in front of

an American and POW/MIA flag. Cadets

were asking people to sign a petition which

they are going to send it to the new US
president after the election. Army ROTC
cadet major Michael Perricane said. Per-

ricane, who helped plan the event, was one

of more than 100 cadets to stand vigil.

The petition is intended to remind the

new administration of its obligation to ac-

count for the missing servicemen, Per-

ricane said.

Parage said there has been nothing but

positive support for the project.

"People were coming by, asking ques-

tions and asking if there was anything they

could do, " said Farage.

Cadets standing vigil said their morale

was high, despite a cold driving rain,

because they said it was for a good cause.

"Those guys who were here all last night,

you've got to give them credit for that. That

took guts," said Air Force cadet Tom
Peterson.

Perricane said they expected to receive

more than 400 signatures on the petition

before the vigil ended.

After the vigil a closing ceremony was

scheduled for last night on the Student

Union steps, followed by a presentation at

8 p.m. at Hasbrouck Laboratory with

several ex-POWs coming in to relate their

experiences, Farage said.

JS professor:
Too much image
in campaign
coverage
COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES

The campaign problems of Michael
Dukakis may have roots in the campaign
innovations of John P. Kennedy, according

to University of Massachusetts Journalism

Professor Howard Ziff.

"John Kennedy was not the candidate of

the Democratic party," Ziff said. "Kennedy
didn't run on the strength of the party

organization, he ran on the strength of his

own organization, created by his father and
his father's money — and by a lot of well-

meaning liberals."

"And the substance of that organization

was image-making."
The 1960 presidential contest ushered in

the modern era ofcampaign press coverage,

Ziff said. With image-making increasing-

ly the substance of campaigns, campaign
coverage is increasingly focused on
strategy.

"You now report on media strategy, on
managerial strategy, on image-building,"

Zin"said. "Right-minded people always say,

'Let's talk about the issues.' But the fact

is the campaigns aren't talking about the

issues."

Ziff said he sees the power of the press

eclipsed by the power of campaign
professionals.

"For one thing, they spend more money.
They spend tens of millions of dollars on
ads. How can you compare an editorial in

the New York Times with the ads that you
see," he said.

The campaign's ability to orchestrate

events — "they know what the press needs,

to get a picture, to get a story" — and their

freedom from the constraints of objectivi-

ty are additional advantages, ZifT said.

"The American press still has a pretty

straightforward approach to fairness and
objectivity. The campaign can beat up on
the press, the press can't beat on them."
Given this scenario, which he describes

as "depressing," ZifT said the press has

done about as well as could be expected in

its coverage of the general election.

They do not have much to work with, Ziff

said. Dukakis has run a "shuffling, un-

focused" campaign, Bush a "despicable"

campaign based on "fear and nonsense."

"It's like covering baseball," Ziff conclud-

ed. "You can cover it one way or you can

cover it another way — but if it's a lousy

game, it's a lousy game. And this is a lousy

game."

The PYI section is a public service announcement to the

campus and community. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee all submissions will be published.

Film
The film "Coverup — Behind the Iran Affair" is schedul-

ed to be shown at 7 tonight in room 901 of the Campus
Center.

Film
The Undergraduate Business Club is sponsoring the

showing of "Big" starring Tom Hanks. Film showings are

scheduled for 2, 4, 7, 9, 11 p.m. Sunday in the Student

Union Ballroom.

Services
Students are warmly invited to join Rabbi Adelman, his

wife, Yocheved, and five children for a Chassidic Shab-

bat experience. The Chabad House at 30 N. Hadley Road

is open every Friday night and Saturday morning. This

week the .services begin at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow and 10 a.m.

Saturday. Food, discussion, and song are all part of the

post service relaxation. vimtmued on page 14

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

NOT JUST A KICK IN THE GRASS - Tracy Arwood and Michele Woodside, freshmen

members of the UMass women's soccer team, show their excitement recently over being

in the NCAA tournament.
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adirondack music

ELECTION DAY SPECIALS
Vote for the madness of your choice!

That's right folb, it's that time again! Get out there and

votel To celebrate the election of our next president,

Adirondack Musk has some special deals that can make

everyone feel like a president!

ADVENT SPEAKERS!
Quantities are VERY limited!

We got a few pair left at ridiculously

low prices! You can save tl30 on a

$350 pair of Prodigy's for only S219!

Better yet, you can save tlSO on a

$450 pair of Legacy's for only $299!

But the deal that gets our vote is

saving 1200 on a $600 pair of

Maestro's for only $399!

JVC DORM BLASTERSl
Down in the dumps without tunes?! Want to fill that

dorm room with great tunes, but can't afford a stereo?!

Adirondack Musk
has the perfect

solution! What you

need is a JVC
dorm blatterl

We've got a couple of models, both with incredible

sounding, detachable speakers! The PC-WIOO has dual

dubbing cassette decks, AM, FM and short wave bands!

A fantastic machine for only $219.95! The PC-V55 has a

single, auto-reversing cassette deck and AM, FM radio

for only $189.95 WOWI

CRAZY WILD WALKMAN SALE!

Your Choice! $20 off our regular prices!

The TosMba KT-4868 is a wild

Walkman! With a digital AM/FM
tuner, a 3 band EQ, and a built in

alarm clock, this beauty is a fab deal

at this week's price of only $149.95!

The Sanyo WR-66 is ideal for those

misty morning jogs! With it's

iplaihproof weather resistant, durable

case, it can take more of a beating

than most! Hard to resist at this

week's special price of only $79.95!

The Toshiba KT-4035 AM/FM, auto-reverse cassette

with Dolby NR for only $59.95 this week is an incredible

buy! If that doesn't get your vote, how about the

Toshiba KT-4017 for only $29.95! I must be crazy!?

Beam me up, Scotty!

Warp factor 10, Mr. Sulul Spock, set

the course to Adirondack MuskI They

have the Partec Beam Booster indoor

FM antenna for only $39.95! As soon

as we get it, Uhura, you'll be able to

receive signals from every corner of

the universe...

adirondack music K^
15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

Open Monday thru Saturday 10am to 5:30pm
Sde prices good thru Wednesday, November 9, 1988

Limited qautitiet. AU itemi nbject to prior mIc.

No rtincbeclii. Not retpooiible for typopmpliicil erron.

THE

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

DATE: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1988

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER RM 174-76

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Richard G. McGee, '67

Patricio Donaldson, '79

Paul Washburn, '81

Robert Smith, '88

Manufacturing Manager
Digital Equipment/Westminster

Marketing Sen/ices Manager
Sigma Instruments

Principal Industrial Engineer
Digital Equipment

Controller

Amherst Information Systems

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Sen/ice, University Career Center

545-2224

Student Affairs Lntormation Services

For Information about
HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES

Call TIPS' and request tapes by number

0669 AIDS Information

2610 Cold Self-Care

2605 Contraception

2622 Eye Care Program
2653 Gonorrhea
2625 If You Think You Are Pregnant
2660 Medical Emergencies
2630 Mental Health Sen/ices
2655 Problem Drinking

2671 Sexual Assault Crisis Service

see paee 17 of the Studeni; Telephone
Directorv- for a comolete listing

of TIPS tapes

'

IF YaiK^E FJRTdER QLESTIONS CAL 'IDB'(545-1555)

Informadon Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Information Phone Ser\'ice(TIPS)

Israeli parties begin courting religious parties to try to form coalition
JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir's hard-line Likud bloc and
its rival left-of-center Labor Party, after a
deadlocked election, yesterday began cour-

ting four religious parties in a bid to form
a coalition government.
Tuesday's balloting was considered a

referendum on the future of the occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip and how to deal

with the 11-month-old Palestinian uprising

in which 306 Arabs and 10 Jews have been
killed.

The results indicate the country's 4.4

million people remain deeply divided on
the issues of peace and security.

The election failed to produce the hoped-

for consensus: neither of the large parties

could create the 61-seat majority coalition

needed to rule in the 120 member Knesset,
or parliament without religious support.

But Likud had an edge because it was
likely to get first crack at forming a coali-

tion and its right-wing policies were more
compatible with some religious parties.

With 99 percent of the 4,840 polling sta-

tions reporting, Likud had 39 seats. Labor
had 38 and the religious parties 18 in

parliament. Three of Labor's left-wing

allies won 10 seats, three rightist Likud
allies seven seats, and three Arab-o-iented
lists took eight seats.

Both major parties lost seats for the Ju-

ly 1984 elections, when Labor won 44 seats

and Likud 41 while the religious parties

gained four seats.

Shamir rejected the idea of another na-

tional unity government like the one he
and Labor leader Shimon Peres, the foreign

minister, formed aft«r the stalemated 1984

elections.

"If Mr. Peres put the international con-

ference on top of his list, he burned all the

bridges to a national unity government,"

Shamir said on Israel radio.

Peres, 65, had said Israel should attend

such a conference and be prepared to give

up parts of the occupied land in exchange

for peace. Shamir rejects both ideas.

BIM SKALA BIM
#1 Boston Ska Rockers

Party Down!
Tonight at Katlna's

Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
586-4463
18-t- Welcome

(Subtcct to addtttonal chargt)

Research on Diabetes
WHAT: A Presentation and Discussion:

How Close Are We to a Cure- A Research Update.

WHEN: NovemlMr 16, 1988. 7:15-9 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center, Room 904

WHO: Persons with diabetes, their guests, concerned friends,

and interested health prolessionals Presenlation given

by Jeffrey Kortf, M.D , Bayslate Medical Center

WHY: Learn, share information, experiences, and concerns

STUDENT HELP WANTED
SNOW REMOVAL
Positions to be filled:

Managers, Assistant Managers, & Shovelers

Earn up to

$11.00 per hour
Applications available at

Grounds Office in Physical Plant

Deadline for applications November 11, 1988

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland
No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs
RecorxJitioning

Come Ride With Us.

• Motorcycles
• Scootors

\/alley

• A.T.V.'s
• Powr Equipmont

584-7303

731-9965otorsports

216 N. King St.. Rt». 5 Northampton, MA

Thoi989HondaMotorcyclww ready for vtewlwg.

»i«MniMi»iiiMrT.ni:i»iTitir(i»(*Nnmnri-n\tii/m«<«i

Quail

Copie

the copy center

253-2543

1 NalioimC

HonorSock l^'

ATTENTION
Juniors &
Seniors

MEMBERSHIP DEADLINE
NOV. 5

20% off
Fashion
Accessories

NOW OPEN
in

,Q^]lth Amherst

South Toivne Commons

LAVNDROMAT

''"-fW

OPEN 7 DAYS *^ WIST ST

7»M 10PV SOUTH AMMtBST

OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 AM. • 3 A.M. SUNDAY • THURSDAY
•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

<AMrUS PLAZA
tfmU f Mil to Smp€r Step A Sk9p

NADLiy/AMNERST fl54-48tf

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

I
Employment Aoolicadons Being Taken

Hats
Haircombs
Sunglasses

Shawls
Scarves

Earrings

Watches
Bags
Shoes
Socks
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ARTS/LIVING

Cave's Prey stays tender and bleak; Laibach a laugh

BY GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

I've often wondered how artists would review their own

work in articles like this one. I've a feeling that Nick

Cave would begin something like this.

"At last I have been released."

• •••*•»• • •

Disc Junkie <

No. seriously folks, Cave is one of the few genuine, un-

tainted talents we have left in this "business," and his

new album Tender Prey (Mute), his fifth with the infamous

Bad Seeds, is formidable testament to that talent. Open-

ing with one of the best 45s of the year so far "The Mercy

Seat," where Cave casts himself as the jailbird, tempted

HoUinghurst's
exposes a mad
By SUSAN RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Suimmtng P(mI Library

Alan HoUinghurst
Random House

The Swimming Pool Library, by Alan

HoUinghurst. is a haunting, erotic novel

by the release which the electric chair provides, Tender

Prey traces its course of exorcism and redemption, using

the kind of biblical imagery that Cave is so fond of. You

may think he's a miserable old sod, but there's a deep vein

of ironic, black humor running through this album; check

out "Up Jumped the Devil," as funny in its own way as

Tom Waits' "Way Down in the Hole."

Vocally, Cave has often been compared to Waits, but

somehow his confessions seem more real, and therefore

more deeply affecting Perhaps it's because he chooses to

live as close to the edge as his creations, that he has an

edge over many of his contemporaries for pure naked

honesty; truly the last soul man.

A couple of years back you may remember that Cave

released a highly acclaimed album of cover versions. Kick-

ing Against the Pricks. Now, Yugoslavian masters of

Teutonic Rock, Laibach, have released the ultimate cover

version; a complete reworking of the Beatles' "hippy"

album. Let it Be(Mute). Now, as "knowing" kids like you

and me are aware, Laibach are an extremely "ironic"

bunch of lads, so it comes as no surprise that their vision

of things is somewhat different from that of the fab four.

However to my mind, in light of their previous work,

especially the supremely totalitarian Nova Acroppola,

their deconstruction of the Beatles is by no means as suc-

cessful as it might have been. This album lacks the hard-

ness and overwhelming discipline of previous efforts, a

sign that Laibach are bowing to commercial pressure.

However there are still some good moments to enjoy, par-

ticularly "Across the Universe," which brilliantly jux-

taposes Lennon's ultimate affirmation of the "me" genera-

tion, "Nothing's Gonna Change My World," against a Uto-

pian choir, a typical Laibachian device.

Meanwhile, Laibach's own philosophy remains one of

pop's great mysteries; are they the greatest satirists rock

music has ever known, or as many people believe, just a

bunch of krypto-fascist scumbags? The debate continues;

the enigma remains. Let the people decide.

Library
underground
about homosexuality in the days before

AIDS became rife in society. Set in London,

it follows the movements of one William

Beckwith, a young, promiscuous aristocrat

who has neither a job nor a clear sense of

purpose in life. Instead, he moves from

seedy underground bars to swimming pools

to tacky cinemas and seems to live only for

continued on page 15

UNIVERSAL JOINT
EVERY TUESDAY BLUES JAM w/ WMUA s Blue Bill FREE
THURSDAY NOV 3 THE LYRES w/ The Malanans $5-

FRIDAY NOV 4 DREAMS SO REAL w/ The Grave Gods

All ages show sponsored byWMUA 6 30 p m Nightime Show

at 9:30 pm $5 Arista recording artists from Athens GA
SATURDAY NOV 5 COMEDY with LAs. NYs and Boston's Finest 8-l0 pm

AFTERWARDS THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS
$7 for Comedy & Music. $5 for Music

SUNDAY NOV 6 THE CONNELLS
'IIMflMIIIIMHHIIIIIMM4IIMWHM«tlHMI*»IIHHIM««*mH(IIIIMMMIIIIMIHMIIIHIIMiniM

Nov. 10 LOOSE CASOOSE NOV. n EVAN JOHNS A THE H-BOMBS
NOV. 12 COMEDY/MIGHTY SAM McCUkIN NOV. 17 OUMPTRUCK
DEC. 1 THE JAMES COTTON BAND DEC. 9 TREAT HER RIGHT

OEC. 12 THE SCREAMfNG TRIBESMEN

U. JOINT downstairs tt Northampton 584-7771

CoUcffiAa Pkoto by Joal Boloaoa

The Beat Cafe, Tuesday night at Hampden Theatre in Southwest, saw
poets, musicians and other artists mingle in the tradition of the 60s

beat generation.

GeOburHands
OQ$100Ellm.

Predict the future. Create, control,

dissolve multi-million dollar financial instru-

ments. Price corporate acquisitions.

And help keep a handle on $100 billion in

assets.

Earn like an MBA. Learn like a Ph.D.

Have more fun than bankers and more secu-

rity than security brokers.

Be an executive, financier, sociologist,

economist, legislative expert, master com-
municator and mathematician. All in the

same day. ^

And do it all with the Best in the Business.

Become an JEtm actuary and get ready for

a clear shot at the top.

Bring us your mathematical mind, a

talent for communication and the desire to

do something important. We'll give you the

best actuarial and management training you
can get.

Proof? Talk to us. It gets even better.

Time: November 10, 4:30 - 8:00 RM.
Place: Lederle Graduate Research Tower,
16th Flo(^ Lounge

BeTheBrainsBehindTheBusiness.
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A choice only a woman should make
George Bush wants to make getting an abortion a

felony. He says he wouldn't punish the women that got

abortions, only the doctors who gave them. Gee, isn't that

nice. What a guy. Us poor little women can be moral baby

factories for George Bush's ideal America, while the big,

bad doctors who give abortions get punished.

Most people who gave illegal abortions were not doctors.

They used the crudest methods, unsanitary materials,

charged a fortune, and left their patients with sometimes

fatal infections.

Don't ever tell me that women would never get punish-

ed by the new felony. The fact that women wouldn't be

allowed to have an abortion is a punishment. After the

trauma of an unwanted pregnancy, who needs jail?

I just want to make a few things clear to him and the

anti-choice advocates (1 don't buy the term "pro-life").

First, I believe life does start at conception. I will not

argue that point with anyone, though there has been

debate about that. I simply think that abortion is a mat-

ter of priorities.

Nice word, huh? Priorities. Let's all say it together,

because when it comes to that too many of us assume our

own priorities become everyone else's.

My life, my body, and my choice are all priorities of mine.

I refuse to give birth to an unwanted child. Oh, I can

hear it now. "You should have been using birth control."

"If you're not ready for a baby, you're not ready for sex."

"What about adoption?"

I've got news for you. Not all birth control works — ac-

cidents do happen, even with the Pill. However, I think

anyone who has sex and never uses any protection is be-

ing irresponsible. Considering we have a new and improv-

Pamela McCarthy
ed venereal disease that has death as a side effect, un-

protected sex is a catastrophically dumb thing to do to.

Not only can you get pregnant, but there is a chance you'll

be left with a little "gift" that can kill you.

If a woman or girl is not responsible enough about sex,

how can she be responsible enough for a baby? Why do

these people assume that it is best for a child to be with

a mother who isn't ready for such a job? She made a

mistake; keeping the child only creates a bigger mistake.

Adoption? If I was going to go through with a pregnan-

cy, I'd want to keep my baby. To give birth just to have

my child taken away from me seems worthless. Abortion

is not an easy solation (contrary to what many anti-choice

people say), but it beats knowing you'll never be a mother

to your baby. While there are women who have made
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Just my opinion

Bush: A reason to vote for Duke
I was watching Oprah one day. The show was about the

November elections. An elderly lady in the audience com-

mented that she was 75 years old, and never in all her

years had shTe seen such a "sleazy" campaign as the one

being run by George Bush. She went on to explain that

we (the citizens of the United States) had already gone

through Watergate, contragate, and now with George we

have "shame-gate."

Peter Leon
George certainly has been doing a great deal of negative

campaigning. So has Mike Dukakis, but at least he has

some positive commercials and a trendy catch phrase "The

best America is yet to come". I wonder though what

positive things George has to offer the country.

It might be:

His resume. He has been vice president, an oil-man, and

director of the CIA among other things. As an oil man

he is connected with big business, and has always favored

tax breaks for the rich "to put more money directly back

in to the economy. " As director of the CIA he learned

about coveM operations, i.e. lying or giving out "disinfor-

mation " As vice president, he endorsed the selling ofarms

to the Iranians, and then forgot he was even at the

meetings. Where was George mentally? We know he was

there physically. He also led the war on drugs. Notice the

wonderful job he has done. Drug use is up. He also was

a buddy -ol-pal of General Noreiga. a guy who worked two

jobs. One as dictator of a small Central American coun-

try (Panama), and one as a drug lord. Guess George's

resume has some black spots on it just like Mike's.

He might have to offer:

A continuation of the Reagan revolution. Reagan has

brought back prosperity and pride to America. People are

better off than they were eight years ago. But how is it

that Reagan created more of a debt than all the presidents

before him? That puts every U.S. citizen in debt to the

tune of more than $6,0(X). Does (Jeorge want to more than

double the national debt just like his boss? Reagan started

the war on drugs, but then cut funding to the Coast Guard,

which meant leaving necessary ships in port because the

Coast Guard couldn't afford the gas to make the ships

move. Does George plan to continue to not fund his war

on drugs program when his vice president, the favorite

son of Indiana, Dan Quayle, takes over as commander of

the forces against drug use? Reagan did bring pride back

to America, but he bought with foreign capital. More land

has been bought by foreign companies in the last eight

years than ever before. Sure this puts the people of this

country to work, but it sends all the profits to other coun-

tries like Japan and Germany. Does George plan to keep

the economy running on foreign investment? At this rate

a foreign company could just buy Montana and re-name

it New Japan or New Germany.

He might offer us:

Dan Quayle: Choosing Danny boy as his running mate

was the first decision George made. He chose someone who

was from the younger generation, someone who with his

wealth of experience and knowledge will tell George what

the new generation wants besides Pepsi and coffee. But

Dan has only been in government a relatively short time;

less than two terms in the Senate. He also has some very

extremist views. He is anti-choice, pro contra-aid, and pro

golf. He says 1 1 year old girls can have children and not

ruin their lives. He says the contras, who the U.S. govern-

ment organized, are freedom fighters. Isn't that special.

It would seem the reason Oorge Bush needs to do so

much negative advertising is because there aren't any

good reasons to ^ ^t** *"or him.

Peter Leon is a C< gian columnist

couples happy by opting for adoption, most would rather

keep the children they bear. Besides, most couples want

blond, blue-eyed, babies. If that's what they want, I wish

them happy hunting. Not all babies are blond and

blue-eyed.

Most children from single-parent families are on or

below the poverty level. Remember, this is the humane

thing to do. Give your child a sub-standard life of poverty

— it's moral.

Many pro-choice advocates say there should be less of

an emphasis on "pro-life" and more efforts for programs

which would improve the quality of life for children. It

would make things easier on single mothers who decided

to keep their children.

While this is good, there is one minor catch. Some

women (including yours truly) wouldn't care how many
programs there were for single mothers; if they don't want

a baby, they'll get an abortion. Period.

People, remember: We bear them. We (not the fathers)

are expected by society to care for them — social programs

or not.

It's our choice.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

What's the matter with me?

Election lost

by Senate seat

Ever since the Republican National Convention was

held in New Orleans in August, the focus of the election

has centered primarily around the running mate of the

Grand Ole Party, J. Danforth Quayle, and how many peo-

ple think Quayle will cost the Republicans the election

Nov. 8.

Jim Clark

I agree that the vice-presidential candidate will

ultimately decide this election, but it is Democrat Lloyd

Bentsen, and not Pat Stgak look-alike Quayle, who will

turn the tide.

Texas is the home state of Bentsen. which should boost

the campaign of the Dukakis/Bentsen ticket significant-

ly. However, it is also one of the many "home" states of

Vice President George Bush. Bush ran for Congress in

Texas, but he can also lay claim to Massachusetts (he was

born in Milton), Maine (he has a summer home in Ken-

nebunkport) and Connecticut (he went to Yale — where

he was the captain of the baseball team, if that matters).

Pay close attention, there will be a pop quiz on this later.

Anyway, voters favor the hometown boy more often than

not. Even Walter Mondale, who got only 13 electoral vot«s

in the 1984 landslide loss to President Reagan, picked up

10 in his home state of Minnesota. Not since 1972, when

(ieorge McCiovern was unable to carry his homeland of

South Dakota, has a presidential candidate from a major

party not carried the local vote.

The fact that Bentsen is actually a full-fledged Texan,

while Bush is only a quasi-local, so to speak, would nor-

mally be enough to sway the majority and win the 29

critical electoral votes that Texas carries. But this is

where it gets interesting.

Bentsen is still a US Senator from Texas, and is seek-

ing re-election to that position. Although the laws ofTexas

allow an incumbent candidate to defend his title while

running for another office, it all becomes a matter of

priority.

In this case, the question seems to be this. Why is Bent-

sen running for Senate and the vice presidential nomina-

tion at the same time? Anyone able to read between the

lines can view this "conflict of interest" in these terms.

It seems illogical on the part of the Democratic party to

allow Bentsen to do this. Despite his enormous populari-

ty among the people of the Lone Star State, it would ap-

pear that Bentsen's Senate campaign would severely

detract from his vice-presidential campaign efforts.

Also, one could view it this way. By electing Bentsen

to the Senate and Bush to the presidency, Texans could

have the best of both worlds.

So the question is this: Is Bentsen running for re-election

in the Senate in case he and Dukakis fail to win the elec-

tion? In other words, is he looking for something to fall

back on? Is he not confident that he and Dukakis will win

on Tuesday? Possibly.

It's clear to those who have been following the campaign

that Bentsen is indeed more qualified than Quayle. In this

election, where the main issue of being "an assassin's

bullet from the presidency" seems to take precedence in

a lot of people's minds, Bentsen would be the logical

choice.

But by wir*' ng Texas for himself ir.
:

'
r^ Senate, Bent-

s :n is \>j. ^ Texas, ai.v ^.umatt> wiie election, for

Dukakis.

Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist
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Cliff at SUB Friday; Connells at Pearl St Sunday
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

There are some big attractions this weekend.

The Smith College Thursday Night Club are having
F.C.Pohaku from 10 p.m. to midnight at the Davis

uvemngWilfKi^ 'LiVEWlfilM^

Center for free, and drinks will be awarded to those who

have the I.D. Sheehan's is hosting The Danger Bro's

with special guests Grave Goods, who'll be busy this

weekend at Pearl Street writh fresh RCA recording artists

Dreams So Real It seems like both Gidget Goes to Hell

and Dreams so Real are going to be the next bands tak-

ing a shot at the big time. And speaking of Gidget Goes

to Hell they'll be playing their debut New York gig at

CBGB'S this Monday at 10 p.m. Look for a review of the

show the following Wednesday.

Also on Monday, Nov. 7th, at the Iron Horse, is Queen

Ida & Les Bon Temps Zydeco Band bringin her funky

shit to the venue for two shows at 7 and 10 p.m SHARP!

Speaking of the Iron Horse, tickets are still on sale for

Fishbone and Schooly D.

Tonight is also the first night of the opening of Univer-

sal Joint, or otherwise referred to as the "U-Joint," with

The Lyres with openers The Malarians at 8:30 p.m. The

U-Joint is located downstairs at Pearl Street. And the in-

terior is pretty imaginative. Other shows there this

weekend include, Dreams so Real, from Athens GA.

tomorrow night with an all-ages show at 6:30 p.m. and

The Connells, "southern fried goon-twang." on Sunday.

All shows are $5.00.

Sheehan's on Friday will be the place to be to see Half

Japanese with Jad Fair. The bands are eccentric and

have a style all of their own. They're worth seeing! They

play with Skid Row and the admission is cheap. On
Saturday Jim K and Co.

Ska-rockers Bim Ska La Bim are playing Katina's

tonight. And speaking of that place, Bachman-Turner

Overdrive play the only area show. Tix still on sale at

Ticketron.

Finally tomorrow night at the SUB, Jimmy Cliff is

playing with special guests Arrow. The gig is sponsored

by UPC, and it should be an interesting show.

p*.

.*^

Valley Light Opera will present Gilbert and Sullivan's "The Sorcerer" at 8 p.m.

tomorrow Nov. 5, 11 and 12 and at 2 p.m. Nov. 6 at the Amherst Regional High School

on Triangle Street. Tickets, which are $8 for adults and $6 for students and senior

citizens will be on sale at the Jones Library in Amherst through Nov. 11 and at the

door. For more information call 548-2800.

'f '

• if^*4u*<i v>**t y**4u9^ ttAt

Reggae musician Jimmy Cliff plays the SUB Friday with Arrow. UPC
sponsors the show.

RECORDS

OLDIES
Just in: Hundreds of 50's and

GO'S reissues!

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday
9:30-6:00 9:30-9:00

Sunday
12:00-5:00

213 Main Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726
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31 Boltwood

Walk

through

the Alley

253-7494

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
WE ARE SEEKING TO RLL
TWO POSITIONS ON OUR

STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF

BEGINNING NEXT SEMESTER.

ASSISTANT MANAGER - REQUIRES

A MATURE, ENERGETIC AND
FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

ACCOUNTANT - REQUIRES
A WELL ORGANIZED PERSON
WITH GOOD MATH SKILLS

AND COMMUNICATIVE ABILITY.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND
APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE

THRU NOV. 14TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN

OFnCE, CLARK HILL ROAD
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Connells come from
the Heights to Noho

COLLEGIAN 9

By CHEETIE KUMAR
and JENNIFER HUGHES
Special to the Collegian

Ok. Here's a trivia question. What is

bom every minute? You're probably think-

ing "a fool," right? Well, maybe so when
the phrase was originally coined; but a

more appropriate answer in today's world

would be "a rock band."

In a time when college radio is flooded

with them, it is a welcome refreshing sur-

prise when one stumbles across a band that

is as memorable as a quintet from North

Carolina that call themselves The
Connells.

Born in 1984, The Connells were formed

by lead guitarist Mike Connell and his

bassist brother Dave. By Christmas of that

year, with lead vocalist Doug MacMillan,

drummer Peele Wimberly (replacing

original drummer John Schultz) and

George Huntley adding more guitars,

vocals and keyboards. The Connells were

well on their way to a bright future.

Following their appearance on the More

Mondo compilation in 1986, their debut

album Darker Days was released original-

ly on the British independent label Demon
Records and later on Black Park Record

domestically. Considering the fact that

Darker Days illustrated the unique, addic-

ting and energetic sounds characteristic of

the band, it was no surprise that it receiv-

ed much critical attention which, subse-

quently, led to their signing on TVT
Records. In 1987, their second LP Boylan

Heights continued what Darker Days had

started. The tour that followed only

enhanced the success of this must-have LP.

This summer, The Connells were busy

recording Fun and Games, their forth-

coming LP, which is to be released in

January. This time around. The Connells

used producer Gary Smith (Throwing

Muses, The Pixies) which is a switch from

Mitch Easter who produced Boylan Heights

and Don Dixon, co-producer of four tracks

on Darker Days.

So what can we expect from Fun and

Games? "In some sense there's more

variety on Fun and Games," explained

Doug MacMillan in an interview earlier

this week. "Some songs have a heavy

guitar sound while others are acoustic. The

heavier songs capture more of the live

sound of the band, which was one of the

original intentions that Gary Smith had

while producing the album."

This album will also be released on TVT,

a label that The Connells are very happy

with.

"Being on TVT is like being on a mayor,"

said MacMillan, "because they have the

resources to promote and distribute well,

and while we still have the advantage of

being on an indie because of the ability to

get out ideas across without having to

fight."

With no current intentions of making the

jump onto a major label, MacMillan ex-

plained that his definition of a successful

band is "to be able to record and release

albums, tour and live without having to

compromise what you believe in. And if you

become somewhat popular, that's good too.

The important thing is the ability to play

music the way we see it."

With this honest ideology underlying

their invigorating music, you can't go

wrong. However, to really get a feel of how

incredible The Connells are, it is essential

to catch them live. Lucky enough, they will

be appearing right in Northampton
downstairs at Pearl Street Nightclub on

Sunday Nov. 6. Don't miss them!!!

Tomorrow, concluding our series, watch

out for a close look at Dreams So Real.

,
Cheetie Kumar and Jennifer Hughes are

WMUA <0's-

Mount Holyoke College Art Museum hosts "New Work Japan," an

exhibition of six contemporary Japanese sculptors, which runs from

Nov. 4 - Dec. 21. On Sunday, Nov. 6, at 3 p.m. in the Gamble

Auditorium, there wiU be a lecture by Ritsuo Taho, lecturer at Har-

vard University, and artist in the exhibition, entitled "Sculpture at

the Site," to be followed by an opening reception.
.

rf<;TAURANT I

' Routt 9 WK) UntvcnrtY Drive. Amhtm
2539^57 6.

Lunch Tues.-Fri. 1 130-3:00 • Dinner Nightly from 5:00

"All-You-Can-Eat" LUNCH BUFFET
Tu«s.-Frl.
11:30-3 p.m. $4.95

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday Dinner

25% DISCOUNT *

^ ,. „«. »-« pyrcta..!^ with your

rsri.S::^*,''"^'" valid student ID

^ OkJies Dance Club

Don't Drink and Drive

Roul* 9 ft Unlv«i«ry Diiv*. Amhoiil 253 - 9750

Downtloift at the Gull SJioom

THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT

Shot Night: Buy any shot and keep

the Pink Cadillac Souveneir

Shot Glass

Every Wednesday

Enjoy Live Blues and Boogie with

Evening Pro Blusica

Pitchers of Beer $5.25

Have you been touched by an
akohol-related dnmng death <

Create a memorial flag and attend

a memorial service and call-to-action.

"Remembering Loved Ones
featuring Doris Aiken,

founder and president ofRemuve Intoxicated Drivers.

Thursday, November 3, 1988

4:00 Pivl

AmherstTown Common
(In cnsenjrnm. Bangs Qmmunity Qnitn)

For infomialion about other events and memorial flags:

Amheret College He»lth Services 542 2266

Smith College Health Services 586 2824

Mt Holyoke Alcohol AwareneM Project 538^2466/2616

H.mpuhire College Health Service. 549^600 ext 458

"•"i Service Health 584 3880

Northampton Saving Live* Program 586-6950 ext 288

UMa« Health Service. M9 2671 ext 181

UMa«i EAP M6.0350

Housing Services Kesidential Ed 545 0422

Amherst Health Dept 25*7077

i
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Michael Dukakis is the best choice for president
The Collegian endorses Gov. Michael

Dukakis and Sen. Lloyd Bentsen for the

presidency for several reasons, and urges

the campus community to vote for the

Democratic ticket on Nov. 8.

We feel the Democratic nominees are

better able to curb the United States' $2

trillion federal deficit and $700 billion-plus

trade deficit, to educate young Americans
— not just in the three R's but also in sex

and drug education, to wage a real war on

drugs, to work with our Central American

neighbors both in the war against drugs

and t<rrebuild many of their economies, to

wprk for the benefit of women and
minorities through child care and
workfare proposals, to protect the environ-

ment, and perhaps most important, to

bring ethics and morals back to

Washington.
We also feel that it is better for the coun-

try that Dukakis appoint replacements for

as mai>y as three Supreme Court justices

scheduled to retire in the next year. The
preservation of the landmark Roe vs. Wade
case, giving women tl^e right to have an.

abortion, would be in jeopardy if Vice

President George Bush appointed three

more conservative justices to the bench.

Other important cases may also be in

jeopardy if Dukakis is not elected.

Certainly Ronald Reagan did many
things as president that this country can

be proud of — most obviously signing the

INF treaty, lowering inflation and
unemployment, and restoring patriotism

and pride in the United States.

Bush has and should take credit for these

successes, but the vice president should

also take responsibility for the administra-

tion's many setbacks, something he has

been reluctant to do in this election year.

We find Bush's actions in the war on

drugs (cocaine supply in the United States

has tripled since 1981), dealings with Gren.

Manuel Antonio Noriega (claiming the ad-

ministration was the first to indict the

Panamanian drug trafficker — even as

Noriega rules with an iron fist over the US
ally) and dog-like obedience to Reagan^s

policies (whatever happened to "voodoo^

economics"?) to be un-presidential — to the

point where we must question Bush's judg-

ment and ability to discern the obvious.

Furthermore, voters elect a ticket. We
have respect for Sen. Bentsen. We have no

such respect for Sen. Dan Quayle, the

Republican vice-presidential nominee.

Quayle has proven to be nothing short

of an embarrassment to this country, and
should be reason enough not to vote for the

Republican ticket. It's not just that Quayle

lacks intelligence, that Quayle has a less-

than-exemplary voting record as a senator,

and because he seems unable to successful-

ly come up with an original thought.

No, the reason we fear Quayle as vice

president is that he would be one step

away from the presidency — and as too

many times before in American history, an
assassin's bullet could very well mean a

Quayle presidency. For this to happen
would be disastrous.

For these reasons, we must
wholehegtrtedly support Michael Dukakis
and Lloyd Bentsen this election year. We
feel both are competent, intelligent,

thoughtful individuals who are best able

to bear the fruit of the Reagan administra-

tion's strengths, and work for the better-

ment of those Americans the Reagan ad-

ministration has left behind.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority

opinion of the Collegian hoard of editors

Why no facts behind the campaign issues?
This country is becoming a country of right-wing

hawkish activists with narrow-minded views; a na-

tion of people who pay no attention to national

affairs.

Take the modern style of campaigns. Are there

any questions as to why they are so silly? It's

because politicians tailor their speeches and pro-

mises for an audience that generally doesn't see if

they're genuine. Politicians give moving oratories

to people that are only listening to every other word

that probably implies "America" or "patriotism" in

its meaning.
The reason is that people running for office are

aware of how really stupid and ill-informed we
generally are. We hear "raising taxes," but we don't

hear "raising taxes will lower our national deficit."

We hear "strengthening our national defense," but

we don't hear "raising the national defense budget
will leave out money for things like education." We
heau- "unpatriotic," but we do not hear "forcing peo-

ple to take the pledge of alle^ance goes against the

constitutional rights of that person."

We are one-minded and going in one direction, and
we hear only what we want to heau". That's why we
don't want our taxes raised, why we want a larger

defense budget, and why I predict we will vote for

Bush and Quayle.
Makes one want to move to Japan.

Chris Willey

Sylvan

Dukakis a dangerous threat to all Americans
Michael Dukakis has pledged to do for America

what he has done for Massachusetts. I see this

rhetoric as a dangerous threat.

Gov. Dukakis has called for the end of develop-

ment and deployment of the Strategic Defense In-

itiative (SDI), opposes the MX missile, the B-1

bomber, and the Midgetman missile. The Dukakis
threat to America's national security is real and
frightening.

The crux of the Dukakis primary campaign was
his claims on the economic phenomenon dubbed the

"Massachusetts Miracle." Some have also dubbed

it the "Massachusetts Mirage." Harvard economist

Robert Reich, a Dukakis supporter, said that "Mike
Dukakis isn't responsible for Massachusetts'

economic miracle. It would be a miracle if

Massachusetts didn't do as well as it has."

Dukakis is the most pro-abortion candidate to ever

run for President. He is not only a pro-choice politi-

cian, he sees abortion as birth control and the life

of the unborn baby as insignificant. While his con-

cern for innocent babies is nowhere to be found, the

"Duke of Death" has plenty of concern for violent

murderers.

To the student looking for a job in the next few

years; to the young couple saving for their first

home; to Americans who don't take freedom light-

ly; to the unborn baby; to the honest citizens and

to the future of this great nation, Dukakis is a

threat.

W. Greg Rothman
Amherst

Don't throw vote away — look at alternatives

The Collegian's special Election '88 section was
developed, designed and edited by David R. Mark and
Rick Sasson. Production was done,by theWednesday
night graphics crew, with sp^ial thanks to Floren-

cio Terra, Peter Leon, Brian Harrington and Robert

Ciappennelli.

Questions or comments regarding this section or the

articles within? Write the Collegian.

With Nov. 8 imminent and citizens preparing to

exercise the right to be heard in our 'democratic'

society, we must evaluate what this election will ac-

(omplish and whether the interests of all our na-

tion's peoples are represented.

With only two political parties perceived as viable.

\ .S voters have fewer political options than voters

111 any other western, industrialized nation. With

public opinion polls showing voters shifting between

Michael Dukakis and George Bush, the purported

differences between the two candidates are ap-

parently not as great as their respective parties

would have us believe. Lenora Fulani is on the

ballot in 50 states and Ron Paul is on the ballot in

46, yet neither were invited nor permitted to par-

ticipate in the presidential debates. We .should thus

question the commitment of the established political

parties and the media to political pluralities and

meaningful dialogue on the issues of our day.

To make our democracy more responsive to the

concerns of its many diverse constituencies, I urge

voters who do not feel they would be well -served by

Bush or Dukakis to support a third-party candidate

or use the write-in slot on the ballot.

John U. Davis
Greenfield

Kennedy, Conte,
Questions 1 and 3,

deserve support
Decisions must be made on Nov. 8 other than the choice of

who should be president. It is of equal importance to students

that decisions be made on congressional candidates, and on
the four referendum questions. It is for that reason the Col-

legian offers the following:

•We endorse the re-election of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.

He Ijas a long-standing record of working on behalf of students

and public education. He is a strong civil rights activist, and

has stood up for other important social issues — most impor-

tant day care, health care, long-term care for the elderly, and

assistance to the homeless and needy. Furthermore, though

Kennedy visited Northampton last, month, and will come to

UMass this Sunday, most of the Pioneer Valley has only seen

Republican challenger Joseph D. Malone via commercials. In

other words, Kennedy has shown he cares about Western

Massachusetts; the same can^ be said for Malone.

•For similar reasons we support Silvio 0. Conte, R-Pittsfield,

in his quest for re-election to the US House of Representatives.

Conte is a strong advocate for UMass, and the soon-to-be-built

Polymer Research Center bears his name. We can't say much
about his challenger, John R. Arden, and apparently Arden

wants to keep it that way — having run one of the most silent

campaigns ever in our region.

There are also four referendum question facing the voters

of Massachusetts:

•Question 1 states: "To approve or repeal a 1987 law which

increased salaries for members of the state legislature and cer-

tain other state officials."

We support the law, as many of our state legislators, in-

cluding Stan Rosenberg, D-Amherst, have worked hard and

long (year-round sessions) to help the citizens of Massachusetts.

Despite the state deficit, this relatively small extra allocation

of money is worthy of our support. We say vote Yes on 1.

•Question 2 states: "To repeal or continue the Prevailing

Wage Law."
The question is economics. Should thousands of workers lose

money, in turn causing the state to lose a large amount of tax

revenue? We say no. The law has been in place since 1914 —
there's no need nor reason to repeal it now. The state would

not benefit, and the workers would be hurt. We say vote No
on 2.

•Question 3 states: "To regulate treatment of farm

animals."
This question is misleading and poorly drafted, which piay

be the reason the MSPCA is against its passage. Under the

proposed measure, an unpaid Scientific Advisory Board on

Farm Animal Welfare comprised of veterinarians and animal

scientists would be established within the Department of Food

and Agriculture. Such a board would not include farmers, mak-

ing it one-sided. The question, if passed, would hiut the state's

many farmers, already an endangered species.

We would support a better prepared version of an animal

right law, although there are currently laws and organizations

working on behalf of animal rights. We say vote No on 3.

•Question 4 states: "To stop electric power plants that pro-

duct nuclear waste."

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant has been sighted as one of the

most dangerous plants in the country, and in fact has been

closed for the last two years. Furthermore, the plants are not

a vital source of the state's energy supply, as it only provides

four percent of our electricity. The loss ofjobs ifthe plants close

would be unfortunate, but the risk of nuclear disaster is

greater. We say vote Yes on 4.
, , ,

Finally, we implore you, no matter your political ideology,

to vote. It is embarrassing that so few people our age go to

the polls. As has been said before, tiie 1960 election was decided

in favor of John F. Kennedy by less than one vote for every

district in the United States. Your vote does make a difference.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the CoU

legian board editors
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INTELLECTUALLY
BANKRUPT POLITICS:

Two CAMPAIGNS TMAT
AVOID TME ISSUES

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN:

Question z
WOULD REPEAL A
MASSACHUSETTS L-Au/

WHICH REauiRES STATE
CONTRACTORS TO PAV
uniom waq6s.

Question 2 ujould
BE BAl> FOR
THIS r^fKHC\. r^

Don't repeal the Prevailing Wage Law
This Nov. 8 we implore you to vote no on

Question 2. To repeal the prevailing wage
would hurt the entire Commonwealth ex-

cept for a small group of contractors.

Prevailing wage is under attack from a

coven of anti-union contractors who are at-

tempting to deregulate their own industry.

Prevailing wage was passed in 1914 for

the benefit of contractors and workers. For

74 years the law has worked. What would

repeal mean to Massachusetts? According

to Data Resources, Inc., an independent

think Unk, "the only clear result of repeal

ing the Massachusetts Prevailing Wage
Law would be lower wages for

Massachusetts residents." This in turn

would mean less tax revenue for student

loans and university budgets. With the cur-

rent budgetary woes we can ill afford a fur-

ther reduction in state income.

These contractors, using the guise of the

"Fair Wage" Committee, have based their

campaign on misinformation and outright

lies from the start. They claim enormous
tax savings if Question 2 passes, but have

failed to produce any solid evidence. TTiey

claim wages and salaries are guaranteed

under Prevailing Wage. This is a lie.

The referendum not only repeals Prevail-

ing Wage, it eliminates record keeping. It

would be near impossible to keep track of

state funds. Accountability to the taxpayer

would be lost.

David Eng-Wong
University Labor Relations and

Research Center

Fight for family farms; vote No on 3
Obviously families do not choose farming

as a livelihood for the money, but because

they have a talent and a love for animals.

So if someone told you that Massachusetts

farmers smother chickens in garbage bags

or hurt baby calves, then they lied to you.

As for pictures you may have seen, be

assured they did not come from this state.

Most likely from Europe.

Through Question 3, animal activists

hope to create an advisory board, but per-

mitting no farmers to sit on such a board.

These are the same people who feel

horseback riding, family pets, and seeing

eye dogs are all ways of exploiting animals.

Sure there are those few people who should

not be farmers, just as there are those few

who should not be parents. This is why the

MSPCA, which opposes Question 3, was

established.

Farmers cannot possibly afford to con-

tinue farming under the rules that this

board wants to establish. Causing farmers

to sell their land to developers and move

to another state, in order to continue far-

ming. This would lead to the destruction

of vast open space which the farmer sup-

plies for the wildlife.

If you value the beautiful countryside

and the inexpensive locally grown farm

products, make sure you vote no on Ques-

tion 3. This referendum benefits no one.

For our land and for our farms, put an end

to this bill.

Adrian Collins

Amherst

Vote Yes on 4; end danger to state
MassPIRG would like you to consider en-

dorsing Question 4. If passed, the question

will stop the generation of nuclear waste

in Massachusetts by closing the Yankee

Rowe and Pilgrim reactors. This would set

a national precedent by being the first time

voters have been able to change nuclear

energ>- policy in a stale.

The reactors should be closed for the

following reasons:

•The nuclear plants are not safe. We
have seen accidents at Three Mile Island

and at Chernobyl, not to mention the re-

cent disclosures about exposure of workers

to radiation and the release of uranium in

Fernald, Ohio and Savannah, Ga. Pilgiim

is one of the ten worst reactors in the coun-

try and has been closed for the past two

years because it is mismanaged. If a serious

accident were to occur at Pilgrim, the

result could kill 3,000 people immediately

and give 23,000 people cancer.

•There is no way to dispose of the 50,000

pounds of waste that the plants produce

each year, waste which will remain

radioactive for over 200,000 years.

•The plants su-e not necessary since they

produce less than four percent of our elec-

tricity. Closing them will not contribute to

the greenhouse effect because the energy

can be replaced through co-generation,

hydroelectric dams, and other renewable

energy sources. In fact, Boston Edison has

already received offers from 61 companies

to supply by 1992 twice the electricity pro-

duced by Pilgrim and Rowe.

Kira Sanbonmatsu
Safe Energy Project

MassPIRG
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\ESL
continued from page 1

grams since it is designed for "fully matriculated

undergraduate non native speakers of English." Most

other colleges and universities do not offer credit for such

preparatory programs, he said.

Northeastern University, Boston University and

Georgetown University are respected "language in-

stitutes" that use this policy, he added.

Flanagan said this program is limited to United States

citizens.

"The catch 22 situation," he said, "is that you can not

use state monies to teach English to foreign students,

because supposedly the foreign students have

demonstrated on the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign

Language) that they are proficient enough in English to

do university-level work at a college or university in the

United States."

The TOEFL, he said, is required of foreign students who
wish to enroll in the University. Flanagan said this test

does not always accurately reflect a student's proficiency

in English.

"Often times," he said, "demonstrating what one can

do reading and writing a language are different skills than

actually standing up and being able to be intelligible oral-

ly"
Cabanas said students are not the only ones who benefit

from the program. Instructors receive "probably the best

salaries in the country for ESL," he said. "They are

members of the faculty union."

ESL classes consist of a students from a variety of

linguistic backgrounds, Flanagan said.

"One of the common misconceptions of teaching ESL,"
he said, "is that . . . the person doing the teaching needs

(has) to understand the languages of the students that he

or she is tea *iing."

"We use English as the medium of instruction to teach

English," he said. "The ESL program does not operate

(in the same) way most students are used to learning

French or Spanish in high school. That's a definite ad-

vantage."

r

CUTOUTHERE
$99 takes you to Florida and back.

Our new low student fares are a quick study! Just *99 round trip on Continentals new nonstops

from Boston to Tampa and Ft Lauderdale only Please present this coupon when you purchase

your ticket (one coupon per ticket, originals only, no copies allowed) Tickets available for

purchase only at Continental ticketing locations Students must present valid college ID when •

purchasing ticket This fare is nonrefundable and is valid only for full-time college students

age 25 or younger Travel must originate in Boston and be completed by December 1 A. 1988

Holiday blackouts apply (November 18. 19. 22, 25, 26-28) Round trip purchase required

Seats are limited and fare nnay not be available on every flight This offer is not valid m conjunction

with any other Continental fare pronation, and no OnePass'*' miles may be earned with this

special fare

1

L

ConUnMital AffMit Ikkethic Inttnictioiis.
S. Use tx Ket Rerrid'Vs lo prner the following intofmation

VaWCOOfily/Non-Ret
4. Issue a ticket using Even Exchange lEEl entry to enter the exc hange

document numtjef (BOSTON-00S48S0e99999X* 5| and the

actual form of payment used

5. Draw a diagonal line across the face of the cenificate and marV

"Ej<changed' Enter the form and serial numtjer of the ticket issued

and anach to the Auditor^ coupon

%. Student ID must be verified at time of atrpcxT check m

I. The original promonoral certificate (no copwsj must be presented

Vienfy travel tor compliance with all condAons of the certifKate

Venfy student 10 and custonwr age 25 or under

X Retneve the customer^ PNR and create a Stored Tcket Shel

Complete the ticket as toHows

A. MIK BASISmCKET OCSICNMOII: Enter CHTS'
B. NOT VMUO AFTER: Enter -

1 4DEC'
C. FARC CALCIXATION LADOCR: BOS CO (applicable

ftonda city code! 02 51 COBOSOI 8S87 SI lei 67
>. FARE/iAX/TOTAL: Enter "91 67^7 5V»99 00"

W)0S-A8SOe9999*« J

TO CUT UPDOWN HERE

•*? '*/>.".

^

And take your cut of up to '200 savings on our new low student fares.

First, grab a pair of scissors. Tlien pack your swimsuit and suntan oil. Because students can now
cut up in Tampa or Ft. Lauderdale, for only *99 round trip fronn Boston.

Just cut out Continental's low student fare coupon, above, and bring it with you when you purchase your tickets.

No advance purchase or Saturday night stay required and travel must be completed by December 14, 1988.

Just follow the instructions on the coupon. And you'll discover that sunny Florida is a mere snip, pack and splash away.
For reservations, call Continental at 61 /-569-8400.

CONTINENTAL
Working to be Boston's choice.

C 1988 Continental Airlines. Inc

Dukakis, Bush in good health
WASHINGTON (AP) - Doctors for both

presidential candidates say the candidates

are in excellent condition, except for minor

conditions not unusual for people of their

ages and lifestyles.

Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis

suffers an occeisional backache made worse

by campaign travel, Dr. Gerald Plotkin

said. He issued a medical statement on

Dukakis' health last September after a

routine medical checkup at the Harvard

Community Health Plan's Wellesley

Center.

The candidate "was found to be in ex-

cellent health," Plotkin said.

"Over the last eight to 10 months, he has

had intermittent, nagging low back discom-

fort exacerbated by long periods of sitting

in airplanes," the doctor said.

Plotkin said then that Dukakis, who will

be 55 today, took an occasional anti-

inflammatory medication to ease the back

pain. Dukakis told the New York Times in

an interview published yesterday that he

had an occasional, but no longer bother-

some, back.

Training council chief resigns
NEEDHAM (AP) - Gary F. Egan, direc-

tor of the state Criminal Justice Training

Council resigned this morning without

comment, the culmination of a month of

turmoil after 16 police cadets were

hospitalized after rigorous training at the

council's Agawam academy.

Egan's simple letter of resignation did

not offer reasons for the move. He had been

on paid leave for a week.

Peter Agnes Jr., assistant secretary of

public safety, was appointed interim direc-

tor and the told the council, "We can never

allow what happened in Agawam to hap-

pen again."

He rescinded the council's program

known as "modified stress training," which

combines constant exercise for cadets and

unexpected situations. It was partially

blamed for the hospitalization of the cadets,

for dehydration, during and after exercise

at the latest training camp in Agawam.
One cadet underwent a liver transplant

and remains in a coma at a Pennsylvania

hospital.

"There must be an accounting for the ad-

ministrative failures of the Criminal

Justice Training Council organization and

the mistakes that were made during the

preparations for the . . . training program

at the Agawam facility," Agnes said.

The Five College Hillel Foujidation Proudly Presents

"H.M.S. PINAFORE"
By Gilbert &. Sullivan

(With English Narration

and Summaries.)

Saturday, November 5

8:00 p.m.

Smith College, Sage Hall

A prRentation ot the Light Opera

Company of Lot^g Island

S9 general, S5 students & senior citizens

Tickets: LNlass Hiiiel. Food for Thought. Amherst; Smith Hillel,

Beyond Word?. Broadside Bookshop, Norrhampton; Springfield Jewish

Communirv Center. Temple Israel, Greenfield

WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISIT NIVER8AL STUDIOS TCXJH
AfS( hACM. CO^***^*^'

VARIABLE SPEED

REVERSING DRILL

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chin

Bikini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aesthetician

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
fOf

Man and Women
34 Main Street. Amherst

253-9S79

The Danger Brothers

with special guests

Grave Goods

Friday, November 4

Half Japanese

with special guest

Skid Row

Saturday. November 5

Jim K and Company

Blue Monday November 7

Stewart James Band

Coming. November 1

1

Will "Smokey" Logg

and the Flame Throwers

from Texas

For More Into.. 585-5149

WHEN WE GROW UP

WELL BE OFF THE

MEAL PLAN!"

Quality Chinese Food at a Low Price

: Spend $10.00 and get 1 pint :

• of Pork fried Rice
*

• Good Only In Hadlcy Store •

Hadley-430 Russel Si.. 253-2571 Northampton-150 Kins St.. 586-8221

mmmmmmmmmmmmm
nad\ey-430 Kussel

auMMiMMifin0i0uniM

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Add Spice To Your Weekend!!

NOW SERVING BRUNCH
l^.rs (l.sh trrshiN ptrpdr«-(l lo otd.f usinn Ihr f.msi inv;f. dirnls.

.111(1 ..I pfi<rs lh.ll uoni «r.MU llir ^^. ikrnd hu<krl.

Soturdoy G Sunday
1 1:00 To 3:00

7 OLD SOUTH '.

NORTHAMPTON

Thursday Night

at Mike's

WIN BRUINS
TICKETS

•,^^'»-v

SPECIALS
Busch Pitchers ^-^5
Bad Light Bottles }"
Wall Bangers •

^'^
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continued from page 3

Concert
Jimmy Cliff is scheduled to perform with a special guest

beginning at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union

Ballroom. Tickets are $13 for UMass students and $15

for the general public.

Bazaar
The Annual International Students Day bazaar is

scheduled from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow at Scott Gym-
nasium at Smith College. Admission is 50 cents.

Screenprinting...
Tee Shirts, Sweatshirts. Jackets.

Bumperstickers. Decals.

Athletic Jerseys. Hats-
For your

Group, Compaay or Organization

YOU NAME rr- WE SCREEN TV.

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Complvt* An and D«sign
Dapartment

screenprmt speacdisis
47 Inckson Street. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 41^-534-5634

How to mate a hit

TT>e American Express* Card is a hit virtually

ain-whert you shop, from Los Angeles to

London Whether you re buying books, baseball

tickets or bruiKh So during college and after,

Its the perfect way to pay for just about

everything you II want.

How to gel

the Card now.

College is the first

sign of success And

because we believe In your

potential, we ve made it easier for

students of this school to get the

American Express Card right

now -even without a job or a

credit history So whether you're an

underclassman, senior or

grad student, k)ok into

our automatic approval

offers For details pick up an

application on campus Or call

1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a

student application

The American Express Card.

Don't Leave School Without It.'

f^M»HH ^mfrKiii tAprfA\ Trivfl Hftaird V rvicr^ (.onipin> Iik

Lecture
Learn about the Massachusetts Prevailing Wage Law,

come hear Steve Sullivan, director of Frontlash, the stu-

dent organization of the AFL-CIO, speak on Question 2

of the Massachusetts ballot. The lecture is scheduled for

noon today in room 163 of the Campus Center.

Semi-formal
There will be a semi-formal at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the

Blue Wall Cafeteria. It is free to dorm due payers and $3

for others.

Coffee social

The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance has scheduled a

coffee social from 3 to 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 811 to

815 of the Campus Center. The social is free.

ACADEMY.,MUSIC
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Western Mass. Premiere Opens On Friday

Curtain at 6:45 and 9:00

"THE OlfEmiSPlTASLE
MASTERPECEOFALL THEFILMS

RELEASED SOFAR IM988."

Prodocer no Dntdor MIRA NADl

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLtEQE

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Student Tare* from

Amherst to
Boston New York City

$20.95 $34.95
round-trip round-trip The People Professionals

A

Ticket* and Information available at:

1 U-Maea Hotat Amhertt Hampahlra Prica Waleh Nertfiamplen
Talflorf} Cantar Collafa Booli Parmacy 9ua Terminal

S4S-300e Bua Terminal Store So Hadlay RwntfwtM R.

S4»-«000 2Se-0431 S4»-46O0 S33-711S 8M-1030

CINEMA
"PERVERSELY FASCINATING" PROVOCATIVE"

B.M fc-.,-^ ^o* ( MAra/»* WSanVUWiaOO

THEX€Sfl GARY wC^l^lSTOPMEX
1^U5S£iL OIPMAAJ iL-OYl)^

I Wi. I ^^M^^ taer MwMMa«> Films (laa 71 ^nnvrWHo. KJj^

Western iMass. Premiere
2- showings 7:00 and 9:15 In the center of Amherst

AMITY ST. 253-5426

The Swimming Pool Library

continued from page 6

immediate sexual gratification.

There are, however, mtiny poignant and nicely-wrought

psychological scenes, too. We are introduced to James, a

sexually frustrated doctor, whom Beckwith has known
since his days at Oxford University, and to Arthur, a black

teenager from an underprivileged area of London. There

is Phil, too, with whom Beckwith falls deeply in love.

Possibly the most touching scene in the novel, however,

occurs when Beckwith's young nephew, Rupert, in-

genuously questions his uncle about homosexuality.

The crux of the novel revolves around the friendship

which develops between Beckwith and Lord Nantwich,

an elderly homosexual gentleman who is searching for so-

meone to write his biography. Beckwith's narrative, which

abounds with lively dialogue and explicit descriptions, is

set againet th«» diary of Lord Nantwich and he relates his

homosexual encounters of the early part of this century

in journal form.

It is interesting to compare the more liberal attitude

toward gay men with which Beckwith grew up, with that

of Lord Nantwich's heyday. At that time, homosexuality

was, in his own words, "still kind of underground, we

operated on a constantly shifting code, and it was so ex-

traordinarily moving and exciting when that spurt of

recognition came, like the flare of a match."

Whatever readers may feel about the many explicit sex

scenes in The Swimming Pool Library, it is clear that HoU-

inghurst has created a novel which is, in itself, "moving

and exciting" and which presents an interesting study of

the male homosexual psyche.

UVC airs Cover-Up
The Union Video Center will be cablecasting Cover-

Up: Behind the IranJContra Affair this week, at its

monitor locations outside the Hatch, the Mini-Store and

the UVC Viewing Room in room 201 of the Student

Union.

The movie, which recently played at Pleasant St.

Theatre in Northampton, graphically reveals the web

of politics, drugs, hostages, weapons, assassinations,

covert operations and the ultimate plan of the Iran/Con-

tra Scandal: suspension of the US Constitution.

Cover-Up will be shown tomorrow at 12:30 p.m., follow-

ed by Reagan-aide Barbara Honegger's speech at 2:00

p.m. The movie will be shown again on Friday at 2:00

p.m.

NOW SEE FOR YOURSELF
Exclusive Area Showing

THElASr
Temptation
OFChRisr
S,^. A UNIVERSAL RLLEASt

CNMliNIVIRSAl eiH SIIOIO") INt

Shows Weekdays and Friday at 6:00 and 9:00 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday at 3:00, 6:00 and 9:00 p.m.

(No 6:00 p.m. show on Monday, November 7)

At Pleasant St. Theater

27 Pleasant St., Northampton 586-0935

Foster's, 28 oz. cans
$1.75 + Dep.

-r- ™rap"r

Captain Moraan, 1 .0 Itr.

Schaefer, 12-pk.

$4.39 + Dep.

Piels Refills, 12 oz.

$6.99 + Dep.

Stollchnaya 80', 750 ml.

$10.99

Grolsch, 12 oz. bottles

$13.99 + Dep. ..^

We Want to be YOUR Liquor Store

Jack Daniels,

750 ml.

$9.99

^,

Come to tKe Harvest Nipper 9

i 6

a contradance
9»

^ (New England Folk Dancing) S

November 5 at Grinnel Arena

Dinner at 7:00

Dancing at 8:00

ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

.^»>UbM FINE DINING
"^ AND

FRIENDDf SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR

Lunch: Monday-Friday HJO *m-2:00 pm

Dinner Tue»day-S«hinUy 5M pni-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext. 7639

for Reservations

Validated Parking

rriTiTiT
\rtnnn

* >•'-

BEER,
case 0124 12 oi bottles

149

Taylor jsffe ii 099 Seagrams V.O.

^Califonia Cellars
"^'"^ "" ^•'••^« "- -'^•i

allllavoo ISIIICf

MOUSSYBEER $4^99
NON-ALCOHOLIC I U

case 0(24 12 oz bottles ' ' M_

19
S«l« '3** "««-l<"«b»ia 1 ^"^ <:<>•'

1 75L

'OPofflie
CAMPUS Restaurant

"•hJ^ooR CAMPUS ^jra
"^'*'^"-"'" "

XT AMHEHST

FOSTER'S UGER.
. Q> Australian for beer'

yy case ot 24

12 OJ boliles

CARLING BLACK LABEL $C99
case of 2* 12 0' tar boMln \^

OLD MILWAUKEE AND

OLD MILWAUKEE LIGHT

^nQ sale'?"
krv* malllnrebal*'!**

F cosrcate ol 24 12 oi cans

Spotlight on

Spanish

Wine
Estola Blanco (Spinith »hiui ^

Senorio de Sarrio Blanco
'3"

Tinio Pesquera 1984
*9"

1983 Marques Afienzo 4
— all price* aie net lot 750 ml —

dj^ qqPasspokt scotch
i*i|»fr Go First Class

FINAL
cosr

Sale '11** maM-Mi takala *2

STOUCHNAYA $£^99
5oo,T,i VODKA O
Mr. Boston $ Vl 1 9

Blackberry Brandy ^ -
Sal* '7.19 >naii4ni>t»i>'3 one liler

^^H Harvey's Bristol Cream

^6' AQ Sala*7'*
1^ ** mart in

•cX '•"••• '1"

Mondsy thnt Satarday

f miinBQ dd
noute 9 AmhersUHadtey Line 253-9344

(at the Super Stop & Shop Plaz^ ^ ^

SALE PRiCES
THtlfi NOV. 8

r^leiCht-nk
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GAIN REAL EXPERIENCE WRITING FOR

The Massachusetts Daily

LLEGIAN
NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

OPPORTUNITIES IN:

ARTS

BLACK AFFAIRS

EDITORIAL

NEWS
PHOTOGRAPHY
SPORTS

WOMEN'S ISSUES

COME DOWN TO THE NEWSROOM
113 CAMPUS CENTER

AND FIND OUT ABOUT IT

We Build Careers.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed Jn sooth I know not why I am so sad. It wearies me,

you say it wearies you; hut how I caught it, found it,

or came by it, what stuff'tis made of, whereofit is born,

1 am to learn; and such a want-wit sadness makes of

me that I have much ado to know myself

—Antonio, in William Shakespeare's The Merchant

of Venice

1

Go get em, brother.

"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

A//W Tneu£CTiONO^eR. rr

I ...ANPTHISISMHtRtUe
J ^ HA^ HmiONALseaiaTi

--^^A^l^if-^
fr

n?9^

I KNOW. MR PRBSI-

pem. rvaBesN
AnmpiN6 maM
FOR- £J6HT VaARS

=^.^

4MTlrl
-sllililllilfiillliisiiii

OH...ARBfOUSURB.
C3«3«S^r IPOhfTHeAL-
LV RSCALL eVBR. HtAR-
INQ you SAYANYTHINd.

^^"3 a o o o o o o o a o D

WITH ALL PUB aOWS^, IF

RBSPaCl SIR, 7HATdOm£R£P
you lAjeR3 iOU.YOUSHOULP

USUALLi HAva SPOKBN
N0PPIN6 \ UPUKBAMAN!
OFF. \ \

3CD

:^^LM^
Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

CAL^m, TMCE OFF KWR ,__,
CWTF\T BEFORE icw sn" /|r CAINWI? I'M

STOP KIH&
S\IL1. AMD
DO AS I

ASKED NOW.

BUT MOM, I

AEGPIOWEAR
"WIS FOR
WNNlR.'

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aqutlina

BOV, TOP^Y

JUST l5Nt

OHEL.ihE
WeAfHER'S BAP. .

.

'V OK MV

Jc'^

5PUA5f//

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

Co mi MS Soo^l To A

TftfKTffi. p/£At you ...

Hei.t> OUT© yft H»' ^S ^

PuLL cn'XHE ei6(^£sr

Hi THE l//r£<A»»' FlloT

H£A^ SEo^6B SAy...

'ft 111;̂^^.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
I MMs ot Itifl

movi««
S Baams
9 Ad|«c<ive lor

F\>My«nna

13 Some cards

t4 CarHtas cap

15 Oescartat. a g
16 IMS baal sailar

by Roban
tudlum

14 Glass eridosad

porch
20 Vairasri

ngradiani

2

1

Saa aagta

22 Notica

24 Took by steattti

28 Round danca

29 Actor Vtgoda

32 Fsshior> color

33 Daughtefs

34 Kiwi » coosin

35 1980 best seller

by Rosamunda
Richer

39 English

inslilution

40 Porlrail ol

41 Edward s sister

42 dual ervling

43 Lean and
sinewy

44 Sur>qlasses.

to some
46 Christina ol

The Phantom
ol the Opera

47 Ingested

46 Musical vary

51 Van v

56 1966 bast saner

by Lea lacocca

59 SmaN bullato ol

Celebes
90 Ol a cereal

61 Sharp
62 At rm tmc.

poaticaay

63 Crossword
diagram

64 Author Farber

DOWN
1 Contatnars

2 Nymph who
lovad Narossut

3 Mgmia darK«

4 Laos locale

5 Late show.

usuaNy
6 Phllodendron s

lamNy
7 Agreeable

answer
8 Dep
9 Von Stroherm

lilm

to MagrMller e g
11 The King --

12 Campus VIP

14 Puppeteer B<l

1

7

Ontario Indian

18 mm starring

John Travolta

22 Equine

23 Parry s creator

24 Balzac s La
Cousine —

25 Yearns

26 The -
Santini

27 August, to

lilands

28 Johnson ol

The Front

Page

29ModilY
30 Endured
31 Mitigates

33 Harsh light

36 PadlK slate

37 Author Kazan
38 Jungle Book

pytlKm
44 VIoNnisI

45 Qraak goddess
46 Sei>egal s

capMal

47 Trod ttw boards

48 Ptetures —
Exhibition

49 Rational

50 Blackthorn

51 Piedmont city

52 Two-wtieeler

53 Ripened

54 Not now
55 Siciiian

smoker
57 Wooden peg
58 Needlelish

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE:

11/a/M

i—r-j— i—^^Bi 1

1
IT"

11 1^
Menu

Lunch

Pizza

Clam Roll/Tartar Sauce

Dinner

Chow Mein/Noodles

Roast Top Round of Beef

Basic* Laact

Pizza

Qam Roll/Tartar Sauce

Basics Dinner

Ratatoulle

Chow Mein/Noodles

r Weather

Today: Mostly sunny and windy, 50s

Tonight: Clear and cold, low in 308

Tomorrow: Partly Sunny, high near 60

1

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor David R Mark

Copy Editor Ro"" ^arry

Uyoot Technician George Francy

Photo Tcchnlclao Richard Bonanno

Prodactlon Sopervlsor Florencio Terra

PfodactlonLaura. Aimee. Mary, Camille, Tina, and I'.on

Whares it well

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Ptrclra

B4lll«r te CUtf

Rtck Sasson

Maaaflai B4tl«r

David R. Mark
B4ttoH«l E«t*r

Robert CUppcnnelU
BvslMts M»m»§n

Marc Infield

ProdacliMi Maaagtf

Business Board - Fall of 1988

Rob Clappencfli

Bwslncss M«««c«r

Earbra Hindin
Advcftlstag Manager

Daniel Munroe
nMWCt MsMftr

Debra Botcenhart

A4v«f<tetaf Muiaier

Todd Fruhbeit

Qrcal^oa Maaager

Mary Rarftna
SakKifMoas Maaagtr
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women's swimming opens Saturday
continued from page 20

McCarthy in the distance events.

Also, there is Lori Schwarz, a backstroker

who may see some action in other events.

"She'll probably end up doing some

sprints," Newcomb said. "She'll help with

our lack of depth."

Leslie Cromwell is a second semester

freshman who saw some action with the

team last year. She will provide more help

in the backstroke, along with Schwarz.

Also joining the team this year is junior

transfer Jodi Schwartz, who came here

from Virginia Commonwealth. Schwartz

will combine with Gorski and Carroll in the

butterfly.

"She and Sue should provide plenty of

trouble in the butterfly," Newcomb said.

With Leary out of the individual medley

for now, it will be Schwartz and Cromwell,

along with freshman Marcia Samsel, to

ease the crunch in that department.

"We're going to get help from a lot of dif-

ferent people [in the individual medley),"

Newcomb said.

As far as the season goes, the

Minutewomen will be shooting to move

ahead of Maine in New England. Maine

beat UMass by just 26 points in the New
Englands last year. The two teams face

each other in a dual meet on Nov. 20 at

Boyden.
Other tough teams on the UMass

schedule include Boston College and Nor-

theastern, the top two teams in the New
Englands last year, along with Rhode

Island and New Hampshire. All four of

these meets will come in the second half of

the season, after the Christmas break.

"We won't be able to keep up with BC
and Northeastern this year," Newcomb
said. "Rhode Island and New Hampshire

are the ones we have to worry about. They

had a decent recruiting year."

The Minutewomen will also be facing

Vermont, Connecticut, Springfield,

Williams, Mount Holyoke and SUNY-
Buffalo, a new face on this year's 12-meet

schedule. UMass will also compete in the

New Englands and the Eastern Women's

Swim League Championships, as well as

the Northeastern Diving Invitational.

"As the year progresses, we'll have some

people who are going to swim very fast,"

Newcomb said. "We'll have a good-sized

quality team."

Steve Cesnek finished as the leading scorer with 10 goals and four

assists as the Minutemen ended their season with an 8-8-2 record.

MHarris
continued from page 20

The probation is a result of illegal recruitment tactics

regarding a transfer student from Memphis State.

Reportedly, former head coach Larry Brown, who left Kan

sas after last year's national championship season for a

job with the NBA San Antonio Spurs, gave recruit Vin

cent Askew a sum of money to return home to visit a sick

grandmother, who passed away a short time later. It is

illegal for a recruit or player to receive money in any form.

Lirgtst Ubriry of inlonnitm uU S

It subierts

I
Order Calalog TixUy wKh Viu/MC w COO

H^ 800-861-0222

O rusti $2 i)U \v RttMrch Inlafmittci.

13» KW<o *vt 0?Ob * l« »ng«»« C* 90«i

PALS FOREVER
IHEK CAIHt FHUM UUIW SPAtt 111 UtSIROV [ARIH S SUPiiHtROtS'

V
HIGH NOOIjf^

IN cancunJ

t.pm mtw roi"

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

CARACAS 320

ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Taiat not tncluO^d

Alto WortiStudy Abroad.

Ltn^uagt Courft. Infl Student

ID. Youth HottuI PaSMS
CUMUL P—m* muod on th« spoC

call lor lh« FRE£ CIEB StudanI

Traral Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHENST

79 So. PlaaMni SI.

Amh«r«t. MA 01003

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels

79 So. piMwni s«.
I

586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley
Amh»»t. MA OlOOa I I

Chic Cuts

• CotonnQanou

. f
ac\a\V<axvn9

. Wan\cure

.fac»a\s

Expires 11/15/88

Ve offer a 100% money hack

guarantee on all of our hair care uro<

•Redken 'Nexus 'Paul Milchell

r
I

I

I

Redken

— make ywu- fashUm st^lcnwiit
;

Styles By Deborah
65UnJverslty Dr.,AmherstUniversity Dr.,Amtierst

549-5610

This Week:

Thursday The Lyres

Friday Dreams So
Real

Saturday Comedy/
The Incredible

Casuals

Sunday
The Connells

10 Pearl St.

Northampton
584-7771

Comedy

Club
B t S T

Thursday nite live on stage at 8:45 p.m.

•Full menu available.

KEITH

BARON

Hadley Hour

Mon.-Fri. 4-7

Free Buffalo Wings

and Muncfiie Buffet

JANE

STROLL
DERRICK

EASON

This Week's Otink Specials

IRISH COFFEE $2 75

NEW AMSTERDAM $2.50

NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!

xv^>

Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For Vi Price Tickets

Marvin Hamlisch In Concert

Thursday, Nov. 3

The JulHiard String Quartet

Saturday. Nov. 5

The Amazing Cambridge Buslters

Wednesday, Nov 9

Peter Orth, piano

Tuesday. Nov. 15

Desrosiers Dance Theatre

Saturday. Nov. 19

1 -HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

^Itli®
Factory

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST

Ladysmith Blacl( l\Mambazo
Tuesday, Nov. 22

Quartet For The End Of Time
Saturday. Dec 3

d« THE FINE ARTS CENTER
^^^ L'SIIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHIRST
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UMass, Harvard fit to be tied

CollftfiHn pboln by Andrrw Ritit

Mike Mugavero and the rest of the seniors played in their

last game with the Minutemen yesterday, as they tied Har-
vard, 1-1.

Men 's soccer finishes off

season with 1-1 deadlock
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Yesterday's autumn-ending 1-1 tie at Harvard Univer

sity capped a late season surge by the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team. The double overtime

effort followed a similarly hard-faught 0-0 draw at Rutgers

this past weekend, and left the Minutemen's final record

at 8-8-2.

And though the Minutemen may feel slightly frustrated

in not taking advantage of their chances to win both con-

tests, assistant coach John Martin certainly isn't com-

plaining about the results.

"It was an exciting game," described Martin, "
. . .up

and down the field. Both teams had their chances.

"We're still upset, we should have won these games,"

continued Martin. "On paper they're (Harvard) a much
better team than we are, and we played right with them.

These two games showed that we can play with anyone.

This was no fluke, it proves we should have been playing

better all year."

The Minutemen nearly played right pets/ Harvard with

a furious second half of high-pressure soccer. Down 1-0

at intermission, UMass tied the score 20 minutes into the

second frame, then saw several golden game-winning op-

portunities fall short.

With 10 minutes left to play, UMass' leading scorer

Steve Cesnek drove right past the Harvard defense and
unleashed a left-footed rocket. The shot blew past Crim-

son goaltender Steven Hall before pounding off the left

goalpost and back into play. Harvard cleared the ball, and
kept the Minutemen at arm's length through the rest of

regulation and both overtime periods of play.

Harvard, which entered the game as the No. 7 ranked

team in New England, edged out to a 1-0 lead at the 41:15

mark of the first half. John Shue took a cross court feed

from fellow forward Derek Mills, outwrestling UMass
goaltender Sam Ginzburg for the ball and sneaking a shot

into the empty net.

The Minutemen waited until the 67:30 mark of the se-

cond half before retaliating, as Carl Hanks picked up his

seventh goal of the season. Hanks redirected a shot by

Cesnek into the Harvard net, tying the score for good.

The final buzzer marked the last appearance in a UMass
soccer uniform for seniors Mike McCormick, Bret Blan-

ton. Mike Mugavero and Ginzburg (though Ginzburg ex-

ited early to receive a couple of stitches above his left eye.

courtesy of Mills). All four earned Martin's praise for their

last day's work, with McCormick's defensive effort a

standout.

Women's swimming opens up Saturday
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Believe it or not. the winter sports season

is already upon us.

The University of Massachusetts
women's swimming team officially kicks

off its season on Saturday, taking on Five-

College rival Smith College at 1 p.m. at

Boyden Pool.

This year's version of the Minutewomen
will be looking to improve on last year's im-

pressive fourth place finish at the New
England Championships, and has a

talented cast returning that is looking to

do just that.

"It's going to be a good season," said

coach Bob Newcomb, who last year was
named New England Coach-of-the-Year.

"We've got some talented freshmen to go
along with our returning athletes."

However, the team may be without one
of its top swimmers for most of the season.

Senior freestyler and individual medleyist

Michele Leary, who holds UMass records

for the 200- and 400-yard IM, is currently

hospitalized with a heart problem.

"She'll be out for a while, but I wouldn't

Kansas probation may
make Harris eligible

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staft"

When it was announced Tuesday that

the Kansas University basketball pro-

gram had been put on probation for three

years by the NCAA, it seemed like just

another sad case in the world of collegiate

sports.

But the situation is one that could be

potentially profitable for the University

of Massachusetts basketball team.

Because of an NCAA rule regarding

transfers and eligibility, there is a small

possibility that Keith Harris, a 6-5 junior

transfer from Kansas, would be eligible

to play for the Minutemen this season.

"I'm not too optimistic," UMass head

coach John Calipari said about the

chances of having Harris in uniform this

season. "It would be nice, though. Let me
say this — if we did get him, I'd be doing

jumping jacks."

Harris came to UMass before the begin-

ning of the semester. Due to the NCAA
rules of eligibility for transfers, Harris is

required to sit out a season before play-

ing for the Minutemen.

But it is a rule that, according to

Calipari, has never really been examin-

ed before, that could open the door for

Harris a year early.

The rule states that a player transferr-

ing out of a program on probation would

immediately become eligible with his new
team. Part of the rule deals with the

length of the sentence handed down to the

program, and the amount of eligibility the

player has remaining. This is to prevent

someone from playing under a "dark

cloud" for the remainder of his collegiate

career.

The Kansas probation is for three years,

meaning that anyone of sophomore

eligibility and above could transfer and

be able to play immediately.

But, because Harris transferred before

the actual senterKe was handed down, the

NCAA has initially ruled against Harris

playing for UMass this year. However,

the UMass athletic department will look

into the fact that Harris left while the for-

mal investigation was going on, and that

it was part of his reasoning for leaving.

continued on page 18

count her out [for the season)." Newcomb
said.

Two of the key returnees, who figure to

play a big role in this season's success are

Melissa Waller and Sue Gorski.

Waller, a senior, is the defending New
England champion in the 100-yard
breaststroke, and holds the UMass records

in the 100- and 200-yard breaststrokes, as

well as being a member of the record-

holding 400-yard medley relay team.
Gorski, a sophomore, burst onto the scene

in her rookie season, setting three schools

records over the course of the year. She
holds the bests for the 100- and 200-yard
butterfly, and was a part of the 400-yard
medley relay team. Her 200 fly record was
good for a second place finish at the New
Englands.
Other veterans of note include co-

captains Debbie Mullen and Patty Pike.

Mullen, the team's top diver this year,
holds six-event records on the one- and
three-meter diving botirds, and was among
the top eight in New England last year.

Newcomb says that Pike has been swim-
ming especially well in preseason as a
sprinter.

Senior Regina Jungbluth will join Waller
in the breaststroke as a tough tandem.
"Those two have been together for four

years, and they should do real well again,
especially as the season progresses,"
Newcomb said.

Junior freestyle Melissa McCarthy
returns, and Newcomb will look to her to

keep the distance events going, and senior
Lori Carroll will be counted on in the but-
terfly events.

Then there are the freshmen. Newcomb
feels he has a strong first-year group ready
to make an immediate impact.
Keira Cruz is a sprinter to whom

Newcomb will look to replace Leary.
"She's a very good freshman, and a lot

of her times would place her very well in

the New Englands, " Newcomb said.

Kim Morin of Turners Falls is another
good sprinter, and Tracy Young will join

continued on page 18

Still not
impressed by
Flutie magic
What's the hot topic around here this

week? Without question, it is the New
England Patriots and their savior, Doug
Flutie.

I've never really liked the Patriots and

.1 really never liked Doug Flutie.

As a kid, I didn't like the Pats just to

be a pain in the ass, to rile up my father

and brother, devout followers of the Boys

of Sullivan. Part of that enters into my
dislike for New England's pint-sized hero,

a man who has achieved god-like status

in this area. But there is more to it. How
do I hate thee, Dougie? Let me count the

ways.

Steve Richards

Now I know the Pocket Hercules turn-

ed the Boston College football program

around, has thrilled thousands of squeal-

ing coeds and high school girls every time

he has taken of his helmet and threw The

Pass. Sure, the guy put up some big

numbers in college, but I cannot think of

any athlete who has had his career and

image boosted more by one lucky play

than Flutie.

Part of the blame for this has to go to

the media, especially in the Boston area.

Pretty boy Doug can get normally

uninterested women watching and
reading sports reports. So the media lat-

ched on to the guy, force-feeding him to

the public during his BC days. When
Flutie joined the Patriots, there was no

question Flutiemania II would be in store

for us all. The media has not disappointed.

The good people of Eastern
Massachusetts seem to enjoy having

Flutie shoved down their throats (how

many times have you seen The Pass?).

All this glory and love of Flukie, errr

Flutie, would be OK if he had. in the

words of the late John Houseman, earrrn-

ed it. But I'm not sure he has. His career

stats as a pro, including his days in the

USFL (remember those Flutie fanatics?),

must make Gary Hogeboom look like a

Hall-of-Famer.
And let's face it, folks, this guy is just

too cute. Everytime I see him, my stomach

feels as if I just ate a whole box of those

Cadbury Cream Eggs. Yuck! Fair or not,

I hold this against the little fella, too.

I will not attack Flutie as a person. By
most reports, he is, believe it or not, ac-

tually a pretty nice guy. I have read

stories saying that he really doesn't like

the attention he gets, that he just wants

to be a regular football player. But. that's

not what he has become and I am sick as

hell of him.

But the events of last week have caus-

ed me to give Doug Flutie something I

thought I never would — a little respect.

The Big Bad Bears were coming to town,

bringing with them the ghosts of Super
Bowl XX. To make matters worse, Jim
McMahon, like that grade school show-off

everybody hates, was doing what he does

best — shooting off his mouth. "America's

midget." "Bambi." The words echoed

around New England. "He can't get away
with that, saying those things about our

Doug," the fans cried. They needed their

favorite son to stand up and save the day.

And the Mighty Midget stood tall. It

was Bambi's revenge. Flutie and the Pats

gave McMahon what he deserved, mak-
ing the pitchman from Taco Bell look

more like Anna Belle. Would you like a

little hot sauce with those words, Jim?
You had to love it.

When the Patriots picked up Flutie,

part of me was glad, because now, I hoped,

he would fall flat on his pretty little face

right there in front of all his worshippers.

But another part of me was afraid. He
could succeed. He does seem to be a

winner.

And Flutie is the ultimate underdog,

trying to succeed when most say he can-

not. It's a nice story. Local shrimp makes
good.

Maybe I've been too harsh on Doug.

Maybe he's not that bad afler all. Hey, is

there any room on that Flutie

bandwagon?
Nah, never mind. I'd rather see the lit-

tle twerp get squashed like a grape.
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DVP withdraws; fraternity still trying for Farrakhan
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Phi Beta Sigma fraternity will continue its efforts to

bring Minister Louis Farrakhan to the University of

Massachusetts, even though the Distinguished Visitors

Program has withdrawn its sponsorship of the visit.

Jay Dowdy, Phi Beta Sigma chapter president, said the

fraternity still wants to see Farrakhan come to UMass
and will look for other ways to bring him to campus.
"This is an institution of higher learning, and we want

to hear what the man has to say," Dowdy said.

During a meeting Oct. 18, DVP voted to help sponsor

the minister's visit by contributing $1 1,000. However, the

vote was deemed invalid less than a week later because

of several Student Government Association constitutional

violations.

"The Farrakhan issue is over as far as we're concern-

Close call

a slap in
the face for
speeder
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian StafT

A University of Massachusetts police

cruiser chased a speeding car down
Massachusetts Avenue and forced it to a

stop on University Drive Wednesday. The
driver of the speeding car told police that

he had been chasing a second vehicle to ob-

tain its license plate number.

The man said he had come to a stop on

Clark Hill Road when he was nearly struck

by a second vehicle. After following the se-

cond vehicle for a while, the driver stopped

the car, got out, walked over to the first car,

slapped the driver in the face and alleged-

ly threatened him with a hunting knife.

Police searched the area for the second

vehicle.

In other police reports:

• A woman slipped on the wet sidewalk

next to Machmer Hall Tuesday and receiv-

ed a laceration to her nose.

• Police said the heavy rain and slick road

conditions may have played an important

role in Tuesday night's PVTA bus accident.

The bus was making a right turn from

Massachusetts Avenue to Haigis Mall

when it struck a car parked in a crosswalk.

The collision with the car caused a chain

reaction collision with three additional

cars. Damage was estimated at $6,700.

• A student left a backpack at the entrance

to Boyden Gymnasium Tuesday and

returned a short time later to find it miss-

ing. The backpack and personal property

within it was worth $150.

• A jacket worth $140 was stolen from

WMUA's studio area Tuesday.

• A break-in to Hasbrouck Laboratory was

reported Wednesday. An unknown person

used the computers and stole a $100 adding

machine.

• A vehicle parked in the Campus Center

Parking Garage was struck by a second

vehicle Wednesday. Damage to the car was

estimated at $700.

• The staff from Campus Center reported

Wednesday a VHS video deck worth $550

had been stolen.

• A bag of clothing worth $150 was
reported stolen from a closet in Old Chapel
Wednesday.

• A student returned to his car in Lot 25

to discover the left rear tire of the vehicle

had been stolen and replaced with a flat

tire which did not fit the vehicle.

ed," said Patrick Berkley, DVP co-chairman.

Farrakhan, the leader of the Chicago-based Nation of

Islam, has been accused of being anti-Semitic by members
of the Jewish community.
Farrakhan has put down the Jewish religion for years,

is "vehemently opposed" to Jewish students and often

speaks negatively of other people. Rabbi Saul Perlmut-

ter, head of the UMass Hillel Foundation, told the Col-

legian last month.
Anthony Gee, Phi Beta Sigma fraternity and DVP

member, said the media has led the public astray on

Farrakhan.
"The media has taken his meaning out of context," Gee

told the Collegian on the night of the Oct. 18 vote. He said

Farrakhan has simply preached that people cannot love

others unless they learn to love themselves first.

Dowdy said the fraternity will meet in the near future

to examine other means of getting the needed money to

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

BLOOD AND ROSES - UMass student Amy Ziskin stops to smell the

flowers of a local vendor yesterday in the Campus Center concourse

while bags of blood lay on the adjacent table, promoting a recent

University blood drive.

bring the controversial minister.

"As of right now we don't really have a game plan,"

Dowdy said. "But we still would like to see Farrakhan

come to UMass."
Dowdy said one possibility that might be explored is ob-

taining the money through the fraternity itself. Phi Beta

Sigma has over 500 chapters nationwide, and Dowdy said

it may be able to get the money that way.

Several members of the fraternity are also members of

DVP and voted in favor of funding Farrakhan's visit,

which is one of the reasons the vote was deemed invalid,

Berkley said.

One of these members was also a continuing education

student, Charles Sheffield. Sheffield did not pay into the

Student Activities Trust Fund, Berkley said. According

to the SGA constitution, continuing education students

cannot vote in government activities if they do not pay

continued on page 7

EWC restores
one service,

loses another
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian StafT

Limited counseling services were
restored at the Everywoman's Center this

week, but because of budget cuts, their

revival comes at the premature termina-

tion of another program, the director said.

The Women's Administrative and
General Education Support (WAGES) pro-

gram, which helps older, non-traditional

students return to school, was slated

originally to end in December but ceased

operation Monday, EWC Director Carol

Wallace said.

"We are putting together resource infor-

mation for women who call needing the ser-

vices WAGES provided," Wallace said.

EWC is also working to identify a place in

admissions where WAGES students can go

for help, she added.

"It's not enough to be able to see the ma-

jority of women who call," Wallace said.

"But, we still make referrals."

"Typically, we have several interns who
work with the coordinator to provide short-

term counseling," she said. "At this point,

it's too late to have the program."

Counseling services have been dormant

since September because of the delayed

resignation of former coordinator Mary
Aubrey, and because of University budget

cutbacks, Wallace said.

Mercedes Del Valle, who replaced

Aubrey as coordinator of the program, has

accepted an internal promotion to counsel-

ing coordinator, Wallace said.

Direct counseling services will remain

limited for the rest of the semester because

Del Valle is the center's sole counselor,

Wallace said.

"I think it's important that the Univer-

sity be seen as a welcoming environment

for non-traditional students," she said. "I

hope the administration and other agenciM

on campus will help."

Kennedy to address UMass tomorrow
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

US Sen. Edward M. Kennedy is scheduled to speak at the

University of Massachusetts tomorrow with several other

-Democratic leaders in one of his last campaign stops before the

Nov. 8 election.

As part of a Democratic rally organizers say may draw as many

as 5,000, Kennedy will speak with Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy, can-

didate for US Congress John R. Arden (D-Mass.), State Sen. John

Olver (D-Northampton), and State Rep. Shannon O'Brien

(D-Hadley).

"This is probably the biggest event for the Kennedy campaign

before the election," said Michael Greiner, Western

Massachusetts Coordinator of University Democrats, organizer

of the event.

Greiner said Kennedy fights for students and a better US educa-

tion system, and. If he sees o,000 students come out and listen

to mm talk about education, then he knows it should be a priori-

ty for him in the new administration. He is probably the senator

who can make the biggest impact on these issues in Washington,"

Greiner said.

In an interview from the Kennedy headquarters in Boston, Cam-

paign Field Director Jim Shaw said Kennedy will speak on issues

such as financial aid, restoration of the civil rights act. Presiden-

tial candidate Gov. Michael Dukakis.

"He's going to speak not so much about his re-election, but the

issues he has worked on in the last 26 years as a senator, and

the years he will work on in the next six," said Shaw.

"He's working hard not because his opponent [Joe Malone], is

a threat, but because he is a hard-working senator," Shaw said.

"Malone has been invisible, Sen. Kennedy has been out there."
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Formal inquest ordered
in police cadet fatality

PITTSFIELD (AP) - A formal state in-

quest was ordered yesterday into the death

of a cadet seriously injured by rigorous ex-

ercise at a state police academy, and the

cadet's lawyer urged that State Police

trainers be charged with manslaughter.

Flags were lowered to half staff here as

the city mourned Timothy Shepard's death

late Wednesday, six weeks after collapsing

of heat stroke on his first day of training.

"I believe we have a clear-cut case of in-

voluntary manslaughter here," said at-

torney Michael D. Hashim. "They ignored

conditions that placed the cadets in harm."

The 25-year-old cadet was one of 16

hospitalized for exhaustion and dehydra-

tion in the first week of training at the

Agawam training academy. The academy

used State Police troopers to train recruits

for local police departments in Western

Massachusetts.

The cadets' reports of hours of exercise

on only a few cups of water sparked at least

four state probes. State Attorney General

James Shannon announced last week at

the end of his investigation that the

Agawam academy was "a massive failure"

and he said the training regimen was to

blame for kidney ailments suffered by half

of the class of 50 cadets.

He said yesterday that Hampden District

Attorney Michael J. Ryan had agreed to

conduct an inquest into Shepard's death.

'The Shepard family and the public are

entitled to a full explanation of Mr.

Shepard's death." Shannon said.

Gov. Michael Dukakis said in a prepared

statement: "Nothing can make up for the

Shepard family's loss, but they should

know that the circumstances of this

tragedy are of great concern to me. This ad-

ministration is already moving swiftly to

do all we can ensure that it never happen

again."

Shannon said he did not believe he had

evidence to bring criminal charges, but

hinted that the inquest could lead to an in-

dictment. "There are potentially different

legal consequences when death occurs," he

said.

Shepard was pronounced dead at 11:20

p.m. Wednesday at the Pittsburgh hospital

where he underwent a lever transplant five

weeks ago. Words of the death was not

released until 8 a.m. yesterday at the fami-

ly's request.

Massachusetts's chief medical examiner,

D. Brian Blackbourne, was en route to

Presbyterian-University Hospital to attend

the autopsy Thursday, said Dr. Joshua

Perper, chief coroner for the state of

Pennsylvania.

The family's attorney described the

Shepards as devastated. "He came so close

to making it," Hashim said.

Just four days before Shepard died, he

had written to his pregnant wife of five

months, Holly "I'm going to make it."

Shepard never regained the strength to

breathe and speak on his own after falUng

unconscious on a running track Sept. 19,

but he emerged from a coma two weeks

later, only to lapse back into consciousness

Monday. Doctors removed a blood clot in

his brain in emergency surgery, but said

they were unable to stem the

hemorrhaging.

Shepard's wife, who maintained a vigil

at the Pittsburgh hospital with his parents,

recalled last week how he had run laps to

prepare for the academy and borrowed law

bcpks from friends.

"He wanted to be tops at the academy,"

Holly Shepard said. "He wanted to

graduate No. 1 in his class."

AP photo

A Pittsfield city worker lowers the Hag on city hall yesterday. Pittsfield

police cadet Timothy M. Shepard died Wednesday night at Presbyterian

University Hospital in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Marcoses might be in contempt
NEW YORK <AP) - Federal prosecutors

yesterday threatened to seek contempt of

court charges against Ferdinand and Im-

elda Marcos for failing to provide finger

prints, palm prints and handwriting and

voice samples.

A hearing was scheduled today before US
Distict Judge John Walker, who could

order the former Philippine president and

first lady jailed.

Walker previously had ordered the cou-

ple to comply with the requests contained

in subpoenas issued earlier this year by the

grand jury that indicted them on charges

of looting the Philippine treasury of more

than $100 million.

A federal appeals court late last month

upheld Walker's decision that the Marcoses

no longer have head of state immunity and

must honor the subpoenas.

On Wednesday, tobacco heiress Doris

Duke said she put up Mrs. Marcos' $5

million bail on the racketeering charges

because she is "disgusted, embarrassed and

ashamed" with the way the US govern-

ment has treated the Marcoses.

Looking for a perfect

place to hold a party?

PEKING GARDEN!

Oiir spacious banquet rooms
can >*at up to 200 2u«ts.

call today and reserve our party room

for weddings, banquets, receptions.

586-1202
I

coupon

ISAVE 10% OFFj
I ALL DINNERS

|
I

I
with this coupon good thru 11/30/88 !

I
Limit one per party.

j

I Open \\\ 1 a.m. Fri. and Sat.

Are you a non-native

speaker off English

For the Spring Semester,

the ESL Placement Tests

for fully matriculated

undergraduate students will be

administered on the following dates:

Monday, Nov 7 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Bartlett 302

Wednesday, Nov.9 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Bartlett 301

No student will be able to preregister for an ESL course for spring semester

without first taking the ESL Placement Tests.

All interested students need to register to take the tests through the ESL
Office. They can make an appointment by either stopping by the office

in 308 Bartlett or by calling 545-2578 or 545-4210 during the hours 8:00

to 4.00.

- the all new^^
PekingG

on

EKING VIARDEN
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Route 9. Hadley j(/^ ^y> {^J 586-1202

Spring Courses

CAS 105C
CAS 105F
CAS 105D

CAS 105E
CAS 290

Advanced Intensive Grammar
Composition
Vocabulary and Comprehension of

Academic English

Techniques of Oral Communication
Technical and Scientific Writing

Note: The ESL courses are designed for fully-matriculated undergraduate

students who are non-native speakers of Engish. However, exchange

students and graduate students are eligible on a space-available basis

for all courses except CAS 105C.
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Amherst
joins C-5A
lawsuit
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst selectmen have thrown their

collective weight behind an effort to stop

Jupiter C-5A's stationed at Westover Air

Force Base from flying training missions

over the area.

Selectmen plan to enter an Amicus brief

to the us Court of Appeals in Boston

because they say they were left out of an

Air Force environmental impact study. The
study stated there are no problems with

either noise or pollution from C-5A's in this

region.

An Amicus is a legal brief, submitted by

an outside party to the case as a friend of

the court.

Cristobal Bonifaz, attorney for Valley

Citizens for a Safe Environment (VCSE),

the group that originally brought the suit

to court, said that because appeals do not

allow the direct addition of new material

into the case, such as a letter of support,

the only way Amherst could enter the case

was through an Amicus.
The brief would contend that Amherst

was never notified of the flight plans or of

the impact study and therefore did not have

a chance to participate in the case.

The C-5A is one of the largest cargo

planes in the world and is used for train-

ing flights by the Air Force, including

flights from the Chicopee base. The train

ing flights simulate take-offs and landings,

called touch and goes, and fly low to the

ground. A training flight, called a sorrey,

can last as long as five hours and simulate

as many as 20 touch and goes.
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- The end of the com harvest season is one of many signs that there are only
a few weeks until winter.

Their flight path crosses Amherst and
the University of Massachusetts.
Organizers of the suit have complained
about the loud whining noise the plane
makes, particularly during turns, and
about the environmental impact report

that they say is incomplete. Amherst is not

included in the environmental impact
report.

The original suit was thrown out of US

District Court last month on the grounds

that the Valley Citizens group did not pro-

ve the environmental impact statement

was inaccurate or deficient. The appeal was
filed last week.

Bonifaz was at the selectmen's meeting

seeking the board's support.

Bonifaz said there were many misconcep-

tions regarding the case.

"It doesn't say take your planes out of

there. It says hold it until we can have a

thorough look at this," he said.

"This case will only give us leverage to

say when they can fly and where they can

go," Bonifaz said.

Amherst is the first town to enter the

case. The only other town to show support

is Shutesbury; the town has written a let-

ter of support, which was entered into the

original case.

Fraternity travels to NYC; aids homeless, children
By AMY BICKFORD
Collegian Correspondent

Members of the Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity spent a re-

cent weekend drinking beer, partying with friends and

helping the homeless.

Seven fraternity brothers went to New York City Oct.

22 to assist the Coalition for the Homeless and the

Association to Benefit Children (ABC), according to Craig

Berger, the fraternity's pledge educator.

They assisted the coalition by surveying a work shelter

in Brooklyn to check to see if there were any violations

of government codes. They found none, said Berger. The
work shelters house people that can not survive outside

of a structured environment, he added.

After leaving the shelter, the group helped ABC hand

out lunches throughout Manhattan, Berger said. With the

ABC workers, the brothers packed a van with crates of

bologna, milk, and apple lunches, he said. The lunches

were distributed to homeless people at three pre-

designated points, he said.

The homeless people had "a community with a hierar-

chy" and at the first stop everyone was "organized into

lines," Berger said.

At one of the points, Berger and a once-homeless ABC
worker and a fraternity pledge entered a cardboard box

community. "A box would shake and a hand would come

out, it was really incredible," he said.

The Alpha Epsilon Pi members went also to New York

University to visit the Alpha chapter there, Berger added.

Many in SW angry over parking lot expansions
By JOYCE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

A new parking lot in Southwest Residential Area for

student commuters is expected to be functional just after

Thanksgiving, despite the disapproval of some Southwest

residents.

Jonathan Grant, co-president of Southwest Area

Government, said the people he has spoken with are upset

about the new lot being built in the Southwest Playing

Fields. "I've yet to meet a student in Southwest who's for

the new lot." he said.

"It's the oqe place where you don't have to worry about

stones or trees being in your way when you're playing

sports," said Scott Milbert. a junior living in John Adams

Residence Hall.

The new Lot 33, across the street from Lot 22, will hold

New tar on Lot 33 in Southwest.

540 parking spaces and is part of a package to help deal

with the "parking crunch. " said Bill Barrett, director of

transportation and parking. "We negotiated with the stu-

dent campus leadership," he said, "and they agreed to the

two big expansions."

"Along with the building of Lot 33, there will be an

enlargement and repavement of Lot 49, which should be

completed by spring," Barrett said. Lot 49 is in Orchard

Hill Residential Area.

However, according to Bill Lambert, University land-

scape architect, the original drawings of Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium show the lot is to be built as part of one

massive contract developed in 1964. "In fact, the gradings

for the lot were put down before lawn covered the area.

When the lawn was taken off, we simply followed the

gradings that had been put down years ago for this lot,"

Lambert said.

Though it was always intended for the area to be con-

verted into a parking lot, some said it should remain as

a place to play sports since it has been that way for years.

Students say the lot should be constructed somewhere
else. "Nobody has approached SWAG [Southwest Area
Government] with a proposal, and we believe there are

alternative solutions that are better. The administrators

related to the project have failed to listen to what our solu-

tions may be," Grant said.

Alex Zarganes, co-president of SWAG, said, "Our alter-

native would be to build a garage underneath Boyden

Field. Maybe it's too wet. I haven't researched it yet, but

I don't think anybody else has either."

But Barrett argues that building the lot anywhere but

its present location would not be accommodating the com-

muters who need to park in Southwest. "When looking

at the campus in quadrants, there are commuter lots in

every quadrant but the Southwest area, so placing the lot

anywhere but where it is would be defeating its purpose,"

he said.

He added he did not want to put the lot in the Southwest

barbecue pits because they are used for concerts and

building an upward garage would not be possible at this

time given the cost.

Lot 33 at its present location will probably be used on

weekends of home football games, Lambert said, in addi-

tion to accommodating commuters.
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Every Student Deserves

Recoton XR90
Audio Tape
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Maxell XLII 90
Audio Tape
WMi HIK XLH-S 90 lope!
These high-bia> tapes arc excellent

for dubbing high-quality cassettes,

live music and FM stereo. Now when

you purchase the money-saving 10-

Pack. you'll receive a Maxell XLII-S

«X) Audio Tape - FREE! Limit 1.

Offer ends 11/6/88.
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Maxell UR90 Audio Tape
WMi nSE UDS-H 90 Tape!
The perfect tape for all your

recording needs. Stock up now while

the savings are hot. Buy the 10-Pack

and get a FREE Maxell LDS-II <X)

Audio Tape. Limit J. Offer ends

11/6/88.

Maxell XLII-S 90
Audio Tape
With FREE MX 90 Metd Tape!
Maxell's super sensitive finest high-

bias tape assures smooth, high-

quality reproduction - the ultimate in

state-of-the-art audio recording. Plus

the money-saving 10-Pack comes

with a Maxell MX 90 Metal Tape -
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Five college program offers

off-campus housing deals

Hadley. Hampshire Mall • 586-6 J51

By LISA SHAPIRO
Collegian Correspondent

Many students are unaware of a five col-

lege program that offers an alternative to

traditional off-campus housing, according

to one of the program's coordinators.

The Homesharing Project is a program

which seeks to match compatible

housemates interested in performing

household chores in exchange for charging

little or no rent.

Anna Dolan, a graduate student study

ing theater, has nightly rehearsals and

needed child care. Since the beginning of

this semester a Taiwane.se exchange stu-

dent has been living rent free, and she in

return cares for Dolan's 2 l./2-year-old

daughter four nights a week.

Another common match made is senior

citizen and .student. A student will pay lit

tie or no rent in exchange for completing

household jobs such as snow shoveling and

lawn mowing. Other seniors need

homeshares to run errands and to prepare

meals, said Dan Shepley, co-coordinator of

the program.
"Homesharing is not a quick rescue for

people with problems finding housing, but

it can be, for others, a suitable living ar

rangement," he said.

Joanne Levenson, director of Off-Campus

Housing and a co-coordinator of the pro

gram, said. "Many students and elders

share the fact that they live on a fixed in

come. The program is very flexible and is

able to suit almost any needs."

Shepley said homesharing can benefit

senior citizens who have found it difficult

to mnintain their home. For others with in-

creased expenses, owning a home may
become a financial burden. Some i>eople

feel more secure knowing there is someone

with them in the house at night, Shepley

said.

For students homesharing can be a solu-

tion to high priced housing costs. Students

may also prefer to live in a home-like en-

vironment rather than an apartment,

Shepley said.

"Homesharing involves more interaction

than a typical tenant/landlord relationship;

there has to be time devoted to making the

match work," Shepley said.

One unique thing about the rental agree-

ment is how disputes between participants

are settled, Levenson said. If the parties in-

volved have a conflict, they are asked to

resolve it through the Mediation Project.

However. Levenson said there have been

few conflicts in the year-and-a-half lifespan

of the program.

"We are very lucky to have the Media-

tion Project; it is a means to work it (a

dispute) out in a structured way," Leven

son said.

Each session is run by a team of two

trained mediators who meet with both par-

ties and help them solve their problem "in

a non threatening fashion," Leven.son said.

Homesharing, which evolved from a local

housing task force, was created in response

to an area housing shortage, Leven.son

said, and seeks to make use of local

resources (existing houses).

Any Hampshire County resident over 18

can complete an application at the Off-

Campus Housing Office or the Northamp

ton Council on Aging Office, Shepley said.

Mother relates story oftragedy
to victims* families, friends
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

On a cold Amherst Common yesterday,

160 small flags flapped in a light breeze as

the sun went down. In this setting, Jean

Joy kept her emotions in check and told the

story of how her 20-year old son was kill

ed in a drunk-driving accident.

On August 21, 1981, John Joy was a

passenger in a car driven by a drunk

driver. The car crashed in South Amherst.

Three of the passengers walked away with

cuts and scrapes. John Joy was killed

instantly.

The flags on the Common contained the

names of victims of drunk-driving ac-

cidents. The flags were provided by friends

and family members of victims of drunk-

driving accidents.

The event was organized by Karen

Jacobus, of University Health Services who

called it a "memorial service and call to ac-

tion" meant to deter drunk driving, part

of Five-College Alcohol Awareness Week.

The event was also attended by Doris

Aiken, founder and president of Remove In-

toxicated Drivers (RID).

Joy conveyed the main message behind

the gathering: "We want them alive, we

don't want to preach. The message that

comes out is that we care," Joy said.

"When you look over these flags and

think about all the things these people had

to contribute and didn't contribute . . . it's

such a loss," Joy said.

She said she had recently been to a wed-

ding of one of John's friends, which led her

to wonder, if John were still alive, would

he be getting married now?
"It's something you never get over. You

just miss them so much, and you don't want

anyone else to go through this," she said.

She said she hoped the flags on the Com-
mon would cause people to stop by and

question what they were doing.

Laurie Kamansky had a story similar to

Joy's. Her fiancee was killed on Dec. 23,

1987, also as a passenger of a drunk driver.

They were to be married on last month. "I

just got over that hump," Kamansky said.

Kamansky spoke to the crowd of about

65, saying she thought having people here

"hits home" more than statistics.

Kamansky said she did not often speak

in public about her late fiancee, but. "Talk-

ing about him is a good form of therapy and

a good way to remember him." She said if

this saved even one person, it was worth it.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
The FYI section is a public service an-

nouncement to the campus and communi-
ty. Space is limited, so the Collegian can-

not guarantee all submissions will be

published.

Film
The Undergraduate Business Club is

sponsoring the showing of "Big" starring

Tom Hanks. Film showings are scheduled

for 2. 4, 7, 9, 11 p.m. Sunday in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom.

Services
Students are invited to join Rabbi

Adelman, his wife, Yocheved, and five

children for a Chassidic Shabbat. The
Chabad House at 30 N. Hadley Road is

open every Friday night and Saturday mor-

ning. This week the services begin at 5:30

today and 10 a.m. tomorrow. Food, discus-

sion, and song are all part of the post ser-

vice relaxation.

Concert
Jimmy Cliff is scheduled to perform with

a special guest beginning at 8 tonight in

the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are

$13 for UMass students and $15 for the

general public.

Bazaar

The Annual International Students Day

bazaar is scheduled from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

today at Scott Gymnasium at Smith Col-

lege. Admission is 50 cents.

Semi-formal
There will be a semi-formal at 8 tonight

in the Blue Wall Cafeteria. It is free to

dorm due payers and $3 for others.

Coffee social

The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance has

scheduled a coffee social from 3 to 5:30 p m.

today in room 811 to 815 of the Campus
Center. The social is free.

Dance
The Lesbian, Bisexual. Gay Alliance has

scheduled a fall harvest dance at 9 tomor

row in room 1009 of the Campus Center.

Admission is $3.

Movie
"The Rendezvous" is scheduled to be

shown at 9 tonight in the Southside Room

of Hampden Dining Commons in

Southwest Residential Area. Admission is

free.

Volunteers needed
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow, the Mun

son Memorial Library in South Amherst

continued on page 15

BOG to work on diverse programs
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors last night formed an ad-hoc com-
mittee to study ways of funding entertainment events of
the BOG Program Council.

The Program Council will bring Dr. Ruth Westheimer
to campus next Monday and has brought events such as
the recent laser-light show, and several bands and come-
dians to the Campus Center/Student Union.
The council has faced difficulty, and has been criticized

for not programming culturally diverse entertainment.
The ad-hoc committee will study ways of providing

diverse entertainment. Jeff Classman, the current
BOGPC coordinator, said he and his assistant, Bonnie

LaMadaleine, are very busy programming events for this

semester, and have trouble examining diverse
programming.
"Programming has to be looked into, and has to be more

structured," Glassman said. "Bonnie and I are very busy
working on the programs themselves, and this commit-
tee would be very helpful."

The committee is in charge of working on the three goals

the board agreed on last semester. They are the following:

• Conducting an audit of the BOGPC account, and pro-

ducing a report on how funds were spent in fiscal 1988.

• Looking into ways ofprogramming events to better suit

minority students.

• Working with Registered Student Organizations to

assist them in providing the entertainment they request.

AP photo

GET OUT THE SKIS - Don Lyons shovels through two feet of snow that fell in the central
and northern Adiorondack Mts. (N.Y.) Wednesday. The wet, heavy snow downed trees and
power lines in the region, causing electrical outages, with some remote areas predicted to
be without power for up to five days.

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
WE ARE SEEKING TO HLL

TWO POSITIONS ON OUR
STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF

BEGINNING NEXT SEMESTER.

ASSISTANT MANAGER - REQUIRES

A MATURE, ENERGETIC AND
FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

ACCOUNTANT - REQUIRES

A WELL ORGANIZED PERSON
WITH GOOD MATH SKILLS

AND COMMUNICATIVE ABILITY

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND
APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE

THRU NOV. 14TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN

OFnCE, CLARK HIU ROAD

THEY CAME FROM UUIER SPACE 10 UESIROY EARIHS SUPER-HEROES!

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

)
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COME IN &
PICK UP
YOUR
COPY
OF OUR

COMPLETE
16 PAGE
CIRCULAR

ULTRA PREMIUM MATTRESS SETS
at 67%.69% & 71% OFF''"ISi?ET
•ALL FIRST
QUALITY

*ALL SOLD
IN SETS

SAVE

60%^
SAVE

70%

SALEHSNOy

CONHtCtlCUl
MOW S*l '0

SUNOW '0 «

11
m

Save »114 to «232

YOUR CHOICE
ALL AT ONE LOW PRICE!

Au I * I It:
..PRIVATE COLLECTION ^..-^

Absolutely the finest mattress made anywhere
TW1NCI7C FULL SIZE

'
SAVE 'Sgt A SET

r-WTrKFTFo A f AA 4
M030

TWIN SIZE
SAVE •«22 A SET

PRf TICKETED A ^ ^ iA>

M l H I

SET

QUEEN SIZE
SAVE 'SSI A SET

l*nETICKf lED A 1AA 4
«1230

SFT - ' -nu
PC

KING SIZE
SAVE'1t?1 A SET

P»»«TIC«TEB
,

M620.
SETm^^^

?:
BROADLOOM CARPETING

>i i' > »rij
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SQUARE YARD

Bring Your Room
Measurements and
Shop Early for

Best Selection of
Styles and Colors.
All 12 Foot Wide for
Easy Installation

SQUARE YARD

6!7!8!9
SQUARE YARD SQUARE YARD

A

?rrr

ae-xSO" Double
Pedestal Table and 4

Easy Care Arm Chairt
with Casters.

Value

«395

L SET '

RUBIE BOUGHT 3 TRAILERLOADS OF DINETTES

^

36"x2<" Walnut
Tiibl* wtlh 2

Chairs In P»dd«<l

V'"y' ValiM N
r«brle \-t-j

w

42"x60" Octagonal
Pedestal Table and 4

Padded Vinyl Caster
Chairs. Value

'298

' Drop Leaf 4

able plu« 2

36
Leg TabI

Dee Ply Padded
Chair*. y,|y, N

«89 I Valu*

249 m
o

42"x60'' Table and 4

Caster Chairs. Value

»549

%

4^^

h:A^ r If

Tabia • 4 Chaira
Value

»395

30"x48 " TABLE
BUTCHER

BLOCK FINISH
Plus Four

Comlortable Chairs
In Soft Vinyl Fabric

30"x60" TABLE
BUTCHER

BLOCK FINISH
and Six

Chairs In Easy Care
Vinyl Fabric

50 INCH BUFFET^
BY DOUGLAS

[BLACK ONLY
30 INCH
SERVER

BLACK on lV»lu«

IBLONDE ASHjt199

"^98

DINEHE

5 PIECE DINETTE

30"x48''
Tib<« with
Bu1ch«f Slo^
Top plui 4

I
C^il't In

uM»<| vinyl

Thi» Ortainiil factory
OuM«l Stof* Ouaniitiffii arv

ubf lanttnl AM )tem« limited lo atocti on
hand Not r»9pon«lbl« for typographlral #fror«

rrn
l^^k.'

r

ROUTE .5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF 1-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

7 PIECE DINETTE
36"x60"
Tablf with tnuarf
QIn^trwood F tn I «h
lod Chom* ba»«

i I taiv car* buMofi

I
tuflM vinyt ch*lTi

7 PIECE DINETTE
36"x60'

chl«>r« In luMiM
vinyl (itt»flc

lit \

PIECE
DINETTE

36"x60"
Table A 4 Chairs
Value

M20

Wa buy banhrupt
atocha, cioaa outa A factory

overruna of nam* brand merchandtaa and
alwdya aall ft for leaa

ROUTE 184

GROTON
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

FIVE
PIECE

DINETTE

I

Value

M49

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-6

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5
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AP photo

ORTEGA VISITS DAMAGED AREA - Nicaraguan
President Daniel Ortega, carrying a Soviet-made AK47
rifle, stops during a tour yesterday of the Jinatega pro-
vince, near the Honduran border. Ortega, who travelled
in a Soviet-made helicopter to cross flooded rivers, was
on a tour of the area damaged by Hurricane Joan.

Doctors warn
of 'wormy fish'
BOSTON (AP) - A serious intestinal il-

lness caused by eating raw or uncooked fish

infested with worms is frequently confus-

ed with other common diseases, doctors
warn.

They cautioned that physicians should
consider anisakiasis, a disease caused by
larvae of the anisakid nematodes,
whenever they believe someone has appen-
dicitis, which is the most often confused
with the ailment.

The doctors said that about 50 cases of

anisakaisis have been reported in the
United States, but "we believe that this
may be the tip of the iceberg."

The doctors attributed the emergence of

the disease, in part, to the popularity of

sushi and sashimi and lightly cooked fish,

since cooking kills the worms. Salmon and
pacific snapper are most commonly im-

plicated in the disease.

Another factor, they said, is the increas-

ing numbers of seals, sea lions, and other

marine mammals that harbor the parasites

in their stomachs. The animals expel worm
eggs in their feces, which are then eaten

by other sea creatures, including fish.

People who eat wormy fish sometimes
cough up live worms or feel the worm in

their throats, a condition known as "tingl-

ing throat syndrome."

Farrakhan
continued from page 1

the student activity fee.

Another student involved in the vote was a graduate
student. According to the DVP constitution, graduate
students are not allowed to vote because they do not pay
directly into the organization coffers, Berkley said.

There is a limit on the amount of money DVP can
spend on events proposed by outside groups, Berkley
said. He said even if that were not the case, DVP does
not have $1 1,000 in their account, the amount necessary
to bring Farrakhan to campus.
The vote passed in the first place because Judi Cohn

and Susan Miles, the chairpersons during the Oct. 18
meeting, were not aware of these issues, Berkley said.

Cohn and Miles chaired the meeting because the regular
chair.nen, Berkley and Daniel D'Appolito, had exams
that night, Berkley said.

Dukakis still the apple of Harvard's eye
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis may be

slipping behind in the national presidential polls, but a
survey of Harvard University students shows the predomi-
nant school of thought makes Dukakis the big winner.
Dukakis beat fellow Ivy Leaguer George Bush by a

margin of 70 percent to 26 percent in a straw poll of more
than 2,5(X) undergraduates conducted by the John F. Ken-
nedy School of Government's Institute of l^litics.

"I think that's terrific," said Jim McGovern of Dukakis'

Massachusetts campaign. "I personally did not go to Har-

vard but I understand that there are smart people there

and it's nice to see that education paying off."

Poll coordinator Kathryn Keough said she wasn't sure

whether the fact that Bush graduated from archrival Yale

impacted the results. "I don't know if I'd want to venture

any of speculation on that," she said. Dukakis attended

Harvard Law School and taught at the university in the

four years between his first and second term as governor.

The news didn't noticeably crush the Bush camp.
"It obviously doesn't surprise me that the Harvard com-

munity would be strongly supporting Michael Ehikakis,"

said Bush supporter, state Sen. Paul Cellucci, R-Hudson.
"We think nationally that the vice president is in good

shape and ';;.•.' think right here in Massachusetts he's

within a point or two," Cellucci said.

Other results of the poll, taken Tuesday, showed that

78 j)ercent of the women voted for Dukakis while 18 per-

cent favored Bush. Among men, Dukakis garnered 65 per-

cent of the support, while Bush had 31 percent.

In 1984 the poll showed students picked Democratic
Walter Mondale 61 percent, with only 28 percent going

for Republican Ronald Reagan.

J:

34-

HAVE YOU i
EVER HADA If

REAUY BIG i

Sunday, Nov. 6th BfcniHanIs

AT THE STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

Shows at: 2,4,7,9 & 1 1 PM
ADMISSION $2

HmHonls

DM
AwoimmvbM^^^^
newcMiMflir

SPONSORED BY: THE UMASS UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB

^^•••••••••A*>MA*t*'t*f*/V

3f

^3

AsRealAsItGetsI
CASE SPECIALS
LITE BEER BY MILLER
PIELS
FALSTAFF
ROLLING ROCK
STRONG 30 PACK
COORS SUITCASE

10.99

5.99

7.99

10.99

10.99

10.99

LABATTS BEER/ALE 10.99 Case

CANADIAN 6 PACK SPECTACULAR
Grizzly 2.99

Labatts 2.99

Molson 3.99

FOSTER OILCANS 1.59

CALIFORNIA COOLERS 2L 2.99

SAM ADAMS 6 pk. 4.99

HOPE LAGER 6 pk. 4.99

RED STRIPE 6 pk. 4.99

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT 12 pk 5.99

BUD LIGHT 12 pk. 5.99

HARD BARGAINS
CAPT. MORGAN LTR.
FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L
FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L
PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS 750 ml

8.99

8.99

8.99

5.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES ft SIZES

MC/VISA WE DELIVEK

Located on Roatc 9, Hadlcy—Jast beyond Bargcr King

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

• •*«•••»•» »
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Skinheads,

Innis,

brawl on
Geraldo

NEW YORK (AP) - Geraldo
Rivera, Gower right of top

photo) holding microphone,
ducks away from a melee
that broke out during a tap-

ing of the Geraldo show
yesterday.

The scuffle broke out when
racially-motivated exchanges
began between a group of

right-wing "skinheads" and
black civil right activist

Roy Innis.

In the bottom photo, Rivera

holds a handkerchief to his

nose after being hit during
the brawl.
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Motor Vehicle Rules & Regulations

I
At it's September 1 988 Meeting the Board of

I Trustees approved revised Motor Vehicle

I Rules & Regulations for the Amherst Cam-
1 pus . The revisions include provisions for an
I increased parking violation fines stmcture

.

IA copy of record, of the Rules 8c Regulations,

I is available for public review during regular

I business hours at the Campus Parking Ser-

vices office 137 Hasbrouck or call 545-0065

I for more information

.

:
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Editorial/Opinion

Notes from the basement
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Fear makes for a quiet

Halloween in Greenfield
GREENFIELD - Small towns look like

this at 3 a.m. The roads are empty, the

houses are dark. The only activity in the

deserted center square is the changing traf-

fic lights.

It's 8 p.m., Halloween night.

Exactly one week ago, a young woman
was murdered here. Her killer is at large.

The chief suspect is rumored to have an
obsession with teen gore horror films.

There are more rumors, unsubstantiated

but fascinating. You can't help but listen.

Nancy Klingener

Halloween was cancelled in Greenfield.

Trick-or-treating was moved up to three
daylight hours on Sunday. Police asked
residents to keep their porch lights off and
decorations ofT their doors. Residents com-
plied. Driving around the residential areas
of the town, I see one jack-o-lantern. The
sidewalks are empty of ghosts and witches
and cartoon characters in search of candy.
At the Armory, a medieval fortress per-

ched on a hillside, the town's official Hallo-

ween party is just ending. A three-year-old

clown runs around the big wooden floor,

.waiting for her mother to finish the
cigarette and take her home. Parents call

the party a success. No one mentions a
murder.
The fast food joints along the main street

are empty. The bars have only a few
patrons, the regulars. But every school in

town is blazing with lights, every
classroom lit so you can see the carefully

scripted alphabets above the blackboards.

The cop on desk duty at the station doesn't

know why the lights are on — or he's not

telling.

This is a good place. Where Amherst and
Northampton have a veneer of prosperity,

Greenfield has the texture of real life. It

has a real department store, and small

pharmacies. It has a county courthouse and

the Franklin County Fairgrounds and the

best textile store around. Normally, it's a

pretty quiet town. Tonight, Greenfield is

hushed. The multi-screen movie house, in

the center of town where the Garden

theatre used to be, advertises eight movies

on its marquee. "Halloween FV," yet

another installment in the gory series was
scheduled for this week. The movie wsis

cancelled.

The local radio station tells its listeners,

"Happy Halloween." They play the

Monster Mash. They don't mention the

murder, or horror movies. In the Victorian

Diner, about five people stay close to the

bar. The place is well-lit, brighter than

most small local hangouts. No one men-

tions the murder.

At 11 p.m., the Greenfield Cooperative

Bank clock registers 30 degrees. The occa-

sional car coasts through town. Two police

cruisers are stopped facing opposite direc-

tions, their drivers consulting in the super-

market parking lot. The schools are still lit,

the streets are still dark. The desk officer

at the police station, a young blond man pa-

tient with reporters, has nothing to report.

"It was quiet for a Halloween," he says.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist.

Some advice for Mike and George

Some final and random
campaign observations
Whoa!!!

Maybe I spoke too soon last week when
I declared the candidacy of Gov. Michael

Dukakis to be as good as dead. In the past

week, the Democratic nominee has made
some headway, made some decent
speeches, and apparently, made some
friends in the Afro-American community.

But. . .

A day late and a dollar short, as they say,

although the campaign still has $20
million in funds to work with, odds are cer-

tainly against the Democrats.

David R. Mark

With that I'd like to make my educated

guess prediction of how the Democrats will

do next Tuesday. I belifeve Gov. Dukakis

will win the following states:

Massachusetts, New York, Michigan,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Maryjand,

Washington, California, Hawaii, and the

District of Columbia. That's a grand total

of 174 electoral votes (I may be off).

That leaves Vice President George Bush

with 364, and a slightly-less-than-landslide

victory.

Last week I wrote some of the cliches

voters have heard too many times in the

campaign, now here are a few of things

voters haven't heard enough about:

Foreign Policy: If you drew a world map
of all the nations talked about in this cam-

paign, you'd think there was a lot more

ocean out there. The world in Campaign
'88 consists of Nicaragua, Panama, the

vague "Central American neighbors,"

(which obviously doesn't include the first

two nations), South Africa, the Soviet

Union and Israel. What about the NATO
nations and the rest of the world? Too

boring?

Too bad.

The Federal Deficit: We've heard "Read

my lips: NO NEW TAXES!!!" from Bush,

but what would he cut when he refers to

"Government spending?" L it possible he
doesn't realize the "longest period of peace-

time growth" is being paid for by our spen-

ding $200 billion-a-year more than we
have? Bush says Dukakis has never met
a defense project he liked, but can we af
ford every defense project Bush likes?

Hardly.

Too much.
Education: Bush wants to be our educa-

tion president. How? Will ketchup still be

considered a vegetable in school lunch pro-

grams? Will there still be school lunch pro-

grams? Dukakis has an edge here only

because of Bush's inability to go beyond his

"Education president" slogan.

To read or not to read, that's the ques-

tion, I guess.

I'm voting for Dukakis. I don't agree with

the Duke on everything, but in the places

I disagree with the Duke, I tend to agree

with veep nominee Lloyd Bentsen, which
is almost the same thing. The important

thing is that I cannot and will not vote for

a ticket that includes a certain Senator

from Indiana.

I really hate Dan Quayle — not him so

much as what he stands for in this election

— mediocrity.

I got to thinking, David Letterman
should make a top five list of people from

Indiana who would make a better vice

president than Dan Quayle. . .

Number 5: Marilyn Quayle

Number 4: Larry Bird

Number 3: Birch Bayh (only because of

his name — and yes, I know he's a

Democrat)
Number 2: Richard Lugar (the other

Republican senator in Indiana)

Number 1: David Letterman
Just trying to be as silly as the respec-

tive campaigns were this year.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the

Collegian, and relieved the election is

almost over

Letters

Administration can't please all

I found Sephen Bayer's editorial
("UMass administration forgets civility,"

Nov. 2) to be just the sort of ethnocentric
view of the world that will ultimately
drive the student body of our University
apart.

As I see it, the primary goal of our ad-
ministration is to see to it that exam
periods run smoothly for as large a por
tion of our students as realism allows. If,

in fact, the University altered the exam
schedule for Jewish students, how could
it then ignore the religious holidays of
Asians, Moslems, and these of Eastern Or-
thodox origins, as well as other minority
faiths? Obviously, the result would be
chaos and confusion, with exams spread
over the entire semester.

I think our administration is on the
right track when it allows Jewish (or any
other) students the right to reschedule
their exams with no penalty. If a penalty
was extracted from a student's grade, the
policy would be uncivil.

As for the issue of food, I think that
Bayer should look at the issue from an
economic standpoint. When you prepare
food in smaller quantities (and in many
cases higher quality) it is not cost eflec
tive. This results in higher prices for the
student. When was the last time you saw
ethnic food of any kind in the cafeteria?
This excludes the few dishes that have
been integrated into the mainstream
American diet.

Recently, a very close friend of mine
spent a semester at the University of

Jerusalem. As a graduate student in

Israel, he was expected to attend classes

on both Christmas and Easter.

Prejudice? I think not. Rather, he (as we
all do) had to pay the price of living in a
world so diverse that the greater efficien-

cy of a society (or university) sometimes
overshadows the special differences that
make us all individuals.

Jonathan Anastas
Southwest

Stop defending anti-Semitism
What is anti-semitism? A spokesperson

for Louis Farrakhan claims that "people
are in disagreement as to Just what anti-

semitism means." He then tacitly uses his

own definition (the definition now popular
among anti-semites) to claim that Far-

rakhan is not anti-semitic because he is

not anti-Arab.

There is actually no dispute about the

meaning of anti-semitism. Webster's dic-

tionary defines it as "antagonism towards
Jews," and every other dictionary has an
equivalent definition. To argue that so-

meone is not anti-semitic because he or

she is not anti-Arab is like saying that the

Ku Klux Klan is not anti-black because
it is not opposed to black cars and black

coffee.

Anti-semitism can be found among both

black and white Americans, but among

whites it is considered a "gutter attitude,"

and condemned by almost every organiza-
tion and public figure. In contrast, black
spokesmen commonly excuse anti
semitism among blacks, in order to main-
tain "black unity." They insist that even
the most vicious anti-semitic statement,
such as those of Farrakhan, are "taken
out of context," or do not really attack
Jews, but only "Jewish landlords" or
"Jewish politicians." (When have you
ever heard anyone attack "Christian
landlords?")

Isn't it time for non-anti-semitic blacks
to recognize the harm this does to both
blacks and Jews, and to stop defending
the bigots among the black people?

Bernard Miller

Amherst

Facts about Question 3 clouded
I am appalled with the Legislature's

repwrt concerning Question 3. Question 3,

the Humane Farming Initiative, is most
deserving of state support, but our

legislature has failed to address the issue

properly and put forward truth.

The report is not objective. Colored

phrases, such as "recommendation of a

'so-called' scientific advisory board" are

derogatory, condescending and prejudic-

ed. TTie article's bias if further illustrated

by offering one-sided data.

Question 3, if passed, would insure the

forming of a committee to advise the com-

missioner on farmaniraal welfare issues.

The opinions of this group (all animal c£U"e

specialists) are intended to balance the

farmer-dominated advice that the com-
missioner now receives from groups like

the Board of Food and Agriculture. Con-
sequently, the committee intentionally

exrltiHps farmers from its membership.

The legislative report fails to fully cover
this issue and thus promotes the spread
of myths and halftruths.

The most frightful condition of this
report is that some of the information is

quite simply wrong. The report states that
Question 3 would require Massachusetts
farmers to replace existing farming struc-

tures at a cost of $90 million. This
estimate is based on data regarding the
replacement of dairy stanchion barns.
Nothing in Question 3 requires such
drastic measures. In truth, dairy farmers
are not even the subject of this bill!

The Legislature's bias is clear and
undeniable. I encourage any
Massachusetts voter to look beyond these

lies and distortions when voting Nov. 8.

Question 3 is well-founded and necessary.

Matthew Jaquith
Northampton
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Bat 21: Tri-Star's hidden treasure worth finding
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

Maybe I'm wrong. Maybe I'm just out of touch, but I

don't recall seeing any radio or TV spots for it. There was

no lobby-poster in the theater. I don't remember seeing

a trailer. And for the life of me, I can't recall ever having

seen a movie-title less likely to pique public interest than

Bat 21.

THE
SCREENING ROOM

• • • • •

Sure, it was the title of the autobiographical book on

which the film was based, but it was hardly a well-enough

known work to justify keeping its meaningless title. Tri

Star must be embarassed to admit that they've actually

got a good film on their hands.

So I'll whisper:

Bat 21 is the true story of 53-year old Air Force Colonel

Iceal Hambleton (Gene Hackman), military genius and
gung-ho American war-monger. On a fairly routine

surveillance mission, his plane is shot down and he is

stranded behind enemy lines in North Vietnam. It is here

that he experiences hand-to-hand combat for the first time.

Suddenly the enemy is more than a number. "I killed a

man today," intones his pained and weary voice through

the white noise of a radio transmission. His enlightenment

sobers the enthusiasm of his only link to the "real" world,

spotter pilot Bird Dog (Danny Glover), and has much the

same effect on the viewer. The film is a levelheaded rep-

ly to the mindlessness of Stallone, Norris and comrades.

It performs honorably in drawing on the surface sen-

timents of revenge-minded Ramboids, forcing the viewer

to witness the consequences of blind action. It makes a

simple, but strangely elusive point: War kills people. See

Bat 21 just to spite Tri-Star. Unsubstantiated Rumors
and Self-indulgent Musings:
• Jack Nicholson is The Joker and Michael Keaton is Bat-

man in Tim Burton's upcoming Batman film. It is not -

repeat, not a comedy. Timothy Dalton returns

as James Bond in the currently lensing License Revoked,

loosely based on the first John Gardner Bond novel.

License Renewed. For the more literary of you Bond fans:

The reason the films bear so little resemblance to the Ian

Fleming novels is that Fleming was dissatisfied with the

cinematic treatment of Doctor No and thereafter allowed

only the titles of his works to be used.

• Next year is the fiftieth anniversary of The Wizard of

Oz and Gone With the Wind. Expect to be Garland-and-

Gabled to death. There will be a sequel novel to GWTW,
but no word yet on the inevitable movie or mini-series

(Richard Chamberlain and Jane Seymour as Rhett and

Scarlett?).

• Duck Pictures has announced commencement of

shooting on its first "Major Motion Picture," Disco II: The

Revenge. Betting that the time is right for an artificially-

induced mid-70's nostalgia craze. Duck promises a reu-

nion of all those who made disco great. Just when you

thought it was safe to go back to the dancefloor .

• Answer to last week's trivia: Harrison Ford played the

school principal in a sequence cut from E.T..

• This week's: For what New York film critic was the

skuU-visaged bad guy in Willow named?
• Opening today in the area: Everybody's All-American;

The Good Mother; U2: Rattle and Hum; The Last Temp-

tation of Christ; They Live.

Ensemble mixes
spirit and music
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

"Spirit Ensemble are first and foremost a live ex-

perience," Kevin Hylton explains. "We can play almost

anywhere."
He's right. The band that will play the Northampton

Center for the Arts tonight and tomorrow night began

simply as a couple of street musicians, Jimmy Cruiz and
Zeleka Jenkins, busking in Union Square Market, and
developed from there as the number of members, and
variety of instruments increased.

The resulting fusion of the group's different musical

backgrounds has produced a unique sound which Hylton

describes as "Afro-Carribean," though he's quick to point

out that the group's music cannot really be categorized.

However, Spirit Ensemble's success is at least in part

due to the recent surge in popularity of "World Music,"

on the Western market, prompted by Paul Simon's con-

troversial Graceland album. I asked Hylton about the

danger of the band being packaged by record companies
and the media, as another piece of "ethnic awareness"
for the average yuppie CD buyer.

"Well, for a start, we don't have a contract yet. We pro-,

duced a tape which we've marketed ourselves; anyway
I don't think there's going to be a problem. Wherever
we've played, the audience has been really varied, and
everybody, young and old, has been really turned on to

the music.

"Yeah," Hasam Bakr adds, "they all get up and start

dancing; the music and the rhythm just take over. At
one show I saw a guy — he must have been about seven-

ty — and he was up dancing about with everyone else."

When you look at some of the places they've played
— the Paradise and Sanctuary nightclubs in New York,
Yale, Princeton, even Soho art galleries — you'll begin
to understand why they call themselves "a band for all

occasions." ,

Manager Joe Sylvester sums it up, "We're about spirit,

that's the main thing; we're about breaking through the

barriers of race or culture, or style and bringing people

together on a spiritual level."

For more information about Spirit Ensemble's call

585-0352.

Spirit Ensemble performs at Northampton Center for the Arts

tonight and tomorrow.

Exhibits from Smith to Springfield
By KATHERINE T.

Collegian Staff

LAMOTHE

From Southwest to Springfield, there are

several exhibits on the w^y. First, on the

home front, Hampden Gallery in

Southwest will be presenting a show titl-

ed Altered Images, an exhibit of

manipulated photographs by artists

Stephen Petegorsky and Terri Schatz, from

Nov.8 to Nov.29. The opening reception

will be held from 5-8 p.m. on Thursday,

Nov. 10. Featured in the show is Petegor-

sky's color photo-collages which focus in on

the form of the picture postcard, revealing

the artificial elements in these images.

Schatz uses black and white photographs

with oil paints and even fragments of col-

or photographs for a collage effect which
supplants the original photographic image
with a spiritual dimension. Gallery hours

are Monday-Friday, 3-7 p.m., Sunday,2-5

p.m.

At Hillyer Corridor Gallery. Smith Col

lege, Nancy Simonds and Lois Foley are

showing an exhibit of their paintings and
drawings until Nov.ll. The work of

Simonds, a Smith alumna, has been com-
pared to Manet's still life. Foley is an
abstractionist who works primarily with
oils and acrylics whose work has been
shown in Vermont, Connecticut, New York
and elsewhere.

New Work Japan, an exhibition of works
by six contemporary Japanese sculptors, is

opening today at Mount Holyoke College

Art Museum in South Hadley. It will run
until Dec.21. Thi.s .show features an essay

by Louisa McDonald of the Collr.-g*.'"s

Department of Art, which providf.'s a

historical background to the art. The workj»

themselves follow Japanese tradition in the

use of natural materials, such a.s wf>od,

stone and cotton fabric, as well a.s usinji

Western minimalism. On Sunday, Nov.6 at

3 p.m. Ritsuko Taho, one of the artists in

the show, will be presenting the Louise R.

Weiser Memorial Lecture in Gamble
Auditorium, a4jacent to the Museum.
Museum hours are Monday-Friday, 11

a.m. -5 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday, 1-5

p.m.

Interested in going to Springfield? Zone
^"-t Museum is showing the 7th Annual
Free-for-AU Art Exhibition, running until
Nov.20. As a result of an intensive publici-

ty campaign, more than 100 artists are
showing works such as paintings,
sculpture, photography, poetry and books.
This sounds really interesting, especially
considering the fact that these artists did
It for no money. Zone's hours are
Wedn(;sday Friday, 15 p.m.; Saturday-
Sunday, 2-5 p.m. and by appointment.
Finally, for those who are interested in

Koing «jven further than Springfield this
w«;ek<;nd, check out the exhibit of Twen
'.leth century American folk art at the
Museum of Art, Science and Industry in

Bndgepfjrt, CT. The show, which continues
until Dec.31, features paintings, sculpture
and pottery by such artists as Grandma
Moses and Janis Price. Hours are Tuesday
Friday, 11 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday Sunday,
noon 5 p.m. And that's all for this week.
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Athens trio shakes
the REM-clone stigma
By CHEETIE KUMAR
and JENNIFER HUGHES
Special to the Collegian

"Both negative and positive things that
happen can result in good art . . .rock'n'roll

is a kind of art, however feeble it may be
.. . good and bad things tend to evolve into

new songs. .
." said Barry Marler, guitarist

and vocalist of Dreams So Real in a re-

cent interview. Whatever the cause, the
songs of Dream So Real have evolved into

a new clean, yet driving sound to come out

of Athens, Ga.
The trio met in Athens where drummer

Drew Worsham and bassist Trent Allen at-

tended the University of Georgia. They met
Marler through mutual friendship and
began playing together.

"Played our first date . . . had about eight

songs, and got a really good response," said

Marler. That response led to a deal with

Coyote Records, and in early 1985, their

first single "Everywhere Girl" was releas-

ed. Following the success of their first ef-

fort. Dreams So Real released their debut
LP Father's House in 1986. Both of these

were produced by REM's Peter Buck.

"He was glad to do it," Marler said of

Buck, but added, "the fact that Peter pro-

duced us caused a problem in the beginn-

ing ... No one wants to be an REM clone."

And Dreams so Real has shown that. The
melodies and harmonies blend masterful-

ly on Father's House. The rhythm section

of Worsham and Allen provide a sold foun-

dation that supports the flawless melodic

structure of Marler's guitar. But the sound
does not stop there. Allen and Marler's

voices blend together to create a harmonic
style that sets Dreams So Real apart. The
ten tracks on Father's House are the out-

come of talent and hard work that has been
developing for five years.

Arista was the mtgor label to sign Dream
So Real, exposing their material to a wider

market. Their latest LP, Rough Night in

Jericho, has demonstrated that a major can

help a band in ways not possible without.

"We did Father's House on a budget
about one twentieth of the budget we had
for this album. . . We were able to take our
time and be careful and do a good job as
possible," Marler confessed.

Rough Night in Jericho was released five

weeks ago and the response has been great.

The album was produced by Bill Drescher
(The Bangles, Jules Shear). Marler said

they ei\joyed working with Drescher.

"We were looking for a producer that
would get as professional, big and modern
a sound . . . that would not lose the identi-

ty of the band."
Well, Eh-eams So Real certainly achiev-

ed that on Rough Night in Jericho. The ti-

tle track has a raw, powerful sound that
sets the pace for songs like "Heart of

Stone," and "City of Love;" yet leaves plen-

ty of room for the more jangly, harmonious
tracks, "Bearing Witness" and "Califor-

nia." Overall the album comes together to

prove that Dream So Real is not just any
band. Their music is one of a kind.

The success of E>reams So Real is relative.

Marler defines success as "begin able to

make a living . . . performing songs that

are written as a natural evolution. . .then

we'll be successful." Marler said he feels

very lucky that Dreams So Real has reach-

ed that level.

Yet luck has really only played a small
part. Dreams So Real has created and
defined a sound that is special. It's a new
sound to leave the South and make it

around the country.

Dream So Real will appear tonight at

Pearl Street in Northampton with local

Giant recording artists Grave Goods. The
all ages show is at 6 p.m. with a 21-over

show at 10 p.m. Dream So Real live is a
show not to be missed. Marler said at their

shows "you can expect a live sound that is

very much like the record. . . but there will

be a lot more live energy. You'll see a band
that hopefully has a fresh approach to a
classic sort of song-writing. Somebody that

appreciates solid rock'n'roll would ap-

preciate it."

UMASS SKI CLUB
MANDATORY MEETING

Wednesday, November 9, 1988
The Great Ski Snatch

November 17-19, 1988

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

• Benefits & Lots of Fun-Don't miss out!

• Great chance to meet & work with people

Come to our imormation & sign-ap meeting:

4:00 p.m. 163 CC

7:00 p.m! Hampden Dining Commons
(members and non-members welcome)

Exhibit of landscapes at FAC
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

"Points of View: Contemporary Land-

scapes" is the name of a new show at the

University Gallery in the Fine Arts

Center consisting of works done in the

60's, 70's and 80's by many different ar-

tists. The works cover a wide variety of

media, including painting, sculpture.

drawing, photography and two pieces in

book form.

"Most people expect very traditional

landscapes," said Betty Siersma, acting

Director of the gallery, who explained

that she chose pieces "for their being ex-

amples of the kinds of things that were
going to make the show have a broader
range."

continued on page 13
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Salaam invites audience to escape to Bombay
By ANDRE BUSI
Collegian Correspondent

Tonight the Academy of Music in Nor-

thampton is presenting Salaam Bombay,

an Indian film about a 10-year old boy nam-

ed Krishna (Shafiq Syed) surviving alone

in the city of Bombay. India has not had

the greatest film legacy, but this movie was

produced, plotted and directed by Mira

Nair, who studied film at Harvard, and is

the only Indian who has made films that

are palatable to . . . western world tastes.

Krishna is abandoned by his travelling

circus, and cannot return home until he has

500 rupees, so off he goes to the big city,

and starting from the bottom of the street

life, finds himself a job serving tea and

bread; his new name is Chaipau. He

befriends a spirited street-wise drug-dealer

named Chillum (Raghubir Yadav) who
works for the red-light district boss Baba

(Nana Patekar).

Nair has captured Bombay at its most

beautiful and grimy. Twentieth century In-

dia shows us a world where ancient tradi-

tions and modern changes are tightly pack-

ed next to each other in colorful but suf

focating tenements. You get to feel a lot

like a child, being bufTetted around by the

swirling throng of people and the din of

Hindi, traffic and animals. You really feel

cut off from the western world, and are just

as seduced by all the exotic energy of the

city as Krishna is.

The plot is just loose enough to show you

the full range of common Bombay life.

which is valuable itself coming form a

country that is so distant and so different

that we think in terms of headlines only.

Nair, who up until now has made 4

documentaries addressing Indian social

issues, the scenes on location, using lots of

non-actors, especially with the children of

the streets, to whom the film is dedicated.

Nair was inspired by "their essential in-

nocence yet infinite experience" to make
a movie that "celebrates their spirit of sur-

vival, their humor, dignity and courage in

a world that denies them the luxury of

childhood."

Though the film is completely in Hindi

with subtitles, there are some scenes that

refer back to America, such as when
Krishna and Chillum doggedly chase an

American tourist, cheerfully selling him
hashish, and then running off to a Moslem
cemetery to get stoned and collapse into

hysterics about the tourist's weight pro-

blem; also when Baba the pimp tries to im-

press an attractive western student by pro-

udly whipping Chillum when he delivers

their tea. Needless to say she is not pleas-

ed, and this emphasizes how much we both

take for granted how disparate our cultures

are.

Salaam Bombay may make you think

twice before you assume America is the

highest-stress society on earth, but then

again, the film feels so authentic you may
feel like you've left the planet. It is vivid,

comical, realistic and as thankfully

unresolved as the country it portrays. Do
yourself a favor, and escape from the

Valley without resorting to escapism.

COME HEAR

Senator Edward M.

Keanedy^
at a rolls/ with other local Democrats

Saturday, November 5. 10:30am

beside the Student Union

I

Rain site: Campus Center Aud.

Sponsored by the University Democrats
Call 545-0199 for more iriformation.

Cliff brings music to SUB tonight
By SISTER WASSI
Special to the Collegian

By now, of course, the entire University and the

Pioneer Valley at large is waiting with eager anticipa-

tion for the sold-out Jimmy ClifiyArrow concert to be held

tonight in the Student Union Ballroom.

As you go rockin' and skankin' your way across the

floor, revel in the awareness of a musical linkage to hap-

py, dancing crowds around the world and through the

years. From the 1962 ska excitement of "Daisy's Grot Me
Crazy" in Jamaica, through tours of the United States,

South America, and Africa, to the current "Hanging
Fire" tour, Jimmy Cliffs music has uplifted and unified

thousands of people across national, ethnic, and
linguistic gaps. Allow the spirit of love to flow tonight,

and be ready for a powerhouse perforjnance!

In case your dancing feet are feeling shy, the opening

artist is guaranteed to make you lose all inhibition: Ar-

row, of Montserrat, king of the red-hot soca beat. Soca

is the contemporary development of calypso music, and

it is not for nothing that Arrow is on top of the calypso

world. Hit tunes like "Colombia Rock" and "Long Time"
reflect Arrow's international focus, and have been

covered in many languages. Full of music dedicated to

the pleasure principle, he is talented, tight, together, and

oh-h-h so sexy!

So, brothers and sisters, in Arrow's words, "Come on,

enjoy yourself!"

Peace and love in the dance hall.

L

Reggae phenomenon Arrow opens for Jintmy
Cliff tonight in UPC-sponsored show.

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

• Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Foods Natural Flavors

• Complete Vegetarian Menu
• Extensive Wine List

• Bewitching Biryanis

• Enticing Curries

Lunch
Tues Sat 1 1 30 a m -2 30 p m

Sunday 12 00-3 00 p m
Dinner

Tues Thurs & Sun
5 00 p m -9 30 p m

Fri A Sat 5 00pm'1030pin

"Indian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Sen/ice"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave.

Northampton. MA Burlington, VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800
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Drink of the Week '-

WHITE RUSSIAN $2.50 !

Beer of the Month j

DOS EQUIS $1.75

Sunday Night is Monte Python Night!
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tt

University Drive

Amherst ! J 549-5861

Weekend Specials

Only $10.00
Prime Rib ^

Baked Stuffed Shrimp
Reef & Beef (Prime Rib 8t Baked Stuffed Shrimp)

All are served with a garden salad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discounts can be used with this special.

Served on Sunday 1p.m. til 9p.m.,

Mon-Thurs 5p.m. -Qp.m.

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite!

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices!

Landscapes
continued from page 11

"For the past few years, it (the landscape) has been an
incredibly popular subject matter," said Siersma, who sug-

gested that that popularity is be due to several reasons,

such as increased environmental concerns, or perhaps a

breakaway from the more structural, formalist conception

of art which prevailed in the 60*s and VO's to a less con-

strained, more expressive kind of art. "Landscapes leave

so much possibility for emotion and expression," she said.

Siersma sees contempjorary landscapes as "a return to

content. People want to be able to express ideas, emotions.

If you look at a landscape, there's a lot of possibility for

storytelling. A lot of artists in the 80's are feeling we're

at the end of a millennium, that we're at an apocalypse.

"You expect a kind of view that expresses a very per-

sonal view or a grand vista, a grand view," such as the

landscapes of the Romantic period. But, she said, there

are no truly traditional landscapes in this exhibit.

"April Gomik's 'Light at the Source' comes closest," said

Siersma, "but it has a real scariness and foreboding to

it," with its "very gestural clouds" and no people. "You
can feel the absence of humans."

Another work in the exhibit is a sculpture by George

Trakas, the same artist who designed the sculpture on the

Campus Pond (now under construction), which includes

the island and two bridges - one of metal and one of stone.

Done in 1973, Trakas' "Stone Quartet" is also of metal

and stone with mirrors as well. Depending on the height

of the viewer, various parts of the sculpture reflect and

relate to the viewer's heart and head. Of Trakas' island

sculpture, Siersma said, "the body is engaged with the

landscape." "Stone Quartet" is the same way. "It may
be on the wall, but it engages the person in a physical

way," said Siersma.

Jack Barth concentrates more on what happens to the

mind when one views a landscape in his work entitled

"Bethesda." "Bethesda," done in 1988, is Barth's inter-

pretation of a walk through New York's Central Park.

Bethesda Fountain and other real structures in the park

are represented, but their placing is altered and the

background is wildly changeid and filled with hills from

the artist's imagination. By doing this, Barth attempts

to represent landscape as memory perceives it. He is depic-

ting, Siersma said, "the mind's ability to change the focus

of time," which is the distortion of the landscape with

what the mind has seen and what it anticipates seeing

as one passes through the park. The sights are also

grouped together so that the whole experience is record

ed on the one canvas.

It is a fascinating show of landscapes as you have never

seen them. Siersma said she hoped it would "give people

the option of thmkmg about landscapes in different ways.

Hopefully people will come in here and think about what

landsca|>es mean to them."

"Points of View: Contemporary Landscapes" will be at

the University Gallery through December 14th. Gallery

hours are Tuesday through Friday, 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,

and Saturday and Sunday, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

CELERY
NIGHT
MARES

April Gornik's "Light at the Source" is on display in Points of View: Contemporary Landscapes

through Dec. 14.

ANYFOOTLOlVG^AlVDWiCH m
Vk bake our buns fresh and hot. Then we make the B
biggest, freshest and most delicious foot long sand-

wiches in town! Save $1.00 on a hot deal at Subway. H

. Sandwiches & Salads
^

Route 9, Hadlcy
(Across from CarlNir's) 584-6695

•Wilhptiri-hiiscola.!-'../ a* drmk N<i( valid with <iUicrtiiupixi»«ir

<i(li-f» Al iwnKiiwIiiiKsliifesiHily (Wms exjiire

I

I

ORIENTAC FOOD maiutet
THAI, CHINESE, JAPANESE. INDIAN GOODS

Sauoes and spices • Fresh noodles -Fresh Fruits ar>d

Vegetables -Pastries •Frozen, canned, dned foods

frozen and dned fish •Cook Books -Woks, Rioe
Cookers & Imptements Dishes and Giftware. Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders direct from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

360 Coll«g« St., RU 9, Amh«r«t 253-5656 SmvFil. 10-8; S«1 »-<

NEED A

CREDIT CARD?

Call our toll Free number to receive

special college student applications for

Mastercard, Visa, Sears, Jordan

Marsh, G. Fox and other top cards!

No obligation. No cost to apply.

call Cindy Toil Free!

(800) 245-6665

THE COLLEGIAN IS EMPTY WITHOUT YOU

WRITE FOR THE COLLEGIAN/113 CAMPUS CENTER ASK FOR SYLVIA

LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
"Sour/i hfr'ic^'s Grammy Ay^ard-

winning Vocal Group''

with special guest

Karia BonofF

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm
FAC Concert Hall

Tid<eLs:$16, 14, 12

Five college students '/2-price Box Office 545-25 1 1

THE FINEARTS CENTEF
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERS"
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U2 film shows all sides of the band
By ARI WEINSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

U2 is a band wrought with conflict. Between musician-

ship and pop stardom, passion and letdown, optimism and

pessimism, they are simultaneously caught in the mid-

dle, and determined to go in both directions.

Rattle and Hum, which opens nationwide today, is the

new film documenting U2 as they are. However, in try

ing to encompass all that, the film falls short of the ex-

pectations of both band and director, Phil Joanou. Never-

theless, its exhilarating live concert footage, as well as

scenes off-stage and interviews, keep the audience in-

terested throughout.

Rattle and Hum opens in black and white, with a scor-

ching live performance of the Beatles' "Helter Skelter."

From there, the scene switches to the recording of new

songs, "Van Dieman's Land" and "Desire," in a factory-

turned-studio in U2's native Dublin. It works very well,

particularly with intermittent clips of the band trying to

ignore the cameras, unsuccessfully, while Joanou asks

them dull questions.

Much of the documentary, including playing "I Still

Haven't Found What I'm Looking For" with a Harlem
gospel choir, a visit to Graceland, recording at Sun Studio

in Memphis, and working with B.B. King, is humorous
and intriguing. Yet, a great deal of spontaneity and
straightforwardness is lost, due mainly to the excessive

posing and pre-emptive behavior of lead singer Bono.

Each of the other band members, guitarist Dave "the

Edge" Evans, drummer Larry Mullen Jr., and bassist

Adam Clayton, do a fair amount of mugging about, but

with Bono receiving the majority of coverage, it becomes

somewhat tedious. In one live sequence, a performance

of "Bad," Bono loses the fire of the song's message by

removing his shirt, to the delight of the crowd's

14-year-olds.

Mullen, quoted in a recent Life magazine issue, said,

"If kids want to jump up and down because they love the

way Bono shakes his ass, well, that's just as relevant as

the notion that U2 are some kind of saviors." If this is

the way U2 see themselves, then the film presents just

that.

Politically drenched songs, "Sunday Bloody Sunday,"
"Bullet the Blue Sky" and "Pride," are terrific live, and
get the point across. The film's master stroke is the live

performance of "Sunday Bloody Sunday," but there are

several other excellent segments. One, "When Love
Comes to Town," with B.B. King, is superbly edited, com-
bining live concert footage with rehearsal shots, to show
how much work actually goes into U2*8 performance. It

also displays the tremendous admiration felt by U2
towards King, and by Bono in particular.

The black and white parts of Rattle and Hum are

superior to the color sequences, which comprise about a

quarter of the film's 105 minutes. Perhaps if there were
more color, or if the film was entirely shot in black and
white, it would be more cohesive. Also, the film loses

something by not really showing what it's like to be in

an average seat at a U2 concert.

All told. Rattle and Hum, despite breaking no new
ground as a concert movie, or for U2 as a band, is enter-

taining and the music is superiorly presented.

Los Pleneros De La 21 will be featured at the

African Heritage Program Sunday Nov. 6 at the

FAG Concert Hall. Tickets are $8 for public; $5
for students. For more information call 545-25 11.

The JuUiard String Quartet will play Bowker Auditorium Saturday at 8 p.m. For more infor-
mation call 545-2511.

FY I

continued from paf^e 4

will be moving the materials found in the West Reading
Room of the library to the basement. Volunteers are

needed to help the library staff move books and furniture

for the first stage of the library's refurbishing.

Volunteers are asked to sign up with the library's staff

weekday afternoons from 2 to 5:30 p.m. Hot coffee, cider,

and doughnuts will be provided by the library during

the move.

Trip
The Hampshire Bird Club is sponsoring a free all-day

trip to the Berkshire lakes to search for ducks and
whatever else they might find. To register call trip leader

Tom Gagnon at 584-6353. The club recommends that par-

ticipants bring lunches.

€0RRECTI01Sh
A headline in yesterday's Election '88 guide said

'referendum Questions 1 and 3, deserve our support.' It

should have said Questions 1 and 4 deserve our support.

The Collegian regrets the error.

DUKAKIS VISITS CONNECTICUT - Democratic Presidential Candidate Michael Dukakis
shakes hands with students after speaking at Central High School in Bridgeport, Conn. The
visit was one of three stops in the state yesterday.

Sunday
sat NEW ENGLAND*

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
served 9am- 1 pm

! Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

D Homemade streusel

coffee cake

n Fresh squeezed juices 1 1 Eggs Benedict

best in the Valley (1 Griddle cakes

ilJ Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a tew of
the special items on
our new menu.

Serving our full

menu 100 pm-9 pm
University Drive

Amherst f J 549-5861

Becks, 6-pk. cans
$3.99 + Dep.^

Foster's, 28 oz. cans
$1.75 + Dep.

,
.Schaefer, 12-pk.

>!j'$4.39 + Dep.

Captain Morgan, 1.0 Itr.

$7.99

Piels Refills, 12 oz.

$6.99 + Dep.

Ml

Stolichnaya 80", 750 ml.

$10.99

Grolsch, 12 oz. bottles

$13.99 + Dep.

We Want to be YOUR Liquor Store

dlHM^

Jack Daniels,

750 ml.

$9.99

Election Day is Nov. 8

VOTE!

While Watching the Returns

KNIT!

Come to Webs
ELECTION WEEK YARN

SALE Nov. 4-8

All Yarns 20% to 80% off

All sales final. So layairays. In stock yarns only

Wehs, The Yarn Shop
18 Kellogg Ave., Amherst
[The gray & blue house in back of the P.O..

Hours: Mon Sat., 9:30-5:30; Sundays, 1-5 p.m.

\V plu,l

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

AJ Hastings
INC.

253-2840

OFFICE SUPPLIES
STATIONERY

GREETING CARDS
UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES

45 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET,
AMHERST

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

For those who can't
stop eating JB's...
Give up—there is no cure! Erik's

roommates have tried to cut

down his JB's intake to a human
amount, but there is no stopping

a dedicated JB's eater. Erik will

get the glued ball in his mouth
out and continue his JB's addic-

tion. Erik is ni the state of panic

now, but once he gets that ball

unstuck...

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TILL 2AM
(If thia Is you, bring this sd In for a frsc JB's rosst bosf sandwich)

r winner of 60 international awards

Dr.Strai>§eIove
OR HOW I

LEARNED TO
STOP
WORRYING
AND LOVE
THE
BOMB.
DIRECTED BY

Stanley
Kubrick

".
. . outrageous, daring,

inventive, devilish,

macabre and scintillating

comedy."

Starring

Peter Sellers

and
George C.Scott

MOVIE
-SAIUBOAY REVIEW

Date: Monday Nov. 7th Time: 7, 9 & 11 p.m.
Admission: $2 Location: S.U.B.

Can we build one for you?-
serving "quality" foot long subs.

If you believe that a sub should be more

than just a lot of bread. It's time to visit

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops - 549-6314

open til 8pm M.TU, & W - till 10 pm TH. F, S

REMINDER - WE DELIVER FREE

• • • Amherst College Presents • • •

Bill Keith and §U>IHlt

^^^^^^^^^a^^^^^K S^^^^K
^^^|||j|H ^^^HMM^K

Sunday
Nov. 6

8 pm in the

Amherst College
Campus Center

Free with Amherst
College ID
$5 Public

Info: 542-5773 or
542-5770

Coming Nov. 13 RUDE GIRLS 1
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New & Us«d Cars
Truck* A Vans Also AvatabI*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.63 No. Amherst

549-RENT^

Search continues
for murder suspect
BUCKLAND (AP) - Buoyed by hope that a house

break-in may yield new clues, police continued their

search here yesterday for a slaying suspect who has been

missing for more than a week.

A small group of officers combed woods near a house

that was broken into Tuesday. Police said the burglar stole

winter clothes, food, and a knife, but ignored such

valuables as money, jewelry, a videocassette recorder and

a 12-gauge shotgun.

The house on Bray Road sits four miles from the spot

where Mark Branch's car was discovered Oct. 25. Branch,
19, is the chief suspect in the slaying death of Sharon
Gregory, 18, whose body was found in the bathtub of her
Greenfield home the day before the car was located.

After an intensive manhunt with dogs and helicopters,

police gave up the search over the weekend. They resum-

ed it Wednesday with the report of the break-in.

House owner Jeff St. Pierre said he found his front door
kicked in when he returned from work Tuesday. Missing
were a hunting knife, a can of soup, roast beef, cookies

and a winter vest and ski jacket, while a gun left in plain

sight was untouched.

St. Pierre said he has since removed the gun from the
house "for personal reasons."

Some 50 state and local police searched the woods
around the house but called off the hunt at 3 p.m. when
dogs failed to turn up a scent. Police said heavy rains Tues-
day night may have covered up any scent.

Extended US family prepares
for Sakharov's first West trip
NEWTON (AP) - The step-children who

kept the fate of Andrei Sakharov known to

the world during his years of internal ex-

ile in the Soviet Union are scrambling to

prepare for the famous dissident's first visit

to the West and his first meeting with a

granddaughter born here.

Sakharov is expected to arrive in Boston

on Sunday for a two-week trip to receive

medical treatment and promote the Inter-

national Foundation for the Survival and
Development of Humanity.

The 67 -year-old Nobel Laureate is a

member of the board of directors of the

foundation, formed in January by Soviet

and American scientists and educators to

foster arms control, environmental protec-

tion, international development and
human rights.

Sakharov is expected to travel without

his wife, Yelena Bonner. He will start the

trip by visiting two of her children who live

in Boston suburbs.

"We have started to prepare food for him,
but we don't know exactly what he'll

want," Mrs. Bonner's son-in-law, Efrem
Yankelevich, said yesterday. "There's a lot

to be done, especially preparing his

schedule."

Yankelevich said Sakharov will go to

Massachusetts General Hospital for a car-

diological examination and possible im-
plantation of a heart pacemaker, a pro-

cedure that usually requires a two-day
hospital stay.

From Boston, he plans to travel to New
York and Washington, but the dates of his

visits to those cities are still uncertain,

relatives said.

Yankelevich said Sakharov hopes to be
in Washington on Nov. 15, when the Soviet

physicist is expected to receive the $50,000
Albert Einstein Foundation Peace Prize for

1988.

But the personal highlight of the trip,

Yankelevich said, probably will be
Sakharov's first meeting with Alexandra
Semyonov, the four-year-old daughter of

stepson Alexia Semyonov and his wife,

Elizaveta Alekseyeva.

Sakharov went on hunger strikes to win
permission from Soviet authorities for his

wife to come to the United States for

medical care and for Miss Alekseyeva to

come here to marry Semyonov.

AC.ADEMY.,MUSIC
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

,

Western Mass. Premiere Opens On Friday
Curtain at 6:45 and 9:00

"MOMmiSPnME
MASTERFECE OFm THEFilm
RELEASED SOFMDims."

-fltrin Til* ft
• •^a:I

^
COME HEAR

Senator Edward M.

Keanedy.
at a rally with other local Democrats

Saturday, November 5, 10:30ain

beside the Student Union
Rain site: Campus Center Aud.

Sponsored by the University Democrats
Call 545-0199 for more information.

40%
OFF

All Denim Jeans
and Leather Jackets
by "New Order"

Denim by:

Z Cavaricci

No! Jeans
New Order

...and More!

LIQUORS
18 Uaxn St. DawtOawn It«i1i»«^ 253-5441

ROMANO SAMBUCA 12.99 750 mi

ARROW BLACKBERY BRANDY 4.99 750 ml

ir FLAVORED SCHNAPPS (for the pocket)$1.25 #
Blackberry, Apricot, Coffee, Cola, Mintjulep 200ml.

^ PEACH SCHNAPPS...now only $3.99 750ml. it

BANDIERA, NAPA RIDGE White Zinfandel

3 bottles foe $10.00
BOORDS GIN 80 proof (while they last) $7.99 1.75 liter

SMIRNOFF Vodka 80 proof (compare)$6.99 750 ml.

BACARDI Rum (silver) $6 .99 750ml. 12.99i75iiter

Quality^
Copied !^

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543

Bartles & Jaymes (win* coolers)

^c»^t$2.99 4 pk; $17.80 e... <r,A,

* MOOSEHEAD BEER *

^^;;
Isl

I

ncxth pleasant street amherst 263-2563 (3a*v K>6 sundov 12-5

Open Friday Nights

3.70 6 pk. +dep.; $12.99 cse. +dep. ^
^i FOSTER'S LAGER ^r^

$3.99 6 pk. +dep.; $1.60 + 25 oz. ĴJJ^

The LOWEST Prices in or about
Amherst.

4, WE OFFER OFF CAMPUS ^«

DELIVERY...253-5441
Proper I.D. Required, always... ^

^ Please. ..Dop't Drink and Drive! *

,^

Enjoy New Homemade
[

Curry Dinners Tonight
Tandoori Chicken S3.50

Carrot Mulva S2.9S

Aloo Matar Curry S3.00

Mixed Vegetable Puiao S2.95

PaKoris $1.75

Chicken Biryam S3.70
Aloo Bondas Si.50

Ready 10 heal and tervt at home

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
9 a.m ' 6 p.m.

479 Wnt Street. Rte. 116

South Amherst I
AcroM lh» tnttt trom th« Dairy Man T

Tel.: 253 2432 I

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

"Don! encourage him, Sylvia."

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

(4/UL. VOU YBS. SIR-.

CB^AiNLY uei^ ff^y-

SaeJ^ONWP INGTOHIJ

j 0P1HIN6S>, THaOKXJNP
QMR65. RUNNING'

UmRl'SYOUR.
WUN6RUNNIN6
MATB? IIA/A^

HOPING TO CON-
QRATUlATBMM

PAHO^
He's OVER lAlim

HIS ISAM MOVING
INTO IHd Vice ^T\>i^L

0FFIC3

^^

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

MOM s<k\o I cm GO o«JVs\tt

\F100U HEVJPME. IILBE

RVE PUJSStgtH?

VJfO BEITER MMt k U3ttC AT

OOR PRoOlGIS HOMEWORK.

Iggman on Campus

1

By Drew Aquilina

f

,7 uOOK At -

/', YOU CUIMSTER.^.

\, 600ZIN'
A^LREAPyn...

Zero-Sum

THE Z-Asr (joRD F^or»>

THE I^ICE PR£SI&£VT...

!Som£ /^D^'icr oM Hou To

|CoP£ WITH T«f uPComlKifr

^DmitJISTR^TION.

OWi; PO A/oT R.[Jh/

OUT O^ f'*'^

"Jt'M like cwtring bembtUL You can cover U one way

oryoueaneov^it<motheru>ay-b»tifit'$ahu8ygamt.

U'$ a Imvty game. And this i» o teuny game."

—UMa»8 Joumatism ProftnorHtmard Ziff, commen-

ting on coverage of the 1988 presidential election.

By Monte Morin

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 HoM
7 Par Stan —

10 Came group

14 Sham
15 C<xn (X lofm

beginning

16 Ba.jian —
17 Tantalizar

18 City transits

19 Novelist

Turgenav

20 Marbles

22 Come loftn

24 Wrangle
27 Incident

29 Maclterel family

lood tish

30 Ordnance items

31 ItiiM Man
senes dog

34 Soviet sea

35 Fad collecloi

36 - Leone.
Africa

38 Durango dog
41 Mchy premier

194044
42 Uncommon
43 Hara —

t'nusual Itung

44 Omah.
for one

45 Cnease trom

France

46 Zero amount

47 Staiettouse

49 AUowance lor

waste, formerly

M Lett haatity

53 Your maiesiyi

55 Operatic role

&6 IM lime

Se Standard

62 lri»h —
63 — Town

VMider pl«y

64 One ol the

Kennedys
85 FretKh —
66 Emulate

Mata Han
67 S» line stanza

DOWN
1 Detailed acct

2 Siam lolKwier

3 Subiect ol

Cotonial lax

4 Swimmir>g

stroke

5 Brainstorm

6 — elktKHind

7 Be sorry for

8 Except

9 Thmgamajig
10 Decorative

lamps
11 Vok:anos

output

12 Smell —
13 Hawaii's stale

bird

21 (}espise

23 Legendary
RubMi

24 Letter adfuncl

25 Soupy mixtures

26 Have - gimd

28 Briefly

32 Actor Howard
33 Deadly gas

36 Spectators

area

37 Uselul quMty
39 George Burns

prop

51 Flier

52 - fixe

64 LiberlMM

40 FareweN
45 Raises auction

price

57 Endeavor

59 Neighbor ol

Harvard U
48 River to the

Rio Grande
60 Expert

61 Book or brook

SO Obi. for one er>ding

ANS¥<ER TO PHEVIOUSPUZZLt

«!«« IM *.«rin llam SyMtcMt 11/4/U

Menu
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich Cheese. Lettuce Tomato

Bacon. Lettuce. Tomato Sandwich

Sandwich Bulgar and Bean salad

Spaghetti and Meatballs

Baked Haddock

Baked Haddock

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tofu balls

and

/^
Weather

Fri. partly cloudy, mild day. h^ near 60

Sat. cksudy. 50 peromt chatKc ofahowen. fajji fi«r60

TODAYS STAFF
MIfhl Editor David R Mark

Copy Editor Tom Rodrigues

Urout Technician Lisa M Dionne

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Prodactlon Supervisor.. Lisa M Dionne

Prodactlon. Ferris. Freya. Mike, Miriam. Peter. Janine,

and Freya is going no-Ware with Peter

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
P«dro Ptrcira
Bdllmr la Chief

'

Rick Sassoo

M«(MfI14 BdMM

Robert Ciappcniiclli

David R. Mark
EdHoriai B4ltor

Marc Infitld

Prodactlon Manafir

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob CiappcncIIi

Btttlncst Manager

Daaid Manroa
Flaaacc Manager

Todd Fmhbcis
Clrcaiatloa Haaagar

Barbra Hindln
Advertltiag Manager

Dabra Botaanhart

Adrartlslng Manager

Mary Haygans
Snhacrlbtlons tUmafnu
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REGION

Dukakis pledges money
to fight drugs in schools
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Democrat

Michael Dukakis promised yesterday to

spend $400 million a year to banish illegal

drugs from American schools by the 1990s,

and accused Republican rival George Bush

of befriending drug kingpins.

'The difference between Mr. Bush and

me is this." Dukakis told several thousand

people at a rally outside Philadelphia Ci

ty hall. "His administration has cut deals

with foreign drug-runners. I'm going to cut

(foreign) aid."

The Dukakis campaign also began show-

ing a new television commercial targeting

Bush running mate Dan Quayle. featuring

a scene from his televised debate with

Democrat Lloyd Bentsen and asking

viewers, "President Quayle?"

Dukakis' emphasis on combating drug

trafficking is intended to exploit what opi-

nion surveys indicate is a major concern

among voters, and help him snare undecid-

ed voters and wavering Bush supporters in

the final days before next Tuesday's

election.

The Democratic presidential nominee's

advisers also decided to intensify the attack

on Quayle. who most poll suggest is a

liability to the Republican ticket.

Dukakis, celebrating his 55th birthday

yesterday, offered some rueful advice to a

fifth grade pupil at a town meeting outside

Philadelphia who will play Dukakis' part

in a mock campaign debate at his school

Friday.

"Smile frequently and speak slowly,"

Dukakis told the boy. "Respond to the at

tacks immediately. Don't let them get

away with anything, and don't let them put

any commercials up there."

Later, at the downtown rally, Dukakis'

voice was hoarse and his rhetoric lacked

the punch he had displayed in recent days.

"We're coming on strong," he declared.

He then flayed the vice president for his

role as head of President Reagan's anti-

drug campaign, and spurred the crowd in-

to chanting the Democrats' familiar rally-

ing cry of "Where was George?"

"He's been in charge of the war for eight

years and we all know what happened,"

Dukakis said, claiming that cocaine im-

ports had tripled since Reagan and Bush

took <jffice.

"Where's he been for the past eight

years? What's he been doing?" the

Massachusetts governor demanded.

Dukakis repeated his promise Wednes-

day to hah foreign aid to any country that

refuses to cooperate with the US war on

drugs, and criticized Bush for saying Tues

day that he would not necessarily order an

aid cutoff against recalcitrant

governments.

Dukakis' drug program, which he called

the President's Alliance Against Drugs,

closely mirrors a successful Massachusetts

program hailed by Reagan's Drug Enforce

ment Administration as a national model.

Dukakis said its goal would be drug-free

schools in the next decade.

POWERFUL FRIENDS - Vice President George Bush reacts to ap-

plause after being introduced by Arnold Schwarzenegger at a rally

yesterday in downtown Columbus, Ohio.

Science *s gray areas should be of our concern
By BRUCE SCHWOEGLER
Associated Press

BOSTON - When it comes to the

Greenhouse Effect or other global concerns

like the ozone layer, many of us might

trade places with the smiling, freckle-faced

kid on the cover of Mad magazine.

"What, me worry?"

Our .scientific literacy doesn't help either.

A majority of us can't locate Europe on a

map and many university graduates don't

know why it is hotter in summer.
It may surprise you to learn that scien-

tists, who are supposed to have all the

answers in our technological age. are only

a step above when it comes to knowledge
of our global environment. There is much
to learn.

COMMENTARY
Nobody can profess to understanding how

earth and its atmosphere interact. Ac-

curate weather measurements are just over

a century old. How can we project the

future when we toter on a loosely-woven

past?

Sketchy detail? gleaned from ice cores.

pollens, fossils and changes in chemical or

atomic structures help. More often, scien

tists study mathematical simulations of the

earth and its atmosphere. They plug

various scenarios of temperatures and

chemical mixtures into complex equations.

Giant computers solve them, and the

answers pour out.

They are not cast-in-stone futures. Too

many variables are stirred into the brew

for it to harden. For instance, we know that

increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide

should cause planetary warming. We are

certain more fossil fuels are being burned

and producing more carbon dioxide.

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT .-J^

ADVOCATEBEST
C3F THE

VALLEY
READ!" HS POLL

19 8 8
SECOND PL>CE

HEEHANS

iiwim^tmii

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

tor us in the Best of the Valley Poll

Even though we were only open for one

month when the poH was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., htorthampton*585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee^*NO M8Q
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

Friday, November 4

Half Japanese
with special guest

Skid Row
iaturday. November 5

Jim K
and Company

Blue Monday, November 7

Stewart
James Band

;ominq. November 1

1

Will "Smokey" Logg
from Texas
and the

Flame Throwers

•••••••••••••••••••••••••1

Need a change ofpace?
The Spoke is the Place

»••

Beer of the Month
Moosehead $1.50

Drink of the Week
Melon Ball $1.50

• 3

The Spoke
15 EAST PLEASANT ST., AMHERSl

•••

field hockey favorite in tournament
continued from page 20

earlier in the year, 4-0.

"We have to play better defense," Rutger
coach Ann Petracco said. "We have to take
advantage of our scoring opportunities. We
didn't do that last time."

Penn State: The winners of the West
Division of the A- 10 with a 2-0 record, its

only A- 10 loss has come at the hands of the

Minutewomen, 3-0 loss back on Oct. 23.

They are the No. 2 seed.

Seniors Lisa Bervinchak and Tammi
Worley are the Lady Lions' most dangerous
offensive threats. Bervinchak has scored 10

goals and dished out three assists and
Worley, nine goals and two assists.

Penn State will start a freshman in net.

Michelle Brennan has appeared in 17

games and has given up just 15 goals.

"I think the nice thing about this tour-

nament is that it has four top twenty teams

in it," Penn State coach Charlene Morett

said. "It is going to be one of the most com
petitive conference tournaments in the

country."

Temple: The Owls are 11 in the A-10

but have been struggling during the last

half of the season. Temple has not won in

its last 12 games. UMass beat Temple 4-1.

Penn State, who the Owls play in the first

round, beat Temple, 3-1, earlier in the year.

The Owls are the No. 3 team.

Offensively, the Owls are led by Mid
Atlantic All-American Jane Catanzaro who
has scored 12 goals and has passed off four

assists. Sophomore goalie Jill Marple, who
has given up 37 goals in 18 games will get

the call in net for Temple.
"Against Penn State, we're going to have

to play our best game of the season.," Tem-
ple coach Guen Cheesman Alexander said.

"We're going to have to put it all together."

football to take on Richmond

volleyball
continued from page 20

The true test for UMass, however, is

Hofstra. The Flying Duchesses are 29-5

with their only losses coming from
powerhouse teams like Cal-state Fullerton,

Auburn, and Drexel.

"They're going to try and intimidate us,

possibly in warm-ups. A young team may
fall to that but with us, it will be skill

against skill," Ford said.

Hofstra is the second ranked team in the

East Coast Conference, behind Drexel who
is undefeated in the ECC. The Duchesses

also have the number one hitter in the con-

ference, Jeanie Asper.

Ford said the team has worked on block-

ing and taking away the quick kill against

Hofstra.

"I still think if we play our game, we'll

be successful," she said.

UMass will finish up the tourney with

George Mason. GMU is battling to stay

over .500 with its 15-14 record, but still the

Minutewomen are taking the match
seriously.

"They usually have a competitive pro-

gram," Ford said.

The Minutewomen ironed out a final

wrinkle for this weekend's match. Junior

setter Karen Ferguson didn't play against

UConn, but Ford said Ferguson will play

this weekend.
"Without question," she's playing, Ford

said.

continued from page 20

But beyond the lesson it represented,

Reid doesn't feel last year's game will

mean a lot come tomorrow.

"I think the revenge factor can actual-

ly hamper you sometimes," Reid said.

"Players on this team are able to motivate

themselves to perform excellently. To add

revenge to that might give the team ex-

tra charge.

"Last week against Northeastern (a

21-6 UMass win], everything pointed to

an upset. They were underrated and we
were coming off a tough loss (to

Delaware]. But this team forced

themselves not to allow that. Another

thing we've learned is that every win is

a sweet one."

UMass, 3-2 in the conference, has had

five sweet ones so far. But despite the suc-

cess, the Minutemen haven't had a game
yet where the offense and defense both

stood out on the same day.

"The first three games, what our

defense did was dangerous, but the offense

carried the ball," Reid said. "In the last

three games, the offense has struggled but

the defense has done enough for us to win.

If this club could put together the offense

we played in the first three games and the

defense we played in the last three games,

there isn't a team in the nation that could

beat us."

The offense is led by senior quarterback

Dave Palazzi, who has thrown for 1,572

yards, 9 touchdowns and 16 interceptions,

and the running of tailback Kevin

Smellie, who has rushed for 535 yards and

5 touchdowns.

UMass received a boost last week with

the return of No. 2 fullback Jim Pastorick.

And David Mitchell, the starting fullback

before missing four games with an ankle

iryury, will be ready for action Saturday,

according to Reid.

"We've been lining up a tailback at

fullback but in some instances it helps,"

Reid said. "Steve Olson broke away for a

51-yard TD run against Rhode Island, and

I don't think we have any fullbacks who

could have run that distance without be-

ing caught." Richmond's offense

revolves around its tailback but the star,

Erwin Matthews suffered a possibly

career-ending knee injury last week and

won't play. Backup Eric Hopkins
averages more than four yards a carry.

But Hopkins will be running into a

miserly UMass defense that has allowed

just 16 points in its^ast two games.

"If they gain confidence in their first

few series', they'll try to control the ball

against us, so we'll have to guard against

that," Reid said.

UMass will also have to guard against

what happened last year, but Reid feels

they'll be able to.

"This team has tried to divorce itself

from any other team, because they have
their own identity," Reid said. "With this

team, I can hardly wait to get to Satur-

day afternoon."

Extra Points: Bill Buttler, Mike Tobin,

John McKeown and Drew Comeau will be

game captains. "Bill Buttler has respond

ed beautifully to the challenge of leader

ship," Reid said.
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OUNACCU. DAVE

RABWT RABWT, you iaiiy radhaad I lova

youl Lova, Vixan

ENTBITAINMENT
SYLVAN AREA SEMI-FORMAL tonight m
tha BluawaN droaa up and coma danca you

don't naad a data $3 par paraon

NSA FHiOAV NWHT VIDEO Nwrar Cry

Wolt 7 00pm Front Lounge ot Newman
Canter Free

00 YOU WANT TO SEE SOMETHWO
BIG

Tha Undargraduate Businesa Club

will show you Sunday Nov 6

Show at 2,4,7,9.1 1pm
Student Union Ballroom S2 Admiaaion

ARMENIAN CLUB MEETING on Tuaadav

Nov 1 at 7 00 ChacK at information daak

tor meeting location

BIKE FOR BREATH Oct 22 Sign up on

concourse Oct 18, 20, lor the Cystic

FiOrosis Bike-AThon Anyone can do it'

EARN S4»4M«DAY working to reduce tox-

Ics in Massachusetts with Masspirg and

keep our water safa< Call Chns at 25M434

KLUBKAVE D.J. SERVICES - Pi oHiaional

music system at unbaalabia pricaa -

S46-6618

IKM A 0000 TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Oiac-

lockeys and larqe screen video danoM.
Dorms/organizations 256-8526

FOR RENT

2 BORM APT on Mam St take over Sept

laaaa Qrad students or professional people

please Call 256-6040

APT MATE WANTED in Rolling Qraans
own bedroom $177 mth inclusive AvaH 1/1

253-7730

FOR SALE

EASY WOMCI EXCBXCNT PAVI Assam
Ma producli at home Cai lor information

504-641-6003 axt 586

NOTETAKER NEEDED FOR HRTA 100

atth Fletcher, earn S7 60 per lecture, app-

ly atudent note and printing service student

union 403

CHILOCARC: Coma lo Conway and play

w«hswae*l(valy9moold Weekday after

noons, flex hours e«p-requiisd

(1)360-4414

GOVERNMENT JOM S1(.40047t.M0
now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1 -31 2-741 -frOOext J-5031A

GOVERNMENT JOBS t1S.400-t72;sbO

now hiring, encellent benefits Call

1-312 741*«O0 Ext J-5931A

EASY WOfWI EXCEiXBTT PAVI Assem-

Me products at tiome Call for information

504-641-8003 Ext 596

WORK STUDY JOBS availab«e< Monday
Wednesday and Fnday uiominas Come t>y

Off Campu* Housing Office, S45-0665

TRACY LEVY: DON'T FORGET about our

plans lor brunch this Sunday Seasons is

the place, 12X« the time We wil actuaNy

spend a substantial amount of time

together I thMik the last time we did that

was Freshman yaarl

tlJUA QLEN: Say hi somatMnaM Rad
~

MUOOl I STILL HAVE toothpaste on my
pillow! Old you go to bed with a wet haad'7*

Hal Teresa, we're sorry lor waking you-

these 3am mornings have to stop' Cnow
mein< Kace

SWmO DANCE

LARA- TO THE BEST roomie I tnit had

Happy ISthi Love Eunmi

HAPPY 1»th BIRTHDAY B-MANI From

La Lisa. Sarah, Tracy, Kaify, Di, Tank, the

Shark. Wai, Adam, and, of course, the Ko/

Goah that pond k)ok$ acummyl (Hah

hah') Stay dry, dude, wa kjve ya!

ZETA PSI PLEDGES here s to the beat

pledge class ever< Let's rock Montreal

STEPHANIE MONIZ: Chaar up - Gat

paychad for a wtW time on Saturday* I'm

l^ays here for you> Love, your little sister

ANNMARIE HAPPY BIRTHDAVIII Bon-

ding anyone'" Luv Sue & Washington 6

CHRIS CAVANAUOH -^ou lighhureighti

Happy birthday' Love your Strohs connec-

tion 6 the other lightweight

COMlMfULATKMS PAULA SCANLON
AND Deb Plunkett for |Oining our

sistertiood We k>ve youi Love, the Sisters

o< Sigma Kappa

HEYH-CAP

SOUEAKY- HAPPY 16th! Let's go lor tha

party weekend' Triple load'OK' Tfte best

roommate I couM have aver aakad tori I

love yal Spunky,

HEY SPIKE.

TO THE BROTHERS OF AOP. awesome
soMball season huh?'' We had a great time,

thanks* Love, Sigma Kappa

KIERI<AN B.rsodo you^ink that ware
ever going to meet, or wtiaf Christina

HEY CENTRAL AfVEAl It's tiine to kick off

your shoes and celebrate because it's Tina

Snibina Mana Dwyers B-day We tove you

Ti" Luv Jenn & Shirty

HERB (THE VERB)I think you owe ma a

backrub from all those dips Ouch
GILMER

HAPPY ISIhJIMBOf Now you can go ckib-

bing with me next summer' Lova ya. Jan

HEY PX^'your spot mwaas you daaplyi

Signed confuaad'???

EARN $60-61 20/SHIFT1 Drivers wanted

Must own an insured car and be able to

work at least one weekend night untH dos-

ing Can Oommo's Piua 2S6M13

•"•"•
• • 1669 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS

Destinations Lake Tahoeheavenly
VermontSugarbush. Smugglers Notch,

Killington Ski ail day/party all night For

towest pnces call 546-6612 oe 546-5242

JITTERWIQ LESSONS Start this Sunday

at East Street Owtce Studio in Hadley. on

East Street just oft Rt 9 4 cl asses wiM be

haW beginning Swing, Nov 6, beginning

Swing II. Nov I3. intermediate Swmg, Sun-

day. Nov 20. Tips dipe and new moves.

Sunday Dec 4, All workshops run from

3-5pm, dasaes are $7 each or $25 for al

tour No partner necessary, (nght feet not

re<|uired)

BCRVICCS

T>WNG^Yl(EViN24hoursanncadali«ary
too 549-01 16 Students prsftaiad.

TYPMG/PROFESSKMAL

RESUME SERVICE

EFFECTIVE RESUMES Sevan yaars ex-

parianca Bin S64-7316

YOU DONT HAVE TO take part in dissec

tion il Its against you ethics Animal rights

coalition maeu Inurs 4pm SU306

ATTENTION CAMEL CREW

ifSHERB THE FIRST ANNUAlTCimiel

Bash IS this weekend Come wearing your

best, pressed camel T-shirl Don't miss out

on trie greatest Camel Bash yet Be there

or be an unsociat>le Camel

AUTO FOR SALE

80 SAAB^900TURB6^5 speed, FM tape,

AC Needs transmission work, excellent

condition otherwise $2,850 Call 774-7300

197rFOTO dRANAbAlo«riiiiies needs

battery $275 549-3591 A steal

78 DODGE COLT 4 sp new radials radial

snows new suspension runs great extras

$300 Rich 256-0613. 549-9903

BRAND NEW HP-12C Business calc only

$50 list in 80 Call 253-2908 ask lor Jon

78 TOYOTA COROLLA engine in excellent

condition Good body must sell $650 or BO
Call Pierre 545-2569

HONDA 750 CUSTOM 81, excellent con-

dition lull (ace helmet and ram cover in-

cluded $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 256-0995, Steve

PIONEER KPX9000 car stereo cassette

supertuner w(amp 534-5162 evening

737-1715 days

A BRAND NEW Smith Corona electric

typewriter asking $80 call 546-641 1 Leave

message

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp nwm
brakes new dutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500, includes full lacial helmet and

lacket Call David 1-566-8212

I THINK YOU'RE very cool From tha Lit-

tle Prom Queen

LAST CHANCE
LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

NOVEMBEFTnh IS THE last day to con

tact the Legal Services Center about a

Spring 1989 internshipi Gel hands-on ex

penence in the legal heW Work directly with

attorneys arvJ clients Earn up lo 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession required-Training provid-

ed Contact LSC today-545- 1 995, 922

Campus Cantar,

LOST

LOST TAN LEATHER BAG at 1W31
Junenile Dehquency class in Hil$267 II

lound. please call 253-2308

LOST GREY BACKPACK Maui pidura, saH

call 546-9150 Paul Reward

RIDE WANTED
JUOE GET SET FOR an awesome
weekend! Let's make it unforgettable'

-Kath

HAPPY B-OAY TARA hope your 19th year

IS the best' Love ya Max

LYNN. YOU RNALLY got a personal'

Don't miss me too much this weekend' Are

you PSYCHED'' Love ya. Suffie

TWO PEOPLE NEED RIDE to Syracuse or

surrounding area weekend of Nov 1 1 -Nov

13 Please call Cathleen and leave

message at 546-7765

ROOMATE WANTED

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS.
reliable on-campus affordable spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED

WANT TO BUY JIMMY CUFF TICKETS
lor tonight" Please call Amy or JuM
256-1118

CHRISTIAN AVOCATK>NAL bass piayer

looking lor similar mus«:ians 256-6649,

Carol

HELP! I naad Soc 103 (Hums) notes~will

pay monaySS Shirtey 549-2710,

WORK IN BRITIAN/IRELANO LEGALLY
FOR UP TO 6 MONTHS

ANNMARIE HAYES have a happy happy

birthday, babe I hope all your wishes come

true Love David

TO^ THrTNYTHING BUT BORING
brunene in 44A Happy 21 Chns Love the

btonda and tha redhead.

ATTENTION SAMMY PLEDGES:
Tf>e ones who are in, ttiought it was

ttiom but soon you will know, it was
the 15 men The BALL is still rolling

uphill 1 7
ADOLPH FABIS

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED to take lease

for spring semester 'or townehouse apart-

ment in Southwood Call Su/anne
256-0986

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom CNffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

SERVICES

TI4E BUNAOUSIT FALL ROADSHOW w«
be visiting UMass on Thursday 3.

Novemtier Information available behween

10am and 3pm in the Campus Center con-

course foltowed by a presentation between

6 30 and 8 30pm in room 168, Campus
Center Everyone weteome

FORD EXCORT WAGON 1983 'k condi

tion A/C root rack 50,000 miles 256-0933

81 H<5NDA ACCORD HATCH Silver

89000 mi $1800 Call Teresa 549-0793

82 TOYOTA TERCEL. Perfect condition

5 Speed $1100/80 Call 549-1607

1978 NEW STICKER runs good $800 BO
Call 549 7546

82 VW SCIHOCCO 5 spd Dark grey new

tires rims runs very well »3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1970 MUSTANG COUPTTETcVljent
condition-mechanically sound' Great t>ody_

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546 4908

weeknights-Jen

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - Over ^00 CD s

Great Sound' All occassions 549-14Z1

FURNITURE

QUALiTY" NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases. laWes and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

GREEN BACKPACK IN video game area

of Student Union Reward! Call Hayden at

256-0719 or 545-0528

CASH REWARD $$$$- Wallet lost Sat Oct

29 Student no 890-5319 Call 6-9707 Bill

SET OF KEYS ON brown, leather Crysler

Cham Cash reward! Call 259-1594

MORTAR BOARD

•FRANK*
Happy 2nd anniversary' I Jova you Always.

Jessica

BLOW DUKEYI Remembar leasts, tha diy

spell and tha Johnda

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

MK;HELLIE- HAPPY 21st! You re so lucky

Maybe IN see you uptown one night when

you come back for Alumm weekend' I love

ya Have the best birthday' Love, Jenny

HELP WANTED

$$NEE0 XTRA CASH'? Pf/FT & mterses

sion retail sales « cashier positions

available downtown Northampton Nov

15 Jan 15 -586-5624 Kathy

BAE COMPUTER NEEDS responsible stu-

dent 10 represent our computer Incentive

bonus plan Interested persons please send

resume to 3563 Ryder Street Santa Clara.

CA 95051

ANYONE WHO IS GOING on the retreat

this weekend call HoHy - 546-5192

MOTORCYCLES

1983 KAWASAKI KZ550 LTD Helmet

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HEATHER DOWNEY!
Your sisters love you and wish you a great

day'

HEATHER'DdWNCY- Happy bir1hday~Hef-

la" Only two more years til you're legal"

Just wail until Saturday' I k>ve you- A Iriend

forever. Lara-LD

TO THE SISTERS AND PLEDGES of TrI

Sigma Gel psyched lor an amazing lime

tomorrow night •

TO MY^HJPMATE, KAREN MITCHELL:
Get psyched for an awesome time tomor-

row' I tove you' Penny

HOBBESrrWANT YOU TO know that I

really love you Hartford tonighf Calvm

TOM G, HAPPY 23rd lo my sweetie' I love

you more than ice cream Hugs and kisses

from your GO SNF

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very experienc-

ed LaserWriter quality Pick-up/drop off

Overnight service Lisa 367-9940

ACCURATE TYPING. Pickup and delivery

15* pp Basic editing Gloria 323-5140

acuratFrrofessional fvpTno on
word processor Call Carolyn-leave

message 253-5667

ST. JUOE

256-8745

CAMPUS CAKES
We will deliver

A cake and a

bundle ol balkmns
lor only $19 95

MOST HOLY APOSTLE. St Jude, Faithful

servant and Inend ol Jesus, the church

honors and invokes you. universally, as the

patron ol hopless cases, of things almost

despaired ol Pray tor me, I am so helpless

and alone Make use I implore you, of that

particular pnviledge given to you, lo bring

viible and speedy help where help is

almost despaired ot Come to my
assistance m this great need that I may
receive the consdalion and tielp ol heaven
in all my necessities, tribulations and suf-

lenngs, and that I may praise God with you

and all the elect lorever I promise oh bless-

ed St Jude. to be ever mindful ot this great

favor, to always honor you as my special

and powerful patron, and to gratefully en-

courage devotion lo you AMEN

PAT AND JEFFI AIYAA!' Good luck at

UNH al your Karate competiton- we will be

watching! Sayonara' Kace and Co

BUGGED '^
BY ^

^PESTS?'^

^

^
CALL
ONUS
METRO tXTERMlNATOR

&'^< Results!TT*
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SPORTS

Field hockey favored at A-10 Tourney
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian StaiT

Sometimes, a team just will not be

satisfied unless it wins a championship.

That's the way the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team will feel

this weekend when they venture down to

Philadelphia, Penn. for the Atlantic 10

Championships at Temple University.

The Minutewomen are expected to win.

They will be the favorites, and deservedly

so, in a four-team field that includes

Rutgers University, Penn State, and Tem-

ple University.

The Minutewomen have been nothing

less than a dominating force in the Atlan-

tic 10. UMass, being the only undefeated

team in the A-10 at 4-0, have outscored

their opponents 15-1. The smallest margin

of victory has been three goals.

One might think that the Minutewomen
are just one good team in a very weak con-

ference. But nothing could be further from

the truth. In this, its first year, the A-10

field hockey conference has proved to be

one of the toughest in the nation.

All four teams that will compete in this

weekend's tournament are ranked in the

Top 20 teams of the country by the NCAA.
The Minutewomen, 15-2-1, who will come

in at No. 4, will play Rutgers University,

11-7-1, which is tied for 17th in the coun-

try with Cal-State Chico. on tomorrow at

11 a.m.

At 1 p.m. Penn State, 13-4-1, which is

ranked No. 10 will play Temple Universi-

ty, 5-8-3, who is the No. 14 team in the

country. The two winners will play at 1

p.m. on Sunday for the first Atlantic 10

Championship.
The A- 10 has put the pressure on the

Minutewomen by making them the No. 1

seed based on their performance during the

past regular season.

But what the A-10 has not taken into ac-

count is that the Minutewomen have been
beaten up physically in the past few weeks.

All of UMass' players will make the trip

and play, but a few key players will be
bringing with them nagging ii\juries.

Senior forward Tonia Kennedy, who is

UMass' second leading scorer (12 goals and
one assist), has not played in two weeks
because of a hamstring pull that she suf-

fered in a 3-1 overtime win over Boston
University.

"Tonia is back running," UMass coach
Pam Hixon said. "She is ready to go this

weekend. How much time she gets really

depends on how the game goes."

llie Minutewomen's leading scorer,

junior Kathy DeAngelis (11, 3), is sporting

a black eye from a blow to the face that she

received in UMass' 3-2 loss to the Univer-

CoHegian photo by Richard Bonaano

Offensive threats Kathy DeAngelis (13) and Ruth VasapoUi (8) have
helped make UMass the favorite in this weekend's Atlantic 10
Tournament.

sity of Connecticut last Saturday, but she

will be in her usual forward spot tomorrow.

But what could be even more serious is

senior goaltender Cindy Cox's iiyury. Cox
has been superb (0.50 goals against

average) since winning the starting goalie

spot but in warmups before the UConn
game, she was hit in the ankle with a ball.

"Cindy has a bruise on her ankle and its

very sore," Hixon said. " She didn't prac-

tice (Tuesday) but she will play." Besides

just the bragging rights of being the A-10

Champions, winning this tournament
could bring other, perhaps more important,

rewards to the Minutewomen.
"We certainly want to have some con-

fidence going into post-season play (NCAA
Tournament)," Hixon said. "And I think if

we maintain our position in the top four or

five (in the NCAA rankings), we stand a

good chance of hosting a playoff game."

And if the Minutewomen stay in the top

four teams in the country, it would also

give them a good chance of gaining a bye

in the first round of the NCAA Tourna-

ment, making their drive for a second

straight Final Four appearance that much
easier.

"We're going to have to play well and
we're going to have to play consistetly back

to back," Hixon said. "I always think its

difficult to play a team you've already

played."

With that in mind here is brief look at

the three teams that could spoil UMass'
chances of hosting a NCAA playoff game
and of gaining a bye in the first round.

Rutgers: The No. 4 seed, the Scarlet

Knights beat Temple on Wednesday and
have won three of their last four. Rutgers

is 0-2 in the A-10. They are led by senior

forwards Lisa Wright (5, 4) and Kris Tate

(4, 4). Sophomore Kelly Richards has scored

seven goals for Rutgers this year.

Another sophomore, Doreen Walsh tends

the goals for the Scarlet Knights. She has

allowed 14 goals in 13 games and has

registered 102 saves. UMass beat Rutgers

continued on page 19

Football out to get Richmond
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The Richmond University football team, defending

Yankee Conference champion and a preseason favorite

to win it again this year, has struggled so far this season

while going 3-5 overall and 2-5 in the conference.

Sounds strangely like last year's University of

Massachusetts team, which won a share of the conference

title in 1986, then muddled through a 3-8 season last

year.

"I don't know what's wrong with Richmond this year,"

UMass head coach Jim Reid said. "And I didn't know
what was wrong with us last year."

But the Minutemen's rebound this year and 5-3 start

have proven that anything can hapi>en, and underscored

the fact that UMass can't take Richmond lightly when
the teams meet at 1 p.m. tomorrow in Richmond Va.

"They have a potential big-play offense and they have
an excellent rushing defense," Reid said.

What the Spiders also have, at least until tomorrow,
is the upper hand.
Richmond came out on top in what was one of UMass'

most memorable games last year, stealing a four-

overtime, 52-51 victory when UMass kicker Silvio Bon-
vini missed an extra point in overtime.

"That was a devastating loss," Reid said. "It put us
at 0-2 and, from what I heard last year, it was the point

when several members of our team decided that was it

and packed it in.

"I think it was a lesson to the younger players that

they weren't going to be like last year's older guys.

continued on page 19

CoUegian photo by Andrew Rtat

Kevin Smellie (41) and the UMass football will dive headlong into a Yankee Conference game
with Richmond tomorrow.

Volleyball to

take part in

Hofstra tourney
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team is go-

ing to Long Island NY to do what most people do on The
Island— shop. The Minutewomen unlike the others,

however, will be shopping for three victories in this

weekend's Hofstra Tournament.
"We're going for everything. I want to win this tourna-

ment," UMass coach Carol Ford said.

UMass will play the University of Pennsylvania tonight

(7:30), Hofstra tomorrow (1 p.m.) and then George Mason
University tomorrow night (5 p.m.).

"It's the beginning of the end of the season. I want to

see everything starting to coming together— offense,

defense, and passing," Ford said. "All three teams we'll

see this weekend will be strong."

The Minutewomen are in the midst of an exasperating

end-of-season road trip which puts them on the road for

the final 24 days of the season.

Tonight's match will feature UMass against a team that

is tied for first in the Ivy League with a 6-1 Ivy record.

UPenn, who is led by Melissa Engles (26 kills in the last

eight games), has beaten teams such as: Providence Col-

lege, La Salle, and Temple Universities.

UMass lost to Temple in its only meeting with the Owls
in October.

Ford said she expected Hofstra to use a strategy similar

to Temple, but she may also have to use it against UPenn.
"We're ready [more than we were for Temple). We lost

to Temple because of the middle. I said we were going to

use that match as fuel, and we have," she said.

continued on page 19

Gymnastics coach named
Alfie Mitchell, formerly an assistant coach at Ball State

University, has been named head women's gymnastics
coach at the University of Massachusetts.
A 1987 graduate of Indiana State, Mitchell has been in-

volved with the National Gymnastic Institute in Dallas,

the International Gymnastic Training Camp in East
Stroudsburg, Penn., and was the head coach at Terre

Haute North High School in Indiana.

At Indiana State, he was a four-year member of the

men's gymnastics team and in 1985 was an NCAA
qualifier in floor exercise.

Mitchell replaces Chuck Shiebler, who left after last

season to become an assistant coach at Michigan State.
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Police investigate fraternity for hazing
Grandjury indictment possible today
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The Amherst p>olice department is in-

vestigating alleged hazing activities at the

Alpha Tau Gamma (ATG) fraternity at the

University of Massachusetts.

A University official said yesterday a

Grand Jury indictment may come today.

The official, who wished to remain
anonymous because of the sensitivity of the

issue, said the alleged activities may have

included sexual acts and nobody at the

fraternity has denied the allegations.

Fraternity members could not be reach-

ed for comment throughout the weekend.

Gladys Rodriguez, acting dean of

students, said complaints were brought to

her office about a week ago.

"We were given the impression that some
things were going on," she said. "Allega-

tions were made by different students and

parents."

The office "looked into the matter," and

ordered the pledges to move out of the

house sometime last week, Rodriguez said.

Because ATG is affiliated with the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture, which

is only a two-year program, the pledges

rush in the summer and live in the house

while pledging in the fall.

Vans provided by Housing Services were

available for the pledges to use while mov-

ing their belongings out of the house,

Rodriguez said.

Chancellor Joseph DufFey said, "The

University sent vans to get them out of

there."

Carlene Riccelli, director ofGreek Affairs

and assistant dean of students, said the

pledges were moved because there was con-

cern for their health and safety. All 14 are

now living in University residence halls,

she said.

Rodriguez said the police are involved in

Dukakis ' position
in Mass. examined
By CHRISTOPHER B. DALY
Associated Press

BOSTON — In ancient Greece, the Spartans sent their

warriors off to battle with the cry: "Return carrying your

shield or lying upon it."

Now, it appears that if Democrat Michael Dukakis is

returned to Massachusetts next week from the battlefield

of national politics, he will need a shield to protect himself

from the second-guessing, delayed revenge and flat-out

sense of disappointment felt by an ambivalent populace

and an openly restive legislature.

"Somebody has likened him to the class brain," said one

legislative insider, insisting on anonymity. "There's

always a willingness to topple somebody from a pedestal."

Others compare Dukakis' plight to the Red Sox, another

home team that fell short this year in pursuit of a national

title. Boston can be a fickle town, and if Dukakis does no

better in the big leagues than the Red Sox did, he could

be in for a long, cold winter.

"It's going to be unpleasant," predicted state Rep.

William Galvin, a Boston Democrat who is part of the

House leadership.

Not only is Dukakis likely to lose the national election,

there is a chance that Dukakis could fare badly in his

home state, just two years after winning a landslide re-

election to a third term. In the latest poll, Dukakis led

by just seven points.

To make matters worse, Massachusetts voters over-

whelmingly support a ballot question to repeal a 1987

government pay raise package. That could cost Dukakis

personally $10,000.

"Wednesday could be even worse than Tuesday," said

Galvin, pointing to the state's "obvious" fiscal problems,

highlighted earlier this week by the news that tax collec-

tions are falling behind projections and the state was over-

drawn at the Bank of Boston last month by as much as

$190 million.

But John DeVillars, the governor's deputy chief of staff,

maintained that Dukakis was in good shape no matter

what Tuesday brings.
continued on page 2

the investigation because hazing is a

criminal charge.

Riccelli said the University is also con

ducting an investigation.

Disciplinary actions against the fraterni-

ty will be forthcoming, she said. "The first

thing we did this week was to find

residence for the pledges," she said.

Riccelli said, according to the Code of Stu-

dent Conduct, hazing violations, along with

any other kind of violations, can result in

numerous disciplinary actions, ranging

from a simple reprimand to expulsion, she

said, depending on the severity of the

charges.
Riccelli declined to comment on the

specific violations in the ATG case, because

she is one of the disciplinary officers in this

case.

"I will not comment on the particulars

of the case," she said. "I have to retain

neutrality on this."

The University does not tolerate hazing,

since it is a violation of Massachusetts

General Law, as well as University policy,

she said.

Duffey said, 'These charges are very

serious. The University will decide in the

immediate future what steps to take."

ATG has two chapter houses on North

Pleasant Street. The Collegian went to the

houses Friday night and found one of them

apparently unoccupied.

Only two windows were lit at the second

house. A man who came to the door refus-

ed to identify himself by name, but said he

was a friend of a brother and was "wat-

ching the house."

At first, he said all of the fraternity

members went home for the weekend, but

later in the conversation said, "they might

have gone uptown."

There were three cars in the parking lot

behind the two houses, which appeared

large enough to hold at least 25 cars.

ColMglan fw photo

This house on North Pleasant Street is one of the homes of Alpha Tau
Gamma fraternity. ATG is being investigated for possible hazing
activities.

ATG history outlined
The Alpha Tau Gamma fraternity was

founded in 1909, but the University of

Massachusetts chapter did not open a

house until 1930.

In 1940, the fraternity, known for its

ownership of several properties along

North Pleasant Street, purchased the

building that was opened in 1930.

Beginning in 1963, Alpha Tau Gamma
began to buy more properties and present-

ly owns 1.79 acres of land on the street

which runs through campus.

The fraternity brothers live in two of the

houses (street numbers 376 and 387), and
the other properties are rented to the Phi

Mu Delta fraternity and private

individuals.

The properties were valued at $500,000,

according to 1986 assessed valuations.

The 79 year old fraternity, which is part

of Alpha Tau Gamma Corporation, is

associated with the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture. The corporation oversees the

running of the fraternity's holdings.

- RICK SANTOS

UMass student arrested for drugs
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

An 18 year old University of Massachusetts student

pleaded not guilty at his arraignment Friday morning

in Northampton District Court to charges of possessing

a class "D" substance with intent to distribute

Scott D. Kaufman, freshman resident of 206 Pierpont

Residence Hall, was arrested shortly after 9 p.m. Thurs-

day when local authorities raided and searched his room.

Although police have not divulged exactly what was

confiscated from the room, a class "D" substance usual-

ly involves marijuana. Kaufman was also charged with

being a minor in possession of alcohol.

According to witnesses in the hall, the search began

at 7:30 p.m. when Kaufman's room was turned inside

out by eight officers who emptied its contents into the

hallway.

A dozen students watched as police sorted through

Kaufman's belongings. One student said he saw an of-

ficer flipping through the pages of books during the ex-

tensive probe.

Reports from residents that say police may also have

been searching for other narcotics, such as blotter LSD
which resembles a perforated a piece of paper, are as yet

unconfirmed.

Kaufman's case will be continued until his pre-trial

hearing scheduled for January 12th.

"The search was clean," said Executive Director of

Public Safety Arthur Hilson, meaning police did have

a warrant before the search was conducted. Hilson declin-

ed to comment on the LSD element of the raid.

Kaufman, of 263 McCabe St., North Dartmouth, was

arrested as a result of the cooperative efforts of Amherst

Police, UMass police and the Hampshire County Drug
Task Force, who are investigating narcotics distribution

in the area.

Photo by Tina Goro*

Scott D. Kaufman's possessions lie scattered

outside his dorm room following a police raid

last Thursday night.
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Dukakis
continued from page 1

He cited the governor's endorsement by

The Boston Globe, the administration's

success in sustaining Dukakis' budget

vetoes and signing of an auto insurance

reform bill along lines proposed by

Dukakis.

"I'm in a good mood," Devillars insisted,

adding "I don't want to speculate about an

outcome other than his winning."

The governor's aide acknowledged that

the state's revenue and cash-management
problems would force Dukakis or his suc-

cessor, Lt. Crov. Evelyn Murphy to "make
some very tough choices and momentarily

unpopular decisions."

But he said that unpublished polls done

for the administration indicate that

Dukakis "continues to etyoy a very warm
and strong endorsement by the people of

this state."

Republican David Locke, the state

Senate minority leader and a

Massachusetts co-chairman for George
Bush, sees things differently, referring to

what he calls a "seething discontent within

the Democratic Party for Dukakis."

Locke said most Bay State politicians

have held back, because "they knew he was
going to be either president or governor,

and elected officials did not want to get on

the wrong side."

Now, though, with Dukakis trailing

Bush by a substantial margin in most Elec

toral College projections, Locke said his col-

leagues in the Legislature smell blood in

the water.

The problem, according to most
observers, is not ideological. Instead,

Dukakis appears to be the victim of his

status as a chief executive and of his own
political style.

As governor, he is a lightning rod for all

sorts of discontent and gets blamed for

everything from unheated subways to a

potential budget deficit caused by giving

Massachusetts residents a tax break last

year. "If there's a blizzard this winter he'll

get blamed for it," Galvin said.

"There has never been affection for Mike

Dukakis by the voters," one House member
said. "Because he never wanted it. He
always said it was on the merits. He can't

come back now and say, 'Give me a break-

forget the merits, do it for me'."

Locke cited the governor's "arrogance,

his aloofness from the crowd" as a factor.

"He's never been one of the boys. Conse-

quently, I do not think he has the broad

base of good will that others in his position

might have."

As he slid in the national polls, Dukakis
also took a battering at home throughout

September and October: a majority of

House members voted to override his

budget vetoes, the Boston Herald ran a

three-part front-page
endorsement of George Bush, a federal

court ruled that the governor could not

block National Guard training
assignments and the state had to borrow

another $225 million to pay its bills.

At the fashionable Seaside Bar in the ci-

ty's Quincy Market, bartender Robert

Sarlo turned to baseball to describe

Dukakis' predicament.

AP photo

Presidential hopeful Michael S. Dukakis and his wife, Kitty, wave to

supporters at a rally in Denver yesterday

Boston College turning increasingly conservative
BOSTON (AP) - Boston College, once a

magnet for the children of staunch
Democrats in Boston's working-class

neighborhoods, is increasingly drawing
students from rich and conservative

families who are changing the political

character of the school.

Among graduates of the private school in

Newton, for example, is former Speaker of

the House Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.

Signs of change at O'Neill's alma mater
are everywhere.

This fall more than 400 students joined

the College Republicans of Boston College,

an unprecedented number; and more than

100 students regularly attend club

meetings.

A recent informal poll of students by the

conservative campus newspaper, The
Observer, found that more than 60 percent

The question everyone is asking.,.

WHAT IS THE
BUSH BASH?
SKIING:

fc^

5 day lift ticket on 2

mountains with 68 trails

as easy as you like and as

difficult as you can
handle.

ENTERTAINMENT: 26 exciting restaurants

and bars, including The
Wonder bar at the moun-
tain with a step off the

slopes happy hour, The
Blue Tooth with live

entertainment, Barbeques
and Condo Happy Hours.

7/

LODGING:

.« . -.

^ifjsa*

5 luxury condo accomoda-
tions at the Bridges in-

cludes: indoor pool,

saunas, tennis, nautilus,

squash, exercise classses,

game room, and every con-

do includes TV, kit-

chenette and fire place.

With all this - you may not even make it to the slopes.
So now the question is...WHY HAVEN'T YOU

RESERVED YOUR SPOT?

$40.00 Reservation deposit which goes toward
the total cost of $235 Non-members welcome for
an addtional $lQ.Lessons and rentals available.

SUG/4RBUSH
BUSH B^SH

JAN, 22-27

ftESERVE now:!! CONTACT
UMASS Ski Club ^J

430 Student Union BIdg

545-3437

of those polled preferred Vice President

George Bush over Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis.

Campaign signs for Bush and his runn-

ing mate. Sen. Dan Quayle, posted in dor-

mitory windows outnumber those for

Dukakis and Sen. Lloyd Bentsen.

Boston College has been visited by a

number of conservative speakers of late,

the most recent being retired Marine Lt.

Col. Oliver North. Others include Judge

Robert Bork, who was rejected as a US
Supreme Court nominee, and former

presidential candidate Pierre DuPont 4th.

The change is attributed in part to the

school's growing national reputation.

'When I first came it was primarily a

commuter school for Boston Catholic kids

who came from neighborhoods such as

South Boston and Charlestown," theology

Professor Thomas Wangler, who has been
at the school for 22 years, told The Boston
Sunday Globe.

"They tended to come from families that

were members of the Democratic Party,"

he said.

As the school has gained stature, it has
also sought students from a wider range of

economic class and political views.

Whatever the reason for the change at

Boston College, the conservatism preach-

ed by the Republican Party is catching on
at other schools as well.

The College Republican Club, a national

group baaed in Washington, has grown
from about 10.000 members in 1980 to

some 125,000 currently, said club Chair-

man Stockton Reeves.

"What you're seeing at Boston College is

a microcosm of what's happening around
the country," Reeves said.

ATTENTION SOPHOMOREI
BUSINESS MAJORS

EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the competitive

edge in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the
opportunity to gain valuable business

experience on campus.

Applications for the position of

•ASSISTANT FINANCE MANAGER*
are now being accepted.

This position requires
Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
-the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus
Center (Rm 113 - lower level 545-3500) and pick up a job

application and descnption. Submit it no later than
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 18, 1988.

The Collegian is an E/O/E.
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TedKennedy a ''no-show'' for UMass rally
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Stafi*

US Sen. Edward M. Kennedy failed to make a schedul-

ed appearance at the University of Massachusetts Satur-
day for a democratic rally due to what aides called

mechanical problems with a helicopter he was suppos-

ed to arrive in.

The rally, slated to begin at 10:30 a.m., drew a small
but enthusiastic crowd of about 300. Organizers had
hoped for as many as 5,000 to attend the event.

CoU*ClaB photo by Jori Sotomon

Members of the Jeff Holmes dixieland band
play Saturday at a Democratic rally near the
Student Union.
Michael Greiner. Western Massachusetts coordinator

for University Democrats, the organizers of the event,

said Kennedy was informed of the attendance in general

terms. Greiner said the attendance did not affect Ken-

nedy's decision to appear.

The rally went on with speeches by Massachusetts Sen.

John Olver (D-Northampton), Jerry D'Amico, director of

the Massachusets Lit«racy Campaign, and candidate for

US Congress John Arden, who is running for the seat

currently occupied by Rep. Silvio Conte (R-Pittsfield).

Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy, who was signing a bill in

Boston, and US Sen. John Kerry, who was supposed to

travel with Kennedy, also cancelled their appearances.

About 20 republican protesters interrupted the event

several times, chanting "Where is Ted," and "landslide."

The first epithet was apparently intended to mock Ken-

nedy's speech at the Democratic National Convention

in which he asked "Where was George," meaning Vice

President George Bush. The second was apparently in-

tended to refute Democratic claims that Gov. Michael

Dukakis will stage an upset in tomorrow's election and

defeat Bush.

University Democrats organized the event to drum up

voter support for Kennedy, Dukakis, and the rest of the

Democratic ticket in Massachusetts. They said they hope

to bring Kennedy to campus very soon.

Kennedy was scheduled to fly by helicopter from his

home in Hyannis to Norwood to pick up Sen. Kerry, and

then on to Greenfield, where he was to appear at a

Democratic breakfast. He was then to fly to Amherst and

finally to Springfield, for another rally.

Instead, Kennedy flew by plane to Westover Air Force

Base in Chicopee and then drove to Greenfield. He was

nearly an hour late for that event, and bypassed UMass
to appear in Springfield at about 12:30 p.m.

Greiner said "That type of decision, that prioritizing

of events . . . has to be made by campaigns all the time.

While we may not agree with the decision. Sen. Kennedy
has promised to make it up to us.

"Sen. Kennedy was trying to get a helicopter up to the

very last minute," Greiner said. He said he was disap-

pointed when told at about 1 1:40 Saturday morning that

Kennedy was not able to make the event, but he said

the rally itself still went extremely well.

"We just couldn't take any chances with two US
Senators on that helicopter." said Ben Binswanger, one

of Kennedy's aides.

Binswanger said Kennedy was involved in a plane

crash in 1964 which laid him up for several months, and

so was even more cautious in using the helicopter.

Kevin Bourque, a UMass student and Western

Ma.ssachusetts college coordinator for the Kennedy cam-

paign, said "He's very upset he couldn't makt it, he

wanted to be at this event. We're working on tjetting

another date."

Speakers
One of the speakers at yesterday's event was D'Amico.

who lost to Murphy in a race for Lieutenant Governor.

It is rumored that he may run again in the next election.

D'Amico twice referred to the republican protestors,

saying "The most horrible lies I've heard in this cam-

paign . . . besides these idiots to my right, to my far right

. . . has been the use of the American flag and patriotism

against our party."

He later referred to the protestors as an "ecological

disaster," to which some retorted "Boston Harbor."

Said D'Amico, referring to the presidential race: "This

is a close and closing race, we can win this thing."

D'Amico criticized the Reagan administration several

times, saying this country doesn't need any more Robert

Borks. OUie Norths, and William Bennetts. "This coun

try cannot stand 'more of the same,'" D'Amico said.

Speaking of Bush, D'Amico said, "I hear that George

Bush intends to put J. Danforth Quayle in charge of the

control of drugs - and that frightens me."

Also appearing at the rally yesterday was Benjamin

Orr formerly of the band The Cars. Orr said he came
largely just to encourage people to vote.

At a reception after the rally, Orr said this was the

first time he had been involved in a political campaign.

"I just thought it was the appropriate thing to do. I'm

a firm believer in Kennedy. He seems to be pretty much
on the money."
Sen. Olver, who is up for re-election Tuesday, said.

"There's only three days left . . . and the papers have
been saying we're going to have the lowest voter turnout

in more than 30 years . . . Let's make no mistake about
it. this will make a difference."

Olver said of Kennedy: "Being told to vote for Ted Ken-
nedy in the state of Massachusetts is like being told to

Dreathe, or eat . . . because he's the guy that's been the

biggest thorn in the side ofthe Reagan administration."

John Arden, who is running for Conte's seat in the US
House of Representatives, warned the crowd of the

federal deficit that has accumulated during the Reagan
years.

"Under his administration he has run up over $1.4

trillion in deficits ... in 1988 we are the world's largest

debtor nation. Our future has been mortgaged whether
you understand it or not." Arden also spoke of an increas-

ing Japanese control of the US economy, saying they

have too great a stake in out future.

Yet another speech yesterday was made by Dick Court-

ney, who urged rallygoers to vote no on Question 2 on
the Massachusetts ballot, a referendum question concer

ning the repeal of the prevailing wage law.

"This November is a vicious attack on our working
class," Courtney said. "Repealing the law will lower the

standard of living for construction workers."

Courtney also said the law would lower accountabili-

ty in the construction industry.

Protestors
FVotestors of the rally, many of whom are members of

the UMass Republican Club, carried signs supporting

Republican Joe Malone, who is challenging Kennedy in

this year's election. According to a Boston Globe poll

published yesterday, Kennedy leads Malone by 46
percentage points.

The backs of these signs, however, contained less

harmless sayings, such as one carried by Student
Government Association Sen. Bob Monaghan, which
read "Fat Boy

"

One sign discarded by the Republicans read "Dead
Kennedys Not Dead Babies."

Chanting during the speeches proved effective in

disturbing the speakers, who remarked on their

prescence several times. At one point they chanted

"Mary Jo/ wants to know/ where was Ted." This was ap-

parently in reference to an auto accident Kennedy was
involved in in which Mary Jo Kopechne died when Ken-
nedy's car went off a bridge near Chappaquiddick Island.

Collegian photo by JottI Solomon

About 300 people turned out Saturday to hear Ted Kennedy speak outside the Student Union.

Kennedy did not show up.

Vans to transport voters
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

As part of an effort to increase voter tur-

nout in Amherst by University of

Massachusetts students, members of the

Student Government Association will be

running vans from residence halls to poll-

ing places tomorrow.

Michael Greiner, chairman of the Public

Policy Committee of the Undergraduate

Student Senate, said five vans will be run-

ning from 8 a.m. until 7:30 p.m. from all

residence areas and from North Village

apartments to the various polling places.

This follow a masive voter registration

effort during which Greiner said 3,000

students were registered to vote in one

month, which swelled the ranks of UMass

students eligioie lo vote in Amnersi to

6,500.

"Our goal is the biggest student turnout

in history," Greiner said. He said nothing

this big had ever been attempted at the

University.

Greiner said he undertook this effort

because students are often ignored by town
administration.

"Despite the fact that half the town's

registered voters are students, because stu-

dent voter turnout is traditionally low,

politicians feel that they don't have to

listen to our concerns," he said.

Greiner said he has spent about $500
from the Public Policy account to rent vans
and produce fliers telling where students

can vote. Greiner said the fliers were

distributed to every dorm room on campus.

He said the push to get students to vote is

crucial enough to justify spending student

money this way.

Vans:
There is no set interval for the vans to

leave, but they will be traveling between

8 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. from the following

places:

• In North Village, in front of building

group F.

• In Sylvan, in front of McNamara House
and Northeast Residential Area, behind

Leach House.
• In Orchard Hill, bus stop behind Dickin-

son, and Central, in front of Van Meter.

• In Central, Baker House, and in front of

New Africa House.
• In Southwest, from the Hampden
Horseshoe, and at the corner of Patterson

.

House.

Voting places:

These are the voting places for the 10

precincts of Amherst, listing some of the

major apartment complexes and streets

and the residential areas they contain:

• Pufton Village. North Village, Bran-
dywine, Townehouse and Presidential

apartments and surrounding areas
(Precinct 1) vote at North Congregational

Church Hall, North Pleasant Street at the

Meadow Street intersection.

• Fraternity/Sorority Park, Dickinson,

Grayson, Van Meter, Field and Webster
Residence Halls and surrounding areas

(Precinct 2) vote at North Fire Station on
East Pleasant Street.

continued on page 15
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Blue Wall
Coffee House

Otiering a selection of gourmet coffee, pastry

and ice cream

i i
Waffle Cone

Two scoops of your

favorite ice cream

Monday. Nov 7 thru

Thursday Nov 10

>*l

only $1 .25

#S^«v«

MonThiirs " 30 ami? 00 mid

F'lday 1130am 6 00 pm
Saturday Ck)seo but matcri

'or special events

Sunday . 3 00 pm 1? 00 ma
Located on the Concoune Level

of the Campus Center

Wednesday, November 9

11:30 am to 1:30 pm

Chinese
Luncheon

Chinese Chicken Soup .60/75

Egg RoUs $3.85

Beef with Snow Peas $3.85

Above entrees served with:

-Oriental Vegetables

-Fried Rice

-Dinner RoUs
-Fortune Cookies

Salad Bar $1.50

Featuring:

-Bok Choy
-Chinese Radishes

-Chow Mein Noodles
-Bean Sprouts

-Mixed Chinese Vegetables

Fresh Fruits

Assorted Desserts

Bluewall
Cafeteria

Concourse Level

Lincoln Campus Center

TOP of the CAMPUS
LOUNGE

Monday
Night
Football

UJ4«-^

^nThursdov

LOUNGE HOURS

MONDAY-FRIDAY
11 30 am-12 30 am

SATURDAY-SUNDAY
4 00 pm-12 30 am

lllh FLOOR
CAMPUS CtNTLR

V\o
,us^

>oq*'

\^n,

.Iff ^aa. o*

nA It' t*,h

^oo«o f«-««"
STOOCNt 9.00

PH.
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(
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BLACK AFFAIRS

African Heritage tour
brings music
By JOSEPH L. HILL
Collegian Staff

The New WORLD Theater presented The
African Heritage Program last night at a
full Bowker Auditorium. Featured in the
program were four popular groups: The No-
Name Gospel Singers, Los Pleneros De La
21, Papa Sussa, and Thokoza.
The gospel quartet tradition was

represented by The No-Name Gospel
Singers. They did not use any instruments
except for vocals; but relied on tight har-
mony, interlocking vocal parts and a mov-
ing bass line.

Dressed in all gray suits, this five

membered group displayed a harmony not
often heard. The group leader Rev. Floyd
King, upon being introduced described
himself as a "77 year old good-looking
Black man," much to the crowds delight.

The Rev. King described gospel music as
the only means Blacks had to communicate
with each other during the plantation days.

One particularly enthused observer
described the group as "having a nice per-

sonality."

Los Pleneros De La 21, under the direc-

tion of Juan Gutierrez, are widely known
for their dedication to and p>erpetuation of

traditional Afro-Puerto Rican music styles.

They are the leaders of bomba and plena.

Salsa/Latin Jazz evolved from a blending

of Latin music and African American jazz
traditions, whereas bomba and plena are
rooted directly to West African drumming
and dance traditions.

Their performance was not limited to

music. Several minutes after this group
started playing, approximately 75 people
from the audience got up and started dan-
cing. The audience was so pleased with
their performance that the host of the
event, Welcome Msomi requested that they
do another song before leaving the stage.

Papa Susso is ajali from Gambia. Jahlo
(plural ofjali) are profession musicians,
praise-singers and oral historians who were
attached to royal courts in West Africa.

He played a 21- string harp flute known
as the kora. On this instrument he played
several songs, the most popular of which
was a love song described by one patron as
"very romantic.

"

The group Thokoza performed indigenous
Zulu songs and dances which included
elements of African American music, most-
ly gospel. The result was a moving mix of

songs that ranged from praises for jailed

South African martyr Nelson Mandela, to

heart breaking cries for freedom from
apartheid.

In concluding their performance, this

group broke into traditional African dance
that will be enjoyed for days to come.

Amherst's *Two Can Play'
A story of success
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

"Two Can Play", a work by Jamaican
playwright Trevor Rhone, was performed

this weekend in the Charles Drew House
at Amherst College. The piece was a prp-

duction of Spectrum III, the Amherst Col-

lege based theatre company, and ran Fri,

Sat and Sun nights. Proceeds were donated

to the Jamaican Relief Fund.

"Two Can Play " is set in Kingston,

Jamaica during the late 1970's, in the

midst of a community plagued by the tur-

bulence of political instability. Jame.s and

Gloria Thomas (played by Robert Reid and

Rachel Scott) are a middle-aged couple sud-

denly faced with the death of Pops, James'

father (played vocally by Tony Haywood '89

).

The couple determines that, in keeping

with what they suppose to have been the

will of Pops, they will flee to the United

States to join their children whom they

have sent and to live a better life. In order

to do this, James and Gloria enact a wild

scenario to deceive the immigration

authorities, including Gloria's marriage to

a strange man, a"dog catcher," with whom
she voyages to the U.S.

In the States, Gloria experiences first

hand the problems of North America such

as crime, poverty and homelessness. She

contrasts the wau-m hospitality ofJamaica
to the coldness of Americans. When she

returns home Gloria is no longer convinc-

ed that she and James need move.
Gloria has undergone a symbolic

"

voyage" in her travel to the U.S. and back.

The trip symbolizes her arrival unto

herself; her self-definition and refusal to be

subjugated by her husband James. She
calls for a change in their relationship and
an end to the unfair, sexist demands that

he has placed upon her for twenty years.

James is at first hostile to her proposed

changes.suspecting that Gloria has had an
affair with the "dog-catcher". James,
however, realizes how much he loves Gloria

and, in a last attempt to salvage their mar-

riage, faces his own weaknesses and
pledges to make changes in his behavior.

The play ends thus with Gloria and James
beginning their marriage afresh, embrac-

ing their evolved selves.

Robert and Rachel performed well in

"Two Can Play". Fri. night's performance
started off with a little nervousness in the

first scene; a few lines here and there hasti-

ly delivered, but the nervousness was soon

overcome as the two talented performers

warmed into their characters.

The effect was a piece smoothly and con-

vincingly carried off. Spectrum III can be

proud of this it's most recent performance.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey walking with Lori Edmonds during Civility

day event, Hands Across Umass, held Oct. 26.

Photo courteay of Worid Musir limtilutr

Los Pleneros de la21, one of four groups that performed at Bowker Auditorium
last night, as part of the African Heritage tour.

Activist lectures on
racism and abortion
By JOSEPH L. HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

Last Thursday, approximately 180
students from the five college area attend-

ed a lecture on racism and sexism, at Smith
College, given by Bernice Johnson, a civil

rights activist.

Racism is not re-occurring. "It [racism]

did not come back, it never went," accor-

ding to Johnson. Many people worked hard
to improve the overall climate. Numerous
people suffered by believing racism had
been fixed. Racism and sexism are empty
words because people are using them
without attempting to understand the

behavior associated with these terms, ac-

cording to the lecturer.

The only time there is a focus on women
is when they are doing something society

does not condone, such as abortion. "All

this talk about controlling the uterus, hav-

ing it (the uterus] answer to a higher law"

is a camouflaged attempt at controlling

women, said Johnson.

A story was recounted about a women
who was discussing the possibilities of hav-

ing children. She [Johnson] was amazed
that this woman was able to consider be-

ing pregnant before she actually was. "This

almost made her another species, she'd ac-

tually spoken to a man about pregnancy

before it occurred," stated Johnson. There

is an enjoyment in being able to be preg-

nant one day and then not the next.

"Women should be able to be pregnant one

day and then not pregnant the next,

without having to attend a funeral" [which

is too often the result of illegal abortions]

stated Johnson.

People who picket abortion clinics in the

name "protecting god's temple [uterus] are
afraid of losing control of women," said

Johnson. The restrictive structures of pre-

sent day society need to be dealt with ag-

gressively, according to the lecturer.

When a church, whose congregation is

primarily Black, is destroyed it is regard-

ed as vandalism. This is an example of the

choice words used by society to mask the
true intentions of the malicious act, racism.

Many people are saying that they do not

like either presidential candidate. People
feel like they really have no choice this

year, according to the Johnson. She
[Johnson] finds this amusing becau.se Black

people have never really known what it is

like to have a choice. "We've never been
able to pick someone who was favorable to

us," said Johnson.

As a first step in solving some of societies

problems, Johnson propo.sed that people

map out a plan to take control of something
in their lives. "Something that is apart of

your of your immediate space, you should

be willing to challenge all ofthew basic at-

titudes that you are forced to live under,"

said Johnson.

People must define their lives for

themselves, anything else would be living

in someone else's dream, according to the

Johnson. Blacks, women and children must
see themselves as a people with a vision,

urged Johnson.

People as individuals must see control

the space that they live in. "You can real-

ly change the atmosphere you have to

breathe. Ifyou are not fighting your oppres-

sion, you are supporting it," concluded
Johnson.

Smith holds job fair

By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

This weekend marked Five College

Minority Career Day on the campus of

Smith College. Over twenty-five represen-

tatives from the corporate sector, pubic sec-

tor, retail, education and social service sec-

tors were on hand to display their agendae
and recruit qualified "minority" students.

More than 300 students were present.

The day began with a breakfast and
registration in Davis Center, followed by
an address by Five College alumnae who
spoke of their experiences in the "working"
world after graduating from their respec-

tive schools. More registration and a lunch
followed during which students were able

to speak with alumnae who are presently

working in fields related to the students'

majors and interests.

After the lunch more opportunity to net-

work was provided in discussion forums in

which Native Americans, Asian
Americans, Hispanic Americans and Black
Americans discussed the impact of the cor-

porate world on cultural identity. The final

event of the day was the Job Fair, during
which representatives from the various sec-

tors displayed brochures and applications
and discussed such things as employment,
internships and co-ops.

Jane Austin of Career Services (UMass)
stressed the importance of students taking

advantage of her office. Career Services is

located behind Orchard Hill and can be

reached by taking the Orchard Hill bus.

The center is open from nine to five, Mon-
day through Friday.
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Dr. Ruth to appear tonight
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Dr. Ruth Westheimer is scheduled to appear at 8 tonight
in the Campus Center Auditorium at the University of
Massachusetts for a speech and question-and-answer ses-

sion titled "Sexually Speaking."
Westheimer is being brought to campus by the Board

of Governors Program Council, which has paid more than
$8,000 to bring the noted lecturer and sex therapist to

campus. Tickets, at $5 each, «u"e still available at Tix in

the Student Union and will be available at the door.

Jeff Glassman, Program Council coordinator, said, "I

feel the students can benefit from Dr. Ruth's lecture by
making them aware of safer sex and some of the sexual
problems that affect us."

But Glassman said he cannot be sure of what
Westhiemer would say, and that is one of her attractions.

"That's probably the best part of the show — she's so

unpredictable, you never know what she's going to talk

about next.

Mary McDonald, director of Admire Presentations,

Westheimer's agent, said the basis of Westheimer's speech

will be responsibility in sexual situations, "with much
focus on contraception."

McDonald said Westheimer believes that today there

is no such thing as safe sex, only "safer sex."

Glassman said Westheimer's lecture will be followed by
a session in which she will answer questions from index
cards. The cards will be distributed before the speech for

people who don't want to ask in front of the audience,
Glassman said.

The speech and Q & A session is expected to last one
and a half hours.

Glassman has been working on getting Westheimer to

come to campus since July. He had problems getting fun-

ding for the event until the BOG voted to transfer $7,000
from a reserve account to fund the event.

This event represents a new attempt by the BOG to raise

money by sponsoring events, which in turn may allow

more events for the Campus Center/Student Union.
Westheimer, bom in Germany in 1928, is international-

ly famous as a psychosexual therapist. She first gave ad-

vice on sex and relationships on her call-in radio show,

"Sexually Speaking," which first aired in 1980 in New
York and soon spread into syndication all over the coun-

try. She has also been the host of "The Dr. Ruth Show,"
on the Lifetime cable network, and is the author of a syn-

dicated newspaper column and four books.

Selectmen to decide
fate of Greek growth
Amherst selectmen will decide tonight whether to en-

dorse a town meeting article that would ban fraterni-

ty/sorority growth along North Pleasant Street.

Their decision follows last Wednesday's denouncement
of the article by the Planning Board, which voted 8-1

against it.

If passed, the article would change the zoning of pro-

perty along North Pleasant Street from campus residence

to general residence.

The re-zoning would prevent new fraternities,

sororities, boarding houses, hotels, or motels from occu-

pying the large houses there.

Proponents of Article 17 stated last week at the select-

men's meeting the fraternities and sororities cause noise,

parking problems and damage to the neighborhood.

Although planning boau-d members did not support the

article, they did chide fraternity members for holding

loud parties and for the parking problems in the area.

-LISA JOHNSON

WEDNESDAY-MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9-74
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Skis. Dynastar Lasers - ^

Res. $295.00 NOW $99.95

KS'GS or SL Res. $340.00 NOW $1 69.95

Rossisnol Quantum 707 Res- $299.00
NOW $1 99.95 Rossisnol XRS Res- $330.00
NOW $199.95 • Boots. Salomon SX 81

Res. $280.00 NOW $189.95 • Koflach 21

1

Res. $250.00 NOW $1 25.00 • Nordica 725
Res. $215.00 NOW $149.95 •Bindinss. From $54.95

Stretch Pants. Res- $1 75.00 NOW $87.50
Warm-up Pants. Res- $90.00 now $49.95

Ski Bibs. Res.90.00 NOW $39.95«Kid's Bibs
Res. $70.00 NOW $29.95 • Selected Parkas.

35-507o OFF • Goggles. Res. $17.00 NOW $10.95

Gortex Gloves. Res. $40.00 now $25.00

AND LOTS MORE!

O

^_^

Do Ya \\A\f Any Questions

About Vour Long Distance

Service?

Interested in Learning About
Calling Plans and Special

Products ihdt May Save You

Money?

Contact Scott Webber, your

AT&T Student Campus
Manager here at U of Mass

CALL: 546-4741

between 10AM 12PM M Th

12PM 2PM Fri

o

Veterans Day Sale

!

Our last sale of the year only happens once a year. The excitins
new collections of skiwear and equipment for the '88-89

season are in at all 3 SkiHaus stores. Dozens of manufacturers.
The hottest colors and styles. The bissest selection. And prices
from 10 - 15% off! But hurry. By November 15th this Veterans Day

eventwillbejustanotherpasein history.

o

Hampthirr MaII.
Hsdify: Inlfrtkair 91

M.Tu.Wrh SJOpm
M'W 700pm
^"*»v 6 00 p m
Saiutdav

.
O I S a m

'd«M cac« available 584 074S

Walk ins 3 50 M
Mihly passes available

Auroville Teacher
P^ducation Program

(AVTEP)

Approjches lo Muln-Cullural Educaiion

A Semesier Program in Auroville. India

East Longmeadow 16 Shaker Road 525^33 • Westfieki 55 Franklin Street 562-5004 • Hadley Route 9 584-7880
SALE HOURS: Wednesday-Thursday, 10-9 pm, Friday 1-9 pm, Saturday 10-5 pm, Sunday 12-5 pm, Monday 10-9 pm

January - March 1989

Sponsored by:

Alaska Pacific University

&

Sn Aurobindo Intemaoonal Institute
lor Educational Research

Coordinated by;

Memam Hill Center
1675 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambndge. MA 02 138

617-354-3431
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UMass rugby team proud of season's performance
By KIMBERLY ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

As the rugby season approaches an end, the University
of Massachusetts rugby players are proud of their season's
performance.

The team will be ranked high in New England after "a
very good showing" at the Colorado Rugby Tournament
last month, said UMass team captain Jeff Burrill. Bur-
rill said that he, co-captain John McCarthy and senior
Burke Harrrington have been chosen to train with the
New England Collegiate Select Side.

Senior Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration
major Mark Efron, a South African, said he has been play-

ing for 12 years.

''[We are] 15 individuals working
together in a physically gruelling ana
mentally challenging gentlemen's
game. "

- UMass captain Jeff Burrill

"The standard is lower in America," he said, "because
they have not had the capital support. They've only been
playing their college years. The team's fitness makes up
for it and enthusiasm is great," Efron said.

Irish exchange student Peter Bryson, who plays for the

team, said, "rugby is a team game and everybody has to

be good. These guys are good, but teams do not get

recognized here. At home it's a national sport."

To those unfamiliar with the game, the sport appears
to be a "glorified kill-the-guy" sport, said spectator Beth
Jones. "Even the ball says 'Barbarian.'"

Rugby injuries are not as drastic as they are rumored
to be, according to team members. Senior Stephen
Jackson, who blew his eardrum playing, and is temporari-

ly half deaf, said, "It will come back when I stop playing.

It's a fun game."

Said Burrill: "There is an eight times greater chance

in getting hurt playing American football than in rugby.

This is due to the shoulder pads and helmets being used

as weapons."

Rugby, which originated in England, is now played

worldwide, and is especially popular in Australia and the

United Kingdom. Traditionally, rugby is played on a 70-

by 110-yard field with teams of 15 players. The only pro-

tective devices used are optional mouthguards.
Securing the ears to the head with tape is useful to locks

in "scrum" oosition. said senior Rich Dalv. "Second row

rollvfian phoio by Andrrw Riat

UMass rugby players Eric Olsen Geft foreground) and Bill McDonough (right foreground) prepare
to go into a scrum.

locks" put their heads in between the prop's thigh and
the hooker's thigh. Our ears are locked in there and they

can get cut," he said. Scrum position is used for penalty

kicks awarded to one side when the opposing side has com-

mitted off-sides or a forward pass. Running or kicking the

ball forward is legal, but not forward passes.

Rugby scoring consists of four points for a "try" when
the ball is advanced past the opposition, two when kick-

ed through the opposition's goal posts, and three if that

kick is a penalty kick.

Burrill described the UMass team as "15 individuals

working together in a physically gruelling and mentally

challenging gentleman's sport."

Burrill said that most of the present team members had
no knowledge of the game or rules when they joined.

Senior Thomas Marinel said that this year's team is pro-

bably "the most dedicated and in-shape in three and a half

years." He attributes part of their success to new coach
Francis Buttle. "He's played in England. He's really made
the difference," said Marinel.

The team encourages spectators and prospective players
to attend games and practices. Practices are Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 4 to 6 p.m. on the Walter J. Dietz
Memorial Pitch, located west of Boyden Gymnasium. The
final match of the season will be played on the pitch Satur-
day against the Springfield Men's Club.

UM avoids computer virus
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts has ef-

fectively been vaccinated against a com-

puter virus which has been running a na-

tionwide rampage through many high-level

computer data bases.

UMass computers were disconnected

Thursday morning from computer network

tie-ins, ARPAnet, a defense department

network where the virus began apparent-

ly as a prank, and the network establish-

ed by the National Science Foundation

NSFnet, also tied into ARPAnet.
The virus, which is a program that can

duplicate itself once inside the computer

and send itself to other computers, had by

Thursday night infected several machines

at universities, NASA and nuclear

weapons labs and other federal research

centers linked by a Defense Department

computer network.

"What happened was the virus entered

a computer through a hole in the security

of the electronic mail function," said Direc-

tor of the Computer Information Science

Department Arthur Gaylord who is respon-

sible for taking the UMass computers off-

line after hearing of the virus at 5 a.m.

Thursday.
"The virus program exploited that hole,

and once it was in it looked around to find

other "names" to send itself to," Gaylord

said.

Gaylord explained the virus spends most

of its time finding new computers to infect

and replicating itself to do so. But, the virus

is capable of occupying so much of the com-

puter's time doing nonsense work that the

computer can effectively be crippled.

He also said this virus was not as terri-

ble as it could have been, because similar

strains can penetrate the computer and
destroy data just as easy as it can replicate.

The University has taken precautions
against the virus, which is capable of doubl-

ing back and returning, and "plugged the
holes in the mail system", however, there
has been some concern about more
debilitating copy-cat viruses which may be
able to find unstopped security leaks.

Gaylord was able to check records of

those who logged onto the computer and
saw several unsuccessful attempts to access

one computer through its electronic mail
system.

The attempts, which started at about 1

a.m. Thursday came from universities

known to be infected with the virus, such
as the Universities of Minnesota, Illinois

and Rochester.

The computer had adequate password
protection and did not allow access to cer-

tain commands, so the virus was unable to

enter.

The New York Times reported Friday an
anonymous caller said his associate was
responsible for the attack and had meant
it to be harmless.

The caller said the hacker was a graduate
student who made a programing error in

designing the virus, causing the intruder

to replicate much faster than expected.

He said the student realized his error

shortly after letting the program loose and
now was terrified of the consequences, the
Times said.

As of Friday, researchers across the coun-

try tried to trace the virus, which caused
major shutdowns at Bo.ston University and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
both of who's computer researching
facilities were seriously slowed down.
At Boston University, Associate Provost

John Porter called computer viruses "elec-

tronic vandalism."

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
WE ARE SEEKING TO ELL
TWO POSITIONS ON OUR

STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF

BEGINNING NEXT SEMESTER.

ASSISTANT MANAGER - REQUIRES

A MATURE, ENERGETIC AND
FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

ACCOUNTANT - REQUIRES
A WELL ORGANIZED PERSON
WITH GOOD MATH SKILLS

AND COMMUNICATIVE ABILITY.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND
APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE

THRU NOV. 14TH AT
BUTTERnELD KITCHEN

OFFICE, CLARK HILL ROAD
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At home and abroad, there is a difference
The outcome of tomorrow's presidential election is ex-

tremely important for a myriad of reasons. It will deter-

mine whether the nation will continue the course outlin-

ed under Ronald Reagan or travel a different path pro-

posed by Michael Dukakis.
We must realize that the outcome of the election will

have global effects. George Bush parrots current ad-

ministration policy with regard to world affairs, so we can
assume Reagan's practices will continue. That means we
will contmue the green light for apartheid in South Africa,

continue the illegal contra war against the sovereign
Nicaraguan government, and continue our economically
exploitative relationship with Third World nations.

Indicative of this is Bush's retention of Henry Kissinger
as a foreign policy advisor, a man notorious for disregar-

ding international law, human life and countries south
of the equator.

A Dukakis presidency would be different. By respecting
international law and opposing the blatant injustice of
apartheid, the potential for improving life in nations
abroad would increase dramatically. It would also provide
the United States with moral leadership that millions
abroad would look to with respect.

On the domestic front, one of the most tangible effects

that either administration will have on US citizens in the
near future and many years to come is appointments to
the Supreme Court. The Reagan administration has been
stacking the court with conservative justices since 1981.
A Bush presidency would continue that trend, placing in
jeopardy past rulings and effectively increasing the danger
of legislation which deprives individual liberties to become
a reality.

The three eldest justices on the court; Thurgood Mar
shall, Harry Blackmun, and William Brennan - all in
their 80s — have been instrumental in preserving rights
for US citizens.

The preservation of individual rights and liberties for
all citizens has traditionally been a part of the Democratic
party platform. Dukakis is likely to appoint justices
similar to those described above. Bush will continue to
appoint justices like William Rehnquist, Antonin Scalia
and Robert Bork. If you prefer to have your government
make choices for you. Bush would be to your liking. If not.

a Dukakis presidency is for you.
The choice, for now, is yours.

James Bergey
Central

Prohibiting abortions
will murder women

Ru.sty Denton is a man who has mastered the fine art
of infuriating an audience, and has found in his column
a most effective means of implementing this kill. Hurt-
ful, injurious words in the guise of religious sensibilities

are dangerous. It is regretful I should be put into the posi-

tion of having to take action against this poison. This
poison shouldn't happen.

Our far-right radical, in his Nov. 1 column, contradicts
himself almost immediately: 'Thou shalt not kill' indeed
means 'Thous shalt not kill for personal reasons.' What
else could it mean? But I have news for dear Mr. Denton.
Meat is murder. We devour flesh for personal reasons. It

tastes good. War happens to be murder. Wars are waged
for very personal reasons; economic reasons. Capital
punishment is murder. Capital punishment accomplishes
absolutely nothing, but because of very personal reasons,

our blood lust and our thirst for vengeance, we keep it

as a form of entertainment.

Abortion can hardly be called murder. Not when the
legislation of "Christian" values keep school-age children

ignorant of birth control and the dire need for it. To pro-

hibit abortion would be murder. The failure to realize

education is the key to this problem is murder. The Hyde
Amendment is murder. Coathangers are murder. Knit-
ting needles are murder. To kill a woman is murder. To
force her to suicide is murder. The return of the back alley

abortion will be murder. Pro-life activism is murder. Sex-
ism is very personal, indeed.

Owen Broadhurst
Orchard HUl

Greek portrayal false
Once again you've allowed untruths to infiltrate the

pages of your paper. I'm referring to the article by Laurie
Johnston ("Alcohol use affects more than just the
drinker," Nov. 1). The problems of alcohol abuse need to

be addressed, however, I think a more adult manner is

in order. I'd like to quote a paragraph from Johnston's
editorial: "You have just pledged your favorite fraterni-

ty. You are overjoyed with the comradery and will do
anything for the brothers. 'Now, just put your mouth on
the end of this tube. I'll pour beer into this funnel and
we'll see how many you can suck down before you pass
out. Ha ha ha.'"

I am a new brother a Phi Mu Delta. I pledged last spring,

and not once was I ever forced to consume alcohol. I am
very proud of my fraternity and of its tightly held tradi-

tions. When such an article is printed it encourages
discrimination against all of those who comprise the
Greek area.

David Ring
Phi Mu Delta
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Motor Vehicle Rules & Regulations

I
At its September 1988 Meeting the Board of

I
Trustees approved revised Motor Vehicle

I
Rules & Regulations for the Amherst Cam-

I
pus . The revisions include provisions for an

I
increased parking violation fines structure

.

IA copy of record, of the Rules 8c Regulations,

I
is available for public review during regular

I
business hours at the Campus Parking Ser-

I
vices office 137 Hasbrouck or call 545-0065

I for more information

.
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Question 3 will help humans
Voters in Massachusetts will have the

opportunity to approve legislation that
will provide regulatory standards (or farm
animals. Farm animal.s are excluded from
the Federal Animal Welfare Act. This is

largely due to lobbying by agricultural

organizations more interested in profit

than in healthy food products for con-

sumers. Question Three is concerned with
more than the rights offarm animals; for

example, the benefits engendered by stan-

dards for veal calves will be passed on to

all consumers who eat veal. Anyone who
has taken an introductory biology course
knows how the food chain works: if a veal
calf is pumped full of antibiotics and drugs
to keep it alive until slaughter, then those

antibiotics and drugs are ingested by you.

The concept of 'milk-fed' veal is nearly

an anachronism, in the recent years that

giant agribusiness corporations have
squeezed out family farms. Calves that

are raised on mother's milk, in healthy

environments, without chemicals or

drugs, are no longer the norm. To increase

profit, animal factories utilize 22-inch

wide 'crates' which confine veal calves for

their entire lives; the drugs are needed to

counteract the diseases spread by these

putrid living conditions. Approval of

Question Three will set standards design-

ed to provide calves with adequate room
to stand up, turn around, and groom
themselves, as well as nutritious diets.

Hardly anyone can question the right of

an animal, even one destined for

slaughter, to clean and healthy living con-

ditions. Opposing healthy standards for

veal calves is equal to opposing healthy

standards for human beings.

America's reputation as a leader in

world agriculture cannot be maintained

if family farms are forced out by huge cor-

porations interested only in profit. Its

time to stop the dangerous practices in-

volved in by assembly-line production of

livestock.

Vote Yes on Question Three, and set a

precedent that will protect America's

family farms.

Maggie Wiley is a UMass student

Don't hurt our farms with 3
Question 3, the so-called Humane Far-

ming Initiative, is not only unnecessary,
but will hurt the family farms of

Massachusetts.

Proponents of this question have little

or no familiarity with the realities of

agriculture in Massachusetts. Their
claims ofbaby chicks being ground alive,

and veal calves being confined in in-

humanely tight quarters, invoke horrible

images which have been very effective

with the urbanites and suburbanites who
are the m^ority of the population.

But the frustrating truth is that these

claims, though made in a state-distributed

information flyer on through initiative

questions, are completely without
substantiation. In fact, not a single

specific complaint of cruelty of this sort

has been filed with the Massachusetts

Department of Food and Agriculture for

at least four years.

The realities are these:

• There are no 'factory farms' in

Massachusetts, only one or two veal

farms, and few poultry farms.

• Farming is a marginally profitable

activity in many cases, and all animal
farms in Massachusetts are family-run,

small-scale operations.

• Farmland is treasured by both rural

and urban residents as a valuable compo-

nent of our increasingly developed
landscape.

• The proposed Advisory Board, con-

sisting of mostly members recommended
by animal rights groups, would add
another layer of bureaucracy required to

review any farmstead improvements or

alterations.

The Humane Farming Initiative doesn't

address any real problems. Rather, it in-

creases the burden on a struggling but

treasured component of our state's

agriculture. Ironically, agriculture out-

side Massachusetts (factory farms and
otherwise) will benefit, as more of our

farms are harassed out of business.

Don Weber
Entomology Department

Massachusetts needs plants
MassPIRG would like to scare .students

into endorsing Question 4 by equating it

to Chernobyl, radiation and death.

MassPIRG misleads students with harsh

stories and has very few facts to back

them up.

Four reasons to vote No on 4:

• By shutting down this state's nuclear

plants the New England Power Pool,

which supplies electricity to area utilities,

will make up for the lost energy by burn-

ing more oil and coal. This will contribute

to the Greenhouse effect and increase our

dependence on unstable Middle East oil.

• Massachusetts needs the power. This

state's growing economy has forced elec-

tric consumption to grow at a fast pace.

If Yankee Rowe and Pilgrim are closed,

last summer's brownouts will continue

and cripple this state's future economic

growth and opportunity.

• The shutdown of Rowe and Pilgrim

will cost taxpayers and ratepayers $4
billion. This will bankrupt the state

treasury and ruin the state's economy.
Moreover, the cost will be felt the most by
the poor who spend a larger portion of

their disposable income on electricity and
fuel.

• Yankee Rowe is one of the safest

nuclear plants in the country. This has

been proven time and again by many
Nuclear Regulatory Commission reports.

When pondering Question 4 look at the

facts and vote on something that Mike
Dukakis and George Bush agree on. Vote

No on 4.

Daniel A. Collins
Leverett

Spending the summer
with George and Barbara

I squinted through the screen ofthe take-

out window for a second look. Yup, it was
definitely her. I looked at the swarm of kids

around her, and then over her shoulder at

the man in the car. He was a secret securi-

ty man and he was watching us. I had
worked at the restaurant next to my house
for two summers as a dish washer. Part of

the job included serving ice cream at the

take out window off to one side of the

restaurant. I knew that the Bush's often

ate there because they were friends of the
owner's and it was only a half a mile away
from their home. I can't really remember
anything she said, the important thing was
that I served Barbara Bush ice cream.

Mike Ditson

I've lived down the street fi"om the Bush's

for almost two years. It is a long windy road

along the southern Maine coast, in a small

"tourist trap" community called Ken-
nebunkport. It's kind of stupid the way I

still get a small thrill from seeing the Vice

President. I see him all the time. He was
the speaker at my high school's graduation

ceremony the year before I graduated. He
also spoke at the memorial day parade a

year or two ago in Kennebunkport. Some
nights while I'm lying in bed trying to get

to sleep, I'll hear the swishing of several

cars going past my house. I don't even have
to get out of bed and look anymore to be

able to tell that the Vice President is in

town. On the occasions when I do get up
and look, I always see the same thing. Two
or three police cars, three limousines, an
ambulance, a truck that we call the

"machine gun truck," and a few more
various cars for good measure.
Of all the times I've seen the Bush's

around Kennebunkport, the most fun to

watch is when they walk their dog. Picture

two pretty ordinary people walking down
the sidewalk with their dog, that's exactly

what they look like. The only thing that

gives them away is the fifteen guys with
dark glasses and walkie talkies. Plus, they
are usually followed by the "machine gun
truck."

I know someone out there must be
curious and wonder if I'm going to vote for

Bush. The answer is: no, I'm not. I think
he's a nice man who honestly has the in-

terests of the country at heart, but I just

don't agree with him on several issues.

This summer, I was amused to see

bumper stickers around towrn saying "Save
Kennebunkport, Vote Democratic '88."

They have already made several streets in

Kennebutikport one way to channel the ex-

tra traffic created by the campaign. I'm not

sure what effect Bush's winning would
have on Kennbunkport. If you believe the
polls. Bush has already won. Because
Kennbunkport is a community based on
the tourist industry, I think it would pro-

bably benefit the town if he wins. What I

want to know is, would the world benefit

if he wins?
Mike Ditson is a UMass Student

On the right

Best for the US?
Eight more years

The domestic front and the foreign affairs

front, eight years of Republican conser-

vatism has successfully transformed the

United States back into a respected world
leader. The prosperity at home, and the

view of renewed American power abroad
is no fluke, and that is why George Bush
is far and away the most logical choice for

president. It would be foolish to change
horses in midstream.

Stuart Gottlieb

As president, George Bush will continue

supporting policies which emphasize
private enterpri.se, wealth creation, and in-

dividual initiative as the key to economic

growth. Bush has pledged to maintain the

current low tax rates which have complete-

ly re-energized the economy, created new
incentives for work effort and investment,

and generated the longest peacetime ex-

pansion ever.

Under Reagan those policies created 17

million new jobs, reduced the unemploy-
ment rate to 5 percent, reduced inflation

from 14 percent to 4 percent, and cut in-

terest rates in half. Living standards have

increased substantially, as real after tax in-

come has increased by 23 percent since

1980, 15 percent on a per capita basis.

The invogorated economy has generated

a surge of investment in which business

spending has risen to 12 percent of the

Gross National Product, a postwar high.

The Mike Dukakis economic agenda con-

sists of income redistribution, increased

government spending, increased taxes, and
increased regulation. This pot pourri of out-

dated liberal cure-alls will positively lead

to less risk taking by business owners and
private investors, a vast increase in

unemployment, a rise in inflation, higher

interest rates, and an end to economic
expansion.

On the issue of the budget deficit, George
Bush's flexible freeze will adhere to the

Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction targets

by holding overall government spending
growth to about 4 p>ercent. Bush also sup-

ports the line item veto, putting the presi-

dent in the position to cut spending from

the White House, not leaving it up the the

liberal House.

On foreign policy experience, it's obvious

that George Bush is the only logical choice

to be the Commander-in-Chief. Bush's ex-

perience might even be outweighed by

Dukakis's naivete and inexperience on

foreign matters.

George Bush was Vice President of the

United States during a period which saw
an end to the detente misconceptions, and
the recreation of a pre-eminent US
geostrategic position. Mike Dukakis was
governor of Massachusetts.

Before becoming Vice President, Bush
was the director ofthe Central Intelligence

Agency. Dukakis was governor of

Massachusetts.

Before the CIA, Bush was the United
States representative to the United Na-
tions. Dukakis was governor of

Massachusetts.

Before the UN, Bush was American en-

voy to China. Dukakis was governor of

Massachusetts.

But even more important that The
Duke's lack of experience (as Reagan only

held one office before winning the White
House], is the vast differences in the two
candidates views of the world. The world

is closer to peace today than at anytime in

recent history. The United States and the

Soviet Union meet regularly to discuss

vital issues for world security. Nato is

powerful again. Democracy is on the rise

in the Third World.

The Republicans have paved the way for

future advances in all of these areas. It is

vital to continue with the conservative

philosophy, and it could be disasterous to

overturn it. Dukakis would try his best to

overturn it.

I urge everyone to go out and cast a vote,

whether for the donkeys or the elephants.

We have to keep this democracy thing

going.

But when you go into the booth, keep in

mind the position of the US at that mo-
ment. Then think back to 1979.

And then vote.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist

'
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riVE GOOD REASONS TO
VOTE NO ON QUESTION 2

Passed in 1914, the Prevailing Wage Law provides a minimum wage for

workers on state, county and municipal construction projects. It ensures
working men and women a fair, livable income.

The Prevailing Wage Law protects women and minorities from discrimination

on government-funded projects.

The Prevailing Wage Law ensures high quality work on bridges, public

buildings and roads.

4 The Prevailing Wage Law protects tax payers from footing the bill for poor
quality construction work.

The Prevailing Wage Law has bipartisian support.

A small group of contractors, the ABC, has put Question 2 on the ballot to try to
repeal the Prevailing Wage Law. Nearly half their campaign donors are out-of-state
business. It is clear where their interests lie -- in increased profits at the expense
of Massachusetts working men and women and taxpayers.

Join a statewide campaign to VOTE NO on QUESTION 2 along with dozens of
community groups, elected officials, working people, students, the elderly, women
and minorities.

SUPPORTERS Of TME PREVAILING WAGE LAW INCLUDE: *

Carolyn Anderson, Ian Angus - Communications; Frank Annuziato - Labor Studies, Arlene Avakian - Women's Studies, David Bloodsworth
- Labor Studies, John J. Bonsignore - Legal Studies, John Bracey - AfroAmerican Studies, Gerald Braunthal, John Brigh'am - Political
Science, James E. Cathey - Germanic Languages, Dan Clawson - Sociology, John Cole - Anthropology, Vernon E. Cronen -

Communications, Peter d'Errico - Legal Studies, D. Craig Edwards - Zoology, Lee Edwards - English, Eric Einhorn - Political Science,
Nancy Folbre - Economics, Ken Fones-Wolf - Archives, Harvey Friedman - Labor Studies, Howard Gadlin - Psychology, Sheldon Goldman -

Political Science, Patricia Greenfield - Sch. of Management, Robert Griffith - History, Jarice Hanson - Communications, Bob Haynes -

Trustee UMass, Sut Jhally - Communications, Helen Johnson - Soc. Thought & Pol. Economy, Arthur Keene - Anthropology,
John D. Kendall - David LaFond, Bruce Laurie - History, Dale Melcher - Labor Studies, Jerome Mileur - Political Science, Martin F. Norden
- Communications, Peter Park- Sociology, Ronald Pipkin - Legal Studies, Lisa Saunders - Economics, Catherine Schwichtenberg -

Communications, Robert A. Shanley - Political Science, Susan Parrish Sprowl - Communications, Ronald Story - History, Curt Stubbs -

Labor Studies, George Sulzner - Political Sceince, Michael Weiler - Communications, Robert P. Wolff - Philosophy, Nicholas Xenos -

Political Science, L.S. Zacharias - School of Management; UMass AFSCME LOCAL 1776, UMass Grad. Student Senate, UMass MSP -

Executive Board, Mass Teachers' Assoc.

* Departments listed for ID purposes only.
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ARTS/LIVING

Brown's "Perogative,"
Freeze's "World" and
Art's "Kiss" top singles
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Maxi Freeze "Wild World"
Following on the heals of UB40's reggae

remake "Red Red Wine", Maxi Freeze
have revamped this classic Cat Stevens'

tune and the result sounds hit-bound.

Disregarding the more serious tone of the

original version, Freeze has turned the

song into a rollicking, bouncy dance song
that works perfectly. The remake craze is

getting out of hand, but in this case we can
make an exception.

Phil Collins "Two Hearts
'

Instead of remaking a song, Collins has
tried to make a classic hit of his own. By
getting together with Lamont Dozier of

Motown's famous song writing team of

Dozier-Hollander-Dozier, Collins manages
a fair recreation of the Detroit sound. It

does have it's faults though. The overall ef-

fort sounds too modern and Collins' voice

just doesn't work with such light material.

Bobby Brown "It's My Perogative"
At last, dance music with depth. Follow-

ing up his smash hit, "Don't Be Cruel,

"

Brown has managed to avoid the ordinary
and turn out something extraordinary.
"Perogative" is all you'd expect from this

talented new-comer, the Cameo-style
vocals coupled with the underlying
message of freedom of choice and a frenzied

beat make this gem too appealing to pass
up.

Van Halen "Finish What You Started"

It's nice to hear from a heavy metal band
that doesn't judge their talent by how loud

thy can turn up their guitars, and Van
Halen is one of these few bands. The sparse

guitar of "Finish What You Started" gives

the song a slight country and western feel,

and even Sammy Hagar gives us a break
from his usual screeching vocals. Metal and
non-metal rock fans should enjoy this one.

Art of Noise w/ Tom Jones "Kiss"
It's 60's meet 80's in this unique rendi-

tion of Prince's 1986 hit. Tom Jones,
famous 60's love machine, has a voice well-

suited for techno-pop, and even sounds a bit

like Rick Astley as he churns out his part

playing front man for the innovative synth
band Art of Noise. When friends ask
"What's new pussy cat?" tell them Tom
Jones.

Basia "A New Day For You"
This Polish popster took America by

storm this summer with her breath-taking
single "Time an Tide" and she's going to

do it again. With her serene vocals, Basia
is more relaxing than valium, and much
more danceable too. Backed by an unrelen-
ting bossa nova beat, Basia gives us all

she's worth and the finished product is pure
bliss.

The Fat Boys "Louie Louie"
How many classic 60's songs can these

obese rapper ruin? These portly pests have
already destroyed some of your parent's

favorite tunes and "Louie Louie" easily

follows suit. Hoping to cash in on the new-
found fame of the song by the party-going

sect, the Fat Boys have added their own
touch of obnoxiousness and in the process

have massacred a work of art.

Midnight Oil "Dreamworld"
From down under comes the bald

political conscious with a beat. "Dream-
world" conquers the problem of shore-line

over development, a potentially boring

topic for a pop song, but not in the capable

hands of these talented performers. Lead
singer and politician Peter Garret has a

style all his own when it comes to vocaliza-

tion that works flawlessly against the hard

driving instrumentation of the rest of the

band making this single a dream to hear.

Cliff and Arrow provide
the remedy for UMass'
autumn blues Friday

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

It's that bewildering time of yec^r when
the foliage is disappearing and the

holidays are distant enough to make us
wonder what the hell there is to do for a

month in the cold New England tundra.

A Friday night reggae show was just the

shot in the arm the University of

Massachusetts needed. And Jimmy Cliff

was the right man for the job.

The Jamaican pulse of Cliff's band com-
bined with the stifling heat of the Student
Union Ballroom to achieve a soul-

cleansing tropical effect. Ifyou closed your
eyes, you could almost ignore the fact that

1,100 people were dripping together in the

same room.

Cliff, who has been recording for over

25 years, performed a variety of old and
new material for this Union FVogram
Council production. The crowd was par-

ticularly responsive to songs from his

1972 film soundtrack The Harder They
Come. The opening number, "Rivers of

Babylon," featured Cliff and several

members of his seven-piece band playing
bongos and congas.

Also from the film were an energetic

version of the reggae anthem "Johnny
Too Bad," "Sitting in Limbo" and "Many
Rivers To Cross," which he devoted to the

people of storm-battered Jamaica." The ti-

tle track, an ever-popular encore number,
was almost fast enough to be considered

ska.

In addition to "Many Rivers," Cliff

made several dedications in the course of

the two-hour set. "It's Time" was played

for jailed African National Congress

leader Nelson Mandela, whose cause
seems to have gone out of vogue now his

birthday is over.

Similarly, Cliff played "Keep Up The
Pressure" and "Reggae Down Babylon"
in reverence "to the freedom fighters in

South Africa." "Treat The Youth Right,

"

a self-evident dedication, had the heavy
echo and rhythmic play of '80s reggae.

"Nuclear War" was a "special message to

President Ronald Reagan and Mikhail
Gorbachev." Big surprise.

"I want you to know that I am not a

politician. I'm a musician with a mis-

sion," he said.

Of course. Cliffs latest album "Hang-
ing Fire" did not go unrecognized. The in-

spirational "Soar Like An Eagle" ended
in a percussive thunder.

The high point of the set, however, was
his cover of "Wild World." Cliff infused

his rasta soul into the Cat Stevens tune.

Arrow, an energetic singer from Mont-
serrat, opened for Cliff. The Latin flavor

of his songs "Long Time" and "Party
Mix" complimented Cliffs love-filled set.

Arrow's eight-man combo included two
horns for a shiny salsa sound. Having ar-

rived late, he was only able to perform
seven songs, but he did manage to per-

form a cover of "Hot, Hot, Hot," which Ar-

row dubbed "the national anthem of

soul."

For over six months, Cliff has been
engaged in the "Hanging Fire Tour;" Fri-

day night he showed no sign of losing

momentum. And although this lovefest

lasted only three hours. Cliff and Arrow
gave us strength to face November's
doldrums.

MHCandHampshire theater shows
The Mount Holyoke College dance

faculty is presenting 6 new works of

choreography for its annual Fall dance con-

cert Nov. 10-12. Featuring the work of

choreographers Jim Coleman, Karen Dear-

born, Terese Freedman and Jerry L. Bev-

ington, the program should provide a

stimulating evening of concert dance.

Shows begin at 8 p.m. on Nov. 10, 11, and
12 at Studio Theater, Kendall Hall Mount
Holyoke College. Seating is limited so

reservations are recommended. Call

538 2000, ext. 2848.

The Hampshire College Tlieater will pre-

sent Bertolt Brecht's The Resistible Rise of
Arturo Ui Nov. 9-12 and 16-20 in the

Mainstage Theater, Emily Dickinson Hall

at Hampshire College. All shows start at

8 p.m. Reservations can be made by call-

ing 549-4600, ext. 351 weekdays between
1 and 5 p.m. Tickets are $2.50 for Five Col-

lege students.

CMJ's mediocrity can 't mask Mudhoney 's genius
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

In case you didn't know (and why should you?) the Col-

lege Music Journalist Music Marathon is a big bash held

anually at the World Trade Center in the Big Apple,

where the hip and trendy gather to discuss the current

state of "alternative" music. In layman's terms this

basically means that a lot of black clad, though
noticeably hardly any actual black, A & R persons, col-

lege radio types and music hacks wax defecatory on a

subject with which they are about as familiar as I am
with Quantuum Mechanics. What follows is a "blow" by

"blow" account of this years proceedings held Oct. 27
— 29th; lovers of good music and small furry animals

may find some scenes disturbing.

THURSDAY; We're late; by the time we've registered

and donated the ultra-naffCMJ freebie bags to the Con-

tras, the day's events are nearly over, so at the request

ofWMUA program director Phil "Don't ask me, I'm the

stupid one" Straub, we take a well-earned coffee-break.

Soon we're up and running, so we mose along to a — I

don't know if I can say this in polite company —
"seminar" on "Promoting the New Artist." Unfortunate-

ly, WMUA music director Tony "DJ Caramel Norm"
Proccacino becomes severely distre.ssed, forcing us to

leave what, in the hands of life insurance salesmen, could

have been a fascinating and thought-provoking debate.

As luck would have it, we're just in time to see the fab-

bo groovy Australian Triffids make their "unofficial"

US debut; "unofficial" in this case meaning that the PA
system is about as good as a Fisher Price stereo. But it

doesn't stop the quality of David McComb's majestic

songs, including some gorgeous new country ballads,

come shining through. They finish up a short set with

a cover version of the Pet Shop Boys' classic, "Rent,"

whose refrain, "I love you, you pay my rent," aptly sums
up what this whole crapshoot is all about.

"What's next on the agenda?" Caramel asks the Stupid
One.

"Don't ask me! I'm the stupid one!"

The next stop is CBGB, to catch The Lazy Cowgirls
as they storm through an energetic set in typically ag-

gressive fashion. Perhaps it's because he has less reason
to own a comb than Phil Collins, that the lead singer
seems so incredibly angry all the time. Whatever the
reason. Caramel is impressed, but there's no time to hang
about, so we're outta here, down to the Knitting Factory
where we witness Columbus all-girl combo. Scrawl
throw the Muses out the window, and then ex-Swellmap,
Nikki Sudden "prattle and bum" his way to a free drink
and some very easy money. But the work of the dedicated

music hack is never done, so it's back to CBGB, and the
"Union Carbide" of America, Bullet Lavolta, who are
so good, it's scary, and I almost forget there's a psycho
rearranging tables not four feet from me.

continued on page 12

PINOCCHIO'S
RISTORANTE ITALIANO
Monday Night Football

Special
Large Cheese Pizza $5.50 pins tax

Tttes. & Wed. Special $5.50

MUST MENTION SPECIAL WHEN ORDERING
NO COUPON NECESSARY—NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON
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Former London street musicians The Cambridge Buskers bring their unique blend of
classical music to Bowker Auditorium this Wednesday. Call 545-2511 for tickets.

CMJ Marathon

Ski 5 days
pay just

$219

Non skiers

pay only

$129
UMASS SKI CLUB

QUEBEC
JANUARY 8-1

3

TRIP INCLUDES

5 NIGHTS LODGING-CLARENDON HOTEL
WALK TO EXTENSIVE NIGHTLIFE

PARTY AGE IS 18

SHOPS, RESTAURANTS

CROSS COUNTRY SKIERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT UMASS SKI CLUB, 430 STUDENT UNION

OR STOP BY THE SKI TABLE CCC TU-TH 545-3437

DON'T MISS OUT! SIGN UP NOW

continued from page 11

As we step out of the club, holding the shattered re-

mains of our brains, we all agree that it's been a great

opening night.

FRIDAY: We don't get into the convention until late

afternoon, so it's so long! to keynote speaker, Michelle
Shocked amongst other things. Zounds! What's to be

done?

"I know," says Caramel, "let's go record shopping!"

"Good call!" the Stupid One replies, and we're offdown
to Pier Platters for the next couple of hours, until

somebody mentions that Sonic Youth are playing at the

Ritz tonight, so never to be where the action is not, we
head for the club.

We arrive just in time to hear the last couple of

numbers ^rom the Laughing Hyenas, and it's enough
to make me wish I'd got here earlier. Next up are Die
Kreuzen, but their metallic noise is not as much fun as

their t-shirts. Finally the Sonics themselves take the

stage, and after a sluggish start they find the sound that

puts them several million light years ahead of the op-

position. When Lee, Kim and Thurston are up there, it's

like they're plugged into the national grid; all you can
do is tune in, turn on . . . and trip out. Brilliant stuff!

SATURDAY: It's the final day of the convention, so

just for a change, we get in early and go about the

business of pestering self-important "Music Bizz" types,

with WMUA playlists and bumper stickers, at one point

even hijacking the vacated EMI stand, which proves to

be a great help in peddling our wares, but as our chairs

are confiscated, and the scenery is lifted from behind us,

we decide it's time to head for the "Open House" forum,
where it is rumored several celebs will be rearing their

ugly visages. Sure enough, I brush shoulders with Steve
Mack from That Petrol Emotion on the way. Unfor-

tunately, the forum is only "open house" for severely

bloated egos and equally shrivelled up minds. It is decid-

ed to give this one a wide body-swerve.

Feeling the pangs of hunger, we take off to Maxwell's
for dinner. After eating, the Stupid One and myselfCD.
on free coffee and begin to display signs of potentially

violent behavior, but luckily recover in time for the

night's bill, beginning with grungy raaawk combo. Urge
Overkill, whose lead singer has a voice like a bad case
of constipation. Then the band we've been waiting to see

all weekend, the fabulous Mudhoney, proceed to blow
the roof off the building, buUdozering through instant

classics like "Touch Me, I'm Sick." After that, it's almost
impossible to appreciate the always difficult headlining
act, Live Skull, but the clarinet employed during one
of their numbers is a nice touch.

All in all, we're pretty happy with the bands we've seen
in these three short days; it's only a pity that the CMJ,
which is supposedly about alternative music, didn't
choose to promote the real 'alternative." I guess they're
just not "knowing."

Miles Washburn
Your next State Senator

Hampshire - Franklin

Counties

VOTE TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 8, 1988

UMass Graduate
1987 Degree in Economics

Let's Bring Politics Back to the People

A Strong Independent Voice for
Western Massachusetts
Paid for by the Committee to Elect Miles Washburn

Talk Talk says bye to pop
By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Spirit of Eden
Talk Talk
EMI/Manhattan Records

Mark HoUis, lead singer and songwriter
for Talk Talk, has been listening to too

many old Pink Floyd records. While Talk
Talk commenced its career as another one
of those endless stream of synth-pop bands
of the early 1980's, they have certainly

come a long way since then. Spirit ofEden,
their fourth record, sounds like something
that has fallen through a time warp from
the 60's. There are no synths, drum
machines, samplers, sequencers or any of

that ilk here - but for all the technical

simplicity, the sound is far from ordinary.

Using organs as their only keyboards, plus

lots of orchestral instruments, they
manage to create a rich, moody sound.

The first track, titled The Rainbow, opens
with an atmospheric, dreamy sound, much
like the opening of Floyd's Wish You Were
Here, only Talk Talk uses organs and wood-
winds, instead of synthesizers. Once the
song gets underway, it has a relaxed, jaz-

zy feel to it. The same holds true for the
rest of the album. Don't expect anything
here to get you on your feet and dancing.
This is definitely music to mellow out by.

Although by and large the record is relax-

ing, there are a few moments when the laid

back groove is suddenly broken and the

band really rocks out. Usually, they slip

right back into quiet mode. This use of

dynamics is great, and makes a welcome
change from the usual pop concept of tak-

ing one volume level and staying with it

for the whole song. The continuity between
songs (no breaks), maintained with smooth
instrumental passages is also a nice effect.

Unfortunately, in every Eden there is

always a serpent. My major complaint with
Spirit of Eden is that it sounds like the
band is trying too hard. Instead of flowing,

some of the atmospheric bits sound forced.

While the beginning is quite good, side two
drags a bit, and the quiet instrumental
bridges between tracks don't work as well

as they do on the first side.

The lyrics are a major hindrance as well.

For one thing, Hollis sings them in a way
almost totally incomprehensible without
the aid of the lyrics sheet (thoughtfully pro-

vided). Once you know what the words are,

however, it doesn't seem worth the effort

since they don't make a whole lot of sense,

and they seem singularly pretentious at

times. Still, the record's strengths over-

shadow these few complaints, and it is cer-

tainly refreshing to see a band once mired
in typical pop trying a much bolder, ex-

perimental tack.

As a footnote, this album is great on com-
pact disc due to the large amount of quiet

passages and the continuous nature of the

work. If you're looking for a decent "late

night" record, this one will fit the bill quite

adequately.

"The Force of Attraction between two bodies depends simply on the distangle

from each other," by Terri Schatz is one painting on display at the Hampden
Gallery's exhibit Altered Images running Nov. 8 through 29. Gallery hours 3 to

7 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2 to 5 p.m. Sundays.

AMERICAN

GreatAmerican r^s^

SMOKEOUT
^*??;!}

TAKE
A BREATHER...

Join the Great American Smokeout

on Thursday, November 17. i

Millions of Smokers across the

country will take a break and try

not to smoke for 24 hours. How
about you? Or, if you don't

smoke, adopt a smoker for the

day and promise to help that

friend get through the day

without a cigarette!

••••*•••••••••*******
{THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1988!t

The University of

Massachusetts Great

American Smokeout
IS being coordinated

and sponsored by the

Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)

the Peer Health Promotion Program

and the Health Education Division

University Health Services,

.

UMass/Amherst ^i9-2fi71. xl81.

:Come to the Campus Center

• Concourse for Smokeout

: Survival Kits and
• other information

: November 14-17

Four-time grammy winner Queen Ida and the Bon Temps Zydeco Band
play the Iron Horse tonight at 7 and 10 p.m.

UMASS SKI CLUB
MANDATORY MEETING
Wednesday, November 9, 1988

r

The Great Ski Snatch
November 17-19, 1988

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
#

• Benefits & Lots of Fun-Don't miss out!

• Great chance to meet ^ work with people

Come to our information & sign-up meeting:

4:00 p.m. 163 CC
7:00 p.m. Hampden Dining Commons
(members and non-members welcome)
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Police call abortion rally peaceful

Same Bat
Channel

Satifles all your
Comic BooK needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

586-8775
Hampshire Mall, Rt. 9

Hadley, MA

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE, R.I. -Anti abortion and pro-choice ac-

tivists turned out Saturday for the second time in as many
weeks in what police termed a "peaceful" event in front

of the Women and Infants Hospital in Providence.

Providence police said this week's protest was minor in

comparison to last Saturday's surjirise blockade of the

Women's Surgical-GYN Services clinic in the city.

Last week, more than 400 anti-abortionists from the

militant organization. Operation Rescue, blockaded the

clinic, resulting in more than 200 arrests.

Lieutenant Ronald Urso said 20 policemen were dispat-

ched for this week's demonstration to contain more than

60 protesters, who were holding signs and marching in

front of the clinic from 7 a.m. until noon.

"The demonstration was both pro-choice and anti-

abortion," Urso said, adding that several members of

Operation Rescue were known to have attended.

But, he said, the majority of the protesters were abor-

tion advocates waging a pro-choice demonstration.

Urso said it is unknown whether the protesters will

return to the city for a third attempt, but confirmed that

investigations and planning to deter future blockades will

ensue this week.

Dukakis fan travels state in wheelchair
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

When Guy Wallace and David Counts passed through

campus last week, not many people took notice, yet they

were not typical of Campus Center Hotel guests.

The 22-year-old Brookline residents are traveling Route

9 across the state — Wallace in a wheelchair and Counts

on foot — to raise voter consciousness and support

Presidential candidate Michael Dukakis. Counts said

Wallace is a "quadriplegic with some use of his hands and

his upper torso."

The two Democrats began their trek in New Lebanon,

N.Y., last Wednesday. Counts said they planned to travel

about ,30 miles each day, finishing today at the State

House in Boston. They spent Thursday night in the Cam-
pus Center Hotel and departed Friday at 8:30 a.m. from

Wtord processing made simple.

Word processing made simpier.
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Talk about manual labor. The only

thing more complicated than most word

processors is their instruction manuals.

You can wade through hundreds of

pages of "user interfaces" and "output

fonts" or try something far simpler: The

Smith Corona PWP 3 Personal Word

Processor.

Using PWP 3 is truly an exercise in

simplicity. Our easy-to-follow Tutorial

DataDisk teaches you that moving blocks

of text is a snap, deleting words is a

cinch and inserting words is effortless.

In fact, PWP 3 is so incredibly simple

to use, you can pick it up in practically

no time.

That way, you can spend more

of your time writing. And less of

your time reading about writing.

SIN^ITH
CORONIV

TOMORROWS leCHNOLOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH

h.r more infofmalK.n cm this pr.Hlucl. write to Smith Cnma Corporation, ftf) I>.husI Awnue Ne* e anaai, t

Smith Lorona (Canada Lid i. MOTapsioll Koad. SiarborouRh. Ontario, Canada MIB W^

the Amherst Chamber of Commerce. They expected to

spend Friday night in Brookfield, Saturday night in

Worcester and last night in Hopkinton, Counts said. To-

day they plan to take the Boston Marathon route to the

State House.

The two friends attended Brookline High School

together and received their undergraduate degrees last

May, Wallace from Harvard and Counts from Yale.

Wallace said they are being accompanied by an escort

vehicle which is carrying their luggage and tools for the

wheelchair, but no first aid equipment. "I guess we should

have thought of that before," he said.

Wallace said it was snowing about six miles west of Pitt-

sfield on Wednesday, but the weather improved Thursday.

Although he said Gov. Dukakis does not know about

their efforts. Counts said he expects "some higher-ups"

in Boston to be at the State House today.

^L ^B BuaiiMM AiMCi«M«, Inc. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• l.HTTERS
• THESIS
• DISSER TATIGNS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

YOU CAN LEAVE
HOME WITH US!!!

TKe National Student Exchange program

gives you the

opportunity to study,,

meet new people, ^t

and Kave fun in

schools tKrougK-

out tKe United

States. If you're

adventuresome and

)King for a change ofloot

academic scenery, come to an NSE
infiormation session

November NSE information Sessions:

Nov. I, 1988

Nov. 7, 1988

Nov. 14, 1988

Nov. 17, 1988

Nov. 29. 1988

Rm. 165/69 CC
,,

Rm. 604/08 CC '^'' ^7'°"^

Rm. 165/69 CC , "^^r"
Rm. 165/69 CC ^^00-5:00pm

Rm. 904/06 CC
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Coyotes hunted more
as numbers increase
BELCHERTOWN (AP) - Human howls fill the night

in the woods of New England, where hunters and
naturalists are on the prowl for the coyote, which is

rapidly replacing man and dog as the chief predator of
deer.

In recent years, the rarely seen coyote has grown in

such numbers that Massachusetts has started a hunting
season and Maine hunters are worried there soon may
be more coyotes than deer. Sheep farmers in Maine say
the animal is driving some out of business.

But conservationists say reports ofcoyote kills are ex-

aggerated and that the animal is doing some good.

"When you look at the vast majority of coyotes in the

state, they are providing a degree of the balance and
diversity in the wildlife community and in the

ecosystem," said Paul Lyons, a wildlife biologist for

Massachusetts' Metropolitan District Commission. "The
more diverse the community, the better it is for

everybody."

Lyons is one of the naturalists who howl at night in

the huge Quabbin Reservoir in western Massachusetts.
The naturalists hope the animal will howl back. From
the howls, they say they can learn"where the animals
hunt and live.

One thing the naturalists have learned is the coyotes

have driven domestic dogs from the reservoir. The dogs

had been a predator of the deer.

Massachusetts has an estimated 1,000 coyotes; Maine

has at least 16,000, officials said.

The coyote is among the most intelligent of wild

animals, say those who track it. Related to the wolf, the

eastern coyote is the size of a small German shepherd
with a fox-like head, bushy tail and gray-black coat. It

averages four feet long from nose to tail tip and weighs
about 40 pounds.

The western coyote migrated east in the 1930s,

breeding with the Algonquin wolf along the way and
evolving into a larger species.

Since 1980, Massachusetts officials have confirmed 28

coyote attacks on lambs and other small livestock. All

but three of the 75 deer carcasses found last winter at

the Quabbin reservoir were killed by coyotes, naturalists

said.

Massachusetts started coyote hunting in 1981 after a

handful of farmers claimed coyotes had killed newborn

calves. Since then, hunters have killed 20 to 40 coyotes

yearly in Massachusetts, officials said.

The Massachusetts Audubon Society opposed coyote

hunting, saying there was insufficient evidence the

animals seriously threatened ecological stability. A
coyote protection bill failed in the Legislature in 1981,

and the farmers prevailed.

Richard Turner, southwestern wildlife district game
manager for Massachusetts, said coyotes may even be
a help, since they eat animals killed by cars or other
causes and keep such pests as rabbits and field mice
under control.

Maine hunters and sheep farmers, however, call them
a menace. Unofficial estimates of the number of Maine
deer killed by coyotes range from 3,000 to 15,000 year-

ly. Officials have no estimates on sheep killed.

Maine has never banned coyote hunting, and officials

said at least 1,600 coyotes are killed by hunters and
farmers annually.

One pro-hunting group, the Maine Coyote Control

Association, has offered a $25 reward for each dead

coyote during hunting season, which runs most of the

winter.

"I'd poison them if I could," said Connie Skov, a Maine
sheep farmer who said has lost nearly a dozen sheep to

coyotes. "They are just no good."

She said coyote attacks have helped drive eight small

sheep fsirms out ofbusiness in Waldoboro, 80 miles north

of Portland.

Thousands gather to pay respects
to dead police cadet in PittsHeld
By The Associated Press

PITTSFIELD - Police from up and dovm the Northeast
have gathered here to pay their respects to a cadet who
died 44 days afta* collapsing on a running track at a police

academy.
Timothy Shepard, 25, was one of 16 cadets hospitalized

in the first week of training at the state-run academy in

Agawam. The epidemic of exhaustion and dehydration

among the class of50 cadets prompted at least three state

probes and resulted in the resignation of the head of the

state's police training program.
More than 100 people turned out for Shepard's wake

Saturday night. Another 2,000 reportedly were headed
to attend today's funeral at St. Joseph's Church and
Cemetery. Among them were most of Pittsfield's 86 of-

ficers, 40 officers from nearby Springfield, troopers in six

State Police cruisers and the 46 cadets still training at

Agawam.
Pittsfield Police Lt. Gerald Lee sjud 50 police depart-

ments from New£ngland and New York sent their color

guards.

Also planning to attend were Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy,
Public Secretary Charles V. Barry and newly named in-

terim director of police training Peter W. Agnes, Lee said.

He said the Pittsfield department's teletype machine has

received messages of condolence from all over the Nor-

theast and even Delaware.
Lee called Shepard's sudden turn for the worst last week

"a shocking change."

The cadet had emerged from a coma and was slowly

recovering - even writing his wife, Holly, "I made it,"

although he was too weak to breathe or speak on his own
- when he fell unconscious again Oct. 31 and was rushed

into emergency surgery to remove a blood clot on his

brain.

He never regauned consciousness. He was pronounced .

dead at 11 p.m. Wednesday. An autopsy on Friday tn-

dicated that he died from infections that set in because
of his weakened condition firom training and a liver

transplant.

Shepard had collapsed from heat stroke September 19
at the end of the grueling first day of training. Other
cadets reported that they were put through a strenuous
regimen for hours on juat a few cups of water.
The last Pittsfield officer to die in the line of duty was

killed at the turn of the century while pushing a woman
and her child to safety off" the tr8u:ks of an oncoming train.

"There's always the chance that you might lose

somebody on duty, but you never anticipate that you'd
lose them in training," said Lee, who said the mood in

the department was anger and sorrow.

Shepard's death will be the subject ofan inquest to deter-

mine whether criminad charges should be brought against
the state troopers in charge of training.

George Bregianes, presiding justice of Springfield
District Coiul, said the inquest will begin at the end of

the month. He said state Attorney General James Shan-
non cautioned it should take "a considerable amount of
time."

"They intend, obviously, to introduce many, many
witnesses," he said.

Five days before Shepard died. Shannon released the
results of a month-long investigation into the illnesses.

The investigation found a "massive failure" of the system
that led to abusive training.

The first move of the new training director last week
was to rescind the so-called modified stress programs
believed partly responsible for the illnesses.

The two troopers in charge of training were transfer-

red from the academy in September at their request.

voting places
continued from page 3

• Sylvan and Northeast Residential Areas, some of

North Pleasant Street and surrounding areas (Precinct

3) vote at the Immanuel Lutheran Church Lounge, 867

North Pleasant St.

• Part of Southwest Residential Area and surrounding

areas (Precinct 4) vote at the Bangs Community Center

on Kellogg Avenue.
• Amherst College and areas surrounding South Plea-

sant Street in the center oftown (Precinct 5) vote at Bangs

Community Center on Kellogg Avenue.
• Belchertown Road, (Route 9) including Swiss Village,

Rolling Green, and Colonial Village apartment complexes

vote at the Fort River School on South East Street.

• Southwood and Brittany Msmor apartment complexes

and surrounding areas (Precinct 7) vote at the Crocker

Farm School on Route 116.

• Hampshire College, Bay Road and surrounding areas

(Precinct 8) vote at Munson Memorial Library on South

East Street.

• Voters residing in the center of town east of North

Pleasant Street (Precinct 9) vote at the Wildwood School

on Strong Street.

• Most of Southwest, Fearing Street and voters residing

in this area (Precinct 10) vote at the Bangs Community
Center on Kellogg Avenue.

"PERVERSELY FASCINATING" "PROVOCATIVE'

A HKOL/^^ XO to FILM

Twr/<29
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2 showtnga TKM ft 9:00 In ttM center of Amhtrat

Adults ta.SO ChlMren « Senior CHIzens 12.00

AMITY ST. 253-5426

r winner of 60 international awards

Dr.Strai>4elovc
OR HOW I

LEARNED TO
STOP
WORRYING
AND LOVE
THE
BOMB.
DIRECTED BY

Stanley
Kubrick

".
. . outrageous, daring,

inventive, devilish,

macabre and scintillating

conjedy."
-SAlURDAf REVlCW

Date: Monday Nov
Admission: $2MOVIE 7th

Starring

Peter Sellers

and

George C.Scott

Time: 7, 9 & 11 p.m.
Location: S.U.B.

TONIGHT!

DR. RUTH

TICKETS ON SALE AT DOOR
$5.00

Campus Center Auditorium
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Jones, Waitz
capture N.Y.

.

marathon titles
NEW YORK (AP) - Steve Jones of Wales won the New

York City Marathon yesterday, redeeming himself after

three years of sub-par marathons, and Crete Wait/ of Nor-

way led all the way in becoming the fastest women's

finisher for a record ninth time.

Jones, 33, in his New York marathon debut, took the

lead near the 12.4-mile mark, was caught briefly at 15

miles by Salvatore Bettiol of Italy, then moments later

took command, completing the 26-mile 385-yard course

in 2 hours, 8 minutes, 20 seconds.

It was the second fastest New York City Marathon ever

run, only seven seconds behind the course record set of

2:08:13 by Alberto Salazar in 1981. Salazar's time was

not an American record, however, because the course was

43 yards short.

Bettiol was second in 2:11:41.

Waitz, 35, who never has lost a New York City

Marathon that she's finished, was clocked in 2:28:06 in

beating 1984 Olympic gold medalist Joan Benoit

Samuelson.
Samuelson, running her first marathon in three years,

suffered her first defeat at the distance since finishing

thirdin the 1981 Boston Marathon.

She was, however, beset by two mishaps on the course.

Near the 11-mile mark, she and Laura Fogli of Italy col-

lided and nearly went down.

Then, at the 21 mile point, Samuelson was knocked

down by a volunteer who came out onto the course with

a cup of water. She was quickly helped up by a male run

ner and got back into the race, finishing third behind

Fogli.

Fogli finished in 2:31:26 and Samuelson in 2:32:40.

In addition, Samuelson stopped briefly past the 13-mile

mark because of apparent leg cramps. After a very brief

rest, she again got back into the race.

Jones ran what then was the world's best time of 2:08:05

in 1984 in the Chicago Marathon, then won Chicago again

in 1985 in 2:07:13, then the second fastest time ever and

now No.4 on the all-time list.

The fastest entrant in the field of 23.478 - largest ever

for the marathon — Jones was well prepared to face a

tough international field that included Ireland's John

Treacy, 1984 Olympic silver medalist; Ethiopian Wodajo

Bulti, the fastest first-time marathoner ever; Mark
Nenow, the American record-holder at 10,000 making his

marathon debut, and Tanzanian Gidamis Shahanga, 1978

Commonwealth Games champion.

Bettiol, who collapsed near the 22 mile mark because

of apparent hamstring problems, got up and courageous-

ly continued to finish second. He was followed by Treacy

at 2:13:18 and Shahanga at 2:13:50.

Waitz, avenging her second place finish to Samuelson

in the Los Angeles Olympics, also made up for a poor

showing in this year's Olympics when she was forced to

drop out between 18 and 19 miles.

Navratilova gets.Slim championship win
Martina Navratilova was push- dayl. But now I feel able to beat her. I was playing men-

tally better [yesterday]."

Zvereva lost to Navratilova for the fourth time in six

career meetings. She has dropped all three meetings in

tournament finals, including the Virginia Slims of

WORCESTER (AP)

ed to the limits yesterday by young Soviet Natalia

Zvereva before rallying to win the $300,000 New
England Virginia Slims Championship.

The 32-year-old Navratilova took her 137th career

singles title and prevented the 17 year-old Russian from Chicago in 1987 and at Eastbourne earlier this year

capturing her first tour event with a 6-7 (4-7), 6-4, 6-3

victory.
Navratilova finally settled it by winning four straight

games, the finale when she broke Zvereva at 15 after

crashing into the press table and objecting several times

to line calls. Zvereva had gotten to the finals by knock-

ing out second-seeded Chris Evert in straight sets

Saturday.
, ,„

"That s one of the best matches I ve ever been part of,

Navratilova said after fighting from behind in three sets

that lasted 52, 45 and 42 minutes.

"I knew I could beat her." Zvereva said. "That was not

my best day. I was surpri.sed I wasn't so fired from [Satur

"She's a little younger than I am, she has more room

for improvement, but not too much," Navratilova said.

Navratilova jumped to a quick 2-0 lead in the first set,

but Zvereva fought back to force the tie-breaker and led

most of the way while capturing the first set.

Navratilova snapped back from the tie-break loss by

winning four straight games. But Zvereva, called several

times for foot faults, rallied from behind to trail 4-5 after

a series of service breaks.

Navratilova, who won the tournament for the fourth

time, trailed briefly by a game in the third before runn-

ing off her winning string.

AP pho«o

Crete Waitz Oeft) and Steve Jones on the vic-

tory stand after each winning their respective

races in the New York City Marathon
yesterday.

Auto
Glass
Ccnteir

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

nOWSwndtftendM • S49-2M0

No. AlMWfSi

DONT WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

179
229
259

round Ini,

CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Tuts nol included
4/10 Work-Study Abroad.
Language Courses. Inll Studtnt
ID Youth Hostal Pmms
eURAIL Pmms laauad on tha tpotf

caH tor tha FUBC C/Ef Studant
Traral Catalog!

473-256-126r
AMHCNST

, , , ZA Sa PUMMl.St.^
Amhani. MA 01002

Charlie'?
1 Pray St.. Amherst—549-5403 • Open II a.m.

• 7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out •

Pool Table, Video Games, Juke Box, 3 Color TVs
Most Bar Seals In Town

Kitchen Open till Midnight

MONDAY NIGHT 10<P MOZZERELLA STICK!

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
TUESDAY NIGHT 10$ CHICKEN WINGS

SEX ON THE BEACH $1.75

Drink of the Week
GRIZZLEY

Beer of the Month
mm

Also Serving Homestyle Lunches and Dinners

MiiiliH

THIS WEEK: Meat Tortellini. Baked Ham, Turkey
much more'*

TiiiMiiir:iiiiwi»iiiiiWi

[fl:llJ^li]

and

4.00

10th Anniversary 1978 - 1988
Good Food & Drink

i— .
»

/
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

"Yeah. Sylvia ... my set loo . . . and in the middle of
'Laverne and Shirley.'

"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

i/u")
ANOTHER ONB OF

-^^ \ aePRooM. ™-

GcORf^- coyvis'ws HIS jour.

irS NEARLY 5MPTy, TH0U6H.
t'iANa's HANPLBPs yiwe
HBR SdNP BACK MOST OF
TH£.aOTheS5Ha90RROueP

iiiij^jjaacioQa

i-H

^^^^^PERSONALLY,
I THINK SH£ MAS
eNT!Tl£C>TOTh£M.
MOMMYS BedN SUCH
AN INSPIRATION TO
THIS COUNTRY!

V-

mm
"' •' '' ri T

MITH TH5 suns, NO. NO,
THATOJMeS TO I'M JUST
*ll 753. UJIU- BORROUJ-
ThlS BB CASH? ING THBM.

I /

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

VCIL WkD, yJE'RE R\QWT OWN
TO TME WIRE, AND TVE PCUS

SM 100 VWt
8E DAD HERE
MIOCW VOKGER.

n SEEMS 1O0RE -i\)S^ KOT

l\\CEA8VE tNOllQH. THOSE

FOILED OOWIHUE TO FIHO

100 A. COLO P\SH.

»r loj yJ^NT s:iMt AOv\cE,

ID SVJGGEST ^0 Do 9CMt
"WING tXTT?AORDlHA<i\Ll

l\fc£ABLE IN TME NEXT

\

MEISK»^

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

MV BUPCV CA06^ H6Re
HA5 cALCJuArep 10

W!fWlN 3 INCHe5

GOING 10 FALU.''..

ITS G0>MO 1D

LANP R16Hr HtRe
IN FRONT OF

iMe 6eRK5HiRe rc..'/

>aer

wmr -me nwr
5N0WFUKF,
1A5TE5 LIKE'''..

T-rr m
im 'h

The stupid neither forgive nor forget; the naive forgive

and forget; the wise forgive hut do not forget.

-^THOMAS SZASZ

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACiK>SS
1 vatdt equine

6 Cummerbund
10 Bog
14 Distinct style

15 Loathe

16 Hindustani

Mnvative
17 EltMoptan

nomad
18 Utiarad

19 Matures

20L«a
22 Indulgent

24 Ad|0«ning

25 Latar

26 MalK)ning

30 Soda sipper

34 Plug

35 Identical

36 Expunge
37 Conception

39 Broadway
specialty

41 Word wm tide

or log

42 House tlnc^

44 Pralar or retei

toNowar

46 Sorrowful

47 Plunders

46 Vestal virgin.

eg
SO OitieKo s aide

52 Passport entry

53 Dattodil s

couam
56 Return to

former speed
m music

59 — Ben Adhem
60 Brook

62 Ruth s

moKMr-m-law
64 Gnmace
65 In oM Rome

604
66 Thump
67 Stoop
MGoUar

BalMsteros

69 Eldntch

DOWN
1 It precedes zag
2 Outcti cfiease

3 Peevishness

4 Choraographer

5 1984 Oscai
winner

6 8 p m on
Broadway

7 Rhine tributary

8 Hogan s

Heroes locale

9 — 0( Troy

10 In a fanciful

manr>er

11 Persist

12 fiiear East gulf

13 Squall

21 Bovine-drawn
dray

23 Proboscis

26 Sturdy fabric

27 One ol the

media

28 Gland
Comb form

29 Absolutely not

31 Employ again

32 Much put-upon
Titan

33 Dandelions, tor

example
36 Trickery

38 Painted m a

special way
40 WhelK or

conch
43 Brother to

Jacob
45 Gist

48 Gendarmes
49 Taco s

relative

51 Hams in

53 Doorpost
54 Woodwind
55 Verb s

clause-

mate
57 Stream
58 Home ot the

Haw«(S

61 UNmann
63ET0

commander

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

inanra nnranm nncin
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sTf AlTll R nn nniiBn

anas maaa
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a
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A lmTeI
f Ail GTE" R katI

G0<IT A NIA 1 Lis A C E

nnn ciiiiiciii nnnni
lOIEIOHMIAIS'SHL E ANTOn INIEHH I 1
A 1 IAN pm^' N 1 ITJLLRI
P R « G^ E|oro N E S F EElir

9t¥'• N A E R 1 RL 1
E

«W«Jn| C MiE S $ R AlYlSl

11/7/M

n Hit Bn
n Hn Hn

""!P ^ ™I^H

riMS 1«% \nc«l«\ Umf\ Svii4Kal« 11/7/M

Menu
Lunch Basics Loach

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Bacon-Onion Quiche

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Breaded Veal Pattie

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Boursin and Sprout
Sandwich

Basics Dinner

Eggplant Parmigiana

Vegetable Hot Pot

/^
Weather

Today: Cloudy. 40 percent chance of rain.

High in the mid 50s
Toalffcl: Cloudy and cool low, near 40.

TMBorrow: Partly sunny, high 50-55.

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Matt Gerke
Copy Edhor Yana Dlugy
Layout Technician Florencio Terra

Photo Technician Andrew Rist

Production Snpcrvlsor Rob Levine
Production Nicole, Tricia, Liane. Mike, Kim,
and a caution to be-Ware of Matt tonight.

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

JL^ ^Tn^&n- -^>^^ M^ Vj^'/%jiU»^.
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r
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Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Percira

Btfflor la Cklef

Rick Sanson

Managing Bdttor

Robert CiappenncIU
BwsiiMU Manager

David R. Mark
EdHorlal Edhor

Marc Inflctd

Prodvctioa Maaafer

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappcnclli

Business Manager

Daniel Mtmroe
Finance Manager

Todd Frahbcis

Circalaliofl Manager

Barbra Hlndln
Advertising Manager

Debra Bolzenhart

Advertising Manager

Mary Httygcns

S«hKrii>tlons Manager

-"'•' ^ ' ii ,

« A • %'*'A*a»«»«'.» »».•;*«»<.
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Stephens, Patriots 'squish the fish' again, 21-10
FOXBORO (AP) - John Stephens, the young leader of

New England's rushing revival, ran the Miami Dolphins

out of a town they don't mind leaving.

The Patriots' first-round draft choice broke the 100-yard

rushing barrier for the third straight game as he ran for

104 yards and one touchdown to lead them to a 21-10 NFL
victory yesterday.

"He's just a very talented player," New England

quarterback Doug Flutie said of the rookie from Nor

thwestern (La.) State. "He's done a great job of setting

up blocks the last couple of weeks."

The Patriots survived a Dan Marino-led comeback for

their 11th victory over Miami in their last 13 meetings

in Foxboro.

"It was a real disappointment, " Dolphins' coach Don

Shula said. "This was a time, coming to New England,

when we thought we could get it done. I felt we were

ready."

Stephens, who rushed for 134 yards two weeks ago and

124 a week ago, scored on a 13-yard run as the Patriots

took a 21-3 lead 7:16 into the third quarter. His running

also set up their first touchdown, a 1 yard burst by Bob

Ferryman that opened the scoring with 1:38 gone in the

second period.

The last time a Patriot had three consecutive 100-yard

rushing games was in 1976 when Don Calhoun topped

that total in four straight games. Until Stephens' streak,

New England didn't have a 100-yard rusher in 35 con-

secutive non-strike games.

"It's the ideal situation," Flutie said. "I'm able to stay

back there and hand the ball off and then throw when I

have to. The offense is simple, but the line's getting off

the ball
"

The AFC East rivals, both fighting to stay in playoff

AP photo

Patriot running back John Stephens celebrates a touchdown in yesterday's 21-10 win over Miami
at Sullivan Stadium.

contention, are 5-5 after the Patriots' sixth consecutive

victory over Miami. The Dolphins had won four of their

previous five games and New England two of its previous

three.

"We're playing the way we're capable of playing now,"

said New England free safety Fred Marion, who had one

of New England's two interceptions.

'They're riding the wave," Miami linebacker Rick Graf

said. "They don't run a lot of plays but they execute

them."
"We're 0-4 in the AFC East, " Shula said. "That's as bad

as you can get."

Marino, who directs the NFL's top passing attack,

brought Miami back to within 2110 on a 20-yard

touchdown pass to rookie Farrell Edmunds with 30

seconds left in the third quarter.

Marino's passing later took the Dolphins to the New
England 6-yard line, but Roland James' i'lterception in

the end zone ended the threat with 2:5' emaining in the

game.
"Instead of us making the play, they did." Shu. a said.

"You can't do too much to hold him (Marino) down,"

James said. "You have to prevent him from making the

big plays."

Marino's 14-yard completion to Jim Jensen on Miami's

next series got the ball to the New England 4, but time

ran out before the Dolphins could call another play.

Marino completed 29 of 51 passes for 359 yards. Jensen's

12 receptions broke a single-game Miami record of 10 set

by Duriel Harris in 1979.

New England led 14-3 at halftime after Flutie's 1-yard

touchdown pass to Irving Fryar 19 seconds before inter-

mission. The 79-yard drive was helped by Miami penalties

for running into the punter and pass interference.

The Dolphins' first-half points came on a 51-yard field

goal by ex-Patriot Tony Franklin that had cut the lead

to 7-3 with 3:13 left in the first half.

On the series leading to Ferryman's and Stephens'

touchdowns, the Patriots stayed entirely on the ground.

Of the 23 total plays on those two series, Stephens ran

15 times for 75 of the 120 yards.

The Patriots rushed for a season-high 203 yards on 44

carries, 25 of them by Stephens.

On the first touchdown drive, he ran eight times for 34

yards. His 3 yard run got the ball to the 1 and Ferryman,

who carried the ball on the other four plays, scored on the

next play.

On New England's last touchdown drive, Stephens ran

seven times for 41 yards against the NFL's 24th-ranked

defense and swept left end for the score.

Throwing sparingly as he had in the previous two

games, Flutie completed 7 of 14 passes for 74 yards and

threw only four times in the second half.

i)i\ i.sios or c()\ 11 \ I I \(. ini c \ri()\

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

TIMEOUT
Where The
Action Is!

t Monday Night Football t

FREE HOT DOQS

; CLEVELAND BROWNS VS. HOUSTON OILERS t

Coors & Coors Light $1 .25

"^ You deserve some Time Out ^^

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration—
November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodeti Building,

or call 545 2414.

Chic Cuts

perms, ooajQ.^e^siona\

VV»9WV9Wm9

IAan\cure

• fac\a\s

Expires 11/15/88

,'e offer a 100% money hack

guarantee on all of our hair care products

•Redken •Nexus •Paul Mitcnell

make ymir fashkm st^ttonwnl
: J

Styles By Deborah
.65Unlverslty Dr.,Amherst.

.549-5610.

I
I
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football tops Richmond
continued from page 20

In the third quarter, Richmond capitaliz-

ed on a pair of Minuteman fumbles to take

a 16-13 lead as the final period began.

The Minutemen's second touchdown had

come on a 1-yard touchdown run by Steve

Olson. A two-point conversion attempt fell

incomplete.

After Smellie's 2-y£u-d nm made the score

20-16, the Spiders were driving late in the

game when Neuhoff went out with a

concussion.

"If Austin stays in the game, I believe we
win," said Richmond coach Dal Shealy.

Neuhoff left the game with 101 yards

rushing, a career high.

Richmond's final three drives ended in

turnovers, with Silvio Bonvini drilling field

goals of 44 and 28 yards to finalize the

score.

For Bonvini, whose missed extra point

was the difference in last year's loss to

Richmond, the win was welcome.

"I can't emphasize enough how crappy I

felt after last year's game," Bonvini said.

"It was real sweet to come down here and
take care of things."

Reid said Shealy did the best coaching job

against the UMass defense all year, but the

Minutemen didn't let it get them down.

"I've got to credit our guys with never

quitting," Reid said. "When you're getting

beat offensively you need to wait on the

sidelines for a mistake. We needed those

turnovers."

Shealy, whose Spiders dropped their

third straight, said his team had one of its

better days in terms of all-around effort and

it was disappointing that the scoreboard

did not reflect it.

UR tailback Erwin Matthews, who scored

six touchdowns against UMass last year,

is out for the seaison wih a knee injury. His

replacement was sophopmore Eric Hopkins

( 15 carries for 64 yards), who Reid describ-

ed as a great player lacking only

experience.

For UMass, Smellie finished with 11 car-

ries for 116 yards and Jim Pastorick car-

ried 14 timed for 83 yards.

Palazzi was 4-for-8 for 38 yards and a

touchdown, and added 47 yards rushing.

Collegian staff member Matt Gerke con-

tributed to this story.

volleyball at Hofstra

CoUegiaB photo by Andrew RiM

Sue Cooper Geft) and the Minutewomen will face the University
of Wisconsin-Madison next Sunday in an NCAA quarterfinal round
game at Boyden Field.

I women 's soccer gets Wisconsin
continued from page 20

"I expect them to come here running and

gunning," Rudy said. "They're a blue-

collau- team, they work hard and pressurize

all over the field."

UMass has met Wisconsin just one other

time. The Badgers visited Boyden last fall,

with the Minutewomen finishing their

regular season with a 3-1 win.

In other playoff games this weekend,

Gporne Mason knocked off William and

Mary on Saturday, 1-0, for the right to play

North Carolina State in the quarterfinals.

The University ofCentral Florida will bat-

tle top-ranked University of North

Carolina on Sunday after beating the

University of Virginia, 2^ yesterday.

In the other quarterfinal next weekend,

Colorado College will host the University

of California-Berkeley, which beat St.

Mary's (Calif) yesterday, 2-0.

continued from page 20

'They weren't going to let us take advan-

tage of them. We really didn't play defense

and our hitting wasn't that good. We
weren't hitting the points when we need-

ed them," Olsen said.

In Saturday's first match, UMass met a

buzzsaw in Hofstra University. The Flying

Duchesses are one of the top teams in the

East with a 29-5 record. The Minutewomen
trailed in every game but usually came
back in the end to fall only just shy.

In the first game UMass could get no

closer than 5-10 and again the "errors"

were present, according to Olsen.

"We were real slow. There was a poor

transition from offense to defense," she

said.

The second game was the heartbreaker

for UMass. Again the Minutewomen spot-

ted their opponent the lead (although not

intentially) at 0-4. UMass tied the game at

4-4 and even led the Duchesses at 12-9. But

the rug got pulled out from beneath them.

Hofstra took six of the next seven points

for the 2-0 match lead.

"We made a couple of mistakes and they

took advantage of that. They were winn-

ing the key rallys toward the end," Olsen

said. "It was a good comeback."

UMass wasn't able to recover and rally

for the next game. The Minutewomen were

blown off the floor in the third game — on-

ly registering one kill in the 2-15 debacle.

"After that (disappointing second game]
there was no blocking," Olsen said.

Losing two of three puts UMass' in an
alarmingly tough position of trying to

gather momentum for the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament in two weeks, but Olsen said she's

not worried.

"I don't think that [lost momentum) is

anthing to worry about. We can rebound,"

she said.

ACtTVmtS • AUOO
AUTO FCfl SAl£«CALCJl>TCflS
a^B?TAINM6NT • (=€« RENT

FORSA*.6««XlNO
HBP WANTED •CCST

CLASSIFIED
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE—CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30):

INSTWCnCN • MOTORCYIC^S
PERSONALS •<?C6 WANTED
RIDERS N£BD€D •^RVICES

(JOCMATE WANTED • ITlAVa

WANTED •SUBLET

DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20e/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES
FREE CD PLAYEH

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS: Com* to Job
S«arch Workshop. Monday Nov 7lh 4 to

Spin in loom 204 Plan lor the luture

SEE DR. STRANGELOVE TONIOMT! Slu

dent Union BaHroom at 7.9,1

1

ATTENTION UMASS

ELISA BERGER IS TURNING 21 ON NOV.
7 This notice is to inlorm the 20 people
iwhom she hasn't already tdd Have a great

day Go wM and crazy First stop Delanos
Drinks on me Love ya. Dr Ellen

PS Going back to Time Out, to Time Out.

to Tim* Out No. I don't think so I

AUTO FOR SALE

FREE CO PLAYER
Rattle tickets available

Nov 7th. 8th. 9th in Campus Center

CoTKOurse Compliments ot

BRW ELECTRONICS and AEPi

FOn A GOOD TIME CALL

RACJOA-OtSC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc-

jockeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organizalions 256-8526

FOR RENT

77 FtV FURY 2 dr p St p bk am/fm
canaB* Great njnmng condition invincible

318 daan int skd body Mike 546-6472

1M1 CHEVY MAUBU WAGON 73.000
miles Standard. Good condition $1200
2S3-54»4

•0 SAAB 900 TURBO - S speed FM. tape

AC Needs transmission work, excellent

condition otherwise S2,850 CaH 774-7300

1 - BEDROOM APT IN Clittside Apts

Sunderland. $450/mo Take over lease for

Spring Semester Call Paola 665-4927

2 BORM APT 00 Main St lake over Sept

lease Grad students or prolessional people

please Call 2564040

FOR SALE

BUD KEG TAPS You need them I have

them Ouqality $20 Bill 549-6989

GUCCI WATCHES ONLY $35 Many styles-

great gifts Call Brian 549-5440

1976 FORD GRANADA low miles n**d*
battery $275 549-3S91 A steal

7$ OOOOE COLT 4 sp new radials radial

sr>ows new suspension runs great extras

$300 Rich 256-0613. 549-9903

BRAND NEW HP-12C Business calc only

$50. list in 60 Call 253-2906 ask lor Jon

7i TOYOTA COROLLA engin* in *xcellent

condition Good body must sell $650 or BO
Call Pierre 545-2569

FORD EXCORT WAGON 1983 ex condi

tion A/C roof rack 50.000 miles 256^)933

sr~HONOA ACCORD HATCH Sihw.
89000 mi $1600 Call Teresa 549^)793

HONDA 750 CUSTOM $1, excellent con-

ditKjn full face helmet and ram cover in-

cluded. $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 256^)995, Steve

•2 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires, rims runs very well »3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1970 MUSTANG t^UPET^caiienl
cortdition-mechanically sound' Great body.

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908

weeknights-Jen

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

Disc j60(EV SERViCE^^er TOO^CDs
Great Sound! All occassions 549-1421

ELISA BERGER

HAPPVBJRTHDAY TO MY BIG SiSTER
Eventhough we ve had our bad times

we ve managed to survive them all Have
a great day-l can't wait to celebrate MY
21SI birthday (eventhough it's still 410 days

away Now I can start counting down') I k>ve

you, Michal

19(3 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new

brakes new clutch $1500 Kun253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500, inckjdes lull facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

FURNITURE

QUAIJTY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586 7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

ENTERTAINMENT

KLUBKAVE D.J. SERVICES Professional

music system at unt>ealat>le prices -

546-6518

HELP WANTED

SUMMER BUSfNESrEARN^AVERAOE
$7000 Excellent experience lor nvjre infor-

mation contact Adam 665-2627

GAIN VALUABLE MARKETING EX-

PERIENCE while earning money and free

trips Campus representatives needed im

mediatedly for Spring Break trips to Florida

and South Padre Island Call Echo Tours

at 1 -800-999-4300

$$NEEb XTRA CASH? PT/FT 8 interses-

s.on retail sales & cashier positions

available downtown Northampton Nov

15-Jan 15-586-5624 Kathy

EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAY! Assam JANIE-BABY! 1»t9 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS •

ble products at home Call lor information ^go Sweets' Was gonna get you a PT . Dos,,nations Lake Tahoe-heavenly •

504-641 8003 ext 598 but You'll have to settle for a personal -Vermont Sugarbush Smugglers Notch
*

« ..^„v .Alie^.c A«^»-n MB Love you. T (and UndeOavey says hi. too) • Killmgton Ski all day/party all mghi •

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15.4O0-$72.J00
For lowest prices call 546^12 or

now hiring, excellent benefits Call J^^^fy |_£. Happy 21st birthday, have a S46-5242
1-312-741-8400 ext J-5931A good one' Love. Jen

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,4OO-$72,SO0 TODAY iSTHUY i.ES 21st birthdayrwill RESUME SERVK:E
now hiring, excellent benefits Call someone please take her out and get her
1-312-741-8400 Ext J 5931 A drunk'' ThanksThe youngster eTfECTiVE RESUMES Seven years ex

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT P^VIAiSSem TERRY, THANKS FOR A wond^rliil^t
P«^^enceBill 584-7316

ble products at home Call for intormalK)n you really outdid yoursell' Love. Elissa P S
504-641-8003 Ext 598 I couldn't let you leave this place without RIOE WANTED— a personal, so here It IS

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday fwOPEOPLE NEEOmbE to Syracuse or
Wednesday and Fnday morning Come by o. KIM WYSMIERSKI- You're the best RO surrounding area weekend ol Nov 1 1 -Nov
Off Campus Houwng Omc*, 545-OBea. on campus We tove you' The poets comer ,3 piggse call Cathleen and leave

sta" message at 546-7785

LAST CHANCE TO THE CUTE GIRlTmET Fri tf>e 28th at

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED the library near closing time I liked talking ROOMATE WANTED
,

with you, I like you and would like to see

NOVEMBER 7lh IS THE last day to con- you again If you want to see me again. I'll puFFTON VJLLAQE- large double room
tact the Legal Services Center about a be practcaHy livmg here for at least another available $140 per person Rent includes
Spring 1989 internship' Get hands-on ex- week at the same place till 10pm j,,,, _„ ^,„, /^j, (g, Mike 549-2654
perieooe m the legal 6eld Work direcity with '

~'
attorneys and clients Earn up to 15 HEY POLO MAN! Nice try- but your stare FEMALE RIJOMATE WANTED to share a
undergraduate credits No experience in tactics don't scare us off What was the one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going
legal profession required-Trainmg provid- point anyway'' Love, your two adoring tana senior If interested please call Beth at

ed dontact LSC today-545-1995, 922 665-4550
Campus Center BRIAN HENINGER

. Happy 21st Birthday

Have a hell ol a time. Bud SERVICES
LOST — AARON- HEY OUOE, happy 19«h birhtday PROFESSIONAL TYPING, letter-quality

LOST IN BARTLETT: Mans brown, zip. Go wild Love Eunmi pnnting $2 page Patty 585-0425
leather lacket Reward $30 549«)25 ^ t ^^

-—-- OABiaTO. SUENO CONTIOO. Ya falta TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

CASH REWARD $$SS- V»^allet lost Sal Oct meno* le quiero mucho J accurate 253-VW3BO
29 Student no 890-5319 Call 6-9707 Bill

-— DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very experienc-
•MAKE DAVID'S DREAM COME TRUE* ^ LaserWriter quality Pick-up/drop off

MOTORCYCLES • Sigma Phi Epsilon will be sponsoring
*

Overnight service Lisa 367-9940
' a drop off for post cards Take the '

1993 KAWASAKI KZS50 LTD Helmet, • time to bring a smile to David's face • ACCURATETYPINQ PickupTnddeirverv
cover shieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings • The table will be on the * 15» pp Basic editing Gloria 323-5140

_^ • Campus Center Coricourse all week.
*

^

DEOttnMAia ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING onPBWONALS
TUCK-irTS B^YSTGMAlTAPPArPLEDGES "Z^^^^^it^y

^*" Carolyn-leave

ELISA BERGER today thru We 9-1 1pm $100 If you want
''^

Happy 21st Birtfiday No more counting to send a tuck-in to a brotf>or in the Greek
down-you've made It (unless they decide to area, call 546-1461 jt jm)^
change the drinking age again!) Your

Sisters wish you the best day ever! •
-^ MOST HOLY APOSTLE, St Jude. Faithful

- ' ATTENTION SAMMY PLEDGES: * servant and friend of Jesus the church
ELISA BERGER FINALLY I can call you by -The ones who are m. thought it was *

honors and invokes you. universally, as the
your first name in a bar' Happy 21 si Love • them, but soon you will know, it was • pa„on of hopless cases of things almost
Sue

I

the 15 men The BALL is still rolling
| despaired ol Pray lor me, I am so helpless

_.„..—. ...... .rTii^T—i

—

i::::
'.

.,^!PMl'..V.I.^
'. and alone Make use l implore you, of that

DR. RUTH, I HAVE THIS fr»nd who s • ADOLPH FABIS
; par„cuiar priviledge given to you, to bring

afraid of the bomb what should he do''
^,5,(„g ^^^ speedy help where help is

Veil, tell your friend to see Dr Strangetove ^^^^^ almost desp^d of Come to my
tonight at 7,9, and 1 1 at l^>e Student Union CAMPUS CAKES assistance in this great need that I may
Ballroom lor only $2 Gee thanks Dr Ruth We will dehver receive the consolation and help ol heaven

-. .-~vr. . r; . . rv.". . .v; . .". m^ § k 11

*
'" a" '^i necessities, tribulations and suf

""......^ ...^,>. ...<< Fcreriu.i •
bundle Of balloons lenngs and that 1 may praise God with you

UMASS JUGGLING FESTVAL
_ lor only $19 95 ^^ ^|, ,he elect forever I promise oh btess-

• Workshops Demonstra ions Vendors
_

256-8745 ^ gt Jude, to be ever mindful ot this great
•Fri, 11/11 3pmtoSun. 11/135pm Inthe

lavor to alwavs honor vou as mu stwcial
• Campus Center auditorium free with HAPPY 1 Sth JIMBO! Now you can go clul> and pc^e^Illf^atron and to graTe^ul^en^
UMass ID c.,i„,7~„

bmg with me next summer' Love ya. Jen courage devotion to you,AMEN
•Also, a FREE public show Sat, 11/12 7pm „„ _ _ _

'

EARN $«O-$120/SHIFT! Drivers wanted
in Ih SUB Sponsored by the * Must own an insured car and be able to

Umass Juggling Club ' work at least one weekend night until clos-

ing Call Domino's Pizza 256-8913

SWING DANCE

JITTERBUG LESSONS Start this Sunday
at East Street Dance Studio m Hadley on
East Street |ust off Rl 9 4 classes will be
heM tMginning Swing, Nov 6, beginning

Swirn II. Nov 13. Intermediate Swing. Sun-

day. Nov 20. Tips dips and r>ew moves,
Sunday Dec 4. All workslxjps run from
3-5pm. classes are $7 each or $25 lor aH
four No partner necessary, (right feet not

required)

TRAVn.

* MONTREAL HOLIDAY WEEKEND '

* still spaces left' Don't miss out this is
*

•going to crazy, nutty, cukoo time' You'
'snooze and you lose dude' Bars open*
* to 3 in the AM drinking age is 18

*

' Lowest pricac Call Craig or Karl at *

549-1949

TYPINOmtOFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS,
reliable on-campus. affordable. speH-
ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED

CHRISTIAN AVOCATIONAL bass player

looking for similar musicians 256-6849,
Carol

HELPI t need Soc 103 (Hums) note* win

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710.

WORK IN BRITIAN/IRELAND LEGALLY
FOR UP TO 6 MONTHS

THE BUNACAJSIT FALL ROADSHOW iwH

be visiting UMass on Thursday 3,

November lnformatK>n available behiveen
10am and 3pm m the Campus Center con-
course followed by a presentation t>etween

6 30 and 8 30pm in room 168, Campus
Center Everyone welcome

---r^."
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Minutemen run past Richmond, 26-16

Collfgian photo by Andrrw Rist

Revenge was sweet for kicker Silvio Bon-

vini in Saturday's 26-16 win at Richmond.

By JAY CARTER
Special to the Collegian

RICHMOND, Va. — It was a necessary win, not just

for winning percentage or conference standings, but for

team morale.

The University of Massachusetts football team gave

itself a boost Saturday by scoring 13 fourth-quarter

points to come from behind and beat Richmond 26-16.

The victory not only helped erase memories of last

year's 52 51 four overtime loss to Richmond, but also

guaranteed the Minutemen a winning season, as they

improved to 6-3 with two games left.

"The biggest goal is to make sure your program is

perceived as a success," UMass head coach Jim Reid said.

"And we've reached our first goal by getting the magic

six wins. We have more goals which we can acheive with

the remaining two games."

And combined with New Hampshire's 58-7 romp over

Villanova and UConn's 21-20 win over Delaware, the

win puts UMass (5-2) in a three-way tie with UConn and

Villanova for second place in the conference, behind

Delaware, 6-2.

Richmond falls to 2-6 in the conference and 3-6 overall.

The Minutemen were outgained by the Spiders 356

yards to 286 but three late-game turnovers helped

UMass go home with the win.

"They contained our defense with their running game
but we made the big plays," Reid said. "We were oppor-

tunistic. It was a struggle like every other game. But

we played hard every snap, and we always had an op-

portunity to win."

The game began inauspiciously for the visitors. Rich-

mond held the ball for over 13 minutes of the first

quarter, allowing UMass only five plays from scrimmage.

On the first of those plays, though, senior Kevin

Smellie went around the left side for a 77-yard gain.

Three plays later, Dave Palazzi threw a 12-yard

touchdown pass to Chip Mitchell for a 7-0 UMass lead.

On its two first quarter drives, Richmond drove deep

inside UMass territory before self-destructuing.

On its first drive, the Spiders got to the UMass 14-yard

line before a holding call and an offensive pass in-

terference call stifled the drive.

Penalties did the Spiders in all day, as they lost 85

yards on infractions.

After Palazzi's touchdown, Richmond drove 57 yards

to the UMass 22 before Minuteman linebacker Drew

Comeau intercepted an Austin NeuhofT pass.

Richmond kicker Rob Courter hit a 46-yard field goal

to narrow the margin to 7-3 in the second quarter.

With four seconds left in the half, Courter kicked a

22-yard field goal, leaving the score 7-6 at the half.

continued on page 19
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Field hockey g^.^" ^IIq championship
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

In its first season ever, the Atlantic 10

field hockey conference has been a huge

success.

This weekend's A 10 Champion.ships at

Temple University, which included four of

the top 20 teams in the nation, could not

have ended with much more excitement.

It will be remembered by the Atlantic 10

and especially the Minutewomen for years

to come.
UMass. won the Atlantic 10 champion-

ship yesterday, 1-0, over a Penn State

University team that was probably not sur

prised to lose after falling to the

Minutewomen, 3-0, in the regular season.

But the way that the Lady Lions lost the

game must have been a big disappointment

to them.
The lone goal of the game came with just

15 seconds left in the game. Junior Mara
Fratassio picked up a loose rebound on the

right side of the net, after Penn State goalie

Michelle Brennan had knocked a Ruth

Vasapolli free hit away, and tucked it home
to give the Minutewomen the A- 10 title.

The win raises UMass, ranked No. 4 in

the country and which also beat Rutgers

2-0 on Saturday in the semifinal round of

the tourney, to 17-2-1 and gives it an ex

cellent chance of receiving a bye in the first

round of the NCAA Tournament, which

will begin next weekend.

Penn State, who beat Temple Universi

ty, 3-2, in its semifinal game, goes to 14-5-1

and, having come into this weekend as the

No. 10 team in the nation, has a legitimate

chance at a playoff spot.

The Lady Lions gave the Minutewomen

much more trouble than they did in the

previous encounter at Totman Field. With

senior Tonia Kennedy, who is UMass' se

cond leading scorer, out with a hamstring

pull, the Minutewomen had a tough time

putting the ball in the net.

"We had lots of shots and opportunities,"

UMass coach Pam Hixon, who was named

the Atlantic 10 coach-ofthe year this

weekend, said. "We just couldn't put the

ball in."

Penn State appeared to have the perfect

game plan as its zone defense turned the

Minutewomen away on a number of occa-

sions and their fast-breaking attack kept

the Minutewomen on their heels.

"Penn State played much better than the

first time they played us," Hixon said.

"They played a deep zone; it was tough for

us to get out. In the second half, they real

ly stormed us, they just kept ruiming at the

ball. We have a tough time with that kind

of style."

The only way that UMass was able to

combat that fastbreak was to foul. The

Lady Lions drew nine penalty corners in

the first half as compared to three for the

Minutewomen.
But Cindy Cox, who is the leading

goaltender in the A 10 with a 0.44 goals

against average, shut down Penn State

with nine saves. And senior Julie Stuart

helped limit the Lady Lions to 14 shots in

the game by doing the job at her sweeper

position.

Stuart was named tournament Most

Valuable Player and was named to the All-

Tournament team along with senior co-

captains Pam Bustin and Ruth Vasapolli

in the midfield, and Cox.

Colle(lan photo by Andrew RUt

Kathy DeAngelis and the Minutewomen won the first-ever Atlantic 10

Conference championship yesterday, beating Penn State 1-0.

Volleyball drops two of three
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The term Tournament Tough is applied to teams who
have been tested and not cracked in pressure situations

of a tournament. The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team, however, has a reverse motto after this

weekend — Tough Tournament.

The Minutewomen lost two of three matches in Hemp-

stead, N.Y. at the Hofstra Tournament. They lost to the

University of Pennsylvania 15 10, 7-15, 10-15, 8-15 on

Friday, and then split matches on Saturday, falling to

Hofstra University 6-15, 13 15, 2 15 in the day's first

game but earning a hard fought victory against George

Mason University 15-2, 11 15, 15 9, 12-15, 15 13 in the

last match of the tourney.

"We played rather mediocrely," UMass assistant coach

Heather Olsen said. "We had spurts of greatness but we

had a lot of errors."

"Errors" was the catch word for the tournament, ac-

cording to Olsen.

"We had a lot of mental errors but I think that can

be fixed," she said.

By the end of the weekend, UMass was still looking

for its first win of the tournament. George Mason,

UMass' last opponent and the weakest of the four teams,

was the Minutewomen's last chance to save face. The

Patriots, however, were also looking for their first win

and wouldn't let UMass off the hook easily.

The two teams slugged out a five game marathon.

UMass (6-0 in matches that have gone five games) for

tunately, gave a stronger kick at the end

The entire match came down to a thrilling fifth-game

battle.

UMass led throughout the early part of the game, un-

til GMU could tie the game at 10-10. Each teain exchang-

ed points and tied again at 13 13. When it all counted,

UMass came through, winning the next two points and

the match.

"It really shouldn't have been that tough," Olsen said.

"It was a noble effort [by George Mason]."

UMass senior middle blocker Barbara Meehan, UMass'

only all-tournament selection, carried the Minutewomen

according to Olsen. Meehan had 15 kills and nine blocks

in the match.

"She had some fantastic hits," Olsen said.

In UMass' first match of the tourney, the

Minutewomen bolted out to a 6-1 first-game lead before

the Quakers could stop the UMass assault and eventual-

ly tie the game at 8-8. From there it was all UMass.
Senior outside hitter Julie Smith had two service aces

in the final nine points, including one at game point, to

capture the first game.

In all of the next three games, however, UMass let the

Quakers take the early lead, something UMass coach

Carol Ford said before the tournament that she wanted

UMass to avoid. Statistically Smith led UMass with

12 kills in the match while sophomore outside hitter

Nancy Sullivan chipped in nine.
continued on page 19

Women's soccer
gets Wisconsin
in quarterfinals
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Wisconsin-Madison women's soccer

team will be the first team in the way of the University

of Massachusetts' quest for the national championship.

The two teams will meet Sunday at 1 p.m. at Boyden
Field in the NCAA quarterfinals. The winner advances

to the Final Four the next weekend.

"I expected them," UMass coach Jim Rudy said of the

Minutewomen's opponents. "This is a big win for Wiscon-

sin."

Wisconsin won the rights to play the Minutewomen, by

beating the University of Connecticut, 1-0 on penalty

kicks, yesterday afternoon in Madison.

Due to a large snowfall which rendered the Badgers'

regular field unplayable, the game had to be delayed for

over an hour while a new field was found.

When play finally began, Wisconsin and Connecticut

battled through 90 minutes of regulation and two

10-minute overtimes before the Badgers finally settled the

score on kicks, 4-2.

continued on page 19
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More details

in ATG hazing

CoOcgUn photo by Doadl Alwarn

HEY, HEY, HO, HO - Protesters in an anti-Klu Klux iflan protest

burn a Ronald Reagan mask Saturday afternoon in Philadelphia. The
mask was burned because of supposed Reagan imposed
anti-Civil Rights policies.

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

One of the hazing activities being in-

vestigated by Amherst police at the Alpha
Tau Gamma fraternity at the University

of Massachusetts is a ritual of inserting

carrots in the rectums of pledges, a Univer-

sity official said yesterday.

The official, insisting on anonymity, said

another practice was waking up the

pledges during the night and pouring cold

water on them.

Fraternity members have refused to com-

ment on the allegations.

The police began their investigation

Thursday at the request of University of-

ficials, who are legally required to inform

police of possible hazing incidents.

Several concerned parents and students

contacted the University about a week ago,

said Gladys Rodriguez, acting dean of

students.

Rodriguez said her office "looked into the

matter," and ordered the pledges to move
out of the fraternity house.

ATG is affiliated with the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture, which is a two-year

program, and the pledges rush in the sum-

mer and live in the house while pledging

in the fall.

Chancellor Joseph Ehiffey said the 14

pledges were assigned to University

residence halls, out of "concern for their

health and safety."

Rodriguez said University Housing Ser-

vices provided vans to help the pledges

move their belongings out of the house.

The police said they are still compiling

information on the matter and will not take

the results of the investigation to the Nor-

thwestern District Attorney's Office in

Northampton for another week.

"I've got a long way to go yet," said

Detective Sgt. Timothy Sullivan, an officer

involved in the investigation.

Carlene Riccelli, director of Greek Af-

fairs, said the University is also conducting

an investigation and is sending out pre-

hearing notices to members of the frater-

nity this week.

Riccelli declined to comment on the

specifics of the charges.

She said disciplinary action could be

anything from a simple reprimand to ex-

pulsion of the fraternity from campus.

Hazing is a violation of the UMass Code

of Student Conduct as well as

Massachusetts General Law.

The University warns its students in a

widely distributed publication that victims

of hazing can bring civil lawsuits against

those responsible.

No disciplinary action has yet been taken

against the fraternity members.
Approximately 1,200 students at UMass

belong to the Greek system, which consists

of 14 fraternities and 9 sororities.

The members ofATG live in two chapter

houses located on North Pleasant Street.

Attack said to be unprovoked
Amherst Police believe a University of

Massachusetts student who suffered a frac-

tured skull late Sunday night was the vic-

tim of an "unprovoked" attack.

The student, who was taken to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton and

transferred to Bay State Medical Center in

Springfield, was walking on North Plea-

sant Street near Presidential Apartments,

police said.

Officers investigating the scene found a

rock and a fast-food milk shake container,

and the rock had milk shake residue on it.

Police said they suspect someone put the

rock in the container and threw it from a

passing vehicle.

Co-presidents elect comply with removal order
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz, Student Govern-

ment Association co-presidents elect, said yea*erday they

will comply with a senate order barring them from acting

as SGA presidents.

"We've been saying all along that the senate is the

higher body and what the senate says is law for us,"

Rabinowitz said.

"We're still co-presidents-elect, and we'll do as much as

we can without overstepping the bounds the senate has

created for us," he said.

At a news conference yesterday, Silkoff said she and

Rabinowitz will continue to work on various committees

and programs they have been involved with since the SGA
Coordinating Committee ratified them as presidents in

a partial capacity June 8.

The two won a March 15 presidential election, but since

have been delayed from holding office because of am-

biguities in the SGA Constitution and its bylaws. Con-

servative and some moderate factions of the senate have

been working to keep Silkoff and Rabinowitz out of office.

Silkoff criticized the authors of the proposal to bar them

from office yesterday, saying, "What they succeeded in

doing is telling the students that their vote doesn't mat-

ter." She said the attitude of Sens. Brian Darling and W.

Greg Rothman, who proposed the restrictions, is

"'Democracy doesn't wwk unless you vote for what we

want."'

Rothman said he was not surprised by Silkoff and

Rabinowitz's decision to abide by the senate order. He said

continued on page 11
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Margins in presidential polls vary on election day
... . .^^^^ _r/»jj *; t^ racriat»re/) vnt^rn rnTnnnr(>d with 11 D

By GARY LANGER
Associated Press

NEW YORK - George Bush yesterday

maintained his month-old lead in the polls

over Michael Dukakis, but his margin

George Bush
AP photo

varied from four points in one survey to 11

in another.

Pollsters blamed their differing figures

on relatively higher levels of voter

dissatisfaction and indecision, factors that

increase the difficulty of determining who
is likely to vote and make turnout a crucial

element.

"When a vote is soft like this, the get-out-

the-vote efforts take on a lot more impor-

tance," said Gallup pollster Larry Hugick.

"People don't feel about it strongly. They

can vote the way they say, they can stay

home, or they can be urged by somebody

to change their vote."

Twenty percent in Gallup's Final pre-

election poll were undecided or said they

could change their minds, easy enough to

alter the outcome in the many big states

where the election was considered close.

Nationally, the Gallup poll gave Bush an

11-point lead among likely voters, 53 per

cent to 42 percent. Apportioning the five

percent who remained undecided by their

background and ideology, Gallup arrived

a 56-44 estimate.

A Harris poll conducted Wednesday

through Sunday put the race at 50 j)ercent

to 46 percent, and pollster Louis Harris

said his findings indicated that the race

had drawn closer last week and through

the weekend.
Gallup, however, said it had found essen-

tially stable race, with Bush leading by 12

points on Thursday and by 1 1 on Saturday

and Sunday. Its final estimate combined

the results of those four days.

Even with the margin it gave Bush,

Gallup found the race tightening in the

East, the industrial Mid-west and on the

Pacific Coast. "The South is a big blow out

[for Bush]," said Hugick. "But there's a lot

of states that don't look like the national

race."

Only about half of each candidates' sup-

porters in the Gallup poll backed them

strongly, indicating the extent of voter

dissatisfaction. In an example of the possi-

ble effect of vote turnout, Gallup found

Bush leading by 8 points among all

registered voters, compared with 1 1 points

among likely voters.

An NBC News Wall Street Journal poll

Sunday found Bush out ahead by 5 points,

while other polls found Bush leads of 10,

11, and 12.

Michael Dukakis
AP photo
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WORLD/NATION

Soviets celebrate 71st
anniversary of revolution
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union

celebrated its Tlst anniversary yesterday

with a traditional display of military might

on Red Square, and the top US diplomat

attended for the first time since the Soviets

intervened in Afghanistan.

The parade commemorating the

Bolshevick Revolution took on less of a

political character than in past years of

higher international tension. Defense

Minister Dmitri T. Yazov criticized

Western defense policies during a short and

comparatively mild speech, and banners

displayed on the square had an almost ex-

clusively domestic, economic character.

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev and

Premier Nikolai I. Ryzhkov walked onto

Lenin's Mausoleum and acknowledged the

applause of the crowd alone at the center

of the reviewing stand. In contrast to

previous years, the other members of the

Communist Party's ruling Politburo follow-

ed far behind them.

Moscow party leader Lev N. Zaikov stood

on Gorbachev's right throughout the

parade, a possible indication that he has

moved up in the party leadership.

Yegor K. Ligachev, a conservative who

formerly was regarded as as the No. 2

Kremlin leader, stood next to Ryzhkov, an

indication he has fallen, in the hierarchy.

All 11 Moscow-based members of the

Politburo attended the gathering marking

the the anniversary of the seizure of power

from the Bolsheviks in 1917. The annual

event is often one of the clearest indicators

of changes in the hierarchy.

Some of the Soviet Union's most

sophisticated military technology including

SS-21 surface-to-surface missiles. T-72

tanks, anti aircraft weapons, armored per

sonnel carriers and rocket launchers

followed. Western diplomats said there

were no new weapons.

Thousands of soldiers, diplomats and

spectators jammed Moscow's main square

under blustery, leaden skies. A light snow

fell, the temperature was just below freez

ing, and Red Square was adorned with a

giant red-and-white portrait of of Lenin and

political slogans.

John M. Joyce, the US charge d'affaires,

was at the parade, said Embassy
spokesman Richard Gilbert.

It was the first time the top US diplomat

in Moscow attended the Revolution Day

parade since the Soviets sent soldiers to

Afghanistan in December 1979. Gilbert

said US Ambassador Jack F. Matlock was

out of town and would have attended had

he been in Moscow.
Ambassadors of other NATO countries

also attended the parade. Their return

reflected the the agreement signed in

Geneva April 14 under which half of the

100,000 Soviet soldiers have been

withdrawn from Afghanistan and the re-

mainder are to leave by Feb. 15.

However, fighting continues in

Afghanistan and the Soviet Union on Fri-

day said it was suspending its withdrawal

because of continuing attacks by Moslem

rebels.

Yazov reviewed the soldier and sailors on

Red Square and delivered a mild message

criticizing Western military policies.

"The destruction of medium and shorter-

range nuclear weapons has just begun, yet

already there are calls for all kinds of com-

pensation, modernization, the buildup of

conventional arms and the stepping up of

the 'Star Wars' program," he said.

Following the speech, divisions of the

Soviet Union's top soldiers began the tradi-

tional parade through Red Square, past

Lenin's Mausoleum.
Thousands of people began gathering in

the early morning cold hours earlier. Music

was piped into the streets that had been

closed to traffic and marchers gathered on

main thoroughfares carrying pink and

yellow balloons toward the Red Square.

AP photo

Surface-to-air missies are paraded through Red Square during the an-

nual celebration of the Bolshevic revolution. Signs hung on the GUM
department store proclaim support for Soviet President Mikhail S. Gor-

bachev's reforms.

Hirohito's condition stabilizes
TOKYO (AP) — Emperor Hirohito's

vital signs stabilized yesterday one day

afer his most serious loss of blood since

falling ill seven weeks ago with internal

hemorrhaging, an imperial palace

spokesman said.

The 87-year old Hirohito, who has

received almost daily blood tranfusions

since he first coughed up blood Sept. 19,

received 4.66 pints in emergencey blood

transfusions Sunday, spokesman Kenji

Maeda said.

Also today Hirohito's second grandson,

Prince Aya, arrived in Tokyo after he was

called back from Britain for the second

time since the emperor took ill. Aya, 22,

is studying at Oxford University.

He returned to Japan the end of

September for nine days when Hirohito's

conditions took a turn for the worse, and

his latest return was expected to fuel con

cern over the fate of the bedridden

emperor.

The world's longest-reigning living

monarch was "in stable condition for the

time being," Maeda told reporters. But

"doctors fear he may bleed again," he

said.

"His temperature and other signs are

stable," Maeda said, but did not give the

figures.

Hirohito received the transfusions Sun-

day because of considerable" amounts of

blood lost during intensified hemorrheig-

ing, palace officials said.

Looking for a perfect

place to hold a party?

PEKLSC GARDES!

Oir 'pacious banquet rooms

can mu»i up to 200 zuesLs.

call today and reserve our party room

for weddings, banquets, receptions.

586-1202
I coupon

ISAVE 10% OFF|

I ALL DINNERS
||

I
with this coupon good thru 11/30/88!

I
Limit one per party. !

I Open \\\ 1 am. Fri. and Sat. j

^,,^ the all new^^
Peking Garden

A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

on Route 9. Hadley J{A^ ^^ (fj 586-1202

UMASS SKI CLUB
MANDATORY MEETING
Wednesday, November 9, 1988

r

The Great Ski Snatch
November 17-19, 1988

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

• Benefits & Lots of Fun-Don't miss out!

Great chance to meet & work with people
I

ome to our information & sign-up meeting:

4:00 p.m. 163 CC
7:00 p.m. Hampden Dining Commons
(members and non-members welcome)
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Dr. Ruth dispels sex myths at UMass
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Outrageous.

Collegian photo by Jool Solomon

Dr. Ruth Westheimer

"What we have to do tonight at this famous university

is to bury some ofthe myths about pregnancy and mastur-

bation."

Dr. Ruth Westheimer said those words last night and
proceeded to explore some of the misconceptions about

human sexuality in a free-wheeling speech and question-

and-answer session.

Speaking to a largely female audience of nearly 700 in

the Campus Center Auditorium last night, Westheimer
broke up the crowd with an anecdote about a man who
had called in and told her that he and his girlfriend were
in love, and having great sex, and that she liked to throw
onion rings on his erect penis.

When the audience erupted with laughter, she said, "I

did exactly what you are doing . . . because as a good sex

therapist, I try to envision what people do in their

bedroom.

"There is an American myth that says if you mastur-

bate you will grow hair on your palms, you will go blind,

you will go insane."

She said that when she told this story to a Harvard au-

dience, the men began looking at their hands.

"These are the mjrths that we have to bury here

tonight," Westheimer said.

"A while ago a young woman called me and said she

and her boyfriend went to a party and had a little bit too

much to drink . . . She said she couldn't understand why
she got pregnant, she thought the first time didn't count."

Westheimer said the woman asked how many sper-

matozoa it takes to get pregnant, and she replied, "one

fast one."

She used this story to set up her point: "I'm not a politi-

cian and I'm not a theologian, but from where I stand abor-

tion must remain legal."
'

Thundering applause rang from the crowd.

Westheimer said she does not encourage abortion as a

contraceptive, and advises people to stick by whatever

they believe in.

She was asked by a member of the audience if women
have a lower sex drive than men, and said, "What we have
learned is that a women's libido [sex drive] is no different

than a man's.

She made an analogy to the term "blue balls," used

when a man is turned on and does not have sex. She came
up with a similar term for women.

"Maybe what we have to do is coin a new term here in

Amherst tonight — 'blue lips.'"

Westheimer also turned to serious problems, such as

date rape. She did not come out against the term, but
described it as "a dangerous concept."

The sold-out event last night was sponsored by the Board
of Governors Program Council.

Dean toughens penalty
for racism at Smith
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The dean of Smith
College has sent a memo stating that any
student who is found to have sent racially

harassing messages? Smith College Dean
Ann M. Burger, sent the memo last week
to every student attending the all female

college. The memo was titled "Guidelines

for Investigation of Anonymous Notes and

Messages."
"Harassment of any kind has no place at

Smith College," and delivering racist notes

is "grounds for suspension and expulsion,"

Burger wrote in the memo.
The action comes in response to a series

of recent incidents involving anonymous
racist notes left under the doors several

black students.

This semester three students have

reported receiving notes with racist

messages. Last spring, six students in one

dorm reported receiving such notes.

The students who reported the notes this

year live in three different dorms. Two
reported receiving at least one note, and

the third reported receiving five in a four-

week period, the Daily Hampshire Gazette

reported Friday.

The woman who received five notes found

one under her door following a meeting in

which the situation was discussed.

Burger said at the meeting handwriting

experts have been called in to determine

the author of the notes. The following mor-

ning the black student got a note with

racial slurs and the comment, "How's this

for handwriting?"

The notes also suggested the woman
move out of her dorm, which she has since

done.

According to the guidelines, once the

harassment notes are reported, an in-

vestigation will be initiated immediately,

which might include consultants from the

Northampton Police Department or the

Hampshire County District Attorney's

Office.

Also, individual students might be call-

ed in to meet with the investigators.

Assistant District Attorney for the

Hampshire County Michael Goggins said

Smith officials have contacted the DA's of-

fice for assistance in the matter.

"They contacted this office sometime in

the past concerning this investigation and

we've been of assistance to them," Goggins

said.

Goggins would not reveal the details or

the kind of assistance the district at-

torney's office has done so far, since the in-

vestigation is still being conducted.

The college is still gathering samples of

students' handwriting in their efforts to

find the culprits.

Board undecided on frats
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst Selectmen arrived at a

stalemate last night over whether or not

to stop fraternity/sorority growth along

North Pleasant Street.

The board voted 2-2, with one member
absent, to oppose the article and the mo-

tion died.

The two selectmen who were opposed,

Allen Torrey and Elisa Campbell, said

they had not yet made up their minds and
wanted to wait until Thursday's select-

men meeting to vote.

Selectmen Richard Minear was not pre-

sent at last night's meeting.

Article 17 would rezone North Pleasant

and Phillips streets from campus
residence to general residence. The
change would stop growth of fraternities

and sororities, hotel/motels and boarding

houses.

Proponents of the article say its a step

in the right direction to controlling noise,

parking problems, and neighborhood

damage.
Opponents say controlling growth will

not solve the immediate problems.

Planning Board Member Richard Mit-

chell, told selectmen his board had voted

against the article last week because they

didn't feel it would solve the

neighborhoods problems.

"The zoning change would be harmful

to the area and wouldn't address the pro-

blems in the area of noise and litter," said

Mitchell.

Mitchell said if the article went through

almost half of the buildings in the rezon-

ed package would be nonconforming, an
extremely high number.
Campbell said more creative solutions

were needed to solve the neighborhoods

problems and urged resident, town, and
campus cooperation.

"I share the neighbors frustrations,"

said Campbell. "We need to send a

message to the fraternities that

something must be done."

Selectmen will address the article again

on Thursday before town meeting.

In other news:
• Selectmen referred Article 31 regar-

ding the Galaxy C-5A's back to

themselves for further discussion.

The amicus brief is still being prepared

for submittal into the appeals case pen-

ding selectmen's approval.

• Selectmen voted to take no position

on Special Article 7 regarding a polling

place for Precinct 10 to be moved to a

building closer to the University of

Massachusetts campus.

The Selectmen felt they could not sup-

port the article as written but they did

support efforts to make voting easier for

students without inconveniencing
Amherst residents.

For Your
The FYI column is a public service announcement to

the University of Massachusetts comunity. Space is

limited, so some submissions may not be published.

Radio show
Student Government Association Sen. Aram Hamparian

is scheduled to discuss the issue of SGA co-presidents

tonight from 8:30-9:30 on the radio program "SGA Today"

on WMUA-FM, 91.1.

Course guides
Pre-registration guides for Spring semester 1989 will

be distributed on the Campus Center Concourse starting

Thursday. After Monday, they will be available in the

Whitmore first floor lobby.

Racism meeting
White Allies Against Racism will stage its first meeting

today from 4-6 p.m. in Campus Center room 811-815.

Faculty, staff and students are invited to discuss issues

of racism and cultural diversity. Sponsored by members

of the School of Education. For more information call

586-2752.

CASIAC meetings
Pre-major meetings for CASIAC students are schedul-

ed for 4 p.m. every day. Call 545-2191 or stop by Machmer

E-20 for more information.

Banquet
Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring a banquet tonight from

6 p.m. -12 a.m. The cost is $15 for BAP members and fami-

ly. $25 for others.

Poetry reading
Poet Carol Forche will read from her work tomorrow

at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall. Forche is a visiting professor

at The University of Massachusetts this semester from

Brandeis University. The free event is open to the public

and will be followed by a reception.

Biochemistry meeting
Majors and those interested in the biochemistry major

are invited to a meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in room

1634 of the Graduate Research Center. Refreshments will

Information
be served.

Lecture
Chris Panagopoulos will give a speech tomorrow in Cam-

pus Center rooms 804-808 at 8 p.m. The event is free.

Sponsored by Hellenic Student Association.

Photo by Andi«w Rlst

HORNY — University of Massachusetts marching band's brass section blew a few toots in

Warren McGuirk Stadium at the end of last month.
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A poor attitude

for a debate
On Friday. Oct. 28. a rally in support of

Dukakis/Bensten was held at Mount
Holyoke college. This rally was disrupted

by several University of Massachusetts

Republicans, among them, the only one to

identify himself was W. Greg Rothman.

The group entered waving Bush/Quayle

signs and began chanting pro-Bush slogans

with a megaphone. We were indoors; the

use of a megaphone was totally un-

necessary. We responded with pro-Dukakis

chants, and their chants led to a recitation

of the Pledge of Allegiance. Then the men
in the group began shouting about Bush's

"pro-life" stance.

Now someone should have told Rothman

and his friends that you don't go to a

women's college and tell people there how

great a candidate is when he wants to ar-

bitrarily take away their freedom of choice.

A member of the MHC faculty called for

an end to the shouting, and made a plea

to engage in a onstructive dialogue that

would better reflect the atmosphere that

one expects in a college environment. His

words were met with chants of "Homo!

Homo!"
That, for me, was the breaking point.

Essentially, they were saying, "You don't

agree with me; therefore, you must be some

kind of freak." Their words were not only

unfounded, but completely irrelevant. A
person's sexual orientation has nothing to

do with their intellectual ability and

capacity to engage in a political discussion.

Their willingness to label a man a

homosexual and subsequently abuse him
for it displays a hatred equivalent to call-

ing a person of color a "nigger," both in its

senselessness and ignorance.

Above all, however, the most appalling

aspect of their behavior was their insulting

our faculty. I don't care what anyone says,

whether you agree with what he said, the

verbal abuse of a faculty member is total-

ly inexcusable.

I demand he and his cohorts come again,

this time to apologize not only to Peter

Scotto of the MHC Russian department,

but also to the gay community. Their

behavior displayed the intellectual agility

of a tree stump — ignorance, intolerance

and hatred which cannot be allowed to rest

without facing consequences.

Margaret F. Judy
Mount Holyoke College

Question 3 is

unfair to farmers

On Nov. 8, voters can preserve a
Massachusetts agricultural tradition by
voting "No" on Question 3.

I have worked closely with
Massachusetts farmers, and I'm aware that
Question 3 will have a devastating impact
on them. Massachusetts livestock farms
are small, family-run businesses.

Question 3, the so-called "animal rights"

initiative, could ironically mean an end to

that proud tradition. This measure would
imix)se sweeping, unnecessary new regula-

tions that would cost farmers more than

$90 million. It could be the ultimate

obstacle for our already strictly regulated

and struggling family farmers. Some 3,200

family farms could be forced out of

business, leaving 4,500 men and women
out of work.

This is a seriously flawed, misguided and

costly measure. This fact has been recogniz

ed by the Massachusetts legislature, the

Massachusetts Farm Bureau, the

Massachusetts Veterinary Medical
Association, the state Division of Animal
Health, and Gov. Michael Dukakis, all of

whom oppose Question 3.
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President,
A. Gordon Price

Massachusetts Farm
Bureau

Opportunities tor Computer Science Graduates

Jimw into an efidy-Zeve/

career Utat will take

you places at EDS.

In an EDS developmental program, your career potential can

reach new heights You'll gam the rewarding on-the-iob

expenence you need to move your career years ahead —
experience you can only gam from the world leader in the

computer and communications services industry

EDS Is looking for achievers - people who make things

happen If you are interested in applying your talents in the

information processing services industry, you won't find a better

place to grow than EDS

Our highly-respected developmental programs are nationally

recognized as models for the industry They provide technical

challenge, professional expertise and the business savvy you'll

need to become one of the industry's best-prepared

professionals

Research Systems Engineering Development (R-SEO) Program

¥ A bachelor's degree in Computer Science with a

minimum 3 5/4.0 overall 6PA preferred

US. Citizenship (or permanent residency)

Willingness to relocate

Excellent written and oral communication skills

The R-SED Program offers you a rare entry-level opportunity

to conduct advanced research and development for an industry

leader During a bnef six month preparatory penod, we' II provide

the perfect mix of classroom and
'

' in the field
'

' instruction to put

you on top of our latest procedures and technologies Afterwards,

you'll work at the very heart of our intensive R&D efforts —
creating the techniques that will keep us ahead tomorrow

Positions also require excellent communication skills, a

strong record o1 achievement and flexibility to relocate

nationwide.

Take the first step toward achieving your highest career

potential

Call Monday - Friday

from 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. (Eastern Time)

1-800-233-0029

Isle of Mykonos
Greek Restaurant

El Greco Pizza
Serving Authentic

Greek Food

Moussaka

Spanakopitakia

Baklava

Also Serving Whole Wheat
Pizza

Try our specialties-

Fresh Spinach
Fresh Broccoli

Eggplant
Pineapple

Call 253-9239

Call 256-4196

TAKE OUT ^^ ^*** ^^- ^**"^*^ Amherst

OR Beer li Wine
DINE IN Served

M, T ft W 10H off w/ID Faculty arxl Student Oiacount (minimum order $5.00)

LUNCH: 11-3 PM DINNER: 3-10 PM MON.-SAT. SUN. 4-9 PM

Or, send your resume to: Harold Aderholt

EDS Developmental Recruiting

13600 EDS Dnve

Dept 2MD3138

Herndon.VA 22071

EDS also has outstanding opportunities for

experienced Information Processing professionals.

Principals Only An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H

LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
"South Africa's Grammy Award-

winning Vocal Group''

with special guest

Karia Bonoff

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm
FAC Concert Hall

Tickets: $ 1 6, 1 4, 1

2

Five college students '/2-price Box Office 545-25 1

1

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF M.ASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

Greetings from Asbury Park, N.J.
Today's election day, but as I'm all electioned-out, I

could see no better time to reminisce about my summer
vacation.

As a reporter this summer for the Asbury Park (N.J.)

Press, I did some diverse stories, and talked to a lot of

diverse people. And as the adage goes, everyone has a

story to tell.

I thought I'd share a few.

David R. Mark

In June I talked with Emilie J. Johnson. Johnson
graduated from Stockton State (N.J.) College with a

degree in sociology in 1980, and like most other college

graduates, started looking for a job. She had a car, could

type 45 words per minute, was articulate, and hopeful

for her future.

Eight years and 100 resumes later, she found a job.

In the eyes of her prospective employers, she said, the

only possible handicap she had in trying to And a job was
that she was handicapped.

Johnson is quadriplegic, and now has a full-time job

as the Monmouth (N.J.) County Personal Attendant Ser-

vices Coordinator. She screens and interviews personal

attendants, people who work with disabled persons in

their homes — helping them with shopping, preparing

meals, bathing, dressing and anything else the disabl-

ed [>erson needs.

"People are starting to understand there's not much
difference between us (the person with a disability and
the non-disabled)," she said. "And I've learned that, yes,

with things built the right way, I can do the job."

In July I talked to Don Hyde, 69, who said he enjoys

his relationship with Katherine, also 69. The two live

together.

He never married; Katherine is a widow. They began
living together in Hyde's home two years ago, shortly

after his mother died.

"She needed company; I was feeling more or less at

loose ends myself when my mother died," Hyde said.

"Here I was in this big house with no one to live with.

All the previous reasons for being here in the first place

were all gone."

Both agreed that to live together was not a step toward

marriage, but instead a step away from living alone. Just

like younger people, Hyde said, older people need to be

loved.

In August I talked to William E. Pollard, former deputy

executive director of the NAACP, Baltimore. Pollard said

he sees a new problem between blacks and whites: racial

incidents on college campuses.

"People are doing things to blacks and other minorities

today that they haven't done for years," he said. "White
students are treating black students like their grand-

fathers and grandmothers and great-grandfathers and
great-grandmothers were carrying on."

Among the schools he cited was the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.
"I don't understand how we could inoculate our youth

with that kind of venom," he said, adding that it hurts

him to see young people today from different

backgrounds — different races, creeds and colors — hurt

each other so much and treat each other so poorly.

Finally there was JeffNodelman, who I also talked to

in August. Jeff is among this year's freshman class at

New Jersey's William Patterson College, where he ht)pes

to be a part of the jazz band (he plays the drums; the

trumpet; the tuba; the valve trombone, and the baritone,

a small three-valved horn) and major in athletic train-

ing and physical therapy.

Jeff isn't a respected leader ofan organization, and he

certainly wasn't the most famous person I talked to this

summer. But Jeff, who like me went to Marlboro (N.J.)

High School, said something this summer that stuck

with me — something as important as anything said to

me by anyone else this summer.
"My goal is to become an athletic trainer, and my

dream is to play drums hke (Rush drummer) Neil Peart,"

he said. "A goal is something you can achieve by trying

with a lot of hard work. A dream is something just out >

of your reach — but with luck you can get there."

Now you may wonder what all these people have to

do with UMass. It's a fair question.

UMass just celebrated Civility Week. Despite that

many of us still don't recognize how much alike we are

— whether disabled or non-disabled, elderly or young,

black or white, this or that.

Let's make it our dream to recognize that no matter

who we are, where we came from, or what we stand for,

we're all together. Without working toward civility, !

together we'll lose.

Hey, no one said it'd be easy, but with luck we'll get

there.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

Letters

Apathetic voters forget our hard-won rights
In the spirit of keeping abreast of the 1988 presidential

election, I turned on the news one day last week to get

the latest sound bites, themes for the day, and general

shenanigans from this election's illustrious opponents!

But what did I find? Mike Dukakis promising, "Good

jobs at good wages, " or George Bush demanding, "Read

my lips!"

No! I got a report that despite all the important issues

in this election, the major issue with most of the American

voters is that they would rather not vote for either can-

didate, and many are planning not to vote.

Their reason? "I don't like either candidate. Out of some

240 million Americans, couldn't they come up with two

better people?" Perhaps a valid argument, but it misses

the point.

Half the problem with the election process is that not

enough people bother to vote. Don't they care? Oh, sure,

they complain, yet they take no action. I can think of a

dozen of my friends who strongly support my candidate

yet haven't taken the time to register to vote. Now it's

too late. I wonder how they'll feel tonight if our man loses?

Will they even think to share the blame?

In a world where people lose their lives every day

fighting the oppressive tyranny ofcommunism, gladly dy-

ing in a noble attempt to further democracy, why can't

Americans take a few minutes on Nov. 8 to vote? It's a

privilege and an honor, not a God-given right. Why doesn't

that seem to make any difference?

Charles Mallio, Jr.

Central

Say no to the image
People our age have grown up experiencing no other ad-

ministration except that of Ronald Reagan (we were too

young to really experience Jimmy Carter). We have grown

to generally accept him as the norm, and approve of him

not really knowing why. We love his tough guy image and

his traditional values.

Indeed, his concern for tradition is what is known in

history as looking back to past times of glory (the 40s and

50s) in the shadow of a not so glorious present; it's a reac-

tion to a changing reality. It blinds the eye to the nasty

elements of society.

Yet during this time we have seen cutbacks in social

services. Tuition at every university and college has gone

up and up each year as financial aid has become less and

less available. Are we UMass students here because of

the good economic situation from the Reagan administra-

tion? No, we are here because tuition at other non-public

institutions is too expensive even ifwe wanted to attend,

with no financial aid available for middle class students.

The choice becomes limited regardless of his ability.

The campaigns have taken a negative tone. We have

repeatedly seen Bush attack Dukakis on such issues as

Massachusetts furlough system, we see posters such as

the "Mike Dukakis is a real American zero" poster and

the "No Dukes" t-shirts, paid for by the "Dukakis Truth

Squad." From the tone of their slogans and propaganda,

they could be named the Lies and Mud gang, for that is

their true purpose — truth is too bothersome a detail.

Don't let the tactics of the Bush/Quayle campaign dupe

you into voting for them, unless you know their real issues

and approve of them. Knowing these issues may be dif-

ficult, as Bush and Quayle avoid them and go for sound-

bites and visual impression. Bush will not be the educa-

tion, environment, or people's president. Education, en-

vironment, and social programs are not and cannot be on

his agenda as long as he claims to be Reagan's heir. If

you like Bush's tactfcs and dodging of issues, vote for his

image. If you think you're intelligent enough to see past

the surface, don't vote for Bush.
Sean Moore
Orchard HUl

Support child care
Three cheers to Sen. John Olver for sponsoring the Child

Care Linkage Bill, which if passed would require most

developers who build or renovate more than 50,0(X) square

feet of space to construct an on or near-site child care

center, or pay an in lieu of child care fee into a special

fund.

Only one in 2,000 employers provide child care benefits,

and only one-third of Massachusetts families needing child

care can find it at a cost they can reasonably afford.

Obviously, working parents and community residents

would benefit from this bill. Yet studies show businesses

also have much to gain. In a survey of human resource

managers, 90 percent said child care had a positive im-

pact on morale; 85 percent said it helped recruitment, and

more than half agreed on-site care reduces turnover and

absenteeism.

The bill passed in the House of Representatives in Ju-

ly, and will be voted on in the Senate Ways and Means
Committee this month. Smith College MassPIRG supports

this bill and urges all concerned people to voice their sup-

port by writing:

Sen. Patricia McGovern
Chair of Senate Ways and Means
Massachusetts State House

Room 212, Boston, MA 02133
Ruthie Goldberg

Smith College MassPIRG
Editors note: Five other people signed this letter.

Fill in the blanks
George Bush radiates his negative points well enough

himself, so unless you're living in a closet or a devout

Republican, it's easy to see why things like the Iran-

Contra affair, Dan Quayle, and his social agenda would

make you not want to vote Republican.

Meanwhile, Michael Dukakis has more flaws than

furloughing convicts serving life sentences. For instance,

he says he's balanced 10 budgets. That's a lie. What about

the last budget? In a June news conference he said he

resolved a budget crisis. Ten minutes later his budget ad-

ministrator said in a second news conference that $400

million had to be borrowed from the Federal government,

$92 million from lottery funds (supposedly for local

treasuries), and another $91 million cut in local aid. At

the conference's end, the administrator corrected himself,

saying only $200 million was borrowed from the govern-

ment. But unless you watched PBS, you wouldn't know
about the Machiavellian technique Dukakis used

nationwide.

So what's the alternative, to not vote? No! Although the

media would lead one to believe there are only two can-

didates, there seems to be another. Lyndon LaRouche?

Ron Paul? Lenora Fulani?

Or maybe the blank box? Feel free to check this! If

enough voters do, enough elections, maybe someone in

authority will notice the discontent of having only two

choices and initiate the reform we desperately need.

Joshua Christie

Orchard Hill
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Fishbone fights injustice with musical madness

Moore thinks the group's latest album Truth and Soul

is their most focused effort. The album touches on such

subjects as divorce ("Ma and Pa") and the Howard Beach

travesty ("Slow Bus Movin'), and Judgement Day ("Ques-

tion of Life"). About "Question," he said: "A couple of

years ago I was really bummed and I got a safety pin and
razor blade and scratched a question mark on my chest.

I wanted to know why there's all this pain and suffering

in the world, and if it would ever end."

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

For ten years Fishbone has mixed cutting social com-

mentary with just about every musical style to create

songs where the melody never dilutes the message.

Lead singer/saxophonist Angelo Moore is the same

way. He's intense about everything, going from bitter

recollections over being chased by the KKK to an en-

thusiastic description of a dream he had the previous

night in which he saved the world from becoming a liv-

ing hell.

There's no halfway point with him; one moment he'll

say "a ghetto's just a jail with bars, only the bars are

in your mind;" next moment he'll say something like "if

you don't believe in hope, what's the sense of living? You

might as well be dead."

Moore's full throttle all the way. Just ask him what

kind of music Fishbone likes.

"Aw, man, it would be a lot easier to tell you what we
don't like," said Moore.

Fishbone doesn't like country music. They hate

Whitney Houston.

"The trouble with Shitney Pukeston (Moore's words,

not mine) is that it's just radio brainwashing. Songs have

to educate. You can sing a love song, but there's a whole

lot more important stuff to sing about."

Fishbone got its start almost 10 years ago when six

junior high school kids met while being bused from their

neighborhood to California's suburbs. Home was jazz,

R&B, and funk; the valley was surf music, punk, reggae,

and occasional cars that would stop so the driver could

shout "nigger," Moore said. "The devil is the cause of all

this shit," Moore said about racism. "All we have to do

is close our eyes and get humble. Power causes nothing

but evil and hate."

Finally, Moore on one of

the best live bands around:

"I hate fights at our con-

certs. When we see people

fighting, we just say shit,

man, they've got the wrong

idea.' I like it when people

just lose it and have a good

time. We want to make peo-

ple happy and aware. If they

leave without getting

something out of it we get

reallv bummed."

Fishbone. At Universal

Joint Downstairs at Pearl

Street; Thursday, Nov. 10; 9
p.m. 21 or over. 12 bucks.

Go.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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Your next State Senator
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Counties
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UMass Graduate
1987 Degree in Economics

Let's Bring Politics Back to the People

A Strong Independent Voice for
Western Massachusetts
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Martha makes good;
Decision done right
By COSMO MACERO JR.
Collegian Staff

Remember all the cool stuff that was previewed in last

week's column? Well it's over with now; and if it all pass-
ed you by, here's what you missed:
Uncle Martha once again played the Hatch on Wednes-

day night, this time accompanied by the semi-legendary
dinosaur Free Press. Although L'Oasis (birthplace of Un-
cle Martha) has been closed for quite awhile now, the open
bluesjams have moved to The Universal Joint, downstairs
at Pearl Street, and it's a good bet that the men and
women from Uncle will soon be setting up in this, the
area's newest blues forum.

Speaking of the Universal Joint, Friday night was the
WMUA-sponsored show featuring Georgia jangle jockeys
Dreams So Real and local boys Grave Goods. Musical-
ly, everything was real nice. Attendance? Let's just say
that seating was not a problem. Guitarist Marty Maria
peeled off some neat licks between verses of Dreams So
Real's bouncy tunes, and overall the show was a quality

one. Understandably, the band's enthusiasm was a bit

lacking, seeing there was at least twice as many people

upstairs dancing to the sounds of The Fat Boys.

There was no dancing Thursday night at the Hatch. Just

plenty of loud rock'n'roll. Split Decision, who open up
for Eastern Wind this Thursday night at Katina's, played

an energetic set for everyone within earshot of the Stu-

dent Union basement. Although the band flnished a bit

early (11:30), the show was solid and the bandmembers
were clearly pleased by the substantial crowd. Definitely

more to come from this hungry group.

Let's hear it for all you guitar slingers! it's no secret

that the author of this column is a guitar fiend. So why
not drop off a demo tape ofyour fretwork for scrutiny, com-

ment, and enjoyment by all the local vocal folks? While
your at it, drop off a tape of your whole band. As always,

information on any bands is welcomed wiih open arms.

Send said info to: Local Vocal, Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Don't forget . . . rock'n'roll lives.

Sonic's Nation a brilliant state
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Daydream Nation
Sonic Youth
Blast First

How do you trip without dropping acid?

Simple; just take a journey through the Daydream
Nation.

This year the acid culture has really come into its own,
and now. Sonic Youth, the most wonderful rock band on
the planet, have given us its greatest high.

The funny thing is, when I first heard this I really

thought they'd finally sold out; clipped the guitars, for-

saken the "whsunmy bars;" tailored their unmistakeable,
brilliant noise to suit someone else's greed. But I was
wrong; because Daydream Nation is the glorious fruition

of a process which began back on Sister with "I Got A
Catholic Block" and "Hot Wire To My Heart," and con-

tinued when the band temporarily became Stooges to Ig-

gy Pop, a few months back. Now the Sonics finally know
that the only way to really subvert the mainstream . . .

IP from within.

So Daydream Nation is first and foremost an album of

pop songs, but an album of pop songs like no other.

"Teenage Riot" is as breezy as Jan and Dean, until you
hit tTiat middle eight, then you might as well throw your
entire conception of reality out the window; "The Sprawl"

is a masterpiece of obsessively layered guitars; but all this

is mere child's play to Thurston and chums.

It's not until "Eric's Trip" that the band kick fully into

ge£ir, and in this respect Daydream Nation is like a Sonic

live show; it takes them a while to get warmed up, but
when they do, it's worth waiting your whole life to hear
the result.

"Total Trash" rides on a brilliant 60s biker riff, before

a sudden attack of schizophrenia turns it into some mad
"axe-" wielding maniac, while "Candle's" mind-
wrencning cacophony of feedback manages to out-weird

even this. Sonic Youth "abuse" their guitars. They are

unique in realizing that the musician should be master
of, not slave to, his instrument.

With Daydream Nation they have shown that you don't

have to step outside the boundaries of the form to be in-

novative; it's the sound that counts, and the possibilities

of sound are "super- sonic." Album of the year.

Arts staff meeting
Interestad in working for the Arts Desk next semester?

Want to be a columnist? Editor? Associate? Co-editor?

Come to a meeting this Sunday at 12 noon in the Col-

legian to discuss positions available for the upcoming

term. Everyone is welcome and staff and correspondents

are urged to attend this very important meeting.

Are you l<M)king for a challenging, rewarding profession?
You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with s|)eech,

language and hearing disorders.

Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers
two exciting master of science programs in Speech- language Pathology
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in t he Boston area). Both
programs are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Associatum.

You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in

our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include
clinical practice in many of Bo.stons prestigious medical institutions.

Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available.

Call (fil7) 437-2708. or write (Iraduate School. Boston Bouve
College of Human Professions, l()(i Dock.ser Hall, Northeastern I'niversjty,

Boston, MA 02115. Becau.se some people's problems are worth listening to.

B<)st<)n-Ek)uve

College

^a Northeastern

University

Anp<|ualiip|>(irtuiii(y affirmative

action iinivpr^ity

^Whenyou've gotabeer

M\ this richand rlavorltil,

vdiysucka lime?

Let's face it, amigos, anybeer that needs a slice of lime to give it flavor can't be

much of a beer Discover Calgary Amber Lager. . . its rich, imported taste is

hearty and robust Try it the next time you order beer, and hold the lime.

Calgary Amber Lager. Join the stampede.

|"a T-shirt offer diat's not for suckers,

I

Please send me the following Calgar>' T- Shirts:

I

7/'
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M
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Tax*
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Productions in the Valley
To mark the 50th anniversary of Kirby

Memorial Theater, Amherst College
department of theater and dance will pre-

sent No Mercy, a play by Constance Con-
gdon Nov. 9 through 12 at 8 p.m.

The play, directed by Professor Michael
Birtwistle follows the story of Robert J. Op-
penheimer and the effect of the detonation
of the first atom bomb on those who were
present at Los Alamos.

Tickets are $4 for general admission and
$2 for students and senior citizens. For
more information call 542-2277.
Carolyn Forche, UMass visiting professor

from Brandeis University, will read her
poetry Wednesday, Nov. 9 at- 8 p.m. in

Memorial Hall at UMass. Force was win-
ner of the Yale series of Younger Poets
Award for her first poetry collection,

"Gathering the Tribes". The reading is free

and open to the public.

Hampshire College Theatre presents Tlte

Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui by Bertolt

Brecht.

Directed by Rhonda Blair, the play uses

the story of the take-over of the Chicago
and Cicer vegetable markets by a violent

gangster as a metaphor for Hitler's rise to

power in the 1930's.

Performances are Nov. 9 through 12 and

16 through 20 at 8 p.m. in the Mainstage

Theatre, Emily Dickinson Hall. For ticket

information call 549-4600.

Patty MacLachlan, author and Visiting
lecturer at Smith College, will be on hand
Nov. 12 at JefTery Amherst Bookshop from
11 a.m. to 12 noon to sign copies of her
latest book The Facts and Fictions ofMin-
na Pratt. For more information call
253-3381.

Journalist Rob Okun will sign copies of
a book he edited The Rosenbergs: Collected
Visions ofArtist and Writers on Thursday,
Nov. 10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Globe Bookshop!

r

CUTOUT HERE.
^99 takes you to Florida and back.

Our new low student fares are a quick studyi Just *99 round trip on Continentals new nonstops

from Boston to Tampa and Ft Lauderdale only Please present tfiis coupon when you purchase

your ticket (one coupon per ticket, originals only, no copies allowed). Tickets available for

purchase only at Continental ticketing locations Students must present valid college ID when
purchasing ticket This fare is nonrefundable and is valid only for full-time college students

age 26 or younger Travel must originate in Boston and be completed by December \A.\ 988.
Holiday blackouts apply (November 18, 19. 22. 23. 26-28) Round trip purchase required.

Seats are limited and fare may not be available cxi every flight This offer is not valid in conjunction

with any other Continental fare promotion, and no OnePass'" miles may be earned with this

special fare

Continental Agent Ticketing Instructions.
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And take your cut of up to >200 savings on our new tow student fares.
First, grab a pair of scissors. Then pack your swimsuit and suntan oil. Because students can now

cut up in Tampa or Ft. Lauderdale, for only ^99 round trip from Boston
Just cut out Continental's low student fare coupon, above, and bring it with you when you purchase vour tickets
No advance purchase or Saturday night stay require^ and travel must be completed by December 1 A 1988
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The Real Reason for

a College Education:
Andrew Young
Speaks

Simone Nicholson

"If we spend our time with people just like ourselves, we'fi

end up socially retarded." This was Mayor Andrew Young's
message when he spoke to an audience of about 200 peo
pie in the Campus Center Auditorium on Oct. 27.

Currently the mayor of Atlanta, Young has had a
distinguished career in p)olitics. from his work with Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. in the sixties, to his ambassadorship to the

UN and his work with South Africa. Much respected in the

black community, his speech reminded people that m this

world everyone is not the same and not like us. Because
of this we must learn to except and understand not

persecute and deprive people people for their differences

YOung also stated that many of the stereotypical attitudes

we have towards people have been nurtured over many
years. Knowing this we must work to dispel these attitudes

in ourselves and in other people. He used as an example •

a personal experience wherein his daughter was spending

the night over a puerto rican family's house Young said

he immediately jumped to conclusions and had negative

thoughts because the family did not speak english. With

this he made the pKDint that anyone, even someone who
thinks themselves above it will categorized and judge a per-

son because they speak a different language, are a different

religion or color, or are inherently different in any way.

Young stated that black people as a rule have a difficult

and overbearing job because they often find themselves

in the position of educator to white community. He said this

can be unnerving to a college student who while to graduate

and study must constantly explaing themselves to people

who don't understand them. Young also said, that although

this is a heavy load black people must to some extent carry

JL

Photo by Rcti OuCrM

ct~27. 1988. Carnpus Center. J
He also said that white people or anyone who doesn't

understand must take the time to educate themselves.
Young also spoke on the seeming inability for people to

sit down and work together collectively because they
couldn't or wouldn't take the time to understand the others

perspectives on the situation. At this point he touched on
an issue currently controversial on our campus: should
Louis Farrakhan come or shouldn't he? Young said that

when Farrakhan wanted to come to Atlanta, the black and

This mutual understanding is why a diverse education

at a university such as UMass is so important. Young said,

that in order to function in the outside world or the job

market one must be able to deal with people that are dif-

ferent from themselves, and to some extent understand how

they think. Only then will there be peace and an atmosphere

where people of different ethnic backgrounds, colors,

religions, and beliefs will not have to assimilate but to

peacefully co-exist.

'*... iVs not a prmleiii\

it's \our rii^ht.

It\ your respof •VI;

WethePeiple...

Will Win!

HOPB '8t

Tuesday November 8th

Free Tuition! Where do we sign up?
By CHRISTINE DILLON
Nummo Staff

Once you leave the undergraduate set-

ting, what do you think your undergraduate

degree will be worth on a monetary scale?

Unfortunately probably not as much as you

paid for it. You will be another graduate with

another degree trying to break through the

work force with an average starting salary

ranging from $1 7,000 to $24,000, depending

on your marketability. For some this may
seem ideal or golden, but why settle for

mediocre when there is so much more
available at your disposal.

Being a minority with a Masters in

Business Administration (MBA) may t>e the

distinguishing factors necessary to seperate

yourself from the ordinary others. Despite

the increase of MBAs filtering into the

market each year, the supply and demand
for minority MBAs is not at an equillibrium

point. To help alleviate this deficiency,

universities and corporations have commit-

ted themselves to increasing minority enroll-

ment through enticing scholarship

packages, fellowships, and offers one can't

refuse.

The Consortium for graduate study in

Management may be your ticket to a full paid

MBA program, a promising career with an

impressive salary and a distinguished con-

tact list. Sponsored by over 200 corpora-

tions, the 22 year old consortium is compos-
ed of a nine member school alliance con-

sisting of Indiana University, New York

University, Washington University at St.

Louis as well as the Universities of Michigan,

North Carolina, Rochester, Southern Califor-

nia, Texas and Wisconsin.

The MBA cirriculum at these outstanding

private and public universities is geareo

toward developing one's analytical, problem-

solving and decision-making abilities perti-

nent to the success of a professional

manager or entrepreneur engaged in the

multifaceted world of business.

Recipients of the Consortium's feltowship

receive full tuition for their MBA program.

Students also receive a $3000 stipend dur-

ing their first year and $2000 their second

year. The 200 plus sponsoring corporations

actively recruit fellows for summer intern-

ships and extend offers for challlenging well

paid careers upon graduation. Alumni of

the Consortium contest that an MBA today

is a must-have degree arxl the fellowship

served to reduce the economic burden that

financing a graduate education can render.

Also mentioned as a bonus of the program

was it's strong support network organizing

study sessions, corporate presentatk>ns and

contact lists, to assist with the job search.

For more information on the Consortium

for Graduate Study in Management contact:

Consortium for Graduate Study in

Management
Brent E. Johnson
Director of Marketing and Recruiting

Campus Box 1132, One Brookings

Drive

St. Louis, Missouri 63130
1-314-889-6353

For Information on other programs anc

financial assistance available to minorities

aspiring a graduate degree should contact

continued on page 4
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''Blues for Mr.
J 9

By Ramani Sripada and

Solonia Jordan

Nummo Staff

"Blues for Mr. Charlie" opened at Bowker
Auditorium on October 13 and continued

through October 16. The play was based
upon the case of Emmett Till, a black youth

who was murdered in Sunflower, f^^ississip-

pi in 1955, for the alleged crime of whistling

at a Caucasian woman.
The first scene in the play takes place in

a church where Reverend Meridian Henry

holds services. The people are talking of

Richard Henry's death and who they felt was
responsible for his murder. The name. Lyie

Britten came to mind. He was a recently

married man with a new baby boy, who is

a sterotypical member of his southern white

community.
Parnell James was a wealthy editor of a

newspaper, interested in tx)th parties con-

cerned over Richard Henry's murder. He
went to the sheriff asking for the arrest of

LyIe Britten on tsehalf of the murder victim's

father Reverend Meridian Henry. Parnell told

his fhend, Meridian, that a warrant for Lyie's

arrest had been issued. Also being a

longtime childhood friend of Lyie's, he went

to tell him of the impending arrest.

Through a series of flashbatks we come
to see the character of Richard Henry and
the incidents leading to his murder. Richard

has returned to Mississippi after eight years

of being in New York. He came home to get

over a drug addiction. Through his ex-

periences of loosing his mother, watching

his father unable to anything about it, and

growing up in a prejudicious southern com-

munity made Richard very hateful towards

the whites. He tried to make a new life for

himself and intended to marry an old

girlfriend named Juanita.

From the first time they met, Richard and

LyIe, had a strong dislike for eachother.

Richard did not like Lyie's attitude and

wanted to prove to him that he was not afraid

of him. A controversial incident took place

in Lyie's store. Richard went there with his

friend, Lawrence, to get some soft-drinks

and to throw his weight around. Lawrence

waited outside because the blacks were

boycotting his store. LyIe had shot a black

man and stated that it was in self defense.

He had been having an affair with the man's

young wife. Richard started to make sexually

connotative remarks under his breath to

Lyie's wife, Jo. He put down $20 to pay for

a 20 cents bill. Jo called LyIe out after she

told Richard that she didn't have any change

and Richard started to be difficult about it.

A fight broke out leaving LyIe holding his

stomach on the floor.

The funeral for Richard coinsided with the

Britten's first anniversary. A day after was

the trial of State vs. LyIe Britten for the

murder of Richard Henry. Jo Britten lied to

the court at>out the facts that occurred in the

store. She claimed that Richard grabbed her

and pressed her against him. LyIe was ac-

quitted, but before he left the courtroom,

Reverend Meridian asked him what his

son's last words were. LyIe admitted killing

Richard and said he would do it again.

BLACK STUDENTS

FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS

Who is going to choose your leaders?

DVP ejects all black students from

organization!

Can a black person be a distinguished

speaker?
* * * Rally forthcoming

* * *

STUDENTS FOR
FARRAKHAN

(

(

BLACK AGENDA 9 9

7 p.m. Wednesday at the New Africa House

WOMEN OF BREWSTER'S PLACE

By Christine Dilton

Nummo Staff

With the exception of The Cosby Show,

Frank's Place, A Different World, Roots.

227, The Jeffersons, Amen, Good Times,

What's Happening and Black exploitation

flick's when was the last time you saw a

television sitcom/movie with more than five

Black entertainers or better yet, the last time

you viewed a powerful Black drama dealing

with the lives of "sistenwomen?
"

If you are an advent television watcher

with a commendable ability or just familiar

with the Black movie industry (if there is such

a thing), you may be able to identify one or

two or even possibly three— but that's just

not good enough! There seems to be an
underrepresentation of positive, non-
stereotypical Black shows appearing on our
television screens.

This winter, however, Gloria Naylor's Na-
tional Book Award-winning novel. The
Women of Brewster Place will air on ABC
in a dynamic minisenes. Naylor's powerful

and moving novel "follows the struggles of

seven Black women whose varying paths
converge in the Brewster Place projects

where they all come to live
"

The prominent cast of Brewster Place
consists of Oprah Winfrey, who is also ex-

ecutive producer, Jackee, Robin Givens.

Olivia Cole, Paula Kelly. Cicely Tyson,

kenette Mckee. Phyllis Yvonne Stickney.

Lynn Whitfield, Moses Gunn and Paul Win-

field among others. The casts admits to their

enthusiasm for the opportunity to portray

strong Black characters in a positve drama.

Despite all three networks originally turn-

ing down Brewster Place (without reading it),

Oprah Winfrey approached the "big-wigs"

of ABC entertainment with copies of Naylor's

novel; after a brief persuasive opener, they

were calling her on the telephone. You see

if Oprah wants something, Oprah gets it and

she was dedicated to seeing this novel pro-

duced for television.

Though the miniseries concentrates on

Black women, it is not meant to be offensive

in anyway to men. Winfrey points out in an

Essence interview, that [they] tried to be very

conscious of and sensitive to Black men;

and hopes that people understand the pains

taken to help relay why the men are por-

trayed as so. The male characters are com-

plex individuals who show their love as well

as their frustration an anger with life.

Naylor's novel received raving reviews

and It is very rare that you'll find in the in-

dustry, a Black miniseries addressing the

trials and tribulations of Black women.

Where is BMCP Heading?
By Andrea Harris

Nummo Staff

Black Mas* Communications Project was started in 1968

by the third world community on the University of

Massachusetts campus. The members involved were also

members of WMUA, and had management positions there.

As time went on third world participation in WMUA declin-

ed. As a result hours granted for BMCP lessened. This was
not the only problem, third world representation in the SGA
dwindled and left no one to make sure funds were alloted

for BMCP thus funding got cut more and more each year.

Tuesday night sparkles with Lady E on the turntables Photo by Kevin Sibley

A Third World Affairs director position was created to

mediate problems betvueen WMUA and BMCP, this person

has no power and can only voice opinions, suggestions,

and oppositions of the members of BMCP but has no con-

trol in making sure changes are made.
* Members of BMCP are upset that no polls are taken to

see how the campus feels about the programs WMUA has

and from that decide what program should be cut. BMCP
feels it not only has a lot of listeners in the pioneer valley,

but also Springfield, that support them. The fact that it is

the only program designed to fit the needs of the third world

commuhity in the pkx>eer valley alone shows it's importance

to WMUA. Collette. a sophmore D.J. at BMCP, ex-

plains."WMUA doesn't think the third world community

music is important enough to play it." Members of BMCP
feel WMUA is more geared towards rock music and a ma-

jority of tf>e students on campus don't listen to the programs

on WMUA and some don't even know the college radio sta-

tion exist. The program director of WMUA, who initiated the

cut in time, would have cut more hours if it had not t>een

for the director from third world affairs, Kevin Mitchell, defen-

sive stand. The reason being that BMCP did not have

enough qualified D.J.'s to fill in their time slots. A selected

number of people go through a five week training session.

before going the air. Because of lack in participation and

the small selective process the D.J.'s BMCP has a fewer.

Richard Gray, the general manager of BMCP, states, The

only way for BMCP to get more hours is if the third world

community becomes more active in WMUA and make sure

it happens." He feels that WMUA does nothing for the third

world community. BMCP 20th anniversary is this year ana

WMUA has offered no support in light of this anniversary.

The Big Daddy Kane and Boogie Down Productions con-

cert last week was done in conjuction with UPC. BMOK win

be conducting a poll of their own in the future to prevent

further damage to the hours alloted to them. Black Mass

Communications Project cannot survive withot the thira

wortd communities support.

EDITORIAL/ OPINION
What are Black Greeks?

A. Anthony Gee
Stop The Nonsense

Black Fraternities are fostering sexism
with sweethearts. THe very act of

"sweethearting" perpetuates a belief

system that says the woman's role in socie-

ty is to serve man. The woman has been
made into nothing more than a piece of

meat. This is exhibited in her role in religion,

how many saviors were women, how many
ministers are women, how many gods are

refered to as "our mother"
The clothing that is being produced an*^

marketed by men for women, has them
believing that their only worth is in their her
physical bequty. She is made to believe the

way to attract men is to put on a skirt that

barely covers her buttocks, or a dress that

exposes her chest. THese disgraceful items

are marketed in fashion magazines
everywhere, loved and perpetuated by men
and worn in ignorance by women every day.

The black woman has dealt with these

things along with painful headaches caus-

ed by black men. The history of the black

man in relation to the black woman leaves

alot to be desired. It is sad at best. The in-

ability of the black man to contribute to the

black family, the constatndesire to dominate

and control instead of communication and
trying to understand, the tunneling of frustra-

tions to the black woman because the black

man is unable to show and or prove his

manhood in the world, and the chasing of

white women, what the hell is that. Come on

black man. there is beauty in the black

woman, clean out your eyes and mind so

you can exzperience and witness the

wondertui black woman.
With all of this in mind black fraternity men

how can you allow the role of the sweetheart

to coontinue. We must undergo the pledge

processed without the exploitation of

women. We must realize that a satellite

organization is not good enough for the

black women we lovce It is not good enough

for the woman that has stood bvy our side

when we were ignorant, who stood behind

us when we did not have courage, who

forgave us when we made mistakes. Listen

black man. it is time to stop the nonsense.

Encourage the black woman to envolve

herself in events and activities that give her

pride, dignity, and recognition for geing a

strong black woman. "Not the role of an aux-

iliary puppet." And yes that is the role of the

sweetheart no matter how you slice it.

Sweeethearts, are unable to participate in

the decision making procedss of the frater-

nities. They are not in the constitution of any

of the fraternities and generally lack the

respect of most fraternity members. This ad

hoc concept is not supported by any of the

fraternities national offices. No black man

the nonsense must stop. THe time for ra-

tionalizing is over. It is time for the black

woman and man to stand together as a

team, on the same playing field, with the

same rules. It is time for us to work togehter

to take care of the things that we need to

take care of like the liberating of our peo-

ple. THe time of change is here black man,

don't get caught on the wrong side of

history.

And you black woman, Queen of the Nile,

Mother of Civilization, bearer oflife, please

don't put yourself into these comprimising

situations. You are too good to be a sweet

heart You don't need to be an auxiliary

anything You are the mother of civiliation.

You must be PRIMARY at all times. Do not

ever relegate yourself to the role of a

sweetheart. You face so much black woman.

It will take self-determination,m strength and

self-esteem toliberate yourmind. THe very

things that most men try to rob you of. You

can beat the odds black woman. You have

the power to do it. I know you can. Stay away

from subservient roles. Stop demeaning and

degrading yourself first and then "bust up"

anyon6 or anything that tries to demean or

degrade you or your sisters. Stand with the

black man not behind him.

We can work this thing out brothers and

sissters but it's going to take some work. We

must destroy these old values that seperate

us these old values that allow us to hate

ourselves. Let us work together, side by side

to lift ourselves to levels of greatness. Come

on sisters and brothers lets take care of

business.

The idea behind pledging a greek fraternity is to further

enhance one's college life. In becoming a black greek,

one develops high spirited comradery enriched through

sacred vows with the fraternity brothers or sorority sister

of one's organization. As a black greek, one now

represents more than oneself in the eyes of others. When
one pledges a fraternity or sororiry, which is usually for

lifetime, one stands for what that organization stands for,

and through careful selection. The ideals should be one

in the same. I am John E. Phillips, a student at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts who is a proud member of the first

black fraternity for college men. Alpha Phi Alpha Frater-

nity Incorporated.

John Phillips, member of Alpha Phi Alpha

A leader within his or herself who can

overcome life's struggles to accomplish a

even higher challenge of achievements,

goals, or feats. It all may start in the mind.

The mere fact of thinking, I can do it and

I will get it done,' means much more to an

individual's mind than having someone else

taking care of it. Maybe this may seem far

fetched, but it brings one to make a decision

and point out whether he or she is going to

live his or her ownor is someone going to

live it for them.

Individuals, who can see this idea within

themselves, come together and establish a

working bond amongst each other. This

bond allows one to handle life's struggles

and persue to a more positive destiny

Pledging and becoming one in a fraternity

or sorority provide this idea and allow it to

work within a bond, body, or even just

friends.

To add a little kigic. life is a bunch of situa-

tions that one has to deal with and make

decisions. Well, pledging is no different

Therefore, life experiences is pledging and

pledging is a life experience By your deci-

sion to accomplish an achievement, goal, or

feat, you determine your own fate in

life(ple<lging).

By VICTORIA BELL
Nummo Staff

"Don't Believe the Hype!

Some members of our community are perturbed by the

pending arrival of Minister Louis Farrakhan. This is their

Derogative. I have trouble, though, accepting their asser-

tion to disallow Mr. Farrakhan to speak here at the Univer-

sity Several students whom I've questioned don t even

know who Louis Farrakhan is or what he advocates. Many

want to know. Because of the many rumors, students are

being kept in the dark. Here's why they shouldnt be.

Louis Farrakhan is the leader of the Nation of Islam, a

sect of the Black Muslems. He is a reverend. He denounces

racism of any kind. He is against drugs, akx>hol. poor educa-

tion broken homes, poverty and apartheid. Mr. Farrakhan s

main objective is the Black Agenda. At a press conference

this year in New York. Mr. Farrakhan's natk>nal spokesmen.

Dr Abdul Alim Muhammad, defined the Black Agenda as

a cause which "actually represents the assetion of the

human rights not only of Black people but of Latino people

and other oppressed minorities in this country... Yes. Mr.

Farrakhan made a statement in 1985 which, in retrospect

was anti^ewish. "Let those among (us) who are without

sin, cast the first stone! " Here is a man with good inten-

tions and strona commitments.

Mayor Koch of New York, although he is opposed to Far-

rakhan's "ways" of demonstrating these intentions, defend-

ed in an article in the New York Times, Farrakhan's right

to speak. He sakl,"...when we go further and seek to im-

pede his meeting or to stop him [Farrakhan] from speak-

ing, we violate his right to speak..."

During his youth, Farrakhan was active in his local

Episcopal Church. He received a full scholarship to

Winston-Salem State University in North Carolina. From

then on, he has worked hard to boldly speak-out against

all oppression He stands for unity: unity among the op-

pressed, especially in the black communities. He wants we.

the black community, to be independent enough to be free

of our oppressors.

Anytxxly who shares these sentiments and beliefs,

should listen to Farrakhan speak. If you know nothing about

the man, come and find out something about him for

yourselves. But please, don't believe the hype!

By ROBIN PRATTS

The question 'What the Hell is black Greek anyway?"
repeatedly resounded throughout the Campus Center on

Monday, September 26. However, for some, even after the

lengthy, heated debate ended the question remained

unanswered.
A myriad of issues were raised. The three, most popular

and pertinent questions were; why is it necessary to have

more than one black fraternity or sorority?, what are their

contributions to campus life at UMass?. and what, if any

role do black Greek organizations play in the community?

Fraternity is defined as a group of persons united by

similar interests, backgrounds, or occupations. Thus, the

suggestion of having one "generic" sorority for all women,
or one "generic ' fraternity for all men is not all reasonable

or realistic one. Admittedly, we as black people share the

same interests. Realizing this, the formation of more
than one black sorority or fraternity is quite logical. Are you

friends with all the black people you know? No. of course

not. Some people you meet will end up only being acquain-

tances, while others will be your friends, best friends, or

even your enemies Does that mean that you're contributing

to the disunity of blacks today? No. it simply means that

you cfKX)se to associate, or fraternize with people who share

your interests, background, or occupation. On this obser-

vation the formation of more than one fraternity or sorority

is founded. Each organization is unique in the level of con-

sideration or importance that is placed on different prin-

ciples, beliefs, and values.

So. does all that mean that a person interested in join-

ing a Greek organization should attend the smokers, teas.

find their "type" of people, pledge and immediately

disengage from all other forms of social interactions with

the exception of their particular Greek organization? No.

This is where the main point of confusion or ambiguity lies.

Allegiance to a fraternityy or sorority does not mean the

abandonment of suppport to your fellow blacks, whether

they are Greek or not.

Thus, the first and foremost role of the black Greek on

campus is to be a "brother" or "sister" to all, exemplify-

ing a positive model of behavior for all to respect and follow.

As far as the role of the black Greek in the community

I am unable to speak out. Each fraternity and sorority has

vark)us levels of involvement and committment to the publrc,

information that can be ooobtained from the members of

particular Greek organizations.

Some outsiders looking in many see black Greek

organizations in a negative light Yet, others may see them

as positive, worthwhile organizations. An individual in the

former group may have extended a friendly hand out to one

of your fraternity brother, or "sorors" and been respected.

Or, an individual from the later group may have extended

the same friendly hand to your Greek comrade and was ac-

cepted. Think about it.

I know one thing, and I'm sure I don't speak only for

myself. When I walk into an auditorium, classroom, or din-

ing hall, and I am one of a very few number of blacks in

the place, I look for my other black can't always wear his

Greek letters, and your "soro " can't always wear her Greek

colors - but if we all make our first pledge to each other and

our first allegiance to racial unity we would exemplify the

true meaning of brothertiood and sisterfKXXl.
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Johnson & Johnson Leadership Awards

Dr. Lea E Williams

Director of Educational Services

United Negro College Fund

500 East 62nd Street

New York, New York 10021

1-212-644-9600

League of United Latin American Citizens(LULAC)

National Educational Services Center, Inc.

400 First Street. N.W., Suite 716

Washington, DC. 20001
1-202-628-8516

National Black MBA Association

111 East Wacker Drive, Suite 320
Chicago. Illinois 60601
1-312-644-6610

Black Culture

^?^^^7^
One day I heard somebody say that Blacks

were culturally deprived

and I wondered how they had arrived at

that conclusion

I was contused by what they said as it kept rumbling through ^
my head

But It only took a while

before I began to smile

You see I figured they simply didn't know that Black folks

got sure nutf culture from

our head down to our toe

which we talk V
,

using words

It's the music that we sing and the style In

It's the preachin and the prayin' and the

way we even walk

jit's the get-down way we move when the

band begins to play

[and the looks we give each other without

|to say

M-M-M and M-M are some ways we
communicate

that folks outside our culture may not

appreciate

It's how we put the man on and he doesn't

even know
It's how we keep on tryin' when someone tells us "no"

When they say we don't recognize the

finer things in life

I know through all my education toils and
strife

[l recognize good music when I hear it on
the air

ind to say gospel, jazz and blues aren't

culture isn't fair

ith James Brown my brother you know
I've got soul

and frankly I find the string quartet

performances rather cold

^ I surely recognize the finest there is in

^ food
N

I don't even have to be in any special

S mood

^ To appreciate fried chicken, greens,

barbeque and red Kool-Aid

and I'd turn down caviar no matter how
much they paid

It's our afros, curls and the way we do our

hair

The clothes and fashionable styles we wear

It's the sisters and the brothers struggling

for the cause
fighting economics, politics and unjust

laws

But most of all it's the way we hang

together and the kinship that we feel

that makes our culture so natural and so

real

When I think about our Blackness and

what our culture is all about It's hard to keep on talkin'

cause I think

I'm going to shout

^
^

"Black folks don't have any culture" I

heard somebody say

end I just put my hand on my hip, rolled

my eyes and looked the other way.

You have no nght to support something that you have given so much to and get so

litUe from. You have no nght to continue to support it. simply because you teel you

have sulfered under Mr. Bush and maybe you might do better under Mr. Dukakis.

Who said so? Hiai s like voung for Lucifer or Salon - you catch hell either way
Minister Louis Farrakhan

Lenora Fulani says:

"Dump the Duke!"
Now as bUjck people, we know that the Republican Party doesnt mean us any good

But we need to let both parties of Big Business know tiiat they cannot continue to

take our votes lor granted• or count on us not to vote at all- while ignonng. and

rejecung. the Black A^nda. That is why the message that I ain taking out to the

Black communities of Amenca is that m 1988 Uie way to advance the Black .\gcnda

and the agenda of the Rainbow movement is to use our votes to dump the Dukel To

do otherwise is a waste of that vote, which our people sat in lor. marched for.

struggled for, and died far.

'

VOTE
Tuesday
Nov. 8

Polls open Jam to 8pm. %

Lenora B. Fulani
Independent Candidate for President of the United States

For more InlormaUon (til?) 1450005

PaiUjor by LtTiora O. FXtUiin s CommMWt: pr
I'iur fit'ctions Ccicn:; /."I<( 'tnns

By SOLONIA JORDAN
Nummo Staff

To Do a Co-op, or Not to Do a Co-op. You decide!

Choosing a major, deciding on the right career, finding

the right job, all these decisions to make but where do you

start? The University Career Center located on fraternity

and sorority park can help you make these decisions.

You can use the center for career advising, resume
assistance, computerized job matching, on-campus inter-

viewing preparations, pre^)lacement arrangements with the

registrar, bursar and much more. You must first take the

initiative to visit the center during your sophomore and junior

year. The center has a alot to offer students but people are

either not aware of what they have to offer or they simply

won't take the time to go to the center and ask questions.

The Co-op program is a unique partnership between an

employer and student. The program can combine periods

of paid, pre professional emptoyment with semesters of

University study to understand your career and personal

goals. You are able to work in your related field and decide

whether that fiekj is right for you.

The requirements of doing a coop consist of being a

sophomore, junior, first semester senior or graduate stu-

dent having a 2.0 minimum grade point average. The stu-

dent must have a declared major and t>e willing to com-

plete at least two work periods before graduation. Approval

of your designated faculty advisor is also important.

The next step to follow if you fullfill the requirements is

to apply. In order to do this you must check the bulletin

boards outside the co-op office at the center regularly and

decide if you would like to take a semester off or do one

over the summer. After you nave chosen which company
you would like to apply for you must enroll in an informa-

tional session which are held several times each week at

the Center.

The advantages are there, we as students must take the

next step and use them. In terms of outcome from the

students using the coop programm minorities make up only

^2/. Of those t^only ten blacks were accounted for last

year. THere is no excuse for these figures! We have the

oppurturity to get involve with recruiters from large com-

panies through a minority recruiting program and we are

not taking advantage of them. We need to ask more ques-

tions about who's coming to the campus and are they

recruiting minority students. Keeping track of flyers and
listings around campus for co-op would also work to your

advantage.

What will you gain by doing a co-op? A paid work ex-

perience with top employers; Informed Career Decision -

Making; fVloney for Your Education; Maturity and Self - Con-

fidence; Professkjnal Contacts in yyour field; New Perspec-

tives on your academic work.

People that have done co-op's feel it was worth taking

the time off. They felt they were doing something with their

major besides just studying aboout it. The experience they

learned helped them decide if that particular field was right

for them. Some of them were offered jobs after graduation

with the company they worked for. The pay ranges from

$8-$15 an hour. Depending on the company some people

are given company cars for the time that they work for thenr

and many more tienefits.

Now that you know the facts, you decide! Is it worth tak

ing that long but meaningful journey to the career center'

The choices for your tommorrow won't wait forever!

*^mrMt^m/Wmff̂ f^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ S^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^
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Student judiciary votes in new clerk
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Student Judiciary voted in a new clerk Thursday,
which may pave the way for the Judiciary to begin deal-

ing with some of the important issues facing the court.

Chris McClellan, a junior management m^yor, was voted

into the position of Clerk of Courts unanimously Thurs-
day, replacing Paul Piccirillo, who was removed from of-

fice by the justices Oct. 14 on charges that he was political-

ly biased.

The court has been enmeshed in the controversy sur-

rounding Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz, Student
Government Association co-presidents elect. McClellan
refused to comment on the presidency controversy and the
former clerk.

McClellan said the court will be issuing a statement on
the co-presidents elect, probably before the senate meeting
Wednesday.
He said one of the first orders of business for the court

is to reorganize itself. Of a possible 19, there are current-

ly only 10 justices, although two of those posts are sup-

posed to be filled by the Stockbridge Senate, which has
not appointed justices in at least three years. The current
justices are undergoing training with the Legal Services

Office on judicial procedures.

"My job is administrative in combination with being a
legal resource," McClellan said. He added he would try

to have more communication between the justices and the

clerk to make sure everything runs procedurally correctly.

"It seemed like the clerk in the past got too involved

with the cases," McClellan said. He said the justices would

be responsible for the running of the court, and he would
take on a role as facilitator, scheduling cases and inter-

preting the constitution.

He said the court would take on a more cooperative rela-

tionship with the senate.

"We're working right now on getting a strong relation-

ship between the senate and the judiciary . . . because it

is a complex situation," McClellan said.

The lack of an attorney general is also a problem for

the court, according to McClellan. "For this office to work
effectively, it would be beneficial to the judiciary and to

the students to have an attorney general." This post is

appointed by the SGA presidents, and with no president
currently holding office, the appointment cannot be made.
He said one of the other things high on the agenda for

the court is to redefine Chapter 4 of the Student Govern-
ment Association Constitution to specifically allow for a
trial court and appellate court.

"Chapter 4 hasn't been too specific on what our role is

supposed to be," he said. "We're going to make recom-
mendations to the senate, and the Clerk of Court's role

is going to be redefined."

McClellan said he would also try to work on strengthen-

ing the court's relationship with the campus store. The
court hi^dles shoplifting cases in the University Store,

collecting fines from persons caught shoplifting.

McClellan said he brings no prior experience to the job,

but has served on the Judiciary as a justice.

Said Justice John Sanchez of McClellan: "It was easier

because Chris was a justice with us before for about a
year."

Correction
Because of a repmrting errw, yesterday's Colle^an in-

a>rrectly identified a room that was searched by police.

Hiey searched roc»n 204 in Pierpont Residence Ha^.
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SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

TIOWSundtftandM • S49-2M0
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Weekly Specials

«
B«k«d Staffed Scrod

Chicken Cordon Bl«a

| Roast Slrlon TtfiyaM
^ V«ggl« M«lt

(•nred with dessert only)

$7.95

$7.95

$7.95

$4.95

All ar« served with a gard«a aalad, basktt of warm
br«ad. choice of polalo or v«g«tabl« and datacrt.

Sorry, no other dltcoantt can he «*cd with IhU apeclal

Served on Sunday Ip m III 9p.ai.. ^
^ Mon-Th«ra 5p.M..9p.ai.

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite! ^

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices! «

li

UniversHy Drive

Amhersi (J 549-5861

'

"Why Should I Register... H

... For Peer Edtfcation Programs?

Let Me Count The Whys.

1 . I can earn three academic credits.

2 . It can help me to meet lots of people.

3 . It can help me to improve areas of my own health.

4 . It can improve my chances of getting a job, because I will

represent the University Health Services.

5 . It will teach me skills valuable in any career like leading a

workshop, giving a presentation and developing marketing

strategies.

6 . It can really help me be part of a team working to improve

UMass.
7 . It will teach me about important public health issues likes sex-

ually transmitted diseases and AIDS, alcohol issues, car-

diovjiscular illness, cancer, accident prevention, eating

disorders, stress and consumer health.

8 . In short, it might be the most important course I take while Im
a student at UMass.

Poblic Health 216- Tacs. 2:30-5pai. P««r Htalth Promotion Focas«s on vartttr of

htsltli issass. on« semester, jost register.

Pablic Health 213 • Wed. 2:30-5pm. Peer SexaalHr Edacaaon 2 semester commit- i|

meat, call 549-2671 est 181 for permission of Instractor

Eda 291 D Wed. 2:30-Spm. Peer Alcohol Edncatlon 2 semester commitment, call

549-2671 est. 181 for permission of Instractor.

»« »« w le X »e ii »fe,=—-=S

CINEMA
'PERVERSELY FASCINATING"

0,.. t-.,.^ ^.n#i t IM> Jl >»
PROVOCATIVE"

THEl^tSfl GARY w»Cii^l^TOrWEK

2 showings 7:00 A 9:00 In th« center of Amh«rst

Adults S3.50 Children & Senior Citizens $2.00

AMITY ST. 253-5426

The COINS 1988-1989

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES
presents

Dispersal of Information for Load-Balancing and
Fault Tolerance

a talk by

Michael O. Rabin

T. J. Watson Sr. Professor of Computer Science

Harvard University

4:00 p.m., Wednesday, November 9, 1988
120 School of Management Building

Dr. Rabin is a member of the National Academy of Sciences and the American
Philosophical Society, as well as winner of the prestigious Turing Award from the

Association of Computing Machinery. Through his study of the theory of computa-

tion, Dr. Rabin has made several ground-breaking contributions to computer science,

including demonstrating the broad applicability and power of nondeterministic and
probabilistic algorithms; enhancing algorithmic efficiency by preconditioning of data

and by introducing randomness into an algorithm; and making fundamental contribu-

tions to the areas of cryptology, security, and holographic representation of data.
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Double car collision costs $1500 in damages
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A vehicle travelling north on University Drive Satur-

day attempted to turn onto Stadium Road and was struck

by a second vehicle. Total damage to both cars was $1,500.

In other police reports:

• A 19-year-old Newtonville man was arrested on

University Drive Saturday and charged with operating

a motor vehicle after his license had been suspended and

being a minor transporting alcohol. Three hours later,

police arrested the same man on North Pleasant Street

for driving with defective equipment and operating a

motor vehicle after his license had been suspended.

• A vehicle slowing down for a right turn on Sewer

Plant Road was struck on the right side by a second vehi-

cle attempting to pass. Damage to both cars was $1,500.

• An AMFM stereo and speakers were stolen from a

car parked in the Fraternity/Sorority Park lot after its

driver's side window was smashed Friday.

• A car descending Clark Hill Road Friday was attemp-

ting a left turn when the accelerator on the vehicle became

stuck, according to the driver. The car received $150 in

damages after it struck a street sign and ended up on a

lawn.
• The driver of a 1982 Toyota pickup truck lost con-

trol of the vehicle Thursday, when he swerved to avoid

an oncoming car as he exited Dallas Mall. The car went

over a curb and collided with a tree. The operator receiv

ed minor facial lacerations and the pickup truck receiv-

ed $1,000 in damages.

• A 22-year-old Belmont man was arrested on an

outstanding warrant Friday and further charged with

possession of a dangerous weapon, throwing stars.

• Campus Center Staff reported Friday a wall mounted

water fountain had been pulled from the wall during the

concert that night.

• An 18-year-old Springfield man was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue Saturday and charged with

operating a motor vehicle while under the influence and

being a minor in possession of alcohol.

• A 20-year-old Beverly woman was arrested and charg-

ed with operating a motor vehicle without a license.

• Officers on patrol in Lot 22 Saturday discovered two

vehicles with damage to their ignition systems. Damage

was estimated to be $250.

• An attempt to steal the stereo of a car parked i^ Lot

22 was reported Saturday. The vehicle received extensive

damage totaling $1,000.

• A Kenwood Stereo system worth $400 was stolen

from a car parked in Lot 22 Saturday.

• A stereo system worth $500 was reported stolen from

a car parked in Lot 34 Saturday.

• Police investigated a break-in at Bowditch Hall

greenhouse after discovering its door had been pried open.

Police were unable to determine if anything was missing.

• A vehicle parked in Lot 45 Sunday was left with the

shifting arm of the car not in a secure park position. The

car rolled out of the lot and more than 250 feet, striking

a second vehicle pushing it into a third. There has been

no estimate of damages.

• A soda machine in Totman Gymnasium had its front

glass panel smashed out Sunday. The repair of the

machine will cost $150.

• A camera and zoom lens, along with a collection of

old photos worth $325, were reported stolen from an of-

fice desk in Clark Hall.

• A 19-year-old Norwood man was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue Monday and charged with

operating a motor vehicle after his license had been

suspended.

Need a change ofpace?
The Spoke is the Place

Beer of the Month
Moosehead $1.50

Drink of the Week
Melon Ball $1.50

Vodka, Melon Liquor, Orange Juice

The Spoke
35 EAST PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST

Same Bat

Channel

Satifles all your
Comic Book needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

586-8775
Hampshire Mall. Rt.

Hadley, MA
9

on* oav

779
229
259

CARACAS 320

ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
r«i»« not IncludtS

Alto: Work-Study Abroad.

Lanyuag* Coursat. Int'l Sludont

ID. youth Hottml Patiai.

eiM4IL Pwumt nau»d on (/m «pot.'

call lot tha FRCl CICl StudonI

Travol Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHEMT

7« So. PlaaMnI SI.

Amharai. UA 01003

^^ ^^ ^^^ ^"^

Student Stairs Information bERvicES

IDB/TIPS

ELECTION DAY - VOTE!

~~
For Information about

LEGAL ISSUES
Call 'TIPS* (545-1540) and request tapes

by number

2480 Community Legal Education

2492 Consumer Auto Repair Rights

2486 Disorderly Conduct
2484 Eviction Process

2487 False IDs

2493 Operating Under the Influence

2483 Small Claims Court

2491 Used Car Protection

2481 Warranties

Aclclitlonai copies of the Student^^ Telephone Directory- available M. Jf^
at 'IDB'227 Wliitmore. ^

IF YOURAVE FURTHER QLISTDNS CALL 'IDB'(545-1555)

InforTLaDon Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Information Phone Sendee (TIPS)

ATTENTION SOPHOMORE|
BUSINESS MAJORS

r ^^^mts ^J

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the competitive

edge in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain valuable business

experience on campus.

Applications for the position of

•ASSISTANT FINANCE MANAGER*
are now being accepted.

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
-the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus
Center (Rm 113 - lower level 545-3500' and pick up a job

application and description. Submit it no later than

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 18, 1988.

The. Collegian is an E/O/E.
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Collrgian photu by l>undi Ahrarn

READ ME SEYMOUR - Amherst Col-

lege student Michael Davis reads a paper
Sunday afternoon in the Amherst Campus
Center.

amrttir<Wfc g tt^

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
AM NEED OF HELP?
DMUMiyni wwi imp

[MCQNAICV IBIIM*

•4f-1908

RB4T/^RECK

Ti

\jL yN«w AUMdCar«
True** « Vaw AIM A««iaM

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Afnh«rtt

549-RENT

SGA controversy

continued from page 1

he could not remember a time when more senators voted

on an issue. The senate decided by three votes last week
(47-44) that SilkofT and Rabinowitz could no longer use

the office.

"I don't know how much clearer it can be that the full

senate was involved in this," Rothman.
He said he agreed with their claim to be student leaders

without the title. "I never disputed that they au^e student

leaders. Shari and Jason did some good things."

What some senators are saying now is that they are sick

of the issue and want it resolved soon.

Sen. Todd Lever, who claims to be a moderate, said,

"The senate as a whole . . . from both sides of the aisle,

are tired of the whole issue. I think we're going to move
faster now that Shari and Jason are out because they want
to get back in and the other side is gonna push for a new
election," he said.

Staffmember Rick Santos also contributed to this report.

Women's Forum

J

Amherst League of Women Voters:

Unit meeting: The Crisis in Childcare will meet at noon,

Thursday, Nov. 10th, in the Jones Library. For more in-

formation call 549-3888.

Women of Color Film Festival: Sunday, November
13: The Double Day (Latin Americans), Simplemente Jen
ny (Latin Americans)
Sunday, November 20: The International Sweethears

of Rhythm (Afro-American), Abortion: Stories from North
and South (abortion issues). La Operacion (Puerto Rico).

Each program begins at 8 pm, on the 12th floor of John

Quincy Adams in Southwest Residential Area. All are free

and open to the public.

Speaker
Katherme Brady: Sexual Harassment, Date Rape, and

Prevention 8 pm, Sunday, November 13, Gamble

Auditorium. Mount Holyoke College.

Job Bank
The Resource/Referral Program at the Everywoman's

Center has a Job Bank Book with local, regional and na-

tional job listings. Anyone looking for a job or with a posi-

tion to fill should go to Wilder Hall, or call 5450883.

Ski 5 days
pay just

$219

Non skiers

pay only

$129
UMASS SKI CLUB

QUEBEC
JANUARY 8-13

RIP INCLUDES

5 NIGHTS LODGING-CLARENDON HOTEL
WALK TO EXTENSIVE NIGHTLIFE

PARTY AGE IS 18

SHOPS. RESTAURANTS

CROSS COUNTRY SKIERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT UMASS SKI CLUB, 430 STUDENT UNION

OR STOP BY THE SKI TABLE CCC TU-TH 545-3437

DONT MISS OUT! SIGN UP NOW X

t

i)i\ isios ()hC()\ TIM i\(. i:i)i c \ri()\

Your chance to get

ahead nou\

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

••

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545 2414.

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
WE ARE SEEKING TO HLL

TWO POSITIONS ON OUR
STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF

BEGINNING NEXT SEMESTER.

ASSISTANT MANAGER - REQUIRES

A MATURE, ENERGETIC AND
FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

ACCOUNTANT - REQUIRES

A WELL ORGANIZED PERSON
WITH GOOD MATH SKILLS

AND COMMUNICATIVE ABILITY.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND
APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE

THRU NOV. 14TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN

OmCE, CLARK HILL ROAD
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Commercials close a media-conscious campaign
WASHINGTON (AP) - A made-for television presiden-

tial campaign is ending with upbeat musical commercials

and mellow network appeals as George Bush and Michael

Dukakis seek to inspire voters after a long season of at-

tack ads.

Quick, which one is using flags, children and old peo

pie in a sentimental media closing? The answer is both

Democrat Dukakis and Republican Bush. The 60 and 30

second versions of their respective musical ads are part

of a multimillion-dollar windup to a campaign season

shaped to an unprecedented degree by television form

10-second sound bites and 30-second ads to extend inter-

views. The finale comes tonight, when each candidate airs

30-minute appeals on the three networks at a cost of $1

million for each campaign.

Even the ads acknowledge TV's pervasive presence.

Bush's musical spot features several scenes of people wat

ching a Bush attack ad and switching off the set in disgust.

The fall campaigns began with made-for-TV conventions

awash in flags, balloons, children and TelePrompters, the

halls carefully refashioned with seating, podiums and col-

ors suitable for the small screen.

The Dukakis program at 8 p.m. EST showcase the

Massachusetts governor answering questions in a town

meeting setting and contains footage of his family and his

running mate, Texas Senator Lloyd Bentsen. During the

program Dukakis urges Americans to "look m the mir-

ror and ask yourself - Is George Bush on your side? I want

to give every American a chance to build a better life."

The Bush effort at 8:30 p.m. EST summarizes the vice

president's resume, beliefs and plans for the nation.

The two candidates set records this year for money spent

on commercials (expected to top $30 million a piece) and

for free air time on news, talk and interview show (at all

hours of day and night).

Some say the campaign also set a record for negative

advertising. But while a mixture of ads remained on the

air to the end, the mood of the newest spots was uplifting.

Sig Rogich and Jim Weller, part of the team that

brought viewers the "Morning in ;America" ads of Presi-

dent Reagan's 1984 campaign, evoke the same mood for

the vice president with the same song "God Bless the

USA," a patriotic country ballad sung by Lee Greenwood.

TOR^of the CAMPUS
LOUNGE

Mon-Fn; 1130 am-1 2:30 am
Sat & Sun: 4 pm-12:30 am

The question everyone is asking.,,

WHAT IS THE
BUSH BASH?
SKIING: xr^r^\ 5 day lift ticket on 2

mountains with 68 trails

as easy as you like and as

difficult as you can
handle.

ENTERTAINMENT: 26 exciting restaurants

and bars, including The
Wonder bar at the moun-
tain with a step off the

slopes happy hour, The
Blue Tooth with live

entertainment, Barbeques
and Condo Happy Hours.

II

LODGING:

.« -

5 luxury condo accomoda-
tions at the Bridges in-

cludes: indoor pool,

saunas, tennis, nautilus,

squash, exercise classses,

game room, and every con-

do includes TV', kit-

chenette and fire place.

With all this - you may not even make it to the slopes.

So now the question is. ..WHY HAVEN'T YOU
RESERVED YOUR SPOT?

$40.00 Reservation deposit which goes toward
the total cost of $235 Non-members welcome for
an addtional $10.Lessons and rentals available.

SUa4RBUSH

JAN. 22-27

RESERVE NOW'.:'. ZONTACT
UMASS Ski Club ^\

430 Student Union BIdg

545-3437

X,
x'

you have your choice . . .

or the RIGHT
Wing

But you'll always know where
to get the BEST WING

INDEIUHIOIJM) I^XPllI

549-7771 -FREE DELIVERY-

F»R»E«E»»«M»A«S«S«A»G»E
WITH 10 SESSIONS AT THE

j«rac«»5__Fanwi.

Dr. Virttnia O. Harper D.C

"Dcilmird ui irmmg ihc cau»c r.o« ih4 <vni|iioin

6 Unlvcnliy Drive » Ncwm.Mkci Cfmcr

CAM. <4l3)54f)-<;.'!;i5

AcccnoMU
Sale* * Sarvtc* • nMMal

DR. SDFTUJftRE

141

586-3210

MOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(acroM from Polict Station)

253-7018

JB's can drive even
grown men to tears-

Brian says: Boo Hoo! I went out purposely to get myself a nice JB's meal,

and Thick ate everything. Boo Hoo!

Doc says: Thick, before I have to use force, tell Brian you're sorry for eating

his roast beef sandwich, chicken fingers and french fries.

Thick says: No way! Any torture you guys put me through will be worth it

and I'd do it again. I can withstand anything when it comes to getting JB's

in my belly.

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

Berke Breathed

"In my experience,

important problem

the worst thing

is kiiscuss it.^'

1

you can do to an

- SIMON GRAY

1

BILL
VIOMDAI.F.

"Andrew, go out and got your grandfather

squirrels hove got him again.

"

Doonesbury

ttie

sweer ftNP SHOOT
yVOK fmfiANP, LAfiMR

mSHOULPTfiKe
imr IN m£ sfihit/ -hu
OF/U CmPAI6N ) 4vcnMl

/

By Garry Trudeau

Goooeve^NihKb. president-
APPAFBNT OeOiaa dUSH
FUM 70 CALIFORNIA WMY

I TOMFeTWITHTHeCReUJOF
' im SOVI^ IC£0R£AKa?S

THAT RBSOJeP Tm POINT

TH£^ BUSH VISIT MfiS QUICKLY
FOUOUJtPfffTHB. ANNOUNCE -

MFNT THATLATBF. THIS MCMTH,
DANQUAiLS UKUP B^ M£eT-m MTH THB- U/HAiaS THFJ^-

^yu^-^ seiv^s.Asujm
/^ =^ ASATTBNPINO

.T THeFVNdRAL
OFTHdiRPeAP

COMRADF^.

\

IN OTHFR NFWS, AMFJ^CAt^
UIMl ID IHe. POLIS TODAY
TO /^AK3 THa BUSH/QUAiL3

VICTORY OFfiaAL...

iOU UNDtRSTAND
THIS IS JUST
A FORMALITY.

iBAH.

YdAH.

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

AFTER LEAVES fi^^M' Oh woe i5 hers
^;^.-

lanp on the 6r0un d . .
.

Soon winter snow
COMES IN A-eOONP...

C'Who wiu. 6£T Hrr
a- WITH THC First snowsAlb \

^^\ ^v /^^

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

Uo^/tmafR. B ns6

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACNOSS
1 Sap sucking

insect

6 Sirika it out

10 Pwca ot land

i4SiantM
15 Doorway sign

16 Tibetan prieti

1

7

Latt-tiand page
ItVaMy m

Cakfornia

19 Parrota

20 Vettrtxjies

22 Be frugal

23 Pans of a

contract

24 Ample supply

2& Mineral fiber

Abbr

2( Nero s SSI

29 Go by tx>ai

30 fiAaka a trade

32 Laws or

statutes

37 Traveling tinker

39 In the past

40 Cubtc meter

41 Kind of hignway

44 Do ttie crawl

45 Narrative

46 Recipe ibbr

48 Turning point

for a ballerina

49 Like ivy

S2 YkACA et ai

54 Singer-actress

Lena
55 Extra )Ob$

59 MiW axpieiiva

60 Handle

61 TeKeran native

62 Trick

63 Fishs

respiratory

organ
64 Long

overtxouse

65 Mord with

off or up
66 Fencer s blade

67 Lyric poem

DOWN
1 Part of TAE
2 Hammer nead

3 Forest creature

4 Map feature

5 njt m a sik3

6 Oeaignata

7 Student ordeals

8 Edges
9 Airkne abOr

lOBkwd
components

11 flabbrt (ur

t2Cattun

13 Savory

21 Hat border

22 Oiet*. Bntsn
style

24 Bit of butter

25 Spore sacs

26 Ballet btrd

27 Tease

29 Arizona resort

city

31 fi/lada believe

33 Muslim leader

34 Salamander

35 Kingston —
36 Scattered, in

neraklry

38 Mndow
dressing

42 Foxkke

43 Being
47 Courteous
49 Rock

quartz

50 Rascal
51 Rub out

52 Usher s beat

53 Pancakes
enhancer

55 Cut oft

56 One bitlionth:

Comb form

57 City in N
Okianoma

58 Stableman.
in India

Var

60 Ripen

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

nrinnn nnnn npnn
nnnnn naan nnnn
nnnnn nnnn nnno

niiaa tinnn

nnnn niinFin nnnn
Ui. WIN

IP rI I EST I

nnnn nnnn
nnnn annn nnnnn
nnnn noon nnnnn
IHtlWlPI ititiwi

11/i/«

•l*« Lm Aaarin Wmm S.B«it.lt 11/t/M

Menu
Lunch

Fishburger on a Roll

Ravioli w/Tomato Sauce

Dinner

Stir Fry Beef and Vegetables

Baked Ham

Basic* Lvaeb

Flat Bread Sandwich

Ravioli w/Tomato Sauce

Basics Dinner

Stir Fry Vegetables & Tofu

Cheese Spinach Squares

J

Weather

T«daf: Partly cloudy. Ugper 50s - Low 60$.

Tod^ht: Partly cloudy. Low 30's. ^

Tmmrvw: Partly cloudy. Mid 50's.

J

TODAY'S STAFF
Ifht EdUoff Tony Padovano

Copy Editor Jennifer Dempsey

Layout Tcchnlclaa Marc Infield

Photo TcchfllcUa Dondi Aheain

Production Sopcrvlsor Terry Starrner

Production Lauren. Joyce, Miguel, Celia,

Kim, and Joe. do you know Ware you're going 'o?

Exectttive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
Editor in Chi«r \
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Maaaftaf Editor

David R. Mark
Editortal Editor
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Todd Frahbeis

Clrctilaiion Manager

Mary Huygcns

StibKrlbtloWs Manager
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Is there a
God?

You decide...

Come see Irish

missionaries tell their

amazing story of faith,

adventure, and the real

power of God.

Don't Worry.

There will be
no sermon

no fire and brimstone
no accusations
no collection

no admission fee and
no nonsence.

When?
Wed. Nov. 9 at 7:30 pm

Where?
Campus Center Rm. 163c

You owe it to yourself
toTnakeadedsion

WORLD/NATION

Andrei Sakharov speaks in favor of

political restructuring in the USSR
BOSTON (AP) Andrei Sakharov, speaking yesterday mor-

ning at the start of his first visit to the West , called for

international support of perestroika or political restruc-

turing in the Soviet Union, warning that its failure could

force his homeland into expansion, creating a "great

threat to all humanity."

"I think that perestroika is an extremely serious pro-

cess. The goals . . are not false," he said. "This is not

theater for the West, this is a geniune real process, the

West must not fear perestroika.

"A greater danger to the world as a whole would be the

failure of perestroika. International failure could be ac-

companied by external expansion. For the preservation

of the system, expansion would be a necessity ... it would

be catastrophe form which would arise a great threat to

all humanity.
"For that reason I think the West should be genuinely

interested in the success of perestroika and in supporting

it."

Sakharov, winner of the 1975 Nobel Peace Prize for his

defense of human rights, is scheduled to spend two weeks

in the US visiting relatives, undergoing medical tests and

promoting a new international organization.

On his arrival Sunday, the tall, balding 67-year old

declared himself a free man but called attention to a sup-

porter jailed for a protest on his behalf nearly eight year

ago.

The human rights activist spoke out for Vazif Meilanov,

a 50-year old mathematician from the southern Russian

city of Makhachkala who wore a sign around his neck say-

ing "free Sakharov" two days after the Nobel laureate

was sent in to internal exile in the industrial city of Gorky

in January 1980.

"I feel it is my duty now, at this moment, to remember

this man and many others who remain in prison,"

Sakharov said.

Meilanov served a seven year camp sentence for anti-

Soviet agitation and propaganda and is now in exile in

the eastern Siberian village of Namtsy, according to

Joshua Rubenstein, a specialist on Soviet dissidents for

Amnesty International.

"We consider him a prisoner of conscience," Rubinstein

said.

SakhiU-ov's trip comes less than two years after he was

freed form internal exile in Gorky, where he had been sent

because of his outspoken opposition to the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan.

"Two years ago, I became a free man when I returned

from Gorky to Moscow,"Sakharov said. "Now I have

become even freer because I have been granted the right

to travel around the world.

"But a man who staged a one-person demonstration on

my behalf in January 1980 when I was exiled to Gorky

remains in prison. The name of that man is Vazif

Meilanov. He has been charged with once again with a

very serous crime and faces a long imprisonment."

Meilanov was a cellmate of Natan Sharansky, who was

deported in 1986 for his human rights work.

Sakharov is traveling without his wife, Yelena Bonner,

who saw him off with a kiss at Sheremetyevo Airport in

Moscow.
He was starting his trip with a visit to her daughter by

a previos marriage, Mrs. Yankelevich, her husband,

Efrem and their two teenage children in suburban

Newton.
Sakharov is expected to visit Mrs. Bonner's son, Alexei

Semyonov, his wife Liza Alekseyava, and their 4-eyar old

daughter, Alexandra, in the nearby town of Westwood.

It will be his first meeting with his granddaughter.

He is also scheduled to undergo a heart examination and

may receive a pacemaker at Mass. General Hospital. Mrs.

Bonner had cardiac bypass surgery at the hospital in Jan.

1986.

CDCC SCHOURSHIP INFORMATION FOR

rnCU SniDENIS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• W« hav* • data bank ol ovar 300.000 lialinga ol acholarthlpt.

lallowahipt. grants, and loan*, rapraaanllng ovar »10 billion In privata

taclor funding
• Many tct>olar»ttlps ara givan to atudants ba*a<l on thair acadamic

Inlaratla. caraar plan*, lamlly harltaga and placa o< ratldanca.

• Tl>ara't mor>ay avallabia for sludanl* who ftava baan nawapapai car-

riart. grocary darks, chaarlaadars. non smokars ate.

• Rasults GUARANTEED

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Fr*e Brochure

(800) 346-6401
-»

:

»X^ 11:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m. '^^^
^

13 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Hours
Mon-Thurt 11:30«m-10:00pm
FrI li Sat 11:30wn-1 1:00pm
Sundays 2:00pm-10:00pm

256-0286 256-0287
.J immik IMIWJJ^JJJA^/S

An education for those who can't look the other way.

If you gain satisfaction

from reaching out and

helping others, Northeast-

ern University has a special

place for you. At Boston-

Bouve College of Human
Development Professions

you can learn to assist

others realize their full

potential.

Most of our programs are

offered on a part time or fiill-

time basis combining class

room theory witli practical,

hand.son experience.

Call (617) 437 2708 or write

to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 02115

Master of Science

Programs
• Counseling Psychology

• Exercise Sciences

• Human Resource

Counseling
• Physical Education
• Recreation, Sport, and

Fitnes.s ManagtMnciit

• Rehabilitation Couiist'ling

• Speech-language Pathology

& Audiology

Master of Education
Programs
• ("ounseling

• Consulting Teacher of

Reading
• Curriculum & Inslructi«m

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation

Administration

• Special Education

Nondegree Certification

Programs
•(i»unselmg
• F]lemeritary & Secondary

S( luMtl Tea< lu-r Preparation

• S|M><'ial K<lucalion

NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!

a
i«»

BostonBouve
C«)llcge

t^a Northeastern

University

All ttjual <>|>|M>rUinily'.iirirm.ilivr

IK lion univiTHily

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

I 257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST
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field hockey
continued from page 16

teams now have figured out how to slow us down. They've

zoned us. They play very deep on us so we can't break

away, so that's made our job very difficult as of late.

That was evident in last weekend's Atlantic 10 Tour-

nament which the Minutewomen ended up winning with

a 1-0 victory over Penn State University.

The Minutewomen didn't wrap up that game until the

last 15 seconds when Mara Fratassio scored to ice the win

for UMass. UMass had handled the Lady Lions pretty

easily in the regular season, beating them, 3-0, at Tot

man Field.

It was also evident in the last regular season game

where the Minutewomen lost to UConn, 3-2, on a poorly

conditioned field and on a questionable call. UMass could

get another crack at the Huskies Sunday.

If the Minutewomen do in fact win Sunday to earn a

trip to the Final Four, here are the teams that they could

possibly meet. ^, .rw
The No. 1 bracket in the South is a surprise. Old Domi-

nion University and North Carolina are the No. 1 and 2

teams in the nation and even though they are in the same

geographical region, Hixon thought that they might be

placed into different regions for the touriiament.

But the NCAA has decided that North Carolina will

play the University of Maryland in a rematch of last year's

national championship. The winner will play Old Domi-

nion Those games will be played at ODU. So it is

guaranteed that at least one of the two best teams in the

regular season will not go to the Final Four.

Out west in the No. 3 bracket, which will be held at

Iowa, the University of Iowa will play the University of

California-Chicoon Saturday. The winner will play Nor

thwestem University for the championship of that region_

The final bracket will be played at the University of

Pennsylvania, where Delaware will play Penn State m
the opening game. UPenn will play the winner of that

game.

Barbara Meehan
continued from page 16

"I've been much more relaxed [this year). I'm happy with

the way I'm playing, .satisfied," she said.

Satisfied, but certainly not complacent, ihe

Minutewomen are enjoying a season where they have con-

sistently remained among the top teams in the Atlantic

10, and if Meehan has anything to say about it, it is go-

ing to stay that way.
. n

"As long as we play like we can play, we can do well.

We can possibly get to the finals [of the A-10 tourney].

Regardless of the outcome of the season, Meehan has

learned more from UMass than volleyball in her four

^^'Tve learned a lot about people. I just learned how to

handle and communicate with people," she said 1 ve

learned to just tell people how I feel. I'm definitely less

shy than I used to be."

She's become a blender with the ability to enhance other

people's performances - just don't forget the cover.

CoUegiui phoio by Richard Bonanno

The men's basketball team will play the

Taby Club of Sweden at 7 tonight in the Cage.

Five College Students;

Call 545-2511

For V2 Price Tickets

The Amazing Cambridge Buskers

Wednesday, Nov. 9

Peter Orth, piano

Tuesday, Nov. 15

Desrosiers Dance Theatre

Saturday. Nov. 19

Come, Clean in Comfort!

Pleasant atmosphere, modern laundry

facilities, plus

NEW EXPANDED HOURS:

Seven Days A Week, 7am - 10pm

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Under New Ownership

n Come Ride With Us.
Ladysmith Black Mambazo

Tuesday, Nov. 22

Quartet For The End Of Time

Saturday, Dec 3

SPEEDWASH
For a Quality Laundry

New larger Machines • Clean & Efficient,Friendly

Attendants • Gas Dryers • Convenient Location

11 Pray St., Amherst, MA
549-1665

Self Service 7 Days 7am - 10pm
J

• Motorcycl«s
• Scoot«rs

\/aliey
iWlotorsports
1^" 216 N. King St., Rte. 5

The 1989 Honda Motoicyclcs are ready
for viewing.

Neil Simon's "Broadway Bound"
Tuesday, Dec. 6

• A.T.V.'a
I

• Powor Equlpmont

584-7303
731-9965

Northampton, MA

"A Christmas Carol"

Thursday, Dec. 8
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ACTIVITIES

THIS WEEK ON DAMAGE INCOR-

POWATED Guitar s QU'larV and more

guitars' Wednesday from 9 30 to Midmghl

on WMUA 91 1FM

UPC GENERAL MEETING iomahl Nw 6

at 6 30 at Earthloods Everyone welcome

PI SIGMA ALPHA Political Science Honor

Sociely
•• General Meeting- • Wednesday,

S^en^ber 9 6 30pm 620 Thompson Ha^l

Current and interested members invited

VIEfNAMESE STUDENT ASSOC.
meeting tonight at CC 162-175 7pm ne*

members welcome

ENTERTAINMENT

KLUBKAVE D.J. SERVICES - Protessonai

music system at unbeataWe pnc«« •

546-6518

FOUND

MOOTORCYCLE HELMET and gloves

Call 665-6238

FOR SALE; ONE PAIR ol abandoned L L

Bean Shoes Size 10'^ Call »<141

WEN-JEN A thought tor Enw Year Start

each day with a smile and get it over with

Happy B-day beautilul. *»e love you'

Fnandset al

EARN »6O-$120/SHIFT! Drivers wanted

Must own an insured car and be able 10

work at least one iweeKend mghl until clos-

irtg Call Donww* Pi"« 256-8913

TNAVB.

FOB A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT Disc

pcKeys and large screen v;deo dances

Oorms/organizations 256-85Ze

FOR RENT

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Fulons.

bookcases, tables and nwe HamofcnFur

niture 1 Short St Northhaniplon 586-7970

Bill or Darrtn We •*-"—

APARTMENT FOR R6NT

LOOKJNOTOTyBLET tour^menl
during month of January Call 546-4940

AUTO FOR SALE

CHEVETTETMi^xcelterTl condition 4 dr

4 sd $995 leave message 546-6061

77 PLY FURY TdTpst p bk amrtm

cassette Great running condition invirwiWe

318 clean mt slid body MiKe 546-647Z

IsSrCHEVr^MAUBirWAOOfTTS^
miles standard Good condition $1200

253-5494

1976 FORD GRANADA low miles needs

battery $275 549 3591 A steal

7B DODGE COLT 4 sp new radials radial

snows new suspension runs great extras

$300 Rich 256-0613, 549-9903

FORD EXCORT WAGON '9e3^^cond.

tion A/C root rack 50,000 miles 256-0933

SI HONDA ACCORD HATCH Silver

89000 mi $1800 Call Teresa 549 0793

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new

'res rims runs ver^ well '3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1 970 MUSTANO CdUi»E . ^E»C«JI«"'

condition-mechanically sound' Great bi^y_

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908

weeknights-Jen

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

Disc JOCKEY SEBV'CE- Over 700 CD s

Great Sound' All occassions 549-14Z1

TWO BEDROOM APT. ofl rie 9 in Belcher^

town on bus 'O^'e a^»''a'>'ti^l'; '
^^^

contact Sage and Seaver 256-0266

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE trt<e^ lease

start^Jan 1 ideal for grad s'"**?"' ^l^'''

warm, homey on bus route call Zb6-BJ»a

CT BEDROOM APT IN Chffside Apts

Sunderland i"^'?",, ^JlST'l^ll?"'
Spnng Semester Call Paolo- 665-49-;/

2 BDRM APT on Main^t lake ovefSe^

lease Grad students or professional people

please Call 256-8040

FOR SALE

OATSUN 200SX FCW^ALET 1980 Hat

chback in good running condiljon Inter^

,s decent, rust on exterior AM/FM. new

alternator, battery, spark P'^gsa"^ wires

$1000 or BO Call Tony at 546-5211 or

545-3500

BUD KEG TAPS You need them i have

mem Ouqahty $20 Bill 549-6989

GUCCI WATCHES ONLY $35 Many styles

great gifts Call Brian 549-5440

BRAND NEW HPW2C Business calc only

iso hst in 80 Call 253-2908 ask tor Jon

7« TOYOTA COROLLA engine 'n excellent

condition Good body must sell $650 or BO

Call Pierre 545 2569

HONDA 750 CUSTOM 81. excellent con

dition lull lace helmet and ram cover in-

cluded. $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 256-0998. Steve

1M3 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new

brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

YAliAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months

old $1 500, includes full facial helmet and

lacitel Call David 1 566-6212

HELP WANTED

SUMMER BUSINESS EARN AVER^
$7000 Excellent experience for more mtor

malion contact Adam 665-2527

SSNEED xtRA CASH? PT/FT • i

sion retail sales & caattim P°»*^
available downtown Northamplor) Nov

15-Jan 15 -586-5624 Kaltry

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PATK
ble products at home Ca« lor intornMtion

504-641«X)3 ext 598

GOVERNMENT JOBS $1 5,40M72,500
now hiring, excellent Ijenefits Call

1-3 12-741-8400 ext J-5931A

GOVERNMENT JOBS «1 5,400472.500

now hiring, excellent l>en«tit» Call

1-312 741-8400 Ext J 5931A

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assenv

ble products at home Ca» for mlorm^ion

504-641-8003 Ext 596

WORK STUDY JOBSavaS**' Monday.

Wednesday and Friday mornmgs Come by

Off Campus Housing Offca, 545-0865

LOST

SCOOTER PIE we think you're the

greatest ever Love the 3 horsewomen

LISA GILBERT happy r91h tove always,

your big sister Marissa

TO KATHY GALLAGHER: Happy birthday

you big boob' Have a great day and this is

n>eor*i time Im talking to you today Scary

roommates from hell' Love you. Joya

• JARHEARDS-...AlTlorm^priorserv«e

marines meet me at the TOC on Nov 10th

lor a pitcher or two at 8 30pm No Wan_

nabees allowed That means all you PLO

and reservists unless you re prepared to

iHjy for your tjetlers FTS

TO iiV FAVORFteInJURED man. Even

tttough you can only use one hand now, you

are stilt incredible thanks lor the best week

and weekend I tove you always Love, i ne

real girlfriend

CH«6- wlavonte ^^0°^^^UgS^'TS,
little boy goodbye Steven HAPPY 21st'

Love Sharon

PAUL PALAOiNOTHappTzis'" "•*• »

great day but watch out tor Illinois Nazis

Oan

1989 COLLEGE SKI tWEEKS
Destinations Lake Tahoe heavenly

Vermont-Sugarbush Smugglers Notch.

Killington Ski all day/party all night

For towest prices call

546-6612 or 546-5242

• MONTREAL HOLIDAY WEEKEND
•

still spaces left' Don l miss out this is

•going to crazy" nutty cukoo lime' You
• snooze and you lose dude' Bars open
• lo 3 in the AM drinking age is 18

• Lowest prices Call Craig or Karl at

549-1949

ESUME SERVICE

EFFECTIVE RESUMES S««n years ex-

perience BiM 564-7316

TYPINGrt»HOFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS,

reliable on campus affordable
,

spell

ing/V'"""*' 'O^"*^ 5847924 Nancy

mOE WANTED

tVW PEOKE NEED RIDE to Syracuse or

surrounding area weekend of Nov 1 -Nov

13 Please call Cathleen and leave

mMsage al 546-7785

WANTED

HELPT njTOR^ WANTED for'^lin*

102-Basic programming Call eves

549-8164

LOST IN BARTLETT: Man s broi»n, zip,

leather jacket Reward $30 54»«»25

MOTORCYCLES

19B3 KAWASAKI kZ556 LTD Helitwt,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

YD P P NOW THAT you re legal tots drmk

(you re buying) Happy 21st Huey and the

news

PLEDGES OF KAPPA Kappa Gamma and

ThelaChi Thanks for a wild mottung Tha

Triple

UMASS JUGGLING FESTIVAL
• Workshops Demonstrations Vendors
•

Fri 11/11 3pm to Sun. 11/13 5pm _

in the Campus Center auditorium

free with UMass ID'

Also a FREE public show

Sat. 11/12 7pm
in the SUB

]

• Sponsored by lie ymass_Ju^lirig Club _

TO THE CUTE GIRL I MET Fri the 28th at

the library near closing lime I liked talking

with you I like you and would like to see

you again If you want to see me again. I II

be practically living here lor at least another

week at the same place till 10pm

•MAKE DAVID S DREAM COME TRUE;
• Sigma Phi Epsilon will be sponsoring

_

• a drop oft for post cards Take the

• time to bring a smile to David's lace
_

The tal>le will be on the

• Campus Center Concourse all week

ROOMATE WANTED

nOOMATENEibEO FOR spn."g,»f??«f
at Southwood Apanmenis call 256-6745

PUFFTON 'VILLAGE^ large double room

available $140 per person Rent includes

heal, gas, water Ask for Mike 549-2654

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior II interested please call Beth at

665-4550

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) noles will

pay monoy$$ Shirley 549-2710

WORK IN BWTIAHrtRELAND LEGALLY
FOR UP TO 6 MONTHS

THE BUNACAiSIT FALL ROADSHOW wjl

be visiting UMass on Thursdays.

November Intormation available between

10am and 3pm in the Campus Center con-

course followed by a presentation between

6 30 and 8 30pm in room 168. Campus

Center Everyone welcome

SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 253-WORD

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very experienc-

ed LaserWriter quality Pick-up/drop off.

Overnight service Lisa 367-9940

ACCURATE TYPING. Pickup and delivery

15«pp Basic editing Gloria 323-5140

ACURATrwdf^MIONAL rrPING on

word processor Call Carolyn-leave

message 253^5667
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Field hockeyr
gets bye in

tournament
By GEORGE AUSTIN^
Collegian Staff

This is what the University of Massachiisetts field

hockey team has been waiting for all season.

I As exp«Aed, the NCAA invited the Minuteworaen to its

12-team National Tournament which will begin Saturday.

The goal the Minutewomen set for themselves at the

start ofthr season wfts to return to the Final Four, where

they finished third last year.

Right now it appears that it will be easier thanilast

season for the Minutewomen, 17-2-1, and ranked No. 4

in the country by the NCAA, to accomplish that goal fwr

two reasons.

No. 1, UMass will host the first round of this year's

toomey. Last year, the Minutewomen had to travel to the

University ofNew Hampshire in the first round and play

the Wildcats on their home field, M(here the Wildcats were

undefeated during the season.

"I think playing at home is the biggest advantage we

have," UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "I definitely think

its very good for us."

Number 2, the Minutewomen will be given a bye in the

first round. Northeastern University, 13-2-2, will play the

University of Connecticut. 14-3-1. at noon on Saturday.

UMass will be able to sit back and watch that game know-

ing that it will ke playing the winner at noon on Sunday.

Last year, the Minutewomen were in the same position

that UConn and Northeastern are in this season. TTie

Minutewomen had to play UNH on Saturday and then

cwne back and play Providence College on Sunday. But

a fired up UMass team came away with two wins and a

trip V) North Carolina for the Final Four.

"We will fight the emotions of theteam that wins, that's

always difficult," Hixon said.

UMa.ss has won its last two games, but they have been

hard-fought battles. Earlier in the year, the Minutewomen

were walking all over their opponents. But in its last few

gmmes, UMass has had struggle to get the win.

"I don't think we've played poorly and I don't think

we've played consistently well," Hixon said. " I think

continued on pagt 15

Meehan: leading the charge
The two-sport athelete steps up to leadership role

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Try this sometime: Put ice in a blender and run the

blender on high without a cover. The relevance of this is

that a machine needs all its components to run effective

ly — nothing can be taken for granted.

The same thing holds true for the University of

Massachusett.s volleyball team. Senior Barbara Meehan

IS a soft spoken co-captain who has a unique knack for

giving 100 percent and getting the job done without a lot

of attention.

Meehan does her job so efficiently and quietly that she

frequently blends into the scenery, but without her the

results would be worse than crushed ice on the floor

Meehan is a blue-collar, no-nonsense player. She isn't

especially fast or tall but look at the stats after the game

and you wonder how she blended in when the numbers

show she stood out.

She has had to fight off her shy and reserved image to

become one of the leaders of this year's 18-6 team.

"She not a flashy player. She's a shy leader," UMass

head coach Carol Ford said.

Opponents, however, probably wish Meehan was timid

on the court as she is off it. The 5-foot-9 middle blocker

from Holliston is having probably her finest season.

Meehan leads the team in hitting efficiency and block

ing, and has twice been nominated for the Atlantic 10

Player of the Week— including this week (award selec-

tion is today). She was also selected to the AU-Toumament

team this past weekend at the Hofstra Tournament in

Hempstead NY.
"I like to see everyone give their best," said Meehan.

who characterizes herself as "aggressive and not a quit-

ter.

Meehan is a two-year starter who has had the good for

tune of playing with essentially the same nucleus

throughout her four years at UMass. She is currently one

of five seniors on an experience heavy team.

But she has perhaps more experience than the others,

although not in necessarily in volleyball. Meehan is a rari-

ty in college athletics these days — a two-sport athlete.

In addition to nailing blocks in the fall. Meehan shags

fly balls in center field for the UMass softball team.

Although she has no regrets about being a dual-athlete,

Meehan realizes how much she could improve if she

Sportu Information photo

UMass' Barbara Meehan has seen plenty of

time above the net this year — she's having pro-

bably her best season.
wanted to concentrate her energies on either sport.

"I could have been better if I'd have stuck with one

sport." Meehan said.

Ford said, "If she did just play volleyball she'd be a lot

farther along. Without question she would be one of the

better all-around players in the conference, and not just

as a blocker."

This year. Meehan said she is taking everything in

stride and enjoying her final season.

continued on page 15

Weekend starts one water sport, ends another
» Women's swimming opens ivith a win • Men's water polo ends season at NEs
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's swimming team successfully'

opened its season Saturday with a sound

207-93 pounding of Smith College at

Boyden Pool.

Today, the Minutewomen look to add to

their success when they travel to the

University of Vermont for a 4 p.m. meet.

"We swam very well. Needless to say, I

was pleased," said UMass coach Bob
Newcomb.
The tone for the meet was set in the first

event, as the 400-yard medley relay team
of Laurie Schwarz, Melissa Waller. Sue

Gorski and Keira Cruz won the race in

4:17.68, the fastest time for this early in

the year, according to Newcomb.
Tracy Young and Melissa McCarthy took

the top two spots in the 1000 freestyle, and

then UMass swept the 200 free behind

Cruz, Megan McCamy and Theresa Jacobs.

"That was a good indication of how we'd

swim," Newcomb said of the sweep.

After failing to win the 200 backstroke,

the Minutewomen took firsts in the rest of

the events. Senior Regina Jungbluth won
the 100 breaststroke in 1:12.91, and was

the swimmer of the meet, according to

Newcomb.
UMass pulled away as Schwarz took the

200 butterfly, and then Patty Pike and
Kim Morin took the top spots in the 50 free.

Other firsts in the meet included Debbie
Mullen off both the 1- and 3-meter diving

boards, Cruz in the 100 free, Lori Carroll

in the 200 backstroke. Waller in the 200
breast. Young in the 500 free. Sue Gorski

in the 100 fly, Marcia Samsel in the 200
individual medley, and the 400 freestyle

relay team of McCarthy, Schwarz, Jacobs

and Pike, in 3:53.68.

"They're happy about the way they

swam," Newcomb said. "They're really

charged up."

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

water polo team's season came to an abrupt

end last weekend as the Minutemen could

only come up with third place in the New
England Championships at Boston

University.

In order to advance to the Easterns,

UMass needed a second-place finish, a hope

which was shattered by a first-game loss

to the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Said UMass coach Russ Yarworth, "MIT
was due to beat us. It was a close game and
we didn't play how we had to (to win]. We
were a little tight."

The team may have been anticipating the

next round of play against Harvard (who

they would have played with a win) and
were ripe for the upset. The Minutemen
dropped an tt-7 decision to MIT.

In the double elimination format, UMass
then advanced to play Yale. The
Minutemen took out their frustrations on

the Eli, mixing good counterattack with ex-

cellent ball control.

Nine different players scored goals and

seven got assists as UMass blew Yale out

of the pool, 13-4, to advance to the third-

place game.

Here the Minutemen met MIT again and

were spoiling for revenge, and came away

with a 12-6 victory.

"We didn't take the game too seriously,"

Yarworth said, and that allowed the

Minutemen to take third place.

"We manhandled them." Yarworth

claimed. "We played our best game of the

season."

However it was too little, too late and the

book was closed on the UMass season. The
Minutemen finish the year with a 13-9

record.

Men's hoop team opens
against Swedes tonight
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Today is Election Day across the country,

but more importantly, it is Inaugaration

Day in Amherst for the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team and

first-year head coach John Calipari.

The Minutemen will play their first game

of the season tonight at 7:30 in the Curry

Hicks cage against the Taby Club of

Sweden.

Calipari said he expects the Taby Club

to play the European style of basketball.

"They're probably going to take a lot of

three pointers, run it up and down (the

court), and try to .score 120 points. We'll

have to try and control the tempo,"

Calipari said.

Calipari has said earlier this year,

however, that he wants UMass to become

a fast-break team. He said tonight's star-

ting line-up will most likely be sophomore

Rafer Giles, junior Chris Bailey, and

seniors Duane Chase, David Brown, and

John Milum.

"We're only a couple of weeks into prac-

tice and I'm using this game as a test,"

Calipari said.

"I want to see them (UMass) work real,

real hard. I think they're going to come out

strong," he said. "Every position is open.'

Calipari will be trying on the glass slip-

per as a head coach for the first time

tonight. He was an assistant at Kansas and

Pittsburgh Universities.

Also , making their collegiate debut.s

will be freshmen Jim McCoy and Anton

Brown.

Look for a full Collegian men's basketball

preview in the coming weeks.

Fmtt«0notebook
Injuries hit UMass hard
By MATT GWmE
C<^legian ^^air

In terms ofthe final score, the Univer-

sity of Massadiusetts football team beat

up on the University of Richmond in

Saturday's 26-16 win.

But physically, it may have been a dif-

ferent story and, as a result, the

Minutemen are stuck with their biggest

iiyury list of the year.

Six players are on the injury list for

Saturday's game with Villanova Univer-

sity, and all are from the defensive unit

that has powered the team in recent

games.
'

The Minutemen will be without the ser-

vices of comerback Garrick Amos, who
has a sprained ankle, and linebacker

Chris Tenkin, who injured a hamstring.

Linebacker Drew Comeau, who has

come on strong and become one of the

leaders on defense, is listed as doubtful

because of a sprained wrist.

Comerback Vaughn Williams and
linebacker Brant Despathy are both listed

as questionable because of sprained

ankles.

And defensive tackle Dam Charroni who
suffered a strained neck 10 days ago

against Northeastern University, is also

questionable for Saturday. Charron did

not play against Richmond.

"It was a good win over Richmond but

a costly one," UMass head coach Jim Reid

said. "The injury situation is depressing."

Extra points: Senior linebacker John
McKeown, who seems to have played

through iiyuries his entire career, had 15

tackles against Richmond and is j\ist 4
short of 500 for his career.
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President George Bush
COMPILED FROM STAFF AND WIRE
REPORTS

Vice President George Bush defeated

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis last night to ex-

tend Republican rule of the White House.

It was a split-decision election that left

Democrats in firm control of both houses

of congress.

"We can now speak the most important

words democracy has to offer — the people

have spoken," Bush said at his acceptance

speech from his Houston, Texas
headquarters. '

Bush will become the 41st president of

the United States in January. The vice

president won handily from one end of Dix-

ie to the other and added New Jersey, Ohio,

Michigan and Pennsylvania to his column

as the vote totals mounted. Missouri put

Bush over the top in the AP tally.

In the popular vote, with 58 percent of

the precincts reporting, Bush had
27,936,468 or 54 percent. Dukakis had

23,881,576 or 46 percent. According to

ABC, Bush was leading in the electoral

count 356-108.

Diikakis, who conceded in Boston at

11:20 p.m., won at home in Massachusetts

and eight other states, including New
York, Wisconsin and Washington. He also

won the District of Columbia and was in

close battles in Illinois and California.

"This nation faces migor challenges

ahead," Dukakis told a cheering crowd in

his Boston headquaters after it became

clear the victor was Bush. "And I extend

my best wishes to Bush and to the Bush

family."

Dukakis said he would continue to work

for the goals he's talked about during his

campaign, adding enthusiastically, "Above

all, I'll be working with the people of

Massachusetts."

Democrats moved out smartly in their

bid to renew control over Congress, as

former Gov. Charles Robb defeated

AP photo

President-elect George Bush and his wife, Barbara, wave to the the

crowd at a victory celebration last night. Bush began the night by win-

ning running mate Dan Quayle's home state of Indiana, then went on

to win throughout the South as well as in Ohio, Michigan, New Jersey

and Pennsylvania. Missouri, according to the Associated Press, put

him over the top in electoral votes shortly after 1 1 p.m.

Republican Maurice Dawkins in Virginia.

Joseph Lieberman led veteran Repubhcan

Sen. Lowell Weicker with 93 percent of the

Connecticut vote in, 51 percent to 49 per-

cent, and NBC said he would win.

Republican Senate Leader Bob Dole,

a.ssuming a Bush triumph, said it was "pro-

bably correct" that there wouldn't be a

mandate to go along with it.

Dole also said he hadn't changed his

mind that Bush could have found a better

running mate, although he said Dan

Quayle would make a good vice president.

Dukakis campaigned even as the vote

totals mounted. "It's a fight to the finish,

a clifThanger," he said. "It reminds me of

1960," when John F. Kennedy and Richard

M. Nixon battled down to the finish,

Dukakis said before concluding a final

round of interviews fed by satellite to Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Missouri and
Wisconsin.

Bentsen said on ABC that Republicans

"did a job on Michael Dukakis with the

negative ads .... And they distorted his

record, to a remarkable degree." Bentsen

was a cinch to win a new term in the

Senate from Texas no matter which side

claimed the White House.

Democrats expected to renew working

minorities in both the House and Senate

that will comprise the 101st Congress. The
two parties vied for gains in 12 guber-

natorial contests, races that held

significance for a nationwide redistricting

that takes place after the 1990 census.

There wee 33 Senate seats on the ballot,

18 held by Democrats and 15 by

Republicans, and a full complement of

House races. Democrats held a 54-46 edge

in the old Senate and an overwhelming
255-177 advantage in the old House, with

three vacant seats.

Democratic senators winning re-election

included Edward Kennedy in

Massachusetts; Paul Sarbanes in

Maryland; James Sasser of Tennessee;

Daniel Patrick Moynihan in New York,

Don Riegle in Michigan and Frank

Lautenberg in New Jersey.

Outgoing Senate Majority Leader Robert

Byrd of West Virginia also won, as did

Maine's George Mitchell — one of three

men who hope to succeed him as his leader-

ship post.

Republican senators re-elected were

Richard Lugar in Indiana, John Danforth

of Missouri, John Heinz of Pennsylvania

and William Roth of Delaware.

Profs drown sorrows
in political brew
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The results are in and celebration and consolation parties abound, but not before the

University of Massachusetts political science department threw a small party of its own.

Drinking Miller beer and pondering the untimely exit ofGary Hart from the Democratic

primary, about 20 professors and teaching assistants gathered in the sixth floor lounge

in Thompson Tower last night, awaiting the predicted George Bush victory.

"I miss Gary Hart because he had 'new ideas,'" said teaching assistant Deaun Moulton.

"Yeah," quipped TA Dan Dunlop. "How to spend your weekends
"

Professor Jerome Mileur said of this year's race: "It's the meanest campaign I've ever

known in my lifetime. They attacked one another."

"In a way, they've demeaned themselves and demeaned the rest of us," Mileur said.

Professor Paul Herrnson disagreed, saying this year's campaign is no different from

continued on page 6

Local turnout heavy; vans help

SON'S CONDOLENCES — Democratic Presidential Candidate

Michael Dukakis receives a hug from his son John last night in

Boston before conceding defeat to Vice President George Bush.

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Voter turnout at all ten precincts in

Amherst was high and the workload at

polling stations was heavy, said a majori-

ty of the people running them.

According to Diana Romer of the League

of Women Voters, by 10 a.m. yesterday 20

percent of the register voters in Precinct

5 had already voted and expectations of a

good showing by voters was high.

About 740 of Precinct 3's 1,200 registered

voters had made their selection by 5:30

p.m. with a "good number of students"

showing up as early as 7 a.m., said a

Precinct 3 worker.

Some students were unable to vote

because they had been deleted from the

rolls for not being properly registered, not

making a change of address known, or

didn't respond to the census taken during

the year.

Nancy Marion, warden of Precinct 3, said

she tried to help as many of the people who
had an error in registration or had been

removed from the rolls. As warden, she said

her job was to trv everything in her power

to allow persons the opportunity to vote.

The Student Government Association

aided student voters by sponsoring a highly

sirfcessful voter mobilization program that

transported voters to the polls.

The SGA arranged for vans to run cir-

cuits to and from the polls between

Precincts 1-4, 9 and 10, for the duration the

polls were open.

Mike Greiner, who helped organize the

continued on page 6
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All referendum questions
get resounding *no' vote
BOSTON (AP) - Early results on

Massachusetts' four statewide ballot ques-

tions yesterday showed voters decided not

to close down the state's two nuclear power

plants, voted against legislative pay raises,

but were more evenly divided on repealing

the state's prevailing wage law. Voters

rejected the state's most hotly contested

measure, which effectively asked if they

wanted to shut down the state's two com-

mercial nuclear power plants.

The returns showed 399,680, or 70 per-

cent voted to keep the plants open.

The utility-backed campaign to keep the

plants open spent more than $8 million to

convince voters against the measure, ex-

ceeding spending on any ballot question in

recent measure. Anti-nuclear groups who
sponsored the proposal say the Plymouth
and Rowe atomic power plants endanger

surrounding communities. By closing

them, the production of atomic waste would

be curbed. Question 2, which asked if

voters wanted to keep pay raises for state

legislators that were approved by officials

last year had 84 percent of the voters

voting against it. Under the law, each

member of the legislature begins at a base

salary of $30,000, with a provision linking

future raises to those of full-time state

employees. On the prevailing wage law,

early returns showed a slight majority

favoring repealing a state law that orders

all workers on public works construction

projects be paid the prevailing wage, usual-

ly based on union wages.

Unofficial returns showed that 372,438,

or 60 percent of the voters wanted to keep

the law.

The construction industry was a main
backer of Question 2.

With 27 percent ofthe precincts reporting

in, 433,976, or 71 percent of the voters

voted not to enact new standards for the

treatment of farm animals in the state.

Question 3 asked voters to establish

stricter regulations on the treatment of

farm animals and an advisory board to en-

sure they be treated humanely.

Massachusetts farmers railed against the

animal rights activists who sponsored the

bill, insisting that the new regulations

would place an overwhelming burden on
them.
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Bush ends campaign in Texas
addressing thousands at rally
HOUSTON (AP) - George Bush wrapped

up his 1988 presidential campaign with a

three-state swing, an old-fashioned rally in

his adopted home state and soft -focus

30-minute television ad that summed up

his career and campaign.

After a final campaign swing through

Michigan, Ohio and Missouri, Bush came
home to a raucous rally Monday evening

at the Galleria shopping mall in Houston.

Country stars Loretta Lynn, Cr>stal Gayle

and Mo Bandy rev'ved up a crowd of several

thousand.

Bush told the crowd that yesterday's elec-

tion was "more than just a referendum on

peace and prosperity."

"It's a referendum on a philosophy, a way
of life that's well and alive right here deep

in the heart of Texas," he said.

Yesterday Bush wais casting his vote ear-

ly, then paying a visit to the people work-

ing on get-out-the-vote efforts at local

Republican headquarters.

He planned to have a quiet day out of the

public eye before spending the evening

with family and friends watching the elec-

tion returns at his home in a Houston

condominium-hotel complex.

In a half-hour paid TV advertisement
Monday night, the Republican presidential

nominee summed up the themes of his cam-

paign and said rival Michael Dukakis "has
no experience in national security affairs."

"I don't believe we can take a risk on an
issue as important as our national securi-

ty," he said on the ad broadcast on the

three major networks right after Dukakis
aired a half-hour spot.

Later, a soft-speaking Bush talked to

viewers for a few minutes at the end of the

half-hour commercial that featured
biographical and campaign scenes set to

music and narration, as well as an endorse-

ment by President Reagan and various

Bush family members.
"I respect my opponent, I admire his

devotion to family, and I appreciate his

decision to enter public service," Bush said.

AP photo

VOTING TOGETHER — Democratic presidential candidate Michael

Dukakis and his wife Kitty leave the polling place near their Brookline

home after voting yesterday.

Dukakis finishes his campaign
continuing to predict a victory

surprise a few people, but we're going to

be doing the celebrating," Dukakis told

several hundred cheering supporters that

greeted him at the airport in Boston.

"It's been an incredible experience. Let's

go out and make sure that tonight we're

popping those champagne corks," he said

in Detroit.

John Sasso, a top campaign official, said

Dukakis has been at his best in the final

weeks and had presented America with an

image of "a fighter . . . That's why we feel

so good about the last three weeks."

"Enough talk about polls," Sasso said.

"It's in the hands of the American people."

Dukakis struck sentimental notes at his

final stops, telling the crowds that he lov-

ed them and reflecting on his long

campaign.

On board his chtulered campaign jet,

nicknamed "Sky Pig" for its lack of speed

and range, Dukakis strolled back and
spoke with reporters, telling them he had
enjoyed knowing and working with them.

"You all look like the walking wounded,"

he said with a smile to the reporters who
had been with him along 8,500 miles of

travel in the final 48 hours. TTiough he had

to be tired, he insisted, "I feel great."

BOSTON (AP)- Michael Dukakis cast

his ballot yesterday then waited at home
for the nation's verdict on his presidential

candidacy, predicting he would confound

the Fwllsters and begin "popping those

champagne corks" when the results were
in.

Arriving in Boston at the end of a 48-hour

non-stop campaign finale, the Democratic
presidential nominee and his family went
first to their polling place before heading
home for the first chance to sleep in bed
since Saturday night.

"I voted for Mike Dukakis and Lloyd
Bentsen and I'm proud of it," Dukakis said

as he left the polling booth in a Brookline

housing project with his wife, Kitty, and
their three children. His mother, Euterpe
Dukakis, raised her hand in a V for victory

sign.

Dukakis ended his campaign with a pair

of huge rallies in California on Monday and
a through-the -night flight eastward. He
stopped in Des Moines, Iowa, for a 3:30 a.m.

rally, where as many as 3,000 people show-
ed up to see him speak on an airport tar-

mac. He stopped again in Detroit for a
dawn rally before flying home.
"I think tonight we're not only going to

For students planning to take English 112
during Winter Session 1989

Test will be adnninistered

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1988
7 p.m., Room 206, Bartlett Hall

No one «vlll be admlttod into En^lsh 112
KiffthoMt this test Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This test Is administered free of charge.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
"South Africfs Grammy Award-

winning Vocal Group''

with special guest

Karia BonofF

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm
FAG Concert Hall

Tickets: $ 1 6, 1 4, 1

2

Five college students '/2 -price T] Box Office 545-25 1
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SGA may
ra
election
tonight
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

It could be tonight.

After nearly eight months, the

Undergraduate Student Senate could final-

ly resolve the controversy surrounding the

election results of Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz.

Then again, they've tried it before.

SilkofT and Rabinowitz are urging

students to come to the senate meeting
tonight and support them; senate members
opposing them will try to get the senate to

hold new elections.

Senators Brian Darling and W. Greg
Rothman have had a proposal before the

senate calling for new elections for three

weeks. They wrote a motion last week that

ordered Silkoff and Rabinowitz to stop us-

ing the president's office and the title of

president.

In a statement sent to all senators,

Rothman, Darling and Sen. Ken Rudy
reminded other senators of the "in.portant

motion" on tonight's agenda calling for

new elections. "In this election, only one

f)erson will be allowed to hold the office of

president, No matter who you support for

the office of president . . . the office must
be filled soon.

In a similar statement, Rothman said,

"Remember, the students who have elected

you have are counting on you to stick up
for them. They, not the Minuteman, or the

Collegian, or the Young Communist
League, are the voiceless and sometimes

helpless people who we represent. They are

the ones who choose the campus leaders."

Rothman added in his letter that he is

"unwilling to violate the constitution and

the wishes of the Student Judiciary for ex-

pediency."

Meanwhile Silkoff and Rabinowitz ar%

claiming that they want the senate to stick

by the msyority of voters who supported

them in the last election. Rabinowitz said

Friday that someone will try to suspend the

rules of the senate and call for ratification.

They have promised a "mobilization" ef-

fort to get students to come to tonight's
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CoUecian photo by Chris Hoaford

DOING HIS DUTY - Senior economics meoor Mike Northover leaves

a Precinct 10 voting booth yesterday in downtown Amherst.

meeting and voice their support.

Rabinowitz said he is soliciting political

and non-political groups for their support

in tonight's meeting. He said he respects

the desire of the judiciary to rule on the

case, but, "the senate has to move first. A
basic constitutional principle is that a court

doesn't issue prior restraint on a legislative

body. If after the senate ratifies the elec-

tion somebody wants to take up a case,

then we'll deal with that."

"We've decided to appeal over the head

of the senate and to the people of this cam-

pus, and urge them to come to the senate

meeting (tonight] and show the senate that

students on this campus support

democracy," Silkoff said.

Coincidentally, SGA Speaker Robert

Fadel has sent a letter to all senators ask-

ing them not to suspend rules. Fadel said

this has a "snowball" effect, pushing mo-

tions farther and farther back on the agen-

da, creating a logjam in the senate.

The Commuter Area Governing Board
has thrown its support to the co-presidents-

elect. Eight members of the 14-member
board voted Monday to show their support

for ratification from the senate. Silkoff, a

member of board, abstained.

CASA collects aid for hurricane victims
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Central

American Student Association is collecting

donations of money, food and clothing for

hurricane victims in Nic«u-agua.

CASA member Greg Smith said the

organization has collected donations at a

table on the Campus Center concoxirse and

at a CASA-sponsored showing of the film

Cover Up. Many individuals and organiza-

tions in the five-college-area have taken an

interest in helping the victims, he said.

"Three doctors from Northampton flew

down medical assistance and a planeload

of medical supplies," he said.

From Oct. 22 to 24, Hurricane Joan pass-

ed through Nicaragua, leaving 50 dead and

300,000 — nine percent of the nation's

population — homeless, according to the

Nicaraguan Embassy to the United States

in Washington DC, Nicaragua's capital,

Managua, was flooded by 15 inches of

water.

Apple Ahearn, manager of the

Maplewood store in Amherst, said the store

is being used as a collection area for con-

tributed items. Other local organizations

involved in the effort include Con-

struyamos Juntos, Faculty and Staff for

Peace in Central America, American

Friends Service Committee and the

Amherst Sister City Project, Ahearn said.

Although Smith said CASA has raised

only $50, Ahearn said the store has col-

lected over $1000.

"We really need blankets, tents, medica-

tion and food. People are bringing too many
clothes," she said.

Charge d'Affairs Leonor Arguello, of the

Nicaraguan Embassy, said, "The Govern-

ment of Nicaragua is not requesting aid

from the Government of the United States.

If the US Government wishes to assist in

the efforts of the international communi-

ty, there are many ways to do it through

the International Red Cross, the United

Nations and other international organiza-

tions."

Smith said Nicaragua's resistance to US
Government aid results from what he calls

the Reagan Administration's previous

hesitation to send aid to the earthquake-

ravaged countries of Mexico and El

Salvador.

The release stated that the hurricane

destroyed a majority of this year's coffee

bean crop, one of the nation's principal

products.

Contribution checks should be made out

to Quest for Peace/Hurricane Relief, and

mailed to NCOCA, P.O. Box 1261, Nor-

thampton, MA 01061.

Chronology
of the SGA
co-presidency
This is a history of the Student Govern-

ment Association Presidency battle to date:

March 1: On the last day nomination

papers can be submitted, Shari Silkoff and
Jason Rabinowitz announce they will run

for co-presidents of the SGA. Sens. Aram
Hamparian and Guy Glodis are also on the

ballot.

March 2: In a senate meeting, the co-

presidency issue is first discussed. Speaker

Bob Griffin argues that co's should be

allowed.

March 6: The SGA Governmental Affairs

Committee, which is in charge of elections,

recommends that Silkoff/Rabinowitz be

nullified as co-candidates. SGA Attorney

General Bill Collins says

Silkoff/Rabinowitz should be allowed to run

an issues campaign, but not hold office.

March 7: Student Trustee Paul Wingle

says Collins is working with Sen. Ham-
parian against Silkoff and Rabinowitz, and
that the Governemtal Affairs Committee
is biased against the co-candidates.

Silkoff/Rabinowitz say they will run
despite the Governmental Affairs decision.

March 10: The Governmental Affairs

Committee votes to put Silkoff/Rabinowitz

on the ballot, acknowledging the SGA Con-

stitution does not allow co-presidents.

March 15: Elections are held,

Silkoff/Rabinowitz get 1,454, votes, Ham-
parian: 1.093, Glodis: 492.

March 16: Senate does not vote on election

ratification.

March 30: Back from Spring Break, senate

again does not ratify elections.

April 5: Student Supreme Court issues

restraining order saying co-presidents can-

not be ratified.

April 14: Student Supreme Court calls for

new elections.

April 20: Counsel representing
Silkoff/Rabinowitz, Mark Friedman files

appeal against restraining order.

April 28: Appeal of Silkoff/Rabinowitz

against restraining order begins.

May 9: Student Supreme Court tribunal of

justices hearing appeal issues decision say-

ing a new, de novo hearing should be held.

This means the original tribunal would

have to hear the case gain with all new
evidence presented.

May 11: Student Supreme Court issues

restraining order barring Silkoff and

Rabinowitz from holding office just before

a senate meeting that may have seen

ratification. In the final senate meeting,

Republican factions stall the meeting to

prevent ratification of the election.

June 6: The SGA Coordinating Commit-

tee, which acts as the full senate during the

summer, ratifies Silkoff/Rabinowitz to

serve as presidents in a partial capacity.

They will not be allowed to have signature

power, cannot draw a salary, cannot make
appointments, and any money expen-

ditures must be approved by the SGA
Treasurer.

September 8: Senate meets for first time

of new semester, decides to postpone

meeting until Sept. 28.

September 28: Senate meets. Ratification

does not get approved.

November 2: The senate again fails to

vote on the ratification issue, and by a close

(47-44) vote orders that Silkoff and
Rabinowitz cannot use the office or title of

SGA President. In senate meetings prior

to this, the body has failed to vote on the

issue.

Radar detector stolen from car
A radar detector valued at $320 was

stolen Monday out of a vehicle parked in

a metered space in Lot 34, which had its

window smashed.

In other police reports:

• A 1988 GMC vehicle parked in Lot 64

was broken into Monday. The contents of

the glove compartment box were scattered

inside the vehicle, which belonged to the

University of Massachusetts parking office.

• A vehicle parked in Lot 43 had a tire

valued at $80 slashed beyond repair

Monday.

• A rock was thrown through the window

of Hampshire House sometime over the

weekend.

• Two antique bottles valued at $25-40

each and a cassette tape player valued at

$60 was reported stolen from the third floor

Clark Hall Monday.
• A motor vehicle parked in the Campus
Center Garage was reported damaged Mon-

day. The vehicle had a large dent and scrat-

ches on the hood area.

• A coat valued at $65 was stolen from a

table in the Tower library Monday. The vic-

tim left the coat along with personal pro-

perty and books on a table and returned to

find the coat stolen.

• A leather jacket valued at $150 was

stolen from the Coffee Shop in the Campus
Center Monday.

-YANA DLUGY

Youth found with drugs
An employee of the Amherst Regional Junior High School called Amherst Police

Monday to report a 14-year-old student found in possession of several marijuana

cigarettes. ,

The male student wiD be smnmoned to court for possessing a class "D' substance,

police said.

' In other police reports:

• Two University of Massachusetts students reported being assaulted late Mon-

day while walking on Lincoln Avenue near Fearing Street.

They told police that a red medium-sized car, 1978-80, stopped at a stop sign near

them. The two men inside the car exchanged words with the victims. Then the

men got out of the car and beat the pedestrians.

• A resident of Townehoxise Apartments reported at midnight Monday his blue,

1979 Mazda RX7 stolen. He said he had last^seen the car at approximately 9:30

p.m. The estimated value of the vehicle is $4,000.

• A resident of South Pleasant Street reported Monday that his Volkswagen Jet-

ta was broken into and his $400 Kenwood stereo system was stolen. Entry was

Rained by smashing the rear window, police said. i

•
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Child care in Amherst reviewed
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The affordability and quality of child care in Amherst
is suffering and experts warn the situation is becoming
worse when combined with rising housing costs, and low-

paying jobs.

The Amherst League ofWomen Voters examined "The
Crisis in Childcare," the title of a unit meeting Monday
night, emd said the town is failing to meet the needs of

the community.
Meeting co-Chairperson Carol Gehlbach said the

League is especially concerned with improving the cost

and availability of child care, and warned the future

looks bleak if the situation does not change.

"I think we [the town of Amherst] do not meet the need

for child care by a long shot." she said. "The projections

for population in the future is such that we are going

to"t>e in serious trouble." s^

Rising housing costs in Amherst are an added burden

to parents seeking quality child care, Gehlbach said.

"It's very expensive to find good day care as a work-

ing parent," she said. "It prevents many families from

being able to work."

The average cost for licensed, full-time, child care in

Massachusetts exceeds the average national cost of

$3,000 by $2,000 a year, Gehlb&ch said.

"Massachusetts does have higher standards,"

Gehlbach said. But, she added, the higher cost limits the

parents' choice of day care facilities for their children.

"You're talking about a lot of money for people who
may be in low-paying jobs," she said.

The limited resources for child ewe negatively affects

work performance for many parents, Gehlbach said.

"If a parent is at work and is uncertain that their child

is in a good child care system, he or she is less likely

to be productive," she said. '
/

Gehlbach said the need for child care does not end when
children enter school, adding that the situation with

"latchkey" children, who remain alone at home while

their parents work, proves the inadequacy of the system.

"There's a terrific need for afler-school programs," she

said. "Latch-key kids call into the office and talk to

parents about concerns, and that's not always a satisfac-

tory situation."

The League supports the Act For Better Child Care,

a federal bill that would supplement national child care

by providing $2.5 billion in aid to expand and improve

state child care systems.

On the state level, the League advocates the Child Care

Linkage bill, which would mandate businesses construc-

ting buildings of more than 50,000 square feet to pro-

vide on-site child care. The bill is currently pending in

the Senate Ways and Means Committee.

The League will be holding a second unit meeting to

update and discuss child care issues at 12 noon on Thurs-

day, Nov, 10, at the Jones Library in Ai'nherst. Com-
munity members are welcome to attend.

F Y
The FYI column is a public service announcement to

the University of Massachusetts community. Space is

limited, so some submissions may not be published.

Course guides
Pre-registration guides for Spring semester 1989 will

be distributed on the Campus Center Concourse starting

tomorrow. After Monday, they will be available in the

Whitmore first floor lobby.

CASIAC meetings
Pre-major meetings for CASIAC students are schedul-

ed for 4 p.m. Call 545 2191 or stop by Machmer E-20 for

more information.

Poetry reading
Poet Carol Forche will read from her work at 8 tonight

in Memorial Hall. Forche is a visiting professor at The
University of Massachusetts this semester from Brandeis

University. The free event is open to the public and will

be followed by a reception.

Biochemistry meeting
Majors and those interested in the biochemistry major

are invited to a meeting at 7:30 tonight in room 1634 of

the Graduate Research Center. Refreshments will be

served.

Lecture
Chri.s Panagopoulos will give a speech at 8 tonight in

Campus Center rooms 804-808. The event is free. Spon-

sored by Hellenic Student Association.

Films
An Islamic Film series will begin at 6:30 tonight in

Herter 217. Sponsored by the Islamic Society. The film

is free.

10 Bclchertown Rd.,
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The Best Chinese Buffet J

T«[ OffT SM»IC( - run COCRTIIl WW
M.-aat. 11-11

LUNUICOM SKCIALS
Man -tut 11 am-l pm

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BuHfi s«T\«d S8 p m My Ttvas • Bnjnch iaved Sunday 1 1 .V) a m 3 p m

ALL YOU CAN EAT 5» q 99
Children undtr 10 S3.00 —

^

1

)

Hot and Sour Soup
2) Chicken llnyert
3) Chicken Win««
4» Fried Wonlon*
S) Pan Fried RavKHI
•) ftee< «rith Snow Peet
T) Hoiita Spiced Chicken

) Swee4 and Sour Chicken
t»Aoatt Port Fried Rice
10) VageUbia Fried Noodles
1 1

)

Chineae BBO Mork
'2l Broccoli In Oytler Sauce
1 3) Shnmp and Cashew Nuls

^^UMCJM (garden

MANOARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

ACCIDENT ViaiMS
Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentration in injuries from; • Auto Accidents
• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Othier Accidents • No legal (ee unless
successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases

• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C.
ATTORNEYS ATLAW

449-4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in the Nynex yellow pages
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BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
WE ARE SEEKING TO HLL

TWO POSITIONS ON OUR
STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF

BEGINNING NEXT SEMESTER.

ASSISTANT MANAGER REQUIRES

A MATURE, ENERGETIC AND
FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

ACCOUNTANT - REQUIRES
A WELL ORGANIZED PERSON
WITH GOOD MATH SKILLS

AND COMMUNICATIVE ABILITY.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND
APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE

THRU NOV. 14TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN

OinCE, CLARK HILL ROAD

UMASS SKI CLUB
MANDATORY MEETING
Wednesday, November 9, 1988

r

The Great Ski Snatch
November 17-19, 1988

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

• Benefits & Lots of Fun-Don't miss out!

Great chance to meet ^ work with people

»j Come to our information & sign-up meeting:

[•# 4:00 p.m. 163 CC

y^ 7:00 p.m. Hampden Dining Commons
fj. (members and non-members welcome)

professors

continued from page 1

past races. Herrnson was wearing a
"No Dukes" T-shirt, which he said was a
gift from UMass senior W. Greg Rothman,
chairman of the Conservative Student
Alliance. The shirt, he said, did not reflect

his true feelings of the election.

Mileur said this year's election is not
critical because "nothing of consequence is

going to come out of it. It's not a terribly

important presidential election."

Several TA's said the most important
issue revolves around future Supreme
Court justice appointments.

"A lot of the conservative pendulum
swing is going to be turned into policy —
policy that won't be undone for a long

time," Moulton said.

Mileur said the role of the media in this

campaign is overrated.

"The media has a role in that (the cam-
paign], but it's not decisive," he said.

But graduate students Paul Petterson
and Tim Cloyd said television's role in

sculpting the candidates is significant.

"I think it's just another in a series of

lousy, television oriented campaigns," Pet-

terson said.

Cloyd, however, focused on television's

prowess at candidate simulation. "The goal

ofthe media is to simulate leadership," he
said. "The reality of it is gone."

As the night wore on and it became ap-
parent that the presidential victor was
George Bush, the party began to dissipate,

marked by cries of "It's over" and "Four
more years." But some were more
pessimistic than others.

"It probably means the end of democracy
in America," said a graduate student who
declined to give his name. "We are on the

brink of becoming a one party state."

^

Tl

1
L&l PC CLONES H

^ PRINTERS DsS?
if^0iif^\ SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

$!•• • Servict • Rtnlal

DR. SDFTkUftRE
toli«gi» • CompuMtt • AccaMviM

PWUMitt ainWM* MM • 241 Kina »IM<
Mo>IK«nt(it(m. UA OlOtn

586-3210
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Research on Diabetes
WHAT: A Presentalion and Discussion:

How Close Are We lo a Cure- A Research Update

WHEN: November 16. 1988. 7 15 9 pm.

WHERE: Campus Center. Room 904

WHO: Persons with diabetes, their guests, concerned friends,

and interested health prolessionals Presentation given

by Jeffrey Korlf. M D . Baystate Medical Center

WHY: Learn, share information, experiences, and concerns

BOG: Dr. RutKa s^aeces
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Dr. Ruth Westheimer show Monday
night in tl>e Campus Center Auditorium is

being called an enormous success by an

organizer of the event, and may spur

similar events in the future.

The show is part of a new efifort by the

Board of Governors Program Council to

generate revenue for the body. It is one of

the few shows the council has ever charg-

ed admission ($5) for, and although it did

not break even, the sellout crowd of more
than 600 and the 150 people turned away
1^ the door indicate to organizers there

should be similar events in the future.

The council borrowed$7,000 from a BOG
reserve account to bring Westheimer to

campus, and also got donations from the

Commuter Area Government and the

Distingiiished Visitors Program to help pay

Westheimer's $8,000-plus fee. The loan

must eventually be repaid, but Glassman
said there is no set schedule for repayment.

"It was definitely worth the money we
spent," said Jeff Glassman, Program Coun-

cil coordinator. "I feel we should do more
programs like this. This was one of the

more successful events in the Campus
Center in a long time. I think the students

enjoyed the show from the reaction after

it," he said.

He said the stage was rushed after the

show by autograph-seekers, and
Westheimer accommodated every one.

"She's the most wonderful person on the

face of the earth," Glassman said, describ-

ing her as a very "personable" person.

He said' Westheimer appreciated tlie

cooperation of the audience during her lec-

ture and the question and answer session

following.

A closed-circuit television broadcast was
asked for, but Westheimer's agency vetoed

the idea because of copyright laws, accor-

ding to Glassman. "She also doesn't like

to get involved with video so she can be

very open."
*

Glassman said nearly 300 questions were

submitted by the audience. Westheimer
took the unused questions, he added, which

she may use in her next book.

voting
lontinued from page 1

van service, said he spent Tuesday traver-

sing between the polling areas and conver-

sing with the drivers of the vans.

"Most of the drivers said response to the

vans was good. Some told me students

remarked they had been grateful we had
the service and that without it they may

not have gotten to the polls. That's very
gratifying," said Greiner.

SGA co-president-elect Shari Silkoff

drove the Southwest leg of the van route

from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

"In the morning I was picking up three

or four people every ten minutes, she said.

"Later in the afternoon I was taking seven
or eight people per trip to the polls. 1 think

it was very successful."

CINEMA
PERVERSELY FASCINATING" "PROVOCATIVE'

i^^ ,^, •'y'Pf MMirjl/M •v^avt AiAii AXt

Twr/<29
Vt\ltlS?i GARY wjWW'JTOf^El^

Rt^S^ i»,7H«n«li«d«Mm«(»»tri«>irtn«r»mp. |gjU0
|>s> " WIMil

2 showing* 7:00 & 9:00 In the center of Amherst

Adults $3.50 Children & Senior atlzens $2.00

AMITY ST. 253-5426

TAKE THETIME
SHOVA/ YOU

VETERANS
DAY
SERVICE,
NOVEM^ERIO

I

AT:

In memory of those who
fought for our freedom...

HAIGISMALUUMASS

Sponsored by Veterans Assistance and Counseling Services, DIcicinson Building, UMass

Chic Cuts

.CbtonngandO^n^

.Fac\a\Viax\n9

. ^Aan\cure

• Fadals

. Bodv >N^aP^

Expires 11/15/88

I'e offer a 100% money back

guarantee on all of our hair care products

•Redken •Nexus 'Paul Mitchell

make your fashion slatcnivnl

;

Styles By Deborah
.65Unlverslty Dr.,Amherst.

.549-5610.

€),

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5 1 4

1

Drink of the Week
BRONX COCKTAIL $2

Beer of the Month
DOS EQUIS $1.75

t

Sunday Night Movie:

Annie Hall willi Woody Allen

at 9:00 p.m.

• «•«••*•.*.'.*•'»*• '•'• • ••••••••'
miiiiii i i ii iifii
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Odds and ends

Thoughts from a sensitive guy

—Letters-

Co-presidents illegal at the start
Right now as you read this the highest

office in our student government is legal

ly vacant.

The dispute is over the question of

whether co-presidents is a violation of the

Student Government Association con-

stitution. The student supreme court has

ruled that only one student can be elected

SGA president.

Before last Spring's election, the can-

didates were informed by the student at-

torney general that co-presidents are un-

constitutional and will not be allowed to

take office.

Following the rules. Sylvan Area Presi-

dent Aram Hamparian and Greenough

Sen. Guy Glodis ran for SGA president.

Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz know-

ingly violated the rules by running for

co-presidents.

In the election, Silkoff and Rabinowitz
attracted sympathy by making martyrs of

themselves. Their deceptive ploys brought

them a plurality - 48 percent of the vote.

A mayority, however, voted against their

candidacy.

After the election, the student supreme

court ruled that co-presidents are un-

constitutional. Now, Silkoff and
Rabinowitz say they don't recognize the

student supreme court. This long scandal

could have been prevented if they had

followed the rules from the beginning.

Thanks to them, our student government

has been in shambles for seven months.

Commuter Senators Brian Darling and

Ken Rudy have proposed a fair and
equitable solution to this crisis. They pro-

posed a special election to be held this

month. The office is vacant and common
sense tells you that the best we can do is

to let the students elect someone to fill it.

Dean Chambers
Northeast

I'm no expert; I'm no politician; hell

I'm not even socially aware. I'm just a sim-

ple, sensitive guy. My words don't hold the

weight and knowledge of an expert, but I

will not lie. If my audience doesn't want to

waste their time with so simple and ig-

norant an opinion, I beg of them, please

stop reading.

Erik O'Brien

This isn't an article about abortion, gay

rights, South Africa, or space, the final

frontier. This is an article about the only

frontier that matters, the one within each

and every one of us, within our hearts. Be-

ing no expert on any of the world's biggest

issues, I can only express an opinion of

what I know. My thoughts, my feelings,

and the wind blowing through my hair.

Couples walking together, children play-

ing, and people laughing are things that

I feel are good. Here at the University of

Massachusetts these things seem common,
but I ask myself, are they really? How
many of my readers can look inside of

themselves and feel content?

Even riding on the bus can be an ex-

perience of insecurity and loneliness.

Everyone sits silent and alone if possible,

unless they're lucky and happen to meet

a friend. Heaven forbid that you are a

foreign student, overweight, or a poor

dresser. Your job is to sit meekly in the cor-

ner and be as quiet as possible. Hopefully,

none of us Americans will notice you.

Just the other day I saw a pretty young
lady (or is it a woman?) on the Northamp-

ton bus and she looked very sullen and
depressed. Out of concern for the way
things are supposed to be, I addressed her,

a total stranger, OH MY GOD!
I told her I knew a secret Kung Fu techni-

que that could heal all ills and bring hap-

piness to the practitioner. I asked her to

place her hands palms down in front of her

and lace her thumbs together as she wat-

ched me do the same. I then had her mimic
me as I placed my index fingers at the cor-

ners of my mouth and push upwards. I told

her to smile.

I must ask myself, how qualified are we
to interfere in the affairs of other nations,

peoples, and lands, when we have so many
problems of our own. We proclaim that we
stand for equal rights for all, yet we've

crammed the Native Americans into reser-

vations on the poorest land and done our

best to take the Black Hills away from

them. Whose the "Indian giver?!"

I can't really change these things, I'm

just a simple man. But when I see someone
in trouble, I think about how they feel in-

side and ask myself, what can I do to help?

Then, I do something really strange — I EK)

SOMETHING. The Messiah isn't coming,

he/she was always here to begin with, in-

side each and every one of us.

I wear a jacket that says, "End of the line,

Bub." I look as mean and ugly as possible.

Hopefully, no one will find out that I'm a

simple, sensitive guy.

Erik O'Brien is a UMass student

Students, demand ratified election
A few fanatical right-wmg senators are

posing a threat that cannot be ignored. In

their distasteful and vindictive campaign
to remove Shari Silkoff and Jason
Rabinowitz from holding office, they have
not only attacked the idea of progressive

students from holding office, but have also

attacked the idea of democracy itself This

goes beyond an example both for other

universities and the nation. If the

students and the general community
allow these anti-democratic practices to

succeed, then a message of the toleration

of extremist oppression of progressive

views will be sent to other campuses and

the nation at large.

I strongly urge my fellow students, as

well as the faculty and staff, to attend

tonight's senate meeting and demand

that the elections be ratified. The senate

meeting will be at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Show your support.

Thomas L. Hotz
Thatcher

iiitfiiitf^tinyK^ii.^-'^^Tii.^-M.TTy-^^

FACULTY
LECTURE SERIES

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Ring T. Carde

of the Department of Entomology

entitled

'*Insects and the Language of Smell
"

Mankind's interpretation of how animals communicate assumes that we
can decipher their signals. Yet there is a nch array of information to

which we are not attuned. Among insects, ultraviolet hght, ultrasound,

and a mynad of odors provide messages to which we are not privy. Of
the 1,200,000 known species of insects, more than half use scents to

fmd and identify a mate. Odor communication constitutes the most

sensitive chemical detection system known.

Universit)' of Massachusetts at Amherst
Bowker Auditorium, November 10, 1988

8 p.m.

Reception immediately following. Campus Center 10th Floor

Spomorrd by contributions from alumni of the University of Massachusetts at /tmherst

1

ATTENTION SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJORS
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EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the competitive

edge in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain valuable business

experience on campus.

Applications for the position of

•ASSISTANT FINANCE MANAGER*
are now being accepted.

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment
-the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus
Center (Rm 113 - lower level 545-3500) and pick up a job

application and description. Submit it no later than

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 18, 1988.

The Collegian is an E/O/E.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion
PEDRO PEREIRA

EcNux in Chief

JENNIFER DEMPSEY
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FOR YEARS, UPPER
A^IDDLE CLASS YUPPlESt
HAVE BEEN AMOVING- TO^
FHE Pioneer valley
TO ESCAP>F FROM TXE
HOSTJUITY OF URBAN
Culture.

umss FOR YEARS,

UlQTnPVy ^'^^^S STUDENTS
HISTORY/ HAVE BEEN
JH88 y A\OVIN^ OFF
CA/^POS TO ESCAPE FROM
THE. HOSTILITY OF
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COVERNMENT
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ACT QUICKLY ...
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Conservatives impede democracy
The University of Massachusetts ultra-

conservatives, in classic anti-democratic

style, are up to their dirty tricks again.

They are out to rob the student body of the

legitimately-elected representatives, co-

presidents-elect Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz.

From behind the smokescreen of

technical suid parliamentary maneuvering,

a handful of ultra-conservatives are trying

to overturn the achievements of a

democratic mtyority of students at UMass.

Last Spring the students of this campus
voted for Silkoff and Rabinowitz to lead us

for a year. This election represented a clear

and overwhelming mandate from the stu-

dent body for their message of racial equali-

ty, quality and affordable education, and

student rights. This vote, along with the

over 3,000 students who signed petitions

to seat SilkofT/Rabinowitz, attest to the sen-

timents against the ultra-right and for a

united campus.
The SilkofF/Rabinowitz campaign grew

out of the fight for racial unity and against

the activities of those who would divide our

campus. This movement has continued to

grow and is reflected in the 4,000 students

who turned out for the Hands Across

UMass.
But this movement and everything it

represents are threatened.

Just as Oliver North worked out of the

White House basement to bypass the

wishes of the American majority, and of

Congress, the ultra-conservatives are

operating out ofthe "basement" of the Stu-

dent Union Building to bypass the will of

the majority of students. They operate this

way because they are isolated on campus.

If the ultra-conservatives get away with

overturning the democratic student elec-

tions, then the struggle against racist

violence and for multi-racial unity, for stu-

dent rights, for lowering tuition, against

discrimination of women, and for gay,

bisexual, and lesbian rights will have siif-

fered a severe setback.

At 7 tonight in Campus Center room 101,

there is a senate meeting open to the

public.

The ultra-right is calling for new elec-

tions though the Senate has not moved to

vote on ratification of the spring results

when SilkofF/Rabinowitz won.
Defend democracy and come to the senate

meeting tonight: Demand ratification, a

constitutional responsibility of the senate.

A show of hundreds of students at the

meeting can force the senate to respect the

will of the people that they are supposed
to represent by ratifying the students' vote.

Steven Duplisea
President, Young Communist League

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and five-

college area. They should be typed and double-spaced with your name and address.

All submissions become the property of the Collegian. They can be sent to The Col-

legian, 113 Campus Center, UMass.

Any questions? Come down and ask for David, Pam. or Erin

From the co-presidents-elect

Senate avoids the issue
in the co-president saga
Tonight, the Undergraduate Student

Senate will be asked to make a decision
that it has been running away from for

months. It is a decision that can't stand to

wait anymore. That is the question of

ratification of an election that took place
on March 15 in which the students voted
by one of the largest margins in years to

have Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz
represent them as Student Government
Association co-presidents.

Silkoff/Rabinowitz

If you had told us that we would still be
fighting for our right to simply take office

nearly eight months later, we would have
laughed in disbelief. But we are not

laughing now. What a handful of right-

wing extremists under the leadership of the

Minuteman have been able to do to this

campus and the student government is not

funny. Actually, it's pretty terrifying.

The question before the senate is not co-

presidents versus single presidents, or the

constitution, or the bylaws. Those are all

details to a much simpler and more basic

question. Does democracy reign at UMass?
Do students have the right to democratical-

ly elect their leaders and then see those

leaders take office and serve them, without
having to pass Greg Rothman's political lit-

mus test? Will we allow a small band of

right-wing extremists, whose real inten-

tions should be clear to anyone who's pay-

ing attention, to tear apart our student

government?
We believe most students are complete-

ly fed up with all the nonsense and because
they respect the democratic electoral

system we have on this campus, they would
like to see us take office, regardless of

whether they voted for us. That's why to-

day we are appealing, over the head of the

senate, over the head of Greg Rothman and
Co., directly to you, the students, the peo-

ple that voted us in, the people that sup-

port our right to take office and the people

whose will is supposed to be supreme on

this campus. We are urging all students
and other members of the UMass com-
munity to come to tonight's senate meeting
and show your senators that you support
democracy. The meeting is open to all, as
always, and will be held at 7 tonight in

Campus Center room 101.

We urge you to come and let your voice

be heard. We know that if a few hundred
students are there at the senate meeting,
demanding that the senate ratify the elec-

tion, it will make all the difference in the
world. The senate can't run away from the
will of the students any longer.

Since the Coordinating Committee of the
senate put us in office on June 9, we have
spent all our time doing the work the
students elected us to do, like sponsoring
the enormously successful Hands Across
UMass — Against Racism, in which 4,000
people joined hands to form a human chain
from Southwest to Sylvan. But while we
were working full-time to help build cam-
pus unity, a handful of far-right eggheads
were working full-time to destroy it, and
destroy us in the bargain.

What is really going on here is quite
clear. Greg Rothman has openly stated that

the only reason he is in the senate is to get

us out of office. Not to serve students, not
to fight for student empowerment, but to

attack the students' elected
representatives.

These same people are trying to get the
senate to call new presidential elections,

before the ratification of the old election

can even come to the floor. The senate must
consider the question of ratifying the old

election first. If they vote it down, the ques-

tion of a new election will be in order.

Let the senate and the nation know that
UMass students stand up for democracy
and are willing to fight against and ultra-

right coup d'etat. Let the senate and the

nation know the students of this universiy

are united, and we shall not be defeated.

Come to the senate meeting tonight and let

your voice be heard.

Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz are

co-presidents-elect of the SGA

Campaign '88 gives lesson
The elections are over. Now what? What

are the lessons of this campaign? Too much
ink has been spilled in recent articles of the

Collegian on superficial issues instead of

addressing the true reality of the United
States in the world today. Personal attacks

on the presidential candidates, abstract

statements about the budget deficit and na-

tional defense, the drug crisis, etc. are a few

examples of the important but narrowly

conceived issues offered to the Collegian

readers to reflect on.

Tony Guglielmi

This is so because the campaigns of both

parties have been designed by technocrats,

by managers whose main concern has been
to get votes at any cost. As in the sale of

commodities, the rules of the market
economy to maximize profits are predomi-

nant as well in US politics. Ethics don't

count.

For instance, the debate on US foreign

policy in the presidential campaign. With
few exceptions neither the articles in the

Collegian nor the speeches of the can-

didates dealt with the role the US plays in

terms of the rest of the world and humani-
ty at large. One would not learn from this

campaign the fact that millions of people

are starving and dying because of

malnutrition, lack of medical attention,

war and savage exploitation. One would
not learn either the role that the so-called

superpowers play in the misery of third

world people.

More specifically, while Dukakis himself

in the campaign criticized the administra-

tion's policy of funding and directing the

contra mercenaries against "the threat of

a good example" in Nicaragua, the

Democratic Party would not support a

substantially different foreign policy which

would respect the self-determination of

other peoples and governments. So from

the point of view of the poor in the third

world in South America, Africa or Asia,

neither party is telling the truth about the

right to eat, the right to live a life of digni-

ty, the right for third world societies to deal

with their problems without superpowers'

pressures and intervention. And neither

party shows any concern for the historical

record that the United States has sup-

ported dictatorships under the guise of

"democracies" in El Salvador, Guatemala,
as earlier in Irem, Vietnam, Nicaragua, and
other countries.

But can politicians in this country tell the

truth? Is it naive to ask such a question?

What is the condition of our political

development — that of "the most powerful

democracy in the world"— if the candidates

cannot or will not tell the truth because
they risk not being elected? Donde
Estamos, where are we now?
In the aftermath ofthe elections, we must

evaluate what kind of political system we
have here in order to shed some light on
how this campaign has been orchestrated

to ignore or neglect the most urgent issues

of our historical moment. By discussing

with one another and repudiating the cur-

rent divorce between ethics and politics, we
can make a difference in the future by
working for a more humane society and
politics. This is a very great task. The work
is long-term. Many have started this strug-

gle, but many more must join. Finally, to

choose this path is to say "no" to complici-

ty with the politics of distortion and
manipulation, to say "yes" to united and
disciplined effort on behalf of the values of

economic and social justice.

Tony Guglielmi is a graduate student in

economics. This column was co-written with

Mehrene Larudee and Patrick Sullivan
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
For Spring 1989

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY:
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

RESERVING
YOUR
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM OR
HALL

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

IN-HOUSE
ROOM
REQUEST
FORMS

PAY FEE
BILL BY
DUE DATE

OTHER
OBLIGATIONS

QUESTIONS?

If you intend to keep your present residence hall

assignment, personally sign up your Residence
November 15.

THE ONLY TIME TO RESERVE YOUR CURRENT
ROOM IS TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 15.

If you wish to move to another room in the same
residence hall, you must sign up with your Residence

Director/Residence Hall Manager on Wednesday
evening,

November 16. All room changes will be determined by

your seniority THE ONLY TIME TO SIGN UP FOR
A NEW ROOM IN YOUR CURRENT HALL IS
WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 16.

If you wish to move to another residence hall, you
must complete a Housing Preferance Form. DEADLINE
FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS
TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT
RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO
SUBMITTING A PREFERENCE FORM YOU MUST
DO THE FOLLOWING:
1. Sign up for the same room on Tuesday evening,

November 15 or a new room on Wednesday evening,

November 16.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form
in the lower right hand corner is a box you must
'check' if you wish to be returned to your current

residence hall or area choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS
GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.
If you wish to move to another residence hall to room
with a student already assigned to that residence

hall, you must together complete a ROOMMATE
REQUEST FORM. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING
ROOMMATE REQUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING
ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 17.

If you wish to become roomates with a student ina

residence hall to which neither of you is currently
assigned, you must each complete a Housing
Preference Form. These forms should be identical, (with

the exception of the "check" box) and stapled together.

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING
PREFERENCE FORMS IS WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 23.

If, during the regular Room Choosing period, you were
unable to secure a particular type of accomodation

(a particular single or double room), please contact the

Housing Assignment Office to fill out a blue In-House

Room Request Form. Rooms that become available dur-

ing the Intersession will be assigned, according to

seniority, to those residents who filled out this form
and returned it to the Housing Assignment Office.

Your Spring 1989 fee bill will be mailed to you at

home in early December. If complete payment of this

bill is not received by the January 6, 1989 Due Date,
your assignment for the Spring semester will be
cancelled. Be aware of this important obligation.

In addition to properly completing room choosing all

residents are required to remain in good standing with
the University at all times. Being withdrawn for any
reason after the end of the semester automatically
cancels your assignment. Check to make sure you do
not owe any fees to the Bursar BEFORE you leave for
intersession.

If you still have questions about the Room Choosing
process, please contact the Housing assignment Office
(545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

ARTS/LIVING

Herter and Hampden hold shows
The Herter Art Gallery is now presenting the exhibi-

iionsiFriends and Other Strangers by Jack Coughlin and
Recent Works on Paper by Rosanne Retz through Nov. 23.

Both Coughlin and Retz are faculty members of the

University of Massachusetts Art Department.
Coughlin's Friends and Other Strangers consists of more

than fifty portraits produced in pencil and watercolor, and
his work can be found in the permanent collections of the

Metropolitan Museum and the Museum of Modern Art in

New York, as well as many other museums and univer-

sity collections.

Rosanne Retz is a master of lithography techniques, and
her Recent Works on Paper is an exploration of patterns

enhanced by texture.

There will be a reception at the Gallery tonunorrow from

5 to 7 p.m. Gallery hours are Mon-Fri 11-4 p.m. and Sun.

2-5 p.m.

Stephen Petegorsky and Terri Shatz's Altered Images
Photo-Graphics-Photo-Collage is being shown at the

Hampden Gallery through Nov. 29. Gallery hours are

Weekdays 3-7 and Sunday 2-5.

The Center For The Arts in Northampton is requesting

volunteers for its First Night, 1989 program. Volunteers

are needed for ushering, hospitality, button sales, and

limited technical and security work. The Center For The
Arts is a non-profit organization funded through public

and private contributions. The Center supports both local

and regional arts. Prospective volunteers should call

Stephen Calacgiano at 584-7327, weekdays from 9 to 5.

CORRECTION: Fishbone will be plfying upstain
at Pearl Street tomorrow night.

A very important arts staff rt^ting will be held this

Sunday at noon in the Collegian office to discuss posi-

tions for next semester. All those interested in becoming
columnists, editors, or associates should attend.

5 1 ffi^ •^'^^gj^^S^i?^^v^' ifi

^^H^SBv*

1
•

CoUegian photo by Dondi Ahcam

"Grace Notes" by Rebecca Muller is part of the Seven at the Midway exhibit now showing
at the Student Union Art Gallery.
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EXPRESS
(The Boffalo Win< Kafi

G^ PRESENTS g?o ""^^

THE ^
FABULOUS
FREE

FBESCH FRY
-ESnVAL
those skinny Httic fries

riG, THICK & HEARTY
STEAK FRIES!

So here's the deal...

With every 7!^.. ask for

10 pes a small fry

20 pes a medium fry^ pes a large fry

FREE DELIVERY
^ 549-7771

pJjfcK ***^® ^" '* FREE!!!) -^

and
b

suuatchn presents

^ ^
«vit

s^oR^

AN EXTREME SKI MOVIE FROM

GREG STUMP PRODUCTIONS

UMASS SKI CLUB PREMIER!
Sunday Nov. 13 7 and 9 CCA.

SKI CLUB Members $1.00

Non-members and public $2.00

i)i\ isi()\ or c()\ I \(. IDl c \l f<)\

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

ofContinuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.
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UVC shows Africans;
meeting on Thurs
The Union Video Center will be airing the series of The

Africans this week from its monitors in the Student
Union.

Beginning Wednesday at 10 a.m., part 1, "The Legacy
of a Continent," will be followed by "Legacy of

Lifestyles"at 11 a.m. After the UMass Video Update at

12 noon, the parts 4 and 5 will be shown.

On Thursday, beginning at 10 a.m., parts 6, 7, 8, and

9 will be aired.

Also on Thursday, a meeting of all club members or in-

terested members will be held at 5 p.m. in the UVC/Com-
muter Lounge. The Center is located across from the

Hatch.

mmm
Ly\
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>oM nim

L around.
' ^K I^H 1 llM>r(>S
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Hampi
Hadlry; 1

•M»W.F»
M«Tu»W«ni

Fnd*v
Sdtutdav

hiir Mall,

nurtkalr 9|
9J0am
SJOpm
700pm
600pm
9|Sam

' child carr avail abW 584 0745

Walk-ms 3 5rO ea

1 Mlhly passes available

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.
No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Reggae great Winston Grennan will

album tonight at his show at Katina's
record a live

in Hadley.

Nanci's best
heard live
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

One Fair Summer Evening
Nanci Griffith

MCA

This May, in a small community hall in

Govan, a small town outside Glasgow, I

was fortunate to witness one of the most

stirring live shows I've ever seen, given by

Nanci Griffith and her Blue Moon Or-

chestra. On first hearing her new album,

One Fair Summer Evening, recorded live

at the Anderson Fair in Houston, the

memory of that fair summer evening came
flooding back to me.

On this record you will hear no drums,

no axe solos; just beautiful, haunting

melodies strummed lightly on accoustic

guitar, and sung from the heart by the

Lone Star dreamer who is fast proving

herself to be one of the most talented

singer-songwriters of her generation.

Beginning with a delightfully understated

version of her adopted theme song, "Once
In A Very Blue Moon," Nanci Griffith leads

us through many of her old favorites, as

well as introducing some new material, so

timeless classics like "More Than A
Whisper" and "Working In Corners" are

interspersed with new material such as the

lovely, dancing "Roseville Fair" and less

successfully, "I Would Bring You Ireland."

a tribute to the country which she considers

her second home. conlmued on page U

Custom Car Sound Wants to Help You Celebrate

V©t©rans

In honor of the men and
women of our armed

forces who have fought
to preserve freedom and

democracy

EVERYTHING
at Custom Car Sound is

on sale!

FREE installation for
Veterans

^^^(CAR/n^^^ ^*^ '^ Damon Road

SOUNE^f^^ Northampton, MA • 586-5258

vw7MJV?;MWJ7̂ r7m7mv/7///^yy///////////////////^^^^

DELIVERY to mHERsr>
;30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. *^C

s

13 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Hours
Mon-Thurs 11 :30am-1 0:00pm
Fri A Sat 11 :30am-1 1:00pm
Sundays 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

;-0286
///y/////////////////////////////////////^///////j

256-0287
'//y/////////////W////////////Z^///'

"GREECE-USA:
A NEW PHASE"
Lecture and Discussion

Honorable
Christos Panagopoulos

Consul of Greece at Boston

Wednesday, Nov. 9, 1988
8:00 p.m. Campus Ctr. Rm. 804

A reception with Greek Food
will follow the lecture.

Aiaxine

MAMPwyv
VINCCKT

''V^^r-rsm m •> - III

Vigcent Van Go- Go''
CHe£f£€SHt t-e-f^ -Jix^ ^M^ '

CJtHtLD IT

P IHCttifttD

iTMi. /a fWr
StvttttP

T»»€ C,

rMw«crt
Soul

Check out Vincent ,Klaas Hofstra's solo shov^ Tonight 8 P.M. Hampden Theater

Tickets are available at the door • Reg.$6 Student $4-

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

ffwm 't§W tvim

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

179
229
259

round tni,

CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Taxmt not Included.

Alto: Work-Sludy Abroad.
Ltnguagu Courses. Inll Sludanl
ID. Youlh Hosfl PassAs.
eURAIL Passss issued on Iho apoi'

call tor th» FREE CI£E Studant
Tr»¥al Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHCMT

79 So. Platsani SI.

AmhartI, MA 01003

Nanci Griffith

continued from page 10

Also much in evidence are

her celebrated monologues,

which combining a sharp

wit with a genuine en-

thusiasm for the places she

has visited over the years,

serve as a perfect frame for

songs such as "Love At The
Five & Dime" and "Trouble

In The Fields;" and that

whispery Texas twang is

just a joy to hear.

It would have been nice to

have some of the excellent

Little Love Affairs material,

particularly "So Lx)ng Ago,"

or Harlan Howard's "Never

Mind," but "The Wing And
The Wheel" and Julie

Gold's magnificent "From a

Distance" more than ade-

quately compensate for

these omissions. Anyway, as

the old adage says, you can't

have everything, smd for the

time being. One Fair Sum-
mer Evening is quite

enough for me.

Tim Beittel and Jonathan Doyle perform a scene from Constance Cogdon's No Mercy open-

ing tonight at Amherst College.

rentA>nreck

N«w & Us«d C
Trucks « Vam Also Avalabli

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. AmHcrst

549-RENT.

TAM — now everybody can afford to be

Join alone:jAVL 4>J

Join in a group of 2-4: SAVE Si Ccl.

Join in a gf^oup of 5 or more: jAVl $15 C3,

Up To 40% Off
with this ad

iSBOMSOim
264 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
253-9454

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Add Spice To Your Weekend!!

NOW SERVING fcRUNCH
l\4r\ dish ltrshl\ pir|><nf(i to (udit usmu Iht linrsl iiiuii-dirnls.

tind til prices Ihdl woiil \Nt«(k Ihr wrckind l)ii(lv;rl.

Soturdoy & Sunday
1 1:00 To 3:00

PREE TRIAL VISIT
tup. 11-23 88

on 10 Si'^sion Pdikdgc

7 OLD SOUTH STI
NORT HAMPTON

Choose Excellence . . .

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

-The Massachusetts Daily-

OLLEGIAN
nut uMM nniv ra tMSV»ci«is( • i^ *•"« iki iu campuc cinicn vn TjOT voiuMf cava r..si« i

• Do you want to learn how
to write a news story?

• Do you have a story in the
works that needs help?

• Do you still need to attend
a Training Workshop to be
a Collegian Staffer?

Come see Paul-
Collegian Training Director

Tuesdays & Thursdays
2:30 - 4

In the Newsroom

Come write for The Collegian

113 Campus Center
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McFerrin's vocal diversity become Pleasures
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Simple Pleasures
Bobby McFerrin
EMI-Manhattan

Bobby McFerrin has been an innovator ever since he

first broke on the jazz scene. Novv' he brings his extreme-

ly versatile voice, and distinct "a cappella" style to his

first mainstream album. Simple Pleasures. This is McFer-

rin at his best.

His first track, the omnipresent "Don't Worry, Be Hap-

py," tends to bring out a rather extreme reaction in the

listener; one either loves it or hates it. It's a cheerful lit-

tle tune which is often hummed, whistled or quoted.

Perhaps if I listened to the radio more often, I'd be sick

of the song too.

"All I Want" is a song reminiscient of early Prince,

minus the raunchy lyrics. It's a really good dance track,

even without a drum machine. He doesn't need any of the

heavy production techniques common in dance music.

Next, McFerrin tackles the problem of covering classic

60's tunes; he does three covers. His version of the Beatles'

"Drive My Car" works because he doesn't try to imitate

the loud rock'n'roll sound of the original. Instead, he goes

for jazzy subtlety, and the result is a sophisticated song

that still retains some aspects of R&B.
The title track, like many other tracks on this album,

has a jazz feel. The one problem with this song is that it

sounds too much like the theme from The Cosby Show.

Still it's a nice song, ifyou like to hear a positive message.

"Good Lovin'" has the unique distinction of being bet-

ter than the original version by the Rascals. It's an ex-

tremely fast version, with McFerrin handling the

background vocals and the lead. He sounds as if he's sing-

ing it too fast. It's fun.

Another good song is "Come to Me," which uses some
elements of the 50's doo-wop sound, and some of modern
funk. It's clear that McFerrin is more than a jazz singer;

he can handle virtually any form of music.

The last track on the album, "Sunshine of Your Love,"

is a perfect example of his talent. In this cover ofCream's

late 60*8 song, McFerrin manages to do Eric Clapton's

guitar solo — with his voice. A lesser talent would not be

able to pull this off.

Simple Pleasures is an excellent album. It features

McFerrin at what may be the peak of his musical powers.

Far from "selling out," he adds a new dimension to his

art, while becoming more accessible to the mainstream.

It's worth a good listen.

i
Ski 5 days

pay just

$219

Non skiers

pay only

$129
UMASS SKI CLUB

QUEBEC
JANUARY 8-13

RIP INCLUDES

5 NIGHTS LODGING-CLARENDON HOTEL
WALK TO EXTENSIVE NIGHTLIFE

PARTY AGE IS 18

SHOPS, RESTAURANTS

CROSS COUNTRY SKIERS WELCOME

FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT UMASS SKI CLUB, 430 STUDENT UNION

OR STOP BY THE SKI TABLE CCC TU-TH 545-3437

DON'T MISS OUT! SIGN UP NOW

Catch comedian Richard Jeni tomorrow
on the Tonight Show as a preview for his

free show at the Hatch next Tuesday.

-mJL

CASIAC Pre-Major
Meetings

Communications Wed. Nov. 9 E-37 Machmer
Economics Wed. Nov. 16 E-23 Machmer
Environmental Design Thurs. Nov. 10

101 Hills North
Environmental Sciences Thurs. Nov. 10

23IN Morrill

Landscape Architectiire Thurs. Nov. 10

101 Hills North
Pre-Med/Pre-Vet/Zool. Wed. Nov 9

330N Morril

All meetings will take place at 4.-00 p.m.

for further info call 345-2191.

.

Is there a
God?

You decide...

Come see Irish

missionaries tell their

amazing story of faith,

adventure, and the real

power of God.

Don't Worry.

There will be
no sermon

no fire and brimstone
no accusations
no collection

no admission fee and
no nonsence.

When?
Wed. Nov. 9 at 7:30 pm

Where?
Campus Center Rm. 163c

Yoa owe it to yourself

to maJoe a decision

iMOflTHflmPTON mn

Fri & Sat DANCING DJ ROLAND
I

Sat 8 pm sharp COMEDY CLUB
Iron Her** Fishbon* 11/10, N«vM« Bros. 11/19

THE UNIVERSAL JOINT
Every Tu«s. BLUES JAM w/WMUA's Blue Bill 8:30 pm $0
Thur. Nov 10 LOOSE CABOOSE (Fishbone upstairs)

FrI. Nov. 1 1 EVAN JOHNS & THE H-BOMBS 8:30 pm $5 a Dixie

fried Madman of the frets, a Ijeer drinkin; hell raisin', Trashed out son of the south," Houston

Chronicle; A mixture of Tex-Mex, rockabilly, R&B funk & dance music. The cream of

Austin TX roots rock explosion.

Sat. Nov. 12 COMEDY 8pm sharp FeaturingN Y.Boston andL.A.'s finest

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN & THE THUNDER SOUL
REVIEW New Orleans soul singer making internationally acclaimed

comeback from a decade of hiatus Strong live reviews across the

country. Ceaseless comparisons to Al Green 10:00 pm S6

Sun. Nov. 13 THE SLICKI BOYS garagesters 8:30 pm 18-(- $4

DUMPTRUCK (11/17) O POSITIVE (11/19) THE NEIGHBORHOODS (11/25)

RONNIE EARL (11/26) JAMES COTTON (12/1) BARRENCE (12/2)

TREAT HER RIGHT (12/9) THE SCREAMING TRIBESMEN (12/12)

Th« U-Joint downstairs at Psari Straat. Northampton 413-584-7771

Same Bat

Channel

Satifies all your
Comic Book needs

Role Playing Games

Horror and Movie
Magazines

Baseball Cards and
Posters

586-8775
Hampshire Mall, Rt. 9

Hadley, MA
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

^iMO Chrontot* Faaturw

OmnbuMd toy UftnartM Prmm Syntftcsw

^r

'Eraser fight!"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

MR. BUSH. CAN YOU PlSOm
ANY R£AL IMNPATB IN

YOUR VICTORY YdSW^PAY^

1 HAVa A MANPATB TO SAY
rm PLSPoe ofaubgancb.
TDNOn JOIN JHB ACUl, TO

NOT PB/WIT MURfef^B/^ OUT
' ONm&CBNP

>:"' FURijOU6H9'

I THINK MHAT THB AMBHICAN
PBOPLd TOLPUS IN NO UN-
CBKTAIN TBfWS YeSTBFl^^Y

IS THAT THBYlAJAhrr 50/^
ONB UJHO IS NOTMICHABL

PUKAKIS' /

AND you
ARB THAT
MAN'

iTear^BACK
TO BXPeRJBNCB

.

I'VB SPBNTA
UFBTIMB NOT
BB/N6S0MeONB'

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

9D>I. ^toORE L\KX>( YOU
DOKT HWE TO GO TO

SGK)OL LUCE / DO,

100 OONT KNOW t<HAT a^
L\VCE TO GET UP ON TUESt

CDLO. DARK MORNINGS mD
WME TO QO 90MEPIACE
10JMME.

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

^^L 5N0WBMI- Fight l

FOR SOME 5TOPENT6
ir'6 -mtiR FIRST -Time..

,.-rO AMHERSr

COLL666.'
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin
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"Our hearts are full; we love you oH, we love this ,

country."

— Michael S. Dukakis during his concession speech

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 Laningrad't

rivar

5 — ustad

E»p»no('"

10 Concarning

14 Word ol woa
1

5

Flynn of tilms

16 Nignt light

1

7

Marital state''

19 Holiday avant

20 Invdva

21 CoHaa txaaks.

Brit styta

23 A way up
25 Snaka
26 Alas, to Hans

29 Bonamian
raiiQious iaadar

Jan

30 Madicai staflar

33 A Lesion (roni

— Fugard

play

35 A — in ooa s

sida

37 Part ol a weak,

in Madrid

38 Bell pari

40 Evil spiriti Var

42 Rivar isia

43 Shona
45 unhnisnad

46 East Indian

cadar

46 RxM: Come
fofm

SOSkxik
51 Not many
52 Broadcast

S4 Las Vagas

typaa

57 Play a Ma
62 Ona ot Isaac s

sons

63 Stationary

laalura

65Ct«ac<t

66 Spacias group

67 Mnnia — f\i

68 Coniraf$a

69 waatnar word

70 Bucti n«fo<ne

DOWN
1 Mana sita

2 Coaaga m Nortn

Carowia

3 Broad
4 Nick and Nora s

dog
5 WaM-Ming
6 Knack
7 Tha — istas

8 Raciusa

9 Saawaad
10 Akl

1

1

Took a ItOung

and la(f
12 Story

1

3

Mina knas

18 Undarworld god
22 Dyeing

specialist

24 Cowtwy Gene
26 Sherman ol

lootball lama

27 MeUllic paint

loC
28 With It

30 A Gershwin

31 A Starr

32 Candy is

dandy poet

33 Pan ol USMA
34 Awkward

position

36 OouWy stfanga

39 Aitentioo

41 Jersey

expression

44 Correspondence
47 Expose

phoniness

49 Hate

52 01 a district

53 Beetle

54 Actor Froba

55 SaMmg
56 Endangered

trees

58 Glenn s suta
59 Famed

toxophilite

60 Tra loMOwar

61 Utopia

64 Unkt ptatfonn

ANSWER TO PWEVIOUS PUZZLE:
TTsMoTiTlTIMpTlTaTt
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an aaaa nnnnn
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Menu
Lunch

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Duchess Meat Pje/Gravy

Dinner

Southern Style Scrod

Roast Turkey/Bread Dress-

ing/Gravy/Cranbeny Sauce

Basics Lanch

Tomato Torte

Grilled Cheese on
Wheatberry

Basics Dinner

Southern Style Scod

Potpourri

' Weather

TodaT: Some clouds then mostly sunny, highs 50—55

TosBorroi^: Cloudy, highs in the 50's

A

TODAY'S STAFF
Ighl B^Nar David R Good jobs at good wages Mark

CofT EdMer Pam 1,000 points of light McCarthy

Layaot TackakUa Marc Where was George'' Infi'ld

Pkoto TaehaktaaChris Quayle is a crisis that needs to be managed Hosfnrd

ProdacUoa SaferrteafaTcrry Slariner ar>d George Francy. both of whom
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Calipari
continued from page 16

But Calipari didn't promise any miracles, and the ear-

ly results would indicate that there may not be many good

times in the immediate future for UMass basketball.

In last night's game, an 85-69 loss at the Curry Hicks

Cage, the Minutemen were far from playoff contenders.

"I'm disappointed. I thought our effort was okay, but

we were really sloppy," Calipari said.

Whether it was missed lay-ups, missed free throws, bad

passes or blown rebounds, there was a lot last night that

could have made a coach cringe. But knowing that it was

indeed just an exhibition game, Calipari can only use last

night to his and the team's advantage.

"We've got to get better. We have to improve our ex-

ecution," Calipari said. "Tonight was a good experience

for us, to see what we had."

The coach saw good performance by seniors David

Brown and Duane Cha.se as well as freshman Jim McCoy.

But Calipari realizes that this is going to be a team ef-

fort, and will be looking for bigger and better things from

other team members.

"We've got to have some players step up and do

something," Calipari said. "We've got a long way to go."

Nobody said the job would be easy. One of the stipula-

tions that was agreed upon when Calipari came here is

to not expect success overnight. He knew that the

rebuilding process would take time, and making a win-

ner of a team that has had to face 10 straight losing

seasons is a challenge that Calipari and his staff are will-

ing to face.

Fortunately, it was just an exhibition, and Calipari can

hope that the lessons learned last night will be worked
on and improved before the real show gets underway Nov.

26 against Southern Connecticut.

TAKE
A BREATHER...

GrbatAmerican i^s^

SMOKEOUT
^^^

Join the Great American Smokeout

on Thursday, November 17.

Millions of Smokers across the

country will take a break and try

not to smoke for 24 hours. How
about you? Or, if you don't

smoke, adopt a smoker for the

day and promise to help that

friend get through the day

without a cigarette!

**•••••*••••••••••••*•***
tTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1988^
•••••••••••*•••••••••••••******

The University of

Massachusetts Great

American Smokeout
is being coordinated

and sponsored by the

Student Health Advisory Board (SHABi
the Peer Health Promotion Program
and the Health Education Division

University Health Services,

UMass; Amherst ^i9-2fi71. xl81.

Come to the Campus Center

Concourse for Smokeout

Survival Kits and

other information

November 14-17

^-g'V>- -;^ -. -l^-'aj^- V'^aj»»- -V^i^f^

Seniors...

It's time to get

shot!

(For the Yearbook!)

Senior Portrait Sittings are

Monday, Nov. 14 through

, Nov. 18 9 - 5

C.C. Rm 177 545-2874

Sitting Fee $4.00

Last portrait sittings until March

December Grads MUST be

shot now!

Sponsored by Index Yearbook

f^^»^r^^-^^--^^^^^--r^^-^^^-^y-<^. <3K

STA TRAVEL
100 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

Special Student and Youth Fares

WORLD
nvw -BOSTONn SDiaiuo Ainnu

SEAT SHORTAGE
BOOK NOW

FOR THE HOLIDAYS

LONDON
PARIS

SYDNEY

HONG XONQ

BANGKOK

TOKYO

ATHENS

ST THOMAS ImtT!

RIO DE JANEIRO Iroffl

gv iWMeTiur

nS 470

Iron

'uffl

irem

Inm
trocn

troffl

1^
<IIS

S30

330

155

371

500

1070

749

915

129

(60

299

751

—ROUND THE WORLD-
BOSTON - LONDON DELHI

BANGKOK HONG KONG BOSTON

from SI 420

• FUGHTS AVArUtBLE FROM ALL
MAJOR U.S.aT1ES

• CALL FOR FRE£ INFORMATION
BOOKLH

• ADVICE FROM THE OPERTS

THE STUDENT TPAVEl. NETWORK

1-617-266-60141
1-800-777-0112 •

m HcwauRT n.
lesToi
MAOIW

Collegian photo by Rlrhwd Bonanno

John Calipari made his coaching debut last

night as UMass fell to the Taby Club of Sweden,
85-69.

Minutemen
continued from page IS

kids. Hey it isn't going to be easy. Things don't happen
overnight," he said.

If last night's game is any indication, it looks as though
the Minutemen are intent on bringing Chase more into

the offense this year.

"This year we're going to be inside-outside game instead

of an outside-inside game and shooting the outside shots.

I think I will be getting the ball a little more," Chase said.

"If you get the ball inside, it opens up shots for good

shooters like Rafer [Giles].

"We have to relax and execute as a team. It is going

to get better because we are much better than we were
last year," he said.

The question everyone is asking,..

WHAT IS THE
BUSH BASH?
SKIING: .^-^Z^\ 5 day lift ticket on 2

mountains with 68 trails

as easy as j'ou like and ai^

difficult as you can

handle.

ENTERTAINMENT: 26 exciting restaurants

and bars, including The
Wonder bar at the moun-
tain with a step off the

slopes happy hour, The
Blue Tooth with live

entertainment, Barbeques
and Condo Happy Hours.

//

LODGING: 5 luxury condo accomoda-
tions at the Bridges in-

cludes: indoor pool,

saunas, tennis, nautilus,

squash, exercise classses,

game room, and every con-

do includes TV, kit-

chenette and fire place.

With all this - you may not even make it to the slopes.

So now the question is.. ..WHY HAVEN'T YOU
RESERVED YOUR SPOT?

$40.00 Reservation deposit which goes toward
the total cost of $235 Non-members welcome for
an addtional $10LLessons and rentals available.

SUG/IRBUSH

JAN. 22-27
f ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^K ^^f ^^f ^^ ^K ^^P "Jj- ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^f ^^f *

L^^ ^B-^^ ^^^^* ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^•^^ ^t^^ ^^ ^* ^t^^ *

RESERVE NOW!!! CONTACT **

UMASS Ski Club ^}
430 Student Union Bldg

545-3437 *^

Kennedy water polo

continued from page 16

could have caused rustiness and bad tim-

ing. She could have fallen out of shape.

But that's not Kennedy's style. For the first few months
of last year, Kennedy's recuperation included swimming,
biking and walking. By the end of January, she was back

running and anticipating a big season ahead for her and
the Minutewomen.
"I felt when I came back from pre-season, I was in the

top shape that I had been in," Kennedy said. "Basically,

it was just a matter of playing and getting my confidence

back where it should be."

When she did come back, Kennedy had to make an ad-

justment right away. Hixon switched her from the center

back to the- left wing. She has settled in to her new posi-

tion with no problem.

"I like both positions," Kennedy said. "I think you have

to be a little more disciplined on left wing."

Kennedy fit right in when she came to UMass in 1984.

In her freshman year, Kennedy won a job in the starting

lineup. Despite her ankle injury, she went on to become
a top scorer for one of the best teams in the country that

year, scoring 13 goals and dishing out four assists, leading

UMass to the NCAA playoffs.

"I felt it was pretty easy because I knew a lot of players

before I got here from Olympic developmental camps,"

Kennedy said. "It was just getting used to a different style

of play and competition."

In the next two years, Kennedy's production fell off. She

scored four goals and one assist in 1985 and then just four

goals the following season. Those, like all the others, were

injury-ridden seasons for Kennedy, but her play has earn

ed her respect from Hixon as well as her teammates.

"She plays hard all the time," Hixon said. "She gives

100 percent all the time. She is an inspiration to the

players out there because she does play so haird and she's

such an intense competitor."

Kennedy missed out on the Final Four last year and she

hasn't been practicing much lately. Her goal is for her

and the Minutewomen is to be in Philadelphia, Penn. at

the University of Pennsylvania for the Final Four a week

from Saturday if the Minutewomen win on Sunday.

"My goal is to get to the Final Four and let things take

continued from page 16

Yarworth.
On the second team was Eric Bebchick,

who tallied 46 goals and 10 assists over the

season.

"Eric had a shaky start but really came
on toward the end of the season," Yarworth

said.

Yarworth also said he felt that goalie

Peter Knhack was overlooked for second

team honors, but Koback missed a few

games with the flu, which may have af-

fected the selection.

From here the team only expects to go up-

ward. They are losing only Bebchick, Matt

Katz, and Sean Powers to graduation and

it is possible that Bebchick could return as

he has another year of eligibility.

Said Yarworth, "All we need is some new
blood and. . .committment to training in

the off season and we could crack the top

8 [in the East]."

Clark

club sports
continued from page 16

In the women's division, UMass' No.

1-seeded player, Jessica Reimel defeated

the No. 1 women's seed from both teams

in two intense matches.

In the men's doubles, Colin Silva and

Brian Gibson fared well against PC's

number two doubles, only to be defeated in

the tie-breaking match.

The racquetball team will play its next

meet on November 19 in Providence, RI.

Anyone interested in learning more about

the team should contact Mike Vecchiarelli

at 546-6472.

Two weeks ago at the United States

Military Academy at West Point in New
York, the bike racing club had its last race

of the season.

The criterium course was .7 miles long.

It had seven turns, one extremely tight

hairpin turn 75 yards from the finish line.

The race had four seperate categories: the

35-lap men's A race, the 25-lap men's B-

race and the 15-lap women's race and
men's race.

New rider Erin Lynch placed seventh in

the women's race. This was only Lynch's

second race. Chris Cavanna placed fourth

in the men's C race.

The men's A-race was dominated by

UMass. Peter Vollers came in first place

42 seconds ahead of the pack. He held his

breakaway for twenty laps by himself.

UMass placed second team overall.

The club is looking forward to a great

Spring season, when UMass will host the

Eastern Collegiate Championships. The
club welcomes all new members to join.

Meetings are held every Tuesday at 7:30

p.m. in the basement of Greenough dorm.

place from there," Kennedy said. "To leave the field total-

ly satisfied and to do all that I can do."

In the three games that Kennedy has been missing from

the lineup, UMass' goal scoring has dwindled. In those

games, the Minutewomen scored five goals. In games with

Kennedy in the lineup, UMass averages over three goals

a game.

"If it's possible for her to play, she will play," Hixon said.

She has missed a lot of games in her career, but don't

be suprised to see Kennedy on the field this weekend.

continued from page 16

UMass
and North Carolina.

Whether you believe it or

not, your support did make
a difference.

Now, you're probably ask-

ing how you can be in two

places at once. To tell you

the truth, it doesn't really

matter. Just show your sup-

port for somebody. You'd be

surprised just how much a

raucous crowd can in-

timidate a visiting team.

Besides, these teams
deserve your help. The foot-

ball team is in the middle of

a heated race for the

Yankee Conference title,

and the field hockey and

soccer teams have been run-

ning up frequent flyer

mileage to the Final Four.

So don't let the cost or the

weather stop you. Two
bucks isn't that much, and

you've got to get used to the

New England weather

sometime. Show up at the

Stadium on Saturday, and

then take your pick of the

two on Sunday. You won't

be disappointed.
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ittiibiicti
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MAMACHUttETTt PME PNttt
gen*ral staff maatln^-all snoouragad to at-

tend" Planning for naxt iseus today Wad
Nov 9 4pm Campus Cantaf 1660

I ATT. off fla 9 W BalOiar-

town on bua rouM avaNabta Jan 1 S75 •

ooniaet Saga and Saavar 2560266.

aiNQUHOOMM HOUSE takaovarlaaM
start Jan 1 idaal for grad studont quial.

warm, homay on bus routa caH 2S6-S39S

1 BEONOOM APT IN CUffsida Apis
Sundarlsnd. $4S<Vmo Taka ov*r laasa lor

Spring Sarnaster Call Paolo- 665-4927

n SKSMA ALPHA Political Sc«nca Honor
Sociaty

*
'Ganeral Maaling' ' Wsdnasday.

Novambar 9 6 30pm 620 Thompson HaH
Currsnt and intarostad mambars invrtad

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acras of

country land Ampla off streat parking and
fraa bua sarvica to UMaas and sNspping

araas Call 866-3666

APARTMENT FOR RENT

LOOKING TO SUBLET your apartmam
during month of January Call 546-4940

AUTO FOR SALE

82 FOM) MUSTANG QT 902 87000 mrias

burgandy runs good aH raoords on car Call

after 5 00pm 3900 or bast offer 2566978

2 BORM APT on Mam St take over Sept

lease Grad students or professional people

please Call 2S68040

FOR SALE

SKI BOOTSI Oynsfit Suparlrte site 7</i

great condition $50 00 Call after 1 1 00pm
546-4055

DATSUN 200SX FOR SALE. 1900 Hat-

Chback in good running cor>dition Intefior

is decent, rust on exterior AM/FM, new
alternator, banery, spark plugs and wiras.

S1000 or BO Call Tony al 546-5211 or

545-3500

OOVENNBKNT JOBS 818.400-872.800

now hiring, aicallant banallts Call

1-31 2-741-MOO Ext J-S031A

EASY tHrORKI EXCELLENT PAY! Assam-

bla products at home Call lor information

S04-641«X>3 Ext 596

WORK STUDY JOBS avaHablal Monday,
Wednesday and Fnday morrMnos Coma by

Off Campus Mousing Office. 545-0865

LOST

PATTY. YOOU ALWAYS be worVJ-dass

ar>d top-seed wntn me Love. Kevin

OOUO, YOU MAY NOT be Ute nwat puc-

tual. but you cartamly gat my personal voia

for best kxiking Hatch employee Rock and

Roll Quess who?

LOST: SMOKEY BLACK LEATHER
JACKET with large collar on tOlh floor

towar Hgrary woman's bathroom No 7's

Reward pisass can 66733

MOTORCYCLES

KMSTIE HiopyBMhday from the English

speaking Gang at ttie Cotte Shop

HAPPY WRTHOAY EfMC JACKSONI Are

you surprised? Love. Amy

TO THE HOTTEST CHICK N« 82- Happy
birtttday Sherrii Nous T'aimons

18B3 KAWTASAKI KZSSO LTD
cover shield S850 Joe S4B-7423 Evamngs

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SARA (sniffles) Bun-

ling Love your tissue supplier Laurie

TOM COLEMAN The revolution is ap-

proachingi Wathc out for Lenin

SUZY. CHERYL thanks guys! I made H this

year' Dawn

MIShIuvE a happy B-day Lova Otis

BUD KEQ TAPS You need them I have

them Quality $20 Bill 5494969

QUCQ WATCHES ONLY 838 Many stylas-

great gifts Call Brian 549-5440

CAMPUS WIDE BACKGAMMON toume-

menl' Win cashi Call 549-9941 lor info

JARRETT SAUNDERS: HAPPY i9ihrNow

you're only a year younger than I am' Love

Volkswagon

KATHI KEELEY The last 2 months have

been awesome I hope this lasts awhile.

You're the best' Lova always, Ron

TO THE CUTE GIRL I MET Fri the 28th at

the library near dosing time I liked talking

with you. I Ilka you and would Ilka to see

you again II you want to see ma again, \'»

be practically Innng here tor al laaal anolhar

weak al the same place Ml 10pm.

MAKE DAVIDS DREAM COME TRUE'
Sigma Phi Epsilon will be sponsoring

*

a drop oft for post cards Take the
' lime to bring a smile to David's face *

The table will be on the
' Campus Center CorKourse all week *

EARN S0O-812a/8HIFTI Onvars wanted
Must own an insured car and t>e able to

work at least or>e weekend night until ctos-

ing Call Oomino's Piua 256-6913

1SS9 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
• Destinations Lake Tahoe-heavenly •

"Varmont-Sugarbush. Smugglers Notch.*
' KWington Ski all day/party all night '

For lowest prices call

5466612 or 5465242

PETE ROCK

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very experienc-

ed LaserWriter quality Pick-up/drop off.

Overnight service Lisa 367-9940

ACCURATE TYPING. Pickup and daHvary
15* pp Basic editing Gloria 323-5140

ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING on
word processor Call Carolyn-leave
massage 253-5667

1 BORM IN family hoome. quial area in

Amherst, grad > older student prel CaH
David 253-5908 M Th after 6pm

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EARiTfROM 8S000 up naxt sumtnar.

506543-3706 Laava i

SPECIAL EVENT

CHEVETTE 1962 Excellent condition 4 dr

4 sd S995 laava maaaage 546-6081

1976 FORD GRANADA k>w miles naads
battery $275 549-3591 A steal

78 OOOOE COLT 4 sp naw radials radial

snows new suspension runs great extras

$300 Rich 256-0613, 549-9903

FORD EXCORT WAGON 1983 ex condi

tion VC roof rack 50.000 miles 256-0933

8rilONDA ACCORO^IAtcil Silver.

89000 mi $1800 Call Teresa 549-0793

BRAND NEW HP-12C Business calc only

$50, list in 80 Call 253-2908 aak for Jon.

78T0Y0TA COROLLA engine in exceBant

condition Good body must sell $650 or BO
Call Pierre 5452569

HONDA 780 CUSTOM 81 , excellent con-

dition, lull lace helrrwt and rain cover m-

duded. $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 256-0996, Steve

198) CHEW CHEVETTE 4dr 48p tiaw

brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

82 VW SaROCCO 5 spd Dark gray new
tires, rims runs vary waN. '3000 Plaaaa call

Tom 5461184

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

condition-mechanically sound' Great body,

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908
weeknights-Jen

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - Over 700 CD's

Great Sound' All occassions 549-1421

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 ,500, includes lull facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1 566-6212

FOUND

MOOTORCYCLE HELMET and gloves

Call 665-8238.

FURMTURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons.

txMkcases tables and more Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short SI Northhampton 5867970
Bill or Damn We deliver

JARRETT S. I LOVE YA BABEI Have an

awesome birthday Your the best, (even-

though you keep me up all night) Love

Pemmy.

TRACY MCOINNIS
• Happy belated 2ist' Hope you have

*

a blast in Springfieid and we'll be "

sure to llok for you in the lourth"
• place anyone woukl 'ook on Friday *

morrtittg
^

CARLA, BARRIE. RAOI. SID, ALEX,
MEL, 8 KEL. I love you ail! Deb

DAWN OELSIE- Lai's have a talk about

tweetle bealtes Tonight at 9pm I'm

waitir>g-Mark

PAPER-BOY, my "kinda strange " type

hearts desire. I miss you incomprehen-

siblyl "Wally
"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NUMBOI Have an

awesome year I k>ve you

AMY MEETAT DELANO'S TONMHT wa
can celebrate my raise from WAWA. Leigh.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TANYA you're the

greatest I love you Bob

TOMGHT AT 7:30 UMasa Campua Canlar
room 163 See the Irish Miaaionariaa and
decide tor yourself it tfiera's a god.

STEVE

' HAPPY BIRTHDAY FETE ROCK '

• to the new CEO of Pran and Whitney '

Have a great day, Pete
-154

RIDE WANTED

AARON ROME - Happv birthday to the best

roomate I ever had Go Sickoii - Ken

FREEZA7 Ikjve you pal! Kalifornia ripkin

Jones is forever yours

LYNNE. DON'T LET SCHOOL stress you

out The weekend is |ust 2 days away
You'll survive Love always, Howie (by the

way. happy birtt>day'!)

ENTERTAINMENT

KUJBKAVE OXSERVICES - Prolewional

music system at unbeatable prices -

546-6518

HELP WANTED

EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY and

help others al the same time Flexible

hours $5 O0»/hr November 16December
24 1988 Call 586-5243

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS IS A crippling

disease that can strike anyone at any time

Domino's Pizza and the Delta Chi Frater-

nity need your help in combating this

disease Lawns raked lor ten dollars ($10).

proceeds to benefit the Multiple Sclerosis

Society Donations also welcome Time is

running out Call 549-6505

CHOLESTEROL WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT
and what can you do (in and out of ttie DC)
to tower if No registraton, no fee, just

show up at one of these dates ar>d times

betow For those NOT on DC meal plan

Nov 3.17 or Dec 1 5pm University Health

Services room 302 lor those on DC meal

plan Nov 10 Of Doc 8, for more info call

549-2671 Ask for Clinic 4 or Health

education

CAMPUS CAKES
We will deliver

a cake and
a bundle of

balloons lor

only $19 95
256-8745

HA^Y BIRTHOAY ALUSON at least

you're legal m Montreal one more day!'

Slacey

TO CORNELL OR NEARBY for weekend
of Nov 1 1 Will pay gas expenses 6-6621

TWO PEOPLE NEED RK)E to Syracuseor
surrounding area weekend of Nov 1 1-Nov

13 Please call Calhleen and leave

massage at 5467785

ROOMATE WANTED

STEVE- HAPPV21al BWTHOAY! (Tomoi^
row) Lov#, HMtn.

TRAVEL

ROUND TRIP PLANE TICKET to Chicago
for Thanksgiving Travel Nov 23, 28 Call

5464321

TYPINQ/PROFESSIONAL

BRANOYWINE- 1 BEDROOM to share -

female non^mokar $167.50 CaH 5494037

WRITER SEEKS QUIET roommate
665-7234

NONSMOKING FEMALE TO share Bran-

dywine apt w/3 lemales for spnng semester

w/option to take over lease Call anytime

leave message 549-5616

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

(ockeys and large screen video dancas.

Dorms/organizalions 2568526

GOVERNMENT JOBS $18,400-872,500.

Now hiring, aioallant banallta. Call

1-312-741-6400.

WERE YOU BORN TO BE WILDER?
Come rock with WiWer Hall MHC and live

band 4-Play Saturday, Nov 12 at 10pm,

Blanchard Campus Center $2 with college

ID

FOR RENT

PUFFTON APAHTMENT-^n^ed a room-

male for spring call John 549-7423.

$$NEED XTRA CASH? PT/FT ft interses-

sion retail sales & cashier positions

available downtown Northampton Nov
15-Jan 15-5865624 Kathy

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYI Assam
ble products at home Call lor information

504-641-6003 ext 598

TEE, I'VE BEEN watching you, babe I

need to tell you that you're beautiful. Meet

me tonight -G

LISA BROWN- Hare's to an awasoineHt-

tle sister. Love ya. Tara.

JASON-ITaPPY 21 St BIRTHDAY you piay

Samson and me Delilah and let me cut your

hair sofTw Mot>day night Love Tara.

"JARHFADS" All former prior service

marines meat me al the TOC on Nov lOth

for a pitcher or two at 8 30pm No Wan-
nabees altowed That means all you PLC
and reservists unless you're prepared to

buy lor your befters FTS

UMASS JUGGUNG FESTIVAL
Workshops Demonstrations Vendors '

•
Fri, 11/11 3pm to Sun, 11/13 5pm '

' in the Campus Center auditorium '

free vnth UMass ID!

Also, a FREE public show
Sat, 11/12 7pm

in the SUB
' Sponsored by the Umass Ju^in^ Club

'

1 BEDROOM BRANOYWINE, non-sntoker

please 240-heal included 549-7157

ROOMATE NEEDED FOR spring semester

at Southwood Apartments call 256-8745

PUFFTON VILLAGE- large double room
available. $140 per parson Rant includes

heat, gas. water Aak for Mike 549-2654

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS,
reliable on-campus, aflordable. spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy.

WANTS)

LATIN TUTOR WANTED. CaN 5494184
ask for Liz.

HELPI TUTOR WANTED for Collna

102-Basic programming Call Evas.
5494164

HELPI I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes wM
pay monaytt. Shirley 549^10.

WORK IN BRITIAN/IRELAND LEGALLY
FOR UP TO 8 MONTHS

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bodroori Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior II inlerestad please call Beth at

665-4550

SERVICES

THE BUNACAJSIT FALL ROADSHOW wil

be visiting UMass on Thursday 3,

November Inlormation available between
10am and 3pm in the Campus Center con-

course loltowed by a presentation between

6 30 and 8 30pm in room 168. Campus
Center Everyone welcome

TYPING BY KEVIN 24 hour service

Delivery too 549-01 16 students preferred

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTKM. Fast,

accurate 253-WORD

• • . ; •
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Minutemen stopped by Taby Club, 85-69

> i

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Poikar var mycket bra.

Translated from Swedish: "The boys were very good."

That is exactly what the Taby Club from Sweden was

when it beat the University of Massacusetts men's basket-

ball team 85-69 in front of 1,442 at the Curry Hicks cage

last night.

With 1:57 gone in the first half, Taby's Henrik Evers

nailed a three-pointer for a 4-2 lead— UMass would trail

for the rest of the game.
Last night's game was the opening game of the season

for the Minutemen and first year head coach, John

Calipari. (See related adjecent story] It seems, however,

that UMass still has some rust to shake ofi" in this young

season.

"We didn't rebound well and tonight we started the

game with the jitters. ...(In the beginning) we couldn't

catch the ball, we couldn't pass the ball, we walked, we
missed layups, and we missed dunks." Calipari said.

"Things don't happen over night, we've only been prac-

ticing 18 or 19 days and we've got a ways to go."

Taby played typical European style basketball— three-

point shooting and deliberate basketball. The Swedes

jumped out to 18-9 lead with steady jumpers and two

3-pointers (10 total for the game). Behind the leadership

of seniors David Brown (20 points) and Duane Chase (a

game-high 24 points) the Minutemen cut the lead to six.

Brown and Chase connected on UMass' next 18 points,

which was capped off at a 35-29 deficit by a thunderous

Chase tomahawk slam.

Chase and Brown were helped in the first half by

freshman Jim McCoy who chipped in eight points in the

half (11 total)— those three accounted for 30 of UMass'
32 first half points.

"I figured if I concentrated on defense the offense would

come, and it did," McCoy said.

But that wasn't enough offense, UMass trailed 43-32 at

the half

It didn't get any better in the second half

Late in the game (1:38 left) the Minutemen trailed by

as many as 20— UMass couldn't get any closer than 1

1

for the entire 20 minutes.

"[Sweden's style] didn't confuse us. We knew what they

were going to do. They were shooting threes and running
the floor. We couldn't play any zone. . . we played zone

twice and they hit two threes so we tried to play man and
they tired us out a little," Calipari said.

Calipari remained optimistic after the game. "We're try-

ing to teach the kids how to win. The effort was there.

Calipari makes
coaching debut

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The beginning of the

John Calipari era at the

University of

Massachusetts could have
been better. Much better.

Last night's exhibition

game against the Taby

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

John Calipari

Club of Sweden marked
the debut for Calipari as

head coach of the

Minutemen. Hired in

March following the

resignation of Ron
Gerlufsen, aft.er tours of

duty as an assistant at
,

_

Kansas and Pittsburgh, it

is finally his turn to run
the show.

Calipari played the part

well, parading the

sidelines, barking orders

and encouragement and
throwing in the occasional

mandatory jab at the of-

ficials. He came in with

high hop>es for the UMass
program, and the popula-

tion has high hopes of him
and his team.

continued on page 14

we just still don't have a good grasp on who should be
playing.

"The kids are trying and we have to hang tough. To the

fans and the students, you have to hang tough with the
continued on page 14

CoUegiaB photo by Richard Bonanno

Duane Chase and the Minutemen fell to the
Taby Club of Sweden, 86-69 last night.

Show
some

support
Ladies and gentlemen, it's sermon time.

. again.

When it comes to sports weekends at the

University of Massachusetts, aside from
Homecoming, this coming weekend may
just be the biggest of all. Maybe even big-

ger than Homecoming.

Jim Clark

Three different UMass sports teams will

all be playing at home, in what should be

their biggest games of the season to date.

The football team will host Villanova

University at Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium Saturday at 1 p.m. in a huge
Yankee Conference game, one which the

Minutemen must win to have any
realistic shot at postseason play.

Then on Sunday, the two most suc-

cessful teams on campus will each take
to the field in quarterfinal round playoff

games. The field hockey team will host

the winner of a game between the Univer-

sity of Connecticut and Northeastern
University, Sunday at noon at Totman
Field. Meanwhile, across campus, the

women's soccer team battles the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Madison at 1 p.m. Vic-

tories for both teams would advance them
to the Final Four of their respective

sports.

Now granted this is a long weekend,
and will probably be the last chance many
of you will have to get home before

Thanksgiving. But when it comes to

school spirit, there isn't a better time than
now to come out and show it.

As usual, the football games are free,

with use of an undergraduate student ID.

But there's a catch for the other two.

Because the games are controlled by the

NCAA (does this stand for Need Cash in

Advance Always?), there will be an admis-

sion charge of $2 per student. But if you

think that's enough reason to stay home,

let's reflect a bit.

Last year, the women's soccer team
hosted the Final Four at the Stadium.

Despite the admission charge (and the

Arctic weather), over 6,000 people show-

ed up to witness a great game between

continued on page IS

Kennedy is a giant pain for opponents
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Tonia Kennedy must wonder whether
she spends more time on the field or in the

doctor's office, something that would pro-

bably be pretty tough to figure out.

The senior left wing for the University

of Massachusetts field hockey team has suf-

fered through a list of irvjuries during her
career at UMass that even Bill Walton can-

not top.

In her freshman year it was an operation

on her left ankle, in her sophomore year it

was a hip pointer and an ojieration on her

right ankle, in her junior year it was a back

Coll«|lan photo by Andrew Rlst

Senior forward Tonia Kennedy (with headband) has fought o^ii^juries

to be a consistent scoring threat throughout her career.

Water polo season successful

injury suffered while she was lifting

weights.

Last year she missed an entire season
with appendicitis. This year, Kennedy
seemed to be on her way to an iiyury-free

season, until, three weeks ago, she went
down in a game against Boston Universi-

ty with a hamstring pull.

But Kennedy keeps coming back, and
coming back to take more. She has not

played in three weeks since her ii\jury in

the BU game, but when the Minutewomen
take the field for the NCAA playoffs Sun-
day at Totman Field, you can bet that if

Kennedy can even stand, she will be on the

field in her starting forward position.

"I wan't to play so mtich, it doesn't mat-
ter how my hamstring feels," Kennedy
said.

Whichever team (the University of Con-
necticut or Northeastern University) ends
up playing the Minutewomen in the
regional championship this weekend, bet-

ter hope that Kennedy is on the sidelines.

For when she is on the field, Kennedy has
caused a lot of pain for opposing defenses.

When she has been healthy, Kennedy
has been as potent a goal scorer as the

Minutewomen have put on the field.

Despite missing the last three and a half
games, she leads the Minutewomen in

goals with 12.

"She is very strong and a very aggressive

player," UMass coach Pam Hixon said.

"She's very dangerous around the goal."

Its been a pretty amazing comeback year
considering the factors that could have
worked against her. Missing a whole year

continued on page 16

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

A third-place finish in the New England
tournament over the weekend may not

have been as high as the University of

Massachusetts men's water polo team
would have liked, but it nonetheless cap-

ped off a successful season.

The Minutemen ended up 13-9 (improv-

ing over 12-8 last year) with a much
tougher schedule. They finished ranked

No. 3 in New England and No. 9 in the

East. What made their finish so impressive

was that eight of the nine losses came
against teams ranked in the top 20

nationally.

"The finish was overall what I expected,"

said UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "Our
goal was to make the Easterns and to do
that we had to be in the top eight. We end-
ed up ninth so we weren't too far off."

He continued, "From a coaching stand-
point. . .I'm very satisfied with our perfor-

mance. We were not emotionally mature
enough (but) I think we learned a lot about
ourselves."

Two UMass players were selected for All-

New England honors. Sophomore Jon
Miller made first team after leading the
Minutemen in goals (47), assists (19),

quarters played (89), and steals (47).

"He was the backbone of the team," said

continued on page 15

Club sports roundup
The University of Massachusetts rac-

quetball team kicked off its season over

the weekend while the UMass bicycle rac-

ing club wrapped up its season the week
before.

The racquetball team played Saturday
in their first Eastern Collegiate Racquet-

ball Conference tournament against

SUNY Albany and Providence College.

Although the UMass team was unable

to defeat either PC or Albany, the caliber

of play was commendable. Saturday's

events were highlighted by Juan Fer-

nandez's overpowering of Albany's sixth

ranked player in a heated tie-breaking

match. .J ,ccontinued on page 15
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UMass officials shut downATG fraternity
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials yesterday stripped

the Alpha Tau Gamma fraternity of official recognition

and gave the brothers until Thanksgiving to move out of

the fraternity's two houses.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson said

current results from the on-going University investiga-

tion into alleged hazing activities at the fraternity, have
proved substantial enough for him to order the shut down
of the fraternity. However, he declined to reveal details

about the Findings.

"The information is serious enough to pull their charter

and shut them down," Madson said.

Amherst police, who are also conducting an investiga-

tion, said Tuesday they have at least two suspects, accor-

ding the Daily Hampshire Gazette.

Madson said he also consulted with some of the faculty

at the Stockbridge School of Agriculture to make his

decision.

Because ATt]l is affiliated with Stockbridge, which is a

two-year program, most of the brothers are sophomores,

Madson said. Under University policy all sophomores and

first-year students are required to live in University

housing.

Since ATG is no longer a fraternity its houses are no

longer considered University housing, the vice chamcellor

said.

The 32 fraternity members will be able to remain in the

house for the next two weeks "under the condition they

behave themselves very carefully," Madson said. "If there

are any more allegations of improper behavior they will

have to move out immediately," he said.

The Greek Affairs and Dean of Students offices are con-

tinuing their investigation, he said.

Amherst police began their investigation Thursday at

the request of University officials, who are required to in-

form police of possible hazing incidents.

Hazing is a violation of the UMass Code of Student Con-

duct as well as Massachusetts General Law.

Officers of fraternities and sororities and all pledges are

required to sign a statement saying they vinderstand this

law.

There have also been two workshops conducted by the

Greek Affairs office on the hazing law, Madson said.

"There is just no excuse (for hazing]," he said.

He said ATG alumni, along with the faculty and ad-

ministration at the University, are very upset with the

situation.

"They are not happy with these young men," Madson
said. "None of us are."

No disciplinary action has been taken yet against frater-

nity members.

Associate Vice Chancellor of University Relations and

Development James Langley said disciplinary action

could range anywhere from a simple reprimand, to suspen-

sion, to expulsion, depending on the charge.

The University ordered the 14 pledges to move out of

the fraternity house last week out of concern for their

"health and safety," said Gladys Rodriguez, acting dean
of students.

Student senate fails to ratify elections again
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Despite the presence of more than 200

students demonstrating in favor of the

ratification of Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz as Student Government
Association co-presidents last night, the

Undergraduate Student Senate did not ap-

prove the co-presidents.

Is there a pattern here?

The senate voted 63 to 38 against con-

sidering the ratification. The move, which

required a two-thirds majority, failed by

four votes.

The meeting was originally scheduled for

room 101 of the Campus Center, but was

moved to the Campus Center Auditorium

when more than 200 people showed up for

the meeting, most in support of

SilkofiyRabinowitz. 101 senators were in at-

tendance at the meeting.

The supporters carried signs reading

"The students have spoken — Ratify," and
"What happened to my vote?"

They often interrupted the meeting by

chanting and yelling, but this demonstra-

tion still could not get the co-presidents-

elect approved. When the vote against con-

sidering ratification was announced, much
of the audience left.

Senate Speaker Robert Padel gave a

strong indication he would rule the ratifica-

tion out of order because of two statements

issued by the justices of the Student

Judiciary as the meeting began which say

the judiciary would not allow the co-

presidents-elect to hold office.

Chris McClellan, newly appointed Stu-

dent Judiciary Clerk of Courts, read the

statements of the justices: "On April 13,

1988 the campus-wide election was ruled

unconstitutional by the Student
Judiciary," McClellan said. "The election

is null and void and the Student Judiciary

stands by the opinion."

Fadel said: "According to the two letters

read, ratification is against the Student

Judiciary. We cannot ratify." This was met
by silence from the audience.

"My stances will be in compliance with

the judicial orders the court has handed
down," Fadel said.

On May 11, the judiciary issued a

restraining order preventing SilkofT and
Rabinowitz from holding office until an ap-

peal of their case could be heard. The two

are currently waiting for the judiciary to

hear an appeal on whether it is constitu-

tional for them to hold office as

co-presidents.

Silkoff/Rabinowitz, and their supporters

disagree.

"There's no question ratification is con-

stitutional because the restraining order is

only on Shari and I [holding office),"

Rabinowitz said. He added that the

restraining order was issued by a prior

court administration that was biased

against them.
"The judiciary itself has said the senate

has to take the appropriate action, and the

appropriate action is to ratify the elec-

tions," Rabinowitz said.

Sen. Ted Chambers, chairman of the

SGA Governmental Affairs Committee, in-

troduced the ratification proposal.

"The original injunction does not prevent

the senate from (approving the elections],

it prevents Shari and Jason from holding

office," Chambers said.

Students protesting at the meeting were

obviously upset with the decision.

continued on page 5

Bush appoints Baker
Former campaign chiefnamed sec. of state

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AjMociatdd Press

Republican President-elect George Bush,

saying "the people have spoken and the

verdict was clear," moved swiftly yester-

day toward forming his administration by

designating his campaign chairman, James

A. Baker HI, as the next secretary of state.

Btuh announced the choice of Baker, a

friend of long standing who served as

A I' photo

President-elect George Bush and
President Ronald Reagan outside

the White House yesterday.

White House chief of staff and then as

treasury secretary under President

Reagan, at a news conference in Houston

hours afler his solid victory over Democrat

Michael Dukakis was assured.

Voters tempered the Republican victory

in the battle for the White House by

strengthening the opposition Etemocrats'

control of both the Senate and House.

When a reporter suggested that the vic-

torious candidate looked subdued, Bush
replied that he felt "somewhere between

total exhilaration and recognition that the

challenge ahead is going to be awesome."

Bush shied away form using the word

"mandate " for his victory but said that "I

don't think it was overly close."

He received about 54 percent of the

popular vote, "which I think most people

would consider a big win ... big strong sup-

port from many, many states. So, I could

simply say the American people have

spoken, the verdict was clear."

In addition to designating Baker as suc-

cessor to Secretary of State George Shultz,

Bush chose his chief of staff Craig Fuller

and pollster Robert Teeter to be co-directors

of his transition. Sheila Tate, his campaign

press secretary kept her position for the

transition.

The president-elect predicted "a major

turnover" in personnel from the Reagan

administration which he said would "re-

invigorate the process."

With a bow to the man he has served for

eight years, Bush said, "I note the obvious,

President Reagan is still the president of

the United States and I will not be using

the transition to try to make or unduly in-

fluence decisions that are properly the

president's."

After a campaign in which many voters

expressed dismay over their choice between

Bush and Dukakis, the president-elect vow-

ed as soon as his victory was clear Tues-

day night to work for the respect of those

continued on page 2

DVP tries to clear dispute
over membership of eight

By FRANCIS HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

After recently deciding not to bring

Minister Louis Farrakhan to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, the Distinguished

Visitors Program has attempted to clarify

controversy surrounding its membership

by denying voting rights to eight black

students who believed they fulfilled

membership requirements.

On Monday, the DVP decided member-

ship is achieved by attending and par-

ticipating in three "full" meetings, and

taking an active role in the program's pro-

jects, said Magaret Arsenault, Student

Activities Office program adviser. The
meeting included DVP co-chairperson

Daniela D'Appolito, DVP committee

member Judi Kohn, Arsenault, and four

students affected by the decision.

The Distinguished Visitors Program

controls a fund used to present speakers

from a broad range of views on various

topics. According to D'Appolito, she and

co-chairperson Patrick Berkley felt the

eight had not fully participated in the

group.

The eight students say they are being

denied membership because of their sup-

port for Farrakhan, who has been called

an anti-Semite. "This is bogus," said

Zouera Youssou-fou, a senior marketing

major. "I've been to five DVP meetings,

(and attended] the last three from begin-

ning to end."

Youssou-fou said the obligations

necessary to gain membership were never

discussed in any of the meetings. "Why
would we keep coming back if we aren't

interested," she said.

There is a conflict over the attendance

of the eight members at meetings. Accor-

ding to Berkley, most ofthe eight students

in question did attend on Oct. 11 and 18.

However, Berkley said the students

representing Phi Beta Sigma fraternity

presented a proposal on the 11th to co-

sponsor the bringing of Farrakhan, a

representive of the Nation of Islam, and

then left the meeting.

The meeting on the 18th was considered

the students first full meeting, Berkley

said.

Some of the students designated as not

being voting members said attendance

was not taken at any of the meetings.

"They would not have known ifwe attend-

ed three full meetings. They did not take

attendance until the third meeting," said

Gabrielle Buford, a junior communica-

tions major.

Buford said she believes the DVP felt

"embarrassed" by the black students' par-

ticipation in the meetings, because "they

did not know what they were doing. We
ran the whole thing." The DVP constitu-

tion states meetings operate under

Robert's Rules of Order, but DVP
chairpersons "did not know parliamen-

tary procedures," she said.

Co<hairperson D'Appolito said the DVP
did not feel embarrassed, but did feel

"threatened." The organization does not

generally have large groups of people

coming to meetings to bring a specific

speaker or agenda, she said.

According to Arsenault, the DVP has

not used parliamentary procedures for

nearly seven years.
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continued from page 1

who opposed him and he moved to spell out some of his

plans for his presidency.

Bush was up early yesterday, despite late-night

celebrating, and went to St. Martin's Episcopal Church

in Houston with family and friends. Leaving his hotel,

he called out that he felt "just fine."

When a questioner suggested he would face problems

in the Senate, now more firmly in democratic hands, he

replied simply, "A few problems everywhere."

Later yesterday he was returning to Washington to talk

over the election — and the future with Reagan in the

Oval Office.

Bush won the election convincingly — the third straight

republican presidential victory — but he fell short of the

49 state sweep by Reagan four years ago.

That was little consolation for the Democrats who now

have lost five of the last six presidential elections.

"He will be our president and we'll work with him."

Dukakis said Tuesday night in a gracious yet unbowed

concession speech.

"God knows, there's lots of work to do," said the

republican president-elect, looking ahead to next January

when he will succeed Reagan after eight years as loyal

understudy.

"The people have spoken," he told cheering supporters

in Houston, "and with a full heart and with great hopes,

I thank all of the people throughout America who have

given us this great victory ... To those who supported me

I will try to be worthy of your trust and to those that did

not, I will try to earn it."

Bush became the first sitting vice president to win the

presidency since Democrat Martin Van Buren in 1836.

An ominous note for Bush: Van Buren was defeated for

re-election.

According to surveys of voters as they left polling places

a big factor working for Bush was the continued populari

tv of his boss.

Dukakis closed out his campaign with an exhausting

46 hour race from state to state with no break for sleep.

All the same, he was out power-walking on Election Day

and when he appeared before supporters for his conces-

sion speech they chanted, "92, 92, 92, 92."

The weary candidate looked not quite ready to plunge

into the next presidential campaign.

The man he beat for Democratic nomination, Jesse

Jackson, said today. "Our next political season really does

begin today" But Jackson, appearing on "CBS This Mor

ning," quickly added, "It's much too early to talk about

1992 politics."

In the popular vote, with 99 percent of the precincts

reporting. Bush had 47,601,312, or 54 percent. Dukakis

had 40,767,121 or 46 percent.

In the critical tally of electoral votes. Bush won 40 states

for 426 electoral votes. Dukakis won 10 states and the

District of Columbia for 112 electoral votes.
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JEFFERY AMHERST BOOKSHOP
55 So. Pleasant St., Amherst • 253-3870 • 253-3381

SERVICE • SERVICE • SERVICE!
PROFESSORS: Service is what we are all about. If you already order your textbooks

at the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop, you're familiar with the many extras we offer.

If you haven't yet tried the Jeff, please consider our range of services:

• We're open longer hours - 7 days a week and until 8pm during rush week.

• We have a full time textbook staff at your service

• We accept Visa and Mastercard for payment, as well as personal checks, without

ID hassles.

• We make available updates on your course orders, if a title is out of stock, out

of print, changed edition, etc. No suprises on the first day of class!

• We advise faculty well in advance of textbook returns to publishers.

• We provide faculty with desk copy loans, until publishers copy is received.

• We offer house charge accounts for faculty.

• We provide a host of everyday services, e.g. free gift wrapping, free special ordering

of any book in print and we will mail books anywhere.

• We offer students the pleasant experience of shopping in a real book store, not

a warehouse.

REMEMBER NO ORDER IS TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE TO HANDLE. CALL US

TO ORDER YOUR COURSE BOOKS FOR THE COMING SPRING SEMESTER.

Jeffery Amherst Textbook Service
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Dukakis back
at work after

campaign loss
BOSTON (AP) — Defeated Democratic presidential can

didate Michael Dukakis yesterday congratulated

President elect George Bush on a "decisive victory," and

said, i gave it my best shot" in a losing cause.

At a valedictory campaign news conference in Boston,

Dukakis repeated his charges that republican "media

manipulators" resorted to highly negative commercials

to defeat him and said the ads took their toll. He said he

feared "this would ba a signal now at the national level

that this kind of campaigning is effective."

Dukakis sidestepped a question about whether he might

run again for the White House, saying he was now ready

to return to his duties as governor of Massachusetts. "I

will be digging into that vigorously and fully." he said.

Dukakis opened his news conference with a statement

blending congratulations for Bush with a declaration that

the Democratic Party is "truly alive and well and strong."

He made it clear that he intends to remain active in par

ty affairs, saying he hoped to make his presence felt as

the party picks a new chairman for the next four years.

Dukakis said he wasn't ready to offer a detailed analysis

of the campaign, but noted that he lost several states by

the relatively small margin of four percent.

"I wasn't successful in getting my message through in

the South and some parts of the West." he said. But he

quickly noted that voters in those regions continue to elect

Democrats to local ofTice, and said democratic presiden

tial candidates "need to find a way to appeal to those

regions."
"1 gave it my best shot. We had our good days and our

not-ao-good days," he said.

Dukakis was asked several times about the negative

commercials aired by Bush, and about the president-elect's

continued on page 19

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

-WE DO NOT USE MSG, FOOD COLORING OR
• NEWLY REMODELED CHEMICAL
• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN DISHES ADDITIVF*^
. HOME STYLE COOKING ^^^' "^ ^^

• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
. FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM |

rgf
| i^22

• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED ^^^ ^-^^
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
. EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 253-7835
• OPEN 7 DAYS *•;;' '*:^_
• RESERVATIONS AND 253-281 3
LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED 62 main str=et

• NO PERSONAL CHECKS AMr-.£R5T. ma

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS B Y 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day . .

.

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST
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ACLU chief
to give lecture
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Washington Chief of the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), Morton Halperin, will give a lecture titled "Pro-

spects For Continued Secret Government and Covert Ac-

tion by the New Administration," at 7 tonight in room
101 of the Campus Center.

Halperin, executive director of the Center for National

Security Studies (CNSS), an organization designed to pre-

vent claims of "national security" from being used to

bypass constitutional procedures, will analyze the con-

cepts related to secret government the Bush Administra-

tion will have to face during the next four years.

"The officials behind the Iran-contra affair, in which

arms were sold to Iran in exchange for American hostages

held in Lebanon and the profits diverted to the

Nic£U'aguan rebels, completely bypassed every democratic

check placed upon the president," Halperin said. "Their

actions vividly demonstrate the deep incongruity and
dangers that unauthorized covert action poses to a

democracy."

In 1986, Halperin received attention when he served as

a witness for the defense in the trial of Amy Carter after

she, and others, blocked the recruitment efforts of the CIA
at the University of Massachusetts.

He says the Bush Administration has an opportunity

and a responsibility to restore democracy and accountabili-

ty to the foreign-policy process.

Halperin served as an assistant to Henry Kissinger dur

ing the Nixon Administration and is a noted authority

on the workings of the intelligence community.
He co-authored "Lawful wars: Restoring Congress' Role

in The Overt and Covert Use of Force," and has publish-

ed numerous articles and books on the subject.

In 1969 Halperin was a senior staff member of the Na-

tional Security Council (NSC), with responsibility for Na-

tional Security planning. He also served as Deputy Assis-

tant Secretary of Defense previous to the NSC, and was
responsible for political-military planning and arms
control.

Halperin received a bachelor of arts from Columbia
University in 1958 and a doctorate from Yale University

in 1961.

Stolen checks
worth $649 cashed
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Stolen checks totaling $649.53 were reported cashed

yesterday at the University of Massachusetts and Hamp-
shire Mall. The checkbook which the checks came from

and the jacket it was in, were stolen in early October.

In other police reports:

•A student reported Friday an AM/FM stereo cassette

player and tapes stolen from his car parked in Lot 49.

•The passenger side window of a Volkswagon Golf park-

ed in Lot 34 was reported smashed Monday.

•The window of a Volkswagon Fox parked in Lot 22 was>

reported smashed Monday.

• A license plate taken from a vehicle in Lot 34 Sunday

was reportedly returned to its owner Tuesday. The plate

had been slid under the owner's door.

• The side window or a car parked in Stadium Lot E was
reported smashed Monday. The cost of repairs to the win-

dow was estimated at $300.

•A Volkswagon (]k)lf parked in Lot 34 had its driver's

'

side door opened and radio valued at $350 stolen Tuesday.

•A 34-year-old Medford man was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue and charged with operating a

motor vehicle after his license had been suspended.

•A 1979 Buick was reported stolen from Lot E near

Fraternity/Sorority park sometime since Tuesday.

•A 21 -year-old West Springfield man was arrested

Wednesday when an officer observed his vehicle operating

erratically on North Pleasant Street. He was charged with

driving while intoxicated.

Fees not lowering
University of Massachusetts officials said student fees

would not be lowered although the state Board of

Regents of Higher Education is asking state colleges and

universities to keep student fees no higher than 30 per-

cent of tuition.

UMass undergraduate fees are $795 each semester.

The fee is equal to 56.6 percent of the $1,404 charged

for tuition.

Although the Regents are not powered to control fees,

they approved the policy because state college presidents

agreed to the cap. Fee regulations are made by the Board

of Trustees.

Yesterday the Daily Hampshire Gazette reported

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey said Chancellor of

Higher Education Franklyn Jenifer assured him the

University would not be asked to comply with the cap.

LOCAL

CoUegiaD file photo

RECORD BREAKER? - UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey signs a postcard to be sent to

a young lukemia patient in Florida. The boy "David" is trying to break the World record
for postcards received. Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity is sponsoring the postcard drive at

UMass.

Does pornography lead to violence?
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Correspondent

A film exploring the connection between pornography

and violence against women will be presented by the

Women's Studies Program at 7 p.m. Tuesday in room 20

of Herter Hall.

Chantal Pierrat, an organizer ofthe event, described Not

a Lore Story as a documentary in which a stripper tells

how she participated in the degradation ofwomen through

pornography.

Pierrat, a University of Massachusetts junior, said she

decided the film, first released in 1979, should be shown
here because people on this campus "tend to overlook the

roots of violence against women."
Stacey Roth, coordinator of the Educator/Advocate pro-

gram at the Everywoman's Center, will facilitate a group

discussion following the film.

The movie. Roth said, "is a fairly graphic film that

teaches you about certain aspects of pornography, by tak-

ing you into the lives of women involved in it."

Pierrat encouraged men and women to attend to gain

insights into the pattern of violence against women.
"I think men should see this (film] because I don't think

they see the connections between their attitudes toward
pornography and their actions," Pierrat said.

"When you've got a guy going to a peep show and see-

ing a woman tied up and being abused," she said, "he will

come out of that show and see women as something to be

abused."

Even if they don't actually rape a women, she said, por-

nography may influence the way they treat the women
in their lives.

Roth said pornography is an important part of the con-

tinuous cycle of violence against women.
The cycle begins with childhood socialization and is rein-

forced by images seen in the media through advertising,

music, and television, she said.

This cycle then leads to pornography and can "finally

escalate even further into actual acting out against

women in things like battering, rape and incest," she said.

Not speaking out against pornography, she said, implies

an unofficial acceptance of that violence.

Prof, to lecture about the

scents that bug the insects
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Among mammals, humans are unique

because they do not use chemical signals

to attract mates, according to Ring Carde,

former head of the University of

Massachusetts Department of Entomology.

Carde, who will be speaking tonight on

"Insects and the Language of Smell," said

that nearly half of the 1,200,000 species of

insects recruit mates by emitting natural

chemicals. This includes many types of

beetles and nearly all moth species.

PROFILE
People conceal their natural chemical

odors by using perfumes and deodorants,

thereby creating "an artificial substitute

for the natural chemical signals that

predominate in sexual communication of

most other animals," he said.

"I don't think we use chemicals in a very

meaningful sense," he said. "They're not

a strong element of our ability to com-

municate or understand one another."

Insects emit chemical combinations of

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen to attract

mates. These non-toxic compounds differ in

structure from one type of insect to

another, he said. Scientists have figured

out how to use these chemicals for controll-

ing insect populations.

"Some of these scents are now synthesiz-

ed and used for direct control of insect

mating, and have supplanted toxic insec-

ticides," he said. "This makes it impossi-

ble for the males to locate females that are

emitting attractant."

Research includes studying the composi-

tion of the chemicals, their dispersion into

the atmosphere, the mate's detection of the

chemicals and how the insect navigates a

course back to the source, he said.

"I'm interested in how insects find the

proper mate by following a chemical trail,

a plume, not different from what you see

coming out of a smokestack," he said.

Born and raised in Farmington, Conn.,

Carde received his bachelor of sciences in

biology from Tufts University in 1966. At
Cornell University, he earned his master

of sciences and his doctorate in entomology

in 1968 and 1971, respectively. Carde did

post-graduate research at the New York
State Agricultural Experiment Station in

Geneva, where he began his study of the

chemical aspect of insect behavior. In 1975,

he joined the staff of the Michigan State

University Department of Entomology.

Carde came to the University of

Massachusetts as associate professor in the

Department of Entomology in 1981. He
became a full professor in 1984 and was
head of the department from 1984 to 1987.

He now teaches a course in insect behavior.

This past spring, he was a visiting scien-

tist at the Agricultural University in

Wageningen, The Netherlands.

The free presentation is part of the

1988-89 Distinguished Faculty Lecture

Series, which is sponsored by alumni con-

tributions. The series includes speakers

from the departments of psychology, public

health and anthropology as well. The lec-

ture will be presented at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. A reception will follow the

lecture.

The FYI column is a

public service announce-

ment to the University of

Massachusetts communi
ty. Space is limited, so

some submissions may not

be published.

Course guides
Pre-registration guides

for Spring semester 1989

will be distributed on the

Campus Center Concourse

starting today. After Mon-
day, they will be available

in the Whitmore first floor

lobby.

CASIAC meetings
Pre-major meetings for

CASIAC students are

scheduled for 4 p.m. Call

545-2191 or stop by
Machmer E-20 for more
information.

Latina/Latino
Awareness Week
Monday through Thurs-

day next week will be

Latina/Latino Awareness
Week. The week will be

celebrated with films at

7:30 p.m. each night in

Gorman, Thatcher, John
Quincy Adams and Ken-
nedy. Mon. Kiss of the

Spider Woman in Gorman.
Tues. La Bamba in Gor-

man and The Official Story

in Kennedy. Wed. El Norte

in Thatcher and Milagro

Beanfield War in John
Quincy Adams (8:30).

Thurs. Salvador in Ken-

nedy. Thurs. Erendira in

Thatcher.

•<«.«.»..
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adirondack music
NOVEMBER MADNESS SALE!

rhe price — busting continues...

CAR STEREO CRAZINESS!
Here at Adirondack Music we've got some gre^itde^/sow some
demo and factory refurbLshed units Ihat are too good to pass up!

How about an EPI LSR34
car stereo with 25 watts per

channel, AM/FM digital

tuning radio, auto - reverse

cassette with Dolby "B" NR
for only $99,951 That's right, folks, we got a few of these $369,

units for only $99.95! If that's not wild enough, how about a pair

of EPI LS81'S foroniy $49,951 lliat's $50 off our regular price

of $99.95 for these super sounding 4" two way plates speakers!

SPEAKER MANIA!
The mania continues! We have a few pairs ofADVENT speakers

left at ridiculous prices! Legacy's for <7/7i^X^^W and Prodigy's

for on/y$219 the pair! WOW! If it's rock and

roll that you like, try a pair of CERWIN VEGA
speakers! Save up to $350 per pair on our

demos of the D3'8, D5's, and D7's, all at 40%
off list! We also have a couple pair of EPI

TE120'S left, a super 10" 2 way system, for the

ridicously low price of on/y SlZQx}^^ pair!

That's more than 50% off the list price!

FREE HEADPHONES
Buya wa/kman, get extra tteadptjones FREEf

You got it! Buy one of these Walkmans,

and we'll give you a free, extra $20 set of

Audio Technica SQ410 headphones!

Toshiba KT- 4017 $49.95
AM/FM ca»«««« wtlh FFARW

Toshiba KT-4035 $79.95
AM/FM cittette with FFARW, and Dolhy NR
Toshiba KT - 4868 $169.95

0\p\»\ AN</FM C4iiett«. iil;iriD clock, Dolby NR,
FFARW. «nd builr in 3 band BQ
Sanyo WR66 $99.95

SpUtkproof, ni(>|>«d, w«alher r«iiitant AM/FM ca**«ne

PORTABLE CONCERT HALLS!
Just can't gel that cxmcerthiUJfeeling\^Mmm\\\% to yourself?! Got
the no - stereo blues? Adirondack Music has the answer... A
JVC minature concert hall! We've got a couple of models that will

blow your mind, but not your

wallet! The PC-VIGO and

the PC-V55 both have

built in EQ's, and
detachable speakers with

incredibly superior sound with more bass than your ever heard in

a boom box! Stop by and check um out!

BEAM ME UP!
SCOTTY!

"Damn, Uhura, can't you reach

Starfleet on that contraption?!"

"Sorry, Captain, our system just

can't get the signals in clear

enough!"

"Sir, as science officer of tlie

Starship Enterprise, I have come
to the irrevocable conclusion that

the only solution to this problem Is a

Parsec Beam Booster antenna

from Adirondack Music"

"Mr. Sulu, warp factor 10..."

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253 - 3100

Open Monday ttim Saturday lOam to 5pm
Sale prices good thru November 16, 1988

[jniled quanlili«* All item* »uhj«ct to prior t.iU

No rainchtcki. Not re«pon«iMe (or typopuphical «rrort.

\7.S4

BACARDI rum. The mixable one.

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH
PIELS
CARLING BLACK LABEL
COORS/COORS LIGHT/COORS GOLD
MOOSEHEAD

8.99

5.99

6.99

10.99

13.99

LABATTS BEER/ALE 10.99 Case

ONES, FOURS SIXS AND TWELVES
STEINLAGER 25 OZ.
SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2L
GRIZZLY 6 pk.

ST. PAULI 6 pk.

DOS EQUIS 6 pk.

OLD MILWAUKEE 12 pk.

BUSCH 12 pk.

HARD BARGAINS
BACARDI RUM 750 ml.

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L

BAILEY'S IRISH 750 ml

SMIRNOFF VODKA LTR.

1.69

2.99

2.99

3.99

3.99

4.49

5.99

6.99

8.99

8.99

14.99

8.99

NAPA RIDGE WHITE ZINFANDEL 3.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES

MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Route 9, HadlcY—Just beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

\Student senate
continued from page 1

William Curtis, a resident assistant from
Southwest Residential Area, was carrying
a sign reading "The people have spoken,"
which was attributed to George Bush.
Curtis said, "I've been here four years,

and if the students say they want co-

presidents, then it should be allowed." Cur-
tis blamed much of the current confusion
on new members of the senate, which he
said were recruited by the conservative fac-

tions of the senate to vote against
Si 1koff/Rabinowitz.

Sen. Bill Hewitt felt otherwise.
"I'm ecstatic. I think the whole election

is unconstitutional," Hewitt said.

New elections

Fadel also ruled a proposal by Senators

W. Greg Rothman and Brian Darling call-

ing for new presidential elections out of

order, again citing the judiciary's earlier

statement.

"I ruled it out of order in compliance with

the judicial order," Fadel said. "I think the

order from the Supreme Court (part of the

judiciary] is clear that we cannot hold new
elections until the controversy surrounding
the constitution with regards to co-

presidents is resolved."

Rothman said he was disappointed the

senate did not get to vote on the new elec-

tions. He said the statement from the

judiciary did not say anything about new
elections. "Robert Fadel and I must be

reading different statements," Rothman
said.

Whately's H20 is now A-OK
WHATELY (AP) - Townspeople who lin-

ed up day and night for water from an
elementary school tap because of tainted

wells now boast about their basement
meters and 500,000-gallon storage tank.

Nearly a year after 250 families in the

farming town of 1,500 people got together

to build a $4 million water system, there

are few complaints about the cost — $3,500

to $5,000 to hook in, plus about $300 a year

for water.

"We get our water bill, we pay it and we
are happy," said Irene Hoynoski.

Eileen Haffey said, "The cost? It's worth

it just for the peace of mind."

Haffey was pregnant when the family

discovered the home they had just bought

had contaminated water.

"We hauled water for drinking and used

filtered water for washing from the sum-

mer of 1984 until the end of July," she said.

She said her children got so used to con-

tamination that they automatically asked

if they could drink the water when visiting

out-of-town friends.

Frank Marchand, chairman of the town
Water Resource Protection Committee and

a neighbor of the elementary school, said

cars lined up there day and night for water

from the outside tap.

^1^*•>»_

PC CLONES

PRINTERS

SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

Salt* • S*rvlc« • Ranlal

DR. SDFTLUftRE
SoOwM* . CompuMri • Accmmtim

NeiH<«n|lton. MA OIOWI

586-3210
M-1-WAF iO-«

• hura iiKt*Sal lO-S

IT'S OUR FIRST BIRTHDAY BASH
COME AND JOIN US TO CELEBRATE

v^ ^

SALE
PICCADILLY STREET
ONE WAY ST. TO FASHION
THORNES MARKET, NORTHAMPTON

584-2896

t

CINEM21
"PERVERSELY FASCINATING" "PROVOCATIVE'

NEW ENGLAND

+1 ANDMAPL FIL/^^ PRL31MTS
A HICOL/*^ TO to FILM

1^U5S£iL OlVmhi 'l-LOYP^—1.^ ®
^4^^ 1M7MWM>MMMF>tmst19ari>>tnn»nnie. 51^19

2 showings 7:00 A 9:00 In tht center of Amherst

Adults $3.50 Children A Senior atlzens $2.00

AMITY ST 253-5426 EXPO

Much more than just a great ski sale !

SUPER SKI SALES BY
MT TOM SKI SHOP A
RYAN'S SPORTS
SHOPS

THOUSANDS OF $$$
IN DOOR PRIZES

NEW FEATURE
LENGTH SKI FILM

FASHION SHOW

SKI RESORT BOOTHS

NONSTOP FILM
FESTIVAL

VACATIONS & TRIPS

LIFT TIX DISCOUNTS

SKI & SPORTS CLUBS

plus much more...

Featuring Greg Stump's New Ski Film

The Blizzard of Ahhh's*

Come Ride With Us.

• Motorcycl«s
• Scooters

X/alley

M

• A.T.V.'s
• Power Equipment

584-7303

731-9965otorsports

216 N. King St., Rte. 5 Northampton, MA

The 1989 Honda Motorcycles are ready for viewing.

»i»A>«»r»«»MriMrTr\rr«"tr>Tm«HMiir»iiiFiTi\rn»Tiii>«i

SHOW & SALE

THE
BIG

NOVEMBER 12 & 13

Saturday Noon • 9:00 PM
Sunday Noon • 6:00 PM

PRESENT AD AT BOX
OFFICE FOR .50 OFF ADULT ADMISSION
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Advertitament

CELEBRATE DIFFERENCE
We. the undersigned members of the University of Massachusetts community, believe in a unique tradition. We strive toward an

even greater understanding of our commitment to peace, justice, and equality. We take these words seriously and believe that they

must be pursued with constant, rigorous action. Those ideals, and the strength with which we support them, are our communal
pillars of support.

We sign this covenant as an expression of our beautiful and expressive differences in race, creed, color, religion, gender, sexual preference,

age and ability.

We sign this covenant as a pledge to speak out when we hear prejudicial words in the community, in the classrooms and in ourselves.

We sign this covenant as a pledge to action-recognizing that words are often not enough-to recommit ourselves to active pursuit

of our vision for a peaceful, just and equal world.
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Sponsored by Hillel, Afrik-Am Society, SGA Speaker and Treasurer's Office.
The Collegian, Third World Caticus Dean of Students Office, and the Student Activities Office.
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ARTS/LIVING
Lang6 makes AllAmerican more
than a nostalgic look back
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Nostalgia. Countless films look back
fondly at the days of yesterday, make us
wish we were still there, and Everybody's
All American would at first seem to fit

right into that category. First impressions
can be deceiving.

The theme of this film is just the opposite.
There's more to life than living off past
glories. There has to be. Yet that isn't the
case with Gavin Grey (Dennis Quaid), foot-

ball star and champion from 1957. His
whole life is the game, and his high school
sweetheart Babs (Jessica Langel, whom he
marries upon graduation. The film follows
their lives during the turbulent decades of
the '60's and 70's, often seen through the
eyes of Gavin's nephew "Cake" (Timothy
Hutton), a quiet loner who is the total op-

posite of his uncle.
••»••••••

The real power of the film lies in wat-
ching the leads grow older. Jessica Lange
is remarkable as the loving wife who rolls

with the punches and lives with her hus-
band's single-minded attitude, always lov-

ing him even when there's no money left,

or another move awaits. From day one, she
knows what her life is, and always will be.

It's a convincing portrait, and she changes
in more ways than just the hairstyle. Quaid
is the opposite: a man frozen in time. When
his career finally ends, he can't let go, keep-
ing the same outlook, and haircut over 25
years, even as his cheeks sag and wrinkles
form. It may be Quaid's finest role yet.

Director Taylor Hackford (An Officer and
a Gentleman) has made a surprisingly af-

fecting movie, one that I wasn't that in-

terested in but am glad I saw. The time

periods are authentic, and the film, as a
whole, feels right. Credit should also go to

the makeup people, whose work was vital

in maintaining believability. The leads
really looked as old as fifty, or as young as
twenty. It's downright amazing.

Everybody's All American won't sweep
the Oscars or be remembered for decades,
but it's well worth seeing for excellent per-

formances — and a not so nostalgic look
back.

The theaters in Northampton have had
some interesting fare of late. Salaam Bom-
bay is still featured at the Academy of

Music, the critically acclaimed independent
film about an orphan and the people he en-

counters in the streets of Bombay. It will

be showing through next week. The Last
Temptation ofChrist, however, will be play-

ing at the Pleasant Street theater only
through Tuesday. Don't miss the oppor-
tunity to see the film that had the religious

fanatics up in arms. It's supposed to be
good.

Unsubstantiated Rumours and Self-

indulgent Musings Department:

(bullet) Some updates on flicks we've
mentioned here before: Star Trek Vis now
rumoured to have a western type storyline.

Oh, joy. Please, Shatner, spaghetti
westerns are Eastwood's department.
Meanwhile, Indy III was officially written
by Jeffery Boam, the guy responsible for

The Dead Zone and Innerspace, instead of
Chris Columbus or Menno Meyjes (who
adapted The Color Purple). And as for River
Phoenix's part, now he's supposedly play-
ing Indy himself — as an adolescent, of
course. Make up your minds.

(bullet) This week's trivia question looks

back to Dennis Quaid's early role in Break-

ing Away, the 1978 sleeper about four bud-

dies in a midwestern town. The other roles

were played by Dennis Christopher (as

Dave) and Jackie Earl Haley (as Moocher).
Who played Cyril?

WATROBAS
SUNDERLAND RD.
NO. AMHERST, MA

•••••••
Qrocary Specials

Crush, 2 liter, Asst. flavors

Hood Vi gallon Ice Cream, Asst. flavors

Oreo, 20 oz.

Nabisco Cheese Nips, 14 oz.

•••••••

89$ -1-

$2.19

$1.99

$1.19

dep.

Produce
Lettuce Iceberg

Tomatoes
59« head
69C lb.

•••••••

Meat
Rib Eye Steak
Perdue Whole Chicken

$3.99 lb.

79« lb.

•••••••
Grocery 549-0933 Liquor 549-6565

Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 8AM-11PM; Sun. 8AM-9PM

A-

Northampton artist Lydia Netter's charcoal drawings can be seen at
Smith College's Hillyer Corridor Gallery.

r

• . • - »••••**•*»«»»*•»
*•••••••••••••••*•••••••*

HUNAN GOURMET
f.

CHINESE RESTAURANT :.

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
ri--Adk;rs poll

19 8 8
SECOND PU^CE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

tor us m the Best of the Valley Pol.

Even though we were only open for one
month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

TULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., ^k>rtha^1pton•585-0202*Ample Parkir>g

Open 7 days a week'No MSQ
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

r

UNIVERISTY PLACEMENT
SERVICES

IN COOPERATION WITH CASIAC

WILL PRESENT A WORKSHOP
ON

CHOOSING A MAJOR

FOR LIFE AND CAREER

FOR UNDECLARED

FRESHMEN AND SOPHMORES

TODAY, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10

W21 MACHMER
4 - 5 P.M.

^^BB
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Cherelle and Luther make
a party; Deniece doesn 't

By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Okay! This is Disc Junkie's house, and
when I say you got to party — you got to

party!

This week I'm wearing my dancin" shoes,

my Armani suit and I'm ready to get down.

So check this out.

I Disc Junkie I

First up; something I've been waiting for

for some time - a new Cherelle album. Af-

fair isn't quite up to the standard of High

Priority; very little is, but ace producers

Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis have once

again worked their magic, combining

smart, catchy melodies with a very funky,

driving bassline, and when you add

Cherelle's exuberant, highly soulful vocals

to all this you've got a surefire winner.

"Looks Aren't Everything" is a change

of mind from Priority's "You Look GJood To

Me" and the hook's not as good, but the

bait is as enticing as ever, while "Pick Me
Up" picks up a different groove but one

which is just as infectuous. Jam and Lewis

really know how to construct an album;

Hearsay's "party" concept was a perfect ex-

ample of their ability to maintain brilliant

continuity between tracks. So on side one

of Affair the beat never relents, and it's not

until side two, that things slow down.

Songs like "Home," "Crazy (for Loving

You)," and the customary duet with Alex-

ander O'Neil, "Everything I Miss At

Home" demonstrate that the dynamic duo

are just as adept at writing beautiful

ballads as they are dance tunes.

Turning to another saviour of modern
soul music, Luther Vandross, his new-

album Any Lore is a definite must, manag-

ing to top even the excellent. Give Me The
Reason. You only have to take one listen

to "Come Back" or "Are You Gonna Love

Me," to know that this man is a veritable

hit-machine, and what's more, his hits are

destined to become dancefloor classics. He's

not just a great songwriter and producer;

he's got one hell of a voice. Partake.

Also in possession of a golden set of ton-

sils is Deniece Williams, but her new
album. As Good As It Gets is sadly misin-

formed. This is the kind of airbrushed,

blandola pop-soul fluff that both myself and

Deniece can well do without. As its sickly

sweet sentimentality seeps through the

speakers, I wonder what happened to the

breezy, effortless soul-simplicity of

numbers like "Free." I guess she must

have got lost along the way somewhere,

probably around the fatuous, bubblegum
pop of "Let's Hear It For The Boy," which

much of this resembles. So the message is;

pump up the volume on Cherelle and
Luther; dis Deniece.

Compared to soul great Al Green, Mighty Sam McClain makes an ap-
pearance at Pearl Street Saturday.

Howtoninyour

The Gizmo Guys will perform at the first an-
nual Juggling Convention at UMass this
weekend.
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CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800)346-6401
•M:

The Best Way Off Campus

HIGH NOONi
IN CANCUN

NOW IS THE TIME
TO START PLANS
FOR YOUR SPRING
VACATION OF
MARCH
CALL FOR RATES

586^953

YOUE PAETNIES IN TRAVEL

ITWVEl
lElArH}
SBMCB

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Student Farea trom

Amherst to
Boston New York Oily
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The People Professionals
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Juggling Club convention this weekend
Rv .^iiaan Ri/>Viai-/4or>n TT\if««., T T^ >> lir: i _i j imrBy Susan Richardson
Collegian Correspondent

During Presidential election week, it is refreshing to
hear someone talk obsessively about something other than
politics. Bruce Wisenburn is co-president of the UMass
Juggling Club, a society which has strengthened over the
past few years.

"Our paid membership is about thirty-five now," Wisen-
burn said. "And we get about 20 to 25 people at our weekly
meetings on Friday afternoons. Our boast is that we can
teach anyone to juggle in half an hour or less."

It has taken a much longer period of time — approx-
imately 18 months — to plan and organize the Juggling
Club's first Annual Convention, which will take place this
coming weekend. "We advertised in Jugglers World
magazine, and mailed off about six hundred letters to
members of the International Juggling Association,"
Wisenburn explained. "About eighty jugglers have pre-
registered and they're coming fi-om as far away as Min-
nesota and Philadelphia, as well as from all over New
England."
Judging by the agenda, the event promises to be a spec-

tacular one. "The convention will go continuously for fif-

ty hours from 3 p.m. on Friday until 5 p.m. on Sunday;
and entrance is free at any time to anyone who has a valid

UMass I.D.," Wisenburn stressed. "We have attracted
many professional jugglers who are very famous in the
juggling world and they will be performing and leading
workshops throughout the weekend."
These workshops are ideal both for the beginner and the

more advanced juggling spectator. "You don't have to
know how to juggle to come along to the workshops.
Anyone can come and learn the basics, or just watch the
more advanced stuff," he said.

The demonstrations are as varied as ball spinning, club
swinging, and hat manipulation; and also scheduled to
take place is a legal combat competiion between different
jugglers.

The highlight of the weekend, however, is the free public
show to be held in the Student Union Ballroom at 7 p.m.
on Saturday. "The Gizmo Guys are the headliners for
the evening," Wisenburn said. "They are a very talented
duo. We've also got Jeff Mason who won the National Jug-
gling Competition in Colorado, and Mark Nizer who
specializes in ball spinning. A professional magician from
Boston is going to be our master of ceremonies for the
evening too."

It is clear that a visit to the Campus Center and Stu-
dent Union at some point over the weekend would be wor-
thwhile, as the first Juggling Convention to be held at
UMass will surely be an entertaining event.

256-0287

TAKE THE TIME.
SHOtA/ YOU

VETERANS
DAY
SERVICE,

TODAY

AT:

In memory of those who
fought for our freedom...

HAIGISMALUUMASS
Sponsored by Votorans Asslstanco and Counseling Services, Dickinson Building, UMass

Custom Car Sound Wants to Help You Celebrate

Voterans

In honor of the men and
women of our armed

forces who have fought
to preserve freedom and

democracy

EVERYTHING
at Custom Car Sound is

on sale!

FREE installation for
Veterans

CUSTOM,
car/o

SOUND
141 Damon Road

Northampton, IMA • 586-5258
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Letters

McCarthy's column 'anti-choice'
The first letter I ever wrote to the Col-

legian was an attack on a republican vice

president who was running for president

against the democratic nominee from

Massachusetts. Then I was a freshman on
the popular side of a hot issue; and the let-

ter led to my becoming a Collegian

editorial writer and columnist.

Now returning to the University as a

graduate student and still a democrat, I

find myself in the grip of a cruel twist of

fate, compelled by a Collegian columnist to

take the side of the political descendant of

Richard Nixon.

The irony's instrument is Pamela McCar-
thy who did her best to contribute to a late-

term abortion of Gieorge's campaign with
her column labelling him as "anti-choice."

("A Choice only a woman should make,"
Nov. 3.) Let's look at her words:

"I just want to make a few things clear

to him and the ant i choice advocates (I

don't buy the term "pro-life'l."

"First, I believe life does start at concep-

tion. . . I simply think that abortion is a

matter of priorities. .
."

"My .'ife, my body, my choice are all

priorities o*" mine. I refuse to give birth to

an unwanted child."

In the space of these few words you
established yourself as clearly anti-choice.

You admit that life does start at concep-

tion. You recognize a life that is not yours,

and a body that is not yours; but you refuse

to recognize her rights over her life and her

body. You do not recognize her right of

choice, perhaps thinking she has no abili-

ty to choose (yet), so you choose for her.

Some champion of choice!

George Bush was once pro-abortion. So
was I. Like you, we were both anti-choice.

As time passes, we all must emerge from
the womb of protective slogans and decep-

tive labels and face up to honest choices

that may be unpopular and sometimes
even personally tragic. You have already
begun the process with your honest
recognition of life where abortionists must
deny it. I pray she will go full term.

Ray Wilson
Northampton

Unwed dads do take responsibility
I just can't believe that Pamela McCar-

thy could say it. I understand that some
people may think it, but I'm absolutely ap-

palled that she wrote that society didn't ex-

pect the father of a child to care for a child

("A choice only a woman should make,"
November 3). Now I realize that not all

fathers live up to their duties of caring for

a child, but to say that society doesn't ex-

pect him to shows that McCarthy must
have just awoken from a Rip Van Winkle
scenerio.

In my entire life I have never met an in-

dividual of any moral conscience what-

soever that contended that handling a

pregnancy, either wanted or unwanted,
was the woman's responsibility. Even
before adulthood most young men will at-

test that if a man and a woman create a

life, both are responsible to make the deci-

sions and sacrifices regarding that life. I

admit that the difficult part of pregnancy,
the physiological asjaects of childbirth and

abortion, must be burdened by the woman
as a dictate of nature, but to say that the

non-physiological aspects are viewed in

1988 as the woman's problem alone is to

be out of touch with current values in

America.
If you need further proof I invite you to

review the d(x;ket of almost any court. Look
at the number of paternity cases and tell

me that society doesn't expect a man to

care for a child that is his. Then go through
and look at the number of, and amounts
assigned to, child support cases.

I think it's pretty clear that although
some manage to escape their duties, socie-

ty as a whole definitely holds a man respon-

sible for pregnancies. I also think it's time
for people like McCarthy to stop implying
otherwise. We all must own up to what is

ours, Those few in society who don't know
that, soon will.

Paul Del Gallo
Northampton

muionin

My observations

Holding hands is nice,

teaching civility is better
Two years ago, the Southwest brawl after

the last game of the World Series between

the Sox and the Mets took place. I know
you all are tired of hearing about it. You
probably were sick of hearing about it two

years ago.

Judge Fredrick Hurst investigated the

incident and came to the conclusion that

yes, the cause was racism. He recommend-

ed that courses on civility be included in

curriculum for incoming freshman. He
wanted to make them mandatory. I

thought this was the most intelligent thing

anyone had suggested at the University in

four years.

Nancy Cohen

So where is this great idea? What hap-

pened to Hurst's suggestion? Where are the

mandatory classes on racism, sexism,

classism, homophobia, and anti-Semitism?

When I look around the University, all I

see are college students being forced to take

science, math, English, and a foreign

language. Core requirements were chang-

ed to General Education courses, which

forced every student to try every depart-

ment (at least the general ones). This

system change was promoted in order to

broaden the horizons of everyone who
entered the University of Massachusetts.

Terrific, so now people are aware of

tangents, chemical reactions, Plato, and
major British writers. Does all this really

make any damn difference if people are ig-

norant about how to treat each other?

Should it matter that we can analyze,

manipulate, and then spew out information

to impress our professors, only to forget it

the following day?
Why don't we concentrate on teaching in-

coming freshman things that they can ac-

tually use? Why don't we educate them on

how to be kind to each other?

Instead of taking this form of action, peo-

ple struggle to make a difference here by
holding things like Civility Week and

Hands Across UMass. I'm not saying these

projects are not a valiant effort on the part

of the few that participated. I feel, however,

that our University could do better. It's

almost insulting to believe that something

couldn't be changed.

The University is quick to outlaw

something which is politically wise, for ex-

ample, the selling of cigarettes on campus
and the public drinking policy. Maybe they

saw a need for these things, I don't know.

It's not really my point. My point is they

instituted these (xilicies practically over-

night, but when there is a genuine need for

some sort of change, UMass not only drags

its feet, but plants them into cement.

When you think about having mandatory
civility classes it can be quite dishearten-

ing, just because it seems ludicrous that we
actually have to have classes to teach peo-

ple how to respect others. Sometimes I

question what kind of world we live in.

These classes are more than necessary,

they are imperative. If we don't start

educating somewhere along the line, then

how do we even attempt to try and stop

bigotry and persecution?

There are classes on civility issues; they

au-e called colloquia and they meet at 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. I've taken
them and I have learned more about these

issues than most people learn in a lifetime.

I feel every person on this campus, whether

they are students, faculty, or staff should

be asked to take at least two of these collo-

quia simply because it's not just the

students who need the education. No facul-

ty member is infallible when it comes to

civility issues. Just because they are pro-

fessors doesn't mean they are educated in

every way shape and form. They are

human, aren't they?

To tell you the truth, I don't know why
something hasn't been done. If you know
why, I wish you would let me know. We
lose valuable time everyday as we sit and
wait for this administration to institute

something good for the students for a

change.

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columnist

What's the matter with me?

Don't tell me to eat healthy
I was sitting in the Hatch one day, eating

my lunch, when a friend of mine approach-
ed. He sat down, stared at my choice of

cuisine, and said to me "You actually eat

that?"

Now, I'm not sure if he meant Hatch food

in particular or junk food in general. But
regardless, my answer was, "Yeah, so

what?"

Jim Clark

"Well, it's bad for you," he said.

Huh? The last time I checked, i>eople

needed food to survive. But here I was, try-

ing to keep my body going, and someone
was lecturing me on what I should be
eating.

Terrific.

To tell you the truth, I really don't care
what people say. I've heard every story
about what goes into certain foods, how
they are prepared, and the supposed harm-
ful effects that they carry. They say that
I should be eating sensibly. But I beg to
differ.

First of all, if any kind of food was really
that bad for you, then why is it allowed to
be sold? It seems to me that if tests proved
that butter was a direct cause of high
cholesterol content, or if sugar was really
rotting my teeth out of my head, then
somebody somewhere would do something
about it.

Wait, don't stop reading yet. It gets
better.

What is even more incredible is that now
we have a choice. You can have your food
as nature intended it, or you can have food
with artificial sugar, color, fiavor or
whatever. Well, that seems logical. Why
have something natural, sti uigiii .rom this

good earth of ours, when we can stuff

ourselves full of some concoction brewed up
in a laboratory?

Take artificial sweeteners. When health
nuts went off about how sugar was destroy-

ing our bodies, science came up with the
wonderful substance knowrn as saccharine.

Hey, there we go. Saccharine has been link-

ed to cancer, but at least it won't run up
our dental bills. Perfect.

When you were a little kid, did you ever
open up a sugar packet and just chug it

down straight? I did this with a thing of

Sweet 'n Low once by mistake, and I almost
lost it. Not only wasn't it sweet, but I felt

like I had just eaten a box of baking soda.

And this is better for us than sugar. Sure.
Now, there's decaffeinated coffee. Most of

the people I ask drink coffee to keep them
awake. It's surely not the taste that has me
hooked. It's the caffeine, that wonderful
drug that helps keep you up all night while
you're cramming for that econ exam at 8
a.m. By decaffeinating coffee (with
chemicals, no doubt), this is only defeating
the purpose.

I always liked the cute phrase, "your
body is your temple," and many people
have informed me that I've been treating
mine like the local landfill.

But you know what? I really don't care.

I've been eating this stuff for 20 years,

and I'm still in perfect health. People
remark about my eating habits and are

amazed at how I haven't grown to be the
size of the Astrodome by now. I can't ex-

plain it, but it works for me.
So give me McDonald's. Give me

Domino's. Give me peanut butter cup sun-

daes and sugar till I pass out. But keep that

artificial garbage, and all of your words of

wi.sdom. to yourselves.

Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist

Just my opinion .

Harassment is alive and well here at UMass
Her name isn't important.
Where she lives isn't important either.

What is happening to her is.

What is happening is she is being harassed. She is be-
ing harassed because she is woman. She is being harass
ed because she is black.

She has gotten phone calls, one here at school and one
at home. The person on the other end has asked what she
is wearing, and said he wanted to do things, sexually, to
her.

Was it the same person? She doesn't know. If it was,
that's bad. If it wasn't, it's worse, that means there is more
than one.

She and her friends caught a white man trying to torch
her door. He said it was a practical joke. Is he connected
with the calls? She doesn't know. She is just scared.

Someone wrote on her door "/ want to fuck a nigger.

"

Are any of these incidents connected? She doesn't know.
If it's the same person, it's terrible, if it's four people it's

heinous.

She called the police about the phone calls. She said after

they left she still felt afraid. They gave her a phone
number to call in case she needed to talk to someone. The
police said it was for the Everywoman's Center. The phone
number was for housing.

Politics and other rhetoric

Examples
of confused
priorities
Two weeks ago a "crisis" absorbed national and global

attention. Three grey whales were trapped beneath
massive blocks of ice in Barrow, Alaska. The United
States and the Soviet Union made a collaborative effort

to save them.
Suddenly people throughout the world were concerned

with the plight of the whales. Everyone awaited anxiously
the latest development in the dire situation.

Meredith O'Brien

Meanwhile animal rights became a political issue with
the introduction of Question 3 on the Massachusetts
ballot. The referendum proposed that the government im-
pose regulations on the treatment of farm animals. Ac-
tivists want voters to realize the inhumane farm practices

such as the suffocation of male chicks in plastic bags, and
veal calves spending their existence in tightly-packed

crates. People throughout the state are rallying around
this question and pleading for the decent treatment of

these and all animals.

All this concern is terrific. Seeing people band together

for something positive shows that we are a country of lov-

ing people with a soft spot for animals.

But it is pitiful that our country is concerned about three

whales smd our state puts a referendum on the ballot con-

cerning farm animals, while both ignore their own peo-

ple. Have we just given up?
How many people were upset, or even cried at the end

of Old Yeller, The Yearling, or Bambi? Now answer this,

how many people were disturbed or cried for the people

killed in Rambo or Nightmare on Elm Street,Miami Vice

or Wiseguy? Human suffering is commonplace in the
movies and television. But nobody cares.

While the media devoted their coverage to the whales
away from the nasty, lackluster presidential campaign
and the public offered its sympathy, the suffering people

in our own country were ignored.

While everyone was concerned with the whales, child

and sexual abuse, alcohol and drug abuse continued. Apar-
theid in South Africa, the Iran-Iraq war, and revolutions

in Nicaragua and Israel went unnoticed.

Lives were being destroyed and people were dying.

More homeless people are on the streets now than ever

before. Last week, syndicated cartoonists agreed to make
homelessness the theme of their comic strips. A handful

of cartoonists joined in, but media attention was minimal
and few people noticed their efforts.

Disturbingly, people have become numb to these cur-

rent events. Everyday the news is full of death: "two peo-

ple accidentally killed;" "bodies were found;" "a plane

crashed." One person or hundreds of people die needless-

ly each day but no one is moved by it.

They are not kidding when they say the dog is man's

best friend.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

In other news..,
Woolworth has been known as a place to buy hairpins,

shoelaces, or holiday goods. Now customers can find

something more pricey— and deadly — in F. W. Woolworth

outlets in North Miami Beach and Hollywood, Fla. There,

$600 buys an Uzi semi-automatic machine gun, a version

of the weapon developed for the Isreali army and now ad-

mired by terrorists and drug merchants. Says Woolworth

spokesman Joseph F. Carroll: "When a person can relate

to his friends that he has bought an Uzi. it puts him in

a different league. " Some think Woolworth is putting itseslf

in a new league. "It is outrageous, reckless, foolhardy, and

perverse," says Lieutenant Mike Gonzalez of the Miami

police homicide division.

- Time, Oct. 24

Two weeks ago this University sponsored a week long
program on civility. Most of the problems had occurred
before civility week. The call at her home, happened afler.

Civility is still in short supply.

They were able to get the pyro out of the dorm. But the
rest of the problems seem as if they are not being dealt
with. The police said they could tap her phone, how nice
to have someone being able to listen in on all her phone
calls.

Peter Leon
rt

She felt fi-ightened. She still does. If she is alone at night
she sleeps with a small light on.

She went and got counseling though. It made her feel

better. More at ease. She found she was not alone. Other
women have been harassed too. The counseling helped her
deal with the harassment and other problems of life as
a student, compounded they can seem insurmountable.
Going to get counseling took her a while though. Speak-

ing out has taken even longer. She doesn't want her name,
her picture, and her life's story splashed on the front page
of the newspaper. But she does want to speak out. She
wants other people to know that it is all right to talk about

washIngt^^n,

being harassed. More importantly she wants other peo-

ple to know it is OK to go get help, no one needs to fight

harassment alone.

She is right. Harassment is some thing we all must
fight. Together! We all must say we will not allow harass-

ment to occur.

I remember I was at a Halloween party. This guy came
up to me and my two friends and said "Ate you into Jewish

jokes?" I walked away, leaving my two friends there. 1

should have said "NO". That would have let him know
I don't like ethnic jokes, and I don't want to hear them.

Anyone who has been the victim of harassment knows
what she is going through. If everyone who has been
harassed spoke out, maybe not so everyone on campus
would know it was them, but maybe like this, or maybe
by writing a letter to the chancellor, a little more action

would be taken.

Maybe instead of spending 50 million on a polymer

research center, or God knows how much on a new hockey

rink, we should spend that money educating people,

teaching them that harassment is wrong.

Maybe someone might learn a thing or two. . .

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist
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To whom it may concern

Changing your religion

isn't like changing shoes
During the summer I read a news article about an off-

shoot of the Roman Catholic Church called the American
Catholic Church. This church still considers itself

Catholic, but, besides not believing in the infallibility of

the pope, the church differs from the Roman Catholic

Church in that its members are allowed to base decisions

concerning issues such as birth control, divorce, and
premarital sex on their own "personal conscience."

Bob Bobala

One woman (formerly a Roman Catholic) who was
quoted in the article said she joined the church because

she felt she couldn't live up to the Roman Catholic

Church's expectations'of her concerning the practice of

birlh control. "I didn't want to change religions," she said.

So when she joined a new chapter of this denomination
of Catholicism that was established in her area, she felt

she could practice religion in a manner more suitable to

her and remain a Catholic at the same time.

My intention is not to criticize this church, nor is it to

give my opinion on birth control. It's what this woman
said — "I didn't want to change religions" — that really

grabbed my attention. What I want to know is, how can
you just change religions?

Webster's deflnition is as follows: the personal commit-
ment to, and serving of God, or a god. with worshipful

devotion; conduct in accord with divine commands,
especially as found in accepted sacred writings, or declared

by authoritative teachers.

Now, I would assume that in order to have a "a personal

commitment to God with worshipful devotion," and to

obey "divine commands found in sacred writings," one
must first have the conviction that there is a God — or

at least, I assume, one would hopefully be on their way
to such a conviction. So, at the foundation of all religion

is God, or a god. Therefore, ifyou were to change religions,

this would be a serious step in your life, wouldn't it? You'd
be changing your perspective on God, on the meaning of

life, and how you should live it. Maybe it's just me, but

that sounds like a big deal.

And this woman was talking as ifyou could change your
religion like you change a pair of shoes. Along the same
lines, I think there are a lot of people like her who would
like to make up their own religion, and their own God.
For example, a 1985 New York Times/CBS News poll

of some of America's 50 million Catholics indicated that
73 percent of them thought Catholics should be allowed
to get divorced and remarried. Well, that would be fine

if religion were a democracy. But God's making the
policies. This is where the part of the definition about con-

ducting your life in "accord with divine commands found
in sacred writings" comes into play. Unfortunately, for

those Christians who were in favor of divorce, Christ had
another idea (Matthew 19:9).

If you start to make up your own "rules" (now that's

a lousy term for God's commandments), then you start to

make up your own religion, don't you? Not that you
wouldn't question some of the writings in the Bible, or

in the Koran, or whatever holy book you use (not to say
that they are all the true "Word of God"). If you didn't

question and have doubts, you wouldn't be human.
Then again, you could question v/hy you should base

your religious beliefs on sacred writings anyway. But
unless you've had a divine revelation, on what else can
you really base your beliefs?

I suppose that's why religion is so controversial. Wars
are fought because of it. People commit their lives to it.

Others totally reject it. But if there really is a God, and
ifyour religion is based on that reality, then tell me, how
can you just change your religion as if you were chang-
ing health spas?

Maybe I just take this religious stuff too seriously.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist
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Photography and sculpture on exhibit in area
COLLEGIAN 13

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

There are several shows in the area in the short time
before Thanksgiving. At H?GaIlery there are two shows
running until Nov.23. The first, titled Friends and Other
Strangers, features prints and drawings in pencil and
watercolor by artist Jack Coughlin, whose works have
been shown in the United States and Europe. The second
show is an exhibit of lithography by artist Rosanne Retz,

titled "Recent Works on Paper." The texture in Retz's
work is brought out with a background of varying color.

As a result, the pattern of the work is similar to an ar-

chitectural entablature. The Gallery's hours are Monday-
Friday, 11 a.m. 4 p.m.; Sunday, 2-5 p.m.
The Student Union Art Gallery is offering an exhibit

of work by seven University students who are working

in the Master of Fine Arts program. The show, titled Seven

at the Midway, represents several different artistic

media—sculpture, painting, printmaking, ceramics and
computer graphics. The show will continue until Nov. 19.

Student Union Art Gallery's hours are Monday-Friday,
11 a.m. -4 p.m.

Art Attack
Smith College has two big events at the Hillyer Cor

ridor Gallery. First, Noho artist Lydia K. Nettler will be

showing her unique, large charcoal drawings, entitled The
Japan Series, from Nov. 14-Dec. 16. Her main emphasis
is in wooded settings and other nature scenes, featuring

tone, size, texture and the human experience within
nature. Also, Smith's Department of Art is presenting
Boston artist/photographer Jim Stone, who will give a talk

on Monday, Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m. in Hillyer 216. Stone has
shown his work in the United States, Italy and the
Netherlands and has written two books on photography.
Photographers Daniel Delevigne and Faye S. Frail will

be showing their work in a photographic essay, titled Nor-
thampton: Reflections on Paradise. This exhibit is an ex-

tension of a previously held show titled Images of
Paradise. APE Ltd., in conjunction with Northampton
Center of Arts, is presenting a selection of prints from Im-
ages at Gallery 1 at Thomes Market, Northampton, from
Nov.19-Dec.27. The opening reception will be held on Nov.
19, from 3-6 p.m. Gallery I's hours are Monday-Saturday,
9:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.; Sunday, noon-5 p.m. That's all for

this week.
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HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

|

(across from Police Station)
|

253-7018
GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM I

j

Give me a "J,"
Give me a "B," ^

Give me an
apostrophe "S". .

.

What do you have-
JB's, JB's-Rah, Rah, Rah.

Cravings, Cravings JB's satisfies 'em

Roast beef, fries and great shakes.
JB's knows what it takes.

JB's is great. I wouldn't tie.

Take my word; if I didn't have JB's,

I know I would die

Rah, Rah, Rahl

(if this is you, take this ad in for a free order of chicken fingers)

V S_v \ ^NNVSVvNNNVVN

Seniors...

It's time to get

shot!

(For the Yearbook!)

Senior Portrait Sittings are

Monday, Nov. 14 through

Friday, Nov. 18 9 - 5

C.C. Rm 177 545-2874

Sitting Fee $4.00

Last portrait sittings until March

December Grads MUST be

shot now!

sponsored by Index Yearbook

i^--^»-^^-^J^-^i&^A^.^^--^.^^.^

Arts staff meeting
There will be a very important meeting for all tnose in-

terested in being a columnist, editor, associate or writer

for Arts next semester on Sunday at noon at the Collegian.

Staff members are requested and new writers are en-

couraged to attend this meeting that will focus on next

semester's desk positions.

aoc ZE as zc ZE zz sz zs sa
Tacos • Burritos • Enchiladas • Machos • Quesadillas

Burrito Supremos " Fajitas • Chimichangas • Tostadas

Mexican Pizza and lots more

MEXICAN RESTAURANTS
Downtown Amherst Boltwood
walk. (Down the alley between
Time Out and Benetton)
Beer and wine served
286-8217

Downtown Northampton
Center St.

BY.OB.
884-0673

aoc zz zz jg • »* ZE ZE

SUUatChG PRESENTS

TR\Jt
lOR^

AN EXTREME SKI MOVIE FROM
GREG STUMP PRODUCTIONS

UMASS SKI CLUB PREMIER!
Sunday Nov. 13 7 and 9 CCA.

SKI CLUB Members $1.00

Non-members and public $2.00

Live Folklore a lot less than electrifyinfif
Rv RICK SANTTO.S •/ ^By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Electric Folklore Live
The Alarm
l.R.S.

I can barely tell the difference between
a violin and a cello, never mind sharp and
flat notes.

But if you want my opinion "Blaze of

Glory," the last of six songs on the Alarm's
live album is alone reason enough to buy
the record. Unfortunately, the tune is pro-

bably the only reason to buy the album,
which is composed of songs from three of

the Welsh bands four record releases.

The Alarm is a great live band, so I don't
know how the producer of this mess put
together such a sloppy collection of songs
with absolutely no logical transition from
one anthem to the next.

One reason for the album's poor quality
may be all the songs were recorded at a con-
cert at the Wang Center for the Program-
ming Arts in Boston. From what I know —
very little — the best live albums are made
up of recordings from several concerts.
Some examples are Stop Making Sense by
the Talking Heads, Live at Leeds by The
Who, and Under a Blood Red Sky by U2.
The album is plagued also by a very poor

choice of song selections.

The band's best album Declaration,

released in 1984, is represented only by
"Blaze of Glory." Some ofThe Alarm's best
songs like "68 Guns," "Howling Wind,"
and "Marching On" weren't on the album.
Nothing from the band's 1983 EP, their

first-born, self-titled The Alarm is includ-

ed in Electric Folklore Live. This record in-

cluded one of the bands best all-time songs
- "The Stand."

From the album Strength released in
1985 the songs "Strength" and "Spirit of
76" are featured on the album. I really

don't like the song "Strength" whether I

hear a live or studio version. "Spirit of 76"
is a great song — this version is not as good

as other live productions I've heard either

in concert or recordings of other concerts.

The band's last album Eye of the Hur-
ricane, which came out last year, is pro-

bably their worst record. Therefore, the
makers of Electric Folklore Live decided to

put more songs from this latest release on
the live compilation.

I'll be fair. The songs "Rain in the Sum-
mertime" and "Rescue Me" are pretty

damn good, but "Permanence in Change"
is weak and weaker live.

My advice to you — if you want to hear
this band live and good, then get a recor-

ding of a show they did in connection with
Boston radio station WBCN.

We have
a great
selection of

CHRISTMAS
CARDS...
Stop in today!

A'I'Hastings, Inc.^-HtwAukr ami SUUM«r-^^

—

^

"^CtftvmttmnHr loeafd In fh« nntmr •/ Amhmnf
45 South H0ouu\i itr—f

OPEN: W»«kdoyi S a.m. to 9 p.m., Sundoy*. S a.m. to 1 pjn.

ATTENTION SOPHOMOREI
BUSINESS MAJORS

EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the competitive

edge in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain valuable business

experience on campus.

Applications for the position of

•ASSISTANT FINANCE MANAGER*
are now being accepted.

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment

-the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus

Center (Rm 113 - lower level 545-3500) and pick up a job

aDDlication and description. Submit it no later than

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 18, 1988.

The Collegian Is an E/O/E.
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f

c^lnn Tield^
Country^ Vie

&
Take Home Pie Shop

^^c

Featuring Ann Fields Mexican weekend
all you can cat Buffet including:

Tacos, Burritos, Mexican Chicken, Mexican Rice.

and much more.

Fri. and Sat. 4-9pm Sun 12-8pm

$7.95
$6.95 for students with coupon

Pitcher of Beer $3.00

Bring Honne a Delicious Pie for

Mom on Thanksgiving

Located on Route 9. Hadley. adiacent to Howard Johnsons 584-0311
%-^-^—»* H M »• mm mm ^

^ Congratulations to the Winners of $
34- tiie Body Shop Fitness Centers' if

Grand Opening Prizes

$50 Gift Certificates

from

Fenton's Sports
Deanna Stern & Leonard Burd

5f

J
Cross Country Sl<l Package ^

from ,

Peloton Sports
\

Deborah Allen >

I*

IVIiyata l\/lountain Bike
from

Peloton Sports
Nancy Katy

!••••••••••••••••••••
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Fishbone, Evan John, PSD play this weekend
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Things will be hopping tonight in the valley with the

main attraction Fishbone playing at Pearl Street.

Fishbone is currently enjoying success with their

debut album, Truth and Soul, and their single, a cover

of the Curtis Mayfield classic, "Freddie's Dead" has slip-

ped it's way onto the commercial airwaves. Doors open

tonight at 9 p.m. sharp; you must have a valid I.D. to

enter, and sorry, but Schooly-D will not be appearing.

Downstairs at the U-Joint are the Max Creek of reggae.

Loose Caboose. They've been together as long as I've

been in the valley (ten years), and after, having finally

seen them for the first time at a party two weeks ago, it

can be said that they've certainly accomplished something

within that time. So if Fishbone are sold-out bv the time

you get there, check out Loose Caboose and help sup-

port a new club.

"Hot dancing rock" act. Vantage Blue are playing at

Sheehan's, and Koko Taylor is performing at the Iron

Horse tonight, for those unfortunate enough not to get in

Pearl Street.

Air Supply (look for a review in Monday's Collegian)

are to play the Paramount Performing Arts Center in

Springfield tonight. Rumours have it that a new album
and single is due from them. Apart from that, Evan
Johns and the H-Bombs, a curious "Dixie-fired" hell-

raisin' ensemble of guitar stranglers originally from Nor-

thern Virginia, put their talents to the test by playing

in front of a cynical Northampton audience at the U-Joint

tomorrow night. Newsweek says they're one of the

greatest Southern rock bands ever, while their sound-man
thinks they suck and play too loud. The choice is yours.

Tickets are only $5, and the beer is cheap. Cheryl
Wheeler, writer of the number one country song "Ad-

dicted," is playing at the Iron Horse. While Will Smokey
Logg with special guests, The Flame Throwers, get a

word in edgewise at Sheehan's.

Mighty Sam McCIain, a very talented blues, soul, and

R&B artist who, like other artists in his feild, had to gain

recognition in Canada and Japan before getting in the US
music circuit, has agreed to play the U-Joint on Satur-

day. Mclain sounds cool, some even have compared him

to Al Green, and has had positive feedback from critics.

Peter Rowan continues the country legacy this

weekend at the Iron Horse as well as the Pcgama Slave

Dancers at Sheean's. They're brave old bozos, aren't

they? Amherst College presents the Rude Girls, a cross

between The Weavers and Carly Simon, also on Sun-

day at the Campus Center. U-Joint is hosting an 18* with

The Slickee Boys at 8:30 p.m.; tickets are only $4. And
finally, the most interesting group to come over the

weekend are actually playing Tuesday at the Iron Horse
— The Dream Syndicate. They've been around for a few

years, but their anti-commercialism has kept them in a

quiet stage all this time. Now with the release of their

album Ghost Stories on Enigma Records, they've silently

crawled back into the indie scene with their

dual/minimalist guitar, and their antropic lyrics. The
Dream Syndicate are not boring as some speed-metal

enthusiasts have insisted; they follow their own instincts

allowing them to be "dreamy," but still nothing would

put you to sleep. Heavily Recomended! Tickets are $9 in

advance.

Sunday
at

(UCf5

NEW ENGLAND^
COUNTRY BREAKFAST

served *>ain- 1 pm

[ ) Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

D Homemade streusel

coffee cake

n Fresh suuet>ied juices ' 1 Eggs Benedict - The

best in Lit Valley I 1 Griddle cakes

D G)uniry style sausage & bacon.

The Amherst College CtMural Society will

foreaesni its annual Homecoming Concert on
Saturday, Nov. 12 at 8:15 p.m. in Buckley

Recital Hall, Amherst College. The pro-^

gram will feature, under the direction of

Mallorie Cfaernin, the Concert Choir,

Women's Chorus and Glee Club.
Tickets are $5, $2 for senior citizens and

children under 12. For reservations, call

642-2484. Some will be sold at the door.

I

"Just a few of

the special items on
our new menu.

Serving our full ^

menu 100 pm-9 pm^

University Drive

Amherst 549-5861

..r!^'

xm

X^\

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Add Spice To Your Weekend!!

NOW SERVING BRUNCH
l\rr\ dish froshlv prrpdrcd lo order usiin; Ihc finrsl ingredients,

and dt prices thdl won'l wreck the weekend budi>el.

Saturday (j Sundoy
11:00 To 3:00

7 OLD SOUTH INORT HAMPTON

Student Affairs Lnformation Services

TOMORROW IS VETERANS DAY,
NO CLASSES WILL BE HELD

Tower Library and Goodell will be open on a regular

schedule. PVTA buses will be running on their

^^ Saturday schedule.

^
tr

f^^»^//s

^
Call TIPS' (545-1540)

and request tapes by number:

2800 Art Galleries

2477 Athletic Events

2685 Body Shop
1509 Concert Information

1515 Dally Events

1 504 Fine Arts Center Events/Tickets

see pa^e 17 of the Student Telephone

Directorv' for a complete listing
"
of TIPS tapes

IF Yai HAVE FURTHER QUESTDNS CALL 'IDB'(545-1555)

Infomnation Data Bank(DB)

Taped Information Phone Sen'ice (TIPS)

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

The 6BEAT SlI.SlATCI

^Ss-^

VISA

y^

WOBTH OF TOP lAME

WIITEl ClOTHIM

SII IQilPMllT
JPRIGES TIIS LOW SHOULB BE OUTLAWEi!)

NOV 17-19
Thur. MICH

NOON
TIL 10 P.M.

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

Sal. 9AM TIL 3PM UMASS, AMHERST

Evan John and the H Bombs play Pearl Street Friday.

B.A.L.L. blast it

at Hampshire Sat.
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Get ready for the completely evil sound of B.A.L.L., the
new kings of grungy 70s psychedelic noise, who play
Hampshire College this coming Saturday night.

The New York outfit who recently released their second
album, Bird, on the Shimmy Disc label are renowned for

their unique brand of classic rock "deconstruction;" side

two of Bird is a complete "reworking"— "working over"
would be a better word — of the Concert for Bangladesh,
on which many rock legends, including Dylan and Ringo
Starr, are mercilessly butchered by these insane people.
Who are these insane people?

Guitarist, Don Fleming has been known to play with
The Velvet Monkeys and Half Japanese, while Kramer
is basically Shimmy Disc's house drummer. David Licht,
B.A.L.L.'s other drummer, can be found thumping the
tubs on the latest King Missile album, where you'll once
again find Kramer rearing his ugly head among the
credits.

Supporting B.A.L.L. at Hampshire on Saturday are
Galaxie 500, who are basically just your average jangly
guitar band, a bit like the Chesterfields or the B.M.X. Ban-
dits. But don't let that put you off going to see one of the
weirdest bands to emerge from the underground this year.

Believe me, you'll have a B.A.L.L.

The intimate side
of a woman...

Just between the
two of you...

She'll Remember.
So don't forget...

1)1 \ /S/0\ Oi (()\ ri\ I l\(. 11)1 C \l l()\

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

Thursday Night is

Student Night at ^fffA
Burger King iMb^

Present school ID and receive 10 % off purchase

not good with any other offer.

OFFER GOOD 4 p.m. to Midnight

L
King Street Northampton

Offer Expires 12/16/88

Rt. 9 Hadley

The questio/. everyone is asking,,.

WHAT IS THE
BUSH BASH?
SKIING:

ENTERTAINMENT:

LODGING:

.« . -.

Mmm

5 day lift ticket on 2

mountains with 68 trails

as easy as you like and as

difficult as you can
handle.

26 exciting restaurants

and bars, including The
Wonder bar at the moun-
tain with a step off the

slopes happy hour, The
Blue Tooth with live

entertainment, Barbeques
and Condo Happy Hours.

5 luxury condo accomoda-
tions at the Bridges in-

cludes: indoor pool,

saunas, tennis, nautilus,

squash, exercise classses,

game room, and every con-

do includes TV, kit-

chenette and fire place.

With all this you may not even make it to the slopes.
So now the question is...WHY HAVEN'T YOU

RESERVED YOUR SPOT?

$40.00 Reservation deposit which goes toward
the total cost of $235 Non-members welcome for
an addtional $lQ.Lessons and rentals available.

SUa^RBUSH
SHB^SH ''°i^^^^^

RESERVE NOW'.!'. CONTACT
UMASS Ski Club

JAN. 22-27

<u'i»<4»..a«~* • »*-« • •« •.» * *
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GAIN REAL EXPERIENCE WRITING FOR
The Massachusetts Daily

LLEGIAN
NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

OPPORTUNITIES IN:

ARTS

BLACK AFFAIRS

EDITORIAL

NEWS

PHOTOGRAPHY
SPORTS

WOMEN'S ISSUES

COME DOWN TO THE NEWSROOM
113 CAMPUS CENTER

AND FIND OUT ABOUT IT

We Build Careers.

^ %

^^ ^«= :*«=

"WhY Should I Register...

... For Peer Education Programs?

Let Me Count The Whys.

I can earn three academic credits.

It can help me to meet lots of people.

It can help me to improve areas of my own health.

It can improve my chances of getting a job, because I will

represent the University Health Services.

5 . It will teach me skills valuable in any career like leading a

workshop, giving a presentation and developing marketing

strategies.

6 . It can really help me be part of a team working to improve
UMass.

7 . It will teach me about important public health issues likes sex-

ually transmitted diseases and AIDS, alcohol issues, car-

diovascular illness, cancer, accident prevention, eating

disorders, stress and consumer health.

In short, it might be the most important course I take while I'm

a student at UMass.
8

PvbUc Health 216 • T«m. 2:30-5pfli. P««r Health Promotion Focosas oo a variatY of

haalth Isavaa, ona samastar, Jost raflstar.

Pabllc Haalth 213 • Wad. 2:30-5pfB. Paar SasvaUtr Edacatton 2 aamastar coflunh- i(^

maat, call 549-2671 urt 181 for parmlaalon of Itutrvctor

B4« 291 D Wad. 2:30-5pm. Paar Alcohol Edacatloo 2 samastar commltmaat, call

549-2671 ast. 181 for parmlssioa of Inatmctor.
* » *« M - -« M M

For students planning to take English 112

during Winter Session 1989

Test will be administered

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1988
7 p.m., Room 206, Bartlett Hall

No one win bo admlttod into Entfish 112

without this tost Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This test Is administered free of charge.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

\wWLLCVJIMI>l I /

Romeo's Daughter's debut gives
British group a promising start
By KAREN KITSON ty has a singing style all her ovm. She hasBy KAREN KITSON
Collegian Correspondent

Romeo's Daughter
Romeo's Daughter
Columbia

Two and a half years of experimenting,

rehearsing, and struggling to get it right

have finally paid off for the rock group
Romeo's Daughter.
This British trio's self-titled debut album

is bound to be a ground-breaking success.

Craig Joiner, the group's guitarist and
background vocalist exhibits his writing

talents on the album. Joiner's insight

shines through in his ability to create songs
from a female point of view.

Joiner was originally paired up with
Romeo's Daughter's keyboardist, Tony Mit-

man in a singer/guitarist and keyboardist
duo, Arctic Fox. Convinced of their talent

and perspective, the team's manager en-

couraged them to perfect their songwriting
and style. The two men knew they were
missing something. Leigh Matty, a virtual

unknown, was the perfect addition. Mat-

ty has a singing style all her own. She has
what it takes to stand out from the crowd
of female vocalists. Matty's voice has the

power and sensitivity to bring Joiner's

music to life. The addition of Leigh Matty
gave Arctic Fox a new style and identity,

as well as a new name.
The music of Romeo's Daughter blends

classic and contemporary rock music styles

to form a new and distinctive whole. The
group radiates feeling in all their songs,

such as the powerful "Don't Break My
Heart" (slated to be their first single), the
lovely "I Like What I See," and the seduc-

tive "Heaven in the Back Seat."

The album was completed in less than
four months, but the songs were at such an
advanced stage when recording commenc-
ed that there was no need to fuss over

them. The combination of Joiner's songs
and Matty's voice seems to come from a

single source, "a marriage of true minds
indeed."

Romeo's Daughter are bound to be a
grand new force in the rock arena. Their
debut album is bound to make a ground-
breaking impact they can sustain and
expand.

ACADEMY..MUSIC
on the park • northampton. massachusetts

ONLY AREA SHOWING HELD OVER A 2nd WEEK
CURTAIN AT 6:45 and 9:00

'OMOFTHEBESTFILMS OFTHE YEARJ
'REMARKABLY

GOOD...

S11WIUSL\CLY

CHEERING...

Hirt Siir is Im
fiia Btktr tt wttth.

'

•anCcti Wl lOUOVU

i)SEOFTHE
BESTmm OF
THEiE.a"
iiutr iusro\ uoK

"TERRmCALLY
WELLACTEDW
BLUTIFIUY

FILMED...

u mnci$ts [tian

-flnrfWrmi

- * »rr /jrff situi i ituit m mm

Cinecom

"THEOXE
misnimE
MiSTERFIECEOFm THE FILMS

RELL\SEDSO
F.iRLMSSS."

Asn'mw
ACHIEilMEM"
l.mlmurt \lllOUff>sr

"STimiNG.m
POnRFll...

BiftrUhfctUedladJn

W Slots'.. I hrMvuh

ukitird tknoi rdM."

• • • •• AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE • • • • •

LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
''South Africa's Grammy Award-

winning Vocal Group''

with special guest

Karia BonofF

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm
FAC Concert Hall

Tickets: $ 1 6, 1 4J 2

Five college students '/2 -price '

] Box Office 545-25 1 1

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSiTTS AT AMHERST
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Photo by David Higuhifurhi

STRUMMIN' AWAY — UMass sophomore Matt Flynn plays his guitar in a stairwell of Bu^
terfield dormitory.

NOW OPEN
in

Smith Amherst

South Town* Commoni

LAUNDROMAT

-jsser-

0»tN •> DAYS 47» WIST S''

TtM int>v SOUTH »MWf»S'

1

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. /(mherst S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
ReconditicxTing

OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M. • 3 A.M. SUNDAY THURSDAY
•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
tfmf f Mit !• Sii^r Slop A Skmp

MADLKY/AMNERST 1S4-4M*

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

I Employment Aooiicavons Being Taken

Proposed buyers
of stadium testify

BOSTON (AP) - Prospective Sullivan Stadium buyers
Robert Kraft and Steve Karp testified Wednesday that

they would pour as much money as necessary into the pro-

perty to keep it operating as home of the New England
Patriots.

The testimony ceme on the third day of hearings in US
Bankruptcy Court on objections to the proposed purchase
of the property by Kraft and Karp for $25 million.

Chief Justice James Gabriel gave no indication Wednes-
day when he might reach a decision on the two competing
bids for the Foxboro home of the National Football

League's Patriots.

Kraft and Karp, under the corporate name K-Corp., sub-

mitted a bid of $25 million in cash when sealed bids were
opened Friday. Then new majority owner of the Patriots,

Victor Kiam II, was joined by partners Francis Murray
and William Sullivan Jr. in submitting a bid of $19.85
million in cash and more than $7 million in other
considerations.

Kraft, who owns a paper manufacturing firm and a con-

trolling interest in the holding company for Boston televi-

sion station WNEV-TV, said he and Karp will set up a
firm to manage the stadium if his bid is accepted. The
firm, Foxboro Stadium Associates, would have $30 million

in assetts, $3 million in equity, and $5 million in work-
ing capital after the purchase is completed, he said.

He also said he would have enough capital to continue
operation of the stadium "as long as everyone pays their

bills."

Daniel Carragher, attorney for Kiam, was unsuccessful

in efforts to determine whether Kraft's bid would involve

any payments for debts or repairs at the stadium that pre-

date the bid. His questions were met with repeated objec-

tions, all sustained by Gabriel.

Creditors are owned more than $52 million by the prior

owner, Stadium Management Corp., which declared
bankruptcy.

Robert Caporale, attorney for court-appointed stadium
trustee Stanley Miller, asked Kraft if he wanted the
Patriots as a tenant. "Absolutely," Kraft replied.

Karp, a Boston-area real estate entrepreneur, was ask-

ed only to give his personal business background and was
not cross-examined.

In an interview after his testimony, Kraft said he ex-

pected Kiam to live up to terms of the existing lease.

"We know our obligations and I'm sure Mr. Kiam will

too," Kraft said. "He's an honorable man and we look for-

ward to working with him."

u/^.^J.^JJTJJ^y^ran]JU.^xJ.JJW^J^

FACULTY
LECTURE SERIES

lOPtRflLST NOffmonnpTON mn

Frj & Sat DANCING DJ ROLAND
Sat 8 pm Sharp COMEDY CLUB

I Iron Hors* Flshben* 1 1/10, N«v«« Btoa. 11/19

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Ring T. Carde

of the Department of Entomolog)'

entitled

''Insects and the Language of Smell

Mankind's interpretation of how animals communicate assumes that we
can decipher their signals. Yet there is a rich array of information to

which we are not attuned. Among insects, ultraviolet light, ultrasound,

and a myriad of odors provide messages to which we are not privy. Of
the 1,200,000 known species of insects, more than half use scents to

find and identify a mate. Odor communication constitutes the most

sensitive chemical detection system known.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Bowker Auditorium, November 10, 1988

8 p.m.

Reception immediately following. Campus Center J0th Floor

Sponsored hy conirthilwns from alumnt of the L'fiivrrstly of Massachiuetis at /tmkerst

THE UNIVERSAL JOINT
Ev*ry Tu«s. BLUES JAM w/WMUA's Blu« Bill 8:30 pm $0
Thur. Nov 10 LOOSE CABOOSE (FIshbon* upstairs)
Fri. Nov. 11 EVAN JOHNS A THE H-BOMBS 8:30 pm $5 a Dixie

fried Madman of the frets, a t>eer drinkin: hell raisin', Trashed out son of the south." Houston
Chronicle; A mixture of Tex-Mex, rockabilly, R & B funk & dance music. The cream of

Austin TX roots rock explosion.

COMEDY 8pm sharp Featuring NY. Boston and L.A.'s finest.

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN A THE THUNDER SOUL
"EVIEW New Orleans soul singer making internationally acclaimed
comeback from a decade of hiatus. Strong live reviews across the

country. Ceaseless comparisons to Al Green lOiOO pm M

Sat. Nov. 12

country. Ceaseless c(

Sun. Nov. 13 THE «LICKIp»red untH 1urtb.r nottee^ ^^^ pm 18-f 84

DUMPTRUCK (11/17) O POSITIVE (11/19) THE NEIGHBORHOODS (11/25)
RONNIE EARL (1 1/26) JAMES COTTON (12/1) BARRENCE (12/2)
TREAT HER RIGHT (12/9) THE SCREAMING TRIBESMEN (12/12)

TTw U-Jolnt down>t«lr« at P»wl ttr—t. Morthamptoti 413-S«4-7771

Isle of Mykonos
Greek Restaurant

El Greco Pizza
Serving Authentic

Greek Food

Moussaka

Spanakopitakia

Baklava

Also Serving Whole Wheat
Pizza

Try our specialties-

Fresh Spinach
Fresh Broccoli

Eggplant
Pineapple

Call 253-9239

Call 256-4196
TAKE OUT *60 West St., South Amherst

OR Beer & Wine
DINE IN Served

M, T A W 10H off w/ID Faculty and Student Discount (minimum order $5.00)

LUNCH: 11-3 PM DINNER: 3-10 PM MON.-SAT. SUN. 4-9 PM

I/See Dukakis, pg.2
decision to name the architect of his cam-
paign, James A Baker III, to be the new
secretary of state. "I believe in the
redemption of souls," he said.

Dukakis returned to his office in the
Massachusetts Statehouse yesterday and
immediately began meeting with his staff.

He also called successful congressional can-

didates to congratulate them on their elec-

tion triumphs, according to Dukakis
spokesman Steve Crawford.

It was a scene reminiscent of the day
foUownig Dukakis' loss in the 1978
democratic gubernatorial primary in

Massachusetts.

"This campaign has not been just about
Mike Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen. It's been
about all of us and the values and ideals

that we share," the democratic nominee
said Tuesday night in a concession speech

shortly after polls closed on the West Coast.

Flanked by his family, Dukakis
acknowledged Bush's victory and promis-

ed to work with the republican
president-elect.

But in a forceful re-statement of the

populist themes that animated his cam-
paign in its closing weeks, he said his is an
unfinished agenda - and he urged his

followers to devote themselves to it.

"We've got to fight for that young fami-

ly in Levitown on Long Island, NY, that

wants to buy a home in the community in

which they grew up and can't afford it,"

Dukakis said. "We've got to fight for that

family in Sioux City, Iowa, that can't af-

ford health insurance to pay the bills for

its young son. We've got to fight for those

high school students in Los Angeles who
are saying 'no' to drugs and yes to their

future.

"We've got to open up that door of college

opportunity to every young person in this

country who is qualified to do college work.

We've got to fight to the end the shame of

homelessness in this county and this great

and good nation ought to be able to to

that," he said.

"We're going to continue to fight with

you and with the American people so that

every citizen in this country can be a full

shareholder in the American dream."

AP Photo

Massachusetts Governor Michael S. Dukakis back at work yester-
day at the Statehouse in Boston, the day after he was defeated in his
bid for the presidency by George Bush.

Will Smokey Logg and

the Flamethrowers

;aturday. Nov 12

P.S.D.

(Pajama Slave Dancers)

Monday Nov 14

Lir Frankle and

the Premiers

Wednesday. Nov 16

Minibus Sandwich

For More info., 585-5149
lEASANT N HAMP 585&149

WHEN WE GROW UP

WELL BE OFF THE

MEAL PLAN!"

For Healthier Skin
Facial*

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lath & Brow Tintir>g

Hair Removal witti Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chin

Bikini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aetthatlclanmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

lor

M*n and Woman
34 Mom Street. Amherst

293-9S79

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

•'mm mw >0»K aiM a

LONDON 17
PARIS 22
ROME 25

reufldini,

320
260
739

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
raiM nor Included
Mto Worli-Studr Abnud.
Ltngumgu Coursot. Inll Stutfanf
<D. rouOi Ho*t1 PatMt
CIMM. Amm* teauatf on ttm tpol

caKionh* FHU ciee stuount
Tnvml CtllogI

413-256-1261
AMHENST

79 So. Pl««»ant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

- k**A,^*Arf !»• 4^ k**4Uh9A« »jA< »«4^ IA»*( a**. Jt»4«i***. •*• *.

From the

stocking stuffer 1^*

to the big gift • • • jji-

MARVEL COMICS |
AND BOOKS Si!

Available at:

RBCORdS

DANCE
Same Bat Channel

All your comic book needs! .j^

POSTERS! GAMES! ,u

BASEBALL CARDS! W
Hampshire Mall, Route 9 Jj

r
The area's largest selection of

imported 12" singles.

New titles daily

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday
9:30-6:00 9:30-9:00 12:00-5:00

213 Main Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726
, I •Y»yiiy»v>r«yi'>»»i»f'>«ii'>«Y"y«'rN«yt»««-%«>-.»^-»«ft«.- Vat- -ya*- >««•>«»•»««•»«••

>«<"'»^'>»'"*«^'''«''"^»'^'*«'''*»'^^»

THE
SPOKE
Amhe/st,
Mass.

PROPES ID REQUIRED

I

A DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX fie ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

Foster's, 25 oz. cans

$1.75 + Dep.

,

.. Schaefer, 12-pk.

I^lf $4.39 -I- Dep.

Becks, 6-pk. cans
$3.99 + Dep.'

Captain Morgan, 1.0 Itr

$7.99

Piels Refills, 12 oz.

$6.99 + Dep.

Stolichnaya 80°, 750 ml.

$10.99

Grolsch, 12 oz. bottles

$13.99 + Dep.

We Want to be YOUR Liquor Store

Jack Daniels,

750 ml.

$9.99
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\field hockey ready for quarterfinal match

continued frt)m page 24

won, 3-2, on a poorly conditioned field and

a questionable call by the official.

The one common factor in all these games

is a very big one. All four of those games
were played at the University of

Connecticut.

But now, should UConn beat the Terriers

on Saturday, UMass will have the the

Huskies right where they wan't them, on

the friendly confines of Totman Field.

"I think those games are a little

misleading," Hixon said. "The games have

always been amazing. We have lost on

penalty strokes, three overtimes. The
hardest thing for us was always having to

play away."
The Minutewomen will not be away this

weekend. After winning the Atlantic 10

Championship last weekend, they were

given a bye in the preliminar>' round by the

NCAA and also a home game.

"We've worked so hard to make an op

portunity to play at home that I think its

going to be a big mental advantage," Hix

or said. "I think just being at home in com
fortable surroundings will really help us."

Now that the Minutewomen have got

what they wanted, it's time for them to get

down to business. Connecticut has been a

hot team as of late. After a relatively slow

start, the Huskies have won 1 1 of their last

12 games and their last six in a row.

UConn's attack contains three very

dangerous scorers. Senior captain Diane

Madl leads the team in scoring with 10

goals and 6 assists. Sophomore Dana Fuchs

and Junior Pam DeGray each have scored

10 goals and one assist.

If the Minutewomen do end up playing

UConn. they will have to find a way to

break sophomore goaltender Megan Tiley.

Tiley has registered a 0.75 goals against

average this season.

Scoring goals has not been a problem all

season for UMass. It was shutout in one

game during the season, but that was to

Old Dominion University, the No. 1 team

in the country.

The UMass offense could hinge on the

status of senior Tonia Kennedy. Kennedy.
UMass' leading goal scorer with 12. pull-

ed a hamstring in a game against Boston

University almost three weeks ago and has

missed UMass' last three games. Hixon

lists her as probable for this weekend.

UMass' leading scorer, junior Kathy
DeAngelis with 11 goals and three assists,

is healthy and UConn will have to stop her

as well as senior co-captain Ruth Vasapolli

(4, 7), and freshman Dawn Trumbauer (6,

2).

Should Kennedy be unable to play on

Sunday, Hixon has two very dangerous for-

wards she can bring off the bench to start

for her.

Sophomore Elise McDevitt has seen a lot

of minutes off the bench this season and

has also filled in for Kennedy while she has

been hurt. McDevitt has scored five goals.

Another option is Mara Frattasio, who
has seen a lot of time off the bench this year

and has scored six goals and two assists.

Whichever team plays UMass will also

have to stop UMass' penalty corner. Senior

Julie Stuart has scored a majority of her

seven goals off slap shots from the top of

the circle on the penalty corner. Vasapolli

usually is the one that sets her up.

Senior Cindy Cox will get the call in goal

for the Minutewomen on Sunday. Cox has

appeared in all 20 of UMass' games and

has given up just nine goals. UMass ap-

pears ready for this game.
"I think having the Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment last week helped us," Hixon said.

"That put us into the playoff mode. This

is something that this team has looked for-

ward to since last season so I can't imagine

them being complacent."

UMass will also have to be ready if they

play Northeastern. The Huskies will be

back to avenge their loss from earlier in the

season.

NU has three dangerous scorers. Senior

Ann Mucera (15, 4), junior Andrea Topp-

ing (5, 10), and senior Jenine Fisher (5, 10)

have paced the Huskies' offense.

After a grueling 20 game schedule, the

Minutewomen don't need much more prac-

tice. They know what they have to do.

"I've told my team that after Sunday, it

is a new season," Hixon said. "We've just

got to put everything on the line for that

one 70 minute shot."

That one 70 minute shot could boost

UMass right into the Final Four.

Uwomen's soccer to meet with Wisconsin
continued from page 24

better shape for Sunday's contest, and
then the Badgers will get their chance to

show UMass what they are made of.

UMass coach Jim Rudy knows that the

Minutewomen are going to be put to the

test.

"Their basic method is that they try to

outwork you. They get by by working
harder," Rudy said. "They don't have a

lot of tricks. They play straight forward,

and there's not a lot of place changing or

overlapping on the field."

"We're expecting a very physical

game," Ryan said. "We were at UMass for

the last game of last season (a 3-1 UMass
win), and that was a physical game."

According to Rudy, these Badgers are

pretty much the same team that visited

Amherst last November in the only

previous meeting between the two teams.

"They're basically the same as last year,

except that they're more fit and they have

a higher work rate," Rudy said.

One of the strong pointa-for the Badgers,

according to Ryan, is the team's balance.

"We have a very balanced defense and
offense. We've played great defense this

year. We haven't given \xp niany goals,"

Ryan said.

In 19 gant^es this year, Wisconsin has
yielded just eight goals. The defense is

keyed by freshman goalkeeper Heather
Taggart.

The balance also spills over-to the of-

fense, where the Badgers have several dif-

ferent sources for production.

Leading the team is senior midfielder

Kim Backs, with seven goals and four

assists for 18 points, followed by
sophomore midfielder Amy Warner
(7-2-16) and senior midfielder Patty Wirth

(4-8-16). Sophomore forward Shelly

Gehrke (5-3-13) and senior midfielder

Amy Cardarelle (5-0-10) also figure highly

into the well-distributed Wisconsin scor-

ing sheet.

"One of the highlights of our season is

our improvement." Ryan said. "In the

past we've been inconsistent, but now we
never know who's going to score. We could

get a goal from any one of six or seven

players, so we're fortunate. We're difficult

to key on."

So UMass will have its work cut out, but

Rudy says that the strategy will be a sim-

ple one.

"We know that they'll fight us from the

first whistle to the end. We can't get

thrown out of our rhythm," Rudy said.

"We just have to do our thing."

Rudy says that his team will have to be

quick in transition, getting back quickly

on defense and getting behind the ball,

and then creating a solid attack.

UMass will have plenty of its own to

work with. Leading the attack is

sophomore midfielder April Kater, with

eight goals and three assists for 19 points.

Senior forward Michelle Powers (6-6-18),

freshman forward Michele Woodside
(6-5-17) and senior forward Beth Round-
tree (3-6-12) are also big contributors.

On defense, senior goalkeeper Carta

DeSantis has allowed 11 goals in 15

games while posting 10 shutouts. She has

been aided by the back line work of senior

Sue Montagne, junior Sarah Szetela, and
s(^homores Sue Gaudette and Becky Bon-

zano. The midfield of Cassady, Kater and
senior Sue Cooper has also played well.

UMass \as had an extra week to rest

up, but Rudy is unsure what effect that

will have on the game.
"I don't know if we'll be stale. That's

something a coach can't predict," he said.

"We won't know until we get on the

field."

One of the intangibles of the game could

be the home field. UMass has a strong

track record at Boyden, and Wisconsin's

travel, along with a potentially big crowd,

could all be big plusses for the
Minutewomen.
"It should be a big advantage for us. The

crowd should be a big factor," Rudy said.

"We're hoping it won't be a big factor,"

Ryan said. "We've played there before,

and we'll train on the field the day before

the game. But playing at home is always
a plus for the home team."

m
Looking for a perfect
place to hold a party?

PEKJyC GARDEM

OxT -racious banqvie; rooms
can ^eat up to 200 2u«fsts.

c all today and reserve our party room

for weddings, banquets, receptions.

586-1202
couponI

ISAVE 10% OFF!

I ALL DINNERS
I

I
with this coupon good thru 11/30/88

I
Limit one per party

I Open \\\ 1 am. Fri. and Sat.

. the all new^^
PekingGEKING VIARDEN

A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

on Route 9. H&dley j{^^ ,?> /f] 586-1202

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
WE ARE SEEKING TO HLL
TWO POSITIONS ON OUR

STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF

BEGINNING NEXT SEMESTER.

ASSISTANT MANAGER - REQUIRES

A MATURE, ENERGETIC AND
FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

ACCOUNTANT - REQUIRES

A WELL ORGANIZED PERSON
WITH GOOD MATH SKILLS

AND COMMUNICATIVE ABILITY.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND
APPUCAnONS AVAILABLE

THRU NOV. 14TH AT
BUTTERnELD KITCHEN

OFnCE, CLARK HILL ROAD

J
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

SYsreM . /wp peposiTW
een/NP on thb meKicw
^mmLKOFilFB.

"Hoi Just like every time, you'll gel about 100 yards out

before you start heeding back.

'

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

WHAT SORT Of" MAN IS
THE: NBMJ PftfUVetlT-UBCJ '

lAJB ASf(3P PI5TIN6UISHW
THIHH-TANKJ9T J 5 HAVU .

m STILL PONy KNOUJ. FOP.
RMSONS BeSTOMSPSV BY
HIS HANPteRS, He PBCUI^^
TO PUT rORTH A POSITIVE
PBRSONA. \

SINCE. HIS CAMPAIGN UlAS LAROB
LYPRlVBNBy Ne6A TIVB iMAOBRi
PBOPU ARB NOUJ UNABLB TV
THINK Of HIM IN IBfiMS OThtR
THAN WHAT HE. IS NOT/

}

PR5SIPBNT-ai£CT
UN PUKAKIS WAS
NOT AVAlLABCe
FORCOMMBNT.

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

HMEN'T

MOW ^ PLA1

WE G^^AE / J tW STILL

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

Of zhtensb sr^oYl^o

]SrA(Sa£RS XNTo HX^

ZtS TS STATZoKI

T^0,1 Hf<V^ AMj"

"I don't want to achieve immortality through my work,
I want to achieve immortality through not dying,"

— Woody Allen

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 Composer
Musgrave

5 Traveler s

stopover

10 Anention gsner
U Basil

15 Eieves place

16 Variable star

17 American Nobel

laureale

20 Conquered
21 Combat site

22 Partner ot

neiiner

23 Optimistic

25 Forty —
29 Crude sneiiers

30 Legal agt

33 Not new
34 Waste maker''

35 Racnei Carson
subject

36 Novel by
17 Across

40 Conger
41 Way
42 Innabitant oi

Latvia

43 TlC dispensers

44 Wagers
45 Egmoni

dramatist

47 Package cotton

48 Barbara —
Geodes

49 Burdened
52 Beget
57 Novel by

17 Across

60 Double agent

61 Lagoon s island

62 Angels Of

Astros

63 Stage direction

64 Informative

65 Rational

DOWN
1 Oates opus
2 Zeus consort

3 Sea birds

4 Encourage
5 European
subways

6 Yellow nue

7 — the line

8 Common street

name

9 Oatiu welcome
10 Choleric

1

1

Gordie ol

nocKey
12 Novelist Hunter

13 BaNeis
Piisatskaya

18 Oispaicned

19 Egypt s first

president

23 Egg a la —
24 Maestro

Klemperer

25 More appealing

26 Grayisn-wniie

27 irisn aancas

28 Commercials

29 Stops

30 Liability s

opposite

31 Comb
components

32 Sample
34 Word with

couture or

cuisine

37 Sophisticated

38 Word on

a card

39 — 3e Prance

45 Soltiv

46 Bread
spread

47 Cap lor

Monsieur

48 Steepie

occupants

49 Glamorous
fabric

50 Sly as —

51 Spanish
Surrealist

52 Incandescence
53 Ship deserters

54 — code
55 Fed
56 Salinger

girl

56 Pale

59 Season
m Pans

_ANSW|niO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Menu

Lunch Basics Lonch I

Deli Ham on Rye
Barbequed Beef on a Bun

Dinner

Fried Chicken/Cran Sc

Cheese/Tomato Lasagna

Garden Sandwich
Yogurt Stuffed Peppers

Basics Dinner

Fried Chicken/Cran Sc.

Vegetable Lasagna

Weather

Tpday: Cloudy and breezy/ 40 percent chance of

showers, high in the 50s

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, high in the 50s

J

V^

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Rick Santos
Copy Editor Ronn Garry
Layo^' Ttchnlcftn George Francy
Photo Tcchaiclan Richard Bonanno
Production Sap«rvisor Florencio Terra

Production.. Laura, Aimee. Mary, Camille, Tina, Jenn,
Brian and Kim and Ron's going to you know Whare

Executive^Board -- Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor in Chief

Rick Sasson

Managinf Editor

David R. Mark
EdHorial EdHor

Robert CiappenncIH

Business Maoager

Marc Infleld

fradaction Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1 988

Rob Ciappenelli

Business Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Munroc
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Ff^hbeis

Circalatton Manager

Mary Hoygens
SnfeKrIbtiottt MnaAger
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\football vs. Villanova

Spurts Infurmatiun Hholo

The UMass football team will be looking to get physical Saturday when
it will try to take down Villanova University at the stadium.

continued from page 24

"They moved the ball slowly and
deliberately against us," Reid said. "They
were the poorest offense in the conference

but they gained 360 yards against us.

We're definitely going to have to play bet-

ter defense this week."

Fullback David Mitchell, who missed

four games before seeing very little action

against Richmond, will be ready to play

Saturday, according to Reid.

Two defensive standouts from last week,

Andrew Thomas and Steve Robar, will be

game captains Saturday along with

Dimitri Yavis and senior quarterback Dave
Palazzi.

But the outcome will depend mainly on
whether UMass can stop the potent

Villanova offense, led by junior quarter-

back Kirk Schultz.

Schultz is 170 of 289 for 1.955 yards, 12

touchdowns and 18 interceptions.

"He's a great player," Reid said. "He
kicked our butts off last year and their

receivers humiliated us."

In that game, the Wildcats scored 20

fourth-quarter points to grab a 44-27

victory.

This season, Villanova jumped out to a

3-0 conference record and was in good posi-

tion within the conference before a 10-7 loss

to Delaware and a 58-7 drubbing at the

hands of New Hampshire last week.

Tailback Jeff Dingle leads the Wildcats

in rushing with 741 yards and 6

touchdowns.

If UMass wins Saturday, the rewards
could be great. And at least the Minutemen
don't have to concern themselves with the

outcome of some game miles away.

Amherst College presents

SUNDAY, NOV. 13
8 p.m. $5 Public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS at EIGHT
in the Campus Center

Info: (413) 542-5773 or

542-5770 eves.

*** Coming ***

Weekend Specials

Only $10.00
Prime Rib

Baked Stuffed Shrimp
Reef & Beef (Prime Rib ^ Baked Stuffed Shrimp)

All are served wUh a garden salad, basket of warm
bread, choice of poialo or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discounts can be used with this special.
Served on Sunday Ip.m til 9p.ni.,

Mon-Thurs 5p.m.-Sp.m

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite!

...
t r. ^ Casual atmosphere, convenient location

University Drive

Amherst 549-5861 ^"** most of all...Affordable Prices!

!•••Screenprinting.
Tee Shirts. Sweatshirts. Jackets.

Bumperstickers. Decals.

Athletic Jerseys, Hats-
For your

Group. Company or Oryanixation

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREEN TV.

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECUaTY

Complete An and D«ign
Department

sdeenprint speacmsts
47 IcTckson Stre«t. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 413-534-5634

Lunch
Tues Sal 11 aoam-zaoom

Sunday 12 0O-3 00 p m |

Dinner

Tues •Thurs ft Sun
500 p m 9 30 p m

Fri a Sat 5 00p m 10 30p n.

'Indian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Service
'

'

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave.

Northampton, MA Burlington, VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989.

The Air Force has a special pro-

gram for 1989 BSNs If selected,

you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting

for the results of your State Boards
lb qualify you must hove an overall

2.75 GR^. After commissioning,
you'll attend a five-month intern-

ship at a major Air Force medical

facility Ifs an excellent way to pre-

pare for the wide range of experi-

ences you'll hove serving your

country as an Air Force nurse of-

ficer For more information, coll

SERGEANT RICK SHELLENE
508-559-8082/3 COLLECT

Women's swimming tops
Vermont for second win

I

(ItnuiUbniylmlirmtllMmUS

Oratr C«M« ToUy tnlti VM/MC « COO

isnsil^ 100*861 -0222

Or (USD S2 00 lu HMMnli l«lii»<liii

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Things are going good when a team has
a tough day and still manages to win.

That's what happened Tuesday afternoon

when the University of Massachusetts

women's swim team traveled to the

University of Vermont. Things didn't ex-

actly go smoothly, but the Minutewomen
still came away with a 164-134 win.

"It was not the greatest day we've ever

had," said UMass coach Bob Newcomb.
"There were some good things, but we
learned some things as well. We lucked out

winning over a vastly improved Vermont
team."
The early events were an indication that

it would not be smooth sailing for UMass.
The meet started with the 200-yard medley

relay, in which the team of Laurie Schwarz,

Melissa Waller, Sue Gorski and Keira Cruz

finished second in 1:58.45.

"Losing that first relay was tough. We
lost a lot of points there, but fortunately the

1000 free was next," Newcomb said.

Yes, the 1000 freestyle. The
Minutewomen made a clean sweep of the

event, paced by freshman Tracy Young's

first place time of 11:21.53. Melissa McCar-

thy and Megan McCamy took second and
third, repsectively.

Senior co-captain Patty Pike followed

with a victory in the 200 free in 2:05.69.

"That was a good swim for her. I'm real

happy with the way she's swimming so far

this year," Newcomb said.

Following a third by Lori Carroll in the

100-yard backstroke, UMass got back to

the winning ways, as Waller took the 100

breaststroke in 1:11.49, with Regina

Jungbluth coming in third. Jodi Schwartz

(2:19.84) and Gorski (2:24.03) then took the

top two spots in the 200 butterfly, follow-

ed by firsts by Cruz in the 50 free and Deb-

bie Mullen in the 1 -meter diving.

Pike was edged out for first in the 100

free, but moments later, Jungbluth took a

first in the 200 breast in 2:39.33, and then

Young and McCarthy nailed down the top

two spots in the 500 free. Young winning

in 5:33.42.

"This was a much improved meet for

Melissa McCarthy," Newcomb said. "And
Young has bronchitis. But she swam
through some things and helped us out."

UMass was unable to gather another first

place finish until the meet's final event, the

400 freestyle relay, which was the

highlight of the meet, according to

Newcomb.
The team of Pike, Schwartz, Gorski and

Young took home the gold, and then the se-

cond team of McCamy, Carroll. Leslie

Cromwell and McCarthy crossed m grand

style for second.

"Melissa McCarthy had a beautiful swim

on the end of that relay. She's was real

tough and took the girl in the last 25

yards," Newcomb said.

With Vermont in the books, the

Minutewomen will now turn their atten-

tion to the University of Connecticut,

which they will visit tomorrow at 7 p.m.

"It should be a lot more interesting than

we originally thought," Newcomb said.

"They are vastly improved over the team

they had last year. I expect a lot closer meet

than either of these first two (the Vermont
win and last Saturday's win over Smith

College.

"We're looking for a tough one (tomor-

row)," Newcomb said.

Minutemen
runners at

IC4A meet
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's cross country

team heads into Saturday's Intercollegiate Amateur

Athletic Association (IC4A) meet looking to qualify for

NCAA play.

The IC4A, which is made up of schools mostly from

Maine to Virginia, will send around 70 teams (Division

I, II and III), hich will be split into to districts based on

geographic location. The top six teams will move on to

the NCAAs.

"We like to improve on our pa.st IC4A performances,"

said UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "The last three years

we missed the NCAAs by one team."

O'Brien said Dartmouth College and Providence Col-

lege would be the top two teams in District I (which

UMass will compete in), followed by Penn State. "After

that, it's a toss up," he said. "Spots four through 10 could

come from Bucknell, Georgetown, UMass, Pitt, Nor

theastern and a few others. We have to keep our eyes

open for Northeastern, they could be a real sleeper."

The class of the runners will be Greg Whitely of Brown

University and John Trautman of Georgetown. "Either

one of those two should win the race. They're excellent

runners," O'Brien said.

UMass will be led by its usual duop of Kerry Boyle and

Joe Milette. "They are two of the top kids in the IC4A.

They can crack the top 10," O'Brien said.

What will the Minutemen need to do to advance to the

NCAAs?
"We need to get a good day from Milette and Boyle —

top 15 finishes," O'Brien said. "After that, we need to

utilize our depth. Our fourth man is as good as most

teams' number three man."
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ACTIVITKS

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
meeling tonighi al 6 00pm CC Room
162 175

1 - BEDROOM APT IN Cliffside Apis

Sunderland. $450/mo Take ov«rleas« tof

Spfing Sem«slef Call Paolo- 665-4927
LOST

LOST KAML NECKLACE o( graat ten
Ptoaa*

FOR SALE
timental valu« Raward oMared

S85-0926

cal

HAPPY WRTHDAV JOEY LOVE Delta

smooth traddy and rad Stinky

DEARST! JUOE Please help mr You are

my Patron Saint

UMASS JUOOLING FESTIVAL- TItis

weekend >n CCA Free lo UMaaa students'

Public show (tree tor everyone) is Saturday

7pm SUB'

BRAND NEW AT«T cordless model 440

$65 00 54»«109 MOTORCYCLES

ATTENTION PETE ROCK

YES • THIS IS A DAY LATE!
* Bui aren't we always'" Don t ihink ol

'

' this as 1 day lata but 364 days '

' early" Happy Birthday Pete" We love]

you' Bunnytace 2 and the

Classified Bimbo!

SKI BOOTS! Oynafit Supertrte size VH
great condition $50 00 CaH after 1 1 00pm
546-4055

DATSUN 200SX FOR SALE. 1960 Hat

chback in good running condition Interior

IS decent, rust on eitenor AM/FM. new
alternator battery spark plugs and wires

$1000 or BO Call Tony at 546-521 1 or

S4S-3SO0

IMS KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD
COMT ahiaU (860 Joe S49-7423 Evwiings

PERSONALS

••POOL/PINC-PONC TOURNAMENT"
Coming soon!! Praclice-you could
represent UMasa in ttte National Cot-

lefllate FIneMI

DAVE THE WAVEI So Mihen's 9m strip

show?'? -Wool

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acres of

country land Ample oft street parking ar>d

tree bus service to UMass ar>d shoppir>g

areas Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

82 FORD MUSTANG GT 302 87000 miles

burgandy runs good aU records on car Call

after 5 00pm 3900 or best offer 2S6-6978

BUD KEG TAPS You need tttem I have

them Quqahty $20 Bill 549-6989

GUCa WATCHES ONLY $3S Many stylos

great gitts Call Brian 549-5440

BRAND NEW HP-1 2C Business calc only

$50. list in 80 Call 253-2908 ask for Jon

WTOVOTACdRbLLA engine in excellent

condition Good body must sell $650 or BO
CaH Pierre 545-2569

HONDA 750 CUSTOM 81. e«cellent con

dition lull lace helmel and ram cover in

eluded $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 256-0998. Steve

CMEVETTE 1982 Excellent condition 4 dr

4 sd $995 leave message 546-6061

78 DODGE COLT 4 sp new radials radial

snows new suspension runs great extras

$300 Rich 256-0613. 549 9903

1983 CHEVY CMEVETTE 4dr 4sp new

brakes new clutch $1500 Kurl253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sporl bike. 5 months

old $1 500. includes full facial helmet and

lacicat Call David 1-S66-8212

SKi EP BROTHERS AND PLEDGES: I

think what you are doing for David is

beautiful I'm proud to tie one ol you A
fellow Greek!

LIOA: I'm so glad to have you back Get

psyched and take care of yourself Love

your Angel. Paige

TO ALL OF MY FRIENDS who helped

make my birthday so special You know

who you are 4 I tove you all very much
Elisa

TRACY CORRIVEAU: Eventhough I don I

get 10 spend nearly enough time with you.

know that I'm always here wf»en you need

me Love. Your Angel

UMMB SENIORS- Don I you ever think

that lor one minute I lorgot you "• Good lock

Saturday, do it up- your way' (jelto anyone'')

Your first librarian

SYL BASS AND DEB Meet me at Delan s

Sunday Night lor the movie at 9 first drink

IS on (T>e cfhick

CODE NAME B' Truth or Dare'' You never

answered the question how many'' Or is

il that you can't count that high'' We want

an answer lonite Love, kisses, and notfie-

ing else' HGMK

GOODY- HAPPY 22ndl Go wiM but don t

make it night -5' Love, the Sisters of LUST

Its* COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
• Destinaiions Lake Tahoe-heavenly
VermontSugarbush Smugglers Notch •

' Killington §ki all day'pariy all night '

For kjwest prices call

5464612 or 546-5242

RIDE WANTED

TO^ORNELL OR NEARBY tor wreekend

of Nov 1 1 Will pay gas expenses 6-6621

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on-campus, affordable spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED

LATIN TUTOR WANfra. Ctfl 5496184
ask lor Li/

HELP! TUTOR WANTEO^lor Colins

102 Basic programming Call Eves
54»6t64

NOOMATE WANTED

MICHELLE- TO THE BEST roonwnalo ever*

Don't worry- be happy you're awesome'
and someone else is going to realize it very

soon! Love Lori

QUIET, NONSMOKER, graduating senior

seeks room in frause or apartinent lor

Spring $erT>ester Call Maria 549-8178

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDE 10 take over

lease lor Spring semester in Southwood
townhouse 253-5717

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes wiM

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

3 GIRLS WANT TO lake over 2 bdrm lease

anywhere! CaH 546-9736. 546-7623 Leave

a I

FORD EXCORT WAGON 1963 ex condi-

tion A/C roof rack 50.000 miles 2S60933

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
lires rims runs very well *30aC Please call

Tom 546 1184

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

condition-mechancally sound' Great body.

4 new tires $2.5()0 Call 546-4908

weeknightS'Jen

COMPACT DISC MUSK MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - Over 700 CD s

Great Sound' AH occassions 549-1421

ENTERTAINMENT

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budgel Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hairwlin Fur

niture 1 Short Si Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

KLUBKAVE D J SERVKJES - Professional

music system at unbeatable prices

546-6518.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

jockeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizations 256-8526

HELP WANTED

EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY and

help others al the same time Flexible

hours $5 OWhr November 18-December

24 1968 Call 586-5243

$$NEED XTRA CASH? PT/FT » interses

sion retail sales & cashier positions

available downtown Northampton Nov

15-Jan 15-586-5624 Kathy

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assem-

ble products at home Call for information

504-641-8003 ext 598

LYNNE- We'll see you guys at Delano's

at nine tonight Bring my dry cleaning

thanks! Linda ft Erik

JEN (ONE n) WOLKOWSKI Happy birlh

day, you sex goddess' We love you and are

sorry we can't all be with you tomorrow

P S FMMB' Love Margo, Julie. Michele,

Carrie. Chris and the rest of 6 FieW

TOM COLEMANTm counting the days to

the Revolution' Better pick up the "bar"

book lor White Russians

TODAY IS MARTI'S BIRTHDAY! Everyone

call up to wish her a happy one' 65047
Love ya babe- Jen

CAMPUS WIDE BACKGAMMON tourne^

ment' Win cash' Call 549-9941 tor info

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS IS A crippling

disease that can stnke anyone at any time

Domino s Pizza and the Delia Chi Fraler

nity need your r»elp m combating this

disease Lawnsrakedtonen dollars ($10).

proceeds to benefit the Multiple Sclerosis

Society Donations also welcome Time is

running out Call 549-6506

PATTY, VbU'U^ ALWAYS^ worW-class

and lop-seed with me Love. Kevm

DOUdrYOU MAY NOT be the most puc

tual. but you cortainly get my personal vole

lor best looking Hatch empfcjyee Rock and
Roll Guess who""

CHOLESTEROL WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT
and what can you do (m and out of the D C )

to tower It? No registration, no tee. just

show up al one of these dates and times

below For those NOT on DC meal plan

Nov 3.17 or Dec 1 5pm University Health

Services room 302 tor those on liC meal
plan Nov 10 or Dec 8. for more info call

549-2671 Ask (or Clinic 4 or Health

education

JARHEARDS"...AII former poor service

marines meet me at the TOC on Nov 10th

for a pitcher or two at 8 30pm No Wan-
natiees alkiwed That means all you PLC
and reservists unless you're prepared lo

buy for your betters FTS

FEMALE TO SHARE a great apt near cam-
pus 549-2980 keep trying.

ROOM IN HOUSE in Hadlay CaN Karth

584-0649 $275 a month

WORK IN BRITIAN/IRELAND LEGALLY
FOR UP TO « MONTHS

BRANDVWINE- 1 BEDROOM lo share

female non-smoker $167 50 Call 549-4037

WRITER SEEKS QUIET roommate
6657234

NONSMOKING FEMALE TO share Bran

dywine apt w/3 females lor spring semester

w/oplion to lake over lease Call anytime

leave message 549-5616

1 BEDROOM BRANOYWINE, non-smoker

female 240-neal included 549-7157

RObMATE NEEDED FOR spring semester

at Southwood Apartments call 256-8745

THE BUNACAJSIT FALL ROADSHOW will

be visiting UMass on Thursday 3.

November Information available betmrean

1 0am ar>d 3pm m lt>e Campus Center con-

course foNowed by a presentation between
6 30 and 8:30pm m room 168 Campus
Center Everyone wetoome

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth al

665-4550

SERVICES

TYPJNb^YKEVIN 24 hour service delivery

100 549-0118 Students preferred

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTWN. Fa«.

accurate 253-WORD

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very experienc

ed LaserWriter quality Pickup'drop off

Overnight service Lisa 367-9940

FOR RENT

FEMALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED. Big sun

ny room in house Amherst Center $200*

256-1690

PUFFTON APARTMENT- need a room

mate tor spring call John 549-7423

TWO BEDROOM APT. off rle 9 m Befcfier^

town on bus route available Jan 1 575

contact Sage and Seaver 256-0266

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE take over lease

start Jan 1 ideal for grad student quiet,

warm, homey on bus route call 256-8395

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,406-$72,500

now hiring excellent benefits Call

1-31? 7418400 ext J-5931A

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15.40O-$72,50O

now hiring, excellenl benefits Call

1312 741 8400 Ext J-5931A

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT"PAY! Assam

ble products al home Call tor information

504-641 8003 Exi 598

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday,

Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office, 545-0865

KIM RASKIN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! You re legally legal

We hope you have a great day" Love-

Mary Sheila, Marianne, and Shan

CANDY- Happy 18th Babel We're going to

miss you next year" You tjetler not forget

us because God knows we won't (orgel

you Have the best birthday ever and most

esoeciallv an awesome weekend' Love

always your roommate Tuna. Sue. Kelley UMASS JUGGLING FESTIVAL ' ACCURATE TYPING. Pekup and delivery

Pam and Angela * Workshops Demonstrations Vendors • 15» pp Basic editing Gloria 323-5140
'

• Fri lint 3pm lo Sun, 11/13 5pm ' - _ -

ROSES ARE GREEN • in the Campus Center auditonum • ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING on

violets their buddies • tree with UMass ID' ' word processor Call Carolyn-leave

let's gel together • Also a FREE public show • message 253-5667

and play WS Tigger Sat, 11/12 7pm * — _
• in the SUB • -.«.-•

HERE'S TO SISTER LEE-EE who s 21 to- • Sponsored by the Umass Juggling Club
' SUBLET

dav Happy birthday' Love Frankie and '

Dave - 1 BO"*" "* '•""'Y ""XM^ O"*' »'•• '"

. • • Amherst, grad » older student pref Call

BARRY TUCKER YOU were stupendous -MAKE DAVID'S DREAM COME TRUE* David 253-5908 M Th after 6pm

the other night, we'll have to do it again • Sigma Phi Epsiton wiH tie sponsoring
'

,

The Fergeson Tmnns • a drop off for post cards Take the •

«,.u„..o -„-. nvueuT
• time to bring a smile to David s face • SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EDGE- • MONTHS AGO today - That was • The table will be on the '

the day that love came 10 town • I kive you • Campos Center Concourse all week • EARN FROM $8000 up next summar

more than over' Bono 5O6-543-3706 Leave message

FRETkIITEN VCTY^ClTfrbuilandJord EARN t60-t120/8J>lirn Drivers wanted

says gt to go 549-2980 Keep trying Must own an insured car and be able lo TRAVH.
work al leasl one weekend night until clos-

GEOFF- Thesr- have been the best Vtm mg Call Domino s Pizza 2568913 ROUND TRIP PLANE TK»ET to Chicago

weeks' Many more to come (at lease 2 for Thanksgiving Travel Nov 23, 28 CaH

more anyways') Love, Wendy 5466321
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SPORTS Friday's schedule today

The playoffs are here
Field hockey to face winner of
Northeastern-Connecticut clash
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

One game is all that separates the

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team from the Final Four, which will be

played next weekend at the University of

Pennsylvania.

That game will be played at noon on Sun-

day at Totman Field, but who the

Minutewomen, 17-2-1, will play in that

NCAA playoff game has not been decided

yet.

That will be decided in the preliminary

round on Saturday when the University of

Connecticut, 14-31, plays Northeastern

University, 13-3-2, at Totman at noon. The
winner will play UMass for the Northeast

regional championship.
"We just have to focus on ourselves since

we don't know who our opponent will be,"

UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "We just

have to work on the little things in prac-

tice right now."
Saturday's game will be a dog fight. The

Terriers (NU) played the Huskies (UConn)

last weekend in Storrs, Conn, and UConn
walked away with a 1-0 win.

Either team will give the Minutewomen
all they can handle. UMass just barely edg-

ed Northeastern earlier in the season, 1-0,

at Totman. And UConn, well, the

Minutewomen have some old scores to set-

tle with the Huskies.

Connecticut has played UMass three

times in the NCAA Tournament since it

was started back in 1981 and the Huskies
have won every time, not always convinc-

ingly. Some of the games between these

two teams have been crazy.

In 1981, UConn beat the Minutewomen,
4-1, in the game for the National Cham-
pionship. In 1984, the Huskies beat the

Minutewomen, 4-3, on penalty strokes after

nothing could be settled after three over-

times. And then two years later, UConn
knocked UMass out of the tournament in

the first round again, 3-2.

The latest chapter in the Huskies' con-

tinued dominance of the Minutewomen
came back on Oct. 29, when the Huskies

continued on page 20

Women's soccer meets up with
Wisconsin in quarterfinal game
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

This is what it all comes
down to.

Sunday afternoon, the
University of

Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team takes to Boyden
Field at 1 p.m. to face the
University of Wisconsin-
Madison. The winner gets

the customary trip to the
NCAA Final Four tourna-

ment the next weekend. It is

a lofty goal, one which both
teams have their sights set

on.

UMass is familiar with
the situation. This is the
seventh year in a row that

the Minutewomen have
seen postseason action.

They've made it this far the

last five years, and each
time managed to go on to

the Final Four ball.

Wisconsin, on the other
hand, is new to this game.
Only once before have the
Badgers even reached the
playoffs, a 1-0 first round
loss to Colorado College in

1985. Wisconsin is eager to

show that they too can play
this late in the season.

"This is the farthest we've
ever gone. We'd sure like to

go to the Final Four," said

third-year Wisconsin coach
Greg Ryan. "We're only one
step away. Our kids are so

fired up. It's incredible that

our program has made it to

this level. But UMass is a
great team. We have a lot of

respect for them."
Wisconsin earned its right

to visit Amherst by beating
the University of Connec-
ticut, 1-0 on penalty kicks,

last Sunday in Madison. It

wasn't the prettiest of

playoff games, but it was a

CotleKian photo hy Richard Bonanno

Dawn Trumbauer and the Minutewomen will face either UCon or Nor-

theastern on Sunday for a berth in the Final Four.

Minutemen looking to tame
Wildcats in YanCon battle
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Three weeks ago, the University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team lost not just a three-point decision to Delaware,
but control of its own destiny as well.

But two games and two wins later, UMass has a firm
grasp on its own fate.

The Minutemen can take the field Saturday against
Villanova University (1 p.m., Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium) and next week at New Hampshire and worry
about only themselves.

If UMass takes care of business and wins its last two
games, it will clinch at least a share of the Yankee Con-
ference title, regardless of what the competition does.

"All I know is that (the Villanova game] it's a big game,"
UMass head coach Jim Reid said. "We have to stay focus-

ed on this game. The more attention we pay to other
things, the more time away from the task at hand."
The "other things" Reid referred to are the combina-

tions of results that would give UMass, 6-3 overall and
4-2 in the conference, the YanCon title outright.

If UMass wins its two remaining games, and the Univer-

sity of Connecticut and Delaware each lose a game, the

Minutemen would earn the conference crown and a trip

to the NCAA 1-AA playoffs.

But, as Reid and the Minutemen well know, the biggest

step will come Saturday against the Wildcats, 5-3-1 overall

and 4-2 in the conference. And UMass will face the chore

with its biggest injury list of the year.

"We have to get healthy quick," Reid said. "The most
important person for us this game is (UMass head trainer]

Vic Keedy. If it wasn't for him, we wouldn't even have

a team this week."

The injuries hit the defensive unit hardest. Cornerbacks

Garrick Amos and Vaughn Williams both sprained ankles

last Saturday on the turf field at Richmond. Amos won't

play and Williams is listed as questionable.

Linebacker Drew Comeau sprained a wrist and is listed

as doubtful, linebacker Brant Despathy (sprained ankle)
is questionable, and linebacker Chris Tenkin is out with
a hamstring injury.

"The turf injuries did us in," Reid said.

Part ofthe reason for the high number of iryuries is the
simple fact that the defense was on the field so much. In

the first quarter, Richmond held the ball for over 13

minutes.

The only rest for the defense in that period was one drive

in which the Minutemen scored a touchdown on three

P'^y^- continued on page 22

Collpgian Photo by Richard Bonnano

The UMass football team will look to get a
firm grasp on Villanova Saturday at Warren
McQuirk Alumni Stadium.

win, just what Wisconsin

was looking for.

"The conditions were
miserable. There was two
inches of snow on top of a

mushy ground. It was very

difficult for either team to

show what it could do,"

Ryan said. "I think our
team played extremely
well."

With any amount of luck,

Boyden Field should be in

continued on page 20

Leading scorer April Kater will lead the
women's soccer team into Sunday's quarter-
final playoff game with Wisconsin

Volleyball team
ready for tourney
at New Haven

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

This weekend's tournament in New Haven Conn, is

like an oreo cookie for the Universitry of Massachusetts
volleyball team. It's a law of nature that you lick the

frosting out of the middle before actually eating the

cookie.

The New Haven tourney is sanwiched between last

week's Hofstra Tournament and next week's Atlantic

10 Tournament. . . so this weekend's matches are really

just icing on the cookie for the Minutewomen.
They recover from one tournament to play another one,

which is really preparation for another one.

Sound confusing? Well it is.

This weekend's schedule is simple, however. UMass
will only play one match this afternoon— against Florida

Southern College at 5 p.m. But tomorrow, the

Minutewomen must play three consecutive games: C.W.
Po.st University at 9 a.m., Navy at noon, and then the

final match of the tourney against the University ofNew
Haven at 3 p.m.

The rugged schedule and competition is exactly what
UMass needs with only a week to go until the A-lOs, ac-

cording to UMass head coach Carol Ford.

"This tournament really helped us get ready for the

Atlantic 10s last year," .she said. Ford said she New
Haven to be the most difficult test, but Forida Southern
and Navy will present their own unique problems.
The state of Florida has traditionally turned out strong

collegiate volleyball teams and FS is expected to be no
exception.

"They're a real strong team, a division II team but very
strong," Ford said.

Navy and New Haven will really test UMass' metle.

"These teams are going to be really good defensively,"
Ford said. "(We] need to play a lot and then we'll be in

good shape."
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When it rains, it pours

Collegian photo by Andrew Ritl

Spectators stand in the rain yesterday while watching the UMass fleld

hockey team lose to Northeastern in the NCAA playoffs.

'Temptation

'

draws large
audience in

Northampton
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Christ is drawing
sellout crowds in Northampton these days.

The film The Last Temptation of Christ

has been playing at the Pleasant St.

Theater for nearly two weeks now. and ac-

cording to a manager at the theater, it is

doing very well. Unlike other theaters

which have shown the film however, the

Pleasant St. theater has not drawn
protesters.

K£U"en Andrade, manager of the 150-seat

theater, said the film had been selling out

on weekends and has been "very crowded"
during the week.

She also said the management of the

theater had no qualms about showing the

controversial film.

"The only thing we were worried about
was whether we could afford to get it," An-
drade said. "If anything, we strive to get

films which are controversial ... or make
people think."

As to why the film had not drawn pro-

tests Andrade said, "It's old news now."
She said protesters had moved on to other,

more topical subjects.

The theater does not have a marquee, but

Andrade said that does not contribute to

the lack of protests.

She said the film had not run at the

theater sooner because it costs more when
first released.

"Films when they first open don't like to

open at small art-theaters. We had wanted
to run it when it was first released," she

said.

She said the philosophy of the Pleasant

St. Theater is to offer films which are not

generally in the mainstream and would not

come to the attention of the general public.

"We try to give voice to films that wouldn't

get major runs," Andrade said.

Last Temptation's run ends tomorrow.

• Women's soccer
eliminated, 2-1

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

For the first time in six years, the
University of Massachusetts will not take
part in the NCAA women's soccer Final

Four.

And for the first time in its history, the
University of Wisconsin-Madison will be
there. Both were assured yesterday, as the

Badgers outfought the torrential
downpours and the Minutewomen for a 2-1

quarterfinal playoff win at Boyden Field.

The loss marks the end of another fine

season for the Minutewomen, who finish-

ed at 14-3-1. But the exit was a little earlier

that they had hoped.

Nonetheless, it all came down to the team
that could capitalize on its chances.

Wisconsin did that, and UMass didn't. It

was that simple.

"We played very well. Except for the first

20 minutes we went at them non-stop. We
played great possession considering how
wet it was," said UMass coach Jim Rudy.
"We did everything it took to win this

game but score."

"We had our chances, but we couldn't get

it in. We just didn't get any breaks," said

senior forward Michelle Powers.
continued from page IS
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UP IN THE AIR - The Gizmo Guys perform Saturday night at the

juggling show in the Student Union Ballroom.

• Field hockey
loses to NU, 2-1

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It was raining at Totman Field yester-

day. The field was wet. The ball was slip-

pery. The sticks were slippery. But there
were no excuses.

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team's season was washed away
yesterday as Northeastern University
went on to a 2-1 victory over the
Minutewomen in the second round of the
NCAA tournament.
"The weather didn't matter," UMass

coach Pam Hixon said. "For both teams
the conditions were the same."
One might have to wonder about that

though. Yes, the conditions were the same
for both teams. But when the conditions
are as they were yesterday, a team very
often gets a break that it wouldn't have
under normal conditions, a lucky bounce
sometimes.

The Minutewomen, 17-3-1, had plenty
of opportunities to tie this game at the end
but there were no lucky bounces for

UMass. No Huke goals. The ball bounced
like it did on any other day and there was
always a Northeastern player there to in-

tercept it.

continued on page 16

IUM fees
expected to
remain same
COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES

Although the state Board of Regents has
asked state colleges and universities to

limit the student fees to 30 percent of the

tuition. University of Massachusetts of-

ficials said the fees would not be lowered.

Although the Regents do not have the

power to control fees, they approved the

policy because the state school's presidents

agreed to the cap earlier in the year, said

Terry Zoulas, press aide to Chancellor of

Higher Education Franklyn Jenifer.

Zoulas said although the trustees of the

individual campuses retain the legal

authority to raise fees, "we have every

reason to expect they will voluntarily com-
ply with the policy."

If the schools do not comply, "we can
always go to the Legislature and seek the

authority," he said.

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey called

the move "premature," in light of the

state's continuing fiscal problems.

UMass undergraduate fees are $795 each
semester. The fee is equal to 56.6 percent
of the $1,404 charged for tuition.

The Daily Hampshire Gazette reported
Wednesday that Duffey said Jenifer
assured him UMass would not be asked to

comply with the cap.

The Regents voted unanimously at their

Tuesday meeting in Boston to establish the

30 percent limit and advise trustees to seek

permission from Jenifer before exceeding
it, Zoulas said.

The average fees at the state's schools are
30.4 percent of tuition.

Besides UMass, Holyoke Community
College, Berkshire Community College,

the Massachusetts College of Art, Mount
Wachusett Community College, and Nor-

thern Essex Community College now ex-

ceed the 30 percent limit.
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Report says AIDS health services inadequate
BOSTON t API — Health services do not adequately meet

the needs created by the spread of AIDS, according to a

75 page report scheduled to be released this week by the

Boston AIDS Consortium.

"The gaps in services are already apparent in Boston,

where we're approaching 900 cases. What are we going

to do when the numbers are up to 3,300 in three years?"

said Consortium member Holly Ladd.

"When you look at the numbers, we're in big trouble."

The report, to be released on Tuesday, will address

unmet AIDS needs in hospital care, mental health ser-

tTHDOVE'l
^L ^ BuMiMu AuociaMt, Inc. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
« RESUMES
• Lh'TTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS «

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE 0? SECRETARIAL A
SERVICES /

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Sen/ices for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

vices, long-term care, healthcare reimbursement, preven-

tion and education, the Boston Sunday Globe reported.

The report, which represents the work of about 170

health professionals from 70 institutions and agencies,

will also include a chapter addressing the needs of in-

travenous drug users, women and children the fastest

growing high risk groups.

The report estimates by July more than 13,000 of

Massachusetts' estimated 40,000 intravenous drug users

will be in state-funded drug treatment programs, with

AIDS data showing the virus spreading most rapidly in

the neighborhoods of Roxbury, Dorchester, Mattapan and

Jamaica Plam.
In addition, the number of AIDS patients in

Massachusetts hospitals is expected to double or triple dur-

ing the next 18 months from its current daily average of

90, said Eh*. Harvey Makadon, the Consortium's chairman.

Makadon, of Boston's Beth Israel Hospital, said local

hospitals are reaching their capacity limits and that many
institutions remain wary of treating intravenous drug

users with AIDS.

The consortium reports that by 1991 there will be an
estimated 5,400 people diagnosed with the acquired im-

mune deficiency syndrome in Massachusetts and
thousands more showing signs of the disease's precursor,

the human immunodeficiency virus.

"These numbers will severely strain our capacity to pro-

vide quality care," the report said.

Health officials said the report is part of a campaign to

secure more state funds in the 1990 fiscal budget to deal

with the disease.

"We recognize the caseload is going up," said a

.spokesman for Philip W. Johnson, human services

secretary. "We think we have one of the best AIDS pro-

grams in the country and we're going to continue that ef-

fort."

Johnson has said the human services agency is pu.shing

to increase the health department's current $1 1.5 million

AIDS funding to $18.9 million.
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IN YOUR FACE — Tim Van Patton throws a pie in the face of a Kappa Kappa Psi pledge during
a fundraiser Thursday near the Old Chapel.

Hampshire graduate makes it big
By BRIAN PURCELL
Collegian Correspondent

Like most college graduates. Alexis Muellner wanted
to make it big in the big world.

But the 1986 Hampshire College graduate never knew
he'd make it so big so fast.

Muellner won the Livingston Award for Young Jour-

nalists earlier this year for his co-production with Boston

producer Jonathan Schwartz of a special report about

radio broadcasts in Vietnam during the war. The .-^how

aired on Veterans Day 1987 over National Public Radio

on the program All Things Cnnaidered.

Muellner, who is now working as a producer in

Philadelphia for NPR. .said it's important to rediscover

the war. "It was oral hi.story, and it has disappeared. To

hear it again transports you back in time. " he said.

"The Vietnam War has been called the one year war

ten times over' — everyone who went there saw something

different." he added.

Muellner, 25, said his interest in the Vietnam War
began during his last year at Hampshire, where he was

studying media. He said he re.searched the underground

anti-war radio that was prevalent during the 1960s.

Soon after he graduated. Muellner met Schwartz. 31.

an independent Boston radio producer. The two continued

Muellner's re.search, collecting recordings from the Arm-
ed Forces Network, pirate stations run by US soldiers,

North Vietnamese 'propaganda' programs like Hanoi
Hannah, and propagandist programs aired in the United
States.

"The Vietnam War was a conflict that was fought in

a set of unusual circumstances." said Muellner. "It was
a new era in which advanced technology provided a power-

ful propagandist vehicle through broadcasting.

"I Also] it was a war fought mainly by adolescents, many
of whom perceived US military programming as rather
sanitized. This type of propaganda reinforced a growing
cynicism within the ranks, and made them more
vulnerable to the subversive broadcasts aired by Hanoi
Hannah," he said. "This led to unheard of incidents of

pirate radio broadcasts of US soldiers, themselves, to help

alleviate their sense of isolation and raise morale."

Muellner's succe.ss led him to a job assisting the direc

tors of the movie Hamburger Hill and the television show
Tour of Duly, both of which were ba.sed on the Vietnam
War. In both cases he was responsible for selecting authen-

tic wartime broadcasts for the .soundtracks,

Muellner said that a career in media production is very

competitive, but people a.spiring to work in the media
should "set your mind on what you want to do. and treat

it as a discipline."

Workshop on
stress offered
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Marie DeCristo, a single mother and recent graduate
of the University of Massachusetts, said when she was
in college, she didn't have a good support group.

At a university which caters primarily to traditional

students, she said, it can be difficult for a woman who is

both a student and a parent to find resources that address

her special needs.

So DeCristo developed her own workshop, "Stress

Management for College Mothers," which she will offer

from 10 a.m. to noon, Saturday at the Jones Library in

Amherst.
DeCristo said she has a unique approach to addressing

the problems of .stress in the lives of college mothers.
"Most people who teach stre.ss management are directed

at changing behaviors," she .said. "I don't believe that our
behavior needs to change."
Instead, she said, the social demands placed on women

who are both mothers and college students need to be
altered.

"We need to resist the demands put on us," she said.

"We are already great at dealing with stress or we
wouldn't be in college." DeCristo, whose son Jeremy is

2, said, "One thing we have a problem with when we deal

with stress is forgetting to take care of ourselves. We feel

guilty for taking on multiple roles and not being perfect

in all of those roles."

But, she said, "directing our frustration at ourselves is

not going to change the way demands are put on us as

mothers.
"

Instead, DeCristo suggests that women look for new
sources of support and work toward changing the causes
of their stress.

DeCristo, who graduated last May with a bachelor's

degree in nursiiig, said she designed the workshop as a
part of her senior cla.ss project.

"Senior year we were required to take on a population

we thought was particularly vulnerable to health care pro-

blems," she said.

"I worked rotations in the UMass clinic," she said,

"where health care was directed at traditional students.

I decided I wanted to address health care problems of older

non-traditional students and then narrowed it down to

mothers," she said.

She .said .she worked closely with Ann Grose, a Health
Care Educator, at University Health Services, to develop

a workshop in which the patient.s educate them.selves.

DeCristo said the workshop will begin with an intnxluc-

tion of Dr. Hans Selye's traditional theories of the impacts

of physical and emotional .stre.s.s.

She said she then plans to facilitate a brain-storming .se.s-

sion to allow participants to come up with their own
perceptions of stress. "I think we have a lot to offer each

other." she said.

The main focus of the workshop will be on sharing the

methtxis participants are already using to cope with .stress,

and addressing the causes of that stress.

DeCristo said she hopes a more permanent support net-

work will develop out of the workshop. 'I didn't have when
I was in school."

Schedule guide changed
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachu.setts Office

of the Registrar has changed the content

and format of the course listing guide for

the spring .semester.

The guide now contains course descrip-

tions, which were previously offered in a

separate book. The guide is now also in a

newspaper-tabloid size. Previously the

course listing was magazine-size.

"We thought it might be helpful to com-

bine the two documents," said Janet Bell,

acting registrar. She said the UMass Pro-

vost's Office used to issue about 15,000

copies of the course description guide,

which is now published by the registrar's

office at a higher press run of about 20,000

copies.

"There's not necessarily a course descrip-

tion for every course," Bell said. She said

individual departments decide which

courses to describe, and typically choose to

describe the most popular courses or ones

which have changed in content from what

was offered in the past, she said.

The course guide now lists courses which

fulfill General Education requirements

near the front of the book. Bell said this

should allow students to easily pick the

classes they need to fulfill their

requirements.

The deadline for pre-registration forms to

be hanueu in is iNov. ^o, ine uay oelore

Thanksgiving, and Bell stressed the impor-

tance of student's meeting this deadline.

"It's really a tight .schedule to be on to

process the forms becau.se we have all

20,000 pre-regi.stration forms coming in at

once," Bell said.

She also said that in the summer, when
the office is working on registration for the

fall semester, they have more time as forms

trickle in.

The system for processing forms starts

just after Thanksgiving, when the informa-

tion on the forms is typed into a computer,

which does a preliminary check to see if

student meets certain criteria set by the

department offering the course. These

criteria are usually things such as whether

the student is in the major, if he is a senior,

etc.

A ro.ster is formed from this, which is

then sent to the department. The depart-

ment can then cut whoever they want.

After this a check is done with the bur-

sar to see if the student has paid his bill.

If so, the schedule is mailed to the student.

This should occur by about the third

week in January. Then another check is

run to see if there are time conflicts, or a

.schedule that isn't full, etc. If the schedule

is not full, workers try to juggle the

schedule manually by changing sections,

and adding classes from the "alternate"

boxes on the form. She said this is the most

time-consuming step in the process.

Collegian photo by Andrew Riit

MAN HIT - Paramedics attend to Peter F. Merzbach, 81, Friday after

he was struck in a hit-and-run accident. Merzbach was flipped over the

car on impact, and was treated for various ii\juries, including a broken
leg, according to a spokeswoman for the Cooley Dickinson Hospital.
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Bush and Quayle cousins, but not kissing
BOSTON (AP) - President-elect George Bush and his

running mate Dan Quayle may not be the odd couple they

seem. In fact, they're related. According to a Boston

genealogist who specializes in the lineage of presidents,

Bush and Quayle are 10th cousins once removed.

The two are also related to Abraham Lincoln, not to

mention Marilyn Monroe's alleged father. But despite

Bush's blue blood image, only Quayle can claim ancestors

on the Mayflower.

If you listen to Gary Boyd Roberts, a genealogist at the

New England Historic Genealogical Society, the shared

relatives between Bush, a Yankee, and Quayle, scion of

a wealthy Indiana newspaper publishing family, are not

that uncommon.
The two represent a "throwback" to a time when

American presidential and vice-presidential teams were

solid white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant stock, Roberts said.

Bush and Quayle both have 16th-century roots in New
England. Roberts estimates that more than 100 million

people in the country are descended from less from the

several thousand who settled in New England during the

Great Migration of 1620-1650.

Roberts, 45, has spent almost a decade researching

Bush's ancestry, which will be included in his upcoming

book on presidential lineage, timed to coincide with the

200th anniversary of George Washington's inauguration

April 30.

Roberts is director of publications at the New England

Historic Genealogical Society, the nation's oldest and se-

cond largest, which contains a 250,000-volume library and

20.000-volume take-home research collection. He did most

of his presidential research there, with occasional forays

to the Library of congress and the New York Public-

Library.

"Part of my mission is to show how one goes out from

one's self to one's family to the community and to various

groups around the nation," Roberts said. "If you look at

pedigree, you can tell about patterns in culture."

Bush, he said, is only the third of what he calls "Social

Register" presidents. The first two were, ironically.

Democrats Theodore Roosevelt and Franklin Delano

Roosevelt, who were closely connected to New York
society.

But Bush, and Quayle, are WASPS with a twist. They

both have strong ancestral ties to the South as well as

New England, Roberts said.

Bush is related to 10 American presidents, including

Franklin Pierce, the nearest relation (fifth cousins four

times removed I, Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford

Hayes, Grover Cleveland, William Howard Taft, Calvin

Coolidge, Franklin Roosevelt, Richard Nixon and Gerald

Ford, the mo.'^t distant relation (11th cousins once

removed.)

Bush also has royal ancestry and is descended from Ed-

ward I, King of England, Henry I, King of England, ac-

cording to Roberts, William I, King of Scotland.

Quayle "almost certainly" has some royal ancestry but

Roberts has not throughly researched his family tree. But

his ancestors on the Mayflower include Myles Standish

and John Alden.

What do these
have in common
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A They are all courses of study
at UMass in the College of

\ Food and Natural Resources.
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Today is FRIDAY'S SCHEDULE
COUNSELING PERIOD BEGINS TODAY AND WILL

END SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19TH.

Call (545-1540)

FOR TIPS ABOUT
ACADEMIC PROCEDURES

1026 Access to your Academic Records
2802 CASIAC Services

1020 Changing Your Major

1022 Continuing Education

1009 Credit Load
1 029 Five College Courses
1031 Graduation Requirements
1032 Pass/Fail Option

1316 Pre-Registering for Courses
1033 Repeat Option

1005 Who is My Academic Dean

see pa2e 17 of the Student Telephone
Directorx" for a comoiete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOcUAJE FJRn-:ZR QLESTIONS CALL IDB'(545-1555)

Iniormadon Data Bank(DB)

Taoed Information Phone Ser\'ice (TIPS)

DIVISIOS OF CO\TI\l l\(i EDI CATn)\

Your chance htget

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division
ofContinninfi Education, Goodell Buildinfi,

or call 545-2414.
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Members of dvP chronicle events
The following is the opinion of the writer, and does not

necessarily reflect the views ofthe Collegian or the Univer-
sity unless noted.

The following recount is a history of the meetings that
took place between members of the Black Agenda and the
Distinguished Visitors Program [DVP] as told by certain
members of the DVP who are also members of the Black
Agenda:

September 19; Two Black students approached the Pat
Berkley, Co-chairperson of the DVP. and requested pro-

cedural information in regards to co-sponsorship of a pro-

gram. The students were informed that co-sponsorship of

a program required a unanimous vote and had to be in

itiated by DVP,

According to the DVP constitution (article 5, sec BJ, a
co-sponsorship does not have to be initiated by DVP, and
furthermore [article 5], "each motion must be passed by
a simple majority of the quorum in attendance."

September 27: 5 Black students attended DVP
meeting. A student representing the Black Agenda
presented the propo.sal for Min. Farrakhan and co-

sponeorship in the name of Phi Beta Siema.

September 28: Pat Berkley, DVP Co-chair, verbally in

formed Black Agenda members that the proposal for Far-

rakhan could be addressed at DVP's next meeting.
According to the DVP con.stitution [article 5,sec Bl, "The

Committee decision will be fowarded to the proposer [sic]

in the form of a written memo the day following the

meeting."

October 4: With seven Black students in attendance,
a proposal for Farrakhan was read for the second time.

Upon hearing the proposal the committee said it was
necessary to put out "feelers" into the community to get

an indication of whether this speaker should be
entertained.

The DVP con.stitution clearly .states [article 5 sec Bl,"ac-

tion on each proposal presented by a non-committee
member will take place during the same meeting in which
the program is presented."

October 11: More than 20 Black students and an equal
number of White students entertained debate on the
speaker after video presentation. These charges were
presented by the Black Agenda:
• Co-Chairperson Pat Berkley deliberately misled
students concerning co-sponsorships.

• Action on each proposal presented by non-committee
members must take place at that meeting.
• The function of DVP as .stated in Article II. is to

"stimulate critical thought and debate by presenting a
balanced range of opinion with respect to a given issue.

• That in the last five years, DVP has failed to bring a
single African-American speaker this campus despite the

obvious racial tensions.

• That the DVP paid an honorarium for William Buckley
greater than 13.000 dollars and in the face of this dispari-

ty, DVP should contribute to Farrakhan's honorarium.
After di.scussion of the above charges, the committee left

the foom and voted in favor of the program. There were
no opposing votes cast. There were no abstentions. The
7-5 vote that was reported to the collegian was fabricated.

There were no minutes or attendance taken.

The Program Advisor, Margaret Arsenault, was in

attendance.

• Black students delivered letter to Rick Townes, Assis-

tant Dean of Students, requesting his assistance in bring-

ing together Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Vice-Chancellor
of Student Affairs Dennis Madson, Director of Public Safe-

ty Arthur Hilson, RSO advisor to DVP Margaret
Arsenault, DVP Co-Chair Pat Berkley and Rabbi Saul
Permutter head of Umass Hillel Foundation, in an effort

to reach out to those who have expressed concerns about
the program and to clear up the security issue. The letter

to Townes requested that the meeting take place on
November 2 or 3.

Black students never received notification on the pro-

posed meeting.

Vice Chancellor of student affairs claimed that he never
received the letter.

DVP Co-Chairs attempt to nullify the vote by trying to

pass off unverified charges as "announcements" without
having the charges approved or the vote nullified by the
body. Black Agenda representatives objected calling for

due process.

Black Agenda representatives call for proper meeting
order under the DVP constitution. DVP Co-Chairs Pat
Berkley and Daniela D'Appalito admit to ignorance of the
DVP constitution and Roberts rules of order. The charges
against the Black Agenda are not accepted by the DVP
body. DVP decided to address the charges at the next of-

ficial meeting (in two weeks).

No minutes were taken. Attendance was taken.
Margaret Arsenault, Program Advisor, was in attendance.
October 25:The Oct. 1 1 vote by the DVP to bring Far-

rakhan has been deemed invalid because of constitutional

violations, according to Margaret Arsenault, the DVP pro-

gram advisor from the Student Activities Office.

These allegations remain unverified charges against the
vote that the body has yet to accept. The vote has yet to

be nullified by the body.

October 26:Director of public safety, Arthur Hilson was
quoted as by the collegian as saying "We are talking

$7000 to $8000 right off the top," for security costs con-

cerning Farrakhan's arrival. Hilson said the money would
have to come from the sponsors of the event. According
to the Hilson, "Farrakhan's visit is just as big of a

headache to him as when Paul Cameron, an anti-gay ac-

tivist, came to campus in the spring of 87." Hilson also

said "he would prefer the lecture to be held in a room with

no windows, so there is no chance of anyone shattering

glass and injuring someone."

According to the Student Activities Office documenta-
tion, the estimated support costs for a major speaker in

the Fine Arts Center requires six university police officers

at $25 per hour working a minimum of four hours, which
amounts to $600 in security costs.

When Jesse Jackson came to the Fine Arts Center
[.spring 84), as a Presidential candidate, he was required

to have only 2 university police officers costing $200.

When Paul Cameron spoke at his most recent visit at

the university (spring 87), not one penny was transferred

from any Registered Student Organization according to

the Student Activities Office. They also went on to say

that the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs picked up the

security fees in full.

October 31:According to Assistant Vice Chancellor of

Students Affairs William Weitzer, Dennis Madson, Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs, called a meeting that in-

cluded himself, Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Assistant Dean
of Students Rick Townes, other administration members,
hand-picked student representatives and DVP co-chairs
Daniela D'Appolito, Pat Berkley, Assistant co-chair Judy
Kohn and Treasurer Frank Lapsley, in which the group
convened to "brainstorm" possible alternatives for

speakers that would better represent the interests of the
"Third World Community."
This was not the meeting that the Black Agenda

members had originally proposed.

November 7:Assitant co-chair Judi Kohn, co-chair

Daniela D'Appolito, and the Program Advisor Margaret
Arsenault, informed the Black students that recently join-

ed DVP that they would not be honored as "full" members.
This left no Black students on the DVP committee.
Arsenault said that this decision was made by herself, the
DVP co-chairs. Director of Programs, Sue Jean, and the
Director of the Students activities Office, Irene Carew. At
this meeting. Black students were also told that DVP did
not have the $11,000 to bring Min. Farrakhan because
DVP had already committed $4,000 plus expenses to Alan
Ginsberg.

According to the DVP con.stitution, membership re

quires attendance at "three consecutives meetings." Four
of the eight Black students had attended five meetings
while the other four had attended four.

According to the DVP constitution (article 3 sec D), the
only grounds for removal are:

• Unexcused absences at three regular scheduled
meetings.

• Any financial/legal commitment or misconduct made
in behalf of DVP without the expressed consent or vote
by the committee.
• Prolonged non-involvement.
None of the former have been committed by the ejected

Black students.

According to the DVP constitution, the removal pro-

cedure requires the member under consideration for

removal to be notified in writing at least one week in ad-

vance of the said impending decision. The removal from
the committee will be accomplished by a three force vote

of the entire active committee.
No such procedure has taken place.

Nowhere does it state in the DVP constitution that the
program advisor or the program director have the power
to block membership of university students organizations.

The DVP constitution states that "it has an obligation
to permit any student to be member."
According to [article 3) of the DVP constitution, "The

committee should .strive to recruit a membership con-

sisting ofdiverse interest and background." With the ejec-

tion of the eight Black students, that leaves 14 White
students and one Indian student on the committee.
TTiere has been no vote on Alan Ginsberg at any meeting

this semester according to Virginia Chris Hansen and
Sheila Pelligri who are all active senior DVP members.
Without this commitment DVP has at least $12,089.49
not allocated for Spring 89.

• November 8:Members of the Black Agenda contact

University Legal Services, The Massachusetts Commis-
sion Against Discrimination and the American Civil

Liberties Union to inquire about the institutional racism,

harassment and bias levied against the Black students

by DVP, the Student Activities Office, Public Safley, Vice-

Chancellor of Student Affairs, the Dean of Students of-

fice and the Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Minister speaks on
religion, Hitler
THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

As a response to the prospect of an im-

minent visit to the campus of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts by controversial

black leader Minister Louis Farrakhan, a

plethora of accusations and condemnations

have surfaced within the community.

Predominant among the accusations have

been those citing anti-Semitism and hate-

preaching as focal points of Farrakhan's

rhetoric.

Adversaries of Farrakhan's visit assert

that his arrival would be divisive of the

black, white and Jewish communities, set-

ting back the progress already made
towards unity.

The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

Brith has issued a 24 page fact sheet

characterizing Farrakhan's views as

"violent hostility towards whites and Jews

in particular." Chief among the allegations

made are that Farrakhan has called

Adolph Hitler a "great man"in a laudatory

sense and that he has described Judaism

as a "gutter religion."

Fact: an excerpted transcript of his

March 1 1 speech as quoted from the April

17 New York Times illustrates the fact that

he did qualify the remark.

He said, "Here the Jews don't like Far-

rakhan and so they call me "Hitler." Well

thats a good name. Hitler was a very great

man. He wasn't great for me as a Black

man but he was a great German and he

rose Germany up from the ashes of her

defeat by the united force of all of Europe
and America after the first World War. Yet
Hitler took Germany from the ashes and
rose her up and made her the greatest

fighting machine of the 20 century,

brothers and sisters, and even though
Europe and America had deciphered the

code that Hitler was using to speak to his

chiefls) of staff, they still had trouble

defeating Hitler even after knowing his

plans in advance. Now I'm not proud of

Hitler's evil toward Jewish people, but

that's a matter of record. He rose Germany
up from nothing. Well, in a sense you could

say there is a similarity in that we are ris-

ing our people up from nothing, but don't

compare me with your wicked killers."

Farrakhan has never been quoted as hav-

ing called Judaism a " gutter religion."

Farrakhan, in asserting his personal

views on the validity of Zionism and the

Palestine quest for self-definition, has

criticized the state of Israel for it's brutality

towards the Palestinians.

On June 24,1984, at the Arlington St.

Church in Boston, he said "America and
England and the nations backed Israel's ex-

istence. Therefore when you aid and abet

someone in a criminal conspiracy, you are

a part of that criminal conspiracy. So
America and England and the nations are

criminals in the sight of almighty God.

Now that nation called Israel, never has

had any fwace in forty years and she will

Black Agenda strives

to educate
By SUZZETTE HUNTE
Collegian Correspondent

Is Farrakhan a hate teacher? Is he anti-

Semetic? These are just a few of the many
questions the Black Agenda hopes to ad-

dress with a week of events.

The Black Agenda is a political,

economic, and cultural organization,

whose most recent project is to bring the

Minister Louis Farrakhan to UMASS
during Black History Month (Feb 89). The
Black Agenda hopes, as senior Zoucra
Youssoufou spokesperson of the Black
Agenda put it, "to replace the fiction,

perpetuated by the media and others,"

with factual information.

To do this, members of the Black Agen-
da have organized a series of events star-

ting today, that will allow the Umass and
Five College area community the oppor
tunity to see and hear the Minister and
judge for themselves.

"We hope that the events we've plann-

ed will give members of the community
something concrete to think about," said

Youssoufou.

On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of

this week from 7-9pm, the Black Agenda
will show three controversial Farrakhan

videos in which the Minister addressed
students at UCLA, the relations between
Blacks and Jews, and Jesse Jackson.

According to Youssoufou, the Black
Mass Communications Project (BMCP)
will aid in the effort by airing the
Ministers speeches at various times Mon-
day - Friday from 6 to 9 p.m.

Youssoufou encourages students to

check out the UVC monitors, located in

the Student Union, this Monday, Wednes-
day, and Friday, at 12 noon to hear Far-

rakhan speeches. The Black Agenda has
also planned a special Farrakhan screen-

ing at 8 p.m. November 21 in the Ana-
caona Cultural Center, located in the
Thatcher dormitory basement.
According to Youssoufou, a rally to be

held on the steps of the Student Union on
Thursday November 17 at 12 noon, will

address "the ejection of 8 Black students
from the Distinguished Visitors Program
(DVP)."

Said Youssoufou, " we are fed up with
racially biased organizations who in the
last 5 years have spent nearly a quarter
of a million dollars on White speakers and
tossed a mere 15,000 dollars at the MLK
planning committee to pacify the Black
community."

never have any peace because there can
never be any peace structured on ii\justice,

thievery, lying and deceit and using the

name of God to shield your dirty religion

under His holy and righteous name."
That the minister's arrival on campus

would destroy the fabric of unity, many
students find questionable.
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Trying to forget an old photo and find a new love
U.. .-I J •!_ 1 . .

DAVID R. MARK
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Hf placed the photograph deep within the drawer, shov-
ing its memory outside himself and away. The future stood
in the d(X)rway gesturmg to hmi to come frow ard. He step-
ped cautiously and walked down the lonely hallway.

They came in scattered waves. Some bore resemblance
to the woman within the drawer, others didn't. Each one
brought her own aspirations, her own photos. They would
share a moment or perhaps moments in time. And then
they would pass. That's the part that always killed him,
the passing. Nothing stayed.

Moments became stretches of time, stretches became
patterns. First there would be many. Physical contact, ego
boost, something to talk about. Their feelings were in-

significant. Even thoughts were rather meaningless, ser-

vants of small talk to prevent an even more uncomfor-
table silence.

Now and then a breakthrough, an intrigue. But it was
usually someone who he never spoke to, more of a wish
than a reality. Love at a distance and all in the mind. "I

didn't want to meet her, anyway."

The search would go on. Phone numbers found while
doing the laundry, peaces without names and names
without faces. "Oh, gi-eat. she's in my class." Intimacv
so inappropriate. "So. that's what she's doing now."

Josh Galitsky

Time alone becomes haunting meditation. Flip a coin
between emptiness and loneliness. Only both sides are
heads.

He keeps returning to the drawer for the photo. He
stares himself to tears not once but many times. Years
become a blur of hair spray and lies and boring conversa-
tion. More tired than his years, more lonely than his
words. "I'm concentrating on my grades."

He calls upon his friends for salvation. Some come run-
ning, some run the other way. It isn't salvation but preser-
vation. They keep him afloat. Some female friends become
the ideal of what he dreams for in a lover. Perhaps some
become lovers and no longer stay friends. Life is getting

hit after the bell has sounded while the referee turns his
back.

Then, a glimmer. Someone who speaks and laughs and
cries and thinks not just in her own head but in his. She
has what he didn't even know he was looking for. He's
calm and not jealous. "Why haven't I started to panic?"
He simply enjoys her company. . . deeply.

Then it all crumbles. Not with melodrama or harsh
words, but a crumbling nonetheless. For while he has
forgotten about his photo, she has her own sitting on the
shelf, very far away from the darkness of the drawer. The
glimmer peters out and dies.

So he returns to the blur with several layers added to

the thickness of his skin. He wallows until his schoolwork
is due and time presses on. But for the first time in so

very long the drawer remains closed, untouched. He
senses a hollow yet needed triumph in this Olympiad of
despair. A victory unrewarded as he kisses someone new.

Josh Galitsky is a UMass student

Wteiicltvidi Odds and ends

Core requirements make
headaches, not knowledge
Reflecting on my three and a half years

at this fine institution of higher learning,
it has become very clear that the Univer
sity policy on providing a well rounded
education is nothing short of menacing. I'm
a communications major. 1 want to be a
journalist, or a broadca.ster, or a screen
writer. I know nothing about biology, or
oceanography, or geology. Nor do I wish to

find out.

Color and
there is a

The following is an excerpt from The
Boston Globe Magazine. It will illustrate

a point that African-Americans have
seemingly forgotten to address: We as a

people are continuously being socialized

to be inferior.

Joseph L. Hill Jr.

"It was a middle class neighborhood:

first for Yankees, then for Jews, and final-

ly for blacks."

If you are African-American, and you
need to read this quote again, do so.

It will illustrate my point that you have

been so socialized into accepting this ter-

minology, namely black, that you do not

even notice its use when it is printed in

front of you.

Upon closer inspection you must realize

that the author in using the word Yankee

was referring to the ethnic group of Anglo-

Saxon or Europeans, in using the word
Jews, he was referring the

ethnic/religious group of Jewish peoples,

and his use of the term blacks is a

reference to all persons of African descent.

Why is it that all the groups named in

ethnicity:

difference
the above excerpt are referred to using a

proper noun; therefore, it is capitalized,

except for blacks?

There can be only one justification for

not capitalizing black, and that is if it is

used as an adjective. Get it? As an adjec-

tive. Used to describe something. Name-
ly a person's skin color.

None of the other groups were referred

to by their skin color, so why African-

Americans? I can only speculate on the

lack of respect the ethnic group of African-

Americans receive. It is quite obvious that

when referring to African-Americans,

ethnicity is not as great a factor as is skin

color.

So what can this group of people do
about this? Well, for starters, you can stop

allowing other ethnic groups to define

who you are or what you are supposed to

look like. i.e. black. I am a brown skinn-

ed man. My ethnic group is African-

American. It's that simple. Lower case

"b," and capital "A's." My ethnicity is

African-American, not brown.

Joseph L. Hill Jr. is a Collegian staff

member

Cosmo Macero Jr.

Why does the University see fit to force

feed me Entomology 226? In addition to the
painstaking process of selecting the be.st

cla.sses in my major, pre-registration has
become a quest for the easie.st E cfjres. Why
doesn't FS&N 130 ever fit into my
schedule?

Sure it's my own fault for not satisfying

these stupid requirements when I was an
underclassman, but I shouldn't have to.

Just like I shouldn't have to spend the

great majority of my study time preparing
for those damn Friday quizzes in Latin 120.

Which brings me to my other pettest of

peeves . . . the foreign language
requirement.

My bout with the language requirement
is legendary. Freshman year . . . Japanese.
Intensive, six credits . . . what the heck, get

it over quickly. Wrong. No amount of

academic enthusiasm can ju.stify learning

a 350 character alphabet when you're 18

years old. Which way to the express drop
table?

It took a full semester to regroup from the

trauma of sitting in that cla.ss and not even
knowing how to raise my hand. It wasn't
until the fall of '86 that I could get up the
courage to tackle another foreign dialect.

"How about Italian?" my folks said. Why
not? Father's native language. A little

heritage. It might even be fun.

Yeah . . lots of fun. F
Spring semester 1988. Panic sets in.

Latin is the only way. "It's real easy" my
roommate .says. And .so it was. until I took

the final. D is for dandy they say. At least

I made it to 120. That's an accompli.shment.

If you haven't gue.ssed, I'm fed up.

Nothing is more fru.strating than having
your well designed program of .study poi-

sioned by a slew of classes that don't in-

terest you in the least.

So here I am. Wading in the pool of

academic mediocrity. Doing things I should

have done two years ago. Learning a

language that is only .spoken by priests in

movies like The Exorcist. It's nice to be a

well rounded student.

Cosmo Macero Jr. is a Collegian staff

member

Letters

A supreme dictator for UMass
As the Undergraduate Student Senate is

presently in a confused state of turmoil and
thus rendered quite powerless, I felt that

since there is a need for an SGA leader that

perhaps a new approach should be taken.

Therefore, let it be known that I hereby
proclaim myself as supreme dictator of the

University of Massachusetts student body.

Until they, (the senate and its consti-

tuents) can come up with a counter solu-

tion — one which may render me powerless
by either a revolution of some sort by the

students, or otherwise, I hereby take over

and announce my first two doctrines:

1)1 am your new student leader and my
armies will smite you unless you continue
to act in accordance with my policies.

These include the students now being
ordered by me to continue to act in exactly

the same way that they have been acting

as students here at UMASS, but with
thought.

2) Ask me anything and I'll comply pro-

vided that it pleases me too.

That's how it's been anyway.
Sincere thanks, your supreme dictator,

Jeff Filipov.

P.S. Ifyou aren't pleased with this, as I'm
sure many of you are not, then at least it

will get you to vote on the issues at hand
more efficiently, quickly, organized, sen-

sibly, and less apathetically, ignorantly, in-

considerately, and confused.

Already 1,700 students have complied in

my support.

Jeff Filipov

Southwest

Forget the filibusters, let's just resolve the SGA presidential issue now
The Undergraduate Student Senate once again left the

Student CJovernment Association president's office emp-

ty and without a solution as to how to fill the vacancy.

One solution seems apparent ... follow the SGA Constitu-

tion and the Student Supreme Court. The court states that

co-presidents-elect Jason Rabinowitz and Shari Silkoff

cannot be ratified. The senate took a first step by issuing

an order that states that Rabinowitz and Silkoff cannot

use the title or office of SGA president.

The next was to clarify the ambiguity of the SGA Con-

stitution. The constitution states that there can be a presi-

dent and a student trustee, or one person can hold both

offices. Notice how president is in the singular form.

"But it doesn't say anything about co-presidents." Ex-

actly, it doesn't. Since they are not designated, they are
not allowed. By adding a "co" in front of the term presi-

dent, the Constitution is being changed. Until there is an
amendment stating otherwise, co-presidents are not
allowed.

The last request is that new elections be held. At the
last senate meeting (Nov. 9) it was decided that the mo-
tion calling for the election is out of order. Why? The other

suggestions are taken care of, why not follow through with
the Student Supreme Court's recommendations? Get
Rothman not to "point of order" until he's blue in the face
and Jay Festa to get his faction under control. Suspend
the rules afler roll call to have both sides draw up legisla-

tion for new elections and then vote to enact that legisla-

tion. If anything is resolved at the next senate meeting,
let it be this, so the student body can be resolved of this
issue once and for all.

Joshua Christie

Orchard HUl
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SALE ENDS
NOVEMBER 17th
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COME IN &
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YOUR
COPY
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COMPLETE
16 PAGE
CIRCULAR

RUBIE BOUGHT QVER 6000
AT 80% OFF THEY WON'T UST LONG

80% OFF
LAST
YEARS
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Everything Is inclutied to turn your

TV and VHS VCR into the Hottest

Live Action Stereo Experience.
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The ActionMax Game System
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CONNECTICUT
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CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6
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CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9
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Mt. Holyoke chair suspended
FROM STAFF REPORTS
The chairman of the English depart

ment at Mount Holyoke College has been

suspended as a result of sexual harass-

ment charges filed against him by a

student.

James Ellis was suspended by Holyoke

President Elisabeth Kennan on Nov. 2

following a brief investiagtion, according

to the Mount Holyoke News.

The student, whose name was not

released, submitted a written complaint

to affirmative action officer Katharine

Stevens, the newspaper reported.

Richard Johnson, an English professor

at Mount Holyoke, has been named acting

head. The newspaper reported that Ellis"

students were told that Ellis was on

"medical suspension."

Anti-smoking advocates to push
for legislation to protect minors

F Y
The FYl section serves as a public service

announcement to the campus and com

munity. Space is limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee all announcements will

be published.

Fair
A fair sponsored by the National Society

of Black Engineers is scheduled to be held

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today in the Campus
Center Auditorium. Admission is free.

Dance
The UMass Republican Club is sponsor-

ing a dance scheduled from 7 to 9 tonight

in the Student Union Ballroom. Admission

is Free.

Senior portraits

The Index is sponsoring portraits for

seniors from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. today through

Friday in room 177 of the Campus Center.

Lecture
Orinthologist Cindy Stacier is scheduled

to speak on her research on the Resident

and Migrant Warblers of Puerto Rico at the

monthly meeting of the Hampshire Bird

Club at 7:30 tonight at the Hitchcock

Center in Amherst.

BOSTON (AP)- Anti-smoking advocates

and lobbyists said yesterday they would

step up their attacks on the tobacco in-

dustry, as as ground-breaking legislation

aimed at protecting minors comes under

consideration in the Massachusetts Senate.

The state Legislature is scheduled to con-

sider at its next formal session a bill requir-

ing tobacco companies to print a warning

on all cigarette packs that it is against the

law to sell tobacco to minors.

"Our hope is that Massachusetts will

take the lead in this effort to protect the

health and well-being of the nation's

young," said Dave Altman of the Stanford

School of Medicine in Palo Alto, Calif. He

was one of five Stop Teenage Addiction to

Tobacco board members who met here to

discuss strategy to prevent the illegal sale

of tobacco to minors.

"We're looking to have the sale of tobac-

co to kids treated just like the sale of

alcohol to kids. That is, just don't do it,"

said Richard A. Daynard, a professor at

Northeastern University's School of Law
and chairman of the Tobacco Products

Liability Project.

The group said studies in California have

shown that in cases where a printed

reminder that it is illegal to sell tobacco

products to minors is displayed, sales were

reduced by 70 percent.

"There are only six cigarette manufac-

turers in the United States, so it's going to

be much easier to enforce the law against

them than against thousands of mom and

pop stores across the country," he said.

Edward L. Sweda, Jr.. a lobbyist for the

Group Against Smoking Pollution, said he

would step up his campaign in the

Legislature to see the mandatory warning

label approved.

ZS 3E Tr aL. Tg aiE 2S zz:

JOIN THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEUS SEMINAR AT

TRINITY COLLEGE

Summer 1989
Dates: June 26 - August 10, 1989

Courses Offered at Undergraduate and Graduate Level in:

English Literature • Art History • Legal Studies

Creative Writing • English History • Classics

ALL COURSES TAUGHT AS TUTORIALS BY ENGLISH FACULTY

Trips to London, Stratford, Cornwall, Paris

For more information, attend the Oxford Meetinq at UMass

Tuesday November 15, 1989

7:00 p.m. • Room 206, Bartlett Hall

Or stop by Room 378 Bartlett Hall (545-1914)

zs r Ji- sz zra az 3S az:

"Why Should I Register...

... For Peer Education Programs?

Let Me Count The Whys.

1 . I can earn three academic credits.

2 . It can help me to meet lots of people.

3 It can help me to improve areas of my own health.

4 It can improve my chances of getting a job. because I will

represent the University Health Ser/ices.

5 . It will teach me skills valuable in any career like leading a

workshop, giving a presentation and developing marketing

strategies.

6 It can really help me be part of a team working to improve

UMass. .... 11

7 It will teach me about important public health issues likes sex-

ually transmitted diseases and AIDS, alcohol issues, car-

diovascular illness, cancer, accident prevention, eating

disorders, stress and consumer health.

8 . In short, it might be the most important course I take while 1 m
a student at UMass.

INibUc HeidUi 2 16 - T-cs. 2:30-5pm. ?-r H««IUi PromoUon Foc«M« oa a v*rittT of

health issats. on* Mmcstcr, jut register.

P«bUc Health 213 - Wed 2:30-5pm Peer Sewtalhy Edocatloa 2 .emeeter commit-

ment, call 549-2671 ext 181 for permlwlon of Uutmctor

Edo 291 D Wed. 2:30-5pm. Peer Alcohol EdacaUon 2 semester commitment. caU

549-2671 e«l. 181 for permission of Instructor.

n I n n " I II

'•PLANT •<

I IN A
HUNGRY
WORLD
GEN. ED:

BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE

Plant Pathology 100

Feast/Famine

Spring 1989 - MWF 10 10

3 Credits Call 5-3413

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOUDAYS!

'ttm MW >t>«<>

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

179

229
259

320
260
739

CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
HONGKONG
Ttxtt not Included

Alto: Worti-SludY Abroad.

Languagu Coursti. Ml Student

ID. youth Hottel Passes

eURAIL Pmms I»*u0d on the spot'

call lor Iha fMB CICE Student

Travel Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. Pleasant SI.

Amhtfll, MA 01002

1 Pray St.. Amherst-549-5403 • Open I 1 a.m.

. 7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out •
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ j^^^ g^^ 3 ^oior TV's

Kitchen Open till Midnight jjost Bar Scats In Town

MONDAY NIGHT 1 OC MOZZERELLA STICKS

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

TUESDAY NIGHT 1 00 CHICKEN WINGS

MARGARITA $1.75

Drink of the Week

GRIZZLEY $1.50

Beer of the Month

Also Serving Homcstvlc Lunches and Dinners

THIS WEEK: Meat Tortellini, Baked Ham, Tttrkey .

much more'*

. and

10th Anniversary 1978 - 1988
Good Food & Drink
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volleyball

I M;r-- in- nriii making' a Bataan Death M.irch In next

Wit k - AllanlR- 111 Touiiiaiitcm al Pcnii State I'iiim r-i

t > \\\i- Minutewiiiiien ha\ e |)la\ eil ID --I ram 111 lead mat
clu'>. Insula <i\ (it those Id, and have plased less than spec

taciilavK m two consecutive weekend lournainents.

"\^
;

• ieall\ \)<i-\\ stniLit^lm^ siiKi' I he Temple
match 1 1 heir last home j^ame 2.i da\ I '\lass head
coach Carol Ford said.

"We know w t' \f lieen up aiuI down and haven't heen
able to sustam any level ol'inten>it\\ We've been nw a real

roller coaste'i-." she said

In the weekend'^' tirst ni.itch, L'Ma.-.- went tive game-
with one nt the top Division II teams m the country,

Florida Southern,

"To beat them, we would have had to have been at our
best. We had a really slow start We just made a lot of

aiistakes, " Ford .said.

Accordinj4 to Ford, mistakes cost the Mmutewomen the

' 11 .-^t ^ame, hut I'Mass then ^ave FS( ' a i un hv takiiiu the

lext two ^.inies.

Leading two ^'anies to one. I'Mass couldn't control

Florida in the next two ^ranie.- FSC onlv alinwicl I '.Mass

12 points 111 the I'liuil two L;ame.-.

"In the I'lt'th K^Diie Florida was all over u-. Ford said.

On .Saturday. I'Mass was forced to pia\ three con

-ecutive iiialclies. The first. (
' W l'o>l ua- llii' iiio.-t

ilistressm^f lor Ford and the Mmutewomen
"As far as intensity and quality of plav, this wa- our

worst match of the entire tournament, W'l i> .illy should

liavi' lie.iteii them.' Ford said

I'Mass won the first ^'ame fairly handily luit lost the

nixt two liy the same heartbreaking .score l.'i 17 That
was enough to morally deflate UMass as it lost its ne.xt

game 7 1,5. dropping the match 3 1,

"They did a whole lot of tipping and we had a hard time
passnig ofTthe tips," Ford said.

"1 think everybody was a little down," for the first game

against .Navy. Ford said of UMass next opponent The
.Minutewomeii wert' soundly pounded by Navy in the first.

UMass, howfver. had the la.st laugh. The Minutewomen
bobbed up and dow ii, wmning the second, fourth'and fifth

games for the .1 2 v ictory over the Midshipmen.
.Again. I '.Mass w as forced to light the roller coaster style

of play. .Although they won the match, the Minutewomen
collected only six points in the two games they did lose.

"Against New Haven (UMa.ss" last match], in com-
parison to the <ither matches, we played great, " Ford said.

rhe Minutewomen stole the first game from UNH. drop-

ped t lie next two, and set itself up for a fourth game battle.

Xew Haven (the tournament champion] had gone the

entire tournament without a loss. UMass pushed UNH
to 1-1 US in the fourth game, but as was UMass luck all

weekend, it wasn't enough.

"I thought we were going to pull it off and have a real

shot t)f winning that fifth game," Ford said. "We did a

great job of serving and blocking."

For now, UMa.ss needs to put all the pieces together with

only five days to go until the A- 10s.
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Ciiic Cuts

Perms, Boc^r'sjona^

, facial
VJax\ng

• ^AanicuTe

• Facials

. Bodv ^faP^

Expires 11/30/88

\e (ifffr a KHi'V inon*"* hack
uiItT on all of our hair care iikhIiiiIs

•lUdkcii *'Se\m •ran! .Mitduil

: iiiafc*' your fushioii sUilcnniil

Styles By Deborah
65Universlty Dr.,Amherst

549-5610
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;^tE DELIVERY to AMHf/jcT
T^ 1 1.30 a.m.- 10:00 p.m.^'

13 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Open Hours

Mon-Thurs 11:30am-10:00pm
Fri & Sat 11 :30am-1 1:00pm
Sundays 2:00pm-10:00pm

256-0286
y//yy//M'/y//////////////^^^^

A 104
Physical Education

\\\ Inst tiiiic (utonnu. w.is a muhf
lo iviiKiiilvi W\ student was some
thiiiuc.illcJ lioiK'C rusher Reec1,.i.k a.

HilK lo, defeiisi\e tackle fi)r the toot

hall team.

I had the shtKk ofnu' life when
he answered his dorm room d(K)r.

He was about si\ r(M)t se\en. .in

diameter. .And when he shook m\ ^
hand, 1 thouu.ht Id never u.et it back.

So there I w as, taee-lo-knec w ith

the big. man on campus, wondering
how I w as noini; to relate American

Literature to The Hulk.
Hut then he pulled out a can of
Orange ("appuccmo. I was shocked!

(xnild It Ix- that this lough j<Kk

liked Its delicate taste? And when
Rone Ousher brought out the bone

.hina, I was beyond belief

Reading the expression on my
face, he said, "What can I say.^ I like it.

The (.afc Francais is pretty good,
t(K)." Well, who's ^oing to argue, I

thought. As we sippecl our Orange
C-appuccino, I discovered that Billy Jo

loves reading novels; his only problem
was pcxnry So I ^avc him tips on
reading Emily Dickinson, and he
gave me a copy of Ann Beatties

"Falling in Place."

All I could think was. Dads never
going to believe this!

General Foods* International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

Auto
Glass
Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

TIOtdSundtflMtdPW • S49-2N0

PlO. Afflnfftt
Mm) MaiM C'va-< Ct'Si accMiM

yoM Inm
aroMnd,
llM*rp"s

Mtmethiiig
wm al

*---

jazzeittse
Hampshire Mall.

Hadl«y: Intcrskale 91
•M«W«F. 9 30am
M»Tu«W»Th SJOpm
M«W 7 00pm
Friday 6 00pm
Saturday 9 15 am
'child care available 5^ 0745

WalK-ins 3.50 ea

Mthly passes available

Qualit

Copie

jjlorAI

kinkoi
the copy center

253-2543

ARTS/LIVING

Twin's Society stale; Mann too maudlin; Sure's cover too close

By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Staff

UB40 with Chrissie Hynde "Breakfast In Bed"

This winning combination that brought us the 1985 hit

"I Got You Babe" have joined forces once again. UB40,

masters at pop reggae, craft a sound that highlights the

light falsetto of lead singer Alie Campbell and the rich

voice of Pretenders front woman Chrissie Hynde. Add to

this a terrific horn section and a beat that never stops and

vou have yet another great UB40 single.

Thompson Twins "In The Name Of Love '88"/ Infor-

mation Society "Walking Away"

After hearing these two song it's easy to tell where the

Information Society get their inspiration from. Already

a huge hit on the club charts, "In The Name Of Love '88"

is a revamped, re-released remix of the Twin's 1981 hit

from their new greatest hits album. The Minneapolis band

Information Society falters by comparison to their British

counterparts. "Walking Away" isn't as solid as the band's

first hit "What's On Your Mind (Pure Energ>')," and ends

up a disappointing follow-up for such a promising band.

'til Tuesday "Believed (You Were Lucky)"

After a grand debut in 1985 with "Voices Carry," this

Boston-based band virtually faded away. The former four-

some are now a duo, but their melodious harmonies still

remain thanks in part to the moody, inspiring vocals of

lead singer Amiee Mann. Despite this, the song will most

likely fade away with the others due to the usual gloomy,

bitter lyrics that seem to turn up in most 'til Tuesday

singles.

Cheap Trick "Ghost Town"
How fortunate we are that these late 70's rock relics

have staged a successful comeback, now a whole new

generation is able to suffer through their dime-a-dozen

style. "Ghost Town" is a semi-ballad that's about as

soothing as a bed of nails and dull beyond words. This

cliche tune really is a cheap trick.

Hazel Dean "Turning Into Love"

This defunct di.sco singer has made quite a come back

with the help of producers Stock, Aitken, and Waterman.

It is true that most SAW productions sound similar, (such

as Kylie Minogue, Rick Astley, and Banaramatbut "Tur-

ning Into Love" breaks the traditional SAW mold. The

catchy lyrics and Dean's light voice seem to recall the girl-

group sound turning this song into a pleasant surprise.

continued nn page 14

Mirandolina (Lee Anne Hutchinson) and Baron Ripifratta (Michael Riseberg) share a lovers

toast in the UMass Dept. of Theater production of Mirandolina by Carlo Goldoni opening Tues-

day in the Curtain Theater. Call 545-2511 for tickets.

SCHOIARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

SrUDENIS'yyHONEEDFREE
MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Every Student is Eligible lor Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless o1 Grades or Parental Income.

• W» h»v» a d«l« bBnk ol o»«r 200.000 listing* ol icholatshlps,

lellowthips. gfants. and loant. raprasanling o»ai »10 billion in prWata

saclor funding
• Many scholarships ara givan to studants based on thair aeadamic

interasts. caraar plans, lar-ily herltaga and place ot residanca

• There's money available for students who have been newspaper car

riers. grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non smoHcrs etc

• Results GUARANTEED

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Fr*« Brochur*

(800) 346-6401
•M:

Tonight

TuesyUled
Thursdov

Friday ot^

Saturday

Sunday

Daily

Buffalo ftt miami

Gpni Brighton Beach Memoirs

^^m Siloxi Blues

Gpm Roxanne

Spm i Men anda Baby

NFL/ Roxanne

12:30-4pm mP$/
^j6BSw»**aa»aR?<»wra :

*-iw»

1mem w/hwuhi cam/wBisi/ww-iMi

mO^
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Artists discuss Gallery show

Fishbone flew into a frantic Pearl Street crowd Thursday night.

By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

Two professors from the UMass art

department, Jack Coughlin and Rosanne
Retz. are holding a showing of their recent

works done while on sabbatical last fall in

the Herter Art Gallery.

Coughlin's exhibit, entitled "Friends and
Other Strangers" is a series of portraits

done of friends and colleagues done in pen-

cil and watercolor.

"I began with these drawings of my
mother last spring and I just continues

from life," Coughlin said. "I just wanted
to do a series of drawings from life and see

how many I could do in a six-month

period." Coughlin said he completed over

100 works to date, but plans to continue to

series. Most of the portraits were done in

one sitting, but Coughlin said, "Sometimes
I have to do two or three drawings before

I get it right." Often the last drawing is the

best, he told me.

Coughlin said, "I tell people when I draw
them that it is a hit or miss thing. I don't

know if I can get a likeness or not." I found

the eyes and hands in Coughlin's portraits

added insight into the personalities of the

subjects. Coughlin explained, "I think next

to the head, the hands are the most ex-

pressive. The hands can express a lot, or

we think they can express a lot."

The individual titles of Coughlin's works
consist of the subjects' names and occupa-

tions. "I put down the occupations," he
said, "so it isn't just a series of mug shots.

They help the viewer to understand the

drawings in some cases."

Coughlin is best known as a printmaker

and sculptor. Permanent collections of his

works can currently be seen at the

Metropolitan Museum and the Museum of

Modern Art in New York, as well as the

National Collection of Arts in Washington.

Rosanne Retz, best known for her print-

making using the technique of lithography,

currently teaches printmaking a UMass.

Her exhibit is entitled "Recent Works on

Paper."

Retz's works are very different from

Coughlin's. Hers are abstract and highly

colorful, with a few peices done in black

and white. These black and white pieces,

Retz said, were created by using acid tint

on stone. Retz explained that in this pro

cess she draws on stone, starting with a

black surface. "I create the image by pain-

ting on brush-fulls of acid gum arabic mix,"

she said. The varying shades of gray and

black depend on the strength of the acid.

The result is and amazing illusion of

texture.

The colorful works are also a treat to the

eye, with their misty, glittery, soft surfaces

and subtly shifting shades of color blending

together and separating before the eye.

All the works, Retz said, were "based on

the land where I live in Shutesbury; mainly

on a road that is adjacent to our house."

Each of the works in the exhibit are

related, and with each successive piece,

Retz said she tried to explore the subject

further.

"Friends and Other Strangers" by Jack

Coughlin, and "Recent Works on Paper"

by Rosanne Retz, will be at the Herter

Gallery through Nov. 23. Gallery hours are

Monday-Friday, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. and Sun-

day 2 p.m. 5 p.m.

e ft

wefice
An Academic Year Abroad
in the Arts and Humanities

year of undergraduate study immersed in the

life and culture of Florence. TTie program combines
universit)' courses uith indi\idual tutorials and Ian

guagc study and, for students of the arts, uork \Mth

Italian artists. c A D A l-l
For information and .m application, contao: oA^iv/Vn
Sarah Ijwrcncc College In Florence LAWRKNCK

COLLEGE
Box UMAI
Bronxullc, Ncu York 10708
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PINOCCHIO'S
RISTORANTE ITALIANO
Monday Night Football

Special
Large Cheese Pizza $5.50 pit<s tax

Toes. & Wed. Special $5.50

MUST MENTION SPECIAL WHEN ORDERING
NO COUPON NECESSARY-NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON
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«
«
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COMMUTER AREA
GOVERNMENT

IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

Undergraduate Senate
Board of Governors
Student Judiciary
Governing Board
UMass Transit Advisory Board
Childcare Voucher Committee

Come by the office at 404 Student Union or call 545-2145

Qualifications: Must be an undergrad living off campus.

GET INVOLVED!

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed
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"Well, we're back!

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

JGGMAN : TURTUE

^L^ AKOUNP NICE G\Ji.

&00P STUDENT, A Bit

GULLIBLE THOUGH,
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CABBY : FROG
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/ walked in here, and got hit in the head with tm
orange and I said to myself, 'These guys are ready. I

better not do anything to screw this up, ' and I turned

around and walked out.

-UMass football coach Jim Reid, on what happened
in the locker room during halftime of Saturday's 17-6

win over Villanova.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 Act the ham
6 Worthy
10 Ice mass
14 Street urchin

tS Bullring cries

16 Wander
17 Breakfast

starter

19 Employer
20 Weights of India

21 Feasted

22 Ardent

23 Lingerie item

24 Place

26 Ban
29 Man of the

cloth

32 Iraqi port

33 HeOrew
measure

35 Mimics
37 LaOoratory

worker, lor one
40 Ten Pretii

41 Small coin

42 Slacks

43 Depress
45 Yields

46 Bother
47 Wind

instrument

for snort

48 See 29 Across

51 Part of the

street scene

52 Marina sight

56 Decorator s

cofor

57 Parly Beverage

60 Mine, in Pans
61 Corrode

62 Enough
musically

63 Retained
54 Poker pot

66 Cowtwys and
Indians

DOWN
1 Omelet makers
2 Paddock parent

3 Khayyam
4 Gratuities

5 Wno dir

6 Mam artery

7 purple

shadows and

Champagne
8 Garland

9 NY time

1 Oieter s dish

1

1

Coma in second
12 — There

13 Weird

1 8 Gambling game
22 In lavor of

23 WW hog
24 Used up
25 Actor s guest

26 Strains

27 Fido s Dest

friend AbPr

28 Island

staple

30 Reckon
31 Bird pads

32 River Bottom

33 Signs

34 Tom. Oick and
Harry a g

36 Map aDOrs

38 Summer
coolers

39 Summit
44 Owing
45 PiayDiil

listing

47 Plaza —
48 High point

49 See 48 Down
50 Let fall

51 Pike s Peak
or —

52 Ponder

53 Handle
54 Sting

55 — IS It'

57 Angeiico.

lor one
58 Race
59 Light blow

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZJ^E
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Menu
Lunch

Meatball Grinder

Monte Cristo Sandwich

Dinner

Baked Chicken/

Cranberry Sauce

Pan Shish Kebab

Basics Lanch

Grilled Turkey Swiss
Sandwich

Falafcl Pocket Sandwich

Basics Dinner

Polynesian Vegetables

w/Tofu
Baked Chicken/

Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Today: Partly sunny, high in the mid 509.

Tonight: Cloudy and cool, low near 40.

Tomorrow: Fair, high in the mid 50s.

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Matt Gerke

Copy Editor Yana Dlugy

Layoat Technician Florencio Terra

Photo Technician Andrew Rist

Prodaction Sapcnrtsor Rob Levine

Prodactioa Wendy Rae, Tricia, Nicole, Mike M
,

Mike W . Liane and Matt's cruisin' to noWare

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor In ChUr ^

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert CiappennelU

Business Manager

Marc Infleld

Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob CiappenelH

Business Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Munroe
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd.Frtihbeis'

Ctrcnlation Manager

Mary Huygens
SubKribtloni Manager
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No Mercy for those affected by atom bomb
By RICH A. BOUCHER JR.

Collegian Correspondent

On Thursday, Nov. 10, despite a small second night tur-

nout, audiences were treated to a fantastic performance
of No Mercy by the Amherst College Department of

Theater and Dance. A play concerning the wide-ranging
effects and the ethical dilemma of the development of the

atom lx)mb. No Mercy was written by Constance Congdon
and directed by Michael Birtwistle.

No Mercy is a look at the effect of the 1945 testing of

the atom bomb on the life of Roy, a soldier who, while on
watch at the testing site is blinded in one eye when hi.->

goggles shatter. The play switches fn)m scenes of 194")

to 1985. with a much older and affected Roy accompanied
by his wife Ramona. Running in between the scenes

throughout the play is J. Robert Oppenheimer, who
observes the ripple effect of his experiment, as he tries

to remember where hes seen Roy before, not remember
ing Roy as the young soldier.

Playing the elder Roy, Homer Robinson did a spec-

tacular job depicting an aged man. The play shifts from
Roy and Ramona's life to the lives of Adam and Jane,
Adam being a modern counterpart to the young Roy,
equally unquestioning of his duty and equally as faithful

The singles scene
continued on page II

Tracy Chapman "Baby, Can I Hold You?"
On both sides of the Atlantic, Tracy Chapman has had

phenomenal success with her debut album. This third

release from that album is yet another masterpiece of

modern folk music. Her rich alto vocals and skillfully

played acoustic guitar combined with the thoughtfully

written lyrics create yet another sensational single for this

in his work. Adam and Jane are parallels to Roy and
Ramona. The direction seemed a bit busy at times, as

there were often several things going on at the same time

on stage. While Ramona speaks, Jackie (a present day
televangelist) .seems to answer her as she chatters away
about the Rapture, the concept of Christ delivering the

faithful up to Heaven. Ironically. Roy wants to sing a .song

called "I Saw The Light" on the show.

The play questions Roy's faith, Oppenheimer, and us.

The question is one of ethics as Oppenheimer, throughout

the play, struggles with the conflict between progress and

the means to make it, and the consequences on

humankind it can have. "Oppie" tries to tell Roy at the

end that he only wanted to gain knowledge and insight.

Pure knowledge, he stresses, is not bad. The question

he asks of Roy is: "When you come to an open door, and
there is a line of people waiting to go through behind you,

don't you go through it','" The character of Oppenheimer
seems only to w ant to apologize for the deva.station of lives,

and for the shaking of Roy's faith in God. This is a play

full of irony, humor, and drama. It is challenging and

entertaining. Oppenheimer's la.st word on .stage is "sorry,

"

to a little lost boy, because he can't stay behind and help

him. He has to go on.

Massachusetts native.

Al B. Sure "Killing Me Softly"

Ju.st when you thought every song ever written has been

remade within the pa.st two years, surprise! Al B. Sure

has remade the 1973 Roberta Flack "Killing Me Softly."

Besides a few minor alterations, the song doesn't .sound

much different from the original. Sure's mellow, laid back

voice is adequate for such 70's fluff, but the overall effort

is no better than mediocre.

(OlU'inun photo hv Joel Solomon

STRONG PERSUADER - Jon Z. Bowser
jams with his band Strong Waters at The
Hatch Monday. The Robert Cray/Roiling
Stones-influenced trio paid a visit to UMass
from the Boston circuit, where they have been
playing for much of the year. Highlights of the

upbeat peformance included Cray's "I Guess
I Showed Her," off of Strong Persuader, as well

as an original blues song with an Irish twist.

TI/AEOUT
Where The
Action Is!

•kifk-k-kitifkifk-kifk'kitititifkiUfkifkir

t Monday Night Football ;
itiHfkifkitir*-lfk-k-k-kifkifk-kitifk-kii-k

FREE HOT DO^
ititiHfkiHtit**iHfk-kiHrititiHfk1HfiHritit*itititit »iHHHHtirHit

t BUFFALO BILLS VS. MIAMI DOLPHINS I

New!! Michelob Dry $1.75
"^ You deserve some Time Out ^.

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

OLLIER FICTIO
Writers of daring imagination

^.

^BAl-^
UT

KRHZV KnT By Jay Cantor

"Kaleidoscopic . K^^y /Caf oacKs a

wallop on so many levels that it can

be ranked with books such as

Animal Farm -Da\i\(i Ballard,

San Francisco Chronicle

"An effervescent book An X-rated

sort-of-sequei to the comic strip

sprightly, delightful and insightful"

-Tom Disch front page.

NY Times Book Review

\ Ti V

I

HOT TVPE
Edited by John Miller and Equator

Magazine. Fifteen writers of fiction

(including Joyce Carol Dates. Cynthia

Ozick. Jayne Anne Phillips. Elizabeth

TallentJ. myself among them, hand up

the work of fifteen others who have

not been widely read but who should be"

-From the Foreword by Richard Ford

"Superb . . Great concept, great fiction"

-Booklist

Available wherever books are sold, or call

1-800 323-7445 to place your credit card order

CCOLLIER BOOKS
An imprint of Macmilian Publishing Company 866 Third Avenue New York NY 10022
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THE
ADELPHIC LITERARY SOCIETY

PRESENTS

PROF. DAVID LENSON
COM. LIT. DEPT.

University and Student Rights

Nov. 15, 1988 7:30 p.m.

CC 904

HE'S SEEN THE ATTITUDES OF
THIS CAMPUS CHANGE

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

OPPORTUNITT KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS nitsi

Why? Because Army ROTC teaches you
the leadership and management skills you
need for success— in college and in life.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

FIND OUT MORE CONTACT
ARMY ROTC

Next to Boyden Gym 545-2321

football stops Villanova

continued from page 16

Pastorick got the Minutemen on the

board with a 6-yard touchdown run with

3:53 lea in the first half. The Wildcats then

drove to the UMass 2, only to see McKeown
stop Pete Lombard! cold on a
4thdown-and-l.

"That play was out of a Hollywood
script," UMass head coach Jim Reid said.

"It was the difference between us going in-

to halftime tied, and us going in with 85
guys yelling and screaming."

Villanova coach Andy Talley said, "I

thought the way the game was going, that

on the 1-yard line, we were confident that

we'd score. But UMass was playing really

well. They just stopped us."

It was not the last big play the UMass
defense would make. At the end of the third

quarter, McKeown's interception and
4-yard return gave the Minutemen the ball

at the Villanova 31.

Seven plays later, tailback Kevin Smellie

leaped in from the 1-yard line, and Silvio

Bonvini's extra point made it 14-0.

"We capitalized on turnovers and that

was the difference," said Palazzi, who
threw for 154 yards and was UMass'
leading rusher with 67 yards.

The Wildcats put together a 7-play drive

that was capped off by 21 -yard pass from

Schulz to Robert Brady, but Tom Withka
missed the extra point.

Following a UMass fumble, the

Minutemen got the ball back when Sean
Cummings picked ofTa Schulz pass at mid-

field. Moments later, with 5:14 left, Bon-

vini put the final nail in the cofling with

a 38-yard field goal to ice it, and was car-

ried off the field by Palazzi.

"It feels awesome," Bonvini said. "I knew
it was a big kick even before I went out

there. I'll always remember my teammates
holding me in the air afler I kicked it. That
will always stay with me."

The win in their final home game will

stay with all the seniors.

"The way I see it, there are no seniors on

this tpam" Robar said. "Everyone is equal

and I'm sure this win is as important to

everyone else on the team as it is to the

seniors."

A win next week would be even more im-

portant, and none of the Minutemen are

looking past New Hampshire.

"I seriously feel that if we look at

anything but taking care of ourselves, we
are doing ourselves a disservice," Reid said.

"I've been around here since 1978 and this

is the hardest working group, bar none.

They love to play football. They would play

in a drafly barn, because they love to play.

And I want people to appreciate this team
for that, not because of the seven wins."

The hard work has shown through most

of the season. And the appreciation was
never more evident than late Saturday

afternoon in the UMass locker room.

UMass beats UConn
The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team picked up its

third straight victory of the young season

Saturday, beating the University of Con-

necticut, 155126, in Storrs, Conn.
Due to limited space, we are unable to now 3-0 on the season.

print the full details of the match, but look

for a complete rundown of the meet in

tomorrow's issue of the Collegian.

With the win, the Minutewomen are

AfA
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Dr. Emil Fackenheim to speak on
"50 YEARS AFTER

KRISTALNACHT:
FAITH AND THE HOLOCAUST"

Tuesday, November 15 7:30pm Memorial Hall

Dr. Emil Fackenheim, who was
present in Germany during
Kristalnacht in 1938, is currently

Professor at the School of

Overseas Students at Hebrew
University.
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SPONSORED BV UMass Hillel. Distinguished Visitor's Program: Judaic Studies. Institute for Advanced
Studies in Humanities. S College Hillel: Jewish Student Projects/Greater Boston. Ml Holyoke Jewish Union

UMass Reform Jewish Chavurah: Germanic Languages & Literature Dept
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LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
"Souf/i Mr\c3!s Grammy Avjard-

winning Vocsl Group"

with special guest

Karia Bonoff

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm
FAC Concert Hall

Tickeis: $ 1 6, 1 4, 1

2

Five college students '/z -price . j Box Office 545-25 1

1

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

>MrTO FCR 2AL£-CALCJl>TCflS
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Ha?WANTH3»<.CST
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iNSTPUCTX:N • MCTC«CVLCL£S
?S?SCNAL2«'9tC£ WANTE3
PIC83S N£H;e: -5SJVIC3
xx:mate wantg} • n^Ava.

WANTS •SUaLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFRCS—CC 113 MON-THURS 3:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30):- DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO OUBLXATICN • CASH IN AOVANCE. 20e/WORO/OAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

RESUME BOOK FOR women engineers
Resumes are due m Kristin Olivero's

mailtwx outside Marslon 229 by Nov 30

DO VOU HAVE TROUBLE getting your
ideas into words'' Vou may t>e dyslexic

You are not alone Cme to the Nov 1 7th

7pm DSO meeting. Campus Center Rm
917

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SMCtOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acre's ol

country land Ample o(f street parking and
tree bus service to UMass and stiopping

areas Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

VW RAB SO EX~C6nD 80.000 mi lots o)

new parts must sell $1,800 546-7198

THUNDERBIRb 1986. load^dTeKta clean
Must sell Call Bruce 253-3576 $7999 or

BO

TWO BEDROOM APT. o« He 9 in Belcher

town on bus route available Jan 1 575 »

contact Sage and Seaver 256-0266

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE lake over lease

Stan Jan 1 ideal lor grad student quiet

warm, homey on bus route call 256-8395

1T BEDROOM APT IN ciitfside Apts

Sunderland. $450/mo Take over lease tor

Spring Semester Call Paolo- 665-4927

FOR SALE

GAIN VALUABLE MARKETING EX-

PERIENCE while earning money and tree

trips Campus representative needed im-

mediately tor Spring Break trips to Florida

and South Padre Island Call Echo Tours

at 1 800 999-4300

EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY and

help others al the same lime Flexible

hours $5 00»/hr November 18-0ec«mber

24. 1988 Call 586 5243

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,T00^2.S00
now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1-312 741 8400 ext J 5931

A

ALLISON A LEONA have a supersonic bir

thday from H««'l< Me kiv youM WaiAingUin

6

12-STRING GUITAR (ACOUSTIC) must

sell Asking tor $200 (willing to bargain )

Call Jon (otl-campus) 253-3713.

CENTRION ACCOROO 1 2 speed bikelwo

years old Senior $175 with Kryptonite lock

call 253-7797

SKI BOOTS
Raichle RX860 size IQVi Excellent cond

Retail value 350
Only used 4 times' 1988 model

Selling for $1 75/BO
Call Ernie 253-7797

GOVERflMENT JOBS $1S.400-S72.S00

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1-312-741 -WOO Ext J-5931A

EASY WORK! E^tCELLENT PAVJ Assem
We products al home Call for information

504-641-8003 Ext 598

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE cute blonde

in Cahdbourne 122 How about dinner tues

day night to celebrale? P S It's tMen a
wonderful live weeks VFH

TO MY FLCtORMATE ANNtE- Thankyou'
Here s that personal and have a great day'

Love Lori

AMY AMERLINfr Hope you had a happy

birthday! One more year to go May your

birthday wish come true Love. Joy

•JARHEAbS "...All former prior service

marines meet me at the TOC on Nov lOth

lor a pitcher or two at 8 30pm No
Wanabees allowed Thai means all you

PLC and reaermsts unlessyou'ra prepared

10 boy lor your batters FTS

ROOMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
Brandywine Apl 549-4267 Laura or Jen

QUIET, NONSMOKER, graduating senior

seeks room in house or apanmeni for

Spring s«rr>ester Call Maria 549-8176

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDE to take over
lease for Spring semester in Southwood
townhouse 253-5717

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on campus, affordable, spell-

ing/grammar revww«d S84-7924 Nancy

WANTED

I NEED A DOLi. SET as props for mylGMM
lilm' A family set of both parents and
brother and sister Pre 1950's preferred

Please call Jim 546-9285

FEMALE TO SHARE a greal apl r

pus 549-2980 keep trying.

rcam-

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday rT>omings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

LOST

82 FORD MUSTANG QT 302 87000 miles
burgandy runs good all records on car Call

alter 5 00pm 3900 or best oiler 256-6978

13" COLOR TV Must sell - great picture

$50 00 or best o«er 253-7797

BRAND NEW ATftT cordless model 440
$65 00 549-6109

TOSHIBA WALKMAN W/DKilTAL CLOCK
w/Floyd The Wall tape Call John 6-9046

CHEVETTE 1982 Excellent condition 4 dr
4 sd $995 leave message 546-6081

78 DODGE COLT 4 sp new radials radial

snows new suspension runs greal extras
$300 Rich 256-0613. 549-9903

HONDA 750 CUSTOM 81 . excellent con-

dition full face helmet and rain cover in-

cluded $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 256 0998. Steve

LOST PEARL NECKLACE of great sen-

timental value Reward offered Please call

585 0926

FREE KITTEN VERY CUTE but landlOfd

says gl to go 549-2980 Keep trying

• • POOL/PING-PONGTWRnIiMENT-
Coming soon!' Praclice-you could

represMit UMaas In tlie National Col-

lagiatc FInalall

CAMPUS WIDE BACKGAMMON toume
meni' Win cash' Call 549-9941 lor info

ROOM IN HOUSE in Hadlay Call Keith

584-0649 $275 a month

WRITER SEEKS QUIET roommate
665 7234

NONSMOKING FEMALE TO share Bran-

dywine apt w/3 females lor spring semester
w/option to take over lease Call anytime
leave message 549-5616

1 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE. noo-smotTef
lemale 240-neal included 549-7157

LATIN TUTOR WANTED. Call 549«184
ask lor Liz

HELP! I n«ed Soc 103 (Hums) notas will

pay morwy$$ Shirley 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

WE NEED PLACE TO LIVE lor Springi 2
Women looking to take over lease Please
call 546-8956 Cant stand to live on

campus

HOUSEMG/ROOMS/SUBLETS namf Jan
2 14 Call SBMC 256-8615 lOam-Spm

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires rims runs very well •3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1 970 MUSTANG~CbUPE^^xce7lenl
condition-mechanically sound' Greal body
4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908
weeknights-Jen.

ENTERTAINMENT

KLUBKAVE O.J. SERVICES - Professional

music system at unbeatable prices -

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Spon bike. 5 months
old. $1 .500. includes lull facial helmet and
lacket Call David 1-566-8212

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases tables and more Hamelin Fur

mture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Oarnn We deliver

546-6518

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT Disc
pckeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organizations 256-8526

FOR RENT

PUFFfON APARTMENT- needTToom
mate lor spring call John 549-7423

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Sum-
mer yr round, all countries, all fields

Free info. Write IJC. PO Box 52MA01
Corona Del Mar. CA 9262S,

MOTORCYCLES

1»83ntAWASAKTKZ55d LTD Helmet.

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

AXOS COUNTDOWN TO LEGALITY con

tinuesi Kimbo-6 days left. Vicki-10 days left.

Kimba 16 days left' The drinking public

awaits you' presence uptown' Get psyched

ERIC.,.HEY BABE! Bet you never thought

you'd get one ol these on you Iwrthday' I

love you Jennifer

KELlV O. Happy 21srB-day it's finally

here It's been 1 yr 4 9 rrio I love you sc

much Michael

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS IS A crippling

disease that can strike anyone at any lime

Domino s Pizza and the Delta Chi Prater

nity need your help m combating this

disease Lawns raked lor ten dollars ($10)

proceeds to benelit the Multiple Sclerosis

Society Donations also welcome Time is

running out Call 549-6505

•MAKE DAVID S DREAM COME TRUE*
• Sigma Phi Epsilon will be sponsoring

•

a drop oil lor post cards Take the

time to bring a smile to David's face '

The table will be on the

Campus Center Concourse all week '

SKI AREA POSITIONS,.. Ml Tom. one of

the area's most exciting recreation facilities.

has openings tor snowmakers. lift alien

dants. general maintenance Skiing

privileges included Apply in person Mon
day through Friday. 1-4 at our General Of

fice. Rt-5. Holyoke

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LEITHA on your

special day Love, Mom. Dad. and Martin

SUFFIE- Here s your personal! Make me
jealous this weekend! Love. Lynnie

JILL STODDARD BASEN on Bush's vic-

tory I guess you re the one who has to

leave ttie country Your favorite republican

MARC. I STILL think you're awesome
Love Sig"

EARN $«0-$120/SHIFT! Drivers wanted
Must own an insured car and t>e able to

work at least one weekend night until clos-

ing Call Domino's Pizza 256-8913

1989 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
" Destinations Lake Tahoeheavenly "

•Vermont Sugarbush Smugglers Notch,

•

• Killington Ski all day'party all night '

For lowest prices call

546 6612 or 546-5242

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a
one bedroom Ckflside apt wlan easy going
senky If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

SERVKES

ACCURA'TE. INEXPENSIVE WORD PRO-
CESSING by Professional editor highest

quality last service Call Greg. 586-4424

PROFESSIONAL TYPING, letter-quality

printing $2 page Payy 585-0425

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, Fast,

accurate 253-WORD

ACCURATE TYPING, Pickup and delivery

15' pp Basic editing Gloria 323-5140

ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING on
word processor Call Carolyn-leave
message 253-5667

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EARN FROM $8000 up next summer
508-543-3706 Leave message.

TRAVEL

DEAR SUGAR RAY
Be good

Love, your wefariously cool

boylriend and man ol your dreams

3 GIRLS WANT TO take over 2 bdrm lease

anywhere' Call 546-9736. 546-7823 Leave
a message

WORK IN BRITIAIMRELAND LEGALLY
FOR UP TO 6 MONTHS

THE BUNAC/ilSiT FALL ROADSHOW will

be visiting UMass on Thursday 3.

November Information available between
10am and 3pm in the Campus Center con
course loltowed by a presentation between
6 30 and 8 30pm in room 168. Campus
Center Everyone welcoiTW.

mturftt/tr

Com/ne^ci^asm
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SPORTS

Football beats Villanova in home finale
Minutemen get key conference victory, 1 7-6

Collrfoan photo hy Andrrw Kint

Senior linebacker John McKeown picked up his 500th career tackle
Saturday as the Minutemen beat Villanova, 17-6 at Warren McGuirk Alum-
ni Stadium.

By MAIT GERKE
Collegian Staff

A familiar face on defense was missing,

and an old face that hadn't been seen in

weeks was back on olTense.

But in the end, it was the faces in the

University of Massachusetts football kxrker

room that told the story best after the

Minutemen's 17-6 victory over Villanova

University Saturday.

"It's a great win," said Dave Palazzi, one

of 19 seniors who played their final game
at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium. "We
needed a big, big win and we went out and

got it done."

The Minutemen, missing injured corner-

back Garrick Amos but aided by the return

of fullback David Mitchell, moved back into

a tie with Delaware for first place in the

Yankee Conference at 5-2. The Wildcats,

5 4 1 overall, drop to 4 3 in the conference.

UMass got some help from the outside as

well, as Boston University handed the

University of Connecticut its third con

ference loss to clear some air at the top of

the standings.

"Whatever happens, happens," said

senior Nick Salmon. "I'll think about this

one today and once we hit the weight room
Sunday. I'll start thinking about New
Hampshire. They knocked us otT last year

and we owe them one."

If the Minutemen beat New Hampshire
Saturday in Durham, and Delaware loses

to BU, UMass would win the conference ti-

tle and gain a playoff appearance.

But a win over the Wildcats would be the

second step. UMass took care of the first

big step two days ago. Despite the fact that

Villanova gained 524 yards in the game.

UMass improved to 7-3.

"We did what we had to do," said senior

defensive tackle Steve Robar, who was one

of the game captains Saturday. "The
defense held together one more time."

The Minutemen took advantage of three

interceptions and stopped Villanova on two

key fourth-down plays to help preserve the

win.

Senior linebacker John McKeown had

one of the interceptions and also registered

his 500th career tackle when he stopped

Wildcat quarterback Kirk Schulz on a 4th-

and 1 play early in the second quarter.

"I .started here (Alumni Stadium) with a

bang and I went out with a bang,"

McKeown said. 'The interception was just

reaction. If I had gone to the fullback like

I should have, 1 wouldn't have gotten it.

"Getting 500 tackles is nice, but we won
and that's all that matters. Besides, with

the linemen I had this season, I couldn't

help but get my 500th tackle. If I miss

tackles it's my own fault."

McKeown had a game-high 16 tackles,

while free safety Pat Doran had 15 and
linebacker George Karelas added 14 for the

Minutemen.
But Villanova tailback Jeff Dingle

managed to slip through the grasp of the

Minuteman defen.se for 1 19 yards rushing.

UMass' ground game got a boost from

Mitchell, who returned Saturday with 8

carries for 32 yards after missing five

games with an ankle injury.

"There's no question we missed Dave and
Jim (Pa.storick. who missed three games
with an ankle iryuryl, " Palazzi said. "We're

not as strong without them."

ainlinued '>n page 15

Field hockey falls

to Northeastern
continued from page I

"We had a ton of chances and when you play a cham-
pionship team, you have to capitalize." Hixon said.

But this was not like any other day for UMass. Maybe,
the bigge.st play of the game was made by Hixon herself.

She opted not to start junior forward Kathy DeAngelis
who has been UMass" leading scorer for the last two
years. She led the Minutewomen this season with 11

goals and three assists^ but did not enter yesterday's

game until there was six minutes left in the first half.

"We started a little c:ifferent lineup today to give us
a little bit of .speed," Hixon said.

Sophomore Elise McDevitt, who has scored five goals

this season, replaced DeAngelis in the starting lineup.

The Minutewomen nad two very good chances to

capitalize coming down the stretch, down 2-1. With about

six minutes left, UMa>s drew a penalty corner.

Senior co-captain Ruth VasapoUi hit the ball out to

senior Julie Stuart at the top of the circle who drilled

a shot toward the bottom left hand corner of the net.

Northeastern goaltender Amy Westerman extended
her right leg to the limit and kicked the ball out, .saving

the game for the Huskies, now 15-2-2 and heading to the
Final Four at the Ur iversity of Pennsylvania next
weekend.
UMass drew another oenalty corner about 20 seconds

later. Stuart again received a pass at the top of the cir-

cle and hit a low hard drive that missed wide left of the

net.

"The penalty corners are the bread and butter of this

game," Hixon said. "Ar;d we just didn't execute."

The Minutewomen had 19 penalty corners in the game,

yet were only able to convert on one of them.

That play came at 15:17 of the .second half when
Vasapolli slid a pass out to Stuart. Stuart penetrated

down the middle of the circle and dished off to freshman
Dawn Trumbauer who beat Westerman to cut the NU
lead to 2-1.

UMass had dug itself a hole by breaking down late and
breaking down early, late in the first half and early in

the second half.

With only four minutes left in the first half, the game
was scoreless. But when NU's Jennifer Deo walked in

on UMa.ss goaltender Cindy Cox, that would change. Deo
nipped a shot to the left of Cox into the goal to give the

Huskies a 1-0 lead.

Northeastern carried that momentum into the early

stages of the second half. At 2:25 of the second. Debbie

Sweeney scored what proved to be the clinching goal

when Anne Mucera hit her with a pass right in front of

Cox. Sweeney tucked it home and gave the Huskies a

2-0 lead.

"We turned the ball over a couple of times in crucial

situations," Hixon said. "Our goalkeeper made a mistake

and they made it happen."

Women's soccer ousted by Wisconsin, 2-1
continued from page I

Powers was one of six seniors who saw their collegiate

careers end in the rain yesterday. Caria DeSantis, Cathy
Cassady, Beth Roundtree, Sue Montagne and Sue Cooper
all fell just short in thoir attempt to reach the Final Four
one last time.

"I can't nf-me a player who had a bad game," Rudy said.

"It was a h.'lluva game to watch."

The game was won by the Badgers in the early stages

of each half UMas.s d( minated play for most of the game,
but dominance doesn't always show up on the scoreboard.

Wisconsin got on the board just 11:03 into the game.
A corner kick from the left side bobnced around in the

box and got into the loft side of the net. Senior defender
Laura Kein:'. got credit, although it appeared the ball went
in off a UMass defender.

"We were flat early. We got a late start," Rudy said.

He admitted that the fact that UMass hadn't played in

two weeks could have been a factor in that.

But the Minutewomen were able to get a big goal before

the half to tie it. Roundtree served a corner kick from the
right side into the box. After it bounced around a bit.

Cooper got control of the ball and dished it inside to

Powers, who struck it just inside the left post with 9:46
left in the half

The first half ended at 1-1, with UMass getting a

tremendous boost fron. Powers' goal Amazingly. Powers
was playing with a bad knee, injured in practice la.st week.
Coming out for the second half, the Minutewomen didn't

let down a bit, pressuring Wisconsin's end early and oft«n.

They missed a pair of chances to go up, as Powers just

missed getting her second off a long chip feed from April
Kater, and then goalkeeper Heather Taggart just beat
Roundtree to the ball of a serve from Cassady.
Then, came the killer.

Wisconsin, on its first trip deep into the UMass zone in

the second half, got a free kick from the left side. The serve

went into the box, and a huge scramble ensued. Both
goalkeep)er DeSantis and Cas.sady tried to clear the ball,

but as the wet ball squirted out of DeSantis' hands, senior

midfielder Patty Wirth got on it and pushed it inside the
right post.

Both Wisconsin goals came off of re-starts, a problem
area for the Minutewomen all year.

"They got their two free kicks and got two goals. On
of our weak .spots is defending restarts," Rudy said. "They
caught us on it. They got us on a corner and then a big
free kick. We knew it was coming."
Despite the goal, UMa-ss didn't let up its assault, pick

ing up numerous other chances until game's end. But Tag-
gart and the Badger defense came up big time and again,
and the trip to the Final Four was in hand for Wisconsin.

"If they had tied it again, we'd have really been in trou

ble," said Wisconsin coach Greg Ryan. "They really had
us rattled."

In the end, it comes down to a big nemesis for UMass
all .season, the lack of ability to finish. Each time the op-

portunity presented itself, UMa.ss was unable to get the
ball in the net.

"Finishing is our weak point. We created a lot of danger,
but not a lot of chances." Rudy said.

And the Wisconsin defi-nse can take a bow for its part

in that.

"Their defenders were tough. They had a very sound
plan and executed real well." Rudy .said. "Tactically, they

played an excellent game."
"We work so much on team defense," Ryan said. "We

organized our defense to not give up high-percentage
shots, but they created some good shots."

But this time, for the first time in six years, it just wasn't

enough.

('ollrifian phoU> hy Andrrw Rist

Sue Cooper was one of six seniors that played
their final collegiate game yesterday, as UMass
dropped an NCAA quarterfinal playoff game
to Wisconsin, 2-1.

Spikers drop
three of four

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The ending weeks of the University of Ma.ssachu.setts

volleyball team's season have become one long prolong-
ed sighhh.

UMa.ss dropped three of four matches at this weekend's
New Haven Tournament.
The Minutewomen beat Navy 3 15, 15-8, 3-15, 15 9,

15-2 on Saturday but lost three matches to: Florida

Southern College 4 15, 15-12, 15 10, 7 15, 5-15; C.W. Post

15-7, 15 17, 15 17, 7 15; and the University ofNew Haven
15-10, 3-15.5-15, 14-16.

continued on page 10
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WHERE'S GIRALDO? — Luke Hepler and friends wander Saturday afternoon in Amherst
Center in poor spirits because of the recent stretch of bad weather.

SGA co-presidents-elect, opponents
to debate on WMUA show tonight
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association Presidency will

be the topic on tonight's SGA Today radio show on

WMUA FM 91.1. Guests will be Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz, SGA co-presidents-elect, and two of their op-

ponents, conservative Senators W. Greg Rothman and

Brian Darling.

Senators Val Vagoda and Todd Lever will host the show,

which runs from 8:30-9.30 p.m.

The SGA Presidency has been hotly debated since

Silkoff and Rabinowitz won a majority of votes in the elec-

tion last March. The Undergraduate Student Senate has

yet to ratify the election because some senators have in-

terpreted the SGA Constitution to bar co-presidents from

holding office.

Rothman and Darling have called for a new election in

Investigation of racist remarks
closed; offender not identified

which only single candidates will be allowed to run. Last

week Senate Speaker Robert Fadel ruled that new elec-

tions would not be allowed.

With frequent shouting matches at senate meetings,

tensions have run high in the controversy. Asked if it was

wise to put the two warring factions in the same room,

Lever said. "I don't foresee any problems, they're all civil

people.

"The reason we're having these four people on the show

is so the student body can get an idea of what the issues

are in the SGA presidency controversy, and if there is any

common ground from which a compromise can be work-

ed out," Lever said.

Lever encouraged student participation. "I'd like to en-

courage students to call-in to the program," he said.

"These people are our student leaders, and they should

have answers as to why the SGA presidency has been an

issue for such a long time."

Guiness foils

postcard effort
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

What started two weeks ago as an act of charity and

community service has turned into a lesson in frustration

for sophomore Steven LeDuc, a pledge of Sigma Phi

Epsilon.

LeDuc, a resident assistant in Wheeler Residence Hall,

saw the poster proclaiming the wish of David, a 9-year-

old luekemia patient from Florida, to set the world record

for the amount of mail received by an individual.

All was well until LeDuc discovered the Guiness Book

of World Records would not accept any new records for

amount of mail received. David Boham, American editor

of Guiness, said the record is for unsolicited mail only.

Because David is actively seeking support, he is ineligi-

ble for the record, he said.

LeDuc said he called Guiness, but the editors there

would not change their position.

Hank Aaron, the baseball player, holds the current

record, according to Guiness.

LeDuc said he then contacted the Make-a-Wish Foun-

dation, a non-profit organization for terminally ill children

who were sponsoring David, to inform them of the record

book's decision not to accept the record, if attained. The

foundation told him that David had already heard of the

decision, and withdrew his wish, LeDuc said.

Richard Verville, director of the Western Massachusetts

Make-a-Wish chapter, said the organization will sponsor

a different wish for David at his request.

The fraternity set up a table on the Campus Center Con-

course last week for students to sign post cards and make
donations to Make-a-Wish. LeDuc also talked to American

Greetings, a greeting card company, and arranged for

them to donate hundreds of post cards, he said. Even

Chancellor Joseph Dufley got into the act, coming to the

fraternity's table Tuesday to sign a post card and make
a donation.

"For [David] to get tons and tons of post cards would

be a really good moral boost for him," LeDuc said. "It's

a sad thing that he couldn't get his wish."

Verville said, "David has elected to rethink it and come

up with another wish."

"However, from the bottom ofmy heart, Fm saying that

if he gets cards every day, he'll have something to look

forward to," Verville said.

Regardless of whether or not David reaches his goal,

Sigma Phi Epsilon plans to honor him with a plaque or

trophy, according to chapter President Adam Smith.

"For 25 cents, y.ou're going to make a lonely boy very

happy, " Verville said, urging people to keep the cards

going.

An investigation of a Physical Plant

worker who broadcast racially derogatory

remarks has ended with no one being iden-

tified as the culprit.

According to James Langley, associate

vice chancellor for University Relations

and Development, the investigation was

closed Oct. 26 by Affirmative Action

because of a lack of evidence.

Physical Plant Director Roger Cherewat-

ti said he felt the investigation was fair and

based on the evidence.

Cherewatti said he will be forming a com-

mittee which will develop a human rela-

tions policy. He hopes to have the commit-

tee formed by the end of November, and a

policy formed three of four months

subsequent.
COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES

Amherst town meeting limits

growth of fraternities, sororities
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

By a single vote, Amherst town meeting

last night passed a zoning change that will

stop fratemity/s<irority growth along North

Pleasant and Phillip streets.

With a two-thirds vote needed, town

meeting members voted 103-51 to pass Ar

tide 17.

After the vote several people, including

both town meeting members and members

of the Greek system, were suggesting a

re-vote.

Board of Selectmen Chairwoman Edith

Wilkinson said town meeting members

may reconsider the article during the cur

rent town meeting if they choose to.

Ninety-seven members were not present for

the vote which could change the outcome

of the article.

According to Wilkinson, only members
who were not present to vote and members
who voted against the article could recast

their votes.

The passed article will rezone North

Pleasant and Phillips streets from campus
residence to general residence. The change

will grandfather existed fraternities and

sororities but will not allow any new pro-

perties to become Greek houses.

Seymour Friedman, an Allen Street resi-

dent, said passing the article would help

curb the noise fi*om weekend parties, park-

ing on crowded narrow streets and on front

continued on page 3

ACLU fights bad image
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

President-elect George Bush's camptiign

presented the American Civil Liberties

Union in a false light, according to the co-

founder of the University of

Massachusetts chapter of the ACLU.
UMass student Jose Afonso, who helped

found the chapter three weeks ago with

Stefanie Krantz and Alden Miller, said

Bush's criticism of Gov. Michael Dukakis'

membership in the union was unfounded.

"A lot of people are frightened and con-

cerned," Afonso said, "that a president

elect would attempt to connect the

American Civil Liberties Union to a \efi-

wing, extremist, out-of-the-mainstream

movement, when in reality the ACLU is

very American and is an ardent supporter

of the Bill of Rights and the U.S. Constitu-

tion." *

Founded in 1920 by Roger Baldwin, the

ACLU is the largest law firm in the coun-

try, Afonso said. The union has fought for

the desegregation of schools, the

decriminalizatiqn of abortion and the

publication of books like James Joyce's

Ulysses. The union defended Lt. Col.

Oliver North's right to takfe the Fifth

Amendment dviring the congressional

hearings in 1987,

According to am ACLU press release.

the union defends "the right to express

unpopular views— in the belief that once

the govermnent is empowered to violate

anyone's rights it will uae that power

against all of us.' ,

The UMass chapter has not yet applied

to the University for Registered Student

Organization status, Afonso said.

Student Senator W. Gr^ Rothman said

he welcomes the A.C.L.U. to campus, but

does not agree with what he calls their

defense d" child pornography or their ob-

jections to the tax-exempt status of the

•Catholic church.

"If they stick to issues like freedom of

speech, then I have no problem with hav-

ing them on campu8,",he said.

Rothman said he expects the ACLU will

work to bring Rev. Louis Farrakhan to

the University since the Distinguished

Visitors Program is not sponsoring the

civil rights leader's visit. Afonso agreed.

"The (Ku Klux KlanJ should have its

right to march or speak as well as should

Rev. Farrakhan," Afonso said. "We
believe that civil liberti^ extend to all in-

dividuals in organizations regarding their

Constitutional rights. That often means,

however, that unfavorable and often

distasteful material must exist. If we try

to supin*e8S ideas or material that is in op-

position to the maiority. we will effective-

ly endanger opposing viewa."
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Editor of The Christian
Science Monitor resigns
BOSTON (AP)- Editor Katherine Fan

ning and two of her top assistants at the

Christian Science Monitor resigned

yesterday, saying a restructuring of the

church-owned newspaper "means a

serious weakening of its editorial

substance."

Fanning was joined in her resignation

by David Anable, managing editor, and

David Winder, assistant managing editor

of the paper, which has a Monday through

Friday circulation of 170,000.

Fanning said in prepared remarks that

the church had decided to cut the daily

size of the newspaper to 16 pages form its

current average of 28 pages, and to

eliminate advertising.

"The increasing diversion of church

funds from the Monitor to other media,

the decision to downsize the paper and

drastically cut its staff means the serious

weakening of its editorial substance," she

said.

Representatives of the church schedul

ed news conference yesterday to discuss

changes at the newspaper, which has lost

money for years but is widely respected

by its readers and by the newspaper in-

dustry. Don Felheim, a spokesman for the

church, said there would be no immediate

comment on the changes at the paper.

Fanning said she also was protesting

the decision to allow John Hoagland, the

Monitor business manager, control over

content, which was said "threatens the

editorial independence."

Salvation Army running unique

day-care center for the homeless
CAMBRIDGE ( AP) - The Salvation Ar-

my is operating a drop-in day care center

for homeless children near Central Square

that is believed to be the only service of its

kind in the state for the homeless.

The center, which opened last year and

was expanded to a five-day-a-week opera-

tion this fall, is open from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

and it gives parents a place to leave

preschool children while they look for jobs

or places to live.

"It was a blessing," said Diana Paiotto,

44, who placed her 3-year old son, Andrew,

in the center last winter while searching

for an apartment.

Andrew often was sick, but shelters

wanted him and his mother out by 8 a.m.

He often cried, so secretaries in public

welfare offices did not want this mother us-

ing telephones to call landlords if she

brought Andrew along.

"I had not place to leave him, and in the

winter, I couldn't be making phone calls

with him there on the ground," she told the

Boston Globe. "I couldn't call to get an

apartment, which was the very thing we
needed."

Moses Ware, 39, lives in a shelter with

his son, Jason, 5. He uses the <»nter to look

for an apartment and a job, and he wishes

the center were open longer. "Its really not

enough time to get very far," he said. "I

can't make any aflernoon appointments

either."

Jacqueline Kittle, director of the center,

said it would like to say open longer and

take in more children, but under state

rules, it is limited to 10 children a day, and

no child can attend more than six days a

month.
The center offers it services free. It gets

help from area business, foundations and

the state Department of Social Services to

pay expenses of approximately $60,000 a

year.

Jacqueline Clarke, who runs a small day-

care center four blocks for the Salvation Ar-

my told the Globe she is organizing area

dayK^are centers willing to take in children

of the homeless.

AP Photo

Katherine Fanning

Sen. Kennedy says Dukakis
should have emulated JFK

Friends help slain man's family
CHICOPEE, (AP) - Nearly 75 friends

gathered to renovate the home of a

carpenter whose dream of fixing up his

house ended with his stabbing death in

August.
"Of course, the dream was shattered,"

said Ray Rokowski, father of the slain

carpenter David Rokowski. "But then

somebody thought, 'Why not finish his

dream up?'"

"It's overwhelming," said Donna
Rokowski. wife of the slain carpenter who

lives in the house with her two children.

More than $8,000 was raised for the

remodeling of the Montcalm Street house

at a Polish American Civic Center Club

dinner dance attended by 370 people

Friday.

Friends and relatives began work at 7

a.m. Saturday and Sunday. Ray Rokowski

said the group numbered 74 at one point

on Saturday and helpers came from as far

as Buzzards Bay.

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - If Michael Dukakis

had followed John F. Kennedy's example

and embraced the term "liberal" early in

his campaign, he would have won the

presidential election. Sen. Eklward M. Ken-

nedy said yesterday.

Speaking at Harvard's John F. Kennedy
School of Government, the 56-year-old

Democrat maintained that "the liberal

tradition of the Democratic Party is alive

and well and strong in America" and "this

election was eminently winnable."

About 250 students and faculty members
jammed a semi-circulair lecture hall for the

speech, one of a weeklong series of events

commemorating the 25th anniversary of

President Kennedy's assassination on Nov.

22, 1963.

"I know how my brother would have

ridiculed the Republican attempte in the

recent election campaign to make 'liberal"

a dirty word. They tried that trick in the

1960 election, too, and my brother rejected

it out of hand," Kennedy said.

"He embraced the liberal label without

hesitation. He didn't run away from it, he

welcomed it, and he campaigned proudly

under its banner.

"And I believe that if he had started cam-

paigning that way a few weeks earlier,

Mike Dukakis and not George Bush would

be taking the oath of office next January

as the next president of the United Sutea."

continued on page 12
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For Spring Semester-- 1 989

Deadline

:

Tuesday, November 22, 1988

Just come down to the

Collegian Otfice and fill out

an application today.

Collegian is anE/O/E

UMass Cross Country
Ski Course

at Cummington Farm

4 Lessons, 4 Week, 1 Credit Course
Classes begin second week of February

Wed. Evenings or Sat. Afternoons

$56 (includes transportation)

Sign up at GPE Office

Rm. 248 Boydcn

or call

545-2338

G60 Nordic
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LOCAL
Local senator promotes movement forcing business to build facilities

Support for child care bill sought in legislature
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Now that the presidential election is over, lobbyists for

Massachusetts child care are once again pressing for sup-

iport of the Child Care Linkage bill now pending in the
state senate.

If enacted, the bill mandates all businesses and in-

dustries that construct buildings of more than 50,000
square feet to erect child care facilities either inside or

in a nearby building.

Funding for the facilities is entirely the responsiblity

of the employer, said Kate Mehr, aide to recently re-

elected State Sen. John Giver, D-Amherst. Employers who
are unable to provide adequate facilities will be required

to contribute to a fund to expand day care in communities,
she added.

Mehr said the bill is in the Senate Ways and Means com-

M Greek growth
continued from page 1

lawns, and littering from empty beer cups
after parties.

Friedman said the area residents have
been trying to talk to the University of

Massachusetts, Greek Affairs and the
fraternities/sororities in the areas for the
past three years without success.

"All the University says is they do not
have very much control (over the houses)
because they're not in UMass housing or

on their property," he said.

Carlene Riccelii, director of Greek Af-

fairs, spoke out against the change.

Riccelii said the houses have been
established there as far back as 1915, the

proximity to campus makes it a logical site

for fraternities and the houses have con-

tributed to the community.

Ricceli said Greek Affairs has started

working with the residents and the Greek
houses to solve the problems. Among the
possible solutions are clean-up crews after

weekend parties and parking restrictions

in the area.

After the vote she said, "The vote was
misguided because the issues presented

tonight are not a zoning issue. They're not

even considering the rooming houses and
the residents who rent to students and
don't live there."

Riccelii also said she has never been con-

tacted by the residents directly when there

is a problem. "They seem to call the police

rather than talk to us."

Amer Syed, a member of the Interfrater-

nity Council and Pi Kappa Alpha, said the

fraternities have been working on the

area's problems.

"We've organized neighborhood clean-up

projects and we have our own parking lots,

so the (parking) problem doesn't stem from
us," he said

My fraternity spent $7,000 this year to

beautify the front lawn and we're im-

plementing noise restraints and quiet

hours," Syed said.

Town meeting adjourned until tomorrow
at 7:30 p.m. when they will meet at the

Regional Junior High School auditorium.

mittee, after being stalled for several months because of

the Presidential race, budget conflicts, and the auto in-

surance bill.

Giver, who is chairman of the Taxation Committee and
a member of the Senate Ways and Means committee, has
sent letters to all senators and is targeting Ways and
Means Chairwoman Patricia McGovern to help rally sup-

port, Mehr said.

"I am optimistic," she said. "I don't know if it will pass

this year but we will refile it if it fails."

The need for child care in this state is increasing, Mehr
said, adding that 2 out of 3 people in this state cannot find

affordable, adequate child care.

"I feel strongly that the linkage bill is a solution," she
said. "It (requires) the private sector to contribute to a

problem it helped to create."

Mehr refused to predict when the twice-introduced bill

will reach the committee floor, but said it has until the

BLOOD RED SKY - A Sunday
inside of a tobacco barn.

CoUrfian photo by DondJ Abeam

sunset over Hadley as seen from the

end of legislative session in early January to survive.

"We know very little of the agenda," she said. "But
we're working very hard trying to lobby support."

In September, the House Ways and Means committee
approved the bill, Mehr said, but only after adding several

amendments and technical changes that contradict the
original premise that the bill will save the state money.
One amendment added by the House allows a rental

deduction to employers providing child care because they
cannot use the space for offices.

A second amendment, the Dependent Care Assistant

Program [DECAP], was also added in the revision. It pro-

vides a 100 percent tax deduction plus 10 percent tax
credit to anyone providing child care to children under
11 years old.

Mehr said she is hopeful this year's budget constraints

will force the Ways and Means committee to drop the
amendments and restore the purpose of the bill.

Dukakis faces
budget woes
By HILARY L. TRACY
Collegian Correspondent

"Mike Dukakis is coming back to Boston
with a fair amount of baggage" as far as

the state budget crunch is concerned, said

Sen. John Giver, D-Amherst, last week at

a panel discussion sponsored by the

Massachusetts Society of Professors.

The crisis must be resolved soon because
as far as the budget is concerned, "there
is no more free lunch — the legislature can
no longer bail us out," Giver said.

Raising taxes may be the only solution,

said Steve Wollmer, of the Massachusetts
Teachers' Association. He said the recent
elections "ignored the most pressing
issues," the national deficit and the federal

budget. "How to deal with a trillion dollar

deficit without raising taxes is beyond me,"
he said.

Jim Braude, of the Tax Equity Alliance

for Massachusetts, said, "Tax equity is a
critical component of good public policy."

"We can no longer look at taxes in a
vacuum," he said, pointing out that people
often vote against tax increases while
voting for increased government spending.

10 years ago, Massachusetts had an
average per capita income in comparison
with other states and one of the highest tax

rates. Giver said. Now the situation is

reversed. "The shift is the hemorrhaging
of the public sector," he said.

The problem now, Olver said, is "how do
we raise monies adequately and fairly for

public services?"

Braude said the Tax Equity Alliance has
several strategies, including a truth in tax-

ing plan which would require corporations

to report their state tax statements. The
group also supports tax cuts, he said.

The only revenue proposal sponsored by
the Tax Equity Alliance would give $20
million in unclaimed bottle deposits to the

state. However, this bill has yet to be pass-

ed by the state legislature.

If people want things to change, Braude
said, they "have to start becoming tax
literate and make their presence felt."

UMass grad arrested on
assault charges Sunday
CGLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES

AMHERST - Dwayne D. Warren,

former University of Massachusetts stu-

dent and one of the leaders in last

February's takeover of the New Africa

House, was arrested and charged with in-

decently assaulting a 20-year-old UMass
student Saturday.

Warren, 22, of Hillside, N.J., was ar-

rested at 3:52 a.m. Sunday on College

Street and charged with indecent assault

and battery.

The UMass student reported at 4 p.m.

Saturday, Warren assaulted her in the

back room of a party they had attended in

Swiss Village Apartments.

Warren, who graduated from UMass last

May, is a graduate student at Rutgers

University and had returned to Umass for

the weekend, police said.

UMass arrested Warren's brother, Todd
Warren, 21 also of Hillside, N.J., Sunday
on charges of intimidating a witness.

Dwayne Warren was released on bail

Sunday night, and both men pled innocent
to their charges yesterday in Hampshire
District Court. Todd Warren's case has
been continued until Dec. 8, and was warn-
ed to stay away from the alleged victim. In-

formation about Dwayne Warren's case
could not be obtained at press time.

Police are still investigating the reports

and are interviewing other people who at-

tended the party.

Warren emerged as a leader among black

students at UMass during the last school

year, when a racial brawl after the 1986

World Series and the beating of two black

students in February led to the six day
takeover of the New Africa House.

Students in Lot 22 threatened
by man with gun after argument
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Students leaving Lot 22 reported Sunday
night they became involved in an argu-

ment with a person in a vehicle in the area.

During in the au'gument the man in the

vehicle allegedly produced a rifle and
threatened the pedestrians.

A description of the man's car was fur-

nished to local police and within an hour
of the incident Amherst Police notified

University Police the car was now parked
at an apartment complex in North
Amherst.
Acting on the information, UMass Police

arrested 19-year-old Sterling resident Mark
I. Bjorkman and charged him with assault

with a dangerous weapon and possession

of a firearm on University grounds.

Bjorkman is scheduled to be arraigned to-

day in Northampton District Court on the

charges.

In other police reports:

• The Police communications center

received a telephone call that a bomb would
be detonated in Washington Residence

Hall Friday night. Amherst Fire and En-

vironmental Health and Safety conducted

a search after evacuating the dormitory.

No device was found in the building.

• A 27-year-old Millers Falls man was ar-

rested Thursday on an outstanding war-

rant issued by State Police in Athol.

• A purse was reported stolen Thursday
from Herter Hall.

• A vehicle stopped for a red light on
University Drive Thursday was struck by
a second car which was sliding because of

slick road conditions. The car which was
struck also collided with a third car.

• A winter coat valued at $50 was reported

stolen Thursday from Morrill Science
Center.

• A car parked in Stadium parking lot E
was reported broken into Thursday.
Damage to the vehicle was estimated at

$100.
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Expert to lecture about
faith and the Holocaust
By MARIA CRESPO
Collegian Correspondent

Dr. Emil Fackenheim will lecture at 7:30

tonight in Memorial Hall about the

Holocaust in a speech titled "Fifty Years

after Kristalnacht: Faith and the
Holocaust."

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, director of the

Hillel Foundation at the University of

Massachusetts, said he hopes Fackenheim
will "help us to understand how this kind

of persecution could take place, and also to

help us understand what we can do so that

the Jewish people, nor any other people,

would not have to suffer that again
"

November marks the 50th anniversary

of Kristalnacht ("Night of Broken Glass"),

the infamous anti-Jewish riots in Nazi Ger-

many and Austria in 1938.

Fackenheim was in Germany during the

period and described it as "the day that

revealed to the whole world that the Nazi
persecution of the Jewish people would stop

at nothing." Fackenheim brings with

him the story of the past and hopes we can
learn enough to prevent any reoccurrence.

Fackenheim was born and raised in CJer-

many and completed his Rabbinic Studies

in Berlin in 1939. He continued his studies

in Aberdeen, Scotland and Toronto,

Canada, receiving his doctorate in

philosophy.

Fackenheim was a professor of

philosophy at the University of Toronto un-

til he immigrated to Israel in 1983. He is

presently a professor of Jewish Thought at

the School of Overseas Students at Hebrew
University. He has also received numerous
honors for his many books, articles and
reviews.

Perlmutter said of Fackenheim, 'despite

all the pain and anguish, he is affirming

life.

LBGA Foram
LBGA Meeting
The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

will have a meeting at 6:30 p.m. today in

the LBGA office. Room 413 in the Student

Union Building. All are welcome. For

more information, call 545-0154.

Rap Group
The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Counseling

Collective will sponsor a rap group intend-

ed for lesbians, bisexuals, gays and peo-

ple who are questioning their sexuality.

The rap group will be held at 8 p.m. on

Wednesday. Nov. 16 in the LBGA office,

413 Student Union. The topic is to be an-

nounced. For more information, call

5452645.
Coffee Social

The LBGA will have a coffee social from

3 to 5:30 p.m. on Friday. Nov. 18 on Floor

8 of the Lincoln Campus Center. All are

welcome and refreshments will be served.

Counseling
The Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay counseling

Collective offers free and confidential peer

counseling. Office hours are from 1 to 7

p.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Thurs-

day, from 1 to 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday and
from 1 to 3 p.m. on Friday. For more in-

formation call 545-2645.

CCOUNTING
MAJORS

V^'d like you to check

out our numbers!
State Mutual Life Assurance Company of America,
one of this country's outstanding Fortune 50
insurance and financial services companies, has
produced some of the best numbers in the
insurance industry over the past few years. Our
growth and progress has attracted some of the best
talent in America to seek career opportunities with
our companies. We are now looking for the "cream
of the crop" in accounting majors to talk to us and
explore the possibility of rewarding and fulfilling

careers with our companies.

The State Mutual Companies offer a competitive
salary and benefits and just as important, room to

grow personally and professionally in the best of
working environments. U Mass has given us some of
our top employees. If you're an accounting major
looking for that special opportunity, we'd like you
to check out our numbers, liilk to us. Hold us
accountable for your future.

STATE MUTUAL
COMPANIES

Tuesday, November 15, 1988

Dr. Emil Fackenheim

Weekly Specials

«
Baked Stuffed Scrod

Chicken Cordon Blett

4 Roast SIrlon Teriyakl

^ Veggie Melt

(Mnrtd with dcsMft oaIt)

ll

$7.95

$7.95

$7.95

$4.95

All art served wllh a gardta salad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discoants can be used with this special.

Served on Sunday Ip m til 9p.ni., ^
# Mon-Thurs 5p.ffl.-9p m.

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite! ^

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices! •

^ universiiy urive -^University Drive

Amherst ( 1549-5861

r<i

;'x;:Accounting majors are invited to stop by and
;>:; visit our booth at the School of Management
;:;vCareer Day November 16. Interested candidates
>::::;may submit resume at the School of Management
;<<;;Placement Office. On-campus interviews will be
S'rheld December 8.

Z<i
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Dr. Emil Fackenheim to speak on

"50 YEARS AFTER

KRISTALLNACHT:
FAITH AND THE HOLOCAUST"

Tuesday, November 15 7:30pm Memorial Hall

Dr. Emil Fackenheim, who was
present in Germany during
Kristalnacht in 1938, is currently

Professor at the School of

Overseas Students at Hebrew
University.

5^

:•.*•

••:::>
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SPONSORED BY UMass Hillel, Distinguished Visitors Program; Judaic Studies, Institute (or Advanced

Studies in Humanities. 5 College Hillel. Jewish Student Protects/Greater Boston; Mt Holyoke Jewish Union.

UMass Reform Jewish Chavurah; Germanic Languages & Literature DepI
;
STPEC

:^:
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ARTS/LIVING

Fulghum charms with
crayons and cookies

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

AH I Really Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarden
By Robert Fulghum
Random House

I've never run across a book quite like this. Not only

does it seem to be tailor-made for reading aloud, but I've

yet to come across someone who hasn't been charmed by it.

By now you've probably seen the essay that this book
derives its title from. It's appeared in Dear Abby
numerous times, been reprinted in numerous magazines,

and even been read on the U.S. Senate floor.

The book is a collection of short writings, pieces that

Fulghum calls "uncommon thoughts on common things."

To stop afler reading one of them is about as easy as eating

only one Dorito from a full bag.

Take, for example, Fulghum's essay on Crayola crayons.

He writes about how we've probably all had a set at one

time or another, and about how he gives them to people

as gifts. "The adults always get the most wonderful kind

of sheepish smile on their faces — a mixture of delight

and nostalgia and silliness . . . Ronald Reagan and Mikhail
Gorbachev used crayons, I bet."

Then there's the death of his washer and drier. "Five

minutes later the dryer expired. Like a couple of elderly

folks in a nursing home who follow one another quickly

in death, so closely are they entwined."

Fulghum makes you smile. His writing never seems
forced, never comes across as saccharine. What makes his

writing both refreshing and charming is that he comes
across as someone who is genuinely happy.

There's the e.ssay about raking leaves and shoveling

snow. Fulghum doesn't believe in either of these. He'd

rather have "an Oriental carpet of red and yellow and
green and brown." As for the snow, he'd rather spend his

time making tape recordings of it so that he can use the

tape to wrap Christmas presents.

Buy this book. It has a kind of quiet greatness that won
over from page seven, where Fulghum talks about

Kindergarden. What a wonderful world it would be, he

writes, if we all had cookies and milk at three p.m. and
took a nap; "or if all governments had a basic policy to

always put things back where they found them and to

clean up their own mess."

Dream's diversity conies to Iron Horse
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

Dream Syndicate guitarist Steve Wynn describes the

band as "guitar rock and roll," and he doesn't like to

get any more specific than that. Their latest album,
Ghost Stories, features several different styles of music,

and Wynn prefers to use moods rather than styles to

define the band's sound.

"We play a big variety of moods, from soft to noisy to

blues," said Wynn. "If I can get everything that makes
me happy, angry, frustrated, and elated and feed that

raw emotion into my guitar and amplifier, I know I've

had a good night."

It's when you try to pin things down with Wynn that

you get into trouble. Commenting on his favorite music,

Wynn said "I've got a tape of traditional Greek folk

music, so that's what I like this week."

Wynn also said that the band's different musical in-

terests have an effect on each concert.

"Last night's set sounded like it was influenced by

Ornette Coleman," said Wynn. "I don't mean to be

pretentious or anything, but it just reminded me of some
of his stuff. But then some nights, we we might sound

like Hendrix."

The Dream Syndicate got its start in 1981 when a cou-

ple of guys got together in a basement in Los Angeles
continued on page 6

The Dream Syndicate

Seniors...
^^

It's time to get

shot!
(For the Yearbook!)

Senior Portrait Sittings are
Monday, Nov. 14 through
Friday, Nov. 18 9-5
ex. Rm 177 545-2874

Sitting Fee $4.00
Last portrait sittings until March
December Grads MUST be

shot now!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••§

Your check for an '89 INDEX Yearbook mayj
be mailed or delivered in person to the •

address at bottom, but must be received on J

or before October 15 to qualify for the

discosunted rate.

NAME:

PERMANENT ADDRESS:

LOCAL PHONE NO.:

-•

•
* Make your checks payable to: J

INDEX Yearbook, 103 Campus Center *

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003 •

Sponsorea by Index Yearbook

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES
PRESENTS:

PROSPECTS FOR PEACE
IN THE MIDDLE EAST

FILM SERIES NOVEMBER 14-16

CONFERENCE NOVEMBER 17-19
Amherst College and the University of Massachusetts

'tf^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^--^j^^"^--^^--a^

,

November 1 7:30

Johnson Capel, Amherst College

THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
A STATE DEPARTMENT VIEW
William Kirby

November 18 ':3O-3:30

Campus Center Auditorium

UMass
THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
ISRAELI PERSPECTIVES
Saadia Touval

Benjamin Miller

Mattityahu Peled

November 18 3:30-5:30

Campus Center Auditonum

UMass
PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
PALESTINIAN PERSPECTIVES
Fouad Moughrabi
Elia Zureik

Nasseer Arun

Novemtjer 18 7:30

Bartlett Auditorium. UMass
PATHWAYS TO PEACE:
A PALESTINIAN-ISRAELI
DIALOGUE
Mubarak Awad
Mattityahu Peled, and members
of Friday afternoon's panel

November 19 10:00-1:00

Converse Hall. Amherst College

APPROACHES TO PEACEMAK-
ING IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Mubarak Awad
Herbert Kelman
Rev Ronald Young

Co-Sponsored by: THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY
STUDIES (PAWSS), THE DEPARTMENT OF JUDAIC AND NEAR EASTERN STUDIES OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, and THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
PROGRAM OF MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE.

All events are free and open to the public.

For further information, please call: PAWSS at Hampshire College,

549-4600, ext. 519

FILMS

Courage Along the Divide

Stern Auditorium, Amherst College

730-10:30

Tuesday, November 15

Shadow* Over the Future

Mam Lecture Hall. Franklin

Patterson. Hampshire College

8:00-10:00

Tuesday. November 15

Native Sorts and On Our Land

Goessmann Lab Addition 64

UMass
Tuesday, November 15

Native Sons
Library 210. Mt. Holyoke College

8:00-9:00. 9:00-10:00

Wednesday. November 16

Shadows Over the Future

Fernald 1 1 . UMass
8:00-10:00

Wednesday, Novemtjer 16

CONFERENCE
November 17 3:00-5:00

Campus Center Auditorium

UMass
HISTORY and BACKGROUND
Michael Hudson
Elaine Hagopian
Arthur Berger
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Dream Syndicate
continued from page 5

and jammed on the song "

"We've had the current

guitarist Steve Wynn, "we'

we've gotten better without

innocence that we've still

The band will perform at

The show begins at 10 p.m.

Tickets are $9 in advance,

Suzy Q" til dawn.
lineup for four years," said

ve got better musicians, and
getting snobbish. There's an
got."

the Iron Horse Cafe tonight.

with doors opening at 9:30.

$10 at the door.

Now is your chance to talk about

RETAIL MAIMAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
with OSCO DRUG

If you're interested in retail

management as a career, then
Osco Drug is the company for youl

Osco Drug, one of the largest retail drug chains m
the nation, can put your talents, skills, anddnveon
the road to success If you have an interest

background, training or educatkxi in retail manage-
ment, we have the career you've been waiting tor.

Our structured managennenl training program, in-

cluding manager training phase manuals, video

tapes and workshops, along with hands-on ex-

perience, will start you on your way to a progressive

career in retail management

For aH management positions we offer an excellent

starting salary, including a bonus program and a

comprehensive benefits package

• heatlh Insurance • dental plan
• lite Insurance • employee discount
• disability pay plan • profit sharing

• and more!

From the hiring, training, and development of peo-

ple, to the buying of virtually every item, the Osco
management team exercises a great deal of

autonomy in their stores Find out more alx)ut an

Osco Drug management career

\Ne will be on campus Hiesday, November 22nd
to conduct initial interviews

If you are unable to attend, please send your resume
to Osco Drug, Recruiting Department. 1818 Swifl

Drive. Oak Brook. IL 60521. We are an equal op-

portunity employer m/f.

OscoDrug
Count on people who csr».

Pink-like Paintbox;
Waters back at Hatch
By COSMO MACERO JR.
Collegian Staff

It's always good to hear from new bands, and one of

the newest around these parts is Paintbox, who will

play the Hatch this Saturday night at 9 p.m. Paintbox
describe their musical style as "cosmic rock," and their

free-flowing versions of Pink Floyd, Moody Blues, and
Grateful Dead material should prove at least to be in-

teresting, if not downright cool.

Right on the heels of their first single, a Grave Goods
album is now in the works. More on this later.

Last Thursday night at Katina's, Eastern Wind, Split

Decision and Mini-Bus Sandwich each played solid

sets to an enthusiastic crowd made up in large part of

band friends. Look for Split Decision to play Katina's

again soon with the Maniax, while Mini-Bus headlines

Sheehan's tomorrow night.

On the subject of Katina's, this Saturday night. The
Radiators (a personal favorite) take the stage. Their

Cajuncookin' rock is packed with up-beat danceable

rhythms and "reach out and grab 'ya" lead guitar

breaks. Also, in the "kinda cheesy tribute band" depart-

ment, Physical Graffiti is at Katina's this Thursday.

An incredibly popular attraction all over the state, Phys
Grafs Led Zeppelin show is nothing short of astonishing

in its impeccable musicality, stage presence and overall

mood. If nothing else, it really makes you realize how
great the real Zeppelin was in its early 70's heyday.

The Hampshire College Tavern, with its inexpensive

admission and often free beer, is fast becoming one of

the best places to catch a live band in action. This Fri-

day night. The Lonely Moans and the zany Gidget
Goes To Hell will be on the bill. Be sure to make this

an option as you consider your plans for the weekend.

It was nice to have old favorites Strong Waters back
on the Hatch stage last Monday night, even if the only

original member is band founder Jon Z. Bowser. Perhaps
we'll see more of them in the future.

Don't forget. Send any and all band info to Local Vocal,

c/o Cosmo. Collegian 113 Campus Center. Or drop off

stuff in the Arts/Living mailbox. Local Vocal also

welcomes tapes and or records from area bands. Keep
rockin'.

Velvet Jesus prepares
to leave the Valley
By CHRISTOPHER PARK
Collegian Correspondent

The other day, I had the pleasant chance to interview

Velvet Jesus; a somewhat notorious post-punk, "power-

grunge" band from the Pioneer Valley. For over a year,

the guys — Dave Ferry, Link, Dan Green and Rick Dem-
ing — have had the opportunity to play all the local clubs

they've wanted, and have thus made the decision that they

are ready to move on to bigger cities like Boston and New
York.

Velvet Jesus regrets to have to leave a community
where there are so many kids to play for, but explain that

continued on page 8

Velvet Jesus members Dave Ferry, Dan Green
and Link.
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Comedy
Night

Tues., Nov. 15 at 9:00 pm
featuring:

Richard Jeni
with

Walli Collins
Sponsored By:

Board of Governors
Program Council

and
Commuter Area Government

Wed., Nov. 16 9:00 pm

th. SANE
Their music is original and

driving with a definite sense

of melody and direction;

sometimes compared to that

of the Gang of Four, Husker

Du, The Who and REM.

Celebrate Caribbean Week:

\

Sponsored by Abilities Unlimited

AHORA and the Board aH Gov«rnort

Friday. Nov. 18th at 9 p.m.

Board of Governors
Program Council
present

The
Barber
and
Seville
The ventriloquist

who leaves
everybody talking

Thursday
November 17th

9:00 p.m.

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
PRESENTS:

Fran Lebowitz
"The Funniest Woman in America »f

I

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1988
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

AT
8:00 PM

FREE
i*%jp%gww%j«gja.M ""r^

distinguished

Visitors program
** ** ^*'
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The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect (he views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted
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A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

Bush isn't the end of the world
••He lost."

"Yeah, I know," I said. "But, I mean, it's not like the

world's about to end just because we elected George

Bush.'

"Oh yeah? I wouldn't be so sure."

"Remember when Reagan got elected? Everyone said

he'd push the button," I said. "Everyone thought he was

a jerk — that Bonzo was smarter . . . not to mention a

better actor."

•'Yeah, and he's still a jerk. And now we have another

jerk — with a jerkier jerk as his vice president. . . . Just

like the Republicans to give us jerks to elect for presi-

dent."

David R. Mark

"Well, we elected him, we've got to live with him 'til

'92," I said. "And for our sake, I hope things go well for

the country."

"Oh good."

"What?"
••Didn't you vote for the Duke?"

"Sure I did," I said. " But I'm a realist as well. I may
have preferred Dukakis, but Bush won and I want things

to go well."

"Why didn't you just vote for Bush? That way he'd

have his mandate to ruin the environment, and say

women can't have abortions. What happened to your

Democratic values?"

"Look, you're missing my point," I said. "Even with

Bush, life will go on. Plus there are things you and I can

do for the sake of our Democratic values."

"Like what?"

"Well, we can ... we can work in our communities —

stuff like that," I said.

"You sound like a United Way commercial."

"Thanks."
"You almost sound like you've fallen for that '1,000

points of light' garbage.'"

"Well. .

."

"No! C'mon, you wrote about how stupid it was."

"No, I wrote how stupid it was for Bush to keep using

it over and over again like it was a panacea for all of

our worries," I said. "The idea itself isn't that bad. It's

like that Michael Jackson song, Wan in the Mirror, 'If

you want to make the world a better place, take a look

at yourself and make that change,' or whatever he sings.

That makes sense to me."

"I can't believe you believe that '1,000 points of light'

garbage. That's the problem with you moderates —
you're so wishy-washy, flip-floppy — no wonder you voted

for Gore in the primary."

"Hey, I liked Gore."

"You liked Dukakis, you liked Gore, now you like Bush
— that makes a lot of sense."

"Hey, I don't like Bush, " I said. "And I certainly dont

like Quayle. But I'm not going to whine my way under

a rock and hide for four years — blaming everything bad

on the Republicans and not caring if the world ends.

That's not the way I am - and that's not the way

everyone should be. This is our country — the best one

on earth — and if we elected Bush/Quayle, for better or

for worse, we have to live with Bush/Quayle."

"Only one problem."

"What?"
"If Bush does a good job like you want, and we all work

hard to make things go well, won't that make it harder

for the Democrats in '92?"

Dauid R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

Apathy allows senators to fail student body

Upon attending Wednesday night's senate meeting, I

became concerned about the credibility of some of the

senators. There seems to be a major discrepancy between

what UMass students want and what these senators are

doing. This meeting exemplified the quality of senators

that we have elected.

If the ratification issue is examined carefully, one should

question why it didn't receive two-thirds of the senators'

vote. The vote was held to consider the ratification of last

year's election. This didn't mean that if the election was

ratified, then Silkoff and Rabinowitz would hold office.

It shouldn't have been inferred that the vote was ques

tioning the validity of co-presidents. On the other hand,

had the senate been allowed to consider the ratification,

it would have only acknowledged that an election took

place. It would not have implied that we agreed or

disagreed with the election's outcome.

It can be argued that the ratification should not have

been considered because it was "out of order." The Stu

dent Judiciary decision, "On April 13, 1988 the campus

wide election was ruled unconstitutional by the Student

Judiciary," was read at the beginning of the meeting.

There is only one problem with this. Since that decision

was made, the judiciary chose to issue a de nova hearing,

which would allow a new hearing with new evidence.

This implies that there was some uncertainty with the

previous decision that was reached. The Student Judiciary

did not have to accept the appeal. How should we base

our decision on precedent that is still in question?

There are many students who are concerned with what's

happening on this campus. Our senators have an obliga-

tion to represent us, and we have the duty to insist they

do that. Do you know your senator? Do you know what

he/she stands for?

Students who were appalled at the behavior exhibited

in our senate meeting should get involved. We are letting

our senators use their personal opinions to make decision

which affect us all.

Rhonda Cohen
Central

The government

robs the people
If you suddenly discovered you were an extra $10,000

in debt, you would probably not be happy. Now imagine

everyone in the country has the same problem; that's the

size of the national debt.

But wait, you're even more in debt — $700 and grow-

ing fast — because Social Security debt was omitted.

Believe it or not, the $700 is as bad as the $10,000. The

situation is like this:

Every year your employer sends the government seven

weeks of your pay as Social Security (PICA) taxes. The

PICA trust fund pays it to the sick, the disabled and the

elderly. What's left is called a "surplus" — not that it is

a surplus, but they call it that. By law, the treasury gives

it to Congress, and in return gives the trust fund govern-

ment bonds.

Rusty Denton

Now these aren't just any bonds. Unlike other US bonds,

they can't be sold to the public, and can only be redeem-

ed by the treasury. It's the same as if you wrote yourself

a check and only you could act as the banker. Congress

uses the funny bonds because they may want to renege

on them some day without infuriating legitimate lenders,

who buy other types of treasury notes.

Why, you may ask, would Congress renege on Social

Security? Good question.

Okay, after they write themselves a check. Congress

spends the FICA surplus. Social Security is the one tax

that remains sacrosanct, so Congress uses it to bilk the

taxftayer. In their second debate Dukakis said Bush would

raid the trust fund (that is, the surplus), but in fact it's

been raided ever since Lyndon Johnson ran out of

legitimate funds to finance his Great Society and the Viet-

nam war. The trust fund for the elderly is perpetually

empty; any reserves are provided by current taxes.

Bush calls this "a covenant between generations"; 1 call

it congressional embezzlement of the national pension

plan. At present the Social Security Administration owns

about seven percent of the national debt in the form of

those funny bonds. It's expected that in the future almost

all of our debt will be represented in those bonds because

FICA revenues from baby boomers will be so abundant.

That means when boomers retire exf-ecting a return on

their years of paying Social Security, their younger peers

(who are far fewer in number) will ha^e to pay off the

equivalent of our entire national debt. That should worry

you: today's college students are the post-baby boomers.

One estimate says FICA taxes for people born after 1965

would approach half their incomes if we did that.

It will probably never happen. Washington may default

on Social Security directly (remember those funny bonds?)

or by changing guidelines for distribution. Or they could

give deceitful payments by printing inflationary fiat

money to pay old rates without cost-of-living allowances.

It's hard to say how Congress will respond, but the

omens aren't good. Carter's Social Security chief faithfully

defended the system until he re-entered private life, then

started saying it was near collapse. Also, the treasury

keeps three sets of books: the one for the public lists Social

Security as an asset; the one for Congress lists it as a debt;

the most detailed account required by law is crudely typed

and photographically shrunk to illegibility, and contains

no documentation for interpreting it (even Congress rarely

sees it).

In a corporation this kind of financial operation would

be a felony. A legitimate pension plan is supposed to

garner enough money to give the elderly the ability to

get through even the most economically unstable times.

However, the premise of social security management is

that we don't need reserves, and that the economy will

remain stable. It's a policy that is destined to rob both

you and your parents of a secure financial future.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

In other news. . .

The Dukakis campaign, for better or worse, never became

cynical, says Jack Corrigan (director ofoperations for the

Dukakis campaignj: "Dukakis doesn't just do what his

pollster tells him. V/e had television commercials and photo

opportunities. Those are all things we do, but at some level

the thing the candidate represents is a set of beliefs.

"And ifyou trade that to win votes you've traded the in-

tegrity that is the core of the whole effort."

Dukakis and most of his high command were Harvard-

educated lawyers.

Lawyers think in straight lines.

"The problem with Democrats is that they're afflicted

with truth," says Swope. "but in television, which is the

only way that people get their information, you have a

medium which has its own language that lies and

distorts.

"

— The Boston Sunday Globe, Nov. 13
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Velvet
continued front page 6

they cannot continue to play here because of the lack of

appropriate clubs. With the closing down of L'Oasis and

the banning of Velvet Jesus from the Hatch (because of

an incident where a girl received a cut above her eye dur-

ing one of their shows), the band has been left with fewer

places to play.

As bassist Dave Ferry puts it,"We've done enough that

we can do here, but we've got more to give."

Guitarist Link explains,"The Pioneer Valley does not

give us what we need." Yet let it be known, Velvet Jesus

is not departing for good; they are simply expanding

themselves. An eight-track demo tape, produced by Mark
Miller of the band Sartora, has been completed and ready

for sales distribution in local music stores. The five songs

on the tape are all originals (with the exception of D.

Faulkner's "Dig it Up," and a cover of Bob Marley and

Peter Tosh's "Get Up. Stand Up") and have a raw,

"punkish," "underground" feel to them.

With the exception of Rick "n' Roll" Deming, who is 18,

the members of Velvet Jesus are in their 20's. Although

each have different tastes and opinions towards things,

they all share a common bond that keeps them together.

As Link put it, 'To me, (Velvet Jesus) is about good times

and friendship;" and as Ferry states, "If other people en-

joy what we're doing, then I'm psyched."

What is the meaning of Velvet Jesus? Well, the name
was taken from a velvet painting of Jesus Christ; but I

understand Velvet Jesus to be a band who is striving to

achieve the hedonistic pleasures of life. As Deming states,

"I want to be the ring-master; giving everybody the time

of their lives."

r^-T!
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Best Prices • Great Service • Laser Typesetting

DON'T VJOm - BE k\mN
CopyCat PRINT SHOP
228 Triangle St., Amherst

(413) 549-3840 '^ ••

Two pro comics
at Hatch tonight

The Board of Governors' Program Coun-
cil is presenting Richard Jeni and Walli

Collins, left, tonight at 9 p.m. at the Hatch.

Jeni has appeared in comedy clubs in

Philadelphia and Washington, DC, and has
opened for such musicians as the Beach
Boys and Stray Cats. Collins has appeared
in prestigious comedy clubs as Catch A Ris-

ing Star, the Improvisation and the Com-
edy Store. He has also appeared at several

area colleges and universities in the area,

including a previous appearance at UMass.

—Correction

—

There will be no opening reception for the

exhibit Northampton: Reflections on
Paradise, which is being shown at Gallery

1, on the third floor of Thome's Market.
However, the show will still run from Nov.

I9-Dec.27 at the gallery.

There vrill also be a booksigning for the

book Images ofParadise on Friday, Nov.25

from 1-4 p.m. on the first floor of Thome's
Market, across from Beyond Words
Bookstore.

Research on Diabetes
WHAT: A Presentation and Discussion:

How Close Are We to a Cure- A Research Update

WHEN: November 16. 1988, 715-9 pm.

WHERE: Campus Center, Room 904

WHO: Persons with diabetes, their guests, concerned friends,

and interested health professionals Presentation given

by Jeffrey Korff, MD, Baystale Medical Center

WHY: Learn, share information, experiences, and concerns

F«R«E«E»««M«A«S«S«A*G«E
WITH 10 SESSIONS A1 THE
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IMPORTANT ROOM CHOOSING
INFORMATION

SPECIAL INTEREST HOUSING

MA¥E A QUISTDOM
ABOUT YOUE HJTUIRE?

Butterfield Information Meeting
Students interested in living in Butterfield for the Spring 1989
semester must attent the Butterfield Information Meeting.
This meeting will be held:

Thursday, November 17
at 7:00 p.m.

Butterfield Main Lounge

COME TO

CAREER DAY
ASK RECRUITERS YOUR QUESTIONS -

- IT'S NEVER TOO EARLY
OR TOO LATE

Jordan marsl)

Brett Student Diversity Programming Corridor
Students wishing to move to Brett House to live on the
Student Diversity Programming Corridor must attend the
information meeting. This meeting will be held:

Thursday, November 17
at 8:00 p.m.

Brett Main Lounge

\ AT&T

5 BafBanks'

Honeywell

Anyone interested in living in one of these special interest
communities but is unable to attend the meeting should
contact the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore,
545-2100. Thank you.

i

Wednesday, November 16, 1988
Campus Center Auditorium-First Floor

Open to AU from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 D.m.
•IKSttHNNHIiaiNNNimiaHINIIIMIMNMMIKllMINaMnMMM

Guitar guru
puts talents
By PAULA HOGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Dreaming No. 11

Joe Satriani

Relativity Records

With the recent sucess of Surfing with the

Alien, Joe Satriani is definitely one man
who needs no formal introduction. After

all, there isn't a whole lot left to question

about a man whom Steve Vai quotes as be-

ing his mentor.

Best known as a guitar professor,

Satriani has taught the likes of Alex
Skolnick (Testament), Rick Hunolt (Ex-

odus), Larry LaLonde (Possessed), as well

as Kirk Hammett (Metallica). When it

comes to his own playing, he has taken a

period of 15 years to nurture and develop

his craft to the point of pure perfection.

Picking up the guitar at age 14, Satriani

established himself as an upcoming vir-

tuoso at a very young age. But it wasn't the

guitar that drew him to music. "I started

out playing drums. At that age it was my
way of being a brat. It wasn't until the day

that one of my friends told me Jimi Hen-

drix died that I decided to play guitar. And
since then I've stuck with it."

Moving to the fruitful musical city of

Berkley, CA, in 1979, Satriani formed his

first band—a power trio called The Squares.

After an unsuccessful stint of about five

years, Satriani left to pursue a solo career.

With the help of a credit card, Satriani

released Not of this Earth in 1985. All in

strumental, all guitar, it sold all of 3(X),000

copies. Not bad considering that albums of

this nature rarely receive the kind of com-

mercial success that they truly deserve.

Hence, when \t came time for the release

Satriani

to No. 11
of his second album (on Relativity Records),

Surfing with the Alien, retailers weren't in

a big rush to make space on their shelves.

Now, with a gold album and a recent tour

with Mick Jagger under his belt, Satriani's

newest assault on the musical masses is

creatively titled Dreaming No.ll. Record-

ed at the California Theater in San Diego,

this live EP captures Satriani doing what
has brought this Long Island native his

fame and fortune—playing one mean
guitar.

Combining inputs from bassist Stuart

Hamm, who also has a solo release on
Relativity titled Radio Free Albemuth, and
drummer Jonathan Mover, of GTR fame,

Satriani blazes through a performance that

is sure to bring him yet even more recogni-

tion as a modem day guitar hero.

For those who weren't fortunate to see

Satriani on his summer tour of America,
this is a definite must for your listening

pleasure. Side one consists of a studio track

that was initially released on a soundpage
for Guitar Player magazine, "The Crush of

Love." With a new mix, a catchy beat and
a very strong pulse, Satriani's playing sails

with such velocity that it entices you into

his world of completely mesmerizing riffs.

Side two unleashes three of Satriani's

finest creations. From Kurt Vonnegut's

Cat's Cradle comes "Ice 9,"an unforget-

table nine minute version of "Memories,"

and a grand finale ending with "Hordes of

Locust."

Satriani's performance is solid and
ultimately captivating. In the end, the on-

ly thing you'll be screaming for is more.

What this musical genius intends to do

next, only time will tell. But, until then.

Dreaming No. 11 should keep all avid Joe

Satriani fans very content.

Positions are open for Arts editors and associates.

Stop down at the
Collegian

for application and more information. Joe Satriani

:v::<;>:W '
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The

Collegian

Presents:

"BROADCAST
NEWS"

TONIGHT
November 15, 1988

Campus Center 811B-815

• 8:00 PM •

TAKE THE PLUNGE
PRE-REGISTER NOW!

Interchange

NOV. M to23 9to4dail

5 College Interchange Office

E-26 Machmer Hall

AFRIK-AM SOCIETY
PRESENTS :

lUE
HAPLEM BOYS CHOIR

November 20, 1988
5:00 PM
F.A.C.

OlUss StadtflU $3.00 G«Mnl P«bUc $5.00

Chlldrta $2.00

Wtth QranU From: SGA Finance Commme«, Ch«nc»llof'• OtWc*,

Special Actlvltlea Fund, Oaan of SUidantt, Arts

CouncM and OTWA.
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McCloy's trash not worth
relishing; Velocity too vacuous

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

Velocity

By Kristin McCloy
Random House

Trashy novels are like sex: if you fall

asleep during either of them or just sort of

stop and laugh while muttering "this is

awful," chances are you're not having a

good time.

I wanted Velocity to work. Really I did.

I've got a lot of work to do this semester,

and a nice lightweight book full of lust and

sex would have been great. Unfortunate-

ly, Velocity is 256 pages of sluggish, clunky

and boring writing that is at times uninten-

tionally hilarious.

Most of the time it's just boring.

Velocity - for those of you who care - is

about EJlie, a young New Yorker who
spends her summer in the North Carolina

town of her childhood. She's there because

her mother has died, and she wants to help

her father cope with the loss.

Within the first fifteen pages of the book,

we learn of EUie's method of coping: she

gets involved in an obsessive affair with

Jesse, a half-Cherokee, motorcycle-riding.

part time member of the Hell's Angels.

That's it. Well, not quite: there's an oc-

casional mention of Dec, EUie's boyfriend

from New York. He worships the ground

Ellie walks on, and Ellie likes him a lot,

but she'd rather sleep with Jesse even

though she feels guilty about it. Then
there's the plot development about Jesse

dealing guns and speed . . .

Enough. I'm beginning to get flashbacks,

reminders of segments in which one

suspects that McCloy was embarassed to

write them. Think I'm kidding? Check out

page 78: "It's in Jesse's silence that I sense

the purity of his spirit; in his silence it ap-

pears and I see it the same way I can see

the shape of his skull, made up of clean,

elegant lines. .

."

It gets worse from there. Most of the sex

scenes had my friends — male and female

— laughing out loud when I read it to them.

On page 18, we get: ".
. .then we're

breathing together, into each other, carbon

dioxide sweet poison makes my head

light— I come with head hanging off the

roofs edge, my fist in my mouth to keep

from screaming."

Please, no more. I want to forget this

book. Spare me. Spare yourself. Run far.

Run fast. Run away from Velocity.

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registration
Tuesdays, 4-5 pm

Nov. 15, 22, 28; Dec. 6 & 12

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general informat

DEBATE JUDGES NEEDED

THE UMASS DEBATE UNION NEEDS JUDGES
FOR ITS ANNUAL HIGH SCHOOL

DEBATE TOURNAMENT

$10.00 PER DEBATE

WE NEED JUDGES FOR:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18 - 5:00 PM AND 6:30 PM
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19 9:00 AM, 10:30 AM, 1:00 PM

AND 3:30 PM

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY - WE TRAIN

CALL MICHAEL WEILER: 545-2055 or 1311 or 1-532-8434

Pianist Peter Orth will perform at Bowker Auditorium at UMass tonight

at 8 p.m. A graduate of the Julliard School, he won first prize in the Naum-
burg International Piano Competition. For tickets call 545-2511.

The Union Video Center will be airing

the fbUowing this week:

Today at 10 am. Witness followed by the

UMass Video Update at 12 noon. Tama
Janowitz appearance last year in the Stu-

dent Union will be aired at 12:30.

Wednesday will feature Jeanne D'Arc

at 10 a.m. followed by a special on Louis

Farrakhan at noon with the UMass Video

Update at 2:30.

Thursday: Point of Order at 10 a.m.;

Video Update at noon; and Free Press'

Nov. 3rd appearance at the Hatch at 12:30

Friday: UVC potluck selection with a

special on Farrakhan at noon.

3pii-1aw
DAILY

-

Downtown
Amherst

FREE

DEUVERY
253-7494

BUrTAlO
winos

All our food is priced so reasonably

we can't afford to give it away, and its

so good we feel that we don't have to.

Buffalo wings with 6 quality sauces. We do more than

sprinkle on tabasco.

Free delivery Open 'til 2 AM Sat. & Sun.
253-7494

CoUeiian photo by Dondi Abeam

LONDON BRIDGES FALLING DOWN - A loving look at the old

railroad bridge in Northampton.

THE
SPOKE
Amherst,
Mass

bntOPEB ID KEQOIUO

TONIGHT
RAFFLES

T-ShflRTS

GIVE AWAYS

A DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX fit ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AUHESST

HE
ADELPHIC LITERARY SOCIETY

PRESENTS

PROF. DAVID LENSON
COM. LIT. DEPT.

University and Student Rights

TONIGHT 7:30 p.m.

CC904

HE'S SEEN THE ATTITUDES OF
THIS CAMPUS CHANGE

the copy center

253-2543

J
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Auto
Glass
>Ccntcr_

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

MorfhAmherst
Motors

TIOUSundiftandRd • M9-2M0
No. AfmWrtt
ftAMf MIMW C'»«i( C«f«« ACC«»**« ^

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day .

.

.

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST

Duffey honors successful grads

By JEN McKINNEY
Collegian Correspondent

Chancellor Joseph Duffey announced at

the end of October the winners in the "125

Alumni to Watch" project honoring profes-

sional accomplishments and civic contribu-

tions of the University of Massachusetts

graduates from the classes of 1967-87.

The 125 alumni correspond with the

University's celebrating its 125th
Anniversary.

"We can think of no better way to end our

anniversary year than by recognizing the

rising stars of our alunuii, particularly con-

sidering they have yet to reach their full

potential," said Deirdre Ling, vice

chancellor for University Relations and
Development. The University marks its

progress by the success of the alumni and
we are pleased there were so many
distinguished alumni to chose from," she

said.

Part of the celebration will be an awards
banquet for the winners hosted by Duffey

on Friday in the Campus Center.

Giving the keynote address at the ban-

quet will be 1973 graduate Bruce A. Mur-
phy, a political science professor at Penn-

sylvania State University.

Jane Stoia, director of Cooperative

Education and chairwoman of the "125

Alumni to Watch" selection committee,

said the alumni were chosen from 400
nominees for recognition. "There are over

70,000 living UMass alumni under the age

of 40," she said.

"The main purpose of the project is to

honor those who will be involved in major

roles in government and society," Stoia

said."

Stoia listed some of the top winners:

• Nate A. Kerman, a 1969 graduate with

a political science degree, who has degree

from Harvard and was a Watergate
prosecutor;

• Tom Benedict, a 1972 graduate with a

degree in film, who wrote the screenplay

for the movie Cocoon;
• Gail Royal, a 1976 medical technology

major, who is a doctor of opthomology at

the University of California;

• Raymond Jordan, a 1980 graduate who
is a state representative from Springfield.

Students are invited to attend a reception

at 4 p.m. Friday in Memorial Hall.

Students can contact their departments for

more information, and a complete list of ac-

tivities is available from University Rela-

tions and Development in Whitmore.

"Why Should I Register...

For Peer Education Programs?

Let Me Cotint The Whys.

1 . I can earn three academic credits.

2 . It can help me to meet lots of people.

3 . It can help me to improve areas of my own health.

4 . It can improve my chances of getting a job, because I will

represent the University Health Services.

5 . It will teach me skills valuable in any career like leading a

workshop, giving a presentation and developing marketing

strategies.

6 . It can really help me be part of a team working to improve

UMass.
7 It will teach me about important public health issues likes sex-

ually transmitted diseases and AIDS, alcohol issues, car-

diovascular illness, cancer, accident prevention, eating

disorders, stress and consumer health.

8 . In short, it might be the most important course I take while I'm

a student at UMass.

Public Health 216 - T««s. 2:30-5pm. P«cr Health Promotion Pocvsm oa a varlttr of

health Ismos. on* Mmcster, j«»t rcgtetcr.

Pvbllc Health 213 - Wed. 2:30-5pm. Peer SesvaUtr Edacatlon 2 Mineeter commit-

meat, call 549-2671 est 181 for pcrmlselon of laatractor

Bdu 291 D Wed. 2:30-5pm. Peer Alcohol Edvcatlon 2 seoiester commhmcnt, call

549-2671 eat. 181 for permlesloa of lastractor.

*• " M X

HOT
ROAST BEEF

K^-^

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018

HEY MOM-
WHERE'S MY
JB'S YOU
PROMISED
Vm hungry, and my tummy
is growling. I could really go
for a hot roast beef sand-

wich, two orders of fries and
a rich thick milk shake.

I love JB'S and mom knows
it-so where is she with my
JB'S.

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM

If this is you, take this ad in for a free Roast Beef Sandwich
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I Kennedy
continued from page 2

Dukakis, the Massachusetts governor

and Democratic presidential nominee, in-

itially took a defensive posture toward

Republican assertions that he was a

liberal whose views were "out of the

mainstream." He did not call himself a

liberal until the final two weeks of the

campaign.
Far from being out of the mainstream,

Kennedy said, the current liberal posi-

tions on issues like day care, parental

leaves, national health insurance, educa-

tion, and the minimum wage have receiv-

ed broad support on opinion polls.

"I believe when the economic issues are

level, this country is basically for the

Democratic agenda," he said.

Twenty years ago, Kennedy added,

liberals had to deal with "very tough

questions" like busing for racial integra-

tion, withdrawal from Vietnam and the

trade-off between jobs and environmental

protection.

By contrast, he said, the current agen-

da consists mainly of family issues which
have support from 80 percent of the

public.

The six-term senator also contended

that the need to reduce the federal budget

deficit may boost support for the

Democratic position on defense.

"I think you'll see a dramatic change,

hopefully, in terms of Americans'
understanding of defense issues. ... In the

past, the people who wanted the stop

(weapon systems) were always accused of

being weak on defense. Now that debate

hopefully will change," he said.

Asked by a student whether Jack Ken-

nedy would have withdrawn US forces

from Vietnam if he had not been
assassinated, the senator at first said that

"it's not worthwhile to speculate on it ...

in terms of fairness to those that succeed-

ed him."

Comedy Night

Sponsored by the Board of Governors!

?i ogram Council and the Commuter
Area Government

••••••••••••••••••

FEATURING

Richard Jeni

from HBO, Showtime
and the Tonight Show

^ with ^
Walli Collins

;• Tuesday Night;

9:00 p.m.

!: in the HATCH

:

LOSE 4" TO 14" IN ONE HOUR
STYLESBYDEBORAH'S

complete inch loss program

Offer Expires 11/30/88

t.
lur Unique Program Helps:i^^

> Restores elasticity to loose flabby skin • Not a water loss

• Inches off in first wrap • Lose unsightly cellulite

• Contour your body - lose from problem areas

BRING A FRIEND(s) SPECIAL
$ao each Two or more people (reg. %m ea.)

IncluUgs Body Wrap, Facial & Foot Massaffl>

o^'
sNi'

STYLES BY DE&ORAH
65 University Or , Amherst

Call 549-5610 tor aoDoi ntment
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City returns Civil War
flag to mark anniversary
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - This New

England city of fiery abolitionists, one of

the few places to hail Abraham Lincoln's

Gettysburg Address, will mark the 125th

anniversary of the now-famous speech by

returning a captured Confederate battle

flag to North Carolina.

The flag, bearing 10 stars, was believed

to be the personal flag of Lt. Colonel Whar-

ton Green, who commanded the 2nd North

Carolina Battalion and later was wound-

ed and captured at Gettysburg. It was cap

tured by the Massachusetts' 27th Regiment

at the Battle of Roanoke Island in 1862 and

had been in the museum's collection for

years, according to Joseph Caralho, direc-

tor of the Connecticut Valley Historical

Museum.

"It is a very personal piece of North

Carolina's own histor>' and we felt it should

be returned to the state," Carvalho said

yesterday.

The Saturday ceremonies were to open

with the reading of the names of more than

50 men buried in "Soldiers Rest," a section

of the Springfield Cemetery set aside for

Civil War dead. Elementary school

children were to place a rose on each grave.

Decon Donald Ford of St. John's Con-

gregatinal Church in Springfield was to

give the invocation. The church was re-

named St. John's after one of its early

members, abolitionist John Brown, was President.

hanged for treason in 1859 for attempting

to seize the U.S. Armory at Harper's Ferry,

Va. While in Springfield, Brown had been

active in the "underground railroad" that

helped fugitive slaves.

Following a march to the museum,
Springfield Mayor Richard E. Neal was to

formally present the captured flag to of

ficials for the North Carolina State

Museum and descendent of Union troops

was to read the Gettysburg Address.

At the time, the short speech which has

become one of the most memorable in U.S.

history, was panned by most political

writers.

"The Springfield Republican, which

reprinted it in full, is said to has been one

of the few newspapers in the country to

praise the Gettysburg Address. It may have

been one of the few, but I haven't been able

to locate any other," said Richard Garvey,

a historian and associate publisher of the

Springfield Newspapers. "Most
newspapers called it silly, gave it a very

sarcastic review, or just ignored it."

Samuel Bowels, who started the

newspaper, now known as the Sunday

Republican, in 1824, was one of the

founders of the Republican Party. And in

1960, he traveled to Springfield. 111., to

bring word to Lincoln, who had not attend-

ed the party's Chicago convention, that he

had captured the party's nomination for

Dukakis faces fiscal problems,
says Bush exaggerated them
BOSTON (AP) - Defeated Democrat

Michael Dukakis, facing an uneasy return

to the Massachusetts Statehouse rather

than a transition to the White House.

acknowledged yesterday that his state has

fiscal problems, but he insists they're not

as bad as George Bush said they were.

In a scene far removed from the cheering

rallies of the campaign finale, Dukakis

fielded questions from the home-state press

ranging from taxes to a new car for the

lieutenant governor.

"We face major challenges," Dukakis

acknowledged at a jammed Beacon Hill

news conference, but he disagreed with

critics who maintain the state faces a

"fiscal crisis" and determined that pro-

blems have worsened at home because of

his 20-month presidential campaign.

As he did on the campaign trail, Dukakis

refused to rule out new state taxes. But he

promised to balance the current $11.6

billion state budget next June.

Asked about his own political future,

Dukakis said he had made no decision

about whether to run for governor again

in 1990 when his current term expires.

"It's too early to tell. I'm back at a job

I love. I'm challenged by it," Dukakis said,

promising to make a decision on his plans

"sometime next year."

Last Wednesday, Dukakis held a day-

after news conference to assess his unsuc-

cessful campaign. At the time, he said he

planned to continue the fight for the na-

tional agenda his campaign stressed, but

he would not speculate on a possible second

run for the presidency in 1992.

Back at the Statehouse yesterday,

Dukakis appeared rested and engaged after

his first weekend of rest in months.

While Republican George Bush was vaca-

tioning in Florida, with federal office-

.seekers and international stock traders

hanging on his every word, Dukakis walk-

ed from his home in suburban Brookline

to the local trolley stop and rode public

transit to work yesterday with no fanfare.

At his morning press conference,

Dukakis was not even asked about his

presidential campaign, except by a reporter

who wanted to know if the time the gover-

nor spent campaigning was to blame for

the fiscal situation.

Dukakis admitted that the presidential

race "took some ofmy attention away," but

he said other states are facing the same
fiscal problems. In any case, he said, "I'm

back and rarin' to go."

On the campaign trail, Bush challenged

Dukakis' credentials as a fiscal manager
by brandishing a copy of the tabloid Boston

herald featuring a front-page story on the

state's borrowing to pay its bills under the

banner headline "What a Mess!"
Dukakis refused to characterize the

state's fiscal condition and declined to

specify the size of the shortfall in the cur-

rent $11.6 billion budget. Moments later,

however, his top budget official testified at

a House oversight hearing and admitted

that the state is lacking at least $282
million.

In an effort to regain the initiative on the

homefront, Dukakis announced three steps

to address the fiscal "challenge". Most new
hiring will require specific approval, each
Cabinet member will be told to generate

"savings targets" and the administration

will crack down on accounts that tradi-

tionally run "deficiencies", especially

Medicaid.

Who
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Contemporary

Clothing

Where

When

96
N. Pleasant St.

Today &
Everyday

11:30- 5:30

Mork Turtlencck Dresses •
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Jewelry • Underwear
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"WHEN WE GROW UP

WELL BE OFF THE

MEAL PLAN!"
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

"Egad! . . . Sounds like the former's wife has really

flipped out this time!"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin
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"Parents are the very last people to be allowed to have

children.

-H. E. Bell

"Threat is the offspring ofa cat and the dog is the off-

spring of a dog, but butlers and lady's maids do not

reproduce their kind, they have other duties.

"

-H. G. Wells

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
\ Exlol

5 Present lim«

10 Farm measufa
M Otherwise

15 "Aida,' eg
16 Current;

Comb lorm

17 Kelly/Reynolds

(Mm 1952

20 Castor and
PoUu>

2

1

Where or way
starter

22 Choice cuts

23 Valuable violin

25 Together with

Pidli«

26 When I was
— Gilt)ert

29 Takes it easy
32 European

capital

35 Daughter ol

Cadmus
37 Math subtect

39 Greek letter

40 Burns/Matthau
him 1975

43 Hotbrook or

Linden

44 Stare

45 Mideast capital

46 Commentator
Sevareid

48 Pago Pago s

kx:ation

50 Agents,

loi short

51 Calilornia Fort

53 Slopped
55 Type ol seal

57 Wine Conib
lorm

58 Ivan and Pulei

62 Detailed into

65 - d Azur

66 Marathon man
67 Kelt

68 Gives the

once over

69 Sharon ol

Cagney and
Lacey

'

70 - e< machina

DOWN
1 Not more
2 Landed

3 Annapolis

school, lor

short

4 Lowart
in rank

5 Heavy waight

6 Staapmducar
7 Hank Kelcham

cieation

8 Pretentious

9 Shout ol

derision

to Dry gully

1

1

Certain retail

outlet

12 Pan ol a bridle

13 Long periods

18 Ouctiine

19 They kxip the

loop

24 Hippodromes

26 — WorW
Turns"

27 Composer Irom

Hungary
28 Improve

30 Betore corn or

color

31 — the Sailor

33 Hoopster s shot

34 Elects

36 Tote

38 — whizz

41 Saratoga, lor

exampla
42 Avian food

47 Thin pancakes
49 — toes (alert)

52 Pesiictda letters

54 Sesame St

sponsor

55 — homo
56 Nautical

greeting

57 01 an aga

59 Comedian
Johnson

60 0-V con-

nection

61 Ross and
Barents

63 Unit ol work
64 AMA membara

ANSWER ILfBEVIOUSfUmt
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Menu
Lunch Basics Lanch

Tacos

Clam Roll/Tartar Sauce

Dinner

Pork Chops and Stuffing

Manicotti/Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Tacos

Clam Roll/Tartar Sauce

Basics Dinner

Ratatouille

Manicotti/Tomato Sauce

/^
Weather

Todar: Sunny, mid 50's.

ToBlgiht: Gear. cold. 30.

Tomorrow: Cloudy, m^ 50's.
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Allstate Insurance leaving Mass.
BOSTON (AP) — Less than a week after California

voters threw the insurance business into turmoil by order-

ing a rate rollback, Allstate Insurance Co. announced

yesterday it is leaving Massachusetts because of finan-

cial losses and frustration over the state's regulatory

climate.

The surprise announcement came about a week after

a number of insurers doing business in California promis-

ed to leave the nation's biggest market after voters ap-

proved a measure providing deep cuts in auto and other

insurance rates.

Kevin Sullivan, director of Allstate's Group Auto divi-

sion, told a news conference that Allstate has lost $115

million in Massachusetts over the past five years, large-

ly due to "unique regulatory environment" for auto

insurance.

"We have no intention to return," Sullivan said, mak-

ing Allstate the third major insurer to abandon

Massachusetts.

Allstate will not renew its license when it expires on

June 30. But until then, Allstate will continue to sell new

policies and follow through on all its Massachusetts

policies until they expire, he said.

Peter Rice, the deputy Massachusetts insurance com-

missioner, reacted with "complete surprise."

'We had no advance knowledge,' Rice said. 'I guess our

overall assessment is we think the company was

premature in assessing the effect of the recently passed

auto reform bill on the market."

Last week, a bill was signed into law that will reduce

1989 insurance premium by 16 percent, or $400 million,

by cracking down on fraud and abuse in the system, reduc-

ing required coverage and limiting the number of auto

cases that end up in court. The legislation comes after in-

dustry court challenges and rate decisions increased

Massachusetts rate by nearly one third since 1986 to

among the highest in the country.

Sullivan said Allstate saw some encouraging im-

provements for consumers in the bill. But he said it did

little or nothing to restore free markets to Massachusetts.

In Massachusetts, state law requires that all companies

wishing to sell any form of insurance in the state par-

ticipate in an open "high-risk" auto insurance pool.

In addition, state law forbids open competition for

automobile insurance. Instead, the state insurance com-

missioner annually calculates a single statewide rate for

each category of compulsory and optional insurance. On-

ly Texas has a similar "fix and establish" system.

State Sen. John Houston, a pro-consumer Democrat from

Worcester who helped draft the new Massachusetts law,

said good riddance.

"If that's a sign of their attitude about the

Massachusetts market, we would be better off without

them. Their view was not shared by the rest of the in-

dustry," Houston said. "They seem to have the attitude

that if we don't give them everything, they'll take their

ball and go home."
Allstate, based in Northbrook, 111., has been doing

business in Massachu.setts since 1951. The company has

6.6 percent of the Massachusetts auto insurance market

and 5.2 percent of the state's homeowners insurance

market.

Massachusetts accounts for some $153 million annual-

ly, or about 2 percent, of the company's total revenue.

Allstate has 573 fulland-parttime employees at several

locations in Massachusetts. Sulivan said Allstate will

"make every effort to try to relocate qualified employees"

and predicted there would be few or no layoffs.

AP photo

ALL BUT ONE STATE-Kevin Sullivan, direc-

tor of Allstate's Group Auto, tells a press con-

ference in Boston Monday that the Allstate In-

surance Co. is pulling out of Mass. citing finan-

cial loses and political frustration.
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13 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Hours
Mon-Thurs 11 :30am- 10:00pm
FrI & Sat 11:30am-1 1:00pm
Sundays 2:00pm-10:00pm

I
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Com; Cl9»n in Comfort!
Pleasant atmosphere, modern laundry

facilities, plus

NEW EXPANDED HOURS:
Seven Days A Week, 7am - 10pm

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Under New Ownership

SPEEDWASH
For a Quality Laundry

New larger Machines • Clean & Efficient, Friendly

Attendants • Gas Dryers • Convenient Location

11 Pray St., Amherst, MA
549-1665

Self Service 7 Days 7am - 10pm

^
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(The Btt^alo Wing King)

a^ PRESENTS @o
THE

FABULOUS
FREE

FREVCH FRY
FESTIVAL

and not just those skinny little fries

but BIG, THICK at HEAKTY
STBAKHUESI

So here's the deal...

Ask for

With every and receive...

10 pes a small fry

20 pes a meditim fry

30 pes a large fry

FREE DELIVERY
549-7771
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Hair By Harlov

Great Cuts & Perms
Creative styling

Cater to men &
vomen

Lov prices

Located on 239 Triangle Street

(rigi\t next to Dairymart)
54.9.44

1

2
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DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

'mm mttf •om

LONDON
an««MV

779

PARIS 229
ROME 259

round tnv

CARACAS 320

ST. THOMAS 260
HONGKONG 739
Taxai not Includtl.

Alwo: Wof*-StudY Abroad.
Lsnguag* Courwt. Inll Sludanl
10, Youth HotW P>MM
etMAH.Pm— Hiiod on thutpot!

call for Iha FREE CIEE StuOonl
Trwvml Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHfRST

79 So. PiMMnI SI.

Amhartt, MA 0100a

^ CINEMA

\(m, the nu»sl
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ARE YOU

PREGNANT
4M NEED OF HELP?
iMUNiyni xiun nstp

ICfTMS
Oa«

8 Mf-ISOt

H A R B A R A M T H S M t Y

World Apar

ELECTRIFYING."
Roger Ebert. CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

Mike McGrady NEWSDAV

Two Shows— 7;00 & 9:00

V4 \4
N«waUMdCars

TracKa « V«« AIM A all
NorthAmh«rst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amfwrst

549-RENT

field hockey
continued from page 16

four goals and three assists from her mid-

field position.

"Athletically, she is probably the most

talented of this group," Hixon said. "She

has a wonderful sense of humor. She and

Ruthy have been great leaders. She has

become a really good midfielder."

VasapoUi was the third leading scorer for

the Minutewomen this season with four

goals and seven assists. She is also the one

that set up senior Julie Stuart on the penal-

ty corner.

"Ruthy is just always there, always

steady," Hixon said. "We've played her in

a number of positions in her four years. She

is always someone we can count on. She

has been our best passer."

It is easy to pick out Stuart on the field.

She's the one with the big slap shot on the

penalty corners. Stuart, who hits the ball

harder than anyone on the team, has got

ten the Minutewomen out of a lot of trou-

ble from sweeper, a position that she was

just switched to this season.

"Julie has always been a little bit of a

women's swimming now 3-0

rebel," Hixon said. Julie was really a

catalyst that has made this team work."

For the last two years, Chris Gutheil has

played a big role in the defense since clim-

bing to the varsity level.

"Out of all our athletes, she is probably

our least talented but she is probably our

smartest defender," Hixon said. "She has

always had to play against one of the top

players on the other team."

Tonia Kennedy will leave this year after

an injury plagued career at UMass. But

despite her injuries, she has always been

a dangerous offensive threat for UMass.

She led UMass in goals this year with 12

"She's just a fighter," Hixon said. "She's

been very strong in scoring. She's a very

intense competitor. I think her desire to

play just says a lot for her character."

Kathy Derwin is a senior but still has one

year of eligibility left. She has not discuss-

ed with Hixon whether she will come back

next year.

"She is probably the inspirational leader

of the team," Hixon said. "She has been

there when we needed her to perform."

a look hack at men 's soccer

continued from page 16

The 1-2 punch continued with Waller and

Jungbluth in the 100 and 200 breaststroke,

followed by Gorski and Jodi Schwartz in

the 200 butterfly. "Those were two of the

best swims of the meet," Newcomb said of

the butterfly race.

Senior co-captain Pike picked up a first

Minutemen
11th in poll

After a month-long absence from the

NCAA Division 1-AA poll, the Universi

ty of Massachusetts football team is back

this week in the No. 11 spot.

UMass, which dropped out of the top 20

after a 35-14 loss to the University of Con-

necticut, has gone 3-1 since then while

moving into a tie with Delaware for first

place in the Yankee Conference.

UConn is No. 17 in the poll this week.

in the 50 free in 26.35, what Newcomb call-

ed "probably one of her best swims here at

UMass. She's had good swims every time

in the water." Cruz was second in that race,

and the two followed suit with similar plac-

ings in the 100 free.

Highlighting the rest of the meet were

Gorski's 100 fly viotory, a pair of seconds

by Debbie Mullen off the 1 and 3-meter

diving boards, and a second place for Leslie

Cromwell in the 200 individual medley in

2:22.52. McCarthy also had a lifetime best

in the 200 backstroke, finishing in 2:24.66.

The meet closed with a second and third

finish in the 200 freestyle relay. The team

of Pike, Theresa Jacobs, Cruz and Morin

took the silver in 1:45.22, a time that

Newcomb said was almost as fast as the

end of last season.

"It was a fun meet. The team was up and

enthusiastic the whole time," Newcomb

said. "They made it fun for themselves.

They were noisy and loud and came and did

what they had to do."

Then Newcomb summed up the feelings

of any UMass team.

"We beat UConn. which is always fun."

continued from page 16

than anything else."

After sweeping the hometown
Challenge Cup Tournament, UMass roll-

ed over Brown and Fairfield to improve

to 7-4. But four losses in the next five

games shut the door.

"We're trying to treat the players as

adults," Gettler said. "We expect them,

through help from us, to be able to

prepare themselves for big performances.

I'm not siu-e the coaching staff did as good

a job as they should have done because ob-

viously they weren't always prepared

mentally."

The Minutemen did, however, leave

their mark on the regional soccer scene

in the time that remained. In the final two

games of the year, the Minutemen con-

jured their best performances, salvaging

both personal pride and a winning season

in a pair of ties at Rutgers and Harvard

to finish at 8-8-2.

"They showed pride," said Gettler. "To

be able to turn around and turn in two

great performances, that could have been

wins, that was very positive."

And all along the way, underclass talent

such as Pete McEvoy, Steve Cesnek, Brett

Anthony and Dan Lawrence developed in-

to the nucleus of good things to come for

the patient program.

"Lawrence was our steadiest player,

and Cesnek had a good year while play-

ing against their best defender every

time," said Gettler. "The team personali-

ty is always different from year to year.

But winning helps breed winning, the

players that are returning can learn to

give a greater effort."

Parting Shots: Ginzburg set the

UMass career shutout mark, amassing 14

over the last four falls. . Senior sweeper

(and team captain) Michael McCormick

was voted Most Valuable Player, and will

be UMass's sole representative at this

Sunday's New England Intercollegiate

Soccer League all-star game at Worcester

Polytechnic Institute. . Assistant coach

John Martin was a late season recruit to

the Lawrence/Cesnek school of hair

design.

HporU Information photo

Sophomore forward Steve Cesnek was the leading scorer for the

men's soccer team with 10 goals and 4 assists.
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COME TO THE COLLEGIAN 0FF1CE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FBI-2:30);« OEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, 20C/WORD/OAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

bo YOO OFTEN FOROET how 10 sp«tl a

word, or even the word itself? You may be

dyslemc You are riot atone Come to the

Nov 17th OSO Meeting CC91

7

KOMEAN STUDENTS ASSOCiAfFON
meeting on Nov 17th at 6;00pm CO Rm
168C

HAVE A QUESTION ABOUT your (uture'

Come to Career Day Wednesday
November 16 Campus Center Auditofium

1-5pm Open to all'

FEMINISM. RACISM ."SPECIESISMTlhe
ism" of the '80 s Find oul more at our

weekly meeting Thursdays 4 00 SUB 306

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKING expanded hours

tor December m the Student Union Craft

Center lOam-Spmmon-ln Pottery, jewelry,

greeting cards etc Can 545-2098 or drop

in lor more info

FOR A QOOO TIME CALL

RACK-AOISC ENTERTAINMENT Disc

lOcKeys and large screen video dances

Dorms/organizalions 256-8526

FOR RENT

APARTMENT FOR RENT one bedroom

Amherst Center 500 Heat inc Call

253-7175

TWO BEDROOM APtTofTrte 9 in Belcher^

town on bus route available Jan 1 575 »

contact Sage and Seaver 256^266

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and mofe Hamelin Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586^7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

LOST

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WINERS?

HAPPY 22tHl BIRTHDAY.
BETH AND BRITT

Love your Continuing Ed pal"

SAVE MONEY! Join the Pioneer Valley

Heating Oil Coop Come by Ott Campus

Housing, ^S Student Unwn, 545-0865

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acres Of

country land Ample off sireet parking and

tree bus service lo UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856.

TWO PLANE TICKETS FOR SALE
Boston-San Fransisco and Boston Wash

D C Open one way Dales and destination

variable' Together $250 or BO 549-4930

e«t 279 7 00pm-12 00am or 546-1065

12 00am- 1 00am HAINER 438 Prince

GREEN BEAUTY FOR SALE Ford Elite 76

160 000 miles Runs very reliably Many

new parts (carborator. lank ) exceljenl

leather interior $800 Rainer 549-4930

7 00pm-12 00am or 546-1065

12 00am- 1 00am 438 Pnnce

HELP WANTED

GREENPEACE PEOPLE INVOLVED witti

this international organisation want

changes right now Work with us aoamst

lOKic contamination, nuclear madness, and

unwarrented slaughter ot animals, and get

paid Full or pan time positions available

anyday of the week (2pm-10pm) Call Alec

or Tom at 256-1439

BOX STALL AVAILABLE IN exchange for

chore work Epona Stables Belchertown

Offers indoor and outdoor lacilities, great

turnout ond many trails Lessons and trairv

ing in classical dressage 323-7505

LOST: BROWN LEATHER BOMBER
jacket with paKfws at the Pub Fri Nite

If you knom where < » or have it. please

cwHacI Chrysi « 54»S321 or 5-2152

Reward No queMion* asked'

BNOWN SUNGLASSES IN THOMPSON?
On Wed 2 Name B Loo in the sun and

are prescr^Kior If loorxJ please call Kerry

&1237

lOSMBA WALKMAN W/OtGITAL CLOCK
w/Floyd The Wal tape Call John 6-9046

LOST PEARL NECKLACE Of oreat sen

timenWv^u*R««wd offered Please call

58&0926

MOTORCYCLES

1M3 KAWASAKI K2550 LTD Helmet.

com ilMid MBO. Joe 5«»7423 Evenmgs

TO OUR MJURCO MAN. JIMMY Although

you broke 3 bortes on your right hand, you

sM have your !•« had to type Jaflers to your

Julte so be happy Y&H

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTK)N. Fast,

accurate 253-WORD

FREE KITTEN VERY CUTE but landlofd

says gt to go 549-2980 Keep trying

••POOL/PING-PONG TOURNAMENT"
Coming soonti Prectice-you could

represertt UMaM In the National Col-

legiate FInalall

EARN $60-$12(VSHIFTI Drivers wanted

Must own an insured car and be able 10

work at least one weekend night until cto*-

ing Call Domino's Piwa 256-8913.

1989 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
• Destinations. Lake Tahoe-heavenly

•Vermont Sugarbush Smugglers Notch.
*

• Killington Ski all day/parly all night

For lowest prices call

546-6612 or 546-5242

ACCURATE TYPING Pickup and delivery

15> pp Basic editing Gtoria 323-5140

ACURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING on

word processor Call Carolyn leave

message 253-5667

SUMMER EMPLOYMCNT

EARN FROM $8000 up neKTiummar.
508-543-3706 Leave mMsag*

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPEHi,
reliable on campus affordable apaM

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy.

WANTED

PERSONALS

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARI basic transpor

lation currently inspected needs starter

100 00 549-3591

VW RAB'aO EX CONO 80;000mi lots of

new parts must sell $1,800 546-7198

THUNbERBIROT986; toadedrexta clean

Must sell Call Bruce 253-3576 $7999 or

BO

82 FORD MUSTANG GT 30217000 miles

burgandy runs good all records on car Call

aller 5 00pm 3l00or best offer 256-6978

CHEVETTE 1982 Excelent condition 4 dr

4 sd $995 leave message 546-6081

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new

tires, rims runs very well »3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

ISTtO MUSTANG "C0UPE7T7celient
condition-mechanically sou"<<'

G'*f' "^^^o
4 new tires $2,500 Call 546 4908

weeknights-Jen

DEANNE KELLEY

SAYINO^F THE WEEK: Be nice to

redheads Happy 2 1 st birthday we tove you,

Susan Kelly « Kriss

EPSON EQUITY ll» (At done) for sale 5

months oW unused two 5'/. floppy ddmd 30

mb hd NEC Multisync screen and sorrie

extras (no glare screen etc) $2400 or BO
549-4930 ext 279 700pm-1200am or

S46-1065 12:00am-1 :00am Rainer 438

Prince

CENTrTONACCORDO 12 speed bike two

years old Sell lor $ 1 75 with Kryptonite lock

call 253-7797

' SKI BOOTS
Haichle RX860 size lOV? Excellent cond

Retail value 350

Only used 4 times' 1988 model

Selling for $175/BO

Call Ernie 253-7797

RtJN A SUMMER BUSINESS IN your own
hometown Earn $7000 gam excellent ex-

perience Call Adam at 665-2527

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo. Sum-
mer, yr. round, all coontrlee. all fields.

Free Inlo. Write IJC, PO Boi 52-MA01

Corona Del Mar. CA 9262S.

LEX- »m>fV belated 20th birthday' One
more year «>d you can use a real ID' I'm

going lo mas you next semester' xoxo

always K«v.

PUFFTON ROOMATES

WANTE6:"1^*0 females needed to

share one bedroom in a two bedroom apart-

ment great location CaM 549*274

NELPI I need Soc 103 (Humt) noiaa. ««
pay moneylS. SiMtfey 549-2710.

WANTED TO RENT

13"'COLOR TV Must sell great picture

$50 00 or best offer 253-7797

HONDA 750 CUSTOM 81. excellent con

dition lull face helmet and ram cover in-

cluded $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 256-0998, Steve

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE^4dr4sp~new

brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sportbike. 5 months

old J' 500 includes lull lacial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

SKI AREA POSITIONS. .Mt Tom. one of

the area's most exciting recreatkjn faoMies,

has openings lor snowmakers, lift atterv

dams, general maintenance Skimg
privileges included Apply m person Mon-

day through Friday. 1 -4 at our General Of-

fice, Rt-5, Holyoke

EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY and

help others at the same time Flexible

hours $5 00»/hr November 18-Decembor

24. 1988 Call 586-5243

GOVERNMENT JOTO $15.4b6-t72.500

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1312-741-8400 ext J-5931A

HEY JESS MUa«. WE'RE your pab.

we're your porter hazing gals Love, Truf-

fle and Spoo

ALLISON H. A JOANNE k! Birthday's this

ctose only deserve one personal" Happy

birthday Ml wMk kMig both ol you!' Love.

Krwiin

TRACEY ROUSAUfTWe love you very

much and are so proud to have you as our

sister' Love, the Sisters and Pledges of Tri

Srgma

CbNWATillATKWS TO THE NEW EX-

EC BOARD OF Tn Sigma Tabitha Polley.

Penny Bodte. Shawna Hudson. Lauren

Curlev, Chrs Labarre. Belti Mutoney. Wen^

dy Wens. »«d Arrry Shea' We love you! The

Staters and Pledges of Tri Sigma.

ROOMATE WANTED

WE NEED PLACE TO LIVE for Sphngl 2
Women looking to take over lease Pfeaaa

call 546-8956 Can't stand to hv* on
campus

BRANDYWINE 2 or 3 female roommates

lor 2 bdrm apt lor spring semester with

Summer opt Call 549-8287

BRANDYWINE- FEMAiTE TO" SHARE
ROOM in 2 bdrm apt for Spring Semester

with laH optkjn to take over lease available

January Call 549-7543

mTf ROOMATE NEEDED Tn

TOWNEHOUSEt Spring sem Share 2

bdrm apt with 3 females Call 549-4942

Keep trying

HOUSEMOnOOMSAUBLETS naade Jan
2 14 Call SBMC 256*615 lOam-Spm.

3 GIRLS WANT TO take over 2 bdrm I

anywhere' Call 546-9736, 546-7623 Laava

a message

WORK IN BRITIANmELANO LEOALLV
FOR UP TO • MONTHS

GOVERNMENT JOBS $1 $,400-t72.SOO

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1-312-741-8400 Ext J-5931A

EASY WORK! EXCELLENtTPAY! Assem
ble products at home Call for information

504-641-8003 Ext 598

CHOLESTBKM. WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT
«id what can you do (n ana out of tfie D C )

to kjwer It? No registration no fee. |ust

show up al one of tt«ese dates and times

betow For those NOT on C meal plan

Nov 17 or Dec 1 5pm University Health Ser-

vices Rm 302 For these on DC Meal plan

Dec 8 lor more mlo caM 549-2671 Ask for

Clinc 4 or HaaNh Education

ENTERTAINMENT

KLUBKAVE D.J. SERVCES • Professional

music system at unbeatable prices

546^6518

FOUND

ONE KEY INBASk"R0WS otjh^m^n
104onthurs 9th Call Leigh 6-1293 and ID

H if It's yours

SUNGLASSES ACROSS FROM Hampden

Student Center 11/7 on a wall 6-8742

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday,

Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

on Campus Housing Office, 545-0865

INSTRUCTION

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION COURSE;
Jan 4-27. UMass/Amherst, 6 30-8 30pm.

$150 Call 549-5128

LYNOA- YOU ARE THE BEST Classified

person I know I'm so glad we re friends

I hope you get tons and tons of Classifieds

before you graduate! Love. Quess who?

DELTACM gal psyched but lor what? Love

Phi Mu

CAWtlE BOWEN YOUR THE BESflitfle

sister a Phi Mu couW have Get psyched

tove you btg sis. Dayna

WANTED- STRONG RHYTi«r6flriead
guitarist for blues rockrgib band

Influencae- Stones, the band. Wind lemon

Jatfarson 54»8437

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

Brandywine Apt 549-4267 Laura or Jen

FEItALE ROOMATE NEEOEDIoTake over

lease lor Spring semester in Southwood

townhouse 253-5717

FEMAlItOSHAre a great apt near cam-

pus 549-2980 keep trying

1 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE.7ion.smoker

female 240-heat included 549-7157

FEMAi.E ROOMATE^ANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apl w/an easy going

senior II interested please call Beth at

6654550

servk:es

omfCHEAP RESUMES VerTex^riene-

ed Laservriter quality Pick-up, drop-on

Overnight service Lisa 367-9940

TYPING: WILL TYPE AND/OR EDIT on

WP Professional Reasonable $2/pg

253-3053

THE BUNACAJSrr FALL ROADSHOW wB
be visiting UMass on Thursday 3.

November Information available between

10am and 3pm in the Campus Center eor>-

course followed t>y a presentatiori bolwesn

6 30 and 8 30pm in room 168. Campua
Center Everyone welcome

ACCURATE, INEXPENSIVE WORD PRO-
CESSING by Professional editor highest

quality, fast service Call Greg, 586-4424
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SPORTS

Volleyball to battieNortheastern tonight
3fi/mfeii?o/ne#i in last meet before Atlantic 10 Tournament

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

This is it, the final match for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team before the Atlantic 10

Tournament Saturday. It's the Minutewomen's last shot

at tuning up their machine while looking at the A-lOs.

But that's not how UMass head coach Carol Ford is look-

ing at the game.

Yes, the Minutewomen will look to improve their con

tinuity which has been static in the past three weeks, but

Ford said she has no intention of looking past tonight's

opponent, Northeastern University. When UMass travels

to Boston tonight, UMass will be looking for a victory,

not a warm-up.

"It's a friendly rivalry. It comes down to who is the best

team in Massachusetts," Ford said.

That same thought was echoed by Northeastern coach

Mark Massey who said "Northeastern and UMass are

usually the top two teams in the state."

"I think it's going to be another one of the classic mat-

chups. I've been at Northeastern for five years and every

time these two teams have met, it's been a real dog fight,"

he said.

The Minutewomen have been up and down in these final

weeks of the season. UMass, 19-9, has lost six of its last

nine games. At times, they've pushed some of the better

teams around and at times they haven't been able to get

out of their own way.

"We want to play well, we don't want this slump to con

tinue," Ford said.

Last year, the Huskies got the best of UMass by sweep

ing the Minutewomen in their three confrontations last

year, including the finals of UMass' own tournament.

NU's record, 21-15, may not leap out as great numbers

Sporta Infommtion photo

Juliet Primer (left) and Karen Ferguson will

team up to try and beat Norteastern tonight.

Field hockey notebook

Seniors wrap up careers

but the Huskies have been playing solid volleyball. They

are 15-4 since the middle of October, and are ranked se-

cond in the upcoming ECAC championships.

"We have one of the toughest schedules in the Northeast

. .and we have a very young team," Massey said.

Importantly, tonight's match will carry badly needed

momentum to either team for their upcoming post-season

tournaments.

"I think it's going to be an interesting day. I think it's

going to come down to who can get their act together,"

Ford said.

The Minutewomen will probably go with a revised line-

up for this week's contests, according to Ford.

UMass will move outside hitter Nancy Sullivan to the

middle and middle hitter Juliet Primer to the outside.

Sullivan is second on the team in kills and Ford said she

liked the way Primer played on the outside when the

switch was first made at this past weekend's New Haven

Tournament.
"I'm going to experiment with some different things,"

Ford said.

Notes: UMass has had a very short injury list this year

but, according to Ford, UMass' middle hitter Barbara

Meehan has some pain in her knees. Although Meehan

will play tonight. Ford said the soreness in her knees has

been very painful . . Tonight's match is the 10th straight

away match for UMass and is the last regular season

match . . . UMass has not had the strongest of statistical

years. The Minutewomen are sixth in the conference in

hitting percentage, kill average, and dig average. They

are seventh in blocking average and ace average; and are

eighth in assist average . . . The Minutewomen are cur-

rently ranked fourth in the Atlantic 10 with a 4-4 record

. . . The host of this year's A- 10 tourney, Penn State, moved

up one spot in the volleyball coaches poll this week. The

Lady Lions are now 19th in the country.

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Sunday's 2-1 loss to Northeastern

University marked the end of seven, and

possibly eight, collegiate careers for the

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team.

"It's an outstanding group of athletes and

people," UMass coach Pam Hixon said.

"One of the things that I've etyoyed about

this group is their competitive attitude, and

they are not just fine athletes but fine peo-

ple."

The Minutewomen have reached the

NCAA playoffs in each of the four years

that this year's class of seniors have played.

"I would never question the effort they

have given in every game." Hixon said.

"They have always given everything they

had."
One senior that has not been here for four

years is goaltender Cindy Cox. who

transferred to UMass this season from Pur-

due University. In this, Cox's only year at

UMass, she has been a big factor in the

Minutewomen's success.

"I have to say that Cindy has been the

mainstay of our team," Hixon said. "She

has kept us in many games when we
couldn't score."

Senior Sue Desmond is Cox's backup.

Desmond has not been a starter for UMass
but her presence has been felt by her team.

"I have never felt worried about going to

Sue if necessary, " Hixon said. "I think Sue

really has given us a lot, though it has not

always been on the field. You have got to

have two good goaltenders. You just can't

have one."

The two captains are seniors Ruth
VasapoUi and Pam Bustin. Both were four

year starters for UMass.
Bustin was an All-Conference selection

this year in the Atlantic 10. She has scored

continued on page 15

Women swimmers 3-0

after win over UConn
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team continued its

unbeaten ways over the weekend, runn-

ing its record to 3-0 with a 155-126 win

over the University of Connecticut in

Storrs, Conn.

The Minutewomen jumped out to a

quick start, dominating the early events,

and were never headed.

"We swam a very good meet. It was as

we expected," said UMass coach Bob

Newcomb.
The meet got off on a good note for

UMass. as the team took first and third

in the initial race, the 200-yard medley

relay. The foursome of Laurie Schwarz.

Melissa Waller, Sue Gorski and Patty

Pike won it in 1:58.21. while Lori Carroll,

Regina Jungbluth, Marcia Samsel and

Kim Morin teamed up for third. Newcomb
lauded Morin's anchor leg, a comeback ef-

fort that just beat the UConn swimmers

for the third and final spot.

"That was a good way to start it out,"

Newcomb said. "It was important for us

to hit them hard in the first three events,

which we did."

The next two events saw the

Minutewomen capture first and second in

both. Tracy Young took the 1660 freestyle

in 18:37.15, with Melissa McCarthy se-

cond in 18:56.68. Then, it was Keira Cruz

(2:03.32) and Megan McCamy (2:04.65)

taking the top two spots in the 200 free.

"We couldn't have written it any bet-

ter the way we wanted it," Newcomb said.

"We came right after them and went

nuts."
continued on page 15

Gettler: Minutemen weren't tough enough
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Back when the leaves were green, and

sun tans were still to be seen, when
freshmen still looked confused, hope

sprung eternal for the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team.

"I really, deep down, thought we were go-

ing to the NCAAs." said graduating senior

fullback Bret Blanton.

Through the first four games of the fall,

things went well indeed. UMass opened

with a pair of wins over Maine and New
Hampshire on Upper Boyden Field, allow-

ing neither team to score, and eventually

finished the 3-1 homestand on a very

positive note.

Three consecutive losses on the road

followed. It was a much humbler soccer

team that returned home with a 3-4 record

at weeks' end, having seen its own mental

weakness exposed.

"That's my only disappointment in this

team - we lost our focus," said UMass coach

Jeff Gettler. "What kept this team from be-

ing nationally competitive was the
mentality.

"We're not going to on to the field too

many times with better talent and win a
game without playing well. We need
everything to be clicking, everything to be

in place, in order to be successful. We didn't

do that enough to have a better record. We
had some letdowns that were more mental

continued on page 15
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Larisa, left, and Natasha Diephuis know all too well what being mistaken for someone else

is like. The 18-year-old identical twins say it happens daily.

Identical twins reflect

more than mirror image
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Most people view themselves as individuals with the

world encircling them, she says as she draws a circle

around a dot to illustrate her point. Then she draws a

circle around two dots and says, "But this is how it is

with us."

Then the identical twins Natasha and Larisa Diephuis,

18, look at each other and nod in agreement. Their

gestures frequently mimic one another.

Out of every 1 ,000 births in the United States only

about four sets of identical twins are born, according to

Newsweek. Identical twins are born from the same egg.

bilical cord. People don't realize you have your own iden-

tity."

The twins say that when they were younger Natasha

had long hair and Larisa had short hair in order to make
their identities known. "I was so mad when she started

to grow out her hair. It's like, 'You are intruding on my
identity!'"

But now they agree: "Eventually, you learn that it's

okay to be alike."

In fact, they howl over the times that they are the

mistaken identity of their twin.

Larisa said one day a man stopped her and started ask-

ing her about one of "her" classes. "I didn't know who

he was " The conversation ensued for 20 minutes. "I kept

Collegian file photo

Assistant coach John Martin (standing) and the men's soccer team felt a lack of toughness contributed to their

missing the playoffs again this season.

In high school they got the simple nickname "twin," Natasha

says. "It's like you're still connected at the umbilical cord. People

don't realize you have your own identity."

And they in fact, describe themselves as being a novel-

ty at which singletons, people who do not have a twin,

gawk.
"The first thing they don't understand is we don't know

what it's like not to be twins." Larisa says, as they both

laugh.

The twins confess they have their moments of sibling

confrontations, but Larisa says, "She probably

understands me better than anyone else."

"We're each other's best friends," Natasha says, as her

twin adds, "And worst enemies," Natasha finishes,

"Because you know everything about that person."

A common phenomenon between identical twins is

their ability to communicate in mysterious ways. Their

mother noticed this when they were laying in the crib,

they say.

Later Natasha confirms this: "We never have to com-

plete sentences."

The twins are thrust into being best friends mostly

becau.se they experienced growing up together, they say.

They don't have the years in between their ages to

separate them; they empathize rather than sympathize

with each other as siblings.

But frustrations arise in having your best friend also

be the one with whom you live.

In high school they got the simple nickname "twin,"

Natasha says. "It's like you're still connected at the um-

thinking maybe I am supposed to know him."

Her reason for not cluing the man into realizing he had

the wrong twin? "I just didn't feel like dealing with it."

Scenarios such as this happen at least three times

every day, the twins say with authority.

Because Natasha, a political science major, lives in the

Southwest Residential Area and Larisa, a psychology

major, lives in Central, sometimes people do not know

they each have a look-a like on campus. As the twins are

talking a man does a double-take as he walks by. "That's

two in an hour."

Margaret McClamroch, 53, a University of

Massachusetts alumna and also an identical twin, found

ed a group last fall for twins, fraternal and identical to

share their experiences.

McClamroch, who has just finished her book "Two by

Two: Twins' Stories," says every twins' experience is uni-

que. But she says twins are different from other students

because they have to deal with many issues such as grow

ing apart.

Natasha says, "It's really important to me to stay

family-oriented because your best friend is your sister

too."

The twins' group meets at 6:30 p.m. the second and

fourth Thursday of each month in the first-floor lounge

of Thatcher Residence Hall. It's informal and open to

twins at UMass and in the community of all ages.

Five Colleges
don't want
another Bennett
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - President-elect George Bush

should appoint an education secretary who, unlike

William Bennett, will not strain relations with Congress

and academia, top officials of the Five Colleges said

yesterday.

American education needs "a secretary who may not

think everything we do is wonderful, but sees himself or

herself as an ally with education," said Adele Simmons,

president of Hampshire College. "Our experience of the

last few years with a secretary of education who chose

every possible moment to attack us destroyed a number

of possible alliances."

Bennett, who frequently criticized college ad

ministrators, served as Ronald Reagan's secretary of

education from Feb. 7, 1985 until Sept. 20 of this year.

Lauro F. Cavazos succeeded Bennett.

"One of the great failings of the Reagan administration

was the standoff between the Department of Education

and the Congress. There was no working together," said

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey,

who recommended Bush keep Cavazos as the nation's top

educator.

The new administration should take a "more pragmatic

approach, with fewer people grinding ideological axes,"

Duffey said. "The Department of Education has been a

repository for people with extremist ideologies."

Bennett, who succeeded Duffey as chairman of the Na-

tional Endowment for the Humanities, last year publicly

ridiculed Duffey's handling of the six-day occupation of

the New Africa House.

The Five College forum, "An Educational Agenda For

the New Administration," was held in the home of Smith

College President Mary Maples Ehinn on the Smith cam

pus. It was the first time the five top administrators have

gathered for such a forum.

Several of the college presidents said elementary and

secondary education must be a priority for the new

administration.

"It's ironic that in many ways kids were given pro-

minence at the conventions. They were all on the plat

form," Simmons said. "And then the kids seemed to drop

from sight in the presidential debates."

Dunn said attention and money "at the beginning of the

educational life" can help prevent problems like high drop-

out rates later on.

"To my way of thinking, the next government, if it

wishes to be the education government, is going to have

to look to the early years. And it's going to have to spend

some money on it," Dunn said.

Elizabeth Kennan. president ofMount Holyoke College,

said math and science deserve special attention. The

number of science majors at the South Hadley campus has

dropped from 25 to 17 percent of the student body in re-

cent years, she said.

continued on page S

More suspects sought
in hazing probe
The Amherst police said yesterday they now have more

than two suspects in the on going investigation of alleg-

ed hazing activities at the Alpha Tau Gamma fraternity

at the University of Massachusetts.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Mad.son

decided last week to strip the fraternity of recognition and

gave ATG members until Thanksgiving to move out of

the house, providing "there are no more allegations of im-

proper behavior."

Gladys Rodriguez, acting dean of students, said several

parents and students reported the alleged activities to her

office about three weeks ago.

The University "looked into the matter," and ordered

the pledges to move out of the ATG house into Universi-

ty residence halls, out of health and safety concerns,

Kodriguez said.

The police began investigating about three weeks ago

at the request of University officials, who are required

to inform police of possible hazing episodes. The Univer-

sity is also conducting an investigation through the Dean

of Students and Greek Affairs offices.

The police and the University have declined to comment

on the specifics of the investigations. Fraternity members

have also declined to comment.
- YANA DLUGY
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WORLD/NATION

Soviet leader says he
will visit United States
WASHINGTON (AP) - Soviet President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev announced yester

day he will visit the United States early

next month to address the United Nations.

US officials said he will also meet with

President Reagan and, possibly. President-

elect George Bush
Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman Gen

nady Gerasimov said in Moscow that a

meeting with Bush, as well as Reagan,
could be assumed' for "a continuation of

the US Soviet political dialogue that we
believe should continue without artificial

pause."

The announcement was made while Gor-

bachev attended a session on agricultural

problems in the Russian city of Orel, south

of Moscow, and was carried by the official

Soviet news agency, Tass.

The Soviet Communist Party general

secretary also will visit Britain and Cuba,
according to the announcement. US of

ficials said the visit to New York and a fifth

meeting with Reagan would take place

around Dec. 7.

"Mikhail Gorbachev intends to appear in

New York at the session of the General
Assembly of the UN to set forth the views

of the Soviet Union on the most important

problems of world development," Tass said.

Two members of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee said today such a ses

sion could give Bush the chance to build on
recent positive Soviet moves around the

world.

White House Spokesman Marlin Fitz

water said that neither a date nor a site has

been set for the meeting, although he
acknowledged that it would likely take

place in New York while Gorbachev is

there to address the UN General Assembly
Fitzwater said Reagan and Bush would

meet, probably together, with Gorbachev,

but said the session would not be "a sum
mit in the sense of a summit."

"It would, rather, be a cordial meeting
between superpower leaders reflecting the

friendship they have created and the

historic change in the relationship between

the United States and the Soviet Union,"

he said.

Fitzwater said the main purpose of the

meeting from the US standpoint would be

to "ensure that the momentum and con

tinuity of the arms control talks are extend-

ed and it will reaffirm the relationship bet-

ween the general secretary and the new
president of the United States."

"I would not look to it as a meeting that

would be settling things (difTerencest," Fitz-

water said.

Fitzwater acknowledged that the
Kremlin had proposed that Gorbachev
meet with Reagan and Bush in just the last

few days and that the administration had
quickly approved the request.

Interviewed today. Sen. Joseph Biden, D
Del., pointed to "some of the moves taking

place in the Soviet Union, and its effect on
Europe m particular and the third world

in general."

A I* Photo

The Soviet space shuttle Buran lands yesterday in Soviet Central Asia,

eight miles from its launch pad after a flawless 3-hour, 25-minute maiden

flight.

Soviet shuttle has successful maiden flight
MOSCOW (APt - The Soviet space shut

tie Buran orbited the Earth twice yester

day and landed eight miles from its launch

pad in Soviet Central Asia, ending with

flawless precision its unmanned 3hour,

25 minute maiden flight.

The Buran. which means snowstorm in

Russian, touched down on a 2.8 mile con-

crete runway with a puff of dust from its

rear wheels and rolled to a halt as three

parachutes opened at its rear.

"The USSR has successfully tested its

first reusable space craft Buran," official

Radio Moscow said, interrupting regular

programming two minutes after

touchdown.

The flight originally was scheduled for

Oct. 29, but the countdown was stopped by

computers with only 51 seconds left when
an access arm failed to pull far enough
away from the rocket. Officials said Mon-

day that they redesigned the joint.

Within 30 minutes of yesterday's lan-

ding, Soviet television showed the fully

automated approach and landing of the

delta winged US shuttle look-alike in the

middle of the barren, brown steppe.

Radio Moscow said the flight, which had

been in jeopardy because of cold, rainy

weather, went according to schedule, and

all onboard tests were completed.

"Buran made little more than two orbits

around the Earth. When the testing was

completed, the computer issued landing

commands," it said.
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Fackenheim speaks on Holocaust crimes
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Dr. Emil Fackenheim stre.ssed the need for people to

remember the Holocaust and the events that led to that

catastrophe, in a speech last night to about 200 in

Memorial Hall.

Fackenheim, a professor of Jewish Thought at the

School of Overseas Students at Hebrew University in

Israel and a German concentration camp survivor, said

that the passage of the Nuremberg Laws in 1935 was the

single most important factor in allowing the persecution

of the Jews to take place without the world intervening.

The laws stated that Jews were no longer protected

under German law and anything done to them would not

be punishable by legal action, Fackenheim said.

"Once you start out with a doctrine as the Nazis did —
that Jews are criminals by birth — then you have to pro-

ve (that Jews were criminalsl," he said.

These and other laws, such as the Munich Pact, passed

by the German parliament enabled Kristallnacht ("the

night of broken glass") to take place because the laws

justified Jewish persecution, he said.

Not only did the laws justify the persecution, but they

also "rendered impotent" the abilities of such countries

such as England to help or protect the Jews.

On the night of Kristallnacht, November 9, 1938, Jewish

stores and homes were systematically looted and

destroyed by German citizens and Storm Troopers.

Synagogues were burned all over Germany and as many
as 30,000 Jewish men were arrested and shipped to con-

centration camps.

"No one can say 'I didn't know anything about it' — the

whole world knew about it," because of Kristallnacht,

Fackenheim said.

"Even if the Nazis had not decided to punish the Jews,

it should still be considered the greatest criminal state

in history," Fackenheim said.

Quoting his friend, Franklin Littell, Fackenheim said

"The Nazi movement was never a movement at all — it

was a criminal organization."

Fackenheim said that Jews need to remember
Kristallnacht carefully because if they don't they could

end up hating the world for what happened or begin to

hate themselves.

Collrgian photo by Oirin Hcmfnrd

READING BETWEEN THE LINES - Suzy Lovett. senior industrial engineering major, and

Bill Janovitz, senior communications major, check out a flyer distributed yesterday afternoon

at the Student Union.

"Where there is smoke there is fire," he said referring

to a situation where a Jew might end up believing the

reasons behind the Holocaust are true.

"One must remember in order to understand," he said,

"We have to ask 'how could this happen?'

"You can't do anything about the Holocaust that hap-

pened, except understand it," Fackenheim said.

Fackenheim commended the Jewish people for their

resilience and ability to retain their faith and religion in

the face of overwhelming adversity.

"The Talmud (Jewish book of law) once asked, 'Who is

a Jew?' The answer is — one who hopes," he said.

The young come to grips
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Germany is still paying an emotional debt to millions

of Jews world-wide because of Kristalnacht, "the night

of broken glass."

For the Jewish people, the word symbolizes the begin-

ing of the Holocaust, in 6 million of Jews were brutally

persecuted and murdered. . -
continued on page 6

Students to meet Dean
prospects tomorrow
University of Massachusetts officials announced last

week that students, staff, and faculty are invited to

meetings with candidates being considered for the Dean

of Students position.

The meetings are scheduled from 2 to 4 p.m. tomorrow,

Nov. 22, 29, and Dec. 1, in the ninth fioor of the Campus
Center. The audience will be allowed to question the can-

didate afler a presentation.

There are four candidates for the position: Lorraine Sib-

bet from D'Youville College, Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin from

Pennsylvania State University, Daniel Abrahamowicz

from University of Toledo, and Carl Harris from Arizona

State University.
- COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES

Cars collide as one
backs up in Hagis Mall
A vehicle backing up on Haigis Mall collided with a se-

cond car parked in a metered space Monday. The damage
to the cars was estimated at $1,000 and the driver of the

first vehicle was cited for failure to use care while backing.

In other police reports:

• A craftsman vice worth $150 which had been bolted

to a table in Hasbrouck Laboratory was reported stolen

Monday.
• A vehicle parked in Lot 63 was reported broken into

Monday and cassette tapes worth $30 stolen from it.

• A student reported Monday both license plates had

been stolen from his car parked in Lot 22.

• A student in Greenough Residence Hall reported Tues-

day that a AT&T telephone statement registered a

number of calls he did not make. University police notified

the AT&T Investigative Unit.
- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Lebowitz brings house down with pungent prose
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Fran Lebowitz hates pets, algebra, Dan Quayle. anti

smoking crusaders and school. But above all, New York

author Fran Lebowitz hates to write.

"It is somewhat ironic," said the 38-year-old writer,

"that I have chosen a profession which is essentially a

lifetime of homework. To be a writer is to have a life of

always having a paper due."

In an informal address that resembled stand-up comedy,

Lebowitz spoke to an audience of about 200 in the Cam

pus Center Auditorium last night. Clad in a green sweater

and jeans and sucking cigarettes, the New Jersey native

read two selections from her second book of collected

essays. Social Studies, before answering questions.

Lebowitz's first book was a collection of essays which

she wrote for Interview magazine. Metropolitan Life sold

out in New York City the same day it was reviewed in

The New York Times. Social Studies, her second collec-

tion, also proved to be a best-seller. She is now finishing

her first novel, Exterior Signs of Wealth.

Her writing consists largely of questioning the taste in

various aspects of modern society. Her urban style of social

commentary was dubbed "snobbery" by Vanity Fair

magazine. u <•

The 1988 presidential election provided a gold mine ot

material for her to work with.

"Dan Quayle - this may not be common knowledge but

it's not exactly a secret," she said, "looks exactly like the

head parking valet at the Beverly Hills Hotel - minus

intelligence. I have never seen a photograph of Mr. Quayle

without having the impulse to hand 10 dollars and say

'Don't park it in the back, I'm coming right out."

Morristown, NJ, was the hometown Lebowitz gladly

escaped. She was expelled from a private all female

Episcopalian high school, having taken algebra I six

times.

She headed for New York, where she worked as a taxi

driver, a belt salesperson and a bartender. There, she

spent a great deal of time at Max's Kansas City, where

she mingled with the big names in New York pop culture.

She started writing for Andy Warhol's magazine and her

popularity grew. Today, she has written columns for

Vogue and Madamoiselle magazines, and has appeared

on Late Night with David Letterman.

Her dislike for animals, particularly urban pets, has led

Lebowitz to propose a possible solution, to which she

devoted a chapter of her book.

"Pets should be disallowed by law," she read. "Especial-

ly dogs. Especially in New York City. I have not infre-

quently verbalized this sentiment in what now passes for

polite society. Even if dogs should be eliminated complete-

ly, there would still be the blind and the pathologically

lonely to think of I am not totally devoid of compassion,

and, after much thought I believe that I have come upon

a solution to this problem: let the lonely lead the blind."

Among Lebowitz's other pet peeves are aftershave,

children who speak French (for whom she said airplanes

should be sectioned off) and the Great American

Smokeout.
Lebowitz knows she is renowned for her pungent prose.

"Usually at this point," she said, late in the discussion,

"some very disgruntled 4-H Club member says, 'Well,

what do you like? We know what you don't like.' So, if

you don't like listening to what I don't like, don't listen."

CollFCian photo by Richard Bonanno

Fran Lebowitz
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff
members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-
ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

Vermont Governor urges women to
take more active role in politics
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Governor Madeline Kunin, D-

Vermont, urged women to seek greater involvement in

politics to balance the gross inequity of representation at

all levels of government, in a lecture Monday night at

Smith College.

Kunin, one of three women governors in the United
States and a graduate of the University of Massachusetts,

spoke to a crowd of more than 200 in Wright Hall

Auditorium.

"The number of women in both elected and appointed

positions remains persistently modest," Kunin said,

"despite the fact that women have made great inroads in

other fields in the last 20 years."

"We somehow have to remind ourselves what political

participation is all about," she said. "We can't afford to

simply let half of the population fulfill the democratic

dream."

It is never too early for women who are interested in

public service to begin their political ventures by

volunteering to work on campaigns or attending local par

ty meetings, Kunin said.

"On some level, you simply have to stop analyzing, you

have to jump in and say we're going to defy the odds,"

she said. "There iu-e constantly miracles in politics. That's

what makes it exciting."

A native of Switzerland, Kunin said her family fled the

country in 1940 because of Adolf Hitler's invasion of

various countries. Her wish to prevent this type of domina-

tion is what motivates her political actions.

"Being a passive victim of events provides no protec-

tion," she said. "Only political empowerment permits

some control over the events of one's time."

The absence of women in politics projects the idea that

women do not exist in major policy positions, she said.

"One is perplexed and even angry that in a democracy,
where power is supposed to be shared equally, this ine-

quity exists so pervasively — so many years after women
obtained the right to vote," she said.

The scarcity of women role models and its effect on
childrens' perception of leadership are two basic reasons

for the continuing male "power vacuum," Kunin said.

"When children go to public buildings and they don't

see the portraits on the walls of their gender, a foul but

very strong message is sent to them," she said. "It's hard

to visualize yourself in a role without examples to pat-

tern yourself after," she said.

The continual re-election of congressmen hampers
women's ability to attain higher positions, Kunin said.

"Nobody quite voluntarily says (to women], 'well, now
it's your turn, you deserve 50 percent of the power so we'll

just move aside.'" she said. "That's never going to hap-

pen."

But, this imbalance of power is changing in many states

and Kunin said she is hopeful this transition will reach

the national level.

In Vermont, she said, there are 6 women state senators

out of 30 and there are 50 women representatives out of

150. Approximately 40 percent of top administrative ap-

pointments there are women, Kunin said.

"These are both record numbers," Kunin said. "We're
making a very strong effort to change things."

The most rewarding aspect of political involvement, she

said, "is the belief that I really can have an effect on the

events of the people in my own state and in my own en-

vironment."

"It is what keeps me engaged in the battle, and the bat-

tle does get very fierce and very hostile," she said.

Kunin, who is extensively involved in environment and
welfare reform issues, said the gradual shift of more power

to state governments is mcreasing the role of states m
policy making.

Coltogian phiXo by Richard Bonanno

Governor Madeline Kunin

Governors are involved with job and welfare reform, the

environment, and all governors have led at least one trade

mission to a "far flung country," she said.

One reason for the shift, she said, is the federal neglect

of environment and social issues in favor of sustaining

military budgets.

"It will be interesting to see if the Bush administration

continues the Reagan trend," Kunin said, "or follows

through on his campaign promises."

Vermont also has the lowest unemployment rate in the

nation at this time, she said.

"We have proven that you can have a low unemploy-
ment rate and a strong environmental ethic," she said.

"I hope this gets to the national level as well."

The Smith College lecture was sponsored by Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Young, parents of New Jersey state senator

Leanna Brown.

Car maintenance rip-offs; experts give advice
By LINDA DOHEBTY
Collegian Correspondent

Car repair shops are notorious for taking

advantage of unsuspecting car owners, but

local exjjerts say there are ways to avoid

being taken for a ride.

Joan Virginia, an auto service represen-

tative for CuUen Auto Sales, said "the most

important thing upon entering a garage is

to seem knowledgeable and assertive."

"Women especially can easily fall prey

to mechanics who make unnecessary

repairs and wind up paying a bundle for

services they don't need." she said.

"Don't ever walk in and say 'I have no

idea what's wrong,'" Virginia said. Your
obvious lack of understanding will make
the service station attendant more likely

to think "he can put one over on you," she

said.

Virginia suggested getting a free

estimate. "It's wise to get at least two, so

that way you have a better idea of what

your car needs before you actually go for

repairs."

When it comes to finding a garage, local

experts agree it is best to shop around.

"Ask friends where they have found good

services," said Virginia.

The Better Business Bureau also offers

a list of agencies that can refer you to

reputable stations in your area.

Peter Cullen, owner of Cullen Auto Sales

in Taunton, suggested "It's best to have

repairs done in a small garage. The techni-

cians are better and offer a higher quality

service. You also know who does what to

your car," he said.

Department store car care centers should

only be used as a last resort, he said. "Don't

be fooled by their lower costs. They are a

secondary business and don't give the

customer personalized service."

If a problem is centralized, for example
in the muffler or brakes, it is usually bet-

ter to go to a center specializing in that

area, he said.

"They usually cost the same as average

service stations and offer more complete,

thorough repairs with a warranty," Cullen

said.

Mike Aldrich, owner of Aldrich Auto
Supply in Amherst, suggested if a problem
is minor, or easily fixable, it's best to get

an estimate first, and then buy the parts

yourself.

Many parts, such as filters can be easily

installed >vithout ever having to go to a .ser-

vice station. "If you don't know how to in-

stall the parts yourelf," he said, get a

mechanic or a friend to show you how.

"Thiswill save you a lot of money, time

and aggravation," Aldrich said.

A good way to check up on your

mechanic, Cullen said, is to "tell the

mechanic up front that you want all of the

parts that are removed."

Make sure the mechanic tells why any
parts were replaced. Then, Cullen said,

"Take them to an auto parts store and see

if they needed repair, especially if the work

was costly
"

If you do feel you've been victimized by

a service station, Cullen said, don't hesitate

to complain. Contact the garage im

mediately, he said, and if they refuse to

cooperate don't be afraid to take action.

Michael Simard, a mediator at The Con-

sumer Protection Agency in Northampton,

said they can contact the business for you

and determine ifyour complaint warrants

taking the service station to small claims

court.

The Chamber of Commerce and the Bet-

ter Business Bureau cannot take any ac-

tion again.st a service station, but will send

a letter of complaint to the business on your

behalf and will keep the complaint on file

for future requests.

Aldrich suggested the best way to avoid

being taken advantage of by a service sta-

tion is to get to know your car. "Keep your

car well maintained." he said.

"Learn to spot potential problems early

and make sure you can perform tasks

yourself that don't require a mechanics'

help," he said.

Women's Forum
Stress Management Workshop
The WAGES Program in the Everywoman's Center

will be offering a stress management workshop for single

mothers in school. The workshop will take place from

10 a.m. to noon on Saturday, Nov. 19, at the Jones

Library Amherst Room. Registration is limited to 10 peo

pie. Call 545-0883 for more information.

Writing Workshops
Leslea Newman is currently offering two writing

workshops for women. "Write from the Heart" will ex-

plore individual writing skills for beginning and advanc-

ed students. The workshop starts this week and runs for

10 weeks. There is a sliding scale fee. Call 584-3865 for

more information.

"What Are You Eating/'What's Eating You?" is a

writing workshop for women who are concerned with

issues such as body image, abnormal eating patterns, and

self-nurturance. The workshop runs from 6 to 8 starting

Nov. 17. For more information, call 584-3865.

Women of Color Film Festival

Three films will be shown by the Women of Color Film

Festival on Sunday, Nov. 20. The International

Sweethearts of Rhythm, Abortion: Stories from the North

and South, and 1m Operacion will be presented at 8 p.m.

on the 12th floor of John Quincy Adams residence hail.

Job Bank Book
If you're looking for a job, contact the Resource Hefer

ral i'rogram at the Everywoman's Center. The center

is open from 9 to 4 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, and Fri

day, and from noon to 7 p.m. on Wednesdays POr mote

information, call 545-0883.

HEALTHWATCH

UMass professor warns

ofside effects ofthepill

DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Correspondent

The birth control pill is one of the most commonly used

contraceptive methods in the nation. But the side effects

still present more risks than many women are willing to

take.

Human Biology Proffessor Judy Goodenough said

women on the pill have an increased likelyhood of blood

clots forming in blood vessels. These blood clots may then

block the fiow of blood to important organs like the brain

and heart, she said.

Smokers who take the pill have been found to have an

even higher incidence of heart attacks and strokes, she

said. Women who .smoke are at greater risk because both

smoking and the pill increase blood pressure.

The pill ha.s also been shown to increase the risk of

urinary tract infections and gonorrhea, Goodenough .said.

.\nd. she said, most women who use the pill are not us-

ing condoms and spermicides which help prevent the

transmission of STD's and AIDS.

"There is an increased risk of liver tumors, also," said

Goodenough, "they're most often benign, but the tumors

may rupture and cause hemorrhaging."

According to Ron Mazur, staff associate in the Health

Education Department at University Health Services, the

pill is essentially a synthetic hormone that fakes the body

into not ovulating, and regulates the menstral period.

The pill is better than it used to be, he said. When the

pill first came out 30 years ago, there was only one dosage.

And, the hormone level in the original pill had to be high

enough to be effective for all women.

Today, the pill comes in a variety of hormonal levels

and is prescribed according to the needs of each individual,

he said.

Mazur encouraged women to attend workshops at UHS
to find out all of their options before going on the pill. It's

important to know all the facts, he said.

Women's
Desk

Now accepting
applications for
Associate Editor
Paid position with flexible hours.
Stop by the Collegian office for

an application.

r

I
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five college presidents
continued from page I

That drop reflects the weakness of science

and math education in elementary and

secondary schools, she said, and commend-

ed new state certification with higher stan-

dards for math and science teachers.

"Teachers in the schools, like teachers in

the colleges, must be thoroughly trained in

the discipline of science or mathematics

and must be expert in it," Kennan said.

Duflfey and Amherst College President

Peter Pouncey both spoke at length on the

fiscal constraints facing education.

"The economy of higher education spins

more and more out of control," said

Pouncey, noting that by 1995 tuition at his

small liberal arts college could cost more

than $25,000 a year - or $100,000 for a

degree.

• TONIGMT •
BREAKDOWN

Live from MTV

75C
DRAFTS,

DANCE ^--CLUB

Pouncey said financial aid programs are

set up so that people who save money to

finance their education are penalized.

"You almost get paid not to save," he

said, proposing that education savings

bonds be counted as "self-help" on a finan-

cial aid form.

Duffey, like several others, proposed

students could earn "loan forgiveness"

from public service programs — "some kind

of GI bill without the GI."

"We have national needs that could be

met through such a program," Dufley said.

Simmons suggested social service pro-

grams could be modeled after ROTC.

The officials said they expected to get

their message across through the media,

direct communication with the department

of education, and legislative lobbying.

Noting that many Five College alumni

now work on Capitol Hill, Pouncey said

"We're a noisy and vociferous bunch, and

we have people well-placed to carry the

noise further."

"Any deafness in Washington will very

soon be willful, if there is any," he said.

Fackenheim
continued from page 3

November 9 marked the 50th anniver

sary of the night when thousands of Jews

were rounded up and sent to concentration

camps and their homes and bu.sinesses

looted and destroyed by mobs.

The issue of the Holocaust is so sensitive

in Germany today that Parliament Presi

dent Philipp Jenninger felt it necessary to

resign his post last week because of a

speech in which he quoted Adolf Hitler.

"They (the parliament (thought the views

he was expressing were his own." .>^aid

Political ScitMU-e Piufc^sor Cierard

Braunthal.

Braunthal said Jenniger should have

been more .>*ensitive to the national scene

at the time of the speech.

"The statements he made could be made
at some historians' conference where the

finer points could be debated," he said

He said many young people in Germany
feel guilty about what their fathers and

grandfathers did to the Jews and that they

are trying to come to grips with the

Holocaust.

There is "a generation that still keeps

asking their parents and grandparents why

did they support Hitler." he said.

Yehudit Heller, program director for

Hillel. said that "In the last 20 or 30 years

Germany is regretting (the Holocaust) as

a society and tring to make up for what

happened."

"They're shamed and embarrassed that

such a thing could come out of such a

civilized society," she said.

Heller's grandparents were victims of the

Holocaust and her grandmother still bears

on her arm latooed numbers the Germans

used for identification in the camps.

The events of Nov. 9, 1938 are still poig-

nant menmries for those who experienced

them and lor their relatives.

"1 live ithe HoUtca .-^ti everyday." Heller

.said, "by siving tne numbers on my
relatives arms."

Hannah Kliger. assistant professor of

Judaic Studies, said vounger Germans do

not necessarily feel guilty about what their

forefathers did but are. instead, trying to

understand the ••% ents of those years.

"At some level there is a certain degree

of collective conscience working," she said

Young people are asking, "What does

this say about us as a country, about our

leaders'.'" she said.

Kliger said that what she sees in Ger

many today is renercussions of the

Holocaust and there \s a silence that needs

to be bridged between the older and

younger generations about what happen

ed 50 years ago

Heller said. "The term we always use is

'forgive, but not forget', because if we

forget, it will happen again."

Seniors...

It's time to get

shot!
(For the Yearbook!)

Senior Portrait Sittings are
Monday, Nov. 14 through

Friday, Nov. 18 9 - 5
CC. Rm 177 545-2874

Sitting Fee $4.00
Last portrait sittings until March

December Grads MUST be
shot now!

Order your 1989 INDEX for
only $25. Send check and
coupon to address below.

NAME:

PERMANENT ADDRESS:
(For Fall 1969 Delivery)

LOCAL PHONE NO.:

* Make your checks payable to:

INDEX Yearbook, 103 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003

Sponsored by Index Yearbook

-•

-•
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McDevitt charges Festa
with misusing SGA funds
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association
Senator Bob McDevitt has filed a complaint
with the Student Judiciary against Com-
muter Area Government President Jay
Festa for illegally transferring funds.

McDevitt said Festa transferred $440
dollars from the CAG account to the SGA
President's account for a trip to a United
States Students Association conference in

Hartford July 22-27. McDevitt claims this

is in violation of the CAG Constitution. He
said as a commuter senator it is his respon-

sibility to uphold that constitution.

"The only person who can transfer more
than $50 is the Commuter Area
Treasurer," McDevitt said, adding that

such a transfer also could be done by the
full CAG board.

"Some would question how the money
was spent, but that's not my main problem.

My problem is that hes not upholding the

constitution."

Festa freely admits he made the transfer,

but said this is not a violation because the
constitution has not been ratified.

He also said this charge by McDevitt is

politically motivated.

"It's a way to attack someone who's on the
left," Festa said. He called the assertion by
McDevitt that he is upholding the constitu-

tion a "smokescreen."
Festa said he also spent $1,500 for movies

as well as other events during the summer,
but McDevitt did not complain about these

expenditures.

"I don't think Bob McDevitt has a pro-

blem with the constitution or else he would
have complained about all the other expen-
ditures," Festa said.

"I had a whole summer's worth of pro-

gramming to do and no way to get in touch
with the governing board," he said.

McDevitt does not mention any repri-

mand for Festa in the complaint, but asks
that the money be transferred back into the
CAG account. No trial date has been set.

Graduate senate rescinds new
SCERA charter, invokes errors I 1
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate voted
unanimously last night to rescind the new
charter for the Student Center for Educa
tional Research and Advocacy (SCERA)
passed on Nov. 1, because it was found to

be plagued with errors.

The new charter, created in conjunction
with the Student Government Association,

was found to need revision because points

about the paid position m SCERA had to

be cleared up and several details about the

organization had been omitted.

The troubled charter .stands tabled and
a new one will have to be drawn up.

However, the senate is waiting for the SGA
to settle its own problems before taking on
those of SCERA. Senate treasure, Kevin
Dodson said he hoped SCERA would be

back on its feet by next semester.

In other senate business:

The senate passed a motion to change its

object code classification, which is a

heading the senate uses to pay Student
Teaching Assistants and Research
Assistants.

The current object code groups TAs and
RAs as consultants, which is widely look-

ed at as a slush fund of little importance.

The consultant funding is in danger of be-

ing cut down during the budget crunch an-

ticipated this year, and the Senate wants
to isolate their stipends by getting a

classification of their own.
The senate passed motions to grant a

total of $850 dollars to several campus
orgnizations that requested money from
the finance committee. The groups include

Pioneer Valley Student Action Network,
AfrikAm, Board of Governors, UMass
Greens, and the Central American
Solidarity Association.
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)'our cfiance to get

ahead nou.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414,

Cf>llr(ian photo

PONDERING — An unidentified student looks through the course selec-

tion for next semester recently at the Herter Hall Art Gallery.
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Mambo X weavin' catchy syncopated grooves
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

Though the Albany-based
band Mambo X plays some
of the catchiest amd most
dancable tunes around,
guitarist Seth Kaufman

doesn't think the band has

many hooks in its music. He
does, however, think the

band's music has a lot of

grooves.

What's the difference?

"A hook is like the riff off

"Jumping Jack Flash." said

Kaufman. "The
Smithereens are the

ultimate hook band. You
just repeat "Behind The

Wall of Sleep" again and

again. I think a groove ap

peals more to your rhythmic

sense. It's more primal.

where no single thing

strikes out at you, no single

instrument. It's all design-

ed to massage your brain."

From the band's start

three years ago when Kauf-

man, vocalist Erin O'Hara
and former guitarist Mitch

Rosen met in an ice cream

shop, Mambo X has built up

a loyal following. Their first

album. Whirled, is due out

in February, and it's produc-

ed by REM. producer

Mitch Easter.

continued on page 10

EVERY FRI A SAT
DEEJAYS BETSEY

AND STROLUN' ROLAND
8:30 PM. UNTIL 1:00 A.M.

THIS SAT 8:00 til 10:00
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BROTHERS
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AT 10:00 P.M.

New York's Mambo X
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you're buying cross-country...
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Cross-Country Ski Outfits liice...
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Waxless Skis
Rossi Boots
Rossi New
Bindings
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75mm Boots
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SNS Boots
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New elections should also

be held for senator posts
Why do members of student government

refuse to cooperate in legitimizing the co-

presidents-elect Jason Rabinowitz and

Shari Silkoff? I hope the University of

Massachusetts students will join together

to let democratic elections take precedence

over tyranny of student senators who are

not helping students.

John Sutton

During Civility Week, Andrew Young,

the mayor of Atlanta, gave a speech en-

couraging students to work with others to

make progress in our society by learning

to live and work together. This is not the

message UMass students are getting from

their representatives in the student senate.

My proposal to the Student Government

Association: If conservatives opposed to

ratifying the co-presidents-elect want to

have a new election for the SGA presiden-

cy, then new elections should be held for

all members of the Undergraduate Student

Senate. Why?

First, while student senators are block-

ing the co-presidents-elect from office, they

have not been helping the student body. Se-

cond, the blockers of ratification have in-

censed those who voted for and support the

co-presidents-elect; if they feel so strongly

that they know what democracy is suppos-

ed to be like, they should also be subject

to elections.

If all student .senators were to meet the

test of a new election, the student senators'

voting records would be displayed for the

scrutiny of the student body. Students

could review and judge whether they want

to support those members who have and

those who have not blocked ratifying the

SGA co-presidents-elect, Rabinowitz and

Silkoff.

Rabinowitz and Silkoff won the election

by more than 300 votes when the they ran

for office last March. They said they

wanted to fight racism, oversubscribed

classes, and tuition hikes. What has

resulted from their effort is outstanding:

the results of Civility Week and Hands
Across UMass made national news.

Ask yourselves if you believe in

democracy. Then consider the two names
Rabinowitz and Silkoff. Their names were

on the election ballot last March; they were

the winners. Almost all students would

agree that student leaders who take

responsibility to fight against the iiyustices

of racism, and the plague of oversubscrib-

ed classes and tuition hikes are good

leaders for the best interests of students.

Those members who resist ratifying

Rabinowitz and Silkoff disregard

democracy, progress, and civility. We need

leaders to work together, no matter who

they are. Greg Rothman and Brian Darl-

ing along with the other student reac-

tionary leaders, have slowed progress for

too long.

I want student leaders who respect the

election process, not those who feed their

egos at the expense of UMass students.

Rabinowitz and Silkoff ran on student

issues, not on political ideologies. I believe

they care about the students.

John Sutton is a UMass student

Silkoff and Rabinowitz
disregard Constitution

I have been a student senator for over

three years and I have seen a lot of crazy

things. Quite frankly, I've helped to create

a lot of crazy things, but nothing as crazy

and outlandish as what is going on.

W. Greg Rothman
Past senates have ignored the student

body, we have ignored common sense, we
have ignored what was in the body's own
best interest and we have ignored our own
rules. But never before have so many
senators wanted so badly to ignore the Stu-

dent Judiciary and the Student Govern-

ment Association Constitution. Last

spring after the Student Supreme Court

ruled the election "null and void," an ap-

peal was heard. The court then issued an

injunction preventing the senate from rati-

fying Jason Rabinowitz and Shari Silkoff

as campus presidents.

Regardless, Rabinowitz and Silkoff want

the rafification to come to a vote. Using
their puppets in the senate, they have tried

to confirm and ratify the elections since last

March. When such senators as Tony Rudy
and Brian Darling prevented them from do-

ing that, they were attacked for "filibuster-

ing."

It seems that Rabinowitz and Silkoff feel

that they are able to label and degrade

those who have differing opinions. Certain-

ly their puppets have fallen in lock-step

behind them. But not everyone is prepared

to swallow the lies and fuel their self-

centered ambition.

Students are beginning to realize the im-

mense Constitutional violation the senate

would have made had it not been for the

efforts of these principled senators.

I became involved in the ratification fight

at the first meeting of this session. Even
then I spoke ofthe controversy surrounding

the issue of co-presidents. The action of

Tilibustering" prevented what would other-

wise be railroaded through with complete

disregard for the judicial branch of the

SGA. We will not allow the senate to com-

mit contempt of court by ratifying an elec-

tion which has been ruled null and void.

Silkoff and Rabinowitz seem to have no

concern or need for the constitution.

They ran together because neither of

them could win alone. They now seek to

justify their last-minute marriage of con-

venience. The fact remains that the Con-

stitution says only one person can run for

the office ofSGA President. If Rabinowitz's

and SilkofTs blatant disregard for anything

they dislike is any indication of the type

of leaders they hope to be, the students

have a lot to worry about.

I know the SGA Constitution and its

bylaws. I respect them and the institutions

they define. My critics can scream McCar-
thyism, anti-democracy and the like, but

the truth of the matter is that the issue is

political ideology only for one side of this

fight — the ultra-left extremists. It has

been said that if Rabinowitz and Silkoff

were conservative this fight would not be

taking place.

First of all, conservatives could have

never gotten the senate into this mess by

ignoring the Constitution. Secondly,

Rabinowitz and Silkoff are ignoring the

same Constitution written by the campus
left of four years ago. That left, the left

which sat in at Whitmore, would have

never forsaken the document that is the

foundation of student rights.

If Rabinowitz and Silkoff cared as the old

left did, ratification would not be con-

sidered and the SGA Constitution would be

preserved. This fight is not one of ideology,

it is not even a fight about qualifications;

it is a fight over the conservation of the one

document that unites the senate, the SGA,
and the student body. The Constitution.

We will fight to preserve that document.

The senate will eventually realize afler the

smoke has cleared which side has been

hindering the smooth functioning of the

SGA and dividing the senate. The senate

will then be able to hold new elections and

get back to business defending students on

issues such as the alcohol policy, the Hallo-

ween policy, the parking policy, the police

station in Southwest, the over-subscribed

classes, the Textbook Annex rip-offand the

building of a hockey rink.

By continuing their illegal and selfish ef-

forts, Jason Rabinowitz and Shari Silkoff

and their fellow travellers have been

Tilibustering' students' rights and the

senate responsibilities.

W. Greg Rothman is a SGA senator

Odds and ends

Two-party system

should not dominate
After eight years, it seemed reasonable

to expect that we would now be an-

ticipating a transfer of power. When it

became obvious that George Bush played

a ms^or role in an international scandal

that made Watergate seem like so many
little white lies, that should have sealed

it.

John Purin

But something went wrong.

Instead, we now face at least four more

years of government a la Reagan. (There

are certain resemblances to another right-

wing regime which held power for 12

years, but that's another story. . . ) The

voting public simply liked Bush better

than Dukakis.

It was a pretty dismal election from the

start. Marred by petty personal attacks

and media overkill, the entire affair was

a disgusting travesty. However, it would

be wrong to blame all of this on the press

or the candidates. These are merely in-

evitable side effects of that wacky little

farce we like to call democracy in

America.
During his recent visit to the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, Libertarian can-

didate Ron Paul discussed issues on which

neither of the "serious" contenders dared

touch. Time and again, he referred to the

"Republican Democrats. " Americans are

very proud of their two party system, but

as Paul and the other third-pkrty can-

didates make clear, the distinction has

become meaningless.

Both parties cater to the allied desires

of big business and the middle class.

There are, of course, differences in

rhetoric and specifics of policy, but these

are minimal. When neither party seems

committed to genuine social change, it

should come as no surprise that' most

Americans simply chose the candidate

who looked best on television, or they

didn't vote at all.

This trend does not bode well for our

electoral process. A society such as ours

is bound to have complex problems. It is

ridiculous to think that these can all be

solved within the narrow ideological

framework of the major parties.

We need to be open to all viewpoints,

whether they come from Libertarians,

Socialists, or Anarcho-syndicalists. Yet,

third parties have historically been

something of a joke in American politics,

and are effectively barred from the

system.

We live in an increasingly pluralistic

society, large segments of which are ex-

cluded from the power structure because

their views threaten the oligarchy of the

"Republican Democrats." But if the

system does not open itself up to those out-

side the mainstream, the day may soon

come when those peopie fetl compelled to

i..i,st their votes with Molotuv Cocktails.

oohn Purin is a UMass student
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B Mambo X
continued from page 8

The band draws on African music for their sound (Kauf-

man lived in Kenya for several years), but Kaufman shies

away from labels. .„,,/• j

•We're not an African rip-off band. Kaufman said

"we're just very rhvthmicly oriented. Erin's vocals remind

me of people ranging from Kate Bush to Janice Joplin.

Kaufman said that much of the band's sound comes from

its approach to playing music. Often Kaufman and the

band's new co-guitanst, Dennis Blame, will play careful

Iv syncopated parts that move back and forth so that the

two guitars sound like one.

"If you listen to African stuff, especially stuff from Zaire,

you notice a lot ofweaving in and out; it's very syncopated,

and it's weaved together," Kaufman said.

Bassist Ken Fowls and drummer Dave Pollack add yet

another element, often providing a polyrhythmic contrast

to Kaufman and Blaine. On top of this are O'Hara's vocals,

which combine with the band's new co-vocahst Robin

Gelman to create yet another layer of intertwining

rhvthms Though Mambo X has been compared to

another rhythmic band. 10,000 Maniacs, Kaufman doesn t

think it's fair to compare the bands.

He thinks Mambo X is better.

"I can see the comparisons, but Erin demonstrates a lot

more range than Natalie," said Kaufman, referring to

10,000 Maniacs lead singer Natalie Merchant. "If they

had stayed where they were in their first E.P. - which had

some reggae, some funk - I think it'd be a valid

comparison.

"Even their first album was good - sounded like Fair-

port Convention - but the latest album is watered down

rhythmic stuff, and it's a lot weaker. They've lost some

energy, and our stuff rocks a lot harder."

Mambo X will perform at the Iron Horse Cafe on Thurs-

day, Nov. 17 at 8:30. Tickets are $5.

With warnings, Kinison is released
By JAMES MALOY
Collegian Correspondent

Have You Seen Me Lately?

Sam Kinison
Warner Bros.

One of the dumber things about living in the 80s is the

creation of warning labels for rock records. Sexually

repressed religious zealots have pressured record com

panies to put labels on rock records that they feel contain

"objectionable" material

It's a big fuss about notWng; most of the albums that

get these label are so lame that imagining their posing

a threat to anyone with half a brain is ludicrous. But every

once in a while, some completely sick mother comes out

with an album that truly deserves labeling. The last one

was Prince's Black Album which contained some fairly

deviant words and ideas, and was never released by

Warner Bros, due to the controversy they thought it would

arouse.

You've gotta wonder what goes on in the minds of the

people who run Warners, though, when they kill a mild-

ly smutty Prince album but release Sam Kinison's Have

You Seen Me Lately? which may very well be the single

most offensive album in history. Kinison's last LP got a

label warning that there was some stuff that certain peo-

ple may have found offensive, but this one has a sticker

which says that the views expressed within do not repre

sent the views of Warner Bros. That's quite a step: from

a warning label to a legal disclaimer.

Kinison deserves it though, because there is literally

something on this album to offend everyone. Kinison ap-

peals mostly to heterosexual white males with no par-

ticular religious affiliation. Females, homosexuals and

Jesus Christ are his favorite targets. And he slams them.

Hard
You may have heard his heavy metal cover of "Wild

Thing" on the radio. In Sam's hands, it ceases to be a state-

ment of affection and desire for a woman and becomes a

blast of anger at that special someone from your past who

broke your heart for the very first time. If you are a guy,

you might relate to the song, but might not admit it in

public. If you are a woman, you'll probably hate it. War-

ning: "Wild Thing" is the only music track on this LP.

It is also the least offensive thing on this LP.

Have you? contains fewer jokes than his first album and

seems to exist solely to make people squirm in their seats.

Just when you think he can't get any more offensive, he

does. Most heavy metal bands would kill to create the vi-

sion of "Total Hell" that Sam does here: life is a torment,

filled with women who are demons from hell sent to tor-

ture men. Our leaders, religious and otherwise, are total

idiots, and the horror of it all doesn't end with death. And

this is a comedy album. God help us if he decides to make

an allheavy-metal album.

This is a very heavy album to deal with. The guys I

played it for laughed, but seemed kind of uncomfortable

at doing so. The one female I played it for left the room

after 5 minutes. If this doesn't sound like a glowing recom

mendation, well, it ain't. But if you want to leave an un

forgettable message on an ex-lovers answering machine,

or cause a religious fanatic to die of cardiac arrest, then

snarf this sucker up. But don't say you weren't given

enough warnings not to.

[Accounting
MAJORS

Wed like you to check

out our numbers!
State Mutual Life Assurance Company of America,

one of this country's outstanding Fortune 50

insurance and financial services ctmipanies, has

produced some of the best numbers in the

insurance industry over the past few years. Our
growth and progress has attracted some of the best

talent in America to seek career opportunities with

our companies. We are now looking for the 'cream

of the crop " in accounting majors to talk to us and

explore the possibility of rewarding and fulfilling

careers with our companies.
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The State .Mutual Companies offer a competitive

salary and benefits and just as important, room to

grow perst)nally and professionally in the best of

working environments. L Mass has given us some of

our top employees. If you're an accounting major

looking for that special opportunity, we'd like you

to check out our numbers. Talk to us. Hold us

accountable for your future.

STATE MUTUAL
COMPANIES

^; x^KAccounting majors are invited to stop by and
:::>::visit our booth U^day at the School of

S^KManagement Career Day. Interested candidates

M;K;may submit resume at the School of Management

:;:;#Placement Office. On-campus interviews will be
;:;>:';> held December 8.
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LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
"Souih Africa's Grsmmy Award-

winning Vocal Group''

with special guest

Karia Bonoff

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm
FAG Concert Hall

Tickets: $16, 14, 12

Five college students 72-price T ] Box Office 545-25

1

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

103 New Africa House, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003. (413) 545-0061
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NUMMO would like to inform the public about information that may be both educa-
tional and enlightening to the community. The following articles are compiled from a
spokesperson from the Nation of Islam and are not neccessarily the views of
NUMMO s staff.

JESSE JACKSON. MINISTER FARRAKHAN AND THE
JEWS!

The most recent attacks on Black people and their leaders

started in 1983 during the presidential campaign o1

Reverend Jesse L Jackson. THe following is a chronology

of these events;

1983-Some Jews organize a group, calling themselves

"Jews Against Jackson", to oppose the candidacy of

Reverend Jesse L Jackson, a Black civil rights leadeer and

founder of "People United to Save Humanity" or Opera-

tion PUSH The J A, J. protested by taking out full page
advertisement with the sk>gan "Ruin Jesse. Ruin," mock-

ing the sJogan of Jackson's supporters. "Run Jesse, Run".

1983-4-Reverend Jackson becomes the symbol of Black

political advancement, registering thousands of Blacks and

poor Whites to vote in local and national elections Hun-

dreds of threats against the life of Reverend Jackson and

his family were recorded and several arrests are made THe
remains of mutilated animals were left at the home of

Jackson and his campaign headquarters in two cities were

bombed Jackson enlists the support of Minister Louis Far-

rakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam whose elite organiza-

tion of bodyguards named the "Fruit of Islam", secure the

life of the candidate.

THE "HITLER" REMARKWHATS THE TRUTH

February 25. 1984 In a speech given by Farrakhan at a ral-

ly for Jackson, he notes the unusually bitter attacks on

Jackson by Jewish leaders and organizations

"Now whether you know it or not, anytime a Black man
stands up with justice in his mouth, his life is on the line.

You know that, don't you brothers and sisters? When Jesse

decided to run, Jesse decided to put his life on the line.

It is unthinkable that we should let our brother go down in-

to the valley of the shadow of death and we say Watch

Jesse run. Look at Jesse go. It is unthinkable that we should

not go down with him so that we may go up with him I say

whether we know it or not, there have been over a hundred

real threats on this man's life already and several people

are already in jail for thinking, planning to do harm to this

brother. What has he done to merit this kind of thinking in

the Amencan public? What has he done? I'll tell you what

he's done. He's freed the minds of these young Black boys

and girls who will never again think that Black people can-

not rule themselves and go to the top, this is what he's done

What has he done? He stands up for the poor, the oppress-

ed and the locked out. WHat ahs he done? He's extended

his hand to the American Indian, the owners of the country

who languish on reservation while others live from the riches

of their land. He reaches out to the Mexican American, to

the Hispanic American. He reaches out to the poor and to

the women But there's another segment that her reaches

out to. He reaches out to Arab Americans. No president or

no presidential candidate goes to the Arab seeking Arab

American votes Reverend Jesse Jackson has the nerve

to do that and because he had the nerve to want to include

all. not some, he's hated."

"I'm saying to the Jewish people who may not like our

brother, it is not Jesse Jackson that you are attacking.

Remember this now You're not attacking an individual

Jesse's gone past that now. When you attack him,

you attack the millions that are lining up with him. You're

attacking all of us. That's not intelligent. That's not an in-

telligent thing to do. That's not wise. We know that Blacks

and Jews have had a good relationship in the past We've

gotten along well, because you're a suffering people and

so are we. But my dear friends, you must understand that

everything comes of age We cannot define our self in-

terests in terms of your interest And because our self in-

terests differ because we've come of age, why dislike us?
Why attack our champion? Why hurt stones at him? Why
feed the press so that they can create a climate into which
hatred and bitterness and strife can be poured, creating

the same kind of climate that led to the assination of John
Kennedy, the assination of Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm
X and Bobby Kennedy. Why create that kind of climate

when you have the power to turn it around and show the
world that you realize what you're doing? Are you are as
blind as the government? And if the blind lead the blind,

both fall in the ditch You are bilnd.

"You do not realize there are 35 to 45 percent of your
armed forces are Black. It is we who you will send to

Nicaragua. It is we who will be sent to Grenada. It is we
who you sent to Lebanon. It is we who will be sent to fight

your wars This is our brother This is our son This is our
champion If you harm this brother, what do you think we
should do about it^ How can we fight for America, if America
kills all of our fighters who fight for our justice? This is a

foolish thing you are doing

"I say to you as intelligent people, sit down and talk with

Rev Jesse Jackson. Sit down Jewish leaders and talk with

us We are ready to talk with you Sit down and talk like

intelligent people who have a future at stake. But if you harm
this brother. I warn you in the name of Allah this will be the

last one you harm We are not making any idle threats, we
have no weapons, we [don't] carry so much as a pen knife

But I do tell the world that Almighty God Allah is backing

us up in what we say arKJ what we do. and we warn you
in His name leave this servant of Almighty God alone Leave
him alone If you want to defeat him at the polls, we can
stand to lose an election, but we cannot stand to lose our

brother..."

On February 27, 1984, Nat Hentoff, a Jewish leader and
columnist for the Village Voice participates in a New York

radio call-in-show. He refers to the comments by Farrakhan

and characterizes the Muslim leader as a "Black Hitler."

On March 11, 1984 Min Farrakhan responds to this in-

sult in a radio braodcast from Chicago:

"..So I said to the members of the press, 'Why won't you

go and look into what we are saying about the threats on
Reverend Jackson's life? Here the Jews don't like Far-

rakhan and so they call me Hitler." Well that's a good name.

Hitler was a very great man. He wasn't great for me as a
Black man but he was great German and he rose Germany
up from the ashes of her defeat by the united force of all

of Europe and America after the first world war. Yet Hitler

took Germany and made her the greatest fighting machine
of the twentieth century, brothers and sisters, and even

though Europe and America had deciphered the code that

Hitler was using to speak to his chief[s] of staff, they still

had trouble defeating Hitler's evil toward Jewish people,

but that's a matter of record. He rose Germany up from

nothing. Well, in a sense you could say there is a similarity

in that we are rising our people up from nothing, but don't

compare me with wicked killers.

"Why would we tolerate this. I've been among Black peo-

ple as a teacher from Honorable Elijah Muhammad for near-

ly thirty years. I'm not a stranger in America I have lec-

tured in every major university and college and theological

seminary in this country. I'm well known by my brothers and
sisters who are scholarty. I ask, why should we submit when
a White man calls one of our Black brothers a Hitler that

we don't rise up and take them to task.You wait for Far-

rakhan to come and defend himself, though I am a defender

-->

Minister Louis Farrakhan

Servant to the Lost-Found Nation of Islam

Publisher of the Final Call

of Black people. Not that it matters to me whether you de-

fend me not. That's up to you. But that would show some
gratitude on your part for the work of your brother. I am
defended by God and He's sufficient for me, He and his

Apostle, but when you can allow the enemy to call your

leaders anything they want to and get away with it, then

you are selling yourself again into slavery."

Immediately the media is filled with Jewish charges the

Minister Farrakhan praised Adolf Hitler, based on this

statement.

"Great" is word that is assigned to anything that has a

lasting influence or consequence. The twieve volume Ox-

ford English Dictionary uses four full pages to define "great"

and only one of the definitions suggests a positive or

lauditory connotation. The others refer to the size or

magnitude, quantity or scope of a thing or event. Webster's

Unabridged Third New International Dictionary goes even
further. Its primary definitk>n refers to a "large spatial dimen-

sion"and then uses the example of a""politician,""dic-

tator"or"creator of political confusion " Adolph Hitler was
all three

We should note that Muslims dkj not write Webster's Dic-

tionary nor did they freely choose to speak English, that's

a language that they picked up from the slave master. If

Minister Farrakhan simply called Hitler ""great", he would

have been entirely correct, according to Mr. Webster, but

he thoughtfully expressed his belief that Hitler was also an

evil wicked killer. Americans call all of the following things

"great"

The Great Train Robbery, Babylon, Earhtquakes that

register over 8 on the Richter scale, Alexander the Great,

the Great Depression, The Great White Shark, Great Bri-

tain, the Graet Wall of China, the stock market crash, the

Hindenburgh disaster, Ceasar, his ghost, wars, disasters,

massacres, revolutions, communist political purges, China
and the Soviet Union, among other things. In realm of evil

and wickedness Adolf Hitler was a great man.
Jewish leaders unanimously attack Jesse Jackson and

continued on page 2
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Farrakhan continued from page 1

his friend and ally, Nation of

Islam leader, Minister Louis Farrakfian. Us-

ing their propaganda department (NBC,

CBS, ABC, all ma)or newspapers and wire

services; see "Jews and the Press"), they

purposely distorted the words on Farrakhan

in an attempt to harm the candidacy of

Jackson.(see attached article)

DID FARRAKHAN CALL JUDAISM A

"GUTTER RELIGION"?
The Jews persist in their lies claiming that

Farrakhan called Judaism a "gutter

religion". Here is the actual statement from

a speech on his return to America from

Libya:

June 24, 1984 at the Arlington St.

Church, Boston

"..America and England and the nations

backed Israel's existence. Therfore when

you aid and abett someone m criminal con-

spiracy. So America and England and the

nations are criminals in the sight of almighty

God Now that nation called Israel, never has

had any peace in forty years and she will

never have any peace because ther can

never be any peace structured on injustice,

thievery, lying and deceit and using the

name of God to shield your dirty religion

under his holy and righteous name.

America and England and the nations,

because of their backing of Israel, are be-

ing drawn into the heat of the third world war,

which IS called Armaggedon. Oh America,

you have blundered so And instead of

recognizing the mistake you have made and

make a turn for the bener.you persist in your

evil And so the consequences of evil must

come You hate us because we dare to say

that we are the chosen people of God and

can back it up .

"

Farrakhan used the term "dirty religion"

to describe the practices of some
????????ioner of a true religion of God
Farrakhan has regularly said that Muslim

"big bellied sheiks that live m oppulence

when their people live in squalor are par-

ticipating a dirty relion." Christians that give

the poor a bible a then exploit their faith and

take their natural resources, m the name of

God. have dirtied the religion. TV evangilists

who thrive off faith of the gullibllle and the

ignorant, have dirtied the religion Farrakhan

is KXV correct and perfectly truthful in this

matter.

No true religion can possibly be a "gut-

ter" reliogion These truths were revealed

to bring people up out of the gutter and in

this work lies the value of religion If a per-

son truly follows the law of Moses, he/she

is a freind of the Nation of Isalm

HYMIE, HYMIETTOWN AND JESSE
Milton Coleman, a Black Washington Post

reporter, mentioned to a white post reporter

in Post's office, that he heard Jesse Jackson

refer to Jews as "Hymies" and to New York

as "Hymietown" Th6se remarks were ut-

tered by Jackson in a private conversation

with Coleman and other Black journalists.

The White reporter then reported this in the

article the next day.

Jackson apparently felt that he spoke in

confidence with these reporters of the

pressures of campaigning. The Jews were

apparently intent on destroying Jackson,

and his remark may have reflected his

frustration with their persistent and baseless

attacks as he was about to campaign in New

York, where the Jewish population is over

3 million. Blacks, when among themselves,

will regularly call themselves or each other

"nigger", in a good natured way to describe

a stereotypical behavior or attitude that they

may exhibit. "Hymie" is a derivative of the

Hebrew word "chaim"(rhymes with buy

'em)which means "life" The Jewish attacks

against independent Black leaders are cer-

tainly lively. Jackson's remarks were un-

fortunate, as there is no need to refer to any

group in a derogatory way but his statement

was taken out of context Surely, he thought

that those around him could interpolate his

meaning in light of the current tensions

Jackson later apologized

JEWS SPREAD EVEN MORE LIES

APRIL 1984-The Simon Wiesenthal Center,

named after the Jewish Nazi, mailed a fun-

draising letter containing the most vicious

and libelous attacks on Black people and

their leaders including Andr4ew Young and

Louis Farrakhan in particular This three

page letter, signed by William R. Perl, com-

pares Farrakhan to Adolf Eichmann and

Adolf Hitler and variously calls him an anti-

Semite, a hater, a Nazi, a bigot, a tyrant ,

and a terrorist, among other charges

JEWS ISSUE DEATH THREATS

The Jewish Defense League create

demonstrations at Nation of Islam events,

calling them "Death To Farrakhan Rallies."

These public death threats are tolerated and

apparently encouraged by law enforcement

personnel.

IT SHOULD BE NOTED at this point thai

the Nation of Islam under the guidance o1

the Honorable Elijah Muhammad has never

called for the death of any man or women
In fact, the Muslim is taught to respect all

laws and persons The public meetings of

the N O.I are the most well attended and

peaceful gatherings of Black people that can

m
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NEED CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS?

TELEFUND IS NOW HIRING QUALIFIED
UMASS STUDENTS! YOU COULD EARN
AS MUCH AS $180 BY THE END OF THIS
SEMESTER.

TELEFUND OFFERS:
^^ Flexible schedule
'•' Day and evening shifts
^^ Great for building communication skills

^' Top callers earn $6$7/hour

CALL TELEFUND TODAY AT 545-3509 OR INQUIRE AT OUR OFFICE IN

THE BASEMENT OF MEMORIAL IL\LL.

DON'T GET CAUGHT SHORT OF CASH!

Photo by Kevin Siblry

HEY WHERE'S NUMMO? - Etel Fonseca,

junior HRTA major frantically searches for

NUMMO Tuesday.

be found.

Muslims followers of the Honorable Elijah

Muhammad do not paint swastikas on

Synagogues or attend auctions for Nazi

memorabilia We are not the ones who
would pay 10 thousand for a painting by

Adolf Hitler, nor write or collect books about

him We would not secretly or overtly ar-

range for hundreds of Nazi war criminals

come into our country giving them new iden-

tities and jobs or accept th>e supp>ort of such

a country Our leaders have not gone to Bit-

burg to lay wreaths on the graves of Nazi

war criminals. We do not elect them as head

of the United Nations or President of our

country. We believe that these acts are

abhorrent.

The Jews who make these accusations

have never produced on human being who
lost their life or liberty or presented even a

shred of evidence proving that Minister Far-

rakhan advocated for such. Most telling,

however, is the fact that these Jewish at

tackers have called Minister Farrakhan

almost every name but "liar."

JEWS ATTACK 1988 JACKSON
CANDIDACY

March 1988-Jesse Jackson arhved in New
York for the Democratic primary with more
popular votes than any other candidate.

Jewish mayor, Edward Koch,

ignited racial tensions by proclaiming thai

"Jews would have to be crazy to vote foi

Jesse Jackson." The Jackson campaign
amnager is Jewish. The Jewish press, dai-

ly dredged up lies up to twenty years old as

if they were yesterday's news. The four year

old lies about Ninister Farrakhan were reviv

ed to attack Jackson once again showing a

shameless character flaw in the Jewish

community.

Jackson lost the primary to Gov. Dukakii

who himself remained silent as the Jew?

practiced this character assasination.

CONCLUSION

MINISTER LOUIS FARRAKHAN is the

leader of Black People in the United States

and around the world His message of self-

help and self-determination has brought

hope and dignity to an ailing Black world

community We fully expect that those that

disagree with the philosophy of The
Honorable Elijah Muhammad as taught by

His National and International Represen-

tative, Minister Louis Farrakhan, will debate

the matter in a civilized and intellectual

fashion We no longer accept the demagogic

mentality of his opponents who seek to en-

courage violent dissension among our com-

munity. Our self-interest dictates that we
unify with our people to solve the many pro-

blems that afflict us. Those outside the com-

munity, who persist in their vicious and un-

substantiated attacks on our leaders, have

and economic interest in our disunity. We
are a new Black People and we intend to be

free and independent.

WE HEREBY CHALLENGE ALL JEWS
AND THEIR LEADERS AND SCHOLARS
TO A "WINNER TAKE ALL'PUBLIC
DEBATE ON THE FACTS OF HISTORY
AND RELIGION IN FACT, WE
CHALLENGE ANYONE WHO CARES TO
ADDRESS THE MATTER WHO ARE THE
CHOSEN PEOPLE OF THE BIBLE? PRO-

VE THAT MINISTER LOUIS FARRAKHAN
HAS LIED AND THE NATION OF ISLAM

WILL CEASE AS AN ORGANIZATION YOU
CHOOSE THE VENUE, BE IT THE ALLEY
WAY OR THE BOULEVARD, AND WE
WILL BE THERE WE INTEND TO SET THE
RECORD STRAIGHT ONCE AND FOR
ALL.

NUMMO

Take ^
a Breather
on November 17th

Join the Great Amedcan SmoKeoul on Thursday. November 17

Millions ul sritokers across the country will take a break and try

not to smoke lor 24 hours How about you? Or, il you don't

smoke, adopt a smoker lor lite day ar^d proiiiise lo help thai

Iriend gel Ihrouyh the day without a cigareltel

Join the
IAAAERtCAN

GreatAmerican tef?

SMOKEOUT

Farrakhan: where it all began

^5i^-^

Come lu llie Canifius Center Concourse

for sinokeout surviviil kits anil oilier intonnalion
November 14 18

fh» M Utmvtuy at UnffJiuuMt &••( Anwrican SiiioAauur Is bmng coontn»ltd

mij tpufiioivit tf SliHiaiil HaalUi Aitviamir Uomdl^HAU) Ifiu Pu» lluaKli Pruiiiu

l>iNi Piu\/i»ii> ihl Utt H»»nii lUucalmn Dnniuii thmimtHy lleM> SwviLai.

im.lssA.iideiSI SJ!»/6/l i'SI

Suzette E.B. Hunte

Nummo Staff

Muslim, Minister and Orator Louis Farrakhan was born

on May 1 1 , 1933 in New York. His mother was a native of

the island of St. Kitts, his father from the island of Jamaica.

In 1936, Farrakhan, his mother and his older brother mov-

ed to Roxbury section of Boston where he was raised.

Graduating with honors from Boston English High School,

Farrakhan left Boston for North Carolina where he attend-

ed Winston-Salem Teacher's College. He withdrew after his

junior year to pursue a career in show business as a calyp-

so singer and dancer in order to support his wife Betsy,

whom he married in September of 1953, and their new

family.

In February of 1955. while headlining as "The Charmer"

in a Chicago show called the "Calypso Follies". Farrakhan

attended a meeting of The Nation of Islams National

Saviour's Day Convention, where he entered into and acc-

peted the teachings of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad.

After living in New York under the apprenticeship of Black

liberation leader Malcolm X, Minister Farrakhan was recom-

mended by Malcolm to head the Boston Temple where he

served as Minister from 1956-1965. In May of 1965. three

months after murder of Malcolm X, The Honorable Elijah

Muhammad appointed Farrakhan as the Minister of Tem-

ple Number 7, that had previously been under Malcolm X's

leadership.

Due to the conscientious works of Minister Louis Far-

rakhan, Temple Number 7 went on to become the strongest

Temple in the Nation of Islam. Under his leadership, the

Temple opened 17 businesses. 3 schools. 5 mahor temples,

and a host of other satellite temples scattered throughout

the New York Area.

Farrakhan's command of the English language, his elo-

quence of the speech and his ability to make clear the

Message of The Honarable Elijah Muhammad, drew

thousands of people in the New York area to the nation of

Islam. On May 31.1974. Farrakhan attracted the largest

gathering of Black people in Harlem history when he

delivered his 'Black Family Day Speech" on Randall's

Island.

In June of 1975. Farrakhan was removed his position as

Muslim Minister of New York City. The death of The

Honorable Elijah Muhammad in February of 1975. coupl-

ed with the assumption of his leadership by Imamu W.B.

Muhammad, brought drastic changes within The Nation and

Minister Farrakhan as well.

A few months after the move of Farrakhan to Chicago

in July of 1975. he resigned his voice as a minister of The
Nation of Islam.

However, in 1977, after traveling throughout the world

- the Middle East. Africa, South and Central America.

Europe-and witnessing the worsening condition of Black

people around the globe. Farrakhan decided to resume his

voice as a Minister to deliver the clear Message and

Teachings of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad in order to

help Black people uplift themselves and their race.

Since 1977. Minister Farrakhan has travled throughout

this country bringing the Message of the Honorable Elijah

Muhammad, unity for Black people, to the Black comunity.

Minister Farrakhan. by going into the churches of the

Black community and into the colleges that menfeers of this

community attend preaching and lecturing for unity of our

people, has shown that Muslims. Christians, and the abili-

ty to join hands as brothers and sisters. Farrakhan used

his gift of speech in order to help motivate and stimulate

Black people across America to rally behind the Reverend

Jesse Jackson during his 1984 and '88 campaigns for the

Presidency of the United States.

In 1985. Minister Farrakhan, in one of his most

memorable engagements, delivered POWER.(Power

Working for Economic Rebirth) before a crowd of approx-

imately 13.000 in New York's Madison Square Garden in

which he called for a restoration of Black People America

to their original industnal and commercial greatness.

Today Minster Farrakhan continues to perpetuate his

messge of economics rebirth and self improvement through

his Black Agenda, a program that calls for the true asser-

tion of our basic human rights in order for Blacks to attain

true justice and equal oppurtunity under the law.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT: Brother Abdul Akbar Muhammad
"To Serve His Own"
SPECIAL THANKS TO: Shenwood Thompson

Farrakhan and the Black-Jewish rift

By David Nyhan

(Globe Columnist)

When Minister Louis Farrakhan speaks, people listen. But

what they hear is another story

Many blacks are enthralled by the fiery Nation of Islam

militant who dares to say things most blacks would not.

Many Jews are horrified by the way he tosses off obser-

vations about Hitler or Jews or US society, because they

feel he is a dangerous demagogue who may exacerbate

racial tensions. Many non-Jewish whites feel threatened or

frightened by his rhetoric, because Farrakhan seems to say

many things for shock value.

In person, he is slim, restrained, polite, rational. He is

fiercely proud of his outspokenness against what he sees

as racist white domination of black people. He says he's

become the most controversial black m the land, solely

because he will not buckle to the white power structure.

He IS also the avowed enemy of the Uncle Tom. He was

speaking of the black elite the day he declared: "Our

preacher-politician-education class of people are the worst

crop of black people that we have ever had in our history."

It's not just whites who get singed by his blowtorch rhetoric.

That comment came in the same March 1 1 radio broad-

cast in Chicago in which he appeared to threaten the life

of the Washington Post reporter who disclosed Reverend

Jesse Jackson's "Hymie " remarks That same speech

hadis first reference to hitler That same speech was aim-

ed to his regular black audience, but it has become the most

controversial speech of the year among whites. Until that

point. Farrakhan's audience was mainly blacks, among
whom he'd built a small but loyal following.

Farrakhan has since made many statements and ignited

much controversy. The qualifications he employs often

evaporate when quotes are picked up by the news media

Explanations, such as his claim that he did not threaten the

Post reporter's life, have been unconvincing to many

Farrakhan insists his remarks are often taken out of con-

text to embarrass him or Jackson, whom he supports In

Boston last week, Farrakhan claimed his onginal reference

to Hitler was prompted by critics who. he said, had com-

pared him to Hitler A review of some press accounts of

the onginal incident shows, as he claims, that he was not

quoted fully.

Many politicians, such as Walter Mondale, Gary Hart and

Sen. Edward Kennedy, have condemned Farrakhan's

remarks about Hitler. Many Jewish leaders also have de-

nounced the Hitler remarks.

A national Jewish orqanization. the Anti-Defamation

Photo by Kevin Sibtey

Students in attendance at the Minority Job Fair, held at Smith College Nov. 5, 1988.

League (ADL) of B'nal B'rith. issued a 24-page fact sheet
on Farrakhan that characterizes his views as "violent hostili-

ty toward whites in general and Jews in particular.'" The
ADL says his words show he appeals to "bigotry and
racism."'

An excerpted transcript of his March 1 1 speech, from the

April 17 New York Times, shows that he did qualify his

remarks about Hitler Those qualifications were deleted from

the ADL fact sheet Here's the original Times version, the

sentences in capital letters are those deleted from the ADL
fact sheet:

"Here come the Jews don't like Farrakhan. so they call

me Hitler Well, that's a good name. Hitler was a very great

man He wasn't great for me as a black p>erson, but he was
a great German NOW I'M NOT PROUD OF HITLERS EVIL
AGAINST JEWISH PEOPLE, BUT THAT'S A MATTER OF
RECORD. He rose Germany up from nothing Well, in a

sense you could say there's similarity in that we are rising

our people up from nothing BUT DON'T COMPARE ME
WITH YOUR WICKED KILLERS."
The headlines out of this affair were not along the lines

that, "Farrakhan says he's not proud of Hitler's evil against

Jewish people." or "Farrakhan denounces Hitler as evil."

The headlines were more like: "Farrakhan calls Hitler

Great" In Boston, Farrakhan said that he distinguished bet-

ween great and good, that treat can be bad as well as good
For many people, that kind of rationalization doesn't hold

water. They hear "great" and they think if means that in

his heart, Farrakhan thinks Hitler was right.

The ADL defends the ommissions in its fact sheet. Alan

Schwartz, assistant director of research for the ADL in New
York, said in a phone interview that he prepared the fact

sheet

Schwartz says that he omitted the two sentences for

reasons of brevity and that he in no way twisted Farrakhan's

remarks to make the Black Muslim leader seem more pro-

Hitler than he is.

"I don't think it is misleading at all." he said. His omis-

sions did not "substantially alter the import and meaning,"

and "clearly, he was seeking to promote the idea of a

positive attitude toward Hitler." Quibbling over the omis-

sion of the two sentences is "splitting hairs," he said.

"It was a statement, at the tx)ttom line, in praise of Hitler,

which is a outrage," Schwartz maintained.

Schwarz and other AOL officials interviewed about this

believe the case is open-and-shut. And many other peo-

ple, some as prominent as Mondale and Kennedy, agree
that Farrakhan is beyond the pale.

But the fact remains; Farrakhan originally said "I'm not

proud of Hitler's evil against Jewish people, "and he ask-

ed. "Don't compare me with your wicked killers." To delete

these phrases changes Farrakhan's meaning.

The issue now goes beyond whether the AOL's version

of Farrakhan's words acccurately conveys his meaning. The
current level of black-Jewish tention is dangerously high.

Jackson's presidential campaign, a crusade to most
blacks is widely feared by many Jews. The ADL's national

director, Nathan Perlmutter, branded Jackson an anti-

Semite. The black-Jewish split presents a major problem
to the Democratic Party as it heads into a national conven-
tion with its most loyal constituencies at loggerheads.

It IS the most significant rift the party faces. The rupture

of the long-time civil rights alliance has ominous implica-

tions that go far beyond one political party or one political

year.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Charles Sheffield

Editorial

Black students, mark their methods. Do witness the con-
fusion and insults levied against the Black community. Make
note of the repusively servile negros on the grounds The
act of standing up lures these creatures out of their hiding
places. The act of self actualization rips the ranting of
"Black Power, Black Power", off of the slimy lips of the
employed Negros; or shouJd we say "Negros for Hire'. THe
potential of economic self control brings out the true nature
of the racist beasts.

Anytime a Black man stands uncomprommisingly for his
rights, this wicked society stands equally as firm against
him. When I decide to join in a struggle with or for my peo-
ple, I stand uncompromisingly strong against any and all

opposition The act of smearing my name throughout the
Collegian, not once but twice , was perceived by many, in-

cluding myself, with malicious intent. I am curious, however,
that the name of the graduate student who allegedly voted
in breach of the DVP constitution has not been publicized
How I personally obtain my Mechanical Engineering degree
IS of little consequence to the delivery of a Black speaker
How a bunch of incompetent children, who produce the bulk
of their news from police reports and AP bylines musters
up the gumption to quote a quote of a quote of a Black
leader is quite an insult And how these same silly boys and
girls try to publize my administrative affairs invokes a bold,
hearty laugh especiallly since this is my last year Throw

Plagued with complacency

your mud little people This battle gets heavier than that
Farrakhan this, Farrakhan that. You hypocritical liars don't
even know who Farrahkan is You don't even know ANY
Black liberation leaders. Ignorance breeds hatred and
hysteria. I welcome a policy editorial repudiating Farrakhan
from the joke Collegian. I applaud the "Three Ring' senate's
motion to coondemn my organization. The na-slay reac-
tionary parade of fools and half witted clowns posing as stu-
dent leaders is an inevitable calculation. We must, sadly
enough, factor in the slave mellowdramatics of the Negros
like Ester Terry Indeed this could've been, proud black
woman has at some point lost her dignity and cowtowed
to the "All-American call to repudiation': That season when
the plantation gets hot and the house Negros are summon-
ed to put the "uppity niggras' in place . No calls to reflect
on the wonderment of the world. No calls to repudiate South
Africa No calls to repudiate Ronald Wilson Reagen, Ed
Meese or Oliver North. But like a mother goose tale she
will come straight off the pancake box with a hankerchief
head and tell the Amherst Bulletin that she is, 'sad that
we decided to bnng him here'Why are you so sad? Are you
sad to see a black man clean doped pushers, pimps, pro-
stitutes, drug addicts, alcoholics, convicts and homeless
people up? Who have you reformed? Are you sad that a
Black man creates jobs, schools, manufactunng plants and
social institutions to serve Black people? What have you
and your syrup pouring self created besides bad breath?
Are you jealous that a single Black man can fill every civic
center in the country to capacity including Madison Square
Garoen with Black men and women from all walks of life?

Who wants to hear what you a have to say? In short Aunt
Jemima ain't supposed to be sad, just keep mixin" batter
withVa less butter.

If you aren't doing something to build Black student's ex-
perience at this university then you have fundementally
nothing of value to say. You don't have a comment, now
do you. If singing on the campus lawn and holding hands
IS the universities solution then Black students must excer-
size their will over their portion of the wealth in the public
university. We don't need any more back bending Negros.
we need some revolutionary scholars like Ivan Vvan Ser-
tima, Dr Leonard Jeffreies, John Henrik Clark, Chancellor
Williams, Asa Hillard, Maulana Karenga. When the student
organizations like DVP will fund William F BUckley at more
than 13 thousand dollars and fail to sponsor a single Black
speaker in five years, the administration needs to direct
funds to offset the racial bias and ignorance of said

organizations How is there Civility otherwise? How else can
there be multiculturalism? This university is heaped in the
mnire of disguised hypocrisy There has been no lack of
white support when Black people are singing and dancing
at New World THeater So don't come out now with your
lies to slander another African son. This wicked society vic-
timized Marcus Garvey, Paul Roberson, and Malcolm X
similarly Not another Black Liberation figure will fall prey
for blood thirsty whites to feed on The Black community
will never deliver up or ostracize another of our most brilliant

for your Evil pleasures.

Robin Pratts

Nummo Staff

I remember vividly sitting at the kitchen
table listening to my grandmother, mother,
and aunt reminiscence about their ex-
periences in the civil rights movement. They
marched, sang, sat-in, and boycotted, for the
civil rights that others even killed and died
for to gam, so that we, the next generation,
the children, could enjoy

In the books, poems, and folklore, pass-
ed down through generations from our
forefathers, they tell us how they fought
tirelessly not so much that their lives would
be better, but rather so their children's lives
would be better Our great-grandparents
fought and struggled for our grandparents
Our grandparents fought and struggled for
our parents Our parents fought and struggl-
ed for us Are we fighting and struggling for
ourselves and our children? What are we do-
ing now"? WHat would our ancestors who ex-
caped from slavery so that their children, our
great-grandfathers and grandmothers could
grow up free, say about our productivity, or
rather lack of productivity today? Too many
of us are plagued with complacency. Too
many of us are enjoying luxuries (and yes
they are luxuries)that our ancestors killed

and died for, feeling no one iota of respon-
sibility to fight to overcome this still very
racist world WE are allowing ourselves to

be plagued with the mercenary mentality of

""I got mine, you get yours"syndrome, and
thus allowing ourselves to be an inactive,

disunified. weak body of people.

Why do so many affluent black
businessmen and businesswomen move out
of the black commmunities that supported
them, into predominantly white suburbs to

join the white businesses, instead of joining

other small black businessmen to form one
business that could create jobs for some
fobless. and honrves for some homeless' We
are plagued with complacency
There is no legitimate reason why the

miniscule. mnnority of blacks on this cam-
pus are not a unified body We cannot be
complacent We cannot allow super-
ficial,and materialistic things to break our
bonds of brotherhood and sisterhood We
cannot succumb to the "I got mine, you get
yours" syndrome and accept disunity, and
thus accept ourselves as being a weak, and
uninfluential body of people

Dr King said "We shall overcome, "not "I

shall overcome "We must unite, we must
support each other, and we must act. Do it

for yourself Do it for the ancestors. Do it for

the children
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F.A.C.
500 pm

UMass Sfudenfs $ 300
General Public 500
Children

ATTENTION MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND EBONY PRODUCTION END OF THE

SEMESTER FACULTY/STUDENT MIXER ON DECEMBER 12.1988 AT 7:00 PM ON THE

TENTH FLOOR OF THE CAMPUS CENTER FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL

ROSEMARIE EDWARDS AT 546-8410 OR DORIS CLEMMONS AT 545-0031

RSVP BY NOVEMBER 20.1988 FOR DINNER RESERVATIONS

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

PRICE FOR DINNER IS $ 6 95 PER PERSON

MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO EBONY PRODUCT I ON /UN I VERS I TY OF

MASSACHUSETTS SEND ALL RSVPS TO EBONY PRODUCTION 211 NEW AFRICA HOUSE

Graduate on time.

Don't drink

and drive

A message from the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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The Barber and
Seville

When: Tomorrow 9:00 p.m
Where: The Hatch

• Free Admission
• Sponsored by the Board of

Governors Program Council
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FREE*
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For whom the Bell Knolls
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Blue Bell Knoll

Cocteau Twins
4AD

There is a very fine line

between what is ethereal

and what is New Age. The
Cocteau Twins then, are

like a tightrope walker;

balancing between nirvana

and the vacuous abyss, bet-

ween an indescribable

heaven and an all too vivid

hell. Sometimes they'll trip

up or overbalance, like on

Victorialand, but most of

the time they get it right .

. . instinctively.

Blue Bell Knoll gets it

right. The Twins have
rediscovered their history,

plundered their own
treasure, and have come up
with new and brilliantly

shining gems. On the title

track, Liz Frazer's singular-

ly remarkable voice flutters

and takes wing like never

before, an angel hovering

above a familiar

dreamscape of exquisitely

over-layered guitars. She
speaks a language which no

one can possibly unders-

tand, yet everyone does,

implicitly.

"For Phoebe Still A Baby"
uses Frazer's vocal har-

monizing to great effect on

a song which Kate Bush
would be proud of, while

"The Itchy Glowbo Blow"
glides on a wave of in-

candescent splendour,

reminiscent of "Love's Easy

Tears."

"Cico Buff" kicks offside

two with the Cocteaus'

typical "wave crashing"

guitar progressions, but is

rescued from ignonimity by

that voice which once again

demonstrates astonishing

range; from the seemingly

unreachable heights of

"Akea Guinea", to "Song To

The Siren's" tortured wail

in one song.

As a whole this album is

much more commercial
than previous efforts; if it

wasn't for the title and

Frazer's voice, "Ella
Megalast Burls Forever"

could be an outtake from

the latest Aztec Camera
record. It lacks the difficult,

fragmented quality that

made Garlands and Head

Over Heels so appealing, but

it's poppiness gives Blue

Bell Knoll a different kind of

appeal. This is the first

Cocteau Twins album that

you could feasibly dance to,

and that to my mind is a

pretty remarkable acheive-

ment for this, the most

meditative of bands.
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lii^lil) acclaimed film

of the yearl

Research on Diabetes

WHAT: A Presentalion and Discussion

How Close Are We to a Cure- A Research Update

WHEN: November 16, 1988. 7.15-9 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center, Room 904

WHO: Persons with diabetes, Iheit quests, concerned friends,

and interested health professionals Presentation given

by Jeffrey Korfl, M D . Baystale Medical Center

WHY: Learn, share intormation. experiences, arvj concerns

Boston band Dumptruck plays two shows tomorrow at Universal Joint

downstairs at Pearl Street. All-ages at 7:30 p.m; Over 21 at 10 p.m.

BARBARA HERSHtY
World Apar

electrifying:
Roger Ebeft. CHICAGO SUN TIMES

Mike McGrady NEWSDAV

Two Shows— 7:00 & 9:00

DOWNIOWN AVKDSI ?M W.'iS

I^BS

®mmnog
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Drink of the Week

CAPT. MORGAN & PINEAPPLE $2.00

Beer of the Month
DOS EQUIS $1.75

^^SS^SSi "**'«'

D20
Dyslexic Student Organization

Welcome
Meeting

1

Nov. 17th at 7 p.m. (Thursday)

Campus Center Room 917

Do you have trouble getting your ideas into words? Do you often

forget how to spell a word, or even the word itself? Is your

language often your enemy? Are directions just new ways for

you to get lost? You may be dyslexic. You are not alone. Come

and help wake up the University. Come to the DSO meeting

,)iK5ifl|^^jrafc^)te^8|^^

/ //^y^ (JZitc
r

Quality Chinese food at a Low Price

Dinner Special

i Bu7onc Combo Dinner at full Price
j

' and get the second dinner at half price
j

I
if it is of equal vaUjc^r_b€low.

j

riddlev-430 Russel St.. 253-2571 Northampton- 150 King St.. 586-8221

Valid Only With Coupon-Expires Wed. Nov. 22

Good in Hadley Store Only

Route 9 HadI«T • 586-1978

A UMass Tradition Since 1978
JI|.To celebrate oar lOth AnniversarY all students get a 10% discount

Hadley Hour 4 - 7 p.m. Men. - Sat.

Free Hot & Cold Appetizers & Drink Specials

^^ Sunday Buffet Brunch
Best Brunch in the Valley $9.95 W^'

Carbur's Comedy Club Presents
Richie Triolo, Chris O'CarroI, Larry Myles

^ Show surts 8:45 Reservations Preferred ^
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Hampshire's Resistible Rise presents
historical metaphor of Hitler
By Kim Fiisino

Collegian Correspondent

Hampshire College's presentation of The Resistible Rise

of Arturo I'l. by Bertolt Brecht, is a treat for those in

terested in the events of the Adolph Hitler saga; other

theatergoers interested solely in entertainment may be

disappointed.

The play's setting is Chicago. 1941. Arturo Ui is an

almosthas-been gangster looking for a market to corrupt

and take over, to return him to the top of the mob scene.

He becomes involved in the dealing of cauliflower (yes,

the vegetable) through some dirty dealings. The rest of

the play is one huge metaphor for Hitler's rise to power.

At one point, Ui takes lessons from an actor in a hotel

room to learn how to "present himself properly in order

to convince the common people that he is for them and

with them. At the end of the scene, a newsboy shines a

flashlight onto the upstage wall to illuminate a headline

telling of Hitler's actual acting lessons. This technique

of drawing similarities between Arturo Ui's cauliflower

scam and Hitler's political actions was carried on

throughout the entire play. Unfortunately, this clever

method Iwcame monotonous too soon, and the play seem-

ed to bore on.

This production is part of a theater class at Hampshire
College. Many of the mali- roles were effectively portrayed

by women and vice versa. Wendy W. Lanxner faithfully

convinced us of her middle-aged stogie-smoking Flake por-

trayal mostly by never falling out of character. Quite com-

ically, Karl Schoonover sauntered in his bright red

Charleston-style garb as the flaky girlfriend: the classic

"Whatcha doin'. Honey?" gum-chewing worked real well

for him. Liev Schreiber ( Ernesto Roma) accomplished the

difficult job of making the audience feel for the bad guy,

and Jonathan Garber as Ui himself clearly understood

Brecht's message about Hitler right down to the little

moustache under his nose.

This production is a participating entry in the American
College Theater Festival.

The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui runs tonight through

Nov. 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the Mainstage Theater, Emily
Dickinson Hall at Hampshire College. General admission

is $3; Five College students, $2.50. Special rate of $1 for

admission to tonight's show.

WMUA's new song
playlist this week
WMUA's top ten new records for last week were:

1."Sweet Young Thing Ain't Sweet No More"
Mudhoney Sub Pop
2. "Bird" B.A.L.L. Shimmy Disc

3."Royal Trux " Royal Trux Royal
4."Star Booty" Bitch Magnet Roman Candle
5."Music For The Cake Kitchen" Graeme Jeffries Fly-

ing Nun
6."Humans Fly" Dog Faced Hermans Constrictor
7."Sonic Youth" Daydream Nation Blast First/Enigma

8."Train Out Of It"' Swell Maps Antar
9."lst Album" The Gordons F.N
10 'Lonely Mr. Happy" The Deadly Hume Phantom

Shortcuts to the Shortcut

From East and Watt of Westover,

take Exit #5 on the Mass. Turnpike

to Rt. 33 North to Westover Road.

From ttta North, take Rt. 91 South
to Exit #4 at the Mass. Turnpike

interchange. Then East to Exit #5
on Mass Turnpike to Rt. 33 North to

Westover Road.

From tha South, take Rt 291 East

to Exit #6 off Rt. 291 (Fuller Road).

Then follow the Westover
Metropolitan Airport

symtxjis.

6 Round Trip Flights Daily

To LaGuardia Marine Air

Terminal From Westover

Metropolitan Airport.

Call your Travel Agent
or 413-593-9955.

Westover Metropolitan Airport
The Westover Shortcut to New York City
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More teenagers in Mass having sex,

but condom use is up 15 percent
BOSTON (AP) — More Massachusetts teen-agers are

having sex than did two years ago, but a fear of AIDS is

causing them to wear condoms more often when they do

and to cut back on drug use, according to a Boston Univer-

sity study.
. _, , ,

A report on the study by the Boston bniversity bchool

of Public Health is to be presented Thursday at this week's

annual meeting of the American Public Health

Association.

The study's sponsor was the National Institute on

Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse, which wanted to test the

effectiveness of AIDS education.

The study of 1,762 adolescents reported that 61 percent

of participants aged 16 to 19 reported having sexual in-

tercourse during the past year; half said they had more

BISCH GARDENS -THE OLD COINTRY

AUDITIONS '89
The Stars Are Out AH Day!

.•\mcrica's premier

theme park in Wil-

liamsburg, Va. IS con-

ducting auditions for

over 250 singers, danc-

ers, musicians, vanerv

artists, actors, techni-

cians, and supervisors.

You could be part of the

magic that truly makes
Busch Gardens an enter-

tainment "experience."

So get vour act together

and "shine' at our 1989

auditions.
\iidith>ns I til 1^: min\. K<>r jtldirHinut

An AlTirmarnr \tfM»0'F'iut* ^^f*»"""*^' ^ "*f''"^**' ^' *" **

.Audition Dates:

.NEWYORKCITV. M'

.\lon..Dcc..S. 1988. I2-*pm
Minskoff Rehearsal .Studi«)

1515 Broadway at 45th

BOSTO.N, MA
Wed., Dec. 7. 1988. 12-* pm
New England Life Hall

225 (Clarendon .St.

SYR,ACL SE. NY
Fn.. Dec. 9, 1988. 2-5 pm

Svracuse I'nivcrsirv

Drama Department
820 E. Genesee Street

ETDCC SCHOURSHIP INFORMATION FOR

rnC.t STUDENIS'^HONEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• W« h«v« a data bank ol ovar 200.000 Hating* ol tcholarahipt.

fallowahipa, grant*, and loan*. r*pr«*«ntlng ovar S10 billion In privata

aaclor funding.
• Many •chotarahip* ara givan to •tudani* ba*«d en Ihalr acadamic
Intaraat*. caraar plan*, larr.ily harltaga and placa ol raddanc*.

• Thara'i monay avallabia lor ttudant* wtio hava baan nawtpapar car-

riars, grocery dark*, chaarlaadars. non (monar* . . . ate.

• Ratull* GUARANTEED

CALL
ANYTIME

Fof A Fr*« Brochur*

(800) 346-6401
•M:

Jyc-
Dynamics
Exclusively Dyed

Contemporary

Clothing

'^^

96
N. Pleasant St.

Today &
Everyday

11:30 - 5:30

Mock Turtlencck Dresses '

harem Pants • Tapestries

Jewelry • Underwear
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than one partner.

In a 1986 study of 825 adolescents, 55 percent of those

16 to 19 said they had had sexual intercourse during the

past year.

The percentage of adolescents using drugs other than
marijuana and alcohol dropped from 13 percent in 1986
to 9 percent in 1988, and intravenous drug use fell from
1 percent to .1 percent.

Reported condom use among sexually active youths rose
' from 2 percent to 19 percent, and the p)ercentage of those

who said they changed their sex habits to avoid AIDS rose

from 16 percent to 34 percent.

The percentage of youths who said they had received

some education at school about acquired immune deficien-

cy syndrome rose from 52 percent to 82 percent.

Ralph Hingson, lead author of the study, said what is

needed is more one-on-one counseling from parents, doc-

tors and other professionals who "can give adolescents

realistic appraisals of the risks and allow them to avoid

exposure to the virus" associated with AIDS.

The 1988 study found that 18 percent of the adolescents

said they had unprotected sex with more than one part-

ner the previous year, and 3 percent said they had inter-

course with intravenous drug-users.

Among the sexually active, 37 percent said they never

use condoms, and 33 percent said they don't always use

them.
Myths about AIDS wee less acceptable in 1988 than in

1986, the study also found. The number of young people

who thought they could contract AIDS from sharing

eating or drinking utensils dropped from 38 percent to 11

percent, and the number who believed they could get the

disease from toilet seats dropped from 15 percent to 5

percent.

BU researchers did a separate study of 1,323 adults one

year ago and found a gap in knowledge about AIDS amonf,

the 55 Hispanics in the group.

US rejects claim
by PLO to West
Bank and Gaza
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration

yesterday rejected a PLO proclamation of an indepen-

dent Palestinian state, tisserting that the Arab-Israeli

conflict must be settled by negotiations and not by
unilateral acts.

Spokesman Charles Redman said the status of the

West Bank and Gaza Strip "cannot be determined by
unilateral acts of either side but only through a process

of negotiations."

"A declaration of independent Palestinian statehood

is such a unilateral act," Redman said. A similar state-

ment was issued by White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater.

Fitzwater said that despite US opposition to the pro-

clamation of an independent Palestinian state, the ad-

ministration sees "positive elements" to the Palestme
National Council meeting in Algiers, most notably its

support for UN Security Council resolutions 224 and 338.

These lay the groundwork for a comprehensive settle-

ment to the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Redman said the administration has not yet seen the

final text of the resolution opproved by the PNC but pro-

mised it would receive serious study.

"Our objective is a comprehensive peace," Redman
said. "Direct negotiations must be at heart of the

negotiating process. Palestinian participation is required

at every stage of negotiations. All participants in the

negotiations must renounce terrorism and violence and
each must agree on the accepted international basis of

UN Security Council resolutions 224 and 330."

Fitzwater said it "still is not clear just how specific"

the Palestine Liberation Organization has been about

extending an olive branch to Israel by implicitly

recognizing the Jewish state's right to exist.

Radioactivity from Savannah plant found
CHARLESTOWN, S.C. (AP) - Researchers have

discovered small quantities of a radioactive substance in

material dredged from Savannah Harbor about 100 miles
downstream from the Savannah River Plant.

Cesium 137, a radioactive isotope, was found in material

taken from the harbor and dumped on the South Carolina
side of the Savannah River, which forms the border with

Georgia. Tests found tiny amounts of the material, insuf-

ficient to create a health hazard, the Charleston News and
Courier reported yesterday.

The tests were done for the South Carolina Wildlife and
Marine Resources Department by researchers at the

University of Georgia. The wildlife agency is sampling
dredged material for pollutants because of water quality

problems believed to be caused by industrial discharges

into the river, agency officials said.

Cesium 137 is produced as a by-product of nuclear fis-

sion, and is generally associated with radioactive waste.

It emits beta and gamma radiation, both of which can pro-

duce a varietv of ill effects, depending on the dosage.

Lou Gordell, acting director for the US Department of

Energy's environmental division at the nuclear plant, said

he had not been informed of the study results, but

acknowledged Monday that the material probably

originated at the Savannah nuclear plant.

The complex near Aiken produces the radioactive

materials plutonium and tritium for nuclear weapons. The
government-owned plant has been under scrutiny in re-

cent months since it was revealed that a series of accidents

at the site over the past 30 years went unreported to the

public.

RESUMES
Best Prices • Great Service • Laser Typesetting

DON'T V/Om - BE HfiPPY

CopyCat PRINT SHOP^J^ ^^
228 Triangle St., Amherst

(413) 549-3840 i'
••

Screenprinting...
Tee Shirts, Sweatshirts- Jackets,

Bumperstickers, Decals.

Athletic Jerseys, Hats-
For yoxir

Group. Company or Organization

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREEN IT.

RUSHORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Complete Art and Design
Daportment

screenorint speaolists

47 Jackson Street. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 413-534-5634

^^t^l)ElU»lOIJI\l)
KXPKIiiSS

(The Buffalo Wing King)

Ci@ PRESENTS

THE
FABULOUS

FRENCH FRY
FESTIVAL

and not just those skinny little fries

but BIG, THICK & HEARTY
STEAKJ'RIES!

So here's the deal...

m Ask for

With every. ff^. and receive...

10 pes a small fry

20 pes a medium fry

30 pes a large fry

FREE DELIVERY
549-7771

(the call is FREE!!!)^<$_ x5_
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For Your Information
The FYI section serves as a public service

announcement to the campus and communi-

ty. Space is limited, so the Collegian can-

not guarantee all announcementu will he

published

Food drive

The Newman Center is holding a food

drive. People are asked to bring canned

goods and packaged foods to the center by

Sunday. The dropoff point is irfthe lobby.

Senior portraits

The Index is sponsoring portraits for

seniors from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today through

Meeting
The Dyslexic Student Organization will

be having a meeting to welcome any

students with dyslexia or other learning

disabilities at 7 p.m. tomorrow in room 917

of the Campus Center. Anyone interested

in dyslexia or learning disabilities is

welcome.

Sale

The Ski Club is sponsoring its annual

"Great Ski Snatch" in the StDdent Union

Ballroom between noon and 10 p.m. tomor-

row and FViday.

Compromise is possible
in co-presidency issue

SHEEHAN'SCAFE
'ednesday. Nov 16

MIniBus Sandwich

hursday. Nov 17

Professor Harp and
Spocial Quosts Tho
Happy Campors

Friday Nov 18

Tha Malarians with

tha Happy Campars

laturday Nov 19

AC Raad and tha
Spark Plugs

w/Whalin' Dave and the

Blue Dogs

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

LONDON 179

PARIS 229

ROME 259

CARACAS 320
Guatemala 340
HONGKONG 739
Tagti not incluOud
Alto Woht-StuOr Abroaa.

Lannuf* Courses. Ml StudanI
ID. Youlh Motfl P<st«i
lUKAIL PWMt issued on tha spot'

c«// lor tha fRCe CItl StuOanl
Jraral Catalog'

413256-7261
AMHfRST

79 So Pi«a»«nl SI.

A.Tihtr*!. MA 01003

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.
No. 4mherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

By (JEORGE FRANCY
Colegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate has

been stuck in debate on the co-presidency

issue for the last several weeks, and a

backlog of 21 measures confronts the

senate in tonight's meeting.

At press time it was rumored that a com-

promise was being worked on to solve the

presidency question. Several senators said

the compromise would be an "omnibus"

move, with concessions by both sides. They
-said the compromise will be announced at

tonight's meeting. Senate speaker Robert

Fadel said he knew nothing of the plan.

First on tonight's agenda is a move by

senators W. Greg Rothman, Stephen Lutz,

and Brian Darling to censure Commuter
Area Government President Jay Festa for

alleged "financial improprieties."

Sen. Stephen Lutz, one of the co-authors

of the move, said this request for censure

may be withdrawn if a solution to the

presidency question can be reached. He
said negotiations were still going on toward

reaching a solution.

$ $$$$$$$$$$$ $
$
$

$1 Do Yo« Need
$ $$$

Work all January as
Inventory Auditors
$6.50/hoar to start

''Guaranteed No Sales"

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide
with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 +
hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.
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To Icam more call the office nearest your home daring

Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus Center

as follows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 Tuesday Dec. 6 Rm 804 I

Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 804 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 1 73
Interview times arc 10am-9pm Every hoar on the hoar i

IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinillllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllllMIIIIIIMIIKIIIIIIII

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester. Natick. Framingham. Milford,

Fitchbarg. Athol. Leominster. Franklin, Webster

508-975-5155—UweU, Uwrcncc. SomcrviUe. Cambridge.
Saagas. Peabody

508-559-7603—Boston. Qaincy. Bralntree. Brockton.

Middleboro

508-749-0821—Plymoath.Warcham, all of Cape Cod.

Kingston, Pembroke, Marshficld. Hew Bedford

413-737-8938—Hartford. Springfield. Amherst

508-336-5658- Fall River, Seakonk & Providence Area

603-893-1885—Soathcrn New Hampshire

518-482-8555—North Adams. Pittsfield. Saratoga and

Albany Area

Sponsored by Stadcnt Employment Office

Next on the agenda is a move to endorse

the building of a Convocation Center at the

University of Massachusetts. The measure
also calls on the athletic department for

establishing hockey as a varsity sport. No
mention is made of funding for this project.

On Oct. 19. the senate voted to oppose the

arena because it would mean an increase

in student fees.

Third on the agenda is a measure by

senator Aram Hamparian and Budget

Chairperson Jessica Mitchell calling for

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson to appear before the senate to

justify the refunding of any professional

staff paid from the Student Activities Trust

Fund no less than three months before the

position expires.

This move is apparently in response to

a projected shortfall in the trust fund

budget for fiscal year 1990. When the short

fall projections were released last month,

those working on the projections said they

were looking at any ways to trim the

budget.

Tonight's meeting is at 7 p.m. in Cam-
pus Center room 101.

Clarification
A story in yesterday's Collegian said that

only Town Meeting representatives who

voted against a proposal to end future

Greek Area growth on North Pleasant

Street could vote on a reconsideration of

the motion. All representatives may vote.

However, only those who voted against the

proposal or those not present during the

vote may move to reconsider it.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

STUDYABROAD
University of Alicante, Costa Blanca, Spain

With only one semester of Spanish, you can:

Earn credits in sociology, history, art, and

business while studying in English at one of

Spain's newest universities.

Work towards fulfilling language requirement by

studying Spanish.

Learn about Spanish society firsthand.

Live in a Spanish home.

Participate in a two-day orientation in Madrid

and excursion to Granada.

Explore the scenic and historic treasures of the

Costa Blanca.

For intormation and an applicaiion contacl the Interna-

tional Programs Office on campus, or the Academic
Programs Department. Council on International Educa-

tional Exchange, 205 East 42nd Si , New York, NY 10017,

(212) 661-1414

^^m
Ihf ljnnu«r ind \m Siudie* Pmvtm u ihe Unn»fMfv « Alicjnie n
sponswtHI bv <*w ( iK>pmii>» siudv Cl•nlrr^ i on\oi1ium oi which ih#

Ijni^fMiv OI Mi\\*< huM^s IN * m^mhrf arxi jdminiMefWl l» ih*

< outfit M" lrtlpfOrfl(On.il Mu< .llittnjl F«rhAn«p
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$

''Why Should I Register...

For Peer Education Programs?

Let Me Count The Whys.

1 . I can earn three academic credits.

2 . It can help me to meet lots of people.

3 . It can help me to improve areas of my own health.

4 It can improve my chances of getting a job, because I will

represent the University Health Services.

5 . It will teach me skills valuable in any career like leading a

workshop, giving a presentation and developing marketing

strategies.

6 . It can really help me be part of a team working to improve

UMass.
7 . It will teach me about important public health issues likes sex-

ually transmitted diseases and AIDS, alcohol issues, car-

diovascular illness, cancer, accident prevention, eating

disorders, stress and consumer health.

8 In short, it might be the most important course I take while I'm

a student at UMass.

Public Health 216 - Tues. 2:30-5pm. Peer Health Promotion Focuses on a variety of

health issues, one semester, just register.

Public Health 213 • Wed. 2;30-5pm. Peer Sexuality Education 2 semester commit-
ment, call 549-2671 ext 181 for permission of instructor

Edu 291 D Wed. 2:30-5pm. Peer Alcohol Education 2 semester commitment, call

549-2671 ext. 181 for permission of instructor.*«"»«»« ''
T1 n r
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

"The herrings nothin' . . I'm going for the

whole shmeer!"

Doonesbury
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Calvin and Hobbes
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Iggman on Campus

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
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By Garry Trudeau
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Zero-Sum
By Monte Morin

"People are somewhAt gorgeous collections ofchemical

fires, aren't they?"

—Harold Brodkey

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
I Considered

6 Kk)

10 Charge
13 Song, olien

golden

14 Length k wKlth

1

5

rtie WofId

Accoidirig to

16 English

playwrighl

18 VIP transport

19 Fencing moves
20 Fall behind

?1 Too bad'

22 The bottom line

23 Motorist s asso

25 Walden e g
27 Archeotogical

sites

28 Precarious

position

32 Plales with

metal

35 English and
irish canines

36 Violinist Ma
37 Stew pot

38 Do away with

completely

42 Computer

adfunct

45 Uninterested

46 Sound
47 Baiter in Bonn
48 Business ahbr

49 Impiety

52 Negative

contraction

55 TIC dispensers

57 Part of a

sentence

59 Wicked

60 Giant star

62 Chantilly eg
63 Jacob s brother

64 Sawyer ol 60

Minutes

65 Wapili

66 I ease
67 Heating vessels

DOWN
1 Eastern

Chinese
provirKe

2 Escape to wed

Edited by Trude
3 ProlicienI

4 Vex
5 Harangue
6 Chew the tat

7 Spoken
8 John F>aul

Jones captured

this

9 Lelt

10 Partner of pass

1

1

Columnist

Bombeck
12 FVjems with

epic themes
15 One ol Queen

Victoria s pimw
ministers

17 Plains Indian

24 Donkey s

cousin

26 Turner or Cole

27 fail Lady Eliza

29 Tiapper s

trophy

30 HeraldK band
31 St Petersburg

resident

32 Blue green

33 Vagrant

Mictiel Jeffc
34 Indian peasant

39 Pertaining to

Sufli«

40 Swiiile stick

4

1

Pulling adder

42 Greek Mlvr
43 Cowboys'

home
44 Comprise
49 Lazy —
50 - roll (winning)

51 Hawaiian birds

52 Remove, in

printing

53 WtKle House
oHice

54 Shaving
mishap

56 Read m hasM
58 Mme aniranca

61 Iraqui city on

tt>e Tigris

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

|«m I Jn ^lt<'l«'^ llinr< SlWkllr n/«l/M

Menu
Lunch

Hot Pastrami on Rye
Pizza

Dinner

Sirloin Steak/Onion Rings

Cape Cod Fillets

Basics Lanch

Carrot and Cauliflower Pie

Pizza

Basics Dinner

Rice and Cheese Stuffed

Eggplant

Cape Cod Fillets

y

Weather

Today: Partly sunny High in the mid 50's.

Tosl^t: Clouding up High 40 to 45

Tomorrow: Showers likely. High 60. to 65.

J
TODAY'S STAFF

Night Editor Pedro Pereira

Copy Editor Pam McCarthy

Layoot Technician Marc Inneid

Photo Technician Chris Hosford

Prodactlon Sopervlsors Wendy Rae Nutter <nd

George Francy

Prodactlon.Yana. Ashe. Owen, Christine, Kris'in and

Joe. Ware are you''

Executive Board .— Fall of 1988
Pedro Percira
Editor in Cliitf

Rick Sasson

Maaafing Editor {

Robert CUppenncIU
Bvsincss Manager

David R. Ma^k
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Marc Infleld
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Rob CiappencIIi
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Daniel Munroe
Finance Manager

Todd Fmhbets
ClrcniatioB Manager

(Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Dcbra Botzenliart

Advertising Manager

Mary HuYgcns
Subscribtlons Manager
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Experts say 'non-lethal'

weapons can be deadly
BOSTON (AP) - The tradilional

methods olquelhng civil disturbances, such

as tear gas and clubs, are more dangerous

than the public perceives and can even be

lethal, said physicians speaking yesterday

at the American Public Health Associa-

tion's annual meeting.

"The problem we have is that in govern-

ment and police and military actions, there

are a variety of so-called non-lethal

weapons that are used," said Jonathan

Fine, president of Physicians for Human
Rights.

"There's little public appreciation that

some of these devices and weapons are in

fact lethal."

Fine said police and military forces utiliz

ing instruments such as tear gas or guns

loaded with rubber bullets should be made
aware of the potential danger of the

devices.

"It really is important for police and
military personnel to get a better

understanding for the medical conse-

quences so that they be used with more
caution, more restraint, and in some cases

be totally banned," he said.

"Tear gas is a misnomer, if ever there

was one, it's actually poison gas," Fine

said.

Effects of tear gas were documented from

observations of the effects of tear gas used

to control student demonstrators in South

Korea in June 1987, Fine said. While the

common symptoms of crying, coughing and
nausea subside within a few hours,

shopkeepers and other people living near

area frequently gassed reported getting

"tear gas cold ", a persistent cough and sore

throat for several weeks, he said.

While police and government officials say

crowd control methods are vital to main

taining public security. Fine said the

Physicians for Human Rights believe the

instruments used should be carefully ex

amined and their use should be limited.

Other health care professionals at the

Seminar reported results of a February trip

observing casualties on the West Bank and

Gaza Strip.

Jennifer Leaning, director of emergency

services for the Harvard Health Plan, said

if 103 injured people interviewed, 72 per-

cent had been injured within 24 hours of

the interview. While gunshot wounds ac-

counted for 5 percent of the recently in

jured, the remainder were due to rubber

bullets, tear gas. and beatings by clubs, she

said.

Many of the beating wounds were broken

bones in the arm or hand, usually in the

dominant arm, Leaning said.

Leaning said the Israeli government

cooperated with the physicians' visit, but

the team had difficulty interviewing Israeli

soldiers injured in uprisings and spoke

mainly with Palestinians. After the team

reported its findings, the Israeli govern

ment responded mainly by pointing to the

improved infant mortality rate on the West

Bank and Gaza.

Velvl Greene, a professor of epidemiology

at Ben Gurion University in Beer Sheva,

Israel, said the report of injuries suffered

by Palestinians on the West Bank were

biased because they didn't take into ac-

count injuries inflicted by Palestinians.

"They're not demonstrations, they're at-

tacks," he said. Greene said his colleagues

are very concerned about the injuries be-

ing suffered on the West Bank. "It hurts

us terribly."

Jf^JfJfJfJ^JfJfJfJf^^

Munchy
Sale

^ ^>

ON SALE NOW THROUGH
NOV. 19

Apple Jacks 11 oz. SALE 2.19 Reg 2 68

Lite Cereal 10 oz. SALE 1.79 Reg 232

Hawaiian Puncli 46 oz. SALE .99 Reg 1

29J

Ocean Spray Cranberry 32 oz. SALE 1 .59
Reg. 2.01

E.L. Fudge 10 oz. SALE 1.29 Reg 1 62 |

Cheer 17 oz. SALE 1.50 Reg 1 65

AP Pholo

SEVENTH BODY RECOVERED- Police and coroners carry the

seventh body from the front yard of a Sacramento rooming house

where six other bodies were found in various parts of the yard.

US military tells stores to stop

selling Hitler's book in Germany
sary of Kristallnacht and former GermanFRANKFURT. West Germany (AP) -

US military officials have ordered a

bookstore chain catering to American
soldiers to stop sellinfj Adolf Hitler's anti

Semitic book "Mein Kampf,' an official said

yesterday.

Hitler's book has been banned at the 158

Stars and Stripes bookstores m Germany,
said Deane McDermott, circulation

manager for the US government organiza-

tion in Darmstadt.

'Mein Kampf and other Nazi literature

have been banned in Germany for decades,

McDermott said, but Stars and Stripes

stores had been selling about 70 copies a
month of the book.

"It is against German law even to display

the book." McDermott said. "We're guests

in Germany and I think we should show-

certain respect to our hosts."

McDermott said the subject of Nazism
has become increasingly sensitive in recent

days following la.st week's 50th anniver-

parliament speaker Phiiipp Jenninger's

controversial speech marking the occasion.

Kristallnacht, meaning Crystal Night,

was a night of terror when Nazi sym
pathizers burned and looted Jewish
businesses and synagogues in what is con-

sidered the beginning of the Holocaust.

Under the Holocaust, 6 million Jews were
systematically killed.

Jenninger was forced to resign as presi-

dent of the Bundestag, or parliament, after

an awkward and inflammatory explana-

tion of Hitler's appeal to the German peo-

ple. Jenninger said many Germans con
sidered Hitler's march through Europe
"triumphal" and he bluntly referred to the

widespread anti Semitism among Germans
that allowed Hitler's repression of Jews.

Vandalism at Jewish cemeteries by
presumed neo-Nazi groups also has been
reported over the past few days in

Wiesbaden, Bad Buchau and Berlin.

Humans getting you down?

A class in Eiivironiiiental Design

Plant Patholojry Natural Resources

Wildlife and Fisheries Wood Science

Horticulture or Animal Sciences

may be just what you need. Try it.

THE College of Food and Natural Resources 545-1969

AVAILABLE IN THESE MUNCHYS
HAMPDEN WORCESTER FRANKLINj

MEET DEAN OF STUDENTS
PROSPECTS

Students, faculty and staff are invited to participate in open meetings with

candidates being considered for the Dean of Students position. The audience

may ask questions after the candidate makes a presentation. The meetings

are from 2:30-4:00 p.m. on the following dates:

November 17-Lorraine S. Sibbet D'Youville College CC917

November 22^o-Anne Thomas Vanin Pennsylvania State University
CC917

November 29-Daniel Abrahamowicz University of Toledo CC905-909

December 1-Carl H. Harris Arizona State University CC905-909

The campus community will be notified as other candidates are scheduled
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Rumor: Boggs
to Cleveland

BOSTON (AP) - The names of five-time American
League players, including the AL batting champion
Wade Boggs and Cleveland slugger Joe Carter were

blowing in the trade winds yesterday.

Boston Red Sox General Manager Lou Gorman ap-

proached Hank Peters, his counterpart at the Indians,

and asked if he would be interested in Boggs, a

lefthanded-hitting third baseman with a .356 career bat-

ting average, according to a report yesterday by the

Boston Herald, which said the information came from

unidentified sources in Cleveland.

Gorman only confirmed that Cleveland had inquired

about obtaining Red Sox shortstop Spike Owen and that

there had been talk of a larger trade.

"Yes, they have an interest in Spike," Gorman is

quoted as telling the Herald last Sunday during a ban-

quet honoring manager Joe Morgan.

"Have we talked about expanding it? Yes, we have,"

said Gorman, who was not available yesterday to com-

ment further.

And Peters would only confirm that he had talked to

Boston, but would not reveal which players had been

discussed.

"I'm not commenting on it," he said. "I won't comment

on their players or our players. We've talked to a lot of

clubs."

But the Herald said other players who might be invok-

ed in a swap between the two clubs included third

baseman Brook Jacoby and second ba.seman Julio Franco

of the Indians and infielder Todd Benzinger, pitcher Jeff

Sellers, and second baseman Marty Barrett of the Red

Sox.
w - '—
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iM^ 800-861 -0222

volleyball
continued on page 20

The lead see-sawed after UMass' early

lead until the lead was knotted at 14.

"That third game was our best game of

the match, obviously. Our passing didn't^

get much better, though. A lot of passes

weren't to the target or setter," Olsen said.

UMass, however, didn't steal the match.

In a very bizzarre ending to the third game
Northeastern coach Mark Massey gave

away the game.
The Minutewomen took a 15-14 lead

when Massey was penalized for an illegal

substitution. Then UMass won the game,
16-14. when Massey illegaly called a time-

out after he had already used them all.

Massey had cut UMass some slack, now
he wanted to take it back.

The Huskies only allowed the

Minutewomen four points in the fourth and

final game.
"I wouldn't say it was our worst game of

the match. We had a lot of side-outs, we just

couldn't get the points," Olsen said.

The Minutewomen collected only five

kills in the 4th, with senior Ann Marie

Larese leading the way with two.

UMass was overwhelmed as NU took the

game and the match.

After starting the season by winning its

first nine and 15 of its first 17 games of the

season, UMass has gone stone cold. The
Minutewomen have dropped seven of their

last 10 games.

"Hopefully we can stop this downward
momentum and implement some kind of

change for the A- 10s," Olsen said.

Or futnUOOii/
wyn vamin* IKh'- Los Aivan CAWBB

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

UMass volleyball dropped one last night but now the

Minutewomen are looking to tip the tide in their favor in the

this weekend's Atlantic 10 Tournament.
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ACTIVITieS

BIKE CO-OP lieETtHG lon^jW. 6pm MM
.n CC802 AM •'• wicom* 10 io>n

INTERESTED IN HANG-
GLIOING/PABAGLIOIMC? Slide %no*i and

inlofmalion Thursday 6 00 CC905-09

HAVE A QUESTION ABOUT VOUH
FUTURE? Com* to Cafa«< Day Wednes-

day November 16 Campus Center

Audiiofium 1 Spm Open lo air

ARE DIRECTIONS JUST NEW WAYS tot

you 10 get losl' You may Oe dysleiic II

needn't ruin yoor lite Conr>e to ttw Nov

I7lh 7pm DSO meeting CC917

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
meeting tomorrow nigtit at 6 OOpm CC Hm
186C

DO YOuonrlEHTotiorr no«rio»peit a

word or even the word itself You may t)e

dyslexic You are not alone Come to the

Nov l7th DSO Meeting CC91 ^

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKING expanded fiours

lor December .n the Student Un.on Cratt

Center 10am 8pm mon tn Pottery lewelry

greeting cards etc Call S45-2098 or drop

in lor more inio

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acres ol

country land Ample oH street parking and

tree bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 66S 38S6

FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM IN two bedroom Apt $225

a month 549 0976

APARTMENT FOR ReNT~o«»rb«Jroom
Amherst Center 500 Heal inc Call

253-7175

FOR SALE

REALISTIC COMPONENT SYSTEMhOual
deck am/tm EQ turntable cabinet

speakers 1 mo new mustsacritice-$l75

Noel atler 9pm- 6-871

1

MODIFIED 50 WATT Marshall head W/?
channel tootswilch S499 or BO Na«l

256-0543

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARI basic iranspor

lalion currently inspected n««ds starter

100 00 549 3591

VW RAB 80 EX CONO 80 000 mi lots ot

new pans must sell $1800 546-7198

•2 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Darn grey new

tires rims runs very well '3000 Please call

Tom 546 1184

1970 MUSTANG COUPET Excellent

condition-mechanically sound' Great body_

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546 4908

week nights-Jen

OU BREAUX

AMP PEAVEV RENOWN. 2 12 inch

speaKers 160 watts tootswitch $250 or

BO Chris 253 7241

RACING SKIS t BINDINGS Atomic arc

bionics 190cm w'marker Racing bindings

excellent condition $235 Of 8 O 549 4901

CAR SPEAKERS PIONEER 3 way 6x9 ex

eel cond $50 almost new 256-6146 eves

TWO PLANE TICKETS FOR SALE
Boston San Fransisco and Boston Wash

D C Open one way Dates and destination

variable' Together $250 or BO 549 4930

ext 279 7 0Opml2OOam or 5461065

12 00am 1 OOam RAINER 438 Prince

GREEN BEAUTY FOR SALE Fofd Elite 76

160 000 miles Runs very reliably Many

new parts (carboralor tank )
excellent

leattier interior $800 Ramer 549-4930

7 00pm 12 OOam or 546 1065

12 OOam 1 OOam 438 Pnnce

EPSON EQUITY ll» (At clone) tor sale 5

months old unused two 5''. floppy dd/hd 30

mb hd NEC Multisync screen and some
extras (no glare screen etc) $2400 or BO
549 4930 ext 279 7 00pm 12 OOam or

546-1065 12 00am 100am Ramer 438

Prince

HONDA 750 CUSTOM il, excellent con-

dition lull lace helmet and ram cover in-

cluded $850 00 or BO Must sell Leave

message 256 0998. Steve

DUOE. I need tiliy bucks'

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp nim

ijrakes new clutch $1500 Kuil253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport" bike, 5 months

old $1 500 includes lull lacial helmet and

jacket Call David i 566-8212

HELP WANTED

WANTED; DYNAMIC INDIVIDUAL WHO
whals to run their own business and can

team to tram and rrxxivate others 2-4K/mo

Part time Call Mr Mullane 506-832 9803

RUN SUMMER BUSINESS earn average

$7000 and gam exceltont experierKe Intor-

mation Campus Center room 909 this

Thursday 11 12 00

GOVERNMENT JOBS $1S,4OO-|72.500

now hirlna. eicellent benefit* call

1-312-741-«400 ent. J-SMIA.

GREENPEACE PEOPLE MVOLVED with

this internaiional org^riiation want

changes right now Work with us agamst

loxic coolamination nuclear madness and

unwarranted slaughter ol animals and gel

paid Full or part lime positions available

anyday ol the week (2pm-10pm) Call Alec

or Tom at 256 1439

BOX STALL AVAILABLE IN exchange lor

Chore work Epona Stables Belcherlown

Otters indoor and outdoor lacilities great

turnout ond many trails Lessons and train

ing in classical dressage 323 7505

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Sum-

mer, yr round, ell countne*. all field*

Free info Writ* IJC. PO Box 52-MAOI

Corona Del Mar. CA 9262S.

SKI AREA POSITIONS Mf Tom one ol

the area s most exciting recreation lacilities

has openings lor snowmaxers iiH alien

dants general maintenance Skiing

privileges included Apply m person Mon-

day through Friday 1 4 at our General Of-

lice Rt 5. Holyoke

EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY and

help others at the same time Flexible

hours $5 00«/hr November 18-Oecember

24 1988 Call 586 5243

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15.400-$72,SOO

now hiring, excellent benetits Call

1-312 741 8400 ext J5931A

GOVERNMENT JOBS $1 5.4OO-$72,S0O

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1312 741 8400 Ext J-5931A

EASY WORK! EXCELLENTPAVfAssem
ble products al home Call tor intormation

504-641 8003 Ext 598

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday

Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Oft Campu* Housing Offic*. 545-0865

MOTOMCVCtEt

1M3 KAWASAKI K2SS0 LTD Helmet

covwsriia«dS850 Joe54»'423 Evenmg*

PCRSONALS

TO MY LLOMMY FWUVY LOVEY
DOVEY BEAR JOOIE. words cannot

describe now i le«l about you You

have made my lite totally complete

I lov* you NAF Linle Fwuv Mutfin

Stuart

CM. STUANTIII

MARIBA Tm you you are me «»• ar« on«

Happy anniversary Love Lauren

BUB8S HAPPY B-DAY I love yoo always

puddles Sorry it s late

JIMMY DEAN- six months letl' Going nor

theast Good nddens' You tneod Pepper

mint Pany 89

DELTA CHI HAS it happwwd y* Of ar* »00

still waiting' Pt« Mu

SOMETIMES INGNOHANCETS"ERUbk;-
TlON while trying to be NIHILIST you

liberate /our BEING towards FULLFIL

MENT I met this MISS DANGEROUS
WOMAN in the most pleasant ot my stoic

moments and she mmersed me in the

laberynth ol ecstasy and amazement

(Kristen)

2\» FLOOR JA- Thanks lor remembering

my birthday You re a great ttoor' Lynne

TO THE PULCHRITUDINOUS LADY, with

green eyes who resides in Suite 404

Cashin I would like to meet you Does this

sound good' I will look for your response

here HBJ

MAIR- Word of the week' I tnn* it'* I>ap-

py birthday' Love, 78 Northampton Hd

congratuiTtions
Donna Beer and John Slolz

A Match made m science"

Lov«-EBBASHINSKI

BARRY^fuCKERwhyhavent you called'

Our memories ol you persists The tergeson

twins

1««t COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
• Destinations, Lake Tahoe-heavenly

•Vermont Suoarbush Smugglers Notch
• Killington Ski all day/party all nighl

For lowest prices call

546-6612 or 546-5242

PKE LIL' SISTERS

ATTENTION PIKE LITTLE SISTERS. W*
will be having a maating Wad «l 7 30

PUFFTON ROOMATES

WANTED: TWO FEMALES needwl 10

share one bedroom m a two bedroom apart

manl great location Call 549^74

ROOMATE WANTED

ROOM NEAR CAMPUS AVAILABLE im

mediately on Dec 1 M or F lease till May
237 50 mo heat inci Call Seann 549-4859

Bill 546-7439 nonsmoker

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED lo share

Southwood apt 253-9918 Lisa

3 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR apartment next

to Brittany Manor to lake over lease im

mediately lor Spring semester Clean quiet

during the week Call Joe 256 8132

SINGLE ROOM- Amherst Center apan

rT>ent $230/monlh heal included 253-7189

BRANOYWINE 2 or 3 lemale roommates

lor 2 txlrm apt lor spring semester with

Summer opt Call 549 8287

BRANOYWINE- FEMALE TO SHARE
ROOM in 2 bdrm apt tor Spring Semester

with tall option lo take over lease available

lanuary Call 54*7543

M/F ROOMATE NEEDED IN

TOWNEHOUSEt Spring sem Share 2

bdrm apt wit» 3 females Call 549-4942

Keep trying

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED to take over

lease tor Spnng semester in Southwood

townhouse 253-5717

TYPHM. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fa*t.

accurate 253^WOR0

ACCURATE TYP1N0. Pickup and detwery

tS> pp Basic editing Gloria 323-5140

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EARN FROM MOOD up next «ufnm«r
506-543-3706 Laava maaaaga

TRAVEL

~NiWVEAR S EVE IN MONTREAL"
Party time Mowoul from only $69

Go with 1 contpany m customer satalacton

Can now (617)938 8839 (617)935 1414

PARTY TIME A TRAVEL PRESENTS
Spring Break 1989
Cancun trom $399

Bahamas-Nassau Freeponlrom $399
Call now lor details

(6 1 7)938-8839 (6 1 7)935 1414

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS.
reliable on campus affordable, spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED

HELP! \ need Soc 103 (Hums) note* wH
pay moneySS Shirley 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

WE WANT TO SUBLEASE your apTtor
Jan Prefer Pufflon Lisa 6-1 194 or Marcala

6 5827 (Call late)

NEED 2-3 ROOM APARTMENT^ starting

Dec Jan Call 546 9985

WE NEED PLACE TO LIVE tor Springi 2

Women looking to take over lease Please

call 546-8956 Can't stand to live on

campus

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS needs Jan
214 Call SBMC 256 8615 10am 5pm

FEMALE TO SHARE a graal apt naar cam-

pus 549-2960 keep trying

WORK IN BRITIAN/IRELAND LEGALLY
FOR UP TO 6 MONTHS

INSTRUCTION

ENTERTAINMENT

KLUBKAVE D.J. SERVICES • Professional

music system at unbeatable prices

546-6518

FANK

•THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD;
• will be presenting the musical revue

• Fametheisweek Wed 11/16»8
• Thu 11/17 '8 30, Fn 11/18 'B and

Sat 11/19 '7 30 m the Southside

Room. Hampden Commons
(in Souttiwest)

FOUND

YOUNG MALE BLACK CAT lound on cam-

pus Call Al 467 3740 or Lv M»g at

549-6000

ONE KEY IN BACK ROWS ol Thompson

104 on thurs 9lh Call Leigh 6^1293 and I

it il lis yours

SUNGLASSES ACROSS FROM H«^»*"
Student Center 1 1/7 on a wall 6-6742

FURNITURE

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION COURSE:
Jan 4 27 UMass/Amherst 6 30 8 30pm

$150 Call 549-5128

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-WMXNTERUJMMEHT. Oik

jockeys and large screen v^ dance*

Dorms/organiiations 256-8526

quality"new furniture for
STUDENTS on a budget Futons

bookcases, tables and more »»^^y^.
niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

LOST

LOST: BWdwrnSAfHERBbMBEH
jacket with patches at the Pub Fn Nile

It you know where it is or have it. please

contact Chrysi at 549-8321 or 5-2152

Reward No questions asked'

BROWN SUNGLASSES INThOMPSON?
On Wed 2 Name is Lion in the sun and

are prescription II lound please call Kerry

6 1237

DELTA CHI- WATCH 00T1 tWe' re one step

ahead of you' -SOT

AMY YOESTR^. saw you at CC info tab**

how about discussing more numbers over

a drink' An Engineer

PAIGJE FROM BLUE WALL (and trom Col

orado) saw you serving ice cream how

about sharing some wme together'

CHOLESTEROL WHAT S IT ALL M^O^yX

and what can you do (in and out ot tfie D C )

to lower It' No registration no tee iust

show up at one ol these dates and times

below For those NOT on C meal plan

Nov 17 or Dec 1 5pm University Health Ser-

vices Rm 302 For those on DC Meal plan

Dec 8 lor more into call 549-2671 Ask lor

Clinc 4 or Heallti Education

1 BEDROOM BRANDYWME. non smoker

lemale 240 heal included 549 7157

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliltside apt w/an easy going

senior It interested plea** caM Beth at

665-4550

THE BUNACAiSIT FALL ROADSHOW wM
be visiting UMass on Thursday 3,

November Information available between
10am and 3pm in the Campus Center con-

course lollowed by a presentation between

6 30 and 8 30pm in room 168, Campu*
Canter Everyone walcom*

servk:es

attention student organiza-
tions, fraternities. sororities.
AND STUDENTS! Earn $500 $1000/wk or

more lor a protect on campus Call Stuart

546 7612 Leave a message

FAST INEXPENSIVE TYPING! Call Mary

al 546-6725

TOSHIBA WALKMAN W/OWITAL CLOCK
w/Floyd The Wall tape Call John 6-9046

LOST PEARL NECKLACE of great sen

timental value Reward ottered Please call

565-0926

EARN $60-61 20«HIFTI Orivars wanted

Must own an insured car and be able to

work at least one weekend night until clos-

ing Call Domino's Pitz* 256-6913

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TVPINO.
spellchecking, word processor Call

Carolyn Leave message 253-5667

DIRT CHEAP RESOMES. '*/ery experienc

ed Laservnter quality PiCk-up, drop-Olf

Overnight service Lisa 367 9940

TYPING: WILL TYPE AND/OR EDIT on

WP Profe**ional Reasonable $2/pg

253-3053
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SPORTS

Volleyball team falls to Northeastern, 3-1

Juliet Primer (above) and the Minutewomen couldn't
in their last regular season game last night.

Sports Information photo

dig out the victory

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

There has been nothing "regular" about

this year's University of Massachusetts
volleyball team's season, so it is only fit-

ting that the Minutewomen ended the

season irregularly.

UMass lost to the Huskies of Nor-

theastern last night 8-15, 5-15, 1614, 4-15

but will now turn its attention to this up-

coming weekend's Atlantic 10 tournament
at Penn State University.

The "irregularity" has been that the

Minutewomen have gone from being one

of the hottest teams in the conference at the

beginning of the season to stumbling their

way through these past few weeks.

Last night's game failed to produce the

victory that could possibly jump-start

UMass' engine before Saturday's post-

season play.

"Northeastern is a good team. I think

they played very well (last night). We
didn't play well. We had a real hard time

with passing and service receive errors."

UMass assistant coach Heather Olsen said.

UMass head coach Carol Ford said before

. the match that it would "come down to who
can get their act together."

Apparently, the Huskies were up for the

challenge.

"I was kind of surprised that Nor
theastern came out as strong as the did in

the beginning. Not as strong as they were
in the second and third games, but they

looked as though they had a purpose,"

Olsen said.

Middle-hitters Barbara Meehan, Nancy
Sullivan, and outside hitter Julie Smith all

had two kills in the first game but UMass
still came up seven points short of NU.
"Our first game was the best in terms of

service receives but we didn't put the ball

away enough," Olsen said.

In the second game, UMass had problems

passing and receiving some tough Huskie
serves, according to Olsen.

"If you can't pass the ball, then you can't

For field hockey, season too short
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

There still should be one more week left

for the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team

"/ think teams began to play us

differently, which stopped our
scoring.

"

— UMass field hockey coach
Pam Hixon

The Minutewomen wanted to play for one
more week. They expected to be playing for

one more week, but after Sunday's 21 loss
to Northeastern University in the second
round of the NCAA tournament, UMass'
season came to an abrupt halt.

Where the Minutewomen expected to be
this weekend was at the University of
Pennsylvania in the Final Four.
"It was a goal we had set for the team,"

UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "We put
ourselves in a position to be there (the
Final Four). We did everything but
capitalize on our good scoring oppor-
tunities."

Everythmg looked too perfect for UMass.
After breezing through most of their seasor;^

with a 17 2-1 record, the Minutewomen
received an invitation not just to play in

the NCAA tourney but also to host it. They
were also given a bye in the first round.
The hard part seemed to be over.

"We were believers in ourselves from day
1 and we really thought that if we manag-
ed the regular season with a tough Divi-
sion I schedule, winning against the top
teams, that we would make it to the NCAA
tourney and when you get to the NCAA
tournament, you make your own breaks,"
Hixon said"
The offense made many of the breaks for

the Minutewomen during the regular
season. The Minutewomen had a balanc-
ed attack this season, unlike last year
when junior Kathy DeAngelis had to carry
the scoring load on her shoulders. Hixon
had a multitude of offensive weapons that
she could throw against opponents.

DeAngelis led the Minutewomen with 1

1

goals and three assists. Tonia Kennedy was

next with 12 goals and one assist. Senior
co-captain Ruth Vasapolli, who is the set

up passer on penalty corners, scored four
goals and seven assists.

The list goes on and on. Freshman Dawn
Trumbauer, who won a starting job with
the Minutewomen before the start of the
season, scored seven goals, junior Mara
Frattasio six, senior Julie Stuart seven,
and Elise McDevitt five off the bench.
"Every individual contributed," Hixon

said. "This is probably the first time in in

my career as a coach that we have had
balanced scoring and assists."

But something started to happen to the
offense at the end of the year. The scouting
reports on the Minutewomen began to get
out, and teams slowed down UMass.
However, the Minutewomen were still able
to find a way to win most of their games.

"I think teams began to play us different-

ly which stopped our scoring," Hixon said.

"They fouled us, they packed it in against
us. We had to find a way to counteract that
and we did."

The Minutewomen scored 60 goals this
year but they could have scored 30 and
done just as well. The reason for that, is

senior goaltender Cindy Cox and the
defense.

Cox, a transfer from Purdue University
had 13 shutouts this year and her goals-

against average was a minuscule 0.52. Cox
can credit much of her success to the
defense that was played in front of her by
sweeper Stuart, who was just moved to that
position in mid-season, and senior Chris
Gutheil, whose .steady play in the defensive
end helped limit UMass' opponents to just
156 shots total on the season. By com-
parison, the Minutewomen took 558 shots
of their own.
The Minutewomen did gain a little bit of

glory before bowing in the NCAA tourna
ment by winning the Atlantic 10 cham
pionship last weekend. UMass dominated
the A-10 this year, winning all six of its

games with A- 10 opponents.
More awards have come the

Minutewomen's way since. Cox, Bustin,
and Vasapolli will play in the North-South
senior all-star game. DeAngelis, Vasapolli,
Bustin, and Cox were named first team All-
New England. Kennedy was selected to the
second team.
More awards will come their way in the

next few weeks. But the one that they
worked for and might have won if had they
received just a few breaks last Sunday was
the one that they wanted most.

m, »T»« ^ I I 1 • .
Collfgian photo by Rirh«rd Bonnnno

The UMass field hockey team battled in front of the net all season, but
fell short in the NCAA tourney.

put the offense together, ' she said.

The offense only produced five points in

the second frame but the Minutewomen
were lead by senior Juliet Primer and
junior Karen Ferguson who each chipped
in two kills apiece.

Down two games to none, UMass was fac-

ing a sweep by the team that beaten them
three straight matches last year.

But in the third game, the Minutewomen
rallied andjumped out to an early lead, ac-

cording to Olsen.
continued on page 19

Why can't
Buffalo just

shuffle off?
The Buffalo Bills are in first place in the

AFC East.

The Buffalo Bills have the best record

in the NFL.
The Buffalo Bills may have the best

team in the NFL.
The Buffalo Bills? The Buffalo

Bills??????

I can't believe my eyes when I see the

sports page.

Anthony Padovano

A friend of mine from Buffalo once had
asked me why Boston sports fans act the

way they do come playoff time. I gave him
an answer and in so doing derided the ci

ty of Buffalo because it cannot produce a

championship team in any sport. At least

not until now.

The city once had a basketball team in

the late '70s, the Braves, but they were
so bad they moved to San Diego. They are

now the Clippers. They were so bad in

Buffalo, they haven't been able to recover

yet.

Buffalo has never had a Mf^or League
Baseball team — although they are one
of the cities in the running for an expan
sion team. But knowing the sport and its

administration, I think we will be saved
from the Buffalo Bulls for some time.

In the NHL, the Buffalo Sabres have a

bunch of young talent and they will be

tough. But the Bruins are in the same
division. There's no way Buffalo vtnll beat

the Bruins in a five or seven game series.

Not now, not ever.

But the Buffalo Bills? Where did these

guys come from? Who is Shane Conlan?
What do the initials CB mean? Bruce
Smith? He's not in the lineup so he must
have gone to Washington.
These were all questions I was asking

myself before the first Buffalo-New
England game. I figured we'd maul them.
I was wrong.
This guy CB (Cornelius Bennett) was

everywhere. This guy Conlan was
everywhere. Even this old guy Smerlas
was everywhere. They took the Pats, put

them in a small brown bag and flushed
them down the toilet.

Oh, I know the Bills didn't run over the

Pats, they won on a Scott Norwood field

goal in the waning moments, but the NE
offense seemingly played in fear and
couldn't run to the bathroom without get-

ting hit.

I know who these men are now. The
whole country knows who these men are.

We also know that Jim Kelly is a good
QB. Rob Riddick and Ronnie Harmon are

capable running backs. The offense has
racked up the big points against poor to

mediocre teams and scored enough to win
against the better teams.

I may end up with a tremendous case

of trench mouth if they keep playing they

way they are.

I hope, I pray, that New England makes
it to the playoffs. This way the Pats, who
have played them better than any other

team this year, except for the victorious

Bears, can beat them in the playoffs.

If that happens, I will pay for the long

distance telephone Bill, and laugh in the

ear of my friend in Buffalo. But for some
reason, I feel as if I'll be picking the

Desenex out from between my teeth.

Anthony Padovano is a Collegian Col-

umnist who loves the Patriots and Doug
Flu tie
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DVP tentatively agrees to sponsor Farrakhan
Minister scheduled to appear Feb, 3 ifadditional costs are met
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The Distinguished Visitors Program has tentatively

agreed to bring controversial Minister Louis Farrakhan
to the University of Massachusetts next semester.

Farrakhan will appear on the evening of Feb. 3 with

the stipulation that sponsors Phi Beta Sigma and the

Black Agenda can provide the additional costs of securi-

ty by Dec. 15.

The fraternity is determining the lowest possible ex-

pense at which security can be obtained, according to DVP
co-chairman Patrick Berkley.

Farrakhan, leader of the Chicago-based Nation of Islam,

has been accused of being anti-Semetic by members of the

Jewish community.
DVP had voted on Oct. 18 to sponsor Farrakhan's visit

here contributing $11,000 for the speakers honorarium.

The vote was deemed invalid a week later.

DVP will now front $9,000 for the visit and hopes to

recoup $4,000 of that from ticket sales to students and

the general public. They have set aside 500 tickets for the
general public to be sold for $4 and 1,500 tickets for

students at $2, Berkley said.

"We will subsidize $1,000 of the money with revenue
from our endowment account," Berkley said. The final

price tag for DVP will be $4,000 which, Berkley says, is

the average amount given for visitors and makes the deal

"much more economically feasible."

"Basically the whole committee would like to see him
here. DVP is not here to judge his [Farrakhan's] values.

We have no self-righteous sentiment and we're not

deciding what's good or bad for you (the students),"

Berkley said. "We have enough faith in the students to

decide for themselves."

However, the program's offer still hinges on the paid

security aspect and whether Arthur Hilson, director of

Public Safety, can provide security to the campus.
Hilson met last night with representatives of the Stu-

dent Activities Office, Phi Beta Sigma, and the Jewish
community to discuss security procedures.

AP pitoto

President-elect George Bush meets with celebrated Soviet human
rights activist Andrei Sakharov (right) at the White House yesterday.

Bush names Gov. Sununu
of NH as chief of staff

By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President-elect

George Bush has tapped feisty Gov. John
Sununu as his chief of staff, sources say,

a signal of change after his first two top

appointments went to Reagan administra-

tion veterans.

Bush yesterday attended a colorful

White Hoxise ceremony welcoming British

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, who
told reporters "I think we're all very for-

tunate in the Western world" that Bush
will be Ronald Reagan's successor.

Their styles will be different, she said,

but "for the first time we shall have con-

tinuity of policies, stretching over a se-

cond presidency ... and that gives enor-

mous stability and confidence to the feel-

ing of the world."

Thatcher who was paying a farewell call

on President Reagan, praised his ad-

ministration as "one of the greatest in

American history."

With Reagan by her side at the White

House ceremony filled with expressions of

mutual admiration, Thatcher said the

Reagan years "have restored faith in the

American dream."

Reagan, in turn, praised Thatcher as a

leader of "courage resolve and vision."

Later, while posing for photographers

with Reagan in his office, Thatcher said

her visit was aimed not only at reminisc-

ing about past achievements, but at look-

ing ahead to the incoming administration.

Bush did not take part in the Oval Of-

fice meeting.

Bush's transition co-chairmen, Craig

Fuller and Robert Tester, announced a

raft of additions to the transition team to-

day. They also told rejaorters that all tran-

sition staff members would be required to

sign an ethics form pledging them not to

leak information and to avoiding the ap-

pearance of confiicts-of-interest.

Asked about Bush's decision to make
Sununu chief of staff, Fuller said he had
raised the issue with the vice president

yesterday.

"Let them know [that] when I am ready

to make an announcement, they'll hear
it from me," Fuller quoted Bush as say-

ing. But Fuller said he did not know
whether Bush had made the decision.

In Concord, N.H., yesterday, Sununu
did not deny reports that he will become
cheif of staiT. At a news conference, he
refused to confirm the reports, saying any
word would have to come from Bush.
"A request ins't a request until the tall,

thin guy sings," he said.

The transition office released the names
of key people who will serve under Fuller

and 'Tester. They include Michael Farren,

deputy director; Tom Collamore and
Kathleen Shanahan, liaisons with the

vice president's office; David Demarest,

director of public affairs; Janet Mullins,

congressional relations;Jim Pinkerton,

policy development, and David Ryder,

management.
Other top staff positions were announc-

ed earlier. They were C. Boyden Gray,

counsel; Fred Fielding, director of the of

fice of the vice president-elect; Chase
Untermeyer, personnel, and Sheila Tate,

spokeswoman.

Also, Berkley said DVP would have to work out addi-

tional details of the visit, but refused to comment on what
they were.

The original vote to bring Farrakhan to UMass was
disputed when several members of DVP were found also

to be members of Phi Beta Sigma, a chief advocate of the

visit. Also, a graduate student and a continuing educa-

tion student voted and because they did not pay related

fees the votes are invalid,

according to DVP's and the
Student Government
Association's constitutions.

After DVP originally an-

nounced the coming of Far-

rakhan, some members of

the Jewish community
responded by protesting the
vote and the fact that Far-

rakhan, whom they say as a
vehement Jew hater with
negative views, would be
allowed to appear at UMass.

Presidency compromise
killed by senate speaker

PlM>to by A(h««m Aggarwal

DVP Co-chairman
Patrick Berkley

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

246 days and counting. . .

A compromise designed to finally solve

the controversy surrounding the Student

Government Association presidency was
ruled out of order by Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate Speaker Robert Fadel at last

night's meeting.

The compromise, which was worked out

by conservative and liberal factions of the

senate earlier this week, called for new
elections for the presidency, in which only

individual candidates would be allowed to

run. In addition, the charter for the Stu-

dent Center for Research and Advocacy

would be approved.

Liberal senators tried to have the SCERA
charter approved last fall, and were oppos-

ed by conservative senators. The issue

deadlocked the senate just as the presiden-

cy issue has stalled it since Shari SilkofT

and Jason Rabinowtiz won the March 15

presidential election.

Last night, the senate became stuck in

the debate that has plagued it since the

election.

At one point, the senate became so mired

in debate that Senate Speaker Robert

Fadel walked out of the meeting, apparent-

ly resigning his post.

"This is the most appalling thing I've

ever seen," said Student Trustee Stephanie

Orefice, who took over the meeting briefly

when Fadel left.

After cooling off, Fadel returned, and

said, "I wish I was trembling because I'm

upset ... or because I just lost something.

But I'm trembling because this is the

Undergraduate Student Senate and we're

like this."

Fadel received a standing ovation from

the senate for those words, but did not

prompt the senate to do anything but yell

about the compromise.

The compromise was introduced by Sen.

Bob McDevitt as an amendment to a move
by Sen. Jay Festa to make several appoint-

ments to the senate from the Commuter
Area.

Fadel ruled McDevitt 's amendment out

of order because it had nothing to do with

Festa 's appointments.

Sen. W. Greg Rothman immediately ap-

pealed Fadel's decision, which fostered

more debate and eventually caused Fadel's

walkout.

Rothman argued the proposal was perti-

nent because it involved the SGA Govern-

mental Affairs Committee. He said since

the appointment of new senators had to do

with the committee, and since the new elec-

tions would also be handled by the commit-

tee, the motion was appropriate.

Sen. Aram Hamparian, also speaking

against Fadel's decision, said this was a

chance for senators on both sides to come
to an agreement on the issue.

"This is a chance for the senate to move
beyond some of the arm-waving egoism,"

Hamparian said.

Rabinowitz described what liberal and

progressive senators saw as the problem

with the proposal.

"The problem with the compromise is

that it isn't a compromise, said Rabinowitz.

"What they (conservative senators] want
to do is give up the elections for the SCERA
charter. It's not a fair trade."

Rabinowitz said liberal and progressive

senators were withdrawing their names
from endorsing the compromise for the

same reason.

Michael D. Ross, a former senator

visiting campus, remarked, "It's great to

see the senate hasn't changed since I left."

Arena plan announced
The University of Massachusetts Tues-

day unveiled its plans to build a $44

million convocation center on campus,

scheduled to open in 1993.

The University has already received a

$25 million grant from the state, as part

of the capital outlay budget that was pass-

ed in July, according to Dr. David Bischoff,

dean of physical education. The rest of

the money will be raised from a bond issue

from the University Building Authority,

with funds coming from a student fee to be

implemented when the building is ready

for occupancy.

Plans for the center, which will be built

on Commonwealth Avenue on the current

site of a Food and Natural Resources bam,
include a 10,000-seat arena, a 1,200-seat ice

rink, offices, locker rooms and handball

and racquetball courts.

The building would be home to the

UMass basketball teams, which currently

play in the 4,024-seat Curry Hicks Cage,

and a proposed varsity hockey team.

UMass has been without varsity hockey

since 1979, when the team was suspended

because of a lack of an on-campus facility,

as well as a lack of scholarship funds.

- COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES
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REGION

Radioactive water spill at Pilgrim
BOSTON (AP) - About 2,000 gallons of radioactive

water spilled during a cleanup procedure at the Pilgrim

nuclear power plant yesterday and one worker was slight-

ly contaminated on the knee, said Boston Edison Co.,

owner of the idled plant.

The spill occurred at a low-level nuclear waste process-

ing area of the plant, which is awaiting word from the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission on whether it can begin

low-level power testmg after a 2.5 year shutdown.

About 100 gallons of the radioactive water seeped out

of the processing facility and onto an asphalt lot in the

open air, Boston Edison spokeswoman Elaine Robinson

said. She said water in both the processing facility and

the outer asphalt area was mopped up.

State officials said elevated levels of radioactivity were

detected as far away as the perimeter fence at the plant

in Plymouth.
Boston Edison said it notified the NRC about the spill.

Peter Agnes, assistant secretary of public safety and

Gov. Michael Dukakis' chief aide on nuclear power, said

he sent a Public Health Department monitoring team to

report on the cleanup effort and get information on what

caused the spill.

"Since we are speaking about a substantial amount of

waste water and an exposure that at least resulted in

continued on page iJ
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Physicians say restoring relations

may heal scars of Vietnam War
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BOSTON (AP) - American and Vietnam

physicians say restoring diplomatic rela-

tions between their two countries could be

the first step toward healing the physical

and emotional scars left by the Vietnam

War
Participants at a session of the American

Public Health Association's annual

meeting said the war has impacted on

public health in both countries, from US
veterans coping with post-traumatic stress

disorder to Vietnamese trying to reclaim

forests spoiled by chemical defoliants.

Former Sen. George McGovern, keynote

speaker at the Tuesday session, commend-

ed the Vietnamese representatives for

attending.

"I think it is in the interest of both the

United States and Vietnam that the

citizens as well as our leaders begin talk-

ing," he said. "That as much as anything

will help heal the wounds of war."

McGovern urged Presidentelect George

Bush to normalize relations with Vietnam,

noting the international acclaim awarded

to former President Richard Nixon when

he opened relations to China.

Dr. Le Cao Dai, a Vietnamese physician

who is studying the effects of Agent Orange

in his country, echoed McGovern's calls.

"It is time to reconciliate ... to heal the

wounds of the tragedy of the war," he said.

Dai said a study of toxins found in the

breast milk of new mothers in South Viet-

nam showed a high level in the early

1970s, which has since subsided to nearly

normal levels.

He acknowledged that the studies need

to be backed up with more research, but he

said there is a shortage of money for that

work.

Jonathan Fine, executive director of

Physicians for Human Rights, said that a

government-funded institute should be set

up in the United States that would ex-

amine the medical consequences of wars

and the weapons used to wage them.

The physicians' group has co-sponsored

several presentations at the APHA's four

day meeting in Boston this week. The con-

vention's theme is examining the affects of

technology on health in both positive and

negative applications.

Fine said health professionals have

always played a key role in taking care of

war wounded, but they have not taken an

active role in preventing conflicts.

"It's time for the public health communi-

ty to declare war on war," he said.

In the United States, refugees, par

ticularly from Cambodia, are still being

treated for trauma experienced during the

STILL ALIVE- Gov. Michael Dukakis
makes an appearance at the Statehouse

before state employees yesterday. Story

pg.l3
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war, said Richard MoUica of the Southeast

Asian Psychiatric Clinic in Boston.

Returning US veterans also have suf

fered health problems. While claims of

cancer, birth defects and other problems

associated with exposure to Agent Orange

have been disputed, the government has

sponsored studies on the posttraumatic

stress suffered by many veterans.

Coping with the aftermath of war in Viet-

nam has been complicated by natural

disasters, said Nuyen Dinh Ngo, vice chair-

man of the Binh Tri Thien Province in cen

tral Vietnam, a site of heavy fighting dur

ing the war.
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Villii
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WITH THIS coupon
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I riVLIj Pair of EYEGLASSES i

(WITH PURCHASE Or A COMPLCTt PAIR)

Buy one pair of glasses at our regular price and get the second pair of the

same prescription from our special selection, AISOUniLY ntCC

Includes Hrst quality frames and single vision, clear, uncoated, 1st and 2nd

division lenses Offer precludes previous discounts.
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FREE*
Mac Rack - List $79.99

Mac Mouse Pad - List $1 2.99

MS-U'ord Rcademic Edition

Comparable to

MS-Uiord - List $395.00
When you ourchase soecial system oackaoes of the Mac II witn
primer or Mac 5F with printer r>orry no suDslilulions from

packaged systems

^UNIVERSITY
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CollrKian photo by David HigashiKuchi

UP WE GO - Freshman Manuel Alves (left) and Junior David Sells (right) climb the hill to

Baker Residence Hall.

President of Interfraternity Council arrested
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian StafT

The President of the Interfraternity Council at the

University of Massachusetts was arrested Monday mor
nin^; on a warrant from a private complaint alleging

assault and battery and breaking and entering.

Milind S. Bharvirkar, 20-yearold vice president of Pi

Kappa Alpha, was arrested at his fraternity house on

North Pleasant Street after another UMass student filed

a complaint that Bharvirkar attacked him while he was

visiting a friend at Alpha Chi Omega sorority.

The victim, who requested anonymity, said he received

a call from a friend Friday night asking him to come over

because her ex-boyfriend, Bharvirkar, had been harass-

ing her with phone calls and had shown up at her room

earlier in the evening.

Once in her room, the victim said he was assisting his

friend with packing so that she could spend the night

elsewhere, when Bharvirkar arrived.

"We were in her room and he (Bharvirkar) kicked the

door open which hit my friend. My back was to him when

he ran across the room and tackled me. It was totally un-

provoked,'" said the victim.

He said he was able to break free and run to another

room to phone the police. Bharvirkar fled the scene before

police arrived.

The victim was treated by University Health Services

for deep cuts from bites, bruised ribs, and other abrasions.

"I don't think someone as violent as this guy should be

allowed to represent the Greek Area," he stated.

A restraining order was placed on Bharvirkar barring

him from contact with either of the two people involved.

Faculty blasts
road design
By JONATHAN CORSO
Collegian Correspondent

Several faculty members have criticized the $130,000

construction of a road that will lead to a new admissions

building at the University of Massachusetts.

The road, which is being built in accordance with federal

regulations, will lead to a new admissions building located

across from the Newman Center. The building used to be

a Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity house.

The plan calls for a 24-foot-wide road, instead of the old

16-foot road, a 10-foot-wide handicap-accesible sidewalk

and a 24-space parking lot.

"With the new road. Hills South is going to be unusable

from mid-April to mid-October," said Profesor of Educa-

tion David Evans, whose office is in Hills House South.

Hills House is located next to the new building.

"Heat will radiate off the asphalt parking lot into the

building making it excessively hot, and because of the low

power outlets and the noise they will create, we can't put

in any air conditioners," he said.

The designer of the project, landscape architect Bill

Lambert cited federal regulations as to why the road is

being constructed the wav it is. .

'They cut down upward of 40 trees, many of them

large, and in some cases rare trees.'

— Education Professor David Evans

"TTie minimum width of a two lane road has to be at
least 24 feet and because it is a public building under the
federal section 504 we have to make it handicap accesi-

ble," Lambert said.

"We al.so had to take into account that most of the peo-

ple using the building will be walking there," he said.

Evans also complained about the number of trees cut
down for the project and the inability to transplant them
correctly.

"They cut down upward of 40 trees, many of them large,

and in some cases rare trees," he said. "Five of the rarest

trees were transplanted to the playground next door, two
are already dead."

Evans said the trees served as a cooling agent to the
building, and they also drowned out the noise from the
road in front of Hills. j „ .„continued on Page 12

Do !/oit hail' (iiti'slinns iiluml SKX
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ASK US
The University ofMassachusetts peer sex

educators invite you to send in your ques-

tions about contraception, AIDS, and sex-

ual issues in general to: ASK US, Peer

Sexuality Education Program, Universi-

ty Health Services. Responses are limited

by space availablity.

Ron Birnbaum, Heidi Klein, Gretchen

Krull. Brooke Norris, Sharon Russell, and

Jon Snider will respond to your questions.

Q. Which is the best method of birth

control?

A. The "best method" of birth control

is one that is used consistently, respon-

sibly, and correctly. The decision to use

birth control methods is determined by

medical concerns, cost, and ultimately;

personal choice. Birth control methods for

men are limited; he can use a condom or

abstain from sex. Women have many
birth control choices — the pill,

diaphragm, lUD, cervical cap, sper-

micides and condoms. Abstinence from

sex shouldn't be discounted, either. This

is why we encourage all with this ques-

tion to attend UHS contraception sessions

to best answer it for themselves.

Q. Is there an obligation to have sex

when you get a man excited?

A. There is never a time when an in-

dividual is obligated to have sex. It is,

however, important to know your own
limits as to what sexual behaviors you do

and don't want to engage in ahead of time.

If they are clear to you, you can make
them clear to your partner and you will

be less likely to find yourself in situations

where sex is being pressured. You always

have the right to say "no" and have the

right to be respected.

Q. Is "blue halls" dangerous?

A. The myth for men that all sex must

end in orgasm is the basis for men's con-

cern that "blue balls" is a painful, almost

life threatening condition.

When a man is sexually excited, the

tissues of the penis become swollen with

blood, making it erect. If he does not have

an orgasm which relieves the swelling in

the penis and the testicles (balls), he may
feel discomfort such as heaviness or pain.

This s a tfmpr>rary situation and will

resolve itself when the blood naturally

flows from these areas. Although

sometimes uncomfortable, "blue balls" is

not a dangerous condition.

Text book dispute
continues in Amherst
(AP) — A year after Amherst school of-

ficials refused to dump an eighth-grade

'social studies text that some parertts and

other residents claimed was too conser-

vative and gave a biased view of

American history, the battle continues in

this college town.

School Superintendent Donald Frizzle

prepared an 1 1-page response yesterday

to a complaint filed by parents with the

state Education Department, listing the

supplementary materials the district

teachers iree to -augment the book.

"The School Committee feels that;vith

the wide variety of supplementary

materials provided by the teachers, the

course adequately presents a multi-

cultural view," Frizzle said.

The residents' complaint to the State,

signed by 150 people, contends the book

violates the state's anti-discrimination

laws, which require materials used by the

public schools to be substantially free of

racial, sexual, religious, and ethnic bias.

Dade Singapuri, one of the residents,

said they are still unhappy with the book,

but no longer feel they can get rid of it.

"We just want to make sure that they

are providing adequate supplementary

materials to overcome its shortfcomings,"

she said. "And that is difficult Jaecause of

the issue of teacher autonomy. The stick-

ing point is [that] the administrators con-

tend they can't tell the teachers what to

teach."

Last year, teachers accused the group

of "censorship". Over the past year, ten-

sions have increased,,not eased, Singapuri

said.

"The School Committee is just g^ing
angrier and that's the sad part of it," she

said. "And as it goes along, more and
more townspeople American Indians,

Asians, Blacks, Hispanics - are getting in-

volved."

The book, the History of the American
Nation, was first published in 1982 and
is now in a second edition. Officials at

MacMillan Press, the publisher, have

described it as one of their better sellers

and used by a wide variety of school

districts."

F Y
The FYI section serves as a public ser-

vice announcement to the campus and

community. Space is limited, so the Col-

legian cannot guarantee all an-

nouncements will be published.

Food drive

The Newman Center is holding a food

drive for the needy. People are asked to

bring canned goods and packaged foods to

the center by Sunday. The drop-off point

is in the lobby.

Senior portraits

The Index is sponsoring portraits for

seniors from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today and

tomorrow in room 177 of the Campus

Center.

UMass lab theft may be a protest

NORTHAMPTON ( AP) - The Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Director of Public Safe-

ty said yesterday that two students accus-

ed of stealing laboratory animals may have

been protesting the animals use for

research.

"There has been a tendency across the

country for people to protest the use of

animals in laboratory research," said Ar-

thur Hilson. "This is speculation, but it

may well have been that someone was at-

tempting to make a bold statement."

One of the students, sophomore Andrew
T. Buckley, 19, of Somerset, appeared in

court yesterday at a pretrial hearing. Assis-

tant District Attorney Leslie McLellan,

who is prosecuting the case, declined to

comment on the hearing or the charges.

The other student, junior Benjamin S.

Bennett, 20, of Northampton, was schedul-

ed to appear in court today, also for a

pretrial hearing.

The students have pleaded innocent to

charges stemming from a Sept. 25 break-

in in which, according to Hilson, a few mice

and rabbits were taken from an undisclos-

ed University building.

Bennett was arrested the night of the in-

cident, and Buckley was arrested at his

campus residence the following day.

Both men were charged Sept. 26 with

breaking and entering in the night with in-

tent to commit a felony and causing a false

fire alarm.

Student's room
robbed of $512

A student reported Tuesday her room in

Wheeler Residence Hall had been broken
into and a sum totaling $512.50 of cash and

a checks had been stolen.

In other police reports:

• A student had the battery worth $70
stolen from his car which was parked in

Stadium lot E Tuesday.
•A wall clock and books worth $49 were
reported stolen from a room in Cashin
Residence Hall Tuesday.
• A 21 -year-old Amherst man was arrested

Wednesday for driving a motor vehicle

after his license had been suspended.
- THOMAS RODRIGUES
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adirondack music

CXJ

JT

Thanksgiving Madness!
The price - busting continues...

CD SENSATIONS!
We've got some sen&atJomUdealsovi CD players that can't be

beat! How about a

Pioneer PD-M40
six disc changer for

on/y $249. 95f?
Now if that's not wild enough for you, we've also got a Pioneer

PD— M50 six disc changer with remote control for onfy

$299.95?! WOW! We've also got a few of the TEAC Zero
Distortion series CD players left at sensational prices! ITie

ZD1000, a $500

value, now only

$325l\i that wont
stuff your turkey,

how about the ZD3000, a $850 value, now only $3991

CONCORD AT COST!
Yes folks, he's at it again! Seems that the bossman forgot to take

his umbrella with him out in the rain... Once again, you can take

advantage of his less than ideal griponrv^ilityTxaidi get the deal of

a lifetime on

s u p e r i (^ r

quality car

audio dock!

Save up lo

«:0"><r:nr^n
.... rT- . '—1 . .. ,

o
.& 1

n ..•'. . i 1

/a""
—^^^ "-^ ... ••.'_, .->,..-'

I I '•• •'» <^ \r

$300! No kidding.' "li'ougel lo choose liDmourseleclioiiol eight

different modeLs, and all you pay is the normal dealer cost! From
the $329 CX20 at just $198, to the $750 CX70 at just $449, this

deal Ls just too insane to pass up!

PORTABLE CONCERT HALLS!
Just can't get that concert hall feeling beating those pencils on

your books?! Need a small stereo with big sound that won't break

your budget? JVC has the solution the this dilemna! The JVC
PC-V55 or the

PC-W100 will

solve the no-
stereo blues! Fach

with super sounding

detachable
speakers, AM/FM

stereo radios and built in I^Q's. these beauties are not your

average boom box! At onlySISP.9S\he PC-V55 with its' single

auto reverse cassette deck is a super value! With dual dubbing
decks and short wave radio as well, at$219.9S\he PC-W 1 00 is

an incredible machine!

Beam me up!

Scotty!
Captain, there's a message coming in from

Starfteet Command!
Well, Uhura, what is it?!

I'm not sure, Sir, the signal keeps fading...

Captain, as Science Officer of the starship

Enterprise, I have made an in-depth
study of methods to improve reception, and
the irrevocable conclusion that 1 have come
to li that we're in dire need of a PARSEC
Beam Booster indoor FM antenna from

Adirondack Music. Certainly a well spent

investment o( only $39.95!
Thanks, Mr. Spock! Mr. Chekov, set the

course for planet Earth! Mr. Sulu, warp 10.

Soon, Uhura, soon...

Trade-ins ive/comef
Drag it tow It push it roll It! We'll give you something for it!

We also have the area's largest selection of replacement phono needles!

Give your records a break, replace that old naill

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100

Open Afondsythni Saturday fOam to 5pm
Sale prices good thru November 23, 1968

^Mastw Card
,

Uinil«<l quaolitie* All ilemt luhject to prior lale.

No r.iinch«cks. Not re«pontibl« for typof>ntpKica1 error*.
VIS^

Cotlpgian photo by Mirharl Cohen

PEOPLE UNCLEAR ON THE CONCEPT - Irfan Nasrullah, a senior
political science major, on a slide in Pufton Village.
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51 Boltwood

Walk
through

the Alley

^

253-7494

FREE DELIVERY

D20
Dyslexic Student Organization

Welcome
Meeting

Nov. 17th at 7 p.m. (Thursday)
Campus Center Room 917

Do you have trouble getting your ideas into words? Do you often

forget how to spell a word, or even the word itself? Is your
language often your enemy? Are directions just new ways for

you to get lost? You may be dyslexic. You are not alone. Come
and help wake up the University. Come to the DSO meeting.

Moans muse on
origins, music
By PETER N. PIASECKYJ
Collegian Correspondent

I stood in the Blue Wall waiting for the Lonely Moans
when these three guys approached me. One of the guys
was short, but he was flanked by two giants, which made
me kinda nervous. "We're the band," one said, "so let's

do the interview."

Collegian; Who are the Lonely Moans?
Lonely Moans: Well, Shambie plays bass, Mike plays

guitar and I (Sam) play drums. Shambie and I switch off

singing songs. As for the name, we had trouble picking

one, so we thought of big bands like the Rolling Stones
and the Ramones. Ergo, the Lonely Moans.
C: Where did you guys meet?
LM: We met at Hampshire College a few years back.

We would also like to stress that we are not a Hampshire
band, 'cause we don't play surf music. Yet it wasn't until

February 1988, that we really became established in

songwriting and playing out.

C: Where have you played, and with whom?
LM: We've played at the Rat, Greene St. Station,

Katina's and — probably the best place to play around
here, Sheehan's. OK, a list of bands that we have played
with — Malarians, Zulus, Live Skull and Dinosaur, Jr.

We would like to play around here but it's really hard.

C: Why is that?

LM: Because clubs want us to play really softly. I'm
sorry we're not Lawrence Welk. Our band plays hard
rock'n'roll and we have to play above a whisper. I think
that has been a big factor in getting gigs here. Not only
that, but it's hard to find a place to practice. People won't
rent to bands. We are considering moving, but the Valley

is a great place to live. Basically, we want to put out vinyl,

get bookings and tour. C: Speaking of vinyl, do you have
anything out?

continued below

The Lonely Moans

LM: Well, we just recorded a single, which should be

out anytime soon. I guess you can get a copy at Main St.

Records. It's being put out by Amphetamine Reptile

Records in Minnesota. For the record, Tom Hayzelmyer

from Halo of Flies is the bigwig at the studio. It's a great

label because it has great distribution, which is key to

getting recognition.

C: What's the single?

LM: It's called "Rocking Nerd." It's about a girl Sam
knew in school. She was a physics major who overnight

became a film major and got a leather wardrobe and horn-

rimmed glasses. She even attempted to dance at one of

our shows. It's basically about the pseudo-nerd craze in

America. It's not our best song, but it shows what we're

all about.

C: How would you describe your music?

LM: That's really hard, um . . . I guess it's a combina-

tion of 60s music, punk rock, surf, disco and remnants of

a raging Latino beat. It's intense dance music.

C: So what's next?

LM: We're recording an album in December at Fort

Apache Studios in Boston. The album will be released

sometime next year.

C: I always wanted to emulate the finest interviewer,

Barbara Walters. Ifyou could be any tree what would you
be?

LM: Shambie; I'd be a bush where dogs would visit me
regularly. Sam: A Duraflame log. Mike: Dead.

Don't forget to catch these musicians on Friday, Nov.

18, at 9:.30 p.m. at the Hampshire College Tavern. A must
see, so don't miss it.

I
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Poet probes into the production of all forms of art
Rilke 's revelations prove fascinating
By ERIC DAVIS
Collegian Correspondent

Letters to Cezanne
By Rainer Maria Rilke
Translated by Joel Agee
From International Publishers

Poet Rainer Maria Rilke is one of the

most eloquent writers on the subject of art

and the life of the artist. If you are an ar-

tist or a fan of any kind of art — be it

poetry, painting, music, whatever — read

Letters On Cezanne. It is an inquiry into

both the practice and the idea of art — and

it's fascinating.

The book is a collection of Rilke's letters

to his wife, based on descriptions of his dai-

ly agendas, his changing perceptions of

Cezanne's works, and the effect these

works have on his own work. Most of it is

very accessible, for what we learn is

grounded in events, not abstract ideas.

The poet emulates the great painter in

both artistic pursuits — such as the quest
for objectivity (destroying notions of
"beautiful" and ugly") — and in habitual

activities. The letters are filled with
descriptions of both men taking great

walks , in which they absorb some kind of
truth from their environment. As Rilke
writes, ".

. .The 'ultimate intuitions and in-

TONIGHT ONLY
6 pm - 12 midnight

Highest score on Master Shot
Basketball Machine wins $25

Drink of the Week
Kamakazi $1.50

Beer of the Month
Moosehead $1.50

The Spoke
35 EAST PLEASANT ST., AMHERST
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Work all Janttary as
Inventory Auditors
$6.50/hoar to start

"Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 2CX) offices Nationwide
with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 +
hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.
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For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester. Hatick. Framingham, Milford.

508-975-5 155—Lowell, Lawrence. SomerviUe, Cambridge,
Saagus, Peabody
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Middleboro
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sights' will only approach one who lives in

his work and stays there."

Rilke's descriptions of Cezanne's pain-

tings, while tools for his own growth, are

passionate and moving in their own right:

"In the brightness of face, the proximity of

all these colors has been exploited for a sim-

ple modeling of form and features . . . It's

as if every place were aware of all the other

places . . . that's how each daub plays its

part in maintaining equilibrium and pro-

ducing it."

If you get this book, find a copy of

Cezanne's works for reference. And,
whatever you do, if you are someone who
reads introductions, like myself, don't read

this one until you've finished the letters.

As Rilke himself once wrote, "Works of art

are of infinite loneliness and with nothing

so little to be reached as with criticism."

Of course that also makes me a hypocrite

for criticizing and reviewing this book in

the first place, but trust me
troduction last.

read the in-

If the idea of production of art interests

you at all, read this book. What could be
more perfect that a poet writing about a

painter? Before ending, I feel the need to

plug another collection of Rilke's letters.

Letters to a Young Poet. These are equally

strong in their content, and are more ex-

plicit in their expression. Letters A Young
Poet — along with Letters On Cezanne —
are two books we all should have.

Mamho X, Malarians, etc
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Northampton's newest nightclub, the

Universal Joint: Downstairs at Pearl

Street is making every effort possible to

bring new music to the area. During it's

five years of existence, Pearl Street has

tried to appeal to an older crowd by bring-

ing in more blues, soul, and R&B than

anyone in the area. But now that this type

of music is more than common throughout

the valley, a place like the U-Joint is a

fantastic way to ensure that all types of

bands, young and old, have a chance to

play the area.

To prove this, the U-Jomt have booked

Dumptruck tonight, with an all ages ear

ly show at 7:30. And tomorrow night. O
Positive are playing with The Headless

Horsemsen, again with an all ages show
at 7 p.m. and a 21* show at 9:00. On Satur

day night. Lucky Seven, the zydeco-rock

a-billy regular Lone Star house-band, play

a show at 9:30. The U-Joint is surfacing

as a regular NoHo night spot. Support it!

All other venues this weekend are

flourishing with opportunity as well. For

their second Valley visit, Mambo-X plays

the Iron Horse tonight. Professor Hatp
& His Showmen, a mysterious
blues/R&B band play for the first time at

Sheehan's tonight. It seems that there

hasn't been a blues band that hasn't

played at Sheehan's.

Tomorrow night Hampshire college

presents The Lonely Moans and Gidget
Goes to Hell at the Tavern (located in

Prescott — Note: No free beer at this

»hou>) for free. This should be a good show,

but if that doesn't satisfy you, Loudon
Wainwright plays at the Iron Horse with
The Holiday Clocks, or you can see The
Malarians at Sheehan's with Eastern
Wind

BIOENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERS,
READY FOR A

CHANGE OF PACE?
The Air Force con make you an
attractive ofter—outstanding

compensation plus

opportunities for professional

development. You can have a
challenging practice and time to

spend with your family while

you serve your country Find out

what the Air Force otters

bioenvironmental engineers.

CAPT BILL LINDBERG
413-557-3898 COLLECT
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Facials
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34 Main Street, Amherst
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To close Carribean Week, New York latin jazz band Sunrise will play
at the Hatch this Friday at 9 p.m. This free show is sponsored by
AHORA, Board of Governors and Abilities Unlimited.

For Bangles,
goes back to
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The Bangles
Everything
Columbia Records

Some people argue that the Bangles'

album Different Light was a sell out.

Everything
group's roots

same group that had put out such brilliant

songs as "Hero Takes A FalVand "Going
Down To Liverpool" were lowered to croon-

ing about manic mondays and walking like

Egyptians. In their third release Everything,

the Bangles seem to have found a way to

bring the artistic merit back to their music
without sacrificing popular appeal.

continued on page 8
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The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester
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wRh Connecting Service Nationwide
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"Be a Protein Pro"
Points on Protein

Most Americans eat more than twice their daily

requirement of protein.

Excess protein Is not used in the body for muscle
building. It is stored in the form of fat.

Protein-rich diets tend to also be fat-rich diets.

Choose lower fat proteins, such as poultry, fish,

skim milk and legumes and avoid high fat proteins,

such as whole milk and cheese, red meats, nuts
and seeds.

Division of Health Education and Vending Services

How to stand out
in a crowd

NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!

«*

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

^Hi^O
Factory

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST I

1he American Express* Card gKts an outstanding welcome

virtually anywhere you shop, whether iC$ for a leather jadcet

or a leather-bound classic Whether you're bound for

a booiotore or a beach in Bermuda. So during college

and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about

everything you'll want.

How to get the Card now.

Coll^ is the first sign of success. And because we

believe in your potential, we've made it easier

to get the Amencai! Express Card nght now

Whether you re a freshman, senior or

grad student, look into our new automatic

approval offers For details, pid( up an

application on campus.

Or call 1-SOO-THE-CARD and ask for

a student application.

The American Express Card.

Don't Leave School Without It**
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Chris De Burgh's Colours fly higher than ever before
By RICH BOUCHER
Collegian Correspondet

Flying Colours

Chris De Burgh

Chris De Burgh's new album Flying Col-

ours has me favorite new song on it. "Just

a Word Away" is a beautiful song that De
Burgh dedicated to his young son Hubie.

Just De Burgh and an acoustic guitar, this

song is a far cry from "The Lady in Red."

It's better. The song has an almost Simon
and Garfunkel quality to it; it's simple

sound contrasts the drum machines used

on other songs from the album. "Just A
Word Away," along with 11 other songs,

give the album a cohesive structure that

draws your attention at the end of a listen

to that quality of completeness which

impresses.

"I'm Not Scared Anymore," a song about

the encouraging and galvanizing power of

love, has a simple structure; the guitar

work and the steady, almost silent-until-

the-end drums have an inspiring quality.

The very gently sung refrain "you are near,

you are here" sounds reassuring,

hymnlike. Two songs, "The Risen Lord"

and "The Last Time I Cried" deal with

mysterious visions: vague, obscured glimp-

ses of a runaway Messiah. In fact, the first

chorus of "The Last Time" is: "Eli. Eli,

Lama, Oh Lord, You have forsaken me,"

a reference to Christ's plea from the cross.

De Burgh fans know that he has dealt with

religious themes and has used references

to mythological figures often in the past,

primarily in his lyrics from "The Spanish

Train" and "Don't Pay the Ferryman."

"A Night on the River" is a funny look

at a man's dilemma after a fight with his

love: "naked and frozen at the side of a

ME-DI-ATE

(me-de-at) To intervene between two or

more disputing parties in order to effect

an agreement. To settle or reconcile

differences.

STUDENTS-Learn to be a mediator. Free 32-hour

training offered by the UMass Mediation Program

during Spring semester leading to certification in

mediation. The training is designed to give

participants specific techniques and skills to deal

with interpersonal conflict. Training will be held on

Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2:30 to 5:30 in the

Campus Center. Call the Mediation Program in the

Dean of Students Office--545-4240 for application

forms and exact dates.

Bangles
continued from page 7

The album kicks in with the first single

release "In Your Room," a hard-edged

return to psychedelic folk rock. The

quartet's famous harmonizing is in peak

condition as is their ability to revive the

eOs through music. Susanna Hoffs'

distinctive voice set against the driving

guitar of Vicki Peterson is ptu^ ecstasy.

One asset o( the Bangles compared to

ordinary groups is their possession of not

otie lead singer, but four. Susanna HofFs

is most often associated with the task, but

on Everything the vocal burden is divid-

ed equally. Hoffs sings the popier

material, while Micheal Steele sings the

gloomy material and sisters Vicki and

Debi Peterson do whatever is left over.

l^e songs on Everything reveal some in-

consistencies. The writing on some songs

is exceptional while others are customary

album filler tracks. These songs aren't

dreadful, in fact they're better than what
most groups release as singles, they just

stand out against the superior songs. For-

tunately they're the exception and not the

rule.

Although the music of the Bangles

glorifies counter culture days, the song

"Glitter Years" makes a strong statement

against the era. Telling of the neglect of

a child due to his parent's infatuation

with drugs states the point very effective-

ly. Ofcourse the album also contains the

typical difficult love songs ("Complicated

Girl," "Waiting For You") but with the

skilled vocals of the Bangles they're a

pleasure to hear.

Everything seems to deliver just what

the title says. From tough rock to smooth

ballads and everything in between,

there's even a sdhg co-written by former

Kiss member Vinnie Vincent. The
talented instrumentation combined with

the skillful arrangements raises the

Bangles' brand of stylized psychedelia to

great new heights.

Interested in

MARKETING or MANAGEMENT?

A
IR^.

Look into

FOOD Marketing
HOTEL RESTAURANT TRAVEL

^,^^jf, Fashion Marketing
^forestry

leisure Studies.

the college of food and natural resources 545-1969
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M
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Mock Turtlenetk Dresses • ^
Mdrem Panls • Tapestries

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS nRST.

Why? Because Army ROTC teaches you
the leaaership and management skills you
need for success— in college and in life.

U Y "*'^cm Panls • Tapestries h

M Jeuclry • Underwear **

Every Monday

Through Thursday

all you can eat

buffet 5 p.m.

$5.99
Sun.-Thurs. 11-10. Fri. & Sat. 11-1 BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE

GEKING VIARDEN
A MANDARIN « SZECHUAN RtSTAURANT

586-1202 '^sm on Route 9, Hfkdlcy

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

FIND OUT MORE CONTACT
ARMY ROTC

Next to Boyden Gym 545-2321

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Add Spice To Your Weekend!!

NOW SERVING BRUNCH
t\er> dish froshl> prtpdrcd lo ordrr usini- Ihc finrst int;rrdicnls.

and M pri(fs thai won"! wretk the urt'krnd biidmM.

Soturdoy G Sunday
11:00 To 3:00

7 OLD SOUTH STREET
T HAMPTON
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Chris DeBurgh
continued from page 8

lake/I think I've gone and made my big

mistake/I took her swimming, we had a

fight/ Now my clothes and my lady are well

out of sight." De Burgh has lent this type

of humor to a song before, namely "Patricia

The Stripper." De Burgh fans, I think,

should have this album. It stands well on

it's own, and against past works.

I'm a biased fan of five years, I admit it.

I love the album. If you're not a fan this

album is an excellent introduction to his

music, and it has many merits to stand on;

some mentioned here, some you'll have to

listen for and Flying Colours is definitely

worth a listen.

Malcolm Rowell, Jr., director of Band and Associate Professor of

Music at UMass will direct the Wind Ensemble and Symphony Band
at John M. Greene Hall at Smith College Friday at 8 p.m. in a free

concert.

^ aNEMA

. Now. llie in(»l

lii«lhl\ acclaimed film

of tlie yeail

BAHHAHA MI

World Apar

electrifmng:
Roger Ebert. CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

M.ke McGrady NEWSDAY
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DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!
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PARIS 229
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HONGKONG 739
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Traral Catalog!
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Professor Harp an«i
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Saturday Nov 19

AC Raad and tha
Spark Pluga

w/Whalin' Dave and the

Blue Dogs

LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
''South Africa's Grammy Award-

winning Vocal Group''

with specisi guest

Karia BonofF

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm
FAC Concert Hall

Tickets: $ 1 6, 1 4J 2

Five college students '/2 -price Z] Box Office 545-25
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The Western Massachusetts

Health Plan brings lower health care

costs home to you.

As a Blue Cross* and Bhie Shield*

plan, Western Massachusetts gives

you the security-and savings-of

comprehensive coverage with 100%

hospitalization, no deductibles, no

claim forms, and low-cost office visits

and check-ups. And as a member,

youTl have your choice of the well-

established, communitv' physicians

who participate in the plan. And

you'll see them in the comfort of their

private offices.

So ask your employer or benefits

manager for more information, or call

586-4442 or 774-2831 for details on

the Western Massachusetts Health

Plan. Because the best remedy for

high health ^
care costs is / wishbn massachusitt*

right here Lmml
at home.

, HEALTH PIAN

^1
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
o<UumOium«
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THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Lotsa New
MUSIC VIDEOS

Just in!

A Vision Shared: A Tribute to

Woody Guthrie & Leadbelly"

Only $19.99

1 1

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday
9:30-6:00 9:30-9:00 12:00-5:00

213 Main Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726
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I want to kill that
Jordache jeans, rollerskating, and Nikes were probably

the top three items on my "likes and dislikes" list my 7th

grade Home Economics teacher made our class compile.

I have no doubt as to the top three DISLIKES, however.

I read them aloud in class — ".
. . AC/DC, liver and I HATE

my brother Jay."

Emphatic I was at age 12.

But one had to be, living in close quarters with a sibl-

ing 4 12 years older. Surviving was an uninterrupted,

daily episode of hell. HE would turn the clock back on

Tuesday nights so I'd miss Happy Days, expect calls from

ED while I was trying to piece together General Hospital,

eat all the GOOD groceries (i.e. E)evil Dogs, chocolate pud-

ding) before I even knew of their purchase, shove the emp-

ty box in my face . . . then burp.

"You pig! I'm tellin'!" (My most common sentence.)

"Go ahead, PIG NOSE."
Ahh, pig nose. The name he created just for that feature

that hasn't changed despite his every effort to minimize

its size ... by FLICKING it. Only at opportune moments
(when parents were out) would his fingers bounce off my
nose in an attempt to knock off its excess flesh. It never

worked.

But I got back. Being the youngest in the family, not

to mention the only girl. I had an edge. When the parents

weren't looking during dinner, I'd say he hit me, sprout

sweet, dear brother of mine
a few crocodile tears, rub an arm in an effort to quell the

"pain," sniffle, and he'd get it. Oh yeah, the clincher: be

sure to smile in his general direction as he trudged to his

room.

Alise Harfield

But I wasn't always successful. Like the time we tried

plopping alka-seltzers into a cup of ginger ale just to see

what would happen. We watched in awe as bubbles of

ginger-ale danced like fireworks above the cup and into

the air. Then he suggested I drop some tablets in the two-

liter bottle. I readily agreed, because it was one of the few

times he let me play with him. (Somehow his ideas were

always more creative than mine, I guess because he was

older.) Needless to say that while I rushed to find a towel

to clean up the overflowing soda, he told on me. When he

later used my chalk (without asking) to draw a strike zone

on the side of the house so he and ED could practice whif-

fle ball, I had to tell ... it was my turn.

This went on for a seemingly never-ending adolescence.

Then he left for college. I readily helped him pack.

For the first two months I lived as an only child in ut-

ter bliss. Then I got lonely. In short, I missed the misery.

I couldn't very well flick the bathroom lights on and off

while running hot water in the kitchen while DAD was

taking a shower, could I? I thought of picking fights with

brothers of friends, but realized I'd hate it if someone else

ever called my brother a name. Such areas were my ter-

ritory only.

Then something miraculous happened when my mother

made me call to wish him a happy 20th birthday. I was

just about to go back to reading his leftover Sports Il-

lustrated when he said, without hesitation, "I love you,

Alise."

"GeeJaylloveyoutooheresmombyebye."

What happened? Did he draw some tacit armistice en-

ding our lifelong sibling rivalry? Or was he just acting

big because he was 20?

To this day I can't answer that one. All I know is that

when he was home for vacations, he didn't feel like play-

ing whiffle ball anymore, even if I said I'd pitch to him

the whole time. He even ASKED to borrow my OXY-10.

The phone calls when I went to college a few years later

were even worse. (For some odd reason I liked calling him

just for the heck of it). We wouldn't fight; instead we ask-

ed genuine, caring questions about the other's well-being.

No hate involved whatsoever.

Oh, and he doesn't call me THAT NAME anymore. And
I don't unplug his razor when he's trying to charge it.

I think hating him was more fun.

Alise Harfield is a Collegian columnist

To whom it may concern

Kinder, gentler nation?
First a kinder, gentler stomach

HitlUCltiKih^aneyPkjyK

I walked into a friend's room last

Wednesday to see him sitting there with

a pale, blank expression on his face. On his

desk in front of him sat five bottles ofMax
imum Strength Pepto-Bismol, two
packages of Sudafed Plus, three bottles of

Formula 44D, six Alka-Seltzer tablets, and

a bottle of Bayer aspirin.

Bob Bobala

"What are you doing?" I asked him,

"Bush is president. Life as we know it is

going to continue for the next four years.

Add 'em up. That's 12 years of Reaganism.

I'm not gonna live through it a day longer."

"Suicide?" Don't you think you'd be bet-

ter off using a hardcore prescription drug?"

Yeah, but 1 don't have any, and this is

all that the munchy store had." He popped

an Alka-Seltzer tablet into his mouth and
chewed it, his face grimacing as he

swallowed.
"Come on. It won't be so bad," I said.

"The Democrats still have control of Con-

gress. They even picked up a seat in the

Senate and five in the House. Bush won't

be able to do a thing. Don't you read the

papers? He's not even gonna get a honey-

moon — unless you believe someone like

Rep. Richard Durbin of Illinois who conced-

ed that he he may get a 15-minute honey-

moon afler he takes his hand ofl'the Bible.'

So chill out, man."
His blank expression turned to one of

lunacy as he stared at me. "Humphrey,
McGovern, Carter, Mondale, and now
Dukakis. We've lost five out of the last six

elections!"

I cracked open one of the bottles of Pepto-

Bismol and took a swig. "Hey, at least

Carter won in '76."

"But this was our election. We were sup-

posed to win. Dukakis had a 17-point lead

this summer. But he sat on it while Bush
cut him apart on non-issues like the ACLU,
the Pledge of Allegiance, and the furlough

program."
"Don't you think the Democrats in Con-

gress know that? They're not gonna let him
off the hook for his negative campaigning.

He's got no mandate. He only won by eight

percent of the vote. Congress knows that."

He washed a couple of aspirins down with

some cough syrup and gazed at the wall,

saying nothing. I continued, "The
Democrats are gonna have burning mat-

ches under his feet wherever he steps. He
has to deal with the budget deficit, but he
pledged not to raise taxes. Congress isn't

going to let him slash social programs.

They're gonna hold him to his promise of

a "kinder, gentler nation." Besides, he's

got more to worry about than the

Democrats. Don't forget about Bob Dole."

Now he swallowed some Sudafed, follow-

ing it up by chugging a half a bottle of

Pepto-Bismol. "But I want a president

that's a leader, not a clerk. I want a presi-

dent to be somebody I can look up to and
admire."

"Then give Bush a chance," I said.

He tilted his head at me in disgust.

"George BushV"
"Well, then stick around until '92. Think

of Cuomo, Bradley, or Nunn. The
Democrats will win again."

His face had become even whiter now. He
held the cough medicine in his hand and
stared at the floor for a while. Finally, he

picked his head up. "But what about Vice

President Qua" His body tensed and he

launched a thick stream of pink puke

across his desk. The force knocked over the

aspirin bottle and pills rolled off the desk's

edge, bouncing on the floor.

"I'm glad you didn't even say it," I said.

"Enough's been said about him already."

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

Just my opinion

Some senators forget — we elected Shari and Jason
Angry, resentful, irritated, annoyed, disturbed, troubl-

ed^ bothered, pestered, deceived, betrayed. . .

These are few adjectives to describe how I feel about
the Undergraduate Student Senate and the way it has
been conducting business.

First let's clarify things. A) All SATF paying
undergraduate students are members of the Student
Government Association. B) We elect other students to

represent us in the Senate. C) Their job is to help keep
this cemipus running by giving the RSOs and area

governments funds to do stuff, such as sponsor movies

and trips to Montreal. They are also supposed to repre-

sent us to the administration. D) Some senators aren't

doing their job.

Now there once was a time that I would just point to

the conservative faction of the Senate and say they were

responsible for all the bad happenings and childishness

that goes on during a senate meeting. Alas, no longer

is this possible. The Senate today has people in it who
are of the moderate and liberal mindset who are disrup-

ting business, all in order to build their own power base.

Kind of pathetic to think that people want to lead small

power groups in a Student Senate. But, remember please,

most ofthe senators are trying to do the best job they can.

Where is this all going you might wonder. I'm leading

up to of course the most haggard and admittedly absurd

issue of the past two semesters: the ratification of Shari

Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz as co-presidents.

Why is it absurd? Because elections were last March,
today is Nov. 17. Don't you think our wise and intelligent

representatives could have settled the issue by now?
Now the senators against ratification say it is against

the SGA constitution to have co-presidents. Why?
Because the constitution does not specifically say there
can be co-presidents. This is an age old conservative
belief — if it ain't etched in stone or stained on a dead
tree, it don't count.

Peter Leon

I was always taught the US Constitution was vague.
If something wasn't specifically written it didn't mean
the Congress and Supreme Court couldn't assume the
federal government could do that something. Isn't the
SGA constitution modeled on the US Constitution?

People who are going against ratification also say Shari
and Jason didn't win really because if Aram Hamparian
and Guy Glodis (the two single candidates of the elec-

tion) had run together they would have won because
together they got more votes than Shari and Jason.

Well, in the spirit of George Bush, our presidentelect,

READ MY WORDS PEOPLE: The point is moot. It's

moot because Aram and Guy didn't run together and the

election is over. It may be news to certain senators but

elections on this campus are decided solely on which can-
didate(s) get the most votes.

Now last Tuesday night on that trendy show I know
y'all listen to - SGA Today (WMUA 91.1, 8:30 to 9:30)
— Greg Rothman and Brian Darling, who are leading
the fight against co-presidents, and Jason and Shari met
to debate the issue of the co-presidency. Now beyond the
fact that I believe Shari and Jason should hold office,

I believe I can analyze the debate.

First Shari and Jason did win, not because their argu-

ment for co-presidency was more clearly stated, both
sides were clear and consistent (Rothman and Darling
are just misreading the constitution and will of the
students).

What won the debate for Sharkand Jason was Rothman
and Darling. Rothman referred to the people who show-
ed up at the Nov. 9 SGA meeting to support ratification

as "goons." Later Darling referred to a student who call-

ed in to ask a question as ignorant because he (in Darl-

ing's opinion) had not read the SGA constitution. Shari
immediately pointed out both as being rude and con-

descending to Rothman and Darling's respective
constituents.

This to me shows how the people who are against
ratification believe they know what WE, THE
STUDENTS, think. Thing is we have already spoken.
We want Shari and Jason.
Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

'M' is for mouth

Getting pizza

should never
cost that much
I'm not going to write about the mistake

we made on Nov. 8, or how we must be
cursed to have some of the biggest human
hot-air balloons on the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate. This week, I'm going to tell

you a story. It goes like this:

One night about six years ago, a man was
watching TV with his wife. They were

hungry, so he ordered out for a pizza. He
left to go get it about 20 minutes later (this

was before Domino's came to town). It was
about 10 p.m.

Pamela McCarthy

By 10:30, his wife was worried. By 11

p.m. she was frantic. She dialing the

number to the town's hospital at 1 1:30. Her
worst fears were confirmed when the per-

son she s|X)ke with said, "Oh, we were just

about to call you."

The man had been on his way to get the

pizza when something smashed into his

tiny Pinto hatchback's rear at 90 miles an
hour. The car took a dive through a chain-

link fence and down a thirty-foot factory

embankment. He somehow managed to

crawl out before he slipped into

unconsciousness.

The 'something' that hit his car was a

Cadillac. The maggot driving it was being

chased by the cops for setting off

firecrackers in front of the police station.

She was 15, and smashed out of her mind.

She and her 19-year-old married boyfriend

were having the time of their lives, being

chased by three cruisers for their atrocious

and heinous crime. (The police in that town

never have cars to patrol the streets with,

but humorously enough, they had three ly-

ing around on that particular night.) They

were having fun, fun, fun, in daddy's cad-

dy until they hit the man in the rear.

The caddy and the cruisers just passed

by.

Thit man had a broken collarbone, broken

leg, several broken ribs, a concussion,

serious internal bleeding, and the bruises

and minor lacerations you always get from

a high-impact crash and broken glass.

His wife had the dubious honor of telling

their two daughters the news the next mor-

ning. They didn't take it very well. In fact,

his mother, his brother's family, and his

sister's family weren't particularly recep

tive to the news either. They were all pret

ty vocal about their discontent. The only

exception was his older daughter, who
decided that the last thing everyone need

ed to deal with was an upset teenager.

Besides, the fact that her father was in

serious trouble hadn't hit her yet.

His daughters wanted to visit him, but

he and his wife decided it would be best to

wait until he looked better. His wife told

them they'd get upset if they saw how bad

their dad looked. This didn't particularly

sit well with his older daughter, who
thought she could stomach anything, and

then worried about how badly hurt he was.

The man was finally released from the

hospital. He came home on crutches for his

broken leg. He was about 20 pounds

lighter. The bruises and cuts on his face,

neck and arms were faded, but still pain-

fully obvious. He was in a lot of pain.

His older daughter learned the fine art

of hate within the next few weeks. She saw

a picture of the car after the accident. It

was no longer a car. It was a pile of metal

toothpicks. She heard that the sentence for

the girl who did this was a stay at the Y
without pool privliges until they could find

her a foster home. She was a poor,

misunderstood victim of society, you know.

She needed help, even if she did sentence

that man and his family to undeserved

pain.

That family is my family.

My father is fine now. Even the scars

from the operations he got in the hospital

are faded. He's philosophical about the .

whole thing.

"Maybe she'll straighten up. If she does,

all the power to her. If she doesn't, she'll

get what she deserves."

I wish I could be that forgiving.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian

columnist
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Letters

God is more important than blindly following religion
First of all, let me say that I agree with

Bob Bobala in that one must hold fast to

one's convictions - whether they be

religious or pertaining to any matters of

consequence. However, I feel that his arti-

cle ("Changing Your Religion Isn't Like

Changing Your Shoes," Nov. 10) is a little

judgmental.

My belief is that religion today falls short

of how God intended it to be. the church has

evolved into an organized system of various

denominations which only function as bar-

riers to the true teachings of Christianity.

Today, as in the past, there has been too

much emphasis placed on "religion" con-

sisting of following rules, rituals, etc. and
not enough significance given to the

message of Christ which calls us to love

God above all and our neighbor as

ourselves. If people would only worry about

their personal relationship with God first,

then the rest would fall into place. Instead

there is division and strife among Chris-

tians who believe that their denomination
or way of worshipping God is the right way.

As Bobala mentioned in his article, these

controversies have often led to war. A
perfect example today is the war in Ireland

between Protestants and Catholics. I am
completely disgusted when I see such an
example of hypocracy as this. No wonder
so many people are confused about religion

and what Christianity means. Christians

should be united in Christ — not killing

each other over differences of opinion. My

mother is Roman Catholic and my father

is Protestant. They are now divorced. I am
Roman Catholic, but enjoy attending Pro-

testant Church on occasion. I see good and
bad qualities on both sides, and don't con-

sider myself less of a Catholic because I

sometimes attend Protestant services. I

worship God — the only God — God of all

faiths.

No, Bob, I don't think you take this

"religion stuff" too seriously — I think

more people should. Perhaps by raising

questions like these Christians (and non-

Christians alike) will be able to arrive at

a greater truth and stopjudging each other.

Jennifer Ham
Northeast

Black-Jewish relations won't be hurt by Farrakhan
I feel that the issue of Minister Louis Far-

rakhan will not deteriorate Jewish and

black friendship on this campus.
The issue of Farrakhan's anti-Semitism

is a nationwide issue. But, are we going to

drag it here, on this campus? The ad-

ministration of the University of

Massachusetts is already searching for

means to avoid ethnic tensions on campus.

I have been reading it in the Collegian. The
issue should be dealt with to satisfy both

ethnic groups.

The term Semites does not only apply to

Israel but to other nations. So, Farrakhan
is coming to a backysu-d of disgrace, if I am
not misinterpreting his anti-Semitism.

Because this university has people of all

nations, including Moslems, whom I sup-

pose he is one of them. Also, I wonder if so-

meone is anti-Semitic must be called Im-

am, reverend or a rabbi. The Semite race

are people who are not only Jews, but in-

cludes Christian and Moslems.
If Farrakhan is anti-Semitic, then he has

insulted the Islamic world, including Jews.

So, those who are willing for his present on

campus must judge it carefully before he

is invited to give his speech.

Maybe in the United States the term
Semitic only refers to people from Israel,

but maybe we've misinterpreted the word

Semitic.

I wonder if for someone to be anti-

Semitic, that person should be considered

a Moslem or a Christian. I know Far-

rakhan is not a Jew. What about Hitler?

So, if Farrakhan is anti-Semitic, for what
I've been reading from the media, then he

is not only against Israel, but against all

people of the Semitic race.

Semitic religions are, Judaism, Chris-

tianity and Islamic. Semites are from

North Africa, West and North of West
Africa, the Middle East, Asia Minor, and

North of East Africa.

Jews and blacks will live together in this

free lovable country with peace and
democracy which America gives to her

citizens. Jews and blacks have lived

together before with harmony, they en-

joyed love in the Arabian peninsula until

the last journey to Canaan. Peace must
prevail among Jews and blacks in the

name of Yahweh.
If Farrakhan comes, he should know that

our University is of different nationalities

who may or may not welcome his presence.

William Landford
Sunderland

Praising Farrakhan encourages hate toward Jews
Putting aside the question of gross insen-

sitivity and bias, Thomas Mambande's ar-

ticle on Minister Louis Farrakhan's propos-

ed visit to UMass is venomous, contradic-

tory and ultimately accusatory toward the

Jewish community. In addition, it's just

plain wrong. How can Mambande assert

that Farrakhan is not an anti-Semite when

he later quotes the Minister as saying

Judaism is a "dirty religion", and that

Adolf Hitler was a "very great man" who
made Germany a "great fighting

machine"? Since when is a great fighting

machine a country that murders over nine

million people? Since when is a great man
one who orchestrates this destruction? I

can assure Mambande that Hitler would
have also killed the blacks if he had a

chance. That Farrakhan welcomes the com-

parison is the first hint at something gone
awry.

Farrakhan's visit, furthermore, is not

"imminent." The Distinguished Visitors

Program took the first step in rightly

withdrawing its sponsorship. If a Jewish
speaker (with a Jewish Agenda) who hated

blacks spoke on campus, people would pro-

test, Jews included. And ifFarrakhan and

his propaganda come from every person

who is thoughtful enough to realize that in

the Minister we have hate personified —
and admired. Farrakhan's speech alone

won't be divisive of the black, white and

Jewish communities, but the assertion that

he is worthy of our praise, the we should

all lap up his anti-Semitic visions, will be

the ultimate test of UMass as a J'civil"

campus.

Alison Buckholtz
Alisa Berkowitz

Orchard Hill

It's Buffalo Bisons, not Bulls
Anthony Padovano, ifyou are going to be

so cynical in condemning Buffalo's sports

teams ("Why can't Buffalo just shuffle off?"

Nov. 16) please try to include correct infor-

mation in your article.

You were correct in saying that Buffalo

has never had a m^jor league baseball

team and that we are trying desperately

to achieve this status. However, you were

blatantly incorrect in stating that "we will

be saved from the Buffalo Bulls for some
time." You will be saved from the "Buffalo

Bulls" forever because Buffalo's present

;and most likely all-time) baseball team is

the Buffalo Bisons.

Jami Lichtman
Central

Letters to the editor should be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center.

In other news. . .

Charlie Brown has had a sex change —
sort of In an animated CBS mini-series

about American history that starts this

month, the voice of the placid Peanut will

be that ofa girL Erin Chase, 15. is the first

female ever to try out for the part, and she

may last longer than her 11 male
predecessors for one simple reason: her
voice isn't going to change.

-Newsweek, Oct. 17, 1988
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Road
continued from Page 3

"We intend to plant trees along the road. If anything,

there will be more shade. The road itself will not be heavi-

ly used, employees will use Butterfield Terrace," he said.

Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning Pro-

fessor Dennis Ryan III, who also has an office in Hills

South, said he is unimpressed with the design.

"It was totally unnecessary to cut down all those trees.

They had to raise the grade 5 to 6 feet, which will overlap

existing vegitation, killing it," Ryan said.

"Water will run down towards Hills South into the

building. I feel the whole thing could have been done in

a much more professional manner," he said.

Lambert said, "We did have to raise the grade con-

siderably, but the catch basin and 6-inch curbs will stop

the water from hitting the building. I don't see any pro-

blems with the design."

Evans said because of the width of the road and
sidewalk, the University must be expecting a large

number of people to use the building on a daily basis.

"What do they expect, thousands of people marching in-

to admissions? The entrance will look like the entrance

to a royal palace," Evans said.

Director of Admissions Timm Rinehart said the Univer-

sity does not exf>ect a large amount of people to use the

building.

"On any given week, we don't excpect more than 40 peo-

ple," Rinehart said.

"Most of the people will park by the new Visitor's Center

or in the Campus Center Parking Garage, not in front of

the admissions building," he said.

Smokeout today
It's once again that time of year when many individuals

will take a test. It's not a test of knowledge but rather

a 24-hour test of self-control. Today is the Great American
Smokeout.
This event is held each year on the third Thursday of

November and today is the 11th anniversary.

The on-campus sponsors are the University Health Ser-

vices and peer health class students.

"We are an extension of the nation-wide event. We are

trying to make UMass students quit smoking," said Judi

Kohn, a peer health class student and senior economics

major.

Among the group's strategy is sending postcards to pro-

spective quitters. They can be purchased at Health Ser-

vices and the 26th floor of the Tower Library.

Another part of the plan is having smoke survival kits

available on the Campus Center concourse from 8:30 a.m.

to 2:30 p.m. today.
- JOANNE HOLOTKA
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Dukakis reception mixed
at Statehouse in Boston
BOSTON (AP) - State legislators gave

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis a mixed reception

as he returned to the Massachusetts House
chamber a week after losing his presiden-

tial bid. He thanked them for their support

and addressed the state's budget problems.

"It was just a pleasant stop to say hello

and to thank the people here who worked
very hard for his candidacy. It was not a

substantive speech, and he cleary did not

address the issues. I don't think that was
his intention," democrat State Rep.
Richard Yoke said after the address

Tuesday.
The influential chairman of the House

Ways and Means committee added that

Dukakis was received as a "sincere and
honest and dedicated public servant."

Members of the House, Senate, Lt. Gov.

Evelyn Murphy, and a gallery full of sup-

porters gave Dukakis a three minute stan-

ding ovation as the governor walked from

his Statehouse office into a packed House
chamber.
The public show of support aside,

however, many legislators said later in

private that they found the speach lacking

in particulars and predicted that Dukakis
will face a restive Legislature in coming
months.
"I think what we saw here was a

welcome back, a historic moment," said

Dukakis
continued from page 2

elevated readings as far out as the

perimeter, it's a significant event," Agnes
said.

The 9:50 a.m. the accident occurred in a

waste processing area during preparations

for shipping a container of waste from the

plant.

The water was being filtered through

diatomaceous earth to remove radioactivi-

ty. The earth then was to be shipped to a

storage facility in Barnwell, S.C, Robinson

said.

She said the water "overflowed the area

where it was to be collected."

House Republican Leader Steven Pierce.

But he quickly added a warning.

"Members are very unhappy not only

with the outcome of the election but also

with the problems we face in

Massachusetts. Democratic members need-

ed to be thanked ... as they face these real

tough challenges," said Peirce.

The Republican leader credited Dukakis
with acknowledging the seriousness of the

fiscal situation.

"I don't for one minute underestimate the

seriousness ofthe problem," Dukakis said,

once again stopping short of describing the

situation as a "crisis," as many legislators

insist.

"And no one should doubt our commit-

ment to deal with it," the governor said.

"We will have to make some tough choices

while we protect the most vulnerable of our

citizens."

Aside from a call to action, Dukakis of

fered no program to deal with a shortfall

in the state budget that ranges form a low

of $282 million, acknowlegded by gover-

nor's top budget aid on Monday, to

estimates as high as $1 billion.

"This is an emotional moment for me,"

Dukakis said at the start of his 11 -minute

address to the special joint session, joking

about his legendary reserve and sharing

his feelings of nostalgia, sorrow and pride.

The spill was discovered by a plant

operator making a tour of the plant who
immediately cut off the flow of water, she

said.

Edison spokesman John Fodler said the

worker's knee touched some water during

the spill cleanup cmd was washed with soap

and water. "The level ofcontamination on

his knee was just barely above the

minimum level where we say something is

contamiinated instead of clean," he said.

He said the plant has roped off and is

testing the area around the spill.

Agnes said he wanted to know whether

the accident was "based on human error

or was the result of some faulty procedure."

"If it's a problem with the procedure, that

may be more serious," he said.
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Insurance regulations for testing of

AIDS thrown out by state court
BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts regulations limiting

AIDS testing for insurance purposes were thrown out by

the state Supreme Court yesterday on grounds that the

insurance commissioner lacked authority to issue the

rules.

"We conclude that the commissioner had no authority,

express or implied, to adapt the regulations challenged

in this case," Justice Herbert P. Wilkins wrote for a

unanimous court.

Insurance Commissioner Roger Singer issued the

regulations on Sept. 11. 1987, making Massachusetts on-

ly the second state (behind New York) to ban, by regula-

tions, health insurance testing for antibodies associated

with acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

Under the regulations. AIDS testing would be banned

for all health insurance and any group life or disability

insurance. Testing would be allowed under controlled con-

ditions for individual life and non-cancellable disability

insurance.

The regulations said that insurance companies who wish

to test must offer a no-test $100,000 policy with an AIDS
exclusion. Companies could also offer any policy with a

no-test AIDS exclusion which could be removed later if

the individual policyholder furnished proof of a negative

test for the AIDS antibody.

The Life Insurance Association of Massachusetts and

several insurance companies sued to block the regulations.

On June 7. 1988. superior court Judge Elbert Tuttle

granted a summary judgment in favor of the insurance

commissior<;r. But the regulations have been held up pen-

ding the appeal.

The high court's ruling today focused only on the in-

dustry's contention that Singer lacked authority to issue

the regulations. The justices did not consider other in-

dustry concerns that the rules were arbitrary, denied

equal protection to people not infected with AIDS, and in-

terfered with the insurer's common law right not to enter

into contracts.

Singer, with Attorney General James Shannon suppor-

ting him, based his authority to issue the regulations on

a 1924 law generally outlining his administration and en-

forcement duties.

But the court said, "It is doubtful that the 1924

Legislature intended by implication to authorize the com-

missioner to issue regulations dictating underwriting

practices of insurance companies."

The court went on to note that "when the Legislature

has wanted the commissioner to have the authority to

issue regulations, it has said so expressly."

The justices added that their decision "has nothing to

do with the substantive merits of the (AIDStesting)

regulations or with the need for their adoption."

'The commissioner has sought in good faith to deal with

one aspect of an important public health problem." the

court said.

However, the justices said, "Even if we were to agree

that the challenged regulations are desirable, or at least

that the commissioner was well justified in his decision

in thinking so, this court lacks the power to provide the

authority for their promulgation."

Es\;onia declares self a "sovereign" nation
TALLINN. USSR (APi - The Estonian parliament

yesterday declared the tiny Baltic republic "sovereign"

with the right to veto Soviet laws.

Before the vote, deputies from the Communist Party and

government of Estonia held a debate in which they detail-

ed the republic's need to control land, factories, and laws,

saying centralized control from Moscow had been ruinous

for both the economy and environment.

The vote on the "declaration of sovereignty" was 258

to 1. with five abstentions. It came after a vote on related

amendments to the Estonian Constitution that passed 254

to 7.

The amendments include one declaring that Soviet laws

will take effect in Estonia "upon their registration by the

Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Estonian Soviet

Socialist Republic in a way regulated by it. " That

.somewhat vague wording was apparently the result of a

last-minute compromise.

The other four amendments add human and civil rights

guarantees, claim the land and natural resources of the

republic as the property of Estonia rather than of the

"state", and guarantee the right to hold private property.

The declaration of sovereignty stopped short of calling

for complete independence, but demanded a treaty be

negotiated with Moscow to "determine the further status

of Estonia in the composition of the Soviet Union."

The passage of such measures by a government body

is an unprecendented act of defiance toward central

authorities in a country still feeling its way through Soviet

President Mikhail Gorbachev's policy of "glasnost" or

openness.
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The pill temporarily increases heart disease
BOSTON (AP) - Women who take birth control pills

face double the usual chance of heart disease, but their

increased risk goes away as soon as they stop taking the

pill, a news study conference concluded.

Although the link between heart trouble and current
pill use is well known, experts were unsure whether this
increased risk lingered after women stopped taking the
pill.

The latest study, based on the long-running Nurses'

Health Study at Harvard Medical School, concludes that

former pill takers have no more than the usual risk of

heart trouble.

The study found that current pill users are 2.5 times

more likely than non-users the same age to have heart

attacks and strokes. However, their risk was still extreme-

ly low.

The adverse affects of the pill could be potentially more
important if they continue after women stop using this

form of birth control. Former users are older and are

already at higher risk of heart trouble. Even a moderate

increase in this hazard could be insignificant.

"Women who have used oral contraceptives in the past

do not have to be concerned that this will raise their risk

of cardiovascular disease," said Dr. Neil J. Stampfer.

Stampfer's study, published in last Thursday's New
England Journal of Medicine, wais based on an eight-year

follow-up of 119,061 female nurses. They ranged in age

from 30 to 55 when the study began. Of these, 7,074 were

current pill users, and 49,269 had taken it in their past.

Overall, there were 380 non-fatal heart attacks, 205 non-

fatal strokes and 230 cardiovascular deaths.

While the risks among current users were higher than
among non-users the same age, heart trouble was still rare

among pill users. Only 10 current pill users suffered ma-
jor coronary heart disease, and seven of them were
cigarette smokers.

Cigarettes clearly increase the risk of heart disease, and
Stampfer said "there defmitely is an interaction" between
the pill and smoking.

"Current users would have about double the risk of

heart attack," Stampfer said, "But it's double a number
that's almost next to nothing. The risk of heart attack in

young women is very low, as long as they don't smoke.
In fact, smoking is the cause of about half of all heart at-

tacks in young to middle-aged women."
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This could be you this winter If you i

plan early for your winter vacations I
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VIDEOS & BROCHURES
NOW AVAILABLE

In T:
Sbojps Northampton, MA
nan aftif^

UNVElUiKOIJIVI)
KXPlUilSS

(The Bnffalo Win^ Ii»g)
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FABULOUS
FREE

FREKCH FR7
:^

FESTIVAL
and not just those skinny little fries

but BIG, THICK & HEARTY
STEAK FRIES!

So here's the deal...

We want to be YOUR liquor store!

Ask for

With every and receive...

10 pes a small fry

20 pes a medium fry

30 pes a large fry

FREE DELIVERY
u, 549-7771

^pi^ (the call is FREE!!!) A^

UNIVERSAL

JOINT
FRIDAY
Nov. ISth

*0' POSITIVE
All Ages show 7:00

Regular Show at 10:00

w/Haadlesa Horsemen
$6 Cover Both Shows

413 584-7771

10 PEARL ST , N HAMP

NOW OPEN
in

Smith Amherst

South Towne Commons

LAUNDROMAT

-;*r

OPEN 7 DAYS *n WEST ST

7**« IpPW SOlftH »MMERS'

CHRISTIAN
CONNECTION
COFFEE HOUSE

Saturday Nov 19.

7:30 -10:00 pm

Heidi McCue
and

Paul Putnam

Wesley United

Methodist Church

365 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
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EVERY FRI A SAT
OCIJAYS BETSEY

AND STROLUN' ROLAND
8:30 P.M. UNTIL 1:00 A.M.

THIS SAT 8:00 III 10:00

THE NEVILLE
BROTHERS
O.J. OANCINQ WILL

RESUME IMMEDIATELY
AT 10:00 P.M.

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT
COMEDY

tVERV SATURDAY 1:00 SHARP
leal NY. Boslon i LA's finest

THURSDAY NOV. 17

DUMPTRUCKse
All A9«« Show 7:J0
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All Agm Show 7 00

n««ular Show « 10 00 «r/M«w»««

t Hor«»m«n $4 cov«r botti W«ow«

Thursday Night is

Student Night at
Burger King

BURGER
KING

Present school ID and receive 10 % off purchase

not good with any other offer.

OFFER GOOD 4 p.m. to Midnight

R
King Street Northampton

Offer Expires 12/16/88

Rt. 9 Hadley

EVERY TUESDAY

BLUES JAM
W/BLUE BILL OF WMUA FMNO COVEI

SATURDAY NOV 191h

ZYDECO-ROCK-A-BILLY

LUCKY SEVEN
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COTTON
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lent M.ury la ttju
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Put your degree

to work
where it can do

a world of good.

Your first job after graduation should offer

you more than just a paycheck. We can

offer you an experience that lasts a life-

time.

Working together with people in a dif-

ferent culture is something you'll never

forget. It's a learning experience everyone

can benefit from.

In Science or Engineering, Education,

Agriculture, or Health, Peace Corps pro-

jects in developing countries around the

world are bringing help where it's needed.

If you're graduating this year, look into a

unique opportunity to put your degree to

work where it can do a world of good. Look

into Peace Corps.

• The Peace Corps Office is located on campus at 1 2 Draper Hall

• Stop by to meet Returned Peace Corps Volunteers Ben Tolles and

MaryJo Connelly to discuss opportunities for service in developing

nations overseas

• Attend a regularly scheduled film/information session the next date:

Thursday, November 17 at 7:30 pm in Draper 124

For further information, please call 545-2105
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Vietnamese immigrant earns 7th degree from MIT
BOSTON (AP) - Tue Nguyen did more than nibble from

the tree of knowlege, he made a feast of it.

Just nine years after arriving in this country with

thousands of other Vietnamese boat people, Nguyen, 26,

has earned his seventh degree from the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, a doctorate in nuclear engineering.

The school says it thinks that is a record for MIT.
Nguyen told the MIT public relations office that he earn-

ed multiple degrees "to get the most out of my time at

MIT and out of my tuition."

He also said he isn't a party-goer.

The super scholar was in Burlington, Vt., this week

preparing to start a job at IBM designing technology for

the manufacture of semiconductor devices. He did not

return telephone calls from the Associated Press. But one

of his fans back in Cambridge was happy to crow about

him.

"You're not likely to find another person like this very

often," said nuclear engineering professor Sidney Yip,

would like to

extend our best

wishes to you for a
Happy Holiday Season

20% discount/

storewide

Nov 17th thru the 23rd

7 East Pleasant Street
in front of Carriage Shops

j^
Pleasant St.^, •'«.

Theater h'

rhuf». Nov 17 FEMALE TROUBLE «l 7 and 9 p m
f riddy. Nov 18 HAIRSPRAY *ilh DIAME LINKLETTER dt 6. 8 10 and

10 lOpm
Sal . Nov 19 DIVINE WATERS dnd DIANE LINKLETTER at 4. 5.30

and 7 p in

PINK FLAMINGOES al 8 40 and I025 p m
Sun., Nov. 20 FEMALE TROUBLE and DIANE LINKLETTER al 4 and

6 p in

PINK FLAMINGOES ai B 10 and 10 15 p m
Mon. Nov. 21 DIVINE WATERS and DIANE LINKLETTER al7;l5

and 9 p m.

Tues . Nov 22 HAIRSPRAY al 7 and 9 p m.

Scpaialc admission lo all lilnnt. Thcatci wM be cleared between shows.

IMIMM ta Ika Mala nsilir
7:00 ft t IS p.a. WMkdar*

Sr4S. 7:SS. ft 10:00 p.m. waabmUa

Nuygen's doctoral adviser.

"He's a very quiet guy, very laid back," said Yip. "But,
as you can imagine, deep down he has a lot of will power."

Nguyen entered MIT in 1981. By taking up to 12 courses

a semester instead of the normal MIT student load of four,

he earned his first undergraduate degree in three years

and finished up four more bachelor's degrees in one more
year.

Judge's sentencing
called illegal
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - The saga ofJohn Roma and his

family, who fought with Orlando police at the airport in

February, continues to play out in the courts despite their

sentencing two weeks ago.

The prosecutor now says a judge's sentences of unsuper-

vised probation and "judicial warnings" were illegal, and
he is appealing to a higher court.

He wants the Romas to come back to Orlando from
Massachusetts for resentencing.

Circuit Judge James Byrd sentenced Roma, 44, of Staun-

ton, Mass., to two years of unsupervised probation. Roma's
wife Diane and his 18-year-old daughter Deenah-Jean
were given judicial warnings.

The family entered guilty pleas to a charge of battery

on a law enforcement officer in connection with their

highly publicized battle with police, a fight that stemm-
ed from the Roma's argument with employees of a rental

car firm at the airport.

Assistant State Attorney Jeff Ashton said Tuesday
there's no provision in state law for either unsupervised

probation or a judicial warning.

"I have no objection to the judge exercising his discre-

tion anywhere within lawful bounds," said Ashton.
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JEFFERY AMHERST BOOKSHOP
55 So. Pleasant St., Amherst • 253-3870 • 253-3381

SERVICE • SERVICE • SERVICE!
PROFESSORS: Service is what we are all about. If you already order your textbooks

at the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop, you're familiar with the many extras we offer.

If you haven't yet tried the Jeff, please consider our range of services:

• We're open longer hours - 7 days a week and until 8pm during rush week.

• We have a full time textbook staff at your service

• We accept Visa and Mastercard for payment, as well as personal checks, without

ID hassles.

• We make available updates on your course orders, if a title is out of stock, out

of print, changed edition, etc. No suprises on the first day of class!

• We advise faculty well in advance of textbook returns to publishers.

• We provide faculty with desk copy loans, until publishers copy is received.

• We offer house charge accounts for faculty.

• We provide a host of everyday services, e.g. free gift wrapping, free special ordering

of any book in print and we will mail books anywhere.

• We offer students the pleasant experience of shopping in a real book store, not

a warehouse.

REMEMBER NO ORDER IS TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE TO HANDLE. CALL US

TO ORDER YOUR COURSE BOOKS FOR THE COMING SPRING SEMESTER.

Jeffery Amherst Textbook Service
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m
From the

jij;

stocking stuffer 'k

to the big gift • • • iK

MARVEL^ COMICS |
AND BOOKS m

Available at

Same Bat Channel i
Wi

All your comic book needs! :ij

POSTERS! GAMES! |
BASEBALL CARDS! l\

Hampshire Mall, Route 9 jj

(Hi . 586-8775 -M
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By Gary Larson
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In the act ofloving someone you arm them against you.

anonymous

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
\ Composer
Wilder

5 Venetian

magistrate of

yore

9 OarKen
14 AuttK>r Philip

1 5 Heinous
16 Rust
17 Court

proceedings
18 Ctirtstie sleuth

20 Bar order

22 Down
23 Cartoon

screech
24 Eremite

26 Composer
Philip

28 Car
appurtenances

31 Berth Choice

33 Revoke at the

bar

34 — B nth

35 The p . in

music
39 After-bath

powder
40 Palmer of the

links

41 Wild cat

42 Nanking nurse

43 Musical

Diamond
44 Ryan o'

Hollywood
45 Future oak
47 Reluctant

48 Sir Arthur —
Doyle

50 Mallet

52 First zoo''

53 Comic Louis

55 Stripped

59 Gardner
sleuth

62 Haydn to

trlends

63 Former Far East

treaty org
64 Name in

puppetry
66 Put — writing

66 Funny O*
67 Instrumen-

talist s

concern

Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

68 Viohn pan

DOWN
1 Bedouin
2 — citato

3 Words to Brute

4 Biggers sleuth

5 Evil spirits

6 Sheeplike

7 Servicemen,
tor short

8 It not

9 Lennon was
one

10 Be human
11 — out

(predicts)

12 Runs in neutral

13 Retiring

19 Corvine bird

21 Increase

25 Kind ol mate
politically

27 Lebianc lewel

thiet turned

Sleuth

28 Pro tollower

29 First person

30 Poet Walter —
Mare

32 Item lor Jack

and Jill

34 RaMM
or FOK

36 — and terminer

37 Monks
38 Story

40 Alias

44 Hot spot

46 Steve of the

comics

47 Settle a score

46 Angler s basKet

49 Gumtx)s
51 Bedeck
52 Lhasa —
54 Bridge seat

56 Tropical Iruit

57 Monumental
58 Humid
60 Map abbr
61 — Paulo
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Menu
Lunch

Hamburger on a roil

Chicken Burrito

Dinner

Egg Roll. Fried Rice

Vegetable Chow Mein
Spaghetti w/ Tomato Sauce

Italian Sweet Sausage

Basics Lanch

Golden Burgers

Chicken Burrito

Basics Dinner

Spaghetti with Garden
Vegetables

Egg Role. Fried Rice,

Vegetable Chow Mein

r Weather >v

Today: Mostly cloudy and mild. 40 percent chance of

showers Highs 60 to 65.

Tonight: Clearing and colder. «

Tomorrow: Sunny with highs 50 to 55.

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor Rick Santos

Copy Editors Matt Gerke and Ronn Garry

Layoat Technician George Francy

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno
Prodaction Supervisors Florencio Ten a

Prodnction Wendy Rae, Laura, Tina, Mary. Jenr

,

Camille and Ronn's losing sleep driving to Ware

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcteira
tdHot in cia«r

Rick Sasson

Maaagtng Editor

Rof>crt ClappcnnelU

B«sla*ss llM«|ct

David R. Mark
Bdllortal Editor

Marc Infldd

Prodtictlod Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob CtappencUl

BMteeu Hanager

Danial Manro«
naaaca Maaagtr

Todd Frulibcl*

Ctrcatatioa Maaagcr

Barbra Hindia
Advertlatag Maaagae

Dabra Botatnharl
Advattlslac Maaafer

Mary Htfygcnt

SabKribtleas Maaagtr
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Police chiefs discuss training
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - The head of the Western

Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association says the CPA
doesn't like Pittsfield mayor Anne Wojtkowski's idea of

turning police training over to community colleges.

Agawam Police Chief Stanley Chemielewski also said

the chiefs want a bigger role in fashioning training

policies for the regional police academies run by th.' statf

"We are the experts, " Chemielewski said following a

meeting of the chiefs association here Tuesday to discuss

the mayor's proposal and the state attorney general's in

vestigation of the regional police academy in Agawam.

One of the 16 cadets who were hospitalized in the first

week of training died Nov. 3 of complications from heat

stroke.

Wojtkowski has said that Berkshire Community Col

lege officials have drafted a curriculum for police train-

ing and she plans to discuss it with the mayors of

Chicopee, Holyoke, North Adams and Westfield. The

mayors, who all had recruits at the Agawam academy,

were scheduled to meet in Pittsfield on Thursday..

Meanwhile, the head of one legislative committee in-

vestigating the training said Wojtkowski could remain

impartial even though she received campaign contribu

tions for top staffers and obtained jobs for constituents at

the Agawam academy. The head of another legislative

committee called the training progiam a hotbed of

patronage and urged that the entire 42 member staff be

abolished.

"People contribute to my campaigns ... and that doesn't

make me influenced or jaded in any way shape or form,"

said state Sen. Linda Melconian. D Springfield. The state

Senate panel, which she heads held its first meeting

Tuesday.

The Boston Herald reported earlier this week that

Melconian has helped three people, including her mother-

in law, get jobs at the Agawam academy and has receiv-

ed campaign contributions of $100 from former council

director Gary Eagan and his top aide, plus varying

amounts form other staffers

State Rep. Christopher Hogkins, who heads the House

inquiry into the training scandal, accused the Dukakis

administration of backing off from a total house cleaning

in order to "protect the status quo" and the jobs of the

training council's staff.

Peter Agnes, assistant state secretary of public safety,

has vowed to totally revise the curriculum by month's end.
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AP photo

HOLY COW CHIP - Cows are let loose at a

cow chip bingo at Cornell University. A grid

was marked off on the field and squares were

sold. If a cow relieved itself on your square

first, you won a prize.

TAN — now everybody can afford to be

loin alonprjAVC 4fJ

Join in a ijroup of 2-4: SAVE $10 CB.

loin in <i v;roup of *> or more: jAVL !p 1 J Cfl.

i^p lo 40% Off
Miih lM\ «d

I

iSBOnsoim
2b4 N. Pledsdnl St.

Amherst. MA 01002
253-9454
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PREE TRIAL VISIT ^
Up. 11-23-88

10 Sesiion P*ck«»e

Tacos • Burritos • Enchiladas • Nachos • Quesadillas

Burrito Supremos -» Fajitas • Chimlchangas • Tostadas

Mexican Pizza and lots more

MEXICAN RESTAURANTS
I V

Downtown Amherst Boltwood

walK. (Down the alley between

Time Out and Benetton)

Beer and wine served

Downtown Northampton

Center St.

BY.OB.
684-0673
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THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE AND
WORLD SECURITY STUDIES PRESENTS:

CONFERENCE ON PROSPECTS FOR
PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

The University of Massachusetts
Amherst College

November 17-19

Thursday, November 17: 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium. UMASS
HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
MicMael Hudson
Elaine Hagopian
Arthur Berger

Thursday. November 17: 7:30 p.m.

Johnson Chapel. Amherst College

THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
A STATE DEPARTMENT VIEW
William Kirby

Friday, November 18: 1:30-3:30 p,m.

Campus Center Auditonum UMass
THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
ISRAELI PERSPECTIVES
Saadia Touval

Benjamin Miller

Mattityahu Peled

Friday, November 18: 3:30-5:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium. UMass
THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
PALESTINIAN PERSPECTIVES
Fouad Moughrabi
Elia Zureik

Nasseer Aruri

Friday. November 18: 7 30 p.m.

Bartlett Auditorium, UMass
PATHWAYS TO PEACE:
A PALESTINIAN-ISRAELI DIALOGUE
MubaraK Awad
Mattityahu Peled

and members of Friday afternoon panels

Saturday, November 19; 10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

Converse Hall, Amherst College

APPROACHES TO PEACEMAKING
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
MubaraK Awad
Herbert Kelman
Rev. Ronald Young

CO-SPONSORED BY: the Five College Program in Peace and World Security

Studies (PAWSS), the Department of Judiac and Near Eastern Studies of

the University of Massachusetts, and the International Relations Program of

Mount Holyoke College.

All events are free and open to the public. For further information, please

call PAWSS at Hampshire College, 549-4600. ext. 519.

NOW HIRING
—^ The Massachusetts Daily

OOLLEGIAN
ASSISTANT AD
MANAGER

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVES

For Spring Semester- 1989

Deadline

:

Tuesday, November 22, 1988

Just come down to the

Collegian Otfice and fill out

an application today

,

Collegian is an E/O/E

Thursday, November 17, 1988

Bones spurs force
Bird to the bench
BOSTON (AP) - Boston superstar Larry Bird, hurting

from Achilles tendinitis, was restricted to the bench last

night for the start of the Celtics' NBA game with the

Golden State Warriors

Bird, who faces possible surgery for removal of bone

.spurs on both heels, took his usual solo shooting prac-

tice before the gates were opened at Boston Garden.

A short time later, coach Jimmy Rodgers reported that

Bird, a 10-year veteran, would be in uniform but would

not play.

"That's based on his performance [Tuesday) night in

Miami," Rodgers said.

Bird played only 16 mmutes and scored just six points

as the Celtics ended a four-game losing streak Tuesday

with an 84-65 victory over the expansion Heat.

Rodgers, oflf to a 2-4 start in his first year as head coach,

said no decision has been reached on whether Bird should

undergo surgery.

"There will be no final decision for at least another

day," he said. "He has another medical examination

scheduled for [today]."

Bird, who has been taking medication and has been

on a special therapy program, denied reports in Miami

Tuesday night that he had decided to have the surgery

which would .sideline him for 10-12 weeks.

"I don't know, I have to wait and see," he said, admit-

ting his trouble "just hasn't eased up any."

Bird's six points against Miami represented the lowest

total since he scored just two before being ejected for

fighting early in a game with Milwaukee two years ago.

The former Indiana State All American has been held

to under 10 points just 16 times since joining the Celtics

in 1979.
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defeated by only Yale and

B.C. in the first meet of the

season."But the season ends

on a bitter sweet note, with

the departure of team cap-

tain Peers.

"She did a great job as

captain and will certainly

be missed," LaFreniere

said. "She's a nice influence

for the team. She's a good

leader and her teammates
look up to her. She is an ex

ample of someone who puts

everyting on the line with a

desire to be good.

"When such a dedicated

atmosphere surrounds a

team, the women are

motivated to keep pushing

even when they're tired.

They know everyone else

will do the same,"
LaFreniere said.

AP photo

Oakland A's outflelder Jose Canseco was named the American League

Most Valuable Player by the Baseball Writers' Association yesterday.
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ROOMATE WANTiD • TRAVEL
WANTED •SUSLfT

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 6:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) » DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION » CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTi

ACTIVITIES

NOTHING TO DO THIS FrKlay Night then

come to a party at CCA 9-lpm Dance all

night to club music

REALISTIC COMPONENT SYSTEM- Dual

deck am/lm. EO. turntable, cabinet

speakers. 1 mo new. mustsacrilice-St^S

Noel. aHer 9pm- 6-8711

IS VOU LANGUAQE OFTEN your enemy?
You maybedysleKic Don't let your lile be

ruined Help wake up the University Come
to the Nov 1 7th DSD meeting CC91

7

NSA FWOAV NIQHT VIDEO Montylymon
and the Holy Gr»l 7 00pm Front Lounge o«

Newman Center Free

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
meeting tonight at 6 00pm CC Rm 168c

MODIFIED SO WATT MartDaH head W/2
channel lootswilch $499 or BO Neet

256-0543

AMP PEAVEV RENOWN. 2 12' Tnch

speakers 160 watts, tootswitcn. S2S0 or

BO Chna 253-7241

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYI A»»em
ble products at home Can lor mtormalion

504-641-8003 Ext 598

WONK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

on Campus Mousing Office 545^)665

WSTNUCnON

RAONQ SKIS « WMDIMOB Atomic arc

bKXtc* 190cm w/marker Racing tendings

excellent condttion S23S or B O 549-4901

CAM SPEAKERS PIONEER 3 way 6x9 ax

eel cond (50 almost new 256-6146 eves

INTERESTED IN HANC-
GUOtNG/PARAGUDING? SMe show and

information Thursday 6 00 CC905-09

19B3 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4<lr 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt2S3-5406

HOLIOAV GIFT MAKING expanded hours

for December m the Student Union Craft

Center 10am-8pm mon-fn Pottery, jewelry,

greeting cards etc Call 545-2096 or drop

in tor more info

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

YAMAHA SRX 2S0 Sport bike 5 months

old $1 .500 includes lull tacial helmet and

jacket Call David i 566-8212

FOUND

SPAaouS 2 BEOfKXMM on 19 acres of

country land Ample off street parking and

free bu* tervice to UMass and shopping

Can 665-3856

YOUNG MALE BLACK CAT lound on cam-

pus Call Al 467-3740 Or Lv Msg at

549-6000

FURNITURE

TOEFL TEST PREPARATKJN COURSE:
Jan 4-27 UMasa/Amherst 6 30-8 30pm

S1S0 Call 549-5128

LOST

EYEGLASSES DARK BROWN Bennetton

frames w/olaaa lenses, lost earlier this

semester' Please call 546-9668

LOST- Black female cat LttSt seen on Sun-

day. 1in3 in vicinity of Mam and South

East Streets if you have any information,

please call 256-1818 evenings

LOST: BROWN LEATHER BOMBER
jackel with patches at the Pub Fn Nile

If you know where it is or have it. please

contact Chrysi al 549«J21 or 5-2152

Reward No questions asked'

LOST PEARL NEOOA^ oTweaTaen
limentai value Reward oHarad Please can

565-0926

T.G. I LOVE YOUII voui Chick

KEUJ HAAAPPV IWh BMTHOAVI We
hope you do the D with hi«m* Love DM
DO LL LW AG Lfl

RAK - The sccKWmg queen Happy 21sl b«

tttday Now you can txoaden your tiori/oos

beyond the Piiia Club' Cheers Cathy

KAREN HURWrrZ Happy Mithday week
cold due* anymore?

TO THE STALUON WHO'S TURNING 20

today' Love and ktsaes and hugs from the

sinvte one. the w«p. (he b«ch. and btondie

TALL DARK AND HAMOBOMK QUY who
wears LXA letters and pals around w«h a

yaaowdog Saw you on campus want to get

to know you better Meet me Hatch 11/18

330

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EARN FROM MOOO up next sunwnar

508-543-3706 Leave message

TRAVEL

ATTENTION SAMMY PLEDGES

•HAY THE BALL IS BOUNCING OVER"
STOCKBRIOGE

\

The best is yet to come 46

Samuel Ginsberg

AUTO FOR SALE

UTT PLYMOUTW VOLAM basic Iranspor

tation currently inspected needs starter

100 00 549-3591

•2 VW SCIROCCOTspd Dark grey new
tires, rims runs very well '3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons
bookcases tat>ies and more Hamelin Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

HELP WANTED

DON T MISS THE UNIVERSITY '

PLAYERS PRODUCTIONS Of *

• Christopfiei Durang's comedy play *

•Beyond Therapy November 29 and 30.

'

• Bowker Audaonom 8 00pm Tichels
"

ara aii^Miis at ah fac bo> office '

and al the door on the nightt of

performance

TO ALL UMASS WOMEN Pele is now
availabel sign ups for the skend begin

Thurs

HCV^Mf Get psyched torW Lowe Juhe

STEPHANIE MEYERS HAPPY SOAV.
Hope n«e t>ars m Amherst are weN slocked

lor your coming out party Love ya. Eileen

OAYNA HURVIT2 - Thanx I hope that

someday I can be a Mu' as great as you'

Your little SIS Carrie

EARN MMIM/SMFn Drtvara wanted

Must own sn insured car aiy) tie able to

work al least one weekend nighl unM doe-

mg Ct» Oommo s Pai* 2S64913

ItBS COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
- OaetmaliOM. Lake Tahoe-heavenly '

•Vermont Sugarbuah. Smugglers Notch,*
• KiHington Ski all day/party all night *

For kNvest prices call

5466612 or 546-5242

PCTBILEONI

HOPE YOU HAD FUN AT THE TOCTArr^t

you glad you ra«d this' Godd kick on ihe

exam. JOO • Bob

PARTY TIME A TRAVEL PRESENTS
January Break 1969
Cancun from $399

Bahamas-Nassau-Freeport-from $399
Call now for dauils

(617)B3B483B (61 7)936-1414

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on-campus. affordat)le. speii

inf^grammar reviewed 594-7924 Nancy

WANTED

THE UMASS OUTING CLUB IS k>oking for

someone to fill the position of locker

manager 4 OO/hr. I2hrs/wk Flexible Apply

at tl>e outing Club office. 4230 Student

Union AA/EOE

DISHWil^HERS/FOOO PREP Apply in

person- CAFE OICARLO 71 N Pleasant

Street Downtown Amherst Ask for Bonm
or Mark

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent

condition-mechanically sound' Great body.

4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908

weeknighls-Jen.

FAME

EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAVl Assem-
ble products at home Call for informatkMi

50B«41-8003 Ext 598

MARY HUVOENS

HAPPY B-OAY G-DOO (Hey Hummana
hummana take me w/ya) way to go Paula"

Too telle do lurml face Lots of people can-

ed k> make il a special day because you re

a people person IE The key master. 3 huhh

t)oyz, altanwnt, young snipped neii Jean

Charles. Ciao tony, a guy w/a big manly

laugh (ohohoh) the girl in the ovenwtielm-

ing coat Pecci, the big fat wnnkly elephant,

the Worcester police and da da da' Say

goodbye to Mary Spellman and remember

to watch that last step it's a Also won't

you come home Bill B (gogohuyre) and

Marry- is your motha still worrrkm''' Have

a great day you're finally 21 II Love Lmda.

Amy. and Susan

MARY HUYOENS

HAPPY BWTHOAY KRISTEN KELLY! The
WEB'wHiTkaByouaiMl H see jra' From

your besiesi DaHa Chi big Bro TP

B0MJ0UWMIWAM1I can't begw to explain

how strongly I leel about you Let's have

the best time before I leave' Behind every

great man tf»ere's a great woman I hope

that in Mme. I can be your great it>an Your

fnand with tove. Enc.

PUFFTON ROOMATES

WANTCD: TWO FEMALES needed to

share one bedroom m a two bedroom apart-

mant grmri k>cal«n Call 549S274

ROOMATE WANTED

3 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR apartment next

to Brittany Manor to take over lease im-

mediately for Spnng semester Clean quial

dunng the week Call Joe 256-8132

WONK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Be one of the tuctmn paid political activists

in the country Clean Water Action ispay

ing »»hat your dedication is worth Earn

•7 12/hr Prr • F/T now or lor semester

break Call Susan • 549^7450

HELPI I naad Soc 103 (Hums) nolaa wl«

pay monaySS SMrMy 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

MALE AND FEMALE (separate) kwking for

January sublet Two rooms preferred Call

Mark 546^784

SINGLE ROOM- Amherst Center apail-

mam t23»mor«> - haal inchidad 253-7199

WE WANT TO SUBLEASE your apt for

Jan Prefer PutflonLiaa 6-1 194 or Marcala

6-5827 (Call late)

HEY FINOCCHK)! HAPPY MRTHOAY
DAVID AND STEPHEN Have a great day

and year' I k>ve you. Jerwtilar

DELTA CHI BROTHERS- Ate you st«

waiting? Phi Mu's on the Move

HAPPYMAY MtKETwell mwTyounlwt
aamaatar naighbeon Love. JuHe and

BRAIIOYWINE 2 oc J female roommates

lor 2 bdrm apt for spring semester with

Summer opt Can 54»82B7

mTF ROOMATE NEEDED \H

TOWNEHOUSEI Spring sem Share 2

bdrm apt with 3 females Call 549-4942

Keep trying

NEED 2-3 ROOM APARTMENT starting

Oecvlan Call 546-9985

WE NEED PLACE TO LIVE for Spring' 2

vyomen looking to take over lease Please

call 546*956 Cant stand to live on

campus

WANTED: DYNAMK INDIVIDUAL WHO
whats to run their own business and can
learn to tram arxl motivate others ?-4K/mo

Pan time Call Mr Mullane 506-832-9803

THE UMASS musk: THEATRE GUILD*
• Will be presenting the musical revue

•

• Fame theis week- Wed 11/16 "B.

• Thu 11/17 •8 30, Fn 11/18 'B, and •

• Sat 1 1/19 '7 30 in the Southside •

Room, Hampden Commons
(in Southwest)

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

iockeys and large screen video dances
Dorma/organizations 256-8526

FOR RENT

LOOKINGTOR NONSMOKING QUIET
PERSON lor single room in a 3-bedroom

apt in Sunderland available for Spring

semester $200/month. everything included,

call 655-7326. leave niessage

ONE BEDROOM Mlwo bedroom Apl S^
a month 549-0976

APARTMENT FOR RENT one bedroom

Amherst Center 500 Heat inc Call

253-7175

FOR SALE

RED 1992 FENDER STRATOCASTEH
squire electric guitar in good condition plays

wall can Tom 54»<287 S2S0

GREENPEACE PEOPLE INVOLVED with

this international organization want
changes right now Work with us against

toxic contaminatxxi. nuclear madness, and

unwarrented slaughter of animals, and get

paid Full or part time positions available

anyday of ttie week (2pm-i0pm) Call Alec

or Tom at 256-1439

BOlTSTALL AVAILABLE IN exchange for

chore work Epona Stables. Bek:hertown

Offers indoor and outdoor facilities, great

turnout ond many trails Lessorra and train-

ing in classical dressage 323-7505

(JVERSEAS JOBS. 9900-2000 mo. Suin-

mer. yr. round, alt countries, all fleMs.

Free Info. Write UC, PO Box S2-MA01

Cofxma Del Mar, CA ntK.

SKI AREA POSITK)NS...Mt Tom. oneof

the area's most exciting recreatnn fadWIes.

has openings for snowmakers. lift atten-

dants, general maintenance Skiing

privileges included Apply in person Mon-

day through Fnday, 1 -4 at our Gerwral Of-

ftoe, Rt-5. Holyoke

EARN EXTRACHRISTMAS MONEY aiid

help others at the same lime Flexible

hours $5 00»/hr November 1 8-December

24, 1968 Call 586-5243

GOVERNMENT JOBS S1S,4OO-972.S00

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1-312-741-8400 ext J-5931A

MARE. HAVE A GREAT 21at birthday' I'll

definately help you celetKate tonighf' Sorry

I'll miss the party Think ol me with every

beer yoo chug and every boy you slug'

Love, Christine

MARY SPELLMAN

KELLY HARNEY IS 21. so everyone

beware' Uptown win never be ttw same
Sony tTMSS Mel Happy BOay Luv, Taraa

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RECKLESS KID
RKMIt Now you )Oin the rest of us ofcJ man'
- Your evH, unstable roomate

FBIALE ROOBUTE NEEDED to take over

laaae lor Spring samsalar in Southwood
lownhouse 25:^5717

THE POWER TOOL AUXILUARY of the

Scott Hamilton Fan Club wouk) like to e«

tend Bon Voyage wishes to outgoing presi

dent Mary Spellinan. and we woukf like to

congradulate newly elected co-presidents

Mary Huygens. whose birthday we
celebrate today and Imekla Marcos, wtw
will be unable to attend tfie meeting at

Delano's ttiraght due to pnor commttmanls

MOTORCYCLES

CASS. BEEJ, AND ANNE- To the baat

roomies ever Have a great dayl

MK:HAEL. there was more IO dkwar

than |U8t your 2ist B-day' You know who.

CAMPUS CAKES
Come check us out on

the Concourse Thurdsay,

w«d wish Mel s happy birtliday'

FEMALE TO SHARE a great apt near cam-

pus 549-2960 keep trymg

1 BEDROOM WIANOYWmE. non^mokar

(omals 240.hMi mdudad 549-7157

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom CWfskle apt w/an earn going

senior If interMled pleaae caM Bath at

665-4550

SERVICES

HOUSINQ/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan

2 14 Call SBMC 256*615 10am-5pm

WONK IN BNnVUMNELANO LEGALLY
FON UP TO 6 MONTHS

T>C8UNACAMfT FALL ROADSHOW w«
be visiting UMass on Thursday 3.

November InlormatKin available between

10am and 3pm w\ the Campus Center con-

oouraa tellowad by a preeentaWon between

6:30 and 8 30pm in room 166, Campus
Canter Evaryona wateoma

1993 KAWASAKi KZ5S0 LTD .

cover shwW S8S0 Joe S49-7423 Evenings

NEED CASH

WILLING TO BUY BASEBALL and other

types ol cards CaM Matthew 253-2170

PSWONALS

GOVERNMENT JOBS $1S,4OO-973.S00

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1-312-741-fioO Exi J-5931A

HEY BUNK 46: Dinner, tamgM, your place.

5 30, BE THERE!

PAN AND JANET: We wish you luck in

Fame-break a leg (not you. Janet, you have

to dance!) Love. AXO

TIM FINMO, OATON 4 Trivial Pursuit isn't

your game Stein

BNXY I WILL ALWAYS kive you Heathar

1'2e'86

MICHELLE WHITT- Merry ChrWmas' En-

|oy your persotial, you deserve it' Signed,

you know wfio

JEFF- (IT IS FINALLY HBIE) I tove you

Laura

kmSTEN KELLY, HAPPY 19II1 BINTH-
DAY! Holy buddy' You've been a great

friend and I'll miss you a tot' Love ya'

Stephanie

HAPPY 2lliARYELLBMrill kx* foryou

to be leading a party train kmila (naked!)

Love, Liz

FLY»n FWQERS TYPINO short notice ok.

Pickup and dropoff too. Call Kevin

54»0116.

ATTENTION STUDENT OROANIZA-
TK»NS, FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES.
AND STUOENTSI Earn $500-$1000Nvk or

more for a pro(ect on campus Call Stuart

546-7612 Leave a message

FAST INEXPENSIVE TYPINOI Call Mary

at 546*725

ACCURATE PNOFESSKJNAL TYPING.
spellchecking. word processor Call

Carolyn - Leave message: 253-5667

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very experienc-

ed Laservriter quality Pick-up. drop-off.

Overnight service Lisa 367-9940

INTERESTED IN HANO-
QUDMIQ/PARAGLniNG? Skde show and

mformatwn Thursday 6 00 CC90&-09

PNINCESITA SIMPLEMENTE GNACIAS
POR HACERME FEUZ TE AMD MUCHO
GABKITO

LORI, CONQRATULATK)NS and good
hick with your new Lord A Taylor career!

Love. Mk:nalla

TYPNM: WILL TYPE AND/OR EDIT on
WP Profesaional Reasonable t2/pg
253-3063

'ITPINQTTAf'ElTUU^^ Faat,

accurate 2S3-WORO
CArfie-O '-'TTTc Sa^y
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Problems run
heavy for Celtics
Something is wrong with those Celtics.

Something is definitely wrong.

The Men in Crreen headed south to\

Miami (Miami?) with a four-game losing

streak and struggled for awhile against

what is certainly one ofthe lamest teams
ever to disgrace the NBA.
The C's have already lost two games at

hallowed Boston Garden. It's supposed to

take months for something like that to

happen, not days. Something is wrong
here.

The team looks like it aged about five

years in the oiTseason. Is this an oldtimers

squad or what? Now they say that God's

gift to basketball may need surgery? Out
10, 12, maybe 24 weeks? Something is

clearjy wrong.

Steve Richards

And who is that big guy wearing No.

45? The one with the gut hanging over his

riiorts and usually riding the pine. Where
did ^e get him from?

Wait a minute. He looks familiar. Yeah,

now I remember.
It was two college hoop seasons ago.

Some friends and I headed down to the

Cage (after warming up with a few pre-

game libations) to watch th£ Minutemen
play highly-touted Atlantic- 10 foe

Temple.

The place was packed, filled with that

famed Curry Hicks electricity. As we
found some seats, in the balcony right

behind oneof the hoops, we got set for a

night of hootin', hoUerin' and hecklin*.

That's what the Cage is famous for isn't

it?

The game went pretty well for the local

five. The crowd was getting into it and the

Maroon and White stayed within striking

distance most of the way. Although
UMass lost it in the last few minutes, it

put up a helluva fight against what was
reported to be one of the top teams in the

laiid.

But our group of Minutefans couldn't

help but notice something that seemed
very unTop-20ish about Templfe. Name-
ly their center.

Tbe man showdd no signs of any offen-

sive skills or the ability to jump. And he

locked like a condominium in a tanktop.

A glance at the program showed he was
from Puerto Rico, not exactly known as

a factory of baskftball talent. Everytime

the Owls brought the ball downcourt, Mr.

747 would be lagging behind with his

tongue wagging. He stood out around the

top of the key, a la Manute Bol. seeming-

ly totally out of place.

This was all we had to see. We had
found a target, a very large target, on
which to unleash some verbal bombs.

"Hey l^uddy, you want a little oxygen?
How about another Twinkie? What have
you got, lead in your sneakers? Come on,

Twinkie the Kid, let's see' if you can
jump?
At first, our shouting was looked upon

as the ramblings of fools. But the people

around us seemed to take notice of the big

guy and began to recognize his oaflike

play.

Then came the good stuff. In the tradi-

tion of the great fans of Fenway Park
(Daaaaa-ryl), we started up the chant of

RIIIII VAAAS, RHIII VAAAS,
Rnm VAAAS.

(
Like The Wave on a sunny summer day,

it caught on quickly and soon the Tub of

Goo's name echoed around the Cage
everytime he put up a brick (RIIIII-

VAAAS), missed a fi-ee throw (Rlim-

VAAAS) or got outjumped for a rebound
(Rimi-VAAAS). It is safe to say that mo«t

of the folks in attendance tKat night Went
home with a sore throat.

There is no way Temple is going to

make it to the Final Four with that stiff

playing center, we thought after the

game. The Owls did not disappoint,

Mespite carrying the No. 1 ranking for

nu>6t of the next season.

Granted that was only one game in the

man's career and he is surely a better

player than he showed that night at the

Cage.

But now, Ramon Rivas is a member of

the Boston Celtics.

Something is wrong. Very wrong.

SPORTS

Minutemen 10th at IC4A meet
Milette runs sixth overall;

team hampered by illness

sports Informaiion phoin

Joe Milette (right) placed sixth overall in the IC4A meet last

Saturday. The Minutemen flnished lOth.

By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts cross country team

ended its season last Saturday with a 10th place finish

at the Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic Association meet

at Wivany Park in New Canaan, Conn.

Dartmouth College won the meet with 71 points, follow-

ed by Providence College (130), Penn State University

(133), the Naval Academy (214) and Northeastern Univer-

sity (226). UMass finished with 330 points in the meet,

which consisted of 70 teams and 459 runners.

"As far as my pre-meet expectations, we finished a lit-

tle low," said coach Ken O'Brien. "Over the past two

weeks we've had some poor breaks which didn't help us."

Those breaks that O'Brien alluded to were the health

status of both Art Smith and Kerry Boyle. Smith had been

sick with bronchitis, while Boyle came down with strep

throat a day before the race.

"Losing your two and three men will make you slide

down," O'Brien said.

The bright spot for UMass was the performance of Joe

Milette, who finished in sixth place overall. "This was the

best individual race he's had since he's been here,"

O'Brien said. "He took command early on and went to

the front."

Because of his outstanding effort, Milette has earned

a chance to go to the NCAA meet at Iowa State Universi-

ty as a Region I participant.

Following Milette for the Minutemen were Smith and

Boyle, who finished in the 63rd and 68th positions, respec

tively. "Had they been healthy, they could have moved

us into fourth or fifth place," O'Brien said.

"We gave it our best shot." he said. "The injuries

hampered us, but we did the best we could."

Women's cross country 16th in ECACs
Freshman Hillplaces 24th as Minutewomen finish on good note
By MEG QUINN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's cross country team competed in

the ECAC Championships last Saturday at

Brown University, the final meet of their

successful season.

The Minutewomen placed 16th in a field

of over 50 teams, a significant improve-

ment over the 22nd placing from last year's

meet. Although a bit disappointed with the

team's finish, UMass coach Julie

LaFreniere said that the team learned from

its mistakes.

"There are no regrets after Saturday.

They had a chance to redeem themselves

and they did," LaFreniere said.

Running in a pack of 350 competitors, the

Minutewomen had to get out quick.

Precious Hill placed 24th overall in a time

of 17:56, which was phenomenal for a

freshman, according to LaFreniere. "She
ran very poised and competitively. She was

not afraid of the competition," she said.

Hill blew by many runners who had

dominated her in previous meets, including

top women from Boston College and Yale.

Shana Smith, running second for UMass,

finished 72nd in 18:39 in what LaFreniere

called a great job. Laura Lavallee, not far

behind Smith, received equal praise for her

98th placing in 18:56.

The meet also marked the last race for

senior Kristen Peers. She turned in a good

performance as well, finishing 143rd in

19:21. Amy St. Pierre fell victim to the com-

petition, literally, as she fell over a runner

in front of her at the half-mile point. She

wound up finishing 164th in 19:32.

"She had to play catch-up the rest of the

course, but ended the season with a good

race," LaFreniere said.

Cathy Crocker ran an impressive race as

well, placing 195th with a time of 19:56,

after sitting out the last two meets because

of an injury. Lynn Kirchoff, who also suf-

fered the brutality of her competitors, ran

the whole race in pain after falling twice

and then hitting an unavoidable obstacle.

She finished 235th in 20:35.

Although the position numbers seem
high, they really don't reflect the perfor-

mance of the Minutewomen. What are

more important are the finishing times in

a race as large as this one. With so many
runners competing for position, two or

three runners often cross the finish line at

the same time. LaFreniere was pleased

with the results.

"The team ran well. They were not in-

timidated by the numbers," she said. "It's

not unusual to choke at this type of meet
but they weren't overwhelmed. They were
competitive and physical. They used their

elbows a lot and I think they liked it.

"The women saw the challenge and they

stepped right up to it," LaFreniere said.

"With only two years of collegiate ex-

perience, the team performed well. We've
got a great dual meet record, finishing 6-2

continued on page 19

Men's swimming set to open Saturday
B.C. first opponent; Minutemen enter with 41-meet win streak

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

Are you a UMass sports fan? Are you not

satisfied with the season the football team
is having? Are you torn by the unexpected

early exits of the women's soccer and field

hockey team.s? Are you weary of this year's

dismal predictions for the basketball team?
Are you unwilling to wait for the lacrosse

season to watch a championship-caliber

Minuteman team?
Ifyou answered "yes" to any or all of the

above questions, then stop your anxiety at-

tack, because relief is here. Saturday at 1

p.m., the University of Massachusetts
men's swimming team kicks off what pro-

mises to be another successful season

against Boston College at Boyden Pool.

Just how successful, you ask? Well, over

the last three and a half years, UMass
coach Russ Yarworth has led the team to

victory in 41 consecutive dual meets ( a

string that is still alive) and two con-

secutive New England championships. In

1987-88, the Minutemen were 12-0 and this

year are looking forward to another

undefeated season and another New
England title.

This is a goal that is not unreasonable.

Though they've lost several of their big

guns from last year, like Jim Kuhns, Dan
Hansen and Eric Bebchick among others,

they have a large number of returning

front-line swimmers and several promising

newcomers.
"We have less depth than last year," Yar-

worth said, "[and] this was not our best

recruiting year." But he still has plenty of

talent to work with.

The junior class is thick with talent, in-

cluding three returning New England in-

dividual champions. Last year, G.T. Ladd
took first in the 100-meter butterfly, Brian

Mclver took first in the 50, 100 and 200

freestyle races, and Dave Ehle got top

honors in the 100 and 200 meter
backstroke.

Roger Kennedy placed second and holds

the school record for the 200 individual

medley. The New England medley relay

champs return intact along with

sophomores Evan Gwilliam (second in 1(X)

butterfly and fourth in the 200 fly), Peter

Reich and Jim Robertson, both top 10

finishers in last year's finals.

The most promising newcomers to the

team include three freshmen and a

transfer. Freshman Mike Yunker is a

strong sprinter and possible middle

distance swimmer. Bill Chouinard is top-

notch in the breaststroke and. Yarworth

predicted, "if he can show me some dedica-

tion, he should be a big contributor to the

team."
Frank Sampson, the transfer, should "set

New England on their ears," according to

Yarworth. He is an excellent all-around

.swimmer and should finish in the top five

regionally. Another swimmer to watch is

freshman Sean Rutherford, a great natural

sprinter and butterflier. "He should sur-

prise a lot of people, myself included," Yar-

worth said.

And the lost goes on. The Minutemen are

solid, only needing a little support to put

them over the top.
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Town Meeting
examines arena,
polling place
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

An article before the Amherst Town Meeting to find a
polling place cloeer to the Southwest Residential Area was
referred to the Board of Selectmen, while another article

to find alternate funding for the proposed hockey arena
was passed last night.

Student (jovemment Association Public Policy Commit-
tee Chairman Michael Greiner said the purpose behind
Article 1 was to help find a polling place for Precinct 10
that would be more accessible to students than the cur-

rent polling place at Bangs Community Center.

"I'm looking for a philosophical statement that the town
opposes [having polling sites so far from campus)," he said,

adding that he wanted the University administration to

become more involved in the selection process. The arti-

cle has been referred to the Board of Selectmen, which
does not meet again until mid-December.
On Article 1, Greiner said its referral back to the select-

men would do little to speed up the selection of a new poll-

ing place.

He said the downtown location made accessibility dif-

ficult for students, and he argued in earlier meetings with
selectmen that it could produce a lower voter turnout.

Opponents of the bill said the voter turnout was not af-

fected by the polling location.

In Precinct 10, which includes part of Southwest, town
figures show that of 2,613 students, only 370 had
registered to vote in Amherst.
Opponents said almost all of the registered students

voted, meaning accessibility wasn't a factor.

"It's not that the students are apathetic," said one
woman.
"Most of the students vote by absentee ballot from their

home towns."

Alternative funding for hockey arena urged
Greiner's luck changed for the better with Article 7, a

request for the University to not use student fees for the

proposed hockey arena, and instead work toward finding

alternative sources of funding.

Town meeting members passed the article by a vote of

83-75 a request that the university look into funding and
traffic problems that could be caused by the William D.

Mullins Memorial Center, the official name of the propos-

ed hockey arena.

The Mullins Center article is non binding and does not

have to be followed by the University.

"This is a mandate from the town," said Greiner. "It

will mean a battle for us but we have a group behind us

that the university won't easily ignore."

Proponents of Article 7 said students and the town were

left out of the decision-making process, and the money
needed to build the arena could be better spent on

teachers, teaching assistants, and classroom buildings.

The proposed arena will cost about $50 million to build;

continued on page 8

ATG alumni irate over fraternity shutdown
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts was un-

fair in revoking the charter of Alpha Tau
Gamma fraternity, several ATG alumni
said yesterday at an informal meeting at

the Newman Center.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-
nis Madson last week stripped the frater-

nity of official recognition in response to

reports of alleged hazing activities.

"We really don't feel that (the Universi-

ty's actions) is proper," said Jim Mulcahy,
class of 1960. "We want to let the Univer-

sity see us reopen in September with the

freshmen."
Mulcahy said the alumni have talked

about initiating the pledges in September
and starting anew.
However, Madson said he met with the

alumni later yesterday afternoon and told

them that would not be possible.

"These alumni care about this fraterni-

ty," he said. "They feel violated, and I

respect their caring, but I couldn't debate

whether they could be reopened in

September."
Associate Vice Chancellor for Universi

ty Relations and Development James
Langley said the alumni's proposal sounds

a lot like a suspension.

"You don't revoke the charter and reopen

next fall," Langley said. "It is a serious in-

cident and it goes beyond suspension.
"

Langley said a fraternity can petition for

reconsideration after about two years,

although that does not mean they would
definitely reopen.

"It's like saying someone is up for parole

in two years." he .said. "That doesn't mean
they are going to get it."

Sean Maloney, president of the ATG Cor-

poration, class of 1975, also said it was un-

fair for the University to punish the whole

ATG Corporation for the acts of the few.

"To think that all this has been jeopar-

dized by a couple of bad apples in our

bushel," Maloney said, shaking his head

in dismay.

John Davis, class of 1956, said he is

especially disappointed with the present

members of the fraternity since hazing was
the topic of an Oct. 15 meeting the alumni
had with the brothers.

"We told them there would be no more
hazing and now something like this hap-

pens, it really hurts," Davis said.

"This has affected all of us really deep-

ly," he said. "It's broken the trust with us

and broken the trust with the University."

Davis, along with the other alumni, said
continued on oage b

Duffey announces several million

to be cut from 1988 fisc)al budget
The University of Massachusetts will

have to cut its budget for the current fisoal

year from $5 million to $8 million,

Chancellor Joseph Duffey announced
yesterday at a Faculty Senate meeting.

The University's only action so far is a

freeze on all state funded hirings, Duffey

said. All hirings done before yesterday

will not be affected by the freeze, he said.

"We have to figure where we could take

the cuts," Duffey said. "We'll be doing

that in the next two weeks." As of now,

no layoffs are expected, he said, adding

that a flill report df the situation will

hopefully be done by mid-December.
A University spokesperson said one of

the actions being considered is cutting the

-size of the spring semester class by about
100 students and cutting the size of next

fall semester's class by about 300 to 400
students.

Duffey said the Board of Regents of

Higher Education notified him of the cuts

yesterday afternoon.

The University's budget is worked out

tabout two to three years in advance.

• -YANA DLUGY
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Justice Dept. postpones
defense fraud charges
WASHINGTON (APi - Justice Depart

ment ofilcials have postponed initial indict-

ments in the massive Pentagon purchasing

fraud scandal while they debate whom to

charge first

"We expect acting m the ver>' near future

but not this week and probably not next

week, " said Sharon Dibbley, spokeswoman
for US Attorney Henry Hudson in subur-

ban Alexandria, Va., where the more than

2-year-old investigation is headquartered.

Last month, Hudson and Justice sources

predicted that the first indictments would

be brought by mid November, but now the

best estimates are that the grand jury will

vote on charges either very liitc in

November or en early December
A source at Justice Department head

quarters said Wednesday, "It's still bein^

reviewed here, over legal issues."

Another government source added, "It

was anticipated that something would hap

pen tomorrow and it will not happen tomor-

row."

Justice Department spokesman John

Russell said Assistant Attorney General

Edward Dennis, head of the criminal divi

sion, "has never set a timetable. He's told

them to take their time and go when the

continued on page 10

Soviet driving not

a safe proposition
MOSCOW (AP» .Soviet drivers are so reckless and

roads are so i>ad that the annual Soviet traffic death toll

IS almost as high as in the United States, a country that

has 10 times as many cars, the Communist Party daily

Pravda said Wednesday.

About 40,000 people are killed in traffic accidents each

year in the Soviet Union, Pravda reported.

"There is a lack of elementary ethics on the road, with

drivers behaving rudely and without any respect towards

each other, " the paper said. "The Soviet road and high

speed are not compatible."

The 1986 traffic death toll in the United States was

47,900, according to the 1988 World Almanac.

Pravda said in an article Oct. 30 that the Soviet Union

has about 50 cars per 1,000 people, compared to 560 per

1,000 in the United States.

THESALON-
15 Hawtev Street,

fslorttiampton

584-8317

BIG
iTIMEi

By

TOM WAITES

Shows 7:15 and 9:00

Senior Citizens i

Children $2.00. Adults $3.50

DOv/MOWN /vvr-fnsi yw v::6

Enjoy New Homemade
Curry Dinners Tonight

Tanaoori Chicken t3.50
Carrot Huiva S2.9S

AlOO Mata' Curry S3.00

Mixed Vegetable Puiao S2.*5

PaKOriS $1.75

ChicKen Biryani 13.70
,

AiooBor^das$i.S0
^

Rrady lo h«at and tervr at home

OPtN 7 DAYS A W£EK
9 a.m 6 p. in

479We«Sire«i. Rte 116

South Amherjt
kctoH ilw >trr«l ttom xttt D*ir> M«n

Tel: 253 2432
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ORIGINAL

SPICEDRUM
CASE SPECIALS

BUSSSCCCH SUITCASE
PIELS
CARLING BLACK LABELS
UTICA CLUB
ROLLING ROCK

MOLSON GOLDEN 13.99 Cas*
24 12 oz. Bottles

ONES, FOURS SIXS AND TWELVES
FOSTERS OIL CANS
BARTLES & JAYMES 4 pk.

MICKEYS WIDE MOUTH 6 pk.

ST PAULI 6 pk.

MICHELOB DRY 6 pk.

BASS ALE 6 pk.

HARPOON WINTER WARMER 6

BUD LIGHT 8 02. 8 pk.

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT 12 pk

8.99

5.99

6.99

7.99

10.99

2 for 2.99

299
2.99

3.99

3.99

4.99

5.99

2.99

5.99

I

CAPTAIN MORGAN 1.75L 9.99

14 99 Sale Price w/$5 00 Rebate
PICCALA LICOR DE CAFE 1.75L 14.99

BOOTHS GIN 1.75L 12.99

ALMADEN 4LT BLUSH CHABLIS 7.99

1988 BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU HAS ARRIVED

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES

MC/VISA WE DELIVER
Located on Roatc 9, Hadlcy—Jast beyond Bargcr King

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

Two hydrogen bomb 'fathers'

disagree sharply on 'Star Wars'
WASHLVGTON (AP) - An un

precedented joint appearance by two men
frequently de.scribed as the respective

'fathers' of the Soviet and American
Hydrogen bombs featured sharp disagree

ment on whether space-based defenses

would bring world harmony or nuclear
war.

Andrei Sakharov, the Soviet scientist

who has become his nation's foremost
human rights activist, said deploying such
a defense system would 'destabilize the
world' and could trigger nuclear war bet-

ween the superpowers.
Edward Teller, one of the principal

American advocates of deploying the Star
Wars defense system, said it could lead to

a "world neighborhood" of cooperation and
peace.

The two scientists aired their views
Wednesday evening at a banquet honoring
Teller as a pioneer in the Held of nuclear
physics and for his advocacy of the

Strategic Defen.se Initiative, SDI. It was
sponsored by the Ethics and Public Policy

Center, a conservative research group.

Sakharov, 67, winner of the Nobel and
Albert Einstein peace prizes, attended the

dinner as part of his first trip outside his

native land. He and Teller held a private

20-minute conversation, the first time the

two had met.

In a speech at the beginning of the ban-

quet, Sakharov praised Teller as a man of

principle and conviction but said deploying

the Strategic Defense Initiative, as the Star

Wars plan is formally known, would be "a
great error."

"I feel it would destabilize the world,"
Sakharov said.

He cited the 'enormous cost' involved in

paying for the deployment of a defense

system by the LInited States and for the

Soviet Union to field new offensive

weapons to defeat it.

^
Come get

a taste
of Amherst's

first cafeteria-style

restaurant
Here you can choose from dozens of
delicious breakfasts, lunch and dinner
entrees...plus soups, salads, pastas,

desserts and much more. We're always
ready to serve up what ever you like

from our vast menu, and our quick 'n 'easy
dining is sure to make us famous throughout
the Valley! You'll Like what's cookin' at...

FLAP JACKS
& MORE

CAFETERIA
308 College St. Rt 9

I

Amherst 253-2558
OPEN 7 DAYS-A-WEEK

1* 6 a.m. 10 p.m.
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Disabled
citizens

learn food
services
By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Correspondent

"Ma'am, would you like some more cof-

fee?"

"Yes, thanks," the woman responded,
and the waitress who has just served lunch
positions herself carefully to my right side
and reaches down unobtrusively to pour,
just as she has been taught.

The waitress is a participant in In-

tegrated Approaches to Training in Food
Service, a program run by the Hotel,
Restaurant and Travel Administration
Department to prepare developmental ly
disabled citizens for jobs in the restaurant
industry.

According to Frank Latucca, coordinator
of the program and HRTA professor, the
ten students in the two-semester program
are learning, within the boundsof her own
capabilities, a.s many aspects of the food
service industry as they can. Students are
trained by HRTA undergraduates, and
together they operate a small dining room
in Room 220 of Skinner Hall on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday From 9:30 to 1 1:00

a.m. coffee and homebaked pastry are serv-

ed and from 11:30 to 12:30 there is a set

menu lun:h. The menu changes weekly.
A typical main course of a baby shrimp

salad plate, served with homemade bread,
and hot apple pie, costs $2.75.

The program, in its third year of opera-

tion, has been extremely successful, Latuc-
ca said.

"Ninety percent of our first year students
are still employed. That's impressive
because food service is an industry with a
ver>' high turnover," he said.

Graduates of the program are working at

the UMass Faculty Club, Amherst College,

Herm's Restarant, as well as fast-food

chains like MacDonalds's, Burger King,
and Friendly's, Latucca said.

In addition to helping to man an industry

that is chronically short of help, the pro
gram is the cutting edge of the restaurant

Collrgian photo by (hriii llooford

DEEP THOUGHTS - Al Tanner and Dan Bertolet look into the valley from the top of Bear Mountain
last Saturday.

management's new attitude toward its

employees.

"We educate HRTA majors to be leaders
and policy makers in the hospitality in-

sdustry," Latucca said. "Through this pro-

gram they get the exposure they need to

an invaluable employee resource."

"They are learning that if they take the
time to train someone properly, they will

get in return an employee for life," he said.

The program is the only one of its kind
in the HRTA department, Latucca said, ad
ding that he is currently looking for ways
to expand it.

"Eventually I'd like our students to of-

fer breakfast, lunch and dinner five days
a week, and have more variety in the

menu," he said. "If we expand, we can ac-

cept more students."

The students are selected by Incentive

Community Enterprises, a private agency
funded by the state. Due Keenan Jabori,

ICE's Vice Presiden"t of Employment and
Training, said that she would like to see

more students from high school special

education programs participate.

"We still have clients that need to be
employed, and employers that need them,"
she said. "Of all the programs we sponsor,

this one has the highe.st success rate. The
consistent, standardized routine of some
kinds of restaurant work is especially ap-

propriate for the developmentallv disabl

ed."

In most cases, the program's alumni are

paid competitive wages, Keenan-Jabori
said. Some employers are given a addi-

tional incentive with a Federal provision

called the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

"An employer hires one of ICE's clients,

with the assumption that the worker's pro-

Juctivity will be about the same as other

employees." she said. "At the end of the

year, there is a tax break.

"Generally speaking, we don't make ar-

rangements with employers who want to

pay less," Keenan-Jabori said. "And we
don't make arrangements with employers
who want to pay less. And we don't have
to. When there were less jobs, employers
had more bargaining power."

Five College program relieves pre-reg angst
By JACK TRAINOR
Collegian Correspondent

Pre-registration for many University of Massachusetts
courses can be miserable, but in spite of that few take ad-

vantage of the relative ease of registering for courses at

one of the other area colleges, according to a student work-
ing in the Five College Interchange Program.
Located in Machmer Hall, Five College Inc. allows

students to enrich their studies by choosing courses at

Hampshire, Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and Amherst colleges.

Currently 331 students, less than two percent of the
UMass student body, are enrolled in the program.
According to Sheila Brennan, a graduate student who

works in the UMass chapter of Five College Inc., the low
percentage may be because students feel it is difficult to

take a class at another school. To facilitate the process
Five Colleges Inc. provides free bus transportation, a meal
interchange program, and a direct borrowing policy

among libraries.

"Our main goal is not to get as many students as we

can to register. It is to expand the registration selection

and provide students with variety," .she said.

"Registering (in the Five College Interchange Program)
during pre-registration will save students a lot of hassle
because they won't need their instructor's signature," said

Brennan. "(Something) which they will need in January."
Brennan said other colleges offer a great deal ofcourses

to a small number of students so UMass students have
a very good chance of getting the course they want, she
said. The philosophy is there will always be room for a
Five College Interchange student, she added.
Any degree seeking UMass undergraduate, graduate,

or continuing education student, with the exception of first

semester freshmen, may register in a Five College course.

Most UMass students participate in the program to see

what it is like to take courses at a small liberal arts school,

Brennan said.

But students like Kristin Cuilwik, a senior psychology
major at Smith College, currently enrolled in a psychology

class at UMass, wanted just the opposite. "I live near Ohio
State back home, and I wanted to see what it was like

BOG decides not to replace committee members
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian StafT

The Board of Governors last night

defeated a proposal to remove all current

members of the board's Space Committee
because of the poor attendance of some
governors.

Although the proposal failed, it show-

ed governors that there is a problem with

the committee, which has been hampered

by poor attendance.

"It's my feeling that the intent of the

[proposal] is to impress upon the members
of the committee the work we need to get

done and the very real responsibility the

governors have," said Chairperson Eric

Nakajima.
Zohar Porat, Space Committee coor-

dinator, said, "We never get quorum, and

we couldn't make any decisions. We
couldn't make any progress in any way."
She would not comment on whether she
was disappointed on the failure of the
motion.

The committee is important because it

annually allocates office space in the
Campus Center/Student Union complex.

Each year there is a scramble for office

space, which is in short supply. As a
result, there have been some bitter fights

for the available space.

Allocations were to be completed im-

mediately after Thanksgiving, but they

will not be completed on time because of

the attendance problem.

Several seats on the committee were

open because some governors have been
dropped from the board after excessive

absences. As a result, nominations to the

committee were opened, and several new
members were elected to the committee.

Porat said she hoped the new members
of the committee would show up for the

meetings, which would allow the commit-

tee to make the office space allocations.

"The committee needs to get going,"

said BOG Treasurer Joe Casali. "What
I've been seeing is (Space Coordinator

Zohar Porat] having meetings, and one or

two people showing up."

Traci Davis, one of the members of the

committee who Porat said has been
regularly attending the meetings said,

"There are 14 Registered Student
Organizations that have asked for space

that do not have it." She said she and Gov.

John Raj had done most of the investiga-

tions on the RSOs to evaluate their need
for office space.

to take a class at a big university," she said.

Cuilwik said she finds the class and the professor in-

teresting and funny, and she noted that "the UMa.ss
students I have met seem more relaxed and le.ss .stressed

out."

Since it was founded in 1965, Five College Inc. has seen

the development of the Five College Astronomy Depart-

ment and the Five College Dance Department as well as

numerous other Five College programs and fields.

"I've noticed that a lot of business students have taken
advantage of the Japanese and international relations

courses at the other schools," Brennan said.

Brennan said animosity can arise between students at-

tending so many schools so close to one another. "Through
this program students meet with people from the different

schools and possibly develop friendships."

Students rarely use the program to fulfill their re-

quirements, she said.

"They diversify in order to get a feeling of what it is

like to take courses at another university with a different

atmosphere and educational philosophy," she said.

Officer injured
while at home
An 11-year-veteran of the University of

Massachusetts Public Safety department
was seriously iiyured last Friday while do-

ing yardwork at his Hadley home.

Officer Jerome Yezierski, 34, had been
working in his yard removing an old tree

when a large branch became dislodged

from it and struck him on the head.

Yezierski was taken to Holyoke Hospital

and then transported to Baystate Medical
Center in Springfield where he underwent
surgery. He is listed in critical condition.

"We're all praying for him, and we hojse

the entire community will," said Arthur
Hilson, director of Public Safety.

Yerierski joined the the force in January
of 1977.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES
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LUGGAGE BUY-OUT
NAME BRANDS YOU KNOW
AIRWAY .VESPUCCI • VERDI

•GLEG CASSINI
AMERICAN TGURISTER
HERE'S JUST 2 EXAMPLES

AMERICAN TOURISTER o;iJO% OFF
17" EXECUTIVE PORTFOLIO
Large tippereo compartmant and a

convenieni outsitM pocket tor easy

access Fits mlo carry-on case

20" CARRY-ON
Double rivoteo tiandles 2 deep
trool pockets center zipper and

adjusiapte sr>ouider strap

$988158651988

^FOAM CARPET PADDING 88< SO.
YD

COMMERCIAL CARPET SQUARES
VALUE '4 to '8

I8"xl8" NOW $^99

ROOMSIZE CARPET CLEARANCE $6 A SQUARE
YARD TO $9 A SQUARE

YARD

LADIESsTe^ SEPARATES
• BLOUSES-SHIRTS Values n
•SLACKS- SKIRTS e-c $1 O
SiZES 36-44 & 32-40 'IDTO 10 w «7 ;$988

LADIES SKIRTS
STRAIGHT AND PLEATED STYLES
-PLEECE-WOOL BlENDS-CORDS
AND MORE IN SOLIDS AND PRINTS

Value N ^^^

HANDCRAFTED 100% COTTON Retail n

PLAID THROWS MQ^^ S
Great for Cold Evenings or Football

Games Reusable
Storage Bag

LADIES SWEATERS
-RAMIE & COTTON -POLY Value N
COTTON-LAMBSWOOLIN conoo
VEST AND PULLOVER STYLES 'OU"" w

MENS FLANNEL SHIRTS
BUFFALO PLAIDS ValUC N
POLY COTTON IN SIZES «-.qoo O
2XL-3Ly & TALL SIZES 'O W

I

PQGQ LOG SPUTTER rTpiyifN^v'^aV
N
O
w

8" SPIRAL CANDLES
ASSORTED Value

COLORS «2^o 6FGR BOWS

ORAPESCANDLE RINGS rriSscrss^. o4.grH ĥ ^V^^

TRAILERLOAD BUY-OUT I SOLID COLOR TABLE FASHIONS 2fctwS//>d

!^om^5rlER N^

ASIA

TRAILERLOAD BUY-OUT

TIDE LAUNDRY DETERGENT
147 0Z BOXl I 42 0Z.BOX

N

W$599 °$<|59

QUILTED FABRIC

SOLID COLOR TABLE FASHIONS
CLOTH TABLECLOTH
52"x52"
52-X70" ;o^,Jt

60"x86"
^^

70" Round

UUILl tU hAbHIU ^^
^ ^^ ^ ^ PLACEMATS 2
fl%^^ ^E.^B I

VALUE '2" EACH Jfcl

^^^^^11 I HEAVY VINYL ^
^OpArN PLACEMATS 4^^tAUn I VALUE «1" EACH ^W^

FGR

FGR

FIREPLACE SCREENSs2ol5888

S^kVTOOL BOXES ^200 $98
ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

31 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF i 95
WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
r/QN-SAT 10-9

S'jrjDAv 10-6

CB ANTENNAS
BY Value N

AUTOMATIC c/>C O
RADIO *ZO W

$900
EMBOSSED
PADDED TOILET SEATS ^i8l$988

ROUTE 184
GROTON

CONNECTICUT
MON SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-6

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9

HADLEY
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5

T~;——J^ f f *'*'

:v

Sfr

VALUES FROM M49^^ to »299»s

LIVINGROOM & DEN FURNITURE
CHAIR LOVESEATmm $0088 $9888

SOFA
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UMASS NEWS BRIEFS
The Department of Health and Human Services has awarded a $215,211 grant to the

Department of Biochemistry at the University of Massachusetts for a project titled

"Modulation of Secretion in Chromaffin Cells."

-COLLEGIAN NEWS SERVICES
Two University of Massachusetts alumni were sworn in earlier this month as new

members of the Board of Trustees.

William L. Mahoney of Needham and Bernard J. Doherty of Winchester were elected

by the alumni over the summer, bringing the UMass board to its full membership of 19

members, as established by the legislature earlier this year.

-YANA DLUGY

C'ollrgian photo by Joel Holomnn

THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT - Comedian Walli Collins performs
during his act Tuesday night at the Hatch before a full house.

Sundays
at NEW ENGLAND*

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
served 9ain- 1 pm

n Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

D Homemade streusel

coffee cake

D Fresh squeeied juices [1 Eggs Benedict - The

best in the Valley IJ Griddle cakes

D Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a few of

the special items oiv

our new menu.

'

Serving our full ^

menu 1 :00 pm-9 pm\

University Drive

Amherst 549-5861

BUFFALO WINGS 101
BUFFALO WING (Bufalo wTng) N.—A unique type of

chicken wing baked or fried, then sauted in a one-of-

a-kind spicy sauce, served with celery and blue cheese
dressing on the side. Invented in the Anchor Bar,

Buffalo N.Y.

Now that you know what they are^
^IV/iere do you get the BEST???

^MMJIMiUOIJIVl) lilXPKIuSS
ir We only serve large Perdue wings,

cut fresh daily,

—not the little frozen wings

ir And carefully saute in the famous sauce
—not dunk them in god knows what!!!

So it's a few cents more for the real McCoy
ITS WORTH ITU

stSZS:^^ * fBEE DELIVERY 549-7771

Sfl
r Ne>j^ SMipments \\

Good Things
Gloves Natural Fiber scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
T-Shirt3
Tanks

Chinese
Shoes ^1^ kw;^^ SW99i9t

oi (^)Earrings ^^„ti.'s

Candles
Chains

^^iZE)S
uuuuu
'

'
"

i!>
''S'

"
'i>''

iii
>

'

'

ivwWtiiftmiiYi

iliiiiiir
Area

India Pnnt Dravstrinq d,,„c
Bedspreads pqnts '^*'9^

Bamboo
Cards Blinds

Posters

Socks T?
Leather r^
Sole

I SO to 505«
off selectecj

Clothing ^ornngs

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Great Gifts & Cards

ERCnNTILE
Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

N'hamp.Nioht
Thurs 9 P M

Horthafflpton-18 Center St

jiAmherst-Carriage Shopsrj

The Graduate Student Senate
will be holding budget hearings

for fiscal year 1989 line item

requests on February 25, 1989.

The deadline for applications for

line item funding is February 2,

1989. All interested parties are

encouraged to apply. Application

forms are available in the GSS
office, 919 Campus Center.

Tntroducing the

Route 9 • Hadley • 5B4-1603

Lunchtime, Dinnertime, anytime, you'll love our
authentic New York style delicacies: Homemade
Salads, Hot & Cold Subs and Sandwiches.. .to satify
your appetite and budget.

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$1.00 off any sub
HOT

Chicken Farm.
Meatball

Sausage & Peppers

COLD
Roast Beef

Ham
Turkey Breast

& Many Others

Good Friday 11'-^ 'ednescff '
: /30

I

I

I

I

I

I

I,

-I
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i1EAR
IFYING
SfflflNGS

J

STUDENT
BODY.

TEAR OUT THESE COUPONS. TEAR DOWN TO
RECORD TOWN. THE ONLY MUSIC AND

VIDEO STORE YOUIL EVER NEED!

Is U P I K ( () r P () N " ' I

I
ANY CASSETTE OR LP |

^^ ^W^ ^^^I^^^A Present this coupitn and receive any IP or

I^S^H^^ ^^^B^^^V cassette I regularlv priceiUip to S^'>>^>l for |
^r ^f^l ^^P^^^ So '^'>. rhis coupon not valid with oth

^0%M m offers. Offer expiri-s 11/20 8I<.

is r p F R c () r p () N " - I

i ANY COMPACT DISC
I

Present this coupon and receive anv single

album compact disc (regularly priced up to

$l(v"->^)) for SlZ.^^V This coupon not valid |
with other offers. Offer expires 11

-079 I

I S i P F R ( () I P () N " ^ I

TDKSA90AUDIOTAPE
jI

In • •

•7
Present this coupon and receive the TDK
SA 90 Audio Tape lO-Pack with Free

Upgrade Tape for SI^.W. This coupon

not valid with other offers. Limit \.

Offer expires 11/20/88.

I

L"i^^ ^ Offer expires 11/20/88.

«• la W-*^. r«M M-TMk Mm tn.M. 1188-079 I

Great Selection Of Hits On Sale Everyday

More Than 10.000 Items To Choose From

Area's Best Selection Of Compact Discs

Super-Low Everyday Prices On Blank Audio And Video Tape

I Huge Assortment of Movies And Music Videos For Sale

I Special Orders Welcome

Hadley, Hampshire Mall • 586-6351

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE AND
WORLD SECURITY STUDIES PRESENTS:

CONFERENCE ON PROSPECTS FOR
PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

The University of Massachusetts
Amherst College

November 17-19

Thursday, November 17; 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium. UMASS
HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
Micfiael Hudson
Elaine Hagopian
Artfiur Berger

Thursday, November 17: 7:30 p.m.

Johnson Chapel, Amherst College

THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
A STATE DEPARTMENT VIEW
William Kirby

Fnday, November 18; 1:30-3:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium, UMass
THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
ISRAELI PERSPECTIVES
Saadia Touval

Benjamin Miller

Mattityahu Peled

Friday, November 18; 3:30-5:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium, UMass
THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE:
PALESTINIAN PERSPECTIVES
Fouad Moughrabi
Elia Zuretk

Nasseer Arun

Friday, November 18; 7:30 p.m.

Bartlett Auditorium, UMass
PATHWAYS TO PEACE:
A PALESTINIAN-ISRAELI DIALOGUE
Mubarak Awad
Mattityahu Peled

and members of Friday afternoon panels

Saturday, November 19; 10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

Converse Hall, Amherst College

APPROACHES TO PEACEMAKING
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Mubarak Awad
Herbert Kelman
Rev. Ronald Young

CO-SPONSORED BY: the Five College Program in Peace and World Security

Studies (PAWSS), the Department of Judiac and Near Eastern Studies of

the University of Massachusetts, and the International Relations Program of

Mount Holyoke College.

All events are free and open to the public. For further information, please

call PAWSS at Hampshire College, 549-4600. ext. 519.

Jyc-
Dynamics
Exclusively Dyed

Contemporary

Clothing

96
N. Pleasant St.

Today &
Everyday

11:30 - 5:30

M

M
M
M
M

M
M
M

N
M

'I8fi 079
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those ol the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect {he views of the Collegian or the University unless othen^^ise noted

PEDRO PEREIRA
[tfilor in Chi«(

JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Ads (d'lot

RICK SASSON

RICHARD BONANNO
Ptiolo Idttpf

PAVID R, MARK
EdHorW fditOf

MARIA SACCHEHI
Women'* l}>utt f dilor

MATT GERKE
Ks Sf)«t»ilcN»<y i,

JIM CLARK
f Jpo«ilfdrt<ir

RICK SANTQS'^,

N»wi fdrtoi ^ ,/

JANINE WARNER JOSEPH HILL THOMAS MAMBANDE
woowi I bHMi iditcH BUck Atftirf fditpr lUrt Aiuiit Mxor ,^,

-J^ot just another pretty column-

Racism is an attitude with a thousand disguises
Racism. Why is it that ever time I hear

that word, I feel as if someone has pressed
the panic button? I get jittery, and knots
form in the pit of my stomach. Why? After
all, it is just a word is it not? It really

doesn't exist after all these years now, does
it? Martin Luther King, Malcolm X and the
fight for equality era ended a long time ago,

right? Pfnm Hardly.

Scott Green

Last semester, some of my professors

devoted class time to discuss racial issues.

I must say, I was both shocked and
dismayed at what was said. I heard such

statement as, "I don't think there is a

racial problem here at UMass," "I've never

seen any oppression here," and "The blacks

are receiving preferential treatment."

Racism. There, I've said it again. What
is it? How can you identify it? Just who is

racist and who is not?

Racism is defined as the belief in the

superiority of one's own racial group, and
there are two types of racism, dominative

and aversive. The dominative racist acts

out bigoted beliefs. He/She openly shows
his/her race hatred. These are the Adolph
Hitlers of society. These are the people who
join the Ku Klux Klan, attack interracial

couples, and yell racial slurs. Then there

is the aversive racist. This is the individual

that believes in white race superiority and

is more or less aware of it, but does nothing

overt about it. They avoid contact with

black people and try to ignore their ex

istence. but when faced with a situation.

WHY "DO BLACKS NEED A SEPARATE^
ACAT>Er^lC DEPARTMENT? THEY /

can get alu that stuff in
History courseis
ANYUAY, "RiGHT?

they force themselves to be polite and act

accordingly. They may speak of equality or

of op>en goodwill, but at the same time
stand behind the institution they create to

ensure that their goodwill is not
challenged.

We must remember that institutional

patterns of racism are extensions of in-

dividual racism. Judgements of superiori-

ty are based on corresponding traits of

white people as norms of comparison. Peo-

ple tend to evaluate white expressions

positively and black expressions negative-

ly. I have often heard from fellow students

that they think that blacks segregate

themselves. They all eat together, go to and
sit at sports events together, and so on.

'Why don't they spread themselves out?"

is a common reaction to this belief. What
are the implications here? Well, there is a

universal human tendency to divide the

world into "us" and "them." Bonds of "us"

and barriers of "them" are established as

a consequence of the ability to recognize

another's interests, values and beliefs as

opposing or converging with one's own. By
asking them to spread out, one asks, "Why
don't they become more like us?" Turn it

around, and one will find that we are guil-

ty of the same criticism. We surround
ourselves with white people who are like

us. We surround ourselves with our fami-

ly members and our friends. We do not see

our behavior as objectionable, yet we would
not consider dispersing ourselves
throughout a community of black people.

We think of "us" as the societal norm and
"them" as being stubborn or deviant. This

differentiation brings any "us" together. It

creates solidarity and strength among any
group.

The reason a lot of people are not aware
of racial problems is because we are so ab-

sorbed in "us." We must create social con-

ditions which cause the bonds of "we" to

prevail over the barriers of "they." By be-

ing more open and honest, and by develop-

ing a healthy attitude toward change, we
have started to ck) just that, here at UMass.
"Hands across UMass" is a good indicator

of progression along the continuum that

eventually will lead to the day when
everyone will co-exist. And to achieve such

an evolution, we cannot and must not re-

main apathetic.

Scott Green is a UMass student

Notes from the Campus Center basement

A two-cent education and
a million-dollar building

I'd like to thank the editors and
publishers of the Dictionary of Cultural

Literacy for waiting until I was a senior in

college to come out with their book, helpful-

ly subtitled "What Every American Needs

To Know."
Gee, thanks. Here I thought it was worth

my time, money and energy to listen to

scholars and read books to get an educa-

tion, and it turns out I could have gotten

it out of one hook. That's a few hundred

pages, versus the thousands I have read in

three and a half years as an
undergraduate, not to mention elementary

and secondary schools.

Nancy Klingener

I think this book should be required

reading for everyone who wants to call

herself or himself an American. They
should put stacks of them on the Mexican

border and the shores of South Florida.

Educators can cease fighting over the

canon or curriculum in literature, history,

or the social sciences. It's easy: just one

book. No problem.

It's cheaper, too. All that money I spent

on texts and notebooks and paperbacks

could have been used to further my
understanding of what every American

needs to know. For instance, how to take

any subject to its most superficial level, and

market it.

*

Next week, a lot of professors are going

to pretend their students will be in class

Wednesday. It's not their fault — it's a

University mandate, because of something

called the Calendar Committee in the

Faculty Senate. And they're just following

this state rule that we have to have the

same number of each day of the week dur

ing the semester.

Why not give some other day a Wednes-

day schedule, or tell the legislature to stick

it (as they do to us often enough)? With fif-

teen percent of our students coming from

out-of-state, expecting them to hang around

until after their last class on the day before

a national holiday, and the top traveling

day of the year, is ludicrous, unfair, and

downright mean. Which is, of course, the

reason most people just take off and make
a farce out of the whole requirement

anyway.
<¥ m *

A question (just a simple one): We're get-

ting a new convocation/conference

center/arena. The new admissions building

behind Gorman is looking spifTier every

day. We already have the Campus Center

for conferences and functions. Why do we

need this new Visitors Center across from

Whitmore? Who is going to go there? Why,

in a time of incredible need for teaching

assistants, classroom space, and financial

aid, did we decide to build a million-dollar

information booth? Just a question.
*

Speaking of conferences, it's fun to check

out what people are gathering to discuss

in this concrete haven on any given day.

This week, Raytheon is sponsoring a

"Microwave Convention." I haven't seen

any little ovens running around getting

drunk yet, but you never know. Maybe it's

just a bunch of people sitting around try-

ing to figure out how to defrost those little

frozen pizzas without them getting all

soggy.
* *

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist

In other news.
After near extinction in the 1960s and

70s, ballroom dancing has waltzed back in-

to fashion. "Almost every romantic comedy

movie I've seen lately has a ballroom-dance

scene.
" observes Hilary Ginsberg, co-owner

of New York City's Roseland, with one of

the largest dance floors in the world. Across

the land, nightclubs are revising their pro-

grams to meet the demand for a place to

swing, mambo. tango or waltz. Business at

private dance studios is booming, with an

estimated 600,000 students signing up for

lessons this year.

-Time, Oct. 24

Letters

Macero's column myopic
After reading Cosmo Macero, Jr.'s arti-

cle ("Core requirements make headaches,

not education" Nov. 14), we are convinc-

ed that not only does Cosmo lack the abili-

ty to learn another language but he also

lacks the motivation for being a com-
munications major.

Mr. Macero says," I know nothing about

biology, oceanography, or geology. Nor do

I wish to find out." We would like to send

a copy of this myopic article to his prospec-

tive employers. It says a lot about his per-

sonality and his i>otential for growth in

their company.
Cosmo makes the point that, "Sure it's

my own fault for not satisfying these

stupid requirements when I was an
underclassman." He also states that he is

"doing things (he) should have had the

foresight to complete these courses

beforehand." Isn't that why we have two

weeks for pre-registration?

This apathetic attitude towards learn-

ing and personal growth perhaps provides

a little insight into the current US decline

as an educational bastion. We suggest

that Mr. Macero rethink his priorities and
reasons for coming to college. Does he

think that by paying his tuition it entitles

him to sit back in his easy chair while his

professors bestow his degree upon him?
We are sure that out of the fifty percent

of college applicants rejected at UMass,
we can find at least one sensible and
motivated individual to take his place.

Besides, with the grades Cosmo is proud

to disclose to the world, we are sure he

won't last here much longer.

Stephany Pascetta
Blake Udelson

Northeast

Two good leaders treated unfairly
Having been at UMass for two and a

half months as a visiting student, I have

taken note of the problems with the SGA
presidency. I think I can say with the ob-

jectivity of an "outsider," that time has

proven the path that the senate should

take in this matter. I have seen Shari

Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz rallying for

students to register to vote for the na-

tional election, arranging the successful

"Hands Across UMass," and proving their

commitment to student concerns.

I have seen W. Greg Rothman condes-

cend to and attack his fellow students in

public oration, read about his and his peo-

ple's antics at Mt. Holyoke college, and
noticed the crude political bumper
stickers they choose to display on the door

of the Minuteman oftlce in the Student

Union. From simple observation it's clear

to me what each side's motivations are.

W. Greg's suggestion that "if

Rabinowitz's and Silkoffs blatant

disregard for anything they dislike is any

indication of the type of student leaders

they hope to be, the students have a lot

to worry about" ("Silkoff and Rabinowitz

disregard Constitution, Nov. 16) seems

like alarmist pandering to me; from what

I've seen, these student leaders incite less

worry that Mr. Rothman himself. Silkoff

and Rabinowitz are already student

leaders, and by their natures, will con-

tinue to be — with or without the title of

SGA co-presidents.

Stacey Urbonas
Amherst

POW-MIA flag offensive
On Thursday, Nov. 10, 1 noticed a POW

MIA flag fiying under the US flag over

the Haigis Mall. The POW MIA flag sym
bolizes the lie that there are still US
prisoners in Vietnam. It stirs up anti

communist fervor in order to provide the

CIA with an excuse to continue terrorist

action against the people of southeast

Asia.

I demand that the offending flag be

removed and in its place the administra-

tion give progressive groups equal
flagpole time, such as the Afro-American
flag, the Sandinista flag, and the Viet-

Cong flag.

Alan Ditmore
Northampton
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UMass Arts Council
GRANT PROPOSAL

DEADLINE
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License
plates
stolen
A 22yeai-old Amherst

man was stopped bv police

on Clark Hill Road Wednes
day and arrested on an
outstanding warrant from
State Police in Foxboro.

In other police reports:

• A license plate was
reported stolen from a car

parked in Lot 22 Tuesday.

• A license plate was
reported stolen from a car
parked in Lot 65 Tuesday.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018
GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM

SWEET DREAMS
OF JB'S...

Lee eats, breathes and

dreams JB's. Right now in

REM sleep (roast beef enter-

ing mind), he is sitting in front

of a hot, juicy roast beef sand-

wich, delicious fries

smothered in ketchup and an

overflowing thick shake just

waiting to be eaten. Lee has

even been seen licking his lips

while dreaming about JB's

and then waking up to dash to

you know where—JB's!

(If this is you. take this ad in for a free roast beef sandwich.)

61 Main St.. Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 ME^flMUM ORDER.
(OF? UMA5S C.A.MPUSi

Dial

LIQUORS 253-3091
-Al^ncwInStor^as|^niv^

ANDRB...1 $2.99
Champagne

PORTLAND LAGER 6 pk.$4.99

XINGU BLACK BEER $2.10
From Brcizil, The Rage in Boston 22 bz. Bottle

MICHELOB DRY $12.99
12 oz. Bottles

BOLLA S9AVE ^50 ml...$4.75

SEAGRAMS VO 750 ml...$8.29

HARPOON WINTER * , - ^ -
WARMER 12 pk $13.25

GLENFIDDICH SINGLE ^ . ^ ^^
MALT SCOTCH 750 ml$ 18.99

fraternity investigation

continued from page I

he could not commont on the specifics of

the allegations because a grand jury in-

dictment is possible in the near future.

"We don't really know what went on

anyways," Davis said.

Davis and Mulcahy said when they

were in the fraternity they were hazed,

but that was before there were any laws

against hazing.

"It was mostly stupid things, like car-

rying a roll of toilet paper to every class

or wearing a toilet seat around the neck

around the house," Davis said.

"Our biggest thing was to make our
fraternity raise the most money for the
campus chest," he said.

Davis said the corporation has not yet

decided what actions to take against the

fraternity members.

The Amherst police and the University
are conducting investigations into the
allegations. Both have declined to com-
ment on the specifics of their investiga-

tions. The fraternity members have also

declined to comment.

Town Meeting
continueu pum page !

$25 million will come from

the state and the rest from fundraising and

the imposition of a onetime student fee, ac-

cording to Jack Littlefield, associate vice

chancellor for administration and finance.

Students will be charged $100 in 1992 -
$50 both in the fall and spring semesters
— the year the arena is slated to open.

Greiner predicted additional fees would

be imposed on students to keep the arena

on its feet.

"The building will not generate money.

they will still have to charge extra money
to students to maintain the arena,"

Greiner said.

Gerry Grady, coordinator ofCommunity
and Alumni Relations for the University,

spoke against the article.

He said years of planning went into the

arena, giving student groups and the town

plenty of opportunities to voice their

opposition.

Grady also said the arena would be used
for more than just hockey and basketball.

Several additional rooms were part of the

complex that would also hold graduation
ceremonies.
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stocking stuffer i||

to the big gift • • •

|||

MARVEL COMICS |
AND BOOKS m

Available at:

Same Bat Channel

All your comic book needs!
jjjj

POSTERS! GAMES! 1
BASEBALL CARDS! fi

Hampshire Mall, Route 9 m
586-8775 -£

JouJou ,ev^^«'^
CheroKee ^angiers

0\»',oe
\jo<^' Devon

'^"ss Tog
— «• vtSdldsliU!lupet 5>iop

Route 9. Hadley

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Qooiit^
Copie^!^

kHikoi
the copy center

253-2543

tt

Weekend Specials

Only $10.00
Prime Rib

Baked Stuffed Shrimp
Reef & Beef (Prime Rib ft Baked Stuffed Shrimp)

All are served with a garden salad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other dtscotints can be used with this special.

Available Friday and Saturday Evenings

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite!

Casual atmosphere, convenient locationUniversity Drive

Amherst t 1549-5861 and most of all...Affordable Pricesl

Reagans honor Thatcher
during final state dinner
WASHINGTON (AP) - For the final

state dinner of their eight-year White
House reign, President Reagan and his

wife, Nancy, were hosts of a nostalgic night

of song and dance to honor their conser-

vative friend, British Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher.

Breaking protocol, the Thatchers dallied

Wednesday after the evening's entertain-

ment and took a turn with the Reagans
about the marbled Grand Foyer to the tune

of "Shall We Dance?"
Usually, the honored guests depart

posthaste, but the Thatchers and the

Reagans even switched partners as they

smiled for the cameras.

"I wanted this to be special — it's very

sentimental," said Mrs. Reagan, who said

she got 'a little teary' during the effusive

round of toasts that the president and

prime minister offered each other earlier

in the evening.

The president, asked about his 'last

dance' with his first lady, quipped, "You
don't mean that Nancy and I are breaking

up, do you?"
With their 55th state dinner, the

Reagans closed the book on one of their

favorite White House events. Their
elaborate celebrations recalled a tradition

of glitz and glamour dating to the first

White House social event, when John
Adams greeted New Year's Day revelers

in 1801.

Although many presidents made the

White House a stage for some of the na-

tion's most elaborate and exclusive enter-

tainment, the Reagans brought a

Hollywood party style to an executive man-
sion shorn of hard liquor and dancing dur-

ing the Carter years.

The black-tie tribute to Mrs. Thatcher
and her husband Denis was an apt finale

to a glittering series in which Reagan, now
77, never seemed to tire.

As he has on every such evening, the

president regaled his guests with anec-

dotes, both at the dinner table and among
the demitasse sipping guests in the Blue
Room.

White supremacist charged with
killing South African blacks
PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) - A self

proclaimed white supremacist smiled in

court today as he was charged with

murdering six blacks during a casual walk

through Pretoria, and was ordered to a

psychiatric hospital.

"I do not have any interest in appearing
before this court under the current state of

government," Barend Strydom, 23, told

Magistrate P. Johnson when he appeared

in khaki clothes and leg irons.

Strydom, a former policeman, smiled

throughout the hearing as he did on Tues-

day when, according to prosecutors, he

sauntered through downtown on Tuesday
taking shots at black people.

He was charged with killing six blacks

and attempting to murder 17 others.

Speaking in the Afrikaans vernacular,

Strydom told the court, "If communists

such as (Anglican Archbishop) Desmond

Tutu and (former South African am-
bassador to the United Kingdom) Dennis
Worrall are arrested, then I will

cooperate."

He was sent to Weskoppies Hospital for

30 days of observation and ordered to reap-

pear in court Dec. 19.

Court-appointed psychiatrist Dr. Willem
Pietersen testified that Strydom frequent-

ly turned to wave at his family in the cour-

troom, which was packed and guarded by

policemen with shotguns. In an unusual

move, photographers were allowed inside.

Strydom's mother raised her fist and

shouted, 'Strength,' in Afrikaans.

No members of the Afrikaaner
Resistance Movement, the white

supremacist organization Strydom claims

to be a member of, apparently were in the

courtroom, except for Strydom's father.

1)1 \ isi()\ or COS ri\ i i\(. i:i)rc \rio\

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

X

LIQUORS
18 Uaxn Si. Downtown Amlietst 253-5441

SAMBUCA ROMANA 12.99 750 mi

KAHLUA (coffee liquer) 11.49 750 ml
^ FLAVORED SCHNAPPS (for the pocket)$1.25 #
Blackberry, Apricot, Coffee, Cola, Mintjulep 200ml.

^ PEACH SCHNAPPS now only $3.99 750ml •

HARVEYS BRISTOL CREAM 7.99 750 ml

BOORDS GIN 80 proof (while they last) $7.99 1 .75 liter

SMIRNOFF Vodka 80 proof (compare) 8.99 Liter

BACARDI Rum (sliver) $6.99 750ml. 12.991 75 liter

Heineken in the bottles
$8.49 12-pack, $16.95 cse.
,^0* Dos Equis 4.15 6 pk. +dep. ^^.

« MOOSEHEAD BEER « %%^l
3.70 6 pk. +dep.; $12.99 cse. +dep. ^

^'

» FOSTER'S LAGER f^
$3.99 6 pk. +dep.; $1.60 + 25 oz. iA~-JM^

can ' TT- '^

The LOWEST Prices in or about

^ Amherst.
*\%, WE OFFER OFF CAMPUS ,<
KS DELIVERY...253-5441 ,^!^'"'

<»/% Proper I.D. Required, always... ^o^^^v-*^^

"^ Please...Don't Drink and Drive! "^

Student Affairs L\for.viation' Services

IDB/TIPS

COUNSELING PERIOD ENDS TOMORROW
(Saturday, November 19th)

Reminder: Pre-Registratlon Forms are due

on Wednesday, November 23rd.

For Information about ACADEMIC PROCEDURES Call

'TIPS' (545-1540) and request tape by number

1020 Changing Your Major

1316 Pre-Registering for Courses

2420 Transcripts

1027 Incompletes

1008 Figuring your Grade Point Average

IDB/TIPS is open Monday-Friday, 8:30am-5pm (walk-in and phone-in)

and 5-9pm (phone in only), and by telephone only

on Saturday and Sunday 10am-3pm

IF YOU VJ^T: FJRTHER questions call 'IDB'(545-1555)

Informacion Data Bank(IDB)

Taoed Informadon Phone Ser\nce(TIPS)
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LDOkliM(« For.
UoWF IM AUU
THE WROMCs.

N«w A U««d Cars
TnKka A Vv* aim A«i

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT

CHRISTIAN CONNECTION
COFFEE HOUSE

Saturday Nov. 19 7:30 -10:00pm

Heidi McCue and Paul Putnam
(from UMass) (of Hadley)

Wesley United Methodist Church

365 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

ALL ARE WELCOME

Pentagon
continued from pai;<- 2

fast" in in shape.
'

Proseiutms say they have evidence that

consultants - including some former high-

level Reagan administration officials and

former high ranking military men who
work for the nation's largest defense con-

tractors — bribed Pentagon officials for in

formation vital to winning contracts worth

billions of dollars.

Two corporations and three individuals

were identified this week by government

and defense sources as among the poten-

tial targets of the first charges.

These sources said consultants William

Parkin and Fred Lakner had been offered

plea bargains by prosecutors, but the pair

had declined to plead guilty to the charges

offered. Those charges included conspiracy

and bribery, the sources said.

The sources also said prosecutors were

weighing charges against Teledyne, Inc.,

and Hazeltine Corp., both of which were

searched in FBI raids last June.

The sources also suggested that charges
were being contemplated against Stuart

Berlin, a procurement specialist with the

Naval Air Systems Command. Berlin and
four other Pentagon employees have been
transferred away form contract work.

Other sources, however, had said earlier

that no government employee would be

among the first group charged.

Parkin has said he paid Lakner $15,000
to 18,000 in late 1986 for information on

a pending Navy contract for equipment to

distinguish hostile and friendly aircraft.

Parkin said he then turned the information

over to Hazeltine on Long Island, N.Y.

Parkin said he concluded the information

came form Berlin but that it was no secret.

Parkin also has said he split fees with

Lakner form Teledyne Electronics of

Newbury Park, Calif, which was seeking

an Air Force contract. But Parkin said they

did not have to do any work in that case.

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT :Iq

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
READFKS F30L L

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley PoH.

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

m such a short time span.

kk

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northarr^ton*585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a vveek*NO MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE M

ME-DI-ATE
(me-de-at) To intervene between two or

more disputing parties in order to effect

an agreement. To settle or reconcile

differences.

STUDENTS-Learn to be a mediator. Free 32-hour

training offered by the UMass Mediation Program
during Spring semester leading to certification in

mediation. The training is designed to give

participants specific techniques and skills to deal

with interpersonal conflict. Training will be held on

Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2:30 to 5:30 in the

Campus Center. Call the Mediation Program in the

Dean of Students Office"545-4240 for application

forms and exact dates.

Tiuk^. $$$ for the.

Sell your old books at the Annex

SPECIAL TWO-DAV BUY-BACK!

Monday & Tuesday

November 21 & 22

9:00 - 4:00

Old Milwaukee
Suitcase

$8.99
-$1.00

$7.99
+ Dep.-Final Cost

Stoli 750 ml.

$9.49

$1.50

$7.99

mail-in rebste

Kimnoff Vodka l^m!!!!?^

1.75 Itr.

$8.99

Miller Genuine
Draft

12 pk. cans
$5.99 -t- Dep.

Molinari Sambuca
750 ml.

$12.99
•$3.00

$9.99
Final Cost
mail in rebate

Harpoon Boston
Ale

6 pk. bottles

$5.49 -t- Dep.

Knickerbocker
16 oz. refills

$8.49 + Dep. vVe want to be YOUR liquor store!

Canadian dance
troupe at FAC

The Toronto-based Desrosiers Dance Theater will per

form at the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts

Center on Saturday, Nov. 19 at 8 p.m.

Incorporating dance, mime, tai chi. theater and

acrobatics with film, video, magic and special effects,

Derosiers Dance Theater continues to astonish audiences

of all ages with its unique and highly imaginative blend

of dance-theater.

Founded in 1980 by artistic director Robert Derosiers.

the company has performed at the Jacob's Pillow

Festival, the American Dance Festival, the Hong Kong

Arts Festival, the Singapore Arts Festival and the

Caracas International Festival. Though they have toured

throughout Canada, Australia and Venezuela, this is the

company's first tour of the United States. They perform

ed a theater/magic dance show entitled "incognito" at

the Olympic Arts Festival last season.

ARTS/LIVING

Two top terrors
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

There are two above-average horror films playing in the

area: Child's Play and They Live. Both are a cut above

the usual seasonal slasher fare. Director John (Halloween,

Prince ofDarkness) Carpenter's They Live is notable for

its worthy stabs at intelligent social commentary. Tom
(Fright Night) Holland's Child's Play can make no such

claim it's just shock cinema - but it does the job. It shocks.

And at times it is strangely, darkly fascinating.

THE
SCREENING ROOM

Child's Play is basically an extended, unauthorized

remake of the excellent Twilight Zone episode, "Living

Doll." The film has none ofRod Serling's trademark wit,

but it does boast a frighteningly candid and energetic per-

formance by Chucky the Devil Doll. Catherine Hicks,

whom you may remember as the compassionate marine
biologist from Star Trek IV, plays the unsuspecting

mother of a young boy who lives for TV in general, and
the Good Guys cartoon show in particular. Naturally, he

wants a "Good Guy" of his own, and gets it. The irony

in the doll's name is, of course, intentional. Guess the rest.

Child's Play's only real problem is in its excessive use of

gore, but you can't make a horror film these days and not

expect to set aside at least a quarter of the budget for red

food dye.

They Live is a great concept executed only fairly well.

"Rowdy" Roddy Piper, in his dramatic debut, is

Carpenter's absentee Kurt Russell - the loner, the out-

sider, the tough-guy with poor articulation and long hair.

It is through his eyes that we share in the revelation that

our beloved America is, and has long since been, run en-

tirely by supremely unattractive space-aliens. The first

30 minutes is funny and fascinating. The last 60 or so is

riddled with problems, the most outstanding of which is

a really strange account of male bonding in which real-

life wrestler Piper slugs it out with his buddy in a friend-

ly little battle of brawn, blood and spit.

Answer to trivia question from two weeks ago: Willow's

General Kael was named after film critic Pauline Kael.

Answer to last week's question: Daniel Stern played Cyril

in Breaking Away.
This week's: What was the original title of Alfred Hit-

chcock's North hv Northwest?

Film fixes on the
thin Une of truth
By ANDRE BUS!
Collegian Correspondent

The Thin Blue Line is the kind of movie that will wrap
you up in its eerie plot as it stretches your belief, but the

movie is true, true, true. The story of the hitchhiker Ran-

dall Adams and the amazing string of events that led him
to a life sentence in jail seems to come right out of one

of those film noir where everything that could go wrong,

does so. The director Errol Morris has a talent for sear-

eontinued on page 14

NOW HIRING
The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
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ASSISTANT AD
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ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVES

For Spring Semester- 1 989

Deadline

;

Tuesday, November 22, 1988

Just come down to the

Collegian Office and fill out

an application today.

Collegian is an E/O/E
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.
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Bands at Sheehans
at Pearl Street

Tonight at Sheehans catch Valley favorites The
Malarians open for the Happy Campers and Eastern
Wind and tomorrow night AC Reed.

Universal Joint: Downstairs at Pearl Street will hold

an all-ages show tonight at 7 p.m. with O Positive. Over

21 show at 9:30 p.m.

Local artist to hold studio sale

bI^^Bi'
Plain and Pepperoni

Pizza Now Available

by the Slice

Only $1.00
11:30 amllM pm

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

There are a few new shows in store for this short week
and for the beginning of December. Starting out with
something from off-campus, for a change, artist Michael
Cohen is holding his 15th annual studio sale of his works
on Saturday, Dec. 10 from 10 a.m. -2 p.m. at 107 Amherst
Road in Pelham. Along with pottery, Cohen will also be
selling unusual clocks inspired by the Holyoke Range. If

you're looking for an alternative to the usual holiday gifts,

you may want to check this out.

In other news. Student Union Art Gallery is presenting

Softicdrs. a collection of books, prints and other artwork
by performance artist Marcos Kurtycz. It will run from
Nov.21 Dec.2, with a reception to be held on Nov. 21 from

5 7 p.m. At the reception Kurtycz is expected to perform

a n»'vv niece, titled "Organikwars." The exhibit features

a display titled "Big Swarm of Hockers," a colorful

celebration of the froglike creatures found on Aztec and
Toltec ceramic stamps. The Gallery's hours are Monday-
Friday, 11 a.m. -4 p.m.

Next up, at Wheeler Gallery, Karen J. Axtell is show-

ing a collection of her work until Nov.23. The major aspect

of her work is the texture of the surface. Canvas, paper,

linen and gauze are layered, torn, pasted and fastened in

ways which make these pieces unique. Wheeler Gallery's

hours are Monday-Thursday, 4-8 p.m.. Sunday, 2 5 p.m.

Finally, if you're going by the Tower Library sometime

during the day, why not check out the ongoing sculpture

exhibit at the library's Sculpture Courtyard. Featuring

works by Wendy Jackson. Bryan T. Lashway and John
Pohanka, this show will be on campus until March 31,

1989. However, the exhibition will be closing for the

winter, so if you want to see it before the snow flies, go
sf»e it soon. Have a nice holidav.

We know you like to shop at THE
LODGE— here s your chance to work m
your favorite store too! If you are energetic,

enthusiastic and interested, we want to

meet you! We currently have positions

open m:

in our Holyoke Mali at Ingleside store

We also have part-time sales positions

open. If interested, call Stacey McNamara
413 536-3670 or send letter or resume to

Kim Palmer, THE LODGE, North Shore

Center, Peabody, MA 01960.

Equal Opportunity Empiove' Tudmige

would like to

extend our best

wishes to you for a
Happy Holiday Season

20% discount/

storewide

Nov 17th thru the 23rd

7 East Pleasant Street

in front of Carriage Shops

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ S$$$$$$$S$$ $
$
$
$

9iBifli0ifin3ifin0)finflunBi0UB\snEi\fin0un0t0\0\iu^^

o You Need
$$$

Work all Janttary as
Inventory Auditors
$6.50/hottr to start

''Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventoiy Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 -i-

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIMIIIIIIIIIIUIIilllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIMIinillllllllllllllllilnllllllltlllllllllMI|l

I To Icam more call the ofllcc nearest your home daring
|

i Thanksgiving brealt or interview at the Campus Center \

I as follows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 Tuesday Dec. 6 Rm 804
|

I
Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 804 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 173 1

3 Interview times are 10am-9pm Every hoar on the hoar =
rillllllMllllllllllllllllllllllinillllllllllllllllllllirilllllllinilMAllllllllMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIII

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester. Hatick, Framingham, Mllford,

508-975-5 155—Lowell, Lawrence, SomerviUe, Cambridge,

Saagas, Peabody

508-559-7603—Boston, Qaincy, Braintrce, Brockton,

Middleboro

508-749-082 1 —Plymouth, Wareham, all of Cape Cod,

Kingston, Pembroke, Marshflcld, Hew Bedford

413-737-8938-Hartford. Springfield, Amherst

508-336-5658—Fall River, Seakonk ft Providence Area

603-893-1885—Southern Hew Hampshire

518-482-8555-Horth Adams. Pittafleld. Saratoga and

Albany Area

Speosorcd bY Stadcnl EmpIoYmcat Oflkc

/"

V

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Qhi nese O^itchen
Quality Chinese Pood at a Low Price

Dinner Special

I Buy one Combo Dinner at Pull Price I

and get the second dinner at half price

I if it is of equal value or below.

hadlev430 RusscI St.. 253-2571 Northampton- 150 King St.. 586-8221

Valid Only With Coupon—Expires Wed. Nov. 22
Good in Hddley Store Only

ys^ c^^^o^-'j^i* '^.r^ct "^viP ac^<»'"^:*« ftc^c?>'^:ii? ftc^c?)^"^3i^ ftc^o'^^oip

G
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338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

imjm HOME WHITE ZINFANDEL 750 ml $4.49

SUTTER HOME SPARKLING
WHITE ZINFANDEL 750 ml 2 foi $9.99

STOCK ASTI SPUMANTE $7.29

ALL WINE COOLERS 4 pk. $2.99

$$$$s$$s$ss$$

PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS 750 ml
MR. BOSTON 100 PROOF
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 750 ml
STOLI VODKA 750 ml

6

BUDWEISER SUITCASE
BECKS 12 pk.

LITE SUITCASE
BUD LIGHT SUITCASE
GROLSCH

$11.49

$7.99

$10.99

$10.99

'^.99 6 pk case 13.75

$5.99

$5.39

i!/ 95

+ dep

\-dep

+ dep

¥dep
+ dep

• MEGABUCKS

•

• IMPORTED fr DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER Sc WINE •

ALWAYS ON HAND

i

I

1

1

1

9
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

A6o^ THE 9L0 JM TH£

Mr6HTtrw£?

"It was a blessing.

"

—Diana Paiotto, mother of 3-year-old Andrew, on a
Cambridge Salvation Army drop-in day-care center for

liomeless children in which she placed her son last

winter. The center gives parents a place to leave their

pre-school children while they look forjobs and housing.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michd Jeffs

ACROSS
1 Small amount
6 Sign of neaiing

10 Track Drancn
1

4

Dote on
15 WA'S'H star

16 Lovers

hioeaway
1

7

Criesi wood
18 Legs
19 Story start

20 Aovice to the

over zealous''

22 See 23 Across

23 l^uai sourca.

*ith 22 Across
2* Churcn features

26 Fisnmg lure

30 N A Dorder

canals

31 Play Dy —
32 Auctioneer s

call

3S Emulate Det}i

Thomas
39 Greek god
41 F'ighten

43 Lame s

pseudonym
44 Hosiery thread

46 Recuoeraies
48 Go astray

49 The sun.

tor one
51 BehiviKt s

associate

53 Some
Dooksiore

.:ustomers

5« — west
59 Boisterous

60 Advice to eager

oeavers'

65 Graph or

Diograpny

66 Baroara o( TV
67 Word aMment

*or nine

68 Cook s

concoction

69 German song
70 Sharpty hit Dan

71 Certain sea guii

72 — light (waits)

73 Crave

DOWN
I Walk Dack and
'ofth

2 Inkling

3 Dozes ott

4 Drawing need

5 Range action

6 Judicious

7 Word with act

or action

8 Own up !0

9 Moistens as a

turkey

10 Sluggard

1

1

Jury list

1

2

Family memoer
13 Dundee dances

21 Spreads

25 Dawn goddess
26 Guarantee
27 — passu lal an

equal ratei

28 Rages
29 Buddy ihe

drummer
33 Dundee io

34 Bag
36 Nautical

direction

37 Fatigue

38 Win

40 Take .1 easy'

42 Pertume anime
45 Hesiiani sounds
47 Dign.iied

50 East Indian

oeope' plants

52 Hoi dog in a

way
53 Harangue

54 Mail earner s

way

55 — HePriOes

islands

56 Circle parts

57 Shooting sport

61 Football

players

62 Pivlova

63 Forecaster.

in a sense
64 Uunchhausen

story

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PlgZLE;
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Menu
Lunch

Sloopy Joe

Seafood Salad Roll

Dinner

Simmered Corn Beef

/Steamed Cabbage

Breaded Scallops

Bailee Laacb

Seafood Salad Roll

Tofu SloopY Joe

Basics Dinner

Rice and Cheese Stuffed

Cabbage
Breaded Scallops

Weather
Teday: Sunny, high 45-50 degrees

Toatght: Clear and cold, low in the 20's

Tomorrow: Sunny, high in the mid 40's

A

TODAYS STAFF
Right Editor David R Marl<

Copy Editor Thomas Rodrigues

Layout Technician Lisa M Dionnc

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno

Production Sapervisor Lisa M Dionne

Production Peter. Miguel, Miriam. Ferris, Britt.

and Petey is going all alone to Ware (sniffle)

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor la ChUf

Rick Sasson

MaaaglBg Editor

Robert CiappenncIH

B««lacts llaoager

David R. Mark
Editorial Edhor

llarc Infield

Predacltoa Maaafii«» .

Business Board ~ Fall of 1988

Rob ClappcncIIf

Baelaeea Maaagtr

Daniel Munroa
Flaaoce Manager

Todd Fruhbels

CircaiartoB Maaager

Barbra Hlndln
advertising Manager

Debra BotsealMrt

AdvettUtBg Manager

Maty Httfg«ns

Sabecrtbtlona Manafar
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film
continued from page 11

thing out the unlikely and bizarre, like in this "stranger
than fiction" film.

This is a documentary, composed of interviews, docu

ment blow ups, clips from vintage films and re-enactments

of the murder of one unlucky cop, all underscored with

music by Phillip Glass. The true account is how Adams,
a long-haired drifter was picked up outside of Dallas in

1976 by a 16-year old named David Harris who happen-

ed to be in the middle of his own private crime spree. The

0RIEK4TAC food mazket
THAI. CHINESE, JAPANESE, INDIAN GOODS

Sauces and sptces • Fresh noodles • Fresh Truits ar>d
Vegetables -Pastries • Frozen, canned, dned foods
frozen and dned fish -Cook Books -Woks, Rice

Cookers & Implements Dishes and Giftware. Tea Sets
and Sake Sets

Special orders direct from Chinatown
Over 2200 different items in stock

360 Colleg* St.. Rt« 9, Amh«ril 253-5658 San-Frl. 10-8; Sal 9-8

kid .'Showed off his gun to the bewildered Adams; they

shared some beer and some pot at a drive-in and then

Adams got dropped off at a motel just in tmie to catch the

end of the Carol Burnett Show. The kid, however, drove

on and murdered a policeman who had pulled him over

on a whim. Days later when the police nabbed him, the

friendly, clean-cut Harris pointed his finger at the hippie

drifter Adams. Who do you suppose the Dallas police

department and Justice courts believed as they thirsted

for the blood of a cop killer?

"At the center of the story is the element of the miscar-

riage of justice." said Morris, "but it's also a story about

the self-deception, error and greed. It's about the enormous

gulf between belief and reality, when people do evil things

thinking they're doing good. An innocent man is almost

executed, a killer is set loose so he can kill again, and a

prosecutor goes on to fame and fortune.
'

Morris had no doubts about the innocence of Adams,

who's been in jail for 12 years now, or of Harris' guilt,

who is now also in jail on another murder rap, despite the

best efforts of Texas' justice system to keep him at large,

".
. . and here they prosecution is the most culpable. The

broke rules in order to get a conviction. We talk about

the truth as something obvious, something that hits us

over the head," Morris explained, "but it's often quite

elusive." The Thin Blue Line does it's best to expose the

truth, rtod it will entertain and revolt you f»« porky Texas

cops chuckle and nod their way through the movie, as a

wasted alcoholic, paid off to fake an eyewitness, reveals

her childhood fantasies of marrying detective and busting

gangsters; as a deranged psychiatrist known as "Doctor

Death" goes over his senseless notes and confidently

assures the jury that a man with no prior record of

violence such as Randall Adams is as dangerous as

Charles Manson or Adolph Hitler. And through it all a

balding Adams sits in his cell and insists, against an en-

tire country who doesn't believe him, that he didn't do it.

The Thin Blue Line is playing at the Pleasant Street

Theater in Northampton through Tuesday, Nov. 22.

Plays in the area
Smith College Theater Department presents

Aristophanes' The Congresswoman, translated by

Douglass Parker, through Nov. 19, in Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theatre at 8 p.m.

The UMass Opera Workshop presents the opening per-

formance of its tenth anniversary season with a produc-

tion of Alec Wilder's Miss Chicken Little on Saturday,

Nov. 19 at 2:30 in Benzanson Recital Hall.

UMass faculty member Robert Stern features on the

soundtrack ofJFK — A Time Remembered, which airs

nationally on Nov. 21 at 9 p.m. and can be seen on

WGBY Channel 57.

Call'^^
w.e have a
great selection

of short boots.

Come See!!!

'^4i^

mma
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-51 4
1|

Drink of the Week
CAPT. MORGAN & PINEAPPLE $2.00

Beer of the Month
DOS EQUIS $1^75

Sunday Night Movie is

Sherlock Holmes at 9:00 p.m.

)pen Friday nights

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

<-mm MIW »0»* On* WIV

LONDON 179

PARIS 229

ROME 259
round <n0

CARACAS 320
Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739
Turn* not Included.

4/fo Work-Sludy Abroad.

I.«n0u*o« Courtti. Ini'l Student

ID. Youth Hotfl Patsai

CURAIL PasMi ittuud on tht tpoV

call loi Iff ffiee CieC Studmnt

Tny»l CalMlog!

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. PiMMnt SI.

A.T<h«r«t. MA 01002

Choose Excellence .

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

. ^The Massachusetts Daily-

LLEGIAN
nsiiuMnrinMiT ra masvcxum ••<**«• nst iucamtuc ciNitnsnj-jM ynuMC civ« osiN i

• Do you want to learn how
to write a news story?

• Do you have a story in the
works that needs help?

• Do you still need to attend
a Training Workshop to be
a Collegian Staffer?

Come see Paul-
Collegian Training Director
Tuesdays & Thursdays

2:30 - 4
In the Newsroom

Come write for The Collegian

113 Campus Center

^^O00O¥y\ (;,,ic Cuts
^..^cUeMs""*!

» Facial
VJa^*'^^

• N\an\cure

• Facials

Expires 11/30/88

iVe offer a 100% monfj hack

(ec on all of our hair care ur

•Kfdkeii •Nexus 'Paul Midhtll

make ymiv fashion statniivnl

giiaranlec on all of our hair care pro<lucts

hil

Styles By Deborah
65Universlty Dr.,Amherst
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AFRIK-AM
PRESENTS

IHaVICILIE/H

November 20, 1988

5:00 PM F.A.C.

UMass Stndcnts $3.00 General Pvbllc $5.00
Children $2.00

With Grants From: SQA Finance Committee, Chancellor's Office,

Special Activities Fund, Dean of Students,

Arts Council and OTWA.

Friday, November 18, 1988

volleyball
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continued from page 16

"The key to West Virginia is shutting
down those two players," something
UMass is confident it can do, according to

Ford.

The winner of the UMass/West Virginia
match will meet Penn State, the 19th rank-

ed team in the nation, in Saturday's last

match.

The Lady Lions, undefeated in the A- 10
in five years of conference play and this

year's overwhelming favorite, has won four

consecutive A- 10 titles.

Although UMass has never even taken
PSU to five games, Ford is optimistic.

"If we play Penn State, we have to pass
well, that is our only hope," she said. "We
have to serve tough and play court defense

. . .they're just a great team."

"The problem we had with Penn State,

the first time (Oct. 81 was our height.

They're outside hitters hit right over the

top of our blocks."

If the Minutewomen are fortunate

enough to survive that examination, they
would play in the finals on Sunday. Hie se-

cond team in the championship game
would come out of the lower bracket which
consists of the University of Rhode Island,

George Washington University, and
Rutgers University.

"I think it will be an outstanding tourney
— anything can happen," Ford said.

This weekend's action will be the final

collegiate competition for five UMass
seniors: Juliet Primer, Julie Smith,
Christine McEnroe, Ann Marie Larese, and
Barbara Meehan.

"I just hope the seniors are going to turn
it on," Ford said.

Although she is a senior, Ann Marie
Larese will get a chance to play in her first

Atlantic 10 Championships. Because of an
injury and missed action, this weekend's
performance will be Larese's first tourney
play.

"Relatively speaking, there is still some
inexperience," on the team, Ford said.

Atlantic 10 Notes: UMass improved its

ranking from 5th last year to 4th this year.

football
continued from page 16

And a solid UNH defense is on Reid's

mind as well.

"Last year (in a 17-10 UNH win], their

secondary won them the game and they're

back," Reid said. "Their defensive back
stripped the ball from our guy at their

1-yard line and then they intercepted a

pass at their 4 with :45 left."

Last year, the Minutemen gave up those

kinds of plays. This year, it is making
them. And as the results have shown, that

can make a world of difference.

Extra points: In a team meeting Sunday
night, the Minutemen elected Bill Buttler,

Nick Salmon and John McKeown as this

year's team captains.

For the first time, Reid chose this year
to go with game captains, who were

selected based on recent perforijiances in

games and practice. Reid was happy with
the results.

"As long as I'm head coach, we never do
it any other way," Reid said. "It gives the

opportunity to a lot of people to experience

being a leader.

"Just about all of the seniors received

votes but these three stood far above the

rest in terms of votes. And they're very

lucky guys because they have their names
associated with the 1988 UMass football

team."
In addition to being the captains for

tomorrow's game, Buttler, Salmon and
McKeown will go in the record books as the

captains of this year's team.
Buttler is a guard from Middletown, NJ,

Salmon is an offensive tackle from Fall

River MA, and McKeown is a linebacker

from Biddeford, ME.

an unusually early finish for UMass
continued from page 16

"We were really weak with finishing this

year," Rudy said. In part, that did them in

against Wisconsin. The chances were there,

but the goals just didn't come at the right

times. In games in which they gave up
more than one goal, they were 1-3.

There were other factors. The
Minutewomen faced a typically tough
schedule, one which had them on the road

for four games in seven days at one point.

The team had to live with the loss of six

seniors from last year's team, and many

players playing in unfamiliar positions.

And, with a new coach, things could have
easily been worse.

But they weren't. The Minutewomen
hung together, never conceding that the

Final Four wasn't still well within their

grasp. They hoped to be there, and they
almost made it there, despite all the
sidetracks.

Nonetheless, a 14-3-1 record and a rank-
ing among the top five in country should
be nothing to scoff at. This year, or any
year.

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

-WE DO NOT USE MSG, FOOD COLORING OR
• NEWLY REMODELED CHEMICAL
• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN DISHES AnniTI\/PQ
• HOME STYLE COOKING MUUIIlVtC^.

• NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM [^1 C2S
• EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED ^==i ^^-^
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 7'i'\.7 tl'\t^
•OPEN 7 DAYS *^'* '**''^
• RESERVATIONS AND 253-281 3
i-^"^E PARTIES ACCEPTED 62 main STREET

• NO PERSONAL CHECr(S am-:==st. ma

ACTTVITIES • AUtX3
AUTO FCR SALE •CALCJl>TCRS .-f|

ENT5?TA1N»#©<T •rC« «NT
FORSAU«<=OtJN0
HELPWANTH}«(.CSr

FRIDAY
Nov. 18th

<0' POSITIVE
All Ages show 7:00

Regular Show at 10:00
w/Headless Horsemen
$6 Cover Both Shows

413-bB4-777l

10 PEARL ST . N HAMP

CLASSIFIED
»
'«« mtfi, iWik. ifU'finr wmitmrnmumtimmA

INSTWCnCN • MOTCflCYLCLES
PeeCNALS • QCE WANTS
RCEflS NffiDHS -SERVlCa

ixx>4ArE WA^^H3 • mAva
WANTS •SUOjET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE—CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) • OEAOUNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20e/WORO/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITICS

PAGAN STUDENTS MEETING tpeaker
Adnras CorbAn of Earthspint Community
Sunday 11/20 7 oopm Campu* C«nl*r In-

to 3?3-934« Of K59-3155

SAVE MONEVI Join m« Pion««r Valley
H«a(ing Oil Coop Off Campu* Houttng 42fi

Slu<lenl Union 54SOaeS

PON HBtX

LOOKING FOR NONSMOKING OUIET
PERSON tor single room m a 3-t>«droom

•pi in Sunderland availabla lor Spring
semesler S20(Vmor>lti. everything included,

call 6SS-737e leave message

ONE BEDROOM IN two badroornApT^S
• monm S4».0976

APARTMENT FOR RENT one bwlroom
Amt)ersi Center 500 Heat inc Call

253^7175

WANTED: DYNAMIC INDIVIDUAL WHO
wtiats to run their own t}usiness and can
learn to train and motivate others 2-4K/mo
Pan time Call Mr Mullane 508.832'9803

BOX STALL AVAILABLE IN eichange tor

chore wofk Epona Slables. Belchanown
Offers indoor and outdoor lacMia*. great

turnout ond many traiit Laaaona and tram
irvg in classical drassaga 323-7505

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo Sum-
mar, yr round all countrlaa, all fields.

Free Info Write IJC. PC Bon S2-MA01
Corona Del Mar. CA 92625

Ml JOOVI Happy birthday' Copenhagen &
llMikaMaeanwmbefad' I love you' Thanks
for avervlhingi Love your body' NYAH OB-
CVFI' Be happy' Love-Miss Pissy

SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS AND PLEDGES,
get psyched lor Formal lomorrow nigfit It's

gonna be great

BB JEWISH GIRL wt)o loves Aga Happy
belated birttylay Jess' We love you'
Joanna. Laura and Stacay

HEY EOAN- Have a iMppy Wntiday or wad
let the mica aat aH your day-gloiir nee"'
Love. Karan. KaNy and Sharon"

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS. FRATERNITIES. SORORITIES.
AIM) STUOENTSI Earn %bOCyt\0OON^ or

mora for a protect on campus Call Stuan
546-7612 Leave a message

HAPPY BIRTHOAV OBKK AND TRAVIS
Tha crabraa studs - Lova tfia lunch craw

THE JUOGLmO CLUB WHO brought you
the Festival last waaliand brings you
another meeting today' 3-6 m Campus
Center 163

SKI AREA POSITIONS ..Ml Tom. one ol

DISCOVER SYNTMCSIS OP MKOITATldN PON BALE •'>• •f^* ""« •»C't'ng recreatioo facilities

« social responsibility Ananda >»• openings lor snowmakers. Iill alien

Marga/PROUT gat-togathar Sunday1-7pm ••• • dants. general maintenance Skiing

95 West St Northampton 586-4497 info • CALENDARS ARE FINALLY MERE! ' privileges included Apply in pjrson Mon
tree • Come 10 Campus Center Monday " day through Friday 1 -4 at our General Of

• Grab a UMass camendar before • '"ca. Rl-5. Holyoke

CLUB COMMUNICATIONS MEETING they re oone" _^^ .^_,^ n.^.,ii¥iAii Mn^myt^Very informal please come We need your
^ EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONET and

help Time 7 OOpm Where Machmer E37 '••'P others at the same time Flexible

Date November 22 RED 1t«2 FENDER STRATOCASTER '><>"'« »* 00*"" November 18-Oecember

- ._ . squire etactnc guitar in good condition plays 24, 1968 Call 58fr 5243
NSA FRIDAY NKJMT VIDEO Monty Python well call Tom 549-8287 $250 A;^^,i^.ii^., .^^«« ... ^HiTi^ii^Jm
and the Holy Grail 7 OOpm Front Lounge of __ _ _ ^ GOVERNMENT JOBS II »,400-$ri,100

Newman Center Free AMP PEAVEY RENOWN, 2 12 inch now hiring, axcallani benefit* Call

speakers 160 watts, footswitch. $250 or 1-312-741-8400 a«l J-5931A

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKING expanded hours 8 O Chris 253-7241 -r«asiiSii^rf-.A«e i.. ..^iiTi^i^ci^
for December m the Student Union Craft GOVERNMENT JOBS t15,400-$72.SOO

Center 10am-8pm mon-ln Pottery jewelry RACING SKIS » WNOtNGS Atomic arc "ow hiring excellent Benefits Call

greeting cards etc Call 545-2098 or drop bionics 190cm w/marker Racing bindings 1-312-741-8400 Ext J-5931A

injo^more^to excellent cond.tK>n $235 or B 0^9^901 ^-j^^oRKraCEUjNTPAYTAiiin-
1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new We products at home Call for information

APARTMENTS AVAILASLE brakes new clutch $1500 Kun253-5406 504-641-8003 Ext 596

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS orMg'acres of YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike 5 ^mmths ^ORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday,

country land Ample off street parking and old. $1 .500. includes full facial helmet and Wednesday and '^''<l*)';™'"'"g,Come by

free bus service to UMass and shopping jacket Can David 1-5664212 Off Campus Mousing unK». 545-<JBea

areas Call 665-3656

OEB KAHN HAPPY 21al birthday Lova x-

roomie Susan

GUY. LONG HAIR, always tardy^ statsT21
9 05 What IS your name? Cunous 8
interested

HAPPY BIRTHOAV TO SWEET, aaxy An-
dy We'll make your last one hare a Masl
Leitha

BECKY BEMIS OF COOUDGE-Hava you
wet any beds lately''

MARGO 8 CHRIS- Happy (Hlay and I Iowa

you both - Jaima

SHAKE YOUR THANQI
Do what you want to do'

C-mon baby, dance, dance, dance
at CCA Tonighl'

DEBBIE KAHN - Well you ftnaWy mada~it
to 21 'Look out Pub. here sf»e come* How
many shots will it lake'' Happy b-day Lori.

Adnanne & Lauren

HARD ROCK AND MOOSES, caamo am
Irish embassy, have seen the lasl of "Jac-
qui'-town awaits the real you. Kim" Love.
60

' DON'T MSS THE UMVEMSITV *

PLAYERS- PRODUCTIONS OP
• Chnslophar Durang s cor7>edy play

'

'Bayond Therapy November 29 and 30.

'

* Bowkar Auditorium. 8 OOpm Tickets
'

' ara avaMaMa at eh fac box ofhca '

af>d at the door on the night* of

performance

TO ALL UMASS WOMEN Pete la^tow
avariable sign ups for the skand begin
Tlturi

MICHAEL. THB« WAS MORE to dmnar
than )ust your 21M B-day' You know who

FAST INEXPENSIVE TYPtNGI Call Maiy
at 546^725

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING,
spallchecking. word processor Call
Carolyn - Leave message 253-5667

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very siperienc
ed Laservriter quality Pick-up. drop-off
Overnight service Lisa 367-9940

TYPING: WILL TYPE AND/OR EOlfoo
WP Professional Reasonable $2/pg
253-3053

MK>4ELLE WHITT- Merry Christmas' En-
|oy your personal, you deserve it' Signed,
you knom wtio

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. FaM,
accurate 253-WORD

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EARN FROM $8000 up ne7t summar.
508-543-3706 Laava masaaga.

TRAVEL

ATTENTION SAMMY PLEDGES

;THE bee IS BUZZING ALL AROUND*
'Brothers watch out you don I get stung"

AMITYJQANPLEASBRAND46
David Levinson

FOUND INSTRUCTION

YOUNG MALE BLACK CAT found on cam-

pus Call Al 467 3740 or Lv Msg at

549-6000

FURNITURE

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 DODGE TRADESMAN ^200 Van
Slant-6 100.000 milas $1250 549-0041
evenings 256-0627

1978 MG8. Engine runs very weM. body
needs work $550 6-4604

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARI basK: transpor
tation currently inspected needs starter

10000 549-3591

82 VW SaROCTO Slpd DariTgrey new
tires, rims runs very well •3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1970 MUSTANG COUPET "Excellent
condition-mechanically sound' Great body.
4 new tires $2,500 Call 546-4908
weeknighls-Jen

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases tatiles and more Hamelin Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

GET OUT OF THE DORMS

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION COURSE:
Jan 4-27 UMassyAmherst. 6 30-8 30pm
$150 Call 549-5128

LOST

MEN'S BLA6( wallet LOST in Boydwi
Gym important document please call no

questions ask 549-5576 Hamid

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY. OANC^ PARTY.
CC Auditorium

Friday 11/18 Tomte'
Music By Klubkave Awesome

FAME

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE FOR spring

semester 2 bedrooms. A/C. dishwasfier.

carpet, all of the extras al no extra charge

We are leaving next sen>esler and need so-

meone to take over On bus route in

Amherst Please call immediately' In

Southwood, phone -256-1185

OOKHMBOCIEK

HEY KIMBO- HAPpFsmfMOAV"
You're finally 21'

Lets start counting lor my 21 si

Only 420 days left" Live it up'

I k>ve ya lots' Lara

ONE CLUE- IF FOUND return to Jaleh She
can't have a happy b-day w/o it (Hee hee)

SDH

LOST BEKIE SWEATER W/gray ImrTTn

mach413on 11/16 between 1 10-1 25Sen-
livalu Reward Call Josh 586-6358

CAMPUS CAKES
We will deliver a caka

and a bundle of ba*ooni
for only $19 96

256-8745

RAJU- WELCOME BACK OeCToRtl JUST
m TIME FOR YOU BO. LOVE U- BETSY.

HAPPY B-OAV KIM. your 21 and lovingTife

Yahooo' Hope there are many more to

come because your the bast Love, your
rtaigfitMW -15J

STEPHEN- HAPPY BMTHOAV. Hay bud-
dy' Have a graat day and live it upt Get
psyched tor dinner Ihi* waakand and I

promi*a-no pink gorilla*' Shari.

ELIZABETH BRYANT- Happy 19lh birth-

day Keep smiling' Love ya* Donna

BRIAN HAPPY^NNIVERSARYI This has
been the best year of my lile You mean the

world 10 me I k>ve you, lr>gy

18S9 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
* Oeslinations Lake Tahoe-heavenly
•Vermont Sugarbush, Smugglers Notch.
' Killington Ski all day/parly all night '

For lowest prices call

546^12 or 546-5242

PUFFTON ROOMATES

WANTED: TWO FEMALES needed lo
share one bedroom in a two bedroom apart

mant great kxation Call 549-8274

RK)E WANTED

PARTY TIME 8 TRAVEL PRESENTS
January Break 1969
Cancun trom $399

Bahamas-Nassau-Freeporl- Irom $399
Call now for details

(617)938-8839 (617)935-1414

TYPNMVPROPESSKMAL

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS,
reliable on-campus. affordable spell-

ing/grammar revievred 584-7924 Nancy.

WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO ROCHESTER. NY (or

surrounding area') for weekend of Dec 2-4

Will pay cash' Please call Michelle al

6-9742 before 1 1/22 if you can help'

RIM WA^fEDTOYORKT^WN HTS^NY
or nearby area for Thanksgiving Preferably

leaving Tuesday Call 6-6958

WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Be or>e of the highest paid political activist*

in the country Clean Water Action is pay-
ing what your dedication is worth Earn
»7-12/hr PfT • F/T. now or lor semester
break Call Susan • 549-7450

HELPI I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes wW
pay monaySS ShiHay 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMATE WANTED

LOST- Black lemaie cat Last seen on Sun-

day. 11/13 in vicinity of Mam and South
East Streets If you have any information,

please call 256-1818 evenings

LOSYrBROWN L^THERIOMBER
jacket with patches al the Pub Fn Nile

II you know where it is or have it. please
contact Chrysi al 549-8321 or 5-2152
Reward No questions asked'

DEREK, HAPPY BIRTHOAYI Hava an
awesome day. you deserve it' Love. AM

FOR SPRING SEMESTER at Southwood
Call anytime 256-8745 Ask for Scott

LOST PEARL NECKLACE of great sen
timental value Reward offered Please call

585-0926

HELP WANTED MOTORCYCLES

;THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD'
will be presenting the musical revue
Fame theis yreek Wed 11/16 'B. '

Thu 11/17 '8 30. Fn 11/18 'e, and '

Sat 11/19 '7 30 in the Southside
Room. Hampden Commons

(in Southwest)

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc-

lockeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organiiations 256-8526

THE UMASS OUTING CLUB IS looking for

someone to 'ill the position o( locker

manager 4 00/hr. 12hrs/wk Flexible Apply

at the outing Club office, 42X Student

Union AA/EOE

DISHWASHERS/FOOO PREP Apply in

person CAFE DICARLO 71 N Pleasant

Street Downtown Amherst Ask for Bonni

or Mark

EASY WORKI EXCELLENTPAV! Assem
ble products at home Call lor information

508 641 8003 Ext 598

GREENPEACE PEOPLE INVO-VEb with

this international organization want
changes right now Work with us against

toxic contamination nuclear madness and

unwarranted slaughter ot animals, and get

paid Full or part time positions available

anyday ol the week (2pm-10pm) Call Alec

or Tom al 256-1439

1983 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet
cover shieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

NEED CASH

WISCONSIN- even though you snore.

rou're wtill a "hot sh-t " Happy birlfiday

ove, Michigan

HEV~ JOSlEi VbU TOOLI T couldnTgel
Frank lo sing happy birthday to you-so I'll

have to do' Happy birthday Sweetie' Love,
Rasa

UMMB CYMBAL LINE^ T ahvays knenTl d
look back on my tears and laugh But I

never knew I'd look back on my laughter

ar>d cry '

I love you guys Do it up-Banquet
'88

BRIAN H. Thanks lor being there wfien I

needed you You mean the world lo me
Love you Michele

TAKE OVER LEASE Jan-May femala-non-
smoker 253-3931 ask for Jeanne

1 HOUSEMATENEiDGD foi^ on Lin

coin Ave walk to UMass/downtowrVsuper
market Avail Jan 1 210* util Call Cindy
5493940

LOOKING FOR 2-3 BEDROOM apartmani
for intersassion and spnng semester will

take over lease Jan 1 Call 546-8642 leave
message

FEMALES SEEK 3-4 bedroom apt Nor-
thampton area for Spnng Call Jodi
546-8656

MALE ANO FEMALe (separate) kxiking for

January sublet Two rooms prelerred Call
Mark 546-6784

TWO NON.«MOKING ROOMATES to

share dean spacious 2 bdrm apt m Brittany

Jan-May $140/month 256-0715

3 PEOPLE NEH>ED FOR apartmenTnext
lo Brittany Manor lo take over lease im-

mediately lor Spring semester Clean quiet
dunng the week Call Joe 256-8132

WE WANT TO SUBLEASE your apt for

Jan Prefer Pufflon Lisa 6-1 194 or Marcela
6-5827 (Call late)

NEED 2-3 ROOM APARTMENT starting

Dec-Jan Call 546-9985

WILLING TO BUY BASEBALL and other

types of cards Call Matthew 253-2170

PERSONALS

KIMBOCJEKil
Well, 21 has linaily arrived' How does it

feel? Have a great day' Love. AXO

JOHN GLENN
I'm in your class
Want to meet?

Are you involved''

BtoiHlee/Oevil

SINGLE ROOM- Amherst Center apart
ment $230/iTx)nth - heat included 253-7189

M/F ROOMATE "TlEEOEO^ Tn
TOWNEHOUSE! Spring sem Share 2
bdrm apt with 3 lemales Call 549-4942
Keep trying

WE NEED PLACE TO LIVE for Spnng! 2
Women looking to take over lease Pleaaa
call 546-8956 Can't stand to Inre on
campus

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLEfS neede Jan
2-14 Call S8MC 2S64615 lOam-Spm

OREA. HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABYII!
January is goii>g to be awesome" We luv

you" Sue 8 Linda

1 BEDROOM BRANDYWME. non-smoker
female 240-heal included 549-7157

TO THE EGYPTIAN PRINCESS ol the 4th
fl Mackimmie Happy 19th hope it is filled

with wiM limes and good met' Love Gnubie

HEY SUPERSTRETCH: Saw you at Club
281 Love 218 Holiday Inn

: HAPPY 19lhl You say Us your bir

thday, its my birthday loo' Let s get drunk'

Love. Michelle

EARN $60-$120/SHIFTI Drivers vranted
Must own an insured car and be able to
work al least one weekend nighl until ctoa-
ing Call Domino's Piua 256-8913

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a
one bedroom Ckffside apt w/an easy going
senior II interested please call Beth at

665-4550

servk:cs

FLYING FINGERS TYPING short none* ok
Pickup and dropoff too Call Kavin
5490116
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SPORTS

Minutemen to take on New Hampshire
Playoffs at stake
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

It may be a cliche, but the phrase "what a difference

a year makes" is the best possible description of the

University of Massachusetts football team.

Last year, the Minutemen went 3-8 to tie the school

record for most losses. With a win over the University of

New Hampshire tomorrow, UMass would be 8-3 and tie

the school record for most regular season wins.

But when the Minutemen take the field at 1 p.m. against

UNH, they will be playing for a lot more than that. A win
would give UMass at least a tie for the Yankee Conference

championship.

And if Delaware loses to Boston University, the

Minutemen would win the conference title outright and
gain an automatic bid in the NCAA Division lAA
playoffs.

Even if Delaware wins, UMass, which is ranked 11th

in the nation, would have a good shot at the playoffs, pro-

vided it beats New Hampshire.
The Minutemen, 7-3, are ready. As a matter of fact,

UMass head coach Jim Reid is hoping they're not "over-

ready."

"We learned a big lesson against Connecticut (in a 35-14

loss]," Reid said. "We were so fired up, we weren't

ourselves. We displayed tenseness, and we turned the ball

over and gave up the big plays."

The loss to UConn was the first conference defeat for

the Minutemen and it was followed by a loss to Delaware.

Since then, UMass has won three games in a row and
climbed back into a tie with Delaware for first in the con-

ference at 5-2.

"You can't work any harder tKan this team has work-

ed," Reid said. "You can't work harder in practice, with

the weights, or running. You can't watch more film and
you can't meet anymore, because there would be no time

to go to class."

Reid and the team hope all the commitment will pay

off tomorrow, but despite the game's importance, they will

approach it as any other.

"We'll prepare for this game like we have for the

previous 10, minus the things we learned against Con-

necticut," Reid said. "The bottom line is that we're gon-

na have fun, because we've earned it."

But the Wildcats, 6-4 overall and 4-3 in the conference,

Collefian pholo by Hichard Monanno

UMass tailback Kevin Smellie will be in action against the University of New Hampshire tomor-

row but split end Chip Mitchell (23) is listed as doubtful.

are capable of making life miserable for the Minutemen.
Senior quarterback Bob Jean has completed 218 of 397

yards for 2,583 yards, 14 interceptions and 5 touchdowns.

"When he's hot, he's perhaps the best quarterback in

the nation," Reid said. "And that's not an overexaggera-

tion."

Jean's UMass counterpart, Dave Palazzi, hasn't been

bad either. The senior quarterback is 131 -of-240 passes

for 1764 yards, 16 interceptions and 10 touchdowns. Palaz-

zi could break his own record for single season passing

(1,868) tomorrow.
The leading receiver has been split end Chip Mitchell,

who has contributed 538 yards and 5 touchdowns. But Mit-

Volleyball at Atlantic 10 tourney

Sporta Information photo

Senior middle blocker Juliet Primer (digging the ball) and the rest of the UMass volleyball

team will be playing in the Atlantic 10 tournament at Penn State this weekend.

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

After 114 games, 33 matches in five different states,

the University of Massachusetts volleyball team's season

has come to it's final weekend.

Desination: Penn State University for the 1988 Atlan-

tic 10 Championships.

The Minutewomen have carved themselves a 19-10

record and a 4th place ranking in the A-lOs, but an

ominous black cloud has hung over UMass for the past

three weeks. UMass has lost seven of its last 10 games,

only scrounging out three wins after its last A- 10 match

on Oct. 29.

"I'm not real happy with how much we have been

struggling in the last three weeks," UMass head coach

Carol Ford said, attributing the weakness to a lack of

depth.

"For this weekend, I know that if they put their minds

to it, they can do very well, " Ford said.

The Minutewomen will have their work cut out for

them.
UMass' first opponent will be fifth rapked West

Virginia University. The Lady Mountaineers lost to

UMass in a grueling five game match earlier in the year

but they have played so erratic all season. Ford said she

doesn't know which West Virginia team will show.

"West Virginia is still a very strong team and I'm ex-

pecting a tough match from them," Ford said.

"They will be coming at us full force. They didn't like

us beating them," four weeks ago, she said. "It will be

a real grudge match."
Mark Massey, coach of Northeatern University, which

UMasslost to Tuesday, told Ford that WVU has had some
problems lately.

The Lady Mountaineers have sat their two star

players, Lisa Scott and Michelle Miller, recently, but

Ford said she thinks that will make Scott and Miller that

much more dangerous.

continued on page 15

chell injured an ankle and a groin muscle two weeks ago

at Richmond and is doubtful for tomorrow.

But the story for UMass lately has been the defense,

not the offense. The Minuteman defense has allowed an
average of under 10 points a game in its last four games.

Last week against Villanova, UMass stopped the visitors

twice on fourth-and-1 plays, and another time on a

fourth-and-2.

"I've never been in a situation where its fourth and in-

ches and I hope the other team goes for it rather than kick

a field goal, because we know we can stop them," Reid

said.
continued on page 15

For UMass,
not finishing
contributed to
an early finish
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

When a team is of championship caliber, it often will

settle for nothing less than the ultimate goal.

Sunday, the University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team walked off Boyden Field, drenched and dejected,

having just been beaten in an NCAA quarterfinal game
by the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2-1. The loss

marked the end of a successful 14-3-1 campaign. But, with
the team's past history of Final Four fidelity (five straight

.seasons), such a premature departure from the rigors of

postseason play was a disappointment.

Also, six seniors saw their careers end in the rain that
afternoon. For Michelle Powers, Beth Roundtree, Carla
DeSantis, Cathy Cassady, Sue Montagne and Sue Cooper,
this was the last time in the spotlight.

First-year coach Jim Rudy laments the fact that he had
just one year to work with this talented group.

"I only wish that I could have gotten them back to the
Final Four one last time," Rudy said.

Like the previous years, that was the goal of this team.
But this season was unlike any other before it.

The team was coming off of last season's near-miss, a
10 loss in the national championship game against North
Carolina. Then, in mid-winter, came the news that coach
Kalekeni Banda was stepping down to take a position

across town at Amherst College. Suddenly, the future of
a national power was in doubt.

In late summer, Rudy was summoned to come north
from the University of Central Florida. Rudy proved his

worth right away, as the Minutewomen won their first

eight games, backed in part by a strong defense, which
allowed just two goals through that point.

But something was noticably missing. A team that had
scored 71 goals in 1987 dropped down to just 31 in '88.

Powers (7 goals, 6 assists) and sophomore April Kater (8,

4) led the team with 20 points each, while freshman
Michele Woodside added 17 points (6, 5) and Roundtree
14 (3, 8).

It wasn't that UMass was unable to create the scoring

chances, it just couldn't convert. Just as a hoop coach
cringes when a player blows a lay-up, it is frustrating to

see a good play go for naught because of a missed shot.

continued on page 15
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They're in
Football gets berth in playoffs
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H. - For the first time in

a decade, the University of Massachusetts

football team is in the playoffs.

Saturday's 64-42 win over the Universi-

ty of New Hampshire helped the

Minutemen clinch their first Division 1 AA
post-season appearance since 1978.

UMass will play Eastern Kentucky State

University at 7 p.m. Saturday in Rich

mond, Kentucky.
Saturday's win also gave UMass a share

of the Yankee Conference title for the se-

cond time in three years.

The Minutemen and Delaware both

finished with conference records of 6-2, but

since the Blue Hens beat UMass, they get

the automatic conference bid.

But for the Minutemen, who were rank

ed 11th in the nation last week, an 8-3

overall record was enough to clinch an at-

large berth.

"It wasn't a big surprise that we got in,

since we were 11th last week," UMass
head coach Jim Reid said. "It was just a

question of where we'd play."

Eastern Kentucky, under head coach Roy

Kidd, is 9-2 overall and won the Ohio

Valley Conference with a 6-0 record.

"All I know about Eastern Kentucky is

that they have a legend for a head coach

and they're consistently in the top 10,"

Reid said. "We're just happy to be in the

playoffs."

The Minutemen had a good chance at the

playoffs two seasons ago before losing the

final regular season game to the Universi

ty of Connecticut.

"Coach Reid told us not to think about

the playoffs," senior quarterback Dave

Palazzi said. "But in '86 we blew it and I

don't think we were gonna let it slip away
this time."

For the first time in 10 years, they didn't.

Minutemen roll over UNH, 64-42
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H. - Two weeks ago, the

bulletin board in Jim Reid's office was

covered with papers: notes, letters and

phone numbers.

But he's cleaned it and now it is almost

bare. Only the important things are left,

says Reid. Over his left shoulder there is

a sign, small yet prominent, that reads: No
guts, no glory.

That phrase, which Reid says sums up

the attitude of his University of

Massachusetts football team, is exactly the

way the Minutemen played Saturday.

And that reckless style allowed UMass
to beat the University of New Hampshire

in a 64-42 shootout at Cowell Stadium, to

clinch a playoff appearance in the Division

1-AA tournament.

UMass will play Eastern Kentucky State

University at 7 p.m. Saturday in Rich

mond, Kentucky.
Saturday's win also gave the Minutemen,

8-3, a share of the Yankee Conference

championship with Delaware. Both teams

are 6 2.

"It was not a game for the faint of heart,"

Reid said. "It was a no-holds-barred game."

And although there were a number of

heroes Saturday, none stood out quite as

much as Dave Palazzi. The senior quarter-

back completed 13 of 21 passes for 279

yards, four touchdowns and no intercep-

tions. He also rushed for 128 yards and a

touchdown.

The performance earned him the Gold

Helmet Award, the Yankee Conference

Player of the Week Award, and the Bill

Knight Award as the game's most valuable

player.

"David was really on the money," Reid

said. 'His play was the difference in our

season. There's not a question about it."

The Minutemen trailed 28 17 at

halftime, but outscored UNH 33- 14 in the

third quarter to take control.

continued on page 12

Students protest rates

charged for investigation
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

A group of students investigating

grants for defense-related research at the

University of Massachusetts have com-

plained that they are bemg charged un

fairly by the Office of Grants and Contract

Administration for their investigations.

The students have been charged 10

cents per page they wish to copy, and $3

p)er hour for "office time." to have a

member of the office present with them

to oversee them while they look at the

files. They said the $3 per hour is also

charged for time office workers spend co-

pying documents.

The students say they have been charg-

ed nearly $100 by the office, which they

have paid out of their own pocket. They

said this has made it difficult for them to

do the research they want.

"By charging us the money they're

making the documents inaccesible to us

as students," said Rachel Maiore, a junior

Social Thought and Political Economy

major and one of the students doing

research into University grants.

Meanwhile, members of the grant and

contract office and Chancellor Joseph Duf

fey have said the charges have been

reduced for the students below the $6-per

hour fee the state says is acceptable.

Last April, Maiore. Joe Rubin, a senior

STPEC major, and about six other

students began looking into what

research the University was doing. They

said they intend to issue a report on their

findings.

Initially, they were not charged to look

at the documents they wanted to see, but

have since been charged fees they feel are

exorbitant. They asked Lee Beatty, direc

tor of the office, to wave the fees because,

they say, the research is in the public

interest.

State law says: "Every custodian, unless

otherwise required by law. is encouraged

to wave fees where disclosure would

benefit the public interest."

Beatty said he felt their research would

not benefit the public interest, and refus-

ed to waive the fee. As a reason for de

nying a waiver of the fee. Beatty said he

thought the students had "prejudged"

the University. He said the students had

started out with the assumption that

public funds were being misused, and had

looked for information to back up that

theory.
continued on page 3

CollFKian photo by Jorl Solomon

WHAT A DUMMY - Ventriloquist Jim Barber performs with his

doll Thursday night at the Hatch.

Budget cuts may cause
layoffs, fewer classes
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

To comply with the state's recent call for

education budget cuts, the University of

Massachusetts will have to slash the

number and sizes of classes for the spring

semester and lay off employees. Chancellor

Joseph Duffey said yesterday.

"These possibilities look unavoidable,"

Duffey said.

The Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Education informed the Universi

ty Thursday afternoon that the school will

have to slice its current budget by about

$5 million to $8 million.

This year's $170 million budget is

already $6.2 million less than last year's,

Duffey said.

This is the third time in two years that

a UMass budget, appropriated by the

legislature, has been cut.

The only action the administration has

taken so far is a hiring freeze on all state-

paid positions until January.

The cuts will be drastic since it is already
'

five months into the fiscal year, he said. If

the cuts were going to be made in the

beginning of the year, they could be ap

propriated over a longer period of time and

the impact would not be as great, Duffey

said.

"We will now sit down and look at all of

our different options," Duffey said. "We

will have to find money that hasn't been

spent yet and where we can cut."

Program cuts and a reduction in funds for

equipment are also a "very real po.ssibili-

ty," Duffey said. "The.se are the present op-

tions as to what the impact [on the school)

will be."

Duffey said during the next week he and

Provost Richard O'Brien will work on a

report as.sessing exactly how the cuts would

affect UMass.
The report will then go to the Board of

Regents, who, in turn, will pass it on to the

state's Office of Administration and

Finance, Duffey said.

The school now needs much public sup-

port, Duffey said.

"The people of this state will have to

decide whether they want to deal with the

state's fiscal problems by making further

cuts in public higher education," he said.

"My hope is that our students go home
and talk with their families about this

around the Thanksgiving table," and

parents make their feelings known to the

legislature, Duffey said.

"I don't know whether this is going to

change the situation, but this might make
a difference," he said.

"How the public, particularly parents,

will react to the situation will affect how
the cuts are going to be made this year and

how the budget will be affected next year,"

Duffey said.
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Rally held to protest loss of support program
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The elimination of a support program for

older students who return to school to com-

plete their education gave rise to protests

from community activists Friday outside

the Whitmore Administration building.

Almost 20 women assembled on the

building's east side to protest the end of the

Women's Administrative and General

Education Support program at the

Everywoman's Center.

The program, which provides admissions

and counseling assistance to re-entry

students, was slated to end next semester

to meet University budget cuts, but the ap-

pointment of a counseling coordinator forc-

ed the program into early removal.

Holding signs reading, "Keep WAGES
Here," the protesters said their goal was
to alert Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Dennis Madson of their situation.

"We are very outraged by this [the pro-

gram's elimination)," said protester and
WAGES student Nancy Bishop.

Marie DeCristo, a former WAGES stu-

dent who graduated last May, said,

"Women in this age and income group need

access to UMass."

"I know the University had to cut back."

she said. "But the amount of money that

had gone into (WAGES) is insignificant

compared to what goes into football."

DeCristo said WAGES helps re-entry

students avoid competition from traditional

students for University admission.

"We're a minority. We can't compete
with the admission of an 18-year-old," she

CollrKian photo by Michael Cohen

Women stand Friday in protest of the ending of the WAGES program,
which provided Hnancial assistance to non-traditional students.

prime example of the program's success.

"I came [to UMass) four years ago
through the WAGES program as a single

mom who couldn't speak the language at

all." Rios said. "They gave me the oppor
tunity to fulfill my need to be a student."

"I might be one person, but there are

thousands of women like me looking for

this support," she .said.

said. But, "It doesn't mean we don't

deserve to be college students."

There is not enough advocacy for re-entry

students on this campus, DeCristo said.

"There needs to be an agency specifically

for that," she said. "WAGES was that

agency.
"

Nancy Rios, 32, doctoral candidate for

1990 and WAGES .student, said she is a

"As women, we have never had the op-

portunity within this society to play a role,

and now we're asking to be educated, " Rios
said. "The University is not giving equal
access to education."

Protester Cindy Montoya said she
withdrew from the University of Connec-
ticut this semester because there is no pro-

gram there to help non-traditional students

access resources.

"There is a gross insensitivity to our
issues there," she said. "UConn's not mov-
ing forward and [UMass] wants to mov
back there."

"They figure we'll be too busy to wage a
war," Montoya said. "A lot of people who
are here today aren't in school right now."
Melodye Serino, a Smith College student

who re-entered college aided by the Ada
Comstock scholarship program, said the
WAGES elimination is "another way to

keep women away from the things they
need to have to make their steps into socie-

ty"
"A community has a responsibility to

educate everyone, not a certain age group,"
Serino said.

Corky Robinson, a Smith College stu

dent, warned younger students to prepare
today because many will experience
similar situations in the future.

"There is a population of students here
at UMass who are going to be leaving and
coming back in a few years," she said.

"They're going to need a program like

this."

The protest was the result of the combin-
ed efforts of the Alliance for Economic
Justice and the Association of Low Income
Students.

Lakota Indians in need offood, clothing for winter
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Correspondent

A representative of the Lakota Elders of the Black Hills

in South Dakota is urging people to donate blankets,

clothing, and money to prevent this group of Native

Americans from starving or freezing to death this winter.

Richard KastI, an Osage Indian who has spent the last

25 years trying to assist the Lakota tribe, spoke on the

subject Friday in Herter Hall.

The Lakota Elders of the Pine Ridge and Rosebud reser-

vations, Kastl said, have been actively resisting the sale

and exploitation of what they consider their sacred land.

This fight cannot continue unless their struggle for ac-

tual survival is addressed, he said.

"The situation in the Black Hills," Kastl said, "is com-

ing to a boiling point. We have a natural land base with

its native people on it, and we're about to see it destroyed

and these people removed. We intend to resist conscious-

ly and peacefully as long as we can. Right now it is im-

portant that we give them the strength to survive this

winter."

The causes of the Indians' poverty, he said, are complex
and involve the corruption of funds at every level, from

the tribal council to the US Department of the Interior.

students probe research grants
continued from page 1

Beatty cited a recent mock "wedding" uniting the

University to the defense industry as an example of this.

He also cited a letter they sent to Samuel Conti, vice

chancellor for research and graduate studies, and a flier

distributed by the students, both of which made assump-

tions that the University was doing something wrong.

"With the data available to me, such as the letter to

Conti, the wedding, and their attempt to prejudice the

students of the University, I feel that their research is

not in the public interest," Beatty said.

He said this decision was discussed with several

members of the University administration, who agreed

with him.
Rubin and Maiore, however, say they made no assump-

tions. They said their research is in the public interest

simply because public funds are involved at a state

university.

Rubin said, "It's in the public interest because the

University receives about $13 million dollars a year in

Department of Defense grants, and it's in the public in-

terest to find out what that research is.

"It's easy to focus on the DOD because it's obvious

what they're into," Rubin said, but he added that the

group was looking at grants from other sources, such as

private corporations, to see what research the Universi-

ty is doing.

Maiore stated the reason for their research. "It's

because we wanted to see how an educational institu-

tion is being utilized. The focus of the University is

becoming more research-oriented." She said the Univer-

sity could not remain autonomous with this kind of

influence.

She said they are not opposed to anything yet because

they are still conducting research.

After Beatty's denial, they asked professors to write

to Duffey to waive the fee, and professors from the

STEPC, economics, linguistics, legal studies, and other

departments wrote or called Duffey to ask for the waiver.

In total, they said, about 20 professors contacted Duffey.

Duffey then agreed to a partial waiver. He said these

documents are public information, but anyone wishing

to see them would be charged $6 per hour, and 20 cents

per page to copy.

"That's what the state law suggests as a price," Duf-

fey said. "I wouldn't say their research is not in the

public interest," he said, "but that's beside the point."

He said the office had given the students free access

initially, but when they requested moi e files, the fee was
imposed. He said the office could not be at the "beck and
call" of the students.

Beatty said the rationale behind the fee was to charge

the students for professional staff time to supervise them
while they went through the documents. He said so-

meone was needed to supervise the students for "security

reasons," to protect the files.

"It's in the realm of possibility that someone could try

to tear a page out," Beatty said. "It would be the same
for someone outside the University or faculty requests

for public documents."
Rubin said of the fees, "We shouldn't be asked to pay

for it because they don't trust us." He used the example
of a library, where there is usually no supervision when
documents are viewed.

Leanne Every, database manager for the grant and
contract office, was asked to oversee the students while

they went through the files.

She said her role was "mostly to make sure they didn't

in any way deface the files. In no case did I look over

their shoulder and say 'pass over that page, please.'"

Rubin had praise for ofTice staff. He said, "We looked

at all the papers, and all of the people in the office were

very nice".

In turn. Every said the students she dealt with were

polite, and had treated her with respect, but they did ex-

hibit some "interesting" behavior.

"While I was sitting there they would point things out

to each other and whisper things. It seemed as though

they were trying to keep their intent secretive. I thought

that was interesting."

To the best of her knowledge. Every said, there is

nothing in the files the students should not be allowed

to see.

She said she sympathizes with the students for hav-

ing to pay the fee out of their pocket, but said the fee

was fair.

"My feeling is that we shouldn't have to pay for their

research," she said. She added the $3 per hour charged

to the students does not cover what she is paid.

She agreed with Beatty that the students had "pre-

judged" the University, and said, "Why should we pay

the cost if they're going to try to bring the University

down."
Rubin said they have obtained about 400 pages of files

so far. He said his group was still sifting through the

files to see what research the University is doing.

"The tribal council," he charged, "is a puppet government.

It does what the federal government tells it to do."

Because the elderly people stand in the way of accep-

ting money for land, Kastl said, they are not being taken
care of properly by either government.
Last winter, Kastl said, some of the Elder people froze

to death. This year, he added, some of the remaining
Elders still do not have any warm blankets.

Indians on the reservations £u-e not allowed to have wood
burning stoves in their government homes, yet they often

cannot afford propane with their social security checks,

he said.

Nellie Red Owl, one of the Elders fighting against the

sale of reservation lands, addressed the audience through

a video tape:"A long time ago, we lived a better life, and
at that time we were free. And now we are not free. [The

government) pushes us around too much. They give us a

hard time.'

"If we lose these people," Kastl said, "and we lose these

Black Hills to more exploitive measures, then we will be

giving up the very last of something that has existed."

Red Owl, Kastl said, is barely surviving. Government
regulations force her to travel 23 miles every Tuesday and
report to Pine Ridge's central office in order to receive her

social security check at the end of the month, he said.

Because she has no car and no public transportation is

available. Red Owl, 81, must walk or hitchhike the 23 mile

distance to pick up her $31 monthly check.

Red Owl said, "It's getting colder and pretty soon it's

going to snow. We're getting older and we can't all walk.

Kastl said he has personally delivered all donations he

has collected in the past to those most in need in the Black

Hills. He expects to return to South Dakota in mid-

December to bring back the latest collections.

Donations of warm blankets and clothing will be col-

lected at the STPEC office in room E-27 ofMachmer Hall

until Dec. 7.

Checks for food and heat should be made out to the Elder

Fund and sent to RD 2, Baker Road, Amherst, 01002.

Dean to be
honored today
A special illuminated globe is scheduled to be dedicated

in honor of Albert W. Purvis, the first dean of the School

of Education at the University of Massachusetts, at 10:30

a.m. today at the Mark's Meadow Elementary School

Library.

Purvis was dean from 1961-67, and helped plan the

School of Education's multi-million dollar building com-
plex and Mark's Meadow Laboratory School. Purvis

designed the first curriculum for students to work as

teachers called the Block Program.
Master of ceremonies for the dedication is Mark's

Meadow Principal Michael Greenbaum, and scheduled to

deliver short speeches are John Lederle, former president

of UMass, Marilyn Haring-Hidore, newly appointed dean
of the School of Education, Donald Frizzle, superintendent

of the Amherst-Pelham Schools, and Raymond Wyman,
professor emeritus in the School of Education.

- THOMAS RODRIGUES
»•***•«
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Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For V2 Price Tickets

Ladysmlth Black Mambazo
Tuesday. Nov. 22

Quartet For The End Of Time
Saturday, Dec. 3

Neil Simon's "Broadway Bound"
Tuesday, Dec 6

"A Christmas Carol"
Thursaay. Dec. 8

Jazz All Stars
Saturday. Dec. 10

F Y I
The FYI section serves as a public service announce

ment to the campus and community. Space is limited, so

the Collegian cannot guarantee that all submissions will

be published.
Open forum
At 8 tonight in the recreation room of McNamara

Residence Hall, Carol Wallace of the Everywoman's

Center is scheduled to address questions concerning what

services the center continues to provide for the community

and what services have been discontinued due to recent

changes.
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GOURMET LONG STEM COOKIES
TTiis :im« jitw some&.\n% different!

THE FINE ARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITV CU MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Wf CLASSIC COOKJt • Dfoud lomm our nuxouw uup cootjom nu loimui

Nmimi c^uA*l «M prtnytiiii C^lotrua wainuii

mi riMnCrcm mi linlMUw Juamtmnm. Enftf*"*". >^ *"•'•" i""* *^'"^

COST for «lwaa«iitafifH«nctioroultclupCTMfcj«t S19M

iHlfUMC UxAl CVbv«rv up lo >400

WiUmh MA .UTSI HSO

Wiuccvl -VISA • MASTIRCARD
Ta ordrr CjU 141)1 SM^>02S

S7» Amhrnl RMd. baulh Hjdirv. MA 9107!
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/IRTC/IRVED\ CLASS RINGS

Now is the season for big

sa\ ings on your college

ring Order now. opt for

March deliver) , and you

can save as much as S~S (K)

on a gold .\rt(lar\ed ring.

Its your opportunity to

ouTi a ring of the finest

style and quality, backed

by the Art(",ar\ed Pull

Lifetime Vtarranty At a

price you II thank us for.

Dont miss it!

The Quality

The Craftsmanship

The Reward You Desert<e

^^^^

Mon. & Tues., Nov. 21 22, 28-29 9:30 am .3:30 p.m.

Dale Timr

- 19H8Art(af\ed(Jj»»Rinjpi.

mSTORE^
Deposit Required

Convocation for

new dean today
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A convocation marking the appointment of Marilyn

Haring-Hidore as the new School of Education Dean at

the University of Massachusetts is scheduled to be held

at 4 p.m. today in Bowker Auditorium.

Haring-Hidore will be one of the few women to serve

as a dean at the University, and will replace acting Dean

George Urch who has filled the position since the spring

of 1987.

Urch had been appointed when former Dean Mario

Fantini resigned to return to teaching.

Dr. David Berliner, a psychology professor at Arizona

State University, will deliver the keynote address and

will be presented with an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters degree during the ceremony.

Haring-Hidore served as associate dean of education

and associate professor of counseling and specialized

educational development at the University of North

Carolina at Greensboro, before leaving in August. She

was also a senior research associate at their Center for

Research and Evaluation. Haring Hidore earned her

doctorate in educational psychology, her master's in

education, specializing in counseling and student per-

sonnel, and her bachelor of arts in education, all from

Arizona State University.

Berliner was formerly an associate laboratory direc-

tor for research at Far West Laboratory for Educational

Research and Development and a lecturer in educational

p.sychology at Stanford University.

He is a past president of the American Educational

Research Association.

VrnDOVE'i
^^ ^V BuMfMU AiMoait, Inc. )

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERrATlONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices a*

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127
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]
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<Krucatioti?

Like Studying t) th9 Rocky

Mountains for dxampb?
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There will be a National Student

ill Exchange Information Table on |ii

-^ff!r'i'-^ the campus concourse today from

iUjil iiiljii? :00am-3:30pm. Representatives

lipii il:|ii| from participating schools will be

;;|:ii iii?:;! available to answer everything you

:l|i; iiifli'^^f***'^ to know about National

iiiii: i:i| ill Exchange but were afraid to ask!

ijijj! iilpl 3top by to talk or watch an exciting

iifip ;ii|;i| school video. National Exchange is a

i:?;li ilifili^f^^t experience!!!
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BOARD OF EDITORSThe Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion
llie opinions on this page ate those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect (he views of the Collegian or the University unless ott\erwise noted
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Point/Counterpoint: Farrakhan
Message
of hatred
intolerable

The more I become involved with this

whole Farrakhan issue, the more uncom-

fortable I feel.

As a Jewish student opposed to Minister

Louis Farrakhan being sponsored with

student funds, I am constantly being put

on the defensive.

The possibility of hosting such a

vehemently anti-Semitic speaker on this

campus, though, has scared me into

action.

Alisa Bcrkowitz

His message to the black community is

so positive that I don't see why he has to

taint it with bigotry and hatred.

Ultimately, though, he symbolizes his

most salient comments, and half the peo-

ple I've talked to agree that by making

him a "Distinguished Visitor," the

University of Massachusetts would be en-

dorsing those ideas, too.

The other half of the people, though (in-

cluding Jews, non-Jews, blacks, Asians

and whites), accuse me of blocking free

speech and the First Amendment.
The first time I heard this I felt guilty

for opposing Farrakhan. Then I

remembered Civility Week, one short

month ago.

To promote harmony, students held

hands across campus and signed the Cove-

nant Against Racism. Now that so many
groups are endorsing the Farrakhan

speech. I wonder at the hypocrisy.

What would happen if a well-respected

speaker, known for saying positive things

about one minority, also happened to pro-

claim, constantly and unashamedly, that

blacks are dirty, lazy and uneducated? No
one would invoke the First Amendment?
No students would want their money to

pay for a speaker like that. Not only

would Civility Week supporters protest,

but the entire campus would revolt.

Everyone, white, Asian or black, would

be rightly offended, and work to assure

that the speaker was prohibited from com-

ing to campus. This scenario would never

lalte place, though, because no one would

ever consider inviting a racist lecturer.

Why. then, is an anti-Semitic lecturer

invited to campus? Because racism is in

the forefront of the UMass mind, not anti-

Semitism, though it is just as destructive.

Farrakhan has compared himself to

Hitler and the Nation of Islam to Ger-

many under Hitler's regime: "A great

fighting machine," he calls it.

It scares me that there are people on

campus who admire him, and I shouldn't

have to be scared because I am Jew at

UMass. It scares me that I'm told I am
wrong for being offended, that I'm wrong

to take action.

But why must we inflict pain on others

to hear something positive about

ourselves?

Would people extend the First Amend-

ment, knowing what we know, to Hitler?

Farrakhan, remember, welcomes that

comparison.

It's ironic, too, that during Civility

Week many students signed a petition,

claiming: "We sign this covenant as a

-OU/S FARRAKMAKl 15
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pledge to sf)eak out when we hear pre-

judicial words in the community, in the

classrooms, and in ourselves. We sign this

covenant as a pledge to action — recogniz-

ing that words are often not enough — to

recommit ourselves to active pursuit of

our vision for a peaceful and equal world."

This is not just a Jewish issue. Why is

it that only some people who signed the

covenant are working to follow it? Why
are we made to feel that we're disturbing

UMass unity when it's the sponsors of the

Farrakhan speech that are causing the

rift? Most of all, why isn't UMass acting

"civil" about this issue?

klisa Berkowitz is a UMass student

The views in Point/Counterpoint

represent the opinions of the in-

dividual authors and do not necessari-

ly reflect the opinions of the Collegian.

The Collegian is interested in hear-

ing about what you think of

Point/Counterpoint, and any ideas

you may have for it. All submissions

should be sent to the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, UMass. They should

be typed and double-spaced with your

name and phone number included. All

submission become property of the

Collegian and are subject to editing

for space, grammar, and clarity.

Any questions? Ask David, Pam or

Erin. Thanks

Biases hide
the truth
I've listened, listened and listened more,

and I have decided that I want Minister

Louis Farrakhan to visit our campus.

Up until as late as Nov. 15, I was one

of a very few minorities adamantly speak

ing out against his proposed visit.

I fervently argued that his presence

would disrupt and destruct all that we
have tried to achieve in terms of civility

since the New Africa House takeover.

Renai R. Culpepper

I viewed it as a slap in the face to the

Jewish community, a catalyst that would
serve to divide the Afro-American and
Jewish communities even further.

I argued that the timing was not right,

that maybe we should wait, or get a more
moderate speaker.

I was wrong.

I sat down and watched three videotapes

and listened to two audio tapes of Far-

rakhan. I kept my mind open.

Yes, Farrakhan says some strong things

that may startle those who are not used

to bluntness, but then we live in turbulent

times, and we don't need another docile

leader.

Farrakhan isn't preaching anything

that a person of color hasn't thought about

already.

He just has the gumption to stand up
and voice the feelings and views that

many of us repress. We need him here.

Afro-Americans on this campus need to

hear what he has to say, because we need

to focus our goals and get a clear direc

tion for the future. We need vision. Far-

rakhan can open our eyes.

The non-minorities on this campus need

to hear him — especially the Jewish com-

munity. They need to sit down with open

minds and listen to what he is saying.

He has never said anything about

Judaism being a dirty religion, nor has he

ever praised Hitler as a human being.

I was mislead also. I listened to a bias-

ed media, and allowed them to warp my
mind without a clear viewing of the facts.

Now that I allowed myself to question

my own position, I can see that I was in

effect, painting a picture without paint

brushes; trying to use my hands instead.

The time will never be ab.solutely right

for Farrakhan to come. It wa.sn"t time to

free the slaves, it wasn't time to end Jim
Crow, nor was it time for Afro-Americans

to get equality. Black folk then, just as I

am now, are deciding that our watches are

a few hours ahead of everyone else's and

we have decided that it is time.

People, look at all the angles before you

say no. Start thinking with your head,

and not your hearts.

Farrakhan may step on some toes and
hurt some feelings, but then maybe in the

future those people will keep their feet out

of the way.

As he so eloquently states: "I say what
I believe in my heart — no one controls

what I say, I will not back down from

what I say and let you mold me into what
you want me to be."

Don't believe the hype. Deal with facts,

and bring Farrakhan to our community.

Renai R. Culpepper is a UMass student

Dover telephone users should take what they get

There are a lot of things in this world

that I just don't understand. This one is a

classic. Has anyone been following the

story of Dover and the area code crisis?

For those of you who aren't familiar with

it, Dover is a town in eastern

Massachusetts with one of the highest per

capita incomes in the state. When New
England Telephone switched many of the

towns in the 617 area to 508, Dover wa.s

one of those towns with "border syn-

drome." They got stuck with 508, while

they bordered on towns with 617.

A fair-sized group of people are putting

out a petition to the state legislature to

force NET to change Dover's area code

back to 617. As one of the leaders stated,

•'We're getting sick of having to dial four

extra numbers every time we call Boston."

OK, hold the phone. 508 is a pain, agreed.

I happen to come from a town that is in this

new area code. But what makes these

Dover residents think that they deserve

special treatment? They're not the only

ones with a problem, but they do seem to

be the only ones raising such a fuss about

it. If they had to pay long-distance charges

for calling the next town over, I could

understand it. However, it is still billed as

a local call.

As I look at this I just see a bunch of lazy

people who aren't willing to punch four ex-

tra numbers. Why should they get put back

to 617, and not the other towns which also

have "border syndrome?" NET spent a lot

of time deciding just where to draw the

line, and the people inside 508 have to

learn to live with it. Even those with high

per capita incotnes.

I do have a solution. If you people hate

508 so much, build your own phone com-

pany. Otherwise vnu play by NET's rules.

Oh. and leave the legisi<ii ure out of it. They
have enough to do right now.

Erik Jones
Orchard Hill
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HIBBARD BROWN & CO., INC.
Account Executive/Stock Broker

If you are interested in a career in investment

sales, attend our Seminar on Tuesday, November
29th, at 6:30 p.m., at the Colonial Hilton, Audubon

Road in Wakefield, Massachusetts 01880.

For Reservations Please Call

Mr. Richard West 617-246-7770

If you are unable to attend, please call for a

personal interview or forward your resume to:

Hibbard Brown & Co., Inc.

512 Edgewater Drive • Wakefield, MA 01880
Att: Mr. Richard West

Hibbard Brown & Co., Inc.—Div. of Universal Capital

An Equal Opportunity Employer

* ATTENTION UNIVERSITY •
OF MASS AMHERST!!!

Officials find no risk

in Pilgrim plant spill
BOSTON (AP) — State health ofTicials investigating an

accidental spill of 2,000 gallons of radioactive water at

the Pilgrim nuclear power plant found no risk of danger

to public or plant employees.

In the meantime, officials at Pilgrim nuclear plant

reviewed the spill but said Thursday they would not be

ready to make recommendations for several days.

The water overflowed a collection area during a cleanup

at the Pilgrim nuclear power plant Wednesday, slightly

contaminating one worker, according to the plant's owner,

Boston Edison Co.

The spill occurred at a low-level nuclear waste process-

ing area at the plant, which is awaiting word from the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission on whether it can begin

low-level power testing after a two and a half year

shutdown.
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Thinking about GRAD SCHOOL?

if...

when...

where...

how...
n

See Pre-Grad advisor

CASIAC, Machmer E-24

For appointments call 545-2191

SENIORS & JUNIORS ESPECIALLY
ENCOURAGED TO COME FOR ADVICE

DOWT WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

'r»m miW VODK

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

en* way

179
229
259

round Inp

CARACAS 320
Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739
Tatat not lnclud»d.

Alto: Work-Study Abroad.

Laf>gu»ga Coursai, litt'l Studarti

ID. Youth Hotlal Pauat
EURAIL Pmaa— iMtuad on Itta ipot!

call for tha FHEC C/EE Sludant
Traval Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. Pleasant SI.

A.rherst. MA 01002

$$$$$$$$$ $
o Yo« Need |$

$$$
Work all Jantiary as
Inventory Auditors

$6.50/hottr to start

"Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 -»-

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.
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I To Icmrn more call the office nearest ^out home daring
|

I Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campas Center
|

I as follows: Monday Dec 5 Rm 805 Taesday Dec. 6 Rm 804 e

I Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 804 Tharsday Dec. 8 Rm 173 I

i Interview times are 10am-9pm Every hour on the honr \
rillllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIiri I IllllllllMIIMIIIIIIIMIHMIII Illll

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-61 52—Worcester, Natlck, Framlngham, Milford,

Fltchbvrg, Athol, Leominster. Franklin, Webster

508-975-5155—Lowell, Lawrence, SomerviQe, Cambridge,

Saagas, Peabody

508-559-7603—Boston, Qnincy, Braintree, Brockton,

Middleboro

508-749-0821—Plymouth, Wareham, all of Cape Cod.

Kingston, Pembroke, Marshflcld, New Bedford

413-737-8938—Hartford, Springfield, Amherst

508-336-5658—Fall River, Seakonk 8r Providence Area

603-893-1885—Sonthern New Hampshire

518-482-8555-North Adams, Pittsncid, Saratoga and

Albany Area

Sponsored by Stadcnt EmpIoYtntnt Office

ACCIDENT ViaiMS
Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentration in iniuries from • Auto AccicJents
• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And Ail Other Accidents • No legol tee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGR, P.C
ATTQRNEyS ATLAW

449-4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see US in the Nynex yellovi^ pages

LADYSMITH
BLACK

MAMBAZO
''South Africa's Grammy Award-

winning Vocal Group"

with special guest

Karia Bonoff

Tues. Nov. 22 - 8 pm
FAC Concert Hall

Tickets: $ 1 6, 1 4, 1

2

Five college students '/z-price D Box Office 545-25 1

1

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

BLACK AFFAIRS

Choir sings songs
of success
By JOSEPH L. HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

The Boys Choir ofHarlem performed last

night at the Fine Arts Center in front of

an audience of approximately 75 people.

The Boys Choir is a m^or performing arts

institution of international reputation.

Their repertoire ranged from classical

music to contemporary songs, with special

emphasis given to the works of Black com-
posers. The choir presented pieces that

utilized the baritone and bass ranges, in-

cluding treble voices traditionally found in

European choirs.

Dressed in black robes with white sashes,

these young men (apprx 30) sang songs of

eloquent praises. According Ernie McClin-

ton stage director, although the young men
looked like angels he could "guarantee
with every grey hair that they weren't."

The boys are accustomed to travel, with

most of them travelling to Europe three to

four times before they turn 15. The choir

stresses academics as well as vocal success.

Tutoring in for several subjects including

mathematics and english, is available six

days a week. Choir members must main-

tain a "B" average in their studies.

The Boys Choir of Harlem is a outstan-

ding example of hard work and dedication.

99^ of it's members graduate high school

and go on to college.

During the second part of the show, dress-

ed in brown slacks and burgundy blazers,

the boys performed a stunning series of

spirituals that culminated with smiles that

displayed the tremendous pride they had
in themselves.

The choir has performed in concert halls,

art centers, schools and churches
throughout the United States. The Boys
Choir of Harlem is celebrating its 20 an-

niversary with a European tour through
France and Yugoslavia. This group was the

subject of the Emmy Award-winning
documentary From Harlem to Harleem:
The Story of A Choirboy.

They have appeared on all meyor televi-

sion networks, and are currently involved

in a number of recording projects, including

a jazz album for Atlantic records.

The Boys Choir ofHarlem seeks to pro-

vide a positive alternative for children in

metropolitan New York. It is both an ar-

tistic and a humanitarian institute. The
choir strives to make a significant dif-

ference in the larger community as well as

the individual lives of its members.

Tillis directs center

to diversity
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

As the main cultural voice of the univer-

sity, the Fine Arts Center shoulders a great

responsibility in promoting black music

and theatre; but Director Fred Tillis

believes that the center's purpose is to go

beyond society's established cultural

barriers.

"I believe in promoting cultural diversi-

ty in the broadest possible sense.

Historically, the center's spectrum has

ranged from European classical music, to

non-western traditions such as Chinese and

Indian."

So the upcoming performance by the

highly acclaimed South African vocal

group, Ladysmith Black Mambozo isn't

part of any special program designed to

highlight black cultural awareness in par-

ticular, but rather represents just another

facet of the cultural diversity which Tillis

advocates.

"Ladysmith came about because they

were touring the country anyway; I think

that American interest in South Africa has

increased due to all the press it has been

getting recently; people are more curious

than they were before."

Although it would seem that the

Ladysmith show has great potential

political significance, Tillis is quick to

stress that he is not a politician.

"I'm too much of an artist to get involv-

ed with politics. I believe that art can trans-

cend all political barriers; it has the power

to move and unite people of all creeds."

This may be so, but Tillis still faces an

enormous problem in getting people to ex-

pose themselves to different cultures.

"It's not easy, but I believe it's something

that has to be done. Even if what we're do-

ing only affects a few pe)ple, I think it's

worth it; I'm an optimist by nature, and I

find it very gratifying that we're beginn

ing to see people from all walks of life com-

ing to our shows, especially the New World

Theater productions."

Certainly, N.W.T's staging of James
Baldwin's "Blues For Mr Charlie" and the

acclaimed South African play, "You Strike

The Woman, You Strike The Rock," prov

ed to be very successful in this respect, and

in increasing general awareness of racial

issues, although Tillis' own view is that the

art must come first.

"I believe that the arts have their own
way ofcommunicating. I like to think of the

Fine Arts Center as being like a library.

People can use our resources to learn about

the world's various cultures and art forms

in the same way they would use the univer-

sity library to study academic subjects. It's

something which is available to ever>one."

Finally Tillis wishes to thank Roberta

Uno Thelwell, director of Third World Pro-

grams for her "deep committment" to the

Center's aims.

"She's done a marvellous job."

PhoU) by Richard A. IHiC'rw

Professor of African-American Studies John Bracey, reminisces the Civil

Rights Movement.

Book Review...
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

Your logic frightens me , Mandela
Your logic frightens me. Those years

Of dreams, of time accelerated in

Visionary hopes, of savoring the task

anew,
The call, the tempo primed

To burst in supernovae round a "brave

new world"

Then stillness. Silence. The world closes

round
Your sole reality; the rest is...dreams?

from Your Logic Frightens Me,

Mandela, by Wole Soyinka.
" Mandela's Earth and Other Poems"

marks the return to fresh print of Wole

Soyinka, winner of the Nobel FVize for

Literature in 1986. It is the first book

published by Soyinka since his winning of

the Nobel, and is written with a sense of

great urgency. Honoring the

everlasting perseverance of Nelson

Mandela, imprisoned South African

human rights leader and undisputed .sym-

bol of anti apartheid struggle, "Mandela's

Earth" offers a vivid, honest portrayal of

our world yet maintains a mood of heroism

and optimism necessary for the continua

tion of the battle for freedom and human
dignity. It is a photograph depicting the

horrors of oppression and torment juxtapos-

ed against care-free complacency and indif

ference. "Mandela's Earth" is a

message;loud and clear.earmarked for all

perpetrators and beneficiaries of

exploitation.

The first section of the book,"Mandela's

Earth", is the namesake of the title and

pays homage to Nelson Mandela. Poems

such as "Your Logic Frightens Me","Like

Rudolf Hess,The Man Said!", and " So They

Burn The Roof Above Her Head", indict

the henchmen of apartheid for their

brutality and race-hatred. Soyinka por-

trays well the paranoia inherent in the

Afrikaner mentality, states boldly the

weakne.ss of thought and moral fiber

displayed.

So now they burn the roof above her

head?

Well, what's new? Retarded minds,like

infants.

Play with fire. Bright things attract

them.

Color obsessed, did not these mewling

agents once

arrest your bedspread?

"After T^e Deluge",the second section of

Soyinka's book, points an accusing finger

at the corruption of African dictators. In

condemning the bad seed among Africa's

leaders Soyinka has come full circle, ex-

coriating Africa's opponents from without

as well as from within.

In "New York, U.S.A." and "Dragonfly

At My Windowpane". the third and fourth

sections, Soyinka contra.sts the fast-moving

technology and decadence of the West and

the traditions of his peoples within Nigeria.

Soyinka fears for the longevity of the tradi-

tional world of his country and Africa , his

fears reinforced by the example of the

U.S.A. and its speeding erosion.

The New York Times Book Review has

called Wole Soyinka "Unquestionably

Africa's most versatile writer and arguably

her finest". "Mandela's Earth and Other

Poems" is a brilliant example of Soyinka's

mastery of the poetic form. Random House

is distributing the book for a price of 13.95.

This most recent of Soyinka's works is well

worth the price.

loHrgian photo >>y Jod Solomun

Julius Erving, better known as Dr. J., was on campus recently as part

of the Chancellor's Executive Committee.
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I WHAT IF YOU
I
DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, thi're are othtr

schools Bui why settle^

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

I

and their chances of
' beingadn-utted inio their

first choice schools Fact

IS, no one has helped

STANUT H lAHM IMKITKMAi aNHI ITS Students scote higher'

OTHER COURSES MC AI, DAI. NCIEX NTE. CPA. BAR REVIEW. & OTHERS

IKAPLAN

MCAT • LSAT • GRE • GMAT
REGISTER BEFORE DECEMBER 1

FOR DISCOUNT PRICES

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780
Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

Dl\ ISI()\ Of (()\ 11 \ I I \(. I 1)1 t \l l()\

Your chance to get

ahead uotv.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration

—

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

Ui^ass Arts Council
GRANT PROPOSAL

DEADLINE

I hr next deadline for stihinission of i]\i\\\\

proposals (m .uts-ul.iu-d projats and r\enis

Vcdncsday. November ^O
<^.riidelji\cs and appliindon forms are available at

il\e ,\\\s ( (Mini il Olficc and (l\e Sliidenl /U tiviiies

OKuc

IIM«S5 Axis Council
DM llerler Hall. 5*5-Oi()i

Auto
Glass

iCcirtcr

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

71 OU Sundcfttnd Nd • S<9-2M0

PlO. AffVnfnt
MmI ftMiW C>»«rt C»««« *ct«»«*«

T^loR^. $ $ $ Jor tfi«;

3iotidxi.t|S !!

vv

.•.•.•• I". •.

Sell your old books at the Annex
SPECIAL TWO-DAV BUY-BACK!

Mondoy & Tuesday
November 21 & 22

9:00 - 4:00

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

ANDUe SHOT 50UNP5
ZONKBR ANPMARK NBAT

J
yoWKBiNOoop mMve

QjMMNY' JO PO.

VOU CAN PSSCFIBS SPECIFIC
tXPemtNCeS Off-MC^ GBH-
B^IAL FEdLIHGS. ll^eNTlRBLy
UP 70 you. I JUST l/UANl VOU
TV FRSe A9S0C.IAW ONCAM

/ BRA'

OKA)f,

BUT NO
Nupijy.

\

HStCMON. AFSSOU
BP. THIS sune /75

/$ FOR. RBAUV
youR. Nec£<eAfty,

ALMA MIK^^AJi
MAWR.I TISTimvl^

\

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

yJhtw I 3R0W up, 1
W<»W+ +0 bt «N iuVENtoR
FlRS+ I VS/«U iNVENt

I0 toHol^RoVs/
aKic^ SkiP 4HiS

/-^
li.

i

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

THE HEAT AT UMA55
HA6 TURNEP OFf....

CH/\NCELW}R [Tl/fFfY

U)6£6 ODNTTROU...

ANARCHY 8^1.55
THe CAN1PU6//,

QUAYLE (WIV dt
WHO YA
GONNA CAIL... 1H£ 6OUP BUTTERS..

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

w»\

/ >

TH^Ts rut Lf^r jt/<ii.

THcsc PuNK.5 uJILi nm

Editor in Chief candidates night
Tonight at 9 p.m. in the newsroom. All

staff members should attend

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bY Trudt Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Machin«ry pans
S Ropa libef

9 Dragon of «>•

SkW*
u Hav« — (tM

ups«<|

15 Montraal p<o
16 Puniab prmca
* 7 F«a(t
IB Ch)mn*y

partldat
19 Stock up
20 Thmgs alocX

23 — m on
(aimed al)

24 Dispalctwd

25 Downing Si

numbOf
27 Competing
31 Gull Slate s

marsh
35 Pastiche

38 Lopei opus
40 Certainties

43 Ceramic piece
44 Secretary

45 Places ol

respite

46 West 10 Don
Quixote

46 By t>onny

bar>tis

50 Manims
S3 Tabte edervleis

50 Paafic rair<tx>ws

62 FHnsurt

63 Ron ftoward
rote

64 Talk al limes

65 Author Harle

and naiTwsalxis

66 Com arvl palm
prodticts

67 Twisi

68 Perlume
69 Blown over

70 Olotogisl s

concern

DOWN
I Spanish pofi

NW ol nityaHar

? Eacited

3 Some leagues
4 Shorthand whtr

5 onesell

(ovecfoyad)

6 Nerve cell part

7 Commercials, in

a way
8 — point

9 Letting in air

to Branches
1

1

Not closed

12 Lawyer s suit

13 Eoctamaliona

2t Details

22 CoTKluding
stanza

26 Slangy

r>egativa

26 Oiuvian
29 Japanese

dramas
30 Hilarity

3t Sandwich ol a

sort lor short

32 U s compartions

33 Ivy league
school

34 Verse lorms
36 Girts

Gene KeNy tilm

37 Gooey
39 Balaam s

mount

41 Paragon
42 Ntne-part

composition
47 Crane Hy s km
49 Longest

starvltng

51 — It up
(celetiralel

52 Reddish-brown
hue

54 Surface

55 Ormk tor Ivan

56 Swiss

mathematictan
57 Ragouta
58 You ba«1

59 Youth

60 Superlative

sulftiet

61 Bothers

62 Montreal •
prov

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

11/21/88

rj 1 1 HI- |—

r

It-
—
^F~

1 HI w n-ir-TT

tm^i " !P IP^

pppp~j!5
PT in-

III/ *'

' IMS !•« ^ncrtr^ liiii#« S>a4k*lr 11/31/88

Menu
Lunch

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Kielbasa Grinder

Basics Lvnch

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef
N E Style Scrod w/Herb

Crumb Topping

Grilled Cheese on
Wheatberry

Garden Chilli/Piquante

Sauce

Basics Dinner

N E Style Scrod w/ Herb
Crumb Topping

Egg and Cheddar Florentine

Weather
WEATHEK

Today: Variable cloudiness, windy, high 45-50.

Toiil^t: Clear and cold, Iowv25-30
Tomorrow: Sunny, high 40-45 .»

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Matt Gerke
Copy Editor Yana DIugy
Layoot Tcchalciao Florencio Terra

Photo Technician Andrew Rist

Prodaction Supervisor Rob Levine
ProdactlonWendy Rae, Mike, Briit, Nicole, Tricia and
Gerke is Wareward bound

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor la ChUf

lick SatsoA

Meaaginf Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Rob«rt Ciapp«im«UI
Baslacss Maaager

Marc Infldd
ProdacHoa Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappcnclli

BaalncM Maaager

Barbra Hlndin
AdvertUlag Maaager

Dantcf Mttitrea
v^

naaace Maftager

D«bra BoUtnhart
AdvertUlag Maaager

Todd FrulibeU

Circttlatloa Manager

Mary HtiY^ens

SubKrlbltons Manager
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Munchy

ON SALE NOW THROUGH DECEMBER 2

Apple Raisin Crisp, 13 oz.

Cheerios, 10 oz.

Ivory Liquid, 12 oz.

Jolly Time Popcorn, 20 oz.

Krispy, 8 oz.

Vanilla Wafers, 11 oz.

Kebbler Oboises

M & M, 1.69 oz.

Sale $2.19 Jreg. $2.79

Sale $1.99

JSale $1.09

JSale 89C:

ISale 89(P

JSale $1.49

jSale $1.09

Jreg. $2.33

Jreg. $1.35

J reg. 99C

»reg. $1.11

Jreg. $1.83

Jreg. $1.39

JSale 3/$1.00 I reg. 40$

All sale items available at ALL Munchys

Hampden • Worcester • Franklin

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-

IS LOOKING
FOR WRITERS

IWE GIVE WRITING EXPERIENCE IN:

-NEWS-
-EDITORIAL-

-ARTS-
-SPORTS-

-WOMEN'S ISSUES-
-BLACK AFFAIRS-

Reporters work on a volunteer basis, but within

»a semester you could move up to a paid position. The
Collegian not only provides opportunities for college

[journalists to move into professional newspapers as

interns or permanent staff members, but also brings

>you closer to other students with your interests.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to

let experience early. So, what are you waiting for?

)ome down to 113 Campus Center today.

Choose excellence, join the Collegian

y/

Grocery

Nabisco Wheat Thins and Triscuit, 14 oz.

Lays Potato Chips, 8 oz.

Coke, 2 liter

Pepsi, 2 liter

Dairy

Hood 2% Lowfat, gal.

Hood Egg Nog, V2 gal.

Hood Sour Cream, 16 oz.

All Star Orange Juice

Shurfresh Margarine

Bella Cotta Ricotta Cheese, 1 lb.

^ Produce
Tomatoes
Iceberg Lettuce

Cucumbers

-^ Deli

Domestic Swiss
Land O'Lakes Muenster

We now have a copy machine Make your copies at Watrobas
80 Sunderland Road • North Amherst • 549-0933
Hours: Sun. 8 a.m.-9 p.m., Mon.-Sat 8 a.m.-ll p.m.

$1.89

99$

99(P + Dep
99(f + Dep

$1.79
$2.69
99(P

$1.59
59(P lb.

$1.19

69(P lb.

69(P a head
4/$1.00

$2.49 lb.

$1.99 lb.
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men s swimming
continued from page 12

But the Minutemen slipped again in the

200-yard butterfly with Kennedy getting

the only top four finish, taking second. The
Minutemen appeared to be getting back on

track again as Ladd, Mclver and Mike
Yunker grabbed first, third and fifth,

respectively in the 100 free.

However, the Eagles stormed back, tak-

ing first and third in the 200 backstroke

and the 500 free. Top UMass finishers in

these events were Ehle (second) and Samp-
son (fourth) in the backstroke, while

Robertson took second and John Gardiner

fourth in the 500 free.

Chesnicka picked up his second win off

the three-meter board while teammate
David Wells took fourth.

At this point, the Minutemen needed big

finishes in the final two events to preserve

the streak. It was not to be, however, as

UMass would only manage second and

fourth in each of the last two races. In the

200-yard breaststroke, Kennedy took se-

cond and Sampson fourth, while the team
of Ladd, Peter Reich, Yunker and Mclver

grabbed second in the 400-yard freestyle

relay.

Despite the loss, Yarworth remained

confident.

"We couldn't have swam any better," he

said. "Yarworth is certain of a different

result come New England championship

time.

"We'll get them next time," he said.

volleyball
continued from page 12

In the third game, West Virginia

slammed out to a 4-0 lead before upping

the ante to 8-2. UMass, however, came
around for one last breath of air.

The Minutewomen caught and tied the

Lady Mountaineers at 10. They tied at 13

and UMass' offense finally began to click.

It's tough to wait until you're down to the

last two points though, and West Virginia

wasn't going to give UMass any chsmce

for redemption.

An WVU ace made it 14-13. The best

point of the entire match was the Fast one.

A breath-taking rally for game point final-

ly fell to end the mptch. 15-13, as West
Virginia took UMass in three straight

games.

"I was real happy with the way we
played in the third game. We had some*

great hits," Ford said. "We just didn't

play well enough to get those two extra

points."

A-10 Wrap-up: On a brighter note, two

UMass Players, senior Barbara Meehan
and junior Karen Ferguson both made se-

cond team All-Conference. It was the third

straight time Fergoson received the honor

and the ftecond consecutive time for

Meehan. . . On a not so bright note,

UMass had a hitting efficiency of only

.028 percent for the tournament. . . Final-

ly, on an ending note, Saturday's game
marked the last collegiate game for five

UMass seniors: Meehan, Juliet Primer,

Christine McEnroe; Ann Marie Larese,

and Julie Smith.

Proper lder\tification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

The staff at Delano's

wishes you all a

HAPPY HOLIDAY!
See yoti when you

get back!
*999999999r\ 93J3.9 9919993999 r\

The Graduate Student Senate

will be holding budget hearings

for fiscal year 1989 line item

requests on February 25, 1989.

The deadline for applications for

line item funding is February 2,

1989. All interested parties are

encouraged to apply. Application

forms are available in the GSS
office, 919 Campus Center.

ACTMTreS • AUOtO

AUTO FCR SALE -CALCAATCflS
a<TBnAiNiwe^T«f=CR :7ent

FC«SAt£-'=CUNO
Ha? WANTS • lCST

CLASSIFIED
fi' "iit~'« ~i" •riWjiVfi—ncnir Ti<fi>ii«'<

INSTRUCnCN • MCTCflCYl.a£S
PSBCNALS • «ICE WANTE3
Rcss N6a:e: -5cRvic3

aOCMATE WANTE3 • H^AVB.
WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGJAN 0FF1Cg-OCTl3 MCN-THUHS 8:30-3:30 (FB|.2:30);» OEADLJNE 2 PAYS PRIOR TO PUBLlCATTON » CASH IN AOVANCS. 20C/WORD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSION ON RACISM, including a Mm
%t\o*) Racism 101 TonigW in Campus
Canter Room 101 Please (Om us

RESUME BOOK FOR WOMEN
ENGINEERS: Resumes are due m Kristin

Olivero's mailbox outside Marslon 229 by
Nov 30

ARMENIAN CLUB MEETING on~Nor22
Tue . al 7 00 m room 80S-809 Campus
Center

UMASS DORM KEY FOUND al S 30pm at

Campus Pond bench on November 16tti

It was the only key on the key ring Pick it

up at ttie Cowgian Office

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases tables and rrxxe Hamelin Fur

nilure 1 Short St Northhampton 586 7970
Bill or Oarrin We deliver

INSTRUCTION

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION COURSE:
Jan 4-27, UMass/AmhersI 6 30 8 30pm
SIM Call S49 6128

LOST

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS: Workshop on
Study Aborad Opportunities Monday Nov
21 SI 4 to 5 30pm in Tobin 204

PENNY DRIVE FOR MS Mon and Tues on
Concourse APO

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKING expanded hours
for Oecemtjer m the Student Union Craft

Center I0am-8pni mon-ln Pottery lewelry

greeting cards etc Call 545 2098 or drop
in lor more info

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acres of

country land Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

197S MOB. Engine runs very well, body
needs work $550 6-4604

GET OUT OF THE DORMS

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE FOR Spring

semester 2 bedrooms. A/C. dishwasher,

carpet, all of the extras at no extra charge
We are leaving next semester and need so-

meone to take over On bus route m
Amherst Please call immediately' In

Southwood. phone -256 1185

HELP WANTED

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS.
Excellent experience Earn average
S7.000-S 10.000 Call Adam at 665-2527

THE UMASS OUTInG CLUB IS looking for

someone to fill the position of locker

manager 4 OO'hr, 12 hrs/v»k Flexible Apply

at the outing Club office. 423C Student

Union AA/EOE

DISHWASHERSinFObb PREP ApplT^n
person CAFE DICARLO 71 N Pleasant

Street Downtown Amherst Ask for Bonni
or Mark

LOST KEYS ON BLUE lifeguard rope even-

ing of 9/14 between Newman and Brooks
Please call Kelt/ 6-6348

MEN'S BLACK WALLET LOST in Boyden
Gym important docurT>enl please call no

questions ask 549-5576 Hamid

LOST- Black female cat Last seen on Sun-

day. 11/13 in vicinity of Mam and South

East Streets If you have any information,

please call 256-1818 evenings

LOST: BROWN LEATHER BOMBER
jackel with patcfies at the Pub Fn Nile

If you know where it is or have it. please

contact Chrysi al 549-8321 or 5 2152
Reward No questions asked'

SUE GAUOETTE I VE SEEN YOU around

lately and I would really iixe to get to know

you but the only place I know where to find

you IS the soccer field You can probably

figure out wfio I am so slop rne next time

you see me or leave a metaage here Your

Biggest Fan

JIMBO"
from Zeta Psi

South Orchard Rd' ' That was 7 wks*
arvl 2 days ago l never tfiought that

It would've lasted this long, but I m '

psyched that it has You drive me
crazy (in more ways than one') if you

'

get me a beer III do anything you
want tonite' (And everymle for that '

matter) Happy Birthday' I love you' '

-KRISTIN

STEVE- STOP wMtif«g your tim*!!

JESS- HAPPY BIRTHDAYI Just one more
year love Biffy (the other loud one m
167H)

FOR SPRING SEMESTER at Southwood
Call anytime 256 8745 Ask tor Scott

TWO NONSMOKING ROOMATES to

share clean spacious 2 txfrm apt in Brittany

Jan-May $140/rTK)nth 256-0715

3 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR apartment next

to Brittany Manor to lake over lease im

mediately for Spring semester Clean quiet

during the week Call Joe 256-8132

SINGLE ROOM- Amherst Center apan-
menl $230/rTK>nth heat included 253-7189

M/F ROOMATE NEEDED IN

TOWNEHOUSE! Spring sem Share 2
bdrm apt with 3 females Call 549-4942
Keep trying

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

or>e t)edroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth al

6654550

WE WANT TO SUBLEASE your apt lor

Jan Prefer Puttlon Lisa 6- 1 1 94 or Mafcala
6 5827 (Call late)

NEED 2-3 ROOM APARTMENT liiarling

Oec Jan Call 546 9985

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan

2 14 Call SBMC 256-8615 10am-5pm

WANTED

WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Be one of the highest paid political acUnsis

in the country Clean Water Action is pay-

ing what your dedication is worth Earn
»7-12/hr P/T » Fa, now or lor semester

break Call Susan • 549-7450

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes wiM

pay moneyJS Shirley 549-2710

MOTORCYCLES

1983^ KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

NIEDCASH

MARGO « CHRIS- Happy bKtay and I love

you both ' Jaime

CAMPUS CAkIs
We will deliver a cake

and a bundle of balloons

for only $19 95
256-8745

SERVICES

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TKMS. FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES.
AND STUDENTS' Earn $500 $1000/wk or

more for a protect on campus Call Stuart

546-7612 Leave a message

FAST INEXPENSIVE TYPING! CaH Mary
at 546-6725

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires rims runs very well *yxi0 Please call

Tom 546-1184

1970 MUSTANG COUPE. Excellent
condition-mechanically sound' Great body.
4 new tires $2.5()0 Call 546-4908
weeknights-Jen

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-DTSC ENTERTAINMENT, Disc

gckeys and large screen video dances
orms/organizations 256-8526

GREENPEACE PEOPLE INVOLVED Willi

this international organization want
changes right now Work with us against

toxic contamination, nuclear madr>ess, and
unwarrented slaughter of animals, and get

paid Full or part time positions available

anyday of the week (2pm- 10pm) Call Alec

or Tom at 256 1439

BOX STALL AVAILABLE IN exchange lor

chore work Epona Stables. Belcherlown

Offers indoor and outdoor facilities great

turr>out ond many trails Lessons and train-

ing in classical dressage 323-7505

FOR RENT

OVERSEAS JOBS, $900-2000 mo. Sum-
mer, yr round, all countries, all fields.

Free Info Write IJC, PO Box 52-MA01
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

SUNDERLAND 2 BEDROOM spacious 6

closets on busline available Dec 1 $460
665-2551

SPACIOUS 2-ROOM APARTMENT IN

house. Leverett. $400/monlh. car

necessary, grad student only, take over

lease, avail Jan 1. Call Myra 548-9769

FOR SALE

WASHING MACHINE for sale $40 leave

message 549-7510

SKI AREA POSITIONS, Ml Tom, one of

the area's most exciting recreation facilities,

has openings lor snowmakers, lift atten-

dants, general maintenance Sknng
privileges included Apply in person Mon-

day Ihrough Friday 1-4 al our General Of-

fice, Rt-5, Holyoke

EARNEXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY and

help others at the same time Flexible

hours $5 O0»/hr November 18-December
24. 1988 Call 586 5243

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING,

WILLING TO buy' BASEBALL 7nd other • OONT MISS THE UNIVERSITY ' spellchecking word processor Call

types ol cards Call Manhew 2S3-2170 • PLAYERS PRODUCTIONS OF • Carolyn Leave message 2535667
* Christopher Durangs comedy play * —__-_„_._ ,^_,,.ii,i,-r,
-Beyond Therapy November 29 and 30/ DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very expofienc-

PERSONALS • Bowker Auditorium. 8 OOpm Tickets • «> Laservriier quality Pj^^'^'^'^fX^^
.-«,.«.,«..

_ ^^^ available al eh FAC box office • Overnight service Lisa 367 9940

HEY AXO PLEDGES Great )Ob Wednes • and at the door on the mghls of
rvoiur tapp TBAMcrniPTiON f,o

day night' You guys are awesome' Have a ^^.T????. Lc '^^' K3 1J2S
nice Thanksgiving! Love all the Sisters ol

accurate ^bJ WUMU
Alpha Chi Omega! - -

-

EARN $60-$120/SHIFT> Drivers wanted
ciiiiuep cupi OVMPMT

MY DEAREST K- You are the best roomie Must own an insured car and be able to suwwcn cMr-i.uTMcn i

ever Thanks lor putting up with my late work at least one weekend night until clos - ^^ -^ -Jii^ ~.,^'^,^^ .„mm«,
nights (4am three nights a week was hell). ing Call Domino s Pizza 256-891 3 Vl^l^S^ ?^^^ *"

and for driving me everywhere, all the lime
-_ ^ .-.. .ttt7 7... .

»»-!>**•>'"«> i-»av« message

Just rememt)er i love you and I do ap-
'

preciate all you ve done for me XOXOXO, !••• COLLEGE SKI WEEKS * td*ubi
Wen PS Larry and Vern say Hi • Destinations, Lake Tahoe heavenly • ih«vcl

-Vermont Suoarbush. Smugglers Notch,- ve.-c cue i>j i«nMToc*i p.^
KEITH HARRINGTON take me rafting and - Killington Ski all day/parly all mghl • ,Z^J^,,,Z^Z^^tM^]^^7^^
I mean the rapids' ' For lowest prices call • time blowout from only $89 go with -Icom-

*^
. 546-fi612 or 546-5242 " P*"y '" customer satisfaction Call now

RACHAEL AND SARAH- yoiT^vere (617)938-8839(617)935-1414

p";^^..' rli"^
'^°^'»'"'""°"*' '-°«- PARfTfIME ATRAVETPRESENtSPam LeeAnn

poFFTON ROOMATES Janua^V Break 1M9
Cancun from $399

BahamasNassau-Freeporl -from $399
Call now lor details

(617)938-8839 (617)935-1414

CATHY EGAN- Happy 20m< Go out and gal

I -d' You need it bad' Love ya> Sharyn and
(3enise

YOU SAVED MY LIFE! Thank you' You are

a doll for helping me with my career-He'He'

Love. Barbra

WANTED: TWO FEMALES needed to

share one bedroom in a two bedroom apart

ment great location Call 549-8274

TO THE BKiGEST TOOLE on campus
Hope you have a great b-day KL

RIDE WANTED

HELP! I need a^dewi^ 11/22 or 1 1/23 to

New3 Jersey Call Eric 6-4023

TVPINOmtOFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on-campus. affordable, spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kun253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months

old $1,500 includes lull lacial helmet and

(acKet Call David 1-566-8212

FOUND

GOVERNMENT JOBS S1S,400-t72.500
now hiring, excellent benefits Call

t 312 741-8400 exi J-5931A

TO THE GIRL FROM whom I borrowed a

caculalor in the Music and Reading Room
in the Campus Center on Wed 16 Please

call Brian 6-8162 so that I can return it to

you To all ol UMass Happy Thanksgiving'

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,400-872. SOO
now hiring, excellent benelits Call

1-31 2-74 1-8400 Ext J 5931A

EASY WORKrEXCELLENTPAV! Assam
ble products at home Call for information

504-641-8003 Ext 598

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

HEATHER HAPPY 21 Hope it s a blast 4th

Floor Kennedy/410

LYNN S. SORRY I couldn't seelhe play I

know you were the best P S Congrats-

Love ya Tom 410 Kennedy

TO THE VAN/BUTT STAFF- You people

are the best staff on campus' You are all

lovers Love. Addie

HBJ, I'M MATRtMONJOUSLY inchned 10

another, but oh veil c est la vie' Time and
place Green Eyes

SCOTT POWERS CdNORATULATrONS
on you new |Ob at Burger King The BUrger

King Stall

RIDE NEEDED TO ROCHESTER, NY (or

surrounding area') lor weekend ot Dec 2-4

Will pay cash' Please call Michelle at

6-9742 before 11/22 if you can help'

RIDE WANTED TO VOTktdWNHTS NY
or nearby area lor Thanksgiving PreleraWy

leaving Tuesday Call 6-6958

ROOMATE WANTED

1 OR 2 MALE ROOMATES needed to

share 1 room in Brittany Manor Call

253 9401

MALE ROOMATE WANTED in town'

Spring Semester-leave message 549-7479

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING FOR 2-3 BEDROOM apartment
for intersession and spring semester will

take over lease Jan l (ball 546-8642 leave

message

FEMALES SEEK 3^1)edroorn^ Nor-
thampton area lor Spring Call Jodi
546-8656

MALE AND FEMALE (separate) looking for

January sublet Two rooms preferred Call

Mark 546-6784
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UMass explodes for 64-42 victory
continued from page I

"That's the way we've been all year," Palazzi said. "If

the offense isn't on, the defense comes through and if the

defense isn't there, the offense comes around. If the

defense did this all the time, I think we'd score as much
as this every time."

The UMass offense looked the way it had in the first

half of the season. Palazzi got good blocking and the

Minutemen ran the option play almost to perfection, help-

ing tailback Kevin Smellie to gain 106 yards and a

touchdown.
"The option is a funny plav because it's hard to scout,"

AP photo

New Hampshire wide receiver Curtis Olds runs for a touchdown in Saturday's game, with UMass
defender Jerome Bledsoe giving chase. UMass won the game, 64-42 and will go on to the NCAA
I-AA playoffs next Saturday at Eastern Kentucky.

Smellie said. "And its a play that either gets a lot of yards

or nothing."

The Minutemen had no problem getting a lot of yards

Saturday, and they did it against a team that came in

rated first in the conference defensively.

"The were first in the conference, but [UMass offensive

line coach Doug] Berry told us they were seventh in in-

terconference games," offensive tackle Nick Salmon said.

"Plus, their linemen were 230," Salmon said. "I go 260

and [UMass offensive tackle] Mike Barrette goes 270.

When force meets force, something's going to move."

More often then not, it was the Wildcat defensive line.

Fullback Jim Pastorick scored twice in the third period,

fullback David Mitchell added a 9-yard run, and Palazzi

connected with Chip Mitchell for a 47-yard touchdown and

Ron Blauvelt for a 73-yard score.

"Defensively, we got our butts handed to us," UNH head

coach Bill Bowes said. "I have no reasons. I have no idea

how we could play so poorly on defense.

"I didn't expect [what happened in the third quarter],"

Bowes said. "I can't remember anyone scoring that many
points against us that quickly and that easily. Once that

happened, we had to reach offensively and get out of our

game plan. We felt every time we had the ball, we had

to score."

The Wildcats scored the very first time they had the ball,

when Norm Ford scored on a 1-yard run. The touchdown

was set up by a 44-yard pass from quarterback Bob Jean

to Curtis Olds on the first play from scrimmage.

Later in the first quarter, Jean connected with Olds for

a 16-yard score and suddenly UMass trailed by 14.

"In the first half, we just didn't do the things we had

to," UMass linebacker John McKeown said. "It wasn't

pretty."

Reid said, "Our team didn't quit. We got pushed around

and kept playing. UNH did a terrific job of moving the

ball against us. They got about 70 trillion yards against

us but we got 70 trillion and 1."

To be exact, 649 yards. And most of them came in the

third quarter, when the Minutemen did their damage.

But meanwhile, Jean threw for two touchdowns in the

quarter to keep his team in it.

"It was getting kind of ridiculous in the third quarter,"

Palazzi said. "But Jean is a great quarterback. I knew
they'd score a lot of points."

Jean finished with 28 completions in 51 attempts for

452 yards and four touchdowns. But Palazzi and the

UMass offense were better.

"It was suicide offense." Reid said. "We went for fourth

down after fourth down after fourth down. We just had

to go to work. It had to be done today."

And by showing their guts Saturday, the Minutemen
gave themselves at least one more chance for glory.

Volleyball swept out of A-10 tournament
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

STATE COLLEGE, Penn. - Thud.
The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team ended its .season this

weekend at the Atlantic 10 Tournament
with a performance about as sharp as but-

ter knife — not very.

As a continuim to UMass" downward fall

in its past three weeks, the Minutewomen
fell in just one hour to the Lady Moun
taineers of West Virginia 10-15, 15-4,

15 13.

Gathered with the elite of the conference,

the fourth-ranked Minutewomen were hop-

ing for a repeat performance of the Oct. 4

match in which UMass outplayed and

outlasted WVU in a five game marathon.

That same weekend, UMass pounded
Duquesne— it was UMass' finest weekend,

unfortunately. Ever since, the

Minutewomen haven't been able to

reproduce that intensity— "we did peak

around that time," UMass coach Carol

Ford said.

The obvious question is what didn't

UMass do at the A-lOs which it did do six

weeks ago.

West Virginia coach Veronica Ham-
mersmith said "There was a revenge fac-

tor. We wanted to show we were a better

team than showed in Amherst.
"We were having some of our own inter-

nal problems then. Today I think we mend-
ed some of that stuff," she said.

Ford pointed to the past three weeks as

the reason for the fall.

"Three weeks of inconsistent play. That

was the difference," she said.

"We ju.st had such high hopes," Ford said.

"In the beginning, we were winning a lot

of games, dominating our opponents but

once our bubble was burst, we had a hard

time getting it back."

While most of the attention at Penn State

University was focu.sed on the PSU/ Notre

Dame football game, a crowd of about 150

found their way into Rec Hall for the 2 p.m.

match between the fifth-ranked Moun-
taineers and UMass.
Right from the start. West Virginia

began pounding kills at the UMass defense.

The Lady Mountaineers raced out to

leads of 31 and 8-4 before UMass called

timeout and gathered its breath. West
Virginia had to be taken for real right from

the start. UMass regrouped and pulled

within two at 10-8.

WVU senior Lisa Scott (9 kills overall)

made sure UMass didn't bridge the gap.

Scott led the West Virginia attack in the

first game which finally brought UMass to

its knees at 15-10.

The second game started strong for

UMass but ended in disaster. UMass set

ter Karen Ferguson started the second with

both barrels blazing. Ferguson creamed
two jump serves at the WVU defense, one

a service winner, one a service ace.

UMass led 2-0 and it looked as though the

Minutewomen were going to teach the

Mountaineers a lesson. But then it all stop

ped. UMass could only win two of the next

17 points.

"In the second game, I could see UMass
was really down," Hammersmith said.

Now UMass had really dug itself into a

hole, and was only one game away from be-

ing swept under the rug and out of the

tournament.

The third game was Miller Time. West
Virginia senior utility player Michelle

Miller single-handedly handcuffed the

Minutewomen.
Miller (10 kills and 15 digs overall) was

all over the court, continually digging

UMass' toughest kills or pounding some of

her own.
"[Miller] is an incredible player," UMass

assistant coach Heather Olsen said.

The Lady Mountaineers had UMass on

a leash— pull to the left and hit to the open

court on the right, etc. It was like a good

puppetier pulling all the right strings.

West Virginia had the playbook on the

Minutewomen. The entire match it either

tipped over or hit around the UMass
defense.

"We knew where we could hit the ball

against them," Hammersmith said. "We
could tip to the middle or hit to the cor-

ners.

Ford said she expected that strategy from

WVU but the Minutewomen were helpless.

"Our defensive players were cheating in

about six feet. I think that was a mistake

we didn't have to make," she said.

continued on page 11

Men^s swimming team
falls to Boston College
41-meet win streak ends in season opener

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

"Well, it had to end sometime."

The words of University of

Massachusetts men's swimming coach

Russ Yarworth pretty much summed up
the feelings of the Minutemen in regard

to the ending of their 41-meet winning

streak Saturday afternoon at Boyden
Pool. UMass lost a tough one to the Eagles

of Boston College, 140-103.

"B.C. treated this as their championship

meet," Yarworth said. "They surprised

us."

The Eagles, who were swimming in

their third meet of the season, as oppos-

ed to the Minutemen's first, found it easy

to get up for the two-time defending New
England champions. Unlike the

Minutemen, who h^d practiced all week,

B.C. was well-rested and had even shav-

ed off to gain an extra edge.

UMass didn't think of this as important

enough a match to go to all the trouble,

and it cost them several races. Even so,

UMass didn't want to take anything away
from B.C.'s victory.

"They earned the meet," Yarworth said.

"They took it from us," admitted UMass
swimmer Peter Koback.

Trouble started early as the Eagles took

three ofthe top four places, including first,

in the opening event, the 400-yard medley

relay. The UMass team of David Ehle,

Koback, Evan Gwilliam and Jim Robert-

son swam about as well as it could un-

shaven, ringing up a 3:38.48 time, but

could manage only a second against a

psyched-up Boston College club.

The bad news continued in the 1000-

and 200-yard freestyles as B.C. took first

and second in the 1000 and first and third

in the 200. Leading the Minutemen were
Will Riddell taking third in the 1000 and
Robertson second in the 200.

UMass made a bit of a comeback in the

next two events, the 50-yard freestyle and

200-yard individual medley. Minutemen
G.T. Ladd and Brian Mclver placed 1-2 in

the 50 followed by a first and third show-

ing from Roger Kennedy and Frank
Sampson.
UMass continued its winning ways in

the one-meter diving competition with

Da? Chesnicka racking up 280.2 points

for a first place finish.

continued on page 11
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CoUegiun photo by Oondi Ahrarn

SKI SNATCH — Frank Kaldenekkecr, sporting a new pair of White
Star skis, waits for a ride in downtown Amherst Saturday.
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CoUegian photo by Mr. Bonanno

Men's hoop and new
coach John Calipari
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Court clerk: election

SGA's only option
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

As the Student Government Association presidency ap-

proaches its tenth month of uncertainty, the Student

Judiciary Clerk of Courts said yesterday the only solu-

tion is a new election.

Clerk of Courts Chris McClellan, speaking for the

justices of the Student Judiciary, said that ratification of

Shari SilkoflFand Jason Rabinowitz as co-presidents of the

SGA is impossible and new elections are the only solu-

tion to the conflict.

"Ratification is out of the question because the election

was declared unconstitutional by the court that heard the

case," McClellan said.

Rabinowitz did not agree. "That guy is living in fan-

tasyland," Rabinowitz said yesterday, referring to

McClellan's comments. "There can't be new elections

continued on page 6

New School of Ed dean
named at convocation
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Marilyn Haring-Hidore was officially

named the new dean of the School of Ekhica-

tion yesterday at a special convocation held

in Bowker Auditorium.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey invoked im-

ages of John F. Kennedy and his commit-

ment to education yesterday before appoin-

ting Haring-Hidore as the new dean, and

recounted the spirit of idealism and hope

the president gave to the nation.

About 150 faculty, students, trustees and

supporters attended the 4 p.m. event,

marking the replacement of acting Dean
George Urch, who had filled the position

since the spring of 1987.

Duffey, in his opening remarks, said the

United States had been inspired by JFK to

emphasize education early in the presi-

dent's term. The momentum he caused

receded after his assassination 25 years

ago, while the country's military involve-

ment in Southeast Asia increased, Duffey

said.

"The nation is now challenged to compete

and cooperate and to understand its role in

the global market. Education is once again

the top priority," the chancellor said,

noting ironically that funding for higher

education in Massachusetts had been cut

three times in the past two years.

Handing the podium over to Dr. David

Berliner, a psychology professor at Arizona

State University who delivered the keynote

address titled "The Transformation of the

Teaching Profession," Duflfey reminded his

audience that Kennedy had called educa-

tion the "Fiber of our national life."

Berliner, formerly an associate

laboratory director for research at Far
West Laboratory, received an honorary

Doctor of Humane Letters degree during

the ceremony.

Taking his audience for a walk through

history, Berliner told the crowd that in the

1870's, there were three disreputable pro-

fessions that lacked standards, ethics and

competence. They were medicine, law and

education.

Berliner said each of the professions had

been marred by poor standards, and cited

that entrance criteria for medical school

historically required only the ability to pay

fees, and did not count literacy as a

prerequisite.

But, Berliner noted, two of the profes-

sions — medicine and law — were able to

create a knowledge base from which to

work and in doing so climbed in the social

hierarchy to respected and trusted

positions.

"Teaching is and always will be an art.

We are creating an extensive and scholar-

ly knowledge base to underline it. We may
be years behind other professions, but it is

now our turn to change," Berliner said.

Haring-Hidore, who left education

department of the University of North

Carolina at Greensboro in August, ac-

cepted the position saying, "Together we
can do it. Let us continue."

Thanksgiving in historic Plymouth:

Exchange students find
ways to celebrate holiday
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

While Thanksgiving Day is traditional

ly a time to huddJe with family and friends,

some out-of-state students at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts will be celebrating

through adventurous plans

.

Andrea Hagan. 19. a National Exchange

Student from Humboldt State University

in California, has decided to go to

Plymouth, where the Pilgrim's landed, to

attend the 367th annual dinner sponsored

by the Plymouth Chamber of Commerce.

"I hadn't even thought

about going to Plymouth,

but just the thought of going

to Plymouth," she says,

fascinates her.

Hagan said she was
wondering earlier in the

semester how she would

celebrate Thanksgiving,
and decided to go to

Plymouth after a floormate

shared her memories of

dressing up in a Thanksgiv-

ing costume when she was
seven to visit the South

Shore town.

"I hadn't even thought about going to

Plymouth, but just the thought of going to

Plymouth," she says, fascinates her.

Hagan said she was wondering earlier in

the seme.ster how she would celebrate

Thanksgiving, and decided to go to

Plymouth after a floormate shared her

memories of dressing up in a Thanksgiv

ing costume when she was seven to visit

the South Shore town.

'it sounded so romantic to be in

Plymouth." she said. " and I never would

have gotten that opportunity at home."

But many of her new friends from the

surrounding area do not share her excite-

ment for visiting Plymouth Rock.

"Nobody else wanted to go," she said, ad-

ding that instead everyone complained

about already having seen Plymouth.

So Hagan, who drove to UMass this fall

from California, will be staying in her

reserved hotel room alone.

"I'm definitely a people-person, but I also

need time to myself," she said. "While I'm

here I have to do everything. You don't

come 3,000 miles to sit on your butt."

But another exchange student from

Chico State University in California,

Suzanne Geri, 22, has made
plans to celebrate in the

traditional family manner,
substituting her room-
mate's family for her own
family.

"When people hear you're

not from here, everyone in-

vites you and she was the

first person, so I went by
that," Geri said. "She has a

million plans for us. Last

time I went [to her house],

her father took me for drives

all over the place."

Mark Wilkins, on ex-

change from the University of Alabama, is

abandoning all tradition this year. He is

going to Mt. Snow to work as a ticket-sales

person and cleaner with some friends from

the UMass novice crew team.

"Yeah, it'll be different." he said, adding

that they'll probably be eating burgers for

Thanksgiving but at least "it'll be

something."

On exchange from the University ofNew
Mexico, Chris Dineen said, "Basically I

lucked out and got a really great room-

mate."

conlinu' li n" page 6
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Bush retains Thornburgh,
Cavasos for cabinet posts

WASHINGTON (AP) - President-elect

Creorge Bush reached again into the

Reagan Cabinet yesterday to retain Dick

Thornburgh as attorney general and Lauro

F. Cavazos as secretary of education. He
also named former White House aide

Richard G. Darnian for '"perhaps the most

difficult job", budget director.

Thornburgh and Cavazos, like Treasury

Secretary Nicholas F. Brady, were late ad-

ditions to the Reagan team. Bush told a

news conference that "in all likelihood"

those three will be the only direct

holdovers.

They join James a. Baker III, the former

treasury secretary whom Bush has chosen

to be secretary of state, as cornerstone

members of Bush's new cabinet. The
president-elect said yesterday, "I will keep

my committment to bring in lots of new
faces."

Bush swore in Cavazos, 61, the first

Hispanic-American to serve in a Cabinet,

in September as successor to William Ben-

nett at the Department of Education. Bush

had promised to appoint a Hispanic to his

own Cabinet if elected.

Thornburgh, 56, former governor of

Pennsylvania and one-time head of the

Department of Justice's criminal division,

replaced the embattled Edwin Meese III in

August. Bush said Thornburgh's priority

as the nation's chief law enforcement of-

ficer will be "combatting the scourge of

drugs".

"Drugs are Public Enemy No. 1. A ma-

jor part of Dick's mission will be to stop

them from damaging our society and our

country," said the president-elect.

Darman, 45, was deputy White House

chief of staff and then deputy treasury

secretary under Baker before taking a job

with an investment firm last year. He has

worked in six Cabinet agencies: Defense,

Justice, Commerce, State, Treasury and
Health, Education and Welfare.

Bush also got some private advice yester-

day from former Pre.sidents Jimmy Carter

and Gerald Ford, who headed a commission

that has made recommendations for the

next administration.

He later telephoned the man he defeated

in the Nov. 8 election, Democratic Gov.

Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts.

Dukakis aides said the two men spoke

briefly about getting together, but no date

was set.

"I don't want to have a lot of show

business. I want to hold out my hand and

say, 'Look, the campaign is behind us.'
"

Bush said at a brief news conference follow-

ing his appointment announcements.

At the news conference, Bush rejected a

General Accounting Office report that

dismissed his "flexible freeze" proposal for

cutting the budget deficit. The report said

that tax increases as well as military and

Social Security cuts would have to be

considered.

"I'm not going to change my view as to

how we get this deficit down," Bush said.

"I don't remember and Republicans or

Democrats running on a please-raise-my-

taxes program."

Darman, named to take over at the Of-

fice of Management and Budget, defended

the flexible freeze, saying only Social

Security was exempt from its stringencies.

He singled out medical programs as a

prime target for savings in the Bush
admioistration.

Bush flies to Houston, Texas for two

hours of meetings with President-elect

Carlos Salinas de Gortari of Mexico, who
takes office Dec. 1. The vice president will

stop on the way in Point Clear, Ala., at a

Republican governors conference.

AP Photo

President-elect George Bush drapes his hand around the shoulder

of Richard Darnian, who he announced as his choice to head the

Office of Management and Budget. Attorney General Richard

Thornburgh and Education Secretary Lauro Cavazos look on.

Afghanistan says 27 killed

when Pakistan shot down plane
ISLAMABAD. Pakistan (AP) -

Afghanistan's state-run radio yesterday

said all 27 passengers and crew members
aboard an Afghan transport plane died

when it was shot down by Pakistani forces

over the weekend.

A Pakistani Foreign Ministry spokesman

said the plane was flying several miles in-

side Pakistani airspace when it was attack-

ed Saturday evening near the border town

of Parachinar.

The spokesman, speaking on condition of

anonymity said it was not clear how many
people were aboard the plane.

The Radio Kabul broadcast, monitored in

Islamabad, said the An-26 plane was en

route to the eastern city of Jalalabad from

the Afghan capital when technical trouble

developed.

The pilot put out a call for assistance, but

was ignored by Pakistan authorities, the

radio said.

"Instead of helping, Pakistan shelled

surface-to-air rockets at the plane against

all international laws and norms," said the

radio broadcast.

The Pakistani spokesman said:"The

plane was asked to identify itself and it

didn't. It was going deeper into Pakistan's

territory when it was shot down."

He did not say how contact had been

made with the plane.

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND
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IS LOOKING
FOR WRITERS

;WE GIVE WRITING EXPERIENCE IN:

-NEWS-
-EDITORIAL-

-ARTS-
-SPORTS-

-WOMEN'S ISSUES-
-BLACK AFFAIRS-

Reporters work on a volunteer basis, but within

>a semester you could move up to a paid position. The
Jollegian not only provides opportunities for college

[journalists to move into professional newspapers as

{interns or permanent staff members, but also brings

>you closer to other students with your interests.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to

jet experience early. So, what are you waiting for?

Jome down to 113 Campus Center today.

Choose excellence, join the Collegian

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

ofContinuing Education, Goodell Building,
or call 545-2414.
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Prof says

freedoms
violated by
University
By JENNIFER McKINNEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts ad-

ministration is forcing students to comply
with increasingly strict policies that violate

their freedoms guaranteed by the Bill of

Rights, according to a professor in the com-

parative literature department.

Professor David Lenson, speaking to a

predominately student audience of about

60, compared major differences between

past and present University policies in a

lecture last week in the Campus Center.

"The policy in the 'old days' was for the

University to act 'in loco parentis,' or as

surrogate parents," Lenson said. "It was
a friendlier relationship between students

and the administration, with the ad-

ministration looking out for the students'

best interests."

During the counterculture of the 1960's,

this relationship changed through student

activism, he said. One result of this ac-

tivism is the lowering of the drinking age,

he said.

Although the administration's attitude

toward students was friendly, "before the

60's, the University authorities had the

right to barge into a student's room to see

if they had members of the opposite sex or

alcohol present," Lenson said. He said this

was a direct violation of the Fourth

Amendment.
The amendment says no one's body or

home shall be subjected to search and
seizure without probable cause or warrant.

Lenson cited the Vietnam War as the

cause for the drinking age being lowered

to 18. "Kids were seeing their friends be-

ing drafted and going off to war, while they

still weren't allowed to have a beer if they

wanted to," he said.

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

WE'RE HERE — Ana Sofia Valles of Mark's Meadow Elementary School diplays globe dedicated to

school's library by the Purvis Scholarships Committee at a dedication yesterday. The globe was donated

in honor of Albert W. Purvis, former dean of Education at the University of Massachusetts.

He said the "outlash of resentment" of

not being allowed to drink is not that

students "have this heathenistic lust for

beer," but that when they turn 18, they are

legally adults and should be treated as

such.

In reference to present University

policies, Lenson said, "Universities have

taken action against the Constitution, like

the old days."

He described these policies as "extraor-

dinarily puritanical." Students are being

used as "guinea pigs," pushed to see how

far the administration can intrude on their

rights, he said.

The authorities have used the flimsiest

of excuses to divide and conquer the stu-

dent population, such as breaking up a loud

party or arresting a student walking

around with an open can of beer, he said.

Lenson said he feels this is a breach of the

First Amendment, which grants the right

of assembly.

The penalties of getting caught with an
open can of beer, [paying a fine and doing

free community labor], are extremely harsh

and absurd, and are used as a persuasion

to "keep everyone at home," he said.

In the future, Lenson said he foresees "in-

creasing incursions on students" rights in

the next couple of years," which are not on-

ly taking place at UMass, but nationwide.

This is sad, he said, because "the whole

point of college is to liberate oneself, to

challenge limitations, to make room for

yourself, to make self realizations."

Lenson said he likes "the smoldering

quality of UMass students."

If students want to change anything,

they have got to become aware of their

rights as individuals and become active,

Lenson said.

Pre-registering urged for Women's Studies
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Students interested in taking a women's studies classes

should make sure to pre-register, as most classes fill up

quickly, an instructor in the department said.

Introduction to Women's Studies, which was first offered

seven years ago, is oversubscribed every semester, accor-

ding to Arlene Avakian, an instructor in the department.

"It's a very lively class," she said. "It always amazes

me that in a class with 150 people, we get discussion go-

ing."

Avakian reconunended the class, which fulfills a general

education interdisciplinary requirement, as a good place

to get an overview of women's studies.

"We begin with a grounding in history and then go on

to various issues that are particularly interesting to

women, such as work, family, and sexuality," she said.

The 100-leveI course, which Avakian said focuses on

American women, also covers AIDS.

Teresa Turner, who has a Ph.D. from the London School

of Economics and international experience in women's

issues, was hired especially to teach the course next

semester, Avakian said.

For students who are beyond the introductory stage,

Avakian recommends taking Foundations in Feminism,

described in the catalog as a course with both a historical

and contemporary section, which focuses on the diverse

sources and development of feminist ideas.

This 200-level course offers a regular section to 40

students and an honors section to 20 each semester. But,

she warned, "that's the class that gets jammed, it's often

filled before the semester starts."

Avakian said classes are oversubscribed because of their

popularity, and the good reputation of the women's studies

department.

There is no official ranking of women's studies depart-

ments, she said, but when we are referred to nationally,

we are placed in the top three in the country.

"We're one of the oldest and biggest in the country,"

she said. "Some of our faculty are well known throughout

the world. And we have our own faculty, which is unusual

in women's studies."

Avakian said women's studies departments at many

other universities must borrow faculty from other depart-

ments. "We have our own faculty and we have joint

faculty," she said, adding this is important because it

gives them the power to hire, fire, and give tenure to their

own staff, while still utilizing the skills of faculty in other

departments.

"We've been able to benefit from the hirings of other

departments," she said, noting that the new political

science professor, Patricia Mills, is offering a course in

Feminist Politics and Theory, and that journalism pro-

fessor Karen List, plans to offer Women in Journalism.

In addition to courses, the women's studies department

offers students internships and independent study.

"It's a real opportunity," said Karen Lederer, staff assis-

tant and practicum coordinator. "I'd like to see more

students considering doing internships."

When you do an internship, Lederer said, you graduate

with a degree and a resume item.

Avakian agreed. "The one thing that's absolutely con-

sistent among graduates is that they said the most im-

portant thing they did was an internship," she said.

"Internships give you an opportunity to check out a

career option," she said. "And some of these internships

turn into jobs."

Fire Dept. responds to fiery trash can in dorm
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A flaming trash container on the 10th floor trash room

of John Adams Residence Hall filled the corridor with

smoke and set off water sprinklers early Monday morn-

ing. The activated sprinklers caused water damage to

several rooms on the floor. The Amherst Fire Department

and the Department of Environmental Health and Safe-

ty responded to the call.

In other police reports:

• A student returned to his vehicle parked in Lot 22 Fri-

day to find it severely dented on the right side. Damage

was estimated at $250-650.

• A student reported Friday his N.Y. license plates stolen

from his car parked in the Campus Center Garage.

• A kneeling chair was reported stolen Friday from the

basement of of Prince Residence Hall.

• Police are investigating reports of a steam roller going

through a fence at Lincoln Apartments Saturday. The

steam roller had been stolen from the construction site

of the new Visitor's Center and driven over the island on

University Drive and through the fence. Police found the

roller abandoned in the travel lane and notified Work Con-

trol Center.

• A student hosting a party in Crabtree Residence Hall

reported Saturday his wallet containing $42 and personal

property had been stolen.

• Two fire alarm boxes worth $200 were found to be

destroyed on the 17th floor of Coolidge Residence Hall

Saturday.
• A leather jacket worth $265 was reported stolen from

the 11th floor of Washington Residence Hall Saturday.

• Security officers responded to reports of a person throw

ing rocks at street lamps in the area of Haigis Mall Satur-

day. Police were able to locate two individuals, one of

whom was identified as allegedly breaking a street light.

• A fire technician called police to the 20th floor of

Coolidge Residence Hall Saturday where someone had

discharged a water-type fire extinguisher. Water had

damage the fire alarm system.

• A cruiser on patrol in Stadium Lot E Saturday found

a car smashed into the side of another vehicle. The owner

of the first car could not be located. No estimate of

damages was made.

• A 20-year-old Worcester man was arrested Saturday

and charged with being a minor in possession of alcohol.

• Two students leaving Knowlton Residence Hall asked

directions of three individuals outside of the dormitory

Sunday. After conversing for a few minutes a fight erupted

between the two groups which broke up on its own.

• An 18-year-old Newton man was arrested Sunday on

North Pleasant Street and charged with operating a motor

vehicle under the influence of alcohol, operating a motor

vehicle without headlights and with the identification of

another person.

• A window was broken on the 17th floor ofJohn Quincy

Adams Residence Hall Sunday. The alleged suspect sus-

tained a cut on the wrist.
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Phuto by Bill l^win

Students from Hampshire and Amherst College Friday cleared out a warehouse in Holyoke

to provide shelter for the homeless. Furniture for the shelter was provided by several area

businesses.
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Area students work
to help homeless
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

HOLYOKE — Five-College students worked last week

to end homelessness in the Pioneer Valley.

Members of Students Working Against Poverty (SWAP),

a Hampshire College student organization, cleaned 8,000

square feet of warehouse space at 37 Appleton Street in

Holyoke, according to Ada Sanchez, director of Hampshire

College's Public Service and Social Change Program. The

new distribution center will provide furniture and

household items to persons coming out of shelters in the

Pioneer Valley, she said.

About 40 people worked in three shifls from 11 a.m. to

4 p.m., Sanchez said. Most of the workers were from

Hampshire College, but a few Amherst College students,

shelter staff and residents also helped, she said. Both

schools provided cleaning materials, and transportation

to Holyoke was provided by the Hampshire College

physical plant, she said.

The warehouse will have an office and reception area

as well, she said.

After Thanksgiving, SWAP will conduct what Sanchez

called a "two-week blitz," in which students will ask cor-

porations for donations of money and household goods

before the warehouse opens.

"Our hope is to open it before Christmas," she said.

There are 17 emergency food and shelter providers in

the Pioneer Valley, Sanchez said. Staff and residents of

local shelters helped clean the area. Volunteers came from

Jessie's House in Northampton, the Main Street Center

in Holyoke, and Transitional Living in Chicopee.

Hampshire student Bill Lewis said the first and largest

shift consisted of about 17 people. Springfield television

stations and newspapers were on hand to cover the event,

he said.

"We were scared at first," he said, "that the media

would come too early and no (workers) would be there for

it, but it turned out that we had just enough help."

Sanchez said the Howard Johnson motel donated cur

tains to the warehouse while Kamel Hassan's Furniture

Barn donated furniture and Rocky 's Home Center provid-

ed cleaning goods.

Although no University of Massachusetts students took

part in the cleaning, Sanchez said she had spoken with

members of the UMass Puerto Rican student association,

AHORA, and they had expres.sed interest in the project.

Sanchez said the SWAP project attracts volunteers

regardless of their political leanings. "We found that, if

asked, people are more than willing to help the cause,"

she said.

Hampshire student Lenore Diane said the prospect of

helping the needy in the area contributed to a "heartwar-

ming" and high-spirited day. "In spite of all the excite-

ment, everyone was aware of the reality of homelessness,"

she said.

Anyone interested in contributing time or money to the

project should call the PSSC program at 5494600 ext. 395

or attend the next SWAP meeting on Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. in

The West Lecture Hall of Hampshire College's Franklin

Patterson Hall.

We know you like to shop at THE
LODGE—here s your chance to woric m
your favorite store too! If you are energetic,

enthusiastic and interested, we want to

meet you! We currently have positions

open in:

MANAGEMENT
in our Holyoke Mall at Ingleside store.

We also have part-time sales positions
open. If interested, call Stacey McNamara
413/536-3670 or send letter or resume to

Kim Palmer, THE LODGE, North Shore
Center, PeatxxJy, MA 01960.

Equal Opportunity Employer fnAlBCE

HIBBARD BROWN & CO., INC.
Account Executive/Stock Broker

If you are interested in a career in investment

sales, attend our Seminar on Tuesday, November
29th, at 6:30 p.m., at the Colonial Hilton, Audubon

Road in Wakefield, Massachusetts 01880.

For Reservations Please Call

Mr. Richard West 617-246-7770

If you are unable to attend, please call for a

personal interview or forward your resume to:

Hibbard Brown & Co., Inc.

512 Edgewater Drive • Wakefield, MA 01880
Att: Mr. Richard West

Hibbard Brown & Co., Inc.—Div. of Universal Capital

An Equal Opportunity Employer

• ATTENTION UNIVERSITY •
OF MASS AMHERST!!!
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25 years later, Kennedy's memory lives on
Where would he be today?

By CHRISTOPHER CALLA
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Where would he be today? What
would he be doing? How would we view him?

It's hard to imagine John F. Kennedy, a generation's

symbol of youthful vigor and hope, as a 71 year-old man.

But the people who knew him beat — friends and political

allies — 9gree that whether he becanie a scholar, author,

ambassador or perhaps even a senator once again, he

woAld have remtuned an energetic and integral partici-

pant in national and world affairs.

"Without question, he would have continued to be an

extremely active, public-«pirited, heavily involved person

in all matters that would have to do with social progress

aod world peace," said Lawrence O'Brien, a top aide in

the Kennedy White House. " He would be a full-time par-

ticipant in national and world affairs on an ongoing basis,

and that could have taken any number of forms."

O'Brien, who served as Kennedy's liaison to Congress,

recalls the late president occasionally referring to life

after the White House — he would have been only 51 if

he served the maximum eight years and the talk revolv-

ed around academic life, perhaps at his alma mater. Har-

vard University.
,

'

Instead. Harvard renamed its government school in
' Kennedy's honor as a "living memorial" to the 35th presi-

dent, who was gunned down in Dallas 25 years ago today.

'^

". ,
• It is difficult to predict how Kennedy would have been

• viewed by Americans today if he had lived.

Dean Rusk, who served as secretary of state in the short-

« lived administration, said Kennedy would still be revered,

but the Kenr»edy years would never have taken on mythic

,

proportions.
* "He would not have given any thought to the idea of

Camelot," Rusk said. "His time in office was a .serious

time. There was nothing Camelot' about it. His life was

, filled with serious crises."

James David Barber, a history professor at Duke

University and a leading presidential scholar, said the

as.sassination of Kennedy did much to enhance the

public's historical perspective of Kennedy and his hero

status. « • % •

• V I
• ^^ sanctify presidents retro^*ctlvely. When Kennedy

. T *^\l 1 was around he got a lot of flack. Kennedy became a saint

.1 • '^V' •; partly because he was killed in office," Barber said.

Letters reveal reverence
By MICHAEL BBZDEK\VM

, UH\HM'^ * tUl^
Associated Press VC \ »

*
' \

* "" 1

«

* *
I •

»

BOSTON In the rugged Rogue River Valley of

southern Oregm, the few people who had contact with Ir- \ V • l^%\-{
win Lehrer knew him as a man of few words. «

' . .
?

But when President John F. Kennedy was assassinated,

Lehrer took a pen and urith a trembling hand but strong

heart wrote a rare letter, to the first lacfy. M * !•

»

"I am just an old man living hy myself vmy up in the^ ;

.

'. ^ * *. \ ^

mountains," he ynvte. 'John F. Kennedy was the bestl V\^^ \C»
president we ever had and you are the most wonderful '/,'* t

•

'

* woman in the wwld. Anyone (tries) to tell me different,
^^ \', \ >

has me to whip. Twin fawns come in my yard to eat feed »'*.«•''
I pot out for them. One's name is Caroliiw, the other Johi\ v

•
" \ 4 ".

'

John.

V'

.^M
X^\\'''^

* - ^

speculating that Kennedy would be a well-respected

but not a worshipped — political figure today.

0^ A pen, a pen, ntykihg

Lehrer's letter is rnw in a special file at the John F. Kert- . )^ ', »
\, « %

'

nedy Library, created by the National Archives from con-^ '-•*"•,»M
dolences sent to Jacqueline Kennedy. H » M ^ f *

I
* * ^

*
'f V

Most of the 300,000 piiges of letters, selected from abdut

three million pages, are still being catal<vued. But the

couple hundred alree^y «n file tev«al, in simple, touching

and rarely mawkish prose, how deeply personal the Ken^

nedy presidency and passing was for average Americans. « * '. . # • '
,

There are letters from heads of state and celebrities, but > "^ ^ . ifk\ v
y

most are from the likes of a self-proclaimed "nobody" *.';.' \\,
housewife from St. Louis; from a retsotied boy in River-. 1^*^ . ^' *.

«

side, Calif., who labored for an hour to priat his 45 words;*. • •/*. t -. *M
from a woman from Ripley, Tenn., who saidthat because

I • (^ \ • f I

'

ofKennedy many Southerners no longer accept iin old say-. •*.,••.
ing that **a child born of a black mama and a black papa» Af ;

',
* » ;

',

his days will always be unhappy." * '

',
'•

'
* ' '•

The most frtn^uent reflections are on JFK's vigor and' U \i\\ \\
humor, his efforts on behalf of the mentally handicsppt'd |

* '
. ^ '

)

and minorities, and his handling of the Cuban missile^

crisis. ^ •

'

At Peninsula High School, in Gig Harbor, Wiish.,

teacher Ruth Crook wrote, "The news came jUitt before ^

1 was due to teach Shelley's Ode U) a Skylark, (You wenp^
\M t\ \

at the hospital.) Numb, cold, choked, I put it to the class:

'What do you do? Go home?' There wa*> silence, and no^
, , .

face registered anything at all. Then a boy. very quietly, '
'

without waiting for recognition, s^d 'No, we're

Americans. Let's do the work wt have to do."

Some ofthe letters were juet dropped off ft the grsvesita
, , .

> .

On signed by "Just Another American "concluded, "Good-

bye my chief, my le«4«r,mi fV^'f^^llP^"^^®' ™y P""*^^'

--^ Good.bye.'V-.,il'Al„^.,,,

r.V»VV';tVAvA^^^^

YOung and old mourn a hero who die ung
My mom was 21 and recently married in 1963, an ar-

tist who wed a chemist two years earlier and was begin-

ning to live the American dream - Suffern, New
York-style.

She was washing her hair in the sink. The radio was

playing in the background. In between times of lifting

her hair from the water, she heard something about the

president.

Confused about what they were saying on the radio

— that the president may have been shot — she went to

the television. Walter Cronkite was reporting on the

shooting, and possible death of President John F.

Kennedy.
My mom stood in front of the television and waited —

waited for the author who said it was all fiction, for CBS

to say it was not true.

My dad called from the laboratory where he worked

in Stony Point, N.Y.
t

"
* »

i

"Hi. Mandy." " * ^^

"Haven't you heard?" my mom asked a« she fought

back tears. itflHIl
He hadn't. . '^^^fliW

= Miy dad asked on« of the uthei chemists t o get ftram
Soon they ton realized that Kennedy had been shot, «nd

twrly reports suggest^iJi^iraiillffllBminm

Dallas.

The world stood still. Both my mom and my dad could

not believe the man who meant so much to so many may

no longer be alive. The man whose vigor, youth, class

and charm captured the spirit of men and women - both

young and old — may have been killed.

It was a bad movie, a bad story. My parents hoped it

would end.

It didn't

David R. Mark

John F. Kennedy would be 71 this year, and even now,

25 years after his assassination, the vrorld mourns for

the man who will never become old.

It amazes many Americans that not one, but three

Am^^an politicians attempted to compare themselves

with JFK this year. In the democratic primaries. Sen.

Albert Gore suggested that in 1960, the oldest president

thecountry had known was succeeded by the youngest,

and the United States had the chance to do it again in

this electioTi year. Gov. Michael Dukakis said voters had

a cimiM* to vote for "another son of Massachusetts," and

Ser. Dan Quayle suggested hip experience to be equal

to JFK's, prompting the now^feined quotation from Sen.

Lloyd Bentaen "You'rt no Jack Kennedy."

None of them are, or ivor will be, and perhaps that

18 why Americans have been so dissatisfied with recent

presidential candidatee — none of tAiem are John

Kennedy ^"^IfciVi
Ellen Goodman, a syndicated eolQIRBmc, ' wrote:

"Americans, have upped the ante on what meke.s a good

person and a good life. We are now supposed to save the

world and be home for supper As personal livee have

bet'ome much more complex and challenging, they too

siphon some ofthe energy from public service I widt

1 knew what Jack Kennedy would have made of all this,

how he would have crafted his call in the '80». becaaw

he would have called and he was a fine craftsman. Bat

it's left to those of us who were his younger generation,

his sometimes disillusioned human legacy, to figure oot

a way to pass on that vi<Mon to a very different genera-

tion, at a very different moment in our country's

history." ^ . .

1 was not born until 1968, too young to see firsthaa*

what it was that made Kennedy the Icsidk* erf a gettsiir

tion, too young to «ee what it was that still makes itlj^.

parents' generation yearn ftar him.

It has been 25 years «nce his death, and todiOr Imourt

David ft Mark is editorial editor of the Cotkgion
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Speed limit bill sent to the house
despite last year's roadblocks
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press

BOSTON - A bill to raise the speed limit to 65 mph
on rural sections of Massachusetts' highways was sent to

the full house yesterday despite running into roadblocks

last year.'

With opposition from Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, a similar

bill was sent to a study committee last year and never

resurfaced.

"I'm hoping we'll get some more action" this time, said

the bill's sponsor, Rep. Anthony Scibelli, D-Springfield.

In recent months, a grassroots campaign has formed in

support of raising the limit.

Forty states have reinstated the 65 mph speed limit on

rural highways since Congress agreed in 1986 to make
the speed limit a local option to the states.

Massachusetts, along with neighbors Rhode Island, Con-

necticut and New York, is now among the handful of

states that has retained the 55 mph limit set nationally

in 1974.

Recent studies of states adopting the higher speed limits

have found an increase in their traffic fatalities on 65 mph
rural highways while the fatality rate on their 55 mph
urban highways has decreeised.

But Scibelli considers it "very essential" to raise the

limit both for safety reasons and because many drivers

already are driving above the limit.

"Regardless of what the figures show, safer driving is

driving at a fair rate of speed," Scibelli said. "In my
analysis of drivers through the years, ... the slow driver

is the one that may create the accident and not the one

who is speeding."

The highways are built for driving faster than 55 mph
and most drivers already exceed the limit, Scibelli said.

"Lets's be honest," he said. "Very few, if any, drive below

65. 1 don't drive below 65 and I'll readily admit it to you."

The Ways and Means committee endorsed Scibelli's bill

after amending it to comply with federal rules. Original-

ly, Scibelli's bill would have increased the speed limit on

all 55 mph highways to 65 mph. But that could threaten

the state's federal highway funds.

Under the federal law, only highways outside popula-

tion areas of 50,000 of more people can have 65 mph limits.

In Massachusetts, that means that only 131 of 960

highway miles can be made 65 mph. They are in the

following areas:

- Interstate 90: a 42-mile stretch between Westfield and

the New York border, and 29 miles from Oxford to

Wilbraham.
- Interstate 91: 15 miles from Deerfield to Hatfield, and

6 miles from the Vermont border to Greenfield.

- Interstate 195: 10 miles from Mattapoisett to

Wareham.
- Interstate 495: 15 miles from Littleton to Berlin, and

14 miles from Middleboro to Wareham.
The speed limit bill was among several transportation-

related bills endorsed by the House Ways and Means com-

mittee yesterday. They include:

A measure setting a $30 fee for reinstating suspended

drivers' licenses, with $1.2 million of the fees going to the

Registry of Motor Vehicles for driver safety and control

programs and for branch office operation. Some 200,000

drivers reinstated their licenses at no cost last year.

Registrar Robert M. Hutchinson, Jr. said.

Immediate openings for 1988/89 Graduates

Engineering and Programming (BS/MS)

When you start

your career, there's nothing

like initial success.

lliesday, November 29

IBM INFORMATION DAY
Your future in technology
could be in software
development or engineering.

If you're ready to start a successful career in

one of these creative areas of infornnation

technology, come nneet our representatives at

an informal briefing, and find out more about

our current openings. Please bnng 4 copies of

your resume and, if available, your transcript

An equal opportunity ennployer US citizens,

permanent residents, and intending citizens

under the 1986 Immigration Reform and

Control Act only

November

29
Campus Center

Room 165-169

10am -4pm
(Stop by anytime)

SGA
continued from page 1

because there isn't enough time."

He said new elections, if held, would have to be during

finals week, and even if the senate ratified immediately,

the elected person would only have three months to serve.

Silkoff/Rabinowitz won a March 15 election for the

presidency which was ruled null and void by the Student

Supreme Court, a branch of the Student Judiciary.

The co-presidents-elect then appealed, and the tribunal

hearing the appeal, which included McClellan, remand-

ed, or sent the case back to the original tribunal to be

reheard with new evidence presented. McClellan yester-

day confirmed this chronology.

At the time, it was understood by SilkofTand Rabinowitz

and reported by the Collegian that the case was to be

heard de novo, or all over again, as if there had been no

prior decision.

McClellan said yesterday this is not true, that the ap-

peal tribunal, which he sat on, sent the case back to the

original jurors without the de novo classification. The
original tribunal upheld their ruling in May.

On the de novo case McClellan said, "That was leaked

out of (the Clerk of Courts) office. I'm not clear on how
that leaked out."

McClellan blamed the discrepancy about the de novo

hearing on the former Clerk of Courts. He could not pro-

duce documents proving the case was not to be held de
novo because he said the Clerk of Courts' office was
disorganized when he took over last month.

The court is also dealing with is a request by Sen. Robert

Smith for a Writ of Mandamus, which would order the

senate to vote on the ratification. McClellan said he will

make a decision on the writ in the near future.

Thanksgiving
continued from page 1

He plans to go home with his roommate to North At-

tleboro where he says, "I'm just kind of gonna follow his

lead. I'm assuming Thursday we'll eat with his family."

Then he says they may indulge in the weekend reunion
parties of his roommate's friends.

"This is the first time I've had a Thanksgiving without
my family in 10 years," he said.
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Settlers celebrate surviving

a hostile time in America
I the early 1600s, the Church of England

was a mess. Tyrannical, arbitrary, and
politically compromised, the institution

was so insufferable that two distinct reform

movements sprang up to deal with it.

Rusty Denton

One group called for change from within;

they were labelled Puritans. Another group

claimed nothing could reform it, that a new
beginning had to be made. They were call-

ed Separatists; in America some were later

called the Pilgrims.

The Pilgrims had a miserable history. By
law, they had to attend the state church

every week. They were officially persecuted

for trying to hold their own meetings and

were forbidden to leave England. When
some escaped to tolerant Holland, their

children lost their cultural identity, so the

group went back.

Allowed to migrate to the New World, the

first boat the Pilgrims hired was a useless

old tub. To afford a charter for the next

ship, half the seats went to a dubious mix

of adventurers who could pay the fare — a

fact which ultimately forced the Pilgrims

to compromise their religious community.

The other half of the charter was paid for

by loans from unscrupulous investors in

London. The loans would later take over

20 years to repay because of the exorbitant

and ever-increasing interest rates tacked

on af\er the colonizers left England.

Following several nauseous trans-

Atlantic weeks, the Pilgrim travellers

found they couldn't even sail to a safe part

of the American coast (Virginia) because of

the seas and the time of year. With no

shelter, no local supplier, no experienced

woodsmen and no human neighbors for

miles, they had to establish a colony on a

barren coastline in the dead of winter. It

was bad; between climate and sickness,

half of the colony was dead by spring, in-

cluding almost all the adult women.
With only 51 people left, Plymouth col-

ony probably wouldn't have survived at all

had it not been for an Indian who showed

up in the spring and spent several months
teaching settlers to survive by the ways of

the New World. He, too had a particularly

bitter history.

Twice Squanto had been deceived, kid-

napped and sold across the ocean by white

men; each time he had to find his own way
home. The second time he was gone, the

Pawtuxet tribe (his entire extended fami-

ly) was wiped out by a white man's disease.

Now a pitiful band of incompetent white

pioneers had set up permanent housekeep-

ing on his last remaining heritage — the

tribal lands.

Had he not earlier decided to follow

Christ, Squanto might easily have follow

ed the brutal traditions of the Pawtuxet

and killed everyone in the colony. For both

the Indian and the colonists, a natural

response to circumstances would have been

the modern one: bitterness, blaming God
for acts carried out by evil people, or curs-

ing God because humans are subject to the

often fatal forces of nature.

Instead, after the first harvest they in

vited a local tribe to help them thank God
for food and life and freedom, and for His

love toward them. Their feast recognized

that God gives many good gifls even to

those who don't honor Him, and that it is

only because of His great mercy that God
doesn't zap us all dead for our selfishness,

idolaWy and ingratitude.

Have an abundant Thanksgiving.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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Pink triangles remind us

of oppression and pride
When someone mentions the word

"holocaust" the first thing that pops into

most people's minds would probably be

the systematic slaughter of millions of

Jews. One thing that most people do not

know, however, is that Jews were not the

only group of people to lose hundreds of

thousands at the hands of Adolf Hitler

and the Nazis.

Brad Robinson

When one sees the yellow Star of David

it is also another reminder of the Jews

who were killed in the concentration

camps, but few people know of the other

symbols which were used to label

prisoners.

Political prisoners were made to wear

red triangles, green triangles were for

habitual criminals, vagrants wore black

triangles, purple triangles were for

Jehovah witnesses, immigrants were forc-

ed to wear blue triangles, and the pink

triangle was given to gays and lesbians,

who formed the lowest rung on the lad

der of hierarchy among prisoners.

The triangles could also be used in a

variety of ways to "double mark" people.

For instance, a Jewish lesbian would have

a yellow triangle going underneath a pink

triangle to form a star.

The symbols were used for identification

purposes but also served to divide

prisoners, who formed a hierarchy among
themselves in order to be protected from

an almost certain death either from the

guards or by starvation.

We have been told that "those who
forget the past are condemned to rep>eat

it" and we as gays, lesbians, and bisex-

uals will not forget our brothers and

sisters who have died, not only at the

hands of the heterosexist society in which

we live today. We have adopted the pink

triangle as a symbol of pride for our fami-

ly and as a reminder and an incentive for

our future. For every day people are com-

ing out of the closet and finding out that

it's okay to be gay, lesbian, or bisexual.

Every day our number increases, and

there is power in numbers and we will

fight for the things in which we believe,

the right to vote for who we chose and to

be accepted in our society without

prejudice.

Ten percent of the population is

estimated to be gay, lesbian, or bisexual,

many believe this to be a very conser

vative figure. This means that one out of

every 10 people is not heterosexual! It is

up to us all, regardless ofour sexual orien

tation, to break down the homophobic

wall which exists in our society. Oppres

sion is oppression. It hurts not only those

being oppressed, but all of us. By break

ing down the barriers we make the world

a better place to live.

Brad Robinson is a UMass student

Letters

Prejudice not worth the money
If Minister Louis Farrakhan is a

"Distinguished Visitor," then E.T. is a

hate-monger from outer space.

If the Distinguished Visitor Program

wants to give him an $9,000 honorarium

to speak at the University of

Massachusetts, then it is honoring and en-

couraging foul speech, rather than pro-

moting free speech.

If DVP co-Chairman Patrick Berkley

"would like to see him" so much, then he

should be fair and also invite someone who
loathes his religion (or existence.)

But beware . . . such people rarely show

up unless they're offered lots and lots of

money.
Andrew T. Hyman

• Amherst

Jewish heritage is something to always be proud of

I am a Jew. There was a time when those words did not

come easy. There was a time when I wished it wasn't true.

A time when I had damned my parents to hell for mak-

ing it so.
, . . • 1

To think that I, a child of the Holocaust, stood m denial

of such an extraordinary heritage. I wanted to be like

everyone else. 1 wanted Christmas and Sunday School,

but most of all, I didn't want to have the pennies thrown

at me.
I didn't want to walk into the cafeteria and have a book

about the KKK slipped under my nose. I didn't want to

hear the intentionally audible whispers about the virtues

of Adolph Hitler and his regime.

Not that I was the only Jew in my junior high school,

but somehow, these events tended to make one feel quite

alone.

I was ashamed to tell my parents. Ashamed to teil them

that I had done nothing. To tell them that I had not

defended our honor.

Why, why had. I been so passive?

Perhaps because I did not understand their prejudices.

I did not understand our crime. My blood ran as red and

my pain was just as real as theirs. But I did not want to

take the other corridor so I wouldn't see "them." I was

tired, tired of not being able to be me because of "them."

Beth Wiener

Was this what I was to expect? These were the cruel

realities of life? At age 13 the foundation of my upbring-

ing was to be shattered?

I was to question all that my parents had strived to

make the core of my existence.

These painful questions, however, led me toward the

same undeniable conclusions, for I had committed no

crime.

I was convicted, unjustly, because of their ignorance and

fears. I was not weak, but strong, for not honoring their

condemnation with a rebuttle.

I no longer felt angry and frustrated. I felt pity, pity for

these children that were victim's of their parents' lack

of understanding and tolerance. I was sorry that they

would be bitter adults, and I would be proud. They were

the victims, not I, I was their scapegoat.

These prejudices and others are a cruel reality of life,

but they only possess as much power as we give them. My
eyes may have been open too early, or some would say

not early enough, but the lessons I learned were

indispensible.

Words cannot strip you of what you believe, unless you

let them. This knowledge is the best weapon against the

prejudicial ignorances inherent in our society.

A day will come when all races and religions will be able

to stand tall, with pride and conviction, and say. "I am
black," "I am Vietnamese," "I am Hispanic. " and "I am
a Jew!"
Beth Wiener is a UMass student
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Ladysmith Black Mambazo, the award-winning South African vocal group, will perform at

the UMass Fine Arts Center tonight at 8 p.m. The group performed on Paul Simon's 'Graceland

album and won the "Best Traditional Folk Album" Grammy for their album Shaka Zulu.

Extended hits that make or break
duced by Earth, Wind & Fire's Maurice White and what

he failed to do to his own band's single he more than

makes up for it here. A relentless bass line and a driving

drumbeat highlight the track. Although the vocals are less

than superior, these Kids sound as if they've been around

the Block a few times.

By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Correspondent

As a slight breather from the usual mainstream muck,

this week we'll look at singles in a different light. Twelve-

inch singles let you listen to a longer, revamped version

of your favorite song and are perfect for dancing, so turn

on your strobe light and let's begin.

Boy George "No Clause 28"(Import)

Although he's been having difficulties establishing a

solo career here in the States, Boy George has been quite

busy in the U.K. This remixed single protesting British

legislature borrows from other hit songs. After the

customary Margaret Thatcher-bashing, strains of Prince

and Michael Jackson can be heard through the funky

The
Singles Scene

dance music. George's soulful voice sounds much improved

since his Culture Club days, although his song-writing

abilities haven't. If you can put up with the less than in-

spired lyrics, the extended version of "No Clause 28"will

have you out on the dance floor in no time.

Earth, Wind & Fire "Turn On (The Beat Box)"

Throughout the Seventies, Earth, Wind & Fire were a

main staple on the charts. Although they don't have the

hit power they once did, songs like last year's "Systems
of Survival" prove they can still get down. Unfortunate-

ly, "Turn On rThe Beat Box)" isn't on the same level as

past EW&F hits. Perhaps due to lack of sales the band
has tried a more commercial sound and the result sounds

forced and tense. Even the remix isn't very danceable; sit

this one out.

New Kids on the Block "You Got It (The Right StufF)

"

These annoying adolescents that brought us the forget-

table "Please Don't Go Girl" have returned with a much
improved remix. "You Got It (The Right Stuff)" was pro-

Sinead O'Connor and Karen Finley "Jump In the

River"

Ever wonder what the Wicked Witch of the West would

sound like during an orgasm? Well, I'm going to tell you

anyway. Performance artist Karen Finley, known for her

less than tactful sexual stage shows, gives us a sampling
of her screeching "talents" on the long version of this

latest Sinead O'Connor effort. O'Connor's talents are

seemingly flawless, her powerful voice assisted by her

forceful guitar licks. They are, as usual, top notch. The
only problem with this song is the presence of Finley.

Living Colour "Cult of Personality" Ouch! This one

really cooks. Living Colour, who opened for the Godfathers

this past fall at UMass, churn out a burning single on

their debut release. "Cult of Personality" makes a strong

statement against modern politics. Grouping together

Gandhi, Mussolini, Stalin and even using pieces of

speeches by John F. Kennedy, the band makes a strong

point for their cause. The metal-style guitars and gruel-

ing vocals prove this one is definitely not for the

fainthearted.

Erasure "A Little Respect"

Following up their huge international hit "Chains of

Love," Erasure has once again created another dance club

masterpiece. "A Little Respect" was produced and remix-

ed by Stephen Hague, who has helped create hits for the

Pet Shop Boys and Jane Wiedlin. Before establishing

Erasure, Vince Clarke founded Depeche Mode, Ya2(with

Alison Moyet) and the popular UK band The Assembly.

His experience has appau^ntly paid off. "A Little Respect"

is by far one of the more intelligible club singles of the

year. Clarke's killer synth line and Andy Bell's gutsy

shrill are a perfect match and definitely earn more than

a little respect.

Earl plays Pearl St
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Greetings from the easy chair of your unmotivated, ir-

responsible, apathetic, and myopic local music connection.

Just about everyone is off for the Thanksgiving holiday

this week, so there's little to preview in the way of on-

campus stuff. If you are sticking around, here's a few

things in the area that might be worth checking out:

Friday night, The Neighborhoods will be at The
Universal Joint, downstairs at Pearl Street.

/imi Local Vocal

Tomorrow night, as well as every Wednesday, Evening
Pro Blusica is at the Pink Cadillac. The Sighs play

Katina's on Saturday.

Down the road within the next month, look for Vital

Organ, Uncle Martha, and possibly Split Decision to be

at the Hatch for their semester ending on campus gigs.

Keep rockin'.

It's not too late to send your band info/and or tapes and

records to Local Vocal. Send any and all stuff to the Col-

legian 1 13 Campus Center, c/o this column, or drop your

package off in the Arts/Living mailbox.

Childhood revisited

at Wheeler Gallery
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow is the last day of Karen J. Axtell's first solo

exhibit on display in the Wheeler Gallery.

The works in this exhibit, Axtell said, all have to do

with childhood.

"From childhood we don't just bring photographs and

the memories and instances we get told. We bring sights,

sounds and smell; like the smell of Grandma's kitchen,"

she s&id. "We can't get hold of them, but they are much
more real than just memories."
In her works, Axtell used a wide variety of materials

including gauze, canvas, paper, linen, oil and acrylic

paints, charcoal, sawdust and more to build up the sur-

faces into layered, textured relief in an effort to repre-

sent the intangible in a very tangible media.

'The tactile sense is so important to those kinds of feel-

ings, to me at least. It Seemed to me that that was
touchable; a way to touch those things that can't quite

be grasped," she said.

One work I found particularly striking was a very dark

piece Axtell had called "The Laughter Afterwards."

"I think all of them, and certainly that one, have a lot

to do with childhood, and it has to do with all the nasty

things," she told me. "It is about all the pain and all the

fear; all the apprehension, and all the sadness as well

as the joy and the magical things."

The "nastier things" don't always get recognized, she

said, because they are so painful and therefore so much
harder to deal with.

"The way we become adult people is by taking with

us those sights and sounds and smells of being a child;

by recognizing the really hard things as well as the really

sweet things," Axtell said.

continued on page 9
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No song sacred

for Throats
By RICHARD A. BOUCHER. JR.

Collegian Correspondent

Golden Throats
Various Artists

Rhino Records

One day last summer, my friends and I were record shop-

ping when 1 picked up an album titled Golden Throats:

The Great Celebrity Sing-Off!. I hadn't heard a note off

the record, but the names and songs listed on the jacket

were enough to persuade me to pick it up. As I usually

get indecisive when I look for a record, my friends gave
me a little extra time to think about it. But I knew they
were in a hurry. "Leonard Nimoy . . . singing?"! thought.

"William Shatner . . . Andy Griffith?" I bought it. they

got their tapes and we left. We listened to my Golden
Throats tape on the way home, and we were laughing all

the way.

Golden Throats, compiled and dreamt up by Gary Peter-

son and Pat Sierchio, is a collection of odd songs. But these

aren't just any odd songs; this record is either the second

coming of party records or a hellish nightmare that

strangles treasured songs of the 60s, depending on what
you hold sacred. If you can get by the laughably pitiful

rendition of "Twist and Shout" by Mae West at the begin-

ning of the second side, and Frankie Randall's sacrilegious

"I Can See for Miles," on the first side, you've passed the

martyr test for solar tolerance. These are songs recorded

in the 60s and 70s by TV stars of that period.

Do you remember Sebastian Cabot from "A Family Af-

fair?" He does two absurd covers of Dylan tunes, or rather,

he sort of speaks "It Ain't Me, Babe" and "Like A Roll-

ing Stone." Andy GrifTith's "House of the Rising Sun" is

almost an equal to the original version. Eddie Albert from
"Green Acres" does a wonderfully dramatic and
overblown version of "Blowin" in the Wind." This album
seems to leave no stone unturned, nothing sacred, yet by

its existence, it poses questions, proposes possible

suggestions.

Yet we are not done with our account, not until we
discuss the songs which are worthy themselves of the price

of the record. I wonder if Leonard Nimoy and William
Shatner wince in embarrassment or gleam with pride at

the memories here. I can almost see Nimoy smiling with

joy while singing a slowed down, laid-back "Proud Mary."
or reveling in his rollicking version of "If I Had a Ham-
mer," at the end of which he gets hysterically patriotic.

Equally as deadly and priceless, maybe even more so, are

the two transcendent masterworks by William Shatner.

What he does here is both a shame and a scream. In his

hands, he transforms "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds"
and "Mr.Tambourine Man," two modem classics, into,

well, future classics. He speaks these two hilsu-iously in

the character for which he's famous, to a Disneyishly

magical-sounding background. He becomes a shameless

Kirk, freaking out for us here. He lends an almost demonic

effect to the songs. Forget those frat rock albums, heave

this leviathan onto your turntable or into your tape deck

and pray that heaven and earth can withstand the fury

that is Golden Throats.
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The Union Video Center will show the following this

week on the monitors in the Student Union:

Today at 10 a.m. Disney Cartoon Here's Goofy, at 10:22

Goofy Over Sports; at 11 a.m. BeetUJuice; at 1 p.m. The

Last Emperor.
Tomorrow, Hollywood Shuffle will be aired at 10 a.m.

followed by Harder They Come at noon.

AxtelVs exhibit

continued from page 8

"The Laughter Afterwards," Axtell said, "is definitely

the pain and the fear. It is not blatantly about being afraid

of the dark. It's not dark for that reason. It is dark to em-
phasize the pain, fear, and melancholy. In it there are
things that come through . . . that brilliant red . .. that
come out of the dark places, so it's not just about sadness."

Axtell said the works in this exhibit represent a new
direction for her; one which she plans to stay with for a

while. Her works are original, refreshing and well worth
seeing if you can make the time before the show ends
tomorrow. Wheeler Gallery is open from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

AES internships
offered for spring
The Arts Extension Service of the Division of Conti-

nuing Education at UMass is recruiting interns for the
spring. The AES Arts Administration Internship Pro-

gram addresses the field of arts administration by pro-

viding education and training to people interested in

gaining knowledge and skill in arts management. Posi-

tions relating to arts program development, arts

marketing, and arts advocacy are available. Interested

people should contact AES at the Division of Continu-
ing Education at 545-2360.

.^u^P^J^w*.w^tJ^J^,

OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

If you are thinking about return-

ing to the Residence Halls for the

Spring 1989 or Fall 1989 semesters,

NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY.

Applications for residence hall space

are available in the Housing

Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore,

and will be accepted until

December 22, 1988.

Questions? Call the Housing

Assignment Office at (413) 545-2100

Monday through Friday,

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Thank you!

•••••••

UNIVERSAL

JOINT
EVERY TUESDAY

BLUES JAM
W/WMUAS BLUE BILL NO COVER

FRIDAY, NOV. 25

THE
NEIGHBORHOODS

$6

SATURDAY, NOV. 26

8:00 PM $7

COMEDY
10PM

RONNIE EARL AND
THE BROADCASTERS
feat. JERRY PORTNOY

$7

DECEMBER
1 JAMES COTTON
2 BARRENCE WHITFIELD

3 BUCKWHEAT ZYOECO
A NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE

SAGE
9 TREAT HER RIGHT

10 SLEEPY LABEEF
12 SCREAMING TRIBESMEN
17 EEK-A-MOUSE
29 ROOMFUL OF BLUES

413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST. N HAMP

Tuesday. Nov. 22

TODAY!

Here is a calendar of

important information for

the Thanksgiving Recess

period

Saturday, Nov. 26

• The main library is

open 900 am-5;00 pm

Wedneaday . Nov. 23

• Pre-registration forms

are due today

• Thanksgiving recess

begins after last class

• Residence halls close

at 6:00 pm

Sunday, Nov. 27

• Residence halls open

at 12:00 noon

Thursday, Nov. 24

Thanksgiving Day

• Have a nice

Thanksgiving!

• The library is closed

today

Monday , Nov. 28

• Classes resume

Friday. Nov. 25

• The main library is

open 6:00 am -5:00 pm

Call 545-2622 for

additional library

information

For PVTA schedule,

call 545-0056

STUDENT AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICES -^
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Audience, panel make
UVC show success

By KATHERINE T
Collegian Staff

LAMOTHE

Ronnie Earl and the Broadcasters will bring their slick blues guitar licka to Pearl Street

this Saturday.

Mirandolina:the frivolous feminist
By KIM FRISINO
Collegian Correspondent

Mirandolina, by Carlo Goldoni, is the tale of how one

woman held the undying affections of four men at one

time, received expensive gifts simply for being her. fulfill-

ed a personal promise against a woman-hater, and then

won the marriage of a man she loved. It is an 18th-century

battle.of the sexes - and the female really clears house.

The University of Massachusetts' Department of

Theater presented Mirandolina last week in the Curtain

Theater, and it really brought the house down. The cast

of only six gave a comical and exaggerated peek at the

male-female courtship, and how silly and serious it can be.

The story is about a woman (Lee Anne Hutchison) whose

father had died six months earlier, leaving her the keeper

of a fancy Italian inn. A count (Paul M. Couzyn) and a

marquis (Rick O'Neil) are two competitive men. both pro-

longing their stays at the inn to win the ultimate affec-

tions and graces of its eligible keeper.

Fabrizio (Jeffrey T. Donovan) is a longtime servant at

the inn who truly loves Mirandolina (and she too secret-

ly loves him), but she is young and beautiful, and has him

rapt tightly enough that she can afford to have some

feminine fun with the newest boarder, a man who

adamantly hates all women because, according to him,

they are dishonest. Her victim, this misogynist, is the

Baron Ripafratta (Michael Riseberg), and she gets him

good. Then, when Mirandolina has trampled down every

masculine hope at the inn, things start getting hairy for

her. The baron gets violent when he sees that he not only

has fallen for a woman, but is at her frivolous mercy. The

count and the marquis plan their revenge on her for us-

ing them, and even her Fabrizio's love is faltered when

he realizes her conniving tricks.

At this point, the audience is unsure who will prevail.

But Mirandolina, crafty and charming as she is. wins in

the end, by enraging her three unwanted tenants enough

to make them leave, and telling Fabrizio that she does

love him.

Equally professional as the players themselves, was the

set's design and execution; whole corners of the stage were

"folded inside out" to reveal another room quite in-

novative indeed.

The Department of Theater's next production is Getting

Out, by Marsha Norman. It is about a recently freed

woman coming to terms with her past eight years spent

in prison. Getting Out will be presented in the Rand

Theater on December 8-10 and 14 17 at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$3 for students and $4 for the general public.

Last night was the beginning of a new phase of the

Union Video Council.

The first episode of a new talk show, titled U-Talk,

featured members of the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance

(LBGA) and Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays(P

FLAG). Speaking before the show began, host Neal

Boushell said that the program would be "a good ex-

perience for UMass." He added that the show would be

a forum for questions not addressed in the media.

Panel members included Jim and Jean Genasci,

Amherst coordinators for P FLAG; Brad Robinson, bisex-

ual activist with the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Counsel-

ing Collective; Susan Morgan, also a member of the Col-

lective; William Curtis, resident assistant in Northeast

Residential Area and member of LBGA ; Amerin Falk,

co-president of LBGA and bisexual activist Stacey

Beckerman. Prior to the show, they were briefed on the

questions to be addressed.

A small but involved audience participated in the ques-

tioning of the panelists, and at times lent support to

them. At one point, when the question was asked, "Did

you choose to be bisexual?", an audience member said

to Boushell that there was no choice to be heterosexual

or homosexual, but that the person was acting on his/her

feelings.

Another question addressed by the audience was the

issue of support for lesbians, gays and bisexuals within

their religious groups. Jim Genasci responded by refer-

ring to the Episcopalian group Integrity, the Catholic

group Dignity, and the Metropolitan Community Church

in New York City, which is nondenominational. He add-

ed that P-FLAG has a list of groups that provide sup-

port for lesbians, gays and bisexuals.

Though there were some whisperings of discontent

among audience members regarding the subject matter

of the questions, the show proceeded with no loud

arguments. And although the show began taping 30

minutes behind schedule, there were no real complaints.

From all appearances, the show appeared to be successful

in its first taping.

HEY, TURKEY!
Of course, we're not referring

to you . But if you miss our

Thanksgiving Day Special,

you just might feel like one!

3 movies for $5.00
Rent any 3 movies

on Wednesday,

Nov. 23 for $5.00

and keep them till

Friday, Nov 25.

New Arrivals

3 Men and a Baby

Colors

Willow
Biloxi Blues

SOUNDS

LN?fcf pUEK-^

1 Bridge Street

Northampton
586-1726

or

584-9631

EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY
1/2 Price Off All

PIZZA
Eat In, Take Out, or

By The Slice

Monday Night Football
Soven TV's, Satellite Dish and

"The Scoreboard"

the all new

6 University Drive J^^\ 21 Mohawk Trail

Amherst 549-5200 f//!^^^ Greenfield 772-2141

Op«n 10 AM. to 9 PM. Monday through Saturday
r will be open for

Thanksgiving

EKING \JARDEN
A MAMDABIN « SZECHUAW RESTAURANT

Route 9. H*dley ^{^ ^, (^J next to Hadley Subaru

All You Can Eat

BUFFET
599

Mon.-Thurs. 5-8 P.M.

CiU tor ITmim mil - 'V* :sn scar up ro iSOptopIt

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR LU?fCH A DINNER
'W« can aaeomwodmia partita of six or morm paopi* '

Karla Bonoff opens for Lady Smith Black Mambazo tonight at the

FAC. For tickets call 546-2511.

The UMass Minuteman Marching Band, under the dfrection of George N. Parks, will

be performing at Merry Maple, a special Christmas concert on the Amherst Town Com-

mon on Dec. 2 at 5 p.m.

The 280 member Minuteman Marching Band will perform traditional Christmas music

an highlights form their 1988 field show. This will be the last performance of the mar-

ching band's fall 1988 season.

r

Weekly Specials

n
Baked Stafftd Scrod

Chicken Cordon Bleu

^ Rout Slrlon Ttrir^kl

V«ggU Melt

(Mnred with dessert ooIt)

$7.95

$7.95

$7.95

$4.95

All arc Mrvcd with m fardta Mlad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and detaert.

Sorry, do other dlaconnts can be nted with ihU special.

Served on Sunday Ip.m. Ill Sp.m., ^
^ Mon-Thur* Sp.n.-Sp.m.

Come and Dine with us for breakfast. lunch.

dinner, or even a light bite!

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices! •

li

University Drive

Amherst 0549-5861

AC Reed rocks Sheehan's Sat.

with own set of blues songs
By J. BREZ MC GUIGAN
Collegian Correspondent

A.C. Reed and the Sparkplugs
Sheehan's
Saturday, Nov. 19

Great blues music continues to emanate
from Sheehan's in Northampton. This past

Saturday, it was tenor saxophonist AC
Reed and the Sparkplugs who provided the

combustion to get the crowd going.

Reed and his band are in the midst of

their months-long "Sax for Sale. Cheap"
Tour which follows the release of their

latest album, I'm in the Wrong Business.

That album, incidentally, on Alligator

Records, also features appearances by

fellow blues stalwarts Bonnie Raitt and

Stevie Ray Vaughn.
Certainly, as the album title suggests,

the theme of the show was set and express-

ed in the songs that were played in that

album. It was a celebration in song of the

blues that the artist intrinsically en-

counters (no pay, low pay, obscurity, etc.)

in that genre of music. For ex£unple. Reed

began playing sax in the 1940's with Willie

Mabon. For decades he has been the

primary ssocman for bandleaders such as

Albert Collins and Buddy Guy. He's been
continued on page 12

$$$$$$$$$ $
o You Need

$$$
Work all Janttary as
Inventory Auditors

$6.50/hottr to start

"Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 +

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and

dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

IHHIHIIMIMIHillMI""""""""""" IIMIIMHIIIIHIIIII "•• •••" MUtlOIII

i To learn mote call the offlcc nearest Yovr home daring |

i Thanksgtvlng break or Intenrlew at the Campas Center
|

1 as foUows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 TaesdaT Dec. 6 Rm 804 |

i WednesdaT Dec. 7 Rm 804 Thttrsday Dec. 8 Rm 173
|

I Interview times arc 10am-9pm ETenr hotu- on the hoar S

rilllMI tl "•••• BmUM llftlHHIIIMIIU HIIIIIMIIfll

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester, Hatlck, Fnunlngham. MUford.

Fhchbarf . Athel. Uoadaster. Fraaklla. W«bst«r

508-975-5155—LoweU. Lawrence. SomervUIe. Cambridge.

Saagns, Peabody

508-559-7603—Boston. QalncT. Bralntree. Brockton.

Middleboro

508-749-082 l-Plymoath. Wareham, all of Cape Cod.

Kingston. Pembroke. Marshneld. Hew Bedford

413-737-8938—Hartford. Springfield. Amherst

508-336-5658—FaU River. Seakonk ft Providence Area

603-893-1885—Sovthem Hew Hampshire

518-482-8555—Horth Adams. PIttsfleld. Saratoga and

Albany Area

Spoasored by St«dcat Bmploymeat 0mc«

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$,

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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LOSE 4" TO 14" IN ONE HOUR
STYLESBYDEBORAH'S

complete inch loss program

Offer Expires
11/30/88

^^Our Unique Program Helps.f^^^
• Restores elasticitv 'o loose flabby skin • Not a water loss

• Inches off in first'wrap • Lose unsightly celluiite

• Contour vour body - lose from problem areas

BRING A FRlEND(s> SPECIAL

130 each Two or mijre people (reg,m
IncluUg^ Body vvtap, Facial & Foot M

STYLES BY DEBORAH
o<^^

n\S'
65 University Dr , Amherst

HOURS Sun Thurs am iOpm Fn /iiSai 11a.m lam Call 549-5610 for jintme

QhineseOZitche^f;^
Quality Chinese food at a Low Price

Dinner Special

I Buy one Combo Dinner at Pull Price I

I

and get the second dinner at half price

I if it is of equal value or below. ^
Hadley-430 Russel St.. 253-2571 Northampton- 150 King St.. 586^221

Valid Only With Coupon-Expires Wed. Nov. 22
Good in Hadley Store Only

Mmammmmsaammmaamammmmamammmmmnmammm
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A.C. Reed
continuea from page 1

1

everybody's session man, seemingly destined to play so-

meone else's song. It has taken AC nearly 50 years to

form his own band and become a star in his own right.

So now he's writing his own songs, singing them, play-

ing his horn and has emerged from his years in the

background intact with a wry assessment of his evolu-

tion. When he did songs such as "These Blues is Killing

Me," "Fast Food Annie." "The Things I Want to Do to

You" and "Take These Blues and Shove 'Em" on Satur-

day night, the crowd was listening to the lyrics as much
as they were feeling the music. Particularly impressive

was the difficult three-part vocal harmony provided by

the Sparkplugs on numerous songs. The members of the

Sparkplugs are: Vance Kelly, lead guitar; Grown Mann,

second lead guitar; Douglas Watson, bass and Peet Onion

Head on drums.

16 THAT 6itrf

ENGINEER-
IN-TRAINING:

An Investment
In The Future

The Engineer-In-Training (E. IT.) program
IS designed to provide the newly graduat-
ed engineer with an understanding of our
industry, corporation and products. As an
E.I.T.

, you will spend your first year work-
ing with experienced engineers on projects

in our Boiler Design, Stress Analysis and
Proposal Engineering groups. Vbu will also

gain three months of "hands-on" ex-

perience working with our Service En-
gineers at a customer jobsite We have
several openings in our E.I.T. program for:

Mechanical
Engineers

(Entry Level)
You must possess a Bachelors m
Mechanical Engineering with an empha-
sis in Thermodynamics Fluids and Heat
Transfer Analysis. Familiarity with the Boil-

er Industry and Energy Systems is

preferred.

When you come to Riley, you will be join-

ing a team of men and women who tiring

experience, professional dedication and
commitment to their work. >bu may be en-

gineering boiler and fuel burning systems
for coal, oil and gas, or you may be design-

ing units fired by such unconventional
fuels as bark, bagasse, coffee grounds,
petroleum coke or beet pulp Riley's en-
gineering expertise has been proven in the

resource recovery (municipal solid waste)
and fluidized bed combustion boiler

markets.

An engineering career with Riley leads to

either a managerial or technical career

path within the engineering functton.

Whichever path you choose to follow, this

"dual career ladder" allows for profes-

sional growth and increased responsibil-

ities. For those with a technical
background, positions in project manage-
ment, estimating, sales and field service

are open to you as career options.

E.l.T.'s at Riley gain a special understand-
ing of the company's operations, and in-

sight into how their talents and interests

can best advance their careers with our

company. Our E.I.T program is an invest-

ment in the future - for you and for Riley.

Contact the placement office for an in-

terview on Tuesday, December 6.

An equal opportunity employer m/f

H

RILEY
CONSOLIDATED

Stories brand Brodkey brilliant
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Stories in an Almoat Classical Mode
Harold Brodkey
Alfred A. Knopf

Common characteristics of brilliant male writers include

turbulent childhood, obsession with women and sex, and

fascination with the self.

Harold Brodkey is no different

His recently published collection of short stories, Stories

in an Almost Classical Mode, reveals a Harvard-educated

intellectual whose approach to relationships, and social

and family concerns must be described with the term

"brilliant." Some of the stories, such as "Innocence" and

"Largely an Oral History of My Mother," had previously

appeared in such magazines as Esquire and The New
Yorker.

The book's opener, "The Abundant Dreamer," is a

psychological penetration into the nund of the protagonist,

a movie producer who learns while shooting a film in

Rome that his grandmother died. Brodkey shows that the

protagonist's attempts to suppress his grief and carry out

his daily tasks only make images of his grandmother more

vivid.

The narrative alternates between the protagonist's

lights-camera action life and flashbacks of younger days.

In "Hofstedt and Jean — and Others, " Brodkey delves

into the unequivocal realm of sexual desire. He desires

Inez, the wife of the protagonist's best friend. The pro-

tagonist, a college professor, seeks to find his own Inez

by romancing with one of his students.

As the author sees it, one cannot admire a man until

one desires his woman.

Brodkey further digs into the confines of sexual desire

in "Innocence," whose Harvard setting seems appropriate

for a blend of frenzied love-making with philosophical

discussions about the subject.

Wiley, the protagonist, manages to get a date with Orra.

the object of his desire. When he jumps into bed with her

he realizes she isn't the sex virtuoso that her dashing body

and his colleagues make her out to be. The realization only

compels Wiley to create with her a sexual masterpiece for

which they would both be thankful.

The fascination with sex and women seems to have

originated in Brodkey's relationship with his adoptive

mother, whom he describes as a hideous, selfish and

manipulative person in the Freudian tale "A Story in the

Almost Classical Mode."

The story reveals how his mother, who suffered from

cancer, tormented him with constant accusations of

selfishness and cries of pain

Through this and other autobiographical pieces, the

author grows before the readers' eyes. He exposes various

dimensions of his life and his philosophical character.

Some stories, such as "Angel" are purely philosophical

essays, but his philosophy, marked by a degree of fatalism

and Judaism, is present through the book.

HOT "

ROAST BEEF

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

J

I'M STUCK ON JB'S
You think I drink my water
funny? Well, you should see
me chow on JB's. These
lips swallow JB's whole. I'm

all business when I eat my
JB's. Whether it's a roast

beef sandwich, chicken
fingers, fries, or mozzarella

sticks, I don't bother chew-
ing. People say I inhale

JB's, but if you loved it as
much as I do and ate three

of everything-you would
too!

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM
If this is you, take this ad in for

a free order of chicken fingers.

Auto
Glass
^Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

TIOWSvndcrtandRd • $4»-2M0

Mo. AfTinCf&l
UOSI MMfA* C*»«<t Cs'tf* Acc«»««<f

Quality^

kinkcs
the copy center

253-2543

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

/^emje /mKiCAN has
0NHI5MIHPI5

"Heyl Look what Zog do!"

Doonesbury By Garry Tnideau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina
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Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

CtActJdS AMD ^£uitUA !

^6£l, vK.-I Doh't USuAUy

Congratulations Graeme, Reba and Chris!

Arts Desk will hever be the same.~

Happy Birthday Wassfff

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
1 Ticker on Wall

Street

5 Scoundrels

9 Caravan t>east

14 Algerian port

15 Stratlords river

16 Useful

17 Downstairs

personage

1

8

Variable star

19 O Grady of

song
20 Credits earned

Dy currying

favor

23 Cross
24 Female ruff

25 Willie or Horatio

2B One of the

Farrows

30 Lfiasa apsos

eg
34 The Tempest

role

35 Tumult

36 Trophy

37 ingratiate

oneself

41 Strastx>urg

season
42 Home of Zeno
43 Certain code
44 Type of cracker

46 Herring color'

47 Germ cell

48 Greek letter

50 Senora s atXKje

51 Teacher s pet

perhaps

57 Farewell

58 British public

school

59 Mimics

61 Senegal capital

62 First rate

63 Infirm

64 Doctoral degree
hurdles

65 Symbol of

slimness

66 French military

cap

DOWN
1 Piper s son

2 Graceful steed

3 Ark unit

4 Check recipient

5 Actress Dyan

6 Shun
7 Peace symbol

8 Ginger cookie

9 Radium
discoverer

10 Made amends
1

1

Gonllas in

me —
12 Yalies

13 Light-Horse

Harry

21 Albee s Virginia

22 Emulate Cicero

25 1 and 21 Down
eg

26 Muse of poetry

27 Cared for

28 Bogged down
29 Hawkeye State

31 Earthy color

32 Visitor

33 Frolic

35 Irritate

38 High home
39 Gather logatnar

40 American Indian

weapon of old

45 Petition 54 Nebraska

47 Acquired Indian

49 Speaks 55 Dueling

indistinctly weapon

50 Copy 56 Anagram of

51 Hebrew month 53 Down
52 Rabbit 57 Fuss

relative 60 Take

53 partridge m to the

a — tree slopes

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

A M

nnnnn
naum maaa pnooi
LUL

a usma nannn
ana

iLinnn onoa nnnn
11/»/U

»!«•• Im Aacrm n«ic« St«4ic»I» 11/22/H

Menu
Luncli

Basics Laoch

Broccoli & Cauliflower Broccoli & Cauliflower

Casserole Casserole

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Dinner Basics Dinner

Barbequed Spareribs Sweet and Sour Tofu

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Weather

Today: Sonny. 40-45.

Tonight: Clear and cold, low in the 20's.

Tomorfow: Sunny, 40-45.

TODAYS STAFF
Hight Editor Rick Sasson

Copy Editor George Francy

Layout Technician Marc Infitld

Photo Tccliniclan Dondi Ahcam
Production Supervisor Terry Starmer
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and Joe is noWare to be found
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Business Board — Fall of 1988
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Bastaasa Maaafar

Daalel Monroe
Fiaaaca Maaagar
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Circalattoa llaaager

Barbra Hlndin
Advarlislag Maaagar

Dcbra Botzcnhart

Bdvtrtltlag Maaagar

Mary HaY(cns
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WORLD/NATION
Former presidents advise Bush
on reducing the budget deficit

AH Photo

President-elect George Bush poses with former Presidents Gerald Ford
and Jimmy Carter in front of the Old Executive Office Building in

Washington, DC, yesterday.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bush ad-

ministration could reduce the nation's

budget deficit by $40 billion annually by
raising non-income taxes while cutting

spending, former Presidents Carter and
Ford said in a report released yesterday.

Carter and Ford met with president-elect

George Bush to present their report, entitl-

ed "American Agenda". A host of influen-

tial people, including former Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger £md ex-Treasury

Secretary Michael Blumenthal, con-

tributed ideas to the report.

The ex-presidents listed the budget
deficit, which is expected to reach more
than $150 billion this year as the No. 1

priority for the Bush administration.

Other proposed priorities, ranked in

descending order, are national security and
arms control, the savings and loan crisis,

Third World debt and international trade,

the fate of children at risk and US relations

with the allies.

The presidents said Bush's second tier of

priorities - issues of compelling and intrin-

sic importance but not requiring im-

mediate action - should be productivity and
education; US relations with the Soviet

Union, Mexico, Nicaragua and Central

America; the environment, and drugs.

The report suggests taking a number of

steps until the budget is balanced. They in-

clude holding defense spending at the cur-

rent level, adjusted for inflation, for four

years; increasing Social Security benefits

at an annual rate of 2 percent less than the

Consumer Price index; reducing Medicare
fees for doctors, agriculture price supports

and public works and transportation ap-

propriations, while increasing taxes on
gasoline, cigarettes, beer and wine.

Baby walkers and crib gyms may
be hazardous, reports group

WASHINGTON (AP) - A consumer
group, advising Americans to be on the

lookout for potential hazards as they shop

for childrens" Christmas gifts, yesterday

cited baby walkers and crib g>ms as pro-

ducts that cause particular concern.

The Consumer Affairs Committee of

Americans for Democratic Action said in

its annual top quality and safety report

that baby walkers, which can tip over or

topple down stairs, are "highly
dangerous" and led to 20,790 child injury

reports to the Consumer Product Safety

Commission in 1987.

Crib gyms have caused 674 reported in-

juries since 1984 and 12 deaths, the com-

mittee said. While most manufacturers
now include voluntary warning labels

that recommend removal of the gym toys

when a baby can pull itself up to its hands
and knees, many carry no such warning,
it said.

rent/\>wrk:k

Tnieka A V«<* Mto AvataMa

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. hi No. Amherst

549-RENT

"Warnings aren't enough," the commit-

tee said, "Crib gyms need to be designed

in the first place without hazards. Babies

begin to enjoy crib gyms just at the age

that parents are advised to remove them.

So human nature enters the picture and
parents leave the crib gyms a little

longer."

Overall, the committee said, toys

resulted in 131,000 injuries in 1987,

105,000 of them to children under age 15.

The committee said categories of poten-

tially dangerous toys include:

• Some seasonal toys such as inflatable

sleds that throw up snow which could

blind the driver.

- Flammable items, including stuffed

animals that burn.
- Toys that teach children to imitate

adults in a dangerous fashion, such as an

electric oven that could burn a child and
a play iron with a realistic-looking plug

that could send children to the nearest

electrical socket.

- Toys that can be dangerous when
broken. For example, a medical kit of poor

construction that contains instruments

which could break while a child puts them
up to his face, throat ears or eyes.

Items that are dangerous for babies,

including rattles that don't meet specified

width requirements which a baby could

poke down its throat and choke on.

• Items with inadequate or misleading

age labels.

South cleans up in wake oftwo
dozen tornadoes and storms
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP^The National

Guard was patrolling in Tuscaloosa, Ala.,

as the South cleaned up yesterday from a

barrage of nearly two dozen late-season tor-

nadoes and storms that killed at least two
people and damaged more than 150 homes.

The same storm system carried high

winds and heavy rains to parts of Ohio and
Pennsylvania on Sunday, ripping off the

roof of an empty school in southwestern

Pennsylvania and toppling a 75-foot

Christmas tree in Pittsburgh.

In the Caribbean, Tropical Storm Keith,

the season's 11th storm, churned off Mex-

ico's Yucatan Peninsula. Forecasters ex-

pect it to reach hurricane strength as it

heads into the Gulf of Mexico.

It could hit Florida late in the week.

Twisters skipped across Arkansas,

Mississippi and Alabama, uprooting trees,

damaging homes and downing power lines

this weekend.

The tornadoes struck unusually late in

the year, said Harry Gordon of the Na-

tional Weather Service's Severe Storms
Center in Kansas City, Mo.

One tornado slammed through a three-

mile area near the small northeast

Mississippi town of Nettleton, snapping
the tops off trees before dipping into a

mobile home park and running along a

string of hills and valleys.

Two people in mobile homes - a 37-year-

old man and a 9-month-old boy • were found

dead Sunday after the tornado hit. Eleven

others were injured, including on
hospitalized in critical condition and one
in serious condition.

Ten houses and two businesses were
destroyed and 24 homes were damaged, of-

ficials said.

"It's terrible," said Gov. Ray Mabus, who
toured the area Sunday. "There's nothing

that was left standing much in the path of

the storm."

Tornadoes also were reported in the

Mississippi counties of Simpson, Boilvar,

Sunflower and Leake, with at least 25

houses damaged in Simpson.

Three traffic deaths in Mississippi were
blamed on wet weather. The weather is

believed to have contributed to six traffic

deaths in Arkansas since Friday night

when a small plane slammed into a moun-
tain in Batesville, Ark., while trying to

land in dense fog and thunderstorms. The
cause of the crash has not been determined.

A tornado in Tuscaloosa, Ala., early Sun-

day cut a mile-long path of destruction,

damaging homes and knocking out elec-

trical service to 3,600 homes. Nearly 100

homes were damaged or destroyed and six

people were injured.

Mike McCarty said he was on his way in-

to the kitchen when the tornado slammed
into his two-story home.
"That's when the kitchen came apart,"

McCarty said Sunday afternoon. "The ceil-

ing just vanished. So did much of our

house."

r NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST

Five College Students:

Call 545-2511

For 72 Price Tickets

Ladysmlth Black Mambazo
Tuesday. Nov. 22

Quartet For The End Of Time
Saturday. Dec. 3

Come, Clean in Comlort!
Pleasant atmosphere, modern laundry

facilities, plus . .

NEW EXPANDED HOURS:
Seven Days A Week, 7am - 10pm

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Under New Ownership

SPEEDWASH
For a Quality Laundry

New larger Machines • Clean & Efficient, Friendly

Attendants • Gas Dryers • Convenient Location

11 Pray St., Amherst, MA
549-1665

Self Service 7 Days 7am - 10pm

Neil Simon's "Broadway Bound"]
Tuesday. Dec. 6

"A Christmas Carol"
Thursday, Dec. 8

Jazz All Stars

Saturday. Dec. 10

ML THE FINE ARTSCENTER
^•l^' UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

|HHniniHiMii
U^ass Arts Council
GRANT PROPOSAL

DEADLINE

The rvext deadline for stibmission of cjrfint

proposals for nrls-rclaUd projcds ai\(l rvcnls:

Vcdncsday, November *>()

(.".uidrlii\r'> i\\\(\ applkotion forms arc a\ nilahlo ni

(he Art."s C'otim il Olliic and U\r Sdidrnt /U livilirs

Olliir

il

UMnH^ Alts C«>iuuil

tJf) Ilertcr Hall. ^4^-Oi()i

J
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Calipari
continued from page 16

"He brings a lot of knowledge from the

bigger schools and puts certain new
thoughts in the program," David Brown
says. Calipari thought a lot before mak-
ing the decision to come to UMass.

"It was a challenge coming here," he

says. "But I saw a big commitment from

the school: a new building, new uniforms,

and a recruiting budget that practically

doubled."

Says assistant coach Bill Bayno, "I've

known John for a long time and what's

happening here is no surprise. He's is very

enthusiastic, whether it's basketball or

anything else. Some coaches treat basket-

ball too much as a business but he looks

at it from a players' type of perspective.

"He deals with 15 egos, and it's tough to

tell kids they can't play at this level until

they improve at something. A lot of kids

don't want to hear that or don't want to ac-

cept it. But the kids on this team like and
respect him, because he's doing as much for

you as he's asking of you."

"He's making me better," David Brown
says. "He looks at the entire package and
improves it. And he treats you the same.

Whether you're 15th, or the first player on

the team, you get no special treatment. I

wish I had him since I was a freshman."

Turning the UMass basketball program

around will not be easy. But Calipari has

plans.

"I want to create a love affair between

the program and the community," he says.

"I want to give them a team they're proud

of, give them players they're proud of, and

M new faces for UMass men 's basketball
continued from page 16

Last year UMass lived and died by the

trey. This year they return the premier

long distance 3-point shooter in the con-

ference, last year's All-Freshman team

player Rafer Giles.

This year's team returns 10 players from

last year's squad. Only Sutton and Wilbur

Hicks (6.4 ppg) graduated from the

Minutemen ranks.

David Brown is UMass' leading return-

ing scorer but it is Chase that the offense

has centered around so far this year. The
Minutemen will also bring back Chris

Bailey, last year's assist leader.

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

John Calipari faces his first season

as a head coach.

give them a staff they want to follow. Do
these, and winning will happen.

"I want them to play hard, and see that

each kid improves and graduates. I like to

see the growth, not just basketball-wise,

but academically as well," he said. "It's a

heck of a profession."

Sounds like the enthusiasm of 29-year-

old man. And the maturity of a much older

one.

The New Faces
Calipari isn't the only rookie at UMass,

he brings with him four assistant coaches

and two highly touted freshman.

There are only four people in the entire

UMass program who want to be on the

bench every night, Calipari's assistants:

Bill Bayno, John Robic, Dave Glover, and
Roger McCready of Boston College fame.

Calipari's other new faces, however,

won't see the bench that often. Freshman
Jim McCoy, from Pittsburgh Pa., and An-
ton Brown, from Columbia S.C, have
already made their impressions on UMass
basketball.

McCoy and Brown will be the stsuting

guard tandem for UMass in its first game
Saturday— a rare accomplishment for

freshmen. In fact, Calipari has enough con-

fidence in his duo that he said they both

have the "green light" for the 3-point shot.

Anton said he doesn't feel pressured by

being thrust into the starting line-up.

"I think it's my chance to show what I

can do," he said.

Likewise, McCoy was surprised but said

he is ready for the challenge. "I really

didn't look forward to starting this early.

I thought I'd work my way into the star-

ting line-up. I've worked pretty hard these

past few weeks . . . from now on it's a lear-

ning experience."

The schedule
When Temple humiliated North Carolina

and Rhode Island dropped Syracuse in the

NCAA Tournament last year, the Atlan-

tic 10 took two giant steps forward and so

did UMass' toughness of schedule.

Calipari has conceded that Temple and

West Virginia are probably "a good head

and shoulders" above the rest of the con-

ference but he thinks UMass can compete

with either of them on any given night.

Aside from the A- 10 opponents, UMass
will play two Big East teams (UConn and

Boston College) and last year's Div.II

defending national champions, Lowell

University (As a sneak preview to next

year, Calipari said UMass will drop all Div.

II teams from next year's schedule. The
Minutemen are also trying to gain a com-

mitment from UCLA for a game).

David Brown summed up UMass' posi-

tion as we enter a new season. "I really

don't believe in those preseason polls . . .

we want to earn our respect early. We are

in a position to surprise a lot of teams."

Women's swimming knocked off for the first time
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming

team was handed its first loss of the season Sunday, as

the Minutewomen fell to the University of Maine, 175-119

at Boyden Pool.

"That may not sound like a good score, but we've never

been within 100 of them," UMass coach Bob Newcomb

said.

The Minutewomen, now 3-1 on the year, were able to

gather only three first-place finishes in the meet. UMass

got off to a good start with a win in the 200-yard medley

relay, as the team of Lori Schwarz, Melissa Waller, Sue

AcnvniES'Auoio
AUTO FOR SAl£ • CALCJl>TC«S

B<TBlTAINlM©fr •«:» CENT
FO«SAi£**CXINO
HELP WA^fTED • lCST

Gorski and Patty Pike finished in 1:55.44.

"That was just an excellent swim. It's the fastest we've

been in the four years I've been here," Newcomb said.

But the good fortune didn't hold up for long. UMass was

only able to get victories in the breaststroke events over

the remainder of the meet, with Waller taking the 100

in 1:11.04 and Regina Jungbluth winning the 200 in

2:35.81.

Other highlights for the Minutewomen included a pair

of second place finishes by Tracy Young (1000- and

500-yard freestyle), Gorski (100- and 200-yard butterfly)

and Debbie Mullen (one- and three-meter diving). Taking

individual seconds were Schwarz in the 100-yard

CLASSIFIED
>• ->^w- ^-..-(^daHkiiMri a-lMiHiii^mfr I
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backstroke, Jungbluth in the 100 breast, Melissa McCar-

thy in the 200 back and Leslie Cromwell in the 200-yard

individual medley.

The team wrapped up the meet with a 2-3 finish in the

400-yard freestyle relay, with the team of Pike, Young,

McCarthy and Keira Cruz just edging out the foursome

of Theresa Jacobs, Kim Morin, Schwarz and Megan

McCamy.
Despite the loss, Newcomb expects the meet to serve a

good purpose.

"We're a little disappointed that it wasn't a little closer,

but we'll use this as a good learning experience," he said

"I think we're that much better for it."

INSrnUCTCN • MCTOfiCYlC^
PeSCNALS-PlCE WANTH3
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(JOCMATE WANTE3 • iRAVa
WANTH}* SUBLET

IN ADVANCE. 20C/WOR0/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Acnvmc* OCT OUT OF THE OORMS LOST

INTEnNATIONAL STUDENTS ASSOaA-
TION It having a ganaral msMing on Tum-
day 7pm ai room W3CC Naw mambacs ara

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKINO siipandKl hours
for Dacamb«r m the Student Union Craft

Center 1 0am-8{>m mon-(n Pollery. jewelry

greeting card* etc Call 545-2096 or drop
in for mora info

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE FOR spring

semester ? bedrooms A/C. diatiwaahar.

carpet, all oi the extras at no extra charge

Wa are leaving next semester and need so-

meone to take over On bus route in

Amherst Please call immediately' In

Southwood. phone -256-1185

LOST KEYS ON BLUE lifeguard rope even-

ing of 9/14 balwaen Newman and Brooks

Please call Ka«y •4346

MEN'S BLACK WALLET LOST m Boydan

Gym important document pleaae call rw

questions ask 549-5576 Hamid

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

t^AOOM t BEDROOMS on 19 acraa of

country land Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665 3856

AUTO FOR SALE

ItTI MOB. Engine runs very well, body
needs work SSSO 6-4604

HELP WANTED

RESORT HOTELS, CRUlSELINES.
airlines 4 amusement parks, now accepting

applications for summer jobs internships

and career positKXis For more information

and an application, write National Col-

legiate Recreation Service. PC Box 8074

Hilton Head. SC 29938

SGA POSITIONS (AUDITOR A ASSIS-

TANT) now open Heavy workload 8-10

hours/wk Applications available 420SU
Sga Budget due date 11/30

LOST- Black female cal Last seen on Sun-

day. 11/13 in vicinity ol Mam and South

East Streets If you have any information,

please call 256-1818 evenings

ta VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires rims runs very well 'SOOO Please call

Tom 546-1184

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS.
Excellent experience Earn average

S7.000-S10.000 Can Adam at 665-2527

FOR A GOOD TINS CAU

RACK-A-OWCTnTERTAINMENT. Oiac

jockeys arxJ large screen video dances
borms/organizalions 256-8526

FOR RENT

SUNOERLANO 2 BEDROOM spacious 6

closets on busline available Dec 1 S460
665-2551

FOR SALE

lOO^OOL » COTTON Indian shawls Also

silk saree and cotton bedspreads Bargain

prices Call Mohan (549-1226) only

7-8 30pm pleasa

GUITAR S/X2000 SI 80. Kustom amplifier

$175. Anon overdrive $55 549-6846

WASHING MACHINE Tor sale $40 leave

message 549-7510

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dt 4sp new
brakes new clutctf $1500 Kurt253-5406

VAMAHA SRiTasb Sport bikeTslnonlhs
old. $1,500. includes full facial helmet and
lacket Call David 1-566-8212

TtlE UMASS OUTING CLUB IS looking for

someone to mi the position oi kx:ker

(Ttanager4 00ftir. I2hrs^»k Flexible Apply

at the oulino Club office. 423C Student

Union AA/EOE

OISHWASHERS/FOOO PREP Apply in

person CAFE DICAHLO 71 N Pleasant

Street Downtown Amherst Ask for Bonni

or Mark

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Sum-
mer yr. round, all countries, all fields.

Free Info. Write UC, PO Box 52-MA01

Corona Dal Mar, CA 92625.

SKI AREA POSITibNS.,.MT TomTone of

the area s most exciting recreation facilities,

has openings lor snowmakers, lift atten

dams, general maintenance Sknng

privileges included Apply in person Mon

day through Friday. 1-4 at our General Of-

fice. Rl-5. Holyoke

EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY and

help others at the same time Flexible

hours $5 00»/hr November 18-December

24 1968 Call 586-5243

GOVERNMENT JOBS S15.400-$72.500

now hiring excellent benefits Call

1-312-741-8400 ext J.5931A

LOST: BROWN LEATHER
jacket with patches at ttie Pub Fri Nile

II you know where it is or have it. please

contact Chrysi at 549-8321 or 5-2152

Reward No questions asked'

LOST AND FOUND

HORMONES LAST SEEN RUNNING
across campus chasing a nunu

(basically )ust any nunu) II found

contact Gene in J A Keep em shut

girls - They are in overdnve

HEY JEFF YASI I was under the impres- '11'''"'. SUBLET
sion that you go to school here and that we • DONT MISS THE UNIVERSITY

werelriends lately I haven I had proof of • PLAYERS PRODUCTIONS OF ] 1 BDRM Nl FAMS.Y HOME. Amherst quiet

either' Whafs up' -Someone who used to • Christopher Durang s comedy play f„ „^g„ ,„«„ g^| oavid 253-5906 leave

mean somettiing to you 'Beyond Therapy November 29 and 30. message
• Bowker Auditorium 8 00pm Tickets

DEAR ZOO AND JANIAMAL- You re the • are available at eh FAC box office

best Iriends a creature could ever ask lor and at the door on the nights of " SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Happy Thanksgiving Lova, Mickay • performance

Moraler EARN FROM $8000 up next summer
— — _ „. ^ —i 508-543-3706 Leave message

STEPHEN MANZELLI- Helto you' I'M nevw EARN IM-S120/8NIFTI Drivers wanted __^
wash thoae leans again Thank you for Muat own an maured car and be able to

making th«w«ekao very memoraWe Lowe. wor* at laa« or»e werttend night until ctos TRAVEL
MicheSe nig Can Dommot Pizza 2SiM913 ______

— ,... FOR SALE: ROUND-TRIP atflme ticket,

CATHERINE DEAN IVE BEEN WAT- "'
„„ . Bradley OC/National Leave Tues 11/22.

CHING YOU IN THE Blue Wall and I think • 1989 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS return Sat 11/26 $100 Elizabeth

you're HA' Happy B-Day you babble • Destinations. Lake Tahoe-heavenly • 585-7868
monster' Smile arid have a pooh anitude' • VermontSugarbush. Smugglers Notch. '

Love you! Your happy roomie. Laura • Killington Ski all day/party all night * ^^^ YEARS EVE IN MONTREALPaity
• For kjwesi prices call ,ime blowout from only $89 go with - 1 com-

HAPfYmrimTHOAWCongrats Th« *. ^tff^.?. .'':.^.*?.*?. pany ''icus^rne. sat.sfact«n Call now

year and a half has been the best' Thanks' (617)938-8839(617)935-1414

(toveyou"SAL PARTY TIME A TRAVEL PRESENTS
January Break 1969
Cancun trom $399

Bahamas Nassau Freeport-lrom $399
Call now for details

(6 1 7)938-8839 (6 1 7)935- 1414

KATHLEEN. Parabens pra voce, neata

data querida. muitas felicKJades. muitos

anos da vida' Happy 20th' Samantha

RUFFTON ROOMATES

WANTED: TWO FEMAiTeS" needed to

share one bedroom m a two bedroom apart

ment great location Call 549-8274

MOTORCYCLES

19*3 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD
cover shieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

HAPfV
BIRTHDAY.

MY SPICY PUMPKINI

ROOMMATE WANTED

NEED CASH

PAUL, HAVE A GOOD Thanksgiving! I'll

misa yoo. Love. Louiae.

WILLING TO BUY BASEBALL and other

types of cards Call Matthew 253-2170
KEN COLE, from someone wtio thinks

you're attractive, happy Thanksgiving

Hope It's the best

PERSONALS

LISA EIDLIN: You know that I was highly

impressed by the show that I saw Friday

night No matter what our differences are.

we do still have a lot of the same loves

Keep carrying on that Forest Hills tradition

and I will be at EVERY performance Love

Michal
TO DAVE AND GOROY: You guys are

great study buddies and even better

friends Biochem will never be the same'

Thanks for all your help Beth

MARCI-AKA MAC. Happy belated 23rd' I

didn't know what to get the woman who

seems to have everything - except her men
dilemas under control' So here is a per-

sonal especially lor you Thanks for being

a great friend and study partner Love ya.

Hose

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BETH. We will )USI

have to have a lew birthday weekends
since I missed this one Happy b-day Lisa.

Brenda and DC Man

S4 PEOPE TAKE OVER lease on Hobart

Lane Jan Kelly 549-4295

1 OR 2 MALE ROOMATES needed to

share 1 room in Bnttany Manor. CaH
253-9401

MALE ROOMATE WANTED m town'

Spring Semester-leave message 549-7479

FOR SPRING SEMESTER at Southwood
Call anytime 256 8745 Ask lor Scott

TWCT HON-SMbklNG ROOMAtES to

share dean spacious 2 bdrm apt in Bnnany

Jan-May S140/month 2560715.

typing/professional

dIssertatTowT^cases. papers.
reliable on-carrtpus. affordable, spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy.

WANTED

WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Be one of the highest paid political activists

in the country Clean Water Action is pay-

ing what your dedication is worth Earn
»7-12/hr P/T • F/T, now or lor semester

break Call Susan • 549-7450

HELP1 I need Soc 103 (Hums) note* wrti

pay moneySS Shirley 549-2710

2 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR apartment next

to Brittany Manor to lake over lease im-

mediately lor Spring semester Clean quiet

dunng the week Call Joe 256-8132

FOUND

TO THE GIRL FROM whom I borrowed a

caculalor in the Music and Reading Room
in the Campus Center on Wed 16 Please

call Brian 6-8162 so that I can return it to

you To all ol UMass, Happy Thanksgiving'

FURNITURE

GOVERNMENT JOBS S15,400-S72.5d0

now hiring, excellent benefits Call

1.312-741-8400 Ext J-5931A

EASY WOHKI EXCELLENT PAY! Assam

ble products at home CaH for information

504-641-8003 Ext 598

T(3 THE GIRL WHO LIVES lale into the

night 4th floor Van Meter I can see you

(rom my window in Chadbourne and would

like to get to know you better To my ex-

plicit )oy I discovered you were m my
astronomy class and your new red

patagonia has initiated a burning desire to

meet you' Please respond Don't disappoint

me'

PLATAFACEIIl Happy 19 years'"

Hotplates rule!'! Yom huledet sameach'"

DEADHEAD. What's theTace-l might stay

lor the play Love MS Dangerous" (P )

JEFF (PLAYER) I m not serious. Typically,

but in your arms was ecstasy

SINGLE ROOM- Amherst Center apart-

ment $230/month heat included 253-7189

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to Share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w'an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

SERVICES

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

SO SOMETIMES KiNORANCE is erudition

huh' Well Miss Dangerous' is very con-

tent and in love with her boyfriend so wouW
you please explain all your big words in

your personal please' WHY!?''

mSTRUCTKJN

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcaaes. tables and irtore Hamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short SI Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Oarrin We deliver

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION COURSE:
Jan 4-27. UMasa/Amherst. 6 30-8 30pm,

$150 Call 549-5128

GORGEOUS GUY - Wears brown leather

jacket, gold kxip earring Tuesday wore
lime green shirt You eat lunch in the

Pleaypen at Worcester would really like to

meet you How about «? -P Thomas

ARIET HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY I «*
hope Love. Costas

TCrfHTMiTf IN OHEENa^appy birth

day I wish I was there lo help celeb rate

Don't forget we've got a dale Dec 17-25

more days' Aloha' Love always- Your

princess

FAST INEXPENSIVE TYPINGI Call Mary

at 546-6725

KEITH HARRINGTON take me rafting and

I mean the rapkis!

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING,
spellchecking. word processor Call

Carolyn - Leave mesaage 253-5667

DIRTTcHEAP RESUMESTveryexperienc
ed Laservriter quality Pickup drop-off

Overnight service Lisa 367-9940

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING FOR 2-3 BEDROOM apartrnent

for intersession and spring semester will

lake over lease Jan 1 Call 546-8642 leave

message

FEMALES SEEK 3-4 bedroom apt Nor-

thampton area lor Sprirtg Call Jodi

546-8656

WE WANT TO SUBLEASE^rapl7 for

Jan Prefer Puffton Lisa 6-1 194 or Marcela
6-5827 (Call late)

NEED 2-3 ROOM APARTMENT starting

Dec-Jan Call 546-9985

HbuSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan
214 CaH SBMC 256-861S lOam-Spm

YOU SAVED MY LIFEI Thank you! You are

a doll for helping me with my career-He'He'

Love, Barbra
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UMass football heads for playoffs
Minutemen set to battle Eastern Kentucky
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of

Massachusetts football team probably
spend their Thanksgiving like a lot of other

people on this campus: sleep late and spend

the day eating and drinking as much as

possible.

This year, however, things will be dif-

ferent. The Minutemen will spend Thurs-

day knowing that 48 hours later, they will

be playing in the first playoff game of their

collegiate careers.

UMass went 8-3 during the regular

season to clinch an at-large berth in the

Division 1-AA playoffs. It will play Eastern

Kentucky State University at 7 p.m. Satur-

UMass will be facing a powerful team.

The Colonels are 9-2 and won the Ohio
Valley Conference with a 6-0 record.

Tailback Elroy Harris has sparked the

team with 277 carries for 1,543 yards and
21 touchdowns. He averages 5.6 yards per

carry.

Sophomore quarterback Lorenzo Fields

has completed 82 of 126 passes for 1,223

yards and 8 touchdowns.

For UMass, senior quarterback Dave
Palazzi is 144-of-261 for 2,043 yards and 14

touchdowns.
Tailback Kevin Smellie has carried 188

times for 807 yards and 8 touchdowns.

Extra points: As of yesterday, five

UMass starters were on the UMas>* iujurv

"You always want to spend Thanksgiving with your family, and that's

what we'll be doing. It won't be our immediate family, but it's the

closest family I've been involved with in terms of football."

—UMass head coach Jim Reid
day in Richmond, Ky.

"You always want to spend Thanksgiv-

ing with your family," UMass head coach

Jim Reid said. "And that's what we'll be

doii\g. It won't be our immediate family,

but its the closest family I've been involv-

ed with in terms of football."

The UMass football team has been

through a lot this season. There was a

quick start, followed by two straight losses,

followed by four straight wins to finish the

season and clinch its first playoff ap-

pearance in 10 years.

"As a staff, we've accomplished our

goals," Reid said. "But the players extend-

ed their goals and that's what's left. From
here on out we'll keep things routine."

The one thing the Minutemen cannot

work into a normal routine is the flight to

Kentucky. But a long road trip is nothing

new to the team, which traveled to Indiana,

Delaware and Virginia during the regular

season.

"We've had a terrible road schedule

because of the realignment of the Yankee
Conference," Reid said. "We've had some
long road trips.

"But this team has a motto: We go

anywhere, anytime, if we can play the

game of football."

list for the Eastern Kentucky game: defen-

sive tackle Steve Brothers, out with a

shoulder injury; cornerback Andrew
Thomas, doubtful with a thigh injury;

flanker Mike Tobin, doubtful with a con-

cussion; fullback David Mitchell, ques-

tionable with a sprained ankle; cornerback

Garrick Amos, probable with sprained

ankle. Also, backup free safety Lance
Neveling is out with a shoulder injury.

Six UMass records were broken or tied

during Saturday's 64-42 win over the

University of New Hampshire. The com-
bined 106 points and 1,192 yards of the two
teams are both new records.

The 33 third-quarter points were the

most ever scored and the 64 points were the

most since the 1931 team beat Wagner,
77-0.

Palazzi broke the record for most yards

of total offense with 407 and kicker Silvio

Bonvini tied the record for most extra
points in a game with 7.

This is the 16th time UMass has won the

Yankee Conference championship, which
leads all conference teams. The Universi-

ty of Connecticut is second with 14.

The Minutemen have scored 40 or more
points four times this season, or in more
than one-third of their games.

Sport* InforroaUon photo

Tailback Kevin Smellie and the rest ofthe Minutemen will spend their

Thanksgiving thinking about their next opponent — Eastern Kentucky
State University.

UMass men's hoop looking to rebound
Minutemen open Saturday
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts men's basketball— those

words haven't exactly sent tremors of fear throughout the

Northeast in recent years.

Tlie Minutemen haven't had a winning season in eleven

years, not since the 1977-78 squad went 15-12.

But now UMass boasts some new players, a new coach,

and a new style of play. And, although first-year head
coach John Calipari said, "We're not trying to re-invent

the wheel," he and his team remain optimistic for the up-

coming season, which begins at the Curry Hicks Cage on
Saturday against Southern Connecticut State University.

"I'm excited about being a head coach, I'm excited about

the Atlantic 10 conference— we've got a heck of a con-

ference. The top three or four teams can play with anybody
in the country— anybody. . . now we have seven very

strong teams that can go out and play with anybody,"
Calipari said.

Although neither coaches nor players have grand illu-

sions of being the top team in the conference, both think
UMass can easily play the part of spoiler.

"We're in a position to surprise a lot of people," UMass
captain David Brown said.

This season's campaign will mark the official beginn-

ing of the "Calipari era." He replaces Ron Gerlufsen, who
had a 55-84 record in five years with the Minutemen.
Most basketball magazine previews have picked UMass

to finish in the cellar of the A- 10— hoop guru Dick Vitale

picked the Minutemen to finish last. Calipari who said

he wants to pick up the tempo of the UMass offense, en-

joys the underdog status.

"If we finish eighth or ninth. I go back to the athletic

department and say I want a three-year extention on my
contract," Calipari joked. "We are going to run and press

but if you watch us play it's not run and gun."

The low ranking, however, doesn't surprise Calipari.

When your all-time leading scorer, Lorenzo Sutton (19.4

ppg), graduates, you finished ninth in a 10 team con-

ference last year, and you have a rookie head coach— it's

difficult to gain the respect of the basketball world, he

said.

CollrKian photo hy Rirhard Rnnnnno

Senior Duane Chase and his UMass team-
mates will try to pin their opponents this

season.

Last year the Minutemen were 5-13 in the Atlantic 10.

UMass ranked last in field goal percentage and rebound
margin. So, although the Minutemen will still look to

shoot the 3s. coach Cal said he wants to look to senior

Duane Chase in the middle for more offense this year.

"Duane has got to score points in the post and we've
got to go to him, but maybe by shooting 3s, it opens up
for him," Calipari said.

continued on paf(e 15

Calipari full of enthusiasm
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

John Calipari really loves basketball, but that's not

what sets him apart from other men his age.

It's the fact that at 29, he is one of the youngest head
coaches in the nation, a position that often takes the fun

out of the game.

Yet Calipari, the first-year head coach at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, has no shortage of enthusiasm. And
his energy has already made an impact on his players.

"He's bringing a different style here, one that's more
exciting and college kids can relate to," UMass captain
David Brown says. "Even in practice, he's always mov-
ing and he's very vocal."

Calipari has never been passive, and that type of in-

volvement has allowed him to gain a reputation as one
of the best recruiters in the nation.

Two UMass freshmen, Anton Brown and Jimmy McCoy,
both say Calipari was a major factor in their decisions to

attend UMass.

"His enthusiasm is his best point," Brown says. "And
when he promises you something, like playing time, he
delivers."

"He relates to the players very well," McCoy says. "He's
not a hard recruiter. His best thing is that he's serious

and he cares about his players. For some coaches, it's just

a workshop to run players through. But he looks out for

the welfare of the players and he's a fun guy to be around."

But if Calipari has his way, people will remember him
for more than his recruiting ability.

"I hope I'm a better coach than a recruiter," he says.

"I want to be known as a teacher
"

And the Moon, Pa. native already has come solid ex-

perience behind him.

Calipari played at the University of North Carolina at

Wilmington for two years before finishing his career and
graduating from Clarion State. He has coached for six

yeirs. as an assistant at the University of Kan.sas and
Pittsburgh University, a pair of basketball powerhouses.

continued on page 15
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Commission
to address
housing
concerns
By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Staff

The scramble for spring semester hous-

ing begins this week, and so do the

headaches.

In the latest effort to address Amherst's

housing problem, Rep. Stan Rosenberg, D-

Amherst, has formed the Amherst Com-
mission on Regional Affordable Housing
Needs of the Academic Community.

The commission, whose first meeting is

set for next week, will locate and appoint

a consultant to conduct a year-long study

of the problem and make recommenda-
tions. Some $40,000 has been earmarked
for the project.

With a one-percent vacancy rate,

Amherst is in a semi-permanent state of

housing emergency, according to the defini-

tion set forth by the federal government.

This is bad news for students looking for

off-campus housing. Although most will

eventually find a place to live, they will pay

high rents and often contend with cramped

or poorly maintained conditions.

Rosenberg, who also heads a committee

in the State House to study the state-wide

problem of housing for higher education,

said "the first thing we have to do is study

the problem. It's more complicated than

students paying more to live ofT-campus

than on."

"It's clear that the availability of hous-

ing is an issue in the recruitment and

retention of faculty," he said. "We know

that a large percentage of the support staff

commutes a fair distance because they

can't afford to live in Amherst."

In its search for solutions, the new com-

mission will look at how other communities

are handling the housing problem,

Rosenberg said.

"Housing shortages in towns where large

universities are located is a nationwide

issue," he said. "I'm doing my own infor-

mal inventory of current strategies right

now.
continued on page 3
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CollpiOBn photo hy Rirhard Bonanno

UP IN THE AIR — Marissa Bognanno, 2, of Milton enjoys a lollipop and
a swing at her grandmother's house over Thanksgiving break.

Football
bows to
Eastern
Kentucky
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

RICHMOND, Ky. - There is a 21 year

old legend in Eastern Kentucky by the

name of Elroy Harris. Everyone knows
about him and everyone admires him.

He can run through any defense, they

say. He can score against any team.

The University of Massachusetts found

out Saturday night why Harris receives so

much attention and, more importantly,

why he deserves it.

"They're a better team. We need-

ed to execute perfectly and we
didn't do it."

— UMass head coach Jim Reid

The junior tailback rushed for 192 yards

and a touchdown to lead Eastern Kentucky
University to a 28-17 victory over the

Minutemen in an NCAA Division 1-AA
playoff game at Hanger Field.

"If there is a better back in the country

in 1-AA, I'd like to see him," said Eastern

Kentucky head coach Roy Kidd, who in his

25th year is even more of a load cult hero

than Harris.

Kidd's teams have made the playoffs

three straight years, and nine of the last

10. They have won two national champion-

ships, and their playoff record is now 12-6.

With Saturday's win, their ninth in a

row, the Colonels will play host to Western
Kentucky Saturday in the second round.

The Minutemen finish the season at 8-4.

"They're a better team," UMass head

coach Jim Reid said. "We needed to execute

perfectly and we didn't do it."

The Minutemen certainly didn't do it in

the third quarter, when they had a 14-6

continued on page 16

Professor: UMass unlikely site ofshake-up
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Although an earthquake fault zone grazes Amherst
near the Pelham line, the Pioneer Valley is one of the

least likely areas of New England to be struck by a

tremor, according to University of Massachusetts geology

professor Donald Wise.

Wise, who is studying fracture patterns from old ear-

thquakes, said there are plenty of other places within

50 to 100 miles that «u-e much more likely to have seismic

activity.

"This is not to say that tomorrow we couldn't have a

huge quake on our hands," he said.

Friday, a quake struck the Quebec province of Canada

and the impact was felt as far away as Washington, DC.
— a distanc of about 800 miles. The earthquake

measured 6.0 on the Richter scale. According to the scale,

a quake of this magnitude can cause severe damage. A
temblor measuring 7 or more can cause widespread,

heavy damage.
The tremor, which was felt in Western Massachusetts,

caused switchboards at area police stations to light up

and the control tower at Westover Airforce Base in

Chicopee was evacuated for 10 minutes.

Wise said a fault line runs from Dartmouth, N.H. to

Long Island Sound cutting through the eastern side of

the Connecticut River Valley on the fringe of Amherst.

This fault zone "shows no signs of activity," he said.

"In terms of seismic patterns," Wise said, "Western
Massachusetts seems to be a dead spot."

The chances of a major quake hitting the area are very

slim, he said, "but you can never be completely sure."

Old faults can be reactivated, he said.

Even if an earthquake did strike the region, the UMass
community should not be worried about disasters like

campus towers crashing to the ground, he said. The struc-

tures' frames are reinforced with steel, and buildings con-

structed this way are usually quite sturdy. Wise said.

"One would wonder what might happen with the

bricks on the Tower Library," he said. Structural pro-

blems, including falling bricks, have plagued the almost

20-year-old building since its beginnings.

The worst type of structures are those made with

rounded cobblestone because the stones tend to be jar-

red loose during earthquakes. Wise said.

History shows the Pioneer Valley is not a danger zone.

If there has not been a major tremor in millions of years,

then the odds of one occurring in a given person's life

span are very low, he said.

But in New England and New York state there are

many fault zones, Wise said. Earthquakes do occur in

the eastern part of the nation, "and there have been some
very big ones."

In 1755. a quake hit Cape Ann, a point about 30 miles

northeast of Boston. It is believed the tremor had a force

of about 6.2 on the Richter scale.

continued on page 6
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Tables turned on top Mass. cop,

investigated by Justice Dept.
BOSTON (AP)— Marijuana, politics and

charges of questionable judgment have con-

spired to make a top New England law en-

forcement official the subject of investiga-

tion instead of the investigating subject.

Frank L. McNamara, Jr., US attorney for

Massachusetts, faces a Justice Department

inquiry after revelations he may have lied

about witnessing his predecessor smoke

marijuana six years ago.

McNamara, a 41 -year-old Republican ap-

pointed by President Reagan in April 1987,

also faces the ire of many of his assistants,

who say he lacks credibility and has used

his position for political reasons.

"He does not have the confidence of his

staff," said one assistant US attorney who

spoke on condition of anonymity. "No one

believed he was close to the most qualified

person when he was selected, but we gave

him the benefit of the doubt. That initial

willingness to be open-minded has been

eroded."

McNamara has denied any impropriety.

"I've done nothing wrong," he declared

in an interview with The Associated Press

last week, the last time he has spoken

publicly about his charges.

"People have been saying a lot of things

about me since I first began public life," he

said. "If I were to base my actions on the

idle and uninformed speculation of those

people, 1 wouldn't leave my house in the

morning."
,

.

continued on page 4
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r-^ 2 FREE SHOWS! I
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I JELLOBIAFRA
I

THE SPOKEN WORD '

I

I

I

I

TOUR
FRIDAY DEC.2wi.hovP

7:00intheBLUEWALL

MIRACLELEGION
THE GORDONS !

THE WOODEN SOLDIERS k

SATURDAY DEC. 3
8:00 in the HATCH

I

I Pray SI , Amherst -5^19 S'lOS • Oppti 11 am
• 7 Days A Week • Call for Takf Out •

Kitchen Open till Mldniglil

Pool Table. Video Games, Juke Box, 3 Color TV's

Most Bar Seats In Town

MONDAY NIGHT 1 0<P MOZZERELLA STICKS

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

TUESDAY NIGHT 1 0^ CHICKEN WINGS

FUZZY NAVEL $1.50 GRIZZLEY $1.50

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month

Also Serving Homestyle Lunches and Dinners

THIS WEEK:
Meat Tortellini, Baked Ham,
Turkey • • - and much morel

^llili

10th Anniversary 1978 - 1988
Good Food & Drink
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A,. Hho,o PALS AGAIN- FLO C hairman Yasser Arafat meets with

Jordan's King Hussein over the weekend at the Royal Palace. Jor-

dan said it would ask the UN to meet outside New York due to US

refusal to let Arafat into America to address the world body.

GOOD JOBS
rUN PEOPLE

EREE SKIING

VARIED JOBS

Whrnt ®noUi
Southern Vermont's Premier Ski Resort

will be at CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
Tuesday, November 29 &
Wednesday, November 30

10 a.m.—3 p.m.

To hire students during Winter Break

Retail • Ticket Sales • Rentals* Food & Beverage • Nursery

• Lodging • and many other positions are open

Work & Play at a World Class Resort

tot M/r

American Greetings

can wrap up any
Christmas gift

in Style.::

with our flat and

roll wraps, we have

the right size paper to fit the package and

a pattern to fit your taste.

^.UNIVERSITY IS!)mSTORED w
AiMERiCAN GREETINGS

, MCMLXXXVlll American Greatmgs Corooration

LOCAL

LBGA to

hold vigil for
Harvey Milk
tomorrow
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

We don't have enough national heroes,

said the president of the Lesbian, Bisexual,

Gay Alliance at the University of

Massachusetts.

To recognize one of the heroes they do

have, LBGA President Amerin Falk

organized a vigil to commemorate the

assissination of the nation's first openly

gay city official, Harvey Milk.

The vigil, to be held from 5 to 5:45 p.m.

tomorrow on the steps of the Fine Arts

Center, will begin with the distribution of

candles, ribbons and song sheets. There

will be a student speaker and a speaker

from the Faculty/Staff Group, Falk said.

At 5:30 p.m., they will ring the Old

Chapel bells, light candles and ask for a

moment of silence. Falk said the vigil will

end in song and some participants are plan-

ning to play guitars.

Falk described Milk as "a good person

and a good politician who happened to be

openly gay."

Georganne Greene, co-chair of the Facul-

ty/Staff Group For Lesbian, Gay, and

Bisexual Concerns, said Milk, a San Fran-

cisco city supervisor, was "the first public

role model for the gay community."

It was a huge political victory, said

Greene, to be openly gay and win an elec

lion in the late 1970s.

Milk didn't just support gay rights,

Greene said, "he talked about the con-

nectedness of all people. He ran for office

not out of wanting power for himself, but

because he wanted to create a place for all

people to be themselves."

Milk was assassinated by former City

Supervisor Dan White on November 27,

1978 in his San Francisco office.

"^^

Collrfian photo by Rirhard Bonanno

BORN TO BE WILD - William Coffone of Worcester takes advantage of the pleasant weather Saturday

by taking his Harley Davidson "soft-tail" out for one last ride before putting it away for the winter. He

was also celebrating making his final payment on the motorcycle earlier that day.

According to an article in Sunday's

Boston Globe Magazine, "it was Milk's

gayness that brought about his death."

Anticipating this possibility, Milk made

a tape "to be played only in the event of

my death by assassination."

On the tape, cited in the Boston Globe

Magazine, Milk asked "for the movement

to continue, for the movement to grow,

because last week I got the phone call from

Altoona, Pennsylvania, and my election

gave somebody else, one more person, hope.

And after all, that is what this is all about.

It's not about personal gain, not about ego,

not about power — it's about giving those

young people out there in Altoona, Penn-

sylvania, hope. You gotta give them hope."

Falk said the LBGA chose to do this

event because "in the last 10 years (Milk's

accomplishments) haven't been talked

about enough.

"We don't have a chance to come together

as a community very often, especially to

commemorate someone who was so impor-

tant to us, " she said. "We hope a lot of peo-

ple feel the way we do and come join us."

OCHO offers

rental listings,

counselling

to students
Founded in 1976, the Off-

Campus Housing Office

handled about 20,000

walk ins last year, accor-

ding to Director .Joanne

Levenson.

Located directly above

the People's Market in the

Student Union Building.

OCHO serves other func

tions as well.

"Besides rental listings,

we offer counseling in any

aspect of the landlord-

tenant relationship.

"Also, we do a lot of ad-

vocacy work on behalf of

tenants. Renters are at a

disadvantage in Amherst

because of the tight hous-

ing market," she said.

OCHO is a CO sponsor of

the Pioneer Valley Oil

Cooperative, Levenson

said.

"Anyone who uses oil to

heat can join," she said.

"You buy oil through a

local dealer at five to 15

cents below the average

rate. The prevailing rate in

Amherst right now is 77

cents per gallon. Ours is 60

cents.

"We're the only univer-

sity in the country that has

an oil coop," she said.

-DEBORAH RITTER

Amherstplagued by housing crunch
continued from page 1

The University of Connecticut, for example, has turned

to private developers to construct industrial space that

serves as technology transfer for its research programs.

That developer will also be building a complex of 300 ren-

tal units."

For the last 15 years, the town has limited the construe

tion of new housing through a combination of a building

, moratorium and zoning restrictions

Levenson said the government should consider offering

tax incentives to developers who build low-income

housing.

Jane Nevins, commission member and director of the

Pioneer Valley Housing Association, said that UMass
should assume more of the burden for providing housing

for its students. Rosenberg agreed that the University

needs to examine the idea. Ten years ago, he came up with

his own proposal.

STUDEMT HOOSIMGi ALTERNATIVES ©ftKPAP

The decision to limit growth was based on the "bot

tomless pit" theory, which holds that Amherst is such a

desirable place to live that no matter how much new hous-

ing is built, the demand can never be satisfied. Students,

faculty, and staff would move in from the outlying areas,

the argument goes, and rents would continue to stay high

while the town would expand beyond the point where it

could provide adequate municipal services.

Gerald Jones, general manager of D.H. Jones Realty

Inc., disagrees with this reasoning and said the town

should reverse its anti-growth policy.

"Last spring the town lifted the building moratorium,

but zoning restrictions are still preventing construction,"

he said. "If the town would allow more units, the rents

would go down and we wouldn't need a Rent Review

Board. After all, the biggest thing a landlord fears is an

empty apartment.
i i.

"An additional 50-100 units would open up the market,

he said.

Jones' assertion that a free market will regulate itself

was challenged by Joanne Levenson, commission member

and director of the UMass Off-Campus Housing Office.

"For one thing, 100 more units would not begin to make

a dent in the problem." she said. "For another thing, the

housing market needs more regulation, not less.

Landlords have all the leverage in this town."

"I had the idea of 'theme houses,' organized around

academic or other common interests," he said. "The idea

fits the same profile as the Greek system, but without the

formal organizational structure."

Rosenberg declined to comment on the recent decision

to rezone the area on North Pleasant Street known as

Fraternity Row, but he did say UMass should appreciate

how the Greek system takes some of the pressure off

UMass to provide housing.

"With 1200 students participating, the Greek system

should be a vital part of the housing strategy," he said.

Rosenberg said that Amherst will soon be facing addi-

tional demands on the housing market because of an in-

flux of senior citizens who choose Amherst as the place

they want to retire to.

"Everywhere I go lately, I'm meeting constituents who

have recently retired here," he said. "They tell me they

like Amherst because it's quiet, relatively rural, and

culturally stimulating. And it's a quick drive to New York

or Boston.

"Right now there are three proposals to build retirement

communities," he said. "That's a new segment of the

population no one figured on.

"It's hard to imagine any scenario short of UMass go-

ing bankrupt and closing that will reduce the housing de-

mand here."

D.H. Jones

real estate

prospers

in Amherst

D.H. Jones.

The signs are

everywhere, but what is

D.H." Jones?

According to General

Manager Gerald Jones, the

company is the oldest and
largest landlord and real

estate agency in the

Pioneer Valley.

Gerald's father, Denison

H. Jones, started the
business more than 30
years ago.

"We started out small,

but now we personally own
or manage 500 rental

units," Jones said. "We
have a whole variety of

rentals, from homey-type

houses to small complexes

like Crestview and Mill

Hollow."

Many students are

already familiar with the

agency, because its rental

office is "geared toward
students and faculty," he

said.

The rental office handles

listings for free and also

has a roommate referral

service, he said.

-DEBORAH RITTER
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Top Cop
continued from page 2

The self-assured McNamara, a

Massachusetts native who challenged

former House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill,

Jr. in 1982, has been hit by a welter of

charges in the last month.

The Justice Department's internal in-

quiry began after investigators found

"overwhelming" evidence to contradict

McNamara's claim that he saw his

predecessor, William F. Weld smoke mari-

juana at a 1982 wedding party in Virginia.

During the Weld probe, McNamara ad-

mitted that he had smoked marijuana as

recently as 1984, a revelation critics have

seized to paint McNamara, who has touted

his office's drug prosecutions, as

hypocritical.

Three sources in the US attorney's office

last week said McNamara doggedly pur-

sued an investigation of a prison land deal

by the administration of Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis in an attempt to discredit

Dukakis, then the Democratic presidential

front-runner.

In addition, prosecutors charged that

McNamara engineered an office reshuffle

two days after Election Day for political

reasons, demoting First Assistant US at-

torney Richard G. Steau-ns, an active

Democrat who was a key young campaign

worker for George McGovern in 1972.

Other revelations about McNamara have

been aired since the marijuana charge:

(bullet) Officials in Washington said

McNamara's confirmation was held up

because he failed to pay income tax for

1983 and 1984 until two years ago. The
delay turned up during a routine FBI
background check.

Stearns has said he plans to leave the of-

fice, joining at least four other assistant

prosecutors who have departed this year,

in part because of McNamara, sources said.

"Everybody who's left that office didn't

want to leave that office," one prosecutor

said. "A lot of people waited, hoping that

Frank would change — or that the

Democrats would win and there would be

a new US attorney."

Inquest on police cadet's death
begins six weeks after collapse

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A closed-door in-

quest begins today into the death of a

young police cadet who died six weeks after

he collapsed on the running track of a state

training academy.

Timothy Shepard, 25, died Nov. 2. He col-

lapsed from heat stroke six weeks previous-

ly after his first day of training at the .state-

run training academy in Agawam.

District Court Judge Irving Goldblatt,

who is conducting the inquiry, said he

would devote the first day of the inquest

to organizing the list of witnesses and the

course of the inquiry.

"I don't even have a full idea of the com

i

plement of people who will testify," he said.

District Court First Justice George
Bregianes had said the inquest could take

at least two weeks. He said Goldblatt will

write a report after receiving a transcript

of the testimony, which should take

another several weeks. In that report,

Goldblatt will cite the official cause of

death and say whether there are grounds

for criminal charges.

'

His report will be made public if there are

no grounds for criminal charges, but if the

judge sees evidence of a crime, the report

will be submitted to the district attorney,

who will proceed to a grand jury.

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

THE HOPIE or

31 Boltwood Walk

Downtown Amherst

3pm-1am
DAILY BUFfALOWINGS

Thursday r

Friday &
Saturday Open

till 2 A.M.

Compare the Quality, Compare the Service,

Compare the Price

Are you concerned

about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for Information session

No Charge • No Registration
Tuesdays, 4-5 pm

Nov. 15, 22, 28; Dec. 6 & 12

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film andprovidegeneral Jnformati<

PARADISE PIECES
Breast iwhue)

Wing (white)

Keel (while)

Thigh (dark)

Leg (dark)

1.79

..89

1.59

1.39

...99

(white meat substitute add 50C)

2 PARADISE PIECES 2.29

with roll French fries lor nee &* beans)

and cole slau^ or macaroni 3.45

3 PARADISE PIECES 3.19

with roll. French fries (or rice Se beans)

arid cole slaw or macaroni 4.45

6 PIECES

9 PIECES

5.99

8.99

15 PIECES

21 PIECES

14.49

19.49

SOFT DRINKS
(Coke. Diet Coke. Sprite.

Root Beer)

16 02 80 20 01. .90

Litre 1.40

(Litres Only for DeliL>ery)

Homemade Cookies (6) . 1.95

SANDWICHES
I with French fries, choice of

sauce or lettuce St tomato)

Chicken Filet 2.95

fishrUet 2.25

/Cliy

JOeS BROILERS

SIDE ORDERS
French Fries REO. .95 Uj. 1.49

Cole Slaw «£G .69 lg. 1.95

Macaroni R£0 .69 lq. 1.95

rgjS ^^^ * Beans Rza. .95 lq. 1.95

rg^3 Homemade Onion Rings 1.50

r^^^Jl Chicken Fingers iwhtte meat) 2.85

SIHGLE ORDER (10) 3.85

i;\RGE ORDER (20) 6.75

JUPIBO ORDER (30) 9.75

(Bleu Cheese Available)

Cp-spiy broilers, marinated in pure

vegetable oil Sf spices, and grilled

over charcoal. Includes roll and

choice of cole slau^ or macaronu

Half Chicken 4.50

Whole Chicken 8.50

^**^^

V^DOVE^
^^ ^* BlUtfWU AlMCKM*, Inc. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc. h
^ &

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL |^
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for SmeUI

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

YOUR CHOICE or SAUCE:

ORIGINAL

?1ILD

DMTH WISH

HOPIESTYLE SWEET

COLLEGE (TeriyakiScQartu

TUPELO (Money » Mustard

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

• ¥

Jlampden
Creomery^
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
11:30 AM-1 1:30 PM

Birthday Cakes
made to Order ^

Cookies and Pastries

Ice Cream Cakes

Waffle Cones
V • V I V • VX Milkshakes
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LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND,

OOLLEGIAN
IS LOOKING
FOR WRITERS

WE GIVE WRITING EXPERIENCE IN

-NEWS-
-EDITORIAL-

-ARTS-
-SPORTS-

-WOMEN'S ISSUES-
-BLACK AFFAIRS-

Reporters work on a volunteer basis, but within

a semester you could move up to a paid position. The

oCollegian not only provides opportunities for college

ournalists to move into professional newspapers as

nterns or permanent staff members, but also brings

ou closer to other students with your interests.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to

et experience early. So, what are you waiting for?

ome down to 113 Campus Center today.

Choose excellence, join the Collegian

Collegian

experience necessary

Come to

113 Campus Center

and
wn ssmmra

CHOOSE EXCELLENCE
JOIN THE

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

Iho MdsscK hiis«*lls i>.iiiy

LEGIAN
iisouNivmsi'. I •A'^sArMuM "s A'-Miii'-T M)( ,viiiM I ii'i M

'
''•' ."n."i

The Collegian

is opening a news bureau
at Smith College.

Interested writers contact

Rick Sasson at 545-3500.
|

All interested writers

should contact
Thomas Mambande at 542-2444

or
Joseph HUl at 54678828.

Five College writers are welcome
and encouraged to participate in

New England's most widely

circulated Black Affairs Section

ISBBI!
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Abortion protest results in 8 arrests
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Stafl"

BROOKLINE - The Brookline police force called in all

available resources Saturday morning, combining forces

with a fleet of state troopers to contain more than 400 anti

abortion and pro-choice demonstrators outside the Plann-

ed Parenthood clinic on Beacon Street.

Eight people were arrested in the metropolitan area's

second anti abortion protest since members of Operation

Rescue, a militant anti-abortion organization, blockaded

the Gynecare clinic on Tremont Street in Boston last

month.

A Brookline police spokesman said the protests were

"peaceful " and the clinic was not shut down but noted

the demand for police protection is becoming expensive

because many of the officers are on overtime pay.

"It's an on-call situation," he said. "We got everyone

we could."

Operation Rescue leader Darroline Firlet. one of the

eight people arrested, said the protests will continue un-

til Roe vs. Wade, the 1973 US Supreme Court decision

to legalize abortion, is overturned and a human rights

amendment is added to the the US Constitution.

"It is not a protest, it's a rescue." she said in a phone

interview yesterday. "We are physically but peacefully

placing our bodies between the mothers and the abor-

tionists."

Firlet. pastor of the Choice for Life ministries, said the

pro abortion activists are denying themselves their basic

right to motherhood.

"They're saying it's a choice, but it's not," she said.

"They are being driven by bitterness and hate. They really

don't believe it's a baby."

Firlet's daughter, Heidee, a teenager who attended her

third rally Saturday, said "pro-death" activi.st.s are misl

ed about abortion.

"Abortion is murder," she said. "Two victims go into

the clinic and only one comes out.

"In the school system, we're told [the fetus] is just a

blob," she said. "It's not, it is a human being."

Ellen Convisser, president of the Boston chapter of the

National Organization for Women, said the pro-choice tur-

nout for the counter rally, "Stand Up For Choice" was

significant despite the lack of student turnout due to

Thanksgiving break.

"We chanted and sang and showed a strong pro-choice

support, " she said. "This is an issue where more people

are angry. It has created such a backlash."

The chapter is a key organizer in a pro-choice coalition

of phone trees to call more than 1000 counter

demonstrators to action when Operation Rescue targets

a clinic, Convisser said.

"It doesn't matter when they hit," she said. "We are

prepared at any time to have a rally. People are ready

to do this."

Although the anti abortionists did not succeed in clos

ing the clinic, Convisser said the protesters created a

"stressful" situation for women attempting to enter.

"It was rough," she said. "People go in for other ser-

vices, but everyone goes in suspect."

Convisser said NOW memberships and donations are

increasing in response to anti abortion protests and the

potential overturning of the Roe vs. Wade decision.

Pro-choice activists are planning to rally on April 9 in

Washington DC. to support the "March for Women's

Lives and Rights," Convisser said.

"It activates people," she said. "There are so many peo-

ple who are willing to come out and be there."

Earthquakes
continued from page 1

This was the last major earthquake to strike the Boston

area, and the Boston Globe reported yesterday that one

authority on seismic activity in New England said the

region is overdue for another.

"I can say statistically we are due, but that's not a

prediction by any stretch of the imagination," said John

Ebel of Boston College's Weston Observatory.

"We have every reason to believe that an earthquake

of the size of Friday night could strike in Maine or

Massachusetts or northern New England sometime in the

future," he said.

F Y
The FYI section is a public service to the University

of Massachusetts campus and community. Space is

limited, so the Collegian cannot guarantee all items will

be published.

Forum
A human relations forum on racism is scheduled for

this Wednesday from 12:00 to 1:30 p.m. in Campus

Center rooms 804-808. The topic scheduled for the forum

is "Moving from personal experiences regarding racism

to action."

Mini-mall
The UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation will hold

its second annual mini mall this Wednesday through Fri

day in the Student Union Ballroom. The mini-mall will

feature from all over the New England states. Operating

hours are: Wednesday: 11 a.m. - 5 p.m..

Thursday: 10 a.m. 4p.m.. Friday: 10 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Resume book
A resume book for women engineers is being compil-

ed by the Society of Women Engineers. Those wishing

to submit resumes should address them to Kristen

Olivero. Marston 229. The society is also selling T-shirts

for $6 in Marston 229.
J

GRAND OPENING

Priday Nov. 25th

Box Factory Outlet

featuring *'Wrap City"

, a most unusual store

Boxes—nnoving, storage, shipping,

packing and more'

Mrs. 11-5 daily Sun 12-5 • Amhersl Railrodd Station

Tel. 25J-3435

ARMY/NAVY STORE
The Amherst Drop Zone

at 103 N. Pleasant St.

(behind Bart's next to Panda East)

256-0039

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

Flight Jackets
Leather

&
Nylon

Thinsulote
Boots

Mon.—Sat. 10-6
j

Sun. 12-5
I

NATO S
Fcrtigues ij

i^ CHECK US OUT |
f^' 10% Discount With This Ad '^
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They make me
afraid to live

in my own home
Ashamed.
This is how I felt about my hallmates after they

threatened physical violence on a male friend of mine.

During "Jerry's" (not his real name) visit from Hampshire

College, we joined about six of my hallmates in a discus-

sion. Our conversation varied from food to abortion to

education. Jerry's opinions contrasted a bit more from

those of my floormates. For example, he did not believe

that a creation should be considered a baby at conception.

Jerry also looked a bit different form the others. His

blonde hair swung across his forehead and formed a tail

in the back. However, no one expressed a problem with

him.

Dana Goldfarb

Later, two of my other hallmates returned for the night.

These men had previously consumed alcohol as had many
of the floormates who were in the discussion. Although

the term "men" .seems highly inappropriate ("juviniles"

seems more fitting), I will use the term "men" because

of their age.

People, including Jerry, commented on the two men's

evening events. Specifically, Jerry didn't see the point in

them continuing to drink at 4 a.m. Then, the floormates

entered one room and shut the door, leaving Jerry and

I in the hall. A few minutes later, one of the intoxicated

men said that Jerry had "pissed ofT' his "easygoing"

roommate, that he wasn't wanted here in their "home",

and if he didn't leave now, they would have to use

violence. Jerry was not overjoyed by his options, but he

would not leave on account of these men. For hours we
tried to civilly discuss the problem and get some concrete

reasons for my floor's reaction to Jerry. The result was

that those who were intoxicated would contradict

themselves and make more threats of "breaking bones."

They told us that Jerry was dumb to remain in the dorm
while at another time, one man told us that his friends

were acting like idiots.

The group of men approached us when they were sup-

posedly going to do their stuff. Jerry's legs were trembl-

ing while I tried to keep tears form forming in my eyes.

They saw that Jerry wasn't voluntarily leaving. One by

one. they went back to their rooms.

This incident was completely unnecessary. We were

arguing about an issue that the men could not defend but

since there were more of them and it was their turf, they

could threaten my friend. Was it his looks? Was it his opi-

nions? No matter how he differed from them, there was

no excuse for their behavior.

Among their earlier threats, my floormates said that

they really liked me; that this had nothing to do with me.

How can they say that when they were going to hurt so-

meone I care about? I have never felt so helpless, so em-

barrassed, and so ashamed. Never before have I seen a

group of men take advantage of their size and number

to threaten another.

The following morning I received apologies from two of

my floormates. It reduced some of the tension I felt, but

it doesn't era.se this incident.

I couldn't let this happen without telling this campus

that such outrageous events occur here. What right do

these men have to threaten violence to my friend? Their

turf is my home! I don't feel safe bringing any of my
friends to my floor. I will continue to reside on my floor.

Scared.

Dana Goldfarb is a UMass student

They said it .

fWS^lM Ĵt*

"The inhabitants offhif Country." wrote William Dam-

pier, the English sea dog who in 1688 became the first

Englishman to record his impressions of Australia, "are

the miserahlest people in the World. . Setting aside their

humane shape, they differ but little from Brutes." Early

this year, English journalist Auberon Waugh, who seems

to have inherited his father Evelyn's racism if not his

genius, visited Sydney for the Australian bicentennial.

"They had no form ofcivil society at all, beyond whatever

social organization may be observed in a swarm oflocusts.
"

he wrote of the Aborigines. Their art "must bejudged by

the merest piffle by civilized standards.
"

From brutes to insects, in only 300 years: what an evolu-

tion for English thought' In between, for the Aborigines,

a long and melancholy history of invasion, resistance,

murder, rape. rum. and the destruction of tribal identity

b\ white paternalism and greed

And yet thev did survive. There are more than 225,000

Aborigines living today, about 1.5 percent ofAustralia's

population, and instead of dying out (as most whites

around 1900 assumed they would), they are increasing

their numbers. The fate of these people is now one of the

prime moral dilemmas Australia faces. It has also more

whites more aware ofthe realities ofthe Aboriginal culture

- Robert Hughes, Time, Oct. 31

COW. 88 ^ C0liJE6t>Kr4.

Politics and other rhetoric

A new option for pregnant women
A drug called RU486 was introduced in France. This

drug is made to induce an abortion in the earliest stages

of pregnancy. It inhibits the production of progesterone

in the body which is necessary to maintain a normal

pregnancy. When the drug is administered, the lining

of the uterus is shed. The drug produces the same result

as a miscarriage.

Meredith O'Brien

Physicians have stated that the use of RU486 is safer

and less painful than an abortion. In order to receive the

drug, a woman must obtain a prescription from her doc-

tor. By going to a personal physician, she can get advice

from someone who knows her and her medical history

well, unlike a clinician.

The French drug company that produces RU486 took

the drug off the market due to the due to the enormous

political pressure from pro-life advocates. The French

government forced the company to put the drug back on

the market. The reasoning behind their action was their

belief that the women of France have the right to choose

to use the drug and that pressure groups should not in-

hibit that right.

If the drug were introduced in this countrj' such pro-

life groups as the militant Operation Rescue groups,

would be exert the same (if not more) political pressure

on American drug companies. The entire movement of

the anti-abortionists would lose its intensity and effec-

tiveness through the production of RU486 in this

country.

The powers of organizations like Operation Rescue lie

in the power to picket and protest in front of abortion

clinics. Using RU486 would make these protests

pointless. Since the drug is safer and easier than abor-

tions, more women would go to personal physicians.

Where could these pressure groups protest? There would

be a substantial reduction in visits to abortion clinics

except for routine gynecological exams. Pro-life groups

would be rendered powerless; they can't exactly protest

in front of every doctor's office. Their movement would

die out because of the inability to be effective in preven-

ting abortions. This is what scares pro-life advocates.

RU846 would be an excellent alternative for American

women. Not only would it be physically safer for them,

but it would put these women out of the reach of the ex-

treme and hostile harassment of Operation Rescue

groups. Women could make their decisions without be-

ing called "killers" or having photos of aborted fetuses

thrust in their faces.

The decision to have any abortion is a very personal

one. No government should legislate with blanket

statements what a woman can do with her own body.

Our government has a duty to provide women with all

of the choices available to them. No one facet of the

American public should be able to intimidate a drug com-

pany from introducing a beneficial drug to the female

population.

We should all have equal opportunities available to us

— not just opportunities dictated to us by one portion of

American citizens. Simply because the option is there

doesn't mean that we have to take it, but it is our choice.

It should be our choice.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

Neo-nazis stir up hatred — against themselves
After having just read an article in the latest issue of

Rolling Stone (the one with Stevie Winwood on the cover)

about the neo-nazi skinheads and the W.A.R. (White

Aryan "Resistance"), I needed an outlet to vent my anger

and disillusionment.

I consider myself somebody who tries to think about

other people in my actions; someone following (or trying

to follow) the example of Jesus Christ in my life. I believe

this includes showing respect for other people and loving

others as I love myself and Grod.

However, I'm having a problem with these people who

hurt others because they're "different". As I was reading

this article, which includes some accounts of these

skinheads' atrocities (such as nailing a former colleague

to a wall by his hands), I felt anger and hate. I know it's

not bad to feel thetx 'lings and I know it's natural, but

I really wanted to kick the crap out of these skinheads

They give the hairstyle and the non-oppressive people who

wear their hair this way a bad name.

I believe violence is wrong. Hitting first or hitting back

has always been out with me. I want to learn to love peo-

ple with the love I believe Jesus has for me. However,

sometimes when I see something like this I have the most

awful thoughts of violent revenge in my mind.

Somebody please tell me why some people in the arti-

cle were proud of their racism and what they do. Why?
"Hands Across UMass " was a big step in the direction

of love for everyone, but things like this threaten to turn

"Hands" into fists. I almost wish I hadn't read the arti-

cle or heard of these "skins," thei I lo d go on believing

that notViin^'.> wTong.

Richard A. Boucher, Jr.

Northeast
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Concourse Sale

From Cooking to Crafts...

Fiction to Non-Fiction..

4rt History to Vo tory..

Hundreds of Sale Books to Choose from
Sale located on the Concourse In the Campus Center

1 Veek Only

Nov. 26 to Dec. 2 • Sale Hours Q:30-4:30

QnmVERSITY
mSTORE^

ARTS/LIVING

Ladysmith Black Mambazo ibrings South Africa to the Valley
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Fine Arts Center

The South African a cappella vocal group Ladysmith

Black Mambazo played to a packed concert hall Tuesday

night, marking their first appearence in the area. Form-

ed in 1970, the band has released 26 albums, most in

South Africa, and have recently won a Grammy award

for their 1986 album Shaka Zulu. Work with Paul Simon

on his Graceland album have brought the band in the

spotlight and Tuesday's stop in Amherst was just part of

a massive world tour that has included stops in Canada,

Mexico, Europe, Australia and New Zealand.
continued on page 10

DAY AND NIGHT GRAPHICS

Election for Editor-in-Chief is Tuesday
betv\/een lO a.m. and 5 p.m.

All graphics staff may vote.

^sl^Bi'
Plain and Pepperoni

Pizza Now Availabie

by the Slice

Only $1.00
11:30 am-11:00 pm
Daily

Copies)

kinkoi
the copy center

253-2543

Do Va Have Any Questions

About Your Long Distance

Service?

Interested in Learning About

Calling Plans and Special

Products that May Save You

Money?

Contact Scott Webber, your

AT&T Student Campus
Manager here at U of Mass

CALL; 546-4741

between 10AM 12PM M 1h

12PM 2PM Fri

Auto
Glass

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

nOtdSundtrtendW • 519-2S80

No. Amh*f»t ^

$ ss$$$$$$s$$ $

$$$
Work all Janttary as
Inventory Auditors
$6.50/hoifr to start

"Guaranteed No Sales"

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 -i-

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and

dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

llllllllllllinilill IIIIIMIMIIilllllMlilllllill II IHltMlilllMlillillHIIinifHIIIIIMMU

I To Icani more call the office nearest Yoar home daring |

I Thanksghrtng break or interview at the Campos Center i

I as follows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 Tncsday I>«c. 6 Rm 804 i

1 Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 804 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 173 |

i Interview times arc 10am-9pm Every hoar on the hoar i
riliMiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester, Hatick. Framtagham. MUford.

FItchbarg, Athol. Leominster, Franklin, Webster

508-975-5155—Lowell, Lawrence, SomervlUe, Cambridge.

Saagas, Feabody

508-559-7603—Boston, Qalncy, Braintree, Brockton,

Middleboro

508-749-0821—Plymoath, Wareham, all of Cape Cod,

Kingston, Fembroke, Marshfleld, Hew Bedford

413-737-8938-Hartford, Springfield. Amherst

508-336-5658—Fall River, Scakonk 8t Frovidence Area

603-893-1885-Soathem New Hampshire

518-482-8555—North Adams, Fittsfield, Saratoga and

Albany Area

Sponsored by Shidciit EmploYBCnt Offkc
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Ladysmith
continued from page 9

Lead by Joseph Shabalala, Ladysmith's
spritual songs are highlighted by striking

harmonies and smooth melodies that earn-

ed the group a standing ovation. They earn-

ed their name in South Africa by their

ability to beat all other bands in vocal com-

pitions. Performing songs from early

albums as well as songs from their for

thcoming album Journey Of Dreams, the

group drew the best response from songs

from the Graceland album. These include

the critically acclaimed Homeless" and
'Diamonds On The Soles Of Her Shoes.'

Along with an incredible sound, the band
is equally as exciting visually. Dance
moves that should have a warning not to

be attempted by amateurs are a trademark
of the gioup and have landed them ap
pearanceson shows including the Tonight

Show and Saturday Night Live. All ten

members of the vocal band harmonized
l)rilliantly while making dance steps the

Rockettes would envy. The group ended the

evening by singing the South African an-

them to a standing audience.

Karla BonofT, who opened for Ladysmith,

began her career in music as a songwriter.

Her songs have been recorded by Linda

Ronstadt and Bonnie Raitt. Her set includ-

ed older material ranging from her 1977

debut album to songs from her forthcom-

ing album New World. Singing with a

guitar or piano as her only backup, Bonoff

put out an impressive one woman show.

Her distinct vocal style had the qualities

of an early seventies songstress, especial-

ly pitted against the solo guitar.

Although a talented song writer, BonofTs

songs mostly reflect broken romance, or, as

she explained. This song is about a real

jerk," making her set somewhat limited.

She ended the set with what she dubbed as

her greatest hit medley,' which was her

seventies hit 'Personally.' It was a nice trip

down memory lane.

Gyuto Monks to chant at Smith
The Gyuto Tantric Choir, a group of 21

Tibetan monks, will end its tour of 13 US
cities with a performance at John M.
Greene Hall at Smith College on Tuesday,
Dec. 13 at 8 p.m.

The monks have been trained to use their

voices in a way not normally known to

human voices by reshaping their vocal

cavity. For example, individual monks can
sing in three-note major chords. The
reshaped vocal cavities can sing these

chords in such a way that they resonate in-

tensely enough to be heard.

The monks' history has been rocky.

Originally, the rituals to be performed
Tuesday night were secret, to be used only
for initiates of advanced, or tantric, Bud-
dhism. Indeed, according to MIT professor

Huston Smith, who was the first westerner
to hear and record the monks' chants, there

is symbolic power to the sound. He added
that, in singing in their unique style, they
were, "tapping into the Power of God and
transmitting its very essence."

This secrecy ended when the Chinese oc-

cupied Tibet in 1959. The monks escaped
to India, and redeveloped their monastic
culture, which had been destroyed with the

occupation. Despite the difficulties with

refugee existence, the monks have manag-
ed to survive and continue their training.

Since music is an expression of the

monks' blissful state in meditation, they

use different media to evoke the sacred

realms of their deities. This includes

painted images, hand gestures, costumes,

ritual objects and instruments such as the

long horn, cymbals and drums.

The monks' visit to the US is sponsored

by Tibet House, a non-sectarian educa-

tional and cultural institution, and 360
Degree Productions. Proceeds from the tour

will go to the Tibetan refugees, the Gyuto
Monastery in Bumdilla, India and Tibet

House. Tickets are $12.50, and can be pur-

chased at Beyond Words Bookshop in Nor-

thampton and at all Ticketron outlets.

D.A. stood knee deep in Bronx
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Big City DA
Mario Merola with Mary Giordano
Random House

Mari Alerola is regarded as one of the

the m >st outspoken and controversial

Distri t Attorneys in the history of this

country's judicial system. His account. Big
City D.A., is laced with the intrigumg
stories of Son of Sam. Buddy Jacobson and
Melanie Caine, the 1976 arson rampage
that plagued New York City and the cons-

tant menace of New York's juvenile delin-

quents. Merola died in October, 1987. and
Random Houses posthumous release is

clearly aimed at the audience that gobbl

ed up Richard Nixon's Memoirs, G. Gor-

don Liddy's Will and the biographies of Lee
lacocca and Donald Trump.

There are few flaws in this well written

book. What stumbling points Merola
himself may have had were overcome with

the help of Giordano. The informal,

storytelling style is refreshing, relaxing,

hard hitting and often humorous.

Within the text, there's a well crafted

model of hard nosed crime: "the .44 caliber

killer assigned himself a name. He was Son
of Sam . . . what it came to mean was ter-

ror . . . unmitigated terror.
"

Jimmy Breslin contributed the forward

toBig City D.A. He points out Merola's

rock-solid devotion to the law: "... Mario
Merola was living a life that goes down as

an example . . . Everybody who knew him
hoped that he had left the Bronx some of

his honesty."

True, however. Merola pulls no punches

in critiquing the system he worked in all

his life: "George Agosto was a parole

violator, who technically should have been

in jail. Instead, he was out shooting cops.

The parole board . . . their goal is to get peo-

ple out, keep the system flowing." Merola
hits the point hard on every subject.

There's plenty here to keep anyone busy

for awhile. Thumbs up to the DA.

Bah Humbug! Ebeneezer Scrooge is confronted by ghost in bondage: Jnco?

Marley, in the Nebraska Theater Caravan's production of A ChriRtmiis Carol.

The Dickens classic will come to the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall Thursday. Dec.

8, at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at the FAC Box Office.

Y)u doritneed yourpatents'money
to buyaMacintosh

Just theirsignature.

It's ne\'er been diftlculi for students to convince

their parents of the need for a Macintosh' computer

at sch(x)l.

Persuading them to wiite the check, however, is

another thing altogether

Vthich is why Apple created the Student hian to

O^n Program. .\n ingenious loan program thai makes

buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.

Simply pick up an application at the kxation

li.sted below, or call 800 831 LQ\N. .Ml your parents

need to do is fill it out. sign it. and send it.

If they c|ualif\-. they'll receive a check

for you in ju.st a fe^' weeks.

There's no collateral. No need to pro\'e financial

hardship. No application fee.

Best of all. the loan payments can be spread over

IS man\' as 10 vears.

>Xhich gi\es you and your parents plent\- of time

to decide just who pavs for it all.

IntroducingApples

Student Loan-to-CKvTi Program

The University Store

Campus Center

C»I')N« Appli-(;iinipiiier. Im Apple, the Ap|ik' l<ij{(i. .iml .VthimirJi arc n-giMi'ritliradi'nurkMil Apple (.umpukT. Iiu

Munchy

ON SALE NOW THROUGH DECEMBER 2

Apple Raisin Crisp, 13 oz.

Cheerios, 10 oz.

Ivory Liquid, 12 oz.

Jolly Time Popcorn, 20 oz.

Krispy, 8 oz.

Vanilla Wafers, 1 1 oz.

Kebbler Oboises

M & M, 1.69 oz.

Sale $2.19 J

jSale

ItSale

k-kifkii •kirifkiUri^

All sale Items available at ALL Munchys

Hampden • Worcester • Franklin

Celebrate
the Festival of
Lights..".

with Festive Hanukkah cards

by American Greetings.

^nmVERSITY f^mSTORED Wv^^^n K^ ^^^^^^^^^ AMERICAN GREETINGS

©MCMLXXXVIII American Greetings Corporation

l)l\ ISl()\ OF C()\ TIM l\(. I 1)1 c \ri()\

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

ofContinuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

HERE'S ONE COLLBCE
MEMORY WTLL HELP

YOU FORGET.

If you're like a lot of people, your longest-lasting memory of

college is the student loan you're still paying back. The Army has a

solution, though: qualify, sign up with us, and we'll sign offon your loan.

Each year you serve as a soldier, the Army will reduce your

college debt by 1/3 or $1,500. whichever amount is greater. So after

serving just 3 years, your government loan could be completely paid off.

You're eligible for this program if you have a National Direct

Snident Loan, or a Guaranteed Student Loan, or a Federally Insured

Student Loan made after October 1, 1975. The loan must not be in

Get a clean slate, by erasing your college debt. Take advantage

of the Army's Loan Repayment Program. Your local Recruiter can tell

you if you qualify.

Call 586-9334
Northampton Army Office •241 King Street

ARMY.
BEAaYOUCANBE.
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IS THE SEASON
GIVE COOKIES

TO

-^/.^

Comedy
Connection

Boston Com«<»y

Comp«nV /^

J 9:00 p^

This holiday season the

Bluewall Coffee House

is once again offering

decorative cookie tins filled

with your choice of our

freshly baked cookies. For

more information visit the

Bluewall Coffee House

or see our display in

the Concourse Showcase]

,:*>

i'\' V

Attention Meal Plan Students:

Use your meal ticket

at the T.O.C.

Restaurant
for

(^"^^Qveci'
M«*f5>e>

Entrees
reg. $5.75-11.25

Meal Deal price only $2.35-7.05

All students enrolled m a University Food Services' full board plan

(I e 10. 14 or 19 meal plan) may use their meal ticket for a $300

credit on any dinner entree on Tuesday Wednesday or Thursday

evenings between 5-8 00 pm in the Top of the Campus Restaurant

Also, students will receive the usual ^

15% discount after the meal credit

Reservations are required two days

in advance Call 549-6000 ext 7639

or inquire at the TOC Restaurant nnnn
mrrrrT

TOP ^ ^-of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

The Campus Center

C®f£ee
Sh0p

On The Concourse

THE $2,00 SPECIAL
includes: Cup of Soup

Poor Boy
(Ham. tomato and cheese on a

water roll)

$2.00SPECIAL AVAILABLE THRU 12/2/88

tiiW^mtmi -^^'-'

Coffee Shop Hours:

7:00 AM-3:00PM Monday-Friday

Closed Weekends
r

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom Cottfity

By Berke Breathed

"Hold still, Carl! . . . Don't . . . move . . . an . . . inch!"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

THeSTIUS
CAMS. OUT Bor
QRtAT.DOUT Non/i'va

1 fOUThlNK, seef^evoiy-
' BOOPSIB.^ 1HIN6I
: '^v"*"A

1
/»• \

i^^T-J /Q
ir<^^1r\M^-ll

\0U iL^\!<20/W^-
'^ ^-yj _l^ .1— -

rrt 1 1 .i /

lAiHATS

THAT?

\

TH^g^'S A WMAN
ONCHANNetZ
&VIN6 BIPCTH

Live. ON Tha
AIR. I

iou'fta

KI[>PIN6

OH, Mi
OOP... iOUKNOU.SHa

LOOKS veRf
FAMILIAR.. 5H3
LOOKS UK£.

LIK£....

/
NO... NO.

MORB LIK5

SALU

Calvin and Hobbes

NMO MM)E TMIS

MESS OUT WERE?!'

^\'yf .
-*

By Bill WaUerson

IT W^S ^ MORRlBLt UTTIE

VENVJSIKK IKWO MATtR\M\7£.D

IN T\€ tW^m ! WE TC»<
OUT SDNlt Ol^BOUC^L HIGW-

FRtCWtNC^ OtV\Ct. PCHHTU)

IT AT ^Ak>OJS OBifeOS.AKD.

J

MOTHERS ARE TME

NECESSITY OF (tiVENTlOH.

.^"^^ m u
^s^^fc^i ^

p' III —
1

p.^^^ 3IWi u gl
^^^^^^
g:^—

'

Si
Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

ALL The
,

JACKET a

IT '5 CABBY
H£'5 ALU
6TR£55£P
our//

YO cabby/ IW had

Enough of^is study

crap/....vou gotta

L005SN UP A 81 ry//

--'•//'-^

l//f/, HAVe A 5WIG

i{^(/- VOU'LL F66L.
"^''.., 100% BETTER.

MONPAY : TME TRAWSFDRMATtO^

.WELL MAYBE "TO/fl.

J .>-

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

Xh'ff^ifiP fRfSKm'^tJ 60-60
F^IT«£*J6ALL 'iUF^liUL'i

^/I6V»f.

SoDPfwLV, UVJfitPfcT«Di.Y,

CoM5.?.«'Ofa A&AJWtr «£.,

fit^r t-'AjT/ r^Mftf rr's

ASI6M/ yfS, TWATS it/

Soot>» X SHALL KiCitVL

/0/amd rtiTArof fo

Fe£JH/nAfa H^f<^i>rHe

Pi-^ASL, UATCW OUT P06

SCHoLASrrc ^Rt5i.

ioCAi. rrj^si /«oC.

/WJUn caught by his wife, kissing a chonus girii I

wasn't kissing her. I was whispaing in her mouth.
^ -CHICO MA^X

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jeffc

ACROSS
t Repast, miliury

style

5 Finanoal plus

to \Mnter runner

14 — avis

16 Old nat

16 — Lisa

17 Oh me'
18 Fairy

godmottter s

mate
cotinterparf

20 UmtXika
22 Guarantees

23 Tooined wfteeis

25 Red ink entry

26 Diamonds, to i

28 Western Indians

30 Actress Spacett

34 Arrest

35 Speechless

38 Shon message
39 Andy s partner

41 Steam, for

example
42 Western Paatic

island

43 Salamander
44 wtpet out

46 Map abor

47 FitzgeraM and

Raines
49 \Mte o« Jacob

50 Army rank

AtXtr

51 T-iers

54 Be at the neim

56 Long-ieqged
t>rd

59 Port near

Giitif altar

62 Bosh'
64 Store wirxlow

sign

65 indy 500 • g
66 Actress Burstyn

67 Saucy
68 Dressed
69 Lease again

70 J Salinger

lass

DOWN
1 Mountain
feature

2 Healthy

3 Miami arena
4 Squander
5 Giving positive

views

8 Actor Erwin

7 Cooking hert>

8 African

anteiooe

9 Concise

10 Feeimg acutely

1

1

Vein location

12 Entremities

13 Doris or Oenms
19 Names
21 Thailand s

neightx>r

24 Kind of energy

26 Pointless

27 Desert

transport

29 Flower part

31 Faoied fox s

suOiect

32 Hawaii is orte

33 Red Sea
country

36 Plays the snoop
37 Usage

40 Surprised

45 Or K s turf

48 Mad
52 Mora sagacious

53 Dieter s

need
55 Marry in

haste

56 October
birttislone

57 Animal lovers'

org

58 Frigate

feature

60 Micro-

organism
61 Pot

sweetener
62 Rainbow
63 Bee chaser

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

i( A p A^S H A 9 T A

i* $ A rHe a t aInte C
'a C R oIa g mm. 1 P C
N S mIoik I N gHL|IIN E t
tIiAJRiAIIY nlwiiisi^H
«<Lrs«NlAlSlTll I Y

P 9 N TljJNlTlE^AlR C t
A|P Q V EBOIAITUAiNII $ E
,R V IVD NITI HT T E R
'n E A R E SITHEJAIR^B

a R QlllSpiR EiA M %
PA PlO ABN|0|P^A rik 1 ft 61

%hXR sHe L AIM^I'D 9 I

i
EIL'.EIEHS OiLlHTiO R E

EioD noBB Hcinn
11/M/M

1 I I i HI r 1 1 » II (? ij

W m
i

Tt Pl
XT I^HH it Hh
^p-:?'p- ^ pp

1w w
• IfM 1,M Aeeilii rian hnietrM* \\mm

Menu
Lunch ••" »«'«

SORRY, THERE IS NO MENU TODAY

Dinner Basics Dinner

" r Weather
Today: Windy, 80 percent chance of rain. High 50-55.

Tonight: Qloudy and cool. Low near 40.

Tomorrow: Fair and cool. High 45-50.

i

TODAYS STAFF
HIght Edhor Matt G€rke

CopY Editor Yana Dlugy

Layovt Ttchnlclao Florencio Terra

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno
Prodaction Supcrrlsor Rob Levinc

ProdactionWendy Rae, Mike, Briit, Nicole, Tricia and

Matt is Wareward bound

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor la Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

Robert Ciappennelli

Btisinttt lianagcr

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Marc Inneld

Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob CiappenelH
Busincis Manager

I

Daniel Munroe^
Finance Manager

Todd Frulibeis

Circulailoo Manag«r

Barbra Hlndin
Advertising Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advenlstng Manager

Mary Huygens

SubKrIblloDS Manager
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men's hoop wins opener, 84-61

If you are thinking about return-

ing to the Residence Halls for the

Spring 1989 or Fall 1989 semesters,

NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY.

Applications for residence hall space

are available in the Housing

Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore,

and will be accepted until

December 22. 1988.

Questions? Call the Housing

Assignment Office at (413) 545-2100

Monday through Friday,

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 o.m. Thank you!

ACCIDENT VICTIMS
Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentration in injuries from: • Auto Accidents
• Slips and Fails • Workers Comp>ensatlon • Dog Bites

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless
successful; costs payable at conclusion In most cases

• FREE Consultation

SOPORENKO & GOGQ^ P.C.
ATTORNEySATLAW

449-4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in the Nyrrex yellow pciges

TIMEOUT
Where The
Action Is!

X Monday Night Football X

FREE HOT DOGS

; SEATTLE SEAHAWKS VS. L.A. RAIDERS X
H-kit*it*-kifk-k*ifk'kititit'k-kitifk-k-kifk-k-k-k*-k^'k-kifk-k-k-k-k-k-k

"^ You deserve some Time Out coo

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

continued from page 16

Some more hustle from Anton created

another steal, as the Minutemen were
scrapping and pressing the Owls all over

the floor. He then fed McCoy for a heavy-

duty dunk before finishing ofT the spurt

with a coast-to-coast run through the lane.

F'rom that point on, it was just a matter

of putting the Owls to bed. Southern Con
necticut never got closer than 16 the rest

of the way. The lead grew to as much as

30 with 3:36 to play on Beetle's 10-foot kiss

off the glass.

The Minutemen went much of the second

half with a three-guard offense, with red-

shirt freshman Ishmael Butler filling the

third spot for the most part. In his first col-

legiate game, the walk-on from Seattle

scored six points.

"Maybe our best team is with three

guards," Calipari said. "He (Butler] has

been great. He's been on the third team all

year, but when we went to the small

lineup, we put him in. He's been working

hard, so I played him."

Calipari would take no credit for what
had transpired in the early goings of the

half. He said that it was all a matter of the

team getting itself in the right frame of

mind to hammer the Owls all the way back

to New Haven.

"They made the effort in the second half

They played harder and I'm proud of

them." Calipari said. "We're just looking

for effort. There were no changes and we
didn't do anything fancy. They knew that

if they picked it up a little, they could win.

They've got to have that inner drive.

"In the first half it didn't seem like we

had it. In the second half, all five players

came out and played hard," he said. "We
didn't come to play. We have to start the

game the way we started the second half"

The Minutemen simply didn't have it

together in the early going. Despite a

tremendous height disadvantage, the Owls
were holding their own on the boards, and

the backcourt play of brothers Mike and

Angelo Parenti was creating good
penetration.

UMass knocked home the first four

points on a pull up jumper by Anton and

a jumper by Chase, before the Owls, behind

game-high scorer Rick Radicioni (24 points,

12 rebounds) came back to take a 5-4 edge.

The Minutemen moved back ahead at 10-7

on Anton's baseline drive.

With 13:53 lefl and Aaron Martin prepar-

ing to go to the line for SC, the scoreboard

above center court began to smoke. It

wasn't because the teams were lighting it

up. They weren't. It was later attributed

to a motor which had burned up inside.

After some deliberation, the board was

lowered to the floor and disconnected, and

play resumed 26 minutes later with the

time and score being kept on the sidelines.

But what a way to ice down a free throw

shooter.

After that break, UMass twice had leads

of nine points before the Owls fought back

to force a tie at the half

"At halflime I went out to my car and I

was going to drive home. One of the

assistants had to come out and get me,"

Calipari joked.

After the second half showing, Calipari

was glad he stuck around.

1 Bridge Street

Northampton
586-1726

or

584-9631

EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY
1/2 Price Off All

PIZZA
Eat In, Take Out, or

By The Slice

Monday Night Football
Seven TV's, Satellite Dish and

"The Scoreboard"
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B women's hoop wins
continued from page 16

Down 28-24, senior co-captain Christel Zullo put the

Minutewomen ahead for good, nailing a jumper and then
.sticking a three-pointer to give the Minutewomen the

lead, 29-28 with 18:58 left to play.

Junior center Helen Freeman then cashed in on a pair

of inside moves to put UMass up 33-28, capping off a

nine-point run to begin the second half. From there, the

Minutewomen were off and running.

Freeman led UMass with 18 points, including 14 in

the crucial second half Sophomore forward Keyburn
McCusker added 16 points, 10 of those coming after

intermission.

UMass led by as much as 15 points, at 59-44 with 3:08

to play, before clearing the bench in the final few

minutes.

Zullo and junior Michele Pytkoeach added eight points

from their guard spots. Pytko had eight rebounds, all on

the defensive boards. McCusker led the Minutewomen
with 13 boards.

The Minutewomen open their home schedule Wednes-
day, hosting Boston University at 5 p.m. at Curry Hicks

Cage.

Editor's note: Look for a complete preview ofthe UMass
women's basketball team later this week in the Collegian.

Pats don't get a kick out of Staurovsky, 24-21

INDIANAPOLIS (A?) - Dean Biasucci put Indianapolis

ahead with a 28-yard field goal with 2:22 remaining Sun
day, and New England's Jason Staurovsky missed a

27-yarder as time expired to preserve the Colts' 24-21

victory.

It was the second missed field goal of the game for

Staurovsky, who six minutes earlier failed on a 43-yard

attempt that would have given the Patriots the lead.

The Colts had to punt three plays after Saturovsky's

first miss, but New England's Irving Fryar dropped the

ball and Colt rookie Michael Ball recovered at the 20, set-

ting up Biasucci's winning field goal.

Eric Dickerson, who scored two first-half touchdowns

but was held to 45 yards rushing, ran twice to the 15 and

Albert Bentley ran once to the 11 before Biasucci kicked

the field goal on fourth down.

The Indianapolis victory left both teams at 7-6, battl-

ing for AFC wild-card playoff spots.

DOWNTOWN AVMf RSI 7b3 WJiS

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

f'tm Ht» X)** en« «av

LONDON 179

PARIS 229

ROME 259
'Oun4ln#

CARACAS 320
Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739
Ta>*f not Includtd.

Alto WorkStudY Abroad.

Languf Counat, Inl'l Student

ID. foulh Host*/ P«i(«i.

eURAIL Pmms luuad on lh» tpoV

call lor Iha FREE CICE Studant
Traoal C«t«IO0'

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. PiMwnl SI.

A,T>h«r«t. MA 01002

GRADUATING NEXT MONTH?
HAVE STUDENT LOANS?

We've Got Information about

• Deferments
• Consolidation
• Repayment

Nov. 29 Campus Center 917 9:30 AM, 2:30 PM
Nov. 30 Campus Center 905 9:30 AM, 2:30 PM
Dec. 1 Campus Center 917 9:30 AM, 2:30 PM

AVOID THE AGONY OF DEFAULT

ACTMHES • AUDO
AUTO PCR SALE •CALCA^TCPS

eiTE?TAiM*e^ ••<:« i^ent

FCfl SAt£«'=CCINO

HSJ* WANTS • «.CST

CLASSIFIED
«ittT'i'.li.?!fi>i r1(gid

INST7?UCTX:n • MCTC«CVLC1£S
Pe?SCNALS«'?ICE WAMTE3
(?ic6«s .'><ea:e: -5a?vic3
ROCMAFE WANTH3 • fRAVa

WANTH3«SU8L£T

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN 0FF?CS-CCTl3 MON-THURS 3:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30):. DEAOUNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBU'CATION - CASH IN AOVANCE. '20cmORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

RESUME BOOK FOR WOMEN
ENGINEERS: Resumes are due in Kristin

Olivero s mailbon outside Marston 229 by

Nov 30

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKING expanded hours

lor Decemtjer in the Student Union Craft

Center 10am.flpm mon-tri Pottery lewelry

greeting cards etc Can &4S-20M or drop
in lor more mfo

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acres ol

country land Ample ott street parking and
tree bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3856

FOR SALE Fu« sue box spnng and mat-

tress Can be picked up now or next

semester Leave message 549-7782

WASHING MACHINE lor sale $40 leave

message 549 7510

1M3 CHEW CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new

brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport biKe. 5 months

Old $1 500 includes full facial haltnel and

jacket Call David 1 566 8212

MOTORCYCLES

1M3 KAWASAKI K2550 LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850 Joa 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

SEAN HAPPY BIRTHDAY It may be a day

late but I remernbered Have a great one

Love Kathy

LISA LISA- You sly dog you have a great

birthday Get ready to celebrate when we

gel back' Piels anyone' Love Toboggan

Sb. VICKI SAPPET. WERE A LITTLE

LATE but since it is your 21st we nope il

was worth the wait Happy belated birthday

from all your sisters

FOUND

TO THE GIRL FROM whom I borrowed a

caculalor m the Music and Reading Room

in the Campus Cenlei on Wed 16 Please

call Bnan 6-8162 so Ihat I can return it to

you To all Of UMass. Happy Thanksgiving'

AUTO FOR SALE

'74 FORD LTD- many good parts Needs
battery and timing chain Best offer Rich

54*4273

RED LYNX1(RSM»b"5 speed air condi

lioning am/tm stereo casselee rear

defroster and wiper 74.000 mi $3750 firmi

Call 546-8035. leave message

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Fulons

bookcases, tables and more "amelin Fur_

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

1978 MGB. Engine runs very wall, body
needs work $550 6-4604

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires rims runs very well '3000 Please call

Tom S46-U84

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organi7ations 256-8526

PORRENT

FREE RENT FOfTlTMiNFTlS chHdcare

then slay home and study five nights week-

ly no weekends, near campus. Anna
545-2096 mornings

2 LARGE ROOMS IN HOUSE. On bus

route $210»/month Lease Jan 1 May 31

For more info call Stacy 253-9411

1 BDRM IN HOUSE m South Amherst on

bus rouie Available inter and spring call

253-0250 leave message lor Mark G

SUNDERLAND 2 BEDROOM spacious 6

closets on busline available Dec 1 $460

665-2551

FOR SALE

EARLY 70b GIBSON SO with whammy
bar excellent condition $450 66597

LONGER. DARKER, THICKER
EYELASHES New colorless growing liquid

Apply like a mascara Completely sale.

makes lashes darker, longer, thicker m
days Look healthy Money refunded t not

completely sal'sfied Send $8 95 to

LashGro P Box 5E ^hicopee MA
01013

HELP WANTED

RESORT HOTELS. CRUISELINES,
airlines 4 amusement parks, now accepting

applications for summer (obs. internships

and career positions For more information

and an application, """e National Col

legiaie Recreation Sen/ice. P O Box 8074

Hilton Head. SC 29938

SGA POSITIONS (AUDITOR « ASSIS-

TANT) now open Heavy «p';o»^,8_\°
hours/wk Applications available 420&U

Sga Budget due dale 1 1 '30

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS

Excellent experience ^»"'J'^%'%f
$7,000-$10.000 Call Adam at 665-2527

THE UMASS OUTING CLUB IS looking foi

someone to fill the position ol locker

manager 4 00/hr. 12 nrs/wk Flexible Apply

at the outing Oub office. 423C Student

Union AA/EOE

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo. Sum-
mer yr. round, all countries, all tielda.

Free info. Write IJC. PO Box 52MA01
^orona Del Mar. CA 9262S.

EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY and

help others at the same lime Flexible

hours $5 O0«'hr November iS-Derember

24 1988 Call 586-5243

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday.

Wednesday and Fnday mornmgs Come by

Off Campus Housing Office 545-0865

INSTRUCTION

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION COURSE:
Ja'i "t-.-" UMass/Amhersi 6 30 B 30pm

$150 Can 349 5128

NANCY POPP: We hope you had a

wonderful birthday over the Thanksgiving

Weekend Just a reminder to show you how

special you are Love. Your Sislars

HEY THETA CHIsrHad a great time at tfie

beach Saturday" Looking lonward to

yours'" Love the Alpha Chis

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. FAT BOY! This is the

first of many birthdays to be shared

together I hope your day is special Love.

K

WARNING: ALL DRINKING
estaWishmenis the ndiculious fart is of age'

Hafj.iy Birthday Scottie' From Juice Dolf

Billy. Tom, & Joe

YO YO YD YOU BABY BOUNCER you bet

ter let her m. she's 21 so she can really get

in' Happy Birthday Marcy, Love Stacey

SQUIRM^ LlamaLlamaLlama' Gooper'

Slime' Don't worry- 1 know this place like

the back of my hand' Doesn't do a damn
ed bit of good, though No. no. your father's

mean That s DUH " spelled

backwards Mind over bladder' Oh no"'

Where's Kev s lousy unbrella af -GOOF
(P S Happy birthday)

CAROLINE You're the best - I'm so lucky

1-4-3 Lee Ming

ATTENTION ALL ROCKHEAOS! Julie

Shamula Cardosi you are now 21 so throw

out that crusty ID and gel some Koola up

town Love 3F

TO THE SEXIEST MAN on campus who
has blue eyes, dark brown hair and a

gorgeous body (He is kind of rugged-

looking, but very cleanshaven and wars

bennetton sweaters ) Does that descnve

you well enough' I m sorry I hung up on

you I'd like to talk to you if you'd call back

-Sandy

LISA. MB. NORA. SIOBHAN- You are the

best roomies ever' I will miss you' Love
Hilary

BRANDYWINE: Female subletter to share
a bedroom in two bedroom apt Great k:oa-

tion. laid back roommates $175 0O/inc

heat 5490892

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN
TOWNEHOUSEI Spring Sem share 2
bedroom apt with 3 females 549-4942

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
bedroom in Puffton Ouiet. responsible

non-smoker 549-0768

WANTEO 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES for

singles in Puffton Village for Jan Call

549-7483

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS,
reliable on-campus affordable, spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTEO

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) rralaa WW
pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

AMATEUR - VICTORY'S power/true tove s

strong I quit Pro (Player)

ALL HATl THE RACKETBALL GODDESS!
Congrats. Gina on being -1' Love- The 3rd

floor

ROB- 1 LOVE YOU very much it has been
almost 7 years June 1 1 we will t>e married

and I couldn't be happieri Forever yours-

Hilary

KEJTH HARRINGTOM take me rafting and
I mean the rapids'

YOU SAVED MY LIFE! Thank you' Vou'are

a doll for helping me with my career-He'He'

Love. Barbra

DON'T MISS THE UNIVERSITY
• PLAYERS PRODUCTIONS OF
* Christopher Durang s comedy play
" Beyond Therapy November 29 and 30.

Bowker Auditorium. 8 00pm Tickets
'

' are available at eh FAC box office

and at the door on the nights ol

performance

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEO to share
SouthWood apartment 253-9918 Lisa

WANTED: 2 females to share 4 bedroom
apt spring semester and intersession call

256-8594

BRANDYWINE 1 BDRM AVAILABLE
starting Jan l Call 549-8154 or

549-(X)l4 Leave message'

S-6 PEOPE TAKE OVER lease on Hobart
Lane Jan Kelly 549-4295

2 PEOI>LE NEEDED FOR apartment next

to Brittany Manor to take over lease im

mediately lor Spring semester Clean quiet

during the week Call Joe 256-8132

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED 10 share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

665-4550

WANTEO TO RENT

FEMALES SEEK 3-4 bedroom apt Nor-

thampton area for Spring Call Jodi

546-8656

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS namle Jan
2 14 Call SBMC 256 8615 10am-5pm

SERVICES

JENN CURRAN • Have a bitchin' birthday'

We love you" Se. Tnsh S Tracy

HAPPY 21at B-DAY JUANCA. you cute

and crazy Columbian' We love you P C
Staff and Friends WE ARE celebrating

tonight

DENJSE SPARROW! HAPPY BIRTHDAY.
You may be older and things may seem
clearer, but you're the same pie 'ace to me
Your TMLA buddy- Mana Park

THANK YOU ST.
help AT

JUOE for all your

HAPPY 21«t BRIAN!
Have a great day

Love always.

Heather

CASS - HAPPY ISthI Yeah you -e

younger than most but you re belter fan
most miss ^ou' Love. Your too

EARN t60-t120/SHIFT! Drivers wanted
Must own an insured car and be able to

work at least one weekend night until ctos-

ing Call Domino's Pizza 256-8913

1989 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
* Destinations. Lake Tahoe-heavenly '

* Vermont-Sugarbush. Smugglers Notch."
* Killington Ski all day/party all night '

For lowest prices call

546-6612 or 546-5242

REWARD: 1100 CASH

LOST RING AT LAUNDRY CLUB. Hatch
or Pub last Friday If found please call

Yolanda 549-1925

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR SPRING SEMESTER Brittany Manor
two roommates needed must Be clean and
responsible Call floD or food anytime at

256 1095

ACCURATE PROfESSIONAL TYPiNQ.
spellchecking, word processor Call

Carolyn Leave message 253-5667

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES. Very experienc

ed Laservnter quality Pick-up. drop-off

Ovvrnight tervice Lisa 367-9940

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EARN FROM $8000 up next summer
506-543-3706 Leave message

TRAVEL

WAKE 'n' BAKE - m beautiful Negnl.

Jamaica for spring break '89 Very affor-

dable packages Organize group travel

tree Call 1 -800-426-7710

NEW YEARS EVE IN MONTBTALParty
time blowout 'rom only $89 go '<ith -1 com-
pany m customer satisfaction Call now
(617) 936-8839 (617)935-1414

partyTime 4 travel presents'
January Break 1989
Cancun from $399

Bahamas-Nassau-Freeport-trom $399
Call now lor details

(617)938-8839 -617)935-1414
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SPORTS

Minutemen eliminated by EKU, 28-17
continued from page I

lead and a steady wind at their backs that

got as high as 35 miles per hour.

At that point, UMass seemed in control.

But the EKU defense held the Minutemen
in check, and Harris came alive, running
through the UMass defense almost at will.

"He's a great back," UMass noseguard
Joe Cullen said. "He's fast and powerful.

He's the best we've seen all year."

In the first half, Harris, who leads the na-

tion in rushing yards and scoring per game,

gained 92 yards but his team had just six

points to show for it. But in the second half,

Harris and his line were able to push back

the UMass defense.

"They set us up," UMass linebacker John
McKeown said. "I was getting caught in-

M u..

Quarterback Dave Palazzi and the Minutemen couldn't escape Eastern
Kentucky, as the Colonels eliminated UMass, 28-17 in the first round of
the Division I-AA playoffs Saturday.

side on every play."

"I don't think Harris did anything that

his offensive line shouldn't take full credit

for, " Reid said.

After Silvio Bonvini put UMass up 17-14

with a 26-yard field goal early in the fourth

quarter, Harris carried on six of the next

eight plays as the Colonels drove to the

UMass 7-yard line.

On the next play, however, EKU quarter-

back Lorenzo Fields fumbled. UMass defen-

sive tackle Steve Robar recovered, and the

Minutemen had the ball back.

But after three plays gained eight yards,

UMass had to punt.

Harris then carried five of the next eight

times and scored from the 2-yard line to put

the Colonels on top. After the extra point,

it was 21-17.

After a touchback, UMass took over at

its 20, but after four incomplete passes,

EKU took over on downs. Three plays

later, fullback Tim Lester scored to put the

game out of reach.

"They were tough and they played the op-

tion well," Palazzi said. "The wind was
pretty bad out there but we still could have

won it."

The Minutemen could not take advan-

tage of the wind conditions they had in the

third quarter that's what did them in.

"That was the key," Reid said. "We need-

ed the wind and when we had it, we didn't

do anything."

The Minutemen's best chance came on a

second-and-6 from their own 27. Split end

Ron Blauvelt was wide open about 20 yards

downfield with non one between him and

the goal line, but Palazzi overthrew him.

"We missed the slant play over the mid-

dle. That hurt us," Reid said. "He was wide

open."

"The wind took that pass," Palazzi said.

So the passing game didn't work in the

third quarter, and the running game
wasn't effective either. Meanwhile, work-

ing into the wind, the Colonels put together

a scoring drive to tied the game.
Lester capped off an 8-play drive with a

21 -yard run up the middle, and the extra

point made it 14-14.

In the first half, both teams did the most

they could with the wind at their backs.

In the first quarter, with the wind at

their backs, UMass had grabbed a 14-0 lead

on a 39yard pass from Palazzi to Mike
Tobin and a 2-yard run by fullback David
Mitchell.

In the second quarter, with the wind, the

Colonels got a 40-yard field goal to make
it 14-3. And with about 2:30 left, they had
a first-and-goal from the UMass 5.

But the Minutemen stuffed them on
three straight running plays and, after

EKU was penalized for delay of game,
James Campbell made it 14-6 with a
27yard field goal.

"We were happy to hold them to six

points in the first half," Cullen said. "But
it would have been nice to hold them to six

in the second, too."

But things didn't go the way they were
supposed to in the second half. Elroy Har-

ris saw to that.

"He's been impressing me for three

years," Kidd said. "Tonight he really im-

pressed me."

And he sent the Minutemen home with
quite an impression as well.

Extra points: If the Minutemen had
won, they would have played Western Ken-
tucky Saturday, almost definitely at War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

McKeown led UMass with 20 tackles.

Brant Despathy. playing for George
Karelas, who injured a knee, added 19

tackles. "Brant kept coming up to me in the

second half and asking what he was doing
uTong," McKecmTi said. "I kept telling him
'It's not you that's messing up, it's me.' He
did a great job."

Kevin Smellie led UMass with 80 yards
rushing while Palazzi was 6-of-18 for 59
yards, a touchdown and an interception.

EKU threw just seven passes in the

game.

The Colonels have won 20 consecutive

games at Hanger Field, which fans have
nicknamed "Cliffhanger" because of the

number of close games that have been
played there.

Men's hoop opens season with 84-61 win
Minutemen top Southern Conn, with 18-point second halfrun
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Throw out all those early entries. Saturday night's

men's basketball game at the Curry Hicks Cage was the
season opener that really mattered.

And the University of Massachusetts, despite a sluggish

start, rebounded to roll to an 84-61 win over Division II

Southern Connecticut State University.

The game was the official start of the 1988-89 season

Women's hoop gets
win in opener, 60-52
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team successfully opened its 1988-89 campaign Satur-

day afternoon by beating the University of Vermont,
60-52 in Burlington, Vt.

The game marked the debut of head coach Kathy
Hewelt, who came to UMass earlier this fall from In-

diana Tech.

"We played pretty good defensively. It wasn't pretty,

but we'll take the 'W,'" Hewelt said.

Mintftewomen, 60-52
M—MthwMl mtt Ksyinini McC\uk*r 8 1 I«. BMb Wilbor 3 1-2 7; Helen

FMeBUko 8 2-2 18; Mkh«le PyUo 3 2 2 8; Chrntei Zulto 3 3-4 8, Sue Seranni 1 2

1; Trtih lUkjt 1 04 B; CoUecn Hopklos 0-0 O; Oianoe Burke (M> 0; Jenny Manm
(M> 0. Tmm Total* 26 8^14 «0
VmnmemtVtk fUcheel Cumraincs 6 S-S 19; Allieon Maben 2 2 3 6: Petti HeAnr

nen 2 3-3 6; AantB Hill 4 01 10, Deirdra Hayes 2 0-0 4. Krieton Sheelfer 2 3-4 7;

Sue Maralend 04 0. Taun To4«tK 16 13 19 S2.

Thr«*-poi»l f»ale: Hill 2, Zulto, CumBiinfe.

The Minutewomen held Vermont, which dropped to

0-1, to 18-for-73 shooting from the field, good for a sub-

freezing 25 percent. UMass wasn't exactly firing on all

cylinders in the early going, shooting only 30 percent

(9-of-30) in the first 20 minutes.

"We just couldn't shoot in the first half," Hewelt said.

UMass trailed by four points at the half, but used an
early burst in the second half to do away with the

Catamounts.
continued on page 15

for the Minutemen, and the official debut for first-year

head coach John Calipari. All scrimmages and exhibition

games aside, this was the one that will go down in the

books, as UMass starts the year on a bright note with a

1-0 record. Southern Connecticut falls to 0-2.

In the end, it was a total team effort that did the trick.

The Minutemen got solid contributions from seniors David

'Beetle' Brown, who led the team with 18 points and 11

rebounds, and Duane Chase, who tossed in 13 points and
nine caroms along with a trio ofthe crowd-pleasing slams

that have come to be expected of him.

"Duane played hard. The kind of effort he showed was
good," Calipari said.

Then, there were the freshmen. In what may be an un-

precedented move in these parts, Calipari went with

rookies Jim McCoy and Anton Brown as his starting

backcourt. The two didn't let anyone down, as Brown drop-

ped in 17 points and McCoy added 13. Each had a pair

of assists and Brown had four steals.

"Jimmy McCoy can play, and Anton Brown can play,"

Calipari said. "They'll be [starting] until someone else pro-

ves that they deserve it."

So far, there have been no arguments that the freshmen

deserve the honor. Brown had a particularly strong game
from the point, and McCoy showed the flair to nail the

jumper and drive to the hoop.

"Anton did a very good job. We needed stability [at point

guard] and we were hoping for an upperclassman, but he's

worked hard," Calipari said.

It could have easily been a lot worse for UMass, though.

The visiting Owls came in undaunted and held their own
against the Minutemen, battling to a 33-all deadlock at

the half

"I was disappointed in [the Minutemen]. I was a little

embarrassed with what happened," Calipari said. "They
started off a little bit afraid."

But the Minutemen dispelled any thoughts among the

1,100 on hand of a major upset, by running off the first

18 points of the second half over a span of just 4:23.

McCoy started the spurt with a drive to the hoop for a

three-point play and then a rebound follow from the

baseline. Next he set up Chase with a patented alley-oop

dunk and Beetle for a fast break gimme.

Then Anton converted his own steal for an easy two and
then nailed a three-pointer to put UMass up by 14, 47-33.

continued on page 14

Collegian photo by Richard Bonanno

Freshman guard Jim McCoy made an im-
pressive debut with 13 points as the Minutemen
beat Southern Connecticut, 84-61 in the season
opener Saturday at Curry Hicks Cage.

Minutemen, 84-61
Maaaaehuactta (Mk David Brown 8 33 18; Duane Chaae 6 13 13: Ben Grodski

3-4 2; Anton Brown 7 11 17, Jim McCoy 6 11 13: Rafer Gilee 2 11 «: John Tate

3 0-0 0:Chnii Bailey 0-0 0:CaryHererO 0-0 0:MauAncien<on 1 1-2 3;ScanN«ten
0-0 0: Michael Byrnes n 0: khmml Butler 2 1-2 6 T«am Totaiia: 35 10 16 94.

Southern C^m^Hicut (Alt: Aaron Martin 3 1-4 7; Rich Radinoni 10 4-6 24: Gra|
Johnson 3 0; Mik« Parenti 2 3 2. Angein Parent) 3 4 R 12: Matt D'Amico

2 2 2, Phil Valentin 0^0 0: John New (V2 0: Joe DeCreKenio 0-0 0; Wayne
Mackey 20 4. Ryan Richard 2 00 4; Wilson Boycc 3 00 4: John Mik 1 1 2 Teaaa
Totai»:23 13 27 fit

Three-point goals: A.Brown 2, A.Parenti 2, G.les. Butler.
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Presidency vote order
rejected by student court

Photo by Rob Catalano

HATS OFF - Andrea GentI, a UMass student on exchange at Par-

sons, tries on the latest in head garments at a Greenwich Village

bazaar over the weekend.

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Student Supreme Court has denied

a request for the court to order the

Undergraduate Student Senate to vote on

the ratification of Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz as Student Government
Association co-presidents.

SGA Sen. Robb Smith filed a petition for

a writ of mandamus on Nov. 14. The writ

would have ordered the senate to vote on

ratification. Smith said he was not surpris-

ed with the decision, but was upset with the

way it was reached.

"It seems they had a hearing that was
closed," Smith said. "They reached a deci-

sion without hearing my case. I didn't get

a chance to argue anything."

Clerk of Courts Chris McClellan said the

hearing on the writ was held Monday, Nov.

21 in his office. Justices Adam Scales, Anne
Buechler, and Stephanie Corby met and

denied the writ.

McClellan said they did not need to have

Smith present to argue because this was
not a case, and did not require two parties

to make arguments.

"There was no need for a case,"

McClellan said. "It's not a case of parties,

per se."

He said he did not give public notice of

the hearing because, "I didn't want to

release it and have people around the of-

fice."

Smith said the court would lose credibili-

ty because of the way the decision was
reached.

"This was their way ofjust avoiding the

issue totally. They totally screwed-over the

whole system," he said.

The denial of the writ goes along with the

court's position that the March 15 presiden-

tial election, which was won by Silkoff and
Rabinowitz, is null and void.

The case determination issued by the

court says that granting the writ "would

be inconsistent with the court's determina-

tion that the March 15, 1988 election was
unconstitutional, thus null and void."

Smith said he requested the writ because

the senate has not voted on the ratification

after eight months of controversy.

In his petition for the writ, Smith quoted

Chapter 10 of the SGA by-laws, which says

"Before an election is to be considered final,

it must be approved by the senate."

He said in his petition, "It is the senate's

duty to act, in favor of or against, ratifica-

tion ... I am requesting this writ so the

senate can finally deal with a controversial,

eight-month-old election." He said any con-

stitutional problems that arise from the

ratification can be dealt with by the Stu-

dent Judiciary under the Judicial Review
procedure in the SGA by-laws.

Recall on Greek growth denied
A motion by Univeristy of Massachusetts student Senator Bob McDevitt to recall an

article banning fi-aternity-sorority growth on North Pleasant Street was defeated last night

at Town Meeting.

The original decision, which passed by one vote, still stands, meaning the area along

North Pleasant and Phillips streets will change from campus residence zoning to general

residence zoning.

"It's another anti-student bill that has been passed at town meeting," said McDevitt.

"They take all the money [from the University] but they don't want to support anything

that's beneficial to students."

Peter Dow, the president of the building corporation at Alpha Chi Rho, said, "You saw

the end of all new fraternities on campus tonight."

For his houseless fraternity to obtain residence, it must either move into a vacated house

which is still grandfathered by the zoning change or move into Fraternity/Sorority Park.

-LISA JOHNSON

UMass graduate works with battered women
By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Staff

Dianne Rapp remembers.
"He just wouldn't calm down that night," she said in

'Out From Under, " a newsletter of the Philadelphia

organization Women Against Abuse. "I went to bed and

the next thing I knew, he was beating and beating me.

He broke four or five of my ribs . . . then he loaded a

shotgun and pointed it at me and said, 'I'm going to blow

your brains out' . . . And then I thought, I'm no dummy.
I'm not going to lay here and let him blow my brains out.'"

A jury found Dianne Rapp innocent of manslaughter in

1981. She is an exception, according to Sue Osthoff, a 1981

graduate of the University of Massachusetts and direc-

tor of the National Clearinghouse for the Defense of Bat-

tered Women in Philadelphia. Osthoff, who edits "Out

From Under," said a woman who goes on trial for killing

her partner stands an 80 percent chance of being con-

victed, and is likely to receive a harsher sentence than

a man.
Osthoff said battered women who kill their partners do

so out of self defense, "but juries and society in general

have a hard time with women who kill. They ask 'Why

didn't she just leave? Why did it have to get to this point?'"

In fact, most women do leave, Osthoff said, and those

who don't, stay out of fear or a lack of fear or a lack of

options.

"It's hard to put yourself in the woman's place, but you

have to," she said. "You have to understand what that

woman's life was like before it happened. Over the years

that I've been working with battered women, I've come

to believe that women do not kill with malice

aforethought, but as a last resort, with the intention of

making the violence stop."

Osthoff has been working with battered women ever

since a summer internship at a Pittsfield shelter for bat

tered women jolted her out of "political adolescence."

"That internship is where I learned about real life," she

said recently in a telephone interview. "I went there with

this image of the nice Berkshires. I left with a complete

horror of the level of violence directed against women in

this society. I had to do something."

Osthoff established her organization a little over a year

ago. It is an expanded version of a program she started

four years ago to help battered women who have assaulted

or killed their partners.

The Clearinghouse provides information and technical

assistance to district attorneys, lawyers, court witnesses

and programs for battered women. Other functions are

to train battered women's advocates and dispel misconcep-

tions about women who kill.

"Everybody believes there is such a thing as a perfect

victim." Osthoff said, "someone white, middle class, meek.

A good girl, someone you can feel sorry for.

"Then you conjure up the partner as an evil ogre.

Everything is black and white and no one doubts that it

was self-defense."

But a victim is both a perpetrator and a survivor, Osthoff

said.

"The reality is harder to take," she said, "these women
don't always come from squeaky clean backgrounds. So

you have to convince a jury that just because a woman
has a history of drug abuse or a prior criminal record, that

does not mean she is not a battered woman. The social

context may be more different than you can imagine but

she is still driven to defend herself"

Another misconception is the idea of the "battered

women's defense" or the "Burning Bed syndrome,"

Osthoff said, referring to the recent television film about

Francine Hughes.
"There's really no separate defense that's been

developed." she said. "Francine Hughes was defended

with a plea of temporary insanity. Up to this point, we
haven't advocated the use of that and we don't want to.

We are of the view that the battered woman's act of kill-

ing may be the most sane, reasonable thing she's ever

done."

Even so, Osthoff admits to a "certain ambivalence about

working with women who have used violence. It con-

tradicts our creed that the battered woman's movement

is a non-violent movement," she said.

If women were not abused, they would not be violent,

she said, adding that the fault lies with the men who
batter.

"Sometimes I wish I could know what was going on in

the minds of those men before they got themselves kill-

ed," she said. "I'm convinced I'd find that a lot of them

were suicidal. They'd have to be for the way they provok-

ed and goaded the woman. Over and over again, women
tell me the man was looking straight down the barrel of

a gun saying 'Come on, bitch, give it to me, come on.'"

OsthofiTs work parallels the development of the feminist

branch of the fledgling critical legal studies field. Accor-

ding to Peter d'Errico, UMass professor of Critical Legal

Studies, feminist scholars believe the legal system is

weighted against women.
"The feminist critique says that if women fight back,

they end up in jail for long stays because they are a threat

to the male power elite," d'Errico said. "Some of them

believe there is an inherent bias in the system that dates

back to the Constitution, which they say was drafted to

uphold the rights of white men who owned property and

slaves."

OsthofTs approach is to change societal attitudes on a

case by case basis.

"Every time we go on trial, a woman's freedom is at

stake," she said. "The point of going to court is to win,

not to get at truth or justice. The legal system frustrates

me, but I'm working within it.

"When people a.sk, why did she have to kill him? I ask,

why did he have to batter her? It's pretty simple really.

If men didn't batter women, women wouldn't kill them.

Then I'd be out of a job. And I'd love that
"
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LET THE BELLS RlNa

VIGIL FOR HARVEY MILK

Ten years ago, on November 27, 1978, Supervisor Harvey Milk and Mayor

George Moscone were brutally assasinated in San Francisco City Hall by

ex-Supervisor Dan White

On November 29, 1988 at 5:00 pm, the Lesbian, Bisexual and

Gay Community will hold a candlelight vigil to commemorate the life and

work of Han/ey Milk

Harvey Milk was one of the first openly gay politicians in this country

and a crusader for Gay Civil rights. On the eve of his assasination, ten

thousand people held a candlelight vigil to mourn the death of a beloved

hero of the gay community.

This event is important to all members of the gay , lesbian .bisexual

community and our allies If we our to celebrate our lives collectively we

must celebrate the lives of our heroes and sheroes.

Please join us

DATE: November 29, 1988

TIME: 5pm-5:4Spm

PLACE: Fine Arts Center, Haigus Mat

Carxjles and ribbons will be provided All are welcome and encouraged lo attend

Sponsored by the Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance, the Faculty Staff

Group (or Gay. Lesbtan and Bisenual concerns and Itie Commuter Area Government

DAY AND NIGHT
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Election for Editor-in-Chief

is today between
lO cm. and 5 p.m.

All graphics staff

may vote.

HERE S ONE COLLEGE
MEMORY ME'LL HELP

YOU FORGET.
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If you're like a lot of people, your longest-lasting memory of

college is the student loan you're still paying back. The Army has a

solution, though: qualify, sign up with us, and we'll sign offon your loan.

Each year you serve as a soldier, the Army will reduce your

college debt by 1/3 or $1,500, whichever amount is greater. So after

serving just 3 years, your government loan could be completely paid off.

You're eligible for this program if you have a National Direct

Student Loan, or a Guaranteed Student Loan, or a Federally Insured

Student Loan made after October 1, 1975. The loan must not be in

default.

Get a clean slate, by erasing your college debt. Take advantage

of the Army's Loan Repayment Program. Your local Recruiter can tell

you if you qualify.

Call 586-9334
Northampton Army Office •241 King Street

ARMY.
BEAUYOUCANBL

Send your

gift

in

style.

Labels

Craft Paper

Tape

String

Boxes

^yUNIVERSITY
mSTORE<^
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U-turn leads to $5,000 crash;
bomb scare reported to police
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A car attempting a U-turn on Com-
monwealth Avenue Wednesday morning
struck another vehicle also on that road.

The first vehicle received an estimated

$3,000 in damages and the second car

$2,000, police said..

In other police reports:

• Police received a call on an emergency
line Wednesday saying there was a bomb
in Hasbrouck Laboratory. Amherst Fire

Department and Environmental Health

and Safety responded to the call. No bomb
was found.

• A $100 10-speed bicycle was reported

stolen by a Cashin Residence Hall student

who told police the bike was missing

Wednesday.

• A student reported to the Amherst
postmaster Wednesday that money had
been stolen from his mailbox in McNamara
Residence Hall.

• A 21-year-old Greenfield man was ar-

rested by Greenfield police Friday on an
outstanding warrant held by University

police for various motor vehicle violations.

• A 19-year-old Amherst man was arrested

at Curry Hicks Cage Saturday and charg-

ed with trespassing after notice.

• The William Clark International House
was reported broken into Sunday and a

computer/monitor and keyboard worth

$3,000 were stolen from it. An attempt was
also made to remove an IBM typewriter.

• A car traveling south on University

Drive Sunday turned left onto Fearing

Street and struck a second vehicle. Both
cars received damages of $2,000.

LBGA Forum
Harvey MUk VigU: The LBGA and Facul

ty/Staff Group will sponsor a candlelight

vigil in commemoration of the life and
work of Harvey Milk, who was
assassinated 10 years ago. Milk was one of

the first openly gay politicians in the coun-

try and worked for gay civil rights. The
vigil will begin at 5 p.m. today on Haigus
Mall, at 5:30 the Old Chapel Bells will be

rung and candles will be lit. The event will

end in song at 5:45.

Business Meeting: The LBGA will hold

a business meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the

LBGA office, 413 Student Union today. All

are welcome to attend. For more informa-

tion, call 545-0154.

Rap Group: Sponsored by the LBG
Counseling Collective, the group is intend-

ed for lesbian, gay, bisexual people and peo-

ple who are questioning their sexuality.

Topic to be announced. The group will meet

at 8 p.m., Wednesday in the LBGA office,

413 Student Union. For more information

call 545-2645.

Coffee Social: The LBGA will sponsor a

social from 3 to 5:30 p.m. on Friday on the

8th floor of the Campus Center.
Refreshments will be served, all are

welcome. For more information call

545-0154.

Dance: The LBGA will sponsor a dance
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., Friday on the 10th

floor of the Campus Center. $3 donation re-

quested at the door, refreshments will be
served. All are welcome. For more informa-

tion call 545-0154.

Counseling: The LBG Counseling Collec-

tive provides free, confidential peer
counseling. Please come to the office, 433
Student Union Monday, Wednesday, or

Thursday from 1 to 7 p.m., Tuesday 1 to

4:40 p.m., or Friday from 1 to 3 p.m. or call

545-2645.

Video: "The Second Epidemic" will be
screened by Amber Hollibaugh, writer, as

part of the Enfield House series: AIDS, Ac-

tivism and the Arts 7:30 p.m. in the Enfield

D.A.L. House, Hampshire College.

( olleKian photo by Di>ndi Ahearn

TOWERING OVER YOU - A student passes by the Library

Tower yesterday afternoon on the way to class.

Area AIDS researchers
to conduct workshop

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Is the University of Massachusetts com-

munity immune to the effects of AIDS?
The answer is no, according to the stu-

dent and faculty experts on campus who
will be speaking tomorrow afternoon in

the Cape Cod Lounge.
Organized to coincide with "World

AIDS Day" events taking place around
the globe, tomorrow's AIDS Research Col-

loquium will feature presentations by

local experts, drawn from a variety of

disciplines. Beryl Koblin, an associate

professor of epidemiology in the Division

of Public Health here at UMass, will kick

off the workshop at 1 p.m. with a presen-

tation of surveillance of HIV infections

among intravenous drug users.

"This is a good opportunity to present

AIDS research efforts being conducted

throughout the University," said Koblin,

who helped to organize the event.

"We wanted to bring attention to the

AIDS epidemic, and to research efforts

worldwide," she said. "Specifically in this

area, we wanted to heighten the

awareness within the Division of Public

Health and the UMass community as to

the research being carried out by UMass
students and faculty."

The afternoon's schedule of activities is

open to the public, and according to

Koblin, "people can come and go." The
event is being sponsored by the the

UMass AIDS Research Unit in the Divi-

sion of Public Health, and is intended to

bring the events of the first World AIDS
Day closer to home.
Of local importance, doctoral candidates

are scheduled to discuss AIDS among the

Hispanic populations in South Holyoke

and intravenous drug users in Worcester.

Pam Gonyer, a health educator at Univer-

sity Health Services, will also present a

survey of local attitudes surrounding

AIDS.
Following Gonyer's talk, Dr. June

Osborn will deliver the afternoon's

keynote address. Osborn, who is the Dean
of the University of Michigan School of

Public Health, is expected to summarize
several of the topics on the agenda, as well

as discuss developments in AIDS research

and education from a public health

perspective.

"She's an excellent speaker," said

Koblin. "She's an expert in presenting the

big picture."

AIDS speaker schedule
Schedule of Speakers

University of Massachusetts AIDS
Research Colloquium
Cape Cod Lounge, Wednesday November
30

1 p.m. Welcome, opening remarks

1:15 p.m. Beryl Koblin, assistant pro-

fessor. Division of Public Health:

"Surveillance of HIV Infection in In-

travenous Drug Users."

1:30 p.m. Margaret Connors, doctoral

candidate. Anthropology Department:

"Perception of Risk and HIV Infection

Among Intravenous Drug Users in

Worcester, Mass."

1:45 p.m. Jane McCusker, associate pro-

fessor. Division of Public Health: "Evalua-

tion of AIDS Risk Reduction Programs for

Intravenous Drug Users."

2 p.m. Gemot GoUnisch, doctoral can-

didate. Psychology Department: "Typology

of Intravenous Drug Users."

2:15 p.m. Alvin Winder, professor, Divi

sion of Public Health, with Mary Anne

Bright, assistant professor. Division of Nur-

sing: "AIDS Research: Nursing Interven-

tion with Hispanic Youth."

2:30 p.m. Ann Marie Mires, doctoral can-

didate. Anthropology Department: "Com-

munity Assessment and Education from

the Inside: AIDS Among the Hispanic

Population in South Holyoke."

Second Session

3:15 p.m. Jane Zapka, associate pro-

fessor. Division of Public Health: Issue is

psychological research.

3:30 p.m. Charles Morrison, doctoral can-

didate. Division of Public Health: "Pat-

terns of Behavior Change Among a Cohort

of Gay Men in Boston."

3:45 p.m. Bob Harris, doctoral candidate.

Division of Public Health: Sampling in

Africa.

4 p.m. Gretchen Stiers, doctoral can-

didate. Sociology Department: AIDS in the

Homeless.

4:15 p.m. Pam Gonyer, health educator.

University Health Services: University of

Massachusetts attitude survey.

5 p.m. Dr. June Osborn, Dean of the

University of Michigan School of Public

Health: keynote address.

For Your Information
The FYI section is a public service an-

nouncement to the University of

Massachusetts campus and community.

Space is limited, so the Collegian cannot

guarantee all items will be published.

SGA Today
WMUA (91.1 on the FM dial) presents

from 8:30 to 9:30 tonight the talk show

"SGA Today" which is hosted by Val

Vigoda, Todd Lever, and Ray Jennings.

The show, which airs every Tuesday, is

dedicated to discussion of campus politics

and allows listener call-ins. Tonight's guest

is Robert Fadel, the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate speaker.

Lecture
Palestinian poet and author Fawaz Turki

and Hampshire professor Eqbal Ahmad
will speak about the Palestinian-Israeli

conflict and the position of the PLO toward

a settlement. The lectures will take place

at 7:30 tonight in Campus Center Room
number 163C.

Seminars
Attention HRTA students. TIPS

seminars are scheduled to be held from 6

to 11 p.m. tonight in Campus Center Room
801 and tomorrow in Room 803. Learn how

to avoid liquor liability suits. To esirn a cer-

tificate it costs $27.50 or one can attend for

free and not earn a certificate. Register in

Flint 108.

Meeting
The UMass Transit Service is hiring

students interested in working for the

University's bus system next spring. An in-

formational meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m.

tomorrow in Campus Center Room number

174.

Support group
A support/therapy group for separated

and divorced men is now being formed.

This group is scheduled to meet Wednes-

day nights from 7 to 8:30 in Northampton

beginning in December. For additional in-

formation, call David Arbeitman at

527-5911.

Forum
A human relations forum on racism is

scheduled from noon to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow

in Campus Center rooms 804-808. The

topic scheduled for the forum is "Moving

from personal experiences regarding

racism to action."

Mini-mall
The UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-

tion will hold its second annual mini-mall

tomorrow through Friday in the Student

Union Ballroom. The mini-mall will

feature vendors from all over the New
England states. Operating hours are:

tomorrow: 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Thursday: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Friday: 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m.

i
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Career book published
Collegian Staff Reports

Imagine how different the world would

be if Ronald Reagan had remained an ac-

tor instead of switching to politics.

His move represents what has become a

trend in America today — changing

careers. Most of us will do it several times

in our lives, and making the right move

can be risky business.

But it doesn't have to be. In his new book

"CareerMap: Deciding WTiat You Want,

Getting It and Keeping It," Dr Neil

Yeager helps you chart your course

through a complex marketplace, offering

guideposts along the way.

The book draws on Yeager's experience

running the Adult Career Transitions pro-

gram which he created at the University

of Massachusetts, and offers more than 50

stories of successful career changers he has

worked with in the past seven years.

"'CareerMap' isn't just a reference book

for changing careers," Yeager said. "It's

more a handbook for managing your

career.

'WTiether it's corporate mergers and

leveraged buyouts that shake up an in

dustry, or baby boomers who want more

from a job than a paycheck," he said, "the

fact is people are no longer remaining in

one career for life."

Unlike the long popular "What Color is

Your Parachute." Yeager said his book is

designed to teach people how to manage
their careers whether they are in transi

tion or not.

"My intention is to give anyone a handy

tool for managing their career on an ongo-

ing basis," he said.

Citing examples that range from Bruce

Springsteen to Lee lacocca. Yeager offers

a "user-friendly" plan for successful career

survival.

"You have to get beyond the fear ofmak
ing a change before you can get into the

nuts and bolts of landing the job," Yeager

said. "The book follows the natural se-

quence people move through as they learn

and holds the reader's hand as they

navigate through the psychological

roadblocks to change."

"CareerMap" focuses first on the

psychological aspects of work, the author

said, because "too often people are driven

by economics and end up in jobs they don't

feel good about — there is no motivation.

We hear about the crisis in productivity in

America, but what's behind that is that

workers are not motivated.

"We need to more effectively match peo

pie with jobs. Employers don't do that for

us. We have to be our own career

managers," he said.

Beginning with a formula for self

assessment, Yeager takes the reader

through a self-discovery process that leads

to the development of a comprehensive self-

marketing plan.

Once on course, the reader gets practical

information on resumes, interviewing

techniques and how to assess the prospec-

tive work environment to be sure it really

is a good match.

Finally, Yeager offers advice on how to

survive and thrive on the job — survival

skills for success that other career manage-

ment books do not offer.
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DOING A TAR-RIFIC JOB — A worker spreads a fresh coat of

tar over the roof of Hasbrouck Laboratory recently.

Now is the season lor big

savings on your college

ring. Order now. opt for

March deliverv, and you

can save as much as S^S.OO

on a gold ArtCarved ring.

Us your opportunity to

own a ring of the finest

style and quality, hacked

by the ArtCarved Full

Lifetime Warranty. At a

price you'll thank us for

Don't miss it!

The Quality'

The Craftsmanship.

The Reward Ybu Desenv

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saying

Special Every Day. .

.

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

Mon. & Tues., Nov, 21 22, 28-29 9:30 a.m. 3:30 p.m

Date Time

C I9K8 \rrtaned (:ia.ss RifiKs.

^7,UNIVERSITY
^USTORE^

Deposit Required
I
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A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

Let's work, and watch, together
Farrakhan.
His name made me angry, annoyed, upset, fearful.

How dare people at the University of Massachusetts
— on the heels of Civility Day — bring such an evil man
to our campus?
That was two months ago.

Minister Louis Farrakhan is a man badly wanted by
many black students at UMass. They say he has a strong
economic message for blacks, and will bring pride to

black students. They say he should be allowed to speak
here, and welcomed with open arms.

David R. Mark

I don't think we should welcome him with open arms.
I'm not sure if I want him to speak here at all.

Farrakhan is anti-Semitic, and is far from a great man.
The word great is important because different people on
campus have different ideas about Farrakhan's use of

the word great.

Farrakhan's claim that Hitler was a great man may
have been taken out of context (he said he meant great
as in powerful, not wonderful), but if I said the slave

traders were great people, meaning they were powerful
people who had an immense effect on the American
economy and American history, I would be called racist.

Farrakhan is a good man who has said bad things; a

man who helps one group even as he hurts another.

The question at hand, however, is not whether Far-

rakhan is anti-Semitic. It is whether he should be allow-

ed to speak here, or if the administration should step in

and say no.

It's wrong that there is racial violence and slurs and
assaults and jokes and hatred on our campus. It's wrong
that the Third World Caucus in the student senate faces

termination because of its foes, that the Black Mass Com-
munication Project, Nummo News and Drum Magazine
face extinction, because of apathy and uncaring at-

titudes, and yes, perhaps a great deal of racism among
some people on our campus.
There are not enough black students here, or black

speakers, black history courses or black awareness. It's

all wrong.

What is also wrong is that the black community,
perhaps intentionally (I guess not) has placed a noose
around the necks of the students of this campus in wan-
ting Farrakhan.
Black students are right in saying they don't need our

permission to bring their speaker to campus, and that

they are tired of being forgotten or overlooked when
speakers who offend them come to campus. But black

students are wrong in bringing a speaker to campus who
offends another part of the campus community. They are

wrong because they have accepted the philosophy,

perhaps unknowingly, that two wrongs (or in this case

two dozen wrongs) make a right — that what goes around
comes around, and that white students should swallow

their own bitter pill.

Call it a self-fulfilling prophecy, but blacks and Jews
at UMass are beginning to look at each other the wrong
way. The rift between us is growing, the tension moun-
ting, the anger escalating, the fears growing, and the

chance of violence against one group or another is

something we may have to deal with soon.

It's wrong that in order to make a point about free

speech, UMass students have to suffer this level of

anguish. There is so much wrong surrounding the Far-

rakhan controversy that I can't see how any good can
come from his visit.

Am I saying we should let Farrakhan speak? I'm not

happy with the situation, and I would never invite him
myself; but, now that he's coming, we should all watch
him together, and hope someone learns something from
what he says. The important thing is that we work
together and stop the tension and anger coming from
both sides now.
David R. Mark is editorial editor of the Collegian

In other news
Vitamins may be the

newest u'eap<in in the war on

pollution. Lab tests by

Richard Larson at the

University of Illinois In-

stitute for Environmental

Studies show that riboflavin

(vitamin B-2) helps clean up

water contaminated by cer-

tain pesticides and in-

dustrial wastes. One of the

B-complex vitamins,

riboflavin is a photosen-

sitizer that can safely

dissolve compounds like

phenols and aniline, which

often pollute waterways and
landfills. Larson's next test

will be to "feed" vitamins to

polluted ground water from

a coal gasification plant.

—Newsweek, Nov. 28

"'Sg^aa^ew^.

•FRANKLY, ID FEEL SAFER IF THEY DIDN'T KNOW WE EXISTI

The Collegian accepts columns, letters, and cartoon submissions from the five-college community. All sub-

missions should be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass, and should include name, local ad-

dress, and local telephone number. Questions? Call David, Pam, or Erin at 545-3500.

UMass should
remember Milk
Harvey Bernard Milk was born on May 22, 1930. He

grew up in a middle class family on Long Island, had a

fairly uneventful childhood and knew from the time he

was 14 that he was gay.

In the early 70s, Harvey and his lover, Scott Smith, mov-

ed to San Fransisco and opened a small camera shop on

Castro Street. Almost immediately, Harvey began to get

involved in grass roots politics such as helping organize

the annual "Castro Street Affair" parades and coor-

dinating a boycott of Coors beer. (This was in response

to the openly discriminatory hiring practices of the beer

company.)

Matt Ouellett

From 1973 to 1976, Harvey mounted somewhat "Quix-

otic" campaigns to be elected as city supervisor. Although
he was not elected, with each campaign he strengthened

his visibility, humor and skills as a politician, and his

reputation of caring and of including everyone.

The watershed opportunity for Milk came in 1977 when
Mayor George Moscone redesigned the election system so

that city supervisors were elected by specific

neighborhoods instead of at large. This new approach
allowed Milk to embark on his fifth campaign from the

platform of the newly created fifth district, which includ-

ed the heavily gay Castro area of the city.

In 1977, Harvey Milk was the first openly gay person

to be elected to the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco.

As a supervisor, he advocated "rank and file" coalition

building between ethnic minorites, feminists, gays, and
labor union members. He acted as the consummate
pragmatist, representing a broad constituency on such

issues as rent control, public transportation, and the rights

of senior citizens. Milk also advocated for an ordinance

to protect gay rights.

During 1977, Harvey Milk was thrust into the national

spotlight as an articulate and powerful statewide

spokesperson for the gay community in the fight to defeat

the Briggs Initiative (a.k.a. Proposition -6) which would
have banned homosexuals from teaching in schools. Milk

was to reach his zenith of power as a politician during this

time as he helped orchestrate a remarkable turnaround
in public opinion that defeated Proposition -6.

On November 27, 1978, Supervisor Harvey Milk and
Mayor George Moscone were assassinated by an ex-

Supervisor, Dan White, in their offices at City Hall. Con-

victed and imprisoned. White served five and a halfyears

before his release on January 7, 1984. White committed
suicide on Oct. 21. 1985.

Dan White's case set a precedent for pleading guilty by

reason of insanity. It was subsequently dubbed the

"Twinkie Defense." White claimed that he was driven to

madness by virtue of consuming too many Hostess

Twinkies.

White was sentenced to only seven years. Many people

in the gay community believe that if one of the victims

had not been a gay man. White would have been sentenced

to two continuous life terms for first-degree murder.

Harvey Milk was a historical figure in the eyes of the

gay political movement and should be commemorated for

his lifelong struggle. No one in the history of the gay

movement has had as much impact on the community as

Harvey Bernard Milk. I encourage everyone to join me
in commemorating his life with a candlelight vigil today

at 5 p.m. at the Haigis Mall.

Matt Ouellett is a co-president of the Lesbian, Bisexual,

and Gay Alliance. This column was co-written with LBGA
co-president Amerin Folk

Solidarity for Palestine
I wonder how many UMass students

realize that today is the UN-designated day

of International Solidarity with the Palesti-

nian people. I doubt you will hear or see

much coverage of this in the mainstream

media. The US may not seem duly concern-

ed about Palestinians, but today many peo-

ple all over the world will express their con-

cern for the plight of a people under occupa-

tion. Indeed, tonight on this campus there

will be an event to celebrate our solidarity

with the Palestinians and their struggle.

Boyd Hilton

It is a historic time for Palestinians; an

Independent State has been declared by the

Palestine National Council, indicating that

Palestinians wish to live in their own

homeland alongside Israel. At the same

time, the Uprising or Intifada taking place

in the occupied territories is still raging as

we approach its first anniversary in

December.
Palestine may at last be alive but now it

needs to be allowed to develop its statehood

alongside Israel. The question of how it can

do HO will be addressed tonight when two

highly distinguished speakers will discuss

this topical is.sue.

There is no analysis of international

issues available on a regular basis. The por-

trayal of the history and current events of

the Middle East is clear proof of that. But
tonight's speakers are dissenting voices.

Hampshire College Professor Eqbal
Ahmad will be reporting on what went on

recently in Algiers and will be discussing

the Palestine National Council's declara-

tion of an independent state. The acclaim-

ed Palestinian Poet Fawaz Turki will give

a unique and personal view of the position

of the Palestinian people, with relation to

the continuing Intifada.

This is a rare opportunity to discover the

perspective of the Palestinians first-hand.

It is a chance to hear voices that are con-

tinually stifled or misunderstood. If we
listen to these voices we may well begin to

perceive a whole new reality behind the

well-worn phrase "Middle-East Conflict."

There can be no more crucial time than

now to go beyond the tired cliches and

realize that this is a genuine struggle for

the self-determination of an entire people.

It is time for us to show our solidarity,

whatever our ethnic or religious origin,

with the Palestinians.

Ba\d Hilton i.-< a ('Mass student

Letters

Abortion drug dehumanizes
I am appalled by the glorification by

Meredith O'Brien of the new drug RU 486

("A new option for pregnant women,"
Nov. 28) RU 486 is a cleaner, quicker, and

safer way of committing abortions. It

sounds remarkably similar to the

glorification of the cleaner gas chambers

used for the slaughter of countless Jews,

gypsies, and Poles during Nazi Germany.
When the term fetus is tossed about

liberally, it reminds me of how slave

owners dehumanized slaves. It is easier

to commit atrocities on objects than on

humans. A fetus is not an object, and as

the underground railroad freed slaves

before the Civil War, groups like Opera-
tion Rescue fight for the unborn.

My sister became pregnant at 14, but
did not take the easy way out. I now have
a beautiful niece who enriches my life in

ways I cannot explain. Although her car-

rying and raising a baby is a constant

struggle for our family, I thank God she

did not make a second mistake.

Larry Powell
Sunderland

Poor turn out shames University
On Nov. 20 I went to see The Harlem

Boys Choir at the Fine Arts Center. It was
a brilliant concert; the young boys are in-

credibly talented as well as inspirational.

However, the crowd was an embarrass-

ment. Unfortunately, there were no

flyers, and it wasn't even acknowledged
in the FAC Fall schedule. It was an in

suit to these performers.

The choir is a group of professional

young boys who have performed in

Europe and Japan, and who have sung at

the White House, Radio City Music Hall,

and Carnegie Hall. UMass should be pro-

ud to have had this choir sing at the FAC
— but you would never know it by the tur-

nout. Next time the Arts Council and such

committees bring rra' talent to the

University, I hope the,, work on their

publicity.

Tanya Ru.sso
Northeast
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Older Astley passes the 'Test';

Camouflage can't hide blandness
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The Sugarcubes "Motorcrash"

This Icelandic band has swept upon our

shores amist a great wave of media hype.

The fourth single from their debut album

is characterized by the moody vocals of lead

singer Bjork. Her unusual voice and the

primitive drums add a mystic quality to

this danceable single. The overall effect

may be a bit different from the usual pop

fare, but the Sugarcubes are much deserv

ing of all the attention.

Jon Astley "Put This Love To The Test"

Rick's older brother tries to steal the

spotlight away with this first release from

his second album. Previously a song-writer,

Astley exemplifies 80s pop with a sparse

keyboard line and a slight sexual tilt to the

lyrics. Although his voice is weak, with this

fun single Jon shows where the talent in

the family really lies.

Shriekback "Get Down Tonight"

Gone are the days of serious Shriekback.

With this remake of the 1975 K.C. and the

Sunshine Band hit Shriekback has ushered

in a new era of more accessible, fun and

psychedelic music. Lead singer Barry An-

drew's voice works well with the new-

musical surroundings. There's even a rap

included in the swirling masterpiece. This

is one remake you shouldn't ignore.

Camouflage "the Great Commandment"
Obviously this band is ignoring an even

greater commandment: thou shall not

clone. The song is a cheap rip off of Depeche

Mode, only Depeche Mode would never

record such rubbish. Preying on all the

usual tricks, Camoflage drag us through

the usual techno-pop/ depressed lyrics route

and the result is predictibly dull and

unimaginative.

Sam Kinison "Wild Thing"/ Tone Loc

"Wild Thing"

The Trogg's number one hit from 1966

is the latest casuality in the remake fad

that is ravaging through many unsuspec-

ting oldies. Both of these remakes stray

quite far from the original. In the hands of

obnoxious comedian Sam Kinison, "Wild

Thing" becomes a heavy parody and

laughable at best. Tone Loc's "Wild Thing"

is a smooth rap song with a great groove,

but is no better than the average rap tune.

With the original sounding as good as it

does why bother remaking it, especially

with results like this.

continued on page 7

It's a rock'n'roU revival tomorrow when Jack Smith and the RockabU-

ly Planet bring their blue suede shoes to Sheehan's^

BUFFALO WINGS 101

L

BUFFALO WING (Bufalo Wing) N.—A unique type of

chicken wing baked or fried, then sauted in a one-of-a-

kind spicy sauce, served with celery and blue cheese

dressing on the side. Invented at the Anchor Bar.

Buffalo. N.Y.

Now that you know what they are-

Where do you get the BEST???

Nl>Ell«lUniNl> KXPllKSS
We only serve large Perdue wings,

cut fresh daily

-not the little frozen wings

And carefully sauted In the famous sauce
-not dunk them In God knows what!!!

So it's a few cents more tor ttie real McCoy
ITS WORTH ITU

• FREE DELIVERY • 549-7771

NOW OPEN MONDAYS

^
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BY CHRISTOPHER DURANG
Nov. 29 & 30, Bowker Auditorium 8:00 PM
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GRADUATING NEXT MONTH?
HAVE STUDENT LOANS?

We've Got Information about

• Deferments
• Consolidation
• Repayment

Nov. 29 Campus Center 917 9:30 AM, 2:30 PM
Nov. 30 Campus Center 905 9:30 AM, 2:30 PM
Dec. 1 Campus Center 917 9:30 AM, 2:30 PM

AVOID THE AGONY OF DEFAULT

Come, Clean in Comfort!
Pleasant atmosphere, modern laundry

facil)t(e3. plus

NEW EXPANDED HOURS:
Seven Days A Week, 7am - 10pm

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Under New Ownership

SPEEDWASH
For a Quality Laundry

New larger Machines • Clean & Efficient, Friendly

Attendants • Gas Dryers • Convenient Location

11 Pray St., Amherst, MA
549-1665

Self Service 7 Days 7am - 10pm

THE VINAQIUM -^

^Wiiic. beer & (.SuppliecH

Case: BudwelSeF $11.''«
KtNc or arenit

MICHEIDB $12."

l^^^t^ $ii.*«

and more than 40 Imports

Wine and Beer making kits

Xmas Gifts

downtown Vmherst

Inratcd under I» NCJKI.O'S

Singles
continued from page 6

Talking Heads "(Nothing

But) Flowers"

This re-release from last

spring can be summed up

in one word, brilliant. The
Heads take a humorous

look at a world that could

occur at the hands of a

naturalist through the

eyes of a "typical"

American. The African

drums and rhythmic
guitar add a perfect!

background for David
Byrne's light voice.

"(Nothing But) Flowers" is

nothing less than

fantastic.

Eighth Wonder "Cross

My Heart"
Actress Patsy Kensitt

and her band try to redeem

themselves as serious pop

musicians with their first

US release and fail

miserably in the process.

The most striking feature

of "Cross My Heart" is the

idiotic lyrics that could

have been written by a

preschooler. Kensitt's

voice is weak, irritating

and the rest of the band

are equally untalented.

This single will leave

isteners wondering how
Eighth Wonder ever got a

recording contract.

RENT/\NRECK

N«w A U««d Cars

North Amh«rst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.6JNe.Ainfwrst

549-RENT,

DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

'r»m mlwo"*
LONDON
PARIS
ROME

on* «>av

179

rounOln^

CARACAS 320

Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739

Ta*»t not includ»<i

Alto Wortt-Studi Abroad.

Lmngutgt Courses. Ml Student

ID. Youth Hostel Pitft
EURAIL Pnmt ittued on the spot.'

cell lot the FdEE CICE Student

Trevel Celalog!

413-256-1261
AMHEflST

79 So. PlMMnl SI.

Amh«rst. MA 01002

^ CINIMA

TON WAITS

:^1

Mekons perform at Saga
Tonight there will be a benefit for COSATU, the Coun-

cil of South African Trade Unions, at Hampshire College

in the Saga Dining Commons, featuring English country-

punk band the Mekons and Brooklyn rap artist MC

Shan. Also present will be two speakers and other

representatives from the African National Congress. The

show will begin at 8 p.m. Ticket information is available

by calling 585-0378.

TOWS 7j15 and 9M
Senlor'Citlzeris &

Children $2.00. Adults S3.50_

DOWNTOWN AVH(RSt 7M Mi^ft

aooooaBOBOu(JBoapnnr

GRAND OPENING

Friday Nov. 25th

Box factory Outlet

featuring "Wrap City"

, a most unusual store

Boxes—moving, storage, shipping,

packing and more!

The Mekons

Mrs 11-5 daily Sun 12-5 • Amherst Railroad Station

Tel. 253-3435

1 Bridge Street

Northampton
586-1726

or
584-9631

EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY
1 12 Price Off All

PIZZA
Eat In, Take Out, or

By The Slice

Monday Night Football

Seven TV's, Satellite Dish and
"The Scoreboard"

ENGINEER-
IN-TRAINING:

I

WHAT IF YOU
DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other

schools But why settle''

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

and their chances of

I be ing adrruttcd into their

first choice schools Fact

is. noone has helped

JJISjTimnuniHKiiiotUiailTWiIO. students score higher'

OTHER COURSES MC AT. DAT, NCLEX. NTE. CPA, BAR REVIEW & OTHERS

IKAPLAN

MCAT • LSAT • GRE • GMAT
REGISTER BEFORE DECEMBER 1

FOR DISCOUNT PRICES

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

An Investment
In The Future

The Engineer-In-Training (E. IT.) program

is designed to provide the newly graduat-

ed engineer with an understanding of our

industry, corporation and products, fts an

E.I.T., you will spend your first year work-

ing with experienced engineers on projects

in our Boiler Design. Stress Analysis and

Proposal Engineering groups. Vbu will also

gain three months of "hands-on" ex-

perience working with our Service En-

gineers at a customer jobsite. We have

several openings in our E.I.T. program for:

Mechanical
Engineers

(Entry Level)

You must possess a Bachelor's m
Mechanical Engineering with an empha-

sis in Thermodynamics Fluids and Heat

Transfer Analysis. Familiarity with the Boil-

er Industry and Energy Systems is

preferred.

When you come to Riley, you will be join-

ing a team of men and women who bring

experience, professional dedication and

commitment to their work. You may be en-

gineering boiler and fuel burning systems

for coal, oil and gas. or you may be design-

ing units fired by such unconventional

fuels as bark, bagasse, coffee grounds,

petroleum coke or beet pulp Riley s en-

gineering expertise has been proven in the

resource recovery (municipal solid waste)

anc* fluidized bed combustion boiler

markets.

An engineering career with Riley leads to

either a managerial or technical career

path within the engineering functfon.

Whichever path you choose to follow, this

"dual career ladder" allows for profes-

sional p'owth and increased responsibil-

ities. "For those with a technical

background, positions in project manage-

ment, estimating, sales and field service

are open to you as career options.

E.l.T.'s at Riley gain a special understand-

ing of the company's operations, and in-

sight into how their talents and interests

can best advance their careers with our

company Our E.I.T program is an invest-

ment in the future - for you and for Riley.

Contact the placement office for an in-

terview on Tuesday, December 6.

An equal opportunity employer m/f
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Disney distortion helps avoid a record-breaking Christmas
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Hi there kids! It's Disc Junkie here with

some sensible Christmas shopping ideas;

records to ask Mom and Dad for, to ensure

there's no unwanted copies of Historectomy

by Daft Leper or whatever they're called,

left kicking around the living room floor

or better still, broken over the offending

purchaser's receding hairline. Yes friends,

with the help of my handy shopping list

you too can create your own generation gap

in seconds and banish annoying relatives

from your house forever.

What's the best way to achieve both these

objectives with maximum shock value?

Easv. Make the buver believe that thev're

going to like what they're buying! And
what could be more harmless, tacky and
above all, Christmassy than the idea

behind Stay Awake (A&M), a new compila-

tion of classic Disney tunes reinterpreted

by some of your favorite su*tists? But lend

an ear to this glistening slab of vinyl and
you'll discover that there's a sickness

behind the slickness. Tom Waits turns

"Heigh Ho," the dwarves marching song,

into a southern chain-gang style rap com-
plete with deranged choo-choo trains and
assorted machinery noises, while the stuff

from Pinocchio — especially the "Desola-

tion Theme"— as rendered (or

dismembered) by Wayne Horwitz and Bill

Frisell brings new meaning to the term
'Acid Jazz."

.ff^ PRESENTS
"^"

2 FREE SHOWS!

JELLOBIAFRA
THE SPOKEN WORD

TOUR
fRIDAY DEC.2w.hDVP

7:00inth«BLUEWALL

MIRACLELEGION
THE GORDONS
THE WOODEN SOLDIERS

SATURDAY DEC 3
8:00 in the HATCH

$ii$r$$$$?$$ $
$
$

$1 Do You Need
$ $$$

Work all January as
Inventory Auditors
$6.50/hotir to start

''Guaranteed No Sales"

$worK an January as a
Inventory Auditors v

^ $6.50/hour to start <
'^ ''Guaranteed No Sales" ^
^% RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in- ^^^r ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide ^r$with 8 offices covering Massachusetts. j^

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 -i- ^Z
hours per week. Must be available nights & ^^

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide
with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 -i-

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

iiiiiiMiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiikiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiii(|

I To Icam more call the ofTlce nearest yo^r home daring i

I
Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campos Center §

i as follows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 TuesdaY Dec. 6 Rm 804 i

I
Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 804 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 1 73

s Interview times arc 10am-9pm Every hoar on the hoar i
MllllllllllinillllllllllllllllllllllliillllMlllllllllirillllllllMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Illlllllll

For Information and Interviews call tlie

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester. HaUck, Framiagham. llUford.

Fhchborg, Athol. Leominster, Franklin, Webster

508-975-5155—LowcU, Lawrence, SomervtUc, Cambridge,

Saagas, Peabody

508-559-7603—Boston, Qalncy, Bralntrcc, Brockton,

Mlddlaboro

508-746-0821—Plymoath, Wareham, all of Cape Cod.

Kingston, Pembroke, Marshflcld. Hew Bedford

413-737-8938-Hartford, Springfield. Amherst

508-336-5658—Fall River, Scakonk ft Providence Area

603-893- 1 885—Sotfthem New Hampshire

518-482-8555—North Adanu, Plttsflcld, Saratoga and

Albany Area

Sponsored by Stndcni EmpIoYmcnt Offkt

Of course Stay Awake is not without its

dull moments. Yippie fave James Taylor,

the human embodiment of tedium, lends

his staggeringly characterless voice to "Se-

cond Star On The Left," and Ringo Starr

makes a predictable bad joke out of "When
You Wish Upon A Star"- Starr, geddit?!

But these errors on the behalf of the com-
pilers are few and far between. You'll find

enough bizarre wackiness on this album to

last you well into the new year, so this

Christmas Eve — don't listen to your
parents — Stay Awake!
And if that doesn't drive Aunt Imogene

to the nearest sanatorium then Sugar-shit

Sharp (Caroline), the new Pussy Galore
EP, definitely will. Actually much of this

is remarkably tuneful for PG, who one
would normally associate with the NY
garage punk noise/trash school of bands a

la B.A.L.L. or Sonic Youth, but quite frank-

ly, I doubt Grandma would agree. Who
cares? Tell her to get it for you anyway!
But maybe the direct approach isn't for

you. Maybe you're the kind of person who
uses words like esoteric and sublime a lot.

Hey, no problem! I've got just the thing,

namely the self titled debut LP from Black
Sun Ensemble (Reckless), a pretty weird

bunch of musicians who fuse together such

diverse influences as Hendrixian
psychedelia, Bartokian classicism and
some other really cool stuff besides. Par-

ticularly effective is Bridget Keating's

haunting Cale-style violin which deftly

weaves its way in and out of the mesh of

guitars. It'll definitely put the dampeners
on anyone who tries to get you into the

"spirit" of things with their embarrassing
party games this Christmas.

Next week: Disc Junkie's definitive guide

to what was hot, and what was not in '88.
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

Jazz Ensemble I will perform works by student composer and ar-

rangers at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Thursday at 8 p.m.
The Chapel Jazz Ensemble will also be featured at this free concert.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

-?

Weekly Specials

«
Baked Staffed Scrod

Chicken Cordon Blea

4^ Roast SIrlon Teriyakl
^ Veggie Melt

(served with dessert only)

$7.95

$7.95

$7.95

$4.95

All arc served wflh a garden salad, bashcl of warm
bread, choice of potato or vcfelable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discounts can be used with this special
ScrveH on Sunday Ip m til 9pm, a

^ Mon-Thurs 5p m.-9p m

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite! ^

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices! «

University Drive

Amherst I ,549-5861

W/S IS AMAZIN6, I^IKB! PO
iou neALize s^5 having
A 3AdY ON THe OJHBff- 5>Qt

OF TUB. COUNTVy, ANP IMe'RB

miCMINB nL.NB-1 YIKBS,

BIGHT a^TiyiEms

PUSHf OFCOUfoe,

PUSH! nCWLPBB

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

I'M Ho-OME^
WMM 0\D lOJ 00,

LAND MlNt?
tVtR GDIH6 It)

BUILD THM
nstR P\T I

KEEP ^SWNG

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

GOOD JOBS
rUN PEOPLE

EREE SKIING
VARIED JOBS

%Kottnt ®noUi
Southern Vermont's Premier Ski Resort

will be at CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
Tuesday, November 29 &
Wednesday, November 30

10 a.m.—3 p.m.

To hire students during Winter Break

Retail • Ticket Sales • Rentals* Pood & Beverage • Nursery
• Lodging • and many other positions are open

Work & Play at a World Class Resort

tot M/f

wmt'fi
/fV:PKW-
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wfroMim or uhM^itP
mi C£U5 rmmmKfd
OF rm eonf IN Neep UMIC
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Elections for Editor-in-chief will be held today from

10 a. m. to 5 p.m. in the newsroom. All staff from all

^hree departments are eligible to vote.

Zero-Sum
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jcffe

ACROSS
I Enactments
5 — Francisco

B Arrow » male
1 1 Mine entrance

\2 Mnler hazard

14 Mofan or Gray

16 Ptiitosop^er

Descartes

17 Aka City ot

Light

IB Men suited

19 Cagney —
Lacey

20 Berlin

17 Time periods

24 Jogs
25 Set ol ten

27 Vacuum
29 Face the day

30 Like Mutt

31 — vadts'

34 Stravinsky s

The — ol

Sprmg
35 Paini layeis

36 Corker

37 Opener

38 Carries

39 Adolescents

40 Roman
household gods

41 Warning

4? Rope
44 Church

instrument

45 Pasadena
4B Mortis or

Qarliek)

51 Garden dwrellet

5? More than odd
53 ICBM housing

54 Soccer name ol

lame
55 Trigonometric

functions

56 Hearty d<sh

57 Managed
58 Saul s uncle

59 Looks at

DOWN
t Byron poem
2 Yemen capital

3 Ch<ago
4 Fr holy woman

5 Croats, lor

example
6 Air Preln

7 Require

8 Boston S — Hill

9 Path

10 Shrivels

12 Skyline sight

13 Wobbles
1 5 Waterloo

marshal

20 Miami s county

21 Minced oath

23 Make less

diilicuit

25 Lightless

?e Great lake

27 Has a

tele a-iete

28 Buildmg sites

30 Angry

31 Cincirtnali

32 Arm bone
33 Overthrow

35 Decanlers

36 Bulgarian goW
cotns

38 Roman
statesman

39 Labels

40 Nonproles

sionals

41 Algonquian

speakers

42 Equestrian

43 Early Latin

version ol

Scriptures

44 Basketry

willow

45 Beret, e.g.

46 Bridle pert

47 English Charwwl
leeder

49 Toward shelter

50 PuMs

53 Compass pt

ANSWER TO PWEVIOUS PUZZLE:

BtiD nnnp

wmM
I H 11 11 ^Mi |i [I ^MM^~r~M
n ^^^ ^ "

Menu
Lanch

Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Tacos

Dinner

Stuffed Shells

Beef Bourguignon

Puff Pastry Triangle

Bstlci Lanch

Vegetable Taco

Squash Bake

Basics Dinner

Stuffed Shells

Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes

Weather

Today: Partly Cloudy. 4(M5
Toolffct: Qearing. cooler. Low in the 20's.

Toaerrow: Partly sunny, cold. Low 30's

TODAYS STAFF
l<ht Edhor Jim Clark

Copy Edhor George Francy

LaTO«t TechalcUa Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dondi Aheam

Pfodvctioa Sapcrrtsor Terry Starmer

Ptodvctloa:. Yana, Wendy Rae. Lauren, Freya, Celia,

and Joe is noWare to be found ..

By Monte Morin

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
EdHor ta Chtef

Rick Sasson

MaMftaf EdHor

Rob«rt Ciappennclli <

B«tie«st Maaager

David R. Mark
EdHortal EdH»r

Marc InClcld

Prodacttea Maaagcr

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenell!

Basiaest Maaag«r

Daniel Manroc
Flaaac* Maaafcr

Todd Frahbels

Circalatlon Maaagtr

Barbra HIndin
Advtfttalag Maaagtr

Dcbra Botzenharl

Advertising Manager

Mary HaYgcns
SnbKribtloat Maaagcr

,.
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Soviet Central Committee meets,

internal harmony main issue
MOSCOW (AP) - The Central Commit

tee, the policymaking body of the ruling

Communist Party, convened yesterday to

consider proposals for revamping the cen-

tral government's relationship to the 15

Soviet republics.

Critics say such revisions, which would

come after weeks of controversy over pro-

posed constitutional amendments, would

concentrate too much power in the

Kremlin.

The official news agency Tass said yester-

day that President Mikhail S. Gorbachev

was delivering a report to the 300-member

body, but gave no further details.

The Central Committee meeting, known
as a plenum, is a prelude to Tuesday's

meeting of the Supreme Soviet, or parlia-

ment, but it is not known whether it will

take up the issue of ethnic unrest now

sweeping the southern republics of Azer-

baijan and Armenia. At least six people

died in protests there last week.

The news agency said the party meeting

is considering "measures to effect political

reform in state development," but made no

mention of the unease in the Caucasus.

The proposed constitutional changes

have stirred controversy particularly in the

Baltics, where the Estonian parliament on

Nov 16 declared the republic "sovereign"

and claimed authority to conduct its own
business except in regard to foreign policy

and defense.

The parliaments in neighboring

Lithuania and Latvia stopped short of ap-

proving similar measures, but activists

there still oppose more centralized power

and are agitating for defeat of the constitu-

tional changes.

In addition, thousands in the southern

republic of Georgia have protested the pro-

posed amendments and many have ex-

pressed support for Estonia's action.

Saudi Arabian proposal seen
as threat to OPEC oil pricing
VIENNA, Austria. (AP) - Saudi

Arabia's proposal to lower the benchmark -

price ofcrude oil from $18 to $15 a barrel

threatens a tentative accord aimed at

reducing the world oil glut and driving up
prices.

Saudi Arabia's oil minister, Aisham
Nzer, said late Sunday the proposal was
designed to prevent prices from falling

below $15. But other ministers fear that

a minimum price could become the ceil-

ing price.

The Organization of Petroleum Expor-

ting Countries currently maintains a ben-

chmark of$18 a barrel, but prices recently

have been running at $14 or less.

Each $1 rise in the price of crude oil

theoretically means a pickup of 2.5 cents

a gallon in retail gasoline prices, although

oil companies do not always pass along

^o fiill increase.
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Chic Cuts

i\ona\

H\#9W»n9

. Man»cu(e

• f ac»a\s

Expires 11/30/88

_ ,Ve offer a 100% nione> hack

guarantrc on all of our hair care i>i oducis

•Hcdkeii (Nexus 'Paul Mitcfall

- make voiu* fashion st^ttvnivnt

;

I Styles By Deborah
I fiPillnivftrsltv Dr..Amherst.65Unlverslty Dr.,Amherst.

-549-5610.

# #

American Greetings offers the

finest line ofboxea Christmas

cards from works of

art to the antics

of Ziggy. Thev are sentimental,

traditional, formal,

religious, whimsical and jolly.

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

AiMERlCAN GREETINGS

The ministers had been scheduled to

resume their formal discussions Sunday,

'

but they were postponed until yesterday.

A senior Iranian delegate to the con-

ference, Feredoon Barkeshli, said the

Saudi plan "is a major divergence from

OPEC resolutions so far" and "can total-

ly sabotage the agreement."

"Iran is not going to accept this type of

idea," he said.

Barkeshli said that among OPEC's 13

members, Algeria, Nigeria and Libya also

oppose changing the $18 benchmark.

Venezuelan Oil Minister Julio Cesar Gil

said his country favors maintaining the

$18 price.

Barkeshli said the Iranian oil minister,

Gholamreza Aghzadeh, had agreed to a

tentative proposal that kept the ben-

chmark at $18.

THE
SPOKE
Amherst.
Mass.

inonM !0 uoantEO

TONIGHT
RAFFLES

T-SHIRTS

GIVE AWAYS

L

A DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

#4#4#4'^4#44(h ! l^El

Student Affairs ^formation Services

IDB/TIPS

CALL TIPS 545-1540 FOR SOME
STUDY BREAK IDEAS DURING THE

HOME STRETCH:
ask for these tapes by number:

2800 Art Galleries

2477 Athletic Events

2685 Body Shop
1509 Concert Information

1515 Daily Events
1504 Fine Arts Center Events/Tickets

2453 Gym Schedules
2459 Pool Schedules
2471 Racquetball and Squash Court Schedules

2476 Weight Room Schedules

Additional copies of the 1988-89 Student Telephone Directories

are available at the Information Data Bank, 227 Whitmore.

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESHONS G^LL 1DB'(545-1555)
'

Information Data Bank{DB)

Taped Information Phone Ser\nce(TIPS)
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volleyball

Spnns information photo

Senior linebacker John McKeown was the only All-Yankee Con-
ference first-team selection for UMass this season.

I Minutemen turn things around in '88

continued from page 12

Palazzi finished the season with a 53.8

completion percentage and 2,102 yards

passing for 15 touchdowns. He threw 17

interceptions, nine of them came in a two-

game stretch immediately prior to the

Delaware game.
He also rushed for 700 yards and five

touchdowns. He picked up quite a bit of

that yardage by keeping the ball on the

option play.

Other times, he pitched out to senior

tailback Kevin Smellie, who racked up
887 yards and finished as the team's

leading rusher.

Palazzi's favorite target in the air was
junior split end Chip Mitchell, who finish-

ed with 33 receptions for 638 yards and
six touchdowns.
The leader on defense, McKeown, finish-

ed off his career with 543 tackles.

This season, McKeown ended up with

177 tackles, and was the only UMass
player named to the All-Yankee Con-

ference first team.

"This season was typical of the way I

played and the way the seniors played,"

McKeown said.

And for McKeown, Buttler, Salmon,

Palazzi, Smellie, Ted Barrett, Mike Bar-

rette, Silvio Bonvini, Tim Bryant, Jerome

Croom, Jay Dowdy, Kenny Girouard, Tom
Hall, Michael Prawl, Steve Robar, An-
drew Thomas, Mike Trifari, Craig
Wagner and Dimitri Yavis, it was just

about the best possible way to end a

career.

Unfortunately for the Minutemen, a lot

of people will remember only that final

game.

continued from page 12

holding only one win (nine total games).

True, UMass wasn't picking up the

necessary momentum it needed for the

A-10 tourney, but since none of the loses

were conference matches and wouldn't af-

fect the tournament rankings, UMass
wasn't in all that bad of shape.

"We just weren't playing up to our poten-

tial," Ford said.

Having already clinched the no.4 rank-

ing in the A-10 made the final six weeks
easier to handle. For the tournament,

UMass had a clean slate— it was day 1 all

over again but at the A-10 no one

guarantees a day 2— you earn it.

It was a very quick tournament. UMass
.still hadn't found the handbrake to stop its

downward slide, as the Minutewomen fell

in just about an hour to the Lady Moun-
taineers of West Virginia.

"I wasn't surprised they beat us. I knew
we weren't playing up to the level we had

to to beat them," Ford said.

Despite the disappointing ending, Ford
tried to point to the positive points of the

season.

"They're some of the nicest kids I've ever

worked with," she said.

But now she no longer can afford to look

back. Ford must think about the future.

"We're going to miss them (seniors Ann
Marie Larese, Juliet Primer, Barbara
Meehan, Christine McEnroe, and Julie

Smith) but I'm really looking forward to

starting over again."

UMass will find itself in a familiar

position— climbing the peaks and valleys.

r n̂rira'triesrifit-iat

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
4 M NEED OF HELP?
Bkthrtght Ctn Hdp

Oa«

fi
94f-1908

CMng

4M4ii44i44i

Srto
Glass
iCetrtcT

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

nOWSundcflcndRd • $I9-2«M

"1 No. Amhefsi

J

Master Bartending

Excellence.

"...it '> tiof just

iivrythin;^. Nezv

En<iland Bartaidcra

Sctuvl really anrrs

wlmt 1/01/ umi to

kmru^ to .</t7' Mutid

the bar and uvrk.

"

-Andreiv Stess

ofHettri IV

Rirtending involves ^^j^M
tivhnical exwrtist' and ^W New l-:ii)$laiKl

scKial skills At New ^^fc BiWltMKk'rS
England Bartenders ^m St IkhjI and much moav
School vDu'll loam .^^ Ix't us help you master

customer service, professional the bartending trade. Call

drink making, intoxication tixiay tor mi>ri^ into,

management, job search skills (617) 247-1600

811 Bovlston Street, Boston, MA 021 1 h

CLASSIFIEDAcnvmES • AUDO
AUTO FOR SAL£ • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SAtE* FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST "

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE—CO 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30)-» DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

INSTWCnON • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NES)ED»S£RV)CES

ROOIWJATE WANTED* TRAVa
WANTED'SUBLET

CASH IN ADVANCE, 20e/WORD/OAY FOR STUDENT*

ACTIVITIES

IF VOU MISSED OUR table yesterday then

bring spare change (o 4 ISA SUB lor

Muscular Dystrophy A P O Pledges

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKING expanded hours

lor Decemt)er in the Student Union Craft

Canter 10am-8pm mon-lri Ponery. (ewelry.

greating cards etc Call 5452098 or drop

in k>c mora inio

AMY REIMER

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NOW THAT VOU are

37 Its tinally tinne to settle down with 3

Chinese boys and hopefully the boys will

shine Have a great year' Hugs & kisses

M Branch

2 LARGE ROOMS IN HOUSE. On bus
route $2t0*/month Lease Jan 1 - May 31

For more into call Stacy 253-941

1

1 BORM IN HOUSE in South Amherst on

bus route Available inter and spring call

253-0250 leave message lor Mark G

SUNDERLAND 2 BEOROOM spaciouTe
closets on busline available Dec 1 $460
6652551

JAMES miCHAEL 8RENNAN

JAMES AKA MILT^^
I |ust wanted to say happy birthday and that

I love you' Much love. The Silly Woman
PS How about some grape-nuts lor

Lunch' Dinner? Breakfast?

LOST

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BETHFERERII Hope
you don't mind the piece missing from you

cake but those corner pieces are ttie best'

HaVE A GREAT DAY' Your booze^iag bud-

dy Pam

CHRISTINE EMPRIMO- Hope your 21st btr

thday was worlh waiting lor' happy Birlh-

day trom 8B Brandywine

ROOMMATE WANTED

BRANDYWINE: Female subtotter to share

a bedroom in two bedroom apt Great Icoa-

tion. laid back roommates $175 00/inc

heat 549-0692

NEW YEARS EVE IN MONTREALParly
time blowout from only $89 go wilh - 1 com-
pany in customer satisfactKXi Gad now
(617) 938-8839(617)935-1414

FOR SALE

1 981 RELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS. PB. AC. front wheel drive- S2.000 call

549-7660- Owen

4 UMASS KEYS ON Hyundai chain

Reward Call 549-1632

porlant. reward Call Oenise
:kbridge Ir

S46-4354

PATTY - Happy 21 st birthday! Love Kim.

Sharon & Beth"

LOHI KRAWET HAPPY BIRTHDAVfLove
- The Women in Town

AMY REIMER

YOUHE FINALLY 37- Have a great day'

Don I forget all of the people that helped

you gel there- i e your uncle s brother s

cousin, the boy that shines, lempleton the

rat the keymaster and bill the dog Please

always remember that they got my thumb"
Redrum'" Love always and forever the

boys rtaxt door!

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

GUITAR S/X2000 $160, Kustom amplifier

$175, Arion overdrive $55. 549-6846.

EARLY 70's GIBSON SG with whammy
bar excellent condition $450 66597

FOR SALE - FuR size box spring and mat-

tress Can be picked up now or next

semester Leave message 549-7782

.SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acres ol

country land Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3856

WASHING MACHINE for sale $40 leave

message 549-7510

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4d7 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

YAIhIAHA SRX 250 Spon brkeTs monThs

old $1 .500, includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

MOTORCYCLES

1983 KAWASAKI KZ5S0 LTOTHel^i,
cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

CHUCK Mclaughlin

Happy birthday!!!

With all our love.

Wendy and Karen
XOXOXOX

VINNY MENDOZA
I know Its your birthday tomorrow and you

are sure to get a very special present'

YESTERDAY WAS PATTY FRANKS bir

thday' Give her a call at 253-7313

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN

TOWNEHOUSEI Spring Sem share 2

bedroom apt with 3 females 549-4942

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
bedroom in Puffton Quiet responsible,

non smoker 549-0768

WANTED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES lor

singles in PuHton Village tor Jan Call

549-7483

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to Share

SoulfiWood apartment 253-9918 Lisa

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS,
reliable on-campus, affordabia, spell-

ing/grammar ravwwad 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED

HELPI I need See 103 (Hums)
pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

HELP! 2 males want to share apt or taka
over lease for spring 546-6680

BETTER LATE THEN NEVER Happy 21st

birthday Katie love Jim I be< you nevwer
would have guessed

35 YEAR OLD MALE EX-CON. divorced

w/2 children that he Knows of, joining the

army Jan 1 seeks Kns Pearson lor one
month of intense pleasure Reply here

Hope you had a great birthday We love

you

PERSONALS

HEY FRACIII AKA BETA Happy birthday"

Bet you cant wait for your birthday sur-

prise'" Fric

FURNITURE

AUTO FOR SALE

'74 FORD LTD- many good parts Needs
battery and timing chain Best offer Rich

549-4273

REb^YNjrxWMieeT'speed. air condi-

tioning am/fm stereo casselee. rear

defroster and wiper 74,000 mi $3750 firm'

Call 546-8035, leave message

1978 MOB. Engine runs very well, body
needs work $550 6-4604

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires, rims runs very well '3000 Pfease call

Tom 546-1184

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

HACK-A^ISC^ENfERTAINMENt Disc

jockeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organizations 256-8526

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

tiookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

HELP WANTED

SGA POSITIONS (AUDITdR^* ASSfS-

TANT) now open Heavy workload 8-10

hours/wk Applications available 420SU

Sga Budget due date ii/30

RUN YO^UR^OWN^UMMEirBUSTNESS.
Excellent experience Earn average

$7,000-$10,000 Call Adam at 665-2527

AXO PLEDGES
Gel ready to experience something out ol

this worlo-your first formal!! It's going to be
a blast'

DEBRA O-CONNELL
DEBRA O'CONNELL

Congratulations' on being a totally *

ballzee Panhel president' You were '

'tough, compassionate, determined and'
' inspirational and above all you were '

wicked cute' You showed them all '

what you were made of. including *

myself I'm proud of you and you '

sfiould be too!

Give C C Lancelot my best

SISTERS OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA,
get psyched for the formal It's closer than
you think Love, your pledges

WARNING: ALL DFIINKING
establishments- the ndiculous fart is ol age'

Happy Birthday Scottie' From Juice, Dolf,

Billy. Tom. & Joe

YOU SAVED MY LIFE! YbanTyounrou are

a doll for helping me vulh my career-He'He'

Love. Barbra

WANTED: 2 females lo share 4 bedroom
apt spring semastar and intarsassion call

256-8594

BRANDYWINE 1 BORM AVAILABLE -

starting Jan 1 Call 549-8154 or

549-0014 Leave message! ^^^'

2 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR apartment next

10 Britlany Manor to take over lease im-

mediately for Spring semester Clean quiet

dunng the week Call Joe 256-8132

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior II interested please call Beth at

665-4550

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER laMa tor 2
bedroom apartment lor spring Call
546^8956

FEMALES SEEK 3^4 bedroom apt Nor
thampion area lor Spring CaH Jodi
546-8656

HOUSINOmOOMS/SUBLETS naad* Jan
2-14 Call SBMC 256-8615 lOam-Spm

SERVICES

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Sum-

mer yr round, all countries, all fields.

Fra« info. Write MC, PO Box S2-MA01

Corona Dal Mar, CA 92825,

FOR RENT

2 WNGLEBW'SlfVArLABLETnBelcher-
town house on Rte 9, on bus route,

$150/monlh Begin Jan 323-4862

SPACIOUS, B«AUfinjL." 2 BEDROOM
condo V'7 mile lo campus, on the bus

route $550 for the entire apt Available Jan

1 Call 253-2653

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday.

Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office, 545-0865

INSTRUCTION

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION COURSE;
Jan 4 27, UMass/Amherst, 6 30-8 30pm,

$150 Call 549 5128

ATTENTION BEYOND THERAPY CAST:
Here's to a wonderful show tonight Best
of luck ' you know we deserve it' Oh, and
for inspiriation, rememtwr - Bunty rules'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY VINI
Aren't you glad you are finally 18 Let's go
buy some cigarettes Uayt>e we could go
driving at 3 m the morning You have been
a great friend' Love. Howard

MARK- HAPPY ANNIVERSARY- You are
very special to me and have made every-

day a happy one I love you very much- Now
and forever XO Michelle XO

PATTY 7AAMB0dN'T"^W0RRVI
Everything will work out in the end and I'll

be there to help you through this you're a
great friend' Love Merton

DON'T MISS THE UNIVERSITY
• PLAYERS PRODUCTIONS OF
• Christopher Durang's comedy play '

"Beyond Therapy November 29 and 30,

'

• Bowker Auditorium, 8 00pm Tickets
'

' are available at eh FAC tx>i office

and at the door on the nights of

performance

EARN $60-$120/SHIFT! Drivers wanted
Must own an insured car and be able to

work at least one weekend night until clos-

ing Call Domino's Pizza 256-8913

1989 COLLEGE SKI WEEKS
• Destinations, Lake Tahoe-heavenly '

"VermonlSugarbush, Smugglers Notch.'

Killington Ski all day/party all night '

For lowest prices call

546-6612 or 546-5242

REWARD: $100 CASH

LMT^RING AT LAUNDRY CLUB, Hatch

or Pub last Friday If found please call

Yolanda 549-1925

FAST, INEXPENSIVE TYPINOI Call Mary
546-6725

ACCURATE PROFESSKWAL TYPING.
spellchecking. word processor Call

Carolyn Leave message 253-5667

SUEOOODE

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY- These past seven

days have been the greates days that ever

were You are a sexy lady and i love the

way you shake your groove thang you

know your a brick house Love, Altamont

PS I don't want to see you ever again

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EARN FROM $8000 up next summer
508-543-3706 Leave rT>essage

TO SUBLET

WANTED TO SUBLET Oac-Jan basllime

to call 4-7 546-9927 Brian

TRAVEL

WAkE^rT'^AKE - in beautiful Negril,

Jamaica lor spring break '89 Very afror

dable packages Organize group travel

free Call 1 -800-426-771

H.
'-vro.
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SPORTS

A 180-degree turnaround for UMass football
Minutemen 's regular-season record improves from 3-8 to 8-3

By MATT GERKE But many people won't remember that. T\By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts head football coach Jim
Reid was walking through the airport in Lexington, Ky.,

late Saturday night, preparing to come home after his

team's final game of the 1988 season.

"You know what the worst thing about the playoffs is?"

he said. "It's the fact that 15 teams who had great seasons
have to end their seasons with a loss."

A short statement, but one that accurately summarizes
the situation the Minutemen find themselves in.

UMass went 8-3 this season to tie Delaware for the

Yankee Conference championship and reach the NCAA
Division lAA playoffs for the first time in 10 years.

SporlK Information photo

Senior quarterback Dave Palazzi rushed for

700 yards this season, often by keeping the ball

on the option. Other times, he pitched out. . .

But many people won't remember that. They'll

remember that the Minutemen blew a 14-0 first quarter
lead and watched Eastern Kentucky score 14 points in

the final quarter to win the first round of the playoffs,

28-17, and end UMass' season.

In fact, after the EKU game, Reid was concerned about
what his players will remember about this season.

"I told them that I hope to God they remember the good
things," said Reid, who was named Yankee Conference
Coach of the Year last week.
"The Maine game, the Harvard game, the Rhode Island

game, and especially the Delaware game," Reid said.

"That's the game where we learned the most."

That game could be seen as the fork in the road for

UMass. Delaware had owned the Minutemen for 12

seasons, winning every game between the two teams.
But Oct. 22 in Newark, Del., UMass found itself trail-

ing by three points, but with a first-and-goal from the 5

with a minute left. It was going to be the first win over

the Blue Hens — until the Minutemen turned the ball

over.

And when that happened, a lot of people forgot the pro-

gress that this team had made. It seemed like a return

to last year, when the 3-8 Minutemen simply couldn't

make the big play when they had to.

Suddenly, they were 4-2 m the conference, and a shot

at the title looked bleak. But UMass rebounded to win
Its last four games and earn not only a share of the title,

but a playoff spot.

"We didn't win any games easily," said senior

linebacker John McKeown, who joined Bill Buttler and
Nick Salmon as this year's tri-captains.

The turnaround from last season, as big as it was. boil-

ed down to a simple thing called attitude. From Day 1,

Reid told anyone who would listen that he loved this team,
that they were different.

Through the first five games, of which UMass won four,

Reid continued to preach humility and not let the team
members get too happy with themselves.

And as the Minutemen found out, the reward was well

worth it.

"To turn things around like we did the season, it's the

greatest thing ever," senior quarterback Dave Palazzi

said. "Just to go to the playoffs was great."

Especially after what the players experienced last

season. Preseason favorites to win the conference in 1987,

UMass promptly lost its first game of that season to

Maine. Looking back, Reid and his players determined
that the upset took place because the Minutemen took

their opponents lightly. Not letting that happen this

season was a main priority.

"We came back from last year to have a winning
season," Palazzi said. "That kind of thing carries into the
rest of your life. It did a lot for my character."

Palazzi's character may have improved, but so did his

numbers.

The Leominster native rewrote a good portion of the

UMass record book, and is now the leader in seven

categories, including most yards of total offense in a career

(6,688), most yards passing in a career (5,402), most passes

completed in a career (409) and most passes attempted in

a career (765).

"I had a lot fun here," Palazzi said. "I'll never forget

the memories."

• continued on page 1
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. . .to senior tailback Kevin Smellie, who end-
ed up as the team's leading rusher with 887
yards.

UMass volleyball team sees peaks, valleys

Lollegian photo by Richard Bonanno

Senior outside hitter Juliet
Primer, along with the rest of the
Minutewomen, travelled the up-
and-down road this season. UMass
went 19-10 before losing to West
Virginia at the Atlantic 10 tourna-
ment to end the year.

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team's season was like an
unstable stock market, plotted on a line

graph it would look like this:

First weeks— a promising blend of

talent and experience starts UMass on a

rise, September— undefeated until the

last day of the month. UMass still climb-

ing, Oct. 15— the peak of the UMass
season, the Minutewomen down West
Virginia for weekend .sweep of conference

opponents, the final six weeks UMass
loses nine of its last 13 and is caught in a

slump, Atlantic 10 tourney UMmass is

bounced in three games by the team it beat

at the plateau of the season— West
Virginia.

Like an inverted V, UMass' season went
sharply up. . . and down.
"We were very optimistic in the beginn-

ing of the season. . . in every match. We
weren't repeating the mistakes we made
in the previous match," UMass coach Carol

Ford said. "I really do believe we kept im-

proving right up to West Virginia (Oct. 15].

It wasn't a fiuke we beat them, we played
well. But then we started to go downhill."

Led by a veteran, five-senior squad
UMass took no prisoners in the first half

of the season. The Minutewomen won their

first nine games, including a brutal five-

match tournament at Colgate University.

UMass was riding high— it was 4-2 in the

A-10 by mid-October and continued to

amass the "Ws', rolling out to a 15-2 record.

UMass had conquered some very tough
competition such as Brown, Princeton,

West Virginia, and Rutgers Universities.

The Minutewomen weren't especially

tall, their tallest player was 5'9', they
weren't especially fast, but in the beginn-

ing UMass used hard work to more than
make up for the lack of speed and height.

Each week the Minutewomen were finding

a way to win— they ekeed out all four of

their five-game matches.
But Oct. 22 will be pointed to as the day

of the crash. UMass had finished Rutgers
off in three games the previous day and
were preparing for Temple University, who
sat somewhere at the bottom of the A-10
standings.

The Lady Owls came to Amherst and
crashed Cinderella's ball in three games.
The loss wasn't as stunning as was the con-

vincingness of it. UMass was trampled by

a team they were expected to beat. From
there it seemed UMass had problems put-

ting its personal pieces together.

The Minutewomen lost seven of their

final 11 matches— all them on the road.

"I think there was a slight burnout fac-

tor," Ford said, adding that a lack of depth
may have also hurt the Minutewomen.
UMass had gone to two straight tour-

naments and both times came home
continued on page II

Scoreboard steals the
show in home opener
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

When Bill Veeck was owner of the
Chicago White Sox in the late 1970ls, he
came up with numerous outrageous ideas.

One of them was the exploding
scoreboard.

If he were alive today, Veeck probably
would have been proud of what happen-
ed Saturday night at the Curry Hicks
Cage.

In the season-opening game between the

University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team and Southern Connec-
ticut, the^ four-sided scoreboard which
hangs over center court did a self-slow

bum right in the ilniddle of the game.
It was noticed early in the game that the

lights on the board were dimming. Then
during a radio timeout with 13:53 left in

the first half, and the Minutemen leading
10-7, smoke began to pour out of the top.

Referee Eric Geldart 4ecided that, for

the safety of all those involved, the board
had to be removed. It was lowered to the
floor and disconnected, forcing officials to

come up with alternative ways of keeping

the score and time for the rest of the
game.
A small table clock was u.sed to keep the

time, and the score was kept on paper.
The time and score >yere announced
regularly over the public address system.
with both coaches having assistants yell-

ing the time from the table to their
benches.

It was determined that the cause of the
problem was a motor inside the
scoreboard that had burned out. It could
have been worse. A couple of months ago,
the million-dollar board in the new
Charlotte Coliseum came crashing to the
floor one night afler a concert. Luckily
there was no one inside the building at
the time. '

There was concern as to whether the
board would be fixed in time for tomor-
row's Cage doubleheader (both the women
and men entertain Boston University),

but it was back in place yesterday atop
the 4,024-8eat Cage, so it appears that all

will go as planned.

Nonetheless, Saturday's events will live

on as another chapter in the wild history
of Curry Hicks Cage.
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ROOFERS ON A COLD CEMENT ROOF - Two men brave the cold and the elements to make

repairs to the Fine Arts Center roof yesterday afternoon.

Slain gay activist Harvey Milk
remembered in night vigil
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Silence filled the air last night as more than 150 peo-

ple bowed their heads and liaed candles in memory of

slain gav activist Harvey Milk.

The Old Chapel Bells, scheduled to ring at 5:30, were

never heard. Nevertheless participants in the Harvey

Milk Vigil celebrated his life with songs, speeches and

reverence.

"I don't know why [the bells didn't ring], said Amenn

Falk, the president of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Alliance,

"we had it all set." «... ttm
The vigil, a joint organizational effort by the UMass

LBGA and the Faculty/Staff group for Lesbian, Gay and

Bisexual Concerns was held on the concourse of the Fine

Arts Center to commemorate the life and ac-

complishments of Harvey Milk.

Milk, who was the nation's first openly gay city official,

was assassinated in his office 10 years ago by Dan White.

White was a former city supervisor who, afler resigning

his position, returned to city hall and assassinated both

the mayor and Milk.

"Tonight we honor a memory," Commuter Area (joven-

ment President Jay Festa told the crowd. "We bring alight

the flames of hope into the twilight just as Harvey Milk s

bursting energy lit up so many confining, dismal closets.

"Harvey Milk took up the personal challenge of self ac-

ceptance," Festa said, "but he also took up the challenge

of open, public political action." At the end of his speech,

Festa announced his candidacy for the SGA presidency

in the spring. Jim Humphreys, a professor in the

mathematics department and member of the faculty/staH

group, gave the first speech. "[Harvey Milkl was not a like-

ly hero," he said, but "He became a hero because he essen^

tially turned his back on all the things he had been told

he couldn't do."
. ^ i a

Gary Blumenthal, a resident assistant in Sylvan and

member of the LBGA, was the second speaker last night_

He described Milk as "a man dedicated to the ideals of

the community, he had simply ideas of what a communi-

ty should be like, a simple request for straights and gays,

blacks and whites to live together in peace. It was an ideal

that Milk worked hard for, but even 10 years later the

realization is not even on the horizon.

"Each light that burns here to day is a light that shines

against homophobia," he said, "a light that bums against

gay bashing and a light that burns against discrimina-

tion of all forms."
.

Maura Cullen, a resident director in John Quincy

Adams who attended the rally, likened Milk to Martin

Luther King and John F. Kennedy. "He's a symbol of

freedom and survival," Cullen said, "that may sound con-

tradictory, but he represents my survival.

"You won't read about him in history books,"" she said,

"it"s goes with the missing information and biased history

we all grew up with - but he changed my history.

"They may have killed him," she said, "but they didn't

kill his spirit, that"s what we're celebrating 10 years

later.
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People sing at a vigil in memory of the life

of Harvey Milk.

Murder suspect's

body found hung
in Buckland
Partially decomposed body

found by a deer hunter
By the Associated Press

BUCKLAND - A teen-age suspect in the slaying of a

college student was found hung in the woods Monday, a

month after his disappearance frightened residents and

forced police to curtail Halloween celebrations.

The body of Mark Branch, 19, was found at approximate

ly 8 a.m. by hunter Kevin Furrington of Buckland as he

stalked two deer in the dense woods of Hog MounUin.

"I heard something snap up above," Furrington said

"I looked up and I saw the body ... I made it down that

mountain in record time."

The spot was about a mile from the road where Branch s

car was found on Oct. 25, the day a search warrant was

issued for his arrest in connection with the stabbing death

of Sharon Gregory, 18.

Branch was identified through a wallet found on his

body, said Franklin County District Attorney Judd

Carhart at a news conference.

Carhart said Branch and Gregory were acquaintances.

He called the slaying "an extremely violent murder in-

volving numerous stab wounds."

Carhart said the cause of Branch's death was tentatively

ruled a suicide and tests were being conducted to deter-

mine how long Branch had been dead. He sfd ^^e body

appeared partially decomposed and said he believed the

youth had died several weeks ago.

He declined to speculate on a motive for the slaying or

the evidence that had led police to suspect Branch as the

killer.

"That is a matter, and will always be a matter, of con-

jecture," Carhart said, adding: "This chapter of this

tragedy is terminated. There are no further suspects, and

the case is closed."

Branch was the subject of intensive searches with dogs

. and helicopters while rumors terrified Greenfield, a town

of 18,000, where Branch and Gregory were from.

The body of Gregory, a Greenfield Community College

freshman, had been discovered on Oct. 24 by her twin

sister in the bathtub of their Greenfield home.

As Halloween approached, community nervousness was

increased by published reports that Branch was a fan of

bloody horror movies, particularly the "Friday the 13th

series in which the character Jason slashes his victims.

At the urging of town officials, Greenfield held the tradi-

tional trick-or treating for children a day early and limited

it to daylight hours.

Concern flared again in early November when a

Buckland home was burglarized three miles from where

• Branch's car had been spotted and the only items taken

were food, winter clothes, and a knife.

Police from New Hampshire to Connecticut said they

received reports of possible sightings of the young man.

who had worked as a grocery store clerk. In Gardner, 40

miles east of Greenfield, police said a frightened child call-

ed them asking if "Jason" was in town.

On Nov. 14 and 15, a team from Harvard Medical

School's Crisis Management Group met with teen-agers

and parents in Greenfield and surrounding towns in an

attempt to calm fears.

The slaying was the third violent death of a young

woman in the area within the past 18 months, McCarthy

said, but arrests were made quickly in the two earlier

slayings.

DVP to chip in for Farrakhan's visit
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The Distinguished Visitors Program has officially

agreed to bring Minister Louis Farrakhan to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

In a closed meeting last week, DVP voted 9-2 to con-

tribute $9,000 towards Farrakhan's visit next semester.

DVP had tentatively agreed to sponsor the visit a week

earlier.

However, Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, chief advocate for

the visit, has until Dec. 21 to raise the rest of the money

needed.

"The amount is in the neighborhood of $2,500," said

DVP CO chairman Patrick Berkley, but the exact figure

has not been determined.

"We're inviting any other groups to participate to try

to make it more of a community project,'" he said.

Phi Beta Sigma, a predominantly black fraternity,

originally approached DVP with the proposal to sponsor

the visit.

DVP voted on Oct. 18 to provide $11,000 for the

speaker's honorarium. The vote was deemed invalid less

than a week later.

continued on page 14
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Winter Session

Course Changes
The following additions, cancellations, and changes have been

made to the Winter Session course offenngs.

ADDITIONS

Course Tide Scheduling

FRENCH 110 Elementan- French I M-F. 9 a.m.-noon

FRENCH 120 Elemcnian- French 11 M-F. 12:30-3 p.m.

FRENCH 230 Imermediatc French M-F. 9-11:30 a.m.

FRENCH 240 Intermediate French:

Four Skills

M-F, 12:30-3 p.m.

HIST 141 European Histon'.

1815 to Present (CHS)
M-F. 9-1 1:30 a.m.

HIST 332A The Irish Experience

in Ireland (CHS)
M-F,9-ll:30a.m

HIST 369 United States Since

Pearl Harbor (C)

M-F, 9-1 1:30 a.m.

CANCELLATIONS

Course Tide

ENGL 273 American Realism

FRENCH 126 Elementars- Intensive

FRENCH 246 Intermediate Intensive

HIST 370 Contemporary American History

CHANGES

Course Tide

LEGAL 397F Family Law

This class unll begin on Thursday, January- 5. instead of Wednesday.

Januan- 4. A mandator)- make-up class wnll be held on Fnday,

January 13

Mail m your registration through December 1 4, or bring it to the Registranon

Office. 615 Goodell Building Classes start Januarv 4 For more information, call

the Division of Continuing Education at 545-2414

Harvard professor quits

amid plagiarism charges
BOSTON (AP) - A graduate student

reading 20-yearoId medical journals

discovered plagiarized passages that have

resulted in the resignation of one of the na-

tion's preeminent psychiatrists from the

faculty of Harvard Medical School, a Har-

vard official said Monday.

Dr. Shervent Frazier, a former head of

the national In.stitute of Mental Health,

resigned November 23 as a Harvard pro-

fessor and director of McLean Hospital, a

psychiatric hospital affiliated with the

University.

The resignation followed an investigation

by the medical school's Faculty Conduct

Commitee, which "concluded that

plagiarism occurred in four papers written

by Dr. Frazier and published between 1966

and 1975," according to a letter from Dean

Daniel C. Tosteson to the medical school

faculty.

The letter, dated November 23, was made

public by the university Monday, h said

none of the papers was reporting original

research.

Both Frazier and Tosteson were

unavailable for comment Monday. Dr. S.

James Adelstein, dean of academic pro-

grams at the medical school, said Frazier

did not dispute the committee's findings.

"He has accepted the evidence of the com

mittee," Adelstein said. "But he has ascrib-

ed the vents to his method of note-taking

and composing papers. He said that when
he read a paper, he would copy parts of it

out, and when he was going to synthesize

a paper ... he put the cards together and

was not always as careful as he should

have been."

Adelstein said the articles were brought

to the attention of the medical school in

August by Paul Scatena, a graduate stu

dent at the University of Rochester who
was researching the medical literature on

pain.

Three of the four papers are about phan
torn pain, the burning sensation that pa-

tients sometimes feel from a limb that has

been amputated. The fourth is on "prin-

ciples of psychiatric emergency manage-

ment." The plagiarized portions were

taken from earlier articles in other scien-

tific journals, including 'Scientific

American' and 'Clinical Neurosurgery.'

Adelstein said all four papers "were in-

tended as teaching instruments" and ap-

peared in medical review journals or tex-

tbooks, including the 'American Handbook

of Psychiatry.'

"If you look at these papers, what you see

is that there are paragraphs within them

that are more or less verbatim some other

places. It's the kind of thing that's very dif-

ficult to detect. . .It would be difficult under

normal circumstances for someone reading

it to know that there was any plagiarism."

Frazier, 67, was a professor of psychiatry

at Harvard from 1972 until 1984, when he

left to become director of the National In-

stitute of Mental Health in Rockville, Md.

He held that post for two years before retur-

ning to Harvard to head McLean, one of the

nation's leading psychiatric hospitals.

A native of Shreveport, La., Frazier

received undergraduate and medical

degrees at the University of Illinois. He
also holds a master of science degree in

neurological sciences from the University

of Minnesota.

He has worked at the Mayo Clinic,

Presbyterian Hospital in New York and

Baylor University, among other institu

tions. He is former commissioner of men-

tal health and mental retardation in Texas

an
former chairman of the American

Psychiatric Association's Joint Commis-

sion on Public AfTairs.

Tosteson's letter to the Harvard faculty

says the university notified the journals,

co-authors, editors and other institutions

where Frazier held academic appointments

at the time the papers were published.

Harvard spokesman Peter Costa said.

"The university takes very seriously any

charges of plagiarism because that's what

we're about the search for truth and

knowledge."
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Internships in

Arts Administration
with the Arts Extension Service

• Arts and Special Needs Assistant

• Artist in Business Library Resource Asst.

• Coord, of Craft Organization Directors

and Asst. to the Board of the Craft

Emergency Relief Board

OVERVIEW MEETINGS
November 30 4pm
December 5 4pm

GOODELL LIBRARY
ROOM 604 (2nd Floor)

SPRING INTERNSHIPS IN THIS AWARD
WINNING INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

College Credit Available

For information call (413) 545-2360
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Amherst town meeting
votes to enter C5-A suit
By LISA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Opponents in a lawsuit against the

Galaxy C5-As received another boost Mon-

day night when Town Meeting approved an

article to support the Selectman's action to

enter in the case.

A substitute amendment was approved

by a majority voice vote.

The non-binding article supports the

Selectman's decision to enter an Amicus
brief into a court case in Springfield

Federal District Court and requested a cor-

rected environmental impact statement

that would include Amherst.

me or my family or anyone else I know on

Southeast Street." he said.

"The protesters we've met have little or

no concern with the noise or pollution of the

planes," said Barrett. "It deals with pre-

judice against our military."

The case filed by Valley Citizens claims

the environmental impact study conducted

by the Air Force does not include the fre-

quent touch and goes of the training

flights. They are requesting a more com-

plete study and want all towns under the

flight paths included. Amherst is one of the

towns to be excluded from the study.

The group hopes a second environmental

"The C5-A flights mean serious air pollution for Amherst.

They're noisy and dangerous. Why aren't they training in

another less populated area?"

— Irwin Spiegelman of Valley Citizens for a Safe
Environment

C'ollrgian photo by Chris Hocford

PSSST - WANT TO BUY SOME POT(TERY)? - Kevin O'Neil

yesterday plays with his ceramic bongo he made in the Student

Union craft shop. O'Neil said he will be selling them at the

crafts fair in the campus center next week.

The C5-As are one of the largest cargo

planes in the world.

The Air Force is using Westover Airforce

Base in Chicopee as a training base for

C5-A crews. The training flights simulate

landings and take-offs sometimes as often

as 20 times a session.

There are currently 10 planes at

Westover with 16 expected by February.

"The C5A flights mean serious air pollu-

tion for Amherst," said Irwin Spiegelman.

a Valley Citizens for a Safe Environment

member. They're noisy and dangerous.

Why aren't they training in another less

populated area?"

Steven Barrett, a South Amherst resi-

dent, spoke against the article.

"They fly over my house and don't bother

impact study would show unlivable condi-

tions for residents close to the air base and

under the flight paths. If the study was
negative, they could then fight to have the

C5-As removed.

The first case was thrown out of court and

the Valley Citizens are now repealing the

decision. They approached Selectmen about

two months ago for their support.

Selectman Richard Minear explained

why the Board of Selectmen entered into

the case. "The only possible relief that the

town has in this issue is a revised en-

vironmental impact statement." he said.

"The statement can not be reopened unless

the Valley Citizens win their case."

Belchertown has also agreed to enter in-

to the case.

Charges offunds misuse on agenda
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

For the first time in recent memory, the agenda for

tonight's Undergraduate Student Senate meeting has no

proposals near the top of the slate on the Student Govern-

ment Association co-presidency controversy. Instead,

several items concerning finances head the discussion.

Senators could try to suspend the rules to try to resolve

the conflict, but senators have apparently realized they

are locked in a stalemate. The only fresh idea on how to

resolve the controversy is a proposal by Sen. Bob McDevitt

which calls for new presidential elections within the

senate. This move appears seventh on the agenda.

Tonight's meeting will see the unveiling of the fiscal

year 1990 budgeting proposal for the $2 million Student

Activities Trust Fund by the SGA Budgets Committee.

financial improprieties

The first of the monetary proposals concerns alleged

financial improprieties by Sen. Jay Festa. Senators W.

Greg Rothman, Brian Darling and Stephen Lutz are the

authors of the move, which asks the senate to censure

Festa.

Asked about the censure, Rothman said, "It has to do

with Festa spending money over the summer for the

United States Student Association convention." He said

Festa had also used student money for dinners and "other

expenses."

Rothman said ho would like to see see the senate de-

nounce what he termed "fiscal irresponsibility" by Festa.

Festa could not be reached for comment.

Hockey arena
Rothman. Darling and Sen. Ken Rudy are also the

makers of the next measure, which endorses the building

of a hockey arena on the University of Massachusetts

campus.
"I'm really excited about that motion." Rothman said.

He said the move would send a message to the Board of

Trustees and the Massachusetts State Hou^se that UMass

wants this arena."

If this move passes, it would represent a turnaround

from the Oct. 19 senate meeting when it denounced the

arena because student fees will rise approximately $100

per year to pay for the arena.

"I don't like the idea of us paying the fee, but it's a user

fee. No one that's in school now is going to have to pay

for the arena, " Rothman said. He said he had no alter-

natives to the fee, but "every once in a while you have

to pay for what you get."

Professional staff

Next on the agenda is a proposal asking Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis Madson or his designee to ap-

pear before the senate to defend any renewals of profes-

sional staff contracts funded from the SATF.

The SATF is currently facing shortfalls, in part because

of a declining number of students, who pay $108 per year

into the fund.

Jessica Mitchell, chairperson of the Budgets Commit-

tee, is co-author of the proposal with Sen. Aram

Hamparian. oatt?
"The reason Aram and I did this is that the SATF is

currently approaching deficit, so basically we want to do

is keep a check on any hirings of professional staff," Mit

chell said.
. .

She said she was not looking to eliminate any positions

yet, but the Budgets Committee needs the power to do this

when necessary to balance the budget.

Madson was chosen to defend the hirings, she said,

"because he's the only person who's in charge of profes-

sional staff."

Madson could not reached for comment.

Next on the agenda is a Hamparian/McDevitt move to

condemn a recent change to the Code of Student Conduct

The proposal asks for a reversal of the change and

justification of it by Chancellor Joseph Duffey. McDevitt

said thi.: may be withdrawn and rewritten.

Freedom from foam
encouraged by TM
A Foam Free Zone article passed by Town Meeting

Monday night is all bark and no bite.

The original article proposed by Foam Free Zone, an

environmental group, would have made all restaurants

and stores replace all non-recyclable plastics products

with biodegradable material.

The compromise article that passed said the town

should work toward the goal of reducing non recyclable

plastics and educate restaurants and vendors of the

hazards produced by chloro fluro carbons (CFCs) which

are found in some types of styrofoam.

The federal government in cooperation with private

industry will ban the use of CFC products in this coun-

try beginning Jan 1, 1989.

CFCs have been found to deplete the ozone layer which

protecUs the earth from hazardous ultraviolet rays known

to cause cancer.

The University Dining Commons have already taken

steps to comply with the federal law. They stopped pur-

chasing styrofoam cups at the beginning of the semester

and are letting the supply dwindle down. Disposable cups

will be replaced with paper ones.

—Lisa Johnson

Santos editor-in-chief

Glodis announces run for SGA presidency
As a sidelight to the ongoing Student Government

Association presidency controversy. Sophomore Sen. Guy

Glodis said yesterday he will run for the office in the next

election.

Glodis said he will kick off his campaign with a rally

Friday at noon on the Student Union steps in support of

the proposed Mullins Hockey Arena.

Glodi.s, the chairman of the newly-formed Students for

the Mullins Arena, said he is hoping for a turnout of at

least 500 at the rally.

The arena has come under fire from the Undergraduate

Student Senate because it will cause a rise in student fees

to pay for the arena.

"I say that's a feeble excuse," Glodis said of the op-

postiion to the arena.

"If we have to pay for something we should at least have

something we can use," Glodis said.

"I think we need some strong leadership and unity,"

he said, adding that he could work with the left and right

in dealing with the administration. Glodis finished third

in last year's presidential election.

-GEORGE FRANCY

Rick Santos is the new

editor in chief of the

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian.

A senior journalism major

minoring in sociology, San-

tos, who has held the news

editor position since April,

yesterday defeated

Women's Issues co-Editor

Janine Warner in a staff

election. He will be replac-

ing Pedro Pereira, who has

held the post since ColleKian photo by Chris Horford

Rick Santos

December 1987 and is stepping down at the end of the

semester.

Santos, a 21-year-old native of Sharon, joined the Col-

legian in the fall of 1986 and became a copy editor the

fall of '87. He has since held an associate news editor posi-

tion, and is a night editor.

Last summer, Santos interned for the United Press In-

ternational Washington, DC. Investigative Bureau.

i
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Man pleads innocent to

slashing death of child
FRAMINGHAM (AP) - A Wellesley

man charged with slashing his 6-year-old

son's throat before stabbing himself plead

ed innocent to a murder charge yesterday

and was ordered to undergo 20 days of

psychiatric evaluation.

Robert Lee Harvey, 31. who was dressed

in lio>pital clothes and had a bandage

around his neck, sobbed uncontrollably as

Framingham District Court officers led

him out of the courtroom.

Judge Robert C Campion ordered that

Harvey be held without bail and undergo

20 days of observation at Bridgewater

State Hospital to determine if he is com-

petent to stand trial for the murder of his

son, Benjamin.

On Monday, police found Harvey and

Benjamin's body in woods in Wayland af\er

Harvey's estranged wife reported that her

husband had failed to return with their son

Sunday evening, Wellesley police said.

Wayland police were asked to aid in the

search because Harvey had often taken his

son to the scenic 300-acre Rice Road con-

servation land.

"She had a feeling that he would be here.

He had come here frequently, and used to

take the bov for nature walks. She asked

u.- to look for his vehicle," said Wellesk>

Police Lt. Donald Whalen.

Police called off the search about 1 :30 am
Monday because State Police dog-^ were

unable to track a scent in the night's heavy

rain.

Searchers resumed after dawn and Susan

Webb Harvey, Benjamin's mother and

Wellesley's animal control officer,

monitored their progress by listening to the

cruiser radios.

When police iii.~^ .>cied Harvey about

8:30 am. he .stuck his knife blade-up in the

ground and jumped on it. wounding himself

in the neck, police said.

Whalen said liquor and medication hot

ties were found at the scene. He said the

prescription medication could be used to

treat a heart condition or depression.

Harvey and his wife separated six weeks

ago. Court records show Webb Harvey

received a restraining order against her

husband in Dedham District Court on Oct

13 and the order was continued until

November 15.

But the restraining order was dropped

when no one appeared for an extension

hearing on Nov. 15, a spokeswoman at the

court said.

Cop training changes looked at
BOSTON lAPi - The state Criminal

Justice Training Council will decide this

week whether to change police cadet train

ing to include a heavier dose of academics

and less emphasis on physical training

The proposals, to be considered by the

council today, come from the interim direc

tor Peter Agnes Jr., who assumed the job

this month after one cadet died and 15

others were hospitalized for kidney pro-

blems linked to dehydration during heavy

exercise.

Agnes banned modified stress training

under which recruits were taunted and
threatened and forced to undergo long ex-

ercises. He said that kind of training will

not be re-introduced.

"The rationale for the stress program is

not something I understand," The Boston

Globe Monday quothed him as saying.

"I've never had a convincing case made
to me for its validity."

Instead of stress training, typical police

encounters would be acted out in

classrooms to prepare recruits for duty.

A I* Ph.Xo

Police officers lead Robert Lee Harvey into the Wayland police station

yesterday for further booking proceedings in his arrest for the alleged

murder of his son on Monday.

WOMEN'S ISSUES

AIDS educator uses honest humor I
Women's Forum

By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

"In today's p£ission fashion, wear condoms," reads the

message on her desk, saved from an AIDS fortune cookie.

A safe sex package, holding condoms and directions for

their use is pasted with a purple label, "Don't worry, be

happy."
Gretchen Krull, Coordinator of Peer Sexuality Educa-

tion at the University of Massachusetts, is combining

honesty with humor to change students' sexual attitudes

and behavior.

Meeting with small groups of about 15 students in their

dorms, sororities, and fraternities, this fiesty health

educator challenges young men and women to talk about

the sexual choices they face, and the consequences they

must stop ignoring. Through open communication in in-

formal settings, she said, misconceptions about AIDS can

be resolved.

An estimated one out of 300 American college students

carries the AIDS virus, according to preliminary results

from a study by the American College Health Association

and the federal Centers for Disease Control. UMass pro-

vided blood samples for this survey.

Krull, who has led AIDS workshops at UMass for two

years, said although the analysis is not yet complete, "the

figures are not out of line."

"College students think they are totally immune," Krull

said, " but there are people on college campuses who are

HIV positive." She estimates that two to three percent

of all college students may be infected with the virus that

causes AIDS.
"Students already know they should use condoms, but

they don't always know how to use them, or they don't

always feel comfortable talking with their peers about us-

ing them,"she said.

What we know in our heads, she added, doesn't

necessarily transfer into our behavior "Just because I

know I can't get AIDS from a toilet seat, doesn't mean

I'll change my sexual practices to protect myself.

"People are wilUing to take the risk," she said, "because

they enjoy being sexual, and because they see it as

something they're supposed to do. It's the adult thing to

do, to have sex."

Because of there is a fine line between educating and

frightening. Krull said, she tries to keep her 1 l/2-to-2

hour sessions "upbeat and positive, so people don't feel

bad about their sexuality."

However, Krull said she is concerned that her

workshops "reinforce the norm that most people are sex

HEALTHWATCH

UHS suggests ways to

beat menstrual cramps
By SARA GALER
Collegian Staff

Have you ever wondered why you get cramps?

Most cramps are caused by chemicals in the body call-

ed prostaglandines, said Ann Grose, a health educator

and nurse practitioner at University Health Services.

During ovulation, these chemicals are released, causing

the uterus to contract. The effect produces cramps.

Certain products may increase menstrual pain, Grose

said. She cited four sources outside the body that are

widely believed to increase menstrual discomfort: salt,

sugar, alcohol, and caffeine.

The severity of cramps may change over the course of

a woman's life. Some cramps appear at adolescence and

are later outgrown, while others do not develop until

later in the woman's life, Grose said.

"A woman's weight and sexual activity do not seem

to affect the severity of her cramps." she said. "Certain

women may get more cramps if they're sedentary, and

others may get less if they're active, but the evidence

is inconclusive."

To help prevent cramps, Grose recommends taking

medication before the pain starts. "Motron, a prescrip-

tion drug, and Advil, an over-the counter preparation,

are both recommended and prescribed by Health Ser-

vices."

Relaxation techniques, which have been shown to

reduce stress, may also be effective in reducing

menstrual pain, said Grose, "since stress is an impor-

tant factor in determining the probability of cramps."

"Some women find that deep breaths, rest, hot water

bottles, or even orgasms may help," Grose said. In addi-

tion, relaxation techniques used in childbirth classes,

such as Lamaze classes, are helpful in reducing

menstrual pain.

When nothing else seems to work, the birth control pill

is often prescribed, said Grose. "Since the Pill prevents

ovulation, it can be very effective in reducing menstrual

pain.

"I get the feeling that if they called the Pill anything

but "the birth control pill." it would be given more

often," she said. "Many women who aren't sexually ac

tive feel funny taking a "birth control pill.'"

Gretchen Krull, Coordinator of the Peer Sex

Education Program at University Health

Services.

ually active. The reality is that the majority of students

we speak to are sexually active, so we need to address

them. But we also need to let people know that it's

legitimate to be abstinent at certain times in life. We need

to be giving people the option to say no, especially since

there's not a lot of cultural support for that decision."

Handing out "Abstinence makes the heart grow fonder"

fortune cookies, along with ones proclaiming "Say yes to

sex and enjoy." enables her to reach both groups.

Last year, Krull trained students to become AIDS

educators.

Now, although peer counselors do work on campus, none

have chosen to lead AIDS workshops.

Peer education was more popular 10 years ago, she said,

but today, "people are out to get a degree and get a job,

so they're locked into fulfilling core requirements." The

peer education course, though worth three credits,

satisfies no general education requisites.

As a result, Krull has turned to resident directors to help

run classes in their dorms.

Yet, workshops .still do not reach enough students, Krull

said. Only about 600 persons attended the AIDS sessions

offered last year, she said.

Grose said that if a woman is having any type of pro

blem with her period, she should come to Health Ser-

vices to be examined.

"Rather than worry about something, it's better just

to come in and talk to us," she said.

All -services are free under the University Health Plan

and Grose said, while Health Services is booked for

routine exams until mid December, a patient will be seen

earlier for a specific problem.

Women Center Careers
Forum:
Amherst College

Women's Center and Office

of Career Counseling will

co-sponsor a women center

forum at 7 tonight in the

Babbott Room of the Oc-

tagon at Amherst College.

Contact Brian Albert at

542-2265 or Jean Casey at

542-4210.

Job Bank Book
The Resource/Referral

Program at the

Everywoman's Center has a

Job Bank Book available in

the resource room. The
Bank contains job listings

for the Everywoman's
Center, University of

Massachusetts campus, nor-

theast region, local and na-

tional areas, and has infor-

mation on internships and

volunteering.

Anyone looking for a job

or employees should contact

the center at 545-0883. The
center is oi>en from 9 to 4

p.m. on Monday, Tuesday
and Friday, and from noon

to 7 p.m. on Wednesday.

Single Mothers: learn
family communication
A free course for single

mothers called "Developing

Capable People" will meet
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. begin-

ning Dec. 5 at the

Everywoman's Center. The
course will teach parents to

identify ways to help

children achieve self-

control, as.sessment. judge-

ment, listening. and
discipline skills. Call Judith

MacKinnon at 256-0413.

Start Your Own Local
Group

If you are looking for or

planning to facilitate a local

group, you are welcome to

call 545-0883 or drop by the

Everywoman's Center in

Wilder House. A listing of

various current and ongoing

support groups in the area

is available.

Women's Lending
Library
The librarv at the

ACCIDENT VICTIMS
Know Your Lega( Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in injuries from: • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payaPie at conclusion in most cases
FREE Consultotlon

SOFORENKO &. GOGEL, P.C.
ATTORNEYS ATIAW

449-4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in the Nynex yellow pages

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Add Spice To Your Weekend!!

NOW SERVING BRUNCH
{vrr> dish (rcshly prrpared to order usint; the fimsl ini;frdirn«s,

dnd Hi pri<ts ihdt wont wreck the werkcnd hiidnrt.

So^urdoy G Sundoy
1 1:00 To 3:00

7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORT HAMPTON

Everywoman's Center in

Wilder Hall has more than

1200 volumes including

poetry, fiction, and non-

fiction. These books are

available to all University

and community women for

two week intervals. The
library is open from 9 to 4

p.m. on Monday. Tuesday,

Thursday and Friday and

from noon to 7 p.m. on

Wednesday.

DANCE CLUB

EVERY FRI & SAT
Areas Best D««Jays
8:30 until 1:00 AM

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT
EVERY TUESDAY

BLUES JAM
W/WMUA'« BLUE BILL N/C

THURS DEC 1

JAMES COTTON
AND HIS BIO BAND

ADV $10
8:30

Legendary super harp

FRI DEC 2

BARRENCE
WHITFIELD
ft THE SAVAGES

SAT DEC 3

COMEDY
6 PM SHARP

BUCKWHEAT
ZYDECO

2 Shows
ADV TIX 8PM $10

10:30 PM $12
WRSI

bring a new toy for disadvataged

children ot Hamp & Franklin

Counties & be eligible for

door prizes

SUN DEC. 4

NEW RIDERS OF
THE PURPLE

SAGE

9TH TREAT HER RIGHT

10TH SLEEPY LA BEEF

12TH THE SCREAMING
TRIBESMEN

17TH EEK-A-MOUSE

29TH ROOMFUL OF BLUES

413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST., N HAMP
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Director and actor discuss the making of Stepmother
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Richard Beixjamin

By j;m cole
Collegian Staff

Jon Lovitz is one unique individual. The easygoing star

of "Saturday Night Live" is just making his move into

the world of film. It's one that requires him to shift his

focus from comedian, to actor . . . sort of.

Richard Benjamin, on the other hand, has been chang-

ing his role over the past few years as well. From acting

in serious films like Goodbye Columbus to the comedy hit

Love at First Bite, he's been bitten by the Directing Bug.

Separately, these stars have much to tell, but put them
together, and it equals lunacy, as I discovered at a press

conference for their new film My Stepmother is an Alien.

Benjamin has just completed directing Lovitz in the new
film, and it's fortunate that the two get along so well when
involved in the long and difficult process of filmmaking.

"He's impossible," Benjamin said of Lovitz. "His at-

titude, personality, everything."

Lovitz just smiled, responding, "No, he loves me." Ben-

jamin nodded, and it's clear these two have a great work-

ing relationship, and are both enthusiastic about their

latest project.

My Stepmother is an Alien, which opens Dec. 9, is a

lighthearted, special effects-laden comedy starring Dan
Aykroyd as a widower and screwball scientist whose ex-

periment of sending a signal into deep space seems a

failure — until Kim Basinger shows up on his front door,

and quickly proceeds to marry him. No one suspects that

she's an Alien (not even Lovitz, who plays Aykroyd's
swinging brother) except Aykroyd's young daughter.

What attracted Richard Benjamin to this particular

film? "There was a certain risk to it," he said. "It had
a lot of elements, and I liked the idea of working with

.sioecial effects, balanced with comedy and a human story."

continued on page 10

How to make a hit

3112

titiiii wnt

Tlie American F.xpress* Card is a hit virtually

iunwhere you shop, from Lcb Aiij;eles to

U)iid()n Whether you're buying books, bibehall

tickets or brunch So during college and ;ifter.

It s the perfect way to pay for just about

eventliing\ou II want

How to gt't

the Card nou

(College IS the first

sign of success And

because we believe in your

potential, we ve made it easier for

students of tlits scIuk)! to get tiif

American Kxpress Card riglit

now -even without a |ob or a

credit history So whether you re an

underclassman, senior or

grad student, look into

our automatic approval

offers. For details pick up an

application on campus Or call

l-800-THE-(ARI) and ask for a

student application

The American Express Card

Don't Leave School Without It'

. I *prpv> Tfjv^l Krijird yfvtce* (ompaih In

Jon Lovitz

JUST STOP! WAIT!!
KEEP GOING

Smith Corona Portable Word Processor

$100 OFFon Personal
Word Processor

Typewriter Service on all makes
and models

Supplies, Ribbor>s, Correction Tapes. School
& Otiice Supplies for Projects. Reports &

Term Papers or for any Type Job!"

Repairs Done On The Premises • Repairs
Yog Can Trust and That Are Done Efficiently

WASN'T THAT WORTH IT!

TYPCWRfTlR StHVICI t^SliAf

*S R Ptootqnt tt, Am^ftt aSi >Ot7

IS TIIK VINAQIUM f
Winc. hccr (^ ^Supplic.s

Case: BudwelSeF $11/"

MlCHElflB $12.-

^^OCiA $nr

and more than 40 Imports
Wine and Beer making kits

Xmas Gifts

downtown Amhprst
locatpd under DANGFLOS

ifltnr

HAVE YOU SIGNED UP
FOR THE BUSH BASH

YET? WELL...

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?!?

Sign ups are still being taken, and

there's what youII get for $215 members/
$245 non-members...

^

• 5 Nights Lodging at Bridge Condos
• 5 DaY Lift Ticket

• Parties and FUN, FUN, FUN!!!

» .-i

Screenprinting...
Tee Shirts. Sweatshirts. lackets.

Bumperstickers. Deccds.

Athletic lerseys. Hats-
Foryoxir

Group. Compcmy or Organization

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREENm

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPEOALTY

Complete Art and Design
Department

Don't miss the best time of your life

and be left otit in the cold.

screenprint spzaoiisis

47 Jackson Street, Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

lnMass.-413-S34-5634

f" a

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sign aps being taken Taes.—Thars. C.C. Concourse 9-3 p.m.

^
545-3437

3$i

e •A^ • *"t *
^

IHIMHIIHIlilH
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STUDENT
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Proposals are solicited for Student

Commencement Speaker.

Format: 3 typewritten pages, double-spaced

(approximately 5 minutes speaking time)

Deadline: March 1, 1989.

(Commencement is May 28, 1989.)

Selection process and criteria : A committee consisting of a

majority of student members will review entries (authors'names

will be deleted) for relevance to UMass and higher education,

substance, and "appropriateness". Ratings will be assigned.

Selected entrants will be asked to "audition". Final selection

will then be made by the committee.

Submit proposals to: Robert N. Brooks. Director. Student Affairs

Information Services, 229 Whitmore (545-3480).

1)1 \ isi()\ oi c()\ 1 1\( /\f. i:di c \ri()\

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration—
November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

*ts^##^V# Snow Parking Policy * • <#;

K 1 -

I. Where can you park overnight during snow season

(December 1-April 1, and other times in the event

of predicted, measurable snowfall)

E Lots

Lot 20
Lot 22
Lot 23
Lot 24
Lot 25 (north of roadway to E only)

Lot 27
Lofr 28
Lot 30

Lot 32 (west of Lincoln Avenue)

Lot 41

Lot 42

Lot 43 (except at meters)

Lot 44

Lot 46 (except at meters)

Lot 49
Lot 50

Thatcher Way (east side only)

II. Where you CANNOT park between 1 AM & 7AM during snow season

(December 1 -April 1, and other times in the event

of predicted, measurable snowfall.)

Any campus roadway (including Southwest horseshoe) Lot 40

Any parking meter Lot 45

Lot 25 (south of the roadway to E Lot) Lot 62

Lot 26 (except by special permit only) Lot 63

Lot 31 Lot 64

Lot 32 (east of Lincoln Ave only) Lot 65

Lot 33 Lot 66

Lot 34 Lot 71

III. Where overnight Parking is allowed BUT SPECIFIC LOT DECAL
REQUIRED 24 HOURS, all others will be towed.

Lot 21
Lot 29
Lot 47

Lot 54

Any posted Reserved Space

University Players' Therapjy gives comic catharsis
By MICHAEL T. PUOPOLO. II

Collegian Correspondent

Beyond Therapy
University Players

What do a bisexual, a waiter, a die-hard Snoopy lover,

a homosexual, premature ejaculation and a very confus-

ed woman all have in common? They are all Beyond
Therapy.

Poor Prudence has answered an advertisement in a local

paper for a quiet evening at a nice restaurant. There she

meets Bruce who tells her that he is a bisexual. However,
Bruce wishes to broaden his horizons. After Bruce tells

Prudence a little more of his life, she has just about had
it. Bruce also becomes extremely annoyed and the quiet

evening ends with a water fight.

Both Bruce ar»d Prudence have been going to therapy
for some time no-w. Prudence's therapist is a foul-mouthed
sex fiend, whiles Bruce *s therapist has the intellectual

capability of a 9.m-yea.r old. The next time Bruce and
Prudence go to tshe restaurant they end up hitting it off

better. Finally, Bruce decides to invite Prudence over for

dinner at his hcBuse.

Bob is Bruce's homosexual lover ofone year who is very
jealous at the cimnent turn of events in Bruce's life. The
evening turns ouat to be a disaster. Bruce takes Bob to his

therapist and Bruce and Prudence go out to the
restauraunt the^ net at before.

Charlotte, Bruce's therapist, tells Bob that he should go
to the restauraa t and vent his anger with a toy gun and
"shoot" Prudenci«an.dBz-uce. Bob askes Charlotte to come

along for emotional support.

Bruce and Prudence are having a great dinner until

Stuart, F*rudence's therapist, decides to give Prudence one
more chance at happiness with him. Bob bursts in with
Charlotte and "shoots" Bruce and Prudence. After a

somewhat heated discussion, all five of them sit down for

a nice dinner. After dinner, Bob has fallen in love with

the waiter, Andrew; Charlotte agrees to help Stuart; and
Bruce and Charlotte get married.

All of this may sound like very serious issues, but they
are quite humorous. The play is very simple, yet the com-
edy never stops! A great performance job was done by all

the actors. Keep an eye out for Tone Nunes, Kara Banks,
Robyn Heisey, Josh Galitsky, Bill Larkin, and Jeff

Johnson tonight when the final performance of

Christopher Durang's Beyond Therapy is presented at

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

August Wilson's musical Ma Rainey '« Black Bottom comes to fthe Fine Arts Center this Friday

at 8 p.m. Wilson won a New York Drama Critics Circle Award for the play, cited as "Best Play

of the Year." For tickets call 545-2511.

^b!^^-"
Plain and PepperonI

Pizza Now Available

by the Slice

Only $1.00
11:30 am11:00 pm
Daily

The 2nd Annual

UMASS HILLEL
Mini—mall

rxi^'^

900<»OOOOOOO^M»0«»0000^«

-Sir—'

«t0-^^

t=^^
ore'

GRAND OPENING

rriday Nov. 25th

Box factory Outlet

featuring "Wrap City

a most unusual store

Boxes—moving, storage, shipping,

packing and more!

hrs. 11-5 dailv Sun 12-5 • Amherst Railroad Station

Tel. 253-3435

aooooooeoooooooooooooc»ocx

CARACAS 320
Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739
T»fM not included

Alto Wor* Study Abnyd.
Ltngutgu Courtat, Inl'l Student

ID. youth Hoaial PatMi
eURAIL rm—M I**v0d on ttf tpol!

call lor tft« FREE OfE Studant

Travml Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So Pltasant St.

Ainhtrtt. MA 01002

aCTwrs

110
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 25^.-514

••••••••••••••••••••••******

Drink of the Week
SOMBRERO $1.75

Beer of the Month
BECKS $1.75

'•*••••••••*••••••••••••**********

•••••••••••••*****

?fe PRESENTS

r^ 2 FREE SHOWS!

I JELLOBIAFRA
I

THE SPOKEN WORD

I

I

I

I

TOUR
FRIDAY DEC2w>.hovP

7:00intheBLUEWALL

MIRACLE LEGION
THE GORDONS
THE WOODEN SOLDIERS

SATURDAY DEC 3
8:00 in th« HATCH
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Stepmother

continued from page 6

Benjamin was involved in the project

from an early stage, and even contributed

to the script work, meeting many times

with the writers. About that, he said. "You

can't be polite! P'rom polite meetings come

polite scripts." That seems the case, as the

script went through many drafls until Ben-

jamin was satisfied.

As a director, it's hard for Benjamin's ac

ting background not to be influential. From

the early 60s to the late 70s, he worked in

both stage and screen, and his roles go from

serious in films like Diary of a Mad
Housewife and Westworld to comedic in

The Sunshine Bo\s, Housecalls, and even

a short-lived NBC T.V. series "Quark."

Since his directorial debut in 1982 with My
Favorite Year, starring Peter O'Toole as a

drunken icon in the early days of televi-

sion. Benjamin has made films that cover

all genres, including Racing uith the Moon.

The Money Pit, and Little Nikita.

Looking back on each directing job, Ben

jamin said. "Each film is such a learning

experience. (With each movie) 1 thought it

would get easier, but it doesn't. You know-

more, and the more you know, the more

you can do. The film language that all the

masters knew is more apparent." He com

pared the role of director to an artist, say-

ing, "the canvas is infinite."

Yet despite the huge scale of a film, the

actors are what count, and past experience

was invaluable, he said. "Being an actor

before was a tremendous help. It's impor-

tant to make the actors free, allow them to

expand and not be afraid to take risks.

When you're afraid, you get 'small,' and I

tried to create an atmosphere where it's

okay to fail — because you learn."

Lovitz seemed to agree with all his direc-

tor had said, yet he certainly had thoughts

of his own about this off-beat film. He was

sold on the script the minute he read one

particular scene, and said to himself: "Do

this film!! You get to kiss Kim Basinger!!"

When asked if it was worth it, he answered,

with a smirk, "What do you think?"

Lovitz has had a colorful history, best

known from his stint on "Saturday Night

Live." There, he developed distinct

characters like Tommy Flanagan of

Pathological Liars Anonymous, and Master

Thespian, a Shakespearean ham. He made
his first film appearance in last summer's

hit Big, and though he is moving towards

more film roles, he hasn't abandoned SNL.

He plans to do two more seasons, and had

to juggle his appearances last season while

he was making Stepmorn. "But, with the

writer's strike, I was able to stay out in

California longer," Lovitz said. "This ob-

viously made the process ea.sier."

Yet Lovitz still kept the crew busy with

his antics. On one occasion he sent his

director into a panic when he "borrowed"

the Rolls Royce used in the film's climax

to take Benjamin's son and Alyson Han-

nigan, the 13-year-old newcomer who plays

Aykroyd's daughter, to McDonalds. The

key word that went through Benjamin's

mind on finding them missing: "Fear."

Yet through it all, these two have great

memories from the film, and Benjamin

found working with Hannigan: "an un-

trained, real little girl - a delight."

But at times, especially in some dramatic

scenes, Benjamin used a less lighthearted

approach. "I had to get tough. I didn't like

to. but I had to. To get her concentration

right, I had to make her do it. 'I'm not

satisfied," I would say. and sometimes I . .

."

"You kicked her," Lovitz finished.

Benjamin smiled in agreement, "^es,

you had to hit them once in a while."

Both laughed. This seemed to sum up the

relationship, both working, and ca.sual, bet-

ween these two personalities. When things

settled down, Benjamin responded to the

big question. "How do / like my movie?

Well, I like it! It's been quite a trip."

The New England String Quartet, post-

graduate quartetin-residence at UMass,

will give their first concert of the year this

Friday at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall.

The program will feature a selection of

works illustrating quartet development

from the classical period to baroque to con-

temporary. The public is invited to this

free concert.
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INTRODUCING NEW
BLUSH MAJEUR
BY LANCdME®, PARIS
The first creme blush you can use

with a brush - another Lancome

breakthrough m micro-bubble technology'

New Blush Majeur combines the glide-on

ease ol a creme with the long wear of

a powder blush It blends instantly -

won t streak shine, pore Never looks

or feels greasy And it stays stiky

fresh and colour-true all day or all night

Try It in six fashionable French

shades Blushing Plum. Blushing Rose,

Blushing Mocha, Blushing Berry,

Blushing Tulip, Blushing Sienna.

Blush Majeur Net Wt 18 oz It.OO
The Lancome Counief All Steiger Stores (d 039)

LE HAUTE TECH
SHOULDER TOTE
IS YOURS FOR JUST
1 3.50 WITH ANY
LANCdME PURCHASE
This chic black waffle-textured tote

features a full lining, bold shoulder

straps, an inner zip pocket and a

snap closure Inside - Les Merveilles

De Lancome 5 purse portables mcludng:

• Niosome Systeme Anti-Age daytime

skin treatment (Net Wt 75 oz)

• Trans-Hydrix multi-action hydrating

creme (Net Wt 65 oz )

• Nutrix hand treatment (Net Wt 72 oz )

• Keracils mascara with Keratine

(Net Wt 17 oz)
• Hydra-Riche hydrating creme lipcolour

(Net Wt .15 oz)

Offer good while supplies last
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I'll go to England . . . later
You may have wanted to accomplish two

things at once. I don't mean learning seven

chapters and starting a paper in one night,

wanting to date two people on one Friday

night, or watching The Wonderful World

of Disney and 60 Minutes on Sunday at 7

p.m. I mean fulfilling more than one dream
at a time in a hectic life where it seems im-

possible to accomplish anything before

senility settles in. So you prioritize, and

hope you make the right choice.

Alise Harfield

Attending college was one choice of mine.

It was a decision made long before the ad-

vent of high school, a that some 85 percent

of my graduating class made in June of

1986. Then, it seemed people went because

(a) everyone else was, (b)their parents said

they should, or (c) they truly desired to, at

the time.

Now I am a a third year, category (c) stu-

dent. I want to be able to accomplish other

things while at an age to enjoy them.

I've always wanted to visit Europe, but

especially England.

I can't be writing this right now. I should

be catching up on Shakespere and

astronomy, researching a project due next

week, finishing a novel for discussion,

washing dirty laundry . . .

Rationalize. It's okay to write; it's a hob-

by I enjoy as much as eating and sleeping.

I can start homework later on.

Why do I account for every second in

every minute ofevery hour, day in, day out

of college? What happened to free time? I

was never like this, never this bad. I'm

forever in a hurry: rushing through dinner

to get to homework, reading as much as my
eyelids allow before gravity pulls them

To whom it may concern

down, falling into bed only to wake up after

what seems like a blink of sleep, rushing

through a shower, getting to class, and

then repeating the cycle. The days become

as regular as and Ex-Lax addict.

I want these last two years of

undergraduate school to get over with so

I can start grad school. One goal. Once

there, I'll wish more time away so I can get

out to the world and make money. Then,

I'll wish each week away so the holidays

come sooner and bring opportunity not on

ly to rest but also to contemplate the next

goal, probably marriage, then onto

motherhood, and in between I want to

travel to England . . .

Every now and again I notice something

beautiful like a mess of red and orange rus-

ty leaves that I see as I run to work, or the

face of the "man in the moon" I follow en

route to the library. Then I recall passing

by friends, neglecting to stop and chat,

rushing my parents off the phone, and pass-

ing up going out in order to finish one

assignment. I wonder why there are ben-

ches in parks with swingsets next to them.

Why would people choose to sit on a still

bench when they could be riding high on

a swing? Shouldn't we always be active?

And what about Europe? By the time I

complete every goal I have in mind today,

I'll witness London from a wheelchair. My
granddaughter will push me around the ci-

ty, and umbrella attached to the back of the

seat to shelter me from the rain. My ar-

thritic bones will be rickety from the fog.

She'll yell to me what the tour guide says,

and with luck there will be a new battery

in my hearing aid. All for the experience

I've wished my life away for.

Maybe I ought to enjoy the means to such

ends . . . while I'm still young enough to

dream of them.

Alise Harfield is a Collegian columnist

Goodbye Shakespeare, hello Chou Tso-jen
You have to appreciate courses like these: Comparative

Literature 355 - Modern African Literature; Portuguese

325 - Medieval and Renaissance Portuguese; English

480D - Literature of the Americas; Russian 255 —
Masterpieces of Russian Literature in Translation; Judaic

Studies 312 - Readings in Classical Hebrew Texts;

Chinese 456 - Classical Chinese Prose.

Did you know that people actually wrote in medieval

China? I thought the only works written before the 18th

century came out of Britain. I mean, gee whiz, I had a

taste of the classics in high school. I browsed through the

Canterbury Tales skimmed a little bit of Paradise Lost,

and I think I even read Romeo and Juliet twice in its en-

tirety. Of course, there were American classics such as

Huckleberry Finn and Moby Dick floating around my high

school as well. But I never even heard about any Asian

or Latin American writers.

Not too long ago I'm sure that non-Western literature

courses were few and sparse in a college curriculum. The

emphasis was on English literature from Beowulf to

maybe Virginia Woolf (if you had a professor that was

liberal enough to teach a woman writer), along with

several classic American texts. But, who decided that

these were the the classics anyway?

Recently, many new courses have been introduced in

which professors are teaching works that they consider

to be classics from other cultures, or works from Western

culture that don't fit the mold of what we have considered

to be classic literature.

Move over Melville, make room for authors like Susan

Warner. Heads up Faulkner, you've got competition from

Chou Tso-jen. With Japanese, Chinese, Latin American,

African, etc., literature courses being offered here, we are

given the opportunity to read works from many different

cultures and we can determine for ourselves what the real

classics are.

Bob Bobala

As wonderful as this is, a couple of problems do arise

from the availability of diverse literature courses offered

at universities across the country. First is that some peo-

ple are tempted to shun the British and American classics

because in some instances they seem to be racist or sexist.

That creates a big dilemma for me. Here I am, making

a serious effort to study Paradise Lost for the first time

in my life. I'm pondering the great moral questions. I'm

examining Milton's purpose - to "justify the ways of God

to men." And as if I didn't have enough trouble already,

hat does a friend of mine tell me? "Milton is sexist."w

POW-MIA letter draws fire

Now what should I do? Drop out of Major British Writers

so I can take Japanese 144 — Japanese Literature in

Translation? Would that do me any good?

The problems of racism and sexism which have existed

— and still exist — in Western society are not exclusive

to the West. Are these new courses in diverse literature

designed to present cultures that are void of sexism and

racism? I sure would be hard pressed to find literature

from a culture where neither sexism nor racism existed.

Whether I'm reading a work by a big Anglo-Saxon name

like Shakespeare or an Eastern writer who is still obscure,

the text is going to offer me both good and bad views of

his or her culture. I wouldn't want to make a point of ex-

cluding any kind of literature from my studies. The im-

portant thing is that the curriculum that I am offered is

not overly biased toward one culture's literature over

another's.

I have to admit, I feel pretty fortunate to be at an in-

stitution where I have the opportunity to study not only

British and American literature, but Chinese, Japanese,

Latin American, Russian, and African literature as well.

To me, this is a basis for a good liberal education.

But that reminds me of my second dilemma: I sure have

a lot of reading to do.

Boh Bobala is a Collegian columnist

In other news. . .

Editor's note: The Collegian has a strict

policy against letters responding to letters.

However. Alan Ditmore's letter ("POW-

MIA flag offensive," Nov. 18) drew such

a maelstrom that we felt it necessary to

acknowledge the response.

"Ditmore suggests that the University

give equal flagpole time to 'progressive'

groups. . .1 suggest the University erect

a new flagpole and call it 'the flagpole for

the group or persons offended by the flag

flown the previous week'. .

."

Andy Moynahan
Southwest

"There are thousands of people living

in a limbo worse than any hell I can im

agine. Their sons, husbands, fathers,

brothers, or friends have not returned

from Vietnam...to take down the POW
MIA nag would indicate that we

Americans have given up on those very

men who would not give up on us."

Eric Shauber
Southwest

"You may or may not agree with the

reasons for US involvement in other wars,

but those who served deserve our respect.

It is the leaders we should fault when we

fault policy."

John Arabadjis

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy

"I suggest he (Ditmore] go talk to some

Vietnamese refugees, whose families were

tortured or killed by the Viet Cong, and

ask them their opinions of this 'pro-

gressive' group. .

."

Tim Angers
Southwest

"The banner's message not only

reminds us of the sufferings endured by

POW's but also our need to provide ac-

countability of all MIA's, dead or alive.

. . [We] have to wonder if Alan Ditmore's

view of the POW-MLA flag would be dif-

ferent if he had experienced a personal

loss due to the Vietnam War. . .

Doug Capodanno
Larry Lampson

Sunderland

"There is only one way he (Ditmore) can

have his wish and see the ensigns of the

Nicaraguan and Vietnamese regimes

upon the flagpole and that is to leave

behind the liberties we defended. With the

numbers of refugees leaving Nicaragua

and Vietnam, there will be plenty of room

for one more in those unfortunate coun-

tries."

Richard Colton
Dept. of Biochemistry

Bradley Weidman thought he could bank

on the sugarbowl remembrance ofa 1930'

s

child movie star when he named his new
soft drink the Shirley T. What the 26-year-

old entrepreneur from Encino, Calif did not

count on was the marketing savvy ofShirley

Temple Black, 60, former Ambassador to

Ghana and a Rebublican activist. Black,

who has granted manufacturers 163

licenses in the past 50 years for everything

from Shirley Temple dolls and music boxes

to greeting card, is suing Weidman for us-

ing her name without permission.

Weidman, whose sales reached $200,000
last year, defends his drink's name by argu-

ing that "Shirley Temple" has become part

of the English language and thus is no

longer a trademark. After all, he notes,

when bartenders mix ginger ale and
grenadine to make a Shirley Temple, they

do not need Black's permission. The dif-

ference. Black counters, is that bartenders,

unlike Weidman, are not trying to push a

product.

- Time, Oct. 31
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Feelies find fame at last

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Who says suburban
garage bands can't make it

big? In the Feelies' case it

took 12 years, hree albums,

a personnel change and a

six-vear hiatus for the

Haledon. NJ. quintt-t to find

the limelight.

TomoiTow, bassist Branda

Sauter, guitarists Glenn

Mercer and Bill Million, and

drummers Stan Demeski

and Dave Weckerman. will

perform two shows at the

Iron Horse in Northampton.

Tht'ir latest album, Only

Life, is filled with the joyful

guitars, murky vocals and

frenzied beat that have now
become the band's

trademark. The work has

earned praise from no less

than Time Magazine.

The Feelies took shape in

1976, when Million and

Mercer began playing with

bassist Keith DeNunzio and

(no A- colossal) drummer An-

ton Fier. 1980 saw the

release of their first LP,

Crazy Rhythms. Million and

Mercer soon began perform

ing with Sauter, Demeski

and Weckerman under
various labels; Yung Wu,

The Willies and The Trypes

are incarnations that still

surface occasionally.

With REM's Peter Buck

as producer, the second

Feelies LP, The Good Earth,

brought the present lineup

to light in 1986. That year

the band also released the

four-song EP, No One
Knows, and appeared in the

Jonathan Demme film

Something Wild.

If you haven't seen this

band live, do so. This is one

of the few acts who have

proven both on stage and on

vinyl that a little change is

good.
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Inventory Auditors

$6.50/hottr to start

"Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 +

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and

dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training
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CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic St., Northampton 191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

586-6336 253-2013

Store Hours; Mon.-Sat. 10-6; Sun. 12-5

Thurs. til 9 (Northampton Store Only)
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"I feel we have only awakened a sleeping giant, and his

reaction will be terrible.

"

—Admiral Yamamoto after Pearl Harbor

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Hicnes

5 Non-coms
9 Evening, in

Venice

13 Malercourse.

Caiun style

14 Rich source

15 Final, tor one
16 Suppose
1

7

Land mass
18 Fender bender

19 Football

formation

22 Wasn or wild

starter

23 Mops dryer

24 Cotlee server

25 Fieur-de

—

26 Blood element

29 Error lor Evert

34 India, lor one

36 Giant Mel ei al

37 Everyone
38 Walnut or pecan
39 OSS follower

40 Feat lor

Secretarial

44 Cleaning

woman, old

style

46 And
47 Pledge
48 Seasoned wilti

a certain nerb

50 Punch
53 Rowing sneii

57 Obligation

56 WiscaHany
59 Jay Silverneals

role

60 Verdi heroine

61 Meignt
allowance

62 Patois

63 Mogul
64 Slaughter oi

baseball

65 Not as much

DOWN
1 Baboon genus
2 Keeping m view

3 1**)rd with term

or time

4 Power producer

5 Lobster iimbs

6 Suggest

Edited by Trud
7 Ruler of Asgard

8 Jonathan
Livingston —

9 Certain cars

10 Pari ol CEO
11 Status

12 Portion AObr
13 Nonsense
20 Facilitate

21 leys —
Farrar

25 Weight abbr

26 Cioui

27 Artist Joan
28 Again

29 Severinsen

30 Relating to

the ear

31 Beehive state

32 Weather
forecast

33 Matterhorn

for one
35 Director Russell

38 Harass

40 Walked
41 Made another

draft

c Michel Jeffe
42 Advantage

43 Glassware
45 Incarnation ol

Vishnu

48 Agnaw
49 A Lesson from
— Fugard

50 Swiss
psychiatrist and
family

51 Choir members
52 Stigma

53 Teacher s

surprise

54 Govt meat
stamp

55 — Bator

56 Substance
57 Before Beth or

Heath

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

^l*M iu\ Vnitrlr^ liflw^ N>liaKalv 11/M/ti

Menu
Lunch

Sweet and Sour

Chicken Fingers

Cape Cod Fillets

Dinner

Tofu Paitie/Pineapple Ring

Cape Cod Fillets

Basics Laacii

Quiche Lorraine

Barbequed Fork on a Bun

Basics Dinner

Quiche Lorraine

Humus Vegetable

Pocket Sandwich

/f Weather
>v

Today: Mostly clear. 40s
Toaigbl: Cloudy, chance of rain and snow 3D's.

Tomorrow: 30 percent chance of snow, then clearing

40s.
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FarrakharL Burmese get GSS support
continued from page 1

Farrakhan. the leader of the Chicago

based Nation of Islam, has often been ac

cused of being an anti-Semite by the

members of the Jewish community
Farrakhan has put down the Jewish

religion for years and is "vehemently op-

posed" to Jewish students. Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter. head of the UMass Hillel

Foundation, told the Collegian last month.

Despite DVP's initial withdrawal, the

fraternity was still determined to bring the

controversial minister. "This is an institu-

tion of higher learning, and we want to

hear what the man has to say," said Jay

Dowdy, president of Phi Beta Sigma, when

DVP announced the withdrawal.

Anthony Gee, a fraternity member, told

the Collegian on the night of the Oct. 18

vote that the media has led the public

astray on Farrakhan and has "ha> taken

his meaning out of context."

Charles ShelTield, also a Phi Beta Sigma

member, expressed outrage that some

members of the community did not want

Farrakhan to speak at the University.

"Are you jealous that a single Black man
can fill every civic center in the country to

capacity, including Madison Square

Garden with Black men and women from

all walks of life?" [sic] he wrote in an NUM-
MO editorial.

Coincidentally, the day Sheffield's

editorial appeared in NUMMO, DVP
rescinded its withdrawl and tentatively

agreed to sponsor the visit.

Farrakhan is now scheduled to appear

Feb. 3, Varghese said.

By THOMAS KODHIGUES
Collegian Stall

The Graduate Student Senate pledged its

full support last night for the Burmese

students in their plight to bring demwracy

and freedom of expression to Burma.

The unanimous vote to support the

resolution, which is intended to provide

moral support to ex-patriots and other sym-

pathizers to the Burmese cause, also ex-

presses the senate's disapproval of the

authoritarian regime of General Ne Win.

Current leader General Saw Maung, says

originator of the resolution and president

of the senate Gita van Heerden, has

systematically and violently oppressed the

people of Burma and has had large

numbers of students arrested and killed

under his military crackdown.

In other senate business:

The senate voted to return a motion,

outlining the University's rules for

picketing and registration, back to the

Chancellor for clarification and subsequent

revision.

The UMass Hillel Foundation will

'eceive $500 of its proposed $800 request

o the senate for funding of the Jewish Arts

Festival.

The fiscal year budget projections made
by the senate last night covering 1989-1990

was tabled until the next meeting on Dec.

13 when it will be voted on.

1 Two women hurt in car accident

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Amherst police responded to a four-car

accident in front of Hasbrouck Laboratory

on North Pleasant Street Monday which

left two pedestrians injured.

Three cars collided after Joyce Arditti.

29, and a companion attempted to cross the

road at 6:32 p.m.

Attempting to avoid the cars, Arditti and

her companion jumped into the other lane

of traffic. Arditti was then struck by a

fourth vehicle and was later treated at

University Health Services for a knee

injury.

In University police reports:

• A storage area in Gorman Residence

Hall was reported broken into Monday. Six

new swivel chairs were taken from the

area.

• A 10-speed bicycle worth $200 was

reported stolen from a bike room in Brooks

Residence Hall Monday.

• A leather jacket, two gold rings, and

a gold bracelet worth $930 were reported

stolen from a room in Washington

Residence Hall Monday.

MCAT • LSAT • GRE • GMAT
REGISTER BEFORE DECEMBER 1

FOR DISCOUNT PRICES

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780
Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students
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Taste Test FRESCA
on the Campus Center Concourse

Wednesday, December 7, 1988
10:30AM-1:00PM

Support the UMASS KICKLINE

by purchasing raffle tickets to

win one of eighteen UMASS/FRESCA

directors chairs!!

Drawing To Be Held 1:00PM, Wednesday

December 7, 1988 on the Campus Concourse,

Sponsored By Coca Cola Bottling of Northampton

BIBLICAL
EXPLORATION

For anyone interested in an
intelligent, serious open-minded

study of the Bible.

Nov. 30 Dec 7

6:30 PM CAMPUS CENTER
"Lookinii at the C^hHstmas Storipn"
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Call 545-2661 for more info
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MHewelt, UMass ' rookie coach
continued from page 16

"She's positive and a motivator. She pushes us to the

limit," says senior co-captain Beth Wilbor. "It's been a

tremendous learning experience."

Hewelt was not alone in coming to UMass. Joining her

is assistant Mary Vail, a three-year starter under Hewelt
at Indiana Tech before joining her as an assistant for the

past two seasons.

Also on the staff are graduate assistants Jim Carr, Tim
Kingston and Marcella Zalot, along with Tara Lewis, a

co-captain on last year's team, who will be serving as a

volunteer assistant. They will serve in various capacities

from coaching, scouting and administrative work.

Collrgian photo by Chris Hotford

UMass' tall front line may pay big dividends for

the Minutewomen this year. Above is co-captain

Beth Wilbor Oeft) and Helen Freeman (right).

"I'm a master in the art of delegation," Hewelt says of

her staff. "You have to get the young people involved. The
only key is to let them get involved and use their skills."

Hewelt's coaching philosophy stresses not only attitude,

but also direct attention to the fundamentals of the game.
She said she looks to bring out the best in players, develop-

ing their skills to a maximum level.

It seems to be working. Even the seniors find that there

is plenty to still be learned.

"Coming in each year with a new coach is like coming
in every year as a freshman," Wilbor said. "I've learned

a lot of new stuff. I wish I was a freshman again."

And when the players are that enthusiastic, it has to

be something special.

Mwomen's hoop preview
continued from page 16

That scheme appears to be working early on. In the

season opener, a 60-52 win over the University of Ver-

mont last Saturday, Freeman led the Minutewomen with

18 points, followed by 17 from McCusker, who was a

member of the Atlantic 10 All-Freshman team last year.

But the inside game will not be the only facet. The
Minutewomen will balance this with an equally effective

outside game, led by senior co-captain Christel Zullo.

Zuilo will run the show from the point. She was fifth

in the A- 10 last season in assists, averaging 5.6 per game,
and her 162 assists last season is a new single-season

UMass record.

The off-guard spot will be shared by a pair of capable

juniors, 5-10 Michele Pytko and 5-8 Sue Serafini. Both
display tremendous shooting ability, as Serafini was third

in the A- 10 last season in three-point field goal percen-

tage at .345 (31-for-90). Pytko could also see some front

court action.

Coming off the bench in the backcourt is senior Dianne
Burke and sophomores Trish Riley and Colleen Hopkins.

Riley and Burke both saw playing time last year, while

Hopkins sat out the seasor with a knee injury.

Joining this year's team are a trio of freshmen who
should help out the inside game. Jennyfer Moran (5-10)

from Altoona, Penn. is "fundamentally sound with

tremendous shooting range," according to Hewelt. Lisa

Hair (5-111, from East Windson, NJ, and Pegeen Ryan
(6-3 1, from Bayonne, NJ, will help out in rebounding and
will help Freeman and McCusker in the middle.

In the Vermont game, the inside game was strong while

the outside struggled, according to Hewelt. The key to the

season will be getting the two working together so that

they can feed off each other.

Hewelt is optimistic about the prospects of the season.

"We've got some young ladies who are very talented,

with some good skills. Now we've got to plug them into

a system which will maximize their skills," she said.

And if Hewelt can succeed at that, her first season at

UMass could be a good one

Mswimming to host Tufts
continued from page 16

Also under the gun is freshman Sean Rutherford. "If

he can show me some commitment, he could be a Top

10 swimmer in New England," Yarworth said.

Overall, Yarworth said he is pleased with the team's

progression.

Junior G.T.Ladd had one of his best meets ever against

Boston College a week and a half ago and continues to

improve. Juniors Brian Mclver, Dave Ehle and Roger

Kennedy are consistent front line swimmers who look

to repeat their championship ways of the 1987-88 season.

Tufts could ambush the Minutemen, but its not a safe

bet.

"I see a small problem . . . with the general commit-

ment to being the best they can be," Yau-worth said, but

otherwise, UMass is on schedule.
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A BISCUIT

PAM, MARIA. COURTNEV. k CHRIS

'

• Thanks again tc making my biririday
*

special' You guys are wonderlul

Iriends' I lova yall

Kathleen

FREE RENT FOR IS MINUTES child care

then slay home and study live nights weett-

ly no weekends, near campua, Anna
545 2096 morfMnga

1 BORM IN 4 BDRM HAOLEV apt^rivate
rm with own ball 4 shower 10 mm to

UMass on buart Avad spring aem 5854864
222 mo

ACTIVITIES

INTERIOR DESIGN MAJORS! We're hav
ing a Christmas Party at Cartjurs' Get
tickets now' Me know you like to party'

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKING etpanded hours
lor December in the Student Union Craft

Center lOam-Spm morvlri Pottery, lewelry

greeting cards etc Call 545-2096 or drop
in tor more info

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOMS on 19 acres ol

country land Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

2 SINGLE BR'S AVAILABLE m Belcher

town house on Rte 9 on bus route

$150/month Begin Jan 323-4862

SPACIOUS. BEAUTIFUL. 2 BEDROOM
condo 1

' ? mile to campus, on the bus
route SS50 lor the entire apt Available Jan
1 Call 253-2653

2 LARGE ROOMS IN HOUSErOfTbus
route S210*/month Lease Jan 1 < May3t
For more into call Stacy 253-94 1

1

FOR SALE

HIGH-QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS
Sherwood releiver optonica deck dua' turn-

table together 300 Bill 542-243S

GREAT GIFT IDEA

SILK bound! HAND-MADE BLANK
BOOKS lor sale m purple, blue red and
pink Great tof yourself and as a gilt Only

$3 00 each Call 256-8325 lor orders and

questlorw

HELP WANTED

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15 400 $72,500

how hiring, excellent benefits Call

1-312 741 8400 eKt J-5931A

SCA POSITIONS (AUDITOR ft ASSIS-

TANT) now open Heavy workload 8-10

hours/wk Applications available 420SU
Sga Budget due date ti/30

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS
Excellent experience Earn average

$7.000-$10 000 Call Adam al 665 2527

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Sum-
mer, yr round, all countries, all fields.

Free info. Write IJC. PO Box 52-MA01

Corona Del Mar. CA 92825.

WARNING TO THE GIRLS on the 13th

fkxy Kennedy It s FAL s b-day so lock your

doors O' prepare to brawl'

HEV BANKS Break a leg' Love Toboggan
Lisa, and the lovepumps

2 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR apartment next

to Brittany Manor to take over lease im-

mediately tor Spring semMtar Clean quiet

during the weak CaM Jo* 258-8132

LOOKINO TO TAKE OVER lease lor 2
bedroom apartment lor spring Call

546-8956

THE LOVELY MISS JAME DUOA is get

ling hitched to AH what s his name again'

Good luck in you life together and grad

school I 11 miss you' Love. Kris Eno

UMASS MUSK THEATRE GUILD meeting

tonight at 7pm in the Campus Center im-

portant'" Elections and stuff

BILL 4 GLEN SATURDAY NIGHT was
awesome Lets parly again sometime
Love, the newest members ol the Bill

Bucket Club (JFK Chapter)

HAPPY 20th TO THE sexy guy in 1 705
Have a great day

MJ I LOVE YOU! Watch those stars 28'

happy ann You bet there'U be trntvi more
to come' Love always Ti

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Citlside apt w/an easy going

senior If intereeled piMM call Beth at

665-4550

SERVICES

FEMALES SEEK 3-4 badroooi apt Nor-

thampton area for Spring Call Jodi

546-8656

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan
2 14 Call SBMC 2568615 10am 5pm

FAST, INEXPENSIVE TYPING! Call Mary
5466725

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING,
spellchecking. word processor Call

Carolyn Leave message 253-5667

TO SUBLET

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 RAT SPYOER S800 or B O Runs but

needs some work Call Tom at 549-8125

81 TOYOTA CELICA good for parts Call

Jeannetie 253-2807

1979 V8 NOVA. Nice body, runs well For

pans or repair Needs new steering,

suspension Best offer Phil 549-8058

'74 FORD LTD- many good parts Needs
battery and timing chain Best ofle' Rich

549-4273

REDLVNXXRS 1986 S^peedTaiTcondi
tioning am/lm stereo cassetee. rear

delrosler and wiper 74.000 mi $3750 firm'

Call 546-8035. leave message

82 VW SCIROCCb 5 ^pd Dark grey new
tires, rims runs very wad KOOO Please call

Tom 546-1184

SKI BOOTS Dynafit superlite ladies Th ex-

cellent condition' $45 546-4055 Call

anytime until midnight

GUITAR STRAT COPY WOODGRAIN
finish good condition call Oave 253-9552

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday.

Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Oft Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

MAGALV Hey sickie. get welt soon' Love
your roomie Sue

INSTRUCTION

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC AND lighting

system quality al unbeatable prices (Jail us

KlubKave DJ Services
546-6518

79 MALIBU. 35K miles Recent tune up
sticker am/fm cass must be seen SI 200

or B O Colleen 253-9153 eves

LADIES SKI BOOTS 1983 size T0$30 00
546 9845

USED FURNITURE^edroom. dining, living,

good condition, low prices Call 253-7730

between 8 00am and 12:00pm

GUCCI WATCHES ONLYIzsI
Great XMas gifts Call Brian 549-5440

1981 RELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS PB AC. front wheel drive- $2,000 call

549-7660 Owen

GUITAR S/X2000 $160. Kustom amplifier

$175, Arlon overdrive $55. 549-6846.

EARLY 70' s GIBSON SG with whammy
bar excellent condition $450 66597

ORE MATH TUTOR- Algebra, geometry-

584-1307

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION COURSE:
Jan 4-27. UMass/Amherst, 6 30-8 30pm.

$150 Call 549-5128

DEBRA O-CONNELL
DEBRA O'CONNELL

• Congratulations' on being a totally

• ballzee Panhel president' You were

'tough, compassionate, determined and
• inspirational and above all you were
• wicked cute' 'Vou showed them all

what you were made ol. including

myself I'm proud ol you and you
sfK>uld be too'

Give C C Lancelot my best

WANTED TO SUBLET Dec -Jan best lime

to rail 4 7 S46 9927 Brian

TAKE OVER LEASE until end ol May nice

2yr ok) house on Fit 9 fully furnisfied. large

bedroom $250/mo

WE WANT TO SUBLET AN APARTMENT
in Pufflon tor wintersession Call Annmarie

at 54&«933

WE WANT YOUR LEASE

4 GIRLS DESPERATELY NEED a place to

live tor ttte spring semester Will consider

house or apartment Please call ASAP"
256 1185

Donald Trump

presents...

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES FOR spring

semester Huge double m downtown
Amherst Call Nancy or Meryl 253-3789

TRAVEL

WAKE n' BAKE - in" beautiful Negril.

Jamaica lor spring break '89 Very affor-

dable packages Organize group travel

tree Call 1-800 426 7710

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT Disc

jockeys and large screen video dances
Dorms/organizalKins 256-8526

FOR SALE - Full size box spnng and mat-

tress Can be picked up now or next

semester Leave message 549-7782

1983 aiEVY CHEVETTl"4dr 4sp new

brakes new clutch $1500 Kun253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 2S0"Snort biKe. 5 months

old $1 500. includes full tacial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

FURNITURE

FOR RENT

2 Bf« APT IN AMHERST, Great location

Large living room $510/mo Available Jan

1 Janet/Nancy 549-4435

SUNbERLANb 2 JKOROOJiTspacious 6

closets on busline available Dec 1 $460

665 2551

dUAlLlTV~HEV»rTuRNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons.

bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver.

LOST NEW YEARS EVE IN MONTREALParly

_ ROOMMATE WANTED time blowout from only $89 go with -1 com-i

GOLD CHAJN-LWK BRACELET Sentimen- pany in customer satisfaction Call now

tal value reward call 256-0986 (HOPE) BOSTON APT.! Female roommate need (617) 938-8839 (617)935-1414

ed Jan 1 lor 1 bdrm Comm Ave apt Near .

LOST GOLD INITIAL RING extreme sent T and B U Jen 617 738-0043 -„«^—_«--««.,^.i
value If found please caHAnnmaneVenuli _ __ _

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL
31546-4106 LARGE SINGLE BEDROOM in 3 bedroom _.__"^

SurS^riand apt for only $200/rTK>nlh Non DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS.

4 UMASS KEYS ON Hyundai chain smokers call 665-7326, avail 1/28 reliable on campus, affordable, spell

Reward Call 549 1632 mg/grammar reviewed 584 7924 Nancy

_ ROOMMATE NEEDED for spnng seinester

POCKETBObk 11/22 in Stockbridge Im Beaulilul one bedroom apt m Downtown u,.„Tcn
porlant. reward Call Denise 546-4354 Amherst Call 256-8058 WANTED

ROOMMATE NEEDED" IN GOT AN APARTMENT EMPTY OR A

MOTORCYCLES TOWNEHOUSEI Spring Sem share 2 ROOM we need it for XMas break Cail

bedroom apt with 3 lemales 549-4942 6-7044.

1983 KAWASAKI kZSSO LTD Helmet, ———
cover shiekJ $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings WANTED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES tor HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes will

singles in Putfton Village lor Jan Call psf money$$ Shirley 549-2710

549-7483
appaQi^j^^

FEJUiALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share WANTED TO RENT
HAPPY 21st KIM MONEY! Finally no more SouthWood apartment 253-9918 Lisa

worries Drinking can now be as easy aa TAKE OVER LEASE Jan 1 1 large

It was in Denmark. Have a great day. WANTED: 2 lemales to share 4 bedroom bedroom Brittany Manor $280/month lor 1

Lova vour SIstera. apt spring semester and intersession call or $140 lor two can move in alter finals

^' 256-8594 phone 256-1230, Susmita or Sheila

HAPPY 21 MISSY COTTER!! Thanks for _,...„ . v 1—I-
the visit" ILY Eric HELP! 2 FEMALES need room lor inlerses-

• BRANDYWINE 1 BORM AVAILABLE " sioo and/or spnng semester CaH 546-5130.

BEYOND THERAPY CAST: • starling Jan 1 Call 549-8154 or * 546-7313

CONGRATULATIONS on great show last • 549-0014 Leave message' " ^
nighl You guys are fantastic Let'skeepit HELP! 2 males wart to sfiare apl or fake

up lor tonight' and they're carrying over lease for spring 54^6680

things bags, boxes, cases you xnow
Break a leg. everyone'

a $200 liimeii Katr paler
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SPORTS

Men's, women's hoop teams brace for BU
Minutemen set to host Terriers tonight

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Tonight is the home opener for the

University of Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team.

Sure, the Minutemen have already

played two games at Curr>' Hicks Cage this

season. But when they take on Boston

University at 7 p.m. tonight in the Cage,

It will be the real home opener.

UMass lost to the Taby Club of Sweden

in an exhibition game, but that's all it was

— an exhibition game.

And Saturday night, the Minutemen

defeated Southern Connecticut in the first

rollrf(ian photo by Kir hard Ronanno

UMass freshman Jim McCoy and
the rest of the Minutemen will be

hoping to dunk Boston University

tonight at the Cage^

game of the regular season. But since it

was Thanksgiving weekend, hardly any

students were around to enjoy it.

So for all practical purposes, this is it.

"I'm looking forward to it," UMass head

coach John Calipari said. "It will be the

first chance for the students to see us in a

real game. And we'll get a chance to see

how much the students can help us. I real-

ly feel they can give us a 10 or 12-point

advantage."

UMass could have used twice that advan-

tage against the Swedes in a 85-69 loss.

"During that game. Coach Cal had to

spend so much time yelling at us for our

mistakes that he didn't have time to

coach," UMass captain David Brown said

a week after that game.

But 18 days later, the Minutemen

outscored Southern Connecticut 18-0 at the

beginning of the second half and went on

to post an 84-61 win.

"I saw some improvement in the second

half Saturday." Calipari said. "We made

1

some athletic plays, but we still scored the

majority of our points in transition."

David Brown led the Minutemen with 18

points and senior forward Duane Chase

added 16.

A pair of freshman guards. Jimmy

McCoy and Anton Brown, also made a big

impact against Southern Connecticut.

Anton Brown had 17 points, two assists

and four steals, while McCoy contributed

13 points and a pair of assists. The two

weren't even starters until recently.

"For the first 21 days, Chris Bailey and

Rafer Giles were the starters, " Calipari

said. "I wasn't going to let Jimmy and An

ton start, even if they were capable. But

then it was apparent to me and to the en-

tire team that they deserve to be playing.

You can't be prejudiced against them just

because their freshmen."

David Brown, Duane Chase and Ben

Grodski will join McCoy and Anton Brown

as tonight's starters.

They will face a Boston University team

that lost its first game 88-87 to Indiana

State.

Jeff Timberlake led the Terriers with 18

points, six assists, and seven rebounds, and
' Tony DaCosta added 14 points.

"This is our first test," Calipari said.

"We're going to have to play hard and ex-

ecute or we'll get beat. We're going to need

an all-out effort."

Minutewomen
aiming for respect,

improvement early
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team kicks off its home

schedule tonight against Boston Universi-

ty at the Curry Hicks Cage with a new and

positive attitude.

So far, the Minutewomen are 1-0 on the

year. Plenty of reason to be positive.

First year head coach Kathy Hewelt ar-

rived on the scene earlier this fall after six

years at the Indiana Institute of

Technology. She will be looking to turn

around a team that hasn't been particular-

ly successful as of late.

Despite being the fourth coach the team

has had in four years. Hewelt looks to wipe

the slate clean and start off fresh, hoping

that her approach to the game will bolster

the Minutewomen to new heights in

1988-89.

"We hope to bring all of the various

aspects of our program together to move

UMass women's basketball to a high level

of respectability, especially in the Atlan

tic 10," Hewelt said.

Respectability, and constant improve-

ment as the season progresses, are the on

ly goals of this year's team.

"I'm making no predictions. We're tak-

ing it on a day-to-day basis," Hewelt said.

"Our goal is day-to-day improvement. We
want to get to the point where we can

believe we can win every time we step on

Collrgian pholo by Chrin Hu»ford the COUrt "

Keyburn McCusker taking it to the So far. Hewelt ^as seen that steady up^

, , ^ , J . w 1- r»l., :„ tu^ ward slope m the team s play, which she
hole at yesterday s Media Day in the ^^^ ^ ^^ ^^.^^^ ,^ ^^^^ ^^^^
Case.

"They've been learning and growing. They're even surprising themselves," Hewelt

'^Tliis year's team will be a blend of experience and youth. All but two regular players

return frl last year's squad that finished 11-18 overall and 6-12 m the conference,

and they will be joined by three freshmen of promise.

Gone from last year are the top two scorers. Tara Lewis, who averaged 122 Point«

a game, has graduated, but will be with the team this year as a volunteer assistant.

Jeanine Michealsen (9.2 ppg) transferred to James Madison Umyersrty^

The strong pmnt of this year's team, according to Hewelt. should be ins.de, where

there are three veterans over six-feet. Junior Helen Freeman and sophomore Keybu n

McCusker. both 6-foot-2. will handle the bulk of the inside work, while s«n;«.'.<=°^«Pj«;"

Beth Wilbor (60) will move to her more comfortable three-spot as an outs.de shooter^

Wilbor is the leading returning scorer and rebounder, having averaged 7.8 points

and 4 4 boards a game last season. .../-* -^u*

"We have a strong inside game. We like to run a double low post, which fits right

into our scheme." Hewelt said. continued on page 15

UMass men's
swimming

to face Tufts
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

Now that the pressure of the 41-con8ecutive game win

streak is over, the University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team can concentrate on the task at hand:

winning all the meets it can while getting ready for the

New England Championships in February.

"Training, training and more training, "
UMass coach

Russ Yarworth explained.

Since all teams in the region will go to the New

Englands. regardless of records, the Minutemen plan to

take the meets as they come without any special

preparation.

Today (4 p.m.) UMass will be at Tufts University in

an attempt to rebound from an season-opening loss to

Boston College.

"[Tuftsl used to kick our butt," said Yarworth. but late-

ly, its the Minutemen who have been doing the kicking.

Yarworth said, "I don't anticipate too much trouble."

so he said he is focusing on improving his swimmers.

Sophomore Jim Robertson will be slotted into the 1000

yard freestyle, his first meet in the long distance event.

Robertson has been a very pleasant surprise for UMass,

becoming a frontline swimmer for the Minutemen, Also

seeing a change is freshman Mike Yunker, who will be

raced in the 50 yard freestyle.

Yarworth is also looking for some general improve

ment from others. He said he would like to see some "bet-

ter mechanics" from junior Peter Koback in the breast

stroke, and a little more production from John Gardner.

continued on page 15

Women's hoop coach: Here to stay
Hewelt wants to bring winning attitude to UMass

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

For the last few years, the position of women's basket-

ball coach at the University of Massachusetts has been

almost like that of manager of the New York Yankees.

For the fourth time in four seasons, there will be a dif-

Coll»Kian photo by Chris Ho»ford

UMass' first-year women's basketball coach,

Kathy Hewelt.

ferent face in charge of the Minutewomen tonight when

they make their home debut of the 1988-89 season against

Boston University at Curry Hicks Cage.

But Kathy Hewelt promises that, unlike her

predecessors, she will be around for a while.

"I've got a three-year contract, and I'll be here three

years no matter what," Hewelt says. "I've got a firm com-

mitment from the University in terms of turning this pro-

gram around."

Hewelt was hired earlier this fall after last season s

coach, Ethel Allman, resigned to pursue other interests

The UMass job is the latest in what has been a successful

coaching career thus far for Hewelt. After graduating from

Oakland University in Rochester, Mich., where she was

an All-Conference selection in basketball and softball as

well as a member of the 1978 U.S. Basketball team, she

took the position of assistant coach there in 1979-80 before

moving on to the University of Dayton as an assistant the

next season.
. u j

In 1982, Hewelt got her first and only other head

coaching position at the Indiana Institute of Technology,

and remained there until accepting the job here.

"I was at Indiana Tech for six years, and we did some

great things (117-59 record, four straight 20-win seasons

and two District 21 championships) while I was there,"

Hewelt said. "But the University of Massachusetts job was

a challenge that sparked my interest."

With her. she has brought a whole new attitude and new

approach which she has attempted to instill into her

olavcrs.

"It's a whole new way of thinking," Hewelt said. "It's

positive and demanding, but it will be a lot of fun."

In her short time here, the response has been positive

from the players.

"She brings a different attitude," says senior co-captam

Christel Zullo.
continued on page 15
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Senate shoots down
Silkoff/Rabinowitz

Collegian photo by Rk hard Bonanno

TAKING ITTO THE HOOP — Sophomore forward John Tate goes

up for two of his 11 points last night at Curry Hicks Cage. The

Minutemen lost to Boston University 78-76. Story on page 20.

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Approval of Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz as Student Government
Association co-presidents will not be con-

sidered, according to an overwhelming vote

of the Undergraduate Student Senate last

night.

The measure passed, also changes SGA
election rules so that only one person may
run for the office of SGA president in the

future.

The measure does not, however, rule the

March 15 elections, won by Silkoff and
Rabinowitz, null and void, and liberal

senators have vowed they may bring up the

ratification question again.

"It doesn't say the election is nullified,"

Rabinowitz said. "We haven't given up yet.

The senate cannot run away from this."

Sen. W. Greg Rothman. one of the leaders

of the battle against SilkofT/Rabinowitz,

disagreed. He said he thinks the issue,

after more than eight months, is finally

settled.

"I think the issue is now over, but I'm

concerned because of how these people

think," he said.

Sen. Jay Festa, who ran on the same
ticket as SilkoffTtabinowitz. endorsed the

measure, but said it concedes nothing.

"Procedurally, we can bring up the

ratification any time," Festa said. He add-

ed he did not see a need to ratify now
because Silkoff/Rabinowitz are effectively

acting as SGA presidents. He said he en-

dor.sed the move because it did not make
a statement about the validity of the

elections.

"I put my name on it as long as the words

'null and void' were left out, " Festa said.

"(Those words) would have made a state-

ment."
Speaker Robert Fadel restated his posi-

tion, and the position of the Student

Judiciary, in saying ratification could not

be voted on. "I would rule it out of order,"

he said of any attempt to ratify

Silkoff/Rabinowitz.

He sucessfully suspended the rules to

hear the proposal. Introducing the motion,

he said, "This is not an easy motion to

make. It was initiated by a whole group of

people who acknowledged that the time for

compromise is past. Let's just bury it, let's

put it behind us." He said Sen. John

Dunlap had suggested the solution.

Sen. Brian Crawford opposed the solu-

tion. "The problem I have is not with the

motion itself, but with the process."

Crawford said the senate should not ignore

the election.

Silkoff agreed. She said the senate waa
acting "in complete ignorance of its pur-

pose" — to serve the students. "The senate

IS not respecting the vote of the students,"

she said. "The students looked at the con-

troversy back in March and voted for us

anyway."
Silkoff said she was surprised by some of

the people who endorsed the measure.

"They seem to have reached a point where

they didn't feel they had any other op-

lions," she said. "I thought they had a lot

more integrity."

She. also, said she had not given up.

"There are plenty of ideas brewing," she

said.

The next election

The move also sets up new elections for

March 14, 1989, and several senators have

already announced their candidacy. Fadel,

who is acting president now, said elections

in the interim are a possibility, but he said

he sees them as unlikely.

Emergency phones make
UMass a safer place for all
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The hazards ofwalking alone on campus are many, but

for University of Massachusetts residents and staff, help

is just a phone call away.

Ten yellow "Help" phones on campus top-

ped by luminescent blue lights provide a

24-hour emergency communication link to

the University police station, said Assis-

tant Director of Public Safety Lawrence

Holmes.

"It's a component program called preven-

tion," Holmes said. "All you have to do is

pick up the phone."

The caller's location is automatically

recorded and the police dispatcher has

direct lines to the fire department, and

other police departments in the area, he

said.

The average response time for Universi-

ty police is three minutes, he said. "We try

to minimize the length of response time to

provide appropriate service to the re-

questor."

Holmes said the phones were first install-

ed in 1980 in response to calls from student

groups, five years later more were put in

because of high demand.

They are located in remote areas on cam-

pus where problems have developed, he

said.

"It's hard to find a [public] phone at

night," he said. "We want to heighten the

awareness of the public and work with

them to help them not become a victim of

crime."

Graphic court*«y of th» Univeriity

of Maacachuaetta Department of

Public Safety

The ten emergency
help phones are
located on Thatcher
Way, at Memorial
Hall, at Kennedy
Tower, in lots 44 and
21, and at the parking
booths in lots 62, 63,

64, 65, and 71.

The phones help to prevent the occurrance of crime on

campus by encouraging reporting, Holmes said.

"I certainly think they have an impact," he said. "The

fact that there are phones out there provides a sufficient

deterrent value."

"We've had calls reporting someone

breaking into a car," he said. "Ifthe phone

wasn't there, we couldn't have received the

information in a timely fashion."

The phones are made of vandal-resistant

material and their cost is $1000 a year,

funded by the Student Affairs office,

Holmes said.

"They are well-received by the public,"

he said. "They're worth all of the money

expended on them."

If funding permits, the University is

planning to install more phones on a year-

ly basis, ultimately bringing the campus

total to 95, Holmes said.

"It's a good program and it works," he

said. "Their use is not something you can

measure. That one [call] would be justifica-

tion for having them there at all."

The penalty for misuse of a phone is

equal to the penalty for pulling a false fire

alarm, he said. Offenders will be brought

to court and prosecuted.

Other safety measures incorporated by

the department are the use of damage-

resistant, sodium vapor lights installed in-

side and outside campus buildings, he said.

"They're a cheaper light source." he said,

"But a better light source. They improve

the safety and security levels both inside

and outside of buildings."

AIDS, where it

started brings us
to where we are

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Our dangerously apathetic response to the the AIDS

epidemic was fueled by the "historic accident "
which in-

troduced the virus within isolated populations of

homosexual and drug users in the United States, accor-

ding to a public health expert.

"It's fascinating, and horrifying... this provincialism,"

said Dr. June Osborn, dean of the University of Michigan

School of Public Health. "There's an enormous tempta-

tion to pretend that AIDS is a disease that effects

•somebody else,' - to create a wall. But we can not im-

munize our society from these groups any more than we

can immunize an individual against the disease with

medicine.

"We've got big trouble coming, and it s heterosexual

trouble. We are all concerned," said Osborn.

Osborn's comments capped the first University of

Massachusetts AIDS Research Colloquium, where a col-

lection of student and faculty researchers di.scussed their

efforts to understand the disease, yesterday afternoon

in the Cape Cod lounge. The event, sponsored by the

UMass AIDS Research Unit, was planned to coincide

with World AIDS Day.

Osborn began by outlining the extent of the AIDS crisis

in the United States and worldwide. With more than

80,000 known AIDS sufferers (expected to swell to

270,000 within the next four years), the United States

is considered the global "epicenter" of the epidemic, she

said. To slow its spread in this country, steps most soon

be taken to reform our national public health system,

direct the research efforts of the medical industry, and

help educate the public, she said.

"Nobody expects a cure within the next 10 years, at

least," said Osborn. "But we already have something bet-

ter than vaccines, and that's education. We need people

in the most affected communities who can help — it's

truly a matter of communicating." ^^^j^^^^f „„ p^gf 4
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Bad weather, stripped
bolts threaten the launch
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP> -

Despite threatening weather, NASA press-

ed ahead yesterday toward a launching to-

day of space shuttle Atlantis' secret

satellite mission, but a new problem crop-

ped up — tow stripped bolts on the

spaceship.

A reliable source reported the 21 -man

Mission Management Team decided during

an afternoon meeting to proceed with the

countdown even though weather officials

were reporting an advancing storm reduc-

ed the odds of launch to one in five.

Another look would be made at the

weather before technicians begin fueling

the shuttle's fuel tanks late last night.

Meanwhile, the source, who requested

anonvmitv. reported the launch pad crew

discovered two bolts had been stripped on

an access panel leading to a cluster of small

engines used to steer the shuttle in orbit.

He said the stripped bolts were replaced

by studs that were glued down with a

special epoxy. If the glue does not hold, he

said, the launch might have to be delayed

a day or two.

The source said the studs would be check-

ed about 7 p.m. last night to see if the glue

was working.

A leaking tire on the shuttle's main lan-

ding gear was a less bothersome concern.

The management team met to assess the

worsening weather forecast, which called

for winds up to 24 mph, heavy clouds and

the possibility of light rain at the planned

launch time.

UN denounces US denial of visa
for PLO chairman Arafat, 151-2
UNITED NATIONS (A?) - The General

Assembly yesterday overwhelmingly

deplored the US denial of a visa for Yasser

Arafat, the first step toward forming a pro-

test meeting in Geneva to hear the PLO
chairman next month.

The vote in the 159-member assembly

was 151 2. The United States and Israel

voted against the resolution. Britain abs-

tained, and other nations were absent.

Arab diplomats, who sponsored the

Cyclone kills 100s in Bangladesh
DHAKA. Bangladesh (AP) - A cyclone

battered lowlymg coastal areas of southern

Bangledesh and eastern India, killing at

least 317 people and razing hundreds of

mud huts, officials and news reporters said

yesterday.

At least 275 fishermen were reported

missing in Bangladesh.
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resolution, said later that they planned to

move swiftly to introduce another resolu-

tion shifting the General Assembly to

Geneva in mid-December to hear Arafat
speak on the declaration of an independent
Palestinian state.

The resolution adopted yesterday re-

quested UN Secretary-General Javier

Perez de Cuellar to report back on the US
response today.

The casualty toll is expected to rise after

reports arrive from hundreds of the tiny

islands and remote villages which were cut

off when communication lines snapped dur

ing Tuesdays storm.

Officials at the Cyclone Preparedness

Center in Dhaka said the cyclone killed 288
people in southern Bangladesh.

Wars waging around world

AP photo

GUERRILLA UNDER FIRE - Armed with a PK machine gun an

Afghan guerilla cringes while temporarily pinned down by heavy fire

from Afghan and Soviet forces during fingting in Afghanistan's se-

cond largest city of Kandahar in mid-November.

AP pnoio

CONFISCATED WEAPONS - Syrian troops heap dozens of light

weapons in a courtyard. The weapons, confiscated from Shiite

Moslem militiamen's residences in West Beirut's crowded Basta

district Tuesday, were used during last week's street battles between

rival Shiite militias of Hezbollah, or Party of God, and the Amal
movement.

LOCAL

UMass education matured and catapulted Stern
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Ann Swanson Stern, rejecting several top private col-

leges where she had been accepted, chose to come to the
Univerisity of Massachusetts in the 1960s as an out-of-

state student from Maryland.
"UMass gave me a very profound appreciation for the

richness of American society I didn't know about, being
well-to-do and white with a background of private

schools," she said. "I had no understanding of the world

and I felt it couldn't continue. I would be at risk as an

ALUMNI PROFILE

adult. I needed to know different kinds of people and dif-

ferent ways of being."

Stern majored in English and graduated in 1969 with

a master's degree in bilingual and elementary education

and a doctorate in educational administration and
supervision.

She now works for the Cambridge School System as a

staff developer; which includes writing the curriculum,

working with the teachers and students at several schools,

and helping teachers develop programs and strategies to

try out in the classroom.

"I think I have the best of both worlds. I have a man-
date to continue learning. Part of my job is to invite peo-

ple to experiment with me, and I get to work with kids,"

she said.

"We focus on the process of making the curriculum work

for children of all backgrounds so that the children

celebrate what they are and what their differences bring

to the classroom." Stern said. "A great part of our work

is focused on multi-cultural education. Working with

children of a lot of different backgrounds is a part of my
job I love."

Stern did not plan to teach when she began her educa-

tion. "It was absolutely clear I did not want to teach," she
said. Her father was a college professor, and her mother
was a teacher. She had gotten the impression that being

a teacher meant grading a lot of papers, which was not

what she wanted to do for a living. She said, "I got a doc-

torate thinking I might go into administration."

The only part of her job she dislikes, she said, are the

funding problems that occur each year. "I mind the cons-

tant threats to education. Education is so undermined by
Proposition 2 1/2. UMass is facing the same thing right

now," she said. "The children are disenfranchised. They
can't vote. They can't fight it. I don't believe in cutting

those kinds of social services. It's too bad we don't put

money into that resource instead of into defense, " she said.

Stern said she taught for a couple of years with Molly
Bang, who has wTitten a number of children's books and
received honors for The Paper Crane and Ten, Nine, Eight.

Stern said Bang came under separate contract to work
in the Caunbridge School System and together they taught

hero and heroine adventure and folk tales to children in

the seventh and eighth grades.

The lessons were an eight to 10 week program using

materials which represented strong women role models
and main characters of different races, colors and creeds.

She said they analyzed the stories, and then had the

children write and illustrate their own.

The process involved peer consultations, peer support

and self editing, all of which Stern said she strongly ap-

proves. She also prefers judging papers as opposed to cor-

recting and grading them.

"I look back now and think if I had had some guidance

I probably would have gone to law school," Stern said.

"I also wanted to play the piano. I played when I was
younger. When I finished my doctorate 10 years ago I

thought I would go back. I overlooked the fact that I had
acquired two babies in the process."

She said, "It never occurred to me to go and be a

reporter. Going back, I would never have changed my ma-

jor. I would choose it again, regardless of what I was go-

ing to do."

She said, however, there were courses she wanted to

take but she lacked the courage to take risks academical

ly. "I played it safe and staved with what I did well," she

said. She wished she could have been a more flexible

student, and said she is still very self-conscious when
writing about herself. "If I could have reacted to my own
writing and not just to somebody else's it would have been
good for me as a writer."

Stern said she once tried to write a children's book with

her father, but it lacked that special something she had
observed in other children's books. Although it was a

failure of unfinished writings she said, "I think the far

greater danger is not to start them at all."

'...Start where your interests are

and keep building from that.'-

Ann Swanson Stern

Getting where she is today, Stern said, "had nothing

to do with planning, which is not advice I would give to

anybody. It was quite haphazard. The only thing I can
say that runs through the whole thing is that I liked what
I was doing.

"If I were to do it differently I think I would try and
free myself to get involved in more things," she said.

Stern did spend a semester on exchange in Madrid, dur-

ing her junior year. She described the trip as a wonderful

and worthwhile experience made even more valuable

because she went as a student. She met more people and
learned more about the culture in Spain than she could

have if she had she gone any other way, she said.

In fact, Stern took the remainder of the year off in order

to stay there, teaching French and English to businessmen
at night and English to small children in the daytime.

Stern said, "I had this mania to graduate with my
class," so she took summer courses to make up the credits.

She said she now realizes how crazy that was, and said,

"what better way to be spending your time?"

Stern's best advice on making the most of one's educa
tion is "start where your interests are and keep building

from that. Until that happens, learning doesn't (Kcur."

ColleKian photo by Rirhnrd Bonnano

HEADS UP-UMass students Caryn Brownstein Oeft) and Christine

Hanley (right) stroll leisurely past the Rand Theatre Mural at the Fine

Arts Theatre yesterday. The women were taking a break from a long

afternoon in the Blue Wall, where they were working diligently on

a term paper. They told the story of the difficulties they encountered

during their research. The Collegian wishes them all the luck m the

world.

In the past few
has come alive
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Nestled quietly among the restaurants

and service centers of Route 9 in Hadley
sits the Mountain Farms Mall, known
among students as the "dead mall."

Operations Manager Charles Lange said

allegations that the 16-year-old mall is dor-

mant are unfounded.

"In the last three years," he said, "we
have had a steady increase in business. We
have almost filled the entire inner section

of the mall."

Lange said there are only two retail

spaces left to be filled, but Sam O'Connell,

manager of The Gym. said the two large

"anchor stores" are empty.

"From (The Gym) I can see three small

spaces that are empty as well," he said.

O'Conneil said his two-and-a-halfyearold

gymnasium has had steady business since

it began, relying mostly on members for its

income.

"We get no business from foot traffic," he

said.

Lange, who owns the General Store, said

four years ago, the mall had only four

stores. Since then, business has improved

steadily, he said.

Lange said there is "no marriage" bet-

ween the Mountain Farms and Hampshire

years, business

at 'dead malV
malls. When the "other mall," as Lange
referred to it, was built in 1980, business

at Mountain Farms began to decline,

Lange said. Today, he said, Mountain
Farms gets about one-third as much
business as Hampshire.
Joan, an office worker at the Rug Store,

said their business has been improving

steadily in the last couple of years, but the

store derives its income primarily from
advertising, not window shoppers.

Other stores in the mall include an ar-

cade called Just Fun, the Card and Gift

Outlet, Mike's Speed Shop, a guitar shop,

and a temporary discount clothing store

which Lange said will soon be replaced

with a comic Ixwk shop. Commercial space

is also being leased to corporations such as

Amherst Process Instruments, Validata

and Heritage/NIS.

TTie weekly flea market at the Mountain
Farms Mall attracts business from sur-

rounding communities, Lange said. Last

Saturday's sale had over 216 private

dealers of "new, used and abused" mer-

chandise. He added that shoppers came
from 50 to 60 miles away.
With an increase in retail space and the

addition of corporate leasing, Lange has

high hopes.

"We're looking forward to an even big-

ger, better year next year." he said.
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When is a woman most likely to

become pregnant? Is it the first time

she has sex, when she has sex standing

up, and during menstruation?
The fact is, a woman can become preg-

nant after any single act of sexual inter-

course. While it is true that ovulation — the

release of an egg from a woman's ovary —
is most likely to occur midway through her

cycle, the reality is that ovulation can oc-

cur at any time, even during menstruation.

Pregnancy can occur following ovulation,

and that is why it is important to use con-

traception every single time you engage in

sexual intercourse.

What is the morning-after pill? How
can a woman get it?

The morning-after pill, Orval, is a pill

containing the synthetic hormones
estrogen and progesterone which can be us-

ed to prevent implantation of a fertilized

egg in the event of method failure or un-

protected intercourse. In order to be effec-

tive, this pill mu.st be taken within 72

hours of the unprotected intercourse. Ovral

does not cause an abortion if a woman is

already pregnant. For a woman to be con-

sidered for this pill .she must either call or

come up to Urgent Care at Health Services

as soon as possible.

What if f miss my birth control Pill?

If you forget to take a pill, take it as soon

as you remember, and take the next pill at

the regularly scheduled time even if it

means you are taking two pills at the same
time. If more than 12 hours has elapsed

when the missed pill should have been
taken, another contraceptive should be us-

ed for the rest of the month to make sure

you are protected against pregnancy. The
next month's pill pack will again provide

full protection. Call Health Services ifyou
have any further problems.

Ask Us is prepared by the Peer Sexuality

Education Program at University Health
Services. Questions should be sent there.
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adirondack music
Pre -Christmas Specials!

Don't get /eft out in the r^A/'Check oul the super

Fre- Christmas specials al Adirondack Music!

SAVE 30%-60% ON ALL SPEAKERS!
Save 30% to 60% off the manufacturer's list prices of all speakers in stock!

Model Ijst Sale

Advent I ,cpcy "^OO 2<J0

Altec 201 500 2^0

("er\\in Ve^a 1)^ sm 315

( onuin Vega 1)5 h<>i) Vi^

( I'l-ttin Vega 1)7 H70 ^iy\

Ctr\\inVega:^<>SI- NM> M^\

laM 171:1:0 <:«> |M)

riM 171:320 N«Nl ;<;ii

i risrAn*5«> 7S|» ^(Ml

JAMO SI.KO 'Ml I
HI

lAMO SI IIKI :hii lijt

I-NMO Sl.l in \u\ .'•Nl

\MO i'l MNN* 70i» 2W»

^ll^si^M1 7011 250 |7n

Mission 700 3^o '^^

Missij'n 7n7 SINI »>••

Missiiin 7A7 1.^0 I'^'i

Mission 7Ki» IslMI <MNI

Wh.ufdalo Diaimmd 11
^><; 150

Whaifdale Acti\e D's 3tii» |N0

Wharfdalc 501s 325 225

All speaker prices per pair, and arc either new, demos, or blems.

Save $20 on All Walkmans]
Buy one of these quality walkmans and

save S20*.^\{ our regular low prices!

Toshiba KT-4017 only $29.95
R«jt tt«>05. AM/FM ««•«»« with FF*RW

Ibshiba KT-4035 only $59.95
Rep. $7'>>J5. AM/FM catfetle wiih FFARW .,nd tX>lhy NR

Toshiba KT-4868 only $149.95
R«(l $lt><» 05, 4i|>ilAl AM/FM cas«ell«. Al.irm clock,

Dolby NR. FFARW, .md huill in ^ Hind F.Q

Sanyo WK66 only $79.95
Reg. $*>0">. «pU«l«proo(, rugj(«<l. AM/FM ca«««l(e

Toshiba RP - S9 only $29.95
R«g. $44 45, AM/FM radio, ideal for \of^n^.

MORE SENSATIONAL SAVINGS!
Pioneer PD - M40 6 disc changer only $249.95

Pioneer PD - M50 6 disc changer with remole only $299.95

Leftover Tf':A(: /J)I(KH)
IT

• •^-

tJCJO
nc3

l-J_JIl-J J.
!",!-^rjJ and /.!)3()()() CD players!

Afake me nn offer/

Maranlz SR360 60 watt receiver with l^Q only $149.95
30 watts p«r chann«l. AM/FM r«crv»r with built in 5 band •qu«liz«rl

Marantz SR560 90 watt receiver with EQ only $179.95
45 watta par channal AM/FM racaivar with built in 7 band aqualizarl

Marantz TI 155 belt drive turntable only $49.95
Bait drtva aami - automatic, pitch control, complata with Audio Taahnica cartridgal

MAXELL XIJIWS only $1.99

BLASTERS AND FREE TAPE!
Buy one of these blasters and get a

free box of 10 Maxell XLIIWs!

JVC PC- V55 $189.95

JVC PC- WlOO $219.95

Sanyo MW800 $99.95

Beam me up, Scottyl
Captain, I'm intercepting a transmission from Klingon

Command to a vessel somewhere in our vincinity!

Lock onto it and translate, Uhura!

Sorry, Sir, the signalIceeps fading...

Captain, must f remind you that as Commander of a

the Starship Enterprise, it is your duty to insure that

we are provided with the latest in technological

advances. For a mere $39.95, we could install a Parsec

Beam Booster from Adirondack Music that would

enhance and otherwise improve our FM reception.

Spock, your really do have something between those

pointed ears... Mr. Sulu, warp 10...

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100

Open Monday t/ini Saturday Warn to 5pm
^ y<^ V^ Sale prices good thru December 7, 1988

.Master Card . Limited quAnliliet. All itemt suhjecl to prior tale.

No r.'^incheckt Not reipon»iHe for lypo^rKphicil errori

VISA
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PROUD AS A PEACOCK - UMass student Lisa Kenefick lies on

the floor of Butterfield Dormitory last week.

AIDS
continued from page 1

The internationally known AIDS
authority encouraged the audience to

simplify their terms when talking about

the diseas<'. claiming that poor communica-

tion results in skewed statistics. "Were all

a little confused as to what we're talking

about right now," she said. "We must not

pin our public health policies on data

without basis."

A federal anti-discrimination law,

favored by President Reagan's AIDS com-

mission and President-elect Bush (but not

by Reagan), would also go a long way

toward helping the research community do

its work, according to Osborn.

"A strong federal anti-discrimination

mandate is needed to give muscle to the.se

efforts. There's no sense doing research

surveys without one..."

"We've had a very peculiar (lack of ac

tion] going on in the present administra

tion. It's time to get cracking." continued

Osborn. "and figure out how to care for our

people... or we're barely a society worth

.saving."

"We're just letting people die on the

streets — a long way away from saying

we're concerned about individual worth."

ACADEMYorMUSiC
«»n lh«' park • northamptnn, massachusetts

The Film Our 5 Colleges Are All Talking About
5th Week Curtain at 6:45 and 9:00

'mOFTBEBESTFUm
^ srmK^ -^ OFTMYEAR."

^^ L_. ^4^SkS "THE0\EIWISP17ABLE\L\SERPIECE

^AL.AAfS/lf OEM IHEmm RELEASED

^Ofs/IBAY/ soEm^ms:

Producer—Mitch Epstein Director—Mira Nair

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEQE •

TONIGHT ONLY
6 pm - 12 midnight

Highest score on Master Shot
Basketball Machine wins $25

Beer of the Month ^/^

>" Rolling Rock $1.00 ''^<

Drink of the Week
Peach Fuzz $1.50

Pt>ac'hti'C'(» schnapp.s and t;i"apef ruit juic(>

o '^9

The Spoke
35 EAST PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST
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For Your Information
The FYI section is a public service an-

nouncement to the University of
Massachusetts campus and community.
Space is limited, so the Collegian cannot
guarantee all items will be published.

Sign Language
HANDS sign language and Deaf Culture

Club will hold a meeting at 8 p.m. tonight
in the Hampshire collge library. All in-
terested in learning sign language are en-
couraged to attend.

Support group
A support therapy group for separated

and divorced men is now being formed.

This group is scheduled to meet Wednes-
day nights from 7 to 8:30 in Northampton
beginning in December. For additional in-

formation,

527-5911.

call David Arbeitman at Film

Mini-mall
The UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-

tion will hold its second annual mini-mall

today and tomorrow in the Student Union
Ballroom. The mini-mall will feature ven-

dors from all over the New England states.

Operating hours are: today: 11 a.m. to 5

p.m., today: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Friday: 10

a.m. to 4 p.m.

Semi-Formal
There will be a semi-formal sponsored by

the Northeast Area Government from 9

p.m. to 1 a.m. tonight in room 1009 of the

Campus Center. There will be a $3 admis-

sion charge.

The Islamic Society will be sponsoring an

Islamic Film Series from 6:30 to 10 p.m.

tonight in Herter 227. The event is fi-ee.

Resume book
A resume book for women engineers is

being compiled by the Society of Women
Engineers. Those wishing to submit
resumes should address them to Kristen

Olivero, Marston 229. The society is also

selling T shirts for $6 in Marston 229.

Coffee
The Christian Connection Coffeehouse is

scheduled to take place from 7:30 to 10 a.m.

Saturday at the Wesley United Methodist

Church at 365 North Pleasant St. in

Amherst. A donation of $2 is requested.

Venezuelan Elections
The Foreign Language Resource is

scheduled to broadcast Venezuelan Televi-

sion and its coverage of the national elec-

tions that will take place Sunday. The
center is located in the basement of Herter

Hall and the broadcast is from 6 to 10 p.m.

Computer fair

The Pioneer Valley PC Users group will
hold its annual Micro-Fair at Amherst Col-
lege's Merrill Science Center Dining Com-
mon on Wednesday, Dec. 14 from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. The fair is open to members and
non-members to buy. sell, or demonstrate
items for IBM PCs and compatibles. For
more information, contact Morton Ster-
nheim at 253 2252.

Locals
urged
to press
S. Africa
to release
blacks
A white University of

Massachusetts graduate
student is doing all he can
to help blacks in his

homeland — South Africa.

Paul Coplan, who is work-
ing toward a master's
degree in public health and
nutrition, is asking UMass
students and hxral residents

to send letters asking South
African officials to stop the

sentencing of four blacks
convicted of treason and
seven convicted of
terrorism.

The convictions were an-

nounced Nov. 18 and the

sentencing is scheduled for

Monday. "The punishments
for the crimes will most like-

ly be death by hanging,

Coplan said.

The letters say the accus-

ed are not criminals, but

black leaders struggling for

Human Rights. They were
protesting the government
from which blacks are ex-

cluded. "They were working

toward political participa-

tion through non-

parliamentary means," he

said.

"All they've done is

organize strikes, boycotts,

and demonstrations,"
Coplan said. "The South

African government is us-

ing the judicial system to

squash these political ac-

tivities."

The student contrasted

the possible sentencing with

that of a South African

white supremacist who was

admitted to a psychiatric

hospital for 30 days of obser-

vation after being charged

last week with murdering

six blacks. In South Africa

this is the fir.st step to being

exonerated on the basis of

mental instability, Coplan

said.

Letters to the South
African leaders should be

addressed to State President

P.W. Botha. Private Bag X
83. Pretoria, S. Africa 0001

and Minister of Law and
Order Adrian Vlok. Private

Bag X 463. Pretoria. S.

Africa 0001.

— Collegian Staff Reports
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$700 worth taken from dorm
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Several items including calculators, clothing and book
bags worth a total of $700 were reported stolen from six

suites in McNamara Residence Hall Tuesday.
In other police reports:

•A missing Northampton State Hospital patient was
taken into custody Monday morning and returned to the

hospital

.

• A coat worth $80 was reported stolen from the s<»venth

floor of the Tower Library Tuesday.
• A student reported $500 m damage to the rear quarter

panel of his car parked in Lot E Tuesday.

• A camera bag containing a 35 mm camera, lens and

flash worth $525 was reported stolen from Brown
Residence Hall Tuesday.
• A quantity of marijuana and a "bong" were confiscated

from a Gorman Residence Hall room Tuesday. The users

of the items were summonsed to court.

• A student filed a report Tuesday complaining about

being "grabbed from behind" near the Southwest tunnel.

:. -SALE :.•

SUPER SAVINGS

fw r\^
UP TO 50% OFF FALL & WiNTEffSTYLES!

' • SALE BEGINS FRIDAY, DEC. 2

SIZES ARE LIMITED SO HURRY!
I

S TR.U T •

NORTHAMPTON:

Dutch company aids
in polymer research
By STEPHEN PANGIONE
Collegian Correspondent

The Dutch chemical company Akzo N.V. will spend

$1.2 million over the next three years in a partnership

with the Polymer Science and Engineering Department

of the University of Massachusetts for research in new
polymers.

Akzo decided to start the research program here earlier

this month after ruling out the option (^buil4ing their

own center.

"We had a choice between building a facility and star-

ting a program," said Dr. Jan Vleggaar, head of Akzo's

c(N7)orate research effort in the United States. "We chose

to start a program, and we're presently farming out 100

percent of the research."

The Polymer Science and Engineermg Department is

the only program at UMass that does not offer

undergraduate degrees. They train graduate and doc-

toral students in developing and researching new syn-

thetic polymers, such as biodegradable plastics.

Akzo chose UMass because it is one of the few univer-

sities in the country that has such a program, and the

rwearch |»t>gram is considered one of the best, atxording

to William J. MacKnight, acting department head. Akzo
has also set up a similar program at Virginia

Poi>'technical Institute.

The $1 .2 million Akzo will s|>end here will be used for

the purchase of new equipment for the department and
for researching newly developed polymers, MacKnight
said. Akzo will also provide the University with some
<d its own scientists to aid the research and to consult

with students.

In return, the Polymer Science Department will pro-

vide Akzo with a fundamental understanding of the prin-

ciples behind a new idea. MacKnight said. "If they see

some n6w knowledge developing, they'll take it and use

it for a product," he said.

Also, Akzo will be looking for new employees from the

students at UMass. There is "a pool of potential person-

nel among the polymer scientists and chemists being
trained at the University," Vleggaar said.
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$$1 Do You Need

$$$
Work all January as
Inventory Auditors
$6.50/hour to start

Guaranteed No Sales"

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

<ti

RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 2(X) offices Nationwide
with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 +
hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

HMIIIIIIIMillllllliililllilUlinillllllllMHMIIIillllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllilllllllllflllllllMIIIMlD

i To Icam more call the office nearest yovr home daring
|

I Thanksfhrtng break or interview at the Campus Center |
I as follows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 Tnesday Dec. 6 Rm 804 i

I
Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 904 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 1 73 |

i Intenrlew times are 10 am-5 pm Every hoar on the hoar I
rilllllllllllilllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIlifllllllMIIIIIIIIIIHIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllMiri

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester, Hatick, Framingham. MUford,
Pttchborg. JUhol. UosBlnster, Franklla, Webster

508-975-5155—Lowell, Uwrencc, SomervlQe. Cambridge,
Saagas, Peabody

508-559-7603-Boston, Qaincy, Braintrcc, Brockton.
Middleboro

508-746-0821 -Plymouth, Warcham. all of Cape Cod.
Kingston, Pembroke. Marshflcid, New Bedford

413-737-8938-Hartford, Springfteld, Amherst

508-336-5658— Fall River. Seakonk & Providence Area

603-893-1885—Southern New Hampshire
518-482-8555-North Adams, PitUfleld, Saratoga and

Albany Area

sponsored by Sladtnl EmpIoYmcnt Office

$
$
$
$
$
$

$,

$
$
$
$
$
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Welcome Julie!

6 years styling experience

Formally of Style by Deborah
Welcome new & Old Customers

With this Ad SIO 50 - haircut and Style dry (reg 14 00)

Jnlie-s hoars Frl ft Sal 9-3 j,,,^ ,j„j,„

$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Sunlight triples the risk of cataracts, research says
BOSTON (AP) — Frequent exposure to intense sunlight

can triple the risk of common form of cataracts, but hats

and sunglasses largely eliminate this hazard, according

to new research.

While experts have long suspected that strong sunlight

is bad for the eyes, the new research provides some of the

most powerful evidence yet that too much sun causes

cataracts.

"If there is enough sunshine for you to get sunburned,

then you should be protecting your eyes," said Dr. Hugh
R. Taylor, who directed the study.

The researchers said the real culprit is ultraviolet B
radiation, the same portion of the sunbeam that causes

sunburns and increases the risk of skin cancer.

Cataracts, which cloud the lens of the eyes, are a major

health problem, resulting in more than 1 million opera-

tions in the United States each year.

In the latest research, Taylor and colleagues at Johns

Hopkins University estimated the annual ultraviolet ex-

posure of 838 Chesapeake Bay fishermen. Their exposures

varied, depending on how much they fished, the time of

year they were on the water and whether they wore hats,

and glasses, among other factors.

Doctors found no association between sunlight and
cataracts of the nucleus of the lens. However, they found

that it was strongly associated with cataracts of the sur-

rounding cortex of the lens.

Cortical and nuclear cataracts each account for about

one-third of all cases that require surgery. Not enough
fishermen in the study had a third variety of eye damage,
known as posterior subcapsular cataracts, to determine
whether they also are caused by sunlight.

The study, published in Thursday's New England Jour-

nal of Medicine, found that the greater the men's exposure

to ultraviolet light, the greater their risk of cortical

cataracts.

The researchers divided the fisherman into four groups,

depending on the intensity of their exposure. The quarter

with the highest annual had three times the risk of those

in the group with the lowest exposure.

The research showed that people who had cortical

cataracts received, on average, 21 percent more ultraviolet

light than those who did not. Doubling the annual
ultraviolet exposure increased the cataract risk by 60

percent.

In an accompanying editorial. Dr. Sidney Lerman of

New York Medical College wrote that prevention of light

damage to the eye "is the best and simplest approach to

the problem."

Taylor said that other studies by his group show that

wearing a hat with a brim or visor cuts ultraviolet ex-

posure to the eye in half. All glasses, including ordinary

reading glasses, cut exposure significantly, although they

vary in effectiveness.

The best, he said, are plastic lenses that are specifical-

ly designed to block ultraviolet rays. These can stop vir-

tually all of these rays from reaching the eyes.

He said that ordinary, untinted glass spectacles stop

about 80 percent of ultraviolet radiation, while similar

plastic lenses keep out 90 percent. Run-of-the-mill cheap

sunglasses block out about 95 percent.

Taylor said that the effectiveness of sunglasses at keep-

ing out ultraviolet rays has nothing to do with how hard

they are or how much the cost.

"Some of the very cheapest sunglasses can block almost

100 percent of UV," he said, "and some of the very ex-

pensive ones will still transmit through a lot of it. There's

a whole lot of variation in between."

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Daily to

New Yorit City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Slud«nl Far** Irom

Amherst to b-^-^r-,
Bo»lon New York City rTHSST^I^ |T

|

$20.95 $34.95
round-ltip round-lrlp The People Professionals

Ticket* and Inlormallon available al:

U-MiM Hotel Amhertt H«mp»hir* Price Watch Northimpton

Tel •! or fl3 Center College Booh Parn«acy Bo» Terminal

S4S-20M Bus Termln*! Store So Medley »»oun*oij.« «.

M9-6000 2Se-043t M»-4600 S33-711S *** '030

»00<»000000^^>00^^>OOC

GRAND OPENING

rriday Nov. 25th

Box factory Outlet

featuring "Wrap City"

a rriost unusual store

Boxes—moving, storage, shipping,

packing and more!

nn. 11-S daily Sun 12-5 • Amherst Railroad Station

Tel. 253-3435

aoooooooooo^^oo^^oo^ooooooO

Collegian Workshop

Reporting and Writing
Tips From:

Nancy
Newcombe

News Editor
Amherst Bulletin

Thurs. Dec. 1

• 7:30 p.m. •
CC 178

Counts Toward Staff Status

INDULGE
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Man detained for murder of 2 Mass. women
THE VALLEY. Anguilla (AP) - Police in this British

colony said yesterday a man has been detained in connec-

tion with the "double murder" of two Massachusetts
women whose bodies were found on a deserted beach.

Police Commissioner Joseph Payne said a resident found

the bodies on rocks along a deserted beach Tuesday mor-

ning seven miles east of Anguilla's capital of the Valley.

Anguilla is a self-ruling British-owned island with 7,000

inhabitants located in the Eastern Caribbean.

He identified the women as Susan Galvin and Martha

Alsup, of Watertown. He said the women were dressed

in bathing suits and were believed to be in their 30s.

Payne said a local man has been detained for question

ing and will likely be charged "in connection with the dou

ble murder." But he refused to disclose further details sur-

rounding the deaths.

Payne said the bodies were examined by a coroner and

brought to a funeral home in The Valley.

The commissioner said he and Anguilla Gov. Geoffrey

Whittaker visited the beach Wednesday morning and in-

formed the US Embassy on the neighboring island of

Antigua.

"They left Monday morning to tour the island," said

Connell Harrigan, owner of Connell's Villa Hotel where

the two women had been reportedly staying since Sunday.

Harrigan said the womens" car was left abandoned near

the beach.

iv ARMY/NAVY STORE i

[Vi The Amherst Drop Zone aj

{f
at 103 K. Pleasant St. h?

M (behind Bart's next to Panda East) [^

256-0039 ^^

OPEN 7 DAYS Mon.—Sot. 10-6 ;lj

A WEEK

li FUght Jackets
Leather

&
Nylon

Thinsulote
Boots

Sun. 12-5

NATO
Fatigues S

r.

^^
CHECK US OUT

1^ 10% Discount With This Ad

\i

NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

Oprah, we miss you!!!

TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL

Travel
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL

257 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST

Attend the National
Student Exchange
information session

today at 4:00 in room
904/08 in the campus
center.

TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL

TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TRAVEL

Celebrate the Holidays Early
at Scott's Liquors!!!

LooA: at these great prices!!

Becks Suitcase Cans
$14.59 plus Dep.

Captain Morgan 1.75 Itr.

$12.99 Sale Price
-5.00 Mail-in Rebate

Kimnoff Vodka
1.75 Itr. $7.99

Michelob Suitcase Cans
Regular & Light
$12.99 plus Dep.

Coors 12-pack Bottles
$4.99 plus Dep.

Old Milwaukee Suitcase
$7.49 Sale Price
-1.0 M ail-in Rebate
$6.49 Final Cost

Carling Black Label
12 oz. Refills

$5.99

$9.99 Final Cost

Smirnoff Vodka
1.75 Itr.

$12.99

Bacardi Rum
i«c^pj Silver or Amber 750 ml

I ^-.?J
$5.99

Southern Comfort
1.0

$8.99 Sale Price
-1.00 Mail-in Rebate

Kahlua 750 ml
$10.99

Andre Champagne
All Varieties 750 ml

$2.79

$7.99 Final Cost

Peachtree Schnapps
750 ml. $4.99

Freixenct Cordon
Negro 750 ml

$5.99

F*aul Masson
White Zinfandei

1.0 Carafe
2.»» Sale Prire

I r»0 Mnii in Kehate

VI t1> lilllll f «»sl

1--?^'^f^ '.^
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Boston man claims employees
refused to save drowning friend
BOSTON (AP) — A man whose friend drowned in a

boating accident claims his friend might be alive today

if two workers at a Dedham store where he sought help

had not laughed at his pleas for help.

The manager of the store, Sears in the Dedham Mall,

acknowledges there was confusion and miscommunication

but said the workers, a clerk and a security guard, ran

to the river to try to help.

The man in in the river, Alberto Beltran, 40, an eye and

ear technician from Boston, drowned Saturday evening.

Beltran's friend, who ran for help, Tomily Torres, 36,

a social worker from Boston, told the Boston Globe that

Beltran might be alive if the workers in the catalog sec-

tion had heeded his pleas.

Metropolitan Police said they could not verify Torres'

account of what happened.

Torres said he fell into the river when he stood to reach

for bait and that Beltran tried to help him back into the

boat but panicked when the boat dipped and took on

water.

While swimming to shore 15 feet away, Torres said he

looked back and saw Beltran jump into the water Beltran

had disapp>eared by the time he reached the shore, Tor-

res said, and he ran across the four-lane Route 1 and into

a side door of the Sears store.

Torres said he repeatedly begged for help, speaking

rapidly in English and Spanish, but the two employees

took him by the arms and escorted him outside the store.

He said he ran back in the store yelling, "Please call

the police. Please call the Fire Department. My friend is

drowning," but the employees laughed at him.

He said he then ran into an office and began taking off

his clothes to draw attention to his plight, and the Dedham
Fire and Police departments were notified.

Metropolitan Police said store personnel apparently

spent 10 minutes with Torres before calling police and

that officers and firefighters got to the river within 15

minutes.

A telephone operator at Sears called police at 5:12 p.m..

Metropolitan Police said.

Tom Wezowicz, operating manager of the Sears store,

said he was working Saturday and "I think confusion

reigned."

He said an employee called his office between 5 and 5:30

to say a man had run into the store soaking wet, saying

he had fallen into the river and that "police had sent him

over for clothes," which Sears was to provide free.

Wezowicz said the caller expressed no urgency and that

5 or 10 minutes later, he got another call, saying, "You
better come down here. This guy is really irate."

Wezowicz said he burred downstairs and found Torres

sitting on the floor with only a towel around his waist,

apparently hysterical and yelling incoherently while

medical technicians tried to calm him and police stood by.

The manager said he found out later that a Sears

operator had called police about 10 minutes earlier.

Judge sets bail

at $1 million for

Sudbury man
accused of murder
FRAMINGHAM (AP) - A judge set bail at $1 million

surety yesterday for a 34-year old Sudbury man accus-

ed of killing his infant daughter, a court official said.

Framingham District Judge Robert Campion also set

a Dec 7 pretrial, probable cause hearing for David Azar

in the death of a 3 1/2-month-old Geneva Azar, said clerk

magistrate Anthony Colonna.

The baby was dead on arrival when taken by

authorities to Marlboro Hospital Sunday afternoon, ac-

cording to a police report.

Azar surrendered to Sudbury police Wednesday even-

ing in the company of his attorney.

"We called his attorney, and asked that he bring Mr.

Azar in," said Sudbury Detective Sgt. Peter Langmaid.

"He had been questioned earlier in the house and in

the station as part of the investigation. We asked that

he be here at 6 p.m., and he was."

Langmaid said police received a call for medical aid

at the Azar home Sunday afternoon.

Langmaid said Azar and his wife, Suzanne, have two

other children.

Azar was jailed in Cambridge pending next week's

hearing.
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Tacos • Burritos • Enchiladas • Machos • Quesadillas

Burrito Supremos <* Fi^itas • Chimichangas • Tostadas

Mexican Pizza and lots more

MEXICAN RESTAURANTS
Downtown Amherst Boltwood

walk. (Down the alley between
Time Out and Benetton)

Beer and wine served

266-8217

Downtown Northampton
Center St.

B.Y.O.B.

584-0673
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Winter Session

Course Changes
The following additions, cancellations, and changes have been

made to the Winter Session course offerings.

ADDITIONS

Course Tide ScheduUng

FRENCH 110 Elementary French I M-F, 9a.m.-noon

FRENCH 120 Elementan' French 11 M-F, 12:30-3 p.m.

FRENCH 230 Intermediate French M-F. 9-1 1:30 a.m.

FRENCH 240 Intermediate French:

Four Skills

M-F, 12:30-3 p.m.

HIST HI European Histor)',

1815 to Present (CHS)
M-F, 9-1 1:30 a.m.

HIST 332A The Irish Experience

m Ireland (C HS)

M-F, 9-1 1:30 a.m.

HIST 369 United States Since

Pearl Harbor (C)

M-F, 9-1 1:30 a.m.

CANCELLATIONS

Course Tide

ENGL 273 American Realism

FRENCH 126 Elementary- Intensive

FRENCH 246 Intermediate Intensive

HIST 370 Contemporar)' American History

CHANGES

Course Title

LEGAL 397F Family Law

This class will begin on Thursday, January 5, instead of Wednesday.

Januan' 4. A mandatory- make-up class will be held on Fnday,

January 13.

Mail in vour rcg.snarion through December 1 4, or bnng it to the Registration

Office. 615 Goodcll Building Classes sun Januan 4. For more informanon. call

the Division of Continuing Education at 545-2414.

ACCIDEHT VICTIMS
Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in injuries from: • Auto AcciGenrs

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

449-4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in ttie Nynex yellow pages

Student ^^tairs I^FOR^'IATION Serwces

CALL IDB/TIPS 545-1540 TO
FOLLOW UP ON NEW IDEAS

and ask for these tapes by number:

1608 ACT (Adult Career Transition)

1602 Extended Engineering Education

1704 Individualized Study
1708 Liberal Arts Program
1310 National Student Exchange Program
2427 Placement Services and Job Interviews

1034 Professional and Graduate School Exams
1705 Real Estate Certificate Program

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOUHAVE FURTHER QbESTDNS C^L 'IDB'(545-1555)

Information Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Information Phone Sen^ice (TIPS)
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^ Greek growth ban
is an unfair solution
A request by University of Massachusetts student Sen. Bob

McDevitt to reconsider a Town Meeting ban on growth of the
fraternity-sorority system was defeated earlier this week.
The ban, which changes the area along Noi-th Pleasant and'

Phillips streets from campus residence zoning to general
, residence, places a noose around ;the beleaguered Greek system
at UMas»by both preventing expansion and eliminating hope
for houseless fraternities and sorrorities.

Peter Dow, the president of the building corporation at Alpha
Chi Rho, summed it up best: "You saw the end of all new frater-
nities on campus tonight."

Despite problems over the past two semesters with Beta Kap-
pa Phi (BKO) and ^Ipha Tau Gamma (ATG), the fraternity-

' sorority system as a whole has been, since 1915, a benefit to
the University, aiding in campus beautification and sponsor-
ing blood drives.

,
Supporters ofthe zoning measure argue that curtailing greek

growth along ^hat busy area is necessary because of a lack oi
parking, annoying levels of noise, and immense levels oftrash
on fraternity and sorority lawns.
While representatives for the fraternities and sororities agree

these are problems, there is a lot of disagreement over how
to solve the problem.
Frances Fortino, sponsor of the original article, said, "We've

been trying t<^ work with UMass for four years and longer.
We've received little cooperation."
Fortino and others may feel the article is the best resolve,

but we feel Interfraternity Council member Amer Syed has
a better solution: .

"We've organized neighborhood clean-up projects and we
have our own jiarking lots, so the parking problem doesn't stem
from us," he said. "My fraternity spent $7,000 this year to
beautify the front lawn and we're implementing noise
r^traints and quiet hours."
'If other fraternities and sororities follow suit, as some ofthem

have, then there should bft little need for the article. We hope
the members of Town Meeting and the Greek Area can open
communication lines and work toward a more equitable
solution.

The Town Meeting decision is wrong, and the Greek Area
should unite against it. The town is more than willing to play
band leader in the anti-Greek processional that may one day
lead to elimination of th^ system. But if the Greeks expect to
challenge the decision made by the town, thay will need to
make more noise than they did Monday.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-
legian board of editors

What's the matter with me?

What time of year
is Christmas really?

It is December.
Before, the arrival of this final month of

the year used to bear some special mean-
ing to me. It still does, seeing as how it

marks to rapid approach of the end of the

semester.

Jim Clark

Even before college though, December
was the month that meant only one thing
— Christmas.

I really loved Christmas. I still do, to a
certain extent. But nowadays, the commer-
cialization of the holiday is making it

harder and harder for me to swallow — and
it's too bad.

Christmas really is a time of year to en-
joy. You get together with your family, ex-
change gifls and have good cheer. I look for-

ward to Christmas every year for the sim-
ple fact that its the only time that my en
tire immediate family, from my brother-in-
law down to my little last niece, is together.
Yes, Christmas should be a special time.

It would be, in my eyes, if it just kept to
its own time of year. But now, Christmas
is starting to spread thinner and thinner.
And It's all a matter of greed (read: money).
To me. nothing is more sickening than

going into a mall or a store early in
November and seeing Christmas decora-
tions all over the place.

Of course, Christmas is not the only oc-

casion that the stores take advantage of.

One of my worst fears is going to a store
at the end of August looking to do some
Back to School shopping, only to be inform-
ed that it was time for the Halloween sales.

Back to School, I would be told, now takes
place in July. Terrific.

But stores are not alone. It almost seems
that the entire world has suddenly lost its

concept of time. Of course, time is relative,
physicists tell us, and it's what you make
of it. But it seems the 12 days ofChristmas
have become more like 12 months. It never
ends.

I was riding the bus yesterday to campus
I saw one house that already had its

Christmas tree up. while several others
were decorated. All of downtown Amherst
was in the spirit, with big red bows and
green garland wrapped around every light
pole on the main drag, and one of the trees

on the Common was conveniently decked
out in tiny white lights.

In November.
Ugh.
And television is guilty as well. It's bad

enough that TV manipulates our way of
thinking. But now the visual media in-

dustry is doing its share to ruin one of the
best holidays of the year.

When I was a kid, I could look forward
to watching Rudolph, Frosty and the
Grinch just a couple of days before the big
event. It's bad enough that outsiders have
intruded; we now can feast our eyes on A
Garfield Christmas, John Denver's
Christmas Special, etc. What next? A Tom
Brokaw Christmas?
Please.

But even TV has been caught in the
"time warp " Checking my TV Guide the
other day, I saw all I needed to see. Rudolph
the Red-nosed Reindeer — December 4.

Enough said.

Fortunately, there are some of us who
still cherish wrapping the joys of Christmas
into one big ball. To me. there is no better
way to get into the spirit than to go out a
day or two before, pushing and shoving my
way through angry mobs to get all my
shopping done. It comes in handy, usually
because I'm still wired after spending the
previous week taking finals.

But for the most part people are chang-
ing their ways. There are more in the world
who get everything done the day after

Thanksgiving, or even before. They've
never enjoyed the wonders of last-minute
shopping, having to decide if Uncle Fred
would really like a Seattle Seahawks
sweatshirt, mainly because it's the only
thing left on the shelves that hasn't been
destroyed.

I really don't know what's happened. Has
there been this giant shift in time since I

was a kid? Maybe it's the greenhouse ef
feet. Maybe scientists never really figured
out the leap year business properly.
Daylight-saving time. Massive jet lag.

Whatever.
All I know is that this trend is destroy-

ing what has been one of my favorite times
of year.

But while we're at it ... I turn 21 in

March. Do you think I could start
celebrating next week?
Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist

In other news
Yes. the song Happy Birthday to You! is on the block. While the tune may seem like

public property, it is one ofsome 50,000 copyrighted songs owned by the Birch Tree Group
music-pubhshing company of Princeton, NJ. The company's longtime owners the
Sengstack family, are putting it up for sale at an asking price of at least $12 million— Time, Oct. 31

Letters

Mark misses the mark
In reading David R. Mark's editorial ("Let's work, and

watch, together," Nov. 29,) I was surprised to find after
many weeks of controversy surrounding the coming visit
of Louis Farrakhan that the main issue is still being
misrepresented. Mark states at one point that "The ques-
tion at hand ... is whether he should be allowed to speak
here" and later that UMass students will have to hear
Farrakhan "in order to make a point about free speech."
The primary objection to Farrakhan's vi.sit has nothing

to do with free speech. Louis Farrakhan, as a citizen of
this country, is entitled to the same right to free speech
as anyone else.

The main issue is whether or not student or university
money should be used to bring him here. If it cost nothing
for Farrakhan to come here, or if those who support him
were paying ail costs, many who have opposed his visit
would be content to simply not attend his lecture. Others,
however, outraged by his past anti-Semitic remarks,
would understandably voice their opposition through
demon.strations.

Only a handful of members of the Distinguished Visitors
Program have decided for us that louis Farrakhan
qualifies as a "Distinguished Visitor," and as a result will
spend thousands of dollars of our money to bring him here.
Do we really think they are spending our money wisely?
If so, who might we accept as jour next "Distinguished
Visitor?" Would the leader of the American Nazi Party
or someone in the Ku Klux Klan apply?

Mark Normand
Food Engiineering Dept.

W is for mouth

Stifling speech prevents
reaching intelligent answers

The new Polymer TuMASS^ the real ie»eaoty of
SCIENCE RESEARCH luiSTORY/ TrtE PARTNERSHIP
CENTER WA5 A \iqftft / PARADIQa^ is THAT IT
CLASSIC, MULTIMILLION^ °°

I'm afraid.

I'm a little ticked off.

You see, many people on this campus
seem to forget that we have this annoying
little guarantee called freedom of speech.
As a columnist, I have a very hard time
forgetting it. If I did, I'd be cutting my own
throat, so I don't mind admitting that I am
being a selfish little upstart whenever I

espouse freedom of speech.

Pamela McCarthy
I like being ofl'ended'.

You all are probably thinking that I'm
ready for the rubber room and the cute lit-

tle jackets that let me hug myself.
"Pamela," you're probably thinking, "the
only columns you're gonna write from now
on will be in crayon."

Thing is, when I'm ofl'ended, I start to

think. I start to pick apart the offending
argument, movie, book, etc., and show how
my side could be considered valid. You may
decide that it isn't valid — hey, you may
even think I am an evil influence on the
human race Once you think that, you've
got a job ahead of you. You have to start

to think about what was wrong with my
argument. You have to show me where you
think I went wrong. Maybe one day I'll

discover I was wrong about something. (It

has happened to me on occasion.) Maybe
one day, you'll decide that you were wrong.
Either way, argument and debate will

bring us closer to a solution.

Hey, here's an example: Farrakhan's
coming. Oh, you know the guy I'm talking
about. He's that anti-Semitic, black power
advocate. Certain people would hate to see

come here.

I've heard some state that he shouldn't

come. I've heard some others say that they
don't know what they are talking about
and should keep their mouths shut.

What hasn't occurred to anyone is that
Farrakhan has a right to speak here.
A few weeks ago, I wrote a column on

abortion. I managed to offend most of the
University of Massachusetts population.
That's my job. What if someone thought
that because I was advocating murder (ac-

cording to them), my column should not
have been run? What if someone who was
against abortion wrote a column about it

and was told it wouldn't be run because it

was sexist?

In fact, it really amazes me how people
will glory in the freedom of speech until
they get offended by someone exercising
that very right. Then it's different. Oh,
lord, stop that story, ban that book, edit all

the "bad" and "dangerous" parts out of
that movie.

Well, I've got a question for you. Who
decides what is "dangerous" and "bad?"
What qualifies any one person or group to

do this? I don't care who they are, I don't
care how many people are behind them.
Chances are, they may have ofl'ended so-

meone today. And I'd be willing to bet
money that they'd screech in horror over
someone trying to keep them from express-
ing themselves.

People may never find out why each side
believes what it does. People may never
learn of alternatives, because we'd never
get to them. We'd be silent and afraid of
oflending anyone.

Ifyou run across something that gets you
angry and offended, do one of two things.

Either ignore it, or present your own side.

But for God's saJte, don't try to surpress it,

or edit it to your liking. That's plain self

centered. Assuming that you know best
and that you have the ultimate answer to

the argument is little too arrogant for in-

telligent people.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian
columnist
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Just my opinion

Random thoughts find this world in some disarray
I was thinking:

The world is a messed up place. George Bush is

president-elect, Dan Quayle could be president someday,
and a cheeseburger at McDonald's is 85 cents now.

I want everyone to know that there are people who are
skinheads, but who aren't neo-Nazis. Some are really cool,

some aren't. They are individuals. Some of them even
have started a group called SHARP — Skin Heads Agamst
Racial Prejudice.

Why is the air conditioning still on in Herter Hall?
The Undergraduate Student Senate is always in tur-

moil. I think they would argue over whether Campus
Center is white or grey (like it matters).

John Groulding needs more groupies, Bob and I can't do
it all. Please apply at Thompson Hall, his office.

People should do more thinking.

I know many people complain about how early the retail

sector and media try to start the Christmas season, but
it bugs me too. Especially when "It's a Wonderful Life"

airs the night before Thanksgiving.
I looked at that book which tells every American what

they should know. Who cares what nucleic acid is. Why
should someone be able to quote Anthony's speech in

"Julius Caesar" by Shakespeare Who cares what an
ampersand does in the English language.

Peter Leon

There are a lot of good movies coming out now, but why
is there such a difference in price depending on where you
are? It costs $5.75 in Boston to go to a movie. In Manhat-
tan, N.Y., it is $7. At Hampshire Mall it costs $2.75, with
a student ID. I know that labor is more expensive in cities,

but come on. Maybe it is just that the movie houses in

cities are greedy capitalists out to make huge profits for

themselves . . . naaah, couldn't be.

Did everyone get to the see the Grinch Monday night?

Did y'all play the "who" drinking game? Good . . .

By the way Happy Chanukah and Kwanza to everyone.
Let's all try to remember that there are people who don't
celebrate Christmas.
Does anybody ever read my columns? Or is this right

now in a gerbil cage in the dorms somewhere"'
Reading over the reprinted speeches of Louis Farrakhan,

I found (from what was printed) that he isn't anti Semitic.
Instead he is wrong for emulating Adolf Hitler. He said
Hitler turned Germany into the greatest fighting force

of the 20th century. This is good? Turning people into a
killing machine is not something to find as a good quali-

ty in a person. Besides, Hitler wanted to create a world
full of white Aryans. This would seem to preclude any
black people from being around.
Just remember: "When the oppressed oppress the op-

pressed they not only do the work of the oppressors, but
they make certain their own doom."
Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist

UMass can do better

than Duffey
Look at what's going on. . .

A hockey arena is being built when existing facilities

need renovating; the size of the freshman class will be

cut by 500-600 next year, and a professor hiring freeze

is still in effect while a monument is to be built in Cen-
tral area; the Polymer Research Center has been
postponed "indefinitely" while a million dollar project

"information center" is being built across from the

Newman Center; a committee met and suggested fees

be more than 30 percent of the tuition, Chancellor Joseph
Duffey 's solution is to raise the tuition.

We need a chancellor who will remember the purpose

of the University of Massachusetts as well as all state

colleges — to provide students with an affordable, quality

education.

What we need is a chancellor who will make sure that

more than the road to his house is repavod on schedule.

Morrill, Goessman, Hasbrouck and Thompson should

have had their renovations completed before the start

of the semester, not October.

The library's budget should not have been cut $420,(X)0

and justified by the state's budget problem when
students are going to have to pick up the lab for the other

$27 million of the $52 million arena.

What we need is a chancellor with a backbone to re-

mind the .state government of the reason for this Univer-

sity, instead of the facade Duffey is supporting.

Joshua Christie

Orchard Hill

EWC needs administration's support
Some people believe that women are already the social

equals of men, but the three rapes and one murder
reported at the beginning of the semester, right here in

our hometown, tell us that is not true.

Daria Casinelli

It didn't matter how much money the two women at

Smith College had, or how strong Virginia Ferrer was
(stabbed to death by her abusive boyfriend), or how honest

and brave "Susan" is (who.se rape at the University of

Massachusetts was reported on Oct. 11).

They are still part of the less-than-equal majority, and as

long as women remain less than equal, rape and batter-

ing will continue to happen.

The most effective way to stop rape is to raise the social

status of all women. Right now, in our capitalist society

status comes from job titles and money not child-rearing

abilities and humanness. Within our University the agen-

cy that does, or did, the most to increase all women's ac-

cess to education and jobs, as well as to help heal rape

victims, is the Everywoman's Center.

The EWC's mission is "to promote educational access

and equity for women in higher education." Its services

include "an extensive information and referral system;

24-hour comprehensive services to victims and survivors

of rape, battering, sexual assault and sexual harassment;

advocacy and educational programming designed to meet
the needs of women of color on a primarily white campus;
counseling, assessments and refeirals for women experien-

cing problems with eating disorders and alcohol/substance

abuse; and academic and personal support and advocacy
for women who want to return to school."

All in all the EWC is the best you can get for your money
when it comes to working within the system to increase

the status of women and fight rape. One wonders then
why the administration is so eager to get rid of it. The
above quotes are from a letter by the director of the EWC,
Carol Wallace.

Wallace and others are protesting budget cuts that will

force the EWC to eliminate two of its programs and the
proposed "administrative realignment" of the EWC out-

side of the Division of Educational Access and Outreach
(DEAO). What's most troubling about the budget cuts are
that the EWC is absorbing 50 percent of the cuts within
DEAO, a division with five units. What's most troubling
about the "administrative realignment" is that no one's
been told where the EWC will be aligned to. Since there
is no place more appropriate for the EWC than the DEAO,
supporters fear that this is a ploy to quietly eliminate the
only University agency that deals with the causes of rape.

To .stop rape we can urge Chancellor Jcspph Duffey to

fund the EWC. Yet have we done all we can to .stop rape?

What do our University's administrators gain by the
elimination of the Everywoman's Center? They get looser

budgets — ones that can include even more money for

military research on campus — but if I were raped you
can sure as hell bet its the EWC I'd call, not Rambo.
What about you?

Daria Casinelli is a UMass student
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ARTS/LIVING

Journalist ends nine-semester
stint with Jazz Ensemble I

1 oUrpan photo by I'hii* Hoaford

Saxophonist Steve Gaudreau heads into Jazz Ensemble I rehearsal.

By CORINNA J. MOEBIUS
Collegian Staff

Every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon

Steve Gaudreau lifts his saxaphone from
its white plastic case and walks over to the

empty seat waiting for him. In a few-

minutes he will be surrounded by sound,

the sound ofjazz. Trumjsets and trombones
behind him, the director leaning forward

as if to catch the syncopated melody . . . it's

just another Jazz Ensemble I rehearsal, the

one-credit class Gaudreau looks forward to.

To be in this top jazz ensemble at the

University of Massachusetts, that will per-

form tonight at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall, Gaudreau has to

dedicate hours to rehearsals, concerts,

tours and practicing. But for the senior

Journalism major this commitment is

worth all the time and dedication it re-

quires. Now the lead alto saxophonist,

Gaudreau is ending his ninth semester

with the ensemble, which is directed by Jeff

Holmes.

Gaudreau has been in the band since it

started winning a series of national jazz

competitions. Downbeat magazine award-

ed the ensemble gold medals at three

Musicfest competitions in 1987 and 1988,

also giving it the 1987 "dee-bee" award for

"Best Collegiate Jazz Ensemble."

Gaudreau remembers when the band

won the top award at the Notre Dame Col-

legiate Jazz Festival in Indiana. "Jeff was

up there smiling, he was smiling through

the whole performance — from ear to ear.

Before we even finished tunes, people were

screaming. When we finished our set, it

was a standing ovation ... it just felt so

good."

Gaudreau said he sometimes wonders

why he didn't major in music, since play-

ing is such an important part of his life. A
native of Foxboro, a town noted for its ex-

cellent high school jazz program, Gaudreau

almost followed his musical peers in pur-

suing a fine arts degree. He said that dur-

ing high school he was set on a major
continued on page 15
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113 Campus Center

^ ^ -^ aX.^XTTa. A .«. A. A X..

Tye- i

Dynamics

Look for an interview tomorrow with Miracle Legion who will play a free concert in the Hatch
on Saturday night with The Gordons and Wooden Soldiers. UPC sponsors the show.

Exclusively Dyed
Contemporary

Clothing

96
N. Pleasant St.

Today &
Everyday

11:30 • 5:30

H
'W^'WW^^^^^^^^WWWWWW^'^^^

THEHOUDAY
JCOLLECnON

• Mock Turtlcnccks • Dresses -^
Harem Panls • Tapestries

Jewelry • Underwear
^

ZTXIzzziiz:

^%

Thursday Night is

Student Night at
g','{Jg

Burger King

BURGER

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

Present school ID and receive 10 ^ off purchase

not good with any other offer.

OFFER GOOD 4 p.m. to Midnight

King Street Northampton
Offer Expires 12/16/88

Rt. 9 Hadley

J

22 Masonic St., Northampton 191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

586-6336 253-2013

Store Hours: Men. -Sot. 10-6: Sun. 12-5

Thurs. til 9 (Northampton Store Only)

MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

Invites All Minority Graduates
To Its Last General Meeting

htoiaiMghJ Dec. 1, 1988, 7:00 pm
In RM A-221 Grad Research Center

For further information

Call Kim Holder, President at

5-0327

1

|V^|priH Uncork

TTJ^ .f, the skills^ *"*'
for success.

"Nac Kiinhud

Ihrlaulctfi Scluvl

s^nra i/cK the s/f;7/s

1/01/ nmi. A}l i/(»((

lunv to ilo i^ liih'

tlicw out inh tlw

miiikcli>l(hc."

•Kott Ariel i

ot MiCoitiim

3

llu' op}'»i>rUiniiv io

work \\^r[ or full-linic

in .111 exciting <ind

t hallonging onvironnuMit

nvv.iits voii

At New England

Bartenders School,

voii'll Icirn llicvciy

in.irkcl.ililc'-lvilNoi

l>,irt('iuiinj;.inil^.>in

llu- amiidiMuo ntvitcd

torthffiekl.

Find out how rewarding

bartending Ccin he.

Nov Ivii^liind

Bartenclcrs

C .ill tixLiv

(617) 247-1600

811 iV>vlstoii StuH't, IV>skMi, MA 02116

THE BARI E55INTI^L i
n^ ^

f
v^l

^l- \

^COLLEGE
T-SHIRT

GET YOURS AT:

SMITH BOOKSTORE
AMHERST-HASTINGS
MOUNT HOLYOKE-BLANCHARD
UMASS-BOOKSTORE
HAMPSHIRE-BOOKSTORE

.:^

b
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Poetry penetrates star's image
By RICHARD A.BOUCHER.JR.
Collegian Correspondent

Wilderness

Villard Books

Wilderness is a collection of never-before seen poetry and

lyrics by Jim Morrison, lead singer for the 60s

underground idols, the Doors. It was compiled by the

parents of Morrison's late wife. Pamela Courson. and by

Frank and Kathy Lisciandro. friends of Morrison's dur

ing the Doors period. Morrison, who died in 1971, willed

his writings to Courson, who died four years later. The

Coursons and Lisciandros have been working ever since

to put together a proper collection of Morrison's writings,

and only now have finished their work.

Before I bought the book. I knew I would encounter a

ver>' different tN^pe of writing, mainly because of what I've

seen of Morrison the performer and the other ways I had

always thought of him.

I was proven correct. After some reading of Wilderness,

the oblivious rock clown was shown to be just a screen,

a display hiding a genuinely contemplative and attentive

person. The poetr>' in Wilderness brings to light a new

appeal to Morrison as an artist of inestimable worth. His

work demonstrates that he has a depth and insight into

life that's surprising, considering the portrait he made of

himself as the spacey. drug-crazed rock star. His inven-

tive phrasings lend a Western, warrior or cowboy like

sense of observing or surveying the scene to the poem:

"The Wolf, who lives under the rock has invited me to

drink of his cool Water. Not to splash or bathe, But leave

the sun and know the dead desert night and the cold men
who play there."

And he shows a good grasp of tempo: "I am troubled Im-

measurably By your eyes, I am struck By the feather of

your soft Reply The sound of glass Speaks quick Disdaia

And conceals What your eyes fight to explain." When
I was younger, I always assumed Morrison to be one of

those "druggies." Well, some of the verse in Wilderness

seems to confirm this, too. Witness Morrison's sobering

grasp on reality here: "I received an Aztec wall of vision

and dissolved my room in sweet derision/ Closed my eyes,

prepared to go/ A gentle wind inform'd me so/ And bath-

ed my skin in ether glow." Writing such as this

fascinates me and makes me wonder about the kind of

mind producing it. His writing is only descriptive for a

second or two, then it dawns on you that you had to think

about it for a bit to catch what he meant. He created his

own expressions (street pizza — meaning a gored accident

victim lying in the road) and takes free verse to its logical

extent and beyond.

Wilderness, with a foreword written by Morrison long

ago in anticipation of the day when his work would be

published, is a fantastic read that's like a magnet that

lets you get only so far away from it before drawing you

back in, to see something new each time.

Arthur Mones silver print photograph
"Venice" is part of an exhibit of his works in

the dispIayTfn Years of Photographsai Mount
Holyoke College Art Museum opening
Saturday.

'.^MMIMMMIIMMIIVIMIMIMMMMMIMIAMIMIMIMMMMIMMMMIMWIMM

CHABAD HOUSE PRESENTS

A.B.M. Ar The B.T. Rappo

FenliiLTiiBg - Mike "The Fish"

Concert Theme - Dedication . . .

Sunday Dec. 4th 8>00 pm.

Southskle Room - Hampden Commons

Southwest at UMass

• Great Music

• Complimentary Latkes

• Falafel, Soda Ar Munchies for Sale

• Menorah Lighting Ceremony

UJ?]? iiJjii

Come Celebrate Your Holiday!

OLDIE ALBUMS
Hundreds of 50's and
60's reissues just in.

Moiuiny Wpdneaday Thuisdny Saturday
9:306:00 9:30-9:00

213 Main vStreet, Not thntiiptoii. Ma.qf^acliuFiplta HBH 572r»

Sunday
12:00-5:00

^ -/W ^-Ma- fir

POOL

^uunoRV

8msm DRIVE/NEWMARKET CEMTER

AMHERST /(4I3)!)49-2G4II

Prices

have
never

been lower

CELLULAR
PHONES

Chicago SCDOe

K40t.
Radar
Detectors

Sonaradars Front and Rear

AMFM Car Contpicl Oitc Player

• CD CanriOge Loadino Svstem • Direct Access

Music Seieclion • ORC II PLL Tuning System •

Manual SeeK and Scan Tuning • Separate Bass
Treble Balance and Fader • Unifit Mounting

Concept • Optional Snuttie Kit

unifii IS di feq UiOemar*' ot Biaupunttt wpikp GfriDH

• BLAUPUNKT AND a/d/s/

-^Mmejimma/^ *'SS,r.^cVrr.:i'c;^
' peaks at very loud listing levels,

to cleanly reproduce low Dass
passages over road noise witnout

ilklkl. .llilillllilliiiiil clipping and to reproduce^ILl. . t If••••I complex passages witn strong
definition at nign levels'

Car Stereo fleview

with new
KABand
Protection

CUSTOM,
car(o

SOUND

^
SONY ???

DISC PLAYERS

uniden*
CB RADIOS

and
FIRE STICK

CB ANTENNAS
3 Wll1 winning

eoinbinafion

for

Chriiimts

141 Damon Rd.
Northampton, MA

566-525B

573 Riverdalt St.

West Springfield, MA
734-4995

inursaay, uecmeoer i, 1^:^00

Rapeman take mule to the edge;
Thug give mammoth a black eye
Bv GRAEME THOMSON be described as a verv twisted dance track

COLLEGIAN 15

By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Does the name Steve Albini mean
anything to you? To me it means two

things — genius . . . and idiot. Albmi used

to be the front-man of legendary pneumatic

noise terrorists, Chicago's finest — Big

Black, whose Atomizer LP still stands as

one of the best slices of psychotic rock'n'roll

to emerge in recent years. But after '87's

Songs About Fucking the band decided to

call it a day, and Albini moved on to other

projects, among them producing the mighty

Bitch Magnet on their debut EP. Star Boo-

ty, and forming his own band, the dubiously

titled Rapeman.

I)isc Junkie I

And this is where my problem with

Albini begins, because despite his defense

of the name (it comes from a Japanese pom
comic where the "Rapeman" of the title is

a superhero who rapes criminals, both men
and women, as a punishment for their

wrongdoings) whichever way you look at

it, it's both derogatory to women and it

trivializes rape.

So why don't I just dis this band? Because

Rapeman have just come out with one of

the best LPs of the year, that's why! Tu>o

Nuns and a Pack Mule (Touch & Go) is a

brilliant, volatile and highly explosive

record which kicks the shit out of their

previous Bud EP. This is Big Black reborn,

except with a previously unrealized

funkiness. "Steak and Black Onions" could

be described as a very twisted dance track

with its sledgehammer beat and screeching

guitar licks, while the snappily titled "Coi-

tion Ignition Mission" adds a rock'n'roll

sensibilty to the band's magnetic concrete

cacophony. And a delicious sense of humor
is displayed on the Sonic Youth pisstake,

Kim Gordon's Panties, which begins with

a distinctly SY guitar sound, before getting

bored and reverting to the more frantic

style of Rapeman.

I remember seeing Big Black live a cou-

ple of years ago and they were laying pav

ing slabs on the opposition, so it's going to

be really interesting to see what Rapeman
can come up with. Cracking stuff, shame
about the name.
Electric Woolly Mammoth (Black Eye) is

by Thug, three extremely disturbed guys

from Down Under who are really into

weird noises in a big way. This is the sound

of your TV having a nervous breakdown;

of an epileptic vacuum cleaner — in short,

of every major appliance in your home .

. on acid. Thug don't play their instruments

so much as torture them into confessing

their sins. In the hands of Thug, syn-

thesizers become incontinent babbling

beasts, guitars are stretched to breaking

point until they scream for mercy - which

is just as it should be. The only thing I don't

get is the presence of a couple of breezy,

jangly pop songs at the tail end of each side

of an album which, with a surgeon's preci

sion, rips the innards out of the computer

age. Perhaps they're there to say that at

the end of the day. despite the name. Thug

are human after all. Amen to that.

Gaudreau
continued from page 12

on music, "but ri^t at the last minute I didn't want to

trap myself on one track."

C^udreau chose Journalism for his msgor, he had been

•ditor of his high school newspaper. He has a minor in

Psychology,

From freshman year on. Gaudreau has had to juggle

his attention between the bimd and his other classes. "I

would want to do really well in achotA, so for a few weeks

at a stretch I'd be studying every night and trying to

bring my grades up. And then I'd remember — well, wait

a minute — I've got to pr«:tice, too, and I can't let that

go. So then rd start in-acticing during the time I was sup-

posed to be studying." hexsaid.

Despite the inevitable frustraticm in trying to keep up
with what he hat to do and what he wants to do.

Gaudreau said he is satisified with his arrangement.

When it came to music, "I just wanted to play," he said.

Gaudreau said he has had the opportunity to grow

musically by participating in Jazz Ensemble I. "Just ex-

posure to more artists ... the experience of playing with

a jazz ensemble, going on tour (for four years now)— it's

really centralized my idea of the art," he said.

He said by introducing friends to big band jazz, he has,

in a way, contributed to their musical growth. "Friends

<rf mine that come to hear the band come away say-

ing that it was good, they didn't expect that. They think

ofjazz and they think of the old swing era. There's been

a lot happening since then." Now, he said, friends are

always asking him when the next concert is.

One way the ensemble hopes to get more attendance

at concerts is through distribution of their tape Fevv
which they had digitally recorded last q>ring. The tape,

produced through the band's trust fund, serves as a

historical document of their sound and as a demo tape.

It will be sold at tonight's concert for $6.50 to students

and $8.00 to the general public. Gaudreau is a soloist

in two of the works on the tope.

Sometimes friends suggest he "should get out of the

band, it's just a waste of time," Gaudreau said. His

answer to that is: "Ifyou're saying that to me, than you

don't know me very well. Even if I'm no good at it, or

if I can't make it or be the best, it's my means of expres-

sion. If I couldn't play this horn, what would I do? This

is the perfect way for me to express myselt"

EVERY Ff?l. & SAT.

THE
AREA'S FINEST

DEEJAYS
8 Xpm unM I 00 am

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT
EVERY TUESDAY

BLUES JAM
GRAND OPINING WEEK

THURS DEC. 1

JAMES COTTON
AND HIS LEGENDARY BIG

SAND

ADV $10
8:30

Legendary super harp

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chin

Bikini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aesthetician

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

M*n and Woman
34 Main Street, Amherst

2S3-9S79

FRI DEC 2

BARRENCE
WHITFIELD
ANomc

SAVAGES
»«l

The Little Richard

of the SO's

W/Gidget Goes To Hell

m^^^!^M^^mmm^^^m^m,

^ ' LIQUORS
'/^

(:niM-:si:

THE
COCKTAIL
LOUNGE
Thursday- Saturday

until midnight

^Ts
aIwev

Full liquor license.

N<)n-alcoh<)lic

ciKktaiK

also availahlc.

Korbel
Champagne

$779
Marcus James
White Zinfandel 7soml..

WIDMER750ML
Extra Dry Champaone
Sai*S3.99
miil In rebat* $3

C « MONDAVI

White Zinfandel
1 SL.

99
FINAL Ci

$C69

tUISCHHANlfo

*y CANAf:HAN MIST
FiMi ( ANADA AT IU lltVT
cotr

t«l« *1 1 " mailin r*b«l* '3

Capiain/^rp $-799
SPKIOKI M f coJS

Salt M 2.99 mail-In rtbal* *S

.Gilbey's Vodka

lGilbey'sGin,^,$i2

Dinner .served until

9:.10 p.m. Sunday-Thursday

10:45 Friday-Saturday

50 Main St., Northampton

586-5708

^^^ «<^ mi 4a**. OfJ

9»mta tifittt

f mi fncc Ad TMftU D«5. fi

rewCft««if

This Week Only 6 pm S5
Double Desi—Comedy &
Buckwheat Zydeco show

for $12
Hesdiiner. Psul O'Angelo

BUCKWHEAT
ZYDECO

2 Shows
ADV T!X 8PM $10

10:30 PM $12
WRSI

bring a new toy tor disadvataged

children ot Hamp & Franklin

Counties & t>e eligtble for

door prizes.

SUN. DEC 4

NEW RIDERS Of THE

PURPLE SAGE
ponamo recT $7 50

S $..^

6m THE TAIL GATORS
9th TREAT HER RIGHT
10th SLEEPY LA BEEF
12th THE SCREAMING TRIBESMEN
17th EEK- AMOUSE
29th ROOMFULL OF BLUES
NEW YEAR'S EVE SPtCTACt«.AP

Hitings nect weekl

ADV TICKETS AVAH
COUNTltY COMFOIfT,

FOR THE RECORD AND TICKETRON

413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST , N HAMP
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Beat Cafe at
Hampden

tonight
"The beat goes on" tonight at the second

monthly Beat Cafe at Hampden Theater

at 8 p.m. To celebrate the spirit of a

generation of poets, artist and musicians,

this month's Beat Cafe feature will the

sights and sounds of Check Please, a six-

piece band that gives new meaning to the

classics of contemporary music.

The program will also include a return

engagement by the dynamic "Susan B.

Anthony- Improvisational Troupe." This

humorous theater troupe includes the au-

dience in a delightful and extem-

poraneous theatrical performance.

Throughout the evening, there will also

be guest performances by talented student

poets, writers and musicians. For ticket

information, call the Fine Arts Center at

545 251 1 . Tickets are $2 for students, $5

for the general public.

Auditions held
at Smith for

two one-acts
Smith College Theatre Department will

be holding auditions for Action and Icarus'

Mother, two one-act plays by Sam Shepard,

directed by Mark Harrison. Auditions will

be Dec. 5 and 6 from 7 to 10 p.m. in Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre. Callbacks will be

Dec. 8 from 7 to 10 p.m. in Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theatre. Action and Icarus'

Mother will be performed March 2 through

4 and the 8 through 1 1 in Theatre 14 at

Smith College.

Scripts are available for one-hour perusal

in the Smith College Theatre Department

office Monday through Friday from 8:30

a.m. to 4 p.m.

All Five College area students are eligi

ble and encouraged to audition for these

prcxiuctions.

TIIF. PRESENTS THEY EXPECT
TO ELM) I NDER THE TREE!

>L\R\ EL* COMICS
FOR THE HOIJDAVS.
A\AILABl.E AT:

Same Bat Channel
Hampshire Mall, Route 9

586-8775
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OW! OW! OW! Barrence Whitfield and the Savages scream the soul

and blues tomorrow at Universal Joint: Downstairs at Pearl Street.

Gidget Goes to Hell opens. Show starts at 8:30.

GOING OUT of

BUSINESS
SAVE 35-60%
Off Our Original Prices

Diamonds • Pearls
14K Chains • Watchesr————~—

n

I
Students and Faculty

|

SAVE even more 10% off}

|Our already advertised discounts on allj

I remaining inventory I

I I

Iyou must bring this ad with you to receive an additional 10% I

|off all remaining inventory. One coupon per customer. Not|
applicable for 14K chains. Expires 12/23/88 j
MANY"oNE7)"-AlcSiDTrECEr

A Certificate of Appraisal accompanies

every diamond and jewelry purchase

DIAMOND MEBCHANTS & FINE JEWELERS SINCE 1905

207 Main Si • Northampton • Across from City Hall

Mon thru Wed ft Sat 9 30 5 30 Thurs • FrI. ftl 9 00 p m
Sun 12 5

^f£M: PRESENTS

2 FREE SHOWS!
I

I JELLOBIAFRA
I THE SPOKEN WORD
» TOUR

I

I

I

I

FRIDAY DEC2w»hDVP
7:00inth«BLUEWALL

MIRACLE LEGION
THE GORDONS
THE WOODEN SOLDIERS

SATURDAY DEC. 3
8:00 in the HATCH

I

I

I

I

I

I

Copies

HoKOff
After100
After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet onginal. the rest are

half price at Kinko s, the copv'

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

The 2nd. Annual

UMASS HILLEL
Mini— mall

Spoaacir«d bw Vatmmm Hiiiai

-CT>KC*

[tie'

student Union Ballroom 1

u niversit>' of Massachusetts
Wed. Nov. 30Ui 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Thurs. Dec. l8t 10 a.ca. - 6 p.m.
Fri. Dec. 2nd 10 a.m. - A p.m.

^Swemter*

Conne shop for all jour daily and
holiday needs!!!!!

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
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FeaiNG posmve
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urn-'
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IWLOOK /^ / Rimr ^

'^(md PON )^-y
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Y

"Well. I'll be! Eggtjeoter must have missed that one

"

Doonesbury
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1 ^ ^

By Garry Trudeau
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A
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

I WISM \T yJOULD SHO^l

EIGUT FEtT IN TWE NEXT
FIVE WlK^jTtS SO M.rO
UME K> CUDSt SOWOL

.

CMON. SHOW.' SN0V4
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Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

NOW, A, COMMERCIAI

1HI5 15 ir fOUK5 •
Bof-rOM

Of fHe. V , 6WE5 UOAPEP.

FUl-L COUNT, ANH Trit

SCORE. IS TIED . • •

iM THIS TMe FlN^^ G^He

OF wt WORLD 5ERIE5 riNSTER CHECKS TH6 616N .

rms coolo at -ime la^t
PITCH OF THE 5eA90N . . .

THIS nOMENT OF
"STRESS"

IS BROUGHT TO you

STATS 140
FOR ML WE 00...

"WIS STRESS IS FOR VOU

m)f«€

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

tX3WNrOWN AVMtRSI ?MMM

WORKSHOP

There will a workshop in room 178 of the Campus
Center tonight at 7:30 with the news editor of the

Amherst Bulletin, Nancy Newcombe. The workshop

counts toward staff status. Be there!

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 vv»si»rr Native

American

6 Pan 0' SSS
9 Try tenting

1 3 Hecaw montti

14 Manootm s Km
16 Busy as —
1 7 in tn« miost

18 Ffonao
19 Place to see a

Tufnef

20 Ricnara Staroey

22 WaM poftioo

23 Tne -
CnorC Sullivan

24 Gourmanos
26 Lacking etnics

30 Contuse

32 Early Venetian

iraoe'

33 — oe Jefer

(sne"»i

35 Nautica:

ccynmanfl

39 Built

41 Puoman ca'

43 Keep me nome
fifes burning

44 Biaoe *Of

Gaston
46 Oree'- snaoe
47 MeOieva! guild

49 Tuvangy jpeecti

sounds
SI Capsuie s

relative Var

b* NBA team
56 ConouCt

57 Marriette Lake
63 Yaw atnietes

64 Sneii game
props

66 Aweso«ne

66 City on me
Trucnee

67 Sensftxe

66 Orates

69 Age preceder

70 MouiO'Oe capts

71 Wnie' naxard

DOWN
1 atacia< fioges

2 La Bonefne
neroine

3 Batri J river

4 Suspeno

5 Luanda s site

6 S<un s

eye-catcners

7 Meucan
panmsuia

8 Ham additive

9 Steven

Georgiou
10 Lesaen
1

1

Metric measure
12 Nestlings cies
IS AngtO'Sanon

kmg 46-55

21 Do detective s

40 Colorful Ouo
4: Pace for Soft'

45 Basaoali

tropny

48 Cerum
tides

50 Micnaeimas
daiswa

51 ViQMnl
52 Fray

53 Citiien

Tom —
55 Corves
58 Actress

Patricia

59 Restore to

neaitn

60 CartKr

61 Mature
62 - egg

25 MAngs to Livy

26S«ix>««t
27 Comedian Sam
28 Bread spread

29 Roy Scnerer Jr

31 Measured
afnount

34 The — ot

Marcf<

36 Samoan port

37 Order on Wall

Street

38 Very in \*fdon
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Menu
Lunch

Top Your Own Pizza

w/Hamburg, Sausage,

or Peppcroni

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Egg Roll. Vegetable Chow
Mein and Noodles

Basics Lanch

Top Your Own Pizza

w/EggpIant, Tuna,

or Chp Chick Peas

Basics Dinner

Garden Medley Casserole

Egg Roll, Vegetable Chow
Mein and noodles

Weather

Today: Partly cloudy, low in the 40s

Tonight: Partly cloudy, low in the 20s

Tomorrow: Sunny and cold, 30-35

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Rick Santos

Copy Editor Ronn Garry

Layoat Technician George Francy

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno
Prodaction Sapcrvisor Florencio Terra

Prodaction:Laura, Mary, Camille, Jcnn, Tina, Brian, Kim
and Ronn knows life during Wairetime

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor in Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

Robert CiappennelU

Business Manager

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Marc Infield

Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelli

Business Manager

Daniel Munroc
Finance Manager

Todd Fmhbeis
circulation Manager
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Daniels' Homesick has no heroes
By SCOTT NANCE
Collegian Correspondent

Homesick Heroes
The Charlie Daniels Band
Epic Records

Charlie Daniels captured mainstream

America a few years ago fiddling a bit of

down-home lore in "The Devil Went Down
to Georgia." It had a pop feel and it was

an entertaining stor\'. The Charlie Daniels

Band's latest LP. Homesick Heroes, fiddles

on with Jerry Lee Lewis-like piano and

Daniels continues to spin down home yarns

to the tune of a hoe-down.

Daniels and his band "saw," as he would

say it, some hot licks in places. The musi-

cianship is certainly up to par, but unfor-

tunately, a lot of these licks can't carry a

whole song, and it gets repetitive, especial

ly after more than one or two listens. "Get

Me Back to Dixie" gets whiny and annoy

ing. but 'Btwgie Woogie Man" and "Boogie

Woogie Fiddle Blues" pass the test with a

fairly good countryish-blues groove. "You

Can't Pick Cotton" is excellent square-

dance material. Daniels' voice does a good

job sounding like the basic countr>'-western

bard.

The lyrics are like episodes of The Dukes

ofHazzard set to music. The songs range

from fiddle heroes to hillbilly feuds to "A
Cowboy Hat in Dallas," a love song so in

ane it's funny: "Ain't no beach in Malibu/

Ain't no cars in Carson City/ Ain't no water

in Waterloo/ And there ain't a guitar pick

in Nashville/if I ain't in love with you."

Perhaps it seems to be meant in a

humorous vein, but "Uneasy Rider' 88"

might be considered offensive: "And that

beautiful girl was just a beautiful man/ I'm

going back to where the women are women
and the men are men."

With the exception of a few bright spots,

I've heard it all before, both the tunes and

the lyrics. Only if you've followed Charlie

Daniels for a while or if you want to listen

to something that's "typical" country-

western is Homesick Heroes for you,

because there's nothing heroic about it.

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT

WITH A SUBSCRIPTION FROM THE

STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING
SERVICE (SNPS)

It you A«*» teoubtf laking notts. cant see the boerd, ot cant heat the

pro/rsiOf. SNPS can help Out etperienced note lakers ptovide

neatty typed lecture notes for a variety of classes

« 1 KC 711 Cdm S70 FMI 130

Attrw IM Cvlat tie MIA 100

lel*v IM fa »i M>tlt I7r

•at**; 100 tcm lOJO rnyflci 14

CkM III [CM lOX Ptyck 1000

Clotlct »« (CM IO«A ftyck toot

Colnt 370 ti Scl IJO loo 107

•mi aorcl

Chach uo ooll ^^ g y , (abov* tho baHroom)

t 00 4 : ..VMon FrI

Local folk

artist to
perforin

Local folk musician Cin-

dy Kallet will give a free

solo acoustic performance

tonight at 8 p.m. at the

Forbes Library Art and

Music Department in Nor-

thampton. Ms. Kallet's

repertoire includes guitar

instrumentals, sea shan-

ties and both original and

contemjKirary folk songs.

She has recorded two

albums on the Folk Legacy

label. Her show is part of

the Forbes Library Con-

cert Series.

Four of America's leading chamber musicians will appear together

in a concert to celebrate Olivier Messiaen's 80th birthday when the

Quartet for the End of Time performs at Bowker Auditorium Saturday

night at 8 p.m. For tickets call 545-2511.

We have
a great
selection of

CHRISTMAS
CARDS...
Stop in today!

UMASS PROFS:
Course book orders for spring semester are

now being processed. Please call us with yours
now to avoid last-minute delays or problems.

I

To get direct, immediate service use our text

Ihotline:
253-3870
Ruth Wynkoop
Melan Sabatene

P.S. Remember, no order is too large or too small for us to handle

Jeffery Amkerst Bookshop

55 South Pleasant Street Amherst
r-.T '^s,

ĵ
Massachusetts 01002 253-3381

i»""""iiiiiiii nniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiTri""""*"tmi iiiiiii«nn BB

RESUMES
Best Prices • Great Service • Laser Typesetting

DON'T VJOm - BE HPiPPY

CopyCat PRINT SHOP
228 Triangle St., Amherst

(413)549-3840 -^'-'m

' "^^fi

ealiiig place

OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

.OPEN 6 A.M. • 3 AM SUNDAY THURSDAY

•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT
•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAIA
•«t€ f MXt to %up*r Step A Skep

NADLEY/AMHERST «S4-4Mf

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

I
Employment ADOhcation^ Rf^mq Taken
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Minutewomen hold on, remain unbeaten
continued jiom page 20

After a bucket by Laura Boettcher, who led the Terriers

with 14 points, the Minutewomen reeled off their first big

spurt of the game, all points coming from junior center

Helen Freeman.

A turnaroundjumper tied the score, and then Freeman
took a feed from Riley for a three-point play to put UMass
up, 31-28. Another tough inside hoop gave the

Minutewomen their biggest lead of the game, 33-28.

BU chipped back behind Boettcher and Lynn Bay (7

points), but Christel ZuUo shook off a tough first half, scor-

ing 1 1 of her game-high 15 points in the second half to

keep UMass rolling.

With the score tied at 42-all, the senior co-captain went

up strong with a rebound and later hit a pair of free throws

to give the Minutewomen a tenuous four-point edge. But

a pair of buckets by Theriault around a Bay free throw

made it 47-46 and set up the finish.

Despite the good start for UMass, Hewelt still sees a

lot of improvement before the Minutewo' .en get to where
they want to be.

"We have a long way to go before we're a good basket-

ball team," Hewelt said. "We need to make good, positive

decisions. Our judgment is very poor, but it will get bet-

ter."

The Minutewomen committed 24 turnovers in the game,

but forced 24 on BU's part to even things out.

For the game, Freeman and McCusker joined ZuUo in

double figures with 11 and 10 points, respectively.

McCusker also pulled aown a game-high 12 rebounds, in-

cluding 10 of the defensive boards.

Hoop-la: UMass will have a brief rest before getting

back into action on Saturday, when it travels to the

University of Hartford for an afternoon contest (2 p.m.).

"We need a little bit of a rest. We've been going hard

since October 15," Hewelt said. . . The Terries go back

to Beantown winless in two tries.

Celtics clobberNew Jersey, 133-100
BOSTON (AP) - Kevin McHale scored 26 points and

the Boston Celtics avoided their first month with a losing

record since Larry Bird joined them in 1979 by routing

the New Jersey Nets 133-100 last night.

The Celtics extended to 61 their streak of winning
months by boosting their record to 8-7, with all their

games played in November. Their last losing month was
April, 1979, when they were 1-5. Bird, expected to be

sidelined until March after heel surgery, joined them the

next season.

Boston, which never trailed, began the game with an
11-3 surge and led by at least 10 for the final 42 minutes.

The Celtics were ahead 41-19 after the first quarter, when
they made 16 of 22 shots and had 1 1 assists compared with

New Jersey's 4-for-17 shooting and one assist.

The Celtics led 68-42 at halftime but went cold after

matching their biggest lead, 87-54, with 5:23 left in the

third quarter.

McKeown
and Palazzi
gain honors

A pair of University of Massachusetts football players

have received top honors, it was announced yesterday.

Senior linebacker John McKeown was named to the

Kodak Ail-American team for Division I-AA. McKeown
last week was named first team All-Yankee Conference.

Also, senior quarterback Dave Palazzi will receive the

George 'Bulger' Lowe Award as the top offensive player

in New England for 1988.

Palazzi is the fourth UMass player to be honored in

the 50 years that the award has been given. He broke

most every UMass passing record this season, including

career records for most yards passing, most passes com-

pleted, most passes attempted and most totals yards of

offense.

New Jersey finished the period with an 18-6 spurt, led

by Roy Hinson's seven points, to close the gap to 93-72.

An 1 1-4 run in to start the fourth quarter drew the Nets
within 97 83. But the Celtics got seven of the next nine
points, taking a 104 85 lead with 8:02 left, and capped the
victory with a 16-4 run as they outscored the Nets 40-28
in the fourth quarter.

3=2TaYAj7> i^ THE VINADIUM
Wine. Deer (^ (Supplies

Case: BudwelseT $11-
«IMC or MKcn*

MICHEIDB $12.'-

"^OCU $11.-

and more than 40 Imports
Wine and Beer making kits

Xmas Gifts

downtown Amhpnit
lorated under DANCELO'S

^ j^^^
DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

SPR/NGBREAK.~..,,o.
4WGHTS NASSAU s379pp
7NiGHTsCANCUN $479pp

7NIGHTSPUERTO laCRUZ s599pp
VENEZUELA. the Niw EXOTIC distinaiioni

Inti all Imieireem tamea t tatorea thetfea.
Depart yre tames rtei rrthtded.

BOOK NOW I

413-256-1261
Tt So P<aaaant 91.

AmA«r«t, MA 01002

ACTMTTCS • AUOO
AJTO POR SAlf •CALCJLATCnS

a^TBTTAlNMENT • rCR n€NT
FO« SAi.£««X)NO

HSJ* WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
•N *.^^<-'.lftiMHili^Wft^il>^»«f >

INSTUUCnCN • MOTOflCHClfS
Pe«ONAlS«(?CE WANTID
RIDERS N6EDS3 •^RVCa
ROCMATE WA^fTED • rRAVa

WANTE3*SII8L£T

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE—CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30);« DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WOR0/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVintS
OOUCLE IN PUFFTON 3 badroom Stan
Jan 1 Call &49-091S HCLF WANTED

KOWAN STUDENTS ASSOOATION last

maMing ol tha tamaatar B« ihera' Cam
put Cantar 809 at 6pm tontght'

NSA FMOAV NIOHT VIDEO A MinctaTon

34th Strael 7 00pm Front Lounga o(

Nawman Canlaf FREE

ISN'T IT TIME VOO OOT an A' Studant

Note/Printing Sarvica offers laclure noias

from Astronomy to Zoology SU 403
545-2271

2 BR APT IN AMHERST. Great location

Large living room $51 0/mo Available Jan
1 Janet/Nancy 549-4435

1 BORM IN4 aDRkTHAOLEY apt private

rm with own bath t shower 10 mm lo

UMass on busn Avail spnng sam 585-0064
222 mo

2~LAR<2E ROOMS IN HOUSE. On bus
route S2l04/month Lease Jan i May 31

For more info call Stacy 253-941

1

EASY WORK. EXCELLENT PAYI Assem-
ble products at home Call for information
504-641-8003 ext 560

RUNVbUR OWN SUMMERBUSINEM.
Excellent experience Earn average
$7,000-110.000 Call Adam at 665-2527

SUE KAREN A MELVNOA Thanks for con
tnbuting to my new LLBean kxxt It should

Keep me away from the Modern-creativa ar

tistic types that give ma so much trouble

I love you Man

HOLIDAY GIFT MAKINQ expanded hours

for December m the Student Union Craft

Center 1 0am-8pm mon-tri Pottery, jewelry,

greeting cards etc Call 545-2098 or drop

In for more info

ADVENTURES

SKI FREE ADVENTURES UNLIMITEb~s
looking for group organizers to promote
group ski & rafting trips. Montreal
weekends. & spring break sun-destination

specials Great tours for dormatoriaa. frater-

nities, clubs, or big groups of friends

Organizers go free-very easy to promote'

Contact Giegory Erdmann 508-820-0155

AUTO FOR SALE

FORD ESCORT WAQON 1983 Excellent
condition A/C roof rack 50,000 mllaa
2S64W30.

1983 PLYMOUTH, runs wall, power ttaar-

ing. current slicker, am/fm stereo,

6(e-4431

SUNDERLAND 2 BEDROOM spacious 6

closets on busline available Dae 1 $460
665-2551

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: BIKE NASHBAR road alpha
aOOOexr cond 25 frame asking $275 Call

665-4729 Ask lor Allen

10 SPEED BIKE $100 or BO Brother

typewriter (naw) $120 or B.C. Call

549-0057

HIOH-OUAUTY AUDIO COMPONENTS
-ShenvDOd releiver optonica deck dual turn-

table together 300 Bill 542-2435

SKI BOOTS Oynaflt aupar«te ladies TVt ex-

callant condition! $45 546-4055 Call

anytime until midnight

OUITAR STRAT COPY WOOOORAIN
finish good condition call Dave 253-9552

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Sum-
mer, yr rourtd, ell countries, all flelda.

Free Info. Wrtle UC. PO Box t2-MA01
Corona Dol Mar, CA 92t2S.

WORK STUDY JOBS availabia! Monday.
Wednesday and Fnday rmmmga Coma by
Off Campus Housing Offica. $45-0085

INSTRUCTION

JOHN MCKEOWN- Have a great birthday

(you re never too old to celebrate') Love,

the Blcfis at 39 Hobari

ATTENTION BEVONbTHERAPY CAST
AND CREW: Congratulations on a |Ob so

well done Tfiank you all lor the hard work.

and especially for tha fun You've been
mronderful Lov« you aNI

DIANNE FORTE HAPPY BIRTHOAYI No
more Changes. Pizza Pub or Jeanne'"
Love Bozo and your favorite Korean

TO THE QUYS IN OILLWREATH 1 and 2
you have made our XMas much better

LARGE ROOM FOR ONE FEMALE in

beautiful house on State Street call

549-8151

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN TOWNEHOUSE
spring semester, big single available
5494908

BOSTON APT.! Female roommate need-
ed Jan 1 for 1 bdrm Comm Ave apt Near
T and B U Jen 617.736-0043

RbbMMATENEmiblorapnngtitmMar
Beaulilul one bedroom apt in Downtown
Amherst Call 256-8058

TRAVEL

TRAIN TICKET SPRINGFIELD TO
WASHINGTON D C $25 Call Andy
253-3367 evenings

NEW YEARS EVE IN MONTREALParty
time Mowoul from only $89 go with - 1 com-
pany in customer satisfaction Call now
(617) 938-8639 1617)935 1414

TYPmomtOPESSKMAL

ORE MATH TUTOR- Algebra, oaomMry
584-1307

TOEFL TEST PNEPARA-nON COURSE:
Jan 427 UMasa/Amherst, 6 30-8 30pm.
$150 Call 549-5128

LOST

GOLD CHAM^JNK BRACELET Sentimon-
tal value reward call 2S60986 (HOPE)

LOST GOLD INITIAL RING extreme sent
value If found, plaaae caH Annmarie Vanuti

at 546-4106

SHAWN- 413 THOREAU- 1 want to run my
fingers through your hair

AMY- 1 HAD A GREAT TIME watching ET
with you One quesnon- How did the movie
emd? Love ya Cous

1978 RAT SPYDER $100 or BO Runs but

needs some work. Call Tom at 549-8125

81 TOYOTA CELICA good for parte CaH
Jeannette 253-2807

1979 V8 NOVA, Nice body, runs well For

parts or repair Needs new steering,

suspension Best offer Phil 549-8058

'74 FOROXtD- many good parts Needs
battery and timing chain Best offer Rich

549-4273

RED LYNX XRS 1986 5 speed, air condi-

tioning, am/fm stereo cassetee. rear

defroster and wiper 74,000 mi $3750 firm'

Call 546-8035, leave message

79 MALIBU. 35K miles Recent tune up
sticker am/fm cass must be seen $1200
or BO Colleen 253-9153 eves.

LADIES SKI BOOTS 1983 size 10 $30 00
546-9845

USiED FURNITURE bedroom dining, living,

good condition, low prices Call 253- 77S)
between 8 00am and 12 00pm

GUCCI WATCHES ONLY $25.

Great XMas gifts Call Brian 549-5440

1981 RELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS, PB. AC. front wheel drive- $2,000 call

549-7660- Owen

duiTAR S/X2000 $160, Kuatom amplifier

$175, Arlon overdrive $55 549-6846

4 UMASS KEYS ON Hyundai Chain

Reward Call 549-1632.

MOTORCYCLES

1M3 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Halmat,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

PAM- THE COCKROACHES, POND
SCUM AND SEWER RATS were killed off

by cucumbers but we're still here! Happy
21st to our favorite freshman friend We
love ya' Elisa and Jacqui

MARK HEHMBERO- Lett have a talk about

twaatle beetlot aoom! It's bean too long!

Dawn

HAPPY 2Tat BIRTHDAY BRETT
MARITOLLI, The best pledge traineri Love
the KKG Pledges

HAPPY BWTHOAY SU8ANA: You're final-

ly 19' Have a great day Love. Alleaaona

GLENN F, Happy 2 year anniversary!
Sweetest, cutest, sexiest, softest I k>va
you -Ellen F

WANTED 7 FEMALE ROOMMATES for

singles in Puffton Village for Jan Call

549 7463

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to shara
SouthWood apartment 253-9918 Liaa

WANTED: 2 females to share 4 bedroom
apt sprir>g sameater and inleraession call

256-8594

BRANOYWINE 1 BORM AVAILABLE '

• Starting Jan 1 Call 549-8154 or *

549-0014 Leave messa^'

2 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR apartment noxt
to Brittany Manor to take over lease im-

mediately for Spring semester Clean quiet
during the week Call Joe 256-6132

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to Share a
one bedroom Cliftside apt w/an easy goir>g

senior If interested pleaae call Beth at

665-4550

FAST, PROFESSIONAL TYPINO. Ac-

curacy guaranteed Reasonable rates

Grammar, spellchecking Gtona. 323-5140

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS,
reliable on-campus, affordable, spell

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED

OOT AN APARTMENT EMPTY OR A
ROOM we need it for XMas break Call

6-7044

HELPI I need Soc 103 (Huma) notoa win

pay monaytt Shirlay 549-2710.

WANTED TO RENT

HELP 2 FEMALES NEED HOUSE or iNlwt-

ment to share tor spring leave message
546-8918

SERVICES
THE LOVELY MISS JAME OUDA is get-

ting hitched 10 AH what's his name again?
Good luck in you life together and grad
school I'll miss you! Love, Kris Eno

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires, rims runs very well »3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

EARLY 70'a GIBSON SG with whammy
bar excellent condition $450 66597

PAM • HAPPY 21 at BIRTHDAY- finally! A
celebration is called for you butt Love.
JKJR

ATTENTION ALL YOU WILD CHt-O'aTll
Formal is tonight so get psyched!

BILL I GLEN SATURDAY NIGHT was
awesome Let's party again sometime
Love, the newest members of tfie Bill

Bucket Club (JFK Chapter)

MAOALYlley sickie. get well soon! Love
your roomie Sue

ROOMMATE WANTED

RESUME TYPESETTING. Inexpensive
Very experienced Overnight lasenwriter

quality Pick-up, drop-off available Lisa
367-9940

WORD PROCESSING. TRANSCRIBtNO
proofreading. Letter quality 584-7657
evenings

FAST, INEXPENSIVE TYPINOI Call Mary
546-6725

2 PERSONS TO TAKE OVER lease for

apartment in Clitfside Call 665-7579

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING,
spellchecking. word processor Call
Carolyn - Leave messaga; 253-5867

TO SUBLET

FEMALE LOOKING FOR SINGLE single

bedroom in Amherst starling January
548-9103

TAKE OVER LEASE Jan 1 1 large
t)edroom Brittany Manor $280/month for 1

or $140 for two can move in after finals

phone 256-1230, Susmita or Sheila.

HELPI 2FEMALES need room for interaea-
skyi and/or spnng semester Call 546-51 30,
546-7313

HELP! 2 malea want lo share apt or take
over lease for spring 546-6680

LOOKING TO^TAKE OVER lease for 2
bedroom apartment lor spring Call

FEMALES SEEK 3-4 bedroom apt Nor-
thampton area for Spring Call Jodi
546-8656

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSlbNAL MUSIC AND liohting

system quality at unbeatable prices Call us

KlubKave DJ Services
546-6518

FOR RENT

1983 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4dr 4sp new
brakes new clutch $1500 Kurt253-5406

YAMAHA SRX 250 Spo"rt~biker5"'rTionths

old, $1 .500, includes full facial helmet and
jacket Call David 1-566-8212

ANDREW HAPPY BIRTHDAY ONE DAY
LATEI hope you don t fsel lo hung-over to-

day Remember you'll always be younger
than me Love Beth

ROOM IN HOUSE V4 mile from campus call

Dan or Tom 545-3622.

MISSY - CONGRATULATIONS. I know
you'll do a great job' Love Your mother

FURNITURE
SEX GODDESS AND LUST- Cheer up' We
luv you' Passion & desire and fatal

attraction

FEMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED lo

share a two bedroom Brandywine Apt
549-5167

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE
Southwood (Townehouse) apartment You
Will love this piacei Call Pete or Rob
256-0147

WE WANT TO SUBLET AN APARTMENT
in Puftton for wintersession Call Annmarie
at 546-6933

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan
2-14 Call SBMC 256^615 10aiTi-5pm

TAKE OVER OUR 2 BEDROOM 4 person

townehouse lease starting Jan 1 $187 50

includes hot water 549-2646

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

VELVET ELVIS SPOTTED in Burger King
in Hadley

HOUSEMATE WANTED - Sunderland
lemale to share house with woman and
children Contemporary with view Smok-
ing, pets okay 665-8675 Kathy

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES FOR spnng
semester Huge double m downtown
Amherst Call Nancy or Meryl 253-3789

TOM BURKE

IT'S THE BIG 21 . Have a good b^ay and
GFU

DO YOU
KNOW
WHAT
YOU'RE
DOING?
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SPORTS

Minxitemen stopped by Terriers, 78-76

.

Late UMass rally falls short in the end
freshman Anton Brown paces UMass with 1

7

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

During the second half of last night's

game, the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team got a glimpse of the

way things could be.

But in the final eight seconds, it got a

quick reminder of the way things still are.

Freshman guard Anton Brown's two free

throws with :08 left capped off a second-half

rally and pulled UMass to within a point

of Boston University, 77-76.

BU's Jeff Timberlake was immediately

fouled and hit the first of two free throws

and when he missed the second, UMass
captain David Brown appeared to have the

rebound. But Brown lost it, and, after a

scramble, a jump ball was called.

BU was awarded the ball, and was able

to kill the final eight seconds and beat the

Minutemen 78-76 m front of 3450 fans at

the Curry Hicks Cage.

"I was trying to rush down court and he

got a hand on it,
" David Brown said.

"I don't know how many times in prac-

tice I keep yelling 'Two hands, two hands.'"

UMass head coach John Calipari said. "I

want them to rebound with two hands and
catch with two hands. He went after it with

one hand."
The loss spoiled a second half surge that

allowed the Minutemen, 1-1, to get close.

Anton Brown scored 13 of his team-high

17 points in the second half as UMass eras-

ed the Terriers 46-32 halflime lead.

"Anton had a great game," Calipari said.

The Terriers opened their lead up to

Terriers, 78-76

JtMMMshuaMta ntk David Brown 3.^ 14; Owuw Chaa*
3 7 9 1 1, B*a Orvdmki 1 OO 2 Anton Brown 6 S't 17: Jtai

McCo>4 4413:JohnTauSl 1 lt:IU<cr Gi1mO<>«0;;
Butlor 2 3-4 fl T»«B TottU: 33 2«-31 7«

BoMon Uatvenily )78«: Bill Briirhsm 1 2: Frod Davy
I 04> 2 Francw KaliUi 3 04 «, Tony OaCtala 4 12 II J«ff
Timbrriake 6 »IS 23: Ron Moan 6 3-6 15: Stara Kay 1 IS
3: RuaMllJiamt 1 ,04 3; Scan BpinaUi (M) 0; Rafgie Stewart
SfrOS:DliTidKiaffO»00:Sn)ttWhKe4 2-310 TauiTataia:
2* 1*^26 7«.

Thrta pntat «>•>: OaCoaU 2,

Stewart, McCoy. ButWr
A Brawn 2, Timbarlaln.

52-38 points with 16:13 left in the game,

when Timberlake hit a 10-foot jumper from

the right side.

Freshman guard Jimmy McCoy had a

three-pointer and a pair of free throws as

the Minutemen scored the next seven

points to pull within 52-45.

BU's lead then got as high as 11, when
Tony DaCosta hit a three-pointer to make
it 68-57 with 7:36 left.

UMass whittled away, though, led by

sophomore forward John Tate, who con-

tributed seven points in the next five

minutes. And when Anton Brown nailed

two free throws with eight seconds left, the

lead had been cut to one.

But Timberlake. a senior guard and cap-

tain, had something to say about that, and
made the key first shot of a one-and-one

free throw situation.

"Timberlake is a great leader," David

Brown said. "Their senior guards were

heady down the stretch."

In the game, Timberlake scored 22 points

and handed out seven assists for BU, now
1-1. DaCosta, the other senior guard, con-

tributed 1 1 points and eight assists.

But David Brown thought it was a junior

forward, Ron Moses, who did the most

damage.
"He did an excellent job," Brown said.

"He took up space and I don't think he

missed a shot. I think he was the difTerence

in the game."
Moses finished a perfect 6-for-6 from the

floor, and finished with 15 points.

Moses had eight of his points in the first

half, when the Terriers jumped out to a

solid lead. They were helped by the fact

that UMass scored just two points in the

first three minutes.

"We can't have that kind of start from

the seniors," Calipari said. "The freshmen
and the guys without much experience, I

expect that from them. But not from the

seniors."

"I also think I made a coaching mistake

in the first half," Calipari said. "I don't

think I played enough people. We were

tired and their lead bulged to 11 and we
had to fight to get back."

UMass almost pulled it off. but in the end

came up short, literally and figuratively.

'We're not a big team but we really ex-

Collrgian photo by Richard Bonanno

Freshman Jim McCoy lets one go from three-point land during last

night's 78-76 loss to Boston University at the Curry Hicks Cage.

"We thought their guards were excellent

and their front line was adequate. Their

front line was more than we expected,"

1 7 points in each of his first two college

games , . .McCoy finished with 13 points

for UMass while David Brown had 14

and senior forward Duane Chase chip-

pected to beat them," David Brown said. Fast breaks: Anton Brown has scored ped in 11.

• • a but Minutewomen make it a split, 50-49
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

If she had had it her way, Kathy Hewelt would have
made her home debut as the University of Massachusetts
women's basketball coach a littU less exciting.

Colle^an photo by David HigafihiKurhi

Sophomore guard Trish Riley had eight

points to spark the Minutewomen to a 50-49 win

over Boston University yesterday at the Cage.

What instead transpired was a typical Curry Hicks Cage

nailbiter that ended with the Minutewomen taking a

50-49 decision from Boston University yesterday.

With the win, the Minutewomen move to 2-0 on the

season and keep Hewelt's record with the Minutewomen
perfect. But that was never guaranteed until the last tick

of the now-famous Curry Hicks scoreboard clock.

And as they always say, you take a win any way you
can get it.

"We don't care how ugly they are, as long as we win
them," Hewelt said.

Even if it wasn't the smoothest of ballets, it was an ex-

citing contest at the end. The Minutewomen took a 50-47

lead with 2:06 to play and held on down the stretch to seal

it.

Trailing 47-46, sophomore forward Keyburn McCusker
put the Minutewomen on top to stay with 2:32 left as she

grabbed her own miss and muscled it in past two
defenders. After a BU timeout, Christel Zullo put UMass
up by three, taking it into the lane from the left side.

Those would be the last points the Minutewomen would
get, but the defense held the fort just long enough to make
it stand,

Tia Theriault closed the gap to one point with a pair

of free throws with 1:38 to play. Then, after each team
missed opportunities, BU called a timeout to set up a final

.shot.

Taking advantage of the situation, Hewelt set up some
strategy of her own, sending in senior forward Beth Wilbor

to replace sophomore guard Trish Riley.

"We figured 12 (Theriault) would be the key player on

that play. She had gotten that last basket over Trish,"

Hewelt .said.

It was playing a hunch maybe, but it was a correct one.

Theriault had the ball as the shot clock wound down to

zero, and fired up a .stray shot from the top of the key.

Michele Pytko grabbed the rebound with three seconds
left and called timeout,

"Beth's intensity and size made all the dift'erence in the
world," Hewelt said of the play.

On the inbounds, Pytko got the ball across court to Riley,

who dribbled out the clock "and the game.

All the dramatics at the end heightened what was ac-

tually a sluggish game at best. For the second straight

outing, UMass held its opponent's shooting below freez-

ing, as the Terriers bent the rim at a 29 percent clip

(18-for-62). But the Minutewomen were shooting just 36
percent themselves, enough to keep the game close.

UMass set the tone for the game by missing its first

eight shots, but the Terriers could only cash in for six

points during that span, Zullo's coast-to-coast jaunt broke

the ice five minutes into the game as the Minutewomen
slowly brought themselves back into it.

Using good defensive pressure, UMass scratched back

to a 14-all tie on Riley's coastal with 7:03 to play in the

half. The Minutewomen had several fast break and tran-

sition buckets in the first 20 minutes to keep themselves

going.

Minutewomen, 50-49
MMMThnaatt* (50); Kcytmm McCuakar 5 10: Bath Wilbor 1 00 2, H«I«d

Fraamiiii 4 3 7 11. Michel* fyiko 1 &« 3. Chhutal Zulle 6 3 S 16; Sua SM'aTmi 1M 2. Trish Rilay 3 3-3 8. Tmb Tn«afaK 21 fi-lS 50.

BoatOB Ualvaraity (4»» L«ur« BoattciMr 6 3-2 14. Lynn Bay 1 5 8 7: Andrea

Asbucit 4 1-2 9; Tia Thenault 3 2 2 9, Mar)ori« Hanay frO 0^ Lynn* Ranando 2

2-a 6; SlMiuwn Braaiin 00-0 0; Corian* Hu|^ O-O 0, Ran*« Doctor 10-02, Mari«n

Dukamm i M t. T«mb Totala: 18 10-17 49.

Thr««-pottit «m»l*: Thariauh

"I thought our defensive pressure in the backcourt was

very good. It really oj)ened things up for us," Hewelt said.

"Those transition baskets in the first half really sparked

us."

Still, the best the two teams could do was a 22-22 tie

going into the intermission. No UMass player had more
than four points in the first half.

The Terriers took a brief 26-22 lead early in the second

half before UMass drew back to 26-all on an inside hoop

and a pair of free throws by Riley. The sophomore finish-

ed the game with eight points and four a.ssists.

"Tri.sh played a great game," Hewelt said. "She really

got us going."

continued on page 19
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Students
may still be
inATG house
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

The Collegian has learned that some members of Alpha

Tau Gamma fraternity may still be living in the chapter

houses, even though they were ordered to vacate the

premises by Thanksgiving.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson

ordered the members to move out in early November, after

the University of Massachusetts stripped the fraternity

of official recognition because of alleged hazing violations.

Director of Greek Affairs Carlene Riccelli said notices

were sent to the members' new residences yesterday,

reminding them they are supposed to be out of the two

houses on North Pleasant Street.

Riccelli said her office will check later in the week to

see if the members have complied with this latest

reminder. She said it would be fairly easy to decide

whether the houses are occupied.

"If you go by at 1 1 o'clock at night and the lights are

on in the house, then they are living there." she said.

The Collegian has been by the house Sunday, Monday,

and Tuesday nights at vai ious times, often after 1 1 p.m.

Every time, several lights were lit in at least one house.

Riccelli also said if people are walking around inside

at night, it is a safe assumption brothers are living there.

When the Collegian visited the area Tuesday night, a

man, wearing underwear, could be seen in one of the win-

dows of the house. Pictures and various wall decorations

could also be seen hanging up on the wall of a room.

The Collegian called the house Wednesday afternoon.

A man answered the phone: "Hello, ATG." When the Col-

legian asked for Derek Mannion, president of the frater

nitv, the man said Mannion was out doing "school stufi,
'

One of the Alpha Tau Gamma houses on North Pleasant Street.

Collegian hi* photo

but would "be back around 5 or 5:30 p.m."

However, when the Collegian called again yesterday,

a man who answered the phone with just "hello, " said

Mannion was not in, and he didn't know when he would

be back, since "you know, we've all moved out " The man

said some members were in the house "cleaning up and

studying." He did not give his name.

Riccelli .said the vice chancellor told her yesterday that

he had received several reports that ATG members were

still occupying the house.

Madson .said members would receive .severe punishment

if they were still living in the hou.ses.

"If they're playing games and still living there, they're

going to be disenrolled," he said.

Riccelli said the brothers who had to move into Univer

sity housing have already picked up their rwim keys and

have been billed for the housing.

continued on page 18
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Proposed budget cuts prompt action by UMass
student trustee, other students to visit

two Town Meetings to protest budget cuts

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice and

several other students are planning to visit

two Town Meetings tomorrow to protest

possible cuts to the University of

Massachusetts budget.

Gov. Michael Dukakis is scheduled to be

at the Springfield and Pittsfield meetings.

"We want the governor to realize that

public higher education is a priority to the

students and the taxpayers of

M-issachusetts," Orefice said.

While no cuts have officially been made,

Orefice said the latest word is that about

$5 million will be lopped off the UMass

budget. The reductions are part of a $20

million statewide public higher education

budget cut for fiscal year '89.

Orefice said students attending the

meeting will be asking questions, not wav-

ing signs and trying to make disruptions.

"We are not going in a confrontational

manner," she said.

"We have a series of questions centered

around the fact that we are paying more

for our education and getting less services,"

she said. "We want the governor to realize

that an investment in education now is an

investment in our future."

Other UMass students who are schedul-

ed to attend the meetings are Michael

Greiner, James Smack, and Kevin O'Don-

nell, Orefice said. Graduate students have

also planned to picket next week in protest

of the cuts. [Related story, page 3.]

Greiner said this is just one part of a cam-

paign to oppose the budget cuts. Other ef-

forts will include letter-writing and visits

to the Statehouse in Boston, he said.

"What we plan to do is take the bull by

the horrts and show the state government

that people really do care about education.

"We need to make it clear that if these

cuts come through, there will be some blood

on the floor, " he said.

Anyone interested in the trip to the

meetings can contact Greiner at 545-0341,

Chancellor Duffey
media and legislature
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey ye.sterday urg-

ed faculty to contact the media and the

legislature to inform them of the possible

effects of the recent budget cuts at the

University of Massachusetts.

The Board of Regents of Higher Educa-

tion notified Duffey two weeks ago that the

school would have to slash $5 million to $8

million from its current fiscal budget. The
UMass portion of the reduction is part of

a $20 million to $30 million state-wide cuts

in education.

"The situation is serious," Duffey said at

a Faculty Senate meeting yesterday

afternoon.

He said the recent slashing will hit hard

since it comes in the middle of the fiscal

year. The school has been plagued by cuts

for the past 18 months, he said.

Duffey said UMass students now are pay-

ing $340 more in tuition and fees than last

year

urges faculty to inform

ofpossible effects
"Their taxes have already been raised,

and they're not getting more for it," he

said.

Some of the repercussions of the cuts will

be admissions reductions for incoming

classes, closing class sections, and layoffs,

Duffey said.

Two weeks ago, the University put a

freeze on all state-paid positions until

January.

Duffey also launched a bumper sticker

and button campaign to raise awareness

about the importance of education.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice pinn-

ed the first button on Duffey, which reads,

"Cutting Colleges Cost$ the Com-
monwealth."

Orefice said student government
representatives are planning to go to

various town meetings to gather support

as well as talking to legislators.

"We are an investment in your future,"

she said. "We're good and we deserve your

support."

Festival oflights to be celebrated
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Chanukah is a celebration of light, according to Rab-

bi Saul Perlmutter.
^ i n u.

"Just about every major religion has a festival ol lights

at this time of year," said Perlmutter, director of the

Hillel Foundation. "It corresponds to the lengthening ol

night. It is a kindling of hope and aLso a renewing ol

hope." ,

The festival of Chanukah, which begins tomorrow and

lasts eight days, is rooted in a history of oppression more

than 2,000 years old.

According to Rabbi Ira Roth.stein of Manalapan, N,J.,

Chanukah celebrates "the deliverance of the .strong in-

to the hands of the weak." Antiochus, who ruled Syria

and Canaan under the empire of Alexander the Great,

forbad the practice of Judaism. Led by Judah Maccabee,

the oppressed Jews drove the much larger army of An-

tiochus from Canaan, known today as Israel.

Roth.stein said the history is only one aspect of the

celebration.

"Chanakuh is a holiday of miracles and light, he said.

continued on page 16

Police chief says
movie sparked deaths
GREENFIELD (AP) - A teen-ager suspected of fatally

stabbing a college freshman was compelled to commit

"that ultimate act" by psychological problems and an

obsession with a horror movie, their town's police chief

said Tue.sday.

Police chief David McCarthy said the parents of Mark

Branch told authorities the 19-year-old, who apparently

committed suicide shortly after the Oct. 24 killing, had

been fascinated with the "Friday the 13th" horror movie

series and its leading character, Jason, since he was in

the second grade.

continued on page 13
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International drug rings
busted in US and Italy
WASHINGTON (AP) - US and Italian

authorities announced yesterday they have
charged more than 200 people, including
major figures in the Sicilian Mafia, in a
joint undercover operation targeting inter-

national cocaine and heroin drug-
trafficking rings in both countries.

Arrests were being made in Baltimore,

Buffalo, Miami. Newark (N.J.i, New York,

Philadelphia, San Francisco and Rockford,

(111.) In Italy, arrests were made in Paler-

mo, Bologna and Florence.

Among the 75 people charged in the

United States and 133 in Italy were some
of the "top leaders" of organized crime, FBI
Director William Sessions said.

An FBI spokesman. William Carter, said

that by midday, 52 people had been ar-

rested in the United States and 22 in Italy.

Sessions said the arrests culminated a

long-term, undercover operation" that he
said "builds strong cases against top

leaders" of organized crime.

The FBI said it used court-authorized

wiretaps, physical surveillance and heroin

and cocaine buys to develop evidence

leading to the arrests here and in Italy.

The Italian news agency AGI said the

two-year investigation that led to the raids

stemmed from the "Pizza Connection" in-

ternational drug ring that sold $1.6 billion

of heroin, mostly through pizzerias in the

United States.

A US court convicted 18 people in connec-

tion with that ring, and Italian prosecutors

indicted 28 people for their alleged involve-

ment. At FBI headquarters in Washington,

Carter decided to comment about any tie-

in between the Pizza Connection and the

current probe.

New Mexican president sworn in
in face of opposition protests
MEXICO CITY ( AP) - Carlos Salinas de

Gortari was inaugurated as president of

Mexico yesterday despite opposition pro-

tests that his government is illegitimate

and won't make the economic and political

reforms the people want.

"This is an ill-fated day, because the

right of the people to select their rulers is

being violated," said Marcela Lombardo,
who spoke to the congress before Salinas'

inauguration.

Democratic Front delegates walked out

just before Salinas was inaugurated, while

members of the National Action Front held

up signs saying "Fraud."

In his inaugiiral address Salinas said he
was taking power at a time of conflict and

change and promised '"nationalist,
democratic and popular" reforms.

"I will be prudent in never risking the
destiny of country, but firm in maintain
ing order and constitution," Salinas said.

"I will govern for all Mexicans."

Lombardo was applauded when she said

that the front's candidate, Cuahtmoc
Cardenas, had been cheated of victory in

the election by the governing Institutional

Revolutionary Party.

Salinas took power from President
Miguel de la Madrid at a special session of

congress after the opposition speeches. The
opposition had threatened to disrupt the

ceremony if that was not permitted.

Various state and federal authorities sit next to a cache ofweapons
seized as part of a msgor international bust of cocaine and heroin
traffickers.

Snow Parking Policy

I. Where can you park overnight during*
snow season
(December 1-April 1, and other times in the event

of predicted, measurable snowfall)

E Lots
Lot 20
Lot 22
Lot 23
Lot 24
Lot 25 (north of roadway lo E only)

Lot 27
Lo« 28
Lot 30

Lot 32 (west of Lincoln Avenue)
Lot 41

Lot 42
Lot 43 (except at nieteis)

Lot 44
Lot 46 (except at meters)
Lot 49
Lot 50
Thatcher Way (east side only)

II. Where you CANNOT park between
1 AM & 7AM during snow season

Any campus roadway (including Southwest horseshoe) Lot 40
Any parking meter Lot 45
Lot 25 (south of the roadway to E Lot) Lot 62
Lot 26 (except by special permit only) Lot 63
Lot 31 Lot 64
Lot 32 (east of Lincoln Ave only) Lot 65
Lot 33 Lot 66
Lot 34 Lot 71

III. Where overnight Parking is allowed

BUT SPECIFIC LOT DECAL
REQUIRED 24 HOURS, all others
will be towed.
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Lot 21

Lot 29
Lot 47

Lot 54
Any posted Reserved Space
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**l always recommend to Incoming
students that they write for the Collegian,
both because the Collegian should
always look at fresh talent and because
the work is good preparation for study-
ing journalism."

Jim Boylan, Professor of Journalism
UMass since 1979;
Founding Editor, Columbia Journalism Review

Come write for the Collegian
113 Campus Center
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Colteipiin photo hy l'hn« Huvford

KINDA CORNY - Senior English Major Joe Pernice looks at part of the Softwork Exhibi-

tion yesterday in the Student Union Art Gallery.

Pickup truck damaged in Lot 63
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A student witnessed a Trans Am strike a pickup truck

parked in Lot 63 Tuesday. The owner of the truck brought

it to the University police department where heavy

damage to the driver's side was observed. No estimate of

damages has been made.

In other police reports:

• Police on patrol observed construction lights flashing

from a room in Patterson Residence Hall Tuesday. Several

lights and street signs were confiscated from the room.

• A student working in the Physical Science library

Wednesday left and returned to find her wallet stolen.

Whitmore to be picketed
Graduate students oppose budget cutplans

• A student reported Wednesday the rear window of

his car parked in Lot E had been broken.

• A typewriter worth $250 was reported stolen from
a suite in McNamara Residence Hall Wednesday.

• A jacket worth $200 was reported stolen from the

same suite also on Wednesday.
• A VCR worth $500 was reported stolen from the

House Council office of Field Residence Hall Wednesday.
• A pocketbook, money and keys totaling $75 was

reported stolen from a room in Washington Residence Hall

Wednesday.
• A 24-year-old Amherst man was arrested on Com-

monwealth Avenue Thursday and charged with operating

a motor vehicle after his license had been revoked.

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Graduate students at the University of

Massachusetts are planning to stage two

demonstrations next week to protest the

current budget crisis and its impact on

education in the Commonwealth.
Members of the Graduate Employees

Organization at UMass [GEO] intend to

picket Whitmore Administration Building

at noontime Tuesday, Dec. 6 to show their

concern for the future of education here, in

light of the proposed $5.5 million and $7.7

million to be cut from the budget this fiscal

year.

Although no definite cuts have been

ordered, the Board of Regents of Higher

Education announced they wanted the

UMass Administration to assess the the

impact of such cuts earlier this month.

Since the announcement. UMa.ss officials

have put a freeze on all state funded posi-

tions both new and vacant.

UMass—Amherst is one of the many
state colleges, including UMass campuses

in Boston and Worcester, that have been

asked to provide an assessment of the pro-

posed cuts to the Board of Regents.

A public forum is also scheduled for

Wednesday in the Campus Center at 7

p.m., which will focus on GEO's ongoing

campaign to organize a graduate student

empioyees's union. GEO is working for bet-

ter wages and working conditions for

research and teaching assistants, upon
whom they say much of the University's

mission in education and research rests.

Scheduled to speak at the forum are

Mas.sachusetts State Sen. John Olver, D-

Northampton, Rep. Stan Rosenberg, D-

Amherst, and representatives of the
Massachusetts Society of Professors, the

United Staff Association of UMass, and
members of graduate employee's unions a

Rutgers (N.J.) University and State
University of New York at Stony Brook.

UMass officials also announced that

.several hundred people would have to be
laid off in order to meet the cuts.

Cynthia Kaufman, a spokesperson for

GEO, said officials may first cut the

graduate students who teach many in-

troductory courses at the University. She
said the graduates feel very vulnerable

because they are one of the few groups on
campus that aren't unionized. Graduate
students at Rutgers and SUNY Stony
Brook are represented by unions.

Kaufman, a graduate student in the

philosophy department, said universities

have come to rely on graduate students to

teach courses and conduct research and the

graduate students now depend on stipend.s

from the University for their work.

Director discusses EWC's future
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

Everywomans Center Director Carol

Wallace responded to questions from

students on the future of the center in light

of recent University budget cuts at an open

meeting last week in McNamara Residence

Hall.

"The students are the Everywoman s

Center," Wallace said. "The students are

our programs; they are absolutely critical

to our organization."

Last year, she said, more than 1,000

women took advantage of the counseling

progiam and the center responded to calls

from more than 17,000 women in the area.

The center is one of five parts of the Divi-

sion of Educational Access and Outreach,

Wallace .said, but is absorbing 50 percent

of its budget cuts, as required by the

University.

"We are going to have [budget] cuts along

with everyone else," she said. "But we
have to keep this in perspective — the

whole campus is going to be affected."

The first wave of budget cuts came in

September, affecting state-funded student

affairs programs, including EWC, Wallace

continued on page 15
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Resume book
A resume book for women

engineers is being compiled

by the Society of Women
Engineers. Those wishing to

submit resumes should ad-

dress them to Kristen

Olivero, Marston 229. The
society is also selling T-

shirts for $6 in Marston 229.

Mini-mall
Today is the last day to

shop at the UMass B'nai

B'rith Hillel Foundation se-

cond annual mini-mall in

the Student Union
Ballroom. The mini-mall

will feature vendors from all

over the New England
states. Operating hours are

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. today.

Venezuelan Elections

The Foreign Language
Resource is scheduled to

broadcast Venezuelan
Television and its coverage

of the national elections

that will take place Sunday.

The center is located in the

basement of Herter Hall

and the broadca.st is from 6

to 10 p.m.

Coffee
The Christian Connection

Coffeehouse is scheduled to

take place from 7:30 to 10

a.m. tomorrow at the

Wesley United Methodist

Church at 365 North Plea-

sant St. in Amherst. A dona-

tion of $2 is requested.

Engineering
program for
women tights

drop-out rate
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Though only 319 of the 1,876 engineering majors at the

University of Massachusetts are women, less women than

men succumb to the heavy workload and drop out of the

progiam.

Nancy Hellman, assistant dean of the College of

Engineering, and advisor of the Society of Women
Engineers ISWE). attributed the lower drop-out rate to the

difficulty in making the choice in the first place.

"For (women] to have taken advanced courses in science

and math they have to be very strong, and very focused."

Hellman said. Because of that "they are less inclined to

leave the major."

Ellen Martin, president of the Society of Women
Engineers at UMass, said the group works to encourage

women to stay in engineering.

"A lot of women who start [later] drop out in their

freshman year," she said. "[The major] is very di.scourag-

ing and very difficult. A lot of men al.so drop out," she said.

To help new students adju.st, a big and little sister net-

work assigns an older student to each incoming freshman,

said Hellman. "They try to provide as much or as little

help as they might need," she said.

Big sisters send letters to new students before they ar-

rive on campus. "Some very good relationships have

developed through the program," Hellman said.

The College of Engineering also offers a career day for

high school women, guidance counselors and teachers. In-

vitations are sent to all Massachusetts schools, Hellman

said, and 200 people generally participate.

The event features a panel of engineers from each of the

five fields of engineering offered at UMass, Hellman said,

and members of SWE act as both tour guides and

panelists.

SWE is a student section of a national chapter of the

Women in Engineering Program, according to Hellman.

"As students leave [UMass], they are encouraged to go

into the national society," she said.

Martin, ;vho will graduate in the spring, said the UMass
chapter of SWE has organized workshops and seminars

such as Resume Writing and Interviewing, How to Dress

for Success, and How to Get a Summer Job in Industry.

SWE has a lot of contacts with industry, she said. "My
sophomore year, [the summer job seminar] got me an in-

ternship at General Electric. I worked in their computer

systems division." she said. "It was a really good job, I

worked their last summer, too."

Hellman said she works closely with SWE to offer sup-

port and recognition for women engineers. An awards pro-

gram, offered each May, features a reception, luncheon,

speakers and the presentation of awards to six outstan-

ding students and three alumni, Hellman said.

In the past, students have been given certificates, but

starting this year, the United Technology Corporation of

East Hartford will give each student a $100 "United

Technology Outstanding Women in Engineering Award."

Hellman said she has also been working with General

Electric, and the United Technologies Corporation to

develop merit scholarships for entering freshman. These

scholarships will not be based on financial need, she said,

and may be worth as much as $5,000 per year.

"[SWE] is a support group for women. But you don't

have to be a woman to join. Men are just as welcome."

she said, adding that SWE is about to gain its fourth male

member.
Kristin Olivero, a junior engineering major and

.secretary ofSWE, said she is compiling a book of resumes

of women majoring in engineering which will be sent to

corporations interested in hiring engineers.

Students seeking a summer coop, permanent position,

or six-month internship should contact Olivero at

546-1006.

Martin, who plans to attend graduate school next fall,

said companies are actually calling her and offering her

positions.

"If you really want to be an engineer and you're .strong

in math and .science," she said, "you shouldn't be persuad-

ed away from it."

Students to rally

today for arena
A rally is planned for noon today in support of the pro-

posed hockey arena and convocation center to be built

on the University of Massachusetts campus.

The rally to be held on the Student Union steps, has

been organized by Students for the Mullins Arena Chair

man Guy Glodis.

The arena has come under fire because it will mean

a rise in .student fees of about $100 per year.

Glodis said he is hoping for a turnout of 500 at the

rally.
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THOMAS COLLECTORS EDITION

OLD FASHION
CONSOLE RADIO
34 INCHES TALL

This IS a Finely-Crafted
Replica of a 1930s Old
Fashion Conole Radio

AM/FM/CASSETTE
COMPARE

5300

,

Welcome to the

ULTIMATE
DIMENSION
in Action Games

This IS NOT
2 Dimensional

Computer
Graphics —

THIS IS

REAL!!

1^98
CHILORENS

Ic

60% off]

TABLE & CHAIR SET
THREE PIECE SET

Sale ends December 9th

'«' CA'fSfFVof I , ROUTE,

LIMITED

90 DAY
WARRANTY

Value

$4995$i388

1'ADDITIONAL GAME VIDEOS «i9«s«5»»

ROUTE 184

GROTON
I

CONNECTICUT ,

MUN SAT 1U y
j

SUNDAY 10-9
I

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON SAI 10-9
SUNDAY 10-9

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9 30
SUNDAY 12-6

Mat«wCard

VISA

Vff^

f^ASifrOR
PERSONAL
CHECK

FINANCING
_AVAILABLE

HOLIDAY GIFT BOXES C $4
Loose Boxes 'Mix or Match VFOR I

24 INCH

GRAND TOUR PULLMAN

Value
S7995$2488

BURGLAR ALARM $£88
24 Hour Protection 'Value *9^ ^
CHRISTMAS TAGS 00^.
Values 99c to *r^ each fcROpUUV

175 FEET OF RIBBON 70|*
10 Roll Pkq« Value M^^ f %}Th

The Original Factory Outlet Store Quantities are
substantial All items limile<l to stock on hand
Not responsible tor typographical errors

WENZEL TENTSsm
Si JACKETS
JORDACHE
Value *35

Val »45

NOW

HAND PAINTED

COOKIE
JARS

Your Choice
Country Goose

Sheep or

Penguin
Values to

M5^5.$1995

/

VINYL TABLECLOTH 70^
52"x72" Christmas Print f JJ^

WARING BLENDER $40
and Can Opener * Value ^79 IO

$4388
WOODEN CHAIRS $Q88
Heavy Duty Folding Bridge * Value M 7^^ J

WALL CLOCK
Mirrored '30"x 28" 'Value *129

JEANS »1088

Values *20 «25wLMViVw ^"J

SliiSHIRTSsMO
GARMENT BAG
American Tourister' 45" 'Value ^SO

GENIE SHOP VAC $i088
1 Gallon Wet Dry * Value ^79^^ "tQ
ROCKING HORSE $^£88
Wooden '28" High 24" Long "f%|

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS

ggV8S? STENCILS ?ii29«

CASSEHE RADIO $408S
Weatherproof ' AM FM ' List *56 I

O

CHRISTMAS TREE $C88
3 Foot Norway Spruce ' Value ^19^^^ W
TINSEL GARLAND QQw
Multi-plySFt x3ln 99^

35 LIGHTS^a, $248

50 LIGHTS 'S^ $348

100 LIGHTSX^

CHRISTMAS WRAP
'<' Mi

--.=^'301?^98«Hoinmi

SQ Value
FT $300

•»«.
iSQ Value
FT $500

ARTS/LIVING

speaks at Blue Wall
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Tonight at the Blue Wall cafe at 7 p.m.
ex-Dead Kennedys frontman Jello Biafra
will give a lecture. Admission is free so
there's no reason not to be there.

Along with Black Flag and the Germs,
the DKs were at the forefront of the
original West Coast hardcore movement
which emerged during the late 70s in the
wake of the punk explosion. The band
scored a major critical success with the
album Fresh Fruit For Rotten Vegetables
which contained the now classic "Nazi
Punks, Fuck Off!" It was uncompromising
political statements like this which led to

the DKs being dubbed "the most left-wing

band in America."
But it was the 1986 release of the

Frankenchrist album which brought Biafra

and the Kennedys into the public eye for

the first time. The album's artwork which
included a reproduction of H.R. Giger's con-

troversial painting, "Penis Landscape" pro-

mpted Tipper Gore and the Parents Music

Resource Center to file charges of obsceni-
ty and Biafra found himself in court in

California defending not only himself but
the future of freedom ofexpression in music
and indeed the arts in general. Biafra won
the case but enormous legal costs forced

him to dissolve the Dead Kennedys whose
records had been banned by every major
chain-store not only in the states but in

Europe as well.

Since then Biafra has recorded a couple
of spoken-word albums, on which he
dissects capitalist America with great in-

telligence and a razor sharp wit. His claims
are often pretty amazing too. A few weeks
ago he commented on the US Presidential

election saying that Dukakis, had he been
elected, would have secretly continued
research into SDI to appease his
Republican backers. Strong stuff. So I

strongly suggest that you go see and hear
Biafra grind his ax on topics as diverse yet
inveterately convolved as censorship, the
arms race and racism. He may be a prophet
ofdoom, but to my mind his prophesies are
all too close to becoming reality.

Dynamic Legion duo carries
on with positive attitude

By SCOTT NANCE
Collegian Correspondent

Coming off a tour opening for the Sugar-

cubes, Miracle Legion's drummer and
bassist departed from the band, leaving

guitarist Ray Neal and vocalist Mark
Mulcahy on their own. Last summer, they
carried on as a two-piece, which took guts

considering their gig at New York's
CBGB's last summer was only the second
time they had ever j>erformed as a duo.

"It was at the New Music Seminar and
we came back (from a restaurant) to play
the show and there was a line three blocks

long, and it was really frightening to walk
into the building the second time we'd

continued on nose 7
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k 338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384
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JACK DANIELS (1.75 ml) $19.99

KAHLUA (750 ml $1199
BACARDI RUM(1 L) $8.99

STOLI (1.75 ml) $19.99

SOUTHERN COMFORT (750 ml) $6.99

SEBASTIANl WHITE ZINFANDEL (750 ml) $4.49

NAPA RIDGE WHITE ZINFANDEL (750 ml) $3.99

BUD LIGHT SUITCASE
LITE SUITCASE

ROLLING ROCK
BECKS
GROLSCH
COORS (all bottles)

LABATTS BLUE
XINGU BLACK AMAZON BEER

$10.99 +dep.

$10.99 +d€p.

$3.20 6 pk. $13.75 case

$7.99 12 pk. +dep.

$3.99 6 pk. +dep.

$5.99 12 pk +dep.

$6.99 12 pk. cans +dep.

$2.30 20 01. bottles

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED & DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER & WINE •

ALWAYS ON HAND
<F?v:^w<;g ^«gJ^C?v;^>.(;p,,^3^ g?v^^(;g^<^F^ ffSi>^<iP,,^S^ CTU^QP^^:^ g?^:ii>-'»^<gS

in

I

i

«^»

Introducing the

7B£UVl>£U
RTE 9, HAPilY • S84-I603 Mon-Sun. eem-g pm • Sun

. Noon-6

This Week Only
Oven Roasted Turkey

Breast Sub
Only $2.50

Regulary $3.25
Also: With the purchase of any sub you recieve a

Free bag of New York Deli Potato Chips

Expires: 12/8/88

I
Ui i>«*i itMit h*F« U^Al JA** i*.»4i 1*.»JJ !*•*< kA* Kt iX»4^ .*•<,>•*, >•*. >**j ;a*Aj **•*

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-514

Drink of the Week : Beer of the Month
SOMBRERO $1.75 : BECKS $1.75

I
Sunday Night i

Movies arc:

"Best of Bugs Bunny" and Woody Allen's

"Everthing you wanted to know about sex

but were afraid to ask"—9:00PM
-• 'V0'<»V^f Ttftif*^ T* ** T^** •!
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Two tales of
New York City
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

Has New York City become the modem^lay equivalent
of Charles Dickens' London? A short stroll through the
city's streets and one can't help but notice the homeless,
the beggars, the "buskers," the prostitutes, the shady
dealings - it's all there but the accent. And as New York
continues to evolve into a two-class society, the
resemblances can only be expected to grow more strik
ing. Perhaps this is why we've been treated to two
simultaneous releases. Scrooged and Oliver & Company,
which are both updated and uprooted adaptations of
Dickens stories. Both take place in today's New York,
and both fit effortlessly into the new format.

THE
SCREENING ROOM

.1^
Oliver & Company: The first production of Disney's

revitalized animation program, the film is a

characteristic Michael Eisner project. Since he took over
as head of the conglomerate in 1986. Eisner has worked
hard to create a more contemporary Disney (even going
so far as to present Mmaie Mouse as a Madonna Wanna-
be, the origmal Material Mouse). In a recent "Sixty
Minutes" mterview, Eisner admitted to the unprofitabili

ty of animation as an entertainment medium, but alst)

made clear his commitment to the Disney heritage. He
projects one full length animated feature per year, a rate

unheard-of in the industry Thankfully, quality does not

yet appear to be suffering at the hands of quantity.

Though some viewers may react unfavorably to the
films attempts at contemporary appeal lits soundtrack
glitters with the likes of Bette Midler, Huey Lewis, Bil

ly Joel and "Cheech" Marin), Oliver is nothing if not
respectful of its history an integral part of which was
Walt Disney's irrepressible exploratorv- drive. It is a new-

world out there, and this film both recognizes it and em-
braces, it. And despite what you may have heard,
animation, story and characters are all up to Disney's
very high standards

continued on page 10
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IT S A CAJUN DANCE PARTY at Pearl Street Saturday when Buckwheat Zydeco play§
two shows at 8 and 10:30 p.m. Bring along a new toy for disadvantaged children of Hamp-
shire and Franklin Counties and be eligible for door prizes.
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o You Need
$$$

Work all JanuarY ^^
Inventory Auditors
$6.50/hour to start

''Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-
ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide
with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.
January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 +
hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-
ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

HHIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMUIIMIIUIIillllllllMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIini IIIIIMilllllMIIMIIIIIIIIIll||||||||||,|,

I
To Icam more call the office nearest your home daring i

i Thanksghrtng break or Interview at the Campos Center I

= as follows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 Taesday Dec. 6 Rm 804 =

I
Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 904 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 173 I

I
Interview times are 10 am-5 pm Every hoar on the hoar i

iiiiintiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiunmiiiiiiiiiMiiitiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiir

For Information and Interviews call the
following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester, Natlck, Framlngham, Mllford.
Fttchburg, Athol. Leominster, Franklin, Webster

508-975-5155—Lowell, Uwrence, SomervlUe, Cambridge,
Saagas, Peabody

508-559-7603-Boston, Qaincy, Braintree, Brockton
Middleboro

508-746-082 1-PIymoath. Wareham. all of Cape Cod,
Kingston, Pembroke, Marshfield. New Bedford

413-737-8938-Hartford, Springfield, Amherst
508-336.5658-FaIl River, Scakonk & Providence Area
603-893-1885—Soathem New Hampshire
518-482-8555-North Adams, Pittsfleld, Saratoga and

Albany Area

CHABAD HOUSE PRESENTS

ClhiiimiEiialkalh ipactiiciiaMir
«»rHn, A.B.M. & The B.T. Rappo

Feiituiiiii^ - Mike "The Fish"

Concert Theme - Dedication . . .

Sunday Dec. 4th 8:00 pm.

Southside Room - Ham|xlen Commons
Southwest at UMass

• Great Music

• Complimentary Latkes

• Falafel, Soda Se Munchies for Sale

• Menorah Lighting Ceremony

Come Celebrate Your holiday!

\m

A Project ofi

Chabad Houm
30 N Hadlay Rd
Amharst. MA 0I008
S49-4O04

mmd
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Sponior«d by Student Employment Offlct

I

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANOWICHE5

Woody: Glen, you're so selfish! I

can't believe you went to JB's and
didn't bring us anything back to

eat.

Glenn: Tough Luck Guys. I ate a
hot roast beef sandwich, an order
of chicken fingers and mozzerella
sticks^ and downed a thick rich

shake. Boy was it delicious!

Susan: Glenn you're cruel! Come
on - just give me a lick and let me
smell that JB's. mmm....

Woody: Yea, let me go next!

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018 g
GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM I

JB'S licks 'em' ALL!

Miracle Legion
continued from page 5

ever done it, knowing the place was packed. My
hands were shaking a lot as we started the set, but after

you get into it, it works out well," explains Neal.

guitarist for the New Haven-based band.

A lot of the band's ease as a two-piece probably comes
from Ray Neal's solid ideas of what he looks for in music.

"I don't think our intention has ever been to sound like

anybody else, but I grew up listening to Yes," says Neal,

musing on the band's musical philosophy, "I was big in-

to the Clash, all kinds ofgood bands that have something

to them. A lot of bands have a song or an album, but

they don't have an identity. A band like the Who, that's

the kind of band I respect. They change and develop."

Neal notes that Miracle Legion may be changing and

developing once again with the future addition of another

rhythm section. "The album we're doing now has some
songs with the bass and drums. Soon I would likf to com-

bx.iv me two-piece thing that we're doing with the band
thing. There is a certain amount of power to a (full) rock
band," Neal comments, referring to Miracle Legion's new
album, due out in January, tentatively titled Ate and Mr.
Ray.

But Miracle Legion's guitarist is looking forward to

getting out of what he calls the "sterile studio environ
ment," and play Miracle Legion's scheduled free show
at the Hatch tonight at 8. Miracle Legion concerts are
"different every time," and are "kind of crazy — it's an
entertaining experience."

But what craziness can the crowd at the Hatch an-
ticipate? Ray Neal remarks, "It's never planned out. If

anyone comes down, it won't be a waste of time. I think
it's been said a million times, but (a rock concert) is a
two-way thing; it's an event. I enjoy playing alone, but
what happens when it all comes together with an au-
dience is so incredible it beats out ever3rthing else."

The Gordon's and the Wooden Soldiers will open for Miracle Legion tonight at the free Hatch
show. Show starts at 9 p.m.

Fashion design grad
finds art in clothing
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Last night artist Judith Shea talked about her works
relating the human form and persona through clothing

at the University Gallery in the Fine Arts Center.

The works on exhibit stretched eleven years of progress

for Shea from primarily cloth works which hung from the

walls to what the artist said she was taught to consider

"real sculpture." meaning sculpture that stands on its

own.
Shea graduated from the Parsons School of Design in-

tending to enter the fashion industry but was disappointed

to discover that the more successful people in the field

generally had little to do with actually making clothes.

"I wanted to make things." she said. "I refused to do

anything to do with clothes for the next few years."

Instead, Shea got a job at the United Nations Building

as an installation designer for the arts and crafls store

where she handled folk art from all over the world. "That

was the great art history experience for me," she said,

learning "how things were made to function."

Afterwards, Shea returned to the Parsons School which

had by that time merged with the New School for Social

Research to become the New Parsons School. There Shea
earned her BFA and began to rethink her possibilities.

"I had always thought of myself as an artist from the

beginning of my life." she said. "1 started to make clothes

that had to do with ideas and not with fashion."

She tried to market these clothes but was unsuccessful.

"I was trying to express something about how I saw
things, not how clothes make people look and feel," she

said, which was what people were beginning to be con-

cerned about at the time.

Shea said she found a place for her works with the

Minimalist sculpture, performance art. Earthworks and

anti-art establishment works. She then began to take

ideas from her childhood and bring them to life in her art.

One work shows color theory through layered pairs of

silk organza stockings derived from Shea's past when
women's stockings were made of real silk. They were,

"beautiful flattened forms that came in a box and if you

lifted it out of the box it was a leg," she said.

continued on page 11

STUDENT COUPON

TAKE 20% OFF
LOPI . YARN &

PATTERN
Webs, The Yarn Shop
18 Kellogg Ave,, Amherst
(The gray & blue house in back of the P.O.)

Hours: Mon-Sat., 9:30-5:30; Sundays, 1-5 p.m.

Expired Dec. 22,T988 ^{

Atillas 2
i\itKN\ni»\\r

aVBOS • STBOMBOU
souvuua • pnA club

IBAKLAVA • HAM SPEXDOSl
VXGCTASIAN DEUGHT

AND
MUCH, MUCH MORE!

ALL OU» PITA BREAD
IS FRESHLY BAKED!

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

NOW TRY OUR BEST!

AL-BUMS
Could you use some

extra Christmas cash?
DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP's CASS CD's

High Quality/Extra Sturdy

WOOD FURNITURE
bookcases, LP cases,

entertainment centers,

desks and more
181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

FLAP JACKS
&MORE

t%»mi>m%mm»m»mm%-mii%»%%mik%%%%>»>».».«.«.%%«c%^c^^^tT^tnt^Tnnn*-*^ *^<g«™

Route 9/College Street

Amherst • 253-2558

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
M—TH & SAT. 6 a.m.-7 p.m. • SUN. 6 a.m.-3 p.m.

FRI. 6 a.m.-9 p.m.

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

WE DO NOT USE MSG, FOOD COLORING OR
CHEMICAL
ADDITIVES.

NEWLY REMODELED
MANDARIN & S2ECHUAN DISHES
HOME STYLE COOKING
NON-SMOKING ATMOSPHERE
FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
EACH MEAL INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED
FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
EATIN OR TAKE OUT
OPEN 7 DAYS
RESERVATION'S AND
LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED 62 main STREET
NO PERSONAL CHECKS AMrERST, V.A.

253-7835
253-2813

SANTA?*'

Gifts from 29<u to 4.99

amhersl/norlhampton
daily & Sunday
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NCR SALUTES:
THEWINNERSOFTHE STAKEHOLDER
ESSAYCOMPETITION

N c r^

"Progressive companies have begun

to think beyond the traditional

relationship of thefirm to society

and have begun to manage all of
the relationships upon which they

dependfor survival. Firms that

don'tfollow suit may regret their

short-sightedness'.'

Murray B. Low, Winner

NCR Stakeholder Essay

Competition

Oome of today's most imporiani ideas arv

held in trust by the leaders oftomornrw.

.More than 2,50() sueh leaders, college

students from all (rver the country, recently

competed m an SC^R-sponsored essay

competition. The topic: "Cn^ating Vahic

R>r Stakeholders In (hrporations

And/Or .\'ot'Fbr-Profit (hfjanications.

"

At stake: $M)XK)0 in azvards. And at

even greater slake: a chance to affect the

uxjy the zvorld does business.

NCR IS proud to salute the first price

winner, Murray B. L<rw of The Wharton

Schiwl, The UniiH:rsity ofPennsylvania;

and the second prize zvinner, Ron Gilbert

ofThe UniZKTsiiy ofIowa. NCR also

congratulates the 98 national and state

award winners, as ivell as their schools.

Their names are listed beUrw.

Our sincere thanks to all who entered the

competition. Their ideas promise a bright

future—for themselves, andfor business

the world over.

Stakeholder Essay Competition Winners
FiTit Place
Murray B. Low
( 'n\t<eTsity of Penmylvama
VhartoH School of Business

Second Place
Run Gilbert

I 'mver%tt\ of Iowa

Nationai Winners
Scui BanrnhUi
I'niverstly ot Texas Austin

Mark Chrisiel

University of Visconstn

Scon Evan!>

Colorado Slate I 'niversiiy

Kalv'anaram Gurumurthy
Mdssachusetis Institute of

Technology Sloan

Gregory Heyvw»rth

Columbia L'mvertay

Yen-<^hi Huang
Stanford Unweruty

Darnell Hum
Georgetown Vnivernty

James Mahon, jr.

Vntversity of
California Berkeley

Amy Montgomery
t/»iir<Ts«/v of Michigan

State Winners
Kathryn Adam
Vnii>ersity of Minnesota

Sumy Ahn
Northwestern l^nii'erstty

Ajay Ahuia
University of Idaho Moscow

Bruce Alexander
Middleburx College

Robert Asseln

Yale University

Steve Atkins
University of Alaska

Thomas Austm
University of Wisconsin/Stout

Jack Ballcntme
University ofdeorgia

John Banko
University of Florida

Fred Bentsen
Rice University

Michael Blach

California Polytechnic

State/San Luis Obispo

Susan Bodenheim
Miami University

George Bohan
Case Western Reserve University

Mark Caltgaris

University of

Pennsylvania Wharton

Marinilka Barros C-arrero

Interamerican University

Nikki (]hong
Untverstty of
Pennsylvania Wharton

Suzanne (^hung

Northwestern University

Robin (^lair

Kent State University

William Cowie
University of California I Irvine

Christopher Cunningham
Kansas State I'nwersity

Howard Dewes
Trinity Bible College

IVier l>onati

Cornell I 'niversity Oxford

Gcrhaldt l>>ugla<>s

( 'iiit'^rfirv of Miami

Timothy Duning
Purdue University Krannert

Chris I)vkc
( 'niversity of Florida

V^nita DSiU-a
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

George Ellis

University of Michigan

Brant Hndcrle
Ohio Slate University

Judith FincstoiK

Drexel University

Duanc Ford
Fast Texas .State

Bruce Friedman
Harvard Business School

Hran (iartner

Cornell Unii<ersity

Marc Greidinger
Unwersity of Maryland

William Hammer
Northwestern I 'niversity

Philip Hutcheson
David Lipscomb College

Thomas Irwin

Hawaii Pacific Colleg:

John Jacobs

North Carolina State

Scott Johnston
Brown Unn>erstty

Stephanie Jordan
Appalachian State University

Andrew Scott Keating
Dartmouth College

Sonya Kelly

University of Nebraska

Charbtte Klaus
University of Denver

Gail Koren
Kent Slate University

Michael Kuhn
Washington University

Lawrence Kupers
UCLA
David Lambert
University of Florida

James LaPrath
Montana State University

Signe Larkin
Northern Arizona University

Leonard T. Lee
Cornell University

Mark Lofstrom
Columbia University

Gary MacDonald
University of Michigan

(Charles Marquette, Jr.

Louisiana Slate University

Douglas McMahon
University of I'trj^mij

Russell Meier
Rice University

Susan Ann Milne
Willamette University

Brian Minney
University of Maryland

Ernest Ndukwc
Michigan Stale University

Matthew O'Nuska, III

University of New Mexico

Etienne Weiss Ozorak
F.arlham ('.allege

Eli/^beth Rirsons

Northeastern University

Bradley Pwk
Northwestern University

John D I\.weil

Louisiana Tech Untverstiy

Bruce Rehhan
L>niversity of

California Berkeley

Richard Reid
Harding University

David Roeder
Af ijsissippi State Umwrsity

Cit>rdt>n Sargent

L'fiitrrsifv of Kansas

Rrter K. Schalestock

Cornell University

Justus Schlichting

Claremont (iraduate .School

Kimbcrly Schwartz
College of St. Benedict
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Notes from the

-Campus Center basement—

Resume building
on, around and
off-campus
The special Town Meeting in Amherst last month didn't

show much for UMass. Obviously, the student population
in this town is significant, but you'd never know it by our
representation in the town's most important (and fun)

governing body.

Yes, that's right. Town Meeting is fun. Much more fun
than a student senate meeting, or a Board of Governors
meeting. They decide on important issues, like making
Amherst a Foam Free Zone. Since we're already Nuclear
Free, we might as well go along and ban every other
hazardous substance we don't like. Hopefully hairspray
and overpowering aftershave are next.

Nancy Klingener

But seriously, getting elected to Town Meeting is easy.

Select Board Chair Edith Wilkinson says in some
precincts that include parts of the UMass campus, you can
get elected with one write-in vote For the career-minded
political science m^or, it's a RESUME-BUILDER.
And as under-represented as we are, things are only go-

ing to get worse. Amherst recently changed its zoning,

so that Town Meeting representation was counted accor-

ding to population, instead of registered voters. But the
state is requiring that in the zones of a large institution,

like hospitals and COLLEGES, Town Meeting members
be allocated by registered voters. Which means the $50
excise tax everyone got so upset about earlier this fall

could be a reality, with more like it to come.

We might be the only college in the country whoae foot-

ball team scores more points than its basketball team.
Really, the trip to the University of New Hampshire two
weeks ago was fun — so where were .""u?! Not only was
the UMass student body woefully under-represented, but

the Minuteman Marching Band wasn't there. Instead, we
had to listen to UNH's pitiful little troup>e try to go
through a routine, while grade school kids tossing foot-

balls on the field got in their way.

-k-kit

The name 'Minutewomen' is just a little silly for the

women's athletic teams. After all, there was no such thing

as a Minutewoman. While Dolly Madison may have said

"remember the ladies" in the drafting of the Constitution,

the founding fathers didn't listen to her. At the time of

the Revolution women didn't vote or fight or do anything

more than hold the damn country together by running

the farms while their husbands, sons and brothers fired

the shots heard 'round the world. Try fitting that onto a

sweatshirt.

Of course, some schools have it worse. At either UConn
or Boston University (the Huskies and the Terriers) the

women could be called bitches. And the Arkansas Razor-

backs field hockey team could be the sows.

it-kit

Rick Santos was elected editor in chief of the Collegian

this week. Here's what he won: a position as CEO ofNew
England's Largest College Daily (a RESUME-BUILDER).
Headaches when the computer breaks down. Headaches

when the staff starts fighting with each other. Headaches

when an advertiser or a sotirce takes offense at something

'n the paper. Headaches when it's a 28-page paper the next

day, but most of the staff is sick or has an exam.

Congratulations, Rick.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist

It's time to fight for our state schools
It is a recurring nightmare in the state of

Massachusetts. Revenues fall short, deficit gaps grow
wider, and the state begins to cut the budget. Once again,

it looks like this nightmare will come true. The com-
monwealth has already begun to make overtures about
cutting $20 million for public higher education statewide.

That translates to a budget cut of over $5 million for

UMass/Amherst alone. This money would come out of this

year's budget.

Stephanie Orefice

Whenever there is a fiscal crisis higher education is one
of the first things to go. The impression given is that public

education isn't important. That may not be the reality,

but it's the growing view among students across the state.

We should come out behind the shadows of Harvard and
Boston College and prove we deserve the state support

we need. Public higher education is an investment to the

commonwealth's future. Over 85^ of the state's public

higher ed's graduates end up living and working in

Massachusetts. They will contribute greatly to the future

economy of the state. We've got to begin to make the

citizens across the state realize that Mas.sachusetts public

colleges and universities are among the best in the na-

tion, and will get better through their continued support.

So where do we begin? The most immediate thing one

can do is attend one of the three town meetings Governor

Dukakis is participating in across the state. The plan is

to get as many students, alumni, and supporters of higher

education to attend these meetings and ask the Gover-

nor questions about the proposed cuts and the state of

public education in the commonwealth's priorities.

Remember, that your tuition and fees have been raised

$340 in one year, and now you are receive less support

from the state. In effect you are paying more, and receiv-

ing less. Dukakis must be accountable to all his consti-

tuents, even students. So let's get his reactions and

answers in terms of the cuts. He will be appearing Satur-

day, Dec. 3 at:

10:00 11: 15 am in Springfield at the Springfield Greek

Cultural Center (off Rt. 91)

2:00 3:13 pm in Pittsfield at the Taconic High School

Monday Dec. 5 in Lowell at Lowell High School 8:00 pm.

If you cannot attend encourgage your parents, neighbors

and/or friends to. It is imperative that we show the Gover-

nor and the citizens around the state that we cannot

stomach another budget cut and that we are proud to be

a state school student. That pride will begin to rub off and

work to our advantage.

Stephanie Orefice is the Student Trustee

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and the five-college area. Submis-

sions must be typed and double-spaced, and are subject to editing for grammar clarity, and space. Any ques-

tions? Come by and ask for David, Pam, or Erin.

WASHiNGT<0<^N, Aftirk Aliin Sliwuily

Letters

Article misinforms
I appreciate the Collegian devoting an article to the

local housing crisis ("Commission to address housing con-

cerns", Nov. 28). However, I would like to correct some

misleading remarks that were attributed to me. The ar-

ticle stated that I said landlords have all the leverage

in Amherst. In fact, I said that Amherst renters are ex

tremely lucky because the Town ofAmherst affords them

many protections that other communities do not have.

Further, I told the reporter that students need to con-

tinue funding the Off Campus Housing Ofllce because

I believe they need to continue funding the advocates

to work for them. Traditional real estate agencies work

for the owner and the market; not for the renter. Final-

ly, I appreciate the Collegian*s highlighting of the area

rental market, but that one article alone is not enough.

Joanne Levenson
Director

Off Campus Housing Office
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Screening Room
continued from page 6

Scnxyged: This is Bill Murray's best star turn, and his
first since 1984's Ghostbuste'rs. His Frank Cross is a
grumpy TV executive who never seems to recognize the
obvious parallels between himself and the title character
of his pet project, a very expensive television production
of Scrooge. (He wants to staple antlers to the head of a
mouse.) The highlight of the film is Carol Kane's Ghost
of Christmas Present. She's Glinda with a mean streak
Her lilting, musical voice and childlike demeanor make
her unpredictable violent outbursts all the more
threatening. ( "Bitch hit me with a toaster") And the
film's conclusion, which has Murray spewing out an
endless stream of undoubtedly improvised material, is

almost startlingly touching. His voice breaks, his eyes
well up. and it's real. Scrooged is highly recommended.

Unsubstantiated Rumors and Self-indulgent Musings:
• 20th Century Fox did not even look at Fred Sapers-

tein's manuscript for Metamorphosis, the sequel novel
to his Coc(Hm, on which the hit Ron Howard film was
based. As a result, the current Cocoon: The Return bears
little resemblance to the author's intentions, for better
or worse.

• John Travolta joins the cast of Disco II: The Revenge.

• Answer to last trivia question: The original title of
Hitchcock's North hy Northwest was The Man on Lin-
coln's Nose.

• This week's: What was the first film to '^'i" *"
Academy Award for makeup?

Guess Who, Gidget,
Barrence hit area
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Tonight get to the Blue Wall early to see former Dead
Kennedy Jello Biafra. His appearance is part of his not-
to-be-missed Spoken Word Tour and it's free. And tomor-
row night catch another free show at the Hatch — and
this headlining band isn't a little-known cheesy rock
bands either. I would pay money to see Miracle Legion
who will play with The Gordon's and Wooden Soldiers.
Both shows are sponsored by UPC.

^Ir^ ^»lrV>Vir ftr\ ^li Vv -

^̂ Center for Transportation Studies
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room 1-123A
77 Mctaacnuaam
A««n«M

MaasachuMtlt
oaiM

TcMplton*

2S1-S320

Graduate Programs
at

MIT
in

Transportation and Logistics

including

Urban Transportation

Rail. Air, Transit, Ocean, &
Highway Transportation

Logistics

Transportation Planning & Management
Transportation Systems Analysis

Transportation Engineering

For more information, please call or

write at the address listed above.

CATCH THE TOP
AT THE TOP!

8:00 PM
Fri., Dec. 2

BOSTON

CELTICS
vs

CLEVELAND

CAVALIERS

Soul Asylum will bring their Husker Du like noise to
Hampshire Colle^'e's Saga Dining Commons Saturday
night. Before this smashing show catch an afternoon show
by fave raves Buffalo Tom at Chadbourne Dorm on the
UMass campus.
Tonight a most unlikely couple will play at Universal

Joint: Downstairs at Pearl Street Soul screamer Bar-
rence Whitefield & the Savages get together with hard-
core Gidget Goes to Hell Tomorrow Buckwheat
Zydeco plays the Joint for two shows at 8 and 10:30. And
finally New Riders of the Purple Sage play Sunday.
Tickets $7.50. Of course every Friday and Saturday,
upstairs at Pearl Street is the place to be for some serious
clubing with "the area's finest deejays."
At Sheehan"s tonight. The Ice Men play with Babe

Pino and Big Bang Theory. Ifyou can't make that, show
up tomorrow night for Little Frankie & The Premiers.
Note also that Sheehan's is having a special Blue Mon-
day night with Chicago blues master Jimmy Rogers.
I-Culture. the area's favorite reggae troupe are paying

another visit to Katina's tomorrow The Guess Who, the
rock band that made it big in the 70s with such hits as
"It's too Late," and "American Woman," will play
Katina's Saturday. Maniax play Sunday.

TOP of the

ffCAMPUS
Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m 10 12:30 a

Saturday 4 Sunday
4:00 p.m to 12:30 a i

11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

OUf t*fUHt»lt

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

I he Mussdc h?jselts D'jtly-

IS LOOKING
FOR WRITERS

iWE GIVE WRITING EXPERIENCE IN:

-NEWS-
^EDITORIAL-

-ARTS-
-SPORTS-

-WOMEN'S ISSUES-
-BLACK AFFAIRS-

Reporters work on a volunteer basis, but within
a semester you could move up to a paid position. The
ollegian not only provides opportunities for college

journalists to move into professional newspapers as
nterns or permanent staff members, but also brings
you closer to other students with your interests.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to

jet experience early. So, what are you waiting for?

^.ome down to 113 Campus Center today.

Choose excellence, join the Collegian

/;/ 1 isios Oh c()\ I IM / \ (. 1 1)1 c \ 1 1<)\

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

ofContinuing Education, Goodell Building,
or call 545-2414.
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Brat packers get
serious in 1969
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

The year was 1969; months after Robert Kennedy and
Martin Luther King were assassinated, months after
many of us were born. It was the end of the "Age of In-
nocence" as it became the dawning of the "Age of
Aquarius."

It is also the subject of a new movie. 1969, starring
Kiefer (Young Guns) Sutherland and Robert (Less than
Zero) Downey Jr.

But in spite of the two stars' past roles, this is not a
teeny-bopper movie. It is a serious drama about confusion
and fear.

Sutherland plays Scottie. a poet and a dreamer who
enters college so he won't go to Vietnam, and wants to
bring peace to his neck of the woods. He wants to be a
leaf," because all the great ones - the Kennedys, Albert
Camus, Eldridge Cleaver — were leaves.

But while Sutherland wants to escape by being a leaf
and flying (or in his case driving his van) as free as the
wmd, his best friend and college roommate Ralph
(Downey) experiments with a different escape vehicle —
"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds."
Ralph wants to avoid the draft as well, but his drug

habit and lackadaisical approach to achod get him flunked
out and embarrassed. He winds up in jail when he tries

to steal his draft notice.

Downey plays the role well, in much the same way he
played a confused, drugged-out youth in Less than Zero.
But it is Sutherland who catches the audience's eye. He

plays the innocent, virgin, bright-eyed poet beyond the
limits of his sometimes dull dialogue. His passion against
the war. even as an older brother is drafted, makes his
character seem real.

Unfortunately for 1969, too much of the plot is

simplistic, built around emotional peaks and valleys. The
movie does tug at your heart strings; it does little for
history's sake.

The message may also be lost in 1969. We see confu-
sion (as when Sutherland and his girlfriend Beth (Winona
Ryder) give peace signs to soldiers as they drive by — the
soldiers respond with a motley of peace signs and middle
fingers, with some not sure which to give) but much of
the reason 1969 makes sense is because of what the au-
dience knows about the year 1969 before the movie 1969
begins.

This is one of thousands of Vietnam-era stories and
perhaps the younger audience that sees this film because
of its stars will miss the message in the shuffle. Unlike
other historical movies, 7969 lacks a historical base from
which the audience can see why things happen. We hear
about Vietnam, but don't see many of its effects; we're
left with a history based on a soundtrack.

If.s this lack of history that is needed to make 7959
whole. Otherwise, Sutherland and Downey could be any
two college students at any time — one an adult in a child's

body, the other a child in an adult's body — with nostalgia

coming from the bell-bottom jeans and odd hairstyles.
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Haza mixes traditional yemenite tune
with techno-pop to make master album
By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Ofra Haza
Shaday
Sire Records

Question: What do you get when you cross a singer of
traditional Yemenite songs with 80's techno-pop
sensibilities?

Answer: Ofra Haza's domestic label debut, Shaday.
Haza is currently creating quite a stir on the world beat

ethno pop scene, and the song *Im Nin'Alu" has crack-
ed at least the independent stations. Can commercial suc-
cess be far behind?

Shaday suffers from a kind of schizophrenia. The
album was produced by two fellows, Izhar Ashdot and
Wally Brill. The Ashdot produced tracks csuTy a strong
Israeli flavor, as well as lush percussion and some
technically impressive synthesizer and sampler work.
These songs include the indescribable "Im Nin'Alu" and
"Galbi." Mixing Hebrew, Yemenite, and English
lyrics, they sizzle with Middle East exotica. Haza seems
at home in any language, and her voice is used to strong
effect. In particular, the title track is a haunting,
ethereal piece which speaks of hardship and suffering,

but also of survival. In fact, one of the several meanings
of the Hebrew word "shaday" is "strength." If the whole

Shea
continued from page 7

Similsu* observances combined with Shea's early obses-
sion with clothing and its relation to the human form are
the roots behind her becoming a figurative artist.

Later she would incorporate all she had learned in
Balance, a work she said, "has strains of all the art I love
in the world." It originally started out to be a madonna
but. "the drapery in the front so enchanted me that I

album were like this, then all would be well and good.
Unfortunately, someone decided that Haza needed to

sound a bit more Western if she was to have commer-
cial success, and to this end they saddled her with a
British producer named Wally Brill. The arrangements
on the Brill produced tracks, while technically compe-
tent, are no more inspired than any of the insipid muck
that makes-up the bulk of Top 40 radio. Syrupy string
sounds and cliched bell tones, mixed with some rather
lame English lyrics turn Haza into just a generic Madon-
na clone. It's a shame, since the other songs on the album
show that she can be a truly inspiring peribrmer. This
is not to say that all the Brill tracks are bad, for the there
is one anachronism in his pop formula: a number entitl-

ed "Love Song" which consists of Haza singing Imes from
the Biblical book "Song of Songs" completely a capella.

Her delivery is powerful and moving, and without Brill's

vapid arrangements, she is free to soar with her ancient
material.

Shaday is a good album, which is a bit sad since it could
have been a great album. There is an earlier release en-
titled Yemenite Songs available, which is apparently
more traditional. If Haza were allowed to make an en-
tire album with Izhar Ashdot producing, it would pro-

bably be a blockbuster. As it is, Shaday is a decent
record, and certainly worth the money ifyou think that
you might have a taste for world beat ethno pop. On the
other hand, ifyou are a Top 40 radio fan, you might find
it interesting for the banal pop tracks. Whatever the
case, Ofra Haza is worth checking out.

didn't want to cover it with the baby," Shea said. Influenc-

ed by Minimalism, she decided to represent the cube
instead.

"Being influenced by other artists is something artists
have always done," said Shea, who often pays homage to
other artists in her own work. One such example is

Endless Model, reminiscent of Contantine Brancousi's
Endless Totem. Shea's works will be on exhibit at the
University Gallery through Dec. 14. Gallery hours are
Tuesday through Friday, 1 1 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Satur-
day and Sunday 2 to 5 p.m.
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Jim Beam Bourbon 80° $8.99 liter

Peppermint, Strawberry & Peach Schnapps
$3.99750 ml

Kimnoff Vodka 80*> $8,991.75 liter

Bacardi Rum80° Silver or Amber..$12.99 1.75 liter

Absoiut or Stoiy 80<> $19.99 1.75 liter

Cuervo Especiai Tequila $19.99 1.75 liter
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Bosca Asti Spumante $4.99 750 ml

Cooks X-Dry or Brut Champagne $3.99 750 ml

Sutter Home Sparkling White Zinfandel$5.99 75G ml

Andre Champagne $2.99 bot.; $31.00 case

Harvey's Bristoi Cream Sherry 7.99 750 ml
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Beclcs Light or Dark botts.$4.50 6 pk. 4-dep.

Dos Equis XX Beer
$4.15 6 pk. + dep.; $15.95 case + dep. iL

* MOOSEHEAD BEER • ^'^^
3.70 6 pk. +deD.; S12.99 cse. +dep.

FOSTER'S LAGER
$3.99 6 pk. +dep.; 51.60 + 25 oz.

The LOWEST Prices in or about
Amherst.

SUNOfRlAND. MA
TEL eaS 2629

^ Welcome Jtilie!

j^ 6 years styling experience

jL Formally of Style by Deborah

Welcome new & Old Customers

With this Ad $10.50 - haircut and Style dry (reg. 14.00)

Julie's hours Fri & Sat 9-3

3f

Expires 12/17/88

A-

"''^S WE OFFER OFF CAMPUS ...,,

V°/-
DEUVERY...253-5441

SS Proper I.D. Required, always... -^^

''

Please.. .Don't Drink and Drive! ^

..s^^

iJiMNillUaiOIJiM) liiXl'UliiSS
Q^ PRESENTS SO

The

SPECIAL ,

20 pes. plus Pt. Ben & Jerry's—$9.25
30 pes. plus Pt. Ben A Jerry's—$12.75

prices do not include 5% meals tax

Not good with any other offer

FAST,

FREE DELIVERY
549-7771
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Lack of resources seen
as problem in drug war
WASHINGTON (AP) - The war on

drugs is overwhelming a criminal justice

system whose greatest problem is lack of

resources, not legal protections afforded

criminal suspects, a two-year American
Bar Association study concludes.

"The entire system is starved: police pro-

secution, criminal defense, courts and cor-

rection," says the report by an ABA com-

mittee "As currently funded, the criminal

jiistice system cannot provide the quality

Dfjustice that the public legitimately work

ing within the system wish to deliver
"

Less than three percent of all govern-

ment spending in the United States went

to support civil and criminal justice ac-

tivities in fiscal 1985. a previously releas-

ed federal study has shown.

Those already thin resources are being

overwhelmed by a massive — but largely

unsuccessful — battle against illegal drugs,

the ABA panel concluded.

It said that while courts are increasing-

ly clogged, the drug problem "is growing
worse, and . . . law enforcement has been
unable to control" it.

Th« ABA study noted political disputes

about the Miranda decision, but found

relatively few problems in the field related

to it That decision, issued in 1966 by the

Supreme Court, said police must warn
suspects of their right to remain silent and
to consult with a lawyer before any ques-

tioning takes place.

While the Miranda decision "has spark-

ed heated controversy on a political level,

the restrictions it imposes on custodial in-

terrogation of suspects are not considered

troublesome by either police or pro-

secutors, ' the panel said.

Eighty-seven percent of prosecutors

surveyed for the study said no more than

five percent of their cases were dismissed

because of problems involving the Miran-

da requirements.

The exclusionary rule — under which
evidence obtained illegally by police may
not be used in court — also has caused few

major problems, the study concluded. Some
police officials, in fact, told the panel that

the demands of the exclusionary rule have

promoted professionalism in the nation's

police departments.

AP Pho«a

GOTCHA - Frededick De La Mate, (left) former president of Republic
National Bank in Miami is escorted from the offices of the US Drug En-
forcement Agency yesterday after his arrest on charges of helping a drug
dealer launder money. See related story on page 2.

Many Mass nursing homes said to fail in meeting gov't standards
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nearly 40 per

cent of federally aided, skilled nursing

homes in Massachusetts failed to meet
government standards for sanitary food

storage and preparation, and more than

one-quarter did not meet drug administer-

ing requirements, according to federal

review relearjd yesterday.

The first-of- Its-kind consumer survey of

Medicare-and Medicaid-funded nursing

homes nationwide, prepared by the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, alsc

said one of five skilled Massachusetts nur-

sing homes failed to meet standards for

maintaining residents personal hygiene.

The massive 50-state survey drew im-

mediate criticism from nursing home ad-

vocates and critics alike and was weighed
down with a string ofcaveats by the federal

health officials who prepared it.

The report noted that the data reflected

only whether the facility met government
standards on the particular day of a state

inspection, reflecting a "snapshot" of the

home that does not necessarily reflect its

current performance.

It also said the information did not reflect

the severity or duration of problems
leading to deficiencies. "A deficiency may
represent an ongoing problem of a one-time

failure of a single staff person," the survey

said.

The department's Health Car Financing

Administration released information on 32

key "performance indicators" selected out

of more than 500 individual government
requirements.

The following is a partial listing of the

selected performance categories. The
percentage that follows each category

represent the failure rate for the 330 skill-

ed Massachusetts nursing homes — ones

that provide 24-hour nursing care — follow-

ed by the national failure rate.

Food is stored, refrigerated, prepared and

served under sanitary conditions: 39.8 per-

cent in the state failed to meet the stan-

dards; 42.8 percent nationwide failed.

Drugs are administered according to the

vtrritten orders of the attending physician:

28.4 percent; 29 percent.

All common resident areas are clean,

sanitary and odor firee: 21.7 percent; 11

percent.

Toilet and bath facilities are clean,

sanitary and odor firee: 16.8 percent; 12.9

percent.
Isolation techniques are used to prevent

the spread of infection are followed by all

personnel: 19.6 percent; 24.7 percent.

COLD RING SALE

60 OFF 18K

40 OFF 14K

20 OFF lOK

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT^
ADVOCATEBEST

or THE

VALLEY
READf .RS POLL

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley Pol.

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee/(*NO MSO
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE M

kT m

Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

JOSTEXS
AMCRICA S COLLEGE PING'"

Datp Dec. 5. 6, 7, 8 yime 10.00 - 4.00 Deposit Required $25.00

fl^UNIVERSITY
Race MSTORE* '-' ^^

l>T\n^' ".V". »>.>JI*

CHANUKAH PARTY
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 7:30 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 168
• Make your own sundaes

• Games like Win, Lose or Draw (JewisK Version)
• Dreidel Casino

• Music
• Latkes

• Lighting of the six-foot MenoraK

sponsored by limass Hillel

ALL WELCOME!

REGION

Memory ofdrunk driving victim

kept alive by gravesite visitors
DEDHAM (AP) — As winter comes on,

naked trees, blowing leaves, and only slan-

ting sunlight keep a constant chill on

Brookdale Cemetery, but Anthony Scac-

cia's young friends still congregate at his

grave.

They spend hours there, mostly talking.

But they also leave flowers, loose change,

pumpkins at Halloween, dolls, chewing

gum, wreaths — anything they think An-

thony, the victim of a drunken driver,

would like.

Amid freshly dug plots, the site has come
to be known as "Anthony's." It's a place

where his friends meet to share funny

stories, rehash the latest gossip and keep

memories alive. It has also become a place

where the pain of death can be confronted

and, sometimes, eased.

"Before Anthony died, if I'd come home
late and told my mother I was at the

cemetery, she'd have been wary," said

14year-old Billy Fox. "But now if I say it,

she understands why we're there. It's a

place to talk and think about things. It's

a peaceful place to talk to Anthony."
Teenagers are drawn daily to the sim-

ple headstone under which the 13-year-old

was buried in October 1987. Etched with

Anthony's name on the stone are a dirt

bike and a fishing pole, emblems of his

greatest passions

"You don't want anybody to walk by and
say, 'Oh, it's a typical grave,'" said Fox.
who brings his friend toy soldiers and flags

"We want people to say 'Wow, that kid

must have been real!'"

"They all sit around in front of his

headstone and talk to Anthony about
what's going on in their lives. TTiey ask
how he's doing up there and what it's like,"

said Anthony's mother, Dianne Scaccia.

"Billy Fox said sometimes in the summer
he lays out and stretches his arms across

the grass and feels Anthony's hand."
Public Works Commissioner Dominic

DiVirgilio has watched from a distance as

Anthony's former classmates have
gathered at the grave.

"I have never stopped or interfered,

mainly because I know what they are go-

ing through," said DiVirgilio, who tends

the grounds. "They've been going down to

more or less deal with losing someone as

young as that, to deal with death and reali-

ty. I've never seen it as anything other

than respectful and healthy."

The outpouring of love and allegiance to

her son does not surprise Diane, who has

four other children.

"Anthony was a kind of special kid. He
had a great many friends." she said

Wednesday. "He was adventurous and the

kids got into the habit of following him
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around and depending on him to plan out

what to do. It wasn't unusual for us to wake
up at 8 on summer mornings and have 16

or 17 kids wraiting outside for him."

The night Anthony died, hospital

workers brought blankets, pillows and food

to the 30 concerned teen-agers who show-

ed up to await word on their friend. School

officials had to call in additional guidance

counselors from neighboring schools to help

students deal with their grief

Dressed in black, Bridget Deery came
Wednesday, as she does every evening, to

deaths
continued from page 1

That obsession, his long-standing mental

problems and his anger with Shsu'on

Gregory, 18, over a psychological profile

formed a "three-pronged motive for

murder," McCarthy said.

"He had to complete that chapter in his

fantasy ofbeing Jason by committing that

ultimate act." McCarthy said in a

telephone interview. "That was what Jason

was all about — grisly, gross murder."

Authorities declared the case closed when
the deer hunter found the body of Branch

hanging in a tree on Hog Mountain in near-

by Buckland on Tuesday.

But McCarthy said the discovery alone

wasn't enough to calm the tight-knit com-

munity of 18,000 people. The nightmare

began when her identical twin discovered

the Greenfield Community College stu-

dent's body in the bathroom of the family's

home and increased as the search for

Branch stretched through the Halloween

holiday and beyond.

"It was just unbelievable the way people

managed to scare themselves," he said.

"This is a small town. We're trying to end

this case and the only question the com-

munity has left is why," McCarthy said.

"That's why we've got to talk about the

motive for what happened."

Authorities had said little about why
Branch was their only suspect over the past

six weeks, A Greenfield District Court

judge heard arguments Wednesday on a re-

visit her husband's grave. His granite

tombstone, like Anthony's, cut a stark

silhouette against the dull winter sky.

"Usually, you'll see four of five of them
standing and talking. They'll be talking to

him," said Deery. casting an eye toward

Anthony's colorful gravesite. '"They can't

get over the loss."

Kids hanging out at the local middle

school said they leave sentimental gifts for

Anthony, things that might give him a

chuckle or keep him from feeling out of step

with the latest fad.

quest by The Recorder newspaper to

release court papers submitted by in-

vestigators seeking search warrants of

Branch's home. The papers had been seal-

ed at the request of District Attorney Judd

Carhart.

Carhart did not oppose the release, but

Robert Carlson, an attorney hired by the

Branch family, urged they be kept secret

to protect the privacy of those named in the

documents. Judge Beryamin Apkin did not

indicate when he would issue a decision.

McCarthy said he talked with Branch's

parents and their pastor before making the

police theories public "and they gave me
100 percent support."

McCarthy said officials have not been

able to locate the psychological profile and

are uncertain whether it had been done

professionally or by the young woman, who
at times had tried to psychoanalyze her

friends and acquaintances.

"They had been trying to get help for

Mark for 15 years," the chief said.

"But we know that Mark was angry

about her having it and he wanted it back,"

he said.

Investigators also determined that

Branch, who was not a friend but was ac-

quainted with the victim "as all kids are

in a small town." knew that the young
woman would be alone in the house that

morning, McCarthy said.

DOS EQUIS JOSEQUIS

IMIX^RTEl) BEER

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH SUITCASE
PIELS
CARLING BLACK LABELS
ROLLING ROCK
MOLSON GOLDEN
ST. PAULI

IMPemTEDBEER

8.99

6.99

6.99

10.99

13.99

15.99

MICHELOB DRY SUITCASE
12.99

ONES, FOURS SIXS AND TWELVES
XINGU BLACK BEER
BARTLES & JAYMES 4 pk.

MICKEYS WIDE MOUTH 6 pk.

DOS EOUIS 6 pk.

KIRIN DRY 6 pk.
BASS ALE 6 pk.

CORONA 6 pk.

GENUINE DRAFT 12 pk.

2.25

2.99

2.99

3.99

4.49
4.99

4.99

5.99

1988 BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU 4.99

ABSOLUT VODKA 750 ml

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L

11.99

8.99

8.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES

MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Route 9, Hadley—Jast beyond Barger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

I
584-8174

flBiMI a
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Concourse Book Sale

FINAL DAY
December 2, 1988

Large selection still on sale

Sale located on Concourse in front of store

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

9:30-4:30 Sale Hours

Pre-trial pardon for North
ruled out by president
WASHINGTON tAP) - President

Reagan yesterday ruled out a pre-trial par

don for Iran-Centra defendant Oliver I

.

North, saying such a pardon would leave

his former White House aid "under a

shadow of guilt."

At the same time, Reagan said his deci-

sion to suppress certain evidence in the

case was vital to protect "national securi-

ty secrets."

The White House said earlier today that

documents sought by North contain in-

telligence secrets that cannot be divulged.

It said it is "up to the judge" to decide

w hether to dismiss the charges against the

Marine lieutenant colonel if the classified

material is relevant to his defense.

During a picture taking session in the

Oval Office with President-elect George
Bush and special trade representative

Clayton Yeutter at his side, Reagan was
asked to say why he was blocking the use

of certain evidence in North's trial. "The
things we're blocking are things that duty

requires we block," Reagan replied. "These

are things that are national security

secrets."

Asked whether this amounted to an at-

tempt to, in efTect, sabotage Norths trial,

he said, "No, this is something that from
the ver>' beginning we knew we would have
to do.'*

Asked if he would be upset if the White
House move had the efTect of preventing
North's prosecution, Reagan said, "The law-

must take its course."

Reagan, who told reporters last May that
he thought both North and Rear Adm.
John M. Poindexter eventually would be
found innocent, was asked if he still

believes that.

"Well at this stage I don't think I should
comment on guilt or innocence or anything
of this kind, " he said. "I think the law has
got to take its course."

"From the very beginning, I have said

that to consider a pardon . . . even if I did

that . . . would leave them under a shadow
of guilt for the rest of their lives he said.

"I think we have to let the judicial process

proceed."

Police search for more bodies
after four dead women found
NEW BEDFORD <AP) - Police dogs

scoured the banks of Interstate 195 in

southeastern Massachusetts yesterday in

a search prompted by the discovery of four

dead women in this area in recent months.

The county prosecutor has expressed

fears that the deaths are related and link

ed to the disappearance of several women
from the Weld Square area, known by

police as a center for local drug trading and

prostitution.

"There were four young women, they

were all found nude in a single proximate

area," said Thomas M. Gibney, speaking

for Bristol County District Attorney

Ronald A. Pina. "You'd start to wonder

about the circumstances of finding four

separate bodies in such close proximity."

State Trooper Jose Gonsales .said one of

the victims was strangled and the cause of

death in the other three cases in not

known. He and several other authorities

were down-playing early reports of a possi-

ble serial killer.

But there were strong similarities in the

cases.

"I feel pretty confident they are con

nected somehow. There may be more than

just the four women," Pina said.

The search began quietly an Monday
when the Connecticut State Police provid-

ed two dogs trained to search for bodies. On
Wednesday, a similarly trained dog from

the Massachusetts State Police joined the

search, which was spawned by the

discovery of two bodies in July, one in Dart-

mouth and the other one in Freetown, and

discovery of another body along Interstate

195 in Dartmouth last month.

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

• Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Poorts Natural Flavors

• Complete Vegetarian Menu
• Extensive Wine List

• Bewitching Biryanis

• Enticing Curries

•Indian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Sen/ice"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave.

Northampton, MA Burlington, VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800
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EWC
continued from page 3

said. The center is now under a budget
freeze and Wallace said she doesn't know
whether the second round of cuts will af-

fect EWC.
This semester, EWC is required to cut

one full-time position and save $33,000 to

meet the cuts, she said.

The Women's Admission and General
Education Support program [WAGES),
which helped low-income, non-traditional

students return to school, was terminated
because of budget cuts, Wallace said.

Because the program was cut, she said,

"There are no programs on campus that

can deal with these issues."

Wallace said more non-traditional
studertts are returning to school and "(the

end ofWAGES] contradicts everything we
know about the cha/iging demographics of

the college campus today."

Next semester, she said, EWC will at-

tempt to gain greater student support

through its public relations program by
distributing flyers and posters to' all

residence halls in order to encourage
awareness of the center and its eflbrts.

"Community service is part of our mis-

sion," she said, adding that she felt public

relations will increase support for EWC.
The visit was sponsored by the Sylvan

Women's Club.
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A THOUSAND PICTURES IS A WORD - Steve Yalebreadth admires postcards in New York's "French
Kisses" during the Thanksfpving break.

The 2nd Annual

UMASS HILLEL
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universit>' of Massachusetts |
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Come shop for all jour daily and.

holiday needs!!!!!

Sunday
at NEW ENGLAND*

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
served 9am- 1 pm

D Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

D Homemade streusel

coffee cake

n Fresh squeezed juices \] Eggs Benedict - 77ie

best in the Valley ( ) Griddle cakes
I J Country style sausage & bacon

"Just a few of
the sfiecial items on
our new menu.

Serving our full ^

menu 100 pm-9 pm
University Drive

Amherst ! 1549-5861

DON'T FORGET $75 .. DECEMBER DEPOSIT DEADLINE

Coppertone
SPRING BREAK TRIPS

a name trusted tor decades now sponsors

unbeatable vacation packages!

WHY TAKE A CHANCE WITH ANYONE ELSE!!

^ps Airfare • 7 nights hotel • Hotel transfers

J^^ \od®" Beach/nightclub parties • All tax & grats

GUARANTEED PRICES

V^P^
CANCUN EVERYTHING IS BACK TO NORMAL

AND BETTER THAN EVER!

,»«T^''"'°
379 499

OOWNTOWN MOTEL rONTAN PENTHOUSFS*
CABROUSH MOTEL

"just added"

trom9
CASf. MAVA HOTEL

NASSAU BAHAMAS ^399
lusi added NASSAU BEACH RESORT HOTEL

WHY SETTLE FOR A BUDGET BEACH HOTEL AT THE SAME PRICE?!

BERMUDA '499
WtBMAlD BiACH BESCW

DAYTONA '399

CALL NATIONWIDE TOLL-FREE 1 800 222-4432

Geor£es Duboeuf

Bewjokis- Vilkges

$449
Nouveau
1988

Thefirst wine ofthe '88 vintage.

Trend
Beaujolais

Nouveau $5 49

These Wines will be

availablefor in-store

tasting daily.

CSC Liquors
61 Main Street. Amherst

next 10 Town Hall

253-3091
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Board puts off space allocations
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors planned to approve allocations

for office space in the Campus Center/Student Union com-

plex last night, but because of poor attendance by BOG
Space Committee members, the board voted to delay of-

fice allocations until March 15.

The Space Committee, which makes the annual alloca-

tions, goes through a two-month process in which they ac-

cept applications for offices from Registered Student

Organizations, evaluate the needs of the groups involv-

ed, and make recommendations to the full board for

allocations.

Offices are in demand m the complex, with groups

fighting each year for the available space.

Zohar Porat is coordinator for the Space Committee. She

said at last night's board meeting that because of very

poor attendance at committee meetings, they had not been

able to get anything done.

"Every time I held a meeting, 1 did not get quorum,"

Porat said. "If we try to make a rush job of this process,

!t would be unfair and not very well done."

The move to delay space allocations passed

unanimously.
Governors arguing in favor of the proposal said although

groups badly in need of space will be made to wait even
longer, the extra time will give the committee a better

chance to evaluate the needs of the RSOs.
Although no governors voted against the proposal,

several voiced opposition to it because of the problems it

causes for RSOs.
Gov. Guy Glodis asked if attendance would really be bet-

ter next semester, or if the same delays would occur. Porat
answered that she was not positive, but she said she
thinks the present committee is willing to work hard on
the allocations.

She said in the few meetings the body has held, they
have mapped out what they plan to do next semester. She
said the main concern now is allocation of space for

WMUA, which is seeking the office currently occupied by
the magazine Spectrum. She said WMUA's allocation

could happen before the March 15 date.

"As far as I know, there are no other RSOs that are in

as desperate a situation as WMUA's," she said.

In other business, budget projections for fiscal year 1990
were presented. The budget will be voted on next week.
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Chanukah
continued from page 1

"It is about the miracle that we, as a people, are still

here to retell the story more than 2,000 years after

[Judah] Maccabee. Chanukah is about the miracle that

we can place our candles in the windows of our homes,

without fearing for our lives."

According to Hebrew scripture, the returning Jews lit

a menorah, or candelabra which was fueled by olive oil

found in the recovered Temple in Canaan. Since the oil

had not been discovered by the Syrians, it had remain-

ed holy. A one-day supply of this oil is believed to have

kept the light burning for eight days.

Perimutter said the menorah is now "the major ritual

object involved in Chanukah." Modern menorahs con-

sist of nine candles. The center candle, or sharnash, re-

mains lit throughout celebration. The other candles are

3laced in the menorah, one each day, from right to left.

They are then lit with the sharnash from right to left.

As a Jewish holiday, Perimutter said, Chanukah is not

.is important as Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur or

Passover, and has received "more public attention

because it comes so close to Christmas," he said.

Traci Swartz, a senior theater major, agreed that the

Chanukah is overshadowed by the Christian holiday.

"I think it's mostly important to younger kids," she

said. "Chanukah is forced to compete with Christmas
~ Christmas has such a high profile commercially."

Despite such competition, Rothstein said Chanukah is

-Still a celebration of Chag Haurim, the Festival of Lights.

"We hopefully realize," he said, "that the light of our

heritage and tradition will continue to guide us, no mat-

ter how dark and dreary the road of life becomes."

ACADEMYoMUSIC
on the park • northampton. inassachusptts

P^KISFANI GROCERIES

Enjoy New Homemade
Curry Dinners Tonight

Tanaoofi C^'Ci^er $3.50

Carrot Huiva S2.95

AiOO Matar Currv S3.00

Mixed VegetaDie Puiac S2.95

Pakons SI.75

C^lCKen Bi'var^i $3.70

Aioo Bondas S1.S0

Rfadv to heat amj Mrvr at home

OPfN 7 DAVS A WEEK
9 a m 6pm

4''9 Wni Street. Rte 116

South Ainhertt
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The Film Our 5 Colleges Are All Talking About
5th Week Curtain at 6:45 and 9:00
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The Financial Aid
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on Wednesday, December 7th,
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Weekend Specials

Only $10.00
Prime Rib

Baked Stuffed Shrimp
Reef & Beef (Prime Rib 8i Baked Stuffed Shrimp)

Alt arc served with a garden calad, basket of wariti

bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discounts can be used with this special.

Available Friday and Saturday Evenings

tt

University Drive

Amherst [ 1549-5861

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite!

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices!

• • * Amherst College Presents * • *

Sunday
Dec. 11, 1988
8:00 p.m. in the
Campus Center
"Frontroom"

$1.00 Amherst
College

$5.00 General
Public

m HI

CHINESE KITCHEN

72 oz.

Pitchers

$3.95
In hadlcy Only

75a
Drafts

In Madley Only

llrtdlty OORiisMlSt . l'5yi'5/l Northampton I 5() King St. ^ft6fi21l
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

H05[i} Of dHmE

I'm

FLAmC

MARCH 87:
5':£f^ ON HONKE.K

^ -X SHOiiVB.R

' \

ocTOKKSe--

UPFaRd

"Big Bob says he's getting tired of you saying he
doesn't really exist."

Doonesbury

dACK'^LBY
NOX. LIPOSUCTION

J ^FRee

By Garry Trudeau

zsAwHeji J.J.

SH£'5 BEAUTIFUL
ABSOuirux

J BeAUTlFUL.
1

., I'M

yOUMBUB
mTCMIN6.
MIKB .

^^ 1

HA\/IN6 A KIP IS TH5
MOST CRBATWB THIN6
rVB BVBR PONB. I'M SO
HAPPY I OCT TO THB
STATION IN TIMS TV
SHAUB The tXPSRl- _
£NCetUITHMY Cf
VIBMBR5 \

SOHOUV
you DO IN NOTSO
THBRATINOS^ QOOOU^

1
GOTOOd-
BensPBY

f-^^-^w 'MONPAy
NI6HT

'/^ FOOTBALL."r-

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

Iggman on Campus By Drew Aquilina

COMMON
COLLEGE
Diseases

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin
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mSKB ME
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"It went up; it came down. But it had absolutely no
scientific value.

"

—Dr. Roald Z. Sagdeyev, retiring director ofthe Space
Research Institute in Moscow, on the Soviet Space
Shuttle.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACROSS
1 Matn
7 Anagtam ol I

Across
t3 Oisoraei

14 Chang«>d

16 Elecifical

equpmeni
1

7

Cornslatcti

syrup

t8 Small cMd
*9 Gomg to be

mai'ied

?1 Scion

?2 Small case
24 Pavafolti

lo« ofie

25 Sesames
26 R«}»il harvl

page
28 Nasly one
29 ChJSIef 1)1 (IU.I

ex iiiil tiees

30 Namesakes ol

a Sunken Mary
32 L*e Umt» %

vais
VJ MouSman s A

SfwopsNfe -

3b Memt)e< of a

lam^v lot shofi

36 Keened
39 Pal

42 Acttess

Ke<ltowa and
OttlBfS

43 That ir« Sophia
45 Do come m
47 Jo<e (1e vivte

48 Sonny and
ChasMy

50 Jovp 8>oi
51 Pt»siiv

veslmeni
S? Rode a landem
54 Nal Navel oig

55 Fa«ls i™

honeymooners
57 ftifious

59 Tea se«ve«

60 0«eeli corns

ol fUd

61 An^am ot

I A< io»»

62 Anag am ol

1 Across

DOWN

2 WslM«
3 Talk mod slyie

4 Grafted in

heraWiy

5 Go hetween
6 Business allairs

7 raniastic ideas
8 To go m Pans
9 Boried stwt

adornmeni
10 Gumstioe
tl ResuHol

Hooding
12 Decide
13 Libtary

•qwpmenl
1 5 Concenltaled

20 Memorable
sayings

?3 Ronian. Icm one
25 HepiiMie s

s<-epier

27 Certain tests

29 look daggeis
at

31 CiTy m NH|etia

33 ONocr
lo«<n

36 Kiiti'.M (,.<fi, ,.

3 * W<>t'n!e «. p'l^ e

38 Indian ceoa's
39 Most

sofihisiicaied

40 Wasp Of bee
41 Irish dogs
4? Inclines

44 VWnlet

Wrtttteness in

Dundee

46 Moti^iwayS
48 RrMjion

ol Ween
India

49 Oancef
Oriver

5? Do road
MKXll

53 Wee drop
56 Obtained
58 Supped

ilcitloH

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Lunch

Clam Roll

BLT

Dinner

Spaghetti/Tomato

Sauce/Meatballs

Baked Haddock
w/Crumb Topping

Menu
Basics Lonch

Cheese, Lettuce and Tomato
Sandwich

Bulgar and Bean Salad

Basics Dinner
Baked Haddock

w/Crumb Topping
Hi-Protein Spaghetti

w/Tomato Sauce
Italian Tofu Balls w/Sauce /

r
Weather

<

Today: Sunny, windy, and cold, high !35-40

Tonight: Clear and coid. low in 20s

\

V<.

TODAY'S STAFF
wight Editor Day old Muck
Copy Editor Fearin Abbey
Layout Technician Creusa M Dionysus

Photo Technician Hoss Bonanza
Production Sapervitor Weczer Im Dying

Prodaction:FIuff-a-nutter, the Big Mig, Mid Merrya.Ti.

Mini Mic, Little Lenny, Twittle Tweeter, and Fretter is

a lone Knight Rider driving the paper to Ware

Executive Board •- Fall of 1988
Pedro Pereira
Editor ia Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert Ciappennelli

Business Manager

Marc Inneld

Prodttclion Maaafcr

Business Board ~- Fall of 1 988

Rob Ciappenelli

Business Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Munroe >>

Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart
Advertising Manager

Todd Frahbcis

Circ«latlon Miaaftr

Mary Huygefis

Sabscrlhttotts Manafct
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DRUG RAID - Stephen Nolan. 33, of Derry, N.H. is driven away from

the federal court in Concord yesterday. Nolan was one of 21 people ar-

rested in what ofTicials say may be the largest drug bust in New England
— $200 million in cocaine and laundered money.

fraternity

continued from page I

She said some members received exemptions from

University housing, but stressed that althouRh those peo

pie could live in off-campus housing, they could not live

in the fraternity houses.

The University first received reports of alleged hazing

at ATG early in November Several parents and students

contacted the Dean of Students office, the office "looked

into the matter." and ordered the pledges to move out of

the fraternity houses.

Because ATG is affiliated with the Stockbridge School

of Agriculture, a two year program, the pledges lived in

the houses.

University housing provided vans to help the pledges

remove their belongings.

The University also asked Amherst police to intervene.

The police have refused to comment on their investiga-

tion, still in progress, except to say they now have more

than two suspects.

The University is also conducting an investigation

through the Dean of Students and the Greek Affairs

offices.

Fraternity members have refused to comment on the

hazing charges.

THE COI.LF.GIAN IS CMFFY WITHOUT YOU

WRITE FOR THE COLLEGIAN 113 CAMPUS CENTER ASK FOR SYLVL^

season's Gteetings

from tnc

MERON BENVENISTI
Director of Isrcal's West Bank Data Base Project & former

city councilor in Jerusalem

will speak on

"Understanding the Changing Realities in the

West Bank and Jerusalem"

Monday. December 5, 7:30 PM Campus Center 163

Sponsored by Umass HMlcl, 5 College Hillel. Jadaic Studies

Copies

Half Off

After100
After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet ongmal. the rest are

half price at Kinko s. the copy

center

kinko's
the copy center
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• Mock Turtlenecks • Dresses '^^

Dynamics
Exclusively Dyed

Contemporary

Clothing

96
N. Pleasant St.

Today &
Everyday

11:30 5:30

harem Panls • Tapestries

Jewelry • llnderwPdf

GRAND OPENING

Friday Nov. 25th

Box Factory Outlet

featuring "Wrap City"

, a most unusual store

Boxes—moving, storage, shipping,

packing and more!

Mrs. 11-5 daily Sun 12-5 • Amherst Railroad Station

Tel. 25J-3435

soooooooocxpoooci

U men's basketball
continued from page 20

"I don't worry about the other team, I wc 17 about our
team," Calipari said. "We just have to go .ut and play.

If we play above ourselves and they don'* play too good,

we win. If they play great and we play ^ood, we'll lose.

But I'm happy with the way things are progressing."

Fast breaks: UMass made 15 of 17 free throws in the

second half against Boston University, and was 6-for-6

down the stretch.

"We shot fouls shots well when we had to," David Brown
said. "And that's not usually the characteristic of a UMass
team."

Calipari said, "We'll win if we continue to shoot free

throws like that."

The Minutemen have gotten outscored 63-75 in the first

half but hold a 97-64 advantage in the second half.

M women's basketball

CoUegian photo by David Hiiaahigurhi

Christel Zullo and the Minutewomen will

tangle with the University of Hartford tomorrow
at 2 p.m.

Acnvrncs-Auoio
AUTO fC^ SALE •CALCJLArOB
94TBITAMMB4T • fCR RENT

FO(}SM£*«QUN0
Ha?WAMTH}«<.CST

continued from page 20

Hoop-la: Junior center Helen Freeman is the leading
scorer for the Minutewomen, with 29 points in two games
for a 14.5 average. She also has three blocked shots, all

against BU. Sophomore forward Keyburn McCusker is

next with 26 points (13.01 and leads in rebounding with
25 (12.5 per game). . . senior Christel Zullo and junior
Michele Pytko each have nine assists.

The Minutewomen will not open their Atlantic 10
schedule until after the new year, when they travel to the
University ofRhode Island on January 3. After the Hart-
ford game, they will be home for a pair against Holy Cross
(Dec. 7) and the University of New Hampshire (Diec. 10).

They will take part in the Bath Ironworks Classic at

Portland. ME. with the University of Maine, Providence
College and Georgia State on Dec. 28 29.

CLASSIFIED
Wliiiii

Indoor track to

kick off season
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Both the men's and women's indoor track teams begin

their seasons this weekend. The Minutemen will be at

the Southern Connecticut Invitational Saturday and the

Minutewomen will be just a long triple jump away at

the Smith Invitational on Sunday.
Most teams like to start off their season with a bang.

But in a sport that is geared more toward performing

well in the championship meets at the end of the season.

O'Brien will give some of his top runners a break, at least

until next weekend.
"He's giving us a little break so we will be rested for

the Harvard Invitational next week," UMass distance

runner Joe Livorsi said.

Freshman Derek Moore, a native of Brockton, who was
one of the premier indoor high school runners in

Massachusetts last season, will make his debut for

UMass this weekend.
He will also be joined by the Walters brothers, Evan

and Kevin, who will get a taste of what collegiate com-

petition is like in the sprinting events.

The sprinters have been coached by UMass assistant

Mike Sanders, who is also a freshman in a sense. This

is Sanders first season with the Minutemen.
"He's (Sanders] been helping O'Brien with the

sprinters," Livorsi said. "He's been really good for those

guys."

MMri

MSmuCTXX • MCTOflCYLClS
peaoMLs • <acs wAMTED
RCSB NEEDGD •<ERVICa

OOCMAFE WANTH) • nuva
WANTH}* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE—CC 113 MON-THURS 0:30-3:30 (FR|.2:30)f OEAOUNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20CAVORO/OAY FOR STUDENTS

•* ^AUTV HrrEnTAMMDIT

wHvrr wssv sweenevs a-oAv
When D«c 3 Sal NiM 9pm

Where' Het (Mace -50
Who can come'' All ol our frieiylt and

acquainiar>ca*
Oiv*n by Her SisMr Knavy*

qiMMyaiurt
KhibKava DJ S«fvtcM

S4».«S1S

Ci«ua

FOn RENT

AcnvmES

HANUKKAH PARTY OECEMKR 3
7 30pm CCIM

Food/gamM/muaic/iaikaa/draidal caamo
UgM QtHilrnanorah
M waloofna/lFa#

HHM tponaorad

FREE RENT FOR IS MIUTf ChMc««
than stay honte and iludy Mm mghM wMk-
ly. no iweakand* naar campu*. Anna
S4S-209e moriMnga

WORK STUOV JOM availabia' Monday.
Wadnaadiy and Fnday mominQi Coma by
Off Campua Houamg OHice, S4V0aae

NOUOAY CAMNATKM SALE

HOUOAYCAMNATIONtALEMonOacS
and Tuaa Dae 6 10-3 CC Fraa dalfvary

TTtufi Oac 8 on Campu* and Gra*k Area
Sponaorad by Ota Ptadgaa of Tn-Sigma

MSTRUCTION

TAKE OVEN OUR 2 IDIIOOII 4

1

io«»na»ouaa *•••• MartingJan 1 tit7 SO
mcHidM hoi wilVf . S4^>cB46

JUQQUNO CLUB MEETMOI Today. »« in

Campua Canlari68 Al oonventnn haipan
iia auf* 10 anand

OOtMLE M PUrmm 3 baaraom Slait

Jan 1 CaiS4Mai8

TNI IMS KLECTKIN: Analysis and
Or Qarald Pompar. Rutgor*

Untv«>«lty Monday. Oac S 8 OOpm CC101
Sponaorad by Maci Honor Society

WANMAtOOOrrMaaimaatmaRandai-
«aua SouttMMtt Dance Ckjb Sat Oac 3rd

from 9:30-1 30 Hampden Student CanMr
Soutfiwaai-

I M 4 MMM HAOLEV apt pilvMa
rm «Wi oam bait) A ahowar 10 min to

UMaaa on buait Am! iprlng aam sa6-0864
222 me

I UMQE nOOm M HOME. On but
route S2iOVmonth Laaae Jan 1 - May 31

For mora mfo call Stacy 2S3-941

1

spacious 6
Oac 1 »460

kY NMHT VIDEO A Mincte on
34lh Straal THOptn Front Lounge of

Npwmw) Canlar FBEE

ADVENTURES

doaala on iMialina

•66-2H1

PORtAlf

ONE MATH TUTOR- Algebra, gbomalry-
$•4-1307

TOEFL TEST PREPARATKM COURSE:
Jan 4-27, UMaaa/Amnersi. 6 3(K« 30pm
•ISO Cal S49-S128

LOST

LOST- SROWN LEATHER MITTENS on
Wad. Nov 30 If tound. pleaae cM Kim al

S46-1419

OOLOCHAMLMKBRACaJTSantman-
tal value reward can 2S»0986 (HOPE)

LOST QOLO miTIAL RING edreme sent

value If tound. pleaae cal Annmane Venuti

alS4»4108.

4 UMASS KEYS ON Hyundai ctiain

Reward Call 54»1632

IKI FREE ADVENTURES UNLIMtTED is

looking lor group organizers to promote
group ski & raiting trips, Montreal
weekends, & spring break sun-destination

specials Great tours tor dormatones, fraler

nities, clubs, or big groups ot Inends

Organizers 90 free-very easy to promote'

Contact Gregory Erdmann &08-820-01SS

ASTROII

HERE IT1S~V0UR PERSONAL wishing

you happy home hunting for January Love
JOO, BB and Me

AUTO FOR SALE

LEATHER COAT FULL LENGTH Mack
size 36 tiSO Pat 2Sfrt607 MOTORCYCLES

MENS AND WOMENS CALENDARS '

•are on ttie Campus Center Concourse*

'today and for ttie next three nveeks on*
• Wed. Thurs, and Fn Buy yours today

*

' before they sell out Great Chnstmas *

gifts or.ly $5 00 _*

MOVING TO CAUFORNU- mutt sell 2

mchelin snow A ice ttree 2 months old CaH
549-7222

1963 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evemngt

PERSONALS

Let's go crazy al tt<e formal, but

AIRPlJkNE RIOESII Love.

PGAVY BACKSTAGE 6S 2 channels ft/sw

200 or b Krarrwr guitar 1 dbl 2 singles,

flyod rose tremelo. like new 300 or b o

TOAXO
pieate. NO
Peggy'

TO THE SEXY LOOKING AXOwith k>ng

bk}nd hair I want to go to your former

Secret Admirer

1986 LYNX XR3 5 speed, air condrtionmg,

chapman kx;k, am/fm stereo cassette, rear

window wiper artd defroster, bright red and
very sporty' Only $3750 546-8035 Leave
message

FORD ESCORT WAOON 1993 Excellent

condition A/C roof radi SO.OOO milea

2S6-093O.

FOR SALE: BIKE NASHBAR road alpha

5000 exc cond 25" frame asking $275 Call

665-4729 Ask lor Allen

HIOH-QUALrfV AliOlO COMPONENTS
-Sherwood releiver opionica deck dual turn-

taWa together 300 Bill 542-2435

1982 PLYMOUTH, runs well, power steer-

ing, current sticker, am/fm stereo,

665-4431

•T TOYOTA CELICA good for pans CaH
Jeannette 253-2807,

1979 VaTNOVATNice body, runs well For

pans or repair Needs new steering,

suspension Best offer Phil 549-8058

'74~FORO LTD- many good parts' Needs
battery and liming chain. Best offer Rich

549-4273

92^W SCIHOCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires, rims runs very well '3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

CASA

SKI BOOTS Dynafit superlite ladies V^ ex-

cellent condilion' $45 546-4055 Call

anytime until midnight

79 MALJBU. 35K miles Recent tune up

sticker am/fm cass must be seen $1200

or B O Colleen 253-9153 eves

MTCt WHY ARE YOU GETTING a per

sonal in the Massachusetts Daily Col

legian'' Because I love you and am so glad

you came up lor my formal' Always. NLB

TEWtt- 1 know of one thmg you have to k>ok

forward to Living al Sugartxish with two ob-

noxious roommates m |ust 3 short weeks'

You know we will have an amazing time

with all the company we drunkenly invited

up' Love, Paula,

GUCCI WATCHES ONLY t2S.

Great XMas gifts Call Brian 549-5440

1981 RiELJANT WAGON- good condition

PS, PB, AC, front wheel drive- $2,000 call

549-7660- Owen

YAMAHA SHX 2S0 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500, includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-6212

FOUND

MISTLETOE GRAMS ON SALE in CC 12/5

and 12/6 spomored by Kappa Kappa
Gamma

KAPPA ~KAPPA PSI BROTHERS, We
would like to thank all the brothers for a

great pledge penod A special thanks to our

big brothers for all your help and support

Thank you KKPsi Pledges

JOANtE: Happy b^day Que |odas mucho.
como siempre Te queremos. Colonial 1 1

1

JOANiE;Telicidades en Tu dia Se que to

vas a pasar nitido Te mereces to me(Or Te

quiere. Lissetta

/^.^^.I?^' '"""*•" "^ ROOMMATE NEEDED IN DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
Love Marioetn TOWNEHOUSEI Spring sem share 2 reliable on campus, affordable, spell

mThiIS
bedroom apt with 3 females S4»4942 mg^ammar raviaawd SS«-n24 Nancy

PSYCHE PSYOIC PSYCHE } ROOMS At/AILAaLEIn racaTlwga, non-

I?J5!i*^J?f'!I!!?2 '.^T*" IJfT smoking house Fireplace diack. parge UMASS RUGBY BANQUET
QoodMCk m ttia maat. gat paycnad backyard 2l0/monih»eiectricily Call

Love. Suparptycha 549^)403 MIKES DEC 4 Contact Jeff 2564639

f2^:.*i?'?SS^'J"**^^ fnULTNONSMbKano .har. a on.
gj^MOTO Baef 549^774 Women

• OP ONE YEAR TOGETHER. bedroom BrwidywOTa $240 549-71S7

MN ORdbS^ wmough IN bam Umnt ROOM Bl HOMJE v.m4a Inim campMcal UfANTEO
aaamg^snowmWaadolgraaaaHaaatlwonl Oan or Tom 545-3622 _____
bamFlondagaltngtunbfeMarsonmy---' FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
_- -1 r^ -- ^^^r:— FEMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED to bedroom m Squva VNaga Sunderland On-
TO ALL TT«MBI WHO HAVE BEEN an- ^,f, , „^ bedroom Brandywine Apt ly $170« CaH 666-7791 aaM>
liaad l>y our roommate Kirstin Rauhautat, 5495167 _ _ _!
ahat Baakm Robbint 31 scoops and coun- ^^^^p, ^ ,„^ g,^ i03'(Mums) notes wiN
ting help ut celebrate her 21 tl Love, the 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE pay money«» Sh«1ey 549-2710
C*""* Soutftwood (Townetioute) apartment Vou

PLEASE RUONO TO TH» AOMAeC 256^)147 WANTED TO RENT
and Adontt F are looking for tomaonalo
raiaa tha* haada Plaaaa cail HOUSEMATE WANTED - Sunderland NEED SINGLE ROOM M apartment or

-—:-—^-— T —

—

—r;—r ferrule to share house w«h woman arKl smaH house after finals tor spring Chnttma
BUTTHEAO- nice A onthal enam You re children Contemporary with view Smok- 549-8136
the creamiest SHNOOOG ing, pots okay 665«75 Kalhy
_ _ Mfii »

«

gM*l ff kiyn Mnilfg nr ^iMt.
NONSMOKING VELVET ELVIS and com LARGE ROOM FOR ONE FEMALE m men! to share lor spnng leave maaaaga
panion looking for a room prel on North beautiful houae on Slate Street call 546-8918
"Mt^H SI 54941S1
_.._._. ,

-
, ,., ,

FEMALE LOOKING FOR SINGLE single
ATTENTION SWIVEL AOMRCIU: AndrM ROOMMATE NEEDEDM TOVVNEHOUSE bedroom m Amhar« ttaftmg January
Swivel Zaff IS now legal Vou thought whe jp,,™ semester, big single available 546-9103
was a Shamuta before, well took out on 549-4906
Saturday mght' yonk' _ j/^g^ oven LEASE Jan t t large

-—
:

BOSTON APT, I Female roomntale need- bedroom Bnttany Manor $280/month lor 1

TODD- BEWAREI I m pMting ad Jan 1 for 1 bdrm Comm Ava apt Naar or $140 tor two can move in after finals

- .. . -.^.^ ..^»^.. ^^ , ~. TandBU Jan«17-73»O043 phone 256-1230. SuamiU or ShaiU
R.U.A. SECRET SANTAT Qiftt from 29 _^
"VH* IS-JL" ^'"** " •' '•*•• ROOMMATE NHDED tor spnng tamaalar HELP1 2 FEMALES need room tor intanaa-
^m^^rwttoimiDpWn Beautiful one bedroom apt in OownMam t«xi and/or spring lartwatet CaH 546-51 W,
,„=----isrJi-rsVS.iS^S£5£iS«TI Amhertt Can 256-6058 546-7313
HEY WORLD LEADER PRETEND! Have a

happy birthday-not Pam WANTED: 2 famlas to there 4 bedroom HELP) 2 malee want to there fH or take

.^- .^Ti^^iTi^i^.;..-;^ ^^,::,-j apt spring tamaalar and inlaraattion ca« over lease for spnng 54fr66ao
HEY, AIMEE BUDREAUtI Happy birthday* 256^^94 _ _
You are an exceflent gal, funny, sweet.

^ LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease lor 2
cuuuute, funky, sophisticaled and oh so bedroom apartment for spring Call
tovable You re also the greates fnend We • BRANDVWINE 1 BDRM AVAILABLE ' 546-8956
love you Buttereupl Stay goto, wM one' • starting Jan 1 Ca« 5494154 or
Love ya tons Christy and Krittan, 5494014 Leave mettagel • FEMALES SEEK 3-4 bedroom apt Nor

£^>W^niM«Dv thampton area for Spring Call Jodi
BEYOND THCHAPV 546-0656

It's over Lets party' I had so much fun do- 2 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR apartment next
mg this show You re the best and funniest ,0 Bnttany Manor to take over lease im HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan
cast I've ever had the honor to work with mediately lor Spring sen>ester Ctean quiet 2-14 Call SBMC 2S&4615 10am-5pm
I say we take the show on the road Long auriog the week Call Joe 256-8132
live Bunty! What''' A Minus? Bill

aniBE

—

Tn »h« nnlw nmnnn mm know th^t FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

cT!5™iv?ortwrhrrS^sCT;iSi:!' ^„^\?^,^^'s^'",ri»'^'^Remember late nights Ri 9 mishaps, |?"'^cJ^
interested please call Beth at

flavored coffee and mteresf.ng talks Have e65-4iS0

a great birtf>day remember to slay away
from vodka You know wtio lucked out

wtien sfie got you for a roommate Love
your next-door neighbors Celia 8 Melma

SERVICES

DEAR ADMIRER, no more games Let's

get together with a tx>ttle of wine, call ma
Mike 1806

WENOEEEE TYROL HAPPY 21 at bday
Wendee Wendee Wendee hi looking for-

ward to many parties Love yah Katie Mae

TVI»INO-ON WP. $2/page center of

Amherst 253-3053

RJESUMifTvPESETTINO. Inexpensree

Very experienced Overnight lasemvriter

quality Pick-up, dropoff available Lisa

367-9940

KIRSTIN- HAPPY 21 at to my best (and on-

ly) roommate ever' Have a good one Love.

Sharon

WORD PROCESSINO. TRANSCRIBtNG
proofreading Letter quality 584-7657

evenings

THE CENTRAL AMERKAN SOLIDARITY
ASSOCIATION will hold Planmaking
meeting on next semester 5pm monday at

CC For info call 5-2148

CHANUKAH SPECTACULAR '88

CHANUKAH SPECTACULAR I18- Great

music lood tree admission Sunday Dec
4 1988 8 00pm Soulhside Room Hampden
Commons Southwest at U-Mass.

FOUNDII KEY ON LARGE SAFETY
PIN.Found in front of Herter Hall on Tues-

day, Nov 28lh Go to Information booth in

Campus Center

TWO KEYS FOUND ATEloTby the barn

They are at the info txxjth in the CC

KIRSTEN- two more days and you're legal-

watch out world Happy 21st have a blast

this weekend Love ya JM

DAN ROSSI Did I everlell you how much
1 kjve muffins for breakfast? XOXO Biscuit

FOUND GOLD BRACELET IN Hampden

Commons on Nov 19 Call 256-8190

HEY, DITHY! The planets say that thingr

are looking up-so have a great birthday'

*URV^lilATCHMAKEH' HADAO- Put or

some red smacking lipstick & get psychec

tor the UMass dating game tonight at 8 3C

on WMUA' -Jen

JACK HAPPY 21tt BIRTHOAYt You're the

best big tKother* Love Cara.

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE NONSMOKING to rent spTi^g

semester $200/month ctose to campus call

549-6689

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED A.S.A.P.
FOR Townehouse apts Share room in 2
t>edroom apt Call anytime (leave message)
549-8049

FAST, INEXPENSIVE TYPING! Call Mary
546-6725

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING.
spellchecking, word processor Call

Carolyn - Leave mestage: 253-5667

TO SUBLET

WINTER SUBLET rooms in house near
campus Call 253-0765

WE WANT TO SUBLET AN APARTMYNT
in Puffton lor winlersession Call Annmane
at 546-6933

FURNITURE

CRISSV MESPELLI

POOR CRISSY, IT WAS HER^birlhday

yesterday and no one called to wish her a

happy birthday so call her today 6-6436 and

wish her a happy birthday' She needs more

than two Inends' Love ya your roomies'

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on 3 budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur^

nilure 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

PETE! ARE YOU WHAT I'm going to find

over the rainbow? Happy birthday' Your 22

floor friend

HELP WANTED

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS,

Excellent experience ^^'.Vc^li??'
$7,000-$1 0,000 Call Adam al 665-2527

HAPPY... LOVE,
BIRTHDAY PARTY! YOUR
5EBBIE TILL V0U..R0OMMATE
VOETSCHII OHOPI LAUREN

HEY ERIiC 1^ Oniy^ more days!' i love

you' Kim

CARRIE DOYLE HEY PUMPKIN Happy
birthday Wei tove you' JKLM

BRANDYWINE- one female roommate
needed for spring semester Option to over

lease for next year Call 549-0607.

FEMALE ROOIiiMATE NEEDED to^are
furnished 1 bdrm apt in Puffton Beg Jan
1 call 549-7464

ROOMMATE TO SHARE PUFFTON apart

ment lor spring, call John 549-7423 eves

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES FOR spring

semester Huge double m downtown
Amherst Call Nancy or Meryl 253-3789

TRAVEL

TRAIN tiCKET SPRiNOFTELb TO
WASHINGTON C $25 Call Andy
253-3367 evenings

HAPPY igitti, AIMEE! IToure an awesome
roommate and I tove you tots! Dana.

YOUR OWN ROOM IN Brittany $187" Call

Yuh or Vin al 2564964 ASAP Available Jan

1

NON-SMOKING FEMALE to share
bedroom in brandywine for winter settion

$167 50 549-4037

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

FAST, PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Ac-

curacy guaranteed Reasonable rates

Grammar, speNchecking Gkxia^323-5 140.
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SPORTS

UMass basketball teams hit the road
Minutemen face
A'lO rival Rutgers
By MATT GERKE
roUegian Staff

The warm-ups are over, and the first two

games are out of the way.

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team will jump right into the

meat of its schedule tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.

in Piscataway, NJ, when it takes on

Rutgers I'mversity m the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference opener for both teams.

"Thank goodness its not Temple or West
Virginia. " UMass head coach John
Calipari said. "We wouldn't be ready for

that

As It stands. UMass will be facing a team
that hasn't played in a week. The Scarlet

Knights opened the season with a 82-65

victory over Rider College last Friday

The Minutemen have played twice. They
opened with a win over Southern Connec-

ticut and then lost to Baston University

78-76 Wednesday night.

"I was hoping we could play a team bet-

ween Southern Connecticut and Boston

University, to move up more gradually,"

Calipari said. "We made the jump too

quick."

The Minutemen fell behind BU by 12

points at halftime and as much as 16 in the

third quarter. UMass pulled to within a

point with eight seconds left, but the Ter
riers hit a free throw and eventually won.
"That's the mold of this team and we

have to break it." UMass captain David
Brown said

The Minutemen will get their chance
tomorrow. Freshman guard Anton Brown
leads UMass with a 17 points per game
average. He and Jimmy McCoy, another

freshman, have given the team a very solid

backcourt in its first two games.
David Brown (16 ppg, 9 rpg) and Duane

Chase (12 ppg) are the forwards and
sophomore Ben Grodski (2 ppg. 5 rebounds
per game* is the center.

"Ben pulled down seven rebounds
(against BU)." Calipari said. "That's all we
want him to do.

"

Sophomore forward John Tatp (8.5 ppg.
6 rpgi has also made a solid contribution

off the bench.

For Rutgers, sophomore forward Tom
Savage scored 25 points against Rider.

Junior forward Lee Perry added 14 points

and nine rebounds and center Anthony
Duckett had 10 points and 10 rebounds.

Senior forward Emery Ward chipped in

12 points and 11 rebounds off the bench.

But Calipari is concerning himself with

the team in maroon, not the team in

scarlet.

imttnued on page 19

I <>llpf(ian photo by Rirhard Ronanno

Ben Grodski and the Minutemen will look to rebound from Wednesday's
loss to Boston University as UMass travels Rutgers University
tomorrow night.

Minutewomen to

take on Hartford
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team puts its early

unbeaten record to the test tomorrow when
it travels to the University of Hartford for

a 2 p.m. contest.

So far this season, the Minutewomen
have posted a 20 record. It may be

unblemished, but it is far from perfect.

And according the coach Kathy Hewelt,

the Hawks of Hartford will be ready to put

the Minutewomen to the test.

"They are very tough to beat in their

home building [the Hartford Physical

Education Center). They'll be ready for us,"

Hewelt said.

Hartford enters the season with a 0-2

record, having been beaten by Yale, 60-55

on Tuesday. Hewelt says the Hawks could

be fired up for the game, similar to the way
Boston University was coming off a poun-

ding at the hands of Providence College.

"BU played a lot better in that game
than they did against Providence," Hewelt
said. The Terriers held on Wednesday
against the Minutewomen before falling,

50-49 m a game at the Curry Hicks Cage.
Coach Jean Murphy's team is led uy

senior guard Pauline Frisini, who is the all-

time leading scorer for Hartford. She scored

14 points and pulled down three rebounds
against Yale after sitting out the team's

season-opening 76-60 loss to Columbia
University last weekend.
Also scoring in double figures are a pair

of sophomore forwards. Annette Flynn and
Betsy Andersen are each averaging 11

points a game, while Andersen is the

leading rebounder. pulling down nine
boards per game.
UMass hasn't been scoring as much as

Hartford so far, but the Minutewomen are

doing it with the defense more 'ban
anything. In both the BU win and the

season-opening victory over Vermont,
UMa.ss held its opponents to less than 30
percent shooting from the floor.

But the Minutewomen haven't exactly

been lighting it up themselves, shooting

just 36 percent against the Terriers, and
have been hampered by slow starts in both

games.
"TTnirtysix percent to 29 percent — that's

not Division I college basketball," Hewelt
said. "I'm not sure it's all defense."

Hewelt feels that the Minutewomen still

have a lot of work to do in order to get to

where they want to be. The fact that

they've managed to remain unbeaten
despite that is a plus for them.

continued on page lH

Men's and women's swimming to battle Springfield

i Men, I'l, coming offa victory over Tufts • Women, 3-1, faee first meet in two weeks

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent
The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team began another winning
streak Wednesday night with a 158-85

win over Tufts in Medford.
And UMass will get a chance to con-

tinue it tomorrow, when it travels to

Springfield to take on the Chiefs of

Springfield College at 1 p.m.

The Minutemen, whose 41-meet winn-
ing streak came to an end with a loss to

Boston College in the first meet of the

season, went into the Tufts meet with a

good "general team attitude," UMass
coach Russ Yarworth said.

"They were attacking their races, not

just swimming to win but al.so for good

times," Yarworth said.

The Minutemen came out of the star-

ting gate fast and never looked over their

shoulders as they took eight events before

Tufts won their first. In the first event,

the 400 medley relay, UMass took the

first and third spots with the team of Dave
Ehle, Peter Koback, Evan Gwilliam,and
Brian Mclver getting the top notch.

In the 1000-yard freestyle, Yarworth
tried someone new, and his strategy paid

off. Robe.tson, who, in his coach's words,

is "the nicest surprise this year," got the

first touch with a time of 10:03.01, follow-

ed by Will Riddell in third for UMass.
In the 200-yard freestyle, UMass went

1-2 with Mclver taking first and John
Gardner third. The following event, the

50-yard freestyle, showed the success of

another Yarworth experiment.
Mike Yunker was swimming his first

meet in the 50 and came in third behind
the top performance of Minuteman G.T.
Ladd.

The results of the 200-yard individual
medley were no different. UMass got a
first-place finish from Roger Kennedy and
a third from Frank Sampson.
The brightest spot of the season so far

continued to shine for the Minutemen as

Dan Chesnicka blew his competition off

the diving board. In the two 1 -meter div-

ing events Chesnicka was a distant first

while getting excellent support from Dave
Wells, who took a second and a third from
the two competitions.

"Dan is diving very well right now,"
UMa.ss diving coach Bob Newcomb. "He's
qualifying for the nationals by 16 points."

The .swimmers were also doing well as

Kennedy and Riddell grabbed the top 2

spots in the 200-yard butterfiy and
Mclver, Gardner and Sean Rutherford
finished 1-2-4 in the 100-yard freestyle.

Tuftji then won its first event, but it was
too little, too late.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

It's been a while since the University
of Massachusetts women's swimming
team has had a chance to hit the pool in

meet competition.

But according to coach Bob Newcomb,
that should not matter much when the
Minutewomen, 3-1, travel to Springfield

College tomorrow for the second half of a
UMass-Springfield doubleheader. The
women meet at 4 p.m. while the men will

square off in the opener at 1 p.m.

The Minutewomen started off their

season in impressive style, rattling off

consecutive victories against Smith Col-

lege, the University of Vermont and the
University of Connecticut, all on the road.

They slipped a little though, losing their

first meet of the year to the University of

Maine at Boyden Pool.

Newcomb says that the Minutewomen
haven't had any trouble getting
themselves up since the Maine meet, their

last meet almost two weeks ago (Nov. 20).

"(The time off) doesn't make much dif-

ference. It's not quite as detrimental as
a game like basketball, where you have
guys playing together," Newcomb said.

"We've been training pretty hard."
The fact that Springfield has a way of

making life rough for the Minutewomen
will only help things.

"It has been a big rivalry. It's always
been good for them," Newcomb said.

"Springfield has a way of getting up for

us, because we're the big school up the

road. So we've got to swim well. They
could beat us if things go bad.

"They always do well for us so we have
to be prepared."

Newcomb feels that his team is

prepared.

"We've had a good week, which is go-

ing for us. It's tough coming back from
Thanksgiving, where they have four days
off, but we've been training consistently

since mid-November," Newcomb said.

"We're staying healthy, and we have
some people swimming some new things."

With that, Newcomb is confident that

his team will win tomorrow's meet.

"I suspect it should be a good meet, but
we should win," he said. "We're definite-

ly the favorites going in."

This is the last chance for UMass to

show its stuff before the intersession

break.

"We have almost a full month off before

our next meet (actually more than a

month — January 7 at Northeastern). So
it's important to finish on a good note,"

Newcomb said.
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Dukakis addresses concerns over budget cuts
stresses need for cooperation to UMass students
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD — At a special session of

the Town Meeting attended by Gov
Michael Dukakis here Saturday, several

University of Massachusetts students voic-

ed their concerns about possible budget

cuts to public higher education.

The meeting was held as an open forum

in which questions about the cuts and other

issues could be brought before the

governor.

Massachusetts is facing a major budget

shortfall, and there is a proposed budget

cut of about $5 million to the University.

"We are facing major challenges, as we
have in the past," Dukakis said in his open-

ing remarks.
Students who spoke at the meeting said

they thought they impressed on the gover

nor that the cuts will hurt UMass, but said

the cuts will still be made.

Student Government Association Sen.

Michael Greiner was one of the students

to attend the meeting. He asked Dukakis

how cuts would affect the University, and

said he is paying more for less services.

"I'm sorry you're paying more for less,"

Dukakis said. "We're going to continue to

work at it with you . . . It's got to be

something that's done cooperatively."

Asked afler the meeting if he thought the

governor was now more aware of how the

cuts will affect UMass, Greiner said, "I

would say yes. One of the things we've been

hearing from the administration is that he

really didn't understand how UMass has

been affected by the cuts."

Dukakis said one advantage of higher

education is that it can raise tuition and

fees so that services are not completely

eliminated.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice, who
also attended the meeting, said she thought

the cuts will still come.

"I feel that just because we made a good

impression the battle's still not won. I'm

still expecting a cut," Orefice said.

Orefice asked Dukakis about how public

Orefice said she and Greiner will be

organizing a letter-writing drive to

Dukakis, to impress on him how these cuts

will hurt students.

SGA Sen. Josh Gordon asked the gover-

nor: "What can we do as a University and

what can you do as Governor to meet the

challenge, specifically and in the future?"

ColWgian photo* by G«argc Francy

Undergraduate student senator Michael Greiner (left) was one of the stu-

dent leaders present at an open Town Meeting in Springfield Saturday.

Gov. Michael Dukakis (right) spoke at the meeting.

In his answer Dukakis again stressed the
higher education faculty would be affected

by the cuts.

"Salaries at the University are in the

first 10 percent, " Dukakis said. "I don't see

anything more important than that.

need to work together as a solution.

"It's not going to be easy, and we're go

ing to have to work hard and share ideas

I had a meeting this morning and I heard

a few things from (Chancellor) Joe Duffey

that I hadn't thought of," Dukakis said.

Duffey was at the meeting, and said he

met with Dukakis earlier that morning. He
said they had discussed the cuts, and talk-

ed about alternatives, but would not reveal

any specific ideas he had given the

governor.

"There has been some question as to

whether the governor was fully aware. I

don't think he was aware until today of the

cuts," Duffey said. He said he told the

governor that the University had already

had three cuts, this would be the fourth,

and would hurt the University.

Duffey said some of the areas that could

be cut if the University's budget gets slash

ed would be courses offered in the second

semester, maintenence and equipment ac-

counts, and course size and availability. He

said projects such as the proposed hockey

arena and renovations to the Fine Arts

Center are safe because they are part of a

capital outlay project.

Duffey also had praise for the students

who attended the meeting, as did Vice

Chairman of the Board of Trustees Gordon

Oakes.
Said Oakes, "I was very impressed with

the representatives of the University that

spoke."

Revenue shortfall

Ehikakis said in his opening remarks that

the state is facing a major revenue short-

fall, although economic indicators could not

say why.
Noting the prescence of many represen-

tatives of higher education. Dukakis said,

"We want that door of college opportunity

open to all our people."

Dukakis said the state had enjoyed a

continued on page 11

Professor says concerns
over rainforests justified
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

HADLEY - Amherst rainforest activists

rallied Saturday in front of the Route 9

Burger King to protest the restaurant's

buying of beef raised in tropical rainforests.

The purpose of the rally was primarily

to make people aware of the group's con-

cerns, said Kerry Wohlreich, spokeswoman

for the Amherst chapter of the Rainforest

Action Network.

The network has recently received infor-

mation that the chain may have cancelled

contracts with rainforest farmers, so

Wohlreich said, "Right now, we've tem-

porarily suspended the boycott."

Burger King has been a target, she said,

because the restaurant admitted in 1987

to purchasing rainforest-raised beef.

The restaurant manager deferred ques-

tions to an office in Northampton, but

phones in that office were not answered

Saturday.

Wohlreich said one problem associated

with farming in rainforests is the land is

often cleared by burning the vegitation,

"which produces a lot of carbon dioxide."

This contributes to the greenhouse effect,

a widely accepted theory that claims the

ozone layer, which keeps ultraviolet rays

from penetrating the atmosphere, is

gradually depleting, resulting in global

higher temperatures.

Carl Carlozzi, a University of

Massachusetts professor of forestry and

wildlife management, said attributing the

destruction of the ozone layer to the burn-

ing of rainforests is unfair.

"It's episodic. It can't compare to the con

tinuous use of fossil fuels," he said. "The

profound reason it (greenhouse house ef-

fect] is there," he said, "has virtually

nothing to do with the rainforests."

Industrialization is chiefly to blame for

environmental problems, Carlozzi said.

But the professor supported many of the

group's other assertions like the areas

cleared for farming experience changing

weather patterns and rapidly become

deserts.

Carlozzi explained that the extent to

which the earth's surface is covered by

forest affects the reflection from the planet.

This plus the openness resulting from the

lack of ground cover changes the air cir-

culation, he said.

More air rises because more heat is ab-

sorbed by the exposed soil, he said. "This

coupled with greater air flow drives out the

soil," he said. Often the cleared areas

become deserts in two or three years, the

professor said.

This is true, he said, "even though the

areas are in rain belts." The rain serves on-

ly to erode the infertile soil, he said.

This is not a new type of agriculture,

Carlozzi said. Many societies throughout

history have farmed by this "slash and

burn" method as it is known.

"The numbers have always been very,

very small. What we're talking about [to-

day) is not small cultures. We're talking

about whole programs of government that

encourage many, many people to go to

remote areas and convert them to pasture

land, the professor said.

He said the first year's crop is typically

a good one, but after, there is a steady

decline in production. "By the third year

of cultivation, you've come to the point

where you can't live off the land you're far-

ming," Carlozzi said.

As futile as it sounds, the people are will-

ing to do this type of self-destructive farm-

ing because "they're in a situation of

desperation. They're trying to stay alive,"

he said.

Collegian photo by Jo«l Solomon

LIGHTING UP THE NIGHT - Rabbi Saul Perlmutter lights the

menorah outside the Student Union Saturday night in celebration of

the first night of Chanukkah. The memorial will be lit each night of

the eight-day holiday at 7:45 in front of the Student Union.

He agreed also with rainforest group's

point that many compounds used to make

modern medicines arc found only in the

regions. There may be other scientifically

valuable plants and animals in the rain-

forests that have not been discovered, he

said.

"We know .so little about those areas it's

incredible. We don't even know the names

of half of what's down there," Carlozzi said.

Group spokeswoman Wohlreich express-

ed concern about the possible loss of plants

and animals. "It would be a real terrible

thing to lose all of those plants and
animals," she said.

The group is supporting federal legisla-

tion requiring imported beef to be labeled

with the name of the country it was farm-

ed, so consumers can make informed

choices that may affect the market.

Two percent of the beef the United States

consumes is rainforest produced, Wohlreich

said, but she and Carlozzi say many other

nations purchase the product.

f
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Top environment official

leaves after six years
BOSTON (AP) - After six years as the

state's top environmental ofTicial, James
HoNle packed his belongings Friday and
cleared out of an office 20 stories above the

harbor that dominated much of his tenure

and that provided his greatest satisfaction.

Hoyte. the only black member of the

Dukakis Cabinet, said in a farewell inter-

view last week that he appreciates Gov.

Michael Dukakis for placing him in charge

of such a high-visibility agency and that

he's glad he could ser\e as "role model" for

kids.

As Hoyte leaves office for a career in en-

vironmental law or consulting in Boston,

a replacement has yet to be named by

Dukakis.

But Hoyte said he had some advice for

whoever follows him: work closely with the

state's many advocacy groups, send a clear

message to the news media and adopt a

Tirm strategy fo>- dealing with the gover

nor's office.

.Although Hoyte is genprally credited

with a <solid list of a'-'^mplishnic-nts. he was

frequently criticized for failing to follow his

own advice, particularly when it came to

fighting hard within the Dukakis Cabinet,

which was loaded with more outspoken ad-

vocates for business development.

"Jamie got off to a slow start," said one

state official.

"That was in part due to the governor's

desire to stress economic development,

thereby preventing anyone like Ed King

from ever outflanking him again on the

right.
"

Reflecting on his term as environmental

secretary, the 44-year old lawyer and

career manager said he considers his

greatest accomplishment the launching of

a program to end centuries of pollution in

Boston Harbor.

Hoyte was a key player in drafting the

1984 legislation that established the

Massachusetts Water Resources Authori-

ty, served as the MWRA's only board chair-

man, and selected Paul Levy, a widely

respected choice, as the agency's executive

director.

Hoyte said he was also proud of winning

passage of legislation to provide $500

million to protect open space, deal with the

the solid waste problem and establish a pro-

cedure for disposing of low-level radioactive

waste.

His biggest regret, Hoyte said, was the

pounding Dukakis took in the presidential

campaign on the environment. He said he

was particularly hurt by the

"misunderstanding" of the governor's role

in cleaning Boston Harbor.

According to outside observers, Hoyte in-

deed deserves credit for creating the

MWRA and putting in place the

mechanism for cleaning the harbor.
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Plan to move aquarium away from

Boston poses parking problem
BOSTON (AP>- Plans to move the New-

England Aquarium to Charlestown have

hit no obstacles but there is one sticky

question: how to get the visitors there and

where to put their cars, project officials say.

"Everything is leaning in the 'possible'

direction," said aquarium Executive Direc

tor John Prescott. "If everybody wants it,

it can happen. We have not found any ma-

jor roadblocks."

•'We've heard a lot (of concern) about

parking and traffic access, but I've also

heard a desire to work with the aquarium,"

he said speaking at a Friday briefing to up-

date about 25 reporesentatives of Boston's

Charlestown section on the project that was

first announced in September.

Prescott also unveiled a scale model of

the facility, a long narrow structure of

water tanks and platforms topped by a

vaulted clear glass roof. The model was
shown Sunday to members of the National

League of Cities meeting in Boston.

Prescott also said a telephone survey

among 275 Charlestown residents con-

ducted Thanksgiving weekend found 93

percent favored or felt neutral about plac-

ing an aquarium in their neighborhood.

Only 7 percent of those polled opposed the

idea.

The poll was conducted by Sibley

Associates of Haverhill. Heads of

households were surveyed and the poll in-

cluded a margin of error of plus or minus
5 percent.

Expected to take five years to build, the

proposed aquarium would require flooding

the old Navy Yard Dr>' Dock No. 2, a 799

foot by 1 14 foot channel 35 feet deep. Giant

underwater tanks would be created and

visitors would descend to the exhibits on

huge concourses.

The Boston Redevelopment Authority,

which owns the property, would sell the

dock to the aquarium for $1. It too is in-

volved in planning the project.

When completed, it would cost $130
million for a 308,602-square feet facility

designed to accommodate 1.8 million to 2.2

million peple annually.
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Police to resume search for more
victims of possible serial killer
NEW BEDFORD (AP) - State police us-

ing trained dogs Monday will resume sear-

ching the roadside areas where the bodies

of five women have been found.

Investigators believe the killings of the

women, all in their 20's, may be the work
of a serial killer or killers.

One of the victims has been identified as

a 25-year-old New Bedford woman with a

police record and contact with the city's

prosititution district.

Bristol County District Attorney Ronald
A. Pina said the body of Dawn Mendes was
identified Saturday bv pathologists. She

had been reported missing Sept. 10.

Since July, the remains of five women
have been found beside Interstate 195 and

Route 140 within a six-to eight-mile radius

in dense woods.

Pina said Mendes had a 5-year-old son

and a record of arrests.

He would not specify whether they in-

volved prostitution but the woman
reportedly had links with the Weld Square

area, known by police as a center for local

drug trading and prostitution in this

fishing port of 98,000 people about 50 miles

south of Boston.

Albion will buy your
schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.
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Author compares
holocaust to

nuclear weapons
By AL ARPAD
Collegian Correspondent

The Nazi holocaust is similar in many ways to the cur-

rent acceptance of nuclear weapons in America, author

Robert Jay Lifton told an audience of 350 at Hampshire

College on Saturday.

Although he said several times during his speech that

he was "not calling anyone a Nazi," Lifton said that

"from the Nazi holocaust, one can find certain principles

and parallels in terms of what is happening with our own

nuclear stance."
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Dr. Robert Jay Lifton speaks Saturday at

Hampshire College on the Nazi holocaust and
nuclear weapons in America.

In his book "The Nazi Doctors. " Lifton, a doctor, says

German citizens were persuaded to accept what was hap-

pening by the apparently scientific explanations of Nazi

propaganda.
Lifton cited a speech in which "Rudolph Hess, the

leading Nazi, said that National Socialism is nothing but

applied biolog>', ' and that "you could only cure the Nor

die race. . .by extirpating the infection, the Jews."

Lifton's research for "The Nazi Doctors" has led him

to believe doctors were able to carry out a program of

inhuman cruelty while in a state of "sustained numb-

ing" created by their own rationalizations and by a

psychological phenomenon which he called "doubling —

the formation of a functional second self"

These other selves were able to operate "relatively

autonomously. . and enabled them to place their cons-

ciences,... in connection with their loyalty to the organiza-

tion, to the work of Auschwitz," he said.

Americans in the nuclear age have been similarly misl-

ed by a "false nuclear normality" since the bombing of

Hiroshima in World War II. Lifton said.

In adopting a policy of deterrence, building more bombs

in order to assure ourselves that the bombs would never

be used, "our fear was submerged in the waves of nuclear

normality and. instead of taking the appropriate direc-

tions toward peace, we call upon the weapons, the ob-

ject of our fear, to save us," he said.

Lifton referred to this flawed rationalization border-

ing on religious faith as "nuclearism."

He mentioned "Living With Nuclear Weapons," which

he called "a very unfortunate book that came out of the

Kennedy School at Harvard," which in the last

paragraph concludes: "living with nuclear weapons is

our only hope. It is a true test of the human spirit."

Lifton said he rejects nuclear weapons and "the test

of the human spirit is to get rid of the weapons."

He characterized the Star Wars space defense program

as "a comprehensive illusion about the central fact of

the nuclear age:

absolute, universal vulnerability. That's what Star Wars

denies."

Lifton concluded, "The truth about the destruction of

nuclear weapons leads us to an insight about our shared

fate. . .so we can begin to implement the imperative of

Nuremberg: to resist crimes against the people, any peo-

ple."

Those attending the conference appeared conspicuously

supportive of Lifton's viewpoint - there was little debate

during the question and answer period following his

address.

The conference was sponsored by the Western

Massachusetts chapter of Psychologists for Social

Responsibility, and the Five College Peace and World

Security Studies Program.

Most people at UMass don't know that the Five Col-

leges offer an academic program in Peace and World

Security Studies, said Dr. Virginia Senders, chair of the

conference committee, in her opening remarks.

"Without Hampshire College, we would probably be

sitting in the middle of a playing field, or some such

thing, at the University," she said.

LOCAL

Expert says Arab/Israeli conflict

handled unfairly by media. Congress
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Correspondent

The American media and the US Congress have failed

the public in regard to the Arab/Israeli conflict, said an

expert on US foreign affairs in a lecture Friday.

"Two of our major institutions have let us down and

they've let us down very badly," said Richard H. Curtiss,

a retired US Information Agency officer.

The American media has given the public a view of the

conflict in the Middle East that is out of touch with the

truth and the rest of the world, while the Congress has

failed to institute a fair foreign policy in the Middle East,

Curtiss said.

Most important is the failure of the media to provide

accurate information about the situation in the Middle

East, he said.

"I think the American media has fallen into the habit

of reporting the good news about Israel and not the bad

news," said Curtiss. who joined the State Department in

1951 and spent several years working in the Middle East.

This habit developed after World War II, when the press

became a strong advocate for the new .state of Israel out

of sympathy for the Jews, who had suffered so much
because of Hitler, he said.

"The attitude of the papers was When there's good news

about Israel, put it on page one. When there's bad news,

put it on page 65,'" he said.

"After a while there wasn't a lot of good news to tell

about Israel, so they started telling the bad news about

the Arabs, and its extended right on through to the pre

sent," Curtiss said.

The ravings of Khadafy go page one. while the actions

of friendly Arab states such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia

go on page 65, he said.

This is why the United States is out of touch with the

rest of the world when it comes to Middle East policy, the

former official said.

The second major institution that has failed in regard

to the Arab/Israeli conflict is the US Congress, said Cur-

tiss, who quit his job as chief inspector of the US Infor-

mation Agency in 1980.

"If a president makes a move toward a more construc-

tive Middle East policy. Congress is in there with some

kind of resolution or letter that undercuts him, always

on the side of Israel," Curtiss said.

According to the former official, the reason for this is

the American/Israeli Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC)
— an enormous lobbying group in Washington, DC. The

committee is fervently supportive of the Israeli cause.

"A congressman who does not always vote in favor of

Israel will find himself with a very well backed opponent

in the next election," Curtiss said.

To satisfy the public affairs committee, a congressman

must do two things, Curtiss said.

First, he must vote in favor of as much foreign aid as

possible. The United States donates about $5.2 billion in

aid per year to the Middle East, and $3 billion of that goes

to Israel. Curtiss said the money given to Arab states is

closely watched by Congress, while Israel is allowed to

spend its money anyway it likes.

Second, he said, a congressman must vote against any

arms package to an Arab .state, regardless of its nature,

to secure funding from AIPAC.
Curtiss said if a lawmaker does these two things, he will

have the tremendous financial power of the AIPAC on his

side in the next election, and if he does not, the AIPAC
will strongly support his opponent.

The former official went on to say. however, that

presently, things are improving. The public is getting

more objective reporting, and seeing things in a fairer

light. "We have a new start."

Curtiss says the Palestinians are now ready to agree

to a peace treaty.

"They have come their half of the way. We owe it to the

Arabs to give them some support," he said.

He said a bold, progressive president backed by a well-

informed public could settle the crisis that has bet-n plagu

ing the Middle East.

"I think the time is right for peace." Curtiss said.

Teacher says women's advancement
often relies on hazardous cosmetics
By SARA GALER
Collegian Staff

De.spite large numbers of women in the labor force, a

woman's ability to make it in the world depends on how

she looks,

according to Kathy Peiss, associate professor of history

and women's studies at the University of Massachusetts.

"It's still the case that those working women are far

more attentive to their appearance than men. One thing

that has had a profound impact on women with regard

to appearance is cosmetics," said Peiss.

Peiss said that cosmetics companies began in the early

1900s by offering products associated with female roles

in society.

"Women were taking part in reforms, political activi-

ty, and they were joining the work force. They were also

being recognized as sexual beings," Peiss said. To account

for these new roles, "health-giving" skin care products

were introduced to the market.

"These products eventually led to the kinds of products

offered on the market today, many of which claim to stop

aging or to protect skin from wrinkles. Usually these

claims are worthless," said Peiss. "What's obvious is that

the industry is selling products that are incredibly over-

priced. Some are hazardous."

Albey Reiner, associate professor of microbiology at

UMass, said that "there's a lot of toxic stuff in cosmetics

that is legal. Since cosmetics are extremely under

regulated, strange laws allow harmful products to be sold.

"Two colors of the US Drug and Cosmetics colors are

pretty clearly carcinogens. They are legal, although they

should be bani.ed if current laws on the books were ap-

plied,' Keiner said.

Peiss said cosmetics companies depend on lack of regula-

tion to adverti.se and sell their products. "Enforcement

of the Food and Drug Act is very weak, and so are FTC
laws against false advertising. Regulation for cosmetics

has always been controlled by an agency of the govern

ment that never has the kind of funding to be effective,"

she said.

Although people occasionally file lawsuits against com-

panies, consumer activism in cosmetics is "not a hot

issue," according to Peiss.

Cosmetics companies also depend upon women buying

on impuLse, .said Peiss. "Manufacturers feel that women

are attracted to cosmetics through pretty packaging and

the promise of beauty. The idea is to keep creating new

products that will guarantee a fashionable consumer," she

said.

"By proliferating their products, cosmetics companies

create the need to be fashionable by making it seem

necessary to have different make up colors for different

times of day. For instance, ifyou get made up in a depart-

ment store, they'll teach you how to use three or four col-

ors of eye shadow, not just one. The idea is to get you to

buy as many products as possible, " Peiss .said.

While the women's movement of the late 1960s and ear-

ly 1970s slowed down the current cosmetics indu.stry

ideology, Peiss said the slowdown has not been in a long

term way. "In fact, the response of the industry to the

women's movement has been to sell products that make

you look as if you aren't wearing them. I think the ques-

tion to go back to is, what does it mean to define yourself

in terms of appearance?"

In the future, Peiss said she thinks there will be "a real

exploitation of women's fears of aging."

Former Salvadoran student to speak tonight
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

A representative of the University of El Salvador will

speak tonight at the University of Massachusetts on that

nation's "political situation and the role of the Universi-

ty in that situation," according to CASA member Greg

Smith.

Smith said Rene Hernandez, a representative of the

General Association of the Salvadoran University, will

focus on the "increase in the amount of political assassina-

tions and disappearances, and the response of Universi-

ty of El Salvador students to this increase," in a lecture

at 8 p.m. in Campus Center 811.

The University, which Smith cited as the "only institute

of higher education in the country," was closed by the

Salvadoran government from 1980 to 1984, he said.

"The University is at times sort of an island of

democracy in the sea of Salvadoran violence, " he said.

"But the government attacks the university by cutting

off the money they need."

Hernandez was a student at the University of El

Salvador until he received threats from a Salvadoran

"death squad" for his work with the association. Smith

said.

Many colleges and universities in the United States

have sent aid to the University of El Salvador, Smith said.

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate recently sent two tons of books to the school, he

said.

The presentation is the third in a four-part series of lec-

tures entitled "US Intervention in the Developing World:

A Deeper Look. ' The series is sponsored by CASA, the

Organization for Marxist Studies, the Palestinian Sup-

port Committee and the Third World Caucus. Smith said

each sponsor was allowed to choose one speaker for the

program.

I
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RESPECT
LIFE
AWARENESS
WEEK
MONDAY, DECEMBER 5

Massachusetts Birthright Presentation

7:00 917 CC

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6
Dr. Mildred Jefferson, Founder
National Right to Life

8:00 904 CC

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7

Rachel Kahn, Feminists for Life

8:00 904 CC

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8
U.S. Senator Gordon Humphrey (R.N.H.)
7:00 803 CC

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9
Rally

12:00 noon Student Union steps

Sponsored by UMASS Students for Life
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A FEW GOOD STUDENTS

• We are a professional lobbying group

• We support financial aid

• We believe financial aid should be available
for qualified students

• We are going to WASHINGTON, D.C. in

March to lobby members of Congress

• We are:

STUDENTS ADVOCATING
FINANCIAL AID

OR CONTACT 430 student union 545-3437

WE HOPE YOU WILL JOIN US
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

JJIEEXINGj^
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6

at 6:30 p.m.

MEMORIAL HALL
(next to the Chapel)
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Panelist discuss role of
progressivism
By JOSEPH L HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

A panel sponsored by the Pioneer Valley

Student Action Network and the Umass
Greens solidarity presented a discussion

entitled "Building a progressive majority

for 1992," to approximately 30 people at

Herter yesterday.

The panel of four, which was made up of

members of the Labor movement and the

Rainbow Coalition, discussed the various

positions the Progressive Left played in the

recent presidential elections, and what role

the Progressives should fill in the 1992

elections.

Lisa Raskin, a member of the Western
Massachusetts Rainbow Coalition, con-

tends that American political parties are

supposed to be a product of your needs, and
that when the party no longer satisfies

these 'needs' it must be restructured.

Under this presumption, Raskin feels

that the Democratic party, in losing the

presidential election to the Republicans for

the third straight time, no longer satisfies

the needs of the working and middle class

and is therefore ripe for a restructuring

along the progressive lines of the Rainbow
Coalition.

She feels that a primary reason for the

Democratic loss was ill media coverage. Ac-

cording to Raskin, the media controlled the

debates and therefore framed the issues

that the American public was exposed to.

The fact the media was 'soft' on the

Republicans throughout the elections was,

according to Raskin, the result of

capitalism.

She questioned whether General Electric

[GE], which owns the national television

station N.B.C. would broadcast issues, such

as fair housing and ERA legislation, which

are pertinent to the majority of the public.

Since GE also manufactures the greatly

purchased MX missile.

That the democrats are a losing party

and in a moral crisis, was unanimously
agreed ujaon by the members of the panel,

but what direction the progressives should

play in American politics in the near future

was in debate.

Jesse Jackson and the Rainbow Coali-

tion's popularity within the Democratic

party was seen by the panel as a good in-

dicator ofthe rise in progressive sentiments

in America.

Jacksons 7 million voters represented a

diverse set of ideas which embraced pro-

grams such as universal health care, a

BMCP wants more hours,

self-determination
By SCOTT C. HILL
Collegian correspondent

The Black Mass Communications Project

(BMCP), which plays African-American

music at Umass radio station WMUA, has

received air time cuts of over 60" over the

last five years.

In 198.3. BMCP had approximately 60
hours of air time per week. Presently.

BMCP has only 23 hours. Phil Straub.

WMUA's Programmer cites seveial

reasons for the cuts in BMCP's air time.

Straub claims that BMCP does not play

a diversity of music in their shows. He con-

tended that if BMCP was willing to play

a difterenl selection of music such as Blues,

African, or Caribbean, they [BMCP] might

receive increased air time. He classified all

the music BMCP now plays as 'urban

contemporary.'

Rich Gray, General Manager of BMCP,
disagrees with the 'urban contemporary'

label. He feels that the distinctive sounds

of 'rap', 'house and club', and 'slow jams',

offer a sufllcient variety.

Desmond Dorsett, BMCP's Promotions

Director feels that there are other conflicts

between BMCP and WMUA. "BMCP is los-

ing all sovereignty over their own affairs,"

says Dorsett in regards to the choosing and

training ot their DJs and the control of

their music.

Trent Watson, BMCP Business Manager
and DJ claims,"WMUA is seeking to deter-

mine what the African-American com-
munity should listen to."

In addition to the air time cuts, BMCP
has received a cut in funding of approx-

imately 2.V. according to Watson. He
believes that not only BMCP, but "all

Third World organizations have been

targeted in recent funding cuts."

A new procedure which requires all

BMCP DJs to go through five weeks of

WMUA training before being allowed on

the air is al.so a cause of dissension. Several

BMCP memebers felt that they should

have the right to train their own DJs. Ac-

cording to Straub. the purfwse of the ses-

sions is to teach proper air conduct and im-

prove station loyalty.

Another reason cited for the air time cuts

is that there is a lack of DJs. "The claim

that there are not enough BMCP DJ's is

untrue," says Rich Gray. He believes that

there are enough DJs to warrant additional

time for future semesters. Former BMCP
DJ Rio Gabrielle, for example, was denied

air time by WMUA.

The WMUA Programmer doesn't see any

additional time cuts in BMCP's future, but

can not make any guarantees.

Photo by Richard A. Dut're*.

Novelist and English Professor John Wiseman, discusses his novel

•Ruben," with student Robin Pratts at New Africa House. Photo by Richard

A DuCree.

t'olkgian photti by Oundi Ahrarn

Members of panelist discussion on "Building a progressive ma-
jority for 1992," held Sunday at Herter. From left to right are Lisa
Blum, Bill Fletcher, Liz Blum, and Kim Moody.

realignment of American foreign policy,

and a shift of the economy from military

to civilian which often characterize the Pro-

gressive Movement.

The question that arises is whether the

progressive movement, of which the Rain-

bow Coalition is part, should remain in the

two-party system or form an independent

party and have 'Rainbow' candidates vie

for political positions on all levels of

government.

Film
Review.

.

.

By EDWARD P SMITH
Collegian Correspondent

On Tuesday November 29, the documen-
tary "The Swords of Islam" was shown at

Herter to approximately 30 people. This

documentary was sponsored by the Islamic

Society of Umass This movie depicted the

.struggle of two Muslim fundamentalist

movements in the Middle-East; the Jihad

movement in Egypt and the Hizzbullah

movement in Lebanon.
Members of the the two fundamentalist

groups, who were interviewed by the film

producer openly admitted to committing
many terrorist acts in the Middle-East in

eluding the assassination of former Egyp-

tian president Anwar Sadat and the tak-

ing of American Hostages in Iran.

These fundamentalist muslim groups

have had to resort to acts of terrorism in

order to combat the money that has bought

and set up these governments that are pup-

pets to the America.

They reasoned that in order to achieve

an Islamic government with Islamic law.

they needed to eliminate the puppet

governments created by America. The in-

filtration of the western culture into these

regions has been viewed by the populous

as destructive to the teachings of Islam.

Authors note-Members of the Islamic

Society at Umass wish it to be stated that

they are not affiliated in any way with Min.

Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam.

Although this question was never fully

answered, several interesting ideas were
put forth. One idea common to the majori-

ty of the panel is to "keep this (the Pro-

gressive Movement] in front of the people,"

according to Labor for Jackson member Bill

Fletcher.

This requires having persons run for

political offices under the ideals of the

'Rainbow Coalition', instead of popular par-

ty names like Democratic or Republican.

Production
offered
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

Emma Missouri is offering an indepen-

dent study in community organizing to be

taken over the month of January. Poten-

tial participants must be in the Amherst
area during this time and complete a jour-

nal and a paper to recieve the credits of the

independent study. The project is also open

to those .seeking an intc-rn-ship or an outlet

for volunteer energies.

The project is the production of gospel

and folk singer Jane Sapp and the group

The Children ofSelma in a large scale con-

cert for the Five Colleges. The event will

take place on Maich 4,1989, at the John M.

Greene Hall at Smith College, in celebra-

tion of Black History Month.

Jane Sapp in addition to being a national-

ly known cultural worker, has appeared at

major folk and women's music festivals and

has appeared and recorded with Pete

Seeger, Sweet Honey in the Rock and many
others.

On March 4 she will perform with The
Children of Selma, a group of African-

American children from Selma,
Alabama,ranging in ages from 10 to 20. In

addition to singing songs about themselves

at the concert the children will also per-

form an original play about drugs in the

Amher.st public schools.
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Connecticutjunk dealer knows his science
WALLINGFORD. Conn. APi - Paul

Gleason smokes cigars, has greasy hands,

haggles over prices and can tell you where

the only rusty Pontiac sits at Wallingford

Used Auto Parts

He IS the sort of guy you uould expect to

be running a junkyard.

But in addition to telling you where to

find the windshield for a '79 Mazda, he can

also tell you about the problems with in-

vertebrates in Long Island Sound, or why
it's important to be environmentally

aware.

Gleason, 37. is probably the only Connec-

ticut junkyard manager to have bachelor's

degrees in biolog> and marine science. Add
to this his outspoken liberal political views

and his environmentalism, and he is

definitely not your typical junkyard man.
Gleason lives with his wife, Sarah, and

two small children m Bristol, where he was
born and raised. He has worked for the Na
tional Marine Fisheries Service in Woods
Hole. Mass., Wareham. Mass.. and Milford,

and on sport fishing boats in California.

These days he says he prefers selling

alternators and drive shafts in Wallingford

to studying the vsu^t'ing lengths of haddock,

lobster, and codfish.

'In this business, you've got to like

grease and dirt," says Gleason, who main-

tains a puckish grin when dealing with

customers and visitors. As junkyard

manager he does everything - buying and

selling parts and cars, seeing that all the

cars on the lot are prperly salvaged, and

making sure he knows where to find almost

anything in the 7-acre yard.

"I know I got it (any given car part)

because it's up here," he says, tapping his

slightly receding hairline after helping a

woman find the parts she needed for her

bashed-in black Plymouth Duster.

Tucked into a triangle of land between

railroad tracks and two streets near the

Menden border. Wallingford Used Auto

Parts offers the potential of relatively

cheap replacement parts for those dying

NEW AND
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cars and strained budgets and acres of ex-

ploration opportunities for the merely

curious.

Gleason is the king of the yard, able to

tell any visitor just where to find that Maz-

da windshield or hard-to-fmd Pontiac

bumper. And he does it with a mix of

cockiness and courteousness that can take

a visitor by surprise.

There is a disorderly orderliness about

the place. Customers and men in greasy

overalls seem to be scurrying everywhere,

dismantling crumbling autos, lugging car

parts, speaking Polish, English and
Spanish
In one corner, a half-dozen rusted school

buses are connected with sheet metal into

a makeshift windshield warehouse, and in

another, dozens of old engines cover an

area half the size of a football field. Piles

of batteries, transmissions, tires and

fenders are everywhere. Overgrown vines

twirl about car hoods stacked upright; and

neat rows of car doors, looking like some

sort of modern artwork, stand near the

yau^'s entrance. Decaying mail trucks, cars

of all makes and even a delivery truck

advertising "Drink Wonderful Gallo

Wines" lie scattered about

A junkyard dog dozes next to a rusted

panel truck and a few rats dart about.

The place looks, feels and smells as a

junkyard should.

"I deal with a lot of invertebrates here

every day," Gleason says, his eyes squin

ling and his mouth halfsmiling. Gleason

looks like an amateur rugby player barrel-

chested with muscular arms and legs,

longish brown hair and everpre.>»ent

sweatshirt.

He admits that in his business it's a bit

unusual "to run into someone who has a

vocabulary above third grade"
"I still don't know how to tune up a car,"

he says, although it's hard to believe him
because of his ability to identify nearly any
part on first sight. "But I can sell you a part

for your car. When I started I used to take

this huge book home an inventory of all

parts in all cars. Everything I learned was
self-taught," Gleason says, strolling

through the mud, broken glass and debris.

He points to what he says was "a nose

for an '81 LeMans" leaning against a con-

crete building near a faded Esso gasoline

station sign. "A thousand bucks from the

insurance company "cause they couldn't

find any others." he says proudly

The bread and butter of the business are

the engines and transmissions the yard
sells. Gleason says, although he adds that

there i.s no typical customer or typical item.

Using a computerized parts network that

links junkyards throughout New England.

Gleason can locate nearly anything. "I can

come up with any parts with any car." he

boasts.

Gleason, who answers the telephone with

a distinctive "WallingFORD." is able to

find something to talk aobut with just

about everyone who walks into the

junkyard office. The oft'ice includes, among
other items, a computer, old car grills and
assorted hubcaps The phone rings con-

stantly and Gleason, .switching sometimes

from Spanish to good-ol'-boy joking, takes

them all on:

continued on page 7

HappyHoUdays
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The time of year u fa&l approachinjj when you'll be celebraiine
the Holiday season and tne coming New Year with fnends and
ioved ones

Perhaps, there is more for you to celebrate because you've
interviewed with Marriott Corporation: and you're looking
forward to your future with tne quahty leader in the lodging
and food services industry

If you haven't mt«rviewed with us, please call our toll free
number.

MARRIOTT COLLEGE HOT LINE
1-800-638-6707 ext. 82500

8 AM • 5 PM EST
If you prefer, please wnie or send your resume to: Marriott

College Relations. Marriott Drive,
Dept. 835-CAP, Washington, DC 20058.

^^arriott
Aa miuaJ opportunity employtr, M/FV4-I

^^^^ you. \bur^ ROTC equals c

FORMULATE
YOUR FUTURE

Engineering and science

students, the Air Force needs

degree plus Air Force

equals a commission as an Air

Force officer You'll really use yoMX degree and
work at the forefront of technology Find out

about our success formula and Air Force

ROTC scholarships Contact:

CAPT MIKE LACOMBE
413-545-2451

Th« Smith Corona Correcting Cassette.

We^ve reformed the
correction system.

Prisoners of old-fashioned

correction systems, freedom is

here.

Smith Corona's Correcting

Cassette means an end to

twists, tangles and fumbles.

It's an easy-to-load. drop-in

correction tape you can insert in

mere seconds.

There are no spools to

unwind. No complicated thread-

ing. No more muttering under

your breath. It's that simple.

What's just as simple is

our Right Ribbon System." It

simply prevents you from

using the wrong combination

of ribbon and correcting

cassette.

Youll find our Correcting

Cassette and Right Ribbon

System on the Smith Corona

SL 600 typewriter.

You'll also hnd lots of other

great features on the SL 600-
hke the Spell-Right ^'50.000

word electronic dictionary full

line correction, VVordEraser'

and more.

You might expect a type-

writer this sophisticated to cost

a bundle, but the SL 600 is

surprisingly aifordable.

All of which makes it

one of the best values

you can find today

Case closed.

11 SMITHi CORONIV
TOMORROWS TgCHNOUXSY

AT '«X)UR TOUCH-

For more inlnrm.iuon on ihi.s proiluil. write I.) Smith Comna C irporstion. t)5 bvusl Avenuf, New LHii.wn. L"T()«)H4fl
ir Smith Coron.n iC.in.id.i l.td.i. 440 Tapscott Road. SiarborouKh. ()m.ino. Canada MIB \\i
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junk dealer
continued from page 6

"You need a what? Tail light or front? Hatchback or

sedan? Does it have a trunk? Can you drive it in? If you

can drive it in, you can leave it here. Yeah, I do, what

do you need? Sir, come down here right now. I've got one

that we're getting ready to process and crush . . .

."

Gleason's clientele is varied and includes teen-agers

sporting leather jackets and 'Metallica' T-shirts.

"Get in the car, turn the key," he says. "That's all they

know. That's all I used to know." With everyone who
comes in, Gleason is likely to engage in some sort of

debate, from deer hunting to Dukakis.

But, there's another side to Gleason, dating to his days

from 1970 to 1980 working as a researcher for the Na
tional Marine Fisheries Service and for a private testing

lab.

Frustration with the federal bureaucracy and cutbacks

begun when Ronald Reagan was elected president in

1980 convinced Gleason he should foresake his scientific

leanings for a career in junkyards. Gleason had spent

years earning bachelor's degrees in marine science and

biology at Long Island University, and had done

graduate work at Bridgewater State College in

Massachusetts and San Diego State University in

California.

"I wanted a break from what I did," he says. "I was

disgusted with doing the work and Reaganomics
"

He remains interested in the health of Long Island

Sound because he has a home on Huntley Island, off East

Lyme, and because he has a keen interest in the environ

ment. "Believe me, Long Island Sound is the toilet bowl

of New York State and Connecticut. It's unbelieveable

the things that are disposed of in that poor Sound." says

Gleason, who spent many hours scuba diving in the

Sound's waters.

"When I first started this, I was kind of embarrassed

that I was doing it. " he said of his early days in the auto

salvage business. "This is challenging in the respect that

trying to deliver the proper attitude and image to the

public is important. You don't have to be a mental

midget to be involved in this business."

Some of Gleason's friends and former co-workers

weren't suprised to hear he had given up invertebrates

in favor of junk cars.

Mass. congressmen
are still the most
liberal around
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Massachusetts congres-

sional delegation, keeping with tradition, remained one

of the most liberal blocs of voters in congress in 1988,

loyally supporting Democratic progress and leading the

opposition against President Reagan.

A new analysis of the 1988 year in Congress by congres-

sional Quarterly showed that Massachusetts' 10 House

Democrats voted against the president much more often

than the party's 66 percent average.

Rep. Chester G. Atkins of Concord led the way, voting

against the administration 81 percent ofthe time during

the 1988 legislative year, while freshman Rep. Joseph P.

Kennedy II opposed Reagan 80 percent of the time.

Other Massachusetts liberals Reps. Barney Grank of

Newton, Edward J. Markey of Maiden, Gerry E. Studds

of Cohasset and Joseph Moakley of South boston all op-

posed the president between 77 percent and 79 percent

of the time.

Reps. Edward P. Boland of Springfield, Brian J. Don-

nelly of Dorchester and Nicholas Mavroules of Peabody

all had scores slightly above the 66 percent House

Democrat everage, whil Rep. Joseph Early of Worcester

had exactly 66 percent.

The delegation's lone Republican, Rep. Silvio O. Conte

of Pittsfield, voted against his own party's president more

often than all but one other House Republican His anti-

administration score was 66 percent, the CQ study said.

In the Senate, both Edward M. Kennedy and John F.

Kerry were well above the 45 percent Senate Democrats'

average for voting against Reagan; each had 55 percent.

The Massachusetts lawmakers also showed intense

loyalty to their Democratic Party.

Atkins voted with his party 96 percent of the time. On-

ly two other members had a higher party unity record.

Reps. Kennedy and Moakley each had a 95 percent

record of voting with their party, ranking them in the top

10. The other Massachusetts Democrats also were above

the House Democrats' 79 percent average in 1988.

The Congressional Quarterly study also showed that

most Massachusetts lawmakers had better-than average

attendance records on floor roll call votes.
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• Mock Turtlenecks • Dresses 'M

Harem Pants • Tapestries ^
Jewelry • Underwear H

SANTA?*'

Gifts from 29c to 4.99

Dynamics
Exclusively Dyed

Contemporary

Clothing

96
N. Pleasant St.

Today &
Everyday

11:30 - 5:30

V^DOVE'lk ^V Buainaas Aimtiafi, Inc. J

Dove Business Associates, Inc.
g

. FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LFTTERS
• THESIS
• DlSSERfATlONS
• TERM PAPERS •>

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL j^

SERVICES
• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

Ijeadenhip Fjrellence Starts Here

Beatins the Hish Cost of Skiing.
^ We v^ant everyone to enjoy the fun of winter skiing. So we're

offering our Rossignol 550 adult package for just $139.95. That's our

lowest price in ten years! Add on a pair of custom fitted boots for as

little as $49.95. As always, all our equipment is backed by the SkiHaus

fit, performance and price guarantee. So come in and beat the high

cost of skiing, 7 days a week at all 3 SkiHaus stores.

EMt Longmcadow 16 Shaker Road 52S«633 • Wcstfidd 55 "^'anklin ^''r ,2-5004 • Hii'«^ Route <f

Monday throu^ Frietay 10-» pm, $«urd«y 10-5 pn., aundiy 15-5 p«
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Campus Snow Policy 1988-1989
The major objective of snow re-

moval activities at times of severe

storms is to make it possible to hold

classes and conduct all campus activi-

ties in as nearly routine a way as pos-

sible. Since a large number of faculty,

staff, and students normally bring cars

onto campus, it is important for all

concerned to understand clearly what

policies and procedures will be fol-

lowed in the event of a severe snow

storm that temporarily limits parking

capacity on campus.

Radio Announcements
Classes and all other scheduled ac-

tivities on campus will be held as usual

unless specific announcements to the

contrary arc made beginning at 6 a.m.

and continuing periodically throughout

the day in question. Such announce-

ments will be made on radio stations

WTTT-Amherst 1430 AM. WHMP-
Northampton 1400 AM. WMAS-
Springficld 1470 AM. WGAM-Grccn-
ficld 1520 AM. WHAI-GrcenficId

1240 AM. WARE-Ware 1250 AM.
WCAT-Orange 1390 AM. WHYN-
Springficld 560 AM. WFCR-Amhcrst
88.5 FM. WTIC- Hartford 1080 AM.
WACE-SpringficId 730 AM. WTAG-
Worcesicr 580 AM, WSPR-SpringHcId

1270 AM. WMUA-Amhcrst 91.1 FM.

and WGGB-TV Springfield. Channel

40. WTSA-Bratllcboro VT 1450 AM.
WRSI-Grccnficld 95.3. WAQY-
Springfield 102.1 FM. It is important

that you slay tuned to your radio for

additional information in tlie event of a

change.

The following will be the only an-

nouncements made concerning closing

the Amherst campus, and local radio

stations will be asked to rcfxrat them

vctbalim.

1

.

"The University of Massachu-

sciis/Amherst Campus is closed today,

but the library and buses are operat-

ing."

2. "The University of Mas.sachu-

sciLs/Amherst Campus will delay open-

ing until 1 1 a.m., but bu.ses arc operat-

ing.

3. "The University of Massachu-

setts/Amhcrst Campus is closing at

p.m., but the library and buses are

operating."

4. "The University of Massachu-

selts/Amhcrst Campus is closing at

p.m. The library and buses are operat-

ing and third shift should report to

work."

Snow Day Hot Line

As an additional convenience, a

"snow day hot-line" has been in.stalled.

Taped messages will provide up-to-

date information on the status of the

campus and may be accessed by dial-

ing 545-3630. This is the only campus

number which should he calledfor

such information.

Decision by 4:30 a.m.

The decision to cancel classes will

be made at about 4:30 a.m., if the indi-

cations arc that road travel is or will

become hazardous or that insufficient

parking capacity will be available.

Cancellation of clas.scs includes Con-

tinuing Education day classes as well

as regular University classes.

^iJm< \/'

Delayed Opening, 1 1 a.m.

In the event of a major snow storm,

a decision may be made to delay the

opening of the University until 1

1

a.m. The objective of this decision is

to provide enough time to plow and

clear roadways and sufficient parking

capacity. Lots cannot be efficiently

plowed if they contain parked ciu-s.

Don't Call

Personnel Office

If circumstances make it necessary

to cancel clas.ses during the day, this

information will be communicated by

the Personnel Office to the offices of

the chancellor and vice chancellors

which in turn will inform their respcc-

livc schools/colleges, departments, and

business offices. Departments should

not call the Personnel Office concern-

ing snow cancellations.

Bus Service

It should be assumed thai bus serv-

ices are o|>craling, unless announce-

ments are made specifically to the

contrary on WHT-AM. WMUA-FM
and WHMP. For information regarding

changes in bus schedules during snow

storms call 545-2086 and 545-0056.

Suggestions

In order to alleviate the problems of

clearing parking lots, it is suggested

that all University personnel who nor-

mally bring a car onto campus consider

the following possibilities during heavy

snow:

• Make use of the bus service to the

campus.

• Pool rides with others whenever

possible.

• Walk if it is at all possible to do so.

• Have someone drop you at work so

that (he car does not have to be left

on campus and so that the snow

removal job during the daylight

hours is facilitated.

• If s|)acc is not available in your

assigned lot, go to either the periph-

eral lot west of Physical Plant or Lot

25. Under snow emergency condi-

tions, it is not po.ssible to guarantee

that normal lot capacity will be

available.

• Make use of the Campus Center

Parking Garage (open 24 hours a

day).

Snow Day Personnel

In the event that cla.s.ses and all

other scheduled activities arc

cancelled, only snow day personnel

will be required to work. Heads of

departments should review and u|xtate

their snow day plans and notify em-

ployees who are designated as snow

day personnel. Under certain circum-

stances (after 5 p.m., weekends, holi-

day periods, and Intersession), the

Library may also be clo.sed. Such

closing will be announced over the

radio stations listed above.

Procedures

When the University is closed, only

snow day personnel should report to

work.

When the opening of the Univer-

sity is delayed until 1 1 a.m., snow day

fiersonnel should report at their regu-

lar time or as soon as possible; all

others should report to work at 1

1

a.m..

In order to allow plowing to be

accomplished effectively, the follow-

ing procedures will Ik; implemented at

once:

A. When the University is closed, or

opening is delayed until 1 1 a.m.,

only snow day personnel should

report to work at their regular time.

All others should not come on cam-

pus, if at all possible.

B. Snow day iKrsonnel will be jiermit-

ted to park only in the following

lots: 32 and 34 (south of Whitmore

SB A); 25 (west of Physical Plant,

north of access way to the adjacent

peripheral lot); 31 (north of Engi-

neering, Graduate Research Center,

etc.) 62 (.south of Morrill Science)

Entrance to all other lots will be

prohibited until tlie University is offi-

cially open for business. The Parking

Garage is, of course, open for parking

at all times.

Evening Classes

And 2nd Shift

An announcement concerning eve-

ning clas.ses (classes l>eginning aflcr 5

p.m.) and second shifi workers will be

made if the decision is made to keep

the University closed all day. Such

announcements will be made prior to

1 p.m., over the same radio stations

used for snow announcements. If the

University is closed, but the .second

shift is required to report to work,

second shift personnel will also be

required to park in the lols lislcd in R

Save This Pa^e for Reference

above (32, 34, 25, 31 , 62); all other

lois will be closed for plowing.

Overnight Parking

Is OK Here

Piirking overnight is permitted in

the following areas during snow sea-

son (December I -April I, and other

times in the event of predicted meas-

urable snowfall).

ELots

Lot 20

Lot 21 (current/valid Lot 21 permit

required)

Lot 22

Lot 23

Lot 24

Lot 25 (north of roadway to E Lot

only)

Lot 27

Lot 28

Lot 29 (current/valid Lot 29 permit

Lot 30

Lot 32 (West of Lincoln Avenue Only)

Lot 41

Lot 42

Lot 43 (except at meters)

Lot 44

Lot 46 (except at meters)

Lot 49

Lot 50

Lot 54 (current/valid Lot 54 jvrmil

required)

Thatcher Way (east side only)

No Parking

Here Overnight

Overnight parking (Ix^twcen I and

7 a.m.) is not pcrmiiicd in the follow-

ing areas during snow sea.son (Decem-

ber 1 -April I, and other limes in the

event of predicted measurable snow-

fall).

Lot 25 (south of the roadway to E-

Lot)

Lot 26 (except UMass Transit bus

drivers, permit required)

Lot 29 (except with a curreni/valid

Lot 29 permit)

Lot 31

Lot 32 (Ea.st of Lincoln Ave. only)

Lot 33

Lot 34

Lot 40

Lot 45

Lot 47 (except for Resident Director

& IIP parking permit required)

Lot 54 (except with current/valid

Lot .54 permit)

Lot 62

Lot 63

Lot 64

Lot 65

Lot 66

Lot 7

1

Any campus roadway (including

Southwest horseshoe)

Any parking meter

Appeals

If you believe you were improperly

issued a ticket for violation of snow
regulations, you may appeal it witliin

21 days of its date of issue. For details

call the Campus Parking Office 545-

0065.

(Information on this page was sup-

plied hy the Vice Chancellory for

Administration and Finance and pub-

lished by The Campus Chronicle as a

service to the campus.)
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Let's remember the homeless all year
It was very heartwarming to see the outjwuring of sup-

port for the homeless community on Thanksgiving. I'm

sure we'll have a similar expression around Christmas.

However, lost in all this goodwill is t'le fact that these

same people are hungry and without a home the other

363 days of the year. The volunteers who have provided

these meals have certainly done their good deed for the

day, but where is the constant opposition to the fact that

almost ten percent of the population of the United States

suffers from hunger? How can we so easily forget this

tragedy when the holidays are over?

Stephen Hurley

It's time that we attempt to solve the problem per-

manently rather than easing it for a day and then pat-

ting ourselves on the back for being such Good

Samaritans. Two good meals a year is not the solution.

The very concept of charity is not a solution. The only way
we can resolve this national tragedy is by changing the

factors that cause it — low wages and expensive housing.

Up to 3 million people in the US are homeless. The

typical portrait of a homeless person is of a jobless man
spending the money he just conned off a pedestrian on

cheap wine, or a welfare mother who's too lazy to get off

her butt and get a job. The facts paint a totally different

picture. Most of the homeless people in this country are

called "working poor " — that is, they hold down a job, but

the income they receive simplu doesn't allow for a roof

over their heads.

As many as 500,000 of the homeless people in this coun

try are children. 12 million American children suffer from

hunger. They're not hungry because dinner is a little late,

but because they are chronically short of the nutrients

necessary for proper growth. Sure, most of these hungry

kids won't die because of a lack of food, but chronic

malnutrition isn't a problem that will go away as soon

as the next handout arrives.

A hungry child is more likely to be inattentive in school,

which will result in the child being labelled a

troublemaker. This will lower their self esteem and

worsen their performance even more. A hungry child will

most likely have fewer opportunities than a well-fed child,

because of the inferior education the hungry child

received.

If this sounds extreme, consider the fact that children

of poor parents tend to stay relatively poor. It's not pass-

ed through the genes, but it's with the child from the mo-

ment of birth. The effects of childhood hunger last a

lifetime.

Okay, you've heard all the sob stories, now how about

some solutions. Well, let's start with the minimum wage.

The national mmimum wage has remained at $3.35 since

1978, which has resulted in a 33 percent loss of purchas-

ing power due to inflation. The minimum wage generates

only $6800 yearly income. Teenage kids working at

McDonald's aren't the only ones earning minimum wage
— 80 percent of all people earning minimum wage are

adults.

The solution is simple — raising the minimum wage will

lift people out of poverty. I don't mean a 10 or 20 cent

raise, which is what we usually get from the bigwigs in

Washington. I'm talking about bringing the minimum
wage up to five or six bucks an hour. Some progressive

senators have begun to address the problem, and it's time

that the public forced other legislators to take a stand.

Once we get the minimum wage up then we can start talk-

ing about feeding a family and providing a decent home.

Affordable housmg is the other part of the answer. The

Reagan Administration has slashed funding that provides

affordable housing. Builders should be building first

homes for people living on the street rather than second

and third homes for people on Easy Street.

All this requires is a shift in priorities. Do we care more

about people or profits? Who needs the money more — the

businessman or the working man? The debate over

welfare should not be over what kind of people the reci

pients are — it should be about what kind of people we

are. So, instead of handing out a free meal every now and

then, let's make some real changes so that no one will need

handouts anymore.

Stephen Hurley is a UMass student
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. To whom it may concern ^

UMass should be providing classes, not hockey rinks
I really am glad that the state has already decided to

give University of Massachusetts $25 million or so to build

a hockey rink. Since the arena is almost guaranteed to

be built, there's nothing I can do about it. So I don't even

have to have an opinion on this convocation center.

I can just sit back and delight in the fact that UMass
will soon have a hockey arena. I don't have to be upset

that the state is giving us $25 million for this building

while at the same time it has proposed to cut another $5

to $7 million from the University's fiscal "89 budget.

UMass is going to have a hockey team. I like sports. I

like hockey. I'm happy. I don't have to worry about

whether it's right or not to build a hockey arena when
I only get two out of the five classes I preregister for

because my department is under funded.

I don't have to challenge student leaders, such as Guy
Glodis, who say that a hockey rink will bring an athlete

of a Doug Flutie caliber to UMass, thereby gettmg the

University national attention and bringing in more

revenue. I don't have to say that ticket sales from events

at the arena aren't going to hire more professors like $25

million used specifically to boost academic programs

would.

Glodis and others have said that a hockey arena will

be a great step toward making UMass a fiagship univer

sity. I don't have to say that if we want UMass to be a

flagship university it makes sense for the state to approve

$32 million for a polymer science center, $31.5 million for

a new engineering building, and $23 million for a

classroom center at UMass as it did last summer. The.se

things would enrich this university as an institution of

higher education. They would attract more students and

better professors. I don't have to wonder if a hockey rink

would do the same. -

Bob Bobala

This University deserves a hockey rink. It's silly that

a school this size doesn't have one. I'll be long gone by

the time the University slaps its students with a $100-a-

year fee to finish paying for the arena after it has been

completed. But if I was still going to be here I wouldn't

mind paying the extra money. I think a hockey arena

would be worth it.

I wouldn't mind paying $100 a year for this convoca-

tion center if I could get all the classes that I want, if those

classes weren't overcrowded, and if all the facilities here

were in good condition. All we've heard about for the past

year is budget cuts, budget cut.s, and more budget cuts.

The state has already proposed another cut of $5 to $7

million for 1989. Already, a freeze has been ordered on

state funded positions and limits have been imposed on

spending by all campus departments. How can the state

give us $25 million for a hockey arena at a time when

the academic programs at UMass are underfunded?

Of course, my opmion dfx;sn't matter. The money for the

building is already coming. The Mullins Convocation

Center is going to be built. I don't have to wonder whether

it's right or not to spend $44 million on a hockey arena

when the state is in a fiscal crisis and the quality of educa-

tion at UMass is threatened due to lack of funds.

Oh well, if five years from now students can only get

threeout of five classes, they can invest in a good pair of

ice skates and spend all their extra time at the rink.

Boh Bobala is a Collegian columnist

Visitors center useful
Several recent letters to the Collegian were critical of

the money spent on the new Visitors Center in view of

the current budget problems. Although these budget con-

cerns are very real, the Visitors Center should not be

seen as a misplaced priority.

More than 98 percent of the expenditure for the facili-

ty and furnishings came from private sources. The ma-

jor share was a gift from a former member of the Board

of Tru.stees, E. Paul Robsham, and his wife, in memory

of their son. Paul, who was killed in an automobile acci-

dent. Additional funding, primarily for furnishings, was

provided by the Class of 1955, as a Reunion class gift.

The money, in both instances, has been on hand for

several years, and much before the budget crunch

occurred.

Its purpose is to enhance and extend the hospitality

of the University to prospective applicants, their parents,

tourists, and other visitors. You may recall our first visit

to campus and the confusion about where to go, where
to park, what's where, and how to get there from here.

The Visitors Center will solve these problems, as well

as providing a variety of other services, to University

of Massachusetts students.

Robert N, Brooks
Information Services
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POTATO

^cpECIAL
W Bluewall

at the

Bluewall Cafeteria

has the greatest baked potato

recipes under wraps. The evidence?

Delicious
Topji^ngs!

Scallo

Brocc

and a

fantastic

price! Only

$3.00

Includes baked potato, choice of

topping. 2 vegetables and rolls & butter

Bluewall Cafeteria
Thursday. December 8th, 1 1 :30 am-1 :30 pm

UNIVERSITY
FOOD

SERVICES

They're
Steamy Hot

at the
Top!

IS THE SEASON TO
GIVE COOKIES . .

.

tt

This holiday season the

Bluewall Coffee House

is once again offering

decorative cookie tins filled

with your choice of our

freshly baked cookies. For

more information visit the

Bluewall Coffee House

or see our display in

the Concourse Showcase

K-., .' -.-.iMr.^

Complimentary Hot Dogs
Tonight at 8:00

TOP of the CAMPUS
LOUNGE

11TH FLOOR • CAMPUS CENTER

Weekly drink specials and
never a line at the door!

J
Monday
^ Night
Football

Political specialist to discuss
'88 presidential election tonight
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Dr. Gerard M. Pomper, professor of

political science at Eagleton Institute of

Politics at Rutgers University, is schedul-

ed to deliver a lecture titled "The 1988

Election: Analysis and Criticism" tonight

in room 101 of the Campus Center.

Pomper, who has published 14 books on

American Politics, is accepted by scholars

to be an authority on American politics.

"He is very interesting and well-known.

He has been doing election studies since

the 70s and his books are widely used in

our political science courses," said Patricia

Sykes, a professor in the political science

department at the University of

Massachusetts.

Sykes said Pomper is usually one of the

first people after an election to publish an

analysis of it.

Pomper is currently preparing a volume

entitled "The Election of 1988" due out in

February from Chatam House publishers.

Although Pomper would not reveal any

of the specifics in his lecture, he did give

the Collegian a brief insight into what he

would be speaking about.

"One, I think this election should be

viewed as a conserving election, rather

than a conservative election. Two, I think

the election showed there were some fun-

damental differences between Bush and

Dukakis. Three, there was evidence sup-

porting the existence of a Republican na-

tional majority," Pomper said.

He said he would speak on the defects in

the system he felt were revealed in the elec-

tion process of presidential campaign 1988,

and suggest some remedies for its repair.

Pomper has been a Fulbright-Hays lec-

turer at Tel-Aviv University and a visiting

professor at Nuffield College of Oxford

University. He received his Bachelor of

Arts degree from Columbia University and

his doctorate from Princeton.

Outside of academia, Pomper co-chaired

the Committee on Party Renewal, a bi

partisan group seeking to strengthen the

two-party system.

The political science department at the

University is urging students to attend

what they feel will be an enlightening lec-

ture by Pomper which may reveal new in-

sight into the American political process.

F Y I
The FYI section is a

public service announce-

ment to the University of

Massachusetts campus
and community. Space is

limited, so the Collegian

cannot guarantee all items

will be published.

Art Show
Watercolor and acrylic

paintings by Celeste Sze

will be shown at the
Burnett Gallery at the

Jones Library in Amherst,

monthduring the
December.

Forum
The Student Govern-

ment Association Buiget
public forum will be held

at 7 p.m. tonight in room
803 of the Campus Center.

1 Bridge Street

Northampton
586-1726

or

584-9631

EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY
1/2 Price Off All

PIZZA
Eat in, Take Out, or

By Tlie Slice

Monday Night Football
Seven TV's, Satellite Dish and

"The Scoreboard"

Interested in a challenging

exciting career that will

put your social concerns
into action?

Consider a career
in

Clinical Social Work-

To find out more, attend the Smith College School

for Social Work Information Day

Saturday, December 10, 1988

2:30 pm
Browsing Room, Neilson Library Smith Campus

Refreshments will be served.

:
For more information call (413) 585-7960.

budget cuts
continued from page 1

tremendous six years, and that he was

still working on the common goals of a de-

cent job at a good wage, affordable hous-

ing, and continuing the fight against

drugs.

Members ofsome ofthe state's anti-drug

programs were at the meeting to voice

support for the programs, and ask that

they not be cut.

The ip«'ie of anto insurance was raised

by SGA Sen. James Smack, who asked if

Dukakis would support a competitve in

surance environment.

"I think it depends less on the kind of

system but what's going on in that

system," Dukakis said. "We are not alone

in having an auto insurance rate problem.

I think the new laws will see reductions

in rates."

Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in iniuries from • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Otrier Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C.
ATTORNBTSATLAW

449.4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in the Nynex yeilow pages

MERON BENVENISTI
Director of Isreal's West Bank Data Base Project & former

city councilor in Jerusalem

will speak on

"Understanding the Changing Realities in the

West Bank and Jerusalem"

Monday, December 5, 7:30 PM Campus Center 163

Sponsored by Umut Hlllcl. 5 CoUcfc Hillcl. Jadalc Studies
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Jello Biafra blasts America
in Blue Wall Cafe lecture

Collrgian photo by Chri» Horfonl

Jello Biafra

By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Last Friday night Jello Biafra stepped

out on stage at the Blue Wall and told an

audience of 550 that America was in

danger of becoming a police state. By the

half time interval the cafe had already

turned into one.

The unprecedented numbers who had

turned up to watch the latter day folk hero

- some of whom had travelled from as far

afield as Boston - meant that many peo

pie were left out in the cold, and needless

to say they weren't too happy about it. Un-

fortunately their violent and disappointing

ly uningenious attempts to gain entrance

led to a door being smashed in and the

police being called up to "keep things

under control."

What this basically meant was that we

couldn't leave during the interval if we

wanted to see the second half of the show,

so anyone who had drunk too much coffee

earlier would just have to grin and bear it,

and hope that nature didn't take its course.

However none of this could spoil what

turned out to be one of the most informed

and entertaining lectures I've witnessed in

recent years. Biafra interspersed readings

from his spoken word albums with more

general observations on the neo right-wing

insanitv that is so prevalent in 80s

America. And it was refreshing to see that

unlike many so^ralled political comedians,

he didnt just opt for the "soft targets" of

Reagan and Bush. This boy had done his

homework.
In his opening salvo on Oliver North,

Biafra related the Iran-Contra affair to CIA

covert operations as far back as Korea,

Laos and Vietnam. He talked about

Theodore Shackley, Robert E. Secord and

others using drug profits to finance their

own private army whose activities are

answerable to no one. Obviously much of

this material has already surfaced in the

recent documentary, "Cover-Up" but

somehow Biafra had a way of making it

more palatable. His manic improvisations

(he does a mean George Bush) rendered

this politically explosive topic hilarious,

and therefore infinitely more frightening.

All the time you are laughing at these

grotesque comic book characters you're

thinking "Wait a minute! These guys are

for real!"

But Biafras concerns went far beyond

the corridors of power. Through sketches

such as "May All Your Dreams Be Wonder

ful" he showed how the fascist disease

reached into the homes of ordinary people.

Special "schools" were in existence where

concerned parents could send rebellious

children to make them "acceptable" to

society — a process which involved having

any individuality literally bashed out of

them. 'When you think about it. it's a

great way to avoid having to talk straight

to your kids." Biafra concluded with a bit-

ter air of sarcasm, and the house errupted

in waves of laughter.

Inevitably the bulk of the show was

devoted to the question of censorship, in

particular Biafra's trial for obscenity by the

state of California over the Dead Ken-

nedys' album, Frankenchrtst. The album

contains a poster of Swiss surrealist H.R.

Giger's painting, "Penis Landscape " which

was deemed obscene by Tipper Gore and

continued on page 15
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ott Need
$$$

Work all JanuarY as
Inventory Auditors

$6.50/hottr to start

"Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 -»-

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and

dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

iiiiiiiiiMiiHiMi "•"•'" • ' nini.iiiiiii t II ••iiMiiiiMMiy

To learn more call the office nearest yoof home daring |

Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campas Center §

as follows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 Tuesday Dec. 6 Rm 804 i

Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 904 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 173 =

Interview times are 1 am-5 pm Every hoar on the hoar E

„.,.„„..IMI HIMM ••••Ml" ni»"«' •••'•• • "

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester, Natick, Framingham, Milford,

Fitchbvrg. Athol. Leominster. Franklin, Webster

508-975-5155—Lowell. Lawrence, SomerviUe, Cambridge,

Saagos, Peabody

508-559-7603-Boston, Qaincy. Braintree, Brockton,

Middleboro

508-746-0821-Plymoath, Wareham, all of Cape Cod,

Kingston. Pembroke, Marshfield. New Bedford

413-737-8938—Hartford, Springfield, Amherst

508-336-5658— Fall River. Seakonk & Providence Area

603-893-1885—Soathern New Hampshire

518-482-8555-North Adams. Pittsfleld. Saratoga and

Albany Area

Sponsored by Stsdcnt EmpIoYnMBl Offfct
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No, You Don't Need
a Retail Background . .

.

But you do need tenacity,

drive, a sound business

sense and a real desire to

make your mark in the

business world. These
attributes may qualify you

for a spot m the T.J. Maxx
Executive Training Program.

Retailing is more than sell-

ing clothes. It's a multi-

billion dollar, sophisticated

business. A merchandising

position with T.J. Maxx
offers a solid career path

and the kind of opportuni-

ties you'd expect from a

highly successful and
growing corporation.

Our specially designed
Executive Training Program

is shorter than those offered

by most department stores,

yet just as thorough. It takes

you step by step through

all areas of our Corporate

Merchandising division.

As a participant in our

Executive Training Pro-

gram, you'll work in our

brand new corporate head-

quarters in Framingham,

MA just minutes from the

heart of Boston.

Our on-going program
moves you up a career

ladder that includes

positions in Planning and,

ultimately Buying.

As you demonstrate

initiative and a feel for the

business, your advance-

ment will be fast and
lucrative. We're committed

to opening 35 new stores

every year—which ensures

there will always be room
for you to grow.

Our salaries are fully

competitive and our

benefit package includes a

profit sharing /savings plan,

health and life insurance,

merchandise discount and
more.

If you'd like to hear more
T.J. Maxx, we will be on
campus for an Informa-

tional Session on Monday,
February 6, at the Campus
Center, Room 803, from
4:00pm to 5:30pm.

To be considered for an on
campus interview, resumes
should be submitted to the

Placement Office before

the semester break.

$$$^S$$$$$$$

TJ-mCDIC
Climb the ladder of success

An equal opportunity employer

^
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Seventies* revivalists Check Please brought their music to this month's Beat Cafe. Held
the first of every month in Hampden Theater, the Beat Cafe celebrates the beat genera-
tion with music, poetry and theater.

TIMEOUT
Where The
Action Is!

; Monday Night Football t

FREE HOT DOGS
Beer off the Week

MIchelob & MIchelob Dry $1.75

; CHICAGO BEARS VS. L.A. RAMS ;

"^ You deserve some Time Out oo^

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

MEET DEAN OF
STUDENTS PROSPECTS

Students, faculty and staff are invited to participate in open

meetings with candidates being considered for the Dean of

Students position. The audience may ask questions after the

candidate makes a presentation. The meetings are from

2:30 - 4:00 p.m. on the following dates:

"^ December 6
Dr. Ulysses Connor-University of Maryland

CC 905-07

•

•

December 8
Dr. Dale NIenow-University of Soutfiern California

CC 802

December 13

Candidate to be announced
CC 911-15

December 15

Dr. Arthur Jackson-University of Massachusetts

CC 804-808

1)1 \ IS!()\ Ol C()\ TIM l\(. i:i)i C \l l()\

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

The
Ernest & Julio Gallo Winery

|

Invites any students interested in our

SALES MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

To attend a career and industry presentation

DATE: Thursday December 8, 1988

TIME: 7:00 pm
PLACE: University Career Placement Center

An E & J Gallo Winery Management Representative

will present a brief review of the wine industry and

discuss career opportunities in this dynamic growth

industry.

Resumes are encouraged
Questions are welcomed

Refreshments will be served
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REM's Green vision confronts status quo
By BOYD HILTON
Collegian Correspondent

Green
REM
Warner Bros.

REM may well be the only revolutionary rock band left.

A brief glance at any recent interview will tell you that

this is a band which is fed up with the dominant neo-

conser\atism of the ReagnBush era. The route from their

first album Murmur to their newest Green is not only one

of a musical maturing but also of a development of a

sophisticated political vision. The lyrics on Green are

rarely politically explicit but they do form a consistent

vision which challenges the status quo of the late 80s,

capitalist United States. From a song like "Orange Crush"

which, with the bare minimum of lyrics, manages to evoke

the jdeolog>' behind the Vietman War Cwe are agents of

the free, I've had my fun and now its time to send your

conscience overseas . .

."
> to the beautiful merging of music

and lyrics in "The Wrong Child" where the unacceptabili-

ty of being different (culturally? ethnically'' religiously?

sexuany?> in our society is hauntingly exposed from the

Wrong Child's point of view: "i'm not supposed to be like

this . .

."

On the one hand REM is a rock band that seems steeped

in the musical traditions of American rock'n'roll, but on

the other, they have a unique and consistently challeng-

ing position in that field; the form and content of their

records always seek to confront the harsh "realities" of

the US In this sense they verge on appearing truly anti-

American or. to "exhume McCarthy," un-American.

Michael Stipe's emotional vocal performances are at-

tacks on the US's worship of the Money-God. But on this

record he also sounds vulnerable and essentially afraid

of the ominous future that the US represents. On "You

Are Everything" he sings "sometimes I feel like I can't

even sing, I'm very scared for this world. I'm very scared

for me ... " One can almost hear our president-elect yell-

ing back "Scared?! How dare you be scared!" But Stipe

warns against such complacency. "Stand!" he extorts us,

"stand in the place where you work . . .think about the

place where you live and wonder why you haven't before."

REM, knowing that they have amassed an enviable com

munity of fans, are trying to tell us something ... to ques

tion, to criticize, to realize; whether they are parodying

the very form in which they work, in the sublime "Pop

Song '89" or carressing us warmly with the lilting melody

of the nth "Untitled" song.

REM, like the best film directors or novelists, are

twisting, distorting and warping their chosen form so that

their audience never quite knows what to expect. This is

the sheer joy of REM — cracking open the new product

and trying to get at its essence — trying to interpret them

and trying to out-guess them. It is significant that the

only time Stipe seems threatening or venomous on this

record is when he sings "I could turn you inside out . .

." He could be addressing his lover but more likely he is

addressing all of us. The turning inside out of our society

then becomes the optimistic center to this collection of

songs. REM seem to be looking forward. In its musical

and lyrical celebrations of the US's ideal diversity and

cultural pluralism, this Green collection has a rainbow-

like glow of positivity.

*¥**** >HHH^iHHf.iHf.jf.4.if.)Hf.if.jf.iHt.if.if.tm.if.if. If. tf.jf.tf.tf.tfjf.tf. if. ^tf.if.tf.)fif^
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PINOCCHIO'S
RISTORANTE ITALIANO
Monday Night Football

Special
Large Cheese Pizza $5.50 pius tax

Tues. & Wed. Special $5.50

MUST MSNTION SPECIAL WHEN ORDERING
NO COUPON hPCESSARY—NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON^^^^^*****#**##*##*##**»»*#
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Atillas 2
sWDWK lll^

GY1K>S • STSOiOOU
SOUVUUa • PITA CLUB

BAKLAVA • HAM SPIEDHS
VCGXTABIAN DBUGHT

AND
MUCH, MUCH MORI!

ALL OUB PITA BBIAD
IS FRESHLY BAKED!

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

NOW TRY OUR BEST'

Roomful finds many
faces of Freedman
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

"R«om Full of Heads," senior art major Keith Freed-

man's BFA thesis exhibition and first solo show, is oA

display now at Wheeler Gallery.

The show consists of a collection of recent portraits

done in oil of the artist and friends. "I hope to capture

something about the model in my own way," Freedman

said, 'it doesn't have to look like the person. That's not

one of my concerns."

Instead, Freedman tries to portray feelings and emo-

tions in his art. For that reason, he said, he likes to work

in the studio where there are less distractions and he

can concentrate on the model and his own moods.

Freedman, who prefers painting people rather than in-

animate objects, said, 'straight portrait painting is a

traditional way to learn how to paint."

Concentrating on portraits is a chance for him to learn

how to use the materials and gain more control over the

medium of oils before moving on to more complicated

compositions. For him, it is a time of "learning how to

see into the content of the person; seeing into myself.

A lot of myself is in these portraits," he said. "It is a

lot about learning how to look carefully at things; see-

ing into color; seeing into form."

Most of Freedman's portraits have simple color

backgrounds which help establish the moods of the pain-

tings. The color creates what Freedman called the "col-

orworld" the model was living in at the time the pain-

ting was done.

"I'm concerned with creating a space within the pic-

ture frame," said Freedman. "There has to be a certain

world in there you can either enter, or else be repelled

from. I'm not interested in creating a flat surface."

Although he has done portraits over several sittmgs,

Freedman said he likes doing them in just one sitting

best. In longer sittings, "the mood changes. It's a lot more
difficult." he said. "I go in with the intention of finishing

as soon as I start. The decisions I make have to carry

on to the end." His paintings are, he said, "more or less

a recording of my moods and feelings at the moment put

into the head of the sitter."

"Room Full of Heads." open now, will be at Wheeler

Gallery through Dec. 11. There will be a reception on

Thursday. Dec.8 from 5 p.m. to 7pm. Gallery hours are

Monday through Thursday from 4 to 8 p.m. and Sunday
from 2 to 5 p.m.

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS!

$1025

Celebrate
the Festival of
Lights.:.

with Festive Hanukkah cards

by American Greetings.

^yUNIVERSITY 1^mSTORED w
- ^^ AMERICAN GREETINGS

ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

• NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
DURING SEMESTER BREAK

• SPECIAL 2-5 WEEK STUDENT PROGRAM: BEGINS
AFTER EXAMS

• GAIN VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE IN

MARKETING. ADVERTISING. PUBLIC RELATIONS &
SALES PROMOTION

• INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIP POSSIBLE FOR NEXT
SEMESTER

• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

• DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

FOR EARLY CONSIDERATION NEAR
YOUR HOME TOWN, CALL NOW

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

fe.' MCMLXXXVIII American Greetings Corporation

BOSTON (WEST & SOUTH) SUBURBS
NASHUA NH/LOWELL AREA
GREATER RHODE ISLAND AREA
PORTSMOUTH NH AREA
WORCESTER AREA
WAKEFIELD AREA & N. SUBURBS
SOUTHEAST MASS

617-449-

603-891
401-946-

603-964
508-852
617-246-

508-763

4362
1545
0150
8997
1680
5308
3569
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The James Cotton
Interview

By JOSEPH McGUIGAN
Collegian Staff

After a recent show at Pearl Street, blues
harp master James Cotton clued the Col
legian in to some of his past:

Collegian: So how about Sonny Boy
(Williamson), you worked with? You left

home at what age? Nine you were telling

me? (nods) And what happened, your father
threw you out because you were playing
(harmonica)?

James Cotton: My uncle, my mother's
brother. I came from a family of nine kids,

and I'm the baby of the family.

Collegian: So you were nine then?

Cotton: And my uncle would come back
from wherever at night. He used to shoot
dice and chase women, drink whiskey,
drink good corn whiskey and all. And we
were sharecroppers on the farm. He used
to drive a tractor trailer, used to get $3 a
day, $36 a month, they'd get paid every two
weeks, and they'd get paid down at this

grocery store.

Collegian: And what was the name of that
farm? I know Muddy (Waters) came from
Stovall Plantation.

Cotton: It was Wisconsin's plantation,

that's what it was. And he would get paid

at this grocery store, all the people who
worked on the farm came to get their

money you know. I'd go down and play my
harmonica and make more money than
they got in two weeks. So when my uncle

seen that he said I got to go.

Collegian: At what point did you meet

Sonny Boy? You were nine and you met
him where?
Cotton: Helena, Arkansas.
Collegian: How long after you left home
did you meet him?
Cotton: I was with Sonny Boy two days
after I left my uncle's house.

Collegian: Did you know him before or did

you meet him trarvelling down the road?

Cotton: We had this radio show, and I us-

ed to listen to the show from 12 to 2:15. It

was called King Biscuit Time. Sonny Boy,

he had a band together and I went down
to see him.

Collegian: How did you meet Muddy
Waters?

Cotton: Muddy had been on tour down
through Mississippi and Alabama, and
Junior Wells was playing harmonica with
him. Junior Wells quit out on the road and
came back in trouble and looked us up.

Muddy was looking for a harmonica player

. . . Collegian: What were some of your
favorite Muddy Waters songs?
Cotton: I already knew some of Muddy
Waters' stufl" even before I played with
him. He was a true blues singer and all

that stuff he did. way back, "I Feel Like
Going Home," ' "Mean Red Spider" and all

that stuff. Those were legendary blues . .

. Junior Wells on guitar, Gene Fedspeck on
drums. He had a piano player called Five
by Five, because he was five feet tall . . .

Collegian: And five feet wide (laughs).

What about Francis Clay? (Muddy Waters'
former drummer)
Cotton: He's not doing no playing
anymore. His limbs is . . . Collegian: Ar-
thritis . . . Cotton: You got it.

James Cotton

M Biafra
continued frorn page 12

the PMRC (Parents Music Resource Center). Biafra

pointed out that Gore, wife of Democratic senator, Albert

Gore and a "self-proclaimed liberal-feminist" in fact had
strong ties to ultra-right-wing religious fundamentalist
groups, whose influence she consistently used to eff"ect

bannings on "unacceptable material."

In the event Biafra was lucky — after a lengthy trial

his case was thrown out of court. But the media storm
it prompted led to records by the DKs and other radical

political bands being banned from stores not only in the

US, but in Europe as well.

The future looks bleak, but Biafra believes that the

tide can be turned. But first of all people will have to

be educated to the grim reality of their society. He's no

visionary, just a normal guy who is concerned about the
way society is becoming more and more dehumanizing,
and to this efliect he reads and makes sure he knows
what's going on. Unfortunately in a society plagued by
apathy and ignorance he is the exception, not the rule.

His four hour-plus stint was an example to us all and
the message was plain and simple: we've got to rise up
and unite against our overlords.

$2.99 lb.

$2.99 lb.

Louis Rich Gourmet Style Turkey Breast $2.99 lb.

Land O' Lakes American Cheese $1.99 lb.

Jostens Cold Sale For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

JOSTEXS
A M C ^ C A z o LEGE T

^^\"-- -*,V' - '.5:

;-).-.. Dec, 5, 6, 7, 8 Tirre 10;00 - 4;00^ peposii RequireO :
$25.00

'^VNIVERSITY .^
Pia^MSTOKE* . ~.S

Dairy
Columbo Yogurt 8 oz. Asst.

Hood 2% Lowfat Milk Gal.

Grogery
Pepsi and Diet Pepsi 2 Liter

Crush Asst. Flavors 2 Liter

^
^ 99<f +dep.

1^^ 89<P +dep.

2/99<t ^
$1.79 iji^

80 SundeHand Road • North Amherst • 549-09;J3
Hours: Sun. 8 a.m.-O p.m., Mon.-Sat 8 a.m.-ll p.m.
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4th ANNUAL
THE GREATEST

ARMY & NAVY SALE
t^ T> ^ iV -fr

Monday. DEC. 5 - Friday. DEC. 9

it

Student Union Ballroom

Doors Open at 9:00 a.m. -

Genuine U.S. and
European Surplus

^ <r

Wool West German, British

French Pants

$15

U.S. Navy Wool Middys
& Peacoats

$10-$30

Full-Length Raincoats

& Trench Coats

$6-$ 15

U.S. British, French, Italian

Wool Sweaters
$8-$ 15

4-

»

4-

»
*•

*
•
*-

»

Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarves, and t

LOTS, LOTS. LOTS, MORE!!!
j

All credit cards accepted *

Heavy Cotton, 6-Pocket

Field Pants-US., Dutch
West German

$7-$ 15

Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (0- 1 5)

$30

Voted number 1 jazz guitarist by Downbeat, John Scofield plays

two shows tomorrow night at the Iron Horse. Formerly with the

Miles Davis group, Scofield has since branched out into fusion with

his own four piece unit. Tomorrow he reverts to a trio with bassist

Anthony Cox and drummer John Vidacovich.

Ensembles unite for concert
The Vocal Jazz and Afro-American Music

En.sennble, under the direction of UMass
FVofessor Horace Clarence Beyer, will pre-

sent "Jazz Liffht and Lively." tonight at 8

p.m. in Bezan:«)n Recital Hall. The concert

is dedicated to performace of native

American music — jazz, blues, .soul ant

gospel, the 22member ensemble will per

form such classics as "Georgia on My
Mind." "Route 66" and "Life is Just a Bow
of Cherries." The concert is free and ope

to the public. ___

V

Directions h>r the \o\U>v. inj: qucMion. select the hesi

answer choice provided

1 Onl> i( we knovv human nature can wc know the na-

ture ot the true cix»d for human bcmps And onl> if

wc kmm the nature of the true j.'i>od for human

beings can wc arrive at an idea of the tnj|\ just

s(K'iet> Thus, if we know human nature and the na-

ture of the pood for human hemps, we can arrive at

an idea of the trulv just s»K:iet)

Which of the following points out a potential flaw m
the reasoninc above'!'

(Ai NNTiat one human being thinks is good might well

be something that another human being thinks

IS not gotid

(B) Man\ people have arrived at ideas of the just scki-

cr>. and ail of them have been slightly different

(C) It IS quite possible to know human nature

without in an\ wa> being able to know what is

the g(H)d ft>r human beings

(D) Philosophers have argued for centuries over

what specifically defines human nature.

w ithoui coming to a general agreement

(E) Arriving at an idea of the just society may re-

quire more than knowledge of human nature

and know ledcc of the gofxl for human beings

IF YOU THINK THIS YEAR'S
NEW GMAT SECTION IS EASY,

TRY READING THIS.
Go ahead. Try it.

Not so easy, huh'* E.spccially when
you realize just how much is at stake

when you'fe taking vourGMAT
Tfiat's why you need Stanley

H Kaplaa Only we offer

impossible, new section. By anticipat-

ing and teaching all the changes all

the time

Which means, ifyou hadto look for

the correct answer to the question at

the bottom of the page, it's

a prep course that helps JlKAb LJvRI dme you began looking into

you prepare for this year's jT»iiuTn«inuii»u<inoiuiaiiimi» Stanley H Kaplan.

J :J9MSIJV Ojcwkw drvcloyn) h. Nt«Alr> H IkafWir MutWiMMj (nHrr Ui

OfHfcR COURStb M AT, DAI, NCIEX, NH, C PA. BAR R[ VltW, & OlUfRS

MCAT • LSAT • GRE • GMAT
358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

i

^//"'-

^^^^^

"Something big's going down, sir

your way nowl'

fhe/re heading

7 ^/P I

fofdm

S^SL
_-*.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

MICHABLf
HCMCaXV

mefuce
SUCH A
ptrr

0flBAK,J.J'

J HAP NO
IPeA I MA9
Bf^N0IM3A
BABYHOfHe^

mEPtARB
mOON6
IV Pin

I PUNNO
I6U595IN
MI7HUS...

TH£.R£'SA

LIK£, WOMAN THIS ISN'T

HI' CMATURb FAIR.JJ

/ . IN OUR. WUOOHA
/ I a^r, QiveMe

A Few
MiNuresi

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

sp\fps s;p^ctcR^^ is

IMMOBILIZED' M NMlG<k-

TTtoK ^^S SVKJRTED CWT.'

k ZILUOhi MILK FROM mi
PlAKLT, our Ut?to MVST
CL\MB WT AMD V\i IT

HWStL? IN ZERO GRAV^T^.'

T)GUTL'< To W'S SPACESHIP.'

OKtSl\P WILL SEKD HIM

HU^lUNG INTt) TMt WORfiDftS

OF^mt lKfm\Tt BtNONO.'

Bloom County

WRFJdLe ] NBePHOP.
J.

MILO.

By Berke Breathed

LIP05U:T(o(\/j-

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

<
B<lif-

If you resolve to give up smoking,
drinking and loving, you don't actually

live longer; it just seern^ longer.

-CLEMENT FREUD

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jcffe

ACROSS
1 Football

ifHeiceplion

5 FVidai output

9 Time foilOMef

13 Lincoln Centei

olfeftnq

14 Tine ram
1

5

Krtchen square
1

6

Lass done
t7 Snwl9eon
18 Gen Roben —
19 Judge a case
?0 Motown

player

?3 Ptiitm*
leatutes

25 Zilch

?6 Leap
?8 Mars
32 Cow and slow

loltowet

33 IMnter wear
35 Actor Lindan

36 Br^iets

M IMuSral

namesaiies
38 Pociiet bread

39 Japan or Stam
•oMower

40 IMetric measure
41 Shaliespaare.

allegedly

4? Hungry words
44 lake bacl<

45 NVC s ocean
46 f tim s son
4 1 Oueen City ol

thr" Lalifs

player

5? Sugary prKlmq

55 Have in

one s borwwt

56 Matinee
5' AnrHjal award
59 Bofscht

mgre'lient

60 tut trie

br»»e

61 Subiect matters

6? Botiismian

63 Mardi

64 f renct> cle'ir

DOWN
t Engage m a

skirmish

2 Big Apple

player

3 Pail ol to be
4 Summer
concerns

5 Leaves out

6 Name m
fashions

7 This m Toledo

8 Some
woodwortiers

9 Actress Stevens

TO Leslie Caron
rote

1

1

Bread sfxead
12 youngster

13 Plate scraping

21 Partol GB
27 Quarrel

24 Competes
26 Salesman s

patch

27 VMstern group
28 Kamlel, tor one
29 Second City

player

30 Induslrtatisl

Cyrus
31 nwii ol view

33 Editor s note

34 Sedan
37 Aulomobite

problem

38 Measured tread

40 — precedent

4t Roman
goddess ol war

43 Word wth belt

or ptn

44 Kinsman lor

stwil

46 Heaps ol wood
47 — au rhum
48 Above
m Berlin

49 Yard sections

50 Aroma
51 Fide begrrwung

53 Soorid of mmd
54 Hesitating

sourids

58 Weep

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

|*HIK Ins Stk^Ws limr* ^*tt4Ha)r 12/S/tS

Menu

SORRY, THERE IS NO MENU TODAY

Weather
Today: Mostly sunny and cold, high 30-35.

Tonigh^: Clear and cold, low near 20.

Tomorrow: Fair and milder, high in the 40s.

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Matt Gerke

Copy Editor Yana Diugy

Lavoat Technician Florencio Terr^

Photo Technician Andrew Rist

Production Supervisor Rob Lcvine

ProductionWendy Rae, Mike, Briit, Nicole, Tricia and

Matt is making the late-night journey to Ware

-
1

Executive Board ~ Fall of 1 988
Pedro Pereira
Editor IB Chief

Rick Sasson

Manafing Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert Ciappennelli

Basinets Manager ^

Marc Inflcld

Production Manager

Business Board •- Fall of 1 988

Rob Ciappenelli

Business Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Manror
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenharl

Advertising Manager

Todd Frahbcis

yCircaiation Manager

Mary HtiTC*ns

Sabacrlbtlons Manager
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Pats' defense stymies Seahawks
FOXBORO (AP) - John Stephens shoved and sprinted

through Seattle's defense for 121 yards. No matter what

the Seahawks tried, they stru^jgled to get through New
England's record-setting defense.

Robert Ferryman's lyard touchdown dive brought the

PatrK)ts from behind in the third quarter for a 13 7 vic-

tory on a windy Sunday in which Seattle managed just

two first downs and 65 yards.

The Patriots. 8-6, can make the playoffs if they win their

remaining two games and Cleveland and Indianoplis.

which both won Sunday, lose once more. Seattle, 7-7.

began the day tied with Denver for the AFC West lead.

We S

have

what she

wants i.

^
silverscape
d esi g ns
264 N PI«osonf S» Amherit 253 3324

3 Pleoiont S' Northampton 584 3324

GOLDSMITHS « GE M GAUERY

'We just didn't make any plays offensively," Seatlle

coach Chuck Knox said. "We like to both throw ar.d run

but we couldn't do either today. New England's defense

played well. That had a lot to do with it
"

The Patriots broke team records of 86 yards allowed

again.st Baltimore in 1977 and five first downs given up

to Chicago in 1979.

Seattle, which gained a season high 459 yards last Mon
day night, had season lows in yardage and first downs and

made just l-of-13 third down conversions. It missed team
marks of minus 7 yards, an NFL record, and one first

down, both set against the Los Angeles Rams in 1979. The
Seahawks gained yardage on ju.st 20 of their 41 plays.

Meanwhile, Stephens added to his New England rtwkie

rushing record by picking up 121 yards on 31 carries. With

1,028 yards for the season, he bacame the 21st NFL rookie

to exceed 1,000.

On several plays Sunday, he carried Seattle defenders

on his back.

"When you feel a lineman beside you. you keep driv-

ing." he said. "The leg drive is the key and it's a great

feeling when you pop out" for extra yardage.

"One thousand yards is a great goal," he said, "but it

wasn't my goal. I didn't think I'd carry the ball enough."

With wind gusts to 33 mph and the wind chill below

zero, both teams stayed with their running games.

"The wind was a factor." Knox said, "but it was cold

for both teams."

"The defense played very soundly," New England
quarterback Doug Flutie said. "The wind was messing our

passes so we didn't throw that much, but it was a nice

sound ballgame."

women's hoop
continued from page 20
Once the coffee break was over, though, UMass settl-

ed matters for good. Wilbor canned one from the right

baseline, and Freeman cashed in on a pair of inside

chances. Then Pytko hit three free throws, finishing

another burst of nine straight that pushed the margin

back up to 14, 65-51 with 3:12 left.

Hartford was forced to foul and shoot the long range

missiles in the end, but there would be no second chance

for the Hawks.
"We played very intelligently in the last six minutes,"

Hewelt said. "We used the clork well and built our lead.

I was very pleased with that."

UMass balanced its attack, putting all five starters in

double figures. Following Freeman and Pytko w^e
Wilbor and Zullo, each with 11, and McCusker with 10.

Wilbor pulled down 10 rebounds and McCusker eight,

all defensive.

Annette Flynn paced Hartford with 14, while Betsy

Andersen and Frisina each had 12. But Frisina had all

12 in the first half, and. shadowed primarily by Pytko.

shot a comatose 0-for 10 in the second half.

"We showed flashes of brilliance today that we didn't

show in the first two games,' Hewelt said. "We've made

some progress."

men 's hoop

Attto
Glass
iCcntct

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

I

NorthAmherst
Motors

TtOUSundcftendRd • 5<«-2tM

t2«*'2llltl?'r...«.. C..«. .rr«...<.

Winter Session

Course Changes
The foUovsing additions, cancelbtions. and changes have been

inade to the Winter Session course offerings.

ADDITIONS

Course

FRENCH 110

FRENCH 120
FRENCH 230
FRENCH 240

HIST 141

HIST 332A

HIST 369

Title

Elementan.- French I

Elementar)- French 11

Iniermcdiatc French

Intermediate French:

Four Skills

European Histor)-.

1815 to Present (CHS)
The Irish Experience

in Ireland (C HSj

United States Since

Pearl Harbor (C)

Scheduling

M-F, 9a.m -noon

M-F, 12:30-3 p.m.

M-F. 9-11:30 a.m.

M-F, 12:30-3 p.m.

M-F, 9-1 1:30 a.m.

M-F, 9-1 1:30 a.m.

M-F, 9-1 1:30 am

CANCELLATIONS

Course

ENGL 273
FRENCH 126
FRENCH 246
HIST 370

Tide

.^mencan Realism

Elementary' Intensive

Intermediate Intensive

Contemporar)- Amencan History

CHANGES

Course Title

LEGAL 397F Family Law

This class will begin on Thursday, January 5, instead of Wednesday.

Januar)' 4. A mandator)- make-up class will be held on Friday,

Januar)' 13

Mail m your registration through December 14, or bring it to the Registration

Office, 61 5 Goodell Building Classes surt January 4 For more information, call

the Division of Continuing Education at 545-2414

Do Va lldvp An> Qupslions

About Your Long Distance

Service?

Interested m Learning About

Calling Plans and Special

Products that May Save You

Money?

Contact Scott Webber, your

AT&T Student Campus
Manager here at U of Mass

CALL: 546-4741

1 between 10AM 12PM M Th

12PM 2PM Fn
J

continued from page 19

The Minutemen worked the ball down low to 6 foot 6

John Tate, who missed a lay up in trafftc. Rutgers im

mediatly gave the ball back on an errant pass. UMass
returned the favor when David Brown travelled, and

Rutgers had the ball with six seconds left.

A desperation 30 foot three-pointer by Rutgers' Myles

Dixon with no time left in the half gave the Scarlet

Knights a nine-point lead. It was a dagger in UMa.ss'

heart, as the Scarlet Knights left the floor to a standing

ovation from 3,700 fans.

'T thought they played well and with a lot of spirit,

"

David Brown said.

For the second time in three games, UMass was led in

.scoring by a freshman. McCoy's 19 was tops for the

Minutemen, who placed four players in double digits.

Now the Minutemen mu.st pick up the pieces and

prepare for their next opponent. New Hampshire in

Durham NH on Wednesday.
Hoop du joun UMas-s was 5 of 15 from three-point land.

. . The Minutemen went 10 for 13 from the line against

the Scarlet Knights . . UMass had only six layups while

Rutgers coverted on 17 "gimmes " ... In attendance for

Saturday's game was New Jersey Nets forward and

Rutgers' alum, Roy Hinson . . other Atlantic 10 teams

to lose this weekend were Temple (twice) and George

Washington University.

SUNDtniANO. MA
TEL 665 2629

Welcome Julie!

6 Y^ars styling experience

Formally of Style by Deborah

Welcome new & Old Customers , . , , , >, /^riN

With this Ad $10.50 - haircut and Style dry (reg. 14.00)

Jtilie's hoars Fri & Sat 9-3 Expires 12/17/88

Ik-

3f

Beautiful Bodies arc Tan & Contoured !

BODVCONTOLRING
• Restores Elasticity • Diminishes Cellutite •

• Contours problem areas ot the bodv •

We feature the "WOLFF Deluxe Tanning System"

Ask Our customers; "We've tried every

other tanning system^ yours is the best'

STYLES BY DEBORAH
' Your first tanning visit is FREE !

65 University Dr., Amherst

549-5610

Women's swimming squeezes by
Springfield; 4-1 going into break
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming
team finished ofF the first half of its season in winning
style, as the Minutewomen upended rival Sprmgfield Col-

lege, 163-135, Saturday.

With the win, the Minutewomen extend their record to

4-1 as they head into a month-long break before their next

meet, January 7 at Northeastern University.

But the win was not as easy as the team or coach Bob
Newcomb had thought it would be.

"It was a lot closer than we would have liked. It's not

indicative of what we could have done with a full lineup,"

Newcomb said. 'They hit us in some places that I didn't

think they would. They're a scrappy team."
UMass struggled through the early stages of the meet.

After opening the affair with a convincing win in the

200-yard medley relay, behind the team of Lori Schwarz,

Melissa Waller, Sue Gorski and Keira Cruz, Springfield

took firsts in the next three events ( 1000-yard freestyle,

200 free and 100-yard backstroke) to put UMass in a 41-33

hole.

"It started to bother me," Newcomb admitted, "but we
did some good things after that. Our best events were com-

ing up."

Indeed, the strong breaststroke duo of WaH»»r and

Regina Jungbluth started the rally with a 1 2 in the 100,

Waller winning in 1:12.74, and then Gorski and Lori Car-

roll pulled the 1-2 punch in the 200 yard butterfly to give

UMass the lead for good. Cruz followed with a first in the

50 free (26.65), with Kim Morin taking third.

Next was the one-meter diving, and Newcomb had plen-

ty of praise for his two divers. Debbie Mullen took second

and Stephanie Tuttle fourth, with several dives "that she

never did in competition before. She deserves a lot of credit

for that, " Newcomb said. "I thought they did a spectacular

job this weekend."
Cruz followed that up with a win in the 100 free and

Waller and Nancy Wilkinson took 12 in the 200 breast.

The Minutewomen then swept the 500 free, with Young
winning in 5:27.86.

Jodi &;hwartz and Carroll took second and third in the

100 fly, Mullen captured a win in the three meter diving,

and Marcia Samsel took third in the 400 individual

medley, the first time UMass had swam that event this

yeau".

The meet ended with a 1 2 in the 800 freestyle relay,

won by the team of Young, Melissa McCarthy, Patty Pike

and Cruz.

"We swam okay. We didn't tear the house down but we

did a good job, " Newcomb said. "We had some solid

swims."

men 's swimming wins, now 2-1
continued from page 20

Back in the water, UMass returned to its winning
ways, taking firsts in the rest of the meet's events. In

the 200 yard butterfly, the top spot went to Reich while

Rutherford stole third. Rutherford, a Springfield native,

swam well in his hometown and is beginning to show
some of the motivation and commitment Yarworth
wants.

In the 100-yard freestyle Robertson got his second top

individual finish with a time of 49.12 seconds. Kennedy
won the 200 yard backstroke in 2:0.32, Will Riddell took

the 500-yard freestyle with a 5:00.50 time and Chouinard

secured the 200-yard breaststroke in 2:21.16.

The UMass team of Mike Yunker, Evan Gwilliam,

Frank Sampson and Robertson rounded out the meet

with the best time of 3:20.66 in the 400 yard freestyle

relay.

The team overall had a "good attitude," said Yarworth,

"and they were aggressive." As a whole, the Minutemen
swam very well and continue to show the improvement

of constant training.

The Minutemen return to the water on Saturday when
they host Southern Connecticut State University at

Boyden Pool. This will be the last meet for the

Minutemen before the intersession break.

Copies

Half Off

After100
After your first 100 copies of a

Single sheet original, the rest are

half pnce at Kinko s. the cop\'

ceiter

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pi«asant St.

253-2543

DONT WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

<,»m mtw *«««

LONDON
on* mm
179

PARIS 229

ROME 259
rounding

CARACAS 320

Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739
fuM not Ineludmt

Alto Wot* Study Abroad.

L«ngu«0« Counoi, Int I Studont

ID. Vouth Hotlot PuMi
imuiL Pmnt miMd on th» tpol'

catlfoHtm Fftei Ciei Studont

Tn¥l Cctatog'

413-256-1261
AMHfMT

79 So. P1««Mnl SI.

Amharai. MA 01003

CINEMA

A Fish Called
Wanda

Acnvmss'Auoo
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENr •FOR RENfT

FOR SALE •FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
•NSTPUCnON • MOTORCYLOIS
PERSONALS'RIK WANTH)
RDEe NEEDED »6ERVCES

ROOMATE WA^rTED • TRAVa
WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE—CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) • DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENT}

ACTIVITIES PON SALE

HILLEil-S MENOHAM UQHTMO
Tonigtit 6pm

Student Union Slaps
Join Us'

~ LECTURE: MERON BENVENISTI
TooigW 7 30p<D CC163 Direclo' Israel s

West Bank Data Pro|«ct Understanding

changing realities m West Bank" Hillel

tponaored

PENTAX K1000 CAMERA with

SOMMF/2 lens Also Vivilar

80-200mmf/H S macrozoom lens and auto

nasn Leather t>ag included, all m mint con-

dition Askir>g S2K tor aM. iHit win Ixeak up

Call Rob arK) leave message 549-4493

CAMNON TYPESTAR 5 typewriter $ 1 20
brand new many options call Linda

549-6647

PROEUPUS COMPLEX

FRED MAGA2ME WANTS YOUR short

stories, essays, poems, artwork photos,

etc . lor Its spring issue Deadline Feb 1

.

1969 Send copies 10 SAO. Student Union

416. Box 218

FURNITURE

A VARICTV OF ENGINEERING T-SHIRTS
are being sold by the Society o( Women
Engineers m Marston 229 lor $6 00

THE mTlELECTIONS: Analysis and

cniicism Or Gerald Pomper, Rutgers

University tonio^t Dec 5 8 00pm CC101
Sponsored by Polsci Honor Society

SEE THE REAL STORY! The Jesus Film

Wednesday Dec 7 8pm CC rm 165 FREE'

AUTO FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL EVES. Um our colorless

mascara Promotes a healthier look with

darker, thicker, longer eyelashes All

natural Sale and easy lo apply See
definite results m |ust days Money refund-

ed il not completely satisfied Send S8 95

to Lashgfow. PC Box 5E. Chicopee, Ma
01013

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES -

Amherst tow year old Income property,

positive cash flow (gross rental

15 000/year) live rent free and make spen-

ding money too' Call Dale (413)253-9949

LOOKING FOR A USED BUT reliable car**

We can get the car you want, automatic or

slarxlard transmission A/C Plus ia oft any

|0b tor one year So if you are looking for

a bargain call Bruce at 549-5324 after 5pm

ADCOM GOWATT QFA53S powei amp
mint condition low use $225 00 549-6109

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,
bookcases tables and more Mamelin Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970
Bill or Damn We deliver

HELP WANTED

IF YOU ARE WORKSTUOY. and wouk) like

to do chiklcare spnng semester, please call

Rachel at 256-6208 Experienced infant

care needed

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS
Excellent experience Earn average
$7 000-$10.000 Call Adam at 665-2527

LORI PELLETZ- Happy 21st b^lay Get

psyched for loni^' Love. Lauren. Adnane.

and Deb

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEE OEEI Vou are

such a card, vou ought to be dealt withi

Shuffle oft before we deck ya' Love. Us

SCUMQUEEN PSYCHO PHONE WENCH
from heir Meet the Sunderland Boys, the

BluewaH 10pm - or elM

CLUEr29c«nM lo 4 M^ Sacmi MMagifts
at Face*

ROOMMATE TO SHARE PUFFTON apart

ment for spring, call John 549 7423 eves TRAVB.

any!
PAvtYun or Vm al 2S6-4864 ASAP AvaMMt Jwi

NON-SMOKING FEMALE to share
t>edroom in brandywme for winter SMSiOn
$167 50 549-4037

WALLEY. JOOI, MARY, MARIANNE.
KATE t CORY- Thanks a whole bunch lor

al of your support and ears this semester'

You were all there when I needed (and

need) you and I love you tor it' Vou guys

are the awesomest' Love. Andy

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN
TOWNEHOUSEI Spring sem share 2
t>ed'Oom apt with 3 females 549-4942

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE In nice, large non
smoking house Fireplace, deck, parge
backyard 210/month>electricity Call

549-0403

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KEN. You're the best

roommate I've had all semester' Hang
loose-Aaron

FEMALE NONSMOKER to share a one
bedroom Brandywme $240 549-7157

FORO ESCORT WAGON 1983 Excellent

condition A/C roof rack 50,000 miles

256-0933.

U VW SCtROCCO 5 spd Dark grey1w»
tires, rims runs very wen 'aOOO Ptoate call

Tom 546-1184

THE CENTRAL AMERK:AN SOLIDARITY
ASSOCIATION will hold Planmakmg
meeting on next semester 5pm monday al

CC For info call 5-2148

ENTERTAINMENT

ONE WAY TKa(ET TO FORT LAUDER-
DALE Florida On December 22. 1988 $50
or best offer Call 586-7685

GREAT WINTER CAR- dependable 1978

Chevy Utna-A ntm radials $300 or B/O CaH
Sharon 256-0249

SIX roof PYTHON WITHI 00 gaMonlai*

$150 Call 527-1603

LEATHER COAT FULL LENGTH Mack
size 38 $150 Pat 256-1607

MOVING TO CALIFORNIA- must seir2

michelin snow & ice tires 2 nxjnths ok) Call

549-7222

PEAVY BACKSTAGE •$ 2 channelt It/sw

200 or bo Kramer guitar 1 dbl 2 singles,

flyod rose trsmek). Mke new 300 or b o

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday mornings Come t)y

Off Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

INSTRUCTION

GRE MATH TUTOR- Algebra, geometry
SS4-1307

LOST

LOST A SILVER WOMAN'S RING carved
I lost It Wed t>etween Mahar and Wore
C Extreme sent value call Ken at

6-6639

LOST BROWN LEATHER MITTENS on
Wed, Nov 30 If found, please call Kim at

546-1419

POOL TOURNAMENT IS THIS Sat i Sum
Any student wishing to play must register

with ID Mon thru Fn 9-2 fee is $1 - you couW
represent UMass

YOU FIGURE IT OUT. You know this per

sonal can t possibly be written for you

Remember, though, that you're three

months younger than I am II one of us is

wror>g

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC AND lighting

system quality at unbeatable prices Can us

KlubKave DJ Services

546-6518

FOR RENT

FOR SALE: BIKE NASHBAR road alpha

5000 exc cond 25" frame asking $275 Call

665-4729 Ask for Allen

hk3h-quality'auok) components
Sherwood releiver optonca deck dual turn-

table together 300 Bill 542 2435

LOST GOLD INITIAL RING extreme sent

value If found, please call Annmane Venuti

at 546-4106.

motorcycles

1M3 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet,

cover shieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

ROBIN WEINSTEIN- Happy birdie to y0U'>

We hope turning 21 is everything you ex-

pect It to be- and more' What ce milk'' Love

always. Hillary. Sam. Rona. Amy, Stacey.

Debbie, Linda. Barb S Beth

CISCO
• No me puedo controlar cuando veo

|

' tus pestanas Te quiero conocer y

salir contigo. pues me tienes

'obsesionada PS Soy timida -Puedes"

•adivinar? Tu coazon de melon W/B/Aqui'

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT good lor two

persons on bus route available Jan 1 call

after 10pm 665-7579

79 MALIBU. 35K miles Recent tune up

sticker am/fm cass must be seen $1200

or BO Colleen 253-9153 eves
PERSONALS

ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR INTERSES-
SION excelloni location on Sunset Avenue

call 549-6447 for more information

ONE BEDROOM FOR ONEPERSON in a

two Ijedroom apt Quiet Amherst complex

lease Jan 1 May 31 Utilities and heat in-

cluded $2 is/month 256-8121

TAKE OVEtToruRTilmRM APrr inCiift

side starting after Jan 1 On bus ri

$455/mo includes all utHities 665-7630

TAKE OVER 6iS'2MDROOM4 person

townehouse lease starting Jan 1 $187 50

includes hot water 549-2646

DOUBLE^IN PUFFTON 3 bedroom Start

Jan 1 Call 549-6918

GUCCI WATCHES ONLY $25.

Great XMas gifts Call Brian 549-5440

1»«rRELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS. PB AC front wheel drive- $2,000 call

549-7660- Owen

MTC! WHY ARE YOU GETTING a per-

sonal in the Massachusetts Daily Col-

legian'' Because I love you and am so glad

you came up for my formal' Always, I^LB

WANT ONE MALE OR FEMALE for single

in Colonial VWaga for Spring Semaatar caH

256-6750

2 ROOMATES WANTED TO share a large

bedroom in Puffton Rent lust $140/month

Call 549-6616 after 6pm

S. DEERFIELO SHARE 2 bdr townhouse

house 312 50 plus 12/1 584-9276

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months

old $1,500, includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212.

FOUND

FOUNDir KEY ON LARGE SAFETY
PIN. Found in front of Herter Hall on Tues-

day. Nov 28th Go to information booth in

Campus Center

1 BORM IN 4 BORM HAOLEY apt private

rm with own bath A shower 10 min to

UMass on busn Avail spring sem 5850864

222 mo

TWO KEYS FOUND AT E Lot by the barn

They are at the info booth in the CC

FOUND GOLD BRACELET IN Harnpden

Commons on Nov 19 CaH 256-6190

MISTLETOE GRAMS ON SALE in CC 12/5

and 12/6 sponsored by Kappa Kappa
Gamma

LOOKOUT UMASS - VERONKJA WOLF is

Chi Omega s new Rush Chainwoman 'M -

All my love and support for a fantastic year'

- Michele

CONOT/ffULATIONS TO THE NEWEST
MEMBERS OF Tau Beta SIgmat The road

was long but you finally made It.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE tiS
honanes, Dave Sporny and Mary Parker

and our newest Associate member
Christine Gillette Welcome to the

sistemood

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Puffton

Village 142/mn Fully furnished call Linda

549-6647 option lo take over lease

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED To share a

room m a 3 bdrm apt Puffton Great place

great rent great location Call 549-6291

M/F TO SHARE GREAT 2 bdrm apt in

BeM:hertown Center Call Jane 323-6156

FEMALE NljiNSMOKING to rent spnng

semester $200/rTKinth close to campus call

549^689

FEMALEli6b«MAfE~NEEbEDirs7A>.
FOR Townehouse apts Share room in 2

bedroom apt CaH anytime (leave message)

549«}49

ROOM IN HOUSE '/4 mila from campus caN
Dan or Tom 545-3622

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE
Southnvood (Townehouse) apartment You
will k>ve this place' Call Pete or Rob
256-0147

HOUSEMATE WANTED - Sunderland
female to share house with woman and
children Conteniporary with view Smok-
ing, pets okay 665-8675 Kathy

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN TOWNEHOUSE
spring semester, big single available

549-4908

ROOMMATE NEEDED for spring temeater
Beautiful one bedroom apt in Downtown
Amherst Call 256-6058

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom CKftside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Bath at

665-4550

SERVICES

TYPINQ-ON WP. t2/page canter of

Amherst 253-3053

RESUME TYPESETTING. Inexpensive
Very experienced Overnight laserwriter

quality Pick-up. drop-oft available Lisa

367-9940

WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIBiNG
proofreading Latter quality. 584-7657
evenings

FASfTJNEXPENSIVE TYPING! CaH Mary
546-6725

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TVPINQ,
spellchecking. word processor Call

Carolyn Leave message 253-5667

TO SUBLET

WE WANT TO SUBLET an apartment for

Wintersession caH Annmane at 546-4106
or Jamie at 546-6933

ROOMMATE WANTED house ctoselo
campus Own room, washer & dryer
Heating included. Happy household ph
549-4793 Laurie

SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA
* Jamaica is back' And this *

'year Negnl is the Spring Break hot tp(*
Trips from $419 act now and get *

' 1988 rates' For more mto call Barbara*
253-2475

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

FAST. PROFESSIONAL TYPING Ac
curacy guaranteed Reasonable rales

Grammar speMchecking Gloria. 323-5140

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on-campus. affordable spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED

APARTMENT 100 FT FROM UMASS Take
over lease for Spring and or intersession

FEMALE ROOHmTtT TO SHARE
bedroom m Squire Village. Sunderland Orv
ly $170* CaH 665-7791 asap

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes wrtl

pay money$$ Shirley 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

HAVE AN EXTRA ROOM FOR INTERSES-
SION? I need one CaU Dave (nites)

546-4213

NEED SINGLE ROOM IN apartment or

smaN house after finals lor spring Christina

549^135

FEMALE LOOKING FOR SINGLE single

bedroom in AmharsI startirtg January
546-9103

FEMALES SEEK 3-4 bedroom apt Nor-
thampton area for Spnng Call Jodi
546-8656

HOUSINOmOOMS/SUBLETS neada Jan
2-14 Call SBMC 256-6615 lOam-Spm

THE

PERFECT

OFT

SUE QEARHART - Happv 21sti! How was
your first legal hangover^ Dano

SUNDERLAND 3 BEDROOM spacious 6

cloaets on busline available Dec l $460

665-2551

CONGRATULATK)NS DAVE. You'H be a

great brother Love. Jack and Gwynn

BRANDYWINE- one female roommate
needed tor spring seinestar Optkxitoover

leaae for next year Call 549-0607

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

furnished 1 bdrm apt in Puffton Beg Jan

1 call 54»-74»4.

WINTER SUBLET rooms in house near
cainpus CaH 253^765

WE WANT TO SUBLET AN APARTMENT
in Puffton tor winteraaaaion CaH Anninarie
at 5464933
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Women's hoop remains undefeated, 73-61

Minutewomen trip Hartford for third straight

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

WEST HARTFORD, Conn. - In its First

two games this season, the first half was

a nightmare for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team.

Saturday, the Minutewomen turned it on

in the first 20 minutes, and then held on

through an erratic second half to take a

73-61 decision from the University of Hart

ford at the Hartford Physical Education

Center.

UMass has yet to put it all together for

one 40 minute fell swoop, but so far, the

Minutewomen have managed to get by

with what they've done, upping their

record to an unblemished 3-0.

"We have to have consistency in our

game. We know we can do it." UMass coach

Kathy Hewelt said. "We play well in

spurts The trick is to string the segments

together."

In this game, their one big spurt lasted

most of the first half and posted up a lead

that Hartford just couldn't overcome.

The Lady Hawks opened the scoring, but

UMass took the lead for good by scoring the

next 10. Michele Pytko (18 points) tied it

with a pull-up jumper, and Keyburn

McCusker gave UMass a 4-2 lead on a nice

up fake. A nice inside move by Helen

Freeman, a lay-up by Christel ZuUo off a

feed from Pytko. and a banker from

Freeman made it 10-2 just 3:39 into the

contest

.

Hartford stayed in it. mainly behind the

work of all-time leading scorer Pauline

Frisina. She would score 10 of her team's

I Minutewomen, 73-61

MMMwiMMMa mk Rayburn McCoakn 4 3 3 10. Bath

Wilhor & U1 11, Halm Piwimd 8 3-« 1». ChruMi Zullo 4 36

1 1 . IM ichct* Pytko 6 6-10 18. Sua Scrafiiu 0, Trwh Ritey

2 04 4 Tawa Totaiai 29 15-aS 73.

Harford (81 >: Betiiy AmierM-n 5 ao 12 Ann»tt« Flynn 7

0.0 14. Patric* Ward 12 1. Tnak Slocuin 1 ao 2, Paulina

Pritina 6 1, 12. Karri Oismuna 3 4-1 10; Ch*yl Brook* 1

04 2, Ann# Sanpovanni 0-0 0: Nicola Robartton 0-0 0; Liaa

Smith 2 34 8 Tram To««bc 2f »13 61

ThHip-patat CO*!* A IIhum 2. Smith

next 12 points as Hartford closed to within

three, at 17 14 with 11:09 left in the half

Then, the Minutewomen threw a bomb
shell at the hosts, running off 13 straight

that made it a 16 point game. The run

featured a jumper by Trish Riley, a three-

point play by Freeman off a Zullo feed, a

runner across the lane by Pytko, a

penetrating lay-up by Zullo and a feed in-

side by Beth Wilbor to McCusker for a

gimme. ZuUo's two free throws with 7:06

left capped the rally and gave UMass a

solid 30 14 edge.

Hartford couldn't come any closer than

12 points for the rest of the half as UMass
assumed a commanding 42-28 lead at

halftime.

The first half was in stark contrast to

prior performances. Against Boston

University, the Minutewomen scored just

50 for the entire game. UMass shot 58 per-

cent from the floor, and Freeman .scored 13

of her game high 19 in the half to pace the

Minutewomen.
"We played good basketball in the first

half We were ready and we played in-

telligently, " Hewelt said. 'Our intensity

was up and we came out firing."

UMass poured it on some more in the ear-

ly goings of the second half They outscored

the Hawks in the first four minutes, 10-4.

as Wilbor's jumper from the left corner

made it 52 32 with 16:03 left. It appeared

that a rout was a-brewin'.

But the Hawks would not be embarass-

ed easily in their den. Down 56 40. Hart

ford became inspired by the scrappy play

of 5-foot 2 sparkplug Lisa Smith and the in-

side work of reserve Kern Crimmins. The

Minutewomen began to lose the grip on the

game, as Hartford flurried for 11 straight

of their own to tense things up, 56-51 with

6:48 left.

"We came out in the second half and did

well in our first couple of possessions,"

Hewelt said. "After that, we lost our inten-

sity. It was important to keep our com-

posure, but we lost It. I don't know where

we were, but we weren't in this gym."
continued on page 18

Coilafian photo by David Hi|Ca«hi(uchi

Senior co-captain Christel Zullo and the Minutewomen are unbeaten

after three games. Their latest victim was the University of Hartford, 73-61

on Saturday.continued on page 18 on oaiuruay. yw^K • 1

Minutemen have a rough (K)night out
•» iW'

~ ^^»... ^, . nw^<r Dii«<rc»-i3 ViaA »Ko mnmontiim and said 'let's f

Rutgers hands UMass
second straight loss, 78-61

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAY, N.J. - The last time the University of

Massachusetts mens basketball team beat Rutgers

University here, UMass head coach John Calipari was

four vears old.

After Saturdays 78-61 loss to the Scarlet Knights,

UMass 13th straight loss at Rutgers, the 29 year old

Calipari and his Minutemen will have to wait at least

another year before they can end the streak.

The Minutemen shot a dismal 37 percent from the floor

while the Scarlet Knights, led by Tom Savage's 20 points,

shot 50 percent - mostly in the middle of the UMass

defense, to set the Minutemen back to 1-2 this season.

Rutgers took advantage of two big opportunities at the

start of each half For the first 3:20 of the first half and

the first 3:46 of the second half UMass was scoreless. And

both times, Rutgers advanced its lead by eight — a

16 point difference in just seven minutes.

"We started the game poorly. We ended the half poor-

ly, and we started the second half poorly, " Calipari said.

The knockout punch, however, didn't come until 8:17

of the second half The Minutemen had managed to stay

within striking distance despite the hot shooting of

Rutgers and at that point, UMass trailed by only 10 at

57-47.

But an 8-0 run by Rutgers in the next 1:40 put UMass

out of it for good.
^^

"It's a 10-point game and then the kids cave m,

Calipari said.

UMass captain David Brown agreed. "I think we did

[cave in). I guess the guys just said 'this thing's over.'

Rutgers had the momentum and said 'let's finish them

off,' " he said.

"For some unknown reason, we didn't get it done," he

said.

The Minutemen never got closer than 15 in the final

seven minutes. The loss makes UMass 01 in the con-

ference, while Rutgers goes to 1-0.

UMass was playing catch-up throughout the game. It

never led, but kept battling back from a deficit.

On its first three possessions of the game. UMass turn

ed the ball over all three times and found itself in an ear

Scarlet Knights, 78-61
MaaaarhuaetU mn Duvid Brown 2 «-8 10: Duanc Cha.i* 2 4. Ban Grodaki

0-0 0; Anton Brown 3 OO 7; Jim MtCov 7 4 6 19: John Tate 6 0-0 10; Rafar Uila»

4 0-0 11 Ishmael Butlar ao 0; John Milum OO 0. Teaia To«*la: 23 10-13 61

Ratgers (7ik Craig Carter 3 34 9; Myl«i Dixon 3 0-0 7, Riek Dadika 3 4-4 10;

Creighton Drury 0^0 0; Anthony Duckatt 61311. Tom Evemoo 1 2; Ua Penny

6 M 13; Daryl Smith 1 0^) 2: Emory Ward 2' 0-1 4; Tom Savage 7 ^8 20; Chrw

Wittman 0-0 Team ToUIk 31 14-24 n.
Three-point goala: Gil«» 3, A.Brown. McCoy. Saraff

ly 8-0 hole.

UMass' freshman guard tandem of Anton Brown and

Jim McCoy (19 points) then began to generate some of

fense for the Minutemen. The two rookies connected on

14 of UMass' next 19 points.

The most painful blow to UMass came as time was win

ding down in the half

The Minutemen trailed throughout the first half but had

it within six points with less than a minute to go in the

half UMass had the ball and a chance for the last shot

and a trip to the locker room trailing by only four points.

continued from page 18

Men's swimming sinks Springfield
.*. . . 1 .. n- ^ A _l ...;4U T;«.r. Dtf-kUm-f-crk

Collegian photo by Andrew RiM

Senior captain David Brown and the

Minutemen fell to Rutgers Saturday, 7ft^l, their

second straight setback.

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team

upped its record to 2-1 on the season with an 80-33 win

at Springfield College on Saturday.

"I'm really pleased with the way we're swimming,"

UMass coach Russ Yarworth said. He has every reason

to be pleased. The Minutemen took first place in all but

one swimming event, and took second in the other, as well

as both the diving events.

UMass started the meet with a top finish in the 400-yard

medley relay. The team of Dave Ehle, Bill Chouinard, G.T.

Ladd and Peter Reich logged a time of 3:44.52 to win it.

In the next event, the 1000-yard freestyle, the

Minutemen took the first two places, with Jim Robertson

winning it in 10:05.89, followed by Roger Kennedy in se-

cond. UMass' Scott Milbert then took first in the 200-yard

freestyle.

In the 50-yard freestyle, UMass went 12 as Peter

Koback took first and Sean Rutherford second. The

200-yard individual medley was the only event in which

UMass did not touch first, as Ladd was the top Minuteman

finisher, grabbing second place.

Out of the pool, Dan Chesnicka continued his rivalry

with Springfield diver Dave Roth. Roth won this round

as Chesnicka could only manage second in both the one-

and three meter events, but traditionally Chesnicka

avenges himself at the New England Championships
continued on page Iv
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In first snow, UMass
hits Amherst with song

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahrarn

THE DOORSTEP - Rana and Poulo rest on a doorstep Sunday
afternoon in downtown Amherst.

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Correspondent

Eight hundred to 1000 University of

Massachusetts students marched to

Amherst College early yesterday morning

and carried out their peaceful mission of

Christmas caroling.

At approximately 12:30 a.m., the group

gathered in the main quadrangle of

Amherst College and persuaded the

students there to join them in singing

popular Christmas carols.

The first reaction of Amherst College

students to the crowd was one of fear, "i

heard a roar outside, and just remembered

what happened last year. I was really

scared," said Nathaniel Klipper, an

Amherst College freshman.

It has been a UMass tradition to go to

Amherst College the first snowfall of the

year and engage in an enormous snowball

fight. The past two years' fights resulted

in damages totaling almost $9,000, along

with numerous injuries to Amherst College

students, according to Peter R. Pouncey,

president of Amherst College.

The crowd gathered in front ofJames and

Stearns Residence Halls, where Amherst

students began attacking them with fire

extinguishers and water balloons.

The UMass students did not fight back,

however.
Amherst College student Carey Smith

said "They started singing. A small group

of us were trying to sing with them. They

they started chanting 'Join us. " and a

friend and I ran out. I loved it. They're

welcome any time it snows."

The caroling began at approximately

10:.30 in the area encloseKi by the Sylvan

Residence Halls, where UMass students

Jason Freedman, Zack Galvin, and

Jemison gathered and started to sing.

"It started with the three of us standing

out in the first snow letting out energy by

singing Christmas carols. People started to

come out to have fun and sing in the snow,"

said Galvin.

One of the first to join was Carl Grygiel,

a resident of Brown House, who emerged

as the main leader of the group. The band

of .students grew rapidly, and then walked

to Northeast, the nearest residential area.

"We just started going through Nor-

theast and Orchard Hill, and by the time

we reached Southwest, someone suggested

we had enough people to make a statement

at Amherst," said Grygiel.

Around this time. Chief Dion of the

Amherst College security office said the

UMass Department of Public Safety

alerted Amherst College there was a "large

number" of people headed through
Amherst toward the college.

"My first question was 'is it snowing

again?' 1 instructed officers to close

buildings, and alerted the administrative

offices of the college. I was very concerned

because of what's happened in past years,"

Dion said.

Students at Amherst College were well

aware of past snowball incidents with

UMass, according to Smith. "We'd heard

about it all semester. That night, some girl

heard they were coming, and told me to get

all the fruit and fire extinguishers I could,"

he said.

Willie Epps, a junior at Amherst College

said, "I had a great time singing. It was a

really nice gesture."

"I think we made a statement by going

over there and letting them .spray us with

fire extinguishers and keep singing

anyway. We showed a great amount of

responsibility and respect by walking

through Amherst to the rival of UMass, not

damaging anything, and wishing them a

Merry Christmas. Last night, we redeem-

ed the student body," Grygiel said.

Administrators at Amherst College were

also very happy about the incident.

Don Delmanzo, director of the physical

plant at Amherst College, said, 'I was very

much pleas*^!. It .seemed that students from

both schools were responding positively. I'd

like to thank the students from UMa.ss for

paying us a visit on a positive note."

Chief Dion said "I was delighted. I'd like

to see this as the new tradition for the in-

troduction of the winter season. It proves

continued on page 5

Profrecommends election changes
Rutger's Pomper says race was stacked for Republicans

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The American presidential election process is flawed and

the 1988 campaign was probably stacked against the

Democrats, according to a political specialist from Rutgers

University.

Dr. Gerard M. Pomper, professor of political science at

the Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers, spoke last

night to an audience of 30 at 8 p.m. in room 101 of the

Campus Center.
, i

Pomper, who has been publishing presidential election

analyses since the '70's and is widely accepted as an ex

pert on American Politics, gave an overview of President-

elect George Bush's victory and the method by which he

was elected.

"George Bush asked for nothing more than to become

A look back at the

Yvette Henry case
By DAVID R. MARK
and RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

In the fall semester of 1983, the University of

Massachusetts was plagued by a series of 20 fires,

spreading panic among residents and administrators.

What began as an eerie case of arson ended two years
continued on page 7

a substitute for Ronald Reagan. He got his wish, '
Pomper

said.

Both of the candidates in the 1988 presidential race,

Pomper said, ran a disreputable and at best foolish cam-

paign. A major factor in the Bush victory was that he in

herited a large portion of the people who voted for Ronald

Reagan in 1980 and 1984.

Pomper said he felt the election hinged on three key

points. One, the election was conserving. Two, there were

fundamental differences between the candidates. Three,

there was a domination of a Republican majority.

"I see the 1988 election as conserving and not conser-

vative, which is the more ideological perspective not seen

this year, because the Bush victory can be accepted as a

third victory for Ronald Reagan," Pomper said.

He said Bush received the lowest vote percentage of all

the Republicans in the twentieth century, barring Richard

Nixon in 1968, since William McKinley. This was not a

sign of overwhelming popularity.

Bush rode into the election on a brace of Ronald

Reagan's achievements with him, namely peace and pro-

sperity, he said.

Pomper suggested changes should be made in the

presidential and vice presidential nominating process to

allow for a better selection of candidates and voter

participation.

He said the primaries occurring in Iowa and New Hamp-

shire before the party conventions, seemed to limit the

choices American people get for candidates. He suggested

primary races be held after the convention, and make the

convention a forum to introduce a handful of candidates

selected by their political peers.

Large rent reduction

granted to students
By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Rent Review Board voted last night to

grant its largest rent reduction to date, $251, to a stu-

dent household.

The students. Colleen Forbes, Paula Ezedik, and Josh

Rosner of 80 Belchertown Road, petitioned the board on

October 6. At the time, they were paying $1095 per

month. The adjusted figure is $843.14.

Forbes said they signed the lease in August depite the

high rent "because we needed a place badly. Also, only

one of us saw the place in advance because we had all

taken too much time off of work already and had to get

the thing settled."

The tenants sought a rent decrease because of the con-

dition of the house, Forbes said. At the request of the

Review Board, building and sanitation inspectors were

sent to the house. 34 violations were found, ranging from

holes in the ceilings and walls to a rotting rear porch.

The landlord, Keith Kaneta, has already begun cor-

recting what Board members described as a 'laundry list'

of complaints. During the hearings, the Board spent con-

siderable time debating whether to allow code violations

to be submitted as evidence. Board members finally

decided that, while it was not proper to base a decision

about rent on matters of building codes, the number of

violations in this case must be taken into consideration.

A standard formula is used by the Boai:d to calculate

a fair rent. Board member Oldham Brooks said anyone

with questions about the amount of rent he or she pays

can petition the Board for a review.
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HEY BUDDY — Argentinian rebel commander Co\. Mohamed Ali

Seineldin, right center, embraces on of his followers at a farewell

ceremony yesterday after the end of a four-day insurrection.

Officials ready for summit
meeting this Wednesday

Perez re-elected in Venezuela,
promises recovery ofeconomy
CARACAS. Venezuela ( AP) Carlos An

dres Perez, who led a wealthy Venezuela

during ther oil boom of the 1970's, was re-

elected president after 10 years out of of-

fice on a promise to return his now debt-

ridden country to prosperity.

Perez, of the governing Democratic Ac
tion Party, had campaigned with almost

messianic fervor on his ability to revive the

economy of this oil-producing nation

despite a volatile market.

The latest returns from Sunday's
balloting showed Perez with 51.4 percent

of the vote and Eduardo Fernandez of the

Social Christian Party with 38.6 percent.

The rest of the vote was shared by 20 minor

party candidates.

Perez, a charismatic figure popular with

the working class, favors tighter state con-

trol over the economy. Fernandez favors a

freer market.

The results did not represent ail the votes

cast, but the Electoral Council declared

Perez the winner after early returns.

Perez, 66, succeeds Jaime Lusinchi, also

of the left-of-center Democratic Action Par-

ty, as Venezuela's leader for the next five

years.

Perez first took office in 1974. the year

after the Arab oil embargo sent oil prices

soaring, and nationalized the country's oil

industry.

Imports were cheap, Venezuelans spent

millions of dollars travelling abroad and

employment figures increased as the

government invested in steel, aluminum
and hydroelectric projects.

Perez admitted that this time around, he

faces hard times and possibly disappointing

a population that believes in his power to

reap prosperity

Venezuela depends on oil for 90 percent

of its export earnings and has seen those

earnings slump dramatically in the least

few years with the fall of oil prices.

WASHINGTON • APi - The memories of

the Soviet surprise at Reykjavik. Iceland,

two years ago. are still fresh in the minds

of US officials as they prepare for tomor

row's meeting l>etween President Reagan.

George Bush and Kremlin leader Mikhail

S. Gorbachev.

US otTicials, by playing down expecta

tions for the meeting and claiming it is

"not a summit in the traditional sense."

echo similar assertions made two years ago

prior to the so-called 'mini-summit " held

in Reykjavik.

"Everyone agrees that the most impor-

tant reason for this meeting is to review

where the relationship between the two

countries is. to reflect on the historical

strides that we have made in our relation-

ship." White House spokesman Marlin

Fitzwater said after the New York meeting

was announced.

But Lt. Gen. Colin Powell. Reagan's na-

tional security adviser, said Friday that the

US side will be ready if Gorbachev springs

anything.

"I think we would be prepared to deal

with any surprise that they might come up

with, take it under advisement, without

feeling that we're under any pressure dur

ing a . . . 2*^ hour lunch period, to necessari-

ly respond in a substantive way to

something that has not been anticipated."

he said.

The Icelandic summit was touted as a

brief session, with the goal of making ad

vances in the arms control arena that

would pave the way for a full-fledged sum-

mit later in the year on US soil.

True, no roses were bloodied, but Reagan
and Gorbachev parted company at the

windswept Hofdi House amid bitter looks

and even harsher language, having wrestl-

ed with the earthshaking question of rid

ding the world of the superpower nuclear

arsenals.

Gorbachev caught the US side off guard

by proposing a global ban on intercontinen-

tal ballistic missiles, and the so-called non-

summit disintegrated when Reagan refus-

ed to budge over proposed curbs on his Star

Wars missile defense system.

In Reykjavik's wake, charges flew that

Reagan and his US team had been woeful

ly unprepared to deal with the stunning

arms control proposals hurled about by

Gorbachev. The White House scurried off

to recoup, with then-chief of staff Donald

T. Regan rejecting the idea that the parley

had l^en a disappointment, claiming in-

stead that it gave the two leaders a deeper

understanding of one another and nju-row-

ed differences over offensive arms.

Yet it took months for the superpower

relationship to get back on a more produc-

tive track, leading to the extensive sum
mits in Washington and Moscow and the

first-ever treaty banning an entire class of

nuclear weapons.

Even though the New York session has

been as hastily arranged as Reykjavik, and

even though it is also being held with the

intent of making sure the US-Soviet rela

tionship remains stable, few independent

Soviet and arms control analysts expect a

replay of the surprises that sprouted in

Iceland.

"It will not be Reykjavik." predicted Lt.

Gen. William Odom, who has recently

retired as the head of the National Securi-

ty Agency. "I expect it to be a fairly low-

key, transitional summit, with both parties

seeking to maintain the present level of

relations."

Odom. now a director of national securi-

ty issues for the Indianapolis-based Hud-

son Institute, said neither side wants a "jolt

in relations" as a new administration takes

over and as Gorbachev struggles with

economic and political turmoil at home.

"An even keel relationship will be very

useful for Mr. Bush, and even more useful

for Gorbachev." Odom said.

Collegian Workshop

Tip.s on
Interviewing

Frank
Faulkner

UMass Journalism
Professor

Wed. Dec. 7

* 8 p.m. •
CC 177

Counts Toward Staff Status

American Greetings
can wrap up any
Christmas^
in style.::

with our flat and

roU wraps, we have

the right size paper to fit the package and

a pattern to fit your taste.

^UNIVERSITY
—-»————_i- A;MERia\ GREETINGS

m
MCMLXXXVIII American G'eefmgs Corporalion
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PhfHo by Cburk Oavi.

BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILHOUETTE MOON - Jan and Erica of Chicopee enjoy a hot cup of Java Sunday night in Bonducci's Cafe in

Amherst.

Southwest safety efforts by police commended
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The department of Public Safety at the

University of Massachusetts is proudly

touting the letters of commendation it has

received concerning the Southwest leg of

its police/student relations efforts.

The letters, from RA's and RD's in Ken

nedy and Moore Residence Halls, express

their gratitude for the safety programs con

ducted by the three police officers working

in the newly named Outreach Center,

referred to formerly as the police sub

station located in Washington Residence

Hall.

The reason for the department's pride,

safety officials say, is that they feel the let

ters show progress for the mission they

undertook by installing the Outreach

Center in early October.

Each of the letters states the appreciation

the RA's feel for the open and candid man-

ner in which each of the three officers.

Joanne O'Conner. Chip Thrasher, and

Jerome Yezierski informed residents and

dormitory staff on issues of public safety

The officers work on a rotating schedule

out of the center to provide a constant

presence for students to contact ifthey need

.someone to talk to about a crime and to

ea.se the tension students may have about

dealing with police.

[Yezierski was recently involved in a

serious non-work related injury and is not

presently on the active duty roster of the

UMPDl
One letter from a Resident Director from

Kennedy, Julie McCrea, said Officer

Thrasher took time to describe what he

called the "friendly neighborhood cop" con-

cept, which embodies the entire outreach

program.
Arthur Hilson, executive director of

Public Safety at UMass, said he changed

the name to Outreach Center, which is

temporary until a new one can be found,

to dispel some of the bad connotations the

center has already received.

"I respect where the students are coming

from and the confusion they may still have

as to the purpose of the center. If students

can't foresee or understand the center's

purpose then it isn't doing any good,"

Hilson said.

Hilson has also hired UMass student

Jason Erdols as an assistant to help him
access the programs they are running from

the center for effectiveness.

A Sept. 22 petition to stop the installa-

tion of the center into Washington
Residence Hall was begun by 23-year-old

student Jeff Filipov contained 200

signatures.

Hilson believes tho.se 200 signers did not

understand what the center is all about.

"I would like to meet with all 200 of those

petitioners and talk the center over with

them, but I am not sure how to arrange

that meeting. There will be no official open-

ing until the students understand what the

center is," Hilson said.

Budgets Committee releases FY '90 report;

money for proposed research center included
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate's Budgets Commit-

tee released last Wednesday its budget proposal for the

$2 million Student Activites Trust Fund for fiscal year

1990.

One of the items on the budget that may become con-

troversial is the allocation of more than $26,000 for the

formation of a organization similar to the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy.

SCERA will not receive any money from the SATF.
SCERA became controversial during last year's budget

process, when some members of the senate opposed the

allocation of more than $35,000 for the center.

The new organization, called the Undergraduate

Research Center was devised by the Budgets Committee.

The main difference between the URC and SCERA is that

the new group would be a research organization and not

an advocacy organization.

Budgets Committee Chairperson Jessica Mitchell said

she does not expect problems with the URC charter, which

is included in the 36-page budget report.

"The biggest problem we had with SCERA was that

there was really no check system set up for it," Mitchell

said. "The way we have it set up, there will be a govern-

ing board which will direct what [URC] will be resear-

ching."

Mitchell said SCERA was run by the director, who was

not checked by the senate, and could do whatever they

wanted with SCERA funding.

"With the old SCERA there were just so many clouds

hanging over it ... We need research, not advocacy. The

senate itself is an advocacy body," she said.

SGA Treasurer Laura Filkins said, however, there may

be some problems with the senate approving the URC
charter because of the history of SCERA.

"I think we're going to have some problems with that,

I think the senate won't go for it," Filkins said.

"The problems with URC is that it's a new creation of

the senate. I would rather see the money go into some sort

of reserve account, she said."

Filkins, controls transfers of funds in some SGA ac-

counts, and has much direct contact with the budget. She

said she was very happy withjthe budget.

"I thought it was pretty fair," Filkins .said of fund alloca

tions for Registered Student Organizations.

Mitchell said the committee had based its allocations

for RSO's on programming by the individual groups,

which range from Peacemakers, which has been budgeted

for $171, to the Legal Services Center, which is schedul

ed to receive $169,292.

"Basically it looks like the groups that did the program-

ming got the funding. We tried to program with diversi-

ty and spread the money around so the students got the

most for their money," Mitchell said. _
She said programming consists of speakers and other

events offered by RSO's to the entire student body.

The committee spent over 1200 hours formulating the

budget, which goes before the senate for approval Wednes-

day night.

Injury at Theta Chi
to be investigated
A preliminary hearing has been scheduled to look in-

to what happened during a party at the TTieta Chi frater-

nity Thursday night, a University of Massachusetts

spokesperson said yesterday.

Michael Calvo, 20, a member of the fraternity fell from

the fourth floor of the fraternity house and taken to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital at 4 a.m.

According to police, Calvo was attempting to enter his

fourth floor room from the outside because he was lock-

ed out. He fell and was left with wrist and leg fractures.

Calvo was reported to be in satisfactory condition

yesterday.

The hearing was scheduled to determine whether the

accident was alcohol related, according to a spokesperson.

Theta Chi has been on probation for illegal sale of

alcohol since the spring of 1987. The probation was

scheduled to be lifted next semester.

Members of the fraternity have declined to comment.
-YANA DLUGY

Several groups to light Hanukkah candles
The University of Ma.ssachusetts Hiliel chapter will be

lighting its six-foot menorah at 6 each evening on the Stu

dent Union steps until Hanukkah ends Saturday.

This year will be unique becau.se a different committee

will be in charge of the candle lighting each night, so each

night will have a different theme, said Alisa Berkowitz.

president-elect of Hiliel.

After the candle lighting on the final night Julius

Lester, a UMa.ss Judaic studies professor, and his wife

Caroline will lead services at 7 in room 804 of the Cam

pus Center.

The schedule for the candle lighting is as follows:

Today—Soviet Jewry Committee

Tomorrow—United Jewish Appeal

Thur-sday-Five-College Hiliel Group

Friday—Religious Committee
Saturday-Hillel Council and Third World Caucus

— Collegian Staff reports

Collegian editors

on WMUA tonight
How the Collegian covers news will be the topic of

tonight's SGA Today radio show with guests Pedro

Pereira, presently editor in chief of the Collegian, and Rick

Santos, who has been elected editor in chief for Spring '89.

Hosts Val Vigoda, Todd Lever, and Ray Jennings will

question Pereira and Santos on what goes into news

reporting.

"We want to give people the oppurtunity to see what

goes on behind the reporting of .student government and

other issues around campus," said Vigoda.

"We're hoping that because Rick and Pedro have both

been Student Government Association reporters they'll

be able to offer a broad perspective," she said.

Vigoda .said they will take callers with questions for

Pereira and Santos so they can understand what's involv-

ed in reporting.

SGA Today airs frtm 8:30 9:30 p.m. on WMUA-FM,
91.1
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Ym doritneed
yourpgients'money
ID buyaMadnlDsh.

Justtheirsignaaue.

It s never been difficult for students to

convince their parents of the need for a

Macintosh® computer at school.

Persuading them to write the check,

however, is another thing altogether

Which is whyApple created the Student

Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious

loan program that makes buying a

Macintosh as eas\^ as using one.

Simply pick up an application

at the la:ation listed belo^; or

call 800-831-LOAN. All your

parents need to do is

fill it out. sign it. and

send it. If they qualif\'. they'll receive a

check for you in just a few weeks.

There s no collateral. No need to

prove financial hardship. No applica-

tion fee.

Best of all, the loan payments can be

spread over as many as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents

plenty of time to decide just who pays

for it all.

IntroducingApples

Student Loan-to-Own Program

The University Store

Campus Center

fel'WH Appk' (,oni;<(ii',-; In \\^nr itic -Vpr.li- |.i,ai-, Jiid M.Him /sh jn.' leyiMcrai lt•.Kl^•mark^ ni Apple tDmputcr Inr

Frat member injured in 4-story fall
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts fraternity member was
transported to the Cooley Dickinson Hospital at 4 a.m.

Friday after falling from the fourth floor of Theta Chi
Fraternity on North Pleasant Street.

Michael Calvo, a 20-year-old student, suffered a com-

pound wrist and leg fractures when he fell after attemp-

ting to enter his fourth floor room from the outside.

In other police reports:

• Police were dispatched Friday evening to Prince

Residence Hall on a call that someone was brandishing

a weapon.
Police arrived and arrested a 20-year-old fourth floor

resident of the dormitory and charged him with two counts

of assault and battery with a dangerous weap>on.

• Student Security called police to Lot 22 Monday where

two subjects were reported moving vehicles out of park-

ing spaces.

No damage was reported.

• Police were called to John Adams Residence Hall Sun-

day to assist the dormitory staff in awakening an in-

dividual during a fire alarm. As a result of entering the

room a 20-year-old Marlboro man was arrested and charg-

ed with receiving stolen property over $250.

• Police were called to Moore Residence Hall Friday by

a janitor to investigate bum marks on furniture and burnt

papers in trash barrels.

• A female student reported Friday her purse contain-

ing cash and personal property worth $100 had been stolen

from Machmer Hall.

• A shoulder bag worth 72 was reported stolen from

Worcester Dining Commons Friday.

• A wallet with cash worth $340 was reported stolen from

a room in Prince Residence Hall Friday.

• A 19-year-old Grayson Residence Hall student was ar-

rested Friday night at the Blue Wall Cafe and charged

with being a disorderly person.

• A student reported the lock cores of his vehicle parked

in E Lot missing Friday.

• A student reported Friday a rock had been thrown at

the window of his room cracking it. Damage was
estimated at $100.

M Christmas caroling
continued from page 1

there are a lot of good kids up at UMass."

"It couldn't have gone any better if we planned it. The

energy was just unexplainable. We had more fun than

any party I've ever been to." Galvin said.

"We showed the administration of both schools that

the students of all schools are committed to living

together as one," Grygiel said.

Grads to protest
Graduate students at the University of Massachusetts

are scheduled to picket Whitmore Administration

Building today at noontime protesting this year's pro-

posed budget cuts.

Members of the Graduate Employees Organization

(GEO) will show their concern for the quality of future

education here at UMass, which they feel is in jeopardy

in light of looming budget cuts of a sum between $5.5

million and $7.7 million from the current fiscal year.

Graduate students teach many of the introductory

courses and conduct much of the research at the

Unjverity^

SPORTS! SPORTSlllTQ:
ALL YOUR SPORTS
WEAR NEEDS

T-shirts - Hats

Sweatshirts

Jackets - Jerseys

Sweatpants

Much,

Much More

HAMPSHIRE MALL
(across from the cinemas)

NHL • MLB • NCAA
NFL • NBA • NFL

ABA • NHL • NCAA

f|M= rHOCOLAIES AND CONffCTIONS

GIFTS • CHOCOLATE *

SECRET SANTAS »

63 North Pleasant St 68 Vla.n S

Amherst (413) 253-5589 Northampton (4i3i 586-4180

1 Bridge Street

Northampton
586-1726

or

584-9631

EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY
1/2 Price OH All

PIZZA
Eat in, Take Out, or

By The Slice

Monday Night Football
Seven TV's, Satellite Dish and

"The Scoreboard"

Tye-
Dynamics

Exclusively Dyed

Contemporary

Clothing
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N. Pleasant St.

Today &
Everyday

11:30 - 5:30
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Mock Turtlcncfks • Dresses <^

Harem Pants • Tapestries U
Jewelry • Underwear H

WE ARE LCLQKING.

JFOR.

A FEW GOOD STUDENTS

• We are a professional lobbying group

• We support financial aid

• We believe financial aid should be available

for qualified students

• We are going to WASHINGTON, D.C. in

March to lobby members of Congress

• We are: _
STUDENTS ADVOCATING

FINANCIAL AID

WE HOPE YOU WILL JOIN US

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

JJ^EETINGj.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6

at 6:30 p.m.

MEMORIAL HALL
(next to the Chapel)

THE DANCE CLUB

Every FrI A Sat.
The Area's Finest

Deejays
8 30 p m until 1 00 a m

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT
Every Tuesday

BLUES JAM
No cover/open stage

Every Saturday 8 00 pm
This '° 10 00 P"'

Saturday Dec. 10th

Bill Martin
Winner 1988 Boston Comedy

Competition

Paul KozlowskI
Direct Irom Ihe mowi«

"Pur>chltn«"and

Frattk O'Donnvll
BoMons Club Headi'ne'

Thursday Dec. 8th

Take one LeRoi Broiriers.

on« FabukMiS Thundarbtrd.

a red hot Taias twistar of a

drummer and you re loot<

ing riQht down the barret ot

THE
TAILGATORS

from Austin Texas

A rod-hot blend ol

Ca|un. Te>M«>
R 4 B. rock and,

the blues

(Swamp Hoch)

Only $5 ti« at door̂

Friday Dec. 9th

TREAT HER
RIGHT

f U^Jk
All apes show 7 00 p m
Double Header Regular .,

show at 9 00 p m
wrthe Tailoalors $8 00 ti« at door

Saturday Dec. 10th
straight alter ComPdy

the Legendai^

SLEEPY
LA

only $6 00 tw al (Joor

Monday Dec. 12th
The ftfsl U S four of Auslraha s top

tndie Band Terminates at (he

U-Jotnl Do not miS9'

Thf•• fw t Kk**
Hf|9 in th« land

down ofvJsr snd •

»<issuli on tho

U S »f* pCMWrinq

tht« h«n<) lo th«

lop' Onty $6 W
Tt« At rtfv>f

THE
SCREAMING
TRIBESMEN

The Disco Garagp Band
15th CHECK PLEASE

wrth« De Ik»iki5

16th THE INCREDIBLE
CASUALS

Saturday Dec 17th
Six foot SIX above sea level,

not counting laced lioots A
gold embrotded ''etson

EEK-A-MOUSE

413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST N HAMP
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UMASS SKI CLUB
SIGN UPS

NOW BEING TAKEN!

campus center concourse 9 TIL 3

EVERY TUE-THU

umass ski club

OR CONTACT 430 student union 545-3437

* *«

Shuttle rescue methods
practiced before return
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif.

(AP) — Airmen posing as incapacitated

astronauts were rescued from a mock
smoke-filled shuttle during a simulated

landing for ground crews awaiting Atlan

tis' return from space

"Our purpose is to make sure we're ready

for the real thing, whenever it is," said

Chuck Spern, who directed Sunday's exer

cise as shuttle recovery convoy commander

for the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.

NASA and the Air Force said they would

give 24 hours advance notice before Atlan-

tis and its five-member crew end a secret

military mission by touching down at the

Mojave Desert base 80 miles north of Los

Angeles.

The absence of such a announcement by

late Sunday indicated the landing would

occur no earlier than Tuesday, four days

after the launch form Cape Canveral, Fla.

A list of landing-related tasks displayed

during a briefing for Sunday's simulation

said the actual landing would be four to

seven days afler the launch.

Sunday's mock landing was conducted as

Atlantis' astronauts continued the
classified flight with no word on whether
they sucessfully deployed what is believed

to be a $500 million radar satellite that will

spy on Soviet bloc nations and guide the
new B-2 stealth bomber
The extra security for the shuttle mission

was apparent during the simulation. The
Air Force refused to let reporters and
photographers accompany to recovery con
voy. During a briefing before the exercise,

convoy members were warned not to carrv

personal cameras and keep radio chatter
to a minimum.
About 130 members of the convoy slow-

ly drove some two dozen vehicles onto the
hard clay of Rogers Dry Lake as the lan-

ding exercise began. They were joined by
50 military police ofTicers, although 250
will be on hand for the real landing said
Col. Rich Tillstrom, the Air Force's site

commander.
A mysterious Defense Department vehi-

cle accompanied the usual convoy vehicles:

fire trucks, vans to transport astronauts
and check for toxic and explosive gases, a
trailer with a vapor-dispersing fan, the
shuttle tow tug, and trucks to cool the shut-

tle and purge it of fumes.
Spern said only that the vehicle was uni-

que to Atlantis' classified mission. Lt Col.

Jeremy Guess, an Air Force spokesman,
declined to identify the type of vehicle or

its purpose.

About an hour after the convoy headed
onto the lakebed, simulation participants

were told the shuttle made a normal lan-

ding. A full-scale shuttle nose cone and
crew module, hauled atop a truck, carried

airmen portraying astronauts.

Then officials controlling the simulation
declared a "mode six" emergency in the
cabin and the crew is incapacitated • they
can't see and are having trouble
breathing," Spern said.

Air Force teams then rushed to the
smoke shuttle, extracted the fake
astronauts, carried them on stretchers to

a triangle area 500 feet from the nose cone,

pretended to provide emergency medical
care and then loaded them on two
helicopters

Ap I'hotii

BIG BABY — Fiona, a four-week-old baby elephant is fed by a
keeper in Kenya's Tsavo National Park after her mother was killed
by ivory poachers. According to the London-based Environmental
Investigation Agency, at least 100,000 elephants are killed every
year.
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Weekly Specials
Chicken Parmigiana $7.95

London Broil $7.95

^ Broiled Scrod $7.95

Scallops An Gratin $8.95

Veggie Stir Fry $5.95
All arc served with a garden salad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, nn other discounts can be used with this special
Serve/1 on Sunday 1pm til 9p.m., ^

# Mon-Thurs Sp m.-9p m.

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite! ^

Casual atmosphere, convenient location
and most of all...Affordable Prices! «

^ University Drive -^
Amherst : 549-5861 4*

Yvette Henry

continued from page 1

later as an embarrassment to the University, raising ques-

tions of civil rights violations among administrators and

law enforcement officials.

The fire probes, conducted by the Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation, culminated five years ago yesterday with the

arrest of Yvette Henry, a black resident assistant living

in Crampton Residence Hall.

Five years ago today, Henry pleaded innocent in Hamp-
shire District Court to charges of setting one of the 20

fires. The administration later dropped its charges because

of insufficient evidence, but not before Herury was suspend-

ed from school, fired from her job, barred from campus

and later permitted to attend classes only in the presence

of an escort.

Henry sued the University for $13 million citing civil

rights violations, and won an undisclosed settlement out

of court.

"I'm not sure if there were any real lessons learned from

the Yvette Henry case, " said Chester Davis, chairman of

the Faculty Senate Rules committee at the time of the

investigation.

"Clearly, in events regarding race, the administration

has displayed more civility and sensitivity to the issues,"

Davis said yesterday, adding, "I'm not sure if it was the

Yvette Henry case as much as it was the Hurst report Ion

the Sept. 1986 Southwest riot] that has led to this."

Fires were reported between Sept. 27, and Dec. 6, 1983

in Cance, Coolidge, Crampton, MacKimmie. Brown, Pat

terson, Grayson and Mary Lyon Residence Halls, and the

Campus Center Student Union complex.

Gerald O'Neil. director of Public Safety in 1983. would

not comment yesterday on the events of the case. O'Neil

resigned in 1987.

Present Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson, who
replaced O'Neil, said he would not comment on the "pro-

cedures of protocol revolving around the Yvette Henry

case." He said he felt "the people in charge of the original

investigation did what they felt was right."

Hilson said because he was not involved in the original

case, it would be wrong for him to pass judgment. He said,

however, if a similar investigation were to take place to-

day, he would be against the involvement of the FBI.

"I am firmly set against relinquishing control of an in-

vestigation to an external agency [such as the FBI). For

an incident that takes place on campus affecting a member

of our community, then it is the responsibility of Public

Safety to be in charge of that."

After months of veiled investigations, the Collegian

published, on Feb. 28, 1985, a special report on the Henry

case by the Faculty Senate Committee on the Status of

Minorities.

In the report, the committee concluded:

• That the pre-arrest room search and the lengthy pre-

arrest interrogation raise questions of civil rights

violations.

• That Henry's minority status may have played a part

in the conduct of the investigation and of the arrest.

• That the Dean of Student's Office did not act properly

with respect to Henry.

• That Henry's minority status may have played a part

in the way that the Dean of Students Office behaved in

this case.

• That there may be some impact on the recruitment of

minority students in the future, but we do not at this time

have a firm basis for making such a judgment.

• That there may have been panic among University ad-

ministrators, and that University administrators claim-

ed to be helpless, because the investigation was not in

their hands.

"There was an element of panic, a lack ofjudgment sur-

rounding the investigation. The thing was a mess," Davis

said.

"There was a definite violation of Yvette's civil rights,

and I raised that a number of times."

"The Yvette Henry case was, at the administrative

level, completely mishandled The administration did not

take it seriously, and placed too much faith in a profile

that was put together by the FBI, " he added.

The "psychological profile. " was put together by the FBI

after notes written in crayon were found in Crampton war-

ning of fires. The profile indicated the culprit was a Third

World person.

"The extent of which the more recent situations were

a possible reflection or continuation of the Yvette Henry

case is hard to say. Racism exists at the UMass campus

as it does on similar campuses." Davis said.

NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!

«^

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

^liliO
Factory

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST
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Newman Center In cooperation with Elms College

Register Now for Spring *89 classes at Newman,
which begin the week of 1/30/89

REL 210 - INTRO TO THE NEW TESTAMENT

An introdutHon to the lilerature of the Christian Scriptures and the history of the early Church

with special emphasis on the life of Jesus and the mission of Paul.

3 hrs. credit - Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. - Sr. Eleanor Dooley. S.S.J.. Ph.D

REL 219 - PSYCHOLOGICAL & THEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON MARRIAGE

This course will examine some of the rewards, satisfactions, and difficulties of marriage in

contemporarv society. Attention will be given to some of Ihe major devclopmenta theories

n Dsvchology and their implications for successful marriage. Also, the traditional concept

that marriage is sacred and has the potential for leading people to a deeper relationship

with God will be explored.

3 hrs. credit - Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. • fr. Leo Hoar, Ed.D

College of Our Lady of the Elms, Chicopee. MA is a ^""v accredited

Catholic Liberal Arts College founded by the Sisters of St. Joseph

Register at Newman Center Office

Catholic Chapel on the Campus of th^.Univ^ of Mass

472 North Pleasant Si. Amherst. Mass 0100-i

Tel 549-0300

for addilional informalion. inrludin„ financial Aid. pl.ase con.ac. fr. lee Gilbertston at Newman.

WISE PEOPLE
STILL

SEEK HIM

Class of '87

Kathy Coan

Class of '89

Aimee Blodgett
Mark Edwards
Alice Ferguson
Suzi Stevens

Class of '90

Stella Ampiaw
Scott Anderson

Audrey Concepcion
Linda Conley
Tom Field

Sue Hawkins
Duane Long

Lucy MgGovern
Joe Milette

Louise Negler
Norm Orrall

John T. Shea
Juliana Slein

Class of '91

Caroline Ghilani

Ted Maravelias
Eric Marcum
Kathy Porcella

Shira Ross
Kyle Theriault

Class of '92

Tracy Caisse
Lara Marcum
Paul Robinson

Staff

David Beatty
Lenore Hammers

Lillian Jakab
Ollie Okamoto
Wayne Okamoto

David Rice

Susan Rice

Sponsored by the UMass Chapter

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

For more Information, contact

Linda Conley at 546-9888
Mark Edwards at 546-9188
or Norm OrraU at 546-7020

I
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BONUS STORAGE FILE

BUY (4) 5 V4 MD-2D 10 PACKS

GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE FILE FREE!

SON^
Monday to Friday 9:00-5:00

Saturday 10:00-3:00

Located in ttie Campus Center

^jUmVERSITY
STORED

BOARD OF EDITORSThe Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the iridividiial writer or cartoonist and do not riecessanly reflect tlie views of the Collegian or the UniversMy unless otherwise noted
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Students must fight

budget cuts
"The situation is serious."

With those words, Chancellor Joseph Duffey summarized the

possible effects of recent budget cuts at the University of

Massachusetts.

Those cuts, some $5 million to $8 million from the current

fiscal budget, will affect all UMass students in class reductions

and possible tuition and fee increases. Closing class sections

and tuition hikes have been the hallmarks of the three budget

cuts that have taken place over the last two years.

In a Springfield town meeting Saturday, Grov. Michael

Dukakis addressed the effect of the budget cuts on UMass, say-

ing, "We're going to continue to work at it with you . . . It's

got to be something that's done cooperatively. It's not going

to be easy, and we're going to have to work hard and share

ideas. I had a meeting this morning and I heard a few things

from [Chancellor] Joe Duffey that I hadn't thought of."

The meeting marked the beginning of a dialogue that must
continue if we are to flourish as the state's flagship of higher

education. The Governor must know why we as students will

not stand for repeated cuts because of poor fiscal planning. He
must know that we will not accept a back seat to the Charles

River elites. It is imperative that he realize that students at

state universities are just as strong an investment in the Com-
monwealth's future than students from private schools.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice said she thought the cuts

would come in spite of the dialogue with the Governor.

"I feel that just because we made a good impression the bat-

tle's still not won. I'm still expecting a cut," she said.

Orefice said she and student leader Michael Greiner will be

organizing a letter-writing drive to Dukakis, to impress on him
how these cuts will hurt students.

We wholeheartedly support a letter-writing campaign, but

believe it will only be successful if followed by trips to the

Statehouse and continued student appearances at town

meetings.

There are 26,000 students on this campus. If 10 percent of

us do something to get the Governor's attention, we may be

able to dampen the effects of this latest budget cut, and in turn

salvage some of the benefits of attending a state university.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

IWcfitkneedLiga
fli»tt. Gcorae Siuilti claims

Ihi ricTcf rs! and wciit tet tttt

go to MewM to aAiress ^
aM. .'^ju n^ht as^ idease

A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

End of semester notes

-They said it!-

I have never had good relations with

mechanical objects. Anything I can 7 reason

with or kiss or fondle, I get into trouble with.
*

I have a clock that runs counterclockwise,

and my toaster shakes my toast from side

to side and burns it, and I hate my shower.

My shower hated me first, hut then it got

to be a thing of counterhostility. If I'm tak-

ing a shower and someone in America uses

their water, that's it for me' I leap from the

tub with a red streak down my back. I paid

$150 for a tape recorder, and as I talk into

it, it goes, "I know, I know!"

— Woody Allen, Playboy, January. 1989

Every semester, I have more ideas for col-

umns than I can use. Since it's the end of

the semester. I thought I'd share a few of

this semesters unused ideas.
* • *

La>l year I wrote a column about condom
companies and how they had just begun to

advertise on television. At the time no such

commercials had aired locally.

But just before Thanksgiving, I finally

saw ""ch a commercial.

It was boring.

It got me to thinking. . .

David R. Mark
What if condom companies used the same

advertisers as say, car companies? What if

they shared slogans?

How about. . .

Oh, what a feelmf:. f<> nun a box of

condoms!!!

We build excitement: Tro-o-jansH!

Ramses are built RAM tough!.'!

And my favorite. . .

With Trojans, we give a five-year, 50,000

$^0&' guarantee, or your money hack.'.'!

* i *

I was so dumb sometimes when I young.

Until I was seven. I thought all cats were

female, all dogs were male, and that cats

and dogs got together and had birds.

One of my "friends" set me straight.

He told me cats and dogs had fish.

True story.
* * iC

Over Thanksgiving, I came up with a

solution for the problem of the homeless:

In my hometown of Marlboro, N.J., there

is a condominium complex where three

quarters of the units are unoccupied.

They start at something like $150,000.

If you think it's preposterous to expect so-

meone to pay that much to house the

homeless, think again.

The federal government issued a report

that suggested that the cost to the city of

New York for housing for the homeless was

as high as $150,000 a year. For that money,

a family can live in a one-bedroom apart-

ment, with no running water, roaches, and

overlooking beautiful 42nd Street, home of

the largest prostitute districts m the world.

I'd take the condo.
•

My dad is a wonderful man, but like most

wonderful men he has a few minor flaws.

One of those itsy bitsy, teeny weeny lit-

tle faults is evident whenever my family

stays in a hotel.

It's 2.30 a.m. The family, all four of us,

are trying to fall asleep. I lay awake. My
dad, not wanting to wake the family, goes

to the bathroom without turning on the

light,

It is a grave mistake.

It goes .something like this:

Step. step. step. bump. tH}f(humped knee),

step. step, ouch (stubbed toel, ooh. step. <H>h.

step, ftoh. step (bathroom door is opened,

large level ofpain expressed, family awoken,

toilet Pushed, door reopened), ooh. step, ooh.

step, (dad back in bed. snores from dad).

My dad is sound asleep; the rest of us are

awake.
Aren't family traditions fun?

* »

Finally, a sincere thank you from the en-

tire editorial page to some people in

Southwest. Walking through MacKimmie
and John Adams during the semester, I

noted a number of Collegian columns plac-

ed on doors and inside rooms.

It makes you feel as though you've ac-

complished something.

Thanks.

David R. Mark is editorial editor of the

Collegian

-The fundamentals of life

Kennedy: The truth behind the man, the myth, and the legend
Being famous and dead has a funny way of making you

either a villain or a saint. As a saint, John F. Kennedy

has been the target of numerous comparisons in 1988:

Joseph Biden, Gary Hart, Dan Quayle, and even the late

Harvey Milk, to mention a few. The comparisons are

ridiculous, but even if they weren't, they overlook the

magnitude of Kennedy's faults.

To be fair, JFK was a brilliant, charismatic leader, a

celebrated author and a genuine war hero. He read

newspapers in several languages at breakfast. He

challenged racism more than any prior president. He

founded the Peace Corps. He obtained a nuclear test ban

treaty with the Soviets and other nations. By any stan-

dards, his accomplishments were impressive.

Then there was his darker side. His father made the

family fortune by insider trading. It wasn't illegal then,

but the practice was outlawed to keep wolves like Joseph

P Kennedy from fleecing the average American investor.

You can't blame John F. for things his father did, but

you can look at who taught him his values. Evidently

one value he learned from his father's ambitions was

nepotism. After his election, JFK appointed his brother

Robert as the U.S. attorney general. Robert had prac

ticed law less than 10 years at the time.

Also like Joseph P.. the Kennedy sons were sexual

adventurers. JFK cheated on his wife with several

women, including actress Marilyn Monroe ifyou believe

reports, and while in the White House he shared a

mistress with a Mafia kingpin. Other charismatic figures

of the time were womanizers — Martin Luther King

comes to mind — but they weren't the president. Some

reporters knew about Kennedy's affairs, but ignored

them; Watergate hadn't yet made investigative jour-

nalism a form of heroism.

Rusty Denton

Speaking of Watergate, the American public was

outraged to learn during Watergate hearings that Presi-

dent Nixon had secretly taped most conversations in the

Oval Office. For private citizens that's illegal, and the

public thought Nixon had abused his executive privilege.

Little did they know that JFK was the one who initiated

the practice.

Kennedy also championed what is now called

Reaganomics. He cut taxes, increa.sed government spen-

ding and borrowed money to finance it, all in the name

of stimulating the economy. If you don't like

Reaganomics, you wouldn't like Kennedynomics.

Sounds almost like a Republican, doesn't he? There's

more. Continuing a secret arrangement from the

previous administration, Kennedy agreed to send U.S.

firepower to aid a rebel uprising in communist Cuba. He

lost his nerve, however, and without telling the dissi-

dent army he reneged at the last minute; they were

slaughtered on the beaches of Cuba's Bay of Pigs.

He had other blood on his hands. He ordered the

assa.ssination of the leader of a friendly power: president

Ngo Dinh Diem of VietNam. Days after Diem was kill-

ed, Kennedy got a taste of his own medicine, and was

himself assas.sinated.

Obviously, Kennedy's saintliness had its limits. Any
president today would be in constant scandal if he

operated as JFK did; even impeachment would be con-

ceivable. Moreover, if he hadn't been shot, Kennedy's

political legacy probably would have been minor. He
barely defeated an unpopular vice president at the voting

booth, and Congress refused to pass most of his programs

while he was alive. His successor got them through in

a wave of public sympathy after the assassination.

With a record as mixed as his, only a forgetful public

could make JFK a saint. It's something to think about.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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ARTS

Broadway Bound
at the FAC

Eugene Jerome, left, gets some counsel

ing from his older brother in a scene from

Neil Simon's Bnyadway Bound.

Playing tonight at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall, the comedy is the third in

Simon's autobiographical trilogy that

began with Brighton Beach Memoirs and

Biloxi Blues.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center box ofTice for $25. $23 and $21.

Also. Charles Dickens' A Christmas

Carol will be performed in the Concert

Hall on Thursday. Dec. 8.

Ticket information can be obtained at

545 2511

Mason's Getting Out
opens Thursday

Getting Out, a new play by Marsha Norman, will run

at Rand Theater of the Fine Arts Center on Dec.8 10 and
14-17 at 8 p.m. The play is being presented by the UMass
Department of Theater.

The play is about a woman's first day out of prison after

serving time for eight years. It focuses on her attempts

to come to grips with her past and to start again. Accor-

ding to director Margaret Mead, Getting Out also deals

with the relatively few options that working class women
in America have with their lives.

Scenic designer Celine Perron, lighting designer Darla

J. Breswell and sound designer Spencer Brown are all

students in the Theater Department's MFA design pro-

gram. In addition, undergraduate Tracy E. D'Altilia is

designing the costumes for the production. Tickets are $4

for the general public, $3 for senior citizens and students.
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Hair By Harlov)^\-,v^
HAPPY HOLIDAYS! > |«

Great Cuts & Perms ^^
Creative styling

Amherst Optical Shoppc

Eye Exams available by appointment

Independent Dr. of Optometry on premesis

195 No. Pleasant St.

(413) 256-6403 Amherst, MA 01002
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Cater to men &
vomen

Lov prices

i

I

Located on 2^9 Triangle Street
j^

(right next to Dairymart)
5494412 i

••••••
^fauj^^^uuy ^^^uu

Mil' 11 %!>

Get a Jump on SPRING SEMESTER!
GET INTO SHAPE!!

AT

THE BODY SHOP
SIGN UP NOW

AND GET DECEMBER FREE!!
AT ANY OF THE THREE LOCATIONS

KENNEDY & JOHN ADAMS TOWERS
OR TOTMAN GYM

NEW DIGITAL HYDRA-FITNESS MACHINES
• STAIR CLIMBERS • ROWING MACHINES
• AEROBICS • SKI MACHINES
• TREADMILLS • STATIONARY BICYCLES

ALL FOR THE LOW SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $50!

PLUS!!

FIRST 50 JOINING AT EACH CENTER RECEIVE
A Long-Sleeve BODY SHOP DESIGNER TEE SHIRT

John Adams 19th Floor
John Kennedy 12th Floor

Totman Gymnasium Room 8

^'W %»

HOURS M-F

SATURDAY
Information:

7:30-9:00 am
1 1:30-1:30 pm
3:00-9:00 pm
12:00-3:00 pm

545-4665

Cray's 'Acting'

the right way but
the Club isn't

By CHRIS A MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Escape Club "Shake for the Sheik"

The British band that brought us the political single

"Wild Wild West" have returned to critize the US once

more. With only the second release from the band's debut

album they are already sounding stale. "Shake the Sheik"

is a slightly revamped version of the band's first single,

only worse. Once again the same drums, guitar and horns

i-eappear as does the annoying voice of lead

singer/guitarist Trevor Steel. The lyrics consist of the

usual "political" rubbish making this single one to avoid.

»B2 Live Crew "Do Wah Diddy Diddy
'

Manfred Mann's number one hit from 1964 provides the

vehicle for rap group 2Live-Crew in this unusual remake.

Retaining only the chorus from the original, 2-Live-Crew

give a hilarious rap over a terrific beat. "Do Wah" sounds

as if it was written to be rapped in the skilled hands of

the group. The Fat Boys should take a lesson from these

rappers; this is how to remake a song.

INXS "Guns In the Sky"
This former B side of the hit "New Sensation" is the

fifth release from the Aussie band's multi-platinum album

Kick. A bit harder than other releases off the album,

"Guns in the Sky" isn't as appealing as the other tunes.

The metal-style guitar ofGary Beers is probably the best

part of the song. They lyrics sound underdeveloped and

crude. Michael Hutchence's voice is monotonous and dull

as is the rest of the band. Our only hope is that "Guns
in the Sky" will get shot down.

Philip Bailey and Little Richard "Twins"

If you think Danny Devito and Arnold Schwarzenegger

are mismatched in the new film Twins, wait until you

hear the title track. Both Philip Bailey and Little Richard

are major talents, but they simply don't work well

together. Bailey is trying to change his smooth falsetto

to sound like Little Richard and Little Richard is trying

to tame his usually wild vckhIs to fit with Bailey. The song

is no more than a long jingle for the movie, turning out

a disappointing product from what should have been a

perfect pairing.

cnntinued nn page 12

Honnie Earl and the Broadcasters featuring Jerry Portnoy will be at Sheehans Thursday.

>tm >i n g « ir-tt-tei*
NEW ANO

OLD COMICS

BASEBALL CARDS

MOVIE AND
ROCK POSTERS
-CHECK US OUT-
TREASURE ISLAND

MT. FARMS MALL
RTE. 9

HADLEY. MA

ARE YOU

PREGNANT I
AM NEED OF HELP?
OhttMlytit Csn Hsip

Oav

S4»-1«0C

aNEMA

A Fish Called
Wanda

DONT WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

'rtm 1t<M »0«« on* •

LONDON 17

PARIS 22

ROME 25
'Ound ln»

CARACAS 320

Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739
T»*mt not Included

Alto Work-Study Abrotd.

Ltnguag* Courses. IrtI I Student

ID. Youth Hostel Passes

EURAIL Pmms issued on the spot'

call for the fREB CIEB Student

travel Catalog'.

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. Ptaascnt S<.

A<T>h«rsl. MA 01002
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•After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet original, the rest are

half pnce at Kinko's, the copy

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

MUSICAL GIFT IDEAS!
FOR CHRISTMAS

AT FALCETTI MUSIC

AAKAI
ALESIS
AUDIO TECHNICA
BALDWIN

^

CB700
CASIO
CHARV/EL JACKSON
CRATE
DOD
EMU
ENSONIO
FOSTEX
GEM
GUILD
JACKSON
KRAMER
KURZWEIL
OBERHEIM
PEAVEY
ROLAND
;-,AF3IAN

5AMICK
SIMMONS
TITANO
YAMAHA
?ILDJIAN

• 90- Day - No Interest

(Over $400.00)

• Easy Bank Financing

• Major Credit Cards

2 FREE LESSONS

ON ANY INSTRUMENT

PURCHASED BEFORE

CHRISTMAS

YOUR ONE-STOP STORE

FOR ALL

MUSICAL MERCHANDISE

Some itemt not avialble in all Falcetii locations.

Ctieck with store nearest you.

STORES
Indian Orchard, MA
413-543-1002

Holyoke Mall
413-538-7970

Wettlieid, MA
413-568-8855

Enlield. CT
203-745-3737

Springfield, MA
413-739-54B0

Pittsfield, MA
413-448-2085
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Singles Scene
continued from page 11

Wingers "Seventeen"

Mothers, if you have a pubescent in the house, lock

them up. There is yet another teeny hopper heavy metal

band trying to steal them away. 'Seventeen,' which

should be more aptly titled Fourteen" for the average

age of a Winger fan. is a cheap imitation of Bon Jovi style

pop metal The song follows the traditional pattern, put

ting women down as much as possible and making the

entire female population sound as if they're at the sex-

ual disposal of their male counterparts. Isn't is time so-

meone set these bands straight?

Robert Cray 'Acting This Way"

Rhythm and blues guitarist extraordinaire Robert

Cray turns in another striking performance with this

latest release. Although his accomplishments have been

virtually ignored on the charts. Cray's jazz has earned

him a loyal following. "Acting This Way" has all the

characteristics of a Cray single: steaming guitar, killer

bass and Cray's trademark blues-influenced vocals. "Ac-

ting This Way" is worth going out of your way to hear.

Lloyd Cole and the Commotions "My Bag"

This Scottish band has seen great success in the UK
but has been lacking hits here in the US. This first single

from Lloyd Cole and the Commotions' new album

Mainstream could change that. "My Bag' is a cacthy in

flux of folk and country that has a quality that is lack

ing in most new singles. The song sounds reminiscent

of an early Smiths' record without all the gloom and

misery. Cole's smooth voice adds to the depth provided

by the melodious acoustic guitar and slight drums, mak-

ing "My Bag" anything but mainstream.

Master Bartending

Excellence.

...it'>not iu>t

mixoli^. It
'>

tivrutiim^. .Vtir

EtfiLviii ftjrti'Mi/jTS

^tuvl rcalh uK\: ^

U'kit lA'K fli'i'ii to

kmnc to sfe7' Mvmi
tfk' Ivr and uvrk

•Andmi' Sh'ss

otHitm IV

Atillas 2
IMJRWIIOWI SWDWKMIS

GYROS • STBOMBOU
soinnjua • pita club

BAIOAVA • HAM SPEEDIES

VEOETASIAN DEUGHT
AND

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

ALL OUR PITA BREAD
IS FRESHLY BAKED!

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

NOW TRY OUR BEST!

A«to
Glass

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

71 OU Sundcrtend Nd • SI9-2M0

No. Amhrrtt
M»«( W«iM C**0 • Cfrt. •rf-«r'*f^

Ma Rainey deserved

better treatment
By AL BOZYAxN
Collegian Correspondent

Watching the Amaryllis production of August Wilsons

plav Ma Rainex's Black Bottom was a little like having

a good book read aloud bv a narrator who mumbles. The

brilliance and depth of Wilson's work wasn't complete-

ly lost bv the production company, just muddled a little.

The piay is centered around an afternoon where Ma

Rainey a loudly tempermental blues singer, is recording

a set of records for Sturdyvant, a white man who owns

a small, poorly functioning recording studio. Ma Rainey

is late, causing Sturdyvant and Ma Rainey 's manager.

Irwin, to launch into frantic agruments.

The backup musicians. Cutler. Toledo, SlowDrag and

Levee lounge around a side room, waiting for Ma to show-

up, casually discussing everything from the black man's

role in society to the reefer Cutler is reluctant to share

with his fellow musicians.

When »Ma Rainey opened nearly eight years ago in

New Havens Yale Repetor>- Theatre, then-director Lloyd

Richards took great pains to find four people to play the

parts who were musicians as well as actors. The live

music they played was authentically stylized, and, as

they really were four black musicians, they slipped easily

into their roles, their lines rolling off their toungues as

effortlessly as their notes.

In Friday night's production in the Fine Arts Center,

the quartet werent comfortable with their instruments

or their characters. Instead of the older men in casual

dress Richards had opted for in the original Yale pro

duction. the Amaryllis actors were young men wearing

creased white shirts and ties, strutting about the stage.

waving their arms in energetic gestures. Levees

character, a rebellious young trumpet player, was played

with a almost frenzied passion which worked well when

iimtinuvd on page 14

B,mendinj;in\olvos ^^B
ttvhnk.il ovivrtis,' .ind W N<'^> lu>*l."i<

•

vKial skill> At New ^^m liilfRMM IcrS
England Bartenders W •*>< 1^ x >• and much xnorv.

School \\>u 11 learn -^ Ift u^ help vou master

(.-ustomor service, professional the bartendinj; trjde. C all

dnnk making, intoxication tixiav tor nnw inti>

management, ych search skill (617) 247-1600

811 B^nlstonStnvt, Bt>ston, MAlCUb

K Ob nn
T.O.E.F.L.

preparation

CLASS
UMass/Amherst
January 4-26

Monday thru Friday

6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
Experienced
Instructors

to register call

546-4576 or 549-5128

RENT/\>WRECK

N«w A lto*d C
Tmaia « V«w AIM A«a«aMa

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. b3 No. Amherst

549-RENT

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?

[Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registration
Tuesdays, 4-5 pm

Nov. 15, 22, 28; Dec. 6 & 12

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
^ilnr^n^provid^eneral informatioi

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS!

$1025

Jostens Gold Sale For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

JOSTEXS
A M C R 1 C A COLLEGE DING

Datp Dec. 5, 6, 7, 8 Time lOOO - 4;00 Deposit Required $25.00

^XjmVERSlTY
:aUsTORE^

ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
DURING SEMESTER BREAK

SPECIAL 2-5 WEEK STUDENT PROGRAM: BEGINS
AFTER EXAMS

GAIN VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE IN

MARKETING, ADVERTISING. PUBLIC RELATIONS &
SALES PROMOTION

INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIP POSSIBLE FOR NEXT
SEMESTER

BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

FOR EARLY CONSIDERATION NEAR
YOUR HOME TOWN, CALL NOW

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

BOSTON (WEST & SOUTH) SUBURBS
NASHUA NH/LOWELL AREA
GREATER RHODE ISLAND AREA
PORTSMOUTH NH AREA
WORCESTER AREA
WAKEFIELD AREA & N. SUBURBS
SOUTHEAST MASS

617-449
603-891
401-946
603-964
508-852
617-246
508-763

4362
1545
0150
8997
1680
5308
3569
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5's Rock'n'Roll back to basics
By SASCHA GOTTSCHALK
Collegian Correspondent

Street Rock n Roll

Section 5:

IJnk Records

Section 5, out ofTrent England, could well be the next

big thing in the ever-stagnating UK independent scene.

For that matter, their accessible style could make them

a force to contend with in the US if the right people take

notice.

Section 5's basic sound is a blend of hard rock and

punk. While that doesn't sound like the most original

style running, they play with such verve that it can easi-

ly be overlooked. This crisply produced album is loaded

with snarling dual guitars, catchy sing-alongs and tru-

ly powerful drumming.
Formerly a three piece. Section 5 released a previous

album on Lmk Records, 1987's For The Love OfOiirOi'

is the working class soccer-chant-style of punk that

emerged out of London's East End in the early 80's). On

that album, it seemed like the band was (from the title

alone) bent on painting themselves into a corner. The

addition of a second guitarist earlier this year seems to

have given them a fresh direction. No AC DC fan would

be uncomfortable with this album. Nor would anyone

with the slightest amount of affection for good, gritty

rock'n'roll.

Street Rock'n'Roll leads off with "Madman." a song

about the horrifying Hungerford massacre that took

place in Britain a few years ago. The song sets the pace

for the rest of the album (with the exception of the almost

reggae-ish "Stand Up"): gruff but completely coherent

vocals, a solid bass and drum foundation and a short,

tasteful guitar solo by lead guitarist Tezz (co-producer

along with lead vocalist/rhythm guitarist Tosh).

The clincher is the irresistible sing along chorus. Other

stand out cuts are "Loser," a cheeky "look at me now"

type of song, "Last Train Out Of Cardiff," 'Work It Out."

"Back In The US of A" and the harmonica filled title

track. In fact, the title of this record pretty much says

it all. Nothing stunningly original or innovative; just

good, mid-tempo rock that should raise a few eyebrows.

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT

WITH A SUBSCRIPTION FROM THE
STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING

SERVICE (SNPS)

H vou have Itouble taking nolts. can't ser the tmard, or can't hear thr

pro/essof, SNPS can help Out etpenenced note takers ptovide

neatly typed lecture notes for a variety ol classes.

• 1 «t 711 Co tut S70 'SM '»

Attrox 100 Colat tlO m\k too

Rlolov 100 ta 771 Hath 1?;

lottnir 100 (CM 1030 n<ytic< Ml

CUM III (rim lOK Ptrrk 1000

Clatitct 774 EcMi lOM ftycX I00(

Cai« 170 U Scl l» loo 107

Mmacni
ait4 aorc!

Ch«ck u» outi ^y SUB (abov* xhm ballroom)

9:00 4.\?0Mon FrI

Come, Clean in Comfort!
Pleasant atmosphere, modern laundry

facilities, plus

NEW EXPANDED HOURS:
Seven Days A Week, 7am - 10pm

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Under New Ownership

SPEEDWASH
For a Quality Laundry

New larger Machines • Clean & Efficient, Friendly

Attendants • Gas Dryers • Convenient Location

11 Pray St., Amherst, MA
549-1665

Self Service 7 Days 7am - 10pm

Getup to40% off

anIBMPS/2
justby showing

oMH '.-.vMVEKsny
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(ollri^an photu by Juel Solomon

Rebecca Graves* "Un-
titled," left, is part of the

MFA exhibit now on
display at the Hampden
Gallery.

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Thousands of Discount

New Books at 40-80% off

current new prices

SCI-FI. CHILDREN'S,
ART, HISTORY.

SPORTS. COOKING.
& MORE!!

VALLEY
BOOKS

Downtown Amherst

(199 N. Pleasant St.)

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

Oo«n til 8 Dec 12-23

Visa/MC 256-1 SOS

'• University of Massachusett.s. Amherst Campus Only

WISE PEOPLE
STILL

SEEK HIM
The Rev. Esther! Hargls

Campus Minister

Theresa Ominsky
Staff Administrator

Board of Directors

Rachel Clifton - Co-Chair

Mary Dumas - Co-Chair

Jane Austin

Barbara Blodgett

H. Oldham Brooks

David Dooley

Gregory Harrison

Arthur Hilson

Louise Houle

Albert Humphrey

Betty Rice

Deborah Thompsopn

Philip Ward

Mary Wyatt

Sponsored by the UMass
UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION

For more Information, contact

The Rev. Esther Hargls

at 423 Student Union
or call 545-2661 or 545-2789
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Ma Rainey
continued from page 12

he was expressing his frustration with a

dominant white culture, but was painful to

watch when he was trying to relate his

dreams and aspirations to his fellow

musicians.

Although Ma Ratney's Black Bottom is a

play, not a musical, the instrumental sec

tions of the play verged on the

unacceptable.

With the exception of Robert Galbreath,

whose character Toledo did a fine job of

piano playing, the musicianship was weak

and disjointed; the notes from the lead horn

player, Cuter, sounded like they were

emanating from a wounded elephant, not

a trombone.

The production wasn't a complete

writeoff, however. When Ma Rainey's

nephew. Sylvester, tries to record an in-

troduction to one of the blues numbers and

keeps stuttering through his lines, one

can't help but laugh. And Darell Andre

Richardson, playing Levee, surprised the

audience with a genuinely inspired

monologue on his belief that God had to be

white to allow the injustices that affect the

black man.
The brilliance of Wilson's script shows

through the murkiness of the production.

Ma Rainey demands bottles of sodas to be

bought at the store before she will begin

recording; when one of the musicians asks

her why she is so finicky, she explains that

her voice is like a whore to the white studio

owners, and this is her only moment of real

control. "When I'm done singing, " she says,

"They're just going to roll over and zip up

their pants." The exploitation of the black

musician and the frustration behind the

smiles is painfully clear, and despite the

shaky production, one walked away from

Friday's performance with a sense of see

ing a side of the old record industry

previously hidden from us.

Learn German
This Summer

]une 25 -

August 4, 1989

The Niwffc ^nnual German Summer School

of the Mlantk at the \}mversity of Rhode Island

In co-operation with the Goethe \nstitute Boston.

German will be the sole language of communication and oerman

life and culture the heart • ' ^ a< .
'. residcncv program ot

intensive language study

You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while

living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus lust

minutes away from Rhode Islands magnificent beaches and his-

toric summer colonies

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in

beginning mtermediate or any level of advanced German From

business people and travelers to students planning work or study

abroad Tiike advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in

this total German Language experience

For drtdils Dr John Crandin

Dr Otto Dornberg Co- Directors

Department of Lanf(uaftes

University o( Rhode Island

Kingston Rl 02881 (4011 7«»2-WII

ColkipHn phuio b> J«>el Solomt»n

Now down to two. Miracle Legion played to an enthusiastic crowd

Saturday night in a free UPC-sponsored show.

Auditions
The UMass Department of Theater is holding auditions for its production of William

Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice. Roles will be available for 19 men and three women.

Auditions will be held in room 204 of the Fine Arts Center from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Satur-

day. Dec. 10 and Sunday, Dec. 11. Callbacks will be Monday, Dec. 12 from 7:30 to 11 p.m.

Audition sign up sheets are posted on the Department Callboard outside the main office..

$ $ S$$$$$$$$$ $
$

Work all January as
Inventory Attditors

$6.50/hoiir to start

"Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Natrons largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 -»-

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIHIinilllMIIII IIIMIIIIIIinilllMIMIIIIIMIIIIIII IIIIIMIIU

i To Icam more call the office nearest yoor home daring :

i Thanksgiving break or Interview at the Campus Center i

: as follows: Monday Dec. 5 Rm 805 Tnesday Dec. 6 Rm 804 |

I
Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 904 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 173 i

: Interview times are 10 am-5 pm Every hour on the hour i
rnilinilllllllilllllill* IIIIIIIIMIIi llllllillllllllllHIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIilllllMIMMIilllllllllll

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester, Natlck. Framlngham, Milford.

Fhchbttrg. Athol, Leominster, Franklin, Webster

508-975-5 155—Lowell, Lawrence, SomerviUe, Cambridge,

Saagas, Peabody

508-559-7603—Boston, Qalncy, Bralntree, Brockton,

Middlcboro

508-746-0821-Plymouth. Wareham. all of Cape Cod,

Kingston, Pembroke. Marshflcld, New Bedford

413-737-8938-Hartford, Springfield, Amherst

508-336-5658— Fall River, Seakonk St Providence Area

603-893-1885-Southern New Hampshire

518-482-8555—North Adams, PltUfleld, Saratoga and

Albany Area

Sponaorcd by Sl«d«nt EmpIoYOitat Ofric*
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Welcome Julie!

6 yeafs styling experience

Formally of Style by Deborah

Welcome new & Old Customers

With this Ad S10.50 - haircut and Style dry (reg. 14.00)

JaUc's hours Fri ft S«t 9-3 j,,,^ ij;i7«»

HOT
ROAST BEEF

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018

FREEZE! PUT YOUR HANDS UP,
DON'T MOVE, AND...

Drop the JB's. Okay you
roast beef burglar-you're

caught. In case you don't

know who I am, I'm Detec-

tive Brown. I protect all JB's

lovers from evil people like

yourself. Your punishment
will be to not eat for an

entire day and to sit with me
while I enjoy my meals-
breakfast, lunch and dinner

all at JB's. Sweating
already?

(If this is you, take this ad to JB's for a free Roast Beef sandwich.)

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 A.M.

Gangs from Los Angeles causing
trouble in Denver after migration
DENVER. (AP) - The migration of two California-based

street gangs to Denver has caused crack sales to soar and
led to five slayings this year, say authorities who fear the

problems will grow.

"Don't wait another day. These kids are recruiting, get-

ting stronger and more organized," warned Los Angeles
gang counselor Kenneth Wheeler.

He told a meeting of EXenver residents that just two days

here reminded him of several years ago when Los Angeles"

gang woes were in their nascent stages.

Bernard C. Parks, Los Angeles' deputy police chief, said

his department has the names of 26,000 gang members
on file, more than double the number in the I970's

Denver police point to the arrival of the California-based

gangs, the Crips and the Bloods, as the main cause of the

growing gang problem here.

"They came here to make money selling crack. The by-

product was street gangs,"said police Sgt. Dave Dawkin,
who is specializing in Denver's gang problem.

About 700 gang members are in Denver, and they are

recruiting two or three more daily, police said.

The Crips and Bloods, lured by the prospect of untap
ped markets for crack, have been moving into other parts

of the country. The gangs, depicted in the movie "Colors,"

have been reported as far north as Anchorage, Alaska,

and as far east as Denver.

Dawkins estimated that gang related crimes are "at

le»st doubling" each year and that 25 percent of the

Denver gang members are from Southern California

originally.

"L.A. gang members said we were easy, kind of hicks.

because we weren't as hard on them and our methods are

different," said Dawkins.
The most recent victim of gang slaying here was

Cameron Smith, 18, who was gunned deon Nov. 3 on a

sidewalk. Police said he was shot because he was wear-

ing a red cap, the color of the Bloods. Smith however,

wasn't a gang member.
"Had he been just another gang member, it might have

been different," said the Rev. Acen Phillips, who organized

a rally afler Smith's death. "The fact is, he was a Chris-

tian young man and gave his life."

Mayor Federico Pena was outraged by the death, blam-

ed on a Crips mehiber upset over the shooting a day ealier

of another Crip. Their color is blue.

"I am not going to tolerate a situation in which citizens

have to worry about what color clothing they are wear-

ing for fear of being shot," Pena said.

Nearly 100 police (^cers are assigned to the gang situa-

tion. Intensified efforts include coordinating information

and efforts with other law-enforcement agencies.

Pena called for "zero tolerance."

"That means if they're caught jaywalking, they're ar-

rested," he said.

But Dawkins said that alone will not deter gang
members.
"They are looking for some kind of recognition they

don't get at home. They gravitate to other kids who have

the same problem," he said.

To help attack the problem's roots, the Salvation Army
is targeting those who might enter gangs, and gang
members.

«hL>». iP^
\f Photo

REMEMBER THIS GUY? — Gov. Michael S. Dukakis is welcomed to the podium yesterday

by National league of Cities President Pamela Plumb, prior to his address before the 6th

Congress of the National League of Cities in Boston.

IFOE
IFHESCA

Taste Test FrESCA
on the Campus Center Concourse

Wednesday, December 7, 1988
10:30AM-1:00PM

Support the UMASS KICKLINE

by purchasing raffle tickets to

win one of eighteen UMASS/FRESCA

directors chairs!!

Drawing To Be Held 1:00PM, Wednesday

December 7, 1988 on the Campus Cojicourse.

Sponsored By Coca Cola Bottling of Horthampton

WISE PEOPLE
STILL

SEEK HIM
Francine Communal
Chemical Engineering

Bill Darling
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Joseph Ervin
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Cynthia Gennari
Psychology

Erich Hegenberger
Chemical Engineering

Nanae lyoda
Chemistry

Renu Joseph
Physics

Joanne Kasper
Political Science

Henry Kono
Zoology

Samuel Lee
Sports Management

Noreen Liin
Industrial Engineering

Fred Mueller
Environmental Engineering

Cheryl Ryder
Marine Fisheries

Inigo Thomas
Computer and Information Science

Dwight Tshudy
Chemistry

Sophie Ung
Chemical Engineering

Anne Vainikka
Linguistics

Glen Weaver
Computer and Information Science

Sponsored by the UMass
GRADUATE CHRISTIAN

FELLOWSHIP

Affiliated with
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

For more information, contact
Nanae Ivoda or Alyson Beecher

at 256-6865
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New Southwest Lot 33 should

lessen UMass parking crunch
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Workers at the Parking Office expect

new Lot 33. largely unused since it was
made, to start filling up with the vehicles

of commuters who suffer from the '"park-

ing crunch"at the University of

Massachusetts .

Barbara Konieczny. an employee at the

Parking Office, said they have sent out

"well over 200" lot change forms to area

commuters and people who are currently

parking in E Lot spaces. She expects t<i

start selling many of the spaces in the new
lot within two weeks and the lot will be fill

ed for the spring semester.

The new 540 space lot. adjacent to Lot 22

near Southwest Residential Area, recent

ly had it's last perimeter lines painted

making it ready for use on Nov. 28. The lot

was paved in response to complaints about

the shortage of parking spaces for com-

muters on campus.
"We get complaint calls everyday. I can't

even estimate how many we have receiv-

ed." Konieczny said.

Lot 33 is open to any UMass commuter
who fills out the required forms. The cost

for a one-year decal in the lot is $30, the

same pricetag for parking in Lot 22.

The new parking lot was built against

the w ishes of many Southwest residents

who complained it would eliminate a large

.trea they used for playing sports.

University Landscape Architect. Bill

Lambert, said the area for the new lot had

already been slated for paving in a contract

developed in 1964 for the Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium. Lambert also said the lot

will be utilized during home football

games.

Man claims he had sex with Jim
Bakker and arranged Hahn tryst
NEW YORK (AP) - A former television

preacher told a grand jury he had sex with

Jim Bakker three times and arranged the

fateful tryst with church secretary Jessica

Hahn at Bakker's urging, according to a

magazine interview.

John Wesley Fletcher, who appeared on

"The PTL Club" television program from

the mid 1970's to 1981, described Bakker

as a bisexual who oepenly lusted after the

show's young male camera operators.

"I was Jim Bakker's male prostitute,"

he said in the interview for January's

Penthouse magazine.

Fletcher is the second man to say public-

ly that he had sex with Bakker. In

September, former PTL official Jay Bab
cock said he had told the grand jury of a

sexual encounter with Bakker.

Fletcher said in the interview released

Sunday that he related the sexual en

counters to the federal grand jury in

vestigation charges that Bakker, Bak-

ker's wife. Tammy, and PTL aide David

Taggart illegally spent contributions to

the ministry on themselves.

The grand jury was expected to

reconvene in Charlotte. N.C., yesterday.

Among other things, witnesses have said

the jury in investigating whether
ministry funds were used to pay $364,000

in hush money to Ms. Hahn or to entice

aides to grant Bakker homosexual favors.

Bakker, the PTL founder, has denied in

a sworn deposition that he ever had a

homosexual relationship with anyone,

and had denied charges of financial

wrongdoing.

THE
SPOKE
Amherst.
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TONIGHT
RAFFLES

T-SHIRTS

GIVE AWATS

A DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

Choose Excellence
LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

1 h«' Vlcissdt hust-rt s IJdilv
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" It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.

Experience on the Collegian is increas-

ingly valued by the editors throughout the

northeast.

"

Howard Zifl, UMass Professor since 1971;

Reporter & Asst. City Editor,

Chicago Daily News

Come write for the Collegian

113 Campus Center

[Ji\])li;iiriKOIJX» lilXPUIiiSS
Q^ PRESENTS ©O

The

SPECIAL
n\i

20 pes. plus Pt. Ben & Jerry's—$9.25
30 pes. plus Pt. Ben & Jerry's—$12.75

prices do not include 5% meals tax

Not good with any other offer

FAST,

FREE DELIVERY
549-7771

Student Affmrs Lnforvl^tion Services

CALL TIPS 545-1540 ABOUT YOUR
END-OF-SEMESTER CONCERNS—

and ask for these tapes by number:

1026 Access to your Academic Records

1008 Figuring your Grade Point Average

1027 Incompletes

2882 Math Tutoring Program
1033 Repeat Option

7000 Residence Halls Closing

2420 Transcripts

1435 Tutors and Tutorials

1325 Withdrawal from and Readmission to UMass

see paee 17 of the Student Telephone

Directors for a comolete listing
^
of TIPS tapes

IF Yai HAVE FJRTHER QUESnO^S CALL •IDB'(545-1555)

Informadon Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Information Phone Ser\'ice(TIPS)

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

"Anyone for a chorus ol 'Happy IralUT'

"You know, if was supposed to t>e |ust o story

at>out a liffle kid and a wolf ... but off ar>d on, IV*

t>een dressing up as a grandmotttei ever sirK:e."

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeaa

600PBy. ^^' ^'!^-^^
11^

SOKRY

Be' I'M HAPPY
FOR^fOUGUyS'
UK£. 600PUJCK'

UKB. HAVe A
THANKS NIO-UFB'

50. IS THAT
IT* ANYMOHa

PRJBNDS
AROUND^

LBTMe.

KIM?
C0^f?

irsoKAY
Si/uetTHtAtrr

CW?py^Jusr
»NCiAJ5llK

y'f'^.

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

I OOKT WOEESIV© HOW
9^T^ CONS mSCpERATIOM. (iAM MMBilAlS HE V^SES TO

M^v:t tut TO'<s' lowoots

TUERES r«i INCOME

TO CCNEti U\S

COSTS VOrJ J
DOES UE OO IT ? \

J^.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

HAH! 6oT /O'J

1 J

^
i^k

i fe

"Spend my days with a woman in kind smoked my stuff

and drank all my wine.

"

-"Goin to California"

Led Zepplin

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jcffc

ACROSS
I 0« in

Osnalwuck
&awtw
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u Boast

IS MMtmg ptacc
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1936
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MEnMr MM
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21 SwM« -
23 Lwge round

nwnoe'
lO( anori
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compoMiont

26 O
29 LOKls
33R«voti«

36HarMolore
3' Songm a

Lansbunr
muMcal

3a Viaidk

39 magiaund
«0O(

MNicknama abb'

41 Bold on*
42 Thai It Lai

43 Sai**

4b Sail ul nMic
JCid

4' Anciam (^Man
kmgdom

49Epocm
SO C«(ta«i baa> »

K>ng''

MFamhai
S? Madal

dawgnalKMi

sa Swaai
61 Guodni^
6?Cy4na
63 Somnx

wjmmws
64 Attandantt

in Indu

65 ScuM
66 Okoutm

DOWN
I Soup »«9«iabK
Var

2 Harvest 33 Latui 1 DMXd 46 Groups o« mree

3M«d tacHity 3b Mom* on tugh 48 Hi^xmani

4 - Ju»l You 3««MaMr«>ay bORara -
SROMOl — 39 - at Appl* b1 - Loo

6 tSI2ev«nl oam S2 AcM> GumnM*
7 Arabcakpn 41 tatvagat 54 Mom »

• R«()ua«is Nigmt song rMigbbof

9 Paddhn - 1941 bS Bobbin

Horn* 42Khom*<ni b6S«:fMary

lOEarttart lor on* 59 Sail

It Chavalwr M 44 TatHly 60Cu<r*nl

sortg

12 Lik* - ol

Dnckt
13 AuUiang -
iSTai -
22HoiyiM>odf

Day
24 Mocd «ii«< covar

or ground
26 Add*!
27 Break domm

OIH) » Spvit

29 Acuess tv*

30 0(MMon
31 Cam* mo

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUHlt:

imH \ms t««rl» \imt% StB4MMr 12/6/6a

"It's jusk like when you've got some coffee that's too

black, which means it's too strong. What do ytm do? You

integrate it with cream, you make it weak It used

to wake you up, now it puts you to sleep
"

On Black Power and the

Civil Rights movement
Malcolm X Speaks. Ch. 14.

Weather

Today: Partly Cloudy 40-45

Tonlgfct: Fair, 30'^s

Tomorrow: Partly sunny 50 s

TODAYS STAFF
Hlght Edhor : Tony Padovano

Copy Editor George Francy

Uyoat Tcchnictan Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dondi Ahearn

Prodaction Saporvisor Terry Starmer

Prodoctlon:.... Vana, Joyce, Lauren. Freya, Celia. and

Joe is noWare to be found ..

Execnthre Boar4 — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrelra
BdHot in Chief

Rick Sasson

1 Managing Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert Ctappennelll

Business Manager

Marc Infleld

Prodi|icllott Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1988

Rob CiappenelH
Business Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Mtinroe

Finance l^anager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Frahbels

Circalatton Manager

Mary Haygens

Sabacribtlons Manager
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M Atlantic 10
continut-il frun! /xiijt' 20

Garrick and-Owens/fss Rams of Rhode

Island lost by 12 to Arizona State. George

Washington was creamed by Georgia Tech

94-64. and in the two inter-conference mat

ches. the University of Ma.'isachusetts lost

to Rutgers by 17 and Duquesne nipped St.

Joseph's by four.

The only clear winner mot counting the

Rutgers, Duquesne victories over fellow

A-10 teams' was St. Bonaventure Univer

sitv. The Bonnies barely beat Bucknell.

r5-73

Now it's not time to send flowers <ir recite

eulogies, the A-10 is playing a far tougher

schedule than last year— three of the losses

came at the hands of teams ranked in the

Top 20.

And after graduation decimated the

"old" talent of the conference, the AlO is

now running on younger legs <42

newcomers >.

The point is, this year the Atlantic 10

isn't going to be able to come in through

the back dwr. The conference has gained

more respect, but its lost the element of

surprise.
-RONN GARRY

Bruins satisfied to tie Penguins
BOSTON i.APi - A points a point,

especially in the National Hockey League

standings, and Bo.«ton Bruins captain Ray

Bourque will take it. considering the

Bruins 2 7-4 record over the pa.st 13 games

"We wanted two. but well take the ptunt.

Bourque said after defenseman Zarley

Zalapski skated the length of the Boston

Garden ice and beat Bruins goalie Reggie

Lemelin with a 20 fwt wrist shot, giving

the Pitt.sburgh Penguins a 3 3 tie Sunday

night.

'it's better than none. We were checking

well in the la.st five minutes, trying to pro

tect the lead and they got a break and *

It up So it's a good point for us"

It was also a good point for Pittsburgh,

which had won five in a row "You need a

big play any time you're behind in the

building." said Pittsburgh coach Gene

Ubriaco of Zala;»ki's end-to-end tying goal

\ in J Unith s-

IS

THERE
UFE

AFTER
HNALS?

You're sick of studyins.

Sick of takins tests and worrying if you had all the right answers.

You're ready to kick back and escape the pressure.

So why not (.ikc .i tlay off .uul loint- enjoy

brunifi with tts' h's free Plus we're h-iving

drawinf;*. for lots of greut prizes

Bay.State Medical Center's

New Year's Branch
In,

Nursing and Allieei

Health Students
(I)cctmbcr '88 aiui May '89

(iradualcs)

Wcciiicsil.iy, l.nniary itii.

I 1 OOAM to iOOPM

.See, .It U.iyst.iie. we know wh.it you're goin/^

through Arul we want you to stop hy jnd

let us show you wljy a career at IViystate will

make all your hard work worth it

You laii piik your work siheilule just like

school I'liis, you II toniiiuie learning in our

H7H» btil teaihing environment You simply

t.in t fiml a hospit.il in Western New
Ingl.iiul tli.ii 1.111 offer new gr.uls the

diversity h.iysi.ite offers

.So get away for the d.iy .iiul tome lo

Hayst.ite And find out that there really is

life .ifter finals

IKri \ Ihim Ki gil turc: I ruin iIh' North l.ikc I xii I I

"It UiMilt 'M Imin I XII. (iilliiw bliit M mi;iiv m
liiispfi.il I roll) ilu' Siuiili. i.iki I XII 1(1 iM.im Sirm 1

ii(( K.iiilr '>1 Mospil.il will Ix- lirmly in front of ymi.

two hhnk'. ,iv.\}) .IS yoii go <lown ttu r.nnp IVirk in tlu

( < lit) Mill. il IliiiMiii); mlr.iiuc, iinl wt *ill Ik iIk rt lo

i.'ri(i yon \X'r .ir< .111 I <ni.il ' Ipi^orimiity I iiiployi t

BaysLalc Medical Cenler
/^'M hcMiHit SiiKi Spiiii^dtl.l. MA n|!>)'»

( il ^)/Si V^f>/

Where people are o»r great c\l rcsomrc.

I OllriCian photo h\ Andrrw Ri*l

Michelle Powers, a senior forward on the women's soccer team,

was named first-team All-New England and first-team All-Northeast.
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4th ANNUAL
THE GREATEST

ARMY & NAVY SALE
Monday. DEC. 5 - Friday, DEC. 9

Student Union Ballroom

Doors Open at 9:00 a.m. -

Genuine U.S. and
European Surplus

Wool West German, British

French Pants

$15

U.S. Navy Wool Middys
& Peacoats

$10-$30

Full-Length Raincoats

& Trench Coats

S6-$15

Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (0- 1 5)

S30

Heavy Cotton. 6-Pocket

Field Pants-US., Dutch

West German
$7-$ 15

U.S. British, French. Italian

Wool Sweaters

$8-315

Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarves, and

LOTS, LOTS, LOTS, MORE!!!

t^

All credit cards accepted

*
*
*

•kit

John Eggers, a senior, will be one of the co-ca

men's gymnastics team.

M men's gymnastics
continued from page 20

had to sit out this weekend because of a sprained knee.

But Myers is almost ready to return and should be back

by the start of the season.

"He's looking pretty good," Johnson said. "His knee is

almost totally rehabilitated. He still has to do floor. He
hasn't done a lot of floor movements but he's starting too."

The Minutemen's biggest strength this year will lie in

the horizontal bar event. UMass has seven performers who
all can step in and get the job done for Johnson. Booker,

Myers, Ronayne, Weil, Eggers, senior co-captain Bart

Balocki, and sophomore Dave DiNucci make up a team
that will be tough to beat on the bar in each meet.

ACTvmES • Auoo
AUTO PCS SAl£»CACCA>TC« ^\

a>CTB?TAJNM&4T«'=CR (?ENT

PC«SAt£"=CUNO
Ha?WANTH3»<.CST

Sport* Information photo

ptains of the 1988^9 University of Massachusetts

"On horizontal bar, we could have maybe the best team

in the Elast," Johnson said.

One event where Johnson feels the Minutemen have to

inprove is the parallel bars. It will take time, but Johrison

feels UMass will come on by the end of the season.

"Right now, parallel bars are a little weak," Johnson

said. "But by the middle of the season, we'll be able to

keep up with any team there."

Another event where UMass is solid is at the vault

where DiNucci led the Minutewomen last year.

"We'll probably have one of the strongest teams UMass
has ever had in vaulting, so we should we should be able

to stay with just about any team in vaulting."

And with any other team in the most important result,

the team score.

CLASSIFIED

^1'

We
have

^
what she *

wants (

i

^•
silverscape
' e~s~i~g~nrs

264 N Pleojonl St Amherjl 253 33?4

3 Plaoionl St Northampton S84 3324

OOLDSMITHS • GEM GAUEBY

^"'Tri If — TTiT flmmi

- COME TO THE COU^GIAN ORHCS-CCTia MON-THURS 3:30-3:30 (Fni-2:30):- OEADLJNE 2 PAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATTON » CASH IN ADVANCg.

1NSTT3UCTI0N • MCTOSCVUHES
PSBCNAL3-91C6 WANTHD

uocMATi wA^f^E) • niAva.
WANTED • SLSLET

20e/WOflD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ASSOC.
Mandatory meeting on Tues Dec 6 •! 7 00

pm in 903 Campus Cenl»f lof Open Elec-

tions and Dance

CELEBRATE LIFEI RESPECT LIFE
Awareness WeeK Attend Pro-Lile Events

All Week Abortion Thef Are Alternatrves

There Have To Be'

1 aORM IN 4 BDRM HAOLEV apt private

rm with own Dam & shower 10 mm to

UMaM on busrt Avail spnng sem 586-0864

222 mo

SUNDERLAND 2 BEDROOM spacious 6

closets on busline available Dec 1 $460

66S'25S1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

JOHNNY K I HOPE your 2 1 st is as special

as you are' I had a great time with you last

weekend hope we can do it agam
soiT>etin>e

Love.
Ro«anne

FOR SALE

HILLEL'S MENORAH LIGHTING
Tonighi 6pm

Student Union Steps
Join Us'

SEE THE REAL STORY! The Jesus Film

Wednesaay Dec 7 Bpm CO rm 165 FREE'

AUTO FOR SALE

•»jiaERCURY MARQUIS BROUGHAM
Wagon V6, AT. AC PS Cruise Snows.

4-Spi(r AM/FM and more very good cond

$2700 or B O 545-2364 or 665-3441

LOOKING FOR A USED BUT reliable car^

We can get the car you want automatic or

standard transmission A/C Plus 10 oti any

)0b for one year So it you are looking for

a bargain call Bruce at 549-5324 after 5pm

FORD ESCORT WAGON 1913 Excellent

condition A/C root rack 50,000 mllet

2S6-0933.

SJ^VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires, rims runs very well 'SOOO Please call

Tom 546-1184

CASA

DORM REFRIGERATOR. E«c«ll*nt condi-

tion $45 Call Sharon 548-4677

PENTAX K1000 CAMERA^ wiTh

SOt^MF'2 lens Also Vivitar

80-200mmf/H S macrozoom lens and auto

flash Leather bag included, all in mint con

dition Asking $225 for all but wiH break up
Call Rob and leave message 549-4493

CANNON TYPESTAR 5 typewriter $120
brand new many options call Linda

549-6647

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES -

Amherst tow year old Income property

positive cash flow (gross rental

18 OOO/year). live rent free and make spen

ding money too' Call Dale (413)253-9949

AOCOM GOWATT GFAS3S power amp
mini condition low use $225 00 549-6109

ONE WAY TICKET TO FORT LAUDER-
DALE Florida On December 22. 1988 $50

or best offer Call 586-7685

GREAT WINTER CAR- dependable 1978

Chevy Nova-4 new radials $300 or B/O Call

Sharon 256-0249

HELP WANTED

IF YOU ARE WORKSTUDY. and would like

to do childcare spnng semester please call

Rachel at 256-6208 E«perienced infant

care needed

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS
Eicelleni e>perience Earn average

$7,000-$10.000 Call Adam at 665 2527

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday mornings CorT>e by

Off Campus Housing Office. 545-0865

INSTRUCTION

TOEFL TEST PREPARATION Course Jan

4-27, UMass/Amherst. 6 30 p m -8:30 p m
$150 call 549-5128

GRE MATH TUTOR- Alg«bn, geometry

584 1307

six FOOT PYTHON Wm« 100 gallon tank

$150 Call 527-1603

THE CENTRAL AMERICAN SOLIDARITY
ASSOCIATION will hold Planmakmg
meeting on next semester 5pm monday at

CC For info call 5-2148

CONTACT LENSES

SOFT CONTACT LENSES, most daily

wear lenses $25 Extended wear lenses

$35-48 Soft tinted lenses $35-48 heat

Units $12 95 Lowest prices on contact

lense solutions Amherst Opticia Shoppe
195 North Pleasant St. (413) 256-6403

MOVING to CALIFORNIA- must sell 2

michelin snow & ice tires 2 months ok) Call

549 7222

PEAVY BACKStAOE 65*2 channels tt/sw

200 or bo Kramer guitar 1 dbl 2 singles,

flyod rose tremelo, like new 300 or b o

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC AND lighting

system quality at unbeatable prices Call us

KlubKave DJ Services

546-6518

FOR RENT

FURNISHED BEDROOM IN ' BDRM APT

STARTING Jan 1 Larqe living room Kil

Chen, etc call ?S6 8330

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT good for two

persons on bus route available Jan 1 call

after tOpm 665-7579

ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR INTERSES-
SION excellent kx;ation on Sunset Avenue

call 549-6447 (or more information

TAKE OVER OUR 1 BDRM APT. in Cliff

side starting after Jan 1 On bus n

$455'mo includes all utilities 665-7630

TAKE OVER OUR 2 BEDROOM 4 person

lownehouse lease starting Jan 1 $187 50

includes hot water 549 2i546

DOUBLE IN PUFFTON 3 bedroom Start

Jan 1 Call 549^918

HIGH-QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS
-Sherwood releiver optonica deci- dual turn-

table together 300 Bill 542-2435

79 MALIBU. 35K miTes Recent tune up

sticker am/fm cass must be seen $1200

or B Colleen 253-9153 eves

1981 RELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS PB AC front wheel drive- $2,000 call

649-7660- Owen

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bikeTs months

old $1 500 includes full facial helmet and

lacicel Call David 1-566-8212

FOUND

PAIR OF GLASSES tan case pmk nms at

Furcolo Hall Parkin Meiers call 549-1857

FROEDIPUS COMPLEX

FRED MAGAZINE WANTS YOUR short

stories, essays, poems, artwork, photos

etc for its spring issue Deadline Feb 1

1989 Send copies to SAO, Student Union

416, Box 218

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

LOST

LOST A SILVER WOMAN S RING canred

I lost It Wed between Mahar and Wore

D C Extreme sent value call Ken at

6-6639

LOST GOLD INITIAL RING extreme sent

value If found, please call Annmane Venuti

at 546-4106

MOTORCYCLES

19M KAWASAkf KZSSO LTD Helrriet.

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

HEY ALPHA CHI'S7 Have yoiTrecovered

yef

TO THE TWO SIO EPS (Timmy and

Juslinl who entertained us till 5am You're

welcome back anytime

HEY MIKE O. Labda Chi Alpha Assoc Ive

been trying to reach u to thank u for my for

mal urgreat' Guess who?

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEWEST
oflicers of Sigma Kappa Missy Alexia,

Paula 1. Cheryl. Sue Jen, Paula -2.

Rachel and Daphne Vou guys will do a

great |0b next semester Love, Tne Sisters

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW
SISTERS of Sigma Kappa You ve made it

and we re proud of you Love, The Sisters

TO JACK CONDON My awesome big

brother Happy 2tst better late than never

I love you Denise

HEY CHRIS. The coolest dude around

Sleeping with the NFL and Bullwinkle real-

ly turns me on Take me lor a drive

sometime I want to t>e known as the wild

swredish chic next to the coolest babe in the

hottest car on campus

JILL HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY! Tequila

shots are on us Lisa Cheryl Monique,

Mary

PATTY HALEY YOU BARWENCH Today

you re going back m lime to the privileged

age of 2 1
' F ree coffee and diet coke all

around (make that drafts) from Wheeler
No more'

STEVE a MARIA Congratulations on your

award winning performance in the Readrng

Room Vou pack a viscious meat Capaci

ty Crowd

TO THE ATTRACTIVE BLONDE
wearing pin* S purple in the coffee

stiop in Friday These ads are tacky

but Id like to meet you there again

Same time Wed Fn

T J HOW CLOSE? That cloee' my
fingers are crossed MM

STEVE (OR WAS IT GEORGE MK:HAEL->)

Sorry I missed your performance I heard

it was quite an awesome show' T

HEY BLUE EYES! Take good care of But-

chkie next semester' I love you'

GIVE YOUR NEXT CLUE witA a grft from

Faces' 29 cents to 4 99

GAIL FULCINITI Happy 20th Birthday to a

great friend I want to wish you all the hap-

piness in the world because you deserve

it I love you' Mich

75 CENT DRAFTS. Pearl Harbors,

Kamikazees. girls, guys, and dancing

Wednesday Dec 7ih at Changes One last

buzz before finals

MISTLETOE GRAMS ON SALE m CC 12/5

and 12/6 sponsored by Kappa Kappa

Gamma

POOL TOURNAMENT IS THIS Sal & Sun'

Any student wishing to play must register

with ID Mon thru Fn 9-2 fee is $1 you could

represent UMass

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP
FOR Townehouse apis Share room m 2

bedroom apt Call anytime (leave rnessage)

S49 8049

BRANOYWINE- one female roommate
needed for spring sernester Optioo to over

! for next year Call 549-0607

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED lo share

furnished 1 bdrm apt in Puffton Beg Jan

1 call 549 7464

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN

TOWNEHOUSE! Spring sem share 2

bedroom apt with 3 females 549-4942

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE In nice large non

smoking house Fireplace, deck parge

backyard 2l0/monlh>electricity Call

549-0403

FEMALE NONSMOKER to share a one

bedroom Brandywme $240 549 7157

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE
Southwood (Townehouse) apartment You
will love this place' Call Pete or Hob
256-0147

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN TOWNEHOUSE
spring semester, big single available

5494908

ROOMMATE MEEOQ) lor spring semester

Beautiful one bedroom apt in Downtown
Amherst Call 256-8058

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED 10 share a

one bedroom CNIfside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Both at

665-4550

TyPINaPROFESSIONAL

FAST. PROFESSIONAL TYPING Ac
curacy guaranteed Reasonable rates

Grammar speltehecking Gkxia 323-5140

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on campus affordable, spell

ing/grammar reviewed 584 7924 Nancy

WANTED

APARTMENT 100 FT FROM UMASS Take
over lease lor Spring and or mtersession

HELP! I need Soc 103 (Hums) notes will

pay money$$ Shirley 54*2710

WANTED TO RENT

HAVE AN EXTRA ROOM FOR INTERSES-
SION? I need one Can Dave imles)

546 4213

NEED SINGLE ROOM IN apartment or

small house after finals lor spring Christina

549 8135

FEMALES SEEK >4 bedroom apt Nor
thampton area for Spring Call Jodi

546-8656

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan
2-14 Call SBMC 256 8615 10am-5pm

KDirAflONAL
puzzles

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 PEOPLE NEEDED to share Southwood

Apt Lease, cheap call 6-8703 or 6-8641

GREAT LOCATION. One mile from cam-

pus, bus outside door One room m a two

bedroom apartment, off of a house One
person, male or female, non-smoker

Begins January 1 $270 a month • Call

5494493

NON-SMOKING FEMALE wanted to share

apt m Southwood with three others Call

253-0900 or 546 5364 and Keep trying

TAKE OVER LEASE JAN 1st 1 large

bedroom Brittany Manor $280/month for 1

or $140 (or two can move in after finals

Phone 256 1230 Susmita or Sheila

NON-SMOKING FEMALE needed lo share

a room Walking distance to campus
$200/mo 549-6689

2 ROOMATES WANTED TO share a large

bedroom in Puffton Rent |ust $l40'month

Call 549-6616 after 6pm

S OEERFIELD SHARE 2 bdr townhouse

house 312 50 plus 1?/1 584 9276

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Puffton

Village 142/mn Fully furnished call Lmda
549-6647 option to take over lease

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

room m a 3 bdrm apt Puffton Great place

great rent great location Call 549-6291

M/F to SHARE diEAl^2 bdrm apt in

Belchertown Center Call Jane 323-6156

SERVICES

TYPING DONE AT reasonable rates spell-

ing checked Call Paula 665-8941

OVERNIGHT TYPING! Best quiity in town

Call Barry. 548-9436. lOamllpm

TYPING-ON WP. S2/page center of

Amherst 253-3053

RESUME TYPESETTING. Inexpensive

Very experienced Overnight lasenwnter

quality Pick-up, drop-off available Lisa

367-9940

WORD PROCESSING. TRANSCRISmO
proofreading Letter quality 584-7657

evenings

FAST, INEXPENSIVE TYPING! Call Mary
546-6725

ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL TYPING,
spellchecking word processor Call

Carolyn Leave message 253-5667

TO SUBLET

JANUARY SUBLET- one female needed
in Brandywme $150 inclusive Call

549-7472

ROOMMATE WANTED house close to

campus Own room washer S dryer

Heating included, Happy household ph

549-4^3 Laurie

S««
^vrt

. VAOV^*

^

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA
• Jamaica is back' And this

•year Negnl is the Spring Break hot spf
• Trips from $419 act now and get *

' 1988 rates' For nnore info call Barbara'
253-2475

wt^^^^o^^
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Johnson optimistic about 1988-89 season
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The regular season for the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastic team will

not officially get under way until 1989, but

UMass coach Roy Johnson is already talk

ing about one of the best teams that UMass
has seen in a long time.

"I think one of our goals is to score 270,"

Johnson said. "We should be able to break

the school record of 267.75."

UMass has a long way to go before it

shatters any records. Its season will not get

under way for over a month when it opens

up its season at the Naval Academy on

January 14.

The Minutemen will also have to wait a

long time before they hear the cheers of the

home crowd. The first six meets of the year,

three of them over intersession. are

scheduled road appearances for UMass.
However, Johnson doesn't mind. He'd

rather play on the road in January rather

then m an empty Boyden Gymnasium.
"I think its OK," Johnson said. "In g>'m

Men 's hoop

notebook

A slow start

for the A-10
It's still early yet, but Atlantic 10 Con-

ference men's basketball, last year's

NCAA Tournament Cinderella and this

year's underdog favorite among con-

ferences, has had its nose bloodied already

this season.

Granted, the A-10 has upgraded its com-

petition, but it's realizing it has to learn

how to walk before it can fly.

Of the eight games in which A 10 teams

played this weekend, the conference

teams lost six.

Last year's A-10 bully. Temple, dropped

a pair in the Pepsi Cola Tournament to

Missouri (in double overtime) and
Arizona. The feared Mountaineers of

West Virginia lost by two to Bradley, the

amtinued on page IH

nasties, you have to get used to the ap-

paratus."

When UMass does return home for the

first time this year, some old familiar faces

that were not seen last year will return

after a long absence.

Last year, seniors Jay Ronayne and
Roberto Weil along with junior John Eg-

gers were redshirted. But they are back
this year and will play key roles for the

Minutemen.
Eggers and Weil will compete in the all

around competition while Ronayne will hit

the floor exercise, the vault, and the

horizontal bar.

"AH three of those people have been

EIGL finalists," Johnson said. "I think

we'll be stronger than last year, much
stronger."

But there are other reasons besides the

return of Weil, Ronayne. and Eggers why
Johnson believes that this years team is a

step above last year's.

UMass has recruited three fi-eshman that

Johnson says are ready to step in and con-

tribute right away. Tom Wolkner. William

Sayman, and Calvin Booker, in particular,

are ready to step up to the college level in

their first year at UMass.
The Minutemen competed at the Farm-

ingdale Open over the past weekend in an
eight team field and Booker led the

Minutemen with a combined score of48 in

the all-around competition.

UMass finished third in the meet with a

total team score of 240 behind Navy and
Syracuse, two teams that the Minutemen
will meet at the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League Championships in

March as well as in dual meets during the

regular season. That score was lower than
where UMass wants to be in the regular

season but with so much time before the

season starts, Johnson knows what the

Minutemen must work on.

"Its early so where you place in this meet
isn't indicative of how you'll do later on,"

Johnson .said. "If we can improve on ma
jor breaks, I think we can improve our score

by 15 points. The thing is just to clean up
our routines."

One other thing that will help UMass
when they open up against Navy is the

return of senior Tim Myers. Myers was
UMass' top all-around scorer last year but

continued an page 19

Reid to be honored as
NE Coach-of-the-Year
Ten days after the season ended, the

awards are still rolling in for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football team.

UMass head coach Jim Reid, who was

already named Yankee Conference Coach

of-the-Year, has been named New England

Coach-of-the-Year by the New England
Football Writers.

He will receive the award tomorrow

night in Cambridge at a dinner sponsored

by the NEFW.

"I'm pleased to get the award but I want

it to be a university award," Reid said. "It's

not an individual thing. I want the

coaching staff, administration, faculty and

students to be proud that we have one of

the better programs around. I want
everyone to feel real good."

Reid guided the Minutemen to an 8-3

regular-season record and a tie for the

Yankee Conference title with the Univer-

sity of Delaware at 6-2. UMass also made
the NCAA Division lAA playoffs for the

first time in 10 years before losing to

Eastern Kentucky University.

In Reid's three years as head coach, the

•Minutemen have a 19-15 record and have

shared the conference title twice.

The other UMass honorees at the ban-

quet will be senior linebacker John
McKeown and sophomore cornerback and
punt returner Jerome Bledsoe, who were

named to the NEFW All-New England

team.

-MATT GERKE

7 women's soccer players

get postseason awards

Bart Balocki, a junior on the University of Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics team, will be a co-captain and compete in every event.

Indoor track underway
Minutemen takepart in non-scoring meet
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
indoor track team participated in a nine-

school, non-scoring meet Saturday.
Schools from New England and New York
participated.

"It was similar to other opening meets
in that you get to look at other teams
while not being sure what your team real-

ly has," said UMass coach Ken O'Brien.

"But I was impressed with the perfor-

mances of our young players."

Freshman quarter-miler Steve Brown
won the 400-meter race with a time of

50.3. "We knew he was a good runner in

high school," said O'Brien. "Steve step-

ped right in and picked up where he left

off in high school."

Derek Moore won the 800 meter in a

time of 2:00.5.

Joe Lachiatto placed second in the high

hurdles in a time of 7.9

"We consider his performance to be
bright," said O'Brien. "The college

hurdles are higher than the high school

ones, so he did well. Our hurdle team
should be even stronger than last year's."

Sophomore Mike Gray finished fifth in

the 60-yard dash with a 6.5 time. In

another 60-yard dash, freshmen Felix

Delarosh and Kevin Walters also achiev-

ed the 6.5 mark.

"We were sorely lacking in that depart-

ment [60-yard dash] last year," O'Brien
said. "This year should be different."

Other Minutemen who O'Brien said

were impressive were Tommy Degnan
and Steve Doran. Degnan won the two-

mile run (9.27) while Doran ran UMass'
second-fastest quarter-mile.

"I was enthused to take a look at some
of the younger players," said O'Brien.

"Next weekend, we'll know exactly where
we stand for the upcoming season."

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Seven members of this year's University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team have received

postseason honors, it was announced yesterday.

Two players were named first-team All-New England

by the New England Women's Intercollegiate Soccer

Association, with four more making the second team. But

UMass placed more players, seven, on the All-Northeast

team, which has a broader selection base. Five

Minutewomer were named first team All-Northeast,

selected by the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of

America.
Leading the way was April Kater, a sophomore mid-

fielder from Mendham, NJ who tied for the team lead in

scoring this season, gaining 20 points on eight goals and

four assists. Kater was selected to both first teams.

She has also been selected to travel to Los Gatos, Calif.

Dec. 26 to Jan. 2 as part of the national team.

"It's quite an honor for her. They pick the best 25

players in the country for that," said UMass coach Jim
Rudy.
Also selected to both first teams was senior forward

Michelle Powers from Winchester. Powers tied Kater for

the team lead in scoring, getting 20 points on seven goals

and six assists.

Selected to All-Northeast first team were seniors Cathy

Cassady, Carla DeSantis and Sue Montagne. All three

were also selected second-team All-New England.

Cassady, a midfielder from Springfield, Va., was a co-

captain for this year's team and finished with two goals

and four assists. DeSantis, a co-captain from Sudbury, was

a three-year starter in goal for the Minutewomen, and
posted a 12-3-1 record and a 0.82 goals against average,
while registering 10 shutouts. Montagne, from Fairfax,

Va., moved to sweeper for the first time this season and
was a strong point on the UMass defense.

Senior forward Beth Roundtree, from Ewing Township,
NJ, was named to both second teams, after finishing the

season with 14 points, including a team-high eight assists.

Sophomore back Sue Gaudette of Salem was named
second-team All-Northeast, shifted to the backfield after

playing forward in her first season. She was a key player

of defense for the Minutewomen and also had three goals,

all game-winners.

The Minutewomen finished the season at 14-3-1, fall-

ing to the University of Wisconsin in the NCAA
quarterfinals.
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The Carriage Shops offer variety in holiday gifts
Bv REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

With the end of the semester ap-

proaching, most people are looking for uni

que holiday gifts at affordable prices. The
Carriage Shops in downtown Amherst of-

fer a wide variety of stores irom which to

choose.

Modrian offers a wide selection of

clothing, including short bolero jackets,

brand names such as Urban Outfitters,

hand-made sweaters, gloves, scarves and
mock turtlenecks in many different colors.

In addition, the store also offers small

leather bags and bulky socks.

Although Modrian's inventory is mostly

for women, they do sell some things for

men such as pants and a variety ofjackets

and mock turtlenecks. In short, the store's

philosophy is "Comfortable cotton clothing

at reasonable prices," said Robin Babcock,

fashion merchandiser for the store.

Once More With Feeling has used

clothing, as well as a large collection of

household items from pictures and pain-

tings to glassware, hats, scarves, bags,

jewelry, pillows, candlesticks and
Christmas tree ornaments.

Good Night Bedding is having a sale on
solid color futon covers — $38 for twin size,

$50 for full size and $55 for queen size.

There is also a 10 percent discount if you
buy a futon, frame and cover together.

i|»lil4«l!lMll4MWIil'llM>l«M««UiiihMlillMil«l4|i|il«liMttiill»«Mili«l«li»lilli1l|ilili«i|(|iilllini|i^

BONUS STORAGE t

FILE

S

i

BUY (4) 51/4 MD-2D 10 PACKS
GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE HLE

FREE!

SONli!:

Located in the Campus Center

i Onon M P o s ^UNIVERSITYt

I
*^IS.^ MSTORM_^ j
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Good Night also offers a full Une of down

comforters and handmade quilted blankets.

"Dormers," lightweight (2V- lb.) wool

blankets with cotton flannel backings, are

new this year. They sell for $69.95 and

come in X-long and twin sizes (perfect for

dorm beds) and are wide enough to fit a

regular double bed.

The Mercantile carries lots of reasonably

priced gifts suitable for Secret Santa as

well as many small toys which make ideal

stocking stuffers. There are small hand-

bags, pouches, wallets, custom made T-

shirts, candles, coffee mugs, silver jewelry,

woven and leather bracelets, leather-soled

ix>ntinued on page H5
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
from

BELL'S PIZZA
2 1 Years of Excellence in every Pizza,

come share the tradition and mal^e us part of your

Holiday Season!

65 University Drive, Amherst
»53-9051 • 549-1311

SNOW TIRE SALE
1^?

• Radials
• Bias Ply
• Retreads

'&

With this ad get $7.50 off
each purchase off a new tire.

One ad per customer
HADLEY tire & AUTO CENTER

439 Russell St., Rt. 9 Hadley, 253-9911

We have
a great
selection of

CHRISTMAS
CARDS...
Stop in today!

AJ'HastingsJnc.
XwtvvntonHjr located In th» nnfr 0I Arnhft'

45 Sovth PtmoMnf iUmmt
OfB4: W»ifcdByi S 0.111. to « ^.m.. (undoyt, S a.m. to I pjm.
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SEEING SANTA - Katie Titus, 4, of Pittsfleld talks to Santa during a visit to the Mall of

New Hampshire recently.

Gift shops provide
holiday gift ideas
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Gifl shops. You've seen them everywhere you go. What
do they have to offer?

Faces in Amherst has a wide variety of gifts on hand,

ranging from small items for Secret Santa (friend)

presents, to clothing and small furniture. According to

Peter V'ogel, manager of Faces, the general price range

is from $4.95 to $59.95.

RVC. also located in Amherst, .sells gifts ranging from

pottery to jewelry, but. according to employee Dianne

Magee, the most popular sales during the holiday season

are in gold and silver earrings and in jewelry boxes.

'•(These items) outweigh everything." Magee said. Due
to the nature of the gifts, the price range is higher — from

$25 to $300.

Hadley Village Barn Country Store, in Hadley, has more

practical items. According to employee Cathy Shaw, kit

chen items, such as aprons and gadgets, are doing fairly

well. Stationery has also sold regularly. The price range

is moderate — between $3 and $25.

Sales vary among these three stores. Vogel was unable

to comment on how well Faces was doing, adding that

students, who are his biggest customers, tend to shop late.

RVC, on the other hand, was doing "very good for

December,"according to Magee. Sales at Hadley Barn

Country Store, said Shaw, were "not great, but we're do-

ing well."

There are a variety of places to go for small gift shopp-

ing. These stores are a sampling of places which offer dif-

ferent ideas for the holidays.

Cci.i*Ci-»»

|J5^
come let us
show you

what's nice.

^^Holiday '88

Shoes

Clothing

Accessories

I Special Gifts

for Giving

plee.epi .'»». omh»..t J13-JJ63 eo.iy '06 lundor '3J

Children's Matinee
Dec. 10th at 2.00 pm

^ ., ... ,;^M^
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FLAP JACKS
&MORE

Route 9/College Street

Amherst • 253-2558

M—TH & SAT. 6 a.m.-7 p.m. • SUN. 6 a.m.-3 p.m

FRI. 6 a.m.-9 p.m.

17M msT/-M !*

Mm^Weds ia6 ThuryFn l(^. Sai JO-6. Sun 126

57 Church Stnel-Unox. Masiochusetti l413i 6372(mi

FREE mHKl^C FRKE GIH H'RAPPINC GIFT CEHTIFk ATES

HROKK DURlNi; BKKAK?

f-ARN MONEY DURING INlliHSliSSION

AT THE BOS ION UNIVEK.SrrY BOOKSTORE

Worli full or pad lime in ihc fa.sl paced retail aimosphere o1 the

B U. Bookstore Mall. Wc offer generous storewide discounts on

fashion, homewarcs, school supplies, computers and books F'or

immediate consideration, visit us on Thursday, l)ecrnil>er iSJh

at the Campus Center Concourse, from Uhtm to 5pm.

You may walk away with a new job!

FOR MORK INFORMATION CALL 617-236-74X8.

1

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day. .

.

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

257 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST

-
^
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Mall stores doing well for holidays
By CHRIS A MUTHER
Collegian Staff

At Main St. Records in downtow-n Northampton, the top

sellers for Christmas are not records. Sales of cassettes

and compact discs are slightly edging out over those of

LPs, In all formats, most of the big sellers are compUa

tion and greatest hits albums.

Brisk sales have been reported with hits albums from

Bananarama, REM and the Ramones. Live albums that

are also selling well include new releases from the Smiths

and Pink Floyd. Main Street's biggest sellers are U2's

latest, Rattle and Hum, Naked, from the Talking Heads

and heavy metal albums, which are making an unusual-

ly strong showing this Christmas.

Hampshire Mall in Hadley is always a favorite stop for

holiday shopping. One store that always sees increased

sales during the holiday season is Kay Bee Toy and Hob

CINEMA

A Fish Called
Wanda

Rated R 2 *''?*!'*"9* 1* ®
Adults $3.50

BIBLICAL
EXPLORATION

For anyone interested in an
intelligent, serioii.t ofH-n-minded

study of the Bthle.

Nov. 30 Dec 7

6:30 PM l^AMPUS CENTEIl
"l.<iokin|{ at the t'hri«tm«.< Stori*-*"

SISIN'aWH'IO niri"NnH»i IIIIIJniANMH<NI»ATHIN ^f^^ UCF
(sill r>4r>-2f»fil for more info

by Shop.

For kids of all ages, the popular item this year is the

Nintendo video system, taking over the number one spot

from last year's popular Lazer Tag game. For smaller

children, hot sellers this year are talking toys. These in-

clude Teddy Ruxpm, talking Big Bird and talking Mickey

Mouse.
Also in the Hampshire Mall, the AT&T Phone Center

has also seen an increa.se in sales this holiday season. Big

sellers for the executives are cellular car phones and FAX
machine.s For people with slightly more restricted budgets

the best sellers are answering machines and the ever-

popular telephone.

Down a few feet, at the Weathervane, the sales people

have witne.ssed the seasonal phenomenon of male shop-

pers frequenting the store. Most asked for items including

sweaters and jewelry, along with "personal"items that

husbands would most like to see their wives wearing

Christmas morning.

TtfM

o

• To all the ski club

members, university staff

and all those who •

participated in making the

18th annual ski snatch a
great success.

(We would like to extend

a special.thanks to

Jf

SUNOtRl*NO MA
TEL eeS 262«

Special thanks to Marc Infield and Michael

Wester for the design and production of the

cover of this section.

Welcome Julie!

6 years styling experience

Formally of Style by Deborah

Welcome new & Old Customers

With this Ad SIO 50 - haircut and Style dry (reg 14.00)

Jallc's ho«ri Fri » Sat 9-3 ^.p,^ mwim

-•r^ifi C£^-C^-^^ap ^£^Cb'^\£^ «C^«)-^3t* ftC^-<ft-^5i# ftc^<»-^a4* «£^'<»'"53»
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V 338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

mLIDATA:
for all they've done)

UMASSSKI CLUB *

\

\

\

BECKS 01 HEINEKEN 12 pk hot ties $7 9^ +dep.

CORONA 6pk$4 99 case $17 99 ^ dep

COORS 12 pk. Bottles $5 99 +dep.

GROLSCH 6 pk. $3.99 case$l3 7S+dep

HOLIDAY BEERS ARE IN (mcludmg Anchor Christmas Ale)

CANADIAN CWB WHISKEY 1.75 L $16 99

750 ml $9 29

BAILEYS IRISH CREME GIFT CHURN 750 ml $13 99

GLENFIDDICH SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 750 ml $18.99

1984 BUEHLER CABERNET SAUVIGNON 750 ml $9.99

CORDONIU BRUT CLASSICO 750 ml $4.99

OR 2 for $9.50

FILIPETTI AST! SPUMANTE 750 ml $3.49

1987 COLUMBIA CREST CHARDONNAY $5.99

OR 2 for $10.00

• MEGABUCKS •

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER Sc WINE •

ALWAYS ON HAND

6

I
-

I
ffSi:s^<i:>^d^f^erc^

Noel, NoeL

Our Noel fragrance comes in

potpourri, incense, scented candles,

room spray and other home fragrance

items. An old part of Christmas
brought back to you by

Crabtree and Evelyn of Amherst.

Visit our unique shop for those special gifts and wonderful
stocking stuffers.

We ship anywhere in the continental United States.

Open 7 days • Fridays until 8:00 PM

71 No. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA

253-9561Crabtrcc 6 Evelyn
LONDON

WISHING YOU
THE BEST OF THE HOLIDAY SEASON

SCARVES HATS
SWEATERS

HOLIDAY DRESSES
PAISLEY PANTS & TOPS

LOTS MORE.

% to 30% OFF
I

Piccadilly Street
2nd Floor

ONE WAY ST. TO FASHION

THORNE'S MARKET
HRS: HON to SAT 9:30 am io 9 pm • Tel 584-4896

Til Dec 24th San 12 to 5 pm

4^

The Carriage Shops
continued from page H2

slipper stockings and more.

Books are another good gift idea. Book
Marks sells a wide variety of books in-

cluding many on photography, art, music
and singers, which are popular this time
of year. Illustrated books are also very

popular at Christmastime, as are gift

certificates.

Ifyou are into needlework and need sup-

plies, the Creative Needle is for you. The
store offers kits and supplies for such
needlework as knitting, embroidery,
needlepoint and making sweaters. Other
accessories include instruction books, con-

tainers to store needlepoint rings, stick

bags and iron-on decals.

Adirondack Music is having a sale on
speakers (up to 60 percent off), receivers,

cassette decks and disc players. Other
items on sale include Walkman radios,

boomboxes and blank tapes.

Pets are also popular gifts for the

holidays. Birds of a Feather is offering

birds, fish and an assortment of accessories,

including food dishes, aquariums and pet

care books.

Kay Baker's Antiques has many unique
gift items. Dishes, greeting cards from

1880, gadgets, old tools, quilts, sterling

silver serving pieces and old postcards are

some of the many possibilities for those

friends and loved ones who like 19th cen-

tury knick-knacks around their home,
apartment or dorm.
Gloria's Antiquarium also has such ac-

cessories as serving trays and dishware. In

addition, the store offers prints, paintings,

books, art books, wool coats, rugs, textile

remnants and vases. It also sells the game
The Best of Northampton.
Finally. Creswell Gallery offers many

ideas for art lovers. Among its inventory

are holiday cards, African sculpture and
art, prints, posters, folk art, jewelry,

crystals, dolls, bags and glass jewelrj'

boxes. Books and animal figures are also

sold there.

The Carriage Shops, with the variety of

stores contained there, offer ideas to those

last minute shoppers. If your ideas range

from art to clothing to books, you may be

sure to find them there.
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aSTUDENT CPUPON

TAKE 20% OFF
LOPI .. YARN &

PATTERN
Webs, The Yarn Shop
18 Kellogg Ave,, Amherst
(The gray & blue house in back of the P.O.)

Hours: MonSat., 9.30-5:30; Sundays. 15 p.m.

JS^xpires Decr22, T988 ?jj

sporting Gift Ideas

if Raquets
for raquetball. squash, tennis

if Hockey Equipment
skates, slicks.

Protective Gear

if School Jackets - in popuur

if Clothing for All Sports
• casual & team clothing

• t-shirts • shorts

• jackets * uniforms

• jerseys • much more

if Sport Footwear
Sneaks, Cleats & More

from Nike, Converse, Tiger, Saucony
Avia, Tretorn, Pony and Adidas

Imprinted Ouffd Bags

NFL. NHL i

Ba«ebaM team hat*,

make great gtfit tool
377 Main St.. Amhent

Op«n Monday thru Friday 9-5:30

Saturday 9^4

3533973

SANTA?

Gifts from 29<p to 4.99

amhersl/norlhamplon
daily & Sunday

1 5-50% Savings On Selected

Dress Shoes by Jasmin, Jazz, 9 West,

Proxy, LJ Simone.

noith pl»oioni ili»«i ornhKii JJ3.JS63 do«r 10-6 lundor US
parking in rear ooen triOav eves

WISE PEOPLE
STILL

SEEK HIM
David Bakuli

Industrial Engineering

Matthew Chikaonda
School of Management

Violet Chikaonda
Agricultural and Resource Economics

Bryce Cole
Civil Engineering

Lisa Fairchlld
Chemistry

Heidi Ford
Veterinary and Animal Sciences

Stephen Herbert
Plant and Soil Sciences

Tony Leow
School of Management

Roberto Segado
Food Engineering

Dwayne Toppenberg
Chaplain at UMass

Sponsored by TOUCH'
at the

University of Massachusetts

Transforming Ourselves
Under Christ's Hand

For more Information
caU 548-9118
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Secret Santas
One Stop Shopping

^*-s
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Under S10
Z Bike Water Bottle & Cage

Z Skis Straps

r: Mtn. Bike Toe Clips Set

Speedo Goggles and Cap Ensemble

m.
Z Skateboard Sticker Packs

_ Polypro or Wool Socks

Z Cycling Caps
Z Glove Liners

Under $25 ^^
Zetal HPX Pumps *

Cycle Pro Cycling Computer
Laplander Wool Caps

,- Lifa Polypro Underwear

^. Bell Windjammer Helmets

C Skateboard T's & Sweatpants

G Nike Lycra Fitness Shorts

C Reflector Vests ;S

Under SSO
C Oakley Frogskins C Pearl Izumi Thinsulate/

C Speedo '89 Swimwear

C Barrecrafter Ski Rack

Z Nike Cycling Shoes

Entrant Gloves

Cross-Country Ski Boots

Sunbuster, Nike. Hind
Lycra Tights

Barrecrafter Lockable Ski Totes

• At Th« Amh*rst Carriag* Shops

E. Pleasant St. '^ PcfatOfl^ .

nherst 549-6904 ^ O/fOftSAmherst 549-6904 ^
>OOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOC 900000000C

Taj Mahal Restaurant
(lini* ln(li<ii\ Ciiisinr)

Niqhlly •»-Q:V)

Your cnlrrc i% lookcd (o your likinq.

froii\ ii\ilcl to mrdinin (o hot.

v»>n'vf i\i-vrr rxprrirntcd: or If vouvc rvcr vor^dcrrd
vhdi Indian Cuisine is fill (iboiif lonu- and (ry our

Deliiious Dishes:

Scshliks (kabohs) Chicken Tandoori
Chiiken & other vegetarian, meal
Shrimp . ... «nd fish dishes

I.amh Shcihi Korma
CM >oe >ooo<»oc»oooooo<:

Amherst Drop Zone
103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-0039 • Open Mon-Sat 10-6 • Sun 12-5

(Behind Bart's. Next to Panda East)

Lor

i
ti0 Asson. Camping Accessories

M 3

i

HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS
$'

UNDER 55.00
Nyion/Veicro Wailais

Lsaiher Poucnes
Polypro Mitlens/Gloves

Polypro Hats

Pair/PicKaqe Conor. Work Socks

2 Pair Gl Wool Socks

3andanas
Noveily ;iems

Asson. Miliiary Patcnes/Badges

Dog Tags

Spanisn Army Shirts

Us«d European Bereis

Wool Socks

White Aviator Scarves

Assort Wililary Dress ^ooi Pants

Weo Belts

Swiss Gas MasK Bags
Gl Pain Panis/JacKets

Usea Wool Army Surplus Sweatersi

i

Polypro Long johns-iR's

German Cotton Pj's Tops/Bottoms

Woot Gloves

Military Caps

Used Leather Boots

Used Jeans

Aason. Euro Surplus Wool Pants

Assort. Euro Surplus Wool Tops

Used Ouitia Bags

Gl. Fiasniignis

Under S10.00
Assort Surplus Shoulder Bags

G I. Pain Ponchos
HosDiial Pants/Tops

Assert. 3x5 Flags

Ammo Cans
F-encn Duifle Bags
Duicn Shoulder Bags

Under S15.00
Surplus Euro Cotton PJ's

Span Army Wool Pants

Heavy /Veignt ^oiy Pro Shins

Swedish Tricon Shirts

German Cotton Sleep Shirts

Soan.sn Army Denim Peid ^acKets

Spanish Wool 'ke ' jackets

Asson Coior Bereis

Assort Coverails/OveraJIs

German Aipme Troops Ski Pants

Silk Scarves

AG-44 Wool Overcoats

Under $20.00
Surplus Silk PJ's

German Army Fatigue Partis

Dutch Army Fatigue Pants

Used Camo/OD Army BDUs
Kids Camo
German Army 6-Pockel Wool Paws
Mexican Blankets

Sailors Shirts

German /Vooi "Ike" Jackets

Assort Travei/Carry All Bags

Rag /Vooi Sweaters

Under S25.00
Surplus Gl Down Sleeping Bags
Wallers Jackets

Ham Coats

Under $30.00
Jungle Boots

Largest Assort. Gl Camo Fatigues

Used Field Jackets

ALSO
M Julian Leather Products

Australian 'Duster " Coats

Black Leather Gortex Insuiaieo Sootall

European Tweed Overcoats

Surplus Military Wool Overcoats

MA-1 Fligni Jackets

CPW-J5 Nylon Filghl jacKeis

Walker and Ranger Footwear

Assort. Wooiy P'jiiy Sweaters

waicnes. Knives, sunglasses,

flashlights. . and much more

ia

^ any purchase*- |y

I with this ad
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Choose Excellence
LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

CI fit' Vlcf^-s.it h II ->« i I -^ l>«iil\

OLLEGIAN

i^u/:

-t

" It ain't perfect but it's the only ganrie in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.

Experience on the Collegian is increas-

ingly valued by the editors throughout the

northeast. ''

Howard Ziff, UMass Professor since 1971;

Reporter & Asst. City Editor,

Chicago Daily News

Come write for the Collegian

113 Campus Center

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. Viliile you ha\e a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites hefore the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, V'ivarin gives you the definite ad\antage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So

even vvhen the subject maner's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used V'ivarin, ma>'be he could have mastered the solar

system tor.00
ReviW With VIVARIN:

I»»»d«re1fd Luociimf*ii«r«iuMlmi.<i».icii(>«i<ii<lrr C Bmhwi tiK NH

1)1 \ ISI()\ OF C()\ 11 \ I l\(. i:i)i CM l()\

Add the right

touch to _
your giits.t:

Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

with gala boxes, tags,

ribbons, bows, package

decorations, totes and

bakery bags.

^nmVERSITY

© MCMLXXXVIII American Greetltigs Corporation

A/v\ERICAN GREETINGS

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

»»,^i*^JCi.i«_ai<*
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New toys on the market are health risk
BOSTON lAPt - Some toys stocked in stores this

Christmas could turn child's play into tragedy, but the

government isn't doing enough to keep the hazards out

of children's hands, a Boston lawyer said Tuesday.

"People have been lulled into a false sense of security

thinking there are safety standards." said child safety ad

vocate Edward Swartz at a news conference where he

released his 17th annual nominees for the '10 worst toys."

Dangerous toys on Swartz's list ranged from a $1 play

sword to battery-operated sports cars that cost thousands

of dollars .\s in previous years, he took aim at toy

weapons and projectile toys he said 'have virtually turn

ed some nurseries into armed camps."

Swartz said the government should impose stracter stan-

dards to protect children.

But a spokeswoman for the e (in>umer Product Safety

Commission defended toy safety efforts.

"We do what we can with what the resources we have,

"

said Anne Pavlich. "We don't have pre market clearance.

We depend on people like this to let us know which toys

thev feel are not safe."

At least two of the toys on this year's list have been

discontinued, although they may still be on store shelves,

manufacturers said.

The 'Sweetheart" battery-operated riding toy by Power

Wheels, which Swartz blasted for its potential speed of

5 mph and 6 volt rechargeable batteries housed in

unsecured areas, has been discontinued, said Chip Her

man. vice president of Kransco Corp., the parent company

which marketed the Sweetheart.

He said the product was dropped because it resembles

the three wheeled All Terrain Vehicles banned this year.

Herman said no problems developed with the batteries.

Swartz also criticized other motorized sports cars that

can reach speeds of 30 mph, but noted that they probably

won't be on many parents' shopping lists at costs of up

to $15,000.

Also discontinued was the Battle Beasts Warrior Sword,

which Swartz said could cause injuries with its long, rigid

blade The toy was dropped because of poor sales, said Ber

nie Epstein, senior vice president of manufacturer Im

perial Toy Corp. of l>os Angeles.

"We make over 700 items. We don't knowingly make

anythging that isn't safe, ' Epstein said.

One popular nursery staple made Swartz's list, the

Johnny Jump Up Baby Exerciser by Evenflo Juvenile Fur

niture Co.

A P ph««o

The 1988 White Hou.se Christinas tree arrives

in Washington.

INDULGE Collegian Workshop

Tips on
Interviewing

Frank
Faulkner

UMass Journalism
Professor

Wed. Dec. 7

• 8 p.m. *
CC 177

Counts Toward Staff Status

-^r*(^

,NV'r>^

Amherst Optical Shoppc
Eye Exams available by appointment

Independent Dr. of Optometry on premesis

(113) 256-M03
195 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

r.i( :i J r,«i

December Specii
Girl Scout Cookies S

Fireballs $1.50

HappY
Holidays

from
Mike's

Westview

lis

2.00

Holiday shopping guide inside

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND
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WMUA holds telethon this week.
Page 5.

^Suggestion to improve the SGA.
Page 7.

^UMass hoops in action tonight.

Page 16.
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TAs protest
proposed
budget cuts
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

About 40 graduate students picketed and

chanted outside Whitmore Administration

Building at noon yesterday to protest pro

posed budget cuts that may threaten their

jobs.

Members of the Graduate Employees

Organization (GEO) .staged the rally to

draw attention to the plight they may suf

fer from a request made by the Board of

Regents of Higher Education to cut $5 5

million to $7 7 million dollars from this

year's fiscal budget, making up for a $300

million shortfall in the state's revenue.

Although no definite cuts have been

ordered, the regents announced they

wanted the University of Massachusetts-

Amherst. and many other state colleges, to

access the impact of such cuts earlier this

month.
An oval of graduate picketers carrying

signs, some of which read: "Graduates

Unite," "TAs Unite Before you Lose

Everything. " and "Don't Pay TA's Out of

a Slush Fund." formed shortly after 12 p.m.

"We are very concerned about cuts and

the giveback of money next semester .

we want everyone to realize the importance

of the situation we are facing," .said Cyn

thia Kaufman, GEO spokesperson.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said 270

workers could be laid off and 200 class sec

tions, affecting 6,000 students, could be

cancelled if Gov. Michael Dukakis gets his

proposed 5 percent budget cut.

Graduate students, said Kaufman, feel

they will have to bear the brunt of teaching

duties being cheap alternatives to faculty

S. V
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Graduate TA's protest budget

when and if layoffs come. They fear the ad-

ministration's freeze earlier this month on

all new and vacant state funded positions

has implications of problems ahead.

"Without the faculty more pressure falls

on the teaching assistants and the quality

of education may suffer." Kaufman said.

GEO, a 400 member organization at the

University, feels extremely vulnerable to

the cuts since it is one of the few organiza-

tions on campus that is not unionized,

Kaufman said. "We're the most vulnerable

people at the University."

The graduates said they were not upset

with the administration since they were in-

( uUrgtan phulo by Chris Hosford

cuts yesterday outside the Whitmore Administration Building.

volved in the same battle against the state.

Kaufman said the protest is an attempt

to reach state legislators from whom GEO
members are seeking recognition as state

employees.

"Last year our .stipends were paid with

$2;}0 from an emergency fund," Kaufman

said.

The emergency fund Kaufman referred

to was made up of funds from

undergraduate fees. "That's not the way a

public university should be funded, " Kauf

man said.

She explained ifGEO were recognized as

state employees the state perhaps could

allocate proper rtioney to fund graduate's

stipends and secure their pay.

"Other .state universities have better

facilities and funding. UMa.ss is one of the

most chronically underfunded univer-

sities," said 35-year old graduate .student

John Rafael of the Labor Studies

department.

"Were out here because we're TA's who
are overworked and underpaid. We give ex-

ams, and conduct discussion sections

public higher education is obviously not a

high priority in this .state," said 29 year

old Thomas Anderson of the Agricultural

Resources and Economics department.

Duffey fearful of budget cuts
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey today will meet with the

University of Massachusetts trustees and revise the im-

pact report of how the recently proposed budget cuts can

affect the Amherst campus.

Duffey said the cuts may prevent seniors from

graduating in the spring and result in numerous layoffs,

the Union News in Springfield reported yesterday.

"Layoffs could prevent undergraduate students from

completing their general education and graduation re-

quirements," Duffey said in the original impact

statement.

Duffey also said as many as 200 class sections could be

closed, affecting up to 6,000 undergraduates.

Because this year's budget is already $7 million less

than last year's, "any further reductions could prove

devastating." Duffey said in the report. The cuts would

be especially drastic since it is already six months into

the fiscal vear. he .said.

i The situation is serious

—Chancellor Joseph Duffey

Al> ph«U>

Chancellor Joseph Duffey (right) and
UMass student Brian Conley.

Two weeks ago. Duffey sent the asse.ssment of tht

school's situation after the reductions to Massachusetts

Chancellor of Higher Education Franklyn Jenifer.

Jenifer asked all state colleges and universities to sub-

mit impact statements following a request from Frank

Keefe, secretary of administration and finance.

At a Faculty Senate meeting la.st week, Duffey kicked

off a button and bumper sticker campaign. Student

Trustee Stephanie Orefice pinned the first button on him,

which reads, "Cutting Colleges Co.st$ the Com-

monwealth."
Students went to a Springfield Town Meeting Saturday,

which was also attended by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, to

plead with the governor the cause of public higher

education.

Dukakis is expected to announce the .size of agency

budget reductions he will order to offset a state revenue

shortfall projected as high as $600 million, the Union

News reported.

The announcement would determine the exact figure

that will be chopped from higher education. UMa.ss can

expect a 3 to 5 percent slash, or about $5 million to $7.7

million.

Duffey has urged students and faculty to inform media

and lawmakers of the possibly drastic effects the cuts could

have on UMass. "The situation is serious, " he said last

week.

Graffiti causing
worries at N.H.S.

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - One student has been identified

as the writer of anti-Semitic graffiti found in Northamp

ton High School, according to Dorothy Molnar, as.sociate

superintendent of the Northampton School District.

"The i.ssue is not the identification, but dealing with

the ongoing situation," .she .said. "We will be dealing

with issues of racism, sexism and classism in various

ways."

The school district is planning several programs deal-

ing with these issues, including training workshops for

high s-hool and elementary school teachers, the forma-

tion of a 10 member crisis intervention team and a "Day

of Dialogue," which will be planned today by a .special

committee, .she said.

Molnar said the student has received "the proper

disciplinary actions," but would not specify what those

actions are.

Molnar told the Daily Hampshire Gazette that the

messages found in two of' the men's bathrcM)ms read: "Be

a Nazi — continue the Holocaust" and "Kill Jews, kill

Jews."
Principal Gordon Noseworthy told the Gazette that

there will be increased surveillance in the bathrooms.

He could not be reached for comment yesterday.

The crisis intervention team was formed la.st montii.

after two incidents of racial graffiti at the high .school.

Molnar said the group is be composed of students, staff

and faculty of the high school.

The upcoming "Day of Dialogue" is expected to be a

forum for students, faculty, staff and community

members to discuss issues of oppression, Molnar said.

Yesterday, the high school began its day with an ex

tended homeroom period in which students .shared their

reactions to the incident.

V
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WORLD/NATION

Bush fills more positions
in his new administration
WASHINGTON (APl - President elect

George Bush yesterday named Texas
oilman Robert Mosbacher as secretary of

commerce and tapped Carla Hills, the first

woman named to a high-level post in the

incoming administration, to be special

trade representative.

Bush also named Michael Boskin, a Stan-

ford University professor of economics and
a campaign advjser, to head the Council of

Economic Advisers

Addressing reporters in an office building

next door to the While House, Bush said

the appointments rounded out the top

ranks of the economic team that will take

olVice with him in January.

Turning to foreign policy. Bush also said

CIA Director William Webster would re-

main in his post, the latest in a string of

holdover appointments from the Reagan
administration.

The President-elect completed an assort-

ment of appointments by naming Thomas
Pickering, the former ambassador to Israel.

Nigeria, El Salvador and Jordan, as his

ambassador to the United States.

The appointees flanked Bush on a stage

in the old Executive OfTice Building, while

the President-elect introduced each of them
with lavish praise.

Bush is not expected to make additional

continued on page 12

SHEEHAN'S

Wednesday Dec 7

Ray Mason

Thursday. Dec 8

Ronnie Earl &
Jerry Portnay
and the Broadcasters

Friday. Dec 9

Phish

Saturday. Dec 10

The Fairlanes
with Boom Boom

Carter. Springsteen
Drummer

For More info.. 585-5149

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER ;w::%^^^^^^^^^^
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HERE WE GO- Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and his wife

prior to departure in New York, where he will attend the 43rd ses-

sion of the UN General Assemblv.
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JUST STOP! WAIT!!
KEEP GOING

Smith Corona Portable Word Processor

$100 OFFon Personal
Word Processor

Typewriter Service on all makes
and models

Supplies. RibtX5ns. Correction Tapes. Sctiool

& Office Supplies for Protects. Reports &
Term Papers or for any Type Jot)!f!

Repairs Done On The Premises • Repairs
You Can Trust and That Are Done Efficiently

WASN'T THAT WORTH IT!

TYFCWRrrCRSUtVICC

«S N. neasonl SI, Amhwsl 3S3SO«7

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS

$1025
Congratttlations!

ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
DURING SEMESTER BREAK

SPECIAL 2-5 WEEK STUDENT PROGRAM: BEGINS
AFTER EXAMS

GAIN VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE IN

MARKETING, ADVERTISING. PUBLIC RELATIONS &
SALES PROMOTION

INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIP POSSIBLE FOR NEXT
SEMESTER

BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

FOR EARLY CONSIDERATION NEAR
YOUR HOME TOWN, CALL NOW

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

BOSTON (WEST & SOUTH) SUBURBS
NASHUA NH/LOWELL AREA
GREATER RHODE ISLAND AREA
PORTSMOUTH NH AREA
WORCESTER AREA
WAKEFIELD AREA & N. SUBURBS
SOUTHEAST MASS

Oo.. _i!L

^

617-449-

603-891-

401-946-

603-964-

508-852
617-246-

508-763-

4362
1545
0150
8997
1680
5308
3569

Of

e

To all

winners
of

the

great

give-a-way.'

Especially

Romafon ^
winning

the weekend to

Killington courtesy of

Sno-Search & UMass Ski Ckb

People really do win!
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« ollripan photo by Andrrw Ki»l

HELICOPTER ON CAMPUS - ABC News Helicopter sits yesterday afternoon near the raw sewerage

treatment plant. John Kennedy, a 1976 UMass graduate, and Donna Connelly, an ABC intern scheduled

to graduate from UMass in the spring, came from Boston yesterday to interview UMass psychology pro-

fessor Daniel R. Anderson about his study that claims television can be good for children.

Theta Chi
hearing
to be held
today
The Office of the Greek Affairs will con-

duct a preliminary hearing today to deter-

mine whether an accident at the Theta Chi

fraternity Thursday night was alcohol-

related, according to a University of

Massachusetts spokeswoman.

A member, Michael Calvo, 20. fell from

the fourth floor of the fraternity house after

attempting to enter hk room from the out-

side because he was locked out, the

spokeswoman said.

He was taken to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton and was reported

to be in fair condition yesterday

Fraternity members have declined to

comment on the incident.

Also this week, the Dean of Students Of-

fice has been conducting prelimmary hear

ings with members of the Alpha Tau Gam
ma fraternity charged with alleged hazing.

ATG was stripped of official University

recognition last month, and all members

were forced to move out of the two chapter

houses on North Plea.sant Street

The Amherst police are also conducting

an investigation of the charges, but have

declined to comment on the specifics, ex-

cept to say they have more than two

suspects. No arrests have been made yet.

ATG members have also declined to

comment.
-YANA DLUGY

Witness aids in search for hit-and-run culprit
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Police were notified Saturday of a hit-and-run accident

in Lot 65 between two vehicles. The victim in the acci-

dent found a note on her car from a witness, who not only

observed the accident but followed the offending vehicle

and obtained a description and the license plate number.

Damage to the vehicle was estimated at $1,000 and

police are still investigating the incident.

In other police reports:

• With the aid of a Southwest resident University

police were able to locate a 15-year old youth Friday who

was reported missing by Weymouth Police.

• A 17-year-old Quincy man was arrested Saturday on

Massachusetts Avenue and charged with operating a

motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol.

• A wallet and calculator worth $80 were reported

stolen Saturday.

• A compact disc player worth $200 was reported stolen

from a room in Kennedy Residence Hall.

• A wallet worth $70 was reported stolen from a

backpack on the 14th floor of the Tower Library Saturday.

• A wallet and bank checks worth $456 were reported

stolen from a room in Brown Residence Hall Saturday.

• A wallet worth $35 was reported .stolen from a rwm
in John Adams Residence Hall Saturday.

• A wallet worth $40 was reported stolen from a room

in Coolidge Residence Hall Saturday.

• Police confiscated a quantity of alcohol from an

underage youth outside of Grayson Residence Hall

Saturday.
• A license plate was reported stolen from a vehicle

parked in Lot E near the stadium Saturday.

• A wallet and $150 cash was reported stolen from a

room in Mary Lyons Residence Hall Saturday.

• A 20-year-old Springfield man was arrested Satur-

day and charged with operating a vehicle without a

license.

• A 22-year-old Nashua, NH. man was arrested Sun

day and charged with operating a vehicle under the in-

fluence of alcohol.

• Police assisted resident staff in John Adams

Residence Hall Sunday in awakening a individual dur

ing a fire alarm. As a result of gaining access to the per

son's room a 20-year old Marlboro man was arrested for

receiving stolen property under $250. Police had noticed

a card reading machine in plain view in the man's room.

• A purse containing personal property worth $125 was

reported stolen from a bag left on a chair in the Student

Union Sunday.
• A student reported taillight damage of $50 to his vehi-

cle parked in Lot 32 Sunday.

• A leather jacket and wallet worth $600 was reported

stolen from a room in Pierpont Residence Hall Sunday.

• A show cause hearing will be sought against a male

motorist who became involved in a dispute with a second

motorist and allegedly kicked the other man's car caus

ing a dent.

• A coat and eyeglasses worth $400 were reported

stolen from a man in the Physical Science Laboratory

Sunday.
• Two windows worth $100 of the Femald Greenhouse

were reported smashed Monday.

• A license plate was reported stolen from a vehicle

parked in Lot 71 Monday.

• A sUff member in Brown Residence Hall confronted

a suspicious person carrying a compact disc case in the

hallway of the dormitory Monday and asked him if he was

a resident. The subject then entered a suite and left the

case, containing discs worth $175, which was later deter-

mined to have been stolen from another suite.

• A 1981 Toyota was reported stolen from Lot 31

Monday.

Speaker decries abortion as murder
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

All children are a gift from God and abortion is murder,

a member ofWomen Exploited By Abortion said Monday

night in the Campus Center in a speech that kicked off

the 1988 Respect Life Awareness Week.

Murray D. Lincoln

Campus Cenier^
ColWK>aii photo by Doiidi .\hcarn

Lianne Azevedo speaks against abortion

Monday night in the Campus Center.

Lianne Azevedo, a counselor for WEBA since 1987, said,

"If I told you that I was going to go home right now and

beat my 15-month-old child to death . . .
[abortion! is essen-

tially the same thing."

Azevedo, a resident of Chicopee, said .she had an abor

tion in 1982 after being raped, but added "[the abortion]

was the biggest mistake of my life."

"I don't know if I could have raised that child," she said.

"But I know that what I did was murder."

Rape is a horrible crime, "but the crime of murder is

worse. The child shouldn't have to pay for the father's

crime," she said.

Now a mother of two, Azevedo said WEBA's goal is to

help women who have had abortions come to terms with

the decision they made through support counselling.

WEBA also gives help to women who are pregnant and

do not have the finances to support themselves, she said.

"We can refer the woman to a Christian, licensed

shepherding home where she will be prepared for both

adoption and keeping her child," she said, adding that the

shepherding home provides shelter, food, clothing, and

counselling for pregnant women.

According to Azevedo, many members ofWEBA would

be willing to support a pregnant woman in their own

home. "I would be personally willing to have someone stay

with me during her pregnancy."

Azevedo said she believes that a high number of abor-

tions are repeat abortions. "There are so many families

who want to adopt a child," she said. "There is a waiting

list to adopt handicapped children also."

"Abortion is murder," Azevedo said. "And there are two

victims involved, the mother and the child
"

Selectmen seats open
First it was the presidential elections, then it was town

meeting. Just when you thought things would calm down

for a while, Selectman Allen Torrey decided to heat

things up.

At Monday night's selectmen meeting, Torrey an-

nounced that he would not seek re-election in the

Spring's town elections four months away, leaving the

seat open.

^
I realize I am henceforth a lame

duck — but 1 plan to be an active

and effective duck
—Amherst Selectman

Allen TorreY

Judy Brooks' seat is also up for grabs. She has not yet

announced whether she will run again or not, said Nan-

cy Board, the administrative assistant to the selectmen.

"I sincerely hope that my early announcement will

bring forth a number of qualified candidates to fill this

important vacancy," said Torrey.

"I realize I am henceforth a lame duck — but I plan

to be an active and effective duck," said Torrey, adding

he is looking forward to working with the County Com-
mission which holds its first meeting on Thursday.

"I appreciated the help he's given me when I was a

new person on this board," said Brooks.

Torrey spent two three-year terms on the board. He
is also the treasurer of Amherst College.

As of yesterday, no one has taken out nomination

papers for either open spot, according to the Town Clerk's

office.

- LISA JOHNSON
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Pro-life movement emphasized this week
By MARIA SACCHKITI
C'oUt'gian St.itT

Rospect Life Awareness Week," the main event of the

year tor UMass Students for Life, is a series of events this

week designed to enlighten students on alternatives to

abortion.

Seott Kramer, a sophomore member ofUMass Students

for Life and the Republican Club said speakers including

Sen. Gordon Humphrey »R N H.i. will be featured this

week in the campus center as part of the club's attempt

to emphasize the pro-life movement
"There are alternatives to abortion," Kramer said.

"Abortion is wrong — its murder."

UMass Students for Life helps people clear up common

myths and misconceptions about abortion. Kramer said.

After talking to a lot of people in Students for Life. I

was thoroughly convinced (abortion is wrong], " he said.

ini one of their true converts."

The debate over whether the fetus is a life or not is im

portant in deciding the legality <»f abortion. Kramer skid.

•Since we don't know [if the fetus is a life!, we should

choose the lesser of two evils, which is to not allow abor

tion." he said.

An amendment prohibiting abortions except in cases

where the mother's health is at risk should be added to

the U.S. Constitution, he said.

"The life of an unborn child should have the same con

.stitutional protection as the life of a child that has been

born. " Kramer said.

Rachel Kahn of Feminists for Life will lecture tonight

at 8 p.m. in Campus Center Rtwm 803. The event is spon

sored by Students for Life, the Republican Club, the Stu-

dent Government Association. Students for America, and

Young Americans for Freedom.

fl\F rHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS

GIFTS • CHOCOLATE *

SECRET SANTAS *

63 North Pleasant St 68 Mam S

Amherst (413) 253-5589 Northampton (413) 586-4180

A Gift From
Hampshire Mall

A Fruitcake?

Fruitcake has all sorts of fruits and nuts in it while Hampshire Mall has lots of stores and shops in

it. Although Fruitcake is a versatile gift, (papei-weight, door stop, or house foundation) the

Hampshire Mall Gift Certificate is even more versatile. It represents whatever you want from any of

our 80 fine shops and restaurants and no one has to bake it.

South Maple Street, Route 9, Hadley, Ma.

Extended holiday shopping hours: Daily 10 a.m.-lO p.m., Sundays 12 to fi p.m.

NEW AND
OLD COMICS

BASEBALL CARDS

MOVIE AND
ROCK POSTERS
.-CHECK US OUT-
TREASURE ISLAND

MT. FARMS MALL
RTE. 9

HADLEY. Uh

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Xmherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Copies

Half Off

After 100
After vour first 100 copies of a

smjile sheet ongmal. the rest are

half price at Kinko's. the cop\'

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

SOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

'r»m Dtw ro»* on« wiv

LONDON 179

PARIS 229

ROME 259
round inp

CARACAS 320

Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739
r«(«i not Includtd.

Alto: WorkStudY Abroad. .

Unguag* Counat. Inl I Sludtnt

ID. Youth Ho$l»l »»•«»•»

EURAIL P—tat lfu*d on tha tpol!

call lor Iha FREE CIEE Sludartl

Traval Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHENST

79 So. PiMtant St.

AiPhtftt, MA 01002

ARTS/LIVING

WMUA seeks
new record
in telethon
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

This week has once again brought the an-

nual WMUA Telethon to the UMass cam-

pus and the surrounding community.

"The telethon is an integral part of

WMUA's existence," explained Tony Pro-

caccino, music director and DJ for the sta-

tion on FM 91.1. "The funds raised during

telethon week make up 25 percent of the

station's budget."

"Our goal this year is $25,000," said

telethon coordinator Will Pile. Pile also ex-

pressed that he hopes to see more students

contribute pledges. "As of now we have

raised approximately $3,000, but most of

that money has come from the communi-

ty. The station is a student-run operation,

and needs to see more student suppjort."

"Those not directly involved with

WMUA may not fully understand the

necessity of telethon funds to the station's

survival; and the degree of commitment

that those involved contribute," Pile con-

tinued. "The station is run on an entirely

volunteer basis. The funds received during

telethon week in no way fund the DJ's or

the Executive Commitee personally; they

go strictly towards programming. Through

telethon funds, WMUA is able to purchase

better equipment; which in turn provides

better programming to our listeners."

To close out the week. WMUA is hosting

a show in the Blue Wall Cafe. As DJ Bill

Rosenblatt explained, "The show is to pro-

vide an evening of entertainment that the

staff of WMUA can enjoy along with its

listenters. In this respect the DJ's are not

merely spinning records - Friday night's

show provides much needed DJ/listener in-

teraction."

University Dancers'
concert

Ann Marie Partenheimer, pictured above, performs choreography by dance

faculty member Richard Jones in the University Dancers Annual Concert held

tomorrow, Friday and Saturday night in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

The concert will feature 'Aria and Bench Quartet" by internationally ac-

claimed choreographer Doug Varone. Graduate students Gary Lussier and Sue

Casey will present their respective pieces "Motives for Murder" and "You."

GETTING OUT — Arlene (Jami Miller, right) confronts her mother (Jen-

nifer Lavenhar) after getting out of prison in te UMa.ss Theater Dept.'s pro-

auction of Marsha Norman's play Getting Out opening tomorrow in the

Rand Theater at 8 p.m. The play will run through Saturday and agan m
Dec. 14 to 17. For tickets, call 54.5-2.'>ll.

Concerts and
shows on tap
this weekend
in the Valley
UMass: The Performing Arts Division's

Vocal Swing Choir and advanced student

soloists will present a shared recital tomor-

row at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. The

recital is free and open to the public.

The University Dancers will present

"Why Mosquitos Buzz in People's Ears"

this Saturday at a special matinee presen-

tation at Bowker Auditorium at 2 p.m.

Directed by dance faculty member Richard

Jones, "Why Mosquitos Buzz" is a West

African tale narrated by Pearl Primus.

Tickets are $4 for public. $3 for students

and can be obtained by calling 545-2511.

Amherst College The Amherst College

Jazz Ensemble, conducted by Andy Jaffe,

will present a concert tomorrow night at

8:15 p.m. in Buckley Recital Hall. The

recital will include a special performance

by vocalist Lorraine Cusson. The recital is

free and open to the public.

Harvey Sollberger, composer, conductor

and dean of performers of the 20th century

music for the flute, will give a master class

this Saturday from 4 to 6 p.m. in Room 3

of the Music Center. The subject of the class

will be a study of his new composition

Quodlibetudes. On Sunday, Sollberger will

the guest conductor and flutist in a concert

of instrumental and computer music by

Roger Reynolds at 8:15 in Buckley Recital

Hall. Both events are free and open to the

public.

A concert of Japanese music with

Christopher Blasdel will be performed on

Friday at 8:15 p.m. in Buckley Recital Hall.

The concert will feature classical and avant

garde selections played on Iraditional

Japanese instruments. Admission is free.

Northampto. Center for the Arts To

raise money foi hurricane relief in

Nicaragua, Loose Caboose and the Rude

Girls will give a benefit show on Friday at

7:30 p.m. Tickets are $12, $10. .«6 and ^^

Tickets can be obtained at Food tor

Thought Books and the Globe and Albion

Bookshops in Amherst.

Reverb MP's
energy brought
to Blue Wall
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

The Reverb MF's are a band who are dif

ficult to pigeonhole. If you tried, chances

are all the pigeons would be dead by mor-

ning. I suppose you could say that listen-

ing to their new album. Route 666 is like

having fuel-injected bile gobbed in your

face, such is its twisted mesh of

psychoblues, country and good ol'

rock'n'roll. This is the soundtrack, as the

title suggests, of the rocky road to hell.

Music to torch your house to. and then

laugh hysterically as you watch it burn. So

what, might you ask, lies at the root of all

this evil? Frontman Roy explains:

"I think the music that has had the most

profound influence on me would be Neil

Young, Wagner's "Ring Cycle." Grieg's

"Pier Gynt" — and George Jones'

Heady stuffl'm sure, and ifyou listened

close enough — or did enough drugs -
you'd probably find all of these elements

on Route 666 sounding like they're trying

to strangle each other with piano wire. So

I'm wondering: are these latter day Hell's

Children currently residing among the lily

scented pages of Washington "Stepford

Wife" Tipper Gore's pink velvet

upholstered shit list? Are they the Motley

Crue of the no-wave? Are they using the

vast profits from mega-plutonium record

sales to buy ma.ssive mountains of cocaine?

In short: ARE THEY CORRUPTING THE
YOUTH OF AMERICA? Roy is more

realistic:

"We all have day jobs. In New York if

you're a musician playing original music,

unless you're one of the 0.0004/ of "suc-

cessful " bands, you've got to work to pay

the rent. I myself do some proof reading,

a little bit of black market, but usually I

can't hold a job for too long because of my
tremendous, ahem . . . alcohol problem."

At this he shies away from the phone,

and drummer/business manager Ray

comes on to tell me about the promotional

side of things.

"We put out all our own stuff, so yeah.

it requires alot of promotion. Agencies like

Rock Pool are a great help But it also

means we have complete control and we

don't want to lose that."

I know what he means. Too many good,

some potentially great, bands have made

concessions to commerciality in the hope

of reaching a wider audience, and as a

result slipped into the huge vat of goop that

the major labels insist on calling "alter-

native music." Not so the Reverb MF.

"I know I'm gonna get roasted over a spit

for saying this, " says "guitar fiend. "
Skin-

ny John, "but were basically a grass roots

rock'n'roll band with twists.
'

Enigma is a key quality of the Reverb

MF's so much so that even they're not ex

actly sure who and what they are, which

is just as it should be. Skinny John:

"I'm not exactly sure what my function

in the band is. I'm usually sober enough to

drive the van. No really, I guess my part

is in the execution, Roy and Big John are

the creative force. Thpy're two of the fun-

niest, most intelligent and most pathetic

individuals I've ever met. I guess you could

say they provide the 'animal magnetism."*

And not only this but Big John also

designs the artwork for the band's record

sleeves and T-shirts. I ask him what he

likes most about playing live.

"You get to play wit*^ '^^ople's h'

reach in there and play about v

a little. It's great. When you're ret,

it's just like documenting what yoi

that in maybe ten or fifteen years you'll

hear something and you'll think 'hey!

that's us, don't we sound dumb?""

The Reverb MF experience is perhaps

best summed up by Ray:

"It's like when you're reentering the

earth's atmosphere and you're wondering

if that heat shield is gonna hold cause it's

so hot. It really is all-out raw energy that

we're about."

Catch the Reverb MF as they splash-

down in the Blue Wall Cafe this Friday

night for WMUA Day a'ong with Bullet

Lavolta, The Loti " ns. Orchestra de

Chevere and Avery S [t. The event is

to rai.se ni. aey for th station and tickets

are priced at $2 for Five College Students

and $4 for the general public.

<,jU8t

I hem
*ing,

do, so
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• ItAT&T COMPUTER
MATCHING GRANT

NATION

PROGRAM
llllliillllllllllilllllillllH^

AT&T is pleased to announce a Higher Education Matching Grant Program for the AT&T

6386 Workgroup System Computer. The 6386 WGS can be a single user MS-DOS System

or by the addition of low cost terminals can become a multi-user system.

FOR EVERY 6386 WGS PURCHASED BY THE
UNIVERSITY AT&T WILL DONATE AN
IDENTICALLY EQUIPPED 6386 WGS.

SAMPLE CONFIGURATION
MODEL 62

Intel 80386 Microprocessor

2 MB RAM
EGA Video Board
Unix System V
3 Button Mouse

For more information contact:

Bill Buckley
AT&T
365 Cadwell Drive

Springfield, MA
413 785-4400

I • • • • • I

EGA Color Monitor

5 1/4" 1.2 MB Floppy
40 MB Hard Disk

MS-DOS 3.3

Serial & Parallel Port

Available Models:

Single Floppy, 40, 68, 80,

135, 300 MB Hard Drives.

$5,465

AT&T is an Massachusetts Higher Education Consortium—approved vendor.

<*VV\^ ^W.
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THE NEW
ALTERNATIVE

^^ V

fk

Twisters Tavern—introducing

SAMUEL ADAMS DRAFT to

the area with a celebration...

TONIGHT

SAMUEL ADAMS DRAFT JUST, $1.50

ir Live Entertainment ir

Blues Band "Pro BIttsica"

Dancing, Fun, Frizes and Giveaways!

Now serving a full delicious menu
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My observations

Dress to vote
You've heard about all the trials and

tribulations of the Student Government
Association. Let's face it, it makes the

University of Massachusetts go round.

Fingers are pointed, blame placed and

everyone and their brother writes a let-

ter questioning the validity of the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

Nancy Cohen

The question is, can we improve the ef-

ficiency of the senate?

I've got the answer. Turn the senate in

to a fashion show.

It would be great. Speaker Robert Fadel

could be the emcee. He'd do an outstan-

ding job considering he's the essence of a

GQ magazine cover.

There could be guest judges. Who ever

wins the contest would get to make all the

decisions about the University's and

students' problems.

Here are just a few of the potential

judges that we could have: Gloria

Steinem, William F. Buckley, Sandra Day

O'Connor, Robert Bork, Jean Kirkpatrick,

Abby Hoffman, and let's not forget the

lovely, outgoing and rather outspoken

Amy Carter.

Each party should plan to blend with

each other.

If Greg Rothman is wearing a three-

piece Brooks Brothers suit and a silk bow-

tie, Brian Darling certainly can't get

away with his old worn rugbys and tat-

tered jeans. He .should follow Rothman's

lead in his fa.'^hion.

Either dress up or down. guys.

Remember, you are making a political

statement with your clothes, not just with

your mouths.

Greg, perhaps a nice kelley green tur

tie neck would suit you. this way, when

you turn bright red with anger, you'll look

like you've got the Christmas .spirit.

When Jay Festa is wearing basic black,

combat boots and a biker jacket, the other

left-wingers should follow his lead.

This is the main problem with the left.

They clash.

They have to learn the Fashion Rules

of Dressing (forget learning Robert's

Rules of Order — style is more important.)

Every moderate could dress the style of

the side they agree with. The problem

with this is that some .senators are hav

ing an identity crisis. They claim to

belong to one party and yet seem to get

coaching from the other.

This could mean big trouble for the

moderates. They would have to choose one

outfit that fits for all issues, or bring a

whole wardrobe and ask for a suspension

of the rules in order to consider a motion

to recess so they could change outfits.

I truly believe that fashion counts for

something. Maybe if Shari Silkoff and

Jason Rabinowitz changed their war-

drobe, perhaps to something a little more
conservative and middle of the road,

things would be different. A basic blue,

not red, would be nice. Then they might
have been acceptable to the senators who
find them dangerous and threatening.

All's fair in love, war, and fashion. The
key to winning this contest would be

teamwork. So lefties — stop clashing.

Righties — stop overdressing.

There could be no objections

(theoretically, ofcourse I but .some senators

would still claim bias. But then let's be

realistic. What isn't biased? Certainly not

fashion.

Maybe if the senators made their

political statements in fashion, more

things would get done and there would be

less headaches and ulcers. If all of their

negative energy was concentrated on

fa.shion, they actually might get to what's

on the agenda. It would give them
something to work on like all the real

politicians who wear power-red ties do.

If some of the senators continue to treat

the senate like a three-ring circus and

their constituents like clowns, then why
not make it into a fashion show?

Remember, it's not what you know, nor

who you know, it's what you wear that

counts.

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columnist

-Letters

Hockey arena deserves support
I am writing in dismay over certain fac-

tions of the Student Government Associa-

tion opposing the construction of the new
Mullins Sports Arena.

The arena will benefit the University of

Massachusetts student body. Must I re-

mind our Student Trustee and other stu-

dent leaders that UMass is the fiagship

University of the state and well on its way
to being a world-renowned institution?

UMass should have the best and most

modern facilities for academic and athletic

use. Schools from all throughout New
England would look toward the arena for

possible tournaments and championship

games. It could be used in other ways, such

as indoor concerts and social events. The
arena would create jobs, income, commerce,

and greater name recognition.

Opponents argue that the arena would

mean an additional tuition hike for

students. I say hogwash to this feeble ex-

cuse. The state is willing to finance the vast

majority of the project, and if the students

do pay for any of it. it would be a substan-

tially low amount, perhaps $20 or $30. We
are paying for things that we have no say

over, such as professor salaries, pay raises

for the chancellor, or Registered Student

Organization costs. This sports arena can

be compared to a Civic Center for a city.

At first it might cost a little but its long-

term benefits are substantial.

Lastly, why should we discriminate

against hockey players? Our University

has every other sport, and we have

facilities for all of them Why shouldn't we

have a hockey team and an arena? I urge

all student leaders to support the arena,

and I will do everything in my power to

make sure that this sports arena becomes

a reality.

Guy Glodis
Southwest

Parking lot situation ridiculous
On a recent weekend night, I was out un-

til 3 a.m. When I finally got back to my
dorm in Orchard Hill. I could not find a

parkmg spot in Ijot 49. This is the same lot

that I paid $30 to park in for the year.

As I drove around aimlessly looking for

a parking space, I began to notice that most

of the cars in the parking lot did not belong

there. I saw many cars with E-lot stickers

and many cars with no stickers at all. It

is not fair that people who pay $10 are

parked in a lot in which I pay $30 for.

The only open parking spot I could find

was all the way down by Central. I figured

it was ridiculous to walk so far so I finally

parked much closer to my dorm on a grassy

area in upper lot 49.

When I finally woke up Sunday morning

I went out to my car and found a parking

ticket on it. I looked around and saw so

many cars with parking tickets on them

and many of these cars like myself had lot

49 sticker. If I had actually parked my car

in the only open parking space, the

distance I would have had to walk back to

my dorm would have been comparible to

walking back from E lot. I do not think that

those who pay $20 less than I do to park

should be able to park in the same lot as

I do, even if it is the weekend. I could have

paid only $10 and avoided a parking ticket

and walked as far as I would have had to

the other night. Yes. I parked illegally but

I should not have had to.

I think the University should try to ex

pand the parking lots and in the mean time

have these other cars ticketed and towed

if they do not belong there, even if it is the

weekend.

Eric Montafn'^
Dickinson

Cartoon unfair to Palestinians
There can be no compromise with racist

ideology in any form, especially if it comes
in the guise of a cartoon. The cartoon in the

Collegian (Dec. 5) of Arafat attempting to

blow up the United Nations in the form of

the globe, is the type of mind pollution that

one expects in the Minuteman not in the

Collegian.

It is raci.st because it characterizes the

Palestinian as mad and diabolical; it is

reminiscent of the depiction of the

Japanese during World War II and the

Chinese during the Korean War. To see

this more clearly, I suggest you show-

Shamir and Rabin as meat cutters work-

ing over the bodies of Palestinian children.

The outcry of anti-Semitism would rock

this campus for miles. Yet this cartoon is

no less a promotion of anti-Semitism. The
Palestinian is no less a member of the

Semitic race than is the Jew.

Cartoons that promote stereotypical

racist images of the Palestinian people

breed a climate of racism in this communi-

ty which, as we know from our immediate

experiences at UMass. is a clear and pre-

sent danger. There are people in this com-

munity who are from the Middle-East; they

are culturally, ethnically, and religiously

different from the US mainstream. By
fostering images of hate, this paper helps

to plant in the minds of some, a ju.stifica-

tion for oppression. This type of propagan-

da is al.so designed to ju.stify the barbarity

occurring on the West Bank and Gaza by

reducing the victims to terrorist lunatics.

What we should be seeing in the Collegian

is a call for peace in this region; a call to

end the killing on both sides.

Anthony Guglielumi
Greenfield

DVP's Farrakhan funding unjust
Many people are wrong in their treat-

ment concerning the Distinquished

Visitors Program's sponsorship of

Reverend Louis Farrakhan.

As a Jew, I am opposed to having him
speak at my .school. On the other hand, I

al.so support freedom of speech, so he must

be allowed to come to the University of

Massachusetts.

The wrong in this situation is being com-

mitted by the DVP itself. As students, we
are giving large amounts of money to sup-

port the organization's programming. Its

main purpose should be to serve the in-

terest of those who pay its funding, but this

is not the case.

There is a large percentage of people on

this campus that oppose Farrakhan's visit.

Not only is Farrakhan Reverend coming to

speak here, but their own money is being

used to pay him. It makes me very uneasy

to think that I am contributing to a man's

salary who has defamed my religion, I am
being forced to make a donation to his

cause.

People can protest Farrakhan, but it

would do much more to protest the groups

who indirectly further his cause. If the

DVP will not represent the students, then

it should no longer receive student funds

and support.

If Farrakhan wants to speak here so

much, let him come. He has every right to.

But it shouldn't be my money bringing him
here.

Michael W. Shafran
Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the (7Mass community and Five-College

area. All submissions should be typed and double-spaced. Any letters and columns sub-

mitted automatically become the property of the Collegian and are subject to editing for

space, clarity, and grammar. They can be sent to The Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

U\fass.

Any questions? Come down to the office or call 545-3500 and ask David, Pam, or Erin.
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Guess who's coming to town?
Connect the dots and find out. If you're still not sure, here's a hint: he'll be at the lower level, Sears end of

Holyoke Mall from November 19 through Christmas Eve.

And here's when he'll be there: Monday through Saturday, 1 1:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M., and Sunday, Noon to 5:00

P.M. (except Sunday, December 18, when he'll stay to 8:00 P.M.). His special hours for handicapped children

and their families are Tuesdays and Saturdays, beginning November 22, from 10:00 to 1 1:00 A.M. He's also

wheelchair accessible.

No matter when you come, you can get your picture taken with him. Come on any Tuesday with this ad, and

you'll get a picture for *2.00 less. (Hopefully, by then you'll know who he is.)

NOLYOKE

N (, 1 I '. I> I

v^ Exit 4 off the Mass. Pike and txit 1 5 off I 91.
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INTERSESSION JOBS

The bookstores at the following
colleges will be hiring help during

the intersession:

Bentley CoUege 617-891-3107
Brandies Univ 617-736-4270
Brldgewater State 508-697-7460
Bristol Comm 508-675-2647
Clark University 508-793-7156
Fitchburg State 508-342-2229
Framingham State 61 7-872-3658

Massasoit Comm 508-583-2152
Northeastern Univ 617-437-2286

Providence College 40 1 -865-2 1 8

1

Salem State 617-745-5300

Tufts University 617-381-3468

Tufts Medical 617-956-6628

Univ. of New hampshire...603-862-2 140
Westfield State 413-562-2381

Worcester State 508-754-3448

e w«Ak

% 4
#

Aere T^ my GKwrt^ia^

®^-*-

%

'^

For further information, contact the

manager at the above locations.

•*
»>)Bi

1 GOndO, V/TtK indoor pooL^
;^if.^

a Jacuz.z.i,andaW.

5 L/ft Ticket;.rCugar>u5h^

20 o\r rhOre new f^enci^

-1 L/^CTMF" Cov>,panTon...

1 ?TC KlountaTn;

2^00 fr-'^raKeNlettlcaUv.e^^ *5

71 ^nov/ coverei Trails

#

<l>

^H

*-#-.#-#:###*^#®#.**^C^-.#'^-# #

7 barf CfallM pacKei witK fuH^#

3 foo^Wll tailed

5 mov-e\Kan hapfy...hcifYj'^<'^^^

1 tottle of cj^pTrTn

l^Tg blue ToOTIt

/^ doren V>i0^aU o< ;noW

roc

Albion will buy your
schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.

ŵ.
^

ALBIOri
»
*

i t 1 1 • looiitof » til 6

«

?.J.-JqnTa 'jOa Cdn UkcI

ALL rKls GfKf-AT- ;ruPF

LAGNAF '89

/^K^-^^^C-KK
UMASS SKI CLUI

SIGN UPS
NOW BEING TAKEN!

campus center concourse 9 TIL 3

EVERY TUE-THU

ALDion iK)0^snor, AMiir.Ksi ,n!.w '^o^j^^l^^SG '221

ALlilOn USED BOOKS. AMI1CKST: 253 5813

$l«

umass ski club

OR CONTACT 430 student union 545-3437

%#^^f
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McDevitt moves to censure Fadel
Student Government Association Sen.

Bob McDevitt has filed a complaint to cen

sure senate Speaker Robert Fadel for an

alleged violation of the SGA Constitution.

McDevitt claims that Fadel is violating

Article VI, Section 5 of the SGA Constitu

tion, which states that the senate must

hold new elections to fill a permanent
absence in the SGA president's office.

"His personal stance has been that we
don't need new elections," McDevitt said.

He said that since Fadel is the leader of the

senate, it is his responsibility to work
toward filling the office.

Fadel, who is also acting president, said

of the complaint, "It's ver>' curious because

the section states that the senate shall hold

new elections."

Fadel said the constitution directs the

SGA Governmental Affairs Committee to

hold new elections.

"It says nowhere that the speaker shall

arrange new elections. I don't see where

I'm in violation. I think the complaint is

misdirected."

Fadel said he would file a pre-trial mo-

tion for dismissal of the complaint.

-GEORGE FRANCY

LOV lo5 .oV lo!i

J™HOUDAY
COLLECTION

^•%^

:y

W^'

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic St., Northampton 191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

586-6336 253-2013

Store Hours; Mon Sot. 10-6 Northompton Stor* Only
; Thor$ til 9 Sundoy 12 5

Directions hir the lolJoxMnj: question. scIclI the best

jnsvkcr (.hoKC pri>viiJcd

I ()ni> il v*e know human nature can we kmm the na

turc of the true cinid (or human bcint.'s And onl\ il

we knovk the nature ot the true j;(M)d tor human

hemes can v*c arrive at an idea ot the truly lust

society Thus it wc knovv human nature and the na

ture of the good tor human beings, we can arrive at

an idea ol the truK just society

N\'hich of the following points out a potential flau in

the reasoning above .'

(Ai What one human being thinks is go<xi might well

be something that another human being thinks

IS not g(K>d

(Bi Many people have arrived at idca>. of the just soci-

ety, and all of them have been slightly different

(Cl It IS quite possible to know human nature

without in any way being able to know what is

the good for human beings

(D) Philosophers have argued for centuries over

vkhat specifically defines human nature,

without coming to a general agreement

(F) Arriving at an idea of the just society may re-

quire more than knowledge of human nature

and knowledce of the gotxi for human beings

IF YOU THINK THIS YEAR'S
NEW GMATSECTION IS EASY,

TRY READING THIS.
Go ahead Try it

Not so easy, huh'' Especial 1\ when

you realize just how much is at stake

when you're taking yourGMAT
That's why you need Sianle>

H Kaplan Only we offer

impossible, new section By anticipat-

ing and teaching aJl the changes aJl

the time

Which means, if you hadto Ux>k for

the correct answer to the question at

the bottom of the page, its

a prep course that helps ^KJlPLJlN time you began Imking into

you prepare forthisvear's 5i»«UT«i»n»iiiDiK«notuiainiiii» Stanley H Kaplan.

g ;J3MSUV ijvtvivm drvtkifinl (v> Sunlr, H k»tHw> fjtwcMMiMj ( rflvr Utf

OTHER COUkStb M( AI, DAI, NC If X, Nif, f FA, BAR RfVltVy & OU<fKS

MCAT • LSAT • GRE • GMAT
358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

SCHWARZENEGGER DEVITO

Only their

> mother can

f tell them
apart.

Tiiniini

fflSill illilil
WH

i

iKJllilll
illlliWi

;sJKiimt«MMii<i)<«>t^Miiira$ MlUmi uiiijfi'

nuiiui

NCir

iMyiisttn

OraS miMir irA THEATREKAR YOU.

Budget approval on SGA agenda
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Last Wednesday the

Undergraduate Student
Senate apparently settled

the controversy surroun-

ding co-presidents-elect

Shari Silkoff and Jason
Rabinowitz by voting over-

whelmingly that the ap-

proval of the two cannot be

considered.

Silkoff/Rabinowitz and
several other senators,

however, have said they will

try to bring the issue up
again for approval.

But yesterday SGA
Speaker Robert Fadel said

he doubts the issue will

come up again. Stay tuned.

The first item of business

on the agenda for tonight is

a special order to approve

the 1990 SGA Budget This

will probably receive much
debate.

Hockey arena
Aside from the presidency

question, the senate last

week approved a com-
plicated proposal concern-

ing the building of the pro-

posed Mullins Hockey
Arena at the University of

Massachusetts.

The proposal endorses the

building of the arena, with

a $50 fee to cover costs of the

arena. The proposal further

resolves that the senate

hopes for more funding for

a better educational system

at UMass, and will give in-

put about the educational

wishes of students.

Fund misuse
The .senate also postponed

approving a motion to cen

sure Senator and Commuter
Area Government President

Jay Festa for alleged finan-

cial impropr'eties.

Sen. Bob McDevitt has a

complaint pending in the

Student Supreme Court

against Festa for the misuse

of funds. The senate decid-

ed to wait for the ruling of

the court before voting on

the censure.

Some other items on the

agenda include:

• To condemn and ask for

a reversal of a recent change

to the Code of Student Con-

duct. The measure also calls

for a statement from

Chancellor Joseph Duffey
on the revision.

• To approve an equip-

ment policy for the senate.

Fadel said the policy con-

cerns who can use senate

property, such as computers
and copiers.

• A move to neither ap-

prove nor oppose the coming
of black leader Louis Far-

rakhan to campus recogniz-

ing that he is an important
black leader and has offend-

ed members of the Jewish
community.

$ $$$$$$$$ $1$
$1 Do '

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$$$
Work all Jantiary as
Inventory Auditors

$6.50/hotir to start

''Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwide

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 +

hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and

dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour af^er training

IIIIIHHIIIIIIItlllliMIIHIIUIIIIIMIIIIIIII)llllllll»lllilllMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIi(lllilHMII(IIIMIIIin<U

I To learn more call the office nearest YO«r home daring
|

i Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campas Center \

\ as follows: MondaY Dec 5 Rm 805 Tuesday Dec 6 Rm 804 |

i Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 904 Tharsday Dec. 8 Rm 173 I

Interview times are 10 am-5 pm Every hoar on the ho«r E
iiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiilliiiiilliiilMililiniiliii)iiiin<ii<*< iiiiiiiiiiiiiMniniiiiiiiii :iiIIIIIIIM

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester. Vatlck, Framingham. Milford.

Fltchbarg, Athol, Leominster. Franklin, Webster

508-975-5155—Lowell. Lawrence, Somervllle. Cambridge.

Saugas. Peabody

508-559-7603—Boston. Qnlncy. Bralntree. Brockton,

Mlddleboro

508-746-082 l-FIymoath, Wareham, all of Cape Cod.

Kingston. Pembroke. Marshfleld. New Bedford

413-737-8938—Hartford, Springfield, Amherst

508-336-5658— Fall River. Scakonk ft Providence Area

603-893-1885—Sotfthem New Hampshire

518-482-8555—North Adams, Pittsfteld. Saratoga and

Albany Area

Spoasorcd bY Stadtnt Emplorincnt Office

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$
. SALE •.*.•:

SUPER SAVINGS

r\ N. • •

VP TO 50 % OFF FALL & WINTEffSTYLES! ., M
. SALE ON NOW* . :

^
SIZES ARE LIMITED SO HURRY!

S TR.U T •

NORTHAMPTON:

WISE PEOPLE
STILL

SEEK HIM
Ronald D. Archer

Chemistry

Mark A. Bums
Chemical Engineering

Daniel E. Clapp
Health Services

Duane E. Cromack
Engineering

Michael E. DeCheke
Graduate School

Cleveland Donald
Chancellors Office

Anthony M. Gawienowski
Biochemistry

Stephen J. Herbert
Plant and Soil Sciences

James B. Marcum
Food and Natural Resources

Donald R. Marion
Agricultural and Resource Economics

Melinda J. Mesick
Engineering

Richard E. Mudgett
Food Science and Nutrition

James H. Peterson
Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration

John L. Popp
Military Science

Donald A. Robinson
Environmental Health and Safety

Jeanne E. Sherrow
Landscape Architecture & Regional Planning

Karl D. Stephan
Electrical and Computer Engineering •

Douglas W. Vickers
Economics

Rodney B. Wamick
Landscape Architecture & Regional Planning

Merle G. Willmann
Landscape Architecture & Regional Planning

Albert L. Wrisley. Jr.
Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration

Sponsored by the UMass
CHRISTIAN FACULTY FELLOWSHIP

For more Information, contact
Donald R Marlon at 545-2494
or any person listed above.
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Males twice as likely to receive

scholarships to Mass colleges

r

t

UNION VIDEO CENTER
GENERAL MEETING

Thursday 6:00 p.m.

in the Commuter Lounge

U.V.C. is a non-profit video collective and media center,

which offers workshops, equipment access and
production experience.

Positions available for interns and workstudy.

ELECTIONS FOR PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY

HAVING

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - The National

Center for Fair and Open Testing says the

state's way of awarding some scholarships

to its four year public colleges and univer-

sities is so biased against females that

twice as many males are likely to get the

grants.

Massachusetts Honor Scholarships are

awarded by the Board of Regents of Higher

Education strictly on the basis of scores on

the Scholastic Aptitude Test, creating the

problem, the center said.

The center, known as FairTest, said the

SAT is biased against females who average

lower scores on it nationally than males

but generally get higher grades in high

school and college.

FairTest said 144 males and 75 females

were offered honor scholarships, which are

not given on the basis of need, for the cur-

rent academic year.

Sen. Richard Kraus, D-Arlington, has fil-

ed a bill calling for consideration of class

rank and extracurricular activities, in ad-

dition to SAT scores, in awarding the

honors scholarships.

The Board of Regents and FairTest sup-

port that legislation.

FairTest and other groups challenged the

constitutionality of the New York scholar-

ship program in a federal suit filed last

week. Bob Schaeffer, spokesman for

FairTest, said New York is the only other

state that uses only test scores to award

scholarships.

The Massachusetts Honor Scholarships

pay full tuition for one year at any public,

four year institution in the state. They are

offered to the top few SAT scorers in each

of the 40 senatorial districts.

Bush
mnliiiut'i.l triim /xi^f -

nominations until after his meeting in New
York on Wednesday with President

Reagan and Soviet General Secretary

Mikhail Gorbachev.

In making the moves. Bush left unfilled

the top job at the Pentagon. Former Sen.

John Tower of Texas has long been

rumored to be in line for the job of defense

secretary. Incoming White House Chief of

StafT John Sununu said Bush might ap-

point as many as five or so top defense of-

ficials at once.

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-514

Sunday's movies are:

**A Charlie Brown Christmas'* and
••Miracle On 34th Street

»

» - - :

4-

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month
J Bourbon & Ginger $1.50 BECKS $1.75

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••***
J»<i'»M''»MO>^.ayii»wi'>^i>»tlr>.ii<fiiMill>M«1FW''wr'r;»nri«>i>'y»<'r»»ti^^ «<>'TK<<'r,t"*iri>'^«"'^«<i1'«i«"»t

CHINESE KITCHEN

72 oz.

Pitchers

$3.95
In fladley Only

75C
Drafts

In hddley Only

Ihiilkv no«n^MlSl. 2*5 Vl*}/ I Northamplon-l ^O Kii«| S« -iftftftiil

ACCIDENT ViaiMS
Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in injuries from: • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Ottier Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C.
ATTORNEYS AT lAW

449.4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in ttte Nynex yellow pages

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

•Heilo. I'm Clarence Jones from Bill's office and
Or>! Hey! Mistletoe!"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

UM^Al PO IP SAV
you THINK 5W£5 SOUHOTPO

\

YOU'RB

RIGHT 5WF
PeflNITUy
Loots

/"^ INOONTHIS.

I HAVB YOU'

I

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

Hi, iVS M&.CdWiN.

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

<S0-60 FARTHIV6A/.t

TAL«S AfeooT THE

coiaei^fJ- tr's Nor

PERfEcr^ BoT XT

B«y; THIS c^vST BB

p, fUESw Copy,

THE tNK'S SoRTA..

ZcjNKSI THIS IS
RIDICULOUS. wHmIs

oP OJI"^H THIS PoRES/ HBLP/

READ TH£ Coi-LE6IAV:

There will be a workshop featuring UMassjournalism

professor Frank Faulkner tonight at 8 in Campus Center

Room 177. The focus will he on tips for intentewing.

All are invited to attend. Counts toward staff status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bY Trade Mtcficl Jeffe

ACMOM
1 Tr>« LO»t —
OK) »oog

6 Bntisn ciaaning

lady

14 Indian cow
15 Long tor

16 HM¥«niy DMr
1 7 T»n par center

18 Mcv* man on*

stout

19 Slat

JO Praoara tt>«

naignoortvxK]

tor ruppm
22Saaam*m
24 — ttia rnuMC

25 Early »naiMf

26Ptcihc trading

sn««

29 T«»at»»-montn

chart

33 Foraignar

34 c*rtaM> coal*

35 Voiio

36 upaat. iw up

37 Sympainizad

38 Muaical *r<ding

39 — tna im*

40 Lika soma cnair

saatt

41 Traal* *or

«ovar
42 Attacks

44 Hardaat to t<nd

45 Musical

nvaasoma
46 007
47 Padal arcn

SOBatoavaeia

54 Soutn Africa $

Bnnop
55 RavartMrat*

57 Mosas txottMT

58 First coupM $

tioma

59 Cnaar for ma
noma taam

60 TtiyrOid. > a

61 Aaot

62 Jr s (unior

63- Par*.

Colorado town

4 Mtt>out

ovarriaad

5 Gat oH me
PuMman

6 Wear t>y friction

7 Divwia

SG'OOon
9CMT<0«d agam
10 Poet MIIM^^ -

9ryam
tl Sponen
12 Nick arK) Mori i

pat

13 A Mxard of

Oz star

21 OiamorxSs

loayagg
a Nignts

preceding

25 Hardarwd
as rnud

26 Magna -
27 Miitures

28 Seductive tncks

29 Apple centers

30 aiackmora
nerovie

31 SoutP American

range

32 Cnet s speciaitv

34 Be< — 'ormai

singir\g styie

37 Measuring
nstrumenis

38 Aner-*nner
annus

40 Sail or smoiie

41 Protective

covering

43 Harmonize

44 Caviar

46 Soup
4' Brie* news

StO'Y

48 Jncov*r»(S

49 o-ootreaoer $

•eep
50 A>e
51 Obnouous cMQ
52 Eagle or

Ranger
53 Pmaies

56 Dove s sound

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

12/7 /••

1 Rocky
ouicroppinq

2 Enormous
3 Frann

r-|— J— !—

7-

n

r

j—MT-p-TT—IT—^T" n- IT- !r

—p y» P
1 lmI ' PPPmm

"A true gentleman i.s a man who knows how to play

the bagpipes — but doesn't."

-Wall Street Journal

Weather

TodaY: Partly sunny and mild. 45-50

Tonl^t: Partly cloudy, low in 20s

Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy. 35-40.

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Jim Clark

Copy Editor Pamela McCarthy

Layoat Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Rich Bonnnno

Production SapervltoraWendy Rac Nutter and George

Francy

Production.. Kristin. Christine, Owen, Ashe, Kirn, and

Ware's Joe taking the paper''

— -^ ;

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
Pedro Pcrcira
BdHor la Cill•^

Rick Sasson David R. Mark
Manaflag Editor Editorial Edhor

Robert Clappennellt Marc Infield

BatincM Manager Prodactioa Maaagcr

Business Board — Fall of 1988

Rob Clappenelll Barbra Hindin

Bailncii MaBagcr Advcrtltlag Manager

Daniel Monroe Debra Bolienhart

Plaaacc Manager Adverlitiag Maaagcr

Todd Fnthbels Mary HaYfens
ClrealatloB Manager SabKrlbtloai Manager
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MJoe Milette
continued from pane 16

Milette has been consistent since his high schcK)l days

in Ipswich. Massachusetts. As a senior he won the state

meet at the New Englands and was named to the Boston

Globe All Scholastic team.

By that time, OBnen and UMass had long been

interested.

"Coach O'Brien sent letters to me from my .sophomore

year on." said Milette. "'I was interested in Rhode Island

early but UMass showed the most interest in me."

The thing that caught our eye was that he was a good

runner at a young age," said the coach. The bigger the

meet the better Joe ran
'

After Joe has run his last meet he plans to enter the

ministry. Tm trusting Clod to lead me where to go," he

said. "It's his will where I'm going
"

No matter what Joe Milette does in the future, and

where it leads him. you can bank on two things. He'll be

successful and hell be giving all of the credit to God.

LDood £. Strand
JEWELRY
Dbonond Mochants

Since 1905

^erfect Presents

I

PRIC^
ST^- kGWN

GOING OUT of

BUSINESS
SAVE 35-60%
Off Our Original Prices

Diamonds • Pearls

14K Chains • Watches
r -I

{ Students and Faculty I

SAVE even more 10% off}

|Our already advertised discounts on all|

I remaining inventory I

I
j

Iyou must bring this ad with you to receive an additional 10% I

|off all remaining inventory. One coupon per customer Not|

•applicable for 14K chains Expires 12/23/88 J
MANYONE^T-AlciND"ECEr

A Certificate of Appraisal accompanies

every diamond and jewelry purchase

DIAMOND MEBCHANTS & FINE JEWELERS SINCE 1905

207 Main St • Norlhamplon • Across from Ciey Hall

Mon thru Wtd & Sal 9 30 - 5 30 Thurs Fri lil 9 00 p n

Sun 12 5

Carriage Shops 'Amherst. MA * (413)34^-6915

RENT/^WRECK
W \4
N«w A U««d Cart

Trwdit A Vans AI»o k^a»itM

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT ^

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Thousands of Discount
New Books at 40-80% off

current new prices

SCI-FI, CHILDREN'S.
ART, HISTORY,

SPORTS. COOKING.
& MORE!'

VALLEY
BOOKS

Downtown Amherst

(199 N. Pleasant St.)

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

Ocen til 8 Dec 12-23

Visa/MC 2S6-1508

^JTTT^^^^^^'"^^""'"^*^"^

4-

4'

4th ANNUAL
THE GREATEST

ARMY & NAVY SALE
Monday. DEC. 5 - Friday, DEC. 9

Student Union Ballroom

Doors Open at 9:00 a.m. -

Genuine U.S. and
European Surplus

I^Wool West German, British

French Pants

$15

SPORTS! SPORTS!
ALL YOUR SPORTS

WEAR NEEDS

T-shirts - Hats

Sweatsliirts

Jackets - Jerseys

Sweatpants

Much,

Much More

HAMPSHIRE MALL
(across from the cinemas)

NHL • MLB • NCAA
NFL • NBA • NFL

NBA • NHL • NCAA

*

U.S. Navy Wool Middys
& Peacoats

$10-$30

Full-Length Raincoats

& Trench Coats

S6-$15

Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (0- 1 5)

530

Heavy Cotton. 6-Pocket

Field Pants-U.S., Dutch

West German
$7-$15

U.S. British, French, Italian

Wool Sweaters

$8-$ 15

Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarves, and

LOTS, LOTS. LOTS, MORE!!!

All credit cards accepted

WISE PEOPLE
STILL

SEEK HIM
Class of '89

Michael Chew

Mandy Maxim

Jon Spence

Michelle Vuillcmenot

Nicole Vuillcmenot

Class of '90

Rebecca Hawkins

Ellen Marstcn

Jennifer Russo

Johannes Sadrach

Kyle Theriault

Class of '91

Tom Bullard

Stephen Conner

Mike Reed

Brett Steinberg

Darrell Waugh

Scott Weaver

Class of '92

Jayde Campbell

Cindi Green

Jennifer Ham

Dean Hsu

Brett Jenkins

Pamela Sheedy

Hui Shi

Xin Shi

Sponsored by the UMass
INTER-VARSlTY

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

For more Information, contact
Jon Spence at 546-6288

or Alyson Beecher at 256-6865

^^**^*****
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women's hoop

continued from page 16

game-high 25 after intermission to spark
her team. Apicella, though, has graduated,

but she didn't take the team's offensive

philosophy with her.

This year, the Crusaders have shown no
signs of letting up their attack.

Although their record shows just a 2-3

mark on the year, it' a bit deceiving. It in-

cludes a 94-91 overtime loss to Providence

College (rumors had the score up around
the 110-range, which isn't too far-fetched,

considering), a loss to South Carolina, and
a four-point setback to Louisiana Tech last

weekend in the finals of a tournament.

They have beaten Oklahoma State, and
smothered the University of Rhode Island

in their season opener.

"They are going to be tough," said

UMass coach Kathy Hewelt. "But we'll be

ready for them."

Ready means to somehow fmd a way to

prevent the Worcesterites from running

right out of the building. The Crusaders are

averaging 77.2 points per game, but their

up-tempo style also has them relinquishing

79.2 on the other end.

The Minutewomen, on the other hand,

are down in a more reasonable
neighborhood, and their blend has been

more successful, leading the team to a 3-0

start. Their stats show 61 points per game,

while yielding 54. In two of their three

games this year. UMass has held its op-

ponents under 30 percent shooting from the

floor. The season average is just 30.5

percent.

Clearly, tonight's game will be a clash of

styles.

"They like to run right off the in-bounds.

We're going to have to find a way to stop

them," Hewelt said.

This year, coach Bill Gibbons' squad is

led by senior forward Kathy Stecco, who
was "held" to a season-low 15 points by

Oklahoma State. Stecco is averaging 18.2

points per game to lead the team. Follow-

ing her is junior guard Nicole DeQuattro
(11.8), who will be renewing an old high

school rivalry with UMass guard Michele

Pytko tonight.

Stecco is also tied for the team lead in re-

bounds with 6-foot- 1 senior center Ann Bor-

cky, each with 6.2 boards a game. Other
players to watch will be sophomore guards

Mary Helen Walker and Ann Lambiotte,

and 6-3 junior center Robin Arnold.

"We are going to have to play extremely
well to beat them," Hewelt said.

But while scoring may be at a premium,
the game could also get physical quickly.

In last year's game, each team was whistl-

ed for 30 fouls.

Hoop-la: A glance at the books has
shown that this year's team's quick start

is the best since the 1978-79 Minutewomen
jumped out to a 6-0 start en route to an 18 7

record under coach Mary Ann Ozdarski.

The 1986-87 team also started out 3-0

under interim coach Jack Leaman ... a few

career-highs were achieved m last Satur-

day's 73-61 win at the University of Hart-

ford. Junior forward Helen Freeman and
Pytko each reached collegiate highs in scor-

ing, with 19 and 18 points, respectively.

Freeman had previously scored 18 last

year against George Washington Univer-

sity, while Pytko's best was 15 against St.

Bonaventure. Freeman also reached
another height, blocking four shots against

the Hawks .

women'"^ truck
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tain K stin Peers finished first in 10:36,

follow .d by Kathy Holt (10:53), who
outkicked Amy St. Pierre (10:56). The
fourth-place finisher, Dana Goldfarb,

finished with a time of 11:20. one minute

below her personal best last year as a

freshman. A muscle tear injury in her leg

has really hampered her training. Anna
Montouri finished fifth in 1 1:33, but she is

more of a long distance runner (5,000m,

10,000m).

UMass, the only Division I school at the

meet, dominated but Lafreniere felt it was
overall a positive experience for the team.

"This weekend was a real low-key, get-

your-feet-wet type of track meet. But the

kids had a lot of fun. and it's like a big

social event for the coaches, who all know

each other," she said.

UMass' indoor season will consist of six

more non-scoring invitational meets, which

are all away because UMass does not have
adequate indoor facilities. Lafreniere si;id

she feels that traveling the invitational

route is best for UMass because "we get to

be selective and pick the best tracks in New
England."
The team will be traveling to Boston this

Saturday for the Harvard Invitational,

which will be quite a difference in the level

ofcompetition from the Smith meet. Unlike

the Smith meet, which was a closed com-

petition to the four area schools, Harvard
is one of the larger open competitions

(hasically, to anybody who wants to go) and
attracts some of the best track schools and
clubs in New England. The meet will be the

first big test for this young team and
Lafreniere promises, "There will be plen-

ty of com|x?tition there."
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ROCMATE WANTS • FRAVa
WANTED •SUaiET

COME TO THE (^LLHGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FR|.2:30) • DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAr .>. • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20e/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITKS

DCSIONEIWTwo^diyi "^iheliofcdav
bash' Come ready lo dance your pants off

ASIO

TAKE OVER OUR 2 BEDROOM 4 person
townehouse lease slarting Jan I t1S7.S0
indudes not water M9-2iM6

HCLP WANTED

PROUT SEMINAR with Sooal Activist

Monk Wed Dec Tlh 8-9pm Campus
Center room 9OS-909 Sponsor Amanda
Marga

STUDENT NOTES AND PRINTING SER-
VICE IS hiring Xeron operators 'or spnng
semester stop by 401 Student Union
Building tor application

HILLEL S MENORAH LIOHfiNG
Tonight 6pm

Student Union Slaps
JomUsi

DOUBLE IN PUfFTON 3 bedroom Stal
Jan 1 Call S49-6918

SUNDERLAND 2 BEDROOM spacious 6

closels on busline available Dec 1 (460
665-2551

FOR SALE

700 FOR IBM XT including 20mg harddM
Call 549-1019

1S7I DATSUN B210 Good for part' Please

take my car l don I want it Ttie brakes

need work B/O 546-4975

AUTO FOR SALE

•3-MERCURV MARQUIS BROUGHAM
Wagon VS. AT. AC PS Cruise Snows
4.Spkr AM/FM and more very good cond
$2700 or B O 545-2364 or 665 3441

LOOKING FOR A USED BUT reliable car'>

We can get the car you want, automatic or

Startdard transmission, A/C Plus 10 oft any
job for one year So i' you are looking for

a bargain call Bruce al 549-5324 after 5pm

FORD ESCORT WAGON lOOS Excellent
condition A/C root rack M.OOO mHes
256-0933.

•2 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires rims runs very well '3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

CASA

GUITAR AMP-CRATE 040CGT Starao

chorus channel switching celestion

speakers 546-7941

YAMAHA PORTaSOUND P^MO syn
Ihesiier perfect condition Comes mrrth

cqase and adaptor Makes a great gift Can
5464803

APPLE lies, virtually brand-new, 5T2K,

3 5 disk, 5 25 disk, epson-MXIOOpnnler
w'128K buffer, mouse. SIOOO's m software

(appleworks, music software, etc )

Awesome for graphics, music, word-

processing, business Need cash fash

$1750 obo Call Lee 546-4813

ROLAND JUN6-6 syntr> keyboard kite rtewi

Call Alan 549 5435 $375 or B/0

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,400-172.500
now hiring Excellent benefits Call

1 312-742-1 142 E«t J 5931

A

WINTER BREAK JOBS FOR THE EN-
VIRONMENT Be one of the highest paid

political activists m the country Clean
Water Action is paying what your dedica-

tion IS worth Earn $7-12/hr PfT i FfT

Available Gam valuable skills Call Susan
at 549-7450

EARN 7.M A LECTURE Student Note and
Printing Sevice is now accepting applica-

tions for Spring Semester note takers app-
ly in 403 student Union

IF VOU ARE WORKSTUOV. and would like

to do chiklcare spring semester please call

Rachel al 256-6208 Experienced infant

care needed

AMY STEARNS - Happy 21st bOay or is

It 22'' Even though it wiN kill you, you can t

stay home lo walch wondar years lomght'

You're actually going out and staying until

doaing 8 you can't take a spearaie car'"

Live It up you party animal" Love you' The
Whole Crow

DON'T WALKMmONT OF ME I fnay not

follow Oon'liralkbahiftdmelinaynolMad
Just walk bsaida me and bo my fnend Hap-

py birthday Nancy Chnstine

SECRET SNATA SEARCHERS • find your

a gift at Faces

JEN. ANNE; OMSTME Wait I'vegolil'

Is the man with ttie maa* a woman' Thu
bus ride was dsfirwtely llie highlight of tfie

day' To top It al off with a late nite chauf
leur service by Peter Pan' Groovy day m
town' Love Jenny

HEY BLUE EYES! Take good care of Bul-

chkie next semester' I love you'

7S CENT DMAFTS. Pearl Harbors

,

KamikaMOS. girls, guys, and dancing

Wednesday Ooc 7th at Changes One last

buu bofora finals

POOL TOURNAMENT IS THIS Sat 8 Sun'

Any student wishing to play must register

wiln 10 Mon ttwu Fn 9-2 lee IS $1 you couk]

lepraaoni UMass

NIOC WANTED

2 ROOMS AVAMJ^BLE m nice large non
smoking house Fireplace, deck, parge
backyard 2 1 0/month*electricity Call
549^)403

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN TOWNEHOUSE
spring semester t»g single available
549-4908

FEMALE ROOMATE WMfTUtoshare a
one bedroom Ciiffside apt «r/an easy going
senior If interested pleasa caH Both at
665-4550

SERVICES

TO SOUTHERN MAINE, Dec 9 win pay e«

penses pelase call Nicky 546-4869

ROB FANDEL

HAPPY BNrfHOAY RAYI Love Jano

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS
Excellent experience Earn average
$7.000-$10,000 Call Adam at 665-2527

WOMK STUDY^bSS available' Monday.
Wednesday and Fnday mornings Come by

Off Campus Housing Office, 545-0665

TERESA BRIEN. Bridget is cute and all

bu! you re 'ire' Love, Jack

KRISTME GUERT1N H^ipy day after your

birthday We screwed up Love your

favorite roomntate Jen and Liz

WEEK -2 and nol a drop ol alcohol'?* One
the guy a hand'

ROOMMATE WANTED

WORD-PROCESSING WRITMQ, editing,

desktop publishing Special rates through
January 584-8884

TYPING DONE AT reasonable rates spell-

ing checked Call Paula 665-8941

OVERMQHT TYPtNOt Bost quiity in town
Call Barry, 548-9436, 10am 11pm

INSTRtiCTION

TOEFL TEST PREPARATKM Course Jan

4-27. UMass/Amherst, 6 30 p m -8 30 p m
$150 call 549-5128

DORM REFRKiERATOR. Excellent condi

tion $45 Call Sharon 546-4677

THE CENTRAL AMERK:AN SOLIDARITY
ASSOCIATION will hold Planmakmg
meeting on next semester 5pm monday at

CC For info call 5-2148

CONTACT LENSES

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES •

Amherst tow year old Income property,

positive cash (low (gross rental

18,000/year). live rent free and make spen-

ding money too! Call Dale (413)253-9949

GRE MATH TUTOR- Algebra, geometry

584 1307

LOST

LOST A GOLD BANGEL BRACELET Has
enormous sentimental value Lost al Zeta

Psi on 12/5 reward' Call 6-6522'

PATTY HALEY!! Hiw)py birthday for the se-

cond time" How IS the hangover today'' We
love you' Bon A Oione

HOT NKSHTS. COLO FROZEN DRINKS.
regae music Sandy beacfws and you and
your friends Affordable spring break trips

to Jamaica Cancun ar>d Daytona Call

Karen or Shara at 546461 2 or Meredith at

5465242

TO ERIN O'BRIEN Thanks for a great

pledge period Love tf>e new Sigma K

sisters

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 4

apartment m Sudnertand (Squire Village)

starting Jan 1 call 665-4947

SINGLE ROOM AVBL, at Amity Place

Located across street from LouiS M or F
grad or Undergrad Call Oavid or Teresa
549^1399

HOUSEMATES FOR'rBEOROOMS >n 5

brm house private mich/bath bus rt

$2l0/mo inci ul 253-2321 Amherst

RESUME TYPESETTING. Inaxponsivo
Very experienced Overnight laserwnter
quality Pick up drop-off available Lisa

367-9940

WORD PROCESSINO. TRANSCRfBINO
proofreading Letter quality 584 7657
evenings

TO SUBLET

HOUSEMATE WANTED. House m town
behind Baybanks Large furnished single

-oom Cheap rent Walking distance to

campus Bus route Call Elissa 549-8294

Lease starts Jan 1

ONE WAY TICKET TO FORT LAUDER-
DALE Florida On December 22, 1988 $50

or best offer Call 586-7685

SOFT CONTACT LENSES, most daily

wear lenses $25 Extended wear lenses

$35-48 Soft tinted lenses $35-48 heat

Units $12 95 Lowest prices on co tact

lense solutions Amherst Opticia Shoppe
195 North Plaaaant St (413) 256-6403

ENTERTAINMENT

GREAT WINTER CAR- dependable 1978

Chevy Nova-4 new radials $300 or 8/0 CaH
Sharon 2564249

LOST HP-1 1C CALCULATOR in ELab 329

on Friday Dec 2 II found please call Sunii

at 549-6322 or leave message

LOVELL OYATT FAN CLUB

29 Tamarack Drtva What does it take? A
Bunny? A Pizza?

FElJCEi^ou're not 21 yef Only two day
left and you're legal' Happy birthday'

You re roomie Lynn

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC AND liahting

system quality at unbeatable prices, (Jall us

KlubKave OJ Services

5464518

FOR RENT

EXCELLENT 2 FLOORS 2 bedroom apart

meni full bathroom effective immediately

January 1 Easy access to buses walking

distance to bars Private parking 253-2531

leave message

TAKE OVER LEASE Jan-f^ay non-smoker

female call Jean 253-3931 or Jane
545-2467

six FOOT PYTHON WITH 100 gallon tank

$150 Call 527-1603

MOVING to CALIFORNIA- must sell 2

michelin snow & ice tires 2 months old Call

549-7222

1981 RELIANT WAGON- good" condition

PS, PB, AC, front wheel drive- $2,000 call

549-7660- Owen

THE ANNUAL MEETMO will be heM at the

Red House next to Pike P S Paul Buckley

IS not invited

HO HO HO THANKS FOR THE board Neil

You sure made Christmas alot easier this

/ear Love Santa and his elves

MOTORCYCLES

OIANNE BURKE although you wilt m«s
Micke/ and Minnie in Mame the

minute«vomen will stilt have a taste of

Ftorida because you have never t>««n

anythirtg else other than Goofy

IN TOWN. '/? bedroom 136» 256-6281

WANTED - cool person lor single room
4 mm walk from UMass come live m col-

lege paradise 250/month - Call 5494792

WANTED^ 1 or 2 non-smokers for large

bedroom in a 3 bedroom Puftlon Apt

available January 549-1302

7 PEOPLE NEEDED lo share Southwood
Apt Lease, cheap call 64703 or 64641

HELPtll Tmro females i«ek to sublet apart

ment for mtersession CaM Sue 546-8983
ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED house ck)se to

campus Own room washer & dryer

Heating included. Happy household ph
549-4793 Laurie

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months

old $1 500, includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212

FOUND

1983 KAWASAKI i<Z550 LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

FIGURES!? REMEMBER, how you loam?
Im a master at that art

GREAT LOCATION. One mile from cam-

pus, t>us outside doo' One room m a two

bedroom apartment of of a house One
person male or female non-smoker

Begins January 1 $270 a month • Call

549-4493

TVPING/PflOFESSIONAL

FAST, PROFESSIONAL TYPING Ac-
curacy guaranteed Reasonable rates

Grammar, speHchecking Gtona, 323-5140

DTSSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS.
reliable on-campus, affordable spell-

ing/grammar reviewed 564-7924 Nancy

WANTED

BUNK 46:
cooking!

DINNER FRIDAY! Tom's

AMY NYMAN...but you love belated birth-

day wishes' We k>ve you Hong and
Huguette

FATAtTMAQNETIC FORCE • We luv you
too' Fire and Venus

NON-SMOKJNG FEMALE wanted 10 Share

apt in Southwood with three off>ers Ca»
253-0900 or 546-5364 and Keoo trying

PAIR OF GLASSES Ian case pink rims al

Purcolo Hall Parkin Meters call 549-1957

DONNA - What wouk) I ever have done
without you being by my side' You always

seem lo know the right thing lo say Thank
you M

AMHERST CENTER ONE BEDROOM
$500 month includes heat 253-7175

1 BEDROOM APT, lor rent beautiful coun
try selling m Leeds, waterfall, new bath,

washer and dryer. $475/mo includes heat

and electricity Available Jan 1 585-0466

FURNISHED BEDROOM JN ' BDRIUI APT
STARTING Jan 1 Large living room, tut

Chen, etc call 256-8330

FROEDIPUS COMPLEX

FRED MAGAZINE WANTS YOUR Short

stories essays poems, artwork, photos,

etc lor Its spring issue Deadline Feb 1

1989 Send copies to SAO, Student Union

416. Box 218

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT good lor two

persons on bus route available Jan 1 call

after 10pm 665 7579

ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR INTERSES-
SION encellenl kxaiion on Sunset Avenue

call 549-6447 for more information

TAKE OVER OUR 1 BORM Ai*T. m CMfl

side slarting after Jan 1 On bus rt

$455/mo includes all utilities 665 7630

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNTfURT^TOH
STUDENTS on a budget Futons

bookcases tables and rnore Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short SI Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

ROOMIES (J8K>-We have such a great

time together that It gets me a little sick

(So what If we're a bunch of conceited,
stubborn stress queens.) Hell, It's fun!

SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS- We are proud
to be your sisters' Thanks for your support'

Love, the New Sisters

TO THE NEW SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS
You guys a'e great Love the Churchlady

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

JOHNNY K I HOPE your 21 St is as special

as you are' I had a great lime with you last

weekend hope we can do it again

sometime
Love,

Roxanno

NFM 3 months hasn't baofl enough. I

love you RK,

COLLEEN Mullen' h s finariiy horoi The
day we've all been waiting tor your 21st

birthday! Have a great dsy' We love you!
Val, Cathy, Noeti* t Janet

SAMANTHA BtLKER H4«ipY 2Tst~b^y
or accotl "S '^' »'>•' '"Suor i<»c 22fW On
this sfiev'tJi' M •«! a" ksj want and by no
means $WM tvic go to AenXxs Have a

gret aa>' ;.cve vmaif t>ee Amy L.nda

Mil stace* •'^{••-i i^via B*n> i Betn

Terrle and Allison; INCONSHIEVABLE!
Two petite lower girls like yourselves loo*

al yourselves haven't had a personal yet

Fal, drunk, and stupid' may very well be

no way to go through life but as Rizzo says

There are worse things we coukJ do
Shanks for everthmg' 'The guest from hell

THE JUGGLING CLUB thanks Judy
Gagnon and Mary Hayward for Iheir help

with the festival

TO THE CLAMS OF 43 TOWNEHOUSE.
Thanks for being such great friends and
roommates but |ust remember no matter

how much I k>ve you guys revenge wiU bo
sought' Love. Kirstin

TAKE OVER LEASE JAN Isl 1 largo

bedroom Brittany Manor $280/month for 1

or $140 for two can move in after finals

Phone 256-1230 Susmila or Sheila

NON-SMOKING FEMALE needed to share

a room Walking distance 10 campus
$200/mo 549-6689

2 ROOMATES WANTED TO share a large

bedroom in Pulfton Rent just $140/month
Call 549-6616 after 6pm

SDEERFIELD SHARE 2 bdr lownhouse
house 312 50 plus 12/1 584-9276

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTEO to share a

room in a 3 bdrm apt Puffton Great place

great rent great location Call 5494291

APARTMENT 100 FT FROM UMASS Take
Over lease for Spring and or intersessK>n

HELP! I noodSocl03"(Hum$) notes will

pay rnonoySS Shirloy 549-2710

WANTED TO RENT

HAVE AN EXTRA ROOM FOR MTERSES-
SION? I need one Call Dave (mtes)

546-4213

NEED SJNOLE ROOM IN apartment or

small house after final* tor spring ChnstirM
549-8135

FEMALES SEEK 3-4 bedroom apt Nor
Ihampton area lor Spring Call Jodi
546-8656

HOUSINGmOOMS/SUBLETS neede^an
2-14 Call SBMC 2564615 lOarTv5pm

CHRISTMAN CAROLS sent to anyone on
campus only $2 by KKPsi UMass band
Fraternity 12/12 12/15 call 5-3410
Spm-midnight

CHOLESfEROirWHATS ITluI ABOUT
arxl what can you do (m and out of the

D C 'I 10 tover It' Ho registration, no fee,

iusl show up at or>e of tfiese dales and
times below for trraee not on D C rrwal

plan Nov 3, 17 or Ooc 1 5pm Unwersity
Health Services rm 302 For those on ClJ

Meal plan Nov 10 or Ooc 8 For more into

call 549-2671 - aak lor CNnic 4 or health

actucation

M/F TO SHARE GREAT 2 bdrm apt in

Bek;hertown Center Call Jane 3234156

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED A SAP.
FOR Townehouse apis Share room in 2

bedroom apt CaM anytime (leave mosaago)
5498049

BRANDYWINE- one female roommate
needed lor spring semester Option to over

lease for next year Call 549-0607

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
furnished 1 bdrm apt in Puffton Bog Jan
1 caH 549-7464

TYPINO-ON WP. $2/paga ceniar of
Amherst 253-3053
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SPORTS

UMass basketball teams hit the hardwood tonight
• Minuteuomen looking to stay undefeated • Men's hoop travels to New Hampshire

i iMrgitn phulii liv Rkliurd Honannn

Helen Freeman (above) and the rest of the Minutewomen will put their

undefeated record on line tonight (at 7:30 in the cage) against Holy Cross.

on the University of Massachusetts tonight

at 7:30 p.m. at the Cage.

Simply put, the Crusaders aren't afraid

to put the ball up. One only has to look

back to last December, when Holy Cross

broke the century mark in beating the

Minutewomen, 102-87 at the Hart Center.

UMass was burned in that game by a

superior second half performance by point

guard Jen Apicella, who scored 22 of her

continued on page 15

By JIM (.'LARK

Collegian Staff

Just when you thought the Curry Hicks

scoreboard was safe. . .

No. the Oklahoma men's basketball t*am

isn't coming to Amherst. Neither is Lx)yola

Marymount (although those two teams

meet on Dec 17 on ESPN, which should be

interesting). Instead, it's the Holy Cross

women's team that will be in town to take

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts men's head

ba.sketball coach John Calipari knows

UMass fans are impatient people. He

knows a loss to the University of New-

Hampshire in Durham tonight will ignite

fans to groan and say "oh

no, not 13" But Calipari

said he concerns himself

with input, not outcome.

"I'm trying real hard to

tell my guys we can't worry

about wins and losses.

We've got to look at im-

provement," he said.

If you go by the numbers,

UMass has the upper hand
over the Wildcats. The
Minutemen pounded UNH
by 25 points last year, the

Wildcats lost two players

from that squad. And, UNH
coach Gerry Friel has come
under fire for his 184-313

record in 19 years.

Calipari, however, has

resp<'ct for Friel.

"They're very well coached. The guy can

really coach basketball." he said.

It's UMass' performance that Calipari is

concerning himself with.

"I'm not so worried about them as I am
about my team," he said.

The Minutemen have been criticized for

not playing "an entire 40 minutes each

game." and for their slumping seniors,

Duane Chase and David Brown.

"They're struggling, but maybe I put too

much pressure on them." Calipari said of

Chase and Brown. "I can't expect this team

to play better without their contributions."

Brown said after the Rutgers game that

he felt like he wasn't shooting the ball real

well so far this season, but, he said he

would be ready to break out of it by the

UNH game.
As for the not playing consistently

throughout the game, Calipari said UMass
has got to learn how to handle "spurts."

^^i-i

WILDCATS
nothing but

In the early part of each half in the

Rutgers game, the Minutewomen were

badly outscored — 18-0 in a combined seven

minutes at the beginning of each half.

"Part of this is inexperience. The kids on

the floor don't always know how to react,

"

he said. "We're going to go back to the

basics."

So far this year, UMass
has been characterized by

its freshman guard tandem
of Anton Brown (13.8 ppg)
and Jim McCoy (15 ppg).

The rookie duo has led the

Minutemen in scoring in

two of UMass' first three

games. Against Rutgers

McCoy was the Minuteman
offense, setting a UMass
sea.son high of 19 points.

Although McCoy has the

freedom to make his own of-

fense, UMass' oflfense hasn't

centered around McCoy,
Calipari said.

"Jimmy's just taking it.

He knows if he can take it,

he's going to shoot it. " he said.

UNH. however, is returning two of its

high .scoring guns.

Derek Counts (14.6 ppg last year), the

S-foot-lO senior p<nnt guard, and Keith

Carpenter, the 6-foot -4 sophomore forward.

(10.8 ppg last year) will key the New
Hampshire offense.

A similarity between the two teams is

they both lack real height. UNH's center

is a 6-foot-7 senior who crashes the boards.

"We've just got to dig, " Calipari said.

"I'm on them (UMass) real hard, I'm wor-

rying about them getting better."

Hoop du joun Tonight's game in New
Hampshire is UMass last away game for

four weeks (Penn State on Jan. 5) . . . Uh-

oh, UMass' opponent on Saturday, Nor-

theastern, beat the University of Rhode

Island last night 86 82 . . . UMass' series

record with the Wildcats is in the

Minutemen's favor, 59-28.

Indoor track runs
pdst competition
at Smith College

By RIC SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's indoor track

team dominated in its first invitational at Smith Col-

lege Saturday afternoon.

The non-scoring meet was only restricted to UMass,

Smith, Amherst College, and Mount Holyoke College.

Coach Julie Lafreniere achieved one goal: to qualify

her distar/ce medley relay team into the ECACs at Yale

University in March. The mefiley consisted offreshman

Michelle St. Laurent in the 800 meter race, freshman

Lee Ann Ambrose in the 400, junior Shana Smith in the

1200, and freshman Precious Hill in the 1600. The

quartet finished with a time of 12 minutes and 15

seconds - 15 seconds under the ECAC qualifying .stan-

dard of 12:30.

The other two distance m^ley rel^y teams finished

second and third.

The second place team of senior Wendy Marshall (who

ran a very respectable 2:35 halfconsidering she is more

of a 200 and 400 runner), freshman Sue McFadden,

sophomore Cath^ Crocker, and sophomore Laura

lyaVallee (who ran a personal best 5:19 mile) finished

in 13:09.

The third place team (13:13) consisted of Sonja

"Vaughan, Debbie Sue Couturier, Christine Hawkins,

and Wendy Loughran.

The 4x400m dash team of Ambrose, McFadden, Mar-

.shall, and Sue Couturier captured first place with a time

of 4:26. UMass placed its 4x800tn dash^first and second

with a team of La'Vallee, St. Laurent, Smith, and Hill

(9:40) and Vaughan, Crocker, Hopkins, and Lougliran

(10:10).

An interesting development came up in the 4x200m

relay. Lafreniere had already entered a team of Ambrose,

McFadden. Sue Couturier, and Heidi Murphy. But Hill,

who had just run the half-mile relay', wanted to run the

200»n relay diso.

So Hill, with a team of Crocker, Vaughan, and Mar-

shall (who wasn't suppose to run the 200 because of a

muscle tear ip her leg) managed to barely edge out the

first place1*ain. UMass was the only school in-the in-

vitational to filter runners in the 3000m race. Senior cap-

eontinutd on page 16

Milette: Thank Heavens for success
Track ace always aiming higher

By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

When athletes achieve success they usually thank so-

meone for their fortune. Some thank their coach. Some
thank their teammates. Some even thank their m . . m
. mother, imagine such a thing. And some people thank

a Higher Being, God.

Joe Milette. of the University of Mas.sachusetts men's

track team, is one of those athletes. He has achieved a

great deal of success in cross country and track and each

time he competes he said he thanks God for allowing him

to do so.

"I'm a born again Christian," said Milette, a junior

philosophy major. "I give God all the glory for my runn-

ing."

Milette has had a lot to be thankful for throughout his

running career. His finest moment came Nov. 12 at the

Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic Association meet.

Milette finished sixth out of 459 runners. That outstan-

ding effort earned him a chance to go to the NCAA's at

Iowa State. "I never imagined placing that high," he said.

"As soon as the gun went off I felt unbelievably good.

The first three miles I felt like crying I felt so good."

Qualifying for the NCAA's was a first time experience

for Milette; it also led to another first time event.

"Flying to Iowa State was my first plane trip," he said.

"I liked it, it was a good experience."

Once the plane touched down Milette focused all his at-

tention on the competition he would be up again.st. He
would be one of 186 runners on the 6.2 mile course. Milette

was confident enough in his ability to the point that he

felt he could finish in the top 25 runners.

Despite not reaching his expectations. Milette ran a very

respectable time of 30:.50, good for 75th place, and a finish

I
in the top half of the field.

"I was figuring on placing 25th," he .said. 'I had the

ability to run with the 25th man. A kid from Princeton

came in 21st and I had beaten him a week before."

"But just being able to go was enough for me."

As with after every performance Milette thanked God.

"All my races no matter how good or bad I thank God for

giving me the talent to run," Milette said. "First and
foremost is my relationship with God."

Off the course Milette is a level headed, mild mannered
person. "Joe's an extremely mature young man," said

UMa.ss Track and Cross Country coach Ken O'Brien. "He

has real old fashion values. That's refreshing.
"

The relationship between Milette and O'Brien is a

special one with each heaping praise on the other.

"I really respect coach a lot and I think he sees that."

said Milette. "I like just dropping by his office and talk

ing with him."

O'Brien talked about what his star meant to the team.

"Most good teams have a big gun. Someone who can take

the heat. Someone you can count on. Joe's that man for

us. He's so consistent others can count on him.

continued on page 14
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UMass' Joe Milette.

Duke slashes
UMass budget
Fourth cut in 16 months

President-elect Bush Geft), President Reagan (middle), and Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev (right) meet in New York City yesterday.

While there Gorbachev told the United Nations that troops would

be withdrawn from Eastern European countries and Mongolia and

called for a Jan. 1 ceasefire in Afghanistan. Story page 2.

BOSTON - CJov. Michael S. Dukakis

yesterday ordered a 3 percent cut in the

University of Massachusetts budget, forc-

ing reluctant trustees to look for ways to

trim spending by about $5 million.

UMass President David C. Knapp said

the University will probably increase stu-

dent fees by up to $50 for the semester that

begins in January. The University's

2 week-old hiring freeze will continue, of-

ficials said, and layoffs are under discus

sion. probably at the Boston or Worcester

Campuses.
While the Amherst campus can expect $5

million slashing. Bo.ston's campus will !o.se

alx>ut $2 million, and Worcester's about $1

million, Knapp told the board of trustees

after a 30-minute meeting with Dukakis
yesterday afternoon.

Knapp and David N. Oakes. the newly-

elected chairman of the board of trustees,

had hoped the University would be spared

in yesterday's $165 million state budget

cut.

The University's budget has already

been cut four times in the past 16 months,

and its spending has dropped 9.5 percent

over the last two years, officials said.

"We're pretty close to the bone already,

if not down to the bone. " Knapp said. Fur-

ther cuts, he warned, "could make drastic

changes in the nature of the institution
"

The cash shortage could continue into 1990

and beyond, he added.

There are already 166 vacant jobs at the

Boston campus, where enrollment is dow n

by 1,000 and 80 clas.ses have been

eliminated, he added.

Amherst campus Chancellor Joseph Duf

fey said 100 jobs have thus far been cut by

attrition. He said he did not think it possi

ble to cut the budget further without bar

ming the quality of higher education.

He said he would propose to trustees next

week a plan to avoid layoffs, but plan will

result in higher fees for students. But Duf-

fey vowed to make cuts that would affect

students as little as possible.
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Silkoff, Rabinowitz sue SGA, Judiciary members
..... ... jj_j ij !._ : «; in trihiinaU that barred Silkoff and Rabinowitz fro

By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Jason Rabinowitz and Shari Silkoff yesterday petition-

ed the Hampshire Superior Court in Northampton for a

preliminary injunction against the Student Government

Association Supreme Court's barring them from assum

ing the SGA president's ofTice.

The petition is part of a complaint that alleges the stu-

dent court "interfered with Jason Rabinowitz's and Shari

SilkofTs constitutional rights of free speech and associa-

tion" by barring them from the office to which they were

elected on March 15.

"We found that there was absolutely no alternative for

us to get justice," Rabinowitz said. "We had no choice but

to file this suit."

Not taking legal action, he added, would be irresponsi-

ble because he and Silkoff must stand up for their rights

and "the rights of the students that elected us."

The suit was filed by the Civil Liberties Union of

Massachusetts, an affiliate of the American Civil Liber-

ties Union, with the cooperation of Northampton Attorney

Edward Etheredge.

"We had talked about different courses of action for a

while," said Silkoff, adding she and Rabinowitz had kept

contact with lawyers since November.

The suit names as defendants former SGA Attorney

General Bill Collins, and the following Student Judiciary

members: Milind Bharvirkar, Nancy Casey, Pamela

Hickey, Ldrine Dawe, John P. Sanchez and Kathleen A.

White.

The judiciary members last semester served as justices

in tribunals that barred Silkoff and Rabinowitz from of

fice and prohibited the Undergraduate Student Senate,

the SGA's legislative branch, from ratifying the March

15 election.

Collins filed a petition with the judiciary on March 31

seeking an injunction against Silkoff and Rabinowitz

because he said the SGA Constitution bars co^andidates

from seeking the president's office.

The lawsuit charges Collins' motivation was "the sole

purpose of denying (Silkoff and Rabinowitz] the right to

express their political views."

Collins is a defendant not only as former attorney

general but also as an individual. Silkoff attributed this

to her and Rabinowitz's belief that Collins moved to bar

them from office because of his political views.

continued on page 4

Here comes the holiday crunch

Loans help shoppers
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Here are a few holiday facts and figures:

4 There are 17 shopping days left until

Christmas.

• The price of a technologically advanced

men's electric shaver is $54.99 (before tax).

• The average bottle of a woman's per-

fume is $17.50 (Right. Not the good stufO.

• A warm hooded sweatshirt from the

University Store is $36.00.

• A case of Budweiser beer (with holiday

trappings on it) costs, on the average,

$13.00.

• The average amount of money in any

one student's bank account by early

December is between $0.00 and $21.53.

With prices, time limits and habits the

way they are, the question whistling in the

winter wind is, how are students able to do

their Christmas shopping this year?

What is amazing is that all but one of the

students questioned wanted to do their

Christmas shopping in spite of bank ac-

counts of miniscule proportions, exorbitant

gift prices, and final exams taking up most

of their time.

"Well I'm not going to be stingy," said

18-year-old freshman Cintra Bentley of

Brown Residence Hall. Bentley plans to

raid her college fund bank account.

At this time of the year the University

Store is bustling with as many students as

there are sweatshirts to sell in the store.

"There is definitely a noticeable increase

in business," said Miles Seaver, Operations

Manager at the University Store.

"Everyone is looking for a bargain, you

know. Everything sells equally well here,"

he said of the numerous items emblazon-

ed with the University seal, which he said

are popular gift items for family members.
continued on paf^e 13

Students

more aware
of threat

of AIDS
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Student awareness of the

AIDS virus and how it is

prevented has increased

since last year, according to

a November survey con

ducted among University of

Massachusetts
undergraduates.

The survey was a part of

Project PULSE, a series of

surveys conducted by the

Student Affairs Research

and Evaluation Office

(SAREO) for University

Health Services. Pam
Gonyer, director of health

education and supervisor of

the survey, said she hopes to

release the results by the

end of the semester.

SAREO had conducted

two previous surveys on

AIDS, one in March of 1987,

the other in September,

1988. Although Gonyer said

she had yet to review the

survey data, she was willing

to provide some of the

results.

continued on page 24
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DAILY HUSTLE AND BUSTLE - Nancy

Millet approaches the Jones Library.
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Spy-shuttle mission
ends in Mojave Desert
HOUSTON (AP> - Atlantis' astronauts

returned home under a cover of darkness

early yesterday, a fitting finale to their

secret space mission during which they

reportedly launched a powerful spy

satellite into orbit over the Soviet Union.

Atlantis, bruised a lot more than usual,

steaked out of orbit Tuesday, completing

a four-day space voyage landing on a pack-

ed clay runway at Edwards Air Force Base

m California's Mojave Desert.

The military mission, the second shuttle

flight since Challenger exploded M months

ago, was believed to have included deploy-

ment of a sophisticated satellite that can

peer through clouds and darkness to spy on

the Soviets.

The five astronauts' low key. middle of

thenight arrival here seemed an ap

propnate ending to the classified flight,

which had been shrouded in secrecy since

it launched Friday from Cape Canaveral.

Fla.

Despite the crew's 12:50 am arrival,

more than 200 people were there to cheer

the astronauts and their wives when they

stepped off two planes. In contrast, some

5,000 flag-waving spectators greeted the

evening return of Discovery's crew in

October.

Navy Cmdr. Robert L. Gibson, who guid

ed the 97 ton shuttle to a centerline

touchdown Tuesday, was surprised at the

early morning turnout.

*i can't believe all ofyou are out here at

one o'clock in the morning," he said. "This

is incredible. I expected just a hop in the

cars and go.

"It really was a great flight," said Air

Force Lt. Col. Guy S. Gradner. who made
his Arst trip into space as Atlantis' pilot.

"I think we did a good job for NASA and

the space program and think we did some
good things for our country."

Af*"*- n;ikini? a few brief rrm>*ks to th^^

crowd, the astronauts shook hands with

other astronauts and then left with their

families in vans.

The other crew members were Col.

Richard M. Mullane and Lt. Col. Jerry L.

Riss of the Air Force and Navy Cmdr
William M. Shepherd.

Before Tuesday's 3:35 p.m. PST landing.

NASA and the Air Force only broke their

silence twice to say the crew could proceed

with operations and to give 24-hour notice

on the landing time.

Mission Control then lifted its curtain of

secrecy about an hour before landing to

report, as it was happening, that Gibson

had fired braking rockets to slow the

spaceship's 17,400 mph speed by 283 mph
and drop it out of orbit onto an hourlong

fiery descent through the atmosphere,

Atlantis landed with as low leak in a tire

on its landing gear than NASA previously

had said was not a concern. The leak did

not seem to effect the smoothness of the

touchdown
As the astronauts and several officials of

the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration inspected the shuttle, some

damage could be seen to the underside, in-

cluding "dings" in the black protective

tiles. The tiles shown by NASA cameras

"appeared to be a lot more damaged than

usual," said NASA spokeswoman Nancy
Lovato.

The landing was closed to the public

because of the flight's classified nature,

leaving only a few hundred journalists, in

vited guests and NASA employees to

watch. Some 425,000 spectators witnessed

Discovery's landing.

Atlantis' flight was the 27th shuttle mis-

sion and the longest of three trips dedicated

entirely to military purposes, lasting 4

days, 9 hours and 5 minutes.

AP pholo

GORBACHEV ADDRESS - Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev ad-

dresses the United Nations General Assembly yesterday.

Gorbachev promises withdrawal,
calls for Afghan ceasefire
NEW YORK - Mikhail Gorbachev, arm

ed with a bold new plan to reduce the

Soviet armed forces, met with Ronald

Reagan and George Bush yesterday at a

historic superpower lunch, closing one

chapter in US-Soviet relations and opening

another.

The Soviet leader, belittling military

power as a solution to international ten-

sions, told the United Nations General

Assembly that tens of thousands of tanks,

as well as troops, would be withdrawn from

Eastern European countries, and other

forces would be pulled form Mongolia and

Asia in a reduction in size of the Soviet

military machine.

And he called for a Jan. 1 ceasefire in

Afghanistan, for the creation of a UN force

to keep peace there, for the formation of a

continued on page 18
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The
Ernest & Julio Gallo Winery

Invites any students interested in our

SALES MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

To attend a career and industry presentation

DATE: Thursday December 8, 1988
TIME: 7:00 pm
PLACE: University Career Placement Center

An E & J Gallo Winery Management Representative
will present a brief review of the wine industry and
discuss career opportunities in this dynamic growth
industry.

Resumes are encouraged
Questions are welcomed

Refreshments will be served

Thursday, December 8, 1988

LOCAL

CoUfglan pKoto by Rlrhard Bonanno

Ducks gather by the Campus Pond yesterday afternoon. Unlike many other species of water
fowl, these birds do not fly south for the winter.

Ducks quackers over winter home
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian StafT

Snowstorms and frozen waters this winter will not

drive away the ducks surrounding the campus pond,

despite some student concern that they may freeze to

death, said a professor in the Forestry and Wildlife

Department.
Dr. Donald Progulske said if the campus pond freezes

over this winter, the ducks will go to the Mill River

beyond the intramural fields in Southwest, or to a place

where there is open water where they can find food.

"There's open water running there all winter and

there's pastures," he said. "You see a lot of ducks in

through there."

The ducks are not migratory because humans have

created a place for them to live that is favorable all year

round, Progulske said.

"They're not truly wild birds," he said. "This is the

effect man has had on wildlife. There is always a food

supply around all the time," such as popcorn and pieces

of bread.

The ducks are heavily covered with down feathers, the

material used in garments and quilts, and their legs do

not have blood vessels, Progulske said, so they will not

become cold.

The freezing water in the campus pond also does not

affect the ducks because their feathers are covered with

oil, he said, which causes the water to simply roll off

But, the ducks will sometimes suffocate if their nostrils

"ice up" and they are unable to breathe, Progulske said,

adding it was unlikely that this would happen here.

One result of the ducks' failure to migrate is inter-

breeding, causing some of the birds to have "crazy

genetic colors," he said.

"They're interbreeding an awful lot, " Progulske said.

"Some ducks are all white and some are light colored.

It's not natural plumage."

The odd-colored ducks are not in danger on campus,

he said, but if they were out in the wild they may be at-

tacked by a fox or raccoon since they do not blend in with

the vegetation.

Students surrounding the pond yesterday voiced con-

cern as to the ducks' welfare and some volunteered to

start a program this winter to insure the ducks will be

fed.

"I would work on something, " freshman Daniel

Shapiro said. "I like the ducks."

Junior Cathy Campbell said, "I've been told that (the

ducks] don't get hurt by the cold - but gosh, if they're

going to get frozen I want them to be taken care of"

Some students were less than sympathetic to the ducks'

plight this winter.

"They can fly," said junior Daniel Cooper. "I don't see

why they don't go anywhere — except that they're fat."
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Rate increase
may not affect

student loans
%

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A top official in Financial Aid Services at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts feels the prime lending rate increase

to 10.5 percent will not affect student ability to negotiate

an education loan.

The prime lending rate, or prime rate, reflects a bank's

cost of borrowing money, including interest it pays on sav-

ings accounts or certificates of deposit, and trails more

subtle increases in other interest rates.

Although the increase of half percentage point, the

fourth rise this year, makes the prime rate the highest

it has been since mid-1986, Arthur Jackson, director of

Financial Aid Services, said it may be just a seasonal ad-

justment and should not affect student ability to obtain

or manage a loan.

About 10.000 students at the University receive educa-

tion loans each year.

"The rates for student loans actually haven't gone up
yet and are only indirectly tied to the prime rate figure,"

Jackson said.

Education loans are tied more closely to the T bill, or

treasury note, than to the prime rate. Fluctuations in the

prime rate affect the ability of the Federal government
to insure loans, and may prompt them to adjust the loan-

ing rate. Consequently, if it costs the Federal government

more to insure loans, students must pay more.

"The rates for the Guaranteed Student Loan and other

loans like PLUS, a parent-oriented loan, are set annual-

ly, and in the 17 years I have worked in the Financial

Aid Office I have never seen it rise more than one per-

cent," Jackson said.

Jackson explained existing loans will not be affected by

the increase, only loans negotiated after the increase was

implemented. The prime rate may fall back down in 1989,

he added.

"I hope it is not indicative of a steady increase. There

are provisions to insure the loan rate does not rise too high

too fast," he said.

Jackson said he feels the increase occurred because

many people are unsure of how the economy will unfold

in the next year.

According to an Associated Press report, economists had

been predicting a prime rate increase because interest

rates in the bond markets had ri.sen recently due to infla-

tion fears and the dollars weakness in foreign exchange

markets.

The prime rate is watched carefully by bankers who use

it as a basis for calculating loans to businesses and for

determining many types of fixed and adjustable-rate con-

sumer loans.

Economists were uncertain as to what effect the latest

increase would have on the economy, and more specifical-

ly, on consumer's spending during the holiday season.

SGA approves budget after questionable meeting
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Seante last

night easily approved the fiscal year 1990

budget for the $2 million Student Activites

Trust Fund, but three senators and one stu-

dent objected to some of the methods used

in passing the budget.

At about 8:45 p.m.. Speaker Robert Fadel

called for a half-hour recess to discuss "how

amendments to the budget will be

presented."

The senate reconvened at about 9:30 and

the budget was quickly approved.

During the recess, a meeting was held

between several senators from the right

and left who apparently worked out a com-

promise on the budget.

"Tonight in a really underhanded man-

ner, full representation was sold for conve-

niency and expediency," said Sen. John

Dunlap. "Granted, it made the budget pro-

cess much easier, but it allowed some

senators to be elevated to a more important

position."

Fadel defended the meeting, saying.

"Nothing was changed behind closed doors,

everyting was changed on the senate

floor."

Wheeler House Sen. Dan Chesnicka also

disagreed with the meeting, saying it did

not take into account all points of view on

the budget.

"I understand what Robert was trying to

do, and I respect what he was doing . . . but

my constituency definitely wasn't

represented in that meeting."

Junior Clarinda Rose-Turner, a member
of the Commuter Area Governing Board,

agreed.

"I don't think certain factions should

decide what the whole budget is going to

be. It's not representative of the entire

senate."

Sen. Ari Weinstein said the meeting was

"acknowledging that the egos are the

deciding force in the senate."

The senators who complained about the

meeting, however, said they had no pro-

blems with the approved budget, only with

the way it was worked out.

Jessica Mitchell, Budgets Committee

chairperson, said, "I can understand peo-

ple having problems with that meeting, but

we didn't vote on anything, we simply tried

to determine what were the reasonable

amendments." Mitchell said she was sur-

prised the senate passed the budget so

easily.

As for the budget itself, a proposal was
scrapped which would have established a

new research agency similar to the now-

defunct Student Center for Research and
Advocacy.

The proposal axed by the senate was a

charter for the new Undergraduate
Reseach Center, which was allotted more
than $26,000 in the budget. The money
that would have been used for the center

will be put into a special "financial

reserves" account which can only be doled

out by the senate should it reach an agree-

ment on a new research agency or see fit

to use the money for some other purfwse.

Mitchell was unconcerned the charter did

not pass. "That was an attempt at com-
promise," she said. "We saw there were
problems with the URC."

Amherst College thanks
UMass with a serenade
By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

Under the star-filled sky of a crisp winter

night the holiday spirit spread across cam-

pus Tuesday as hundreds of voices, in-

itiated by Amherst College students, sang

the songs of Christmas and celebration.

About 100 carolers from Amherst College

assembled at 10:15 p.m. at Converse Hall

and marched to the pyramids in the

Southwest Residential Area, thus begmn

ing a night when Amherst students could

pay back University of Massachusetts

students for their "friendly spirit."

Homer Robinson, a sophomore Board of

Governors member at Amherst College,

organized the event in response to a large

group of UMass students who marched to

Amherst College late Sunday night to sing

carols in the first snowfall of the year.

"It was a ballsy move by [UMass
students). One good turn deserves another.

We wanted to show them we appreciated

it," he said, "I think a tradition has been

started and I think it will stick."

University students have historically

marched into Amherst College and in-

itiated a snowball fight in the first snowfall

continued on page 5

State representative files bill

to limit use of student fees
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

State Rep. Stan Rosenberg filed a bill

yesterday which, if passed, would prevent

students from paying for buildings such as

the new sports arena and the Campus
Center.

If approved, the move would limit the use

of student fees at all state colleges and

universities, including the University of

Massachusetts, to facilities like dormitories

and dining halls.

Rosenberg, a representative from
Amherst and a UMass alumnus, said he

first got the idea for the bill about two

weeks ago, with UMass in mind, specifical-

ly, the soon-to-be-built hockey arena.

With the University facing a possible 3

to 5 percent budget cut, many students

have expressed outrage that the school

would use state money for a hockey rink,

instead of using it for academic purposes.

However, Jack Littlefield, associate vice

chancellor for administration and finance,

said in the beginning of the semester that

the money UMass received for the complex

is not transferrable to any other project.

After a four year appeal, UMass was
granted $25 million in state funds for the

multipurpose arena, which will accom-

continued on page 24
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Feminist claims women
victimized by abortions
Bv SHARON WILKEY
and JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

There is nothing more degrading to a

woman's self esteem than abortion, accor-

ding to a member of Feminists For Life,

who spoke to seven people in a lecture last

night at the University of Massachusetts

Rachel Cann. who became active m
Feminists For Life in 19S4. said the group

wais formed by ex members of the National

Organization for Women after they were

thrown out for their anti-abortion activism.

TTie national group now has 900 members.

Cann said her self esteem became per-

manently injured after she had a "back

street" abortion in 1962. when the practice

was illegal. "My mind became a sieve." she

said, "and my nights became filled with

nightmares about blood."

The catalyst for her work as a pro-life ac

tivist. she said, was the 1984 suicide of her

16-year-old foster daughter who had had an
abortion 6 months earlier

Cann. who does not advocate birth con-

trol, said she thinks abortions should be il-

legal. "It boggles my mind that in this state

a minor cant get their ears pierced without

parental permission, but an abortion — no

sweat."

suit

C^lefi*r pKoto b\ Richard Bonanno

HIDING IN THE SHADOWS - Sophomore Jennifer Winchenbach.
a member of the L'Mass Minuteman Marching Band, finds time to draw
on the stoop of the Old Chapel.

coniinited from {Aig< 1

Collins refused to comment on the

lawsuit yesterday because. "I've sought

counsel and they indicated that I shouldn't

respond until I've read the full text of the

charges

"

However. Speaker of the Senate Robert

Fadel and SG.A Treasurer Laura Filkins

issued a written statement m the afternoon

responding to the lawsuit

"It seems that Rabinowitz and Silkoff

have decided that their personal cause is

far more important than the Student
Government .\ssociation. the Student Ac

Cann later said she was not aware that

it is illegal for minors to receive abortions

in Massachusetts without parental or

judicial consent.

Fewer women would have abortions if

there were places they could get support,

Cann said. "It is a sad fact that in this

country today there are a mere 200 shelters

for women who choose to carry their babies

to term."

Abortion has become a major industry-,

she said, claiming that abortion clinics do

not care about the women they serve and
are only interested in making money
While Feminists for Life does not suppcwt

Operation Rescue, a militant anti-abortion

group which has recently demonstrated at

several abortion clinics in Massachusetts,

Cann said she works with the group.

Cann, who participated in what she call-

ed a rescue two weeks ago in Brookline,

said she does not believe reports that 16

women got past demonstrators to have
abortions.

"Who in their right mind would go

through an army of people, where they

could possibly get hurt, when they could

make an appointment the next day?" she

said.

"We have a long fight, girls," Cann said.

"W'e're going to close every one of those

clinics and they can't stop us."

tivities Trust Fund, and student empower-
ment on this campus." the .statement reads.

"While Silkoff and Rabinowitz may have

been wronged, their personal battle is

sunply not worth the sacrifice," it con-

tinues. "Vanity is not justification for the

wanton disregard of students' rights."

After issuing the statement. Fadel and

Filkins said they weren't absolutely sure

the lawsuit had been filed. But, Filkins

said. "There've been rumors going around
here for the past week or so about Shan
and Jason talking to lawyers"
Filkins added she learned that a news

conference had been scheduled for this mor
ning. which led her to believe Silkoff and

Rabinowitz would indeed file the suit

Celebrate the Holidays Early
at Scott's Liquors!!!

Look at these great prices!!

Freixenet Oi

Cordon Negro, 750 ml.
$5.99 Sale Price
•1.00 Mail-in Rebate

Final

Cost

Old Milwaukee Suitcase
^-^Wt $7.49 Sale Price

;ja&A^V - ^-^ Mail-in Rebate
'^IV^'^ Final Cost

Miller

Smirnoff. 1.75 Itr.

$12.99 Sale Price J\
-2.00 Mail-in Rebate r J^

Bacardi Rum
Silver or Amber 750 ml

<2.<J ^$5.99

Sambvca Romana

Kimnoff Vodka

*> $7.99 <

Jack Daniels. 750 ml.

-e fi CW^Geniiine Draft
-^\0.^^^24 12k)z, cans
>^*,NrV^ plus Dep.

ling Black Label v.** ^U^n o. Refill,
^^'^i^"

• Peachtree
Schnapps

^>^A^K^

:^^$4.99: ^^« '"'•

'T*.'.* y."^

Kahlua 750 m

0«

Andre Chamoagne. v i,^

750 ml \^k^
Hrul, Extra Dry. ^i*'^. 79 J:=^

I'ink « Cold Duck >^;W^
J. Roget Champagne

750 ml.

All varieties
^^ *a^ $2.75 Sale Price
*\*^ -1.26 Mail-in Rebate

^^/^>^Final Cost

caroling

continued from page 3

of the year. Over the last two years, more than $9,000
worth of damage has been done to Amherst College.

But that was not the case this year.

When the carolers began to sing on the pyramids, some
of the students in the towers tried to drown out the

carolers with loud rock music but the Amherst students

remained undaunted and were soon joined by UMass
students.

As the number of carolers began to swell, the leaders

of the group rallied the crowd and headed North across

Southwest, through Haigis Mall and up to the Central and
Orchard Hill Residence Areas, stopping wherever they en-

countered someone to sing to. By the time the gathering

reached the Orchard Hill Bowl, the comfortable throng

had grown to about 250.

Amherst student Erica Romberg said she was caroling

because she wanted to do her part in breaking down
barriers.

"I've felt for a long time that it is time to foster better

feelings between the two colleges. The bad attitudes go-

ing back and forth are not really based on anything . .

. . We're all just a bunch of 18 to 22-year-olds," she said.

UMass senior political science major Bill Adams said,

"It's nice to get together with a whole bunch of people and
have fun rather than doing damage."
Tim Bohn, an Amherst senior, said he has taken part

in both the snowball fights and the caroling and said the

caroling is better for the two schools.

"The snowball fights were usually in pretty good spirits

and very competitive, but I'd rather be caroling because
the consequences of (caroling] are much better than with

the snowball fight."

At each stop on the way to Sylvan, the crowd mixed sing-

ing Silent Night and White Christmas and other holiday

favorites with pleas to those in residence halls to "Join

us." Every time somebody succumbed to the warmhearted
call, they were greeted by a thunderous cheer.

When the crowd reached the Orchard Hill Bowl, the

carolers formed a circle around the sunken area, held it

for a moment, then rushed to the center where they resum-

ed caroling and laughing.

The crowd was not limited to Christmas carols either.

While in the Bowl, an unidentified man on the sixth floor

of Grayson Residence Hall began playing the Star Spangl-

ed Banner, a la Jimi Hendrix, on electric guitar. The
crowd didn't miss a beat and joined in the singing the na-

tional anthem.

UMass Police Department Lt. Steve Warren, who was
on the scene with about six other officers and security

guards as well as three student security supervisors, said

the crowd was well behaved. "We're just following along

to make sure something doesn't get out of hand .... We'd
love them to do this every year — without snow." he said.

Robinson organized the carolers at Amherst College by
sending all the students a letter and making a plea to

them in the dining commons. The letter read:

"Recognizing that the students of UMass did a totally

cool thing by serenading us Sunday midnight;

"Aware of the fact that, generally, personal relations

between our two institutions are more strained . . than
they ought to be, and their initiation of friendly spirit took

gumption;
"Cognizant of the fact that one good turn deserves

another and that lack of reciprocation merely reinforces

negative generalizations. . .;

"We resolve: to return the gesture and overwhelm them
in kind with our spirit and good cheer. . .

."

When asked if he was satisfied with the results of the

evening Robinson said, "This is beautiful. I have to say

at the start, with so few people, I didn't think it would
work out so well. When we're done here, this might con-

tinue at our college."
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Thursday. Dec. 8

Ronnie Earl &
Jerry Portnay
•rat the Broadcasters

Phish

Saturday. Dec 10

The Fairlanes
with Boom Boom

Carter. Sprirtgsteen

Drummer

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chin

Bikini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aestheticianmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

tor

Men and Women
34 Man Street. Amhierst

253-9879

Copies

Half Off

After100
After vour first 100 copies of a

single sheet onginal. the rest are

half price at Kinkos. the copy

center.

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

Gift Album

.^^'SrF '^^^^^

HaJbi^fU-^^ f^l^-i ^h::£ipit:&

the

"itty bitty"

book light

for kids
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^W±/^L ^Jfez&i''

cards

toys
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Rock legend Roy Orbison dies at 52
On Tuesday, December 7, in Henderson-

ville, Tennessee, rock "n" roll legend Roy
Orbison died of a massive cardiac arrest

He was 52.

Orbison who is famous for songs like

"Only The Lonely," "Pretty Woman" and
"Crying." was. along with Elvis and Bud-
dy Holly, one of the early pioneers of

rock'n'roll.

His remarkable voice, which in its high

ranges had an almost operatic intensity,

was perfectly suited to the "epic" ballad

style of his songwriting, and lent it an
almost obsessional quality It was this

quality which led David Lynch to employ
Orbison's song "In Dreams" as the theme
for psychotic Frank Booth, played by Den-

nis Hopper m the 1986 film Blue Velvet.

Among those Orbison has influenced in-

clude Bruce Springsteen and Elvis

Costello, both of whom joined him on
stage earlier this year in New York, in a

tribute to the great man.
Most recently Orbison worked with Bob

Dylan, George Harrison. JefTLynne and
Tom Petty in a project entitled "The
Travelling Wilburys." whose debut single

"Handle Me With Care" is currently dim
bing Billboard's charts. The group were
due to embark upon a tour next year.

Roy Orbison will be sadly missed, but

his legend will live on. immortalized by
the records which have reserved him a

unique position in the annals of rock

history. So long. Big O. In dreams we
walk with you.

- GRAEME THOMSON
Rov Orbison

Nutcracker, De Camera
singers, highlight weekend

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Start"

Three performances will be coming to the area this

weekend.
First, the Pioneer Valley Ballet will present its 12th an

nual production of The Nulcracker at the Academy of

Music in Northampton, on Dec.10-11 and 17 18. Tickets

will be available at the Center for the Arts in

Northampton
The cast of over 250 dancers includes several guest

dancers from professional companies such as the Eliot

Feld Ballet, the Berkshire Ballet and the American Ballet

Theater Members of the host company include Jana

Fugate and Megan Bonneau.

Next, on Sunday. Dec 11. the Da Camera Singers, a 28

voice chorus under the direction of Gregory Hayes, will

perform a concert of a cappella sacred and seasonal music

on Sunday, Dec. 11 at 3 p.m. at St. Mary of the Assump
tion Church in Northampton. It will also be held at the

Amherst Unitarian Society on North Pleasant Street in

Amherst on Friday. Dec. 16 at 8:15 p.m.

Featured in the program is music from the 16th to the

20th centuries, most notably a performance of Ralph

Vaughan-Williams' mass for eight-part choir and soloists

Admission is free for each performance, but donations will

be accepted

Finally. Smith College is presenting pianist Vladimir

Tropp. a distinguished Soviet performer and scholar, will

be giving a recital on Sunday, Dec.l 1 at 2:30 p.m. at Sage

Hall, Smith College. Admission is free.

Tropp, who teaches at the prestigious Gnessin Music

School in Moscow, is best known for his interpretation of

music by such Russian composers as Scriabin, Medtner

and Rachmaninoff. His appearance at Smith this fall end

ed years of negotiations with the Soviet government for

permi.ssion. Joining him m the recital will be Giovina Ses

sions and Marcia Harbison, violin; Barbara Wright, viola

and John Sessions, cello.
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Beating the High Cost of Skiing.
Wc want everyone to enjoy the fun of winter skiins. So we're

offering our Rossignol 550 adult package for just $139.95. That's our
lowest price in ten years! Add on a pair of custom fitted boots for as
little as $49.95. As always, all our equipment is backed by the SkiHaus
fit, performance and price guarantee. So come in and beat the high
cost of skiing, 7 days a week at all 3 SkiHaus stores.

East Lonsmcadow 16 Shaker Road 52S^i633 • WcstAcM 55 Franklin Street 562-5004 • HMIIcy Route 9 584-7860
Monday ttMou^ Friday 10-9 pm, Saturday 10-5 pin, Sunday 1fi-5 pm

Screenprinting...
Tee Shirts. Sweatshirts, Jackets.

Bumpetstickers. Decals.

Athletic Jerseys. Hots-
For your

Group. Company or Organization

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREEN IT!

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Complete Art and Design

Department

screenprmt sp2caai]Si3

47 Icickson Street. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

InMass.-413-S34-S634
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Sharpe sounds ofjazz on Friday
UMass graduate
makes it big

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Sjsecial to the Collegian

Jazz bassist Avery Sharpe will appear with a trio this

Friday at the Bluewall Cafe to open up a five-band multi-

cultural evening of music sponsored by WMUA, FM 91.1.

Although Sharpe is a Belchertown resident, he definitely

does not fit the category of "local artist."

His techniques on acoustic and electric bass are astoun-

ding and reveal a wide variety of influences: playing ar-

co (bowed) bass while singing along in unison a la Slam
Stewart, strumming the bass like a flamenco guitar a

la Jimmy Garrison (bassist with John Coltranei, and
playing incredibly fast yet well-articulated solo passages

on electric bass a la Stanely Clarke. However, his

overall approach is uniquely Avery Sharpe. Composi-
tionally, he refuses to confine himself to any one aspect

of the jazz tradition: his material runs the gamut from
Bop to Afro-Brazilian to Fusion.

Critics have called Sharpe a "Young Lion" ofjazz. This

epithet refers 'o a new breed of talented musicians, many
of whom have had the luxury of developing their skills

in university or conservatory settings, rather than hav-

ing to endure years of street scuffling. Perhaps the be.st-

known "Young Lion" is trumpeter Wynton Marsalis.

Sharpe got is education right here at UMass. under the

tutelage of Fred Tillis, Archie Shepp and Max Roach

among others.

Sharpe has appeared throughout the world with ma-
jor jazz legends like Shepp. Marsalis. Art Blakey, and
McCoy T>'ner; despite this. Sharpe feels he is "still young
in the music." However judging from his performances
on record (he just released his debut album Unspoken
Words on Sunnyside records) and especially his five-piece

group's exciting performance last Saturday night at

Hampshire College. Sharpe already has a lot to say on
his instruments and as a composer.

The two musicians who will complete Sharpe's trio at

the Bluewall on Friday also have connections to UMass.

Avery's brother Kevin, currently a UMass
undergraduate, will play drums, while Clyde Criner, who
earned his PH.D. in music here and who has several

albums out under his own name, will be on keyboards.

If the audience's reaction at Hampshire last Saturday

is any indication, the trio's set should be thrilling for

jazz fans as well as those new to the music. And if you

enjoy Friday's performance, look for Sharpe to appear

with McCoy Tyner at the Iron Horse in February.

Bill Rosenblatt is production director at WMUA.

Leads discuss
Getting Out
By MICHAEL T. PUOPOLO. II

Collegian Correspondent

What is Getting Out all about? Recently, the actresses

playing the two leads in this drama by Marsha Norman
explained how they interpreted the play and prepared for

their roles.

The play focuses on Arlene. a woman who is released

firom prison after eight years and is trying to come to terms
with and exorcise her past. She wishes to re-enter socie-

ty, get on with her life and start all over again. Arlene,
played by graduated UMass theater m^yor Jami Miller,

was imprisoned for murder, drugs and prostitution.

"Arlene is an angry woman," explained Miller, "but she
is determined to do something with her life. She has an
inner strength to draw on."

Jennifer Lavenhar, a senior theater major, plays
Arlene's 50-year old mother.

"She's a very bitter woman," Lavenhar said. "She is

bitter about Arlene and thinks her daughter is a burden
she does not deserve."

Lavenhar said she had to do a lot of research on her role.

"I have never done a 50-year old woman. I had to read
about the horror of incest."

Both actresses agreed that the rehearsals were very dif-

ficult. Miller said Arlene was a very intense part to por-

tray. "It was sometimes difficult to shake off the anger
and the emotions that came out in rehearsal." she said.

Lavenhar said delving into her character was also dif-

ficult. "It is a dangerous side of life to explore."

Miller and Lavenhar both said they are glad that the
Department of Theater chose this performance.
"It needs to be done." Lavenhar said. "It inspires

thought in people. I feel it is a real life play for a lot of
people."

Miller agreed: "The play makes you feel for someone
. . . it's very understanding."
The ending of the play is open to interpretation.

Lavenhar and Miller .said they believe that there is a glim-

mer of hope left in Arlene's life. They feel Arlene has a
chance to come to terms with the past. Much is left to the
audience because there are a lot of unanswered questions.

However, neither actresses thought it was a tragedy.

Find out for yourself when Getting.Out, by Marsha Nor-
man, opens at the Rand Theater tonight. The play will

run from Dec. 8-10 and again Dec. 14-17 at 8 p.m. For
tickets call 545 2511.

THE MUSIC EVERYONE WANTS
|s^titiww»ierir^«iiyw THIS CHRISTMAS ...»^«^«^^^«^*^^«»^

Edie Brickell

& New Bohemians
Shooting Rubberbands

At The Stars

<. «!l

o u» IMnMitk

GIVING you THE BEST THAT I GOT

:^^^^^

INCLUDES GOOD LOVE ^^
GOOD ENOUGH ^^

LEAD ME INTO LOVE

TRAVELING WILBURYS

*£3T-

N

$6.49 LP or Cassette

$11.98 Compact Disc
$6.99 LP or Cassette
$11.98 Compact Disc

$6.99 LP or Cassette
$11.98 Compact Disc

$6.99 LP or Cassette

$11.98 Compact Disc

'Ihlk Is

Cheap

LOS LOBOS
La Pistola y El Corazon

TOM WATTS
BIG TIME

li

:

CROSBY, STILLS, NASH A YOUNG
AMERICAN DREAM

CONTAINS 14 NEW SONGS
INCLUDING THE SINGLE
"AMERICAN DREAM"

$6.99 LP or Cassette

$11.98 Compact Disc
$6.99 LP or Cassette

$11.98 Compact Disc
$6.99 LP or Cassette

$11.98 Compact Disc
$6.99 LP or Cassette
$11.98 Compact Disc

... is at FOR THE HECOlin

At Amherst's most complete record store, you'll find

something for everyone In our comprehensive selection of

l.r's, Cassettes, & (-ompuct Discs in ull categories of nuisic.

TtIC LOCATED IN FACES
Downiowii Amherst

256^0134
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Getup to40% off

anIBM PS/2
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adirondack music—
Christmas Sale Continued!

Ilie super savings continue during week 2 of the

Crazy Christmas Sale at Adirondack Music I

£k>/r 'tgct left out in the cold!

SAVE 30%-60% ON ALL SPEAKERS!
Save 30% to 60% off the manufacturer's lUt prices of all speakers in stock!

Model List Sale

Advent l>egacy 500 m
Altec 201 500 200

Cerwin Vega D? 5ao 345

Cerwin Vega 1)5 MO 395

Cerwin Vega 1)7 870 520

Cer* in Vega 250SF. (.00 3*0

KPIT/ltlZi) 320 W4)

EPl r/B320 5W 250

[iPISlAF 150 750 .MM)

lAMO SL^» 210 140

JAMO SI.M«l 280 |M»

JAMO SLIIO ytA) 2tlO

JAMO ri IIMK> 700 280

Mission 7011 25» 175

Mission 701) 350 245

Mission 707 500 350

Mission I'M 650 155

Mission 780 1500 »4H)

Whaifdale Diamond II 225 150

Wharfdale Active D's VHI 150

Wharfdale S(V1> 325 225

All speaker prices per pair, and are cither new, demos, or blems.

Save $20 on All Walkmans]
Buy one of these quality Walkmans and

save S20o{i our regular low prices!

Toshiba KT-4017 only $29.95
Re|t WO, 05. AM/FM cs»«ee»* wilh FFARW

Toshiba KT- 4035 only $59.95
Re(^ $70 05. AM/FM caucltc »ith FFARW. and Dolhy NR

Toshiba KT- 4868 only $149.95
R«|t $160 05, digiul AM/FM catiellc. .ilarm clotk,

Dolby NR. FFARW, and huill in .^ band EQ

Sanyo WR66 only $79.95
Reg $00.95, iiplathproof, ragged, AM/FM castetM

Panasonic RX - S29 only $79.95
R«g. $99.05, AM/FM ca«a«N« r*c0rdimg walkmaa

MORE SENSATIONAL SAVINGS!
Pioneer PD - M40 6 disc changer only $249.95

Pioneer PD - M50 6 disc changer with remote only $299.95

Pioneer CT- 980W dual dubbing cassette deck only $149.95

Marantz SR360 60 watt receiver with EQ only $149.95
30 watts p«r chwvw^. AM/FM r*etv*r wHh buM In S band •<|uallz*f I

Marant2 SR560 90 watt receiver with EQ only $179.95
45 watto p*r chwintl AM/FM r*c*iv*r wMh bum In 7 band aquaNzsrl

Marantz TT155 belt drive turntable only $49.95
Ban diiva Mfnl- automate. pHeh eonfol, compl*t* ¥vith Audio Taehnica carthdgal

Marantz SP800 3 way speakers only $1 19/palr

1T)K SA90's or MAXELL XLII90'S on/y $1.99

JVC PORTABLE CONCERT HALLS
RC-X3 only $339.95

CO PlayM^, MA/fM, duai dubbing cas«*tt*a

PC -WlOO only $219.95
AM/FM/SW. EQ. dual dubbing east«tt«t

PC-V55 only $189.95
AM/FM. EQ. auto - r»v#rt« cas«*n*

All «vlth aupar baas sound and JVC quaRtyl

Beam me up, Scotty!
Captain, I'm receiving a distress signal I

Interpret, Uhura...

Sorry, Sir, but the signal keeps fadlrrg /n andout

though it does sound like, like... whales?l

Whale (hwal) n. a large warm-blooded, air

breathing, sea mammal...

Stow It, Mr. Dictionary I I know what they are!

Perhaps. Captain, they are trying to remind you

how a mere $30.95 for a Parsec Beam Booster

would greatly /mprove ourFM reception. .

.

You are correct, as always Mr. Spock... Mr.

Chekov, set the coursel Mr. Sulu, warp 101

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100

Open Monday thai Saturday 10am to 5pm
y» S^ "^j Sale price* good thru December 14, 1988

'»• .0;«--j 1 Limited qu»mi»i«» All item* iuhject to prior ««l«.

No r»incheck» Nol reap'^niihU for typographical erron.

Called ont of the most intelligent artists in America" by the New
York Daily News, UMass' own master drummer and percussionist Max
Roach will perform Saturday at the Fine Arts Center. For tickets call

545-2511.

The Collegian
is looking

for Night Editors
and

Copy Editors
for

Spring Semester

Apply in the
News Room

to Yana Dlugy

Deadline
Tuesday, Dec. 13

at 5:00 p.m.
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University Chamber Choir concert
The University of Massachusetts Chamber Choir and the Five College Chamber Soloists will

perform a program of shorter masterworks from the Baroque Era on Tuesday, Dec. 13 at 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.
This concert opens the 10th anniversary of the Chamber Choir, founded and led by Professor

E. Wayne Abercrombie. It performs a wide range of pieces, from major classical works to con-

temporary compositions. Tickets are $5 for the general public, $2.50 for students and senior

citizens, and are available at the box office in the FAC.

^i^^f^^
i?T\ /^^^ a'^^^ .-^ j$t^ /?T\ -^^ ^-g^ ^?tv /§5^
^ii/ ^^^ ^aa^ *^'^ W' ^-^y<# '^a/ ^-ky ^^^ ^li' ^^'«# v^/ *<^«^ ^ic^ \^' «?4?» v^/ %|^ ^i>

Fox's techno-sex
pop not much fun
By SCOTT NAUNCE
Colletiian Correspondent

Samantha Fox
/ Want To Hare Some Fun
Jive/RCA

"Hello, it's me again," Samantha Fox lilts on the begin-

ning of the title track to her latest album / Want To Have
Some Fun. another dose of synth pop dance tunes. Fox

again employs Full Force — who did Fox's former hit

"Naughty Girls (Need Love Too)" — as well as the

Stock/AitkenAVaterman team (Rick Astley) and Rick Zarr

(Debbie Gibson) to produce a new set of Latin-influenced

teenage technorock club music.

At least the music industry's being fairly honest about

what Fox is doing. In fact, they boast about it. They put

out the facts behind Fox's blatant sexuality, and play on

it, but then they add that she has the talent to maintain

a career. From the looks of it, she shows little effort on

the LP except add an occasional carefree lilt or coy sigh

— it's hard to see if there's any talent in that. Where she

supposedly put out so much creative effort to actually have
written — oh, this astounds — one of the songs on the

album herself, she actually co-wrote it with two other pro-

fessional writers.

For all the help she gets from big-name producers and
players, the album is pretty plain. It falls into the for-

mulaic sameness that has Laken over all the glossy over-

produced dance music made these forces: the producers,

the formula of the music that's guaranteed to sell, and
it sounds just like half a dozen artist doing the same
things. She might boast that she's back, but we might as

well listen to her last album and been happy. It's not art;

its' the musical equivalent of a cookie-cutter Harlequin
romance.
But that does sell; you'll be sure to see her dancing in

tight Spandex on MTV. It sells predominately to 14year
old "wanna be" girls because it talks about "Boys" and
that is boys with a capital "B." And for all the griping

about the supreme mindlessness of this techno-sex teenage

music, this kind of music has always been around — the

sugary stuff for kids. For what it is, it's good fun dance
music for a slumber party.

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

o You Need
$$$

Work all Janaary as
Inventory Auditors
$6.50/hour to start

''Guaranteed No Sales"
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the Nations largest in-

ventory service with over 200 offices Nationwi(de

with 8 offices covering Massachusetts.

January is our busiest month. Average 25-40 +
hours per week. Must be available nights &
weekends. You need a phone, transportation, and
dependability. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing provided. Start at $6.50 per hour after training.

llllllllllllinnilllllllllllllllMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIItMIIIIIIIIIMIll

I To Icam more call the office nearest your home daring
|

i Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus Center i

: as follows: Monday I>«c. 5 Rm 805 Tuesday Dec. 6 Rm 804 i

\ Wednesday Dec. 7 Rm 904 Thursday Dec. 8 Rm 173 =

i Interview times are 10 am-5 pm Every hour on the hour I
MiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiMMiiiiiMiiMiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiri

For Information and Interviews call the

following areas:

508-832-6152—Worcester, Natick, Framingham, Milford,

Fitchb«rg, Athol, Leominster, Franklin, Webster

508-975-5155—LowcU, Lawrence, Somerville, Cambridge,

Saagvs, Peabody
508-559-7603—Boston, Qatncy. Bralntree. Brockton,

Middleboro

508-746-0821—Plymouth, Wareham. all of Cape Cod.

Kingston, Pembroke, Marshfleld, New Bedford

413-737-8938—Hartford. Springfield. Amherst

508-336-5658—Fall River. Scakonk 8t Providence Area

603-893-1885—Southern New Hampshire

518-482-8555—North Adams, Pituficld, Saratoga and

Albany Area

Sponsortd by Stadcnl EmpIoTincat Office

ACCIDENT VICTIMS
Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentration in injuries from: • Auto Accidents
• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless
successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases

• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

449-4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in the Nynex yellow pczqes

TffiHoliday
^Collection

22 Masonic St., Northampton 191 N. Pleasant St Amherst
586-6336 253-2013

Store Hours: Men Sot 10-6 Thurs. til 9 Northampton Store Only)
Siindoy 12 5

The Horseflies, a rythm-based band of synthesizer, fiddle, ipuitar, banjo, bass, and drums/percussion will be playing

the Iron Horse tomorrow night. Hailing from Ithaca, NY, the band has released two albums on Rounder Records, most

recently Human Fly, and have just successfully toured Europe. It has recieved rave reviews in such newspapers as the

New York Times, the Village Voice and the College Music Journal. The band was also featured on National Public Radio's

"All Things Considered" last February.

Get out that 10 gallon hat when Sleepy La Beef brings his rockabilly

sounds to the Universal Joint Saturday night at 10pm.

Write for Arts

Want to write for the largest college daily in

New England? Want to write for arts next

semester? Drop down to the basement of the

Campus Center sometime and tell next

semester's editors, Graeme and Cosmo, you're

interested. Don't wait till the last minute. Start

now!

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Daily to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Slud«nl Ftret from

Amht-rst to
Boston New York City

$20.95 $34.95
round-irip round-irip ^© People Professionals

Tickets and Inlormallon available at:

U-Maas Ho(*l Amharat Hamp«hir« Prka Watch Northampton
Tal at or f3 Canlar CoHago Book Parmacy Bua Tarmlnal

S4S-200e Bua Tarmlr>al Stora So Hadlay noundhou— t^.

54«-«O0O 2M-0431 M»-4600 S33-7t1S Sae-t030

FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 ain-2:00 pm

DinncR Taesday-Satiuday 5:00 pin-9t30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext. 7639

for Reservations

Validated Parking

Irrrrrrn
Irrrrirfr

TOP ^^-of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

•Latuit*

THE^ANCE CLUB

Ev«ry Fri A Sat.
Th« Ar««'s Fln«st

D««Jays
6:30 p m until 1 00 a m

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT
Every Tuesday

BLUES JAM
No cover/open stag*

aaarai^«,• ut-a aaat I

Every Saturday 8 00 p m

This '° ''0 00 Pf"

Saturday Dec. 10th

Mil Martin
Wiftnar 1M6 Beaton Comady

Compattlion

Paul Kozlovvski
Oiraci Irom iha movn

Punchllna and

Frank 0'Don««ll
Bostons Club Headlmai

Thursday Dec. 8th
Take one L»Ro> Brolhars

one FatMitous ThunderDird.

a red hot Teias twistar o> a
rtrummef and you re took-

ing riqhl down the t)arral of

THE
TAILQATORS

from Austin Texas

A red hot Mend of

Caiun. TexMen
R a B. roctt and,

the t>luas

(Swamp Rock)

Only J5 IPX at door
Hi

Friday Dec. 9th

TREAT HER
RIGHT

K
Allagas show 7 00 p m
OoutMe Header Reqular

show at 9 00 p m
w/The Tailoators $a 00 lix at door

Saturday Dec. 10th
Straighl after Connedy

the Legendary

SLEEPY

only $6 00 tix a( door

Monday Dec. 12th
The fifsl U S lour of AuslraHa s lop

Indie Band Terminates a( the

UJoinI Do not m*s»*

Thr«« no 1 Kwfw
Htli m th« land

downundvr and a
9ut1«r ^Mt•d roch

assault on tho

U S Are powKnoq
mi« band to th«

top" OfWy »e V)
Tti ai door

THE
SCREAMING
TRIBESMEN

with tha
Vaatryman

The Disco Garagp Band
1 5th CHECK r^LEASE

wrrriA Oe Miln-l

16th THE INCREDIBLE
CASUALS

Saturday Dec 17th
Six loot SIX above sea level.

not counting laced boots i
gold embroided stetson

EEK-A-MOUSE
^^lrr»^ov•nl A provtvaifvt '^90*« ''W* Jwna*ca

413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST . N HAMP
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Tickets go on sale next week for the Pat Methany Group show on
Feb. 8. Playing unreleased, never-before-heard meterial, Methany
will stop at UMass Fine Arts Center on the 13-show tour. For more
information call the Union Program Council at 545-2892.

All the way from Australia and playing from their highly
acclaimed album Bones and Flowers — which gave them
three number one hits Down Under — the Screaming
Tribesmen hit the Universal Joint on Monday, Dec. 12 at

8:30 p.m.

Treat Her Right
THEY THINK YOU'LL LIKE EM - Boston band Treat Her Right

plays the Universal Joint Friday for two shows at 7 and 9 p.m.

Hitting it big with "I Think She Likes Me" Treat Her Right strives

to "keep it simple at all costs" according to guitarist Mark Sandman.
"Resist the temptation to add. Ifyou're going to do something to a song,

subtract."

All ages are invited to the first show and catch the Tailgators when
they open for the second.

BONUS STORAGE FILE

BUY (4) 5 1/4 MD-2D 10 PACKS

GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE FILE FREE!
OPEN: Monday thru Friday 9:00 - 5:00

Saturday 10:00 - 3:00
.C/JVIVERSJTy

mSTORE^

'ssJ^'V'"--

je-'C^
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shopping
continued from page I

However, the fact remains that students never seem to

be able to make ends meet the way they would like them
to, no matter how big the sales are or how much they can
save on a subscription to Time (free desk organizer

included).

There are a few ways for students to provide funding

for the holidays. One is the PLP. or Parent Loan Program,

which can be used to fully fund or subsidize an ailing stu-

dent's bankbook. Loans may vary from $50 to $300 with

the payback rate incredible and the interest nil.

Karen Morris, an 18-year-old freshman from John
Adams Residence Hall, was not to be left out of the

bargains at the store and was avidly sifting through the

different styles of sweat clothes.

"My mother gave me some money from both her and

my father during Thanksgiving break to do some shopp-

ing," Morris said, adding that many of the people she was
buying for would appreciate the sweatshirts.

The PLP is a popular method of obtaining Christmas

presents among the students the Collegian contacted.

Sophomore John Thomas has contracted to get $50 from

his parents to do his shopping when he gets home. (He

gets that in cash and only has to show one form of ID).

Of course there is another method — the work for your

money plan — in which the parent also plays a role.

"I have a penny in my coat pocket and that's about all,"

said Joanne Falla, an 18-year-old student from Coolidge

Residence Hall and employee at the University Store.-

"I have to shop for six people. I can't even use my dis-

count here because I have to wait until I can work at my
father's law office at home." she said.

Karen Anderson, 19-year-old sophomore also from
Coolidge Residence Hall, laughingly suggested making
enemies around Thanksgiving to cut down on the number
of people for whom to buy gifts. She is depending on the

checks she earns working at the Kennedy cluster office,

and scoffs at the idea that one can save money up while

at the University.

Then there was the remarkable case of Michelle Keane,
an 18-year-old freshman from Crampton Residence Hall.

She managed not only to save her money, but to stave

off cashing any of the paychecks she got from her job in

the Munchies Store in Southwest. Then again, she did

mention something about a large phone bill.

Which brings us to the next point. The rare student who
has money at this time is either not supposed to touch it

or will still shop despite impending credit rating penalties.

"I'm already in debt. I'll put off the bills for a month
or so," said John Halladay, a graduate student in the

microbiology department. "I'll be buying gifts with my
stipend check. Of course, they won't be as good as if it was
a bigger stipend check," he said.

Most of the students said they would spend more money
on gifts if they could only get hold of some.

The spirit of Christmas is alive and well, even in im-

poverished college students. Why not order dad a

"Christmas" pizza and have it delivered. (Most places

deliver for free!).

Parked car
damaged

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The roommate of a student who had parked his car at

the circle drive south of Baker Residence Hall noticed

Tuesday the car had been pushed against a curb, caus-

ing extensive damage to the vehicle and bending one of

the wheels underside. Damage was estimated at $3,000.

In other police reports:

• A janitor reported a vacuum cleaner worth $100 had

been stolen from the door area of a Totman trailer.

• A 10-speed bicycle worth $275 was reported stolen

from a sign post it was chained to Tuesday at Worcester

Dining Commons.
• A BMX style bicycle worth $270 was reported stolen

from a bicycle rack at Gorman Residence Hall Tuesday.

• A wallet containing personal property and cash worth

$60 was reported stolen Tuesday from a jacket in Tot

man gymnasium.
• A Resident Assistant in Washington Residence Hall

observed a stove travelling up and down in an elevator.

After attempting to contact the Resident Director, he

returned to And the stove missing from where he'd seen

it previously.

A check of the fifth floor lounge/kitchen revealed the

stove had been stolen from there.

M mm MEWMlMi (omtmi
Newman Center in cooperation with rims (oll«*<>o

Rri^islpr Now lor Spring 'KM « lasses at Nrwiiidn,

whith l>«>i;in the week of 1/30/89

Kll 210 INIKO Ml nil MW IISIAMINI
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Amherst Optical Shoppc
Eye Exams available by appointment

independent Dr. of Optometry on premesis

195 No. Pleasant Si.

(413) 256-6403 Amherst. MA 01002

SCHMHUlZBIEeGER DEVITO

Only

I mother can

\ fel them

the all newG

Call about our

large party room!

EKING VIARDEN
A MAHDABIW • S2CCMUAH nrSTAIWAKr

RohU 9. HMiUy ^(^ ,^ ^ next to HadUy 5ub»ru

All You Can Eat

BUFFET
599

Mon.Thurs. 5-8 P.M.

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR LUNCH A DINNER
'W« -" mmunnnmflata part:** ot jur or mor* ptopia '

HOURS Sun Thurs 11 a .-n lOpm Fn A Sat 1 1 a.m 1 a m

0PDsmMrirAn«nEiiARY0u.

Chic Cuts

• facial
^a***"^

• Wawcuie

• facials

• Bod^VHraps

Expires 12/20/88

_. 'e offer a 100% ni«ft«> haik

guarantee on all of our hair care ui oducis

•Hetlken •Nexus 'Paul IMi(cniil

I

I
I

I

I

I

\

I
I

- make yoiir fashion slaU'nwnl
:

Styles By Deborah
-65Unlverslty Dr.Amherst.

.549-5610-
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•

It's enlightening, lively, exasperating it's UMass
Ahh. college. An institution of higher learning. Well,

that's half right, anyway. The University of

Massachusetts is definitely an institution. Call me crazy,

but some of the qualities of this school strike me ta con
siderably well-adjusted, .sober freshman from Connec-
ticut) as looney.

Granted. an\-time that 25.000 students plus faculty and
staff live together for an extended period, your bound
for some unique occurrences and little quirks — but I

think UMass has something . . . special, a style all our
own. Yes. I honestly feel that UMass is touched.

Let's start with the mess hall. I call it that not for

sanitary reasons. .Actually the DCs' seem remarkably
clean. They are none the less a mess concerning the ser-

vice side of the deal. If you're the linebacker for the foot-

ball team — you still get the same size portion as the

5-foot 2-inch, 95-pound woman next to you. If you want
more, come back. I do sympathize with their problem,

there is a lot of waste. I just feel that perhaps the ex-

tremes should be broadened.

"May I please have two scoops of tuna with that pocket,

one doesn't really fill it."

"I'm sorry, but you may only have one scoop at a time.
If you would like seconds, come back."

"Ma'am, you don't understand. I'm not talking about

seconds, I wish to eat them both at the same time."

"I'm .sorry, but you must come back when you've finish-

ed what you have."

"I can't finish this without two scoops! We're not deal-

ing with firsts or seconds, just firsts."

"You'll have to."

"Never mind, give me a hot dog
those?"

can I get two of

Dan Miller

This is a true story, mind you. I agree with their point,

but not their implementation. Let's have a little leeway,

hmmm?
Next the laundry room. This is John Adams Tower.

A dorm with between 500 and 550 students. There are
eight or nine washing machines. This is not very con
ducive to frequent washing of clothes. (That's eight or

nine if they're all working — not bloody likely.)

Lastly, our administration, and student body in

general. You just gotta love those 18. 19, and 20 year
olds, complaining about a strict alcohol policy. Consider-
ing that it's against the law for them to drink, the ad
ministration's policy is pretty lenient. If I were them I'd

keep my mouth shut, not draw attention, and perhaps

the policy won't get worse. When I start losing my right

to drink alcohol. I'll complain. At this point I've only been

inconvenienced by the loss of a privilege the University

has given me. (They write me up. the police arrest me.)

The administration is by far not innocent, however,

their legal services position comes to mind, as does the

Halloween guest policy, the locking of dorm doors on

weekend days. etc. The administration is acting "in loco

parentis" to us while we're at school. That's very con-

siderate of them, except that the majority of the students

that go to school here are over 18, and therefore are legal

ly responsible for their own lives. "Loco Parentis" may
work in high school, but not here.

The student body has parties on Thursday nights, and
therefore have problems in class on Friday. They draw
swastikas on almost every stall door in JA. The Jews
are upset at the Afro-Americans due to the desire to have
Farrakhan speak. The Afro-Americans are upset because

they feel he would be a positive influence on morale.

On Dec. 2, both JA and Coolidge Tower had fire alarms
before 3 a.m. There will probably be one tonight.

So, you tell me, with all these distractions, how is

anyone supposed to learn anything at college?

Dan Miller is a UMass student

DISGUISED AS A SPINELESS BUReAUCRAT,
JOE DUFFEY AV0IP5 vJNWANTEP
ATTENTION FROn THE PRESS...

Just my opinion

Watch over UMass for me

Bur THEN, Ht STEPS INTO AN ORDIN/^RV
VOTING "BOOTH ANO ls£CO/^eS...

^ARPADi?i.o-.

Here it is. The end of another semester.

For me it is my seventh. I have three more
to go. (Three cheers for the five-year plan.)

It is at this time I feel it necessary to give
the campus some advice to think about for

next semester.

Peter Leon

First, and foremost, watch the state

government. It has just hacked and slash-

ed the budget of our University. The state

is afraid the Bank of Boston is going to repo

the capital building in Boston because it

can't stay within the budget and has to

keep borrowing money to stay afloat. The
effects of these cuts are going to be harsh.
We are going to lose some faculty positions

at a time when we need more classes,

classrooms, and thus more faculty to teach
these classes in these classrooms. Maybe
during the break you could drop a line to

your state rep. to help save our educations.

Second, watch your elected student reps.

Remember these people control over more
than $2 million of our money. So when ever
they make a decision it is probably going
to cost you money. Also, go to a Senate
meeting; see how your representatives act.

If they are acting like buffoons tell them,
or let them know ifyou think they are ac
ting with the dignity and respect they
should, or if they are ju.st wasting time,
yelling and acting like childish brats.

Third, next semester there are going to
be new elections for the .student tru.stee and
SGA president. The ofllce of trustee to me
is more important and so the person elected
should be the best we have to offer. The .stu

dent trustee is a voting member of the
Board of Trustees, and is even sworn into
office by the Governor, so this person holds

a great deal of power. This person must be

rational, competent, and above all be able

to present the views of the students to the

other trustees so as not to offend them.

As for the president's office, I can only

hope a person who can bring leadership to

this campus and solidify the student body
is elected. Jason Rabinowitz and Shari

Silkoff would have been excellent choices,

unfortunately they could never get their

ratification through the circus . . . oops, I

mean senate.

Fourth, watch the administration. They
may make nice-nice with us, but usually
it is a facade it seems. They do what they
want with little or no student input. It

beguiles me, because I get the feeling they
constantly forget that they are here for us.

That merits repeating:

The Administration is here to enhance
student life not to diminish it with absurd
policies about how we live our lives

Remember in the past few years they
have phased out co-ed bathrooms and all

alcohol on campus. Next it could be the con
certs or perhaps co-ed dorms.
Lastly, remember what we are here for

— learning. This does not necessarily mean
only what goes on in a classroom. Learn-
ing should, and hopefully does take place
every moment of the day. Learning about
other people can teach you more than you'll

ever learn in a classroom, it might even
teach some how to be civil.

Well, there you have it. My advice col-

umn. Take care of the campus for me next

semester. You see I'm going on exchange
to France. UMass has a lot of problems, and

though they won't all be solved while I'm

away. I hope no new ones erupt.

Tiil fall of 1989. I'll be seeing you in the

funny pages. . .

Peter Leon is a Collegian columnist run-

ning away tn Europe to find himself

Making a difference takes energy and time
"It doesn't matter what I think, they (the

federal, state or campus government) are

going to do what they want to do. anyway."
"I'm not going to vote, because my vote

won't change anything."

Too often I hear my friends make
di.sparaging comments about government.
The United States has done an especially

good job at raising a generation of people

who lost faith in their political doctrine.

People feel they can have no effect on the

system.

Perhaps growing up during the '70s and
'80s, many of us internalized the controver-

sies and scandals like Watergate and the

Iran-Contra affair. Though at the time 1

was more concerned about why I had to

watch John Halderman instead of Hogan's

Heroes, the images of powerful people de

nying accu.sations in courtroom settings

.stayed with me.

Each president since I was child carried

a derogatory reputation: Nixon was "not

a crook." Ford a "humbler," and Carter an
"incompetent." President Reagan and his

Clarinda Rose-Turner

administration took urine tests to prove
they "just said NO to drugs" while sub-

sidizing one of the biggest cocaine traf

fickers in the world, Gen. Noriega. Our
generation, fed on corruption, learned they
couldn't trust their leaders.

For many years, election fed the fear that

the people have no control in who they
elect. Both sides centered their campaigns
upon the other person being unqualified for

president. Polls showed Americans voting
for the "lesser of the two evils," instead of

the be.st candidate. Thus, only 49 percent
of the public bothered to vote, showing how
we became unmotivated, uncaring and

frighteningly apathetic.

To regain faith wo need to regain the no
tion that we matter. A single vote among
millions feels as though it makes scant dif
ference, but a voice with a view generally
finds an attentive ear. Talking or writing
to our repie.sentatives makes a difference.
This summer I called Rep. Conte's office

to help lobby for the bill which would begin
to make the pay of state contracted human
service workers comparable to what the
state pays its own workers. His office
researched the bill for me and recorded my
opinion to forward to my representative.
My point is that concern and interest

breed change. Whether you want to revolu-
tionize or revitalize the existing .sy.stem, it

needs your energy. What needs to happen
in America is the renewed belief, the
renewed knowledge, that we are the
government.
Clarinda R>se^Turner is a UMass student

Palestine

bashing not

appreciated
i must say that I found the cartoon in

the Collegian (Dec. 5) by Bob Gorrell very

offensive. Gorrell, who is a .syndicated car

toonist, has the right to express himself

as he plea.ses, for he is protected by the

First Amendment. I must que.stion,

however, the judgement of the Collegian

.staff to run such a cartoon that obviously

bashes Palestinians and questions their

sincerity in desiring a peaceful .settlement

to the West Bank turmoil. Drawings

like these do not help to alleviate the

situation, they can only .serve to make
people more divided over this serious and

tragic conflict.

Thomas L. Hotz
Northeast
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Killer toys,

fashion plates

plague X-mas
Here it is folks, that time of year when

snow falls, roads get slushy and people wait

in long lines to buy their loved ones gifts.

Yes, it is the holiday season. Santa Claus
is coming to town and all that jazz. I don't

think I want to have kids, simply because
I'd have to risk life and limb every
December fighting icy roads and not-so-

jolly crowds to buy the brats presents.

Pamela McCarthy

Well, if any of you do have kids, or very

young siblings, nephews, or nieces, and you
haven't a clue as to what to get them, relax.

I'll tell you what's hot and what's not with

the brats — uJ.. I mean, the cute littel imps.

For hyperactive tykes who like to do
wholesome things, like setting fire to fur-

niture and pretending they are members
of the Manson Family, you may want to

buy a Freddy Krueger glove. Yep, that's

right, you too can encourage a homocidal
psycho-case to act out the most heinous
crimes. Let them slice and dice the family

dog with the glove. Let your kid be the first

on the block to be charged with murder.
Oh, so your kid's into war, huh? Well,

horror and death can be fun — ask GI Joe
and Rambo. There are all sorts of fun

things to buy for this type. Machine guns,

hand guns, machetes, Chinese stars, booby
traps — hey, maybe by next Christmas
they'll even get a mine field. Sure, why
not? They could even have gory plastic

limbs that could be strewn about for effect.

Of course, you'll need the right clothes with

it, and most stores have their share of

fatigues, helmets, masks, and war paint.

What parent wouldn't want their kid to

run around the neighborhood with a

machine gun, army fatigues, and green
stuff smeared on his face while yelling war
cries?

For those of you with humble children

who'd rather play war in a different set-

ting, you can always buy them dolls — oops,

I'm sorry, I forgot, most people who play

with these things are boys, and they insist

they don't play with dolls. They are AC-
TION FIGURES. Sure they are.

Do you want to teach your child the fine

points of fashion? Get the dolls (yes, they

are called dolls this time) that have it all.

You can buy Jem, a rock star doll with pink

hair and tacky aluminum foil clothing. You
can get Barbie, a tall, leggy, tan, anorexic

Beverly Hills beach bum who has the om-
nipresent grunt named Ken at her side.

There are many different moods to Barbie.

She's a rocker, a doctor, a tourist, a

businessperson, a partier . . . poor Ken can

barely keep up. But who cares — Barbie

always looks great and wears the best and
trendiest clothing. Give your kid the gift

that keeps on giving — neurosis. Hangups
about your looks can be fun!

Does your kid have a love complex? If this

is the case, get a Rainbow Brite doll. She
loves you. She loves her friends. She ju.st

loves everyone. She could give a kid sugar

shock. Turning your child into a sap can

be lots of fun, so buy two. For even more
fun, get the kid with the Freddy Krueger

claws to play with it.

The little chef in your life will just die

over fake plastic food. It looks real, it looks

tasty, the packaging even looks like the

authentic supermarket .stuff. Some of it

looks raw until you put it in water — then

it becomes "cooked." The drawback to this

is that the kid will get hungry, shuffle in-

to the kitchen, and whine about the lack

of any good food for an hour or so. If it's not

your kid, and the parents drive you crazy,

go for it.

And laugh real hard.

La.st but not least is the "I-want-my-kid-

to-be-a-genius" genre of toys. Computer

games, spelling games, flashcards, tapes,

the list is endle.ss. Buy the kid a $5,000

computer and watch it gather dust. Get a

pack of flashcards and watch the little brat

— uh, I mean, cherub — turn every card in

to a paper airplane.

These are my suggestions. Happy
Holidays, and peace be with you. Really.

Social awareness breeds new problem
When I came here in the fall, I was sur-

prised at how much work the University

was doing to promote racial and ethnic

harmony. I can honestly say I have learn-

ed many new ideas.

But my appreciation stops there. When
striving for social awareness turns into an
oppression of others, it's no better than
the discrimintation it was trying to

eliminate in the first place.

For example, on Oct. 11, the LBGA
celebrated National Coming-Out Day. I

have no problem with that, as they are

people and share in the rights that all peo-

ple have. But when they choose as their

symbol of support something that most
people consider commonplace (that is,

jeans), that's oppression. Granted this

lasted for only a day, but my point is that

people shouldn't be forced into voicing a

"support/no support" position for a cause.

Recently, I have learned that I can no
longer refer to Chri.stmas as "Christmas,"

because some people don't celebrate it.

And 1 can no longer refer to "Santa

Claus" as the jolly old elf who brings

presents to little kids, because some
cultures don't believe in a Santa Claus.

Now I don't know if these are actual

University policies or not, but I find them
offensive.

I don't mind ifsomeone celebrates some
other holiday or nothing at all, and I don't

mind if a Santa Claus does or doesn't ex-

ist in their culture. I can respect that. But

I celebrate Christmas with Santa Claus,

and I just ask for the same respect.

I think we all have something to learn

from such things as Civility Day. It isn't

about social awareness, racial and ethnic

harmony, or even commemorating a

racial clash which hopefully will never be

repeated. It's about being civil to one

another, treating people as people. You
don't have to be aware of racial, cultural,

or ethnic differences to do it. You just

have to be respectful.

Michael Beeltje

Orchard Hill

WMUA is trying to be diverse
I would like to address several points

raised in your article ("BMCP wants more
hours, self-determination," Dec. 5) about

the Black Mass Communication Project.

WMUA has serious concerns about

allowing BMCP or any other group to

teach prospective members station policy

and train them in the use of our equip-

ment. In the eyes of the Federal Com
munication Commission, WMUA is

ultimately responsible for what goes over

its airwaves. Having one consistent train-

ing process is the only way we can ensure

overall sound quality and compliance

with rules and regulations, as well as in-

troduce station unity and loyalty. Our in-

tention is not to discriminate again.st

anyone or to discourage participation in

the training process. This semester alone,

approximately one-fifth of the trainees

were third world .students. Next semester

Director of Third World Affairs Kevin

Mitchell will take over one-third of

WMUA's training duties.

The article also expressed concern with

the number ofBMCP DJ's on the air. We,
too, would like greater participation from

the third world community. But par

ticipateion in WMUA is more than just

being a DJ. It means being a part of the

sports or news departments, working on

the biannual program guide, and much
more.
WMUA is committed to diversity in its

programming. Nowhere is this commit
ment expressed more strongly than in

black music. We must disagree with Rich

Gray of BMCP, who maintains that

"'rap,' 'house and club," and 'slow jams'

offer a sufficient variety." Perhaps it is

sufficient for a certain .segment of the com-

munity. But WMUA must provide air-

time for others too.

We do not just support the culture of

African-Americans. We al.so program the

music of Latin America, Polish America,

and Jewish culture as well as seeking

various world cultures. Unfortunately, we

have limited programming time and

many groups and individuals are often

frustrated. But as we become more

diverse, everyone is forced to make room.

Philip Straub
Programmer, WMUA

Pamela
columnist

McCarthy is a Collegian

TV shock
talk is

expanding
There was a time . . . years ago, when the

limits on televised taboos were stretched
only by one salty haired Phil Donahue.
Bringing lesbians, transexuals, and pro-

stitutes to the living rooms of daytime
viewers was cutting edge, and anything
more bizarre or controversial was reserv-

ed for the late night shenanigans of Tom
Snyder's Tom morrow show.

Cosmo Macero Jr.

Is it any wonder that Geraldo. Morton
Downey, Oprah and Sally Jessie Raphael,\n
the last year or so, have reached new
heights in popularity? While Donahue re-

mains a television institution, his daytime
counterparts grab for ratings by displaying

the most incredulous human phenomena
since the National Enquirer, and Downey's
fourth down and goal to go approach to the
pressing issues of the day finds its magic
in turning respectable guests into raving
lunatics. Is there anything wrong with
this? Not particularly. It's kinda fun . . .

but any show that devotes a solid hour to

an 1 1 -year-old Satanic priest who dines on
the pancreas of his slaughtered mother is

bound to stir some questions. Mainly,
"What the hell is going on?"
Do we really need to know the motives

behind "girls who've had children with
their fathers?" Oprah Winfrey thinks so.

Her program runs the gamut from male
strippers to liquid diets (in particular, the
one which transformed Oprah herself fi-om

dirigible to delightful). It's amusing to

watch Winfrey attack every subject, no
matter how absurd, with the concern and
conviction of a district attorney.

Geraldo "I changed my name in the late

sixties so I could identify with minorities"

Rivera, who cut his teeth several years
back on ABC's 20/20, is quickly scaling the
daytime ratings ladder with his brand of

believe it or not television. The favorite

target of several TV critics from The Wall
Street Journal and Newsweek, Rivera went
so far as to do a show examining his own
program, titling it: Have We Gone Too
Far?
Well ... he went too far with his AI

Capone secret vault fiasco, should we
assume that his prime time Satanism
special was the next logical step in the
search for throwaway subject matter?

It should be noted that Rivera did put
together an informative, thought provok-

ing two day series on the conspiracy behind
the death ofJFK, and while Geraldo made
sure to run the grisly "Zapruder" film at

lea.st five times, the other clips and close-

ups revealed alarming details which were
either overlooked, or purposely omitted
from the Warren Commi.ssion report. The
segment was a credit to Rivera, one of the
few he'll probably ever receive if he con-

tinues with his line-up of female wre.stlers,

neo-Neizis, and cult priests .Such is com-
mercial television.

Much like Rivera. Sally Jes.se Raphael,

despite her warm, sweet persona aims for

the shock effect, attacking outrageous sex-

ual matters that really should be of no in-

terest to anybody. Raphael has featured

male victims of rape, teens who were sex
slaves to middle aged women and the old

standby . . . transexuals. This groin level

subject matter is a far cry from her syn-

dicated radio advice program, and no doubt
Sally sees fit to exploit whoever she must
in order to grab viewers. Such is commer-
cial television.

And what of Morton Downey? A lot has
been .said by and about him and his wres-

tle mania audience. He bullies gue.sts, uses
profanity, and lays all his prejudices on the
table. Heck . . . there's three good reasons
to watch right off the bat. Such is commer-
cial television . . . Cosmos Macero Jr. is

a Collegian staff member

The Collegian accepts letters and col-

umns from the UMass community and
Five-College area. All submissions should

be typed double-spaced and become the

property ofthe Collegian. They are subject

to editing for space, clarity, and grammar.
Send submissions to the Collegian. 113

Campus Center, UMass. ^

Questions? Call 545-35(k \^d ask for

David, Pam. or Erin. \
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Earthquake causes four deaths,

damage to Soviet, Turkish cities
MOSCOW iAP) - A strong earthquake

centered in the southern Soviet Union

yesterday caused "significant" death and

destruction in several Soviet cities and kill

ed at least four people m eastern Turkey,

authorities said.

"In several regions of Armenia there is

significant damage, deaths and injuries.'

the official Tass news agency said "the

cities of Leniakan, Kirovakan and several

others especially suffered " Yerevan Radio

said damage also occurred in the cities of

Gugark. Stephanavan and Spitak.

Officials said communications had been

cut off with Leninakan, and consequently

there was no estimate of the number of

dead. The quake was centered near

Leninakan. which is near the Soviet

Turkish boarder

Extensive damage was reported in

Turkey.
The US Geological Survey m Golden.

Colo., said the quake registered 6.9 on the

Richter scale and its epicenter was just

south of Tbilisi, the capital of the Soviet

republic of Georgia and a city of nearly 1

million people.

The Geological Survey said earthquake

was followed less than five minutes later

by a moderate aftershock, measuring 5.8

on the Richter scale.

Tass, quoting the Moscow Central

Seismic Station, put the epicenter 30 miles

for Leninakan, a city of 200.000 people 95

miles north of Yerevan.

Tass said tremors were felt throughout

the southern Caucusus region.

The quake registered 8 on the Soviet

scale of one to 12. which measures tremors

on the basis of their visible effects, said

Tamara Levkina. an official of the National

Earthquake Center in Moscow
Tass said the quake reached 9 on the

12 point Soviet scale.

An earthquake with an intensity of 8 is

described in Soviet reference works as

"destructive," causing "cracks on sharp

slope and in wet soils. Monuments are mov-

ed or turned over. Houses are considerably

damaged."
An editor of the official Armenpress news

agency in Yreevan said "everything in

quake hit but that there were no reports

of damage in the Armenian capital.

Armenian environmentalists have said

a nuclear power plant near Yerevan is

located on a geological faulty and have

demanded it be closed because of the

AP (rapkic

A strong earthquake centered in the southern Soviet Union yester-

day knocked out communications with an Armenian city and kill-

ed at least four people in Eastern Turkey, authorities said.

danger of earthquakes. Yerevan radio said

the power plant wasn't damaged.

Sate Turkish radio quoted Kars povincial

Gov. Hasan Fakir as saying four residents
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Tacos • Burrltos • Enchiladas • Machos • Quesadillas

Burrito Supremos ** Fajitas • Chimichangas • Tostadas

Mexican Pizza and lots more

MEXICAN RESTAURANTS
Downtown Amherst Boltwood

walk. (Down the alley between

Time Out and Benetton)

Beer and wine served

Downtown Northampton
Center St.

BY.OB.
584-0673
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Student Affairs Information Services

IDB/TIPS*
- \&> -
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TAKE A LOOK AHEAD TO THE
SPRING SEMESTER BEFORE YOU

LEAVE FOR VACATION

CALL TIPS 545-1540 and ask for

tapes by number:

1307 Changing your Mailing Address
1014 Delayed Tuition Payment System
2412 Financial Aid

2174 Finding an Apartment
1303 Graduate Tuition and Fees
2460 Meal Plan Options
1304 Paying Your Semester Bill and Lab Fees
1700 Public Information artd Privacy Requests
1321 Undergraduate Fees

see pa^ 17 of the Siuclent Telephone

Direciorv for a complete listing
"
of TIPS tapes

IF Yai HAVE FURTHER (QUESTIONS GALL '1DB'(545-1555)

Infomation Data Bank(IDB)

Taped Information Phone Sen'ice (TIPS)

of the ten of Akyaka were killed in the

quake. Many houses were damaged in

Akyaka and in the nearby C'Idir township,

it said.
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Welcome Julie!

6 yeare styling experience

Formally of Style by Deborah

Welcome new & Old Customers

With this Ad $10 50 haircut and Style dry (reg 14 00)

Julie's hoars Fri ft Sat 9-3 ^.p^, ,j,„,„
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UNION VIDEO CENTER
GENERAL MEETING

Thursday 6:00 p.m.

in the Commuter Lounge

U.V.C. is a non-profit video collective and nriedia center,

which offers workshops, equipment access and
production experience.

Positions available for interns and workstudy.

ELECTIONS FOR PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY

^%^^'
>^*

_^t

MEET GREAT PEQPi.E , VIDEO

THE PRESENTS THEY EXPECT
TO FL\D UNDER THE TREE!

MARVEL COMICS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
AVAILABLE AT:

Same Bat Channel
Hampshire Mall, Route 9

586-8775

REGION

Salem State College president
denies alleged trust fund misuse
BOSTON (AP» - The new president of

Salem State College used a general purpose
trust fund to pay $6,500 in expenses for per-

sonal guests at his inauguration, according
to sources in a report yesterday by the
Boston Globe.

Ronald E. Bonachea was inaugurated as

the school's resident last month, months
after the school faced a controversy over his

predecessors use of a college trust fund to

pay for a selfpromotinal booklet.

But Bonachea Tuesday denied any
wrongdoing.

He said the bills, which included $2,000

for limousine service for 10 guests and
$2,555 for hotel expenses were paid with
donations for the inaugural that had been
deposited into general trust fund. An in-

augural committee did deposit donations
into the general trust fund, but several
committee members said Bonachea should
have paid the bills himself.

The committee voted three time that
none of the donations could be used by the
president to pay for his guests.

Bonachea told the Globe that he also us
ed college trust funds to pay for a trip to

Annapolis, Md., in October.

Expert says Agawam cadets
suffering harassment, mental strain
BOSTON (AP) - Police cadets at the

Agawam training academy are experienc-

ing mental strain and harassment from
western Massachusetts police officers

following the controversy over stress train-

ing at the school, a police stress expert says.

"There was not only physical iiyury (from

the training), but emotional injury," Gary
Berte told a legislative panel Tuesday.

The panel is studying procedures at the
academy and the operations of the
Criminal Justice Training Council, which
oversees the school, as a result of the death
of trainee Timothy Shepard and the

hospitalization of 15 other cadets during
their first week of training in September.
Stress training, which includes physical

punishment for mistakes and confusing
oral commands, has been linked to the il-

lnesses, and has since been suspended.
But Berte said he has been told by

trainees that they now are being subjected
to abuse at the police departments they are
training to join.

"They have been verbally harassed and
called 'communist', 'sissy', and 'wimp',"
Berte said. "They have been singled out
because they haven't received stress train-

ing."

Prof says rate of cancer
growing fast on Cape Cod

Murphy receives new Chevrolet
BOSTON (AP) - At a time when the

Dukakis administration is looking to cut

costs to avoid a budget deficit, Lt. Gov.
Evelyn has taken delivery of a new $13,700
Chevrolet to replace her breakdown prone
1986 state car.

The Chevrolet Classic, featuring a phone,

AM-FM stereo, air conditioning, power
windows and door locks, tilt steering, cruise

control and the lieutenant governor's tradi-

tional dtate 2" license plate, was
delivered to Murphy Tuesday.
The new car is a notch up from the

mechanically troubled Chevrolet Clebrity
it replaces.

"It's a heavy car, but the lieutenant
governor spends a lot of time on the road,
travelling to places like Pittsfield and
Springfield," said Murphy's chief of staff,

David Rosen.

BOSTON (AP) - The rate of cancer on
Cape Cod is growing much faster than in

other parts of the state, according to a pro-

fessor who reached the conclusion from a
mathematical analysis of cases statewide.

"This is no random phenomenon, and it's

growing worse each year," Joel Feigen-
baum, professor of mathematics and
physics at Cape Cod Community College
in Hyannis, told the Boston Globe, of the
situation on the upper Cape.

Feigenbaum worked with figures for the

cancer rate in 1986, the latest available for

the upper Cape, the five towns nearer the
Cape Cod Canal, and both the actual

number and projected member of cases
statewide form 1982 through 1985.

Extrapolating from those, he said the
cancer rate for the upper Cape in 1986 is

21 percent higher than rates for the rest

of the state.

He attributed the increase in cancer cases

on the upper Cape to Otis Air Force Base
in Bourne and Camp Edwards which he
said "dumped 6 million gallons of aviation
fuel in the ground and burned toxic

substances, such as gas and waste oils."

Feigenbaum, who lives of the upper
Cape, has criticized the government about
the handling of toxic substances at Otis and
was arrested on disorderly conduct during
a demonstration in front of the base in

1986.

"On the upper Cape, the severest eleva-

tion by type is lung cancer, for male and
female, it's running 63.7 percent above
state average," Feigenbaum said.

1^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3- 1^ ^ W 4^ 1^

American Greetings offers the

finest line of boxed Christmas

cards from works of

art to the antics

^^ ^^88y* They are sentimental,

traditional, formal,

religious, whimsical and jolly.

He acknowledged the Cape Cod attracts
many retirees, who might be more likely
to contract lung cancer.

On the upper Cape, "in 1986, the number
ofcases was 587, and the expected number
was 485 - in females, 24 percent above the
expected number and in males, and 18 per-

cent elevation above the state average," he
said.

Feigenbaum said the upper Cape, com-
prised of Barnstable, Bourne, Falmouth.
Mashpee and Sandwich, has the state's

highest cancer rate.

For the first time. Sandwich is showing
a reduced rate, he said, 21 percent below
the state average.

The projected 1986 statistics for the other

10 towns on Cape Cod showed the total

cancer rate from Yarmouth to Pro-
vincetown was 12.8 percent above the state

average, he said.

The rate for those 10 towns was 4 percent
below the state average in 1985 and for the
three-year period of 1982 through 1984, he
reported.

Richard Clapp, director of the
Massachusetts Cancer Registry, said state

projections for 1986 will be calculated when
town-by-town cases are reported fully and
sorted by type of cancer and region.

Clapp said some types or cancer "have
nothing to do with toxic-type exposures and
others might," and he would not comment
on Feignenbaum's theory that the upper
Cape rates may be attributable to the dum-
ping of contaminants at Otis.

HEY THERE! ITS SAMMY DAVIS JR.
AT HIS DYNAMITE GREATEST ^£^

RALLY for LIFE

Abortion: there are alternatives.

There have to be.

^UNIVERSITYmSTORED
AyMERICAN GREETINGS

it I #4#i#444#

FRIDAY, DEC. 9th, 12 NOON
Student Union steps

Sponsored by: Student for Life, SGA, The Republican
Club, Students for America, Young Americans for
Freedom.
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Gorbachev
continued from page 2

broad-based Afghan government and for

an end to all arms shipments to either

side in that country's war. The United

States has been aiding anti-communist

fighters in that war.

While Gorbachev was spelling out his

actions and his ideas. Reagan and Bush
flew separately to New York to have

lunch with him on Governors Island, a

secure spot across New York Harbor from

the Statue of Liberty.

Reagan, Gorbachev and Bush — all

three smiling in the bright sunshine and

mild temperatures — posed for pictures on

the steps of the two-stor>' brick and col-

umned Admiral's House where lunch was

to be served. Two cannons of the Civil

War era stood outside the building and
the three steps to the front porch were

flanked by the American and Soviet flags.

Said Gorbachev, "If we score any points,

we can do it only together. If we try to

score points alone, nothing good will hap-

pen."

Bush let Reagan do the speaking.

Responding to reporters, the president

reacted cautiously to Gorbachev's speech.

"I thr.ik he's sincerely dealing with the

problems he has in his own country,"

Reagan said, adding, "We'll have to wait

and see" about the responses of the

United States and its allies to Gor-

b'lchev's proposal for a reduction in forces

in eastern Europe. He said it was
something the United States "had been

suggesting" for some time.

Learn German
This Summer

lune 25 -

August 4. 1989

The Ninth ^nnual German Summer S<kool

of the PdlantU at the University of Rhode Island

in co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.

oerman w i
^" the sule language ot Lommunndtion and Oermdn

life and jiture the heart of this six week residency program ot

intensive language study

Vbu may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while

living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus lust

minutes away from Rhcxie Islands magnificent beaches and his-

toric summer colonies

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in

beginning, intermediate or any level of advanced German From
business people and travelers to stucients planning work or study

abroad "feke advantage of this rare opportunity to participate m
this total German Language experience

<nnr^
FordeMs Dr lohn Crandin

Dr Otto Dornberg Co-Directofs

Department of Languages
University of Rhode Island

Kingston. Rl 02MI (4011 792-S9I
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«« It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.

Experience on the Collegian is increas-

ingly valued by the editors throughout the

northeast. "

Howard Zifl, UMass Professor since 1971;

Reporter & Asst. City Editor,

Chicago Daily News

Come write for the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Second of five bodies
identified by dental records
NEW BEDFORD (AP) - Investigators

yesterday identified the second of five

bodies found along nearby highways whose
deaths police believe are connected.

The bixiy, discovered July 30 along In-

terstate 195 in the town of Dartmouth, was
identified as that of Nancy Paiva, 36, of

New Bedford, said Thomas Gibney, a

spokesman for Bristol County District At-

torney Ronald A. Pina's office.

Paiva, who had two daughters aged 14

and 17, was one of the women reported

missing in recent months from Weld
Square, a prostitution and drug dealing

center in this port city of 98,000 people.

The first body identified also as that of

a woman known to the area. Dawn
Mendes, 25.

Investigators suspect one person may be

responsible for the deaths because the

bodies were found in a 6 to 8 mile radius

in dense woods within 25 feet of Interstate

195 and Route 140.

"We have no firm suspects - nothing,"

Gibney said yesterday.

The identification was made based on

dental records, Gobney said.

Paiva was reported missing July 9, he

said. Investigators do not know the cause

of death, he said.

Bristol County authorities have enlisted

the help of a Washington-based forensics

expert to study the remains of the women.
"The district attorney had been in con-

tact with an anthropologist at the Smithso-

nian Institution and has made ar-

rangements for him to come to New Bed-

ford to work with the office," Gibney said

Tuesday.
Dr. Douglas Ubelaker, a forensic an-

thropologist, said yesterday he planned to

arrive Monday in new Bedford.

"The hope is (Ubelaker) will be able to

assist in more clearly answering questions

such as how long the victims were there

and perhaps how they died." Gibney said.

"When you're only dealing with a

skeleton, medical examiners and coronoers

do not have the expertise that a forensic

specialist has," said Dr. Jophn Verano, who
works with Ubelaker in Washington.

"A lot of cases have been solved and a lot

of important evidence has been presented

by a careful study of human skeletal re-

mains," he added.

Meanwhile, two state police dogs, one

from Connecticut and one from
Massachusetts, hunted along Route 140

outside New Bedford, just north of where
the skeletal remains were found of the fifth

victim in what police believe is a series of

connected murders. The search, which

turned up nothing Tuesday, was to resume
yesterday.

"We're hoping we found the last one, but

obviously there are some concerns that

more victims exist," Gibney said Tuesday.

"Searchers have mapped out areas they

want to cover and we hope to complete the

search by Friday. Whether the search ex-

pands will be determined at that time."

Pina said Monday that not all evidence

found so far matches the women believed

missing and that more victims could be

found.

"Some parts of the physical evidence just

don't match the people we have," Pina told

WJAR TV in Providence. R.I.

"For example, we have some clothing

that does not necessarily belong to the body

we found and that would lead you to

believe that there is another victim

somewhere, someplace."

The fourth victim, whose skeletal re-

mains were found last Tuesday, was
Mendes, who had been reported missing in

September.

An autopsy performed last Friday on the

fifth victim indicated she was between 18

and 20 years old and had been dead bet-

ween four and six months, Gibney said. She
has not yet been positively identified.
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Arafat claims to reject
terrorism, accept Israel
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - PLO

leader Yasser Arafat yesterday said he told

a group of American Jews that his

organization accepts Israeli's right to ex-

ist and condemns all forms of terrorism.

But he told a press conference that a two-

page declaration drafted with the Jewish
group "is nothing new" from the resolu-

tions adopted by the PLO's parliament-in-

exile last month.
He repeatedly avoided answering ques-

tions on whether PLO attacks against

Israel were terrorism, but said resistance

against occupation was legitimate under
the UN charter.

Foreign Minister Sten Andersson an-

nounced the declaration, saying it was in-

tended to elaborate on the PLO's accep-

tance last month of two UN resolutions,

which implicitly recognize Israel.

Andersson said that according to the

statement, the Palestine National Council

"established the independent state of

Palestine and accepted the existence of

Israel as a state in the region."

The statement, released in English, said

the PLO also "declared its rejection and
condemnation of terrorism in all its forms,

including state terrorism."

But the Palestine National Council spoke

of limiting "military action" to Israel and
the occupied territories in its meeting in

Algiers, Algeria. Israel contended the coun-

cil did not recognize Israel and had not

outlawed terrorism.

Yesterday's declaration mentioned UN
resolutions 242 and 338 as the basis for an
international Middle East peace con-

ference, in which the PLO wants to

participate.

But it did not refer to the resolutions in

relation to the recognition of Israel's right

to exist or an end to terrorism.

The five-member Jewish delegation hail-

ed the document as "an important step for-

ward on the peace proce.ss" which remov-

ed the ambiguities from the PLO council's

declaration last month.

"With this clau-ification of what were am-

biguities in the Algiers document, we hope
fervently that the United States will open
a dialogue with the PLO," said Rita Hauser

of the International Center for Peace in the

Middle East.

Washington has made recognition of

Israel and renunciation of terrorism con-

dition for dealing with the PLO.
President Reagan, asked about yester-

day's declaration as he was leaving the

White House for New York, said: "We
haven't had time to review what it is that

he (Arafat) said there specifically."

Arafat held six hours of talks Tuesday
with the Jewish delegation led by Ms.

Hauser, whose leftist coalition advocates

that Israel give up part of its occupied West

Bank and Gaza Strip.

The meeting came a week before Arafat's

speech to a special session of the UN
General Assembly in Geneva. He is ex-

pected to seek stii>,-x)rt there for the Palesti-

nian state prrclained last night by the

Palestinian National Council.

The UN session was moved to Geneva

after the Un-ted States denied Arafat an

entry visa.

In Jerusalem, Israel's Foreign Ministry

yesterday said the American Jews who met
with Arafat could not be regarded as

representatives of any major Jewish

organization on the United States or Israel.

"These people represent only themselves,"

the ministry said.

Jewish leaders in the United States and

Sweden also dismissed the Jewish delega-

tion as unrepresentative.

UN Resolution 242 primarily calls for

withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from oc-

cupied territories and the end of all

hostilities in the Middle East, with all

states recognizing the rights of the others

to "live in peace within secure and
recognized boundaries free from threats or

other acts of force".

Resolution 338 calls on all parties to

begin implementing Resolution 242 and

urges negotiations between the parties for

"a just and durable peace in the Middle

East."

AP photo

HEADED FOR POWER LUNCH - President Reagan talks to

reporters as he leaves the White House yesterday for a luncheon with
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in New York.

Trotsky's grandson granted visa
to visit dying sister in Soviet
Union
MEXICO CITY (AP) - The grandson of

Soviet revolutionary leader Leon Trotsky

has been given permission to visit the

Soviet Union for the first time in 57 years

because the sister he hasn't seen since he

was five is dying of cancer.

"Things are much more open in Russia

now. It's all part of (Soviet leader Mikhail)

Gorbachev's policy, I'm sure," Esteban

Volkow Bronstein said in an interview

with The As.sociated Press.

Volkow said he has already been granted

a visa to visit Alexandra Zakaronavna, his

half sister and Trotsky's granddaughter, in

Moscow.
Volkow was living with Trotsky in Mex

ico City when the former head of the Red

Army was assassinated on Jo.sef Stalin's

orders on Aug. 20, 1940. Volkow was only

14 at the time but still remembers finding

Trotsky on the fioor, dying from .serious

head wounds.

Trotsky, born Lev Davidovich Bronstein,

was one of the leaders of the October 1917

revolution that established the Soviet

Union, but he lost a power struggle with

Stalin and was exiled in 1920.

Trotsky became a non-person, his name
reviled in the Soviet Union.

He eventually settled in Mexico City,

where one of Stalin's agents finally killed

him with a mountain climber's ice-ax.

"For 50 or 60 years, the Russian public

has been conditioned to think of him as

almost the devil," said Volkow. "Things

are changing, but gradually."

Volkow, 62, said that until last month,
he had known nothing of his sister's fate

except for a reference in a book published

10 years ago that showed she was still

alive.

He said he had asked friends traveling

to Moscow to try to find her several times,

but none could until Pierre Broue. a

historian and Trot.sky specialist at the

University of Grenoble in France, located

her in November.
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AT&T COMPUTER DONATION
MATCHING GRANT
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PROGRAM
AT&T is pleased to announce a Higher Education Matching Grant Program for the AT&T

6386 Workgroup System Computer. The 6386 WGS can be a single user MS-DOS System

or by the addition of low cost terminals can become a multi-user system.

FOR EVERY 6386 WGS PURCHASED BY THE
UNIVERSITY AT&T WILL DONATE AN
IDENTICALLY EQUIPPED 6386 WGS.

SAMPLE CONFIGURATION
MODEL 62

s i Intel 80386 Microprocessor:

s i 2 MB RAM
I : EGA Video Board j

^ : Unix System V i

^ j 3 Button Mouse
j

m For more information contact:

Bill Buckley
AT&T
365 Cadwell Drive

Springfield, MA
413 785-4400

EGA Color Monitor

5 1/4" 1.2 MB Floppy i

40 MB Hard Disk

MS-DOS 3.3

Serial & Parallel Port i

Available Models:

Single Floppy, 40, 68, 80,

135, 300 MB Hard Drives.

$5,465

AT&T is an Massachusetts Higher Education Consortium—approved vendor.
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Report deems chloroquine use
safe for treatment of malaria
BOSTON lAPt - Injections of a drug that

has long been the mainstay of malaria

treatment can safely be used, despite re-

cent concerns about its safety, according to

a new report.

The drug, called chloroquine. is the

world's most widely prescribed malaria

poor parts of the world where malaria is

common, because the drug is cheap, wide-

ly available, well tolerated, and cures the

disease quickly.

The drug is used in both pill and injec-

tion form to treat and prevent the disease,

which kills an estimated 2 million to 3

medicine It is an important mtdicine in million people annually.

Nuclear waste disposal proposal
worries, angers Mass residents
BOSTON lAPi - Proposals that would

allow nuclear power plants to burn con

taminated waste oil and bury waste have

raised the ire of nuclear opponents.

Plant opponents said they will ask state

officials and congressmen to push for denial

of the regulations being considered by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and said

they will call for a public hearing on the

proposals.

John Fidler. a spokesman for Boston

Edison, said the company has no plans to

burn was^ oil generated at the company's

Pilgiim nuclear power plant in Plymouth
or to bury waste there.

But opponents say they are concerned the

changes are being considered.

"We just see this as further evidence that

we have no control of our destiny here."

said Mary Ott of Duxbury, a member of

Citizens Urging Reliable Energy.
The proposal giving the NRC authority

to allow nuclear power plants to bury waste
on sites would not affect Massachusetts,
said Sue Gagner, spoke.swoman for the
NRC

Lccal deer hunters come across

various surprises during season
SPRINGFIELD (AP> - In addition to

several thousand whitetails, deer hunters

found the body of a murder suspect, a

human skull, a crashing helicopter and a

bazooka in the woods during the state's

shotgun deer season, which ended
Wednesday.
"We always seem to come up with lots of

things during deer week that we aren't

really looking for," said Allan McGroary,
head of the state's environmental police.

Despite enforcement cutbacks and a ban
on overtime, which allowed wardens un
precendented regular days off during the

season. McGraory reported the 10-day hunt
that normally sends 40,000 to 50,000 men

and women into the woods was "blessedly

free" of human fatalities or major injuries.

State officials won't have a complete
count on the deer kill for several days, said

Ellie Horwitz. a spokeswoman for the state

Division of Fisheries and Wildlife. But it

appeared that heavy rain and fog on ojjen-

ing day. Nov. 28, may have kept many
hunters out of the woods and kept down the

number of animals killed.

Last year, about .5,500 deer were killed,

slightly below the record 5,612 taken in

1986, she said.

Everything hunters fired at didn't have
hooves and fur.

continued on page 23
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Chicago hospital reduces
number of Caesareans
BOSTON (APt - A Chicago hospital

reduced its Caesarean sections to half the
national rate by requiring doctors to get se-

cond opinions and follow a few simple rules,

a strategy that could save more than $1
billion if followed everywhere, its

developers said.

Caesarean sections are the most common
form of surgery in the United States. Many
medical experts agree that physicians per-

form far too many of them, but there is lit-

tle consensus over how to cut back.

The program started at Chicago's Mount
Sinai Hospital Medical Center lowered the

Caesarean rate from 17.5 percent to 11.5

percent over a two-year period. Nationwide
last year. 24.4 percent of the 3.8 million

births were Caesarean deliveries.

"We lowered it not from 24 to 17 percent,

but from 17 to 11 percent, which is even
harder to do." said Dr. Stephen A. Myers.
"It's like going on a diet. The first five

pounds are easy. The last five pounds are

tough."

The hospital accomplished the reduction

by setting these rules:

• Except in emergencies, second opinions

must be obtained before all Caesareans.

• Vaginal deliveries are preferred for all

patients who have undergone previous

Caesareans.

• Difficult birth is considered to be an ac-

ceptable rea.son for a Caesarean only if a
woman fails to deliver after two hours of

.strong, regular uterine contractions.

• Fetal distress must be confirmed by a

blood .sample drawn from the fetus.

• Vaginal deliveries are recommended for

nearly all breech births, those in which the

baby appears bottom first.

• A peer review process makes sure that

all doctors follow the rules. Those who seem

to be performing too many are notified,

although no disciplinary action is taken.

A report on the program, developed by

Myers and Dr. Norbert Gleicher, was
published in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine.

The doctors estimated that if their pro-

gram was adopted by other hospitals, the

Unites States could avoid 450,000
Caesareans nationally. Hospitals charge

about $3,000 more for Caesareans than for

vaginal births, and doctors charge $250 to

$500 more.

At Beth Israel Hospital in Boston, Dr.

Benjamin Sachs said doctors frequently do

Caesareans at the first sign of fetal

distress, because they fear they will be sued

for malpractice if anything goes wrong.

"I don't think what they have done in

this particular hospital is going to be easy

to duplicate in the enviroment that we
have today, " Sachs said.

In an additional editorial. Dr. Frederick

C. Battaglia of the University of Colorado

questioned whether the Chicago doctors

paid enough attention to the safety of

sharply reducing Caesareans.

The doctors said the reduction made no

difference in the death rate among babies

or mothers. Although there were more
reports of depressed breathing among in-

fants, they said this was probably because

doctors were more alert to this problem, not

because of a true increase in its occurrance.

Myers said doctors at the hospital were
generally enthusiastic about the program,

although some women were unhappy when
told they could not have Caesareans.

"Some women say, i don't want to go

through that aggravation. I want another

Caesarean .section," Myers said. "But
because they say it, that's not a valid

reason to do it. We said, 'No, we are going

to have a trial of labor.'"

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS

$1025
ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
DURING SEMESTER BREAK

SPECIAL 2-5 WEEK STUDENT PROGRAM: BEGINS
AFTER EXAMS

GAIN VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE IN

MARKETING, ADVERTISING. PUBLIC RELATIONS &
SALES PROMOTION

INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIP POSSIBLE FOR NEXT
SEMESTER

BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

FOR EARLY CONSIDERATION NEAR
YOUR HOME TOWN, CALL NOW

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

BOSTON (WEST & SOUTH) SUBURBS
NASHUA NH/LOWELL AREA
GREATER RHODE ISLAND AREA
PORTSMOUTH NH AREA
WORCESTER AREA
WAKEFIELD AREA & N. SUBURBS
SOUTHEAST MASS

617-449-

603-891
401-946-

603-964
508-852
617-246
508-763

4362
1545
0150
8997
1680
5308
3569
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State moneyproblems may
affect enviromentprograms

Springfield museum disappointed
with art thief's 'light' sentence

CHICOPEE (AP) - Another in the list

of victims of the state's money troubles

may be programs to protect wetlands, im-

prove air quality and cleanup hazardous
waste, the head of an environmental agen-

cy said yesterday.

"It may have implications for us in terms
of our ability to simply run certain pro-

grams. . . at any kind of level that's

manageable," Commissioner Daniel S.

Greenbaum of the state Department of En-

vironmental Quality Engineering said at

the annual meeting of the Massachusetts
Milk, Food and Environmental
Association.

Greenbaum wsuned that towns and cities

must shoulder more of the cost of cleanup

because of a $300 million shortfall m state

revenues. "I'm frustrated by the bickering

over who should pay rather than coming
together and saying, 'We together should

pay,'" he said.

Most of the 50 members at the meeting
were local health board officials who got

their first glimpse of the commissioner,

who was sworn in last summer as ozone

levels soared on Cape Cod and a chlorine

fire routed 25,000 people from Sprmgfield.

Greenbaum said his foremost goal in his

new job is to find ways to prevent waste

rather than dispose of it.

"Unfortunately, the history of trash

disposal in western Massachusetts reveals

a distressing cycle of what we might have
called 'solutions,'" he said. "First we tried

open burning and then sanitary landfills

and then the solution called incineration

. . . but in each case the solution opened up
new problems."

He said the department is now looking

at several ways of managin waste "so we
don't put all our eggs in one basket." They
range from persuading companies to cut

back on trash to recycling plastics and com-

posting newspapers.

Nearly 80 percent of the 800.000 tons of

trash produced yearly in western
Massachusetts goes into its 39 landfills.

Greenbaum said. Another 14 percent goes
into two waste recovery plants, in Pittsfield

and Agawam, and 7 percent is recycled or
composted.

He praised western Massachusetts for

what he described as an unusual degree of

cooperation in solving trash problems, and
he complimented the area for breaking
ground on the state's first regional recycl-

ing plant, in Agawam.
"There are people in other parts of the

state that are quite jealous of this area and
its ability to get this thing under way," he
said. "The reason . . . has a lot to do with
a lot of leadership going on."

The audience questioned Greenbaum on
such headaches as disposing of hospital

wastes and getting rid of what he called

"white goods." refrigerators and other

appliances.

"I helped contribute to why no one will

pick them up right now," he said.

All six metal-shredding companies in the

state closed when Greenbaum notified

them in June that the appliances and
junkyard cars may be classified as hazar-

dous waste.

The state has worked with two companies
that handle appliances to devise a simple
way to separate the hazardous components
from the rest of scrap metal. Greenbaum
said he hopes to come up with a similar for

mula soon for car shredders.

He also made the unorthodox suggestion

that there may be more money in recylc-

ing plastic foam cups than paper, despite

moves by communities to ban polystyrene.

"Paper is not a terribly good recycleable

material to create a high-quality material

out of," he said. "We may find it far

cheaper to recycle Styrofoam. as much as

we personally don't like it."

SPRINGFIELD, (AP) - A curator says of

ficials at a Springfield museum have been
able to positively identify only about one-

third of the 1,300 American Indian ar-

tifacts it lost to a glib theif and the damage
to its collection and that of five other

museums may be "irreparable."

"We've had a real headache for the last

six months," John Pretola, curator of an-

thropology at the Sprmgfield Science
Museum, said Tuesday, criticizing what he
called a light sentence handed to George
B. McLaughlin, 48, by a federal judge in

Bridgeport, Conn.
McLaughlin, who admitted stealing thou-

sand of Items, valued at about $820,000
from six New England museums in 1986,
was placed on four years probation Mon-
day and ordered to continue psychological

treatment. He was also fined $10,000 and
ordered to make some restitution to the
museums.
"We museums are very disappointed."

Pretola said. He said the $800 McLaughlin

was ordered to pay the Springfield museum
would barely cover the staffs travel costs

in connection with the case. Many of the

items, which were up to 6.000 years old.

were damaged beyond repair when
McLaughlin used acid to try to remove
catalogue numbers.
The man gained admittance to the collec-

tion by claiming to be doing legitimate

research, Pretola said.

"He's a confidence man. He gained my
confidence. Even thought we had people

watching him all the time, he was able, by

slight of hand, put things in his pocket,"

Pretola said.

Also victimized were the Memorial Hall

museum In Deerfield. the Peabody
Museum of Natural History at Yale
University, the Robbins Museum of

Natural History at Yale University, the

Robbins Museum in Attleboro, the Robert

S. Peabody Foundation at Phillips

Academy in Andover and the Worcester

Hisoncal Museum.

Billionaire blames attitudes for
industry's failure to stay ahead
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Billionaire en

trepreneur H. Ross Perot struck out at

what he sees as a deterioration ofAmerican

society and industry during a spirited

address.

"Keep the music going until the dance
hall burns," said the 58-year-old Texan,
summing up his view of the country's

attitude.

"Our country is diseased with just doing

enough to get by," Perot said at a seminar
Tuesday sponsored by Decision Support

Technologies, Inc. The company is a con-

sulting firm specializing in advising com-

panies on the best use of computer hard-

ware and software.

Japan's rise to industrial prominence was
the focus of much of Perot's warning.

"In 1945, if I had told you that nine of

the 10 biggest banks would be Japanese,

you'd have dismissed me as a lunatic,"

Perot said.

Perot blamed American industry's

failure to stay ahead on "being on top for

too long."
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INTERSESSION JOBS

The bookstores at the following
colleges will be hiring help during

the intersession:

Bentley CoUege 617-891-3107

Brandies Univ 617-736-4270

Bridgewoter State 508-697-7460

Bristol Comm 508-675-2647

Clark University 508-793-7156

Fitchburg State 508-342-2229

Framingham State 617-872-3658

Massasoit Comm 508-583-2152

Northeastern Univ 617-437-2286

Providence College 401-865-2181

Salem State 617-745-5300

Tufts University 617-381-3468

Tufts Medical 617-956-6628

Univ. ol New hampshire...603-862-2 140

Westfield State 413-562-2381

Worcester State 508-754-3448

For further information, contact the

manager at the above locations.

# -X^
•«

OPEN 6 NIGHTS
TILL XMAS

Monday-Saturday
9:30-9:00

Sunday
12:00-5:00

213 Main Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726

#

#.*.^-.J|t'^:^«"^»^#® 3itf.^-.#'^-#

OP

UP

The Spoke
DRINK OF THE WEEK
PEACH FUZZ $1 .50
Peachtree Schnapps
& Grapefruit Juice

BEER OF THE MONTH
ROLLING ROCK $1.00

35 EAST PLEASANT ST, AMHERST
POSITIVE ID A MUST

ni3

1^
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Nun forced to leave 33-year post

in order to adopt young child
METHUEN (APi - A nun who for 33

years has called the Sisters of Mercy her

family says she will leave the order to form

a new family with the 2 year old girl she

plans to adopt on Dec. 15.

"It was a very difficult decision. The

Sisters of Mercy have been my family since

I was 17. but there was no choice on my
part as far as Maria was concerned. I am
her mother." said Sister Rejeanne Keeley.

who began caring for the child when she

was eight months old.

Sister Keeley was forced to choose bet-

ween Maria and the Sisters of Mercy after

a five-member leadership team of sisters re-

jected her request to adopt the child and re-

main in the Windham, N.H. based order.

She has applied to the Vatican for a

dispensation from her religious vows, but

says she is still hoping her commitments
will not have to be mutually exclusive.

"I still hope a miracle will happen, I will

the happiest woman in the world if the

sisters somehow change their minds,"

Sister Keeley told the Lawrence Eagle-

Tribune in a story published yesterday. "I

am not angry or bitter. I will remain close

to the community."

Hit-and-run driver pleads innocent

to assault, motor vehicle charges
NORTH ANDOVER i APi - The hit and

run driver of a stolen car that injured two

teenagers during a police chase in North

Andover was in custody yesterday, officials

said.

Police arrested Everett Murray. 38. of

Boston after the stolen car he was driving

crashed into a tree. He was held on $25,000

bail at the Lawrence House of Correction

after pleading innocent to assault and

motor vehicle charges Tuesday, police said.

The chase began about 2:30 p.m. Monday,

when officers spotted Murray operating er

ratically and tried to stop his vehicle, said

North Andover Police Chief Richard

Stanley.

The chase, which reached speeds of 60

mph. was called off. but police continued

to tail Murray's car and saw it slam into

a station wagon while traveling south-

bound on Route 125.

The operator of the station wagon sus-

tained only minor injuries.

After fleeing the scene of that crash, Mur
ray allegedly turned onto Main Street,

where he struck Daniel Richmond and

Roland Giuffre, both 15. as they headed

home from North Andover Middle School,

where both are in the eighth grade.

Richmond was li.sted in critical but stable

condition at Lawrence General Hospital

Tuesday. Giuffre was listed in critical con-

dition yesterday at Massachusetts General

Hospital.

AP photo

Sister Rejeanne Keeley, a Sister of Mercy for 33 years, last year

holds a child named Maria, who she wishes to adopt. Sister Rejeanne

will leave the sisterhood because her order has decided that

motherhood and religious life do not mix. ^
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ChaDlis Burgundy Rhine
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UMASS PROFS:
Course book orders for spring semester are

now being processed. Please call us with yours

now to avoid last-minute delays or problems.

To get direct, immediate service use our text

hotline:
253-3870
Ruth Wynkoop
Milan Sabatini

P.S. Remember, no order is too large or too small for us to handle

^^1
Jeffery Amkerst Bookshop

55 South Pleasant Street Amherst

Massachusetts 01002 255-ssqi

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT

WITH A SUBSCRIPTION FROM THE
STUDENT NOTE £f PRINTING

SERVICE (SNPS)

It you hmvt troubh taking notes, can't see the board, or can't hear the

professor. SNPS can help. Our enperienced note lakers provide

neatly typed lecture notes for a variety of classes.

* 1 KC 711 coins in fUH 'X

AtlrtHi im C.lns (10 MIA 100

ttolo^y 100 CCf 271 Hath 127

•etany 100 tcon 103* ntyslcs 141

Chc<* III Econ I03C fsych 1000

Claiilc* 724 tcon I04A PsycK lOM

Cains 320 El Scl 130 IM 102

•nd ore!

Chach ui outi ^, s.U.B. labov. th. ballroom)

9:00 A.^OMon FrI

'

Your Partners In Travel
Maplewood Shops

—

Northampton, MA
586-8953
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Lockdown continues
as jail employees
repair damage caused
by riot last week
SALEM (AP> — A lockdown continued at the Essex

County Jail yesterday and was not expected to be lifted

for at least a week as workers repaired damage wreaked

in a two-hour riot, said Sheriff Charles Reardon.

About 150 inmates shattered windows, smashed securi-

ty locks and tore 10-foot water pipes off walls during the

disturbance Monday night.

Heating and water has been restored to the jail, but the

windows and railings torn out must still be repaired, Rear-

don said.

"We had a meeting with the contractors and starting

Saturday we should be able to do the major work," the
.

sheriff said. He said there are no damage estimates, but

the cost probably would exceed $50,000.

The disturbance erupted shortly after a Boston televi-

sion news show depicted overcrowding at the jail. Rear-

don said the show was a factual account of overcrowding

at the jail, built in 1813, which he described as the worst

in Massachusetts.

"We're backlo^rged and overcrowded and we have these

problems," he said.

The jail held 270 inmates Tuesday. It is under a federal

court order to lower the number of inmates it houses to

143 by June.

Reardon said officials are trying to take measures to pre-

vent another disturbance, putting on additional staff and

maintaining the lockdown.

"We're just trying to control it through any method

possible. (Prisoners) have had privileges taken away
(because of the lockdown). such as visitation rights. This

is a terrible time of the year to deny anybody privileges

like not seeing your loved ones." Reardon said.

hunters
continued from page 20

AP pholii

WIVES AT SUMMIT LUNCH - First lady Nancy Reagan (left) yesterday joins Barbara Bush
(second from left), wife of President-elect George Bush; Raisa Gorbachev (second from right),

wife of Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev; and Marcela de Cuellar, wife of UN Secretary General
Javier Perez de Cuellar, for a luncheon at Mrs. de Cuellar*s residence in New York.

For the second straight season, gullible

Nimrods, cheerily blasted away at wooden
deer temptingly set out in a field by a

Hadley carpenter.

David Chmura, 23. said he had been cer-

tain last season that nobody could be fool

ed by the plywood cutout sporting a red

motor oil container for a nose and
emblazoned "Stupid."

But, persuaded by his friends to see what
would happen, he left out the target they

have been using for shotgun pracitce when
the season opened. The group was im-

mediately rewarded by the sight of

hunters, crawling through brambles to get

a better shot. They laughed so hard, that

this year Chmura fashioned three deer —
two eight point bucks and a doe. The first

was holed by buckshot within hours after

the season opened.

"I was only surprised they didn't find it

opening day," said Greenfield Police Chief

David McCarthy after a hunter came upon
the body of Mark Branch, the only su.spect

in the killing of a Greenfield Community
College student Sharon Gregory, hanging
in a tree in the Buckland woods a few miles

from where his car had been found aban
doned Oct. 25.

McCarthy said he was so confident that

the body of Branch, an apparent suicide,

would be found that he had officers .stand

by in the Greenfield station house until the

call came in a few hours after daybreak the

second day of the .season.

"That area was just .saturated with

hunters," he said. "And you need hundreds

of men to properly search it. We tried, but

we just didn't have the manpower."
The helicopter, which otherwise might

have taken hours or days to locate, went

down Friday on a Boy Scout camp in an

isolated section of Russelt. killing the pilot,

as four stunned hunters dived for cover.

m E
CHINESE KITCHEN

72 oz.

Pitchers

$3.95
In Mddley Only

75C
Drafts

In Mddley Only

lltullcy-l "X) liiisvl St i'yyi'ili NoHhaii»|>U)i»- 1 •)() King St.. 566-Oill

HOLIDAY BRASS & JAZZ
\

JOY TO THE WORLD

EMPIRE
BRASS
FRIDAY
DECEMBER 16

8:00 P.M.

$18—$15—$12

IN CONCERT

SPYRO
GYRA!

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 17

8:00 P.M.

$20—$18— $12

BERKSHIRE PERFORMING AR TS CENTER
40 KEMBLE STREET (ROUTE 7-A) • LENOX • MA « ADVANCE SALES (41 3) bJ /^-4 /^ 10

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day . ..

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

Now's
the time
to can...

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

|No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

257 TRIANGLE SI AMHERST

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Thousands of Discount
New Books at 40-80% oft

current new prices

SCI-FI, CHILDREN'S.
ART, HISTORY,

SPORTS, COOKING,
& MORE"

VALLEY
BOOKS

Downtown Amherst

(199 N. PleaMnt St.)

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

Ocen til 8 Dec 12-23

Visa/MC 256-1 508
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AIDS
continued from page I

In the November poll. 71 percent of the students

surveved indicated they had received enough information

and had a clear understanding of the issues. In September,

only 68 percent of the students surveyed responded the

same way. and m 1987. 41 percent. Gonyer said. In the

20 months between the two surveys, student sell

confidence increased 58 percent.

Julie Lam, associate director of SAREO. said the

November survey was conducted, in part, to determine

the impact of AIDS Awareness Month last October.

Gonyer said 58 percent of the students in the November

poll indicated that they had reviewed current information

on AIDS in the previous month, while in September. 45

percent responded the same way.

Lam said there was no difference in how the September

and November surveys were conducted except for the

questions asked.

"We took random samples of the undergraduate popula-

tion through the Student Database (computer system)."

she said "Both surveys were done in Wednesday night

telephone surveys."
, . u

Gonyer said not all of tne questions asked m the

September and March polls were used m the November

survey. Lam said questions in the November survey that

had not been asked in previous surveys were used to find

out student awareness of the disease as a result of AIDS

Awareness Month.

Said Gonver: Tm pleased to say that 72 percent of the

people on campus said they were aware that AIDS

Awareness Month was going on. Forty-nine percent said

they attended something, read articles or stopped at the

table on the (Campus Center) concourse "

Thursday, December 8, 1 988

Health Services is required, as an AIDS test center, to

keep confidential any information regarding how many

students on campus have either contracted AIDS or tested

positive for the HIV antibody, Gonyer said. However, the

Massachusetts Department of Health releases the number

of AIDS cases per county, Gonyer said, adding that there

are nine reported cases in Hampshire County.

Although students feel they have a clear understanding

of AIDS, they are not necessarily taking precautions to

avoid contracting the disease, Gonyer said.

The November results show that only 26 percent of the

students polled have started using condoms to avoid con

tracting the virus That is only 36 percent of the total

number of students who felt they had a clear understan

ding of issues regarding AIDS.

AIDS, or Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, is an

affliction in which a virus weakens the body's ability to

combat normal illnesses. It is most frequently transmit

ted through sexual contact or the sharing of contaminated

hypodermic needles used in intravenous drug use. At least

60 percent of the people with a positive antibody test ac

tually contract the virus.

The September survey indicated that "compared with

the 1987 study, students today are actually more likely

to believe that AIDS can be transmitted through social

(non sexual) contact." Last year, three percent of those

surveyed either agreed or strongly agreed that the virus

could be transmitted through "social contact, such as

shaking hands." In 1988. 20 percent gave the same

response.

arena
cviUinued from page 3
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OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M 3 AM SUNDAY THURSDAY

•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PIAIA
•Mtc f Mat to SM|»cr Step & Shop

NADLiy/AMHCMST t5«-4M«

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

EmDlOvment AoDHcations Bemq Taken

Japan Exchange and Tcachine

Program •«eks lo promote muiual

underyanduis Between Japan and

the L.S bv inviting voune naiiv«

.peaken ot English to Japan tor a

vear to teach English at

the locai lumor high

and wfuof high school leveb.

L

Temi: One vear. August 1. 1989 Juiv 31. 1990

Eligibility Requirements:

US- cituenship

age under 35 as ot August 1. 19R9

at least a B..\. degree as ot August 1. 1989

Applications must be postmarked no later than December 15.

1988. For lurther mlormation and applications, please k-ontaa

Eluabeth Schaeier at the Japanese Consulate in Boston (617)

9'}.97-:. or Chns Lucas at the J.E.T. Office at the Embassv in

Washmgion. (3)2) 939-67T9

UMASS SKI CLUB

IF YOU'RE GOING ON THE

BUSH BASH?? SIGN UP NOW!
(SPACES VERY LIMITED)

Room 430, Student Union
$215 for Members
Now Accepting Mastercard/Visa

SUGARBUSH VALLEY January 22-27, 1989

1

modate hockey, concerts, stage productions, rainy-day

convocations, and Minutemen basketball games.

The complex is projected to cost about $50 million.

Students will pay for half of the cost through an increase

in an authority fee, which will not appear on the students'

bills until the fall semester of 1992.

Rosenberg said his proposal will not restrict the com

plex from being built, but instead prevent students from

picking up the $25 million half of the bill.

"It would relieve some of the pressure on fees that

students are facing," he said.

"It's expensive enough to go to college already, without

having to pay for buildings." Rosenberg said.

The proposed bill would not come up for public hearing

until next year, he said.

At the public hearing, the proposed issue is discussed

and is then either forwarded for further action or thrown

out and is considered "dead."

For Your Information
The FYl section is a public service to the University of

Massachusetts community. Space is limited, so the Col-

legian cannot guarantee all items will be published.

Film ^„ ..

The movie "Cover Up - Behind the Iran Contra Aflair

is scheduled to be shown at 7:30 tonight on the eighth floor

of the Campus Center. The film is narrated by Elizabeth

Montgomery and features music by Ruben Blades.

Richard Elliot. Pink Floyd, and Lou Reed.

NOW OPE

Smith AmV'g^t

Sovth lowtt* Cwiiiwoin

LAUNDROMAT
Ready to mtv* you
withNew Sute of the

Art Machinca

Atillqs 2

OTROS • STBOMBOU
SOUVLAKI • nth CLUB

IBAKLAVA • HAM SPEEDIES

VXaiTASIAN DEUaHT
AND

ifUCH, IfVCH MOKI!

ALL OUS PHA BSKAD
IS ntCSHLY BAKED!

YOUVE TRIED THE REST

NOW TRY OUR BEST!

NEW AND
OLD COMICS

BASEBALL CARDS

MOVIE AND
ROCK POSTERS
-CHECK US OUT-

TREASURE ISLAND
MT FARMS MALL

RTE. 9

HADLEY. MA

sa^^
T.O.E.F.L.
te«l ol f i,^!*** •• • fort's" l«n«o»9«

preparation

CLASS
UMass/Amherst
January 4-26

Monday thru Friday

6:30 pm to 8:30 pm

Experienced
Instructors

lo register call

546-4576 or 549-5128

rnimiOB

ClNEMft

A Fish Called
Wanda

Rated R ^^'.-jSVa'sf'

^^:i^^

e

HappY I
HolidaYS |
from I
Mike's

I
Westview k

^ Thursday Night is Party Night at Mike's!
|

^ December Specials
j^

^ Girl Scout Cookies $2.00 J^

^ Fireballs $1.50 i
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

"Shoo-be-doo-be-doo means I love you"...

Sammy Davis Jr.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jeffe

"Oh, good heovens, no, Gladys — not for me.
... I ate my young just an t^our ago."

Doonesbury

"And I've only one thing to say about all tt>ese

complaints I've been hearing about venison!"

By Garry Trudeau

JJ,/r$700 OH. SUKB.. BH5AST
LAT^weoan fttPHeRmai
FOR^FOHMUA VOllOOK-ilxt.

i i(XfLL MME 10 A NATIONAL
BRtASTfU£>H» OeO&WHK,

THAT5 ONe TRAP I'M

peFiNim yNcr faujno
INTO' irsouioFTie
QUESTION, MiOiABL I

ACROSS
I Musicians nee<]

4 Aar«ss
Beuloni*

9 namy
OEliots —

a«(M
15 flising star

16 Dwarf OuttaK)

18 Poocrw s

rwativ*

'9 Cn««r tor m«
noma taam

20 Star -
21 MaMup
22 Manuons
23 caarrung

26Spaacn
cnaraciansiics

28 Marms
32R>0 -
33 intarmmaotty

34 Caron row
35 — it<a Baiovao

Cooiwv
36 I LovaUiCV

star

3^ WhartlBa —
Scorar comas
lo »»nte

Rica

40 Tria Burning

Busn autnor

47 Oraamars
43 Sty youngatars
44 Maasuramani

o) soaca data
46 Ruad «>«i up
49 Stf Thoma*
50 G»ato)
54 Back or tMkad

startar

55 Oisastociata

56 innar dmra
57 Kirgrxt Ranga

mountamf
58 Cat— tails

59 Evanao tna

score

JO Stiiillui

61 f^m» aquMW
62 — culpa

DOWN
' H»v or Far

2 Jewisn Tiorim

3 Staax

praparatior

4 CrowO or

souaaia
5 Snadows
SFinahOdla
7 SarM a sacorv]

rammdar
9 A aarsnw>r>

9 Enoiaasiy

10 B«M:ai riart)

1

1

Targal tor

Smiiay

12 Cnumt
14 Paint tri«

town rao

22 — oiaa

24 C'Cular Aoer

25 Currancy agcy
ot tr>a UM

26 Smgar Looat
27 Camoria today

29 That '%. *i calm

30 Amancan

35 Ktr>d 01 winoow
38 Purna

39 NoOiaman .n

Cnaucar s day
40 voicad
41 Narthar s

tagaiong

43 Caim
45 Cioldwyn

product

46 Sourca ot rpa
47 Mearty s

companion
48 Ravarad nama

n Norway
51 StiWiy propar

52 1957 Puhtzar

wif^na^

53 Spartan guaan
55 vayday

AWSWER TO t»REVIOUS PUZZLE :

C HO W 6BC MA WMC * L

31 R ot pioua
32Sn»ia
33 Taoia scrap
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W t P !
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Calvin and Hobbes

y«ANT TO

Reao mi

LtmR

By Bill Watterson
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Menu
Lttfich

Deli Ham on Rye

Barbequcd Beef on a Bun

Dinner

Fried Chicken/Cran Sc

Cheese/Tomato Lasagna

Basics Laack

Garden Sandwich
Yogurt Stuffed Peppers

Basics Dinner

Fried Chicken/Cran

Vegetable Lasagna

Sc

r

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Weather
Today: Partly sunny and colder, high 40 to 45
Tonlffct: Mostly clear and cold, low near 20

Tomorrow: Partly cloudy and quite cold, high in the up-
per 30's
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TODAYS STAFF
Nifht Editor Rick Santos, David K Mark

Copy Editor Pamela McCarthy

Layout Tcchnlctaa George Francy

Photo Technician Richard Bonanno
Prodactton Sapervtsor Florencio Terra

ProdactlonLaura, Mary. Camille, Tina, Jenn, Brian and

Kim and who's going Ware?

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

DuVt£y-5(^a((iw' jof
"
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T

7777?77ni

1^
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"SmpKiW J.C Do^Pty.

Executive Board — Fall of 1 988
Pedro Percfra
Bditer In Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert CiappenncIIf

Business Maaeger

Marc Inflcld

Prodaction Manager

Business Board •- Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelli

Business Manager

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Manager

Daniel Munrot
Finance Manager

Dcbra Bolzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Fnihbeis

Circttlatlon Maaagcr

MarY HaYt*Bs
Sobscrlbtloas Maaager
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Celtics fall
BOSTON (AP) - Moses Malone capped a season-high.

27-point performance by making three free throws in the

final 10 seconds, enabling the Atlanta Hawks to hold off

the Boston Celtics 106-103 last night and extend their

winning streak to six games.

It was Atlanta's first regular season victory in Boston

Garden since March 1. 1985 and broke an eight game

losing streak there. The Celtics suffered their third con

secutive loss.

The Hawks, who snapped a four game road losing

streak, erupted from an 83 83 tie with a 20 9 run. That

gave Atlanta a 103-92 lead with 2:43 left and seeming

ly assured victory. A three-point shot by Glenn Rivers

and a lay up by Cliff Levingston capped the surge.

But after taking a timeout. Boston battled back by scor

ing the next eight points, cutting the margin to 103-100

on Kevin McHale's free throws with 24 seconds left

A foul by McHale gave Atlanta the ball at midcourt

with 20 seconds to go. but Reggie Theus failed to make

the inbounds pass in five seconds and Boston got

possession. ^^

men 's hoop prevails

continued from page 28

12. despite picking up his fourth foul with 17:10 left.

In fact, the big men were plagued with foul trouble all

game. Senior Duane Chase fouled out with 13:19 still

left to play, and sophomore Ben Grodski followed with

8:53 to go

But the Minutemen. despite the comeback effort of

New Hampshire, were able to pull it out.

The Minutemen had their hands full in the first half

The lead changed possession eight times, until the

Minutemen took it over at 30-28 on a Rafer Giles' three-

pointer. The Wildcats didn't score in the final 4:45. in

which time the Minutemen ran off nine straight points

— carrying an eight-point lead into the locker room,

36 28.

'

The leading scorers for UMass in the first half were

McCoy and David Brown, who each connected for eight

points. Giles followed with seven, making up 23 of

UMass* 36 points.

Hoop du jour: A television crew from ABC World

News Tonight was on hand to do a feature on much-

maligned UNH coach Gerry Freil. The Lundholm crowd

of 1,475 responded, cheering he and the team from start

to finish, which made life difficult for the visiting

Minutemen.

CollcgiaB photo by Andrew RiM

Duane Chase fouled out early, but the

Minutemen held tough down the stretch.

5^
C

jB^M

Natiofiot

Studetit

ExcKan^e

A First Ctoss Experience and

a great opportunity to sttidy

at anotfver school in the United

States!'.

This is ycmr last chance to

attend an information session

concerning the Mationot Student

Excfionge restricted schools and

to picfe. up a rcstTu:tcd oppUcation.

IJ vfou arc interested in tpini^ to

schools in Hawaii , ftorixla . QeLl

Vfornta . the Vvrqtn Oslands . Jifijil

Hampshire or JlfliMtfllMi. you

must attend an information

session on December B, 1988 or

December 12.1988. Both sessions

arc at 4 :OUpm to 5 :00pm, and both

arc in room 165 of the Campvis Center

ii\f (110(01 \ns \\i) coNNtnoNs

GIFTS • CHOCOLATE

SECRET SANTAS

63 North Pleasant St G^ '^^"^ ^

Amherst (413) 253-5589 Northamotoh (4i3i 586 4180

^ J^^^
DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

SPRINGBREAK>^.o.,^
4NIGHTS NASSAU s379pp

7NIGHTSCANCUN $ 419pp
7NIGHTS PUERTO laCRUZ s599pp
VENEZUELA. tiH Ntw EXOTIC otSTiN/kJiONi

BOOK NOWl
413-256-1261

n So PiaMani Si

Am^•r•l, MA 01003

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR

$7500 SCHOLARSHIP WINNER...

JONATHAN ALBANO

7.ED0IT

6URGCR
KING

TRICO
smvicts

Minutewomen roll past Holy Cross

Af phutu

Eight-six year old Fenway Park is undergoing a facelift this winter.

The roof was removed behind home plate to make way for more
seating and a new press box.

continued from page 23

But UMass responded down the stretch.

With the heart rates pounding and the

Crusaders breathing down the

Minutewomen's necks, Wilbor (12 points

and a game-high 10 boards) pulled up from

about 15 feet on the left baseline and

buried a clutch hoop. That broke an eight-

point HC run to push UM back up by five

with 1:47 left.

"Beth's hoop was a key bucket in terms

of our enthusiasm,*' Hew«ilt said. "We
needed one badly and the senior delivered."

Pick up UMass it did. while deflating the

guests at the same time. Holy Cross bumbl-

ed away its final chances and the

Minutewomen cashed in on eight straight

points to seal the win Included was a key

stretch where UMass killed 45 big .seconds

off the clock with a brilliant display of the

four-corner drill.

In the first half, Zullo showed a sign of

things to come, scoring six of her team's

first 1 1 points. But the game was tight and

slow developing early on. The lead chang-

ed hands nine times in the first 14 minutes

before UMass took over for good.

Down 19 17 with 7:24 left in the half, the

Minutewomen got down to business and for

the rest of the half could almost do no

wrong. Eight straight points gave them a

25 19 edge with 4:44 left, and Helen

Freeman and Keyburn McCusker (12

points apiece) combined for 14 points down

the stretch as UMass gradually built on

that lead. Zullo capped the first half with

a shot from the bonusphere (three point

land) to send the Minutewomen into the

halftime break in firm control.

"We've got our people to believe that we
can do anything if we work hard and keep

our composure," Hewelt said.

The Minutewomen did just that, and the

results were pleasant.

"I'm proud of the kids. They believed

they could do it," Hewelt said.

"We played great." Wilbor said,

n took a great effort, one that will be

remembered in many ways for a long time.

ACTVmSS • AUOO
AUTO FCfl SALE •CALCJl>TCflS

a<TBnAJNiwe4T • tca rent
FOPSAt£««X(NO
HB? WANTH3 • cCST

CLASSIFIED
HrfRs. "rr ittttf rafcitrnti rikmi

INSTPUCTCN • MCrCRCYLOfS
PSQCNAU • QCS WANTH3
flCCRS NES:e} •^SSTVICcS

QCXXATi WANTS • fRAVa
WANTE}* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN 0FF1CS-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FW1.2:30>:- OEAOUNE 2 PAYS PWIOR TO PUBUCATION - CASH IN ADVANCE. 20C/WORO/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACIIVITKS

SANTA OWitCM fcliiWfV w*b« M
Hampden Sludant CanMr Irom S-12

Ttwy'f* wartmg tor you

TAKE OVER LEASE JanMay non •mak*'
(•male call Jaan 2S3 3931 (K Jane
S4&2467

ANTIST SCBU OtO CAM for pamtmg
Sm OawWHlort SSS4Me7 anylime

NONOm tnfOCNT ASSOCIATtON m-
portaM gaoartt nwatina lot all sludenta

Thunday OecanHMT S FiaU Mam Laungt
a OOpm Piiza Party lo toNow

NEEOACAUSmjOOlinolurttior Anrntfa

tuftef and you can r>e4p slop ttw pam
ARC Thursday 4 OOpm S U B 306

"AfMIBA. JAMAICA..." Lai u* taka you<

"BAHAMAS. MONTEOO .
" Sprmg 8rMk

Tiav«* Fan coming Feb 8 CC Aud

VIOCO DANCE Of THE YEAH Saturday

9- 1 am in SUB 15 tl scroan. (og maker.

lalreahmani Sponsored by International

Sludtnl Association

BIMNG SOME CHRISTMAS CHEER lo a

Inenci Alpha Seta Mistletoe Sate on CC
Cone Dec 12 • 13

STUDENT NOTES ANO PRINTING SER-
VICC IS hmng Xeron operalors lor spring

semester stop by 401 Student Union

Building fm application

HN.LEL S MENORAH LJQHTINd"
Tonighl 6pm

Student Union Steps
JoMiUal

AUTO FOR SALE

1tT7 BMC SKYLARK eS.OOOk eiceNenl

condrtion Musi aaM S46.«94S asking

sowao

•l-MERCURY MARQUIS BROUGHAM
Wagon V6. AT. AC. PS. Cruise. Snows.

4 Spkr AM/FM and more very good cond

S27O0 or 8 O 54S^2364 or 66S^3441

LOOKINO FOR A USED BUT reliable car>

We can oM Ihe car you want, automatic or

st^Xtorflrmaminion A/C Pkis lO'ofl any

Ob tor one year So if you are kMking lor

•bargwn caR Bruce at S49-&324 after Spm

ranb ESCORT WAOON IMI Enoiionl

coodWow AK reo« rack SO.OOO mtlea

tSS-MM.

U VW SOROCCO 5 spd OarV grey new
tiTM.nnnninsverywHl '3000 Please call

To>nS4ft-11S4.

CASA

THE CENTMAL AMERICAN SOUDARITV
ASSOCIATION will hold Planmaking

meetirtg on next semester Spm monday at

CC For into C4M S-2146

CONTACT LENSES

SOFT CONTACT LENSES, most daily

wear lenses S25 Extended wear lenses

$3S-48 Soft limed lenses $35 4« heat

Units $12 95 Lowest prices on contact

lense solutions Amherst Opticla Shoppo

19S North Pleasant SI (413) 256*403

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC ANO lighling

system quality at untieatable prices Can us

KlubKave OJ Services

S4MS1S

AMHERST
SSOO month mdudaa tioai 2S3-7175

lliroROOMArT.torcawriiaaiAIMcoyn-
try setting m Laed*. waHrtall. new balh.

washer and dryer. $47SAno mekide* i«aat

andalectncNv AvwMtoJan l W50466

f^JNWWICOlEOWOOMiN • BOnM APT
STARTING Jan 1 Large living room, kit

ic cai 2SS4330

fiobMS AVAILAJkE FOR MTERSES
SION eaoatani tocaton on Sunsat Avetvie

caR S4»4447 tor more mtormatton

TAKE OVER OUR 1 BORM APT m Cl.«

•tde ttwtmg allar Jan i On t>us n

$4S»mo mdudet all utikties 665/630

TAKE OVER OUR I BEONObi'a peraon

townehouae lease starting Jan 1 tlS7 M
includes hoi water 549^2646

DOUBLE IN PUFFTON 3 bedroom Start

Jan 1 Call S49«918

GUCCI WATCHES ONLY $2S-30. Great

XMas gift call Brian 549-5440

OliEEN SIZE SLEEPER SOFA iidlio
twin siie beds good cood Call 549-1541

2S«K CI4IPS - 8 sets w/nine ct<ips per set

Only $8 per chip or »550 For aN Cave
253-7454 leave message

TOO FOR IBM i(T mdudrng aOmg ham dak
Can 549 1019

1«7a OATBUNllTaGoeld^ior'part' Pieaae

take my car I doni want * The brakes

ne«]wort< SA) 546-4975

YAMAHAPORTASOUNO PSS-MO ayn-

ttiesiter perlect condition Comes <•*<

cqase and adaptor Mates a greatgMCMI
5464003

APPLE NOS. virtually brand-new. S12K,

3 5' disk, 5 25" disk. epeon-MXIOO pnMm
mlitm buHor. mouse. $1000 s m software

(appleworks. music-soltware. etc )

Awesome lor graphtcs. music, word^

prooesswig. business Need cash lash

$1750 060 Cal Lee S46-461

J

||dLANOJUN04synm*oytooardM<enew'
CaH Alan S49-543S $375 or BIO

OORM RETIWOBRATOR. E«ceNent condi-

tion S45 Can Sharon 546-4677

PAY FOlTOMXEOE EXPENSES
Afflhersl hivo year old Income property

positive cash How (gross rental

IS OOWyoar). live tent «ree and make spen

dirig money loo' Call Dale (413)253 9949

ONE WAY TIOtET TO FORT LAUOER
DALE Florida On December 22, 1968 $50

or best offer Call 566 7685

SIX FOOT PYTHON WITH 100 galtan lank

$150 Call 527 1603

MOVING To CALIFORNIA- must sell 2

michekn snow » «o tires 2 monlhs ofcJ Can

549-7222

196TreUANT WAGON- good conditwo

PS, PB, AC, front wheel drive- $2,000 call

549-7660- Owen

FOR RENT

ONE BEOROOMFOROiNWE PERSON in a

two bedroom apt quiet Amherst complex

lease Jan IMay 31 $215^month utilities

and heat inchidad 2S64121

SINOLERObM House in South AmhersI

250» Jan-July 253-0757 or 256-0866

ONE BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE Jan 1

Cliflside Apts Sunderland ***0''"° '"

eludes all utilities Ken or Keith 665 2855

LOOKING FOR A ROOM?Only^ 140 a

month Call 256-1910

ROOM^OR'MENt OH lakiTiS »"<«»•«"

UMass hixory peaceful 250 367-9774

»-« PEOPLE TAKEOVOi 2 bdnTTapl lewe

Feb 1 10 mm walk lo campus at t>u* ^fg
next to Pufftonjan sublet avail Call ASAP
Anytime 549-1299

ROOM FOR ROnToyeRintenesswn^ir
Img January 3 Located walking <»is<»nc«

tocanyius RanlSIOOftxIhemoonth CaH

YAMAHA 8RX 2*0 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500. includes full facial helmel and

lacket Call David 1 566-6212

FROEOIPUS COMPLEX

FRED MAGAZINE WANTS YOUR short

slofies. essays, poems, artwork, photos

etc ,
for Its spring issue Deadline Feb i

1989 Send copies to SAO. Student Union

416, Box 216

FURNITURE

OUAi:iTY"NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelin Fur_

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586 7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

JOHNNY K I HOPE your 2lst is as special

as you are' I had a great time with you last

weekend hope we can do <l aflam

sometime
Love,

RiMtanne

MEljP WANTED

EXCCUSNT t RLOORS *«>«»«>»r*£S;
ment luR bathroom eftective immediweiy

Januaiy 1 Easy access lo busesj»alkir>g

distance to bars Pnvate part<ing 25J-ZS3'

toiive message

EA8VW0RK! EKCajLENT PAYI A«»m
tue prodocfs at home Call for information

S04441-8003 Ext 560

WINTER BREAK JOBS FOR THE EN-
VIRONMENT Be one of iha haghaal paid

poMical actnnsu m the country Clean
Water Action is paying what your dedtca-

ton IS worth Earn $7 12rt<r Prr 8 Fa
Availabia Gam valuable skiNs CaN Susan
at 549 7450

EARN 7 SO A LECTURE Student Note and
Printing Sevice is now atxepling applica

tions lor Spring Semester raw takers app-

ly m 403 Student Union

IF YOU ARE WORKSTUOV, and wouklkke

to do chuacaw spnng semester, please ca*

Rachel at 2a6«20i Ekponanoed mlanl

care

RUN YOUR OWN 1

Exceltont experience Earn average
$7 00O-$10,0OO Can Adam al 666-2527

WORK STUDY JOBS availabto' Monday.
Wednesday and Fnday morrangs Come by

Off Campus Housing Offx^ 545-0665

NISTIIUCnON

TOEFL TEST PREPARATWN Course Jan

4-27. UMass/Amharst. 6 30 p.m -6 30 p.m

$150 caN 549-512S

ORE MATH TUTOR- Algebra geometry

584 1307

LOST

BLACK WALLET T UPTON contents^aM

6-9588 no questions asked

SET OF i«VS <HdNdA| Pof"«varan
dywme caH 546-5213

LOST WAUOIUtNANDMBBCAtSCTfE
RECOROERin red maxell pooch Reward'

549-0116

LOST A GOti> BA»«i"iiUCELrf,Tlas

enormous sentimental value Lest at zeta

Psi on 12/5 rewanl' Call 6-6522*

LOST HP-1 IC CALCULATOR m ELab 329

onFndayDec 2 If k>und please call Sunri

at 549-6322 or leave message

BK3T0RCVCIJES

1963 KAWASAKI KZttO LTO Helmet,

r ehisM SBSO Jo* 54»7423. Evwwigs

TOMY DATE FROM SUNDAY NWNT-Oo
- yoursalf

R,U. STILL CtUOESST OMt liam »
cents to 4 99 at Faces

NEROS ARE SEXY TOO To the gorgeous

1 me, you are the best Happy birthday.

Scoober

KEEP 0«HST M CHRiSTMAi:

ITAUANLOVEHOUND NEEDS Acute and

sweet sex kitten to accompany hwn lo his

formal See you umgM Love. Pooe*>

BOB^AVIDSON - Watch out tor Ihe yeli

patrol Shut your door

TO CAPACITY CROWD ttiank you for your

partonaga it's comforting to know that our

efforts to make ma reading room a n»ore

sensual place have basn appreciatod Steve

and Mana AKA meat packer

KAREN H, Where am I going' Thanks for

pufting up wrth me god knows its not easy<

Don't miss any dosses while I am gone

And manks for bemg a great rooommate

Love, Lmda

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRADFORD from Jon

and the Gang (Dave, Herb Oanuta, Mag
gie Sue Betsey. Dave, Danielle Michelle

Eric Jen Matt. Mike, Chuck)

CUIXEN: you a*sd lor It you got It a

-

sonal' Happy holidays Stacy

per-

ITS MARY KILLELEAS 21 trt BIRTHDAY!

M K
,
you've reached the legal countdown

• no inore squeaking in line' The semester

IS all but over, but the good times have |usi

begun Till tonight Happy birthday' We
love yousilly. K T « Slally

<>IRIS OWiSli MUTHWOOOCanTkid-
nap you? I want you to be 1001 There is

nolhng lo be scared of

LMJRAIKUSSA CAfKMJNE 'youlie the

finest women I've seen in a kjng time Oomk
doink doink

NEBECCA I love you up to Ihe sky and

around the moon lit miss fou next

aemetlar Be good my spies wi* be wat

clung Love. Craig

«WO HAVE A OREAT BIRTMOAVI
Retttamber ReMing under the bed |u« )««

I

the place' (But it s funKO

MARK B THANKS FOR THE best year

•ltd one mo«>th I win never forget Wat
lapooen 2 14-68. the Itovenwood, tong

mghts on the Ho HUM 7-448 k>st US'* N's

nol mal toggyt OSM> Moat 01 all how much
you mean to me* Thank you tor akaays be
mg there Always. LMida

KRISTIN ANO MKXELLE. Happy bMthday
from Hell'" Hope your day is fiNed with hot

banMas We luv you'" WaahaigMn 6

QOWMAN • Secret SantaOAITEOF 336
says study hard'

KEY RKX! The past tow awnti ha»s baaw
OH *ia war A« my to« '

AOUB- Thanks tor Sunday mghl ThaMa
mght dance was me best part Love, Me

FIQURESr Achieving my ga«l s lust kke

heavy metal bghlen up '

alk:e met you at puffton 12/3

Want to see you again Interested'' Feply

in CoMegian You're part*i$h fnend

TO THE CUTE BLONDE GIRL who offered

10 pay for my tidiel to Northampton I ap
preciaied the oNer' Ttianks anyways' Joel

HEY MARY LYONS 2nd FLOOR The win-

dows kxik great thanks to everyoiw ex-

pecially Rich G lor supplying the bghts

CAIU:7 SfiLL iJOVEVOal've (iiangaa

I'm suave now Love A|ay

UESRi Engiieh 1 12 Sprtng 1968 come
gel your portfolios m Barttetl 68-E

MATT SEX AS A WEAPON " GRAY:
H^ipy bMlhdy kid' Hope It's awesome'
Lowe S

NBL-NOWTHATVOURNEAOACNEIS
GONE, I hope we can FINALLY fel
together Call me" Guess who»»?

IT'S CHRSraAS! Help Nearagua rsoover

from humcane Joan Donate food, money,

Moto ale « CASA SU 415

HEY BALLERMA QML. MBRDEI No hard
feeling, ok Have a gral pertormance See
you mere*

HOtTmOHTS; OOLO mOZEN DRINKS,
regae music, Sandy beaches and you and

your Inends AltordaMe spnng break tnps

•o Jamaica, Cancun, and Oavlona Call

Karen or Shara al 5464812 or Msred^ at

546^5242

CNRMTMAN CAROLS sent to anyone on
c«*wus only S2 by KKPai UMass band
Fralernity 12/12-12/15 call 5-3410
8pm-midnigfit

CHoiLarEROL what-s it all about
and what canyoodo(mandoutofme
O C •) to kiver it'> fto regalratnn. no fee,

|usl show up at one of tfiese dates and
times bekiw tor those not on C meal
plan Nov 3 17, or Dec 1 5pm UniversMy

Heatth Services rm 302 For ItHne on CO
Mealplan ftov lOorOocS Formoremto
CM $49-2671 - ask tor Ckmc 4 or heaHh
education

POOL TOURNAMENT IS THIS Sat & Sun'

Any student wishing to play must register

wimiOMonthruFn9-2laes$l -youoouU
represent UMass

RIDE WANTED

TO SOUTHERN MAINE. Dec 9 wM pay ex

penses pelase caH Nicky. 546 4669

ROOMMATE WANTED

STARTING FEBRUARY 1. graduating

senior, living in quiet 2 tjedroom Northamp-

ton apartment with 2 part time cats

Rent $237 50, including lieat not water

Call 585^)872

FEMALE ROOMMATE W/U4TED Amherst

Share bath female never there 253-2018
evenings

1 pIrSONFORA Smtt-E room m Puff

ton non-smoker rer« 173 cable electric

549-6184

2 PEOPLE NEEDED TO share spacious,

newly carpeted 3 iMlrm T-house in

Southwood start Jan 1 2S3-23SS

ROOMMATE NEEDB). I ml nd lor Bnttany

manor Move in for Sprmg lor only 1 40/mo
heat free call kev 2S64152

BRANOYWINE FEMALE ROOMMATE
needed asap to take over lease caN ntghtt

S497S43

LOOraNQPORaPeOPtEtoshafcata^
bedroom in Pillion apis Cai anytime asap
6-5537 or 64S18

sm FOR YOUR OWN ROOM, avalWMa
Jan 1 Ouiet. shidieus aelting Squira

VHIave Sundertand 6654229

FQIALC WANTED TO SHANE huge nwn
w/skyligtits m Soum Amfierst liouse

$208/monm Cak Mana 256-0250

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 4 bedroon
apartment m Sudnsiland (Squee V«aga
sWbng Jan 1 ctt 666-4647

THANK VOU

SINOLE ROOM AVBL at AnMy Place

Locatod across stieel from Lows M or F.

grad or Undargrad C«i Oawid or Taiaaa
S46-l3St

TO THE WOMAN ANO MAN who helpod
me reach iKOwn and cMad tar emdc al iMto

aNei hndMO ma sick along the pam to

SylMnkataRallwnksgivmg Uaygodbiaaa
yoH -Em ABkay

TRAVEL

HOUSEMATE WANTED. Houia M town oac 17 SIOD S3-2014
bahmd Baybanks larye tomNhad smgto
room Cheap rent tWalking distance to

census Bus routo Cal Elissa 5496294
Lease starts Jan l

TVnNOmtOFESSKMAL

Ml TOWN, vv bedroom 138* 2S6«tS1

WANTS) - cool person tor sm^ei
me Iwe meal

lege paradiae 2S0fmonm CaM 54947*2

WANTED: 1 or 2 non-smokers tor large

bedroom m a 3 tiedioem PuMlon Apt

availabto January 549 1302

GREAT LOCATION One mite from cam
pus. bus outside door One room m a hwo
bednMMn apartment, oil of a house One
person, mate or tomato, nonamofcai

Begins January l 1270 a mon«i • CaR
549-4493

NON-SMOKINO FBIALE warned to aiiara

KM m Soutfiwood with three olhers CaH
2S34900 or S46-5364 and Keep trying

S DEERF1ELD SHARE 7 bdr townhouse

house 312 50 plus 12/1 584-9276

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

raamina3bdrm apl Pi#lon Great place

great rerM great tocabon CaM 5494291

M/F TO SHANE OREAT 2 bdnn apt m
Balchertown Center Call Jane 3234156

FEMALE ROdMMAfi NEEDED ASAP
FOR Townehouse apis SAare room m 2

bedroom apt CM anybine (leave message)

5494049

FAST. PNOFCSSMJNAL TYPBM. Ac
curacy guaranteed Reasonabto rales

Grammw. VMfcheckng Gkma 323-5140

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliaWa on-campus. affordabto. spelt

m^grammar reviewed 564 7924 Nancy

WANTED TO RENT

3 BORMS AVAILABLE in S bdrm house
$210 inci utanies on bus rte in Amiierst

2532321 Jw> let

LOOKING FOR 1 ROOMMATE to Shara

bedroom m Brandywme 2 bedroom rent

1 72 50 including heal 5464296

HAVE AN EXTRA ROOM FOR MnBRSES-
SIONT I need one Can Dave (nites)

5464213

FEMALES SEEK 3 4 bedroom apt Nor
thampton area tor Spnng Ca* Jodi

5464656

HOUSMQ/NOOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan
2 14 Cal SSMC 2564615 »am 7pm

tivc

UNKM VM>CO CENTER General Meetmg
tonighl S 00 p m in ttie Commuter Lounge
Elections for President and Seoielary New

lemale roommate

needed tor spnng semester Optxvitoover

lease tor nmtl year Ca« 549-0607

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to shaia

furmshad 1 bdrm apt in Pumon Beg Jan
I cak 549 7464

1 ROOMSAVABJiaU In nice large, non-

smoking houae Fimplaoe. deck, parga

backyard 2IOfmoiMhtelectriC4ty CaH
5494403

I'm TOWNEHOUSE
aamesler. big smgto ava«abto

549-4»6

^IALEROOBMTEWANTED to Share a

one bednnm CMlside apt w/an eaa* gomg
semor tt mtarealed please ca« Bem at

665-4SS0

NAVEL
ORANGES

WORD-PROCESSING WNITINa. edibng.

desktop publishing Special rates through

January 584-6684

TYPINODONE ATreMOnaWe rales spill-

ing checked Ca« Paula 6654941

OVERNldHf TYPiMll Best qully mWwn
Call Barry, 5464436, 10am 11pm

TYPIN^-OtrwpT $2/page center of

Amherst 2S3-3063

MESUME TYPESETTINO. Inexpensive

Very experierKied Overnighl laserwriter

quality Pick-up, drop-oft availabto Lisa

367-9940

TO SUBLET

1 BORM IN FAM HOME Arnherst lor info

call David 253 5908 leave message

1-3 PEOPLE for house hear campus tor m-

tersesSKHi CaH 256-6404

JANUARY SUBLET - One lemale needed

in Brandywine $150 mckisive call 549-7472

FOfUMT^NTCR OF AMHEmf lurt^

ad apt 1 or 2 pm Must see' 2S3-6104

Slacy
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Minutemen escape UNH with 73-72 win
Freshman Anton Brown beats buzzer to boost UMass
Bv RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H. - Pearl Harbor Day will be a day that

will live in infamy, especially for the University of

Massachusetts mens basketball team.

A shot by freshman Anton Brown from the right side

of the basket with no time left on the clock pulled out a

much needed victory for the Minutemen over the Wildcats

of New Hampshire. 73-72 last night at Lundholm

Civmnasium

Minutemen, 73-72
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With the win, the Minutemen even their season record

at 2-2, snapping a two-game losing streak.

The Minutemen had led by as many as 12 with five

minutes gone in the second half, but the scrappy Wildcats

battled behind the shooting of Eric Theilen ( 15 points) to

take the lead by one with 30 seconds left, .setting up

Brown's heroics.

In a hectic final two minutes, the Minutemen had to

.<H:rambk' to hold on to their lead behind the offense of

David Brown (22 points to lead all scorers) and the

pressure free throw shooting of John Tate, who hit seven

of eight free throws in the final five minutes.

"I knew it was going to be a tough game." UMass coach

John Calipari said, i'm just happy we got out of here with

a W."
With 1:54 left, UMass led by six, 71 65 with a Tate free

throw. On UNH's next possession, freshman Joe Spitale

nailed a three pointer to cut the UMass lead to three. As

Anton brought the ball up the court he was picked clean

by Spitale, who missed the break away lay up. But it was

followed up by Bob Cummins.
With 48 seconds left Cummins cut the UMass lead to

one. 71-70. Calipari called lime out. On the ensuing in

bounds pass, UNH's Keith Carpenter stole the inbounds

and put the Wildcats up by one with 30 seconds left on

a breakaway finger-roll layup.

UMass set up for the last shot and freshman Jim
McCoy's jump shot bounded off the rim and was knocked

nut of bounds.

UMass got the ball back, passed it to Anton and the rest,

as they say, is history.

"It wasn't designed to go to Anton." Calipari .said. "I

didn't want to put the pressure on anyone, but anyone

who could take the shot could."

UMass was sparked by the play of the senior captain

Brown, who carried the play for much of the second half

scoring 13 points after intermission. John Tate played

brilliantly in the second half leading all rebounders with

continued on pane 26
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Anton Brown's 10-footer at the buzzer gave

UMass at 73-72 win last night at New Hampshire.

SPORTS

Minutewomen slip past Holy Cross, 80-69
Zullo burns Crusaders for career-high 32;

women 's hoop rolling with perfect 4-0 start

Michele Pytko drives for a hoop during last ni

Holy Cross at the Cage.

('ollrfoan photo by Andrrw RisI

ght's 80-69 thriller over

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Coming into last night's game at the

Curry Hicks Cage. University of

Massachusetts women's hoop coach Kathy
Hewelt knew her team would have to be

at its best to beat its opponent. Holy Cross.

Well, the Minutewomen weren't perfect,

but played well enough for a thrilling 80-69

win over the visiting Crusaders.

The victory, which improves the

Minutewomen to a perfect 4-0 on the year,

is one of the more satisfying around these

parts in quite a while.

"This is the best in the four years that

I've been here," said senior co-captain Beth

Wilbor said of the win.

"It's great knocking off a solid team like

Holy Cross," said senior co-captain Christel

Zullo. "It's a real confidence builder. We
know we can beat anyone at home."

It was Zullo who stepped into the

spotlight last night, scorching the

Crusaders for a career-high 32 points. The
5-4 point guard from Somerset. N.J. took

control and came through whenever
UMass needed a boost.

"Christel Zullo came to play. She's a real

take-charge player," Hewelt said. "The
seniors really rose to the occasion."

"I don't concentrate on scoring," Zullo

said. "I ju.st play and see what happens."

What happened is that Zullo played a big

role in sending the Crusaders back to

Worcester with their fourth loss in six tries.

She had 11 points in a stunning first half

that saw UMa.ss blow out to a 12-point

halftime lead, 42-30. Then, she bettered her

previous career high of 19 in the second

half alone, netting 21.

But she wasn't alone. Three other players

were in double figures, and the rest of the

team dug in against a tough opponent and
gutted out a win for the books.

it was a great effort by all. We had super

support from the bench," Hewelt said. "We
developed our game nicely and were runn-

ing well. We played heads-up basketball."

It was actually a closer game than the

11 point differential indicated, but

shouldn't really have been that close to

begin with. Despite the fact that Holy

Cross was the favorite coming in, the

Minutewomen quickly wrested control and

had the Crusaders on the brink of a

blowout well into the second half

Leading 42-30 at the half UMass blew

out of the box, outscoring the Crusaders

14-5 to go up by 21, 56-35 with 14:11 left.

UMass was busting through the vaunted

Holy Cross backcourt press and running

the floor at will. Plus, the Crusaders were

fouling regularly, as UMass was in the

bonus situation with over 12 minutes left

in the game.
This created a parade to the foul line that

in effect killed everything that UMass had

going for it. The Minutewomen were draw-

ing the fouls, but at the same time went

nearly eight minutes without hitting from

the floor.

"At times we made some mental errors.

We're still not satisfied with the way the

game turned out, but we're happy with the

win," Hewelt said.

After Zullo tossed in points 23 and 24 on

a pull-up jumper with 9:26 left, UMass led

by 18, 64-46. But Holy Cross, which com
mitted 28 fouls, kept sending the

Minutewomen to the line. They hit 8-of 12

but were scoreless from the floor. In the

meantime, the Crusaders were coming

alive as they managed to cut the once-cozy

UM lead to just three, 72-69, with 2:05 left.

"We stopped playing. We got way too con-

servative," Hewelt said. "That made us

tentative. We just had to stay within our

rhythm."

Men's swimming to host So.Conn.
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team,

at 2-1, is having a good season, but it is still looking for

a home victory this year.

The Minutemen will get a second crack at a win in

Boyden Pool Saturday at 1 p.m. as Southern Connecticut

State University comes up to do battle with them. UMass
coach Russ Yarworth expects that his opponents will be

psyched up for their first-ever battle with the Minutemen.

"They'll be coming after us," said Yarworth. "I wouldn't

be surprised if they were shaved and tapered (rested)."

A perennial Division II powerhou.se. Southern Connec-

ticut has a number of new excellent swimmers to test

UMass. Mike Sportini swims a 1:45 for the 200-yard

freestyle and a 47.9 in the 100 free and should give

Minuteman sprinter Brian Mclver some tough competi-

tion. They al.so have Paul Zakrzewski and Bill Ball, two

excellent swimmers in the breaststroke.

UMass will be no pushover, though. "Everyone's going

to swim out of their minds," Yarworth said. "We're ready

to go and they (the Minutemen] know what they have to

do. The divers are keyed," and the diving events could

make for the margin of victory.

Unlike past weeks when he tried swimmers in different

events, Yarworth is going with his .strongest lineup. The

team doesn't want to peak before the New England cham-

pionships but it would really like to go into the interses-

sion break with a win.

After this meet, Yarworth sees an even bigger trial. "My
challenge to them (the Minutemen] is to see if they can

keep up the training, to see how bad they want the cham-

pionships," he said.

Minutewomen, 80-69
ManfiarhuiivttR (SO): Keyburn McCu.skcr 5 2 2 12. Beth Wilbor 5 2 :1 12. Helen

Freeman ,'5 2 2 12. Christel Zullc. 11 ;t 10 .12; Michele Pytko 2 2 4 6: Sue Serafini

1 2 ;i 4. Trish Rilev 2 .5 2 Team TotaU: 29 21 29 80

Holy Cross (001: Kathy Stereo 6 :i 4 l.">, Mary Helen Walker 4 2-4 10; Ann Borcky

4 46 12;NicoleDeQuatlro4 12 10; Ellon Bain 4 0-0 8; Robin Arnold 1 2 2, Anne

DaviK 2 2 4 7, l.n Fitjpatnck 00 0; Diane Mollis 1 00 2; Kris Shield." 1 12.)

Tenm Totals: 27 13 26 69
Three-point goals: Zullo, DeQuattro. Davis

UM football to be honored
The 1988 University of Massachusetts football team,

Yankee Conference co-champions, will be recognized at

halftime of Saturday's men's basketball game at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

Among those being honored will be coach Jim Reid, New
England Coach-ofthe Year, quarterback Dave Palazzi,

New England Offensive Player-of-the-Year, and

linebacker John McKeown, YC All-Star and Division I-

AA All-American.
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Duffey: Fee hike plausible to offset budget cuts
By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

An additional $50 fee on next semester's bill s^ms
unavoidable in order to help offset about $5 million to be

cut from the University of Massachusetts' budget.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey told an audience of about 700

in Bowker Auditorium yesterday.

During what Duffey called "an informal meeting," he

revealed various actions the school will have to take to

make the necestary 3 percent cut.

He stressed the proposed options are not definite, since

he has not received any official word from the UMass
Board of Trustees as to the exact amount of the cuts.

However, the $5 million figure is not likely to change, he

said.

Among the options Duffey presented are as follows:

• A $50 increase beginning in the spring semester.

• A reduction of class sections offered next semester.

"Hundreds of classes will have to dropped," he said.

• A "furlough " program for faculty, where staff will

have to take anywhere from one half to two days a month

without pay.

• An additional $2 million reduction in supplies, which

includes equipment, telephone service, and travel.

• A "flexible" hiring freeze, already begun, to continue

until July. Duffey said only emergency hirings will be

made, such as the Dean of Students and the Vice

Chancellor for Administration and Finance, for which the

University has already started conducting national

seairches.

• A substantial size reduction of entering classes.

During his presentation, Duffey said he welcomed fur

ther suggestions from faculty.

He said he will not support another tuition increase

unless it directly contributes to the quality of education.

However, if that should happen, the new fees will be ab-

sorbed in the increase, Duffey said.

From the money collected through the new fee, Duffey

said he wants to use $300,000 to establish a scholarship

fund "for those (students) to whom the fee will be a

burden."
, , r n

He said at least $800,000 obtained through the fee will

be put toward "instructional purposes," such as teaching

assistants and visiting faculty, necessary for some courses

to exist. J .u
Because this is the fourth cut UMass has faced in the

past 16 months, Duffey .said he foresees the school shrink

ing and becoming smaller, in order to keep the present

quality of education.

Duffey also complained about the inability of the

University to manage its funds.

"One thing that has happened under Gov. Michael

Dukakis is that this campus has lost its ability to manage

its accounts," he said. "You cannot build a great univer-

sity on this system."

Rep Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst), also present at the

meeting, said in order to prevent further cuts in educa-

tion, the people of Massachusetts should be willing to pay

more taxes.

"I think the way to say no right now is to say yes,

Rosenberg said.

Duffey said he expects the trustees to meet Tuesday,

which is when the possible options will be discussed.

He once again urged faculty, students and parents to

notify the media and lawmakers about the effects the cuts

will have on the University.

ColWcian photo by Richard Bonanoo

Soviet surgeons scramble to help

victims of destructive quake
Tens of thousands feared dead in devastated Armenia

By ANDREW KATELL
Associated Press

MOSCOW - Soviet authorities rushed

military surgeons and tons of medical sup-

plies yesterday into Armenia, rocked by

an earthquake that officials said virtual-

ly destroyed several cities and killed tens

of thousands of people.

Armenian journalists said a Politburo

commission led by Premier Nikolai I.

Ryzhkov received preliminary estimates

that up to 50,000 people died in the

Wednesday earthquake, which measured

6.9 on the Richter scale, Soviet officials

reported thousands of people were killed

but provided no death toll.

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev cut

short his trip to the United States and

flew home to lead a worldwide emergen

cy rescue effort in the southern republic,

which has a population of 3.3 million.

"Urgent measures are being taken to

help all those affected by this terrible

tragedy, and I have to be there in this ef

fort, said Gorbachev, who planned to fly

to Yerevan after arriving in Moscow. He

canceled his planned trips to Cuba and

Britain.

President Reagan offered emergencj

humanitarian aid, Cuban President Fidel

Castro pledged to send construction

workers, and Britain dispatched London

firefighters to join the rescue effort.

Soviet TV showed a clock on a building

in the city of Leninakan, on the Turkish

border near the epicenter of the earth-

quake, stopped at 11:41 — the instant

disaster struck.

The earthquake destroyed two-thirds of

Leninakan, Armenia's second largest ci-

ty with a population of 250,000 people, a

TV correspondent said.

Spitak, a town of 16,000 about 45 miles

away, "was practically erased from the

face of the Earth," the correspondent said.

^ K..iM;n(y li«><3 in ruins after Wednesday morning's earthquake that struck

thl^^".'':?Xrrenrj:"hrSotet^'lt'ThT;.nl'''are reporte^d de.d in the disaster .ha. caused

widespread heavy damage. _;_ .
—

Chancellor Joseph Duffey

Senate reacts

to civil rights

violation suit
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate may

lose money and its autonomy from the

University of Massachusetts, senators said

yesterday, as a result of a lawsuit filed

Wednesday by Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz.

The suit seeks to drop barriers keeping

Silkoff/Rabinowitz from holding the office

of Student Government Association

co-presidents.

Senate speaker Robert Fadel said that

University of Massachusetts attorneys will

not represent members of the Student

Government Association in the suit.

Associate University Counsel Sid Myers

said yesterday he had no information on

whether the University would defend the

students. He said any decsion on this would

have to come from William Searson,

University counsel.

Fadel said the suit could be extremely

damaging because attorney fees run at

about $125 per hour, plus any damages

awarded in the case.

"We're contacting outside attorneys,"

Fadel said. "At present the University is

not representing the students."

Amherst attorney Michael Pill, a former

University employee,

said he was contacted by several members

of the SGA about the case, and said he

would accept it.

Even if the allegations (concerning the

civil rights violations) were true, I would

still be happy to take the case," Pill said.

He said he would take the case because all

parties deserve a trial.

Pill said he did not know enough about

the specifics of the case to comment on it.

The senate Wednesday night made a pro-

vision to pay for a potential suit with

money from the Student, Activities Trust

Fund stabilization and 'contingency ac

counts. These accounts totalled over

$70,000 at the beginning of fiscal year

1989.

The provision allows the SGA Coor-

dinating Committee to allocate money for

continued on page 3
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Gorbachev's
message was
a welcome one
WASHINGTON (APi - Mikhail S. Gorbachev arrived

at the United Nations this week with precisely the

message people across the globe most wanted to hear from

a man with his finger on the button: It's time to stop us

ing military might to settle political disputes nobody's

omnipotent.

Even in his hurried departure from the United States.

Gorbachev was showing a face of Kremlin leadership that

stood in stark contrast to the shoe waving visit of the

last Soviet leader to visit the United Nations.

Addressing diplomats who know well that he is wrestl

ing with difficult choices between guns and butter. Gor

bachev on Wednesday delivered a poignant call for

peaceful coexistence punctuated with a theatrical an-

nouncement of Red Army troop reductions.

"Our people want to live in peace with the American

people." he said at one point. Later, sightseeing in

Manhattan, he remarked. 'We're ver>- pleased by the fact

that thousands of New Yorkers have come out to see us.

We saw their faces, we saw their eyes, their friendliness."

All in all. quite different from the 1960 visit of Nikita

Khrushchev.
It was Khrushchev who took off his shoe, waved it

around and then pounded it on his desk in anger. He was

unhappy when a speaker had referred to Eastern Europe

as nations which "have been swallowed up. more or less,

by the Soviet Union."

Gorbachev was polished and polite, making friends from

his arrival on but never so many as with his declaration

on unilateral troop reductions. Even his sudden departure

demonstrated a fresh character of Soviet leadership: Gor

bachev was returning home to cope with a devastating

earthquake that had killed thousands in the Soviet

Caucasus region.

"Despite the fact that all emergency measures are be-

ing taken . Mr Gorbachev believes when the people

are suffering he has to be there, he has to lead the efforts."

the Soviet foreign minister said late last night.

Gorbachev left behind him a troop reduction timetable

that many experts had expected last spring as a welcome

- to Moscow gesture toward President Reagan. The

American view, clearly, was better late than never, and

officials applauded Gorbachev's call at the United Nations

for less reliance on military force.

Black leaders of anti-apartheid group given

'lenient' jail terms by judge for treason
PRETORIA. South Africa (AP) - A judge yesterday

sentenced three black leaders of the country's biggest

anti-apartheid group to what he called lenient jail terms

of 10 and 12 years for treason.

Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu joined other ac-

tivists in condemning as "vicious" the sentencing at the

close of a controversial three-year trial in which the na

tionwide coalition United Democratic Front was declared

a revolutionary organization.

Tutu also accused the government of "playing games"

by moving jailed African National Congress leader

Nelson Mandela to a house on a prison farm.

"Mr. Mandela is still a prisoner." said Tutu. "Let the

government release him and all other political prisoners

unconditionally. Then they will see the enormous in

fluence for good, for peace and reconciliation that he will

be."

US Ambassador Edward Perkins was among several

diplomats at Pretoria Supreme Court. In a statement,

his emba.ssy said the sentences were "not as harsh as

they might have been" but regrettable because those con

victed were "men of good will working peacefully for a

non-racial democracy."

Patrick Lekota. 40. a spokesman for the front, was

sentenced to 12 years; 10-year terms were given to its

national secretary Popo Molefe, 36, and Moses Chikane,

40 the Transvaal Province branch secretary; church field

worker Thomas Manthata, 48. was sentenced to six

years' jail, also for treason.

Seven other defendants were convicted of terrorism.

Six received suspended sentences and were banned for

two years from talking to the press or participating in

politics. The seventh is to serve five years in jail.

Supporters in the courtroom raised clenched fists then

joined the defendants in singing "God Bless Africa," an-

them of the anti apartheid movement.

Judge Kees van Dijkhorst ruled that the United

Democratic Front collaborated with the outlawed African

National Congress to incite anti-government violence in

1984. Tutu and more than 900 other supporters of the

front were named as unindicted co-conspirators.

Earthquake sends Gorbachev home early
By TERENCE HUNT
The Associated Press

Mikhail S. Gorbachev urgently headed for home yester

day to cope with the crisis of a devastating earthquake,

expressing confidence that superpower relations were on

track after a summit with President Reagan and

President-elect Bush. The American leaders expressed

condolences and offered US assistance.

Gorbachev, .standing on a windswept runway at John

F. Kennedy International Airport, said his talks with

Reagan and Bush in New York on Wednesday and by

telephone today made him confident "that our relations

will expand and improve on the basis of cooperation, on

the basis of mutual respect for each others* interests."

The Soviet leader said. "The road ahead will be tough

but we will go ahead."

Soviet officials said Gorbachev cut short his New York
visit, and scrapped stops in Cuba and Britain, because of

an earthquake in Soviet Armenia that killed thousands

of people. Gorbachev said there were "extremely grave

consequences, devastation and great loss of life. I urgent

ly have to return to the Soviet Union."

During a visit of less than 48 hours in Manhattan. Gor-

bachev drew praise from Reagan and Bush for his an-

nouncement of a unilateral, 500,000 - man reduction in

Soviet troops and cutbacks in artillery, tanks and planes.

Expressing gratitude to Reagan and Bush for US offers

of earthquake help, Gorbachev said. "I would like to thank

them and thank the American people for those feelings

and for their readine.ss to give assistance in this difficult

hour."

Reagan, in his farewell telephone call, expressed "deep

personal sorrow" over the earthquake tragedy. The presi-

dent, speaking from his second - floor living quarters in

the White House, also told Gorbachev their meeting on

Wednesday was "very useful ... for both sides."

He expressed concern over the magnitude of the Soviet

loss. "If there is any way we can be of assistance either

bilaterally or through the international community,
please let me know." Reagan said. His comments were
relayed to the press by White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater.
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Your chance to get

ahead now.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO APPLY
FOR SPRING COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION POSITIONS

Many WELL paid openings for most majors with:

Liberty Mutual

Pratt & Whitney

Boston Stock
Exchange

Boston Globe

General Electric

Marriot Hotels

Monsanto

...and many more!

Learn what more than 2,000 UMass students know about what
co-op offers you—

• Excellent salaries • Employment related to your major • Career
direction • Contacts in t)usiness & industry • Self confidence •

• Experience • The competitive edge •

For information call the Office for Cooperative Education,
545-2224, TODAY!!

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414,

ill

Weekend Specials

Only $10.00
Prime Rib

Baked Stuffed Shrimp
Reef & Beef (Prime Rib fV Baked Stuffed Shrimp)

All are served with a garden salad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discounts can be used with this special.

I

Available Friday and Saturday Evenings

^ Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

University Drive

Amherst (1549-5861

dinner, or even a light bite!

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable PricesI

(
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List of Branch's
'horrors* revealed
GREENFIELD (AP) - A district court judge yesterday

released a list of horror movies, books and masks found

in the home of a teenager suspected of slaying a college

student before his own apparent suicide.

Judge Benjamin Apkin ruled in favor ofa motion by The
Recorder newspaper of Greenfield to release the impound-

ed list of items found in a police search of the home of

Mark Branch of Greenfield in October.

Branch was 19 when he was found hanged from a tree

on a densely wooded mountainside in Buckland on Nov.

29. District Attorney Judd Carhart called the death a

suicide and said it closed the case on the slaying of Sharon

Gregory, 18, a Greenfield Community College student.

Her stabbed body was found Oct. 24 at her Greenfield

home.

The slaying frightened the town of 19,000 people in

western Massachusetts because of published reports that

Branch was a fan of horror movies, particularly the "Fri-

day the 13th" series featuring a character named Jason

who slashed his victims while wearing a hockey mask.

Among the paraphernalia found in Branch's room dur-

ing the police search were 80 movies, 65 paperbacks and

110 magazines, all horror-related, and four masks, in-

cluding three facsimiles of the type used by the Jason

character, according to the impounded documents.

Apkin said he released the documents because of the

overriding right of the public to know what the search

turned up.

An attorney for the Branch family, Robert Carlsen. had

argued last week that court records "should be sealed

forever" because of the family's right to privacy in the

matter.

"Because the young man is dead, there will be no trial

to explain or try factual matters," Carlsen said at a court

hearing.

Joanne Kuzmeski-Jackson, an attorney for the

newspaper, contended that the courts traditionally

balance the public's right to see such records against the

risk of jeopardizing a defendant's right to a fair trial if

the records are released, not his family's right to privacy.

Branch's death made the fair trial issue moot, she said.

Collrcian pholo by CTiri* Hoaford

BENCH WARMER - Senior communications m^or Robyn Bates waits for a bus in

downtown Northampton Tuesday night.

Orefice organizes petition against fee hike
A petition drive is being organized by Student Trustee

Stephanie Orefice and members of the Undergraduate

Student Senate to fight a proposed $50 increase in next

semester's fees to University of Massachu.setts students.

After the first day of the drive, Orefice safd about 1,500

signatures had been collected.

A table outside the Hatch in the Student Union Building

was set up yesterday, today, and will be staffed Monday
and Tuesday to get more signatures.

Sen. Michael Greiner. another organizer of the drive

said, "I'm really pleased with how the students have

mobilized on this." Greiner said that based on his ex-

perience with other drives, he believed this was one of the

most successful

"It may decrease it," Greiner said. "If (the Trustees) see
that enough students feel strongly about it."

He said he realized the drive probably would not

eliminate a new fee

Greiner and Orefice are also organizing a trip to Boston

•for the Trustees meeting Tuesday to oppose to the fee.

-f.KORGE FRANCY

UMass aids research in infant hearing loss
By C.C. SANDORFI
Collegian Correspondent

Researchers at the University of

Massachusetts are working with working

with scientists at three other universities

to investigate the impact of early hearing

loss on infant development.

The study, conducted by the Infancy

Research Group at UMass. examines the

effect that early hearing loss has on social

interaction between infant and mother, the

infant's readiness to explore objects in their

environment, the ability of infants to cope

with stress, and the development of their

communications skills, said Dr. Edward

Tronick, head of the group and principal

investigator for the project.

Gallaudet University in Washington,

D.C., a school for the deaf, originated the

study and chose UMass as one of the four

sites where research will be conducted. The

University of Texas at Dallas, the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh, and Georgia State

University are also participating in the

study, Nelson said.

"Gaulladet has already done some

research of infants with hearing loss, but

nothing this extensive," he said.

Karen Nelson, Tronick's research a.ssis-

tant, said, "What's unique in this is that

we're studying infants who are pretty

much healthy otherwise. This way, we can

study the effects of hearing impairment on

a normally developing child."

Tronick, a profe.ssor of psychology at

UMass, said he believes knowledge gain

ed from the study will have important ap-

plications in educational programs for

hearing-impaired children and their

parents.

Observations of the mother-child pairs

are made by using two cameras and a split

video screen. The observations will be

repeated at three-month intervals, when

the child is six months, nine months, and

one year old, said Nelson. He said the

researchers will also work with slightly

older children and will observe them up to

the age of 18 months if necessary.

Nelson said there are four interactions

that will be monitored by researchers. In

the first, the mothers play with the child

without toys while the infant is seated in

an infant chair.

In the second, the infant and mother sit

on a quilt, playing with toys.

The third method has the investigator

presenting toys to the child, who is seated

in the mother's lap. The toys have varying

degrees of complexity, and the researcher

will examine how the child explores the

toys as the difficulty level progresses.

Finally, the researchers observe the child

and the mother when a stranger is present

to see how the infant u.ses the mother to

interpret the person, Nelson said.

Basically, said Nelson, the study will try

to determine whether a hearing impair-

ment affects a child's feelings about explor-

ing his environment.

The researchers are currently seeking

mother-infant pairs for the study. Infants

with sensory-neural loss rather than con-

ductive (infection related) loss are the focus

of the study, Nelson said. Observations are

made both at Tronicks' lab in Tobin Hall

and the Child Development Unit at

Children's Hospital in Boston.

Suit
continued from page 1

the suit.

The suit, filed with Hampshire County

Superior Court, alleges the civil rights of

Silkoff and Rabinowitz were violated in

that they were not allowed to take office

because of their political beliefs.

Members of the Student Judiciary,

former SGA Attorney General Bill Col-

lins, who prosecuted the case agamst

Silkoff/Rabinowitz,

and the UMass Board of Trustees are

named as defendants in the suit.

None of the parties named in the suit

who were contacted would comment.

The suit seeks preliminary and perma-

nent injunctions against the defendants

from preventing Silkoff/Rabinowitz from

holding office, along with monetary

compensation.

The lead counsel in the ca.se is Edward

Etheredge. a Northampton attorney. As

a "cooperating attorney" for the Civil

Liberties Union of Massachusetts
(CLUM), he agreed to take the case "pro

bono," or free of charge.

Other attorneys involved in the case are

William Newman, director of the western

Massachusetts office of CLUM, and

Margaret Maisel, staff attorney for

CLUM.
According to Etheredge,

Silkoff/Rabinowitz will be charged only

for certain out-of-pocket expenses, such as

filing costs.

The next step in the case comes Friday

when an injunction hearing is scheduled

for Northampton Superior Court. In it, the

attorneys for Silkoff/Rabinowitz are re-

que.sting a preliminary injunction stopp-

ing the Student Judiciary from enforcing

blockades barring the two from office.

Challenging autonomy
In addition to the possible financial im-

plications of the suit, student leaders say

there are potential repercussions regar-

ding the autonomy of the SGA.

"It totally undermines the student

senate and the judiciary," said Sen. San

dy Edwards. "Since they named the

Trustees in the suit, it leaves room for [the

Trustees) to decide to disband us and take

the $2 million we control."

Newman disagreed: "The fact that the

suit was brought up does nothing to

change the autonomy of student govern-

ment," he said.

"The critical i.ssue here is whether the

persons who were duly elected to political

office are allowed to hold that office," he

said.

Newman said the Trustees are named

in the suit because under Mas.sachusetts

General Law they are ultimately respon-

sible for the actions of the University.

Said Fadel, "It's funny. I learned a lot

of things about student government from

Jason and Shari. and the one that's in-

creasingly clear is that you never do

anything to endanger the trust fund.
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ASK US
Q: I am worried that I don't orgasm

during sex with my boyfriend. Is this

normal?

A; Actually, many women do not

orgasm during sex — if sex means
penetration of the penis into the vagina.

Many women orgasm through direct

stimulation of the clitoris rather than

through penetration which provides only

indirect stimulation. Males and females

have many different erogenous zones

through which partners can stimulate one

another. Explore these.

Q: With all the sexually transmitted

diseases around, I have finally decid-

ed to use condoms. The trouble is,

which kind should I use? There are so

many different types.

A: Latex condoms provide the best pro-

tection again.st sexually transmitted

diseases. Natural lambskin condoms
because of their porosity do not provide

adequate protection. Condoms should be

used with a spermicide containing non-

oxynol 9 to ensure maximum protection.

At present non-oxynol 9 is the only svire

protection against the AIDS virus. So,

which latex condoms? Lubricated? Ribb-

ed? Colored? The "best" condoms are the

ones you will use. So experiment with a

few different types until you find the ones

most suited to you. And remember to use

them correctly (i.e. read the instructions).

Q: Is it true that you can get AIDS
through a dirty toilet seat?

A: No. AIDS cannot be transmitted

through casual contact because the virus

which causes AIDS, human immunodefi-

ciency virus (HIV) cannot survive outside

the body for more than a few seconds. HIV
is transmitted primarily through blood,

semen, and vaginal secretions and re-

quires direct contact and transference.

Ask Us is prepared by the Peer Sexuali-

ty Education Program at University

Health Services. Questions should be sent

there.
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JOIN THE OTHER 300

UMASS STUDENTS WHO
ARE GOING TO HAVE
A BASH THIS JANUARY

LAST CHANCE
FOR SUGARBUSH

Final Payment due

Friday, Dec 9

thru

Thursday, Dec. 10th

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

430 Student Union BIdg
A*-M*i im

"That's the thing nhoiit celrry - its so nothing that yiiu

can make it anything you want
"

— Una Dionne, T\C Bonn

Equinox at Mount Holyoke
EQUINOX - The Worcester Based band Equinox will make its l(x;al debut tonight at Porter Hall at Mount

Holyoke College at 9 p.m.

Featuring Chris Gainty on gutiar, Denis Gainty on bass, Henry Dormitzer on alto sax, and Chris Greamo
on drums, the band plays an as.sortment of Latin and jazz influenced r(x:k ranging from Hendnx and Santana

to Chick Corea and Wayne Shorter as well as originals. Dress is semi formal, and there will be a cash bar open

to those with proper identification.
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Work all Intersession as Inventory

Auditors $6.50/hottr to start

'^Guaranteed No Sales and
No Fast Food '

RGIS Inventory Specialists

Interviewing on Campus
One Day Only

Wed. Dec. 14 Campus Center

Room 101 10 am—6 pm
on the hour every hour

To set up interviews at home,
call the office nearest you:

508-832-61 52 —Worcester, Gardner, Natick

Framingham, Milford, Leominster,

Sturbridge, Marlboro, Athol.

508-975-5155—Lowell, Lawrence, Somerville,

Cambridge, Saugus, Peabody.

508-559-7603—Boston, Qiiincy, Braintree

Brockton, Middleboro, Hanover.

508-746-0821—Plymottth, Wareham, all of

Cape Cod, Kingston, Pembroke, MarshHeld,

New Bedford.
Sponsored by Stadcflt EmploYOiMit Ofllc*

$
$

HappY I
HoIidaYS I

from ^
Mike's

I
Westview k

Friday Night is Party Night at Mike's with

Mike's Famous Smorgasbord!!

December Specials

Girl Scout Cookies $2.00
Fireballs $1.50

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
|

50 Main St., Amherst
\

(across from Police Station) t

253-7018 I

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES •OPEN TIL 2 AM
j

LOVE & STILL i
STILL

EATING JB's...

JB's has all the Ingredients for a
strong and healthy relationship. A
super—deluxe roast beef sand-
wich for him and a veggie for her.
JB's keeps our bellies happy, our
faces are smiling and our hearts
are content. We love JB's morn-
ing, day, or night!!
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Slice-of-life sleeper,

Gun shoot expectations
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Okay, I have no idea how to tie these two
movies together. They have absolutely

nothing in common ... so I won't try. One
deals with three young working women
from a small seaport town, the other

follows a dedicated cop out to protect the

Queen of England on her visit to the US.

Jl :reening room

Mystic Pizza is the unlikely title of on»'

of the year's best films, a "sleeper" that

caught me off guard. Set in Mystic, Ct., it

concentrates on character study more than

plot. Daisy and Kat (played by Julia

Roberts and Annabel Gish, respectively)

are sisters from a poor ethnic family. Both

yearning for love, Daisy is the sexy and pro-

miscuous sibling, while Kat is the inno-

cent, bright and headed for Yale. Their best

friend Jojo, however, has found love, and

wants to keep it — as long as it doesn't

mean marriage (and with a strict Catholic

upbringing, this is difficult). The film

follows this trio through good times and

bad, ofler centered around their place of

employment: the Mystic Pizza Restaurant.

This is a "feelgood" kind of movie, one

that leaves you smiling, even after the sad

parts. There's no bad guys here, only times

when good people act badly out of frustra-

tion or hurt. You always know things will

work out. All three actresses, unknown for

now, are terrific. Each gives incredible

depth to their characters, and each leave

quite an impression. The script, by Amy
Jones, Alfred Uhry (who won the 1988

Pulitzer Prize for drama with his play Drill-

ing Miss Daisy), and others, is a perfect

balance of humor and heartache, always on

target.

Despite the unusual title. Mystic Pizza is

an affecting slice-oflife movie.

The second film introduces a new breed

of cop. one that blows Dirty Harry away.

In the first five minutes, he singlehanded-

ly breaks up a meeting of the world's most

dastardly leaders: Quadhaffi, Amin. the

Ayatoilah, even Gorbachev. Then it's back

to the US to break up a sinister plot

masterminded by Ricardo Montalban. Who

is this superman? It's Frank Drebbin,

detective-lieutenant from "Police Squad."

In The Naked Gun, Leslie Nielsen is

superb as the dim-witted officer, reprising

his role from the short-lived 1982 ABC
series Police Squad!. Falling for innocent

Priscilla Presley, he's suave when he asks

her out for "Viking Food," or sensitively

describes the loss of his first love (Girl dies

in a tragic blimp accident). The supporting

cast includes O.J. Simpson (the dedicated

partner who gets shot, beaten, clubbed, and

caught in a bear trap), and Reggie Jackson

in his "first dramatic role."

Masterminded by the trio responsible for

Airplane.', Zucker, Abrams, and Zucker

(ZAZ), The Naked Gun is a very funny

movie, one with more adult humor than

previous works. Best of all, the leads have

fun, and often resist the obvious jokes

(Montalban never talks about "Corinthian

Leather"). If stupid jokes and merciless

parody are your thing, don't miss this film.

Opening at the local theaters are two

more holiday comedies (humor seems to be

in this season). Twins has been advertis-

ed for months, pairing opposites Arnold

Schwartzenegger and Danny Devito as

identical twins seperated at birth, now

reunited for a special mission. Directed by

Ivan Reitman (Ghostbusters), I figured it

would either be very funny or terrible, but

amazingly, advance word suggests the

former.

My Stepmother is an Alien, starring

Dan Aykroyd and Kim Basinger, is an

uneven farce with an excellent perfor-

mance by Basinger and some genuinely

funny moments, but the script gets badly

off track towards the end. It's still worth

a look if you're in a mindless mood.

Madam Sousatzka is a Shirley Mac
Claine vehicle, one she's gotten rave

reviews for. She plays an eccentric piano

teacher who has a positive impact on a new

student. As she says, "I teach not only how

to play, but how to live." I bet. It's playing

at the Amherst Cinema.

Answer to last week's trivia question: An
American Werewolf in London was the first

film to win an Academy Award for

Makeup. Talented Rick Baker took the

gold statuette home.

This weeks trivia question: What was the

name of the "Dread Pirate " that had such

a reputation in The Princess Bride?

Images open Monday
"Essential Images," a BFA thesis exhibition by Phillip A. Robertson and Linda

M. Lewis opens Monday and will run through Saturday Dec. 17 in Hampden

Gallery. Robertson, whose works are oil on paper and canvas, focuses on the use

of expressive color and form; while Lewis, whose work consists of paintings done

in acrylic and oil, focuses on images which act as symbols of expression of human

emotion.
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Old '^ap§
Prints &-•

l.Town Plans^
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MASSACHISETTS
TOWN MAPS from

the 19th century

Madame
Sousatzka

Starring Shirley MacLaine

2 Showings 7 & 9:1 5 Adults $3.50

Introducing the

TBEUVi>SU
RTE 9 HAPLFY * SS4-1603 Mon-Sun ,6 a m -Spm » Sun

.
Noon-6

Special:
BOARS HEAD DELUXE
BOILED HAM SUB

$1.99
Reg. $2.45

Also: With the purchase of any sub you recieve a

Free bag of New York Deli Potato Chips

Expires 12/15/88

Flies, Beef, Roach and a Treat

By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

Saad didn't show up tonight; Jen is piss-

ed; I was down here doing some gross

things with the photo chemicals so Live

Wire has been handed to me. I've got no

remorse for ole Saad. He and I haven't

quite seen eye to eye since he stiffed me
in a business transaction. The business

wasn't strictly legal so I ended up the big

loser. I've never been a money man.

Last year Max Roach received enough
"no strings" grant money to finance a

private fleet of stealth bombers and yet

he still prefers travelling around in a gut-

ted Greyhound bus playing gigs. It's a

good thing too because, at 64, Max is still

a hound on the drums. He's a must see on

Saturday night at the FAC with the Jazz

All Stars.

The rhythm crsize goes on at the Iron

Horse. Last week it was The Feelies and

this Friday it is The Horseflies. They look

like any other early baby boom yippie

types from Ithaca but they've been getting

rave reviews from all corners of the music

scene and beyond.

I once saw Sleepy LaBeef at the Sport-

smen's Lounge in Millis, Massachusetts.

Toxic waste dumping in Millis has

prevented I.Q. frx)m reaching three figures

and the audience acted accordingly. Most

eventful was a fight between a girl with

a satin Iron Maiden jacket and the local

idiot's doberman. Sleepy rocked up a

storm during the whole mess. I can't

guarantee that degree of animal madness

on Saturday at the U-Joint but you might

get lucky.
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^̂ Center for Transportation Studies

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Room t-l23A T»lopHo«v

77 MaaMCftuaMS MaMKhuaMts (•17)

AWftU# 031 3t 3S3-S320

Graduate Programs
at

MIT
in

Transportation and Logistics

including

Urban Transportation

Rail, Air. Transit, Ocean, &

Highway Transportation

Logistics

Transportation Planning & iManagement

Transportation Systems Analysis

Transportation Engineering

For more information, please call or

write at the address listed above.
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MY STEPMOTHER
IS AN ALIEN
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WMI DISNfYS

OLIVER AND
COMPANY

CHILD'S PLAY
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TEQUILA SUNRISE
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Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-514

Sunday's movies arc: (9:00)

**A Charlie Brown Christmas" and

'•Miracle On 34th Street
.»»

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••**•*
t Drink of the Week Beer of the Month J
J Bourbon & Ginger $1.50 BECKS $1.75 J
••••••••••••••*•••••••*****
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FLAME
RETARDANT

» -FOLDING
ff^ BRANCHES

DROP INTO
PLACE
KEEP
CARTON
FOR
STORAGE
TREE
STAND
INCLUDE

MASSACHUSETTS STORES '"'"^vr-

OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HADLEY
SUNDAY 12-6 • MON-SAT 10-9

CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS

SATURDAY 10-9 • SUNDAY 10-9 • MON-FRI 10-9

REGISTER TO WIN
SUNOCO MINI

NASCAR RACER

SCOTCH
PINE

2-PIECE
EASY ASSEMBLY
FOLDAWAY

iiDriQi

CONNECTICUT STORES
OPEN 7 DAYS

MON - SUN 10 AM TO 9 PM
ROUTE 5 - EAST WINDSOR

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.. WEST HAVEN
ROUTE 184. GROTON
(OPP GROTON MOTOR INN)

50 SQ. FT. PACKAGE
CHRISTMAS PAPER
PLUS 12 GIFT TAGS
Sugg. ^^AA
Retail ^S^vU
$4000

GUARANTEED FRESH

BRACKS

i \%

CANDY

jStViS4 •"

f-#i|

.VVi ti
Ruble bought over 300,000 bags

Vjii V 1 because they changed the package

r* iill NORMALLY

*-^ 59c TO 79c

Wl^ EACH 3$1W BAGS I

v^ DUCK PUPPET ^53^ ^388

CHRISTMAS DESIGN

HAND TOWELS99- '1"
°"' '*^780

SNOOPY CHRISTMAS Value

OVEN MITT S4'' $j48

18"KARLAD0LU^o^5688
8 INCH SPIRAL

CANDLES 6J1
V't CHRISTMAS SHAPED Value

'A POTHOLDERS »2m $^49

•/.

%

r:

f.

LIVINGROOMS ^299

BEDROOM SETS M49

>'cDINETTE SETS H39

3
PC
4
PC

CARPET BUY-OUT
Values M2 to over ^30 Sq.Yd.

S$g:.$7:^$ftJQ^
tftf ^^¥D YD ^^ YD ^^ YD

1989 CALENDAR TOWELSm"'^ ° $10?

CHRISTMAS NEEDLECRAFT KITS 50% OFF OUR
PRICES

RED OR GREEN FABRIC

TABLECLOTHS
70 Round or 60" x 86" or

52" X 70" 60" X 1
04'

N
O
W

CHRISTMAS
DESIGN

FLANNEL BACKED
52" X 52"

>;^jr Value $025
* Vuliw

S429

52" « 90" or 60" Round
V.1U. «o85

$325
or 60" P

$3J

12" SANTA FACE
WALL OR DOOR
DECORATION
Regular

$"139 N

wm$g88 s$788

THEY GOOFED-UP! OAKLAND LOST
American League Champion Oakland Athletics lost to

the Dodgers. Somebody forgot to tell the screen printer.

Or maybe It was just wishfuhhinking.

ajUlMpDl 4 Color Screens

Poly/Cotton

Official License

T-SHIRTSs$988
VALUE ^^^ w mm

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

80% OFF,

LAST
• tARo

[

TV and VKS VCn Into lh« Hoiletl

PRICES' >-"* *<'''<>'* s""o^*p*"*"<<i

rylhing I* Included to turn you>
HS

Welcome lo the

ULTIMATE
DIMENSION
in Action Gaines

This is NOT
2 Dimensional

Computer
Graphics -

THIS IS

REAL!!

UNIT

STEREO headphones]

V^ORLOSOFWONOEB

The Ac..onMa« G'-"' System le's

you compete in the world ot live

action VHS Movie*

LIMI'EO

90 DAY
WARRANTY

ANOTHER
TRAILERLOAD

JUST
ARRIVED

ADDITIONAL GAME VIDEOS
Value

19950

^|i^C«^ CATALOG

BUY-OUT
•Misses

Separates

• Poly /Cotton

• Machine

Washable

•Made in USA
•Black

•Grey

•Claret/Red

• Red/Grey

•Winter White

Tunic Length Floppy Turtleneck

Mock Turtleneck with V Ribbing

Straight Skirt • Keeps the Look Lean

Pleated Skirt with Elastic Waist
•Soft Oversized Cardigan with Tie Be lt

CATALOG
PRICES
N
o
|w

5^26°Oto$42oo
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UMass, must protest

Dukakis' budget cuts
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis must not truly care about the

University of Massachusetts — its students, faculty, and its

ability to do important research — as Wednesday saw the

fourth budget cut for UMass in 16 months.

UMass President David C. Knapp said the University will

probably increase student fees by up to $50 for the semester

that begins in January. The UMass/Amherst budget as a whole

was cut by three percent, or approximately $5 million. The

University's 2-week-old hiring'freeze will continue, UMass of-

ficials say, and layoffs are under discussion.

Every student at UMass should protest this latest budget

cut by either travelling to Boston, or certainly by writing to

Gov. Dukakis.
Send your letters to:

Goi;. Michael S. Dukakis
Statehouse

Boston, Mass. 02133
We must work together or we will as a University suffer.

Fewer classes and tuition hikes will only scratch the surface

of the damage that a $5 million budget cut will have on UMass.

Please protest. >

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the

Collegian board of editors

Notes from the basement

Winter ducks and late

graduates abound at UMass

Thanks for the songs, UMass
On behalf of the students of Amherst Col-

lege, the Amherst College Board of Gover-

nors wishes to recognize the good will ex-

pressed by the University of Massachusetts

students who came to sing at Amherst on

Sunday night. This impromptu gesture of

friendship was greatly appreciated and

served to demonstrate that a more positive

relationship between our two schools is

readily obtainable. The establishment of a

dual tradition of both caroling and

snowball fighting could serve to build new

bridges between students of both schools.

We commend the students who took the in-

itiative to make this unprecedented event

possible. In addition, we wish to thank all

the UMass students who made our carol-

ing expedition a success by joining us on

Tuesday evening. While the students of

Amherst thoroughly enjoy the competitive

spirit of the annual snowball fight, we hope

that in the future it can be limited to ex-

changes of snowballs among participants,

and that the amicable atmosphere of Sun-

day night will prevail. Thanks again

UMass. and Happy Holidays!

Amherst College Board of Governors

False information slanders JFK
I had the great displeasure of reading an

article in the Collegian by Rusty Denton

("The truth behind the man, the myth, the

legend" Dec. 6) about President John F.

Kennedy.

Denton began with absolutely irrelevant

accusations concerning the business prac-

tices of the Kennedy family and alleged ex-

tramarital affairs. He then continued on

with deceiving and outright wrong

.statements concerning certain decisions of

Kennedy s adminstration, like tape recor-

dings, economic policies, and an assassina-

tion plot against Ngo Dihn Diem.

First, tape recording has been used in

every administration from the time the

device was invented. Second, JFK's

economic policy of cutting taxes and in-

creasing government spending is basic

Keynesian economics, imitated by Presi-

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said recently

state budget cuts might keep some seniors

from graduating on time, because

necessary courses might be cut. That's

right, you've sweated through three-and-

a half years here, just so mismanagement

in Boston will cost you another $3,000 and

six months of your life.

But hey. autumn is Amherst's prettiest

season.

dent Ronald Reagan.

Third, Kennedy did not order the

assassination of Diem, the CIA did because

they felt he wasn't as interested in main-

taining the South Vietnamese war effort

as he was own power. Lastly, I will not

make excuses for the Bay of Pigs. However,

it is important people know that JFK was

reluctant to carry out this mission but did

so in an effort to silence "hawks" in Con-

gress and our beloved CIA, who was, in-

cidentallv, stressing the necessity of

asassintating Fidel Castro. Kennedy ab-

solutely refused that recommendation,

would advise that Denton get his informa-

tion from reliable historical sources, in-

stead of the back pages of the National En-

quirer.

Mike Trudel
Amherst

Nancy Klingener

Outgoing editor in chief Pedro Pereira,

a hopefully graduating senior, has a solu

tion to this mess, in the spirit of the

SilkoffRabinowitz solution to university

problems: 'If that happens to me," he said,

•ni sue."
« * *

President-elect George Bush met this

week with college presidents from all over

the country to get their views on education.

Absent from the group were any of the Five

College presidents, who held their own

meeting before Thanksgiving, called 'An

Educational Agenda For the Next Ad
mini.stration But, Bush did select present

Education Secretary Lauro F. Cavazos to

continue in his position, as Chancellor Duf-

fey recommended.
* * *

A question for the philosophy depart-

ment: If a C 5A screams overhead and no

one from Amherst hears it, does it make

any noise?

People in this town are too upset about

the C 5A's from Westover Air Force Base.

I live in Amherst and I've never been an-

noyed by a C-5A. Where I live the train is

louder, and afler a week, you don't notice

that either.

Suppose we succeed in banning C-SA's

from flying over Amherst. Very good.

They're still going to be flying somewhere.

Not in my backyard' is translated to Not

in my airspace.'
* * *

Time to review this semester's winner of

most letters to the editor. The semester:

surprise, it's Alan Ditmore, who wrote a

letter about a POW MIA flag he didn't like

Thirteen people responded to Ditmore, the

largest response to a submission in three

semesters Runners up are Pam McCarthy

with 11, and Rusty Denton with 10 Gone

from the list is last semester's winner,

Stuart Gottlieb, who only receieved two let-

ters this fall.

By the way, letters to the editor were way

down from last semester when Gottlieb got

24 and Denton 22 What's up folks, cat got

your typewriter?
* • *

The Collegian reported this week that

the nostrils of ducks on the Campus Center

pond might ice over and the ducks might

suffocate in winter.

So brush up on mouth to-mouth, if you're

an animal lover.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian columnist

Dickinson was 'no coward soul'
"The soul selects her own society — then

— shuts the door." Emily Dickinson, born

in Amherst on December 10, 1830, chose

the society of self.

It is often society's inability to unders-

tand Dickinson's lifestyle, which terms her

a "madwoman." Her etheral need for

thought, and what University of

Massachusetts Professor David Porter

understands as a "menacing ascendance of

consciousness," contributed to Dickinson's

withdrawal. Her reclusive lifestyle was as

unconventional as her poetry. This poetry

was the eruption of her hightly involved

thought; it erupted from the depths of in-

trospection — powerful, intense, but very

controlled. Who would have thought

Amherst housed such a fine mystery as

this?

Although after age 23 Dickinson did not

see many visitors, she maintained contact

with a wide variety of correspondents. Let-

ters became her sound interaction with

society as .she stated in 1869: "A letter

always feels to me like immortality

because it is the mind alone without cor-

poreal friend."

Dickinson was a precursor to the modern

period of literature, while evolving from

19th century romanticism. Her steadfa.st

pursuit ofthe "unknown" became an obses-

sion — her poetry dealing with the abstrac-

tions of self, life, death, and immortality

collectively represent the majority of her

canon (1775 poems). "Life is the finest

secret" wrote Dickin.son in 1870, a secret

which captured her attention and
motivated her linguistically to explore the

intangible.

Dickinson was "Called Back" on May 15

in 1886. Perhaps on this day shu resolved

her conflict of curiosity. At her funeral

Dickinson was pronounced "No coward

soul," and justly so; she sought the stranger

within herself, a stranger who could suf

fice for the external world, and a stranger

who could sustain a highly self-conscious

experience of life.

C. Brett Marottoli
Amherst

JFK deserves praise, not criticism
In Rusty Denton's article ('Kennedy: The

truth behind the man, the myth, and the

legend," Dec. 5) many of Denton's 'truths'

are not only contracdicting, but also

misleading.

John Fitzgerald Kennedy was a man who

cared deeply in public service and the ad-

vancement of America. In his short tenure

as President, JFK was able to accomplish

many positive progrmas, that far outweigh

his faults.

By developing the Peace corps, he in-

spired millions of Americans to help the

world's underprivileged. While much fo the

nation had a feeling of ambivalence

towards civil rights, Kennedy fervently

spoke in favor of civil rights.

Moreover, it was not Kennedy that

ordered the assassination of Diem. Rather,

it was Henry Cabot Lodge, the Ambassador

to South Vietnam, who urged Vietnamese

Generals to as.sasinate Diem.

Of couse Kennedy was disheartened with

the turn of events at the Bay of Pigs, but

he was not the initiator. It was the Dulles

brothers from the Eisenhower Administra-

tion who pressured Kennedy into following

through with the invasion.

There was tremendous pressure from the

Republicans for Kennedy to be "Tough on

Communism." It is important to unders-

tand that in that time period it was wide-

ly accepted that America should be "Tough

on Communism," whether you were a

Democrat or a Republican. To compare

the economic situration of the 60's to that

of the 80's is ludicrous. First, Kennedy

could get away with spending and borrow-

ing more money because we still had a

strong reserve of cash. It has only been

since the 70's that people have been con

cerned about the national deficit. We didn't

have one when Kennedy was in office. We
weren't in economic competition with

Japan or Europe yet and the gold standard

was still high, so we could afford to spend

more. To compare J.F.K. to Reagan with

respect to spending is unfounded. Reagan

has accumulated a national deficit more

than the deficits of Washington to Carter

combined.
Finally, and least important, it was

Franklin Rosevelt, not Kennedy who in-

itiated the practice of taping Oval Office

conversations.

J.F.K. was a president who inspired

thousands and I think it's important to

remember him becau.se of what the did for

this country. Through his actions, he en

thralled the American public by reaffirm

ing their own beliefs.

Bob Johnston
University Democrats
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Wrap up this semester wiih sav- //
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ings on this seas( )irs hottest hits. //

Save on cassettes. IPs and
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compact discs. And don't for- 'i

get Record Town's great se- f/ ^
lection of hiank audio and

video tape and compact

dist storage and carr\

cases. Record

Town is your one-

stop source for e\ er\ -

one on your gift list -

including yourself.

fiurr>' in, sale ends 12/11/88.
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CS LP S6.88: CO S12 88 CS LP S6 88; CO $12.88 CS LP S6 88; CO S12 88

Scroogtd

Ongtnn Itotion PKtut* Sountmck

W VARIOUS AR-nSTS

CS LP $6.88; CD S12 CS LP S6.88; CO $12.88

BON JOVI
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SwicMial Ten^ncici .

How Win I lougti Tomorrow
Wtwn I Can't Evan S<thI« Today

AEROSMITH
Gems

CS LP $6.88; CO $12.88 CS LP $6.88; CO $12.1 CS LP $6.88; CO $12.88

LIVING COLOUR
VIVID A.

Op«r> Ladar I
v. a i.sndk)«<d»

CS LP $6.88; CD $11 88 Double Album Set

CS LP $10 88; CD $13 88

MUSIC A VfOEO
Hadlcy, Hampshire Mall • 586-6351

VKA

WMUA hosts five

bands in Bluewall
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Today is WMUA Day. and that means
that YOU should get yourself down to the

Blue Wall Cafe for the most mind blowing

concert you'll see any time this year.

The event kicks off at 6:30 p.m. with jazz

double-bass maestro. Avery Sharpe and

his trio, whose eclectic mix of styles will be

followed by the Latin-infused sounds ofOr-

chestra de Chevere.
Later on in the evening the focus turns

to rock, with the much-improved Amherst

band, the Lonely Moans whose new 45,

"Rockin' Nerd," on the very excellent Am-
phetamine Reptile record label, is currently

riding high on WMUA's playlist.

Then things really begin to hot up when
New York groovy grungemeisters, the

Reverb MFs take to the stage for some

serious audience mind reprogramming,

and finally, ju.st when you think that your

brain cells have had enough pummeling,

the utterly fearsome Bullet Lavolta will

crack open your cranium with their nuclear

pile-driver punk energy.

Okay, I know what you're going to say:

"I've never heard of any of these bands.

Why should I go?"

Well, for a start with tickets priced at $2
if you're a Five College student and $4 if

you're not, you won't have a cheaper night

out this year, and with a line-up as strong

and as varied as this one, what have you
got to lose?

Secondly, the money you spend will go to

WMUA, which ultimately means that it

comes back to you in the form of their ex-

cellent and diverse programming. Put it

this way, if you like the show and want to

hear more of the music, you won't find it

on any other station.

WMUA needs your support. Between this

event and the ongoing "Telethon, the sta-

tion is hoping to raise $25,000, making up
one quarter of its budget for the next fiscal

year. Drastic cuts in state education fun

ding mean that the University is itself hav-

ing to make cut-backs which affect

registered student organizations such as

WMUA. But you can help, both by going

to the WMUA Day concert and by respon-

ding to the Telethon. Who knows what
could happen if every UMass student

pledged $2 to their very own radio .station

. . . See ya tonight!

CollrKian photo by (irarmr Thomnon

Bullet LaVolta blast their stufT at New York City's CBGB's during
the College Music Journalist Marathon last October.

—-Ijilc^^̂ BEERBEER
CASE SPECIALS
MILLER LITE
PIELS
ROLLING ROCK
ST. PAULI
MICHELOB SUITCASES

(Light & Dry Included)

ONES, FOURS SIXS AND TWELVES
HAFFENRAFFER 40 oz.

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2 Lt.

MICKEYS WIDE MOUTH 6 pk.

MOLSON GOLDEN 6 pk.

SAM ADAMS 6 pk.

CORONA 6 pk.

BUSCH 12 pk.

10.99

6.99

10.99

15.99

12.99

1.59

2.99

2.99
3.99

4.99

4.99

5.99

1988 BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU 4.99

JOSE CUERVO GOLD 750 ml
ABSOLUT VODKA 750 ml
FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L
FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L
RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75L

9.99

11.99

8.99

8.99

11.99

L.

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES

MC/VISA WE DELIVER
Located on Route 9, Hadley—Just beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8*174

Max Roach and Jazz All Stars hit FAC Concert Hall Saturday
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Once again the Jazz All Stars are play-

ing at the University of Massachusetts and,

once again, drummer Max Roach has found
a whole new group of friends to play with.

Tomorrow evening, Roach will hit the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall with Larry
Ridley and the Jazz Legacy Ensemble. As
usual the proceeds will benefit the Fletcher

Henderson Memorial Scholarship, which is

presented annually to a student in the

University's Afro-American Music and
Jazz Program.
In previous All Stars shows. Roach has

appeared with jazz greats like Ray Brown,
Stan Turrentine and Hank Jones. This is

the one time each year UMass students can
see Roach perform in all his eclectic glory.

Roach, 64, is a part-time professor of
music at the University. He has worked
with many of the biggest names in jazz,

among them, Charlie Parker, Thelonious
Monk, Bud Powell and Benny Carter.

Among his peers, he is considered one of
the most influential and talented drum-
mers alive.

Throughout his career. Roach has made
hundreds of recordings with musicians
from all parts of the musical spectrum: the
Boston Pops, Japan's Koto Drummers, hip-

hop artist Fab Five Freddie and crossover

jazz-classical artists Kronos Quartet are

among the acts he has worked with. The
percussion ensemble M'Boom, which has
been performing off and on for the last two
decades, was Roach's brainchild.

New York's Jazz Legacy Ensemble con-

sists of Larry Ridley on bass, Virgil Jones
on trumpet. Junior Cook on tenor sax.

Larry McClellan on trombone, Charlie Per-

sip on drums, Ed Stoute on piano and Jann
Parker on vocals.

Those ofyou who don't have tickets just

might be able to get them for $9, $8 and
$7 if you're a student, $18, $16 and $14 if

you're a general public. Tickets are

available at the Fine Arts Center Box Of
fice. The show starts at 8 p.m.

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Thousands of Discount

New Books at 40-80% off

current new prices

SCI-FI. CHILDREN'S.
ART. HISTORY,

SPORTS, COOKING.
& I^ORE!'

VALLEY
BOOKS

Downtown Amherst

(199 N. Pleasant St.)

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

Ooen til 8 Dec 12-23

Visa/MC 256-1508

H\F r llOfOlXttS AND CONffCIIONS

GIFTS • CHOCOLATE *

SECRET SANTAS •

63 North Pleasant St 58 "^lan S
Amherst (413) 253-5589 Norlhamoton (41 3i :86-4i6C

Max Roach

HUNAN GOURMET
^^ CHINESE RESTAURANT^
AE3VOCATEBEST

OF THE

VALLEY
READERS POEL

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for votng

for us in the Best of the Valley Pol.

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northan^rton*585-0202•Ample Parldng

Open 7 days a week»MO MSO
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

Same Bat Channel
Hampshire Mall, Route 9

586-8775

Atillas 2
Urtiiipshiti- \lttll. Mddirs

IMIKWIIOWI SWnUU Ills

GYBOS • STROMBOU
SOUVLAKI • PITA CLUB

BAKLAVA • HAM SPEEDIES

VSaETARIAN DEUGHT
AND

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

ALL OUR PnA BREAD
IS FRESHLY BAKED!

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

NOW TRY OUR BEST!

SPORTS! SPORTS!
ALL YOUR SPORTS

WEAR NEEDS

T-shirts - Hats

Sweatshirts

Jackets - Jerseys

Sweatpants

Much,

Much More

HAMPSHIRE MALL
(across from the cinemas)

NHL • MLB • NCAA
NFL • NBA • NFL

NBA • NHL • NCAA

Ponts Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

la>]^^
Bracelets @ @ Leather tT^

\^ I
1 «•"

Chains

Chinese
Shoes

Socks

Sweaters

Cards

UAiUUU
ift . ft . «:» . <^ <•

i*'«'»'>'i***i**'>

India Print
Bedspreads

Posters
Tins Candy

TttTtllTrl

Area

Rugs

il SO to f5n%
off selected

SClothing ^ornng

Blouses Skirts Dresses

9PM Mhaap Dec 5 -23
Veekniqhts An^fc^rat Pec 12-23

ERCPNTILE .S"?'?:^,
Daily 10-6

Horthampton-18 Center St

ll^Amherst-Carrtage Shops^f

SANTA?*'^

Gifts from 290 to 4.99

amhersl/northamplon
daily & Sunday
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Take two Phishing trips this weekend
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Every once in awhile, a band comes

along that just cries out to be noticed. In

fact, there are times when it becomes

clear that a group is destined for success.

Burlington Vermont, a little known but

very active bastion of musical activity, is

home to the band Phish: a rock quartet

that can only be described as amazing.

Drawing compositional influence from

Frank Zappa, emulating the "straight

from the heart" feel of the AUman
Brothers and posessing the power of Led

Zeppelin, Phish (led by

guitarist. vocalist songwriter Trey

Anastasio* have arrived at a unique style

all their own, and their relentless

schedule of touring, practicing, and recor

ding illustrates their hunger for recogni-

tion, both commercial and musical

Anastasio began writing "songs" when

he was in the fourth grade, .\mazingly.

two of his primitive arrangements (com-

posed at the ripe old age of 12 1 have stood

the test of time, and both "Golgi Ap
paratus" and "Makisupa Policeman" re-

main staples of the band's live show.

Anastasio began playing guitar in the

11th grade, and now, seven years later,

in spite of his accomplished fretboard

skills, he continues to write on piano.

"For the song Foam 1 wrote 14 pages of

music. I wrote out everyone's parts, went

over what I wanted for a drum part with

John, and then we just put it together,"

he said. "I don't really play the piano well.

I just write on it. The better I get at

writing, the easier and easier everything

is."

The Phish formula is tough to pinpoint.

At their own admission, the band is ex-

ploring jazz styles more intensely; im-

provising, playing over unorthodox chord

changes and more or less just stretching

them.selves out. However, while songs like

"The Lizards" and the instrumental

"David Bowie" hint at some possible fu-

sion influences, chances are you won't

find many Al DiMeola or John

McLaughlin discs in Anastasio's

collection.

"Led Zeppelin ..."
About as straightforward an answer as

you could hope for when asking the ques-

tion: "What band(s) made you want to

pick up the guitar?" The Page influence,

far reaching in all aspects of rock guitar,

is evident but certainly not overbearing

in the Phish sound; and while at times

Anastasio pulls off the guitar heroics, it's

drummer John Phishman's hard hitting

technique that is so reminiscent of the

Zeppelin powerhouse approach.

Phish are a band that have taken their

influences to an expansive limit. Even

their carefully selected covers credit their

musicianship. From Lynyrd Skynyrd's

"Ballad of Curtis Loew " to Frank Zappa's

"Peaches en Regalia," Phish give a nod

to the original artist, and take the piece

to new heights.

Phish is an institution in the Burlington

club scene, and they've toured as far as

Colorado. Mainatining a grueling six hour

a day practice schedule, the band is

preparing for the release of their first

album, a two disc effort.

"We're gonna record the album
ourselves, then look into all the label

stuff." Anastasio said. "We'll get the

master tapes, and then shop them around.

We're going for what we want to do . . .

a lot of people have said we shouldn't

make it a double album, for commercial

reasons."

"We can't decide which are our best

songs," he continued, "and our songs are

like 14 minutes long. We're going to

record what we think is good, and if peo-

ple don't like it . . . fuck it."

Perhaps Phish won't get the same
amount of airplay they would if they were

from say . . . Athens. Georgia, but people

will like them. People do like them.

"Our audience is great. People come to

the shows, and they request our originals.

That's just . . . great," he said.

Anastasio and tne rest of Phish (Page

McConnell/piano, Mike Gordon/bass and

John Phishman/drums) come to the

Valley this weekend. Sheehans in Nor-

thampton is the host for tonight's show,

and tomorrow night the band will be at

the Red Barn at Hampshire College. Get

out and do some Phishing.

Burlington band Phish
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SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS

$1025
ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
DURING SEMESTER BREAK

SPECIAL 2-5 WEEK STUDENT PROGRAM: BEGINS
AFTER EXAMS

GAIN VALUABLE RFSUME EXPERIENCE IN

MARKETING, ADVEI ISING. PUBLIC RELATIONS &
SALES PROMOTIOI*

INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIP POSSIBLE FOR NEXT
SEMESTER

BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

FOR EARLY CONSIDERATION NEAR
YOUR HOME TOWN, CALL NOW

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

BOSTON (WEST & SOUTH) SUBURBS
NASHUA NH/LOWELL AREA
GREATER RHODE ISLAND AREA
PORTSMOUTH NH AREA
WORCESTER AREA
WAKEFIELD AREA & N. SUBURBS
SOUTHEAST MASS

617-449-

603-891-

401-946-

603-964-

508-852-

617-246-

508-763-

4362
1545
0150
8997
1680
5308
3569
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For Your Information
Caroling
The Newman Student Association invites everyone to

join in Christmans caroling tonight. Those interested

should come to the front lobby of the Newman Center at

8 p.m. Refreshments will be served after the caroling has
ended.

Chanukah services

Judaic studies professor Julius Lester is scheduled to

perform services from 7 to 9 tonight in rooms 804 to 808
of the Campus Center.

Reception
A reception sponsored by Index, the UMass yearbook,

is scheduled to be held from 2 to 4 today in rooms 1001

to 1002 of the Campus Center. Admission is free.

Coffee social

There will be a coffee social from 3 to 5:30 today in rooms
811B to 815 of the Campus Center. Admission is free.

Christinas dance
A Christmas dance is scheduled to be held at 6 p.m.

tomorrow in room 163C of the Campus Center. The dance

is being sponsored by the Vietnamese Students Organiza-

tion, and admission is free.

Kodakon seminar
A Kodakon martial arts seminar is scheduled from 10

a.m. to 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in Boyden Gym. Admission
is free.

Film series

A film series is scheduled to be held from 1 to 6 p.m.

tomorrow in room 101 of the Campus Center. The series

is sponsored by the Chinese students organization, and
admission is free.

Rainforest group meeting
The Massachusetts Rainforest Action Group is schedul-

ed to meet at 7 p.m. Sunday in the Grace Episcopal Church
next to the Amherst Common. The meeting is open to the

public.

Bird club meeting
The Hampshire Bird Club has scheduled its annual

winter party for 7:30 p.m. Monday at the Hitchcock Center

in Amherst. The meetmg, which is open to the public, is

where members show favorite slides of any nature sub-

ject. Also, plans will be made for the Christmas Bird

Count, which is scheduled for Sunday, Dec. 18. The
meeting is free.

Argument prompts
knife threat

Police responded to reports of an argument that had
broken out in Baker Residence Hall Wednesday. Dur
ing the argument one of the people allegedly produced
a knife and threatened the other.

The victim will seek a complaint in court.

In other police reports:

• A necktie, tie cilp, and parking decal worth $100
were reported stolen from a vehicle parked in Lot 64

Wednesday.
•A staff member reported Wednesday that 10 cassette

tapes and a pair of pants worth $80 were stolen from the

Tower Library.

• A 50-year-old Springfield man was arrested on an
outstanding warrant Wednesday on Infirmary Way.
• A radar detector worth $70 was reported missing
from a vehicle which had its window smashed Wednes-
day in E Lot near the stadium.

• A mountain bicycle vi^orth $500 was reported stolen

from a rack at Butterfield Residence Hall Wednesday.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES

UMASSSKI CLUB

IF YOU'RE GOING ON THE

BUSH BASH?? SIGN UP NOW!
(SPACES VERY LIMITED)

Room 430, Student Union
$215 for Members
Now Accepting Mastercard/Visa

SUGARBUSH VALLEY January 22-27, 1989

The Collegian
is looking

for Night Editors
and

Copy Editors
for

Spring Semester

Apply in the
News Room

to Yana Dlugy

Deadline
Tuesday, Dec. 13

at 5:00 p.m.
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AP Photo

SOLDIERS HELP - Army soldiers carry an earthquake victim to
a aelicopter pad in Spirrak, northern Armenia, yesterday for
transport to Yerevan hospital. Spirrak was one of the areas
devestated by the earthquake.

AMHERST CHINESE
FOOD

-WE DO NOT USE V.SG, FOOD COLORING OR
• NEWLY REMODELED CHEMICAL
• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN DISHES ADDITIVES
• HOME STYLE COOKING

nwLyinvuo.

• N0N-SM0K1N3 ATMOSPHERE
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM [=

• EACH WEAL INDI\'IDUALLY PREPARED "=

• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
. EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 253-7835
. OPEN 7 DAYS *^^ 'Z^Z
• RESERVATIONS AND 253-281

3

LARGE PARTIES ACCEPTED 62 main street
• NO PERSONAL CHECiCS AMnEPST. va

}=?^

RENT/\WRECK

N«w AUMdC
True** A y/mrn aim Avaiabta

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wr«cfc
Rt.^No.AfnfMrst

549-RENT

UQUORS
18 1VI»n SLBoiHUtouiJi Amlipr^ 253-5441

Liquors: ••" • iiunfm<—,utn„uuiuH -Ill" iimmiinmini

Jim Beam Bourbon 80° $8.99 liter

Root Beer, Strawberry & Peach Schnapps
$3.99750 ml

Kimnoff Vodka 80° $8,991.75 liter

Bacardi Rum80° Silver or Amber..$12.99 1.75 liter

Absolut or Stoly 80° $19.99 1.75 liter

Cuervo Especial Tequila $19.99 1.75 liter

Wines: •'•'"»"""""••' Mim""»»'«"« iimniiii hiiiiihiimiih"" <

Bosca Asti Spumante $4.99 750 ml

Cooks X-Dry or Brut Champagne $3.99 750 ml

Sutter Home Sparkling White Zinfandel$5.99 750 ml

^\ Qi%iiB**«i«fa Sparkling Rose Blush. ..$2.99 750 ml
yfi% apuniasttf

^^^/o ott 3 bots;20% off 6 bots; 30% off case

B AAVe'iiiiii iMiiiimm • ihhhmm iimmiim I iiiiiiin m

Becks Light or Dark botts.$4.50 6 pk. +dep.

Dos Equis XX Beer
$4.15 6 pk. + dep.; $15.95 case + dep,

^ MOOSEHEAD BEER ^

3.70 6 pk. +deD.; 312.99 cse. ^dep.
FOSTER'S LAGER

S3.99 6 pk. +dep.; $1.60 + 25 oz. '% ^
The LOWEST Prices in or about

Amherst.
WE OFFER OFF CAMPUS ^^5,

^^ DELIVERY...253-5441 *^$^^*

Proper I.D. Required, always... *

Please. ..Don't Drink and Drive!
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Congressmen schooled
about important issue
CAMBRIDGE, (AP) - A special class of

freshmen enters Harvard this week; new-

ly elected congressmen who will be school-

ed by experts on such thorny political

issues as the national economy, AIDS and
foreign intelligence.

The five-day series of private seminars

beginning Thursday at Harvard Universi-

ty's John F. Kennedy School of Govern-

ment has been a biannual fixture since

1972, said school spokesman Steve Singer.

"Each year we've been getting higher

percentage of the new members attending

and it's become a very good way for the

members of the new congressional class to

get to know eachother," Singer said.

Topics covered in this year's session in-

clude a lecture on criminal justice by US
Attorney General Richard Thornburgh, a

breifing on education by Education

Secretary Lauaro Cavasos and a class on

the federal budget process led by Alice

Rivlin. former director of the Congressinal

Budget Office.

Former US Rep William Ratchford. a

Connecticut Democrat, said the Harvard
orientation was the most useful thing he

did in the days after the was first elected

in 1978.

It was an opportunity to hear from the

experts on issues in depth in a closed-door

situation where you cold ask the most basic

question without feeling silly about it,"

said Rachford, who was defeated in 1984

and now is a lawyer in Washington.

Ratchford co-chaired the 1982 session and

said the secondary benefit is that it offers

an academic oasis way form the hustle of

post-election politics and gives new con-

gressmen a chance to meet.

"It was away from the hurlyburly of

Washington," he said.

"This is a complete break away ... where

you can sit and listen and think."

The orientation is co-sponsored by the

House Administraton Committee. The
etiquette of congressional life, how to select

a staff and conduct day-to-day business is

handled in a Washington seminar,

organizers said. The Harvard excursion

focuses on academics.

The orientaton program is paid for and

by the House Administratn Committee and

private foundation grants.

This year, Tive members of the British

Parliament will join the class. Singer said.

He said 27 congressmen have registered

for the rigorous linup of seminars.

Third body found, search on
NEW BEDFORD (AP) - The third

woman identified yesterday among five

murdered bodies found in southeastern

Massachusetts was a drug addict with ties

to a seedy section of this fishing port, ac-

cording to the victim's mother.

As the search for a killer and for more
bodies continued, investigators identified

Debra Medeiros, 30, of Fall River, as the

first of five female bodies found between

July and December in a wooded roadside

area in the towns of Dartmouth and

Freetown.

Medeiros is believed to have died of

strangulation, according to Thomas
Gibney, a spokesman for Bristol County

District Attorney Ronald Pina. She was

reported missing by her family in Fall

River on May 27. Her partially clad body

was found July 3.

NEW AND
OLO COMICS

BASEBALL CARDS

MOVIE AND
ROCK POSTERS
-CHECK US OUT-

TREASURE ISLAND
MT. FARMS MALL

RTE. 9

HAOLEY. MA

3f

SUNDERLAND, MA
TEL. 665 2629

Welcome Julie!

6 Y^ars styling experience

FormallY of Style by Deborah
Welcome new & Old Customers

With this Ad $10.50 - haircut and Style dry (reg. 14.00)

Julie's hours Fri & Sat 9-3
Expires 12/17/88

••••••••••••••••••••••••'3f

NEW ENGLAND*
COUNTRY BREAKFAST

served 9ain-lpm

[ i Fresh Baked
Blueberry Muffins

n Homemade streusel

coffee cake

n Fresh squeezed juices Fl Eggs Benedict - The

best in the Valley I 1 Griddle cakes

LJ Country style sausage & bacon.

"Just a few of

the special items on
our new menu.

Serving our full

menu 1 :00 pm-9 pm
University Drive

Amherst I 1 549-5861
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

COLLEGIAN 13

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

'Say. honey didn't I meet you last night at ttM
feeding-trenry?"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

I TOBeCAlM
. INOHBR
' pom

I

HOU'SiTFtU.
TOFeep , ^_ SURPRISINOLY

Nice : Nice
ANP NATURAL.
IN FACT, I

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson

IT SNOWED LAST NlGWr

TVJRN ON U*E RADIO .'

MMBE -Vm CLOSED _

1

\

?

MMBE ™E SCUOOL ousts
All n^OZE UP.' MAN8E

TWE PR\HC\P*L CANT GET
OUT OF UlS ORWtWM .'

GETTING W IHCM Of A ^^
Stow IS L\IC£ WNNIUG //|^
10 CENTS \N TME

-—^"^
LOHEft^

.

and now a few words from. . .Celery By the Thursday Night Club

Jocu,THis K rr f^or v\i foa

Ei^^y. THg PRICE 6Pf=Ar^ H»5

T

MYa)USlN5 H^<E flCfK^

fUDNWreP AMD S>tl> o^J
LOMC» ^5 EVgN/ OMg ^TAui^

IajHC WI^S'Hfr •^fiSK€T5 V*MT1»«Ccf

Zero-Sum By Monte Morin

f\ UJoE^D '^0^- 6>C- &0

AkoOtil). THE UJt^o:-f

^^5~LJHAT rH£ F^r!

CANT you r.^iii(>rhi^ Ci^^ws

PoT oyT ^ N£u^^f£*^^

h^i> Notice thb

MtiEHCe or t CBRTAZtJ

STuOENT' Srfilfi?

:r All "^^^oik S£cK$

j.> A/oT SoHN^
lif^T fix ^^^^ AWiMST

r^£ WAt^. Ho Sl^.

CoUB&IAl^
AD

SPhCt

CoLUeZAH
AD

call:

"Part of the moon was failing down the west
Dragging the whole sky with it to the hills"

—Robert Frost, The Death of the Hired Man

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACMOSS
1 Living foo*Ti

.t«m

S H«aiing salve

9 Min« anirance

13 RfliatM

1

4

Concepiion of

pert»cfloo

!5Datfv
1 f Lady »vitn a fan

1

9

Facial area

20 Street and seed
21 Stretches tigntiy

23 Ricn. Old style

24 OMem s

tiaugntef

25 Teacners n an

ecoie

29 — practice

Imake ust oil

32 Rivef in NW
PratKe

33 Wheat
35 Site at an

arcnrtaclurai

iTiaswriMece

36 tMti saymg
37 Q«i*na. e g
38 Capek elastic

39 Consume'
41 George Burns

Ofop
43 — the muSic
44 Dakar s location

46 Lured
48 Peter or Paul

49 E>pert

40 Snoo piece of

music
53 Mockey

positions

57 Divir>g turd

58 Creator of

17 Across

60 Charley s

relative

61 Early Egyptian

62 Agree «rtn

63 Profryjntory

64 Has troude

65 Get the news

DOWN
1 Carpentry items

2 Stetnoeck

Character

3 Rve-tMiCk B#s

4 Moderateiv

slow •
•

5 AfKi*^'

6 Navai .

7 Actress Gram
8 f^ad planet

9 Where Tirana ii

capital

10 Character

aeated t^y

58 Across
1

1

Sacred linage

12 Mauls

15 Free
18 TitM m Turkey

22 Go Pad
25 Greek god d

mockery
26 Came up
27 Collection ol

studies Dy

58 Across

28 indulge

29 Beg
30 Cease-tire

31 PropMMa
scu*

34 Wor« ^n:'.

noises

43 Inane

45 Hood s weapon
4 7 Biro s crop

50 Actor Bates
51 LiCertine

52 Katmarwlus
continer»t

53 The Ballad ol

(Reading —
54 Nastase of ttie

;ourts

55 Morse poetry

56 Vl^se guy''

59 Second can
data

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS

13/9/18

^
^=!|?^

PP-

TT

^ IMI Lm Aaflrin Dem StaeicMt 12/9/88

Menu
Lunch Basics Ltinch

Hamburg on Roll

BrocolM and Cauliflower

Casserole

Dinner

Barbequed Ribs

Fisherman's Plate

Oatburger

Brocolli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Basics Dinner

Tofu Nut Loaf

Fisherman s Plate

r
Weather

Today. Flurries, high of 30
Tonight: Clear, cold and windy, low 15-20

Tomorrow: Flurries, high' in the upper 20's

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor [^ 19. Manny Trillo

Copy Editor Thom thumb Rodrigues
Layoot Tcchic Cindy Lu Who
Photo Tcciilt Ernest, who saved Christmas
Prodaclion Santa Mrs Claus
Production Elves:. .Mig doing bass. Merry doing alto,

Mickey doing tenor. Ferocious doing soprano, Pwee
twinkles the ivories as they work, and Peter is going to

Wate" France

Executive Board — Fall of 1988
' Pedro Pcrcira

Editor tn Chief

Rick Sasson

Manaflng Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial EdHor

1

Robert Ciappennelll

Easiness Manager

Marc Infield

Prodaclion Manager

Business Board •- Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelll

Easiness Manager
1

ISarbra Hlndln
AdveHlsIng Maniq|er

Daniel Monroe
Finance Manager

Debra Botzenhart

Advertising Manager

Todd Prahbelt

Ctrcalattea Manager

Mary HaYftnn
SvhKribtlou MaMger
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WORLD/NATION

The Japan Exchange and Teaching

Program seelts lo promoce mutual

understanding Det\»een Japan and

ihe L.S. by inviting young nauxe

peaken of Engitsh to Japan for a

year to teach English at

the local juiuor high

and senior high scnooi levels.

Term: One vear. August I. 1989 - Julv 31. 1990

Eligibibiv Requirements:

U.S. citizenship

age under 35 as of .August 1. 1989

at least a B.A. degree as ot .August I. 1989

.Applications must be postmarked no later than December IS.

1988. For further miormauon and applicatiom. please contact

Elizabeth Schaefer at the Japanese Consulate in Boston (6 IT)

i*T3-9T*:. or Chns Lucas at the J.E.T. Office at the Embassy in

Washington. (202) 939-6779

British add new words to language
in famous Register ofNew Words
LONDON (AP) — Previous euphemisms for lying are

now, to use the outdated word, inoperative. In the latest

British lingo, to withold the truth is to be "economical."

"Economical" has been enshrined in the Longman
Register of New Wor ds. among 1,200 words and phrases

including "plonker," "loadsamoney," "bonk journalism"

and "yah."

All, according to Longman's editor, John Ayto, have in-

sinuated themselves into the language of Chaucer,

Shakespeare and Dickens since 1986.

"Economical" owes its new meaning to court cases in-

volving "Spycatcher," the expose by former intelligence

official Peter Wright that the government tryed to supress.

In a court case in Australia over "Spycatcher," former

British civil service head sir Robert Armstrong admitted

he had previously been "econimical with the truth."

Economical" thus has come to be euphemism for

"deliberately withholding something form public

knowledge," the Register said.

"Sexy" has been tamed, now meaning attractive, en-

joyable or trendy, the Register said, but the language has

found new ways to talk about the birds and the bees.

The press' infatuation with sex has produced the term

"bonk journalism," defined in the Register as "journalism

concerned with obtaining and printing accounts of the sup-

posed sexual activities of well known people."

"Plonker," the insult which Del Boy constantly hurls

at his younger brother in the British Boradcasting Corp.

TV sitcom "Only Fools and Horses," has established itslef

as a synonym for a dim-witted and ineffectual person.

The Regi-ster regretfully chonicled a growing tendency,

blamed on the former 13 colonies, to use nouns as verbs:

"to nuke." a usage which was denounced as an "alarm-

ingly cozy" euphemism for starting World War III; "to

stiff." or fail in commercial venture, and "to gender" or

stereotypically associated something with men or women.
Several new words and phrases - the derogatory

"dependency culture" and "learned helplessness" along

with the approving "can do" - are owed to Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher.

She also is credited with reviving a term from her native

Lincolnshire: "frit." meaning someone who is frightened.

One of her wealthy supporters in the financial world is

now said to be "well-wedged," a real "loadsamoney."

• • • Amherst College Presents • • •

''Funniest bluegrass
band in America''

Sunday
Dec. 11, 1988
8:00 p.m. in the
Campus Center
"Frontroom"

$1.00 Amherst
College

$5.00 General
Public

INWAN i PAWSIANI G«OCERIfS

Enjoy New Homemade
^

Curry Dinners Tonight

Tanaoofi Chicken $3.50

Carrot Huiva S2.9S

Aioo Matar Currv S3.00

Mixed Vegetable Puiao $2.«S

PaKons $1.75

CfMCKen Biryani $3.70

Aioo Bondas $1.50

Rodv to hot and *crvf at horn*

Copies

Half Off

After 100

^^^"Z^;;^ ^JlSISm

i oni

t
'

X 479 W«
f So
7 AcroM lt>« •!

OPtN 7 DAYS A WEEK
9a.in 6 pm

479 West Street. Rt( 116

South Amherst
AcroM ittt tutti Itotn iht Oairv Mjn

I.: l^i-J'^i^ A

After vour first 100 copies of a

single sheet onginal. the rest are

half pnce at Kinko s. the copy

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOUDAyS!

'rMi mw tofm

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

179
229
259

round ln#

CARACAS 320

Guatemala 340

HONGKONG 739
Taiai not Included

Alto Worli-StudY Abroad.

Ltngutg* Countt. Int I Sludanl

ID. Vouth HotM P»»*ut

CIMAH. Pan— l—Md on th» spot'

ctll tor !»»• fRCl Cite Siuduni

Trava/ Catlog'

413-256-1261
AMHtnST

79 So. PieaMni 81.

A<r<h«r«l. MA 01003

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OF? UMASS C.^-MPUSi

Dial
253-3091

ACADEMYorMUSIC
on ihp park • northamplon. massachusetts

— All ?nces In Store Cash Only —

ANDRE
Champagne

$2.99

Friday (No showing Sat.!) & Sunday to Thurs. Dec. 15

7th & Final Week Curtain at 6:45 & 9:00

r/or.i

""OXE OFTHEBESTFILMS
OFTBEYEAH'

"THEOSEmiSmABlimmFECE
I OFALL THEFILMSRELEASED

SOFARLSm."
iteto rateMSI wra

1 I l/l

BAILEYS 750 ml $13.99

BEAUJOLAIS N0UVEAU....$4.99

GLENFIDDICH 750 ml $18.99

KAHLUA 750 ml $10.49

PORTLAND LAGER 6 pk....$4.99

ST. PAULI GIRL 6 pk $3.99

The story of the street children in India

directed by MIRA NAIR—"A Must See Film!

• •••• AT THE GAT£S OF SMITH COLLEGE • • • • •

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY

• Traditional Tandori India Cooking Seals

in Fresh Foods Natural Flavors

• Complete Vegetarian Menu
• Extensive Wine List

• Bewitching Biryanis

• Enticing Curries

"Indian Restaurant with Excellent Food and Service"

The New England Monthly

The INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

45 State St 207 Colchester Ave.
Northampton, MA Burlington, VT
(413) 586-6344 (802) 862-7800

Lunch
Tues Sal 11 30 am.2 30 pm

Sunday 12 00-3 00 pm |

Dinner

Tues Thurs S Sun
500 p m -9 30 p m

Fn &Sal 5 00p m 1030p m
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women's track
continued from page 16

feels she can do even better. "It's tough to run by herself,

so this will be good for her," said LaFreniere. The 400
meter race will be interesting, as this event has yet to

solidify for LaFreniere. Freshman Lee Ann Ambrose is

the defending New England champ in the quarter-mile

(56.1), but she is coming off a preseason injury.

LaFreniere will have Cathy Crocker, Michelle St.

Laurent, and Sonja Vaughan in the 800. "Michelle and
Cathy are coming off an excellent cross-country

background, but I think it's tough going from 5000 to 800
meters. They've both got a lot of endurance, but they

haven't been exposed to a lot of short, quick runs," said

LaFreniere, who also coaches women's cross-country.

Peers, Christine Hopkins, and Wendy Lofgren will be

in the 3000, where the top 20 runners will qualify for the

flnals. Both the mile and two-mile relay teams appear

solid. The 4x440 will include Marshall, Crocker, Vaughan,
and Ambrose, and the 4x880 will consist of LaVallee, St.

Laurent, Smith, and Hill. The throwers will be com-

peting for the first time this season and LaFreniere will

be anxious to see them. "They have been working with

Jim (Giroux) since September, and this will be their first

time to compete. They have worked on technique all fall,"

said LaFreniere. In addition, Giroux, a new assistant to

the staff, has added hitting the weights in the thrower's

training program. "That I think is a big step for all our

throwing events," LaFreniere said.

In addition to the shot put, sophomore Simone

Marisseau will be throwing the 20-pound weight for the

first time. Helen Baldouras and Diane Ozzolak will also

be heaving the shot.

LaFreniere said, "We're now looking for throwers

because we have a person (Giroux) to spend some time

with them. I'm really looking forward to seeing them."

The Harvard meet will be quite a test for the

Minutewomen and they'll certainly be facing some top-

notch competition, as the invitational is open to almost

anybody who wishes to compete. In past years, top New
England track schools and clubs have entered, and even

Olympians have competed. LaFreniere said, "The kids are

going to be exposed to some hd. competition."

women's hoop
continued from page 16

This all goes back to Hewelt's main goal of getting the

team to play consistently for an entire game.

"Forty minutes," Hewelt said. "We've got to keep up

the intensity."

So far, they've managed to get by despite their faults.

If Hewelt ever succeeds in her goal, who knows what the

Minutewomen could achieve.

Hoop4a: Some aftershocks from Wednesday's win: With

her spectacular, do-it-all 32-point performance, senior co-

captain Christel Zullo has taken over the team lead in

scoring with 66 points, for a 16.5 average. The 32 points,

which included 21 in the second half, topped her previous

high of 19 which came in her freshman year against Ver-

mont . . . UMass had never beaten Holy Cross, losing the

previous four meetings.

For the third straight game, UMass used just seven

players. Senior co-captain Beth Wilbor played all 40

minutes for the second consecutive game.

ACT:vni6s«Aoo«
AUTO FCR SALE •CALCAATCaS

e<T67rAlNft<e<T -rCfl i^e^T

fOaZMJE.''<<XJHO
Hej»WANT©«tCST

CLASSIFIED
iNsrnucncN • McrcfiCVLOfS
Pe2SCNALS«<«:E MANTED
I3ICE% NSDeS •^SSTVICS

aOCMATi WANTE3 • rRAVa
WANTED •SLSLETHSJ* WAM^ • tCST .........—I..-:.—^-..^.—^.-

.

rff^ -
ii I I

- ->-- - - ~..~...^ -.: ^ .-.-.< WAftiUJ • SLaLcT

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30):» DEAOUNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLiCATION » CASH IN ADVANCE. ZQC/WORD/OAY FOR STUDENTS

ROOM FOR R£NT ON KM 1& mms Irom
ACTIVITIES UMass tuiury pMMtuI 2S0 367-9774

PLEDGE VOUR LOVE, ptay WMUA s V4 PEOPLE TAKE OVER 2 bdrmipriSMa
Oaung Game tonight at 8 30 on 91 iFMand PeCi i 10 m.n Malt lo campus at bus slop

ptoga 546-2S7S. S4S-2e76. &4S2877. n«<no Putnon jan sublel aoail Cai ASAP
&4S^FM91 Anylima S49-1299

A WMTEN CONCCRT PEATUMNO Itw ROOM FOR WEWT OVBI rtwimion star

UravarMy Chorale. Sunday. Dacambar 1 1 ung January 3 Localad iMlMng diManca
1968, UMasa Bowtiar AMMonum, apm Ad to campus Rant S100 tor thamoaMhCaN
mission Fraa now 549-6440

FIELD HOUSE CbUNOL HAS A vary im- EXCELLENT iRTdORS 2 bwlreom apart-

ponant maatirtg Sunday 7 30p(n Fiatd mani lull bathroom sMsctiva immadiataly

residents asked to attend this last mealing January 1 Easy access to buaes. walking

olsamastar dNiancalobarsPnvaM parking 263^2531

INTERESTED IN STUDENT AD-
"**""*

VOCATES. RSO policies the SGA Con TAKE OVER LEASE Jan May non-smoker

sliluton'' Apply lor Student Attorney female call Jean 2S3 3931 or Jane
General appiications available m 406 SU S45-2467
Due Jan 31

AMHERST CENTER ONE BEDROOM
SAVE MONEY ON HEATING OIL! Jom the $500 month HKAidas haal 2S3-71 7S
Pioneer Valtoy On Coop 0« Campus Hous-

irtg 428 Student Union 545-0665 1 BEDROOM AFT. tor rant bMuMul ooun-

try setting in Leads, watsrial. new balti.

washer and dryer. S47Vmo mdudaa haal

WANT TO HAVE REAL FUN BEFORE* and aledncHy Availabia Jan 1 SaS^>466
• lir>«ls'' ISA spomors Video Dance of '

'IhayMr Saturday 9-lam Student Union- FURNISHED BEDROOM IN « BOflM APT
' Oalliixiiii 15n screen, log maker STARTING Jan 1 Largs living room, kil-

latrMhments Come join the lun ^ chen. etc call 256-6330

TAKE OVER OUR flORirArr.in CMI
ANYONE MTENESTEO M TRYING OUT side starting after Jan 1 On bus n
lor UMass Kickhne come to practice Mon $45S/mo includes aM ulMMS 665-7630

day 12/12 or Tuesday 12/13 8 45 Curry

HicksCaga
FOR SALE

-ARUBA. JAMAICA.. " Let us take you'

BAHAMAS, MONTEGO." Spnng Break DORM REFRKSERATOR ANO BW TV.

Travel Fa(r coming Feo 8 CC Aud Best o«er Call Danila S46 4881

BRING SOME CHRISTMAS CHEER to a MENS SKIBOOT LANGE 2R SIZE ID Call

liiend Alpha Seta Mistletoe Sale on CC Ross S 7pm 256-8190

Cone Dae 12* 13
. LEATHER JACKET. BLACK, Zipoutkning

HILLEL'S MENORAH LKJHT1N0 Zipper (roni perlect condition, t50
Tonight 6pm 665 8995

Student Union Steps --^

Join Ua! GUCCI WATCHES ONLY S2S-30. Great

. XMas gm call Brian 549 5440

AUTO FOR SALE

HONDA ACCORD 1979 Good conditions

$900 or best otter 549-6167

•tVWiUd Runs SSbO 549^7776

•3 MERCURY MARQUIS BROUGHAM
WAGON, V6, AT AC, PS. Cruise snows.

4-spkr am/lm and more, very good condi-

tion $2700 or BO 545-2364 or 665-3441

1977 BiUiC SKYLARK 65 000k excellent

condition Must sell 546-8948 asking

500/BO

LOOkmd FORTTt^EO but rel7able car''

We can gel the car you want, automatic or

standard transmission, A/C Plus 10 oH any

|0b lor one year So if you are looking tor

a bargain call Baice at 549 5324 alter 5pm

FORD ESCORT WAGON 1983 Excellent

condition A/C rod rack 50.000 miles

256-0933.

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new

tires, rims runs vary we« »3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184

QUEEN SIZE SLEEPER SOFA and two

twin size beds good cond Call 549-1541

256K CHIPS • 8 sets w/nine chips per set

Only $8 per chip or $550 For all Cave
253-7454 leave message.

1978 DATSUN B210 Good for pvV t

take my car I don't want it The brakes

need work B/O 546-4975

YAMAHA PORTASOUND PSS-360 Syn

thesizer perlect condition Comes with

cqase and adaptor Makes a great gilt Call

5466803

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES -

Amhersi two year ok) Income propeity.

positive cash How (gross rental

18 OOO^year), live rent free and make spen

ding money too' Call Dale (413)253-9949

MOVING TO CALIFORNIA- must sell 2

mchelin snow & ice tires 2 months oW Call

549 7222

1981 RELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS. PB, AC. tront wheel drive- $2,000 call

549 766a Owen

CASA

THE CENTRAL AMERICAN SOLIDARITY
ASSOCIATION will hold Planmaking

meeting on next senr>ester 5pm tTKjnday at

CC For into call 5-2148

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike, 5 months

old $1 500 includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1 566-8212

CONTACT LENSES

s6»-T Contact lenses, most daily

wear lenses $25 Extended wear lenses

$35-48 Soft tinted lenses $35 48 heat

Units $12 95 Lowest prices on contact

lense solutions Amhersi Opticia Shoppe

195 North Pleasant St (413)256-6403

FROEOIPUS COMPLEX

FREOlJAGAZmE WANTS YOUR short

stories, essays, poems, artwork, photos,

etc lor lis spring issue Deadline Feb 1

1989 Send copies to SAO. Student Union

416. Box 218.

FURNITURE

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC AND lighting

system quality at unbeatable prices CaH us

KlubKave DJ Services

546-6518

dtJALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Oarrin We deliver

FOR RENT

YOUR OWN LARGE ROOM in PuHton

male pref Call 549 1248 lor Jan or Feb

ROOM AVAILABLE IN NEW SALEM. 15

Minutes from UMass Share gorgeous

house with couple and child 225/mo uliL

inci Babysitting work available Until 12/30

call 914 225-8810

SUNDERLAND 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE in 2 family Modern, clean,

2 minute walk lo bus 510«, call 665-2897

SPACIOUS DOUBLE LOCATED ON Mam
St near bus stop Bottom floor d house

Easy going housemates 189/month call

now 253^2124

BRANDYWINE - 1 bedroom available lor

one or two persons starting Jan 1 oaii

549-0014 leave message

ONE BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE Jan 1

Cliflside Apts Sunderland »*^'f°
'"

eludes ail utilities Ken or Keith 665-^853

LOOKING FOR A ROOM'?Only 140 a

month Call 256-1910

HAPY B^)AY LAURA

LAURA FAVE j LOVE YOU, your my best

friend Thanx lor always being there for me
Love, Nancy

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

JOHNNY K I HOPE your 21st is as special

as you are' I had a great lime with you last

weekend tiope we can do it again

sometime
Love,

Roxanna

HELP WANTED

WINTER BREAK JOBS FOR THE EN-

VIRONMENT Be one of the highest paid

political activists in Ihe country Clean

Water Action is paying what your dedica^

lion IS worth Earn $7 12/hr P/T 4 F/T

Available Gain valuable skills Call Susan

at 549-7450

IF YOU ARE WORKSTUOY, and would like

to do chikJcare spring semester, please call

Rachel at 256-6208 Experienced inlant

care needed

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER BUSINESS.
Excellent eiparianca Earn average
$7 00a$10 000 Cai Adam at 665^2527

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday morrungs Come by

Oft Campus Housing Otfica. S460B65

HO HO HO

I'D LIKE TO WISH a happy holiday season

to the entire UMass community With Joy

INSTRUCTKM

TOEFL TEST PREPARATKM Coursa Jan
4-27 UMass/Amharst 630pm-830pm
$150 call 549 5129

ORE MATH TUTOR-^Ugstira, gaorrtelry

564-1307

LOST

LOST ON SUNDAY DEC. 4 irt/araund

Franklin D C gold ft Mack onyx bracaW
ol great sentimental vahia H found, plaasa

call Heather at 546-6409 Reward

A CLEAR STONE SETTING Irom my nng
Enormous sentintental value in or around
mini store on 12/7 Reward' Call 5-2528

LOST MASS ID ON It/4. Carman payna
Please call 549 7476

LOST- WALKMAN AND MINICASSETTE
recorder in red maxell pouch Reward
549^)116

SET OF KEYS (HONDA) Pufllon/Bran-

dywine call 546-5213

LOST A GOLD BANGLE BNACELET. Has
enormous sentimental value Lost at Zeta

Psi on I2/& reward! CaH 6-6S221

MOTORCYCLES

1993 KAWASAKI KZ5S0 LTD Helmet

cover shieM $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

PERSONALS

WAY TO GO KIRSTIE! We aH love you

Your Sisters

DAVE HOLMES! you lucky dog, pinning

Kirstie even though she doesn't wear cool

boots' Best wishes Nina

HEY YOU GUYSI Vou know who you are

Thanks lor a great 21 st birthweek" Love

Kimba Chi

ATTENTION HOLLY. Thanks lor making

il Ihe best I owe you a lew Love, Kim

JON: A VERY SPECIAL HOLIDAY WISH
to you for making that special request lo

see It in print Im looking lorward lo party-

ing with all of you next Wednesday Donna
says you guys are great'

SAMMY PLEDGE "C " thanks for the pad
die' Love Big Bro

AWESOME PERFORMANCE IN PtTT-

SFIELO Kace" I'M miss you singing m Ihe

bathroom Love Tree

YOUMAHCi TSrs orteslbr you' Have a

great day Here's looking at you'

LISA HAPPY ANNIVERSARY Thanks tor

keeping me laughing for a whole year

Craig

AND THEN THERE S ERIN or is it Bemice
Thanx EMO Cat

SUE BRADY! Thanks for an excellent

season' We wish you the best ol luck on

your recital and student teaching Hang in

there, you M do great See you Sunday

Love Leigh Ann, John, and your lelfo

mellos

AXP mTbT- Congratulations for a job well

done going out lo Howie Jeremy Josh

Chuck. Mike, Herb. Hank, and Harpo

HAPPY 21 ST STEVIE C! Yo baby yo-it s

finally here Can we get drunk in real places

together now'' Thanks lor a labulous

semester • I'm so glad you re all mine

again I k>ve you and burnt toast too' ox Me

HEY SWISS THEATRE
Craigy,Seany,Billyt>ob,Brezziboy

CollycaKesPink Yellow Green
powerhouse When's Ihe Christmas

• party'' Oh you re babysitting good'
'

Your Whispering dancers

BRADFORD - here's your personal you

better cherish this lorever' Happy birthday

- Have an awesome one

• TO KAREN: BY FAR THE BEST '

• friend ever' Here s to the beginning •

ol a great relationship" Loads ot Love'
from a guy names Chris

WANTED: GREMLINS TO ENGAGE IN

diabolical sabotage! Must have aversion to

rabbits' EEh AAAh OH"

CHEERS FOR THE BIRTHDAY OF BRAD!
Meet us for candlelight' celebration m
graveyard-is it you b-day'' Godasses know
Its an illusion

ROB SHONE; you don t thmk Id let you

leave UMass witivxii getting a personal

good luck' Micky

BRIAN Mat u on NHamplon bus sat night

like to see you again EHi-Non-Brando with

jean lackel

NEH. THANK VOU FOR iha baai Dva yaars

ol my lite' I lova you loravar - AMY

ATTENTION CHRISTINE CONDON!
Vahoo you re 21 We hope you get

wnateve' you want Christian*Chris

SCOTT SAMPSON • I'm gonna fwas you

a tan nain samastar - things won't ba easy

but I know avaryltting witTwork out lor tha

bast Good luck witti your c»op cut* p<a'

I love you- Karan

DANK YOU ARE VCRV SKOAL Tma
spent with you has truly brought me
cbarishad mamonas (ol course, so has

\2IH< I iova you-mucfwl K

TOOOfCongratuiawnsonca again I'm so

proud Merry Christmas and have a great

time in Vermont Lova Karan

JIM YOU UK • Your and •

KRISTELLE AND PAM. Mi of tove and

good wishes lor graduation We'H rmss you

Love the new Sigma K Sisters

ERIN YOU'LL MAKE A great lawyer or

woup kifchon worker Whatever you decide,

we kive you Good luck Love you new
Sigma K Sisters

LANA- YOU'RE VERY HUGE and prelty and

a good parson and vary talented and kind

and a great roommate and a good poei and

guitar playar and you have a nica bum
Lova Kev

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRJS'Tlove you

Babylace

SURFS UP FOR GRABS TONITE

ADRIENNE. TO OUR MENTAL HEALTH
ADVISOR Congratulations and good luck

Ho* *i'l we survive withoul you' Love your

Gorman mental patients L&D

SPANKS Congratulations on being the

first one It's official we ve lasted 3 months

and that's a record Let s keep going iwant

to be complete Love. Dave P S

TWEEK''

LIESKE- Engllah 112 Spring 19M come
get your portfolios m Bartlell 68-E

ITS CHRISTMAS! Help Nicaragua recover

from hurricane Joan Donate food. rrKiney

tools etc at CASA SU 415

HEY BALLERINA GIRL. MERDEI No hard

leeling ok Have a gret pertormance See

you there''

HOT NKSHTS. COLD FROZEN DRINKS.
regae music Sandy beaches and you and

your friends Affordable spring break tnps

to Jamaica. Cancun. and Daytona Call

Karen or Share at 5464612 or Maredith at

546-5242

CHRISTMAN CAROLS sent lo anyone on

campus only $2 By KKPsi UMass band

Fratemily 12/12-12/15 call 5 3410
Spm-midnighl

CHOLESTEROL WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT
and what can you do (m and out ol Ihe

C ') lo lover if No registration, no lee

just show up al one ol these dales and

times below lor those not on D C meal

plan Nov 3 17 or Dec 1 5pm University

Health Services rm 302 For those on CO
Meal plan Nov 10 or Dec 8 For more mlo

call 549-2671 • asK lor Clinic 4 or health

education

POOL TOURNAMENT IS THIS Sal » Sun'

Any student wishing lo play must register

with ID Mon thru Fn 9-2 tee is $1 - you cou«
represent UMass

END YOUR SECRET SANTA SEARCH
with a gift from laces'

PUMKIN-HEAD happy anniversary! Thank

you for everything! I love you Ah

HAPPY B-DAY "K'
around

sob'sob' No Idlees

SECRET SANTA Thinking ol something

different for yourSecrel Santa'' Give them

a cake and a bundle ol balloons delvered

by us Campus Cakes' 256-8745

PHI MU LADIES - Gel psyched lor Satur

day Only one more dayi Phis good luck (II

you make it')

HEY MOONBEAMrje t'aimelou)ours' I'm

going lo miss you madly - S W B

STEFAN ITS BEEN AN incredible year So
meone had lo rescue you and I'm glad it

was me I love you Gail

MATT • Thanks lor a wonderful six months

Remember, I'll always be there for you I

love you this much' Claudia

CHRISTINE — we hope that you have a

happy birthday I'm sure it will be lun

becuase you re not a latchkey kid Happy

21S1 Love, Nancy. Meryl, and Karen

LINDA ROWLAND hope you have Ihe best

birthday ever' Love ya Marty

TO SLICK BUT QUICK You're in 2nd

place solution: more lava and bran muf-

fins from 1st and 3rd.

BETH HAPPY 19tfi BIRTHDAY to my lit

lie aiaMrl Lowa Amy

ROOMMATE WANTED

3~MALE OR FEMALE ROOMMATES
WANTED; For two badrooma . one with

private bath, m Leberaft house on Rt 63
next to Ml Toby Forest (' milas Irom

UMass house has woodslove and
waighmom CaH Mart< 548-9790 1/1/89 to

BOSTON FEMALE DECEMBER ORAD
LOOKING for lemale roomate to share an

apt in the North End Great tocation'

Reasonable rent Call Mana 549«29i or

aflar Dae 21 506^879«5e5

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE
Brandvwma apt beginning spring samastar

can 5490957

FEMALE WANTED TO'SHAm'ROOM
1 75/monlh walking distance Irom campus
call 549 7783

2 ROOMMATES WANTED lor Brittany

Manor call anytime 256 1095

TOWNEHOUSE ROOMMATE NEEDED!
Sprir>g semester Share 2 bedroom apart

ment with 3 males 546-1467

LARGE SINGLE/DOUBLE ROOM <n 3

bedroom Pufflon apartment with option lo

take over lease m June 89 call 549^5627

after 7pm

graduating
TiNorttiamp-senior living in quiet , 2 bedroom f

ton apartment, with 2 part-time cats

Hent-$237 50, irKluding heat • hot water

Call 585^»72

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Amhersi

share bath lamala never there 253-2018
eveninga

1 PERSON FORASMGLERbOM in Puff

ton non smoker 'em 173 cable electric

549 6184

2 PEOPLE NEEDED TO share spacious,

newly carpeted 3 l>drm Thouse in

Southwood start Jan 1 253-2355

ROOMMATE NEEDED, irnl nd lor Bniiany

manoi Move n lor Spring lor only 140/mo
heal free call kev 256-8152

BRANDYWINE FEMALE ROOMMATE
needed asap to take aver lease call nights

549 7543

LOOKING FOR 2 PEOPLE lo share a large

bedroom in Pufflon apis Call anytime asap

6^5537 or 6-5518

$17$ FOR YOUR OWN ROOM, available

Jan 1 Ouiet. studious setting Squire

Village Sundertand 665-8229

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE huge room
w/skylights in South Amhersi house
$208/month Call Mana 2560250

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 4 bedroom
apartment in Sudnerland (Squire Village)

starting Jan 1 call 665-4947

SINGLE ROOM AVBI^, at Amity Place

Located across street Irom Louis M or F,

grad or Undergrad Call David or Teresa

549-1399

HOUSEMATE WANTED. House m town

behind Baybanks Large furnished single

room Cheap rent Walking distance 'o

campus Bus route Call Elissa 549-8294

Lease starts Jan 1

IN TOWN, '/i bedroom 136« 256-6281

WANTED • cool person lor single room
4 min walk Irom UMass - come live in col

lege paradise 250/iTM}nlh - Call 549-0792

WANTED: 1 or 2 non-smokers lor large

bedroom m a 3 tjedroom Puffton Apt

available January 549-1302

NON-SMOKING FEMALE wanted to share

apt in Southwood with three others Call

2S3-O900 or 546-5364 and Keep trying

S. DEERFIELD SHARE 2 bdr lownhouse
house 312 50 plus 12/1 584 9276

FEMALE ROOMATE WANtED to share a

room in a 3 bdrm apt Pufflon Great place

great rent great location Call 549-6291

M/F to SHARE GREAt 2^rm apt in

Belchertown Center Call Jane 323-6156

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP
FOR Townehouse apis Share room in 2

tjedroom apt Call anytime (leave message)
5498049

BRANDYWINE- one female roommate
needed lor spring semester Option to over

lease for next year Call 549-0607

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN TOWNEHOUSE
spring semester big single available

549-4908

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one t)edroom Cliffside apt w/an easy going

senior II interested please call Beth al

665-4550

SERVICES

WORD-PROCESSING WRITING, editing

desktop publishing Special rates through

January 564-8884

TYPING DONE AT reasonable rates spell

ing checked Call Paula 665-8941

OVERMOHT TYPINOI Bast quiity m town

Can Barry 548-9436 tOam 11pm

TYPINO/WORD PROCESSING next day
service 323-4579

I M STILL TYPBMS! 24 hour sarvica and
delivery Call Kevin 549-0116

JAN 3-13 and 16-27, 8:30 to 3:30 we at*

offering training to become a certified home
health aida Afiar completing one of tfiaaa

sessions we will put you lo work m araaa
around your ftome or school Hours wM
revolve around your schedule CaH
800-334-3073 lo register

TOaUBLCT

1-3 PEOPlf tor houaa hear campus tor »•

lersassnn CaH 256-8504

FOR JAN, CENTER OF AMHCliifiumish-
ed ^ 1 or 2 prn Must seal 253-9104

Stacy

HELPIIt two lemales seek to suMel apart-

ment lor mlersassion Call Sue 546-8963

ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED house Ctoaa to

campus Own room waslwr ft dryer

Heating included. Happy housaftoM pn
549-4793 Laurie

THANK YOU

TO THE WOMAN ANO MAN MtW halpad

me reach brown arK) called lor amdical help

after finding ma sick aloryg tlie path to

Syfvan bafora Thanksgiving May god f—
you -Erin Abbey

TRAVEL

AIRLINE TKJKET. one way Hartfor*LA

Dec 17 $100 253 2014

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

FAST, PROFESSIONAL TYPING;~Ae-
curacy guaranteed Reasonable rales

Grammar spelfchecking Gloria, 323-5140

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on campus allordable, spell

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED TO RENT

3 BDRMS AVAILABLE in 5 bdrm houM
$210 incI utilities on bus rte in Amherst

253-2321 Jan 1st

LOOKING FOR 1 ROOMMATE to share

bedroom in Brandywine 2 bedroom rent

172 SO inckidtng heat 546-8296

FEMALES SEEK 3^4 bedroomapt Nor

tnamplon area lor Spring Call Jodi

546 8656

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan

2 14 Call SBMC 256 8615 9am 7pm

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS 2 bedroom
apl m Amherst quiet setting 665-7006

SHARON MELLOW

SHARON MELLOW - Happy 20th birthdayt

Only one more to go We kjve you- Shan-

non, Helen, Liz, Karen and Paila

SONDRA

WE MISSED YOU SO MUCH when you
were battling with your illness Glad you are

back because your smiling lace brightens

our day Love always Katny and AJ

HAPPY B-DAY LAURA

HEY LAURA N, I hope your first semester

at ZooMass has tjeen lunlillod Looking lor-

ward to many more Your Iriend, Beran

Professionally typeset resumes,

fast and inexpensive

Choose from 28 fonts

Call Wendy at 586-2405

Please leave a message
if I'm nol home.
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Hoop teams set for a day at the Cage
Men to challenge
Northeastern at 7

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

If someone was to pick two players that

would lead the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team at

the beginning of the season, they might

name two of the seniors. Or they might

name two of the tallest players on this

height-deprived team.

Probably the last two people to be nam
ed would be the freshmen. Yet those an-

the ones who have done the job so far.

First-year Minutemen Anton Brown and

Jimmy McCoy have been steady, and each

has been a hero at some point during the

first four games of the season, while LTMass

has gone 2-2

Tomorrow at 7 p.m. at the Curry Hicks

Cage, the Minutemen will play host to Nor-

theastern University, and if earlier games

are any indication. Brown and McCoy are

the players to watch.

McCoy scored 19 points in a losing effort

against Rutgers and is the second leading

scorer on the team, averaging 14 points per

game.
And two nights ago. Brown hit a shot at

the buzzer to give UMass a 73 72 victory

over the University of New Hampshire.

"Anton has been doing a great job and

he's far ahead of where we thought he'd

be," UMass coach John Calipari said. "But

it's early in the year and he still has a long

way to go.

Brown's heroics capped off a game in

which UMass squandered a 12-point

second-half lead against the Wildcats.

"New Hampshire has been a team that

has given UMass trouble," Calipari said.

"You're not going into friendly confines

when you play there. I'm just happy we
won."
But although Brown hit the winning shot

Wednesday, Calipari isn't overly impress-

ed yet.

"It's early in the year and [Brown] still

has a long way to go." Calipari said. "He
still makes freshman mistakes, he just

doesn't make as many as Jimmy."
But any contribution from the two

freshmen has been appreciated, consider-

ing the slow start of seniors David Brown
and Duane Chase.

David Brown, the captain, broke out

against New Hampshire, though, and
finished as the game's high scorer with 22

David Brown (center) hopes to lead

theastern tomorrow night.

points.

He leads the team in scoring with an

average of 16.3 points per game, and is also

the top rebounder.

"David has been better offensively, but

he still needs to improve on defense,"

Calipari said.

And Chase got into foul trouble against

New Hampshire and only played about

nine minutes.

Northeastern's leading scorer, Ron Lacy

(16.3 ppg), has a hip injury and is not ex-

pected to play.

The other leading scorers for the Huskies

are senior forward Derrick Lewis (12.0) and

sophomore forward Keith Carney, who

C'oUrcian pholo by Kirhard Bonanno

the Minutemen to victory over Nor-

averages 10.6 points and 8.6 rebounds per

game.
Northeastern. 3 2, pulled off an 86 82

upset of the University of Rhode Island

earlier this week.

"Tliey beat Rhode Island, and they beat

Fairfield at Fairfield, " Calipari said.

"They're a good team. This is like a league

game for us. And the good thing is we'll be

back in firont of the students. They kept us

in the BU game (which Boston University

won, 78 76), and I think they can have an

effect against Northeastern."

The Minutemen will try to give them
something to cheer about besides the play

of Anton Brown and Jimmy McCoy.

4-0 Minutewomen
to play UNH at 2

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

There is no time to celebrate Wednes-

day's night big win over Holy Cross. The
University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team will get right back into ac-

tion tomorrow, hosting the University of

New Hampshire at the Curry Hicks Cage
at 2 p.m.

And the Minutewomen can't get caught

riding the laurels of their victory over the

Crusaders.

"We can't have a letdown, because UNH
IS a tough team. They're going to give us

a game," UMass coach Kathy Hewelt said.

The Wildcats gave UMass a contest last

year as well, dumping the Minutewomen
in overtime, 69-63 in Durham. N.H.

And the star attraction from last year's

game, and the key player on this year's

team, is senior center Kris Kinney. In that

win last year, Kinney scored 29 points, in-

cluding all 12 of her team's points in the

extra period.

"Their whole offense centers around her.

She can score," Hewelt said. "We have to

keep the ball away from her. She's a

player."

Beyond Kinney, there are question

marks. The other four 'Cats are all first-

year .starters, but Hewelt says that the

Minutewomen can't concentrate on just

Kinney.
"We do that and someone else can have

an All-American game," Hewelt said.

UMass can be happy with the perfect 4-0

.start, but it still knows that there is a lot

of room for improvement.

"We're happy with the win (against Ho-

ly Cross), but we're not satisfied with the

way we played." Hewelt said.

One of the glaring points was near the

middle of the .second half. UMass had been

absolutely decimating the Crusaders,

leading by 21 at one point. But suddenly

it began to slip away.

"We got way too protective. We were try-

ing so hard not to make mistakes that we
were making them every time we had the

ball," Hewelt said. "We've just got to play

our game."
It was almost a case of deja vu for Hewelt.

In the previous game at Hartford, UMass
blew out to a large second half lead, only

to quickly lose control before pulling it out

in the end. continued on page 15

Indoor track looks to run away
with victories at Harvard meet
• Second meet for men. . . • . . .and women tomorrow

By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's indoor track

team will participate in its second meet of the season

tomorrow at Harvard.

More than 40 schools or clubs will compete in the open

competition.

Schools expected to attend include the University of

Maryland, Manhattan College, Fordham, St. John's,

Rutgers, Boston College, Northeastern, St. Joseph's of

Philadelphia, and the University of Connecticut.

"It's a very popular meet," UMass coach Ken O'Brien

said. "The post-graduates insure quality competition and

the Harvard track is one of the top 2 or 3 in the country."

After last week's non-scoring meet, O'Brien is looking

for strong performances from his freshmen tomorrow.

"I'm looking for our freshmen like Steve Brown [400

meters] and Derek Moore (800 meters] to be ready to run

as well as everyone else on varsity," O'Brien said.

O'Brien will also keep a watchful eye on sophomore

Mike Gray (60-yard dash).

"I think Mike will pick up his time," said O'Brien. "He

usually responds to the big me(>ts."

The middle distance events will be handled by Herb

Hefner (1500 meters). Tommy Degnan (5000 meters) and

Art Smith (3000). Each has experience and will be counted

on by O'Brien to produce during the season.

"I think our track kids (the ones who did not participate

in the cross country season) will improve a great deal,"

O'Brien said. "You usually improve the most from meet

No. 1 to meet No. 2. You're physically in shape, but men-

tally you're a little rusty."

By RIC SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts' women's indoor track

team will compete tomorrow in its last meet before winter

break, as it travels to Cambridge for the Harvard

Invitational.

Last weekend, UMass dominated the field at the Smith

Invitational against Division III competition, but the Har-

vard meet will be definitely the opposite end of the spec-

trum. UMass coach Julie LaFreniere wrill be bringing

18 athletes to compete in nine events. Eight

Minutewomen will be competing in two events. The first

event of what is expected to be a very long day is the

5000-meter race. UMass has Kathy Holt, Anna Montouri.

and Amy St. Pierre in this race. LaFreniere said Holt, a

sophomore, looked great in the Wednesday workout at

Amherst College. Holt and Montouri are considered by

LaFreniere as her number la and lb runners in this

event. "She (Montouri) is one of those runners, the longer

the better," LaFreniere .said.

Montouri's teammate Precious Hill added, "She's got

great endurance. She's totally anaerobic (gets energy from

body fat instead of oxygen)." LaFreniere plans to Hip flop

her with Kristin Peers to the 3000.

Another .strong event for the Minutewomen will be the

1500, with Hill, Shana Smith, and Laura LaVallee runn

ing indoor track's equivalent to the mile. Hill and Smith

will be running in the seeded heat, while LaVallee will

be in the second heat. Hill ran her first 8ub-5:00 mile at

Smith (a 4:39 1500m) and Smith, as a freshman, ran a

4:35 15(X). Hill dominated the Smith track but LaFVeniere
continued on page 15
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('ROSS COUNTRY - Pitcher Bruce Hur.it end-

ed his 1 3-year stay in the Red Sox orginization

yesterday, when he sifpied a a three-year,

$5.25-million deal with the San Diego Padres.
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Minutemen cruise past Northeastern, 79-69
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

With 16:24 remaining in Saturday

night's game, the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team

found itself tied with Northeastern Univer-

sity, having just lost a 12-point lead.

The situation was not a new one. The

Minutemen's reaction to it, however, was.

Freshman guard Jimmy McCoy scored 1

1

points, as the Minutemen went on a 15-3

run to pull back ahead, and eventually beat

the Huskies, 79-69.

"I'm so proud of these kids." UMass head

coach John Calipari said. "Offensively,

the poise we showec . We had a chance of

caving in and we didn't."

Because they didn't, the Minutemen im-

proved to 3 2 with one game (vs. Lowell

Wednesday night) remaining before the

end of the semester. Northeastern fell to

3-3. „
"This was an emotional win," said

UMass capUin David Brown, who led all

scorers with 21 points. "It gives us con-

fidence."

The game also was the best team effort

by UMass so far this season. Aside from

David Brown, and McCoy (19 pts.). Anton

Brown chipped in 15 points and senior for-

ward Duane Chase came alive, scoring 11

points and grabbing seven rebounds.

"I've been in a slump." Chase said. "I

was trying too hard, trying not to mess up.

But tonight I felt more relaxed. Coach mov-

ed [John) Tate to the high post, and moved

me low, where I'm more comfortable."

Tate had four points for UMass, but his

main contribution was nine rebounds.

"John Tate has given us a big. big lift."

Calipari said. "He's made us a different

^^^'"- continued on page 20

Women pull out another one, nip UNH, 72-71

By JIM CLARK ' "
'

Collegian Staff

Yesterday. the

Collrcian pboio by Aiidr**- Ri»«

University of

Massachusetts women's hoop team started

an 18-day break before its next game. But

according to coach Kathy Hewelt, the team

almost jumped the gun.

For the third straight game, the

Minutewomen blew out to a sizable lead

and then sat back as the other team

recovered to make a game of it. And for the

third straight game, UMass was able to

pull it out in the end. this time going down

to the final shot before sealing a 72-71 win

over the University of New Hampshire

Saturday afiernoon at Curry Hicks Cage.

"We almost left a day early," Hewelt

said, regarding her team's near-

disappearance from the floor in the second

half "But they really believe now that they

Senior forward Duane Chase prepares to slam home two of his 1 1
points

Saturday night in the Minutemen's victory over Northeastern.

Despite finals, students againprepare

to fight new fee, tuition increase

can pull it out. In the last time out they told

me, 'Don't worry coach, we're gonna win,'"

If they did know, they didn't let anyone

else in on it.
,,

"I am very, very proud of these kids,

Hewelt said. "It was another case of we

bent, but didn't break."

As they had in previous wins over the

University of Hartford and Holy Cross, the

Minutewomen took a lead of at least 10

points into the second half This time

around, they had captured a 13 point edge,

leading the Wildcats 40 27 at intermission.

UMass led by as much as 12, at 54-42

with 13:02 to play, but saw the 'Cats claw

their way back into it. Unlike the other

games. New Hampshire was able to seize

the lead, fdfcing UMass to perform some

magic in the end to get their fifth straight

v^,jn
continued on page 20

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

A tired figure on the fourth floor of the Student Union

Building yesterday. Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice

said she is experiencing deja-vu.

(
I don't think it's a coincidence

that these cuts happen when it's

hardest to deal with them.

— GEO spokeswoman
Cynthia Kaufman

The scene is one week before finals. An additional stu

dent fee is imminent, a tuition hike possible. Student

leaders organize a rally for mid-week on the Student

Union steps, but they expect most students will be too en-

trenched in text books to participate. It s happening

again," Orefice said, confirming fears she voiced last sum-

mer when the trustees adopted a $230 undergraduate cur-

riculum fee.

Finals week, asserts Orefice, is no time for a protest.

"I would rather not have a protest against budget cuts

than have 10 people show up," she said.

Nonetheless, a group of students will venture to Boston

tomorrow to remind the trustees that students are go-

ing to be the only group on campus that will be taxed

if the fee is imposed, Orefice said. "That makes it all the

more unfair."

Although UMass administrators and Gordon N. Oakes

Jr , the new chairman of the board of trustees, are vocal

in opposition to the cuts, a fee hike seems inevitable, and

a tutition hike remains a possibility, according to

Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

Although oflicial word has yet to come from the Board

of Regents of Higher Education, the state will likely ask

UMass to trim $5 million, or 3 percent, of its budget for

this fiscal year because of revenue shortfalls in the state.

Dufl-ey unveiled contingency plans last week to avert

layoffs, including an employee "furlough'' program, where

faculty and stafl" would take time off each month without

pay The plan reportedly received sour reviews from both

the governor's office and the faculty union on campus.

In addition to the trip to Boston and the rally, students

have organized a petition and a postcard drive. The cards,

explaining what fee increases will mean to students at

UMass. will be sent this week to Gov. Michael Dukakis.

UMass graduate students plan to hold a news conference

tomorrow in the Campus Center, detailing how cuts may

affect teaching assistant positions next semester. Cynthia

Kaufman, spokeswoman for the Graduate Employees

Organization, said yesterday that she is suspicious of the

timing of the cuts.

"I don't think it's a coincidence that these cuts happen

when it's hardest to deal with them," Kaufman said, refer-

ring to upcoming finals. She said that when the smoke

begins to settle in January, further protests are likely

among graduate students.

Orefice noted that there is touch of cooperation among

administrators and students this semester - a sense of

common ground - in fighting the state's orders^ But she

added, "If it takes a crisis to bring us together, then that s

not enough."

She said when the trustees adopted the curriculum fee

in July, designed to improve undergraduate general

education, they set a dangerous precedent by charging

students costs traditionally absorbed by the state.

BOG slashes $10K
from UPC budget
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

As part of its budget package for fiscal 1989, the Board

of CJovemors voted unanimously Thursday night to slash

funding to the Union Program Council by $10,000.

UPC, one of the largest college concert promoters on

the East Coast, will now be given $20,000 by the board,

down from $30,000 last year.

BOG Treasurer Joe Casali cited a proposed closing of

the Fine Arts Center from May, 1989 until February,

1990 as one of the reasons for the decrease in funding

to UPC. He said that with the FAC closed, UPC will need

less money.
Casali also cited decreases in funding to the board from

the Student Activities Trust Fund as a reason for the

cut to UPC. ,^ ,. ..

"We're limited in what we can do, Casali said.

Members ofUPC who were at the meeting were upset

with the decision, but could do little to stop it. The budget

proposal passed unanimously, with one abstention.

"That $10,000 is the difference between an average

spring concert and a great spring concert," said Steven

Shepard, UPC stage manager.

UPC Production Manager Ari Weinstein. who .said the

council's budget runs at about $150,000. said the money

is equal to what two Blue Wall Cafe shows cost to pro-

duce, or the cost of the stage for the spring concert near

the campus pond.

UPC is required by the BOG to spend money the board

gives it in the Campus Center or Student Union, or else

the money is not transferred out of BOG accounts.

But, said Weinstein, "We look at that $30,000 as part

of our total budget. A $10,000 cut is going to affect our

programming campus-wide."

Weinstein said he wasn't sure where the money could

be made up. He said UPC might ask area governments

for more money. He said he was "99 percent" sure ticket

prices would not rise.
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FENWAY SOUVENIR FIRE - Two Boston firemen walk in front of

the Fenway Park Souvenir Building after a seven-alarm fire was con-

tained Sunday morning.
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Your chance to get

ahead nou.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. (Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 28-January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

American Greetings

can wrap up any
Christmas gift

in style.r:

with our flat and

roll wraps, we have

the right size paper to fit the package and

a pattern to fit your taste.

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^ ^r^My^ A. v>r^v.L> t^

WIERICAN GREETINGS

m
'. MCMLXXXvm American Greetings Corooralion
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American Greetings offers the

finest line of boxeci Christmas

cards fi*om works of

art to the antics

Ul ^Iggy. They are sentimental,

traditional, formal,

religious, whimsical and jolly.

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

AMLRICAN GREETINGS
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First snowfallprecipitates mixed reactions
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

No masses of students went caroling this weekend, and

as the first snow fell on Amherst Saturday night, some

University of Massachusetts students said they were

unhappy, and that the only students who were happy were

those who knew how to ski.

According to the National Weather Service in

Worcester.Ms inch of snow accumulated late Saturday

night and early yesterday morning, the first snowfall of

more than a trace this winter.

Although some students felt this year's first snow was

exceptionally late, the record late snow was in 1923. when

the first snow fell on Christmas Eve. according to the

weather service.

One meteorologist at the weather service said the

relatively late first snow was not uncommon, and that the

region "should still expect a heavy snowfall this winter.
"

Locally, no major accidents caused by the snow were

reported at UMass or in the town of Amherst.

"Nothing major occurred." said Sgt. Raymond Babb of

the UMass police department.

Officers were .sighted late Saturday night and early

yesterday morning watching the snow fall from their cars

as they drove through campus following the "snow policy,"

or winter ticketing and towing system, which Babb said

has been in effect since Dec. 1.

Sgt. Robert O'Connor ofthe Amherst Police Department

said the town has a similar snow policy that also has been

in effect since the first of December.

O'Connor said the system goes into effect after 2 a.m.

He said a motor vehicle receives a warning the first time

it is found parked on a main road. Ticketing and then tow

ing occur subsequently.

"If we had had a large storm (Saturday], then we would

have forgone the warnings and the tickets," O'Connor

said. "But last night's accumulation obviously wasn't at

that level."

Some UMass students were happy with the .storm's ac-

cumulation, regardless of their reasons for liking or hating

the white stuff.

Andy Epstein, a .sophomore SOM maOor, said he was

glad that UMass had its first snow of the winter, and that

apparently other students felt the same. "There were a

few people yelling in the (Orchard Hill] bowl," he said.

"Snow makes me feel a lot better," he said. "It gives

people energy for the final weeks of school."

Collrgian photo by Kirhard Bon«nno

HIGH DIVE - Steve Mathewson dives into a pUe of futons and bean bags outside his Northamp-

ton home during the recent snow shower.

Jill Hughes, a junior anthropology major, disagreed, say-

ing instead that the snow makes her have to expend more

energy.

"It doesn't make me feel better, " she said. "If you ski

you're fine, but it takes twice as long to drive anywhere

in the snow."

Car problems were also on the mind of Frank Flannery.

a senior English major. "I don't like the snow because it's

my car's worst enemy." he said.

"I guess the average student likes it. if they don't have

a car or if thev ski," he said.

Babb said in light of the implementation of the snow

policy, "to the best of my knowledge, no more warnings

will be handed out on campus."

Babb said students cannot assume the campus will not

have more snow this year. "There's still two weeks left

in the .semester. I don't know what Mother Nature's go-

ing to do," he said.

Meredith Sherter, a sophomore SOM major, was one stu-

dent who hoped Mother Nature would take it easy.

"I rather it didn't snow. . . I wish it were Spring and

Fall forever," she said.
people energy tor the tinai weeKs 01 Bcnooi. a tar ui n nic» an... ..^ o».^.
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Students to solicit donations for earthquake victims
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

A student organization at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts will ask for contribu-

tions today to assist earthquake ravaged

Armenia, where rescuers continue to

search for trapped survivors.

The 18-member Armenian Club is also

planning a vigil for tomorrow night for vic-

tims of the quake, which claimed the lives

of 50,000 to 60,000 and injured 6,000 more.

The event was originally in response to

ethnic violence of the Azerbaijanis, but was

changed over the weekend into a combina-

tion protest/vigil, according to Roy

Chatalbash. the club's president.

In addition to a table on the Campus
Center Concourse, the club plans to solicit

contributions from Registered Student

Organizations, Chatalbash said. His club

will put up an immediate $100, he said.

No members of the club have relatives in

the devastated sections of Armenia.

Chatalbash .said, but some have distant

relatives in neighboring territories. "Were

hopeful that the response will be very

good," he said of the fundraiser.

Bob Semonian of Watertown, who is

working for the Armenian Earthquake

Committee for the Northeast, said

assistance from the United States is begin-

ning to flow smoothly — after some

bureaucratic obstacles. Semonian said his

group is working to get American doctors

to Armenia, as well as soliciting major

manufactures for clothing.

"The Russians weren't u.sed to an earth-

quake like this," Semonian said. He add-

ed that assisting victims of the quake has

brought the two superpowers together:

"Who would have thought we would be

working this close with the Soviets?"

"Every bit of contribution counts," Semo-

nian said. "This is going to be a long thing.

It will be more than a year (of .sending

assistance]."

Here are some places to send

contributions:

Armenian Earthquake fund. Bank of

Boston, P.O. Box 151, Boston, MA,
02101.

The American Red Cross, Hampshire
County Chapter, 125 State Street, Nor-

thampton, 01060.

The Armenian Diocesan Earthquake
Fund, 630 2nd Ave.. New York, N.Y.

10016.
tne Armenian cjaiLuiiuaivc n.ci. o».«- a—o -- .. ^ » • ^»

Area counselor bashes pro-liters

ColleRian photo by David HigaNhiguchi

Pro-choice activists demonstrate Friday at

a pro-life rally outside the Student Union.

Ruth Ever, a family planning counselor, spoke

at the rally and said the Republican platform

is "anti-choice."

By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

The politics of abortion today are not about life or choice,

they are about the oppression ofwomen, said a local family

planning counselor.

The Republican platform is anti-choice, said Ruth Ever,

who has been a family planning counselor for the last year

and a half. "On one side of their mouth they are saying

'abortion is murder,' and on the other side they are

pushing to spend even more money on bombs," she said.

But, she said, "It's women who have to bear the brunt

of their political hypocrisy."

Abortion should be legal, Ever said, "because a woman

has a right to make a personal choice about something

that is going to affect her life, her health and her future."

Anti-choice activists make her angry, she .said. "I'm

sorry we have to waste our energy fighting them when

we could be spending our time building better day care
.

facilities, training women for jobs to get off welfare,

building more battered women's shelters, the list goes on

and on.

"But I also think [pro-life activism] is not something to

be ignored, and I think things are going to get worse before

they get better," she said. "But I'm optimistic we're mov-

ing into a more enlightened era."

Jennifer Wolf, a Hampshire College student writing her

final thesis on adolescent abortion rights, said she is focus-

ing her energy on getting pro-choice people to work

together and be more vocal.

Anti-choice activists are really scary because they make

themselves seem like the majority, she said. "Because

they utilize the media so well, they can blanket an area

with anti-choice propaganda.

"It makes me physically ill to think that women are be-

ing mentally tortured by having to go through a crowd

of protesters to obtain an abortion," she said.

Wolf, who had an abortion last year, said the shame and

guilt that society places on women who choose abortion

is one of the reasons it is so difficult to talk about.

"A lot of the guilt that women feel in general can be

triggered by such an emotionally charged decision," Wolf

said. "Especially when you are bombarded by right-to-life

propoganda.

"(Abortion! is not anything to be ashamed about," she

said. "That's why I can talk so openly now. It's been kept

too long as something women should feel guilty about."

Ever encouraged women considering an abortion to

reach out for support. "It's very easy for women to isolate

themselves when they find they are pregnant and are go-

ing to have an abortion," she said.

As a family planning counselor, Ever said she does not

make assumptions about what women want when they

come to see her. "I try to help women make informed

choices that will affect them and their lives," she said.

Ever said she has counseled women who have gotten

pregnant while using every type ofcontraceptive currently

available. And she said, women get abortions for many
reasons: for economic reasons; because they are in abusive

relationships; or because their own health is in jeopardy.

"It confirms for me that (abortion] is a very personal

choice," Ever said, "and no one has a right to legislate

what a woman should do with her body.

"Most of the women I see are incredibly courageous,"

she said. "(Abortion) is not the easy way out."
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is the Season
o give Cookies

This holiday season the Bluewail Coffee House
is once again offering decorative cookie tins filled

with your choice of our freshly baked cookies. Our
new selection of tins include:

• "Happy Holiday" in two sizes

1 dozen cookies - rectangular tin $4.00

IV2 dozen cookies - round tin $4.75

• Bears 'n Love
IV2 dozen cookies $4.75

• Classic Holiday
IV2 dozen cookies $5.75

Choose from these delicious varieties:

• Chocolate Chunk
• Pecan Chocolate ChurJc
• Peanut Butter Chocolate Chunk
• Oatmeal Raisin

• Assortment of above

Please place your orders at the Bluewail Coffee

House. Orders will be ready within two days.

UNIVERSITY
FOOD

SERVICES

Top of the Campus
I

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

ELEVENTH FLOOR
MURRAY D LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

A GIFT YOU CAN'T TOP!

A Top of the Campus gift certificate is the perfect gift for any

occasion. We will send a beautifully printed $20.00 gift certificate,

sample menu and gift card to the individual of your choice. Your

cost is only $18.00 for this $20.00 value. Gift certificates may be

purchased from Beth Bennett, Conference Registrar. Her office is

located on the Third Flcxir of the Campus Center and is open from

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. For more information, please call 545-0172.

The Campus Center

Ccpffee

On The Concourse

THE $2.00 SPECIAL

Includes: Jumbo Burger
Large French Fries

$2.00SPECIAL AVAILABLE THRU 12/16/88

Coffee Shop Hours

7:00 AM-3:00 PM Monday-Friday
Closed Weekends

Monday, December 12, 1988
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University Judiciary vetoes earlier decision
_ •^ _„. »u 1., „„o^v,^„ oo«>t r,»«4"^Ko offriK..^^ tv,ia t^ No hearine was held to decide on the mistrial.

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The University Judiciary decided last week a trial in

which several members of the Student Government

Association were censured was procedurally incorrect.

The statement by the University Judiciary (formerly the

Student Judiciary) says the Sept. 25 Kropp vs. Coor-

dinating Committee hearing was mistried because the

complainant, former SGA Senator Mary Rita Kropp, did

not have 25 signatures on her petition for the case.

Kropp petitioned for judicial review of a June 8 vote by

the Coordinating Committee which ratified Shari Silkoff

and Jason Rabinowitz as SGA co presidents in a partial

capacity.

Kropp argued her case was nothing new because

previous cases had been heard without the required 25

signatures. Kropp did not produce documentation of this,

however, and the court could not find the 1981 case cited

by Kropp in its files.

"I think if the judiciary was on the ball, it would have

told me the correct way to file," Kropp said yesterday. "I

think it shows the court's temporary lack of organization,

by letting (the case] go through the way it did. I would

guess they don't have many files from 1981. and this is

not the only case they can't find." She attributed this to

the transitory nature of the court positions.

Although the lack of signatures is the sole reason the

court said the case was mistried, the court's statement

mentions several other procedural irregularities, in-

cluding the trial was held on a Sunday, an(;l therefore was

in violation of Massachusetts law.

Kropp agreed that the case probably should not have

been heard on a Sunday.

Former Clerk of Courts Paul Picirrillo, voted out of of-

fice by the current judiciary, said the mistrial ruling was

ridiculous.

"Apparently they didn't study it carefully," Picirrillo

said. He said documentation existed proving that cases

have been heard without the 25 signatures. Picirrillo said,

however, he was not going to get involved with the court

again.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice, who defended the

Coordinating Committee in the hearing, presented several

arguments which questioned the validity of the trial and

filed an appeal based on these arguments after the trial.

Orefice said she was happy with the decision.

"There were several problems with that hearing, and

Im glad the justices realized those problems," Orefice

said.

Nohearing was held to decide on the mistrial. Clerk

of Courts Chris McLellan said a tribunal composed of

justices Paul Gehring, Adam Scales, and Stephanie Cor-

by met, reviewed the case, and ruled it was a mistrial.

"Basically they weren't dealing with the merits of tKe"

case," McLellan said. 'They were just going over it to

make sure it was procedurally correct." _____

Orefice said she was glad there had been no appeal hear-

ing on the case, but if she hadn't appealed, the case might

not have been re-examined.

"I didn't win on appeal, I won on a mistrial. They just

realized the case was so screwed up they shouldn't have

allowed it to go through. If we had won on an appeal, that

would have been recognizing that there was a case," she

said.

The judiciary's statement also says the court is not

allowed to censure non-members of the judiciary.

Members of the Coordinating Committee were censured

by the tribunal for voting to approve Silkoff/Rabinowitz.

McLellan said he was uncertain about the basis of this

ruling, but said he believed it came from Black's Law

Dictionary.

Picirrillo said he was sure the court had the ability to

censure.

Shortcuts to the Shortcut

From East and West of Westover,

lake Exit #5 on the Mass. Turnpike

to Rt. 33 North to Westover Road.

From the North, take Rt. 91 South

to Exit #4 at the Mass. Turnpike

interchange Then East to Exit #5

on Mass. Turnpike to Rt. 33 North to

Westover Road.

From the South, take Rt. 291 East

to Exit #6 off Rt. 291 (Fuller Road).

Then follow the Wfestover

Metropolitan Airport

symbola

6 Round Trip Flights Daily

To LaGuardia IVIarine Air

Terminal From Westover

Metropolitan Airport.

Call your Travel Agent
or 413-593-9955.

Westover Metropolitan Airport

The Westover Shortcut to New York City

/
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ARTS/LIVING

Max Roach shines bright
Ridley falls short, at FAC
By GRAEME THOMSON which he layered a series ofcomplex breaks
and JOHN SWANSON q,^ g pounding bass rhythm, creating the
Collegian Staff sense of the snare and toms being engag-

ed in a furious gun-battle.
The Jazz All Stars -xhe Drum Also Waltzes" refuted the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall argument that the drums are not a
December 10 melodious instrument, building a subtle

contrast between sounds of the different

Jazz musicians fall into two basic p^^ts of the kit. For Coleman Hawkins*
categories: the wheat and the chaff. Max •Mop-Mop,' Roach used audience hand-
Roach must eat a lot of Triscuits. pj^pg ^^ punctuate a be bop beat, and his
Saturday's Jazz All Stars performance ever-popular show piece.'Mister Hi Hat."

marked the 10th anniversary of the Flet- ^.^j. ^^j.^, appreciated by an otherwise
cher Henderson Memorial Scholarship. The unresponsive audience,
program opened with Roach giving a com- jy^^ ^igh point of the set. however, saw
prehensive demonstration of his art on Roach returning to the African roots ofjazz,
what he called "the only instrument to Roach's mallets evoked distant rumblings
come out of the United States of America" of discontent on the skins while the hi-hat
- the drum set Larry Ridley and the Jazz hissed like a coiled mamba and a whip-
Legacy Ensemble finished the evening ^^ack snare hinted at violent uprising,
with a set that was interesting to moderate Roach's genius lies in his ability to create
jazz enthusiasts, yet managed to put some

yjyjjj if^ages through a cacophony of sound,
of us to sleep, not mentioning any names. j^ g, manner not dissimilar to Ornette Col
The 64 year-old professor began with

"Billy the Kid," a piece in 9/4 time, in continued on pige 12
moved downstage for "Mister Hi-Hat," which he performed

during the Jazz All Stars show Saturday

ACCIDENT VICTIMS
Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in iniuries fronn: • Auto AccicJents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

449-4443 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in the Nyrrex yellow pages

Styles By Deborah]
65Unlverslty Dr.,Amtierst

j

_B49-56 1 1

Albion will buy your schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.

ALBIOn
rn'

ikK^^J
1 1 1 1 « lOoiHor 1 1 I 1 «
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Lecturer discusses problems
facing African-American students
By JOSEPH L. HILL Jr.

Collegian Staff

Na'im Akbar Ph.D lectured to 125 people at Amherst

College's Red Converse Room last Monday. The lecture

was sponsored by Straight Ahead and the Black Student

Union.
The lecture discussed several reasons why students at

predominately White institution feel tremendous stress,

have difficulty coping with life situations, and eventual-

ly "forget" who they are, "if they ever knew." according

to the lecturer.

African-Americans students are in a constant struggle

for self-discovery because this country is dominated by

Euro-American thought and literature. Students, because

they are the most intellectually gifted, represent the most

important vehicle for change in this society, according to

Dr. Akbar.

But it is important for these African American students

to become vehicles of change for their community. Accor

ding to Dr. Akbar, "Many of us are confused about how

we need to use our skills to better the lot of African

Americans."
The lecturer offered several reasons why students in en

vironments such as UMASS often become confused and

feel as if they constantly struggle to define themselves.

These points are:

• African Americans find themselves in alien en-

vironments, such UMASS. The culture around them

(African-Amer.) represents a reaffirmation of somebody

else's culture. By virtue of location, students try to fit

themselves into "the picture."The role models that

students aspire to look nothing like themselves. Looking

to find your self by imitating models unlike the self is

impossible.

• That the entire history that African-American students

are taught is an exclusion of their reality from the world

market of ideas. American society reflects a European

reality, and the nature of this reality makes you believe

that there is something wrong with you. Ifyou do not suf

fer from the problems of Euro-Americans then you are dif

ferent. To further expand on this idea. Dr. Akbar discussed

the sexual idealogy of Sigmund Froid. According to the

lecturer Froid studied the sexual behaviors of Jewish peo-

ple and then extrapolated their sexual problems to other

cultures.

African Americans are socialized to be sympathetic to

the oppressive behavior of Euro-Americans. The desire to

see the cowboys beat the Indians is an example of students

being unsympathetic to the Indians who were actually the

victims of Euro-American oppression. According to the lee

turer students are not very active in dealing with the

South Africa issue because the oppressed S.Africans are

portrayed as "Indians," with the White Afrikanners be

ing analogous to the cowboys. That African Americans do

not identify with the plight of the S. African because "we

identify with our own destructive forces, our loyalties lie

with the cowboys," said Dr. Akbar

The lecturer went on to criticize the systematic distor-

X Center holds
Kwanza
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

About 60 African-American. African and

Afro-Carribean students participated

yesterday in a celebration of Kwanzaa.

The event, held in the Malcom X Center,

was an homage to the seven principles of

Umoja (Unity), Kujichagulia (Self-

Determination), Ujima (Collective of

Responsibility), UjamaaCCooperative

Economics) , Nia (Purpose),Kuumba

(Creativity) and Imani (Faith) which con-

stitute Kwanzaa.

The celebration, initiated by the staff of

the Malcom X Center, began with a

general greeting and explanation of the

principles of Kwanzaa and its history.

Dr. Maulana Karenga started the

celebration of Kwanzaa based upon his

research into the traditions and

philosophies of African cultures and

societies. Karenga and others had long felt

that African-Americans were buying into

the materialism associated with Euro-

American life and practices, including the

celebration of Christmas. Kwanzaa, with

its emphasis on African ideals of collective

mentality and purpose,was conceived as an

alternative to the ideology of the West and

the Western Christmas tradition.

The commencement was followed by a

speaker. Rick Townes. Who expounded

upon his experiences with Kwanzaa dur-

ing his keynote address. Next came the

Candlelighting Ceremony during which

students lit each of seven candles symboliz-

ing the seven principles. Poetry readings,

singing, and a social mixer and dinner

followed.

tion of Africa's contribution to European society. Dr.

Akbar maintained that the history that students are

familiar with is "a reality that we can know nothing

about, it was not meant to include you," according to Dr.

Akbar As examples of this, the lecturer said "it's not a

mistake that the great African queen Cleopatra was por-

trayed by Elizabeth Taylor, or that African-Americans are

made to identify with the good White father Abe Lincoln,

who never intended to liberate us, as opposed to Nat

Turner who fought for your freedom.

Euro American society encourages African-Americans

to be different from themselves. They are rewarded for

behaving different from others in their community, and

punished for expressing themselves. These punishments

come in a variety of forms, for example, the demotion or

lack of promotion of employees who wear "afros," accor

ding to Dr. Ak&ar.

African-American students face compounded problems

at universities such as this because they must deal with

their studies plus represent their race. The fact that

students must prove to others that they are at the par-

ticular institution because of hard work, not necessarily

Affirmative Action is extra work. This tends to wear

students down, according to Dr. Akbar.

Dr. Akbar provided students with possible methods to

help them find themselves in environments such as

UMASS. The solutions offered were :

• Recognize that there is a struggle, that there is a side

of you that, by virtue of being an African American, you

do not know
• Engage in active pursuit of knowledge, 90 percent of

the course material does not contain the right knowledge.

Do not be intimidated by another culture. Master the

other cultures as you become firmly rooted in your own.

Seek the truth and learn what your role in this truth is.

Set-up a parallel study session. Pursue your studies of the

self on your vacation time. Do not waste your time try-

ing to find yourself at the institution, "you are not here

for that," according to Dr. Akbar.

• You must be credentialed in this society if you wish

to make changes. So stay in school and obtain the creden

tials. Know how you fit into your field. Master the Euro-

American reality but do not make it your own.

• AfTiliate yourself with your community. Do not spend

your vacation time in an isolated (i.e. UMASS) communi-

ty. Take the time to interact with people like yourself.

Reaffirm your beliefs by spending free time in an environ-

ment where people think similar to yourself.

• Engage in action and practice. Put pictures on your

wall of people who look like you. Put your heroes on your

walls. Legitimize your presence on this campus. "Your

presence here is the legacy of work that was done," by

students who came before you, according to Dr. Akbar.

• Master the fear. Alienation has made you feel insecure.

Realize that it is okay to love Africans and like Euro-

Americans. You can be pro Black without being

anti-White.

"You are the minds that built the philosophy of the

world." said Dr. Akbar.

Workshop, given
on racism

By EDWARD P SMITH
Collegian Staff

On Monday, Dec. 5, in room 168C of the

Campus Center, the University of

Massachusetts Baha'i Club held a

workshop and open discussion on racism.

The objective of this workshop was to

develop short and long term goals that

would lead to new and innovative ways of

dealing with the disease of racism.

The short term goals of the group is to

create an environment that is conducive to

enhancing unity within the group and also

to help each participant develop a state of

mind that would enable him/her to deal

with and understand racism.

First, the group attempted to define

racism. The comprehensive definition

agreed upon was that racism was pre-

judice based on race with the power to

act upon this prejudice and thereby af-

fect the prejudge in as adverse manner.

Once defined, strategies to attack this

definition were discussed. It was agreed

that the power to act upon this prejudice

was the strength of racism and the main

arena of this power lay within the socio-

economic structure of our society. Once

understood and defined, methods of deal-

ing with the virus of racism were discuss-

ed and the prevailing concepts put forth

were education and the restructuring of the

economic power in the America.

The groups long term goals were to con-

tinue to meet and develop a power base to

infiltrate the UMass community with

angles of attacking the microcosms of

racism. The workshop continues Monday

Dec. 12th in room 168C of the campus

center, all students are invited.

Black Affairs Is empty without you

Interested writers please contact

Joe Hill and Thomas Mambande at

545-3500

Dr. Na'im Akbar lecturing to students from the

five college area about the difficulties African-

American students face at predominately White

institutions, last Monday night.

Mixer tonight...
By JOSEPH L HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

Ebony productions is sponsoring an end of the semester

mixer,tonight at 7 p.m. on the 10th floor of the campus

center The mixer is open to all students.

The purpose of the mixer is to unite the faculty and staff

with students since interactions between the groups is at

the basis of life here at UMASS, according the Ebony Pro-

ductions President Rosemarie Edwards.

The mixer will be a dinner between students and the

staff persons they have invited, and a discussion about

the difficulties involved in being a student will be initiated

by two guest speakers. The speakers are Barbara Love

and Stephen Small.

Although it is too late to reserve dining space, students

are encourage to attend the lectures given by the speakers

and participate in conversations with the professors

present.

"The mixer is a good chance for students to .see that pro-

fessors are people too," it is an opportunity to discuss mat-

ters outside of the normal classroom topics, according to

Edwards.

Ebony Productions is a Third World organization whose

object is to enhance the appreciation of Gospel music on

campus, and their main goal is to unite the faculty and

staff with the students.

THE PIPLINE .

.

By EDWARD P. SMITH
Collegian Correspondent

A & T University, North

Carolina - The annual King

day celebration will be held Jan.

13th. The speaker will be Yolonda

King. On Feb. 2nd, Jesse Jackson, Dick

Gregory, and Nicki Giovanni will open Black

History Month as guest speakers.

Howard University, Washington D.C.- Will present

its annual salute to Black women. The pro-

gram will feature such prominent Black

women as Carrie Saxon Perry, the

Mayor of Hartford, Conn, and

Donna Oliver, National Tea-

cher of the Year.

St. Augustine, North

Carolina - Is planning for the

International Spring Festival.

This years theme is "South

Africa - Where to from

Here."
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NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
December 14-16; 9:00-4:00

December 17; 10:00-2:00

December 19-22; 9:00-5:00

Hampaen Dining Commons
December 19-21; 1:00-8:00
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Oh, to be courted by a beau
A ray of setting sunlight strikes the left

page of the latest Shakespearian play I am
reading. I look out the window and wonder

. . . what would life be like as an

Elizabethan woman?
One heck of a lot easier, for sure. Assum-

ing I take Willie at his word — that the

women he writes about actually lived as

easy a life as he portrays — well, they had

it made! They never had to face any of the

dating dilemmas that I, a woman of the

'80s, face daily.

Alise Harfield

Like initiative. Back then women like

Juliet. Cleopatra. Kate and Beatrice never

had to worry about asking men out; they

just kind of fell in love without any hassles.

Can you imagine having more suitors than

you could count by hand (and toei. all

waiting to fall in love with you? The com-

petition alone sends a shiver up my spine.

How about making them choose between

a gold, silver, and lead locket - choose the

one with my photo in it and become mine

forever. (This really happened in Much Ado

About Nothing.) Definitely an easy way to

go about commitment.

And starvation. I doubt if they ever had

to go hungry because they were afraid to

unveil their eating habits in front of their

Romeos. Then again, they probably had

more table manners than I have had slices

of onion pizza.

And hair-iios. There is always a fair maid

waiting in the wings with combs and

brushes waiting to fix their mistress' hair.

They did quite nicely without electricity.

Not the modern woman; we're stuck with

blow-dryers and curling irons and hot

rollers and hot stix and crimping irons and.

And Outfits. They never had to worry

about outfits. Everyone dressed alike.

Fashion statements, individuality,

originality were non-existant. Hmmm.
And money. There was never a question

as to who would pay for transportation,

presents, banquets. It was always the male.

In fact, as I recall in Taming ofthe Shrew,

the woman never had any contact with

cash at all. Kate had to ask permission to

buy anything. In fact, her husband

Petruchio even refused her on more than

one occasion her request of a new outfit and

cap.

Well. . .

Parents? The women of the Elizabethan

age did not have to fret about meeting their

beau's parents. In fact, the two sets of

parents met long before the two lovers ever

did . . . to agree on the dowry and the liv-

ing arrangements. Maybe the women had

no desire to meet her boyfriend's, I mean

suitor's parents. It wouldn't matter if they

liked one another; the marriage was a con-

crete deal no matter what.

What about love? Did they actually fall

head over heels in a matter of an act? A
scene? A soliloquy? Perhaps. But it is hard

to believe. Personally, I think I would need

a whole play to do so. Or at least a novella.

I find myself now unable to read the left

page, for the sun has now been below the

horizon for some time. It's actually quite

dark now.

I turn on my lamp, grab my CD player,

and sit in front of the monochrome com

puter screen. Perhaps I'll call my friend on

the telephone before heating up the lef

tovers of my onion pizza in our microwave.

Ahh, to live in the 1600s.

Maybe not.

Alise Harfu'ld is a Colle^ion columnist

Bring back the Christmas tree

They said it

The one thing which we seek with in-

satiable desire is to forget ourselves, to be

surprised out ofour propriety, to lose our

sempiternal memory and to do something

without knowing how or why; in short to

draw a new circle. Nothing great was ever

achieved without enthusiasm. The way of

life is wonderful; it is by abandonment.

The great moments of history are the

facilities of performance through the

strength of ideas, as the works of genius

and religion. "A man," said Oliver

Cromwell, "never ri.ies so high a.s- when he

knows not whither he is going. " Dreams

and drunkenness, the use of opium and

alcohol arc the semblance and counterfeit

of this oracular genius, and hence their

dangerous attraction for men.

-Ralph Waldo Emerson

There is a holiday season every year that

a great many people love to celebrate. We
are some of those people. Unfortunately we

live on campus at the University of

Massachusetts.

Each year since we have lived in Orchard

Hill, an evergreen tree next to the bowl has

been decorated with lights for the holiday

season. This year, however, no lighted tree

can be seen.

There is a menorah on campus, and it is

lit every night during the Jewish celebra

tion of Chanukkah. Yet there is no visible

tree in celebration of the holiday season.

Please don't misunderstand us. We don't

want you to believe that we are upset with

the menorah being lit. We think it's

wonderful that the Jewish faith is allowed

to display their belief and celebration of

Chanukkah to the whole school.

Perhaps a benefit of attending a univer-

sity of such diversity is that we hopefully

begin to lose the prejudices we had ac-

quired over childhood. Perhaps one of the

greatest lessons we learn here is to ap-

preciate the differences of others. Perhaps

the holiday season is the most opportune

time to display this appreciation.

Being students ourselves, we understand

how'depressing it is to be too busy to enjoy

holiday preparations. Maybe we should just

take some time while brushing our teeth

or walking to class to think what the holi-

day means to us. Each individual must

have their own meaning, but all of us

would probably agree that the holiday

season is a time to celebrate peace, hope,

love and life — everything students on this

campus have been trying to make people

more aware of.

The Christmas tree lit in December u.s

ed to be one such reminder of happiness.

If having it called a Christmas tree offends

people, maybe we should think of it as the

celebration tree. Like the menorah, the

lighted tree was not meant to offend peo-

ple. Rather it was a way for the school to

bring a little bit ofjoy into our hectic lives.

In the remaining weeks before the holi-

day season comes to an end. we hope the

celebration tree will be lit as a symbol of

peace on earth and goodwill to all.

David Harvey
Laura A. Caristi

Orchard Hill
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SGA minority endangers democratic system
•^ ... ^ /-.I .. „i._„i.;~,. „=,«w-»c r,f tViis whnlp pni.sode original framers

Editors note: 23 other people signed this

letter

Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz announced then-

decision to accept the representation of the American Civil

Liberties Union (ACLU) and take the issue of the co-

presidency to court, after having exhausted all the legal

recourses available to them within the Student Govern-

ment Association.
«. l n r

The Young Communist League of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst supports their decision. We

believe they have been the victims of one of the most

vicious, anti-democratic attacks that UMass has seen in

a while The elected leaders of our campus have been

thrown out of office because some people interpret the

SGA Constitution to say that there cannot be

co-presidents. ,, _,v„

The Constitution is not the real issue here at all. Ihe

problem .s the small group of right-wing extremists within

Ihe SGA who cannot accept the fact that the students

voted for a Communist to be one of their leaders. They

care nothing about the will of the students, the democratic

process, or even student government itself, which they

openly admit they are out to destroy. They will stop at

nothing to keep Silkoff and Rabinowiz from taking office

One of the most shocking aspects of this whole episode

is the way in which these people have been able to in

fluence the judicial branch of our student government,

especially Bill Collins. Collins, who is named in the suit

brought by Silkoff and Rabinowtiz. was clearly driven the

whole time by anti-communism, but claimed he was "un-

biased" and merely wanted to uphold his intei^retation

of the Constitution. —

Steven Duplisea

The problem with the Student Judiciary's ruling is they

admitted that the clause in the Constitution regarding

co-presidents is "vague and ambiguous" and subject to

numerous different readings. Yet they retroactively

punished Silkoff and Rabinowitz for interpreting it to

allow co-presidents.

What about the precedent of others who ran for co-

president in previous years, without challenge? What

about the tradition on our campus: the five area govern

ments with co-presidents, the dozens of co-senators, and

co-chairpersons of committees? What about the numerous

original framers of our Constitution who te.stified that

they never meant to eliminate the freedom of the students

to elect CO presidents? All of this, the judiciary ignored.

What about the 19,000 students of UMass, the 1,454 who

voted for Silkoff and Rabinowitz, the more than 3,000 who

signed petitions supporting their right to take office, the

hundreds who came to the senate to urge senators to ratify

them, the countless students who have worked on behalf

of them? To them, the Undergraduate Student Senate is

indifferent.

Silkoff and Rabinowitz have no alternative but to take

the fight for democratic rights to the District Court in Nor-

thampton, where they will ask the judge for an injunc-

tion barring the Student Judiciary from putting any con-

straints on the senate.

We urge all students to show their support by attending

the court hearing this Friday at 2 p.m. in the Northamp-

ton Courthouse. This is your fight.

Steven Duplisea is the Chairperson of the Young Com-

munist League of the University of Massachusetts.
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Cheers for UMass
We want to congratulate the students

who participated in the "peaceful mission

of Christmas caroling" at Amherst Col-

lege' We hope this marks the start of a

new tradition that celebrates the holiday

season rather than causing injuries or pro-

perty damage.

It is our pleasure to encourage a festivp

tv that contributes to a true feeling ot

community and we trust other winter

,.vents will follow your lead. Perhaps now

college and university officials can join in

the fun in.stead of standing ready with

Amherst police to take action against

dangerous behavior.

D.L. Madson

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Gladys Rodriguez

Interim Dean of Students

Armenians hope glasnost will bring back land
^ . . 1 ..L-i. :/• L_ 4_..l.. V.<xi;<^..<^o Ttrto firat ntfpmnt t.n II

In 1923, Joeseph Stalin, in order to ap-

pease the demands of the Turkish Muslims

in the Soviet republic of Azerbaijan, took

a piece of land called Karabagh from the

already weak and defenseless Soviet

Republic of Armenia and gave it to them.

Armenians composed 9.5 percent of

Karabagh's population. The inhabitants of

Azerbaijan are primarily Muslims of

Turkish origin, while the inhabitants of

Armenia are virtually all Christians.

Sixty-four cumbersome years have gone

by for the Armenians in Soviet Armenia

since Stalin's unjustified decision.

The tensions between Armenia and Azer-

baijan had been kept secret and the Soviet

government had not fully tried to solve the

problem of Karabagh, but recently Arme-

nians have been protesting in Yerevan, the

capital of Armenia. Up to a million people

have gathered in the city's center to let

Gorbechev know that if he truly believes

in his "glastnost," he must correct Stalin's

error.

During this same time anti-Armenian

rallies were being held in Azerbaijan. Since

Azerbaijanis are, in e.s.sence Turks, they

have a hatred for the Armenians. Violence

and murders have swept over the two

republics.

Arthur Payaslian

The Azerbaijanis have killed more than

200 Armenians, if not more. In retaliation

and self-defense, Armenians have also kill-

ed an estimated 40 Azerbaijanis.

Some examples of violence against Arme-

nians are two attempts at massive poison

ing by Azerbaijanis who obtained a Soviet-

made poison, which kills when absorbed

through the skin.

The first attempt to use this chemical

against Armenians was at a sewing

cooperative in Massiv, and the reported

result was that 51 seamstresses were sent

to the hospital.

The second attempt involved con-

taminated money at a Yerevan bank,

which made another dozen people ill.

There was concern that the water supp-

ly in Yerevan could be a target of Azerbai

jani attacks.

The Armenian Club is holding a vigil at

5 p.m. on Tuesday in front of the Student

Union.

We urge all of you to attend this silent

protest to show our unity with the Arme-

nians and to show our outrage at the

massacres which the Azerbaijanis are car-

rying out.

Arthur Payaslian is a UMass student
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Goodman's best work
A rare disc find
By SCOTT NANCE
Collegian Correspondent

The Best of the Asylum Years: Volume One
Steve Goodman
Red Pfgamas Records

The Best ofthe Asylum Years: Volume One is a compila-

tion of late singer/songwriter Steve Goodman's recordings

on Asylum Records' subsidiary Red Pajamas. But the fact

is, Steve Goodman never reached any sort of popular ac-

claim at all, so it would be hard to consider this a "greatest

hits" collection.

Goodman's music can be compared to a mix between

Fred Smallish or Holly Near-like folk and the soft rock

of the 70's with some country thrown in. Included on this

album is a fairly good rendition of Smokey Robmson's hit

"Two Lovers." In fact, on the best tracks of this anthology,

Goodman's voice had some of the best qualities of Robin-

son's silky tones, especially on "I'm Attracted To You",

"One Bite of the Apple.' and the aforementioned Robin-

son cover.'

There's several country songs on this LP, but they are

more of a traditional country nature than the Top 40 sort

of countr>' by Kenny Rogers or Hank Williams Jr. for in-

stance. The harmonica solo on "Hand it To You" is classic.

This collection offers something for a lot of musical tastes

and is worth a listen.

Steve Goodman had a lot to offer us musically, and his

untimely death was unfortunate. It is also unfortunate

that he wasn't recognized more during his lifetime, but

then again, maybe he was able to give us the variety he
did because he didn't have to deal with the Top 40 for-

mula pressure in the industry. The one concession this

album makes to the commercial gods is in the title. It's

sad that whoever put this work together tagged it the

"Asylum Years" after his record company's parent cor

poration. TTie title could've been a statement for Steve

Goodman's spirit rather than his business life.

Because of the small size of Red Pajamas Records, The
Asylum Years would be quite difficult to locate in stores.

To order the disc directly, send $10 postpaid for an album,

$15 for CD to Red Pajamas, P O. Box 36E77, Los Angeles

Ca. 90036. Goodman's efforts are quite worth the price,

despite the j>oor choice in packaging by the record

company.

THE UNIVERSITY CHAMBER CHOIR, conducted by
Wayne Abercrombie, will perform in the Bowker
Auditorium tomorrow, along with soloists from the Five
College Chamber Choir. Show begins at 8 p.m.

Getting Out
actors speak
By MICHAEL T. PUOPOLO
ColUegian Correspondent

What is Getting Out all about? It's a play

about getting a second chance in life. The
play focuses on Arlene, porterayed by Jami
Miller. Arlene has just gotten out after ser-

ving eight years in prison for murder,
drugs and prostitution , and is trying to

come to terms with her past and get on
with her life. She wishes to reenter socie-

ty and start all over again.

According to Jami Miller, who plays her;

"Arlene is an angry woman, but she is

determined to do something with her life.

She has an inner strength to draw on."

Arlene's mother is a woman who is total-

ly devoid of all love for her daughter, and
abuses her as a child. She is played by Jen-

nifer Lavenhar;
"She's a very bitter woman . . . she thinks

her daughter is a burden she does not
deserve."

Lavenhar says she had to do a lot of

research for her role; "I had to read about
the horror of incest . . . it's a dangerous side

of life to explore."

Jami and Jennifer are both glad that the

Theater Department chose to stage this

piece.

"It needs to be done." says Jennifer,"it

inspires thought in |}eople. I feel it is a real

life play for alot of people."

The ending of the play is open to inter-

pretation. Jennifer and Jami believe that

there is a glimmer of hope left in Arlene's

life. They feel Arlene has a chance to come
to terms with the past, but there are many
unanswered questions left to the the au-

dience's imagination. Investigate for

yourselfwhen Getting Out by Marsha Nor-

man returns to the Rand Theater this week
from December 14-17. Show begins at 8

p.m.
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Master Bartending

Excellence.

"...it's not just

mixology, it's

nnything. New
England Bartenders

School really anrrs

uhit you need to

know to stqj behind

the bar and work.

"

-Andrew Stess

of Henri IV

Bartending involves ^"^p
technical expertise and ^^W New l-:a}0an<l

soaal skills. At New -^fa BailenClerS
England Bartenders ^m SctKX)l and much mon?.

School you'll learn .^^ Let us help you master

customer servia\ pn)fessional the bartending trade. Call

drink making, intoxication today for more into.

management, job search skills (617) 247-1600

811 BovLston Street, Boston, MA 02116

1^.
V8

GET YOUR
FUTURE OFF
THE GROUND

Imagine Ihe thrill of fly-

a jet aircraft! Air Force

R(jrC offers you teadersliip

training aiKl an ewcdtent start to a ca-

reer as an Air Force pilot. If yrm have what

it takes, check out Air Force RGFC today

Contact

CAPT MIKE LACOMBE
413-545-2451

.AiE.PO^E.1
TK?Ir-

iMdmhip EJrdknrp Starts tiere

Industrial strength wall of sound powers Puppy
By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

ViviSECTci
Skinny Puppy
Capitol

The clank of the assembly line, steel wool abrasion ,

open wounds, horrors beyond imagining. All these fun
things (plus many others) can be found on the new Skin-
ny Puppy album. At least, that's what it sounds like. In
truth, the sounds produced by this band demand new ter-
minology for description.

Sure, they've got drum machines, but they use per-
cussive noises that sound more like huge industrial
machines grinding away than any recognizable trap
drum sound. Sure , they've got vocals, but lead singer
Nivek Ogre is always either growling or shouting
through loads of distortion and effects; even ifyou follow
along with the lyric sheet, there are times when his voice
goes beyond the realm of human. This is the in-

dustrjal'throb pulse at its most chilling.

Tracks like "who's Laughing Now" and "Testure" are

barbed attacks on crystal methanol abuse and unethical
animal experimentation, respectively. The latter track
has a particularly chilling moment when a disembodied
voice suddenly cuts through the din and says, "I hope
you make sure it's properly dead before you ..."
The rest of the album is also topical, ranging from the

AIDS scare to the destruction of the rainforests. Don't
let this alienate you, however, because you really have
to sit down with the lyric sheet and make a conscious
effort to discern a lot of the message, although it does
get easier and easier to understand Ogre's vocals the
more you listen.

Ironically there is a "Parental Guidance — Explicit
Lyrics" sticker found on the shrink wrap. Why should
we be warned away from words we can't even unders-
tand that easily. Maybe the people responsible figured
out the demonic subtext in the album title (think about
it!).

It's hard to give a good idea of what this band sounds
like ifyou've never heard of them. Indeed their originali-

ty is one of their more appealing traits. The sound alter-

nates between individual dance tracks with beats heavy
enough to reduce the wall behind your speakers, and biz-

zare atmospheric piece where looping samples and voices

from another dimension bounce predictably around the
mix. Great stuff! ^
To be fair, however, you should be warned that this

is not a generally accessible record. Don't expect any
three-chord love songs. This band tackles unpleasant
topics, and does so in unpleasant ways. Whereas the
Smiths had bouncy, happy music to disguise depressing
lyrics. Skinny Puppy employ no such sugar coating here.

The songs sound horrific because the material demands
it. Before this becomes an utter turn-off, remember that
like all acquired tastes, once you acclimatize yourself to
the Skinny Puppy sound, it can be a rewarding
experience.

In general, this is a much better record than either of

the band's two previous albums. The songs are much
more pointed, and they are playing up the music more
(the last album was not much more than percussion and
vocals).

Skinny Puppy are not for everyone, but if you want
challenging electronic music with something to say, pick

up viviSECTvi and find out what it feels like to be a ghost
in the machine.

I
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SanU Yould like to gift you a
(real Christmas present...

A year of new friends, surprises
and adrenlures

Yha.t is this grea.t present? It's a

year of SlQiiaiilQll SasHsai
ISsSalQIIl/I^sO Santa has some cute

elTes vorking at the NSE office

v^ho are taking the names of good
girls and boys vho vant to go to

school in Havaii. Florida.

California, the Virgin Islands.

Nev Hampshire and Maryland in

the fall of 1989. If you vant to be
included on Santa's list you

laiDSir atUnd the LAST

INFORMATION SESSION for these

schools on December 12. 19S8. at

4:00pm to 3:00pm in room 163 of
the Campus Center. And don't

forget. Santa knovs v^ho's been
naughty or nice!

tW33PM3333»»» mm rnmmw^^
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Screenprinting-.
Tee Shirts. Sweatshirts. Jackets.

Bumperstickers. Decals.

Athletic Jerseys. Hot*-
Tot your

Group. Company or Organisotioit

YOU NAME IT- WE SCREEN IT!

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

CompUt* Art and Design
D*partm«nt

• - —

sdecnprint speocdjsts
47 lockson Street. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 413434^634

AT&T COMPUTER DONATION
MATCHING GRANT

Hill

PROGRAM
iHJiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiyiim I

I

I

AT&T is pleased to announce a Higher Education Matching Grant Program for the AT&T
6386 Workgroup System Computer. The 6386 WGS can be a single user MS-DOS System

or by the addition of low cost terminals can become a multi-user system.

FOR EVERY 6386 WGS PURCHASED BY THE
UNIVERSITY AT&T WILL DONATE AN
IDENTICALLY EQUIPPED 6386 WGS.

SAMPLE CONFIGURATION
MODEL 62

: Intel 80386 Microprocessor:

i 2 MB RAM
j EGA Video Board :

j Unix System V
j

: 3 Button Mouse
\

For more information contact:

Bill Buckley
AT&T
365 Cadwell Drive

Springfield, MA
413 785-4400

EGA Color Monitor

5 1/4" 1.2 MB Floppy
40 MB Hard Disk

MS-DOS 3.3

Serial & Parallel Port

Available Models:

Single Floppy, 40, 68, 80,

135, 300 MB Hard Drives.

$5,465

AT&T is an Massachusetts Higher Education Consortium—approved vendor.
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Roach
\ontinued from page 6

eman or John coiirane he

uses his instrument in

rebellion against our ac-

cepted notions of time.

Roach realises that silence

too is a rhythm.
Larry Ridley and his Jazz

Legacy Ensemble are an ex-

ample of how musical talent

is not necessarily in

novative — or interesting.

Ridley's septet gave a

dignified performance, but

one which lacked color and

personality. Their rendi-

tions ofjazz standards were

too respectful, failing to do

justice to the spirit of the

material. Every piece was

typified by repetitive solo

improvisations among the

three horn players. It was

like listening to the Dave
Brubeck Quartet.

Hank Molbev's "The

1

Vamp." a typically up-

tempo bop piece, had the

obligatory Charlie Parker

sax solo and the cool Charlie

Mingus bass, but they didn't

have either the range or the

depth that makes those

musicians so invigorating.

They kept time rather than

made time. Vocalist Jann
Parker provided her smooth

alto for two numbers that

proved her exceptional

range but. again, did not

make her stand out in the

w orld of Betty Carter sound

alikes. Thelonious Monks
•••Round Midnight " is

always pleasant to hear, but

does not necessarily benefit

from the addition of lyrics.

Carter's "Tight" was
upbeat and worked to

Parker's credit.

Ridley's original calypso

tune. '"Ypso Facto," was
lively, but proved to be an

extremely poor choice for a

closing number. Ridlev gave

himself several oppor-

tunities to improvise on a

basic theme, but failed to

take advantage of them,

and Charlie Persip's rather

heavy handed percussion

was completely inap-

propriate for the breezy

sound.

In past years. Roach has

been joined onstage by peo-

ple who can truly be con-

sidered All Stars: Ray
Brown. Billy Taylor, Hank
Jones and Stanley Turren

tine are musicians who can

turn a piece upside down
without compromising its

spirit. The Jazz Legacy
Ensemble managed to im-

press, but were by no means

in the same league as their

predecessors in this annual

benefit performance.

Roach will, no doubt, con-

tinue to explore and extend

the bounds of the form. The
Ridley s of this world can on-

ly follow.

SPORTS! SPORTS!
ALL YOUR SPORTS
WEAR NEEDS

T-shirts - Hats

Sweatshirts

Jackets - Jerseys

Sweatpants

Much,

Much More

HAMPSHIRE MALL
(across from the cinemas)

NHL • MLB • NCAA
NFL • NBA • NFL

„IBA • NHL • NCAA

The Collegian Arts
Desk is now accepting

applications for the posi-

tion of Associate
Arts Living Editor. Any
interested applicants

NEW AND
OLD COMICS

BASEBALL CARDS

MOVIE AND
ROCK POSTERS
"CHECK US OUT-
TREASURE ISLAND

MT FARMS MALL
RTE. 9

HAOLEY, MA

may pick up an applica-

tion form in the Collegian

newsroom. All applica-

tions should be filled out

completely, and dropped
off in the Arts Living
mailbox, or given to

Cosmo Macero Jr. or

Graeme Thomson. One
Associate Arts Living
Editor will be hired for

next semester.
Would you like to write

for Arts/Living? Come down

to the newsroom and talk to

Graeme or Cosmo. Or call

545 3500. The Collegian

needs writers for next

.semester. Get started now\

Over intersession!

BI^BA^JOHNTguitarist with New York's Reverb MFs strutting

his stuff at the Blue Wall last Friday night. The band appeared with

a line-up which included Boston's Bullet Lavolta for a special WMUA
Day concert.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$1 Do Y

$$$
Work all Intersession as Inventory

Auditors $6.50/hoar to start

*'Guaranteed No Sales and
No Fast Food"

RGIS Inventory Specialists

Interviewing on Cannpus

One Day Only

Wed. Dec. 14 Campus Center

Room 101 10 am—6 pm
on the hour every hour

To set up interviews at home,

call the office nearest yoti:

508-832-6 152 —Worcester, Gardner, Natick

Framingham, Milford, Leominster,

Stttrbridge, Marlboro, Athol.

508-975-5155—Lowell, Lawrence, Somerville,

Cambridge, Saugus, Peabody.

508-559-7603—Boston, Qaincy, Braintree

Brockton, Middleboro, Hanover.

508-746-0821—Plymotith, Wareham, all of

Cape Cod, Kingston, Pembroke, Marshficld,

New Bedford.
Spofisorcd by Student Emplornitiit Office

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

JOIN THE OTHER 300

UMASS STUDENTS WHO
ARE GOING TO HAVE

A BASH THIS JANUARY

LAST CHANCE
FOR SUGARBUSH

Final Payment due

Friday, Dec 9

thru

Thursday, Dec. 10th

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

430 Student Union Bidg

BILLED DIRECTLlf
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

TtOWS<«n0tTMndfl< • MVMU
I No •fMWtlt

Atillas 2
lltinipshiM- \ldll.

QTSOS • STROMBOU
SOUVLAKI • PITA CLUB

BAKLAVA • HAM SPBBDIBS

VKGETASIAN DIUaHT
AND

MUCH, MUCH MORIi

ALL CUB PHA BBIAD
IS FBESHLT BAXBDI

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

NOW TRY OUR BEST!

$
$

J Welcome Julie!

^ 6 years styling experience

J Formally of Style by Deborah

T Welcome new & Old Customers
, . ^^x

J With this Ad $10.50 - haircut and Style dry (reg. 14.00)

^ Julie's hoars Fri & Sat 9-3

§§555?>v5v>vv ^••••••••••••••••••*****

Lazy Les back with blues
By BILL STEPCHEW
Special To The Collegian

Harp and Soul

Lazy Lester
Alligator Records

The blues revival is back in full swing,

after a relative lull in the 70's. The success

of Stevie Ray Vaughn. The Fabulous
Thunderbirds and Robert Cray has brought

a lot of the old-timers out of retirement and

back into the recording studio and clubs.

Lazy Lester, born in Louisiana as Leslie

Johnson, and inactive since his work with

Lightning Slim in the mid 60's, now follows

last year's release, Lazy Lester Rides Again

with Harp and Soul, a King
Snake/Alligator Records collaboration. The
album is a collection ofcovers and remakes

of late fifties Excello recordings, Lester's

former label.

At Excello, Lester worked with guitarists

Lightning Slim and Slim Harpo, and pro-

ducer Jay Miller to forge a blend of tradi-

tional country blues and the R&B tinged

Chicago style of Muddy Waters, Jimmy
Rogers and Little Walter. The Excello

sound provided the format for many of to-

day's guitar-harmonica bands like The
Fabulous TBirds, Sugar Ray and the

Bluetones and the James Harman band.

The Rolling Stones, The Yardbirds, The

Moody Blues and other Brtish explosion

bands of the 60's credit the Excello recor-

dings as a main inspiration.

Harp and Soul features Guitar Slim's "I

Don Got Over It", Lester's own hits

"Bloodstains On The Wall" and "Take Me
In Your Arms", the classic New Orleans

ballad; "Dark End Of The Street", Slim

Harpo's "Raining In My Heart", and a per-

sonal favorite; Eddie Boyd's "Five Long

Years". The cover of "Mannish Boy" here

borrows from the revved-up Yardbirds ver-

sion as much as from the Bo Diddley or

Muddy Waters versions.

The album is interesting from an

historical as well as from a musical view-

point. The record trades the roughness of

the early recording studio techniques,

where they often used a rolled up

newspaper on a cardboard box for a snare

drum sound, for the smooth, clear high
fidelity of today's high-tech multi-track

facilities. While Harp and Soul loses some
of the simple charm and urgency of the

originals, it is a fine collection of ballads

and straight ahead blues, with the snappy
addition of the instrumental "Alligator

Shuflle".

Lazy Lester's latest effort has a relaxed,

well, lazy feel to it, making it great if you
want something not too fast or too loud.

Kenny Neal, one of the many musical off-

spring of New Orleans blues godfather
Raful Neal, provides smooth, understated
guitar tracks, consistent with Lester's laid

back style. For harmonica players, this

album is a textbook of classic harp riffs.

When Little Walter died in 1968, Lazy
Lester was heir apparent to the blues harp
crown. Whether due to misfortune,
mismanagement, or whatever, he never

capitalized on his talent with commercial
success. He accompanied Lightning Slim
for the first halfof the 60*s, then faded from
sight until his recent return from retire-

ment, under the encouragement and sup-

port of his agent and washboard player,

Fred Reif
Harp and Soul is a nice addition to any

blues collection and would make a great

holiday gift to a blues head. Hopefully, this

album and others like it will spawn a new
generation of blues inspired supergroups to

continue the tradition.

First Night, New Year fun
Northampton is by far the smallest

town in Massachusetts to launch a First

Night celebration. The event provides a

way for the Pioneer Valley conununity to

come together in the celebration of life

tyhat symbolises the New Year.

First Night has become such a tradition

that it is hardly fitting to call it an "alter-

native" New Year's celebration. Public

response to the event has growri*gtronger

with each successive year, and it is now
widely acknowledged to be the accepted

celebratory festival in the community.

First Night is comprised of 23 separate

performances which take place at 8

downtown Northampton venues including

the Academy of Music, the People's In-

stitute and the Northampton Center for

the Arts. Among those appearing will be

the Pioneer Valley Ballet, the Mitch

Chakour Band and the Carlos Anderson

Gospel Singers.

Prom 2 p.m. until well after the New

Year chimes, the town will become a per-

formance kaleidoscope, and admission to

aH the shows is free with the purchase of

a First Night Button. These are priced $6

for Adults and $3 for children and seniors.

The_Pleasant St. Theater will be offer-

ing a $1 discount to First Night Button

holders for their 2 p.m. special showing

of Harold Lloyd's vintage classic of silent

comedy, "Safety Last," complete with the

organ of A.T. Purseglove.

Throughout First Night, street per-

formers under the direction of Mack Mor-
rison and Impish (^rin Productions will

add to the festive fun. while free coffee is

available to First Night Button holders at

many downtown restaurants.

First Night needs volunteers for usher-

ing, hospitality on site button sales, emd
limited technical and security work. If

you're interested, contact Keen Hahn or

Stephen Calcagnino at the Center for the

Arts in Northampton by calling 584-7327.

.Vou. (M« f^o^ atone.

^ CINEMA

SHIRLEY
M a c L A I N E

(»INNmMST AH TRlSs

VI Nil t tllMMSTIVAl !•«»<)

4 lOMN SfH|rS<K(.f» IHM

aMADAME^
TtSOUSATZKAl

-Shlrlry
MnrlJilnr itrta up a Mnrm <
Rmnlnn onlUJT plnrw tnwhrr
trying to avoKt thr wrrrhlnn hall In

h»T mcr-flmtrrt cnrrMT of London
while trylnK to trm-h a ymng
t>rudlgy ham to Hvr as wrll aa how
to play the piano IPC 131

Shows 7:00 and 9: 15

tXlV/NIOWN AVmHJSI V'i

Copies

Half Off

After100
After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet onginal. the rest are

half pnce at Kinko s. the copv

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

*r^m «( Mr t>l>»

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

179
229
259

rounding

CARACAS 320
Guatemala 340
HONGKONG 739
r«ia« not includtd

Alto Wor* Study Abroad.

Language Courft. Ml Slydanl

10. Youth Ho*t0l PasMf
eiMAH. Paaaa i wauad on th» ipof

'

call lor tha fRCE CICC Studani

Itmoal Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So PlaaMnt St.

Amhafst. MA 010O2

BONUS STORAGE FILE

BUY (4) 5 1/4 MD-2D 10 PACKS

GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE FILE FREE!

OPEN: Monday thru Friday 9:00 - 5:00

Saturday 10:00 - 3:00

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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REGION

Slaying suspects sought
NEW BEDFORD lAP) - Investigators

said yesterday they are making headway

in their search for suspects in a series of

related slayings in southeastern

Massachusetts.

In a news conference yesterday at the site

where a sixth female body was found a day

earlier, Bristol County District Attorney

Ronald Pina said informants and
authorities have developed possible

suspects.

"We have a list of {xttential suspects.

There are people who are known to do

things like this and there are people who
are giving us some information," Pina said.

The news conference took place in a

wooded area about a quarter mile from the

Reed Road exit off Interstate 195 in Dart

mouth. Nearby, police were still collecting

parts of the badly decomposed female body.

The skeletal remains, found Saturday

afternoon, marked the sixth female body

found since July in a 6 to 8 mile square

Teenage Mutant
closing in on G.I,
NORTHAMPTON ( AP) - Four teen age

turtles wielding Ninja weapons, the brain-

children of a .sandwich maker and a self-

described hack cartoonist, are threatening

to close ranks on G.I. Joe at the top of the

Christmas toy market.

"They are just flying off the shelves."

said David Valentine, a toy industry

analyst for Standard & Poors.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles have hit

No. 1 1 in the Top and Hobby World charts

of best sellers, five spots behind G.I. Joe,

just four years after they were conceived

by Peter Laird and Kevin Eastman during

a late-evening sketching duel.

Store clerks report they can't keep up

with demand for the goofy turtles with

their slice-and-dice arm action and their sil-

ly one-liners ("One good turtle deserves

another").

"It's insane," said Eastman, 26. "Pete

and I really had no idea what we were

unleashing. We were just two wild-eyed

kids who just wanted to do comic books."

TTiey keep shop in a rundown building on

a back street of this college town, and have

given up on trying to identify their studio

because fans keep stealing the signs.

area outside this fishing port of 98.000 peo-

ple. Pina has said the five bodies found up

until Saturday were likely the victim of the

same killer or killers.

Investigators have identified three of the

other bodies. All three were women bet-

ween the ages of 25 and 36, and all ties to

New Bedford's Weld Square neighborhood,

known for prostitution and drug sales.

Pina said the latest find, who remained

unidentified as of Sunday, could not

definitely be linked to the other five. He did

say the woman found by police was "very

similar" to the others in that she was par

tially clad.

The sixth body appeared to have been in

the woods longer than any of the others,

possible since last spring, Pina said.

Douglas Ubelaker, an expert on forensics

from the Smithsonian Institution in

Washington, DC, was scheduled to per

form an autopsy on the sixth body today.

Three bodies remain unidentified.

Ninja Turtles

Joe as top toy
"We've lost five so far," said Mirage

Studio Executive Director Cheryl Prindle

Eastman, then an occasional student at

the University of Mas.sachusetts, said he

tracked down Laird, who scraped a living

out of drawing illustrations for local

newspapers, in 1982 because their cartoons

looked so much alike. They became fast

friends, joined by a love for Mau-vel Com-

ics illustrator Jack Kirby.

The turtles were created after what

Eastman called a heavy dose of "T.J.

Hooker " and "Love Boat" at an apartment

the two men shared while Laird's fiance

finished her studies at the University of

New Hampshire. Laird was still free-

lancing cartoons. Eastman got by making
sandwiches at a local restaurant.

"We had been watching a bunch of horri

ble TV and we started throwing stuiT at

each other," Eastman said last week. "We
found we had this little beastie that we
really fell in love with."

The beast soon had three brothers, all

named after Renaissance painters, and a

weird history involving a pool of goo in a

New York sewer and a rat with the powers

of a Ninja master.

New jail to keep
moms, kids together
BOSTON (AP) — A new kind of jaiihouse officially

opens here today designed to keep new mother and their

babies together and out of a conventional jail setting for

good.

"It's a historic step for the state and the country, to

show respect for the mother and infant bond," said Lyla

Austin, co-director of Social Justice for Women, a private,

non-profit advocacy group that will run the $550,000 pro-

gram under a contract with the State Department of

Correction.

Although a few other prison systems in the country

make efforts to allow mothers to remain for a time with

their infants, the Neil J. Houston House in the city's Rox

bury section will offer features unavailable elsewhere,

officials said.

Inmates on the 15 bed facility will be confined to the

building, but have access to counselors, drug rehabilita-

tion, help to reintegrate with the community and fami-

ly therapy as well as medical care during pregnancy and

afterward

of your

favorites!

187 North Pleasant St. Amherst
Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5, eves. Dec. 16-23

parking in rear

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registration
Tuesdays, 4-5 pm

Nov. 15, 22, 28; Dec. 6 & 12

Univ. Health Services RIVI 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
^ilrr^n^rovid^gneraMnforma^

V^DOVE^
V^ ^0 BuMiwn Aueciau*, Inc. I

Dove Business Associates, Inc. g
'

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL ^
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

Some things are better

the second time around—
applying to Medical school

isn't one of them!
Did you know that only 1 in 4 students

accepted to U.S. Medical schools is a repeat

applicant"? That's why it's important to make

sure your grades and your MCAT scores

measure up ON THE FIRST TRY

How? The BEST way is professional test

preparation at the Stanley H. Kaplan

Educational Center. We've been giving intensive

care to MCAT candidates for over 30 years. We
start with a free diagnostic test and a

personalized computer evaluation of each

student. Then we help you master all five

subtests with live classes, homestudy notes,

strategy clinics and audio practice labs.

Call us now. Get it right the first time.

IKAPLAN
SUNlJt H KAPlAMIOU(AnOHAiaHn«aO

l\IICAT REVIEW
Your future is worth it

THERE'S STILL TIME TO PREPARE!
COMPACT COURSES FORMING NOW.

OTHtR COUkbES ML AI, DA!, I.IC li X, f4ir CJ'A. BAR REVIEW. & OTHFRS

MCAT • LSAT • GRE • GMAT
358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

DANCE CLUB

Every Fri ft Sat.

The Area's Finest
Deejays

8 30 p m unlil 100 a m

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT
Every Tuesday

BLUES JAM
No cover/open stage

Every Saturday 8 00 p m
to 10 00 p m

This

Saturday Dec. 1 7th

The only W. Mass
appsarance In the

last five years

Bostons Bad Boy
of Comedy

LENNY CLARKE
Direct from the HBO.

Young Comedians Special

w/Rodney Oangerfield

PLUS
BILL BROADHURST
a lot like Wooay Allen

a !oi cheaper

The first U.S. tour of

Australia s top Indie band
terminates at the U-Joint.

THE
SCREAMING TRIBESMEN

w/the Vestrymen

Three no. 1

hits in the

land down
under and a

guitar fueled

rock assault.

On the U.S.

are powering
this band to

the top
sponsored by WMUA $6.50

door

hey, waiter, there's a fly

in my soup. Give me my
CHECK, PLEASE!
w/The DeMilos

8:30 S3

Friday, Dec 16th

THE
INCREDIBLE CASUALS
w/The Bill Rahnny Trio

8:30 $5

Saturday, Dec 17th

EEK-A-MOUSE
rtBmlwv.*"it * PfOvo'SMvii 'f*^ae Uotn Jamaica

Six foot six above sea

level not counting laced

boots & gold stetson

10PM 8.50ADV

^ Roomful of Blues
Baba Olatunji,

CJ Chenier, The Silos

413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST., N HAMP
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You doritneed yourparents?money
to buyaMacintosh

Just theirsignatuiE:

It's ne\'er been difficuli for .siudenis to convince

their parents of the need for a .Macintosh' computer

at sch(K)l.

Persuading them to write the chcvk. howe\'er, is

ani)iher thing altogether.

Vihich is why Apple created the Student Loan to

OvMi Program. An ingenious loan program that makes

buying a .Macintosh as easy as using one.

Simply pick up an application at the kotion

li.sted below, or call 800 831 LOAN. All your parents

need to do is fill it out, sign it, and .send it.

If the\- qualify; they'll receive a check

ft)r you in ju.st a few weeks.

There's no collateral. No need to pro\e financial

hardship. No application fee.

Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over

asmanvaslOvears

>X'hich gi\es you and your parents plenty of lime

to dcxide just \^ho pays for it all.

IntroducingApples

Student Lcran to Own Program

The University Store

Campus Center

e !<*« ^pplr 1 1 intpirter Im Applt- iht- \ppk I. >){< i. and Mj*. inii ish are regiMerwi ifjJcnwrb. i >f Apple Lt impuier Im

The Collegian
is looking

for Night Editors
and

Copy Editors

for

Spring Semester

Apply in the
News Room

to Yana Dlugy

Deadline

Tuesday, Dec. 13

at 5:00 p.m.

STUDENT
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Proposals are solicited for Student
Commencement Spealcer.

Format: 3 typewritten pages, double-spaced
(approximately 5 minutes speaking time)

Deadline: March 1, 1989.
(Commencement is May 28, 1989.)

Selection process and criteria : A committee consisting of a

majority of student members will review entries (autliors'names
will be deleted) for relevance to UMass and higher education,
substance, and "appropriateness". Ratings will be assigned.
Selected entrants will be asked to "audition". Final selection
will then be made by the committee.

Submit proposals to: Robert N. Brooks, Director, Student Affairs

Information Services, 229 Whitmore (545-3480).
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Secretary prepares
to defend budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of Education Lauro

F. Cavazos appears to be bracing for criticism over cuts

in school support when President Reagan presents Con-

gress with his final budget next month.

Cavazos, who promised at his confirmation to fight for

"the best funding possible," now says only "I did the best

I could" in arguing for education money. __

He did not disclose any figures for his department, but

Office of Management and Budget officials have said they

cut $35 billion across the government to hold the deficit

to $100 billion in Reagan's Cabinet and one of the

holdovers who will serve in President-elect Bush's

Cabinet, was asked in an interview with The Associates

Press if the budget will reflect his principles.

The former Texas Tech University president hesitated,

then replaied, "I really don't know how to answer that.

And I'm honest about that. I did the best I could. That's

all I can tell you. ... That's going to be the budget and

that's the one I will defend."

Cavazos said it is too soon to talk about what shape the

budget will take in the Bush administration, or what pro-

grams he will launch to combat such problems as illiteracy

and the steep dropout rate.

However. Bush did make several detailed campaign pro-

posals to boost education spending, including a new $500

million "Merit Schools " program to help the disadvantag-

ed and $50 million for magnet schools.

Cavazos told the Human Resources Committee at his

Sept. 9 confirmation hearing. "I can promise this commit

tee and promise this nation that I will do ever\'thing I can

to get the best funding possible for our Department of

Education."

In the interview, Cavazos, a former medical school dean

who was sworn in to Reagan's Cabinet barely 12 weeks

ago. said. "Some people have been concerned that I've not

come up with specific programs on how to do that or do

the other. I think it's premature very frankly.

"I've said to people, 'Look I work for President Reagan

until noon on Jan. 20. And I will bring all of my skill,

my energies and my commitment to that presidency. I

signed on for that," he said.

"But I'm also a holdover, " he added. In the Bush ad-

ministration "we will be getting into some rather specific

kinds of programs."

Cavazos, the first Hispanic to serve in the Cabinet, has

WORLD/NATION

AP photo

IDENTIFYING THE DEAD — A man looks inside a coffin among a line of coffins on a main

street in Leninakan, Armeni;. yesterday, as he attempts to find members of his family.

cut quite a different figure than his brash predecessor,

William J. Bennett, who made headlines with pungent

criticism of teacher unions and other running America's

school and colleges.

Cavazos has sought to mend fences with those same

groups and to enlist them in what he hopes will be a na-

tional effort of unprecendented scope to educate every

child to his or her fullest potential.

Asked if he shared Bush's desire to bring "fresh faces"

to government, Cavazos said, "Absolutely. We'll have 90

percent turnover" in the top ranks at the Department of

Education.

Cavazos said he thinks the public has not yet taken to

heart the severity of problems in its schools, despite the

alarms sounded in the 1983 A Nation at Risk" report.

The American people "must not recognize the

seriousness of the problem or else they'd have gone out

and done something about it," said Cavazos. son of a

foreman on the King Ranch, one of the biggest cattle-

raising operations in Texas.

CONGRATULATIONS
DECEMBER
GRADS f

from
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

^ t, ^ •

The Vidssachusetts Daily-

Don't lose touch with UMass!
Subscribe to the Collegian!

!

c

Daily first-class delivery or

One paper per week

For more information write

Subscriptions Department
Massachusetts Daily Collegian
UiUversity of Massachusetts
113 Campus Center
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
Or call ... (413) 545-3500

I; •

,^\^^if^

r
.#^

BACH Magnificat BWV 243

violin concerto in A minor BWV 1041

SCHUETZ
Magnificat SWV 465

\^lJxV/JCi±J-L^X Concerto Grosso
"The Christmas Concerto" Op.^ 6 No. 8

University Chamber Choir

Five College Chamber Soloists

with Charles Treger, violin

Tuesday, 13 December 1988

8:00 pm, Bowker Auditorium

$5.00 general admission

$2.50 students and senior citizens

tickets available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office

TIAVEOUT
Where The
Action Is!

; Monday Night Football X

FREE HOT DOGS
Beer of the Week

Amstel Light & Heineken $1.75

I CLEVELAND BROWNS VS. MIAMI DOLPHINS X

'^ You deserve some Time Out ^oo

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

1
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Collegi

in the

Ian staffphoto
newsroom.

today at 6 p. m.

' -

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jcffe
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"That settles it. Carl! ... From now on.
you're getting only decaffeinated coffee!

Doonesbury

'Ttirough the hoop, Bob! Through the hoop!"

By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Menu
Lunch Basics Laoch

Meatball Grinder

Monte Cristo Sandwich

Dinner

Baked Haddock/
Crumb Topping
Pan Shish Kebab

Grilled Turkey Swiss

Sandwich
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Basics Dinner

Polynesian Vegetables

w/Tofu
Baked Haddock/
Crumb Topping

r

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Weather

Today: Sunny and cold, high near 20.
,

Tonight: Clear and bitter, low near 0.

Tomorrow: Partly-sunny and cold, high 20-25.

...A TYPicmy commf^m
AMERICAN YOUNOSmi^..

ACWALVf UKB MY
CHILPReN'5 dOOK WOCCOCI

TODAY'S STAFF
Nfght Editor Matt Gerke
Copy Editor Vana Dlugy
Layoat Technician Florencio Terra

Photo Technician Andrew Rist

Prodoction Supervisor Rob Levine
Production Wendy Rae, Mike, Liane, Nicole, Tricia-

and Matt is making his last late, late, late-night

journey to Ware (Bye-bye).

Executive Board — Fall of 1 988
Pedro Pcreira
EdHor in Ctil«r

Rick Sasson
Managing Editor

Robert Ciappennelll

Business Manager

David R. Hark
Editorial EdHof

Marc Infield

Trodactlon Maaafcr

Business Board ^ Fall of 1988

Rob Ciappenelli

Business Manager

Daniel Manroe
finance Manager

Todd Frahbtls

CtMulatlon Miaagef

Barbra Hindin
Advertising Managlr

DebrA Botzenharl
Mvertlslag Manacer

Mary H«Yf<**&
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Patriots still alive after overtime win over Bucs
FOXBORO lAPi - Jason lives. So do

Tony Eason and the New England Patriots.

Jason Staurovsky, who missed a 27-yard

field goal on the final play of a 24-21 loss

to Indianapolis two weeks earlier, succeed

ed from that distance 3:08 into overtime as

the Patriots improved their playoff chances

with a 10-7 victory over the Tampa Bay

Buccaneers yesterday.

And it was the oft injured, seldom used

Eason who made it possible when a tie or

a loss would have killed any realistic

plavoff hopes the Patriots had.

He shook off the cobwebs of 13 months

on the sidelines to spark New England's

two scoring drives with his passing.

"I hadn't taken a snap since Nov. 1. 1987,

so it has been a long while for me," said

Eason. who started instead of Doug Flutie,

w ho was healthy but had throwing troubles

while starting the last nine games. "I

didn't know what was going to happen'

Eason completed 16 of 27 passes for 155

yards and two interceptions. In his nine

starts, Flutie had more completions just

once and more yards just four times.

"It was a gutsy call." by coach Raymond

Berry to use him, Eason said. The starter

was unknown until Eason took the field for

the first New England series.

It was a gutsy kick by Staurovsky under

pressure and into a stiff wind on a day

when the wind chill factor sank to 25 below

zero.

"It might have affected me on a 52- or a

45 yarder, but not on a 27 yarder,
"

Staurovsky said of the wind.

The rookie, who took his miss in In-

dianapolis very hard, said "I always had

faith in myself.

"I had no time to think about," Sunday's

kick, he said. "It wasn't like the other field

goal (against Indianapolis) that I missed

where I had two whole minutes to think

about it
" during a time out.

New England, 9 6, can get a wild-card

berth if it wins its last game next Satur

day at Denver and Cleveland loses tonight

at Miami or next Sunday against Houston.

If it loses to Denver, New England can

make the playoffs only if Cleveland loses

both games and Indianapolis loses its re

maining game at Buffalo.

Tm very proud of the way my team

plaved" in the chilly conditions, Bucs'

coach Ray Perkins said, "but the Patriots

did It when the game was on the line."

The Bucs, 4 1 1, trailed 7-0 on Robert Per

n, man's 6 yard touchdown run with 7:24

gone in the third quarter. They tied the

game on Vinny Testaverdes 15-yard pass

to Mark Carrier and John Carney's extra

point with 2:09 left in the fourth quarter.

The Bucs won the overtime coin toss and

chose to kick off with a stiff wind at their

backs on the frigid day. Sammy Martin's

34 yard return gave the Patriots the ball

at their 35-yard line.

"I will make that decision 10 out of 10

times," Perkins said of kicking with the

wind. "I felt like my defense could turn the

ball over for my offense."

Eason, who started and played yesterday

for the first time in 23 games, completed

passes of 21 yards to Irving Fryar and 4

yards to Russ Francis after the kickoff.

After an incompletion, Eason found

Fryar for 26 yards and a first dow n at the

Biics' 14. John Stephens then ran 2 and 3

yards to set up the winning kick by

Staurovsky.

It was the first victory in 11 overtime

games for the Patriots, the only NFL team

which hadn't won an overtime game. Tam-

pa Bay is 4-7-1 in overtime contests.

Tampa Bay had the NFL's fifth best run

defense and Flutie had thrown poorly and

infrequently even though the Patriots were

6-3 in the last nine games, all with him at

quarterback.

Eason missed the last eight games last

season with a separated shoulder suffered

Nov. 1, 1987. He sat out the first 14 games

this year after offseason surgery for nerve

damage in his throwing arm.

Carney had kicked a 47-yard field goal

for Tampa Bay early in the fourth quarter,

but a tripping penalty then nullified it. The

Bucs then punted.

With temperatures in the teens and

winds of 20 mph to 30 mph, the team from

Florida struggled on offense despite a

career-high 101 yards on 23 carries by

William Howard. His previous high was 78

yards.

Injuries kept Bruce Hill, the Bucs' top

receiver, and Lars Tate, their leading

rusher, out of the game.

All three of the game's field goal at-

tempts were into the wind, and the first two

fell short.

Carney missed a 40-yard attempt with

3:27 left in the first quarter. Tampa Bay

had reached the Patriots' 23 on that drive,

its deepest penetration of the half.

With 1:56 remaining in the second

quarter, Staurovsky's 36-yard attempt fell

short and to the left of the goal posts. The

Patriots reached the Tampa Bay 16 on that

possession, their deepest penetration of the

half.

The Patriots had taken a 70 lead on Per

ryman's run that capped a 12 play. 65yard

— — — - —

>
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EOOMl
¥IieiIL

in reponse to the murders

of Armenians in Azerbaijan

TUESDAY, DEC. 13 at 5:00

Ion the campus pond side

of the s.u.b.

4

PINOCCHIO'S
RISTORANTE
Monday Night Football

Special
Large Cheese Pizza $5.50 pitis tax

Ttfes. & Wed. Special $5.50

MUST MENTION SPECIAL WHEN ORDERING
NO COUPON NECESSARY-NOT VALID WJTH ANY OTHER COUPON ^

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Thousands o» Discount

New Books at 40-80% oft

current new prices

SCI-FI. CHILDREN'S.
ART. HISTORY.

SPORTS. COOKING
& MORE"

VALLEY
BOOKS

Downtown Amherst

(199 N. Pleasant St.)

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

Open til 8 Dec 12-23

Visa/MC 256-1508

"Student Affairs Inforiviation oervices I

IDB/TIPS

IDB/TIPS BRINGS YOU A FEW
DETAILS ABOUT THE END OF

THE SEMESTER:
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 14: CLASSES END
THURSDAY DECEMBER 15: READING DAY
FRIDAY DECEMBER 16: FINALS BEGIN
THURSDAY DECEMBER 22: LAST DAY OF FINAL

EXAMS, SEMESTER ENDS

Residence Hall Closing: December 22nd, 4:00

PVTA Bus Schedules:

PVTA Buses will operate on the regular schedule

to Thursday, Dec. 22. A revised schedule for both

the Holiday season and WIntersesslon will be

available thereafter.

Library Hours:

Library hours will be extended on Friday,

December 16: Tower Library, 8am-12mldnight.

Physical and Biological Sciences 8am-11pm. On
Saturday, Dec. 17: Tower Library, 8am-10pm;

Biological Sciences 8am-9pm. Biological

Sciences Library will also be open until 9pm on

Sunday, Dec. 18.

The Tower Library will be open during Interses-

sion 8am-6pm Monday-Friday and 9am-5pm

Saturday.

Wintersesslon begins on January 4 and ends

on January 26

SUNDAY, JANUARY 29: RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN

MONDAY, JANUARY 30: REGISTRATION

TUESDAY, JANUARY 31: CLASSES BEGIN

SATURDAY, MARCH 18: SPRING RECESS BEGINS

I
CALL IDB (545-1555) FOR FURTHER INFORMATION «i»»»rf

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

I he Massuc h'JseHs Ooily

Collegian
Needs Writers
Next Semester

;WE GIVE WRITING EXPERIENCE IN

-NEWS-
-EDITORIAL-

-ARTS-
-SPORTS-

-WOMEN'S ISSUES-
-BLACK AFFAIRS-

Reporters work on a volunteer basis, but within

r-Ja semester you could move up to a paid position. The

gCollegian not only provides opportunities for college

•journalists to move into professional newspapers as

interns or permanent staff members, but also brings

lyou closer to other students with your interests.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to

et experience early. So, what are you waiting for?

"ome down to 113 Campus Center today.

Choose excellence, join the Collegian g
. c«?

11

i

men 's swimming 3-1 after win over Southern Conn.
continued from page 20 Minutemen
showed depth however, in taking the second, third and
fourth spots to limit SCSU's point gain. The top swim-

mer for UMass in the 200 was John Gardiner, followed

by Scott Milbert and Reich.

Next, in the 50-yard freestyle the Minutemen dominated

as Mclver took first with a time of 21.69 seconds, follow-

ed by G.T. Ladd in second and Yunker in fourth.

UMass took first and third in the next event, the

200yard individual medley. Roger Kennedy came in

number one with a time of 1:59.12, and Frank Sampson
brought up third.

In the one- and three-meter diving competitions, Dan
Chesnicka regained his winning form, sweeping the top

spots in both events with scores of 242.0 points in the one

M football ceremony
continued ft-om page 20
Then Reid took the microphone, but not before Bur-

ton reminded the crowd that UMass had been picked to

finish seventh this season.

Reid had captains Nick Salmon and Bill Buttler join

Palazzi, and McKeown, the other captain at center court,

then offered the reason for the team's success.

"All along, this has been a team of great, great humili-

ty," Reid said. "I don't know if we're the most talented

team but we're really together."

Reid finished his talk by telling the crowd one of the

things that helps him the most in recruiting. "One of

the first things I tell someone I'm recruiting." Reid said,

"is that we have the best fans in the world."

With that, the fans cheered, the Minutes came out on

to the court, and it was business as usual.

AUTO PCR SAl£ -CALCJ^TCPS
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Ha? WANTED •lCST

meter and 262.10 off the three meter board. He also receiv

ed great support from teammates Dave Wells, who took

third in both events, and Steve Myers, who took fourth

in both.

The Minutemen delivered a 1-2 punch in the 200-yard

butterfly as Kennedy took first with a time of 2:00.68

followed closely by Gwilliam in second.

UMass took three of the top four spots in the 100-yard

freestyle as Mclver grabbed first with a time of 47.58

seconds and teammates Ladd and Rutherfors took third

and fourth, respectively.

In the 200-yard backstroke, Ehle and Sampson hauled

in first and second, with Ehle getting the winning time

of 2:04.25. Then in the 500-yard freestyle Robertson con

tinued his success in the long distance events, touching

first with a time of 4:50.46. Gardiner took third and

Milbert fourth in support.

The 200-yard breaststroke was the Minutemen's worst

event of the day as they struggled to grab third and fourth.

Sampson got the number three spot, followed by

Chouinard.

In the final event, the 400-yard freestyle relay, there

was a bit of controversy. The UMass team of Ladd,

Yunker, Reich and Robertson appeared to have come in

first with a time of 3:16.07. However, they were dis

qualified because the referee felt that Robertson had left

early for his leg of the event. As a result. Southern Con

necticut took first and the UMass team of Milbert, Ken

nedy, Rutherford and Gardiner placed second. Fortunate

ly, by this time the meet was locked up for the Minutemen

and no big protest had to be lodged.

Heading into intersession. Yarworth is now just concen

trating on mixing in adequate practice time with

academics.

CLASSIFIED

Cullrcian photo by David Hi(a(tiigurlu

Helen Freeman led the Minutewomen
with 16 points in their 72-71 win over New
Hampshire on Saturday.
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COME TO THE COLLEGIAN 0mCS-CCTl3 MON-THUHS 3:30-3:30 (Ffl|.2:301:> OEADLJNE 2 DAYS PRTOR TO PtJBUCATICN » CASH IN ADVANCE. 20«AVOR0/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

AVAMETY OF ENGINEERING T-SHIRTS
•r« being sok) by tne Society o) Women
Engineers m Maislon 2?9 )or $6 00

INTERESTED IN STUDENT AD-
VOCATES. RSO policces, ihe SGA Con
stilution' Apply (or Student Atloinoy

General applications available in 406 SU
Due Jan 31

ANYONE INTERESTED IN TRYING OUT
tor UMass Kickline come to practice Mon-

day 12'12 Of Tuesday 12M3 8 45 Curry

Hicks Cage

ARUBA. JAMAICA..." Let u* taKe^>
"BAHAMAS. MONTEOO. .." Spring Break

Travel Fair coming Feb 8 CO Aud

BRING SOME (>IR]sfMAS CHEER to a

inend Alpha Seta Mistletoe Sale on CO
Cone Dec 12 • 13

AUTO FOR 8ALI

HONDA ACCORD 1979 Good^onditions
$900 or best otter 549-6167

FORD ESCORT WACTON 1983 Eicellent

condition A/C roof rack 50,000 miles

256-0933

SUNDERLAND > BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE in 2 lamily Modern clean

2 minute walk to bus 510» call 665 2897

SPACIOUS DOUBLE LOCATED ON Mam
St near Bus stop Bottom floor ol house

Easy going housemates 189'month call

now 253^2124

BRANDYWINE - 1 bedroom available tor

one or two persons starting Jan t Call

549 0014 leave message

ONE BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE Jan 1

Ciiltside Apts Sunderland $480/mo in-

cludes all utilities Ken or Keith 665 2855

LOOKING FOR A ROOMTOnly 140 a
month Call 256 1910

ROOM FOR RENT ON lake 15 mins from

UMass lu«ury peacetui 250 367-9774

EXCELLENT 2 FLOORS 2 bedroom apart

ment full bathroom elective immediately

January 1 Easy access to buses walking

distance to bars Private parKing. 253-2531

leave message

HAPPY amTHOAV

JOHNNY K I HOPE your 21«t «M tpeCMl

as you are' I had a great time with you last

weekend tiope we can do it again

sometime
Love.

Ronanne

HELP WANTED

INTERSESSION, lab

eip req . S-7 hrAnk.

BETH MULLANEV: You are tweniyone
•nd you can finally show Peler up' Lett
dnnk eggnog Peace and Love Elena

SN. A "O" Good luck on finals I love ya

Amy

Rebecca - Don't be footed Cfieaten
don t make good liera Believe me'

to tfie saiiest guy on campus I love you
poops. Good luck on your fittata. Love

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE
Brandywine^ beginrung spring semester

can 5490957

TAKE OVER LEASE Jan-May noo-smoher
female call Jean 253 3931 or Jane
545 2467

AMHERST CENTER ONE BEDROOM
$500 month includes neat 253-7175

82 VW SCIROCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tires rims runs very well '3000 Please call

Tom 546-1184
FOR SALE

WORK STUDY
dishwasher no
$4 70/hr, 5-2364

WINTER BREAK JOBS FOR THE EN-

VIRONMENT Be one of Ihe highest paid

political dci'visis in the country Clean

Water Action is paying what your dedca
t.on IS worth Earn $7-12/hr P^ ft F^T

Available Gam valuable skills Call Susan

at 549 7450

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Oft Campus Housing Offee 545-0865

INSTRUCTION

TOEFL TEST PREPARATKJN Course Jan

4-27 UMass Amherst 630pm -8 30pm
$150 call 549 5128

ORE MATH TUTOR- Algebra geometry

584-1307

BUBBLES AND ANDI

CHEERS- foTMANV^ MORE GREAT
TIMES (and marks on the wall) Merry

Cfiristmat I love you guys' Noshoe

GOLF CLUBS. COMPLETE SCI t22S Call

Gary 549-6614

CASA

THE CENTRAL AMERICAN SOLIDARITY
ASSOCIATION wiM hold PlanmaKmg
meeting on ne«l semester 5pm monday at

CC For into call 5-2148

AIRLINE TICKET HARTFORD to Orlando
onp way Dec 20 $75 Call Bil Stetson

545-3570

SKI BOOTS: ALPINA REAR ENTRY
Bought one year ago. only used 5 times

$75 Beginner rear entry Nordicas Good tor

first timer $25 both size 9V2 Call Dave at

549-5936

COUCH- GO CONO. 2 kitchen chair«-rugs

armschair TV stand Pulloul couch- Must
sell Call 584 8421

COMPUTERS

WANTED: IBM or Macintosh Will pay

cash Call Jay or Michelle at 659-3700

LEVI DENIM JACKET black medium tags

still attached great XMas present $30 or

best offer Call 546-1474

LOST

LOST A BLACK PURSE.'lrT Slop and

Shop It found Call Carmen Martinex

253-3752 Reward

LOST ON SUNDAY DEC- 4 m/around

FranKlm D C gold & black onyx bracelet

of great sentimental value It found please

call Heather at 546 6409 Reward

A CLEAR STONE SETTING from my ring

Enormous sentimental value m or around

mini store on 12/7 Reward' Call 5-2528

LOST MASS ID ON 12/4. Carmen payne

Please call 549 7476.

ATTN. HOLLY HNXt Secret Snowtnan is

watching HAVE VOU FIGURED OUT
WHO I am yef Merry Christmas' Love

your Secret Snowman

TO JAMIE Z- Have IHyieriYX Mass •

UMASS Love. SS

TAMMY HAPPY 19m. Is that our phone'
See ya m LA A and m Mass Again' Tnsh

HEY BERTS- Just a final personal to the

best of friends l II miss you guys a kjt' Bork'

Bork' Wendy

YO BIFF - Happy 24m birthday' Choosing

college as your career has its advantages
think of all the stones you can tell us m two

years' Love Toads and Ethyl

HAGEN-DAAS your room tonight In

terested' i II bring the yogurt

MICHAEL K. Ditto Luv Debby cakes

UMASS RUGBY BANQUET Tuesday Dec
12 at Mikes Westview 7 00 $10 per person

$15 per couple any questions call Beef or

Smiley

AWESOME PERFORMANCE IN PITT-

SFIELD Kace" I II miss you singing m the

bathroom Love Tree

YOU MARC' This one s lor you' Have a

great day Here s looking at you'

BRIAN - Met u on NHampton bus sal night

like to see you again Elli-Non-Brando with

lean lacket

2 ROOMMATES WANTED lor Bnttany

Manor call anytime 25frl095

TOWNEHOUSE ROOMMATE NEEDED'
Spring semester Share 2 t^edroom apart

ment with 3 males 546 1467

LARGE SINGLE/DOUBLE ROOM m 3

bedroom Puffton apanmeni with option to

take over lease m June 89 call 549-5627

alter 7pm

STARTING FEBRUARY 1. gradualmg

senior living m quiet 2 bedroom Northamp

ton apartment with 2 part time cats

Rent $237 50. including heat • hot water

Call 585-0872

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANtro Amherst

share bath female never there 253 2018

evenings

ROOMMATE NEEDED 1 ml nd lor Brittany

manor Move m for Spring lor only 140'mo

heat free call kev 256-8152

$175 FOR YOUR OWN ROOM, available

Jan 1 O'jie' studious setting Squire

Village Sunderland 665 8229

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE huge room

w/skyhghls m South Amherst house

$20e/month Call Maria 256-0250

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 4 bedroom
apartment m Sudnerland (Squire Villagel

starting Jan 1 call 665-4947

SINGLE ROOM AVBL. at Amity Place

Locale<* across street from Louis M or F

grad or Undergrad Call David or Teresa

549 1399

HOUSEMATE WANTED. House in town

behind Baybanks Large furnished single

room Cheap rent Walking distance to

campus Bus route Call Elissa 549-8294

Lease starts Jan 1.

FOR JAN CENTER OF AMHERST lurnah-

ed apt 1 or 2 (wn Must see' 253-9104

Stacy

HELPtI! Two female* MaJTlo (ubtet apart

ment tor mlerseasion Call Sue 546-8983

ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED house ckisa to

campus Own room washer ft dryer

Heating included Happy househoM ph

549-4^3 Laurie

THANK YOU

TO THE WOMAN AND MAN who helped

me reach brown and called for emdical help

after finding me sick atong tfie path to

Sylvan before Thanksgnnng May god b«an
you -Erm AMay.

TYPINGrt»ROFESSIONAL

FAST. PROFESSIONAL TYPING Ac

curacy guaranteed Reasonable rates

Grammar speltehecking Gtoria 323-5140

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on campus, affordable spell

ing/grammar reviewed 584-7924 Nancy

WANTED

2 FEMALES WANTED TO SHARE two

bedroom Southwood apt single $215 share

room $190 mo 256-13&2 Available Jan 1

CONTACT LENSES

SOFT CONTACT LENSES! most daily

wear lenses $25 Extended wear lenses

$35-48 Soft tinted lenses $35-48 heat

Units $12 95 Lowest prices on contact

lense solutions Amherst Opticia Shoppe

195 North Pleasant SI (413)256-6403

DOO-OAHI

DAMNI Yoi7sayyou like the music of Pat-

sy Cline Fabukjus Thunderbirds. Chuck

Berry, Bo Diddley. George Thorogood, and

Buddy Holly'' Do you like to listen to the

blues harmonica' En|oy hanng a girl rock

'n rolf Like beer blasting bar bands with

a big beaf Then see Joe Crash and The

Whiplash at the Hatch this Thursday nite

And say ' BUD ' to Phil the bartender'

SKI UTAH POWDER JAN. 9-16 Plane

ticket $340 or BO Call Anne, 256-0383

MENS SKIBOOT LANGE 2R SIZE 10 Call

Ross 5 7pm 256 8190

GUCCI WATCHES ONLY $25-30. Great

XMas gilt call Brian 549-5440

2S6K CHIPS - 8 sets w/nine chips per set

Only $8 per chip or $550 For all Cave
253-7454 leave message

MOTORCYCLES

1983 KAWASAKI KZ550 LTD Helmet,

cover shield $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC AND lighting

system quality at unbeatable prices Call us

KlubKave DJ Services
546-6518

FOR RENT

SINGLE ROOM house in South Amherst

250» Jan-July 253-0757 or 256-0866

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE in 2 bedroom

townehouse apt available Jan 1 for spnng

with fall opt 549 0025

TAKE OVER 2 BEDROOM Southwood

townhouse Jan 1 Call late afternoon or

evenings 256-6498

SUBLET SECOND ^MESTER
Southwood $625/monht 253-2566

YOUR OWN LARGE ROOM in Puffton

male pref Call 549-1248 for Jan or Feb

ROOM AVAILABLE IN NEW SALEM. 15

Minutes from UMass Share gorgeous

house with couple and child 225/mo utiL

inci Babysitting work available Until 1Z/30

call 91 4-225-8810

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES •

Amherst two year old Income property,

positive cash flow (gross rental

18 000/year). live rent free and make spen-

ding money too' Call Dale (413)253-9949

1981 RELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS. PB, AC, front wheel drive- $2,000 call

549-7660- Owen

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport biKe. 5 months

old $1 500. includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1566 8212

FROEDIPUS COMPLEX

FRED MAGAZINE WANTS YOUR Short

stories, essays, poems, artwork, photos,

etc (or Its spring issue Deadline Feb 1

,

1989 Send copies to SAO, Student Union

416. Box 216

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons

bookcases, tables and more Hamelm Fur-

niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

GORBACHEV LOVES N.V.

REMEMBER THE SOUTHWEST CON-
CERT LAST SPRING? The Eastside Bat

tie of the Bands'' The party on Leverett

Road last May' Remember the Movers''

We have a new name and expanded line

up but we still rock and roll our brains out

and we still think UMass students en|oy do-

ing the same We re having a party at the

Hatch this Thursday, Come on Down!

PERSONALS

JACQUI: THIS YEAR LET S JUST keep

our birthdays to ourselves and not publicize

the fact that they are both coming up in the

next two weeks' We can go out to dinner

together or do a movie or something -M

OLEN IN 40 TOWNEHOUSE: I never see

you in Time Out anymore' Not to mention

Stop & Shop, Amherst college or SBA
Have a great holiday Maybe we'll bump'

into each other again next Semester

INTERESTED 'IN DIRECTING or

Choreographing West Side Story The

Music Theatre Guild is accepting applica

l*ns for these positions until December 16

Interviews will be held the following week

This IS a great opportunity for anyone who

has considered getting involved but has not

found the opening For into about applica-

tions or any aspect of the Guild call Adam
at 256-0569

KELLY KELLY BO BELLY • the best big

sister Thanks oh-so-very-much TLC

ERIN- ALL THOSE HINTS at the lunch

table finally worked - Thanks lor everything

TLC

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW
SISTERS of Phi Mu You're awesome
Love, Your Sisters

DAVE THE AEROBIC INSTRUCTOR, )um

ping around has been awesome How
about some private lessons' My spandex

or yours'

DEAR CRAIGMA - you ve been doing well

so far Today you will make Mike 4 Todd

Christmas Cards and give them at

11 00pm You'll get a clue from them Love,

SS

JIM YOU LIE - Your end i« near

LIESKE- Engliih 112 Spring 1988 come
get your portfolios in Bartlelt 68 E

HOT NKiHTS. COLD FROZEN DRINKS.
regae music, Sandy beaches and you and

your Iriends Affordable spring break trips

to Jamaica, Cancun. and Daytona Call

Karen or Shara at 546-661 2 or Meredith at

546 5242

CHRISTMAN CAROLS sent to anyone on

campus only $2 by KKPsi UMass band
Fraternity 12/12-12/15 call 5-3410

Bpm-midnight

CHOLESTEROL WHAT S IT ALL ABOUT
and what can you do (m and out ol the

D C ') to lover if No registration, no lee,

/usi show up at one of these dates and

times below lor those not on D C meal

plan Nov 3. 17, or Dec 1 5pm University

Health Services rm 302 For those on CD
Meal plan Nov 10 or Dec 8 For more into

call 549-2671 ask for Clinic 4 or health

education
SECRET SANTA Thinking of something

different for yourSecret Santa' Give them

a cake and a bundle of balloons, delvered

by us Campus Cakes' 256-8745

WANTED: 1 or 2 non-smokers for large

bedroom m a 3 bedroom Puffton Apt

available January 549 1302

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

room in a 3 t)drm apt Pulftoo Great place

great rent great location Call 549-6291

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP.
FOR Townehouse apts Share room m 2

bedroom apt C* anytime (leave message)

5498049

BRANDYWINE- one female roommate

needed for spring semester Option to over

lease for next year Call 549-0607

ROOMMATE NEEDED IN TOWNEHOUSE
spring semester, big single available

549-4908

WANTED TO RENT

LOKING FOR FEMALE TO take large room

in beautiful house close to campus
549 8151

FEMALES SEEK 3 4 bedroom apt Nor

thampton area for Spnng Call Jodi

546 8656

HQUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan

2 14 Call SBMC 256 8615 9am 7pm

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS 2 bedroom

apt in Amherst quiet setting 665-7(X)6

Professionally typeset resumes.

fast and inexpensive

Choose from 28 fonts

Call Wendy at 586-2405

Please leave a message

if I'm not home

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom Clittside apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth at

6654550

SERVICES

HEY MIJLLANBY: Now you get 10 go up

town with the big girls Love, Ihe Sisters ol

Tri Sig

ROOMMATE WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TWO male room

mates in Brandywine no complamers or

Winers Please call Jim 549-0871 or Dave
546 9594 Need response very soon

SINGLE ROOM IN BEAUTIFUL house on

ly 5 mm from campus Call 549-6270 after

5pm

TO SHARE ROOM IN BRITTANY MANOR
140» electncily non-smoking female Call

253 2341

3 MALE OR FEMALE ROOMMATES
WANTED: For two bedrooms, one with

private bath, m Leberett house on Ri 63,

next to Mt Toby Forest {' miles from

UMass house has woodstove and
weightroom Call Mark 548-9790 1/1/8910

5/30/89

BOSTON FEMALE DECEMBER GRAD
LOOKING tor female roomate to share an

apt in the North End Great location'

Reasonable rent Call Maria 549-6291 or

aHer Dec 21 508-879-6585

PAINTING ft CARPENTRY; Experienced

dependable great rates, free estimates

665-8467

WORD-PROCESSING WRITING, editing

desktop publishing Special rates through

January 584-8884

OVERNIGHT TYPINGI Best quiity in town

Call Barry 548 9436, 10am 11pm

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING next day

service 323-4579

JAN 3-13 and 16-27; 8:30 to 3:30 we are

offering training to become a certified home
health aide After completing one of these

sessions we will put you lo work in areas

around your home or school Hours will

revolve around your schedule Call

800-334-3073 10 register

•Kill

LANOE ZS LADIES • New $150 00 BO
Tyrolia 250 all metal $75 00-BO Call now
549-1531

TO SUBLET

1-3 PEOPLE lor house hear campus lor in

lersession Call 256-8404
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SPORTS

Men's swimming drowns
Southern Connecticut, 154-89
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Miissachusetts men's swim-

ming team cruised to a

154-89 victory over

Southern Connecticut State

University Saturday after-

noon at Boyden Pool.

"I'm very pleased with the

way we're swimming," said

UMass coach Russ
Yarworth.

Yarworth had everv

reason to be pleased as the

Minutemen took first place

in all but three events, upp-

ing their record to 3-1 going

into the jntersession break.

The Minutemen began

the meet with a top spot

finish in the 400 yard
medley relay as the team of

Dave Ehle. Pete Koback,

Evan Gwilliam and Brian

Mclver put in the fastest

time of 3:39.67. A third

place finish was added by

the UMass team of Mike
Yunker, Bill Chouinard,

Sean Rutherford and Pete

Reich.

In the 1000-yard freestyle,

Minuteman long distance

ace Jim Robertson faced a

tough challenge from
Southern Connecticut
swimmer Paul Zakezwski.

From the beginning it was

a dead-even heat with

neither man getting more

than a head-length lead on

the other. But with a hun-

dred yards to go Robertson

turned it on and pulled

away from his opponent,

finishing with the top time

of 9:59.03. Teammate Will

Riddell took third.

In the 200-yard freestyle,

Southern Connecticut pull

ed out its own ace in swim
mer Mike Sportini, who out-

distanced the UMass swim-

mers from the start. The
continued on page 19

('ollr|{ian photo by l)Hvid HiKanhiKuchi

The UMass men's swimming team won its third straight meet Saturday, beating Southern Con-

ecticut. 154-89 at Bovden Pool.

Minutewomen make it a perfect 5-0
continued from page 1

UNH led 69-65 as Kris Kinney, who threw in a game-

high 23 points, hit a pull up jumper with 2:35 to go. The
Minutewomen cut the deficit in half with 2:04 to go on

Christel Zullo's drive to the hoop. Helen Freeman (team-

high 18 points) then tied the affair, muscling inside and
throwing up a shot that teased the rim before falling in.

After trading turnovers, Kinney buried a short one from

the baseline to make it 71-69 with just 47 seconds left.

However Zullo drove in from the left and threw up a six-

foot scoop that dropped as she was fouled. She then cann-

ed the freebie and the Minutewomen were up, 72-71 with

34 seconds left.

New Hampshire would have a final chance, but the

Minutewomen, who had played smart ball to that point,

still had two fouls to waste. They used them both, neither

in the act of shooting, giving UNH the ball out of bounds

with two ticks left.

"We knew (about the fouls) and we shared that in our

last time out," Hewelt said. "I told Christel and Sue

[Serafini] to go for the steal. We had nothing to lose."

UNH coach Kathy Sanborn called time out to set up a

last shot, and it was pretty obvious who was going to get

the call.

Indeed, it was Kinney who took the inbound, but at 16

feet from the right side she was way out of her range. She

proved it with a desperation heave that fell three feet short

of the rim.

"We knew that was the only player they'd go to,"

Hewelt said of Kinney.

As has been the case for much of the year, the

Minutewomen played this game in fits and spurts. They

came out of the box sluggish, as Kinney and Co. were

eating them up early.

Kinney scored seven points as New Hampshire raced

out to a 9 2 lead. Then it was the long range tactics of

guard Julie Donlan (19 points, including four three-

pointers) that put the 'Cats up by as much as nine, 20 1

1

with 10:36 left in the half

At this point, Hewelt went to the bench for guards

Serafini and Trish Riley. The move seemed to light a fire

Mimjtewbmen, 72-71
MsMaciiuMtta mh Keyburn McCu«kpr 6 1 12, Beth Wilbor 2 12 6, H»len

Freeman 6 6 8 1^; ChriFtel Zullo 5 4* H; Michele Pytko 4 13 9. Sue Serafini 2

4-4 9; Triih Riley 2 .14 7 Team Total*: 26 l»-28 72

New Hampflhirr (71): Carolyn Keaveny 1 2; Deb Dorach 8 0.0 16; KriB Kin

nay 11 1 1 23, Julie DonUn 7 12 19; Shelley FiU O* 0; RiU McCarroll 2 frO 4;

Jen Caaay 3 0-2 7, KemUll Daly 04 0; Michele Bruwwau 0-0 0. Tmb Totatot

32 2-6 71

Tlirca-potat goab: Donlan 4, Caaay, Serafini

under the Minutewomen. Serafini responded with seven

quick points, including a three-pointer from the top that

cut the edge to three, 23-20.

UNH got one back, but then UMass burned them, rat-

tling off 18 straight to blow it open, 38-25. Freeman had
eight points over that span as the Minutewomen did

almost everything right.

"Sue Serafini and Trish Riley did a great job off the

bench. They were a great spark in the first half," Hewelt
said. "We hit the boards hard and then kicked it out and
ran. That's what makes it happen."

Serafini had all nine of her points in the first half, top-

ped only by 10 from Freeman.
In closing the half, UMass shot 13-of 16 compared to just

3-of-14 prior to the run. Meanwhile UNH dipped below

ice level, clanging at a 2-of-17 pace that included eight

straight misses. UMass outscored the Wildcats 29-7 in

that stretch.

"We looked great, going up and down the fioor. We
wanted that team to come out in the second half," Hewelt

said. "But they stayed in the locker room.

New Hampshire went back to its weapon, Kinney, to

start the second half, as it closed the gap back to six at

46-40. But another UMass run pushed it back to 12, 54-42

when Zullo converted on a great 3-on-l from Wilbor and
Riley with 13:02 left.

What happened next almost killed them. As if some
scientist had dipped them in liquid nitrogen, the
Minutewomen went 10:11 without scoring from the floor.

Most times a team wouldn't be able to get away with such
antics and still win.

UMass was able to cash in on 9-of 12 free throw shooting

in that span, but nine points in 10 minutes wouldn't be
enough to hold any team off. By the time UMass would
connect again from the field, on Pytko's wide open jumper
with 2:51 left, UNH had pulled ahead, 67-63.

But once again, regardless of any effort in the contrary,

the Minutewomen were able to pull it out. They can't be

happy with their performance, but as long as the W's keep

rolling in, there can be no arguing.

"We're happy to get out of here with a win, but it was

ugly, ugly, ugly basketball," Hewelt said. "At this point,

we're not fus.sy. We'll take all the W's we can get."

"We'll take them anyway we can get them," said Zullo,

who had 14 points.

They've found a lot ofways to get them in the last week,

but the bottom line is that they're getting them. They're

5-0, with a long break before their next action in the Bath

Ironworks Tournament in Portland, ME (Dec. 28-29).

Right now, that's all that really matters.

Men's hoop
tops Huskies

continued from page I

'Hie Minutemen looked like a different team in fche first

half Saturday night. They outscored Northeastern 16-7

over the final 6:20 of the period to establish a 42-32

halftime lead that seemed comfortable. But Calipah

knew better.
'

"We played almost errorless ball in the first half,"

Calipari said. "But I said to them at halftime 'They're

gonna make a run.' I told them to expect it and then

make their run back."

Northeastern did, indeed, make a rvm. The Huskies

scored the first nine points in the second half and 12 of

the first 14 to tie the score 44-44.

But the Minutemen did something out of character.

They retaliated, and slowly rebuilt their leatl.

"We needed to just run the offense," David Brown said.

"Coach told us we should have kept going at them the

way we did in the first half Jimmy got us started."

McCoy took charge, hitting a three-pointer from the

right side and a 16-foot jumper.

After a three-point play by Northeastern's Tarone

Thornton made it 49-47, UMass went on a 12-0 run, get-

ting four points each from McCoy and Matt Anderson.

"I wanted to concentrate on rebounding, and getting-

the ball inside to Chase and Tate," McCoy said. "But

I hit a couple of 12-footers and I felt comfortable."

McC«y wasn't the only one who looked at ease on the

court. David Brown had a slow start in the first three

games but scored a game-high 22 against New Hamp-
shire in a 73-72 win last Wednesday night.

Saturday night. Brown was 7-of-14 from the floor and

7-of-8 from the foul line.

"I was thinking too much at the beginning of the

season, instead ofjust being myself," Brown said. "But

the good thing is if I'm not hitting, the young guys pick

it up. We're playing as d team and we're playing with

heart."

And that's what allowed the Minutemen to knock off

Northeastern, a team that just last week beat an Atlan-

tic 10 Conference power, the University ofRhode Island.

"They are a talented, talented team." Calipari said.

"But our kids worked hard."

Chase said. "It was a real big win. Beating New Hamp-
shire was the biggest win because we hadn't been play-

ing well. And the way we played against New Hamp-
shire carried over to this game."
The Minutemen will try to carry it over one more time

before the semester ends.

Hoop du-jour The five players that finished the game

for UMass were 6-foot 5 David Brown, 6-foot-7 Michael

Byrnes, and guards Anton Brown, McCoy, and Ishmael

Butler. Big men Chase, Tate and Anderson had all foul-

ed out.

Sixfoot-9 center Ben Grodski sprained his ankle bad-

ly in practice Friday and did not play against

Northeastern.

Minutemen, 79-69
Maaaachuaetta (7»lc David Brown 7 7-8 21: Duana Chaae 3 5-fl 11: John Tata 2

ai 4. Anton Brown 5 4 K 16: Jim McCoy 8 2f> \». Inhmael Butler I 4-5 6, Matt Andar-

Mm 1 12 3, Michael Byrnes 0-0 Team Toiala: 27 23 34 79

Northeaatem (Wk Derrick Lewia 6 3 10 16; Stave Carney 2 00 4; Barry Abar

crombie 1 2 2 4: D»»ter Jenking 3 \A 7: George Yuille 2 2 4 6, Tarone Thornton

6 3^6 1&. John Ndukwu 3 2-4 9; Cbenault Terry 1 &0 2, Maurice Brighthau^' 0-0

0; Marvin Gantt 2 2-4 6 Team Totala: 26 13-28 69
Three-point (oala: Lewis 3, Ndukwu, A.Brown, MtCojr

Football team
honored during
hoop halftime

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

'

Fans at the Curry Hicks Cage got more than just the

usual look at the UMass Minutes dancers at halftime

of the University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team's 79-69 will over Northeastern University Satur-

day night.

They got a look at glimpse at a former local celebrity

and another look at some stars of the fall 1988 season

when Hub Burton hosted a tribute to the UMass foot-

ball team.

The Minutemen went 8-4, tied Delaware' for the

Yankee Conference championship, and went 'to the

playoffs for the first time in 10 years.

Burton, a former sportscaster on Springfield television,

said, "It's good to be home," then proceeded to honor

quarterback Dave Palazzi, linebacker John McKeown
and head coach Jim Reid.

Palazzi was introduced as the 1985 Rookie of the Year

who has set qr tied eight UMass records. Burton then

said the name McKeown has become synonomous with

excellence on defense.

continued on page 19
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CHARLIE HUSTLE - Senior computer graphics major Ivan Yee runs past the Fine Arts Center Fri-

day. He was trying to avoid being late for class.

College chief takes action against cuts
By the Associated Press

HOLYOKE - Holyoke Community Col

lege President David M. Bartley furlough-

ed 80 percent of his part time faculty, clos-

ed admissions for the .spring seme.ster. and

doused the lights on the college Christma.s

tree yesterday in response to $320,000 in

cut.s ordered to help ease the state's fiscal

problems.

Bartley. a former speaker of the

Massachu.setts House of Representatives

and state secretary of administration and

finance, acknowledged that shutting off the

holiday decorations would not save much
money. But, he said, "it seems appropriate

since the governor's Christmas present to

higher education is worse than getting a

lump of coal in your stocking."

Because of the faculty cutback and the

elimination of 47 part-time teachers, the

2,900-student community college would

have to limit enrollments for the first time

in its 42-year history, he said. He estimated

that about 400 students will be turned

away for the spring semester.

"Those who will be turned away have no

viable alternatives," he said. "They are not

the affluent who can afford to enroll in

private colleges, nor can they abandon

their family responsibilities and move to

another state where public education

receives adequate support
"

Bartley also said that the college, which

instituted a special $6 per credit hour fee

following earlier cutbacks in an attempt to

retain required courses, would have to

dump more than 100 class sections, in-

cluding some courses required for gradua

tion, and close its library and other

facilities on the weekends.

"Is this the result of the economic miracle

in Massachu.sett.s?" Bartley told more than

400 students at a noontime rally. "It is

time for the governor and the legislature

to face reality. They can call it what they

wish — new taxes or revenue enhancement
— but the reality is that we must increase

revenues.

Students attack computer quizzing system
By C.C. SANDORFI
and STEPHEN PANGIONE
Collegian Correspondents

Editor's note: Pseudonyms were used for

the students in the following article to pro-

tect their identities.

Plato was a fourth century Greek

philo.sopher who advocated the search for

true knowledge.

His name has been lent to a computer

system designed to augment the learning

of students at the University of

Massachusetts.

However, .some math students find that

instead of enhancing their lives, the .system

can detract from their learning.

Students in Math 127 and 128 are using

the Plato computer system to take weekly

quizzes they would otherwi.se complete in

discussion .sections. The system, located on

the seventh floor of the Tower Library, has

been used by the Mathematics and

Statistics Department for the last two

years. Other departments using the .system

include Home Economics, German.

Chemistry, Physics, Chemical Engineering

and Computer and Information Sciences.

Professor Thurlow Cook, a.ssociate chair-

man of the math department, said, "Thi.s

system promotes independent thinking."

But the students' behaviors do not reflect

his attitudes. Students often take the

quizzes in groups of two or more and agree

this is a common practice. Quiz taking can

become a group effort.

Lisa, a student in Math 127, said, "Work-

ing together is pretty common. If you can't

get the answer to a question, you can just

walk around and ask somebody."

Professors responded to questions about

i
You don't Icarn a thing on

the computers.

—Math 128 student

students teaming together to complete

quizzes.

"It wouldn't terribly bother me if a group

of say, ten worked together, as long as each

member of the team learned something,"

.said Jim Shields, who instructs a Math 127

section.

Some students feel that computer quizzes

do not promote learning. "You don't learn

a thing on the computers," said Sue, who
takes Math 128. She prefers discussion sec-

tions where she can ask questions.

However, administrators in the math

department have concluded that discu.ssion

sections are not very beneficial to the

students, according to Cook.

The department began using the Plato

system after examining attendance in

discussion sections, he said. If quizzes were

given in discussion, he said, attendance

was estimated at 95 percent; but when no

quizzes were given, attendance dropped to

less than 10 percent.

Cook said, "In my opinion, discussion sec-

tions served no educational purpose other

than giving tests."

As a result, discussions were dropped in

favor of computerized weekly quizzes.

Lisa does not like the change. "If you

have a question, you have to wait until

class to ask it, and there are 300 other peo-

ple with que.stions, too. In a discussion,

there are only 20."

She added, "A TA [teaching assistant]

can tell you why you did something wrong,

instead of you just sitting there and

wondering."
Without TA's, many students said work-

ing in groups is the only way to arrive at

the answers.

Cook said it is up to the student to choose

his own approach to the quiz. "This system

allows students the maximum amount of

choice," he said. "I don't encourage

cheating because it's silly."

continued on page 5

Lawsuit
defendants
challenged
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The suit by Shari Silkoff and Ja.son

Rabinowitz seeking to remove barriers

from their holding the office of Student

Government As.sociation co-presidents may
unjustly name three of the defendants

In addition, the complaint filed with

Hampshire Superior Court by the Civil

Liberties Union of Mas.sachusetts incor-

rectly alleges that a former SGA Clerk of

Courts involved in the Silkoff/Kabinowitz

case lived with one of the opponents of the

co-candidates.

Allegations of incorrect facts in the ca.s<«

were brought to the attention of the Col

legian by a source who asked not to be

named.
Three defendants named in the suit,

Milind Bharvirkar. Nancy Casey, and

Pamela Hickey, who are justices of the

University Judiciary (formerly Student

Judiciary i were to have heard an appeal by

SilkoffKabinowitz on Oct. 25.

The three were to re-hear evidence in the

ca.se on the intent of the framers of the SGA
Constitution They were to decide the

framers' intent regarding co presidents.

However, the case never came to trial

becau.se then Clerk of Courts Paul Pic-

cirillo was removed from office by justices

of the Student Judiciary,

According to Edward Ethcredge, one of

the attorneys involved in the case, the

three are named because they did not act

on the co-presidency question.

"That appellate court didn't do

anything," Etheredge said "My concern

with the (Bharvirkar, Ca.sey, Hickeyl court

was that they were supposed to conduct

some rehearing, which they never did."

An appellate tribunal of justices heard an

appeal by SilkoffRabinowitz last April and

remanded, or sent the ca.se back to original

justices to be reheard. The.se original ap

pellate justices are not named in the suit.

Bharvirkar, Casey and Hickey could not

be reached for comment yesterday.

Rabinowitz and Silkoff filed suit last

Wednesday alleging their civil rights were

violated because they have been prevented

from holding office. The suit names as

defendants the University Judiciary Stu-

dent Supreme Court, six justices of the

court, former SGA Attorney General Bill

Collins, and the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees.

Rabinowitz refused to comment on the

allegations except to say, "If there's some

sort of a discrepancy we have to work that

out " Silkoff could not be reached for

comment.
Incorrect roommates
The suit also alleges that former Clerk

of Courts Paul Graf, who was clerk during

some of the Silkoff/Rabinowitz trials last

.seme.ster, lived in the same suite in Cashin

Residence Hall as SGA Sen. Aram Ham-
parian, who ran against Silkoff/Rabinowitz

in the last SGA presidential elections.

Ehteredge at first refused to comment on

this, then .said it was his understanding

that "[Graf] lived in at lea.st the adjoining

suite (to Hamparian] " Etheredge said he

understood that Graf, while in his position

as clerk, had lived with Hamparian so he

could work for the Hamparian campaign.

"He should have separated himself"

Etheredge said. "There shouldn't have

been any ex-partie (outside of court) conver-

sations."

University records show that Hamparian

did not live in the same suite as Graf ac-

cording to Stephanie Pratt, an assistant at

the UMass Housing A.ssignment Office.

continued on page 5
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At least 42

killed in rail

disaster
LONDON iAP> - Three trains collided in south Lon

don at the height of yesterday morning's rush hour, kill-

mg at least 42 people and injuring more than 100 in a

vast tangle ofcrushed metal, the London Ambulance Ser

vice said.

A sptikeswoman for the ambulance service, requesting

anonymity, said 42 bodies were accounted for and "we an-

expecting to find more bodies."

She said 115 passengers were hospitalized, 30 with

serious injuries, and others were treated where they lay

on the ground and in the wreckage. Other ambulance set

vice spokesmen said some people had to have limbs am

putated to extricate them from the wreckage.

The British Transport Police, a law enforcement unit

controlled by state-owned British Rail, said 53 people dud

in the crash But officials at the scene said they could not

confirm the transport police figure.

Lou Gill, the Fire Brigade's chief divisional officer, said

all survivors had been removed about five hours after the

cra.sh near busv Clapham Junction just before 8 a.m. But

he said he feared that when the mangled w reckage was

finallv cleared "there may be further bodies underneath."

Rescue workers used metal cutters to pry open rail cars

strewn like matchwood across the tracks. Scores of peo

pie suffered minor injuries and were treated on the scene.

Transport Police spokesman Jim Rowe said at the scene

that about 1,500 people were aboard the 20 pas.senger car

riages involved.

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher came out of a

meeting in her Cabinet room and told reporters she was

"grief stricken."

"It brings home to us very much that families have lost

some of their dearest people ... it is even more poignant

just coming up to Christmas," she said She promised an

inquiry.

Rowe said a crowded passenger train traveling at 40

mph to 50 mph slammed into the back of a stationary com

muter train about a quarter-mile south of Clapham June

tion. An empty freight train traveling in the opposite

direction then hit the wreckage, he said.
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An overhead view of three commuter trains which collided in southwest London yesterday

morning. ^
Hijacker faces extradition after attempt
MIAMI ( APt - A Cuban exile tricked into thinking he

had diverted a jet with 128 people to Havana faces ex

tradition from Grand Turk for only the second hijack

ing attempt of a domestic US airliner in 2Vs years, of-

ficials said.

Weary but unharmed, the 121 passengers aboard the

TWA Boeing 727 Hight from San Juan arrived in Miami

on Sunday evening They said the hijacker was not

violent and was shocked when he was arrested on Grand

Turk, part of the British colony of Turks and Caicos

Islands southeast if the Bahamas.

"He was horrified to realize he had been tricked," said

passenger Willie Douglas of Montgomery, Ala.

Robert Blattner, a spokesman at TWA headquarters

in St. Louis, identified the would be hijacker as Felix

Sanchez Rodriguez. 26, who left Cuba during the 1980

Mariel boatlift.

Larrv Torrence of FBI's Miami oftlce said the suspect

remained in Grand Turk and extradition proceedings

were scheduled to begin yesterday. A device that

Rodriguez claimed to be a bomb proved to be harmless,

officials said.

Blattner said Rodriguez apparently wanted to return

to Cuba to see his ailing mother.

"A couple of times he leaned over some people and told

them everything's going to be all right," said passenger

Tom Patri.

The pilot of the Flight 469 was able to get permission

to land on Grand Turk island where police were able to

convince Rodriguez he was in Havana, Miller said.

Luis Carlos Motta of Cali. Colombia, who acted as an

interpreter during the hijacking, said Rodriguez tapped

him on the shoulder and gave him a letter that said in

red ink "This is a hijacking." He told Motta he had a

bomb and said it would be activated by his watch.
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Scouts get in the spirit

selling Christmas trees
By JOHN OLEARY
Collegian Correspondent

The Boy Scouts have a motto: "Be

prepared " This year local Boy Scouts are

prepared to provide you with a beautiful

Christmas tree for the holidays.

Once again, the members of Amherst

Troop 504 and Pelham Troop 508 are sell-

ing Christmas trees in Amherst Center to

help raise funds for the upcoming year.

Located in the park at the intersection of

Triangle and North Pleasant streets, the

scouts have a large selection of trees with

prices ranging from $15 to $35, depending

on the type and size of the tree.

Lome Hatt. the Pelham Scoutmaster,

said that sales are good this year. "People

seem to be buying early." he said. "Dec. 1

was our first day of sales, and we .sold over

25 trees." La.st year, the troop had 500

trees and were .'sold out 10 days before

Christmas. This year, there are more than

800 trees available.

According to Hatt. "If we still have trees,

well be selling right up until five o'clock

Chri.stmas Eve. But I wouldn't depend on

our having too many trees left by then."

Trees are available weekdays from 3 to 9

p.m and wc'ek^nds from 9 am to 9 p.m.

The selection of trees includes scotch pine,

balsam, white pine and blue spruce.

This is a major fundraising event for the

two troops, and they de|>end on the money

raised to cover their operating expenses,

Hatt said. For instance, the Pelham troop

sponsors its members for a one to two week

trip to Camp Chesterfield each summer.

The money is also used to replace worn out

equipment, Hatt said.

"We were able to buy three new tents

with some of the money we brought in la.st

year." he said. "This is the biggest fun

draising event of the year, and the boys of

both troops work hard to make it a suc-

cess."

In addition to working at the sale, some
of the scouts went on the three-hour trip

to northern New Hampshire to get the

trees.

Despite the hard work, the scouts

manage to have fun during this annual

event. Darting in and out of a .small .shed

warmed by a wood burning stove, the boys

fight to keep warm despite the December

chill, Hatt said.

Thirteen year old Lome Hatt of Pelham

said, "We have a lot of fun. It's a fundraiser

but its also fun. It's a fun fundraiser."

( tilU'tfirin pK<it<> h\ Mh'hiicl Tiihrn

UMass sociology professor Randall Stokes (left) and his .son Dan (second

from left), a member of Scout trtM>p 504, display a Christmas tree to Jon

Kahn and his daughter Mary. The tree sale is being held at the park at

the intersection of North Pleasant and Triangle streets in downtown
Amherst.

Your Information
The FYI section is a public service to the

University of Massachusetts community.

Space is limited, so the Collegian cannot

guarantee all items will be published.

Computer fair

The Pioneer Valley PC Users group will

hold its annual Micro-Fair at Amherst Col-

lege's Morrill Science Center Dining Com-

mon from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. tomorrow. The
fair is open to members and non-members

to buy, sell, or demonstrate items for IBM
PCs and compatibles. For more informa-

tion, contact Morton Sternheim at

253-2252.

Christmas story hour
A Christmas story hour is scheduled to

held at 4 p.m. Monday at the North

Amherst Branch Library. All ages are

welcome. Refreshment will be served.

Art Show
Watercolor and acrylic paintings by

Celeste Sze will be shown at the Burnett

Gallery at the Jones Library in Amherst

during the month of December.

Support group
A support/therapy group for separated

and divorced men is being formed. This

group is scheduled to meet Wednesday

nights from 7 to 8:30 in Northampton

beginning in December. For additional in

formation, call David Arbeitman at

527 5911.

Resume book
A resume book for women engineers is

being compiled by the Society of Women
Engineers. Those wishing to submit

resumes should address them to Kristen

Olivero, Marston 229. The society is also

selling T shirts for $6 in Marston 229.

BOG settles down to business; looks to future projects
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors got some work done this

semester. ^^_^_^^^^^^_^^.^^.^^__^^^

COMMENTARY
As opposed to the internal bickering between partisan

members of the board last .semester. Chairperson Eric

Nakajima and other board members set out to actually

work on some of the issues that affect students in the Cam-

pus Center Student Union this fall. Their efforts were

largely succe.ssful.

The board lost many of its hard left and hard right fac-

tions this semester, it became more oriented toward the

center. People like Jay Festa. Tim Glo.ster, Chistina

Bolton, and Dave Caputo allowed their membership to

wane, perhaps because members such as Michael D. Ross

were no longer on the board to oppose them. With no bat-

tles to fight, they abandoned the board.

With fewer long debates and excursions into parliamen-

tary procedure, the board di.scussed the issues, worked out

compromises, and got things done.

What's also noticeable about the board this semester,

however, is what it didn't accomplish, notably the alloca

tion of office space in the complex.

Each September, the BOG takes applications from

Registered Student Organizations for office space in the

Campus Center and Student Union. The BOG Space Com-

mittee then meets and decides who gets what, supposed-

ly based on what each group offers to students.

This year, however, several committee members didn't

show up for meetings to allocate the space. Some members

did work, but not enough to get the allocations done. As

a result, the allocations will not be handed down until

mid-March.
For the interim, the board voted Thursday to form an

ad-hoc committee to look into allocating space for WMUA.
The radio station, with office space in the basement of the

Campus Center, is seeking more room for it's business

operations, according to Chairperson Scott Lever.

The committee originally proposed that WMUA take the

former office space of the Student Center for Research and

Advocacy on the fourth Hoor of the Student Union. Lever

and other members of the station balked at this, becau.se

of the distance from WMUAs current offices. "What

would happen if the phone rang?" Lever said.

During intersession, the new ad-hoc committee formed

by the board Thursday will hopefully come up with a .solu-

tion for WMUA during the break.

Nakajima mentioned three other projects the board will

work on during interse.ssion: "The first is taking a look

at ways in which we can focus the attention of the cam-,

pus on the Campus Center."

He said another of these is public relations related, let-

ting people know what services the complex offers and

what issues are facing the campus center

Third, Nakajima said helping .student gioups use adver

tising to let people know what types of events and ser

vices are offered in the Campus Center.

Asked what issue he is mo.st proud that the board ac-

complished this semester Nakajima said, "I think the

board has developed as an organization really committed

to getting things done." He said more people were now

involved in individual projects than in the past semester.

Some of the .specific projects Nakajima said are in the

works:
• new furniture for student offices

• repainting the fourth floor of the Student Union

• renovation of the music room in the Campus Center

• renovating the commuter lounge

Recognition seen as conflict root
By ELIZABETH CHRISTOPHER
Collegian Correspondent

Resolutions can never be made between

the Israelis and Palestinians until they

recognize each other as having legitimate

causes in their conflict, said the director

of the West Bank Data Base Project.

"It is a matter of legitimacy more than

anything else," Dr. Meron Benvenisti said

at "a lecture last week in the University

of Massachusetts Campus Center.

He said each side does not acknowledge

the other side's grievances, because it

would diminish their own cause; it would

mean they are not absolutely right and

there is room for compromise. Benvenisti

said neither the Palestinians nor the

Israelis are ready to compromise.

Because each side only sees its own

view, the doctor of public administration

and government and ethnic conflicts said

the status quo in Israel and the West

Bank will continue.

Benvenisti, who has written numerous

pubiicaiioiis coiiteiiiiiig tut; situation in

the West Bank, said the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict cannot be resolved by

simply dividing up the land.

Each society's identity is embedded in

that piece of land, he said. "They are not

only fighting for a piece of territory," he

said, "it's their total being."

The former city councilor of Jerusalem

noted that it is not up to third parties, the

United States nor the Soviet Union, to

find a solution. "It's the people who decide

on war and peace," Benvenisti said.

On hand at the lecture was the program

director of Hillel, Yeudit Heller. She sup-

ported Benvenisti's view that the coex-

istence between the Israelis and Pale.sti-

nians can be achieved only through educa-

tion. Heller said she felt Benvenisti's visit

was important because he is actively try-

ing for a peaceful coexistence.

"If you ask a Palestinian child what a

Jew is, he'll say a man wearing green,

holding a gun. If you ask a Jewish child

what a Palestinian is, he'll say a terrorist.

This has got to change," Heller said.

Communication
in video hosted
By CHRISTINE MERCIER
Collegian Correspondent

"Good morning, sweetheart," a mother

says to her child.

The.se words mark the beginning of

"Talking is Sharing: 1," a 30 minute self-

instructional video aimed at bu.sy parents,

professionals, and child-care providers who

want to communicate effectively with

children under the age of five.

The video is hosted by Dr. Rae L.

Banigan. a University of Massachu-setts

communication di.sorders professor. It is the

first in a series of seven films under pro

duction by Banigan's company, Talking

with Children, Inc., ba.sed in Palmer.

Geared toward answering the question,

"How can I make the most of my time with

my child," the video explains and
demonstrates three natural and simple ap-

proaches in communicating with children:

tune into your child; get your child to tune

into you; and target your words.

Banigan guarantees at least one of these

metnoos wm wotK ouw^esbiuiiy for every

skills conveyed
by professor

child.

In the three months the video has been

available to the public, parents and

children in schools, hospitals, and research

have exercised Banigan's methods with

.success. "Results are phenomenal," she

said.

In a study she conducted, parents and

their 14- to 16-month old children par-

ticipated in two play sessions. After wat-

ching the video and implementing its

strategies, parents found their children's

responses had more than doubled in just 20

minutes, according to the study.

Banigan says in the video, "In my
research and work with children and their

parents, it's evident that the way your

child can have a major effect on your child's

overall development." Using the techni-

ques demonstrated in the video, she said

she believes parents can improve their

child's speaking, listening, and thinking

skills, thus overcoming or even preventing

communication disorders at an early age.

continued on page 6
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Marine hostage in Lebanon sentenced to death
BEIRUT. Lebanon tAPi - Kidnappers holding US

Marine Lt. Col. William R. Higgins said in a statement

released yesterday they have sentenced him to death as

a spy for Israel.

"We have issued their revocable sentence to execute this

American spy. " said the typewritten Arabic statement

signed by the Organization of the Oppressed on Earth.

"The spy has been turned over to those responsible for

executing this just and revolutionary verdict."said the

statement delivered to the Beirut newspaper An Nahar

A photocopy of a photograph purporting to show Hig

gins in a dark sweater was plastered at the bottom of the

15-line statement. Hostage holders in Lebanon usually

provede a photograph to authenticate their statements.

Higgins, 43, of Danville, Ky., was head of a 76 man
observer group attached to the UN peacekeeping force in

south Lebanon when he was kidnapped near the port ci

ty of Tyre Feb 17

"It has been proven by clear cut evidence that he and

his American team of observers are guilty of providing

the Zionist enemy with accurate and detailed military and

security information about our resistance fighters, their

positions, movements, supply routes and the quantity and

quality of their weaponry,"the statement said.

It said the decision to kill Higgins was retaliation for

Israeli attacks against "our people in occupied Palestine"

and predominantly Shiite south Lebanon.

The statement also said Higgins was sentenced to die

in "revenge for the blood of the martyrs of the latest Israeli

raid" on a Palestininian guerrilla base nine miles south

of Beirut.

Nine guerrillas were killed Friday in the Israeli attack.

An Israeli officer also died.

Fifteen foreigners are missing and presumed kidnap-

ped in Lebanon. They are nine Americans, three Britons,

one Irishman, one Italian and a Swiss The longest held

is American Terry A Anderson, 40, chief Middle east cor-

respondent for the Associated Press, who was kidnapped

March 16, 1985.

Higgins, 43, a decorated Vietnam veteran, is married

to Marine Maj Robin Higgins and has a 17 year old

daughter.

He graduated from high school in Louisvile, Ky., and

from Miami University of Ohio on ROTC .scholarship in

1967. He earned master's degrees in human resources and

management at Peperdine University.
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INTERSESSION PARKING

Intersession parking will be in ellect from

December 27, 1988, through January 27, 1989.

All valid UMass decals will be available for

parking in any C. D, or E designated lots during

Intersession. These lots are as follows;

22, 25, 26, 33, 34, 43, 44 and 50

All other lots are restricted for use by holders of

valid decals for the specific lots.

Limited permits will be sold on availability and
eligibility only.

Come, Clean in Comfort!
Pleasant atmosphere, modern laundry

(aciiities, plus

NEW EXPANDED HOURS:
Seven Days A Week, 7am 10pm

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Under New Ownership

SPEEDWASH
For a Quality Laundry

New larger Machines • Clean & Efticient,Friendly

Attendants • Gas Dryers • Convenient Location

11 Pray St., Amherst, MA
549-1665

Self Service 7 Days 7am - 10pm

CONGRATULATIONS
DECEMBER
GRADS
from

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

^^^^ The Massachusetts Daily_^ The Massacnuseiis i^aiiy

Collegian
Don't lose touch with UMass!

Subscribe to the Collegian!

!

c

4

Daily first-class delivery or

One paper per week

For more information write

Subscriptions Department
Massachusetts Daily Collegian
University of Massachusetts
113 Campus Center
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Or call ... (413) 545-3500

.^fd^"^'

ATTENTION STUDENT NURSES

You are invited to attend the 1st Annual

JOB/CAREER FAIR
INFORMATION DAY

Over 20 Medical Institutions Including:

/\MI HOSPITALS
AKMY NURSING RECRUITMENT
BAYSTATE MEDICAL CENTER
BELCHERTOWN STATE SCHOOL
BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL/BOSTON
BOSTON DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HOSPITAL
THE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
COMPASSIONATE NURSING CARE, INC.

FRANKLIN MEDICAL CENTER
GERIATRIC AUTHORITY OF HOLVOKE
HARTFORD HOSPITAL
HOLYOKE HOSPITAL
LEOMINSTER HOSPITAL
MARY HITCHCOCK MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL
MEDICAL PERSONNEL ?OOL
MERCY HOSPITAL
NAVY NURSING RECRUITMENT
NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL
NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITALS
THE NEW YORK HOSPITAL-CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER
RUTLAND REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL CENTER
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
UPJOHN HEALTHCARE SERVICES
WORCESTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Wednesday, December 14, 1988
Campus Center/Room 163C

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

12 Noon to 5 PM
Information & Literature Available

sponsored by: Department of Nursing - University of Massachusetts

University Placement Service
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video

Dr. Rae L. Banigan

continued from page 3

Banigan was awarded her

doctorate in communication

disorders from the Univer-

sity in January of 1987.

Besides teaching and
presiding over Talking with

Children, Inc., she juggles

her time between her
private speech and
language pathology practice

and the Wing Medical
Center and Hospital in

Palmer, where she is a

consultant.

"The whole research area

is less than 20 years old,"

said Banigan, who has been

in the field for 17 years. As
a teacher, she became con-

cerned that students were not receiving enough individual

help, and thus, became intere.sted with communication
disorders and how they affect families and children's

self-images.

Banigan began practicing her techniques with her son.

Todd Cole, now 8, before his third birthday. Immediate-

ly, she said, she noticed his growth in vocabulary and his

improved listening and response skills. Additionally, she

said, words began replacing his physical aggressions, the

quality of their parent -child relationship strengthened,

and his intellectual abilities were enhanced.

Although she has had no prior filming or marketing ex-

perience, Banigan has managed to attract buyers for her

video on an international scale.

After attending a convention of the American Speech-

Language-Hearing Association in late November of this

year, she said she realized just how needed her video is.

Banigan said she believes because the video is the first

of its kind (directed toward parents), she has received

orders from as far away as Hawaii and Johannesburg,

South Africa.

In the second video in her series, Banigan plans to in-

clude children and parents in different environmental set-

tings like riding in the car or folding the laundry. She said

it will focus on parental word choice in enriching a child's

vocabulary.

suit
continued from page 1

Asked about how research on the case was conducted,

Etheredge said he had spent many hours with Silkoff

and Rabinowitz going over the facts of the case.

"I spent a lot oftime with Jason and Shari," Etheredge
said. "I spoke with them at length about if they even
wanted to go through with this."

Rabinowitz said he was concerned that these alleged

factual problems would subtact from the main point of

the case. "We are basically suing for justice in this case,

to protect our civil liberties and those of the students,"

Rabinowitz said.

Rabinowitz also said an out ofcourt settlement is still

possible. "I think it's still possible to settle this thing

in-house," he said.

Rabinowit2 said several people were talking about the

suit being dangerous to student government because it

may put student empowerment in jeopardy, Rabinowitz
said, "The thing is, there is no student empowerment
without civil liberties."

computer quiz system
continued from page I

Shields agrees. "They have to take their own respon-

sibility for their education," he said.

Professors also emphasize the teaching potential of the

computer. Shields said that even though five students may
be collaborating on a quiz, at least they are forced to work
to get the answers," he said.

Wanda, Sue's roommate and a student in Math 128, said

.she never has to work to get A's on her quizzes. "I've never

touched a computer. Sue goes every week and plugs the

answers in for me. It's awesome."
"It's not hard - it's just easier to cheat," said Pat, a Math

127 student.

"Sometimes," said Sue, "the community effort becomes

ridiculous. Once, when I was waiting for an hour to get

a computer, a girl I didn't even know turned around and
said she had all the answers if I wanted them. I was done
in two minutes."

Students complain that long lines and quiz questions

not covered in their texts are also problems with the

system.

Cook is aware of this. "There are 22 terminals for 1500

students; this is a major problem," he said. He explains

the unfamiliar questions by citing the recent move to stan-

dardize texts used in the courses; these questions are pro-

bably ".
. . remnants that refer to old texts," he said.

Despite these problems, many students said they can

get an "easy A," — but they are not learning anything.

"The system emphasizes the grades and not the learn-

ing." said Jason, who is taking Math 128. "You are

guaranteed an A quiz average because you can retake the

quizzes until you get 100 percent, but most people hate

it for the fact that you can't get any individual attention."
All the students interviewed said they would prefer

discussion sections over the computerized quizzes, where
they could get one-on-one attention.

However. Cook said the department offers a drop-in help
center for individual attention. It is staffed by
undergraduate and graduate student TA's and is open in

the afternoon and evening five days a week.

But students say there are drawbacks to the center.

"It's totally useless." said John, who is in Math 127.

He complained that the hours conflict with his schedule.

Jason added, "The TA's don't know you personally, and
they have no idea how far along you are in your class."

He said a discussion section would provide much more per-

sonalized attention.

Cook remains positive about the system and its

potential.

"I'd like to see all of our elementary classes done this

way," he said. "This is only the tip of the iceberg. . . even-

tually, students should spend 50 percent of their efforts

on the machine."

He added, "The important thing is that they come to

feel that the computer is a familiar part of their educa-

tion."

But students feel that the emphasis on the electronic

aspects detract from their learning.

"To me, working on the computer is a waste of time.

I'm not learning anything; I'm just trying to get the

grades," said Pat.

"I know I'd learn more in a discussion section," he said.

I'd rather learn from a TA than from a computer any day."

5hopx Carriage Shops
Tux Rentals
549-6344

The Collegian
is looking

for Night Editors
and

Copy Editors
for

Spring Semester

Apply in the
News Room

to Yana Dlugy

Deadline
Tuesday, Dec. 13

at 5:00 p.m.
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BUDGET CUTS ARE
CUTS IN QUALITY

PROTECT the future of the University-YOUR FUTURE

We all can predict what the $5,000,000 cut in the University budget for the Spring semester will

mean.

FOR UNDERGRADUATES: Cancelled sections, overcrowded classes, unavailability of required

courses, higher fees, longer lines, fewer choices.

FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS: Higher workloads, less support, more years struggling to complete a

degree in an institution with dwindling academic resources.

FOR LIBRARIANS: Worsened staff shortages, increasingly significant limitation of resources,

including: booKs, journals, and computer services.

FOR STAFF: Increased workload, as workers leave and are not replaced, less equipment and
inadequate materials for all jobs, increased stress levels and related illnesses.

FOR FACULTY: Larger classes, more limited support services, increasingly inadequate working
conditions.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts should work to build on this University's past successes, to

ensure that this institution continues to value excellence. Instead, these cuts ensure that quality will

drop dramatically, as all members of the University community spend considerable energies

practicing "damage control."

The Commonwealth's decision to balance its budget on the backs of the state's colleges and univer-

sities comes at a time when the state of Massachusetts is:

THIRD in per capita income in the United States
YET IS:

ONE-THIRD BELOW the national average in per capita spending
on public higher education

MORE THAN $1000 BELOW the national average in per student
expenditure for public higher education

WE URGE YOU TO JOIN WITH US IN THE FIGHT FOR QUALITY PUBLIC EDUCATION. Make it your
New Year's Resolution to speak with your parents, colleagues, and neighbors. Let the decision-
makers know the facts. Make your position known by calling:

Governor DuKalds
UMass President Knapp
Board of Regents
Chancellor FranKlyn Jenifer

Legislature:

Senate
House

State House address

6171 727-3600
6171 482-8400
^6171 727-7785
,617) 727-0616

[617) 722-1455
[617) 722-2000

State House, Boston, MA 02133

Kcsclieduling of Final Exams on Ofllcial Snuw Days
Fall 1988

In ortlcr U> reschedule final coaminatiuns in case of snow, two allcmalc ctam pcricxls

have been devised They arc 6:30 pm ani 8:45 pm each cxani day The use o( tlicsc

allcmalc periods in the event of closings is outliiKd bchiw. In addilioti, the acaiicmic

calcrtdar includes Friday. December 23 as an ofncial snow day in itie rvcni thai the

University is closed l)cccinl>cr 22. Tliis policy goes inio effect only if die University

IS ofncially ilosnl llic snow day "hot line" is 545 3630 If the Univctsily is ojicn.

all exams arc expected to lake place as scheduled Eath facully member should

infonii his or her class of tlic planned tunc attd location of the rescheduled final exam

in the event of a snow day All rescheduled exams will be held in the same location

as |>uhlishc<i in the final exam schedule.

yrifiriiilly riant>«J iims Ffschtdukd riinc

IJlht VmrenUy it closrd umlU 11:00 am:

»(*) am 6:30 pm same day

1030 am 8:45 pm same day

l:30,mi held as originally scheduled

4:n0pm held as originally scheduled

except Dc? ?2:

ROOam l;.30 pm same day

10:30 am 4:00 pm same day

// Ihe Vmirtnily it clottd all day but opta in the ertmiitg:

8:00 am 6:30 pm same day

10:30 am 8:45 pm same day

1:30 pm 6 30 pm next exam day

4:00 pm 8:45 pm next exam day

sassBL
1:30 pm Dec 21 1:30 pm Dec. 22

4:00 pm IVc. 21 4:00 pm Dec 22

8:00 am Dec. 22 630 pm same day

10:30 pm Dec 22 8:45 pm same day

1/ Ihe I'mtrnily i« clottd all ajttrnoom aad all tttmimg:

8:00 am held as originally scheduled

10:30 am held as originally scheduled

1:30 pm 6:30 pm next ^am day

4:00 pm 8:45 pm nexl exam day

cxccut Dec. 21:

130pm I30pml>c. 22

4:00 pm 4:00 pm Dec. 22

If Ihe Vnirrnity it rioird all day and al ' evtming:

8 (K( am 6 30 pm next exam day

10:30 am 8:45 pm next exam day

1:30 pm 6:30 pm exam day after ncxi

400 pm 1:45 pm exam day after next

¥«V«:iH;

RflOamlVc 20 6:30 pm Dec 21

IO 30 am Dee 20 8 45 pm Dec. 21

1 30 |<m Dec 20 1 WpmlXc 22

•1.0<»|imlVc 20 4()0pmDec 22

»m am Dec 21 l:.30|inilVc. 22

10 3(1 an, Dec 21 4 00 pm IVc 22

1 30|miDi-c 21 6 3«>pmlVc 22

4<MI|«ii IVc 21 8-15 |..n IVc 22

K (K) am Dec 22 8tlOainlVi.23

10 VtamlKc 22 |0:3namDe«:. 23

lhi\ inf.irmtilii'n nwt mnpilnl ht ihr S/'nif andCnli-ml.ir ('innmilii r />/ lltr ftttully

SrtuUf uiui ihr Offtrf iiflhr U'ltlrtgntilmUr HcRislntr ll it puhU\hrd h\ ,if r.mvrnuni

Hilh I hi I VifM/'Ks Chrimiclr n\ a xrrvuc to Ihf r<unpu\ inmmuiiii\

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

The Parking Office and the Ticket

Processing Office will be closed for

one or two days during the week of

December 19, 1988, in order for

these offices to move. Their new
location will be off of Governor's

Drive, in the modular offices

behind Lot 31.

If you have business to conduct

with the Parking Office or the

Ticket Processing Office during that

week, please call ahead to insure that

the offices are open. Every effort will

be made to provide services during

the move. The telephone number for

the Parking Office is 545-0065, and
the telephone number for the Ticket

Processing Office is 545-0964.

Tell them what conditions will be like for you with these cuts.

Remind them of the Commonwealth's basic economic good health.
• Ask them what leadership they will provide in the fight for excellence and equity in public higher
education,

TOGETHER WE MUST FIGHT FOR QUALITY PUBLIC EDUCATION.

Massachusetts Society of Professors
University Staff Association
American Federation of State, County,
and Municipal Employees

!/fa/U-

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites hefore the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently So

even when the suhject maner's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, mayhe he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too.

Reviw with VIVARIN:
I » IS dirfclrt (-.nwns caffrinr «iui«lri« .<» '"(>^ "" '"«" « »«'•'"" ^ '***
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NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
December 14-16; 9:00-4:00

December 17; 10:00-2:00

December 19-22; 9:00-5:00

Hampden Dining Commons
December 19-21; 1:00-8:00
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The fundamentals of life

It's Christ's birthday,

not a secular holiday

riY CHRISin/iS LIST ^^ai f\rp.A ^

I have ambiguous feelings about
Christinas. I like the name, obviously, and
the festivities are fun, but celebrating with

Santa Claus is like saving a prayer to Snow
White.

Rusty Denton
My reading of histor>' (I do read history,

folkst finds that the holiday was more or

less borrowed from the pagans 300 years

after Christ. Roman sun-worshippers held

a five-day winter festival called Saturnalia

ending on equinox (December 21) to

celebrate the birthday of the Sun.

Their traditions are still associated with

Christmas — gifts and candles and merri-

ment. A hundred years after the first

Christmas observance, many so-called

Christians were still confusing Christ with

the sun god. Little wonder that the holiday

is so easily borrowed back today by people

who couldn't care less about Christianity.

It's probably an esoteric question, but I

occasionally wonder whether Christmas is

celebrated in heaven. There isn't a

definitive answer, and we can speculate

that heaven itself will seem like one huge
holiday, but I doubt that the Christmas

season carries much weight in the throne

room of God.

If any celestial holidays are observed, the

Bible would seem to indicate that they

might be the sabbaths and the seven an-

nual observances (plus a few others)

prescribed to Moses by God in the Jewish

books of the law. The Mosaic law itself was

given to instruct people about the holiness

and majesty of God, and about His

unabated desire to display mercy, and His

uncompromising hatred of sin. The law is

beautiful, and the holidays outlined in the

law are equallv refiective of the glorv of

God.

Since Christianity began as an orthodox

Jewish sect, any truly Christian holiday

has to have its roots in those traditions. To
make a case for observing Christmas, there

are three things you need to understand

about the law of Moses.

The first is that you can please God on

your own merits only if you are sinless,

perfectly obeying the 613 laws in the five

books of Moses from childhood. The
operative word is sinless. The second in

sight is that if you sin. a life will be re-

quired of you — either yours or that of an

innocent. Animal sacrifices were prescrib-

ed in the Old Testament. The third point

is that faith is required to be reconciled

with God; in ancient times, faith in God's

provision for forgiveness was demonstrated

by eating part of the sacrifice.

That brings us to the one legitimate

reason for celebrating Christmas. Jesus

Christ came claiming to be the Son of God,

sent to perfectly fulfill the law. to

demonstrate the mighty power of God, and

being perfectly innocent, to be killed for the

sake of the people. Those who believe He
died for their sins are forgiven and recon-

ciled to God. And according to the New
Testament. Christ is the only way you can

get right with God; you can't earn it.

Christmas honors the beginning of

Christ's mission: His birth. That's what I'll

be celebrating. Merry Christmas.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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A pen, a pen, my kingdom for a pen

Give me a break — and some heat
I don't care what people say during the summer — I was

outside yesterday, I felt the bitter cold, the wind chill, my
face crack — there is no such thing as the Greenhouse

effect.

David R. Mark

This is the time of the year to give, right? I wish the

people in charge at Brittany Manor would give us back

our heat, which they took away from us, or lost, or

something, this past weekend. We were all fine in the

apartment until sometime Sunday, when suddenly we

realized it was warmer in most of North America than

it was in our apartment.

The temperature, as I write this, has now hit about 40

degrees, and it's still falling.

What really stinks about the weather is trying to go to

sleep, and even worse is trying to stay asleep. I woke up

yesterday morning at about 6 a.m. - wearing two sweat-

shirts, sweatpants and socks, and under a blanket and a

bedspread - and found my teeth chattering. The next four

hours, hours I longed to have for sleeping, were four hours

of living hell - although hell may have been better. At

least it's warm there.

There are other people, however, whom I wish would

give at this time of year.

I wish more of my professors would give me a break dur-

ing the final exams period. I have to give credit where

credit is due, some of my professors have given take-home

exams, or options on exams to do essays at home instead

of essays on the test, but the majority of my classes are

giving cumulative exams.

What is the purpose of a cumulative exam if you have

never been tested on part of the material before? Nothing

like having to study seven chapters of brand new material,

on top of 12 chapters of old material, for a two-hour exam
where the class has no real clue.

Professors who give ridiculously difficult take-home ex-

ams are not doing there students any favors either. These

time-consuming monsters are wonderful if you have two

weeks to kill, not two minutes, which is about what I have

during finals.

The only reason I have time for this column is because

of the stupid heat in my apartment waking me up three

hours before my first class. This is about the most fun I'm

going to have until next Wednesday afternoon, when I can

finally relax after my last final, paper, and take-home ex-

am are done.

Well, I hope all ofyou find it in your hearts to not follow

the lead of your professors and landlords and give

something to those who have less than you. A little dona-

tion to a worthy charity at this, or anytime, ofyear is the

greatest gift you can give.

Happy holidays, Happy New Year, and happy hoping

one of us gets warm this week. . .

... I was just informed the temperature in my apart-

ment is 37 degrees . . . and still dropping.

David R. Mark is very cold

Silkoff/Rabinowitz

fight should be over
It was Nov. 31. A clear majority had just voted not to

ever consider the elections of March 15. It was not really

a step forward, or backward, but sideways. At least it was

a step. Finally, at long last, the Silkoff/Rabinowitz was

a dead issue.

At least that's what the overwhelming majority of

senators wanted. And I believe that's what the students

want too.

But of course, it was not what Silcroock and Rabinot-

wit wanted, and as far as they are concernd, that is all

that matters. That's why they are attempting to sue the

Student Government Association for alleged civil rights

violations. That's why they refuse to give up their

ridiculous attempts to assume office. How many judicial

appeals must they lose? How many times will they divert

the senate's attention to their pathetic, egotistical cause?

How many more times will they misrepresent themselves

as oppressed and suffering martyrs, unjustly wronged by

a misguided and prejudiced few? How long will it be un-

til we have finally heard the last from these pretenders

to the throne? Even Ferdinand Marcos gave it up after

a while.

I was sick and tired of the Silkoff/Rabinowitz issue

anyway, and this civil rights suit just gets me angry. At

a time when we could finally get things done in the senate

chamber, we are faced with getting legal defense (God

knows who is going to pay for it) and the possibility of

becoming a nonentity. Thanks a lot, Jason and Shari. It's

time you thought of something besides yourselves.

Michael Partridge
James Senator

UMass police leave us without help after hours
Are students really safe on this campus with the kind

of police that patrol it?

I left work at the Collegian on Dec. 9 at 4 a.m. to find

that my car was not where I'd left it. 1 checked all the

signs in the lot to make sure I wasn't in a tow zone - not

a one.

Amherst Towing had taken my car to spend a night with

them courtesv of the University of Massachusetts police.

I called our "magnificent men in blue" to be greeted by

"This call is being taped." What the heck does that mean.'

Sure they had mv car towed - it was a snow hazard.

Now. if you remember, on Dec. 8 the temperature reach

ed over 50 degrees. Unless everything I learned in grade

school is wrong, it can't snow at 50 degrees.

I called them back with a simple request: ' I m alone

on campus, and I would appreciate a ride to get my car.

•'We don't usually provide transportation in these situa-

tions. Don't you live on campus?"

"No. . . that's why I need my car.

"Is there someplace you can go on campus.'

"At 4 a.m. in the morning?"

'You can wait for the 6 a.m. bus to get to Amherst Tow-

ing, otherwise. . .

"Otherwise I can walk, right?"

"Oh no, we can escort you anywhere — on campus."

Realizing this was going nowhere. I asked him where

I could park so my car would be safe. He told me Lot 22,

Lot 25, E Lot. etc. Great. The rape lots. My car's safe but

not me.

Jennifer Rooks

Why is it that this University informs us to no end about

safety on campus, but when a student tries to protect

herself (or himself), no one will do anything? Am I ex-

pected to wait two hours in the deserted Campus Center?

I might as well walk for the amount of safety I'd have

there. I would have taken a room at the hotel, but I need-

ed the money to get my car.

The UMass police don't seem concerned with students

at all - neither their safety nor their rights. They have

only hassled and inconvenienced us.

To some, the word "police" may have an evil connota-

tion, but to me it is synonymous with protection. Yet now
I find that I have to protect myself, lest anyone get off

their petoots to help. How many times have you read

signs, notices, pamphlets, and advertisements warning

you about being alone on campus? (I had only planned to

walk 100 feet to my car.) Are these ignored by the .same

people who seem to be the ones putting them out? But if

something had happened to me, I would, without a doubt,

have been reminded of them.

Sometimes I think the University has a police depart-

ment for the sole purpose of snagging .students for park-

ing violations — hey, the school needs money, right?

I feel that I've been denied the protection I de.serve at

a University. I was left alone on campus because of the

police, and I felt it only right that they should help me
out. If you can't feel safe on campus, someone's not doing

their job (which I've already pointed out). What's wrong

with doing a bit of what they were hired to do?

Jennifer Rooks is a Collegian staff member
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DeVito and Schwarzenegger: unlikely Twins
By RAYMOND MARTEN
Collegian Correspondent

Turns
Starring Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny
DeVito
Mountain Farms Cinema

"Only their mother can tell them apart." That's the

slogan for this new Ivan Reitman film starring Danny
DeVito and Arnold Schwarzenegger as the twins of the

title.

About 35 years ago, a group of scientists decided to

genetically produce the world's most perfect human
male. They mixed a "genetic milkshake" consisting of

the genes from six men chosen for specific desirable

characterisics. The result was Julian Benedict, a man
possessing a perfect body who held peace and logic as

the highest of human goals. The side effect was his twin

brother. Vincent, a street-smart c-on artist who .steals cars

for a living. They were separated at birth and told that

their mother died in childbirth.

Julian, played by Schwarzenegger, has lived his whole

life on an island — learning and perfecting his physique.

When he is told by his mentor that Vincent exists, he

immediately decides to find him.

Eventually they find each other and that's w hen this

movie really takes off. DeVito and Schwarzenegger are

perfectly cast as the mismatched twins, who. while very-

different , are very much the same
There are. however, important differences — aside from

the obvious — between these two brothers. Julian is in

telligent and honest but hasn't any practical experience

in life, whereas X'lncent has had more than enough, such

as shaming a nun when he was at an orphanage and

stealing the library b(x)k fund. They discover that only

together do they make a complete person.

Most of the jokes in this off beat comedy work well, and

some, such as Julian's first sexual experience, are

hilarious. Schwarzenegger, playing a "good-guy" hero

who hates violence, has come a long way since his role

as Conan the Barbarian. Of course he does get a chance

to Hex his mu.scles (that's what we want to see) but he

only does it when he has to.

DeVito is equally funny as the slimy little brother who
at first wants to exploit Julian's strength and in-

telligence, but then learns to love him. Vincent is truly

enjoyable because he isn't a cruel or evil man; he's just

nasty and greedy. He is very much like Louie DePalma.

DeVito's character in 'Taxi", in fact, with just a little

(and It is a very littlet more class. With the talent shown

by both of these versatile performers, you can bet that

thev'll be back.

n

Weekly Specials
Chicken Parmigiana $7.95

London Broil $7.95

t^ Broiled Scrod $7.95

Scallops Aa Gratin $8.95

Veggie Stir Fry $5.95
Ail arc served with a garden salad, basket or warm
bread, choice of potato or vrfciable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discounts can h* used with this special

Serveft on Sunday Ip m til 9p m . ^
^ MonThurs Sp m -9p m

Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite! ^

Casual atmosphere, convenient location

and most of all...Affordable Prices! «

I.

University Drive

Amherst ' 549-5861

Christmas in full bloom.

«
• Holly

• Mistletoe

• Poinsettias

• Christmas

Arrangements

Just call or visit us

today to send the FTD*
Brass n' Blooms"*

Bouquet.

FTD Flowers-The

feeling never ends.

Knowles Flower Shop
172 N. Pleasant St

Amherst

253-3805
Visa/MC/AMEX

Dircclionv Kt trie lollovxini; qucMiDn. slIc^! itic (>c->i

answer choice prm ided

1 ()nl\ it v\c know human nature can we know ihc na-

ture ot the true ainxJ lor human beintis And unl\ il

we know the nature ol ihc true giH>d lor human

hemes can we arrive at an idea ot the trul\ just

societN Thus, it we know human nature and the na-

ture ot the good lor human hemps, we can arrive at

an idea ot the truly jusi s»Kiet>

NKTiich ot the follow mt points out a potential flaw m
the reasoning above

'

(A) ^^'haI one human hemi; thinks is ginid micht well

be something that another human being thinks

IS not good

(Bi Man\ people have arrived at ideas of the |usi soci-

erv. and all of them have been slightK different

(Ci It IS quite possible to know human nature

without in an> wa\ being able to know what is

the g(K)d tor human beings

(D) Philosophers have argued for centuries over

what specihcalK dchnes human nature.

w ithoui coming to a general agreement

(E) Arriving at an idea of the |ust society may re-

quire more than knowledge of human nature

and know ledce of the good for human beings

IF YOU THINK THIS YEAR'S
NEW GMAT SECTION IS EASY,

TRY READING THIS.
Go ahead Try it

Not so easy, liuh' Especiall> when

you realize just how much is at siake

when you're taking yourGMAT
That's why you need Stanle\

H Kaplan Onh we offer

impossible, new section By anticipat-

ing and teaching all tfie changes all

the time

VVhich means, if youhadtoUxik for

the coaecl answer to the question at

the bonom of the page, it's

i
^

Christmas isn't

always Merry
is it?

If you need to talk about it,

we're here to listen

United Christian Foundation
423 Student Union

545-2661

a prep course that helps ^KAPLAN time you began looking into

vou prepare for this year's ?i«ii'«i»«uii«u<«Ttotaiainiii™ Stanley H Kaplan.

OTMIR rOUKSfS MC AT. OAI. N< II X. NU, C PA, BAR Rf VIEW, & OlUfKS

MCAT • LSAT • GRE • GMAT
358 Np. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

Scholarships available for Financial Aid Students

CHINESE KITCHEN

72 oz.

Pitchers

$3.95
In Uddiry ()nl>

75<t

Drafts

In llddU-v Only

ll.ulhv I^OI^iss.lSt r)Vr)/| NoHhrtmi.Jon I'jOKiiuiSt. •>ft6«221

1988; a fountain ofyouth for music
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian StafT

Yes friends, here it is at last! The DJ's verdict on this

year's musical platter, the final word up on '88 vinyl.

It's that time of year again, when Mr Major Label puts
out all his crappo "greatest hits" comps ofbands he now
wishes he hadn't signed, and dupes people into buying
them for their brats' Christmas stockings via mucho
dodg\' advertising on MTV.

But we're not going to fall for it, are we? No. now with
the help of my handy, flammable and good enough to

eat guide to the grooviest records to grace the stacks this

year, you can make sure that your Christmas party is

the most fabbo and trifTically unpopular of the holiday
season. So here goes, in no particular order, for the
albums of the vear.

Disc Junkie

And what a year it was. Shane McGowan and his

drunken rabble we know and love as The Pogues, kick-

ed off the year with their savage, brilliantly desperate

IfI Should Fall from Grace uith Giui. Nothing I've heard
since matches its emotional intensity, except maybe
Cave's Tender Prey or the little heard Songs from the

Cake Kitchen by Graeme Jeffries.

Around the same time we saw what was to my mind,
the best country album of the year, Pontiac, by Texan,
Lyle Lovett, whose definitely twisted lyrics are several

cuts above the usual "Love's gone and left me" fodder.

Almost as good were Randy Travis' Old 8 by 10 and the

delightful Little Love Affairs by Nanci Griffith.

Then Spring came, and with it, the weird and wonder-

ful Tenement Year from David Thomas' Beefheart in-

spired outfit, Pere Ubu. And before the hype there was
the Sugarcubes whose eagerly awaited debut, Life's too

G(khI was the cheekiest pop album of the year.

The Jazz scene went acid with Ornette Coleman's
sublime Virgin Beauty, and then completely offthe wall

thanks to two incredibly innovative albums by New
York's John Zorn. "The Big Gundown ingeniously

reinterprets the work of the greatest film composer that

ever lived, Enio Morricone, while Spillane is a hi-tech

film noir soundscape, which includes a piece especially

written for blues mae.stro, Albert Collins.

On the rap front there were three "genius moves;"
BDP featuring KRS 1, former wordsmith with the late

DJ Scott La Rock gave us a plea to "stop the violence"

on the By All Means Necessary LP, while the
Shakespeares of rap, EPMD produced the biggest sell-

ing hip-hop album of all time. Strictly Business. But
nothing came close to the mighty Public Enemy who
once again came up with the goods on their aptly titled

It Takes a Nation of Mdlions To Hold Us Back.

!988 in effect saw hip-hop leave the clubs and depart

the underground. Its place was taken by the mesmeric
beat of the Chicago originated House sound which had
by now spread out overseas, gaining great popularity in

Europe, particularly the UK. Best of a great bunch was
the Pet Shop Boys' resplendent Introspectne and
Brooklyn acieed God, Todd Terry's To The Batmobite
V/e Go.

But what about that old beast "literate pop," that we
had heard so much from last year. Apart from brief ap-

pearances in the form of the Go-Betweens, whose album
16 Lovers' Lane was one of the year's major di.sappoint

ments, and Ed Kuepper's epic •Ever>'body's Got to, the

album the Go-Betweens should have made, he was
nowhere to be seen. I guess he must have got scared off

by the "Noise Boys." psychotic garage bands like

Mudhoney and Lubricated Goat.

While albums by the.se and other new hardcore acts

were excellent, it was once again the pa.st ma.sters who
lead the way. As far as rock albums go, the two that

stand head and shoulders above the rest. Two Nuns and
a Pack Mule by Steve Albini's Rapeman. kicked big-

ger butt than anything else this year while super Sonic

Youth's Daydream Nation was the ultimate trip, and

to my mind, overall album of the year.

Well, that's all for this year folks. Meanwhile, I'm off

to Winnipeg to check out the burgeoning HM scene.

Later.

Phish make big splash

at Hampshire concert
By SCOTT NANCE
Collegian Correspondent

Phish
Hampshire College Red Barn
Saturday, Dec. 10

The crowd at the Red Barn caught a big Phish Satur-
day night. Phish is one of the most powerful, gotta-go-see

live bands around. Their shows have a Grateful Dead feel

to them, but Phish infuse more jazz, blues, and heavy
guitars into the tunes than Garcia and company. The band
opened Saturday's show with a jazzy number complete
with drummer John Phishman on trombone.

Phish's tunes ^an a lot of musical territory, some songs
running nearly fifteen minutes. Pieces like the instrumen-

tal "David Bowie" really stretch out, and the band's
musical stylings are felt as much as they are heard.
Phish's sound has a familiar quality that makes listen-

ing comfortable, while being far out enough to keep you
entertained.

Not satisfied with just putting on a rock concert in the

traditional sense, Phish pulls out every ounce of power
from each tune, making the show a memorable ex-

perience; kind of like a good friendly party.

Phish displays superb musicianship on the parts of

guitari.st/vocalist Trey Anastasio, Page McConnell on
keyboards, bassist Mike Gordon and drummer Phishman,
making their in-the-sky improvised jams look like a lot

of fooling around. This has much to do with the band's

whimsical style, with .strong .songs like "Fee", a number
about a love triangle between a weasel, a chimpanzee, and
a gospel singer, and "The Tires Are The Things on Your
Car That Make Contact With The Road".

As was evidence at the Red Barn, Phish has got the

talent to be the next REM, only bigger (and betterl. The
audience's familiararity with the musicof this(asof yet)

unsigned band really says something. A lot of people are

tasting Phish . . . and finding it delicious.
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Work all Intersession as Inventory

Auditors $6.50/hour to start

^'Guaranteed No Sales and
No Fast Food*'

RGIS Inventory Specialists

Interviewing on Campus
One Day Only

Wed. Dec. 14 Campus Center

Room 101 10 am—6 pm
on the hour every hour

To set up interviews at home,
call the ofHce nearest you:

508-832-61 52 —Worcester, Gardner, Natick

Framingham, Milford, Leominster,

Stttrbridge, Marlboro, Athol.

508-975-5155—Lowell, Lawrence, Somerville,

Cambridge, Saugtis, Peabody.

508-559-7603—Boston, Quincy, Braintree

Brockton, Middleboro, Hanover.

508-746-0821—Plymouth, Wareham, all of

Cape Cod, Kingston, Pembroke. Marshfield,

New Bedford.
Spoasorvd by Stadcnt Employment OITk*
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Styles By Deborah
.65University Dr.,Amherst-
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HOT
ROAST BEEF

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018

I

CAN'T YOU SEE
BUSY..

JOE: Just hold on will

you? Tm down to the last

bite of my JB's super deluxe

roast beef sandwich and I'd

like to enjoy it. I've had a

hard day and I need my JB's

to calm me down. Finals are

coming and I'm getting very

nervous. Thank God JB's is

open late because I can
only study eating JB's and
knowing that I can always
go get more relaxes me.

(If this is you, take this ad to JB's for a free Roast Beef sandwich.)

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 A.M.
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Give Zappa's regards to Broadway
By JASON OKAI
Collegian Correspondent

Broadway the Hard Way
Frank Zappa
Barking Pumpkin Records

Frank Zappa, the master of satire, is at it again with

his new album, Broadway the Hard Way, produced on

his own label, Barking Pumpkin Records.

Many of Zappa's favorite topics are included in this col-

lection of live performances from his 1988 world tour,

such as evangelists, politicians and governjnent

corruption.

This collection of completely new material is Zappa's

most political album since 1986's Frank Zappa Meets the

Mothers ofPrevention, which was an attack on the move-

ment to censor song lyrics. Keepmg up with the times,

he touches on everything from the Bakkers to the

Iran/Contra affair.

The evangelist-bashing song, "Jesus Thinks You're a

Jerk," is one of the highlights of the album. In Zappa's

wi.sdom and jaded wit he brings out the essence of the

PTL scandal and of Pat Robertsons failed presidential

campaign. One cannot ignore his masterfully phrased

lyrics: "There's an ugly little weasel 'bout three-foot nine

Face puffed up from cry in" and lyin' 'Cause her sweet

little hubby's sucking prong part time. ..Get a clue, lit-

tle shrew ..We need an ark to survive the drool. ..Jesus

thinks you're a jerk."

Some of the other songs on side one aren't as political-

ly oriented as the rest of the LP. "Planet of the Baritone

Women" features a longtime friend of Zappa's, Ike

Willis, on vocals. Willis has been singing and playing

guitar with Zappa since the late Seventies when he ap

peared on Joe's Garage. Willis uses his deep, penetrating

voice to give a bouncy feel to the other selections he sings,

"Promiscuous" and "The Untouchables."

"Promiscuous" is a rap-type song that explores the ac

cusation that the AIDS virus was in fact produced by

a lab experiment and not the green monkey of Africa.

Again the lyrics are the best part of the song. That's not

to take anything away from the music, but it's the lyrics

that stand out throughout the entire album.

"The Untouchables" features Willis giving a

monologue, in the best Elliot Ness voice he could muster.

on the Iran/Contra affair while the band plays the theme
from the television series of the same name. The
criminals in this takeoff of the series are Oliver North,

George Bush, Ronald Reagan and the rest of those fun-

loving Republicans.

The songs "Rhymin' Man," about Jesse Jackson, and

"When the Lie's So Big " are both cleverly written. They

are about the lying that goes on in the "slam, bang, live

on the razor's edge" world of big-time US politics. These

are the expository songs of the album. These songs, writ-

ten in the way that only Frank Zappa can write, expose

the little-known facts about Jackson and something he

calls "the Republican trick." "When the lies get so big/

And the fog gets so thick And the facts disappear' The

Republican trick... tell me, when will we be rid of these

men?"

Through all the political songs emerges a very amus-

ing song that satirizes the rumors that Elvis is alive. Titl-

ed "Elvis Has Just Left the Building, " the lyrics seem

to say it all "Elvis has just left the building/ Those are

his footprints right there/ Elvis has just left the bui^lding

He's up there with Jesus in a big purple chair."

If there is one thing about the music that makes it as

good as it is, it would have to be the horn section. This

five-man horn band plays extremely well throughout

their entire repertoire. On "Rhymin' Man" the section

switches tempos like they were changing their socks.

Zappa IS known for purposely writing difficult music, and

this is no exception. One of the songs that was featured

on the tour, but is not on the album, is a version of the

Led Zeppelin classic "Stairway to Heaven." When "Stair

, way" was played, the horns would play the lead and the

.solos. Zappa is also well known for surrounding himself

with only the best musicians and, in this horn section,

he has found that.

The other musicians who play on the album have all

played with Zappa prior to this tour. They include Ed

Mann, percussion; Chad Wakerman, drums and Scott

Thumes, bass. They have all played with Zappa on the

Sheik Yer Bouti album. In keeping with Zappa's high

standards for musicianship, these folks are some of the

best session musicians in music today.

This is by far the best album of new material that Zap-

pa's produced in years. "No holds barred" lyrics and sen-

sational music put this album on the top of any Zappa

fan's Christmas list.

Spyro Gyra Christmas

jazz at Berkshire
Two jazz events and upcoming movies are in store for

the holiday season. First, world famous jazz group Spyro

Gyra will be appearing at the Berkshire Performing Arts

Center in Lenox on Saturday, Dec. 17 at 8 p.m. Tickets

will be sold for $18, $15 and $12, and will be sold in ad-

vance only. For more information, or to reserve seats, call

the ticket office at 637-4718.

The group, led by saxophonist Jay Beckenstein, has

Tickets will be on sale the week of Dec. 12 for a February

8 performance by the Pat Metheny Group. Playing

unreleased material, this is a rare performance jazz fans

don't want to miss. Tickets are $11 for UMass students,

$13 for the general public. For more information, call the

Fine Arts Center Box Office at 545-2511.

The Pleasant Street Theater in Northampton has three

films scheduled for Dec. 14 20 and three more scheduled

for Dec.21 27. First, Paul Schrader's Patty Hearst, about

the 1973 kidnapping and brainwashing of the newspaper

heiress, starring Natasha Richardson, daughter of

Vanessa Redgrave. Also on hand is a double feature of

Roger Sherman's Food Fright, a humorous but educa

tional film dealing with eating disorders, and Diane

Garey's Sentimental Women Need Not Apply, about the

history of the nursing profession.

Continuing with a culinary theme is Babette's Feast, a

Danish film that won this years Best Foreign Film Oscar.

Starring Stephane Audrane, the film is based on a story

by Karen Blixen. whose life story was the subject of

Sydney Pollack's inept Out ofAfrica a couple ofyears ago.

This beautiful piece of cinema runs from Dec.21 27. As

a holiday treat, the cinema is having a special showing

of Robert Zemeckis' Who Framed Roger Rabbit^, starring

Bob Hoskins and Christopher Lloyd, who worked with

2^mecki8 on his previous monster hit. Back to the Future.

The film brilliantly meshes live-action footage with a

galaxy of cartoon characters including the notorious Roger

himself. It has been hailed as a technically revolutionary

work and is alot of fun too.

Who Framed Roger Rabbit

plays from Dec.21 27.

Finally, Robert M.
Young's excellent Dominic

and Eugene starring Ray
Liotta. will also be show-

ing from Dec.21 27. Enjoy.

T.O.E.F.L.
preparation

CLASS
UMass/Amherst
January 4-26

Monday thru Friday

6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
Experienced
Instructors

$150
to reqisler call

546-4576 Of 549 5128
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Amherst Optical Shoppc
Eye Exams available by appointment

Independent Dr. of Optometry on premesis vo

195 No. Pleasant St.

(413) 256-6403 Amherst. MA 01002

I

BUY (4) SVi MD-2D 10 PACKS
GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE HLE

FREE!

SON^

I Located in the Campus Center
|

i « * o K ^universityI
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Hair By Harlov)^
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Great Cuts & Perms
Creative styling

Cater to men &
vomen

Lov prices

Located on 239 Triangle Street

(right next to Dairymart)
549-4412

i
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The Collegian Arts/Living desk is now
accepting applications for the position
of Associate ArtS' Living Editor. In-

terested applicants may pick up an ap-
plication form in the Collegian

newsroom. Applications should be ful-

ly completed, and dropped in the

Arts Living mailbox, or given to either

Cosmo Macero Jr. or Graeme Thom-
son. One Associate Editor will be hired

for next semester.
Anyone interested in writing for

ArtsLiving next semester should come
down to the newsroom and talk to Graeme
or Cosmo, or call 545-3500. The Collegian

needs writers for the Back To School issue.

Get started over intersession for the com-
ing Spring. Don't miss out on the chance
to gel writing experience. The Collegian

builds careers. Write now!

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

I he Mdssdc h<jsetts Doily-

Needs Writers
Next Semester

|WE GIVE WRITING EXPERIENCE IN:

-NEWS-
-EDITORIAL-

-ARTS-
-SPORTS-

-WOMEN'S ISSUES-
-BLACK AFFAIRS-

Reporters work on a volunteer basis, but within
a semester you could move up to a paid position. The
pUegian not only provides opportunities for college

gjournalists to move into professional newspapers as
nterns or permanent staff members, but also brings

lyou closer to other students with your interests.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to

jet experience early. So, what are you waiting for?

^.ome down to 113 Campus Center today.

Choose excellence, join the Collegian

Whheface Nit., Lake Placid
Invites you to

Annual Olympic College Ski Weeks
|an. 2-6 and Jan. 9-13

Olympic Shootout
Olympic Obstacle

Olympic Treasure Hunt

Olympic Giant Slalom

Special Ski School

Lesson Rates

Bobsled Rides<

Toboggan Rides <

Ice Skating <

Parties/Dancing <

Ski Movies <

Talent Night <

•$65.°<' -five day lift pass

For Q FREE brochure coll:

In NYS 500-462-6236
In ofher US Stores 600-255-5515

j^ OLYMPIC

innr AuTHOnnY lo^e rockj New vof^

*CoU»9* iiudcnn must pm«nt a full-fime sfudvnt
I.D. cord ond muit b« ogt 2S or \jn69f

EEK! A mouse? Popular Jamaican reggae artist EEK-A-MOUSE brings

his high pitched voice and 6'6' frame to the Universal Joint, downstairs
at Pearl Street this Saturday night, Dec. 17 at 10 p.m.

# m

JOIN THE OTHER 300

UMASS STUDENTS WHO
ARE GOING TO HAVE
A BASH THIS JANUARY

LAST CHANCE
FOR SUGARBUSH

Final Payment due

Friday, Dec 9

thru

Thursday, Dec. 10th

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

430 Student Union BIdg

HmwtUntCt
TXMks A Vot* AMo m<im

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wrack
(It. A) No. Amhunt

549-RENT

Copies

Half Off

After100
After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet ongmal. the rest are

half pnce at Kinko s. the copy

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

WORLD/NATION

Second relief plane
crashes, seven dead
YEREVAN. USSR (AP) - Official

estimates put the death toll from the Arme-
nian earthquake at up to 60,000 yesterday,

and hopes waned that any more survivors

would be found. A second relief plane crash-

ed near the Armenian capital, killing seven

people.

Renewed political trouble broke out. with

Armenian activists reported clashes with

troops over the arrest of several nationalist

leaders.

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev,

after touring the disaster area, accused

"provacateurs" of using the consequences

of last week's earthquake to create in-

stability and insisted, "They must be stop-

ped."

One Armenian activist who avoided ar-

rest, Raphael Popoyan, said by telephone

yesterday that three demonstrations were
staged Sunday in the Armenian capital of

Yerevan.

He said all were protesting the arrest of

leaders of a committee that ha.s .spearhead-

ed a drive to annex Nagorno-Karabakh, a

predominately Armenian enclave in Azer-

baijan. In one demonstration, troops and
demonstrators were wounded on both sides,

Popoyan said.

An editor at Armenpress, the Armenian
news agency, confirmed there was violence

at one demonstration but said the incident

did not appear serious. The editor, who
spoke on condition of anonymity,
acknowledged soldiers fired several warn-
ing shots to break up the protest. He con-

firmed that police detained several leaders

of the Nagorno-Karabakh Committee on
Saturday.

A dozen tanks were parked in Yerevan's
central square Sunday night.

Before dawn yesterday, a Yugoslav
military plane crashed while trying to land

at Yerevan airport with medical supplies
- the second crash of a relief plane in as

many days. On Sunday, a Soviet military

transport plane crashed as it approached
the airport at Leninakan, a city hard hit

by Wednesday's quake. Seventy-eight peo-

ple died.

All seven crew members aboard the

AN-12 cargo plane died in yesterday's

crash. First Deputy Aviation Minster Bori.s

Banyukov said.

Local reporters said the plane crashed at

4 a.m. because the pilot mistook a well-lit

highway for a runway.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for the Geneva-

based League of Red Cross and Red Cres-

cent Societies said in Yerevan there was
little hope more survivors would be found

in the rubble piled high in several Arme-
nian cities, including Leninakan, near the

quake's epicenter, and Spitak, which was
virtually wiped out.

AP Photo

Wreckage of a Soviet military IL-76 transport plane lies on a slope near

Leninakan. The plane carrying relief supplies, 69 soldiers and a crew
of nine, crashed on its approach to the Leninakan airport.

Three Van Gogh paintings

stolen in the Netherlands
OTTERLO. Netherlands (AP) - Three

paintings by Vincent Van Gogh were

stolen from a museum late yesterday, in-

cluding "The Potato Eaters", one of the

19th century Dutch impressionist's most

renowned works, Dutch television

reported.

It said the alarm at the Kroeller Mueller

national museum in Otterlo went off at

about 9 p.m. (3 p.m. EST), apparently

because a window had boon smashed in the

building, and that three Van Gogh works

were found to be missing.

It did not say what the other two pain

tings were.

The museum has one of the largest Van
Gogh collections n the world.

A police spokesman in nearby Ede said

"one or more paintings" were stolen form

the museum, which lies in the heart of the

Netherlands' largest national park.

bget

wrapping

Stories of dodging bullets

after foreigners caught in clash
BEJING (AP) - Foreigners caught in a

clash between Chinese police and na-

tionalists in Tibet's capital told of diving

behind vendors' tables and running down
narrow alleys as troops opened fire

without warning.

"People were falling and screaming. I

saw people carrying wounded Tibetians

on their backs, running into their houses

and trying to find a place to hide." said

Ron SchwarU, a .sociology professor at the

University of Newfoundland in St. Johns.

Canada.
He said he dashed up a street to dodge

police bullets and tear gas. "It seemed like

an eternity I was running up that street."

he said in a telephone interview Sunday

with The Associated Press.

The clash broke out Saturday in Lhasa

when 30 Tibetians, identified by the of

ficial Xinhua News Agency as Buddhist

monks and nuns, marched into a market

with the banned Tibetian flag to com
memorate the 40th anniversary of the UN
f)^^).,

'V... tLirr,^,! Rights, The pro-

testers, dressed in street clothes and face

masks, demanded an end to 38 years of

ChinAe communist rule over the
Himalayan Mountain region.

China said Sunday that a Buddhist

monk was killed and 13 people were
wounded when police fired at

demonstrators. Schwartz said the monk
had been carrying Tibet's banned Hag.

Police "appeared, marching in a tight

formation. They fanned out in an arc.

some very close to the monks." sa'd

Schwartz He and other foreign witnesses

said the police then opened fire without

warning. The nationally televised even-

ing news said police "were forced to fire"

when "some troublemakers refused to

heed a warning and threw stones and bot-

tles at police."

"The soldiers were running after us.

They came so close," said Christa

Meindersma of Amsterdam, the

Netherlands, who was shot in the left

arm.

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day. .

.

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERYDAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

SillEk®
Factory

257 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST

m^mm
n^F nioroiAiis wo roNrrcTiovs

GIFTS • CHOCOLATE

SECRET SANTAS

63 North Pleasant St 68 Mam -.

Amherst (413) 253-5589 Northampton (413) 586 4i80

Atillas 2

BROKE DURING BREAK?

HARN MONCY DURING INTERSESSION

AT THE BOSTON UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Work full- or part -lime in ihc fast paced retail atmosphere of the

B U Bookstore Mall. We offer generous storcwide discounts on

fashion, homcwares, school supplies, computers and books F"or

immediate consideration, visit us on Thursday, I)t'ceml»er ISlh

at the Campus Ccnlcr Concourse, from lOam lo 5pm.

You may walk away with a new job!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 617.236-74«8.

Il,mipshnr Mdll. ILidlt \

IMIHWIMIWI SWDUK I It S

GYROS • STSOMBOU
SOirVLARl • PITA CLtJB

BAKLAVA • HAM SPEEDIES

VEGETARIAN DEUGHT
AND

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

ALL OUR PITA BREAD
IS FRESHLY BAKED!

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

NOW TRY OUR BEST!

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Thousands of Discount
New Books at 40-80% off

current new prices

SCI-FI, CHILDREN'S,
ART, HISTORY,

SPORTS, COOKING,
& MORE"

VALLEY
BOOKS

Downtown Amherst

(199 N. Pleasant St.)

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-S.

Sun 12-5

Oo«n tit 8 Dec 12-23

VIsa/MC 256-1508

1

NEW AND
OLD COMICS

BASEBALL CARDS

MOVIE AND
ROCK POSTERS
-CHECK US OUT-
TREASURE ISLAND

MT. FARMS MALL
RTE. 9

HADLEY, MA
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Americans spend big
bucks on X-mas gifts
NEW YORK (AP) - Most Americans in

tend to spend at least $200 on Christmas
gifts this season, and one in four will spend
at least $500, a Media General Associated
Press p)oll shows.

Given those expenses, it's not surprismg
that a vast majority of Americans 85 per-

cent say they believe Christmas is too

commercialized.

Still, a plurality celebrate the holiday as

a religious, not just a social, occasion.

The survey of 1,084 adults in the con-

tinental United States was conducted by
telephone Nov. 10 20

The poll suggested that Americans re-

main strongly religious and have deep

fondness for the Chri.stmas season. But it

also showed significant differences in view

points among regions and age groups.

Eighty-nine percent of those answering

the poll identified themselves as Catholic

or Protestant; the rest were Jewish,

"other," or had no religion. Ninety-six per

cent said they look forward to the

Christmas holidays.

About a third thinks of Christmas as

mainly a social holiday, and about one-

quarter regard it as primarily religious.

The largest number - 38 percent - consider

it religious and social.

The poll also showed that nearly seven

in 10 Americans are churchgoers, and four

in 10 had been to church in the week before*

the poll. Sixty-four percent said they

generally go to church on Christmas.

The poll suggested that Americans are in

a somewhat more generous mood this holi-

day season than they were seven years ago,

when an AP-NBC News poll showed that

69 percent intended to cut back on
spending.

In the new poll, nearly half said they'll

spend the same as they have for the last

few years; 27 percent will spend more. On
ly 23 percent said they intend to spend less.

Sixty-nine percent said they intend to

give gifts to at least 10 other people, and
only 3 percent will be giving to none. Twen-
ty percent will be giving to 20 or more
people.

Finally, seven in 10 people say they
usually receive gifts they really want; one
in four don't.

Plant closings and layoffs cost

10 million jobs in last 5 years
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nearly 10

million Americans lost their jobs due to

plant closings or layoffs from 1983 to 1988
despite the longest peacetime economic ex-

pansion in the nation's history, the govern-

ment reports.

Of 9.7 million displaced workers during
the period, 4.7 million were so-called

"tenured" workers who had held their jobs

for three years or more, the Bureau of

Labor Statistics says in the latest of its

biennial reports on worker displacement.

That was a slight decline from earlier

BLS studies of overlapping five-year

periods 1979 84 and 1981 86 which both
had shown that 5.1 million tenured
workers lost their jobs during the respec-

tive periods. But each of those periods also

included the severe recession of 1981 82.

As a result, government and private

economists say the new figures show a per-

sisting displacement problem.

Larry Mishel, an economist for the
Economy Policy Institute, a liberal

Washington think tank, called the decline

in jobs displacement after the recession

years "surprisingly small."

The BLS began conducting the displace-

ment surveys in 1984 at the request of the
Labor Department's Employment and
Training Administration. The latest report

was released over the weekend.
While the 1984 and 1986 surveys show

ed workers coming out of factories, only 40

American Greetings
can wrap up any
Christmas gift

in style.*:

with our flat andO roll wraps, we have

the right size paper to fit the paci^age and

a pattern to fit your taste.

^yUNIVERSITY tSimSTORE^ «»
AMERJCW GREETINGS

1 MCMLXXXViU Amencar jreelinjs Corporalion

L

AH Photo

THE FACE OF GRIEF- Family members grieve the death of an ear-

thquake victim as he is placed in a temporary coffin.

percent of the tenured workers losing their

jobs in 1983-88 had been employed in

manufacturing.
In conjunction, the distribution of the

layoffs has shifted somewhat from blue-

collar occupations such as machine
operators, laborers and repairmen during
the recession periods to white-collar

management and sales occupations from
1983 to 1988.

"This was the lean-and-mean era, when
companies went after middle-level
managers and other white-collar workers,"
said Mishel. "But a lot of it, especially in

retail trade, is also somewhat related to

these leveraged buyouts. It's probably the

better-paid retail workers who lost their

jobs."

One thing that hasn't changed is the
percentage of workers who were given
some kind of advance notice before losing

their jobs. In all three surveys, roughly six

of every 10 displaced workers had been told

in advance to "expect a layoff."

But only two of every 10 in the latest

survey said they had received a written

notice of their impending dismissals.

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS

$1025
ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

• NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
DURING SEMESTER BREAK

• SPECIAL 2-5 WEEK STUDENT PROGRAM: BEGINS
AFTER EXAMS

• GAIN VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE IN

MARKETING, ADVERTISING, PUBLIC RELATIONS &
SALES PROMOTION

• INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIP POSSIBLE FOR NEXT
SEMESTER

• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

• DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

FOR EARLY CONSIDERATION NEAR
YOUR HOME TOWN, CALL NOW

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION
BOSTON (WEST & SOUTH) SUBURBS
NASHUA NH/LOWELL AREA
GREATER RHODE ISLAND AREA
PORTSMOUTH NH AREA
WORCESTER AREA
WAKEFIELD AREA & N. SUBURBS
SOUTHEAST MASS

617-449-

603-891-

401-946
603-964-
508-852-

617-246-

508-763-

4362
1545
0150
8997
1680
5308
3569

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

'My God! ... here it comes ogoln!"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Yeasthead
By Jason Talerman
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"I would never read a book if it were possible to talk

half an hour with the IpersonJ who wrote it."

—President Woodrow Wilson

Congratulations to Charlie and Tom for gleaning the

apartmeni!!! Where was Jeanie (a.k.a. Lenny}?
^

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jeffc

ACROSS
1 Rchgous 1>M

AbOr

5 Harangue
10 inspiraO

14 Suggattion

tSGtans
16 SMm subiect

17 Carlam giound

cover

19 - lid*

20 NAvK) raddith

orange

21 Smg m a way
22 A - apple

23 Marshal Wyan
24 Pauses
27 Sees

momenlarity

3 1 Tu*«> )'ae

33 Veslmerns

34 Before dee
36S«iHlo -
37 BaM a«ar>

39 Slant

40 Saul s

grandtattier

41 Narrative

47 Innoreseerwe

44 Orange yaMows
47 WAth tevwvr

leaves

45 Smal wergm
AWw

49 Russian
mor\arct>

S\ Evergreen r>etb

S3 Ftaien water

crystal

M Balor

59 0nesidad
60 Conceal

61 Orale

62 OuratMyi

63 ConlererKe

»^
64Cenain

lourrtantenls

6S Mmeo el al

DOWN
1 I20S the

Roman way
2 Blackltiorn

3 Growl, snart

Scot

4 ColortuI liee

SMoWmgs

6 Leveling a llat

7 Too
8 SiK or seven

Irailar

9 Curve

10 Shady areas

1

1

Hairy or downy
b»d

12 Angto-Saion
laborer

1

3

Distribute cards

ti Beethoven s

— Solemnrs

21 Barks

23 Glowing
ffttQfnvm

?4 Bridge

25 Carries

26 Sma* binocular

26 Goods cast

adrilt

29 Ky s neighbor

30 He win not ~
stopping

here

R Frost

32 Prepare

lor war

agam

35PHche» 51 Elastic

36 Yore substancM

39 8righl S2VMngs
reds S3Cracl(le

41 Second cHyoi S4Ba*ebal
Tuniaia team

43 Alt SS MIdth « leng««

4S Hot dogs S6 Maiden or Mam
46 Plant branch

SO Trumpeter and 59ET s

wtnstlmg tr»>sport'

ANSWERTO PREVIOUS PUZZLL
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Menu
Lunch

Tacos

Baslci Lanch

Vegetable Taco

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Dinner

Pork Chops/Stuffing

Manicotti/Tomato Sauce

Basics Dinner

Barlev/Soybean Casserole

Manicotti/Tomato Sauce

/^
Weather

Todaf: Light snow possible High of 24. i

Toalfht: Ocassiona| chance of snow, low in the teens.

Tofliorrow: Partly sunny High around 34. (
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WORLD/NATION
Study: Black students more likely to be punished
NEW YORK. (AP) - Black students, especially in the

South, are far more likely than whites to be targets of cor-

poral punishment or school suspension, according to a

study

"Teachers often overreact to blacks, especially black

males. Interestingly, that's true even with black

teachers." said Joan McCarty First, executive director of

the Bo.ston-based National Coalition of Advocates for

Students, which Sund.w released an analysis of federal

school data.

The report found black youngsters are more than twice

as likely to be hit or be labled mentally retarded as whites.

And while blacks make up 16 percent of the school popula

tion, they comprised only 8 percent of those in gifted stu-

dent programs
The findinigs were based on an analysis of biennial data

published by the I'S Department of F'ducation's Office of

Civil Rights in 1986. the latest year available, the coali

tion study projected the rates at which students of dif

ferent races suffered various school penalties.

The coalition found that the 10 states with the biggest

disparities in the rate of corporal punishment were near

ly all southern: Arkansas, Tennessee. Texas. Florida. New
Slexico. Ohio. CJeorgia. Indiana. .Arizona, and Oklahoma
Nationwide, male .students account tor 80 percent of cor

poral punishment incident.^^ and 70 percent of suspensions.

the study found.

It shed little light, however, on why blacks seem to bear

the brunt of sch(X)l penalties.

Mary Hatwood Futrell, president of the National Educa-

tion Association, called the analysis "disheartening" and
said the study indicated that teachers and admini.strators

sometimes respond in a racist manner to certain students

"We have our own built-in prejudices about the way cer-

tain kids can learn, or how they talk, or how the\ would
or dress." she said "I don't see a lot of efforts to counter

that

Jane L'sdari. a .^spokeswoman for the .American Federa-

tion of Teachers, said hrr union rejected racism as the

explanation.

"It's clear that there are problems. Schools aren't

reaching the majority of the students we need to reach

Teachers need the flexibility to meet the needs of in

dividuals students," she .said.

Fist said the results don't mean blacks and other minori

ty students are breaking scho<j| rules more often than
whites.

Insteail. >lu- >aul, teacheo lend to react out of their

frustration and irritation."

She said few school districts have systematic controls

over discipline, such as requiring teachers to document

in writing whey a student was referred for discipline. It

means students are often punished for trivial offenses, she
said.

Among the reports' findings:

Nationwide, 5.22 percent of black students received cor-

poral puni-shment. compared with only 2.28 percent of

white and 2.05 percent of Hispanics.

Arkansas had the biggest statewide disparity of corpwral

punishment rates: 22.57 percent of blacks received such

punishment, compared with 10 99 percent of whites, and
5.64 percent of Hispanio
Nationwide, 9.07 percent ot blacks, 4.44 percent of

Hispanics, and 4.05 percent of whites w»>re .-suspended from

school.

The racial imbalance in su.spensinn ites was largest

Ml Ohio: blacks were suspended at a proit cted 16 percent

rate, Hi.spanics at 9.54 percent, whites at 4.8 percent.

Blacks nationwide were placed in .special classes for the

"educable mentally retarded." at a 2.3 percent rate, while
0.87 percent of whites and 0.56 percent of Hispanics were
similarly lableled.

Alabama exhibittnl the gieate.st differences: blacks were
lableled "'educable mentally retarded"' at a 6.13 percent
rate compared with 1.99 percent of whites, and 0.79 per-

cent of Hispanics.
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CLOTHING
INVENTORY I
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40 /O OFF RLllTCm/
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•2000pr. of jeon/

L€€ GITAnO DRKOTR
*500 uiomen'/ uiinter jacket/

•/hip 'N /hore blou/e/
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Many of your

favorites!

187 North Pleasant St. Amherst
Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5, eves. Dec. 16-23

parking in rear

THE CHALLENGE...
THE JOY... THE REWARD.

Nursing can be all of these things and
more How much more depends on
how much you re willing to invest in

your career Is nursing just a job to you
or IS it a total commitment^ If you re a
nurse looking for total commitment
be an Air Force nurse You II experience

exciting opportunity for professional

growth plus great benefits which
include 30 days of vocation with pay
each year, complete medical and
dental core and much more Contact

your A:r Force recruiter today If you're

the kind of person who wants the

challenge, the joy and the reward you
want Air Force Nursing Coll

TSGT RICK SHELLENE
508-559-8082/3 COLLECT

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTIVIENT OF THEATER iiiiilji

PRESENTS

UOR^f^^^'

4

SUNOrniANO MA
TEl 665 2629

Welcome Julie!

6 years styling experience

Formally of Style by Deborah
Welcome new & Old Customers

With this Ad $10.50 - haircut and Style dry (reg. 14.00)

Jtilles hours Fri & Sat 9-3
^^p^^^^ ^2/17/88

The Spoke
DRINK OF THE WEEK
CAPTAIN MORGAN

& COKE $1.50

*•**•*•**••********•*•**

OP

EAST PLEASANT ST, AMHERST m^
POSITIVE ID A MUST W

Auto
Glass
^Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

71 OW SunOfrtand Rd • S49-7M0

No AmMni
Mati Mam C"»»" C»'8' •r<-»l>i«<^

UP

UP

UP

UP
UP

UP
UP

UP

TUESDAY
NIGHT
RAFFLE

BEER OF THE MONTH
ROLLING ROCK $1.00

35

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

«.«m *#»V mnn

LONDON
on* »>(v

779

PARIS 229
ROME 259

rouna \np

CARACAS 320
Guatemala 340
HONGKONG 739
Tatts not includtd.

Also Work-SludY Abroad.

Languaga Counas, Int'l Sludanl
ID. Youth Hostal Paasai
EURAIL PaiMs iatuad on tha spot'

call lor tha FRCE C/fC StudartI

Traval Catalog!

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So. PiMsanI SI.

Amh«r9t. MA 01003

women's track

continued from page 20

has done better and Diane's more of a

discus thrower," said LaFreniere.

The 20-pound indoor weight is a

relatively new event in indoor track. In

their first time competing in the event,

Marisseau threw 28' 1" and Ozzolek threw

27 feet.

The relay teams showed their strength

with the 4x440 relay team winning the

event (4:04.7), and qualifying for the New
Englands. The 4x880 relay also qualified

and finished third (9:39.82). The mile

relay started with Vaughan. who hand-

ed off to Crocker. Wendy Marshall ran the

third leg, and Ambrose ran an even

59-second anchor. "I didn't expect them
to win the (4x440) but I expected them to

do well," said LaFreniere. About her star

quarter-miler. she said, "Lee Ann got two

good quarters in and she's only a

freshman. She's coming off the preseason,

where she worked on endurance. In the

midseason, she'll work on speed."

The two-mile relay, oddly enough, con-

sisted of three milers and only one half-

miler, the NE qualifier, St. Laurent.

Ironically, she ran the slowest time

among the four (2:30.35i. LaVallee led off,

followed by St. Laurent, and Smith in the

third leg. Hill ran a 2:20.14 anchor leg to

finish the day. "I think it was tough for

the relay to come back after establishing

PR's (personal bests]," said LaFreniere.

"Overall, the women looked very good.

The freshmen did really well and we got

some outstanding individual pefor-

mances. People are starting to take notice

of us now." said LaFreniere.

Zullo
continued from page 20

UMass to its fifth straight win, a 72-71 vic-

tory over the University of New
Hampshire.
The senior co-captain leads the 5-0

Minutewomen in scoring with 80 points, for

a 16.0 per game average. She also leads the

team in free throw percentage (22-30, .733)

and assists (26).

Hoop-la: UMass is still looking to match
the all-time best start, which was set when
the 1978 79 Minutewomen ran off to a 6-0

start under coach Mary Ann Ozdarski.

However, they won't get a chance to do that

for a couple of weeks. Their next action

isn't until Dec. 28, when they face the

University of Maine in the Bath Ironworks

Classic in Portland, ME. . . The latest start

AUTO PCfl SALE •CALCJLATCflS
^4TB?TA^^4I*«NT •«:« RENT

PC«SAL£«*<XIN0
Ha? WANTS) • tCST

CLASSIFIED
.^.^^•i nftii III ^,1, •T-rii urn 'O^

is impressive, but it isn't the best for first-

year coach Kathy Hewelt, who says she

had some better in her days as coach of In-

diana Tech.

"I'm not sure how many it was," Hewelt

said of her best streak. 'I think 9-0,

maybe." . . . Although the Minutewomen
do not get into conference play until Jan.

3 (at Rhode Island), a few teams have

already gotten into their Atlantic 10

schedules.

Traditional front-runners Rutgers, St.

Joseph's and Penn State are all out of the

blocks, winning their first. Rutgers and St.

Joe's each beat Duquesne, while Penn

State dumped St. Bonaventure.
However, UMass is the only conference

team with an unbeaten overall mark. West

Virginia (5-1), Rutgers (3-1), and St. Joe's

(21) all have just one setback. But only the

Minutewomen remain perfect so far.

INSmUCTX^J • MCTCflCYlCLSS
PS?SCNALS« flics WAAfTED
SCERS NEEDS) "^RVICcS
ROCMAT? WANTE5 • TRAVa

WANTS) • SUBLET

COME TP THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 3:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30):- DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. ;oe/WCHD/OAY FOR STUDENTS

AUTO FOn SALE

F0m> ESCORT WACOM 19*3 EiceiMnt
coftdilton A/C root rack SO.000 miles

2S«-0933.

2 VW SCmOCCO & spd Dark grey new
lires rims runs very «ieU laOOO Please caH

Tom 546-1 184

BOB MACNEVNI

WHAT IS GOING ON? Why •rvyouwMtin
gmy time and your lime at you Ml me
atMui all the oaick leiiy Mans I can asl

Simply a wale ol lime lo even do thai kind

ol legenl. have thai Kind ol converslion

Vou're not making yOurtwH smart Some
young man calhng tiimseH Elaine. caHs up
here with an aasanma remark WeH il

makes himseK look pretty badly Bobby'

Cindy' Oh G nile'

BUBBLES ANO ANOI

CHEERS- TO MANY MORE GREAT
TIMES (and marks on tha wall) Merry

Christmas I tove you guys' NosIkm

CASA

THE CENTRAL AMERICAN SOLIDARITY
ASSOCIATION will hold Planmamng
meeting on ne«t semester 5pm mionday at

CC For into call 5 2148

BRANOVWINE - 1 tiedroom available for

one or two persons starling Jar t Call

649^0014 leave message

ONE BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE Jan i

Clrffside Apis Sunderland S480'rno m
dudes all utilities Ken o< Keith 665-2855

LOOKING FOR A ROOM?O(ity~~140ra
month Call 256 1910

ROOM FOR RENT ON lake 15 mins from

UMass luiury peacelul 250 367-9774

EXCELLENT 2 FLOOM 2 bedroom apart

meni lull bathroom elective immediately

January 1 Easy access to buses walking

distance to bars Private parking 253-2531

leave message

TAKE OVER LEASE Jan May non smoker

female call Jean 253 3931 or Jane

5452467

AMHERST CENTER ONE BEDROOM
$500 month includes heat 253-7175

FOR SALE

OORM REFRIOGERATOR call 549-8160

leave message afler the beep

PC IBM COMPATIBLE NCR model 4 360K

mem Monochrome monitor and printer

$750 00 kodak ektasound cantera itKivie

140 zoom $75 00 Kodak movie proieclor

ektasound 245 $50 00 CaH anytime

549 5511

CLAUDIA CARVER

CLAUDIA • YOU ARE THE MOST ama/
ing woman alive I can t believe si« months

have gor>e by already, it seems like only

yesterday You wiU never fully understand

how much I love you (this much) From your

lavonte ex-cop and your most humble tove

slave Me

COMPUTERS

WANTED: IBM ot Macintosh Will pay

cash CaH Jay or Michelle at 659-3700

CONTACT LENSES

SdrTCONTACT LENSES, most daily

wear lenses $25 Entended wear lenses

$35-48 Soft tinted lenses $35-48 heal

Units $12 95 Lowest prices on contact

lense solutions Amhtrsl Opiicia Shoppe

195 North Pleasant St (413) 256*403

DAVID HANCOX

VCKJ'RE IN THE COLLEGIAN now' Isnl it

nice'' I ve been in it many times over three

semesters Love YFS

DOO-DAHI

DAMN! You say you like the music ol Pat

sy Cline Fabutous Thunderbirds Chuck

Berry. Bo Diddley George Thorogood and

Buddy Holly'' Do you like to listen to the

blues harmonica'' En)Oy haring a girl rock

n roll'' Like beer blasting bar bands with

a big beaf Then see Joe Crash and The

Whiplash at the Hatch this Thursday nile

And say ' BUD " lo Phil the bartender'

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC AND lighting

system quality al unbeatable prices Call us

KlubKave DJ Services

546-6518

HELP WANTED

WORK STUDY. INTERSESSION. lab

dishwasner no e«p reg 5-7 hr.wk

$4 70/hr 5-2364

WINTER BREAK JOBS FOR THE EN-
VIRONMENT Be one of the highest paid

political activists m the country Clean

Water Action is paying what your dedica

lion IS worth Earn $7 12/hr Prr & FH
Available Gain valuable skills Call Susan
al 549-7450

WORK STUDY JOBS available' Monday
Wednesday and Friday mornings Come by

Oft Campus Mousing Office 545-0866

INSTRUCTION

TOEFL TEST PREPARATKM Course Jan
4 27 UMass/Amherst. 630pm 8 30pm
$150 call 5495128

VW GfllSeS BLACK
Awesome Sony Bensi Stereo

Sunroof runs great

Very reliable, fun car

$3750 or BO Ken 549-4859

AWESOME SIX STRING ACOUSTIC
GUITAR great shape new strings with

case $100 5466620

GOLF CLUBS, COMPLETE SET $23SCall

Gary 549 6614

AIRLINE TICKET HARTFORD lo Orlando

one way Dec 20 $75 Call Bil Stetson

545 3570

SKI BOOTS: ALPINA REAR ENTRY
Bought one year ago. only used 5 limes

$75 Beginner rear entT> Nordicas Good lor

first timer $25 both size gi/s Call Dave at

549 5936

MOTORCYCLES

1963 KAWASAKI KZSSO LTD Helmet,

cover shieW $850 Joe 549-7423 Evenings

FOR RENT

WANTED TWO NONSMOKING
FEMALES, large double bedroom Rolling

Green Apt 150/month each 256-0954

2 OVERSIZED BEDROOMS in Amherst

house pvt/kitchen bath Busrte $210/inc ul

253 2321

WANTED TO LIVE IN NORTHAMPTON
OVER INTERSESSION? Takp my room

.o&i ilOO plus jtililies Call ftfl") 86'11 as-

for Andy

1 BEDROOIM APARTMENT good lor two

pprsons on bus route available Jan 1 call

alter lOom 665 7579

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE m 2 bedroom

townehouse apt available Jan 1 tor spring

with fall opt 549-0025

TAKE OVER 2 BEDROOM Southwood

townhouse Jan 1 Call late afternoon o^

evenings 256-6498

SUBLET SECOND SEMESTER
Southwood $625/monhl 253-2566

YOUR OWN LARGE ROOM m Pufflon

male prel. Call 549-1248 for Jan or Feb

ROOM AVATlABLE IN NEW SALEM. 15

Minutes from UMass Share gorgeous

house with couple and child 225/mo ulil_

inci Babysitting work available Until 12/30

call 914 225-8810

SUNDERLAND 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE in 2 family Modern clean.

2 minute walk to bus 510». call 665-2897

COUCH- GD CONO. 2 kitchen chairs-rugs

armschai' TV stand Pullout couch- Must

sell Call 584-8421

SKI UTAH POWDER JAN. 9 16 Plane

ticket $340 or BO Call Anne 256-0383

GUCCI WATCHES ONLY $2S-30. Great

XMas gill call Brian 549-5440

256K CHIPS -8 sets w/nine ctiips per set

Only $8 per chip or $550 For all Dave

253 7454 leave message

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES
Amherst two year old Income properly

positive cash How (gross rental

18 000/yeari live rent free and make spen-

ding money too' Call Dale 1413)253-9949

1981 RELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS PB AC front wheel drive- $2 000 call

549-7660 Owen

YAMAHA SRX 250 Sport bike. 5 months

Old $1 500, includes full facial helmet and

jacket Call David 1-566-8212.

FflOEOIPUS COMPLEX

FRED MAGAZINE WANTS YOUR short

stories, essays, poems, artwork, photos,

etc lor 'ts spring issue Deadline Feb 1

1989 Send copies to SAO, Student Union

416, Box 218

FURNITURE

QUALITY NEW FURNITURE FOR
STUDENTS on a budget Futons,

bookcases, tables and more Harnehn Fur^

niture 1 Shorl St Northhampton 586-7970

Bill or Damn We deliver

GORBACHEV LOVES NY

REMEMBER THE SOUTHWEST CON-

CERT LAST SPRING' The Eastside Bat

tie of the Bands'' The party on Leveret^

Road last May'' Remember the Movers

We have a new name and expanded line-

UD but we still rock and roll our brains out

and we still tUmK UMass students enioy do

ing the same WeVe having a par^a','"*

Hatch this Thursday Come on Down!

HOLIDAY GIFT SALE

CERAMICS DEPARTMENT POTTERY
SALE

Great gilt ideas

Irom $5
two days only

Wednesday and Thursday

December 14 and 15

10am Spm
at

Munson Annex
(Next to Whitmorei

CAMPUS CAKES
COME SEE US TODAY ON
the concourse send someone
special a holiday cake and

a bundle of oalloons

ROB- DAN AND FRANK- Thank you for

helping me out at the beginning of the

semester it was a great comfort to know

you were there to help Good luck on all

_ _ your finals' Merry Christmas and a Happy

jfOttEST DELTA CHI BROTHER fj,,, year to you all Love Pamala

SPACIOUS DOUBLE LOCATED ON Mam
St near bus stop Bottom floor of house

Easy going housemates 189/n(K>nlh call

now 253-21 24

MIKEY. mAO THE BEST TIME Fnday nite

manks for everything' Maybe if I m lucky I II

see you over break Love, Jenny

YES- IT IS FINALS ONCE AGAIN!! I |usl

wanted to wish ttie giris m Patterson 330A

and 329 plus the adopted one Irom JA
Good luck on their finals' See you at those

all night study sessK)ns' Good Luck

ROB I WISH I HAON T WAITED so long

Happy graduation' I'l really miss you Love

Deanne

KAREN R HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
(Somewhat belated) i tove you IK

AXP NIBS- Congralulations lor a job well

done going out lo Howie. Jeremy. Joeh.

Chuck Mike Herb. Hank, t Harpo

ORE MATH TUTOn- Aigabra. gaomalry-

564-1307

LOCT

LOST A GOLD ROPE BRACELET il found

please call Rich 6 8634 Reward

LOST ON SUNDAY DEC. 4 in/around

Franklin C gold ^ black onyx bracelet

ol great sentimental value II lound please

call Heather at 546-6409 Reward

A CLEAR STONE SETTING from my ring

Enormous sentimental value m or arourtd

mini store on 12/7 Reward' Call 5-2528

LOST MASS ID ON 12/4. Carmen payne
Please can 549-7478.

PERSONALS

JACOUI. JACOUI, JACdUI:'Fir>aliy you

can go uptown with everyone with your own
ID' Happy birthday on Saturday Forget

about your finals. HAVE FUN Love, your

Sisters

DEAR JACQUELINE- Finally legal to the

rest, but you II always be my little' Hope
your birthday wish comes true red ribbon

and all' Love your Pseudo Big

HAPPY 21 SI BIRTHDAY JACOUI! Its

about lime the last of the 3 original

Ireshmen grew up' Gel psyched for Satur-

day Night Love. Elisa

BETH STOLLER- Good luck m the real

world' We re going to miss you We WUV
you always Your three roomies

PAM - I'M SO PSYCHED you re mylitlJe

sister' Youre the best' Love always

Stephanie

QUAD AT OZ- Mary Marissa and Roach.

Thanks lor a great semester' I kjve you and

will miss you' The single )usl wront be the

same' Love. KK

BETH RICHKIN Thanks lor all you ve

done as President ol OZ! I will miss you

and I appreciate your support. I II do my
best' Love. Katy.

PAM KARP. MOVIE STAR- HAPPY BIR

THDAY' We Friday the 13th people have

lo stick together' Hoping your day is like

stars birthday should be. Ed

HEY SUPER HIP MACHO FUNKY SEX
TOOLS. ..The JeHos chiling, babes
Briiiian, could you caaaarry me'' He's not

heeeere yet' Oh sorry' Who loves ya'' The

cheap slut sex poodle and the Psycho Jelto

Goddess

TO MY CHEESE - Thanks lor the best 2 yrs

of my life' I love you forever But I'm still

smarter' Love Banky

JOOSTER ANO DEANNAMUL So you

are going abroad lo spike your hair and take

over Amsterdy'' Have a blast stay health

and remember your best friends who love

you and will miss you' Love,

EB LB SRDL

JOHN PALINKAS!! The waiting is finally

over Youre 21'" You dont ever have lo

ask Keith again' Have a great birthday'
'
Lyn

& Keith

PETER- Here s lo all the drinks, dinners

and trips to the mall I hope you have a very

Merry Christmas and of course a Happy

New Year Love Bunny Face -2

KATHLEENMARIA-CHRIS-COUHTNEY.
Merry Christmas-Happy Hew Year Seasons

Greetings and ail that lazz!

KENNEDY RAs- Amy Sue. Kalie Sam,
Maureen Linda Darcy Shana. Selwyn.

Maria Dave Joan Craig Lisa vernon

Brett Mark and Joe You re the best' It's

been a terrific semester Good luck on hrtats

and have a great vacatton you deserve il

Amy. Dave, and Vernon We II miss you
Your toving RO

HEY RED HOUSE! congratulattons on your

uneviction' Love you guys'

ERIC Z- Well here's what you ye always

wanted' We did it' I m gonna miss you'

Love ahKays Your Hilton Head Buddy

BARRY JENNINGS HERE IT IS! The per

sonal you always wanted You linally made
It' CongralutaMns we'll mms you Love your

Roommates

DIMATTEO AND JOHNNY B Congratula

tons on gradualKjn' We tove you 5 gilreath

MIKELA We'caie tor you much, |usl want

you to know, we're happy lo see our bud
dy won t go don t stress il will all go your

way' We hope this personal brightens your

day' Love you' Kim. Karen Cynthia

SLEEPING CUTEY goodluck on your ex

ams I II miss you over break Merry XMas
Love always Big Fish

KRISS THANKS FOR BEING THE best

roommate lew 2''jyears I II miss you Love

Julie

JEN. STEP • SUZANNE- Hera to 69 A 89

Love Julie

SLEAZIN rMEANSUSANI Goodliick in

Italy We II miss you' Love Julie & Kris

TO MY MOST WONDERFUL DOOO-BIRD:
Thankyou for the riappmess and Ihe love

The past seven months have tieen truley

en)oyable I tove you F C

LIZETTA YOUR HAIR MAY BE greasy and

you might not be classy but you are the best

roommate happy birthday' Love Jen

NERDS ARE PEOPLE TOO, Happy twlay,

MICH Congratulations on two in a row

couMln't have done it without us Have fun

in Philly • George and the Fugitive

WELCOME HOME SHEB08 • MARK)! The

dogs are back we missed you LornJon

Lager women Get psyched for a dogga
reunion Hi Sarah, we miss you loo Love

all the Doggas

MONDAY NIGHT CREW: Celia, Joyce

Freya Lauren Yana Tony, and George
Thanx for everything' You helped make my
first semester a great one' Love. Terry

BUNNY-CARBON-14 eh' At least I'm not

a punk Maybe you'll be mature like me
someday • Nah-Love Booboo

PAG! THANKS FOR ALVIN AND
everything this semester Tacos on the

18th to celebrate what? Can't wait until the

17th' Love you Killer Kowalski

INTERESTED IN DIRECTING or

choreographing West Side Story The
Music Theatre Guild is accepting applica

tions lor these positions until December 16

interviews will be held the following week
This is a great opportunity tor anyone who
has considered getting involved but has not

lound the opening For info about applica

lions or any aspect ol the GuiM caU Adam
al 2560569

MICHAEL K. Ditto Luv Oebby cakes

AWESOME PERFORMANCE IN PITT

SFIELD Kace" ill miss you singing in Ihe

bathroom Love. Tree

YOU MARC! This ones for you' Have a

great day Here's IOv.>'ng at you'

BRJAN - Met u on NHampton bus sal night

like to see you again Elli-Non-Brando with

lean lacket

HOT NIGHTS, COLO^FROZEN DRINKS,
regae music. Sandy beaches and you and

your friends Affordable spring break trips

to Jamaica Cancun, and Daytona Call

Karen or Shara at 546-6612 or Meredith at

546-5242

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE room m
new apartment Please clal 256-6747 Op-

tion for tall lease

ROOM IN 4 BEDROOM HOUSE, Available

now till June 253-0754 Leva message

TAKE OVER LEASE 1 large room in Brit-

tany Janixe $280 lor 1 or J 140 for 2 Call

256 1230

WE ARE LOOKVMi FOR TWO male room
mates n Brandywine no complainers or

Winers Please CaH Jim 549-0871 or Oave
5469594 f^eed response very soon

SINGLE ROOM IN BEAUTIFUL house on
ly 5 mm Irom campus Call 549-6270 alter

5pm

TYPING OONE AT REASONABLE RATES
Spelling checked call Paula 665 8941

RESUME TYPESETTING Inexpensive

Very experienced Ovemigni laserwriler

quality Pick op. drop, drop-o« available

Lisa 367 9940

TO SNARE ROOM IN BRfTTANY MANOR
140> elecUicily nonsmoking lemale Call

253 2341

3 MALE OR FEMALE ROOMMATES
WANTED: For two bedrooms one with

private bath in Leberett house on Rl 63
next to Ml Toby Forest (' miles Irom

UMass house has woodslove and
weighlroom Call Mark 548^9790 1/1/89 to

5/30/89

BOSTON FEMALE DECEMBER GRAD
LOOKMO for lemale roomate to share an

apl m the North End Great tocalioni

Reasonable rem Call Maria 549 6291 or

after Dec 2t 50S879 6585

TOWNEHOUSE. ROOMMATE NEEDED!
Spring semester Share 2 bedroom apart

ment with 3 males 546-1467

LARGE SINGLE/DOUBLE ROOM m 3

bedroom Puftton apartment with optton to

take over lease in June 89 call 549-5627
after 7pm

STARTING FEBRUARY 1. graduating

senior living in quiet 2 bedroom Northamp-
ton apartment with 2 part time cats

Rent $237 50. including heat • hoi water
Call 585 0872

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Amherst
share bath lemale never there 2532018
evenings

ROOMMATE NEEDED 1 ml nd for Bnttany

manor Move m lor Spring lor only 140/mo
heat free call kev 256 8152

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE
B'andywine apt beginning spring semester

call 549 0957

FOR JAN CENTER OF AMHERST furnish

ed apt I or 2 prn Musi see' 253-9104

Stacy

HELP!!! Two lemales seek to sublet apart

ment lor intersession Call Sue 546 8983

ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED house close to

campus Own room washer & dryer

Heating included Happy household ph

549 4793 Lau'ie

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE huge room
w/skylights in South Amherst house
$208/month Call Mana 256 0250

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 4 bedroom
apartment m SuOnerland (Squire Village)

starting Jan 1 call 665 494 7

SINGLE ROOM AVBL, at Amily Place

Located across street from Louis M or F

grad or Undergrad Call David or Teresa

549 1 399

HOUSEMATE WANTED, House m town
behind Baybanks Large furnished single

room Cheap rent Walking distance to

campus Bus route Call Elissa 549 8294
Lease starts Jan 1

WANTED: 1 or 2 non smokers tor large

bPd'Oom in a 3 bedroom Pufflon Apt

available January 549' 1302

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

room in a 3 bdrm apt Pufflon Great filace

great rent great location Call 549-6291

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP
FOR Townehouse apts Share room in 2

Ijedroom apt Call anytime (leave message)
5498049

BRANDYWINE- one female roommate
needed for spring semester Option to over

lease lor next year Call 5490607

' ROOMMATE NEEDED IN TOWNEHOUSE
spring semester big single available

5494908

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED lo share a

one bedroom Cliffsidr? apl w/an easy going
(f

senior II interested please call Beth ai

665-4550

PUFFTON: OWN ROOM/BATH m 2

bedroom apt From Feb onwards Call

549-6249

SERVICES

PAINTING & CARPENTRY: Experienced

dependable great rates, Iree estimates

665-8467

WORD-PROCESSING WRITING, editing

desktop publishing Special rates through

January 584 8884

OVERNIGHT TYPING! Best quiity in town

Call Barry, 548-9436 10am- 11pm

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING next day

service 323 4579

JAN 3-13 and 16-27. 8:30 to 3:30 we are

offering training to become a certified home
health aide After completing one of these

sessions we will put you to work in areas

around your home or school Hours will

revolve around your schedule Call

800-334 3073 10 register

BKH!

LANGE ZS LADIES • New $150 00 BO
Tyrolia 250 alt rnetal $75 00 BO Can now
549 1531

SKI ANO SAVE WINTER SEMESTER

SKI ANO SAVE WINTER SEMESTER free

ski pass Siratton Ml room and board Dec
26 to Apm 3 do dishes, maintenance. Odd
lObs save 2 lo $3,000 Call 802 874 4140
Three Ml Inn Jamaica VT

THANK YOU

TO THE WOMAN AND MAN who helped

me reach brown and called lor emdcal help

alter linding me sick along Ihe path to

Sylvan before Thanksgiving May god Uses
you Erin Abbey

TO SUBLET

1-3 PEOPLE lor house hear campus tor m-

tersessKin CaM 256-8404

TRAVEL

WANTED TO GO TO CAUFORNIA? Need
to sell licket Irom Boston lo Reno Jan 10

$225 or BO CaH 256-6747

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

FAST. PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Ac-
curacy guaranteed Reasonable rales

Grammar speMchecking Gtona, 323-5140

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on campus alfordable spell

ing/grammar reviewed 564-7924 Nancy

WANTED

2 FEMALES WANTED TO SHARE two
bedroom Southwood apt, single $215 share

room $190 mo ?56 1352 Available Jan 1

WANTED TO RENT

LOKING FOR FEMALE TO take large room
in beautilul house close to campus
5498151

FEMALES SEEK 3 4 bedroom apl Nor
thampton area tor Spring Call Jodi

546 8656

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan
2 14 Call SBMC 256 8615 9am 7pm

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS 2 bedroom
apt in Amherst quiet setting 665 7006

Professionally typeset resumes

fast and inexpensive

Choose from 28 fonts

Call Wendy at 586-2405

Please leave a message
if I'm not home
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SPORTS

New faces look to spark Minutewomen
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Last year's University of Massachusetts women's g>'m-
nastics team waited until the ice began to melt to hit the
season's high note. In the year's final competition, the
Minutewomen tallied a school record 177.90 points at the
Atlantic 10 competition, good for a surprising fifth place
finish.

This winter, according to first-year coach .•\lfie Mitchell.

UMass could rewrite that record before the first good
snowfall.

"177.90 is a good score." said Mitchell, "it's good to end
on a giKKl note. But this team i.* more than capable of scor-

ing over 180 We hope '" hn<t through 180 very quickly,

and build on that

Mitchell brings an eiithuMastic attitude from his most
recent coaching role at Ball State, and i.s hoping to inspire

a crop of promising fresh faces and returning veterans into

a post season calibre campaign. No less than six freshmen
have made the roster, joining traditional high scorers

Kristin Turmail, Erika Ba.xter. Lynne Morris. Laurie
Kaufman, and others on an optimistic squad.

"In a sense, this i> a totally new team." said Mitchell.

"Whoever has seen us in the pa.'st. when they look at us
this year, they're going to see a totally different team
There's a lot of new faces, a couple w ho are coming back
from injuries last year, and the girls that were here last

year and were g(X)d they're even better"
Turmail. who holds schot)l scoring records in both the

balance beam and vault exerci.ses. is back from an ap
pearance in la.«it year's post seasfjn regional competition,
w here she finished third overall. By executing more dif-

ficult routines. Turmail intends to take her show national

this spring, while claiming the three remaining records

that have remained just outside her grasp
'

"She's going for NCAA nationals." said her new coach.
"She's capable of doing it. .Ml around, her difficulty, style

and the way her routine has been fiowing (through this

falls practices! are what it takes to make the nationals."

Baxter is also planning on attempting more difTicult

routines this fall. Baxter has. in the eyes of her coach, im-

proved most dramatically in her uneven bars routine, a
sore spot for the entire squad last season. Junior Lynn
Morris, whose fioor routine was described by Mitchell as
'"a pleasure," should see action in balance beam and fioor

exercise competition as well.

On top of the freshman heap is Kim Grady, described
by Mitchell as an explosive talent. "What Kri.stin Tur
mail has done in the past,"' he said, "Kim Grady is capable

Sports Informiilinn photo

UMass gymnast Laurie Kaufman

of accomplishing the same. All she need is the experience."
Classmates Erin Klier. Debbie Schultz, Elma Lagandyk,
Julie Kantaros and vault .specialist Michelle Demeo have
been greeted with high hopes from their fellow rookie
coach as well.

Injuries have robbed the team of both leadership and
experience, however. Junior team captain Enya Hlozik
is out indefinitely with a dislocated elbow, and sophomore
Tracey Bubas is awaiting word on the seriousness of knee
injury suffered this weekend. "It's a big setback not hav-
ing them," said Mitchell.

Neither is expected to return, for sure, before the
.•season's first competition January 14 at Navy. Between
then and the Atlantic 10 tournament in mid March, the
Minutewomen can look forward to dates with Yale. A-10
foes University of Rhode Island and Rutgers, and a
February 11 showdown with rival University of New
Hampshire. "We want to kill them." said Hlozik of the
.scholar«<hip-rich Wildcats.

Within the Atlantic 10 conference, powerhouses Penn
State and West Virginia leave title hopes in doubt for

UMa.ss. But .strong league performances would result in

the Minutewomen receiving a high ranking in the region,

and an at-large invitation to pos^t sea.son action.

"To do well at the Atlantic 10s would be to place third.

. . to be in the top four would be a big step for this pro-

gram," said Mitchell.

Which doesn't mean that coach and players alike don't

have high hopes for what they can accomplish this sea.son.

"We've improved unbelievably," .said Hlozik. "We should
do really well, we'll break several team records over the
.season"

"They will surprise a lot of people this year,"" agreed
Mitchell of his ti-oops. "Our goal is to go to the post season
regional meet. They are physically capable right now of

getting there. Emotionally . . . that will be the big key.

They have to come together as a unit, and be able to

weather a storm.

"If you go by past impre.ssion, people respect this pro-

gram, but they don"t fear it. What we want to try to do
is make people fear us because were capable of beating
them. Then our opponents will make mistakes."'

Four runners pace men's track
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Corres|>ondent

The University of Ma.ssachu.setts men's
track team participated in the Harvard
Invitational Meet Saturday at Harvard.
For the second meet in a row no team
scores were kept.

"The fact that no team scores are kept
is good."" said UMass coach Ken O'Brien.
"It prevents coaches from putting kids in

three or four events which leads to injury

this early in the year.

We had a g(K)d day. There was mark-
ed improvement across the board o\er last

week's performance."
Among those cited by O'Brien as hav

ing strong days were Joe Ltxrhiatto. Derek
Moore. Steve Brown and Art Smith.
Lochiatto qualified for the finals in the
hurdles with a time of 7.6. In the finals,

he placed .-seventh w ith a time of 7.9.

TTie fact that he responded as well as he
did as a freshman is a good sign,"" said

O'Brien
Moore finished fourth in the 1.000

meters at 2:30.1. What impre.s.sed O'Brien
was the quality of Moore's competition.

"It [the 1,000 meters] was a loaded field

He moved his way through the pack with

the poise of a veteran," O'Brien .said.

Brown ran the 400 meters and finished

seventh, less than one second offthe win
ning time. O'Brien was pleased with the
result as Brown improved his time from
la.st week.

Smith entered the 3,000-meter race and
came up w ith his best time ever, 8:20.9.

That mark was good for a fourth place

finish.

"I'm impressed more with how we com-
peted again.st stiff competition that the
fact that we improved our times." said

OBrien.
He was also impressed with the debut

of Jerome Bledsoe Fresh off a long foot

ball .sea.>son. Bied.sm- competed in the long

jump and scored 22-feet-8'*j inches, gmid
for fourth place.

"He's an added bonus to the team with
his athleticism." said O'Brien. "His con
si.stency was what surprised me. He's on
ly been working with us for two weeks."

If there was one thing that could .stand

improvement. 0"Brien said its the emo-
tion of some team members.
"I'm disappointed with our veteran

players. They weren't as excited as some
of out younger kids. " O'Brien .said. "It's

too early to get complacent. I'm going to

work on enthusiasm with the older

group,"

UMass is idle until January 14 when it

participates in the Yale Invitational meet.

Women 's hoop notebook

ZuUo gains A-10 honors

Minutewomen qualify for NEs
By RIC SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's indoor track team qualified four

individuals and two relay teams to the New
Englands with an excellent performance at

the Harvard Invitational la.st Saturday.
In addition, three freshmen. Precious

Hill, Laura LaVallee, and Michelle St.

Laurent, ran their personal best times. Hill

ran a 4:37.5 in the 1500 and finished third.

LaVallee, in the .same event, ran a 4:53.6

and finished 11. St. Laurent ran a 2:20.6

in the 800. All three qualified for the New
Englands. Amy St. Pierre, who fiip-

fiopped with Kristen Peers in the 3000, was
the first qualifier of the day at 5000 meters
with a finishing time of 18:42.2.

The 1500 was the most successful event
for UMa.ss, which placed three athletes

among the top 11. Hill and LaVallee ran
personal bests and sandwiched between
them was Shana Smith.

Lee Ann Ambrose qualified with a 58.2

quarter-mile for second place and finished

ju.st two-tenths of a second behind the

winner.

In the half-mile, St. Laurent ran her per

sonal best, but the other two finishers ran

what UMass coach Julie LaFreniere call-

ed disappointing times. According
LaFreniere, Sonja Vaughan has to start ap

plying herself more and Cathy Crocker is

injured and working with a doctor right

now.
The 3000-meter race was botched due to

official's error and LaFreniere estimated

Peers' time to be approxiamately 10:32.

LaFreniere said the error occurred when
the lap judge miscounted and thus Peers

was under the impre.ssion that .she had one

left to go instead of actually two.

In the shot put, UMass had Simone
Mari.s.seau (36'1'), Helen Balaouras (34'2'),

and Diane Ozzolek (26'2'). "I think that

everyone in the shot did very well. Simone
is a sophomore and she was just shy of

qualifying (for the New Englands). Helen
continued on page 19

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

After leading the University of
Massachu.setts women's hoop team to a
pair of victories last week. Christel Zullo
has been named the Atlantic 10 Conference
Player-of-the-Week for the week ending
Sundav.

Zullo, a 5-foot-4 guard from Somerset,

N.J., set a personal career high when she
scored 32 points in leading the
Minutewomen to an 80-69 win over Holy
Cross on Wednesday.
Then Zullo .scored 14 points, including

the game's winning points on a three-point

play with 34 seconds remaining, in leading

continued on page 19

('oll)-f(iBn photo by Andrew Rim

Christel Zullo (10) was named Atlantic 10 Player-of-the-Week after a
32-point performance against Holy Cross and a game-winning basket
against New Hampshire.

Happy Holidays — see ya next semester
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professional. Page 11.

•Those X-mas songs we all love.
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•Men's hoop has a Chief concern
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Students sign postcards to be sent to state senators yesterday at

a rally outside the Student Union, urging them to vote for an anti-

Apartheid bill in the Senate.

Students rally against

S. Africa on SU steps
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

More than 250 University of

Massachusetts students signed postcards

yesterday urging United States senators

to support economic sanctions against the

South African system of Apartheid.

Despite freezing temperatures, students

attended a rally on the Student Union

steps where tables with prepared

postcards addressed to Massachusetts

Senators Edward Kennedy and John

Kerry. The cards, which were available

for signatures, urged the senators to sup-

port a comprehensive sanctions bill pen-

ding in the Senate. The bill has already

been passed by the House of

Representatives.

Steve Duplisea, chairperson of the

Young Communist League, said the bill

requires the US Federal Government to

withdraw investments in South African

corporations, with the exception of

uranium and plutonium manufacturers.

Student Senator Brian Darling said

sanctions work against South African

blacks by putting them out of jobs.

"The only thing sanctions help to

create," he said, "is a bloody revolution

in which both sides will be hurt and the

cause of freedom will be hurt."

Darling said jailed African National

Congress leader Nelson Mandela "was ar-

rested in possession of bombs. I think he's

a terrorist. He didn't renounce the use of

violence and I don't believe in using

violence to make change."

Sckhuiumi Ntsoaolc, who spoke at the

rally, is a student from Lesotho, a small

country bordering South Africa. Ntsoaole

said US sanctions do not pose a threat to

South African blacks.

"The notion that says sanctions will af-

fect the black government, states, or the

black people of South Africa more than

the whites is pure lie and illusion," he

said.

Apartheid is the South African policy of

racial segregation under President Pieter

W. Botha. The system limits political,

economic and social opportunity for

blacks. Blacks and persons of mixed racial

descent compose 75 percent of the nation's

population, while whites compose 18

percent.

Ntsoaole said that under Apartheid

"people's whole lives are governed by

classification at birth, based on combina-

tions of skin color, physical appearance,

language groups and descent. The system

decides what kind of work will be open to

them and whether they are to be accord-

ed such rights as voting. It decides where

they must live, whose schools or hospitals

they may attend, what transport they

must use and whose people they may
marry."
Sponsors of the rally included the Com-

muter Area Government, University

Democrats, the Organization for Marxist

Study, the Third World Caucus, the Cen-

tral American Solidarity Association, the

Young Communist League, the Office of

Third World Affairs, the Palestine

Solidarity Committee and the Radical

Student Union.

Regents move ahead
on budget cutting plan
By YANA DLUGY
and the Associated Press

BOSTON - The Board of Regents of

Higher Education moved ahead yesterday

with a budget trinuning plan which will in-

crease class size and reduce enrollment at

the University of Massachusetts, along

with the rest of the state's 28 colleges and

universities.

"There will be some m^^bhh
reduction in the quality of

education. Hopefully it will

not be significant," said

Chancellor Franklyn
Jenifer, the state's top

higher education official.

At the same time, the

regents, in an 8-3 vote, ap-

proved a budget for next

year that calls for a 9 per-

cent increase. One of the op-

ponents. Regent Joseph
Henson, called the $882
million budget proposal for

the fiscal year beginning

next July 1, "toUlly at odds

with the economic reality

we are living with now."

For the current fiscal

year, the regents took steps

to complete Gov. Michael S. ^^H^H
Dukakis' order to all state departments to

trim their spending by 3 percent. The cuts

will cost the higher education system about

$20 million, according to the regents'

figures.

"It may be that there will be fewer

students attending school next year, " said

Regents Chairman Edward Lashman. "But

we will always maintain diversity and

quality."

Jenifer said that as a result of the spen-

ding cuts, class size will increase, some
students who need to take a particular

course to graduate may find that course

unavailable, student fees will increase, the

number of part-time faculty will be reduc-

ed and schools may be ordered to reduce

admissions.

President of the Holyoke Community
College David M. Bartley already closed

admissions at his school for next semester.

Because a number of students in the state

higher education system are often from

low-income families, it is unlikely they

would be able to attend college elsewhere

if they are denied admission into the state

There will be

some reduction

in the quality of

education. Hope-
fully it will not be

significant.

— Chancellor for

Higher Education

Franklyn Jenifer

system, said Terry Zoulas, a spokesman for

the board.

The regents had no estimate of how many
students might be denied an education

because of the budget cuts. But the

Massachusetts Teachers Association,

which represents most of the 8.000 faculty

members in the higher education .system,

distributed estimates that at least 3.000

students would be denied admission in the

^^^^B next semester alone as a

result of the cuts.

The state higher educa-

tion system contains

100.000 full-and-part-time

students.

"Higher education really

has a skim-milk budget;

there is no fat," said the

MTA's James Rice, presi-

dent of the Massachusetts

Community College
Council.

However, President of the

UMaas Graduate Student

Senate Gida van Heerden

had a suggestion for the

Board of Trustees as to how
to trim the extra fat off the

schoors budget.

"We suggest that the^^B Board of Trustees cut one of

the few layers of fat left by getting rid of

the President's Office, " van Heerden read

off a GSS press release. "This extra layer

of bureaucracy does little else but eat up

$2 million annually of our trust fund in-

terest, from which it is entirely funded,"

she said.

At the packed regents meeting yesterday

afternoon. Regent Henson said the budget

cut for this year "is not the end of the

world." He cai.ed on the board's staff to

provide college presidents with "sensitivi-

ty training" in convincing them to ask for

budgets that were within the state's

means.

"I would like to see Regent Henson do

some sensitivity training with one of the

students who does not get into school,"

responded Arlyn Diamond, a faculty

member at UMass.

The cuts required this year by Dukakis

are part of $163 million in cuts or spending

reversions that the governor hopes wiil off-

set a budget deficit estimated at about $636

million.

Students need ways
to cope with stress
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

With Christmas just around the corner and finals ap-

proaching, many students are feeling the effects of stress

more acutely than at any other time in the semester.

Bruce Taub-Bynum, a clinical psychologist at Mental

Health Services at the University of Massachusetts, said

the most stressful time of year starts two weeks before

Thanksgiving and continues until the week after New
Year's day.

For students, exams only add to the stresses caused by

increased family activity, money problems, remembering

loved ones who are absent and other dilemmas that creep

up during the holiday season, he said.

"They feel out of control, they feel events are going to

overwhelm them," Taub-Bynum said.

Stress has many symptoms including a lack of concen-

tration, sleeples8ne.ss, irritability, the feeling that events

are racing out of control and "fireefloating anxiety." These

are common complaints of students seeking treatment,

he said.

"A lot of times people spend six hours in front of a book

and only study for half-an-hoxu-," the psychologist said.

One way that Taub-Bynum and his associates at MHS
help students handle the pressures they experience is

continutd on pagt 4

For some,
Christmas
brings on
depression
One ofthe major reasons

Americans stress out dur-

ing the holiday season is

94 percent of us do not

fulfill our self expectations,

says University of

Massachusetts
psychologist Warren
Schumacher.
"If you look at the

statistics on households in

this country today,"
Schumacher said, "you'll

« that only 5.7 percent

look like the Norman
Rockwell family. You
know — with a mother and
• father and children; one

breadwinner, who's male,

and mom staying hmne
cooking — turkey."

wmHiuml on pagt 4
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PATMETHENY
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FEBRUARY 8

$11 UMflSS STUDENTS

$15 GENERHL PUBLIC

8:00 PM in the
FINE RRTS CENTER

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

OR CALL TO CHARGE VOUR TICKETS: 5J5-251

1

f

AP

ON WATCH—Teen-age girls in Arab east Jerusalem talk as they pass

by two armed border guards yesterday. Extra police were deployed
in east Jerusalem and the Israeli-occupied territories anticipating

violence following Arafat's speech in Geneva. See story page 8.

Albion will buy your schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.
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LOCAL
9 mm^m^ĝ mmmmmimimmmmmm^ Proposed position at SAO

could impede SGA budget

C'ollf*in)*n ph«to hy .Joel Solomon

THAT'S A FIVE MINUTE MAJOR AND A GAME MISCONDUCT
- Craig Martin and Tony Marchese are evicted by police from the

Campus Pond Monday after skating too close to unfrozen waters.

Rally against cuts today
Senators plan protest for noon
A rally to protest budget cuts to the

University of Massachusetts is scheduled

for noon today on the Student Union Steps.

The rally is being organized by members

of the graduate and undergraduate

senates.

"This is just the first step in mobilizing

students to fight the budget cuts," said

Kevin Dodson, treasurer of the Graduate

Student Senate. "We've had four cuts in

two years . . . It's going to take a lot."

Dodson said if it is too cold or snowing,

the rally will be held in the Student Union

Ballroom.

"We're not aiming at the Trustees with

this rally, we're aiming for the governor

and the state legislature." he said.

Dodson said the cuts would reduce paid

teaching assistant positions for graduates,

prevent the hiring of new faculty, resulting

in weaker departments, and prevent the

purchase of supplies and class materials.

He said he expected Massachusetts Socie-

ty of Professors and the Association of State

and Municipal Employees to have

representatives at the rally.

GEORGE FRANCY

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

The $2 million Student Government

Association budget for fiscal year 1990,

passed by the Undergraduate Student

Senate two weeks ago. still faces some

hurdles before it can be forwarded to the

Board of Trustees in January for final

approval.

The first of these changes involves fun

ding for an eighth professional staff posi-

tion in the Student Activities Office which

is not included in the current budget.

"We really need someone to pay some

more attention to just problem-solving in

the office and take over some of the routine

personnel matters, " said Irene Carew,

director of SAO.
Carew said she is hopeful this position

will be funded through negotiation with

the SGA Budgets Committee and the SAO
Council.

However Jessica Mitchell. Budgets Com-

mittee chairperson, said seven positions in

SAO are currently funded from the Student

Activities Trust Fund and an eighth will

not be funded for FY '90.

"At this point in time the Budgets Com
mittee does not feel (SAO) demonstrated a

need for an eighth position, " Mitxrhell said.

"I sat down with (Carew) and gave some

very good reasons why we couldn't fund

that position."

Brian Crawford, assistant to the Budgets

Committee, said funding for a graduate

student assistant position had been given

to SAO. He added an additional considera

tion in not funding the eighth position was

that projections indicate student enroll-

ment will decrease, which could mean less

work for SAO.
Also, Crawford said, the Office of Third

World Affairs had lost a professional staff

member several years ago when the budget

was in the red.

"We chose to give the Office of Third

World Affairs the position before we fund

ed any new ones," said Crawford.

Carew said the position is essential for

the efficient functioning of the office. She

said currently, she and other members of

the office are doing clerical work.

"I think it's really necessary if we're go-

ing to get organized in here and use the

time of our professional staff better,"

Carew said.

According to Mitchell, Carew has no

"veto power" over the budget, but Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson does.

Full costing
The other problem area for the budget is

in a charge called "full costing."

Full costing, according to Assistant

Budget Director Bob Jenal, is a percentage

fee charged to groups who use trust funds

at the University.

The fee is charged, Jenal said, to cover

staff and processing costs incurred from

handling trust fund monies. The unused

portion of this money is returned to the

SATF. This is called the "full costing

recharge."

Jenal said the full costing fee charged

from the SATF for FY '90 will be 3.75 per-

cent, up from 2.9 percent for the current

fiscal year.

The problem is that the 2.9 percent

number has already been used, resulting

in an underestimate of the full costing

charge for the coming year. The full casting

charge now on the budget is $1 16.000 (2.9

percent of $4 million). The .85 percent in-

crease represents $34,000 or a $150,000

total full costing charge.

However, Mitchell and Crawford said the

full costing recharge will cover the in

crease. They said the recharge has been

underestimated for FY '90, and there will

be a lower amount returned to the SATF.

but the budget will not run in the red.

Crawford and Mitchell say. however, the

charge is unfair.

"I don't think it's a fair charge. I think

it's the University's way of handling

budget troubles." Crawford said. "I believe

there is a cost in processing, but I don't

think it should be that high " Crawford

said one or two percent would be a fairer

amount.
Carew also said the charge is something

that deserves examination.

"That full costing really hurts," Carew

said. "Right now we have to look at what

that extra money is going for . . . It's cer-

tainly an area of investigation."

She said, however, it was a necessary

charge. "It goes to support any special posi-

tions that support the SATF ... We need

people in accounting to process our paper-

works."

SAO Business Manager Steve Sullivan

agreed that the fee is jusitfied. "We
couldn't duplicate the services provided for

what we pay," Sullivan said.

Carew said she had no other complaints

about the budget, and sees no problems

with it being passed on to the Trustees.

"I think generally they did a pretty good

job," she said.

Crawford, too, said he saw no problems

with the budget ??the next couple of weeks

we'll be putting out a justification booklet

explaining how we funded each group, and

elaborately explaining how we funded each

agency."

More than $6.35,000 of the trust fund is

given to Registered Student Organizations

to fund their activities. This funding is

decided on by the budgets committee bas-

ed on what services the groups offer.

Crawford said no groups had complain-

ed about their funding. "Nothing's gotten

back to us about people being unpleased,"

he said.

Mitchell also said she had received no

complaints from groups who felt they were

underfunded.

Controversy cripples senate this fall,

Silkoff/Rabinowitz dominates SGA agenda
A r. ^Li ...l.;_u U^A *V.a on/l/M*<u>monf nf <W>natOI

By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

What moves and moves and never gets anywhere?

The Undergraduate Student Senate.

Yes, thejoke is lame, but it's accurate. Each week dozens

of proposals are on the senate agenda, and most of them

are never even heard because of battles between liberal

and conservative members of the senate.

COMMENTARY
The senate spent most of its meeting time this semester

debating the Shari Silkoff/Jason Rabinowitz co-presidency

issue. Many senators offered solutions, but the only one

which worked was a proposal by Sen. John Dunlap, en-

dorsed by prominent senators on both sides, which simp-

ly says the senate may not vote on the question.

This move passed overwhelmingly because it pacified

both sides. It allowed the senate to not make a statement

on the problem, thereby not alienating senators on either

side of the issue.

This proposal also clarified the senate bylaws to say that

only one person can run for the office in the future. If this

would have been done in the first place, a lot of trouble

could have been avoided.

After this move, which had the endorsement of senators

on both the left and right, the senate actually started to

get rolling. The budget was passed fairly easily, and more

importantly, the senate seemed to have gained a spirit

of cooperation.

Now the civil rights suit by Silkoff and Rabinowitz

threatens to cause further problems for the senate. What's

interesting is that the suit may unite the senate against

Silkoff and Rabinowitz, although many agree with their

right to sue.

other action

So what else did the senate do this semester.'

Well, it condemned the proposed hockey arena. And then

it supported the hockey arena.

This was an interesting issue, because some conser-

vative senators tried to portray those opposed to the arena

as anti-sports.

"What, you don't like sports?" they asked, as if this was

like a bill banning oxygen.

This was a major oversimplification, because the fee that

would be imposed as a result of the arena is what the

senators opposed to the arena were fighting.

Like many other issues, the hockey arena precipitated

a rally, organized by Sen. Guy Glodis to kick off his

presidential campaign. When I stopped by there were all

of about 10 people at the rally.

eontinutd on page 4

Pizza delivery person
stabbed in Baker hall

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A pizza delivery person delivering an order to Baker

Residence Hall reported to police Friday he had been

assaulted by an individual wielding a pair of scissors.

The delivery man injured his ankle as he fled from his

attacker down a flight of stairs. The victim furnished

University police with a description of the assailant and

completed an Identikit composite before being

transported to Cooley Dickenson Hospital where he was

treated for minor injuries.

Police are continuing the investigation with the help

of witnesses.

In other police reports:

• A money clip with $70 was reported stolen from a

room in James Residence Hall Friday.

• A louver worth $200 on a rear window of a car was

reported stolen Friday from a car in Lot 22.

• A hooded sweatshirt worth $40 was reported stolen

Saturday from the laundry room in John Adams
Residence Hall.

• Police reported Satxirday a vehicle parked on Fear

ing Street was pushed downhill and into another vehi-

cle. Damage was estimated at $500.

• A large plate glass window on the second floor of Pat-

terson Residence Hall was reported broken when an

unknown object was thrown through it Saturday.
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student government
continut^ from page 3

Campaigns
Speaking: of presidential campaigns, con

servatives and moderates began to figure

out how they can beat the liberals in a

meeting party at Sen Greg Rothman's

apartment Friday.

The meeting was largely to decide how

conservatives and moderates can work

together without splitting the vote thereby

allowing a liberal viclor>-, as happened last

semester.

Trading barbs
Back to the senate floor, which often saw

some rude stuff.

Rothman's Twinkie stunt three weeks

ago was one of these. He and other conser

vative members of the senate brought

boxes of Twinkles to the meeting and

started passing them out.

The reason for the Twinkies stemmed

from a vigil for Harvey Milk held the night

before. Milk, a homosexual city council

member in San Francisco, was murdered.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

allegedly in part for his sexual preferences.

The defense used by the killer was that

he had eaten too much junk food, such as

Twinkies, and this had made him mental-

iv unstable. This was allegedlv whv he

Rilled.

Rothman, Sen. Matthew Whiting, and
Sen. Brian Darling, among others, ap-

parently brought the Twinkies to mock the

vigil.

Of course, Rothman claimed ignorance.

'What a coincidence!" he said, smiling.

The conservatives would say they are of-

fended by homosexuals. This .stunt,

however, was tasteless, (pardon the pun»,

and offended many.
It's things like this that make the senate

look foolish. All senators seem to have plen-

ty of personal conviction, but often this

keeps them from being able to work
together. As many senators have said this

.semester, the students they represent are

the ones hurt.

holidai/ blues
continued from pafit' I

The remaining 94.3 percent majority,

some of which are among those in the fast

disapperaing 'tv'pical" family units, often

set ourselves up for di.sappointment at the

holidays, he said.

"We expect things to be different,"

Schumacher said. "We hope against hope

that they will be different. And then,

when they fail to match that ideal fan

tasy, we become very dissatisfied and

unhappy."
Schumacher teaches in the Division of

Home Economics, and much of his

research has to do with "locus ofcontrol"

— where people place the power in their

lives.

"There are .some people who say i ought

to be able to make it happen,'"
Schumacher said. "They're internals,

becau.se they have a perception that

they're in charge of their own fate."

They work hard, they're type A per

.sonalities. they're perfectionists; and they

get low back pain, insomnia, colitis, high

blood pressure and migraine headaches,

he .said.

"At the other end of the continuum —
these are bipolar opposites — are the peo-

ple who perceive that what really controls

their life is luck, powerful others, and the

system. Their answer to the question

'Can I make a difference?' is 'If I'm lucky;

ifmy lottery ticket wins; if I'm in the right

place at the right time,' "Schumacher
said.

It is in the gaps between perception and
reality at both ends of the scale that many
of our problems take root, the psychologist

said.

Prescription for holiday enjoyment? He
recommended bringing our perceptions

into accord with reality, appreciating "the

limited nature of this human process call

ed family."

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER

PRESENTS

horn\^^'
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Headless
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Widespread
Park

with Anastasia Screamed

n. Dec. 16

The Blood
Oranges
with Ray Mason

Johnny Clyde
Copeland
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M finals stress
continued from pa,e 1

through stress

management counselling, and teaching

relaxation techniques such as deep

breathing exerci.ses, he .said. In more severe

cases, biofeedback and hypnosis are used.

Biofeedback is a technique in which a per

.son attempts to con.sciously regulate a body

function thought to be involuntarj'.

"In half the ca.st>s," he said, "the counsell-

ing and relaxation are enough."

Other advice given to students is eating

at lea.st "one full, round meal a day," cut-

ting back on nicotine and caffeine, getting

plenty of sleep, and doing regular aerobic

exercise, the psychologist said.

Taub-Bynum .^id drugs such as alcohol,

when abu.sed, can cause short term
memory loss and interfere with
concentration.

He would not comment on the use of

marijuana because it's illegal.

He said a g(Kxl way of studying is the

reward system. "If you can give your.self

three hours of real studying. Then you can
give yourself two hours of real fun," he
said.

"Its better than five hours of lackluster

study," he said.

He said the reward should be something

that is actually accomplishable, something
that is close at hand like going to a movie
or swimming. "The more physical the bet

ter," he said.

Rita Hirsch. coordinator of the peer

health promotion program at University

Health Services, gives workshops to peer

counselors who then go out to residence

halls and advise students on how to han
die stress.

Hirsch advised students "to not panic, to

organize your time and to break down big

ta.sks into smaller ones," and to make a dai

ly list of what needs to be done.

She .said finding a quiet, uncluttered

space to -Study and budgeting time for

relaxation and exercise is important.

Also Hirsch said realizing a "particular

paper is not the do-all or end-all in your
life" is a good way to minimize the amount
of stress generated by the project.

In order to avoid stress, Taub-Bynum
said to "look back over your life over the

la.st year and realize what is really impor
tant and choose better what to get uptight

about. Most things we get uptight about

are ultimately not that important."
For more information on stress contact

Mental Health Services at 545 2337

You doritneed yourpaients'money
to buyaMacintosh

Just theirsignatuie.

It's never been difficult for student.s to convince

their parents of the need for a Macintosh" computer

at sch(X)l.

Persuading them to write the check, however, is

another thing altogether.

V^tiich is why Apple created the Student Loan to

Ov^ii Pn )gram. An ingenious k )an program that make,'

buving a Macintosh as easy as using one.

Simplv pick up an application at the Icx'ation

listed below, or call 800 831 LQAN All your parents

need to do is fill it out, sign it, and send it.

if the\' qualify; they'll receive a check

for you in ju.st a few weeks.

There's no collateral. No need to prow financial

hard.ship. No application fee.

Best of all. the loan paxnients can be spread over

as manv as 10 vears.

Vitiich gi\es \()u and your parents plent\- of time

to dc\'ide ju.st who pavs for it all.

H.
IntroducingApple's

Student Loan to LKvn Program

The University Store

Campus Center

C\<m Applf ( ,,nip(ilor, hK \pplc. llu' Appk lui-,, .,ikI .Mjcirm^li m- rr«isi,T,xi lr:kl(•nurk^,,t Applt^Comptita. In.

WOMEN'S ISSUES

EWC and Greek Area develop new programs
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

Stereotypes surrounding the Greek area
and the Everywoman's Center have
ironically helped build trust between the

two groups as they work to develop pro-

gramming specifically tailored to the

Greek area.

Debra Valkenaar, assistant director of

Greek Affairs and an educator/advocate for

EWC, said recognizing .steroetypes has ac-

tually been an effective tool in building

common ground.

"We must be able to take that similari-

ty and translate it in a way that lets us

work together," she said.

Valkenaar said in the past the
Eveywoman's Center has provided the

same educational programming used in

residence halls.

Stacy Roth, the director of the
Educator/Advocate program at the
Everywoman's Center, said "I think the

HEALTHWATCH

step we are trying to take now . . . with the

Greek area specifically, is to recognize that

it has a certain uniqueness to it within the

university community." "There may be

situations that arise in the Greek area that

don't arise in other parts of campus,"she
added.

"Part of the reason we've chosen to work
in such a clase collaboration with the Greek
affairs office and with individual members
of the Greek area," Roth said, "is because

we can be a lot more sensitive to their

specific needs and also design programs

that relate to issues relevant to their lives."

"You don't just say that something's

wrong with the situation and that we're not

communicating right," Valkenaar said.

"You give tools toward better communica-
tion and identify the areas that need chang-

ing."

There have been examples of national

education efforts about violence against

women in fraternity and sorority chapters

across the country, Valkenaar said, but

because the Greek area is very stereotyped,

their actions are not always taken as

sincere.

Lamda Chi Alpha fraternity and Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority developed and co-

sponsered a program called Double Vision,

which is a workshop that deals with a

number of issues, including alcohol abuse
and its effect on social interaction and sex

ual assault, she said.

"Students of other Greek houses have us-

ed these workshops in their own educa-

tional programs," Valkenaar .said.

Last fall, the Panhellenic Council, made
up of the sorority chapter presidents, a

representative from each chapter, and the

executive board, decided to do a workshop
on the connection between alcohol abuse

and date rape.

The council worked with peer alcohol

educators, peer sexuality educators, and
the Everywoman's Center to devise the

program, which Valkenaar said "was quite

successful."

Roth said in the future the Educator/Ad
vocate program and the Greek area may
combine efforts with the UMass Public

Safety Office, Residence Halls, the Health

Peer Education program, and other areas

ofthe EWC to develop specialized programs

for the entire university community
These programs would address violence

against women through a relevant poster

series, and a possible role-play or informal

theater group, Roth said.

An active type of theater or role-playing

production could be effective because it gets

people directly involved, she said.

"If we can do programs that are general-

ly dealing writh the issue of violence against

women, it is also important that we be as

creative as possible," Roth said. "It helps

to maintain intrest and get larger au-

diences - it helps in a variety of ways that

make our programs more effective."

"We've gotten a fair amount of interest

ao far," Roth said. "We're trying to be more

creative as we go along."

Experts warn consumers
of liquid diet dangers
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

A liquid diet may have helped Oprah Winfrey to shed

67 unwanted pounds, but according to nutrition experts,

this method of weight loss can be ineffective and

dangerous.

Vicki Zak, a research and health care writer who studied

obesity for five years in Boston clinics, said, "liquid diets

can leave you fatter than when you started, because they

cause you to lose lean muscle tissue instead of fat."

Loss of lean muscle tissue drops metabolism by 15 to

30 percent, Zak said, decreasing the body's ability to bum
calories, and causing rapid weight gain as soon as regular

food is consumed. Dr. Nancy Cohen, a professor of Food,

Science and Nutrition at the University of Massachusetts,

said drastic methods of weight reduction can lead to the

"y€>-yo syndrome,"repeated rapid weight loss and gain,

which causes heart problems.

A liquid diet consists of a powdered substance, fortified

with nutrients, usually mixed with water or milk, which

is then substituted for food.

Roxanne Kapitan, a nutritionist and director of

Nutriwork, a nutrition education program in Boston, said,

"Liquid diets are safe only under a doctor's supervision

and only for a short period of time. People have died from

subsisting on liquid diets."

When liquid diets were first marketed about 10 years

ago Kapitan .said, they lacked necessary potassium, which

caused some dieters to have heart attacks. Certain

nutrients may still be missing in some products, she

added.

Most dieters could substitute one meal a day and be safe,

but ingesting only the liquid diet product could cause

serious health disorders, she said.

Zak said, "Formula diets starve you of carbohydrates
• your brain food. The formula diets cause you to lose lean

muscle tissue, which protects vital organs like the heart."

"When you lose weight on such a drastic program, you

do such damage to your psyche as well as to your body,"

she added. 'Most people who have obesity have emotional

and behavioral problems related to food."

"People who have obesity are ostracized by a world of

others in the first place because of their obesity," she said.

"To go on a program that ostracizes them from food is like

an added form of punishment."

"These types of diets," Cohen said, "can give the false

hope that this will somehow solve all your problems, when
it's likely that you will gain all of the weight back."

Cohen said although liquid diets have been improved,

"there's still the chance that you could end up with a

screwy batch that has no vitamin B or other vital

nutrient."

In addition, Cohen said, liquid diets provide a severely

limited number of calories, and "it's hard to say how any

individual will react to any restricted diet."

Because of these varying reactions, Cohen and Kapitan

said, people should never put themselves on a liquid diet

without first consulting a doctor.

In spite of their dangers and ineffectiveness, Cohen said

liquid diets remain popular because "people want
something easy and magical. This is easy because it takes

away all choice."

Television talkshow host Oprah Winfrey.

Women's Forum Post-Abortion Support Group helps women cope
Job Bank Book
The Resource/Referral program at the

Everywoman's Center has a Job Bank
Book available for self-help use in the

Resource Room. The Job Bank contains job

listings for the Everywoman's Center,

UMass Amherst campus, local, northeast

region, national,and has information on in-

ternships and volunteering. Anyone look-

ing for a job or has a position to fill should

call or come by the center from 9 to 4 p.m.

on Monday, Tuesday, and Friday and on

Wednesday from noon to 7 p.m. For more

information, call 545-0883.

Women's Lending Library

The library at the Everywoman's Center

in Wilder Hall, has more than 1200

volumes including poetry, fiction and non-

fiction. The collection spans Agatha

Christie mysteries to new lesbian fiction,

books on eating disorders, incest, gay con-

cerns, parenting, biographies, and more.

These books are available to all Universi-

ty and community women for two week

intervals.

Library hours are from 9 to 4 p.m.on

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday

and from noon to 7 p.m. on Wednesday.

Theater Production

The Department of Theater will present

Getting Out by Marsha Norman, at 8 p.m.

from Dec. 15 to 17 in the Rand Theater of

the Fine Arts Center. Getting Out is an

honest and vibrant account of a woman's

first day on the "outside" affer 8 years in

prison.
, ...

Admission is $4 for the general public

and $3 for students and senior citizens. For

tickets and further information, contact the

Fine Arts Center Box Off-ice from 10 to 4

p.m., Monday through Friday, at 545-2511.

By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

Keeping abortion a secret can be painful,

said a facilitator of a local Post-Abortion

Support Group, but because women can not

be certain of other people's reactions they

keep silent, denying their emotions.

To provide an environment for women to

deal with their full range of feelings about

abortion, Sarah Buttenwieser, Riva
Levine, and the previous director of the

Everywoman's Center, Becky Lockwood,
developed a Post-Abortion Support Group
at the University of Massachusetts.

Levine and Buttenwieser both have ex-

perience counseling women who have had

abortions, and said they see the group as

an extension of that work.

Buttenwieser said the group was design-

ed last year to give women a chance to

break their own silences, find support from

each other and try to fit it in to the context

of their lives.

A woman can feel vulnerable while go-

ing through any crisis, Levine said, but

with an abortion it's harder to get support.

"A lot of women feel very isolated after

their abortions," she said. "It's a big

secret." If .something else had happened
that they could have talked about, they had

have gotten a lot of support and sympathy,

Levine said.

"It's scary to talk about because you don't

know how people are going to react,"

Levine said. "You don't know if someone's

going to call you a murderer or

acknowledge that you've made a really

hard choice."

For many women, the Post-Abortion Sup-

port Group is their first opportunity to talk

openly about their feelings, Levine said.

Women talk about anger, grieving, loss,

sexuality, politics, birth control, safer sex,

and self-esteem, Levine said. "We gear it

toward what the women in the group

want," she said.

Buttenwieser added, "Women talk about

how other people in their lives reacted. Peo-

ple they felt like they could tell — people

they felt like they couldn't tell."

Some women talk about why they did or

didn't use birth control, others talk about

feeling betrayed when their birth control

method failed, she said.

"Women are already suffering enough

having gone through such a hard ex-

perience. We want to do everything we can

to make it a little bit better," Buttenwieser

said.

"A lot of the motivation for doing this

kind of group," she .said, "is that women
can feel empowered my making a hard

choice and getting through it.

"Part of what is so poignant about this

decision is that for some women it's the

most life changing decision they've ever

made," she said.

"It's like the fork in the road, whatever

choice you make, you can never take the

other choice. You can never know what the

other way looks like," Buttenwieser said.

"It's the kind of experience that can be

a catalyst for a lot of growth and a lot of

self-exploration," she said. "It can make
you take a long hard look at your life —
where you are, and where you want to go."

"We think people who come into this

group are incredibly courageous. And we
come in with the understanding that this

is not an issue that is easy for a lot of peo-

ple to talk about," Buttenwieser said.

"People come into this group with very

different experiences," she said. "In the

past we've had women ranging from 18 to

30 — from many different socio-economic

backgrounds."

Having gone through the group, Butten-

wieser said, "People who felt like they

couldn't tell anybody begin to be able to

talk about it." Some women have gone on

to become active in the prochoice fight, she

said.

Levine and Buttenwieser have run two

groups through the Everywoman's Center

already and will offer a third in February.

Women who want to talk to a counselor or

who are interested in the group should con

tact EWC.

PEACE
IN 1989

From the staff

of the Women's Issues Desk.
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For Your
The FYI section is a public service to the

University of Massachusetts community
Space IS limited, so the Collegian cannot

guarantee all items will be published

Christinas story hour
A Christmas story hour is scheduled to

held at 4 p m Monday at the North

Amherst Branch Librar>'. All ages are

welcome. Refreshment will be served.

Information
Telefund employment
Tek'fund will be open during winterses

sion and is hiring now. Students can earn

up to $6 to $7 per hour by calling alumni

for donations. Day and evening shifts are

open. Call telefund today at 545-3509 or

inquire at the office in Memorial Hall bet

ween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through

Friday.

<«Pi

JOIN THE OTHER 300

UMASS STUDENTS WHO
ARE GOING TO HAVE
A BASH THIS JANUARY

LAST CHANCE
FOR SUGARBUSH

Final Payment due

Friday, Dec 9

thru

Thursday, Dec. 10th

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

430 Student Union BIdg

hJow's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.
No. 4mherst S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

SPORTS! SPORTS!
ALL YOUR SPORTS

WEAR NEEDS

T-shlrts - Hats

Sweatshirts

Jackets - Jerseys

Sweatpants

Much,

Much More

HAMPSHIRE MALL
(across from the cinemas)

NHL • MLB • NCAA
NFL • NBA • NFL

•>IBA • NHL • NCAA

/;/ \ isi()\ or c()\ Ti \ r

/

\(. eih c \ rios

Your chance to get

ahead nou.

Earn

3 Credits in

3 Weeks!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 12-December 14

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S.

mail and be postmarked no earlier than

November 12. fDo not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration

—

November 28January 6

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in

which they are received, so register earlyl

Classes start January 4, 1989.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, (ioodelt Building,

or call 545-2414.

Silkoff, Rabinowitz tell

their side of lawsuit story
When we fust appioacht-d the American

Civil Libertie.s Union for thier help in get

ting some justice in our case, the first thing

they asked was. "Why did you w ait so long

to talk to us?"

COMMENTARY
That was a pretty obvious question to

ask. After all, it had been eight months

since our landslide election, and we were

.still bieng denied the right to take office

But there was a very good reason why we
waited so long to seek outside help. We
wanted to settle the issue on campus,

within the boundaries of the Student

Government Association. We felt that since

we were right, and since we could

demonstrate considerable support for our

cause on campus, it was only a matter of

time before we would be placed in office and
the controversy would end. Therefore, we
faithfully tried every avenue available to

us within the student government.

Unfortunately, it became clear to us that

no matter how many great arguments we
present and no matter how many
thousands of students show their support

for us, the student judiciary would no lift

their injunction, and the senate, in respect

of that injunction, would not allow us to

hold office. The judiciary continues to hold

that, even though they admit the SGA con

stitution is "vague and ambiguous" on the

question of co-presidents, we and all the

students of this campus are retroactively

responsible, to their interpretation. Yet
they have never given any explanation as

to how they arrived at that interpretation.

That decision was not based on the facts of

the case, but on a political bias, either on
the part of the judges or on the part of those

exerting undue influence upon them, (par

ticuiarly Bill collins, the "unbia.sed" Stu-

dent Attorney General turned Minuteman
editor-in-chief.)

The irresponsible actions of the judiciary

have torn apart the student government for

a year. They have resulted in a denial of

not only our civil rights, but the the civil

rights of all the students of UMass, par
ticuiarly the 1.454 who voted for us. They

have also helped to set a dangerous prece

dent — that a small band ofextreme right

wing activists, organized in the right w ay,

can overturn the democratic vote of an en

tire community. Legal coups d'etat can

happen in America.

Already, this has happened elsewhere. At

UCLA, right-wing activists were able to

remove a Latino student who was elected

campus president, from office on a legal

technicality. How long before this sort of

activity spills over from student govern-

ment to local, state, and national levels?

Do we allow them to succeed us in subver-

ting democracy here at UMass and con-

tinue on their way, or do we fight to show
them they can't get away with this?

We choose the latter, and it is for that

reason that we pursue this case. We do it

reluctantly, after weeks of intense soul-

searching and consideration, because we
feel It is the only thing to do. We seek an

injunction from the court, removing all

restraints placed on the senate by the

judiciary, keeping them from placing us in

office. Legally, if we win this, there is

nothing stopping the senate from putting

us in office. Whether that will actually hap

pen remains to be seen. However, just the

precedent of a court decision in our favor

would be quite a victory for democratic

princibles.

Some have said that our suit hurts stu

dent empowerment. We don't agree. We
believe that student empowerment means,

first of all, the power to elect their own
leaders. If student empowerment means a

really strong student government caught

in a stranglehold by a small minority of

conservative extremists, then we want no

part of it. Our fight is about student em
powerment, and it is for the students and

their rights that we pursue this case.

This fight belongs to everybody on cam
pus; indeed everyone who believes in

democratic and civil rights. We invite you

to show your support at our hearing this

Friday, Dec. 16, at 2 p.m. in the Northamp
ton Courthou.se on Main Street. Together,

we can win.

Jason Rabinowitz and Shan Silkoff are

the SGA co-presidents elect

CONGRATULATIONS
„ DECEMBER

GRADS f

from
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

—The Massachusetts Daily

OLLEGIAN
Don't lose touch with UMass!
Subscribe to the Collegian!!

Daily first-class delivery or
One paper per week

For more information write

Subscriptions Department
Massachusetts Daily Collegian
University of Massachusetts
113 Campus Center
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
Or call... (413)545-3500
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^'liappy Holidays from the Fall 1988 Collegian Staff^

COLLEGIAN EDITORS
AND MANAGERS

Pedro Pereira

Rick Sasson

Rick Santos

Yana DIugy

George Francy

Thomas Rodrigues

John Swanson
Jennifer Dempsey
Kathy Lamothe

Cosmo Macero

Janine Warner

Maria Sacchetti

Sarah Galer

Thomas Mambande
Joseph Hill

David Mark
Erin Abbey

Pamela McCarthy

Matt Gerke

Jim Clark

Ronn Garry

Peter Lucht

Sylvia Gaudette

Dennis Chen

Matt Oshry

Rich Bonnano

Chris Hosford

Marc Infield

Wendy Rae Nutter

Andrea Belanger

Betty-Ann Murphy

Christine Joyce

NEWSROOM STAEE

Allen Bernard

Corina Moebius

Steve Richards

Bob Bobala

Sharon Wilke

Danielle Bionda

Sam Silverstein

George Austin

Peter Leon

Dana Anagnostou
Chuck Abel

Scott Green

Kristin Zagarella

Tamara Fort

Rebecca Morrisey

Chris Muther
Graeme Thomson
Tony Padovano

Jim Cole

Tom Gagnon
Nancy Klingener

Karl Rookey

Nancy Cohen
Stuart Gottlieb

Rusty Denton

Meredith O'Brien

Debbie Ritter

Dondi Ahearn

Andrew Rist

Amy Fairchild

Joel Solomon
Mike Cohen

David Higashigushi

Micki Cole

Brian Bebner

Karen Boardman
Jennifer Page

Jason Talerman

Alise Harfield

NIGHT GRAPHICS STAEE

Rob Levine

Terry Starmer

Florencio Terra

Lisa M. Dionne

Nicole Demartino

Patricia Hanley

Mike Maher
Britt Winer

Freya Battle

Joyce Cohen
Celia Cornish

Lauren Poussard

Joe Keenan
Kim Frisino

Christine Ashe

Owen Hartnett

Kristin Hawes
Laura Robinson

Aimee Budreau

Camille Pansewicz

Tina Scioletti

Miguel De Los Reyes

Jeff 'Ferris' Eckman
Miriam Pierce

Michael Wester

Liane Fisher

DAY GRAPHICS STAEE

Thom Devita

Chrissy Girone

Debora Keller

Stephen Kradolfer

Anna Croft

Jenn Strollo

Heather Singe!

Hillary Rice

Amy Egert

Yvonne Lavziere

Sue Cox
Angel McNiel

Michael Mizrachi

Victoria Vitukevick

Beth Melikan

Jennifer Rooks

Rory Evans

BUSINESS BOARD

Rob Ciapenelli

Robbie Bikash

Debbie Botzenhart

Barbra Hindin

Daniel Munroe
Todd Fruhbeis

Mary Huygens
Martina Rios

Holly Corcoran

Craig Berry

Susan George

BUSINESS STAEE

Kara Banks

Tina Barile

Michael Donaghey
Craig Dowley

Heather Gilmartin

Linda Gorman
Brian Harrington

Maureen Majarowski

Kim Honey
Lori Krawet

Julie Leavitt

Kristin Spanger

Joy Spiegelglass

Beth Stoller

Margot Weiner
Paula Wilson

Cathy Worton
Kathleen McCann
Ann Morrissey

Lee Ostrowsky

Gail Pagano
Jennifer Rattet

Jennifer Ronan
Lynda Segal

Stacey Sommers
Lara Dmytryshyn

Lori Tepper

Jackie Lauria

Lauren Green

HAVE EUN . . .

%" 'itid^:.;.
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WORLD/NATION

Arafat offers three-point Middle East peace plan
GENEVA (AP) - Palestine Liberation

Organization chairman Yasser Arafat

yesterday offered a three-point peace plan

calling for negotiations with Israel at an

international peace conference, and UN
supervision of Israeli-occupied territories.

In a long awaited speech to a special ses

sion of the UN General Assembly. Arafat

referred specifically to Israel several limes

and directly appealed to Israeli leaders to

join peace talks.

In Washington. State Department
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Blouses Skirts Dresses

9PM haap Pec 3 -23
Veekniqhts A^hgret Pec 12-23
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spokesman Charles Redman said Arafat

failed to meet conditions for opening a

dialogue with the United States because

his speech did not clearly recognize Israel's

right to exist

The speech contained some "interesting

and positive developments," Redman said,

but "continued to be ambiguous on key

issues" - including recognition of Israel,

renunciation of terrorism and acceptance

of UN Resolutions 242 and 338.

US policy prohibits diplomatic contacts

with the PLO until it accepts Israel's right

to exist. Redman said the United States

was simply responding to requests from

"third parties" he did not identify them

on "specifics" of the American conditions

for a dialogue.

These are: Explicit recognition of Israels

right to exist, acceptance of 1967 and 1973

UN Security Council resolutions upholding

the right of all states to live within secure

borders and renunciation of terrorism.

Redman .said the speech contained "in-

teresting and positive" aspects, but there

were "problems with all three" US re-

quirementii for a substantive dialogue with

the Pale.stine Liberation Organization.

The spokesman specified the "overall

tone" as positive and said there was "some
movement" by Arafat on the two resolu

tions Redman did not elaborate.

orthampton-lS Center St
^mherst-Carriage Shops^j

AP photo

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat waves as he is applauded by UN
delegates when he arrived at the United Nations General Assembly
yesterday to address the debate on Palestine.

:V= ^«= :V= !^«= ^«=

Don't Give Your Money Away
This semester, sell your textbooks through

ookNst
Savlne* for Student*

ookNet

The Textbook \
Listing Network

j

(The Most Cash
For Your Books

To sell your books, you must get a listing form to us by
Thursday, December 22 at 4:30 p.m.

To List Your Books or For More information Either:
Come And See Us on the Campus Center Concourse
Mon. Dec. 19 - Thurs. Dec. 22 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 pm

Or Call

3=3816
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NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
December 14-16; 9:00-4:00

December 17; 10:00-2:00

December 19-22; 9:00-5:00

Hampden Dining Commons
December 19-21; 1:00-8:00
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those ol the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect (he views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Politics and other rhetoric
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Medical problem takes back
seat to doctor's assumption

I was infuriated by the way I was treated

at the University Health Services recent-

ly. I feel that the doctor who treated me was
highly unethical and extremely condescen-

ding. But wait — let me give you a brief

summary of my experience at Health

Services.

Meredith O'Brien

A few weeks ago, I was planning to at-

tend a function sponsored by a residential

area government. Before boarding one of

the many busses provided to transport the

students to the event, I attended a small

get-together, where I shared two drinks

with a friend.

We boarded a bus about a half hour later.

(Many of the students on my bus, as well

as the other buses had been drinking heavi-

ly, i I must admit that at this point, I was

at fault. I had forgotten that I suffer from

motion sickness and have a weak stomach.

I should have had the foresight to realize

that having alcohol and boarding a bus was

just asking for trouble, but I didn't.

When we got to the function I had become

extremely ill. On another bus. two students

also became violently sick. (These students

had split a bottle of whisky, i The three of

us were taken to a nearby hospital under

the assumption that we were all drunk.

The medics at this hospital were surpris-

ed to find my blood alcohol content was low.

compared to that of the two students

brought in with me. When I told them that

I suffered from motion sickness, then they

understood why I had become so sick

Alcohol was a factor in my condition, not

the cause.

Two of us were transferred to the

UMASS Infirmary for the night. A doctor

came into my room to take my blood

pressure and to look at my record from the

previous hospital. This doctor then began

to harass me. He asked if I had attended

the same huge party as the two other

students attended. I told him that I hadn't,

but he didn't believe me saying, "Yeah,

right.' I told him of my numerous stomach

problems to which he responded. "I know
that you think you're in here because of

motion sickness, but you're not. You're

drunk."

The next morning my greeting was, "Do
you have a hangover?' I replied that I simp

ly felt queasy. He shook his head and began

in a discerning tone, that I could have been

arrested for what I did. He practically call-

ed me an alcoholic.

The way that this doctor treated me was
wrong. I was a.ssumed to be drunk because

the two students that I was brought in with

were drunk. Is this the kind of medical care

that we're paying for? Aren't doctors sup-

posed to show compassion and concern

looking at each ca.se individually? The
University Health Services should provide

the students with the best care they can.

We don't doctors with the bedside manner
of Mr. Hyde.
Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist

«..-« A>i^

America has two battles to fight
I have been angered and saddened to

hear news accounts of homeless people dy

ing on the streets of our biggest cities.

In one case, a man in San Francisco was

carried out of fast food establishment and

left on the street where he died. More

recently, homeless in Boston and New
York have frozen to death.

This should not happen in one of the

richest nations on the planet, I won't quib

ble about whether the aid should come

from the government or the private arena.

All that is important is the fact that we
could as a society eliminate this situation.

The more I thought about this the more

I saw how many problems our nation must

face. The verv lifeblood of our nation is be-

ing sucked out by other nations, as well as

the huge corporations who are taking jobs

out of small town America and moving

them to other countries for profit, not

survival.

Just as space called us to reach for the

moon and the stars in the I960's, the 1990's

should be a more introverted time. We
must look at our own home and stop

homelessness. We should stop Japan from

developing the VCR while we develop B 1

bombers.
Just as we reached the moon, we can

shelter our own citizens.

John K. Hickey
Amherst

To whom it may concern

Professors can create or destroy enthusiasm
For about a year now, I have held a grudge against

a profes.sor who said he had no time for me. I went to

see him during his office hours for help in his class and

he just about turned me away. He was too busy for me.

It wasn't as if he said to me, "I'm really sorry, but I'm

very busy. Could you please come back tomorrow?" That,

I would have completely understood.

To me, his attitude was more like this: I'm busy, and

I will always be busy. I just cannot afford to waste time

on you — ever.

I was discouraged and furious when I left his office.

It wasn't just that I was having a tough time in his class

and he was unavailable to help me that upset me so

much. I looked at it in macro terms. Here I was, being

educated at a university where my professors cared more

about their projects and research than me.

I found myself holding a grudge against my professors.

I preached to my friends about how screwed up the

priorities were in a university system. There was too

much pressure on professors to do research and write

books, rather than teach students. Every time I saw a

faculty member walk by me I'd want to approach him

or her and say, "If it weren't for me, you wouldn't have

a job. I'm a student. You're here for mel"

Bob Bobala

But I now admit that I may have become a bit irra-

tional over an incident with one professor. That professor

may have been having a bad day when I went to see him

at his office (maybe even I was having a bad day). And

although he didn't appear very available to me
throughout the rest of the semester, maybe it was

because he was just having a bad semester.

"But why?" you ask. "Why such a change of heart?

Why a renewed faith in the education you're getting?"

There are two reasons - two teachers that I've had this

semester. Notice, I have called them teachers because

that's what they are. They teach. They want to teach.

They like to teach. And they are good at it.

I'm amazed at how much of their time these two peo-

ple have given me. I've never had to feel guilty about

asking for extra help. They always seem to be there for

me. They are there for me so much that I wonder if they

have a life beyond helping students.

The greatest thrill of my academic life was when one

of me professors called me at my dorm. My first reac-

tion was to wonder what he was doing calling me. Didn't

he understand that I was a student and he was a pro-

fessor? Wasn't I supposed to track him down when I need

ed to see him? However, this feeling of astonishment

wore away as his calls became a regular occurrence.

The best part about the relationship I have with each

of the teachers I've mentioned is that we are friends. I

didn't think it was possible to be friends with a professor

until this semester. It's much easier to write a paper for

your friend than for someone who acts as if he has ab-

solutely no interest in you at all.

So, as the semester comes to a close, I have a renewed

faith in the education I'm getting. Thanks guys. I owe

it to you.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

In other news . . .

SEATTLE, Dec. 12 - As six Western

states prepare to celebrate their centennials

in 1989 and 1990, official historians are

having much more trouble telling the story

ofhow the West was won than they did the

first time around.

The state governments, aware that

American Indian groups have been critical

ofhow they are portrayed in many history

texts, are trying to include more of the In-

dian perspective in the commemorative

histories and events scheduled for the next

two years.

-Timothy Egan, New York Times, Dec. 13

What's the matter with me?

All I want for Christmas is classes

The Editorial desk of the Collegian

is accepting applications for associate

editorial editor positions. Thejob en-

tails headline writing, layout, and

Anyone who is interested should fill

out an application at the Collegian.

For more information, come down to

the Collegian office in 133 Campus

Center and talk to Pam, or call at

545-3500.

This was going to be the semester that

it would happen, I told myself. No ifs, ands

or buts about it, I'd finally do it this time

around.

I'd finally get a class in my major.

It was a simple request. I only thought

it fair that I get a class that would help me
in my chosen field. No problem.

Right. No problem. I only wish.

Every year it's the same thing. Upon

receiving my pre-registration form, I'd

carefully go through the course book (do all

these classes really exist?) and sign up for

as many as possible. Then I'd sit home,

cross my fingers and surround myself with

rabbit's feet, beads, charms and other

items.

Well, not really. But I may be forced to

try it soon.

Regardless, my careful planning always

goes for naught. As most students do, I plot

my course schedule out, making sure to

schedule nothing before 9 a.m. so as to

maximize my sleeping hours. But in the

end that matter becomes moot.

I really thought this semester would be

different, since I was entering my junior

year. I had been frustrated in previous

semesters, unable to get into the classes I

wanted (tell me there is an alternative to

a schedule with four sciences). But now,

people assured me, I would have seniority.

Jim Clark

Going on that, I was optimistic as I eager-

ly awaited my course schedule to arrive in

the mail this summer G should have known

better than to wait 'eagerly,' given the mail

service, but we won't get into that right

now). When it came, I opened it to reveal

the contents inside. Much to my dismay,

the news was nothing new to me.

Two classes, none in my major. Thank

God for seniority.

So I'm still batting 1.000. This was the

fifth semester in as many tries that I made

a day out ofcamping out in add-drop lines,

scrambling to fill out my schedule.

But thus is the story of my life. I seemed

destined to follow the lead of those before

my
me. There is the legend of a former Col-

legian news editor who went into his final

year needing several classes to graduate,

and could not get any. No way, no how.

The situation doesn't appear to be any

brighter. Thanks to our wonderful gover-

nor (you really thought he'd be a good presi-

dent?), we now have a skeleton for an

education budget, meaning that all of the

classes which I couldn't even get into before

are now being wiped out of existence. It's

not fair, but it seems inevitable. And it's

not just me. This gesture of good will from

the state will hurt everyone in the long

run. Believe it.

I wrould like to remain optimistic. I would

like to think that maybe, with at least

three semesters remaining (who knows
how many more it may take at this rate),

I could eventually make a dent in my
education. But I don't know. I'll just have

to see.

In the meantime, if anyone has any good

luck charms I can borrow over intersession,

I sure would appreciate it.

Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist
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IMPORTANT RESIDENCE HALL
INFORMATION

It is important for all residents planning to live on-campus for the Spring 1 989 semester

to remember the following important policies and procedures. Please read this

information carefully and be sure you understand and are aware of each of the

following obligations. Thank you.

1. PAY YOUR SPRING FEE BILL BY THE BURSAR S JANUARY 6, 1989 DUE DATE.
As always, financial obligations must be met by all residents who wish to retain

their assignments for the upcoming semester. Spring semester fee bills will be

mailed to your permanent address by early December. Failure to pay your bill by
the due date of January 6th, will immediately cancel your assignment for the

Spring.

2. MAKE CERTAIN YOU REMAIN IN GOOD STANDING throughoi t intersession
If you are withdrawn for ANY reason after the last day of the semester, December
22, 1988, your residence hall assignment for the Spring will be cancelled.

3. YOU MUST TAKE BELONGINGS HOME if you have requested a change in

residence halls or if you have submitted a blue In-House Room Request form
asking for a room change.

4. RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE for the Spring semester on Thursday, December 22,

1988 at 4:00 p.m. Make certain that you follow indicated "check-out" procedures
to avoid any unnecessary inconvenience or charges.

HAVE A GREAT INTERSESSION!

Wednesday, December 14, 1988 COLLEGIAN 13

DE PART OF THE TRADITION

/^M^^V>^
UMASS CLUB
iiKIERIi WHI TUE AM SBWISIY

FOR

SPRING
BREAK

Travel with

someone you

can trust. G EN U

I

o~radW-

UMASS SKI CLUB
has over 1 8 years
worth of

Spring Break
experience,
and prices you
can trust.

Puerto La Cruz
Venezuela

Jamaica
Montego Bay

Bermuda

Contact

UMASS SKI CLUB
545-3437 LAGNAF
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Ciurtajs OJ
The Golden Glow
Tempted to head for indoor tanmng
satons to prepare tt>e txxl for \f\e

golden glow'' If so. at least be in-

formed with the facts atx>ut "The

darker side of irKkx>r tanrMr»g

"

What is Tanning?

Tanrxng is your body's response
that occures when your skin is ex-

posed to ultraviolet radiation (UV), as
from the sun Just how much you tan
deperyJs on your own skin's rxatural

ability to tan If you rxaturolly tvave a
dark complexion, for example, you
may ton more easily than a light-

skinned person, who may burn rather

than fan
In the tannir»g process, changes

other than skin color occur beneath
the surface of the skin Over the

years, tt>ese changes may lead to a
wrinkled, leathiery apperorice colled
premature skin aging' and to skin

career Each time your skin is forced
to darken itself, your chances of

developing skn carreer later in life

ore ir>creased Other factors, in-

cludirtg your skin s sensitivity to UV
radiation, also affect your charges
of developing skin cancer It is true
that a ton blocks out some radiation
in attemptir>g to protect the skin

from further injury, but it is inade-
guote protection against skin carreer
and premature skin aging

is Tanning by Sunlamps
Different From Tanning by
the Sun?

Ves To explain the differerce, you
need to hove some urvderstanding
of "ultraviolet radiation, " found
naturally in sunlight, vs^ich cause you
to ton or burn There are two types
of UV radkation that you ore expos-
ed to-ultraviolet A ("UVA") and
ultraviolet B ("UVB "). UVA radiation is

1000 times less effective in causing
burns than UVB. UVA radiation

penetrates skin more deeply and
causes you to tan or burn much
more slowly A small amount of UVB
radiation can cause skin damage
Most sunlamps give off either

mostly UVA or UVB radiation Some
of the newer so-called "UVA"
sunkjmps give off as much as 10
times more UVA than you receive

from the sun and from the older

"UVB" sunlamps Because the
amount of UVB rodkation (the quick
burning rays) in these newer models
may be less than what you get from
the sun or older UVB sunkjmps. users

sometimes believe that UVA
sunlamps are safe to use

Is Exposure From UVA
Sunlamps Safe?

While skin arKi eye burns ore less

likely to occur with UVA exposure
than with sunlight and UVB sunkamps,
recent arjimal studies indicate that
UVA radkation in high dosages may
»r>crease your charges of devekaping
skin cancer arxj may cause
premature aging. Ttvat's rot all Other
recent animal studies also suggest
that you may be more likely to get
skin cancer if you tan in the sun AND
with sunlamps tfxan if you are expos-
ed to tt>e sun only

What are the Hazards of

Tanning?

Skin Concer
The risk of skin cancer increases

each time your skin is exposed to UV
radiation Although most cases of

skin carx:ers are treatable through

surgical or chemical removal, they

cause serious problems if rxat treated

in the early stage Arother concern
IS that the number of skin cancers is

on tt^ rise

urns
Skin burns, more quickly caused by

UVB the UVA rodiotion. cdn range
from a slight redness of the skin to

painful blisters Severe eye burns,

causing a sandy or gntty sensation

(photokerofitis) or pink eyes (conjuc-

tivitis). may occur within hours of sun

lamp exposure if the eyes ore not
protected by special goggles tt>at fit

snuggly around the eyes.

PhotosentmvHy
Certain chemicals in foods,

medicir>es, and cosmetics you use
may cause you to be extra sensitive

to UV radiation This is called

"photosensitivity." Your body may
react as If you hod on allergic reac-
tion Symptoms ore severe skin burn,
itching and scaly skin, and rash.

Some common photosensitizing

products ore linr^es. celery, and some
deoderont soaps, shampoos and
makeup Some of the photosensitiz-
ing medicines ore birth control pills,

antibiotics, anticonvulsants, high
blood pressure medications, diuretics,

antihistamirves, trar>quilizers, and oral

diabetes medications.

Cataracts
This condition is a "ckauding" in the

lens of the eyes that usually

develops later in life and may lead
to blindr>ess. Ttie risk of cataracts
con be increased by both UVA and
UVB radiation exposure to the un-
protected eye Wearing goggles
that screen UV radkation con pre-

vent this.

Premature Skin Aging
One of the most noticoble signs of

repeated UV exposure over the
years is pwemoture skin agir»g. Accor-
dir»g to some skin specialists, skin

thKat has dry, wrinkled, leathery ap-
pearance early in middle age con
result from UV exposure that took
place before the age of 20

Biood Vessel Damage and
Deduced Immunity
UVA and UVB radiation also can

damage the bkaod vessels in o
sublayer of your skin. UVA affects the
the immune system(the body's
ryatural ablity to fight infections). In

some cases, it may be harmful. UVB
suppresses some immune responses

Who is at High Risk for

Damage from UV
Radiation?
Generally speaking, ir>dividuals who

have red or blond hair and blue

eyes, ore fair-skinned, hove freckles

dond sunburn easily ore at the highest

risk for skin damage One rule to

remember, if you burn and won't ton
in sunlight, you probably won't ton
using sunkamps.

Holiday Fire Safety
on Campus:
Taking Care of Each Other

This year is the 46th anrxversory of the CocorKit Grove nightclub fire in

Boston, which killed 492 persons, the 8th anniversary of the f^GM Groryj

Hotel fire m Las Vegas, which killed 85 persons, and tt\e 11th anniversary of

the Providence College dormitory fire in Providence, RtxxJe Iskand, which
killed 10 students Jtse high combustible decoration content in all these
facilities and the smoke thereby produced were the mapr reasons for the

high number of fatalities suffered in tt>e fires.

In 1975, tt\e Commonwealth of Massachusetts enacted into low a com-
prehensive regukation governing the use of fkammable decorations in state

and public buildings, especkaHy during tt>e tx)liday season.

This statute is section 21 of the State Fire Prevention Regulations It pro-
hibits, in port, the use of combustible paper arxj pkasfic decorations,

rxafurol ChrlstrTxas trees, wreaths aryj trimmings on our campus

The University does allow decorations kabeled "fire resistive' Also permit-
ted are candles as kang as tf>ey are covered by a gkass shield, kept away
from combustibles, and extir>guished p>rior to leaving the room Lighting

sets should be Underwriter Laboratory approved, orxj any extension cords
utilized for temporary power should be of heavy-duty rvature with no fray-

ing Take care rxat to overload electrical circuits. Artificial Christmas trees

labeled fire resistive " or "slow burning" also can be used

Anyone desiring more specific information on txalidoy fire safety can
refer to chapter 13 in University Fire Safety Manual, or contact Environmen-
tal and Safety at 5-2682 EHSiS con analyze decorative materials in our
laboratory to determine fkamrrxablitiy

I hope you will join with me in assuring that the University community will

take the necessary precautions to prevent the holiday season from
becoming less than an enjoyable occasion for all

Thank you for your cooperation, and txave a fire-safe txallday season

Keitt) E. Hoyle Sr.

Fire Prevention Officer
UHS Environmental Heoltt) and Safety

WHICH SKIN TYPE ARE YOU?

M
skm
Type

Sunburn and Tanning History

With Skin Type Example

1 Always burns, never tans C'Cettic ')

fiij; II Burns Easily; Tans mininnally

|i| III Burns moderately; tans gradually to a light brown
(average Caucasians)

IV Burns minimally; always tans well to moderately brown
(olive skin)

V Burns minimally; tans profusely to dark brown (brown skin)

VI Never burns; deeply pigmented, (block skin)

If you choose to ton with indoor
devices in spite of the risks:

• Always wear goggles that come
with the tanning device. If you ore
in a commercial tanning salon,
request them from the salon
operator Moke sure they fit snugly
around your eyes and are not
cracked. Don't rely on closing your
eyes and don't substitute
sunglasses or cotton wads.

• Learn your skin type and exposure
limits OS listed in the exposure
directions

• Be sure someone is nearby to help
in an emergency.

StONS OF INJURY

• Seek immediate, professional

medical attention for severe burns,

eye burns, and allergic-type

reactions.

• Report serious injuries to the

manufacturer of the device and to

the nearest Food and Drug
Administration District Office.

• See a doctor if you see on unusual
skin lesion or sore

Reprinted from material by:
Center for Devices and
Radiological Healtti Food and
Drug Administration Oepaitment
of Healtti and Human Services

wftdav 0d
Holiday Stuffing is for the Birds

Remember the good old days, you krxaw, when we all sot

around on the fkaor, or on the redining couches in togas and
sandals and stuffed our faces with all tt>e food and drink we
coukj' Some of us even ote to the point that the or»ly relief from
ttvat feeling of being overstuffed was to vomit Relieved of tt\e

fullness, we often began all over again Great tirr^es! Great food!
Too taod so many of us were dying before age 40 Too bod tt>e

empire colkapsed ar>d ttwse days ore gone But are they''.

Skipping the togas, sandals ond sitting on ttie fkaor routir»e, (it

would be a little chilly tiere in New Engkand for ttxat behavior'), we
might firxj this orgy attitude rxat all ttxat ar»cient or r»ecessarily

Roman In the name of "txaliday spirit aryj good will " nxast

Americans indulge m excessive food orxj drink Some of us ex-

perierce discomfort with relief possibly spelled A-N-T-A-C-l-0
Ott^ers of us might tvave a worsenir>g of on already painful eating
disorder or tragedy in tt>e form of a drunk driving accident In taet-

ween. there ore failed weight loss attempts, perpetuation of

elevated cholestorol levels, increased bkaod pressure, poor
diabetes control, lettxargy, guilt and a decline in, or abserx:e of,

an overall sense of well-being

Are we havir>g fun yet? All of our fitness obsessions, all of our
t>ealth-conscious resolves, seem to be put on the bock burner
"Wen, it's just for the holidays" Or. Til start taking care of myself
after the fTOlidoys" Well-meaning sentiments for sure, but, the
"holidays may begin tt>e weekend before Thonksgivirjg (depen-
ding on how early you "book" from campus before thte offrciol

UMoss tx)liday starts) to February wf\en official "holidays' . "post-

tx>liday-blues-cheer-us-up-partles ", and semester break vacations
in the larvj of coconut milk drir»ks on tt^ beach", are over.

And so. tt>e "txalidoys " account for 1/4 of the year This,

however, doesn't include birttxjoys (our own, our sisters, our room-
mates, our friend's friends), all-you-con-eaf buffets, TGIF and Hump
Day celebrations By th»en, its Spring break week and "Health " and
"Fitness " resume their warm spot on the back burner
For those who wont out of this ever downward sp>iral of excess

and decadence a ka "Roman Empire", the following suggestions
are offered:

• Avoid "starving" yourself or usir>g other drastic weight loss

methods for hours, days or weeks before the party season
begins This usually backfires and you do more ttxan your shnare

of overeating on ttie rebour>d
• At a buffet, survey the entire selection before filirtg your pkate.

• Carefully think about what your favorite foods are at this time
of year and pkan to ir»clude thiem within moderafkan Thnase ttxat

you con do without don't eat. (Potato chips. M 8t Ms, and
ct>eese ore avoikable year rourvd

)

• Eat skawly; ctiew ttye food well, savoring ttie fkavors of the food
you selected; moke it kast!

• Get involved in conversations; keep your back to the food. You
are there to enjoy th»e company, not just the food

• Slk:e fruit or berries in a bowl and top with a doltop of ice

cream instead of txaving a wtxale bowl of ice cream.

The Gift of Diversity

Beginning in early November we're
bomtxarded with Christmas decora-
tions arxj Christmas music and it's

easy to forget that txalidoys from
several religious and cultural tradi-

tions are celebrated of this time of
year Ifs also easy to forget that for

many people Christmas means more
than popular carols and shopping.

Lots of people complain about the
pressures and stress of this season.
For some it's o question of not
enough money or rxat enough time
For others there's a heightened
aworeness of family pressures. For
people who celebrate a holiday
other than Christmas there's fre-

quently a feeling of exclusion, of
their traditions being devalued.

In many American families there is

a blending of cultures. If on
awareness of the varied ancestral
troditbns has been kept alive, the
family will have o rich, complex iden-
tity But frequently this awareness is

lost with the passage of time or in

the process of resolving conflicts and
adapting to the surrounding com-

munity. In this case holiday observa-

tions might seem homogenized
rather than reflective of the family's

complexity and diversity.

A gift you con give yourself, your

family, and your friends is tt>e gift of

awareness; understanding the mean-
ing of the holidays you and other

people celebrate; connecting with

people around the richness of tradi-

tion and ritual.

Here are some questions to asir

yourself and to osk friends and
neight>ors:

, What holiday does your family

celebrate?

• If several cultures merge in your

family, how does this affect holiday

observation?

• Are there special religious

observations? Family rituals? Foods?

• How were holidays celebrated in

your family fifty years ago? One
hundred years ago? To answer this

question you might wont to draw a

Robin levlne
UHS ainicol Nutrltlonitt

• Drink skim or 1% milk instead of wtxale milk Use it in cooking, too.

Buy kaw fat instead of full fat chieese For example, try port skim
mozzarelka instead of mozzorelka mode from wtxale milk

• Try substituting norvfat yogurt for sour cream in many recipes or
try a mixture of tt>e two This is especially good in dips. Try tt>e

dip with raw vegetables instead of chips
• Ctxaose lean meat ratt>er ttxan txat dogs, bokagno. sausage, orxj

other fatty meats Use fish, poultry, and cooked dried peas and
bearv (such as kidney beons, lentls. chk:kpeds. soybeans.
split peas)

• Because acceptance of food is a sign of approval and
affectkan in our culture, tt^r* of ways to let ttxase you core
about know you kave them even though you do not want to

eat what they txave prepared
• Whien drirtking ak;oholic beverages, for lower calories, ctxaose
lite beer, white wine over red. scotch or wtiiskey without mixers.

Also stretch your drinks with kats of ice or dub soda Alterrxate

oteotxalk: with non-alcotxalic laeveroges
• Instead of bringing wine, a coke, or cookies as a present to

someone's txause. bring a pkant. a candle, some fruit, or an
attractive troy of row vegetables with a dip

• Walk to the party, or pork your car o little fartt^er away from
where you ore going to t>elp you put a little extra "exercise " into

your txaliddy season (Some goes for ttxase big parking kats while

you're doing your txaliday stxappirtg

)

• Program exercise into tt>e festivities Suggest walks as a way to

visit vsrtth relatives as opposed to sittir>g at tt>e kitct^en table over
coffee arxl coke

Thinking otaout how we'll look in 20 years if we keep living this

way-gorgir>g at holidays, guzzling beer every Friday night, flip

ping tt>e remote control with one horxj and ttie pizza or M 8i Ms
into our mouths with tt\e ott^r - is tt>e taest rrxativotor for leaving

behirxj the customs of ancient Rome and starting to eat. drink, be
merry and exercise ds if our lives orxj futures depended on it.

They do!

family tree. How for bock can you
trace your family? Wt>ere do
branches originate? Wtien did they

come to the United States? Why''

Who in your family can you talk

with to learn the family stories''

• Think about your friends, both
current and from ct^ldhood. What
do you krxaw about their holiday

observations? In what ways are
their traditions different or similar

to yours?

• Are there traditions or rituals you'd
like to revive? Something new to

introduce?

Choose one or more of these
questions to expkare with yourself,

with your family, or with friends. Lear-

ning about your own and other's

heritages is on important part of
figuring out wtxa you ore, wtxa you
wont to be, ar»d txaw you con con-
r>ect to the larger world. Learnir»g

otaout diverse traditkans will tielp you
re-focus from the commercial
aspects of this sometimes harried

and stressful season onto something
of more kasting value.

Lynn Bechtel
Mental Healtfi Educator
UHS Division of Mental Heatttt

HEALTHPOWEI is a publication of the University Health Services Opinions express-
ed are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect UHS faolicy

EjMcattvc DIrtctor: David Kraft, M D.
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Graphic JUtlst: Lynne Thompson
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REGION

Attorney general names special prosecuter
to check claims of racism by assistant D.A.
BOSTON (AP) - Attorney General James Shannon has

named a special prosecutor to investigate allegations that

court officers shoved an assistant attorney general because

he is black.

Shannon's decision marked a reversal of his position

since October, when he accepted a report saying the scuf

fle was not racially motivated.

On Monday. Shannon appointed William F. Lee, a part-

ner in the Boston law firm of Hale & Dorr, as a special

assistant district attorney to conduct the investigation.

He will look into allegations by Thomas Brewer, an

assistant attorney general in the Medicaid fraud unit and

president of the Massachusetts Black Lawyers
Association.

Brewer said two court officers pushed him as he left the

spectators' section of Judge Sandra Hamlin's courtroom

in the Suffolk Superior Courthouse on Aug. 24.

Brewer said the court officers later told him that they

had thought he was a defendant.

After the allegations first arose, Shannon turned the

matter over to court officials to investigate. In October,

Shannon accepted the conclusions of Ms. Hamlin and

Gregory R. Baler, an associate executive secretary to the

chiefjustice of the Superior Court, that the incident was
not racially motivated and no sanctions should be placed

against the officers.

Representatives of black, Hispanic, Asian-American and
women's bar groups later charged that Hamlin and Baler

failed to interview all witnesses. The groups also criticiz-

ed Shannon for not conducting his own investigation.

Brewer said the conclusions of the court investigation

contradicted statements made to him and to a bar group

by Ms. Hamlin and Henry Barr, executive secretary to

the chief administrative justice.

Mary Breslauer, a spokeswoman for Shannon, said the

attorney general decided to name an outside investigator

because Brewer is an assistant attorney general

Officials say bad driving

is hurting Hub business

BOSTON (AP)- Public and private officials say Boston

motorists* notoriously bad habits are driving some
businesses away, prompting a $1 million advertising

campaign designed to steer traffic in a more orderly

direction.

"We've finally faced up to the fact that we can't just

make jokes about the city's traffic," said Joseph C.K.
Breiteneicher, president of Beacon Management Co.

The 3-year campaign, "Keep Boston Moving," is spon-

sored by the city, state, Massachusetts Bay Transporta-

tion Authority and businesses.

Efforts to eliminate double-parking and blocking of in-

tersections will be communicated through newspaper,

radio, television and billboard advertisements. The cam-
paign also will encourage the use of mass transportation

and car pools.

\ FACE THE REAL TEST
AFTER FINAL EXAMS.

li

dr.idudting with solid computt-r skills is a

g(H)d start. But, putting thost- skills to work is the rt-al

tt'st. The test that The Travelers' PAC F, Program pre-

pares you for

Designed to turn distinguished college grad-

uates into lnf«)rmdtion Systems (IS) professionals,

the I'AC h Program is a 10 week introduction to one of

the most advanced Data Processing Departments in

corporate America.

We have one of the largest IBM mainframe
environments and perhaps the most sophisticated

SNA network in the financial services industry. And,
as an IBM test site, we even have access to some

of the most advanced technology before it hits the

market.

What we need are computer literate gradu-

ates who can take on the challenge of training to

become our next generation of IS decision makers.

So, put your skills to the test in The Trav-

elers' PACE Program. We'll be on campus Wednes-
day, February 22nd. To schedule an interview, you
must sign up by Monday, January 30th.

TheTravelersT'
You're better off under the Umbrella
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Shows 7:00 and 9: 15

DCV/NFOWN AVHtusF ?M .V:.6

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

179
229
259

round tn^

CARACAS 320
Guatemala 340
HONGKONG 739
ra«*s not included

Alto Work-Study Abroad.

L»ngu»g» Counts. Int I Student

ID, Youth Hostel Raises

EUHAIL Passes issued on the spot'

call lor the FREE CIEE Student
Irnel Catalog'

4 f3-256-7267
AMHERST

79 So. Plaasant St.

A.Tharst. MA 01002

l''HW. Ihi Ii.imIi rs( iimp.inwv. H.ifHiird. t onm-itHulliMH'

Copies

Half Off

After100
After your first l(X) copies of a

.single .sheet onginal. tlie rest are

half pnce at Kinko s. tlie conv

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pl« St.

253-2543

ARTS/LIVING

Xmas singles:then and now
By CHRIS A. MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Burl Ives "Silver And Gold"- Contrary to

popular belief, the beloved singer of this

tune is not a talking snowman. Although

he is probably best known to the younger

set as the narrator of the yearly broad-

casted Rudolf The Red Nosed Reindeer, he

was also quite a star in his day. His distinc-

tive vocals add a homey touch to this

capitalist's Christmas delight. It can be

found on various Ives records and the hard

to find soundtrack of the special.

Bruce Springsteen "Santa Claus Is Com-
ing To Town" - This popular Christmas

remake can be found on the B-side of

Bruce's "My Home Town" single. Although

he's no Burl Ives, he manages to get

through the song adding his own element

(»f fun to what could be the usual boring

rock star Christmas song. Special recogni-

tion goes out to saxophonist Clarence

demons, who turns out a sparkling perfor-

mance adding the perfect touch to the song.

The Partridge Family "Walking In A
Winter Wonderland"- Admit it, you wat-

ched the Partridge family when you were

younger (or perhaps even recently). Where
else could you here all of those groovy new-

songs and "unique" classics? As the years

have passed, the horribly mismatched

voices of Shirley Jones and David Cassidy

miraculously sound much improved. The

breezy, mellow early-seventies style pop

along with the very important background

vocals from the rest of the prefabricated

family makes this carol a yuletide classic.

Alvin and the Chipmunks "Jingle

Bells"- Leave it to these irritating rodents

to ruin the simplistic favorite "Jingle

Bells." With a voice quality that can only

be enjoyed if the listener is on acid, the

chipmunks rush through the classic with

their usual shrill and their obnoxious

manager/trainer Dave barking orders at

them throughout. Shouldn't chipmunks be

hibernating in December?

Band Aid "Do They Know It's

Christmas?"- The first major rock charity

effort of the decade that spawned numerous
imitations still stands alone. Recorded in

1984, at the height ofthe second British in-

vasion. Band Aid boosts some major talent.

Among the all star line up are Paul Young,

Boy George, George Micheal, Simon Lebon,

Bono, Bananarama and Sting. The song is

a poignant and touching look at the plight

of the suffering Ethiopians. Everything

about the single is top notch, it was
touching to see what one man could bring

about.

Bing Crosby "White Christmas"/Johnny
Mathis "Silver Bells"- Some songs just ex-

emplify Christmas and these two definite-

ly qualify for that position. Bing Crosby's

version of the Irving Berlin hit "White
Christmas" is the best .selling world-wide

record of all time. His .smooth, tranquil

voice was a favorite of his generation and
has earned him fans of all ages. The next

generation of smooth swooner can be found

in Johnny Mathis, who found fame in the

early sixties. His "'Silver Bells" reads like

a modern anthem to the holidays and has

yet to go out of style.

Madonna "Santa Baby "- From last year's

A Very Special Christmas album, Maddy
shows just how materialistic she can be.

Remaking the fifties version of the tune

with only a few changes. Madonna gives

her best Marylin Monroe imitation and the

result is an enjoyable romp with a tradi-

tional material girl. Her little girl voice

and the slight orchestration gives an

authentic feel to this delightful single.

Joan Jett "Little Drummer Boy"- An
unlikely combination, Joan Jett and a

Christmas song, that results in an in-

teresting tune. Joan's harsh voice has the

right amount of grit to sound spiteful even

in the new surroundings. The unusual ap-

pearence of a heavy guitar in this usually

solemn carol also adds an interesting new
sound making this above the average

version.

Holiday film releases hold:

torches, tequila and tourists
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

Welcome to the first Annual "Screening

Room " Holiday Extravaganza!

( Drum roll and fanfare) Never before in

the history of motion pictures has there

been an epic of such mind-numbing propor-

tions!

Yes, this is it! Four hundred and seventeen

years in the making . . . The apex of man's

achievement . . . Well, all right. In truth,

today's edition is really nothing more than

an expansion of our weekly Unsubstan-

tiated Rumors section. But that's all

anybody ever reads in this column,

anyway. So . . . Unsubstantiated Rumors

and Self-indulgent Musings Department

(Special Christmas/Hanukah/Solstice

Edition):

• Coming Soon (like, over Christmas

vacation):

SCREENING ROOM

Dirty Rotten Scoundrels - Steve Mar

tin and Michael Caine play flea-ridden

slimeballs in this film directed by Frank

"Muppetmaster" Oz (Doesn't that sound

like a rap artist? - Ed). According to the

film's press releases, "nice guys finish

last." These guys are the winners.

Tequila Sunrise - Mel Gibson and Kurt

Russell were high school buddies. Now

they're on opposite sides of the law.

Gibson's a drug dealer. Russell's head of

narcotics. Michelle Pfeiffer's neither. Writ

ten and directed by Robert (Chinatown)

Towne.
Rain Man Dustin Hoffman and Tom

Cruise are an unlikely pairing in Barry

Levinson's new drama about an oppor

tunistic yuppie (Cruise) and his idiot-

navant brother.

Mississippi Burning Gene Hackman

and Willem Dafoe in a drama based on an

FBI investigation of Ku Klux Klan

murders. Directed by Alan {Midnight Ex-

press, Angel Heart) Parker.

The Accidental Tourist William Hurt

and Kathleen Turner are reunited with

writer/director Lawrence (Body Heat)

Kasdan. Kasdan adapted his screenplay

from the novel by Anne Tyler.

Working Girl Melanie (Something

Wild, Body Double) GriflTith stars with Har-

rison Ford and Sigourney Weaver, as a

smart working-class girl determined to

make it in business. Directed by Mike

(Silkwood, Heartburn) Nichols.

Torch Song Trilogy - Harvey Fiers-

tein's highly acclaimed play comes to the

screen, adapted by and starring Fierstein.

With Anne Bancroft and Matthew
Broderick. Directed by Paul Bogart.

Beaches Bette Midler returns to drama

in this film about the friendship between

a singer (Midler, for a change) (Ironic, eh?

- Ed.) and a lawyer (Barbara Hershey).

Directed by Garry Marshall (Nothing in

Common, Overboard).

Fugitives Nick Nolte is a reformed

bank robber and Martin Short aspires to

be one (a bank robber, not reformed).

This is a remake of a French film that

hasn't even been released yet.

Talk Radio - Oliver Stone directs the

film version of a play by Eric Bogosian (who

stars as the film's abrasive talk show host).

Also starring Alec (Beetlejuice) Baldwin

and Ellen Greene.

• This is a true story: Remember Professor

Marvel (the Wizard's Kansas counterpart)

from The Wizard ofOz? When director Vic-

tor Fleming saw the jacket produced by

MGM's costume department, he gave a

dollar to a young production assistant, and

told him to go to the corner store to pick

up a more authentic-looking piece of

clothing. The one the boy brought back was

used in the film. After shooting the scene

in which Dorothy encounters the eccentric

old man on a deserted roadside, it was

discovered - now, get this - it was discovered

that the jacket had originally been express-

ly tailored for L. Frank Baum (the author

of the original Oz books). His name was

written on the collar tag.

• Ghostbusters //. The Last of the

continued on page 19

pboto by Chris Hosford

Engrossed—Senior psychology m^or Joanne Gatnia studies a piece

from the Bachelor of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibition at the Student Union

Gallery. The exhibit runs through Friday, and features work from

talented Art students in the University community.

ARTS/LIVING

IS HIRING AN
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
FOR NEXT SEMESTER.

INTERESTED?

PICK UP AN APPLICATION

IN THE NEWSROOM
OF THE COLLEGIAN,
113 CAMPUS CENTER.

\

•k-kit

The Arts/living desk also needs writers.

Get the experience you need before you graduate.
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Valley happenings in music and film close out semester
•^ Mr X^ ^ TKrninrh tnmmorrow. the Western Mass.

The holiday season will carry on in good spirits here in

the Pioneer Valley the next couple of weeks, despite the

departure of thousands of bleary eyed college students.

Beginning the countdown to Christmas is an assortment

of theatrical and musical events that should add some holi

day cheer to even the most beligerent anti-establishment.

neo-Nazi, hate mongering undesirables.

Tonight at the Iron Horse Cafe in Northampton, top

notch jazz pianist Joanne Bracken plays two shows at

7 and 10 p.m. Noted for her work with Ornette Coleman.

Bracken recently released her first quintet recording Fj/j

Goes To Heaven, collaborating with Branford Marsalis.

Terence Blanchard, Cecil McBee and Al Foster.

Following up Bracken on Friday night is boogie piano

legend Dr. John. His Cajun street style is classic New-

Orleans culture. There will also be two shows; 7 and 10

p.m.

Tonight at Katina's in Hadley. two popular local bands

will play their final shows before splitting up to pursue

various career avenues. Hard rock mavens Split Decision

headline the two band bill, while Hatch veterans Bad

Grades open. The cover is small and the music will be

powerful. Show starts at 9 p.m.

The Academy of Music Opera House in Northampton

ends its 7 week run of the film Salaam Bombay tommor-

row night with 6:45 and 9:00 showings. Friday begins the

run of Richard Gere's personal drama Miles From Home

(Gere is an alumnus of the University).

Through tommorrow, the Western Mass. premier of

Madame SousaUka continues at the Amherst Cinema.

Shirley MacLaine has recieved accolades for her role as

the Russian emigre piano teacher.

At Sheehan's this week, the Headless Horsemen take

the stage tonight. Tomorrow, keep an eye on Anastasia

Screamed, the opening act for Athens Georgia's

Widespread Panic. Anastasia's rough and ready rock

sound has been rumbling around Boston for awhile now.

Could be a sleeper.

COSMO MACERO JR

ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext. 7639

for Reservations

Validated Parking

ffnnn
ITnnn
irrrnrr
nnnTOP ^ ^-

of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

Sculpture and sculptor merge in Steve Piscitelli's Vietnam memorial bronze. Piscitelh. a Vietnam

veteran was wounded three times during his tour of duty, and many times helped other injured infan-

trymen to safety. The sculpture, crafted in the University sculpture foundry, was modeled in clay and

wax before being cast in bronze.

Add the right

touch to with gala boxes, ta^,

your gitts.t

ribbons, bows, package

decorations, totes and

bakery bags.

^jUmVERSITY

O MCMLXXXVIII American Greetings Corporation

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Masscic bfjsells Ooily

m
AMERIGKN GREETINGS

IAN
Needs Writers
Next Semester

WE GIVE WRITING EXPERIENCE IN:

-NEWS-
-EDITORIAI^

-ARTS-
-SPORTS-

-WOMEN'S ISSUES-
-BLACK AFFAIRS-

Reporters work on a volunteer basis, but within

semester you could move up to a paid position. The
Jollegian not only provides opportunities for college

[journalists to move into professional newspapers as

interns or permanent staff members, but also brings

>you closer to other students with your interests.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to

et experience early. So, what are you waiting for?

ome down to 113 Campus Center today.

Choose excellence, join the Collegian

Market saturated by holiday greatest hits packages
By CHRIS A MUTHER & GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

This Christmas, like every Christinas before since the
dawn of time, record companies are looking for big pro-

fits from the perenial deluge of "greatest hits" albums.
Even acts that haven't had many (or indeed any) hits, are

attempting to put out this type of package. To help make
some sense of this musical plague, let's examine what's

new in this lucrative market.

For a start several "old reliables" or "has beens", depen-

ding on your point of view, have released greatest hits

LPs. Paul Simon who most recently won widespread ac-

claim and heavy criticism, in equal helpings, with his

Graceland album, has now put out a collection of hits span-

ning from 1970 to 1986.

Revamped hippies Fleetwood Mac have also hopped
onto the retrospective bandwagon with a greatest hits

comp. which includes two new songs, both of them equal-

ly forgettable.

Call them New Romantic, call them New Wave;
ultrafash style hounds and crap musicians The Human
league have released a collection of all of their best

moments. Whether it be the lamenting "Louise" or the

irritatingly poppy yet irresistable "groove" that is "Keep
Feeling Fascination," you'll find that every one of these

plastique perfections has a place in your angst-ridden

adolescence.

Even better is Absolutely Abba, the definitive collection

of the Swedish glam-fiends phenomenal 9 year ride at the

top ofthe pop world. Here you'll find all your old favorites,

from the divine inanity of early hits like "Ring, Ring"
to the heartbreaking "mature" phase of the band (the

divorce years) as documented by the sublime "Knowing
Me, Knowing You" and the epic showstopping "Winner
Takes it All." Only Yello have since dared to enter the

territory Abba created for themselves — the existential

torment of the European super-rich. A must.

At almost the exact opposite of the thematic spectrum,

yet very much a product of Abba are Bananarama, now
officially the most successful girl group of all time, they

too have released a greatest hits album containing dance

floor classics like "Venus", "I Heard a Rumour" with the

added bonus of their new single, "Love, Truth and
Honesty.

Techno-art pseuds, the Art of Noise are not to be left

out of the comp. frenzy. Their collection contains some of

their biggest hits including the newie Prince cover, "Kiss"

with Tom Jones, but the best moment of the LP is un-

doubtedly the beautiful "Moments in Love."

Perhps indicating the emergence of a new fad, the in-

finitely disposable Thompson Twins and Alphaville

have both released "remix" albums of their greatest hits.

Tell me, do we really need yet another remix of "In the

Name of Love" shoved down our throats?

If you're seeking relief from the Top 40 fodder, take a

listen to the history ofThe Clash, which contains many
of the band's groundbreaking 45s, as well as mucho of the

later drivel.

Also on the "punk lives" trail are The Ramones who
have released a collection of thirty of their biggest "hits".

Funny, the only hit we can remember the Ramones ever

having was a 1978 remake of Phil Specter's "Baby I Love

You."
Fans of black leather should also note The Psychadeiic

Furs* All ofThis and Nothing which traces the band from

"Dumb Waiters" to their latest "smash," "All That Money
Wants."
But the most mega and eagerly awaited of the greatest

hits comps, at this desk anyway, is that of what was
perhaps the ultimate supergroup, in our life time certain-

ly. We speak of course, ofJourney featuring the raw sex

appeal of the "compact" Steve Perry, a man whose voice

could make household pets weep. And everything is here

from "Anyway You Want It" to the tender "Faithfully,"

a ballad about the logistical problems of "life on the road"

for the average stadium-rock band, alimomy payments

and all. Enjoy.

Screening room
continued from page 17

Ghostbusters has begun filming in New

York. Bill Murray. Harold Ramis. Dan
Aykroyd and Sigourney Weaver return, as

does director Ivan Reitman.
• We have sent off a letter to Duck Pic-

tures, now shooting Disco U: The Revenge

in Astoria, New York, requesting an inter-

view with anyone involved in the produc

tion. Should we receive a response, it will

be published here when we resume

• Co-columnist Jim Cole denies any

responsibility for today's nauseatingly self

indulgent opening paragraphs.
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Welcome Julie!

6 Y^ars styling experience

Formally of Style by Deborah
Welcome new & Old Customers

With this Ad $10.50 - haircut and Style dry (reg. 14.00)

Jalles hoars Fri & Sat 9-3
Expires 12/17/88

••••••••••••••••••••••••
UNIVKRSn V OF
Al AMHERS I
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The Parking Office and the Ticket

Processing Office will be closed for

one or two days during the week of

December 19, 1988, in order for

these offices to move. Their new
location will be off of Governor's

Drive, in the modular offices

behind Lot 31.

If you have business to conduct

with the Parking Office or the

Ticket Processing Office during that

week, please call ahead to insure that

the offices are open. Every effort will

be made to provide services during

the move. The telephone number for

the Parkins Office is 545-0065, and

the telephone number for the Ticket

Processing Office is 545-0964.

Attention All Members:

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY is

sponsoring a

"STUDY BREAK" for you!!

Donuts &
Coffee will be served

Where: Newman Center

When: Sunday. Dec. 18. 10—12 Noon

"Good Luck On Finals"

Atillas 2
llfimpshiit- Mdll. Ilddlrv

IS II H\\ I KIWI swimu MIS

GTROS • STROMBOU
SOUVUUa • PffA CLUB

BAKLAVA • HAM SPECDIESi

VEGETABIAN DKUGHT
AND

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

ALL OUS PITA BKEAO
IS FRESHLY lAKED!

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

NOW THY OUR BEST'

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS

$1025
ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

• NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
DURING SEMESTER BREAK

• SPECIAL 2-5 WEEK STUDENT PROGRAM: BEGINS
AFTER EXAMS

• GAIN VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE IN

MARKETING. ADVERTISING. PUBLIC RELATIONS &

SALES PROMOTION

• INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIP POSSIBLE FOR NEXT
SEMESTER

• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

• DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

FOR EARLY CONSIDERATION NEAR
YOUR HOME TOWN, CALL NOW

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

BOSTON (WEST & SOUTH) SUBURBS
NASHUA NH/LOWELL AREA
GREATER RHODE ISLAND AREA
PORTSMOUTH NH AREA
WORCESTER AREA
WAKEFIELD AREA & N. SUBURBS
SOUTHEAST MASS

617-449-4362
603-891-1545
401-946-0150
603-964-8997
508-852-1680
617-246-5308
508-763-3569
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A Christmas Carol comes out off key
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By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

A Christmeu Carol
Nebraska Theater Caravan

In this production, Matthew Kamprath does a
remarkable impression of Albert Finney (who played the

title character tn the film of Leslie Bricusse's musical

Scrooge). However, Kamprath's interpretation of the

character owes as much to Mr. Magoo as to Mr. Finney.

^ TONIGHT f
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He's just too likeable. In fact, when the climactic transfor-

mation of his character takes place, one might wonder how
to justify the event's two hour preamble. He's really not

all that much different from who he was at the play's

beginning. (Having Scrooge warm his buns by the fireside

- after a few furtive glances about, to be sure he's alone

- is no way to develop a character). This is not to say that

Matthew Kamprath is not an able, and indeed an extraor

dinarily gifted stage personality. This unorthodox ap-

proach to A Christmas Carol's immortal miser is very like-

ly the responsibility of the production's director, Carl

Beck.

Beck appears to have opted for a watered down

Christmas Carol almost completely devoid of dramatic in-

terest. In his effort to create a holiday entertainment

suitable for anyone of even the most miserly temperment,

he has sacrificed the classic tale's central conflict - that

of a man hopelessly alienated from his energetic, loving,

youthful self Without the contrast between the old and
the new, between the caring and the deceitful, the giving

and the taking, the show cannot hope to hold its audience

for the unnecessarily long two hour-plus span. This pro-

duction defies rule 1 of storytelling: Show it, don't tell it.

The music in this misguided effort is beautiful, but

might have served itself better in concert form. A
Christmas Carol is sprinkled throughout with, ap-

propriately, classic nineteenth century Christmas carols.

However, because this music was never intended for such

a theatrical presentation, it only serves as a further

distraction from the story. The action starts, stops, sings,

starts again, stops, sings ... As a result, the production

moves along about as swiftly as the average made for t.v

movie, with all its sponsor-pleasing starts and stops.

The Nebraska Theater Caravan's production of A
Christmas Carol is a good effort, however seriously flaw-

ed. It's innocuous holiday entertainment, developed at a
limited-run showcase level.
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WMUA's top

Following is the WMUA's One Love Radio Top Ten reg-

gae play list for the month of December.

Artist . Single . . . Label

I

(jJtO
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l>r^^ ^ ^ Chns Klausford^ Chns Klausford

oka Chns Hosford, Photo Technician

1. Joe Higgs "Day O" Shanacie

2. T',K)ts Hibbert . . "Dreams To Remember" . . Mango

3. Arrow "Groove Master"(soca) Mango

4. J.Clegg and Savuka—"Asimbonaga"(world beat) EMI

5. Joe Higgs "Family" Shanacie

6. Admiral bailey . ."Kill Them With It" . .Jammy's

7. Casselberry & Dupree—"Comin in From The
Cold"—Iceberg

8. Shakedamus . ."Young Gal Business" . Skengdon

9. Maxi Priest "Wild World" Virgin

10. Ziggy Marley . . ."Tommorrow People" . . .Virgin
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NEW STUDENT
PROGRAM

JOIN OUR TEAM
Apply Now For 1989 Summer

Counselor Position
Applications Available in Cluster Offices Thru

December 16, 1988 or 73 Bartlett Hall

Deadline: Thursday, December 22, 1988

New Students Program UM/A
Is An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Program]
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Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-514

Delano's Staf Wishes Everyone
A Nappy Holiday Season!

GOOD LUCK ON PINALS!

WHEN YOU'RE DONE WITM THEM-
COME PARTY WITH US!

Drink of the Week
STOLI & SODA OR TONIC

Beer of the Month
BECK'S $1.75

Sunday's Double Feature 9:00 p.m.
Santa Claus the Movie"
It's A Wonderful Life"

<<(

««!.'

WORLD/NATION

Reagan says that
Indians have right

to choose lifestyle
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan told tribal

leaders Monday that American Indians "should have the

right to choose their own life," and said he does not recall

his suggestion in Moscow that the nation may have been

wrong in humoring their "primitive" ways.

Indian leaders, after a long-sought meeting with

Reagan at the White House, said they were willing to

put the controversy surrounding his remarks last May
behind them. They said they look fon*'ard to further

dialogue with the administration of George Bush
The While House spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater, said

the president met with 16 tribal leaders for about 20

minutes, outlining a 1983 statement in which he endors-

ed self-determmation for Indian tribes.

"Indians should have the right to choose their own life

. . The right to have a say in what happens in Indian

country," Fitzwater quoted the president as saying.

"Tribes must make those decisions, not the federal

government." Reagan said, according to the spokesman.

.\P photo

GOTCHA!-A Fresno. Calif, policeman handcuffs Robert Peters. 19, after a wild chase IVIon-

day in which a jewelry store robbery suspect stole a vehicle at gunpoint, collided with a police

vehicle, then stole this pickup which finally overturned on a city street.
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UMass Arts Coundi

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals tor

arts-related projects and events:

Monday. February 6

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall. 545-0202

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Thousands of Discount

New Books at 40-800o off

current new prices

SCI-FI, CHILDREN'S
ART HISTORY

SPORTS. COOKING.
& MORE"

VALLEY
BOOKS

Downtown Amher«t

(199 N. Pleasant St.)

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-S.

Sun 12-5

Open til 8 Dec 12-23

Visa/MC 256-1 50«
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Student Affairs LNFOR^L^TlON Services

Good Luck with
finals from all of us

at IDB/TIPS

Thanks for calling
Rob Brooks, S. Claus, Nancy Pepin, Stella

Szczesuil, Ash Awad, Roxannne Blake, Lorna

Dawkins, David Gagne, Feliz Guthrie. Maria

Macedo, Karen Miciche, and Elise Tobman.

This semester we responded to 5175 inquiries! We
hope to hear from you in the spring.

Happy Holidays!!!

Student Affairs Information Services

BONVS STORAGE
nLE

§
S
3
S
i

BUY (4) 5>/4 MD-2D 10 PACKS
GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE FILE

FREE!

•

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

UNIVERSITY
STORED

i
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X-mas display attracts
thousands to house
WORCESTER (AP> - A biker, coat'.ess

children, and elderly ladies who weep at

thf memory of Christmas past are among
the thousands of people who have stomped
through the MacKoul's living room since

the couple moved in a month ago.

The couple says they have averaged
1,000 visitors nightly to the Dolly Drive
house they had barely finished building in

November when they unveiled a display of

lights, trees and Christmas characters,

both live and mechanical.

"We're getting tired, but we're having a

good time." said Gloria MacKoul.
The display includes three Christmas

trees at their picture windows and one in

a loft. 40 moving dolls on their octagonal

staircase, life-sized mechanical reindeer

and carolers. 30 Disney characters on the

front lawn, and several friends and
neighbors acting as Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer, Frosty the Snowman. Mrs. Fros-

ty and assorted helpers.

Mrs. MacKoul said she and her husband,
an electrical contractor, designed the house
just for the Christmas spectacle that they
have planned for years. Even the
carpenters who built the hou.se donated
their services to make a stable for the life-

sized Nativity scene that was lifted by
crane onto a ledge in the front yard.

And the MacKouls show the .spectacle for

free.

"i guess we're so happy, we wanted
everyone else t« be too," Mrs. MacKoul
said. "A lot of people come in and are very

skeptical. They walk out and are very mov
ed"

Word about the house has spread so fast

through the central Massachusetts city of

180,000 people that the MacKouls get

thankyou cards addressed only to "the

Christmas house."

Their doors are open from 6:30 to 1 1 p.m.

nightly until Dec. 24. when Santa takes off

to deliver presents, but the house reopens

from Dec. 26 to New Year's Eve. The cou

pie counts 1,200 visitors on weekend nighLs

and they average 900 on weekdays.

None of their neighbors in the expensive

new development have raised a fuss about

the sudden stream of guests. "We haven't

heard one complaint and the traffic is

unbelievable," she said.

One neighbor even dons a moose sun

every night to entertain children. Other

friends canceled a cruise so they could be

on hand to help.

The couple has collected Christmas

figures for years with an eye to the produc

tion. Their daughter, Jennifer, 15. made

the Disney figures for the yard.

Between the new house and the

Christmas decorations, Mrs MacKoul said,

they didn't have money left for furniture.

The Nativity figures were imported from

Italy with the vacation money the couple

had saved.

continued on page 23

$1 Do Yott Need
$ $$$

Work all Intersession as Inventory

Auditors $6.50/hottr to start

'^Guaranteed No Sales and
No Fast Food*'

$ $$$$$$$$$$$ $
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$

RGIS Inventory Specialists

Interviewing on Campus
One Day Only

Wed. Dec. 14 Campus Center

Room 101 10 am—6 pm
on the hour every hour

To set up interviews at home,
call the office nearest yoti:

508-832-6152—Worcester, Gardner, Natick

Framingham, Milford, Leominster,

Sturbridge, Marlboro, Athol.

508-975-5155—Lowell, Lawrence, Somerville,

Cambridge, Satigtts, Peabody.

508-559-7603—Boston, Quincy, Braintree

Brockton, Middleboro, Hanover.

508-746-0821—Plymouth, Wareham, all of

Cape Cod, Kingston, Pembroke, MarshfSeld,

New Bedford.
Spenaotvd by Stadcal Emplermcal Offllcs

A I" pht.lo

ARRESTED—Palestinian youth, bound and blindfolded, was
captured by Israeli soldiers yesterday in the occupied Gaza Strip,

where soldiers warned for the first time that, "We will open fire

on anyone who breaks the curfew."

SPRING BREAK IN

CANGUN!
Spend your 1988 College Break in the fabulous Mexican Resort
of Cancun! Spend 8 days and 7 nights on the 14 miles of white
sand beaches & experience some of the best nightlife in Mexico!

Departure Date: March 17, 1989
Group Space: Plaza Del Sol $519.00 p/p based on quad occupancy

The Calinda $759.99 p/p based on triple occupancy

Included Features: Round Trip air from Boston • 8 days/7 nights

hotel accommodations • All taxes and tips • Manager's Coctail

Party • A GREAT TIME
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

CARROLL TRAVEL
15 Cowles Lane, Amherst, 413-256-8931

I p;^ ou^l

AP photo

THUMBS UP—President Ronald Reagan gives a thumbs up after making a domestic policy

speech before top-level government officials and buisness leaders in Washington yesterday.

Christmas
continued from page 22

They prepared this year's display behind shaded win-

dows in the weeks before Thanksgiving to keep it secret.

The lights went on Thanksgiving night and within

minutes cars began stopping.

Mrs. MacKoul said visitors wait hours in the cold for

;i tour and one family even took a taxi to the house.

Among their visitors was a schoolbus that arrived one

morning.

"We think the kids all begged the bus driver to divert

a little from the route so they could see it," Mrs. MacKoul
said.

One visitor reached into his pocket and pulled out $7.

"He said. This is all I have. Please take it. My kids are

thrilled," " Mrs. MacKoul said.

She said the family has declined all donations and sug-

gests they be sent to the Telegram & Gazette of Worcester

for the newspaper's toy fund for needy children.

Mrs. MacKot'l said older visitors are particularly touch-

ed by the display.

GOING OUT Of

BUSINESS
SAVE 35-60%
Off Our Original Prices

Diamonds • Pearls

14K Chains • Watches

Students and Faculty j

SAVE even more 10% offj

|Our already advertised discounts on all

remaining inventory

You must bring this ad with you to receive an additional 10%l
|off all remaining inventory One coupon per customer Not|
applicable (or 14K chains Expires 12/23/88

manyone^T.a1und"pTeces'

A Certificate of Appraisal accompanies

every diamond and jewelry purchase

DIAMOND MEPCHANTS & FINE JEWELEFS SINCE 1905

207 Main SI • Northampton • Across from City Hall

Men thru Wed. ft Sat 930 5 30 Thurs • Fri til 9 00 p m
Sun 12 5

We have
a great
selection of

CHRISTMAS
CARDS...
Stop in today!

A'I'Hastings, Inc.
"Cenvmtimntlf hcatmd In thm nntmr o/ Amhft'

4S South Ft»e*onl itr—t
OfEN: W—kdoyi ft a.m. to 9 p.m., Swndoya, S a.m. to I ^.m.

ACCIDENT VICTIMS
Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in injuries from. • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Ottier Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGR, P.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

449-4443 - 1-800-245-5678
see us in the Nynex yellow pages

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT :in

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
READERS POLE

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley Poll.

Even though we were only open for one

month when the poH was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton* 585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee^c^NO MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE jj
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Celtics' slide continues;
Big Green falls to Bullets
LANDOVER. Md. (AP>- Bernard King
scored 10 of his 30 points in the final 10:23

Tuesday night as the Washington Bullets

snapped a seven game losing streak with
a 115-105 victory over the Boston Celtics.

King and Jeff Malone. who had 21 of his

25 points in the second half, enabled Wahs-
ington to pull away in the final quarter to

defeat Boston for the second time this

season.

Washington never trailed in the final

quarter, outscoring Boston 8-1 over the
final 1:48.

Malone hit a jumper with 1:31 to play for

a 109-104 lead. After Reggie Lewis made
one of two free throws. King hit a jumper
and Malone followed with another jumper
for a 113-105 advantage with 42 seconds
to play.

John Williams capped off Washington's

first victory in December with two free

throws. Terry Catledge added 19 and

Ledell Eackles had 16 for the Bullets.

Kevin McHale scored 22 to lead Boston.

Dennis Johnson and Danny Ainge each

added 18.

Neither team led by more than two points

the final 7:17 of the third quarter and

Washington took an 86-84 lead on a dunk
by Eackles with a minute left in the period.

The first half ended with Washington's

Charles Jones hitting a disputed shot at the

buzzer.

Celtics coach Jimmy Rodgers ran from

the Boston bench to in front of the

Washington bench to protest that the shot

came after the buzzer and was called for a

technical foul.

Danny Ainge and the Celtics lost to Washington last night.

AP photn

r
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Exciting Winter Break Jobs

Be one of tne Hignest Paid Political Activists in the country!

Earn $1,000 plus over Winter Break. Stop garbage incineration and work

for statewide recyling programs. Intensive Mgmt. training during winter

break can qualify you for P/T leadership positions for tke spring and

beyond. Clean Water Action is hiring articulate, motivated & future

oriented leaders. Course credit & career positions are available.

Call Today!

549-7450
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i College Students 1

I -TAX SEIZED- I

CLOTHING
INVENTORY
mr. FRiims mniL

i HRDLCV mil//
€NTIR€ /TOA€

mU/T BC LIOUIPRTCD

40Aoff ALL ITCm/
fcATURinG uiomcn'/ cLOiHino
•SOOOpr. of J«OA/

L€€ Girnno dakotr
•500 uiomenV uHnttr jock«t/

•/hip 'N /hor* blou/*/
•/•o/on TklMK knit top/ BihhU
•Infont/' B CMIdroA'/ clolhing
•/ufootor/, fotkf, bolt/, qIovo/

•CR/H & CRRRV OhLV*

72 OZ.

Pitchers

$3.95

niinnniimitiiii
Open Wed-Sun
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CHINESE KITCHEN

75«
Drafts

In hddlev Only

IlrtilUy no liiisM-l St . iryiyt l Northampton-

1

")() Kiny St . "^OO-ftii I

Weekend Specials

Only $10.00
Prime Rib

Baked Stuffed Shrimp
Reef & Beef (Prime Rib S Baked StufTed Shrimp)

All are served with a garden salad, basket of warm
bread, choice of potato or vegetable and dessert.

Sorry, no other discounts can be used with this special.

Available Friday and Saturday Evenings

^ Come and Dine with us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner, or even a light bite!

University Drive
, Casual atmosphere, convenient location

Amherst U 549 5861 and most of all...Affordable PricesI

The Far Side

By Gary Larsoc
Bloom CotmtY
By Berke Breathed

"Con I look now?"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

Calvin and Hobbes

WHV oo I HAVE TO y^E^R

TWESt D0R\c< Cu:jt>^ES m^

By Bill Watterson

touR, o^os Go^ns to take

^OOR P\CT\J<it. MOLD STIUL.

«6»

\1 W\U. JUS" TAK£ N ^tW

MIHUTtS XtRE (50\NQTC>

o\jT TUE PICTURE OF iCW IM

ouft cue.\sTM^s c^W)5 so
EVER^OWE CAK SEE. VWAT
fOO IQOyC U<E HOW.

DUMB IDEA '. UME RtUVTWES

MW ARE ' DRDPP)N<i 61

WE DOING ' TO V\5\T.

Coming next semester By AI Arpad

COMINa 3C0N
ro THC rUMMY PACES:

BECAUSE IP THEY JVST
CACCCP IT "WORK"
W£ COUCD fORM .

fK \jf*iioN. y

Yeasthead
Jason Talcrman

Mandatory staff meeting today at 4 p.m. in the

newsroom.

'That's th^ news and I am outta here.

"

—Dennis Miller

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jeffe

ACIIOSS
1 Beave< Slat*

capital

6 A Gardner
9PGAS
Crenshaw

12 Saying

13 Boy detective

ol fiction

U ^ Alto

15 Nureyev.

tor one
16 C»ntre« or

lurnef

1 7 NBA s Birdsor»g

18 Tr#a«ure« liom

ancient Ct>ina

?0 Cpiffmony
?! N«jhts lo Byron

?? Dirt t^<» cancan
?4 Small roach
?8 Give (oy

!0 n;»n>s»er
•' f'.i'it .igam

1'
, ,f' • ' "

,

4 1 Nullname for

Esther

47 A Rerlgrave
44 Caesar s road

45 Feetang

4^ iMadrid mrsters

49 Escort ol a sort

">? Song to

Scfiiiberi

54 Slraiv in ttie

MMVS

55 Ceramics I'om

Hnlland

60 ijtati s J»»ii

61 Attica ttiealers

6? SeiMiratefl

64 ririmni

character

65 Spanish
muralisl

66 I ear s daiightei

67 Myrna from

Monl8»ia

6* Hositanf soundii

69 fj^ihed to

Donne

DOWN
1 Posed
2 Composer
Adotphe

3 Broad Comb
form

4 Actor Richard

5 Business deal

6 ned up
7 Binersweei. eg
8 Mt lulcKinley s

kxalion

9 Decorated
fabric

10 Type style

n - out (beat)

13 Verve
1 4 Ceramic ware
19 Swerves
23 Particular

?4 AI liberly

?6 Actor McKeHen
et ai

?6 Helps

?7 Enamelware
from Trance

?9 Bereft

32 Snrggter s catch

34 Orropied with
'• *.' n < genus
It, 11 uniM-s Abtar

38 Toltei

40 Beginning

43 Farts, mou ot

the lime

46 Knotty

4a\Aclorias
son

49 Taras Bulba
auttKX

50 Insect stage

51 A Ford,

lor short

ANSWER TO
M;S'G'rI|0
CjL U eHv
CiOiR DM0

53 - first you
doni

SSFutda

57 Copycat
58 Fad
59 Time

sectors

•3 Eiiplosive

leitors

PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1—p p
u—|'~~^^BF~T~T~^B^~T' "

TJ ^^^ ^ff^

HI W Hx

7* ^^ ^^^ m^^ff~~ ^1 I ^~H^^|^B
H 1''"^ P " » I

" ^\
——HpfM

n "~n——I''

a p-IF ^iP^^
H Hn HD 1

n 1^ fe^
tWR I <w \fit<lr« f im«« Stii4(iatr ia/i4/M

Menu
Lunch

Sloppy Jo€

Clam Roil

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Dinner

HOLIDAY DINNER
Rib Roast of Beef/ Au Jus

Chicken Cordn Bleu w/
Supreme Sauce

Basics Lanch

Tofu Sloppy Joe

Clam Roll

Basics Dinner

HOLIDAY DINNER
StufTed Baked Eggplant

Broccoli and Cheese
Chicken w/ Supreme Sauce

Weather

Today: Partly sunny, 30-35.

Tonight: Mostly cloudy, chance of flurries, low 20-25

Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy, 35-40

TODAYS STAFF
Heal lllaer James Kiingle-Clark

Hcrbic, lh« ttf who wealed le be • deatlat Ronny
Reindeer

Exacatlve Elf Marc Grinchfleld

The Clant' Camera Elf Chris Klausford

Santa and Mrs. Cla«« George Frosty and
Windy Sleigh Bell

Stant EhreiDAsher. DYanacer, Primcer, Vixtine. Komit,

Kupid, DOwenner, BRickslen and Joe Frost is flying high

with Rudolph onWare-d

Executive Board -- Fall of 1 988
Pedro Pcrcira
Editor in Chief

Rick Sasson

Managing Editor

David R. Mark
Editorial Editor

Robert CiappcnncIII

Baslneaa Manager

Marc Inflcid

Prodnctlon Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1 988

Rob Ciappcnclll

Bvaineaa Manager

Barbra Hindln
Advertising Manager

Daniel Manroc
Finance Manager

Dcbra Boticnfiart

Jldvertlelng Manager

Todd Frahbels

CIrealatlon Maaagtf

Mary Httygcns

Svbacrtblloas Haaager
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women 's hoop
continued from page 28

George Washington (at Curry Hicks Cage), Jan 5.:

The Colonial Women are another team hit hard by

graduation, having lost three seniors from last year. So

far. they are off to a 1 3 start, including a win over cross

town rival Georgetown.

Leading; scorers for the Colonial Women are senior for

ward Tracey Eiirley and junior guard Karin Vadelund.

Temple (at the Cage), Jan. 7: The Lady Owls return

four starters from last year's 14 15 team. This year,

they've jumped out to a 3-3 start.

Temple was the opponent in one of the most exciting

games of last season, when the Minutewomen tipped the

Owls on Chnstel Zullos buzzer beater. 70 69 at the Cage.

Pam Balogh. a 510 senior guard forward, is the leading

returnee, along with senior guard Karen Healey and

junior forward Rhonda Bates.

Penn State (at State College, PA). Jan. 12: The Lady

Lions were hit hard by the loss ofAH America point guard

Suzie McConnell. as well as 6-3 center Bethany Collins.

McConnell was a vital part of the United States team's

drive to the gold medal this past September in Seoul.

The Lions, who reached the second round of the NCAA
Tournament last year, are offtoa 2 3 start (1 in the con

ference). Penn State still features 6 3 junior center Adrian

DeVries and 6-0 junior forward Tiffany Chill.

St. Bonaventure (at Glean, NY), Jan. 14: One of the

up and coming teams in the conference, the Bonnies have

only had a Division I program for two years prior to this

one.

This season, they are off to a 4 3 start, despite a loss

to Penn State in A-10 play. The Bonnies are led by 5 8

sophomore guard Roni Hergenroeder. UMass fans (or

those few who were there) will remember Hergenroeder

bombing away for an A-10 playoff record six three-pointers

in a loss to the Minutewomen last year in the first round

of the A-10 tourney at t)i<. r^n'e

Duquesne (at the Cage), Jan. 19: The Dukes didn't

waste any time, getting right into the AID thick of things

w ith a pair of losses to Rutgers and St. Joseph's. Duquesne

is 15 overall.

However, this is a team that returns all five starters,

including senior center Kathy Ridilla, junior guard Katie

Collins and senior forward Amy Alger, all who averaged

in double figures in scoring last season.

West Virginia (at the Cage), Jan. 19: Could be the sur-

pri.»4e of the season The Mountaineers were off to a 5-0

start before finally falling to Akron last Saturday. Still,

the quick jump was enough to earn them a few votes in

a recent AP Top 20 p<jll.

Another team with five returning starters, the Monu-
taineers feature .senior forward guard Judy Eaton, senior

guard .Jenny Hillen and stumor guard Dionne Morris.

Dartmouth (at Hanover, NH), Jan. 23: A break in the

A 10 action for the Minutewomen, as they travel north

to face a New England rival.

The Big Green, defending Ivy League champions are

paced by sophomore guard Sophia Neely.

Rutgers (at Piscataway, NJ), Jan. 26: Still the cream

of the A-10 crop, the Lady Knights were ranked 12th in

the country in a recent Top 20 poll.

The Knights won their A 10 opener over Duquesne, but

are 31 overall, including a loss to eighth-ranked Texas.

National Player-ofthe-Year Sue Wicks is gone, but there

is plenty left behind, including senior guards Telicher

Austin and Janet Malouf, senior center Missy Lender and

sophomore forward Vicky Picott.

St. Joseph's (at Philadelphia, PA), Jan. 28:The

Hawks, another perennial NCAA team, are 2-1 this year,

including a win over Duquesne. Leading the way this year

will be junior center Dale Hodges and senior forward Kim
Foley.

t'o(lr|P«n photo hy David HiKOohiKurhi

Michele Pytko and the Minutewomen don't

play until Dec. 28 at the Bath Ironworks Classic.

I)
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SAMUEL ADAMS BOSTON LAGER Qisi' $16.99 +dep.

MICHELOB (Lite. Dryl Suitcase Cans $1199

CALGARY AMBER LAGER fiom Canada 750 ml Can $1.15

$12.45 Case $3.20 6 Pk. 12 oz. Bottles

ROLLING ROCK 12 pk. Bottles 55.99

BARTLES 6^ JAYMES / SEAGRAM'S COOLERS (all flavoTsj

4 Pk. $2.99

i
n

a

a CANADIAN CLUB WHISKEY 1.75 L

f ABSOLUT VODKA 1.75 L

.G TOTTS AMERICAN CHAMPAGNE 750 ml

$16.99

$19.99

$6.99

CHATEAU ST. NICHOLAS WHITE CHRISTMAS CUVEE 750 ml
$4.99

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM THE STAFF AT SPIRIT HAUS

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED & DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER & WINE •

G ALWAYS ON HAND

1

i

i

i

"Niiv En^hvid

V/tY*?; you llw skilh

i/oti iit'ctl. AH i/<'i<

lunv Uuhh lake

tlirmciil iiihtlw

mnkdi'liHC."

•Ron Aiicli

ot McQmwis

J

Uncork

the skills

for success.
Hioopp^rtuiiitvU'

\»ork p.irt or dill liim*

iii.iniMitinj;.iMil

(,li<il!i'n>;in4; eMvin>iinH'nt

<iw.i ts VlUI

At New lingland

Bartenders SchcMil,

VMuTi Icirn Ihf \crv

nuikiLihlf skills ()i

KirV.-niiin;;.iiHl ^.iin

(he lonfiJiiKe net\1i\l

lor »he held

Find out how rewarding

bartending can K".

N'<*\\ l-.n^fiHitl

linrkMMkTs
,S<Ikm)I „ ,

C all t(xlav

(617) 247-1600

811 IVnlstdnStnvt, l^>ston, MA (121 1ft

Summer
Manaaement

Positions
Earn

$10,000
Next Summer

Own and operate
your own Rbintina

Business in over 150
locations through-
out New England,
As a one year fran-

chise, students are

fully trained and
supported. No
painting experi-

ence necessary or

any specific major
required

Please call

College Pro
Painters: in MA
1-80G424-2468;
outside MA

1-800-3464649. We
ore an equal
opportunity
employer.

College ^^'

Painters ^
^

ACTIVm^S • AUOtO
AUTO FOR SALE • C*LCJl>TCRS

9«TBJTAINI*<»<T««3« RENT
FORSAt£-«=CX(NO
Hap WANTED •t.CST

CLASSIFIED
* xV 1 »Ut iH i l .il.. I

UK r
' i1T1ti¥r'''r^-'-

••"-'''^•'^'~^-*'^""""'' ' •'" -*

INSTRUCTON • MCTCflCYLCL£S
PeSCNALS«QICE WANTED
RIDERS NffiDeS -SERVICES

POCMATE WANTE3 • TRAVa
WANTS •SUBLET

COIWE TO THE COLLEGJAN OFFICE—CC 113 MON-THURS 3:30-3:30 (FRI-2:30) • OEAOLJNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLJCATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20e/WORD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES CASA FOfl RENT
SUNDERLAND 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE >n 2 family Modern, clean.

2 minute walK to bus S to*, call 665-2897

GOLF CLUBS, COMPLETE SET $225 Call

Gary 549-6614

JUOOLMG CLUB MEETINGS will be heM
on FncJays, 3-6pm over inlefsession' Check
info (Jesk in CC lor room -

A VARliTY OF ENGINEERING I shirts are

being soM by The Socely of Women
Er)gineers in Marston 229 lor $6 00

ALL GOLDEN HEY NHS. MEMBERS
Free coffee break" Sunday Dec 18 10 00
- noon At lf>e Newman Center

THE CENTRAL AMERICAN SOLIDARITY
ASSOCIATION will hold Planmaking
meeting on next semester 5pm monday at

CC Fof info call 5-2148

COMPUTERS

WANTED: IBM or Macintosh
~ WHI pay

cash Call Jay or Michelle al 659-3700

A.8.I.D. MEETMC TODAY at noon slide

roomFAC Lots of tt>ings planrwd tor next

semester come get involved

STUDENT NOTES PRINTING SERVICE is

hinng Xerox operators for spring semester
A()ply in person 401 Student Union buiMihg
EOE/AA

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

TO~MvTrsfERS- thank youTor'sucfTa
worxJerful semester - this has been lf>e best

yet - here's to my next three -
1 love you all

-Love, Micftal

ANDI AND BUBBLES

CHEERS! to many more good times and
marks on the wall' I love you guys Merry
Chnstma* Noehoe

AUTO FOR SALE

CONTACT LENSES

SOFT CONTACT LENSES. mosT daily

wear lenses $25 Extended wear lenses
$3548 Soft tinted lenses $35-48 heal
Units $12 95 Lowest prices on contact

lense solutions Amherst Opiicia Shoppe
195 North Pleasant St (413)2Sfr«403

OOO-OAHI

DAMNI You say you like the music of Pat

sy Cline. Fabulous Thunderbirds, Chuck
Berry, Bo Oiddley George Thorogood, and
Buddy Hotly' Do you like to listen to the

blues harmonica'' En|oy haring a girl rock

n rolP Like beer blasting bar bands with

a big t>eat7 Then see Joe Crash and The
Whiplash at the Hatch this Thursday nite

And say "BUD " to Phil the bartender!

ENTERTAIMMCNT

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE on Main St

Take over lease m late Jan $175 OO* Call

Bruce at 253-5411

2 ROOMS FOR RENT on Ri g m Bielcher

town $142/month Call Steve at 256-4915

SINGLE IN TOWNEHOUSE about $300 per

month includes util Male only.

RM AVAI IN 2 BR Crestview Apt Carol
549-2638 or leave message

SPACIOUS DOUBLE LOCATED ON Mam
St near bus slop Bottom floor of house
Easy going housemates 189/month caH
now 253-2124

AIRLINE TICKET HARTFORD to Orlando
one way Dec 20 $75 Call Bil Stetson
545-3570

BRANDYWINE - 1 bedroom available for

one Of two persons starting Jan 1 Call

549 0014 leave message

ONE BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE Jan 1

Cliffside Apts Sunderland S480/mo in-

cludes all utilities Ken or Keith 665-2855

COUCH- GD. COND. 2 kitchen chairs-rugs
armschair-TV stand-Pullout couch- Must
sell Call 584-8421

1 BORM IN SOUTH AMHERST In private

home Bus route, very quiet Ranch house
$250/mo Call Rosemary Brown 253-2187

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE lor intersession

and/or Spring semester call 253-2807

1 LARGE BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt

Downtown Northampton on busline
Available Jan t 586-5865

ROOM FOR RENT ON lake 15 mins from
UMass luxury peaceful 250 367-9774

EXCELLENT 2 FLOORSl bedroom apart

ment full bathroom effective immediately
January 1 Easy access to buses, walking
distance to bars Private parking 253-2531
leave message

WANTED TWO NONSMOKING
FEMALES, large double bedroom. Rolling

Green Apt 150/monlh each 256-0954

AMHERST CENTER ONE BEDROOM
$500 month includes heat 253-7175.

FOR SALE

SKI UTAH POtWDER JAN. »-16 Plane
ticket $340 or BO Call Anne. 256-0383

GUCCfWATCHES ONLY l25-30rGreat
XMas gift call Brian 549-5440

254K CHIPS - 8 sets w/nine chips per set

Only $8 per chip or $550 For all Dave
253-7454 leave message

PAY^FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES •

Amherst two year old Income property,

positive cash flow (gross rental

ie,000/year). live rent free and make spen-
ding money tool Call Dale (413)253-9949

GORBACHEV LOVES NY,

REMEMBER THE SOUTHWEST CON-
CERT LAST SPRING? The Eastside Bat
tie of the Bands'' The party on Leverett

Road last May'' Remember the Movers?
We have a new name and expanded line-

up but we still rock and roll our brains out

and we still think UMass students en|oy do-

ing the same We re having a party at the

Hatch this Thursday Come on Down'

NAPPY BIRTHOAY

KELLY M. - Have me happiestlgth b^ay
and the Merriest X-Mas ever' I'll miss you*
Love always. Jenny

HEATHER OILMARTEN

WANTED TO LIVE IN NORTHAMPTON
OVER INTERSESSION? Take my room
|usl $100 plus utilities Call 585-8641 ask
for Ar)dy

ED FOR SALE
549-7543

Great condition $50 00

•1 VOLKSVAQEN RABBIT well malntain-

•d 117K S900/BO 546-7718

DRIVE HOME llTATiiEW tJSEO CAR. 1980
Honda Accord $1200 or 80 253-5907
Gary ("Buy my Car ")Fa<dman

HONDA ACCORD 197* Good cor>dmon
runs graati $900 or best offer 549-6167

PORD ESCORT WAGON IMS Excallant
condition A/C root rack 50,000 mile*
2S«-0t33.

PROFESSIONAL MUSK: AND lighting

system quality at unbeatabia pnces CaH us
KlubKave DJ Service*

54»«61S

ERK TOBINHEAD

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT good for two
persons on bus route availabM Jan 1 call

after 10pm 665-7579

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE in 2 bedroom
townehouse apt available Jan 1 for spring

with tan opt 549-0025

TAKE OVER 2 BEDROOM Southwood
townhouse Jan 1 Call late afternoon or

evenings 256-6490

OH MY HOOAN It's Mr Big Personal Oh

C After a year and a half of temple
,
Philly stories, taco villa odors and

your wonderfulness. what can I say except
do me lor a dollar and like it Good luck

and keep singin' the Mues Vialtordte Your
Roomie

SUBLET SECOND SEMESTER
Southwood $625/monht 253-2566

CANON TYPESTAR Sll TYPEWRITER
cassetts $50, case for TS5 $10, Dynamic
Rt7195 skis $10, Dolomite ski boots, B'/i.

$10, Roleto roller skis $50 Tim 584-0145

DORM REFRIDGERATOR caii"549-8160

leave message after the beep

PC IBM COMPATIBLE NCR modeT4 366k
mem Morrochrome monitor and printer

$750 00 kodak ektasound camera movie
1 40 zoom $75 00 Kodak movie projector

ektasound 245 $50 00 Call anytime
549-551

1

1981 RELIANT WAGON- good condition

PS PB, AC. front wheel drive- $2,000 call

549-7660- Owen

yTuNAHA SRX 250 Sport bike, 5 months
old, $1 ,500, includes full facial fielmet and
jacket Call David 1-566-8212.

FOUND

GOOD LUCK OUT IN THE REAL WORLD
next semester (It's a good thing it's not a
permanent condition') The paper won't be
tfie same witfx)ut you Attie' Cheesy Ones

"

will miss you!

HELP WANTED

FOUND - PINK SCARF IN BARTLETT
from Ireland • Call 549-8437

FROEDIPUS COMPLEX

•2 VW SCMOCCO 5 spd Dark grey new
tiraa, hma run* vary wan tSOOO Pleaaa caR

Tom54«-1ia4

YOUR OWN LARGE ROOM in Puffton

male prel CaH 549^1248 tor Jan or Fab

ROOM AVAILABLE IN NEW SALEM. 15
Minutes Irom UMass Share goroaou*
house with couple and child 22S/nio util.

ind Bat>ysittlng work available UntU 12/30
call 914-225-6810

VW QTI 1983 BLACK
Awasome Sony Bensi Stereo

Sunroof, runs great

Very reliable, fun car

$3750 or BO Ken 549-4859

AWESOME SFX STRFnG ACOUStTC
GUITAR great shape - new airings - with

caaa $100 546-6620

FRED MAGAZINE WANTS YOUR Short

stories, essays, poems, artwork, photos,
etc , for Its spring issue Deadline Feb 1,

1969 Send copies to SAO, Student Union
416, Box 218

FURNITURE

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,400-$72,SOO
now hiring Excellent benelits Call
1-312 742 1142 Ext J5931A

EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAVI Assem-
ble products at home Call for information
504-641 8003 Ext 598

HEY SPUOI

SCOffi I HOPE IT"8 NOfyou Fmlijlergic
10 if so it's been real, it's been fun-and
it's been real fun!' Good luck on Finals, and
ttay. Merry Christmas! Love, your female
hoop partner

HOLIDAY GIFT SALE
FURNITURE FOR

a budget Futons,
OUALirV NEW
STUDENTS on
bookcases, tables and more Hamalin Fur
niture 1 Short St Northhampton 586-7970
Bill or Darrin We deliver

CERAMICS DEPARTMENT POTflBV
SALE Great gift ideas
from $5 hwo days only

Wednesday and Thursday
Dec 14^15 10am 5pm at

Mun»on Annex (Next to Whilmora)

AcnvmEs • Auo*o
AUTO FCR SAL£-CALCJV>TCRS

a^BrrAiNiw»<T«"=CR -jent

FOJSAU'-KXINO
Ha? WANTE3«t.CST

CLASSIFIED
1lHil»T -^ .;a^

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN CFFICS-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 'Fqi-2:30) • OEADUNE 2 OAYS ?mOR "'O PUBLICATION • CASH

WSTTJUCTTCN • MCTCRCVLC-ES
?E?SCNAX.S«'?IC6 ATANTED

TC&S NES;® -SE.WC3
aCXXATE A/ANTE • HJAVa

WANTE}«SLaf7

N ADVANCE. 20e/WORD.0AY .=0R STUDENTS

GREENPEACE: Vju can do something to

"r T j j'jou! a oetter work) Heio «>nd noclear

oest'L.c!'on toxic contar-" 'he

>iaugn!e' ol endang- ,is

jicanpexe. tfie mternatio' i.^n-

ii organi/ation is now hiring luibpad lime

a« Hours 2 10pm salary ber>elits ad
. iicer'ients travei opportunities Alec or

11 356 1439 10am 2pm

WORK STUDY. INTERSESSION. lab

a.snAdsne' no e«p 'eq 5 7 h'/wh

$4 70 i^r 5 236-1

WINTER BREAK JOBS FOR THE EN
VIRONMENT Be une of the nighesi paid

,joi ii ji activ sts in tr>e country Clean
• » • - s paying wf\at your dedica-

Earn $7 l2/hr Prf ft F/T

,:. , .aiuable Skills Call Susan
, 349 7450

INSTRUCTION

T r >

'--^ PREPARATION Course Jan
nriersi 6 30p m ^ 30pm

; /=U'8

ORE MATH TUTOR- Algebra geomec,
-.84 '307

JACOUI MOSKIN

• YOU SEE' YOU THOUGHT YOU *

• A "uidn I ge! d personal from me ic

,oo' birthday Well you re wrong'

Happy Happy birthday" Have an

awesome lime uptown" 0" a sadder
•

• Tote I m gotng to mi»» you an awtui loi

"

• next semester so you bener xeep m
touch' Love you Stoli

MISS JACOUI LEE MOSOUIN

TO THE BEST BEOOIE-BM SISTER!
M,-ipe your 21SI birttxiay is aa special a* vou

are" I love you- hope you enjoy your first

oi'iciai personal tARA TIANNA
DMVTHVSHVN

JEN KRESS

YOU AME THE OIWATEST ROOMIE '

• 1 the whole world'" I don I know how"
'

I would have aver survived this hetl

"without you'" thank you tor everything"

"(Which is nowhere r>ear enough) i tove"

you' -Kirby P S Next samotler is

going to be out of control"

JOY SPIECELGLASS

THE CHEE2Y CLAMinEO WORKERS
Wish you a bon voyage Good lucx m Israel

Have a blast' Keep 'n touch Luv all of us

KACY PALMIERI

SHE IS MiCKEV MOUSE BOUND! She is

WAY cool' She is outta here' And we will

all miss you so-o-o-o much Have a Waat
in the amgic kingdom we il look lo* you

in those queer commercials We love you

and we II t>e thinking of you' Love & luck

Kristin Sue ingar Teresa Stacy and aN your

friend* in Gorman Baaamant

KIM. JULIE.KAREN

Kill MCPHILLIPS. JULIE MACNULTY
AND KAREN MCNAB Congratulations

9'is, Ae 3'd " all I^le nard work and effort

will finally pay oft Oh no it s lime to gel

a real life' Love Julie

LAURIE MANKO

•TO MY BEST BUDDY IN THE WHOLE*
wide world I am going to miss you

" more than anything next semester'

Just remember that I II be bach real

soon and great times are bound lo

come' Here s to ttie future'
"

Love you Beth
P S See I told you you d get a

personal'

JOSEPHINE AND KAREN: To neii
sernesler May our room oe as irv:rediOle

as it was this time arouna even if thoso
desks have to be agamsi the wall"

DAVID M : tis the end of the semester sc
I sr^all say that tialting a thousand maa«
my day Tnann vou So nave any plans
next semester (or a date party and a 'O'

map M

BUNK 46 Tna-i. yoo «or ail the iwonderful

dinners and good nmes we It be back neat
sernester for more MftK

FER- ONE MORE TIME... I have the utmost
confidence n »ou' I riope yOu do too' Love
always the E« wno s always riere 'or you

CRAKi- I AM TRULY SORRY aooui

Decemoer 4m Maytie you ll De 'ree m May
Love you favorite Cheesy One'

TO THE GIRLS AT 38 KELLOGG- 1 mean
Nutting I will miss an of you neil semester
The invitation to Sugarbjsh still stands

open I think" Love Paula

HAPPY 2tM BIRTHOAY JACOUI MOSKIN
Gel psycried lor Saturday lequiia snots on

me Uptown will never be the same Love
Ellen

BEST OF LUCK TO THE ENTIRE GREEK
AREA and LiMass on you' Imais t(i;>s>

holidays and happy new year' See you nem
semester' Love Alpha Chi Omega

SHARI DOODLE- We know you II have an

eicelieni 'me m the Holyland' We re go-

ing to miss you like cra/y'" No
BdOPCW/OU' Love Oork and Nose

SCOTT SOLOMON- 1 H meet you at the

Newman Schnewman anytime' Love tne

Moo Shu QuPen

HEY SUZANNE AND JUUEI We re going

to hav« a super cool time next semester'

So get psyched lor your new addr*** Love

Jen and the rest loops i mean Slet'l

BETSY MY BEAUTIFUL BROWN EYED
girlfriend Happy 2lst birthday to the t)e»i-

kx>king tirl in lt>e world land 11^ rno*l

ieshr>et| 1 love you my little^poop. Larry

WEEPIE SAY8.Tliappv bMtltday to my
Boo Boo

LOST

LOST BLANKET - XMas gift m tovirer library

Friday pelase call 549 9936 Reward

LOST BLACK ELLSKIN WALLET with

hawaiian and MA license Need back

before holidays 253-5496

LOST A GOLD ROPE BRACELET if found

please call Rich 6 8634 Reward

LOST ON SUNDAY DEC. 4 in/around

Franklin D C gold ft black onyx bracelet

of great sentimental value If found, please

call Heather at 546-6409 Reward

LOST MASS ID ON 12/4. Carmen payne
Please call 549-7476

MERRY XMAS

2nd FLOOR WASHINGTON- Have the

best intersession' Keep in touch' I'll miss

you guys Merry XMas and do it up on New
Years' Love - Janny

NINE PUFFTON VILLAGE

KIM, JULIE. AND PANDA: To the best

roommates anyone couW have' Best of luck

on finals and have a v«)ndertul Christmas'"

Love Julie.

PANDA HALLORAN

GOOD LUCK NEXT SEMESTER SHAN-
NON! Graduation will be here before you

know It Hope you have a great semester
Love Julie.

PERSONALS

MICHAL:
TO OUR MOST ADORABLE

ROOMMATE Finally your own personal"

(We got the hint)
\

' Have one awesome birthday and get
|

psyched for the best birthday bash in
"

the Big Apple'" We love you
\

Josephine and Karen

MICHAL: HAPPY EARLY BIRTHOAY- You
are what a big sister is all about" You've

shown me the true meaning ol a friend
'

We'll always be forever I love you

HAPPY BIRTHOAY MICHAL My little sis

IS linally growing up' Get psyched only 1

year to go' Love Elisa

PAIGE ANOSTAO: WHAT A SEMESTER'
Got me twning, what about you?

JOSH AND MARY - Happy earty bir

thdays' You both are awesome Iriends

Love, Krisien and Nail

LISA WALDRON1 1 can t wait to ba room
mies merry XMas baby" See you m
January Love Minam

TOM • THE PAST FEW WEEKS nave been

very special I H miss you during mierses

sun Love Marissa

JANINE I AM GOINC TO MISS you Cutie'

Bui don t yvorry I know wf>ere you live I luv

ya your big SIS

HEY SIGMA KAPPA- Good luck on finals'

Have some fun and don t gel too stressed

out and that's and order'

TO OUR SIGMA KAPPA IDOLS: Pam
Erin and Knsieae (the graduating senors)

Best of luck We re all gonna mi»s you

something awful' Love the Sister*

TO EACH OTHER: I love you I kw* you

too Andrew arx) Kim

DP. DOUGH WILL BE hiring counter help

and delivery persons at Ihe t>eginning of

ne>l semester

OAVIOD JEFFREY MAISEV- you f* legal

on December 22nd' Get wicked trashed'

Party with Spuds' Get psyched' I love you"

Bubeleh

TOOD- I knew you ware fuN o* it'

ANDREA- Thank you SO much lor all your

help this semester' You saved me more

times than I can count' Love. Your Ad Rep
from Hell

KELLY. CATHY. DENISE. WEEZY,
TRACY.

JoAnn Karen and Leanne- I m
gonna miss you all so much next

semester' Thanks for all the fun

limes and great memories'

Love Heattier

BOB DILLON
Congrats little brother

You re awesome
Love Diane Z

LOOKING FOR: Almost six Tool military

man fCK cheap and meaningless fling much

slack will be cut' Love Diane

HEY MR APRIL AND not SO innocent

Craig Believe il or not we re gonna miss

you and your mischief Don I worry we II be

breaking into your new room soon Love

LiI'Deb. Mick. Kryn and Knstin

GAIL HAWKSLEY: When they say a sister

IS a friend forever they had you in mind

Thank you for everything I love you alol'"

Diane

HEATHER LASSMAN^ew sister of SOT
Congratulations" I love you' Your Mom

JUNIOR. "Weeell neeeveer maake ittt

"

Seriously merry Christmas HI miss you'

Love always. Gail

JACK - 1 wish you weren't graduating Im

going to miss you Best of luck always I

love you, Kelli

POOKY DID YOU EVER THINK we would

be spending our 5lh CHRISTMAS
TOGETHER' Well here we are and there

will be more to come I love you Geek

ROVING REPORTER BLONOA. Tania^

Gina Beona, Karen' Jim you weirdo and

Tom who travels when I beg him to (thanks

buddy). Katie, Nina, John. Mike and

Everybody I'm forgetting (sorry) You are a«

Ihe absolute best friends anyone could

have' Merry Christmas' Love Maria

TO THE ONLY NEIL ON CAMPUST Do you

want to watch LA Law' I promise your fee'

won't feel left out' You know exactly who"

MIKE- After two plus years I still think you're

the tiest Love. Karen

FINEAS T, MARK, FREDOO. JOHN,

GATOR AND ZIGGYItlThanks for all the

fun this semester' Merry Christmas' Love

Maria

JANINE WARNER -'r»»i«
"J^* J^'<'"9

with you so much but I am glad < 1»« '"I'S

Thance to meet one of the best friends I

t,ave ever had Thanks Love Maria PS
Merry Christmas. Hasia Luego Buena

suerte '«'" "'""""^ *"** ""* *' ^
greatest New Year because YOure going

to stop smoking' (hey. you promised') Love

M

MEY S WEBSTERI Good luck on finals I

"ave Ihe best floor. Ihe best co-RA and the

best slalf on campus Thanks' Love

Ronnie

YOU MARC! This ones lor you' Hav* a

great day Here's looking at you'

JIM CLARK- Expect a hostile laneover of

jOoraes" Cy supe"0''o'ces Ma Ha Merry

Christmas Love .

can stay on Matt

13tti FLOOR KENNEDY >-

Arii>»,f "laf s. t* ^ 0*?*^ a wei

MATT ABRUZZO - It s your bHttlday'' I like

• - . • ...».:.. v^, ^hii rtry her

i the
.jling

wno to.ei ya^ n-gs an-- msses '"e Arc-

tic Table

DIANE LAPEIRRE- Ma»e an awesome tme
n Oregon :

' "^"SS yOu Beware o' pond
scum and •emem/af rule -2 Love Ronnie

BEATRICE MARtm- Que te divertas en
espana Te ecnare de merws Gracia por

tu ar^stao Con carirw Veronica

<%HFi| a KANE— I'R Oa « Florida in two
Vermont m s» So what i m

; say is Thanxs for maxmg
tn s S.J '

.1 great semoalor hopefully "^le

next one wit) 0* evn batter The U L a •

:

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEB' Wa lOve yOu .

& Ang

KELLY AND CHRIS
Happy ann.^ersa'y

I love you guys' Love f-ner

LARRY- CONGRATULATKMS. Dut^rtiat

will 1 do witryout you' I love you mora than

words can say Betsy

THIS GOES OUT TO -«3 SOUTHWOOD
Thanns 'or the oest sertiesier yet Definite

ly tne ultimate party paopM Lov* you

USCH ft STALI

WANTED VOCALIST/KEYBOAROMT in

to progressive art 'oci covers and originals

to )Oin three-preca baf»d Can Chris

546-4186

HAPPY BIRTHOAY DEB1 The real thing is

belter 'han a stuted animal' You re

awesome' Love jen

U.CV AT id SWILL VILLAGE I'v* had a

great time this sema»tar in mi»s you guys

a wicked MM but I II b* back with OftA ll

get psyched lor New yaar * with OP

DANOUOLESI I hopa I'm (till your fnand

Sorry for being so busy Lov* Alexia

"I LOVE THIS HOUSCt" Happy 21(t Karon

Meet you m Boaton You guy* ara ttio

best"

SUZIE^ - Gwumpkia You are the *lime

m my b*llyt>utton Hav* a great mtar***-

sion' Lov* Bamay

STACEY Finiah your papar* and gat raaSa
for our wild int*r»*»*ion LOv* your

Roommat*

OCB. I'M LOOKING FORWARD to aH the

oood timo* that w* will have m the fuiur*

Oh. and tt>* lunny-»oo»ing kid*

CHRIS OOOOE- Plaaaa don't b* mad at ma
for not bemg at tf>e library' l don't rnean to

do it' I know you sliM love me' Have a gret

Chri»tma» and an awosorrye New Year I'll

miss you' Barbr*

OREEnIyES. thanks for a beautiful

semester Thnx of me during intersession

Ti voglio bane, mia cara Blue Eyes

JEN - Dave and T wish you good luck on

finals. Merry Christmas and a happy new
year Love, image

ADAM W OF SAM: Thank you 'or being so

awesome" Have a great mtersession • don t

get too tan and don t miss me too much
111 see won I I' Don t guess • you know

who It S from -Me

SCCrr 8. I want Ihe world to know that 1

luv you' I had a great semester with you

Love TB

TAMMI W: Hapipy birthday from another

December 1 4th baby Me

SHARON RUBINSTEIN Good luck Happy
braduation' You deserve the best

FURNITURE - Couches dmmg table

dressers best offer call 256-0020

SCOTT M - You can use my notes anytime

K

HEY! m mi«s yaf Vav* a great Draak'

You re the best

SPAOETTI
Here's a big

thank u

Love Dam B

TO THE CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
TKj^i^*.; 1(^1 ^11 .^r\j. 11^1^ *!!'« .^n/l pr*Of-' ' M

SUSAN OITULLIO Don I forget about us

next semester Have a great t.me m Italy

We'll miss you CIAO' Love Deanne and

Hope

YO BABY POP!.. Do I naad 32 oz of any

liquid'

CRABTREE RESIDENTS: Good luck on

finals 'rom the first floor know t all'

TILLA JACOBA, Happy birthday Love

MDNI

GINNY. MICHELE. DEB- The best ofTimes

are yet lo come' you guys are great Hap-

py birthday Gmny Love Joe Woody

JANA - Good luck on finals I'm with you

all the way - Erica

TO THE CUTEST GUY IN ECON 303. You

are an Econ god' Thanks for all your help-

An Econ Goddess wanna be

SEE YOU IN THE SPRING UMASS! I m
back'

HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY, GINA. Hava a

great day, GMD' Love. $$D

Ing

THANKS FOR A WONDERFUL
SEMESTER! You are bizarre, but never

tX)ring' Jodi

JOY BLACK MHC my $80 or a pnvate par

ty for my friends, nothing you havon't done

before Love Jonny

CONGRATULATIONS TO TMI now *iat*r»

of Sigma Delta Tau

PATRICK HANNIGAN! Congratulations

buddy' Vou re outta here and on to bigger

and better things We love you and wish

you the best Love, all of us Knalin and

Kacy

TO THE WILD AND CRAZY GORMAN
GIRLS! You re the Destesl friends anyone
could nave' Good luck on fmals and
sniffle, sob. sob, cry cry, nail' I m going to

miss you' Oh enough of that WeH C<ao for

now' Love. The ott>er Qormanita

tAVOniTE WINTER BABIfcS'

Sueano Er<' Ma-
cake' We love >

,

2"3:e and Tree

SARA- 1 coukin I p<k a better 'oommate
I II miss you ryext serryester Please write'

Good luCk of finals' Luv ya Amy

SUNSHINE: Across the distance ] lov* you

always Sean

HEY MAGIC-BOY' Do •'' Tne sieare says

I -n pe^.tfrted' Get him And. please gel his

pre^, p<nk SOCKS tor me Ballerina

HAPPY BtRTHOAY ALAN T! Thought

about getting a irig to "uss yOur no But

opted for a personal Emjoy this Alan i m
ryot giving you anything elsa Love C

WSIOCNT 8TU0 MUFFIN of 1 4th floor

Happy t80< t)«thoa» Kev n' Congrats Love

vOu harem Hockn Bone' and 'he Nero

KAREN HERE IT IS Merry X MaS Mme

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS 10 a* me Scari"'

lO on the eigfMh floor'

JACOUI, JACOUI. JAC . yo..

can gc ..ptoA'"' A>r"^ evf- ,'own

ID' Happy DirthOay <j.'- ^.,.- J-, --orget

about yOor finals HAVE FUN LOve your

Sisters

DEAR JACQUELINE- Finally legal to the
• .-- ,,-,„ 11 always De my litlte' Hope

i, wish corryes true red ribtXXI

.e your Pseudo Big

HAPPY 21*t BIRTHOAY JACOUI! Its

aoout tirrie the last ol the 3 original

freshmen grew up' Get psyched for Saiur

day Night Love Elisa

BETH STOLLER- Good luck m the real

world' We re going to miss you We WUV
you always Your three roomies

PAM KARP. MOVIE STAR- HAPPY BIR
TmOAv We Friday ifie i3th people have

to stick loge'her' Hoping your day is like

stars Dirtnaay shoukJ be E3

JOOSTER AND OEANNAMUL So you

are gcxrtg abroad to sp*e your hair and take

over Amsterdy" Have a blast stay health

and rerryembe' your best fneryds wfK> kjve

yOu and Will miss you' Love
feBLBSROL

- 'or

ar

CVtELE-Fro-*-"" "" *^-

UMa»*li»* T'-
tjaing *n u"C*
times 'G
thwooc
fun Me-f -::.;.:- -i-

Lov* Stacy

6th FLOOR JOHN ADAMS '. i Ottr\ a

great se"iesie- v-ju are ai' ie'"'ic' (jood

lock on finals' Have a wonde^ui vacation'

I H miss you next (ame»t*r Love Joy

RE<MNA^Have aoraat time m Italy We win

miss you Third Floor Canco

BETH OOONNELL Happy anniversary' i

bat you forgot at>out your caveman' i k>ve

you' Trev

TINA MACDONALO Congratulations on

your pinning You loo Bob Love Steph and

Dayrta

KEL • You legal Maddog'" Have a

ph*nomin«l birttyday tonrKjrrow'" We tove

you" Karen Sharon and Cathy

BILLOEHME land OEOl Happy beuted >y

day' It s trie end of an era but onwards to

biggar and better things ino pun mdandad)'

I II miss you' Roberta

BETH JACKSON - 1 haven tl>a*n itw bast

of friends this semester IhjI I n mi»s you

very much' Good luck in an you pursue'

Lov* Sll

SfACEVPEJWV- Havoa graal ChnWmas
and thanks for being an awesome pal'

'

Lov* always. 3-2-3

JOHN JOSEPH SANTOMASSINO Jay

You are my best 'nend ana so much "Hjfe

I will always be there lor you Good lock

noxt semester in miss you' I L Y -Lon

MIKE TRUOETFeoling Wue buddy'

MNA 4 KKWriE; I m gonna miss you guys'

I wi*h you botti Ihe best of luck' I hope to

saa you over break - even though your

Graduates' You txjth oetter come visit

sniff sniff peace ft love Me

DAN MONROE!! YOU ARE THE
SECOND
• coolest person at the University' A

close friend of mme once said Best
"

" of luck at life isn I that prlound" "

•
It s been an odd semester thanks

' Sae ya m iha Sunshine Slate. LT

AWESOME PERFORMiUtCe W
SFIELD Kace" in miss you singing r the

tria'-'oo-n Love Tree

ctRIAN - Ktet u on NHamplon OuS sat night

i.ie to see you ag*tf< Elk-Non-Brando witn

lean lackei

HOT WGHTS: COCO mOIOI OMNM.
•eoaemusK Sandy baacttas andyoutnd
yOu' 'riends Affordable spring break trips

to Jamaica Cancun and Daytona CaM

Karen or Shara at 546-6612 or Meredith al

54^5242

ROB KENNEDY

Lrf

HOLLY BELLEMORE. Happy birthday on

Sunday' Love Kevin

KALUHA SUE We II miss you Have a blast

in Spam Love the BimbobuSting Van

Chicks

HOLA! MARIEL. SUE, SAM. Craig Mark

Rob KftK MftD Raf K,«e Pepe Dave 4

Steve Thanks for an awesome semeste'

Vou are all wondertui friends and I ll miss

you a lot' Happy holidays' Love Magaly

WAYNE: THANK YOU FOR
EVERYTHING, Vou are a very special

fnend and I II miss you a lot'" remember
(listen) I love you Magaly

TO PAUL AND TROY - My two great Mjes
• Happy January' Have fun with us' Love

Madame M

MERRY X-MAS BERRY. FUZY, LINT, and
Christine See you next semester m
Webster Love Minam

NEIL BOGNAR! Ilove you' Merry XMas'

Love Mim

TO TONETMi bueno amigo hispamco Hap-

py late birtfiday' Good luck on El examen
1 will see you over wmtersession - Love

Boushska

NEANDERTHAL WOMAN LOVES
ARUNAS • Now that we have your anen

tion Happy birthday. Bicky"

J<3HN. IM CRAVING Bruegger*. aren't

you' Meet me 11 30 on the 18th tonite

P S I love you more than the ducks love

popcorn' Love. W P '

SESS AND BELLY . We iTneveTlbrgel you

good luck in tt>e Future' Your brotliers of

Theta Chi

JEN AND STEF: I m really gomg lo miss

you two next semester* Don t forget me and

make sure you miss me - aKM' This ain't

from Wendie VHkie ils form Shan

CEBBY DOOK
Good luck next semester Swili

Village will never be the same
witriout you' You are a great

roommate and a very good Iriend

Rememtier you are always welcome

to come and visit as long as U come
with ak;ohol or drugs' We wilt miss

you blonde No niore 5 al 5' Luv.

Kelga. Zon Synda and Dolleen

P S Were your car keys really an*

accident'""

HEY ROW Good HKx at Merrimack -«* are

an going to mis* you" Lov* all your fnortds

in Gorman Basement

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 SMALL ROOM AVAILABLE in nonsmok

ing house Large backyard deck and

firapiac* 190'month • electricity Call

549-0403

SHARE A ROOM lOOtl from SWesI for

spring Ja" rent I'ee 549 8464

<< MILE FROM CAMPUS female n**d*d

to »har* room in 4 bedroom apt

$l*0/month Call 2S6-8734

$100 REWARD- 1 male roommate need

ed to take over lease m soumwood apts

pay only $56 for fUeraeasion Vary qu«t can

253-7153

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO take

over lease for soring semesle' starting FeO

isl in Southwood Townehouse 253-5717

Keep trying

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE room <r,

new apartmeni Please clal 256-6747 Op-

tor 'or 'all lease

ROOM IN 4 BEDROOM HOUSE AvailaOle

now till June 7530754 Leve r^iessage

TAKE OVER LEASE ' large room m Bnt

tany janiie $290 lor 1 or $140 lor 2 Can

256 1230

PUFFTON OWN ROOM/BATH n 2

Dedroom apt From Feb onwards Call

5496249

BOSTON FEMALE DECEMBER GRAO
LOOKING '0' female 'oomate to share an

^p- n me North End Great kxation'

Reasonable rent Call Mana 549-6291 or

after Dec 2' 506 879-6585

STARTING FEBRUARY 1, graduating

seno' lining in quiei 2 Bedroom Nortnamp

ton apartmem with 2 part tir»>e cats

Rent $237 50 including heat • hot water

Call 585-0872

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Amherst

sna'e oa""^ 'p-^jie neve' me'e 253-2018

evenings

ROOMMATE NEEDED Trni nd tor Brittany

manor Move n 'or Spring lor only 140/mo

neat 'ree call «ev 256-8' 52

FOR JAN CENTER OF AMHERST 'umisn

ed apt 1 or 2 prn WuS' **«' ?539104

Stacy

HELP'" T»»o fenvaies seek to sublet apart

ment for intersesskjn Call Sue 546-8983

ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED nouse dose to

campus Own room washer 4 dryer

Heating included Happy household pn

549-4793 Laurie

HOUSEMATE WANTED House n town

behind BayBan«s Large 'urmsned single

room Cheap rent Walking distance to

campus Bus route Call Elissa 549-8294

Lease starts Jan i

WANTED: 1 or 2 non-smokers lor large

Dedroom m a 3 bedroom Pufton Apt

available January 549 '302

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED lo share a

room in a 3 Bdrm apt Puffton Great place

great rent great location Call 549 6291

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED A S A P^

FOR Townehouse apts Share room in 2

bedroom apt CaH anytime (leave message)

549-8049

BRANDYWINE- one female roommate

needed for spnng semester Opton to ave'

lease for next year Call 549-0607

ROOMMATENEEOED IN T01WNEHOUSE
spring semester big single available

549^4908

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share a

one bedroom ClifSKJe apt w/an easy going

senior If interested please call Beth al

665 4550

SANDRA JASPAN

CONGRATS ON YOUR EARLY GRADUA-
TION! Ha ha' Two rnore years ol school lor

you we re really going to mis* you' Love,

13 15G. '/J ol 48. "i of 9

GIFTS
U-Arts art sale — Friday December 16

8 00 - 5 OO in Ihe Campus Center Original

st*dent artwork

SERVICES

IM STTLL TYPINOr 2r bborseviai
Delivery too Call Kevin 549-0116

TYPING ON WP. ta/paga.
Amherst 253-3053

CtrMr of

BABY. I M THERE WHENEVER you need
me Love you ChiCk

iNTEflVSTEO IN DIRECTING or

choreographing West Side Story Tt>e

Music Theatre Guikl is accepting applica-

tK)ns for these orysitioos until December 16

Interviews will be new the following week

This IS a great opportunity for anyone wrtyo

has considered getting involved but has not

found the opening For mfo about applica

lions or any aspect of the Guild caH Adam

at 256^)669

TYPING CONE AT REASONABLE RATES
Spelling checked call Paula 665-8941

RESUME TYPESETTINO. Inexpensive

Ver. experienced Overnight iaaarwnter

qua'ty Pick up drop, drop-ofl availaiM

Lisa 367 9940

PAINTING ft CARPENTRY t«3e'enceC
jei- i3aDle grea" 'a'es ''ee estimates

bet 846""

WORD-PROCESSING WRITING, editing

,3*s«:oc puoi shing So^: '
••-•- "--^ugh

janua'v 5848884

OVERNKJHT TYPING! Best joi.ty m town

Cai Ba"> 348 9436 tOann-iipm

, TYPING/WORD PROCESSING ri|iirt«||y

ser\,<e 323 4579

JAN 3-13 and 16-27. 8:30 to 3 30 w* ar*

ottering training 'c oecome a certi'ied f>ome

health aide Ahe- completing orw of these

sessions we wiU put you to worn n areas

around your home O' school Moors will

revolve around you' scr^eaJie Call

80(^334 3073 to register

ProlaeaionaNy typaiai re*umes

fast and inoxpansiv*

ClKXMe from 28 fonts

Can Wendy at 586-2405

Please laav* a mosaage
if I m not home

SKI"

LANGE ZS LADIES • New $150 00-80
T,' i a ?50 a" metal $75 0&6O Call now
-13 'S3'

SKI AND SAVE WINTER SEMESTER

SKI ANO SAVE WINTER SEMESTER free

Ski pass Stranon Mt room and board 0*c

26 to Apr* 3 do d«Ms nwmtananc* odd

loPs sav* 2 to $3,000 CaH 602474 4140

Three Ml Inn Jamaica VT

SUSAN OITULLIO

GOOD LUCK M ITALY NEXT SEMES'TER
SUE! Don 1 miss me too much I II miss you'

Love KaMy

THANK YOU

TO THE WOMAN AND MAN who helped

rrye reach brown and ca*ad for emdical fialp

after lirvjing me s<ck atona the path lo

Sytvan before Thankagnnng May god Ha**
yOu -Erin At)Oey

THE BOYS NEXT DOOR

FATS. REGGIE. BRK). ANO GWOK
c rnon kid try not to miss uS too much over

br*ak< Tl\an( lor ttw stolen goods the

tr*** wi«i rais naai*. Ih* puz* from fami

ly You don't raapact no s tido Youaint
right kid Don t raiaa your haal over 65

Happy Guiumpkio* and Merry Christmas

Radrtjm" LOV* the Women next Ooor P S

Ke*p your hand* out of warm water

UMQC SMOLE/DOUBLE ROOM m 3

bedroom ^yartmem 'or Jan Can 2564241

1 BR IN COLONIAL VLG APTS for in

te'sessior $'60 call Sudhi' 253-5331

Leave msg

WINTER SUBLET 4 oarrm m houaa naar

campus call 253-0765

1 -3 PEOPLE for house hear MXlpu* lor «»

tcsession CaH 2564404

TNAVn.

WANTED TO 00 TO CAUFORMAT Naad
to sell ticket I'om Boston to Reno Jan 10

$225 Of BO Call 256-6747

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

FAST. PROFESSIONAL TYPING Ac

Curacy guaranteed Reasonable rates

Grammar spe«ctwcking GK>ria 323-5140

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
reliable on carrypus a'fordaoie spell

ing/grammar reviewed 584 7924 Nancy

WANTED

2 FEMALES WANTED TO SHARE ^m
bedroom Southwocw apt sngieS2'5 .ri.^'o

room$190mc 256 '362 A,3„at>ie J3n t

WANTED TO RENT

LOKING FOR FEMALE TO lake large room
in beautiful house close to campus
5494151

FEMALES SEEK 3-4 bedroom apt Nor
inampton area for Spnng Call Jodi

546 8656

HOUSING/ROOMS/SUBLETS neede Jan
2 14 Call SBMC 256-8615 9am 7pm

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS 2 bedroom
ap' n Amherst quiet setting 665-7006

GRAPHICS
I

• Thank you This semester has been

'

• full of late late nights and incredible
'

"headaches but you stuck it out Askle'

•from the bad nights and lack of sleep. I"

" hope all of you had fun That is wtiat its'

all atiout anyway, right"'

•fWe mil kHoic il'i not Iht mtuitt . .
./'

If there are thmgs any of you teal *

• should be changed, tell rrye your sug-
"

• gestions The hours we speryd with
*

" each otfier, hell nights and ottyerwi**,

'

sfiould be the best possitile

I hope next semester starts off a*
*

" well as this one ended Vou are rea»y
*

" a terrific crew Im psyched we got to
"

" know each other and work togettier *

Happy Holidays Take care over in-
•

• tersession And to the graduates — *

goodbye and GOOD LUCK
|

Witti love

Wan

-<i-^^
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Men's hoop to take on Lowell in Cage

Cotlvffian photo by Andrvw Riat

Anton Brown and the Minutemen
face Lowell tonight.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team has won two games in a
row.

Tonight at 7 p.m., it plays its final game
before Christmas. It's opponent will be

Division II Lowell University.

All though it may not seem obvious,

those are three very good reasons for the

Minutemen not to take Lowell lightly.

UMass, which looked very strong in a

79-69 win over Northeastern University

Saturday night, is 3-2 and has a chance to

go into intersession with some real

momentum.
But to take the Chiefs, last year's na-

tional champion, lightly could easily ruin

that.

Lowell lost six players from last year's

championship team, and head coach Don
Doucette who left for the University of

North Carolina-Asheville and was replac-

ed by Stan Van Gundy.
The losses have left the Chiefs in limbo,

and probably account for their 3-8 start.

Last weekend, Lowell traveled to

Syracuse, NY, and split a pair of games in

the LeMoyne Tournament. The Chiefs lost

to Cheyney University, 69-52, in the first

round and beat Dowling, 90-71 in the se-

cond round.

Co<aptains Leo Parent and Brian Parath

lead the Chiefs in scoring. Parent, a 6-foot-6

senior center, is tops on the team in points

per game (25.8) and rebounds per game
(9.9). Parath, a junior guard, averages 18.5

points a game.
For the Minutemen, the captain is also

the leading scorer. After a slow start, senior

forward David Brown has been hot in his

last two games and leads UMass in scor-

ing (17 ppg) and rebounding (10.4 rpg).

A pair of freshmen. Jimmy McCoy and
Anton Brown, have also taken a large part

of the responsibility for the teams success

so far.

McCoy scores 15 points a game. Brown
averages 13.4 points and 3.4 assists, and
was named Atlantic 10 Rook ie-of-the-Week
for last week.

Saturday was the first solid game from
senior forward Duane Chase. An early

slump is reflected in Chase's numbers (8.6

ppg and 7.2 rpgi.

But the play of sophomore forward John
Tate (8.8 ppg, 7.6 rpgi has boosted the

Minutemen in their first five games.
On paper, tonight's game is one UMass

should and can win. The Minutemen just

have to make sure they take Lowell as

seriously as they did Northeastern.

Hoop du-joun Sixfoot-9 center Ben
Grodski, who severely sprained an ankle
last Friday, is questionable for tonight.

After tonight, the Minutemen will have
14 days off. They will be in action next at

the Florida Today Classic Dec. 29.

UMass will battle Florida Tech in the
first round while Boston College will meet
Coastal Carolina in the other first-round

game.
The Minutemen will then dive into the

A- 10 schedule, and play 10 conference

games in a row, beginning with West
Virginia in a game at the Springfield Civic

Center January 3 at 7:30 p.m.

UMass will play Temple in Springfield

January 8 at 7:30 p.m.

The Minutemen have been a stronger

second-half team, outscoring opponents
203 185 They have been outacored 173-170

in the first half.

Hoops over
intersession
For all of you staying in

Amherst over break look-

ing for something to do,

here are UMass' hoop
teams home schedules.

BSett

Jan 3 West Virginia
•(SCO 7:30

12 Temple *'Spnngfield)

7:30

14 Duquesne 2 pm
16 St. Bonaventure 7:30

19 Rhode Island 7:30

Women
Jan 5 CJeorge Washington
7:30

7 Temple 7:00

19 Duquesne 5:00

21 West Virginia 7:00

A busy break for women's hoop
12 games on tap

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

As of today, the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team is

5-0, enjoying one of its best starts ever.

By the time intersession is over, the

Minutewomen will have placed 12 more
games under their belts, and will have a
better idea of where exactly this team will

be going this year.

Early entries have this team under first-

year coach Kathy Hewelt heading for

bright days very quickly. However, the

Minutewomen have yet to open the Atlan-

tic 10 conference part of their schedule.

The following is a review of the games
the Minutewomen will be playing during
the break:

Bath Ironworks Classic (at Portland,
ME.), Dec. 28-29: UMass took part in this

four-team tournament last season, falling

to Tulane University in the first round before rebounded to beat the Col-

lege of William and Mary in the consolation match.
This year, along with the Minutewomen, the tournament will feature the

hosts from the University of Maine, as well as two new faces — Providence
College and Georgia State.

Rhode Island (at Kingston, RI), Jan. 3: This will be the A- 10 opener
for the Minutewomen. The WRams are off to a rough start this year, hav-

ing dropped six of their first seven contests.

URI, however, does return one of the tougher players in the conference

in 5-foot-ll senior forward Val Gorman, but losing four starters from last

year's 7-21 club hasn't helped.
continued on page 26

t Mllrgian photo by David Higashlgaclli

Beth Wilbor and the Minutewomen will have
a busy intersession schedule once the A-10 games
begin.

Sox swing deal, get Murphy and Esasky
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston Red Sox,

still reeling from the free agent loss of

Bruce Hurst to San Diego, filled two other

holes Tuesday by acquiring southpaw Rob
Murphy and first baseman Nick Esasky in

a five-player deal with the Cincinnati Reds.

After negotiating for more than a week,

the Red Sox completed the trade, sending

outfielder-first baseman Todd Benzinger,

right handed pitcher Jeff Sellers and a

player to be named later to the Reds.

Esasky, 28, hit .243 with 15 homers and

62 RBI's in 122 games last season. He com-

mitted just six errors in 116 games at first

base.

Murphy, 28, was 0-6 with a 3.08 earned

run average and three saves in 76 relief ap-

pearances. He was used mainly as the set-

up man for the Reds ace reliever John
FVanco.

"We have been searching for left hand-

ed help for our bullpen for quite awhile,

and we believe that Murphy will be a

tremendous addition and certainly en-

chance our depth there," said General
Manager Lou Gorman, who ended a search

of several years for a top left handed
reliever. "He is one of the premier left-

handed relievers in the game today."

The acquisition of Esasky also brought
the Red Sox a steady presence at first base.

The duties were handled last season by
Benzinger, Dwight Evans and Larry
Psurish.

"We feel that he will provide more power
for us at first base, especially at Fenway
Park," Ck>rman said.

Benzinger, 26, moved from the outfield

to play first base for the first time last

season. He hit .254 with 13 homers and 70
RBIs. He is a switch-hitting native of

Cincinnati.

Benzinger broke with Boston in 1987, hit-

ting .278 with 8 home runs and 43 RBIs.

Sellers, 23 and considered a top prospect
three seasons ago, was inconsistent and
had control problems. He was 13-22 overall,

including 1-7 diu-ing a hard-luck season in
1988.

In five of his losses, the Red Sox were
shutout, including on Oct. 1, in the next to
last game of the season when he was
beaten 1-0 in Cleveland despite allowing
just one hit and striking out career-high 10
batters in 7 1-3 innings. In his other two
losses, the Red Sox scored one run and four
runs.

Sellers also missed two months when he
suffered a broken hand after being hit by
a line drive off the bat of Cleveland's Joe
Carter.

A wish list

for UMass
athletics

Dear Santa:
Oh I've been soooo good this year San-

ta. I've helped little old ladies across the

street, eaten all my vegtables, and always
tipped the bartender.

I know you've been watching who's
been naughty or nice. I've thought real

hard and I don't think I did anything
wrong all year, so I'm going to make an
extra special Christmas list. If I could see

just a few of these presents under the tree,

you'd make me and so many other people

very happy.

Ronn Garry

Here is my Christmas list:

• A 7-foot-2 recruit for head basketball

coach John Calipari and the Minutemen.

• To see the women's field hockey and
soccer teams start a new streak to the

NCAA Final Four.

• Let UMass find out that quarterback

Dave Palazzi actually has another year of

eligibility left.

• Please let Wade Boggs stay in

Boston. If the best hitter in baseball is

showing us loyalty, maybe we should

show some back.

• Let Bruce Hurst lose every one of his

starts with the Padres. I really hope
Benadict Arnold has an ERA of 9.55. PS.
Santa, put a lump of coal in Mr. Loyalties

stocking.

• Please give the Bruins some button-

down shirts to match all their ties. And,
could you give the Bs some checking in-

tensity and a better than .500 record.

• A one-way ticket for Tony Eason to

the Home for Terrible Quarterbacks.

• To see the women's basketball team
continue its winning ways throughout the

Atlantic 10. P.S., thanks for coach Hewelt,

5-0 is the way to go.

• For Matt, can you please let the Pitt-

sburgh Penguins finally make the

playoffs.

• Let the NBA suspend the season un-

til Larry Bird gets back in March. Is it my
imagination or has the NBA been a lot

more boring this year?

• Of course, our dearest wish: A UMass
hockey team and multi-purpose arena I

know it's coming, but with the Boston
Slasher, Mike Dukakis, I won't rest easy
until I see a Zamboni between periods of

a Minuteman hockey game.

• I'd like to see bigger crowds at some of

the lesser-known sports like swimming
and water polo. While we're at it, can we
get a real rage in the cage?

• Can we also put an indoor track at

the arena so we can finally see the UMass'
track teams at home?
• My biggest wish is to see both UMass

basketball teams make the NCAA Tour-

nament. I'd be nice for another whole year

ifwe can at least make it to the Final 64.

• A dome over the boyden courts so the

UMass tennis teams can have a season

free of rain-outs.

• Let seniors David Brown and Duane
Chase have all-conference all-star

seasons.

• Let UMass freshmen basketball stars

Jim McCoy and Anton Brown have
younger brothers that want to attend

UMass in the future.

• Put a lump of coal in the Kentucky
Wildcats stocking.

• Give the women's soccer team
another shot at Wisconsin, this time on

a nice day.

• Ditto the field hockey team against

Northeastern.

• Could you please leave some scholar-

ship money under Jeff Gettler's tree. The
men's soccer team is sooo close to making
the playoffs, this could push us over the
edge.

• A rabbit's foot under new women's
gymnastics coach Alfie Mitchell.

• And finally, please give lots of luck
and success to all the UMass sports teams.
Thank you Santa. I'll leave something

for you and the reindeer to eat.
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The National Association for the

Support of Recorded Music, Inc.
"If it's in a record store or any catalog we have it for you."

As an Associate your music costs are:

2 I [*s of vour (hoi( v

1 (dsst'ltes of your (hoice

2 CD's of your r hoir c

$9.98

$9.98

Your mrmbrrship dondtion to thr Assrxidlion and your music purchdsps
will help lh€ Association (onlributp stholarships to the iJVIdss Drpdrlmrnl
of V1usi(. Viembprship in Ihp Assoc idlion is $14.95 per ypdr with Student
Memberships dvailtihle for only $9.95. Brcomp dn Assoc idtr loddy! I here

is no bpltcr organi/dhon for thosp who enjoy the musicdl dris! To join (dll:

l-800-n2-852b (MA) or write the last (oast Offices at:

The National Association for the Support of Recorded Music, Inc.

JJ2 A (ooley St.. Suite 162

Springfield. MA 01128

The Valley's Dance Club
5000 square foot dance floor

Open every
Friday and Saturday nigtit!

jbiHI

Our downstairs live

comedy and music room.

Open 5 to 7 nights weekly.

lO Pearl St. NOHO
584-7771

Looking
forward to a

great
semester

—

Start off the
celebration at

Mike's!

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS

Coors and Coors Light.. 99C
Becks—Dark & Light $1.75

Pooii Games, Fun!

Free hors d'oeuvres every afternoon

( oinmemoratinq 50 years <>t

J |THEBAtlv|AINe

Same Bat
Channel
All your favorite

comics! All back
issues! Baseball

Cards, Posters and
Games. Magazine

Imports.

Hampshire
iVIaii

Hadiey, IMA
586-8775



Amherst, Hadley

256-8911
Rte, 9. Russell St.

Driver's Wanted! Earn between
S60 and $100 per shift.

Store Hours:
4:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.

4:30 p.m.-2:30 a.m. Fri.

^aBT i - *->'*'^

Extravaganza!
T

Pepperoni • Ham • Onions
Mushrooms • Green Peppers
• Olives • Sausage • Beef •

Extra Cheese

Deluxe!
H

5
Pepperoni • Mushrooms
Onions • Green Peppers

Sausage

Veggie!

5
Items for

the price of

Mushrooms • Onions
Green Peppers • Olives

Extra Cheese

People's Choice #1
For a

99 Large 3 Item

Pizza

One coupon

per pizza.

Expires 1989

a.m.-2:30 a.m. Sat.

a.m.-1:30 a.m. Sun.

n

I OFF
A Large
Extravaganza

Pizza
One coupon per pizza

Expires 1989

OFF

^

A Large
Deluxe
Pizza

One coupon per pizza
Expires 1989

I-

OFF
A Large

Veggie
Pizza

One coupon per pizza
Ex£ire^1J89___

An
I OFF

Extravaganza
Pizza

^1 One coupon per pizza
Expires 1989

$1 00
OFF

H

Any
Deluxe
Pizza

One coupon per pizza
Expires 1989

-^1 FF
Any
Veggie

a
s

Pizza
One coupon per pizza

^ kes!
With Purchase of any

2 Item Pizza
One coupon per pizza.

Expires 1989

People's Choice #2

For A 12 Inch
3 Item Pizza

One Coupon Per Pizza
Expires 1989

[Six-pack of
Coca-Cola
Classic 990

Present mis couoon and receive a siK-pack of Coca-

Cola' Classic (or only 99* v»iih any ofder

OHer good at participating locations One coupon per

pizza Not good with any othe' o*(er

F-cires 3/31/89

Fast. Free Delivery

TOP THIS

$6.89
plus tax

A Large Cheese Pizza For Just $6 89!

Add tlio item? ol you' cdoice lor SI .00 pef lopomgi

C'of good ai pa" r rvumq or-jnons Not good with any

other oKer

Fti'p-. 3/31/89

Family Dinner Feast

J

You Get:
2 Large

2 Item Pizzas

One Coupon Per Pizza
Expires 1989 _

Get A Small
Pizza for
$1.00

Present this counon when you order a large iwo-iiern or

more pizza and -eceive a small cheese pizza for only

S1.00'

Offer good at padicipating locations One coupon per

pizza Not good with any other offer

Empires 3/31/89

People's
Choice
$9.99

Present this couoon and receive a large three-item

pizza for just S9.99

Offer good at particioaling locations One coupon per

pizza Not good with any olher offer

E«pires 3/31/89

Fast, Free Delivery

I

New admissions

building hoped to

improve University

enrollment. Page 3.

Meredith O'Brien

speaks her mind on the

$30 million inaugural

party. Page 9.

Everywoman's Center

counseling program
cancelled due to

financial woes. Page 5.
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Security will be tight for Farrakhan
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Protesters and spectators can expect

heavy security at the Fine Arts Center for

Minister Louis Farrakhans lecture.

University of Massachusetts ofTicials said

At least a dozen public safety officers will

be on hand for the speech by Farrakhan.

in addition to other precautions taken by

the Public Safety department which they

do not wish to make known to the public.

The minister, scheduled to speak Thurs

day, has caused controversy because of

comments he made concerninjj Judaism,

sparking some to consider him anti

Semitic. "See related story, page 3.i

Ticket sales for the lecture are restricted

to .students, faculty and staff of the Five

College community Identification must be

shown before purchasing a ticket and upon

admittance to the lecture.

People entering the Fine Arts Center on

the night of the event will he subjected to

metal detectors and a body search perform

ed by security personnel, with the addi

tional precaution of opening all bags

Basketball
players
withdraw
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Two
University '>f

Massachusetts basketball

players charged with break-

ing and entering into an

Amherst home have
withdrawn from the school.

Following a pre-trial con-

ference last Thursday, at

which it was determined

seniors David Brown. 22,

and Duane Chase. 21, will

each face two counts of

breaking and entering in

District Court on April 6,

the two decided to withdraw

from the University.

UMass spokew«)man.
Jeanne Hopkins, declined to

explain the reasons for the

withdrawal, except to say

that It is not related to the

criminal charges.

The two players and

21 year-old George Hardin,

a UMass basketball recruit

and transfer student from

Salt Lake City, were ar

rested on Jan. 3 by Amherst

police and charged with the

repf)rted break-in of a home
on thut morning.

Police later found a televi

sion set and burglary tools,

along with other items link-

ed to the crime, in the car

Brown. Chase, and Hardin

were in. according to

reports.

The three pleaded inno-

cent to charges of unarmed

burglary, possession of

continued on page 11

Cameras and recorders will not be allow

ed inside.

"We have done as much planning as

possible for this." said Director of Public

Safety Arthur Hilson. "We intend to main

tain a safe and secure environment."

The Jewish Defense Organization, a

spinoff of the Jewish Defense League, is

scheduled to stage a protest of Farrakhans

appearance. There have been unconfirmed

rumors the Ku Klux Klan al.so will

demonstrate the speech.

The JIX3. which became national in

1985. instructs its members on the use of

firearms, karate and other methods of c(m

frontation to maintain the rights of Jewish

people The JDO. which attended Far

rakhan"s last engagement in Atlantic Ci-

ty, has had rif)tisl confrontations w ith olher

protester.'^

"He has no place in speaking here He is

a bigot, a racist and a traitor to this coun-

try." said Mordechai I,*vi. head of the New
York based JDO Levi cited Farrakhans

dealings with Colonel Muammar Qaddafi

of Libya Farrakhan visited Qaddafi in

1984

Hilson said he has had communicaticm

with state police in Connecticut, who
speculate the (irand Wizard of the KKK
may appear at the event. The Collegian

was unable to confirm this

Hilson said he was aware of groups who

may protest here. "If they come into our

community and violate our rules and

policies, they can expect to be removed."

Hilson said.

Because the University is public proper

ty. protesters from outside the communi

tv. such as the KKK and JDO. are free to

demon.strate in the designated area near

the reflecting p<mds at Haigis Mall. Police

w ill be videotaping th»' protesters and may
charge anyone leaving the marked area

with trespassing.

"We have prepared for the worst-case

scenario." Hilson said.

Farrakhans own .50 man security force

- known as the "Fruit of Islam" - will en

circle him in a wide defense perimeter. The

>ecurity team will be scanning the crowd

for any di.sturbances or "fanatics" but will

if)» aid in the body search

.\P nir pholu

Students in, serenity out
"The f<futi(in iKi^ons (irriied (it noon

a lorifi shininf' line that crnssvd thnnifin

the west campus. In sinfilf file they eas-

ed around the orange I-heani sculpture

and mined toward the dormitories. The

roofs of the station iiagons uere loaded

donn uith carefully secured suitcases

full of light and heavy clothinfi: with

boxes of blankets, boots and shoes, sta-

tioneryand hwks. sheets, pillous. quilts;

with rolled-up rugs and sleeping hags;

with bicycles, skis, rucksacks. Eastern

and Western saddles, inflated rafts."

- from White Noise by Don DeLillo

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Forget the parking spaces, the open

tables, the easy shopping, the quick

banking. Plan on an extra ten minutes

to drive through town. Be prepared to

land up on the hii^

We're back.

Thou.sands of us - college students

from far and wide - pour into Amherst

at the beginning of each semester, lug

ging our belongings in buses and cars.

A small, tranquil New England town

transforms overnight into a mecca of

post adolescence.

When they first come back, its the

most noticeable." said Ruth Hamilton,

a library a.ssistant at the Jones Library.

"You can always tell the ones that are

lost."

Amherst without students is a dif

ferent town, people who live and work

here .say. Its spacious. Like a student

without classes and exams to worrv

about, the town collectively relaxe-

"Our activity goes way dow n There

are less of almost everything. " said

continued on page 7

PEACK AND QUIKI - This d* -oL.ie lantlstapo is tomnion in

Amherst during the month of January, when the students are away

and the locals come out and play.

Minister Louis Farrakhan

$3 million falls

as budget axe swings
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

University of Massachu.setts admini.strators have

recently begun cutting corners and imposing fees in an

effort to offset the $.5 million budget cut mandated by Gov.

Dukakis in November.

To meet the cuts' demands, the administration levied

a one time .$50 fee added to this semesters tuition bill,

and made a five percent. $.'} million across the board

budget cut. .said James M. Langley. as.sociate vice

chancellor of university relations and development.

Langley said further savings were made after denying

entrance to 100 qualified high school applicants. Langley

said this was done by sending 300 students denial letters

because only one of three accepted students eventually

enroll

Additional funds totaling $800,0(K) came from the Board

of Trustees reserves. Langley said.

Boiird of Regents Chancellor Franklyn G. Jenifer recent-

ly said 200 part time faculty from all of the state's public

continued on page 1

1

Officials say freeze

may cut majors
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The hiring freeze in effect until July 1, at the Universi

ty of Massachusetts will deteriorate the quality of

undergraduate and graduate education, said several facul

ty members and administrators.

"With the hiring freeze everything will work along, but

it's like developing leukemia - you just get weaker and

weaker." said Charles Moran. director of the writing

program.

Murray Schwartz, dean of the faculty of the humanities

and fine arts, said if a hiring freeze remains in effect for

too long, majors will collapse, faculty will abandon the

University and the recruitment of graduate students will

become very difficult.

"The programs that have people mi.ssing are in real

trouble, " Schwartz said.

As of Wednesday, all but three authorized faculty sear-

ches in the humanities and fine arts had been cancelled

because of lack of funds, Schwartz said.

continued on page 13
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-5 ANTI-FARRAKHAN RALLY
^ Louis FarraKhan. tne accusea anti-wmte.

V anti-Amencan. ana antt-Jewish leaaer of tne

Nation of Islann is coming to tne University o'

Massachusetts He is best Known tor his veroa!

attacKS on Jews anc Whites

STAND UP TO THIS HATE!!

Rally on Thursday Feb. 2

Fine Arts Center
7 p.m. sharp

-vc-r— •

with JDO Head
Mordechai Levy

SponsporecJ by Jewish Defense Organization

134 W 32nd St <»602New YorK, NY 10001

telephone (212)239-0447

(Rally wil! be lOOO/c Leaal— 100": Peaceful!

7^

MANDARIN 'SZECHUAN CUiSINE

The Best Chinese Buffet

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH

ALL YOU CAN EAT $ C 99
Children under 10 - 33.00 "^
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Former UMass professor

dies during break
Marshall Stone. 85. of Amherst, died Jan. 9 in Madras.

India

He was a professor of mathematics emeritus at the

L'niversity of Massachusetts. A member of the faculty

from 196H until his retirement in 1980, Dr. Stone

previously was chairman of the mathematics department

at the University of Chicago for 22 years, and taught at

Harvard University for 18 years.

In 1983 he was one of 11 scientists and engineers to

receive the National Medal of Science, the nations highest

scientific award, from President Reagan.

He was the son of Harlan P'lske Stone, a chief justice

of the United States Supreme Court.

Born in New York and raised in Englewotxl. N.J., he

had lived in Amherst since 1968

Surviving are his wife. Raviojla •Vila" < nee Perendijai

Stone; three daughters. Dons Foster of Santa Barbara.

Calif.. Cynthia Ely of Washington. DC , and Phoebe

Liebig of Los Angeles; a stepdaughter. Svetiana Kostic-

Stone of New York City; a brother, Lauson Harvey Stone

of Brooklyn. NY. six grandchildren and two

great giandchildren.

Early January accident
takes life of UMass student

Christine L Spoerl. 19, of Wayland. died in that town

Jan -i

She wa> .i >tudent at the University of Massachusetts

majoring m interior design. She had lived in Brow n House

in the Sylvan Residential Area.

She was a 1988 graduate of Wayland High S<.h<M)l

She died in a car accident on the morning ofJan. -i. when

a car in v huh she was a passenger went ofTOId Sudbury

Road al)out MM) li-et s«)uth of the Sudbury River and struck

a guardrail before slamming into a tree.

Surviving are her parents.

James R and Patricia E.

inee Coleman i Spoerl; a

brother, Jonathan J.; a

sister. Rebecca A.; her

maternal grandparents.
Albei-t and Vera Coleman of

Glen Ellyn. III.; her pater

nal grandmother. Dons K.

Spoerl of Sacramento,
Calif, and several aunts,

uncles, and cousins.
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1) Hot and Sour Soup
2) Chicken fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Fried Wontons
5) Pan Fried Ravioli

6) Beet with Snow Peas
7) House Spiced Chicken

S) Sweei and Sour Chicken
9iRoast Pork Fried Rice
10) Vegetable Fried Noodles
11) Chinese BBC Pork
12) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce
1 3) Shrimp and Cashew Nuts

2$6-02SI

2S6-0252

TAKEOUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Re . at Rte. 9. Amherst 256-G:52

OperSun Tmi: 11 IC Fn SiL U 11

lUNCHtON SPECULS

Mtn SjL 11 am. '3(111

Every Pay!

5-9:30f>.m.

EXOTIC FISH & PET WORLD
49 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadle'j At the Village Barn Shops

^«RflSH 586-3362

<>,
%

A FUU SELECTION OF
aUAUTY DRY GOODS & SUPPLIES

FOR YOUR PET ...

AT EXCELLENT PRICES'

?,^P?^a(e
Full

.

Flo,
Don', 7.°°'"

Already

BIROS

Some

The Unut^
1^^ Tame-

OPEN SAT, SUN, MON: 10-6
TUES-FRI: 10-9

LOCAL

< ••llrKKin phi»l«( In •)««<>4in iMlt-rni.in

Thf new admissions huildinK. although presently operating, is

slated to olfitially open in the spring, after final restorations.

Admissions has new home
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Stall

Prospective University of

.Massichiist'tts students and then-

parents will be Krffted in a difTerenl

linht this year with the opening of the

University Admissions Center

Admissions Direitor Timm Rinehart

said he hopes the "ho-spitable and
gracious" four story, brick building-

located near Hills South, diajjonally

across from the Newman Center, will

draw more students to the University

and b<K)st enrollment

Formerly h(»u.sed in the cold" and

"institutional" confines of the Whit

more Administration Building.

Rinehart said the new center, a

renovated building that once housed

Kappa Si^ma fraternity, will reflect

positively on the University

"The first place (studentsl come is the

admissions office." he said. "It gets you

olTto a K'tKid start. Well make a better

impression all around."

Rinehart said the functional quality

of the center will improve markedly,

with the addition of a conference itMim.

a waiting r»M>m. space to hold interviews

and to show videos of the University

"It will enable us to do our work bet

ter. " he said "Kvery year we invite

groups of guidance counselors to come
to our campus .\ow we can work out of

our new conference room." in.stead of a

room in the Campus Center.

Funding for the 3year project was pro

vided largely by the $8(M).0(M) allocated

by the Board of Trustees for the pur

chase and renovation of the building.

Rinehart said.

The University Foundation Inc.. a

private corporation, also a.ssi.sted in this

process, he said

Contributions totalling $60,000 from

the Classes of 52. '58. "60. "68. T.i. 78.

and "83 were used to purchase the

centers furnishings, glass .solarium, and

four original pieces of art, he said.

The building also houses the New
Students Program, which facilitates

summer orientation for first year and

tran.sfer students, its campus tour pro

giam, and th*- Chancellor's talent award

.scholarship program, Rinehart said.

Although the building is open, a for

mal ceremony will not be held until

.>pring when the final touches on the

renovations are completed, he said.

Rivals again challenge
Silkoff/Rabinowitz ruling
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

An out of court settlement, appearing to

clear the way for Shari Silkoff and Jastm

Rabinowitz to take office as .Student

(lovtinnient Association co presidents, has

instead prompted claims th«' agreement is

non binding and will ncate dissension in

the S(iA.

.Student Supreme Cmiit .Justices -lohn

Sanchez and Kathy White, and toimer

justice Lorraine Dawe were among the

delendanls in a suit filed by Silkoff and

Kahinowitz more than a month ago. The

suit charged that then civil rights were

violated and they were barred fioni office

because of then political beliefs.

Kahinowitz is a member of the Young

( oninuinist League and Silkoff describes

herself as a progressive.

The legally binding consent decree, sign

ed Dec 16. .-states the SGA will recognize

the pan as presidents and pay court costs

and attorney's fees, according to Kdward

Ktheiedge. attorney for Silkoff and

Rabinou itz

The decree al.so stipulates Silkoff and

Kahinowitz will be paid a .stipend by the

S(iA representing the pay they would have

received during the past year, which

Kahinowitz estimated is about $1,500 for

each
Both Silkofl and Rabinowitz said they are

currently serving as co presidents, but

Justice Tom Ralph and Commuter Area

Senator W. tireg Kothman said Sanchez

and White have no authorization to speak

for the entire judiciary.

i think they were intimidated by Silkoff

and Kahinowitz. " Ralph said "Its unfor

tiinate that they were.
'

Kothman said the supreme court cannot

ratify an election, and the agreement is not

enough to allow SiikoH and Kahinowitz to

take ofTice.

"Thev have to be ratified by the >enate,"

he said "Thais not ever going to happen
"

Fiiit Silkoff said the decision of the stu-

dent judiciary is valid and binding for all

parties involved, including the S(iA

Silkoff cited Article 7. section -i of the

SGA constitution, which states. "All deci-

sions rendered by the student judiciary

shall be binding on all affected parties."

"We won the electif)n legitimately." she

said. "They can yell and scream as much
as they want, but it's over"

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice said

the con.stitution is "very vague and am
biguous." and cannot conclusively render

the consent decree invalid.

Orefice said there is no reasim for the

senate to fail to ratify the election

"There was nothing wrong with that elec

tion,' she said. "You're not dealing with

people who are seeing this as a legal argu

ment A lot of people are seeing this as an

ideological argument."

Orefice said Silkofl and Kahinowitz are

in office, but are not being paid and do not

have signature power.

Many see last 20 years
dividing blacks and Jews
By ALLFA' BERNARD
Collegian Staff

First iifu thrtv-part serien on hiack Jewish

rt'ldtions

Once upon a time blacks and Jews in the

United States, for the most part, lived and

worked together in peace - two minority

groups who shared similar histories of

fighting oppressors and prejudices.

With the en.sumg visit to the University

t .Mas.sachusetts of Minister Louis Far

lakhan, the controversial Nation of Islam

leader who some claim is anti Semitic,

many pe«»ple. black and Jewish, have c(»me

to agree that black Jewish relations in

1989 are much less peaceful than at any

time in the past.

Jews joined blacks in their fight for civil

rights, and the two groups were close. But

by the late 1960s, tension between the

groups swelled.

In a 1967 letter to Morns B. Abram,
president of the American Jewish C«»mmit

tee. Dr Martin Luther King, reacting to

fears among .some Jews of black anti

Semitism. wrote: "(The .Southern Christian

Leadership Conferencel has expressly, fre

quently and vig«»n>usly denounced anti

Semitisin, and will continue to do so. It is

not only that anti Semiti.sm is immoral -

though that alone is enough. It is used to

divide Negro and Jew."

Former Boston Globe writer Jonathan

Kaufman, who has since written a book on

the history of blacks and Jews, wrote in the

Jewish magazine Tikkun that "when King
called for a society that judged people 'not

by the color of their skin but by the con

tent of their character,' he spoke a

language that touched not only blacks but

Jews
"

However. Kaufman believes the split bet

ween the two groups began in 1967. when
"calls for Black Powt-r replaced King's plea

for integration. |and| black organizatnms

iH'came more hostile to whites, especially

Jews '

While at the .same time King was ex

pressing his support of the Jewish com
munity. some within that community were

seriously ctmcerned about anti Semitic at

titudes among blacks.

Bnai Brith President Rabbi Jay Kaul

man <not related to Jonathan Kaufman)
wrote in a 1968 article that "varied

segments of the Negro community see a

multiplicity of forces, real and imagim'd,

imp«-ding their advance Among these

forces . . is the Jew. who NegitH's have

continued an panf 14

King encourages student activism

to achieve her father's dream
By MARIA SACCHEITl
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Yolanda King, the

oldest child of slain civil rights activist

Martin Luther King. Jr . spoke last wt-ek

to nearly 1.000 people at her alma mater.

Smith College, urging them to continue the

struggle against inequality and t«) fulfill

the "dream " her father left behind.

King, who was delayed more than an

hour Thursday because of a snow.-^torm. en-

couraged the celebration of the Jan 16 na

tional holiday to celebrate her fathers

work, but warned that efforts to realize his

dream should not be relaxed

"We. as Americans. imm«)rtalize and

honor symbfds of heroic deeds done on the

battlefields of war and violence." she said

"At long last we have a chance to celebrate

a man of peace."

But King said it is "far easier to build

monuments and to have programs than to

build a better world
"

"We mu.st refu.se to let the dream be

deferred. " she said. "If wech(M>.se to let this

holiday become an excuse for action, it will

be a grotesque farce."

"Either we learn to live together as

brothers and sisters, or we will perish as

ff>es.
" she said

The Civil Rights Movement - sparked in

1955 when Rosa Parks, a black woman,

refused to give up her seat to a white per

s(m on a bus in Birmingham. Ala. - has

lost Its fire in past years. King .said.

"We have come a long way. But we can't

st«>p here Unfortunately, many did stop."

she said.

"Today, young people have become laid

back - forgetful, I guess, of the tremendous

sacrifices made, " she said. "Those who
have stuck with the struggle on every col

lege campus are not as large in number as

I would like, but they are very much con

tinuing "

The alarmingly poor voter turnout and

lack of .student resistance is making it

easier for colleges and universities to in

still sweeping budget cutbacks. King said.

"You must just not work with politicians,

you mu.st work on them to ensure they are

representing your best interests." she said

"It IS imperativ*' that kind of involvement

come from young |H'ople."

King recommended that every college or

university offer a mandatfiry course in

ethnic studies or multi-cultural diversity

to create awareness and to reinvigorate

students.

"We must get off our apathy, and get

back to the work that is still left t«> be

done. " she said. "Indeed we will have a

.s«tciety where people don t judg<' you by the

color of your skin but by the cfmtent of your

character
"

King IS CO director of NUCLEUS, a com

pany of performing artists dedicated to pro

moting "positive energy " through the arts.

She also serves on the board of directors of

the Martin Luther King. Jr Center for

Nonviolent Social Change, Inc.. in Atlanta

(ollvKiHn photo h\ .lioun ralrrmiin

Yolanda King, oldest daughter of Martin Luther King Jr., speaks

at Smith College last week.
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BRW Electronics brings you the best
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i*C^!f!f ELECTRONICS
AUDIO* VIDEO • COMPUTERS

Amherst—conveniently located next to Price Chopper
University Drive at Rt. 9 ^(413) 253-9767
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Registering for Spring courses?

Consider Educ H291D, 3 credits,

Wednesday 2:30-5:00 pm
Two Semester Commitment

Peer Education Program
Peer Alcohol and Drug Educators say...

X

"I learned information and skills I can use in

my life"

"I had fur
'

"The course deals with issues that matter to

me"
"There is an intimacy among the students

that aoesnt exist in my other classes"

"I'll use the training and facilitation skills m
my professional work"

"We laughed a lot and we learned a lot about

ourselves
"

Looking to cut out some fat

and cholesterol in your diet?

CUT IT OUT \
1 % RIGHTPiOW!

I

\ iBav^'^vnaviqavviIv ;

I

, Buy one small cupof nonfat yogurt
J

I-.- ^ 9^^ ""^ ^^^ '

Expires 2/14/89

Amherst
Boltwood Walk
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WOMElSrS ISSUES
Possible KKK visit causes distress
Minority women say they're most vulnerable
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

When she was 23, living in the south, and
married to a .southerner, Maria Voorhees
said she listened to her husband's family
talk of Ku Klux Klan stories.

Voorhees, 46, a Puerto Rican survivor of

New York City riots in the 1960s, said she
thought when she was younger the KKK
might physically harm her even though
she had never seen a klansman.
Now the riots and stories have dusted.

But the Connecticut State Police have
speculated the KKK may come to this cam-
pus when Farrakhan visits Thursday, to

which she says, "I still want to .see them
on TV and not around me."
Voorhees and many minority women who

work or study at the University of

Massachusetts feel they are the most
vulnerable group should racial complica
tions erupt.

She says incidents such as those captured

recently by motion pictures like

"Betrayed" and "Mississippi Burning" are

the only contact most of today's youth have
with the Klan.

The closer one is to the KKK, the more
the fear intensifies, she says.

Agenes Quinones, a 28-year old Puerto
Kican woman, says she has heard stones

about the KKK but says having them come
to campus will be like flying to Rome to .see

the Colliseum "It has never really touch

ed home as I expect it will this time."

Lori Edmonds, a 21 year-old black .stu-

dent, says when she heard the KKK and
Jewish Defen.se Organization are slated to

have a roped off protest area outside of Far-

rakhan's speech at the Fine Arts Center
she called her mother.

11 ^D/.
"When I heard about it yesterday my

heart just dropped. I'm scared to death.

Something's going to happen: you can just

see it," she says. "I hope to God I don't see

them in their outfits that will provoke
something right there."

Quinones, an administrator on campus,
says, "As a woman of color I feel even more
vulnerable. I catch myself looking over my
shoulder." She says she goes the extra step

to lock her doors on campus when she is

alone and park in lighted areas.

"It's not whether he (the grand wizard of

the KKK] says good or bad; it's just his

presence that makes me concerned," she
says. "There's something in the back of my
head that reminds me of the other racial

incidents on campus. If it happened then,

it can happen again."

The incidents include a racial brawl in

October of 1986 and last spring's fight bet-

ween six white and two black men.
With students coming back from their

homes, Quinones says, "You can't really

tell where their state of mind is."

Sharon Park, a 20-year-old Korean stu-

dent, says, "I don't feel like there's a

physical threat, but that they're going to

go around and people will listen to them.
I'm fearful if there might be some kind of

violence that night. It's just their history."

Alison Buckholtz, a 19-year-old Jewish
student, says because the KKK's past ac

tivitiesare so despised, she does not seethe
organization as the immediate danger. In-

stead she also agrees that what the KKK,
JDO. and Farrakhan provoke in people

later will be the danger.

"They leave and we have to be there to

clean it up," she says. "It makes me feel

unsafe as a Jew, but being a woman adds
to that. It's not just a matter of sitting there

and quivering but al.so feeling angry."

EWC suspends counseling program
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian StafT

Despite attempts to stabilize the counsel

ing program at the Everywoman's Center.

thf EWC will bi'gin another semester

without counseling services.

Carol Wallace, director of the EWC, .said

the progiam was temporarily terminated
Friday because the counseling coor

dinator's contract had expired.

Wallace .said the EWC has been .sear-

ching for a new coordinator, but does not

expect the position to be filled until March.

The hiring proces.s was delayed when the

chairperson of the committee formed to

review applications resigned, she said.

"Any break in services is unfortunate,
"

Wallace said, "but we'll do anything we
can to make that break as brief as possi-

ble. Mostly I am pleased that we were

given the go-ahead to search for and fill

this position because there is a freeze on

hiring and only a handful of positions are

being filled."

Jeffery Hersh, director of Mental Health,

said he expects the overflow from the EWC
to create a larger demand for coun.seling

at Mental Health and other campus and
community services, resulting in longer

waits for appointments.

"Some women," he said, "may elect not

to .seek .services anywhere on campus other

than the Everywoman's Center. Some
women will be put off by having to be refer

red and may not follow up."

William Weitzer, assistant vice

chancellor for student affairs, said, "This

is a serious problem, but it is not the only

serious problem on this campus. Searches

take time." He said University hiring

usually takes up to two months but may
take longer because of budget
complications.

Wallace said when the full-time, perma-

nent position is filled, coun.seling services

at the EWC will be fully restored.

Until that time, the EWC will continue

to make referrals to other University

departments and to community agencies,

she .said. EWC staff have compiled lists of

counseling services, individual therapists,

and guides to using the.se re.sources.

Last .semester, Mercedes Del Valle,

former Women's Admissions and General
Education (WAGES) program coordinator,

was promoted to the coun.seling position

when WAGES was di.scontinued becau.se of

budget cuts.

Del Valle was an interim appointment,

Wallace said. "Her contract ended at the

end of the fi.scal year. It is University policy

that appointments can only be made for a

limited amount of time, and cannot simp-

ly be reappointed "

Del Valle .said although she is looking

forward to continuing her education and
working as a private counselor, she is upset

by requirements that forced the termina

tion of her job. Del Valle said she expects

to receive her doctorate in two months, but

does not have a master's degree in .social

work, which is a requisite for the counsel-

ing position.

"The whole thing is just a little weird.

I've been doing the job. but I'm over

qualified, .so I can't apply, ' Del Valle said.

Women's Forum
New hours
Beginning Feb. 1 the Everywoman's

Center will be open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday through Friday except for

Wednesday when it will be open noon
to 7 p.m.

Volunteers needed
Necessities/Necesidades, an organiza-

tion in Northampton that works with
battered women and their children, is

looking for volunteers. Creative, depen
dable women are needed to staff their

24-hour hot line, provide advocacy,

counseling and community education.

Training begins Feb. 25. Bilingual

and/or bicultural women are strongly

urged to applv. Contact Patricia White
by Feb. 10 at 586 1125.

Program relocates

The Working Women's Program of the

Everywoman's Center has moved to the

second Hoor of Wilder Hall. The WWP
provides counseling, advocacy, and
educational workshops for students,

staff, faculty, and community women
who are unemployed or underemployed
or are experiencing problems in the

workplace.

Writing workshops
Local author and teacher Leslea

Newman is offering writing workshops
in Northampton for women. No writing

experience is necessary, and all classes

have a sliding scale fee. "Write from the

Heart " is a workshop for women who
want to write but think they have
nothing to say, or women who know
they have something to say, but do not

know how to say it. Classes will meet

Tue.sday evenings, Wednesday morn
ings, Wednesday evenings, and Satur

day mornings the week of Jan. 30.

"What are you Eating/What's Eating

Vou" is a support group that u.ses

writing to help women explore eating

patterns, b<jdy image, and f(X)d. This

group, not a diet or weight lo.ss group,

meets Thursday nights starting Feb 9.

Call 584 3865.

Volunteers needed
Womanshelter ('ompaneras, a shelter

for battered women and their children,

needs volunteers to be a comforting

voice on the phone or a reassuring

pre.sence for a woman and her child.

Perhaps working on fund raising or

community education is where your in

terests lie. Gather your talents and gifts

and call Edie Jennings at 536 1629 by

Feb. 8.

Slide show
The anti pornography Education pro

ject will show slides on the connections

between pornography and violence

against women at 8 p.m. on Wednesday
at the Unitarian Universalist Church in

Northampton. Call 586 0083.

EWC under
realignment
The administrative realignment of the

Everywoman's Center, recommended by

the Tillis Commission's report on

minority .student services last July, will

become a reality this semester,

EWC Director Carol Wallace said the

Department of Educational Access and

Outreach, to which the EWC formerly

reported, has been dissolved, and the

EWC will instead report to the Dean of

Students Office.

"We don't know exactly what the im

pact of this change will will be," Wallace

said. "There are things about the DEAO
that I will mi.ss, like working with

several other progiams that clearly

share our commitment to being a multi-

cultural organization "

Wallace said the transition has not yet

been completed because the acting dean

of .students has not been replaced.

- SHARON WILKEY

The common cold has uncommon cure
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian StafT

Mom says to drink lots of orange juice.

Dad says to take two a.spirin every four

hours and stay warm. Friends say to skip

all your heavy classes and sleep a lot.

Everyone has a remedy for that middleof
the winter cold.

What is the be.st way to relieve that snif

fling, sneezing, coughing, aching, stuffy

head, fever feeling that comes every

winter: natural remedies or prescribed

medicine?

Just as everyone in the family has a dif

ferent cure for the cold, members of the

medical profession al.so have various (often

conflicting! antidotes about the widespread

winter offender.

Latifa Amdur, a registered acupuncturist

and head of the Acupuncture and Natural

healing Center in Amherst, takes a holistic

approach to the body's imbalances, in.stead

of treating the .symptoms of colds. She .said

she does not believe in any universal cold

remedies and that she makes her

treatments "very specific to the in

dividual."

Acupuncture, a therapeutic medical

.system in which needles as thin as thread

are placed ju.st beneath the skin's surface

and hooked up to wires that generate an

electrical charge, originated in China
thousands of years ago. The technique is

said to feel like a vibrating ma.ssage.

Traditional acupuncture does not

separate the physical, emotional, and
psychological dimensions of the individual

as definitively as conventional medicine.

HEALTHWATCH
"The purpose of herbal medicine and

acupuncture is not to attack a specific germ
or di.sease in the body," she said. Instead,

she said, it ".seeks to restore the balance

of the body."

Eastern and western medicine differ

greatly in their approaches to the bfxiy, and
Amdur compared the two approaches with

a war analogy:

In we.stern medicine, she said, the germ
or sickness is a weak force that is con.stant

ly silenced by the stronger force —
medicine. In contrast, eastern medicine
strengthens the weak areas of the body, so

that all forces live in harmony.
"Western medicine doesn't allow the

body to strengthen it.self," Amdur said,

while the eastern approach .strives to treat

the patient's imbalance and allow the body

to become balanced.

Amdur's approach has only one herbal

medicine designed specifically for the cold,

opposed to western medicine's many. A
tablet, called Yin Chiao, contains 13 dif-

ferent herbal properties that relate to dif-

ferent properties in the body, she .said.

"Rather than creating destruction, you're

creating balance, strength and harmony
within the body," .she .said.

Dr. Aram Tomasian, a private practi-

tioner in the Boston area who uses the

traditional approach to the cold of recom-

mending non pre.scription drugs such as

Dristan and Contac, said, "I don't think

that herbal medicines and acupuncture are

harmful; however, I don't recommend
them."
Although traditional and non-traditional

medicine disagree on treatment, they do

agree that preventing the headache, drip

py nose and stuffed up head syndrome is

a different story all together. Both Amdur
and Tomasian said there is no way to ab-

solutely avoid a cold and aKso no perfect

"cure-all" treatment.
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* • SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING • •
* • SWIMMING & BOATING •

• OUTDOOR LIVING •

Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp in the Berkshires.
is looking for stafT...

GYMNASTICS DIRECTOR • UNIT LEADERS RIDING
STAFF • WATERFRONT, PHOTOGRAPHY & RADIO
INSTRUCTORS REGISTERED NURSES, COOKS &

KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158,
Tolland, MA 01034 413-258-4592
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Some things are better

the second time around—
applying to Medical school

isn't one of them!
Did yon kru^w that only 1 in 4 students

accepted to US Medical scliools is a repeat

applicant"^ That s why it's important to make
sure your grades and your MCAT scores

measure up ON THE FIRST TRY
How"^ The BEST way is professional test

preparation at the Stanley H Kaplan

Educational Center We've been giving intensive

care to MCAT candidates for over 30 years We
start with a free diagnostic test and a

personalized computer evaluation of each
student Then we help you master all five

subtests with live classes, homestudy notes,

strategy clinics and audio practice labs

Call us now Get it ritJht the first time

IBCAPLAN
SIAN( I r H UPl AN (OUOtnONAl (INTIR ITD

MCAT REVIEW
Your future is worth it

Simple Casual Elegance or The Tailored Look

Fashions For The Spring of 1 989
Also, Winter Clearance SALE!

20% to 50% OFF!

PICCADILLY STREET
ONE WAY ST TO FASHION

2nd Floor. Thornes Market • Northampton
584-2896

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst S49-2880

Expeil Repairs &
Reconditioning

J

^. .^^^
DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

SPRINGBREAK. m^aosro

4 SIGH rs NASSAU $379pp
7NiGmsCANCUN s479pp

7NIGHTS PUERTO laCRUZ s599pp
vefVEZUtLAif^ \t\\ EXOTIC oistmaiioni

BOOK NOWf
413 256-1261

'9 So Pi**>«ni SI

*mn*>it. MA 01002

THERE'S STILL TIME TO PREPARE!
COMPACT COURSES FORMING NOW.

Classes Start:

MCAT-Feb. 15 • GREFeb. 6 • GMAT-Feb. 7

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

Saint Louis University's

\cademic Year in Madrid
OMPLETE CURRICULUM Englwh.

Sfanish. i.>>eral Afte, Businevt St

Aciministrif:')n TESOL. Sciences.

H. ipan:c Studies

.'. in Maon! .: i itember of AA/EOF.

Graduate '"ou en offered during

Summer S-s -on in July

Appi ^-^Wfui V'lng .X .' "^'immer 1989

More I ban lOW) students a '*:•• 'rop-am

C (t>r. t '

Raymond L. Sutlivant, S J.

Saint Louix University in Madrid

Calle de la Vina. 3

Madrid 28003 SPAIN
Tel: 2.33-2032/233-2812

Sam '.ij 111.1 University

Study A.iTToad Coordinator

Admissions Office

221 North Grand Blvd

St. Louts MO 63103

Toll-free tri: I 800-325-6666

I SUMMER CAMP I

I POSITIONS »

*

4-

*
*
*
*

»
4-

*
*
»
»
»
*
«

Cojnsetofs 21 - CoecJ

sieepawav camp Mass
Berfshires WSl arts 4
cratts lenms all and and
mate' •ipons drama gym-
nastics piano/play 'or

shows |Udo dance
pnoioqraphy computers
na'ure //iidemess model
rocketry guitar radio video

archery /(^arpook /vood-

.vorkmq. 3N, lypisl Write

Camp ETierson 3 Brassie

Bil Eastchester NY 10707
or ;all 914/779-9406
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HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT :ig

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THe

VALLEY
F^EADERS POLL

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocdte Readers for voting

for us in the 3est of the Valley Poll

Even though we were only open for one

month when the poll was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

Sk

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202-Ample Parking

Open 7 days a M/ee>c*No MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE
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January brings peace
to some, boredom to others
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

For .some, the month of January brinjjs

a welcome moment of peace and quiet to

this usually overcrowded college town, an
ideal time to catch up on credits, sleep, read

or simply watch television.

For others, such as University of

Massachusetts student Martin Kozlol.

January is just boring.

"Nothing really exciting happens. " said

Kozlol, who spent most of the month work
ing behind the information desk in the

Campus Center.

For student Meagan Svend.sen, who spent

the month in French 120 preparing for a

trip to France next fall, the return of the

usual crowds will be a welcome sight.

'It has been nice and quiet, but if I'd

wanted a small school, I would have gone
to one. " .she said.

Not every place in town is quiet during

January With the dormitories closed for

the month, students searching for a good

time take their business off campus, usual

ly to the downtown bars.

it's been packed, every night," describ

ed student Jeff Dubiel, a bartender at

Barselotti's, "Wv get alt of the seniors who
slay up to take a class iH'cau.se I hey don t

like their parents."

According to the Office of Continuing

Education. 2.568 students enrolled in

cour.ses offered during wintersession Most
of thi' fl'i-.:".-!.,^ rniint for ihl-f**" •••••Witw flfo

viding Students with the chance to catch

up, work on their grade point average, or

take a course that couldn't be fit into the

normal .semester schedule

Senior Joe Afonso took two classes dur

ing the abbreviated semester so he could

.satisfy his core requirements, and even

tually giaduate on time.

"It was tough," he said. "I have not shav-

ed in a week or so Three weeks does not

compare to an entire semester, though
some teachers li"y to prove it does"

There was also plenty of work to do for

Robert Bagg, chairman of the English

department. While some of his fellow

English professors were off in such exotic

locations as Paris, New Orleans or Bimini

Island. Bagg said he was busy "spending

what little money the state has given us
"

"Most faculty u.se this time for doing

their own work and preparing for classes,"

he said. "I've got to run this place, hire

(teaching assi.stants) for this semester and

such. It's not really a vacation."

Bagg is among those who enjoy the void

left behind by the student e.xodus at

semester's end. "i live in Hatfield, which

IS never anything less than quiet But I

notice it when I come over the Coolidge

bridge in the morning, and it's not jamm-
ed

""

Student Kevin Murphy said. "I didn't

miss the crowds. I was able to relax more,

and had more free time to do my own
leading or go out."

wintersession serenity

continued from page 1

Amherst police Captain David
Jankowski. Last week, during a

snowstorm that turned to freezing rain,

Jankowski was glad the colleges were

.still on break.

"If the students were back now, we

would be very busy with accidents," he

said.

Eating out in Amherst is a lot easier

during January. At 2 p.m. in Bonduc-

ci's Cafe, half the tables are empty, and

there's no line at the counter.

That's better for the customers who
enjoy better service, but employees don't

necessarily like the dead time.

"Not in this business, no," said a

waitress at the Gaslite, who refused to

be identified. "We depend on

customers."

The students, she said, "don't bother

me. There are more good ones than bad

ones.
"

But, she said, "I stay out of Amherst
during the seme.ster as much as I can

"

According to 198.5 census figures,

.•\mherst has a population of about

.{H,0{K). The town does not record how

15.000 studi'nts live in residence halls

at the three colleges in town, UMass.
and Amherst and Hampshire colleges.

Most of those on-campus dormitories do

not house students when school is not

in session.

Almost half the town leaves for two

periods of the year.

"I wouldn't say that it's better or

worse." said town clerk Cornelia D.

Como. "It's just that there aren't as

many people around."

Most Amherst police officers take time

off only during the summer and
January, and vandalism and
neighborhood disturbance calls go way
down. Jankowski said.

Still. .

"We miss them." he said. "They're

part of the community and everything.

Its what makes Amherst Amherst."'

One group of Amherst residents seems
to just wait for the quiet times.

"We see more .senior citizens when the

.students are away." Hamilton said.

"Come summer, we'll see people we
haven't .seen all year. They'll come out

again"
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Additional $4 million boosts plans

for Smith College science center
By JOHN SWANSON
Colle^jian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A $4 million contribution has

boosted the effort to expand the Smith College Clark

Science Center, according to Charlotte Heartt, director

of development at the school.

Heartt said the donation, which was given earlier this

month by a Smith alumna and her husband, is the largest

single donation ever received by the all women's college.

The gift brings the total raised for the project to about

$10 million, she said.

The expansion project is expected to cost $18.5 million,

of which $12 million is designated for the addition of two

new buildings for the center.

Construction is scheduled to begin in May
Smith College President Mary Maples Dunn said the

expansion is a response to changes in technology and the

growing number of science and math majors at Smith, who

now account for a quarter of all students enrolled there

Building Committee Chairperson Betty Ivey said the

expansion will relieve space problems such as overfilled

classrooms and makeshift research space The buildings

will be constructed to accommodate the science library,

a computer resource center, new classrooms and specializ

ed equipment such as lasers and a nuclearmagnetic

resonance machine, she said.

Smiths largest department, psychology, will be moved

to the center as well The present science facility has

n'ccived ni» major improvement < -ino' tin- 19fi0.-;

UMass anthrax
research probed
Research into the anthrax virus at the University of

Massachusetts is scheduled to be brought before the

Amherst Board of Health during tomorrows meeting

Members of the American Friends Service Committee

have said the research is a health threat, and have asked

Chancellor Joseph Duffey to halt the program

In mid January, they brought their concerns to the

Amherst selectboard, which decided the matter belonged

in front of the board of health

Anthrax bacillus is a highly contagious, usually dead

ly virus, that most often infects cows and sheep During

World War II. it was stockpiled for germ warfare use and

the UMass research is part of a US Army Biological

Defense Research Program - leading opponents of the

research to call it "germ warfare."

The University has maintained the research in the

microbiology department involves a non virulent, non-

infectious form of the disease, and the research is intend

ed to find a vaccine.

But people oppo.sed to the research say their investiga

tion has found the search for a vaccine requires the dead

ly germ.

"We are challenging them on what they say about their

research." said Frances Crowe, an AFSC member.

John Bonifaz. who is coordinating the opposition, said

his group is upset because the effort is funded by the

Defense Department.
"We do not want to see an independent public univer

sity of higher education involved in research for the

military," he said 'It destroys (he integiity of the institu

tion
'

-NANCY KLINCJKNKH

Scheduliiif^ for paslo-up, typeset

ting and night driving is TONIGHT
at 6 p.m. in Graphics.

Attendance is mandatory.
If you have a time conflict, please

call Marc or Wendy at 545 3500.

As far as satisfying the needs of each field of study,

"everybody gets something," Ivey .said. "Some depart

ments have gi eater needs than others. We worked very

hard to make sure every department was reasonably

pleased."

Heartt said the school's fundraising campaign began in

October. The Smith College trustees required the school

to raise half of the $12 million before a construction date

could be scheduled. That announcement came last month

after the campaign received two $1 million contributions

and a $650,000 grant from the Pew Charitable Trusts. The

expansion project is part of a five-year, $125 million fun

draising campaign
According to Heartt, this second phase of the renova

tion IS scheduled to start in January, 1991. Ivey said the

construction will make space for other departments not

housed in the center. Expansion project money not used

for the 62,000 square foot addition is designated for reliev

ing those departments, she said.

The second phase will include structural improvements

on Burton, Mc("onnell and Sabin Reed halls. Classroom

and laboratory space will also be made available for the

departments of mathematics, physics, astronomy,

biological sciences and chemistry. According to Smith's

Office of Public Relations, some instruction and research

IS being conducted in storage space.

The expansion is the largest construction project at the

college since the $5 million West Street athletic facility

was completed in 1986

;yvonne's Caribbeana

Have a taste

of the Tropics

Mttlticttlttiral Cuisine

and Catering Service

206 Russell St. • Hadley

586-4389

it Ask for free appetizers Taes.— Tbars.

I Amherst Drop Zone
ARMY/NAVY STORE

at 103 N. Pleasant St. • 256-0039
(behind Bart's next to Panda East)

Back-to-School
Bags
And More

10%
Of! anything in the store with

this ad.
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ALLIED HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS

The Air Force can make
you an attractive otter— out-

standing compensation plus

opportunities for professional

development You can fiave a

ctiallenging practice and time

to spend witti your family wtiile

you serve your country Find out

what trie Air Force offers Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
413-557-3898 COLLECT

n
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NEW MERCHANDISE EVERY
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Open 7 days a week
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93 Boltwood Walk
Amherst. MA 01002
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Welcome Back
from

BelPs Pizza
21 years of excellence in every pizza.

Come share the tradition & make us part

of your celebrated return.

B2 65 University Drive, Amherst • 253-9051 or 549-1311
i

EDITORIAL/OPINION
lae are :r.cse :!

Sex, drugs, and fluff
This intersession, I kept abreast of all

the current events. I read all of the im-

portant and prestigious news sources.

Stuff like People, USA Today, and The
National Enquirer. 1 learned a lot.

Did you know that Prince Charles and

Lady Diana are practically splitsville?

I'm truly horrified. My faith in marriage

is shaken. Poor, poor, Charles and Di.

What about the children? What was a

marriage with a fairy-tale beginning

has a Dallas alyle ending.

Pamela McCarthy

Can you believe it? People asked Mor
ton Downey Jr. to be one of the judges

for the best and worst dressed poll of '88.

I was mortified. Apparently, a reader

was too, because he wrote an angry let

ter to People and blasted them for their

questionable choice. It's so good to know-

that there still are concerned and in-

volved people in this world.

Did you hear about Drew Barrymore?

She sure has had her problems to deal

with, specifically, drug and alcohol pro

blems. Golly gee, I heard that a drug

and alcohol abuse epidemic has been

discovered amoung American
teenagers. I would never have guessed

it. would you? C)f course, you realize that

after a month or two, this subject would

fall from the media's list of Socially Cor

rect Things to Cover — with the public

gladly following suit.

I'm leaving the planet in two years.

<Hey. stop that cheering!* I read in the

Enquirer (or some magazine like that)

that a federation of aliens will come to

Karth to teach us about their advanced

technology and use our recourses. This,

uh. tourist warned us to accept their

"help" or we'd be vaporized by their zap-

guns. He dropped by the planet just to

let us know ahead of time His choice of

such a credible news source is a testa-

ment to his superior intelligence.

Had enough? Of course not. We love

to gossip. We don't want to know about

what goes on in the world that could af

feet us. That's too boring. Your
backyard might have been a toxic waste

dump for the past five years, but hey.

it's boring and it doesn't really affect

you. The country could be on the verge

of another armed "conflict", but it

doesn't affect you. It's (yawn)

h<Mnntrrrnnfi

We'd rather know how Barbara Bush

is going to decorate the White House. In

quiring minds want to know about

Ronald Reagan's prostrate problems

•now that's boring).

Does anyone want to read about

George Bush's foreign policy and how it

might affect the country? I wouldn't be

surprised if more people would be in

terested in his health problems (Id say

"care" again, but somehow. I don't

think that's the right word) When
Jim and Tammy Bakker were spewing

off their false sermons and ripping off

their believers, nobody noticed. Then

came along a scandal that linked them

with sex and drugs and oh. boy. did we

ever care. As we giggled over their sins,

we privately thanked God we weren't

punished for our own.

Other people's medical problems,

divorces, drug addictions, and sexual

quirks are boring. 1 know that most peo-

ple are guilty of the same things. If I

want to hear about that tripe. I'll talk

to my friends, neighbors, and

classmates.

A little bit of fluffy scandal is fine. But

lately, it's been getting too much. We
shell out the money for this stuff, and

the publishers will give us what we

want. What we want is pathetic.

Pamela MiCarthv is a Collegian

columnist

MitelidCMdi ^

Politics is a party without

the CaHfornia Raisins or taste

Respecting elders means
much nodding and smiling

. • :*_ ^_ '1*1... .«.,.. .v4'U<^- l»iV» \»-'i.^ -aKl'll

"Before you contradict an old man. my
fair friend, you should endeavor to unders-

tand him. So wrote (ieorge Santayana. an

early 20th century philosopher. When I

read this quotation I realized that I had

been making a sincere effort to understand

my elders, and to respect and value their

thoughts and opinions.

Tom Ciampi

There have been occasions when I had

the urge to question an argument from a

venerable acquaintance; to label their con

tention as foolish and narrow minded

lunacy. I have been able to resist this. I'm

not sure if I can hold out much longer.

It was easy to respect my elders as a

child, because my parents had demanded

that I show courtesy to those who were ad

vanced in years. As a teenager, I was im

pressionable and shy. so I li.stened. I turn-

ed my elders' modest wisdom into dogma.

A close friend of mine. Dave, joined the

U.S. Navy. While home over Christmas, I

visited his parents. After hearing all about

Dave's progress, his father declared.

'Everyone should be required to serve their

country for a few years. It's a real man that

will fight for the country he loves. The pro

blem with this country is that we're too

scared to fight. We're a nation of cowards

now.

I could feel myself frowning, as my holi

day cheer was replaced with a tide of anger.

A nation of people that realizes that the

death of millions of men. women and

children in wars has done little to further

peace is not a nation of cowards.

I wish I had the nerve to say it, but I had

grown up around this man, and always

respected his judgment. I put myself in his

position. The prmie of his hie was al)rupt

ly interrupted bv a maniac like Hitler and

by the shock of the bombing of Pearl Har

bor Without question, he joined th^' fight

to defend our country. Living through this

would have a profoundly negative impact

on someone's view of the world. I let it pass.

Over the summer. I was chatting with an

old Italian woman who lives on my blwk.

Every morning, this woman would be out

side sweeping her sidewalk for no other

reason but to affirm that she was a healthy

and capable 75 year-old. As Id walk by.

she'd ask. "Where are you workin? You

workin' hard?" All of her questions revolv

ed around work, nothing else seemed to

matter.

Once I mentioned that I was really en

joying college but found my summer job

dull and extremely boring. She was unim

pressed; in fact, she was quite upset with

my opinion on higher education."That's

what's wrong, nobody wants to work. Now
everybody wants to learn. The kids make

trouble. They never had it so good. When

I was your age, we worked all day, if we

were lucky enough to find work. We gave

all the money to our parents. We were glad

just to have food on the table.'

My heart started pounding and my blood

racing. Isn't education the foundation of

future success? I thought to myself; if you

had to work that hard as a kid to survive,

you'd be proud of yourself Uxi. Sure you can

recite the first paragraph of Rous.seaus

S<Kial Contract, but you haven't swept your

sidewalk in years.

It is hard to resi.st challenging the beliefs

ingrained in the minds of my elders. Set

ting them straight seems futile consider

ing their ripened sentiments: and arrogant,

considering my limited perspective. So I go

on listening, frowning, and nodding.

Tom i iiinipi IS a UMASS student

It cost nearly thirty million dollars to get

"the Gipper" out of office.

The inauguration of George Bush and

Dan Quayle was on January 20th, yet the

celebrations began on the 18th and lasted

until January 21st. A four day inaugura

tion. Doesn't the actual inauguration take

a little less than an hour'.'

Meredith O'Brien

It's a good thing that most of that thirty

million dollars came from private contribu-

tions; I'm sure that the taxpayers would

not appreciate footing the bill for one thou

sand miniature flashlights During the

opening inaugural ceremonies, the first one

thou.sand people to enter the Lincoln

Memorial Center received little flashlights

- repre.senting a "thousand points of

light".

On January 19th, Chuck Norris and Ar

nold Schwartzenegger. both knowledgeable

political enthusiasts, joined other

celebrities in a tribute to George and Bar

bara Bu.sh at the Washington Convention

Center. It was a sold-out, expensive, star-

studded extravaganza.

Inauguration Day seemed more like a

coronation rather than a swearing in of an

elected official. F'ormer President Ronald

Reagan and President Bush rode to Capitol

Hill in a luxurious $600,000 limou.sine.

After the traditional oaths of office had

been taken, there was a Congressional lun

cheon and inaugural parade given in the

president's honor. Countless (large) flower

arrangements enhanced the Capitol

building. Bush and Quayle were presented

with carved crystal bowls 'on behalf of the

people and members of Congre.ss" ("the

people" have great taste in gifts), as they

dined on gourmet food and wine.

It is a custom to have a parade for the

new president, but this parade was extraor

dinarily expensive and long. One hundred

marching units, fifty six bands and

seventy-nine floats were included in the

three hour parade (The California Raisins

cancelled out of the parade, so Bob Hope

was hired in their place.)

Ten inaugural balls followed that even-

ing, providing food, drink and dancing to

the mo.st affluent people in Wa.shington

(the people who were celebrating the con-

tinuation of the Reagan Era and tax

loopholes).

But the party did not stop on Inaugura

tion Day. On January 21st, Vice President

Dan Quayle spoke at a luncheon given in

his honor Meanwhile, the new president

opened up the White House to the first 25

people at th«- door Those special few were

given a tour of the White House and were

provided with an extravagant meal

Being inaugurated as president or vice

president deserves some "pomp and cir-

cumstance" After all, getting elected is an

amazing accomplishment - but there are

ridiculous extremes. Hearing Chuck Nor-

ris tell us why he admires George Bush and

1,000 little fla.shlights is not my idea of

presidential prestige. This was the most

costly inauguration ever. Where did all of

the money go? Granted, most of the money

(supposedly) came from private sources, but

what is the definition of "most?" Does that

mean that the taxpayers only contributed

$10 million?

With all of the complaining that is going

on about the enormous deficit, our govern

ment can not afford such frivolities. What
we need is some executive class and style,

which does not cost thirty million dollars

and does not include the California Raisins.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist

Women's Issues page praised
I would like to commend the Collegian

on the improvements it has made in repor-

ting women's is.sues. The high quality of

reporting last semester on issues such as

reproductive rights, day care, and the

Everywoman's Center budget cuts is a far

cry from the past .semesters' when the

newspaper's coverage of reproductive

rights induced fear and loathing in the

feminist community.
Articles from the women's i.ssues desk

have shown an increased awareness of the

complexity of women's issues while at the

same time covering a wide range of events

and activities. Especially notable has been

the work of Maria Sacchetti and Janine

Warner. Both women have shown
themselves to be insightful and hardwork

ing reporters. The Collegian could use ten

more just like them.

I hope that in the future the concerns of

women of color will be addressed with just

as much excellence. Good luck and keep up

the good work.
Daria Casinelli

Hadley

7//I' iitllefiHtii ettitoniit ilesk is uliiiiys inh-restcd in netling new writers. Anyone

uho wants to write for the page should come down and talk to Pam. Meredith, or

hininr
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FARRAKHAN AND UMASS:
FIVE QUESTIONS

Colleges like UMASS are unique in providing an open forum for debating and discussing controversial issues. A group
of students, faculty, and community members concerned about Farrakhan's visit have outlined the following frequent
questions and basic facts about Farrakhan to assist the student who wants to learn more.

1. Who is Louis Farrakhan?
Louis Farrakhan is a minister and messenger of the Nation of Islam. Many hold that Farrakhan is anti-Jewish, anti-

Christian, anti-Asian, anti-White and anti-Blacks who oppose him. On the other hand, his supporters claim that his
statements are widely exaggerated by the media. Judge for yourself.

Farrakhan has said:

-That Judaism is a "gutter religion" (NY Times, June 26, 1984). iNummo of Nov. 16, 1988,
states: "the Jews persist in their lies claiming that Farrakhan called Judaism a 'gutter

religion' " Nummo then quotes Farrakhan as saying that Jews use "the name of God to

shield your dirty religion under his holy and righteous name.")

"Gutter religion" NY Times
"Dirty religion" Nummo

Is there any real difference? Either way, is this the statement of a "distiguished visitor"?

—That "Christians preach love but practice hate and tyranny, use God to cover up their corrupt and dirty practices."
(Northeastern University, April 20, 1985)

—That "Death should be the penalty for traitorous activity" for Black leaders who don't support him. (Charlotte [NC]
Ob.serrcr, March 1984)

—That "The germ of murder is already sewed into the hearts of Jews in this country. ..The Jews talk about 'Never Again.'
(reference to the Holocaust) Listen. Jews, this little Black boy is your last chance, becau.se the Scriptures charge you
with killing the prophets of God. ..You cannot say 'Never Again' to God. because when He puts you in the oven, 'Never
Again' don't mean a damn thing." (Madison Square Garden, October 1985)

—That "White people, when measured against the tenets of the Koran, are devils. The few white people who are trying
to be good are .so few and weak that they may as well not exist." (Nctr York Magazine. October 21. 1985)

—That "It is an act of mercy to White people that we end your world. ..We must end vour world and bring in a new world"
(Washington Post, March 14, 1985)

—That "Jews, the Arabs, now SE Asian boat people, come into the black community, set up shops, provide goods and
services, and nurse at a black breast, and blacks stay in the same position. (Northeastern University, April 20, 1985)

2. Does Farrakhan have the constitutional right to speak at UMASS?
Yes. But UMASS .students have the right not to have $9,000 of their Student Activities Trust Fund money spent to

sponsor him.

3. Isn't Farrakhan's message of Black power and pride more important than his anti-Semitic and other
defamatory comments?
Farrakhan's call for Black pride and economic self-help is crucial to the Black community, and UMASS must sponsor

speakers who address these concerns. Farrakhan, however, taints his message with hate. No social group gains pride
or dignity by lambasting others. And since hatred of the jews, Christians, Asians, and Blacks who oppose him is a building
block of Farrakhan's message, it cannot be separated, or its effect lessened, by his positive statements.

4. What do Black leaders think of Farrakhan?
He has been denounced by Benjamin Hooks, the executive director of the NAACP and John Jacob, head of the National

Urban League, among numerous others. Black Muslim leader Wallace Deen Muhammed, furthermore, says that Far-
rakhan speaks neither for the Islamic religion, as he claims, nor for true Black Muslims. "Islam cannot be anti-White,
anti-Semitic, or anti-anything," he told the Advovcate, a national newspaper.

5. What harm can it do to hear Farrakhan speak? I'm curious to hear him speak for himself.
Farrakhan may not say anything blatantly bigoted in his UMASS speech, since he often tones down his message for

college audiences. If you walk out of the speech thinking that Farrakhan is "not as bad as people say", realize that you
haven't seen the whole Farrakhan. As recently as last May, Farrakhan said: The Jews cannot defeat me. I will grind
them and crush them into little bits." (NY Post, May 23, 1988)

It is up to you to educate yourself. Attend the video screening of his anti-Semitic Madison Square Garden speech being
shown on Jan. 31, Feb. 1 and 2 at 4 p.m. in campus center room917. Or drop by the Hillel office to talk to someone.
Or attend the panels and discussions sponsored by the Office of Human Relations. Many have chosen to protest quietly
by participating in the Vigil for Diversity and Dialogue beginning at 7 p.m. Thursday at the Campus Center Auditorium,
or by attending "IRINA," the one-woman play that opens the Jewish Arts Festival, Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in Bowker.
You don't have to see Farrakhan in person to educate yourself. At one speech he told the audience that their mere

attendance showed that "You support me! You support me!" Power lies in numbers, and hearing Farrakhan lends credence
to his views. UMASS is a place to learn, but Farrakhan is not the person to educate.

"I find [Farrakhan's statements regarding Jews] to be reprehensible and morally indefensi-

ble... I discourage his participation. Neither anti-Semitism or anti-Black statements have any
place in our party." (Jesse Jackson, The Boston Herald, June 29, 1984)

SupportiTs of this pjiisp include i:::: ' >nd num«roiis private »(roupN and itnlividuals.
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cuts

continuea p-nm page I

higher educational institutions had not been rehired this
semester.

Fortunately, through u.se of monies from the trustees
reserve and student fees, UMass avoided losing any part
time faculty, said UMass Chancellor Joseph Duftey
Other measures include:

• Continuing the hiring freeze, in effect since November
and continuing through July 1. saving $800,000.
• Energy savings through reduced lighting, heating, ear
ly building closures and other measures, saving $350,000.
• Freezing non-unit (non-union employees) merit pay in-

creases until the first of last month and eliminating
retroactive merit pay from Octolx'r, saving $220,000.
The $50 fee, called the '*Dukakis surfee" by some ad-

ministrators, generated some $1.2 million in revenues,
iif which $300,000 will be used to reimburse students
unable to afford the extra fee since the fee must be paid
prior to the first day of classes, Langley said.

The remaining $900,000 has been allocated for academic
programs and hiring teaching assi.stants, he said.

.\ccording to documents released by the registrars of

fice, 78 percent of all pre registered students did not

rfc«'ive at least one class becau.se of increased course
cncellations

Operating Budget Cuts:
All Schools and Colleges
Cuts made July 1988 and
November/December 1988
Total: Both Cuts
.Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Humanities and Fine .Arts

FtK)d and Natural Resources

School of Engineering

.Sxial and Behavioral Sciences

School of Education

School of Management

.Sch<x)l ot Physical Education

.School of Health Sciences

.Souire: Universitv of Ma.s.sachusetts

$576,828

$567,575

$410,854

$350,347

$333,648

$173,706

$161,084

$95,936

$84,633

Provost OfTice

COLLEGIAN 1

basketball players

continued from page '.

burglary tools, and the use of a motor vehicle in the com-

inl.^^sion of a felony

Hampshire Di.strict Court Judge Alvertus J Morse

reduced the charges against the three from two counts of

unarmed burglary to two counts of breaking and enter-

ing in the nighttime with intent to commit a felony. The

lesser charge of breaking and entering will allow the case

to remain in District Court rather than being transfer-

red to Superior Court. Charges of unarmed burglary are

not in the juri.sdiction of Di.strict Court.

Brown and Chase were immediately suspended by

UMass coach John Calipari and Hardin will not be allow-

ed to play or collect on his full scholarship here pending

on the outcome of the case. (See related article in the

Sports section.)

Hardin was accepted to UMass as a transfer .student

from Salt Lake Community College on Jan. 13.

This figure is up eight percent from the spring semester
of 1988 and 17 percent from the spring semester of 1987.

As a result, 4.395 students have 12 credit course loads

or less for the spring semester with the class of 1991 tak

ing mo.st of the burden with I.l'il students underloaded ^^fe
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ATTENTION BSN
CUSS OF 1989.

The Air Force has a special pro-

gram tor 1989 BSNs It selected,

you can enter octive duty soon
otler graduation—wittwut vwiting

for the results of your State Boards
lb qualify you must hove on overall

2 75 GR^. After commissioning,
you'll attend a five-nxxith intern-

ship at a major Air Force medical

tacility Ifs on excellent way to pre-

pore tor ttie wide range of experi-

ences you'll hove serving your

country as on Air Force nurse of-

ficec For nnore intornx)tion, call

USAF NURSE RECRUITING
603-433-1886/7

Open 7

a week
•10 p.m.

(^^^^t^^^U ^<Uk Ofr
107 Sunderland Rd
North Amherst

Speedwash, 1 1 Prav St Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St . South Amherst

SPRING BREAK IN

CANCUN!
Departure Date: March 17, 1989

Group Space: Plaza Del Sol $519.00
p/p based on quad occupancy

The Callnda $759.99
p/p based on triple occupancy

Included Features Round Trip air from Boston • 8 Oays/7 mgnts

hotel accommodations • All taxes and tips • Manager's Coctaii

Panv • A GREAT TIME

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

CARROLL TRAVEL
15 Cowles Lane, Amherst, 413-256-8931

/'

M

The Spoke
Welcome Back!!

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.50

Drinks of the Week ($1.00)
DeKuyper

Mountain Strawberry Schnapps
Apple Barrel Schnapps

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentration in injuries trom • Auto Accidents
• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bifes

• And All Othier Accidents • No legal fee unless
successful, costs payable at conclusion in most cases

• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.O.
AnORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
see us in the Nynex yellow pages
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CHINESE KITCHEN

72 oz.

Pitclicrs

$3.95
In I1ddl<> Only

75C
Drafts

In hddlpy Only
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CHOOSE EXCELLENCE
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAIL'
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Judge denies

injunction in

Sakowicz suit

'Tfi By JENNIFER UEMFSEY

hourly Tm.rssufT
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious ahout getting tlieir foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff memhers worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

leporters as interns or permanent staff

memlxMs are the Boston (il()l)e, (^uincy Patiiot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Ald-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, (Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays

to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to U3 Campus
Center today.
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hiring freeze
continued from page I

This means 14 faculty positions in the humanities will

not be filled through the 1990 fall semester at least, he

said.

The loss of faculty weakens departments, which \n turn

affects the quality of the education students receive,

Schwartz said.

In the division of social and behavioral sciences. Dean
Glen Gordon said, there are 12 vacant faculty positions

and only one authorized faculty search in effect for an an
thropology professor.

Because of the freeze, the remaining unfilled positions

will slay vacant until the fall semester at least, he said.

'VVe need faculty," he said, if I don't get more faculty,

I'll have to have fewer majors."

The budget cuts and hiring freeze can further affect the

quality of the University by undermming the morale of

lemaining faculty and cause them to l(K)k elsewhere for

more promising jobs. Gordon said.

"We have a lot of people ripe for raiding," he said, "After

a couple of years in a row of bad times, you have faculty

members looking around for greener pastures
"

Fredrick W. Byron Jr., dean of the faculty of natural

sciences and mathematics, agrees with Gordon, "Manag
ing in a crisis mode all the time makes people wonder if

this is the place they want to be."

The budget cuts will severely curtail Byron's ability to

attract quality faculty to his departments, supply need-

ed equipment and keep such departments as computer
science competitive, he said.

Depending on the amount of money appropriated to the

University in the coming fiscal year, "we're either going

to be in a steep slide or we're going to hold on and get

back to where we should have been a year ago, " Schwartz

said.

NIGHT GRAPHICS
Scheduling for paste-up, typeset-

ting and night driving is TONIGHT
at 6 p.m. in Graphics.

Attendance is mandatory.
If you have a time conflict, please

call Marc or Wendv at 545-3500.

NOTEBOOK
BONANZA
AT COLLEGE DRUG
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wash dry
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SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS

You want a career where the sky is your limit

and ycu are m control.

Become an Air Traffic Control Specialist...

You'll take off for career heights never before

imagined.

You'll have a career with a tomorrow because
today's aviation world is constantly expanding.

Enjoy a career with salaries up to S60K-plus.

generous vacation, and excellent retirement.

A college degree m any major, work

experience, or a combination of college and
work will qualify

Send your name and address on a postcard for

an application and more information to:

Federal Aveition Administration

Dept: APS
P.O. Box 26650

Oklahoma City, OK 73126

An Eaua* Oppoftunty Emptoyer

Discover Today's FAA

6 UNieSITY ORIV[ NEWMARKET CENTER AMHERST 413,'d49-^640

VWWM/W?/M^m/WM/MmM^^JWM}MMm^^̂

Graduating Seniors

Wekeep
youlearning.
There s a good chance you learned on a Prime connputer

in college Because of ail American engineering and
technical students 1 /4 work with our computers

And as a Prime employee you 'aq\iq\ stop learning

With our project leaders you II take part in the development

marketing or support of our general-purpose 32 bit

superminicomputers and related products for manufac
turing financial services, government, education and

scientific marketplaces

You II have ample opportunities for advancement too

Because Prime wants you to measure up to your full potential

Prime professionals will be on your campus during the semester

to talk to Computer Science Electrical Engineering and

Computer Engineering students who want to learn how to keep

learning while their careers grow See your placement officer for

details Or write to Robin Falcione Human Resources Prime

Computer. Inc SM&D MSI OB 12 500 Old Connecticut Path

Framingham, MA 1 701 An equal opportunity/affirmative action

employer

Prime
Prime Computer Inc

61 Main St., Amlierst
Not to Town Hall

FOR l"RLl: DfiLlVEKY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMf^US)

Dial

LIQUORS 253-3091
IIM STORE CASH ONLYI

Bud
plusDep 12pk

cans $6.40

Becks
$15.99

plus Dep. Case

t^ Smirnoff

H 1.75 Liter

$12.99

Coltttnbia

Crest

Chardonnay
$4.99

Sangre de

Toro
$3.49

Harveys
Scotch

1 75 Liter

$13.99

Le Jardinet

1.5 Liter

$4.99

Andre Brtit

$2.29

Canadian •*

Mist

$11.99
1 75 Liter tt'iifiiitjrt

MI'^I

O'Keefe

Canadian
6 pk. plus Dep

$3.45

Foster's

Oil Can
$1.75 plus Dep

Almaden
Mt. Wines

$4.25 1.5 Liter

Sommeliere
White

$3.49 15 Liter

Rolling Rock
ReHlIs

$10.99
Case plus Dep.

Bud Light

12 pk cans

plus Dep $6.40
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black/Jewish relations
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continued from page I

conu' to fftl must be romoved if they are

to advatut'

By thi- iiiiu' Allan Bakke applied to

iiudiial schtHil in 1973. and toiiKht the ma
jor tenets ot afllimative action. Jonathan

Kaufman wrote that black Jewish lela

tions were already near the breaking' point

"Bakke was not Jewish, but his

challenge to the concept of afVirmative ac

tion galvanized the support of prominent

Jewish ntHK-onservatives and the three ma
jor Jewish organizations ithe American

Jewish Committee, the American Jewish

Congress, and the Anti Defamation

League'.'" he wrote

"Not all Jews vocally opposed afFirmative

action, and a ^(mkI number of Jew> as well

as stime Jew ish organizations supported it;

but the attack by these intellectuals and

organized Jewish groups against affir

mative action eliminated any hope ot

restoring the black Jew ish alliance." wrote

Kaufman
•Black criticism of Israel -^tnuk Jews at

llitir nut>t vulneiai)i»' ixnnl. iit .uUitd It

was like a bhnv to the ><i\\v plexus. Similar

ly. Jewish criticism of affirmative action

cut to the heart of the emerging black agen

da It meant attacking not only a key black

issue, but also the most articulate and in

tluential members of the black communi
t.v

A iy7i» article in the Lincoln Review by

J A. Parker and Allan C Brownfield t«K»k

a different Itxik at black Jewish relations

at a time when the subject was attracting

national attention

"In stmie cases, spokesmen for both

groups (Blacks and Jews) app«-ar to be us

ing such terms (anti Semitism and racism!

as a means of intimidating those with

whom they disagree up<»n political and

economic questions. ' they wrote

In the 10 years since that article ap-

peared, more i.'^sues have appeared that

have divided blacks and Jews, such as the

firing of then United Nations Ambassador

.Andrew Young, the rise and black <upp<»it

of the M.ilestine Lil>eratioii < )ru'anizat ion.

t lu presidential candidacy of Jesse

Jackson, and most recently. Farrakhan.

The reunification of the two gioups is not

impossible, according to many black and
Jewish leaders, becau.se the two gioups still

share a common fight against prejudices,

and as Village Voice writer Jack N'ewfield

w rote, the gioups agree on many economic,

social, and foreign policy issues

Newfield turns to Vernon Jordan, tbrnii i

director of the National Urban League,

who said in a speech to the American
Jewish Committee: "Together we can

rebuild an alliance to help win an open,

pluralistic, integrated stKiety There are

blacks wh«> may be t(K) embittered to join

It; there are Jews who may be too deficient

in both imagination and memory to join it.

But the majority of both groups wants t»)

join again in a creative partnership for the

common gfK»d.
'
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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By JASON TALERMAN

'Don't knock it, it's sex with

someone you love
. '

'

— Woody Allen on masturbation
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"So! ... You've been buzzing

around the living room ogalnl"

MENU
LUNCH

Hot corned beel on rye

Chicken cutlet sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken cutlet sandwich

Squash bake

DINNER
stuffed shells, tomato sauce

Beef bourguignon

Pult pastery triangle

BASICS DINNER
stuffed shells tomato sauce

Creamed vegetable

croquettes with sauce
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Arrests rock men's hoop team
Seniors
David
Brown

Minutemen struggle during 4-8 break

and
Duane
Chase

suspended
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

On Jan. 3, the University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team suffered three losses, and the least con-

sequential one was a defeat at the hands of West Virginia

University.

Early that morning, two stars of the team, David Brown
and Duane Chase, were arrested and charged with the

unarmed burglary of an Amherst home.

UMass coach John Calipari suspended the two im-

mediately, and they did not practice, travel with, or play

with the Minutemen until their court date last Thursday

(see related story, news section).

Arrested with Brown and Chase was George Hardin, a

junior college player from Salt Lake Community College

in Utah. Hardin was in the process of tranferring to

UMass for the spring semester, and would have been eligi-

ble to play that night against West Virginia.

To keep the case in Northampton District Court, Har
din's charges were later lessened to breaking and

entering.

What Hardin would have represented to the team might

never be known. But along with Brown. UMass lost 17.3

points per game and 9 rebounds per game. Chase

represented 8.4 ppg and 7.3 rpg.

The losses, however, were much deeper than that.

Brown, the team captain, and Chase were seniors. And

when the Minutemen took the court at the Springfield

Civic Center against West Virginia, it was obvious they

had lost their leadership.

The team went into a skid, losing five games in a row

,

as players began to take up the slack and re-evaluate their

roles.

"This team changed on Jan. 3," Calipari said. "But you

just go on. Everyone's roles are more defined and the

players are accepting that."

Ironically, it has been the freshmen that have con-

tributed the most. Jim McCoy, a guard, suddenly found

himself playing small forward, and responded by winn-

ing Atlantic 10 Freshman-of-the-Week honors two weeks

in a row.
continued on page 7

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team,

hampered with the loss of stars David Brown and Duane
Chase to suspension, had a difficult intersession, going

4-8 before this issue of the Collegian went to press.

The following is a game-bygame summary of how the

Minutemen fared, beginning with the Lowell game, which

was played on the final day of classes last semester, after

the final issue of the Collegian was published:

UMass 84. Lowell 60
The Minutemen went into intersession on a good note

by beating Lowell, last year's Division II national

champion.
David Brown had 16 points to pace UMass, which im-

proved to 4 2. Duane Chase added 14 points and 10 re

bounds for the Minutemen. who jumped out to a 33-24

halftime lead at the Curry Hicks Cage.

UMass ran away with it in the second half, and the

highlight came when David Brown took a pass from An-

ton Brown and slam dunked the 1,000th point of his

UMa.s.s career with 8:47 left in the game.

Florida Tech 106, UMass 87

The Minutemen began play in the Florida Today Classic

with a loss to the host team. Florida Tech.

Dwight Walton led the winners with 30 points while

Kelly Devon added 24, as Florida Tech scored 53 points

in each half.

Sophomore guard Rafer Giles led UMass with 20 points,

while David Brown added 13 and Jim McCoy had 12.

UMass 90, Coastal Carolina 73

The Minutemen bounced back to beat Coastal Carolina

in the consolation game of the tournament.

David Brown had 28 points and nine rebounds to pace

UMass. which established a 40-36 halftime lead. Anton
Brown added 21 points for the Minutemen, who improv-

ed to 5-3 with the victory.

Derek Wilson and Craig Hodges had 14 points each for

Coastal Carolina.

West Virginia 89. UMass 73

Less than 24 hours after the arrest and suspension of

David Brown and Duane Chase, the Minutemen took the

court against Atlantic 10 Conference power West Virginia

at the Springfield Civic Center.

Despite 32 points from freshman Jim McCoy in his first

game as a small forward, the Minutemen lost.

^ The Mountaineers, who raced to a 43 29 halftime lead,

had five players in double figures, led by Herbie Brooks

with 21.

Penn State 107. UMass 79

The absence of David Brown and Duane Chase was

never more evident than in the thrashing Penn State gave

the Minutemen in State College, Pa.

Tom Hovasse, the leading scorer in the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference, had 22 points to lead the Nittany Lions, who ex-

ploded for 67 second-half points.
continued on page 7

('nl\ffri»n pholii by -lason Tnlerinan

The UMass men's hoop team, shown here in action against Rhode Island, struggled during in-

tersession, losing two seniors and going 4-8.

Welcome
Back!

We're here for

all you haircore

needs!

Also inside . .

Intersession wrap-ups:

Gymnastics, Page 4.

Swimming, Page 5.

Track, Page 6.

A look at Proposal 42, Page 11

mm €Mi)
REDKEN 103 N. Pleasant St

Amherst 256-0438

SOME LIKE THEM...

HOT

• WINTER SKI VACATIONS •

i SOME UKE THEM.

§,V COLD

Your Partners In Travel
Maplcwood Shops—Nortliainptoii. Mil

$86-8953

Minutewomen hit rough road over break
After 5-0 start, women 's basketball team slips to 8-7 overall

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

When last we left the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team, first-year coach Kathy Hewelt's

troops were an unblemished 5-0, filled with optimism.

However, the goings weren't as easy during the interses-

sion as they were before. The Minutewomen stumbled in

the Bath Ironworks Classic in Portland. ME and then

headed into Atlantic 10 play. After the perfect start, the

Minutewomen have gone 3-7. including a 3-4 record in con-

ference play.

"We knew coming in that we'd have a difficult time in

the Atlantic 10. with the caliber of the teams and the

depths of the programs," Hewelt .said. "But the kids have

their heads up, were going in and battling. Whatever we
have, we're giving.

"I feel that if we .>ta.v competitive, and keep our en

thusiasm as we go through the growing process we'll be

in good shape. " Hewelt said. "Playing better teams will

help us in the long run."

Yet at this point in the season, although the effort of

the team is to be lauded, the bottom line is that the team

is not winning consistently.

"The toughest part is even though we know we're play-

New blood
atop A-10

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Times they are a-changing atop the Atlantic 10 con-

ference in women's basketball.

For the past few years, it has been Rutgers Universi

ty that has consistently been the dominant team in the

conference, with .several others on their heels. But this

season has shown a shift of power, with St. Joseph's

University and Temple now battling for the top spot, and

Rutgers, Penn State, West Virginia and George

Washington just an eyelash away.

Things could get interesting before the year is out.

Through games of Jan. 23. St. Joe's held court with a

continued on page 8

ing great competition, losing is not OK, " Hewelt said.

"There's a lot of room for improvement. We have to real-

ly dig in if we're going to turn the corner."

The Minutewomen have been hampered by the loss of

starting guard Michele Pytko, who injured her knee late

in the consolation game of the Bath Ironworks Classic in

Portland, ME. The junior had surgery a couple of weeks

ago and is lost for the season.

"Any time you lose a player of Michele's athletic abili-

ty, it hurts, and it shows on the floor. " Hewelt said. "We've

had to adjust to not having her."

UMass has made some strides in recent games, winr

ing a pair of conference games before tough losses t.

strong teams such as West Virginia and Dartmouth. Part

of the reason could be a gamble made by Hewelt before

the Duquesne game, switching Beth Wilbor to outside and

moving Sue Serafini, who took Pytko's spot in the lineup,

inside.

Serafini has responded by playing better than she has,

and it has helped the rest of the team as well, taking a

load off of inside players Keyburn McCusker and Helen

Freeman.
"We feel we can take advantage of this. Sue has found

a lot of confidence, and Keyburn has played a lot better.

It gives us several different options," Hewelt said. "Sue

plays well down under, and other teams have difficulty

matching, because now they can't double our other

players. She bf)ards well, jumps and sets good screens.

Hewelt has been switching the two on and off, mostly

to confuse teams during the game.

"We're looking to get some quick scores, cause some dif-

ficulty and maybe get some quick fouls It gives us a new

look," Hewelt said.

The following is a look at the intersession action, game

by game:

Maine 76, UMass 62:

December 28, Bath Ironworks Classic, Portland,

ME.
The Minutewomen, looking to equal the school mark for

most wins from the start of the .season at six, instead drop-

ped their first of the year to the host team in the fir.st

round of the tournament.

"We played pretty well against a good team in Maine.

They played pretty well," Hewelt .said "It was our first

outing after a long layoff, and we had problems with our

timing and we got out of synch, which cost us."

UMass trailed 3.5 .30 at the half and fell further behind

in the second half, shooting only 35 percent from the floor

for the game.

' A*: 'IHVHI^^H

CullriCiMn filr photo

Helen Freeman and the Minutewomen found

the road tougher once the Atlantic 10 schedule

started.

Rachel Bouchard was the leading scorer with 21 points

for the Black Bears. Senior guard Christel Zullo led

UMass with 17 points, six assists and five steals.

Georgia State 76. UMass 65:

December 29, Bath Ironworks Consolation Game
The story in this game was played out on the boards.

UMass almost getting outrebounded by one player.

Forward Angela Greshman haunted the Minutewomen

with 24 total rebounds, including nine off the offensive

board, while UMass as a team had only 28. Georgia State

had 47 total karoms.

"They are an extremely talented team I felt we played

them extremely well, but they were head and shoulders

above us at every position," Hewelt said. "(Greshman)

really hurt us. She's a tremendous athlete. We tried to

continued on page 8
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WELCOME BACK
CASE SPECIALSSSS

BUSCH SUITCASE
PIELS BAR BOTTLES
CARLING BLACK LABELS
MOOSEHEAD
MICHELOB DRY

8.99

6.99

6.99

12.99

12.99

BUD BOWL II

BUD 12 PACK CANS 5.99
vs.

BUD LIGHT 12 PACK CANS 5.99

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2 Lt.

FOSTERS OIL CAN
MOLSON GOLDEN 6 pk.

KIRIN DRY 6 pk.

BASS ALE 6 pk.

2.99

2 for 2.99

3.99

4.49

4.99

OUR ANNUAL WINE SALE IN PROGRESS
MIX AND MATCH YOUR FAVORITE

CORK FINISHED WINES
1 2 Bottles or More 20% Off

6 Bottles or More IS^/o Off

3 Bottles or More 10% Off

ABSOLUT VODKA 750 ml

KAHLUA 750 ml

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

11.99

10.99

8.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Rotite 9, Hadley—Jost beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 1 1 p.m.

584-8174
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Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

"The Buck Stops Here"

Welcome Back Students

Drink of the Week
VODKA TONIC $1.00

•
REINTRODUCING

PITCHERS!!

IVIiller & Miller Lite

$4.75 ill Ifin

February
Beer of the Month

BUD & MILLER LITE $1.00
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Navy torpedoes men's gymnastics team
Minutemen perform 'admiraVably in opener

F •'RGE AUSTIN
C , Staff
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., -isi one of the top teamt. in the

MS first collegiate meet of his

career And Johnson has even higher ex

pectations of this freshman from

Ikjrchesier

•"ntat was a nice surprise.'" Johnson said

1 thought he did real well I think he can

: ven dfi better He had a fall on pommel
hiirste and a fall on horizontal bar

'

Though John-son felt the Minuteme:

.Muid have performed better. UMass end

•d up edping Nax^ m the pttmrnei
'•

,nit,..' ; .r and extending its

ihankt- m part to senior Joe

. . the onl\

for the

.ast \ er>

i|l wai- the

the Mid

Mmutemt':
BuJ th.

Th< !

nngs
i;>Tii;

and that is where

k over

. the first two plat

rings (an area where UMass was hurt by

graduation! with Mark Fiori <9.4> taking

first and Steve Parker '9 25* edging out Eg

gers 1 9.2) for second place.

The Minutemen got consislenlly high

scores in the vault competition, everyone

posting high B s and senior Jay Ronayne

a 9.1 But Navy wasjust a little bit better,

oulscoring UMi 1 1
" 1 «^.5 Uj up " - ^^--^

1727 171.35

Ronayne was second lor the Muiulemeu

hind Navy's Jason Carter who received

-"15 from the judges for his vault.

Na\-> put this meet virtually out of reach

(or UMass with a superior performance on

the parallel bars, an event that John*ion

•Vit the Mmutemt -^eak in to begin

i*ith

The Midshipmen were not weak on the

not at all Navy got three excellent

r,«>^. to .wefp the first three

'-...', ^*'i on pag* 10
K-

Injury to Turmail vaults

teammates into starring roles

VERSTLIN
sr

•neet at Na- scorer Kristin Turnu,

O'.iw

A*<1 me that mentalh . they are ready for th*.

in order to . jh what they wanted tc

t counting or. fi-r^i-

lurse we miss her. added freshman Eima L<-.4.-
-

G> K r "
" ' "*

'

That
visitmg WRams. who neeaec a nign sconng penormanc-e
'•'•'-

;: to keep pace her 36 stood as the

tctai of the afternoon As a tearr.

UMass notcneo at least 40 points m e&

highest in the floor exercise '4-4 75 total .... . . l .-
-.

.
_

in both the vault and balance beam Though the uneven

bars provided the most trouble on the

Mmutewomen 40 1 pts . it was there •. ._- ... ;^ -

up a httie daylight over Rhode Island, who could manage

just 3s 55 points

Individually, three different Mmutewomen emerged m
the four seperate events against Rhode Island In the

vault. I '. led Olas-- with a ? 95 Baxter •• ? 35 was

tops fo: •:'t on the uneven bars, and her 9 3 on the

floor exercise was the team high as well On the balance

beam. Junior L>Tme Moms delivered a 9.3. followed close-

ly by Grady's 9 15

At Navy, a similarly even performance paced the

Mmutewomen to the blowout »nn. Lagendyk led the vault

effort there as well, recording a 9.20 to christen her L'Mass

career Baxter added a team high 9 2 m the f.oor exer

cise, and her 35 5 all around pt total was tops m the ^m
Grady tor»k second place all-around with a 34 75. and Kber

chippied :n 34.1 points in all four ever.t-

'^(*"'-l* In' '

Fre<ihman Erin Klier

Sports at a Glance

Today:
Tomorrow;
Thursday:

Friday:
Saturday:

Sunday;

No ^ames - i

No games - -d

Women's hoop vs

Rhc^ie Island 7 30'

No games scheduled

Women's swimming v?

New Hampshire 1 :0*.'

Men's swimming vs.

New Hampshire 4 30'

Women s g>mnaiitics at

Yale 1:00'

Men's gvmnastics at

Cortland 100'

Men's Track at Ocean
State Invitational

Women s Track at Ocean
State Invitational

en win hrst z
Nothing rookie-like about

these UMass freshman

B> SAM SILVERSTIEN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts womens gvmnastics

head coach. Alfie Mitchell may be a rookie, feeling his

' -h Boyden and the regional women's gym-

the first time this winter, but he's got

plenty ol company. Six freshmen suit up for Mitch* " -

-quad dunne practice, and so far this sea.-ion. the new la.--

-.a., p.a.id a major role in the Minutewomen's season-

pening wins over Na\y and Rhode Island

Freshmen Kim Grady. Erin Klier. ^' "'

Julie Kantaros and Eima Lagendyk ha\ •

With Grady and Klier quickly establishing themselves as

heavy all-around scoring threats

Against RhfKl- ' '
" ' '> 35.1 pt tota. was tne

third over all. K ipre.-^sive 33.2 With tradi

tional high scorer Kristin Turmail out indefinitely with

a bad ankle, these fat scores have come m more than

handy

"I was planning on using the freshmen a lot. but I didn't

know how soon As it turns out it hapjjened earlier than

I expected." said Mitchell "I was counting on them, and

they haven't let me dov\-n. Since this is my first year, these

are going to be the people that I will have to deal with."

"They have worked out really well since September."

agreed team captian Enya Hlo/ik "We knew they would

be a big part of this team
'

Both Grady and Klier were both tabbed as All-Scholastic

calibre gymnasts in high school by the Boston Globe, and

have quickly transferred their all-around talents to the

collegiate level Grady has performed especially well on

the vault and floor exercises, where Mitchell described her

as "explosive" earlier this season

"The best is yet to come from Kim Grady." said Mit-

chell after the Rhode Island meet. "Each week she im-

proves something."

"I put pressure on myself to work hard, init overybixly

on this team works hard." answered Grady

Said Mitchell, i can honestly say that 1 think they are

welcoming the pressure They wanted to prove

themselves, and this (without Turmail' is the time to do

It They're goinj; to have to get their act together a little

bit sooner, without that grace period mi>st freshmen get

to mature."

Can we build one for you?

Serving—Sandwiches, Foot Long Subs,

Bagels & Lox, Fresh Soups & Salads
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Men's swimming back to its winning ways
Swimmers win 7 straight

I'oUegian photo by David Higa«hi(uchi

The UMass men's swim team has started a new streak, now at seven after four wins over the

break.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Don't look now, but the University of Massachusetts

men's swim team is on another winning streak.

OK. seven meets is not quite the equivalent of the

41-meet monstrosity that the Minutemen piled up over

parts of four seasons, but it's a modest one in itself.

The Minutemen, since dropping a season-opening loss

to Boston College that snapped that 41-meet string, have

taken seven straight, including four in a row over interses-

sion. to improve to 7-1 on the year and set a course to

potentially capture a third straight New England Cham-

pionship later next month.

"Swimming and winning are going together again

now. " said coach Russ Yarworth. "We're pointing to a

rematch with BC at the New Englands.
"

UMass also swam against Connecticut and Vermont,

but results were not available before deadline.

Highlighting the intersession proceedings was junior

diver Dan Chesnickas double win against Rhode Lsland,

off both the one- and three-meter boards, both of which

established new school and pool records.

Starting the break at 3-1, UMass got back into the swing

of things on Jan. 7, a 147-92 win at Northeastern.

Chesnicka was the lone double winner, while UMass cap-

tured both the 400 medley and 400 freestyle relays. Jim

Robertson. Roger Kennedy, Evan Gwilliam and Brian

Mclver each took one first.

The next meet was a visit to crosstown rival Amherst

College, the Minutemen stealing braggmg rights again

with a 171-66 win. UMass captured firsts in all but two
continued on page 10

Women's swimming goes 1-3 over break
Coach says UMass still making gains

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The record will state that the Universi

ty of Massachusetts women's swim team

lost three of four dual meets over interses-

sion. But records don't always tell the true

story, and coach Bob Newcomb insists "we

haven't lost anything over interse.ssion."

With the 1-3 break mark, the team now

stands at 5-4 on the year, but Newcomb
feels that he has never seen his team swim-

ming better than it is now. and says he is

having more fun than he has ever had

coaching at UMass.
"The only disappointing thing has been

the record." Newcomb said. He has plenty

of reason to be encouraged. Take 23 per-

sonal bests against both Boston College

and Buffalo, although the Minutewomen

lost both. Because of that, Newcomb feels

that the future bodes well for his team

come time for the New England meet.

"If we can keep a few people healthy, I

would say people will have to watch out for

us. They'll have to swim fast to keep us out

of third," Newcomb said. "Third is a very

reali.stic goal. Maine had better watch their

back door.
"

Coming into the sea.son. UMass had pret-

ty much conceded first and second in the

New Englands to Northeastern and Boston

College. Maine was picked third and

UMass fourth, the exact order of finish for

last year's meet. But Newcomb feels that

there may be a little jostling of position this

time around.

The intersession started against Nor-

theastern, currently the top team in New
England. UMa.ss had only been in the

water for five days since coming back from

break, and didn't have much to offer

against the powerful Huskies in a 174-1 19

loss.

"This was a tough meet against a really

tough team. We were really tired, and we

still had to work out our vacation laziness,"

Newcomb said. 'On the whole we swam
some solid races."

Despite the loss, the Minutewomen were

boosted by the return of Michelle Leary,

who had suffered a mild heart attack before

the season started. Leary has bounced back

perfectly and is currently swimming some

of the top times in New England.

"This was our first welcome back, a 'let's

get in the swing of things." It wasn't

anything compared to the next three

meets," Newcomb said.

The next meet was the only win UMass

would get, a 185-115 decision over

Williams College. UMa.ss took first and se-

cond in the opening medley relay and never

looked back.

"We took it right to them from the begin-

ning and swam very well," Newcomb said.

Leary highlighted the meet by winning

four events, while Megan McCamy was

also a double winner. Freshman Tracy

Young captured the 1000-yard freestyle

and Jodi Schwartz took the 200-yard but-

terfly. Both breaststrokers, Regina

Jungbluth and Melissa Waller also had
continued on page 14
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Men's track set for future
O'Brien pleased with performances of freshmen

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

This may not be the year for the University of

Massachusetts indoor track team ... but next year or

possibly the next, might be.

The Minutemen are a relatively young team and

though it is good to have some young legs in any lineup,

it is also important to have some experience.

UMass' roster fields 27 freshmen in a 59 man lineup

which means the freshmen will be depended on to carry

some responsibility. UMass coach Ken O'Brien has

recruited well and he expects that to pay off, though

maybe not in the immediate future.

"Before the season I didn't know where we were but

I guessed we were going to be a pretty strong team this

season, " O'Brien said. "I don't think we'll reach the level

I anticipated for us but that does not discourage me
because I think we have more promise for the future than

I thought we had. I think the kids have a good attitude

but its going to take some time."

Potential is what O'Brien is talking about. And he's

seen some over the break in two meets, each of which

fielded over 50 teams from around the Northeast.

At the Yale Invitational on January 14th the

Minutemen left their mark in the relay competition.

Both the two-mile and distance medley teams finished

a very respectable seventh.

Senior James McDonnell started things off for the

Minutemen in the medley with a 3:09.2 three-quarter

mile. He handed off to freshman Steve Brown of

Rockland who took care of the quarter mile leg with a

51.7. Derek Moore of Brockton, another freshman, was

next up for the Minutemen and he set things up for junior

Art Smith by running a 2:01.2 half-mile. Smith went on

to finish the medley up for the Minutemen with a 4:21.7

mile time.

Four veterans combined for a 8:10.1 two-mile relay.

Juniors Herb Heffner and Tom Degnan ran the first two

half-mile legs of the race. Heffner starting things off with

a 2:00.1 and Degnan a 2:01.4. Senior Fitzpatrick Hagan

followed with a 2:01.8 and David Doyle was the No. 4

man with a 2:06.8.

In the mile relay, UMass was paced by three freshmen

and finished fourth in New England behind Southern

Connecticut University, Yale and Central Connecticut.

Freshman Stephen Doran (54.61. senior Evon Walters

(54.8), freshman Joseph Sherwin (55.3). and freshman

Felix DeLaRosa (53.8), combined for a 3:38.5.

Individually, juniors Gerry Squires and Art Smith

were the highlights of the afternoon for the Minutemen.

Squires' 15:17.94 was fourth best in the 5000-meter race.

Smith finished second in New England in the

3000-meters with a time of 8:21.7.

On Januar>' 22 the Minutemen competed in what turn

continued on page 10
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Women
runners
turn it on
Six qualify for N.E. race
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

"Over there. Over there. We won*t come home until it's

over Over there . .
."; the famous World War two fight

song is an appropriate medley for the University of

Massachusetts women's indoor track team, which doesn't

have even a single home meet.

All of the Minutewomen's meets are on the road and,

unlike mo.st other competitions, are non-scoring — in-

dividual performances aren't tallied for a team total. In

stead, members of the UMass track team run with the

hope of qualifying for the New England Championships,

held in the last week of February. So far. the

Minutewomen have accumulated an impressive number

of qualifying performances.

In it.s two meets over intersession break (at Yale and

then Harvard University the following week) UMass'

Michelle St Laurent ran the half mile in 2:20 — one se

cond better than the qualifying time for the N.E. Cham
pionships; LeeAnn Ambrose qualified in the 400 meter

race; freshman Precious Hill topped the championship

qualifying time by more than seven seconds by running

a mile in five minutes flat.

Kristen Peers qualified in the 5,000-meter race with a

time of 18:37. The Minutewomen also qualified both of

their relay teams. The 4x4 one mile relay team qualified

by better than five seconds in 4:04. while the 4x8 two-mile

team had a qualified in 9:51.

Where the Minutewomen haven't qualified is in the shot

put. The championship qualifying distance is 38 feet for

the 4 kilogram shot. UMass' Helen Balaouras has thrown

35' 1': while freshman teamate Dianne Ozzoleck has the

20 pound weight for 29' 8".

"They're close to qualifying," UMass coach Julie

LaFreniere said.

continued on page 15
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Parity takes over in Atlantic 10 IL^^^^^
•/ continued from page 2

TV exposure on the rise

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Week Eight: The University of Massachusetts is 10

games into its conference schedule and glancing at the

standings you see A) the Minutemen only have two con-

ference wins, but B) with the loss of two seniors, a still-

new coach, and the lowest of possible expectations for

UMass, the Minutemen have paddled a shakey ship

through turbulant waters.

UMass can claim victory when saying "at least we're

not in last place" ... or even second to last.

In its first 10 A-10 games the Minutemen find

themselves in eighth place with a 2-8 (Deadline keeps us

from knowing the outcome of Saturday's Rutgers game].

By last year's standards, the Atlantic 10 is having a

down year— Temple actually has a conference loss and
has played dismal on national television; but by other

standards the Atlantic 10 has (at least in the upper

echelon I that rare flavor— Parity.

Brown, Chase
continued from page 2

McCoy took over the scoring lead from
Brown, and as of early last week, averag-

ed almost 18 points per game.
"I had to sit down and mature a lot faster

than I thought I would," McCoy said. "I

had to change positions and that meant a

lot more responsibilities.
"

But McCoy handled the responsibilities

well, as did freshman point guard Anton
Brown, who scores more than 12 points a

game, and leads the team in assists.

Six-foot-seven sophomore John Tate

became the big man. and averages about

eight rebounds a game.

"I had to grow and mature as far as my
personal role on the team." Tate said. "I

had to step up and take a lot more respon-

sibility."

For some of the Minutemen, the loss of

David Brown and Chase meant something

more basic than added responsibility — it

meant a chance to play.

Players like John Milum and Ishmael

Butler saw their minutes — and their

statistics — grow.

"I'm getting the opportunity to play more

and. in that time, I'm just asked to main-

tain it," Butler said. "Everybody just plays

hard. The cohesiveness was always there,

now we're quite a bit tighter."

That was evident as the Minutemen lost

by smaller and smaller margins and then

finally won, beating St. Bonaventure

University Jan. 16 at the Curry Hicks

Cage. UMass left the court to a standing

ovation.

Three nights later, the Minutemen beat

the University of Rhode Island for their se-

cond Atlantic 10 win.

UMass slumped again, though, losing to

George Washington University and Tem-
ple before this issue of the Collegian went

to press.

The loss of David Brown and Chase put

the Minutemen in a position where they

could have easily given up on the season.

But they've done just the opposite. They
have worked harder than they probably

would have in any other situation, and as

a result, the players have grown.

"I'm happy with taking on a new role and

everything, " Tate said. "But I miss those

guys. .
."

Collegian staff member Sam Silverstein

contributed to this story.

Either you hate it or you love it. No in-between. The
A-10 has lost its dominating, nationally-ranked

Cinderallas. On a whole, however, conference teams are

playing the toughest schedule in leauge history and in

front of a larger audience. Since Dec. 17, there have been

23 Atlantic 10 games on television.

The Minutemen split in their two television ap-

pearances, losing to St. Bonaventure University and then

beating Rhode Island at home.
Across the Atlantic 10 . . .

Temple: (8-6) The Owls suffered their first conference

loss in 31 games on Jan. 21, losing to the Mountaineers

of West Virginia 65-63.

Although in second place in the conference. Temple has

found life outside of the A-10 brutal. The Owls have been

humiliated on television by Villanova and North Carolina

State.

The Owls have already swept both of their regular

season games with UMass. In the two games. Temple has

beaten the Minutemen by a combined total of 48 points.

West Virginia: (13-2) The Mountaineers are in first

continued on page 12

Collrcian photo by Andrew Rial

Freshman forward Jim McCoy and teammate Anton
Brown (not shown in picture) have adapted admirably to the

A-10, each winning Freshman-of-the-Week honors twice this

season.

McCoy and Brown:
two *fresh' players
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

In my Christmas "Wish List" before intersession I asked Santa Claus

that if freshman basketball sensations Jim McCoy and Anton Brown had

younger brothers to "please let them also want to come to UMass."

Simply, McCoy and Brown have dominated the Atlantic 10 so thoroughly

this year, UMass can only hope there is more where they are from.

Sure, Temple's Mark Macon dominated the A-10, and even the NCAA,
last year but as a tandem, McCoy and Brown are rewriting the conference

record books. Between them, McCoy and Brown have taken four of the

last five Atlantic 10-Freshman-of-the-week honors.

continued on page 12

continued from page 2

McCoy had 25 points in a losing effort for UMass, which

had just 26 rebounds in the game.

St. Bonaventure 74, UMass 70

The Minutemen had a strong second half in Olean, N.Y.,

but fell just short of getting their first conference win of

the season.

UMass pulled within two, 72 70 on a Jim McCoy basket

with two seconds left, but Michael Burnett made two free

throws a second later to clinch it.

Rafer Giles had 22 points in the first half for UMass.

but missed most of the second half because of a stomach

virus. Jim McCoy added 17 points.

Burnett led the Bonnies with 21 points.

Temple 89, UMass 68
Five players scored in double figures as Temple had an

easy time with the Minutemen at the Springfield Civic

Center.

Mike Vreeswyk and Mark Macon had 18 points each

to lead the Owls, who remained undefeated in conference

play. Ernest Pollard added 16 for Temple, which led 48 29

at the half.

Rafer Giles had six three-pointers in the second half and

finished with 20 points for UMass. Jim McCoy added 17

points.

Duquesne 88, UMass 84
Duquesne outscored the Minutemen 17-6 over the last

4:09 to come from behind and win at the Cage.

UMass led 78-71 with 4:23 left, but the Dukes came back

and eventually built a four-point lead with 20 seconds left.

An Ishmael Butler basket pulled UMa.ss within two with

13 seconds remaining, but Brian Anselmino answered

with a hoop for Duquesne.

Arnd Neuhaus and Darrell White led the Dukes with

20 points each.

Jim McCoy powered the Minutemen with 29.

UMass 92, St. Bonaventure 84

Finally, in their .seventh try, the Minutemen got their

first Atlantic 10 win, beatmg St. Bonaventure at the Cage.

UMa.ss dominated the first half while building a .39 17

lead, then .survived a second half in which the Bonnies

scored 67 points.

St. Bonaventure went on an 18-5 run late in the game,

and pulled within eight, 83-75, with 1:28 left, but the

Minutemen held on.

Anton Brown led UMass with 25 points, while Jim

McCoy added 23 points and John Tate contributed 17

points. McCoy and Tate had 10 rebounds each.

Rocky Llewellyn was high scorer for the Bonnies with

22 points, and Michael Burnett added 19.

UMass 76. Rhode Island 71

The Minutemen showed definite signs of coming

together as a team, and held Rhode Island scoreless for

a stretch of 8:04 at the end of the first half and the begin

ning of the second on the way to this win at the Cage.

UMass broke a 46-46 tie on a pair of three pointers by

Anton Brown and Jim McCoy. Moments later, UMass
went on a 6 run to pull away, and the Rams never got

closer than three the rest of the way.

McCoy finished with 21 points to lead UMass, while

Brown added 15 points, and Tate contributed 11 points

and 12 rebounds.

For Rhode Island, John Evans had 21 points.

George Washington 103, UMass 77

The Minutemen traveled to Washington D.C. only to

become the first victims of George Washington University.

The Colonials trailed 40-39 at halftime, and were behind

by four, 56-52, with 15:44 left, but exploded for 64 .second

half points to pick up their first win of the season.

Freshman center Clint Holtz scored 23 points and pull

ed down 10 rebounds to lead George Washington.

Jim McCoy led UMass with 20 points while Rafer Giles,

with a 5-for-7 effort from three-point land, .scored 18 points.

Temple 93, UMass 66
Sophomore Mark Macon scored 21 points, including the

1,000th of his career, as Temple beat the Minutemen in

Philadelphia.

UMass, which trailed by 14 at halftime. pulled within

nine, 50-41, early in the second half, but the Owls went

on a 15-5 run to pull away.

Rafer Giles led the Minutemen with 18 points, Jim

McCoy added 15 points, and John Tate contributed 13

points and 10 rebounds.
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women 's hoop

S|>»n> Information photo

Junior Sue Serafini. recently moved to the

forward spot from her usual guard position,

has been playing well of late for the

Minutewomen.

continued from page 3

blwk her out, but she's so quick."

San Ke^jler led GS with 19 points, followed by Malyn

iiu Carruth with 16 and Greshman with l"i 7.\\Ui, pand

the Minutewomen with 15.

But UMass suffered a more significant loss when Fytko

went down late in the game with an injured left knee.

UMass 68, Rhode Island 58:

January 3, Kingston. RI.

Entering Atlantic lU conference play, the Minutewomen

snap their two-game loss skein with a win over the

WRams. The Minutewomen run out to a 42 30 halftime

lead and hold the hosts off. limiting them to 34 percent

shooting from the floor.

"We played well. Our inside kids came out and played

hard. It was a big road win," Hewelt said.

McCusker leads all scorers with 20 points, connecting

on 9-of-lO shots. Junior center Helen Freeman adds 18

points and 15 rebounds to the cause. Diane Boshart led

the WRams with 14 points.

Geo. Washington 74, UMass 54:

January 5. Curry Hicks Cage
The Minutewomen connect on just 9-of-25 first half shots

as the Colonial Women took a 35 21 halftime lead and

coasted to an A-10 win.

Karin V'adelund led GW with 23 points and Ginny Doyle

added 18 for the Colonial Women. Wilbor's 15 points led

UMass.
Temple 84, UMass 70:

January 7, Curry Hicks Cage
The Minutewomen drop another game to what has

become one of the top teams in the conference. The quick-

moving Owls capitalized on 18 UMass turnovers and dish-

ed out 24 assists.

"Both Temple and GW are very solid. They're much im-

proved over last year," Hewelt said.

Guard Pam Balogh led the Owls with 18 points, follow-

women's Atlantic 10 wrap-up
continued from page 3

70 conference record, with Penn State just a half game
out at 6-0. Both teams have already knocked off Rutgers

this year, proving that new things are on the horizon

in the conference. However, for the first time in a long

while, there is no A-10 team in the Associated Press Top

20 poll, Rutgers falling out after the St. Joe's loss.

The University of Massachusetts currently sits seventh

in the conference, but has proven itself competitive. The

team was 3-4, heading into a tough road pair with

Rutgers and St. Joe's.

St. Joe's — 7-0 (12-2 overall): The Lady Hawks have

been led by Dale Hodges, leading the conference with

a 26.25 points per game average. Senior center Kim
Foley sits fourth in scoring and sixth in rebounding. Jim

Foster's club showed its mettk with a 78-63 win over

Rutgers.

Temple - 6-0 (10-3 overall): Coach Linda McDonald
has her team playing £is well as any, evidenced by a huge

80-53 win over perennial power Penn State. The team
has been sparked by the play of guard tandem Karen
Healey and Pam Balogh.

Rutgers — 4-2 (9-4 overall): The Knights have been

hurt by the extended losses of Telicher Austin and Mi.ssy

Lender to injuries, but are still one of the dominant

teams around. Austin is third in scoring, while Vicki

Picott is fourth in rebounding.

Penn State — 4-3 (6-9 overall): Not the same team
without AllAmerican guard Suzie McConnell, who was
lost to graduation. But coach Rene Portland still has

amassed a strong team that is capable of beating anyone.

West Virginia — 4-2(11-3 overall): The Mountaineers

are currently without leading scorer Judy Eaton, but

when healthy have a strong starting five that may be

ready to make the move up
George Washington — 3-4 (5-10 overall): The Col-

onial Women still have problems with the big teams, los-

ing 71-49 to Rutgers, but are still improving.

Rhode Island - 1-6(3-13 overall): The WRams have

slid since last year, but still have the experienced Val

(jrorman up front.

Duquesne — 1-5 (4-9 overall): The Duchesses took

their first conference win from Rh<xie Island, but are hurt

without the services of leading scorer Amy Alger, out

with an ankle injury.

St. Bonaventure - 0-7 (7-9 overall): The Lady Bon
nies are still .struggling for respectability in the con

ference, although they have impressed outside.

Freshman Sue Shay has been the spark, with sophomore

Roni Hergenroeder hitting from outside.
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ed by Karen Healey and freshman Kelly Wickes with 14

each Zullo's 21 points led UMa.ss. The Minutewomen shot

55 percent from the fliKir, but attempted only 45 shots com-

pared to 83 for Temple
Penn State 79. UMass HO:

January 12, State College. PA.

Very rarely wilt a team win when it spots the opponent

a 27-point lead. Such was the case against the alwayj-

tough Lady Lions, who used the head start to build a 4o-:''

lead at the half. UMass hit for just 20 percent from the

floor in the first 20 minutes.

•We did not respond well. We tried to calm down and

play within ourselves," Hewelt said, in the .second half

we outscored them, I was pleased with that. We didn't fold

and we came back battling, but with such a big deficit

from the opening tip, we couldn't do it"

Freshman Susan Robinson dropped in 29 points for the

Lady Lions and pulled down 15 rebounds. UMass was led

by Zullo's 20 points.

UMass 75. St. Bonaventure 66:

January 14, Olean. NY.
After four players were caught breaking team curfew,

UMass started four bench players and spotted the Ben-

nies a 14-point lead. This time, however, the

Minutewomen were able to regroup and after trailing

38 36 at the half, bounced back for the win, snapping a

three-game losing slump.

it was a great win on the road, we responded very

well," Hewelt .said, it was nice to see us bounce back.

We don't stay down for too long. We went in an 18-4 lole,

but it was a great experience for our younger players.

Then the .starters came back, chipped away and then took

the game over in the second half."

Wilbor and Freeman each had great games off the

bench, with 22 and 20 points respectively. Freshman Sue

Shay scorched the Minutewomen for 30, and long ranger

Roni Hergenroeder added 16 for the Bonnies.

UMass 88, Duquesne 74:

January 19, Curry Hicks Cage
UMass won its second straight conference tilt, pulling

away from a close halftime game for the win.

"This was a good win. I felt we came out and did some

things that we needed to do," Hewelt said.

The key would be the Wilbor Serafini switch and the

move paid off, as Serafini responded with one of her best

games as a collegiate player, scoring 15 points.

Wilbor also benefitted with a team high 20, while

Freeman added 19 and Zullo 16 Kathy Ridilla had 24 and

Katie Collins 23 for the Duchesses, who were playing

without the services of leading scorer Amy Alger.

West Virginia 72, UMass 64:

January 21. Curry Hicks Cage
UMass played strong against a tough Mountaineer

squad, only to fall in the end.

The Minutewomen were within two points of the 11-3

Mountaineers, 33-3^ a. the half, but West Virginia was

able to hold UMass off.

"We played very well against a very good team. We were

close in the end and could have won, but we're not used

to that," Hewelt said. "Our execution suffered and we

made some bad decisions, but we really battled a super

team."
Jenny Hillen led WVU with 21 points as leading scorer

Judy Eaton was out of action. Freeman had 21 points and

Serafini 17 for the Minutewomen.
Dartmouth 73. UMass 60:

January 23. Hanover, NH.
Dartmouth scored the first nine points of the game and

UMass fell behind by as much as 19 ;n the .second half,

but made a late run before the Big Green hit the key foul

shots down the stretch to seal the win.

"They came out with a lot of inten.sity and pressed. We
got in foul trouble inside," Hewelt said. "We had a chance

to turn it around. We ju.st need one or two breaks to fall

our way."
Wilbor. Zullo and McCusker each had 13 points to lead

the Minutewomen.

The only
way to go.

Express Package
A pTcat djv of •.kimp shouldn't have to <nd with a long and borinp drive home
This vcar, once a);ain IVtcr Par ls offering a Ski Express package to Stratior

Mountain I'ack vour skis safelv in our spaaous lugpape compartments, t>o rd

our Peter Pan motorcojch, sit biick, relax and ndc in confidence

Then, onioy a full dav ol great skiuip at Stratton Nim 11 explore up tc "Kl

exciting trails, and Mih the new Stratton Starship XII summit gondola voull

spend more hmc skiing, less time v\'aiting

The Peter Pan /Stratton Mountain Ski Express a great package pna'. great

skimg, and the comforts o( a warm molorcoach It s the only wav to go

Agreed''

P*cKaioJn ciudtSj

Koundlrip transportation and a one day hft ticket tor as little as $M.95

Ad\anced re!<crvalions only. For further information on pick up points, prices

and schedules, contact

.

The People PrnfcssinnaU

NON-jiTOP SERVICE FROM GREENFIELD A \ A I LABIL TM R OIC. M
Clarke Sporting Good*, 289 Main Streel, Greenfield, MA Cjli 774-;.'"»H

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA, 25A-0431

UMASS Campus Center, Amherst. MA Ticket Office MS-2006

Peter Pan Bus Terminal, 1 776 Main Street, Spnnf(field, MA
Cjll l-800-3.12-«995 Ext 270

for croup rate information, enntacl: Pelcr Pan Charier Depanment 781-2900

WERE A LOT MORE THAN
A GREAT SUPERMARKET!
We re many fine shops all together under one roof Plus our everyday low prices arid weekly
specials will save you money on everything from fine foods to furnishings So, why go any-
where else when you can do all your shopping in one super store. ..Super Stop & Shop.

We 're A

FULL SERVICE
FLORIST SHOP
I JflOP&SHOf*

FLO]

Our Florist has a beauti
lul selection of plants and
llowers to bngtiten your
dorm room or apartment
Plus our Flowers By Wire
Ser vice lets you send
llowers across town or

across trie country

FOLIAGES
PLANTS
A great selectioo ol loiiage plf^nts Diefletibachia

Ficus Spathiphyllum and more* In 8 pots

We 're A

FABULOUS
FRESH BAKERY
Shop our Bake Shop lor

delicious baked goods
just like Mom makes'
Enjoy hearty breads

and rolls pies

pastries, cakes,

cookies and
more
Everything S

baked liesh

right in our
store

MAMMOTH
MUFHNS
10 Varieties

including our new
Raisin Apple Spice'

as our "Muffin of the

IVIonth".
6-^

We're Your

STORE FOR
FURNISHINGS
nmvEiniBU

CHAIR/BED
Comfortable seating

converts to a twin

bed in seconds
Made of durable
Herculon labrtc

48 wide X 76' long

$29

STACKING

CRATES
Assorted colors 10 H x

14 W X 13 n

$
1 ea

We 're A

FOODS-TO-GO
FOR FAST MEALS
Why cook'' stop

by and pick up a

hot meal to go.

like barbecued
chicken and nbs.

tried chicken,

meatballs m sauce, just

to name a few of our

tasty entrees They re all

ready to serve

DELUXE «M7o
PIZZA

^^^^
Fresh 12 " pizza loaded with your favorite

toppings

HADLEY
Rte 9 at the

Hadley-Amherst line

OPEN 24 HOURS
7 am IVIonday - Midnight Saturday

Sunday Noon til Midnight

We Have All Your

SIGHT & SOUND
SUPPUES
Choose from all your favorite brands of htm. batteries,

and even video and audio tape And don t forget to

diop oft your film tor expert color print photo proc-

essing All your Sight & Sound needs in one easy

stop at Super Stop & Shop'

I 1

STOP & SHOP GENERAL MERCHANDISE COUPON

SAVE 50
Witti Ttiis Coupon On Any Package Of

KODAK NnfTEMES
184

Until onm coupon por customor
Good Jan. 29-F«b. 4, 1S89

We Ve Got

GREAT SAVINGS
THROUGHOUT OUR STORE

STOP & SHOP GROCERY COUPON

mtti

This
CouponFREE

2 LITER COKEi
Or Diet Coke, Regular or Caffeine Free,

Minute Maid, or Sprite, Regular or Diet, 67 6
Oz Bottle Customer pays deposit i88

Limit 1 coupon per cuslomer Good Jan 29 - Feb 4, 19(9 t-';:»!ir 1 I

With this coupon and a *7.50 purchaie

STOP & SHOP DAIRY COUPON

FREE
With

This

Coupon

AU NATURAL

BREYER'S YOGURT
Assorted Varieties, 8 Oz Cup. 189

With Ihit coupon and a '7 SO purchase
Limit 1 coupon par customer Good Jan 29 - Feb 4. 1969 %ihv4 f I
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men s swimming
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continued from page 3

events and got double wins out of Chesnicka and G.T.

Ladd, as well as a sweep of the relays.

Mclver, Kennedy. Mike Yunker, Dave Ehle and Will

Riddell all took single firsts.

In a 151-92 win over Williams College. UMass got dou

ble wins from Robertson and Mclver, and firsts and thirds

in both relays. Kennedy, Chesnicka and Frank Sampson
also won events.

Finally. The Minutemen returned home to Boyden for

a convincing 151.5-91.5 win over Rhode Island,

highlighted by Chesnicka's rewrite of the record book. On
the one-meter board, he scored a 288.70 and then topped

that with a 295.30 off the three-meter height.

Earlier in the break. Chesnicka qualified for the Na-

tionals with a double win at the Northeastern Invitational

men's track
continued from page 6

ed out to be one of the biggest track meets in New
England in quite some time, the New England TAG
championships at Harvard University.

The competition was deep at Cambridge on that

weekend with former Olympians Sydney Maree
(3000-metersi and Villanovas Vicki Huber fmile* setting

meet records But nonetheless. UMa.ss held its own on

the strength of three freshman.

Brown entered the 500-meter race for the first time in

his college career and finished seventh with a time of

1:05.2 That place, however may be a little deceiving on

the outside. To put things in perspective. Brown's time

was good enough to qualify him for the New England

Championships and the biggest meet of the year, the

IC4A"s which will be held in March.

Another freshman. Kevin Walter, finished fifth in the

60-yard dash. His time of 6.3 in the semifinal heat also

qualified him for the New Englands.

Diving Meet.

Ladd was also a double winner, while Robertson.

Mclver. Kennedy and Sampson all took firsts.

"W'e worked really hard and put in a lot of quality train-

ing and a lot of hours in the pool." Yarworth said. "We've

showed real good consistency and attitude."

Several swimmers lived up to their usual billing, while

Yarworth had praise for 'lliers who exceeded early

expectations.

"I'm encouraged by the emergence of Frank Sampson
as an all-around swimmer. I can put him in most events

and get a good swim. He's been really super in the 1000

free," Yarworth said.

Robertson, a sophomore, has risen to join the top forces

of the team.

"Jim Robertson has continued his improvement. He'll

be a force at the New Englands," Yarworth said. "Peter

Koback has come around in the breaststroke, and Mclver.

Ladd and Kennedy have been doing great."

Yarworth has also been encouraged by his freshmen,

to whom he will look for good things down the stretch.

"Mike Yunker has been doing nicely as a middle

distance freestyler." Yarworth said.

He is also high on Sean Rutherford, a swimmer whom
he compared to Anthony Nesti. who surprisingly beat out

American Matt Biondi in the 100-yard butterifly in the

Olympics.

"His 100 fly IS scary. He could be our favorite at the

New Englands." Yarworth said. "He's improved in leaps

and bounds.
"

With the team swimming as well as Yarworth has ex-

pected, he's looking forward to a repeat performance at

the New Englands. as well as a shot of revenge at the

Eagles of BC.
"We're confident well swim well at the New Englands.

But we might not be able to make mi.stakes and get away
with them like we did last year," Yarworth said. "We'll

have to work hard in every event."

The team has remaining dual meets with New Hamp-
shire and Boston University, a team that the Minutemen
beat by one point in the last race of the meet here last

vear

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring: Imported
Domestic Pricing:

Starting NOW! Until??

Foster's 12 OZ. Bottles $14.95 case +dep.

Beck's Light or Dark
12 OZ. Bottles $14.99 case +dep.

Moosehead 12 oz. Bottles

$12b99 case +dep.

Keg Beer Always In Stock
Lowest Prices in Area

WE DELIVER
253-5441 Off Campus

Sororities & Fraternities—Yes!

February Imports of the Month:

Moosehead bots $3.70 +dep.

Foster's bots $3.99 +dep.

Foster's 25 oz. "Oil Can" $1.60 +dep.

Dos Equis $4.15 +dep.

Super Liquor Buys:
Peach Schnapps $3.99 750 ml

AbsolutVodka 80" $10.99 750 ml

Jim Beam Bourbon 8.99 Liter

Boords Gin 80' $7.99 1.75 Liter

Smirnoff Vodka 80* $6.99 750 ml

We have just about any wine you
can imagine at Russell's low

pricing—TRY US!!!

Quantity discounts always available

men 's gymnastics
continued from page 4

places in that event and give the Midshipmen a nice

cushion going into the high bar, the last event of the meet.

Mark Burgess (9.1), Lenny Reed (8.9), and Fieri (8.9)

went 1-2-3 on the parallels to give Navy a 217.15-214.25

advantage.

Burgess, who would finish second in the all-around com-

petition behind Booker went on to swing his way to a 9.4

and win the high bar competition. Teammate Gerry
Haran finished a close second for Navy, registering a 9.35.

Eggers and Ronayne shared third, each scoring 9.2.

will

Spt»r1'» Informiition photo

John Et*yiT> and the men's g>-mnastios team
dropped their first meet of the season over in-

tersession, falling to Navy.

PAUL'S OLD TIME
FURNITURE

AP photo

Georgetown University coach John Thompson walked off the court dur-

ing a game, one of many people to protest the new Proposal 42 laid down
by the NCAA.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Everyone loves to pick on college

athletes. Many a joke has circulated about

how a dumb jock can go on playing a sport,

cutting classes and getting away with it,

just because he/she has the talent to do so.

In 1983, the NCAA tried to put a mute

on these things just a bit by passing what

has been commonly known as Proposition

48. This policy requires all incoming

freshmen to achieve either a 2.0 grade

point average while passing at least 11

academic classes, or to get a total score of

700 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test.

Any entering freshman athlete who fail-

ed to live up to either of these standards

is forced to sit out a year, in effect also los

ing a year of eligibility, while still atten-

ding school on scholarship.

Two weeks ago, at the NCAA Convention

in San Francisco, a new and improved

model was passed by the nation's schools.

This one, called Proposal 42, in effect

prevented those same students from get-

ting those guaranteed scholarships for the

time they are sitting out. This latest

legislation has had several prominent

figures in the world of college athletics cry-

ing foul.

The most famous of these is John Thomp-

son, basketball coach at Georgetown

University. Thompson, a black, feels that

the new rule adversely affects those from

poorer backgrounds who cannot afford a

good elementary and secondary education.

Thus, Thompson feels the whole thing is

racially slanted.

As a result, Thompson protested the new

rule by walking out of the Capital Centre

just as his Hoyas were getting ready to face

Boston College. Thompson continued his

boycott later in the week against Pro-

vidence, both wins for Georgetown.

Another coach who has taken issue with

the rule is Temples John Chaney. Also

black, Chaney had a chance to air his opi

nion afler a recent Temple UMass game at

the Springfield Civic Center one day aRer

the new rule was passed by a narrow

margin.
"It's racism." Chaney said bluntly. "The

ad hoc committee that came up with Pro-

position 48 was a group of .40 college

presidents, led by Harvard's. There were

no blacks on the committee. Poor people get

a poor education in high school, and look

it up, how many of this year's Prop 48

students are white? The NCAA lied and

came up with one."

Chaney himself has three players who

are sitting out the season because of Prop

48, which alone could have a lot to do with

his reasoning. He has threatened to fight

the legislation through the legal system

and has promised to "bring the NCAA to

its knees."

However Chaney, Thompson and the

other detractors have somehow managed

to overlook some valid points. He failed to

notice that three predominantly black col-

leges and one heavily black conference

voted in favor of the Prop 42 motion.

They also do not seem to understand the

type of heavy coddling that colleges heap

on athletes in general. At best, the minimal

requirements of Prop 48 are preposterous.

Any student who isn't capable of reaching

either goal more than likely would not be

able to cut it in the classroom of a large

university. It was for this reason that the

legislation was passed in the first place.

Some argue that athletes deserve to be

treated differently because of their talents.

That in itself is ridiculous. Far too oflen are

athletes put on a higher pedestal than the

common student, and that has had a large

effect on the reputation of collegiate

athletics today, bocumented cases oflen

show that athletes stop going to class once

their eligibility is used up.

One such example is that of Len Bias, the

AU-American from Maryland who died of

a cocaine overdose two days after being

drafled by the Boston Celtics. The in-

vestigation showed that Bias had stopped

going to class the day afler Maryland's last

game that year, and he just sat waiting to

go professional. These cases are more com-

mon than most college administrators

would like to admit.

True, athletes do generate large amounts

of revenue for a school, and in this day

money seems to be the governing medium
continued on page 12

Used Ffirnitfire Of All Kinds
For Every Room and Budget

Quality New Beds From
Spring Air

Delivery Available

57 Pleasant Street, Amherst 549-3603 LLU LJJJ

SAME EIAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1 -HOUR SERVICE ALSC AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Evety Day . .

.

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

BRINGS BACK

HAPPY HOUR
4-11 p.m. everyday

with Harpoon on Draft for

99<P
Bttffalo Wings • Nachos • Potato Skins

• Veggie Dippers •

99<P

Weekly Beer and Drink Specials
•••••••

Carbttr's Comedy Cltib presents

this Thursday:

4?^THE WELCOME-BACKTO-SCHOOL- '^
ANDGET-A-JUMP-ON-SPRING-BREAK

SPECIAL
Sign up before Teb. 3 at any of the three BODY SHOP locations

(Totman Gym, Kennedy and John Adams Towers) from 1 -4 with

this coupon and pay $45 for a spring semester membership to

work every muscle in your body with:

NEW MYDRA-riTNESS MACHINES
STATIONARY BICYCLES

ROWING MACHINES
NORDIC TRAC SKI MACHINES

STAIR CLIMBERS

and AN AEROBICS PROGRAM

PLUS!!

fIRST 50 JOINING AT EACH CENTER RECEIVE A EREE LONG
SLEEVE BODY SMOP TEE SHIRT

After Ecb. 3 the membership options will be

Full semester $50.00

20 Session Workout Card $22.50

1 Session Workout Card $12.00

1 Day Pass anct /or

Evening Aerobics Class Workout $2.00

257 TRIANGLE SI / AMHERST

^%
s^opS

Frank O'Donnell • Vinnic Favorito

Dan Margarita

Showtime 8:30 p.m. \^'^tel
at the Elmwood Shops, Route 9, Hadley

586-1978 584-4310

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Body Shop Fitness Center

DISCOUNT
$5.00 OFF Spring Semester Membership

Offer Expires 2/3/89
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Minutemen get

transfer from
U. Richmond

Bill Herndon, a 6foot-4 freshman forward, has transfer

red from the University of Richmond to the University

of Massachusetts, and will begin classes here this week.

Herndon, who played for the Spiders during the first

semester and averaged 1.5 points. 0.8 rebounds and 6.4

minutes in seven games, will not become eligible to plav

for the Minutemen until the completion of the fall

semester. 1989.

A native of Pittsburgh. Herndon averaged 17 points and

16 rebounds for AUerdice High School, which won the Pitt

sburgh City Championship with a record of 23-4 last year.

The two-year captain scored over 1.000 career points and

had over 1.000 rebounds. He was named All District three

times and All-Region during his senior year, while also

being named second team All State and to the Pittsburgh

Post Gazette's Fabulous Five All-Star team.

Herndon becomes the third Pittsburgh native on the

Minutemen. joining sophomore forward John Tate and

freshman fon^ard Jim McCoy. He was originally recruited

by UMass. as well as Pitt and St. John's before enrolling

at Richmond.

TUESDAY. JANUARY 31. 1989
TUESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1989
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ATLANTIC 10 CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STANDINGS 1

ATUNTIC 10 OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL STR£AK UST5 VW \

West Virginia 7-0 1.000 13-2 .867 7-2 60 0-0 WON 12 6-0 11-4

Temple 7-1 .875 8-6 .671 2-0 5-3 1-3 LOST 1 4-1 140

Penn Stato 4-2 .667 8-6 .671 4-2 3-1 1-3 LOST 1 4-1 64
Rutoer*

St. Bonavontuf»

4-2 .667 6-8 .429 M 1-3 0-1 WON 1 2^ 3-11

3-3 .600 9-6 .600 7-0 1-5 M WON 1 32 »6
Rhode l$land 3-3 .600 7-7 .500 6-1 1-8 1-0 LOST 1 3-2 12-2

Duquesne 3.5 .375 8-8 .800 M 3-5 0-1 LOST 2 3-2 HI
Massachusetts 2-7 .222 7-9 .438 5-4 1-6 1-0 LOST 1 2-3 6-8

St. Joeeph'9 1-6 .143 4-11.207 2-3 H 1-4 LOST 1 2^ 7-^

George Washlnfllon 1-8 .143 1-14.067 1.9 (M 0-1 WON 1 H 7-8

* Denotes school's record after same number of garnes last ye6r -

men's Atlantic 10
continued from page 7

place and undefeated (70> in the conference, they also

have the third longest winning streak ( 12) in the country.

Penn State: (8-6. 3rd place) The top rebounding team

in the league, the Nittany Lions had their four game win

streak snapped last week by the worst rebounding team

in the conference. Temple.

Rutgers: (6-8. 4th place) The Scarlet Knights have the

league's top overall scorer. Tom Savage who pours in an

average of 20 points per game for the Knights.

St. Bonaventure: (9-6. 5th place) St Bonaventure set

team highs and lows in its loss to UMass. SBU had a

season low of 17 points in the first half against the

Minutemen but then scored a season high of 67 in the se-

cond half. The Sonnies are one of two A- 10 teams still

undefeated at home. 7-0. (Temple 2-0)

Rhode Island: (7-7. 6th placet Things are still rough

for first-year head coach and UMass alum Al Skinner. The

Rams lost star forward Kenny Green with a bruised right

hand in a game against UMass.
Duquesne: (8 8. 7th placet Duquesne has the highest

scored upon defense in the conference (82 points allowed

per game) but still recorded conference victories over

UMass. URI, and St. Joseph's.

St Joseph's: '4 1 1, 9th place) The Hawks are the lowest

scoring team in the A 10 (65 ppg). Their only conference

victory is over Duquesne.

George Washington: ( 1 14, 10th place) The Colonials

were the last Div. I without a victory until they downed

UMass by 26 points in Washington.

ColleKian pholo by Andrew Kist

Sophomore forward John Tate has taken on more responsibility since

the suspension of seniors David Brown and Duane Chase.

Introducing the

PotBsuvDsu
Route 9 • Hadtey • 584-1603

Welcome Back to the
Spring Semester

50$ OFF ANY SUB
HOT COLD

Chicken Parm. Roast Beef

Meatball Ham
j Sausage & Peppers Turkey Breast

I & Many Others

I

I

I

I

J
• ^ree 1 oz. bag of New York Style Deli Chips

with Every Sub

Offer Expires 2/8/89

UMass freshmen
continued from page 7

McCoy and Brown have started every

game this season, a rare opportunity for

freshman, and have matured into what

super hype sportscaster Dick Vitale calls

BLBP . . .(Big League Ball Players).

"I think they're certainly two of the best

players in the league," said Duquesne
University coach Jim Satalin, who saw-

McCoy scorch the Dukes for 29 points

earlier this year. "I think (Jim McCoy) is

the most explosive freshman in the league.

He's scoring a lot of points."

McCoy is sixth in scoring overall, but

against conference opponents, McCoy is

leading the league with over 22 points a

game. Brown ranks third in the conference

in steals.

Last season. Macon captured the

Freshman ofthe-Week honor nine times.

UMass" Rafer Giles had F.W. honors once.

Now, in only eight weeks, McCoy and

Brown have loaded their trophy cases with

the honor.

Adding to his list of achievements,

McCoy has more pwints in his first 16

games than any freshman up to that point

has ever scored — scoring 20 or more points

in six of his last eight games.

As a freshman, UMass' all-time leading

scorer, Lorenzo Sutton, averaged 7.9 points

per game —paltry when compared to

McCoy's 17.6 ppg. Even Brown may eclipse

Sutton, he is second on the team in scor-

ing with 12 ppg.

Brown and McCoy have become a

premier backcourt tandem and will

perhaps surpass last years URI's super-

duo ofTom Garrick and Carlton Owens as

possibly the best one-two backcourt punch

to come out . 'he Atlantic 10.

Prop. 42
cuuiinued from page 11

in everyone's eyes. But let's make a com-

parison. Suppose a black student who is

very talented in music or theater wants

to attend UMass. Surely if that student

were to get, say a 750 on the board exams,

it wouldn't be enough for entrance,

although an athlete may be treated dif

ferently. Is this justice?

UMass was one of 163 institutions

which voted in favor of Prop 42, as oppos

ed to 154 that said nay. Dean of Physical

Education Dr. David BischofT explained

that, although he feels that SATs are

racially bia-^ied. 700 is a very low .score and

anyone barely at that level stands a terri-

ble chance of surviving college.

Yes, 700 is a low score, especially when
you consider that you can get an
automatic 400 points just for spelling your

name correctly. That leaves 300 out of a

remaining 1200 points, surely not an

astronomical total by any means.

Since its passing, the NCAA has said

that it will reconsider and re-evaluate

Prop 42 before it takes effect in 1990. That

has served to quiet the protesters down.

However, many feel that an athlete

should be obligated to prove his/her worth

to the university, both on the field/court

and in the classroom, before any large

financial commitments are made. Let the

athlete prove that he/she is indeed

capable of surviving the rigors of college

academics before any money is offered. It

seems fair enough that the school will

bend rules to allow the athlete entrance

based merely on talent, so the athlete

should be able to give a little in return.

Foot the bill for a "ear, prove your worth

and then go from there.

After all, this is college athletics, and

both words, alone, should bare equal

weight.

ATHLETIC
SUPPLIES. INC.

DISTRIBUTORS OF
• SPALDING • RAWLINGS • NIKE •

• WILSON • COM • DAOUST • PONY*
• ADIDAS • SAND KNIT • BAUER •

• MIZUNO • MacGREGOR •

We Design Intramural Team Shirts & Jerseys

RETAIL STORE

377 Main St.

Amherst

253-3973

Sports Shorts
The University of Massachusetts ski team recently plac-

ed third in the UMass Winter Carnival held at Berkshire

East in Charlemont.
* * *

Three members ofthe 1988 University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team were named All-Americans by the

nation's coaches.

April Kater, a sophomore midfielder, was chosen to the

first team, while senior forward Michelle Powers and

senior goalkeeper Carla DeSantis were selected to the se

cond team.

Kater, from Mendham, NJ, tied for the team lead in scor

ing this season with eight goals and four assists, matching

Powers, from Winchester, who had seven goals and six

assists.

DeSantis, from Sudbury, posted a 12 3 1 record and a

0.81 goals against average, making 75 saves while

CollPitian photo by Andrew RiM

Senior Michelle Powers was one of three

Minutewomen to be named AIl-American by

the nation's coaches.

AL-BUMS
Full Line of Posters

Rare & Collectible LP's

New LP's, Cass. & CD's

DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP's CASS CD's

High Quality/Extra Sturdy

WOOD FURNITURE
bookcases. LP cases.

enlertainment centers,

desks and more

181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

registering 10 shu*nuts.
* * *

The 1988 UMass baseball team was awarded the New
England Championship trophy recently by the Bosox

Club, an organization affiliated with the Boston Red Sox.

The Minutemen finished 36 16 in 1988, good enough to

earn the highest number of votes from New England Divi-

sion I coaches. Accepting the trophy was UMass coach

Mike Stone, who guided the Minutemen to the champion-

ship in his first season as head coach.
* * *

Dick Bergquist, former head coach of the UMass

baseball team, was recently inducted into the Hall of

Fame of the American College Baseball Coaches in

Nashville, Tenn.

Bergquist, who coached the Minutemen for 21 years

before retiring after the 1987 season, was elected to the

Hall last March.

DORM
RUGS
5X8
&6X9

Mountaia F«iiH MaO. Hadfey

58fr«411 »»«(« ftJM. swi Nao»5

Attention

staff . . .

Anyone who planned on

covering a sport for the

Collegian this semester is

asked to come down the

the office and talk to either

Jim or Ronn before the end

of the week.

Since all winter sports

are in action, it is im-

perative that you come
down as soon as possible. If

we do not here from you

before Friday, you .stand

the risk of having your

winter beat given away

TELEVISION CENTER

TV • SALES
• SERTVICE
• RENTALS
• VCR's

Antenna Repairs & Installation

George J. Routhier, Prop.

Master Tech. No. 534

253-5100
55 North Pleasant St., Amherst

J

fi^
o Amherst Sunshine

J, CAR WASH
v]o * 381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

• (^^ ^ ? AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX

o
Open Daily 8 am to 5 pm

SELF SERVICE BAYS

Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Grease'

VACUUM CLEANERS

$1.00 & $5.00 Changer

•OUR ATTENDANTS ARE
HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

nTTTn

Students, your assignment today is

to learn how to use the Smith Corona

XL 2500 typewriter.

Ooops, don't get too settled in your

seats. The XL 2500 isn't a very difficult

study.

In fact, unlike most electronic type-

writers, it's a downright snap to pick up.

The Spell- Right ^ 50.000 word elec-

tronic dictionary adds new meaning to

the word "simple!*

WordEraser'erases entire words at

a single touch.

WordFind* finds your mistakes before

anyone else can.

The XL 2500 even makes correcting

mistakes as easy as making them.

With the Smith Corona Correcting

Cassette, you simply pop

in your correction tape.

There are no spools

to unwind ... no com-

plicated threading

. . no tangles. ^^IBm^^^ ^

Of course, we've also added lots

of other fine features to the XL 2500.

There's full line correction. Auto

Half-Space. Auto Center, even our Right

Ribbon System: which automatically

prevents you from using the wrong

combination of ribbon and correcting

cassette.

Oh, one more feature we forgot to

mention — the price. You'll be happy to

hear that the XL 2500 is surprisingly

affordable.

So you see. the XL 2500

won't just make your writing

easier.

It'll also help you with

your economics.

SMITH
CORONIV

TO*«»RCWS TgCHNpUDGY
AT YOUR TOUCH

Km more iniormauon on Uus product, wnte to Sm.ih Coroni Corporauon. 65 Locus. Av«nue^N«w C^.in, CT '»6«40 or

Smith Corofu iCanidi Ltd ). aOTapscoti Road. Scarborough. Ontario, Camda .MIB n4
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women s swimming
continued from pas^e 5

S|(4irt'> I ult-r ni.ilit'ti phi

Michelle Leary has rebounded from a pre-season illness to become one of New England's best

swimmers this season.

good races, according to Newcomb.
Despite losing the next two meets, Newcomb was

especially proud of his team's performance, with many

swimmers setting personal bests, a total of 23 in each

meet.

"The next two meets were one of the most exciting ex-

periences Ive had at any time in the dual meet season,'

Newcomb said. "What helped a lot was our strict energy

regime I regarding their training schedule!, and it proved

itself worthy
"

Leary once again starred in the meet against BC (a

166 134 lossi, setting two school records in the 200 free

(1:55.38) and the 100 free (53.68i. Her times, according

to Newcomb. are the best in New England this year.

Freshman Kim Morin also impressed Newcomb in the

sprmts, as did McCamy. whom Newcomb changed from

long sprints to long distance.

"She's proved that we made the right decision She had

lifetime bests in the 500 and the 1000. " Newcomb said.

He was also pleased with the performance ofjunior Deb

bie Mullen, a diver who "managed to relax and get some

good dives, better than she has in her three years here."

Newcomb was surprised with the performance of the

University of Buffalo, a team that Newcomb scheduled

last season, but had a large recruiting season last year.

"It was one of the best meets since I've been here. 1 real

ly didn't know what to expect from them, but they came

in and set seven pool records," Newcomb said.

Newcomb pointed out that his ow n team would have set

four of those records in that meet had they not been out

done by their visitors.

Leary set another school record, this time in the 50 free

(24.76t and also won the 200 and 100 free races. She also

teamed up with Theresa Jacobs, Morin and Patty Pike

to establish the best freestyle relay time in New England

this year. She also qualified for the Nationals in all three

events, as did Waller in the 200 breast.

Night Graphics staH.

Back-to-school
issue

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018

AAAAH!
We tried soo hard to shake

Mike out of it! He was in total

shock, we didn't know what

it was. Then all of a sudden it

hit us—JB's! He hadn't had it

in 2 hours—so we ran out and

brought back a Super Roast

Beef. Slowly, but surely he

came back to life!

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM

^arafter^
year, semester
. after semester,

the nJkire plan fnan Fklelily I niim Life

hat Wrn Ihr mo-l < rrplr4. m»tl papular lifr iniuritnrr

pr*«ram M« cainpu«*« all a\*t %m*rira.FiiW m^^ mhy.

Call Ihr Ti^flil) t'niKK l-ifr

I'mM Aaa«riaU in ymn ar*a:
20GaUhoua* Rd ,

Amheral. MA

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown to you!

v.

-5?.

Open Hours:

Mon. - Thurs. 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Sunday 2:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Lunch Hours: Mon. - Sat. 11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

103 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst, MA 01002
Tel: (413) 256-8923 (413)256-8924

V/alley, 584 7303

ptorsports ^^'^^

216 N King St., Rte. 5

Nortltamptofi. MA

The '89 Kawasakis are

Here and They're HOT!

., ., r^ Order Today and Save!
•No Mofiey Down '

Financing

•Cbseoiit Prices on Al

I Rftover Motorcycles, ATVs

and Jelskis

•Free Layaway

1989 2X 10

KawasakL

;©—^C

RELAXwithFRIENDS

Private Hot Tub Kooms

33West St. MortbarDpton ^VJ'^
Mondays 4 pm -lam
lues Sun 11 a m -1 am

lor reservar(on%

586-6843
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SCOREBOARD
Men's Basketball
Men's Basketball Scoring (thru 17 games)
Name Average

Jim McCoy 17.59

David Brown 17.25

Anton Brown 11.94

Rafer Giles 12.06

John Tate 9.88

Duane Chase 8.38

Ishmael Butler 4.29

John Milum 4.29

Michael Byrnes 4.00

Matt Anderson 1.92 -^

Sean Nelen 1.25

Chris Bailey 1.00

Cary Herer 1.00

Ben Grodski 0.67

Atlantic ID Scoring Leaders (thru 1/22/89)

Name, School Average

Tom Savage, Rutgers 20.71

Mark Macon, Temple 20.29

Rocky Llewellyn, St. Bonaventure 19.60

Tom Hovasse, Penn State 19.36

Mike Vreeswvk. Temple 18.07

Jim McCoy, UMass 17.75

Brian Leahy. St. Joseph's 16.33

Kenny Green, Rhode Island 15.00

Henry Smith, St. Joseph's 14.50

Herbie Brooks, West Virginia 14.20

Women's Basketball
Women's Basketball Scoring (through 15 games)

Name Average

Christel Zullo 14.33

Helen Freeman 14.(X)

Beth Wilbor 11.80

Keybum McCusker 10.00

Michele Pytko 9.29

Sue Serafini 5.66

Trish Riley 4.71

Lisa Hair 1 44

Colleen Hopkins 100
Jenny Moran 0.25

Dianne Burke 0.20

Atlantic 10 Scoring Leaders (thru 1/16)

Name, School Average

Dale Hodges, St. Joseph's 26.25

Amy Alger, Duquesne 23.27

Telicher Austin. Rutgers 20.00

Kim Foley. St. Joseph's 19.92

Sue Shay, St. Bonaventure 19.85

Susan Robinson, Penn State 17.46

Kelly Lane, Temple 17.36

Jenny Hillen, West Virginia 16.83

Pam Balogh, Temple 16.36

Tracey Earley, Geo. Washington 15.83

Judy Eaton, West Virginia 15.08

Christel Zullo. UMass 14.75

Katie Collins, Duquesne 14.17

Diane Boshart, Rhode Island 13.71

Helen Freeman, UMass 13.67

Men's Gymnastics Women's Gymnastics
Navy 261.6. UMass 258.1

Event UMass
Floor Exercise 44.35

Pommel Horse 39.75

Rings 43.30

Vault 43.95

Parallel Bars 42.90

High Bar 43.85

Navy
43.70

39.40

44.90

44.70

44.45

44.45

UMass 174.35 vs.

Event

Vault
Floor Exercise

Uneven Bars

Balance Beam

Navy
UMass

45.35

44.55

40.85

43.60

Navy

Scores

were
not

available

This page is designed to give a general overview of the

happenings on the UMa.ss sports .scene through the in-

ter.session break.

Becau.se of space limitations, this will be just a one-

time deal, and will not be a regular feature of the Cnl-

Icfiian sports pages.

UMass 173.25. Rhode Island 171.20

UMass Rhode IslandEvent

Vault 44.20

Uneven Bars 40.10

Balance Beam 44.20

Floor Exercise 44.75

44.35

38.55

43.35

44.45

Because of deadline restraints, only results of those

games and meets up to January 24 are included in this

issue of the Collegian.

As a result, several games and meets that have taken

place since that day were not available before this issue

of the Collegian went to press. Included in these were

men's basketball against Rutgers and Connecticut,

women's basketball against Rutgers and St. Joseph's,

men's swimming against Connecticut and Vermont,

women's swimming again.st Rhode Island, men's gym-

nastics against Dartmouth and East Stroudsburg.

women's gymnastics against Cornell, and both track

teams at the Greater Boston Track Club meet.

All information on the.se games and meets will be in-

cluded in issues later this week.

TIKOCCHIOI
P122A & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
' (limited delivery area)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupons v«l«d lof delivery

or pick up only

549-3669

Monday

»

Tuesday

& Wednesday
Night Special

Coupon
LARGE CHEESE

PIZZA
ll $5.00 +tax
11 Not Valid with any other special • Valid only

II ou Monday. Tuesday or Wednesday • ValiH

II in Amherst location • Valid only by phone

M women's track
continued from page 6

LaFreniere said she was hoping to

qualify her two throwers at the teams

meets in Boston.

Outside of the qualifying performances,

the Minutewomen received some other

out.standing contributions. In the distance-

mediey-relay, an event not run at the New
Englands but rather at the ECAC Cham-

pionships, UMass placed fifth at the Yale

meet with a qualifying time of 12:29 —

good enough to qualify for the ECACs.

At Harvard, UMass placed three runners

in the 3.000 meter race. Laura LaValle

(10:38) came in sixth. Peers a0:41) took

seventh, and Kathy Holt finished it up in

15:58.5. Hill grabbed third in the mile with

her five-minute burst, Shana Smith was

eighth in 5:09.7, and Lynn Kirchoffcame

in 5:39.

"They're running tired," said

LaFreniere, who has been putting the team

through double sessions since Jan. 8.

"We've had to work through these two

meets."

A big achievement for the Minutewomen
was in the 4x8 relay which ran the race in

9:36.8, "about 14 seconds faster than the

week before," according to LaFreniere.

For now, UMass will continue to focus all

its energies on the approaching New
England championships. With two meets

in Boston this pa.st weekend (deadline

restrictions didn't allow for results in to-

day's paper).

At those two races, LaFreniere said she

was hoping to run Hill and Smith in 1 ,000

meters. And keep pushing the rest of the

to.im bt'fncc the champion.ship

UMASS
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL

3 Games of Bowling

and Shoe Rental for

$3.00
i • •'

••*«

Thurs Nights

9:00 PM - 12:00 PM

Live D.J. in the Lounge from 9-12

Never a Cover

The Northampton Bowl
525 Pleasant St

Northannpton, MA
584-4830

^^ '^ BuMoau AuaeuMs, Inc. y

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS ^

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
« COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127
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The Best Ski Conditions
are happenins now at the SkiHaus,

with 20-50% savinss on clothins and
equipment for the entire family, plus

our guaranteed lowest prices anywhere.

Come in now and outfit yourself,

while there's still plenty of

great winter skiing ahead.

^^PORTHAUSlW
East Longmcadow 16 Shaker Road 52S6633 • Westfield 55 Franklin Street 562-5004 • Hadiey Route 9 584-7880

Monday through Friday 1Q-9 pm, Saturday 10-5 pm, Sunday 12-5 pm

I

I
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Students choose apathy on political menu
_ - _ . . . • • 11.. •»:„,> Anna Sin at tKiu nnint in

Bv COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

How important are campus politics. No . . . really?

How important are they to you? Does the plight of Jason

and Shari have a genuine effect on a large percentage

of University students?

It wasn't so long ago when both Jason Rabinowitz and

Shari Silkoff received national attention for the ruckus

which erupted as they attempted to take the executive

office. The mudslinging shouting matches we affec

tionately call Student Senate meetings have become a

tradition. How much does it matter? Less than 20 per-

cent of undergraduate students vote in campus-wide elec-

tions for senators, trustees and executives. Apathy is a

problem throughout the United States, and as this cam-

pus reflects the national trend, the place of politics on

the average student's agenda is one to be questioned.

Taking statistics into account, it's not hard to predict

how most students feel about the importance of politics

(national, local or campus) in their lives.

"... politics aren't really important to me. I don't real-

ly pay attention to it very much." said Toby Goldstein,

a UMass engineering student.

When asked how he felt about campus politics, one

journalism student replied: i shouldn't really say

anything about it, because I don't really do anything

about it. I'm really not one to complain, but from what

I read in the Collegian, it seems all they (student

senators) do is au-gue."

'7 really don't pay attention to any of the politics."

A popular response among a great many students in

Amherst. Could it be that only the student office holders

themselves maintain any real level of interest?

Members of the Undergraduate Senate and Board of

Governors reach celebrity status on campus through the

day to day local media coverage of their interactions with

administrators, students and each other.

Jennifer Hughes is a former Undergraduate Senator,

and committee chairperson.

*i used to be very active in the Student Government

Association, but over the past couple of years as I've

become less involved, it just seems to be a bunch of

mudslinging. and people insulting each other, and

nothings really getting done. So at this point in my life

it is at the bottom of my agenda as to what is important

to me."

Becky Zumbruski feels that politics have a definite ef

feet on her, but was quick to point out that she does not

get involved.

it's basicly at the bottom of my agenda. I'm not in-

volved at all. it effects me, but it's just like how I'm

not involved in world politics."

No doubt, it will be interesting to see if this semester

brings more interest and activity in student government,

taking into account the massive state budget cuts and

Chancellor Duffey's suggestion that students write to

their congressmen.

In the past, students have risen to the occasion of pro-

test when something they held dearly was taken away,

and while by no means earth .shattering issues, the right

to drink on campus, to tailgate and to hold undisturbed

parties at least stirred enough interest and emotion to

make a lot of people want to have a hand in designing

the future of student life Apathy or not.

CollpKian photo by Jaaon Talrrman

Traffic seemed not to be a problem in Amherst during intersession.

r Ne'sw Shipments \

Good Things
Gloves Natural Fiber scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
Tanks /^-N i jRinqs^

o^ oEarrings ^;^„<{,

' ^ Chains
Candles

UAJLiUXi

Bedspreads Pants '^"y^

Area

Bamboo
Cards Blinds

Muqs
Posters

I
eo to 50«
off selected

Clothing ^Q»^'^^"gs

Blouses Skirts Dresses

NIGHT GRAPHICS STAFF
Scheduling for paste-up, typesetting and

niglit driving is TONIGHT at 6 p.m. in

Grapliics. If you want to work tliis semester
you must attend, otherwise you will not be
scheduled.

If you have a time conflict,

please call Marc or Wendy
at 545-3500.
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Hoffman's acting clinic, a Cruise with the RainMan
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

One of the great feelings in life, in addition to receiv-

ing a good grade, winning lots ofcash on a football game
and finding your car keys, is getting more than you ex-

pected from something. Rain Man starring Dustin Hoff-

man and Tom Cruise, offers such an experience.

In many cases, regardless of the overall quality of a

picture, a great performance can make a trip to the

cinema worthwhile. Mickey Rourke's inconsistency and

the bizarre nature of Angel Heart were countered by the

brief, yet brilliant appearances by Robert DeNiro. Bar-

bara Streisand delivered a convincing performance in

Nuts, though the film suffered otherwise and Al Pacino's

portrayal ofTony Montana was a festival of linguistic

achievement, in spite of Scarface's brash nature.

In Rain Man, Dustin Hoffman, taking on perhaps the

most challenging film role of all time, nails down the

mannerisms of autistic-savant Raymond Babbit flawless-

ly. His performance is compelling, convincing, humorous

and touching.

As Raymond's younger brother Charlie, Tom Cruise

delivers more than he ever has in the past, displaying

a genuine transition from a hustling, cheating, ultra-

slick sportscar dealer to an honest, loving brother.

Both Hoffman Ushtar) and Cruis€(Coc*fax/) are boun-

cing back from critical and financial failures on the big

screen. If that's what it took to get their best perfor

mances out of them, then fine, everyone's the better for

it.

Rain Man is sort of a less comical Midnight Run. While

there's no private eye/bounty hunter action here, the

"cross-country on wheels" theme takes up the brunt of

the screen time, as Charlie Babbit hauls Raymond from

his Cmcinnati hospital in an attempt to claim half the

inheritance bestowed upon him by their father.

Raymond's lack of aptitude for simple matters of sur-

vival; "Raymond, how much does a candy bar cost?"

"Oh . . . bout a hundred dollars." is as compelling as

his phenomenal aptitude for mathematics, and his com-

puter bank memory.
His stringent daily routine is handled in a refreshing

comical light, and his outbursts of terror and anger are

truly frightening.

While being thin of plot. Rain Man provides a

thoughtful look into a relationship based solely on the

events during a six day period. Raymond is not only from

a different world than Charlie, he is in a world all his

own, different from all others. Their conflicts are bum

py and disturbing, yet when their "trip" is over, they

are closer than many brothers get in a lifetime. Rain

Man gives you that "feeling". Go see it, and hang onto

your car keys.

Great Gifts & Cards
Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

CRCRNTILE HhampMioht— Thurs.9 P M

The World*s Best Animotion!

ALL NEW! ALL PREMIERES!

The 21st International Tournee of

ANIMATION

orthampton-lB Center St

lAmherst-Carriage Shops

1988 Expanded Enlerlainment

Pleasant St. Theater
586-0935

Weekdays at 7 & 9:15/Friday at 5:45, 7:50 & 10

Sat. & Sun. at 3:40, 5:45. 7:50 & 10

Eddy Clearwater, Chicago bluesman extraordinaire, and his hot band

will perform at the Hampden Theater Flimdoozy Club, Feb. 9 at 9 p.m.

^^ ^

SPECIAL PRICES THIS WEEK ONLY
(while iupply lasts')

^TDK maxBll. maxell.

10 SA-90
only

$22®*

10 XLII-90 pkis

1 XLIIS-90
only

$217»

10 XLIIS-90 plus

1 MX90
only

»26«»

CHECK OUT OUR LOW PRICES ON

OTHER TDK, MAXELL, AND DISCWASHER PRODUCTS.

213 Main St., Northampton 586-5726

Blues begins arts program
What the hell is a Flimdoozy?! Well,

thanks to the Residential Arts division of

the Fine Arts Center, a lot of people will

soon find out. FLIMDOOZY is a new rnysic

series sponsored by Residential Arts. On
February 9 at 9 p.m., the Hampden
Theater will kick off the program with

Chicago bluesman Eddy "The Chief
Clearwater.

Flimdoozy is short (or is it long?) for blues

party. Ironicly, it's also the title of Clear-

water's latest album. The program will

feature monthly events, showcasing

talented jazz, blues, reggae, rock and saLsa

musicians from both national and local

levels.

The FLIMDOOZY program will be

presented in a setting much like that of a

jazz/blues club minus the alcohol, and is

sponsored in part by the University of

Massachusetts Art.s Council. Tickets are $5

for the general public and $2 for Five

College students and senior citizens.

Tickets are available at the FAC Box Of

fice or by calling 545-2511.

Eddy Clearwater is among the most ver-

satile blues artists to have emerged from

the steaming Chicago blues scene. Raised

on a mixture of delta blues, country and
western, and Alabama gospel music. Eddy

made his final shift to the^blues in 1953,

likemany of his counterparts, making the

move from down south to the windy city.

Listing Chuck Berry as a major in

fluence. Clearwater has adopted the

duckwalking, good natured style to his own
stage performances. During the 70's

Clearwater and his band toured extensive-

ly throughout the United States and
Europe, and in 1980, his first Ip The Chief

appeared on the Chicago based R(H)ster

Blues label, and garnered much critical

acclaim.

In 1987, with special permission from the

US government, Eddy Clearwater toured

6 countries in West Africa, realizing a

longtime dream.

Clearwater has received positive critical

press from papers such as the Chicago

Tribune, The Boston Globe, The New York

Times, The Pittsburgh Press and The
Milwaukee Journal.

— From Staff Reports

Spring 1 989

Mental Health Groups
Sclf-explorQtIon groups

I
— TuesdQVS, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

II
— Thursdoys, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

€Qting disorder group
Thursdays, 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

(bsginning mid-Februori^)

Gcploring Lesbian, Goy, Bi-scxuol Identity

Tuesdovs, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

Mental Heolth/

Health €ducQtion Groups

ndult Children of nicoholics (nCOfl)

Tuesdays, 4:00-5:30 p.m.

Groups begin in lotc Februori^ ond require pre-registrotion.

For inPormotion or registrotion coll 545-2337 or stop bv

1 27 Hilis North.
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EVERYWOMAN'S
CENTER

• Information and Referral Service

• A Lending Library, Resource

Books, Research Materials

• Childcare, Housing, Employ-
ment Self-Help Books

• Legal and Medical Referrals

• Third World Women's Culteral

and Educational Activities

• 24-Hour Hotline for Victims of
Sexual Assault and Violence
(545-0800)

• Counseling and Workshops on
Issues of Violence Against
Women

I • Individual and Couples
Counseling

• Information, Counseling, and
Advocacy for Women Who Are
Employed or Seeking
Employment

• Sexual Harassment Counseling

• Support Group

,
• Events Calendar

^ • Internship and Volunteer
Opportunities

• TTY for the Hearing and Speech
Impaired

Open Year-Round to All

Campus and Community
Women

Mon. Tues. Thurs. and Fri.

9-4

Wed. 12-7 (Wilder Hall)

Same except Wed. 12-4

(Nelson House)

University of Massachusetts at Amherst J
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DANCE!! . . . The American Indian Dance Theater is the nation's

first professional dance company of American Indian dancers and
musicians. The company's productions include all traditional dances,

accompanied by live drums, bells, rattles and flutes. They will per-

form at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall this Saturday Feb. 4, at

8 p.m. Tickets available at the FAC Box Office.
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FAC starts new season
The world of theater is alive at the

University of Massachusetts. The following

announcements come courtesy of the Fine

Arts Center and its divisions.

The Performing Arts Division is current-

ly accepting registrations for music, dance

and theater instruction for the spring

semester. Instruction is available to anyone

in the community as well as University

students, faculty and staff regardless of age

or level of ability. Registration ends Feb.

16 in the Old Chapel. To obtain a brochure

containing more information, contact the

Performing Arts Division in room 115 in

the Old Chapel (545 0519).

On Feb. 4, the Fine Arts Center will

begin its run of a minifestival designed to

give recognition to the excellence of

American performing artists. The program
contains seven events, and will run

through March 1.

The festival's events include: American
Indian Dance Theater,

Roadside Theater. The Black Swan
Quartet, The Colorado Quartet and The
Ohio ballet.

Tickets for all events are available at the

FAC Box Office. For information, call

545 2511

The Friends of the Fine Arts Center have

launched their annual Fund drive cam-

paign with a goal of $100,000. This is the

highest goal in the Center's history. Fun-

ding will be used to underwrite program-

ming expenses.

Information regarding the newly revis-

ed Friends' membership benefit plan is

available at the Development Office, Fine

Arts Center, 545 3670.

Actor John O'Neal will bring his critical-

ly acclaimed one-man show to the Bowker

Auditorium on Wednesday, Feb. 8 when he

perform •. Don't Start Me to Talkin' or I'll

Tell Everything I Know: Sayings from the

Life and Writings ofJunebug Jabbo Jones.

Volume I.

"Junebug Jabbo Jones" is a compilation

of tales, anecdotes and aphorisms collected

by O'Neal and others during the Southern

Civil Rights Movement in the 1950's and

60's.

This show is part of the Fine Arts

Center's Arts America '89 Festival. Tickets

are $16 and $14 at the FAC box office. Call

545 2511.

The Friends of the FAC Board of Direc

tors recently elected Carl Eger and Bar-

bara Bernard, both of Holyoke, as Chair

and Vice-Chair respectively The positions

hold a two-year term.

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Summer Programs

FRANCE
WEST AFRICA

ITALY

GREAT BRITAIN

JAPAN

ISRAEL

NEW YORK
lnierna»it)niil programs arc offered for siuden(s, leathers and

working professionals Courses include: archaeology,

architeciural history, art history, ceramics, decorative arts,

drawing, fashion, fiber, metal and surface design, graphic

design, painting, and photography Undergraduate and gradu-

ate credits are available to qualified students For more

information, please mail the coupon below or call:

Parsons Office of Special Programs

(212) 741-8975

Parsons .SchiMil of Design, OfTKc of Special Programs

66 Fitlh Avenue. New York. N.Y, l(K)ll

Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special

Summer Programs.

Name

Address

City Stale Zip

Phone

30
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Classic Hit radio opens up market
By COSMO MACERO JR
Collegian Staff

In 1968: college campuses across the country were be-

ing turned upside down, the Impossible Dream had come
and gone at Fenway Park, the war in Vietnam had

become the war on the networks' evening news. Led Zep-

pelin was merely an opening act, Jason Rabinowitz was
merely an infant, Richard Nixon was president and AOR
(Album Oriented Radio) was born.

In the 21 years since, FM stations across the country

(i.e. WBCN in Boston* have been tried and tested by

disco, metal, punk and rap; and for the most part remain-

ed true to the popular format which emphasizes the ar-

tists, not simply their Billboard entries. So the folks who
ushered m this format to the tune of The Who. Santana

and Iron Butterfly, carry on today with INXS, Guns-n

Roses and Iron Maiden . . . right?

Well ... not really. With growth comes maturity (in

most cases I, and the development of the baby boom
generation has called for development in radio. Enter

Classic Hits or Classic Rock radio. The term tried and

tested comes to mind agam, for the music which has con-

tinually remained at the top of everyone's playlist. and

in the words of Cliff Blake, Program Director at WZLX
in Boston; ' . . . transcended itself through generations

"

is that which makes up the Classic Hit format.

Not to be confused with Oldies stations, which for bet-

ter or for worse, see fit to keep listeners in at least a two

decade time warp. Classic radio finds itself within a

realm of musical quality. Lyrical messages with timeless

appeal, instrumentation which defies the concept of nor

malcy, and just plain old good tunes. "If they could real-

ly play or had something to say." is Blake's one line pro-

gramming commandment.
While rock and roll is the foundation of most successful

Classic Hit stations, the diversity of the format is the

primary factor in its popularity. Cindy Bailen, on-air per-

sonality and Director of Research at WZLX feels the com-

bination of classic, popular, different musical styles keeps

the listeners happy.

"In an hour on WZLX. you can hear Led Zeppelin and

Simon and Garfunkel. You could hear Deep Purple and
Joni Mitchell, or Aerosmith and Carol King " Bailen

said.

"The main things the artists that we play have in com
mon is their longevity, and a certain quality that their

work has." she added.

So who's tuning in?

If there's such a thing as a "quality audience". Classic

Hit stations have got it. Falling between the ages of 25

and 45, the majority of listeners are part of the money
making, disposable income work force that advertisers

drool over. In approaching a prospective customer, ad

salesmen are always keen to speak in terms of the adver-

tiser's needs, however, a media organization whose au

dience posesses such buying power no doubt has a

definitive edge on the business end.

Jerry Charm is General Manager at WZLX. With a

good product behind him. he feels the station can more

than adequately meet the needs of its customers.

"We don't talk about ratings, we don't talk about pro

gramming when we sell ads. We talk about the

customers' business and their needs. Programming is on-

ly a factor in the selling process when we're talking about

how we will present the ad on-air." Charm said.

With a balance of careful programming, and logical

sales and promotional moves. Classic Hit radio should

firmly plant itself within the industry for an extended

and prosperous future.

Most major markets in the country now feature at least

one Classic Hit station, and those that don't are carefully

experimenting with the format. In Western
Massachusetts, WAQY in Springfield features a classic

rock lunch hour, and in Hartford Connecticut, WHCN
peppers its playlist with a good dose of classic songs. The

format is about four years old (ZLX was the first classic

station in the country), and there are no signs of stunted

growth. An article in a Boston paper last year asked tht-

question: "Are classic hits killing FM radio?" From the

looks of today's market, it seems they've breathed some

life into it for a whole generation of people.
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Arts aplenty
Summer Abstract Series

Described by critics as the "Renoir of Abstract Expres

sionism, " University of Massachusetts professor John

Grillo will be exhibiting his recent works beginning

Thursday and continuing through Feb. 26 at Hampden
Gallery at the UMass.
The show will open with a reception from 5-7 p.m. Thurs-

day at the gallery.

Coinciding with the show. Grillo's Park Series will be

exhibited from Feb. 16 to April 1 at the Sync Gallery in

Northampton.
Dining Rooms and Furniture for the Typical House

This is an installation of a recent work by artist'ar-

chitect Allan Wexler and will open Saturday and run

through March 17 at the University Gallery at UMass
The selection of work created between 1986-88 includes

small buildings and furniture as well as proposals, draw-

ings, and collages related to dining rooms and furniture

for the typical house.

Naum Gabo Monoprints

This exhibition of a little known body of work by one

of the pioneers of 20th century sculpture will be on display

from Saturday through March 17.

The exhibition presents prints made from engraved

woodblocks which are two-dimensional interpretations of

Gabo's sculptural theories and interests.

Leaving Egypt

This newest dramatic musical by the Roadside Theater

will be presented at 8 p.m. Feb. 7 in Bowker Auditorium

at UMass.
Set in 1969, the play is the story of a grandfather who

finds himself in conflict with the modern world, when he

learns of a plan to evict him from his mountain homeplace.

Roadside Theater is a traveling ensemble whose home
IS in the central Appalachian coalfields of southwestern

Virginia and eastern Kentucky. The company has spent

12 years developing original plays drawn from the rich

mountain history and culture of its home.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center Box Of-

fice for $16 and $14. Mastercard and Visa are accepted.

Call 545-2511 for ticket information.

Beat Cafe Series

As part of the monthly Beat Cafe series, the group is

sponsoring a free participatory workshop with the multi-

talented ptrformers Andrea Hairston and Tony Vacca.

The workshop will take place at 10:30 am Feb. 9 in the

Hampden Theater at UMass.
The session will include demon.strations and will also

actively engage participants in a range of Arfo-American

expressive arts — from rhythms and dance forms of West

Africa to contemporary American compositions.
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EKperience the E»citement of

Rttending Rnother School in a

Different State.
Applications are still being accepted for the following

restricted schools and all of the non-restricted schools.

The restricted schools still accepting applications are:

-California State University, Northridge
-California State University, San Bemadino
-Sonoma State University

-University of Hawaii/ Hilo

-University of New Hampshire
-University of South Florida

-University of Virgin Islands

March 1st is the last day to apply for a college exchange
To find out more come to the NSE office in E-26 Machmer
Hall or an information session at the Campus Center.

Dates, places and times are listed below:

Feb. 6 Monday Room 174-76 CC
Q Thursday Room 101 CC

15 Wednesday Room 174-76 CC
21 Tuesday Room 101 CC

PRAKTIKLY
WORNE

classic clotking

ESTABLISHED 1971

2 BRIDGE STREET, NORTHAMPTON. MA 586-1913

586-6344
45 STATE STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MA.

LUNCH: TUES.-SAT. 1130230
SUN 12:00300

DINNER: TUES. THURS. & SUN.
5:009:30

FRISAT 5 0OI030
CLOSED MONDAY

i i

4:00 pm
4:00pm
4:00 pm
4:00 pm

The INDIA HOUSE RESTAURANT

Where Indian Food Is Not Just Curry

• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN COOKING

SEALS IN FRESH FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS

• COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU

"INDIAN RESTKURANT WITH EXCELLENT FOOD & SERVICE." THE NEW ENGIAND MONTHLY

• EXTENSIVE WINE LIST

• BEWITCHING BIRYANIS

• ENTICING CURRIES

ANNOUNCES A MIDWINTER SALE
Sunday, Jan. 29 through Sunday, Feb. 5, 1989

20% to 50% OFF ALL IN-STOCK ITEMS
(excluding cotton and cotton blend yarns)

lie sure to register for door prizes.

The Carriago Shops • 233 N. Plea.sant Street • Amherst
549-6106 • Open Mon. - Sat. 9:30-5:30; Sun. 1-5

Collegian choices
for dining out

For those living on campus, trapped by the Dining
Commons' rotation of quasi-food, and equally so, for those

who live off campus, whose idea of "cooking" is boiling

up an Oodles of Noodles, the struggle to nourish

oneself without committing involuntary nutritional

suicide can be genuine, particularly for those on a tight

budget (and who isn't?).

It's unrealistic to think it's possible to eat out all the
time without a short term loan, but when it's time to

treat yourself, the town of Amherst has some good
restaurant options at affordable prices. All the dining
establishments listed here should be well within the
reach of the average college student's "leisure time
budget".

Chinese Food

Hunan Garden
Adjoining Changes dance club, the Hunan Garden of-

fers good quality Chinese fare, a nice setting, and
moderate prices. Best bet is the all you can eat brunch.

An assortment of chicken, beef and vegetable dishes is

offered, all for $5.99.

Panda East
Probably the best Chinese food in the area. Panda East

has daily lunch specials which can't be beat for value

and quality.

American Fare

The Pub
The Pub is an inexpensive spot for good burgers, sand-

wiches and salad.s. This is a favorite for dates, for at 9

p.m. the dance floor is open and Tlie Pub becomes a club.

Watch out . . . huge portions.

Delano's
Much like the Pub in the way of food, but in a quiet,

homier setting. Eat at the bar for a change of pace.

Pizza

Pinnochio's
In North Amherst. A little pricier than your standard

deliver)' joints, but the well crafted pies and excellent

toppings make it worth the extra buck or two.

College
Mainly a delivery business to campus students. Col-

lege Pizza is also a sit down favorite for late night snacks.

Excellent pizza, particularly the stringy hamburg.

Andy's
Similar to College in .style. Andy's also does a volume

delivery business. They do offer cold beer for sit down
customers, and their hot grinders are exceptional.

Miscellaneous

Taco Villa

A staple in Amherst for quite some time, Taco Villa's

enchiladas, burritos and tacos are good and very
inexpensive.

As always with Mexican food, heartburn is a risk.

Bub's Barbecue
On Route 116 in Sunderland, Bub's is definitely a place

to go when you're really hungry. The barbecued chicken

is just okay, but the ribs are phenomenal, and the all

you can eat fixins are hot and delicious. Cold beer serv-

ed. Moderate prices.

ANCE CLUB

The hottest
dance mixology

BIG FUN
5000 sq. ft.

dance floor.

Every FrI & Sat.

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT
EVERY TUESDAY

BLUES JAM

OPEN STAGE—NO COVER

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD /

in downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
NOnTHAMPTON
II ccnirtinT
i»4 0tfi

Bring Mout O^ti/n

AMHERST
41 BOltV^OOO WALK
lit tin
Brri t wmr

iPniNCFIELD
74* WMNtH AVK-
rB»o*it

Bilng tout Omm
Btrr t wmr

Thursday Feb. 2

ROOMFUL
OF

BLUES
AOV TIX $8 50

Friday Feb. 3 &
Sat. Feb. 4 at 4 p.m.

DINOSAUR
JR.

21 + Show Fri 9 p m
All Ages Sat 4 p m $6/$7

Saturday Feb. 4

COMEDYsiopm

•OtTOM. MV. AHOLA • SltT CO«MM*»«

After Comedy...

8 piece high energy dance
band with horn section

STREET
TEMPERATURE

FEBRUARY
9 The Neighborhoods

10 Duke Robillard

1

1

Bim Skala Bim

12 Buddy Miles

16 Bo DIddley

18 Urban Blight

24 Arrow

25 Scruffy the Cat

3/2 Jane's Addictions

3/4 Skatiytes

413-

10 PEARL ST. N HAMP

ENJOY THE
REWARDS OF
RESEARCH:

If you're a science major graduate with

an M.D. or Ph.D. in your future, make
Tufts your first stop. Look into our out-

standing range of interim research oppor-

tunities in the medical science area (Bio-

chemistry. Pathok>gy, Anatomy and Cell

Biolog>'. Molecular Biology. Physiology.

Neurosciencel. In addition to working
with distinguished, nationally known
Tufts Medical School faculty members,
you will gain invaluable hands-on ex

perimce. And your assignment will be an

impressive addition to your resume.

Openings are on Tufts Boston and Graf-

ton campuses and can be timed to fit in-

to your future plans. Salary and benefits

are generous. For details, call I617>

956 - 6600 or write to Jenny Silver. Tufts

University, 200 Harrison Ave. Boston.

MA 02111.

An AffifmaUvr ActMa/F.qual Upoortuiuty Kmpioycr

^^^ TUFTS
4^

^^jcTiyy'

UNIVERSrrY

the all new

GEKING VIARDEN
_ A MA^DARIM SI SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

n noule 9. lUdley ^{^ ^^ |^J
next to Hadley Subaru

All You Can Eat

BUFFET
599

Mon.-Thurs. 5-8 P.M,

Call about our
CiU [or 8«j#nauon» - A* .*n .*«i up to iSO people

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR LUNCH Jt DINNER

large party room! W« c^n aocommodaia parue, ot SIX or mora people'

HOURS Sun Tluiis 1 1 a in lO p m. Fri & Sat 1

1

a.m ' i a in

c^a^^msa C(C^<»"^5ir> «ic^«»'"^5iP ftc^cs^^ciiiP o^t^c^-^^ap «:^<»"''r»ir cc^<»"^

!Welcome Back Students ^

i

i

I 338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384 !

4

^^rif^ms

Sutter Home
White Zinfandel

(7 Cook's Brut Champagne
G

I

I

$3.99 750 ml

$4.49 750 ml

Beck 's/Heineken

12 pack Bottles $7.99 +

Samuel Smith 's

English Ales $7.99 six pack

I

I

Rolling Rock

12 pack Bottles
$5.99

Grolsch

Holland Beer

Canadian Club Whiskey

$3.99 six pack; $13.75 case

$16.99 1.75 L

Mr. Boston 100°

Peppermint Schnapps $5.39 750 ml

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED & DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER Ar WIME •

ALWAYS ON HAMD '

.Qj^^g^ tfgc^<»..rfj& tfgc^«a>^rf3» tfgcw<ag..^g& tfgc>i^«»,.^^ys tfgca>.Qg^^3'& ggt^^qo.
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Songwriting trio Uncle Bonsai plays the Iron Horse Cafe this Thusday night.

If you care,take the time to listen.

4-:

vM

Are you lookinj? for a challenRinn, rewarding profession'

Youll find it, and more, while learning t«> help people with sfM-ech.

Iangua)(e and hearinj? disorders
Boston Bouve College at Northeastern University offers

two exciting master ofsrience programs in Speech I^nKiia>?e huhology
or Aiidioiogy (theonly oneof itskind in the Boston an-a) Fioth

j»rograms are accredited by the AnM-ru anS|M'e< h l^ttJguage Hearing
Association.

You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in

our on-campus speech clinic In addition, both programs include

clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions,

firaduate assistantships and other financial aid are available.

(all(H17)437 27()8.orwrite(;raduateS<hool, BostonHouve
College of Human Professions, 106 Dockser Mall. Northea.stern I niversity,

Bf)ston, MA 021 ITi. Because some people s problems are worth listening to.

I^ostoivRouvo

Northeastern

University

An equal opportunuyaffirmaliv)'

action iinivrrsity
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Bonsai at the Horse
Dinosaurs in the Joint
Welcome back. As we begin a new semester, this is

what's hot on the Lweuire
Thursday, at the Iron Horse in Northampton, the sar

donic, sarcastic and comical trio Uncle Bonsai play two

shows at 7 and 10 p.m. Thoughtfully outrageous .songs like

"Cheerleaders on Drugs ", 'Kill the Competition " and

"Penis Envy " are drawn from their two albums A Lonely

Grain of Corn and Boys Want Sex in the Morning. This

show is part of their last tour until 1990.

Friday night, the Iron Horse Blues Palace features area

favorite Jimmy Dawkins.

LIVEWIRE
On Sunday, singer songwriter Steve Forbert will be at

the Iron Horse for two shows. Touring with material from

what is perhaps his best album to date. Streets of This

Town, Forbert's career has received a good kick in the

pants amidst positive reviews from Rolling Stone. The

Washington Post and the Atlanta Constitution.

This Friday night at Sheehans Cafe, The Danger

Brothers take the stage. Red hot Burlington Vermont

band Phish return to Sheehans on Saturday. February

11th. Their two shows in the Valley this past December,

particularly the one at the Hampshire College Red Barn,

were among the best all year. Tommorrow night at

Sheehans, Joe Crash and the Whiplash take the stage

at 9.

Also Friday night. Dinosaur Jr. will play the Univer-

sal Joint, downstairs at Pearl Strtet Buffalo Tom opens

the show. Saturday afternoon. Dinosaur Jr. returns for

an all ages show.

Roomful of Blues plays the Universal Joint this

Thur.sdav.

At Katina's in Hadley. Physical Graffiti, the popular

Led Zeppelin tribute band plays this Friday night. Show

starts at 9 p.m.

If you missed Taj Mahal last night at the Iron Horse,

hellbe joined by Richard Thompson and David Bromberg

Friday night at 7:30 at the Paramount Performing Arts

Center in Springfield.

Tale of one refusenik
This Thursday. Feb. 2 at 8 p.m. in the Bowker

Auditorium, the Jewish Arts Festival at UMass will pre-

sent IRINA. a one woman play wTitten and performed by

Dafna Soltes IRINA is the story of a Soviet Refusenik,

and includes narration, dialogue, music, dance and song.

This performance is the opening event for the Jewish

Arts Festival organized by B'nai B'rith Hiliel at UMass.

The story of IRINA was written by Soltes after visiting

the Soviet Union in 1987. Irina's character is modeled

after the manv refuseniks she's met in the Soviet Union,

NY and I.srael.

Dafna Soltes is artistic director of Libaynu Dance Com-

pany in New York, and among her other noted works are:

The Story of Hannah Senesh. Chagall a Fantasy. Blind-

fold and Smitten Joy.

She has appeared on and off Broadway and has jjerform-

ed internationally. Soltes teaches movement and dance

studies at the Laban/Bartenieff Institute.

IRINA is directed by Jon Christopher Bua and produc-

ed by Daniel Stein. Tickets are $5 for the general public

and $2 for students.

Other Jewish Arts Festival activities will include a

showing of reknown artist Aviva Green's paintings from

Feb. 6-27. a workshop in Israeli Folkdancing on Feb. 8

and 22 and a screening of Woody Allen's Purple Rose
of Cairo on Feb. 9. For more info contact the Hiliel Of-

fice at 545-2526.
— From Staff Reports
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OUTSIDE INSIDE
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SIDEWALK SALE

February 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5

INCREDIBLE

PRICES AT THEIR IjOWESTH

G

hri iim

Hfi Main -t \i'rthiii?inton VI ttl.ll 'iMlOMIh

Myers Eatery offers daily luncheon
specials with a variety of

homemade soups.

For those with a

lighter appetite,

we also offer

homemade muffins,

wheat bread and
salad platters.

Breakfast served
all day long

Open 7 to 3
seven days a week

88 Pleasant Street • Northampton
584-4145

<»^^3^ ff!i:^^<ii>^^S^ tfffC^i^<»^^5* tfTC^^<»^rf:5% fffvii^<»"

PRIVATE LESSONS •GROUP STUDY

^K*^-"^'

<* 'f^ ^ >~ \ \ ^

^ -it

«

->.

% t

MARKETPLACE T H O R N E SMARKETPLACE

Five floors of wonderfully

festive shops, restaurants,

galleries and a gym.

150 MAIN STREET NORTHAMPTON

HOURS:
MJ,W,SAT 9:30-5:30

TH&F TIL 9:00

SUN 12-5:00

f.'<",\

I
%

Bring this ad
and receive 15% off any one

item until Feb. 15th. 1989

100% Cotton Casual Wear

585-0303
2nd Roor WMk i^'\S

•v.!.!.:.:.:

-^

nninniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiga
The fast food »lt»rnAtive
for Vhosc with th» inside
{rack on good eating

SAiArfi • TcUfcl • PjZZfl.
,

Fre*h Juices \e^nK.$,Mks
Fruit S»«dA/«-Ni6«njl iwctf

I

fRUE DELrVERy |>J

'dowmtows Northxm?toN

58fc • zon
THOI«.NE'S MAP^KEX
V.OWET'. t-lVEU '»0 MAIN ST-

NOF.THAMPT0N, MASSACHUStTTS

BALLOON
YOUR BEST
BUDDY!!

EMBARRASS THEM, EITTERTAIN THEM.
OR DO rr WITH CLASS

VALENTINE S DAY ARRANGEMENTS
DELIVERED BY CLOWN. GORRILLA. TUXEDO
OR OUR WILD AND CRAZY BALLOONATICK

CALL US AT 586-8420 HC/VISA

585-0100

150 Main SUccl/Nodhamplon
2ii<| n<X>r (a* insa riiiin Rl>9<:|l)ll<>l»)

s?--^

^
>od Wr

Changes
for

MENONLY
HAIRCUniNGSHOP

WHERF CUTS STARTAT

IHOI^NfS MARK! r l')(J MAIN SIREFI NORIMAMPTON 586-2600

OooKstiop

New England's Largest

New Age Bookstore

• Books • Tapes •CD's

• Videos— For Sale or Rent

• Crystals & Minerals

• Posters • Cards • Stationery

• Journals • Address Books

• Incense • Special Gifts

Open Every Night Until 9
Sundays 12-5

Thome's Market 150 Main Street

NoHhampton, MA (413)586-6304

Affordable

Elegance

Necklaces, Bracelets,

Earrings . . .

'm4i <r.
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EXTINCT? . . . No way . . . These mammals are Dinosaur Jr. They play two shows this weekend at the Universal Joint, downstairs at Pearl

Street. Opening for the band on Friday night will be local favorites Buffalo Tom. Saturday afterv.oon s show is all ages.

Horrific supernaturals spice Lumley's Necroscope
. ... .1 -.L ._.u;-t. ; C<..„~»..^n., «ko vomniro tonrhps him how

By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

NECROSCOPE
Brian Lumley
Tor Books

Brian Lumley has arrived.

With his new book Necroscope. Lumley enters the genre

of mainstream horror, combining ioternational espionage

and the supernatural in a well told tale that keeps the

reader on edge with anticipation.

With these components weaved so brilliantly together,

Lumley captures a new twist, which in itself makes the

book worthwhile.

Two other factors that make this book enjoyable are the

detached yet strong empathy the reader feels for the hero

and his seemingly fated life and the style with which

Lumley plys his craft. The action is clear, fast and always

vivid. The passage early in the book where Dragosani

tears information from a dead Soviet traitor is one of the

more horrifying scenes in recent memory.

Both the hero. Englishman Harry O'Brien and the

villian, Soviet Boris Dragosani. share a rare power - they

have the ability to speak with the dead. The difference

lies in how they do it.

Harry's mother, who was also a psychic, was murdered

by her second husband, a Soviet plant. After Harry

stumbled across this ability his mother tells him how she

was killed and Harry sets out to kill his stepfather. The

event is the first domino in a chain that leads to the an

tagonists' final confrontation.

Dragosani was born in the shadow of the hills in Tran

sylvania and stumbles across the grave of a long-buried

^ ^ February

MM' - ' w.

Used
Paperbacks

Thousands in stock

—

History, Literature,

Science, Art, PsycKology

and more. Also, Kuge

Sci-Fi & Fantasy section.

Valle)? Books

199 N. Ple«s«nt St.

(Downtown AmKerrt)

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat. 10-5 ... ^,-
Sun. 12-5 ^^^
256-1508

VJ w
N«w AUMtf C

Truck* « ^mm Umo A«

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amdcrst

549-RENT^

vampire. Eventually, the vampire teaches him how to rip

information from steaming entrails and suck knowledge

from decomposing brains of deadmen. filling their still ac-

tive subconscious minds with blistering agony. Dragosani

rises through the ranks of a top secret Soviet Espionage

branch, while Harry is aligned with its British

counterpart.

After a series of plot twists, the dead come to see Harry

as a champion and Dragosani as a vicious demon, as both

the hero and the villian converge on a spectacular climax,

involving a legion of dead men marching on the heavily

guarded Soviet ESP compound.

Lumley's smooth prose makes for quick reading and he

uses the language to manipulate the reader into reading

"just one more chapter."

Though Lumley's work does not project the suffocating

gloom of a Stephen King novel or the intricasies of a

Robert Ludlum spy novel, he combines the two in such

a way that bubbles tense action. Definitely worth reading.

Arts/Living needs

writers . . .

The Arts/Living desk needs writers!! If you have an in-

teresting story idea, if you know someone who should be

featured on the Arts/Living page, if you like art, books,

film, theater, music and people, or if you just want to

write, come down to the Collegian newsroom any week-

day after 2 p.m. Talk to Cosmo or Graeme. Or, leave a

note in the Arts/Living mailbox.

We build careers. Get started now!!!

The Collegian is located at 113 Campus Center, on the

basement level. Telephone: 545-3500

The staff at the Arts/Living desk wishes everyone a suc-

cessful and enjoyable semester.

north pleojoni street 253-2M3
open men -jol. 10-6 sun. 12-5 pail<ing in rear I

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Monday, February 6

Guidelines arxj application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall. 545-0202

Paul's ??

Shoe Repair

Repairs of

Men's & Women's Shoes
Put "sole" in your shoes

With Vibram Soles!

Leather Soles & heels

Vibram Crepe &
Docksider Soles

No. 10, 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs, under Panda East)

Horns and pianists at Bowker
University of Vermont faculty members

Alan Parshley (horn) and Sylvia Parker

(piano) will give a master class at 4:30 p.m.

and a concert at 8 p.m. on Tuesday Feb. 14

in Bezanson Recital Hall. Both events are

open to the public and are free of charge.

Alan Parshley performs and teaches

throughout New England. He is a member
of the Vermont Symphony, the Albany

Symphony, and the Vermont Symphony
Brass Quintet and Brass Trio. He teaches

at the University of Vermont and Mid-

dlebury College.

Pianist Sylvia Parker appears frequent-

ly throughout New England as recitalist.

ensemble player and adjudicator. She is a

member of the music faculty of the Univer

sity of Vermont.
University of Massachusetts faculty

member Jeffrey Holmes will present new-

jazz compositions in concert on Sunday,

Feb. 12 at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Professor Holmes will perform on piano

and trumpet and will be joined by several

guest artists, including faculty colleague

Fredric Cohen (oboe).

JefT Holmes is well known to local au

diences as a jazz composer, pianist and

trumpeter, and has been a member of the

University faculty since 1979. He has

beeen recognized by by the National

Association of Jazz Educators, and is a two

time recipient ofa National Endowment for

the Arts grant in jazz compositions. Holmes

directs the University's award-winning

Jazz Ensemble I, leads his own Jeff Holmes

Big Band and performs in this country and

abroad with such groups as the Valley Big

Band. Tradewinds Ensemble, Sonny

Costanzo Big Band and as part of the

HolmesTillis Duo.

Admission to the concert is $5.00 for

adults and $2.50 for students and senior

citizens. Tickets available at the FAC Box

Office (545-2511). Proceeds benefit the

scholarship fund of the University Friends

of Music. For more info, call the Dept. of

Music and Dance (545-2227). Horn player Alan Parshley comes to Bezanson Hall Feb. 14

jlo tu m m
Jlommm
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Throughout your college years.

moke A.J. Hastings your

headquarters for

SAX APPEAL - Accomplished saxophonist Lynn Klock is an FAC

featured performer.

1^ School Supplies!
Count on us for everything from your

first freshnnon notebook to your final

thesis paper. ..plus all those years of

pens, pencils, paper clips, typewriter

ribbons, etc., in-between!

A'I'Hastings, Inc.
"Convni^ntly focal^d m th» cmntf of Amhmrtf

45 South Plmoiont $rr*«r

OPEN: W»«kdoy» 5 a.m. to 9 p.m., Sundoy*. 5 o.m. to 1 p.m.

^vaHTt Fizz^fl

liSiKU'afJl

R MODRIAN
Carriage Shops • 549-6344

Tux Rentals
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The Campus Center

Cpffee
Shop

On The Concourse

Serving Breakfast and Lunch:

7:00 AM-3:00 PM
Monday-Friday
Closed Weekends

, ;.)

TOP of the CAMPUS
LOUNGE^ ,

[:\K)> WW SPECTACULAR
VIPVV .

t-v -^ . «.„

FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Fridjiy 11:30 jin-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pni-«>:00 pm

Call '^4y-«HK)e\t 7h3«^

for Reser\'atj«>ns

Validated Parking

jnnnn'

TOP ^^- '

fof the i

CAMPUS Restaurant

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

tM/t)i/ \hc apcctihiilar view

from the 11 th flixn

Free nwnehies: Monday- Fridai/ 4:00-6:00 pm
VJuie variety of

alcoholic & non-alcoholic beverages

Mon-Fri 11 30 am- 12 30 am Sat & Sun 4 pm-12 30 am

Blue Wall
Coffee House
Offering a selectior) of gourmet coffee, pastry

and ice cream

Jtompden
Creomery

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
11 30 AM-11 30 PM

• Ice cream, sundaes,

floats

• Candy by the pound
• Penny candy

• Birthday cakes

to order

• Ice cream cakes

• Pastries and cookies

Ihatch
GROUND FLOOR • STUDENT UNION

FEATURING

A Variety of

Entertainment

8 AM-12
7 DAYS A WEEK

DELI SANDWICHES • PIZZA AND ITALIAN

SPECIALTIES • LARGE SELECTION OF WINE
AND BEER • SNACKS • QUICK LUNCHEON
AND BREAKFAST ITEMS • SALAD BAR • LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT • COLOR TELEVISION

Mon-Thurs 11 30 am- 12 00 mid
|

Friday 1130am- 6 00 pm |

Saturday Closed - but watch ;

for special events |

Sunday 3 00 pm-12 00 mid
\

Located on the Concourte Level

ol the Campus Center

M* .CK r>^ ARTS

There is a 30% chance

of rain today, high near

50. Temparatures will

be near 30 tonight.

Africa's Gift to America:

a look at Africa's

contributions to

Western culture.Page 9.

Bill Rosenblatt, in his

new weekly column
examines what's new in

jazz. Page 11.
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Students
suffer
through
add/drop
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Sean Powers is supposed to graduate this

May. He should be thinking about celebra

tions. job opportunities, and preparing for

the transition to post-University life.

Instead, he spent all of yesterday stan

ding in add/drop lines thinking about the

"nasty letter" he wants to write to the ad

ministration because he received only one

of five classes for which he pre-registered.

"I can't graduate unless I get my
classes." Powers said. "If we pay for the

classes, we should be able to get the

classes."

According to Janet Bell, acting registrar

for the University of Massachusetts, there

were 16.386 "involuntary drops" this

semester due to cancellations and over

subscribed classes.

Bell said almost twice as many students

were dropped from classes this semester,

because of cancellations, than a year ago.

Several students said they are beginning

to feel the effects of these cancellations, and

many are choosing classes blindly in order

to fill their schedule.

"I'm getting really nervous," said senior

Patti Lukas, who only received one class.

"I feel like I'm grabbing anything to

graduate."

First-year-student Micheal Bell is behind

18 people trying to sign into an an-

thropology class and sophomore Lori

Seltzer is number 40 on a waiting list for

sociology 103.

(ollrfiiin I'hcrto hv .laiHtn Tulrrmiin

NOT A LOT 22- The sparse amount of cars and activity on campus over intersession was a stark con-

trast to what most UMass students are accustomed to seeing.

"I went to clas.s and the guy said 'you'd

better leave," Seltzer said.

Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic

Affairs Norman Aitken said there is a

"good likelihood" the cancellations are a

result of this year's budget revisions, which

caused the University to surrender $5

million to the state.

Members of the Student Government

Association are making copies of students'

oversubscribed schedules and .sending

them to state representatives in Boston to

illustrate the effects of the budget cuts.

Student Tru.stee Stephanie Orefice, and

Michael Greiner, chair of the public policy

committee, said they have collected more

than 350 copies of students' schedules and

will continue the effort through this week.

"It's particularly bad this year." Orefice

.said. "A lot of state representatives are

walking around a.sking for more cuts. We
can't handle any more cuts."

"They have constituents out there who

are struggling to make it through college

and they might not make it in four years,"

she said.

Tickets sell-out for

Farrakhan lecture
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Tickets for Minister Louis Farrakhan's lecture sold

out yesterday after being on sale for a little more than

24 hours at the University of Massachusetts.

Farrakhan, a leader of the Nation of Islam, is

scheduled to speak m the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.

Five-College students, faculty and staff were allow-

ed to purchase tickets for tomorrow's show at the Fine

Arts Center box office while students could purchase

tickets at the New Africa House through Phi Beta

Sigma fraternity and the New Agenda organization.

Student activities coordinator Margaret Arsenault,

who is an advisor for the event, said the separate ticket

distribution was arranged "to make sure there was stu-

dent access" to tickets during the rush of student

registration.

UMass spokeswoman Jeanne Hopkins said that news

of the event circulated through Office of Public Infor-

mation press relea.ses and by word-of-mouth. There was

no paid advertising for the event. Members of Phi Beta

Sigma refused to comment on this.

OP! staff member Stacey Chase said a total of about

1.700 tickets were sold. The Fine Arts Center box of

fice opened at 8 p.m. on Monday and was sold out by

continued on page 5

State higher Ed.: future bleak
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The plight of public higher education in

Massachusetts was discussed by some of the state's top

officials Monday, and the picture they presented was

Speaking before the Joint Committee on Education,

Board of Regents President Franklyn Jenifer .said this is

the first year in the history of Massachu.setts public higher

education that qualified students have been denied

admission.

System-wide, 2,000 students were turned away this

semester, he added.

Jenifer said if the new higher education appropriation

in the fiscal year 1990 state budget is approved, state

higher education would be brought back to only 1987

levels, but at lea.st "we would not be in a situation where

we are closing doors on students."

Also speaking before the board was University of

Ma.ssachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey. who was

representing the University. Duffey said that in the past

few years UMass had become competitive with prestigious

state universities across the country and the budget cuts

were severely damaging that status.

Duffev said a few years of neglect by the .state can

destroy any gains made by the University in the past

decade.

"To squander the gains of the past decade is very short

sighted," he said.

Duffey said the state needs to examine priorities and

resources in an effort to protect higher education from fur-

ther setbacks.

Even with the new appropriations, Duffey said courses

and programs were going to be eliminated and that the

budget cuts hurt upper level course offerings the most.

John Cole, a professor of anthropology, said budget cuts

damage professors abilities to conduct research, which

directly affects what is taught.

"The knowledge we pass along is also knowledge we

have created," he said.

Also representing UMass were James Boylan, a pro-

fessor ofjournalism and UMass chapter president of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, Sue Buechler of the

graduate student senate and Jay Festa, president of the

commuter area government.

Minority services restructured

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Mad
son said this week that the University of

Massachusetts has taken critical steps toward imprriv

mg minority student services, including a $2 million

to $5 million project to install a multi cultural renter

in the Student Union building.

continued on page 5
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The Collegian is looking for an

I office manager
|The newsroom is hiring a work-study

lor a non-work study student. Conne

idown to Rm. 1 1 3 of the Campus Center

land fill out an application or contact

iRick Santos at 545-3500 for more

iinformation.
•.•-•.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•.V

WELCOME BACK!!
QUESTIONS ABOUT UMASS??

CALL IDB/TIPS

There were 5175 inquiries during the fail semester.

If you have a problem or need information, and don't know where or how
to get the answers, the Information Data Bank or the Taped Information

Phone Service is the place to go, or call. During the academic year these

services run 7 days a week; Monday through Friday 8:30am-9:00pm,
Saturday and Sunday 10:00am-3:00pm.

INFORMATION DATA BANK (IDB) 545-1555
IDB is a telephone or walk-in referral center (located in 227 Whitmore)which

maintains information on the University, administrative and academic policies

and procedures; bus, library, and athletic schedules; listings of current cam-
pus events such as seminars, movies, and lectures; and a variety of other
reference materials.

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE (TIPS)
545-1540

TIPS is a library of more than 200 tape cassettes with information about
academic rules, regulations, and programs; registration policies, counsel-
ing services, financial aid information; current events; health and safety pro-

grams; housing and food services; athletics; student organizations and ac-
tivities, etc.

The most frequently requested tapes are:

0669 AIDS Information

1509 Concert Information

2605 Contraception

1515 Daily Events
1305 ID Cards
2630 Mental Health Services
2459 Pool Schedules
1532 Weather Report
1005 Who is My Academic Dean?
1325 Withdrawing From and Readmission to UMass

To access a tape, call 545-1540 and ask for tapes by number (see page
17 of the student telephone directory for a complete list of tapes.)

Student Affairs Information Services
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TAKING IT TO THE HOLE- At halftime of a recent UMass basketball game, Shutesbury

and Fort River battle in an elementary school exhibition game.

Farrakhan's rise topower 1964-88
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Second of three articles on blackyjewish relations

Louis Farrakhan started his rise to power in 1964 when

Malcolm X broke with the Nation of Islam and its founder,

the Honorable Elijah Mohammed.
Following Malcolm Xs suspension from the Nation for

remarks regarding President Kennedy's assasination, a

replacement minister for his Harlem Mosque was need-

ed. Farrakhan was chosen.

In 1965. Iman Warith Deen Mohammed took over con-

trol of the Nation of Islam and turned away from the more

radical teachings of his father, Elijah, and of Malcolm X's.

Iman changed the Nation of Islam into the American

Muslim Mission, a satellite group of the Islamic faith in

America.
After Iman. Farrakhan took up the banner of the Na-

tion of Islam and Elijahs teachings and is today the na-

tion's leader.

The Nation still believes in the direction of its founder

and, according to writer John F. Davis, who interviewed

Farrakhan; the group has three main purposes:

[buUetlTotal freedom for blacks.

[bulletJEqual justice for all regardless of creed or color.

[bulletJEquality of opportunity.

In 1984 Farrakhan was making headlines indirectly

through his support of presidential hopeful, Jesse Jackson.

When Jackson was accused of making anti-semetic

remarks through the use of the word "hymie" by

Washington Post reporter Milton Coleman, Farrakhan

came to Jackson's defense stating that "One day soon we

will punish you [Coleman] with death." Jackson later

separted himself from Farrakhan's remarks about Col-

eman but did not denounce Farrakhan's ideologies.

Farrakhan's crowning achievement though, seems to be

his October, 1985 Madison Square Garden speech in which

he spoke to a capacity crowd, including an extra 5,000 who

were watched from closed circuit television outside the

Garden.
Although he is a black leader and has been accused of

being anti semetic, his affect on black/Jewish relations

is a debatable question.

Not proclaiming to be an expert, Chester Davis, an

associate professor of afro-American studies at UMass,

said that Farrakhan has a "polarizing affect" on blacks

and Jews.

"In a .sense he becomes a catalyst for people to express

certain ideas. Some people take advantage of this to ex-

press thier own views," he said.

Davis suggests for students to learn about Farrakhan

personally and not rely on rumors and hearsay because

there is a lot of misinformation around.

As an example of misinformation Davis said,"Some

students seem to have the feeling that Farrakhan and his

movement seem to be planning to attack Jews [physical-

ly!"

Davis does not believe this and said students should not

either.

Davis said a postive side affect of Farrakhan's visit will

be the ensueing discussions between blacks and Jews

about their relationship as a group.

Anthony Gee, a member of the black agenda group,

agrees with Davis's idea.

"In this particular case I do not think we [blacks and

Jews] would have had the dialouge without him coming

to campus," he said refering to meetings of the

Distinguished Visitors Program.

Gee said he is not aware of a black/Jewish "bond" and

that he didn't see Farrakhan as being a negative influence

on anyone.

"The primary thrust of his message is pro-black, nothing

else," he said, "Anything else is tangential."

Tomorrow, why blacks and Jews at the University of

Massachusetts disagree so much on Minister Louis Far-

rakhan and his message.

UMass Equestrians in W. Germany
Six team members to represent Team USA in Nations Cup

Report says college

enrollment for blacks

on steady decline
From Collegian Staff Reports

The number of black males enrolled in college has

declined alarmmgly smce the 1970s, a national education

organization warned in a report issued last month.

While total college enrollment grew by more than a

million students between 1976 and 1986. enrollment of

black males fell by 34.000 during that period. The drop

from 470,000 to 436,000 was the largest decline in col-

lege participation for any racial or ethnic group, the

American Council on Education reported.

Reginald Wilson, co-author of the report, described the

trend as the "systematic disappearance of black males."

and said, 'It is conspicuous that they are declining across

the board."

Higher education oflicials and organizations have

acknowledged for the past several years that diminished

black enrollment constitutes a national crisis, but this is

the first time they have focused exclusively on the

disproportionate drop in black male enrollment.

The finding is particularly disturbing, authors of the

report said, because black students have been completing

high school at an increasing rate, up from 68 percent in

1976 to 76 percent a decade later. There is also evidence

that more of these high school graduates have taken the

courses neces.sary to be prepared for college As a result,

Wilson said, "you have a larger pool that is better

prepared than 10 years ago."

He blamed several factors for the apparent failure of

black males to go on to college, including: the federal

financial aid policy, which has shifted from grants to loans

as the primary form of assistance; lack of aggressive

recruiting by colleges, and heightened entry

requirements.

"Higher education, in concert with improved elemen

tary and secondary schools, can do more and better than

it has in the past to increase the educational attainment

of black males," the report said. It called for comprehen-

sive programs to "recruit, retain and graduate a more

culturally and racially diverse population."

The figures are underscored by the widening disparity

between black men and women on a number of measures

of educational attainment. Black women, for example,

maintained their proportion of college enrollments since

1976 at just over 5 percent, while black men dropped from

4.3 percent to 3.5 percent of enrollment.

Also, college enrollment rates for black women were

greater than for black men in 1986.

Wilson and co-author Deborah J. Carter said studies

show that the black males are not flocking to the military

either. Some have entered jobs and others are seeking

work, but the authors believe a significant proportion have

opted to attend for-profit career vocational schools. The

remainder of the black male high school graduates pro-

bably are unemployed ai^ not seeking work, or are in

prison, they said.

"Where we've seen increases in enrollment, like New
Jersey for example, it's because the state has taken the

initiative," said Carter.

While some vocational schools successfully graduate

students and place them in jobs, Wilson said state and

federal studies have shown that, in many cases, "the

quality of those institutions left a lot to be desired."

Other findings in the report:

• The proportion of Hispanic 18 to 24-year-olds com-

pleting high school increased from 55.6 percent in 1976

to 59.9 percent in 1986, but the proportion enrolled in col

lege declined from 35.8 percent in 1976 to 26.9 percent

in 1985.

• Hispanics and blacks are much more likely than whites

to leave college before obtaining a degree. For example,

six years after entering a public, four-year institution, just

over a quarter of Hispanics and blacks had received a

bachelor's degree, compared to 48 percent of white

students. ^__^^^^_^^__^_^__

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Equestrian team hopes

to gain international recognition this week when six of

its members represent Team USA in this year's first In-

tercollegiate Nations Cup tournament in Dillenburg, West

Germany.
The team, which left in the last week ofJanuary, is com-

posed of Carolvnne Stronczek, Melissa Camadine, Rebecca

Kells, Sarah 'Toppin, Lisa Dionne and Chris Martin.

UMass will join college teams from 15 countries to attend

the three day event which is hosted by Marburg

University. .,

Dionne, who has been riding for 10 years, said the riders

will show jumping and dressage, or horse guidance.

"It's really exciting," she said. ^'You're in there to do

your best, not to beat everybody."

Gerry Noonan, spokesperson for the International In-

tercollegiate Equestrian Group, Stowe, Vt., said the Na

tions Cup competition is one of six to be held this year.

Tournament judges will total the points accumulated in

each competition by Team USA to determine the final

score.

Noonan said the social aspect of the tournament,

culminating in parades and a large reception attended by

city dignitaries, is as important as the competition itself

"It's a three day celebration of college students," he said.

"Good equestrians come together in behalf of their coun-

try. They live together, play together and talk together."

The Nations Cup tournament is unlike anything offered

to students in the United States, Noonan said.

"It ofl'ers a student the ability to go beyond what we of

fer in the US as a riding program," he said. "The educa-

tional value of this is phenomenal. They'll see things most

of us just dream about."

After the Nation's Cup tournament, the students will

tour East and West Germany and complete the 14-day trip

with a final show in Berlin, Noonan said.

Minority enrollment steady

The number of minority first-year students at the

University of Massachusetts dropped by one, from 368

to 367 this past fall, but Admissions Director Timm
Rinehart said the figures have doubled from a decade

ago.

Rinehart said it is difficult for the University to

recruit minority students because of fierce competition

from other colleges and universities, UMass' history

of racial unrest, and the inadequacies in financial aid

resulting from the Reagan era.

'it's a struggle," he said. "There are a small amount

of students and a whole lot of people interested."

Three admissions staff persons commit half of their

time to working on a "comprehensive minority recruit-

ment program" to help decrease the region's high

school dropout rate and prepare minority students for

college level studies, Rinehart said.

"It's not the numbers of freshmen that count," he

said. "It's numbers of seniors that graduate. Our goal

is to graduate a senior." _maRIA SACCHETTI
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Campus Snow Policy 1988-1989
The major objective of snow re-

moval aciiviiies at limes of severe

storms is to make it possible to hold

classes and conduct all campus activi-

ties in as nearly routine a way as pos-

sible. Since a large number of faculty,

staff, and students normally bring cars

onto campus, it is important for all

concerned to understand clearly what

policies and procedures will be fol-

lowed in the event of a severe snow

storm that temporarily limits parking

capacity on campus.

Radio Announcements
Classes and all other scheduled ac-

tivities on campus will be held as usual

unless specific announcements to the

contrary arc made beginning at 6 a.m.

and continuing periodically throughout

the day in question. Such announce-

ments will be made on radio stations

VVTTT-Amherst 1430 AM. WHMP-
Northampion 1400 AM, WMAS-
Springficld 1470 AM, WGAM-Green-
ficid 1520AM.\VHA1-Grccnficld

1240 AM. WARE-Warc 1250 AM.
WCAT-Orange 1390 AM. WHYN-
Springficld 560 AM, WFCR-Amherst
88.5 FM, WTIC-Hartford 1080 AM.
WACE-Springfield 730 AM, WTAG-
Worcester 580 AM, WSPR-Springfield

1270 AM, WMUA-Amhcrst 91.1 FM.
and WGGB-TV Springfield, Channel

40, VVTSA-Brattleboro VT 1450 AM,
WRSI-Grecnfield 95.3. WAQY-
Springficld 102.1 FM. It is important

that you slay tuned to your radio for

additional information in tlie event of a

change.

The following will be the only an-

nouncements made concerning closing

the Amherst campus, and local radio

sLitions will be asked to repeat ihem
verbatim.

1

.

"The University of Mas.<«ichu-

seits/Amherst Campus is closed today,

but ihc library and buses are operat-

ing."

2. "The University of Massachu-

sctts/Amherst Campus will delay open-

ing until 1 1 a.m., but buses arc operat-

ing.

3. "The University of Massachu-

scils/Amhcrst Campus is closing at

p.m., but the library and buses are

operating."

4. "The University of Massachu-

setls/Amherst Campus is closing at

p.m. The library and buses are operat-

ing and third shift should report to

work."

Snow Day Hot Line
As an additional convenience, a

"snow day hot-line" has been installed.

Taped messages will provide up-to-

date information on the status of the

campus and may be accessed by dial-

ing 545-3630. This is the only campus
number which should be calledfor

such information.

Decision by 4:30 a.m.

The decision to cancel classes will

be made at about 4:30 a.m., if the indi-

cations are that road travel is or will

become hazardous or ihat insufficient

parking capacity will be available.

Cancellation of classes includes Con-

tinuing Education day classes as well

as regular University clas.scs.

i^'

Delayed Opening, 1 1 a.m.
In the event of a major snow storm,

a decision may be made to delay the

opening of the University until 1

1

a.m. The objective of this decision is

to provide enough time to plow and
clear roadways and sufficient parking

capacity. Lots cannot be efficiently

plowed if they contain parked cars.

Don't Call

Personnel Office

If circumstances make it necessary

to cancel classes during the day. this

information will be communicated by

the Personnel Office to the offices of

the chancellor and vice chancellors

which in turn will inform their respec-

tive schools/colleges, deparunents, and

business offices. Departments should

not call the Personnel Office concern-

ing snow cancellations.

Bus Service

It should be assumed that bus serv-

ices are operating, unless announce-

ments arc made specifically to the

contrary on WTTT-AM, WMUA-FM
and WHMP. For information regarding

changes in bus schedules during snow
storms call 545-2086 and 545-0056.

Suggestions

In order to alleviate the problems of

clearing parking lots, it is suggested

that all University personnel who nor-

mally bring a car onto campus consider

the following possibilities during heavy

snow:

• Make u.se of the bus service to the

campus.

• Pool rides with others whenever

possible.

• Walk if it is at all possible to do so.

• Have someone drop you at work so

that the car does not have to be left

on campus and so that the snow
removal job during the daylight

hours is facilitated.

• If space is not available in your

a.ssigncd lot, go to either the periph-

eral lot west of Physical Plant or Lot

25. Under snow emergency condi-

tions, it is not po.ssibic to guarantee

that normal lot capacity will be

available.

• Make u.se of the Campus Center

Parking Garage (open 24 hours a

day).

Snow Day Personnel

In the event that classes and all

other scheduled activities arc

cancelled, only snow day personnel

will be required to work. Heads of

departments should review and update

ihcir snow day plans and notify em-

ployees who are designated as snow

day personnel. Under certain circum-

stances (after 5 p.m.. weekends, holi-

day periods, and Interscssion). the

Library may also be closed. Such

closing will be announced over the

radio sLitions listed above.

Procedures

When the University is closed, only

snow day personnel should report to

work.

When the opening of the Univer-

sity is delayed until 1 1 a.n>.. snow day

personnel should report at their regu-

lar time or as soon as possible; all

others should report to work at 1

1

a.m..

In order to allow plowing to be

accomplished effectively, the follow-

ing procedures will be implemented at

once:

A. When the University is closed, or

opening is delayed until 1 1 a.m..

only snow day personnel should

report lo work at their regular time.

All others should not come on cam-
pus, if at all possible.

B. Snow day personnel will be permit-

ted to park only in the following

lots: 32 and 34 (south of Whitmorc
SB A); 25 (west of Physical Pkint,

north of access way to the adjacent

I)eripheral lot); 31 (north of Engi-

neering, Graduate Research Center,

etc.) 62 (south of Morrill Science)

Entrance to all other lots will |)e

prohibited until tlic University is offi-

cially open for business. The Parking
Garage is, of course, open for parking
at all times.

Evening Classes

And 2nd Shift

An announcement concerning eve-
ning classes (cla.sses beginning after 5
p.m.) and second shift workers will be
made if the decision is made tt) keep
the University clo.sed all day. Such
announcements will be made prior lo

1 p.m., over the same radio stations

used for snow announcements. If the
University is closed, but the .second
shift is required to report to work,
second shift personnel will also be
required to park in the lots listed in B

Save This Pagefor Reference

above (32. 34, 25. 31. 62); all other

lots will be closed for plowing.

Overnight Parking

Is OK Here
Parking overnight is permitted in

the following areas during snow sea-

son (December 1 -April I, and other

times in the event of predicted meas-

urable snowfall).

E Lots

Lot 20

Lot 21 (current/valid Lot 21 permit

required)

Lot 22

Lot 23

Lot 24

Lot 25 (north of roadway to E Lot

only)

Lot 27

Lot 28

Lot 29 (current/valid Lot 29 permit

Lot 30

Lot 32 (West of Lincoln Avenue Only)

Lot 41

Lot 42

Lot 43 (except at meters)

Lot 44

Lot 46 (except at meters)

Lot 49

Lot 50

Lot 54 (current/valid Lot 54 permit

required)

Thatcher Way (east side only)

No Parking

Here Overnight

Ovcrnigtil parking (l>etwcen 1 and

7 a.m.) is not permitted in the follow-

ing areas during snow season (Decem-
ber 1 -April I, and other times in the

event of predicted measurable snow-

fall).

Lot 25 (south of the roadway to E-

Lot)

Lot 26 (except UMass Transit bus

drivers, permit required)

Lot 29 (except w ith a curreni/valid

Lot 29 permit)

Lot 31

Lot 32 (Ea.st of Lincoln Ave. only)

Lot 33

Lot 34

Lot 40

Lot 4.S

Lot 47 (except for Resident Director

Si IIP parking permit required)

Lot 54 (except with current/valid

Lot 54 permit)

Lot 62

Lot 63

Lot 64

Lot 65

Lot 66

Lot 71

Any campus roadway (including

Southwest horseshoe)

Any parking meter

Appeals

If you believe you were improperly

issued a ticket for violation of snow
regulations, you may appeal it within

21 days of its date of issue. For details

call the Campus Picking Office 545-

0065.

{Information on this page was sup-

plied by the Vice Chancellory for

Administration and Finance and pub-

lished hy The Campus Chronicle as a

service to the campus.)

minoritif services
continued from page 1

The statement was issued in response

to recommendations made by the Tillis

Commission which reviewed the quali-

ty of minority services at the Universi-

ty last year.

Long-range plans are underway for

the implementation of the center, but
Madson said he will need more state aid

to make it a reality.

"Pm really excited." he said. "It will

fit in with the values of what this cam-
pus is all about."

Other changes include the elimination

of the Division of Educational Access
and Outreach, and the realignment of

its departments, Madson said.

"We'll have more money to draw
from," he said. "The academic support

.services will be four times its size in

terms of staff."

The Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and other Minoritv

Students (CCEBMSi. the Bilingual Col

legiate Progi-am fBCPi. and Upward
Bound have been uprooted and are now
part of the Division ofAcademic Support

Services under Dr. Ann Quinley.

Dean Quinley heads .seven depart-

ments in DASS; including Admissions,

the New Students Program, Financial

Aid. CCEBMS, BCP, Cooperative
Education, and Placement Services.

In his response, Mad.son wrote that

the realignments will bring closer ties

for Financial Aid, CCEBMS, Admis-

Farrakhan tickets

sions and BCP and should help address
some "staff frustration."

Dr. Gloria De Guevara, former Direc-

tor of DEAO, is now Associate Dean of

Academic Support Services and will be

responsible for all DASS programs and
evaluations, the Challenge/Upward
Bound programs, and seeking monies
from outside of the University.

The Everywoman's Center and Han-
dicapped Student Affairs will report to

the new Dean of Student.s. Assistant

Vice Chancellor, Madson said, adding

that De Guevara will maintain super-

visory responsibility for these depart-

ments during the transition period.

Plans to establish new programs for

recruitment and retention of minority

-Students are also in the works, he said,

by directing CCEBMS and BCP to focus

on advising minority students only dur-

ing the first two years of study.

Advising during students junior and
.senior years will be coordinated by their

major department, he said.

A one-on-one mentoring program will

be also be activated by fall of 1990. in

which faculty staff and graduate
students will participate, Madson said.

Also included in Madson's respf^nse is

the immediate reorganization of four

residence hall cultural centers, which he

said is going into effect under the

guidance of Joseph Zannini, director of

housing services.

continued from page I

noon yesterday. Arsenault said 900
tickets were set aside for student pur-

chase at the New Africa House. These
tickets went on sale Monday at noon.

The last 300 student tickets went on
sale at noon ye.sterday and sold out in

less than an hour. Hopkins said tickets

not sold by 8 p.m. yesterday were
originally to be sent back to the Fine

Arts Center box office. Phi Beta Sigma
refused to comment on this unusual

method of ticket distribution.

Chase said about 50 seats will be set

aside for the media, while a section of

the orchestra pit will be reserved for

photographers. Hopkins said most of the

press passes for the event were
distributed to news organizations in

Massachusetts, although passes have

been given to the New York Times.

United Press International, and the

A.ssociated Press.

"I wouldn't be a bit surprised if it was
carried beyond New England," she said.

WANT TO EARN MONEY FOR
SPRING BREAK!

/^^^

TELEFUND IS HIRING

^ ^i. iW

GET OUT OF THE MID—WINTER
SLUMP!! AND BACK ON THE RIGHT
TRACK BY EARNING $$ AT TELEFUND

* * * Improve Your Communication Skills

* * * Talk to Alums All Over The Country

* * * Earn Up To $6 - $7 / Hour

An end to oppression?

fei^

We offer day and evening shifts that can fit

into your schedule!

Inquire at Memorial Hall between 9 a.m and 5 p.m.,

Monday thru Friday, or call TODAY at 545-3509.

IMIlH||||||l«llllMllllllllll"lllllli'Hlllllll»HllliWl»lliWlllllll"lllllll''l«lll'''«ll''''Wlll«^^

By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

In order to eliminate oppression, we must

stop pointing fingers at groups and start

addressing the system that perpetuates

this cycle of persecution. Professor Barbara

Love said last night.

"It is fHJSsible to eliminate oppression,"

Love said, "because the only energy it has

is our energy. It is necessary to recognize

that what we do matters."

Love spoke to about 20 people at the

Campus Center during an open workshop

to explore racism and anti-semitism, and
their impact on relationships within the

campus community.
"We must first realize that structured in

equality is built into our society," Love

said. Groups divided by religion, age, abili-

ty, class, sex preference, race, and other

criteria, become a justification for some
people having more than others, she said.

Anti-semiMsm and racism are part of the

same phenomenon of oppression, she add

ed. "Toleration of any form of oppression

makes it possible for any other form of op-

pression to grow, to flourish," she said.

Participants of the three-hour workshop

discussed how the groups they identified

with, prompted them to play specific roles.

"All of us get a chance to play agent of

oppression, and target or victim of oppres-

sion," Love said. "Our playing roles keeps

the system functioning."

Members of the discussion said they came

from varied religious and ethnic

backgrounds, but most were graduate

students from the Massachusetts area.

Most of the group members were white.

Love said confusion and misunderstan-

ding generated by Louis Farrakhan's

planned visit prompted the event, which

was sponsored by the Office of Human
Relations.

Love was joined by workshop leaders

Marianne Simon, an Amherst
psychotherapist; Bekki Lee, dean of

students at Amherst College; and Jim
Bonila, a LTniversity of Massachusetts doc-

toral student and consultant for Diversity

Works of Amherst.

Speaker urges blacks to accept
more responsibilities
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

Blacks must solve their own problems

and most black leadership does not refiect

the aspirations of its people, a member of

the Nation of Islam .said la.st night.

Brother Don Mohammed .spoke to 30 p€H>

pie in room 808 of the Campus Center

about the history of the group and its goal

to meet the needs of blacks first.

"The Nation of Islam is an organization

set up explicitly to deal with the problems

of blacks," Mohammed said.

Minister Louis Farrakhan, he said, is the

only leader who can unite black people.

The Nation of Islam was started by Elija

Mohammed in 1930 in Detroit, where he

began teaching Islam until he was arrested

for evading the World War II draft.

Mohammed said. After his release, the

founder toured large cities in the Northeast

teaching Islam.

"He forced blacks to rally around him
and anything that unified them,"
Mohammed .said. "He tried to get us to

have some kind of identity with ourselves."

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm

X attended meetings with Elija Mohamm-
ed, he said.

"I have been a follower for 31 years,"

Mohammed added. "We are honorable peo-

ple and we will do no harm, but we will

speak the truth as we see it."

Mohammed said the media stereotypes

blacks while intentionally omitting the

positive contributions of the Nation of

Islam.

"There are some unethical people who
don't want you to know abt)ut the Nation

of Islam," he said. "We are the only

organization that can't be crushed, the on-

ly organization that has fueled every other

black organization."
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Employees take share
of paper company's

1988 $4.5 million profit
DALTON I APt — Business was up in

1988 for the company that makes the

paper for US currency and that meant
more folding money for the workers.

Crane & Co. officials announced
yesterday that following a 10.9 percent

boost in sales, the paper manufacturer
would contribute a record $4.5 million

to its 28-year-old profit-sharing plan for

its 1.100 employees here and at two
North Adams subsidiaries.

The profit-sharing payments
amounted to nearly one-fifth of the year-

ly salaries of the 375 workers at its

Escelsior Process & Engraving Inc. and
Excelsior Printing Co. plants in North
Adams and 16.82 percent of the annual
salaries for its 730 Dalton workers.

Workers at Crane and its subsidiaries

make from $6 to $12 an hour, officials

said.

Last year, the company distributed

$3.2 million to employees under the

program.

Crane, which completed a $12.8

million capital program in 1988, also an-

nounced a $25 million program to

upgrade its facilities and equipment in

1989 and 1990. including a $4.5 million.

60,000 square foot addition to the

Waconah Mill where the company
makes the paper used in US currency

and that of some foreign countries.

Benjamin J. Sullivan, chairman and

chief executive ofTicer, attributed the

company's success in 1988 to im-

provements in productivity coupled with

price increases. He said a revived

employee suggestion program allowed

the company to trim $370,000 in produc-

tion costs.

In addition to currency paper. Crane
produces stationery for business and
social use and a variety of speciality

papers for drafting, filtration and other

uses.

Sales were up for all of the company's
products, said James D. Manning, per

sonnel director. The company listed

total sales of $119.8 million last year,

compared to $108 million in 1987. It also

obtained a new three-year contract to

produce paper for US bills in early 1988.

he said.

Company officials declined to reveal

how much of their total sales involve

paper used in currency and would not

name the countries outside the United
States that also use their paper. Crane,

founded in 1801. first began making the

paper on which US bills are printed in

1879.

The company was also working on a

proposal to develop a "non-apparent"
thread for currency paper that would be
invisible under most circumstances, but

would show up if the bill was copied us

ing a color copier, officials said.

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

"The Buck Stops Here"

Welcome Back Students

Drink of the Week
VODKA TONIC $1.00

•
REINTRODUCING

PITCHERS!!
Miller & Miller Lite

ROLLING ROCK
$5.00

February
Beer of the Month

BUD & MILLER LITE $1.00

Aide's complaint spurs
investigation of teacher
EASTHAMPTON tAP) - The

superintendent of schools said yesterday

that an aide's complaint about a teacher's

conduct led to an investigation of alleged

beating of special needs students at a mid

die school.

Teacher James J. Cavanaugh. 45. of

Westfield, who has been placed on ad-

ministrative leave, pleaded innocent Fri-

day to eight counts of assault and battery

with a dangerous weapon. He was releas

ed on his own recognizance pending a

pretrial hearing Feb. 13 and ordered to

have no contact with students or school

personnel.

According to court documents.

Cavanaugh allegedly struck some of the
fifth through eighthgiaders in his class at

the White Brook Middle School with a
weightlifler's belt, a three-foot long plastic

tubt» wrapped with rope and duct tape, and
a small wooden oar.

None of the students were seriously in

jured in the alleged beatings, which took
place between September 1988 and Jan. 13

of this year, according to court papers.

"It was not that he went in and beat up
the class one day. it was simply that his

method of controlling them was tanta-

mount to abuse, though the court will

determine if it was abuse," School
Superintendent Randall H. Collins said.

Wakefield insurance company
slated to layoff 125 employees
BOSTON (API - The American Mutual

Insurance Cos., which have been placed in

to state receivership, will lay off about 125

workers at their Wakefield home office in

two weeks. Insurance Commissioner Roger

Singer said yesterday.

"Whatever happens to these companies,

whether they are rehabilitated or [part of

them] survive, it's pretty clear that they

are going to be a much smaller entity, if

they do continue." Singer said.

The layoff of 125 home office workers will

be effective on Feb. 14 and follows the

elimination of 207 company field positions

nationally last week. More layoffs are

planned, although exact numbers have not

been released.

All of the layoffs to date have been in the

areas of loss control and marketing. "Since

the company is no longer writing new-

business or issuing renewals, these posi

tions were found to be unnecessary,"

Singer said.

At the Insurance Division's request, the

state Supreme Court issued an order Jan.

17 allowing the state to take over the

lOOyear-old insurance companies, naming
Singer as temporary receiver.

The division took the action because of

concerns American Mutual's reserve

capacity could not meet its potential long-

term liabilities, including claims for

asbestos, medical malpractice and toxics

pollution.

Some things are better

the second time around—
applying to Medical school

isn't one of them!
Did you know that only 1 in 4 students

accepted to U.S. Medical scfiools is a repeat

applicant? That's why its important to make
sure your grades and your MCAT scores

measure up ON THE FIRST TRY.

How? The BEST way is professional test

preparation at the Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center. We've been giving intensive

care to MCAT candidates for over 30 years. We
start with a free diagnostic test and a

personalized computer evaluation of each
student. Then we help you master all five

subtests with live classes, homestudy notes,

strategy clinics and audio practice labs.

Call us now. Get it right the first time.

IKAPLAN
SIANIE Y H KAPl AN lOU(AnONAl aNTlR ITO

MCAT REVIEW
Your future is worth it.

r^^I'l^l.^J'^
^TILL TIME TO PREPARE!

COMPACT COURSES FORMING NOW.

Classes Start:
MCAT-Feb. 15 • GRE-Feb. 6 • GMAT-Feb. 7

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

BLACK AFEMRS
Black History Month begins today
In the beginning...

By JOSEPH L Hill Jr.

Collegian StafT

February is Black History Month and is "a time to

reflect upon the beautiful heritage of Black Americans
and their contributions to this Euro-American society,"

according to Edward Smith.
Black History Month was started by Dr. Carter G. Wood-

son, commonly referred to as the "Father of Black
History." Woodson, originally selected a week in February
because of two of the men he most admired were bom dur-

ing that month, Frederick Douglas and Abraham Lincoln,

according to the Negro Historical Bulletin (also founded
by Woodson t. The week was extended to a complete month
in as the importance of the week grew.

Each year there is a national theme for the month, this

year theme is "The role of Afro-American churches in

economic, political, and social development at home and
abroad." In addition to a national theme, each week in

February has a specific theme which black Americans
should focus on, according to the Negro Historical Bullen-

tin, the specific weekly designations are:

• Week one: Heritage... Let us remember: Events of Our
Past; Freedoms and Our Forms of Government; Contribu-

tions to America's Founding Development and
Continuance.
• Week two: Festival USA... Let us celebrate; Traditions

of Our Peoples; Diversity of Our Cultures; Our Nations
Togetherness.

• Week three: Horizons... Let us shape today; Set Goals,

Secure the Blessings of Liberty; Involve each Citizen.

• Week Four: Culmination... Let Us Summarize; A re-

counting of mtyor black history makers and events of

historical substance, [in these periods] ( 1 ) blacks and the

earliest years. (2) Blacks and the Revolution. (3) Blacks

in the 1800's. (4) Blacks in the 1900'8.

Applications accepted
for S.S. numbers
This Friday, February 3, representatives of the Social

Security Administration will be in the at the William S.

Clark International Center, from 9 am to 3.30pm to take

applications from foreign students wishing to recieve a

social security number.

According to Pat Vokbus, Foreign Student Advisor, any
person who to work must have a social security number.

Recieving a number will be especially useful for identifica-

tion and taxation purposes, according to Vokbus.

Applicants must appear in person with passport and visa

documents:

• an ! -1 student must bring their 1-94, pages three and
four of an 1-20 A-B (yellow 1-20 ID card if they have) and
a passport;

• a J-1 holder must bring a passport, 1-94 and the pink

copy of the IAP-66;

• dependents of F and J visa holders and all persons in

other categaories should bring a passport and an 1-94.

However, having a social security number does not

make the applicant eligible for employment, but "is a

positive first step," according to Vokbus.
- JOSEPH L HILL Jr

Mural wanted for

Civility competition

A Civility Mural Competition is to be held. The com-

petition is sponsored by the Umass Arts Council for

students majoring in Art, Landscape Architecture, and

Afro-American Studies. The deadline for submissions is

February 10.

The competition is the offspring of an idea conceived by

Jon Satz, an Environmental Design major. According to

Marjorie Tuttle, "Jon was so moved by the idea of Civili-

ty Week that he wanted [to create] something permanent

to keep us all in remembrance."

The mural is to be located on a concrete retaining wall

just beyond the east access entrance to the Campus

Center. The theme of the mural is civility.

A panel, made up of faculty and students with exper-

tise in art and design, will jury the submissions. A max-

imum of three finalist will be selected to develop final

design proposals. Each will be awarded a $100

honorarium. From the three finalists a single proposal will

be selected by the jury and the finalists awarded a $500

honorarium and will serve as project director for the ex-

ecution of the mural in late March-early April.

The implementation of the competition is pending ap-

proval of the Physical Plant and Campus Physical Plan-

ning Committee. ^^,, , ,,.. . .

-JOSEPH L HILL Jr

Calendar of Events
From Collegian Staff Report

The following is a calendar of events, with Black

History Month as a theme, for the month of February.

• Wens. Feb. 1-28 Civil Rights Movement Retrospect
presented by Richard Ducree. Augusta Savage Gallery,

CC; Free. Sponsored by: Augusta Savage Gallery.

• Thurs. Feb. 2 Lecture by Minister Louis Farrakhan.

FAC at 7.30pm to 11pm. $4 Umass/Five College Area

& $6 Umass/Five College Faculty and Staff. Sponsored

by Black Agenda and DVP

• Sat. Feb. 4 Dance and STEPSHOW. SUB at 9pm to

2am. Sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma and Kappa Alpha
Psi.

• Mon. Feb. 6 Open forum on Black-Jewish Relation-

ships. CC 804-08. 7pm to 1 1pm. Free. Sponsored by Third
World Caucus.

• Wed. Feb. 8 Sayings from the Life and Writings of

Junebug Jabbs Jones. Bowker Auditorium 8pm. $16
general public and $8 Umass students/senior citizens.

Sponsored by New WORLD Theatre.

"Beat" Cafe - Chupalis Theater with Andrea Houston
and Tony Bacca, political poetry readings by Yvonne
Mendez, Yvette Russell and Richard Jones. Hampden
Theater, Southwest. 8pm; $2 students and $5 general

public. Sponsored by Residential Arts.

• Thurs. Feb. 9 "Flimdozy" featuring Chicago blues

man, Eddy Clearwater. Hampdem Theater, Southwest.

9pm; $2 students and $5 general public. Sponsored by

Residential Arts.

Black History Month Film Series; Fundi: The Story of

Ella Baker; Resurgence - The Movement for Equality vs.

the K.K.K.; Minnie the Moocher and many others. CC
101. 7pm. Free. Sponsored by Commuter Area

Government.

• Sat. Feb. 1 1 Lecture by Jawanza Kur\jufu on the Sur-
vival of the Black Race. 7pm. Free. Sponsored by Afrik
Am.

• Tues. Feb. 14 Advodah Dance Ensemble - Explores

concerns of Black and Jewish Communities. Bowker
Auditorium; 7.30pm to 9pm; $2 Hillel members $3
students $5 general public. Sponsored by Hillel and
Third World Caucus.

• Feb. 17, 23, 26 "ZORA" play. Hampden Theater,
Southwest; 8pm; $2 students $5 general public. Spon-
sored by: Residential Arts.

• Tues. Feb. 21 Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers
- Reggae Concert. FAC, 8pm to 11pm. $12 Umass ID $15

general public. Sponsored by UPC

• Thurs. Feb. 23 Sammy Price - Master Class. FAC room

44; 2.30pm; Free. Sponsored by PAF workshop.

Dr. W.E.B. Dubois: A Personal Memoir - Lecture by

Dr. John Hope Franklin, James B. Duke Professor

Emeritus of History at Duke University. 'Memorial Hall

Main Lounge; 4pm
Sammy Price Boogie Woogie Piano. The Hatch; 9pm

to 11pm. Free. Sponsored by UPC.

• Fri. Feb 24 Sammy Price radio spot on WFCR. Late

morning.

Sammy Price question and answer period. Webster

House; 2.30 to 4pm; Free.

Post "ZORA" concert. Hampden Theatre; 10pm to

10.15pm.

• Sat. Mar. 4 Jane Sapp and Children of Selma, Ala.

- concert. John M. Green Hall, Smith College; 8pm to

10.30; $2 students and children $4 adults. Sponsored by

Residential Arts.

Africa 's Gift to America highlights
contributions to Western world
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

Published in 1961, Africa's Gift To America is one of

the pioneering works in a relatively sparse list of publica-

tions denoting the contributions of Africa to "civilization."

Within its pages J.A. Rogers reveals a wealth of seldom

told facts about African women and men and their in-

fluences on the shaping of North America and its history.

Rogers begins with an examination of Africans in An-

tiquity. Renowned structures such as the pyramids, the

Great Sphinx of Ghizeh, and the Temple of Amen — all

fruits of Egypt, the author reminds us that these bear the

unmistakable mark of the African. The empires of

Ethiopa, the Mandingo, Yoruba and Ife kingdoms,and

Timbuktu, which, scholars agree, during the period right

around 1500 AD. was more advanced than most Western

European countries, flourished before any contact with

Western "civilization." As early as 500 A.D. Africanswere

navigating the oceans to the Americas. As a matter of fact,

it has been reported in Columbus' own diaries that it was
based upon the rumors of such African expeditions that

Columbus obtained a clue of such possibility. Rogers cites

the plethora of African features on ancient American
sculptures as evidence.

After firmly establishing the legacy of Africans in the

diaspora and in North America prior to Europeans and

their slave trade, Rogers then expounds upon the African-

American and his impact upon the "making" and "sav-

ing" of the United States. The historian rrralls Crispus

Attucks, the black man recognized as being the first

American to die "in the event that led most directly to

the War of Independence". Attucks was celebrated as an

American hero to such an extent that Crispus Attucks

Day was celebrated yearly until Independence was achiev-

ed and it was replaced with the Fourth of July.

Black soldiers arguably were the deciding factor in the

Revolutionary War. Rogers points out the heroics of such

persons such as Mammy Kate, a black woman who
rescued Governor Stephen Heard from a British prison

during the Revolution by carrying him on her head in a

large basket covered with clothes, and Oliver Cromell, one

of the many blacks who had crossed the Delaware with

Washington and served him diligently for six years.

Others included Samuel Francis, a British West Indian

who was the proprietor of the finest hostelry in colonial

America and who hosted Washington and his staff

regularly. During the war Francis ofTered food and money

to the fight and fed free of charge officers who could not

afford to pay him. His dausrhter, Phoebe Francis, saved
Washington's life once when she warned him in time to

stop him from eating poisoned food. Ironically, these black

men and women as well as the hordes of those unsung
were not desired by Washington and his cadres directing

the Revolutionary War machine and were only officially

included in the struggle when the numbers of whites had
become so depleted that it became clear that without
blacks the struggle for independence was lost.

Africa's Gift To America also makes clear the abundance
of contributions made by blacks in the Civil War and after-

wards. As was the case in the Revolutionary War, blacks

were not wanted as compatriots in battle, and for the first

two years Lincoln refused to officially use black troops.

In an address before a church committee Lincoln said "We
didn't go into the war to put down slavery but to put the

flag back."

In his annual message he said "In a certain sense the

liberation of slaves is the destruction of property-property

acquired by descent or by purchase, the same as any other

property."

Eventually, however, the need for "negro troops"

presented itself.As in the previous war, black soldiers

fought valiantly and received the highest of commenda-
tions even by their white commanders.
Africa's Gift To America in it's concluding pages pro-

vides insight into some of the twentieth century's wealth
attributed to Africa. At the time of publication most
African states were still under colonial rule but were wag-
ing fierce struggles for independence. Rogers highlights
rising leaders such as Jomo Kenyatta and Julius Nyrere
whom history would later laud for ushering their coun-

tries into freedom. The author also foreshadows the im-

portance of Africa's minerals and geographical position

to the struggle between East and West for world
domination.

Africa's Gift To America marks a milestone in the

journey of a peoples towards self discovery and awareness.

For too long the African in America had been isolated and
deprived of knowledge of his awesome cultural legacy-

indeed, the very legacy upon which the foundation of

"civilization" is built. Long after the acquisition of

physical emancipation, America's Africans suffered under
the yoke a great inferiority complex-one born of the

mistaken idea that their Western slave masters had sav-

ed them from their own backward,primitive cultures.

Africa's Gift To America and works in its vein have serv-

ed to refute such ignorance and put the African man and
woman in their true light. Indeed, J.A. Rogers work is

a gift.
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FARRAKHAN AND UMASS:
FOR THE RECORD

Several events in the past few years have focused UMass attention on anti-Semitism, but none more than

the upcoming visit of Louis Farrakhan, minister of the Nation of Islam. Many unquestioningly believe that

Farrakhan is an anti-Semite; others claim that his statements are widely exaggerated by the media. Is Far-

rakhan anti-Jewish as many believe? Judge for yourself.

"What I represent is truth.. .the Jews wanted no truth to be told if it conflicted with their selfish desires. They

did not care for the truth; they only wanted to hear that which made them comfortable in their web of lies and

deceit.

"

Farrakhan, speech to the National Press Club, 7/30/84

"I find [Farrakhan's statements regarding Jews] to be reprehensible and morally indefensible. ..I discourage

his participation. Neither anti-Semitism or anti-Black statements have any place in our party."

Jesse Jackson, the Boston Herald, 6/29/84

"The truth hurts."

Farrakhan, agreeing with an aide that Jewish doctors inject the AIDS virus into Black babies.

NY Times,5/23/88

"Farrakhan's major message of affirming Black identity, self-respect, and economic advancement is one that

could and should be heard. All to often, unfortunately, he has made anti-Jewish sentiments and statements a

central part of that message. He has also made derogatory remarks about other minority gi'oups as well as

Blacks who disagree with him.

I hope that at UMASS Farrakhan will focus on that which is positive and can unite all those who would

like to work together for racial justice and equality.

If he can publicly renounce his anti-Semitism and other divisive statements he could make it possible for

manv more people to work together.

Saul Perlmutter, UMASS Hillel Rabbi

"Now that nation colled Israel never has had any peace in 40 years and she never will have any peace,

because there can be no peace structured on injustice, theivery, lying and deceit and using the name of God to

.shield your gutter religion under His holy and righteous name."
Farrakhan, speech on WBEE radio, 6/30/84

"The N.A.A.C.P. deplores the inflammatory statements that are being made by Black Muslim leader Louis

Farrakhan that labeled Judaism a "gutter religion" and cast Israel as a criminal nation. ..the N.A.A.C.P.'s

established policy supports the right of Israel to exist. We continue to believe that this is a morally sound

policy."

Benjamin Hooks, executive director of the N.A.A.C.P.

"[My duty isj to expose this wickedness and lay it bare" so that "the people of this earth will never again be

deceived by those who come in the name of God, cloaking themselves in the robes of God, but are in fact

members of the synagogue of Satan."
Farrakhan, NY Times, 5/28/84

"Some students who have advocated Mr. Farrakhan's appearance point to positive aspects of his message,

such as those involving self-reliance and racial pride. These sentiments have too often, however, been marred
by hostile expressions of anti-Jewish sentiments. I find this aspect of Mr. Farrakhan's message to be offen-

sive and contradictory to the values of this University and of our society at large."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey

"Don't push your 6 million down our throats."

Farrakhan, Los Angeles Times, 9/17/85

"The Jews cannot defeat me. I will grind them and crush them into little bits.

"

Farrakhan, NY Post, 5/23/88

We in the Southern Leadership Conference do not believe we can overcome one

evil by substituting another for it. For the Black man to be anti-Semitic is not only

irrational but imjoioral too. And wherever we have seen anti-Semitism, we have

condemned it with all our might."

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther Kittg> Jr.. March 1968

Farrakhan may not say anything blatantly bigoted in his UMASS speech, since he often tones down his

message for college audiences. Indeed, we hope that Farrakhan separates himself from his previous

statements. Ultimately, though, it is up to you to educate yourself. Attend the video screening of his anti-

Semitic speech in Madison Square Garden today and tomorrow at 4 p.m. in Campus Center 917. Or drop by

the Hillel office and talk to someone. Or attend the panels and discussions spon.sored by the Office of Human
Relations. Many have chosen to protest quietly by participating in the Vigil for Diversity and Dialogue

beginning at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium and proceeding to the Fine Arts Center.

You don't have to see Fairakhan in person to educate yourself. At one speech he told the audience that

their mere attendance showed that "You support me! You suppoit nie!" Power li(\s in numbers, and hearini4

Farrakhan lends credence to his views.

VU to learn, but Farrakh H)t til. {)('r'>(>n to «>{lu. lit
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Are the 'friendly' skies the safest way to travel?
Flying is the safest way to travel. But re-

cent commercial aircraft mishaps have
given passengers reason to dispute this

often-boasted fact.

While boarding a plane, passengers must
find hard to forget such incidents as the

Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 that lost part

of its roof last year in midflight and the

Eastern Airlines 727 whose fuselage in

December cracked at 21,000 feet, forcing

the jet to make an unscheduled landing in

Charleston. W. Va.

Pedro Pereira

Other incidents, such as airplanes in mo-

tion losing engines, are enough to make
one want to cancel that badly-deserved

Florida vacation. When driving a loved one

to the airport one wonders if the person will

ever come back.

Besides instilling fear, the alarming state

of the US commercial airhner fleet should

cause anger. It is appalling that the

airliners in one of the world's most affluent

countries have reached such a state.

Commercial airliners are on average 14

years old. and 43 jjercent of the aircraft in

which Americans travel were built in the

1960s. It doesn't take a genius to figure out

airplanes that old would suffer mechanical

breakdowns and fuselage corrosion. Unfor-

tunately for passengers, whose lives are at

stake every time they fly, American

airlines caught on slowly to the obvious

problems.

Now they feel the urgent necessity of pur-

chasing new planes, but manufacturers can

only build so many aircraft in a hurry.

Time magazine reported in December that

the Washington state-based aircraft

manufacturer Boeing, the world's largest,

has a record backlog of 1,102 orders. The
European manufacturer Airbus has a

Let's tell Beacon Hill

schools deserve funds
The next few months could possibly be

the most crucial time in the recent

history of the University of

Massachusetts. The state is in a severe

fiscal crisis as well as the 28 public col-

leges and universities in the com-

monwealth. The chance that higher

education could be financially

debilitated due to inadequate funding

by the state is great. Many sectors

across higher education are realizing

this. There is much preparation being

made to try and stop any attempt to

underfund public higher education.

Stephanie Orefice

As students, we are the most valuable

commodity in the fight to save public

higher education. We are the living pro-

of that state supported education is

worth the investment. Many of us have

lived in Massachusetts most of our lives.

Most of us have and will continue to

work in Massachusetts, and most impor-

tantly, we are exactly who public higher

education was created to serve.

The idea behind public colleges and

universities was a simple one. A state

would put money into a state-run in-

stitution, and would support it. Students

in that state would pay nominal, or in

some ca.ses no, tuition to attend. The

schools would train the students to be

skilled individuals, who would then go

out and work in the state. These schools

would be quality institutions, providing

an education as good, if not better, than

most private ones. Sounds great doesn't

it?

Many states still work this way. In

mid-western states, public institutions

are funded greatly. Minnesota, Ohio, In-

diana and California are all examples

of states that have adhered to the mis-

sion of public higher education. In the

Northeast, the mission was lost. States

such as Massachusetts, New York, Ver-

mont and Connecticut have looked at

the institutions in their boundaries and

have seen Harvard, Yale, Columbia,

and Bennington. They have not been

able to see UMass and UConn in i-ne

distance. Well, it is time to break out.

It is time to tell Beacon Hill that our

linguistics, chemistry and sociology

departments are ranked among the top

ten in their fields, according to the Con-

ference Board of Associate Research

Councils. We should let them know that

our Polymer Science Center is among
the top university polymer research

centers in the world. Tell them that

UMass is one of only 11 institutions in

the country that was chosen for the

Digital Equipment Corporation

Campus-wide Investment Program. The

Boston legislatures need to know that

our faculty is one of the best in the na-

tion. Tell them that in New England, we

are only second to MIT in the number

of Presidential Young Investigators

faculty awards. We have six Fullbright

award winners on our faculty, two in

Spanish and Portuguese alone. Our

alumni include the presidents of

Heritage-NIS Bank, Spaulding, Four-M

Corporation, Monsanto, Monarch
Capital, Amtrek, Scientific Atlanta, and

General Electric, and entertainers and

artists such as Natalie Cole and Paul

Theroux, New York Knicks coach Rick

Pitino, and the Governor of Vermont

Madeline Kunin.
The students of this have a bright

future, but that future will be dimming

if our funding falls. The Student

Government Association is asking every

student to make at least one effort in our

drive to let Boston know that continued,

strong financial support is in everyone's

interest. There are many things you can

do. The SGA is sending state represen-

tatives copies of students' registration

forms to illustrate the oversubscribed

class problem. This year was a par-

ticularly bad year due to funding. Write

a letter to your state representative tell-

ing him about your positive experience

at UMass and describing how the

budget cuts hurt you. Get involved now.

The future of UMass depends upon it.

Stephanie Orefice is the student trustee

backlog of 555 and the American McDon-

nell Douglas 320.

The airlines' belated concern over replac-

ing aging aircraft eliminates some fears,

but the huge backlogs trigger a new set of

worries. Manufacturers have enough

orders to last through the coming decade.

But will they become negligent in construc-

tion procedures and safety inspections by

trying to rush the orders through?

An add-drop slumber
party gets you ahead

We've already witnessed flaws in some
brand new aircraft, such as crossed wires

in some of Airbus' products.

Boeing, too, has suflered criticism for

faulty aircraft. In fact, the company could

still be sued for the crash of a Japan
Airlines 747 in 1985, which killed 520. In

vestigators concluded sloppy repairs by

Boeing caused the accident.

Strangely enough, however, passenger

travel worldwide is increasing at about 7

percent a year. And, it appears the growth
will continue for several years, unless a

much-feared repression that some
economists forecast for the early '90s comes
true.

Should such forecasts prove erroneous,

however, the growing number of

passengers will have no choice but to take

about a 50 percent chance of travelling in

20-year-old planes. By the time today's

20-year-old aircraft become replaced, new
20-year-old planes will need replacement,

which means about 50 percent of the

American commercial fleet will still be

inadequate.

The lesson is clear: airlines shouldn't

wait to substitute their aircraft until there

is a passenger boom and half their fleets

are fallmg apart. The replacement must be

continuous.

Some lives could be saved.

Pedro Pereira is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and Five-College

area. AH submissions must he typed with the author 's name address, andphone number

attached. All letters and columns are the property of the Collegian and are subject to

editing for space, grammar, and clarity. Submissions may be dropped off or mailed

or Janine.

Add/Drop time again. Masses of people

line the halls like pregnant snakes. Un-

fortunate souls group themselves for

casual conversation, or stare intently at

a paint spot left on the floor by some an-

cient repainting. Others appear to be

meditating until rebellious snores climb

from their noses and wake them with a

snort.

Every semester the sights are the same:

students crawling from their dorm rooms

early in the morning to wait through in-

terminable lines, only to find the class

they want has a waiting list three pages

long. Many of them must then get in

another line to wait for another class,

which they find has a waiting list six

pages long.

Karl Rookey

Some persist long enough to finagle

their way into classes they need, but

many of us are not that motivated or are

cursed with professors who either can't or

won't allow another student into their

class.

In these cases, summer courses or

membership in the Intercollegiate Five-

year Club become a very real possibility,

and for those who experience chronic over-

subscribed courses, indigestion and Alka-

seltzer become household words. Some

may even have acquired ulcers as a result

of registration.

Though it is too late to help with this

semester's registration woes, here are

some tips for making next year's bi-

annual nightmare more like a daydream:

First, relax:

Unnecessary tension can lead to very

nasty headaches. Remember that college

is just a huge joke that nobody really

understands. If you can laugh about

registration day, the rest of the semester

In other news .

It's a dirtyJob. hut somebody has to do it.

For the past several months seven employees

of the Federal Communications Commis-

sion have gone to a special room, turned on

tape recorders and spent hours listening to

prnnographic telephone messages. They are

trying to enforce legislation passed last year

to crack down on the growing dial-a-porn

industry. So far the task has proven a lot

harder than regulators expected. When Con-

gress added tougher criminal penalties for

pornography to a drug bill last April, it ac-

cidentally weakened the FCC's authority to

impose civil sanctions. The dial-a-porn

will be a regular riot.

Second (and more practical), be first in

line:

About a year ago, just out of curiosity,

I approached the individual occupying the

privileged position of "number one," and

asked how he had managed it. "Easy," he

said. "I just got here at six-thirty."

By my calculations, unless he had slept

in his clothes and skipped his morning

shower, he had gotten up no later that

five-thirty to accomplish such a feat. To

beat him there you would have to get up

at five a.m. (four-thirty if you're slow). In

order to avoid the inconvenience and

bleary, bloodshot eyes, I propose a

slumber party as the solution.

Gather several friends, sleeping bags,

pillows, pizzas, some beer (of course), and

other essentials, and spend the eve of

registration"day already in line.

Third (and most often proposed by

disgruntled students), change the system:

Since we are paying the salaries of the

faculty, I propose that they shoulder the

burden of long waits and disappoint-

ments. Under my system, professors and

administrators would sign up before each

semester for the students they want (none

of whom will be available) and during

each registration day, stand in lines out-

side the various dormitories. Aft«r several

hours of waiting, they will find the stri-

dent they want is already oversubscrib-

ed, with no waiting list, and have to set-

tle for another, less desirable student.

Of course I know the secret to solving

all this nonsense:

Last semester I turned my registration

form in on the last day, almost on the last

hour, of pre-registration. The Registrar

must start with the bottom of the pile,

because I got all my classes.

Karl Rookey, who hopes his address and
phone number are unlisted, is a Collegian

staff member.

firms are also a moving target. Investigators

recently called a Washington number only

to he given D.C. lottery results.

Despite the frustrations, the FCC plans to

bring new cases withing a few months.

Some local telephone companies have

helped by banning or restricting access to

dial-a-porn. The agency's tough test problem

may he deciding how raunchy the mes.sages

can be. After Congress vcoted to outlaw "in-

decenf'or "obscene"calls, courts blocked the

ban on the tamer indecent messages.

Newsweek, Jan. 9
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LAGNAF IS INCLUDED IN ALL CHOICES

The Ernest&Julio Gallo Winery

Invites you to talk to Winery
Management Representatives informally
to discuss career opportunities for our

Sales Management Development Program.

Date: WEDNESDAY 2/1/89
Time: 9:00 a.m. — 4:00 p.m.

Place: UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

If you have not already talked to us at
any of our Career Information Sessions

please stop by the Career Resource Office
and informally discuss career opportunities
with us. This will be the last time to see
Wmery Representatives before campus

recruiting takes place on
February 7 and 8, 1989

Classroom attire is welcomed
Resumes are encouraged

Questions are welcome.

School of Management Students are strongly urged to
come by for a few minutes.
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AKTS&LIVING
Words of the blues
with Taj Mahal
From Staff Reports

Taj Mahal sits in his dressing room, dressed casually

in a multi-colored jacket, faded blue jeans and a yellow

and green checked baseball cap. His tan sandals have

palm trees painted on them, and he's talking about the

influence of blues on our culture.

"You can live in the biggest WASP community going."

he says. "And the 1-4-5 progression is still going to affect

you. It's not rock, man, it's the blues."

Taj Mahal is a big, friendly man who waves his hands

and looks at you with dark brown eyes when he talks. He's

been performing for over 30 years, in America, Canada,

Asia and Africa, and spends over 200 days out of the year

on the road.

"Music is the Universal Language," he says. "Those

fake little boundries people draw on maps don't exist.

Whether we like it or not, the whole world is connected.

Music soothes, man. It all helps."

Taj Mahal is a talkative, intelligent man, who accents

his conversations with rich, throaty laughs. He talks about

performing in Africa ("they finally got to hear the music

they've had to listen to from so far away"), doing shows

in rednecked logging camps ("two notes, and the place was

a sea of fists," » and the record industry ("records make
you a lot of friends you don't know, who all want

something from you,").

Taj Mahal is a very interesting man.

On stage, after the interview, the announcer calls his

name, and he weaves his way through a wildly applauding

crowd, walks up on stage and lo<tps his accoustic guitar

around his neck, takes a few seconds to tune up, tentative-

ly plays a chord, then launches into a tune, blowing

everyone away.
He plays "Stagger Lee," singing in his gravelly voice,

his hands wrenching the chords from the guitar. He plays

"Light Rain. " and his fingers barely brush the strings,

producing haunting echoing notes which sound like rain

pattering on a window. He plays blues, alternating bet

ween delicate, soft lines and searingly loud riffs. He sings

and howls, his feet stomping the floor, sweat dripping from

his glistening black skin, his head shaking from side to

side.

He has the audience in the palm of his hand. When he

tells them to sing, they sing. When he asks them to whis-

tle, they whistle, the crowd trying to warble over his

guitar.

He plays New Orleans-style blues piano, mercile.ssly

pounding the shaking, groaning keys, and he sings

Leadbelly while swaying back and forth on the piano seat.

His left hand wanders in a walking bass while his right

hand smashes the keyboard.

And at the end, the crowd whistles and stomps the floor,

and Taj Mahal comes back and plays another blues

number, then tells everyone to drive home safely. The

crowd, realizing it's over, slowly filters out of the Iron

Horse, humming "Stagger Lee" and feeling, like Taj

Mahal does, happy withihe world.

Diversity reigns at Iron Horse cafe
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

This semester, as students return from Christmas vaca-

tion to face another gruelling 15 weeks of classes, the

Iron Horse cafe in Northampton, currently celebrating

its 10th anniversary, is hoping to provide something for

everyone. Judging from the diverse line-up of acts play-

ing in the next couple of weeks, they are certainly on

the right track.

Tomorrow night sees the return of acclaimed Seattle

trio, Uncle Bonsai, with their eccentric brand of folk,

singing about everything from Freudian fixations to

beached whales. Showtimes are 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. and

we're informed that this is the last chance you'll have

to catch Uncle Bonsai round these parts until 1990.

This coming Sunday, Steve Forbert, whose recent

album. Streets of This Town has earned him
widespread critical acclaim, will be dropping in to play

two shows. Forbert, once hailed as the new Dylan in some

quarters, is currently enjoying a resurgence in his career

after a long slump, thanks in part to E-Street Band

bassist, Gary Tallent, who collaborated with him on the

current LP. Check Forbert out for yourself, when he

plays the Iron Horse this weekend. Shows once again at

7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

The following night, Monday 6, there's a special treat

for all you New Ageists, when virtuoso French-Algerian

guitarist, Pierre Bensusan, demonstrates why he is cur-

rently regarded as one of the hottest pickers in the

business. This former Windham Hill artist, now signed

to CBS, mixes a wide range of styles from jazz and Euro

pean folk, to North African, blues and beyond. Show

begins at 7 p.m.

Finally, next Friday. Feb. 10, bluesman, Robert Jr.

Lockwood, adopted son of the legendary Robert Johnson,

will be appearing for one show, beginning at 8:30 p.m.

Lockwood, something of a legend himself, was Sonny Boy

Williamson's original guitarist on the King Biscuit radio

show, and went on to record with the singer on the

Chicago based Chess record label. He has also worked

with Muddy Waters and Otis Spann. Performances at

numerous blues festivals around the country, coupled

with the recent reissue of the Chess back catalogue have

put Lockwood back into circulation. Don't miss this

chance to hear the man's unique talent.

The managers of the Iron Horse would like to stress

that all ages are welcome to all of the above shows, so

check em out

Breaking the barriers of media jazz dualism

Mi

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

Hello and welcome to this new column! Throughout the

coming semester, I hope to inform and maybe entertain

you with record reviews, concert reviews and other info

pertaining to the music called "jazz." This introductory

column should give you some idea of what is to come and

with how many grains of salt you should take my opinions.

So what is "jazz" anyway? The word itself is a

euphemism for sex that has its origins in West Africa, and

was used by white customers of turn of the-century New
Orleans brothels to describe the music played there (by

blacks). Its racist connotations have led many to reject the

term in favor of "Black Classical, " "Afro-American In

strumental Music," "Great Black Music " or no label at

all. However. I will stick to "jazz" simply because it is

a widely understood means of identification. Worse, no

one agrees on an exact definition ofjazz; this owes as much

to its ever-evolving nature as to the inadequacy of such

labels in general.

The music industry, via its hired thug. Billboard

magazine, divides today's jazz scene further into two

labels: "traditional jazz" and "contemporary jazz." This

division reflects the fact that jazz is caught between the

western notions of "art" and "popular music."

"Traditional jazz" is the industry's approach to the "art"

side of the music, its attempt to make jazz conform to

"respectable" music conventions. It has a Standard Reper-

toirelind rigid criteria for excellence, and is most at home

in conservatories and concert halls. In general, traditional

jazz stays within the framework of "Bebop" (i.e. music that

developed between the early 1940s and the late 50s),

which represented the limits of how far one could apply

western mu.sical theory to Afro American music. Confor-

mance to fixed standards, in both technique and material,

are more important than innovation in traditional jazz;

critic Gene Santoro referred to it as "dotting Bird's 'i's

and crossing Dizzy's 't's." Its best known exponent is

trumpeter Wynton Marsalis.

"Contemporary jazz" on the other hand, is a more

popular form of the music that stays close to current

trends in pop music, such as soul, funk and rock. Purists

argue that it is too blatantly commercial to be called "jazz"

at all; yet one mu.st remember that several older styles

ofjazz that purists considered "legitimate" (such as Swing

and Rhythm and Blues) were, in their day, as designed

for popular appeal as the music of contemporary jazz ar-

tists like George Benson and Grover Washington is to-

day. Nevertheless, contemporary jazz's commercial orien-

tation also leaves little room for innovation.

Unfortunately, the gap between these two indu.stry-

created genres is widening, and as usual, whatever doesn't

happen to fit the labels gets ignored. In the yawning
chasm between traditional and contemporary jazz, there

is a lot of exciting music, and that is what I would like

to emphasize in this column. I argue that the real innova-

tion in jazz - the Tradition in Transition (a phrase coined

by saxophonist Chico Freeman) • takes place outside the

boundaries of traditional and contemporary jazz. So who
are the new innovators? Stay tuned.

M
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SODIUM FREE'

ANTACID TABLETS

100% Relief for millions!

3-1 2 TABLET ROLLS

IIINER UNITS Ml UBELED

(36 TABLETS)

FOR RHill SALE

3-ROLL
PACK

Now's
the time

to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Xmherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

ID-WEEK
ADULT
EVENING
CLASSES
Starting Feb. 6th

JAZZ DANCE
Monday 7:30-8:30

BALLET
Tuesday 7:30-8:30

Beginner

Thursday 7:30-9:00

Intermediate/Advanced

FEE: $62.00
Call to register

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE
549-1555

(One block East from Butterfteld

and Clark Hill Road)

Copies

Half OK
After 100
After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet onginal the rest are

half price at kjnko s the copy

center

kinko*s
the copy center

253-2543

'J''<«>f>»J»5«5»>»»!(i{>5««<i<i»»»««»{»J>««^ !

BURSAR'S OFFICE
NOTICE

Most Financial Aid Award checks will be available

at the Bursar's Office in Whitmore on the following

schedule:

February 8 — M - Z (only)

February 9 — A - L (only)

Bursar's Office hours for check distribution are

9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and current I.D. is required.

Distribution is not limited to these two days; checks
will also be available after February 9th.
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VOILA!! French
guitar virtuoso
Pierre Bensusan
paints stunning
pictures of sound
with his multi-

faceted acoustic
guitar voicings
and scat singing

jazz-funk celebra-

tions. Touching on
everything from
European folk to

North African
rhythm music,
Bensuan posesses

a style and techni-

que reminiscent of

late acoustic jazz

heavyweight
Django
Rheinhardt.
Pierre plays the

Iron Horse in Nor-
thampton Mon-
day, Feb. 6.

Immediate openings for 1989 Graduates and Summer Candidates
Engineering and Programming (BS/MS)

When you start

your career, therms nothing

like initial success.

lUesday, February 7

IBM INFORMATION DAY
Your future in technology
could be In software
development or engineering.

If you're ready to start a successful career in

one of these creative areas of information

technology, come meet our representatives at

an informal briefing, and find out more about

our current openings. Please bring 4 copies of

your resume and, if available, your transcript.

An equal oppwrtunity employer. U.S. citizens or

nationals, permanent residents, asylees, refugees or

those authorized to work under the temporary resident

provisions of the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control

Act only.

February

Career Center

Room 165

10am -4pm

(Stop by anytime)

TBlPlt PVOIfCTION -^t^x

Collegian
AOA?,

'*J^to»o^^nJ>ak

Used
Paperbacks

TKousancis in stock

—

History. Literature.

Science. Art. PsycKolon>

and more. Also, huge

5ci-Fi & Fantasy section.

Valley Books

199 N. Ple«s«nt Si.

' 1

'
I

(Downtown Amherst)

M-F I0;30-5:30

S.t, 10-5

Sun. 12-5
v.... MC
Check

2S6-I508

>#**»#»»*#*#*»»»****»*»»

'•T'^

Northampton
INautIIus, Inc.

216 King St.. Northampton • 584-4975

AEROBICS • NAUTILUS • CYCLES • TANNING • FREE WEIGHTS

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
4 months for $100
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Stress rising in

college freshmen
Collegian Staff Report

WASHINGTON - The level of stress among college

freshmen is rising rapidly, according to an survey of more

than 300,000 freshmen, the Washington Post reported ear-

ly this month.
The survey, conducted by the American Council on

Education and the Higher Education Research Institute

at the University of California at Los Angeles, found a

record number of students who reported they are frequent-

ly depres.sed an an increasing number said they feel "over-

whelmed by all I have to do."

The increaised stress, also reflected by a rise in cigarette

smoking after years of steady decline, could be linked to

the sharply increased competition for college admissions,

according to the authors of the study.

"Things are beginning to change in alarming direc-

tions," said Alexander W. Astin, director of the survey

and a professor of higher education at UCLA.
"We have very high suicide rates among college

students now. We have tremendous pressures on young

people to achieve," Astin said. "It's something that's got

to be watched."

More than 10 percent of freshmen reported frequently

"feeling depressed," compared with 8.2 percent in 1985.

More than '21 percent reported feeling overwhelmed, com-

pared with 16 percent in 1985. And more than 10 percent

reported that they smoked cigarettes frequently, compared

with 8.9 percent in 1987. By comparison. 16.6 percent said

they were frequent smokers in 1966.

"Students are becommg more competitive," Astin said.

"They've raised their aspirations and they want to grab

a hold of anything that will increase their competitive

edge. It IS .something that is happening in the whole socie-

ty, and students are just a reflection of that."

LBGA Forum
Employment opportunities

The Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns

has the following job openings:

Teaching Assistants, work study students, interns and

speakers for the LBGA speakers' bureau.

For more information, contact Felice at 545-4824.

Rap group
The lesbian, gay. bisexual counselling collective will

.sponsor a rap group on Wednesday, Feb. 8 at 8 p.m. in

the LBGA office. 413 Student Union.
«

Coun.sellors needed
The lesbian, gay, bisexual counselling collective is seek

ing new members. If you are intere.sted, please attend an

orientation meeting Monday, Feb. 6 at 8 p.m.. or Tues-

day. Feb. 7 at 4 p.m. in 466G Student Union. No ex-

perience is necessary; training will be available. Intern-

ship credit offered.

Seminar
"Seminar in social issues," a course focusing on gay and

lesbians in our society, will be offered Mondays, 1:25 to

4:00 p.m.. on the 19th floor of John Quincy Adams
residence hall.

COLLEGIAN 13

Colleiian photo by Rob Calalaao

PHANTOM SKATEBOARDER- Jimmy Gagne takes advantage of relatively warm
weather by skateboarding at the Fine Arts Center.

Conte starts 16th term with full agenda
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Controlling the budget deficit is the nation's top priori

ty and Rep. Silvio O. Conte has made this position clear

to President Bush, according to aide Michael Marvin.

Marvin said Conte, R Pitt.sfield, is confident that Presi

dent Bush will improve inter-governmental relations and

work on reducing the deficit.

"Almost immediately following the election, (Conte)

wrote to George stressing that we must keep the deficit

as our number one priority," he said.

Conte, beginning his 16th term in the House, is work

ing with the African nation of Sudan, in an effort to help

that nation solve its famine and homelessness problems.

He met with Sudanese Ambassador Hassan El-Amin El-

Bashir on Dec. 20.

The congressman previously wrote to The Hon. Sadiq

al-Mahdi, Sudan's prime mini.ster, and expressed concern

that relief organizations sent to assi.st the nation were ex-

pelled or delayed, and charged the government with us-

ing food as a weapon in its ongoing civil war.

Marvin said the meeting attracted more attention to the

existing problems in Sudan, and Conte is hopeful that the

nation will heed international pressure to rid its people

of starvation and homelessness.

"We're finding it's finally beginning to get some of the

attention it deserves," he said. "I think we're beginning

to see action."

It is unclear whether monetary aid will be cut off to

Sudan if efforts to assist its people are stalled, but Mar-

vin said the action is a viable option.

Conte is also working for .solutions to problems in

Nicaragua and El Salvador, .seeking "economic relief over

military solutions," Marvin said.

The congressman is also preparing to introduce legisla-

tion for acid rain reduction, a "user fee" bill to raise

revenue for the Coast Guard, and a resolution declaring

the 1990s the "Decade of the Brain" to promote research

into brain disea.ses and mental health.

Marvin said Conte is considered to be a "national

leader" in sponsoring the resolution expressing the Hou.se

of Representatives' opposition to an oil import fee.

"People who use oil as a home heating source will be

very affected, " he said. "People should never have to

choose between eating and keeping their home warm."

The five bills recently introduced by Conte are:

• To prohibit the awarding of federal contracts to con-

sistent labor law violators.

• To make retirement benefits a mandatory subject of

collective bargaining.

• To provide an additional standard deduction of $600

for deaf taxpayers, their spouses, or dependents.

• To provide tax credit for the pro-ration of Social Securi-

ty benefits in the month of a recipient's death.

• To provide a targeted job's tax credit for employing cer-

tain older individuals
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I Amherst Drop Zone m Spring Courses at the

Newman Center
in cooperation with

Elms College

1. New Testamment Wed. 6:30

2. Marriage Tues. 6:30

Register—Newman Center Office

472 N. Pleasant St. • 549-0300

I

I

I

I

PLA 17 1>LA Y! PLAY!

585-0100

150 Main Street/Northampton
2nd Ooor (across from EsflcntlaJs)

Off anything in the store with

this ad.

Pho»o

Buck Strwart 549-5454

NEW MERCHANDISE EVERY
WEEK

J
1 1 •Mbm. 4H

Open 7 dOT* o we«k
Mon-Sal 10-6 Sun 12-5

BUDGET TRAVEL CENTER
Ch««p«st
Fares to:

•EUROPE
•ASIA
•AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

Plus

railpasses.

international

student ID.

tours and
much more
Ask for our

free travel

cttelog

UNCIL
Council T^av*l S*rvic«t

79 SOUTH PIEASANT STREET S(CON0 FUX3P RCAR
AMHCffST MA 01003 (413)256-1?61

Ttw to«« DMMon ofirw Counct on Mamolanai (duooHonoi

Open?
days a week'

7 a.m.-10 p.m.

^^UH^flU4. C&IH Ofi.

107 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst

Speedwash, 11 Pray St., Aniherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St., South Amherst
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Hurt's success with Tourist is no accident
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1989 COLLEGIAN 15

By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

There has been an interesting trend developing recently

in American Cinema. It seems that the "middle-brow"'

movie is back in vogue. The past month alone has seen

the release of a spate of intelligent, well written, adult

pictures including Barry Levinson's Rain Man and the

sophisticated Mike Nichols comedy, Working Girl. And
now that most versatile of directors, Lawrence Kasdan
( The Big Chill, Body Heat> has given us an excellent screen

version of Anne Tyler's bestselling novel, The Acciden-

tal Tourist.

William Hurt plays Macon Leary, a writer of travel

guides for people who'd rather stay at home. Unable to

come to terms with his son's tragic death or the disintegra-

tion of his marriage to wife. Sarah (Kathleen Turner)

Learv- sleepwalks through life, until he meets kooky dog

trainer. Muriel (Geena Davis) who through love eventual-

ly awakens him to himself and the outside world.

In his best role since Molina in Hector Babenco's Kiss

of the Spideruoman, Hurt is perfectly cast as the dazed,

glassy eyed Leary. The subtle changes he effects in the

character make you believe that by the end of the picture

he really has "travelled" within himself.

Almost as good is Geena Davis who in Muriel creates

a heroine of genuine warmth and spirit, a woman who

refuses to lie down to the accidents of fate which have

befallen her.

Of course the point is that the accidents of life which

Leary regards as annoying setbacks, can be a positive

force for change and renewal. Leary 's accident at the

beginning of the film is caused by his inability to control

his dog, the only tangible link he has left with his dead

son, and it is this lack of control which causes him to seek

the help of Muriel The dog acts as a symbol for Leary s

grief which, Muriel teaches him, can also be brought

under control through love and understanding.

This is in turn neatly paralleled by the sudden back

trouble Leary experiences while working in Paris. As his

wife Sarah flies over to help carry out his work and nurse

him back to health, Lear>' realises that he has never taken

control over his own life, that he has always left decisions

to others, and armed with this fresh insight realises that

he must now "take steps."

It is to Kasdan's credit that he doesn't overdo the sym-

bolism, instead leaving us to read the film in the same

way we would the book. In fact throughout he manages

to maintain the tone of Turner's novel, a delicate balance

of quirkiness and poignancy, and for the most part avoids

the Hollywood brush strokes that could so easily have

reduced the film to the level of superior melodrama.

The Accidental Tourist is instead that most rare of

things, a remarkable portrayal of unremarkable lives
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THE DANCE CLU8

N«w AUMdCara
TiMCkt « V«w AIM AvaaM

NorthAmhtfrst
Rcnt-A-Wreck
Rt.AJ No. AiiiImi si

549-RENT

*- «

I SUMMER CAMP t

POSITIONS

BIG FUN

*-

^ Counselors; 21 Coed.
4- sieepaway camp. Mass
4- Berkshires WSI. arts &
4- crafts, tennis, ail land and
* water sports, drama, gym-

j^ nasties, piano/play for

Tj shows, judo, dance.

- pftotography, computers,

^ nature, wilderness, model

ti- rocketry, guitar, radio, video,

- archery, yearbook, wood-
* working. RN, typist Write
* Camp Emerson 5 Brassie

Rd , Eastchester NY 10707
* or call 914/779-9406
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HE'S BACK Steve Forbert's recent release. Streets of This Town, is earning the

singer songwriter plenty of critical acclaim after his long hiatus. He'll play the Iron Horse Sun-

day, Feb. 5.

"*•PLANT*'

IN A
HUNGRY
WORLD
GEN. ED:

BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE

Plant Pathology 100
Feast/Famine

Spring 1989 MWF 10 10

3 Credits Call S-3413

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT
Thursday, Feb. 2

ROOMFUL OF
BLUES
S8 Advarce

Friday, Feb. 3

DINASAUR JR.

W/ Gidget Goes
to Hell

$6 at the door 9 p.m

All Ages Show Added
with BUFFALO TOM

Sat 3:30

Saturday, Feb 4

COMEDY
Every Sat. 8-10 p.m,

BILL WINN
East Coast Regular

MARTY MARTHA
Finalist. Stitcties/

WBCN Comedy Riot

Immediately
Afterwards

STREET

TEMPERATURE
8 piece high energy
dance music with a
bunch of horns. $5

February

9 Neighborhoods
10 Duke Robillard &

Ronnie Earl

11 Btm Skalo Bim

16 Bo Diddley

March
2 Jane s Addictions
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$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.

A special offer for students,

only forAmerican Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it s time for the American

Express^ Card.

Because now you can take advantage of new travel

privileges on Northwest KwWwo^onlyfor full-time

students uix) curry tk'Ameiiam Exfress Card.

Travel privileges that offer:

^ l\w $99 roundtrip tickets— fly to any of

I^Qpyi^^jr^y the more than 180 cities served by North

-

AIRLINES "^^^ '" ^^^ contiguous 48 United States.

LOOK TO US ^^'ily one ticket may be used per six-

month period,

SfmiiilQuarterlyNorthwest Destination IHsmwiL^

tlm)u^lx)utlW)~\i\i to 25% off the lowest availal)le fare.

SXXX) fxmus miles in Northwest's WOl^LDPKRKS*

free travel program—where only 20,000 miles gets

you a free roundtrip ticket to any^vhere Northwest flies

in the contiguous 48 1 iiiited States or (Canada.

Aiid, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional

knefits and personal service you would exjiect from

American Express.

The only requirements for privileged travel, you

must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time stu-

dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines

tickets with the Card.*

(Jetting the Card is eiisier than ever because now

you can apply by phone Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.

Well take your application and begin to process it

right away What's more, with our Automatic

Approval offers, |j|MM^ii^iipipyji^pppwi^^

you can (jualify now Pl^j^tli^dlj®^*
while you're still in ' " ~

''^ ^ "
'

school. g at^ix;

Apply now Fly later

— for less.

«|SQOb

:&-

TRAVa
I RELATED•d SERVICES

An Amencar Eip^vu co^Tpanv

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

•Some restrictions may apply For totnplHf offer drtitjls, tall I WH) 942 A^^^;X Curreiil student (.ardmemkrs aulomalJcally receive two $99 voucheRin llie mail

'< > IW American Kxprcss Trawl Related Services (ionipany. Inc

ANTI-FARRAKHAN RALLY

Louis Farrakhan, the accused anti-white,

anti-American,

and anti-Jewish leader of the Nation of Islam

is coming to the University of Massachusetts.

He Is best known for his verbal attacks on Jews

and Whites

STAND UP TO THIS HATE!!
Rally on Thursday Feb. 2

Fine Arts Center 7 p.m. sharp

with JDO Head Mordechai Levy

Sponspored by Jewish Defense Organization

134 W. 32nd St. #602 New York, NY 10001

Telephone: (212)239-0447

(Rally will be 100% Legal—100% Peaceful)

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

ADVERTISEMENT

SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant
all winter.

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Late register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

University day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

5452414.
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Spring 1 989

Mental Health Groups
Self-exploration groups

I
— Tuesdoys, 3:30-5 p.m.

II
— Thursdovs, 3;30 - 5 p.m.

Eating disorder group

Thursdoys, 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

(beginning mid-Fsbruorv)

ecpioring Lcsbion, Goy, Bi-sexual identity

Tuesdoys, 7:00 8:30 p.m.

Mental Health/

Health €clucation Groups

ndult Children of nicoholics (nCOfl)

Tuesdays, 4:00-5:30 p.m.

Drivers Start Now!

EARN$8-$10/hr.

Just One Hour a Day!

Drivers Wanted for

Daily Collegian Delivery

Applicants Must:

• Have access to a car

• Have mornings until 1 1:00

free M W F or Tu Th
• Be very dependable

Groups begin m lote Fcbruori^ ond require pre-registrotion.

For inPormotion or rcg'Strotion coll 545-2557 or stop by

127 Hills North.

Apply at the Collegian OfHce
CC basement

The Collegian is an E/O/E.

BONUS STORAGE FILE

SON^

5.25-n30mm»
MD-2D Q'ty 10

[SON^

6.25'(l30nwn»

MD-20 Q'ty "lO..

70

fsoij^

5.25 -(130mm)
lMD-20 Q'ty 10

BUY (4) 5 V4 MD-2D 10 PACKS

GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE FILE FREE!

OPEN: Monday thru Friday 9:00 - 5:00

Saturday 10:00 - 3:00

Wed. & Thurs. Open Until 7:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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ADVERTISEMENT

STAND UP FOR SOLIDARITY
THE COMMON STRUGGLE FOR

HUMAN DIGNITY

On Thursday, February 2, the UMASS campus stands in danger of being torn apart and polarized: Blacks and

Whites; Muslims, Jews and Christians.

Join us In a Candlelight Vigil for Diversity and Human Dignity on Thursday, February

2. We will gather In the Campus Center Auditorium at 6:30 p.m. and walk as a group

to stand quietly and peacefully outside the Fine Arts Center. (The vigil will be com-

pleted before the beginning of the Farrakhan talk in the FAC and the Jewish Arts

Festival performance in Bowker Auditorium.)

Inside the Fine Arts Center, Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam, will be holding forth. His words are well-

documented. Speaking about the "narrow-minded common Jew," he said: "I will grind them and crush them to bits."

(New York Post May 23, 1988.)About Christians: they "preach love but practice hate and tyranny, use God to cover

up their corrupt and dirty practices. "(Northeastern University, April 20, 1985.)

Outside the Fine Arts Center, Mordecai Levy, head of the militant Jewish Defense Organization, will be holding

forth. His words are well documented. Levy, who follows Farrakhan from campus to campus, has said elsewhere:

"Within 90 days Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam will be wiped out." (San Diego State University), and "we

called Farrakhan's people. ..and said we'd be very happy he came because we'd break both his legs." (State Univer-

sity of Albany)
. . ^ ^. .^ ,,. .

Farrakhan and Levy specialize in building barriers between people. They polarize, they divide, they sow fear

forthelrown ends. They try to build their followers' strength on the false foundation of fear and hatred, which

serves only to divide and weaken what could be a common struggle for human rights, dignity, and equality.

The extremism of one nurtures the extremism of the other. If we are silent, they can set in motion a vicious

cycle that can tear this campus apart, pitting one group against the other.

We must not let bigotry and extremism take over UMASS.

LET US SHOW THAT THE HANDS THAT UNKED ONE END OF THE CAMPUS
TO THE OTHER ON OCTOBER 27

WILL NOT BE BROKEN APART ON FEBRUARY 2!

WE REJECT ANTI-SEMITISM AND RACISM, EXTREMISM AND SCAPEGOATING,
VIOLENCE AND INTIMIDATION

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. when he said:

"It is not only that anti-Semitism is immoral, though that alone is enough. It is used to

divide Negro and Jew who have effectively collaborated in the struggle for justice. It

injures Negroes because it upholds the doctrine of racism which they have the

greatest stake in destroying."

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of the Rev. Jesse Jackson when he said:

"I find [Farrakhan's statements regarding the Jews] to be reprehensible and morally

indefensible. ..I discourage his participation. Neither anti-Semitism or anti-Black

statements have any place in this party."

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of Pastor Niemoller. a Protestant minister imprisoned

by the Third Reich, when he said:
• . ^ ., . , u • «« ««

"In Germany they first came for the communists; I did not speak because I was not

communist. Then they came for the Jews; I did not speak because I was not a Jew.

Then they came to fetch the workers, members of trade unions; I did not speak

because I was not a trade unionist. Afterward, they came for the Catholics; I did not

say anything because I was a Protestant. Eventually they came for me, and there was

no one left to speak."

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of Imam Wallace Deen Muhammad when he said:

"What Farrakhan teaches is not at all what we believe in. Islam believes that Jews,

Christians and Muslims share an affinity, we believe in one and the same God, we

represent one humanity."

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of Rabbi Albert Vorspan when he said:
, ^ , .

, ,

"It is in the deepest of self-interest for us as Jews and for the American people to

create a society which cherishes diversity and which builds unity in diversity,"

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of the ancient rabbis of the Mishnah when they taught:

Why was the first human created as a single individual? For the sake of peace and
^

harmony, so that no one might say to another: "My ancestor was better than yours."

We are all descended from one common ancestor.

Come together in the struggle against racism and anti-Semitism. Let us unite in the common ef-

fort to build a better society for all.

Endorsed by Rabbi Saui Penmutter/B nai B'Tith '1- :^_

.

Staff of Newman Cpnter'Cathoi.c C«npus f^.n.stry at UMA

.lod groups

irgis/United Christian Foundation. Rev Christopher Carlisle/Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMAss.

cellor's Commission on Civility m Human Relations. Office of Human Relations, and many other individuals
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For Your
For Your Information is a ser\'ice of the Collegian to

its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press

releases can be included in FYI. For more information,

contact David at the Collegian, 545-3500.

Blood Drive
The "Big" UMass blood drive, sponsored by the

American Red Cross, wants students to give blood today

and tomorrow, from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Room 163

of the Campus Center.

Slide Show
The Ant i-pornography Education Project is sponsoring

a slide show on the connections between pornography and

violence against women. The program is scheduled for

tonight at 8 p.m. at the Universalist Church, 220 Main

St. Northampton. For more information, contact the Pro-

ject at 586-0083.

Panel
"How come it never feels safe enough?: The cycles of

Jewish Oppression." will be presented by the Jewish

Awareness Anti-Semitism Task Force today at noon in CC
804-808.

For more information, contact the Office of Human Rela-

tions at 545 0851.

Workshop
On black. Jewish coalition building. Sponsored by the

Office of Residential Education and the Office of Human
Relations. The workshop is scheduled for tonight at 6:00

in CC 168. For more information, contact the Office of

Human Relations at 5450851.

Meeting
Lynn Margulis. UMass professor of botany, will be

speaking about the "Gaia Hypothesis," which she is a

leading proponent of. at the Feb. 5 meeting of the Amherst

Rainforest Action Group. The meeting is scheduled for 7

p.m. at the Grace Episcopal Church in Amherst. For more

information, contact Bart Bouricious at 256-1376 or Dan-

ny Newell at 253-5092.

Planning Session
The University Internship Program will be holding

planning sessions for all interested students. The first ses-

sions will be held Monday. Feb. 6. from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m..

Tuesday. Feb. 7. from 4 to 5 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 8. from

3:30 to 4:30 p.m., and Friday, Feb. 10, from 12 to 1 p.m.

The sessions will be located in Room 10 of Curry Hicks.

For more information, contact Lori Klein at the Univer-

sity Internship Program.

Town Meeting Candidates
Nomination papers for Town Office. Town Meeting

Member, and County Commissioner are available at the

Town Clerk's office. Papers must be filed by Monday, Feb.

6. For more information, contact Cornelia D. Como at

2539382.

Meeting
The Pioneer Valley PC Users Group will hold its mon

thly meeting on Wednesday. Feb. 8 at Amherst College.

For more information, contact Claudette A. Burque at

596-4429.

Lecture
Historian William S. McFeely will deliver a series of

six lectures on "Frederick Douglass and Nineteenth

Century America" at Amherst College during the spring

semester. The first lecture is scheduled for Thursday. Feb.

9 at 4 p.m. in the Babbott Room, the Octagon, at the col

lege. For more information, contact the Amherst College

public affairs office at 542-2321.

Meeting
"White Allies Against Racism" has scheduled the first

of six meetings for Thursday. Feb 9 from 3:30 to 5 p.m.

The meetings are provided to "help white people to fur

ther examine their own racism, build bridges with Peo^

pie of Color, and develop ways to interrupt racism and

support cultural diversity." For more information, con-

tact Felice Yeskel at 545-0851.

Gathering
An informal gathering for older lesbians, gays, and

bisexuals is scheduled for Friday. Feb. 10 from 4-7 p.m.

For more information, call 773-3092.

Reception
Foreign students, faculty, and their families of the area

are special guests at the 15th Annual International Sun-

day, sponsored by the Interfaith Service Council of

Amherst. The reception will be held at the First Congrega-

tional Church on Sunday, Feb. 12 at 4 p.m. For more in-

formation, contact C. Lynn Vendien at 549 6969.

Workshop
"Financial Planning for Writers" is the subject of a

workshop led by Sally A. Livingston, a financial planner

who specializes in working with craftspeople and artists.

Inlormation
The workshop is scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 18, from

1 to 4 p.m. in the Jones Library. For more information,

contact B.J. Roche at 339 4886.

Tours
Students are invited to tour the Tower Library. Tours

begin at the Tower Lobby at 10:30 a.m., and 1:30 and 2:30

p.m. each weekday during the first two weeks of the

semester. For more information, contact Paula Mark at

5450150.

Support Group
For separated and divorced men. The group will be

meeting in Northampton on Wednesdays from 7 8:30 p.m.

beginning in February. For more information, contact

David Arbeitman at 527 5911.

Support Group
P FLAG, Pioneer Valley Support Group for parents,

families, friends and lesbians and gays, meets on the se-

cond Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in the Grace

Episcopal Church Parish Hall in Amherst. For more in-

formation, contact Jean MB. Genasci at 532-4883.

Census information

The annual town census is now underway by mail in

Amherst. All forms must be returned by March 1. For

more information, contact Cornelia D Como at 253-9382.

I

Mountain bike

reported stolen

from Pierpont
A mountain bike worth $350 was reported stolen

Monday from a bike rack at Pierpont Residence Hall

despite being secured with two chains.

• A package was reported stolen from the mailroom

of Prince Residence Hall Monday. The package had ar-

rived during intersession and was believed to contain

several compact discs worth $150.

• Police were dispatched to Washington Residence

Hall Tuesday to put an incapacitated 21 -year-old male

into protective custody.

Hillel at UMASS presents

nual Jewish A
Opening Event:
"IRINA"
Thursday, February 2, 8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium
$5—General Admission $2—Student
Written and performed by Dafna Soltes,

this one-woman play focuses on the story

of a Jewish Soviet Ballerina who tries

to emigrate from the Soviet Union. It is

a play with naration, music, dialogue,

dance and song.

AVIVA GREEN
Art Exhibit

February 6-28 Student Union Gallery

Reception: February 27, 5 p.m.

Aviva Green, Visiting Artist and Director of the

Mather House Art Program at Harvard University,

will show her paintings and pastels.

ART SYMPOSIUM
February 27, 8 p.m. Student Union Gallery

Join artist Aviva Green, music professor Emanuel

Rubin, and author Seymour Simckes for presentations

and discussion on "What is Jewish Art?"

ISRAELI FOLKDANCING
February 8—Commonwealth Room/S.U.
February 22-Campus Center 1009

7 - 9 p.m. FREE
Come for a great time of learning and doing!

FILM: PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO
February 9, 7:30 p.m.

Campus Center 174 FREE
Enjoy Woody Allen's Masterpiece starring Mia

Farrow.

DANCE ENSEMBLE
"LET MY PEOPLE GO"
February 14, 8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium
$5—General Admission $3—Students
$2—UMass Hillel Member
A program of dance, music and drama,

"Let My People Go" is based on the

poem By James Weldon Johnson, and

explores concerns of Black and Jewish

communities. Choreographers are Louis

Johnson and Dr. JoAnne Tucker with a

special ensemble drawn from THE
AVODAH DANCE ENSEMBLE and

THE LOUIS JOHNSON DANCE
THEATRE ENSEMBLE.

DAVID GROSSMAN
March 1, 7:30 p.m.

Memorial Hall

One of Israel's best young novelists,

David Grossman will be speaking on his

most recent and controversial book The
Yellow Wind (About his time on the

West Bank.)

JULIUS AND CAROLYN LESTER
March 3, 7 p.m. Commonwealth Room/S.U.
Julius and Carolyn Lester will be leading a special

Shabbat Service. Julius is professor in Judaic Studies

Department at UMASS.
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian^

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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AP photo

Conservative think tank chairman Paul Weyrich (right) and defense experts William Jackson
Jr. (left) and William Phillips testify yesterday at Defense Secretary-designate John Tower's
nomination hearings.

At least 16 dead after plane crash
ABILENE. Texas (AP) — A military tanker plane car-

r>-ing 19 people crashed yesterday on takeoff at Dyess Air

Force Base, killing at least 16 people, the Air Force said.

The KC-135A tanker crashed in a ball of flame near the

south end of a runway, Air Force officials said. The
wreckage scattered over a wide area and still burned more

than an hour after the crash.

Airman 1st Class Lois Morrell, speaking from Dyess,

said at least 16 people were killed.

The plane's crew "never got it off the ground," said Ver-

non Wright, 19, who was on his way home when he saw

the crash.

"The first thing I saw was just this mushroom of

smoke. ..I thought they were having a fire drill," he said.

"I heard the plane as it was coming down," said Skeet

Jackson, an eyewitness. "Engines were backfiring and

missing. It curved off to the left and crashed.

Fight the Cost of Tuition
woric with

CLEAN WATER ACTION
• Fastest growing environmental organization

in the country
• $7 - $8 / hr.

• Evening Hours
• Convenient Amherst location

• Election training / community organizing

Work P/T & make a full time difference. Help
citizens organize to hold government officials

accountable to the public, and polluters

accountable to the law. 549-7450.

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Monday, February 6

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

Uf^ass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall, 545-0202

AL-BUMS
Full Line of Posters

Rare & Collectible LP's
New LP's, Cass. & CD's

DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP*t CASS CD's

Hiqh Quality/Extra Sturdy

WOOD FURNITURE
bookcases, LP cases,

entertainment cer\ters,

desks and more

181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

Family Manager—Older special needs

woman would like to share your home. Should

be near her elder day program in Amherst or

family in Chicopee. As she uses a walker, a

downstairs bedroom and bath is a must. A
salary of $15,000 is available for someone to

be companion, teacher and supervisor. Ex-

perience or related education preferred. A
room and board stipend and respite funds are

available. A program of Goodwill Industries.

For information call Lucy Price or
Peter VanVoorhis at 788-6981.

EOE/AAE H/V M/F

Witness says
Tower unfit
for position
WASHINGTON (AP) - A conservative activist told the

Senate Armed Services Committee yesterday that he en-

countered Defense Secretary-designate John Tower in an

inebriated condition on several occasions accompanied by

women other than his wife.

The witness. Paul Weyrich, chairmai. of the Free Con-

gress Foundation, has opposed Tower's nomination on

grounds he i.s soft on Star Wars. Yesterday. Weyrich ques-

tioned whether Tower had the moral character to oversee

the Pentagon reforms that President Bush has promised

he would initiate.

i have made enough personal observations of this man
here in Washington to have serious reservations about

his moral character." Weyrich said.

Weyrich claimed that Bushs transition team received

hundreds of letters criticizing Tower, some containing

spi>cific allegations of "moral impropriety" again.st the

nominee, but did not bring the letters to the president's

attention.

Weyrich said he never saw the letters, but "I have en

countered the senator in a condition lacking sobriety as

well as with women he was not married to."

Sen. Sam Nunn. DGa., chairman of the panel, im

mediately sugge.sted that discussions of any information

Weyrich had on the nominee's personal life be taken up

in a closed session .scheduled yesterday afternoon. Tower

was to testify in that session.

Tower was dogged by allegations of drinking and

womanizing before his nomination was announced by

Bush. In divorce papers filed by his second wife. Lila Burt

Cummings. Tower was accused of "marital misconduct."

Bush has defended Tower, saying an FBI background

check found nothing that would prevent him from serv-

ing as defense secretary.

Tower, a 63-year-old Texas Republican, served 24 years

in the Senate, including a brief tenure as chairman of the

Armed Services Committee from 1981-84.

"He considers SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative) a

bargaining chip. We don't." Weyrich has said previous-

ly. "He's not in favor of military reform. We think military

reform is necessary particularly in this year of budget

crunch."

Tower told the committee last week he does not "believe

that we can devise an umbrella that can protect the en-

tire American population from nuclear incineration. I

think that's unrealistic."

Tower said a more limited system might work but cau-

tioned that "it remains to be seen whether that is a

realistic objective."

In his two days of testimony, Tower also pledged to re-

main objective in Pentagon decision-making despite

receiving more than $1 million in consulting fees from

defense contractors.

Paul's .^

Shoe Repair

Repairs of

Men's & Women's Shoes
Put "sole" in your shoes

With Vibram Soles!

Leather Soles & heels

Vibram Crepe &
Docksider Soles

No. 10, 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs, under Panda East)

TELEVISION CENTER

TV • SALES
• SERTVICE
• RENTALS
• VCR's

Antenna Repairs & Installation

George J. Routhier, Prop.

Master Tech. No. 534

253-5100
55 North Pleosor^t St., Amherst
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
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CAMPUS TOUR By AL ARPAD
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YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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ETC
"I never dared to be
radical when young. For

fear it would make me
conservative when old

. '

'

-Robert Frost

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jcrile
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57 Narvous
S« —was
MymO

S9CUPK5
60 Brunefi chotos.

parftaps

63 Asian siapM
64 utigam
65 Kaan
66 Wntmg malarial

67 Assistant

66 Xanon aoo
ottiars

DOWN
1 — (orgtvan

2 Kit contants

3 Engtisft

pniiosopnar

Jofm
1632-1704

7 Smgmg group
6 Ona, to • Scot

9 Soma ara ttof

10 Pravaotad trom

sntarirtg

1

1

Soo of Satn
12 Sarynum
15 Cityot N indM
17 Famad ottica

22 — a ooy'

26 Agcy products

28 Auiomakar
29 Famad Engll»^

aogravar

30 Saa Mrds
31 «»m
32 — da lorca

33Masn
34 Kilcnan lodowar

36 Corn hoidar

37 Naiitiar s

39 Casn
cont»nar

40 C»iitOrttta tort

43Kayad
46 TormarW
47 Frank onin

aog
48 MIT grad

51 Wortft*

52 Mss onas
53 Sana 'aadar
54 Contasts
55 irsiand

56 Joy s iionass

58 S4hworm
81 Parisian s

consaot
62Pia

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
TMwm nnno

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON

GO WM^y, CALV»K .'

Sir SiMCrmERE BSE.'
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KHOW WUW" RE^LTIHG

LUNCH TOOM,

R£IAJ(. SUSIE,

rw NOT GOING

^>^V\U

NOUT) BEITER

NOT. I

VtAK \T.

T

Ml lU SM \S TMM" I

SURE FEEL SORR^ RiR.

MX T^PtWORM.

•;v7'

m' DID

w^^T wi
LUMCU5.'!'
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MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Sausage Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Caponafa
Bread

with Pocket

DINNER
Sweet and Sour Chicken

Fingers

Roast Pork/Gravy

BASICS DINNER
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Rngers
Tofu Pattie/Pineapple Ring
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WCMD 8cNATION
American teens poor
in math and science

WASHINGTON lAP) - Anientan

leen agers came out at the bottom of the

heap in a survey of math and science

performances among students in five

countries and four Canadian provmces,

tlu' Educational Testing Service

reported yesterday.

The low math performance levels are

a matter for grave concern" while the

science results "are sobering and pose

a serious challenge to our position in the

world community. " according to the

report, called 'A World of Differences.'

The ETS study is its first interna-

tional assessment of educational pro

gress. a counterpart to the group s

periodic national assessments in various

academic fields. It was financed by the

National Science Foundation and the

Department of Education.

Findings were based on tests of ap-

proximately 24.000 13year-olds in

Ireland. Korea. Spain, the United

Kingdom, the United States. British

Columbia. New Brunswick, Ontario and

Quebec. The last three were divided in

to French and English-speaking

samples.

In all countries and provinces, the

more time spent watching television,

the poorer student performance was in

both math and science, the report found.

And in all but two. more than 50 per

cftil ot the student.-, reported spending

an hour or less each day doing

homework in all their subjects. The ex

ceptions were Ireland and Spain, where

two hours or more was the norm

The survey revealed that almost all

US 13-yearolds have mastered math

basics and know everyday science facts.

But ETS notes that "national

assessments consistently reveal a

weakness in higher-order thinking

skills" and this is borne out in the in

ternational assessment.

Korean students demonstrated the

highest overall mathematics achieve-

ment while those from the United States

and Ontario (the French speakers! show-

ed the lowest.

Despite their poor performance, the

ETS report said, two-thirds of US
students said they considered
themselves "good at mathematics." On-
ly 23 percent of Korean students, the

highest achievers, shared that attitude.

That only 40 percent of the US
students can solve two-step problems "is

a matter for grave concern," ETS said.

Percentages for more complicated tasks

"are even more modest and suggest that

the pool of trained talent from which to

draw our future scientists, engineers

and technicians is small indeed."

More than 100 murdered
in USSR in January

MOSCOW (APt - The Soviet govern

ment, in keeping with a new policy to

disclose crime statistics, said yesterday

that 111 murders were committed in the

entire country in January, including one

policeman killed in the line of duty.

Militia Col. Yuri Arshenevsky, a

spokesman for the Interior Ministry, was
quoted by Tass as saying previously

classified crime statistics henceforth "will

be available for everyone."

The first figures released as part of the

new policy showed 93 of the 111 January

murders had been solved and that most

"were committed at home due to drunken

ness and jealousy." the official news agen-

cy said.

In January 1988, New York City

reported 152 cases of murder and non-

negligent manslaughter.

Tass said 137 holdups were committed in

January 1989, only 61 of which were solv-

ed. The report added that drivers of

unregistered taxis increasingly are being

I
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MISSION
ivideo presentation

Wednesday

6:30 p.m.

campus center

room 905

United Christian Foundation
An Ecumenical Ministry Serving the Entire UMass Community

423 Student Union 545-2661

Registering for Spring courses?

Consider Educ H291D, 3 credits,

Wednesday 2:30-5:00 pm
Two Semester Commitment

Peer Education Program
Peer Alcohol and Drug Educators say.

.
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"/ learned informaVon and skills I can use in

my life."

^ - "/ had fun."

"The course deals with issues that matter to

me.

"There is an intimacy among the students

that doesn't exist in my other classes."

"I'll use the training and facilitation skills in

my professional work."

"We laughed a lot and we learned a lot about

ourselves."

victimized.

"One militia serviceman was killed this

month when performing his official duty of

maintaining public order, and 12 were in-

jured," the report said. It added the militia

personnel, the Soviet Union's uniformed

police force, used firearms 1 1 times during

the month and that investigation showed

each case was justifiable.

Arshenevsky said the ministry will begin

publishing a statistical bulletin and "in

due course, possibly, all people who wish

will be able to subscribe to it."

Soviet authorities used to provide no in-

formation about domestic crime, and the

state-controlled media ignored the subject,

but under President Mikhail S. Gor-

bachev's policy of greater openness, the

subject often is discussed in the media.

Some particularly noteworthy cases, such

as airplane hijackings and even the recent

firebombing of a private cooperative

restaurant in Moscow are widely reported.

Poor to be told about tax benefits
WASHINGTON (AP) - Millions of the

nation's poorest working families are miss-

ing out on a federal check of up to $874 a

year, and dozens of labor, church and

business groups began a campaign yester-

day to let them know about it.

Working families with children and in-

comes of up to $18,576 may qualify for a

portion of the earned-income tax credit. If

they qualify, their tax bills could be wiped

out completely - and they could get a

check even if they owe know tax.

The Center on Budget and Policy

Priorities, a non-profit Washington-based

organization that keeps an eye on federal

actions affecting low and middle-income

Americans, is coordinating a drive to

educate potential recipients of the credit.

The campaign is being underwritten by

organized labor, the US Catholic Con-

ference, the Conference of Mayors and

other groups as diverse as Planned Paren-

thood and Vietnam Veterans of America.

"We are concerned that millions of low-

income working families with children may
miss out on a valuable benefit they have

earned," Robert Greenstein, director of the

center, told reporters.

n

• • SUN & FUN • KIDS & CAMPING • •
• • SWIMMING & BOATING • •

• OUTDOOR LIVING •

Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp in the Berkshires,

is looking for staff...

GYMNASTICS DIRECTOR • UNIT LEADERS RIDING
STAFF • WATERFRONT, PHOTOGRAPHY & RADIO
INSTRUCTORS REGISTERED NURSES, COOKS &

KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158,
Tolland, MA 01034 413-258-4592

\

Health Education Oftic*

Room 250
University Health Servica*

549-2671 ext. 181

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with

good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off dunng
college. And afterwards.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out mors: Contact Captain John F. Jacobs
ARMY ROTC BLD6. 545-2321/2322
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UMass with 27, followed by Rafer Giles

with 14.

The jjanie marked the fourth time this

season that UMass had been scorched for

100 points, just two days after the

Minutemen had turned that same trick in

a winning cause for the first time in 12

years.

Saturday night, freshmen Anton Brown

and McCoy combined for 50 points as the

Minutemen upset Rutgers. Not since a

1977 win over Duquesne had the

Minutemen won in a game they had scored

over 100 points. It was also UMass' first

century-mark performance at the Cage

smce a 108-38 pasting of Maine in 1974.

Brown scored 26 points for UMass, which

picked up its third conference win.

Rutgers was within three, 82-79 with

7:44 remaining but the Minutemen went

on a 19-2 run to put the game out of reach.

In the first half, after trailing 12 10,

UMass outscored the Scarlet Knights 12-1

over the next three minutes, and Brown's

three-pointer gave the Minutemen a 22-13

lead with 13:05 left.

UMass was up by as much as 19. before

Rutgers pulled within six. 54-48, at

halftime.

women's basketball

McCoy added 24 points for the

Minutemen. followed by senior center John

Milum with 15.

Emory Ward scored 20 points for Rutgers

and Anthony Duckett added 19.

Hoop dujour: McCoy was named Atlan

tic 10 Conference co-Freshman-of-the Week
for this week.

McCoy, who scored 15 points against

Temple and 24 against Rutgers, shared the

honor with Tracy Shelton of West Virginia.

He has won or shared the honor three of

the past four weeks . . . UMass will play

next on Monday, when it travels to

Worcester to face Holy Cross. The
Minutemen do not return to the Cage un-

til Feb. 13 against St. Joseph's.

UMass plays just three more games at

home, including dates with Penn State

<Feb. 23) and George Washington (Feb. 25i.

Not many more chances to see the

Minutemen in action this year without

traveling. But ifyou think that's bad, how
would you like to be a student at UConn
(surely you wouldn't, but just suppose for

the case of argument)? The Huskies play

just four games on campus all season, with

all of their big home dates, including every

game on the Big East schedule, being

played at the Hartford Civic Center.

continued from page 24

Achilles problem, and of course UMass
misses the services ofjunior guard Michele

Pytko, who injured her knee in the Bath

Ironworks Classic and, afler surgery is out

for the season.

"Overall I was really pleased," Hewelt

said. "Against Rutgers I felt we played bet

ter than the score indicated. I feel we held

our own. Against St. Joe's we battled back

the entire second half."

Still, the Minutewomen have now seen

their losing string pushed to four games

and the loss side of the scales now heavier

than the 'W's. But the team has had a

chance to rest since Saturday and will be

ready when it gets back into action tomor-

row night against the University of Rhode
Island at the Cage (7:30 p.m.).

Hoop-la: The schedule does favor the

Minutewomen for the rest of the year. Star-

ting with tomorrow's game. UMass will

play six of its final 10 games at home. Five

of them will be against Atlantic 10 foes,

with the only non-league game being a

clash with Ivy Leaguer Harvard Universi

tv on Feb. 14.

women 's gymnastics
continued from page 24

ed an 8.8).

The early loss of high scoring Kristin

Turmail, out indefinitely with a foot in-

jury, has not derailed UMass's post-

season ambitions. Saturday's near-

record team score left the Minutewomen
within range to qualify for April's

Regional Competetion, to be held at

Penn State University.

"We're on track." said Mitchell, "but

the next three meets (away vs. Yale.

New Hampshire and Southern Connec-

ticut) will really paint the picture. Then
we'll know if we still have a legitimate

shot."

And though UMass' early season suc-

cess has left some observers pleasantly

surprised, the person on top of the pro-

gram says he saw it coming all along.

"I knew we were capable of doing it."

said Mitchell, "we worked so hard this

off-season. I'm not surprised, it's just a

pleasure to see it happening
"

There will be a mandatory meeting for

all members of the University of

Massachusetts football team today at 4

p.m. in 227 Herter.

Anyone else interested is also urged to

attend. For more information contact the

football office at 545-2453.

Entries for the three-point contest are

due in to the Intramural Office today. The
competition will be held on Saturday. For

Sports Notices
more information contact the Intramural

Office at 545 2693.

Any Collegian stafl'er who expected to

cover something this semester and has

not yet contacted either Jim or Ronn at

the sports desk must do so as soon as

possible. Ifwe do not hear from you before

Friday, your beat will probably be given

away.

Collrcian photo by Andrrw Ri«(

Freshman forward Jim McCoy won the Atlantic 10 Freshman-of-the-

Week award for the third time in four weeks, sharing it this week with

West Virginia's Tracy Shelton.

NFL OK's new free agent set-up
NEW YORK (AP) - Many will be

household names. Some may even be

legends. Today, many of the NFL's highest

stars could become free agents when the

league puts into elTect its new contract

plan.

A radical departure from the old free

agency system, it is being imposed

unilaterally without a union contract and

will unconditionally free more than 600

players. Each team will be allowed to pro-

tect just 37 of the average of 59 on its

roster.

"You'll see Super Bowl players. Pro Bowl

players, very big names," said Tex

Schramm, president of the Dallas Cowboys

and a member of the owners' Management
Council.

"But there will be reasons for them —
they'll be bad medical risks, they'll be

older. A lot of them will be getting good

salaries, own homes in the area, things like

that. They wont want to move."

Under the old plan, players offerede a

contract by another team could move only

after their team waived its rights of first

refusal. The new team would also have to

compensate the old one with draft choices.

Only two players in 10 years moved

under that system, most recently,

linebacker Wilber Marshall of Chicago,

who signed a $6 million, five-year contract

last year with Washington. He joined the

Redskins after the Bears declined to match

the oft'er and Chicago got two first-round

draft picks in return.

Parts of that system remain in effect —
protected players whose contracts have ex-

pired still would be subject to first refusal,

and teams signing them would have to part

with draft choices. The rest, under contract

or not, will be free until April 1 to go

elsewhere without compensation.

Although few teams have identified un

protected players, the consensus is that

most will protect younger players with

potential while leaving older, more
established players unprotected. The older

ones have less incentive to move; high

salaries, or injury problems that make
them unattractive to prospective bidders.

The Chicago Bears, for example, have

already said they will not protect three

starters from their 1986 Super Bowl cham
pions. including 31-year-old linebacker Otis

Wilson and cornerback Mike Richardson.

CLASSIFIEDS
nDFN'ir

COME TO THL COLLI:GlA^

ACTIVITIES

DAMAGE INCORPORATED EVERV
Wednesday nighl al 9 30 p m on WMUA
Tune in this week (or King's X Sporlight

SUN AND BUMP with the UMass SKi Club
Sun in Jamaica and Puerto La Cru/ Bump
in Breckenndge Colorado and Killington

THINK WARM! SPRING Break Travel Fair

Feb 9 SUB

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3 camp
organization in the Pocono Mountains o' PA
Positions are available m Tennis, Archery,

Waterlront (W S I ) Dramatics Oflice Ad
ministration Computers Radio. Arls &

Cratts Nature Athletics, Jewelry.

Photography, Dance. Wrestling Cooking

Adventure/Challenge Course Film making.

Camp Drivers Season 6/?4 8/?0 Call

800-533<:AMP (?15 887 9700 in PA) or Write

407 Benson East Jenkmlown PA 19046

FOR SALE

1M8 FENDER TELE, cream, everything in

stock, mini condition, $1000 lirm (41:1)

648 9152 Bnan

PANASONIC DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

t YEAR OLD
BARELY USED

$190
CALL KIM al 549-3767

BIG SNAKE lor sale 546 6309

HELP WANTED

JOIN OUR TEAM! New Students Program

Summer Counselor positions available APP

LY NOW' 307 University Admissions Center

(Ne«l to Gorman) 5 26?l

COUNTER HELP WANTED, (lexible hours,

stop in .11 D P Dough downtown Amherst

UNIVERSITY TOUR SERVICE is accepting

applications lor spfing semester 307Univef

sity Admissions Center (next to Gorman)

5 4?3;' Deadline Feb 13

SALES MAJOR LEAGUE Baseball tan

noedert' P/T OK) Bucks' Call Homerun

Services l?1?)47:V0700

MUSICIANS WANTED

CREATIVf SINGER AND keyboardist M/F

i„ ...III ,M„)iM.il ,ilt("n.ilive Rock band

P,„v,„„.. ,..,• >"• '«'IP'"I Call Brian at

,",r. I I'W'

PERSONALS

SPRING BREAK AT DAYTONA BEACH*

* tor into or to lign up call 549-6064 '

DRUMMERS! Audition lor massive Boston
rock'n'roll band. Bullet LaVolta Make
records, tour the US /Europe Call Tom.
617 4370684

BE A MATH TUTOR: Enroll m a 3 credit

tutoring course Pay available alter course
completion For in»o call 545 2882 (6-35

Brett)

ANNE. CASS a BEEJ- Welcome back' Gel
psyched lor an awesome semester- I love

ya ' Mags

BALLERINA- 1 may bs a circus Ireak. but Id
like to learn more of your position BRUTE

'ARUBA, JAMAICA... 'Let us take you'
BAHAMAS MONTEQO Spring Break

Travel Fair Feb 9 SUB

LISSETTE: GRACIAS por los nueve meses
mas maravillosos de mi vida A tu lado soy
el hombre mas feliz del universe Te adora
Pedro

THINK WARM! Spnng Break Travel Fair

Feb 9. SUB

STRESSED? CALM YOUR nerves with

Peace Crystal $5 00 Order quickly Call

Heather 549 4908

JOEY D. MARC CORY and my good
Inends Sophomore slump is over. Us lun

time' Let s do it hard m Acapuico'" Jason

HOOMATES WANTED

MALE OH FEMALE roomales needed to

share Southwood townhouse 22 Call

anytime 256-0264

2 FEMALES SEEK a roomate to share a

Squire Viilaee apt. on bus rta CaU 66&4737

SMOOTHIES!

THANX TO ALL the Smoothies at ttw yelkjw

house TK Joey Love Scott Kous Rad
Freddy Hammer, Gail Joe. Bill Pal Jamie
Thanx Mom' Love Dam B from NYC

2 ROOMATES. Male or Female, needed in

Brandywine Call Jon or Jim, 549-6989

NEED ONE ROOMATE! Fully furnished Brit-

tany apartment with new fndge, cable, op-

tional single Call Dean 549-1582

MALE ROOMATE WANTED to share apt

with 3 others m 2 bedroom Brandywine apt

Call anytime 549-4249 p s I know Dave said

the L word to Lisa

I'M LOOKING FOR a quiet and responsible

non-smoking girl to share a one room apart-

ment in Puftton until May or summer Call

549-0430 Keep trying'
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spggrs
Men's hoop wins big, then loses bigger
Minutemen upset Rutgers, fall to UConn

tually they found it to be insurmountable

Six foot 11 seniorcenter Cliff Robinson was

a major obstacle for the Minutemen. as he

led the host Huskies to a 104-75 pounding

at the packed Storrs Field House.

The loss, the worst of the season which

Bv JIM CLARK
and MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

STORRS. Conn. - The University of

Massachusetts mens basketball team hit

the road to face rival University of Connec-

ticut Monday night, and when it arrived,

found a huge Cliff in its way.

For the hotter part of eight minutes, the

Minutemen were able to avoid it. but even

gets

Recruit
OK

to practice
(ieorge Hardin, a 21 -year^Id recruit for

the University of Massachusetts mens
basketball team, will be able to join the

team as of yesterday, the Collegian has

learned.

Hardin, who tran.sferred during in

terse.ssion from Salt Lake Community
College, was arrested along with former

Minutemen David Brown and Duane
Chase on Jan. 3 for allegedly breaking in

to a house in Amherst.

The charges against Hardin were reduc-

ed from burglary to breaking and enter-

ing in a pre trial hearing on Jan. 19 and

the trial is .scheduled for April 6.

However, UMass coach John Calipari is

allowing Hardin to practice with the team

beginning tomorrow, though it is

unknown when or if he will begin to dress

for games.
In a prepared statement, Calipari said.

'Following an ongoing review of George

Hardin's situation, we feelhe has paid a

sufficient penalty for violating team rules

and as of (yesterday] he will be allowed

to begin practicing with the basketball

team.
'

dropped UMass to 8- 1 1 overall, came on the

heels of the teams best season outing, a

105-89 win over Rutgers University Satur

day night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Robinson finished with a game high 29

points, 14 rebounds and five steals, while

generally clogging up the lane and being

a large force in the UConn offense. Many
feel that he will be a late first-round NBA
draft choice come June.

Robinson's coach, Jim Calhoun, summ
ed up the performance best: "Nobody could

stop Cliff."

Not late in the game at lea.st. Robinson

had just six points in the first 10 minutes

of the game, and not surprisingly. UMa.ss

was .still well within reach.

After the Huskies took a 6-0 lead in the

first .39 seconds behind some aggressivt

defen.se. UMass coach John Calipari took

a timeout and got his team regrouped. Thf

Minutemen came out firing, as freshman

forward Jim McCoy clicked for eight, in-

cluding a pair of treys that had UMass on

the plus side. 15-14 with 12:33 to go in the

half

But then UConn adjusted to the outside

bombing tactics of the Minutemen, and

Robinson's presence became more felt in-

side. Sophomore forward John Tate pick-

ed up his third foul with 9:06 to go, and

Robinson took over from there.

With the lead at 33 26 with 6:30 left, the

Huskies went on a 19-7 bolt that ended the

half with a large 52-33 lead. It was now
suddenly obvious how much better the Big

East rivals were, a strong argument for the

home team in the growing Big East-

Atlantic 10 debate.

After Willie McCloud's three point play

to start the second half, the lead never

again dipped below 20. The rest of the

game UConn spent thoroughly entertain-

ing the Field House crowd of 4,604. which

<'oll<^|{ian pholo b\ .lason THlrrmnn

Junior forward Michael Byrnes goes in for two during Saturday's 105-89

win over Rutgers at the Cage.

was buzzing with enthusiasm for a full 40

minutes.

Despite the loss, Calipari was optimi.stic

about his team's showing.

"W'hat can you say? I can't really be

down on the kids for losing to a vastly

superior team, " Calipari said.

Yes. Connecticut was vastly superior,

arguably the best team the Minutemen
have faced, and will face this sea.son.

"We fought right down to the last second.

that's all you can ask for. " Calipari said

"Wait until next year when we get them
back at the Cage. We'll change our person-

nel a bit and hopefully do some different

things, and we'll be able to give them a

much better game than this.

Senior guard Phil Gamble added 17

points for the Huskies, who had four

players in double figures. McCoy, the main
goto man in the late blowout .stages, led

continued on page 23

Women's hoop drops a pair
Lose to Rutgers, St. J's
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Life hasn't gotten any easier for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team.

Last week, the Minutewomen took to the road to face

the iron of the Atlantic 10 Conference, Rutgers Universi-

ty and St. Joseph's University. Despite good performances,

the Minutewomen were outplayed on both occasions, the

resulting losses dropping them under .500 for the first

time this season.

From the start of the year, such a thing seemed remote

at best. After all, UMass had stormed out of the block to

the tune of a 5-0 start under first-year coach Kathy

Hewelt.

Since that point though, the Minutewomen have drop-

ped nine of their last 12, mostly against A-10 competition.

Last week's losses to the ceiling of the conference prove

that UMass still has some improving to do.

On Thursday, the Minutewomen trekked to Piscataway,

N.J. where waiting for them were the Lady Knights of

Rutgers. This is a team which can consider a 10-3 record

and not being in the Top 20 in the country a down year.

Also, Theresa Grentz' squad has lost just once in its last

60 outings at the Louis Brown Athletic Center. The cards

were clearly stacked against the Minutewomen in a 96-57

loss.

"Rutgers is an extremely talented basketball team,"

Hewelt said. "They have some great athletes with some

great speed."

And the Knights used that speed to open up a quick lead

the UMass couldn't come close to overcoming. Racing out

Sports at a Glance
Today:
Tomorrow:
Friday:
Saturday:

No games scheduled
Women's hoop vs. URI (7:30)

No games scheduled
Women's swimming vs. UNH (1:00)

Men's swimming vs. UNH (4:30)

Men's gymnastics at Cortland

Women's gymnastics at Yale

Track at Ocean State Invit.

of the blocks, the Knights blew past UMass to a 21-3 lead

less than seven minutes into the game.

"They ran the ball down our throats. We were getting

only one shot and the selection was not as good as we need-

ed," Hewelt said. "They got four or five long rebounds and

just kicked the ball out and went."

Though the Minutewomen were not able to close that

gap, they did manage to slow the Knights down.

"I felt we played extremely well when we stopped their

break and forced them into the halfcourt game," Hewelt

said. "We didn't put our heads down, and we stayed in

and battled. We played good basketball, they just outran

us."

Rutgers enjoyed a 26-point lead at 51-25 at the inter-

mission and never trailed by less than 25 for the rest of

the game, expanding the lead to as much as 43 points at

one juncture.

Telicher Austin led the Knights with 23 points, while

Trish Riley paced UMass with 14, including a trio of treys

late in the game. Christel Zullo added 13 points and Beth

Wilbor with 12.

Then on Saturday, UMass went to Philadelphia to face

St. Joe's, now installed as the top team in the conference

with a 9-0 record. The Lady Hawks got an 85-63 win, but

Hewelt again felt that her team had held its own against

a tough opponent.

"We played very well. We were close for a while, but

then (Ellen] Shields hit three three-pointers and we had

to come out on her and that opened it up for (Dale) Hodges
inside," Hewelt said.

The Hawks opened up a 15-point halftime edge, 41-26

and were able to hold on to that down the stretch.

Hodges finished as the game high scorer with 29 points

while Shields and Kim Foley chipped in with 17. Helen
Freeman had 22 for the Minutewomen. However, she was
the only UMass player in double figures.

St. Joe's shot 52 percent from the fioor (37-for-71 1 while
UMass was at 39 percent (25-of-64).

"We matched up better position for position against St.

Joe's," Hewelt said. "I was pleased with the performance
of the people off the bench. They came in and gave us some
good quality minutes."

Yet the lack of depth is still a problem for UMass.
Freeman has been bothered with a knee injury that
limited her time against Rutgers. Riley is bothered by an

continued on page 23

Gymnasts
top Cornell
Minutewomen now 3-0

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Gymnastics is one of those 'fine-tuned' sports, like

skiing or figure skating, where the competition is

measured in fractions. In Saturday afternoon's win

over visiting Cornell, two-tenths ofone point separated

the University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team (3-0) from topping the all time school scoring

mark of 177.9 points.

"We really wanted it," explained coach Alfie Mitchell

of the effort. "The goal is to break it, and in a lot of

places we could have done it. You can find a tenth

anywhere."

In posting 177.8 points to Cornell's 169.5, the

Minutewomen were led by freshmen Kim Grady and

Erin Klier, who both tallied their highest .scores to date.

Grady added a double back flip to her floor exercise

routine ("She nailed it," said Mitchell) en route to a

36.3 all around score, the highest total of the afternoon.

Klier followed with a 35.65, which stood as the second

highest scoring effort of the meet.

Erika Baxter — UMass's highest scorer so far this

winter entering the meet — stumbled on the balance

beam before recovering to chip in 34.75 points. Sandy

Turcotte led Cornell with a 34.35.

'The freshmen are looking really good," .said Mit-

chell. "I'm getting a lot out of my 'all arounders';

Grady, Klier and Baxter."

For the third consecutive meet UMass's strongest

event was the floor exercise, where they scored 45.1

points. Grady's new and improved routine was award-

ed a team-high 9.2, while Baxter added 9.15 points.

Turcotte was Cornell's most successful entry, notching

8.8 points.

The Minutewomen improved most dramatically on

the uneven bars, where they recorded 44.75 points (a

4.65 jump over last Saturday's performance vs. Rhode

Island). The surge was due in part to the return of Deb-

bie Schultz from knee and ankle injuries (she record

continued on page 23
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A touch of grey today,

drizzle in the afternoon,

mid 30's. Rain tonight,

high in the 20's.

Women's hoop looks to

stuff Rhode Island

tonight at the Curry
Hicks Cage. Page 24.

UMass professor James
Crotty sends message of

new economic priorities

to Japan. Page 5.
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A SHORT HOT WINTER'S DAY — Tom Reilly, a senior communications major, enjoys the

unseasonably warm weather yesterday outside the Student Union.

Quayle visits Latin America
Political science professors say image at stake
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Political Science professors at the University of

Massachusetts have mixed expectations for Vke President

Dan Quayle's first excursion to a foreign country in his

official capacity.

Quayle left Washington yesterday on a three-day mis-

sion as President Bush's emissary to meet with Latin

American leaders and discuss the US role in the region.

Scheduled stops for Quayle include Venezuela and El

Salvador.

The Boston Globe reported yesterday a senior ad-

ministration official said Quayle will play a "low key role

of listener" and will not make pronouncements or seek

headlines.

The trip is important to Quayle's image in light of

lingering public doubts about his ability to hold high of-

fice and will likely be closely watched by journalists

around the globe, professors said.

"One can only hope that Quayle is smarter than the im-

pression he gave during the election and his grades in col-

lege," said Political Science professor Sheldon Goldman.

Once again, Red Cross
draws blood from students

"One also hopes he will appear smart, or resonably

smart and be a man of integrity," Goldman said.

Goldman said although he has never met Quayle, it is

possible that he is his own man, citing Quayle's co-

sponsorship of the Jobs Training Bill with Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy.

Goldman said he has known of colleagues that have

worked closely with Quayle during his senatorship since

1980 who believe him to be an able orator.

Goldman also said he hopes President Bush's cold gets

better, since everytime he sneezes the American populace

has an anxiety attack.

Today, Quayle is in Caracas for the inauguration of the

Venezuelan president, Carlos Andres Perez, and is ex

pected to continue the bilateral talks he began yesterday

with leaders of other Latin American countries. On Fri-

day in El Salvador, Quayle is scheduled to discuss reports

of violence and human rights violations in that country.

"He will be acting as the symbol of the US in those coun-

continued on page 5

Anthrax to be
subject of
public hearing
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Anthrax research at the University of Massachusetts

will be the subject of an Amherst public hearing March
'Z, the town's Board of Health decided last night.

The American Friends Service Committee asked the

board to look into health risks from the research, which
is conducted in the microbiology department and funded

by the Department of Defense.

Anthrax bacillus is an animal disease that can infect

and kill humans. It can be used in war to wipe out enemy
soldiers or civilian populations.

The AFSC has asked UMass Chancellor Joseph DufTey

to halt the research, on the basis that it poses a health

threat to the community. The committee mt-mbers also

oppose the research because thev sav it could be used in

biological warfare.

The research is part of the US Army s Biological Defense

Research Program. Duffey has taken no action to stop the

research since receiving the letter.

University officials maintain the research employs a

non-virulent strain of the anthrax virus, that it is intended

to find a vaccine for the disease.

"This is considered to be research at a very low hazard

level," said Valerie Steinberg, safety officer in the UMass
division of Environmental Health and Safety.

Steinberg said the UMass researchers use two separate

strains of the virus, each of them non-infectious separate-

ly, that would form a deadly strain if combined.

"This is a possibility," she said, "i think of it as a very

slim possibility because of the safeguards in the

laboratory."

She said the only people at risk in an accident would

be the researchers, and that the disease is treatable with

antibiotics.

Board of Health member George Reed said only 33 cases

of the disease had been reported in the United States in

the last 21 years, and that no laboratory-associated cases

of anthrax have been reported in more than 20 years.

"I don't consider it a health problem," he said. "It is

being worked on safely across the country."

Board Chairman Alan Calhoun, who is a physician, said

"there are many more hazardous agents in you local

hospital's microbiology lab."

The board agreed to hold a public hearing because of

the concern town citizens have shown about the research.

Board members were not sure whether they could order

continued on page 17

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

In the basement of the Campus Center,

Senior David Ezzo sits with three strangers

at a folding table littered with empty
Cheez-it wrappers and plastic pins shaped

like the Congressional Medal of Honor.

Ezzo, a Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Ad-

ministration major, is one of more than 200

students who have donated blood in a

three-day Red Cross drive, which ends to-

day, at the University of Massachusetts.

"It goes really smooth," Ezzo said, spor-

ting one of those red "Be nice to me, I just

gave blood"" stickers.

Unit Assistant Sandy Green, who packs

the blood to be sent for tests, said the Red
Cross obtained 126 pints from the drive on

Monday and 145 pints yesterday.

Nancy Marion, a Red Cross recruiter and
donor room aid, said two drives conducted

at UMass in January were not nearly as

successful as this one, since University

enrollment was so low during intersession.

Marion said the timing of the drive is also

contributing to its success.

"We wanted to give students a chance to

donate before the rush of the semester,"'

she said. Unit Supervisor Jean Armitage
said the Springfield Red Cross chapter has

always had good luck in Amherst. "UMass
is fantastic," she said.

Marion said 1,495 units of blood were
made available to local patients through

donations made on campus last semester.

Armitrage said the Red Cross has in-

creased the number of security measures
in the donation process in order to prevent

continued on page 11
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Bill McDonald, a junior business mcyor, donates some blood to the Red
Cross during its drive this week in the Campus Center.
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SURF'S UP — Andreas Klein of Maiden carries his windsurfer on his head as he walks to the water
at the beach in South Boston yesterday afternoon. Temperatures in Boston rose to 64 degrees by mid-
day, the mildest temperature logged for Feb. 1 since the weather service began keeping records in 1871.

The Collegian is looking for an

office manager
The newsroom is hiring a work study or a non-work study

student. Come down to Rm. 113 of the Campus Center

and fill out an application or contact Rick Santos at

545-3500 for more information.

UMASS
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL

3 Games of Bowling
and Shoe Rental for

$3.00

Thurs Nights

9:00 PM - 12:00 PM

Live D.J. In the Lounge from 9-12

Never a Cover

The Northampton Bowl
525 Pleasant St

Northampton, MA
584-4830

Home provides
more than help
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

At the same time most women her age were preparing

to leave Amherst for the holidays, Sarah, who asked that

her real name not be used, was moving in.

The 19 year old, pregnant and unmarried, is living at

the Summerhill Home of Amherst, a private home for

pregnant single women who wish to continue their

pregnancies. Women at the home may keep their babies

or give them up for adoption.

Having chosen to keep her child, Sarah is staying at

Summerhill while she waits for welfare to provide her

enough money for an apartment in the area. She said she

was referred to the shelter by a local church group.

it's the best thing for me now that I'm here," she said.

"I know I have a lot of growing up to do. I'm trying to

do that now, here, real fast, so it won't be such a shock

to me when the baby comes."

Staying at Summerhill has given Sarah a sense of in-

dependence, she said. Each of the residents are responsi-

ble for shopping, cooking, and keeping the house clean,

as well as contributing whatever they can financially.

In addition, she said, the home has provided her with

quiet, private time to reflect. "Before I came here 1 1?

thought mothers did it only for themselves. But being

here, I realized that for a mother to be able to give up her

baby for adoption, she must love it a little bit more than

the ones that keep their babies. She realized that she can't

raise it herself. That's not selfish.

"Everyone here makes their own decision." she added.

"No one pushes you into it."

Of the five women who have stayed at the home, only

Sarah has decided to keep her child. "A lot of people tell

me that I'm too young. In some ways I think they're

right, " she said, "but I'm prepared to take on the respon

sibilities."

Engaged to be married, she said her three-year relation-

ship with her fiance helped her to make this choice. Sup

port at the home, she said, has also aided her decision.

"I knew that I would keep the baby, but I needed to

know from a few people that it was OK," she said.

The home is the only privately funded shelter of its kind

in Western Massachusetts, according to Nancy Webb, a

arrakhan loved,
hated and debated
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegain Staff

Last in a Series of Articles on blachJewish Relations

Louis Farrakhan, scheduled to speak at the Univer-

sity tonight, is a controversial black leader whose

message is taken by some to mean freedom from op-

pression and by others as fostering dissent and in-

tolerance of certain minority groups.

But even this distinction is not clear cut.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, director of the B'nai B'rith

Hillel foundation on campus, said "I think Farrakhan

addresses deep well springs of anger and frustration.

There are deep hurts and injustices that have been

perpetrated on the black community. Farrakhan taps

into the feelings about those — which is fully

understandable.

"Unfortunately he directs that anger often against

Jews as well as South East Asians and other minorities

that are more present to where the black community
live than the policy makers in Washington who slash

programs that have benefited the black community."

Ricardo Townes, associate dean of students for the

University, agrees that Farrakhan speaks to a deep

need in the black community.

"When Louis Farrakhan speaks, he speaks to some

issues that are extremely important to the black com-

munity. He makes a very forceful case for black peoples

uplifting in America," he said.

Renai R. Culpepper, a UMass student, wrote in a Col-

legian editorial debate last semester that "Farrakhan

says some strong things that may startle those who are

not used to bluntness, but then we live in turbulent

times, and we don't need another docile leader."

She goes on to say, "Afro-Americans on this campus

need to hear what he has to say, because we need to

focus our goals and get a clear direction for the future.

We need vision. Farrakhan can open our eyes."

On the other side of that editorial debate, student

Alisa Berkowitz wrote, "His [Farrakhan's] message to

the black community is so positive that I don't see why

he has to taint it with bigotry and hatred."

Perlmutter .said, "If Farrakhan spoke only about the

black community and his positive mes.sage for it and

never trashed Jews and others, I think there would be

many people who would feel good about him being

here."

Farrakhan will speak at the Fine Arts Center today

at 7:30 p.m.

LOCAL

The Summerhill Home, at 599 South Pleasant Street, offers shelter and assistance to pregnant

single women who wish to continue their pregnancies.

dividuals have contributed, Johnson said. All furniture
director at Childrens' Aid and Family Services in

Northampton.

Edna Johnson, director of the home, said she realized

a shelter for pregnant single women was needed through

her work at Birthright, a pro-life organization in Amherst.

"I knew there were young women who weren't taking care

of themselves, living in tents or in cars, and not getting

proper medical care." she said.

The home, at 599 South Pleasant Street, was built last

summer by her husband, Richard Johnson, and Gerald

Gates, and donated to a trust fund. The shelter is mainly

financed by an endowment fund to which private in-

was donated by local merchants, she added.

Johnson said community reaction to the home has been

"very positive." About 300 people came to the open house

in October to show their support, and volunteers have

driven the women to doctors' appointments, and tutored

those women still in school, she said.

The duplex has room for six women on one side, and

volunteer houseparents Margaret and John Coty on the

other. Each of the women have their own bedroom.

continued on page 17

Cancer victim awarded postmortem degree
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Even death did not prevent Doris Coss from achieving

her goal.

Coss, who died of cancer Augu.st 10, 1988, was awarded

a postmortem Bachelor of Arts degree in education from

the University of Massachusetts on Dec. 16.

Ur. Michael Schwartz, undergraduate advisor of the

School of Education, presented the award to Coss' two sur

viving children, Madeline, 16, and Alex, 14. Schwartz said

this is the second postmortem diploma he had presented.

Director of the Bilingual Collegiate Program Benjamin

Rodriguez said the Puerto Rican native had spent four

years studying at the University when she died at the age

GEO continues
to fight budget cuts
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of Massachusetts Graduate

Employees Organization plan to revitalize the battle to

become unionized this spring, and will continue to seed

.state legislation for recognition as state employees.

During two demonstrations in December, graduate

students made their opinions known about their finan-

cial plight under the budget cuts imposed by Board of

Regents of Higher Education.

The graduates contend the security of their stipends is

in a state of chaos since they are one of the only non-

unionized organizations on campus and thus more

vulnerable to budget cuts.

Seth Rothberg, a graduate student in the English

department and member of GEO, said he and other

graduates hope to stage at least one event each month

to show they mean business. "We're going to have a fair-

ly active semester," Rothberg .said. "We now have 700

members, which is up from 250 in September and we think

we have enough support to push the legislation through."

The graduates await state legislation that would allow

them to regulate money used to pay stipends for teaching

and research assistants who conduct a significant amount
of the introductory courses at UMass.

The proposal, which will change the graduate's line item

budget, must pass through various committees before

legislative approval, and that proce.ss is time consuming,

Rothberg .said.

of 36. Rodriguez said this was the first such degree given

by the program. The ceremony, in the Dean of Students

Office, was attended by Rodriguez, former Dean of

Students William Field, Assistant Director of BCP
Manuela Pacheco, Acting Dean of Students Gladys

Rodriguez and Maria Gonzalez, a friend of the deceased.

BCP Director Rodriguez said various individuals and

organizations in Amherst rai.sed $6,000 for Coss to return

to Puerto Rico for medical attention seven months before

her death. Coss also received a plaque from BCP for her

"courage, dedication, tenacity and her outstanding exam-

ple to others," he said.

"When the doctor told her to stay in bed — 'You cannot

go to classes' — she still went. She is a role model and

we were very proud of her," he said.

Collrf(ian photo hy Dondi Ahearn

CAPTURED SMILE - Rita Smith strolls

by a stairway outside the Pleasant Street

Theater in Northampton on Monday.
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FRAMINGHAM i AP> - General Motors Corp. will close

its Frammgham plant in August, costing as many as 2,000

people their jobs, a company spokesman said yesterday.

Employees were notified shortly before their shift end

ed at 2:30 p.m., said Ed Dilworth of the automaker.

"We just finished ulking to the employees. Russ McCar

thy, the plant manager, announced that the Framingham
facility will be idled in August of this year." Dilworth said.

Dilworth. group public affairs director in Framingham.

.said the company decided to close the plant because it had

not decided on a new product to manufacture in

Framingham.

The factor> makes the Buick Centur>- and the Oldmobile

Cutlass Ciera. about 300 of them daily

There is no product allocated to the Framingham facili

ty after we build out the '89 model," he said.

The plant, which reopened last May after a five month

layoff, currently has 2.100 active employees. An additional

1.200 who were laid off in December 1987 were not

rehired.

McCarthy, the plant manager, said a transition program

will be developed for plant employees to provide them with

benefits, information and counseling.

"This will be a difficult time for our people," he said

in a prepared statement. "Through this transition pro

gram, we hope to make the next few months as easy as

possible for our employees, their families and the com-

munity."

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said he was deeply concerned

about GM's decision and planned to take an active role

in assisting any workers who are laid off.

i have been in direct contact with Robert Schultz.

senior group vice president of General Motors in Detroit,

and with local company and union leaders to inform them

that we stand ready to assist the workers and their

families in getting back on their feet." Dukakis said in

a prepared statement.

He said he would meet with company and union officials

today "to assure the workers and their families that we

will do all we can to lessen the pain and reduce the uncer-

tainty associated with layoffs."

Walter Tremblay. a trustee of the local United Auto

Workers, said most employees took the news calmly.

"If you've been with the auto industry any amount of

time you believe something like this when it happens,"

he said. "1 know what they told us, [but] what could ac

tually happen come July of August could be subject to

change between now and then."

"The newer people naturally are more concerned, which

they have a right to be. You tend to worry a little more,"

Tremblay said. "Most of your seniority people have been

through this before, so they've more or less adjusted their

lives around it."

Dee Allen, a plant spokesman, said between 100 and

200 employees will remain on the payroll in Framingham

after August to handle security, man the fire brigade and

administer employee benefit and placement programs.

"We'll be working with people to find them jobs both

within GM and even outside of General Motors," he said.

Allen also stressed that the company wanted to make

the distinction between closing a plant and idling it.

"The difference is that we're going to leave the facility

in a condition that it can be run " if a new product is

allocated to Framingham. he said.

"If it were a clo.sure. we would be in a position to take

vital equipment out of the plant and otherwise dispose

of the plant. " he said.

Study: asthma attacks mostly result of allergies
Research shows traditional belief that two types exist is false

BOSTON tAPi - Virtually all asthma at

tacks are triggered by allergies, concludes

a new study that challenges the widely

held belief that the condition in adults

usually has other causes.

Traditionally, experts have categorized

asthma as having both allergic and non

allergic forms. .Mlergic asthma was con

sidered to be the most common type in

children and young adults, while older peo-

ple were usually thought to have non-

allergic asthma.

The latest work, based on tests of 2,657

people, suggests that all asthma victims

have the allergic var.ety, regardless of

their age.

"This helps us to understand better why
allergic and non-allergic asthma look .so

much the .same." said Dr. Benjamin Bur-

rows. "It's all the same disease.
"

Burrows, a researcher at the University

of Arizona College of Medicine, published

his results in Thursday's issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine.

His team's conclusions were based large-

ly on measurements of an antibody called

immunoglobulin E. or IgE, which plays a

key role in the allergic response that leads

to asthma. YounBst»>rs with a«thma have

high amounts of IgE, but these levels drop

as people get older.

The latest study found that even though

older asthmatics' IgE levels seem low when
compared with children's, they are .>*till

higher than those of grownups who are free

of asthma. They concluded that because of

adults' relatively high IgE levels, their

a.sthma was caused by allergies.

They noted that routine skin tests that

are used to pinpoint the cau.se of allergies

frequently fail to show anything wrong.

Burrows said this is probably because the

tests do not include the specific sub.stance

- called allergen - that is triggering the

attacks.

"The message is pretty simple," said Bur

rows. "For many years, people thought

there were two different kinds of asthma,

only one of which was an allergy problem

Even when its not easy to demonstrate

what the allergen might be, the im

munoglobulin in the blood suggests that

virtually all asthma has an allergic ba.sis."

The finding, if true, may have little ef

feet on how doctors deal with a.sthma. since

allergic and non allergic a.sthma are usual

ly treated with the same drugs
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• Slop by the U S (OUtC! (OMIOT COMPdlllON site ol youi whoof I hour eoriy to entei

(wn if you re not seeking comedy fame ondforture CtflTS' Mmt^ and DMITOS biond (ool llorah

brond Hovor lotlillo (hips invite you to (om by to Mtih the euiltinem ond en|oy two delKious products

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 545-0198

Prof writes for

Japanese paper
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Amid the patriotic hoopla and mudslinging of last

year's presidential campaign, a University of

Massachusetts professor took an unusual route to

political participation.

But he didn't realize it would be in Japan.
Economics profes.sor James Crotty, whose research

in macroeconomics has been published nationwide, said

he was interested when Shigenori Okazaki, the senior

writer for the Japanese newspaper The Ectmomist, in-

vited him in November to write an article for the

newspaper.

"I thought it was interesting to write about American
politics and economics for a Japanese audience," he
said. The article was published last month.
During the Reagan era. the wealthy benefited from

substantial tax reductions, and the poor suffered under
cuts in social program budgets, funding for education

and aid to the homeless, Crotty said.

"The most influential sectors of our economy loved

it." he said. "They benefited enormously according to

everything we now know about income distribution and
who won and who lost in the 1980s."

Reagan's attempts to shrink the government by cut-

ting social and welfare expenditures backfired in the

face of his astronomical military budgets, he said.

"If you look at what happened either to taxes or to

where the government put its money, the government
has grown," Crotty said. "The government spending

is a larger proportion now of the economy than when
Reagan took office."

Crotty said the government will deliberately raise

the deficit in the event of a recession to provide funds

to restore economic stability.

But he said raising the current $150 to $250 billion

deficit may cause interest rates to skyrocket further

and induce panic in domestic and foreign markets.

"That would be deficits that are out of our historical

experience," Crotty said. "The recession could end up
being very deep."

The United States" foreign debt, estimated at $560
billion, is also a problem because the government can-

not lower interest rates since foreign investors may
withdraw money from the US market.

"We now owe people all around the world, institu-

tions, corporations, and individuals," Crotty said. "If

they pull that money back from us, they're going to

sell US treasury bonds and stocks and we'll have a

stock market crisis."

Crotty said President Bush needs to decrease miiitarv'

spending and focus the nation's priorities in terms of

education, the environment, and the economic
infrastructure.

Aid to the homeless and government protection of the

Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid programs for

the elderly and poor must be increased, Crotty said.

"There's a lot of proposals to tax Social Security

benefits," he said. "Social Security is the .single mo.st

effective poverty fighter — more than any other pro-

gram."
"We need more of the right kind of spending," Crot-

ty said. "We need to do something."
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NautHus, Inc.

216 King St., Northampton • 584-4975

AEROBICS • NAUTILUS • CYCLES ' TANNING FREE WEIGHTS

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

4 months for $100

Chancellor urges education support
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey addressed the Senate Budget

Committee in Washington DC. on Jan. 17, challenging

them to develop a fiscal policy that would make the United

States more competitive in the world economy.

Duffey went as a representative of the Council on Com-

petitiveness, an national organization seeking to increase

American leadership on the world stage, of which he is

an executive committee member and a founding father.

The UMass chancellor was one of three people from the

committee to speak citing a report compiled by the group

over the last three years.

The brunt of his speech was devoted to the idea that fur-

ther government investment in research and education

is needed for America is to remain technologically

competitive.

Duffey told senators that if US productivity were grow-

ing at the rate it did in the 1950s and 1960s, the countr>'

would be $2 trillion richer. A condition that would leave

every citizen $8,000 richer, he said.

While reducing the deficit is a priority and will lead to

additional investment in the private sector, growth in pro-

ductivity cannot be achieved by deficit-reduction alone.

Duffey said.

He told the subcommittee the nation must channel more

money into the "building blocks ofcompetitiveness — the

nation's work force, our scientific and technological foun-

dation and the public infrastructure," and proposed a

three-part federal investment plan based on those building

blocks.

Duffey proposed that the work force be better equipped

to handle high-tech machinery, computers and robots and

better understand abstract symbols rather than hand

tools.

To do this, he said, the government should channel funds

into the dislocated worker program, childhood nutrition,

and Head Start programs because nearly a quarter of the

future work force will be made up of children now living

in poverty.

Duffey also recommended immediate funding increases

for the National Science Foundation to double its budget

in five years and asked that $5 billion in additional fun-

ding be given over the next 10 years for the university

infrastructure, which has not kept pace with research

needs.

Finally, the chancellor said the Council on Com-
petitiveness recommends that trust fund money from

motor fuel taxes be invested in highway development and

repair and not used for deficit reduction, as is now the case.

The committee is in favor of a well functioning transpor

tation system that would be essential for economic

efficiency.

Quayle
continued from page 1

tries, and his presence will give him the further prestige

which he needs so badly." said Political Science professor

Gerard Braunthal.

"I think the President is showing support for Quayif
that was not visible during the election," Braunthal said.

"This is giving him a chance to meet some foreign

leaders."

Braunthal said Quayle's visit to El Salvador is probably

engineered to help .save the desperate situation there as

the American government continues to send money into

that country. But, Braunthal added, "his pre.sence pro-

bably won't add much to the situation."

Of the professors contacted, all felt that it was unlikely

Quayle would make any major mistakes or be put into

a position where it was possible for him to run afoul.

Professors also said Quayle's statements have likely

already been cleared by presidential aides and would cer

tainly not lend themselves to serious error.

According to the Globe. Quayle has been receiving brief-

ings from aides for the past week, loading himself up with

as much information as possible on the politics of the

region.

AP phot))

Vice President Dan Quayle smiles at American
Ambassador Otto Juan Reich, left, and his wife,

Connie, as his personal photographer records his

arrival in Caracas yesterday.

Need Something For

Back to School?

Find it at

Storage
Record, Cassette & CD
Crates, Plastic Record
Crates, Stacking Bins,

Closet Organizers,
Trash Cans, Hangers,
Cork Bulletin Boards

Shades
Paper & Bamboo

Shades, all sizes for

window, door and
room dividers

Posters
Fine Art, Travel,

Sports, Scenic,
Personalities,

Rock & Roll

Lamps
Desk Lamps, Tut>e

Lamps, Floor Lamps,
Swing Arm Lamps,

Clip Lamps

RugsS
Pillows

Cottons to 6X9, Floor

Pillows, Throw Pillows

Also...
Beverages & Wine

Glasses, Mugs, Plastic

Party Cups, Alarm
Clocks, Kettles, Coffee

Makers, White
Stoneware Plates,

Bowls & Mugs

Bedspreads
Twin & Full,

Tapestries,
Wall Hangings

f:\n<*
it at

amherst/northampton daily & Sunday
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Millers One Credit Courses
Crkrin/i Tnrm 1 QftQ "^^ register, bring add-drop form to:

Opilliy I CI III I ^O^
Hillel. 302 Student Union Building

I
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ISRAEL:
ITS IDEOLOGY. POLITICS, AND GEOGRAPHY
192D no 417847 DiCKmson 209

Alternate Thursdays 2 3(M 30pm
Instructor David Leichman

Examine Israel s history, literature, politics, and geography

through this course (Will also include guest lecturers )

JEWISH ARTISTS
192B no 417549 Herter 222

Thursday. 7 30-8 30pm
This course explores the lives and an ot Jewish artists such as

Pissarro. Modigliani. Soutme Shahn Rothko, Gottlieb Hundert-

Aasser and others

JEWISH POETRY: LITURGY AND LITERATURE
192C no 417690
Herter 207 Thursday 7 30-8 30pm
Instructor Elizabeth Kmght
Take a took at the poetic expressions of Jewish writers from

biblical to modern times with emphasis on modern works

poooooouoooooou iju ijuunnnnnnnnr i nr «,,^..«^w.*>^w»^>«,.,--

Can we build one for you?

Serving—Sandwiches. Foot Long Subs,

. Bagels & Lox, Fresh Soups & Salads

ir DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314
it In the Carriage SIiops

A Nutrition Education Project

• Offers Opportunities •

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

GENERAL MEETING: Tuesday 2/7

at 3:00 p.m. Campus Center Rm. 804

rovi^*^ A couple (»f h«»iiis a week could spite up y«Hir «

rri"^^^ resume, increase your rectnuniemlations, and im Vy.

•.\.ab\*' prove your chances in the job market! (If you are '"//. '^4

^.VVi
a Nutrition major, an a<lded plus on your ADA
Internship Application!)

Possible Uespuiisibilities:

— Staff Campus Center infurmatiun table

— Research/write information pamphlets

— Supervise Munchy's shell' labelling project

— Develop nutrient profile project for vending

mactiines

— Develop educational materials for Campus Center

eateries.

— Writing scripts for WMUA radio spots and press

releases for the Collegian.

Looking for students majoring in: Niilrilion,

Public Health, Marketing, Comnmnications, Jour-

nalism, Education; others welcome too!

If you can't come to the meeting:
Call Sheila Gilroy or Karen McVeigh

at University Health Services
549-2671 X188, 189

* Subject to Advisor's approval

>v>

Student .Ajfairs Lnkrvlation bERvicES

WELCOME BACK! QUESTIONS
ABOUT ACADEMIC PROCEDURES?
CALL TIPS 545-1540 and ask for

tapes by number:

1026 Access to your Academic Records

1006 Adding and Dropping Courses
1012 Auditing Courses
1009 Credit Load
1042 Grade Changes
1031 Graduation Requirements
1027 Incompletes
1032 Pass/Fail Option

1033 Repeat Option

1005 Who is my Academic Dean?

see pase L or crieSLUGeni leieohone

Direc'::r.- :or a comoieie lisung
'

of TIPS tapes

IF Ya'RAVI F:^r±R QL'ESnO>S CALL IDB' (545-155 5

:

Infcrmadon Dsra 3ank(IDB)

Taoed [nicnriancn Phone 5er\nce (TIPS)

®,

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

"The Buck Stops Here"

Welcome Back Students

Drink of the Week
VODKA TONIC $1.00

it
REINTRODUCING

PITCHERS!!
MILLER, MILLER LITE &
ROLLING ROCK $5.00

MEISTER BRAU $4.25

February
Beer of the Month

BUD & MILLER LITE $1.00
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EEGOSr

AT pholo

Demonstrators from the environmental group Greenpeace march out-

side the Japanese consulate in Boston yesterday as they protest hunting
by the Japanese whaling fleet near Antarctica.

lCU LiJJ

BRINGS BACK

HAPPY HOUR
4-11 p.m. everyday

with Harpoon on Draft for

99<P
Buffalo Wings • Nachos • Potato Skins

* Veggie Dippers •

99<P

Weekly Beer and Drink Specials
•••••••

Carbur's Comedy Club presents

this Thursday:

•HAFrank O'Donnell • Vinnie Favorite

Dan Margarita / J^8

Showtime 8:30 p.m. \^^~w
at the Elmwood Shops, Rotite 9, Hadley^^ r-^

586-1978 584-4310

s^oPS

Tsongas: less politics

needed in state schools
NEWTON (AP) - Improving

Massachusetts public colleges and univer-

sities will require less politics and more
cooperation between the schools,

businesses and communities to work
together out of a sense of "enlightened self-

interest" former Sen. Paul Tsongas said

yesterday.

"What we are seeking to do is to establish

a commitment and a goal that in this state,

which prides itself in education, that we
will have the best public higher education

system in the country by the year 2000,"

said Tsongas, the newly appointed chair-

man of the Massachusetts Board of

Regents.

"Now. either we want this or we don't,"

he said. "And I am on board on the assump-

tion that we want it."

Tsongas, in his first extended discussion

of higher education since Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis made his appointment last week,

outlmed durmg a news conference what he

considered as the weaknesses in the pre-

sent system and a series of initiatives to

correct them.
The budget cuts suffered by higher educa-

tion in the past two years, and Dukakis'

$735 million tax increase proposal to

restore that funding and support the rest

of the state budget were not part of the

discussion.

"Sure, I'd like to see the kind of funding

I think is required for excellence, and I

don't think that's there now," he said.

"But I know instinctively that I cannot

make that case until I complete this part

of the mission. If I can strengthen the in-

stitutions, bring the business community
in... and bring in the communities, then the

funding will take care of itself," he said.

Tsongas met privately with the
Mas.sachusetts High Techonology Council

before the news conference to review his

proposals, speciflcally to develop a kind of

"interlocking" relationship between col-

leges, business and host communities in

which each sees the value of each other.

Study: pregnancy tests misread
BOSTON (AP) - Ordinary people fre

quently misinterpret the results of home
pregnancy tests, even though they are ac-

curate when used by trained laboratory

workers, a report concludes.

The report, published as a letter in to-

day's New England Journal of Medicine,

questions whether the kits should stay on

the market.

Dr. Jocelyn M. Hicks of Children's

Hospital in Washington and Mariet losef-

sohn of George Washington University

asked secretaries, clerks, messengers and
janitors to analyze 200 urine samples us-

ing two brands of home pregnancy tests.

Ten percent of the results of one test and
13 percent of the results of the other were
wrong.

However, when a lab technician used the

test kits, one was 100 percent accurate. The
other gave no false results, but the results

were indeterminate in four cases.

The researchers noted that the manufac-

turers claim the home kits are 90 percent

accurate

Goodies from the grill... courteous service.,

a fun dining experience...

Springfield Union

Obviously someone is paying attention

to detail... ^^ £„g|g„J J|||Q„f|,|y

LUNCH and

DINNER daily

Fresh, on tap...

Only at the Source/

f\RS^
PVACt

BEST NEW
RESTAURANT

11 Brewster Court -Northampton •584-9903

Easy Parking idehind Brewery in Hampton Ave. Lot
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SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant

all winter.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the TMass Division of

Continuing Education. I^te register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

I'niversity day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For nwre inforfnation, or a free course catalog,

call the Dirisiopt of Cotttinuing Education at

543-2414.

I)l\ISIO\ OF CO\TI\ri\C. EDI CATIOS

Spring 1 989

Mental Heolth Groups
Self-exploration groups

I
— Tussdavs. 330 - 5 p.m.

II
— Thursdays, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

6ating disorder group

Thursdoys, 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

fbea^nn'iG mid-FebruO'u)

exploring Lesbian, Goy, Bi-sexual Identity

Mental Health/

Health education Groups

ndult Childron of nicoholics (flCOR)

Tuesdays, 4:00-5:30 p.m.

Groups begin i.^ iote Feo^uorg ond require pre-regi scrotion.

For informotion or registrotion co!I 545-2357 or stop bi^

] 27 Hills North.
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Full costs of education are too high
For over a year, Governor Dukakis and officials of

higher education in Massachusetts have been pursuing

a plan which they hope will force middle class families

to pay more college costs. As a result, tuition at the

University will rise by more than 10(yover the next few

years and state aid will plummet.

Al Arpad

Although rhetoric in support of the plan has stressed

a continued commitment to the neediest students, those

students would also be hit hard if tuition were raised.

Even if financial aid for the neediest increased with tui-

tion, students from low income families would find

themselves in a precarious spot — more dependent than

ever on the charity of the Commonwealth, further in debt,

and further differentiated from other students who can

afford rising costs. There can be no credible guarantee

that, once tuition goes up, charity will still be available,

considering that our state budget deficit is rapidly

escalating into the billions.

The full costs of a college education today are just too

high, even for middle class families. A recent article in

the New York Times explained how parents could spend

all their savings in order to fake poverty. The new

Massachusetts plan would give parents a chance to ex-

perience real poverty once they finish paying. Parents of

college age children shouldn't have to choose between

their children's educations and a secure retirement.

Higher Education Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer has been

the most vocal proponent of tuition increases. He also

favors shifting support away from public schools to assist

needy students who are attending more costly private

institutions.

While Chancellor Jenifer maintains that his plan will

broaden the choices available to needy students. It should

be obvious that most needy students, like most middle-

class students, will never have the choice of attending

Harvard, no matter how much financial a.ssistance they

can get. For their sake and everyone's, it is necessary to

promote full and equal access to public universities by

keeping tuition down.

Given the severity of the fiscal crisis in higher educa-

tion, perhaps it is surprising that the state has done

nothing to alter its patronizing relationship with the one

group whose financial potential remains untapped — the

students. Student interests and abilities have been total-

ly eclipsed by the administration's fixation on making
parents pay. The only way students can take on those

responsibilities is if the system gives them more options.

Paying student employees a decent wage would be a

good start toward taking the burden off both taxpayers

and parents. University staff members receive relatively

good wages and benefits, but students are expressly pro

hibited from applying for those jobs. Jobs reserved for

students are menial and the pay is so miserable that many
students won't even consider working on campus. Let's

have some of those good jobs at good wages that the gover-

nor was talking about la.st fall.

Loans are another way for students to pay their own
college costs but increasing their loan burdens might pre-

vent graduates from taking underpaid jobs as nurses or

teachers. A package of additional loans along with .special

terms for people entering critical professions could solve

two problems at once.

Eventually the University will have to rely on students

to pay more of their own bills. However, the reluctance

to take students seriously is part of a larger pattern, from

the ever stricter alcohol policies to the way administrative

decisions are made while students are out of town. Even

if it's too late to stop the state from abandoning full fun-

ding for higher education, students and their parents

should demand serious changes in the way tuition gets

paid.

A I Arpad is a UMass student

Let's hope Farrakhan uses potential positively
Rev. Don Mohammed finished his discussion on the Na

tion of Islam and opened the floor to questions. I stood up.

"Thank you for talking about the nation of Islam," I said.

"Now I am better informed of the aspirtations of the na-

tion of Islam community. However, I do have one ques-

tion." I pulled out the torn page of the advertisement run

in the Collegian focusing on Farrakhan's apparent anti-

Semitic comments. "This is from today's Collegian, the

school paper. Have you seen it?"

Rev. Mohammed shook his head in the negative.

"Well this is borrowed from the Times, where Mr. Far-

rakhan is quoted as having said that 'Judaism is a gut-

ter religion," which he later denied. Mr. Farrakhan is also

quoted as having said that, "Jews continue to use the

name of God to shield [Judaism] under his holy and

righteous name." I would like you to explain these com-

ments if you could, because as a Jew I am concerned^

Rev Mohammed proceeded to voiciferously deny the

quotes and called them "dirty lies." He continued on to

sav Mr Farrakhan has continually been quoted out of con^

text; and in some cases, been falsely quoted. I am glad

that the Rev. Mohammed believes that Mr. Farrakhan

was quoted out of context If he had said that the quotes

were correct as printed it would have been quite scary.

If he wasn't, that would be very unfortunate, and it

threatens the survival of already shaky black-Jewish rela-

tions. If they are correct, Farrakhan still has a chance to

make a strong political move.

If he had not denied the comments but accepted them

and then denounced them, saying they were spoken in

anger, then he could have opened the Nation of Islam to

embrace the Jewish community. Many angry words have

been said, and much pride has been wounded, yet there

is till time for a peaceful future. Let history be made at

the University of Massachusetts.

Putting aside Mr. Farrakhan's possible anti-Semitic

comments, I believe in many of the ideas portrayed by Rev.

Mohammed about the Nation of Islam. I believe in ending

drugs, stopping racism, and giving all minorities a chance

at a better life. These are all admirable goals. However,

racial tension I do not believe in. The goals are definitely

worth reaching for, but Mr. Farrakhan will not achieve

them without .stopping the friction between the two

religions first. I only hope he can.

Danny Cohen
Sylvan

Joiieq.jr: -ji !::e '
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Attendance to

Farrakhan is a

show of support
In the four months since Louis Farrakhan's name began

buzzing around campus, the many issues and questions

stalking his scheduled appearance at the University of

Massachusetts tonight have boiled themselves down to

a precious few. One, to be exact. To Farrakhan supporters,

Black empowerment at UMass is now the cause of choice,

no matter how that affects any minority groups on cam-
pus whom Farrakhan's message offends. The issue sur

rounding his appearance is simple and sharp: power.

Alison Buckholtz

This is not just a BlackJewish i.ssue Farrakhan is wide

ly recognized as anti-White and anti Asian in addition to

anti Semetic The Black community, furthermore, is as

divided over Farrakhan as every other group. At UMass,

this has evolved into a conflict between many Blacks and

many Jews. Although they have historically worked

together to combat injustice, demogogues like Farrakhan,

with a divide-and-conquer mentality, often pit minority

groups against each other. They appeal to the disenfran-

chised.They promise empowerment. They find a

scapegoat. In Farrakhan's case, the scapegoat is the Jew,

the Asian, and the White man.

How can anti anything be permitted for the "greater

good" of Black empowerment? How can one group elevate

itself by stomping on others? Yes, Farrakhan also

preaches Black economic initiative and a drug-free socie-

ty. However, a cornerstone of his message is that it's the

Jews who got us in all this trouble in the first place. That

side of the message is often toned down for college au-

diences and may be too subtle to catch tonight. But it is

there, it is always there, and it will surface again soon.

Jesse Jackson wasn't afraid to find Farrakhan's

statements "reprehensible and morally indefensible." The

NAACP and National Urban League also condemn Far-

rakhan. Andrew Young, as well, admitted that Far-

rakhan's anti-Zionist stance was a form of political anit-

Semitism. Chancellor Duffey issued his statement of non-

support la.st month. Still, many key departments on cam-

pus and most students remain silent today.

Keeping quiet condones Farrakhan's message. And at-

tending his speech, no matter what the intent, lends him

your support. Whether you buy a ticket out of mere

curiosity or to educate yourself, the result is the same.

Other options are available — discussion panels and in-

formation sessions spon.sored by the Office of Human Rela-

tions, and videotapes of Farrakhan speeches are two ob

vious examples. The Vigil for Diversity and Human Digni

ty tonight, marching from the Campus Center Auditorium

to the Fine Arts Center at 6:30 is another. The question

of whether or not to support Farrakhan with your atten-

dance is ultimately a question of whether or not to be an

ally, because he will be here for three hours and leave us

to clean up the mess. He is not worth it. He is not worth

the fighting.

Alison Buckholtz is a UMass student

The Collegian accepts lettern and columns from the CMass community. Send or bring typed submissions to

''1^'^i^^'or'^m^ts? Drop by or call us at 545-3500. Ask for Pamela, Meredith, or Janine.

Farrakhan
preaches hope

I had the pleasure of hearing the "controversial"

Minister Farrakhan when he last spoke in Boston. I

can honestly say that I heard no statements that I

perceived or felt anyone else would perceive as anti-

Semitic, nor did I get the impression that I was being

taught to hate anybfxiy. In fact, he constantly reinforc-

ed the fact that he does not advocate violence or hatred

toward anyone or any particular race.

To those of you who do not know this, first and

foremost, Louis Farrakhan is a minister, who preaches

the word of God. Therefore, if he was to advocate hatred

or violence, he would be going against the will of Ciod!

What he does is speak out on any unjust practices on

Afro-American people.

To those members of the community who believe or

perceive that a rift between black and Jewish students

is developing because of his visit, I see this possibly

happening because of the constant slandering of him

by some members of the Jewish community, and other

misinformed individuals. You must understand that

Minister Farrakhan is a leader and inspiration to many
Afro Americans, and ifyou constantly slander a group's

leader, members of that group are going to be hurt and

upset. If Minister Farrakhan did preach hatred against

Jews, (or anybody for that matter) I would honestly sup-

port your concerns. However, I found that not to be the

case when I heard him speak.

So I .say to the UMass community, "Don't say you

understand the man, until you hear the man."
Dennis Shepard

Northampton
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ThtirsdaY Night has always
been Party Night at

Mikes
tonight is no different!

Coors and Coors Light 990
Becks Dark and Light $1.75

The Spoke
Welcome Back!!

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.50

Drinks of the Week ($1.00)
DeKuyper

Mountain Strawberry Schnapps
Apple Barrel Schnapps

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

Drivers Start Now!

EARN $8-$ 1 0/hr.

Jttst One Hoar a Day!

Drivers Wanted for

Daily Collegian Delivery

Applicants Must:

• Have access to a car

• Have mornings until 1 1 :00

free M W F or Tu Th
• Be very dependable

Apply at the Collegian Office

CC basement

The Collegian is an E/O/E.

UPL PRESENTS

UJEDNSDHV, FEB. B

^^

PATMETHENY
GROUP

8:00 FINE HHTS CENTER

$11 UMRSS STUDENT
$13 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT F.H.C. BOH
OFFICE OR CALL TO CHHRBE ON
mc/uisa: 545-25 1 1

,tKimimm}mimmmm.mMmr wwnsFW&nsa^^

! SUN:
i

5

i

i

)

f

)

UMAS5 SKI CLUD
THE FIVE COLLEGE

^rm^ C'REAK MENU:

,f j,^of,^^fr ^', ^I, -f. 'fr 'fr 'fr '(r^

T ^TT^'^T^A WE HAVE BEEN
J /\ IVi /\ I ^1^ NO PROBLEM IV

THERE
MON!

Montego Bay

Bermuda
T-fc J X /^ » Venezuela's
Puerto La Cruz Caribbean

Resort

GENUINE COLOR Ad
POWDER AND SUN
MAKES IT ALL THE MORE FUN

[j]C:illington THE ALTERNATIVE WITH
PINNACLE CONDOMINIUMS

All our entrees can be seen
at the Spring Break Travel Fair

Feb. 9, 10:00-3:00 S.U.B.

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 student union

545 3437

LAGNAF IS INCLUDED IN ALL CHOICES
OfM^ai^:Ly;JJftl^A^JJ^4w^lw^j'UJ\iLAiliflilJUJ
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BOG designs info pamphlet
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian StafT

By Friday, the Board of Governors
hopes to reap the fruit of intersession

labor when they distribute a new pam-
phlet designed to explain the Campus
Center's resources to the community.
The pamphlet, being printed at

Wickles in Amherst this week to be

distributed across the campus, is the

board's way to combat the disappearing

links between the University population

and the activities occurring in the Cam-
pus Center Student Union complex.

Board Chairman Eric Nakajima said

the pamphlet will explain the resources

and how to go about using them. A gcK)d

portion of the campus is unaware of

what the building has to offer, Naka-
jima said.

Nakajima said his goal is to make the

complex fully accessible to the students,

faculty and visitors who frequent it. But

he said the pamphlet is only the begin-

ning of a far reaching plan proposed by
the board to promote the University of

Massachusetts as a place where things
happen.
"We try to make a point of the Univer-

sity being diverse, but the point gets lost

if measures are not taken to publicize

the events that take place here," Naka-
jima said.

Nakajima said he is trying to facilitate

communication between organizations

on campus, hence clearing a way for

combined efforts between groups to ac

complish tasks more efficiently.

One of the next measures the board
will take is to install a display case on
the third floor of the Campus Center
which will house adverti-sements and
announcements posted by campus
organizations. The case will act as a
bulletin board where students can tell

at a glance upcoming activities.

Blood drive
continued from page 1

the spread of syphilis, hepatitis, malaria
and the AIDS virus.

The prospective donor begins the process

by reading the pamphlet "What You Must
Know Before Giving Blood" and com-
pleting a personal medical history ques-
tionnaire. A Red Cross worker then checks
pulse, temperature, blood pressure and
tests the donor's blood for a red cell count.

While waiting for a bed, the prospective

donor is given one last chance to indicate

confidentially whether his or her blood
should be discarded after donation.

Blood is always drawn with a sterile nee-

dle, which is then thrown away, according

to the Red Cross pamphlet.

Nine registered nurses. 10 volunteer

assistants and two unit assistants are
working at the drive. At 1 p.m. yesterday,
there were 30 people donating or hoping to

donate in Campus Center room 16.3.

Thirtv-time donor Brian Cole said he was

visiting the University from his Connec-
ticut home when he saw the blood drive.

Cole said donating blood is "relaxing" and
volunteers at the University drive, unlike
those at other drives he had attended, gave
accurate estimations of donation times. Ez-

zo, who has donated five times, agreed, say-

ing that if a volunteer estimates the pro-

cess will take 45 minutes, it usually does.

"It takes some time," he said. "If you're
in a hurry, you just don't do it."

For those who are not able to donate to-

day, Marion said, there will be two more
drives on Feb. 7 and 28. This week's drive

was sponsored by University Women, an
organization of women faculty and faculty

wives.

Regular donors will recognize Mar>' An
drews, a University Women member who
has been a volunteer at University blood
drives for more than 10 years. She describ

ed this drive as "very successful .so far, but
they can use everybody"

IliillliillllllllUllllllllllillllillliilllllilllllllllllllllllilillllillliillH

Spring 1989

teaching skills group leadership
Colloquium: Peer Leadership and Group Facilitation Skills

llriir IK'itcriplioii:

lliis uiii- credit cuursv is designed to devvlup skills necessary fur Icacliiiig and leadiiiK small gruiips

via a discussiun ofculleKe life issues. Open to all students. I'riurily given lo students interested in

leacliing future culloquia on coUcge life issues.

Discussion topics will include:

Cuniniunicaliun skills

Academic Stressors

Friends, Kelationsliips and Sexuality

Health and Wellness

Meeting times:

Section 1: Monday 4-6 p.m. (beginning February 13)

Section 2: Monday 7-9 p.m. (beginning February 13)

For more inrurniatiun and registration call:

Residential Education

130 Brett House
545-0422 SaWKW* IVii.Vl'il iMll.V

SEE THE
LIGHT

THE LANDING ZONE
U.S.A.F Flight Jackets

$50.00 reg $64 99

Field Jacl(ets

$52.00 reg. $64.99

All socks Buy 2 pr.

get 1 free

U.S.N. PeaCoats
$28.00 reg $48 99

Save 10% - 50%
on all in stock items
Winter Clearance Sale NATO wool pants

$11.50 reg. $18.99

25 King Street • Northampton, MA • 413-584-1373

\

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

OPEN
TONIGHT
UNTIL 7:00

Swing Arm Lamp

m

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Interested In

RADIO
Come check out the University's

Student Run lOOO Watt FM Radio
Station at an open house tonight

Room 904 - 8
Campus Center

Opportunities in our Sports, News,
Promotions, Sales, Music and
Programming departments.

WMUA 91.9 FM

wm
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ARTS&LIVING
Getting hip to the sound ofthe London Underground
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Hi there all you intravenous music users and abusers.

It's Disc Junkie here, fresh from some cold chillin' in the

fair city of Winnipeg, Manitoba where the only thing

that's warm is the beer, no doubt because the place is pack-

ed to the gunnels with Brit emigrees such as myself.

Anyway even during the holidays old DJ is still on the

job. There simply is no rest for the addicted, and as you're

probably aware by now, mere alcohol doesn't thrill me at

all. No friends, what I need is Acieed, more specifically

Acid Jazz, the hottest sound yet to emerge from the vast

melting pot of clubland, and Acirf Jazz and other Illicit

Grooves (Cooltempo imp. ) smokes like nothing else, except

maybe Yellowstone National Park.
It's not what you think. To call it jazz-funk is to call the

Sistine Chapel a church. Although its roots lie in the rare

groove of Maceo Parker and Byron Moms, Acid Jazz takes

everything from Mayfield's Superfly funk to Washington

Dance theatre group
opens arts festival
The American Indian Dance Theatre will perform at the

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall on Saturday, Feb. 4 at 8 p.m, the first event of the

Center's spring: season. The performance will also mark
the opening of Arts America '89, a seven-event mini

festival celebrating the American performing arts.

The American Indian Dance Theatre was formed in the

spring of 1987 and is the nation's first professional dance

company of American Indian dancers and musicians. The

performers represent many different tribes and regions,

including Apache, Cherokee, Chippewa. Comanche and

Zuni All the dances in the production are traditional and

are accompanied by live music - various kinds of drums,

bells, rattles and the wooden flute. The production is

directed and staged by Hanay Geiogamah and Raoul Tru

jillo, both native Americans who have brought their per

sonal experience as Indians together with solid profes-

sional backgrounds in theatre nand dance. During the

evening, the audience will see many different styles of

dance including dances of the earth, happy, social dances,

dances to summon spirits and dances of great skill and
solo expression.

The American Indian Dance Theatre is being co-

presented by the Fine Arts Center Concert Series and the

New World Theater. Tickets are available at the FAC Box
Office priced $22, $20 and $18. There is also a special price

of $5 for children aged 12 and under.

.^^<b

SELF DEFENSE

WHYFRY?

GET READY SPECIAL

DON'T GET BURNED!
Tan Before You Go

lO Sessions

if you join with a
friend $30

that's $15 off!!

Expires Feb 9th

./ftj M PtPQsanl SI

Amfiptil VIA
Coll foi OCO'
i53 9454

Go-go, from latin bop to Elmer Bernstein's Twilight Zone

theme, and cooks the lot in a very hot oven for about 40

minutes.

Sample if you will the wonderful cheese jazz of Acid Jazz

Alliance's 'Shaft in Action." renamed 'Shaft in Acton"

for local color, or Galliano and his Jazz Renegades laun

ching into a violent tale of "ghetto attrition " against a

backdrop of scintillating sax on "Six Sharp Fists." It's all

guaranteed to make the purists puke, but who cares? they

can't dance anyway. All I know is that Acid Jazz and

Other Illicit Grooves is in danger of becoming an integral

part ofmy turnUble. Volume 2, where are you? I approve

this groove.

Elsewhere on the sonic spectrum it's rub-a-dub-dub with

Adrian Sherwood and chums from the excellent On U
Sound record label, on the just released Pay it All Back

Vol 2 (On-U Sound imp. I a compilation which includes

material from the sizeable On U back catalogue, along

with some new stuff from their current roster. Of the

former, Lee "scratch " Perry and the Dub Syndicate's

"Night Train to Doomsville" is a standout. As far as the

new boys go, I particularly liked Barmy Army's "Billy

Bonds" which uses the radio commentaries of the legen-

dary Peter Jones (well, he's a legend in my neck of the

woods anyway!) to pay tribute to one of the most popular

and enduring English soccer players of the last decade,

and the weird, mesmeric "Circular Motion" by the

Forehead Brothers, a new project from that omni -present
ghost-in-the machine, Keith Leblanc.

Surprisingly there's nothing here from Leblanc and
Sherwood's more familiar outfit, Tackhead. though I

suspect that they will turn up on the CD which, we are

promised, has loads of extra tracks. Anyway, there's plen-

ty else on Pay it All Back Vol 2 to prick up your ears. Mu-
tant noise par excellence.

Next week I'll be taking a look at the new platter from

Manchester's finest, New Order, plus Todd Terry, current

1y dominating the dancefloor with To the Batmobile Let's

Go!

Allan Wexler exhibits his bizarre collection of furniture "for the typical house" at the University
Gallery, UMass. The exhibition begins Feb. 4 and runs untQ March 16, but if you're looking for
a few cheap items for the house, you may be disappointed.

Reed returns to VU form on hard-hitting New York
By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

Remember those civil rights workers buried under
ground: If I ran for president, and once was a member of
the Klan, wouldn't you call me on it, the way I call you
on Farrakhan?

— Lou Reed

Another semester. Another morning. Same routine - I

get up, get dressed, and on the way out, grab my
Walkman, loaded with a brand new Lou Reed tape, New
York
Clearly a concept album, as he inscribes on the inside

cover, "... it's meant to be listened to in one 58 minute
sitting as though it were a book or a movie."
"Romeo Had Juliette", the album's opener, catches me

off guard. It's crunchy, upbeat, and all the instruments
are real. No synths, no electric drums nothing like this

since Street Hcussle, which is quite old. It's funny - vin-

tage Lou Reed.

By the time my bus reaches campus, the first side is

over. I'm impressed There's the familiar hard rockers and
several crystalline ballads ("Halloween Parade", '"Last

Great American Whale") a la "Pale Blue Eyes". There's

even a silly, half-baked fusion piece in which Reed ex-

presses his excitement for the child his wife is currently
pregnant with. The highlight so far, however, is not the
music as much as the lyrics. After having experimented
with almost every style and cliche, Reed gets back to his
roots with the Velvet Underground, and what roots they
werel The lyrics on New York are raw, shocking, often
times ugly and demented. The only difference is, it isn't

all negative: only a realistic look at life in New York Ci-

ty. In his trademark monotone. Reed addresses AIDS,
poverty, child abuse, crack, over-indulgence and blind
patriotism, often referring to the Statue of "Bigotry".

Once on the UMASS campus, and with the album's se

cond side playing in my head, I sense strange and hostile

vibrations around me . . . Louis Farrakhan is speaking
here tonight. It hasn't even quite hit me yet, the absurdi-

ty of it all. My school is paying nine grand to have a man
who hates me because of my religion come speak. It's sort

of perverse. It's sort of like having my school tell me and
every other Jew that goes here to take a hike. Just out
of morbid curiosity, I may actually go hear him speak.
But I doubt it.

It's going to be an ugly night.

So far, the second side is like the first - tight, funny and
lyrically excellent. One can see on this album, more than

any other, just what an amazing street poet Reed is. Also
this time around, he's put together an all-star band: Mike
Rathke, Rob Wasserman, Fred Mahler, and on several

songs, VU's Mo Tucker on drums. My thoughts drift,

back to tonight's speaker, when the song "Good Evening
Mr. Waldheim" begins to play. Right away, Reed is rap-

ping cynically about Jesse Jackson's Common Ground
speech, the PLO, Waldheim himself and of course,

Farrakhan.
It's reassuring to have this member of the Jewish com-

munity offer his outrage at the Leader of the Nation of
Islam's public racism.

As I reach the Campus Center, the tape ends with a
haunting tribute to the late Andy Warhol, Reed's one
time mentor. So ends this deranged salute to New York
City. Reed certainly expresses himself in no uncertain
terms, leaving behind unforgettable images. It is nice to

see that the grandfather of punk has grown up, stabiliz-

ed at what he does best, but has remained very much on
the edged, and controversial.

The posters are everywhere. I will no, no doubt, pay
money to see one Louis - Louis Reed, in Boston. No con-

troversy, no KKK rallies, just a performance from a rock

pioneer who is still honest enough to address today's

frightening realities.

"> ' 'Flap Jacks
& More
Cafeteria

Welcome Back Students
Come and Enjoy Our

99$
I

Breakfast Special!!!

I
Served all day long and seven days

I a week!
^Route 9/College Street • Hours: Mon.-Sun. 6 a.m.-3 p.m

EL509S 8'Dlglt Scientific

Calculator with Direct Formula
Entry

Only
$14.95

• 8-digit LCD (5 digit mantissa/2-digit expo-
nent). • 32 pre-programmed functions in-

cluding trigonometric, inverse trigonometric
and logarithmic functions, exponential/floating

conversion. • Statistical functions with
statistical mode; mean, standard deviation,

enter data/correct data. • Deg/Rad/Grad selec-
tor key. • Independent 3-kev memory. • Auto
power-off. • Performs constant, power,
reciprocal, chain, memory, smx. cosx, tanx, ex
ponential/floating conversion. • Sign indicators
include minus sign, memory, error, 2ndF, DEG,
RAD, GRAD. and STAT indication. • Direct for-

mula entry for entering formulas as they are
written. • Includes wallet and application text.
• Includes 2 "G13" batteries. • Silver
• .3r'H X 2.56"W X 4 53"D • Shipping
weight .53 lb.

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT. 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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I ADVERTISEMENT I

STAND UP FOR SOLIDARITY
IN THE COMMON STRUGGLE FOR

HUMAN DIGNITY
On Thursday, February 2, the UMASS campus stands in danger of being torn apart and polarized: Blacks and

Whites; Muslims, Jews and Christians.

Join us in a Candlelight Vigil for Diversity and Human Dignity on Thursday, February

2. We will gather in the Campus Center Auditorium at 6:30 p.m. and walk as a group
to stand quietly and peacefully outside the Fine Arts Center. (The vigil will be com-
pleted before the beginning of the Farrakhan talk in the FAC and the Jewish Arts

Festival performance in Bowker Auditorium.)

Inside the Fine Arts Center, Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam, will be holding forth. His words are well-

documented. Speaking about the "narrow-minded common Jew," he said: "I will grind them and crush them to bits."

(New York Post May 23. 1988.)About Christians: they "preach love but practice hate and tyranny, use God to cover

up their corrupt and dirty practices. "(Northeastern University, April 20, 1985.)

Outside the Fine Arts Center, Mordecai Levy, head of the militant Jewish Defense Organization, will be holding

forth. His words are well documented. Levy, who follows Farrakhan from campus to campus, has said elsewhere:

"Within 90 days Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam will be wiped out." (San Diego State University), and "we
called Farrakhan's people. ..and said we'd be very happy he came because we'd break both his legs." (State Univer-

sity of Albany)

Farrakhan and Levy specialize In building barriers between people. They polarize, they divide, they sow fear

fortheirown ends. They try to build their followers' strength on the false foundation of fear and hatred, which
serves only to divide and weaken what could be a common struggle for human rights, dignity, and equality.

The extremism of one nurtures the extremism of the other. If we are silent, they can set in motion a vicious

cycle that can tear this campus apart, pitting one group against the other.

We must not let bigotry and extremism take over UMASS.

LET U% SHOW THAT THE HANDS THAT UNKED ONE END OF THE CAMI»US
TO THE OTHER ON OCTODEit 27

ttnX NOT BE BitOKEN APART ON FEBRUARY 21

WE REJECT ANTI-SEMITISM AND RACISM, EXTREMISM AND SCAPEGOATING,
VIOLENCE AND INTIMIDATION

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. when he said:

"It is not only that anti-Semitism is immoral, though that alone is enough. It is used to

divide Negro and Jew who have effectively collaborated in the struggle for justice. It

injures Negroes because it upholds the doctrine of racism which they have the

greatest stake in destroying."

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of the Rev. Jesse Jackson when he said:

*'l find (Farrakhan's statements regarding the Jews] to be reprehensible and morally

indefensible... I discourage his participation. Neither anti-Semitism or anti-Black

statements have any place in this party."

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of Pastor Niemoller, a Protestant minister imprisoned

by the Third Reich, when he said:

"In Germany they first came for the communists; I did not speak because I was not

communist. Then they came for the Jews; I did not speak because I was not a Jew.
Then they came to fetch the workers, members of trade unions; I did not speak
because I was not a trade unionist. Afterward, they came for the Catholics; I did not

say anything because I was a Protestant. Eventually they came for me, and there was
no one left to speak."

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of Imam Wallace Deen Muhammad when he said:

"What Farrakhan teaches is not at all what we believe in. Islam believes that Jews,
Christians and Muslims share an affinity, we believe in one and the same God, we
represent one humanity."

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of Rabbi Albert Vorspan when he said:

"It is in the deepest of self-interest for us as Jews and for the American people to

create a society which cherishes diversity and which builds unity in diversity,"

COME TOGETHER in the spirit of the ancient rabbis of the Mishnah when they taught:

Why was the first human created as a single individual? For the sake of peace and
harmony, so that no one might say to another: "My ancestor was better than yours."
We are all descended from one common ancestor.

Come together in the struggle against racism and anti-Semitism. Let us unite in the common ef-

fort to buiid a better society for all.

Endorsed by: Rabbi Saul Perlmutter/B'naJ B'rith Hillel Foundation, Rev Esther Hargis/United Christian Foundation. Rev. Christopher Carlisle/Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMAss,
Staff of Newman Center/Catholic Campus Ministry at UMASS. Chancellor's Commission on Civility in Human Relations, Office of Human Relations, and many other individuals

and groups.

lADVERTISEMENTl

m

Kline does less than shine in
Shanley's January Man fiasco
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

I must say I was kind of looking forward

to seeing The January Man. I mean with

a cast that includes the eminently wat-

chable Kevin Kline. Mary Elizabeth

Mastrantonio, Oscar nominated for

Scorsese's Color of Money and Harvey

Keitel, and a script by John Patrick

Shanley who picked up an Oscar last year

for his delightful comedy of Italian man
ners and mores. Moonstruck, how can you

possiblly go wrong?
In every possible way would seem to be

the answer. One can only assume that suc-

cess has travelled rather rapidly to Mr.

Shanley's head by way of replacement for

his brain, and that the distinguished cast

has gone along with this ridiculous enter-

prise, based on the writer's reputation pro-

ving if nothing else that you're only as good

as your next movie.

The January Man is the kind of film that

cobbles itself together as it goes along, and

just because it's cheerful and good-natured

it expects you to be the same. Kline plays

Nick Starkey, an ex-cop turned fireman

who is called back to the force to solve a

bizarre serial murder case, and more im-

portantly to save the reputations of both

the Mayor (a ludicrously over the top Rod
Steiger) and the police commissioner

(Keitel) who is actually Starkey 's brother,

and who we discover, was responsible for

having him kicked off the force all those

years ago.

Starkey is a beatnik, but he's also a

genius and a brilliant cordon bleu chef to

boot, and while he may not be able to bring

the crazed psycho out into the open with

his fried octopus, we know he's going to get

his man, which he does through a series of

brilliant insights or utterly contrived plot

devices depending on how hooked and/or

mentally retarded is the viewer. And of

course somewhere along the way he falls

for the mayor's daughter (Mastrantonio)

and foul of a tough police captain (Danny

Aelio, dragging up every cop cliche in the

book).

Clumsily directed by Pat (Stars & Bars)

O'Connor, The January Man is so leaden

it could conceivably damage your health.

About the only thing you can say for the

movie is that it is aptly titled. With any
luck this lefl over slice of Christmas turkey

will have vanished into oblivion by the end
of the month.

1

No, You Don't Need
a Retail Background ,

But you do need tenacity,

dnve and a sound busi-

ness sense to qualify for

the T.J. Maxx Execuove

Training Program.

We'll see you step by

step through all areas of

our Corporate Merchan-

dising Division— moving

you up a career ladder

that includes positions in

Planning and. ultimately.

Buying.

Our billion dollar leader-

ship m the offpnce retail

industry assures you the

chance to build a solid

career in this exciting,

highly challenging field.

So. don't miss the chance

for us to look at your

resume!

If we have—and you

already have an appoint-

ment scheduled—great!

If we haven't, there's soil

time for you arrange an

on campus interview with

the T. J. Maxx Recruiter.

T.J. Maxx Recruitei» will

be on campus for an

Informational Session,

Monday, Febmary 6 at

the Campos Center,

Room 803, from 4:00pm

to 5:30pm.

THE RADIATORS swing in to the Student Union Ballroom on Friday,

Feb. 10, with their special brand of "Fishhead Music," a mix of Cigun,

calypso and bluegrass with a heavy dash of funk. Catch 'em if you can.

Show begins 8 p.m.

Tj-mcnc
Climb the ladder of success

An equal opportunity employer

WIN"
A PAIROF

VALENTINE TREATS!
The Amherst Downtown Council

3uid the Fine Arts Center are again sponsoring

...A Valentine's Day Giveaway Drawing!

Fifteen lucky winners ^
will receive Two Choice
Tickets to an evening s

entertainment at the

Fine Arts Center
for one of the following

spring performances.

Z Ohio Ballet

C Teatro de Danza Espanola

D Liz Lennan 'Dance Exchange

G The Magnificent Mazowsze

C iVew Stockholm Chamber
C Gewandhaus Orchestra of Leipzig

G Crofut and Luxon
G Saint Louis Symphony
G Odetta

ENTER YOVR SAME IS THE DRAWISG
FEBRUARY IST THRU FEBRUARY UTH AT
4.VV DOWSTOWS COUNCIL MEMBER
BUSINESS DIShLA YING THIS SIGN DRAW-
INGS TO BE HELD FEBRUARY IhTH DEC!
SION OFJUDGES IS FINAL WINNERS WILL

BE NOTIFIED NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day. ..

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

m
SiltLkC?

Factory
257 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST

5hcpT
MODRIAN
Carriage Shops • 549-6344

Tux Rentals
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PARADISE PIECES

Breast (white) 1.79

liing (whitci 89
Keel (whitr) 1.59

Thigh ((1,11k 1.39

Leg (flark) . . .99
.while rtient sniisiitutf. .uld nof

)

2 PARADISE PIECES 2.29

\Mlh roll, rrcruli fries (or rice flf beans)

.itui cole slaw or macaroni 3-^5

3 PARADISE PIECES 3.19

with roll Trench fries (or rice fif beans)

and cole slaw or macaroni 4.45

QLArSTlTY PURCHASES .99/ea.

SIDE ORDERS
French Fries hko. .95 i.o. 1.59

^5J3 JUiiBO 2.95

Cole Slaw Rr.Q. .69 to. 1 .95

Macaroni REO. .69 LQ 1 .95

Rice ae Beans RCQ .69 LO 1.95

Homemade Onion Rings 1 .50

Chicken Fingers (white meat) 2.85

-Vj^ nozzarcWa SlicliS (6) 2.95

SOFT DRIINKS
(Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite.

Root Been

16 oz. .80 20 or. .90

Litre 1.40

(IJIrcs Only for Oeliveiy)

SAINDWICIIES
(witli Frendi ftics. choice of

sauce or lettuce e< tomato)

Chicken Filet

Chicken Farm
Fish Filet

Veal Farm
Burger Special (w/fries. ^^
lettuce ar tomato) 3.25

ROAST CHICKEN

Crispy l^oasted Chicken, mniiii.ilrd

in pure vecjctalile oil /V spices, and
oven roasted. Includes roll and
choice of cole slaw or macaroni.

Hair Chicken 4.50
Whole Chicken 8.30

SirSCiLF OROFR (10) 3.95

LARGE ORDFR (20) 6.95

JUIMBO OROER (30) 10.45

(Bleu Cheese Available)

YOLR CHOICE OF SAUCE:

ORIGINAL
MILD
DEATH WISH

IIOMESTYLE SWEET
COLLEGE (TcrlyakI * Qarllc)

TUPELO <lloney * MiisJard) FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

Hours off Delivery

—

Sun. Ipm-lam M, T, W-5pm-1am
Th, F, Sat-5pm-2am

Born romantic. Yohah Ralph exhibits her paintings in Northampton
lis wppk.this week.

Wexler furnishes University

Gallery with his unique art
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian StafT

There's just no way to escape from art

over the next few days. You can run, you

can barricade yourself in your room, and
you can even arm yourself. It won't mat-

ter, though. No matter what you do, you'll

be forced to endure the artwork of no less

than three separate artists.

There's just no way out. Two University

exhibitions open this week, and another

will open in Northampton next Friday.

If you succumb, though, you'll soon find

yourself drinking cappucino with the best

of them while you lean over your tweed

jacketed arm and u.se expresions like

"tonal value." and "dynamic statement."

It just might be a good idea; then you can

have a much easier time getting your

Masters degree. The admissions board eats

up expressions like that.

Just remember, you heard it here first.

Anyway, the first the first exhibition is

in the University Gallery, and it's a show

devoted to some really cool furniture.

That's right, furniture. Dining Room and
Furniture for the Typical House, an in

stallation of recent work by artist/architect

Allan Wexler, will open on February 4th,

and go away on March 17th. The press

release mnUpe tVii« sound like an exhibition

that you should be extremely baked for.

Wexler is an artist concerned with how
much people can affect their living space,

and the highlight of the show is three

separate structures that can be opened,

slid, and turned inside out.

In other words: in addition to the over one

hundred models for building proposals that

will be at this show, well. ..imagine if so-

meone replaced all of your furniture with

Lego blocks and Rubik's Snakes. Or
something.

Also opening the same day at the same
place (and ending the same day! is Naum
Gabo Monopnnts. The release says Gabo
and his brother proposed 'the Coni-truc-

tivist theory of art (if you run out of words
to use while sipping your cappucino, use

this one)." Apparently this term has

something to do with 'the structure of the

universe and the time/space continuum
(press release again)." I don't know what
this means.

Finally, APE Ltd, a gallery in Thornes

Market (150 Main Street in Northampton)
will feature A Never Ending Romance, an

exhibition devoted to the painitings of

Yohah Ralph. "The work is inspired by the

artist's never ending fa.scination with

women..." Sounds extremely original.

As for me, I'm gonna rent some videos.

iiiiiiiiiinmimiimiiniiiiifiiuiimmiiimiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiMiiHiiiiiitniniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiniiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiM

I LAST YEAR 500 STUDENTS DID RESEARCH I
i AND DEVELOPMENT ON THEIR CAREERS...

I
DID YOU? I

"My co-op last summer gave me practical hands-on ex-

1 perience. I learnecj how to set and meet realistic goals, andi

= use effective communication skills while earning more than]

I S5.000!."

5 "Working in a professional environment has provided me with I

= exposure to management skills that are invaluable to my|

5 career goals."

5 "It's been great working as part of a big company and seeing how it operates
5 For comparison, Im looking forward to doing another co-op at a smaller
= business."

= Cooperative Education February On-Campus Interviews:

Date Company
2/3 Cigna
2/9 Xerox
2/10 Procter & Gamble
2/14 Codex
2/15 Codex
2/17 Prudential

Majors
Math
CSE, COINS, EE
Chem E
CSE, EE, COINS
CSE, EE, COINS
GBFIN, SOM, ACCTG, MGT

Time
Summer
Summer
Summer
Info Session
Summer
Summer

s ...And don't miss the Sixth Annual Cooperative Education s
s JobFaironFebruary 23 in the Campus Center Auditorium, g
= featuring more than 80 employers! £

E For information, call the Office for Cooperative Education =
= 545-2224 |
nniiiiiiiMiiiiiimiiiiiiMHiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiHinMiiiiiiJiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

<

For Your Information
For Your Information is a service of the

Collegian to its readers. Because of a lack

of space, not all press releases can be in-

cluded in FYI. For more information, con-

tact David at the Collegian. 545-3500.

Blood Drive

The "Big" UMass blood drive, sponsored

by the American Red Cross, wants students

to give blood today from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. in Room 163 of the Campus Center.

Presentation
Leonard Zakim, director of the New

England Regional Ofilce of the Anti-

Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, will be

discussing the continuing of an alliance

between blacks and Jews today at 4:30 p.m.

in CC 904 908. For more information, con-

tact the Office of Human Relations at

545 0851.

Vigil

A Candlelight vigil "March for Dignity

and Diversity" is scheduled for 6:30 p.m.

today at the Campus Center Auditorium.

The vigil is sponsored by the B'nai B'rith

Foundation, the United Christian Founda

tion, the Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMass,

the Newman Center, and the Chancellor's

Commission on Civility in Human
Relations.

Meeting
Lynn Margulis, UMass professor of

Dtany. will be speaking about the "Gaia

lypothesis, " which she is a leading propo

nent of. at the Feb. 5 meeting of the

Amherst Rainforest Action Group The

meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. at the Grace

Episcopal Church in Amherst. For more in-

formation, contact Bart Bouricious at

256 1376 or Danny Newell at 253-5092.

Meeting
The United Student Agenda will be

hosting its first general meeting of the year

Monday. Feb. 6 at 8 p.m. in CC 903. For

more information, contact Michael Greiner

at 545-0199

Planning Session

The University Internship Program will

be holding planning sessions for all in-

terested students. The first sessions will be

held Monday, Feb. 6, from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.,

Tuesday. Feb. 7. from 4 to 5 p.m., Wednes-

day, Feb. 8, from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.. and Fri

day. Feb. 10. from 12 to 1 p.m. The sessions

will be located in Room 10 of Curry Hicks.

For more information, contact Lori Klein

at the University Internship Program.

Town Meeting Candidates
Nomination papers for Town Office,

Town Meeting Member, and County Com-

missioner are available at the Town
Clerk's office. Papers must be filed by Mon-

day, Feb. 6. For more information, contact

Cornelia D. Como at 253-9382.

Meeting
The Pioneer Valley PC Users Group will

hold its monthly meeting on Wednesday,

Feb. 8 at Amherst College. For more infor

mation. contact Claudette A. Burque at

5964429.
Training Session

The Everywoman's Center is sponsoring

a training session for women interested in

working with victim/survivors of rape, bat-

tering, incest and sexual harassment.

Deadline for applications is Feb. 8. For

more information, contact Deb Levy at

545-3474.

Lecture
Historian William S. McFeely will

deliver a series of six lectures on

"Frederick Douglass and Nineteenth-

Century America" at Amherst College dur-

ing the spring semester. The first lecture

is scheduled for Thursday. Feb. 9 at 4 p.m.

in the Babbott Room, the Octagon, at the

college. For more information, contact the

Amherst College public affairs office at

542-2321.

Meeting
"White Allies Against Racism" has

scheduled the first of six meetings for

Thursday, Feb. 9 from 3:30 to 5 p.m. The

meetings are provided to "help white peo-

ple to further examine their own racism,

build bridges with People of Color, and

develop ways to interrupt racism and sup

port cultural diversity." For more informa-

tion, contact Felice Yeskel at 545 0851.

Gathering
An mformal gathering for older lesbians,

gays, and bisexuals is scheduled for Friday.

Feb. 10 from 4 7 p.m. For more informa

tion. call 773 3092.

Reception
Foreign students, faculty, and their

families of the area are special guests at

the 15th Annual International Sunday,

sponsored by the Interfaith Service Coun-

cil of Amherst. The reception will be held

at the First Congregational Church on

Sunday. Feb. 12 at 4 p.m. For more infor

mation. contact C. Lynn Vendien at

549 6969
Workshop
"Financial Planning for Writers" is the

subject of a workshop led by Sally A. Liv-

ingston, a financial planner who specializes

in working with craftspeople and artists.

The workshop is scheduled for Saturday,

Feb. 18, from 1 to 4 p.m. in the Jones

Library. For more information, contact B.J.

Rocheat 339-4886.

Tours
Students are invited to tour the Tower

Library. Tours begin at the Tower Lobby

at 10:30 a.m., and 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. each

weekday during the first two weeks of the

semester. For more information, contact

Paula Mark at 545-0150.

Support Group
For separated and divorced men. The

group will be meeting in Northampton on

Wednesdays from 7-8:30 p.m. beginning in

February. For more information, contact

David Arbeitman at .527-5911.

Support Group
P FLAG, Pioneer Valley Support Group

for parents, families, friends and lesbians

and gays, meets on the second Tuesday of

every month at 7:30 p.m. in the Grace

Episcopal Church Parish Hall in Amherst.

For more information, contact Jean M.B.

Gena.sci at 5324883.
Census information

The annual town census is now under-

way by mail in Amherst. All forms must

be returned by March 1. For more informa-

tion, contact Cornelia D. Como at 253 9382.

UMassprovides service

for military students
By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian StafT

Students who serve in the military

sometimes have different needs than

civilian students, and the University of

Massachusetts Veteran's Assistance &
Counseling Service exists to address

those needs, according to the program's

director.

VACS Director Arthur Hilson. who is

also executive director of Public Safety,

said the program is important because

it provides veteran students with so-

meone to facilitate their needs — "not

only [to process paperwork] but to also

serve as an advocate."

Hilson, a 20-year Navy veteran who

served in both the Korean and Vietnam

Wars, said "as long as there are

veterans who are pursuing a degree

with the help of an outside agency (such

as the Veterans Administration]," then

VACS is needed.

Hilson said there are problems VACS
can handle that others might not. One
example he gave wa.-^ if a veteran .stu

dent can not pay a bill to the Registrar's

or Bursar's on time. VACS might l>e a

helpful advocate since 'the Bursar's and

the Registrar's are not trained to deal

with that type of problem."

Some services VACS provides for the

approximately 1,000 University

veterans include counseling, referrals,

housing placement, outreach, recruit-

ment and entitlement processing.

Hilson said though the program focuses

on UMass students, any veteran may
use the service.

Karen Truehart. a certification clerk

at VACS, said she helps veterans

receive the "maximum" benefits for

which they are entitled She said her job

requires her to be aware of all regula-

tions so she can properly advise

students.

Truehart's job consists mainly of try-

ing to work out problems between the

veteran student and the VA or the

Department of Defense.

Over the years, the focus of the VACS
program has changed as the makeup of

the veteran has changed Today the em-

phasis has switched from counseling,

which was common with the Vietnam

veteran, to entitlement processing.

Home
continued front page 3

Only two teenagers are now living at the

home' and two others are in the process of

being interviewed for acceptance. Any

single woman who has decided to carry her

baby to term can apply. Johnson said.

Women ages 15 to 26 have stayed at the

home so far. she added.

Applicants must fill out a 10 page form,

and sign a contract that holds them to obey

ing 20 house rules. "Getting in here is not

a piece of cake." Johnson said, "and we

have turned away a couple of girls that we

didn't think would be happy here. We have

been really lucky, though. We've had five

good girls."

Residents at the home are not allowed to

drink alcohol, smoke, or take drugs,

Johnson said. In addition, the women are

required to work, volunteer, or continue

their education. "They can't just be sitting

around watching TV," she said.

Sarah volunteers at a day care center 10

hours a week. "I do it to get used to scream

ing kids," the Belchertown High School

graduate joked.

Residents are counseled on whether to

give the baby up for adoption, finances, and

"just checking on whether or not we are

OK, " Sarah said.

The required weekly coun.seling is pro

vided by four agencies: Childrens' Aid and

Family Services in Northampton,

Bright'side in Springfield. Bethany Chris

tian Services in Wakefield, and Jewish

Family Services in Springfield

"For any girl who's pregnant, whether

.she's going to keep the baby or give it up

for adoption, this is a good place to stay,

to come and make a decision," she said. "It

gives you a lot of thinking time."

Anthrax
continued from page 1

the town to halt the research.

Christobal Bonifaz. an Amherst lawyer

supporting the AFSC, told the board, "you

are the body in this town that has the

power to ban it."

Board member Diana Stein said the

board should deal with health concerns, but

that the AFSC should take their objections

to military research before Town Meeting.

"It was Town Meeting that made
Amherst an early nuclear-free zone," she.

said. "It's also a more appropriate body."

The public hearing is scheduled to last

two hours, with one half hour each for the

university and opponents of the research

to speak, and one hour for the citizens of

Amherst.

%/% savings,this week at Liquors 44!

-^ LIGHT

99$79" ffSALE $9*

Mail in rebate S2<">

30 PACK! 5 SIX packs for the price of 4

GROLSCH
Case of 24 12 oz botlleb$1349

Labatt's $-|-|99
Case of 24 12 oz bottles

SCHAEFER ST^^M
Case ol 24 12 oz bottles I !

6FSCOCA-COLA
CLASSIC
One litei

^igj/ 750ml V> X49

GALLO PREMIUM WINES
f^ost Varieties ^ — AA

T 3 li

Seagram's $^g99

liter

Harvey's

BRISTOL CREAM

$5^Q 750 mt

Sale $7«»

Mail in rebate $2"

1 76L

BACARDI RUM

PEACHTREE M
1 75L

MARQUES JAM
White ZInfandel 750 ml

ES$249

^4r5om, SCHNAPPS

LIQUORS 44 c^^QQ
VODKA ^/'^^1 75L

I

li' 1 75L ^^

99

SALE PRICES
THRU 2/7/89

^^) I V«4

Express Packa
^ prca! dav of skiinp shouldn t hav e to end with a long and boring dnve home

Ttus vear, once again Pclcr Pan ts offering a Ski Express packapo to Sfiatton

Mountain Pack vour skis safely in our sp«aous lugpage compartments, bo ird

our Pclcr Pan motorcoach, sit back, relax and ride in confidence

Thcr eniov a full dav of prcal skung at Stratton Youl! explore up to 90

cxatinR trails, and wth the new Stratton Starship Xll summit gondola, youll

spend more time skjing. less hme waiting

The Peter I'an /Stratton Mountain Ski Express a great package price, great

skung, and the comforts of a warm motorcoach Its the only wav to go

Agreed'

Patk^ge indudci; .« »,
Round trip transportation and a one dav lift ticket for as little as I2S.95

Advanced rewrvaiions onlv For further information on pick up points, prices

and schedules, contact

The People Profc»sional«

NQ^^SXQT_atVLCiJ:RfiMiB£t^eIlJLAVAIL\BLIJMPmJfiH
Clarke Sporting Goods, 2S9 Main Street. Greenfield, MA Call - -4-. ;»»

7<i South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA, 256-0431

UMASS Campus Center, Amherst, MA Ticket Office MV2006

Peter Pan Bus Terminal, 1776 Main Street, Springfield, MA
Call ).»0O-332-»'»«5 F»t 270

for croup raip inlormation, rontact Peter Pan Charter P.-parlmcnl 781-2900
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Suspect in bus fiasco

shot dead by police
BOSTON lAP) - Officials were in-

vestigating yesterday the fatal shooting

of a Boston man who commandeered an

empty Greyhound bus and smashed his

way through several of this city's

downtown sections before a hail of police

gunfire halted him.

Donald E. Johnson. 19. was rushed to

Boston City Hospital, where he died at

about 11:10 p.m.. hospital spokesman

Mark Douville said.

Hospital officials initially reported

Johnson died of multiple gunshot

wounds to the chest, but a state medical

examiner yesterday said the victim was

killed by a single bullet.

Johnson's deadly journey apparently

started about 50 miles south of Boston

in Providence. R.I.. where he is believ-

ed to have stolen the bus worth about

$200,000 from a maintenance yard, said

Liz Hale, a spokeswoman for the Dallas-

based Greyhound Inc.

Two Metropolitan police officers spot-

ted the bus at about 10:25 p.m. near an

interstate exit into the city's Chinatown

section.

Boston Police spokesman Jim Jordan

said the officers tailed the bus at speeds

not exceeding 40 mph for about 10

minutes before it plowed into a car park

ed along a major thoroughfare and then

continued on its way.

As many as 40 additional

Metropolitan and Boston police officers

subsequently joined the pursuit, which

continued at speeds of no more than 40

mph. Metropolitan Police officer Jack

Mahoney said.

The pursuit climaxed when the bus

stopped on a dead-end street and two

police officers got out of their cruiser to

approach the bus from both sides.

Jordan said the officers were briefly

unable to see Johnson before he re-

mounted the driver's seat and backed

the 35-ton bus into four police cars.

Johnson proceeded to back into

several more cars, smashed into a fire

alarm signal, utility pole and house

before officers opened fire, Jordan said.

Officials both at local police depart-

ments and the district attorney's office

said yesterday circumstances surroun-

ding the incident were unclear, but that

an investigation was under way.

Officials said neither officers nor

passers-by sustained injuries in the in-

cident, which left 13 cars, including four

police cruisers, damaged or destroyed.

Damage estimates to the bus were pen-

ding. Greyhound officials said.

North Adams library burdened
NORTH ADAMS (AP>- For the third

straight year the Internal Revenue Service

has deluged city librarians looking for a

few income tax forms to hand out to

residents with crates holding thousands of

forms they don't need, don't want and cant

use.

"The Bible says "Ask and you shall

receive.' But this is ridiculous and from the

IRS of all things," Libran.' Director Lisa

Jarisch said Wednesday as another carton

of tax forms arrived at the door of the Vic-

torian home housing the library, which

already has cartons containing about

10,000 esoteric supplemental schedules.

Jari.sch said she found about 100 of the

1040 forms she had sought in the box. She

had originally requested about 1,000 each

of the most commonly used forms, plus in-

struction booklets.

"It was just a quirk, " said Robert Rut
tenberg, a spokesman for the regional IRS
office in Boston, suggesting a problem with

the person taking the telephone order hear-

ing something other than what was said

might have been responsible at least for the

library's previous problems.
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Dukakis vows Iili-%fi1l:^-«

<^m i'^AmfFi.

to expand HE DANCE CLUB 1

waste cleanup BIG FUN
DOWNSTAIRS

1

MEDFORD I AP> - Massachusetts will expand its efforts

to clean up hazardous waste sites and prevent futiu-e pollu-

tion from occurring. Gov. Michael Dukakis pledged yester-

day at an abandoned rustproofing company.

UNIVERSAL

JOINT
The Massachusetts Superfund program has allowed the

state to clean up more than 260 toxic waste sites in re-

cent years, Dukakis said. But more resources are needed

now to implement the voters' decision on a 1986 ballot

question to clean more sites and do it faster, he said.

"We've got to continue this kind of investment," said

Dukakis, a late convert to the hazardous waste ballot

question. "We want to expand and speed up the state

cleanup program. It isn't good enough to tell the people

of Medford that the state can't afford to hire any more
workers and they have to wait their turn for a cleanup

"

Dukakis was joined by his new Environmental Affairs

Thursday. Feb. 2

ROOMFUL OF
BLUES
^8 Advance

Friday, Feb. 3

DINASAUR JR.
W/ Gidget Goes

to Hell

$6 at the door 9pm
secretary. John DeVillars, at the former Rustproofing and

Metal Finishing Co., which is rated as a "priority 1" waste

site by the state Department of Environmental Quality

All Ages Show Added
with BUFFALO TOM 1

Sat 3 30 1
Engineering.

The company, which is now in trusteeship, once stored

hundreds of barrels of cyanide, acid and other toxic

materials on the site, about a quarter mile from a residen-

tial neighborhood. At a cost of $500,000 to the state, the

containers of toxics have been removed.

But some of the soil remains blue and officials consider

the area unsafe. There is no precise timetable for final

cleanup due to a lack of funds, officials said.

The governor's proposed state budge for fiscal 1990 in-

cludes $18.8 million in new funds to enable DEQE to hire

Saturday, Feb 4

COMEDY
Every Sat 8-10 p.m

BILL WINN
East Coast Regular

MARTY MARTHA
FirvDlist, Stitches/

WBCN Comedy Riot

142 more workers to address priority sites. In addition,

$80 million of the $604 million in higher annual taxes

Immediately
Afterwards |

that Dukakis is seeking would be set aside for en-

vironmental programs.

"To get the cleanup job done, it takes resources,"

DeVillars said. "I'm proud to stand here today with Gover

nor Dukakis because he has the guts to ask for the $18

million it will take to move ahead on this kind of work."

Dukakis and DeVillars also repeated their determina-

STREET

TEMPERATURE
8 piece high energy
dance music with a
bunch ot horns. $6

tion to make polluters pay the state's cost of overseeing

toxic site cleanups, an issue that has touched off a storn)

of protest from industry.

Dukakis said parties responsible for toxic pollution —
who now must pay the cleanup cost — should also be made
to pay as close to 100 percent as possible of the ad-

ministrative co.st.
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• • SUN & FUN • KIDS & CAMPING • •
• • SWIMMING & BOATING • •

• OUTDOOR LIVING •

Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp in the Berkshires,
is looking for staff...

GYMNASTICS DIRECTOR • UNIT LEADERS RIDING
STAFF • WATERFRONT, PHOTOGRAPHY & RADIO
INSTRUCTORS REGISTERED NURSES, COOKS &

KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158,
Tolland, MA 01034 413-258-4592

fymenuHi^lidtm^VjMceThf^
- the nation's 1 st professional dance company

of American Indian dancers and musicians."

Sat. Feb. 4, 8 pm
FAC Concert Hall

Tickets:$22, $20, $18

Co-presented by the FaC Concert

Senes and New WORLD Theater

Special SS Ticket

Pnce for children

1 2 years at under.

Five College students '/z-priceD Box Office 545-25 1

1

CIRCULATION ASSISTANT
Earn $35 + p^r week

Hours: 8:30 AM - 9:30 AM
Monday - Friday

Responsibilities include:

i/- Assist in planning and »^ Sign in drivers

updating delivery routes

1^ Occasional delivery

Anyone May Apply
Apply in person at the

Collegian Office Today
113 Campus Center

WaaD&NATION
Mavroules named
subcommitte chair
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep. Nicholas Mavroules,

who lost a bid for the chairmanship ofthe House Arm-
ed Services Committee two years ago, was named
yesterday to head the panel's investigations

subcommittee.

The sixth-term Democrat from Peabody, who moves
over from the readiness subcommittee, said he will use

the new post to look at military purchasing reforms

in the wake of the f>entagon procurement scandal.

Mavroules was unavailable for comment yesterday

because he was out of the office, according to

spokesman Richard Gregory. In a prepared statement,

the congressman sounded a get-tough message for the

military-industrial complex.

"Let the Pentagon and the industry be on notice, we
intend to see that the procurement process meets the

highest standards," Mavroules said.

The congressman said six government commissions
have proposed "strikingly similar" procurement
reforms over the past four decades, but that the Defense

Department has failed to adequately install those

reforms. He promised to work closely with the Bush
administration.

Mavroules also said the investigations subcommit-
tee will look at the military's performance in drug
interdiction.

In addition, the new chairman said he plans to look

at the impact of US defense companies being bought

by foreign firms.

"Not only does this drain much needed [research and
development] work out of the United States, but it also

increases the likelihood that sensitive national security

information will be compromised," he said.

The change in command at the investigations sub-

committee is striking. Rep. Bill Nichols, D-Ala., had
been chairman up until his death in December. A con-

servative Southerner who came to Washington as a key

ally of George Wallace, Nichols supported Reagan ad-

ministration programs such as the Strategic Defense

Initiative and the MX missile program while opposing

the proposed nuclear arms freeze.

School children
becoming part
of drug trade
NEW YORK (AP) — As the crack problem grows ever

larger, its victims have become ever younger. The latest

two — an 1 1 -year old alleged to be a drug courier and a

10-year-old crack dealer — left officials wondering if

they're losing the drug fight.

"Crack and drugs are so pervasive that of course it

trickles down into the lower grades," said Paul Berozeller,

a spokesman for the United Federation of Teachers. "You

have young kids used every day as a drug runner."

Ginay Marks, a Brooklyn school board activist for 17

years, agreed; "I would say in terms of crack — and we
thought heroin was an epidemic — nothing has spread

with such rapidity among our school children."

The two grade-schoolers arrested in separate incidents

less than three weeks apart offered examples of both street

and school incidents, authorities said.

The 10-year-old was arrested Jan. 15 after police wat

ched him and a 14-year-old partner make a half-dozen

crack sales in Wyandanch, Long Island. The 5 foot tall boy

had three $20 vials of crack and $226 cash on him when
arrested.

A Family Court judge ruled Wednesday that he had

committed the crimes and scheduled sentencing for Feb.

10. The boy faces up to 18 months' detention in a youth

facility or two years' probation. Charges against the

14-year-old were pending.

On Tuesday, an 1 1 -year-old arrived at his Bronx elemen

tary school carrying what looked like his lunch bag. In-

side, school officials found 411 vials of crack, most in

10-packs worth $50 a piece.

The special education student told police his 17year-

old brother had given him the drugs. A search was on

yesterday for the brother, said police spokesman Officer

Hugh Barry.

The 11-year old faced a Family court hearing late

Wednesday afternoon.

"When an 11 year-old child with special learning needs

AP pboto

More than 400 viles of crack are displayed in

a New York City police station yesterday follow-

ing the arrest of an 11-year-old fifth grader in a
Bronx school.

is exploited as a drug carrier, it reaffirms my belief that

drugs are the most serious problem our youth must con-

front," said Schools Chancellor Richard Green.

Local School Board President Lawrence A. Warden,
whose Bronx district includes the school that the 1 1 -year-

old attended, said he was "shocked and angry" after the

arrest.

"We don't expect that from an 11 -year-old youngster.

It's like carrying a loaded machine gun in a playground,"

said Warden.

^••••••••••»,

t SUMMER CAMP t

»

*

IM-

POSITIONS

Counselors: 21 -t- Coed,
sieepaway camp. Mass
Berkshires WSI. arts &
crafts, tennis, all land and
water sports, drama, gym-
nastics, piano/play for

shows, judo, dance
photography, computers,

nature, wilderness, model
rocketry, guitar, radio, video,

archery, yearbook, wood-
working, RN, typist Wnte:

Camp Emerson, 5 Brassie

Rd., Easlchester, NY 10707
or call 914/779-9406.

*•*•••*•• ^i(^••••* •

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst 549-2880

MUnDRV

\\

J^grnKk.!':

^ ""o^ ^^* A i>JE^ '^'-
N-^

V A^e PlC</OCr UP-
r I'M *u«^ ^®^^*

I

A<^e TOO !

I

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD /

in downto\/\/n Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
il CCNttR jr

5M 06 73

Bttnq ytHif Own
Beer Of Wine

AMHERST
« I BOl TWOOD WAIK
lit b: I 7

Beer t Wine
iervra

SPRINGFIELD
H9 iUMUCR AVt
7BB Of 1

9

Bring tour Own
Beer t Wine

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning J

AMHERST RACQUET
& FITNESS CENTER
4 month membership

for the price of 3

$85!!
Free aerobics, including nightly aerobics with licensed,

expert, courteous nautilus and aerobic instructors.

New state of the art aerobics floor:

The Sentinal Floor - "very best aerobic mat on
the market today" American Aerobic Assoc.

Monday through Friday

Open 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Sat. & Sun.
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

549-4545 • Route 116 • Sunderland———

—

__,^
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

Judge rules
marine guilty
of negligence
CAMP LEJEUN. N.C i AP) - A military

judge yesterday convicted a Marine platoon

sergeant of negligence in the death of a

soldier who had been left behind in the Mo-

ja%e Desert during a training exercise in

August.

The judge. Maj. Kent Smith, ruled that

Sgt. Christopher Clyde failed to properly

account for the whereabouts and welfare

of his Marines.

Clyde was the platoon sergeant of Lance

Cpl. Jason Rother. 19. of Minneapolis.

Minn., who was left behind during a night

exercise Aug. 30 after being posted as a

road guide in the California desert. His re-

mains were found in December.

The sergeant was found innocent of

willful disobedience. He had been accused

of failing to obey orders in granting leave

to Rother's squad leader after the exercise,

resulting in a delay in realizing Rother had

been left behind.

Clyde had maintained he did nothing

wrong and that he only relied on the in-

structions of his superiors. "If he's guilty

of anything, he's guilty of relying on other

people." defense attorney William Fisher

said in closing arguments.

Prosecutor Robert Nunally had argued,

"He screwed up and he screwed up in a ma
jor way."

rrm5 m.
COULPW
vmp

1
(^ YOUKNOlA/m QUITE /?

FHILD^CmieR...

"Music creates order out ol chaos; lor

rhythm imposes unanimity upon the

divergent, melody imposes continuity

upon the disjointed, and harmony im-

poses compatibility upon the in-

congruous.
—Yehudi Menuhin

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel JaUe

"For 12 perfect years I was o car chaser.

Pontlacs. Fords. Chryslers. ... I took

them all on .. and yesterday my stupid

owr>er backs over me in the driveway."

/' i£6AUY \
"A I CM POOP \

exACTivn iNepKocH'5)
\FwweK pep

y

- J

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

AP photo

Defense Secretary-designate John Tower packs his briefcase yesterday as he and friend, Dorothy Heyser,
prepare to leave the Senate Armed Services Committee room. Tower denied allegations that he has a drinking
problem during his confirmation hearing. Reporters look on left.

UseJ
Paperbacks

TKousands in stock

—

History. Literature,

Science. Art. P$ycKolog>

and more. Also. Kuge

Sci-Fi f' Fantasy section.

Valley Books

199 N. Ple««Bnt St

(Downtown AmK«r«t)

MF 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

1

I

V,,.. MC
Sun. 12-';

(~^^^j^

256-1508

SHEEHANS

Hev vou Dead Heads

EASTERN WIND

THE DANGER BROTHERS
Original Rock

TROFESSOR harp and

the SHOWMEN

WILDCAT O'HALLORAN
NO COVFri

586 4258 21

TELEVISION CENTER

• SALES
• SERTVICE
• RENTALS
• VCR's

Antenna Repairs & Installation

George J. Routhier, Prop.

Master Tech. No. 534

253-5100
55 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Vie FAC T 15, MARK, /UHCA/

iouiAKeAaoseuooKAi
7HE5e Fieuf^e. meijusr
PON-T nap UPfi& SCARB^

STATISTICS'

fOf! /N5TANC£, THe 0IUION5 IN

-U)5T''PKPUCTIVIJyi nous PO
U^KWM TMATALL TUB 5A10K

eff5 {iJHO GOT SICK UXXJLPN'T

HAVe 60Tlf/4 SIO' ANYWAy^

tX)OKATI^. AfTlR 30 VeARS
OF SM0KJN6, 1 HAVBi^'T

MiseepA siNGiB pay
OFi4JORKOUJIN6 TO

SMONNGRBLATBQ
ILlNBSe>i -^

OKAI, SO I
[MPYOU MIS^ePA
HAPA ^415^ 7E^
HBART p^fy TOPS'
ATTACK' \

rCUit^

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

WHMs \ ^ cw.sw TTST mm
TW=> MOW I C^N SEt \f

AL-BUMS
Full Line of Posters

Rare & Collectible LP's

New LP's, Cass. & CD's

DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP's CASS CD's

High Quality/Extra Sturdy

WOOD FURNITURE
bookcases, LP cases.

entertainment centers.

desks and more

181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

TICKETS UNLIMITED '
L

BON JOVI
HARTFORD March 6
WORCESTER March 12

POISON
HARTFORD Feb, 12

ROBERT CRAY
SPFLD. Feb. 11

NEIL DIAMOND
HARTFORD Feb. 20 & 21

PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA
Feb 25-June 3,

Oct. 14, Nov. 25

KaEaMa

WORCESTER Apr. 9

ALL REDSOX, BRUINS, WHALERS,
CELTICS GAMES!

1649 MAIN ST. SPFLD., MA 413-734-0770

,^^^
DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

SPRINGBREAKfrom tOSTO

4NIGHTS NASSAU s379pp

7NiGHTsCANCUN s479pp

7NIGHTS PUERTO la CRUZ $599pp
VENEZUELA, !»• mw EXOTIC oisrmATioNi

OOa. I TMINkY WELL I

IM QO\NG TO
/
WCWL0N\ Wm.

^ff^V I PtStRN/ED IT.'

Wl*. ' *^i-^ Z 2

CAMPUS TOUR By AL ARPAD

BOOK NOW I

413-256-1261
n So Pitttant SI

Amh«<lt, MA 01002

If:

[ Family Manager—Older special needs
woman would like to share your home. Should
be near her elder day program in Amherst or

family in Chicopee. As she uses a walker, a
downstairs bedroom and bath is a must. A
salary of $15,000 is available for someone to

be companion, teacher and supervisor. Ex
perience or related education preferred. A
room and board stipend and respite funds are
available. A program of Goodwill Industries.

For information call Lucy Price or
Peter VanVoorhis at 788-6981.

EOE/AAE H/V M/F

gl|l|IMWlllltlillKHIIIIIIII|lllll|lHi|iKtllllllltlllltllllMti|l|lll|ltl|lllllll|i|»tinilllllllll|lllllllMl|lll|l|lllll^^^

[Spring Courses at the
1 Newman Center

i

I
in cooperation with I

I
Elms College I

I 1. New Testamment Wed. iV.'M)
|

I
2. Marriage Tues. iWM)

|
I n«'Kisl«>r- Ni'wmnn Conlrr Offiro I

I 472 N. IMrasant St. • r>4{M):iOO |
^|i|UIII|illllilllllMllllilllllll(IINIHl|lll«||ltlllMlllll|IIIIIIIKtltllllllllHltlllllMII«lllllllllilllllll>^^

Paul's .^

Shoe Repair

Repairs of

Men's & Women's Shoes
Put "sole" in your shoes

With Vibram Soles!

Leather Soles & heels

Vibram Crepe &
Docksider Soles

No. 10, 10:3 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs, under Panda East)

HOW DIP VOU
(;ET THIS JOB? i^^^^^^'^'o^

-/ WlweMT UP, THe
Chancellor tromisep to
FUtLY FUNP TWt. NEEPItST.

1^

V

SO?, ,SO I HELpEP
e UADY GET

WER CAI? OOT OF
r'<\e. 5N0W AMP
SH£ GAVE ME.
TEN "BUCKS.

'^EH, AFTER THAT ^ON^E
aoy FROK OOOKCESTER IaJAS

THE NEE PI EST, AND I LOST
MY SCHOLARSHIP.

F M l I nro} 1/ v)/yn >>.>>»/> >/ )/y^>} f̂/

(3>

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

fr^

ACROSS
1 Bamb4 s km
5 Indian pcrtentale

9 Longihoceman
14 Item on a

Ffench menu
15 Bofodm a

Prmca —
16 Vol* in

17 — IS b(xn'

IS Hannmg of

magtc

19 P'iza

20 Faltiar ol 30
Acioss

23 FdhMv
24 Auttior —

Yulang

25 Btf1hptaceo<

Constanlin. the

Gfeal

28 Plumber »

gadget

32 Confined

33 Bad
Getman spa

36 Hamous
37 Angiy

38 Anne Boteyn s

daiigfiter

42 VMet start

43 And ffien ttiefe

y»ere -

44 Ousti to Donne
45 lorig way

to

46 Motorists

worry

49 Ingtid S

daughter

50 Play on words
5

1

Ta|0 or BaltKi

55 Princess

Margaret s

nepl^ew

60 Wtti force

62 Car support

63 time(nevei)

64 Feyrteau s lorte

65 German region

66 Come a cropper

67 earned
68 Actress Samms
69 kleine

Nachtmusik

DOWN
1 Friend of 38
Across

? Coloring matte'

3 Jackets and
coNars

4 Ptxjne

5 Tease
6 Stravinsky

ballet score

7 Bon —
8 Sock pattern

9 Author Ira

10 Jai loltower

11 Portray

verbally

12 OW French

com
13 Map abbr

21 All s Wen
that Ends
Melt role

22 Man. to Caesar
26 - nick of time

27 Ttuee lives

auttior

29 While yam
30 Zero

31 Shine

32 Grand —

.

Evangelme s

horr»e

33 Rig

34 Colored or

layered start

35 Reserves
37 European

peninsula

39 — of Good
Faelmg

40 Menagerie
41 Irish gods

mother

46 Sue lor

payiTwnt

47 Prepare lor

Shipping

48 Punishment.

Prussia

50 Ached
52 Russian range

53 Former Red
head

54 — »*o
56 PHal base
57 Student s

concern

58 Silant one

59 Ouean ol the

gods
60 Fores

opposite

61 See 53 Oown

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

/
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...ANDA NATIONAL SURVBY,

coMMi^mape^FeciAin
FVi^ me TO0ACCO inpus >

i TT^, FOUNP THATA
. MMORTiyOFAmRJ-
rANS-PONOTSUPPORT \

i
MORE ft£^TRICTI^

. ANTI-SM0KJN6
r MBASURtS!

\

m'VB Beeti u^bnino to tub

BAf=eO PflOFUNDO OF PBAR
OLPPAP, RBCamViANOHTBP
COMMUNICATIONS PIREOOR FOR.

THBR^ PBiNOLDS COMPAh^'

YOUKWIAI.UAPJHIS
POLLCONTRAPICTS
eVBRYOTHBRSURMBV
IN R5CBNT YBAR&. AIINP

\

IFITAKB/

"PO YOU FAVOR
aeSTAPO STYIB

POUCa TACTICS
TDPRBVBm
SMOKING IN

PUBLIC"

OH. SURB,
mCDUUP
QUIBBCe
OVBR

UJ0RPIN6...

MENU
LUNCH

Pizza

Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beet

Vegetable Chow Mein /

Egg Roll

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille
Vegetable Chow Main /

Egg Roll
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241 Main St.

Northampton
584-7798

Look For Our
Daily Specials

Tuesday
2 haircuts for S20
(brirtg a friend)

Wednesday
1 15% off colors & perms

'

Thursday
FREE scalp & hair

ciaifyirtg or protein

with every facial

Friday
FREE deep condition

with every haircut

N«w A UMdC»»
TnMfc* « Varw AIM AvatMM

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. &J No. Amherst

549.RENT

ID-WEEK
ADULT
EVENING
CLASSES
Starting Feb. 6th

JAZZ DANCE
Monday 7:30-8:30

BALLET
Tuesday 7:30-8:30

Beginner

Thursday 7:30-9:00

In termediate/Advanced

FEE: $62.00
Call to register

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE
549-1555

(One hlixk KasI fram Hiillfr/ii hi

anil (lark Hill Road i

CoUeKian photo by Jason Talrrman

PLAIN ALONE - Bill Sopmore, a junior

Northampton.
communications major, practices his accordion in Sheldon Field in

Open 7

days a weeic

7 a.m.-lO p.m.

^^SUHpU (^<UK Ofi.

107 Sunderland Rd

North Amherst

Speedwash,

SALE
Buy Early & Save
10%-25%OFF

11 Pray St.. Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St , South Amherst

Saturday
Clothes

Downtown Amherst
Open 7 days a week

/////////////////////////////////////////////A

Copies

Half Off

After 100
After Nwir Iin KKi aipies of a

single sheet ongmal the rest are

half prKe ai kjnko .- ilie cop\

center

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543

For Healthier Sl(in
Facials

De«p Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Wann Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chm

Bikmi Line • Legs

G(ft Cenificates Available

Licensed Aestheticianmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

for

Men and Women
34 Mam Street. Amherst

253-9S79

I Amherst Drop Zone ''

i

ARMY/NAVY STORE
at 103 N. Pleasant St. • 256-0039
(behind Bart's next to Panda East)

Back-to-School
Bags
And More

107o
Off anything in the store with

this ad.

Ne>x/' Shipments
Good Things

Gloves Natural Fiber scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
T-Shirt3 V n /'**N.
Tanks /^ i^

rvw^

Chinese
Shoes

Socks
Leather
Sole

rr*
Earrings

Candles

Bracelets

\^
Chains

ISSL

UAJ,iUi,lUt
ift .i;> .A .

.
ii?>

.

i.u;^

Pnolo
Buck Stewart 549-5454

NEW MERCHANDISE EVERY
WEEK

Open 7 days a week
Mon-Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

!'«*V:^^jr>»jrai^yyg^;;-<j

India Print Dravstring
Bedspreads PanlS

tinm trl

Area

Rugs

Happy
B'day

Hawaii

Bamboo
Cards Blinds

Posters

Baskets

Paper
Lampshades

I
eo to 50»
off selected

Clothing ^amngs

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Great Gifts & Cards

ERCRNTILE

Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

N'hamp Nioht
Thurs.9 P M

Horthampton-18 Center St

I^Amherst-Carriage Shopsj|

swimming
continued from page 24

"There were a few surprises, like Kim Morin in the 50

free and Jodi Schwartz in the 200 fly." Newcomb said.

"Also, Theresa Jacobs in the 100(56.06, just missing first

by .04) and Tonia Stafford is starting to swim welL"

In ail, Newcomb was happy with the performance, and

glad to get back on the winning side.

"Generally it was another good meet," he said. "Most

of the swimmers are happy intersession is over. It was

the most productive intersession we've ever had.

Everything went better than we could have planned."

gymnastics

Sports Infiirmation phi>to

Sue Gorski and the Minutewomen swam past the University of Rhode Island this past weekend.

continued from page 24

The strength of the Minutemen according to Johnson
is the high bar where Johnson feels his team is as

strong as any team in the east. But UMass did not ex-

ecute quite as well on the bar last Saturday as they
have earlier in the sea.>wn.

With the t'.xception of Eggers, senior Tim Myers (8.5)

was the only Minuteman to break eight. Myers also

finished fourth in the all around competition, compil-

ing a 51.05. ESU's Carlos Silva finished third with a

51.35.

Despite the loss of Booker, and the mental letdown,

UMass was still able to take control of this meet in the

first event, the floor exercise, and carry the lead right

to the high bar which was the la.st event.

PRAKTIKLY
WORNE

classic clotning

ESTABLISHED 1971

2 Br?fDGE STREET. NORTHAMPTON. MA 586-1913

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Serv'ce Throughout New England

wilh Connecting Service Nationwide
Slud«nl Firet from

Arnht-rst to
Boston New York Clly

$20.95 $34.95
round-tf)p round-lrip

Ob
The People Professionals

1 Tickets and Information available at:

1 U-Mass Hotal Amhtrst Hampshirt Prica Walch Northampton

I Tal f 1 or t2 Cantar Collegii Book Parmacy Bus Tarminal

1 545 200S Bus Terminal Stora So Hadlay Roundr>ou«« R.

1 5496000 256-0431 549 4600 533-71 t 5 586 1030

Heartbeat

Valentine tx>xer

shorts are here!

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St.

Northampton • 586-6336

DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGER

ONLY

990

Route 9
Hadley

Route 5
Northampton

8IR6ER
ING

Offer Expires 2-12-89

CLASSIFIEDS
UmdkiAihMMUMmtmMiSi h%aLMAJAAm*M^XiA-MMAM^MKM,ihiit^^!m

ACTIVITIES

VIETNAMESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
meeting about ttie New Year Celebration at

7pm on Ttiursday 2/2/89 in room 903, Cam
pus Center

BIG SNAKE for sale 546-6309

1968 FENDER TELE, cream, everyttiing in

stock, mint condition $1000 firm (413)

648 9152 Bnan

UNIVERSITY TOUR SERVICE is accepting

applications lor spring semester 307

University Admissions Center (Next to Gor
man) 5-4237 Deadline Feb 13

BUY A BIKE

CANNONDALE $300 or best offer racing

and touring Sun Tour gear system Dia

Compe brakes Mistral aluminum rims

Frame alone is worth five tiundred dollars

Call Shane after 6 30pm 549-1594

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3 camp
organization in the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are available m Tennis, Ar

chery Waterfront (W S I ), Cramatics Office

Administration, Computers, Radio, Arts &

Crafts Nature, Athletics, Jewelry,

Photoography Dance, Wrestling Cooking
Adventure/Challenge Course, Film making

Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800-533CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA) or

write 407 Benson East, Jenkmtown PA
19046

FOR SALE

PANASONIC DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

1 YEAR OLD
BARELY USED

$190
CALL KIM at 549-3767

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON $500 or best offer 1979

Pontiac Catilina Cruiser good condition

Great car lor around town or road trips Call

after 6 30pm Shane 549 1594

HELP WANTED

PARTTIME OR FULLTIME
COUNTERHELP wanted Must have at

least two weekdays all day open Copy Cat

Print Shop 228 Triangle Street Amherst

STUDENT SEEKS WEEKEND HELP FOR
'89 CPA exam Must be familiar with all sec

tions Qualified parlies please call Colin at

545-0404 or 545 1222

SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIOfiLex

celleni experience Earn average $8,000 in

your hometown Territories filling quickly m

New England 665 2527

JOIN OUR TEAM! New Students Program

Summer Counselor positions available

Apply now 307 University Admissions

Center (Next to Gorman) 52621

COUNTER HELP WANTED, flexible hours

stop in at D P Dough, downtown Amherst

LOST

BLUE AND PURPLE GLOVES blue liners

while hilchiking maybe elsewhere
586-9731

MUSICIANS WANTED

CREATIVE SINGER AND keyboardist, M/F,

to iOin original alternative rock band
Previous experience helpful Call Brian at

256-1196

PERSONALS

ALPHA CHI OMEGA WELCOMES
EVERYONE BACK FOR SPRING
SEMESTER.

HEY VIVALDI AND CARR...Wild things, I

think I love you psyched lor springi' MBP

WELCOME BACK TO THE ENTIRE
GREEK AREA! Here s to a great spring

semester The Sisters of Kappa Kappa
Gamma

PLEASE RETURN MY BROWN LEATHER
COAT in Pub 1/28 I can t drinkmy ID s m
pocket I'm cold and sad- no questions-Ann
T 549-4712

BRUTE - the circus may be marvelous, but

Id like to learn more of your tricks

Ballerina

•SPRING BREAK AT DAYTONA BEACH'

' for info or to sign up call 549-6064 '

DRUMMERS! Audition lor massive Boston

rock n roll band Bullet LaVolta Make
records, tour the U S /Europe Call Tom,
617 437 0684

THINK WARM! Spring Break Travel Fair

Feb 9 SUB

'ARUBA. JAMAICA... " Let us take you'

BAHAMAS, MONTEGO Spring Break
Travel Fair. Feb 9, SUB

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Demse 256 0998 4pm or later

ROOMATES WANTED

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE ONE
BEDROOM apartment in Amherst Center
$?92/month plus utilities Call Mike
253^2728

MRK DITTO AND I MISS YOU, the count
down has begun lorever yours. DC

ONE ROOM IN A LARGE HOUSE available

now 253 5907

ONLY $143/MONTH, Clean spacious apt

on bus route, 5 mm from campus Fmte
preferred 665 3405

BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN three bedroom
apartment on Main St Irom 2/1 10 8/31 $233
month 253 2382

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE irTs room
house in N Amherst 266 per mo 549-8712

TWO GRADS LOOKING FOR A THIRD to

share an apartment Large room, quiet peo-

ple lease till august starting now 190 • util

Call evenings Sunderland 665 3385

MALE OR FEMALE roomates needed to

share Soulhwood townhouse 22 Call

anytime 256-0264

2 ROOMATES. Male or Female, needed m
Brandywine Call Jon or Jim 549-6989

2 FEMALES SEEK a roomate to share a
Squire Village apt on bus rie Call 665-4737

NEED ONE ROOMATE! Fully furnished

Brittany apartment, with new fridge cable,

optional single Call Dean, 549-1582

I'M LOOKING FOR a quiet and responsi

ble non smoking girl to share a one room
apartment m Puftton until May or summer
Call 549 0430 Keep trying'

SERVICES

RESUME TYPESETTING, Avoid the end
olsemesler panic Very experienced, inex

pensive overnighl lasenwriter quality Lisa

6658969

.D.'DAY FOU STUDENTS

SMOOTHIES

THANX TO ALL the smoothies at the yellow

house TK, Joey Love, Scott. Kous Rad,
Freddy Hammer, Gail. Joe, Bill, Pat Jamie
Thanx Mom' Love Dam B from NYC

WANTED

GUITARIST AND DRUMMER seek bass
and keytx>ards InfluerKes Zeppelin, Rush,

Classic rock, originals Call Harry 546.6154

GRCHINDHOG
^.
> I

'^•y^^ »

WS
Start Spring
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Minutewomen ready for Rhode Island
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

For a team that has been struggling of

late, this could be the turning point.

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team returns home to

the Curry Hicks Cage tonight (7:30i to face

the University of Rhode Island. A lot will

be at stake for the Mmutewomen. who
have been sliding since the beginning of

the new year and are looking to regain

themselves.

Tonight's game may present itself as the

perfect opportunity.

For starters, the WRams are even more

in a rut than the Minutewomen. Plodding

along at just 3-14 this year, including 1-7

in the Atlantic 10 conference, Rhode Island

is clearly not having the best of seasons.

The team's only conference victory came
against St. Bonaventure in Olean. NY on

Jan. 12. They have lost non-conference

games against Holy Cross, Boston Univer-

sity and New Hampshire, all teams that

the Minutewomen beat earlier in the

season.

And to make matters worse, the team's

leading scorer. 5-foot 11 junior forward

Diane Boshart, has been suspended for the

remainder of the season for what has been

termed "team disciplinary reasons."

This has become a concern for UMass
coach Kat!iy Hewelt. Although the

Minutewomen have already picked up a

win over the VVTlams this year (68-58 on

Jan. 3 in Kingston. RIi, Hewelt feels that

the loss of Boshart will have a direct effect

on the way the WRams play this game.

"Sometimes when you lo.se a player, you

can either give up. or you can pull together

and play better as a team. " Hewelt said.

"It's a little like Maine (who beat the

Minutewomen earlier this year after hav-

ing several players and assistant coaches

leave the teami. We have to be prepared for

the team that comes to play.
"

UMass has been playing well of late,

despite the fact that it has dropped its last

four games to fall under .500 (8-9t after

starting the year with five straight wins.

UMass dropped a close game to a tough
West Virginia team at the Cage, and then

hit the road for three straight, among
which were a loss to non-league rival Dart-

mouth and setbacks to conference elite

Rutgers and St. Joseph's.

Hewelt has been encouraged by the play

of the team and the way they have kept

their heads up through the losses, and feels

that they can turn the tables for once

against URI.

In the earlier meeting between the two,

UMass came offa pair of losses in the Bath
Ironworks Classic in Portland. ME and
started off 1989 on the right foot, picking

up a win in its first conference game of the

season. UMass blew out to a 42-30 lead at

the half and held off the hosts down the

stretch, restricting the WRams to just 34

percent efficiency from the floor.

Leading the way for the Minutewomen
was sophomore forward Keyburn
McCusker, who nailed nine of her 10 shots

on the floor and picked up a game-high 20

points. Junior center Helen Freeman add-

ed to the inside dominance for UMass with

18 points and a game-high 15 rebounds.

"We played well. Our outside kids came
out and played hard," Hewelt said. "It was
a big road win for us. We beat them in their

place and felt good about the way we
played."

The since-departed Boshart led the way
for the WRams with 14 points With
Boshart out of action, the load for coach An
nette Lynch's club shifts to senior forward

Val Gorman, another 5-11 player with a

reputation as a physical player.

Sidelined earlier in the season with a

separated shoulder, Gorman has bounced

back to become the main go-to player on

the Rhody team.
"Gorman is extremely tough. She gave

us fits in the first game." Hewelt said.

Gorman now leads thr team in both scor

ing and rebounding, averaging 12.2 points

and 8.7 caroms a game. Other starters for

Rhode Island are sophomore Jennifer

Vaughn and junior Beth McGinnis at for

ward and sophomore Kathy Greenberg and
junior Audra Jaconetti at guard.

Sport* Information photo

Senior co-captain Beth Wilbor will lead the Minutewomen against the
University of Rhode Island tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Gymnasts
pick up win

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday, the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team expected to go down to East

Stoudsburg University and blow the hometown boys

out of their gym.
But that didn't happen. With freshman phenom Cal

Booker and senior co-captain Bart Balocki feeling a lit-

tle under the weather, coupled with the let-down

disease, the Minutemen walked away with a ho hum
249.65-243.7 victory.

"If you know you're going to win, you usually don't

have your best performance," UMass coach Roy
Johnson said.

The win was an important one because it was over

an Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League oppo-

nent. UMass is now 2-1 on the season, 1-1 in the EIGL.
"We had some guys sick so we had to pull together,"

Balocki said. "It definitely was not our best perfor-

mance of the year."

The best performance of the afternoon was turned in

by ESU's Kevin Ranson who won the all-around com-

petition with a score of 52.55. Senior co-captain John
Eggers finished second in the all-around for UMass
with a 51.6 total.

Eggers had the only firsts for the Minutemen, winn-

ing the vault with a 8.95 and the high bar (9.15) with

the only nine or better on the afternoon for UMass
The best event of the day for UMass turned out to

be the vault where it turned in a 43.35 with senior Jay

Ronayne (8.9) and Eggers sweeping the first two places

for the Minutemen.
UMass did not look good in the pommel horse, scor-

ing just a 39.8, but the horse really has not been the

strength of the Minutemen this season. It is their

weakest event as it was last Saturday. The one bright

spot on the pommel horse has been .senior Joe Fit-

zgerald who has consistently turned in scores in the

high 8s. Fitzgerald finished second in the meet by .scor-

ing a 8.85 to Ransom's 9.4.

continued on page 23

Men swimmers in winning streak
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team
has entered the spring semester on a roll. Since the season-

opening loss to the Eagles of Boston College the

Minutemen have taken nine straight meets, including

their latest two victims, Connecticut and Vermont.
On Jan. 25, UMass made short work ofthe Huskies, win-

ning 156-86 in Storrs, Conn. The Minutemen took first

in all events but the 50-yard freestyle, the 200-yard in-

dividual medley and the 200-yard breaststroke. They left

the gate fast, going 1-2 in the first three events and cruis-

ing from there. Diver Dan Chesnicka continued his

double-win combination with first in the 1-meter and
3-meter competition. Roger Kennedy also swam well for

UMass, grabbing three tops spots.

Back on the home front against Vermont last Saturday,

the Minutemen had an even easier time. UMass trampl-

ed the visitors 169-79 behind a 400-yard medley sweep
and four sets of first- and second-place finishes. UMass

took all but two events from Vermont as Chesnicka main-

tained his winning ways with two firsts jmd Sean Ruther-

ford grabbing three victories.

The Minutemen hope to stay on the winning track as

they prepare for this weekend's battle with the Universi-

ty ofNew Hampshire. Minutemen coach Russ Yarworth
expects little trouble, however.

"[UNHl is down. They're not a strong team," explain-

ed Yarworth. "They got beat by Vermont."
Most events in the upcoming meet will be cut in half,

distance-wise, turning the competition into a sprint battle.

The focus of the meet for UMass will be on the three

Minutemen who did not qualify for the New England
championships, as these last meets will be the end to their

seasons.

The rest of the Minutemen continue to train for the New
Englands, working for a try at their third straight

championship.
But first they must face some tough competition, in-

cluding Boston University on Feb. 11.

Women swimmers knock off URI
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming
team continues to perform well, and now it's for a winn-

ing cause.

Coach Bob Newcomb saw his team swim over interses-

sion as well as he has ever .seen them swim, only to drop

three of four meets to tough opponents. Last Saturday,

the Minutewomen came through with another fine show-

ing, this time good enough for a 181-116 win over the

University of Rhode Island.

"We swam well across the board. There weren't as many
personal bests, but people are holding their times,"

Newcomb said. "They're generally consistent."

The Minutewomen return to the water Saturday after-

noon to face the University ofNew Hampshire in the fir.st

half of a doubleheader with the men. The women will

swim at 1 p.m., followed by the men at 4:30.

Included among the URI meet's highlights were three

new school records, a sure sign that the Minutewomen
are going as well as ever.

The meet started with a bang, as the team of Laurie

Schwarz, Melissa Waller, Sue Gorski and Michelle Leary

set a new mark with a 1:54.53 in the 200-yard medley

relay, almost a full second faster than the old time, and

then freshman Tracy Young broke the 1000-yard freestyle

record in 10:45.70 in a split time in her 1650 free race

(18:05.81). Later, junior diver Debbie Mullen also reach-

ed a new best in the three-meter diving with a score of

255.1.

"The first two events we went right after them,"

Newcomb said.

Mullen's dive qualified her for the Nationals later this

year.

"She dove very well. The amazing thing is that she's

kind of hurt (shoulder) and we're stretching her season

as far as we can," Newcomb said.

Mullen al.so pulled down fir.st off the one-meter board,

one of many Minutewomen to win more than one event.

Michelle Leary took three fir.sts (200 free, 500 free and

200 individual medley), while Waller, along with her relay

win, also captured the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke

races. Other firsts went to Kim Morin in the 50 free, edg-

ing out teammate Patty Pike by .05 seconds, and Jodi

Schwartz in the 200-yard butterfly.

continued on page 23

Cloudy with a chance of

rain, freezing rain or

light sleet. High in the

mid to upper 30s.

Frederick Hurst returns

to UMass and implores

students to again fight

bigotry. Page 3.

EDITORIAL
I

Alise Harfield on her

family's monopoly in

winning the "big game
every year. Page 7.
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Farrakhan calls for peace, unity
By JOSEPH L HILL Jr

and JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Minister Louis Farrakhan responded to accusations of

anti-Semitism and encouraged black students to build a

community among themselves, as he spoke last night to

a full house at the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall.

Farrakhan, the 56-year-old leader of the Nation of Islam,

said a remark he made several years ago had been con-

strued as anti-Semitic.

"How dare you write that I am a lover of Adolf Hitler,"

he said. "How can any black person love a man who hated

blacks as well as Jews ... He used his greatness for wick-

ed ends and I called him 'wickedly great.'"

"To those students who see me as a Hitler. I wish you

life," he said. "I don't wish to see any human forfeit life."

Farrakhan did not apologize for the harsh tone of his

message of black unity.

"I hope white people see deeper into themselves when
this is done," he said. "You (whites) are unfit to enter the

aflerworld. We (blacks) are also unfit to enter a new world

reality, not a black or white supremacist reality, but a

human supremacist reality."

The program, scheduled for 7:30, did not begin until

nearly 9:00 because of rigid security in the Fine Arts

Center. All 1,900 people entering the FAC had to pass

through one of two metal detectors set up in the lobby of

the building. Bow tie-clad members of Farrakhan's "Fruit

of Islam" security team were positioned throughout the

concert hall.

Farr.Tkhan exnressed amusement at the number of

reporters and cameras in the front of the auditorium.

"I wonder if they thought there was going to be some

kind of racial outbreak." he said.

One of the minister's chief criticisms was the failure of

education to develop human beings.

"I see us as underdeveloped humans running out to

space when we have not examined the space between our

ears," he said.

He addressed the need for blacks to pursue practical

education and use the knowledge gained to better their

community.
"If the responsibility is on our shoulders, then let's take

the responsibility upon ourselves and rebuild a civiliza-

tions anew," he said.

The black leader's speech, which la.sted nearly three

hours, was punctuated by whi.spers, shouts and mimics.

Women's status in American culture was another focal

point of the evening.

"Religion has given the world its view on women and

it's a sick view," he said. "We all come from a woman.

The woman was our first teacher, our first nurse, our first

joy in this life . . . Where there are no decent women there

are no decent men. for the woman is t'.ie mother of civiliza-

tion."

About George Bush's campaign reference to the nation's

potential to be a "kinder, gentler nation," Farrakhan said.

"I believe as this economic situation worsens, racial ten-

sion is going to build."

The presentation was sponsored by Black Agenda, Afrik-

Am, Phi Beta Sitrma fraternity, the Distinguished Visitors

Program, the Minority Graduate Association and the

Black Mass Communication Project.

(ollrKian photo by Jason Talrrman

Minister Louis Farrakhan

1,500 protest speech
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Almost as many people turned out to

protest the lecture of Minister Louis

Farrakhan hut night as went to see the

performance in the Fine Arts Center at

the University of Massachusetts.

The protest outside the FAC went

without incident save for a few eggs

lobbed overhead and constant jeers from

the masses.

A combined total of about 1,500 pro-

testers, including members of the

Jewish Defense League, the Jewish

Defense Organization and concerned

students, were on hand for Farrakhan's

speech which got off to a late start due

to tight security screening.

Around 7 o'clock, 600 silent

candlelight vigil participants crowded

near the reflecting pools outside the

FAC after leaving the Campus Center

Auditorium.
The group was met by six members of

the Jewish Defense Organization, a

New York based group dedicated to

continued on page 6

Collrfian photo hy .Joel Solomon

Protestors hold candles and an Israeli flag during a vigil last

night outside the Fine Arts Center.

Group informs alumnus
offamily 's quake survival
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

When Albert Abnousian was told the city of Leninakan was destroyed aft«r a

devastating earthquake struck Armenia last year, he feared he would never see his aunt

and her family again.

Three weeks and several phone calls later, he was contacted by a member of the Arme-

nian Relief Society in Watertown and given new hope.

His family safely escaped the earthquake, which killed more than 50,000 and injured

another 6,000. They are residing now "somewhere in the capital city" of Yerevan.

The ARS established radio communication to Armenia after the earthquake and began

to relay lists of survivors to their families in America, he said.

"It was horrible " said Abnousian. a University of Massachusetts graduate and a five-

year member of the Armenian Club. "I knew three-fourths of the people were practical-

ly wiped out." J o J i ui

After the earthquake struck, the 18 member Armenian Club sponsored a 3-day table

on the Campus Center Concourse and raised $2,000 in funds, he said. The money was

sent directly to Armenia via the Armenian ReliefFund and was used for food and clothing.

This year, the club will continue to accept donations to aid the nation's reconstruc-

tion, he said. ,

Abnousian said he has neither seen nor heard from his aunt since the earthquake but

hopes that she will contact him soon.

"All I know is that she is safe," he said.

Trustee lobbies for state funding
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachu.setts Student

Trustee's Office is launching a four-part

program aimed at educating state

legislators about the needs of public higher

education.

"It's not so much the amount of funding

we get," said Student Trustee Stephanie

Orefice. "We need to have stable funding

or this university is going to fall apart."

Orefice said legislators do not see the

need for a well-funded public higher educa-

tional system in Massachusetts.

"Somehow the Northeast has never real-

ly been that strong in land grant public

higher education," she said.

The program is important, Orefice said,

because even in the best-case-budget-

scenario for fiscal year 1990, the Univer-

sity is probably going to be underfunded by

$7'5 million. Orefice based this figure on

the state's FY 90 budget for higher

education.

Orefice said the program, parts of which

will be coordinated with the other state

universities, colleges and community col-

leges, will include:

• A letter writing program by students

and their families addressed at state

continued on page 8
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People In The News
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A spokeswoman says David

Frost will no longer anchor the new tabloid show "Inside

Edition," which has yet to attract strong ratings since its

debut more than three weeks ago.

Frost has gone on "special assignment" and will con-

tinue to conduct celebrity interviews "for however long

It takes him to complete them," Allyson Kossow, a

spokeswoman for the show, said Wednesday.

She noted that his profiles of boxer Mike Tyson and

singers LaToya Jackson and Phil Collins were well

received by viewers.

The trade newspaper Daily Variety reported that the

Emmy-winning English journalist had been replaced by

substitute anchor Bill O'Reilly because Frost was not

compatible with the show's lowbrow format.

Ms. Kossow said O'Reilly, a former reporter with ABC
News, was not scheduled to become permanent host of "In-

side Edition," which premiored on Jan. 9.

•••
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, England (AP» - Superstar

soprano Dame Joan Sutherland has agreed to sing at

a charity concert this fall, organizers of the event said

yesterday.

The Oct. 11 concert hopes to raise at least $87,000 for

the Prince's Trust, which helps needy young people, said

Eric Jubb and Ged Graham, who work for the Tyneside

Council.

Both men are devoted fans of the 62 year old Australian

diva, whose husband conductor Richard Bonynge, will

serve as accompanist for the concert.

"We struck up a friendship with Dame Joan after she

agreed to meet us after a performance at Covent Garden
10 years ago and we have been to see her every time she

has been in Britain since." said Jubb. "The last time we
asked her if she would like to sing at Newcastle we were
absolutely bowled over when she said she would and told

us to fix it up with her manager and agent."

•••
PHOENIX ( AP) — America's young people, laden with

possessions, are glad to find the inner peace that comes
with giving, says Mother Teresa, the world's best-known
advocate of the poor.

"They say. 'We want the life of poverty, prayer and
sacrifice that will lead me to the service of the poor,'" the

78-year-old Nobel Peace laureate said Wednesday, ex-

plaining the growth of her Missionaries of Charity order
while other Roman Catholic orders face dwindling
enrollment.

Mother Teresa, who found the order in Calcutta, India,

in 1948, was in Phoenix to open the 401st chapter of the
Missionaries of Charity and the 16th in the United States.

Her itinerary yesterday included a private Mass with
Bishop Thomas O'Brien of the Phoenix Diocese, an
evening prayer service at St. Simon and Jude Cathedral
and meetings with Gov. Rose Mofford and Phoenix

Mayor Terry Goddard before speaking at the Arizona

Veterans Memorial Coliseum. She was to depart early Fri-

day for Tijuana, Mexico.

•••
ST. JOHN'S, Antigua (APi - Actress Robin Givens.

estranged wife of heavyweight boxing champion Mike
Tyson, has been trying to keep a low profile during a

Caribbean vacation on the island of Antigua.

Givens, who arrived Monday with her mother, is stay-

ing at the luxurious St. James Club resort hotel, favored

by such stars as pop singer Whitney Houston and Joan
Collins

She has told reporters, "I'm not giving any interviews.

I'm on holiday."

Despite apparent attempts to disguise herself by dress-

ing in simple clothes and sunglasses, Givens and her

mother been seen at hxral restaurant and casinos

• AT pholn

Her Royal Highness, The PrincMS of Wales,
left, smiles as Henry Street Settlement Director
Verona Middletnn-«Jeter laughn at New York's
Henry Street Settlement vesterHnv.
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rollrgian photo bv Jaaon Talrrman
FARRAKHAN'S BODYGUARDS - Four members of the "Fruit of Islam," the security team for Minister Louis Farrakhan. sit and do

their jobs last night in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

500 protest Farrakhan at candleUght vigil
By E. TERESA TOUEY
Collegian Correspondent

More than 500 University of Massachusetts students

and area residents held a candlelight vigil outside the Fine

Arts Center last night, protesting the Minister Louis Far-

rakhan even as the Black Muslim leader was preparing

to speak inside the building.

Carol Holzberg, a Shutesbury resident and member of

the Jewish Community of Amherst, watched her husband

carry on his shoulders their Syear-old daughter. "This

is a statement in support of people against racism," she

said.

In response to three television reporters' questions on
the meaning of the vigil, Michael Burts, a black UMass
senior who was protesting Farrakhan, said, "I'm basical-

ly supporting my brothers and sisters. My understanding

from the press about Farrakhan's statements on self-

reliance in the black community is a correct concern, but

the way he is going about it is incorrect."

"All hell is going to break out tomorrow when mv

friends |see| me on television, " he said. "Martin Luther
King never preached division. And that's from a black
man."
Students expressed many concerns during the quiet

hour-long vigil. "We must protest." one student who
wanted to remain anonymous said. "We must show peo-

ple are aware so that he stops saying these things even
though he is subtle."

"This is a statement in support ol

people against racism."

—Carol Holzberg

Another student added, "Farrakhan's not going to say
anything controversial. He's not stupid. He'll make it look
like we blew all this up."
"If enough people protest, other people will see that it

is important that we don't settle things by war," a third
student said.

MCAD judge expresses concern
Avith Farrakhan's comments
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff"

Judge Frederick Hurst, who ruled

that the 1986 post World Series brawl
at the University of Massachusetts was
racially motivated, returned to campus
yesterday to implore students to reject

intolerance and bigotry in all its forms.

Amid the tension of Minister Louis
Farrakhan's visit, Hurst, a commis-
sioner for the Massachusetts Commis-
sion Against Discrimination in

Springfield, joined Leonard Zakim of the

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith

for an open forum on race relations.

Their discussion, held in the Campus
Center before a mostly white audience

of about 40, focused on black/Jewish

relations. But the two agreed that Far-

rakhan's anti-Semitic comments should

be a concern to all ethnicities.

"The issue of Farrakhan should not be

just a black/Jewish issue," Zakim said.

"It is important to recognize a person is

a bigot regardless of race, religion or

ethnicity."

Hurst was not as spirited in his com-

ments on the black Muslim leader.

"I haven't formulated any extensive

opinions about Farrakhan," Hurst said.

"I know that he has made anti-Semitic

statements, I admit that readily ... I

think it takes away from everything

else he is saying. It renders him far less

effective than he might be."

Hurst said that despite common
beliefs, the United States has not come
a long way since the 1960s in fostering

respect among races. "I've really become
cynical about intolerance," Hurst said.

"It is just so widespread."

Zakim, who called Farrakhan the

"most notorious anti-Semite of this cen-

tury," said the media has exaggerated

the black/Jewish rift: "We probably

have the strongest relationship between

continued on page 6

But students were not the only ones who voiced their

hope of unity and their dissatisfaction with Minister

Farrakhan.
Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, director of the University of

Massachusetts Hillel Foundation, said, "Racism and anti-

Semitism victimize all of us."

Reverend Christopher Carlisle of the Episcopal

Chaplaincy at UMass said there is a moral challenge to

be sought to balance the right to free speech and the

responsibility of responding to the moral substance of a
speaking event.

"Racial and social division dissolve in our mutual
courage to love one another," he said. "We must respond
in a community effort to bind the community."
"Farrakhan's historical statements have effected divi-

sions," he said.

The vigil was sponsored by the B'nai B'rith foundation,

the United Christian Foundation, the Epicsopal Chaplain-

cy at UMass, the staff of the Newman Center Catholic

Campus Ministry at UMass and the Chancellor's Com-
mission on Civility in Human Relations.

SGA settlement questioned
Judiciary may have overstepped bounds

Steinberg verdict causes local outrage
By AMY COBURN
Collegian Correspondent

It has been more than a year since Joel

Steinberg first entered the media's
microscope, after the death of his 6-year-

old adopted daughter Lisa, but a verdict

delivered earlier this week charging

Steinberg with manslaughter has placed

him under the microscope again, and has

angered several local professors and
officials.

"What is the basis for reducing the

charge for killing a defenseless child?" said

Arlene Avakian from the Women's Studies

Program of the reduced charge from second

degree murder. "It is clear he killed her —
he may have accidently killed her, but he
clearly meant to hurt her."

More monitoring of families is needed,

she said, especially when there are signs

that suggest abuse.

Avakian said she was particularly

disturbed over the Department of Social

Services policy that malfes "keeping the
family together" their first priority in

many states.

A balance between a family's right to

privacy and a child's right of protection is

certainly necessary, Avakian said.

"However, when the sanctity of family

overrides the safety of a child, something

is really out of whack," she added.

Stacy Roth, coordinator of the
Educator/Advocate Program at the
Everywoman's Center, said, "It's unfor-

tunate that the sentence was pleaded down
continued on page 6

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The validity ofan out-of-court agreement
allowing Shari Silkoff and Jason
Rabinowitz to take office as Student
Government Association co-presidents will

not be resolved until legal counsel is found,

according to several SGA officers.

The agreement, signed by student

justices John Sanchez and Kathleen White
on Dec. 16, appears to drop all ir\junctions

barring SilkofTand Rabinowitz from office

and immediately recognizes the pair as

co-presidents.

SGA Speaker Robert Fadel said the pur-

pose of the student judiciary is to solve con-

troversies, and the agreement does not

have the power to place Silkoff and

Rabinowitz in office.

"It's nothing a court would ever do," he

said. "The judiciary never legislates.

Fadel disagrees with Silkoff and
Rabinowitz's contention that they do not

have to be ratified by the senate in order

to take office.

"It is the power of the student senate to

make an election final by ratifying it," he

said, citing chapter 10 in the SGA bylaws.

"(Silkoff and Rabinowitz) have to be

ratified."

A document issued on Dec. 28 by Nor-

thampton Superior Court justice Elizabeth

Porada clearly states the pair must be

ratified by the senate, Fadel said.

The statement denies Silkoff and
Rabinowitz's move for a preliminary in-

junction against former SGA attorney

general Bill Collins, the UMass Board of

Trustees, and members of the student
judiciary.

Porada wrote, "the only remaining hur-

dle" for Silkoff and Rabinowitz would be

senate ratification of their election.

Silkoff said Judge Porada's motives for

including the issue of senate ratification in

her statement are unclear, but maintains

the agreement is a binding court order.

Fadel refused to predict whether the
senate will ratify the election but Silkoff

said they have a majority vote in the
senate.

As acting presidents, Fadel said he, SGA
Treasurer Laura Filkins and Student
Trustee Stephanie Orefice are in control,

but added it would be better if the con-

troversy was dropped.

"If this issue wasn't around . . . we'd be

doing fine," he said.

Orefice also said it would be best for the

SGA if Silkoff and Rabinowitz simply drop-

ped the issue.

"I don't agree with the suit," Orefice said.

"I thought it was very dangerous to the

SGA — going to the administration saying

the students can't handle the situation

themselves and asking the Board of

Trustees to resolve the issue."

"It would be best for the SGA if they did

give up," she said. "But from their hearts,

I don't think they can."

Filkins said she does not know which
document is correct, and is seeking advice

from faculty in the legal studies, political

science and education departments who are

also lawyers.

The search has been delayed because

University restrictions prohibit the SGA
from hiring private counsel and the Legal

Services Organization will not handle stu-

dent vs. student cases, she said.

Filkins said until it is known conclusive-

ly whether senate ratification is necessary

for Silkoff and Rabinowitz to take office,

they will remain co-presidents-elect.

"The issue is far from over," she said.

"The shorter the time they have in office,

the more difficult it becomes."
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EHTORIAL/OPINION
i.'"ie opinions on

Shooting squirrels? G-o-o-d wtwothi™-?^-

The other day I was on a nature walk in

a secluded, wooded area when I saw my
friend Duane Maniacalis who was pum-
melling bushes with a Chinese-made,
AK-47 semiautomatic assaulLnfl t-

Bob Bobala

"Hey Duane!" he shouted to him above

the sound of gunfire.

He stopped shooting and looked over

toward me. "Hey, how are you? How was
your winter break?"

"Oh, pretty good," I replied.

At this point, a squirrel crept out from
underneath the shrubs he was firing upon
and stared up at Duane. Its little head
bobbed up and down for a second and then

it dashed back into the cover of the bushes.

Duane immediately unloaded a couple of

rounds into the shrubs, sending twigs and
leaves sailing through the air.

"Hey, isn't that an AK-47? The same
kind of rifle Patrick Purdy used to blow-

away five kids on an elementary school

playground in California a couple weeks

ago?"

"Yep. It's the same thing. Only difference

is that he bought his in Oregon for 350
dollars. I only paid a 129 for mine. I got it

when I WEis in California last summer."
"How'd you get it? Is it stolen?"

"No man, I got it in a store. AH I needed

was a driver's license."

"That's it?

"

"That's It."

"It's a good tension releaser. You kr»ow.

The semester's getting under way, there's

a lot of pressure on me — classes, grades,

et cetera. After sitting through an hour of

Econ 311, I come out here and blow off a

few rounds. It relaxes me."
"But, couldn't you do that with a BB

gun? I mean, isn't a semi-automatic assault

rifle a bit dangerous and unnecessary."

"Hey, are you one of those anti-gun peo-

ple?"

"Well, no ... I just think . .

."

"Look, those anti-gun people just don't

understand. They say that these semi-

automatic assault weapons have only one
purpose: to kill people. They say that there

is no need to hunt with a gun like this.

They say there are plenty of other rifles

that can be used. . , . Well, they're wrong.

Maybe you don't need one of these babies

for hunting deer and other big animals, a

shotgun is adequate for that. But this rifle

is a necessity for at least one thing: squir-

rel hunting. Squirrels are just too quick to

hunt with an ordinary rifle."

I see.

"I mean, sure, you could sneak up on one

of these critters with a BB gun and shoot

it from behind. But what challenge is there

in that? You have to be able to shoot a

squirrel from at least 20 feet away to make
it interesting. And there's no way one of

these squirrels will let you get him with a

regular rifle. They're too smart and fast.

*«, m..

Ri#s
You need to spray them with rapid fire.

You need a gun like the AK-47 that is

capable of firing from a hundred round
drum."
Just then the same squirrel popped out

from behind the debris of branches. It look-

ed up at this man with the rifle and seem-
ed to shake its head with disgust. Duane
immediately opened fire and the thing

darted safely back to its cover. "See what
I mean?" he choked. "They're quick

suckers."

"Yeah, I see."

"You want to blow off" a few rounds?"

"Oh, no thank you Ah, Look, I've really

got to go. Good seeing you, Duane."
"Likewise."

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

Next time, Fll put hotels on Boardwalk
I wait every holiday season for that precious moment.

I avoid eye contact, try not to look anxious, breath nor-

mally, and assess this year's approach. After fourteen

years, I can't reasonably use the same one — that would
run the risk of one of them catching on. I glance at each

of the familiar faces around the oak table.

Alise Horfleld

Everyone looks bored. Good, it's nearly time. They've

swallowed enough danish, inhaled enough Nescafe for the

next three reunions. Now they need a nightcap for that

special first night together. (Luckily thev have me, albeit

the youngest with the freshest ideas.) I wai* until I'm sure

that unmitigated boredom has set in. One of them sug-

gests watching Dan Rather on the news.

With words as old as the last time they were used 365
days ago. I say with nonchalance, "Oh, I think a Monopoly

game is still somewhere in my closet."

The reaction never varies, "Don't you ever tire of los-

ing that game Alise?" I can only guess which one said it,

for I'm off" and running to my room thinking, this will be

my year]

I gingerly remove the box bottom (the top was long

discarded after I accidentally set fire to it after a big loss),

revealing an immaculate rectangle of closet outlined by

gray dust. I race back to the table before someone
discovers a football game on television. I announce, "I'm

a year older now, so prepare for defeat. And I get to be

the banker!"

"No way. You're still too young to count!"

Fine, I think. I land on Baltic Ave. I buy it amongst
snickers from the rest. At least Boardwalk is unowned.

Then I land on Chance. My houses get assessed, although

I am the only player that hasn't a monopoly. Someone sug-

gests I retain the card until it becomes valid. I just roll

my eyes — there's still a chance of an upset!

Then someone lands on Boardwalk. Darn it' Why not me?
"Oh," I say with a weak smile, in an even weaker at-

tempt at sincerity to perhaps evoke pity early in the game
for needed monetary support I will need later in the game,
"Congrats."

"Hey Alise, what did you say about being a year

smarter?"
I love my family. I really do.

Two hours later, I own Baltic Ave., a utility, and the

B&O railraod. My best rolls were a series of three doubles

that landed me in jail for fifteen minutes, where I was
safe. I got a monopoly from a deal where I gave one of

them a monopoly on the most expensive property. A turn

later, I mortgaged it to pay for having landed on their

monopoly, complete with houses. A mere $1275. I begin

to feel like I'm losing control. Whose idea was this,

anyway? I should have stopped after that lemon danish.

I frown, somebody notices.

"Well jeez, Alise. Don't sit there pouting. It was your

idea to . .
."

"Shut-up! Just be quiet! I was trying to promote family

spirit, warmth, togetherness, FUN! Why do you have to

turn it into competition?! I'm never playing with you guys

again!"

I throw my pink and white pile of money on the board

and run to my room, grabbing a deck of cards on the way
for a game of solitaire. I am itching to win anything now.

The thought of cheating thrills me. As I deal a hand one

ofthem yells, "Hey thanks for your $14 Alise! I just landed

on Free Parking!"

So much for the maxim, live and learn

Alise Harfteld is a Collegian columnist
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Silkoffs not his darling
I was disappointed, but not surprised to see that the

Collegian has provided a forum for Shari Silkoff" to

spout her absurd rhetoric.

SilkofT contends that she interprets a "consent
decree" to mean she is now an "SGA co-President." The
article fails to mention that a Massachusetts Superior
Court judge has already interpreted the consent decree.

On Dec. 28, 1988, Judge Elizabeth Porada denied an
injunction request by Silkoff" and Rabinowitz. in her

written decision, Porada stated that the "remaining
hurdle" for SilkofT and Rabinowitz "is a vote of the Stu-

dent Senate ratifying their election."

It is the Superior Court judge's interpretation that

is binding on the senate and not Silkoff's.

Brian Darling
Southwest

Election should have
been resolved in SGA
In November of 1988 I was appointed as a justice by

the Student Government Association Senate at large.

I watched as the Silkoff/Rabinowitz case wore on un-

til the Judiciary issued a final statement declaring that

co-presidents were unconstitutional. The March 1988

election results were null and void. On Dec. 7, 1 became
aware that Shari SilkofTand Jason Rabinowitz had fil-

ed a complaint against the judiciary on the grounds

of "political discrimination." It was the feeling of the

Judiciary that they had done no wrong. I was horrified

to learn that the "Judiciary" backed down from their

decision on the Silkoof/Rabinowitz case.

I wondered how the "Judiciary" had come to a deci-

sion without even consulting me or a majority of the

justices. When I heard that it was possible that SilkofT

and Rabinowitz might sue the already financially

strapped SGA for almost $10,00 in legal fees, I knew
it was time to get involved. Justices John Sanches and

Kathy White had been bullied into backing down from

their moral convictions, sacrificing the credibility of

the Judiciary, and endangering the Student Activities

Trust Fund.

After reading the complaint, I saw that the case clear-

ly never should have left the SGA level, and had no

legal merit. Silkoff" and Rabinowitz were using

"discrimination" charges as a smokescreen and a free

American Civil Liberties Union attorney to coerce two

justices into signing a document they did not agree

with. I filed a motion to dismiss the case, and a mo-

tion to immediately decide the case in favor of the

University Judiciary. The case is now in Superior

Court. The consent decree is no longer relevant or legal-

ly binding. Silkoff" and Rabinowitz are not co-

presidents. Their scare tactics have failed for the time

being.

Thomas D. Ralph
Southwest
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Protest
continued from page 1

Jewish rights through "force and
strength," and 25 members of the

Jewish Defense League, a similar

organization which arrived from Boston.

UMass pohce stopped the crowd from
spilling over to the FAC entrance with

an orange plastic barrier and a line of

15 officers standing abreast of each

other to mamtain the perimeter.

Protesters shouted slogans like,

"Death to Farrakhan," "Human Rights

Now, Farrakhan No" into the cold night

breeze. Picket signs being held said,

"Just say no to hate," and that Far-

rakhan is. "Jim Jones without the Kool-

Aid."

Television news teams from Boston

channels 4, 5 and 7, and channels 22
and 40 of SprmgTield recorded protesters

outside as several newspaper personnel

watched Farrakhan inside.

Executive Director of the JDL. Mike
Slomich, said his group was here as a

counter-force to the "bigot who will

bring on the second Holocaust," mean-
ing Farrakhan.
Much to the dismay of some

bystanders, Slomich and his people tried

to whip the crowd into a frenzy with

chants like "Farrakhan must die." and
jeering Farrakhan's personal security

force, the "Fruit of Islam," as they pass-

ed by.

Mordechai Levy, leader of the JDO,
waged his own war of words, separate

from the JDL crowd, choosing to lay

down a convincing argument rather

than shouting.

"This is not a struggle between blacks

and Jews. It's a struggle between those

who love this country and those who
hate it, between racists and anti-racists

We are here for human rights and not

for Farrakhan," Levy said.

"I think this shows that people believe

all the hype run by the media. They on
ly print half the story and then it leads

to this hysteria." said Amherst College
freshman Keith Taylor.

Most of the students in the admission

line said they could only read so much
about Farrakhan, and the only way to

find out about Farrakhan was to listen

to him for themselves
"No one here (in line) is talking about

killing. The only ones talking about kill

ing someone are them (pointing to the

protesters)." said Thomas Williams who
has seen Farrakhan six times.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, who was
briefly on hand outside the event said.

"I think it's an experience I could just

as well have done without. But I think
the University lived up to the challenge

of free speech."

Verdict

Hurst
continued from page 3

ethnic groups in the United States

despite press accounts of derisiveness.
'

"The relationship remains something
that can be relied on when push comes
to shove." Zakim said.

The two also agreed students can
benefit from Farrakhan. but not until

they engage in a dialogue and agree to

reject all forms of bigotry.

The forum was co-sponsored by the

UMass chapter of Hillel and the Office

of Human Relations.

"The whole purpose of all these pro-

grams is to better the understanding
between the various groups on this cam-
pus." said Alisa Berkowitz, president of

Hillel. "TH»« i<! iust op»» of many pro-

grams. I think it's excellent because peo

pie can educate themselves about sub
ject."

Hurst, who said he came because

"Lenny invited me," said he has not

followed developments at UMass since

he issued a comprehensive report two
years ago on how the University could

best eradicate racism on campus. He
said he has every confidence in the Of-

fice of Human Relations, which
monitors the campus' social environ-

ment and issues periodical assessments

of its progress.

"I have not made UMass my career

following." Hurst said.

continued from page 3

to manslaughter. Child abuse is the one

area where the penalties don't seem to fit

the crime."

Roth said she felt the Steinberg verdict

should have been murder. "The nature of

what happened was not some form of acci-

dent," she said, and added our society tends

to view crimes like this only in terms of

how they should be punished.

"In many ways punishment is like a

band-aid." Roth said. "It covers the pro-

blem without treating it."

Abuse may stem from individuals and
their behavior, society's influence and
power imbalances in our society like the

ones between children and adults, males
and females and the young and the elder-

ly, she said.

Roth said unless these imbalances are

dealt with at the source, abusive situations

may result. "Prevention and intervention

need to be given equal billing," she said.

Roth and Avakian agreed that in many
ways the system needs to be altered. "Our
society favors the nuclear family almost to

an extreme," IRoth said. "Children are plac

ed in situations which can be harmful in

order to maintain the family at all costs."

However. Roth hesitates to suggest
stronger ways for the state to intervene in

possible abuse situations. Damage can be
done to the child and family if they are
wrongly investigated. Roth said.

She said she believes there are few falsely

reported abuse cases. "Especially if it is a

child who comes forward — they know full

well that there will be repercussions and
danger to themselves resulting from their

report," she said.

About Lisa Steinberg's teachers,

neighbors and friends having seen and
reported the visible signs of abuse. Roth
said, "There's a certain amount of train-

ing that a doctor or social worker has that

makes them better qualified to see the

signs. But that doesn't mean that an
average person wouldn't recognize a child

who is being abused." More should be done
to educate the public about child abuse, she

added.

Beth Dickinson, a protective social

worker for the Massachusetts Society for

the Prevention ofCruelty to Children, also

believed that Steinberg's charge should not

have been reduced to manslaughter.
"When you strike (a child], their chances

of being severely hurt are greater than
with an adult," she said.

Dickinson also agreed that our society

has become too caught up in the punish-

ment aspect of abuse cases. "Our organiza-

tion is working on educating the communi-
ty with the goal of prevention," she said.

"People need to be aware of who to call."

Roth said, "Our society has not made it

a priority to look out for each other. That
needs to change."

Orefice

.^

u^fm*

"^ ^''" X ^

continued from page I

representatives asking for support and

detailing the benefits of public higher

education.

• Creating a service where represen-

tatives from the Graduate Student Senate

or the trustee's office speak to students in

the residence halls about the budget cuts

and their effects.

• Creating a state-wide coordinating

committee to organize political action com-

mittees for lobbying efforts and to educate

Massachusetts citizens of the importance

of public higher education.

• Planning of a week-long public higher

education awareness week, tentatively

scheduled for March 28-31, culminating

with a rally involving all the colleges and
universities in the state at the

Ma.ssachu.setts Statehouse.

Concerning the rally, Orefice said, "I'm

hopine for « Int of representation from all

the schools. I don't want it lo be a hundred
students outside the Statehouse with a cou-

ple of signs."

"We won't do it if it doesn't look like

there's going to be a lot of students par-

ticipating," she said.

Orefice hopes to make students aware of

the dangers of the tuition retention pro-

gram now employed by the University to

raise revenue.

In a tuition retention program, the

University is allowed to keep any tuition

increase, such as the 7.9 percent increase

of 1988, for their own use instead of sen-

ding the money into the general coffers of

the higher educational system, Orefice

said.

"It's basically a way for the state to

divorce itself from the partnership of

publicly funded higher education," she

said.

tCi^'Ct'

ALLIANCE

CHRISTIAN

FELLOWSHIPIt
!4 IvJ WELCOMES

l^Mjf YOU TO

For More Info Call Rick or Jennifer 253-7206

Cuervo Gold ,j^ »:.

Tequila 1 .0 \[nf,^
$12.99 ^ ^

Come Check Out Our
Great Prices!

I Amherst Drop Zone !5i

M at 103 N. Pleasant St. • 256^039 |S

[g
(behind Bart's next to Panda East)

fi

I SALE I

1 25% off everythingil
in the store

|

50% off
if

Leather Jackets ^^i

SATURDAY ONLY!
99.3 broadcast live!

Bacardi Silver 1.0
80° $8.99

Kahlua
750 ml
$9.99

Smirnoff Vodka 1.0
80° $7.99

>a«%i

RA( \Rl"

HmiciiKW'''

<tiJ^^

Stroh's & Stroh's
Light 30 pk. cans
$10.99 +dep.

Carling Black Label

12 oz. refills

$6.49

Knickerbocker
16 oz. refills

$8.49

We want to be your favorite store.

mm^mm |»IHW*>
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ARTS&IJVING
Wintertime releases prove to be top notch in 1989
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

This Christmas season saw the release of

a surprising number of adult-oriented

films, relatively "low-concept" films that

don't rely on spectacle to attract an

audience.

The tfiree most notable dramas still play-

ing their first runs in the area have to be

The Accidental Tourist, Mississippi Burn-

ing and Rain Man. Each is exceptionally

well performed, written and directed.

The Accidental Tourist is my favorite

of the lot. possibly my favorite film of the

year (I have to go over my list). William

Hurt is still playing only a slight variation

of his usual character - soft-spoken,

somewhat introverted, a bit cinical - but

that character happens to be ideally suited

to the film's needs. Hurt plays Macon
Leary, a soft-spoken, introverted, cinical

author of travel guide books who. ironical-

ly, hates to leave home. He hates, in fact,

to have anything threaten the precarious-

ly balanced order of his life. Geena Davis's

character, Muriel Pritchett, is the catalyst

in the drama of his life's shake-up. She
represents all that Macon opposes: spon-

taneity; disorder; honesty; commitment.

Writer/Director Lawrence Kasdan has cast

Davis in a role that will surely prove to be
a breakthrough in this model-turned-
actress's career. Tourist gets a 4.0.

Mississippi Burning is Alan Parker's
attempt at scathing social commentar>'. It's

a well-acted film that suffers from a lack

of credibility that comes mainly from direc-

tor Parker's overblown treatment of his

subject. He has turned a south strained by
racial tension into an America torn by civil

war. Gene Hackman's performance as the
jaded FBI investigator is more than
outstanding. It may be his best dramatic
work ever. An Oscar nomination seems
very likely. Willem (The Last Temptation

of Christ) Dafoe has been resurrected for

this film as Hackman's youthful colleague,

whose methods and ideals are a constant

source of friction between the two reluctant

partners. The film is entertaining, but

always maintains a certain distance from
its audience, never quite earning the sym-
pathy it seems to cry for. 3.0.

Rain Man is a stroke of-marketing

genius, pairing of Tom Cruise and Dustin

Hoffman. It has resulted in more than a

moneymaking machine, however. Rain
Man also happens to be one of the year's

finest films. Sensitively directed bv Barry

Levinson, the film chronicles the blossom-

ing relationship of two long-separated

brothers, one ofwhom (Hoffman) has been
institutionalized for most of his life as an
autistic-savant. Hoffman's performace is

brilliant, and one may find it difficult to

remember what he was like before this

film, so convincing is his protrayal. Tom
Cruise is surprisingly good in his role as

the opportunistic brother who hopes to pro-

fit from Raymond's (Rain-man's) uncanny
mathematical ability (he can calculate

astronomical figures faster than a pocket

calculator). Hoffman will probably take the

Oscar. The film will definitely earn a Best

Picture nomination. 4.0.

Unsubstantiated Rumors and Self-

indulgent Musings:

We got an answer. Last semester, we sent
off a letter to the makers of Disco //. The
Revenge requesting an interview with

anyone involved. Here's the response we
got:

***

Adam Campbell and James Cole:

Thank you for your encouraging letter of

inquiry. All of us here are very excited

about the project, and hope that our en-

thusiasm will be shared by this summer's
filmgoers.

I don't know if I'm someone you'd like to

talk to, but, frankly, everyone else has been
too busy to respond to your letter.

If you are in the area over the next cou-

ple of months, I'd be more than happy to

give you a behind-the-scenes look at the
making of Disco //. Feel free to call or

write.

Sincerely,

Arlyn Jacobs

Gaffer
*«*

We'll keep you up-to-date. 'Bye for now.

Area films for lonely souls
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

There you are, reading this alone in the

dining commons. No one is sitting with
you. You have no friends. The weekend
stretches out before you like a long, bleak
stretch of the Masspike, and your radar
detector is broken.

Well, relax pal, because I've been there.

I know what it's like to have to make due
with being all alone for the weekend. I

don't have any friends either. Or maybe
not. Ah, I don't know. Look, these roundups

of the weekend's movies are probably the

most boring things to write, so don't blame
me. Besides, you have no friends. Then
again, though, neither do I.

Amherst College is showing Guess Who's

Coming to Dinner tonight and tomorrow at

8 and 10 p.m. in their Campus Center
auditorium. It's a good film, and it gives

you a chance to see the campus of a school

that charges about twice as much as we do.

Mount Holyoke is showing Quadrophenia
tonight and A Fish Called Wanda tomor-

row. Both will be shown at 7 and 9, and it'll

cost you a few bucks. As for the campus,
it's pretty much the s^e deal as Amherst,
except that there are primarilly rich

women there instead of rich men.
Sounds thrilling to me, and just

remember: when you're alone, depressed,

and have no friends, dark places are best.

It's either the movies or Roy Orbison

records. Take your pick.

SPIRIT HAUS
REFRIGERATOR

RENTALS
Tvo or Three Cubic Feet Available

2 Foot $30.OO plus tax and dep./semester

3 foot 540.00 plus tax and dep./semester

338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-6384

SPECIAL HOURS
For The Weekend

IVUmrhy stnres^^^
un

T5ir

12-8

ML 12-8_

X SUMMER CAMP I
POSITIONS

^ Counse(ors: 21 -t- . Coed.
4> sieepaway camp. Mass

8:3qil9.

y /fTEX'i BOOK
^'^/-A ANNEX SAT 10-3

*

Berkshires WSI. arts &
crafts, tennis, all land and
water sports, drama, gym-
nastics, piano/play for

shows, judo, dance,
photography, computers,
nature, wilderness, model
rocketry, guitar, radio, video,

archery, yearbook, wood-
working, RN, typist Write:

Camp Emerson, 5 Brassie
Rd . Easfchesler, NY 10707
or call 914/779-9406

*

»

4-

4-

4-

*
4'

4'

4^

4>

'*•••••*••••• •*•*?

10-WEEK
ADULT
EVENING
CLASSES
Starting Feb. 6tti

JAZZ DANCE
Monday 7.30-8;30

BALLET
Tuesday 7:30-8:30

Beginner

Thursday 7:30-9:00

IntermediatedAdvanced

FEE: $62.00
Coll to register

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE
549-1555

(One block East from ButterfielJ

and Clark Hill Road.)
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WELCOME BACK
CASE SPECIALSSSS

BUSCH SUITCASE
PIELS BAR BUI ILES
CARLING BLACK LABELS
MOOSEHEAD
MICHELOB DRY

8.99

6.99

6.99

12.99

12.99

BUD BOWL II

BUD 12 PACK CANS 5.99
VSa

BUD LIGHT 12 PACK CANS 5.99

OUR ANNUAL WINE SALE IN PROGRESS
MIX AND MATCH YOUR FAVORITE

CORK FINISHED WINES

12 Bottles or More 20% Off

6 Bottles or More 15% Off

3 Bottles or More 10% Off

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2

FOSTERS OIL CAN
MOLSON GOLDEN 6 pk.

KIRIN DRY 6 pk.

BASS ALE 6 pk.

Lt.

L^»J
W(t^ 2.99wm 2 for 2.99

S^ 3.99

4.49

l^pi 4.99

ABSOLUT VODKA 750 ml

KAHLUA 750 ml

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

11.99

10.99

8.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES IIC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Roate 9, Hadley-Jost beyond Burger Kln< OPEH MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1
p.m.

584-8174__^ ,

SORORITY RUSH

Find out more about rush and
meet representatives all the

chapters at

Unity Night/Intro.

Monday Feb. 6
163-168 CC

5:30

Greek Fair, Monday,
S.U.B.

2nd Semester Freshmen Women Welcome

SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant

all winter.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

««
Greeks: A Winning Tradition

lllli

»»

lUlllH

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Late register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

University day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.

1)1 \ IS!()\ C O V Tl \ ( I V G E Die A T I O \

What's up in the Valley

,

If you're looking for something more
than a movie, here are some happenings

this weekend in the Valley:

The New England String Quartet, the

UMASS post-graduate quartet in

residence, will perform in Bezanson
recital hall tonight at 8.

The concert is free, and will feature the

works of Schubert, Amherst composer

Harold Meltzer, and others.

On Saturday, the University will kick

off ArtsAmerica *89, a minifestival

designed to give special recognition to the

excellence of American performing ar-

tists. The festival will begin tomorrow

night with a performance by the

American Indian Dance Theatre.

Described as "a unique company of

Native American dancers and musicians

selected from many different tribes and

regions across North America," the troup

accompanies its traditional dances with

authentic tribal drums, bells, rattles, and

the wooden flute.

They will perform in the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall at at 8. For ticket in-

formation, call 545-2511.

Also on Saturday, horn player Martin

Hackleman will give a recital, master

class, and one-day-workshop in Bezanson

recital hall. The event will run from 10

a.m. to 5, and for further information, call

545-2227.

At Amherst College - also on Saturday
- jazz guitarist Peter Orphanos will give

a free faculty recital in Buckley Recital

Hall.

Also at Amherst, Nigel Coxe and

Friends will present "A Gershwin After-

noon" in Buckley recital at 3. There will

be admission chsu-ged, so call the college

to check for the cost.

Have a good weekend!

r^H* CeC^'ca^^afi* ftc^o^^^afi* ^£^<xr'0£fi cc^c»'«'!aa* ftc»^<»""^ai* «c^<»"'^aiP«c^

i 338COLLEGEST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384
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COORS TWELVE PACK bottles $5.99 +dep.

HOPE LAGER from Rhode Island $3.70 6 pack

YOUNG'S 1988 VINTAGE WINTER ALE $899 6 pack

LABATTS 50 twelve pack cans SS.99

GROLSCH HOLLAND BEER $399 6 pk. $13. 75 case

IIM BEAM BLACK LABEL BOURBON IL. 90° $8.99

MR. BOSTON FLAVRED BRANDIES 750ml $5.99

CANADIAN CLUB 1.75L $16.99

CORDORNIU BRUT CLASSICO 750 ml $4.99

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED A- DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER «r WINE •

ALWAYS ON HAND

fi«5C^^<»^^:3^ tffC!*^Gi>-rf:j^ g5v:^^«ap^^y& <ff^:a^gp^^^?^ tf?vs>^0^^::?^ g?C^..<» ^^^y^tfR:^0
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Friday

afternoon

smorgasbord!

$2 - all yotf can eat!

Ribs, Chicken wings, eggplant parmiglana, pasta, salads, etc.

Come down and start yonr weekend off right!

What they play on WMUA
Here is the WMUA playlist for the week ending 1/29/89

1. the LAZY COWGIRLS . . Radio Cowgirl Sympathy records

2 the DEADLY HUME ... Me, Straub, Lever & Kapillian Phantom

3 BORED GAMES . . . Who Killed Col. Mustard? (EP) F.Nun{NZ)

4. GOD My Pal 7' Au Go-Go(AUS)

5. RAPEMAN Viesta's New Shoes Touch & Go

6. SISTER RAY .... 'Purgatory" 7' Forced Exposure

7. HALF JAPANESE . . . Charmed Life 50 Scadillion

8 THUG Electric Wooly Mammoth Black Eye(AUS)

9 the DERELICTS ... A Bullet For Fifi" 7' Penultimate

10. HALO of FLIES . . . 'Headburn" 12* Twin Tone

Playlist compiled by Tony Procaccino, Music Director.

^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ ^

"- the nation's 1 st professional dance company

of American Indian dancers and musicians."

Sat. Feb. 4, 8 pm
FAC Concert Hall

Tickets: $22, $20, $ 1

8

Co-presented by the FaC Concert

Seiies and New WORLD Theater

Special SS Ticket

Price for children

1 2 years fit under.

Five College students '/2-priceD Box Office 545-25 1

1

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

m-'

m Come to Hillel's
M
m Velcome Back To School Party

Sunday. February 5» Ipin
Commonvealth Rm

m
m
m
m
M
M

(Student Union)

Share the fun. food, music, and games.

H
m
m

Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel 'M

CHINESE KITCHEN

72 oz.

Pitchers

$3.95
In Hadley Only

75C
Drafts

In Hadley Only

ILidlcy no RnsicI -S( a*) ^l**/ 1 NoKhampton- 1 50 King St .
5ft6-ft'i2

1

Amherst College Presents

THE WASHINGTON SQUARES
Making Folk Hip Again

SUNDAY, FEB. 5

8 p.m. $6 Public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS at EIGHT
in the Campus Center

Info: (413) 542-5773

Coming Next Week: Jesse Winchester W/ Pierce Pettis-Feb. 12
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FRYE BUY-OUT
1000 PAIR -SIZES 5 to 6V2

LEATHER
LADIES

WESTERN
BOOTS

Value *100

$1500
I ^0 PAIR

WOOD • BRASS • GLASS

5 PIECE DINETTE SET
Glass Top Table
and 4 Bruer Chairs i\

with Canebacks q
Value ^300 w

MATTRESS AND FOUNDATION
THESE PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED TO EXACT SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT FOR PRODUCT • ITEM FOR ITEM • SPECIFICATION FOR

SPECIFICATION AS THAT OF MAJOR BRANDS - ALL ARE FIRST QUALITY

TWIN SET

<98i

I BUNK SIZElTWIN SIZE 1 FULL SIZE
Value '29" Value '34"

;
Value »39"

OOP $^g99 |ouR$2599
|

1^1^29^^

$1499 $1949 j$2249

ALSO INCLUDED JUVENILE
DRAPES -SHAMS -TIERS

AND UP

FULL SET

$118
AND UP

QUEEN SET

M58i
AND UP

*ULi?f7' 'iV^lZ-V SOFA
^.Vi-^'l .-^,

'- Jr LOVESEAT
Vu? .'!5 :ii^^*^('iw\^ & CHAIR
:Jn^Uf1' ::i^^^ ^^^^j% ^% #%

Value

M95$288

Sizes 'j •

4 PIECE BEDROOM SUITE
Tloseout

j

OUR REG ^Afkt^X

«299"o$i98. PC
SET

CLOSEOUT-WESTWOOD LAMPS
$600,000 LAMP BUY-OUT

SPECIAL PURCHASE
ELEGANT JACQUARD

DRAPERIES
Seamist-Tearose-Lt Blue

48"x63" Value ^\^^^-^22^^

48"x72" N$-|i488
48"x84" w I I PAIR

MATCHING Value ^$0099
96"x84" 549»50^J^^^

6000 TABLE LAMPS
These Lamps are normally found

only in Department Stores. When
they moved the factory to Texas

RUBIE BOUGHT EVERYTHING

VALUES ^

r 5i76,o$290o
w

EVERYTHING

$58
PROM-COCKTAIL-PARTY DRESSES

RUBIE BOUGHT THE OVERSTOCK
From One of Hartford's Leading Boutiques

LONG LENGTH
TEA LENGTH

AND MINI-STYLES
Satins • Chiffons • Chantilly

Tissue Lame-Taffetta and

\ Lace in Sizes 6 to 1

2

Values ^90 to ^160

RUBIE BOUGHT 8 MORE TRAILERLOADS

1000 ROLLS SHAW CARPET
'

500 ROLLS CARPET PADDING 88«

ROUTE 5 1131 CAMPBELL AVE.

EAST WINDSOR, CT WEST HAVEN, CT
MON-SAT 10-9 -SUN 10-6 | MON-SAT 10-9 -SUN 10-6

THIS IS A TREMENDOUS ASSORTMENT OF PARTIAL ROLLS AND ROLL BALANCES

• DUPONT ANTRON NYLON • DUPONT CERTIFIED STAINMASTER CARPET

• MONSANTO ULTRON NYLON WEAR DATED • MONSANTO WEAR DATED

GOLD LABEL CARPET WITH LOCKED-IN STAINBLOCKER " • SHAW 5-YEAR

RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY CARPET • SCOTCHGARD CARPET AND MORE

COMPARE AT NowCfi $40^°
ASSOniMtNI M*¥ VARY IM(iM StOfU TO SIOBf

SQ
YD.

24 INCH
GRAND TOUR

PULLMAN
Value

$7995

NOW$24

American Made* 1st Quality

FOOT LOCKER
Value *299s

N
O
w$^g88

^w

h

ROUTE 184

GROTON, CT
MON-SAT 10-9 -SUN 10-6

1 CANAL ST
TURNERS FALLS, MA
MON-SAT 10-9 'SUN 12-6

HAMPSHIRE MALL, RTE 9

HADLEY, MA
MON-SAT 10-9-SUN 12-5

**********************
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Gunslinger shoots blanks

pholu courtesy of Concerted Kfforl*

BLUESMAN Kobeit Jr. Luckwood plays the Iron Horse Cafe next Fri-

day, Feb. 10 at 8:30 p.m. Lockwood, an influence of B.B. King, is the step-

son of legendary acoustic bluesman Robert Johnson. All ages are

welcome.

By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger
Stephen King
Plume Publishers

If you pick up a Stephen King book ex

pecting to be terrified (a la Salem's Lot),

The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger is not

for you.

Neither is it for you if you're expecting

a good old-fashioned story.

The Gunslinger is the first novel in The
Dark Tower series, which is being herald

ed as Stephen King's "crowning achieve

ment". The second novel. The Drawing of

the Three, will be released in March. Both

have been previously released in very

limited editions, (Gunslinger in 1982,

Drawing of the Three in '87). King
forecasts the series as running about 3000

pages at its completeion, but expects to die

before he ever completes it.

The hero of this story is Roland, the last

of the Gunslingers. In a mystical, frontier

setting on another planet, Roland pursues

his evil mentor. The Man in Black, whom
he has defeated once before. The Man in

Black holds the key to the Dark Tower,

which holds something "too great for the

finite mind to grasp".

The good versus evil theme, so prevalent

in this book, has been used far more effec-

tively by King in The Stand, where he

wove the stories of several interesting

characters together. In The Gunslinger, the

people that Roland meets during his

quest,(the sex starved Alice, and the inno-

cent Earth boy Jake), play no major roles

and serve only to elongate the story.

Even the character of Roland is sketchy.

He has a mysterious air about him, and is

not easily related to.

The problem is that King, who once

described his work as "the literary

equivalent of a Big Mac and fries", is at

tempting to create a five course gourmet

dinner, and, just as McCaviar would fail,

so does The Gunslinger.

The humor and character development

that is so prevalent in all of King's work,

is noticeably absent here. Instead, he bom
bards us with annoying Thoreaulike

settng deUil: "... Shelves of rock protrud

ed from the rising land like the arms of

giant easychairs buried in the earth."

Stephen King should be applauded for

trying to break out of the horror writer

mold. Yet in trying to achieve his new iden-

tity, he has abandoned all of the com-

ponents that make his writing so appeal-

ing. Here's to hoping that King still has

a few Big Macs in him.

TICKETS UNLIMITED

BON JOVI
HARTFORD March 6

WORCESTER March 12

POISON
HARTFORD Feb 12

ROBERT CRAY
SPFLD. Feb. 11

NEIL DIAMOND
HARTFORD Feb 20 & 21

PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA
Feb 25-June 3,

Oct. 14. Nov. 26

R.EiMa

WORCESTER Apr. 9

ALL REDSOX. BRUINS. WHALERS,
CELTICS GAMES!

1649 MAIN ST. SPFLD., MA 413-734-0770

Family Manager—Older special needs

woman would like to share your home. Should

be near her elder day program in Amherst or

family in Chicopee. As she uses a walker, a

downstairs bedroom and bath is a must. A
salary of $15,000 is available for someone to

be companion, teacher and supervisor. Ex
perience or related education preferred. A
room and board stipend and respite funds are

available. A program of Goodwill Indu.stries.

For information call Lucy Price or
Peter VanVoorhis at 788-6981.

EOE/AAE H/V M/F

^;^r^-
^1

What s Left

SALE
WINTER CLEARANCE

rr^,

Anything
Winter!

SHOES, CLOTHES.
SLACKS. SWEATERS (h
ACCESSORIES. BOOTS. //
BLAZERS, JEWELRY. SCARVES ]',

"

>>-\ HURRY, /

no'th piffoio omhvfu 733 7)63 do>iv <Qd i«/A«av O )

Peloton Sports
(Storewide)

Winter Sale
i.

Cross-Country

Ski
Blowout
(No Snow
Specials)

'38"

89"
65"

109"

Bo?

SALE
'29"

50"
44"

79"

Boots |s«mpl«>t

Alpini Blaze 75mm
Alpina Sierra

Salomon 351

Salomon 701 Skate

SKIS (••mple»l

Trak Kid Skis w/Bindings

Peltoner Jr. Skis 80"

Trak Arosas 104"

Rossiqnol Carbon Skate

140"

All Used Equipment

Waies

Gaitors

Hals

Gloves

Mitts

Doni lotq»l. ttl>« i» "•«• Ensund

«•,! > mmule and lh» «••»»><" •""

chanqe

Sal*

'17"

47"

75"

240"

vj Price

"1.00 0«
'5.00 Off

V, Price

"j Price

"i Price

Final Liquidation
BIKES (samples)
RoycelOspd. Sale Price '109"

20" freestyler 139" Sale '109"

Schwmn Calienle 159" Sale '138"

Sehwinn Scooter 129" Sale '99"

Centurion Cavaletto 249"

Sale '219"

Centurion lronman589" Sale '489"

Cannondale 8R300 499" Sale '369"

Cannondale 8M500 575"

Sale '499"

Diamondback MTB 349" Sale '329"

Pool Suit Sale
Selected SPEEDO Womens Swim

V2 Price
88-89 Hind SPEEDO Ocean

Womens Swim Starting at

$22*5

Underwear
All Season

Winter Cycling

— Outerwear
s All Sports

Jackets

Tights

Winter hats

Booties

Gloves

30% Off

20% Off

Vj Price

20% Off

20% OH

Windpants BIk

Polar Fle«c* Tops

Stretch Uni's

H'vy Duty Tiglits

•25 oH
'ISoH
'20 oft

•15 oft

Sunbuster
Windjackets

'18 o^ your choice

Windpants MB off

Misc.

Ufa Polypro

Vi Price
Nike Tights
s5 0ff

Racks Packs and
Accessories
Thule complete rack •10""' Off

Thula accessories 20S Off

Barrecratter Ski Carrier '19"

Barrecrafter Trunk
Ski Rack '89"

Barrecrafter Strap-On

Rack

BIKE STUFF
Prices)

K-4 locks
Bike Gloves
Bike Jerseys

EASTPAKS
OuHles (all)

(Off

Pattern Fabric Daypacks
Vj Price

Skate and Snowboards etc.

All Decks $10.00 Off

T Shirts $5.00 Off

Sims Snowboard
Reg. $449.95 Sale S379.95

Home Fitness Specials
Ultra Fit Exercycle (assembled) »119«*

Ultra Fit Cycle

Ergometer (assem.) *209"

BCA ExerCyCle (Assem.) Reg. 299" Sale *285

Precor Step Machine Reg. 499". . saie *449

Precor Nordic Track Reg. 599" saie 549"
Sehwinn Airdyne are back in stock.

Vetta Turbo Trainer Reg.M09" saie *99"

95

95

Sale *1 39|95Minoura Mag Turbo Reg. 149"

Sehwinn Vortez

Trainer Reg 109" saie *99"

Sehwinn DX 900

j
ExerCyCle(Assemblecl) Sale *299"

V4^

PeloUut
S/forts

'S"" Oft

ao"'. Off

30% Off

'10" Off

AMHERST- 1E. Pleasant St./549-6904

NORTHAMPTON -15 State St./584-1016

GREENFIELD -Mohawk Trail/773-5572

Layaways
Convenient Parking
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Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

"The Buck Stops Here"

Welcome Back Students

Drink of the Week
VODKA TONIC $1.00

•
REINTRODUCING

PITCHERS!!
MILLER, MILLER LITE &
ROLLING ROCK $5.00

MEISTER BRAU $4.25

women 's gymnastics

continued from page 16

UMass high scorers Erika Baxter, Kim
Grady and Erin Klier will be matched up

against Yale's Tracey Lassin and Alyse

Forcellini.

Grady, a freshman, turned in the best

performance of her brief career against

Cornell, accumulating 36.3 points in the

all-around (tops in the competition). Klier

>;rorpd a .3.'> fiS. also a personal best.

Yale's Lassin, who specializes in the

uneven bar and the floor exercise routines,

was the highest all-around scorer in the

Brown meet, and second best vs. George

Washington. Forcellini, whose strongest at

the vault, tallied the second highest total

against Brown.
Following Yale, the road swing will bring

the Minutewomen to the University of New
Hampshire and the University ofSouthern

Connecticut on consecutive Saturdays.

February
Beer of the Month

BUD & MILLER LITE $1.00

Eat, Drink
&

Be Merry!
it's Easy As:

ADVOCATEBEST
OFTHC

VALLEY
READERS PCU-

19 8 8

PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

BUFFET
PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

SUNDAY BRUNCH

NEW!! THE

COMEDY ZONE

Mon.-Thurs.
5-8 PM

$599
11 AM-3PM

99$6
The Best
COMEDr
from

Boston and
New York

Friday & Saturday Evenings at ttie:

Perfect Party Banquet Room

GEKING VIARDEN
A MANDARIN « SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Routes. H&dlcy ;|^ .Y« ^J next to H&dley Sub&ru

^^*«apw>«MMM^^ "~> pm t I » > mm^ .» > -^^^mmm^'^ ' i < -r*- r^nrmmt
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

' 'A pessimist is a man who looks both

ways before crossing a one-way
street

. "

'

"Laurence J. Peter

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle

DOONESBURY By GARY TRUDEAU

PAP, ONaOfrHB FINPINOS
IHB INPlBmy UK£3 70CALL
"CONTRCMXSIAU' IS THB FACT

i
imnhe^NICOJlNblNTD-
BACCO 15 APPICTIVe.

S^-SS^

A^IUNfXK^^TAHPn.
YOUR. PO^fWN 15 THAT
IF ITW&(B TRULY APPIC
vve.. m&iaMixju^Be

SOMMtFOR.
MeRSMOKHiS

ANP VBT IF ITSHOTAPOtC-
TIV5, tUHY PC 90% OF ALU
e^OKSR!^ TDPAy SAY imv
MOUtVUKS TOQUIT-' OAP'

MPr RJ6HTH£/iB.. I

COUGH- JUSTMBNTOUT
PAP^ F0R.A5M0K£

ACROSS
I 8«an lo«*n'>

S Car part

10 Tufn

14 City m Camus
Tha Ptagua

ISHighhousa
16 Enfoymg tha

0E3
17Ha«na-tM*a(l

antafpriM

20 0a«k iMtura
21 RaqutrM
22 USNA grad

?3 Sovwl prass

•gey

25 OiamMoman
29 Oovar daticacy

30 Arab garman*

33 Wa<lffig txrd

34 Paul Scon
subiact

35 Govt advnory
tXMKd

36 Edim wnanon
opu*

40Limaona
41 NoMns
42 Stat* symbol

43 Mos aivl mos
44 Oknat s Mta

45 Transtixad

47 Ctamptng
davica

48 Long tNna

49 Yaoman o( tha

Guard" rota

52Dascribing a

dotmg hust>and

sreutwarti

60 Bwd s crop

61 Mottiar-ot paarl

62 Orttario triba

6 Shoa parts

7 Soprarx>

8 Ona. m
Franklun

9Guidw)
10 OuMnond bags
11 Rartaiss«rv;a

family

12 \Mmps cousin

13 Damn mna
Ooria

18 Attantlotv-

ganar
19 Raittov*

cartam

32 Ysarrwd
34 Rlvyia tributary

37 Mora unctuous

36 Japanasa food

plants

39 Du Maurwr s

Jamaica —

'

45 More iixligent

46 Apropos ol

47 Vistas

48 Crowd-scana
actor

49 Emulala Ourar

50 Accumulaled
tinowladga

51 Vastarday s

ugly duckling

52 Sarvtca

monogram
53 Rular marking

54 Fairy tala

daruzan

55 Maslarn Indians

56 Mats tKima

58 Numbw
59 Passing Isncy

ANSWER TO PflCVIOUS PUZZLE:

23 Cofwnottona
24 Hrst Arabic

25 Danny Kaya
rota

26 0alasl

27 Losars rielpars

28 Combustion
asidua

29GoNar Sam
30 Composar

Copland
31 A Oavis

2/3/99

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

63 Layars

64 Mystary writer s

sward

65 For — (Oily

good laaow

'

DOWN
1 — stock and
tMrrel

2 Do a pressing

Chora
3 KorctwKX s
wmrvng word

4 Pokar stake

5 Four whaalad
carts

I— r- r-!—— r- ?-

I
TTW-TT

" jt iw w
-JTIf-

.p
PP

1
PPP

I""

iiit

-X

IffIT m
''

IJiC ww "

OH.NOf M WR PRtSSORE
IN "mis RpCiM \S TDO

CMVlH'S ORGANS m.
mOAHGCRof C0lL^PSlK6'

V€„.HES ASOOT TO \»APLO0t.'

Vlt'Vt GOT K)

GtT oor OF
UERE' THtRES
TOO MOCH
MWOSWtRE.'

S\T SHU. m> BEHME

.

y<t CAH"T EM M RkST

RiOO PLACES AVlTWCmE.

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

ey m5ipeHTiftL CMPimrB
ANP TONOVe reWHIdT B/U.
p orrmdKFN

CAMPUS TOUR

YOU LOST YOUR SCHOLARSHIP
BECAUSE YQU /v^APE TEN

LAST YEAR?/ Yen, BUT I

— ^ WAS AUARoeo
WORK- STUDY J0&

INSTEAD

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

MENU
LUNCH

Clam roll

Bacon, lettuce, tomato

sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Cheese, lettuce, tomato

sandwich
Clam roll

DINNER

Spagetti and meatballs

Baked haddock

BASICS DINNER
Baked haddock
Hi-proteln spagetti and
Italian totu balls
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SEE HOW
I

^<^^^
BUSINESS

U
REIAILING
CAN BE

Are you thinking that your first job should be with

a recognized business leader? Have you consi-

dered the Big Business of Retailing? Why not

take a moment and let The l^ay Department

Stores Company help you see just how Big our

Business really is. We're inviting you to an Open

House to explore an opportunity with one of the

industry's best.

You can build a retail career starting with our

highly respected training program for new execu-

tives designed to prepare you for your first posi-

tion as well as a successful May Company

career. You'll learn the business of retailing from

a national leader, the largest department store in

the U.S.. 53rd in Forbes 100 register, featured in

Business Week, with sales running in excess of

12 billion dollars. Surprised? Well there's

more .

.

The May Company includes such high visibility

retail names as Caldor, G. Fox, Filene's and Lord

& Taylor. We also offer among the highest salar-

ies on your campus and a very substantial

benefits package.

If you've got the leadership qualities we're look-

ing for—commitment, drive, people skills,

management potential and a solid academic

record—we want to meet you. Now that you

sense how big this business can be, we're sure

you'll want to meet us too. Plan on attending our

Open House and meet executives and our alum-

ni team.

M » ^ '

G.FOX CALDOR
Fr II t C IJ C ^
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 8, 1989

SOM, Faculty Lounge

Please bring your resume. Light refreshments

will be served.

THK MA^ l)KPAmMKINTSnX)KKS {m\V\m
Equal Opportunity Employer
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U men's gymnastics
continued from page 16

Added to that letdown was the loss of

freshman Cal Booker who became ill before

the meet. Senior co-captain Bart Balocki

was also feeling a little under the weather,

and though he was able to participate in

the meet, was not at 100 percent.

But Booker and Balocki both will be in

this meet and in good health provided

nothing happens between today and 1 p.m.

tomorrow. However, senior Jay Ronayne

will not. Ronayne tore a small tendon in

the arch of his foot last Saturday in the

Stroudsburg meet.

To make up for the loss of Ronayne,

sophomore Dave Dinucci will be inserted

into the starting lineup in the high bar and

the floor exercise with senior Tim Myers

filling in for Ronayne in the vault event.

Johnson feels very confident that UMass
will walk away from this meet with a big

win but he points to the second event of the

afternoon as the one that could lock things

up

M women's hoop
continued from page 16

The Minutewomen had five players in

double figures, led by Wilbor. Zullo added

15. Freeman 13, MrCiiskpr 12 and Moran

"The key event will be pommel horse,"

Johnson said. '"Because if we can hit a 42

which I think we should be able to, it'll be

all over."

This will be a challenge for the

Minutemen who have not broken 40 this

year on the horse. UMass' only consistent

performer on the pommel horse has been

senior Joe Fitzgerald who has hit high 8's

in the first three meets of the year.

Fitzgerald could get some help tomorrow

from senior Roberto Weil. Weil was red-

shirted last year and has not returned to

top form yet but this could be the meet.

"Roberto Weil is an outstanding gym-
nast," Johnson said. "He just hasn't put it

together. He's starting to look better in

practice. He is a very consistent gymnast."

Cortland, who is led by Ricki Daniels and

Greg Curtis, historically has given the

Minutemen all that they could handle

though UMass has dominated the series

between the two.

"They always give us a very good meet,

very competitive," Johnson said. "They've

only beat us one time in about eight years."

women's track
continued from page 16

the Sunday meet according to LaFreniere

because of an Achilles' problem. The Ocean

States will probably be the last chance for

LaVallee and others who haven't qualified

for the New Englands to do so because the

team's last meet (Feb. 18 against Dart-

mouth with Fitchburg) will not present fast

track conditions. Smith is close to quali-

fying, with her best time being only two

seconds behind the New England standard

of 5:07 in the mile. Ambrose has qualified

for both the New England's and the

ECAC's in the 400 and for the N.E. in the

COLLEGIAN 15

200
The entrants in the 5000 and the 800 are

each a New England qualifier and one who

is looking to break the standard. Peers and

St. Laurent are the qualified and Holt and

LeClerc are looking to qualify.

LaFreniere has Helen Balodouras,

Simone Marisseau, Diane Ozzolak, and

Tina White (who will be making her

UMass debut) in the 20 pound indoor

weight and Balodouras and Marisseau will

be throwing the shot as well.

Overall, LaFreniere is very pleased with

her team's progress. "They worked hard

through intersession and they went to

meets tired," said LaFreniere.

10 in her best game yet off the bench, pro-

viding UMass with needed depth at the

right times

HOT ' ^
.ROAST Qt^Fc

SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-701

8

HEY, HEY, HEY- GUESS WHO
IS BACK...

Nina: I know you all missed me, but

the only thing I missed was my dai-

ly lunch at JB's. Mmmm— I love

their super deluxe hot roast beef

sandwich and the french fries I just

can't get enough of! What more can

I say except JB's look out!

If this is you bring in this ad for a free hot roast beef sandwich.

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring: Imported Beers at

Domestic Pricing:

Starting NOW! Until??

Foster's 12 oz. Bottles $14.95 case +dep

Beck's Light or Dark
12 oz. Bottles $14.99 case dep.

Moosehead 12 oz. Bottles

$12a39 case -(-dep.

^ Keg Beer Always in Stock
"2^ Lowest Prices in Area
gX WE DELIVER m
^•* 233-5441 OH Campus ^
j^ Sororities & Fraternities—Yes! [9^

I
February Imports of the Month:

i Moo.«h..d bots W.70 >dep.
| f.

5 Foster's bots "'!!*?''• «
; Foster's 25 02. OH Can" $1.60 +dep. l^--

I
Do. EquiS »*•<» *«*•?•

J
*-

Super Liquor Buys:

AbsolatVodka 80* »<«-»*^*p,""

Jim Beam Bourbon "" '-[IT^ .

BoordsGinSO- ^^'Jl^llJ^Z
Smirnoff Vodka 80* »••»• '*<' ^

We have just about any wine you

can imagine at Russell's low
pricing—TRY US!!!

Quantity discounts always available

CLASSIFIEDS
saasi

ACTIVITIES CAMP COUNSELORS

HiLLEL'S WELCOME BACK to school par

ty Sunday February 5 1 pm Commonwealth

Room (Earth Foods) Student Union Food.

Fun. Games. Music Free

NEWMAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION first

rnerai meeting Feb 5 at Newman Center

15pm Join us!

LEARN MORE ABOUT Fralernilies and

Soronlies' GreeK Fair Monday. Feb 8. SUB
9-3

SORORltV RUSH- COME TO »MtY
NIGHT/lntroduction on Monday Feb 6 5 30

CO 163-168 tor more mtormation

HEY YOUTCOMERUSH Alpha Ptii On^a
COED National Service Fraternity Feb

7.8.9 at 7pm, 415 SUB

PAGAN STUDENTS INTRObUCtORV
MEETING 7 00pm Sunday Feb 5th Carin-

pus Center all welcome Info 1659-3155.

3239346

WELCOME BACK, JUGGLER^! Yep.

we're meeting today. 3-6 in CC 163' This

is the semester to learn how to luggle'

SbUTHWESt AREA GOVyis looking lor

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested? Call 5-0960 for details

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3-camp

organization m the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are availal* in Tennis. Ar

chery. Waterfront (W S I ). Cramalics. Office

Administration. Computers. Radio. Arts &

Crafts. Nature, Athletics. Jewelry.

Pholoography Dance. Wrestling. Cooking.

Adventure/Challenge Course, Film making

Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800-533-CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA) or

write 407 Benson East. Jenkinlown. PA

19046

FOR RENT

TWO FEM/kLES SEEKING third female to

share two bedroom apt on bus route Call

Julie 665-8419

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED wTiffEWirrY LOOKING
FOR men or women to do light cleanup in

exchange for meals If interested, call Jon

at 549-8056

INTERESTED IN MEETING 50 women and

genmg 3 free meals a day'' Sigma Kappa

Sorority is looking for kitchen help Call

Paula at 256-6887

NEWSPAPER bELIVERERS^NEEOEO
FOR UMass dorms No car necessary 7

days/week 1-2 hours/day Good pay' Call

253-7009

PARffiME OR FULLTIME
COUNTERHELP wanted l^usl have at

least two weekdays all day open Copy Cal

Print Shop 228- Triangle Street. Amherst

MUSK^tANS

HM^V. I lov. you vwy much and I to*, you

B«h

GUITARIST FOR ••bAo GRADES"
teaching guitar for beginner » inlermediate

students $4 00 per lesson call Neel

256^)643 Blues. Rock. Impfov

BE A MATH TUTOR: Enroll in a 3 cnM
tutoring course Pay available after course

completion For info CaU 545-2882 (B-35

Brett)

ONLY t143/MONTH. Ctean. spacious apt

on bus route. 5 mm from campus Fml.

preferred 665-3405

iibROOM AVMUTbLE M three bMroom
apartment on Mam St from 2/1 toSOl $233

month 253-2382

MUSICIANS WANTED
HAVE A 4* STICKER? Want to trad, tor a

25 slicker? Call Sean 546-7124
ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE m 3 room

house in N Amherst 266 per mo 5494212

CREATIVE SINGER AND keyboardist. Mf.

to |0in original alternative rock band

Previous experience helpful Call Brian al

256-1196

PERSONALS

SIGMA KAPPA WELCOMES the Greek

Area back to UMass Have a great

semester

PLEASE RETURN MY BROWN LEATHER
COAT -in Pub 1/28 I can't drinkmy IDs in

pocket I'm coW and sad-no quesfiona-Ann

t 549-4712

TWO GRAM LOOKING FOR A THIRO to

sliare an apartment Large room quiet p9cy

pie lease till august starting now 190 • util

CaH evenings Sunderland 665-3385

MALE OR FEMALE^roomalM nMdMl to

share Southwood townhoua. 22 CaH
anytime 2560264

TO MY BROWN EYED GIRL. Liza I love

you - Dave

FOR SALE

OLD OMEGA sl ExcMwit condHion 93,000

miles Call 256-8369

STUDENT SEEKS WEEKEND HELP FOR
'89 CPA exam l^ust be familiar with all sec-

tions Qualified parties please call Colin al

545-0404 or 545-1222

PANASONIC DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

1 YEAR OLD
BARELY USED

t190
CALL KIM at 549-3767

BK) SNAKE for sale 546-6309

SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONJEx-
cellent experience Earn average $8,000 in

your hometown Territories filling quickly in

New England 665-2527

WHISKER PI. let s feed plaid ducks on our

4thi I love you. Zucchini

AffNALL CHI OMEGAS! The great »rfiite

owl welcomes you back and wishes you

good luck for the new semester

•SPRING BREAK AT OAYTONA BEACH*

• lor Info Of 10 sign up cM S49-6064
•

THINK WARMI Spring Break Travrt Fair

Feb 9, SUB

AUOK)

bRUM~iUCHINE7"Roland TR-505. 16

sampled drums perfect condition 1 year

old $200 00 Call 546-7516

1968 FENDER TELE, cream, everything in

slock, mint condition, $1000 firm (413)

648-9152. Brian

JOIN OUR TEAM! New Students Program

Summer Counrelor positions available

Apply now 307 University Admissions

Center (Next to Gorman) 5-2621

UNIVERSTtY^OUR SEHVK::E is^accepling

applications for spring semester 307

University Admissions Center (Next to Gor-

man) 5-4237 Deadline Feb 13

JOE, MY BROTHERS NOT A |Ournalisl.

(not 41) don't have D for 241 and Steve I

don't ski uphill but '/ust to be frank " we are

willing 10 pursue are you? Reply here DftC

-'ARUBA, JAMAICA..." L« us take youl

•BAHAMAS. MONTEGO Spring Break

Travel Fair. Feb 9. SUB

2 ROOMATES, Male or Female, needed in

Brandywme Call Jon or Jim. 549-6989

2 FEMALES SEEK aToomale to shir, a

Squire ViHage apt on bus rle CaH 865-4737

SERVICES

RESUME TYPiSEfTINQ. AvoidTh. .n*
of-semesler panic Very experienced, inex-

pensive overnight lasonnffiter quality Lisa

665^969

SANDY. YOU ARE A GREAT roommate

and an even better friend' Hope that your

B-Oay IS the best ever Happy Birthday'

Love. Beth

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE iSEEKS ROOM IN apt orTouse

ptoase call Denise 256^)998 4pm or later

TRAVEL

BUY A BIKE

CANNONDALE $300 Of best offer racing

and touring Sun Tour gear system uia

Compe brakes f*<istral aluminum rims

Frame alone is worth five hundred dollars

Call Shane after 6 30pm 549 1594

FOUND

FOUND' SEfOF KEYS^wJ^tti liny boots out

side of Herter on Mon 1/30/89 Pick-up at the

into booth in CC Concourse

INSTRUCTMN

MAflTfUTWWNO • up io Math 121 also

Stats 140 and SOM 2iO good rMM Can

for info 549-4758 Brad

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON $S00 or best Offer 1979

Ponliac Calilina Cruiser good condition

Great car for around town or road trips Call

after 6 30pm Shane 549-1594

LOST

LARGE MALE DOG RUSTYcoat 75 *• 1'^

years Nanook Call 323-4067

BLUE AND PURPLE GLOVES blue liners

while hilchikmg maybe elsewhere

586-9731

HAPPY BIRTHOAY- Psycho Jello Goddess

may all of your kmkiesl B-Day wishes come
true Who luvs ya, Babe? The Arctic Table

HUA-lllY UFEHAS' TAKEN A turn for The

better since I met you I shall try my best

to make you as happy as you have made
me. my Darling Always. Nathan

SEVENTH FLOOR GRAYSON,^ Spider

women This ones lor you' Hope you're

feeling better Welcome to the club' Dann

ROOMMATES WANTED

LOOKINO FOR QUIET RESPONSIBLE
non-smokir>g grad student to share 2

bedroom Mill Hollow Apt Call Ka/

549-6846

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. Ir>-

dividualized instructH>n Case Box 112S4
Milwaukee. Wl 53211 (414) 372-5570

FLYING FINGERS TYPING- work done

fast Delivery available Call Kevin

S4»<)1 IS

TO THE SISTERS OF TRI SKIMA Gel

psycfied lor a great rush and an awesome
semester in our new house

THE SISTERS AND PLEDGES OF TRI

SIGMA WELCOME EVERYONE BACK to

the Greek Area and hope you have a great

semester'

MALE TO SHARE ROOM in 2 bdrm apt

Near campus Call 549-1836 (5pm-8pm)

ONE^bOL FEMALE ROOMMATE NEED-
ED to share 3 bdrm twnhouse apt

165/month 549*448

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE ONE
BEDROOM apartment m Amherst Center

$292/monlh plus utilities Call Mike

253^2728

WANteO

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE in-

terested in having their hair cut for hari cut-

ting demonstration class Those seriously

interested call Patrick at 586-7477

ONE ROOM IN A LARGE HOUSE avtflable

now 253-5907

GUITARIST AND DRUMMER seek bM*
and keyboards Influences Zeppelin. Rush,

ClM8ic rock, ongmals CaN Harry 54M154
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Lucky UMass gets a win

rnOriftan photn bv David Hi«ii»hlrurhi

Freshman Jenny Moran goes in for two of her

10 points in last night's 77-70 win at the Cage.

Minutewomen, 77-70
M«»..rhuM«U(77): Keyburn Mctu.ker 6 12. B»th W.lbor 8 1 3 17. Helen

Fryman 4 .'. fi 1.3. Chrint*! Zullo 5 5 5 15. Sue Serafmi 2 3 4 »: Trwh Riley 2.)

2 L;-a Hair 0. Jenny Moran 5 00 10 ToUlc 30 16 21 77

Rhode Uland iTOh Val Gorman 7 6 6 20. Beth McKl.nnis 3 1 «. Jennifer

VauKhn 1 4 .1 6 Kathv Cirwnberu 5 2 4 15. Audra Jaconetti 4 8 Mary Malone

20 1 4. Sandie Waterman 00 0. Shauna Donovan 5 1 2 11. Zorana Cvelkovif

00 Totals: 27 1.319 70

Thrpe~point goal*: Oreenberj! 3. S«r.irini

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

From the fans' point of view, it was a thrilling game;

from the coach's standpoint, it shouldn't have been.

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team played the University of Rhode Island to a much

closer finish than it would have liked, fortunate to force

an overtime and pull out a 77 70 win last night at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

UMass evens its record at 9-9 on the year, including 4 6

in the Atlantic 10 conference. Rhody is now 3-15 and 18.

Because of those low numbers from the visitors, it was

expected to be an easy win for the Minutewomen It

wasn't, and it almost wasn't a win at all, UMass needing

a Keyburn McCusker bucket with 27 seconds left and then

a URI turnover on the next trip downcourt to push the

game into an extra five-minute frame.

•'What we did tonight was very embarrassing. We didn't

play with intensity or play with our hearts." UMass coach

Kathy Hewelt said. 'We were extremely fortunate to get

a win.
"

UMass stumbled out of the locker room, clicking on just

two of their first 1 1 shots. At the midpoint juncture of the

first half, the WRams were holding a 9-8 lead, neither

team threatening Loyola Marymount's records in any

Both teams recovered to shoot over 40 percent in the

half. UMass pulling out to a slim 29-27 halftime edge.

After taking a 41 37 lead on a baseline jumper by

freshman Jenny Moran with 13:45 left. UMass was on top

until URI guard Kathy Greenberg buried one of her three

three-pointers on the night from the top of the key with

42 seconds to play, giving the visitors a 61 59 advantage.

UMass took a timeout to get everything settled, and

McCusker tied it with her hoop with 27 ticks to the buzzer.

Rhody, with the shot clock off, could wind it down for one

last shot, but Greenberg threw it out of bounds with 10

seconds left. After Zullo was fouled at midcourt (non

shooting foul), UM tried to set up a winner, but Irish

Riley's 25-footer at the buzzer missed.

Val Gorman (a game-high 20 points) hit two freebies to

give URI a brief63 61 lead before UMass took it over with

seven straight points, six from the line as Rhody starters

Beth McGinnis and Jennifer Vaughn were fouling out.

Greenberg hit another trey with 2:51 left, but Beth

Wilbor (17 points, 14 boards to lead UM) hit from the foul

line and Christel Zullo nailed four free throws, including

two on a technical after Rhody took a timeout with none

left. That, in effect clinched it, UMa.ss successfully runn

ing a quick-pass offense to kill the clock.

"We showed enough character and smarts down the

stretch," Hewelt said.

continued on page 15

Women's swimming to entertain 'Cats
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Now that the University of Massachusetts women's

swimming team has gotten back into the winning lane,

it will look to keep it up tomorrow afternoon against the

University of New Hampshire (1:00) at Boyden Pool.

The Minutewomen are coming off several fine interses-

sion performances, the last of which was a 181-116 win

over the University of Rhode Island last weekend which

raised their record on the year to 6-4.

UMass coach Bob Newcomb anticipates a better meet

from the Wildcats than Rhode Island.

"I expect New Hampshire to be a great meet. They beat

Rhode Island, but not as badly," Newcomb said. "They're

coming in off a good recruiting year with a lot of

freshmen."
Still, Newcomb thinks UMass has the upper hand on

the 'Cats.

"We stack up very well. We match up well with some

of their strengths," he said.

The best of the pack for New Hampshire are the

sprinters, but they are going up against a very talented

UMass lot.

"They have a bunch of sprinters, but none anywhere

near Michelle (Leary), Patty Pike, Kim Morin and Theresa

Jacobs," Newcomb said. "They also have a good distance

swimmer, but again I don't think she can keep up with

Tracy Young, and they have a decent [butterjflyer, but

she can't keep with Sue (Gorski) and Jody ISchwarz]."

The Minutewomen have been tearing up both the per

sonal and school record books. In meets against Boston

College and the University of Buffalo, the Minutewomen

set 23 personal bests. They topped that against Rhody by

rewriting three school records (200 medley relay, Tracy

Young in the 1000 free and Debbie Mullen in the three-

meter dive).

One thing the team will have to safeguard agamst will

be for New Hampshire to come in and get too riled up.

"New Hampshire is going to come in charged to beat

us, but we're not going to let that happen," Newcomb said.

Tomorrow's meet will be the first half of a home

doubleheader for the UMass swim teams. The men's team

will also be hosting New Hampshire at Boyden Pool at

4:30 p.m.

Sports
Staff

Attention Sports Staff:

There will be mandatory

meeting for all sports

writers who have a beat

this semester at 12:30

p.m. on Sunday. Feb. 5.

The meeting will only

last 15 minutes but it is

important for us to speak

with you about your

beats, responsibilities,

and plans for becoming a

staff member.
If you cannot attend

the meeting, please call

Jim or Ronn.—Thank
You.

Tri-meet next challenge for W. track
By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's track team has only one thing on

its mind when it heads for the Ocean State

Invitational at Brown University on Satur-

day: qualifying as many athletes as possi-

ble, the team has already qualified six

players for the New England's two weeks

from now.

The Ocean State Invitational is con-

sidered the Rhode Island state champion-

ships for that state's universities, which in-

clude Brown, Providence, and the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island. Thus, UMass (which

was invited to the meet last year) will not

be included in the team scoring and

Minutewomen athletes will not be eligible

for awards.

"We're using this meet for qualifying for*

the New England's," said coach Julie

LaFreniere. "Also it's a good track. It'll

give our kids a chance to face some tough

competition. URI has very strong throwers,

even though they're known for the middle

distance. Also, Brown has good sprinters,

including a 53-second quarter-miler."

LaFreniere will enter Precious Hill and

Laura LaVallee in the 3000m race, Shana

Smith in the mile. Lee Ann Ambrose in the

200 and 400, Kristin Peers and Kathy Holt

in the 5000, Sue McFadyen in the 55 and

200, and Michelle St. Laurent and Cheryl

LeClerc in the 800.

Hill has already qualified for the 1000

meters and the mile for the New England's.

LaVallee, however, is still questionable for

continued on page 15

Minutemen
head west to

face Cortland ...

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team is about to make a trip to a place which brings

back some fond memories.

Today, the Minutemen. 2 1. will make the trip to Cor

tland State where two years ago they set a school record

for points in a meet with a 267.75.

But while UMass coach Roy Johnson has said earlier

in the year "We should break the school record this

year ". it is unlikely the Minutemen will repeat that

feat of two years ago in this, a very early stage of the

sea.son.

Johnson is looking for his troops to score in the low

260s tomorrow, which is very reasonable considering

the Minutemen broke 258 in their first meet of the

season with the Naval Academy.

But how the Minutemen score in this meet might not

depend solely on their own efforts. UMass has risen

to the occasion this season when it has had to. Navy

was a tough team. But East Stroudsburg was not. and

though the Minutemen took home a win in that meet,

their score fell almost 10 points from their loss to Navy.

continued on page 15

Sports Information Photo

Jay Ranayne (above), who was injured at

UMass' last meet, will not compete with his

teammates against Cortland this weekend.

...south-bound
Minutewomen
will battle Yale
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

After piling up a 3-0 record and 525.40 points in its

first two week's work, the University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team heads south tomorrow for

a date with Yale, the first of three consecutive road

encounters.

The Minutewomen, who came within two tenths of

a point ofbreaking the school scoring record last Satur-

day against Cornell, are looking to beat up upon their

.second consecutive Ivy league opponent. "We're going

for the record," said coach Alfie Mitchell.

"We're going for 180, and I think we can do it this

weekend," he said. "We need to get good scores early

on the road, which sets ourselves up in the judges eyes

and establish a reputation."

Mitchell's optimism isn't tempered by the fact that

the Elis have beaten the Minutewomen in each of the

last four years (this is, after all, his first season in these

parts). Yale's most recent outing was a 175.65 effort

over Brown; the win evened their record at 11 after

a season-opening loss to George Wrshington

University.
continued on pane 12
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WEA IA\ SPORTS NEWS

Mostly cloudy today,

chance of light snow,

high near 30. Cloudy

and cold tonight.

UMass swimming
teams beat New
Hampshire at home
Saturday. Page 12.

Local carpenter's union

waging a leafletting

campaign against

Stop & Shop. Page 3.
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COLLEGIAN
Chinese
New Year
begins
By COSMO MACERO Jr

Collegian Staff

For many, the merry but tiresome holiday season end-

ed on the second day of this still-infant year Today,

however, marks the beginning of the Year of the Snake

for the Asian community, as the Chinese New Year

begins.

A celebration which originally lasted for a month, the

Chinese New Year now encompasses a three day period

of rejoicing.

The Chinese people believe the "God of the Kitchen"

reports to the "Jade Emperor" in heaven on Dec 23 of each

year, detailing the happenings of the past year. The kit

chen god returns to earth on New Year s Eve (Feb. 5i. and

the celebration begins.

Traditionally, families set out food to nourish their dead

ancestors, who are "received back" at dawn so they may

enjoy the holiday period with their loved ones.

Lucy Nguyen, a native of Vietnam, is an academic ad

visor in the University's Bilingual Collegiate Program.

"The Chinese New Year is very important to family life.

The spirits of our ancestors can be with us for three days,

"

she said.

At midnight on New Year's Eve. firecrackers are lit to

chase away evil spirits and ensure only good tidings for

the coming year

In the holiday tradition, the first day of the year should

be a leisurely one. Nguyen said.

"If you work hard the first day of the year, you will have

to work hard all year." she said.

Likewise, those who enjoy themselves during the

celebration will have a pleasant year ahead of them.

Saturday night, the Chinese Students Club hosted a

New Year's Eve dinner at the Peking Garden restaurant

in Hadley. For the 60 some Vietnamese students at the

University, the New Year's celebration will be postpon

ed until Saturday. At 2 p.m. that day, there will be a mass

at the Newman Center, followed by a dinner at 5 p.m. in

the Bluewall Cafe.

__^ ( oUrtcian photo by Jii*nn Tulrrman

Protestors walk outside the Amherst Newsroom Saturday, picketing the store for its sale of por-

nographic magazines.

Pornography in local store protested
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

About 50 activists picketed the Amherst Newsroom

Saturday to protest the sale of pornographic magazines

and show support for a local woman who allegedly

destroyed magazines in the store last month.

In spite of freezing temperatures, protesters carrying

cardboard signs painted with statements such as "Our

death, their profit," "It worked for Bundy. Stop porn,
'
and

"Pornography - no woman's choice," circled the sidewalk

in front of the Pleasant Street store, which sells primari-

ly newspapers, magazines and greeting cards.

Heather Horak, a spokeswoman for the group, said the

protesters are concerned area residents seeking to raise

awareness about the harm pornography afflicts on women

and children

"Were not calling for state censorship. We're here try-

ing to educate people," Horak said. "Pornography is the

malicious destruction of women and children.

Donna Rose, manager of the Amherst Newsroom, which

is owned by the Holyoke News Company, said. "We don't

buy from hard-core porn distributors."

More than 100 magazines are shelved in the Newsroom

under a sign prohibiting people under 18 from buying

them. Titles include Playboy, Playgirl, Penthouse, and

Hustler.

Ro.se said "We believe (the protesters) have every right

to be out there. We believe in the First Amendment, and

that people have the right to read what they choose
"

She .said she has removed magazines from the store's

shelves in the past, but added, "If I start censoring a cer-

tain section because a faction disapproves, I'd end up pull-

ing everything."
continued on page 3

Computer service aids job hunt
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

A new computer matchmaking service

may not locate the man or woman of

your dreams, but it could provide a

shorter route to the job you've been sear-

ching for.

College JobNet, a division of National

Employment Network, transforms stu-

dent applications into "electronic

resumes," and delivers them to prospec-

tive employers across the nation, accor-

ding to founder and administrator Nor-

man LaCroix

LaCroix said the 17-month-old service

is free to students and convenient for

employers because it condenses piles of

resumes into a simple computer index.

"It narrows down the selection pro-

cess," LaCroix said. "If you're looking

for an electrical engineer, you don't

have to go through culinary arts

(resumes] - you get an electrical

engineer."

In order to participate, students must

complete a 25 question application,

which is later transformed into an elec

tronic resume and placed on the net-

work for 90 days, he said.

About 80 percent of all applicants are

contacted by employers within the first

three months, but LaCroix said the ser

vice can be renewed if the search fails.

"We're exposing students' qualifica-

tions to many more employers than they

could do on their own," he said.

JobNet receives an average of 75 ap-

plications a day from students across the

country, including Alaska and Hawaii,

he said.

"It's increasing rapidly," he said.

"We're expecting an average of 200 a

day by the end of March."

Fortune 500 companies are among
many JobNet subscribers, including

government agencies, service organiza-

tions, national and regional associations

and professional employment agencies,

LaCroix said.

Subscribers pay varied fees ranging

from $200 to $2,000 depending on the

way they access the service, either by

computer, automatic telephone, fac-

simile, or satellite, he said.

Clark Edwards, acting director of the

University of Massachusetts Career

Placement Center, said computer ser

vices may prove beneficial if used

correctly.

Proposed tax in question
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

A proposal to tax University of

Massachusetts students $50 is not likely to

become reality this year, the town's finance

director said recently.

Nancy Maglione, who suggested the con-

troversial revenue-raiser last semester,

said pushing it through Town Meeting and

the state legislature ""would just be too time

con.suming at this point."

""Now I don't rule it out," she said. "But

it's not likely. There isn't sufficient time

to get it together."

The proposal is one of several local option

taxes brewing in town hall, .some of which

will have to be adopted if the town is to

avoid fiscal disaster in the 1990s, Maglione

said. Other options include increasing sales

and entertainment taxes, she said.

"I think it's appropriate for students to

be paying for a part of the services rendered

to them," Maglione said of the tax proposal,

which will remain on the back burner.

"Ou. point IS that students are residents

of this community for nine months — they

vote here and are part of our government,"

she said.

Under the governor's latest recommen-

dation, Amherst stands to gain $500,000

more than it expected in local assistance

for next fiscal year. The increase, however,

is tied to the new tax package facing the

legislature.

"It's good news for the town if the

legislature approves it,
" Maglione said.

Even with the extra revenue, town ad-

ministrators agree, Amherst will face

referendums next year to override Proposi-

tion 2 1/2, the state law that limits proper-

ty taxes. Town Manager Barry Delcastilho

said, "'The question now is how much ofan

override."

The two candidates for the two opening

seats on the board of selectmen both said

taxing students is unfair. But Frederick

Rice, a former planning board member

looking to fill Selectman Allen Torrey's

slot, said the proposal will need to be look-

ed at and possibly used as a last resort.

"I certainly hope the town can survive

without going to the University for funds,"

Rice said. Rice, along with most town of-

ficials, contend that the state formula for

local aid ignores the fact that students

reside in Amherst nine months a year.

continued on page 3
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LIGHTING UP THE NIGHT - Even late at night, there was action at the Filling Station diner in Whately recently.

Local union challenges Stop & Shop
By PETER LUCHT
Collegian Staff

The loss of local jobs in the construction of Stop & Shop
supermarkets is the issue of a leafletting campaign the

past several Saturdays in Massachusetts and Connecticut

by the United Brotherhood of Carpenters.

Carpenters have been distributing leaflets every Satur-

day at the more than 50 Stop & Shop supermarkets in

Massachusetts, including the Hadley store, and eight in

Connecticut, discouraging shoppers from patronizing Stop

& Shop because of its alleged use of out-ofstate non-union

labor in the construction of its stores.

"We want to make the public realize that Stop & Shop
is being unfair. They are not giving the same people who
patronize the stores the opportunity to help build them,"

said Simon James, an organizer for the UBC Local 108

in Springfield.

James said Stop & Shop is breaking a legal contract

made with the UBC in 1982 to use only local union help

by accepting bids from contractors who bring in non-union

workers from out of state and possibly Canada.
"We are regarding this as more of a local issue than a

union one. We want them to use union carpenters, but

the most disturbing thing is they are using out-of-state

workers," James said.

William Baughn, vice-president of labor relations for

Stop & Shop, said, "This is not a union issue. We are a

very unionized company. We must be able to build our

stores competitively. As far as I know, they want a com-

mittment that whenever we build a store we'll use union

help. We can't do that and be competitive."

James said a legal agreement between the company's

head of construction and the union was signed in 1982.

He said the contract stipulated Stop & Shop would use

at least two-thirds local labor in the construction of its

stores. James says the local carpenters are being brought

in now only to do the finishing work in the stores, detail-

ing the interiors after the majority of the work has been

completed. A store being constructed in Springfield, now
about 90 jjercent complete, acted as a catalyst for the pre-

sent leafletting campaign, said James.

Baughn said the legality of the contract is in question,

and lawyers are in the process of investigating whether

it is binding, and if so, to whom. He said .several leaflet-

ting campaigns have occurred since early November, but

the question of a contract violation has only been formal-

ly discussed in the past five weeks or so. "As soon as we
know where we stand we'll tell them," Baughn said.

Baughn said the union gave him a new contract to sign

at a meeting Jan. 17 that stipulates the use of only union

help by Stop & Shop, while at the same time pushing for

the recognition of the contract now at issue.

"We said we had to be able, on a case by case basis, to

take bids. If the union is not being competitive, we have
to find out why," Baughn said.

James said Stop & Shop is trying to pretend the con-

tract does not exist. "Stop & Shop says they're looking

into it. That doesn't hold water with us."

Stop & Shop Vice-FVesident of Public Affairs Aileen Gor
man, said the key issue is one of competition. "One thing
we insist on is a competitive company. We are not even
sure why the union is doing this. We welcome their bid-

ding, they are more than wel ^me to bid. In order to run
competitively we must build cor oetitively, whether that

be union or non-union. Stop & Shop is a good union com-
pany."

Every employee of Stop & Shop is required to join a
union, the United Food and Commercial Workers.

James said that ar^a standards of pay and benefits must
be met by the contractoiT doing the store construction for

the union carpenters to be competitive. Union carpenters

train as apprentices for four years at $7 per hour, until

they become journeymar., making $17.25 per hour. James
said the union offers health insurance and a pension, as

well as the training. He said it is easy for contractors to

undercut the union if they want to.

"You can always get somebody to work for $5 per hour,"

James said.

James said the leafletting will continue on Saturdays
until an agreement is reached with the supermarket
chain.

protesters
continued from page 1

Horak said pornography subordinates,

humiliates, and degrades women. A direct

connection between pornography and
violence against women exists, she said.

"If pornography didn't exist, violent at-

tacks against women would decrease," she

said.

This is the second time in recent weeks

the Newsroom has been a sight of a protest.

In early January, Sandy Goodman, 28, of

Northampton, was arrested for defacing

magazines at the store.

Goodman was charged with malicious

proposed tax
continued from page I

"If the state counted students like real

people like they ought to do, it would solve

Amherst's fiscal woes, " Rice said. "But I

don't think that's going to happen."

Selectman Judy Brooks, who is running

for re-election in April, said students

destruction of property over $250 and

pleaded not guilty. A pre-trial date has

been set for Feb. 16.

Goodman would not comment on the

charges last Friday, but said, "The protest

is not about sex being dirty; it's much more
about violence against women."

One activist traveled from Cambridge to

join the protest. Three men took part in the

demonstration.

Two police officers were present, but no

arrests were made.

Horak said the group has planned more
pickets at the Amherst Newsroom, and at

other local stores that sell what the pro-

testors consider pornography.

already face a heavy tax burden with in-

creased fees in recent years. A municipal

tax would put some students with tight

budgets over the edge, she said.

Both candidates said an ongoing dialogue

between the town and the University is

essential during tough fiscal times.

"Especially when money is tight, people

need to talk to each other," Rice said.

Political magazine gains clout
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The Five-College International Forum
is finally getting the respect it deserves.

Yoav Shorr, editor in chief of the bian-

nual magazine of political issues, said

area faculty are submitting more con-

tributions for the third issue than for

either of the previous two.

"Now that we exist, (the faculty) is

taking us more seriously," he said. The
forum premiered last spring.

Shorr, a senior political science major

at the University of Massachusetts, said

last year's fall and spring issues each
received 20 contributions.

The magazine's editorial board con-

sists of students from the each of the five

colleges: Shorr, Patrick Maseau and
Gregory Porter of the University; Karen
L. McSharry, Naomi J. Mobed and
Daniela Witte of Mount Holyoke Col-

lege; Je Un Kim and Eleanor M. Rusl-

ing of Smith College; John B. Hanshaw

of Amherst College; and Peter D.

Mamacos of Hampshire College.

Contributions to the "non-partisan"

magazine run between 3,000 and 6,000
words and consist of "in-depth analysis

of global issues," Shorr said. Porter, a

senior history major, said the editors do

not want to publish pap>ers that merely
express a point of view, particularly

papers submitted for a course.

The first issue had no specific focus:

feminism, Korean reunification and
U.S./Haitian relations were part of the

potpourri of issues addressed. By the

fall, submissions were a little more
homogenous, and the forum was given

the theme "United States Foreign

Policy Into The 1990s." Essays covered

U.S. relations with Latin America, the

Soviet Union and Europe.

The editors have not chosen a theme
for the spring, 1989 issue, which Shorr

said will probably come out in May. One
possible topic is "Current Challenges in

continued on page 6
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NEW STUDENT
PROGRAM

JOIN OUR TEAM
Apply Now For 1989 Summer

Counselor Position
Visit our table on the Campus Concourse

February 6—7
Applications available at table or from 307 University Admissions

Center (next to Gorman Residence Hall) until February 10, 1989.

Extended Deadline: Monday, February 13, 1989

New Students Program UM/A
Is An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Program

aic: sec 2z: 3:c azc: 32= ^JZ "SIZ

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

EL-733

Rely on your textbooks

Com« with Manual

and Solutions Sool(

20

Battery

Only
$33.95

^3 EDS EHS^J
HBaLQSsUSS

JsLELBJGD ED ED

Model EL-733

10-digtt cilculXor wtti) advmceil financial lunctiont

•?0 menwnes in finanaal mode •Comouies amortiation interest cash flow, twnd yieW IRR.

discounted casti flow •Calculates margin and man<uo •Statistical mode includes imear regres-

sion and prediction •Annual rate/effective rate conversion 'Easy calculation of monthly payment
orobiems witft X 12 and - 12 functions •10-diqit display •Percent and delta percent functions

•Right shift corrects entnes one digii at a time •Memory Safe Guard
'
protects memory con-

tents even with power off •Auto Power Off'" to prolong oattery life •Comes with user Inendly

manual with more than 60 real Nte applications 'Wallet and banenes (l.ft44 . 2) included

Oimensiont; 2 23/32 -(W) ' 11/32 (H) x 5 1/32 (Oi

t

t
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OPEN
M— F 9-5

SAT 10-3

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

^.UNIVERSITY
MdsTORE

»

It's Ihe beginning of a new semester . . . This time you're

going lo do it right. This time it's a 4.0, or maylie a 3.5. This time

you'll keep up with the readings.

And Ihe way lo keep up is lo buy your own lextt»ooks.

They're always there when you need them, not just when a

friend or Ihe library can loan them lo you.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

OPEN
Monday-Friday 9-5

EDITORIAL/OPINION
paae ate iriOie ol Ifie .i.O;

Mr. Bush,
who are you?

Dear Mr. President,

First off. let me say that I voted for Dukakis in

November — mainly because I didn't want lo see you
in the White House. On election day I held out until

the very last second, hoping, wishing for a miracle, and
a Democratic victory.

Mr. Bush, I have to admit, I was rather upset that

you won the election. My greatest fear was that you
would be another Ronald Reagan.

Bob Bobola
However, on the day you were sworn in. I saw you

standing there in the cold with your nose running and
with the wind messing up your hair, and the first

reason that you are different from Ronald Reagan oc-

curred to me: Mr. Bush, you are human. Now, we both

know that Reagan is not human. He always seemed
to have some kind of mythical aura around him. No
matter what he did he came out smelling like a rose.

Not only did he survive a scandal like the Iran-Contra

affair, but he left office with an unprecedented

popularity rating. No mere human being could have

done that.

But George, you are not Ronald Reagan — and I'm

glad. Maybe it's just because I'm still caught up in the

optimism of Inauguration Day, but so far, your style

and your actions since the election have proven that

you are different from that alien that used to be our

president.

For example, right after the election you began to

establish a different relationship with the press. There

will be no need for Brit Hume to follow in Sam
Donaldson's footsteps as ABC's fierce, almost manic,

White House correspondent. There will be no more
shouted questions which could get only a grin and a

shrug from President Reagan. You have signaled to the

press that you're willing to answer questions. Plus,

you've been doing your homework, so you're not afraid

to be confronted by the press.

In your first week in office you called an impromptu
press conference at 11:00 in the morning and talked

to reporters for 43 minutes. Compare that to the strict

30-minute time limit which Reagan imposed on his in-

frequent and prime-time news conferences.

What else did you do during you're first week in of-

fice? You stressed ethics. No more Meeses, or Watts,

or Deavers. You've been trying to tell the country that

there will be no "sleaze-factor" in your admini.stration

.... Well, George, I at least give you credit for wishful

thinking.

Then there is the personality of you and your fami-

ly. You have replaced the glitz and formality of Ronald

Reagan with your easygoing and casual mannerisms.

And while Reagan could only talk about family values,

you have a couple thousand grandchildren crawling all

over the White House. Oh, and as far as I've heard.

Mrs. Bush isn't into a.strology. Bravo!

Yes, Mr. President, my greatest fear for your ad

ministration has been put to rest: you are not Ronald

Reagan.
But, George, what I want to know now is: who are

you?! Is this the real George Bush that were seeing

now, or are you just going through another phase in

your character development? A year ago you were "The

Wimp"— the man who had no mind of his own, who
could not survive outside of Ronald Reagan's shadow.

Four months ago you were "The Bully"— the man who
picked on little Michael Dukakis, ranting and raving

about the ACLU and Boston Harbor.

But now, you're just "Happy George"- simply a good

Joe who happens to be president of the United States.

Will the true George Bush please stand up? ... On se-

cond thought Mr. President, don't. Even if after three

months I hate your guts, a split-personality would

make for an interesting four years.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnisf

Are the recent budget cuts are making a wreck out

of your acedemic experience?

Is this the seventh semester you haven't gotten any

classes in your mtyor?
If you want to tell your state representative or the

trustees how these cuts are affecting you, send your

complaints to the following addresses (unless you

like add-drop and spending an extra semester or two

here):

Statehouse
Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02133

Board of Regents
Room 1401 McCormack Bldg.

1 Ashburn Place
Boston, MA 02108-1696

/.htei wi CJii'.,

New Hampshire thanks you, Mikey
Dear Gov. Dukakis,

I wanted to talk to you about this in person, and I

thought that I spotted you swimming around the Cam-
pus Pond the other day, but then I realized that it was

just one ofyour other mallard relatives. So now I feel oblig-

ed to have to write this to you.

Jim Clark

Anyway, since you know nothing about me. allow me
to briefly introduce myself. I am a second semester junior

at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst (do you

remember where that is? After all it is outside of Route

128, but it's pretty close to the Quabbin Reservoir, the

one that provides you with your drinking water in

Brookline) and, to tell you the truth, I'm pretty upset with

your recent ax-murdering of the state budget.

I don't know ifyou understand this, Mikey. whereas you

haven't had to stand in an add-drop line at a public in-

stitution in this state recently. But your cuts have really

affected the quality of education that the Commonwealth
is capable of offering to the students.

This being my sixth semester here at UMass, and hav-

ing been a regular victim of the word 'oversubscribed,'

I am quite seasoned in the rigors of the dreaded add-drop

period. Believe me, Duke, having to scramble around like

wild geese (another of your feathered friends, just to keep

things in easy-to-understand terminology) to get enough

classes to be a full-time student is not a very productive

way to make a life.

Now I am aware that sometimes you have to trim off

a little fat, but I hardly believe that the future of our na-

tion, now in the hands of the college generation and its

ability to gain further knowledge, is what can be called

'excess.'

And I'm sure that those 2,100 tax paying General

Motors employees were thrilled to death when they found

out that their jobs will be terminated when the plant in

Framingham closes later this year. Just another sign of

your commitment to the betterment of big business. Do
I believe in miracles? Yeh, right.

What this state really needs is some new ways to

generate revenue. You had the right idea when you im-

posed the infamous 'sin taxes' on those staples of the evil

and wicked, booze and butts. But ifyou really want to go

the whole nine yards, why don't you take the toll booths

off the Mass Pike and move them up to Route 93 and 495
near the New Hampshire border. Traffic in that direction

is sure to pick up in the near future.

Of course, maybe they can't afford to go the haven of

tax-free New Hampshire. After all, that new gasoline tax

increase will help to keep more families at home on the

weekends. Not to mention the people who have to com-

mute an hour to work every day. Believe it or not Mikey,
but not everyone in this state can just hop on the MBTA
and ride to work every morning.

Well, enough bashing. I hope you take my suggestions

about education into consideration. As a college student

and state resident, I'm as concerned about the plights of

others in a similar pickle as I am for myself. I've pretty

much resigned myself to believing that I'll still be an
undergraduate here well into the next generation. But it's

time someone stuck up for the fate of the poor college

student.

But hey, Mikey, if you ever are in the area, feel free to

stop by so we can chat in person. I'm sure I won't be do-

ing anything during the day for the next four months.

Sincerely,

Jim Clark, a Collegian columnist and frustrated student

who now has a grand total of nine credits this semester.

P.S. You actually thought you would make a good presi-

dent? BAA! HAA! HAA! That's a good one, Mikey.

Miteajtodicrtna-.^w^'C

The Collegian editorial page accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and Five-College Area. All

submissions must be typed, with the author's phone number and address attached.

All submissions automatically become the property of the Collegian, and are subject to editing for space, clarity,

and grammar. Letters and columns may be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst.

Any questions or comments? Drop by the office or call us at 545-3500, and ask for Pamela, Meredith, or Janine.

Student Judiciary backs Sanchez and White
After carefully considering the events that led up to the

consent decree in the Silkoff/Rabinowitz case, we, as

members of the Student Supreme Court, have concluded

that Justice John Sanchez and Assistant Clerk of Courts

Kathy White acted responsibly and in the best interests

of the student body, the Student CJovernment Association,

and the Student Judiciary. Their actions were not under-

taken unilaterally, but with the majority .support and

knowledge of the Judiciary.

We have carefully considered and researched the mo-

tions submitted by Justice Thomas Ralph. Ralph is acting

solely on his own behalf and is not acting in the interest

of the Court. Therefore, we do not support his actions.

While we respect his right to his own opinions and his

right to pursue this case, we firmly believe that his views

lack the perspective that the possible repercussions of this

case warrant. Without passing judgment on the original

case and on the advice of legal counsel, it was in the best

interest of the SGA to agree to the afore mentioned

settlement.

Due to the nature of this case as a whole, the SGA is

in a precarious position. By signing the consent decree,

Sanchez and White have made possible the restoration

of normal SGA operations. Whereas Sanchez and White

have minimized losses to the SGA and the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund, even a successful disposition of Justice

Ralph's motion would increase the potential liability to

the SGA and the students tenfold.

We do not support Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz's

actions. However, there can be no question that the

damage to the SGA and the SATF was significantly reduc-

ed as a result of the consent decree. Procedural ir-

regularities must be addressed and corrected to prevent

such situations from happening again. TTie loss of substan-

tial student funds, through defending a civil rights lawsuit

— the average cost of which is upwards of $50,000 —
however, are unrecoverable.

Stephanie E. Corby
Scott Webber
Paul Gehrig

Adam F. Scales

Michele Companion
Ericka Dewy

Student Supreme Court
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continued from page ,'i

American

Diplomacy," but it all depends on the submissions, he said.

Students and faculty interested in contributing to the

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 6, 1989

forum should send the typed, double-spaced copy to The
Five College International Forum, Political Science

Department, Thompson Hall, the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, 01003. Deadline for this

semester's issue is March 17.
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Dove Business Associates, Inc. S lllllllllllilllNiigH^^^^^^^^^^

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

^.
WEAliWVYS

NEED LEADERS
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^^^^ As an Air Force ROTC cadet youltje trained

^^ in ieadershy and managemert pracbce&^ nyy

also apply ior our scholar^ pro-am that helps piir

cdkge aq)ense& plus SlOO per acaikrnc rnarth. taxhw
After g^duadon. you'll hae al the pR^i^ and re^pon-

sitility of an Air Force offkn Vbul disoMr a new >wrid

NKhere ywjTl be chaflenged to ecd . and rewanfcd ior >air

succesK. Let us give vou the details today

CAPT MIKE LACOMBE
413-545-2451
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it's a secret.

Wax

ENJOY UNCROWDED SKIING AND
GREAT SAVINGS

Present this coupon and take tpO.Utl off

the price oT an all day adult mid week ticket at

Maple Valley Ski Area Valid any Tues. Fri

except 2/18 - 2/26/89 Not good with any other

offer. 1 coupon per person required.

Heat Kept Secret in Vermont"

lllli

rmer

P.O. BOX 5 . \VTST DUMMERSTON, \T • 05357

^^D i^ ijfc *^^^ ^^^
06.'31

Auto
Glass
iCcnter

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO-

WtNOSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

n(MSundt«t«tdM • S4»-2W0

TELEVISION CENTER

TV • SALES
• SERTVICE
• RENTALS
• VCR's

Antenna Repairs & Installation

George J. Routhier, Prop.

Master Tech. No. 534

253-5100
56 North Pleasant St., Amherst

%'^^a Cucuta di

TINPCCHIOI
PIZIA &. SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
' (limited delivery area)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amtierst
Coupons v«itd lof (klivtry

or pck up only

549-3669

Monday t

Tuesday

& Wednesday
Night Special

Coupon
LARGE CHEESE

PIZZA
$5.50 plas tax

Not Valid with any other special • Valid only

on Monday. Tuesday or Wednesday • Valif<

in Amhenit location • Valid only by phone

/iRTQIRVEDX CLASS R INGS

Now is the lime to make

your choice. Because

every .\nCarved college

nng— from handsome

traditional to contempo-

rary styles— is on sale

now! You U be impressed

with the fine .\nCarved

craftsmanship that s

backed by a Full Lifetime

Warranty .\nd you U

appreciate the savings.

Don t miss out!

The Quality.

TJje Craftsmanship.

The Reuard You Deserve.

DIVISIOS OF COSTIM I SG EDI CAT I OS

SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant

all winter.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

ABTS&LIVING
U-Joint audience get the bug for Dinosaur jr.
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

Marshall power. It's a fine thing, in the

right hands, professionals, time tested and

true, money made and earned for the

careful manipulation of good, clean tube

power. Dinosaur jr.'s J. Mascis and the

newly spawned Bill Janovitz of Buffalo

Tom, straight from Marshall amp products

via SST records have been sent to feel the

power and interpret the word. The two

bands tipped off the UMass rock season

with 300 combined watts of Marshall ex-

citement Friday night at Universal Joint

in Northamton. Gidget Goes to Hell was
also on the bill and I hf"'<» " '"-» list of

jokes about their set and general presence

but suffice to say, the only purposed they

served for me was to alert my friends mill-

ing around outside that bigger and better

things were about to happen.

Buffalo Tom, playing songs mainly from

their upcoming Mascis produced LP show-

ed exactly why all you have to do to be a

success upon graduating college is watch

morning TV and write hard rock songs.

Dinosaur jr.'s raw power might lie in their

ability to abandon tightness from time to

time but Buffalo Tom fmd a nice niche in

between loud and tight. In a time where
every little punk freak can afford heavy du-

ty electronics, it's good to know that bands

like Buffalo Tom can handle the equip-

ment with respect. A genuine reverence for

guitar power. Listening to the radio you

C«>ilegiaii |>hotv by JaiMD Talerman

WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM - Buffalo Tom, supporting Dinosaur at

Pearl St. last Friday.

Dates: Monday—Wednesday Feb. 6-8 • 9:30-3:30

LAST DATES FOR SENIORS!

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Late register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

University day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.

1)1 \ ISlO\ OF CO\Tl\ll\(. FDIC ATIOS

"Velcome Back
From Israel" Party

Tuesday. February 7. 7:30 pm
Campus Center 602

.Ever been lo Israel? • ...Just returned from Israel?

Come to the party & share experiences.

Sponsored by U^ass llillel

Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in injuries from: • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL. P.C.
AnORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
see us In the Nynex yellow pages

might think that Dinosaur jr. is about

ready to assume their rightful position as

ministers of hard rock to the middle

America. Maybe, deep inside, they know
that corruption and compromise are in-

evitable in the world ofcommercial success

because their live shows will simply never

translate to the box seat crowd in places

like Kemper Arena, Kansas, cap. 13,000.

Mascis is gifted at the art of digression. He
has a suitcase of effects and switches that

serve to defy the concept of continuity. He
becomes gripped by the Marshal Is, as do we
all. He writhes, buckles and then finds his

ways to the pedals and a 75 decible increase

in volume. The skm tingles, the record

scouts become confused. Dinosaur jr. is

wealthy but proud.
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SUMMER CAMP t
POSITIONS

Counselors 21 -•
. Coed,

sleepaway camp, Mass
Bencshires WSI, arts &
crafts, tennis, all \»nd and
water sports, drama, gym-
nastics. p4ano/ptay tor

shows, judo, dance
Z photography, computers,

4. nature, wilderness, model
rocketry, guitar, radio, video.4-

*
*

*••*•••••t

archery. yeartxx>l(, wood-
workirtg. RN. typist Wnte
Camp Emerson 5 Brassie

Rd . Eastcr»ester, NY 10707
or call 914/779-9406
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London School of Economics
and Political Science

A chance to study and live in London

Junior-year programs. Postgraduate Diplomas. One-

Year Master s Degrees and Research Opportunities in

the Social Sciences

The wide range of subjects includes:

-

Accounting and Finance e Actuarial Science e Busi-

ness Studies e Economics e Econometrics e
Economic History e European Studies • Geography e
Government • Health Planning • Housing • Industrial

Relations • International History • International Rela-

tions e Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Philosophy. Logic & Scientific Method e
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning • Sea-Use Policy e Social Administration •

Social Anthropology • Social Planning m Developing
Countries e Social Work • Sociology e Social Psychol-

ogy e Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Analysis •

Application lotmt from

AdTMsitona Rsgistrar. Room 10. L S E .

HougMon Strs«t. London WC2A 2AE. England,

staling whatriar und*rgradual« c postgraduate

BUDGET

TRAVEL CENTER

ftits 10

• fUHOPf

• ASIA

> AUSfttAllAi

mWZiALAND

Plus

niipisses

inltrntliontl

student 10

tours ind

much more

4 s* tor oar

Irrt travel

citalog

COUNCIL TRAVEL

413-256-1261
AMHtHST

n So Ptaiiant SI.

Amitarat, MA 01001
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Copies

Half Off

After 100
After vnur firs IO(i copies of a

single sheet onRiiial the rest are

half pnce at kjnko i the copv

center

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543
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10-WEEK
ADULT
EVENING
CLASSES
Starting Feb. 6tti

JAZZ DANCE
Monday 7:30-8:30

BALLET
Tuesday 7:30-8:30

Beginner

Thursday 7:30-9:00
Intermediate/Advanced

FEE: $62.00
Call to register

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE
549-1555

tOne hlmk Haul from Butterftfld

and Clark Hill Road.)

mmmmmmmtmmmmmMmmmmmmmmmmmmm

ATTENTION
Students looking for port tinne

non work study, on or off carmpus
attend one of the "JEMS" workshops

(Job Employee Matching System)
Tuesday February 7, 1989
Campus Center Room 168C

Wednesday February 8, 1989
Campus Center Room 904-08

1:30—3:00 p.m.

Workshops sponsored by the Student Employment
Office 239A Whitmore Administration Building

545-1951
MMIMIMMMMMMMMIMIMMMMMIMBIMMMM
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^ Drawing Instruments

\-^e oiler a full line

S of Drafting, Engineering

% and Art Supplies.

S Open M-F 9-5

f Sat. 10-3

^
Located in the ^
Campus Center |i

S

^yUNIVERSITY 5

r^^^^^^A

163-168 CC
5:30

I 2nd Semester freshmen Women Welcome ^

^ **Greeks: A Winning Tradition"
||

UPC PRESENTS

ILIED., FEB. B

PATMETHENY
GROUP

BOD FINE ARTS CENTER

$11 UHBSS STUDENT
SI 3 GENERHL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SHLE RT F.R.C. BOH
OFFICE OR CHLL TO CHRR6E ON
mc/uisa; 545-251 1

aBD

Ttim (Hi in im Che KnMjnd floor in our Pbkxin Lndm (la» pnixrani

for ciilkTirfrtr^hmcii y>ph«nK>rn.ind|unK>rs VnicuuldMxn

ptuinini! <>n a carm like ihe mm m ihMd haw And ibii haw Mimr

yjrjd idt-inU|tr> llkr

KaminK $10(1 j mmlh dunng ihr lichonlvm
V> i frrshman or viphomorc wu

aNild i r Mnplnr niur hasH' trammii

during i»ii si\-»wli summer

vssNinN and rarn morr than M200

dunnf! rach vssion

|unK>r> earn iniin' than $2 10() dur-

inn one ict »efk summer ^eiiSion upqukkfy?

Vnii<r> and fcraduam can hr ciminusviinrd dtrtiugh the Uflirrr

I jndidair ( Xtss Pri igrani

>nu ran Ukr frrr rniban Svwf! trvvins

Yew re KKnmivMiinnI ufurn nradualxin

If>«M'rr kmkMK k) minv up quickh h ok mtr) the Marine Corps

(>mnitvsK>nin|!pr<>Krani> Ynuawkl

start offmakinii
i.

mivreihanJIMllllll -""^

I

See Captain Chapla
University Career Center

Tuesday, Feb. 7, 1989 • 10 a.m.—2 p.m.
or cail 1-800-255-8762

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1989

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 9

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

"Tbafs fine; I said. Good nose,' I said. But no,

you had to go and hit the chisel one more time.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

OOOQWfiP

IJU5TF0UNP'
/

fm THAI rP lA/ANJ TO 60 THfWOH
jmM mtu umATCWLP Tnev

^^^ / A60. uje-ueiiB^"^^ i-t^ so voAie.

f ^ CHILVflBN.

(^-'t^%
\X-J rST"^

\l/a/

IT'S TRUd.

THBft^WA5> ecAmKDVICHi
ANINNO- 60Q, 5M5
C£Na:.A MAS HOT'

LOST... c^

»

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

m> IF I'M SlKilHG MOME,

WM MEAHS lOvJVt QOmU

PRDBABU^i V\\RtD)WS4ZW,

RK^HT?.'-'

CAMPUS MAIL By AL ARPAD

HEY B

HERE'S A

IT'S CALLED
CAMPOS
A\All-f

HERE ARE SOW£
fUH ADOBE SSCS
ro GtT ><oo

STAI^TEP S

I— — — CLIP < S*VC. —
' CHANCeULOR PoFFEY

UAIASS, AMHERST

POn't let yoor TRIENDS
VJHO -ROhi the: UWIVCRSITY
/^ISS OUT ON A GOOD
LAUGH !

YOU CAN SEND THEIM
COLLEGIAN CARTOONS
PQR FREE!

ARTHUR HILSOM
PiSfCTOR Of PW8UC SAFrry
DICKIN50M HAU
U/iASS , AMHERST

PARKINS TICKETS < S«aO»»IS
'DICKINSON HAU.
UMASS, AMHERST

^^^ DAVID C. KMAPP
.
^^ PRtSlWNT'4 OrnCE

V/e C, Zro STWART ST.

YC>^^ BoSrOM, MA 02I\C

YOO CAK
SEND AlAIL TO ONlVERSirr
OFFiaAtS IN 80ST0M JW5T
BY WRITING, ow IT "VIA COURIER':

By JASON TALERMAN

I q <j M

-the sf-^ry
b«9inS IK

DO Yoi-^

,„ 11,0

^

:.I3_^
t*n<4 ccxr> do

ETC
^The fattest ol the fat are

getting fatter faster."

—Dr. William Dietz. a Tufts University

pediatrics professor, on increased obesity
among young children

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

ACROSS
1 Animal stwttw

S Rous.
9 Express

1

3

Russian rang.

14 Soulti African

assamoty

tS Tti. M«rry

Widow
composar

17 Micnaai J Fo«
mo**

20 MuDtKiD

21 BibtiCJi twin

22 Maarty soup
23 Saao covaring

24 Tattling Ijird

25 Biia ma —
28 Cats au —
29 Ta« ««p«t. tor

snon
32 Gaorga or T S
33 Scorch

34 Taiie on cargo

35 Ptaca lor a

promptw
38 Qraak mtW

goooass
39 Terms ot a sale

40 Large numoar
41 Miscalculate

42 Distinctive

atmosphere

43 Snare top cxiiing

44 Israel s EDan
45 Metallic tatmc

46 EtrHcaNy nautrai

49 Bailtan native

50 Partner ol cry

53 Givers ol

unsokcitw)

advice

56 l^erre or Mane
57 Corporate

syrnOd

58 Fastener ot a

type

59 Oisemparii

60 Mad as — twn

61 Remain

DOWN
1 Island in trie

Greater AntiHes

2 IMoutnward

3 Menican nosl
4 Lodge member
5 Skoal, to a

Berliner

6 Assessed
valuation

7 Hawaiian 'Sland

8 Wt>rte House
monogram

9MluMe
10 Siolian signt

Var

1

1

Sleep, witt^

eye'
12 Medaevai italMn

com
16 Electric unit

18 Cylindrical

19 Part ol UFO
23 island

greeting

24 A a. C and

eg
25 Tan snaoe

26 01 a forearm

Done
27 Metric measure
28 - di

Lammermoor
29 Lendl s

milieu

30 Zoo
attraction

31 venomous vipe'

33 iragi saaoon
34 At large

36 Trinket

37 Equilateral

parallak3grams

42 Humiliated

43 — and stick

44 Actor .director

Alan

45 Mantelpiece

46 Maior

network

47 HandM
roughty

48 GumOo
49 Put away
50 — wave
31 Heavenly bear

52 Caicn sigfit ot

54 Tenn neaghOor

55 TVadiunct

RillÂ

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Pi KEMToTiK :A>M>:Ull

G O LJTWHIE T Jj IlilViE.R:

<IW* Lm Kmt^m nan .Sr«*cMf 2/«/8t

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

fWM me cfiB, wuLP yw ^

fi CKISPmw POLlflR

&IU- 15 youR^

IF you

yAKNOi^j midrLflce.

COUP Be RB/^L QUALITY
IF ITHAP JOO MOf^e

FLOORd 70 IT

doc>oe5woomo
JHB 0(/Y THAT THINKS

TH/3 5TVFF UP ^/^ .

MENU
LUNCH

Chicken cutlet sandwich
Bacon-onion quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin and sprout

sandwich
Chicken cutlet sandwich

DINNER

Roast top round ot beef

Breaded veal pattie

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant parmigiana

Tofu nut loat
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CAL.DOR

SEE HOW
I

BUSINESS
U

RETAILING
CAN BE

Are you thinking that your first job should be with

a recognized business leader? Have you consi-

dered the Big Business of Retailing? Why not

take a moment and let The May Department

Stores Company help you see just how Big our

Business really is. We're inviting you to an Open
House to explore an opportunity with one of the

industry's best.

You can build a retail career starting with our

highly respected training program for new execu-

tives designed to prepare you for your first posi-

tion as well as a successful IVIay Company
career. You'll learn the business of retailing from

a national leader, the largest department store in

the U.S.. 53rd in Forbes 100 register, featured in

Business Week, with sales running in excess of

12 billion dollars. Surprised? Well there's

more. .

.

The (Vlay Company includes such high visibility

retail names as Caldor, G. Fox, Filene's and Lord

& Taylor. We also offer among the highest salar-

ies on your campus and a very substantial

benefits package.

If you've got the leadership qualities we're look-

ing for—commitment, drive, people skills,

management potential and a solid academic

record—we want to meet you. Now that you

sense how big this business can be, we're sure

you'll want to meet us too. Plan on attending our

Open Mouse and meet executives and our alum-

ni team.

I I I ^ •

G.FOX CALiDOR
F II t ij C ^

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 8, 1989

SOM, Faculty Lounge

Please bring your resume. Light refreshments

will be served.

TIIK MAY I)KPAirrMKNTSlX)HKS COMPANY
Equal Opportunity Employer

IKAPLAN

WHAT IF YOU
DOITTGH
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, fhetv are other

•iChtxJs (kit why settle?

Kdpldfi prep ccxirses help

students raise their scores

,mil their charKes of

tie ir^j? admitted inluthetr

(irst choice schools F-art

IS, noone has helped

students score higher'

OTHER COURSES MCAT DAT, NCIEX. NTE. CfVV, BAR REVIE\A< & OTHERS

Classes Start: GMAT-NOW • QRE-NOW
MCAT-Feb. 15 • LSAT-March 28

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

CLASSIFIEDS
• DF-ADI L\':

->:VD'DAY FOR STUDEN

ACTIVITIES

TONKJMT!! SOHOWTV RUSH STABTSli
Come to Unity Night/OrienlalKJn and m«el

representatives from all the chapters CC
163-168 at 5 30

GREEK FAIRI! TODAY FROM 9-3 m the

SUB Stop by and learn more about rush

LEARN MORE ABOUT Fraternities and

SofOfities! Greek Fair Monday, Feb 6. SUB
9-3

CONCERNED STXi06NTS-TAKE NOTICE!
Join United Student Agenda Students who

want to maKe the SGA work' Tonight 8pm
CC903

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR arT accredited 3<amp
organization m the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are available m Tennis, Ar-

chery Waterfront (W S I ), Cramatics Otfic«

Administration. Computers. Radio. Arts &
Crafts. Nature. Athletics. Jewelry
Photoography. Dance. Wrestling. Cooking
Adventure/Challenge Course Film making

Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800-533-CAMP (215-e87-9700 in PA) or

write 407 Benson East. Jenkintown. PA
19046

HELP WANTED
' SCREW THE OC~
MEALS FOR FREE
For info ' call me

549-2905

MUSICIANS

QUITARIST FOR "BAD GRADES
teaching guitar lor beginner * intermediate

students $4 00 per lesson call Neel
256-0543 Blues, Rock. Improv

THE SISTERS AND PLEDGES OF TRI
SIGMA WELCOME EVERYONE BACK to

the GreeK Area ar>d hope you t^aye a great

semester'

INTERESTED IN MEETING SO women and
eating 3 tree meals a day'' Sigma Kappy
Sorority is kx>king lor kitchen help Call

Paula at 258-8887

LOOKING FOR A QOOO TIME!? Rush
Alpha Phi OrT>ega Coed National Service

Fraternity Tues. Wed. Thurs at 7pm

St 300 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE to

Nassau for $499 if you leave from Newark

No hidden costs Call now limited space

546-7563 or 546-7569

MASSACHUSETTS KARATE FIRST
MEETING tonight 7-9 Totman 101 MWF
Coed beginners welcome, get m shape,

learn sell defense For into 546-5539

WHAT^S THE POINT OF LIFE? Call

584-4267 for info on a Eckankar video

presentation

NSA FLOWER SALE FOR VAUENTINE^S
DAY Come by our table on the concourse

Feb 8-10 and order a carnation lor a friend

HEY YOU! COME RUSH Alpha Phi Omega
COED National Service Fraternity: Feb

7.8.9 at 7pm, 415 SUB

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVT is looking tor

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested? Call 5O960 for details

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1,2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

AUDIO

BASS PRECISION SUNS ROSE original

$450 247-9596

COMPACT DISC MUSK MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVK:E - quality tunes lor

aH occasions 549-1421 or 253-7655.

OUR TEAM IS INCOMPLETE WITHOUT
YOUl All rna/ors needed Onentalion

couselor jobs Applications available at

307-University Admissions Center (Ne«t to

Gorman) 5-2621

APPLY NOW TO BE Campus Tour Guide
307 University Admissions Center (n«xt to

Gorman) 5-4237 Deadline Feb 13

MUSICIANS WANTED

CREATIVE SINGER AND keyboardist. M/F
to lom original alternative rock bar>d

Previous experience helpful Call Brian at

256-1196

BE A MATH TUTOA; Enroll m a 3 credit

tutoring course Pay available after course
completion For info Call 545-2882 (B-35

Brett)

HAVE A 49 STK:KER? Want to trade for a

25 sticker? Call Sean 548-7124

THINK WARMI Spring BnM^lVaval Fair

Feb 9. SUB

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL The new
sisters of Alpha Chi Omega We are all so

proud of you'

FOR RENT

' TWO FEMALES SEEKING third female to

share two bedroom apt on bus route Call

Julie 665-8419

FOR SALE

1976 LICOLN MARK IV 460 V8 70K Looks

good runs great $1200 or BO Mark
549-8315

COUSELORS: Co-ed camp in N E Pa.

close to NYC has openings for general

counselors as well as specialists for land

and water sports, drama, rocketry, com-
puters. A4C tnpping ropes course etc We
will be holding on<ampus interviews For

information and application write G Lustig.

60W 66th St. ISe New York. NY 10023

TONKIHTII SORORITY RUSH STARTS!!
Come to Unity Night/Onentahon i meet
representatives from all the chapters CC
163-168 at 5 30

"ARUBA, JAMAICA..." Let us take you'

BAHAMAS MONTEGO Spring Break
Traval Fair. Fab 9. SUB

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Oenoe 256-0998 4pm or later

TRAVEL

WAKE N . BAKE m beautiful Negril.

Jamaica Unbelievable spring break

packages starting al •439 Call Sun Splaati

Tours at 1-800-426-7710

LEARH^SPANtSH l»r OUATESaLA. In-

divtdualized instruction Casa Bo» 11264

Milwaukee, Wl 5321 1 (414)372-5570

WANTED

LOOKINO^ FOR PEOPLE WHO ariTirv

terested m having their hair cut for haircul-

ting derTK)nstration class those seriously irv

terested call Patrick at 586-7477

FRIOOE- 1 need one Small preferred Call

mark 6 7044

GUITARIST AND DRUMMER seek basa

and keyboards Influences Zeppelin. Rush,

Classic rock, on^nals Call Harry 54fr«154

CONGRATS MOMQIIE^ You mad* it Lovt

your Big Sis- Kim.

ROOMMATES WANTED

GREAT JOBS • NO PAY
FREE MEALS

Call Today 549-2905

THIS WEEK ONLY! Leather goods sale

Save 60 to 70 Briel cases travel bags, hand

bags wallets. & more' Shop now lor spring

break & graduation gifts' Support UMass
Baseball' 9-4 Mon-Fri

1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 47000 miles

Great condition 549-3512 $500

TWO TICKETS FOR THE ROBERT CRAY
band at the Paramount Feb 1 1 fourth row

seats $65 Call 527-1603

BRAND NEW ANSWERING MACHINE $40

Chris 546-7216.

NISHIKI SPORT BIKE mens 22 black toe

clips water bot Cage |usl like new asking

$175 Call 256-4110 More details

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93.000

miles Call 256-8369

1968 FENDER TELE, cream, everything m
stock, mint condition, $1000 firm (413)

648-9152, Brian

HELP WANTED FRATERNITY LOOKING
FOR men or women to do light cleanup in

exchange for meals II interested, call Jon

al 549-8056

CONGRATS TO JEANNE on getting

engaged' Love, Sisters of Sigma Kappa

MARY FROM PATTERSON/NATICK.
would you want to get td>}ether at a more
civilized place than Changes' Michael

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
FOR UMass dorms No car necessary 7

days/week 12 hours/day Good pay' Call

253-7009

PARTTIME OR FULLTIME
COUNTERHELP wanted Must have al

least two weekdays all day open Copy Cat
Print Shop 228-Triangle Street Amherst

SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITION. Ex
cellent experience Earn average $8,000 in

your hometown Territories filling quickly in

New England 665-2527

INSTRUCTION

MATH TUTORING - up to MathTfl also

Stats 140 and SOM 210 - good rales Call

for info 549 4758 Brad

LAURA GORDON. CONGRATULA-
TIONS!! AXO IS lucky to have a sister like

you' I will always be here for you Love your

big SIS. Penny

WEST SIDE STOflV BEING PRESENTED
BY the UMass Music Theatre Guild will be
one of the topics on the agenda at the

Guikl's first general meeting. Tuesday. Feb

7. at 7 00pm in room 917 CC Other topics

include applications for director and other

production positions, exec board elections,

and general info about the group Audition

material will be available

BRAND NEW GOODYEAR TIRES fully

waranteed all makes and sizes I will beat

your price Call Ammar 546-5643 Don't be

left flat

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

room in spacious apartment on Main Street

$156 Call 256-8040

HOU%MA1^WAmE0 FOR HOUSE in &
Amh Nice house on bus routes $165 plus

still available 2/5 253-3189

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room in Mayflower Condos A quiet

setlmg on Amherst-Belchertown line Cal

Lara 665-7433 or Joanne 256-1183 Keep
trying

Gardening Hose

ROOMMATE NEEDED FEMALE.
Condos Call 549-5316

Amity

ONE ROOM IN APARTMENT 275 inclusive

256-0958 12 people

LICENSED DAYCARE PERSON
lull/parttime openings Ages 1-4

549 7988

has
Call

SHOWING FEB 9
9Vi Weeks
CC Audltortum S,7,«,11

LOOKING FOR QUIET RESPONSIBLE
non-smoking grad student to share 2

bedroom Mill Hollow Apt Call Kaz
549-6846

MALE to SHARE ROOM in 2 bdrm apT
Near campus Call 549-1836 (5pm-8pm)

DRUM MACHINE: Roland TR 505 '6

sampled drums perfect condition • 1 year

old $200 00 Call 546-7516

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON &0000 miles

A/C roof rack excellent cond $2500 Oaii

256 0933

FOUND

FOUND SET OF KEYS with tiny boots out

side of Herter on Mon 1/30/89 Pick-up at the

info booth in CC Concourse

BUY A BIKE

CANNONDALE $300 or best offer racing

and louring Sun Tour gear system uia

Compe brakes Mistral »<"""'^"'"'Zl
Frame alone is worth live hundrw^^ooiiars

Call Shane after 6 30pm 549 1594

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON $500 or best offer 1979

Pontiac Catilina Cruiser good condition

Great car for around town or road tnps Call

after 6 30pm Shane 549-1594

LOST

MISSING: BLUE BAYBANK8
CHECKBOOK - Card holder with calculator

- date book and several letters Cardholder

has sentimental value Call 6-6735 213 FieW

Reward

BLUE AND PURPLE GLOVES blue liners

while hilchiking maybe elsewhere
586-9731

GABY, gracias por un ano hermoso Te
quiero cada dia mas Tu Juli

TO THE WOMAN RUNNING witlTteam nn
Wffdnesday afti'mrwin near North Amherst
('enter .Sorry' .Signed a new bus driver

LEATHER RAYBANS LOST JlT WHIT-
MORE Please return no questions
546-8770 Reward

ONE ROOM IN A LARGE HOUSE available

now 253-5907

MICHELLE HALIO

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE BEST
DEVILI I am psycf>ed you are now my sister'

Get ready lor a kickin semester" Love

always. Vour angel Lara xoxoxo

DODI Hare't your first paraonal. I love you*

Pete

I NEED BOTH REQUIRED SOMSTobOOks
Call 12-4 546 9927 Brian

ONLY S143/MONTH. Clean. spacKMS apt

on bus route. 5 mm from campus Fmie
preferred 665-3405

TWO GRADS LOOKING FOR A THIRD to

share an apartment Large room, quiet peo
pie lease till august starting now $190 • util

Call evenings Sundertand 665-3385

2 FEMALES sIeEK A roommate to share a
Squire Village apt on bus rte Call

665-4737.

SERVICES

Getde*^*'

RESUME TYPESETTING Avotd ttie end-
of-semester panic Very experienced, inex-

pensive, overnight laserwriter quality Lisa

665-8989.
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Swim teams drench New Hampshire
• Minutemen blow Wildcats out of water • Womenput forth another record showing

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts mens
swimming team entered the final leg of its

run towards the New England Champion-

ships with a bang as it trounced an under

manned New Hampshire squad 169 55 at

Boyden Pool Saturday

This was the last meet for a number of

swimmers who didn't qualify for the New
Englands and they made the best of it as

they led UMass to wins in all but one

event. The meet went pretty much as ex-

pected by UMass coach Russ Yarworth

"Some guys swam well and some didn't,"

Yarworth said.

"Some guys were just getting used to the

tapering we've started [for the New
Englands). I was pleased with the kids that

shaved
"

UNH knew right away that there wasn't

going to be an upset in Amherst when the

Minutemen swept the first two events. In

the 200 yard medley relay all three UMass

teams took early leads and made it a race

among themselves. In the 500 freestyle

Mfke Melanson led the Minutemen with

teammates Will Riddell following in second

and Scott Milbert in third.

In the 100 freestyle UMass took first and

second Brian Mclver took top honors in

that event followed by Roger Kennedy in

the number two spot. Frank Sampson won

the 200 individual medley soon after.

The Minuteman divers were really on

Saturday as they pulled off a rare sweep

of the one-meter competition Dan

Chesnicka grabbed his habitual first while

getting great support from Dave Wells and

Steve Myers, who stole second and third,

respectively.

In the three meter event Chesnicka lodg

ed another win and Wells repeated in

second.

Back in the pool. G.T. Ladd and Sean

Rutherford raked in the top two spots m the

100 butterfly followed by a UMass sweep

of the 50 freestyle with Jim Robertson tak

ing first. Evan Gwilliam second and Peter

Reich third.

The 100 backstroke was the Minutemen's

worst showing of the day as they managed

only a second place finish from Dave Ehle.

UMass quickly atoned for the slip however

as Melan.son and Chris Sullivan grabbed

first and second, respectively in the 200

freestyle and Peter Koback and John

Chico' Gardiner did the same in the 100

breaststroke. To add some consistency to

the meet UMass finished with yet another

12 combination in the final event, the 800

freestyle, with the team of Robertson.

Reich. Kennedy and Mclver winning it.

By DEBORAH PICARDl
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team, in one of its best

performances of the year, swam past the

University ofNew Hampshire Saturday by

almost 70 points, 184-116. The

Minutewomen totally dominated the UNH
swimmers, winning all but two events, and

setting three new UMass records.

"Our whole group has come together. The

most important thing is that we haven't

rested yet this year, but we're still swim-

ming fast. " UMass coach Bob Newcomb

said.

Freshman Tracy Young set a UMass and

pool record m the 1000 yard freestyle.

Michelle Leary lowered her own record in

the 50-yard freestyle with a time of 22:61

seconds. The 400-yard free relay team of

Michelle Leary, Megan McCamy. Kim
Morin and Patty Pike .set a ptK)l rword with

a time of 3:42:55.

In addition to her record in the 1000-yard

freestyle. Young showed her stamina for

distance swimming by taking the 500-yard

freestvle. Learv had a tiring day by winn-

ing first in the 50, 100. and 200 yard

freestyle event. Melissa Waller finished the

dav with a first place in the 100- and

20b-yard breaststroke. and Regina

Jungbluth came in second to Waller in both

races.

The UMass women swept all three plac-

ings in the 200-yard butterfly with Sue

Gorski taking first in 2:13:88. Lori Carroll,

who took second in the 200. was able to

edge out Gorski in the 100 yard butterfly.

Debbie Mullen dived superbly all day to

win both the 1-meter and 3 meter diving

competition.

Newcomb said when they do get the

cfiance to rest before the New England,

Eastern, and ECAC meets, they will .swim

that much faster. "People in New England

will realize just how good we really are,"

he said.

Women's gymnastics
slips away from Yale

Collegian photo by David Higashi|urhi

The UMass men's swimming team made short work of the University

of New Hampshire Saturday at Boyden Pool.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
CoMegian Staff

On a Saturday afternoon at Yale

University, the University of

Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team learned two things.

In eking out a slim victory, the

Minutewomen proved themselves

capable of winning the close ones. And

second, they are going to have to shore

up their act a bit if they wish to beat

powerhouse University of New Hamp-

shire this upcoming weekend.

The Minutewomen stumbled on the

balance beam and struggled again off

the vault, before regrouping in the floor

exercise to nose out their hosts 175.15

to 173.9. The win improved UMass to a

perfect 4-0 on the season, while Yale

dropped to 1-2.

Coach Alfie Mitchell had predicted

that his squad would approach the

180-point barrier entering the meet, but

was left to count his blessings when the

team score came up short. "Our goals

were to win, and come up with 180,"

said Mitchell.

"We didn't do what we .set out to do

Hopefully it will help us to get in gear

at practice this week. UNH is the

toughest squad we will face until the

Atlantic 10 meet t post season i.

"But we did prove we can come back.'

he continued, "up until this point we

really hadn't been in a good scrap"

Entering the floor exercise — the final

event of the competition — UMass led

by a mere nine-tenths of a point. But

behind the efforts of Kim Grady (per

sonal best 9.4) and Erin Klier (9.3), and

despite the 9.6 turned in by Yale star

Tracey Lassin. the Minutewomen
outscored Yale 45.6 to 45.25 to preserve

the win. The score was UMass' highest

in the floor exercise this season.

For the second consecutive Saturday

Grady led all scorers while erasing her

own career high score, chipping in 36.6

all-around points. Erika Baxter added

34.9 points, the third highest total of the

afternoon, and Erin Klier tallied 34.55,

good for fourth place.

Minutemen go

on a Crusade
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team finds it.self preparing for an up-hill battle, literal-

ly and figuratively A halfmile up-hill to be exact.

On the top of the hill, overlooking Worcester awaits

UMass* next opponent- Holy Cross College. But, like

the ascending climb to the Hart Center the Minutemen

must battle for A) a road victory, and B) its last non-

Atlantic 10 game.
The slumping Crusaders started the season 6-0 before

losing nine of their last 13 games but, like the

Minutemen, Holy Cross can be dangerous in its own

gymnasium (6-3 at home). Which is exactly why UMass

head coach John Calipari is taking the Crusaders very

seriously.

"It's important in that it's a game we can win, and

we have to go afler it that way," Calipari said.

And, as the last game before UMass' dizzying, hec

tic dash of Atlantic 10 games in the next six weeks

before the all-important tournament seeding, Holy

Cross is a perfect place for UMass to assemble a road-

win mentality. The Crusaders are a great match-up for

the Minutemen - Holy Cross has a comparable line

up to UMass, and the top assist man in the nation,

Glenn Willams (9.9 per game).

"We're not going to change anything for him. We
worry about our own team and if we're doing what

we're supposed to, then we're going to have a chance

to win," Calipari said.

Hoop Du-jour: Junior college transfer George Har-

din, is eligble to play tonight and will be suited up for

the game.

Men gymnasts tumble at Cortland
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

If only the NCAA had the National Football League's

instant replay rule. Then maybe University of

Massachusetts gymnastics coach Roy Johnson could have

pleaded his case on Saturday.

The Minutemen, 2-2, were stunned 257.1-253.1 by Cor-

tland State University in a meet where Johnson felt in

consistent judging played a big part in the outcome.

One such instance came in the pommel horse where

Ricki Daniels, a disabled athlete, performed. Daniels, who

was born with unusally small legs and who came into

Boyden Gym last year in a wheelchair, won the event with

a 9.3.

But according to Johnson, that score was not even in

the ballpark Johnson felt the judges scored with their

hearts rather than by the book. UMass was not so

fortunate.
.. . .

"I really thought we should have won horse, Johnson

said. "I think the judges were pretty low on our scores^
"

An error by the judges in the vault also helped to do

in the Minutemen as sophomore Dave Dinucci was award

ed an 8.95 for a vault which should have merited a higher

score

"He did an outstanding vault that should have won the

meet but the judges admitted they made a mistake,
"

Johnson said. "We didn't make a protest because we on-

ly had one left because the judging was so erratic."

Cortland's Greg Curtis, who was the all-around winner

of the day, won the vault with a 9.1.

But through all this, Johnson gave credit to Cortland

and pointed out that his team did not have its best day.

UMass was still in this meet going into the high bar, the

last event of the afternoon, but the Minutemen couldn't

come through down the stretch.

"They (Cortland) just had a real excellent day and they

looked real good," Johnson said. "We had some excellent

performances but we had some performances that we were |

counting on, that just didn't happen. We had three really

poor performances (on high bar) that cost us the meet
"

Cortland combined for a team score of 43.5 on the high

bar to easily swing past the Minutemen, who hit just a

40.75. Curtis edged UMass co-captain John Eggers on the

high bar 9.1-9.05 for first place.

One excellent performance for the Minutemen came

from Carl Russ on the still rings. Russ took the only first

place of the six events on the afternoon for the Minutemen

by hitting a 9.25 just ahead of teammate Eggers, who was

second with 9.2.

One good sign of the meet for UMass was the parallel

bars where Johnson felt the Minutemen were a little weak

at the beginning of the season. But on Saturday, senior

co-captain Bart Balocki and senior Tim Myers turned in

big performances on the parallels to help UMass outscore

Cortland 43.05 42.45 and give UMass a chance to pull out

the win going into the last event.

Balocki's 8.9 took third place for UMass while Myers,

who was also high man on the afternoon in the all-around

competition for UMass with a 51.35 for second behind Cur-

tis, hit a 9.0 just behind Curtis' 9.1 for second place on

the parallels.

Sports at a Glance
Today: Men's hoop at Holy Cross (7:30)

Tomorrow: Women's swimming vs. Mt. Holyoke (7:00

Men's gymnastics at S.Conn. (7:00)

Wednesday: No events scheduled

Thursday: Men's hoop at Rhode Island (8:00)

Women's hoop at Temple (5:45)

No events scheduled

Women's hoop at Geo. Washington (1:00)

Men's swimming at Boston U. (1:00)

Women's gymnastics at UNH (1:00)

Men's gymnastics at M.I.T. (1:00)

Men's track at EIAAs

Friday:

Saturday:

Sunday:

Today, high near 30.

Tonight, lows 10-15.

Tomorrow partly sunny,

high near 30.
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Justice quits over deal
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Student Justice Tom Ralph resigned

yesterday, claiming the judiciary is "mak

mg a grave mistake' by choosing to uphold

an out-of-court agreement recognizing

Shari Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz as Stu

dent Government Association

co-presidents.

The consent decree was signed Dec. 16 by

justices John Sanchez and Kathy White in

agreement with Silkoff and Rabinowitz and

drops all injunctions barring the pair from

taking office, ending a nearly year-long

debate.

In his letter of resignation Ralph said he

may pursue legal action, both through the

University and the courts, to prevent

Silkoff and Rabinowitz from assuming of

fice as SGA co-presidents.

Ralph contends that previous student

judiciary decisions rendering SGA co-

presidencies unconstitutional are being ig

nored and the judiciary is now overstepp-

ing its bounds by recognizing the pair

without senate ratification.

•'My top priority is insuring that the

whole constitution we're governed by does

not fall apart," he said. "The senate niust

be allowed to maintain its authority."

Ralph also questioned the validity of the

document, claiming he was not notified of

the court date and neither he nor a majori-

ty of the student judiciary agreed to "this

ludicrous agreement."

But, SGA clerk of courts Chris McClellan

said the majority of the justices now agree

that it will be most beneficial to the

students if Silkoff and Rabinowitz take

office.

McClellan said every justice had

knowledge of the impending case and the

reason Ralph was not notified of the court

date was that he was gone during January

and did not leave word where he could be

reached.

Justices Kathy White and John Sanchez,

who both signed the consent decree, said

the judiciary had little choice but to con

cede to the agreement because of mounting

court costs, the University's refusal to pro

vide legal counsel, and a mere 10 days

notice given to prepare their case.

"We were placed in a difficult position.'

said White. "The stakes are much higher

in Hampshire Superior Court than they are

in the SGA
"

"It's a matter of what's best for everyone

involved," she said. "I think John and my

signing that was best for the SGA and the

students."

It is not yet clear whether senate ratifica

tion is necessary to install Silkoff and

Rabinowitz as co-presidents, but McClellan

said the SGA is seeking legal counsel to

determine the correct route to take.

McClellan said the role of the judiciary

in the controversy is over, and the justices

will immediately move on to other issues.

including training, self-education, and

working to tighten some of the loopholes

in the SGA constitution.

"More attention should be devoted to

heading off these problems by strengthen-

ing the constitution," he said. 'If we work

at strengthening the organization as a

whole, we won't have a need to go outside

the systems of the SGA."

SAT fails test in court
j_-. tUa firof in rail tl

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Last Friday, a federal judge ruled that

the awarding of state-sponsored merit

scholarships solely on the basis of the

Scholastic Aptitude Test is unfairly bias-

ed against females. Only two states use

these scores exclusively: New York and

Massachusetts.

Terry Zoulas, public relations director ot

the Massachusetts Board of Regents, said

the state awards $84 million in scholar

ships annually, $600,000 of which (0.7 per-

cent) is awarded on the basis of SAT scores

through the Senatorial Honors Program.

The rest of the money, Zoulas said, is given

on the basis of financial need. The board

oversees the awarding of these

scholarships.

"We knew (the selection process) was

wrong from the inception," he said. "We're

looking to get rid of it. It's been going on

for years." , . c<
•

Judge John M. Walker's decision last Fri-

day was the first to call the SATs

discriminatory, according to the New "York

Times. The exam, usually taken by college-

bound high school juniors, has also been

criticized for inaccurately refiecting the ap

titudes of racial minorities.

Arlene Avakian, a lecturer in the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Women's Studies

department, said that while males score

higher on the SATs, females generally get

better grades in high school.

"I'm glad to see that a test like that is

labelled as discriminatory, " she said.

"Word problems (on the SATs) relate more

to a male experience as opposed to a female

experience."

Ronald Hambleton, a University pro-

fessor of education, is researching how ac-

curately the controversial test determines

the range of a student's knowledge.

Hambleton said high school grades are an

equally unreliable basis for judgement

because the grade a student receives at a

given high school depends on the quality

continued on pige 3

Year Male Male Female Female

Verbal Math Verbal Math

1968 464 512 466 470

1973 446 .502 443 460

1978 433 494 425 444

1983 430 493 420 445

IQftft d.-^S 498 422 453

1978 433

1983 430

1988 435

Male Female

Total Total

978 936

948 903

927 869

923 865

933 875

Minuteman faces charge
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Anti-gay references in the Minuteman

have prompted a campus gay rights activist

to file harassment charges with the Dean

of Students Office against the conservative

newspaper's staff.

Former Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Alliance President Jay Festa said he filed

harassment charges last week against the

staff of the Minuteman as listed in the

paper.

A "diversity word find" that appears on

the parody page in last week's Minuteman

spells out "Festa " near the words "homo"

and "dead." The paper also contains a

photograph of Festa and other Student

Government Association members under

the label "queers." The December issue

contained further "innuendo," said Festa.

Minuteman Editor in Chief Jay Schoen-

dorf, who confirmed charges have been fil-

ed, said, "It is clearly under 'parody' and

it is humor. People who took that serious-

ly had better rethink themselves."

"We placed it under parody for a specific

reason, if we'd placed it up front then

they'd have a legitimate gripe," he said.

Schoendorf said he was not surprised by

the charges. "It has happened before, it is

the typical liberal response to our paper,"

he said. "We are a newspaper and protected

by First Amendment rights. We have not

slandered him. Well just go through the

motions again."

"That's a very opportuni.stic (interpreta-

tion) of the First Amendment," said Festa,

who is president of the Commuter Area

Government. "It (the word search) is a

threat. It's not humorous, it's threatening

and intimidating."

The Minuteman appears to be taking a

more aggressive anti gay stance in its two

most recent publications, a reflection of

both the personal values of its editors and

the bitter political divisions that have

plagued the SGA, he said.

"It's definitely political," Festa said.

"(The Commuter Area Government) is a

very large fwwer base for somebody they

hate to have control of I'm left, and they

look for whatever ammunition they have

against us."

The newspaper has traditionally voiced

anti-gay sentiments in keeping with the

ideology of the local conservative communi-

ty and the national Republican Party,

Schoendorf said. "The University of

Massachusetts is really the only place that

I know of where homosexuality is accepted,

from the administration on down."

"But we have the truth on our side, and

it's our responsibility to present the facts,"

he said.

Fresh face for PVTA garage
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Correspondent

The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

yesterday celebrated the completion of its

$2.3 million expansion and renovation of

the University of Massachusetts Transit

Facility with a ribbon cutting ceremony at

the new garage.

"This project will mean improved vehi-

cle maintenance and performance, a better

environment for drivers and personnel, and

increased efficiency of the system overall,
'

said Robert D. Manz, PVTA administrator.

The initial building, completed in the

spring of 1979. was designed to hold .30-foot

buses, according to UMass Transit Service

Operations Manager Al Byam. "Now most

of the buses are 35 and 40 feet long. To

keep maintenance co.sts low, it's necessary

to house the vehicles inside."

In 1986, the UMass Transit Authority

secured the federal grants neces.sary to ex-

pand the existing facility, through the ef-

forts of US Rep. Silvio Conte, R-Pittsfield.

"Conte has been instrumental in the

birth and the growth of the UMass Tran-

sit Service," .said Manz.

Federal grants provided 80 percent of the

funding, with the remaining 20 percent

provided by state grants and .student fees,

Manz said. Because the funding was ob-

tained three years ago, the project was not

affected by the recent budget cuts, he said.

Conte, who flew from Washington D.C.

to attend the ceremony, said he was en

thusiastic about the new garage. "I wanted

to invite members of the Bush administra-

continued on page 12
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ALL-AMERICAN SURVEY football players profile

The Average
Ail-American
A composite sketch

AOI:2l.5y«af

HE»OHT: 6 toot 4
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MAJOR: Financ* 4, Criminal Uw
Of Ju$tjc« 3. Physical E(>jcatk)n or

R#crtation 3. Business Mgmt 3.

Coun$«l»ng 2. Sports Mgmt 2.

Comm^fc* 2, History 2, American
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Engin#«r1ng 1

.
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$«ooodary Education 1 . 0«n«ral
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Industrta/ Mgmt. 1

,

Information

Sciences i

.

Marketing 1.

Construction

Mgmt. 1

Semester Hours
Enrolled

In-MMon

13.0
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15.5

Grade Point

Average by Position

Ouaittrbtck (2 pltr«rt) 2.M
Running Badts (3 piayart) IIS
wida RaotN^f (3 piayan) 2.t2

Oftana^/a Rnaman-
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Oafanalva Unaman
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Oafan»»va Backs (5 players) 2.S6
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Breakdown

OPAs supplied 3.50^.00 A
by the athletes (l player)

300-3.49 B^^^^^ (9 players)

^^^^H 2.50-2.99 C+^^^H (14 players)

H^^B 9AO.9i0
C^Su^V (^^p«y*^)
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^^^^

AP graphic

SOURCE - Results of interviews with 36 players on the AP and Kodak Ail-American football

teams.
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Madson supports
education proposal
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson heartily endorses Senator Paul

Tsongas' plan to make Massachusetts

public higher education the best in the

country by the year 2,000. he said

yesterday.

Tsongas, recently named chairman of the

Board of Regents of Higher Education, pro-

posed an eight-point plan Feb. 1 which call-

ed for greater involvement of the public

and the state's business community.
"I've been a fan of Tsongas for a long,

long time and I have a high respect for his

intellect," Madson said. "This plan is the

spotlight we need on Massachusetts higher

education and we can benefit from his

leadership."

Since the plan relies heavily on the

business community, Tsongas chose to

unveil his ideas at a breakfast meeting

with the Massachusetts High Technology

Council, a group vehemently opposed to

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis's $735 million tax

package.

Both Tsongas and Madson agree that a

major problem to overcome lies in the

public perception of the public higher

education system and its competitiveness

with private institutions.

"We have to say and believe, for exam-

ple, that UMass-Amherst can compete with

Harvard, and U Lowell can compete with

MIT, ' Tsongas said.

Madson had similar sentiments. "Our
biggest concern is how to get out the

message out to families, students and

legislators about the need for comprehen-

sive public higher education," he said.

Madson said that would depend on grass-

roots support for Tsongas' plans.

Tsongas urged that Massachusetts
relieve itself of the "mind set" which con-

siders public institutions to be "riding the

economy section" as opposed to first-class.

Among Tsongas' recommendations is a

system of "interlocking directorships" in

which chief executive officers of leading

Massachusetts firms serve on the boards of

trustees of state colleges anduniversities,

with college presidents serving on the

boards of directors of the companies.

"I am seeking to take the talent, exper-

tise an skills that exist in corporate

Massachusetts and link them into the

public higher education system," he said.

Other recommendations Tsongas made to

the council include:

• Open access to public higher education

while maintaining academic quality.

• More involvement by public higher

education in the community, particularly

in public school systems.

• Establishment of an academic review

panel to screen potential appointments to

college boards of trustees.

• Declaring public higher education to

be a "political-free zone," immune from

political interference.

• Endorsing the use of performance-

based evaluation as one of the criteria in

determining the level of state funding for

public institutions.

• Strengthening the role of alumni of

the state colleges and universities in fund-

raising and participation.

Tsongas said his proposals are long-range

goals that should be considered irrespective

of the financial problems now being faced

by state colleges and universities.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said that,

although some of the ideas in Tsongas' plan

were controversial, it was bold ofhim to put

them forward.

LBGA Forum
New members
The Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay

Counselling Collective is seeking new
members. Applications are available at an

orientation 4 p.m. today in 406G Student

Union. No experience required; training

provided. Internship credit possible.

Meeting
The LBGA will have an open business

meeting today at 6:30 p.m. in 413 Student

Union.

Rap group
Lesbians, bisexuals, gays, or heterosex-

uals questioning their sexuality are invited

to a rap group tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the

LBGA office, 413 Student Union. Spon-

sored by the LBG Counseling Collective.

SAT fails the test

Coffee social

The LBGA is sponsoring a coffee social

Friday, Feb. 10, from 3 to 5:30 p.m. on the

8th floor of the Campus Center. Open to all.

Social hour
Graduate students will meet for a social

hour from 4 to 6 p.m. Friday, Feb. 10 in 101

campus center.

Dance
The LBGA is sponsoring a dance Satur-

day, Feb. 11, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on the

10th floor of the Campus Center. $3 dona-

tion. Cash bar. All are welcome.

Speakers needed
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Speakers

Bureau is looking for speakers. Call the

Program for Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay
Concerns at 545-4824.

continued from page 1

of education offered there.

"On the average," he said, "females are

less likely to take advanced-level math

courses than males."

Still, Hambleton agreed that the scholar-

ship selection process is discriminatory and

said that the state is putting together its

own aptitude test.

Said Hambleton: "How can you have any

procedure that gives 80 percent of its

awards to males?"

George Urch, associate dean of the

University's School of Education, said "the

exam is a poor indicator of a lot of things."

Urch said standardized examinations like

the SATs and the Graduate Record Ex-

amination not reflect six important aspects

of the student's total knowledge:

perseverance, motivation, effort, con-

fidence, leadership and how the student

assumes responsibility.

According to the National Education

Asociation 1989 Almanac of Higher Educa-

tion, the average SAT scores of female

t'oliripan photo hy Ja«l SoImmmi

Fraternities and sororities rush into the new semester.

Greeks win fans with fair
By SCOTT KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Efforts to dispel the "Animal House"
image that often plagues fraternities

and sororities drew more than 100 peo-

ple to the Student Union Ballroom

yesterday for the first-annual Greek

fair.

The twelve fraternities and eight

sororities on campus each sponsored in-

formation tables, providing material on

housing, meals, rush procedures, and

other aspects of Greek life.

Michael Kearney, a brother at Pi Kap
pa Alpha, said he hopes the fair will

eliminate stereotypes surrounding the

Greek Area.

"Fraternities help the community a

great deal through blood drives, toys for

tots, campus beautification projects and

numerous other philanthropic ac-

tivities," Kearney said. "Unfortunate-

ly, many people stereotype fraternities

as sexist, discriminatory, and
athletically-oriented, which is entirely

untrue."

Sophomore Marge Santos said atten-

ding the fair changed her views about

sororities, and she is considering

rushing this semester.

"I always thought sororities were a

bunch of .stuck up girls." Santos said.

"But I see they are just like me in many
ways."
Alex Mojhanson said,"I probably

won't rush but I am thinking the living

arrangements and the social life would

be better."

"The frats have always, in my mind,

been wild partyers but I am coming to

realize that is not the case," he said.

Sororities tend to follow more formal

procedures for inducting members than

fraternities, said Kelly Mills of Sigma
Kappa. Several sororities conduct for-

mal interviews and most have elaborate

ru.sh gatherings, she said.

Each fraternity and sorority will hold

an open house this week to help rushees

find the chapter that best meets their

needs, said Brian Howard of Pi Kappa
Alpha.

About 250 people are expected to par

ticipate in rush week, but less than half

will be invited to join the 1,100 member
.svsteir. Ho"'«rd said.

Assaults send two
to Health Services

college-bound seniors was 422, verbal, 453,

math while the average male scores were

435, verbal, 498, math.

Hambleton said the tests are

geographically inaccurate as well.

Massachusetts, he said, is ranked 39th in

the nation for SAT scores. However, 60 to

70 percent of this state's high school

students take the exam. In states like

Alabama, where only two percent of the

students take the exam, there is less com-

petition, he said.

While questions arise as to the validity

of awarding the scholarships. Associate

Dean of Admissions Kathy Reinhart said

"academic record has the top priority" in

the University's applicant selection pro-

cess. "We look at a lot more than that,

though."

Zoulas said the state plans to award

scholarships on the basis of more aspects

of a student's high school education: class

rank, grades and extracurricular activities

will all be considered for the program.

"You don't give merit awards on the

basis of a single test," he said. "It's educa-

tionally unsound."

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Two male University of Massachusetts

students were taken to University Health

Services over the weekend for treatment of

facial injuries received during an assault,

police said.

One student, a 20-year-old, was reported-

ly hit in the face by a 6'3' man sometime

before 2 a.m. Saturday in the parking lot

of Old Amherst Creamery at the intersec

tion of Fearing Street and Sunset Avenue,

police said. He was treated at Health Ser-

vices for a fractured nose and a possible eye

injury.

The second man injured on Sunday night

told police he was walking through the

Brittany Manor apartments complex when
he was invited to a party in one of the

apartments by a woman inside. Once in-

side, the victim said he was punched in the

face by a 6'3' man. He was treated at

UMass for a broken nose, police said.

In other police reports:

• University of Massachusetts police

were dispatched to the Southwest
Horseshoe Friday to investigate the report

of three males damaging a vehicle parked

there, police said. With the aid of student

security and a witness, police were able to

identify two of the men who will be sum-
moned to court for a show cause hearing

for the $1,000 damage done to the car.

• An 18-year-old Westwood man was ar-

rested Friday and is expected to be charg-

ed with being a minor in possession of

alcohol Friday, police said.

• State police in Shelburne arrested a

27-year-old Northampton man on an

outstanding UMass police warrant Satur-

day, police said.

• A tow truck operator reported Satur

day he accidentally broke a car's window
while gaining access to the car he was at-

tempting to tow. The car sustained about

$200 in damages, police said.

• An 18-year-old Byfield man was ar-

rested at John Adams Residence Hall

Saturday. He is expected to be charged

with being a minor in possession of alcohol,

police said.

• A car parked in E Lot was reported

broken into Saturday and a stereo stolen

from it. The car received $500 in damages,

police said.

• A student on the tenth floor of John

Adams Residence Hall reported a case of

25 compact discs worth $375 stolen from

his room Saturday, police said.

• Two 18-year-old men were arrested on

Fearing Street Saturday. They are ex-

pected to be charged with being minors in

possession of alcohol, police said.

• A 21-year-old Southbridge man was

arrested Saturday after police brought his

car to a stop on University Drive. He is ex-

pected to be charged with driving under the

influence of alcohol. He was also driving

an unregistered, uninsured vehicle, police

said.

• A license plate was reported stolen

from a vehicle parked in Lot 62 Sunday,

police said.

• A video cassette recorder worth $125

was reported stolen from the Student Area

Government office in Field Residence Hall

Sunday, police said.
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Teen pleads innocent

to shotgun murder
GREENFIELD <AP» — A teen-ager pleaded innocent

yesterday to charges stemming from the shotgun death
of his girlfriend, the third apparent slaying of a woman
in the town of Turners Falls in 18 months.
Joseph R Demers Jr., 18, was arraigned in Green-

field District Court in connection with the slaying of

Catherine E. Gochinski, 16, who was killed with
Demers' shotgun just before midnight Friday in the

Turners Falls apartment they shared.

Judge Allan McGuane continued the case to March
7 and ordered Demers held without bail at Bridgewater

State Hospital for evaluation for competency and
criminal responsibility, according to W. Michael Gog-
gins, the assistant district attorney handling the case.

The courtroom was packed with observers, many
dressed in black. When the hearing ended, one man
burst into tears and was led from the room by serveral

other men

Attorney claims client was abused
SPRINGFIELD <AP^- A prosecutor maintained yester

day that a woman lured her husband to an isolated boat

ramp where he was ambushed and beaten to death by her

boyfriend and a 16-year-old youth.

"This is a case of cold, calculating first-degree murder,"

Francis Bloom, said in opening statements at the trial of

Lisa Becker Grimshaw. 27, of Springfield. "She was not

a battered woman," said Bloom, an assistant district at

torney handling the case in Hampden Surperior Court.

But defense lawyer Nancy Gertner contended her client

had suffered continued physical, mental and sexual abuse

at the hands of her husband and "believed she was in fear

of her life and had no alternative."

The body of Thomas Grimshaw, 30, was found on a boat

ramp along the Connecticut River on June 5, 1985.

Bloom said a witness saw BeckerGrimshaw and her

husband kissing in the car after she picked him up from

work on June 5, 1985. Then, he contended, she drove

Grimshaw to the Chicopee boat ramp where her boyfriend,

Michael A.J. Bruyette, and the teen ager waited to kill

him with baseball bats, stolen davs earlier.

Bloom said the 16-year-old would testify that after the

killing, she tried to persuade the men to throw the body

in the river.

Gertner compared BeckerGrimshaw's mental state to

that of a combat veteran suffering posttraumatic stress.

"She was pounded every day until she had come to believe

there was danger behind every rock," Gertner said.
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Copies

Half Off

After 100
After \'nur first Kft copies of a

single sheet onKiiiai the rest are

half price at kinko > iJie copv

center

kinko'l
the copy center

253-2543
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Located in the Campus Center
Open M—F 9—5 Sat. 10—3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

teaching skills
group leadership
Communication skills

Friends, Relationships

and Sexuality

Academic Stressors

Health and Wellness

Monday:

4-6 p.m

or

7-9 p.m

beginning February 13

Residential Education

130 Brett House

545-0422

One Credit Course

CHINESE KITCHEN

72 oz.

Pitchers

$3.95
In Mddley Only

75<r

Drafts

In llddlev Only

ILxllcy-nORiis^clSt.. Ifi^l'ili NoHltnmptonl ^O Ring S( . •i«6-fl221

Police to be investigated
Face second report ofracial harassment
STOUGHTON (APi - Stoughton

police face federal and state investiga-

tions into alleged harassment of a black

Boston police officer who lives in the

town.

The case marks the second allegation

of police harassment of a black in less

than a month in the suburb south of

Boston. It is also the latest in a type of

case growing in frequency across the

state.

Kenneth Fishman, a Boston lawyer,

representing Boston Police Patrolman

Aaron Gross, said yesterday that he has

asked the US Justice Department and

the state attorney general to investigate

his client's case.

Both agencies have questioned his

client in the case, Fishman said, and a

spokesman for the state attorney

general confirmed that it is being
investigated.

Fishman said Gross, who lives in

Stoughton with his wife and children,

has been stopped four times since July

by Stoughton police and once by a Can-
ton police officer, who later was joined

by a Stoughton officer.

Gross alleged he has been singled out

for harassment and was beaten by white

Stoughton police officers and held at

gunpoint on Nov. 30.

According to Fishman, Gross suffered

head and neck injuries and has not

returned to work for Boston police since

then.

Stoughton Police Chief William Gross,

no relation, said the Police Department
is conducting an internal investigation.

Governor's wife^
in treatment facility
BOSTON (AP>- Massachusetts Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis disclosed yesterday

that his wife is being treated for alcohol

problems stemming from his unsuccessful

presidential race against George Bush.

The drinking problem was the latest in

a series of disclosures of substance abuse

by Kitty Dukakis, 52, who has long public-

ly battled her smoking habit and who had

disclosed early in her husband's presiden-

tial campaign that she had for years abus-

ed amphetamines.
He said his wife had successfully fought

her addiction to amphetamines but that

since the presidential campaign she had us-

ed alcohol "in excessive quantities ... on a

limited number of occasions while at

home."
"As she has now discovered, whether it

comes in a bottle or is solid, if you are

chemically dependent, you are chemically

dependent." he said at a news conference,

maintaining his usual stoical demeanor.

Dukakis, who does not smoke and rare-

ly drinks even a glass of wine, said his wife

had entered the Edgehill Newport facility

in Newport. R.I., Sunday and will stay

there for about 30 days.

"She recognizes it. It was her decision to

go into treatment." Dukakis said, adding

that he and their children supported her

choice.

"It is a disease from which you never

recover; you're always recovering," he said,

calling her alcohol problem another

manifestation of her underlying chemical

dependency.
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ATTENTION
Students looking for port time

non work study, on or off campus
attend one of the ^JEMS" workshops

(Job Employee Matching System)
Tuesday February 7, 1989
Campus Center Room 168C

Wednesday February 8, 1989
Campus Center Room 904-08

1:30—3:00 p.m.

Workshops sponsored by the Student Employment
Office 239A Whitmore Administration Building

545-1951

r

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSC serving the students

of UMass
Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

that MS can no Iflngar offar laqsl
tion » atudHMji toUaniitf tt«

• August 31. 1M7 dacUion.)

call 545-1995

Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration In injuries from: • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most coses
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.O.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
see us In the Nynex yellow pages

[w WW mnmumum >wi im mK)*Lfmm *^;iiiumg^^

iSLiBOl
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-514

"The Buck Stops Here"
Welcome Bock Students ^

: Drink of the Week ©»" * Tonic $1.00

• Beer of the Month Bud A Miller Life $1.00 :

^''•^

The Spoke
Welcome Back!!

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.50

Drinks of the Week ($1.00)
DeKuyper

Mountain Strawberry Schnapps
Apple Barrel Schnapps

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

THE EVERY DAY LIFE OF
A COLLEGE STUDENT
Open to all students

Drug and Alcohol

use/abuse

Academic Stress

Interpersonal

Communication

Reintroducing Pitchers!!! . <

Miller, Miller Lite & Roiling Rocl(-$5.00 ,i
|[|

Meister Brau $4.25 (> '^

14 Evening

Sections

Groups of 10-12

Students

beginning February 13

Call:

Residential Education

130 Brett House

545-0422

One Credit Course
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Tor Appointment
call 549-4979

NAIL 4 SKIN CARE SALON
The ultimate in nati fashion

and sktn beauty

Tebruary Special

Complimpntary E> clash Tint

uilh [very Facial

^ Manicures • Waxing

Li And Much More!

GUYS...we have gift certificates for >our

Valentine!

CHRISTIAN :|

FELLOWSHIP
;j

WELCOMES
YOU TO

UMASS
For More Info Call Rick or Jennifer 253-7206

j^r^^
DONT WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

ffOmtOilOSPRINGBREAK
4NIGH7S NASSAU s379pp

7NIGHTS CANCUN s 479pp
7NIGHTS PUERTO laCRUZ s599pp
VENEZUELA, th, Ntw EXOTIC distinaiioni

IntI •« haitr»»m laa*J A »•' v.e» t»ttf»i

BOOK NOW!
4132561261

n So Pi*a»«nl SI

Amhaf tt. MA 01002
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5UPC Presents

SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant

all winter.

I niversity of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

rin

1989

;©[a^Ta®iJfl ©if

vx/*^

. \ \ \ > \ N|

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Late register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

University day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

5452414.

*N^

m\ ^\

8:00 FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS

$12 UMASS STUDENT
$15 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT F.A.C. BOX OFFICE ^
OR CALL TO CHARGE mc/v1sa:545-25 1 1 %

iSSf

Peloton Sports
(Storewide)

Winter Sale
I

Pool Suit Sale
Selected SPEEOO Womens Swim

V2 Price
'88-89 Hind SPEEOO Ocean

Womens Swim Starting at

95

Cross-Country

Ski
Blowout
(No Snow
Specials)

Boots l«»«iipiM) "es

Alpina Blaze 75mni '38"

Alpina Sierra 89"

Salomon 351 65"

Salomon 701 Skate 109"

SALf
'29"

50
44"
79"

Final Liquidation
BIKES (samples)
Royce 10 spd. Sale Price '109"

20" Freestyler 139"

Schwinn Callente 159"

Schwinn Scooter 129"

Centurion Cavaletto 249"

Centurion lronman589"

Cannondale 8R300499"

Cannondale 8M500

Sale '499"

Diamondbacl(MTB349"

Sale '109"

Sale '138"

Sale '99"

Sale »219"

Sale '489"

Sale '369"

575"

Sale '329"

SKIS(»mpl«l R»9

Irak Kid Skis w/Bindings

Peltoner Jr. Skis 80"

Trak Arosas 104"

Rossignol Carbon Skate

140"

All Used Equipment

Waies

Gaitors

Hats

Gloves

Mitts

Oont target. tl«« i» Hew Enqlend

well a mloule end tr»e weether will

change.

Sale

'17"

47"
75"

240"

Vj Price

•1.00 oti

'5.00 on
Vj Price

y» Price

V» Price

Underwear
All Season

Winter Cycling
Jaclcts

Tights

Winter hats

Booties

Gloves

30% Oti

20% OH
Vj Price

20% Ott

20% OH

Sunbuster
Windjackats
18 off your choice

Windpant* MS off

— Outerwear
s All Sports

WmdpanlsBlk '25 off

Polar Fleece Tops '15 off

Stretch Uni's '20 off

H'vy Duty rights '15 off

Misc.

Ufa Polypro

V2 Price
Nike Tights

*5 0ff

Skate and Snowboards etc.

All Decks $10.00 Off

T Shirts $5.00 Off

'

Sims Snowboard
Reg.S449.95 Sale $379.95

Racks Packs and
Accessories
Thule complete rack '10" Off

Tltule accessories 20% Off

Barrecrafter Ski Carrier '19"

Barrecrafter Trunk
Ski Rack

Barrecrafter Strap-On

Rack

BIKE STUFF
Prices)

K-4 locks
Bike Gloves
Bike Jerseys
EASTPAKS
OuHles (all)

Pattern Fabric Daypacks
V. Price

Home Fitness Specials
Ultra Fit Exercycle (assembled) *119«»

Ultra Fit Cycle

Ergometer (assem.)
S209"

BCA ExerCyCle (Assam.) Reg. 299" . Sale *285"
Precor Step Machine Reg. 499" .. saie *449"
Precor Nordic Track Reg. 599" saie 549*'

Schwinn Airdyne are back in stock.

Vetta Turbo Trainer Reg.Mos" saie *99*'

Minoura Mag Turbo Reg. 149" ...saie *139*'

Schwinn Vortez
Trainer Reg. 109" saie *99"
Schwinn DX 900

ExerCyCle(Assembled) Sale *299"

W-^

PeloUm
^aifc^v Sftorts

AMHERST- 1E. Pleasant St./549-6904

NORTHAMPTON -15 State St./584-1016

GREENFIELD -Mohawk Trail/773-5572

Layaways
Convenient Parking

EDITORIAL/OPINION
.lill.l.Ml.m.l.l.lJ.UJl.l.»J he individual writer or cartoonist and do r^ol necessarily reflect the views

The UMass bargain is not a good deal
OVERSUBSCRIBED.
OVERSUBSCRIBED.
COURSE CLOSED.
"At least I didn't get four oversubscribeds," I

thought, trying to salvage a shred of optimism about
the upcoming semester. Rejection from the bulk of my
classes didn't depress me. Why? Because it was done
in a compassionate manner.

Darren Garnick
Included in my schedule packet was an apology let-

ter from Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey. I was touched.
An exalted, high-ranking ofTicial of the UMass ad-

ministration told me he was sorry.

"White your choices may be more limited this spring,

"

Duffey wrote, "the campus administration and faculty

will continue to make every effort to ensure that the

quality ofyour education will not suffer. Ifyour initial

schedule does not contain a full set of courses, you
should be able to add additional courses during the

registration period and make normal degree progress

during the spring semester.
"

There are plenty of open classes, Mr. Duffey. But the

communication department flatly refuses to count
aerobic dance credits towards graduation. Waiting lists

are the equivalent to begging. "If you are in the class

of 1990, leave now. You are wasting your time!" was
one professor's advice on how to enroll in his com-
munication class.

Although I am treated like an academic vagrant, I

don't feel like one. Earlier in his letter, the chancellor

had a few words of consolation: "(Even with the extra

curriculum fees and the tuition increase) the Universi-

ty will remain one of the 'best buys' in higher educa-

tion in the United States."

Translation: UMass is a good deal, so stop whining
and be grateful to have any class you can get.

As a last defense for the incompetent scheduling, the

administration reminds us that we are all students at

Bargain Hunter's University and our parents would
have to sell their homes for us to study anywhere else.

Brilliant tactic. Let's not compare our faculty or class

access with other universities.

Let's compare the price.

UMass can become the "Coupon Campus." Coupon
booklets which are shoved into our mailboxes will

always have the staple discounts on pizza, clothing and

haircuts. But new coupon territory needs to be ex-

plored. Students could be enticed to enroll in under-

subscribed classes if they were offered free gifts from
the Whitmore showcase. Struggling, unpopular pro-

fessors can tempt us with 12-piece knife sets.

When my friends at private schools scoff at my
schedule, I can always argue that my school is cheaper
than their school and that my big brother can beat up
their big brother. I can boast about my semester in-

ternship at Building 19M! or Railroad Salvage.

Hopefully, the above scenario will remain a fic-

tionalized horror. Cheaper does not mean better. Take
all those counterfeit Rubik's Cubes, for example. The
fake cubes tended to fall apart after a few uses. The
bright colored stickers fell off too. To prevent UMass
from degenerating into a fake university, it is the ad-

ministration's responsibility to solve the oversubscrib-

ed crisis. Mike Dukakis and the state budget cuts are
timely scapegoats, but this problem has been plagu-

ing students for years.

If Chancellor Duffey would rather run a yard sale

than a university, let him toot his horn on the Home
Shopping Network.
Darren Garnick is a Collegian columnist

Choosing betw^een pushing
paper and Playdough

".
. . but sexism is still prevalent!" I said

to a male friend the other day. He had the

nerve to say that there is no sex discrimina-

tion anymore. HE does not see any.

"You're blowing it out of proportion," he
declared.

Meredith O'Brien

I picked up the newspaper beside me and
pointed to an article, "Look! Here's an ar-

ticle about discrimination in the workplace.

It tells about how hard it is to be a career

woman and a mother. In most cases, when
a couple has a child, the woman stays

home, and misses out on career oppor-

tunities."

"But the woman bears the child. She
needs a recuperation period, plus the fact

that women get maternity leave. Someone
has to stay at home, it's just more conve-

nient for the woman."
"That's not fair!" I shouted. "Simply

because women bear the children does not

mean that they should have to stay home.

Anyway, how can you expect a mother to

'recuperate' with a baby at home? Every

female was not predestined to be a

housewife and mother."

"How can a man stay home when he will

lose his job?" he questioned.

"There should be paternal, as well as

maternal leave offered by companies so

that both spouses would have the oppor-

tunity to stay at home with their child."

"Oicay," he began, "let's say that com-

panies do give paternal leave, who do you
think should stay at home? I think that it

should be the spouse who makes less

money."
"Then the woman would still have to be

the one who stays at home because it's been

statistically proven that women get paid

less than men do. Women are more of a risk

to a company because they might take time

off' to have a family."

He shook his head, "The salaries vary

with every job. Not many couples share the

same field, so you can't say that it will

always be the wife who stays home and

earns less money."
"More women would be forced to stay at

home simply because they receive lower

salaries and have maternal leaves."

They said it . . .

"Life is too short to understand God

altogether, especially nowadays."
— Helen Yglesias

**

"I like to beat people at chess, and get

better marks, and be elected to everything.

It's disgusting to want those things. A per-

son like that could do anything."

-Ibid

"How so?"

"First of all, women get paid less than

men because they are more likely to leave

the job when they have children. Many
women wind up losing their jobs because

they stay home longer than the scanty six-

month leaves that companies allow. You
can't just stick a six-month old baby in

daycare! Then the women fall behind their

male co-workers, or female co-workers who
have no children, because of the time lost

while they were at home. Why can a man
easily balance a career and a family while

women have to choose?"

Now he began to get frustrated. "Don't

you think that a father would want to stay

home with his child? I agree with you,

paternal leave would be a terrific idea, but

how can you get companies to agree to it?

A company pays for your services and

needs you to fill a position. If companies

started letting all of their employees stay

home, they'd lose money. How can the com-

panies afford it?"

"The government should subsidize all of

the leaves, compensate the companies for

the money lost. They should require job

security when you come back from a paren-

tal leave."

"That's not a feasible idea. It wouldn't

work if, say a top executive or specialist

needed to be replaced."

"We should make it feasible! Women
should not have to make a choice between

a job and a family — men don't have to! We
should be paid according to our qualifica-

tions, not our gender. Maternal and pater-

nal leave should be available for parents.

There should be job security! I'm not ask-

ing for much ..."

"Idealist," he mumbled. "It should hap-

pen, but it never will."

In less than ten years many women ofmy
generation will be faced with this dilem-

ma. We are all in school studying our lit-

tle hearts out so that we will be successful

someday — should we accept the assump-

tion that we are predestined to stay at

home?
Both men and women should have the

right to stay at home with their children

(without losing their jobs) and to play with

Playdough and watch Sesame Street.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist

College then, may be a good place for

those few young people who are really

drawn to academic work, who would rather

read than eat, but it has become too expen-

sive, in money, time, and intellectual effort,

to serve as a holding pen for large numbers

of our young. We ought to make it possi

ble for those reluctant, unhappy students

to find alternative ways of growing up, and

more realistic preparation for the years

ahead."
—Caroline Bird

-J SiM
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The real question should
be: When does life begin?
A funny thing happened last fall on the

way to a referendum. Theologian and anti-

abortion activist John Rankin petitioned to

place a question on the Massachusetts
ballot: When does life begin: conception,

viability, birth or other? Attorney general

James Shannon panned it because there

was no precedent for a multiple choice

referendum in this state (as though a

primary isn't a multiple choice question).

His decision has been appealed; the case

will probably end up in the U.S. Supreme
Court.

Rusty Denton
The referendum is an insightful piece of

work. First, it challenges defenders of abor-

tion to a public vote on the issues. For years

they've said most Americans support

"abortion rights." However, polls by the

(pro-choice) National Abortion Rights Ac-

tion League show that 40 or 50 percent of

the voters nationwide oppose abortion ex-

cept for incest, rape, or risk to the mother's

life. Another 10 or 20 percent oppose all

abortions.

Attorney general Shannon's pro-choice

inclinations are no secret; it's curious that

he would hide behind voting format if he
weren't afraid of losing a vote on the issues.

Pro-abortion forces in other states have
been equally afraid of the public.

Knowing they can't depend on non-

existent voters, these activists quickly

retreat to a "right of privacy" that is im-

mune to the democratic process. But abor-

tion rights were given in Roe v. Wade on

the grounds that medical science didn't

know when life began. That is, the

Supreme Court ruled that the rights of per-

sons of indeterminate consciousness (un-

born children) were subordinate to the

rights of tangible people (you and me).

Rankin's argument says that since the

Roe opinion hinged on contemporary

technology, it must be reviewed when
technology advances. His strategy has been

to calmly and respectfully educate the

public about recent developments in pre-

natal biology so citizens can knowledgably

vote on the issue.

Now you could ask why Rankin is still

pursuing this: President Bush is pushing

the Supreme Court to overturn Roe and is

stacking the Department of Health and
Human Services with pro-lifers. The pro-

blem with this approach, according to

Rankin, is that court decisions are always

subject to flip-flops. Laws in all 50 states

became obsolete when the Supreme Court
legalized abortion in 1973. In 1989, abor-

tion may become illegal again, but for how
long — until a liberal majority once again

occupies the highest court? Rankin argues

that overturning Roe is laudable, but

ultimately a state-by-state series of referen-

dums is necessary because the results will

compel state legislatures to approve a pro-

life constitutional amendment. Amend-
ments, unlike court decisions, are

democratic and can't be repealed
overnight.

Some people believe abortion "rights"

will forever be subject to the winds of

politics. I think not. Most of us, no matter
how hardened, still have misgivings about

taking a human life. Given biological facts

and their own common sense, most people

know the unborn are alive; that's the true

genius of the referendum. Rankin's ques-

tion shifts the focus from the obvious (cir-

cumstances) to the sublime (incipient life).

Once we agree the unborn are alive — and
any good biologist must — then we will deal

with how to address them: as pets, as

slaves, as livestock, as parasites, or as

citizens. Be honest; those are about the on-

ly options, and the first four are repulsive.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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SEE HOW
I
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BUSINESS
U

RETAILING
CAN BE

Are you thinking that your first job should be with

a recognized business leader? Have you consi-

dered the Big Business of Retailing"? Why not

take a moment and let The May Department

Stores Company help you see just how Big our

Business really is. We're inviting you to an Open
House to explore an opportunity with one of the

industry's best.

You can build a retail career starting with our

highly respected training program for new execu-

tives designed to prepare you for your first posi-

tion as well as a successful May Company
career You'll learn the business of retailing from

a national leader, the largest department store in

the U.S.. 53rd in Forbes 100 register, featured in

Business Week, with sales running in excess of

12 billion dollars. Surprised? Well there's

more. .

.

The May Company includes such high visibility

retail names as Caldor, G. Fox, Filene's and Lord

& Taylor We also offer among the highest salar-

ies on your campus and a very substantial

benefits package.

If you've got the leadership qualities we're look-

ing for—commitment, drive, people skills,

management potential and a solid academic
record—we want to meet you. Now that you

sense how big this business can be, we're sure

you'll want to meet us too. Plan on attending our
Open House and meet executives and our alum-
ni team.

G.FOX CALiDOR
r II L ij c ^
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 8, 1989

SOM, Faculty Lounge

Please bring your resume. Light refreshments

will be served.

TllK MAY I)i:PAimiKNTSl\)HKS COMPANY
Equal Opportunity Employer

, I I I I « \

APTS&LIVINS
wmmmssmm mmmmmsmm ^mkMjmm t.immmmM

A New Order
in the house
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

It's more or less common knowledge that the unstop-

pable, high-octane dance-trance called Acid House was fill-

ing floors in northern barbarian wildernesses such as
Manchester's legendary Hacienda club, more than a year
before it was jumped upon by a mob of over-paid "Lon-

don" (it's not just a city - it's an attitude!) music hacks;

Gaultier-suited style fascists who wouldn't know a trend

if it came up and bopped them over the head with a rolled-

up copy of this month's Face, i.e. last Wednesday's
headlines.

So I can't help wondering why those Mancunian
marvels. New Order have waited until now to release

Technique, an album which latches onto styles of music
such as Balearic beats (it was recorded in Ibeza), long-since

made redundant by the emergence of the tougher, leaner

New Beat sound.

But, let's face it, New Order are first and foremost

creators of brilliant pop music, and they have a style

which, a few nods to fellow Northerners, the Pet Shop Boys
aside, is completely their own. so they don't need to follow

"famous for 15 minutes" fashion victims like D-Mob into

post-Acid oblivion. After all, the bandwagon only rolls

when it's on a downhill slide. So what you've got here is

partly retrospective - songs such as "All the Way" and
the effortless, melodic, "Love Less" although they have
the Balearic sensibilty of the latter-day Woodentops, are
essentially Brotherhood revisited (and that was 4 years
ago!), with smoother, cleaner lines - and partly Barney
and Co. mucking around with Acid, Techno and Deep
House.
Well I don't know about you, but History was never one

of my strong subjects at school, so I find the latter ele-

ment far more interesting. "Mr. Disco" is a dream of

keyboards overlayed on a punchy House bass rifl". It's all

very PSB, but I don't have a problem with that. Neither
should you.

"Vanishing Point" is pure Marshall Jefferson, and then
of course there's the much touted anti-drug song, "Fine
Time" which is probably the album's best cut. Like all

the best New Order singles, it takes a while to grow on
you but soon becomes as necessary as breathing.

You may remember that I mentioned the Todd Terry
Project's To The Batmobile Let's Go as one of my top 10

albums of last year. Well now, you'll be excited to learn

that it's been given a domestic release in the states on
Sleeping Bag records, On the evidence of this, and the

mega-House anthem of '88. Royal House's "Can U Par-

ty," it's not hard to see why this guy is currently regard-

ed as the hottest producer on the planet. It seems that

every Tom, Rick and Kylie wants to be touched by the

hand of Todd.

Kicking off with "Bango," a brilliantly structured

rhythm trip and the recent club smash, "Weekend," Bat-

mohile dares to boldly go where no house has gone before.

Terry wisely limits his use of samples, instead concen-

trating on manipulating the beat. When he does rip peo-

ple off it's witty and subtle. On "The Circus" Terry suc-

ceeds where the JAMS failed, managing to rip off Abba
by building a speeded up sample from "Money Money
Money" into the rhythm track. It's hardly noticeable

unless you're listening closely, which more or less proves

that House isn't just dance music for Ex-heads. I can't wait

for the Royal House album.
Finally this week, just for a bit of variation, Lyle

Ix)vett, (another one of my picks of '88) has a new album
out this week. Entitled iLyle Lovett & his Large Band
it's actually two albums in one. The first side is pure Pi^

Band swing, with a dash of blues for spice. I loved "Here
I Am", possibly the funniest pick-up line I've heard, and
the strolling blues of "Good Intentions." Flip over to side

two for some of the most gorgeous country ballads you'll

hear all year, from the lilting Loui.siana fiddles of "I Mar-

ried Her Just Because She Looks Like You" to the more

modern folky style of "Nobody Knows Me." There's even

a cover of Tammy Wynette's epic "Stand By Your Man"
which is probably here as some kind of male-chauvanist

joke, but Lovett sings it with such passion, that it sends

shivers down your spine nonetheless.

Apart from anything else Lovett is a brilliant lyrici-st.

as original as he is versatile, and nowhere is this more

evident than on this album . He can be clever with

language or just devastatingly straightforward as on "If

You Were To Wake Up."- See him live when he plays

Smith College in March.

Wexler: a new age in furniture
By REBBECA MORRISEY
Collegian Staff

Dining Rooms and Furniture for the Typical House, an
exhibitof recent worksby aritist/architect Allan Wexler
is now at the Univeristy Gallery in the FAC.

Originally Wexler's exhibit was supposed to revolve

around nine separate dining rooms, but that project was
discontinued because of a lack of funding. For this reason,

more of Wexler's recent work is being shown, including

small buildings, furniture collages, painitings, and small
scale-models as well as proposals for other projects.

"I'm interested in taking everyday human activities and
turning them into theater, turning something ordinary
into something extraordinary," said Wexler of Scaffold

Furniture, one piece in which he placed three scaffold

tables on each side of a char, each specially built to hold

a glass, a cup, a plate, a lamp, utensils and a napkin
respectively. Breaking down the Western ritual of eating

into those parts, he said, helps reveal the actual complex-
ity of something which seems simple."

Wexler's small scale-model houses start out as simple
and ordinary-looking. "I use them in the way an artist

uses a white canvas," he said. "I start with a typical house
and tran.sform it."

One of his reasons for doing this he said, is "to make
people think differently about themselves and the world."
For him, it is the details of a house and the decorating
which determine how unique it may be.

Wexler creates his furniture with the transformation

of a typical house in mind. The idea is to make people get

involved with the space around them.

His pieces often nave moveable parts which allow the

users to change the functions of the piece as well as create

new areas of space.

The largest building in the exhibit, built at the request
of the Jewish Museum of Art in New York, is a seven ft.

high Sukkah. It is an Outdoor dining room used by or-

thodox Jews for the festival of the late harvest, called Suk-
kot, which also celebrates the Jewish exodus from slavery

in Egypt.

The University Gallery plans to publish an illustrated

catalogue of Allan Wexler's recent work which will be

funded, as was the exhibit, by the Friends of the Fine Arts

Center and by the Arts Council and Alumni Association

of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Dining Rtxtms and Furniture for the Typical House will
be on exhibit at the University Gallery through March
17. Gallery hours are Tue. Fri. 11 a.m. 4:30 p.m., and
Sat. and Sun. 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

Theatre season gets under way
By MICHAEL T. PUOPOLO.
Collegian Correspondent

Every month this semester, there are several excellent

productions being done at all of the Five Colleges. Be sure

to check with each college's individual box offices and
theater departments for performance times, ticket prices,

and performance dates. Here's a run down of what plays

are being offered in the area.

Here at the University of Massachusetts, the Depart-

ment of Theater will be starting the .season with a "post

modem" version of William Shakespeare's The Merchant
of Venice. Between Home and the Hunter, is the

premiere and play by UMass' own Dudley Stone. Tbis play

sets up a love triangle between three friends and its

various repercussions. The Department of Theater will

end the semester with a play called Albertine, In Five
Times. The Music Theater Guild will be performing

Stephen Sondheim, Leonard Bernstein, and Jerome Rob-

bins' musical West Side Story. The singing and danc-

ing sensation between rival gangs and a love that can

never be is an updated and modern Romeo and Juliet type

musical. Not to be outdone, the University Players will

also be presenting a musical sometime this spring. Talte

One, a musical revue, will be done this year by director

Evan Shapiro. Beat Cafe continues to provide arts from
the fifties and beatnik era every first of the month. Bless-

ed, a humorous comedy dealing with serious issues, will

also be presented in the Hampden Theater.

At Amherst College, the Department of Theater will be

performing two student created productions: Go Into the

Chapel, and V.5. and V.6. Both of these plays were
created by the department and the dance classes. Also at

Amherst is a revised and shortened version of
Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew. The new production
is called The Taming. Miss Julie will also be perform
ed. All of these plays are Directing Studio productions.
Smith College is going all out this semester with a total

of seven performances. We Won't Pay! We Won't Pay
will begin the Smith .season. Sainte Carmen of the Main
will follow. Then, Action and Icarus' Mother by Sam
Shepard will be performed. Both will be performed on the
same night. In Back of Beyond is a movement-theater
production by graduate student Brian Foley. The Lucky
Chance and Ubu the King as well as a .bird and cur-

rently untitled production will also be seen at Smith Col-
lege on different dates.

Hampshire College also has quite an impressive line-

up of plays. Their .season starts off with a Russian com-
edy called. The Seagull by Anton Chekhov. Another com-
edy show is obvious by its title Just a Few Moments in

Purgatory, Then I'll Be Moving on to Hell. Blood
Relations will finish off an interesting season.

Mount Holyoke College has only two plays on the agen-
da for this season. However, they promise to be very en-

joyable. Both plays are comic farces. Noises Off comes
directly from Broadway and promises laugh after laugh
with physical and verbal humor. The Country Wife is

also a comedy and shows just how no.sy and hypocritical

people can really be.

This seme.ster will be a good one for theater. Thanks
to the Five College Theater News for their helpful infor-

mation. Enjoy, and "break a leg" this .semester.

WHO'S HARRY CRUMB? • Find out when John Candy's latest attempt to turn his bulk into bucks
hits local screens this week. But don't hold your breath. The Village Voice reckoned that the movie
was pretty "crummy."
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WE NEED
YOUR HELP!!!

The SGA is compiling a list of

students and parents who are

willing to help in the legislative

effort to save funding for the

University.

If you can volunteer minimal support

It would be greatly appreciated. Please

fill out the bottom sheet and return

it to the Student Trustee's Office,

406E Student Union.

Name

Local Address.

Phone

Home Address

Are you registered to vote (If yes, where

Will you be willing to: (check what is applicable)

Lobby the State House Write letters

Phone your Representative/Senator

Would your parent(s)/guardian be willing to help?

If yes, what is their name, address and phone

SEE THE
LIGHT

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

QyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1989 COLLEGIAN 1
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The NEW ENGLAND STRING QUARTET - who will be in concert on Friday, March 3 at the

Benzanson Recital Hall. The evening's programme, which launches the Quartet's March concert

tour, will feature Mozart's Quartet in D minor and "Shel Zahav" by Harold Meltzer. The concert

begins at 8 p.m.

WIN"
A PAIROF

VALENTINE TREATS!
The Amherst Downtown Gsuncil

and the Fine Arts Center are again sponsoring

...A Valentine's Day Giveaway Drawing!

Fifteen lucky winners O
will receive Two Choice
Tickets to an evening s J^^^Dc^O,

entertainment at the

Fine Arts Center
for one of the following

spring performances:

G Ohio Ballet <5^

C Teatro de Danza Espanola ^
n Uz Lerman/Dance Exchange ^
n The Magnificent Mazowsze
D New Stockholm Chamber
G Gewandhaus Orchestra ofLeipzig

Q Crofut and Luxon
C Saint Louis Symphony
OOdetta

O

ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE DRA WING
FEBRUARY 1ST THRU FEBRUARY 14THAT
ANY DOWNTOWN COUNCIL MEMBER
BUSINESS DISFLA YING THIS SIGN DRAW
INGS TO BE HELD FEBRUARY 16TH DEC!
SIGN OFJUDGES IS FINAL WINNERS WILL
BB NOTIFIED NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

iT«r»«. ComnOwnl bv tlw Li.iv»T«t|r at MMHttaMii ftn. Am
CcRWT and Ainli«TH Dn«vMown Cauncil '

5nopx
J QiFTS

GREAT MODRIAN
Carriage Shops • 549-6344

Tux Rentals

Lesy faces death
in Forbidden Zone
By TARA HAMMER
Collegian Correspondent

The Forbidden Zone
Michael Lesy

Anchor/Doubleday Books

"How do we deal with death?", is the question Michael

Lesy's newest book The Forbidden Zone asks. In each

story like chapter, (with only one exception). Lesy talks

to difierent professional people who deal with death every-

day in their jobs. A pathologist who attacks the inside of

the body, a sochet who religiously and ritualistically kills

animals, homicide detectives in Florida and AIDS com-

forters in San Francisco are all covered.

There's no spiritualism in this book. Lesy is not concern-

ed with what happens to the soul once the body dies. In-

stead, he is concerned with the effects the dead have on

the living. For centuries people have wanted to know what

life is all about. Lesy wants to know what death is all

about. Perhaps having to cope with the eminent death of

his ailing father has incited him to see how others deal

with death.

Almost all of us have known someone who has died, but

we deal with death maybe once every few years. The peo-

ple m this book see death everyday. The pathologist uses

the "Gestalt theory", concentrating on the organs of the

body instead of the corpse as a whole. The homicide detec-

tive rationalizes it down to the fact that someone must

protect the Ten Commandments. In between these in-

sights are big stretches of descriptive narration. Stories

about what Lesy sees and finds in his quest for answers.

Stories that are horrifying, unpleasant and true (brutal

rapes with knives and bamboo stalks). Shocking yes.

Shock value . . . no. As Lesy encountered such earth shak-

ing reality in doing his research, so does the reader in his

own search for meaning in The Forbidden Zone.

"Death means nothing for the people who die." says

Lesy's father in the chapter on sochets.

It doesn't seem to mean much to the people who live

either. Lesy talks to a lot of people, yet none of them have

much to say.

What one does find in The Forbidden Zone can be

understood well enough to make the book worth reading.

An example <in the book): the slaughterer seems to

superimpose his hatred for his boss, job, wife, etc. onto

the steer he is about to kill, thus killing his hatred tem-

porarily . . . death can be useful.

1
Vz Price

SALE

FINAL REDUCTIONS

ON WINTER MERCHANDISE

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

L'

191 N Pleasont St

Amherst • 253-2013

All Sales Final

23 ^Aosonlc St

Northampton • 566-6336

Alterations Not Included
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garage renovation
continued from page 1

tion to see what the results of a good mass

transit system could be." he said.

That enthusiasm was also voiced by

Richard Doyle, regional administrator of

the PVTA. who said area residents should

be proud of the University and its new
facility.

"1 hope everyone here recognizes what a

gtxxl transit facility this is." he said.

The new facility includes refurbished ad-

ministrative offices, a staff room with

snack machines, video games, a television,

and a garage that can hold up to 40 buses.

The PVTA's no-fare transit system

operates seven days a week, with routes to

Amherst, Hadley, South Hadley, Belcher

town, Sunderland. South Deerfield, Nor

thampton and Granby.

RESERVE OFFICERS TR.!\I!« 1 N G CORPS Collripan photo by Roh i'atalnno

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, far left, and US Rep. Silvio Conte,

R-Pittsfield, far right, were on hand yesterday to celebrate renova-

tions to the UMass Transit garage.

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.

Apply now tot si> w»«ki ol Asmy ROTC
.••derslup ;;»ijunq JVnA p4v lamncui obiia'tion

You U drvciop tr« OKCipiuir contxlerce «ra

dccixivciwss .: t«ir*t -c fucc«*<J -j uiv cwccr
Ana you U <fj*^ity to tur Army olhcn cttdnnatf
mntir vou r« compiauna voui coUcg* oudMs

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

THE SMARTEST COUECE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact Captain Jacobs
545-2321

HOT
.ROAST "tree

SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

THE MARTIANS HAVE LANDED...
And they've headed straight towards JBs! JB's fuels them to keep

on living. They each devour 3 super deluxe roast beef snadwiches,

2 orders of chicken fingers, 4 veggies for brain power and they can't

stop eating the trench fries. Their heads need a lot of fuel to keep

in ticking and JB's is it! Munch, munch, munch...

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM

I

Get a scientific calculator

that has no equal.
Get an HP-15C. So advanced it doesn't need

an "equals" key. So extremely simple to use, you'll

solve even the most complex mathematical problems

quickly.

The HP-15C's innovative design eliminates a vast

number of keystrokes. That saves you time, and gives

you greater confidence your calculations are proceed-

ing correctly.

With the HP-15C, you get more math and starisdcal

calculahng power than with any other handheld!

Get an HP-15C - from a dealer who
has no equal.

HEWLETT
PACKAPO

OPEN M-F 9-5
Sat. 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^yUNIVERSITY
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

^*«M i»*>arcii

J

%-^Jr^P

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BELL WATTERSON

<o 30,

RKSMT.' NO TV,

HO HORSIHQ

ARouHD. nmm
SWt JVJST tOlVS

IN WO StHDS
US SrRA\GUT
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CAMPUS MAIL By AL ARPAD

7

EDITORIAL
REBUTTAL

YESTERDAY, THIS
STRIP FEATOREP
A SILLY Picture
OF CHANCELLOR
DOFFEY...

AS A/^eWBER OF

THE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY, L
KMOW THE
CHANCE.ULOI? IS

A KIND < DECENT
/iAN,u)HO...

^Rmv

SEND TO!
CHAMCCLLOR PUFPEY
37«* WHJTMORE

rk\e cHAMCEaoR
A KIN^ t PeCEl^T,

T5OL OF T>

DE/iOCRATK
PDLITICAl

MACHINC.

SORRY, T(ME*S uP.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

\ 'I 7 o
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&
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"You couldn't, say, lift a curse

off an entire network, could

you?"
-Pat Sajak, to a fortune teller on his new CBS talk

StVDW

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
EDITED By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Topgallant

S Latin I ttoxi

9 FornMK
Ofce-hxing ofg

12 Ey« OOKJty

13 San Antonio

snrin«

14 Midterm^

•or oo«
1

5

Colof foe «

Canton bride

1 7 Hairdo

16 Tack for a racar

19 Betrayart

21 ut« ot Ri»y

23 Ham additive

24 Traa markar

27 Farrow

30 Agassi of mtwms

33 Story villain

34 Relating to tn«

mtnd

36 Pan o» mpg
37 — an agg
36 Syntnetic tiOar

39 Utfizi treasures

40 — a girl'

41 Poiytheists

42 Have You Eve'

— Looety'

43 jawanartai ot

India

45 FiocK lemale

46 Sanctuanas
47 Monay. m

MannftaNVi

49 Aadaaiai pan
SI Ramoafts
55 Least comrnon

59 Early victim

60 Parisian color

62 Aopear
63 Novexst Joyce

Carol

64 Traas m an

O NeiH title

65 Decalogue
figure

66 Give off

67 Oangtas a fisr>

riooti

DOWN
1 WlnneOago
wear AbOr

2 Moslem title

3 Oactmed

4 Proffered

5 Stout

6 Trade center

7 Part of OAS
6 Founum

favorites

9 Cotor for a

Bntisn scnoiar

10 Henry VHi s

sixth

11 An AKon
13 — Too Gfieg

14 Corroded
16 Oort\pfi

20 Dante s

nomeiand
ADbr

22 Coma to itgni

24 Anmropatogitt

TumOuN
25Mart>ia

26 St Patrick S

Day color

26 Son—
29 Expiated

31 Badger relative

32 Turganav
riaroana

34 Fi.gnness

Dira

35 Reply ADt>r

39 Assimilated

41 Paper material

44 Domain
46 Esau s «nfe

46 Crusoe s

creator

50 Bow snapes

51 Ago
52 Busy as —
53 Mine car

54 Bristle

Como form

56 A FitigaraU

57 Kind of

pump
58 Mrs Oick Tracy

61 Snare

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

^p;r;q;o1

2/7/«*

r-r-r < hhi i

ipt. -PP
II

Hi

n IF Mil .jC ...
PP"" >l^ ppp

Wm 1^
c|M* Lm Aijilii nam 2/7/6»

HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIIS (March 21Apfil 1<?) Ycxjr hunches cxe right about a finarKiol rrxat

fer are right on target A trieixl shates technical mtormation ttvat helps

you increase profits Someone otters you long-term security There are

probably several strings attached

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Mixed trends call for extra caution when
handling business and financial matters Creative arxj artistic projects

could lead to a secoixl income Your personality is a big asset Be your

most charming self

OIMINI (May 21June 20) Your honesty ond sense of commitment w\H

determine how well a lorg-term relationship tores Be wining to extend

yourself to a friend or reiotive who is in need
CANCiR (June 21 July 22) Protect your ideas from those who might

try to cash in on them Drop a new friend wtw attempts to pressure you

Check you insurance coverage if expecting a new addition to the family

LiO (July 23-Aug 22) Dress smartly and do your homework and you

will feel confident at importafit meetings Keep business entertainment

expenses within reason Romance is even sweeter ttie second time

around Avoid repeating earlier mistakes

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Make an inventory of your valuables and
have them appraised You may need to increase the insurance

coverage Looking your best at work pays unexpected dMdends Retirees

find new ways to help out

LIMA (Sept.23-Oct 22) Travel is lucky for both business and romar>ce

Be alert to unusual opportunities An mfluentkjl okler person wonts you

to succeed Wek;ome suggestions Mate will respotxa to more TLC Curb

a tendency to criticize

SCORMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Promises wKI be kept It is time to end one
career and begin another Travel tielps you make up your mirKl about

a current personal or professional relotionshiip RomarK:e is in thie air'

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) Loved one is in a cooperative mood
Ask for favors you have tong wanted Take advantage of a valuable sug

gestion made by on older person Shore the credit with tfie deserving

CAPRICORN (DEC 22-Jon 19) A regroupng or new partnership could

lead to a more productive and lucrative future Be suspicious of someone
who offers a sudden invitation. They could have ulterkar motives Watch
you step'

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) An authority figure wants to test your will

power Be on guard Consult experts if you do rxit have the right answers

Apologizing when you are at fault will win you new respect

PISCiS (Feb 19 March 20) You are able to reach out now and get

ttie kind of help you need Enorrrxjus changes lie ahead Say exactly wtiat

you mean to avoid unnecessary embarrassment and expense Ckjrity

is essential

MENU
LUNCH

Rshburger on roll

Ravioli with tomato sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Flat bread sandwich

Ravioli with tomato sauce

DINNER
Honey pecan fried chicken

Cajun peppered pork

chops, piguante sauce

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable gumbo
casserole

Honey pecan fned chicken
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Have you bolight I j WELCOME BACK
your 1988

INDEX yet?

If not, the ^88 INDEX

Yearbook is on sale

now for $23.

Gome to 103 Campus

Center to buy your edition

while supplies last or call

545-0848!

UMASS SKr CLUB
SPECIAL

APRES SKI ACTIVITIES!
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11

(acceptable proof of age required)

MAGIC MT.
$25

($10 extra for non-members)

LAGNAFJ89

Student affairs Information Services

IDB/TIPS

^fRely on
jMfiyour

J^textbooks
(Course Essentials [( study Framework

(

( Lecture Fteinforcement (( Exam Review (

( Illustrations ((Future Reference ( |

^ r^\

-F 9-5
Textbook Annex

for tips about registration and
RECORDS CALL 545-1540 and ask for

these tapes by number :

2802 CASIAC Services

1307 Changing Your Permanent and Local

Addresses

1305 ID Cards

1308 If You Haven't Been Placed in a Course for

which you Pre-registered

2427 Placement Services and Job Interviews

1034 Professional and Graduate School Exams
1700 Public Information and Privacy Requests

1317 State Residency and Appeals Process

2465 Textbook Annex
1320 Transferring to UMass

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1989

women s swimming

COLLEGIAN 15

continued from page 16

meet against the University of New Hampshire featured
an amazing 15 personal bests and three new UMass
records. Standout sprinter Michelle Leary will attempt
to again sweep the 50-, 100-, and 200-yard freestyle events.

Michelle Waller and Regina Jungbluth will continue their

personal competition for first place honors in the 100- and
200-yard breastsroke, and Tracy Young will go for a sweep
in the distance events.

10-WEEK
ADULT

EVENING
CLASSES
Starting Feb. 6tti

JAZZ DANCE
Monday 7:30-830

BALLET
Tuesday 7:30-8:30

Beginner

Thursday 7:30-9:00

Intermediate/Advanced

FEE S62.00
Call to register

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE
549-1555

i<)ri4- /)/(>(* Hasi frnm Butterfield

and Clark Hill Road i

ARTHUR
TREACHERS
SEAFOOD
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA

10%
Student
Discount
With College ID

Phone In Order
585-0209

women's track
continued from page 16 tie at the finish, where the
gap opened up. We were extremely proud to have
"Massachusetts' on her chest. It takes guts for a
freshman to stand up to that."

Another highlight was Tina White's school record in

the 20-pound indoor weight in her debut with UMass.
White, a fourth-year junior transfer from Worcester
State, heaved the weight 39 feet, 10 inches to finish

fourth and also qualify her for the New Englands.
When asked about the progress of her team,

LaFreniere said, "The throwers are really coming

M men 's gymnastics
continued from page 16

Sophomore Shawn Simpson who is particularly

strong in the floor exercise and team captain Pat Hash-

ed both will join Noble in the all-around competition

for Southern Connecticut.

The Owls disposed of Springfield College on Satur-

day, though their score was not quite as high as UMass'

was in defeat. The Owls beat Springfield 249.75-243.95.

But both teams need this win and Johnson feels it will

be a hard-fought meet.

"I think the guys were pretty disappointed in their

performances at Cortland and it showed at practice,"

Johnson said. 'They've scored low 250s and that's what

we hit so I'tn opllmistic, but the way our scores tiave

been going, we're going to have to hit to win"

along and they're going to keep improving. The run-

ners were doing double workouts (over intersession]

and they went to meets tired. They've been doing really

well.

"We don't have a big team but we have quality kids,"

admits LaFreniere. "We went down there and got

quality performances. That really makes a difference.

What we are lacking are strong sprinters; hurdlers, and

jumpers. We're trying to use recruiting to hopefully fill

the gap.

"We plan to peak at the end of February (at the time

of the New Englands and the ECACs]. These are good

times right now, but the runners will get faster and
the throwers will throw farther," said LaFreniere.

lecture
continued from page 16

We just want a bigger piece of the pie."

Cerutti did address the more entertaining side of his

profession, and included sagging Red Sox slugger Jim
Rice in a list of the five toughest batters to strike out.

The statement drew gasps of feigned horror from the

audience.

Healy counseled Cerutti that his own attitude had
evolved from his own playing days on such matters as

unions and arbitration rights, saying "If it ain't broke,

don't fix it. If I were the commissioner of baseball I

would do absolutely nothing."

Vt

During this Lent Season

KEEP THE FAITH
with

ARTHUR TREACHER'S!

EMT'S
Join The

UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT
First Meeting: Tues Feb 7 Morrill N406

9:00 pm New Members
9:30 pm Returning Members

Must be registered EMT or certified first responder
Get paid to work concerts, football games

and other events.

Bring EMT & CPR cards

m
Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT PnntShop

228 TnangieSL, Amherst

CXASSfflEDS
ma^om^BBE

ACTIVITIES CAMP COUNSELORS

EAT VOUft HEARTS OUT by placing an
Ofder tof a Valentine s Day CooKiegram to

send to you' tnends (Of only $t Or buy 3
coo<(i«s tor a mere 40 cents Right on the
Campus Center Concourse Feb
9. 10.13, 14"!

UPC GENERAL MEETING TuMday Feb
7th 6 30 at Earthloods Come one. come aN'

1M ANNUAL LIP SYNC CONTEST AT
CHANGES Feb lOMar 3rd every Friday
Night 250 dollars to be given away SI 75
Grand pn/e enter at Changes or Call

256 6946 or 546-9606

SI 300 SPRING BREAlTPACkAdE to

Nassau for $499 il you leave from Newark
No hidden costs Call now limited space
546-7563 or 546-7569

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3-camp
organisation m the Pocorx) Mountains o'

PA Positions are available in Tennis. Ar

chery. Waterfront fW S I ). Cramatics. Office

Administration. Computers. Radio. Arts ft

Crafts. Nature, Athletics. Jewelry.
Photoograpfiy. Dance. Wrestlif>g. Cooking.

Adventura/CfwHange Course. Film making
Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800-533CAMP (215887-9700 in PA) or

write 407 Benson East. J«nkintoi«n, PA
19046

TWO TICKETS FOR THE ROBERT CRAY
band at the Paramount Feb 1 1 fourth row
seals S65Call 527 1603

BRAND NEW ANSWERING MACHINE S«0
Chris 546-7216

OLD OMEGA SI ExcetJent condition 93^000
milM CaH 2564368

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt flock-Blues-Folk all levels

Songwriting. improvisation, theory, reading

Studio on 3 bus hnes S4»4786 or 549-6966

PARTTIME OR FULLTIME
COUNTERHELP wanted Must have at

least two weekdays all daw open Copy Cat
Ptini Shop 228-Tfianole Street. Amherst

INSTRUCTION

MATH TUTOAING - up to Math tTT Mto
Stats 140 and SOM 210 good rates CaH
for info 549-4758 Brad

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVKE - quality tunes for

all occasions 549 1421 or 253-7655

WHAT'S THE POINT OF LIFE? Call

584-4267 lor info on a Eckankar video

presentation

NSA FLOWER SALE FOR VALENTINE'S
DAY Come by our table on the concourse
Feb 8- 1 and order a carnation tor a friend

SOUTHWEST AREA ObvTTs looking for

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested? Call 5-0960 for details

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

OAYTONA BEACH

BEACHFRONT HOTEL $1 39 w/bus'SaTT
Lowest price on Campus call Sean
546^8252 or Rob 253-7153

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON SSOO or best otferT979

Pontiac Calilina Cruiser good condition

Great car lor around town or road trips Call

after 6 30pm Shane 549-1594

LOST

MISSING: BLUE^ BAYBANKS
CHECKBOOK - Card holder with calculator

date book and several letters Cardholder

has sentimental value Call 6^735 21 3 FieM
Reward

BLUE AND PURPLE GLOVES blue liners

while hitchiking maybe elsewhere
586-9731

CHRISTY LOUGHLIN JA 1706 You were
wonderful last night iwe've only known each
oltiar a day s«efns like a lifetime I know I'm

only one of the many you made ma feel

special w/tttat magic touch' -Flame

WEST SIOESTORY BEING PRESCNTEO
BY the UMass Music Theafe Guika *Mi 09
one ol the topics on tr>e agenda at rne

GuM's first general meeting Tuesday ^«e
7. at 7 00pm in room 91 7 CC Other toocs
include applications lor director and other

production posftom eiec board elect<ytt

and general info about the group Audition

material wiN be available

TWO GRADS LOOKING FOR A THIRD to

sftare an apartment Largs room, quiet peo-

ple lease tiN august starting now S190 • ulil

Call evenirtgs Sunderland 665-3385

2 FEMALES SEEK A roommate to share a
Sgui's Village apt on bus rte CaN
665-4737

BRAND NEW OOOOYEAR TMCS fully

waranteed all makes and saes i will beat

your price Call Ammar 546-5643 Don I Oe
left flat

HELP WANTED

SAPCIOUS 1,2, and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856.

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRlPTiONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are availat)le Keep your tnends and parents

inlormed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUDIO

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

OAYTON/TS CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - S219. Panama City Beach's
Miracle Mile Resort S199 Call Mark
549-2871

FOR RENT

ROOMS FOR RENT IN walking distance of

campus one price includes room and ex-

cellent meal plan as well as a great social life

Call Delta Chi at 5494505

A BEOROOM^VAILABLE in Squire VIHagil

Apt Call 665-3155

SUMMER ON CAPE COO Do you love

children'' Need non smoker to help with

light housekeeping and chiUcare. 2 year old

and newborn Offering room, board, car to

use. 2 days a week off* salary Lovely new
home with pool. |ust 1 mile from beach
Please send resume, references picture •

salary requirements to P O Box 74. East

Sandwich. MA 02537

MKHELLE HALIO

CONCRATULATiONS^fd THE BEST
DEVIL! I am psyched you are now my sister'

Get ready lor a kickin' semester" Love
always. Your angel Lara xoxoxo

MUSIOANS

SHOWING FEB •
9<, Weeks
CC Auditorium S.7.9,11

LEATHER RAYBANS LOST IN WHIT-
MORE Please return no questions
546-8770 Reward

smvices

LICENSED DAYCARE PERSON has
luii/parttime openings Ages 1-4 CaH
549-7908

RESUME TVPESeTTINQ. Avoid the and^
of semester pane Very experienced, inex-

pensive overnif^t laserwnter quality Lisa

665-8969

SHAOUN KUNG-FU CLASSU

STUDENT SEEKS WEEKEND HELP for '89

CPA exam Must be familiar with all sec-

tions Qualified parties please call Colin at

546-0404 or 545-1222

STRATOCASTER - with Kalher, Oftly 6
months old Need cash S325 or best oner
Call Matt 549-1682

GUITARIST FOR ^ BAD QRAOES"
teaching guitar lor beginner * intermediate

students S4 00 per lesson caH Neel
256^543 Blues. Rock. Improv

HAVE A 49 STICKER? Want to trad* for a

25 sticker? Call Sean 546-7124

THINK WARM! Spring^reakTraverFair
Feb 9. SUB

'^RUBA, JAMAICA. •Let usTake you'

BAHAMAS, MONTEGO Spring Break
Travel Fair. Feb 9. SUB

ROOM WANTED

ANTONIO VARGAS DIRECTOR, three

times Karate Champion of Ecuador
(1972 74) & ten years student ol Chinese
grand master Wong Kong Shaol m Kung-
Fu IS a hard style. ckMe har>ds martial arts

Men. women, all ages welcome Place
North Amherst School TuTh 6 30-8 30
256-6024 from 1 00-3 00pm

TRAVEL

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Oenise 256-0998 4pm or later

LARGE BEDROOM WITH BATH and kit

Chen privileges m Amity Place tor rent only

Female $350/month incl. utilities. Call

549-6562

FOR SALE

SCREW THE DC
MEALS FOR FREE
For info - call me

5492905

BASS PRECISION SUNS ROSE original

$450 247-9596

2.0 CUBIC FOOT REFRIGERATOR runs

very well Call Mike 549 8056

OUR TEAM IS INCOMPLETE WITHOUT
YOU! All majors needed Orientation

couselor )obs Applications available at

307-University Admissions Center (Next to

Gorman) 5-2621

APPLYNOW TO BE Campus Tour Guide
307 University Admissions Center (next to

Gorman) 5-4237 Deadline Feb 13

MUSICIANS WANTED

CmEATIVE SINGER AND keyboardisT. M/F.

to pin original alternative rock band
Previous experience helpful Call Brian at

256 1196

ROOMMATES WANTED

PERSONALS

1 OR 2 FEMALES WANTED for Brittany

Manoor $140/month 253-2107

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
room in spacK>us apartment on Mam Street

$156 Call 2S6«>40

WAKE N BAKE in beautiful Nagril.

Jamaica Unbelievable spring break

Packages starting at '439 Call Sun Splash
ours at 1-80&426-7710

WANTED

DRUMMER WANTED FOR ALL originai

metal band Call Dave 253-9552 leave
message

FRIOOE- 1 need or>e Small preferred. CaN
mark 6-7044

WANTED TO RENT

DRUM MACHINE: Roland' TR-505. 16

sampled drums perfect condition 1 year

old $200 00 Call 546-7516

BUY A BIKE

CANNONOALE $300 or best olferlacing

and louring Sun Tour gear system Dia

Compe brakes Mistral aluminum nms
Frame alone is worth five hundred dollars

CaH Shane alter 6 30pm 549 1594

ATARI 1040ST RGB and/or hires mono mtrs

» much software, extras $800/BO 323-7998

SKI BOOTS FOR SALE- $20.00 Size 7

ladlaa Great condition 546-M45 Tammy.

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Alisa 527-6505

1976 LK;0LN mark IV 460 V8 70K Looks

food runs great $1200 or BO Mark
49-8315

COUSELORS: Co-ed camp in N E Pa.
close to NYC has openings for general
counselors as well as specialists for land

and water sports, drama, rocketry com
puters. A&C. tripping, ropes course, etc We
will tie holding on-campus interviews For
information arid applicatKXi write G Lustig,

60W 66th St. 15E New York. NY 10023

OREAf Jobs • NO PAY
FREE MEALS

Call Today 549-2905

HEY DEVIL! YOU MADE IT! Lucky that Im
living next door to you so I can give you
heavenly advice when you need it And
Tracy, you belter take advantage of the

situation Love. M

HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR HOUSE in S
Amh Nice house on bus routes $165 plus

still available 2/5 253-3189

THIS WEEK ONLVI Leather goods sale

Save Wro 7(VBrief cases, travel bags, hand-

bags, wallets, » rnore' Shop now for spring

break & graduation gilts' Support UMass
Baseball' 9-4 Mon-Fri

1974 PLYMOUTH OUSTER 47000 mNM
Great conditKXt 549-3512 SSOO

HELP WANTED FRATERNITY LOOKING
FOR men or women to do light cleanup m
exchange for meals If interested, call Jon
at 549 8056

NEWSP7kPER~blUVERERS NEEDED
FOR UMass dorms No car necessary 7

days/week 1 -2 hours/day Good pay' Call

253-7009

WELCOME BACK DAVE' I've missed you
Get well soon' Love always Amy

PRINCESA- Gracias por doce meses
maravilkjsos Te amo con kKura, Tuyo
Gaby

HEY CHERYL RUBINO: happy "belated

22nd txJay' I II buy you a dnnk! Much love,

Christine

OhT FINSTER- We hav« heard you are so
hot in spandax' Wften's the party?

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room in Mayflower Condos A quiet

setting on Amhersl-Belchertown line Cal
Lara 665-7433 or Joanne 256-1183 Keep
trying

ONE RbOMM A^ARtMBrriTS inelusMi
256-0958 12 people

LICENSED dAVCARE "person has
full/parttime openings Ages 1-4 Call

549-7988

EASY MONEY, band needs space for prac-

tice Will pay good cash flexible hours
serious and not overloud Basement Barn
garage, ect anything Please call 549- 1682
Ask for Matt

ADINA ZIt I see a hundred girts a week but

only a woman like you could catch my aye
Your sophistication, cfuirm artd beauty cap-

tivate and enthrall me I live to discover all

that we can share Dean

LOOKmO FOR QUIET RESPONSIBLE
non-smoking grad student to share 2

bedroom Mill Hollow Apt Call Kaz
54»«846

ONLY $143/MONTH. Clean, spacious fH
on bus route. 5 min from campus Fnile

preferred 665-3405
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spcajTS
Holy Cross
muscles past
UMass, 98-90
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Stafl"

WORCESTER - Wanted: A 610" or 611" man. Must
be strong, like to use his muscle, and play games in front

of large crowds. Apply at the University of Massachusetts

basketball office.

In a nutshell. Holy Cross College took advantage of the

lack of UMass height last night when the Crusaders
punished the Minutemen. 98-90, at the Hart Center.

Holy Cross' domination inside accounted for 52 of the

Crusaders' 98 points. It was Holy Cross 6'9" center. Grant
Evans, who administered the brunt of the UMass abuse,

pouring in a career high 26 points, including 22 in the

second half.

At the .start of the second half. Holy Cross went right

at the Minutemen and at John Tate, who, despite scor-

ing a career high 24 points, could not hold out against the

Crusaders' inside jousting.

The Minutemen began the half down by eight, and pull-

ed to within five with 6:19 left, after two Matt Anderson
free throws. The free throws capped a 6-0 run by the

Minutemen, who had been down by 11 only 1:22 earlier.

But the Crusaders were able to hold off UMass and Jim
McCoy, who finished with 29 points, to improve to 11-10.

UMass, 8-12, went into halftime trailing, 44-36. UMass
rallied behind the offense of Tate (16 first-half points) and
McCoy (15 first-half points), who scored all the

Minutemen's points for the first 13:17 of the half.

Finally, with 6:43 left, UMass" only other first-half

scorer, Rafer Giles, nailed a three-pointer to bring the

Minutemen within two. 27-25.

After the teams traded baskets, Giles tied the game
31-31 with a follow up shot of a McCoy miss.

For a 4:52 stretch in the middle of the half, it was Tate's

superb foul shooting that kept UMass in the game when
he hit six straight free throws.

Hoop du joun George Hardin, who transferred to

('oll^inan pholo by Joel Solomon

Freshman guard Anton Brown scored 13

points in the second half of the Minutemen's
98-90 los.s to Holy Cross last night.

Holy Cross 98, UMass 90
1 Ma-s (90)-. Jim McCi.v h U 16 ;.>». John Tatr 7 lU 10 24. John Miluni (I II I tl.

K.iN I (,ilr!i:i 1 2 9. AntnnBn>«n.5:i;i 1.1. Uhmwl Butlvr 02 2 2. Micharl Bvmt~>

2 II 6. Matt Andrrwn 2 2 2. Ben (Jrodski ao 0. (;e«rKe Hardin 212.')

Totals: 27 31-37 90.

Holy Cross (M*): Jim Nairus 2 4. Lorn [)avis 9 1121. Grant Evans 1 1 4 ti

..'ti (Jlt-nn William»:!4 7 11. Owi^ht Pernell«44 17. Chru Fedina .1 O ti f.rrn

Martucci 2 1 ^. Kldridge Carttr 2 14. Leon Oickermn 2 00 4. Scott Man^lufT
II II II (I Totalo: 40 13-20 98. >

Thre^-poinl noaU: (iil,-- 2 Rvrn*"* 2. Davis 2. McCoy. William'*. Pvrncll

Martucci

UMass from Salt Lake Community College this semester,
saw his first action last night, entering the game with
13:45 remaining. He played 10 minutes, mainly at power
forward, and scored five points.

Men's gymnastics
to meet EIGL rival

So. Connecticut
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team suffered a tough loss at Cortland College on Satur

day. But that meet was not quite .so important, at least

not as crucial as tonight's meeting with Eastern rival

Southern Connecticut State University in New Haven,
Conn.
Cortland was a non-league opponent. But Southern Con-

necticut, like UMass. is 11 in the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League. The Minutemen. ranked 13th in the

country by the National Association of Gymnastics
Coaches, knows what this meet means.

"I think as a team we set up the emphasis," UMass
coach Roy Johnson said. "They know how important the

Southern Connecticut meet is. If we beat Southern Con-

necticut, we can go into the EIGLs in second place which
would be a good spot."

UMass would trail the Naval Academy, which has

already beaten the Minutemen and Southern Connecticut

in dual meets earlier this season. But both teams are

struggling a little right now.

UMass is coming off a loss to Cortland in which it scored

a disappointing 253. 1 . John.son was shooting for low 2608

in that meet but subpar performances on the pommel
hor.st> and the horizontal bar prevented the Minutemen
from reaching that goal.

But maybe tonight.

"I think we'll be more ready than we were for Cortland."

Johnson said. "The two events we didn't look sharp on
were pommel horse and horizontal bar but we looked bet-

ter (Monday! in practice than we did in the meet
"

The Owls have problems of their own. though. United
States Olympic coach Abe Grossfeld has lost his top per-

former, Hector Salazar. Salazar. a member of the Peru-

vian national team, broke his forearm in an international

competition in Argentina and is out for the season.

Gros.sfeld will look to junior Carlton Noble to make up
for Salazar 's absence. Noble is the Owls' top all-around

performer with a high of 54.5 on the year.

continued on page IS

Men's and women's indoor track approach end of season
• Men coming off Ocean State Invitational • Fresh women shine at Ocean State meet
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
track team completed its final invitational

non-scoring meet this past Sunday. All of

the team's performances over intersession

were of the non-scoring variety.

"This was our best meet since we started

intersession." UMass coach Ken O'Brien
said. 'The majority of our kids had been
down a little, because of our double
workouts over the break. Most of the kids

did quite well in the meet."

O'Brien said the best grou?placed second

and fifth respectively in the 60-yard dash.

"They both ran real well," said O'Brien.

"But we've now come to expect that from

them."
Herb Hephner (1:56.7 » and Jim McDon

nald ( 1:56.9) topped UMass runners in the
800. They finished fourth and sixth

respectively.

Other performances which were cited by
O'Brien were senior Reinardo Florez in the
mile (fourth place. 4:18.6) as well as the
mile relay team which placed third.

Evan Walters and Steve Brown had what
O'Brien called "outstanding perfor-

mances."
"This was the first meet of the second

half of the season." said O'Brien. "We've
been working hard all year with the final

two weeks of the season in mind. I think
our work is about to pay off."

O'Brien will find that out this Sunday
when UMass participates in the Easterns.

Minutewomen
to swim against
Mount Holyoke
By DEBORAH PICARDI
Collegian Correspondent

The University Of Massachusetts women's swimming
team will be winding down a tiring, yet successful regular

season schedule tonight at 7 p.m. against Mount Holyoke
College at Boyden Pool.

Mt. Holyoke (4-2) is coming off a third place finish at

the Seven Sisters Tournament this past weekend.

UMass coach Bob Newcomb expects his team to have
a fairly easy meet. "Mt. Holyoke has gotten much better

than in the past, but they are not a very .strong team,"
he said.

Newcontt) does like to swim against them, however. "Mt.

Holyoke gives us good competition. It is a good opportunity

for swimmers to compete in different events, relax, and
qualify for the New Englands."

All the Minutewomen will get the chance to better their

times and beat the standing UMass records. Saturday's

continued from page 15

By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

Who said freshmen can't do anything
right?

The two superfrosh of the University of

Massachusetts women's indoor track team.
Precious Hill and Lee Ann Ambrose.came
through once again with stellar perfor-

mances as they were among the many
UMass highlights in the Ocean State In-

vitational Sunday. Hill won both the
3000- and 5000-meter races in times of

9:59.2 and 17:48.9. respectively, which
were good enough to qualify her for the
New England championships. Hill has also

qualified for the New Englands in the 1000
and the mile. "We're kind of used to hav-

ing Precious being outstanding." joked

UMass coach Julie LaFreniere. "She's on-

ly two seconds from qualifying for the

ECACs in the 3000. She's definitely runn-
ing the 3000 (in the NEsJ, but whether
she'll run in anything else will be based
upon the schedule."

Ambrose picked up two second places in

the 200- and the 400-meter races. In the

quartermile, her specialty, Ambrose finish-

ed with a time of 56.7 seconds, cracking the

57-second bsurier for the first time. Despite

an excellent time, she finished behind
Brown University's Terri Smith, who has
run a lightning-quick 53-second quarter

and was invited to the Seoul Olympic
tryouts.

"She did great and went after her

(Smith)," said LaFreniere. "She lost a lit-

Three opinions on America's pastime
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The pitcher would raise the mound 18 inches and
make sure the league never expands to Denver, where
the ball "really carries." The author wants to roll up
all the world's astroturf and u-se it to fill in the Min-
neapolis Metrodome. The broadcaster wouldn't change
a thing.

Nearly 70 restless baseball fans skidded their way
over icy roads to hear Toronto Blue Jay hurler John
Cerutti. Mets cable broadcaster Fran Healy and author
Dan Okrent la.st Friday at Amherst College. The three
authorities on the game were asked to tell the audience
what they would do "if they were the Commissioner
of Baseball" as part of the ongoing Five College Forum
lecture series.

All three make .some sort of living by practicing their

love of the game of baseball, and share local connec-
tions as well. Cerutti racked up 29 wins for Amherst
College before graduating to the major leagues in 1981.
Healy — who stretched a major league career over
several teams in the early 70s — is a native of Holyoke.
and Okrent lives in nearby Worthington. Okrent,
who wrote "Nine Innings" and co-authored "The
Ultimate Ba.seball Book," most accurately represented
the fan's view of the world of baseball, as the discus-

sion ranged from drug testing to the designated hit-

ter. As Cerutti struggled Id explain why the arguably

overpaid baseball players are threatening another
walkout two summers down the road, and Healy
defended the mounting loss of network television

baseball exposure to cable, Okrent went on the attack.

"The commissioner must reverse the trend towards
pay TV, there's too much baseball on that we have to

pay for," he said. "If I were commissioner games would
be on networks TV and the World Series would be
played during the day, so as to build an audience (of

younger fans)," Okrent said.

Okrent also went on record as in favor of abolishing
the designated hitter, and "everyone who favors the
DH." and proposed forcing loud New York Yankee
owner Creorge Steinbrenner to move his ballclub to the
Nevada desert. "I would force him to spend all his time
in his office and lease the stadium to the government
for u.se as a nuclear testing site."

Cerutti. who was recently named the union repre.sen-

tative for his Toronto Blue Jays (and himself signed
a pretty fat contract i, seized the opportunity to present
the players' side of the issue in the growing m^jor
league labor dispute. "There is no reason why .such a
healthy industry as ba.seball should ever see a work
stoppage, " he said.

"[Recently], the owners have generally treated the
players with disdain, and their salaries have not coin
cided with the revenue increa.ses of the la.st four years.

continued from page 15

WEATHER EDITORIAL SPORTS

Today: mostly sunny, _
high in the mid 30s.

Tonight: flurries, with a

low near 10-15.
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K. Andrew Mitchell:

questions and
challenges for Afro-

Americans. Page 7.

]
Minutewomen swims,

past Mount Holyoke
177-121 at Boyden last

night. Page 16.
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Smith investigates
homophobic message
By C.C. SANDORFI
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - Two anonymous
ant i homosexual mes.sages were found on

dormitory room doors at Smith College, col-

lege officials reported Monday.

College News Director Debra Bradley

said the incidents are thought to have oc-

curred between Dec. 21 and Jan. 8. during

the students' winter recess.

Bradley condemned the incidents, saying

they were very painful to the victims and

to everyone at the college.

"It's frustrating and sad to see these

kinds ofcomments directed at people in our

community." she .said.

The homophobic messages, found on two

doors in Tyler House, were denounced in

a memo from college officials circulated on

Jan. 25 to students, staff, and workers in

the dormitory, said Bradley.

She said the memo explained what had

happened and it indicated the college

would fully investigate the incidents.

One of the homophobic slurs, said

AIDS victims

get buddies
throughprogram
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

Although society has shunned AIDS victims, a pro-

gram in Springfield is trying to destroy the myths sur

rounding this fatal disease and its patients.

Volunteers in the AIDS Buddies Program, a support

group founded in 1986. provide companionship for

AIDS patients.

"Just being there and holding their hand means .so

much. A lot of these people have isolated themselves

from society and this program breaks down a lot of

walls," Mike Izdepski, a volunteer in the program, .said.

Izdepski. 36, -said he joined the .state funded program

two years ago after hearing other support volunteers

speak about their experiences at a Valley Gay Alliance

meeting in Northampton.

"I volunteered because I have the same fears about

AIDS as everyone else, " Izdepski said, "and I wanted

to do something after hearing them speak "

The support volunteers work with the Visiting Nurse

Association, adding information to the patients'

medical charts. Patients are visited in their homes or

at hospitals, depending on the victims' health, Izdep-

ski said. continued on page 12

Bradley, was scrawled on a personal

photograph and attached to the student's

door: the other, she said, was written on a

student's memo board on her door.

James Molloy. director of security at

Smith, said the photograph was turned

over to Northampton police for a finger-

print check.

However, police said, they could not lift

any prints from the picture.

Molloy and Smith security will continue

to look into the incidents and anonymous

notes containing derogatory racial

remarks, said Bradley.

In early 1987. other minority students

were harassed with similar notes, and in

1986 racial slurs were spray-painted on the

steps of a campus building, according to a

story printed Feb. 7 in the Springfield

Union-News.
"I suspect there are often people on cam-

pus who are victims of homophobia, unfor-

tunately," she said. "But there is

homophobia at Smith College like there is

in Northampton, at UMass, in New York

City, and in the world."

University
continues
polymer
research
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Researchers at the

University of

Massachusetts are working

to produce pla.stics made
from fully biodegradable

natural polymers, which

will convert into harmless

elements when buried.

The Polymer Science and

Engineering and
Biochemistry departments

have been working closely

together for the past three

years, attempting to create

a plastic that will break

down into carbon dioxide

and water when put into a

properly functioning,

bacteria laden landfill.

"Everything nature

makes, nature can destroy."

.said Robert Lenz. one of the

initial founders of the

Polymer Science Depart-

ment at UMass and driving

forces behind the study.

Lenz said he believes that

within a few years natural

polymers produced by

bacteria can displace the

synthetic polymers — made
from petroleum — which are

now used to produce
disposable plastic packag-

ing materials. Polymers are

the very large molecules,

which form the basis of a

variety of "synthetics" in-

cluding fibers, films, paints

and rubber, as well as

plastics.

continued on page 5

SGA begins campaign
to decrease budget cuts
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association

yesterday launched what officials called

"powerful" efforts to mobilize volunteers

to protest further budget cuts from plagu-

ing state colleges and universities.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice said

the SGA is compiling a list of students and

parents who are willing to lobby the State

House in April when the state budget pro-

cess will be underway.

"Our short-term goal is to try and affect

the state budget." she .said. "We're hoping

to get at lea.st 100 to 200 students (who are]

willing to mobilize at any time."

Orefice said she and Michael Greiner,

chairman of the public policy committee,

have contacted student leaders at .state col-

leges and universities and formed a coor-

dinating committee to discuss a unified ef

fort to block further budget reductions.

"We're trying to gain the momentum of

colleges and universities across the state,"

she said.

The committee will meet Monday at the

UMass Medical Center in Worcester, she

said.

Officials at the Department of Research

and Development at the University of

Massachusetts, said in the past two years,

the state has reduced the University's

budget by more than $15 million dollars in

overall reductions.

Orefice said the long add/drop lines,

academic program cuts, and the possibili-

ty that many seniors may not graduate on

time are results of state budget cuts.

"This is what the cuts have done to us.

They've cut us three times in the past 18

months, " she said. "Don't they think the

investment now is worth what we'll give

back in the future?"

Representatives from the SGA are also

attempting to hold floor meetings in cam-

pus residence halls to increase student

awareness of the issue, Orefice said.

"I think students are the greatest asset

this University has," she said. "Hopefully

through that context, we can get people to

be active volunteers.'"

Orefice urged students to get involved

with the effort rather than have their posi-

tion defended by a University ad-

ministrator or .student representative.

"It's fine for an administrator to go up

and say we need more money," she said.

But, "it's a lot more powerful to get a stu-

dent, with no other affiliation, to stand up

in front of their state representative and

say 'we have no money,'" Orefice said.

The SGA is in the process of collecting

names of parents and students who are in-

terested in volunteering in any capacity in-

cluding: letter writing campaigns,

telephoning state representatives, or work-

ing in preparation for the march on the

State House in April. Anyone who might

be interested should contact the SGA im-

mediately, Orefice said.
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Move to up pay
for teachers
underway
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Teachers salaries are still among the lowest in the na-

tion and Massachusetts is no exception, but a reform

movement in education is aimed at changing things.

"(Teachers] are still not being paid the same as auto-

workers." said Marilyn Haring-Hidore, dean of the school

of education at the University of Massachusetts. "We need

to have higher teacher salaries."

The movement still has a long way to go before star

ting teachers salaries, about $18,500, compare with that

of engineers, who can expect to start at $30,600; or com
puter professionals, who start about at $27,756, according'

to an National Education Association Today article.

Currently, a starting teacher can expect to make about

$18,000 according to the Massachusetts Department of

Education.

"Progress is t>eing made." said NEA Compensation Pm
ject Manager John Dunlop in the article, "but it's spotty.

We're making gains in states that are doing well

economically, and we're doing well in comparison to some
(other) occupations."

In the five years of reform, teachers salaries have risen,

"but is the improvement enough to attract people into

teaching." Dunlop said. "Probably not. At lea.st not yet."

This is not the case at the UMass school of education

said Hidore.

"Bu.siness is b>ooming." she said. "Right now people are

beating down the doors trying to t)ecome teachers."

Hidore attributed much of the interest to the reform

movement and. that four-out of-five applicants are first

of their families to go to college.

Because they are the first to "break the mold" in the

family they are interested in teaching as a profession, she

said.

The school of education is also trying to attract more
minority applicants. Hidore said.

"We have a diverse population of school kids, so we
should have a diverse population of teachers," she said.

Hidore said programs to attract more minority ap-

plicants are aimed at getting the word out that teaching

is a good job.

The programs are also aimed at minority males because,

Hidore said, "there's something about (teaching! that is

not innately appealing."

Also, Hidore pointed out that many new teachers are

not women.
"Those women that might have gone into teaching in

the 1950s and '60s have, in the '80s, become professionals

such as doctors or lawyers," she said.

(KllrKiiin ph<>tn by Oondi Atirarn

UMASS PROFESSORS - John Bracey and Michael Thelwell speak in the New Africa House
about their roles in the civil rights movement.

Program allows discussion
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The exclusiveness of the University of Massachusetts

workshop: White Allies Against Racism gives white

students, staff, and faculty a chance to discuss oppression

in a comfortable setting, according to group leader Felice

Yeskel.

"I understand why people would he mistrustful of a pro-

gram like this," she said. "This is an opportunity for

whites to take an honest look at their own prejudices."

Susan Kahn of the Office of Human Relations, said

registration for the workshop is full and atrout four peo-

ple are waiting to enroll. The group was formed last

semester as a project of the Office of Human Relations,

Kahn said. Yeskel and Donna Bourassa of the Social

Issues Training Project, are the volunteer leaders of the

group.

Kahn said more than half of the 15 participants are

either faculty or staff, and all but one are women. Last

year's group consisted of nine women and one man.

"I could speculate that women feel more comfortable

discussing things in groups." she said.

The group will meet on six consecutive Thursdays, star-

ting tomorrow.

Yeskel said the discussions will he determined by the

group itself, focusing on experiences and issues of racism

that have directly affected the participants. They will ex-

amine white culture and how it can help improve rela-

tionships between whites and blacks, she said.

SherwfKxl Thompson, of the Office of Third World Af-

fairs, said "any group that comes together for the purpo.se

of discussing issues of oppression is to be commended."
Student government senator Brian Darling said he does

not object to the group and said there should be more pro-

grams like it. Racial prejudice, he .said, is just as prevalent

among minorities as it is among whites.

Kahn .said the group provides an atmosphere where

whites can feel more comfortable talking about these

issues.

"Blacks don't need to hear how racist we are," she said.

"The group is based on the premise that before we can

fight racism, we have to acknowledge the racism that is

within ourselves."

UMass creates program to better public education
By STEPHANIE SIGELMAN
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to increase learning and
equality in public schools and reverse what

some educators see as deteriorating condi-

tions, the University of Massachusetts has

formed the Coalition for School

Improvement.
The Coalition, the product of 38 public,

secondary schools in Western
Massachusetts and educators from UMass,

was founded five years ago and is funded

annually by the Massachusetts Board of

Regents of Higher Education. The only cost

to join the Coalition is a time commitment

by the teachers, said the Director of the

Coalition, Robert L. Sinclair.

Beth Gilding Watrous, Director for school

services of the Coalition, said, "Learning

is, in a major way, the result of interaction

between the learner and the environment;

by changing the environment it is possible

to increase learning."

Sinclair and Watrous stressed that

achievement levels increase when the

.school environment fosters teaching which

is responsive to all learners. This notion,

Sinclair said, of accommodating the needs

of all students, not just the high-achievers,

is reflected in the variety of socio-economic

and cultural backrounds as well as ages of

the students attending schools that par-

ticipate in the Coalition.

According to Sonia M. Nieto, director of

the Center for Educational Equity,

facilitating interaction between cultural-

ly diverse students is one of .several

coalition-sponsored projects that aims at

teaching students to live in and recognize

the part which they play in this multi-

cultural society.

Last month the Coalition brought

educators from Holyoke and Shutesbury

gether to plan an exchange with students

irom Shutesbury Elementary School and

Lawrence School, Nieto said.

Shutesbury Elementary has 150 pupils,

mostly white, while Lawrence has 580

pupils, of which 60 percent are Hispanic.

Nieto said she feels it is necessary to take

the changing demographics of area schools

into consideration when planning a

curriculum.

One goal of the Coalition is to be able to

"conduct research and studies that would

permit us (educators) to learn more about

what it takes to promote equity in schools

and to be able to diseminate that informa-

tion," Sinclair said.

According to Nieto, much of this research

is done by study groups whose members
consist of teachers, principals and other

educators. Both Sinclair and Nieto express-

ed enthusiasm about the fact that these

study groups and various programs in-

itiated by the Coalition are drawing
educators not only from US territories but

from neighboring countries as well.

Sinclair said she hopes the recent budget

cuts will not infringe on the efforst of the

Coalition. The only direct cost the Coali-

tion pays is in assisting the 10 graduate

students who work with the group to pay

for some of their education costs.

The graduate students use the Coalition

as a laboratory for their work and educa-

tion — traveling to schools affiliated with

the group and working with faculty,

students, and group leaders.

"If you're going to do important educa-
tion work, you can't have the public schools

separate from the University," Sinclair

said. "We think a partnership between the
University and public schools is a power-
ful way to reform the American educa-
tional experience."

Society recruits minorities to sciences
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The National Society of Black

Engineers is holding a registration drive

Feb. 8 to 10 to promote minority par-

ticipation in the society and the

sciences.

Jennifer Smith, vice president of the

University of Massachusetts chapter,

said the Society tries to make minority

science majors feel more a part of

UMass.
She said the group "forms a bond bet-

ween minorities who are in the

technical fields," and teaches minorities

how to network with one another before

and after they graduate.

The Society, which was formed in

1975 and is headquartered in Alexan-

dria, Virginia, has 5,000 members na-

tionwide and about 30 members at

UMass, Smith said.

Among other activities, the Society

engages in a high school out-reach pro-

gram that try to help minority students

go on to college through tutoring and

counseling efforts.

"We're finding that a lot of the (high)

continued on page 12

Counselors for abused women sought
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

The chance to be a woman in the

Counseling Advocator Program who lends

a listening ear to sexually assaulted or

abused women has arrived.

Applications for a counselors positions

are due today at the Everywoman's Center.

Advocates, and even those who would

like to ju.st learn counseling skills for a $50

fee; participate in a 50-hour training ses-

sion in crisis intervention, short term

counseling, and legal and medical ad-

vocacy, said Deb Levy, the program coor-

dinator of volunteers for the Counseling

Advocator Program at the Everywoman's
Center.

"The goal of our program is to help re-

empower the victims of sexual assault,"

she .said.

When women have been subjected to in-

ce.st, rape, or battery. Levy said, they often

feel as though they have lost control in

making decisions. "When you're being forc-

ed to do .something, you don't have any
choices," she said.

"It's very rewarding to see them take

control of their life and to know you are

helping women. By talking to someone you

continued on page S
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Historian Barbara Tuchman dies at 77
CJREE.WVICH, Conn APt - Barbara

Tuchman. a two-time Pulitzer Prize

w inning author whose books revealed the
lessons of history, died Monday ofcomplica-

tions after a stroke. She was 77,

Tuchman was admitted to Greenwich
Hospital on Saturday and died Monday
afternoon, said hospital spokeswoman
Eleanor Hannon.
Tuchnian's latest btwk. "The First

Salute," a look at the American Revolution

and the Dutch Revolution that preceded it

by 200 years, has been on The New York
Times bestseller list for more than nine
weeks.

She .siud it would be her la.st book because
of her failing eyesight.

Tuchman wrote 10 books, winning the
Pulitzer Prize for history for 'The Guns of

August" in 1962. and for "Stilwell and the

American E.xperience in China" in 1971.

In 1978. she was awarded the Gold Medal
for History of the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters. She received

22 honorary doctorates.

She also wrote "The Pi-oud Tower," a
story of Europe before World War I. and "A
Distant Mirror: The Calamitous 14th Cen
tury." which traces the tumult of the period

by following the career of a feudal lord,

Enguerrand de Courcy VII.

"The Guns of August," the book that

brought her fame when it was published,

examined how the military buildup in

Europe during the years of this centur>' led

inexorably to the outbreak of World War I.

It was a favorite of President John F.

Kennedy because of its lessons for leaders

in the nuclear age, and he presented a copy

to British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan.
Tuchman was born on Jan 3U, 1912. in

New York City, and was graduated from
RadclifTe College in 19.33. She lived in

Greenwich.
Her mother. Alma Morgenthau, was the

daughter of Henry Morgenthau Sr..

Wtiodrow Wilson's amba.ssador to Turkev

Tuchman l>egan her writing career as an

editorial assistant and iKcasional cor-

re.spondent for The Natiim, which her

father, investment banker Maurice Wer
theim. bought in 1935 to save from

bankruptcy. She covered President

Franklin D. R(K).sevelt's 1936 campaign
and the Spanish Civil War.
During World War II. she worked for tin

L'S OfTice ol" War Information. She oni >

described her job as being "to write storu -

beamed to Europe, trying to acquaint our

European li-steners. much again.st their

will, with the extent of America's war ef
fort in the Far East."

Her first book was "Bible and Sword," an
acx;ount of the founding of Israel, which wa-
published in 1956 after being rejected li\

a number of publishers.

"The experience of writing history ,ii

fected me as I suppose heroin does the ad-

dict, and from then on I was caught." she
explained. "As an hi.storian. I belong to the
How rather than the Whv .sch(M)l"
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polymers
continued from page 1

Lenz and colleague R. Chilton Fuller

of the biochemistry department have
assembled a team of 10 doctors,

graduate students, and one
undergraduate to examine the

biodegradable polymers which will

disappear completely in a landfill in less

than a year.

Presently, plastic packaging, by con-

trast, made of synthetic polymers may
take hundreds of years to totally

decompose.

The new, bacterially-produced

polymer, Lenz said, should not be con-

fused with current biodegradable
packaging, which is partially

degradable — leaving behind remnant

non-degradable pieces.

The team found that many bacteria,

when deprived of a critical component
of their food in the soil, will manufac-
ture and store polymers within
themselves. They then live of their own
polymers, as a hibernating animal lives

off stored fat. The re.searchers grow the

bacteria in the laboratory withholding

the critical component, then separate

them from the polymers they produce,

later converting the polymers into

plastic. A variety of plastics can be pro-

duced since different bacteria produce
different polymers.

Lenz said commercialization prospects

for the new plastics are good because the

technology used is available and inex-

pensive. He said he believes the product

will be readv in three to four vears

Barbara Tuchman
AH filr ph..l,

Say it vith a
Flover
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Amherst
Boltwood Walk

Try some Nonfat frozen Yogurt

the taste will leave you amazed! Northampton
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LAST THREE DAYS!
Leather Goods On Sale
Save 50 - 70% Off!

• Briefcases
• Travel Bags
• Hand Bags

• Book Bags
• WaUets
• Plus, Much More!

Shop now for Spring Break &
Graduation Gifts!

Campus Center Concourse
9-4, Wed.-Fri.

Supports UMass Baseball

The Board of Governors Program Council
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WINA SHOT AT COMEDY
FAMEAND FORTUNE!

US College Comedy tolent scouts ore coming to your compus in search of the funniest college student
in the country'

• Win tnp to Doytono Beoch to perform before throngs ol vocotioning students during Spring

Bteok and to L A to see the loping of HBO s Comit Relief III

• Perform live ot the fomous Comic Strip in New VorVi

• Receive on Officiol U S COlLEGf COMEDY t shini

• Stop by the US COLLEGE COMEDY CGMPETIIION site oi your school I hour eoriy to enter

Even if you're not seeking comedy lame ond torture, CERTS" Mints and OORITOS- brand Cool Ranch
•

brand fiovor Tortillo Chips invite you to come by to wotch the excitement ond en|oy two delicious products

['No student knows his subject:

the most he knows is where and how
to find out the things he does not know."

WOODROW WlSON

Rely on your

textbooks

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
M-F 9-5

Located in the Physlcol Plont Building

advocates

continued from, page 3

know this person isn't in isolation

anymore," Levy said.

To be an effective counselor, she said, the

person should be interested in working

with people, concerned about sexual

assault, and committed to helping victim

survivors get the treatment they deserve

as well as willing to look at themselves

because the advocates' helping hands often

provoke turbulence within themselves.

"It's a hard issue to deal with. Rape and
sexual assault are very painful issues,"

Levy said, adding that the pain is heighten-

ed by realizing how often it happens.

She said the advocates, who work a

davtime shift between the office's hours of

COLLEGIAN 5

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or a night shift from 5 p.m.

to 8 a.m. using a beeper system,

counsel about one to two people each shift

either from calls on their 545-0800 hotline

or from women who visit the office, located

in Nelson House near fraternity/sorority

park.

"You don't get numb to it." Levy said.

"We teach people how to deal with their

feelings. That's why we provide counselors

with a place to talk about this and to help

people deal with their own feelings so it

doesn't interfere with their work with sur-

vivors."

Weekly meetings are held to talk about

the cases, she said.

"It's a good opportunity for people to get

experience working with other people and
counseling."

PUT YOUR EDUCATION TO WORK

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
Join the ELITE at Stoufl*i »«stamant Company a proven industry leader lor over 60

years

The Ultimate in Full Service Dining With

• A variety ot lull service dining concepts with

70 locations nationwide
• 10% growth rate creating substantial career

opportumties

Providing you with

• Highly competitive salaries

• Outstanding benefits

• A prolessional environment
• Comprehensive training

• Excellent career growth opportunities

Our Recruiter will be on campus to conduct interviews

Wednesday. February 22. 1989

For further inlormation contact the Placement Ottlce. write or call STOUTTER

BESTAUKANT COMPANY. BecmltlDg Manager. 30050 Chagrin Bird Pepper Pike. OH
44124 216-464-6606 EOE m t h

'^M.^fTf Stouiier RestQurauiChicago

V
1^1 XSK.

/IRTGiRVED^ . ^-3S RINGS

.Now IS the lime to make

your choice. Because

every .\rtCarved college
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traditionaJ to contempo-

rary styles — is on sale

now! You U be impressed

with the fine .\nCarved

craftsmanship that's

backed by a Full Lifetime

Warranty. .\nd you 11

appreciate the savings.

Don t miss out!

The Quality.

The Craftsmanship.

The Reicard You Deserve.

Dates: Monday-Wednesday Feb. 6-8 • 9:30-3:30

LAST DATES FOR SENIORS!

^jUmVERSITY
mSTOFE^
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Students protest
merger plan

BOSTON <AFi - More than 250

Madison Park High School students

marched from the Combat Zone to

School Department headquarters
yesterday to protest a proposal that

would bring students from a neighbor

ing school to their building.

The proposal met with opposition

when it was presented by School's

Superintendent Laval S. Wilson to the

school committee as part of a new
student-assignment plan.

Many school committee members op

posed Wilson's proposal to close two

schools and merge Boston Technical

High School and Madison Park High

School into a single vocational school.

Bombing victim testifies in sedition trial

SPRINGFIELD <APi - A man who lost

his lower leg in a courthouse bombing took

the stand yesterday in the trial of three

people accused of plotting that blast and

others in an alleged scheme to topple the

government

Edmund Narine, 51, of Bnx:kton testified

at the US District Court trial that he was

sitting in the Suffolk Superior Courthouse

in Boston on April 22, 1976. when "the

world went blank."

"I recall waking up in a room which was

shattered." said the witness, a Trinidad

native who was applying for a cab driver's

license at the time of the blast, i recall tr>'

ing to move, but I couldn't."

Narine's leg was severed just below the

knee. He was among a score of people in-

jured in the explosion that prosecutors

maintain was among several planned by

the group of accused terrorists, called the

Jonathan Jackson Sam Melville LInit, to

further their alleged aim of overthrowing

the government.

Defendants Raymond Luc Leva.sseur, his

wife. Patricia Levasseur, and Richard

Williams have been charged with seditious

conspiracy, racketeering and racketeering

conspiracy in the unusual trial. They each

face a maximum of 60 years in prison if

convicted.

Charges against two other defendants

have been dropf>ed because they are

already serving lengthy prison sentences;

auother two defendants have pleaded guil-

ty to various charges; and one defendant

will be tried separately.

On the stand, Narine recalled in an emo-
tionless voice the scene of devastation after

the bombing. "I remember seeing a man
coming through the dust and I recall him
making the remark. 'Oh My God, look at

this man.'" he said. "Then I blacked out."

He said he regained consciousness in

Massachusetts General Hospital. "My left

leg was off. It had been taken off below the

knee. My right elbow was shattered. There

were burns under my right eye, burns

across my chest and abdomen, a huge burn

on the right inside of my leg."
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$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
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EOTORIAL/OPINION
The opinions on 5se ol the individual

?r the University unless otherw.se nci

How to become a professional

student — against your will
What does being a senior mean to most

people? Theoretically, it means that one is

graduating and hopefully starting a real

life. Usually this means getting a job.

forgetting that you ever really went to col-

lege, and hoping that this was all a terri-

ble dream.

Nancy Cohen

Tales of the hell of add-drop
I've been lucky.

I've been exempt from the adddrop blues

for the most part in my eight semesters at

the University. And. when I've had to add

courses, standing in line has only lasted a

few minutes.

Pedro Pereiro

This semester, fortunately my last, I had

to add a course because the creative writing

class I wanted was oversubscribed. The

course's oversubscription didn't surprise

me. for in my college career I've only been

accepted into one English class besides the

freshman writing course. I ended up drop

ping the class anyway because everyone

who had had the professor teaching the

course so advised me.

I wanted that creative writing class bad

ly, though. So badly that I set my alarm

clock for six o'clock. Unfortunately, when

the alarm went off the comfort ofmy pillow

and the warmth of the covers tempted me
to forget how badly I wanted the class.

When I finally stepped outside my dorm

after 8 a.m. I noticed some students already

walking back, holding the dreaded white

and green add/drop forms, wearing self-

satisfaction smiles. I wondered how many

of these grinning idiots who don't unders

tand the sanctity of sleep had added

English courses.

I worried.

I stopped by the Campus Center to pick

up an add/drop form while my mind sug

gested getting a cup of coffee. Images of the

grinning idiots expelled the suggestion

from my mind, and I quickened the pace

toward Barlett Hall, where I sought a line

on the finst floor. Unable to find one, I was

about to panic when I discovered a sign in-

dicating the add/drop line for English

courses was downstairs.

Again 1 found no line in the basement;

instead a couple of middle-aged women

handed out admission tickets. I grabbed a

ticket, which informed me I had an ap-

pointment between 10:15 and 10:30 with

.someone in the English department.

Not a bad idea, this admission ticket con

cept. I thought.

Heading back to the Campus Center to

act on the suggestion my mind had made
earlier, a fear took over me: what if I can't

get the writing course?

So. I decided to .swing by Machmer Hall,

since it was on the way and pick up an an-

thropology course just in ca.se. I had pick-

ed one up in a previous semester in about

10 minutes. But to my dismay, greedy-eyed

students overfiowed the corridor in

Machmer that led to the anthropology

add/drop table, which compelled me to seek

a line somewhere else.

Thompson Hall was nearby, and I figured

I might be able to pick up a political science

course. Last year I stood in line there for

a mere 20 minutes. But I found no lines

there and concluded the department was

using the admission ticket system. Mak
ing another appointment for that day

didn't appeal to me. Besides. I wanted to

catch up on lost sleep for having gotten up

early.

In the Campus Center, I sneaked a glance

at a revised course schedule book and found

a cla.ssics class that seemed interesting. I

hurried to Herter Hall, with the cup of cof

fee I hadn't yet had burning my mind.

As I stepped off the elevator in Herter's

fifth floor, about 50 students sitting on the

floor were getting up and attempted

chaotically to form a line. The classics

department adddrop table had just open-

ed. By miracle, in a few seconds I stcxxl in

the middle of the line.

It took me about 10 minutes to add the

course I wanted.

I decided to blow off the English depart

ment appointment. They had never truly

wanted me in English classes anyway. And

when they did, they stuck me with the pro

fessor everyone hates.

After a cup of coffee. I joined the ranks

of the grinning idiots, counting my bless-

ings for this being my last semester.

I've been lucky.

Pedro Pereira is a Collegian columnist

Like Bobby Ewing on Dallas.

Unfortunately, the University's meaning

of the word senior means that either they

enjoyed having you so much here that they

would love to have you back for another

semester, or they decided that you haven't

paid quite enough money on classes that

you take merely to get the credit. People

suggest when you don't get the clas,ses that

you either take them during intersession

and summer or that you withdraw. I must

say they give you a hell of choice.

Over the last two years, the English

department has lost 18 of their professors

due to the hiring freeze, yet UMass insists

that every student be well rounded and

diverse. Sounds great in theory, but to

every student's dismay, theory can't get

you classes.

During this adddrop period, there were

fist fights in line becau.se of the stress of

waiting five hours only to find the class

closed. Professors were verbally abused

because they have to close their cla.sses.

What people don't understand is that it's

not the professors' fault and it is just as

hard on them — probably even more dif

ficult because they have to say no to peo

pie who won't graduate because of them.

Talk about guilt.

What's important to emphasize here is

that it's not just happening to seniors,

(although its most alarming when your

name appears in the "SENIORS ONLY "

box on your schedule) it's happening to

everyone.

I find it ironic how most students can't

get classes in their majors, yet we can

ju.stify funding for a hcKkey arena. Last

semester at a SGA meeting one Senator

claimed that building this arena could

place us in the esteemed company of Har-

vard, Yale and UPenn. although I have to

wonder whether they realize that if you

have a crappy school system you can't get

placed with them — even if you have com

parable sports equipment.

Instead of these people donating all this

money for Visitor Centers and Hockey

Arenas, why don't they give money for

some real causes like teachers and classes?

You remember those things, don't you?

They're the reasons we came to this

esteemed University. But I guess that

wouldn't do since you can't engrave your

name on a teacher or a cla.ss. Well I guess

you can if you want to brand them, but I

think there are laws against this. Aren't

there?

So what it comes down to is that UMass
was starting to make itself look good over

the last decade. We had a reputation for be-

ing one of the top 10 state Universities in

the country, but thanks to people like

Dukakis who believe that private educa

tion is more important than public, we can

kiss our reputation goodbye, along with our

professors, classes and TAs.

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian collumnist

Knock $215 off your taxes
By now we've all gone through the

ha.ssle of add'drop due to closed and

oversubscribed courses. We're also very

familiar with the budget crisis, and

what the cutbacks will do to public

education.

To demonstrate the problem. I'll be

Mike Dukakis. I've just badly botched

a presidential campaign and tried to

bury a state budget for the purposes of

winning popular support so I could wear

a tuxedo on Jan. 20.

Instead. I've got people writing letters

telling me what a rotten jerk I am. If I

were running again for Governor in

1990. I'd levy taxes only as a last resort.

Governors who tax don't get elected, as

I discovered in 1978 when I lost to Ed

King. What is more important to me
right now? Is it making people in this

state happy? No. Is it balancing a state

budget bv anv available means so I can

use it as another "miracle" in the next

election? Yes.

Now imagine I'm me again, here's

what we do. Focus on the $215 we paid

for "curriculum support." If you or your

parents owe any state income tax,

deduct $215 from your return, and

enclose a statement that reads: "THE
AMOUNT WITHHELD FROM THIS

RETURN WILL BE PAID WHEN
MASSACHUSETTS EXHIBITS REAL
CURRICULUM SUPPORT FOR
PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION." You

can change the wording, but use the

capitals.

If enough of us do this, maybe Mike

will get the message that he can't tax

his way out of every financial crisis, no

matter what office he's in.

Rick Wyatt
Northampton

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and area.

All submissions must he typed, ihuble .spaced and become property ofthe Collegian.

Hand written letters will not be printed!

The Collegian editorial desk is interested in getting new writers. Anytme who wants

to write for the page should come down and talk to Pam. Meredith, or Jamne.

Afro-Americans need self-knowledge to combat racism
...Li-i „ !,„ rI/,U^cf anW in the u/nrld When wil

America is embarking upon a new phase in hustory.

There is a resurgence in the air. The generation of civil

rights activists of the sixties are stepping aside. The White

media has the Klan on Entertainment Tonight. The

skinhead phenomenon received the highest rating this

television season. Miami burned for the fourth time.

"Mississippi Burning," which dramatized the brutaliza-

tion and murder that Whites have inflicted on Blacks, is

a box oftlce smash. Proposition forty-two is excluding

Blacks from possible athletic scholarships.

Afro Americans, have you ever asked yourself why on-

ly a few Blacks even make it to college in America? Have

you ever asked yourselfwhy American history has ignored

Afro-American history, ignored Afro-American contribu_

tions? A.sked yourself if you are proud to be a citizen of

a country whose government is the number one killer and

destroyer of Black leaders? A land where our parents

witnessed Blacks being lynched in the sou h. Where Black

children are fostered by society to believe they are second-

class citizens. Where our law enforcement agencies send

half of our college-aged males to prison and victimize the

other half in the streets.

Are you proud of a nation whose system of exchange is

based up<m the gold extracted from a country that open-

ly oppres.ses Black African;;? Black Africans mine the gold

and diamonds only to be denied basic human rights. Why

hasn't the United States condemned the South African

Government or imposed an embargo?

K. Andrew Mitchell

Have you ever thought about why the US government

gave reparations to the Japane.se Americans for their in

ternment yet has neglected to even make Afro-Americans

an offer? The Japanese were imprisoned for four years;

Blacks were enslaved for four hundred years.

Do you question media coverage which discredits our

Black leadership, depicting some as hate monging

tyrants? They did it with Garvey, Malcom, Coltrane and

Newton. The United States made Khadafy public enemy

number one for protecting his beautiful Black homeland

which possesses the richest soil in the world. When will

the white world supremacy end?

Collegiate racism is prevalent throughout the world.

Black students are often targets of violence. What can we

do on a predominantly White college campus that has

already experienced two vicious racist attacks in the past

two years? We must protect ourselves. The skinheads are

provoking violence nationwide. The Klan is steadily mov-

ing North. The police are harassing, demoralizing, and

murdering our brothers across the United States.

In the words of the immortal Elliot Ness, "What are we

prepared to do?" Black students have to continue to to

excel in academics to pave a bright future for our people.

We've got to start with our children. We have to replace

negative images portrayed by American society with pride

in their people and a desire to achieve. We've got to teach

them American history according to the Afro-American

experience. We've got to come together to combat racial

violence which exists in America. Before Black students

can make changes, we've got to wake up.

K. Andrew Mitchell is a UMass student
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ARTS&LIVING
Metheny jazzing up the FAC
By COSMO MACERO Ji

Collegian Staff

Who says contemporary jazz guitarists

are fat headed, pretentious, self-indulgent

scahwags? Remember, it was Pat Metheny

who sat back and comped on rh\-thm guitiu-

at Live Aid while good buddy Carlos San

tana tore the place apart during "Open
Invitation".

It was Pat Metheny who backed up folk

heavyweight (heh, heh) Joni Mitchell on

her 1979 Shadou and Light tour.

It was Pat Metheny who. after scoring

the soundtrack to The Falcon and the

Snowman, forked over a massive chunk

of the limelight to David Bowie on the

record's international hit "This is Not

America ".

.Xnd it's Pat Metheny who plays the Fine

Arts Center tonight at 8 p.m.

Metheny is your typical overachiever.

Long before the days of Los Angeles' Guitar

Institute, home of today's speedfreak. six

string boy wonders (i.e. Paul Gilbert. Vin-

nie Moorei. he was setting the standard as

a teenaged instructor at both the Univer-

sitv of Miami and the Berkley College of

Music in Boston.

For the past ten years, Metheny has con-

tinually been recognized for his adept

guitar and compositional skills. Racking up

a slew of Best Jazz Guitarist awards from

Guitar Player. Fkmnheot. Performance and
Musician magazines, he has maintained a

level of excellence reserved only for the in-

dustry's top artists.

While so many of his contempones sit

mired in the anonymity of the jazz-funk-

rock "the audience is too stupid to unders-

tand what I'm doing"scene; Metheny con-

tinues to advance and innovate (guitar syn

thesizer and synclavier) at no expense to

his eager listeners.

Tonight's FAC show will most likely in

elude new material from The Pat Metheny

Group's upcoming album, in addition to

stuff spanning the Cambridge resident's

disc history from Bright Size Life to Still

Life.

Don't call Metheny a fusion guitarist. In

fact, you might not even want to call him

a guitarist at all. For all the broad ground

It covers, the term "musician" is quite

appropriate

iirdnphodi €-iiurt*-»i> f>f Cft'fren re<*i

Reknowned jazz guitarist Pat Metheny brings his band to the Fine Arts

Center tonight at 8 p.m.
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Butfel s«iwd 58pm, Mon Ttnii'. • Brinifh served Sutxiav 1 1 30 a m 3 p m

ALL YOU CAN EAT $ C 99
Children under 10 - $3.00 —

^

1

)

Hot and Sour Soup
2) Chicken fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Fried Wontons
5) Pan Fried Ravioli

6) Beef with Snow Peas
7) House Spiced Chicken

8) Sweet and Sour Chicken
9)Roa5t Pork Fried Rice

10) Vegetable Fried Noodles
11) Chinese BBO Pork
1 2) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce
1 3) Shrimp and Cashew Nuts

.
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TAKE-OVT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 tddieiloiin Rd.. at Rte. 9. Amherst 256 0252
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5-9:30f.m.
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Styles By Deborah
65UnlversUy Dr.,Amherst

549-5610

Heartbeat
r
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Valentine boxer
shorts are here!

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
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UMASS STUDENTS

LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME JOB WHILE YOUR AT SCHOOL?

DO YOU LIKE TO DRIVE? •

HOW ABOUT DRIVING A $150,000/ia-T0N, ^0 FOOT LONG BUS?

SOUNDS A LITTLE CHALLENGING DOESN'T IT?

WELL; ONCE YOU COMPLETE OUR TRAINING PROGRAM HERE AT

UMASS TRANSIT YOU'LL BE READY TO HANDLE IT. AND

YOU'LL HAVE ONE OF THE BEST, MOST REWARDING JOBS ON CAMPUS.

CHECK OUT WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER:

3
3

STARTING PAY OF $5.00/Hr. WITH RAISES EACH SEMESTER. |

PAID TRAINING

EXCELLENT RESUME EXPERIENCE

REIMBURSEMENT FOR LICENSE FEES

p^ A WORK SCHEDULE SET-UP AROUND YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE

Q^ A FUN AND REWARDING JOB

COME SEE WHAT WE HAVE FOR YOU.

THERE WILL BE AN INFORMATION/APPLICATIONS MEETING ON

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St.

Northampton • 586-6336

i

i

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9th, AT 7PM

IN ROOM 323 OF THE STUDENT UNION (THAT'S THE EARTHFOODS CAFE)

-To apply you must be a UMass Student with at least two seniesters left.

I
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 5^5-0056

fllliRHItlllllllllllimHIIMIIlMllllllHIIIIIIIIMIIillWMIIMmilltlllllllllllllilllNNIIIINIIIINMtlllllllM

Selleck has no alibi for disappointing comedy
By RAYMOND MARTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Her Alibi

Mt. Farms Theatres

Some movies are brilliant, some are awful. Her Alibi

falls somewhere in between.

Tom Selleck plays Phillip Blackwood, an author of

several predictable mystery novels who's in a four-year

slump. Desperate for ideas, he hangs around court rooms

waiting for intriguing cases. The day's cases are dull un-

til Lena (played by Paulina Prozikoval comes in. She's

beautiful. So beautiful, in fact, that Phil decides she can't

be guilty. He sees her case as a possible best selling story,

so to prevent her from going to jail, he makes up an alibi

for her, telling the police that they are lovers.

Lena goes to live with Phil at his beautiful house out

in the country to substantiate the alibi. Once there, Phil

realizes that Lena is more than she appears to be. Not

only can she throw a knife accurately enough to impale

a bug on the wall, but she is a crack shot with a bow and

arrow— usually. Then little accidents start to happen.

Phil is almost squashed and drowned at the same time

by a combination of his garage door and 4x4. He is shot

in the rear end with an arrow, and later he is almost burn-

ed alive. All of these "mishaps " lead him to believe that

Lena is trying to kill him, and with good reason. In a

phone call from the sergent, he learns that if he should

somehow die before rescinding his alibi, she will almost

certainly go free.

The movie is nothing special. Sellick and Porzikova are

very likable as the main characters in this movie but the

script they have to work with is lame and ridiculous. Not

only are we expected to believe that a man would purger

himself and risk his life for a woman he believes is too

beautiful to have murdered someone, but we are suppos-

ed to agree with Lena when she is furious at Phil for not

believing she's innocent after all of the mishaps at his

house.

The characters are shallow, too. Phil just loves Lena

because she's beautiful and Lena expects this. True. Por

zikova is beautiful (very beautiful), but that is no reason

for Phil not to suspect her. Beauty is only skin deep; so

are these characters.

Both Porzikova and Selleck give adequate performances

and the movie isn't without its moments. Phil's being shot

is very funny dm not being ghoulish; it really is amus

ing), and so is a scene in which Lena gives Phil a haircut

he'll never forget.

I hope to see both of these actors in other movies. They

both exude so much charm that it's impossible not to like

them. Anyone with some time to kill might bother to

check out this movie at a matinee, but don't pay full price.

Tune in to the sound ofjazz
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

The cheapest and easiest way to expose

yourself to jazz is by listening to your radio.

While it isn't quite possible to listen to jazz

broadcasts 24 hours a day, this area offers

a decent amount of jazz related program

ming. This week's offering is a guide to

such programs. You can hear a wide range

of music, as well as dozens of DJ's expoun-

ding on it.

As you might expect, most of the stations

that carry more than one "token" jazz show

per week are based in college or public

radio. Some of them have weak signals

and/or are far away, so be patient when

tuning in:

Valley

Jazz
WFCR 88.5, Amherst (Public Radio)

WGBH 89.7, Boston (Public Radiol

WAMC 90.3, Albany, NY (Public Radio)

WTCC 90.7. Springfield (Springfield

Technical Comm. Coll.)

WMUA 91.1, Amherst (UMass)

WRSI 95.3, Greenfield (commercial)

Here are the programs broken down by

day part:

Mornings: WMUA offers traditional jazz

on Tue.sdays with Rockin'in Rhythm, and

jazz and soul on Fridays with Colors, both

from 6 to 9 a.m. From 9 a.m. to noon on all

weekdays, the station features an adven-

turous, eclectic mix on the various shows

in its Morning Jazz Block.WTCC offers

contemporary jazz on weekdays from 10

a.m. to noon with Mid-morning Jazz.

Vietnam veterans

visit Northampton
John Schuchard, a former Vietnam veteran who has

recently returned from a visit to that country, will show

slides at the Northampton Center for the Arts tonight at

8 p.m.

Brian Jenson, a former Marine corps veteran who serv-

ed in Vietnam, will read from his poetry, and local singer-

songwriter Joe Keenan will perform at this show. Spon-

sored by the Center for the Arts, the program is sure to

be an interesting and intriguing one, and is free and open

to the public.

The Center for the Arts is located in the Old School Com-

mons on South St. in Northampton, across from the

Academy of Music theater.

Evenings: WFCR concentrates on tradi-

tional jazz on weekdays with Jaz^ a la

Mode, from 6:30 to 8 p.m. WMUA's All

That Jazz features contemporary jazz on

Mondays from 7 to 9:30 p.m. If you can get

it in. tr\' to listen to the anything-goes mix

on Eric in the Evening Mondays through

Thursdays. 8:30 to midnight, on WGBH.
Late nights: WTCC plays Great Black

Music according to the following schedule:

Wednesdays, 10 to midnight; Thursdays,

10 p.m. to 3 a.m. Fridays, midnight to .}

a.m. WAMC offers various jazz-related pro-

grams from 11p.m. to 1 a.m. on

weeknights, including concert and inter

view shows as well as more conventional

shows of recorded jazz. Some of these shows

are repeated on Sunday nights; their focus

is generally "conservative".

Weekends: on Saturday nights. WAMC
features The Jazz Decades from 10:30 p.m.

to midnight, followed by Jazz After Hours

until the wee hours of the morning. WTCC
plays more Great Black Music on Saturday

and Sunday nights from midnight to 3 a.m.

WFCR takes a safari into African-

influenced musics of the world (jazz, blues,

reggae, calypso, African, etc.) from 8 p.m.

to 2 a.m.WAMC's Sunday night offerings

begin at 6:30 p.m. Piano Jazz, in which

pianist Marian McPartland interviews and

plays with a different pianist each week,

airs until 7:30; the American Jazz Radio

Festival concert program follows until 9:30.

Jazz Revisited (music from the 1940's and

before) airs from 9:30 to 10, and Le Jazz

Club de Pans, another concert show, goes

until 1 1 . WRSI offers Jazz After Hours (not

WAMC's show of the same name) from 9:30

p.m. to 12:30 a.m. The station's regular pro-

gramming features jazz mixed in with rock,

folk, and blues.

Whenever you want to turn on the radio,

think about turning on some jazz ... it will

turn you on, too.

^ i^^^

from BOSTO

DON'T WAIT
BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

SPRINGBREAK
4NIGHTS NASSAU $379pp

jNiGHTsCANCUN s479pp

7NIGHTS PUERTO laCRUZ $599pp
VENEZUELA ih, mw EXOTIC distinaiioni

Inci til tmltlnmm «.«•« • !•' v.e. «/.»'»•»

BOOK NOW!
413256-1261

n So PlatMnt 9*

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT Print Shop

228 Triangle Si, Amherst

photo rourtr*) of dving Hdh rrrnrAi

SI KAHN - popular folk singer/songwriter, and one of the south's

preeminent labor organizers, plays two shows at the Iron Horse cafe

this coming Sunday. All proceeds go to the Grassroots leadership.

Showtimes are at 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. (Jo si what he kahn do.

Hear the President's

agenda for the
Continued growth Thats what the President has "IOOO C
planned. C. George Scab, that is. Chairman,

1-^-^vy .J»

CEO and President of Lechmere—one of America's leading

retail companies.

Come hear what Mr. Scala has to say about retailing in the I990's—

and where you fit into those plans Then, talk with select Lechmere

Associates. And find out all about our Stores Management and

Marketing Management Trainee programs.

Lechmere is a hardlines retailer specializing in Home Electronics,

Home Appliances, Housewares, Leisure and Sporting Goods prod-

ucts. We're one of America's greatest success stories, boasting 27

stores along the East Coast, with plans for further expansion. Now,

you can share in our continuing success.

Our Management philosophy emphasizes partnerships, teamwork

and open communications. As an operating company of the Dayton-

Hudson Corporation, we are committed to the values and practices

that have made Dayton-Hudson one of the "100 Best Companies to

Work for in America!'

Ijyoure intmsttd m a high-powmd retailing career, accept this invitation to hear

Mr Scala ipeak Findout whereyoufit into his agenda for a future of continued

sMCcrss

Tuesday, February 14, 1989

4:30pm-6:OOpm
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Campus Center
Room 917

Refreshments will be served.

LECHMEK^
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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A Split Second enough to herald New Beat dance invasion
By JON DKL'KMAN
Collegian Correspondent

From the Inside

A Split Second
Wax Trax! Records

Going home and blowing a million

dollars on compact discs should be enough
to satisfy even the most vitriolic of music

critics, but I've always been a maveric, so

let's press on with another in a series of col-

umns which will hopefully portray my ut-

ter disenchantment with 9^ of the music

available today and home right in on the

stuff that I think should be sitting on your

record player. And remember - I'm doing

this for your benefit! So go out and buy ten

copies of each record 1 review so that the

bands will become rich and eventually

become bloated sell-outs, just like REM and

U2.
Oops, mavbe I went just a bit too far with

that?

Nah.
The story so far: British music press,

deciding that people were becoming entire

ly too happy as they were, kindly inform-

ed us that acid house is dead, and we
should now all go out and invest heavilly

in something called "new beat," which is

a type of music that has been around for

a long time but never had a name. So. now
that there's a name for it. presumably it

will enjoy greater popularity. After all, peo-

ple can't buy something that they can't

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Summer Programs

Paraons in Paris June 30-August 14

f',T.'H on 'ne Lett Bank pxplo'e pfefusiwc caves m the Dofdoq^p visif thp

" ar.ter(>eces of rena'ssance art m Tuscany Courses 'ixlude pamtuig dtawmg

,v\ hisio'y and ttie lit)efal arts Siudpnls may ctioose to stiwxl itw la«a Ivw
.*.<-<'-• >' " •' r>'!K)Mni in llie Dwiloqiie o« C'ortona Italy

Ptiologrvphy in Parts June SOJuly 31

U !» )(••!' IP ,ip<;th(>i.< <; ,iii)iti»^ I M't <,^ |ih(i(n(])a|)(iy >n (hn nfy that lias in

s(M«l Qrf It (>hoi(xiraii»iefs kx IfKi yttats Guest lecliiters and visits to Parisian

j.lller>p< supt!lpnir»nl 'tip cufnrulimi

Fashion in Paris Junt 30-July 31

Study ttie tiistory and conlernporary trends ot Frencti lashion design through

visits to Parisian museums arvj costume collections Guest leciu'ers and visits

to design studios and retail outlets are part ol the program as are datiy classes

n fashion illustration

History ol AicNtecturv and Decorative At is in Parts June 3&>luly 3t

Oiteie<.i in collatxwatwn wilti Itie renowned Muse6 des Arts D«i:oralils this pro

gram focuses on ttie h.sitiry ol Freix;h architecture and European decorative

ails E Kcursioos to po" 'is outside of Pans ate included, last surrimet. sluderits

visited VersaHtes. Vami le Vicomte and Tontainetjleau

Mo<>ern Paris June 3(KKily 31

CofTitiining archilectuial tusliny wild UMvung ttus prrxjram locuseson thede
vetoprnenl ol Pans m the modern period (1830 to the present)

Paleolithic Art arKi Archaeology of the Dordogr>e July 30-August 13

Daily class sessions near the town ol Les Ey/ies de lay.-ic m southwestern

Franre are devoted to lectures and guided visits fo the areas lamous and less

weH kfxjwn prehistoric caves living sites and arctiaeologicai excavations

History of Architecture in Italy June 29^uly 28
'tie architectural heritage ol Maiy is studied 'O Rome HoreiKje and Venice.

wtiere on Site presentations are made tiy Parsons laculty

History ol Architecture and Decorative Arts In Great Britain

July 6-August 7
Ii"S lour Aeek r.u'i'Culum coverirxj lt>e years 1600 1900. is offered m London
willt several excui". < ins to neaihy towns aiKl cotjniry Ixxjses

Graphic Design in Japan July 10-August 10

Design students a'>d professionals will discover the excitement of Japanese ad
vert'Smg and graphic design ttirough workshops seminars and presentations

tiy nrernationally known designers Studio museum and gallery visits supple
Tient the curriculum which emphasizes ttie sources m the traditional arts of

much contemporary Japanese design

Parsons in Israel July 22-August 18

QUered m collatxjration wi|h Jenisalems Be/alel Academy of Arts and Design
the program provirjes an in iJeplh introduction to ma|or sites ol tiistorcal imjxjr

tance lO ttie furlmpnK rit arrhapolnrj.rql pi,-K-tirp ^nrl to tortinini I'^s o' artititir

representation

Parsons In West Africa July B-August 2 and August 5-26

Workshops in ceiamcs and litters wiii miicxJuce students to ariisis and artisans

m several Ivory Coast villages where these crates can he studied m ttieir origi

nal context A photography cuirculum examines techniques o( rlocumentstion

and reportage m regions of great natural tjeauty and cultural divprsity The Ins

lory ol African art and architecture also is o"ered Additional study m Mali may
tie taken as a separate option or as a continuation ol the Ivory Coast program

All programs include round trip airfare accommodations and land transfers

Academic credit is available to qualified students Foi more infornialion please
return the coupon or call

(212) 741-8975

Parsons School of Design
Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.. NY. 10011

Please send mforn'iatlon about:

Lj Parsons in Pans
D Photography In Pans
ri Fashion in Pans
f ) Architecture & Decorative

Ads in Paris

. Modern Paris

Name _^

Address

City

G Paleolithic Art

G Architecture in Italy

r] Architecture in Great Britain

I ] Graphic Design in Japan
r 1 Parsons in Israel

[ 1 Parsons in West Africa

State Zip

30

pigeonhole properly, ngni
Anyway, the genre in question is, as I

mentioned, called "new beat," and it refers

to just about any synthesizer based band

from Belgium. All the hard hitting jour

nalistic invesligation I've put into this

(read: none) has revealed that you don't

have to be from Belgium to fit in this

category, but it helps.

A Split Second are from Belgium, but

don't hold that against them. The band is

Chrismar Chayell on technogadgets and

Marc Ickx (no, I can't pronounce that

either) on vocals and more gadgetry. From
a technical standpoint, the music is

brilliantly produced with a clever, if not

totally innovative, use of the equipment.

Ickx speaks English pretty well, but he's

got a trace of an accent that can be a bit

off-putting.

On tracks like "Bend my Body Armour'
and "The Choke" the band creates fairly

standard dance-club fare, with some highly

danceable rhythms and catchy melodies.

However, there are times when this band

throws out the textbook dance stuff and

head? off in "•"•-'i '<;«-or-t!nn« "The I.;<«t

Wave" is built around a looping sample
from The Beatles' "Love You To" and
drones in a seductive Eastern fashion

"Colliseum Crash" is a 1960's acid

casualty that fell through a timewarp and

accidentally materialized in a Front 242

session. The lyrics are enough to send hard

men scampering for a nice Madonna
record: '"No more human sacrifice,' she

said/TU just have a dry martini Just let me
put my underwear in your computer/And
we'll have lots of software babies."

This is why God invented programmable
CD players. With a flick of the digital

remote we can scoot ahead to the relative-

ly more sane pleasures of "Scandinavian
Bellydance" and the title track.

There's not much to say about an album
like this; you either like it or you don't. It's

certainly more accessible than Skinny Pup-

py or Ministry, but then again, what isn't?

A Split Second sounds a bit like Depeche

Mode minus the incredible ego trip that

seems built into all their latest stuff. Get

"...From the Inside" and twist yourself

insideout.
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Are you wondering what

to give your special friend

on Valentine's Day?

BE UNIQUE,
GIVE A CONDOM GRAM!

(free (Jeiivery on campus)
FOR SALE

on the Campus Cenic^r Concourse

February 8th, 9th. and 13th

9:00 am - 3:00 pni

February 14 - sale of other Valentines Day,

paraphernalia and non-(Jeliverable ^
condom grams

A Peer Sexuality and

Peer Health Promotion ^

program pmioct.

WHAT IF YOU
DONT GET
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sur«". there <irf other

'.<h()c>ls Fkit why settle'

KapLin prep courses hielp

students raise their scores

and their chances of
I being admitted into their

first- choice schools Fact

is. noone has helped

StMlUT M K»riAM H«K«TKWW ONTII ITO Students score higher'

OTHER COURSES MCAT, DAT, NCltX, NTE, CPA, BAR REVIEW, & OTHERS

IKAPLAN

Classes Start: GMAT-NOW • GRE-NOW
MCAT-Feb. 15 • LSAT-March 28

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

'WORLD&NATION
Congress blocks
own pay increase
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Edward M Kennedy. Rep

Gerry E. Studds, and Rep Joseph Early yesterday broke

from the overwhelming majority of their colleagues to sup-

port the politically explosive 51 percent pay hike for Con-

gress, federal judges, and top government officials.

In the House, the other nine congressmen from

Massachusetts helped strike down the pay raise plan

380-48 in the wake of a growing and intense public out-

cry. In the Senate just a few hours later. Sen. John F.

Kerry was among a majority that killed the measure 94-6.

Early, D-Worcester, a strong supporter of the 51 percent

pay hike, took to the House floor during the debate to de

fend his position.

"The responsibility of (being a congressman) is

awesome," Early said in an impassioned floor speech. "It

is this body that strives to keep the United States out of

war.

Early, who noted that he has faced local criticism over

his position, said the pay raise was in "the long-range good

of the government and should be more important than re-

election" considerations. Pay raise supporters had said

many opponents privately wanted the pay hike, but were

afraid of the political consequences in next year's re-

election campaigns.

Kennedy pointed to the need to raise the salaries of

federal judges and top-level government officials, who

were included in the package that was killed yesterday.

"He would have voted against the pay raise for Congress

alone because the 50 percent increase is excessive," said

Kennedy spokesman Paul Donovan. But, Donovan said,

the senator "feels very strongly about the brain drain that

is occurring with judges and scientists and doctors in the

federal government."

Donovan pointed to the National Institutes of Health,

where he said 28 percent of the senior research staff had

quit for private sector jobs in the past decade. During that

time, no senior-level scientists had been hired, he said.

"You're not going to win the battle against cancer,

you're not going to win the battle against AIDS, if you're

not going to put the adequate resources into it. And one

of the resources is pay for scientists and doctors," Donovan

said.

Cold weather bites nation
(AP) — Idaho National Guard troops yesterday helped

rescue livestock stranded by 15-foot snow drifts which

have also buried hundreds of other animals, while the

nation's deadly cold snap pushed temperatures to

record lows in several states.

Some California citrus growers feared the arctic air

has caused millions of dollars in crop damage. And in

Las Vegas, which dropped to a record low 16 degrees,

sheets of ice covered casino fountains and backyard

swimming pools.

But Mardi Gras revelers didn't let a little cold stop

them. Men in miniskirts pranced through New
Orleans' French Quarter in near-freezing weather, as

others pitched tents along parade routes.

"I live to just go up and down the street and get my
picture taken," said a man in black lace corset, garters

and goosebumps, who declined to be identified.

At least 79 deaths have been blamed on the cold

weather since Jan. 31, when frigid air blew out of

Alaska and into the lower 48 states.

Schools were closed in parts of Alabama, Colorado,

Idaho, Mississippi, New Mexico, Oregon, and Texas.

Scattered power outages were reported in several

states, including Texas, Utah, Colorado, and

Mississippi.

Snow fell over parts ofNew Mexico, Texas, from Nor

them New York state across northern Ohio, the up-

per Great Lakes, Minnesota and North Dakota.

Record low temperatures were reported in several

cities: Alamosa. Colo., had 30 degrees below zero;

Sacramento, Calif., broke a 106-year-old record low for

the date with 26 degrees; San Francisco hit 32; and

Milford and Vernal, Utah, had their coldest February

days ever with minus 29 and minus 38 degrees respec

tively. Boca Reservoir near Truckee, Calif., was 43

degrees below zero, the coldest February reading ever

in California, forecasters said.

In Dubois, Idaho, two dozen National Guard troops

used front end loaders to battle snow drifts up to eight

feet tall that have blocked city streets since last week.

Accused terrorist sentenced to 30 years in jail

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) - An accused international ter-

rorist convicted of transporting bombs through New
Jersey was sentenced yesterday to 30 years in prison after

renouncing the United States for the 'state terrorism"

of trying him for bombing Libya in 1986

US District Judge Alfred J. Lechner Jr. told prosecutors

he believed their claims that Yu Kikumura, 36. was a

member of the terrorists group the Japanese Red Army
and that he plotted to kill US citizens to retaliate for the

Libyan bombing.

"There is no other conclusion that can be drawn, but

that you are an international terrorist." Lechner said.

"There is only one conclusion to draw from the design and

construction of the bombs. They were intended and design-

ed for flesh and blood, not for bricks and mortar."

Kikumura told the judge before sentencing that the case

against him was a ploy by the US government to justify

the bombing of Libya.

"I denounce the government of the US for the legal

handling of my case and for using my case to justify the

attacks on the country and people of Libya," said

Kikumura in heavily accented English.

"I am not linked to Libya. I do not have the background

claimed by the United States," he added

Kikumura said the attacks against Libya violated in-

ternational law. Kikumura planned to use the bombs to

destroy a military recruitment office in the Veteran's Ad-

ministration building in lower Manhattan, said US At-

torney Samuel Alito.

"He's a terrorist and he has been a terrorist," said Alito,

arguing that Kikumura's attorney offered no other reason

why Kikumura had the three bombs.

Attorney William Kunstler argued that prosecutors of-

fered no firm evidence that his client Kikumura planned

to use the bombs.

STUDENT
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Proposals are solicited for Student

Commencement Speaker.

Format: 3 typewritten pages, double-spaced

(approximately 5 minutes speaking time)

Deadline: March 1, 1989.

(Commencement Is May 28, 1989.)

Selection nmcess and criteria : A committee consisting of a

maioritv of student members will review entries (autfiors'names

will be deleted) for relevance to UMass and higher education,

substance and "appropriateness". Ratings will be assigned.

leSd enl^ants will be asked to "audition". Final selection

will then be made by the committee.

Submit proposals to: Robert N. Brooks, Director. Student Affairs

Information Services, 229 Whitmore (545-3480).

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst
SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant

all winter.

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Late register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

University day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.

nivisiox OF CO\TI\ri\G edicatios
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SnART COOKIES KNOV ...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 253-2571

society
continued from page >

schools are not prepar-

ing students for a

technical career." she

said.

The memhership of

the group, which has of-

fices in the Minority
Engineering Program
in Marston Hall, is

made up of students in

the physical sciences

such as physics,

chemistry and com-
puter science as well as

to engineering
students. Smith said.

AIDS program

Beautiful Cliffs...

Endless Beaches...

Only In

JAMAICA!
Spring Break '89

Call Paul at

549-4289

March SthtoApril 8th, 1989

BERMUDA
CX)LLEGEWEEKS

With a little bit of luck,

you just might make it through the week.
Rij^ht from the start, the party is nonstop.

Your College VCeek opens with a day long

Barbt'cue Bash at bcaiitilul F-:iho\\ lieach

dancing, feasting, swimming and tanning on

soft. pink, sun splashed sands

The beat g< )es ( hi with s|X't lai ular Ix-ach

parties featuring liermutlas top r(Kk, steel anti

caKpso bands. Daily lunches. A limlx) festixal

And an outrageous F'arty Cruise lo magnifid'ni

Great Sound All compliments ( )f the Bermuda

Dejiartment of Iburism.

AM to that all the things that make ik-rmuda.

Bermuda. VChirring around our island on a

mojx'd < I)o keep left') Our British ambiance and

colourful pubs (ireat tennis and golf Treasure

hunting in our shops. Jogging on ciuiet seaside

roads including a 2 k "Fun Run from Horseshoe

Bay. And the six-cial feeling ( )f being ( )n a tiny,

flower bedecki'd island, separated from

e\erywhere and everything by (i)() miles of .sea.

This sjiring, break away to an island that's

more than |ust sun, sand and surf Contact xour

Campus Irav el Repre.sentati\e or Trawl .Agent for

more Ik'rmuda College Vi'cvk details.

Redman Sport & Travel
1.^54 Hancock Street

guincv, .MAOilfW

(6r) -^0 140.^ • (H(K)) 2HH 2.^2H

(212) "96 6646

co'-.ti.iuea yorri pc^~' ;

The program serves 40 AIDS patients, two-thirds of

which are gay males and one-third IV drug users. New
cases, however, are 50 to 60 percent IV drug users, he said.

Izdepski said that it's hard to define what being a bud-

dy is all about. "It's a different experience," he said, "it

depends upon whether the patient is really sick, or very

healthy.

Buddies may take the AIDS patient to the movies, to

lunch or just sit and talk. "It's about listening, a lot of

listening." Izdepski said.

"It's a friend for them, but for us it's a little bit more."
he said. "We can pick up on problems and relay that in-

formation to the Visiting Nurses [Association!.
"

Reed Ide, director of the program, said, 'I believe we're

very original because we are part of a home health care

team."

Ide said he believes very few organizations in the United
States have a Visiting Nurse program and a volunteer

support group working together. "We're the only program
like this in Massachusetts," he said.

Volunteers are recruited through radio announcements
and public .speaking, Ide said. However, most volunteers

are enlisted by friends who are involved in the support

group.

The volunteers attend a 30-hour trainmg program in

Springfield before they are assigned a buddy, Ide said. The
program has 30 volunteers, but the ca.se load is growing.

"Our greatest need is in the Springfield, Holyoke.
Chicopee area," he said.

Ide .said he plans to expand the program. "We're
Iwritingl a newsletter, and we're looking into an emergen-
cy food program in the future. " he said.

Izdepski said he is optimistic about the programs future.

He said he hopes to see more training programs in the

surrounding area .so more people can join the support

group.

"It's rewarding, you'd think it's all about dying, but it's

really about living. Despite the odds, they .still laugh at

life." Izdep.ski said.

People uishirtf! to volunteer. Ide said, may call him at

The Vtsitirtfi Nur.se As.'iocialUfn of Pwneer Valley,

7H1-5070

********
PARAMOUNT

Performinii Arls Cenler
"^

1 700 Main Stieel Spiing'i'-kl
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Alvin Ailey
Repertory
En.semble
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MICHLLLH.
SHOC KLD

Satuiilav,
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

I \

^"'^^^

2^
"And the last gladiator left alive will

win tt>e contest. But first ... the egg-toss!"

DOONESBURY

Jt^lNOONB
SHt'SANCIBNl SHBMUSJ
HISTORY. SHt'S BeAPRBTTf
JUSTAMeM- ACim

/ OKi M£MOf^

' v^?^^/ ^r ^f>
-y- ^,-ij^/ v^^?r"1^^

CALVm AND HOBBES

wm. ^RE loo

GOING KlHlGHT'

WW CAHT VJ088ES

AND I COMt ^

T
/^H

m'Rt GCAHG "«:> DINNER AND

A MOV\E JUST T^ WMl SDWt

TIMt TO OORStL^ES. OK ?

CAMPUS MAIL

SOfAEi^hERE IN BOSTON,
THE TRUSTEES OF A
A1AJ0R TUBLIC UNlVERSJty
[ARE MEcLTlHC.

50UEE2S A

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

CMY TFmPOL BOY
Y0i//?ef^mLe55 no
cf?epir mpvouHYwe
A CfiTS BOPY
CJ

\ J.l) mm

deuTmr

POP"'' .\

mNm BUY A RfiRe . \

PetblAN. Pf^ YWISTBHeP \
Loiipop FOR mo eua<9^

By GARRY TRUDEAU

i^m
/,-

RtALITY,

P0N7 5U6AR
^£AB njuBfc. MIKS

5^^ THAT' ^^^
I...

I
HAYd

/ I AKJP.

I CAN'T
NQPftOBLBM, BUIBYB YOU
THe NANNY mweo&t

\
iMILL... ONauw I

iW/^HOT ]
PANTS 1 \A

•
\ ^

f%.3TP-^'3^ A Mi^k
-C^^^^^%^

By BILL WATTERSON
BUT Wt OWLO CDMt! HOBBtS

PROW\StS NOT TOWUL AH^ONt'

WVD W QDOO? RtAVll' mi
WM iaj LET k)S CjOMt ^ VWI

\/m lew WANT us AROUND ^

IS TMt GOSU, A OmUtR
w\m Ryi PAUSES

IN m. CDKVtRSATW

CAN <QU IMAGINE -

By AL ARPAD

Li TTLt /MORE
t70UaH OUTTA

J Pa students.

m\A ABOUT WE.
CHARqa. AM EJCTRA
-prM 3UCKS FOR
PARKING STICKEI^S?'

/^AKE 'E(*^

VAR K AT PA
HAMPSHIRE
MALL f

<33

THIS NP=ARIOUS SCHEMING,

S OMLY ONE S/^ALL FART
Of the: CHILLING, Tale of...

Trie "BEACON HILLGANGf,

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

I I , ! I •

._ _ I'l 71...

,i(,,sfM r»;.<*">t''i''

.^ J\-.-. )

fi car S*rucK lii»"

^^;ilv '^''H he /os<

rift nrfA^ c\t\A f/ipl

5vroicir.l ('(fori, l-

"The safest way to double your

money is to fold it over once and
put it in your pocket."

-Kin Hubbard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
EDITED By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Lener
•nMUisAmeiit

8 Potato,

intormaWy

10 Honor
SocMOM org

14

15 Ramady
16 Boonsh on*
1

7

A da Mill*

ISHOUMOf
WIndMr
onricass

19 Bucksnol
20 CorUin powdar
22 Mail

23
•

27 Plankton pan
29 Of^
30 Patty Duna —
31 Swnss Notiai

pnystcist

Wolfgang

32 Sutfar

35 Eartaaa or

aiapnam
36 Go to court

again

37 Enclotura

38 Pan ot hrh
39 A Count
40 Wntar Brat

41 3 — 8 - 2

42
43 f-yf)

48 Miltia or Sam
49 Jot

50 Cuba. It ona
51 Racalrack

S3 School

58 Social avants

59 Canma
commant

60 Snow housa
61 Straigm

Come lorm

62 Black

63

DOWN
1 Masn funding

agcy
2 Unit of work

3 Boltad
4 Word mntti

txxind or box

5 Swag

6 LJ — .
Milan

opara house
7 . or '

8 Coffea manaf

9 Poor graoa

10 Fogfxjrn.

for ona
11

12 indulga

13 Ibis cousin

21 Earth j

anvalopa Abor

22 Fraata starter

23 Parsian GuH
•nvrata

24 Unit of

jsafumass
25 Accustom
26 Suava
27

28 Words of

undarstandmg
31 Sauca lor

pasta

32HaMns
alxJuctor

33 Cartain singer

34 Signad and
transfer

36 Raian s «ife

37 Myde or Central

39 Snack
40 NCKOnfOritlist

42 Bil Of bufta'

43 South Amarican
capital

44 Auto racar Al

45 Ceieonty

46.'

47 — Way

51 Item of

Japanese dr^
52 MoOM* noma t

rataova

54 Saif-aslaam

55 — Things
Bright and
Beautiful

56 Bill s

companion
57 Swaatia

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLf:

vm
'

I' I
'

I

' P BT I

'

I

'
I
' W I'' I" I"

n Hr Hn
n Hn Hn

*l«m La* AMtn nmtn Symttnu i/t/n

HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apf« 19) A con
servative approach is your safest

bet today There is a riew emphasis
on independence Coll on hidden
reserves Mate or partner would like

to make a greater contributkjn Be
receptive

TAURUS (April 20 May 20)
Make a special effort to control ex-

tra^gance Meet family respon-

sibilities with enthusiasm A new
partnership makes the future look

rosier Your social Irfe brings py You
find yourself in great demand'
OEMINI (Mdy 21-June 20) A con-

flict between financial needs and
desires could arise at a critical time

Consult experts on ir^expensive

solutions Business well benefit from

new social contacts Host several

small gatherings

CANCiR (June 21-July 22)

Greater emptiasis on your Image
and positive thinking will bring

wonderful results Boost your earn

ing power by enrolling in workshops

to learn high-tech skills Romance is

surprising Hold onto your hot!

LEO (July 23- Aug 22) A
breakdown in transportation or

communications could occur
Social activities interfere with your

busy work schedule Enpy the ex-

tra attention you receive from that

special someone Romance looks

glorious Dress elegantly fomghf
VI»«0(Aug.23-Sept 22) Team-

work IS essential to early completion

of a major project Trade ideas with

an associate who is in your corner

Success comes wtien you are

calmer arid quieter in business

negotiations

LIMA (Sept 230ct 22) Look for-

ward to incredsed productrvity and
prosperity Resist tiie temptation fo

use inside information Ttie risks ore
too great Toke stock of a co
workers virtues Vou moy be
underestimating ttus person

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Self

discipline is needed to complete
pressing work assgnments Seek
the cooperation of an associate

wlX) IS only too willing to give you
Input Postpofie a ronnantic en-

counter until another day

SAOinARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

An unexpected reunion could leod

to a close encounter Vou need to

think twee obout seeir^ a business

associate socially Reduce clutter at

Ixime Donate unused items to

chanty

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jdn 19)

DiscretkDn is d most valuable asset

in a business or romantic intrigue

Wait for the right time and piace to

revedl your true feelings fMews from

abroad relieves tension over
finances

ACIUARIUS (Jon 20-Feb 18) You
are able to communicate more ef-

fectively now Look for a chance to

run ttie whole show influential per-

son will be deeply impressed Be
considerate Corwult mate before

issuing Invitations

RISCES (Feb i9March 20) A
lazy Of extravagant streak coufcJ

larxJ you in trouble Spruce up your
wardrobe without spending a for

tune Give gossips a wide berth
Consult tax experts Romarxe takes
on a deeper meaning

MENU
LUNCH

Grilled cheese sandwich
Duchess meal pie, gravy

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato torte

Grilled cheese on
wheatberry

DINNER

Southern style scrod

Roast turkey, bread dressing

BASICS DINNER

Southern style scrod
Potpourri
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IT
UPC PRESENTS:

THE

FRIDAY, FEB 10

8 00PM UMASS
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

$6 UMASS STUDENT
$8 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT TIX UNLIMITED
FOR THE RECORD-FACES, AND MAIN ST
RECORDS
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EL509S 8-Dlglt Scientific

Calculator with Direct Formula

Entry

Only
$14.95 a Z3:-3 [^

; (Q) USE (D IB .S
Q] B IQ) pi O
OB) ID ID (B GS

(BP IBl !pi (pi M

• 8-dtgit LCD (5 digit mantissa 2 digit expo-

nent). • 32 pre-programmed functions in-

cluding trigonometric, inverse trigonometric

and logarithmic functions, exponential, floating

conversion • Statistical functions with

statistical mode: mean, standard deviation,

enter data/correct data • Deg RadGrad selec-

tor key- • Independent 3-kev memory • Auto
power-off. • Performs constant, power,
reciprocal, chain, memory, smx. cosx. tanx, ex
ponential/floating conversion. • Sign indicators

include minus sign, memory, error, 2ndF, DEG,
RAD. GRAD, and STAT indication • Direct for-

mula entry for entering formulas as they are

written. • Includes wallet and application text
• Includes 2 "G13" batteries. • Silver
• .3^"H X 2.56"W X 4 53"D • Shipping
weight 53 lb.

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT. 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^nrnVERSITY
mSTORE^

WELCOME BACK
UMASS SKI CLUB

SPECIAL

APRES SKI ACTIVITIES!
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11

(acceptable proof of age required)

MAGIC MT.
$25

($10 extra for non-members)

LAGNAF '89

Wi mt

I

We carry a full line

of art and graphic
supplies.

OPEN M • F 9-5

Sat 10-3 Located in the
Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

AP photo

In last night's NHL All-Star game, it was
the Campbell Conference which came away
victorious, 9-5.

Sanders, mum about the NFL
(AP) — Heisman Trophy

winner Barry Sanders
refused Tuesday to confirm

or deny a report in his

hometown newspaper that

he decided to return to

Oklahoma State University

for his senior season instead

of opting for the NFL draft.

In Tuesday's editions, the

Wichita (Kan.) Eagle-
Beacon quoted the 5-foot-8

Sanders as saying: "Tm
planning on returning (to

Oklahoma State). Right
now I'm in school getting

ready for next season and
some exams."
But in Philadelphia, the

Heisman Trophy winner

said: "I don't remember say-

ing that. I've done a thou-

sand interviews this year. I

can't remember what I say."

"It's my intent to get a

degree," he said.

^

/

COLLEGIAN^
IVALENTINK PFR^nMAfql
Send a personal to someone you love
ux our special Valentine's Day color
section at half the normal rate.

1/2 PRICE VALENTINE
PERSONALS

J
Offir good Wed., Thu.. and Fi i.

^ during
regular oMitt- huui s.

f ARTHUR
y TREACHERS
SEAFOOD
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA

IQO/o

Student
Discount
With College ID

Phone In Order
585-0209

During this Lent Season

KEEP THE FAITH
with

ARTHUR TREACHER'S!

/^M\ Nt.v 'i'.tL AGE.NCY \
Your Partners In Travel.)
TH£> -Vv£ :H£ new APOaO TICK-

DCN • I'Ji HAVE TO CHECK !»P 3

[ SO - -E M\ B0ABD1.NG PASSESJ\

\0L V -E..=E VOt DID

THLM'
VOt GEA

n \SC 30ARDING PASS PRINTER.

7

c
M)LNb- ,hE NEED TO SWITCH
VOENi :

-

I DID -•: « ^EAUmEASEDirS^
GREX- • i)HK WITH PROFES-
^lONA,- J

r ^

-«? —c'essiona

VOL'RP.\RT\ERSI.\MILL\C,
ft ^ c i>.> -

• •

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OKFICE CC :HURS 6 30-3 30.ERi 6 30-2 3G»DEADL1NE 2 DAYS rUlOk J'u f-Ui iii ADWWGL ^.u ' y\\^l\U'LJ/\ I I \-/\

ACTIVITIES

EAT YOUR HEARTS OUT by placing an
Ofder 'Of a Valentine s Day Cooki«-gfam to

send 10 your tnends tof only $1 Or buy 3

cookies tor a mere 40 cents Right on the

Campus Center Concourse Feb
9.10 13.14'"

LOOKINd FOR A 0000 TIME? Rush
Alpha Phi Omega Coed Service Fraternity

Wed ft Thurs at 7pm 4 ISA SUB

WHAT S THE POINT OF LIFE? Unique
dream techniques special visualizations,

and simple twenty minute spiritual e«er

cises can help you find your destiny in this

lite Learn about the transforming spiritual

exercises ot ECHANKAR One hour presen-

tation SOminule video and basic howlo s

UMA Campus Center 7 30 Thursday Feb 9

16?3

GET A LIFE! Massachusetts Free Press

gorwing 5 college news magazine needs
writers, illustrators photographers. Adreps

Open house info session today CC117
2-4pm

Ut ANNUAL LIP SYNC CONTEST AT
CHANGES Feb IGMar 3rd every Friday

Night 250 dollars to be given away $175
Grand prize enter at Changes or Call

256 6946 or 546 9606

t1300 SPRING BREAK PA'CiCAGE to

Nassau 'or $499 it you leave from Newark
No hidden costs Call now limited space
546-7563 or 54fr7569

WHATS THE POINT OF LJFir Call

584.4267 'or inio on a EcKankar video

presentation

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is looking lor

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested? Call 5-0960 tor details

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1.2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample oH street parking and

tree bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665 3856

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
intormalion come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUDIO

BASS PRECISION SUNB ROSE original

$450 247-9596

DRUM MACHINE: Roland TR-505, 16

sampled drums perlect condition 1 year

old $200 00 Call 546-7516

BUY A BIKE

CANNONOALE $300 or best offer racing

and touring Sun Tour gear system Dia

Compe brakes Mistral aluminum nms
Frame alone is worth five hundred dollars

Call Shane after 6 30pm 549-1594

OAYTONA BEACH

BEACHFRONT HOTEL $139 w/bus $214
Lowest price on Campus call Sean
546-8252 or Hob 253-7153

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

DAYTONA S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - $219 Panama City Beach s

Miracle Mile Resort $199 Call Mark
549-2871

FOR RENT

ROOMS FOR RENT IN walking distance 0l

campus, one price includes room and en-

cellent meal F>lan as well as a great social life

Call Delia Ch. at 549 6505

SINGLE IN SWISS VILLAGE Needs to be l»
ed immediately' On B-town Rd bus roule

Very accessible to campus Call anytime

2564920

BE A BOARDER M A SORORITY! Females
only Great location' Great food' Call

545-0527 Ask for Tiel. Steph. or Tracey

FOR SALE

EPSON PX-8 LAPTOP. 64K w/modem
Wordstar basic Caic Skheduler printer All

new $500 Call Adam 6-4049

FENDER STRAT GUITAR and Gibeon
amplifier 'or sale 546 7922

PENTAX K1000 body. 50mm ftZSmm
lenses, Vivitar bounce flash. $175.

549-1051

CANON A-1 , lenses and accessories worth

over $1000 together. Call Sam 6-6806.

X-COUNTRY SKIS, poles, boots size 10 'or

$100 firm 6-6806 Sam.

BED FOR SALE- Twin mattress, boxspring.

and frame $75 or B Call 549-0224

WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC GUITAR w'soft

case $280 or BO Ibanez DD700 Digital Delay

$100 Call Jim 253-7387

2.0 CUBIC FOOT REFRIGERATOR runs

very well Call Mike 549-8056

ATARI 1040ST RGB and/or hires mono mfrs

» much software, extras $800/80 323-7998

SKI BOOTS FOR SALE- $20.00 Size 7

ladies Great condition 546-9845 Tammy.

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Altsa 527-6505

1976 LICOLN MARK IV 460 V8 70K Looks

good runs great $1200 or BO Mark

549-8315

1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 47000 miles

Great condition 549 3512 $500

BRAND NEW ANSWERING MACHINE $40
Chris 546-7216.

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93.000

miles Call 256-8369

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3-camp
organization m the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are available in Tennis, Ar

chery, Walerlront (W S I ), Cramalics, Office

Administration, Computers, Radio, Arts ft

Crafts, Nature, Athletics, Jewelry

Pholoography, Dance. Wrestling. Cooking

Adventure/Challenge Course, Film making

Camp Drivers Season 6/24 8/20 Call

800533CAMP (215-8879700 m PA) or

write 407 Benson East. Jenkintown, PA
19046

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock Blues-Folk all levels

Songwnting. improvisation, theory, reading

Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786 or 549-6966

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON $500 Of best offer 1979

Pontiac Catilina Cruiser good condition

Great car for around town or road trips Call

alter 6 30pm Shane 549-1594

COMPACT owe musk; MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - quality tunes lor

all occasions 549 1421 or 253-7655

HAPPY 22«>d HOLLY! I made It for tn« one'

HELP WANTED your White Lion ROOMMATES WANTED

NATIONAL MABKETING FIRM SEEKS 3 FEMALES NEED 1 MORE to share

ambitious mature student to manage on ITS LADIES NKSHT AT THE RED bedroom in Southwood Townhouse Call

campus promotions lor lop national com HOUSE! ' anytime » keep trying 256 0264

panies This school year Flexibte hours with • This Thrusday and every Thursday is
; „.. , ..__„i.„ ^.»,„„ „

earning poleenlial $2 500 Call " Ladi« night and its time to rock' MALE ROOMMATE WANTED in Bran

1-800-932-0528 Ext 26 " The l«S«tivili»S beoin at 9pm sharp • dywine apt February free 549-4249

Xonyenienlly Wealed on N PIst Street''

RUN SUMMER BUSINESS m your l^Vi t
"*" ^*"^ ""* "* "'"

hometown Earn average $8 000 Excenent ^ii iirir^._ „.„^„ .^-—rrv -
665-9144 Keep trying

exoenence 66V2527 TO THE OWL NAMED JEN who foundexpe lence ddd-^^^
^^^^^ „oubled by a pinched nerve while ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE

gfmjgl^l' 5££K$ ^^EKENO HELP for 89 panying in Cashin Saturday last Would you one bedroom in Amherst Cente'

CPA exam Must be familiar with all sec care for another shoulder massage' Reply $287/monlh Call Mike 253 7572

SS^t Ms""' 222'
"'""• "" '"*" " "*" *''""

1 O" 2 '^•«*«-ES WANTED lor Brittany

^2_J STEVE OLSON: Alias Nacho Thief' Thanks Manoor $140/month 253 2107

SCREW THE DC for the dontos Stacey

MEALS FOR FREE FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 10 share

For info call me LAURA A CHIPS. THANKS for lour of the room in spacious apartment on Mam Street

549-2905 t^s' months I hope there are many more $156 Call 256-8040

to come I love you' Rich

rtilR TFau IS INCOMPLETE WITHOUT ^____ FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO

?0U- All ma/ors needed Onenlation CHRISTY LOUGHUN. Thanks agMl. N IMS SHARE room in Mayflower Condos A quiet

couselor ,obs Applications available at wonderful' Flarrie
?""'"f.r,f,T''*l^*^ ,TS',",t?*,r£'^

307^niversity Admissions Center (Next to ^ - - -^--
,

Lara S65 7433 or Joanne 256 1 183 Keep

Gormani 5-2621 HA2, )ust so you don t forget I love you' trying

' Will you be my Valentine'' Yours. Carol

APPLY NOW TO BE Campus Tour Guide ONE ROOM IN APARTMENT 275 inclusivo

307 University Admissions Center (next to ANGUS- found anything yet' See lost and 256-0958 1-2 people

Gorman, 5-4^37 Deadline Feb 13 Christina'
LICENSED DAYCARE PEWOirh-.-s

COUSELORS- Co-ed camp in N E Pa TO THE GIRL IN PUFFTON who saved my 'ull/partnme openings Ages 1-4 Call

close 10 NYC has openings for general car battery Friday afternoon I still cant 549 7988

counselors as well as specialists lor land '*"T '^'!r!:°".'^'Tf "kI,'™/!-^.^'"" i nr^iciMr Fno oiiift rf«5PONSIblE
and water sports, drama rocketry, com to tell me Thanks Mucho impressed LOOKING FOR OUIET RESPONSIBLE
~.i<.,. A*r trinninn rnoe? rourse etc We nonsmoking grad student to share 2

^'"Zut^^,"^^al^.^eZlsZ OUENTINS VALENTINES SPECIAL, get bedroo.^ ^11? Hollow Apt CallKa/

information and application write G Lustig pnnts lor half price thru February t4th 549-6846

ROW fiBih St 1SE New York NY 10023 Located next to the Bluewall in CC60VV bein SI, 1st iMew Torx rvT iuu«:o
^^^^ $i43rtllONTH. Clean spacious apt

GREAT JOBS - NO PAY HOWIE I'm glad you came back I hope we on bus route. 5 mm from campus Fmie

FREE MEALS 3'e s^le to get together soon I've missed preferred 665-3405

Call Today 549-2905 you Love. Lynn

HELP WANTED FRATERNITY LOOKING SCOTT CHASE- Did you pat your girtfiend s SERVICES

FOB men or women to do light cleanup in head today-J
pooFFSSlOHAL RESUMES laserorinlina

T^Xr "'''''' " '""""''''• "" '°"
DONT MISS PAT METHENY and his all T's'l'S^J^^i^leST"'

'^"""'"'"^

ai D-.3-OU3D
^^^^ 1^^ 1^ 2.8 at the Fine Arts

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED Center LICENSED DAYCARE PERSON has

FOR fjMass dorms No cfr necessa^ 7 tull/parttime openings Ages 14 Call

dfys/weef^-Srs/day G^ pay'^all LAST 3 DAYS! Leather goods sale Save 549 7988

•>iiT7noQ 50 to 70 Briefcases travel bags handbags"^ '"*^
wallets & more' Shop now for spring break RESUME TYPESETTING. Avoid the end-

DABTTIUF OR FULLTIME & qraduation figts' Support UMass baseball' of semester panic Very experienced, mex-

boUNTERHELP wanied Must have at 9-4 Mon-Fr, pensive overnight lasen«riter quality L.sa

least two weekdays all day open Copy Cat 665-8969

Print Shop 228-Triangle Street Amherst ^^^^
^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^

—
prove your social life meet new people SHAOLIN KUNG-FU CLASSES

IFNMIFFR M SHEA Check out our Lit'l Sister program ThursJENNIFER M. SHEA
Feb 9lh 9 30pm 374 North pSasant St ANTONIO VARGAS DIRECTOR, three

r>cT Tuc vine WFRF I FAViNGi umes Karate Champion of Ecuador
GET THE KIDS. WE HE LEAVING.

(1972-74) ft ten years student ol Chinese

HEY! I want your 49 slicker' Please call grand master Wong Kong Shaol m Kung-

I OST Teresa at 5466397 Leave message' Fu is a hard style, close hands martial arts

Men women, all ages welcome Place

r/^T nni n warrH Hinh unhrnental
" No'l'^ Amherst School TuTh 6 30-8:30

vi^e P?zca°i*6 9303^ ' SEE TOM CRUISE IN COCKTAIL!! ' 256 6024 from 1 00-3 00pm
Thursday Feb 9th Bartlett 65 ' ,

CHRISTINA CHICKS BRA. Possible
;

$2 5 30 ^2 50 7^3a 9 30. 1
1 30

; ..CMA PHI EPSILON
location 7th Floor Grayson If lound call her '_ by lEEE/HKN SIGMA PHI EPSILON

CHECkIwOK - c'^d"hoWer wfthlS^mto' BRAND NE1W QOOOYEAR TIRES fully • SIGMA PHI EPSILON BROTHERS
;

date book and several letters Cardholder waranteed all makes and sizes I will beat • Important meeting Thursday night a
_

has sentimental value Call 6-6735 2 1 3 Field your pnce Call Ammar 546-5643 Don t be ' The Campus Center 7pm Elections'
_ _

Reward left liai

SHOWING FEB. i TRAVEL
MUSICIANS

CCAlidlt'orlum 5,7,9,11 NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT

An ORir.lNAL GUITARIST IS lookina lor - COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS

a^oc°k''b?^ m h°oi u*p''w^h 'llaStr r^hm HAVE A 49 STICKER? Wan. 10 trade for a 'N PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLOHIOA

can Jay 546 7126 af, 4 25 sticker' Call Sean 54^7124
^UIrV^TcJu'r SPoV^SIGN^^'^T

STRATOCASTER - with kalher. onlv 6 THINK WARM! Spnng Break Travel Fair fUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB

months old Need cash $325 or best ol?er Feb 9. SUB 549-0840 or LYNN M6-74e3.

Call Matt 549 1682
"ARUBA. JAMAICA..." L'MuT'lakryoui WAKE N BAKE Tn beautiful Negnl.

'" "BAHAMAS, MONTEGO " Spring Break Jamaica Unbelievable spring break

uii<:iriAN<i WANTED Travel Fair, Feb 9, SUB packages starting at •439 Call Sun Splash
MUbi(.iANa «*nnicu

Tours at 1-800-426-7710

CREATIVE SINGER AND keyboardist, Mff. onnu wi/AWTFn
'

to )0in original alternative rock band RUOiw »»«" 1
cu

TiiTftaiaift
Previous experience helpful Call Brian at ^^„.. ^ _-ci,c onnu in ,„. „, h^„c«

fuiwimu
9<.ftii<>R FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
'^^""^'^

please call Denise 256-0998 4pm or later RETIRED FORMER PROFESSOR OF— SPEECH will help foreign students with

PERSONALS English also Edit papers K>r correct english
r'Ermmni.a

usage Reasonable rates, no charge for in-

TO THE BIRTHDAY GIRLS OF AXO: itial interview 253-3354

Peggy, Holly, and Jean' We love you Love,

Your Sisters

TYPING

FLYING FINGERS TYPING. Work done
last Delivery too Call Kevin 549-0116

WANTED

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO are m
terested m having Iheir hair cut for hair cut

ting demonstration class tfiose seriously in

terested call Patrick at 586 7477

WANTED: REFRIGERATOR- small size K

you have one you are willing to sell c«H
Heather 54&6318

DRUMMER WANTED FOR ALL origmal
metal band Call Dave 253 9552 leave

message

WANTED TO RENT

EASY MONEY, band needs space lor prac
lice Will pay good cash flexible hours
serious and not overloud Basement Barn
garage, ect anything Please call 549-1662
Ask for Matt

Yow
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SPORTS
Swimmers top Mount Holyoke
By DEBORAH PICARDI
Collegian Correspondent

In what was the final home meet for the

teams six paduatinij seniors, the Univer
sity of Massachusetts women's sw im team
kn(X"ked off Five College rival Mount
Holyoke, 177 121 last night at Bovden
Pool.

UMass coach Bob Newconib used the
meet as an opportunity to give his seniors

the chance to swim their final laps at home
and also give some experience to the rest

of his team in some different events.

Swimming their final races in Bovden
were seniors Regina Jungbluth, Lori Car
roll. Melissa Waller. Megan McCamy and

Collt'KiMn pholn h> Duvid HigHnhigurhi

The UMass women's swimming team edged out Mt. Holyoke at Boyden
Pool last night in the flnal dual meet of the year.

co-captains Patty Pike and Debbie Mullen.

The six were each given flowers before the

start of the meet.

Mullen swept first place on both the one

and three-meter diving boards, while

Jungbluth, McCamy and Pike each tt>ok

home a first. The three also teamed up with

Carroll for third in the 400 freestyle relay

But there were several other firsts, with

.some new faces getting their feet wet, so

to speak. UMass started the meet with first

and third in the medley relay and rolled in

from there, winning all but four event.s

Tonia Stafford and Jodi Schwartz took

12 in the 1000 yard free.style, followed by

a first by Tracy Young in the 200 free

(2:02.02). Next was a sweep of the 100 yard

backstroke, led by McCamy in 1:10.12 with

Lynn Armstrong and Kim Morin com-
pleting the sweep.

•Jungbluth was a clear winner in the

100-yard brea.ststroke in 1:11.82, as was
Michelle Leary in the 200 yard butterfly.

Leary al.so led a sweep of the 200 breast in

2:39.13, with Morin and Melissa McCarthy
rounding it out.

Other firsts in the meet went to Pike in

the 100 fiy ( 1:05 38» and Keira Cruz in the

50 free <26.38i. Freshman Theresa Jacobs
picked up two seconds and a third,

Schwartz had two seconds and Amy
Bloomstein finished third in the 100 free.

The win wound up the team's dual meet
schedule with a record of 8-4. The
Minutewomen, who have been training

hard of late, will get a chance to rest before

heading into the New England Champion
ships, which will be held Feb. 17 19 at Ho-

ly Cross in Worcester.

Collegian sfaff member Jim Clark con-

tributed to this story.

Men's gymnastics team stops So.Conn.
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Taking a quick glance at last night's stat sheet from the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team's meet at Southern
Connecticut, one might be led to believe that the Minutemen were
on the short end of the score.

UMass failed to capture first place in a single event. But as any
coach will preach, depth is always a tremendous advantage to have
on your side. Last night, the Minutemen utilized the depth that

they had in shooting down the host Owls, 259.40-255.80 in New
Haven, Conn.
Southern Connecticut had a tough top three, according to UMass

coach Roy Johnson, and the trio of Carlton Noble, Pat Rashed and
Shawn Simp.son were able to sweep away all of the top spots in

the meet. However, the Minutemen took care of things from there,

winning for only the second time against Southern Connecticut
in about 20 years.

Coming off of a tough weekend loss at Cortland, it was impor-

tant for UMass to rebound in this Eastern Intercollegiate Gym-
nastics League match-up. One of the sore spots against Cortland
was in the pommel horse, but this time around the Minutemen
were able to turn it to their advantage.

"The pommel horse was the difference," said Johnson. "It was
much better than at Cortland. The big thing was six guys all hit

their routines without a major break."

The pommel performance was much needed, especially after the

Southern Conn, brawn had pretty much dominated the first event,

the floor exercise. Senior Tim Myers picked up second with a score

of 8.85 with treshman Cal Booker close behind in third at 8.75.

UMass also got second and third in the still rings, powered by

a pair of personal bests. Carl Russ scored a 9.45 for second and
co-captain John Eggers was third in a high of 9.4.

Eggers also scored high in the vault, tying for third with a mark
of 9.05.

And although there were no highlights from the parallel bars

and horizontal bar, UMass .still had enough to knock off the Owls.

"They had three outstanding g\'mnasts, but we had more depth,"

Johnson said.

Myers would finish third in the all-around competition, scoring

a total of 53.1, and Booker was fifth overall at 51.25. Roberto Weil
rounded out the scoring with 50.05.

With the victory, UMass improves its record to 3-2 on the year,

including 2-1 in the EIGL. More importantly, the victory puts the

Minutemen in good shape for the postseason down the road.

Johnson had said before the meet that the team could go into the

league meet in .second place (behind the Naval Academy) with a

win, and now it is in position to do just that.

But first, there are other things in the more immediate future.

Following a trip to Boston to face M.I.T. this Saturday, UMass,
which has been a virtual traveling road show all season, will finally

get its first home meet of the year on Feb. 18 against Temple.
"We're looking forward to Temple, because it's a league meet

and it's also our first home meet," Johnson said.

Starting with that meet, UMass will be in the cozy confines of

Boyden for four straight, hosting Army and Air Force on Feb. 25,

Syracuse on Mar. 4 and Springfield on Mar. 11. The EIGL meet
will be held Mar. 17-19 at Syracuse.

UMass skiers battle the elements at Terry Mt.
By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

"It was a kind of survival thing." That's

how coach Bill MacConnell described the

crazy weekend of the UMass mens and
women's ski teams.

The teams competed at Tenny Mountain
in Plymouth, N.H. this past Saturday and
Sunday, in weather that MacConnell
described as extremely cold and windy. The
weather had the effect of a good Saturday

for UMass, including a first place finish for

the men's team, but a not-so-good Sunday
for either group.

Sports notice

Any woman interested in trying out

for the University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team is asked to contact Elaine Sor

tino, head coach, at 545-2342 weekdays
between the hours of 8:30 a.m and 5

p.m. or at 256-1512 during the evening.

The women did well in the slalom on
Saturday, getting second place for the day
with a total time of 282.13 seconds for their

best three skiers. Ho.st Plymouth State

gained first with a time of 279.32.

Marcy Blacker was tops for UMass,
finishing fifth with a time of 89.31 seconds.

Other finishers for the Minutewomen were
Denise Duffy (seventh), Mary Sinton
(ninth), and Marti Gilbert dOth). Delores
Poodts of BC had the best individual time
of 85.02 seconds.

In the men's slalom on Saturday, John
Roche of UMass was the winner with a

time of 75.95. Next for the Minutemen
were Rick D'Elia (sixth), Charlie Holcombe
(10th), and John Donovan (12th).

UMass had the best total time for their top

five at 396.91. Plymouth St. captured se-

cond with 399.89 and Boston College was
third with 404.94.

On Sunday the weather conditions ef-

fected UMass, as the women finished

seventh with a team time of 309.78. BC
came back from a rough Saturday to take

first in 238.68. BC's Poodts was again the
winner in a time of 79.08. Duffy finished

nth in 86.17.

Both Roche and D'Elia fell on their runs
during Sunday, and weren't factors as they
were the previous day, but UMass was still

able to grab third because of team depth,
with a total time of 387.73. Plymouth St.

notched first with a 369.44. Mike Han-
nigan had the best time for UMass with
75.37 and 11th place. Next for UMass were
Donovan (12th), Loren Coburn (15th), and
John Cohen (19th). Aaron Loukes of

Plymouth was first in 72.83.

MacConnell was satisfied with his teams'
performances considering the harsh
weather, and hopes the past weekend will

prepare UMass for this weekend's competi-
tion at Loon Mountain.
In the overall standings, both the men

and women are third, and with the sea.son
at its midpoint, the UMass ski teams need
solid performances for the remainder of the
season in order to finish this year at the
top, according to MacConnell.

Who's No. 1?

Who knows
I'm going out on a limb. Even UMass

might have a chance to be number one
this year.

Okay, stop laughing. I was only kid-

ding. No. really. Stop. That's enough.
Then again, maybe it's not such a far-

fetched notion after all. It doesn't seem
like any other team in the country
wants the honor of being considered the

top team in the country.

Jim Clark

When the As.s<x:iated Pre.ss Top 20 poll

was released Monday, it revealed that

for the fourth week m a row. there was
a new resident in the penthouse of col

lege htwps. The University of Arizona
gets the nod this week, and thus is now
the team on the hot seat, ready to take

a stumble sometime later this week.
Now maybe that's not true. But thus

has been the latest trend. Duke Univer
sity. considered by most everybody to be

the top team in the land in the

preseason, held the spot for the first nine

weeks of the year, before falling to the

University of North Carolina ihooray)

and, ultimately, falling offthe edge. The
Blue Devils proceeded to lose three

straight, proving that no poll is indeed

an accurate portrayal.

Next it was Illinois, whose ascension

to the top marked the first time the II

lini had reached that height in 37 years.

That turned out to be a mere spin

around the block, as well, as the Golden
Ciophers of Minnesota put them in their

place.

With Illinois' loss, it seemed that

Georgetown (ugh) was primed to move
up before frosh sensation Chris Jackson

torched the Hoyas in front of the largest

college hoops crowd ever, in the Loui-

siana Superdome. Louisville was next in

line to the throne, and needed just a win
the next afternoon to take over. Alas, it

too fell by the wayside.

By default, Oklahoma took a leap and
a bound to the top spot, and needed just

a win over state rival Oklahoma State

to keep it. But the Sooners, a virtual

scoring machine, were held to just 72
points and the Cowboys roped Billy

Tubbs' bragging rights.

Georgetown and North Carolina were
close behind in the waiting, but they too

tripped. Which brings us to Arizona, no
slouch to say the least. Final Four par-

ticipants last year, and top spot holders

for six weeks before Temple took over

for the rest of the year, the 'Cats are

legitimate with All-America forward

Sean Elliott and a talented supporting
cast.

The question is, can they keep it up?
Or will the spinning whir of the NCAA
merry-go-round send them fiying and
open the gates to yet another long lino

of eager beavers who would like to be
number one?

Clearly, taking the pieces of this puz-

zle and putting them together spells

'parody.' Ask anyone who the real top

team is in the country, and you can get

several valid answers. Michigan?
Maybe the best starting five, but does

that make a case for Alaska-Anchorage,
the Division II two that clipped the

Wolves in the Utah Classic?

How about Missouri? Or even Marist?

Murray State? Morehead State?
Massachusetts . . .?

Simply put. there really is no number
one team. It doesn't add any consisten-

cy to the proceedings, but it does make
things interesting. And with that, the

NCAA Tournament, the three weeks of

March Madness that declares the real

number one team, should be pretty in-

teresting if this trend holds up, especial-

ly where nearly every team has a shot

via all-inclusive league tournaments for

automatic bids.

So stay tuned, no matter which team
you root for. Who knows what may hap-

pen over the next two months.

Today: Windy, c-c-cold,

partly cloudy. Tonight:

F-f-frigid, temperatures

dropping near 0.

John Tate leads the

Minutemen against

Rhode Island tonight.

Page 24. - Up

Child care at UMass
still a waiting game.

Special supplement on
pages 12, 13.
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CASTLES IN THE SKY — Light clouds settle over the towers yesterday in the Southwest

Residence Area,

Additional cuts and layoffs

likely for Cooley Dickinson
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - Cooley Dickinson Hospital of

ficials have announced plans to lay off up to 63 employees,

cut the hours of 15 others and eliminate 30 vacant posi-

tions to reverse losses of $1 million over three months.

Hoapital President Craig N. Melin said, however, that

some of the laid-off workers could be hired back in 25 new
positions that are being created to make staffing more ef-

ficient and do away with overlapping jobs.

"We don't know the answer to that today," Melin said

Tuesday when asked how many employees would be hired

back. The hospital has 870 employees.

Hospital trustees approved the layoffs at a meeting Mon-

day. Among those notified Tuesday that they had lost

their jobs were 14 managers.

In January, Melin announced a temporary freeze on

salaries, wages and benefits, construction projects and ma-

jor equipment purchases. The cost-saving measures came

after the hospital lost $1 million in the first quarter of

its current fiscal year, which began in October, and more

than $1 million in each of the the last two years.

Melin attributed the losses to a decline in patient

volume, an increase in expenses and insufficient reim-

bursement from insurance and programs such as Medicare

and Medicaid.

He said savings from the freezes were not enough to

make up for the losses and he called the layoffs a "last,

but in this case, necessary step" that he hoped would save

$1.7 million annually in salaries and wages.

"I'm just completely devastated by it," an employee who

was laid off told the Daily Hampshire Gazette. 'I have

a family, a son in college."

Short circuit

threatens
area power
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

A short circuit that caused the entire computer system
at Whitmore Administration building to crash on registra

tion day has lefl power in several buildings and the

Southwest residential area hanging by a thread.

There are usually two cables that supply power to Whit-

more, Southwest, Tobin Hall and Boyden Gymnasium, but

now only one 13,800-volt cable is left tocarr>' the system,

said Physical Plant electrical .systems supervisor John
Ghidinelli.

Ghidinelli said the damaged cable is being repaired and
should be installed by the end of this week, but all areas

are vulnerable to a second power failure at any time.

Director of Operations Peter Wozniak -said a second
power failure is not likely, but added that "anything's
possible."

"If that circuit should trip, all the buildings that are
on it will lose power, possibly for a long time," he said.

The result of a second power lo.ss will have a dramatic
effect on .students, especially because offices in Whitmore
will be unable to function, said Martin Smith, director of

data processing.

It won't happen during wintersession or during the sum-

mer," he .said. "It will happen when you least want it and
we have no control over that."

When the cable failed on registration day, Smith said,

computer power was not fully restored until 10:30 a.m.,

although students began forming lines at 6:30 a.m.

Another abrupt cable failure could seriously damage the

systems because it leaves no opportunity for the computers

to "power down," Smith said.

"It's just like if you're going 60 mph down a highway
and suddenly your car stops," he said.

Smith said computer damage and record loss could be
prevented if the University invests in a $150,000 uninter-

rupted power supply system.

In case of an electrical failure, he said, the uninterrupted

system would provide 10 to 15 minutes of power to allow

operators to close the .system slowly.

A proposal to bring the system to the University has
been brought before the Board of Regent.s, but Smith said

it is unlikely to be approved becau.se of the state's fiscal

situation.

"We're very vulnerable because almost every depart-

ment has computer systems," he said. "If the system were
down, it would be chaotic."

Children 's TV: networks sacrifice quality for ratings
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Children's television programming does

not help children learn about the world

because networks are more interested in

making profits, .says psychology professor

Daniel Anderson at the University of

Ma.ssachusetts.

"Right now, the networks don't ask for

anything except what gets the largest au

dience and that's all they care about," he

said.

Anderson, a recognized expert on

children's television and its effects, .said

the cause of this problem is the major debt

all the networks are in and because of

competition from independent stations.

The networks used to have censors,

Anderson said, who would check

children's shows before they were aired.

but these people have been let go by the

networks.

"[This] is a good sign that the networks
are loosening their standards substantial-

ly, " he said.

Becau.se of this, a network executive

recently told Anderson to watch for more
sex and violence in children's programm-
ing in the future, Ander.son .said.

He said the networks use three criteria

— audience size, production costs and ob-

jections of parents — for deciding whether
to air or continue to air a show.

There are no requirements that
children's shows have any educational

value or standards, he said, although
there is a bill before Congress to

guarantee a certain amount of quality

programming for children.

"In order to get large audiences,"

Anderson said, "there will be a large

temptation for programs to get more ris-

que.
"

Advertisers subscribe to this formula as

well, Anderson pointed out.

About three years ago, he said, a TV
soda advertisement showed a boy
skateboarding down a busy street

backward, wearing a walk-man and
drinking the company's product.

"That," said Anderson, "is the recipe for

a dead child."

Without anyone to check program con-

tent, more and more of this type of thing

will be seen on children's shows, he said.

"It's very clear that about 50 percent of

what school-age children watch on televi-

sion is not produced for children," Ander-
.son said.

"It is absolutely es.sential that parents

control what children watch," because

children have no way to judge what they
see on television for moral content, he
said.

That is not to say that television makes
continued on page 7
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THAT'S NO DOG — "Randy" the pig is taken for a stroll yesterday

in front of Video to Go in downtown Amherst.

Senate allocates funds
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

In its first meeting of the semester

Wednesday night, the Graduate Student

Senate allocated $1,275 to campus
organizations and a charity and planned

support for the University's budget battles.

The senate had harsh words for

Chancellor Joseph DufTey's handling of

University appropriations from the state,

saying he has not been direct enough in re-

questing the necessary funds to restore the

University's operating budget.

The senate approved a proposal to give

the organizers of the "Run for Ritter"

charity race $300 for promotional expenses.

All monies rai.sed by the race are to be

donated to Covenant House in New York
City, a home for runaways.

The senate also granted:

• $200 to the UMass Hang Gliding Club

for major equipment purchases and

maintainance.

• $300 to help send two members of

Graduate Employees Organization to a col-

lective bargaining conference in Miami,

Florida on the condition that the members

give a workshop on what was learned.

• $300 to help bring a vice rector of the

University of El Salvador to speak on cam-

pus about conditions at that University.

Two cars damaged in collision
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Two vehicles collided Tuesday on

Massachusetts Avenue causing a total of

$6,000 damage to both of the cars involv-

ed, police said.

The first car was travelling west on the

avenue when a second car attempted to

cross the road, striking the first vehicle

when doing so. The operator of the second

car was cited for failure to use caution

before entering traffic, police said.

In other police reports:

• A student reported a total of $4,250

worth of merchandise stolen from his car

parked in Lot 34 Monday. Among the items

missing were an IBM computer, a compact

disc player and 20 discs, a quantity of com-

puter software and a camera, police said.

• Police said three students reported

Monday their car windows had been

smashed while in E Lot.

• Forty-five music stands worth $250
were reported stolen from the Fine Arts

Center Monday.

• A student reported Monday the win-

dow of his car had been smashed while in

Lot 44.

• A student reported her license plate

stolen from her vehicle parked in Lot 22

Tuesday.

• A 21-year-old Springfield man was ar-

rested on an outstanding warrant for viola-

tion of probation Tuesday, police said.

• A resident of South East Street

reported that his 1 1/2-year-old Samoyed

dog was .stolen from his yard sometime on

Monday.

Filibusters prevent
vote on presidency
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The only thing that's changed about the

Student Government Association this

semester is the year.

Continuing their 1988 practices, censer

vative senators clogged last night's 3-hour

meeting with filibustering, which some
.senators saw as an attempt to prevent a

vote to ratify the March 15 election of Shari

Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz as SGA
co-presidents.

The uproar began immediately when
Sen. Lisa Lupo introduced a "last minute"

motion to condemn The Minuteman, a con-

servative student newspaper, for its last

issue, which Lupo said was full of

"homophobic and heterosexist remarks."

Lupo said the paper "overstepped the

bounds of responsible journalism with its

attacks against homosexuals, and the staff

of the Minuteman engaged in harassing

behavior towards suggested homosexuals."

Several senators speculated that Lupo, a

Minuteman .'^tafT member, sponsored the

motion as part of a conservative .stall tac

tic to avoid a vote to ratify the March 15

election of Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz as SGA co-presidents.

Lupo, however, maintains her efforts are

sincere and "out of love for The
Minuteman."
But Sen Bob McDevitt said, "The whole

Minuteman motion is a stalling tactic," to

prevent the motion for Silkoff and

Rabinowitz from reaching the floor.

Sen. Tim Smith said of the uproar: "It

seems pretty typical. They're trying to slow

things down."
Sen. Brian Darling said several days ago

that he would filibuster to prevent the

senate from voting on ratifying the "un-

constitutional" election, but last night he

laughed and refused to comment on the

basis for his actions.

Senators Darling and W. Greg Rothman
requested two calls for quorum, five roll

call votes, three motions to appeal the rul-

ing of the chair, two motions to recess, two

calls for division of assembly and one mo-

tion to adjourn.

Sen. Traci Davis said, "Once again the

conservative faction of the senate has

shown contempt for the students and their

issues.

"The faction, led by W. Greg Rothman,
has continued to use dilatory tactics to

make sure that nothing is done in the

senate," she said.

The filibustering occupied most of the

meeting time, but Speaker Robert Fadel

was able to use the last 10 minutes of the

meeting to win unanimous approval to

transfer $30,000 from UPC'SATF for

spring concerts and $650 to Residential

Arts for advertising.

Also passed was a motion to place the

election of SGA speaker and SGA
Treasurer as a priority item on the March
15 agenda.

Two motions to restructure SGA voting

districts in residential and commuter areas

were tabled for one week, and a proposal

to require a one-tenth vote of the senate to

order a roll-call vote was tabled for four

weeks.

Fire calls from UMass down
The Division of Environmental Health

and Safety has reported a 20 percent drop

in fire-related responses since last July.

The Amherst Fire Department respond-

ed 73 times from July 1 to Dec. 31 to calls

at University of Massachusetts residence i

areas. This is the lowest response activity

since 1977, said Keith Hoyle, Senior Fire

Prevention Officer.

"None of the fires were serious," Hoyle

said. "In fact, the most severe incidents oc-

curred in Resident Director apartments."

Three of the eight fires reported were in RD
apartment.';.

Hoyle said the total number of malicious

false fire alarms decreased from 54 to 35,

but that category still accounts for over 50

percent of all alarms. Two of the 35 false

alarms resulted in the identification of the

perpetrator by a resident, making the resi-

dent eli^ble for the $500 reward offered by

Housing Services.

Hoyle said all residence hall fire alarm

systems, emergency lights, fire ex-

tinguishers and room smoke detectors were

checked over intersession and were

operational.
- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Library tour offered by tower staff
j

By ALETHEA ODONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

To counter the impre.ssion that the University's Tower Library is overwhelming,

the library's reference department is offering tours to familiarize students with the

26-floor building.

Paula Mark, director of the program, said students have found the tours to bt'

informative. "We encourage students to

speak up and ask questions. The tours

make people feel more at ease in the

library, and make it clearer where to

place the questions," she said.

"People have an image that any library

should be accessible, but then they take

the library for granted," she said.

Jaleh Shafa, a junior, said, "Even

though the library is scary at first, you get

used to it. Taking a tour can help you

learn some shortcuts."

Dina Ferreiha, a student from Cape

Verde, off the coast of Africa, has recent-

ly arrived at UMass to pursue her

Master's Degree in eucation. "I took the

tour to better know this place, as it will

be my place to study."

"I think that it is very important to

know how to use this huge library, and

the tours are good because it becomes

easier to use the library system," she said.

The library tours include a tour of the

card catalog area, the Five College on-line

computer, and the microfilm machines.

The tours, which are offered at the begin-

ning of each semester, will be running

through the end of this week. Tours begin

in the library lobby at 10:30 a.m., and 1:30

and 2:30 p.m.

CollPKiRn photo by Chris Ho»ford

Staff at the Tower Library are

giving tours aimed at familiariz-

ing students with the vast
resources available there.
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Student affairs information services

IDB/TIPS

MONDAY IS THE LAST DAY TO ADD/DROP AND
EXERCISE pass/fail OPTION

For more information on the following topics,

call 545-1540 and ask for these tapes by number:

1006 Adding and Dropping Courses

1012 Auditing Courses

1020 Changing Your Major

1009 Credit Load

1031 Graduation Requirements

1033 Pass/ Fail Option

1032 Repeat Option

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTION'S CALL IDB (543-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

UPC PRESENTS;

?2©2a 2i3\5y ©ais-^ssQ

mmm
FRIDAY, FEB 10

fi OOPM UMASS
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

$6 UMASS STUDENT
$8 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT TIX UNLIMITED
FOR THE RECORD-FACES, AND MAIN ST
RECORDS

COMMUTERS
TEACH A ONE-CREDIT COLLOQUIUM

The Peer Education Program is

now accepting proposals to teach
One-Credit Colloquia

Courses can be offered in:

• Academic Fields
• Social interactions
• Community/Social Issues
• And any other approved area

L

student Instructors eligible for 2 credits

Applications and information

can be piclced up in

the Commuter Area Government Office

Proposals due by February 17, 1989

\A COMMUNISTi
CAMPUS

PRESIDENT?
Never Again!

TONIGHT, 8:00 pm
CC163 Meeting

Republican Club—
IConservative Alliance

All anti-communists are welcome,
or call 256-8304
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For Your Information;
For Your Information is a service of the Collegian to

its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press

releases can be included in FYI. For more information,

contact David at the Collegian, at 545-3500.

Lecture
Historian William S. McFeely is scheduled to deliver

a series of six lectures on "Frederick Douglass and
Nineteenth-Century America" at Amherst College dur-

ing the spring semester. The first lecture is scheduled for

today at 4 p.m. in the Babbott Room, the Octagon, at the

college. For more information, contact the Amherst Col-

lege public affairs office at 542-2321.

Meeting
"White Allies Against Racism" has scheduled the first

of six meetings for today from 3:30 to 5 p.m. The meetings

are provided to "help white people to further examine
their own racism, build bridges with People of Color, and

develop ways to interrupt racism and support cultural

diversity." For more information, contact Felice Yeskel

at 545 0851.

Film Series
The Commuter Area Government is sfmnsoring a film

series as part of Black History Month. Included in the

series are the following: Fundi: The Story of Ella Baker;

Resurgence; The Movement for Equality vs. the KKK; Min-

nie the Moocher, and many more. The films are schedul-

ed to start tonight at 7 in room 101 of the Campus Center.

For more information, contact the CAG at 545-2145.

Information Session
Students interested in studying in Germany should

come to the Freiburg/Baden-Wurttemberg information

evening tonight from 7:30 to 9 in the International Pro-

grams Office, lounge, of the William S. Clark Interna-

tional Center. For more information, contact Jytte

Engedal Jensen at 545-2710.

Gathering
An informal gathering for older lesbians, gays, and

bisexuals is scheduled for tomorrow from 4 to 7 p.m. for

more information, call 773-3092.

Reception
Foreign students, faculty, and their families in the area

are special guests at the 15th annual International Sun-

day, sponsored by the Interfaith Service Council of

Amherst. The reception will be held at the First Congrega-

tional Church on Sunday, Feb. 12 at 4 p.m. For more in-

formation, contact C. Lynn Vendien at 549-6969.

Workshop
"Financial Planning for Writers" is the subject of a

workshop led by Sally A. Livingston, a financial planner

who specializes in working with craftspeople and artists.

The workshop is scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 18, from

1 to 4 p.m. in the Jones Library. For more information,

contact B.J. Roche at 339-4886.

Lecture
"Dr. W.E.B. DuBois: A Personal Memoir," a lecture to

be given by Dr. John Hope Franklin as part of Black

History Month,
is scheduled for Thursday, Feb. 23 at 4 p.m. in the main
lounge of Memorial Hall. Dr. Franklin is the James B.

Duke Professor Emeritus of History at Duke University.

For more information, call 545-3137.

Support Group
For separated and divorced men. The group will be

meeting in Northampton on Wednesdays from 7 to 8:30

p.m., beginning this month. For more information, con-

tact David Arbeitman at 527 5911.

Support Group
P FLAG, Pioneer Valley Support Group for parents,

families, friends of lesbians and gays, meets on the second

Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in the Grace

Episcopal Church Parish Hall in Amherst. For more in-

formation, contact Jean M.B. Genasci at 532-4883.

Census Information
The annual town census is now underway by mail in

Amherst. All forms must be returned by March 1. For

more information, contact Cornelia Como at 253-9382.

Fax Service
The Campus Center Hotel now offers Fax service to the

University community, as well as a Telex service.

Documents to be faxed are to be brought to the Hotel

Reservations office on the third floor of the Campus Center

from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Payment may be made direct-

ly or by using departmental purchase orders. For more

information, contact the service at 549-6000, ext. 7535.

Meeting
The Third World Caucus is an "umbrella organization

consisting of members from many historically oppressed

and underrepresented communities." Meetings are held

every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in room 178 of the Cam-

pus Center. For more information, contact Adam Stein

at 546 9535.
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DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

SPR/NGBREAK.. tOSTO

4MGHTS NASSAU s379pp

7NIGHTS CANCUN $479pp

7NIGHTSPUERTO laCRUZ s599p^
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Inci til httlfm (•*• « »•»»«• cA«ff«»

BOOK NOW I

413256-1261
n So pitMMii St

Amh«>M. MA 01002

FIRST RESPONSE
isthe only 5-minute/
yes or no pregnancy test

I just did it!

The RRST RESPONSE.
Pregnancy Test.

Well, what's

the news?

Only
RRSTRESPONSE can
tell you in 5 minutes!

Turns pinit for

pregnant. Stays white

for not pregnant.

And it's so easy to see.

You knew,

in just li minutes!

Y\ip,and
when HRST RESPONSE
says yes or no, it's for

sure. With other tests,

you have to wait longer

for results.

.S() which is it.

yosorno'.'

Now. why
do you think

I'm smiling?

You can always

trust your
RRST RESPONSE .

Hiir (iKiir. !'• ^i.l

I^.lll>lll.nl^^.i l.iliihMinl^ Im.

I'lH'i l.iiiilir.MiiMi"

)|<'Mll>» TAMPAX

Questions? Call toll free

1-800523-0014.

SAVE'T!!
FIRST
RESPONSE
Pregnancy Test

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PUR
CHASE RETAILER T.i:>..!

In( .vill ffimOiirse vOu tor itip
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CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

EL-733

Com« with Manual

and Solutiom Book

20M«(none$

Battery

Only
$33.95

^3 E3 (3 CEy-g3 fgp
l^jjwwll^jj laccl pawl P-^

CD'Q ED da adD
J23SLS CD E3^^

DOOOIBBi

Model EL-733

tO-digit calculdor tMltt advanced financial (unctions

•20 memones in financial mode •Computes amortization interest casn flow txjna yieW iRR.

discounted cash flow •Calculales margin and man<up •Statistical rnode includes linear regres-

sion and prediction •Annual rate/effective rate conversion •Easy calculation of monthly payntenl

problems with » 12 and - 12 (unctions •10-diqit display 'Percent and delta percent (unctions

•«igm shift corrects entnes one ciigi; at a time 'MerTwry Safe Guard
'''

protects memory con-

tents even with power off •Auto Power Ott" to prolong battery life •Comes with user fnendly

manual with more than 60 real life applications •Wallet and battenes ILR44 . 2) included

Olmentionj: 2-23/32"fW) » IV32-(H) y 5 1/32- 'Dl

OPEN
M— F 9-5

SAT 10-3

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

^.UNIVERSITY
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House concerned about

health care insurance law
BOSTON IAP> - Members of the House

Ways and Means committee yesterday

questioned the director of the agency charg-

ed with implementmg the new universal

health care law on whether the minimum
insurance requirement for businesses in

1992 will be sufficient.

Under the new health care law, most

employers will be required by 1992 either

to provide health plans costing at least

$1,680 a year per employee or pay that

amount in a surtax to the state to provide

the coverage.

During fiscal 1990 budget hearings.

Ways and Means member Michael Ruane

told Medical Security Commissioner James

Hooley that he is personally paying almost

$7,000 a year for Blue Cross - Blue Shield

coverage for himself and his wife.

Considering the cost of his own in-

surance, the Salem Democrat asked,

•What can a family get for $1,680 in 1992

when the medical rates have gone up by

300 percent in the last 54 years? I main-

tain the $1,680 in 1992 isn't going to let

you get a splinter removed."

Hooley. who is responsible for putting

Gov. Michael s. Dukakis' highly touted

health care program into effect, said the

$1 .680 figure stipulated in the law is under

review.

While Hooley said he believes the $1,680

requirement will allow businesses to "pur-

chase a basic health insurance plan for peo-

ple in 1992," he added that "phase in pro

grams that we are initiating will test that

out, beginning this summer."

•in addition, that $1,680 relates to the

employer's contribution. We also expect

that the individuals will make a contribu-

tion to the premium as well." he said,

without elaborating.

Under questioning from Rep. Kenneth

Lemanski. D-Chicopee. Hooley said

preliminary research indicates $1,680 ••is

pretty close in terms of what people are

paying now " in the western part of the

state but 'may be a low amount of money

in terms of this part of the state."

Ruane said he raised the issue because

of concerns from small businesses about

their obligations under the law and the still

unanswered question of how much the

health care bill ultimately will cost.

Hooley said he is meeting with business

groups to allay fears, informing them of the

laws exemptions for small businesses, tax

breaks for those beginning insurance pro

grams and a state suppt)rted hardship trust

fund to help them meet health insurance

costs.

He also noted that the state is scheduled

late this year to set up a pooled insurance

program through which small busines.ses

could buy insurance coverage more cheap-

Iv than on their own.

RENT/\NRKJ<
v4 y
N«w A U««d Car*

Truaia A VMM AIM *«••««•

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT

*i Tm'f '*•'" '*•*' •>•*" '*••' ''•*^ '*•''
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In the 5-College area, you who have the Sunday Blues

Have I got the place just for you!

JACKSON'S
FLEA MARKET
Every Sunday, year round, 6 am - 5 pm

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL, Rt 9, Hadley, MA

Where, every Sunday, thousands of people shop because

It's different, it's fun. Over 190 dealers with thousands of

items to choose from.

• Antiques and Collectibles: Wood, china, paper and glass.

• Furniture: New and used. It's up to you; pick from bureaus,

beds, and tables too.

• Coins: Gold and silver, it all makes "cents."

• Crafts: Most are hand made. It's hard to choose. It's made to

perfection just for a person like you.

• Jewelry: Pendants and pins in silver and gold. Costume and

modern; it's all to be sold.

• Paper: Book and early post cards. You won't get bored.

Stamps, pictures and so much more.

• Clothes: New and used, check the racks: T-shirts, socks,

dresses and hats.

• Tools: Both new and u.sed. Hammer that nail; solder that hole

in that rusty old pail!

• Caterer: Free Parking Free Admission

JACKSON'S FLEA MARKET, INC.

Collrgian photo by Rob Catalano

I'M LOOKING THROUGH YOU - Tina Scioletti, a senior, reflects

for a moment recently in Marston Hall.

Travel & Tourism Research Association

The Second Annual Spring Break/

Summer Travel Fair

Thursday, February 9

Student Union Ballroom
10 AM - 3 PM

Come and sign up to win free accomodations to

Bermuda, Jamaica, and a 5-session tanning.
'.•.".•.•.•." •*•.•.•.•-•-•.•-•.•-•-•-•-• .x-:;:wx.sx.x.:««X'

Companies to be represents:

Council Travel Inter Campus Programs

Leisure Time Tours UMass Ski Club
American Travel Services Sun Splash Tours

Student Travel Services Party Time & Travel

Jamaica Tourist Board Great American Travel

Campus Marketing The Vacation Outlet

Incorporated
•-•.•;•-•.•-•

'-•-•.•.•.•.•-• :%w:%%-:W:W:i:;:%%::%%%W:%%%W:':Wx

American Express $99 Roundtrip Airfare

Viking World Travel in conjunction with
Mermaid Beach Club will be giving away 7-night accomodations in Bermuda^

he Bon Soleil will be sponsoring one S-session tanning
.•.•.•.•»>.•.•;•»:•.•

•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•
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• ••.•»;• •"•"•.•.•.•.•.•.•-SUPER TCI/Westminster World Travel on behalf of Super

Clubs will be sponsorini,' accomodations in Jamaica

Four days, three nights for two at Jamaica the Hotel

or Hedonism II
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Tower findings

warrant concern
By KERRY HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

The controversy surrounding Secretary of Defense-

designate John Tower is fueled by information the public

should be aware of, agreed several University of

Massachusetts political science professors.

A US Senate vote on Tower's confirmation has been

delayed pending a second FBI investigation into Tower's

past career and personal actions.

George Sulzner, chairman of the political science

department, said the issue that concerns him most is

Tower's former position as a paid consultant to defense

contractors. Tower was the former chairman of the

Senate's Armed Forces Committee, but is also known for

advocating large defense spending, he said.

"There is much concern over whether he might put

himself in a compromising position due to his

background, ' Sulzner said.

According to Sulzner, "Secretary of Defense is one of

the highest political positions in the country. The per-

son m this position has to have higher standards because

there is a greater consequence of his actions."

Tower has also been dogged by reports that he has been

seen in public in an inebriated condition, and accom-

panied by women other than his wife.

"In politics, people's private lives become public

records." said political science professor Jerome Mileur.

"The headlines are sensational but the underlying in-

formation is pertinent
"

Sulzner said he has mixed feelings on the Tower con

troversy. "I do not find his personal life directly relevant,

although the concerns are legitimate. " he said.

Although Towers experience is substantial, there are

other factors that go beyond the resume, Sulzner said.

Sulzner said the recent trend of the press is to exploit

politicians at the cost of their careers. "I think perhaps

it is a reaction to corruption of the past, such as

Watergate. There is a very difficult conflict of interest

regarding Tower," he said.

"There is a fine line between relevant moral informa-

tion about his personal life and exploitation, "
Sulzner

added. "This information about Tower is fairly relevant

because in a position so important, he cannot have any

hesitation."

television
continued from page

children stupid,

"but that doesn't mean young children are good judges

of what they see," he said.

"In the old days children learned moral values in the

evening when grown-ups would sit around and have open

discussions or through stories that were told," he said.

But today, because parents spend much less time with

their children than they used to. TV has taken up the role

of teacher in many areas of a child's development. Ander-

son said.

"The important message here. " says Anderson, "is that

television is not neutral. It's not like watching the rain

come down."

"I'd like to see programs with child actors in which

children are presented with real life situations that

children face " like how to phone for help, deal with a bully

and death of a pet for example. Anderson said.

Anderson asserts that the networks could heed this

message because some research has shown that children

are very attentive to other children on television.

"I think programs like that would be very popular with

children," he said.

Anderson has two suggestions for improving the condi-

tion of children's programing:

• Set standards requiring a show to have a certain

amount of educational content of some kind.

• Involve an expert on child development in the writing

of every show in order to eliminate dangerous things such

as showing a child with a trash can over his head.

"Wisdom has to be put in at the production end of televi-

sion," Anderson said.

WIN-
A PAIROF

VALENTINE TREATS!
The Amherst Downtown Council

and the Fine Arts Center are again sponsoring

...A Valentine's Day Giveaway Drawing!

Fifteen lucky winners
wiU receive Two Choice
Tickets to an evening s

entertainment at the

Fine Arts Center
for one of the following

spring performances:

Z Ohio Ballet
~ Teatro de Danza Espanola

C Liz Lerman/Dance Exchange

C The Magnificent Mazowsze

G i\'ew Stockholm Chamber
C Gewandhaus Orchestra of Leipzig

G Crofut and Luxon

G Saint Louis Symphony
G Odetta

ESTER YOL'R \AME IS THE DRAWISG
FEBHLARY IST THRC tEBRLARY 14TH AT
ANY DOWNTOWS COISCIL MEMBER
BlSlSESSDIShLAYISG THIS SIGS DRAW-
ISCS TO BE HELD FEBRCARY IbTH DEC!
SIGN OFILDGES IS FISAL WINSERS WILL

BE SOTIFIED NO Pt'RCHASE NECESSARY
•TMMMdMr*MM«

BOSTON'S
POWER ROCK

TRIO

•i ^

ONE NIGHT ONLY

Thursday • FEBRUARY 9

U Joint at Pearl Street

10 Pearl Street

^UPC Presents

^

5 ©[L^SK IHlflgTOia^ ^©IJOTiHl

%

\

S

\

I,

TlOlEii^Vo [Fi©- ^U

8 00 FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS

$12 UMASS STUDENT
$15 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT F.A.C. BOX OFFICE
OR CALL TO CHARGE mc/vlsa.545-251 1
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Trooper testifies

in murder trial
SPRINGFIELD. (AP» - A woman on trial on charges

of murdering her husband told police that the men she

allegedly hired to kill him were only supposed to hurt him.

a state trooper testified.

"I don't believe a damn thing you're telling me." the

trooper, John M. Cauley, said he told Lisa Becker

Grimshaw while questioning her on the death of her hus-

band. Thomas Grimshaw.
The 27 year-old woman on trial in Hampden Superior

Court dabbed her eyes Tuesday while the trooper read

statements he said she gave to police following the slaying.

She has pleaded innocent to the contract killing of her

husband, whose body was found near a Chicopee boat

ramp on June 5. 1985. Nancy Gertner. her attorney, does

not deny her client's involvement in the crime, but claims

Becker Grimshaw was a battered woman who believed her

life was in danger and acted in self-defense.

Her alleged love. Michael Bruyette. is ser\'ing a life term

for second-degree murder. Another man. Michael Ashey.

who was 16 years old at the time of the killing pleaded

guilty to murder in juvenile court but was released when

he turned 19.

Ashey testified Tuesday that he helped beat Grimshaw

because the defendant offered to .split his $300,000 life in-

surance policy with him and Bruyette.

"She said she wanted him dead. ... He had life insurance.

She wanted to get the money. She said she would give it

to Mike and me... and herself." Ashey testified.

Anti-violence force proposed
TURNERS FALLS (A?) - A selectman has propos-

ed this little Connecticut Valley village of 5.700 peo

pie establish a task force on ways to prevent domestic

violence following the slaying of three women in 18

months.

Clarkson Edwards, chairman of the town selectmen,

said he proposed the task force, composed of police,

clergy, school officials and others, because he feels the

community has a re.><ponsibility to try to find out if

there are underlying causes.

Police Chief Michael Daharceski said community

concern has been heightened because the killings were

the first homicides in the little village in the past

century.

The chief who supports the task force, said yester

day that there has been no recent increase in reported

assaults on women or links among the cases other than

they "all involved two people who had known each

other and had intimate relations, and somewhere along

the line there was a falling out and the male took it

upon himself to do in the woman."

"Our streets are safe to walk. These crimes couldn't

have been prevented if we had a police officer on every

street comer, " the chief said. "But maybe over a period

of time with the involvement of educators we can teach

kids and adults that violence isn't the answer."

The late.st victim was 16yearold Catherine Grochin-

ski. Her ISyear-old boyfriend. Jo.seph Domers Jr . has

pleaded innocent to her murder. Police allege that he

shot her once in the chest late Friday night in the

apartment they had shared with his sister for the past

month.

State Trooper Leonard Grossman, who is assigned to

the district attorney's office, said investigators believe

jealousy may have been the motive.

On Sept. 10. Virginia Ferrer, 27. was stabbed to death

in an alley behind her home. Arrested at the scene was

Alan Jose Reyes. 32. Police said Reyes had been the

father of four of her five children and the two had

recently resumed their relationship. Relatives main-

tained that the two had squabbled over her estranged

husbands visiting rights with her youngest daughter,

who was his child.

Workers at a shelter for battered women in Nor

thampton said p'errer had stayed at the shelter for

several months in 1987 before moving to Turners Falls.

Nine women wearing black stocking masks and chan

ting "We will avenge Virginia's death" disrupted

Reyes arraignment. They declined to give their names

or any further explanation after they were escorted

from the courtroom.

And in September 1987, Vivian Morrissey, 31, was

found strangled in her home. Her former boyfriend

Gregory Martino of Greenfield was convicted of her

murder in October and sentenced to life in prison.^n
CLT.B.

(Quitting Time Buffet)'

FREE Buffalo Chicken
Wings

FREE Cheese &
Crackers

FREE Veggies & Dip

And More and it's all

|jf j^ ^ -^ FREE ^^^^
Monday thni Friday

4:00 - 7:00

Universitv of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

itz?
restaurant

23 Main Street, Northampton 584-8666

bar

SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant

all winter.

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Late register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

University day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

5452414.
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AP photo

HEADING SOUTH - Movers Wayne
Dickie, left, and Albert Reindau, right,

load equipment for the Boston Red Sox
baseball team at Fenway Park yesterday
as they prepare to truck it to Florida for
training camp, which opens next week.

WBZ pulls controversial ad
BOSTON (API — Objections from listeners in this heavi-

ly Catholic city prompted one local radio station to pull

a frozen seafood dinner commercial featuring what is

ostensibly a Roman Catholic nun confessing to a priest.

"On a personal level, I felt it was a very creative com-
mercial," said Tyler jCox, program manager at WBZ AM,
which pulled the ad last week after only several plays.

Cox said a moderate number of listeners called the sta-

tion, which has a primary audience between the ages of
'40 and 50. and were quite vocal in insisting the commer-
cial be pulled off the air.

"There's a very large Catholic base in Boston, which
makes up a sizeable percentage of our listening audience,"

Cox said.

The 30-second spot for Booth Seafood Products' frozen

entrees is entitled "Confession" and debuted nationally

Jan. 23. It has aired on 11 Boston radio stations.

"We did not, definitely, try to single out Catholics, or

in any way demean the Catholic religion," said Michael

Yurchesyn, marketing manager for National Sea Products

Inc. and its Booth subsidiary.

"We got one or two complamts from Denver and Kan-

sas City," he said, "but I think we got more complaints

in the Boston area than anywhere else."

In part of the commercial, "Sister Catherine" confesses

to "Father Callahan" that she has "gone back to eating

fish on Friday.

"We stopped that in the '60s," "Father Callahan " says.

"But Booth frozen seafood is so good."

"Do you find frozen seafood tempting, sister?"

Yurchesyn and Paul Klein of North Castle Partners, the

Stamford, Conn., agency that created the commercial, said

preliminary market research predicted possible backlash.
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VALENTINE CANDY HEARTS! 5
Card Gallery brings you a wider selection vj

NEW OVERSIZED
"SWEET HEART"
SHIRTS!

Card Gallery
E.xcluslve -

Oversized.
100% Conon
T— Shirt Or Nighi
Shirt. Bearlv
Believable At This
Special Price.

.Adull.s Reg Price SI 1 '.th

than anyone Choose Irom Russell Stover.
Whitman. Perugina etc!

THIS BEARS FOR YOU...!
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YOU'LL LOVE THE PRICE..
SHE'LL LOVE THE ROSES!
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1 Dozen Silk Roses. .All Gift Boxed.
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Teen conquering scientific world
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - As thousands of teen agers across

the country struggle with the complexities of basic

algebra, Harvard and several other universities are woo-

ing a 17-year old girl from England to continue her

research on such subjects as quantum groups and

statistical mechanics.

Ruth J. LawTence. of Oxford England, at age 17 is

manipulating some of the most complex concepts in

mathematics. Her work has taken her to the outer fringes

of theoretical physics and mathematics, such subjects as

knot and string theory, and the connections between the

world of particle physics and mathematics.

She entered Oxford University six years ago and by age

13 had her degree. Today she is working toward comple-

tion of her doctorate and has long since caught the atten-

tion of top mathematicians around the world.

Lawrence has already taught students at Oxford on a

tutorial basis. If she accepts a position at an American

university it will be mainly to conduct research. But she

said she might lead a seminar or deliver an occasional

lecture. In addition to Harvard and Berkeley, Princeton's

Institute for Advance Study is interested in bringing

Lawrence in for a year.

It all began not in some exclusive British school but in

Lawrence's own home in Oxford, where her father, Harr>-,

a computer consultant, gave Ruth her entire pre-Oxford

education.

'I was always dealing with adults so when I got to Ox-

ford I fitted into the atmosphere... He didn't use any tex

tbooks. He taught totally himself," she said yesterday

while visiting Harvard with her father.

Lawrence got top scores on her Oxford entrance exam.

It was at that point, her father said, "it was obvious to

me that she was a little better than most"

Once at Oxford, Lawrence studied under Sir Michael

Atiyah, Royal Society Research Professor at Oxford and
"one of the great mathematicians of the world," according

to John Addison, chairman of the mathematics depart-

ment at the University of California at Berkeley, one of

the schools recruiting Lawrence.

Lawrence seems to have taken her rapid rise in stride.

She is much more interested in talking about the vast

unknown in the world of mathematics than dwelling on

her accomplishments.

"When I was taught mathematics in the beginning I was
interested in it. I just liked it. I didn't think it was
anything special," Lawrence said.

AP photo

DENIES CHARGE — Doglas Makie, a scalloper from Fairhaven, listens yesterday during a
hearing at the US Coast Guard station in Boston. Makie denied that he was illegally Ashing
in Canadian waters when Canadian officials found him last fall.
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FILENE'S BASEMENT
ON MARCH 18th UMAS!

7 NIGHTS HOTEL/AIR/FRANSFERS
NO HIDDEN COSTS!

FROM BOSTON/STAY AT THE BEST HOTELS
Buy with confidence. Buy your vacation from Filene's basemcnlj

JAMAICA »

MONTEGO BAY
or NEGRIL from

Sal niqt<daD

$449 ••^12

At Deluxe Beachfront

Nassau Beach
Hotel ^''- '*9^' <*** ^^^^

BAHAMAS!
$519

PUERTO LA CRUZ

$569

ICANCU
$569

Suites at Beachfront

Doral Beach Hotel
Sunday ief) from + 17

Beachfront
1st Class Hotel

Sal nighi dep from + 17

OPEN TODAY
10 Locations in

New England
Guaranteed Reservations!
Guaranteed Low Prices!

For Information or to Book call
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FILENE3 RASEAAB^T
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LAST THREE DAYS!
Leather Goods On Sale
Save 50 - 70% Off!

• Briefcases
• Travel Bags
• Hand Bags

Book Bags
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Plus, Much More!
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Are you wonderin.^ what
to .^ive your special friend

on Valentine's Day?

BE UNIQUE,
GIVE A CONDOM GRAM!

(tree delivery on campus

)
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We need dignity to overcome poverty
Imagine that one day you wake up and find yourself

sweating at some menial job for minimum wage and that

you when you come home you're living in some roach in-

fested shack. Imagine that your children are being pro

cessed through an educational system like hamburger is

forced through a meat grinder Imagine that every

Christmas, you have to explain to your little boy that San-

ta Claus was too sick again this year to come to your

neighborhood - when the sad truth is that you've barely

sweated enough to put food on the table, a food whose

quality is so horrible that even maggots aren't interested.

Dino Privitera

Imagming is the closest that most of us will ever come

to such a future, but for people who are imprisoned behind

the invisible walls of ghettos such as Liberty City and

Overtown, Miami. This reality will rip self-dignity from

people. Self-dignity isn't simply taken from a person

with one mighty stroke of a magic wand, instead it is

gnawed at day in and day out. Self-dignity is bitten off

piece by piece. This scenario that I have provided is a

situation that only the very lucky get to experience in the

ghetto, for the majority of people in the ghetto, food, jobs

and whole families tekke a backseat to drugs, unemploy-

ment and broken homes.

The difficulties with addressing the mju.-^tict.-. that

manifest themselves in the ghetto can be .seen m the way

society chooses to deal with other problems. We have now

embarked on an age when problems are solved by press

ing a button or by swallowing a pill. We need instan-

taneous results. The problem of Liberty City and Over

town. Miami are immense, but they are far from insur-

mountable, nor are they instantaneous. Ghettos are no

different than quicksand and the ghetto will swallow you

up. It is up to those not in quicksand to help those who

have fallen in it. Help must be given or else in the end,

we will all be swallowed up.

The help that I'm talking about comes in the form of

dignity The onlv way to restore it is to eliminate the pro

cess that removed it in the first place. People in Overtown,

Liberty City and all ghettos must be given the opportunity

to receive a quality education, an education that will

prepare them for life. A viable source of help must come

from this country's leadership. There must be a radical

re-evaluation of this government's priorities. I ask you to

consider the cost and importance of having the capacity

to destroy the Earth fifty times over as compared to the

importance of alleviating the everyday suffering of the

people. Millions of us are so overwhelmed by a football

game and a $30 million inauguration.

Here in our comfortable little bubble at UMass. where

add/drop is our greatest frustration, we can't even begin

to understand the degree of frustration that would drive

people to burn down their community. Try to under.stand

the motivations that led to the Miami riots. United, there

is nothing that people can not accomplish. Together, we

can put a man on the moon and together we will put

clothes on backs, food in mouths and hope in hearts. All

it takes is the courage for everyone to say that there will

be no injustices in the world today.

If MLK taught us anything, he taught us that every per-

son, no matter what color, has dignity, and with dignity

comes rights that all human beings are entitled to. Like

equality, not merely a social plane, but it is on an

economic and political one also. I don't seek to justify the

riots in Miami, I simply urge people to consider its roots.

Wake up America, our streets are burning, and the only

thing that can extinguish the fires of frustration is

self-dignity.

Dino Privitera is a UMass student

Unity? We've got a long way to go
Unity. Unity. Unity. All the world wants to be unified.

It's such a quaint concept. Everyone lives together in

peace and harmony. Everyone is unified in a struggle

against bigotry. It doesn't matter that we are total

strangers, in fact, that makes it quite beautiful. It sounds

beautiful, doesn't it? Strangers from totally different

backgrounds magically unite and feel an immediate af-

finity for each other.

Pamela McCarthy

Unfortunately, this is real life.

I'm not saying that our lofty concept of unity is bad. It s

constructive, well-meaning, and (ideally) it doesn't point

fingers of accusation and blame. It doesn't scapegoat. It

also doesn't recognize one tiny fact about human nature.

We can't unify out of the blue. It takes effort and work.

Anyone who wants to do this had better be patient,

because it won't happen overnight. We have to unlearn

many things. The first thing is not the most obvious. It

isn't bigotry we must overcome first, it's self-deception.
^

Let's be unmercifully honest with ourselves. We're ig-

noring the real problem as we preach unity. We are try-

ing to convince our.selves we aren't bigoted. We can t stand

to admit that we are not as politically perfect as we want
be.

''l can't pretend to know what it's like to be African-

American, or Hispanic, or Latina. or Asian. I come from

a very white. Catholic town. I come from a Euro-American

backround. I make whitewash look tan. I can t pretend

to know what its like to face such problems. It s a little

a rogant of me to assume that I know all there .s to know

about a different group, and how to deal with members

"'^itn'people from different cultures and backgrounds

gel toget'Jier' it becomes painfully obvious how d^erent

we are When you know that you re different from so-

meone, .rmakes you uncomfortable. Don t tell me ,t

doesn't, I don't buy it. It's human nature.

ao many of the same people who talk about unity will

make remarks or level accusations at Afro-Americans,

Jews, Asians, or some other group. I saw an example at

the Farrakhan fiasco. It was in the form of a progressive

(hall sign that said: Jeus support the NAACP, blacks sup-

port Farrakhan and anti-Semitism. The bozo who so pro-

udly displayed that sign was dividing more than unify-

ing, by following in the footsteps of Hitler, Stalin, and

McCarthy (stop those comments right now, people).

I realized what a clever little plan it was: this group is

bad because it causes problems in attaining unity! Yes,

you too can use a group of people as a scapegoat, and still

look like a good little liberal.

Most of my Jewish friends were angry and embarrass-

ed over that sign. Many of them felt that everything they

stood for was being attacked. In fact, many felt that all

they worked for was being dismissed. Forget unity,

because we are good and they are bad. This attitude didn't

sit very well with them.

And hey, who says this concept of unity is any fun? It's

something you work for. It's achieved, it doesn't just hap-

pen. You face some painful truths about yourself. You

work to understand others. You don't spout off pretty

political idioms, you don't preach and wag your finger at

naughty, uncooperative people. You actually try to

understand where others are coming from. You admit to

them that you have prejudices.

Throwing bombs, marching, holding rallies, and par-

ticipating in the UMass shout-a-thon for a cause may be

exciting. It's violent and in a sick way, fun. It's quick and

easy; no one has to think. It's an easy way out. It's a

release, not a solution. Before we can be united with

anyone, we've got to face the fact that we all have some

degree of bigotry within ourselves. We've got to be will-

ing to work on it. Maybe unity would work if we simply

admitted this to each other. But from what I've seen, too

many people are too afraid - or arrogant - to face it.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

There is no place

for homophobia
In the spirit of our community's effort at fostering

a climate of civility and a resulting tolerance and ap

preciation of diversity, it is imperative that we confront

any expression of hatred or intolerance on our campus.

The most recent issue of the Minuteman contains

numerous explicit and implicit homophobic remarks

as well as a photograph and a puzzle directing deri-

sion and implied encouragement of violence towards

gays and lesbians in general and at one student gay

rights activist in particular.

The Feb. 1989 issue of the Minuteman contains

numerous references connoting intolerance of gays and

lesbians, including "homosexual deviants," "homo."

and "trash on the fourth fioor " (all on page six). There

IS also a puzzle entitled "Diversity Word Find" on page

eight. It includes such homophobic slurs as "FUD-G
E P A K E R," "HOMO," "FAG." "QUEER," "F

AIRY." "D-Y-K E." and "D E V I-A-N-T." In the

same puzzle are the adjacent words "S-I-C-K."" "H O-

.\1 O. " and 'DEAD.'" the combined effect of which im

plies violence toward gays. One also finds "FE S-TA."

a clear reference to Jay Festa. President of Commuter
.\rea Government, .student senator, and one of the most

prominent student gay rights activists at the Univer

sity. He and other students are shown in a photograph

on page six under the caption "queers."

With these expressions of intolerance and impluit

violence directed at a .specific community and a .specific

student leader, the Minuteman has stepped far beyond

the bounds of reasonable discourse. In so doing it has

fostered a climate of intimidation and fear on this cam

pus and has threatened the well being of the gay com-

munity in general and Jay Fe.sta in particular.

The failure of the campus to come together and make

perfectly clear that we will not stand by and allow any

group or individual to be the target of bigoted attacks

would indicate our tacit complicity with those who

perpetuate intimidation and hatred. We urge all

-students, faculty, and staff sensitive to the gravity of

this threat to notify the Student Government Associa

tion, the Board of Governors, and the Dean of Students

of their concerns on this issue.

John U. Davis
Greenfield

Katherine Chase
Contoolook

Editors note: Six students and one professor also sign-

ed this letter.

Facing hard facts

Americans have traditionally disliked the artificial

and opted for the genuine. Prior to the elevation of

Madison Ave. and its mega industry, advertising, the

"real McCoy" was preferred in everything from cars

to furniture to politicians. Now we are often unsure

what, or who, is for real. As long as we consume, the

manipulators of taste will be silent.

Columnist Russel Baker recently wrote about the

various identities that George Bush has assumed

within the past year. Only la.st summer Mr. Bush was

considered The Wimp. Then in a nasty campaign, he

emerged as The Ugly Candidate (but as he won, we

forgave him mostly). Now, it is President Bush, Nice

Guy. In the mid.st of his "honeymoon," one commen-

tator remarked at a champagne reception hosted by the

President: "Who could dislike such a man? " The press

may rightly crave some coUegiality after eight years

of Reagan, but that is no reason to suspend the

intellect.

Those of us concerned about the health of the nation

— and you must be exceedingly wealthy or a dreamer

not to be — should recall that power flows from the con

sent of the governed. If one is straining to survive, a

paycheck or two for the homeless, for our schools or

the environment is what you want, you had better in-

sist that those in high places hear your story.

Consider some of these hard facts from a typical day

in the United States: 27 children die because of pover-

ty, 9 children die from guns and 5 teens commit suicide.

As if those figures aren't ghastly enough; 3,288

children flee from their homes and 36,057 adults lose

their jobs.

However President Bush may appear in press con-

ferences, it is up to the people (and press) to remember,

to instruct him, that there is not a "Ms. Rosy Scenario"

in the heartland, the cities, the families. Instead the

US is facing its gravest crisis since its inception and

our souls shall be more than tried.

Jay AHain
Northhampton

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass community. Send or bring all typed submis-

sions to 113 Campus Center, Umass.

Submissons should be directed to Pam, Janine, or

Meredith.
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Child care: The wait continues
All centers have wait
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

The enormous add drop lines of students

trying to enroll in classes are not the only

frustrating waits at the University of

Massachusetts.

All four child care facilities on campus

also have lengthy waits to enroll a child.

"Usually parents need to apply two years

in advance," said Neil Brigham, director

of New World Day School. •Unfortunate

ly. we don't have enough child care

facilities on campus." he said.

The New World Day Sch(H>l and (irass

Roots Dav School, operated by the Univei

sity Child Care System, are available to

children of students, faculty, and staff at

UMass
The Clras> R(X)ts Day Scht)ol and New

World Dav School, the gieen and red

buildings near the Warren McGuirk

Stadium, house children between the ages

of 15 months and five years

Michael Denney. director of Grass Roots,

agreed that applications should be submit-

ted early, and that more child care services

are needed.

Alicia Smith, director of the University

Child Care System, said. "Prior to

September we had a very long waiting li.st

for preschoolers. However, there has been

a very large turn over since then, and now

the waiting li.st for toddlers is very long."

The length of the wait for an individual

depends on the age, sex. and ethnicity of

the children, she said.

"We try to maintain a balance of sexes,

ethnicitv. and student staff faculty ratios

of children." Smith said. "We try very hard

to be fair to everyone."

Combined, the two facilities accom

modate 81 children: 63 preschoolers and 18

toddlers, Smith said. The teacher child

ratio in the preschool program is 1 to 6. and

in the toddler program it is 5 to 18.

Roth oroerams have a ^liHinp-sr^lp fpe

based on family income, said Smith, adding

that the children of faculty, staff, and

students are enrolled proportionally.

The Human Development Laboratory

School is a teacher training preschool and

day care program for the School of Educa

tion, said Elenore Thuemmel. the pro-

gram's administrative assistant.

"There's always a waiting list." Thuem-

mel said, "I cant tell you how long it is

because it depends on what program is

open."

The Lab School has three different pro

giams, she said, for infants, toddlers, and

two groups of presc^">"l u'"'' chilflr.-n

Ihuemmel said.

The infants and toddU-i .> aiund .\Umda>

through Friday from 9 am t<. 1 p m.. and

have a sliding scale fe< <> .')n t.,

$15 75 an hour, she said.

The two pre.schot)! groups meet Monday.

Wednesday, and Friday for 2'i hours a day.

with a semester fee of $27.t.

•We dont give preference becau.se of at

filiation with the university." Thuemmel

said. '"We try to get children from a broad

range of socio-economic and cultural

backrounds."

The Walden Learning Center, affiliated

with the Department of Psycholog>-, is the

smalle.st preschool program on campus,

said Madeleine Charney. the ad

ministrative assistant.

"The progiam integrates typical and

autistic children in a very loving, but

challenging environment," Charney said.

•We have a very small teacher child ratio

It's only 1 to 3," she said.

The preschool costs $2.25 an hour, and

meets Monday through Friday from 9 a.m.

to 3 p.m.

The director of Grass Roots said, 'UMass

is the largest employer in this area. If we

recognize the families in the community,

we have to recognize the need for child

care."

Empty playgrounds are an illusion. Child care centers are full and waiting lists continue to grow.

Women's Forum
Women's Conference
A local coalition of women's organizations will be

holding the first of five conference/hearings entitled

'Building a State-Wide Women's Agenda for the 1990*s"

from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Feb. 16.

Workshops in the morning will be followed by a public

policy hearing in the afternoon.

Featured guests and speakers will include Lt. Gov.

Evelyn Murphy. Pittsfield Mayor Ann Wojtkowski, Green-

field Rep. Carmen Buell. and the governor's advisor on

women's issues, Vivian Li.

Participants are asked to donate $10, but all are

welcome regardless of ability to pay Call Kathy Moore

at 586-2016 or Lilla Weinberger at 499 2425.

Support group
Women auto mechanics, land.scapers, carpenters, elec

tricians,

plumbers, and others who work in non-traditional jobs

have formed a support group.

All women in such jobs or interested in such trades are

invited to meetings from 5:45 to 7:45 Monday nights dur

ing February. March, and April. Call .545-0883

Brown bag lunch
The women's studies program is offering a weekly get

together entitled 'What is the world coming to'?" from

12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. each Wedne.sday.

On Feb. 15 in room 804-808 of the Campus Center,

Marilyn Haring-Hidore, dean of the School of Education,

will speak on "Feminist Issues in Mentoring."

Independent study credit is available for

undergraduates. Participants are encouraged to bring a

lunch.

Kids driving you crazy?

Parents Anonymous is a free and confidential self-help

group for any parent who would like support in the dif

ficulties of parenting.

For a contact person and location of weekly meetings,

call 1-800-882-1250.

Lecture
The Women's Studies and Anthropology departments

are co-sponoring a lecture by Henrietta Moore of Cam
bridge university on "Feminism and Anthropology:

Gender and Difference" on Feb. 20. The time and loca

tion are to be announced.

Woman quits school
Finds child care hassles overwhelming

State child care bill filed again

Uoyda Rodriguez gathers with her children Valerie, Lloyd and Oscar

By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Up at 7 a.m., Lloyda Rodriguez arouses

her infant twin sons, Oscar and Lloyd, and

her toddler daughter, Valerie, from their

beds.

The night before, after finishing her

.studies, she prepared bottles, grabbed ex-

tra pampers, and selected changes of

clothes, stuffing them into a backpack for

Valerie and a diaper bag for the twins.

After poking the six little arms through

shirt sleeves, pulling the six wiggly legs

through pant holes, and popping the three

delicate heads through necklines, Lloyda

wraps them in their coats.

Bundled, she loads the twins into the

stroller, in which the seats face each other,

puts the backpack over Valerie's shoulders,

and shuffles out the door.

When Valerie is willing, she minces

beside her mom. Otherwise Lloyda carries

Valerie and pushes the two-seater with the

diaper bag swung over her shoulder.

The family heads to a neighbor in the

North Village housing complex who
graciously transports them to the New
World day care center near the Warren
McGuirk Stadium.

Then she begins her day of a full load of

classes and makes a dent in her HO hour-a

week receptionist job at the Ever\'woman's

Center
Lloyda epitomizes ihv SO .- woman.
Simultaneously, she is a mother, a wilV.

a .student, and a working woman.
Lloyda was a singh' mother when she

came to the University of Mas.sachusetts

from Puerto Rico as an undergi-aduate stu-

dent with Valerie as her only child. With
support groups such as Women's Admis-
sions and (ieneral Education Support, she
says she found child care for her daughter

easily accessed.

When she had the twins she had to take

them to a family day care provider off cam

pus because university day care doesn t

provide care for infants, she says. When she

finally could enroll the twins on campus

she only kept them there for less than a

year because she was forced to take a leave

of absence from school because stress from

her routine had exhausted her. she says.

"It was also stressful to think I'm going

to leave all this. I'm not going to ac

complish what I want. I had to make a

choice, " Lloyda says.

During her leave of absence she decided

to get married, but when she looked for

financial assistance to help her return to

school and to assist with child care, she

says, the money was dried up because of

her marital status.

She says, "If you don't have the support

of agencies, it's real hard."

Their family income was not enough to

provide for school and child care. In fact,

she says, after paying rent the rest of the

money went toward food.

She stays home now becau.se when she

tried working at the same time her hus-

band was working, the money she made

was consumed by child care fees: they just

broke even, she says.

Her husband. Oscar, now works Un

UMass even though he could get a higln'i

paying job, becau.se Lloyda can some day

return to school tuition-free, he says

Llovda says whnt holds her back now

from enrolling in school: "We're waiting ior

the kids to grow up."
. , u ,

Once the twins, age 4. are in school then

providing child care will be out of the wa\

she says.

But tonight the Rodriguez family stays

home with the treat of a rented movie,

"The Great Outdoors." and shelves then

dreams.

By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

The Child Care Linkage Bill, which died last November

in the Senate Ways and Means Committee, has been re-

filed in the state House of Representatives.

The bill, first introduced in 1986 and sponsored in the

senate by Sen. John D. Olver, D-Amherst, would require

all businesses and industries constructing buildings over

50,000 square feet to provide space for child care facilities

on or off the premises, or contribute to the Child Care

Linkage Fund.
The money in the Child Care Linkage Fund would be

used to maintain other child care centers in the region.

This legislation would not exempt the University of

Massachusetts.

Kate Mehr, staff aide to Olver, said, "The bill died in

November because the Senate did not have time to ad-

dress the bill during Governor Dukakis' campaign for

president."

Edith Aherne, staff aide to the House's prime .sponsor

of the bill. Rep. David Cohen, D-Newton, said business

owners have been the most active lobbyists against the

bill. "Businesses don't like being told what to do. Some

perceive it as a trend toward government overregulation."

The bill requires developers only to provide space, which

would then be contracted out to non-profit child care pro-

viders. The providers wouiu pay no rent, out would be

responsible for covering all other costs.

"This is significant, though," Aherne said, "because

often finding affordable space is the biggest obstacle to

providing child care in this state."

Aherne said the bill is important because child care af

fects everyone. "Certainly it concerns parents and

children, but it also has a big effect on employers and the

economy," she said.

Employers lose money when employees mi.ss work

because of inadequate child care arrangements, she said.

Employers could increase their available work force by

attracting parents who could not work unless child care

was provided, she added.

Mehr said even though the bill was not approved by the

Senate, she was encouraged by its progress: "The bill has

never gone further than it's gone. It took 10 years to pass

the bottle bill. This is real exciting becau.se the child care

bill made it to the Senate last year," she said.

The bill has been referred to the Human Services Com-

mittee, Mehr said, and should be heard by the committee

by the end of this month. "We're hopeful," Mehr said,

"that it should have no problem in the Human Services

Committee, though with new members on the committee

nothing is certain."

Aherne .said, "Optimistically, the bill could pass this

spring, but more realistically, the earliest it will pass is

next fall."

Vouchers
help ease
rising costs

By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

The money provided by one of the negative checkoff

fees on the University of Massachusetts' seme.ster bills

is helping to lift a financial burden from undergraduate

students with children.

And the Graduate Student Senate tax. paid by

giaduate students, is providing similar assistance for

parents enrolled in graduate school.

Child care voucher programs, funded from both

.sources, award money to parents at UMass who can not

afford the rising costs of child care. Jay Festa, an

undergraduate Child Care Voucher Committee member,

.said 15 studenUs have applied for full or partial child care

funding this semester, and money is still available.

Since last spring, the Commuter Area Government has

collected $23,000 for the program, he said.

.Students who do not check off the child care fee allow

a dollar form their bill to be u.sed for the voucher pro

gram. 'This is not an added charge," Festa said.

The Board of Trustees approved the negative check off

fee in the fall of 1987. but no money was distributed un

til last semester, because a committee to review applica

tions and administer funds was not formed until the sum

mer, the commuter area senator said.

Last fall 15 students received a total of more than

$6,000. The maximum amount of money awarded to one

student has been about $1,200 a year, he .s.'id.

The number of students who have shown an intere.st

in the program so far does not reflect the growing need

for child care subsidies, Festa said: "This is a new pro

gram. It's been hard to get the word out."

Students may use the vouchers at any licensed child

care facility, Festa said, adding that about half have

opted to use on-campus services. Most recipients have

been single women, he said.

The Child Care Voucher Commmittee, advised by the

Financial Aid Office, decides how to distribute the

money, Fe.sta .said.

"The amount )( money students get depends on how

much money w( have, and how much they need for the

co.st of child care," he said.

The Graduate Student Senate's voucher program is

operated in a similar way, but has already used up its

funds for this year, a member of the GSS Child Care

Voucher Committee said.

Wendy Farley, a graduate student, .said the commit

tee is .still accepting application.s, but no new applicants

will be given vouchers unless someone drops out of the

program. As persons apply, their names will be added

to a waiting list, Farley said.

If openings arise, names will be taken from this list,

Farley said. Applications for next year will be accepted

from May until August, she added.

Twice as many students applied for vouchers this year

than last, but the same number of students received aid

because the GSS allocates a set amount of money for the

program, Farley said. This year, 40 graduate students

applied for vouchers, and 14 received aid, she said.

Students receive either $50 or $25 each week, she said.

"This hardly goes anywhere to cover all costs," Farley

said. "We wish there was a whole lot more we could give

out."

Nancy Rios, a child care coordinator on campus, said

c hild care costs average $150 a week in this area.

To fund the vouchers, the GSS allocates $5,000, two

percent of the GSS tax, each year, she said. Full-time

giaduate students pay $63 a year for this tax, she added.

A committee of graduate students choose which ap

plicants receive the voucher.^ "Th"' "^oli- .ift^vmincnt is

need," P'arley .said.

Money is paid directly to Ihscenced chi'd cine centers

primarilv off campus, because oncampus child care is

so competitive, and because the GSS funds university

child cart- throui^'h another part ot its budget. Fiirlfv said.

Gra^; Root, and New World day care .cho,|s P7vide child ca,« for
8^

cluld^re"- The center is

only for the chUdren of University of Massachusetts students, faculty, and staff.
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Experimental surgery may only improve condition
BOSTON (AP) - An experimental brain

operation for Parkinson's disease has pro-

duced moderate improvement for some vic-

tims but not the "miracle " that an earlier

report seemed to suggest, a researcher said.

"All the patients in our group have said

they felt it was worthwhile, but in no case

has it achieved what they hoped it would,"

said Dr. Christopher G. Goetz of Rush
Presbvtenan-St. Luke's Medical Center in

Chicago.

The operation was first reported two
years ago by Dr. Ignacio Madrazo and col-

leagues at the National Autonomous
University of Mexico and the social securi-

ty hospital system in Mexico City. They
reported dramatic improvement in two pa-

tients, and since then, surgeons at many
medical centers have tried to duplicate
their results.

"What came out originally was the sense

that this was a miracle, " said Goetz. "This
is no miracle."

His report combined the results of

surgery on 19 patients at his hospital and
at the University of South Florida and the
University of Kansas. The results were
published in yesterday's New England
Journal of Medicine.

Parkinson's disease results from destruc-

tion of a part of the brain called the nigral

tissue, which make dopamine. The adrenal
glands, which lie above the kidney, also

produce this substance.

Between 500,000 and 1 million
Americans, including 2 percent of everyone

over 70, have Parkinson's. They often suf-

fer tremors and have trouble controlling

their movements.
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Attend the National Student
Exchange Information Session

today at 4:00 in room 101

in the Campus Center
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Study: outpatients stay off booze
just as long as ward patients
BOSTON (AP) — People suffering from mild to moderate

symptoms of alcohol withdrawal stay off bot)ze just as long

when treated as outpatients as they do when admitted to

hospital treatment wards, a new study suggests.

The report noted that the out-patient approach has the

advantage of being considerably less expensive than put

ting alcoholics in the hospital for detoxification.

The comparison study found that those who went into

the hospital were more likely to get through the initial

program, but after six months those treated as outpatients

were doing just as well

The .•<tudy, directed by Dr. Motoi Hayashida, was con
ducted at the Veterans Admini.»itration Medical Center
in Philadelphia and published in Thursdays New

England Journal of Medicine.

"We conclude that out-patient medical detoxification is

an effective, safe and low-cost treatment for patients with

mild to moderate symptoms of alcohol withdrawal," the
researchers wrote.

The conclusions were based on 164 men who had
volunteered for treatment alcohol withdrawal. They were
randomly assigned to the out patient program or to

hospital admission.

Those treated as outpatients were given the drug ox
azepam and asked to report to a hospital clinic each day.

where their blood alcohol levels were measured and they
wert' asked whether or not they had been drinking.

Harvard chemist, Corey, wins Japan Prize
CA.MBKllKiE I APi - Klius J. Cony, a Harvard Lnivir

•^ity orj^anic chemist who was awarded the lucrative Japan
Prize for 1989 on Wednesday, received his doctorate at

the age of 22 and has been a leader in the development
of bioorganic substances used for therapy.

Corey declined to discuss the award yesterday, but

issued a statement through the university's news office.

"This prize is an unequalled honor for several rea.sons.

not the least of which is the extraordinan.' quality of scien-

tific research in Japan in fields such as my own." Corey
said. "I am appreciative and delighted both to receive the

Japan Prize and to be so connected with the country
"

The 71 -year-old Corey has published more than 660
.scientific papers during the la.st 40 years. One of his

achievements was the development of chemical pathways
for the synthesis of more than 60 complex naturally oc-

curring organic molecules, according to biographic

material on file at the university.

But the Japan Prize Selection Committee chose Corey
from a field of 407 nominees for sythesizmg prostagladins
- key regulatory substances in the body. His work with

prostagladins has led to the production of many
therapeutic synthetic agents.

In 1979, he sythesized leukotriene A before it was found

to be the precursor of the leukotrine family, a discovery

which made previously inaccessible substances available

for biological research, according to the litarature.

Along with University of California-Irvine professor

Frank S. Rowland, Corey was awarded 50 million yen
($387,6001. The prizes, given for .scientific achievements
contributing to world peace and prosperity are to be

presented April 12. They are considered Japan's version

of the Nobel Prize.

A 1948 graduate from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Corey earned his doctorate there in 1950 at

age 22.

UMASS STUDENTS
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME JOB WHILE YOU'RE AT SCHOOL?

DO YOU LIKE TO DRIVE?

HOW ABOUT DRIVING A $150,000/1^-T0N, ^0 FOOT LONG BUS?

SOUNDS A LITTLE CHALLENGING DOESN'T IT?

WELL; ONCE YOU COMPLETE OUR TRAINING PROGRAM HERE AT

UMASS TRANSIT YOU'LL BE READY TO HANDLE IT, AND

YOU'LL HAVE ONE OF THE BEST, MOST REWARDING JOBS ON CAMPUS.

CHECK OUT WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER:

V STARTING PAY OF $5.00/Hr. WITH RAISES EACH SEMESTER.

COME SEE WHAT WE HAVE FOR YOU.

THERE WILL BE AN INFORMATION/APPLICATIONS MEETING ON

0^ REIMBURSEMENT FOR LICENSE FEES THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9th. AT 7PM

IN ROOM 323 OF THE STUDENT UNION (THAT'S THE EARTHFOODS CAFE)

[vf
"
EXCELLENT RESUME EXPERIENCE

[v( A WORK SCHEDULE SET-UP AROUND YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE

pv^ A FUN AND REWARDING JOB

To apply you mij,st be ;i tlMiiss Student with at least two semesters left.

FOR MORI INFORMATION CALL 5^5-0056 J

WORLD 8cNATION
Investigation delays Tower confirmation
WASHINGTON (AP» - The confirmation vote on

Defense Secretary-designate John Tower was delayed for

at least 10 days as senior Democrats on the Armed Ser-

vices Committee said yesterday the FBI was reviewing

allegations about the former senator's finances.

At the White House, press secretary Marlin Fitzwater

said the new allegation "relates to Sen. Tower's activities

while he was in the Senate." He refused to elaborate but

said President Bush still stands by Tower and expects that

he will be confirmed.

Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., the Armed Services Committee

chairman, told reporters he could not vote to confirm

Tower until the latest allegations were checked, and said

he had told President Bush that at a White House meeting

on Tuesday night.

"I told the president frankly that I have serious con-

cerns, and I also stated that if a vote was held immediately

as some have urged, I would vote no because of these con-

cerns," Nunn told reporters.

"There are new allegations of a financial nature which

are now being checked in the Tower nomination," he said.

The administration had been pushing for a vote this

week but dropped the request after Nunn and the rank-

ing Republican on the Armed Services panel. Sen. John
Warner of Virginia, met with Bush. "They really can't

vote until this matter is checked out," Fitzwater said.

The spokesman said Nunn's asertion that he would vote

against Tower if a vote were held now was "disappoin-

ting, very disappointing."

The second-ranking Democrat on the committee, Sen.

James Exon of Nebraska, said the latest FBI report on
Tower could not be complete by tomorrow, when the

Senate is scheduled to begin a week-long recess.

"As a practical matter, they can't draw it out too long,"

Exon told reporters.

The Senate majority leader, George Mitchell of Maine,

said on the floor of the Senate that all members of that

body wanted a chance to thoroughly review the FBI report

on Tower, and therefore, "I don't see how it is possible

to bring the matter to a vote this week."

Republicans immediately rushed to defend the nominee.

The Senate republican leader. Bob Dole, said in response

to Mitchell that he had spoken with Tower on the

telephone this morning and found him 'upbeat about the

nomination."
"He is aware of the new allegation," said Dole, adding

that Tower thinks his nomination should be confirmed and

"he is hanging in there."

Another Republican on the committee, William Cohen

of Maine, said that "once these remaining questions are

answered, [Tower] will have considerable support, bipar-

tisan support, both of the committee and on the Senate

floor."

And Cohen cautioned against allowing the Tower

nomination to turn into a "partisan wrangle" between

Democrats and Republicans.

"Ninety percent of the allegations are garbage," said

Exon, specifically disputing a rumor that Tower had an

affair with a dancer who had defected from the Soviet bloc.

The remaining allegations, he said, concerned Tower's

drinking habits and his ability to avoid a conflict of in-

terest with defense contractors from whom he collected

more than $1 million as a consultant.

586-6344
45 STATE STREET
NORTHAMPTON. MA.

LUNCH: TUES. SAT. 1130-2 30
SUN. 12:00^3 00

DINNER: TUES.THURS. & SUN.
5:00-930

FRt SAT 50^1030
CLOStD MONDAY

The INDIA HOUSE RESTAURANT
SVKfi

Where Indian Food Is Not Just Curry

• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN COOKING • EXTENSIVE WINE LIST

SEALS IN FRESH FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS • BEWITCHING BIRYANIS

• COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU • ENTICING CURRIES

'^
I -INDIAN RESUURANT WITH EXCELLENT FOOD & SERVICE." THE NEW ENGU^ND MONTHLY.

GREAT
MEXIC/KN
FOOD !

in downtoy/s/n Amherst
beer & wine served

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON
If ccNJtmt
i»4 0»7t

Bring Youf Own
Beef Of Wint

AMHERST
4 1 tCX TWOOO WALK
neat If

Brrr M WInr
irrvra

SPRINGFIELD
f4* iUMNei> Ave
rat 091

f

Bring row Omm
Brrr « Wlnr

THE FIVE COLLEGE

^fRIN^ ^I^CAK

Do you need a dose of sun and ski?

TAKE A TRIP TO ONE OF THESE 6 HOT SPOTS:
Responsible people that will be here AFTER BREAK

AMAICA
COME TO JAMAICA

You can jump out of your window
into the water for $569
(JFK Departure) March 18-25

The new college HOT spot

for $599
(JFK Departure) March 19-26

25C Beers 75C Drinks

$3 Full-Course Dinners

Puerto La Cruz

Venezuela's Caribbean Resort
Where Your Dollar Goes Further!

BARg^OS
LIMITED SPACE

The ultimate spring vacation.

Choose your resort from 439

Be careful not to track

sand into your front

door when you come in

to replenish your Pina Colada

JFK 589 Departure

Ski the west like

it's never been skied

before. $599
^Boston) March 20-27

SKIUSA
Only 20 spots left!!

America 's 6 Mountain Ski Resort

$259 March 19-24

A small price for A big

6-mountain resort

UMASS SKI CLUD

430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE
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ARTS&LIVING
Clubs host lively shows

By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

As the Pioneer Valley braces itself for

another six weeks of blustery ice and

wind, local area clubs and colleges are

ofering enough entertainment to draw
virtually everyone from their state of

frozen torpor.

Tonight at the Iron Horse, catch the

vocal harmonies of Fraden and Ritter

and Feld, Holmes, and Henry. The
two trios < heavily influenced by Crosby,

Stills, and Nashi will be performing one
show only at 7pm

•4^ •#^

LIVEWIRE
For all Grateful Dead enthusiasts,

Katina's is hosting Max Creek tonight
at 8; and. appearing at the Universal
Joint along with The Sane and the Ray
Mason Band, are the Boston-based
Neighborhoods Showtime 8:30pm

Tomorrow night, be sure to catch

bluesman Robert Jr. Lockwood at the

Iron Horse. Lockwood, step.son of the

legendary Robert Johnson, will be per

forming at 8:30pm.

If that's not your style, then check out

New Orleans' own Radiators in the

UMass Student Union Ballroom at 8pm.
Playing a mixture of classic blues, calyp-

so, and bluegrass, the Radiators will be

joined by the notoriously eclectic Phish.
Phish, who hail from Burlington. Ver-

mont, will also be headlining a show of

their own on Saturday, at Sheehan s in

Northampton.

On February 11, heavy metal comes

to Katina's with the return of Far-

renheit; and Bim Skaia Bim return to

bring their energetic brand of ska to the

Universal Joint for two shows - all ages

at 5pm and 21* at 10.

Also on the 1 1th. folk extraordinaire.

Bill Morrisey. appears at the Iron

Horse for one show at 8:30pni.

On Sunday, February 12. Jesse Win-
chester plays along with Pierce Pet-

tis at Amherst College: and
singer songwriter Si Khan will be play-

ing a benefit for Grassroots Leadership
and the Western Massachusetts Food
Bank. Kahn, one of the South's preemi-

nent labor organizers, will bring his

brand of folk to the Iron Horse for two
shows 6:30 and 8:30pm. All proceeds wil

benefit the afore mentioned
organizations.

On Monday the 13th, Jeff Holmes
brings jazz to the Universal Joint from
8:30-12: and ex- 10.000 Maniacs guitarist

John Lombardo brings his solo project.

The Hopheads, to the Iron Horse, for

one show at 8:30 .

The 14th brings a Valentine's Day
( "free roses for the ladies' ) dance party

to Katina's in Hadley; and legendary

jazz pianist Cecil Taylor hits the Iron

Horse for two shows at 7 and 10pm.

Up-and-coming events: Bo Diddley at

the Universal Joint. Luther Guitar Jr.

Johnson at the Iron Horse, and Ziggy
Marley and the Melody Makers at

the UMass Fine Arts Center.

DOWNSTAIRS
UNIVERSAL

JOINT

TONIGHT!
Thursday, Feb. 9

THE
NEIGHBORHOODS
Also, the Ray Mason Band

and The Sane

$6 tickets—doort open 8:00 p m

Friday, Feb. 10
Triple Header Blowout

DUKE ROBILLARD
and the

PLEASURE KINGS

RONNIE EARL and
the

BROADCASTERS

show opens with

CURTIS T. and the

KICK
$10 at the door

doors open at 7 p.m.

munCAFE
rhursday. Feb. 9

THE INNER CITY
BLUES BAND

Original Blues

Saturday, Feb. 11

Comedy 8-10

3 TOP
COMEDIANS

AT 10 p.m.

BIM SKALA BIM $5
All ages show 5 p.m. $6

Copies

Half Off

After 100
After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet onginal. the rest are

half pnce at Kinko s. the copy

center.

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

Times change; but the song
remains the same at UMass
By COSMO MACERO Jr.

Collegian Staff

It's now approaching a full year since the

University's "revised policy on alcohol"

went into effect. While many feel that the

spring concerts ju.st aren't the same
without a frosty cooler to delve into, it's

clear that University officials are pleased

with improved behavior at spring events,

and hope for a change in attitudes toward
responsible use of alcohol throughout the

residence halls.

Joe Zanini, Director of Housing Services,

gives credit to students for policing their

residential areas while still maintaining an

enjoyable atmosphere.

"I really felt that the alcohol policy im-

proved the (social i environment during the

spring events," he said. "The concerts were

well policed. There was less litter from

alcohol, and there were less non-university

people coming and abusing alcohol.

"The policy was designed strictly for out-

door events, however, there is still a pro-

blem on campus with students abusing

alcohol, falsifying identification and posess-

continued on pagt 18

WWE C0ILLEG1

LBGA
Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

Saturday, February 11

9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Music by Betsy
Campus Center, 10th Floor

$3.00 donation

Introducing the

Route 9 • Hadley • 584-1603

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

50$ OFF ANY SUB
HOT COLD

Chicken Parm. Roast Beef
Meatball Ham

Sausage & Peppers Turkey Breast

& Many Others

Offer Expires 2/1 5/89UTier cxpirtss t.i \^io^

^
I

I

I

I

I

I

• Free 1 oz. bag of New York Style Deli Chips
with Every Sub

Margaret Atwood's nine lives
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Cat's Eye
Margaret Atwood
Random House

Somewhat uncharacteristically perhaps, Margaret
Atwood has written her new novel. Cat's Eye, in the

form of an autobiography, but don't let that put you
off. Atwood is much too intelligent to hang out her dirty

laundry on its 400 or so pages. However, she is certain-

ly interested in how people create their own histories,

and the images they project of themselves at any given

moment in time.

Elaine Risley is a painter, admired by feminists but

tnore or less dismissed by the patriarchal art establish-

ment, who finds herself returning to her native Toronto

for a retrospective of her work, one which will awaken
many ghosts from her past, among them her gifted

brother, the formiddable figure of Mrs. Smeath and par-

ticularly her sometime childhood friend, Cordelia

whose enigmatic presence continues to haunt her as

she wanders through the streets of 80's Toronto, a ci-

ty much changed since her youth.

Atwood is particularly gtKxi at writing about the

cruelties and betrayals of childhood which, like Ian

McEwan she views as being simply the adult world in

miniature. She magnifies events which may seem in-

significant to fnghteningly real and sometimes surreal

dimensions.

In a manner similar to the central character in

McEwan's Child in Time, Elaine finds the events of

her life folding over, creating a sense that time, far

from being a linear progression, is in fact multi-layered;

the past superimposes itself on present and future. Just

as her brother in his studies, finds the universe to be

ever-changing and impossible to define, so Elaine, in

trying to make some sense of her own life through her

paintings, discovers that this too is malleable.

The painting motif suggests that Atwood is equally

concerned with the nature of an, and its supposed abili

ty to defy the forces of time. Elaine is disenchanted with

the pretentiousness of the art world and its attempts

to pigeonhole her work, yet at the same time

acknowledges that it has, in a sense, taken the mean
ing of her paintings away from her, just as society as

a whole has, in it's "grand march" into the future, as

Czech writer, Milan Kundera put it. erased the mean-

ing of history.

Atwood's roots as a novelist obviously lie in the Vic-

torian realism of Eliot and Dickens, and her wonder-

fully vivid characters are testament to this. But she

is actually more of a magic reali.st, juggling with Freud,

Marx and Yung amongst others and still managing to

maintain almost perfect balance, witn a prose that is

both lucid and elusive. Her insights into the minds of

men are worryingly accurate, and may even prompt

a school of "masculinist" deconstruction. I'm not ask

ing you to deconstruct Cat's Eye, I'm telling you to read

it.

TheSUMMER
SCHOOLTHAT

GETS
DOWNTO
BUSINESS.

Babson College has a well-

deserved reputation for preparing

men and women for successful

business careers.

You'll find a learning environ-

ment that's definitely not boring,

with some of the most respected

business and management

professors in the country. And
Babson offers a field of study in

business and liberal arts that

includes everything from "Entre-

preneurship and NJew Ventures"

to "Japanese Language and

Culture."

So if you're serious about

business, don't ]ust spend your

summer vacation at any school.

»7\r.s7it at Babson. Call todayor

send in the coupon for complete

information.

Summer Session I:

Registration deadline May 30.

Summer Session II:

Registration deadline July 13.

SUMMER
SESSION I & II

Uean Albert L. Dragon

Babson College

Babson Park. K1A 02157

Call ,'617; 239-4451 or

MAIL THIS COUPON TODA^

Name

City Stale

Z<C PhOMP

Babson College
LXFCUTIVE THIN'KINC

COLLEGIAN 17

Attention all

budding writers!

The Arts & Living page will hold a staff and correspon-

dent meeting this Sunday, Feb. 12 at 12 noon in the Col

legian newsroom (113 campus Center 1. Attendance is man-

datory for all sUff members, and all correspondents are

strongly urged to attend. Assignments will be given out,

questions wiH be answered, and topics for future stories

will be discussed.

Anyone interested in becoming an Arts & Living cor-

respondent is encouraged to attend this meeting. Arts &
Living Editors this semester are Cosmo Macero Jr. and

Graeme Thomson. The Associate Editor is Derek Leif.

Any notes should be left in the Arts & Living mailbox.

An'v questions? Call 545 3500.

Open 7

days a week
7 a.m.-lO p.m.

^a^fc^^f^u {^acK Ofi.

107 Sunderland Rd

North Amherst

Speedwash, 11 Pray St., Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St . South Amherst
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alcohol policy

continuea Ton page . ^

ing alcohol as minors." he said.

University policy allows for students age

21 and over to consume and or serve

alcohol (at no charge> within the confines

of their respective rooms. There is no public

drinking allowed, there are no "large

volume containers" permitted. Students

under the age of 21 are prohibitted from

drinking iby both University policy, and

more importantly state lawi. With clear cut

regulations such as these, one might expect

an overall responsible handling of alcohol

by those housed on campus. Right?

Craig Brown is an R.A. in the Kennedy

dormiton.-, and has lived in the building for

the last 2 years.

i dont think there's been much of a

change (in behavior of residents!. Some peo-

ple may hide it a little bit better than

before, but I think people are drinking just

as much."
Lvnn Br>'an. Resident Director in Brown

House in the Sylvan area, feels strongly

that todays advertising is geared toward

the weaknesses of young people.

•'Our society lets people know that it's

okay to drink to excess, especially college

students. It's the societal norm. Spuds

McKenzie says it's okay to drink, so peo-

ple do. " she said.

Pleasant Street animation festival is a

merry jaunt through cartoons of the world
by RAYMOND MARTIN
Collegian Correspondent

21st International Tournee ofAnituatum

Pleasant St. Theater

You're never too old for good cartoons,

and The 21st International Tournee of

Animation is a collection of great

cartoons.

These aren t Tom and Jerry or Ltxtney

Tunes, but instead a collection of four-

teen cartoons from all over the world,

each with fresh ideas. The hour and fif

ty minute movie features sequences from

Cuba, Hungary, Canada. Brazil, and
Great Britain, just to name a few coun-

tries. Language is never a problem,

however.

All the cartiwn.s in this movie are far

from stale and predictable. .Many ofthe

cartimns in the show are just meant to

be enjoyable and funny, like the one

about a man trying to kill an adorable
- but destructive - kitten. Others have a

message that is sometimes deep and
thoughtful, while others are unsettling

and sometimes .scar\.

On the scary side is The Writer, a car-

toon that makes one's hair stand on end.

In it. we see an old man writing a book,

and we go into the bt)ok's world, wat-

ching it form as the old man writes it.

Soon Death appears in the book, killing

every character except for a short magi-

cian, who fights back. Later we find out

more about that magician, more about

that writer, and a lot more about why
a writer would scribble out a story about

death and magicians in the first place.

On a lighter note is Arnold Escapes

From Church, a tale for anyone who can

remember what it was like to be a little

kid in a boring situation with dreams

of being somewhere • anywhere - else.

That's what Arnold does, dreaming of

exciting places to go and things to do.

What makes the story so charming is

.Arnold's interpretation of the 23rd.

Psalm, in which he visualizes the words

the way a young boy would and

translates the elements into things he

understands. When the priest reads

"and you shall dwell in the house of the

Lord." for example. Arnold dreams he

is in a treehouse.

The central piece of the movie is The
Man Who Planted Trees, the winner of

the the 1987 Academy Award for best

animated short. It is a simple story

about a man who spent his life planting

trees and the effect his planting had on

the people who never even knew he ex-

isted. It's a sensitive, insightful look at

a lifestyle and an ambition that most

people would think odd. but that makes
this man happy, nd is told from the point

of view of a young man who travels the

countryside. He first visits the planter

prior to the first World War, at which

time the man had planted 10.000 oak

trees. The young man continues to visit

the planter every year until he dies, and
sees the slow transformation of a land

that was desolate into what he describes

as the "land of Canann."

For anyone who is young at heart or

wants to return to the days when he or

she was. I thoroughly recommend The

21st International Tournee of Anima-
tion. It is funny, thoughtful, and great

entertainment.

R t b t R V I r r 1 C tRS TStlNlNG CORPS

START TOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.

Appv now (or six v»»*ki ol Army ROTC
i««<l«nnip tianuntj Witn p<v mnihoui obiiQation

You U develop l^e oisc'.pun* conbdencc and

d«cisiven«js .: :»4tes -o rjcce«<l -" uiv c*ie«t

Ana you U ((uautv lo«»m Amy olbce: ciedertiais

wniie you re completing youi coiieye studies

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact Captain Jacobs
545-2321

Valentines...

Shoebox

Style!
ust a little out ot the

ordinarv.

S/10€ftOX &R«TiwC5

Iri'-ide message; '...asking

directions fo mv place.

— Newsdealer
Stings, Inc.

1989 Hallmark Cards, !nc

"Cenvnimntly located In th» cmfitf of Arnhttf
4S South FlmotonI Str—t

OP£N; Weekdoys 5 o.m. lo 9 p.m., Swndoy*. 5 o.m. fo 1 p.m.

Peloton Sports
(Storewide)

Winter Sale
1.

Pool Suit Sale
Selected SPEEDO Womens Swim

y2 Price
'IMS Hind SPEEOO Ocean

Womens Swim Starting at

$22^*

Cross-Country

Ski
Blowout
(No Snow
Specials)

Boots («.mpl.>l R.« SALE

Alpin* Blue 7Smm 'M" '29"

Alpma Sierra »9" 50*

Salomon 351 65" 44"

Salomon 701 Skat* 109" 79"

SKIS|t»npl.t) R.« S.I.

Trak Kid Skis w/Blndings '17"

Ptitonaf Jr. Skis 80" 47"

Trafc Arosas 104" 75"

Rosstonol Carbon Skitt 240"

140"

Ml Usad Equipmtnt Vi Prtct

W,„s '100 Off

Gaitort '5.00 Off

Hats ''' »*""

Gtovts ''' '•"«•

Mitts ''' P"**

Don't lorfM. thi» i« M.« England

wait • minula and th* <».a«*t.r «nil

Chang.

Final Liquidation
BIKES (samples)
RoycelOspd. Sale Prica '109"

20" Freestyler 139"

Schwinn Calitnte 159"

Schtwinn Scooter 129"

Centurion Cavaletto 249"

Canturion lronman589"

Cannondala8R300499"

Cannondala 8M500

Sala >499"

DiafflondbKkMTB349"

Sale '109"

Sale '138"

Sale •99"

Sale '219"

Sale '489"

Sale '369"

575"

Sala '329"

Underwear — Outerwear
All Seasons All Sports

Winter Cycling
Jaclcts 30% Oft

Tights

Winter hats

Booties

Gloves

20% OH
Vj Price

20% Off

20% Ott

Windpants BIk

Polar FlMce Tops
Stretch Uni's

H'vy Duty Tights

•25 off

•15 off

•20 off

'15 off

Sunbuster
Windiackola

'18 off your choice
Windpants MB off

Misc.

Ufa Polypro

V2 Price
Nike Tights

*5 0ff

Skate and Snowboards etc.

All Decks $10.00 Off

T Shirts $5.00 Off V

Sims Snowboard „^ „,
Reg. $449.95 Sale $379.95

Home Fitness Specials
Ultra Fit Exercycle(aaaambiad) »119«»

Ultra Fit Cycle
Ergometer (assam.) »209"

Sale '2859S

Racks Packs and
Accessories
Thule complete rack MO" Off

Thule accessories 20% Off

Barrecrafter Ski Carrier '19"

Barrecrafter Trunk
Shi Rack '89"

Barrecrafter Strap-On

Rack

BIKE STUFF
Price*)
K.4 locks
Bike Gloves
Bike Jerseys
EASTPAKS
Duffles (all)

Pattern Fabric Daypacks
y> Prie

BCA ExerCyCle (Assam.) Rag. 299"

Precor Step Machine Ra«. 499".... saie ^449*"

Precor Nordic Track Rag. 599" saia 549"
Schwinn Airdyne are back in stock.

Vetta Turbo Trainer Reg.»io9" saia «99*'

Minoura Mag Turbo Rag. 149" ...saia '139*'

Schwinn Vortez
Trainer Rag. 109" saia *99"
Schwinn OX 900

ExerCyCle(Assambled) Sala *299*'

W^-:>

l*o/otofi
Sfforts

«5»« Off
30% Off

30% Off

AMHERST- IE. Pleasant St./549-6904

NORTHAMPTON -15 State St./584 1016

GREENFIELD- Mohawk Trail/773-5572

Layaways
Convenient Parking
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phfMo (-oHrtray of Virgin Rrrorda

JAH MON! Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers are in the midst of an all college tour (minus a recent stop on The David Letterman Show)
which stops at the Fine Arts Center on Tuesday Feb. 21 at 8 p.m. In addition to his legendary namesake, Ziggy (and the Melody Makers) has

gained fame opening for the likes of Stevie Wonder, The Clash, Peter Tosh and Jimmy Cliff.

ARTHUR
TREACHERS
SEAFOOD
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA

10»/o
1

Student
Discount
With College ID

Phone In Order
585-0209

During this Lent Season

KEEP THE FAITH
with

ARTHUR TREACHER'S!

SPRING BREAK IN

CANCUN!
Departure Date: March 17, 1989

Group Space: Plaza Del Sol $519.00
p/p based on quad occupancy

The Callnda $759.99
p/p based on triple occupancy

Included Features: Round Trip air from Boston • 6 days/7 nights

hotel accommodations • All taxes and tips • Managers CoctaJI

Party • A GREAT TIME

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

CARROLL TRAVEL
"5 Cowles Lane, Amherst, 413-256-8931

mm
Proper Identification Must

57 North Pleasant St. • 253-5141

If* ..tf

Iff you think
'The Buck Stops Here'
was outrageous...

Wait and see what's next!
STAY TUNED

» Drink of the week Beer of the f^onth J
% GIN & TONIC $1.00 BUD & MILLER LITE $1.00 4^

The UIMass Music Theatre Gulldi

announces

^ AUDITIONS >f^
ffor

7:00 p.m.

in the

CCA

No preparation necessary

For more information, call 545-0415

The Spoke
Welcome Back!!

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.50

Drinks of the Week ($1.00)
DeKuyper

Mountain Strawberry Schnapps
Appie Barrel Schnapps

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!
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144 believed dead after jet crash
LISBON, Portugal (APk- An American

charter jet filled with Italian tourists

slammed into a fog-covered mountain in

the Azores yesterday and exploded, and all

144 people on board were feared dead, of-

ficials and news reports said.

Maria della Versesi. a spokeswoman at

the Italian Embassy in Lisbon, said all 137

passengers were Italian and the seven crew

members were American. She did not

release any names.

The aircraft belonged to the US airline

Independent Air Corp.. based in Smyrna,

Tenn. The flight originated in Bergamo,

Italy, and was to have proceeded to Puerto

Plata in the Dominican Republic, and

Montego Bay in Jamaica, after making a

refueling stop in the Azores.

The Portuguese news agency LUSA
quoted an official from the Azores Civil

Protection Service as saying about 50

bodies had been recovered and it appeared

all on board died.

LUSA also quoted an unidentified

member of a local flying club as saying all

the passengers and crew had been killed.

Afonso Pimentel, a LUSA reporter bas-

ed in the Azores, said the Boeing 707 was

preparing to land at Santa Maria airport

when it crashed into Pico Alto, a fog-

covered, 1,794-foot-high mountain, and
burst into flames.

LUSA quoted the civil protection official,

who was not identified, as saying the pilot

asked the airport to clear a runway for an
emergency landing. The Civil Protection

Service is a state body that provides rescue

services and assistance in civilian

emergencies.

A.L. Pittman, president of Independent

Air Corp., said in an interview in Smyran
that the 15-year-old company makes 400 to

500 charter flights a year, mostly in the

Caribbean and Europe. Pittman, who
declined to identify the seven American
crew members, said the 20-year-old jetliner

that crashed had a relatively low number
of flight hours and no history of trouble.

Pittman said the airplane, one of two

Boeing 707s owned by the company, had

12,500 cycles, or takeoffs and landings, and

less than 50.000 hours in the air.

Jack Barker, spokesman for the Federal

Aviation Administration in Atlanta, said

those figures were not unusually high for

such an airplane.

Route of 707 Jetliner

Am«hca

Atlantic

Ocean

•Corvo AZORES (KWTVXIAL)

Sm Jorj* ^ Angri do

Atlantic

Ocean (.r.rJi Mlf

7t

;i-;-j.

AP (raphic

A Boeing 707, carrying 144 people from Bergamo, Italy, to the

Dominican Republic and then to Jamaica, crashed into Pico Alto

mountain on Santa Maria Island in the Azores yesterday.

''*...«/lkl'
"

:>

All entrees include

choice of house salad or

Ceasar salad, a plump baked

potato, rice pilaf or fresh

vegetable, warm bread and

whipped butter—Enjoy!

Joe Belmont Jazz Quartet

Dinner
ForTwo
Carbur's Valentine's
Day Dinner for Two
featuring Lobster
and Prime Rib in any
combination. .

The Best Way Off Campus

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & CLUB 104

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Serv'ce Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Student Firet from

Amherst to
Boston New York City

$20.95 $34.95
, ^ . n . ,

Tound-trip round-trip The People Professionals

Tickets and Inlormsllon available at:

U Mas* Hotel Amhsrsl Hsmpshlts Pries Watch

Tsl t1 or §2 Csnisr Collsg* Booh Parmacy

545-2006 Bus Terminal Store So Hadley

549-6000 256-0431 549-4600 533-7115

Northampton
Bus TsrmlnsI
Roundhoua« 1^.

586-1030

For Healthier Skin
Facial*

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brotw Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Bfo* Shaping • Chin

Bimm Line • Legs

Gift Cenittcates Available

Licensed Aesthetician

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

Men and Women
34 Mam Street, Amherst

253-9879

rt«^r'd?>^'!Q«*

RltORDS

ETHNO-BEAT
Music From Around the Globe

on Record, Cassette and
Compact

Thursday-Saturday Sunday

9:30-9:00 12:00-5:00

213 Main Street. Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726

Monday-Wednesday
9:30-6:00

^J^r-iSfTfySfi ac:^(»'"<fci9 (iC^<»'"'^i9 <iC^c» ""Til* 5£?^<» ^tJi* <1C3^(»

Gemg^
DANCE tCLUB

Tonight Drafts All Night

Long &
Prec Tickets To Sec...

FRANK SANTOS
R-Rated Hypnotist

Every Monday Night Starting Feb. 13

Route 9 • Amiicrst

.»-^%4* «tC^r»-rUi9 <iff»^<»-<=tf* *C^<»-«aAP <tCJ^c»-*M* aff^c»-rs49
4ff»-c»-r^

0»D*D^D#D#D»D»D ^

0*D»D#D»D#D#D»D

S
S
S
S
O

ISLE OF MYKONOS /^^^

El Greco
PlZZA^

Authentic Traditional Greel^ Cuisine

$2 Off
ANY LARGE PIZZA l||

with 2 or more items

Dine In or Carry-Out

Along with hi Greco's famous

Whole Wheat and regular Pizza.

Beer A Wine Served Open for I unch & Dinner

460 West St., South Amherst 253-9239

Ijgi For Carry-Out Pizia call 256-41%

$10ff
I

I I

ANY SMALL PIZZA 111

I I

-
I

M
with 2 or more items

Dine In orCarryOut
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
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THINK mx/T TwseHuoe
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^ PfCld OfMON^y

ANP TUei^ I LOOK
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WfThHN THe BBA/TY
OF imr PfiFFOPfL
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"Gad. that's eerie. ... No matter wtiere

you stand. tt>e nose seems to tollow."

CALVIN AND HOBBES

"Writing is like getting mar-

ried. One should never commit

oneself until one is amazed at

one's luck."

-Iris Murdoch

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafie

By BILL WATTERSON

FRO»A ^fOO, 90 tO) MM WMt
AN E^S1 EVtN\NG

GOT 10 SlUDS TOU\&MT fOR

^ 8\(iTtST TOM0R.CDVJ.

X

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

OH HBY I HBMeMP^R
THIS ONE I LISTEN TO ThIIS.

JJ''P>B/KMH<3,AU^I
CAN THINK ABOUT 15 OUR
PHONB CAU WMB RBALVi
TALK LONG PISTANCS
FOR.THKU H0UR5^\\

-'''*-

• // 5e£A€V The LONOBR U)F

TALKW. Tm WOPSe THINGS 60T

mm uie^ HNAiiy huno up, i

Ftn LiK£ MYH£AmHAPBee^
TORN OUT. OOP, LX)V^ IS HARP.

1 rf£i- 5<? PmNISHBP. SOUSBP,

50 BBTRAYBP.."

SORRY. I
OJULVHAMt
eWORNlT
mS FUNNY.

I'MSUPB
ITU/A'yAT

W£ T/M£

BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

rms IS JOEyD, aka.

THE cmcELiof^:'
JOEY 15 THE BOSS OP

THE /\MH£R5T
rOBLIC
HIQHER

^PUCATION
KACKE-T.

JOEY TAKES IWl

LOCAL HEAT FOR

TriE INFAM0U5

"BOAKD Of

lately, joey
Takes a lot
Of HEAT

BuTTHETRUSTHES DOH'T CALL

TME SHOTS. THE REAL ro\^tR

SEHINV' THIS SHAPOWY UHDCRV^ORLP

Of /^PMIMISTRATIOH, THIS FUTRID

FfRYERSION OF PUBLIC 'POLICY, TBis

FESTERING CZSSfbOl
Of aoVEKNMENm-J^YD^, ms
AFFAIRS, Lies /^go/ERNon. lcmmi

f\X T[\E (talk to KAT50

STATE HOUSE VRatso 8ul«r.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

II 7 3^'-

rH>i KtJ->

Rrtc4' Bread?

I>is

ACROSS
t Dock landing

S Facing Daikng
to PKy part

13 — 0< QtMn
Gablas

14 Donkey $

Maicican cousmi

)S Agt ot a sort

1 7 Basel witn

troutM

19 Kmd ot cotiaa

20 ritharman.

pwhapt
21 Onaodrw

Jacksent
22 - facto

23 Emits vapof

7S Ragmg Bun
playm

2? nigKl

29 Htpanmt
goah

32 Shrivaf and
Damitw

35 - IMoeJow

38Chou -
39 Blue'

40 Steadiness on
deck

42 I saw
Elba

43 Agnes da Mrile

DOWN
1 ActC¥ t<e«iman

and namesakes
2 Data entry

3 — nous
4 Warms agam
5 Easy as —
6 Islantxil native

1 ftyaor mrtieat

B Mountain ndga
9 Subway coms
10 Fireptace item

It Transportation

stiarars

12 Speaker o)

36 Sliong brew
37 Paper

measure
40 Mediocre
41 Mardi —
44 Most weird

46 Hat>eidasr>ery

Items

48 - ahead
laH

50 Unfreeze

52 Pay lT«>ut#

53 Rowdy one
55 Faucet

56 Writer directof

Kaian
58 Admorxtion to

Nanette

eOOvertiead
61 —-mutton
62 Formerly

«5 Pro -

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

t« I4a<ral oft

18 Writer BomOeck
24 Certain

26 Fio/en treats

28 Stiadeot blue

30 City ol kgtit

31 F^sistenl

attack

32 Before legal or

33 AixJy s sidekick

34 Where rwt to

make a change

2/9/tt

45 Rote lor Lord
Olivier

46 Math subiect

47 Evaluate

49 Hftnri of art

51 Award
54 Haggard novet

55 Gair ot

Ml IMom
S' Winning Cotors.

eg
59 Ttiereby

hangs -

63 Away from ttte

weattier

64 See 1 7 Across

66 Lindsttom and

Zadora
67 Naiy a soul

60 Gear parts

69 Lb or gal

70 Memljei of th«

wedding
71 Notice

r- r- 1 1 HI 1 » r-r- mm n h
^|u 1" '
-L^-
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P'

IL

"it
|Hrr- Wa
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" " I"
'isa* \Ks »inrlr» limn S«ii4tr*lr »/•/••

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21 April 19) The

r^evKS regarding an ocademic or

business plan may xx disappoin-

ting Show your loved ones con-

sideration by making the best of a

tricky situation Want ads yiefc)

employment posstMlities Dress to

irripress

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You

have plenty ot 'get-up-an-go'to-

day, channel it productively your

practical Ideas impress top people

A new partriership or business deal

gives you casue to celebrate

tonight include cfcise pais

OEMINI (May 21-June 20) Con-

servative dress ar>d a conventional

approach hielp you moke an ex-

cellent impression A winter voco

tion or trip IS on trie horizon Be im

aginative Scan travel folders for

new places

CANCER (June 21-July 22) An in-

rvDvative idea can take you where

you want to go in business Do not

get corned away and pck up the

tab at o fancy restaurant

Romance has you guessing Go
slow

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Deal with

the nitty-gritty at work Teamwork

improves the bottom line Col-

laborative financial ventures are

best postponed Domestk: matters

demarxj more of your attention

than usual Avoid losing your

temper
VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Con-

centration will be difficult today

unless you isolate yourself Co-

workers may not understand your

need for solitude. Explain tactfully

Avoid making new commitments
LIRRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Vou

couia feel anxkxis about obtainirxi

approval for your pkans Do your

homework before making a
presentation investigate other op-

tions Romantic vibes strengthen

Know your own heart

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Part

nerships ccxid be touch-and-go to-

day Tread carefully when discuss-

ing pint assests Pay a visit to so-

meone confined to a nursing (vxne

or hiopitai A spontaneous gesture

means rr.ore than farx:y promises

SAOITTARUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) A
stroke of good fortune comes your

woy There stx)uk3 be a lasting ef

feet on profits Who you know
counts as much as wtxat you know
Romance soars to new tieights,

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jon 19)

Domestic tKirmony could be In

short supply right now Dipkxnacy
will help mend some fences A new
firKincial idea could prove highly

profitable Take a "wait-and-see"

approach Buckle down to work

ACIUARIUS (Jan, 2aFeb 18) Set

backs and delays early in the day
could postpone launching a new
project Stick to routine tasks You
may hove to make a sudden trip

Happy romance is featured this

everung Show tenderness

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Keep
plugging away at a (Droject you
started A letter or telephone call

gives you new encouragement
regarding a venture you thought

impractical Forget about romance
while gettir^ business in order

MENU
LUNCH

Broccoli /cauliflower casserole

Barbegued pork on a bun

BASICS LUNCH
Broccoli /cauliflower casserole

Pineapple yogurt

stuffed pepper

DINNER
stir frv beef orvij vegetables

Cheese lasagne with

tomato sauce

BASICS DINNER

stir fry vegetables and totu

Vegetable lasagno
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Gooden signs

for $6.7 million
NEW YORK (AP> - Dwight Gooden became the

highest paid plaver in baseball this year and the highest

paid plaver in the history of the New York Mets when

he agreed yesterday to a three year contract worth $6. /

million. ^ ,

Gooden. who made $1,4 million in 1988 after losing in

arbitration, will get a $500,00 signing bonus. $2.25 million

this year. $1.7 million in 1990 and $2.25 million m 1991

a source familiar with the negotiation told the .AsstKiated

Press.
, ,, ,

Including a prorated share of the signing bonus. Crtxxlen

will receive $2,416,667 this season, topping the salary of

Minnesota twins third baseman Gary Gaetti. who will get

$2 4 million. But Gaetti will get $500,000 m 1990. the

season that may be disrupted by a player strike or an

owners" lockout.

The highest salary ever paid by the Mets previously wa.s

to catcher Gary Carter, who made about $2.3 million la.<t

season, including deferred money.

Gooden can make an additional $290,000 each year in

bonuses. He would get $100,000 for winning the Cy Young

Award and $50,000 for finishing second through fifth.
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AP photo

RACING FOR THE GOLD - Austria's Ulrike Maier heads for the finish on her way to a gold

medal in the women's super giant slalom yesterday at the World Alpine Championiships in Vail,

Colo.

Thursday Night

is Party

Night at Mike's!

Can we build one for you?

Serving—Sandwiches, Foot Long Subs,

Bagels & Lox, Fresh Soups & Salads

• DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314

^ In the Carriage Shops

Btfsch Pitchers

Coors and Coors Light

Becks Dark and Light

Woo-Woo's

$3.75
990

$1.75
$1.50

Inure endicu'itrnent

Ian eventl
liKSH^IAIJl M* A IKK nUM SIHH^^

lagervL..

lits ajeiveL.perfecC
\m )L\n w7/.M/vi.n)v ix )s am .f.i» nWKs

it deserves a rriedciV

[an enduring classic!

.^ V..I/. "

ftnow MUHi) aito wiiiiB JOfft htm*ii nm mow» w«w« wh
pG *«•'« MBMI MBint 4

Thursday—Feb. 9

7:30 Campus Center 174
FREE
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Tate
continued from page 24

Duane Chase and David Brown. Calipari

disagrees.

"The cream rises, sometimes you need a break to get

on the floor and show what you can do," Calipari said.

What has made Tate's season so impressive is, although

he is not Tiny Tim, big John Tate is usually three or four

inches shorter than most of his A-10 opponents. In fact,

only one team in the Atlantic 10 (Duquesne) doesn't have

a player that is at least two inches taller than Tate.

"I think what he's done is against most teams he just

plays a little bit harder, and plays with a little more con-

fidence than some of the other kids he's playing against.

Even though he's giving up three inches." Calipari said.

Tate said he knows his limitations and that has made
him work that much more: "I can't jump over a thick

phone book. So I try to figure out where the shot's going

to go, try to get there first and get my body on him," he

said.

Leaving Penn Hills high school ("[Jim McCoy and Rich-

mond transfer William Herndon] live about five minutes

from me"), Tate had acquired a nice package of honors

and scholarship offers. The Gateway Press Player-of-the-

Year, second-team all star was also recruited by Du
quesne, Richmond, St. Peter's, and George Washington.

But Tate chose UMass because he wanted to go away to

school while still be able to visit his home when UMass
returned to play its games in Pittsburgh.

The turn-around in productivity from his freshman

season has surprised even Tate, who said "I didn't expect

this kind of personal success. I thought the team would

be O.K. I'm excited and I'm proud that I was able to make

this kind of progress and I'm just hoping I can carrying

it on for the rest of the season and then, if possible, get

that much better next year."

COLLEGIAN 23

recruits
continued from page 24

Selected to New Haven Register All State, All-Area

and All-Housatonic teams.

Phil Hallard - 6'3" 275 OL Middletown, NJ:

Team captain, selected as AH Area, All Ocean Coun-

ty and AH -Shore South Jersey.

Andrew LeBlanc - 6'4" 245 OT DT Springfield.

MA: A 1988 captain and All Western Mass. Offensive

Line selection.

Greg MacNeU - 6*4" 225 DL OG Holden, MA: A
1988 team captam and Central Mass. Conference and

Midland League All-Star. Honorable Mention

Worcester Telegram selection

Jim Mancaruso - 6'2" 230 NG LB Shirley. NY: A
transfer from Georgia Tech. Chosen for All-Long

Island, All Suffolk County and AH Yankee Conference

in 1986.

Gregg Mattem - 6'!" 218 LB/TE Tuckerton, NJ:

1988 captain and MVP who set school record with 1 1

1

t3CK.l(?S

Rob Milanette - 6'1" 210 LB FB Milford. NH: A
captam and team MVP. Twice selected as first team

All-State.

Pat Norton - 6*5" 265 OL DL Westfield. NJ: Se

cond team AH-County and third team All-Central NJ
and AH Metro.

Matthew Rajotte - 6'1" 190 TB WR DB West

Warwick, RI: A three year starter, first team AH
Division and All-State.

Andrew Rice - 6'4" 235 DT OT Walpole, MA:
Team captain and Boston Globe Div I All Star as well

as All-Bay State League.

Trejo Rust - 6'3" 205 OLBTE Madison. NJ: Se

cond team All-Conference and standout in track and

basketball.

Sports Notice
Any woman interested in trying out for the University

ofMassachusetts soflball team is asked to contact Elaine

Sortmo, head coach, at 545-2342 weekdays between the

hours of 8:30 am and 5 p.m. or at 256-1512 during the

evening.

CLASSIFIEDS
:OML" TO mZ CCLLFGl."-'' C

Acnvmes

EAT YOUR HEARTS OUt^by pScing an
order tor a Valentine s Day Cookie-gram to

send to your tnends tor only $1 Or buy 3

cooKfes tor a mere 40 cents Right on ttie

Campus Center Concourse Feb
9 10 13 14'"

ANIMALS ARE NOT OURS TO EAT, wear

or experiment on A R C First rr>eeting

Ttiursdy 4 30 S U B room 306

COME TO THE FlFJiST Korean Students
Assoc Meeting ot tne semester at tt<e CC
805-809 on Monday 6pm

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME TO THE Freiburg/Baden-
Nurttemberg information evening Thursday
February 9th m the International programs
office lounge

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME? Rush
Alpha Phi Omega Coed Service Fraternity

Wed & Thurs at 7p<n 41 5A SUB

WHAT'S THE POINT OF LiFE?^n^iq^
dream techniques, special visualizations

and simple twenty-minute spiritual exer-

cises can help you find your destiny m this

life Learn about the transforming spiritual

exercises of ECHANKAR One-hour presen-

tation 30-minule video and basic how-to's

UMA Campus Center 7 30 Thursday Fob 9.

16.23

lit ANfiUAlTLJP^YNC CONTEST' AT
CHANGES Feb 10-Mar 3rd every Friday

Night 250 dollars to be given away $175
Grand prize enter at Changes or Call

256 6946 or 546-9606

WHAT'S THE POINT OF LIFE? Cail

584 4267 for info on a Eckankar video

presentation

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is looking for

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested'' Call 5O960 for details

COME WORK FOR an accredited S-camp
organization in the PocorK) Mountains of

PA Positions are available in Tennis Ar.

chery. Waterfront (W S 1 1. Cramatics Office

Administration. Computers. Radio, Arts &
Crafts. Nature. Athletics Jewelry
Photoography. Dance Wrestling Cooking
Adventure/Challenge Course Film making

Camp Drrvers Season 6/24-6/20 Call

800-533-CAMP (215-887 9700 m PA) or

write 407 Benson East. Jeokintown, PA
19046

COMPACT OtSC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - quality tunes tor

all occasions 549-1421 or 2S3-765S

FOUND

RING ON FAC STEPS I want to return it to

you call Deborah from 4 to 10pm 586-2136

QtMTAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS ivrtti Doug
Hewitt Rock Blues-Folk all levels

Sor)gwriting improvisalion. theory, reading

SUmSo on 3 bus knes S4»4786 or S4»«966

Gf«AT DEAL

STATION WAGON SSOO Of best offer 1979

Pontiac Catilma Cruiser good condition

Great car for around town or road trips Call

alter 6 30p(n Shaiw S49-1594

LOS

LOST GOLD 1WATCH High senlimenlal

value Piz call 546-9303

OAYTONA BEACH
HELP WANTED

MISSING: tLUC MVSANKS
CHECKBOOK - Card hoMar wilh calculalor

- dale book and several letters CardfwMer
has sanlimerMal value Call 6«736 213 FieW
Reward

MUSICIANS

AN ORIGINAL GUITARIST IS looking for

a rock band to hook up with lead or rythm

call Jay 546 7126 aft 4

STRATOCASTER • with Kafher only 6
months old Need cash S325 or best offer

Call Matt 549 1682

PERSONALS

LAMK>A CM UT L SISTER RUSH- Im

prove your social kte meet new people

Check owl our Lltt 9«tar program Thurs

Feb 9tt> 9 30pm 374 North Pleesaw St

NEYI I «Mnl your 49 Miclier' Please caM

Tere« al 54e«n7 Leave massaflel

SEE TOM CRUISE IN COCKTAM.fl
Thursday Feb 9tn Bartlatt 65

$2 • 530. $2 SO • 7 30. 9 30. 1 1 30

by lEEE/MKN

BRAND NEW GOOOVEAR TIRES fully

waianteed all makes and sizes I will beat

your price Call Ammar 546 5643 Don't be

let flat

LICENSED OA^RC PERSON has
full/pamima openings Ages 14 Call

54»7968

RESUME typesetting! Avom the end-

o< aeinealei pane Very eiiperier«cad. mei-

perwive. owerrMght laienwrtier quality Lisa

9NA0LIN KUNO-fU CLASSES

BEACHFRONT HOTEL $139 w/bus $214
Lowest price on Campus call Sean
546-8252 or Rob 253-7153

FLORIDA SPRInG BREAKS

DAVTONAS CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - $219. Panama City Beach's

Miracle Mile Resort - $199 Call Mark
549-2871

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1,2, arnl 3 BEOTOOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS WE beLiVER253-9742

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY "furnished

apartment m Brittany Share with two males-

mexpensive and convenient Call Dean
549 1582

SINGLE IN SWISS VILLAGE Needs to be fill

ed immediately' On Blown Rd bus route

Very accessible to campus Call anytime

256-4920

BE A BOARDER IN A SORORITY! FemakBS

only Great location' Great food' Call

545-0627 Ask lor Tiel, Steph. or Tracey

FREE MEALSt Fraternity needs men or

women to do light kitchen work in exchange
tor professionally catered meals Call Tom
at 549 3831

CAMPUS TOUR GUIDE APPLICATIONS
due February 13-Return to 307 University

Admissions Center (Next to Gorman)
54237

NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM SEEKS
ambitious, mature student to manage on

campus promotions for top national com
panics This school year Flexible hours with

earning poteential $2,500 Call

1-800-932 0528 Ext 26

RUN SUMMER BUSINESS in your

hometown €arn average $8,000 Excellent

experience 665-2527

HAPPY 21al BiRTHOAY MtcbeNe Maher<
Love Eric

SHOWING FEB. •
9W Weeks
CC Audttortum $.7,t,11

OEBSY LEE! Happy 22nd Birthday" Don t

party too hard tfiere s classes on Friday

Herrwmber 3 Love ya Rita and Linn

DEBBIE LEE HAPPY B-DAVrOon'rworry
be happy Hope you ve a-greal one'

Keep&reach for whatever is a head of-you

Love Rita & Lina

SHELLA- We heard it was your b-day' 3

Cheers' Love, the MIC )Oop*i Just
kidding)

THINK WARMI Spring Break Travel FaK

Feb 9 SUB

' ARUBA. JAMAK:A.. " Let us take you'

BAHAMAS MONTEGO Spring Break

Travel Fair. Fab 9. SUB

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt^oThbuse
please call Dense 256-0998 4pm or later

ANTONIO VARGAS DIRECTOR.
times Karate Champion of Ecuador
(1972 74) A ten years student of Chinese
grand master Wong Kortg Shaol m Kung
Fu IS a hard style, close fiends martial arts

Men. women, all ages welcome Place

North Amherst School TuTh 6 30-8 30
256-6024 from 1 00-3 OOpnt

SHEILA OAVOREN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY: Hope you have'an
awesome year, because you deserve the

best Love, Mary. Kim S Manann.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON BROTHERS
Important meeting Thursday night at

The Campus Center 7pm Elections'

SUBLET

CRAFT WORKSHOPS IN JEWELRY, pot

tery, developing film and more -only $8'

Sign up asap at the cratl sfiop across from
the Hatch Call 545-2096

RESUME SERVICE

RESUME SERVrcE. We're - 1~and we li

beat any price' Free pick up & delivery.

Lasertypeselting. etc Call today 54»4136

SUBLEASE MY APARTMENT NOW! First

month s tree Call Bill 665 2425

SfUOENT SEEKS WEEKEND HELP for '89

CPA exam Must be tamiliar with all sec

lions Qualified parties please call Colin at

545-0404 or 545-1222

SCREW THE DC
MEALS FOR FREE
For mfo call me

549-2905

THREE EXPERIENCED CAT WASHERS
seeking employment We also wash dishes

empty trash, bring up trays, are skilled

w/arts & crafts, cater to birtf>days A perform

other sutxerviant tasks See suite 107
McNamara for references But we don't do
lunches Hey guys-were sorry Lets not kjse

our friendship over this

ROOMMATES WANTED

TRAVEL

JAMAK:A FOR CHEAP All trip $ due 2/15

still openings Call now-Jenn 6 Beth

549-6068

MALE BOARDERS NEEDED! Live cheap
ly in house only two minutes from campus
Call Jon or Ed 549 3831

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on al UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

FOR SALE

MIN^myiTMAXXUM 7000 SLR camera with

three lenses and accessories $450
546-7112

ROSSIQNbL SKIIS -17b"crh^/5337 Bin

dings good cond. $100 or BO Call Lauren

549-5303

EPSON PX-e LAPTOP. 64K w/modem.

Wordstar basic, Caic. Skheduler, printer All

new $500 Call Adam 6-4049

OUR TEAM IS INCOMPLETE WITHOUT
YOU! All ma)ors needed Orientation

couselor )Obs Applications available al

307-University Admissions Center (Next to

Gorman) 5-2621

COUSELORS: Co-ed camp in N E Pa.

close to N'r'C has openings tor general

counselors as well as specialists for land

and water sports, drama, rocketry, com-

puters. A4C, tripping, ropes course, etc We
will Ije holding on-campus interviews For

information and application write G Lustig.

60W 66th St, 15E New York, NY 10023

FOR YOU, BABE, the party could be
anywhere your heart desires

CHRISTINE, HAPPVANNIVERSARY!
We ve been together lor a year now and I

just want to say I love you ' Lets go for

a hundred more 'Vours forever, Mark

ROOM FOR RENT k>oking for male room-

mate to rent a room in Bnltany $2S0 per mo
256 8022

HOT NKMTS, COOL FROZEN DRMKS.
reggae muse, sarxty beaches and you Al-

tordaUe spnng break tnps to Jamaica, Can-
cun, Acapuico, and Daytona Call Karen or

Shara at 546-661 2 or Merideth at 549-8274
for details

3 FEMALES NEED 1 MORE to share

tiedroom m Southwood Townhouse Call

anytime • keep trying 256-0264

MK MONKEY see and monkey do. Peaches
ditto DC

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED in Bran

dywine apt February free 549-4249

tad/MTH • EXP CABLE bus "rte call

665-8144 Keep trying

HEATHER TOBIN-CUTIE- Used to admire

you in weight room Get back into the

groove' Anonymous football )0ck awaits

your return

AUDIO

BASS PRECISION SUNB ROSE original

$450 247 9696

DRUM MACHINE: Roland TR-505. 16

sampled drums perfect condition - 1 year

old $200 00 Call 546-7516

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 BUICK SKYHAWK 82 000 miles

$500 00 Call 549-3816 evenings

BUY A BIKE

CANNONOALE $300 or best offer racing

and touring Sun Tour gear system Dta

Compe brakes Mistral aluminum rims

Frame alone is worth five hundred dollars

Call Shane after 6 30pm 549-1594

FENDER STRAT GUITAR and Gibson

amplifier for sale 546-7922

PENTAX K1000 body. 50mm A28min
lenses, VIvitar bounce Hash, $175.

549-1051.

CANON A-1 , lenses and accessories worth

over $1000 together. Call Sam 6-6806,

X-COUNTRY SKIS, polesTbools Sire 10 lor

$100 firm 6-6806 Sam

BED FOR SALE- Twin mattress, boxspnng

and frame $75 or B O Call 549-0224

WASHBURN ACCOUSTK; GUITAR w/soft

case $280 or BO Ibanez DD700 Digital Delay

$100 Call Jim 253-7387

ATARI 1040ST RGB and/or hires mono mtrs

» much software extras $800/B0 323-7998

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best otter

Call Ahsa 527-6505

1976 LICOLN MARK IV 460 V8 70K Looks

good runs great $1200 or BO Mark

549-8315

1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 47000 miles

Great condition 549-3512 $500

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93, 0(X)

miles Call 256-8369

GREAT JOBS - NO PAY
FREE MEALS

Call Today 549-2905

HELP WANTED FRATERNITY LOOKING
FOR men or women to do light cleanup in

exchange for meals If interested, call Jon

al 549-8056

NEWSPAPER " DELIVEffERS NEEDED
FOR UMass dorms No car necessary 7

days/week t 2 hours/day Good pay' Call

253 7009

INSTRUCTION

FIDDLE OR MAOOLIN LESSONS country

blues and bluegrass Doug Tanner
5442067

LOST SMALL LEATHER PURSE at

Mikeswestviews 2/4 call 546-8456 reward

JILL KAPLAN I WANT to get to know you
t>eautiful' Look for the big guy in Sports 200

BRANT- happy birthday from your favorile

NJ floormate-Luv HMR

MISSED MARDI GRAS? CelebTaie ^ith
New Orleans The Radiators and Phish Fri-

day 2 10 in the Student Union Ballroom Tix

still available

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
one bedroom in Amherst Center
$287/month Call Mike 253-7572

FEMALE ROOMMA'TE WANTED to share

room in spacious apartment on Mam Street

$156 Call 256-8040

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands'on ex

perience in the legal field-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience in

the legal professon necessary-training pro-

vided An information session will b>e held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901

Campus Center (545-1995)

ITS LADIES NIGHT AT
THE RED HOUSE!

• This Thrusday and every Thursday is

Ladies night and its time to rock'
• The fesitivities begin at 9pm sharp '

"Conveniently located on N PIst Street'"

TO THE GIRL NAMED JEN who found

herself troubled by a pinched nerve while

partying m Cashm Saturday last Would you
care for another shoulder massage' Reply
here Adam

TO THE GIRL IN PUFFTON who saved my
car battery Friday alternoon I still can t

believe that you came out m the cold iust

to tell me Thanks Mucho impressed

OUENTIN S VALENTINES SPECIAL, get

prints lor half price thru February 14th

Located next to the Bluewall m cC

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room in Mayflower Condos A quiet

setting on Amherst-Belchertown line Cal

Lara 665-T433 or Joanne 256-1183 Keep
trying

ONE ROOM IN APARTMENT 275 inclusive

256-0958 1 2 people

LICENSED DAYCARE PERSON has
full/partlime openings. Ages 1-4 Call

549 7988

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA,
$229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT, SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN $46-7483.

WAKE N BAKE^m beautiful liegriT
Jamaica Unbelievable spring break

Packages starting at '439 Call Sun Splash

ours at 1-600-426-7710

TUTORING

RETIRED FORMER PROFESSOR OF
SPEECH will help foreign students with

English also Edit papers Kir correct enghsh
usage Reasonable rates, no charge tor in-

itial interview 253-3354

TYPING

WORD PROCESSING fast, prolessional,

accurate 665 4501

WANTED

LOOKING FOR QUIET RESPONSIBLE
non-smoking grad student to share ?

bedroom Mill Hollow Apt Call Ka/
549-6846

ONLY $143/MONTH. Clean spacious apt

on bus route. 5 mm from campus Fmle
preferred 665 3405

SERVICES

TAROT READINGS by apmt 546-8935
Find out about yourseM

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES, laserpnnting.

copies typing 665-8873

WANTED CALCULUS BOOK for 131, 132
Will trade Anton s Calculus Text and $15
Call 6 6590

WANTED: REFRIGERATOR- small Size If

you have one you are willing to sell call

Heather 546-6318

WANTED TO RENT

EASY MONEY, i^nd needs space for prac

tice Will pay good cash flexible hours
serious and not overloud Basement Barn
garage ect anything Please call 549- 1 682
Ask for Matt
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SPOJTS
Minutemen to butt heads with Rhode Island
UMass looks to

sweep the series
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

The University of Rhode Island basket-

ball team has become like a 150-pound kid

on a serious weight training program. At

first the 150 pound weakling was getting

a lot of sand kicked in its face (starting the

season 1-4), now the Rams have gotten

stronger with each game and have begun

to kick some sand of their own.

Not exactly what the University of

Massachusetts mens basketball team

needed to hear. True, the Minutemen
defeated the Rams by six points three

weeks ago at the Cage, but in its last two

games. URI has handily disposed of its two

opponents (including its humiliating

14-point victory over the Temple Owls on

national TVi.

And you can be sure the Rams will have

revenge on their minds when the

Minutemen enter Keaney Gymnasium
tonight (7:30 p.m.).

The Rams have a strong inside game and

will probably want to bang with UMass.
something the Minutemen are hoping they

can improve upon from their last perfor-

mance, in which Holy Cross dismantled

UMass in the middle.

In fact, tne Rams have three starters up

front with more than 500 career rebounds

(tops for UMass is John Tate with 188). The

tall timber for URI includes: Kenny Green

(7.18 rbs. 7th in the A-10). John Evans, and

Bonzie Colson.

Offensively, the Rams are getting 19.91

ppg from junior transfer Eric Leslie, who
has obviously met greener pastures since

leaving Villanova University.

The Minutemen coming off two con-

secutive losses want to show URI and the

rest of the Ocean State that their victory

over the Rams was no fluke.

Hoop du-jour: On Tuesday. UMass shot

an incredible 31 of 37 from the charity

stripe. Tate was 10-10. which, when com-

bined with UMass' previous game gives

him 16 straight free throws . . . And this

week's Atlantic 10 Freshman of the Week
is not UMass' Jim McCoy for the

first time in three weeks . . . Heading into

tonight's game, URI is a perfectly keeled,

.500 team. The Rams are 10-10 overall and

6-6 in the conference . . URI coach Al Skin-

ner is. of course, a UMass grad (class of '74).

< ollripan photo by jMon Talt-rnmn

Sophomore forward John Tate (right) will look to play the role of big man when the Minutemen take on

Rhode Island tonight.

Tate taking on the role ofsmall big man
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Expectations were varied; can he be the

missing link this team is searching for?

He's still young, they said. So when the

public address system rang out '"Entering

the game for the University of

Mansachusetts, from Pittsburgh. Penn-

sylvania ..."

Of course everyone is thinking of UMass
super frosh and Pitt, native, Jim McCoy,

who has pumped in the bulk of the UMass
offense so far. But of equal importance has

been UMass' inside bulk, sophomore John

Tate.

The 6foot 7 Tate began the season with

a high GPA (2.8 last semester), but a low

AMP (Average Minutes Played); as the

season has progressed, with the loss of two

seniors and Tate's hard work, he has

become the player UMass needs on the

floor at all times.

"His biggest asset to our team is his en-

thusiasm and his aggressiveness when he's

playing hard. It's contagious,it gets the

other kids playing with enthusiam rather

than just going out and playing basket-

ball," UMass coach John Calipari said.

If McCoy is UMass' MVP thus far, his

fellow Pittsburgh native is certainly

UMass' unsung hero (is it a coincidence

that the top two players are from Pitt-

sburgh, where Calipari was last year?).

Tate has improved by leaps and bounds.

Last year he averaged only 1.5 points and

1.5 rebounds per game in 94 minutes, this

year, however, the numbers have improv-

ed to 10.7 points and 8.1 rebounds (4th in

the Atlantic 10) per game in almost 600

minutes.

Cynics will say the reason Tate has

become a key player for the Minutemen is

because of the untimely exit of seniors

continued on page 23

UMass to take on Temple
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team takes to the road tonight in the first game of a two-

game trip, facing Temple University in Philadelphia (5:45

p.m.).

Normally the prospects wouldn't be too good for the

Minutewomen. In Temple, they are facing a team that is

ranked 22nd in the latest Associated Press poll, one that

beat UMass handily (84-70) on Jan. 7 at the Curry Hicks

Cage. Yet, the Minutewomen still have a positive outlook

toward this game.
"We're playing a lot better now than we were then,"

UMa.ss coach Kathy Hewelt said. "We were just starting

to get used to not having Michele (Pytko, starting guard

who is out for the season after a knee injury)."

Still, this time the game will be played on the turf of

the Owls, but Hewelt won't concede anything.

"We're going down there to win. In order to do that, we

have to play hard for 40 minutes," Hewelt said.

That has been a trouble spot this year for UMass, try-

ing to string everything together to get one straight

40-minute effort. The result has been a 9-9 record, in-

cluding just 4-6 in the Atlantic 10 conference.

Temple, which enters the game at 14-3 overall and 9-0

in the A-10, is coming off a huge win last Saturday over

St. Joseph's. Leading the way are Kelly Lane (18.9 points

per game), and seniors Pam Balogh (17.8) and Karen

Healey (12.4).

Hoop-la: Senior co-captain Beth Wilbor is zeroing in on

the 1,000-point plateau, and could conceivably reach it

before season's end.

With nine regular season games and at least one A 10

tournament game leR for the Minutewomen, Wilbor (899

career points) needs to average just 10.1 ppg to reach the

milestone. She is currently averaging 11.8 points per

game.

CollrKtan photo by David lligniihifiui'hi

Helen Freeman and the Minutewomen will

battle the Temple Owls tonight.

17 commit to

UM football
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Yesterday was the day when collegiate football

coaches all across America found out if their months

of hard work on the recruiting trails were worth it.

It was national letter-of-intent day, the first day when

high school prospects could officially announce where

they would be playing college ball.

The University of Massachusetts has released the

names of 17 players who have made a commitment to

play for the Minutemen.
UMass coach Jim Reid called this latest class the type

that could bring a Yankee Conference championship,

as well as one that should perform well in the

classroom.

The following is a list of those who, by noon yester-

day, had committed to playing for UMass:

Mark Alienweg - 6'1" 205 LB/TE Chelmsford,

MA: A captain this year and team MVP each of the

last two, as well as an All-Conference selection the last

two seasons.

Scott Assencoa - 6'2" 210 LB Natick, MA: Was

captain and team MVP this season, and a first team

All-Bay State selection.

Jim Bono - 6'3" 255 OL/DL Bergenfield, NJ: A
second team All-League and a New Jersey North-South

All Star selection.

Bobby Burke - 6'0" 205 ILB/FB Wayne, NJ: A
three-year starter, team captain and team MVP his

senior year. All-League.

Steve Dembowski - 6'1" 225 FB/TE Swampscott,

MA: Captain senior year and Northeast Conference

MVP. Boston Globe Division II Player-of-the-Year.

Mike Gray - 6'2" 183 DB/TE Seymour, CT:

continued on page 23
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CDLLEGIAN
Suspected drug
trafficker

caught in dorm
Police spot knife, cocaine

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

An Amherst man .irrested Wednesday at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and charged with possession and traf-

ficking cocaine pleaded not guilty at his arraignment

yesterday in Northampton.

Nicco A. Stefani, 21, was arrested at Field Residence

Hall late Wednesday night when police found a quantity

of cocaine in his possession. Police refused to divulge the

exact amount found on Stefani, but said it justified the

charge of trafficking, which requires over 28 grams of the

illegal narcotic.

Stefani is scheduled for a pre-trial hearing on Feb. 17

in Northampton District Court for possessing and traffick-

ing the class B substance and having an altered driver's

license.

UMass police responded to a report that Stefani was be-

ing an "unstable person." The report was made by his

girlfriend, who said Stefani had left several distressing

notes on her door after an argument, according to Direc-

tor of Public Safety Arthur Hilson.

The woman claimed to have been assaulted earlier in

the evening by Stefani when he allegedly tried to abduct

her in his car near Franklin Dining Commons, striking

her head on the vehicle in the process, police said.

Police had received a call from a University employee

,that corroborated the 7 p.m. alleged as.sault and initiated

the investigation.

She said she returned to her room at 10:30 p.m. to look

for a distraught Stefani and found the notes.

While taking a statement from the woman, police said

Stefani was spotted in the dormitory.

The responding officer asked the man if he was all right.

Stefani said he was not. The officer then asked him if he

had any dangerous weapons with him. Stefani said he did.

Police conducted a preliminary body search which turn-

ed up a knife covered with white powder and a small bag

of cocaine, police said. Stefani was taken to the UMass

Police station and arrested.

A subsequent body search revealed Stefani had a larger

bag of cocaine stowed away in his groin area. The bag con-

tained three smaller bags of a white rocky substance.

CollrCian photo by Juon T«l»nii»n

Senior HRTA m^or Alice Ruediger braces herself against the wind and watches her hair

get blown by one of the many wintry breezes Amherst felt yesterday.

Cold weather hits Valley
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press

Put away the tank tops and frisbees and forget about

January's mild weather, it's time once again to find

your scarves, mittens and extra-heavy sweaters.

Winter has come back to the Pioneer Valley.

The weather forecast for the next few days: cold, cold

and more cold.

Yesterday's high was 26, which to many seems

reasonable, but according to the Associated Press, that

temperature was recorded at midnight. The low, record

ed at 7 p.m., was 13. Combined with gusts of up to 20

m.p.h., students at the University of Massachusetts,

and residents throughout the area felt the frigid air

yesterday.

Don't expect the cold weather to end anytime soon.

The Associated Press reported that today's highs

throughout New England should be no higher than 25,

with tonight's low temperatures may be as low as 5

and 15 below zero.
^

Paul Sutton, a meteorologist for Springfield's Chan

nel 40, said the current weather is normal for this time

ofyear and even January's mild temperatures are not

that uncommon.
"Everything's coming in short drabs this winter,"

Sutton said, but "it's been an unusual winter in that

we haven't had any snow."

Sutton said the weather for the next 10 days will be

normal for this time of year: more cold temperatures.

To avoid exposure — the biggest problem during

frigid temperatures — wear plenty of warm clothes,

Sutton said.

"The better you layer-up the better you're going to

feel," he said. ^^

Budget cuts delay long-needed FAC repairs

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Fine

Arts Center is in dire need of repairs, ac-

cording to the center's director, but those

repairs, scheduled for this semester, have

been delayed because of the state's fiscal

crisis.

"The longer we wait," said Fine Arts

Center Director Fred Tillis, "the more dif-

ficult it becomes [to do the work]."

"In fact it's at the point where it could

be considered dangerous," he said.

The repairs, which have been needed for

at least 10 years and were ready to be bid

on by contractors, were scrapped when the

state began cutting the University s

budget, Tillis said.

The areas requiring the most extensive

work are the FAC Gallery's roof, which is

also the main plaza between the two

theatres, and the roof of the music library,

which is the smaller plaza of the art depart-

ment closest to North Pleasant St.. Tillis

said.

Jim MacRostie, director of operations,

said leaks in the membranes that are sup-

posed to seal the roofs below the plazas

have caused extensive damage.

"The longer we wait the

more difficult it becomes"
-Fred Tillis

The situation is similar to the problems

with the Campus Center plazas, which

were remedied last year, he said.

"There's been no real maintenance

done," said MacRostie, "It's analogous to

treating cancer with a band-aid.

"The only way to solve this [problem] is

to cover [the plaza] with something or you

must put down a new waterproof mem-

brane and then restore the concrete for

walking," he said.

The estimated cost of the repairs is $4 to

$5 million but because the contract was

never bid on, the final cost is unknown,

MacRostie said.

"Wherever concrete is being used as a

roofing material, all of those places leak,

"

he said.

Also, MacRostie said water is rusting

some of the reinforcing iron bars. This rust

then permeates the surrounding concrete,

causing cracks to develop, much in the

same way freezing water breaks rocks

apart.

But temperature is not a factor with rust

and concrete, he said.

"It's getting weak in places." he said.

"It's not going to fall in [right now), but in

10 years it might.

"There's nothing you can do but fix it

right," he said.

MacRostie said the project is out of his

hands because any maintenance to state

buildings is controlled by the Department

of Capital Planning and Operations at the

State House in Boston.

"So whatever we want to do here we can't

do it until they say so," he said.

Therefore, MacRostie continued. "We're

doing [the planning) with our eyes closed

and wearing boxing gloves because we

have to go through this agency."

Tillis said that the FAC is organizing

their programs around a possible repair

schedule starting in the fall of 1990.

Among the changes that will have to take

place for the work to get started will be

moving the music library into the main

University library and altering the

scheduling of cultural programs, such as

concerts and plays, at the FAC concert hall,

he said.

"It's just unfortunate that the budget

crisis we're facing eliminated something

the state really wanted to do," Tillis said.
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For railroad buffs,

hobby show on track
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

A train is a train is a train, until you
begin to add cars to the train, and sud-

denly the train is a piece of history, and
sometimes even a thing of beauty.

But no matter what type of train you
envisage when you hear the chug of an

engine or the shrill of a whistle, the

Amherst Railway Society probably is

the best place to be this Sunday when
they hold their 18th annual Railroad

Hobby Show, at the Eastern States Ex-

position's Better Living Center in West
Springfield.

Dubbed "the largest show of its kind

in the Northeast," by the society, its

main feature is railroading as a hobby.

Model locomotives, structures, rolling

stock and track layout will be exhibited

throughout the show, according to direc-

tor Robert Buck.

Vendors are also scheduled to attend,

selling equipment, memorabilia and

books. Buck said. Representatives from

railroad companies such as Conrail and

Amtrak are scheduled to attend, he said.

The Amherst Railway Society has

been running the show for most of its 25

years in existence, since two Universi-

ty of Mas.sachusetts chemistry pro-

fessors, Everett Turner and Al Wynn.
founded it in 1964.

According to William Venman of the

School of Education, who is also a

treasurer for the society, the show was
first held at Goessmann Laboratory,

then grew to fit the Student Union
Ballroom. It finally moved to the

Eastern States Exposition grounds

about eight years ago. According to

Buck, the show will be held in the Bet-

ter Living Center for the second straight

year.

As the show has grown, so have the

expenses. Venman estimated that

overhead for the show, which includes

rent of the center space, utilities and

payroll, is estimated between $15,000

and $16,000. He expected admission fees

to earn between $13,000 and $15,000.

The group itself has many diverse

members. Buck said. Interests of the

members range from photography to col-

lecting artifacts relating to railroads. He
has a wide range of hobbies relating to

the subject, from model railroader to

restorer of old trolley cars.

People of various ages ("from 8 to 80,"

Buck said I belong to the group. Member-
ship is free for UMass students.

Admission for the show is $3 for

adults, $1 for children under 12 and free

for children under 5. Proceeds from the

show will go toward promoting interest

in railroading.

Photo from Ihi- Anih<r*l Kailway Society

Nancy Kittredge, 7, of Ware, is one of many children young and
old who plan to attend the Amherst Railway Society's Annual
Railroad Hobby Show this Sunday.

Phone company assists

college day care program
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

A prominent telephone company is doing

more than just reaching out and touching

someone these days.

Last week the New England Telephone

Day Care Initiative awarded a $1,288

grant to Hampshire College for the pur-

chase of a $250 triple-seat stroller, four

cribs totalling $600, and tables and chairs

for infants.

Ellen LaFleche, Hampshire College

assistant director for public relations, said

the Initiative awarded funds to 42 day care

centers in Massachusetts, one-fourth of the

agencies in the state.

The telephone company has been accep-

ting proposals and bestowing grants for

three years, awarding 140 state agencies

a total of $750,000 for capital im-

provements during that time, LaFleche

said.

Hampshire College Day Care Director

Lynne Brill said the center was built la.st

August and provides child care for the

children of college faculty and staff, the

five-college area and the community.
Brill said the company's donation is a

commendable effort to address the need for

child care in the area.

"I think it's great," she said. "I think

anything that goes to children's services is

a positive thing."

About 38 children, ages five and under,

participate in the day care program daily,

facilitated by Brill, six teachers and 25
work -study students.

"It's a developmentally-based program
with an emphasis on nurturing and also

providing a stimulating program for in-

fants, toddlers and pre-schoolers," she said.

Although the center is just six months

old. Brill said a long waiting list for slots

has already begun, and that there is a con-

tinued need for supplies.

"We definitely need more equipment out

doors and indoors," she said.

In addition to the insufficient number of

child care slots. Brill said people who are

lucky enough to find day care are forced to

pay exorbitant costs.

"I think there is a child care crisis in this

country," she said, citing a lack of infant

care openings.

The day care profession is primarily com-

posed of women and Brill said there is a

need to review the "pathetic" salaries of

daycare workers.

"There's definitely a need to upgrade the

salaries of child care workers," she said.

"[The wages) are much lower than they

should be for the caliber of training they

have."

Ralph joins SGA race
Former Justice to run for SGA president

Former Student Justice Thomas Ralph

formally announced his candidac>' for presi-

dent of the Student Government Associa-

tion earlier this week.

Ralph, who is also a resident assistant in

MacKimmie, resigned from the student

judiciary four days ago in disagreement

with the court's choice to uphold a consent

decree allowing Shari Silkoff and Jason

Rabinowitz to take office as SGA
co-presidents.

The 3-hour filibuster that dominated the

first senate meeting Wednesday night also

prevented Ralph from announcing his can-

didacy, although he said he was promised

time on the fioor.

The consistent lack of progress made by

the senate is something Ralph, said he

wants to change.

"I would like to see something get done

in the SGA for the first time in a while,"

he said.

Ralph said he is not an extremist, but a

moderate candidate who is "genuinely con-

cerned about student i.ssues."

"I think in the past the SGA has been

dominated by the radical right and the

radical left," he said. "Because of that,

nothing gets accomplished."

Campus safety, including better lighting,

more "help" boxes and more funding to the

student escort service are major issues on

his campaign platform, Ralph said.

The Mullins Convocation Center is also

of importance if it includes an increase in

student fees, he said.

"My contention is the students should

pay as little as possible for it," Ralph said.

Add/drop lines, class cancellations and

drops are also issues Ralph said he would

address in his campaign.
-MARIA SACCHETTI

Author blasts *JAP' stereotype
By C.C. SANDORFI
Collegian Correspondent

The crowds at Bloomingdale's aren't the only things

JAP's have to worry about.

The "new bigotry" of "JAP-baiting" is an old prejudice

in new wrapping. New York author Susan Weidman
Schneider said Wednesday night during a lecture spon-

sored jointly by Amherst and Smith Colleges.

Schneider, editor oi Lilith, a Jewish women's magazine

and author of "Jewish and Female," told nearly 100 peo-

ple that JAP-baiting and the term "Jewish American

Princess" (or JAP) is a cover for ingrained prejudices in

America today against Jews and women.

"The JAP baiting phenomenon is a very potent and very

pernicious amalgam of two prejudices very dear to

Americans' hearts — anti-Semitism and misogyny," she

said.

Schneider said although colleges or towns accused of

having anti-Semitic prejudices vdll deny these allegations,

growing evidence points to an escalation of slurs directed

specifically at women.
Incidents in 1987 at Syracuse University supported her

conclusions. At a football game, the entire crowd took up

the chant of "JAP, JAP" and singled out a Jewish woman

in the stands, she said.

She added that anti-Semitic graffiti cut into a library

table said, "Hitler didn't do enough."

All this. Schneider said, helps reinforce the prejudice

that Jewish women are more acquisitive, more

materialistic and more selfabsorbed than other women.

She said the history of the JAP acronym began in sub-

tle ways, evidenced by shows like "Father Knows Best,"

in which the daughter was referred to lovingly as

"Princess."

In the 1970s, she said, the use of the word increased

when T-shirts emblazoned "Princess" and adorned with

the Star of David became "hot items."

However, she said, even this was a somewhat kindly,

paternalistic use of the term. This changed in the late

1970s and early 1980s when male Jewish comedians turn-

ed to their female counterparts as sources for stereotypical

anecdotes, Schneider said.

"The jokes revolved around the idea that Jewish women
were simultaneously more sexually promiscuous than

other women but also more unavailable," she said.

They implied Jewish women were very sexually active

before marriage, but after marriage were frigid, said

Schneider.

Later, she said, the number and kinds ofjokes escalated

and the words "Jewish American Princess" were

telescoped into the simple acronym "JAP."

"The quick acronym is a cheap shot, a trivialization of

the issue," she said.

Although JAP-baiting began as an in-group
phenomenon, she said, it filtered into other cultures.

"It became a passport for cultural boundaries to be cross-

ed," she said. "It became a screen behind which anti-

Semitism could conceal itself"

It was a handy label. Instead of describing a woman as

vain, selfish or materialistic, one could simply call her a

JAP, Schneider said.

continued on page 4

Firecracker found;
radio stolen in JA;
car door damaged

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Police were dispatched to Butterfield Residence Hall

Wednesday to investigate smoke present on the second

floor of the building. Police found a burned firecracker

and during further investigation found two individuals

in violation of a drug law. A show cause hearing will

be sought against the two.

In other police reports:

• A student reported Wednesday an AM/FM radio

and $60 stolen from his room in John Adams Residence

Hall, police said.

• a student reported the lock and door of his car

parked in Lot 22 had been damaged Wednesday, police

said.

• A $100 hubcap was reported stolen Wednesday

from a vehicle parked at Melville Residence Hall, police

said.

• A student reported Wednesday numerous scrat-

ches had been inflicted upon his vehicle while parked

in E Lot near the Stadium, police said.

• A student reported Wednesday his stereo worth

over $250 stolen from his car parked in Lot 25, police

said.

• A gold chain, which was on top of a sweatshirt in

a lounge in Washington Residence Hall was reported

stolen Wednesday, police said.
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Sorority gives bench
Alpha Chi Omega honors late alumnus
By PAUL McALEER
Collegian Correspondent

This bench [isj not ... a memorial, rather

as a source of inspiration, and pride, the

kind that Tracey radiated, and uojg so

respected for.

The words are Julie Angelones. spoken

on behalf of Tracey Lee Maker, a 1985

graduate of the University of

Massachusetts who died in a car crash in

Florida in 1987.

Last fall. Maker's sisters at Alpha Chi

Omega dedicated a bench which sits today

by the campus pond, near the Fine .Arts

Center.

According to Michal Mizrachi. 3rd vice

president for the sorority, the sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega felt it was necessary to

do something on behalf of Maker, a former

Greek board vice president who was nam-

ed Greek area "Woman of the Year" in

198.T

The pink granite bench, which co>t ?^i ">.

has an inscription engraved on its side that

reads. -Tracey Maker, 1963 1987.

Memories Live on Forever, ." The money

was raised by the sorority through alumni

donations.

"In the coming years, new impres

sionable minds will enter this University,

and when they sit on this bench, they may
not be able to place a face, but they will cer

tainly be able to feel her spirit,' Angelone

said

"Throughout Tracey's years at this

University, she worked hard to achieve her

goals, and dreams." she said. "She did this

with her own unique, vivacious style that

became her trademark."

•When Tracey graduated, she left behind

a spirit that lives on in our sisterhood

pushing people to be the best that they can.

and try to make a mark in our world," she

.-<aid

CoUrfian photo by Jaiion Talrnnaa

Sophomore CASIAC major Alison Prynne sits on bench dedicated last

Fall by Alpha Chi Omega.

Douglass' life discussed

Collegian phoio by Jaaon Talrrman

William S. McFeely

By JOSH GITELSON
Collegian Correspondent

Historian and Pulitzer Prize winner

William S. McFeely read works by aboli

tionist author and orator Frederick

Douglass and discussed slavery in I9th

century American narrative yesterday

at Amherst College.

The lecture, coinciding with Black

History Month, was the first of six

forums to be delivered this semester by

McFeely, the Richard B. Russell Pro-

fessor of American History at the

I'niversity of Georgia.

"Much slave narrative does not deal

with the areas of slaver>- considered too

unbearable," McFeely said. "Douglass

shows all aspects besides the desire to

leave it
"

Douglass was born into slavery in

Bait 'more in IRIft At fVip ;i<tp of 20,

while owned by a white ship builder's

family, he escaped to New York City

After settling in New England, he was

hired by the American Anti-Slavery

Society.

Before the Civil War, Douglass spoke

often in "free" .states in the Northeast

and Midwest, increasing pressure for

the end of slaver>-, while fighting for the

establishment of civil rights. At the time

of his death in 1895, Douglass w as one

of the best known and most articulate

abolitionists in the country.

In his speech, McFeely read from

Douglass' two autobiographies, Sar-

ratne of the Life of Frederick Douglass.

published in 1845. and ,V/\ Bondage and

My Freedom, published in 1855. Accor

ding to McFeely. these books are among

the most insightful of all slave

narrative.

JAPs
continued f^om page 3

Schneider said the use of the acronym has become so

widespread it has entered common usage and is often us-

ed as an adjective, as in a "Jappy outfit," or "a Jappy

woman."

Such prejudices cause great damage to Jewish women's

self-esteem, while at the same time distance other women

with a "That's not me " attitude, said Schneider. To avoid

being labeled a JAP, they separate themselves from peo-

ple they perceive to be JAPs, perpetuating stereotypes

against Jewish women, she said.

Much has to be done before the JAP baiting slurs are

silenced and the stereotypes destroyed, Schneider said.

Most important, Jewish women have to speak out, she

.said.

"We have to have the courage to tell people when it

hurts." she said.

"We have a task, when cleaning up this prejudice, to

see it as a model for speaking out against other pre-

judices." she said. "We must make this a more socially

responsible community."

THE FIVE COLLEGE

^ri^lN^ ^REAK
Do you need a dose of sun and ski?

TAKE A TRIP TO ONE OF THESE 6 HOT SPOTS:
Responsible people that will be here AFTER BREAK

AM AICA
COME TO JAMAICA

You can jump out of your window
into the water for $569
(JFK Departure) March 18-25

The new college HOT spot

for S599
(JFK Departure) March 19-26

25C Beers 75C Drinks

$3 Full-Course Dinners

Puerto La Cruz

Venezuela's Caribbean Resort
Where Your Dollar Goes Further!

BARg^OS
LIMITED SPACE

The ultimate spring vacation.

Choose your resort from 439

Ski the west like

it's never been skied

before. $599
(Boston) March 20-27

Be careful not to track

sand into your front

door when you come in

to replenish your Pina Colada

JFK 589 Departure

ififiW.t'Wi

SKIUSA
Only 20 spots left!!

America 's 6 Mountain Ski Resort

S259 March 19-24

A small price for A big

6-mountain resort

Bermuda The ultimate Spring vacation

Choose your resort & room $439

UMASS SKI CLUD
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE

m

LIQUORS

POPOV VODKA
1.75's

$9.99

Come in and check out

our great prices!

Sale Pnces thru 2 11 89

*^
CAPTAIN MORGAN

SPICED RUM
750 ml
$5.99

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

1.0

$8.99

A
%

DOS EQUIS
AMBER

24-12 oz. bottles
$15.99 plus dep.

MR HELOB.
MICHEUOB IJ(;HT
MICHELOB DRY
Suitcase Cans
$12.99 plus dep.

TANQUERAY C.IN

1.0

$12.99

Kegs Available Starting at $28.00

We want to he your favorite liquor store!

Open Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 1 1 p.m. • 549-2692
VISA-MasterCard Accepted

Located in Newmarket Center next to I.oui.s Foods and
Sounds Easy Video. Diagonally aeros.s from UMass Stadium.
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REGION
Defendant in murder trial

claims husband tortured her
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A woman on trial for the con

tract killing of her husband testified yesterday about

years of torture and sexual abuse in what battered

women advocates call the first defense of its type in

the state.

"I just wanted him to stop hurting me," Lisa Becker-

Grimshaw, 27, of Amherst, said in her testimony in

Hampden Superior Court.

Thomas Grimshaw, 30, was found beaten to death

in Chicopee on June 5, 1985. A man and a teen agar

who were tried for the killing have testified that

Becker-Grimshaw offered to split her husband's

$300,000 insurance policy with them.

Becker Grimshaw testified yesterday, however, that

her mother told the men about the insurance policy.

She said she had lied in earlier testimony because "I

didn't want my mother to go to prison."

Becker-Grimshaw is arguing that she was a victim

of the so-called battered woman syndrome and saw no

escape from continuous harassment and abuse from her

husband. Sue Osthoff, director of the National Clear-

inghouse for the Defense of Battered Women in

Philadelphia, said she believes Becker Grimshaw is the

first woman to be allowed to use the defense in a

Massachu.setts trial.

In a courtroom packed with high school seniors on

a law-class outing, the defendant detailed to the jury

of 10 men and six women a life of beatings and molesta

tion from the age of 9.

She testified that she was thrown out of her family's

mobile home at 12 md lived with a man who also beat

her. At 14. she bor- a severely retarded and partially

blind child she gave up for adoption 18 months later

because of the difficulty of caring for him.

She met Grim.shaw in 1978. In 1981, she bore his

child and married him, she said, ".so my son and I would

have the same name."
Two months later she filed for divorce, but failed to

follow through because of her husband's threats to turn

her in to authorities for illegally holding a job while

living on welfare payments, she testified.

She said on the stand that her husband often bruis

ed her and twice broke her front teeth, once with a

hammer, despite two restraining orders. She also

testified that he followed her to her barroom job near

ly every night and pounded at her door daily, begging

his son to open it and promising to stop the beatings.

Once inside, he would destroy her work uniforms, she

said.

"I think I let him in because I couldn't take it

anymore," she said. "I called the police so many times

they actually knew who I was."

She said officers claimed they were powerless to ar-

rest Grimshaw unless he was caught inside her apart-

ment, and the only time she filed assault charges she

later dropped them because of his threats.

Becker-Grimshaw said the final straw came when her

husband stole her apartment keys when she came to

pick up her son from a day spent visiting him.

"I just sat there (in her apartment) waiting for him
to show up at any moment," she said. "He was going

to kill me."
She said she believed it would be impossible to

escape. "I didn't have any choice, I didn't have any

choice, I didn't have any choice at all."

She testified her boyfriend. Michael A.J. Bruyette,

told her to bring her husband to a boat ramp in

Chicopee, where he and Michael Ashey, then 16,

allegedly jumped Grimshaw.
"When he (Grimshaw) got in the car, all I could think

of was what he had done to me," she testified. She said

she did not watch the beatings, but learned of Grim-

shaws death through media reports the next day.

Cuts not likely to decrease
addiction treatment delay

BOSTON (AP) - About 200 people are on a waiting list

for drug and alcohol addiction treatment in Massachusetts

and the Dukakis administration's new budget probably

will not help decrease that number, says an alcohol-

treatment advocate.

"People who are currently waiting for treatment are go-

ing to continue to wait," said Linda Perlmutter, director

of the Massachusetts Alcohol and Drug Abuse Associa-

tion. "The doors are virtually slammed shut."

An increase in federal aid to the programs is expected

to be offset by cutbakcs in the state's funding of treatment

costs.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis has proposed $38,354,035 in

-State funding for treatment, down about $400,000 from

last year's budget.

TICKETS UNLIMITED ^
BON JOVI

HARTFORD March 6
WORCESTER March 12

POISON
HARTFORD Feb, 12

ROBERT CRAY
SPFLD Feb. 11

NEIL DIAMOND
HARTFORD Feb 20 & 21

PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA
Feb. 25-June 3,

Oct. 14. Nov. 25

KaBalVI*

WORCESTER Apr, 9

ALL REDSOX, BRUINS. WHALERS,
CELTICS GAMES!

1649 MAIN ST. SPFLD., MA 413-734-0770

INTERNATIONA!COFFEES JU

Brazilian

Gourmet Blend

Honduras

Mocha

75C REGULAR 90 C LARGE

Introductory Special

Free Cookie with

Every Cup!

Sun.. Feb. 12

through

Sun.. Feb. 26

Hampden
Mon.-Fri.

Sat. -Sun.

SNACK BAR
8:00 am-Mid
9:00 am-Mid.

0»D^D»D»D»D»D»DI
61 Main St., Amherst

N«xt to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial

LIQUORS 253-3091

0»D»D#D»D»D»D»D

Can wc bttild one for you?

Serving—Sandwiches, Foot Long Subs,

Bagels & Lox, Fresh Soups & Salads

• DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314

* In the Carriage Shops

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

BECKS 12 pk $7.95

LABATTS BEER
AND ALE 12 pk $6.40

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM $5.99

GLEN ELLEN
WHITE ZINFANDEL $3.49

VODKA 1 .75L $7.99

SOMMELIERE
WHITE 1 5L... $3.99
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Dukakis vows to help
receivers of rent subsidies
SOMERVILLE (AP) - The tenants of the

500-unit Clarendon Hill Towers apartment

complex yesterday replaced fears of seeing

their rent-subsidized homes sold out from

under them with the hope that one day

soon their homes will be their own.

"We still have much to do." said George

Boag, a member of the tenants association.

'But 18 months ago we hoped somebody

would step in and save our homes. Now
with a little help we can save them
ourselves."

With Gov. Michael S. Dukakis in atten

dance, the tenants announced an agree-

ment with developer William Maltz that

gives them exclusive rights to buy the

three-building complex.

The tenants association will still have to

come up with the $24 million to buy the

complex — they have until Nov. 1 to get the

financing. But Dukakis said unequivocal-

ly. "We are going to raise the money."

The Clarendon Hill Towers agreement

marks the first time in Massachusetts

where tenants have organized to buy affor

dable housing built years ago by private

developers with the federal mortgage

financing.

It is one of 175 developments with about

30.000 units of rent -restricted housing in

the state considered at risk of being plac-

ed on the open market, potentially forcing

their low and moderate-income tenants to

find new housing or pay higher rents.

Clarendon Hill Towers makes up to 15

percent of Somerville's affordable housing.

About 70 percent of its tenants are low in-

come, and half are elderly living on fixed

incomes.

Owners of such housing, built in the

1960s and 1970s, have been given the op-

tion to prepay their 40-year mortgages

after 20 years and then do what they want

with the buildings.

Those 20-year limits are now coming to

pass. Congress, trying to resolve what

should be done about preserving affordable

housing, enacted a two-year moratorium in

1987 retaining the low-income restrictions

on the property.

But with that moratorium expiring this

year. Massachusetts has been working

with local officials and tenants about possi-

ble alternatives, such as the one at Claren-

don Hill Towers.

Dukakis .said the state is currently work-

ing on a half dozen projects as their mor-

tgage prepayment dates approach.

"I pledge that the state will continue to

be a partner in your efforts to preserve this

affordable housing." he said, but added,

"make no mistake, we need the federal

government as a partner if we are to solve

the problem."

Dukakis said he pressed that point in

meetings with the state's congressional

delegation and other lawmakers in

Washington on Wednesday.
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AP photo

Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis, right, takes off his coat as

he is greeted by William Maltz, left, of Clarendon Associates at the Claren-

don Hill Towers apartments in Somerville yesterday.

tenants association would buy the develop-"Next to putting food on the table, I don't

think there's anything more important

than having a nice place to live," Dukakis
said.

Under the arrangement worked out at

Clarendon Hill Towers. th«> non-profit

ment and the tenants would pay it rent

equal to 30 percent of their income with

some deductions. Rent would increase for

about half of the tenants under the pro-

posal and decrea.se for the other half.

Court strikes Lynn's pit bull regulations
BOSTON ( AP) - Four laws passed by the city of Lynn

to keep potentially dangerous pit bulls of the streets would

give dog officers "unleashed discretion" to decide what
is or isn't a pit bull, the state Supreme Court ruled yester-

day in striking down the laws.

In a unanimous opinion, the high court upheld a lower

court ruling that threw out three laws drafted by the city

in 1985 and 1986 on the grounds that they were un-

constitutionally vague because they threatened dog
owners with punishments without clearly defining the

owners' responsibilities.

The justices also noted that the city later pa.ssed a fourth

ordinance — on June 30, 1987 - aimed at reining in pit

bulls, a powerfully built breed that has sometimes been

used for fighting.

Some of the dogs, which are popular in Lynn, have been

involved in mauling of humans. The Lynn laws were aim-

ed at requiring owners to keep pit bulls on their own pro-

perty and provided for banishing problem dogs.

The high court ruled that the 1987 law superseded the

earlier versions and technically rendered the dispute

moot. But to save time, the Supreme Court went ahead

and gave its legal analysis of the new law, which is still

on the city's books.

Commenting first on the three earlier laws, the court

said that because the law imposes penalties on violators,

it must meet the standard of clarity required in criminal

statutes — "sufficient definiteness that ordinary people

can understand what conduct is prohibited."

The problem in the case of pit bulls, the court said, is

that the definition of the breed is too vague.

The judge who heard the case found "there is no scien-

tific means, by blood, enzyme or otherwise, to determine

if a dog is a particular breed or any mixture thereof." In

addition, the city laws used "conflicting, subjective stan-

dards" for defining pit bulls and failed to provide police

with clear direction.

Rely on your

textbooks
to provide essential course information

to reinforce class lectures

to clarify and complete your notes

to supply details and visual aids

to help prepare for exams

to keep for future reference

M—F 9-5

Textbook
Annex

Located in th« Physical Mont tulMIng

WELCOME BACK
CASE SPECIALSSSS
BUSCH SUITCASE
PIELS BAR BOTTLES
CARLING BLACK LABELS
MOOSEHEAD
MICHELOB DRY

8.99

6.99

6.99

12.99

12.99

BUD BOWL II

BUD 12 PACK CANS 5.99
VSa

BUD LIGHT 12 PACK CANS 5.99

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2 Lt.

FOSTERS OIL CAN
MOLSON GOLDEN 6 pk.

KIRIN DRY 6 pk.

BASS ALE 6 pk.

2.99

2 for 2.99

3.99

4.49

4.99

1988 BEAUJOLAIS IS HERE!!
George Duboeuf Beaujoials Village

Very Special Price $4.99
Michel Mone Blusli & White Table Wines

750 ml 2 for $5.00 - 4 for $9.00

KAHLUA 750 ml
FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1 .75L

10.99

8.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVEB

Located on Route 9, Hadley—Just beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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The Celtics may be down
but it's not all over yet

It's enough to make a grown man cry.

In fact,^ it's enough to make a grown
man, woman, or children cry. Have you

taken a look at the Boston Celtics late-

ly? It's a new season with a new head

coach and the leprechaun has been tak-

ing it in the chin.

Josh Galitsky

This isn't the Boston Celtics team of

old. This isn't the team of polished

Championship rings and even more
polished ball playing. The banners fly

high above the parquet floor as the Bird

man lies grounded.

The re.st of the NBA circles overhead

like vultures, ready to pick Boston's

bones clean. But don't you dare hang up

a wreath outside of the Garden. This

team isn't buried yet.

It would reek like Michael Dukakis's

concession speech to say that this is

merely a "transition year" but that's ex-

actly the case. This is a different look-

ing team, a faster team and a deeper

team. There's new blood inside those

green uniforms and it's going to take

some time to work all the kinks out.

First of all let's consider the coaching

change. Certainly, KC Jones carried an
air of respect and class. But Boston has

deteriorated the last couple of years by

being battered and beaten by playoff

time. KC's failure to utilize the untap-

ped talents of his bench was a crime.

Jimmy Rodgers understands the im-

portance of his bench. He's polishing

Reggie Lewis into a great player. He's

demanding consistency from Jim Pax-

son. He's taking guys like Brad Lohaus,

Mark Acres and Brian Shaw and work-

ing them so they don't end up the "Greg
Kite's" of the future.

Let us also consider the veterans of the

basketball war. Kevin McHale and
Robert Parish are the blood and guts of

this team in Bird's absence. Both men
have never worked harder. Dennis
Johnson and Danny Ainge can run with

anybody in the league and are adjusting

nicely to the Celtics' quicker style. And
don't forget that someday, the man with

the "rainbow-arc" jumpshot, will be

back.

Let us not forget that the teams in the

NBA have improved tremendously.

Ballclubs like the Rockets, Cavaliers,

Hawks, Pistons, Knicks and Portland

are all pretty hot and the Bulls have
Michael Jordan. The Lakers got lucky

last year and this season their "magic"
has run out. And of course, don't you
ever count out the Boston Celtics. They
are grittier than Johnny Most's voice

and have more heart than Red Auer-

bach has cigars.

This season may have Boston in

critical condition in the standings but

you cannot kill Celtic pride . . .ever!

Even though this season has been a stor-

my one, fans — take heart. There are

sure to be future rainbows and pots of

gold in Beantown.
Josh Galitsky is a UMass student

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and area.

All submissions must be typed, double spaced and become the property ofthe Collegian.

Hand written letters will not be printed!

The Collegian editorial desk is interested in getting new writers. Anyone who wants

to write for the page should come down and talk to Pam, Janine or Meredith.

Just a few notes from the

Campus Center basement
Last week's visit by the controversial

leader of the Nation of Islam Louis Far-

rakhan accomplished at least one thing —
it uncovered some interesting types.

Rick Santos

One, Mordechai Levy, of the Jewish

Defense Organization made contact with

the Collegian to purchase two adver-

tisements asking readers to join him in pro-

testing what he called Farrakhan's anti-

Semitic message.

Unfortunately the ads which Levy sent

were not up to par with the Collegian's

.standards — they lacked taste. After a few

long, exhausting conversations, in which

Levy abused the Collegian for not wanting

to print his original ad, an attorney

representing the JDO called me.

He agreed to make the necessary changes

in the ad — not without offering the un-

solicitated information that he is a libel ex-

pert. When I asked if Levy would approve

of the altered ad, the attorney said Levy

had given him prior approval to agree to

any changes.

Funny thing, the attorney, just like one

of Levy's press agents who called the day

of the Farrakhan speech, sounded
suspiciously like Levy.

Anyone could be a potential

victim of the Ku Klux Klan
When 1 was born, I was black.

When 1 grew up, I was black.

When I am sick, I am black.

When I go out in the sun, I am black.

When I am cold, I am black.

When I die, I will be black.

But you. . . When you are born you are

pink.

When you grow up, you are white.

When you get sick, you are green.

When you are out in the sun, you are red.

When you are cold, you turn blue.

When you die, you turn purple.

And you have the nerve to call me colored.

Nicole B., 12

Miami, Florida

I have that poem on my door. I found it

in The Miami Herald over the Intersession.

It made a strong point to me, considering

the age of the writer. I can sympathize with

the anger she must have, even if I can not

ever fully understand it.

Eric Jones

Last week the Ku Klux Klan was
threatening to protest Farrakhan's speech.

When I heard the rumor I became furious.

Here, away from the strangling conser-

vatisim of my hometown, I was hoping to

escape the racism which I had lived with

my entire life. I wished to never again see

a black and a white fighting over an issue

of color. I wanted to get away from the

racism and bigotry that had become such

an intense part of the life around me. See-

ing the KKK would just serve to remind

me that people still judge other people on

appearances. I felt they had no right to be

on my campus promoting hatred among
human beings, among brothers. My friends

told me I had nothing to worry about. They
said that I was the last person the KKK
would ever hate. You see, I am white,

Anglo-Saxon, and Christian.

Then why am I frightened of them?
Because no one on this planet is safe from
the ignorant hatred that groups like the

KKK spews. Even those who do believe in

white supremacy have reason to fear them.

Let us suppose that they somehow suc-

ceeded in their goal, and everyone within

the borders of the United States was white

and Christian. Who would be the next to

be singled out? People with birth defects?

Retarded people? People who have sex

before marriage? Liberals? People with bad

acne? Anyone who is not considered perfect

would be in danger of being cast out by this

new society. And if you think that would
never happen, look at the KKK now, shun-

ning those who have more pigment in their

skin than they do. Where would it end?
Would it ever end?

So often in my life I have seen black and
white children playing together. When
they are young, they have no conception of

what racism is. As they grow older, they

are taught the lies that one race is superior

to the other. Then they go through life

believing that they are better than other

people.

A human being is a human being, no

matter what label is otherwise put on
them. Sure, some of us are different, but

if you look past the surface, we're all dif-

ferent. That's what makes us grow and
thrive as a .species. We have such diverse

ideas and abilities that nothing is beyond
our reach. But that is only if we work
together. We have too much at stake in our

development to let stupid things like color

and religion to stand in our way. So if

anyone in the KKK is reading this, just

remember — stay away from this campus.

No one wants you or your propoganda here,

even me, who supposedly has nothing to

fear from you.

Eric Jones is a UMass student

Do you think the UMass parking system

is a mess? According to the 1986-1987 Fact

Book (the most recent edition available),

compiled by the Office of Institutional

Research and Planning, there are 11,320

available parking spaces on campus and

the number of vehicles annually registered

for campus parking is 15,500.

I guess the school expects about one-third

of those registered to park will choose to

leave their cars at home — every day. Or
maybe the E (formerly P) Lot near the

baseball field actually extends to Pittsfield,

thereby alloting for an infinite number of

cars to park there.

On a more personal note, I will have
graduated by this summer and am already

looking for a job. I'm trying to get as much
experience as po.ssible by writing for the

Collegian, stringing for United Press Inter-

national, and attempting to sell my work
wherever else possible.

But I feel inadequate because I'm not a

member of the Real News Network. Last

semester RNN published its first issue,

which was a mimeographed copy of a Dai-

ly Hampshire Gazette story about anthrax

research being conducted at UMass. Copies

were po.sted all over campus with a

message at the bottom: "Sponsored by the

Real News Network: An alternative to the

Collegian, whose editors seem to have trou-

ble figuring out what the news is."

I've been trying to contact the network.

My resume is ready as well as my clip file.

But I can't for the life of me find these

newshounds. If only I too could establish

myself as a top-notch reporter by taking a

pair of scissors, some paste, and a copying

machine and ripping off the Gazette.

Rick Santos is a Collegian staff member
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AKTS&LIVING
Jazz is the word for Pat Metheny and Co. at FAC
By COSMO MACERO Jr.

Collegian Staff

The Pat Metheny Group works in such

a way that a genuine relationship develops

during each performance, aligning the

band members on a curvaceous but

solidified musical plane. Wednesday night

at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, that

plane extended to an audience of 1.600 as

Metheny and his jazz freak companions

booked a 3 hour trip into the stratosphere

of tonality and improvisation.

Opting primarily for a program of new.

unnamed, previously unheard material

(targeted for recording this month i;

Metheny touched on his favorite subjects,

weaving boplike shuffles with silky

smooth guitar lines, mult i part percussion

and embellishing keyboards.

Clearly noticeable was the band's strong

sense of confidence and stability. Jazz is a

medium of free-form. Metheny wasn't out

to impress anybody, nor was he hiding

behind barriers of volume or flash. It was

merely a case of 'here's the music, hope you

like it.'

•We're all very critical of ourselves. It s

rare that the audience will have an effect

on our performance, but in a case where the

audience reaction is so weird, it may effect

us musically." Metheny said

Shifting between a semi hoUowbody elec

trie, a guitar synth controller and an

acoustic. Metheny demonstrated an exten-

sive vocabulary of guitar voicings, all

developed within the complex ar

rangements put together by himself and

longtime keyboardist Lyle Mays.

'i like to write a lot when I'm off the

road. I take things that I've got on tape and

work them into things that we can do as

a band." he said.

With 14 albums in 12 years, it would

seem Methenv has an endless well of ideas

and material." In addition to his own work,

he's been called upon to collaborate with

practically everyone from Gary Burton to

Michael Brecker to Ornette Coleman.

In 1985. Metheny and Lyle Mays compos

ed the soundtrack for The Falcon and the

Snouman (Sean Penn, Timothy Hutton).

"When a movie gets made, the last thing

to get done is the music. Not only do you

have to custom write the music to fit the

mood of the scenes, you have to make sure

it's 20.2 seconds long or whatever. "
he said.

Wednesday night's show featured com

positions which built to a slow, rolling boil,

eventually stirring to an overflowing

climax of melody, harmony and percussion

(when's the last time you heard an exciting

percussion solo . . . of any kind?). Drummer

Paul Wertico, percussionist Armando Mar-

cal and multi-instrumentalist/vocalist

David Blamires added exciting, and

sometimes breathtaking elements to each

piece.

Hand picked, Pat Metheny's band is the

perfect compliment to his celebrated fret-

board and compositional skills.

Metheny has been recognized over the

last ten years as the premiere contem

porary jazz guitarist. In 1976, when Bright

Size Life was released (with the late Jaco

Pastorius on bass) the fusion movement

was in full tilt, although its innovator John

McLaughlin had moved from the spotliight.

As a self described 7022 musician, Metheny

cares little for the term which marries jazz

and rock.

i really don't like the word fusion

because it describes something that isn't

really there. Jazz is the best word because

it means exactly what we're all about .

.
improvisation," he said.

i liked the fusion stuff, but there were

so many imitators and not a lot of in-

novators. I don't really have any stylistic

prejudices. Every musician should play the

music they love, whether it's country, rock,

funk or jazz. It just has to be honest."

Collegian photo by Mare InHeld

Pat Metheny lets loose at the FAC Wednesday night.
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549-3840
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Eat, Drink
&

Be Merry!
It's Easy As:

ADVOCATEBEST
OFTMC

VALLEV
READERS PCU.

19 8 8
PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

BUFFET
PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

SUNDAY BRUNCH

NEWII THE

COMEDY ZONE
I Fri. 9:30 p.m. Sat. 8:30 & 11:00 p.m.

Dinner & Comedy Package Includes: Dinner and

choice of 1 Beer with meal for $13.95

—2 for 1 admission Sat. 1 1 p.m. show

Mon.-Thurs.
5-6 PM

$599
11AM-3PM

99$6
The Best
COMEDY
from

Boston and
New York

Friday & Saturday Evenings at tlie:

Perfect Party Banquet Room

EKING Garden
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i^ JB's Roast Beef i

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)
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LOOK MOM...
PUBERTY!

Some people are late bloomers,

but there's no such thing as ex-

periencing JB's too late in life.

Look at Tom—he's just getting

his chest hair, and he's been a

JB's eater for years. He eats a

super deluxe JB's Roast Beef
sandwich everyday and an order

of Onion Rings since he's been at

UMass. UMass brings out the hair

in you while JB's brings out the
man in you.

eiv RouU 9, H«dtcy ^W }f» (fJ
i\ext to H»dlcy Subaru

GREAT FOOD •GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM
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Radiators heat up for a night

of Phisheading at SUB
By JOHN SWANSON
and COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom, it's the Night of the Fish . .

. or the Night of the Phish, depending

on which act you're referring to.

The Radiators, a New Orleans combo

whose will headline the show, invented

their own genre of "Fishhead Music" to

prevent easy categorization of their

eclectic sound. Their influences include

country, cajun and calypso as well as the

stuff your older brother used to listen to:

Little Feat, The Band and Grateful

Dead aren't a bad starting point.

The Radiators' first album, entitled

Work Done On Premises, was a two-

album set recorded live in a New
Orleans club and released in 1980. The

band now has over 200 songs in its live

repertoire. In 1982, the band recorded

Heat Generation in the studio.

The band's most recent release. The

Law of the Fish, mixes pop-flavored

keyboard voicings with hard-edged,

almost metallic, guitar lines. Relegated

to the cutout bins much earlier than ex-

pected. Law's hook-laden tunes fetched

critical acclaim sans commerical

success.

Phish, the opening act from Burl

ington, VT, have stormed to New
England cult fame in addition to garner

ing an encouraging measure of success,

nationwide. Guitarist songwriter Trey

Anastasio is influenced by artists rang

ing from Jimmy Page to Frank Zappa.

A popular attraction at Sheehan's in

Northampton, Phish build their shows

around dynamic musicianship, endear-

ing stage presence and an appetite for

fun.

In a Collegian interview last semester,

Anastasio said "Our audiences are

great. People come to our shows and

they request our originals. That's just

great."

While Burlington is fast becoming a

spawning-ground for exciting new
bands, Phish hopes to branch out and

find success on their terms.

Phish plan to release a double album

as their debut disc.

"We can't decide which are our best

songs and our songs are like 14 minutes

long,"Anastasio said. "We're gomg to

record what we think is good, and if peo-

ple don't like it, fuck it."

Tickets for the Union Program Coun

cil production are $6 for students. $8 for

un-students, and can be purchased at

Tix, For The Record and Main St.

Records.

Kill off the weekend with
a Five Coll. flick or tune

If you're convinced that you've got

nothing to do this weekend, guess again.

There's movies, theatre, dance and music

in the happy valley this weekend, and

here's a quick rundown what's where and

when.

Moviewise, it seems to be leading women

weekend at Mt. Holyoke and Amherst.

Amherst has Moonstruck at their Campus
Center Auditorium tonight, tomorrow, and

Sunday at 8 and 10.

If Cher is not your favorite actress, how

about Jane Fonda? Mt. Holyoke is show-

ing The China Syndrome tonight at 7 and

9 in the Gamble Auditorium. Call the col-

leges for admission information.

Also at Mt. Holyoke is also showing A
Room with a View. It'll be in the Gamble

auditorium at 7 and 9 tomorrow.

If it's theater you're looking for, Hamp-

shire College is the place and Anton

Chekhov's The Seagull is the play. It'll be

shown tonight and tomorrow in the Emily

Dickinson Hall. Call Hampshire for price

information.

Still not satisfied? Looking for dance

perhaps? There's an MFA dance concert at

Smith College tonight and tomorrow in the

Scott Dance room at 8. Call 585-3232 (mor-

nings) for information.

If afler all this you're still convinced that

it's best to stay home, well, how about some

music? Tomorrow the Fourth Annual Sr.

Honors Band will perform in the UMass
concert hall. Featuring outstanding in-

strumentalists from high schools

throughout the East, the concert begins at

7, and it's free.

Also on Saturday, guitarist Phillip de

Fremery will perform in Buckley recital

hall at Amherst. The concert begins at

8:15, and is free.

On Sunday the Bowker Auditorium at

UMass will feature a faculty jazz concert

featuring Jeff Holmes and guest artists.

Holmes will perform new works, from solo

to octet performances. The concert begins

at 8, call 545-2511 for ticket information.

Also on Sunday, singer/songwriter Si

Kahn will perform two concerts at the Iron

Horse Cafe to benefit the Western
Massachusetts Food Bank. Described by

The New York Times as "a leading

member of the current generation of ac-

tivist folksingers," Kahn will perform at

6:30 and 8:30 Call Iron Horse at 584 0610

for ticket information.

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-In for information session

No Ciiarge • No Registration

Tuesdays, 4-5 pin Feb. 7 — May 16

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general information.

After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet original, the rest are

half price at Kinko's. the copy

center.

kinko's
the copy center
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The Special Engagements

of "Beaches'. "3 fugitives
"

and "Mer Alibi" will be

accepting no passes.

If you re seeking a successful future with a leading

electronics company. Nippon Motorola Ltd headquartered

in fblcyo lapan is offering you a world of opportunity

As an industry leader in information systems, communi-

cations and semiconductor technologies, we have a variety

of openings immediately available for technical and non-

technical graduates. Working In our Tbkyo. Sendai or Aizu

Wakamatsu facilities, you II have the chance to advance your

career with one of lapan s most accomplished and respected

American high-tech companies Summer Internships are also

available In lapan and the US
Career-minded Individuals with lapanese speaking and

writing fluency and a desire to live and work in lapan

are encouraged to find out more about openings m the

areas of

DESIGN - Systems Design Engineer - RF Design Engineer -

Circuit Design Engineer - Hardware/Software Development

Engineer

MANUFACTURING - Assembly Engineer - Final Ttest

Engineer - Quality Control Engineer - Production Control

Engineer

WAFER PROCESSING - Process Engineer - Device Engineer

FACILITIES - Equipment Engineer - Facilities Engineer -

Safety Engineer

MIS - Programmer Analyst - Systems Analyst

ACCOUNTING and FINANCE - Financial Analyst - Cost

Accounting - Property Accounting

SUPPORT - Material "H-affic - Shipping/Receiving -

Production Scheduling - Personnel

SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM - Accounting/Finance -

MIS - Design Engineering - Manufacturing

-"ptmz

For more information, see us on campus

We'll be here

February 24

If unable to attend see your Placement Office

or International Student Office Or write to;

Chlkara Okabe. Nippon Motorola Ltd
.
725 S.

Madison Tfempe. AZ 85281 Or call us collect

at (602) 994-6394 Equal Opportunity/Affirm-

ative Action Employer
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SALE ENDS
FEBRUARY 16th

n^

TRAILERLOAD

BUY-OUT
5 PIECE

DEN SET

•SOFA
•CHAIR
2 ENDTABLES

• COCKTAIL TABLE

ULTRA PREMIUM
MAHRESS BUY-OUT
_ MAJOR DISTRIBUTOR

CANCELS ORDER

/>A%/r-Ani ANDRUBIE
20 YEAR BUYS
.LIMITED WARRANTY THEM ALL

TWIN SET

COMPLETE SET^ FULL SET

t'^^i ;^^X QUEEN SET^^^^
M10025298

1,

PINE DINETTE SETS

MATCHING

ROCKER ^88
SPECIAL PURCHASE
ELEGANT JACQUARD „.«'"

DRAPERIES
Seamist*Tearose«Lt Blue

48"x63" Value
51995.$2295n<j

48"x72" N

48"x84" S

iif
iif

]'i

$1188 f
PAIR *•

MATCHING Value N
" S>1O95096"x84" H9' $3299

SAVE 50% ''°
MORE

J.P. STEVENS

KITCHEN ENSEMBLE
WINDOW PANE PATTERNS

TOWEL s"2-° $<|50

YOUR CHOICE .MATCHING

DISH CLOTH OR
POT HOLDER

VALUES N£ .

FAMOUS MAKER
FLANNEL SHEETS
TWIN SIZE
FLAT OR
FITTED

IF

PERFECT

NOW
$548

FULL SIZE
FLAT OR
FITTED

IF

PERFECT

$748$1195
NOW I

QUEEN SIZE
FLAT OR
FITTED

IF

PERFECT

$1695
NOW
$10M

IRREGULARS WILL NOT EFFECT WEAR » MANY DESIGNER PRINTS « COTTON BLENDS

COMPLETE
WITH 2 ATTACHED

BUNKiES

BEDROOM CLOSEOUTi
?:^^5 PENDLETON OAK COLLECTION

'60-60" Double Dressers Iqoalityj ^h^vi
' 80 - Door & Drawer Chests

,;

or a pair of Nightstands

Values

''''
YOUR

'° CHOICE250 NOW $88
SINGER MICROWAVE CART

Value M59

Gourmet

Collection
Crattpfl lioni

Impoflec)

Hardwares
and

AliTKind

Laminate

$68

» 8 MORE LOADS OF CARPET80
THIS IS A TREMENDOUS ASSORTMENT OF PARTIAL ROLLS AND ROLL BALANCES

• DUPONT ANTRON' NYLON • DUPONT CERTIFIED STAINMASTER CARPET

• MONSANTO ULTRON' NYLON WEAR DATED' • MONSANTO WEAR DATED

GOLD LABEL CARPET WITH LOCKED-IN STAINBLOCKER ^ • SHAW 5-YEAR

RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY CARPET • SCOTCHGARD" CARPET AND MORE

COMPARE ATmowJC $4|^sq

^U'
2y^fi \

CLEARANCE SALE

LADIES DRESSES
AND SWEATERS
ACRYLICS & LAMBSWOOL

SINGER COMPUTER DESK

I.

JN

5r ^

PtH<.H. fP*» •

Value N

5319wH18 ONLY
150

ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR, CT
MON-SAT 10-9 'SUN 10-6

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.

WEST HAVEN, CT
MON-SAT 10-9'SUN 10-6

ASSORTMENT MAY VARY FROM STORE TO STORE

VALUES
FROM

$2900
TO

SCCOQ NOW
*DO"" YOUR

CHOICE
UR ^^EACH

ROUTE 184

GROTON, CT
MON-SAT 10-9-SUN 10-6

1 CANAL ST
TURNERS FALLS, MA
MON-SAT 10-9-SUN 12-6

HAMPSHIRE MALL, RTE 91

HADLEY, MA
MON-SAT 10-9»SUN 12-5

photo rourlrsy of Trt-8Uir Pictures

Gregory Mines stars in TAP, at Mountain Farms Theater.

W hen It really

matters, come to

silvefscape
d~e s i g n s
2M N F>l»oKinl Si Amh»'H Ji3 MJ<

3 Pttoiont St Nofihomptoo 58^ 333<

GOLDSMltH^ • GtM GAUJULI

ffilS
Singing Telegram & Balloon Delivery Service

Forget the old Standbys—No

more stale chocolate or dead

roses—Be different—order a

Balloon-A-Gram for your

Sweetheart

15% off regular price

with this ad.

Call 549-1430
'233 N. Pleasant St Amherst. MA 01002

BUDGET

TRAVEL CENTER

Chetpest

Fares to

• euMPf

• ASIA

< AUSIRAUAl

New Z[ALAND

Plus

raiipisses

inlernglional

student ID

tours ^nd

much moip

Asli loi our

Irn travel

catalog

COUNCIL TRAVEL

413-2561261
AMMtnST

79 So. PItaMM SI.

Amh«r«1, MA 01003

RHYTH.
& BLUES
TONIGHT - Roger Saloom

and the Straglers

SATURDAY NIGHT - George
Lilly and the Icemen

DRINK SPECIALS
RolliniT Ho<^l^ $I>^

Labatt*s $1.50

90<f Rolling Rock Drafts

• TRY OUR CHEF SPECIALS •
Priine Rib $10.95

Poached Sole w/Hollandaise Sauce $9.95

Baked Scrod $9.95

Grilled Swordfish $10.95

Includes choice of baked potato or rice pilaf,

vegetable du jour, salad.

II illTWtM WAIM. NWHITaiM. AMMilT MI-tMl
::»«= ^*: :^^

Previews, and Fox folly
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

This column usually consists of one or

two film reviews with some useless tidbits

thrown in at the end. This week the choice

of films at the nearby theaters was not up

to par, so most of the column will be

nothing but useless tidbits.

Besides favorites like The Accidental

Tourist, and Rain Man, the offerings of

late are quite poor. Comedies like Who's
Harry Crumb and Her Alibi both waste

the ulents ofJohn Candy and Tom Selleck,

respectively. And Beaches, while well

acted by Bette Midler and Barbara Her-

shey, is still manipulative. It's your choice.

There is a little more variety at the "lit-

tle"cinemas in the area. Women on the

Edge of a Nervous Breakdown is play-

ing at the Academy of Music in Northamp-

ton. A very non-mainstream film, I've

heard good things about it. And The
Twenty-first Annual Festival of Anima-
tion is playing at the Pleasant Street

Theater, also in Northampton. Featuring

more adult-oriented works, it's worth a

look.

There does seem to be brighter days on

the horizon, with some fresh films arriving.

The Fly H already has one strike against

it with the terrible ad campaign Twentieth

Century Fox has been using, but there is

still a chance it might be good, since it stars

Eric Stoltz (Mask) as "Brundlefly's' offspr

ing Martin Brundle, whose only 'abnor-

mality' is that he has aged over twenty

years in only five. When he discovers the

truth about his father's ill fated research,

he's determined to correct the genetic

defect before it's too late. Daphne Zuniga

(The Sure Thing) co-stars.

Other openings include Tap, starring

Gregory Hines as a (what else?) tap dancer

and the story of his rise to fame. Doesn't

sound like the most interesting plot, but it

has gotten some good reviews. Lastly,

Parents is a very dark comedy that might

never arrive here, which would be a shame.

A 1950's nostalgia piece about a little boy

who wonders if his parents are cannibals,

(yes, cannibals), it stars Randy Quaid and

Mary Beth Hurt, and is directed by first-

timer Bob Balaban (the bearded interpreter

in Close Encounters). This one sounds

great, so lets hope to see it here soon.

Moving on, I thought I'd try something
different this week. Recently, I phoned
Twentieth Century Fox (them again) just

to get more information on The Fly II.

What follows is some of the conversation:

"Twentieth Century Fox."

"Hello, my name is Jim Cole, I'm with

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian, and I

was wondering who I'd talk to about

publicity."

"Sir, this is Twentieth Century
Fox!!"(She obviously heard me wrong and

thought I was trying to call the Collegian.)

"Yes, I know that. I'm calling from the

Mass. Daily Collegian."

"Who do you want to speak to? Where did

you get this number!?"
"I'm trying to get some information

about yoiu" releases."

"That's Publicity. They're in New York."

"Oh, well could I please have the

number?"

With that, the lady begrudgingly com-

plied. Luckily, the lady I spoke to in New
York was most helpful, even cheerful. I

learned two things from this: you better

know someone "out there,"when you call,

or they won't take you seriously (I

mistakenly thought being film columnist

at "New England's Largest College Dai-

ly"wouldn't hurt), and until you get the

right department, you're on hold for eter-

nity. If this conversation is an example of

what awaits me as an aspiring filmmaker,

I'd better fasten my seat belt — it's gonna

be a rough ride.

At least our upcoming interviews for

Disco II: The Revenge will be better, I hope.

'Till next time.

Featuring: Imported Beers at
Domestic Pricing:

Starting NOW! Until??
Foster's 12 OZ. Bottles $14.95 case 4^dep.

Beck's Light or Dark
12 OZ. Bottles $14-99 case 4dep.

JMOOSehead 12 oz. Bottles $12.99 case +dep.

^^Dos Equis XX 12 oz. Botties$15.95
^ Case plus dep.

R KEG BEER ALWAYS IN STOCK
pA WE DELIVER 253-5441

j^ OFF CAMPUS
February Imports of the Month:

Moosehead bots »3.70 +dep.

Foster's bots 92.99 +dep.

Foster's 25 oz. Oil Can" «1.«0 +dep.

Dos Equis «*•'« +«*•?•

Super Liquor Buys:
Peach Schnapps $3-M 750 ml

Absolute vodka 80°.«».»» • $10.99 750 ml

Smirnoff vodka 80° W-M 750 ml

Cuervo Especial««..«> •••• ......S19<99 1.75 mi

We have Just about any wine you can
imagine at Russell's low pricing.

Example: Glen-Ellen White Zinffandel

3 bots. $10.00
Quantity discounts always available
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WCMD 8cNATION
President outlines

1990 budget agenda
Asks for l-year defense spending freeze

WASHINGTON tAPt- President Bush,

making his first major speech to Congress,

yesterday proposed a $1.6 trillion "common

sense" budget for fiscal 1990 that calls for

less militar>- but greater domestic spending

than sought by President Reagan.

The plan, which features a one-year

freeze on scores of federal programs, is an

overhaul of the budget submitted by former

President Reagan last month and carries

out Bush's oft stated campaign vow of not

seeking any increase in taxes.

It w as to be outlined by Bush at a 9 p.m.

EST nationally televised speech to a joint

session of Congress.

Bush's budget outline was described as

a "common sense approach to budgeting"

in a fact sheet distributed in advance of the

president's address to Congress.

The president's budget calls for a one

year freeze on defense spending at the

levels of inflation.

And. it projects a federal deficit in the

fiscal vear that begins next Oct. 1 of $94.8

billion - well within the $100 billion limit

set by the Gramm Rudman budget

balancing law. If the sale of government

assets are included, the deficit would be

even lower - $91.1 billion.

Bush's budget amendments call for an

overall budget surplus of $3.8 billion by

1993.

He reviewed and put finishing touches on

the address earlier in the day and gave his

Cabinet a preview at an early afternoon

meeting, said spokesman Marlin

Filzwater.

"He's happy with the budget and eager

Fitz-
to get on with the Bush initiatives,

water said.

Bush's first presidential speech to Con-

gress was expected to mix campaign pro

mises with expressions of budget restraint

and new overtures toward bipartisanship.

But it also comes at a time of early strain

in Bush's efforts to extend an "offered

hand " to Congress as the Senate Armed

Services Committee is engaged in a pro

traded and divisive confirmation struggle

over Bush's nomination of former Sen.

John Tower as defense secretary.

Bush's budget proposes increased spen-

ding for education, the homeless, en-

vironmental cleanup and the repair of

deteriorated nuclear weapons plants, accor-

ding to administration and congressional

sources.

The budget also proposes tax breaks to

partially offset child care and adoption ex

penses and to encourage commercial in-

vestment in inner cities. Bush, a Texan and

former oil-industry executive, is proposing

tax incentives for oil and gas exploration,

the source said.

He is also seeking a reduction in the tax

on most capital gains - profits from sales

of stocks, real estate and other assets.

Capital gains and most other income now

are taxed at rates of 15 percent, 28 percent

or 33 percent.

Bush claims the proposal would generate

$4 billion or so in revenue by stimulating

new business investment, but many

economists have disputed this and the pro

posal has already encountered stiff

Democratic opposition.

A I' phol'i

PRIME MINISTER VOTES - incumbent Prime Minister Edward Seaga

casts his vote at a polling place in Kingston. Jamaica during yesterday's

general election. Seaga. a conser>ative ally of the United States, faces a strong

thallenge form former leftist Prime Minister Michael Manley.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst
SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant

all winter.

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Late register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

University day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.

•^.|l.l|.lim:m«ll«lW.liliH:MI14il.m4Jil.M..MilrM.liM:!..:M:|ll;M!iaJ;M lUIIIMM M.ia.l;l.miJlMllilillllU.lilllll*llllWIIIWll*MlWrt*l

i BONUS STORAGE
FILE

uuyi

i

BUY (4) 5'/4 MD-2D 10 PACKS
GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE FILE

FREE!

Located in the Campus Center

/;/

1

Open M-F 9-5 ,^^cT/^D c <% I
Sat 10-3

f^nNIVERSITYi
mSTOREMi
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.
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"You all just don't write that

please. I've had enough of

that back home."

-Dan Quayle, during his trip to Latin America,

when a your>g girl remarked on his being

"sooooo handsome."

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
EDITED By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

2-IO

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

RIGHT. I'Vt GOT TO STVJD1

FOR ^N tXAM TOMORajVl, SO

I WM\T IT CMtT lON\Q>HT

QDT \T? ^^^ A

OM. KWBET.toZ HOBBLS

m) I WONT MMt ^ PtEP

CAN I Stt WMKT ^OURt
ST\JW\NG '

lOOTHER

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

MiKl NORyiALLi

iPONTMappte
IN Th^Se THIN65,

^ PLA-ilN6Wm

HOUJSO.

duppy
I

PUUIN6 (XT YOUR. 20HK

STiaciNenw i^a.
YOLROLPLAPy

lAJB've- &JT miMN6 TO F5AR.

Ff?m A BUNOi OF OiPLd-7'

mis. S>HE^ TRUSTS M5. ANP
1 mj5T H5R. IT'a JUSJUOT
APK>&l£A^. \^

f_#

^^ 5&vu^ I can't

¥

THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

THIS IS ARTHUR ^'CHfEF"

HILSON. OhiCB. THE PfRECTOK

OF O^MPUS PLACEMENT
SERVICES, "THE.

CMief=" IS /ViOlA) IN

CH/^RCiE: Of PLACIMQ

Police: in Vorms
^ -PLACING STUDEMTS
N fROTECriVEL
CUSTODY

.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

f\f>'> To a. cjTiS

ACRMS
1 LliAy monkey

ol SE Ava
7 Spore sacs

1 1 Thai guy s

14 Actress Striteh

15 Comparative

word
te Matterxorft. eg
17 Replace a

receiver

18 Bandsman
Hmes

19 Water eg
20 One — time

21 Skier o) a son
24 Legal po«>l

25 Sesame
26 Mother

Hubbard
lor one

27 Sour

29 See 33 Across

33 Semanticist s

concern

37 Sock or smack
trailer

30 Pull up
39 Snatcti

41 Maiy or John

Jacob
42 From

(compieieiyl

43 Days ol yore, to

Burns

4b Greek hqueurs

47 Thrusting sword

48 Proper —
50 Some
51 LIM > II

54 Creole sheWish

dish

58 Oykstra o«

basebaN

59 Eye m Ovierlo

60 CaKindar abbr

61 Slalr^merM

64 Dr>gs and
Eiiqlishnien

65 IsgoriKirph

66 Even the score

67 Cut

68 Ottierwise

69 Susanna —

'

US
philosopher

1895 1905

DOWN
I The Merry

2 Winged
3 Nursemaids
4 Jaziman s )ob

5 Burmese
statesman

ecopy
7 — o clock

scftolar

8 Like a

Oisney

dog
9 Producer

Pooti

(0 rantMly

members
1

1

Word with hgM
or moon

12 Netman
Nastase

13 MorH>gr»"> "
arKianI Rome

22 Brir>q mto
agreement

23 But

25 Uptight

20 Begms the

hand
30 Pretentious

31 High time

32 SerwKx Irom

Terawssee

J3 Angle
won

34 Utah ski

area

35 Cubbyhole

36 Looking

40 Not - eye

41 Pan ol EPA
44 Unspoken
46 Comlort

47 Makes a record

o«

49Prevaikng
51 Resoundirig

sound

52 DrK*
53 Pressman. 81

times

54 Casa -
To»onto
lerHJmark

55 Tiojan

war hero

56 Bump
57 You re righP'

62 Slowe s

LMe

63 The

Brando I'm

ANSWER TO PREWOUS PUZZLE
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HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIIS (March 21-April 19) Be mV-

ing to pkjy a more helpful role end

you w^ reap many revyords Be alert

to time-saving innovations that can

Increase productivity Romance
takes on interesting twist Ploy a

waiting game
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Per-

sonal choices enpy positive in-

fluences today Assert yourself

quietly but firmly m ditfcurt situa-

tions Ottiers appreciate you more

when ttiey know you will stand up

for your fights Be consistent

OiMINI (Moy 21June 20) Study

research materials carefully before

making presentatons Be more ag

gressive about devekDping new

clientele Remodeling a house

brings emotional satisfaction as we«

as creature comforls Vou know ex-

actly what you want

CANCIR (June 21-July 22) Loved

one helps you solve an ote) mystery

Certain revelatteins atow you to

decide the wisest course to follow

Romonce kx>ks good - if you face

reality Partner is unlikely to ctxange

IJO(July23-Aug 22) Variety suits

you very well today Work at home
if possible Family memtDers look to

you for leadership Do not let ttiem

down! You need to surrender some

ego to recopture lost romance

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Co-

workers odvdnce some excellent

suggestions Putting new ideas into

action will lighten the workload and

increase earnings By kate after

noon, you feel on top of things Your

social lite IS on the upswing

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Ploying

a new role couk3 bring moderate

gains at work At home, divide up

ttie ctxxes more fairly A carxjid

cfKit uncovers hidden resentments

Be a good listener Better com-
murncatkDn results

SCORmO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Get

an early start today so that you con

nose out the competitkxi. Gather

the materials you need to prepare

i(x:ome tax returns Spend quality

time with each of your offspring

SAOIHARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) A
change of employment could

mean less money until you get the

hang of things A friend coute) ap
pear overly curious about your per-

sonal affairs Deflect probing

questions

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) A
constructive conversation with a
co-worker could result in produc-

tive teamwork Influential person

has an eye on you A promotion or

raise IS in the offing Redouble your

efforts Success beckons

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Write overdue letters dnd make im-

portant phone calls Caution is ad-

vised to protect your financial

security A premature disclosure

coutel harm a pet project

PISCIS (Feb 19-March 20) Keep

your business and personol affairs

strictly separate Travel lets you

clinch a favorable agreement or

cement a partnership set a good
exampte for a young person by cur-

bing speriding Buikj savings

MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Melts

Barbecued Spareribs

Fisherman's Plate

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Tunc Melts

Ootburgers

Vegetable Hotpot

Fisherman's Plate

liiiiiaiiiiiiiti<iiii>iHiiiiiii<'><iii*'i*'i'i'i'i'i'i'''i''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''^^
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men s swimming

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 10. .989

continued from page 16

meet," said UMass coach Russ Yarworth.

"We're not going to roll over and play dead,

though."

The loss does force some changes in the

lineup which will be less than helpful.

though right now Yarworth is unsure of

what those changes will be. One possible

move is putting Frank Sampson in the

1000-yard freestyle, but this would weaken

UMass' 200 yard individual medley.

"I haven't really decided yet, " Yarworth

said.

To increase the trouble, the Minutemen

will be facing a Terrier crew which still has

last seasons meet fresh in mind. A year

ago, the UMass-B.U. confrontation at

Bovden Pool came down to the final event.

Boston University lost that event, the

400-vard freestyle relay, by a tenth of a se-

cond and lost the meet, 109-108. They are

spoiling for a rematch.

The Terriers have a good team this year

led by Scott Riewald, who is a good sprinter

and medley swimmer. Other top B.U.

swimmers are Chris Lalor in the

backstroke, Jeff White, a versatile

freestyler and Tom Foley in the butterfly.

Diver Joel Beck should give UMass diver

Dan Chesnicka some good competition.

This is the last hurdle the Minutemen

face before the New England Champion

ships. UMass does expect Robertson and

Riddell to be healthy for the champion

ships, but they will be sorely missed for this

Saturday's meet with the Terriers,

men's track

Oet
'"

in-
• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health

core concerns
• Review UHS budget
• Serve on UHS Search

Committees
• Meet other students

interested in health care

llHlV^... with campus health issues]
'^ SHAB

continued from page 16

While O'Brien fully expects to be in the top five, he

admits that winning is somewhat of a longshot.

"We need to hit everything, " he said. "There is no

margin for error as far as we're concerned. We can't

afford to have less than the best from anyone."

According to O'Brien, UMass vdll be "very strong in

the sprints, middle distance and hurdles " On the other

side of the coin are the jumping and throwing

competitions.

"We are naturally weak in those areas because we

lack an indoor facility," O'Brien said.

UMass athletes will be going up against some of the

top performers in the East. Michael Lewis (Southern

Conn.) was the NCAA Division II runner up in the 800;

Maury Bonner (a Texan who migrated to Holy Cross)

has drawn rave reviews in the sprints, and Ed Davis

(University of New Haven) is the defending Eastern

long jump champion.

ill experiment with some kids, but this is a team

championship, " said O'Brien. "We want to put our best

batting order together.

"This is the exciting part of the season. We want to

do well."

skiing
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COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!
First Meeting of 1989

Date: Tuesday, Feb. 14

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Time: 5:15 - 6:15 p.m.

Illlllll

Advanced ACOA
Group

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

UNIVERSITY HEALTHSERVICES

For individuals with prior ACOA group
experience either at Mental Health

Services or in comnnunity.

Wednesdays 3:30 • 5:00 p.m.

For information and group screen-

ing contact: Kevin Keough or Jean
Gustafson at 545-2337.

continued from page 16

"The cold air will make
the slopes hard and fast,

very good for skiing. We like

that," he said. "Loon has a

long and interesting (giant

slalom)."

He hopes the combination

of favorable conditions and

a good course will give his

team good results.

The men are led by juniors

John Roche and Rick

D'Elia, whom MacConnell

called his "best and ex-

perienced skiers." The duo

has helped UMass to third

place in the standings,

behind Boston College and

Plymouth State. During last

Sunday's slalom the two

were plagued by the

weather and each fell on

their first run.

For the women, Elise

McE)evitt has been the most

consistent skier this season.

She had a rough last

weekend, falling on both

days, but MacConnell is

hoping for a comeback this

weekend.
After McDevitt comes

Marcy Blacker and Mary
Sinton, both capable of do-

ing damage this weekend.

"If they're lucky, they

should be first, " MacCon-

nell said, but also stated

that they will have a tough

time with B.C.. a team with

five tough skiers.
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CORONA 6 pack $4.99 case $17.99

RINGNES-PURE NORWEGIAN EXPORT

JUBILEE ALE, DARK, ZERO NONALCOHOLIC 6 pack 4.99

PAULANER OCTOBERFEST BEER

CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL rcg. $6.90 6 pack $3.99

G

ALL HOLIDAY BEERS REDUCED
COORS WINTERFEST 6 pack $3.99, case $14.99

BEAM'S KENTUCKY WHISKEY $4.99 750 ml

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS
WHITE ZINFANDEL $3.99 L5L

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED Se DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER «c WINE •

ALWAYS OH HAMD
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AUsadCm
Tnieka A Vaw aim AvalMto

North Amlitfrst
Rent-A-Wreck
nt. 63 No. Amlfcrst

^ 549-RENT,

Friday
Afternoon

Smorgasbord!

B$2 - All YOU

I

can eat!

Ribs, Chicken Wings,

Eggplant Parmisagna,

Pasta, Salads, etc...

Come down and start yo^r weekend off right!

Bttsch Pitchers $3.75

Coors & Coors Light .99

Woo-Woo's $150

no FAT. NO CHOLESTEROL

Nothing But Delicious.

IBaKNaV^aVIBaVMA

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

Try some Nonfat rrozen Yogurt

the taste will leave you amazed! Northampton
Main Street

Amherst College Presents

JESSE WINCHESTER
with special guest Pierce Pettis

SUNDAY, FEB. 12

8 p.m. $6 public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS AT EIGHT
in the Campus Center

Info: (413) 542-5773

Coming: Kallet, Epstein & Cicone - Feb. 19

men 's gymnastics
continued from page 18

And one other Minuteman who is a regular part of

the starting six but who been sidelined for two weeks
because of a small muscle tear in the arch of his foot,

is senior Jay Ronayne. This appears to be a good time
to bring Ronayne back.

"This is a real good meet to get him back into shape,"
Johnson said.

MIT's high watermark this season has been a 200.4
team total. UMass hit 259 in its last meet, a win over
Southern Connecticut State University, and the
Minutemen have not scored lower than 230 this season.

U women's track
continued from page 16

Her throwing corps of Tina White, Helen Balodouras,

Simone Marisseau, and Diane Ozzolek had very good
results at Ocean State. In her debut. White set the

school record in the 20-pound indoor weight and
qualified herself for the New England's.

Balodouras also qualiFied for the N.E. in the indoor

weight, placing fiflh with a throw of 38-6 1/2, and also

finished fourth in the shot put. Marisseau set a

personal-record best in the shot with a distance of 374
and threw 31 feet in the weight. "She starting to come
on really strong. She's only a sophomore," said

LaFreniere. Ozzolek threw the weight 31-4 1/2, which

was not good enough to place, but LaFreniere adds that

she is getting more consistent.

Another highlight from last week's meet was senior

Shana Smith, who finished fourth in the mile with a

time of 5:08.4. The entire team will be back in ac-

tion at Dartmouth with Fitchburg Saturday, where the

runners and throwers will have their last chance to

qualify for the New England's and the ECACs

women 's gymnastics
continued from page 16

"If we go up there and hit our routines, regardless of

the win or the loss, we can come away with a very good

regional qualifying score," said UMass coach Alfie Mit-

chell. "It's very important for us to have a good showing,

we can't blow this chance while we have it."

The Minutewomen will head north with a relatively

healthy crew (minus the long-term losses of Kristin Tur-

mail and Enya Hlozik), and a good head of steam. In their

most recent competition, UMass overcame a late rush at

Yale to enjoy a 175.2 to 173.9 win. Since then, some fine

tuning in the vault and balance beam lineup has primed

the team for an even stiffer challenge this weekend.

"They're as ready as they're going to be," said Mitchell,

"It can be a very close meet if things go as they should."

The Wildcats, meanwhile, have spent the week resting

up afler hosting squads from Iowa, Iowa St. and Michigan

St. at their annual "UNH Invitational" this past weekend.

While finishing third out of the four teams competing,

UNH rewrote their all-time scoring mark with 182.55

points.

UNH was led by Brady, who set her own personal high

all around mark with a 37.20. tops of all the weekend's

competitors.

men's basketball
continued from page 16

(three points) were outscored by Kenny Green and Bon-

zie Colson, 26-5.

You'd need a search light to find any bright spots for

the Minutemen, they were dominated in almost every

aspect of the game. Jim McCoy did have 29 points to lead

all scorers and transfer George Hardin played very ag-

gressively for the Minutemen, scoring 11 jwints before

fouling out.

"You can't ever be pleased with a loss, and I'm not. But
I am pleased with a couple of players on our team. I

thought Jim McCoy made an effort to play the whole

game, Anton Brown (14 points) at times played pretty

well, and George gave us a little bit," Calipari said.

The inside again proved to be the Achilles heel for the

Minutemen in the first half, as Rhode Island exploded to

a 17-point halftime edge. Again UMass couldn't spread

around its offense enough to keep the opposition off

balance. McCoy was near par with 13 first-half points and
Brown had eight, but no other Minuteman could manage
more than three points. The Rams also had unanswered
spurts of five, six and eight points to stretch the lead out

49-32 going into the lockers.

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE
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ACTIVITIES

EAT VOUR HEARTS OUT by placing tn

Ofdei tor a Vatenl ne s Day Cooii«^jfam to

send to your friends lor only $1 Or buy 3

coo*>ies lof a mere 50 cents Right on the

Campus Center Concourse Feb
9 10 t3 14'"

HRTA CAREER OAV FEBll »4^3b 40

Hospitality companies represented Banquet
ti« $5 For sale in Flml 10-2 all ma|Ors

welcome

WANNA HOOK UP? WMUA Dating Game
Call in go onait tonight 6pm 545-2876
545'FM91 Special Valentine's Day Show
91 1FM

UMASS PAGAN STUDENTS MEETING
campus center Sunday Feb 12 7 00pm All

interested welcome Call 546-6293 tor into

WHAT'S THE POINT OF LIFE? Unique
dream techniques, special visualizations

and simple twenty-minute spiritual e«er

cises can help you find your destiny in this

lite Learn about the transforming spiritual

enercises ot ECHANKAB One-hour presen
talion 30minute video and basic how-to s

UMA Campus Center 7:30 Thursday Feb 9.

1623

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is looking lor

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested? CaM bOSSO tor detaiis

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1 .2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample oft street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas. Call 665-3856

CAMP COUNSELORS

COiiK^WbRK FOR an accredited 3-camp
organization m the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are available in Tennis Ar

chery. Walertront (W S I ). Cramalcs Office

Administration. Computers. Radio Arts A
Crafts. Nature. Athletics Jewelry

PtKMOography Dance Wrestling Cooking

Adventura/Challenge Course FHm making

Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800-533-CAMP (215 887 9700 m PA) or

write 407 Benton East. Jenkmtown. PA
19046

FOUND

RING ON FAG STEPS I want to return it to

/ou call Detx)rahlrom4to 10pm 586-2136

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rock Blues-Folk all levels

Songwnting. improvisation theory reading

Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786 or 549-6966

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE g«1 with the

cutest smile on cartHMiS I love ya Ken.

Freddy

MICHAEL AlnoreTiviiiied piece sounds

good Call me at 549-7293

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CAROL ANNI
Oops we mean Carolyn! Love Liz and

Chrit

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt whooaa
please call Denise 256^0998 4prn or Mar.

RESUME SERVICE

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE • quality tunes lor

all occasions 549 M?1 or 253-7655

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON S500 or best offer 1979

Pontiac Calilina Cruiser good condition

Great car for around town or road trips Call

after 6 30pm Shane 549-1594

JIM FROM OWIGHT- We met at the

candlelight march Kellys. Hiltop

Charleslown-remember I lost your phone

number-Call me Christine

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

DAYTONAS CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT • $219 Panama City Beach's

Miracle Mile Resort $199 Call Mark

5492871

HELP WANTED

RECEPTIONIST: WORK-STUDY. $5/hr

6-8 hrs/wk Must work TueAThu 11-1 App-

ly Theater Dept. 112 FAC.

ATTENTION: TO AU AVAILABLE men of

UMass It s Laura s B-day Watch out' Love

Us

OH BABE, I prefer a tight fit We II find a

party' Beep tonight 9 00 or you tell me
when

RESUME SERVCE. We re 1 and Wei
beat any price' Free ptck up » delivery,

Lasertypesefling, etc Call today 549^135

ROOMMATES WANTED

ONE LARGE ROOM IN HOUSE. 2 mm
walk to campus Fmie preferred

$250/month 549-7185

BRANDVWINE APT LOOKING for llemale

February free leave message 549-2710

MALE BOARDERS NEEDED! Live cheap^

ly in house only two minutes Irom carr^pus

Call Jon or Ed 549-3831

TRAVIL

JAMAK:A FOR CHEAP All trip $ due 2l\b

still openmga CaU now-J«nn * Balh

549-8068

HOT NnHfCcooTnibzcN omnks;
reggae muaic. sandy beacha* and you A)-

toreMble tpnng break tnpa to Jarrtaica. Carv

cun Acapuico and Daytona Call Karen or

Shara at 546-6612 or Merideth at 54*8274
for details

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250.000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA.
$229 COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL OEB
54»-0a40 or LYNN S4« 7a3.

FOR RENT

LARGE BEDROOM WITH bath and kitchen

privileges in Amity place for rent only lemale

$350/month incl utilities Call 549-6562

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER 253-9742

SINGLE IN SWISS VILLAGE Needs to be Ml

ed immediately' On B-town Rd bus route

Very accessible to campus Call anytime

2564920

FREE MEALS' Fraternity needs men or

women to do light kitchen work m exchange

for professionally catered meals Call Tom

at 549-3831

CAMPUS TOUi» GUIDE APPLICATIONS
due February t3-Return to 307 University

Admissions Center (Next to Gorman)

5-4237

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are availat}le Keep your friends and parents

informed atxjul what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
inlormalion come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Cenlar or Call 545-3500.

BE A BOARDER IN A SORORITY! Females

only Great location' Great food' Call

545-0527 Ask lor Tiel. Sleph, or Tracey

FOR SALE

FOR SALE MOUNTAIN BIKE; Univega

Alpina Uno Brand new. used twice Need

cash badly A steal at $400 Call Kevin

6-9705

RUN SUMMER BUSINESS m your

hometown Earn average $8 000 Excellent

experience 665-2527

STUDENT SEEKS WEEKEND HELP for 89

CPA exam Must be familiar with all sec-

tions Qualified parties please call Colin at

545-0404 or 545 1222

OUR TEAM IS INCOMPLETE WITHOUT
YOU! All majors needed Orientation

couselor )0bs Applications available at

307-University Admissions Center (Next to

Gorman) 5 2621

ATTENTION ALPHA CHI

ALPHA CHI SURPRISE SURPRISE!! Get

psyched for our Valentine's Day Date Par-

ty You have until tomorrow at 7 30 to have

your dales and be ready (semi-lormal) good

luck and have fun!'!

AUDIO

MINOLTA MAXXUM 7000 SLR camera with

three lenses and accessories $450

546-7112

ROSSIGNOL SKIIS -170 cm w/5337 Bin-

dings good cond $100 or BO Call Lauren

549-5303

EPSON PX-a LAPTOP. 64K w/modem,

Wordstar basic, Caic, Skhedulor. printer All

new $500 Call Adam 6-4049

COUSIeLORS: Co<d camp in NE Pa,

close to NYC has openings for general

counselors as well as specialists lor land

and water sports, drama, rocketry, com-

puters, A4C, tripping, ropes course, etc We
will be holding on-campus interviews For

information and application write G Lustig.

60W 66lh St, 15E New York, NY 10023

»«LP WANTED FRATERNITVLOOKiNG
FOR men or women to do light cleanup m
exchange for meals II interested, call Jon

at 549-8066

VALENTINE'S DAY! Dont just give your

sweetheart a personal send a Campus
Cake' 256 8745

PAMMY JUST ONE MORE YEAR until

you re a legal slammer' Happy 20th birth-

day' Love, Cheryl, Rice, Lauren and Maria

HAPPY 21»i DEANNA! Now you only have

to wail three more months before you can

go to the bars' Love, Susan

BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFE! Meet that so-

meone special through our singles club In-

tro singles club Box 3006 Boston. MA
02130

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAN! Vl/e got you a gig

at the Centrum with Geddy Alex, and Neil

(sro) Good luck this Saturday at the

Needham show from Swagrock, Panic, i

Gene

HAPPY 20th H«»>py Anniveraary and Hap-

py Valentine's Day Te amo BnM!

BRAD THANX FOR THE NOTEThow about

coffee in the Blue Wall 10pm Thurs Cherry

JOOTaNN- Good luck on your LSATS'

You've worked your ass off preparing, now

make it count! I'm behind you 100' Love Sil

PAGInG CR LABOON Happy birthday you

know'' Love the girls

ROOM FOR RENT looking lor male room

mate to rent a room m Brittany $250 per mo
256 8022

3 FEMALES NEED 1 MORE to share

bedroom in Southwood Townhouse Call

anytime » keep trying 256-0264.

TUTORING

RETIRED ToSllER PROFESSOR^
SPEECH will help foreign students with

English also Edit papers lor correct english

usage Reasonable rales, no charge lor in-

itial interview 253-3354

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED in Bran

dywine apt February tree 549-4249

130/MTH • EXP CABLE bus rte call

665-8144 Keep trying

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
one bedroom in Amherst Center

$287/month Call Mike 253-7572

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

room in spacious apartment on Main Street

$156 Call 256-8040

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room in Mayflower Condos A quiet

setting on Amherst-Belchertown line Cal

Lara 665 7433 or Joanne 256 1183 Keep

trying

FLYING FINGERS TYPING. Work done

last Delivery loo Call Kevin 549-0116

WORD PROCESSING last, profasaional,

accurate 665-4501.

UMASS LAX SWEATSHIRT

• LOST/STOLEN ON Btti FLOOR OF *

• Coolidge 1st weekend in Feb Reward *

• offered lor the return ot this navy

sweatshirt with a Lacrosse Logo
•No questions asked Just please return*

It, no one else has one and it has '

extreme sentimental value Call Lauren'

at 546-8031

WANTED

BASS PRECISION SUNB ROSE original

$450 247-9596

DRUM" MACHINETRoiaiid TR-SOST 16

sampled drums perfect condition - 1 year
old $200 00 Call 546-7516

FENDER STRAT GUITAR and Gibson

amplifier for sale 546-7922

PENTAX K1000 body, S^" ''•';"

lanaes, VIvltar bounce flaah. $175.

549-10S1.

NEWSPAP'ER DELIVERERS NEEDED
FOR UMass dorms No car necessary 7

days/week 1-2 hours/day. Good pay! Call

253-7009

AUTO FOR SALE

1W2 BUICk AM/FI« most parts are new
runs perfect $600 or best offer Call Mike
at 549-5909

1983 BUICK SKVHAWK 82,000 miles

$500 00 Call 549-3816 evenings

BUY A BIKE

CANNONDALE $300 or best offer racing
and touring Sun Tour gear system Dia

Compe brakes Mistral aluminum rims

Frame alone is worth five hundred dollars

Call Shane after 6 30pm 549 1 594

CANON A-1 , lanaea and aceaaaorlea worth

over $1000 together. Call Sam 6-6806.

X-CbUNTRY SKIS, poles, boots size 10 lor

$100 firm 6-6806 Sam

BED FOR SALE- twin mattress, isoxspring.

and frame $75 or B O Call 549-0224

WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC GUITAR w/soft

case $280 or BO Ibanez DD700 Digital Delay

$100 Call Jim 253-7387

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Alisa 527 6505

1976 LICOLN MARK IV 460 V8 TOK L^ks

good runs great $1200 or BO Mark

549-8315

1974 PLYMOUTH OUSTER 47000 miles

Great condition 549-3512 $500

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93,000

miles Call 256-8369

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WiThITHE
Legal Services Center Get hands on ex

penence in the legal fieW-vrork directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience m
the legal profession necessary-trainmg pro-

vided An information session will be held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 m room 901

Campus Center (545-1995)

LOST

LOST GOLD WATCH. High sentimental

value PIz call 546-9603

MISSING: BLUE BAYBANKS
CHECKBOOK - Card holder with calculator

date book and several letters Cardholder

has sentimental value Call 6*735 21 3 Field

Reward.

RIGHT RIGHT RIGHT my little Droogie

Thanks for all the pretty pdly and Chas I m
buying a pack tomorrow -The Steph

BIG BRO BOBiO^^ moment has finally

arrived' Happy 21st I think I am more

psyched than you are Live it up Love your

little SIS Stella

CRAFT livbRKSHOPS IN JEWELRY,^-
tery developing film and more -only $8!

Sign up asap at the craft shop across from

the Hatch (5all 545-2096

mFsSEO MAROI GRAS'? Celebrate with

New Orleans' The Radiators and Phish Fn

day 2 10 m the Student Union Ballroom Tix

still available

TO THE OWL ^AMED JEN who found

herself troubled by a pinched nerve while

partying in Cashin Saturday last Would you

care for another shoulder massage'' Reply

here - Adam

QOENTINTVALENTINES SPECIAL, get

prints for half price thru Februan; 14th

Located next to the Bluewall in CC

LAMBDA CHI LITL SISTER R'"SH- Im

prove your social life, rneet new people

Check out our Lit'l Sister program Thurs

Feb 9th 9 30pm 374 North Pleasant St

ONE ROOM IN APARTMENT 275 inclusive

256-0958 12 people

LICENSED DAVCAiRE~PER80N has

full'parttime openings Ages 1-4 Call

549 7988

LOOKING FOR QUIEf RESPONSIBLE
non-smoking grad student to share 2

bedroom Mill Hollow Apt Call Kaz

549-6846

ONLY $T43/i«ONfH. CteanTspacious apt

on bus route. 5 mm from campus FmIe

preferred 665-3405

SERVICES

Looking for people who are in-

terested in having their hair cut for hair cut-

ting demonstration class those seriously iiv

terested call Patrick at 586-7477.

WANTED TO RENT

EASY MONEY, band needs space for prac-

tice Will pay good cash, flexible hours

serious and not overloud Basement Barn

garage, ect anything Please call 549-1682

Ask for Matt

'' /

TAROT READINGS by apmt 546-8935

Find out about yourself

LICENSED DAYCARE PERSOiThas
lull/parttime openings Ages 1-4 Call

549-7988

RESUME TYPESETTING. Avoid the end-

of-semester panic Very experienced, inex-

pensive, overnight lasenwriter quality Lisa

665-8969

MUSICIANS

STRATiOCAStEfl - with Kamer, onfy 6

months old Need cash $325 or best offer

Call Matt 549-1682

HtY! I want your 49 sticker! Please call

Teresa at 546-6397 Leave message'

BRAND NEW GOODYEAR TIRES fully

waranteed aM makes and sizes I will beat

your price Call Ammar 546-5643 Don I be

lett flat

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

• SIGMA PHI EPSILON BROTHERS *

• Important meeting Thursday night at

• The Campus Center 7prn
^
Eteclionsj

SUBLET

SiJW^EASlWSPARfMENriWWJFifii
month's free Call Bill 865-2425

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET/TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st one

bedroom apt $370 mo Call Linda or Ta

liana 253-7185 Leave message
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SPORTS
Hoop teams treated rudely on the road
Rhode Island gets their revenge on the Minutemen, 100-76

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON. R.I. - They shoot horses when they suf-

fer this much; unfortunately no one was here to put the

University of Massachusetts men's basketball team out

of its misery when it lost. 100 76 last night to the Univer

sitv of Rhode Island at Keaney Gymnasium.

The Rams dominated throughout their 24 pomt blowout,

reachmg the century mark for only the second time this

year. UMass was torched for 100 points for the fifth time

this season.

In fact. It was such a runaway that, with five minutes

left in the game, all of the 4.143 fans at Keaney began

Rhode Island, 100-76
MsHachuM-cu r.tr. J.m Mctov 11 4 .-> 29 John Tal* 2 2 2. John Milum 1

12 .3 Anton Br<mn 4 .14 14. Raf»r U.le» 2 12 6. Michael Byrnw 2 005. 1«hmar.

Butler 1 2 1 . Matt Anderwn 1 2. C;««rKe Hartl.n 4 3 4 1 1. Can, Herer
\_

t

1 B.nl.n«l.t»'il""- SranN>lenOOOO;ChnsBail«yOaOOToUU:26 1625.b

Rhode laland 1100): Kennv Green 5 2 2 12. John Evan* » 2 3 19. Bon/.e t..l

ton 3 MO 14. Herb Dixon 7 12 18. Eric Leslie 8 34 19. Mernin Sina 12 1

Jeff Kent 4 2 2 10 Steve Lane 112 3. Jamei. Eitner 00 0. Andre {.reen 1 2 2

4 Totals: 37 22 29 KX)

Three-point (o«l«: McCoy 3. Brown 3. Di»on 3. Giles. Byrnei.. Kvans

a loud, stomping chant: -We want Kilner. we want

Eitner" - a call for URI's seven-foot freshman center, who

has plaved onlv six minutes so far this season. The chant

is the equivalent to most home gymnasiums' 'na na na

na, he\ he\ hev, goodbye.

"

The Minutemen trailed 14-6 only five minutes into the

game, and few people (they were dressed in blue) believ-

ed it could actually get worse. After a 17-point halftime

hole, the closest UMass could get was 13 points midway

through the second half.

"In the first ten minutes of the second half, we came

to play and made a run ai ihem. but the first half was

it." UMass coach John Calipari said.

The deficit was largely in part to the Minutemen s in-

abilitv to again control the middle, as they were outre-

bounded bv the taller Rams. 51 34. UMass center John

Collefian photo by .laaon Talerman

John Tate and the Minutemen couldn't make

it a sweep, as Rhode I.sland romped to a 100-76

win last night in Kingston, RI.

Tate (after a career-high 24 against Holy Cross on Mon

day) picked up his fourth foul only one minute into the

second half, and was eventually sent packing for good with

five minutes left. Tate left with only two points (he did

continue his free throw streak to 18 straight).

In the battle of the tall timber, Tate and John Milum
continued on page 15

League-leading Temple
blitzes UM women, 67-46

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

It isn't a strange sight to see a Temple basketball team

atop the standings of the Atlantic 10 conference; but it

is surprising that it is the women, not the men, who reside

there. ... . n
The University of Massachusetts women s basketball

team found out last night why the Lady Owls are in first

place and the only undefeated team in the A 10. Temple

handed the Minutewomen a 67^6 loss at McGonigle Hall.

With the win, the Owls are now 110 in the conference

and 15 3 overall. UMass once again dips below the .500

mark for the vear at 9-10. 4-7 in the league.

Much like in the 84 70 win by Temple on Jan. 7 at the

Cage, the Owls set the tone for this one early, sprinting

out to a 3016 halftime lead and never looking back

Senior guard Pam Balogh was high scorer with 20 for

Temple, followed by Kim Reardon with 13 and Karen

Healey with 12. Junior Kelly Lane pulled down 11 re-

bounds. Sophomore forward Keyburn McCusker was the

only UMass player in double figures, knocking in 14.

From here the Minutewomen trek to the nation's

capital, looking to get their game back on track against

the Colonial Women of George Washington tomorrow at

Much like Temple, the Minutewomen will be looking

to atone for a home loss. GW sports only a 6 13 mark on

the year, but included in that was a 74-54 drubbing at

the Cage on Jan. 5.
.

.

*

In that game, the Minutewomen were bothered by just

9-of-25 shooting in the first half, as they spotted GW a

35-21 lead after 20 minutes. Karin Vadelund scored 23

points and Ginny Doyle 18 for the Colonial Women.

The pair are currently 2 3 in scoring for GW this year,

behind team leader Tracey Earley. Earley is averaging

17.6 points a game, while Vadelund is going at a 15.5 clip

and Doyle at 9.4.

Men's swimming visits B.U.

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

men's swimming team just had a tough

meet get tougher.

Tomorrow the Minutemen are

scheduled to battle a revenge-minded

Boston University team without at least

one and possibly two of their top

swimmers.

Jim Robertson, ranked among the top

two or three in New England in the

1000-, 500- and 200 yard freestyles, is a

scratch for tomorrow's meet after com-

ing down with mononucleosis. Team-

mate and roommate Will Riddell, a

distance freestyler, butterflyer and team

co-captain, is also a possible loss as he

too has been under the weather.

"This doesn't bode well for the B.U.

continued on page 14

Men's track heads for EIAA
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

men's indoor trcak team will compete in

the Easterns at Southern Connecticut

on Sunday. UMass competed in the

championship last year and finished in

third place behind Southern Conn., and

Maine and in front of Vermont and New

Hampshire.
Things at the top should not be much

different this year, according to UMass
coach Ken O'Brien.

i expect the same five teams to bat-

tle it out," O'Brien said. "UVM and

UNH are more improved than anyone

else. They have a chance to beat

Southern."
continued on page 14

Men's gymnastics team
to do battle with M.I.T.

Women's track at Holy Cross

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team will be taking a couple

steps down this weekend, down from Divi

sion I to III.

No, the Minutemen haven't been

demoted. But tomorrow, UMass will hit the

floor at the Massachu.setts Institute of

Technology. Though MIT is a Division I

school in academics, they are a Division III

school in athletics.

There is one very big difference between

a Division I and a Division III school.

Coaches for Division III programs are not

allowed to recruit so everyone is a walk-on.

But the Engineers from MIT are a good

Division III team. The Engineers are 4-1

on the season, their only loss being to

Springfield College.

MIT is led by senior co-captain Eric

Reifschneider. The St. Louis native was co-

ECAC gymnast of the week ending

January 30. His high total in the all-

around this season is 44.75.

But's that's not that scary for the

Minutemen. UMass coach Roy Johnson

could throw five guys at MIT that could

break 50. But he won't do that.

"We're going to go with a little watered

down lineup," Johnson said. "We'll give

some guys some rest and see what some of

the young guys can do."

One not so young guy that will see some

action for the first time in awhile is senior

Greg McCall. McCall is a senior but has not

been a part of the starting lineup for the

last couple of years. Johnson has McCall

slated for every event with the exception

of the horizontal bar.

Freshman Tom Wolkner (on the pommel

horse and horizontal bar) and junior Greg

Olson (floor exercise, pommel horse) along

with junior Rich Healey are all normally

reserves for the Minutemen but will get a

chance to perform this weekend.
continued on page 15

By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

After enjoying a very successful Ocean

State meet, University of Massachusetts

women's track coach Julie LaFreniere

will send only her throwers to the Holy

Cross Invitational at Worcester Sunday.

For their good work last week,

LaFreniere gave her runners a well-

deserved rest.

continued on page 15

Unbeaten Minutewomen
preparing to face U.N.H.

Skiers trek north to Loon Mt.

By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

If you gathered all the snow that has

fallen around here this winter, you

might have enough to make a snowball.

In the meantime, New England skiers

have to make do with the man-made

stuff. This weekend the University of

Massachusetts men's and women's

slalom ski teams head to Lincoln, N.H.

in their search for snow. Coach Bill Mac

Connell is taking his troops to Loon

Mountain and foresees a good weekend

for his teams, or at least better than last

weekend in Plymouth, N.H.

"We were very discouraged by last

week," MacConnell said. His team was

frustrated by bad weather, but the

forecast is better for this weekend.
continued on page 14

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Pick a motive, any motive. Threre's plen-

ty of reasons for the University of

Massachusetts women's gymnastics team

to get excited about tomorrow's date at

arch-rival New Hampshire (1 p.m.).

First there's the envy/Goliath factor. The

scholarship-rich Wildcats have traditional-

ly milked some of the Commonwealth's

best gymnastics talent out from under its

own flagship's nose (UNH's top gun, in fact,

is freshman Lori Brady, late of Pocasset,

MA). They've also piled up 113 wins in the

last nine years, seven of those seasons were

capped appearances at the post-season

regional meet.

Then there's the issue of personal pride.

The Minutewomen enter this meet at an

unblemished 4-0 (their be.st start in at least

six seasons), and with several statistically

inferior teams around the next bend on the

schedule, a possible undefeate^ season

could hinge on tomorrow's results.

And finally, in the big picture, some hef-

ty scores tomorrow for UMass would set the

stage for a late-season cruise into the post-

season regional meet.

continued on page 15

Sports notice

Any woman interested in trying out

for the University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team is asked to contact Elaine Sor

tino, head coach, at 545-2342 weekdays

between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5

p.m., or at 256-1512 during the evening.

Today, mostly sunny,

high in the low 30s.

Tomorrow, warmer,

chance of showers.

UMass men's
gjnnnastics team picks

up big win over MIT
Engineers. Page 16.

Jim Claft on the trials

and tribulations of

modem sportswriting.

Page 7.
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NICE ICE - Bemice and Jim Abbott eiyoy an early morning skate at Paradise Pond

in Northampton recently.

AmherstNOW chapter sought
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Staff

The National Organization of Women may soon have

a local chapter in Amherst, according to two University

of Massachusetts students who are applying today to

establish a Registered Student Organization.

Joanne Gray, a sophmore engineering major, and Leah

Callahan, a sophomore women's studies/philosophy ma-

jor, held a meeting last night with 22 new voting members

to ratify a constitution, elect officers and prepare paper-

work necessfiu-y to apply for RSO status.

"We have full support from the Boston chapter of

NOW," Gray said, "and are working to elicite support

from the university and other local organizations."

According to their constitution, the group's goal is to

educate and take action to bring women into full participa

tion in the mainstream of American society.

Gray said their current focus is on the April 19 March

for Women's Equality in Washington DC, but future plans

include: campus educfation on feminism; safety on cam-

pus; and writing letters supporting pro-choice legislation,

the equal rights amendment, and university funding.

According to Callahan, to achieve RSO status the group

must have at least 10 full-time student members, main-

tain a membership with at least 51 percent undergraduate

continued on page 6

Dormitories
lose hot water
Friday
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts were left

out in the cold Friday when a critical drop in the water

level forced a campus-wide shutdown of hot water utilities,

leaving some areas completely without services.

Physical Plant Director of Operations Peter Wozniak

said the two water towers in Orchard Hill, which main

tain water pressure for the entire University, are usual-

ly filled every day by the Town of Amherst.

Late Thursday night, however, an alarm was sounded

because the towers, which normally hold hundreds of

thousands of gallons, barely dipped below the 40-foot

water level, Wozniak said.

"It hadn't been refilled," he said. "At that point, it was

an alarm. The water pressure wasn't high enough for a

high level facility."

When attempts to locate a water main break or a

hydrant fissure turned up empty, Wozniak said workers

cut off heating utilities early Friday morning to conserve

water.

"That linjits people from wanting to take a shower when

it's ice cold," he said. "If it had gotten more severe, we

would've shut it down completely."

Various signs were posted on bathroom doors reading,

"Conserve water. The town of Amherst is having a ma
jor water crisis," but on Friday, many students were

angered by the lack of notice.

"There was no advance warning," said Mackimmie resi-

dent Matthew Happy. "We pay for hot water, we should

have hot water."

Cashin resident Lillian Magarinos said she was upset

when she discovered the hot water was cut off to her

dormitory.

"It's kind of unfair, they give us no hot water with such

short notice," Magarinos said.

First-year student Matthew Parker said although water

was supplied to Kennedy Residence Hall, it was too cold

to shower under.

"My friend just tried to get into the shower," Parker

said. "He tried for two minutes but it's too cold."

Wozniak said there was not enough time to notify

students because workers were attempting to locate the

problem during a time where water usage is high.

"When students are preparing to go to school, the water

level drops 10 or 11 feet," he said. "At that point, it real-

ly is tough to get the word out fast enough to let folks know

what's going on."

Hot water was restored to residence halls early Friday

evening and although Wozniak said the cause of tem-
continued on page 4

Amherst College to file suit

Seeks $3,112 in damages from UMass
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Amherst College intends to file suit

against the University of Massachusetts

for damages the school sustained during

December's snowball fight, officials said.

The College wants to recover $3,112 in

damage inflicted upon their property and

wants the University to pay for any

overlapping medical costs not covered by

the insurance of an Amherst freshmen

whose vyv was injured in the snowball

exchange.

The student was hit by a snowball con-

taining a rock.

Amherst Dean of Students Benson Lieber

said the snowball fights have been a cause

for alarm for the past three years, with

damage totals rising steadily each year.

Although a system has been devised to

alert the Amherst campus that the snow

assault team has left the UMass campus,

this has been the only successful measure

taken by security to reduce casualties to

the school and its students. Even so. the

system has only been marginally useful

since the timing of the fight is

unpredictable.

Two years ago the university paid over

$3,000 to Amherst College for damages the

school received during the annual

snowfight.

Amherst says UMass still owes it $1,788

from last years bombardment of rock-laden

snowballs but UMass Chancellor Joseph

continued on page 4

New Africa House: One year later

From Collegian Staff Reports

The Central Residential Area was

relatively quiet over the weekend. Some

students left campus, some partied, and

others studied, but as a whole the area

was quiet.

This contrasts the roar that came from

a building in Central one year ago,

when following a racially-motivated

assault, the campus became national

news for a second time in as many years.

The roar came from the 150 minority

students who occupied New Africa

Hou.se, home of the W.E.B DuBois

Department of Afro-American Studies,

for five days, demanding a strong ad-

ministrative response to what many
_;: _ ..^i and blatant ex-

pressions of racism on campus.

The impetus for the occupation was a

racially-motivated fight from the

previous weekend. On Feb. 6, 1988, a

fight erupted near the Sylvan Residen-

tial Area. Five UMass students and the

younger brother of one of the five were

accused of attacking two black students

following a party.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, who
negotiated with the students on their

list of demands, said yesterday he felt

that "by and large, commitments, when

they were made, were fulfilled."

The chancellor, who said last year that

he felt "great admiration for the

students I have worked with," said

yesterday that "a number of i>eople,

working together, have been able to

make that event into something
positive." continued on page 9
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CARD SHARKS - People take part in CASINO!, a charity event

sponsored by the Hunger Action Committee, which featured gambl-

ing at roulette wheels, poker, blackjack, dice, game tables and a "wheel

of fortune." THe 22nd annual CASINO! was held in Valentine Dining

Hall at Amherst College Saturday night, and had two game rooms, a

dance floor, and a champagne room.

Official says lay-offs

may not effect UHS
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The recent lay-offs at Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton should not affect

emergency treatment at University Health

Services, said Director David Kraft.

"A lot of the services that are provided

over there we provide here," he said.

"We're all concerned about it," he said,

but "until I can see more about how it's go-

ing to affect my patients, I'd just assume
not raise the panic level any higher than
it already is."

Cooley-Dickinson is only used by UHS
when a patient is too ill or badly hurt to

be treated on campus, for surgery, or for the

delivery of babies, he said.

Last year for example, Kraft said, some
110 babies of UMass faculty, staff, and

students were delivered at the hospital.

On any given day there are one to three

patients from UMass being treated at

Cooley-Dickinson, he said.

Kraft said the lay-offs do not affect physi-

employee any directly. Admitted patients

are treated by the same doctor that sends

them to the hospital.

UHS treats most patients that need

hospitalization, on campus, in a 20-bed

facility adjacent to the clinics, Kraft said.

Usually, only five to 10 beds are occupied

at any one time, Kraft said.

Right now Kraft has no plans to shift

hospitals in emergency cases but he is wat-

ching the situation closely and keeping an

eye on the quality of the services offered

by Cooley-Dickinson, he said.

If hospitals do need to be changed, the

nearest hospitals are in Greenfield and
Springfield, he said.

Lately, the biggest problem UHS is fac-

ing is a particularly resistant strain of the

flu, Kraft said.

The bug this year is causing more aches,

pains, and fever than last season's version

which was stomach orientated, said Kraft.

"People think they have gotten over it,

then a couple of days later they feel groggy

again," he said.

But, Kraft said, this year's bug is not to

severe, the treatment for most people is

cians because the hospital does not plenty of rest

Three plead innocent to cocaine trafficking charges
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Three Springfield men, reputed by jwlice to be the

largest drug suppliers to the University of Massachusetts,

pleaded innocent last Thursday to charges of cocaine

trafficking.

The men had been arrested Wednesday night in the

parking lot of the Price Chopper Supermarket on Univer-

sity Drive when police said they confiscated close to 100

grams of the illegal narcotic.

The arrests took place on the same evening as arrest

of Nikko Stefani at UMass on similar charges reported

in the Collegian last week, making it the .second bust

University police have participated in the two weeks

school has been in session.

Two of the men were ordered held on $10,000 bail each

while the third man was released on his own recognizance

after he told the judge he was not involved in the drug

transaction and was shopping at the time.

Arrested were Louis J. Rogers, 19, Kwasi Oduro Tan-

doh, 19. and William M. Tripp III, all of Springfield.

All three pleaded innocent to the charges of cocaine traf

ficking charges before Northampton District Court Judge

Alvertus J. Morse and had their ca.ses continued to Feb.

17 for pre-trial conferences.

UMass police worked in conjuction with Amherst Police

and the state police drug task force attached to the Nor-

thwestern District Attorneys office to investigate the three

men.
State police Sgt. Mark MacDonald said the seized co-

caine had a street value of $25,000 and he believes the

men to be "reasonably big suppliers to the area."

MacDonald said the drug sale was made during a "pre-

arranged meeting" in the parking lot at 8:15 p.m.

He said he did not know the purity of the drugs they

seized but much of it was in rock form. The drugs were

sent to a state laboratory in Boston to be analyzed.

Roger's attorney, John Drake, told Morse Rogers had
agreed to give a female student at UMass a ride to Price

Chopper while at the school when the other two men asked

if they could go along.

Rogers was arrested after the other two men had been

cuffed, as he emerged from the supermarket. The female

student was not held for any criminal charges.

Assistant District Attorney Renee Steese urged bail be

set at $100,000 owing to the seriousness of the charges.

The offense mandates a five-year minimum state prison

term if convicted.

She pointed out all three of the men are currently

unemployed.

Morse ruled Rogers could not be held without additional

information about his involvement in the crime. Roger's

car was also confiscated by state police.

MacDonald said t>ie case is .still under investigation.

Students discuss world environs
By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Correspondent

SOUTH HADLEY - In a conference that

ended yesterday, 120 student delegates

from northeastern colleges met at Mount
Holyoke College to discuss the future of the

world's environment.
The purpose of the conference, the 11th

Annual Student Conference on Interna-

tional Affairs, was "to increase awareness

of prevailing environmental conditions, to

question our quality of life, and to offer

some realistic solutions," according to

Naomi Mobed, chairwoman of the con-

ference and a MHC student.

Students attended workshops on such

topics as air pollution, population control,

management of water resources, and food

and nutrition management, Mobed said.

Anna Quandt, an environmental policy

coordinator for the Agency for Interna-

tional Development [AID] gave a keynote

address Thursday night in which she ask-

ed students to "strongly consider careers

in the ever-growing environmental
management and development fields."

"There are a lot of different roles for you
to play," she said.

Deborah Plunkett, one of four Universi-

ty of Ma.ssachusetts delegates, attended the

workshop on food and nutrition manage-

ment. She said she felt the conference ad-

dressed "vital issues for today and for the

future."

"Our discussions and our conclusions will

be sent to the World Bank, " Plunkett .said.

The World Bank is a private organization

that promotes economic development in the

Third World. "The fact that they will be

seen [by the World Bank] means we were
at the conference for a reason."

Plunkett, a sophomore political science

major, said the conference was announced
last semester in political science classes.

Students who wanted to be delegates were
asked to talk with Peter Haas, professor of

political science. Haas notified Plunkett

and the other delegates in December.

Republican Club tangles

with Spartacus League

UMass alumni visit, talk finances
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Ten state legislators, all University of

Massachusetts alumni, visited last

Wednesday and Thursday with UMass
faculty, students and staff to better unders-

tand the University's financial plight.

Among other things the purpose of the

visit, said Representative Stan Rosenberg,

who coordinated the event, was to rein-

troduce the University to alumni

legislators who have had no direct involve-

ment here since graduation.

In this way, Rosenberg said, "the next

time someone talks about 'Zoo-Ma.ss'" he

and his colleagues will be able to argue in

favor of the University with first-hand

information.

Rosenberg stressed the fact that their

visit was an information-gathering mission

only.

"It was not our intent to come to any

specific decisions these past two days," he

said, "The process of coming to a consen-

sus will be the work of the coming weeks

and months."

Stephen J. Karol, chairman of the

transportation committee, said that UMass
has trouble being recognized by state

legislators because 90-percent are

graduates of private colleges.

"I don't think that there is any hostility

towards public higher education," he said,

but, "You have to admit that most of the

continued on page 6

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

and SCOTT HILL
Collegian Correspondent

A brawl between members of the

University of Massachusetts Republican

Club and a socialist organization broke

out in the Campus Center Thursday

night, police said.

The fight began shortly after 9 p.m.

in C.C. room 903 after seven members
of the Republican Club disrupted the

meeting of the Spartacus League, a

socialist organization, which planned to

discuss anti-Ku Klux Klan/Skinhead

rallies in Philadelphia and Atlanta.

The Republicans became too noisy for

Spartacists during a video presentation

showing unified, integrated resistance

to the KKK/Skinhead march, and were

asked to quiet down or leave.

Tom Daley, who ran the Spartacist

meeting, tried to keep decorum during

the discussion which followed the video,

but was unable to maintain control. The

Republicans repeatedly spoke out of

turn, he said.

"The Republicans sought to verbally

dominate the meeting," said Alan Dit-

more who attended the meeting with

members of the Radical Student Union.

"We [the RSU] attended the meeting

because we had heard rumors the

Republicans might try to deny the Spar-

tacist League the right to speak."

In a press release issued by the

Republican Club, members said they

felt compelled to attend the meeting

because the two groups are fundamen-

tally opposed to each other.

A wrestling match ensued when a

Spartacist tried to physically eject

Republican Doug Dratch from the room

after he was asked to sit down several

times and refused. Dratch resisted

eviction.

Immediately, the other six Republican

Club members jumped up and joined

their colleague and the scuffle between

the two groups began. Tom Daley said

later one Republican brandished a chair

and screamed, "I will kill you."

Police arrived 10 minutes later to

quell the fight which had spilled out in-

to the corridor.

The Republicans maintain they had

been polite and peaceful until Daley

started to lambast the Minuteman, the

conservative publication on which most

of the Republicans present had worked.

The Republican Club claims the Spar-

tacists were brutalizing Dratch, which

prompted the larger scuffle.

No serious injuries were reported,

however, Scott Kramer of the

Republican Club was treated at Univer-

sity Health Services after reportedly be-

ing headbutted on the nose.

Daley, who refers to the Republican

Club as Nazi stormtroopers, had ex-

pected trouble from them because the

two groups had confronted each other in

the past. Anuj Bhogilal, an
undergraduate senator who was present

at the forum said, "I definitely think

they [The Republican Club] came look-

ing for trouble."

The Republican Club has stated that

no fewer than four of its members will

file criminal charges against the Spar-

tacus League.
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continued from page 3

"The battle we have to fight is not only with our col-

leagues but with the public." he said.

Because of the legislator's visit, Legislator Marc R.

Pacheco believes they will be more inclined to vote for

measures favoring public higher education.

Kenneth M. Lemanski, assistant vice-chairman of the
ways and means committee, said he learned just how hard
it is to rebuild after the budget cuts have gutted an
institution.

"The little bit that has been chipped away," he said,

"will take far more to replace than was pulled out."

Lemanski hopes to do away with the problems caused
by funding public higher education in one lump sum in

the state budget by having each campus represented in

next year's budget individually or by the school's designa-
tion as a university, state college or community college.

In this way, Lemanski hopes cutting higher education's
budget will not be as easy or tempting as in the past.

Other legislators that attended the two-day retreat were
Stephen M. Brewer, Christopher J. Hodgkins, David P.

Magnani, Patrick Landers IH, Paul D. Harold, and
Thomas P. White.

UMass dorms lose hot water
continued from page I

porary setback is unknown, he doubts Amherst is suffer-

ing a water crisis.

"There's no fear the town is having a major water pro-

blem in terms of serving the University," he said.

Seven years ago the University was forced to close due
to a similar water crisis, sending thousands of students
home for several days, Wozniak said.

But, improvements in Physical Plant reaction time since

the initial shutdown render a second occurence unlikely,

he said.

"I wouldn't think this would happen again," Wozniak
said. "We got to it as quickly as we're going to."

Although the water level has stabilized, Wozniak said

he urges students to continue efforts to conserve water
by completely turning off faucets and taking shorter
showers.

M Amherst College
continued from page I Duffey said he s not paying.

"I'd like to see the fights stop but, I don't think this

university as an institution is liable for the behavior
of its students once they leave the campus," Duffey

said.

Duffey said although anyone can file a lawsuit he
didn't think any court would find the University liable

and that a more effective determent would be to post

trespassing signs on the Amherst campus.

"If those signs were posted it would enable them to

have the snowballers arrested," Duffey said.

Amherst administrators hdpe to obtain a court injuc-

tion that would allow campus security and local police

to arrest anyone found on the campus instigating a
snow fight.

Duffey has publicly condemed the attacks on
Amherst, which he calls "cowardly" but efforts to

dissuade the UMass students from participating in the

onslaught have failed.

Amherst College President Peter Pouncey has
reportedly warned Duffey to end the "malicious occur-

rence" several times and is angered at the lack of

response from UMass.
The College's security officials said if the next fight,

if there is a next one, is violent,state troopers would
be notified and asked to aid campus security.
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Styles By Deborah
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.65University Dr.,Amherst
549-5610

DIVISION OF CONTI \ ( I \ (, EDI CATION

SPRING is

the time to

grow after

lying dormant

all winter.

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

Cultivate and nurture your growth with your

choice of over 100 credit courses offered this

spring through the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Late register for

Continuing Education evening classes or

University day classes, on a space-available

basis, through February 13 in Room 615 Goodell

Building.

Spring — a time for new beginnings.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545 2414.

DIVISION OF CONTIM INC, EDI CATION
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for SPRING BREAK
THE PLACE TO BE

We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for
the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode
is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,
living room, 4 full bath roon^s, and daily maid service. The
Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both
close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given
on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures
BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy is first come first serve

Reservation Deposit: $75

Refundable Security Deposit: $25

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.
Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!
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$589
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Student Activities Presents

Student Union
Day

Tues. Feb. 14

SUB

Moonwalk
Caricatures

Photos
Jugglers

Basketball

T-Shirt Painting

Silk screening

Free Raffle

Bubble gum blowing
contest

Win/Lose/Draw

Music videos by Rack-A-Disk

Special Guest: Comedian Leo T. Baldwin

Free Coffee, Donuts, & Bagels in Cape Cod
Lounge at 9 a.m.

Prizes donated bv: Regency. Faces. The Pub, Peltons. Seasons. Pot Belly Deli. The Sub.

Fancv Fingers, Jeffrey Amherst. Utopia Spas. Rens Mobile. Styles by Deborah, Midas.

Mystique Moustache. Paper House. Bruno's. Knowles Flower Shop. Lord Jeffrey Inn.

Atkins. Albion Btwks. Taco Villa. Delano's. North Star, Stables, Pizza Hut. Classe Cafe.

UMa.ss Ski Club. UPC, FAC.

Brought to you by the Student Activities Office
GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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SHE'LL LOVE THE ROSES!
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1 Dozen Silk Roses. .All Gift Boxed.
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Increase in area skinheads reported
BOSTON I AP» - Skinheads, a phalanx of tough-talking

and sometimes violent teen-agers that has emerged in

several US cities, are increasing their numbers in New-

England, the Boston Globe reported.

The philosophy of the youths varies widely. Some are

angry young men who talk of a "Skinhead nation." model-

ed loosely on the Nazi regime. But about half of the

skinheads vigorously oppose their racist brothers.

New England skinheads who do espouse the Nazi

philosophy are usually milder than those in cities

elsewhere in the countr>'. where skinheads have been

charged with a string of assaults, beatmgs and at least

two murders.

Some New England skinheads boast of barroom brawls

and violent streetfighting, but many have done little more

than pass out leaflets and engage in ant-Semitic

vandalism.

Rhode Island has at least two groups of skinheads who
meet regularly on weekends in East Providence, while

there are several dozen skinheads in Portland. Maine. In

Boston, skinheads congregate in Harvard Square and
Kenmore Square, but police say there have been no
problems.

Shell Franklin, assistant director of the Connecticut

regional office of the Anti-Defamation League, said

several instances of Nazi skinhead graffiti have been

reported recently in the New Haven area.

"We are concerned." he said. "We believe the movement
will grow in general and in Connecticut."

Skinheads interviewed by the newspaper exhibited the

differences in their philosophies.

Skinhead Jerzey Sharpe, 17, of Wakefield, R.I., has the

words 'White Pride," tattoed on his left arm. On his right

arm there is a swastika and the motto, "Skinhead. Our
Pride is Our Loyalty."

"White people are getting a raw deal," Sharpe said.

"White people founded this country and they deserve to

have it for their own."

But other skinheads, often called Ska skins, are in-

terested mainly in the getup, black bomber jackets studd-

ed with insignia, rolled up jeans and steel-toed leather

boots. They also are looking for ways to rebel.

"Mom was a 'head' from way back, a hippie," said Sean
Tremblay, a Ska skin in Portland. "She doesn't think

much of skins"

NOW chapter
continued from page 1

Students, and receive no funding from

the national organization. Only undergraduates may
hold office, she said, but anyone in the community can

join.

"We are for everyone, because equal rights benefits

everyone," Gray said. "AH people are welcome."

The group is already comprised of both men and

women. Gray said, adding "we have a good balance bet-

ween radicals and conservatives."

Gray and Callahan both said they are working on

internships through the women's studies department

to organize the new chapter. "I wanted to put full ef-

fort into it, so I made it an internship. " Callahan said.

Gray said they are currently working with their own
funds, but will be seeking private donations and col-

lecting membership dues in the next few weeks.

Beginning this week, Callahnan said, there will be

a table on the Campus Center concourse to provide in-

formation and register new members. There will be

sliding scale membership fee from $20 to $35 annual-

ly, but. Gray said, "we don't want people to be left out

because of monev"

UMASS Hiilel's Jewish Arts

Festival with Black History

Month presents

DAiMCf^* iV(Uv^(C» OKAiVlA

focusing on concerns of the BlacK and
Jewish communities
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"(.K'C MY .PKOPLK GO"
based on the poem by James Weldon
Johnson

a collaboration of

THK AVODAK DANCK KN3K«VI»I.K

and TMK l.0(JI3 J0IIN30W DAiMCK
'CKKATRK. KMSKAtBLE

choreographerst
LOUIS iOKMSON
DR JOAlMtMlMK TUCX.KR

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUMAJMASS

Tickets: $5-General Public $3-Student $2-UMass Hlllel Member—For advance tickets'

call UMass Fine Arts Center: 413/545-251 1—Tickets also sold at the door prior to

performance

TAKE ANOTHER

W y

s.

BRECKENRIDGE
GENUINE COLORADO

THE PEAK
BrecKenridge is three majestic, interconnected sKi

mountains, each with its own high-speed four-

passenger SuperChair, as well as twelve other
lifts. It all towers above a lovingly restored

genuine Victorian town full of shops, restaurants,

nightspots and enough lodging to entertain over
20,000 visitors at once. Isn't it time you took,

another peak? You may never look elsewhere.

^
** UMASS SKI CLUB

430 student union

545 3437

$599

The UMass Music Theatre Guild)

announces

^ AUDITIONS ^
for

7:00 p.m.

in the

CCA

No preparation necessary
For more Information, call 545-0415

You

DELTA UPSILON: THE BETTER ALTERNATIVE

In case you did not know it, there is a better alternative to

living in the dorms. What do you have? You have a rcwm in the
dorm. You have a few friends down the hall. You have lousy food
in the Dinning Commons. You have terrible reception for your T.V
and stereo. You may not have anyone to study with. You have a

limited social life, to say the lca.st. You may not know enough
people to make a team, so you do not participate in intramurals.

You can not make a difference in area governments. It is

impossible, the University is too big.

What could you have if you join Delta Upsilon Fraternity?

become a part of a house, of a brotherhood. You move into a home
with 30 best friends. You eat catered meals made with fresh foods
by our professional chef. You get a stKial life that does not quit,

but when it does slow down, there is always cable T.V. You would
be joining a hou.se that is currently in first place for the campus
wide intramurals championship, and the coveted Olympus Cup. We
are campus champions in tennis, .swimming, and cross country, and
the Greek Area champions in football and .soccer.

The best thing is that your grades do not have to suffer while
you enjoy the good life here. As a hou.se, we have the fourth
highest GPA in the Greek Area, well above the all mens average.
Our older brothers act as informal tutors and advisors to the
younger brothers. In addition, academic files are available in the
hou.se to help you get ahead. Our alumni offer special internships
and co-ops for an added advantage in the game of life. From turf

management to sports management, from political science and
economics to theater and math, and from engineering to fcx)d

marketing, we have brothers in all majors. You can not lo.se, so
come by and see for yourself the better alternative to dorm life!

If you have any questions feel free to call us, or drop by the
house (we are four hou.ses away from the grad tower). Our number
is 549-3831 . ask for Paul or Brad. See you at rush!

I

RUSH DATES: FEB. 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23

Look for DU rush posters everywhere!

EEXTORIAL/OPINIQN
A maximum security reunion

behind locked iron doors
BALTIMORE - It looks like a factory,

but the smoke stacks are replaced with a

seemingly sky-scraping barbed wire fence,

its lonely gate hosted by a collection of bur-

ly armed guards. There is no sign adorn-

ing the vast brick cage indicating who owns
this place or what purpose it serves. All the

Alise Harfield

residents know it is the Baltimore City

maximum security prison.

I enter the first gate with escorts and pro-

ceed to the second. The winding walkway
makes me feel like an experimental mouse

whose job it is to find a slice of cheese as

fast as I can at the end of this maze of ce-

ment. Instead, I find nothing but fences leas

than a foot away from my right and left

that occasionally grazes my coat as it takes

nearly five minutes to lead me inside. I am
met by another guard who searches me;

then, once satisfied, issues me a green

guest card and tells me to wait at the next

door.

I am still on the outside, having been

searched in a booth beside the iron door at

which I am waiting with two others. It is

only when five of us accumulate that a

reverberating buzz is heard, two huge men
hoist the dead bolt, and drag the door

across the black tile floor to reveal an au-

dience. It closes with a definitive thud,

sweeping up a stench I've never before ex-

perienced — as if the walls have, for years.

contained each bodily odor, worry, and an-

ticipation of every visitor of this place.

The four others walk in ahead of me,

check in with a guard, and deposit their

belongings, save for big brown Stop & Shop
bags loaded with food, clothing and mail

which they put into lockers by the door.

Then they take their seats amongst dozens

ofothers who are reading magazines, chew-

ing gum, breathing. I sit up front, apart

from those who are here to see someone

they know. I am here to observe.

From the lockers I can't help but notice

a room whose walls are entirely glass.

Tables the length of the room are nailed to

the floor, and seem suspended by the intert-

wined iron bars that are attached to their

surfaces. People inside push certain con-

tents of their Stop & Shop bags through an

opening the size and shape of a mouse bole.

A guard and his gun watch each

transaction.

I peruse the room for a familiar sight to

comfort me; I feel very out of place dressed

in a skirt and heels. I see a clock much like

the ones at the University of

Massachusetts — black with a white face

and red minute hand. I stare at it so I don't

have to look at the waiters. It is a good

minute before I realize the red line is not

moving; the clock's time is stuck at 8:10.

A sign looms above it: Talking: Low Tones

Only.

A baby cries. I am startled. I stare at the

woman whose pink terry-clothed infant

Shuttling off to search

for cleaner planets
I was strolling through the Campus

Center concourse last week when I

noticed a vendor's table which I had

never seen before. A stocky-looking man
in a business suit caught my attention

as I walked bv it.

Bob Bobala

"Hey buddy," he said, "care to make
a donation to Operation Lift-off?"

"Pardon me?"
"I'm soliciting donations for an

organization called Operation Lift-off.

It's an environmental movement."

"Oh, you mean something like

MassPIRG?"
"Ah, not exactly. This is really a move-

ment."

"How do you mean?"
The man stood up straight and loosen-

ed his tie. "Well, the way my people look

at it, the Earth, our home, is an en

dangered planet. Therefore, our only

solution is to move."

"Run that by me again?"

"Look, the Earth is not the place it us-

ed to be. Don t you read the papers?

. Haven't you heard of the greenhouse

effect? The globe is steadily warming as

a result of the buildup of carbon diox-

ide and other gasses in the atmosphere.

If this extra carbon dioxide continues to

warm the atmosphere, radical changes

in climate could occur - just like the

ones that wiped out the dinosaurs.

Now, do you know where the majority

of this carbon dioxide comes from?"

"Uh, the burning of fossil fuels?"

"Right. Coal, oil. Do you think the

world is going to stop driving cars in an

eff"ort to save the environment?"

"Well, I"
, ^

"It doesn't matter, because if the

greenhouse effect doesn't get us,

something else will. . Thanks to our

use of chlorofluorocarbons, the ozone

layer is depleting. Pretty soon we won't

be able to go out into the sunlight

without being sure that we'll get skin

cancer, cataracts, and a weakened im

mune system.

"But forget about this atmospheric

stuff. We've got enough problems right

on the land. Did you know that man is

destroying the Earth's tropical forests

— which are the home of half of the

Earth's plant and animal life — at a rate

equal to one football field a second? Yes.

One football-field's worth every second!

"Not to mention garbage, raw sewage,

and medical wastes that have washed

up onto beeches in the United States,

the Mediterranean, North Sea, and

English Channel. Plus, gross amounts

of toxic waste and radioactive con-

tamination near public wells will soon

lead to massive shortages of drinking

water. Am I making myself clear?"

"You're right. Something must be

done!"

"Yes! We must move! We must leave

the planet! That is the goal of Operation

Lift-off. Presently we are conducting

research which we hope will produce

several deep space shuttles that will

allow thousands to leave the planet and

search for a more suitable world. Could

you spare five dollars for such a worthy

cause?"

"Wait a minute. Thousands of people?

But there are billions of us."

"Well, of course, tickets for these deep

space shuttles will be quite expensive.

This is not a cheap project. Only the

wealthiest will be able to afford it."

"Then what do vou want five bucks

from me for? Why'don't you go talk to

Donald Trump?"
"Well, first of all, Mr. Trump has

already made a substantial donation.

But, we will be holding a lottery to give

away several seats on various shuttles

which, with your donation, you will be

eligible for."

"No thanks man, I think I'd rather

stick it out in the greenhouse for as long

as I can and then sweat to death."

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

clutches at her breast, only causing the

paper bag to crinkle louder. Why else

would a baby be in a prison? After a long

wait, a bearded man and guard emerge

ceremoniously, silencing the audience.

Now it is someone else's turn. I wonder if

the woman will take her baby inside that

room.

A name is called. A boy of 1 1, maybe 12,

rises from the last row, walks to the guard,

and hands over his card. He waves to one

of the prisoners. The door slams just after

he says, "Hi, dad."

Alise Harfield is a Collegian columnist

It's not who wins or loses,

it's who scores after the game
When we were kids, we all dreamed

about what we wanted to be when we grew

up. After years of thought and various

discarded potential occupations, I have

chosen the path which I would like to

travel. As a friend of mine once told me,

"Being a sportswriter is the ultimate life.

Jim Clark

Imagine doing nothing but watching

games and getting paid for it."

Ahh, yes, the ultimate life. In an ideal

world where there is a distinct line between

being a foreign correspondent in Beirut and

being a frequenter on press row at Boston

Garden, the trials and tribulations of be-

ing a sportswriter are few are far between.

But alas, life is never ideal. And sports

these days seem to be a reflection of that.

No longer must the sportswriter be respon-

sible for just the facts of the game. No, the

sports pages have quickly become a sort of

branch office for the National Enquirer. It

takes some digging nowadays to get the

stories of real interest.

It is for this reason that the sportswriter

must be prepared. There are no longer

scruples in this business. When one makes

the trek to the locker room, he/she must be

prepared to throw away all morals and get

right down to the sferious stuff. No more

petty questioning allowed.

The eager sports reporter journeys to the

bowels of Fenway Park, often disregarding

what has just happened up above on the

playing surface. The games are now just a

sideshow; personal matters are what the

business is now all about.

Entering the clubhouse, the writer waits

amidst the hordes, many of whom are on

a similar ongoing search for the truth. The

Bill of Rights serves the public with their

"right to know," and they want to know
everything. Even the smallest, slimiest

details.

Being a good journalist, he feels obliged

to carry out this request. A few players mill

about, but the main characters in each soap

opera like plot can be .seen cowering in the

safety of the shower or trainer's room,

hopeful that the buzzards will retreat. They

should know better. Today's media
mongers are persistent as ever, often

directed by higher ups to get the story, at

any cost.

Finally, the subject in question will enter

stage left, draped in merely a towel or robe.

No time for dressing - deadline pressure

demands that this whole process be done

as swiftly as possible. The athlete stares

out at this sea of scavengers, a virtual wall

of Geraldo clones. Ultimately, the barrage

hits.

Mr Boggs, why did you take pictures of

your teammates in bed with other women?

"I'd rather not answer that question. Ask

me about the game."
OK, why did you boot that grounder in the

fourth inning?

"I'd rather not answer that
"

Such dodging of questions is typical for

many athletes. Some players, usually the

less popular ones, are just fine around the

media. Others have strange reactions.

They won't talk, or they'll intimidate, often

going over the edge to actual physical

abuse. They've been known to rip shirts off"

of writers, pour Gatorade Over their heads,

shove them in garbage barrels, send live

rats to female writers, and now promise to

"hurt" anyone who dares talk about his

family.

The detractors will point fingers, saying

that the invasive methods of the sport-

swriters have caused this rift between the

two sets. But clearly most scribes would be

more than satisfied to revert to the days

when what occurred on the field, court or

ice was all that mattered. Days when
drugs, scandal and controversy were

restricted to the back alleys.

It is different now. Sports writing is not

as fun as it was before. It is no longer the

ultimate life.

Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian editorial page accepts letters and columns from the UMass communi-

ty and Five-College Area. All submissions must be typed, with the author's phone

number and address attached.

All submissions automatically become the property ofthe Collegian, and are subject

to editing for space, clarity, and grammar Letters and columns may be sent to the

Collegian, 113 Campus Center. UMass, Amherst.

Any questions or comments? Drop by the office or call us at 545-3500, and ask for

Pamela, Meredith, or Janine. .^_^___-_^—__^____—
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Episcopalians consecrate

first woman bishop
BOSTON (AP) - The barriers of two

milleniums of an all male hierarchy have

been broken.and to the women who paved

the way for Barbara Harris to become an

Episcopal bishop, her elevation seems like

a miracle.

"I feel very, very happy. In my life, I can

see the first woman bishop." said the Rev.

Florence Tim-Oi Li, 81. the first

AP photo

Bishop Barbara Harris embraces
Charles Coleman, 12, of Dorchester,

yesterday in Boston after giving her
first sermon since being the first

woman to be ordained as bishop in

the Episcopal Church Saturday.

clergywoman in the worldwide Anglican

communion. "It made me hopeful. Things

are realized now."

Ms. Li stopped functioning as a priest in

1946 in response to pressure from Anglican

bishops outside of China, where she was or

dained in 1944, but on Saturday she and
other pioneer clergywomen helped con-

secrate Harris.

The ceremony made Harris the first

woman bishop in a church that believes in

apostolic succession — that the church

leadership can be traced to the apostles.

•'I thmk it's really helped a lot of us see

how history is made." said the Rev. I.

Carter Heyward, one of 1 1 women "illegal

ly" ordained in a service in Philadelphia

in 1974 that paved the way for the

Episcopal Church's approval of women
clerg\' two years later. "My experience in

the Episcopal Church is that it really does

take some pushing, and I doubt that that's

over."

While nearly all of the more than 8.000

people who packed the convention center

shouted their approval, others fought right

up to the end to preserve the tradition,

dating back to Jesus Christ, of all-male

bishops.

At the point in the ceremony when objec

tions were called for, John Jamieson,

representing a group of conservative

Episcoplaians called the Prayer Book Socie-

ty, said her "pretended consecration" holds

church laws "in contempt."
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Northampton Army Office
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BLACKAFEMRS
Lecturer discusses life of
Frederick Douglass
By Paulette Person

Collegian Correspondent

Last Thursday Feb. 9th approximately 80

people gathered at Amherst College to hear

a lecture presented by William S. Mcfeely

entitled Frederick Douglass & 19th-

century America.

The lecturer reflected on the memory of

slaves in American literature through

readings of Frederick Douglass' book My
Bondage and my Freedom.

The lecture discussed many personal life

accounts of Douglass, whose real name is

Frederick Augustus Bailey and explained

in detail the ordeal that Douglass endured
in participating in the Anti-saivery crusade

that occurred in Britain during the 1840's.

Douglass was a staunch advocate of civil

rights and a noted author of several works.

He was also the publisher of the North
Star, one of the first Black newspapers in

America.

Noted Historian and a Pulitzer Prize win-

ner, William S. McFeely is a Professor of

American History at the University of

Georgia. This was the first in a series of six

lectures to be held at Amherst College over

the next eight weeks, concerning the life

of Frederick Douglass.
hram

New Africa House takeover
continued from page 1

Duffey cited an increased effort to

recruit minority students and a con-

tinued effort to support and promote

multi-cultural education on campus as

ways the administration has worked to

improve the University.

Some students, however, feel that the

campus atmosphere has returned to a

state of apathy.

"Nothing has changed for the better,

the situation could hap|>en again," said

Joe Paige, a junior and participant in

the takeover. That point was reiterated

by takeover particpant Scott Thompson,

who said, "The reason for the occupation

was never fully realized — even now."

Associate Dean of students Rick

Townes said he believes the threat of

reoccurrence is real: "I hope that peo-

ple are still listening. People need to be

heard. After the Yvette Henry case peo-

ple listened — then forgot," he said.

Yvette Henry was a black student who
in 1983 was accused of arson during a

barrage of fires in campus residential

halls. The University later dropped

charges against Henry because of insuf-

ficient evidence, but not before she was

suspended from school and dismissed

from her job as a resident assistant.

Collegian staff members David R.

Mark. Rick Sasson and Joseph L Hill

Jr., and correspondent Mark Codling-

Davy contributed to this story

Richard A. Ducree standing by a photograph of Malcolm X.

Exhibit at gallery
By JOSEPH L HILL Jr.

Collegian Staff

On exhibit at the August Savage Gallery,

located in New Africa House, is a photo ex-

hibit entitled The Civil Rights Movement

in Retrospect

The exhibit is a collection of photographs

taken during the Civil Rights Movement.

The photos range from the historic Brown
vs. Board of Education supreme court deci-

sion, to the recent visit of Minister Louis

Farrakhan to Umass.

The photo display is the brainchild of

Richard A. Ducree, a junior Architectural

Studies major. According to Ducree. the ex

hibit was initially a collaboration with In-

ez Boyd Wilkins. "We came up with the

idea,"said Ducree. But other activities

delayed them from pursuing the exhibit

further. One year later, Ducree submitted

a proposal to the Umass Arts Council, and
the rest is (excuse the pun) history.

Most of the photos on exhibit are from the

well-known Civil Rights photographer
Lawrence Henry. Henry's sister, Christine

Lindsey gave Ducree permission to use the

photos in the exhibit.

The exhibit was sponsored by the Umass
Arts Council and the Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs special activities support

fund.

A lecture series with various Professors

from the Afro-American Department, who
were involved in the Civil Rights Move-

ment is planned for early March, as a

follow up to the exhibit.

History of blacks in British society
Editors Note: The following is the first in a series of ar-

ticles to provide a historical analysis of blacks in Britain

and their relationship to blacks in America,

STEPHEN SMALL
Collegian Correspondent

When American students think of Britain the most fre-

quent images that come to mind are of a society steeped

in centuries of tradition, castles and cathedrals, architec-

ture and other artifacts of so-called high culture. Another

set of images that come to mind is dramatically different.

The rock music of Pink Floyd, the inane humor of Benny

Hill, or the profound and irreverent comedy of Monty

Python.

But an image which infrequently comes out is that of

black people. Like Ralph Ellison's "Invisible Man," blacks

in England seldom catch attention, except in the most ob-

vious and stereotypical scenes. In sport, think of multi-

ple world title holder decathalete Daly Thompson, or the

British heavyweight boxer, Frank Bruno, who takes on

Mike Tyson this month for the world title; in music, the

soul and funk of androgynous group Imagination, the soft

sounds of sultry Sade, the mid-tempo beat of Loose Ends,

and the unsurpassed jazz of Courtney Pine. In Reggae,

the phenomenal success of Steel Pulse, of Aswad and of

the multi-racial group, UB40.
While real, such images are too narrow a portrayal of

the variety and vitality of Black life; or the range and

diversity ofour contribution to society and the human ex-

perience. Nor do they fully convey the struggles and striv-

ings which have so long been a part of our endeavors to

survive.

American students are used to thinking of the United

States as a society plagued by minority race relations pro-

blems, as minority groups live an uneasy life in their quest

for the American Dream.
They seldom had reason to visualize England in that

way except for a short time in 1981, and again in 1985,

when widespread rioting (so-called "race riots") rocked

these popular perceptions. But this soon passed. The im-

age of Britain still prevails in the minds of most students

as one of civil calm.

The old saying "What about the half that has never been

told" has a ring here! The simple fact is that blacks in

Britain have had a long and illustrious history, dating

back to the 1550's when first brought to slave ports as

the British Empire began its ascendancy In fact there are

earlier records of black soldiers in the armies of the con-

quering Romans long before the Battle of Hastings.

Blacks contributed greatly to the building of the British

Empire and of Britain itself.
.

You do not have to agree entirely with historian Eric

Williams that the industrial revolution resulted from the

labor and productivity of Africans to recognize the con

tributions of Black slave labor. Blacks lived in England

in minuscule numbers until the 1950's when, in response

to a demand for labor, they arrived at Her Majesty's

shores. Up until that time "race" to the English had large-

ly been a foreign affair. Since that time it has very large-

ly become a home affair - the return of the native.

This series of articles will explore the black presence

in England and examine the circumstances and ex-

periences of our counterparts over there. It will also ex-

amining how blacks came to arrive in that country, what

positions they occupy and how they have tried to fulfill

their aspirations. Politics and policing; reggae and

Rastafarians; riots and ransacking; black women; black

resistance; and black youth, will also be discussed in this

series of articles. Many examples of the magnitude of our

ordeals and of the fortitude ofour brothers and sisters will

be found.

"February is the month
to renew our study ot block

History. This month, instead of

just looking bock in time, we'll

look bock across the Atlantic."

In our reflections, much testimony perseverance and

resilience will be found. Afro-American will be surprised

at how far the facts conflict with the popular conceptions

outlined above. They will also be intrigued by the

similarities between the two countries. Though they ex-

hibit major contrasts in their histories, and in their

political and social organization, England and America

reveal amazing similarities in the experiences of their

minority populations. From slavery as a social institution,

legal discrimination and hostility; from exclusion and in-

justice; to recrimination, reforms and resentment. Both

nations have struggled to extent the rights bestowed on

the majority to their minority populations and both have

faced constant and unrelenting demands for justice. The

American dilemma has become a British dilemma. The

sad but simple fact is the blacks in both societies are at

the bottom by any of the accepted social indicators -

wealth, income, poverty, employment, or health. This

alone suggests that both countries have much in common.

And even greater will be the surprise at how much Afro-

Americans see a reflection of themselves in blacks in

England. Without always being aware of it, blacks here

have exercised a remarkable influence on the culture, life-

styles and political ideologies of blacks in England. In its

politics, struggles and resistance; in its music, art and

other popular culture; art and other popular culture; and

in a whole host of other ways, black America is reiterated

and relived through the lives of black Britons.

A notable fact about the black experience in America

is that Afro Americans have always looked abroad for in-

spiration and insights, fortification and fulfillment, for

perspectives and frameworks, and just to give meaning
to their lives. And during these times key advances were

always made. Think of the Back -to-Africa movements of

Martin Delany and Bishop McNeal Turner; the tips to

Europe to Frederick Douglass or Booker T. Washington;

the founding of the Pan-African Movement by the W. E.

B. Dubois in England in the 1890's; the Universal Negro

Improvement Association of Marcus Garvey; right up to

visits by Malcolm X, Martin Luther King and Jessie

Jackson. In this past month Jessie Jackson visited five

African nations seeking greater contact, communication

and cooperation among African - Americans in the

diaspora. As the pillar of the British Empire, England has

always been a port of call. Even Minister Louis Farrakhan

tried to spread the message there but was denied entry.

A notable fact about the black experience in Britian is

that they too have continually looked beyond their shores

for the same in.sights and inspirations. And America has

consistently figured prominently in that vision. In the past

black looked to African and African-American spokesper-

sons and activists for comfort, support and ideas. This in-

fluence endures today.

Blacks today will learn greatly by reflecting on the ex-

periences of their African sisters and brothers on other

continents. Not only will it liberate their minds form the

blinkered perspectives, limited assumptions and narrow

visions of a single society. But it will open up their eyes

to a whole new world of vision, through which they can

view their futures. As Marcus Garvey and Malcolm X
said, and as Minister Louis Farrakhan recently reiterated.

Blacks in the United States may be a minority, but peo-

ple of color across the world are a majority. And as Mayor
Andrew Young pointed out in his recent visit to UMass,
whatever our nationality or ethnicity, we cannot afford

to remain "culturally retarded" in a society and world

with such diverse cultures. Reflection will help you
understand, interpret and act upon your own situation.

When the distinguished Guyanese scholar and political

activist Walter Rodney wrote his classic "The Grounding

with my Brothers," his intention was to advocate a cons-

tant exchange of views, perspectives and support between

everyone in the Black community. Not just in one coun-

try but across continents and oceans, where ever we are

found in the diaspora. Swept away by the political powers

of the time as with so many of our spokesperson his

memory lives on, recreated and revitalized in our striv-

ings for freedom. We must extend our horizons, expand
our intellects as we express our humanity and affirm our

dignity. We must seek knowledge about the struggles

abroad, learn from others and lend supjwrt.

Next week we begin with a profile and overview of the

black presence in Britian today.

The author is a member ofthe Sociology Department. He
teaches courses on comparative class and racial inequality.
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Zombik
conr.iued from page 12

artists. "Bar
bara Streisand started it all off- that woman was my god
dessi Then it turned into Billie Holiday, Bonnie Raitt. and
now Bessie Smith."
Being at UMass has brought pleasures and problems.

"When I first came to campus, I wasn't so conscious of

the racial tension. Then I met a black guy - 1 had a crush
on him and we had breakfast sometimes. He'd say things

like "My, you look ver\- white this morning', and he didn't

mean it as a compliment. But it was true, I didn't know
as much about black culture as he did."

Now Zombik is thinking of changing her Fine Arts ma-
jor to a BDIC degree, working within the Afro-American
Studies concentration in music, dance, and theater.

"For the future", says Zombik, "I'd like to find a jazz

pianist and do a little circuit. I'd love to teach when I get

older after 45. Until then I want to experience! I want
to do, I want to crank! At some point I'd love to create

a theater ensemble that does musical productions. My im-

mediate goal is to do well in school, because I've finally

found courses that I'm completely passionate about. Pas-

sion is an essential, beautiful thing!"

For Kim Zombik. academic work and creative expres-

sion channel passion and enthusiasm into high achieve-

ment. The UMass community can undoubtedly expect

more accomplishments from her in the future.
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Hubbard's humanism
offers new Utopia
A Glimpse of Paradise, a slide presentation by local

artist Libby Hubbard, is intended to give a sense of op-

timism and a vision of hope in the midst of the prevail-

ing political mood of pessimism and despair. Hubbard
has researched the subject of Utopian thought and
studied the cultural forms it has fostered through the

centuries to create a slide show which is both infor-

mative and imaginitive.

The show begins with references to the history of

Utopias from Eden to New Eden. Hubbard has selected

images from the rich tradition of Utopian art and ar-

chitecture to produce a portrait of Utopia which is as

yet unfinished. Visually and narratively, Hubbard at-

tempts to show that the prospect of a new Utopia is not

an abstract idea requiring a leap of faith, but a real

option for the future, already anticipated by current

technological progress and alternative living systems.

Such alternatives are addressed as the presentation

closes with slides depicting space colonization, ar-

chaeology, new architecture, energy sources and other

humanistic technology. So go and take A Glimpse of
Paradise this Thursday at the Bangs Community
Center (downstairs). Show begins 7 p.m.
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For information and group screen-
ing contact: Kevin Keough or Jean
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• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
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Dove Business Management Services
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Radiators losing steam as Phish surface in Student Union
By JOHN SWANSO.N
Collegian Staff

Who would have thought four kids from Vermont just

looking to have a little fun with their music could out-

shine headlining bigshots from New Orleans?
That's exactly what happened Friday night when the

Radiators closed the show for Phish in the Student Union
Ballroom. The Burlington band, who earned one-tenth

what the veterans got, kept the crowd equally content.

The Radiators' added slick keyboarding to a familiar

southern guitar sound to produce what they call "Fish

Music." Songs like "Love Is A Tango" and their cover of

the Stones' "Let it Bleed" were all-out pop fiestas. But
haven't we had enough of those?

The uniformity of rhythms quickly grew tiresome, and
while this can be a comforting way for us to recognize our

own down-home Americana, we expect something a lit-

tle more thought-provoking from musicians who aim for

the student market. Too much sound with too little

thought behind it.

But let's move on — or move back, rather — to Phish.

These boys played like they meant it. Their tunes are a

stringing together of seemingly unrelated material: the

opening number, "Golgi Apparatus" and 'You Enjoy

Myself were complex crossings of crescendoing and

decrescendoing melodies. The latter featured a memorable

solo by the alarmingly adept Trey Anastasio, then mov-

ed into a reverberating a capella round which blended into

a blaring muddle of sound and ended.

For the witty "David Bowie," whose only lyrics are the

title, keyboards leavened the blues guitarljass combina-

tion to form a jazz-fusion sound that dispelled any of those

tiresome Grateful Dead associations. "The Lizards" was

a latin-flavored {>arable unified by a sputtering hi-hat; the

band managed to stay unified through all its eclectic

movements.
Each song in Phish's set came to life as they would take

a fairly uncharacteristic tune, slap it around, soften it and
mold it into a web of sound. This was a 10-minute pro-

cess which always climaxed with an abrupt stop, a radical

rhythm change or some other surprise. Phish could be the

first band to earn its renown for the way they end a tune.

The rhythm and blues of"Possum" began with the gallop

of Clapton's "Lay Down Sally" and moved into an in-

strumental free-for-all.

The freshness that is so characteristic of young bands
is directly proportional to the amount of effort they put

into their sound. As their reputations increase, they fre-

quently grow stale and just pump out tunes using a

foolproof pop formula. Friday night, we saw a direct con-

frontation bftwtH'n these two stages in the life of a band.
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Look
Into Your
Future at

New
Enjjiand
Medical
Center

New England .Medical Center
is committed to the profes-

sional development uf our
nurses. Here you will find a

variety of specialty arca.s in

adult and pediatrics that pro-
vide you with the opponuni-
tics to develop your nursing
skills in the areas of your
choice. During your six week
orientation, you will be sup-
ported in meeting your objec-

tives by a preceptor and
during your fint year you
will participate in patient care

conferences, workshops,
seminars and management
training. As you gain primary
nursing experience, you will

have an opportunity to join

a collaborative practice and
work with a physician and
ambulatory nurses to coor-
dinate the care of your pa-

tients through an entire
episode of illness We are

committed to your success.

Join our staff and practice in

an autonomous environment
that fosters your profession-
al growth.

In addition to offering one of the highest salary schedules in the area,

our progressive benefits package includes continuing education
providing CEU's, generous tuition reimbursement, flexible schedules

including 12-hour shifts, and participatory time planning We have
a parking garage on-site and the convenience of an Orange Line T-stop.

For additional information about these opportunities, please
call our Nurse Recruiter at 617-956-9979. 790 Vt^shington
Street, Box 469, Boston. MA 02111. An equal opportunity em-
ployer.

New England
HIM Medical Center

III Hospitals

^ Salary with roiation

S32,219

Board Review
Course Offered
Free of Charge

^ Early Decision
Program

Confirm your start-

ing date by May 1st

and receive a
St, 000 bonus.

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING'"

Date: Feb. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17—Monday Friday

Time: 10:00 - 4:00 • Deposit: $25.00

Place: University Store
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Multi-talented Zombik hopes
to expand creative horizons
By SISTER WASSl
Special to the Collegian

How many 22 year-old women do you do

you know who can sing, dance, act. and

carrv sixteen credits? Sophomore, Kim
Zombik fits the bill. Currently a Fine Arts

major. Kim has been getting rave reviews

m the local press for performances with

favorite local reggae band. New Horizon.

She has recently become a frequent guest

at Iron Horse open mike nights, singing

blues ballads a capella.

Zombik grew up in Boston's Jamaica

Plain, daughter of a Polish mother and

black American father. She taped her first

recording w hen she was nine years old

singing "Evergreen" at a girlfriend's

slumber partv. In her teen years, she per-

formed with the Neighboorhood Children's

Theater.

At UMass. Zombik broke onto the music

scene by singing for coffee house nights at

Sylvan complex and the Hatch. Last Spring

.she joined a Hampshire College production

of "Hair", and travelled with the rest of the

cast to New York City, to give a concert at

the United Nations in benefit of children

with AIDS. Recently, she was invited by

St. Kittsian drummer. Mentos to sit in with

the popular New Horizon reggae band.

Kim has a pleasing voice and smooth,

confident delivery. At a recent set with

New Horizon at Pearl Street, her voice was

so engrossing, the spellbound audience

.stopped dancing to listen!

Singing, .says Zombik. is "a complete way

to vent a lot of emotion. When you sing, you

put all of yourself into everything that

youre saying, and that's what drew me in

to it. It's great, feeling my voice come out

doing the things I'd like it to do - the whole

glory of feeling something expressive come

out."

Zombik lists a diverse array of favorite

continued on page 10
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I Qfoup Competition

i

Winter Festival

Invitational Silver Cord Bowl - Smith College

John M. Greene Hall
Featuring:

"Octet"—Williams College, "Noteables"—Smith College

"Madrigal "—Ithaca College, "Sabrinas—Amherst College

""Aires"'—Dartmouth College, 'Baker's Dozen "—Yale University

Time: 8:00 p.m., Date: Sat., Feb. 18, 1989

Price: $4.00 with College I.D.

Advanced Adults and Senior Citizens $500 At the Door S6.00

mmi
M N T E G BAY

Why More?
The UMASS Ski Club invites you to Montego Bay, Jamaica, West Indies.

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your

Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has, at your disposal, water

sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

by low-budget, problem-filled tear-offs that, in the end, turn to np-offs. WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOMMODATIONS AND

FLIGHTS! Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion island!

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE-
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT

Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK

•*AII Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437

V/S4
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UMass student and singer, Kim Zombik
CoUrgian pho«o by Jason Talerman

Mm, ,9 999933333

GUADALAJARA
SUMIVIER

SCHOOL
University of Arizona
offers nnore than 40

courses anthropol-

ogy, art. bilingual edu-

cation, folk music and
folk dance, history,

phonetics, political sci-

ence. Spanish langu-

age and literature and
intensive Spanish Six-

week session July 3-

August 11. 1989 Fully

accredited program
M A degree in Span-
ish offered. Tuition

S510 Room and
board m Mexican
home $540. ^^^^^^

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Education BIdg.. Room 225

University of Arizona

Tucson. AZ 85721

(602) 621 4729 or

621 4720

No, You Don't Need
a Retail Backgroiind . .

.

But you do need tenacity,

drive and a sound busi-

ness sense to qualify for

the TJ Maxx Executive

Training Program.

Well see you step by

step through all areas of

our Corporate Merchan-

dising Division—moving

you up a career ladder

that includes positions in

Planning and. ultimately.

Buying.

Our billion dollar leader-

ship in the off-pnce retail

industry assures you the

chance to build a solid

career in this exciting,

highly challenging field

So, don't miss the chance

for us to look at your

resume!

If we have—and you

already have an appoint-

ment scheduled— great!

If we haven't, there's still

time for you arrange an

on campus interview with

the T. ]. Maxx Recruiter.

T.J. Maxx Recrnitera will

be on campus for an

Informational Session,

Wednesday, Febniary IS

at The School of

Management Placement

Center at 5:00pm.

Tj-mcDk
Climb the ladder of raccess

An equal opportunity employer
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

7Wr5 RI6HT. TM A
f^mC£56 CAT NOVil.

Burim snu m/.

tAFSNT T JUSTAS

"There I was! Asleep in this little cave
here, wt^en suddenly I was attacked by

this hideous thing with five heodsl"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
CJklViN, tXlNt QDT TV»0

9&C0KD5 TO VJNLOCK THIS

^ SCIENCE. NOTES.'

^KN0W,ROSMK, I'D

SUGStST lew ADOPT A M0«.
WUMBlt An»T\JOt. tXi
»IX)U)NT WAHT AKITUING
TO iftWW Tb T><tSE NOTES,

yWADtoy'

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

50.

ITAU

WUl.lHAPK,WR.im
mxr eeveN pa)^
i\UaJHtA3U£^ANP
iHAveciivoePNOT

IPU41'

AWrOF U^ tlAVt- BUM
peeimALiuLeLBn
OLT OF jw cuPJieur
/umA ficmY/yiooN, eo

VAUMIINI: at 'if ,

pecjpepiDcan -

,

WAIAJUK "-^ji^.
'

ION03U9H \y .

n'^Al^OUP- L0N6
my Of- fcMwiy oifppu^,

mANKiNij 0{)sn IF you
hOKmNQUAm

THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

Wow ^^\) QOHUA
EhiHAtiCE PAT

THIS 15 FAUL'Trfr KIO

rsof^c^A^s, t?ece:ntly

RECRUirED BY TH^
i^QOVERMORTO
AiVE Public
V4(C;H£R

? EDUCATION
A MEUi
IMACiE.

WCLL qosH, MR. BULGER s^ys )

THEREi's r^oHsy IN y^p^-p AIN^T
HEAL eST^^TE, Bur ^^Q ^^^j^^^
I'/v^ NOT SURE p^^ ^ 3^^p
WHAT HE MEANT
EXACTLY.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

COLLEGIAN 13

ETC.

L

' 'Next to being shot at and
missed, nothing is really
quite as satisfying as an in-

come tax refund."

— F.J Raymond

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle

ACNOtt

S CM — (My

t Ocorgt

13 — ••nt lot

14 R«vo*vt

'' S»*t«
18 — lO m« urooe

19 Cnrit o* WVMS

20^M«C)OOI
21 Snv*

•mrvwavt

25 Evir »ci

28 Soni«tn.r>g» to

M Woo ltro»«'

36 -0«n
36 VOA *gcy

39 Prottgoni»I

41 Pomo"
43 indigo ov*
44 Sn*M> n«*o

46E4M
47 Onyir out

49 — Sf*«
Wun

51 t>«Mf>«9«i
MStTM
S7 VV»ll Str»«l

Ttactmg 3i«ces

62 0»i<a* TioCK

63 Sl»n J o»tn«f

64 Snico or

—

65 D«WrW %fn
•no stcn

66LaM0
6T On I sw 10

Pmnt
68 Cnurc" go
69 On» otyono

3 \MC0US mue
4 LI30
5 S«n«Mnc««
6 G*ft> »o« Li»y

7 ^jnvi*'
8 Actrtst Sw»ent
9 vo4c<no s

ouvut
'0 Scfoog* 'Of

snort

11 Sauugc

12 uiMonas
IS R<n

22 0aw purtuC'S
24 Anat usucoy

«9
27 C»IC» 'O«0

29 ForMI cui-uO

30 ConiutM
31 By — o» (•Morti

32 Cloy

33 AtfiCin 'eooDicc

34 Dvtctor Cidc

35 Oo*'* n.gn«gn'

37 S«>on SUV*
40 FriICO grioa*'

42 53«;.4

45 R«ciJ-ig«s
48 *ifir c>v«

50 Z»n\t'Cu'\ i

$2 Souths*'
54 F«r« Na»«rro

5i :>xaSOO»»

a 9'* sonxjn

58 MhIvjh
59 O'^ o' tn»

Atatt

40 C»'tfnony
61 L*mo or TiuRen

ANSWER TOjPflEVIOUS PUZZLL
w t n_t1

1 * M i Mn t L » TJ

SP*RT*C K

2iMm»

70 Oivinity

sett Mg
1 Cyprtss itaturc tf

1 Funoamenfji

2 islamic loa 2/13/89

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE

By Jeanne Dixon

ASliS (March 21-Apnl 19) Get a
jump on the competition by mak-
ing longdistance coils

Telemarketing helps you reduce
travel arid txxjst profit margins A
rek3tkDnship takes a dramatic turn

today Listen to your heart

TAURUS (April 20-Mav 20) You
feel upbeat and hiead tor work or

a meting in a positive mood Peo-

ple listen nriore carefully to what
you say now Focus on an anniver-

sary or special event
OiMINI (May 21-June20). The

future of a rekjtkjnship may be out
of your hands Cooperation is the

key to success both at tiome and
in business Vou make ttie right im-

pression on someone you meet at

lurch

CANCER (June 21-Julv 22) If your

apartment house goes corxSo. you
coukJ get a bargain Long hours will

take a toll on your productivity

unless you find a way to sneak in a
catnap A relationship matures

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Postpone
travel and center your activities

around home base Mastering a
computer will speed up tedkjus

work and give you more freedom
You can be the life of the party this

evening Expkye new relatkjnships

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) You
feel more content now Im-

provements in your work environ-

ment put you in a better mood.
Keep careful track of credit card
expenditures This is not the time to

exceed your limit.

LIMA (Sepf 23-Oct 22) Your
writing and speaking skills ore assets

you can use to mprove an empkjy-
ment or financial situation Help a
client's business expand arid profits

will rise You know exactly what is

needed
SCORHO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Those

who spent most of ttie weekend
outdoors return to work refreshed

and happy Corcentrote on tying

up the kaose ends of a project so

you can keep costs within budget
SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

Although you can win an argument,
it will be a riolkDw victory if you of-

fend higher-ups Look for a more
dipkjmotic way ;o get your point

across Travel is favored, control

costs

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Stock market orxJ real estate deal-

ings can improve your cash
reserves Good times are coming
Although you st* hove to work hard,

new business assockations provide

some relief Count your blessings!

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): So-

meone is headed back into your

life You have a chance to make a
good retatkjnstiip even better Your
imaginative ideas wHI mean nothing

until you present them to those in

autl-ority

nsCES (Feb 19-March 20): Deal
with a joint financial matter before
you lose the cto>ut you enjoy You
will hove to do a bit of backstage
maneuvering to win An affec-

tionate relationship grows warmer
today

^ni r,^ r,€.-he^ l'l?t J Z^/.-- • ^/l ^niLtii)

"For her there were two
species: writers and peo-
ple; and the writers were
really people, and the
people weren't."

— Randall Jarrell
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Super Rush Available

549-3840
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M Minutewomen
cvntir.ued Tcm pagt 16

the league, and have gone 4-0 against teams 8-10, but are

a miserable 0-8 against the top portion of the A- 10. Those

numbers will have to change if UMass wants to make any

noise in the conference tournament next month.

Tomorrow night, UMass takes a brief break from its con-

ference schedule, as Ivy Leaguer Harvard visits the Cage

in the team's last non-conference game of the year. UMass
hosts Penn State on Thursday and St. Bonaventure on

Saturday and also has home games against Rutgers and

St. Joseph's remaining, as well as a two-game trip to West

Virginia and Duquesne.

COPYCAT EiS I

228 Tnangle St. Amherst

Are you concerned

about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registration

Tuesdays, 4-5 pin Feb. 7 — May 16

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general information.

^
TINPCCHIOI

PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
jj^p (limited dvliveiy dreal

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherf t

Coupon* v«lid fo( d«iiw«ry

or pch up only

549-3669

Monday,
Tuesday

& Wednesday
Night Special

Coupon
LARGE CHEESE

PIZZA
$5.50 plasux

Not Valid with any other special • Valid only

on Monday Tuesday or Wednesday • ValiH

in Amhenil location • Valid only by plionf

Some things are better

the second time around-
applying to Medical school

isn't one of them!
Did you know that only 1 in 4 students

accepted to U.S. Medical schools is a repeat

applicant? That's why it's important to make
sure your grades and your MCAT scores

measure up ON THE FIRST TRY.

How? The BEST way is professional test

preparation at the Stanley H. Kaplan

Educational Center. We've been giving intensive

care to MCAT candidates for over 30 years. We
start with a free diagnostic test and a

personalized computer evaluation of each

student. Then we help you master all five

subtests with live classes, homestudy notes,

strategy clinics and audio practice labs.

Call us now. Get it right the first time.

IKAPLAN
STANUY H KAPIAN IDUCATIONAl aNTH ITD

MCAT REVIEW
Your future is worth it.

Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in injuries from: • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Ottier Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases

• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.O.
AnORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
see us In the Nynex yellow pages

^... with campus health Issues]

SHAB*

THERE'S STILL TIME TO PREPARE!
COMPAQ COURSES FORMING NOW.

MCAT begins Feb. 1

5

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

• Sponsor health projecls

• Represent student health

care concerns
• Review UHS budget
• Serve on UHS Search

CommlHees
• Meet other students

interested In health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!
First Meeting of 1989

Date: Tuesday, Feb. 14

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Time: 5:15 - 6:15 p.m.

Of^EN TO ALL STUDENTS

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

UNIVFRSITY HEALTH SERVICES
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Stockton, Malone jazz up a win for West, 143-134
HOUSTON (AP) - Playing without the

real Magic, Karl Malone and John
Stockton created some magic of their own
yesterday, carrying the West to a 143 134
victory over the East in the NBA All-Star
Game.
Stockton, the only point guard on the

West team after scheduled starter Magic
Johnson was injured on Wednesday night,

directed a record-breaking attack in the
first half, wowing a record AH -Star crowd
at the Astrodome.
The West led by as many as 31 points en

route to an 87-59 halftime lead, breaking
by one the All-Star record for points in a
half set by the West in 1962. The East got

U men's swimming
continued from page 16

200-yard individual medley soon after.

Minuteman diver Dan Chesnicka struggled, hitting his

heel on the board on one dive, and ended up with a pair

of second place fini.shes in the one- and three-meter

competitions.

UMa.ss got third, fourth and fifth in the 200-yard but-

terfly from Kennedy, Evan Gwilliam and Rutherford. The
Minutemen took second, third and fourth in the 100-yard

free and the 200-yard backstroke, with Mclver nabbing
second in the 100 and Ehle taking the 200.

In the 500-yard freestyle, another event in which Robert-

son usually swims, UMass' back was broken. The Terriers

swept all three positions and only two swimming events

were left. In those, John 'Chico' Gardiner got third in the

200-yard backstroke and the team of Ladd, Kennedy,
Reich and Mclver took second in the 400-yard freestyle

relay.

Despite the beating the Minutemen took, there were

many bright spots. Yarworth was pleased with the efforts

of Gardiner, Reich and Yunker, among others. He also

liked the fact that B.U. felt it had to shave to beat them,

which he felt showed a lot of respect for his team.

The UMass swimmers didn't let the loss get them down
either.

"They had a good practice (yesterday]," Yarworth said.

"We will peak at the New Englands (and) beat B.U. at

the Easterns."

Robertson swam at the practice and looks to be healthy

by the championships, and with him back in the lineup

UMass should not repeat a performance like the one at

Boston University on Saturday.

as close as seven in the fourth quarter

before faltering.

Stockton had an All-Star record nine

assists in the first quarter, breaking
Johnson's 1984 record of eight, although he
didn't play the last 3:18.

Madone, Stockton's Utah Jazz teammate,
scored 18 o( his 28 points in the first half

and was 8-for-9 from the field in the first

two periods, most of them on dunks or

feathery layups. Malone wsis selected the

game's Most Valuable Player.

Dale Ellis scored 27 points and Alex
English 16 for the West. Stockton finished

with II points and 17 assists.

Michael Jordan scored 12 of his 28 points

in the fourth quarter to lead the East,

which still leads the All-Star series 25-14.

The East had won seven of the previous

nine games. Isiah Thomas added 19 points

and 14 assists for the East.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, in his 20th and
last season, appeared in his 18th All-Star

Game, missing his first five shots and scor-

ing four points. He set the career All-Star

scoring record last year.

The attendance of 44,735 broke the All-

Star record of 43,146 at the Indianapolis

Hoosier Dome in 1985. It was the largest

NBA crowd ever away from the Pontiac

Silverdome, which has the four largest

ever.

The West broke away from a 12-12 tie by
outscoring the East 35-19 in the last 8:14

of the first period.

The spurt started with a 13-2 run during
which Malone scored six consecutive points

and Ellis five.

With Stockton out, the West offense hard-

ly slowed down. Chris MuIIin, a 6-foot-7 for-

ward, took over at point gtiard, but got help

bringing the ball upcourt from 6-10 Tom
Chambers, who scored 12 points in 5:14,

helping the West increase its margin to

57 33 with 8:44 left in the first half

ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST - Top-ranked Arizona
team in as many weeks to fall from the top spot after losing

AP photo

probably will become the fifth

to Oklahoma, 82-80 yesterday.

CLASSIFIEDS
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ACTIVITIES

EAT YOUR HEARTS OUT by placing an
ordar lor a Valentine s Day Cootoa-gram to

send to your fnends lor only SI Rigtil on

the Cainpus Canter Concoursa Fab 13 i
UtM

UaiASS SKI CLUS rum ttw bast spring

breaks to Barbados Bahamas. Bermuda.
Killington and Breckenridge 545-3437M30

SUB

UEAKH TO KKOITATE - FREE Tap hidden

potential E«pand your love Every mon &

wed Campus Center room- listed near

elevators Ananda Marga 3-Spm

UMOC GENERAL MEETING Monday Feb
13 at 7pm In CC 101 slideshow. trip an-

nouncements, and luni See you there

KOREAN STUbENfS ASSOC MEEflMQ
tonight at Campus Center 805-809 at 6pm

JEWISH WOMAN '•• A voyage of se«

discovery meet lorrt>er cantonal student

turned Chassidic minstrel Contact Mrs

Yochevrd Adelman 549-40*4

ISN'T IT TIME VOO GOT an A subscribe

to student notes we have ciss notes

available 403 Student Union 545-2271

LOUSV AT CHESS? We are' Show us how
to do It (ree instruction tree membership

Tuesday night room 165

OtljIS HOli)INQ 6i»EHRi»H Feb 1*.lS,

16, 21 , 22. 23! Look lof oof niah poaters lor

details

WHAT S THE POINT~dF UFE? Unique

dream techniques, special visualizations,

and simple Iwenty-minule spiritual e«er

cises can help you 'md your destiny in this

life Learn at>oul the transforming spiritual

exercises of ECHANKAR One-hour presen

tation 30 minute video and basic how to'

s

UMA Campos Center 7 30 Thursday Feb 9.

16.23

SOO^WESrAHEAOOV. is looking tor

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested? Call 5^)960 tor details

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1 ,2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street partcing and

free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
am available Keep your fnends and parents

informed atiout what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere F<K more

information come down to Room 1 13 Cam-

pus Center or Call 545 3500

AUTO FOR SALE

FiDRO ORAMAOA rt BANANA <!(*Bred on-

ly 1350 cm •-4360

19*2 BUICK AM/FM most pans are new
runs perfect S600 or best Oder Call Mike
I 549.5909

1M3 BUICK SKYHAWK 82 000 miles

S500 00 Call 549-3816 evenings

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3^amp
organization in the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are availatile m Tennis Ar

chery. Waterfront (W S I ) Cramatcs Office

Administration, Computers. Radio. Arts &
Crafts. Nature. Athletics. Jewelry.
Ptratoography, Dance. Wrestliiw. Cookif>g,

Adventure/Challenge Course Film making
Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800 533-CAMP (215^7 9700 in PA) or

wnte 407 Benson East. Jenkintown. PA
19046

COMPACT DISC musk: MACHINE

DISC X>CKEY SERVICE quality tur>es for

•H occasions 549-1421 or 2S3-765S

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

OAYTONA'S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - $139. Panama City Beach's
Miracle Mile Reson $119. roundtrip

transportation add $80 Ca« Mark 549-2871

FOR RENT

LARGE BEDROOM WITH bath and kitchen

privileges in Amity place for rent only teniale

$350/month inci utilities Call 549-6562

FRiOGERENfALS WE DELIVER 253-9742

BE A BOARDER IN A SORORITYI Females
only Great location' Great food' Call

545-0527 Ask for Tiel. Sleph, or Tracey

FOR SALE

UMASS SWEATSHIRTS top quality hooded
$20 we deliver 6-5273 Call Marc

BURMESE PYTHON for sale 546-6309

SELLING 85 MZO GLC just had accident ex-

cellent for parts price B/O call 546-59 1 8 leave

message

FOR SALE MOUNTAIN BIKE. Univega

Afpma Uno Brand new. used twice Need
cash badly A steal at $400 Call Kevin

69705

ROSSIONOL SKIIS -170 cm W/S337 Bin

dings good cortd $100 or BO Call Lauren
5495303

BEOTOR SALE- Twin mattress, boxspring.

and frame $75 or B CaM 549^224

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excelleni condition

$45 or best offer

Call Alisa 527-6505

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent conditnn ft3,000

mites Can 256-8369

POUND

FOUND SHTvER^EAfimNd. Identify it and
It s yours 256-0788

BAYBANKS CARD kamaia boucha Call

584-8652

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS wtth Doug
Hewitt Rock Blues Folk all levels

Sor>gwritir»g. improvisation, theory reedw

Studio on 3 bus lines 54»4786or549

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PANDA

PANDA, HAPPY 22nd SIRTHOAVma Ha
Ha Have a great day Love your roomnnates

H6l^ WANTED

FINAL DAY FOR NEW STUDENTS PRO-
QRAM applicatkxis. 307 Unnrersity Admis-

sions Center (next to Gorman)

$IX GREAT REASONS TO WORK RIVER-
SIDE PARK THIS SEASON
-Meet people make new friends

-Challenging positions

-Flexible sct>edules

-Fun, exciting enviorment

-Have fun

$6 00/hour starting rate

Positions filling fast, apply in person River-

side Park Personnel Office. Mon-Fn
9am-4 30pm EOE Our representative will

be on campus February 13. 1969 from

9am-5pm

EARN $7.80 per lecture. Be a noletaker

mty Student Note and Printing Servlca

403 Student Union.

CAMPUS TOUW GUIDE APPLICATIONS
due February 13-Relurn to 307 University

Admissions Center (Next to Gorman)
5-4237

RUN SUMMER BUSINESS m your
hometown Earn average $8,000 Excelleni

experience 665-2527

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
FOR UMass domis No car necessary 7

days/week t -2 hours/day Good pay' Call

253-7009

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 19t« INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Gel hands'on ex

perience in the legal fiekJ-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience in

tfie leg«l profession necessary-training pro-

vided An information session will be held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901

Campus Center (545-19951

LOST

LOST; Gold ropecham bracelal between
Mahar lOe and Hills South from 2 3pm.
2-8-69 Has special meaning If lound

pteaaa can Shah 546^5092

LOST; GOLD WATCH High aeniimental

value Pit call 546-9603

PERSONALS

ASK A BUSH-BASHER. When you say
LAGNAF you say a lot' Spnng Break with

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

2 POISON TIX 4 sale Fab 16 at Centrum
Awesome seau cm 549^3637 or 2SM900

OUS Happy 22 baby Go crazy I k>va you
Marci

STACEY CHI OMEGA Cuando tu no
Preocupados'' Estet>an

KATHY WOdOFORb- Congratulalkxw on
your engagement" Best wishes and hap-
piness to you' Inah

DON'T GET SUCKEREO to a roach moiiai

onyourlKeak Five star acconKXlatnns only

with UMass ski Club 545-3437

CLAUDIA CARUER- Happy 21 SI birthday'

Live It up tonigtit txjt don't forget about your

under 21 roomie' Lots of kivs. Shan

CtAUOIA CARVER IS 21 TODAY. If you
see her at the Pink CadiNac make sure you

buy her a cheap bottle of champagne and
make her dnnk the iwtiole thing Have a hap-

py birtfiday and a happy valentine's day
Love ya like a wild crazy rapid, psyctiotic

animal P S Happy 8 months, with more to

come Love you Ihissssssssss much -Me

HAPPY B'OAV Tom love Elise

IS SOMEONE HAVING a birthday m 1401

JFK'' Happy b-day Lisa! I k>ve ya' Love
Robyn

'VALENTINE'S DAYI Don't )u8t give your

sweetheart a personal, send a Campus
Cake' 256-8745

BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFE! Meet that so-

meone special through our singles dub In-

tro singles club Box 3006. Boston. MA
02130

CRAFT WORKSHOPS IN JEWELRY, pot

tery. devetopmg film and more -only $6'

Sign up asap at tf>e craft shop across from

the Hatch Call 545-2096

OUENTIN'S VALENTINES SPECIAL, get

prints lor half price thru February 14th

Located next to the BluewaM m CC

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS FIOOmIn apt or house
please call l^enise 256-0996 4pm or later

RESUME SERVICE

RESUMTsIrvICE. We're -1 and we'll

beat any price' Free pick up 4 delivery,

Lasertypesetting. etc Cal today 54»413S

ROOMMATES WANTB)

1 OR 2 NEEDED for AmHy Ptaoa CondO
225 each 549-1839

ONE LARGE ROOM IN HOUSE. 2 mm
walk to campus Fmie prelerred

$2S0/month 549-7185

BRANOVWME APT LOOKMQ lor 1 1smale

February tree leave rnessage 549-2710

nddlN FOR RENT looking for'male room-

mate 10 rent a room m Bnnany $250 per mo
256-6022

3 FEMALES NEED fllORE to share

bedroom m Southwood Townttouse Call

anytime • keep trying 256-0264

LTCEHSE^nDA^CARE PERSOlThas
fuU/parttime openings Ages 1-4 Call

549-7966

SERVICES

TAKOT REAOINOS bv apmt 546-6935^

Find out about yourselt

iTlCENSEO DAYCARE PERSON has
full/partlime openings Ages 1-4 Call

549^7968

RESUME TYPE8ETTIN0. Avoid the end-

of-semester pane Very experienced, inex

pensive overnight lasenvniar quality Lisa

665-6969

suatfT

SUBLEASE MY APAR-TMENT NOW! First

month's free Call Sill 665-242S

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLETSAKE OVER LEASE June tat one
bedroom apt J370 mo Call Linda or Ta
tiana 253-7185 Leave message

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA, liv

dividualized instructK>n CASA Box 1 1264

Milwaukee. Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

HOT NK2HTS, COOL FROZEN DRINKS,
reggae music, sarvly tieaches and you Af-

fordable spring break trips to Jamaica, Can-

cun Acapuico and Davtona CaM Karen or

Shara at 546-6612, or Mendeth at 549-6274

for details

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT'
COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA OTY BEACH, FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT. SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW. OR CALL DEB
S494M40 or LYNN S46-7463,

TUTORING

RETIRED FORMER PROFESSOR OF
SPEECH wHI help foreign students with

Enghsh also Edit papers for correct enghah
usage Reasonable rates, no charge lor in-

itial interview 2S3-3354

TYPING

"WOROSMITH^ PROFESSIONAL TYP-
ING Papers resur'ies and more' Laserpnrv

ting with spelkheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSHM fast, protaewonal.

accurate 665-4501

UMASS LAX SWEATSHIRT

• LOST/STOLEN ON m»t FLOOR OF •

• CootiOga 1st weekend m Feb Reward •

offered tor (he return of this navy

sweaMhMt with a Lacroeae Logo
' No questions asked Just please return

'

•
It no or»e else has one and it has '

•extreme sentimental value Call Lauren'
at 546-8031

UNCLE SAMMY WANTS YOUl

tHE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA MU
Fralerrvty invite all University men to Spnng

Rush' Feb 14 Pizz Party Campus Center

-904 7-1 1pm Feb 15 Casino Night Campus
Center -917 8- 11pm Feb 16 Bowling with

the Brothers Meet at Southwest Horseshoe
8pm All events are free'

VALENTME'S DAY HEARTS

VALENTINE'S DAY CANDY SALE- Come
on down to the CC Concourse and ct»eck

out our wide assortment of Valentine's day

hearts for that special friend
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SPOJTS
Men's gymnastics rolls over MIT
n.. mmunir AIT«;TIM^"^ nirp srore to see."By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - About the most intense competition

that the University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team seen on Saturday was the one-on one basketball

game between Cal Booker and Bart Balocki before the

meet.

But then there was the gymnastics meet that started

at 1 p.m. with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The Minutemen, without Balocki and Booker, trounced

the Engineers in their own gym 243.8 193.4.

It could have been worse than the 50 point blowout that

It was if UMass coach Roy Johnson had sent his entire

starting lineup. But Johnson elected to give about half

of his starters the day off.

One starter that Johnson did not give the day off to was

senior Jay Ronayne. Ronayne has been hampered by a

foot injury for the past couple of weeks and has missed

the last two meets. Johnson felt that this would be a good

meet to get him into shape and thus entered him into two

events, the still rings and the high bar.

Ronayne had problems on the high bar but surprised

everyone with his performance on the still rings where

he scored an 8.35.

i didn't feel very good because I can't do any real dis

mounts and I can't do two of my good events, floor exer

cise and vaulting. " Ronayne said. "Vaulting is my best

event but unfortunately I can't do it anymore."

"He surprised us on the rings. " UMass assistant coach

Steve Clancy, who was sitting in for Johnson who went

to the women's gymnastics meet in New Hampshire.

'This is his first meet on rings this year. That was a real

nice score to see."

Senior co-captain John Eggers won the rings with a 9.5.

That score will help Eggers a lot in his bid to qualify for

the NCAA Championships.

"We were just trying to concentrate on hitting our

routines, getting consistent for Temple. " Eggers said.

"This is our last chance to get away scores to get qualified

for nationals."

UMass. not surprisingly, swept every event. Eggers also

won the floor exercise (9) the horizontal bar (9.05). the

parallel bars (8.45). and the pommel horse (8.05) on the

way to a 52.9 in the all around to top all scorers.

The only event where Eggers did not take a first was

the vault where sophomore Dave Dinucci took a little of

the glory for himself, winning the event with an 8.7.

Senior Greg McCall got the call from Johnson for the

first time this year but unfortunately it was at an inop

portune time.

"I felt very weak." McCall said. "I was si(^ all this week.

But it's a starting point. I'm not even close to the perfor

mance that I had last year."

The win upped the Minutemen to 4 2 on the season. 2 1

in the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League, speak

ing of which Temple, an EIGL opponent will be coming

to town for the Minutemen's first home meet of the year

next weekend.
"One of the things we were doing was giving some of

the guys a rest." Clancy said. "But another thing we

wanted to do was look for consistency for some of the guys

because Temple is coming up next week and that's a big

meet."

Much bigger than Saturday's non-league meet with MIT
was.

Women's hoop stopped by GW
... .t ^- ; . ...;»U»71«iO

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's basketball coach

Kathy Hewelt was hoping that this weekend's trip south

would produce some positive results for the team.

It didn't.

The Minutewomen embarked on a two-game journey

against Atlantic 10 conference rivals Temple and George

Washington. In both cases. UMass was looking to make

up for earlier losses suffered at Curry Hicks Cage.

After losing to Temple on Thursday. UMass traveled to

the nation's capital, looking for a split at best on the trip.

However, the Colonial Women of GW weren't ac

comodating to their guests, coming away with a 71-52 win

over the Minutewomen.
The loss dropped UM to 9 11 overall and 4 8 in the con

ference. GW is now 7 13 overall.

Despite the fact that the games were on the road, Hewelt

felt that her team is much better now than earlier this

year and could turn in better performances this time

around. That theory didn't work against Temple, as the

Minutemen stumbled to a 67-46 loss. And Saturday's loss

proved once again that UMass has to play better to

establish itself among the top teams in the conference.

UMass has yet to beat a team that sits above it in the

conference standings. The Minutewomen are seventh in

continued on page 14

Women's
gymnastics

loses first
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The story of Saturday's meet at the University of

New Hamphsire was not that the the University of

Massachusetts women's gymnastics team suffered its

first loss of the winter. In tallying 178.25 points to

the Wildcat's 180.7. the Minutewomen (4-1) bested the

previous all-time school scoring mark of 177.9.

"I see it as winning in losing." said coach Alfie Mit-

chell. "I'm proud of what we did. and with a few minor

breaks, we could easily have done better."

UMass had brushed up against the record previous

ly this season, coming within a mere tenth of a point

at Cornell a couple of weeks back. A small adjustment

in the balance beam lineup on Saturday made the dif

ference. however, as Erika Baxter re emerged as the

team leading scorer with a 9.4 in the event and a 36.85

overall.

Baxter — who has slumped in recent weeks after a

fast early season start — was the meet's top scorer, as

her 36.85 added more that a point to her results in the

last three meets. "She almost skipped over 36 and went

right to 37, " said Mitchell. Erin Klier and Kim Grady

tied for fourth place all around with identical 35.25's.

Behind Baxter's high score, UMass captured the

balance beam 44 9 to 44.3. The beam win was especial-

ly satisfying for Mitchell and Co. as it was the last

event of the day, forcing UMass to overtake the scor-

ing record under serious pressure. "Everyone was

psyched." described Mitchell, "we knew by the last per-

son that we had it."

The traditionally powerful Wildcats were led by Suzie

Quinlan's 36.25 (second all-around) and Lori Brady's

36 20 (third) in capturing the vault, uneven bars and

floor exercise.

"We wanted to win," said Mitchell, "but we weren't

expected to. We wanted to go up there and get a good

score and we did it."

Men's swimming falls

to Boston University
Robertson's absence hurts UM's cause
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Correspondent

In the words of University of

Massachusetts men's swimming coach

Russ Yarworth, what was administered

Saturday by Boston University upon the

Minutemen could only be described as

"a good old-fashioned butt whipping."

A psyched and shaved Terrier team

thumped a UMass squad which was
swimming without one of its top

freestylers and cruised to a 147-96 win

in Boston.

"They were the better team [Satur-

day]," said Yarworth. "They were real-

ly up for the meet."

The problems started early for the

Minutemen as they only managed se

cond and third in the 400-yard medley

relay, an event they usually win. Dave
Ehle, Pete Koback, Sean Rutherford and

Pete Reich made up the top team for

UMass.
In the 1000-yard freestyle, one of the

events which ill swimmer Jim Robert-

son usually won, the Minutemen
struggled to a third place finish. Frank

Sampson, who was forced into the lead

1000 spot, swam well but just could not

keep up with the pumped-up Terrier

swimmers.
Brian Mclver and Mike Yunker took

second and third respectively in the

200-yard free and G.T. Ladd grabbed se-

cond in the 50 free. Roger Kennedy got

UMass' only win of the day in the

continued on pog^J j'

Men's hoop team finally

comes home to the Cage
Minutemen welcome St. Joseph's tonight

Collectan photo by David Higa«hi|rurhi

The UMass men's swimming team dropped its final dual meet

Saturday, losing to Boston University.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The Curry Hicks Cage hasn't exactly

been home sweet home for the University

of Massachusetts men's basketball team,

but it has been much a much nicer locale

than playing on the road, which has been

just brutal for the Minutemen.

UMass. 8-13 overall and 3-9 in the Atlan-

tic 10 Conference, returns to the Cage

tonight from a three-game road trip to take

on conference rival St. Joseph's Universi-

ty at 7:30 p.m.

The Minutemen have had almost no suc-

cess on the road, going 2-8, with the only

wins coming over New Hampshire and

Coastal Carolina. They have given up 100

points five times, all in foreign gyms.

And after tonight, they will return to the

road for games against West Virginia and
Duquesne.

But the Cage has been kinder to UMass.
The Minutemen have gone 6-4 at home
(two of the losses were at the team's second

home — the Springfield Civic Center), in-

cluding big conference wins over Rhode
Island and Rutgers. The Cage was also the

sight of UMass' lone 100-point perfor-

mance, when it scored 105 points against

the Scarlet Knights,

So that it the biggest thing the
Minutemen have going for them. They
have not played well in the past three
games, in road defeats at Connecticut, Ho-
ly Cross and Rhode Island.

The main thing that has been missing for
UMass has been the inside game. John
Milum and John Tate, the big men for the

Minutemen, have played better at home
this season but have slipped lately and

were virtually non-existent (five points

combined) at Rhode Island.

The bright spot of late has been the play

of George Hardin, a transfer from Salt

Lake Community College. Hardin, a power

forward, scored five points against Holy

Cross and added 11 against Rhode Island.

Freshman forward Jim McCoy, (29 points

against Rhode Island and the conference

Freshman-of-the-Week three times) has

also played well.

But without the big men, UMass hasn't

been able to compete.

St. Joseph's, 3-10 in the A-10, is coming

off a 91-55 loss to Rutgers, the same team

the Minutemen beat by 16.

And although the Hawks lost their big-

gest weapon of last year, Rodney Blake, to

graduation, they still have a couple of

strong big men in 6-foot- 1 1 center Ron Ver-

cruyssen and 6-7 forward Marlon Miller.

With a resurgence from Tate and Milum,

UMass is certainly capable of beating St.

Joe's.

And at least they are finally home, even

if it is just for one game.

Sports at

a Glance
Today:
Men's hoop vs. St. Joe's (7:30)

Tomorrow:
Women's hoop vs. Harvard (7:30)

Thursday:
Men's hoop at W. Virginia

Women's hoop vs. Penn State (7:30)

Today, windy with |

chance of rain, temps,

in mid 40's. Tomorrow
partly cloudy, 35-40.

Valentine's special with

historical perspective on

the lovers holiday and
other tidbits. Pgs. 11-14

Men's basketball shoots

down St. Joseph's in

final minute, 72-68.
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Four RC members
to file assault charges
By THOMAS RODRKIUES
Collegian Staff

Four L'niver.sity of Massachusetts

Republican Club members will level

assault charges against another campus

oinanization after a brawl with them last

Thursday, said Rt-publican Club nn'mber

Doug Dratch

Dratch and Dther Club nuinlurs Ken

Rudy, Brian Darling, and Scott Kramer

will file charges against members of the

Spartacus League this week in Northamp

ton District Court after the necessary

paperwork is completed.

Dratch. who is personally filing two

counts of assault again.st unidentified

members of the league, is also looking in-

to filing charges with the Dean of Students

in an attempt to disband the organization

The two gi-oups clashed at a video presen

tation spon.sored by the Spartacus League,

a Cambridge based Trotskyist youth club,

which was holding a meeting in room 903

of the Campus Center.

Il is unclear who instigated thf

10-minute wrestling match that took plac«'

during the 9 p.m. discussion portion of the

mt?eting. but police said they were called

in at 9:28 to quell the fight, which had pro

gressed into the hallway when they

arrived.

Kramer, who was treated at University

Health Services after his nose was head

butted during the brawl, .said he was not

suing for monetary damages but didn't

clarify what his goals were.

Rudy and Darling, could not be reached

for comment at press time.

The Republican Club members contend

the trouble did not start until the Spar

tacists verbally deba.sed the Minuteman. a

conservative campus publication that all

six of the members who attended the

meeting work for in some capacity.

They said when they tried to defend their

publication, an attempt to forcibly eject

Dratch from the room was made. The

tempers of both groups quickly Hared and

the near 20-per.son .scuffle began.

holo by .Ja«on OantinRrr

GEEKS - Senior Department of Natural Resources major Sarah

Dunklee and Junior English major Adam Novitt stand somewhere

on campus recently "with balloons tied to their heads.

Advertising industry bias slights minorities
... . ^.- A i„„ n^^natir^n Anae. 110*1 n mix of races in its adver-

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Organizations that adv(x:ate for minorities look at adver-

tisements and product packaging and see so many white

faces they see red.

Asian organizations say Asians are seldom used except

to advertise ethnic foods. Hispanic organizations make a

similar claim. Black organizations say blacks are seldom

u.sed except to adverti.se athletic equipment and products

designed specifically for the black community.

The advocacy groups say that minorities are being

misrepresented, underrepresented, or not repre.sented at

all.

Some examples:

• On the box for the NBA Interactive VCR game, pro-

duced by Interactive VCR games, of Vancouver, Wash.,

two actors are pictured playing the game. One is wear-

ing Magic Johnson's uniform, the other Larry Bird's. Both

actors are white, although the real John.son is black.

• A Western Union commercial features an Asian man
speaking in a foreign language. According to George Kon-

do, a regional director for the Japanese American Citizens

League, 'The commercial suggest that Asians cannot

speak English." The generalization is both wrong and un-

neces.sary, he said.

' 'We are portrayed in a costume

and given a role to play. That's

very sad and very insulting."

—Raul Yzaguirre

• The figure on a box of Croyden House Chinese Fried

Rice is of an Asian - it is difficult to tell which sex the

caricature is supposed to be - with almond shaped slits

for eyes.

But representatives for various companies say they do

make an effort to represent minorities in advertising and

packaging, and listen to their needs.

"We're in a situation of free enterprise. The public votes

when they buy your item. Companies react to that vote,"

said Richard Curd, spokesman for Carnation Co., in Los

Angeles. Carnation does use a mix of races in its adver-

tising and packaging, he said.

"Companies cannot be all things to all people. That's

not our business," he said. "You don't put somebody on

the label to placate a group."

"We are sensitive and listen to groups . but there is

a limit as to how far you can go," he said, adding that

not everyone is going to be satisfied - especially small

interest groups. As an example of a small interest group.

Curd suggested the left handed citizens of a small town.

Proctor & Gamble. Citibank. McDonald's and other

firms have been named by organizations for their use of

minorities in realistic situations. A "realistic situation,"

according to Alan Dinwiddie. a senior vice president at

Uni-World, a black advertising agency in New York, is

when "companies look at their advertising and ask how

it relates to the real world."

Paul P. Bova, a vice president for the James River Corp.,

of Norwalk, Conn., manufacturer of Northern bathroom

tissue, said the companies decision, made some 15 years

ago, to prominently place a black child on some of their

continued on page 4

SGA gets bogged down
Conservatives to continue their fillibuster

I

By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

During last Wednesday's Student

Government Association meeting, cer-

tain conservative senators once again

managed to .steer the student senate

away from important issues and mire it

in a slough of debate and parliamentary

procedure. ^^^

NEWS ANALYSIS
After the meeting, during which the

principle motion to be considered was

the possible ratification of Shari Silkoff

and Jason Rabinowitz as SGA co-

presidents, many moderate and liberal

senators expressed outrage and
dissatisfaction at the way the rules were

used to filibuster and they vowed there

would be a change in the way the SGA
is run.

Conservative senators vowed they

would continue to filibuster until it is

too late for the two to take office. Sen.

W. Greg Rothman said he will read the

entire student phone book at tomorrow

night's meeting when given the floor if

that is what it takes to stop the motion

from coming to a vote.

This week's meeting should be a lit-

mus test for the rest of the seme-ster, in-

continued on page 5

Dukakis defends new tax plan
By The Associated Press

BOSTON - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis con-

tended yesterday that a $735 million tax

increase is needed to assure Massachusetts'

future, while critics charged it was need

ed because of present administrative

incompetence.

"Can we ask the average tax-paying

family to chip in an extra $1.50 a week to

make sure that our children are educated,

our parents and grandparents are cared for,

our workers trained, our environment pro-

tected?" Dukakis asked the Legislature's

Taxation commitee.

"I say, yes, we can," Dukakis said before

a packed Statehouse hearing on the tax

package the governor needs to help offset

a $636 million budget shortfall this year

and to support a $1 billion increase in spen

ding next year.

Dukakis has called for doubling the

capital gains tax, increasing levies on

cigarettes, alcohol and gasoline and in.stall-

ing new taxes on out-of state telephone

calls and utilitv equipment purchases.

"In the coming weeks - as we roll up our

sleeves and see this fiscal challenge

through to a solution, as I know we will -
we won't just be debating numbers, we'll

be debating values," the governor said.

"We won't be talking about programs,

we'll be talking about people. And the

.stakes won't be the commotion of today, but

the Commonwealth of tommorrow."

But House Taxation Chairman John

Flood (D-Canton), for months Dukakis'

most vocal fiscal critic in the Legislature,

called it a "cynical attempt to distort the

real issue - this debate is not about ideology

and fundamental values. It is about com-

petence."

Dukakis, who made competence the cen-

tral theme of his unsucces.sful presidential

campaign, had produced a revenue raising

proposal that "offers no hope to the tax-

payer," said Flood. "It contains no bold vi-

sion, no creative solutions to the challenges

continued on page 5
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CORRECTION

In yesterday's article on the National

Organization of Women, the Collegian in-

correctly identified the date of the march.

The correct date is April 9. The Col-

legian regrets the error.

GRAPHICS
SUPERVISORS AND ASSOCIATES -
Graphics Board is scheduled for

Monday at 3 p.m., for this week only.

Attendance is mandatory.

If you have a tinne conflict, please

call Wendy at 545-3500.
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NO HIDDEN COSTS!

FROM BOSTON/STAY AT THE BEST HOTEI.S
Buy with confidence. Buy your vacation from Filene s ba.<^mentJ

Jamaica!
MONTEGO BAY
or NEGRIL from

Sat niQht deo

$449 + 12

At Deluxe Beachfront

Nassau Beach
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BAHAMAS]
$519

PUERTO LA CRUZ

$569

ICANCU
$569
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Doral Beach Hotel
Sunday dep. from + 17

Beachfront
1st Class Hotel

Sat night dep from + 17
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ItV^EVCATION
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Guaranteed Low Prices!
For Information or to Book call

617 267-8100
RRST CLASS VACATIONSAT BARGAIN BASEMENT PRICES!
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Advanced ACOA
Group

For individuals with prior ACOA group
experience either at Mental Health
Services or in community.

Wednesdays 3:30 • 5:00 p.m.

For information and group screen-
ing contact: Kevin Keougti or Jean
Gustafson at 545-2337.
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INTERNATIONAI
1 COFFEES U

Brazilian

Gourmet Blend

Honduras

Mocha

75(1: REGULAR 90C LARGE

Introductory Special

Free Cookie with
Every Cup!

Sun., Feb. 12 ^*

through ^,* •

Sun., Feb. 26 VJv •

Hampden SNACK BAR
Mon.-Fri ; 8;00 am-Mid.

Sat. -Sun.: 9:00 am-Mid.

LOCAL
Peace in
Mideast
forseeable
By MARL\ SACCHE'lTi
Collegian SlalT

Resolving the bitter conflict between Israel and

Palestine will not totally eliminate the problems plagu

ing the Middle Kast, but Lsiaeli professor Yo.sef Olmert

said the concept of peace between the two nations is edg

ing closer to reality.

In a letture at Amherst College yesterday. Olmert said

although relations are slowly improving, Israel will not

yield to pressure to withdraw from Palestine territory un

til its safety is insured.

"One should not be overly optimistic to any quick or im

mediate solution," he said. But, "the very fact we can con

sider the possibilities is a sign [of peace],"

A promise made several months ago by Palestine Libera

ti(m Organization leader Yasser Arafat to "renounce all

forms of terrorism" in efforts to reclaim territory has

drawn .skepticism from many Israelis, Olmert said.

"So many I.sraelis from various political parties are

obses.sed with the idea that there is nothing to talk about

to the PLO because you just don't believe them," he said.

Despite claims that Arafat's promise is superficial,

Olmert siiid the statement significantly altered the PLO's

image and strategy.

"They don't accept [Israeli.
" he said. But. "somehow

they have developed the notion that not all Israelis are

bad."

Although he condemned the PLO's use of terrorism,

Olmert admitted Israel is also responsible for terrorist acts

lodged to r.iaintain order in the country,

"When you are faced with this kind of situation, you

have to to restore law and order and do it as humanely

as possible." he said. "There is no alternative to this."

The PLO advocates the United Nations Re.solution 181

drafted in 1947. demanding the right to a Palestine state,

but Olmert said Israel will not return occupied territories

until safety is as^sured.

"I believe, with all the pain and agony, that we have

no choice but to stay in territories until leaving is part

of a comprehensive peace treaty. " Olmert .said

"If not. we shall .simply create more problems." he said.

THANK GOD - The face of Helen Hills Chapel at

Smith College on a cool, crisp early winter's morning.

Town says
water loss

will not be
a problem
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The cause of Friday's sudden water level

drop in Amherst will remain a mystery un-

til the incident is further analyzed, but the

town is not suffering a water crisis, said

Stanley Ziomek, superintendent of public

wt)rks.

"There is no crisis," Ziomek said. "There
is adequate water for everyone in town."
Amherst's four water storage tanks

maintain a daily average level of 61 feet,

but on Friday the water level in each tank
fell to 40 feet, prompting claims that the

town had a water crisis and forcing the

University of Massachu.setts to cut off hot

water to its residents for several hours.

When a'-ea colleges are in session, the

town pumps nearly 4.4 million gallons of

water a day, channelled through five

waterways. Ziomek said.

During Friday's incident, however, the

town was forced to shut down all water
.sources except its largest well, which car-

ries 1.8 million gallons per day, he said.

Ziomek said he suspects the incident was
cau.sed by a mechanical failure in the

system, although workers were unable to

locate a water main leak or hydrant defect

during a search on Friday.

The situation is under investigation but

the source of the problem will not be deter

mined for at least three weeks, Ziomek
said.

"If not. we shall .simply create more problems, he said. Ihwh^^i^^bih^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ WW* W

Despite obstacles, magazine set to publish
J.

*^
perceived as a man working solitarily on this project. Tl

By KERRY HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

The long awaited issue of the University of

Mas.sachusetts' literary and fine arts magazine Spectrum

will be coming out this seme.ster in spite of problems with

funding and office space.

The magazine, which was created in 1967. had been an

annual publication until the last issue in 1986. In 1987,

the magazine faced a 50 percent reduction in funds and

had to save money over the last two semesters. They

began work in January with a total budget of $10,500,

$24,500 less than in 1967.

The magazine, due to come out in the early spring, is

a mix of the best contributions over the last 20 years and

new material.

Charles Francis Carroll, co managing editor of the

magazine, has been on the staff since 1979. He said he

is excited about this project although it has not been an

easy job.

Over the past two years, Carroll said there has been a

power struggle between WMUA and Spectrum over the

office space both organizations occupy in the basement of

the Campus Center.

In 1986, the Board of Governors unanimously voted m
favor of maintaining the Spectrum office. Since then.

WMUA has appealed this decision and is trying to move

into that office .space The BOG has scheduled another

meeting and the outcome could affect S^ctrum
dramatically

'We can put past problems behind us and
start Iresh."

—Charles Francis Carroll

"At this point in time." Carroll said, "to have to move

all our things to another office would have a definite

negative impact on the magazine. Even now, we have pro-

blems with art work being handled too much. We had

assurances in the past that our office space would be kept.

This battle has been ongoing and has taken a lot of energy

that could have been directed elsewhere
'

Carroll, however, is confident: "I think it's the best

literary magazine in the world. We are going to enter it

in three magazine contests. I really think we will win all

of them. We have a healthy staff. They are very qualified

and enthusiastic

Carroll emphatically denies rumors of internal confiict

with fellow co-managing editor David Lyng.

"The problems Spectrum has had in the past have been

mostly external." Carroll said. "Since I have been the only

constant member of the editorial board since 1979, 1 am

perceived as a man working solitarily on this project. This

is not true. As far as David is concerned, I recruited him.

He is a young, gifted, bright student who will do a great

job after I am gone."

Lyng, who had previously worked for the smaller

literary magazine Fred, has been very active in the pro-

duction of the forthcoming issue of Spectrum.

"This magazine coming out is worth the wait," Lyng

said. "It is hard-bound and about twice as long as earlier

publications. Since it is Spectrum's 20th anniversary -

actually 21st at this point — we wanted to do something

new.''

The Spectrum staff have completed layout and the pro-

duction crew should begin in about a week. Once the

magazine is completed, it will be distributed to the seven

galleries on campus.

Carroll, who is leaving Spectrum after this publication,

.said "I am happy to be leaving the organization with these

people. It is a strong organization and with the group's

experience and talent, Spectrum should continue to main-

tain the standard it has created in the past."

The future of Spectrum seems promising from Lyng's

perspective as well.
^^

"We can put past problems behind us and start fresh,

he said. "I think it will be a literary renaissance for the

agazine."

Car accident causes damage
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Police said an accident on Fearing Street

Extension near Sunset Avenue Saturday

caused a total of $1,400 in damages and in-

volved three vehicles.

The first car, approaching Sunset

Avenue, stopped short when a second vehi-

cle appeared to be running a stop sign. A
third vehicle collided with the rear of the

first vehicle, causing the damage, police

said.

In other police reports:

• A student reported Friday the window

of his jeep parked in Lot 44 had been

smashed, police said.

• A handbag was reported stolen from a

backpack in Boyden Gymnaisium Friday.

The handbag contained $40, police said.

• An AM/FM cas.sette deck and an

equalizer were reported stolen from a car

parked in ELot Friday. Total of damage

and lost items totaled over $1,000, police

said.

• A student reported his car had been

damaged by another vehicle in Lot 43 Fn

day, police said.

• A license plate was reported stolen from

a vehicle parked in Lot 22 Friday, police

said.

• Police said they confiscated several cases

of beer from two minors carrying it inside

of Cance Residence Hall Friday.

• Several cases of beer were confiscated

Friday from minors attempting to carry it

into Washington Residence Hall, police

.said.

• An 18-year-old male student was taken

into protective custody Friday after police

found him passed out on the steps of

continued on page ^

Advising center helps students

cope during dormitory disputes
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Students who have been written up in

campus residence halls have a place to turn

for advice.

The Sylvan Residential Area Judicial Ad-

vising Center provides legal advice for

students during their involvement in the

Housing Services Judicial Procedure, ac

cording to Aram Hamparian, co-founder of

SAJAC.
Students do not always get a fair deal, he

said, because the Housing Services Judicial

Sy.stem is a closed .system. Housing handles

the entire case and does not answer to

anyone outside of housing, he said.

"SAJAC acts as a check on housing." he

said.

Hamparian said the student benefits

.from having the advi.sor at the hearing

because the students are not familiar with

the rules and procedures of the system and

also because the student is nervous during

proceedings.

The center began two and a half years

ago, when Hamparian and a group of

friends began to informally advi.se students

who were written up, he said.

"Now that we have a name, we will

become institutionalized," he said.

Rich Lyons, a SAJAC student advisor,

said, "SAJAC is based on students helping

students. We are here to make sure the stu-

dent benefits, not the (Resident Director]."

Hamparian said it is up to the student to

contact SAJAC. The student can either call

or visit the office in the recreation room of

Cashin House to speak to one of the tu-

continued on page 5
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advertising bias
continued from page 1

packages makes common sense.

You want to appeal to as broad a

.xpectrum of people as possible. " he said,

adding that he doesn't understand why
other companies have not made similar

decisions.

But in spite of companies like James
River, organizations representing

minorities cite more examples of bad

advertising than good.

Stereotypes are often subtle, said An
tilla E. Trotter, assistant to the chair

man at the National Black Media Coali-

tion in Washington. An example. Trot

ter said, is the Western Union commer
cial that has a black musical group that

needs money to pay for its speeding

ticket.

"He says, "Send the money in a hurr\

.

you dig. or we're not going to make it

to our next gig. He's talking in

rhymes." Trotter said. "They sing and
dance their way out of the commercial
It's funny and entertaining but it plays

off a stereotype of blacks as entertainers

or athletes. There's a feeling that this

is what black people have to do to get

accepted."

Trotter also cited commercials for

various airlines and cruises that omit

blacks and other minorities, except for

low-level positions or as part of the

background.

"There's some unwritten rule that

blacks don't take vacations, don't iTy.

don't rent cars. . . . We just stay at home
and do whatever — and it's just not

true. " he said.

Raul Yzaguirre. president of the

Washington-based National Council of

La Raza. an advocacy organization for

Hispanics, echoed Trotters sentiments.

"When you see Hispanics portrayed,

too often we are caricatures. We are

never presented as multidimensional

human beings." he said. "We are por-

trayed in a costume and given a role to

play. That's very sad and very in

suiting."

Yzaguirre said his organization fought

to end the use of the Frito Bandito. a

character Frito Lay used in one of its

commercials a few years ago. The

character, he said. looked like Pancho

Villa, the Mexican revolutionary, and

.stole Fntos from the locals because h.-

couldn't resist them.

Elaine Brodey, who worked in adv. :

tising for 20 years iH'fore creating her

current position as affirmative action

administrator for the Screen Actor>

(;uild of New York, said the problem

Aith television advertising often is a

lack of thought.

"It's a lack of awareness of other peo

pie's culture. ... It is not a given ito use

minorities in television commercials),'

she said. "We still have to remind agen

cies of their responsibility and that

there is a wide consumer market not !>«•

ing reached."

She said she hopt»s more companie-

conduct open casting, which gives an\

actor or actress, regardless of his or hn
heritage, the chance at a role

Other minorities are upset, not

because they are misrepresented, but

because thev feel thev ar»- iidi
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represented at all.

"We try to fight for exposure of Asian
dolls and game," said Irene Wu. presi

dent of the Long Island chapter of the

Organization of Chine.se Americans
iCompaniesjdon't realize that there is

1 problem."

Wu's daughter, Jodi. 22, has modeled
since she was 4. but Wu said her

daughter is the exception. "She made it

l>ecause she is aggressive."

Douglas Thomson, president of the

Toy Manufacturers of America, .said the

Ignorance of the people who created the

\'CR basketball game is the exception,

not the rule.

"Seems to me that (the game .-» box) is

stupid. It would be just as stupid to put

.1 black person m a Lariy Bird uniform.

"

he said, adding that although manufac-

turers try to avoid ignorance, it is dif-

ficult for white people to see things the

>ame way minorities do.

Trotter said he's optimistic, saying

people do chjmge — slowly. "Awareness
doesn't always happen overnight.

Sometimes it just creeps up on you."
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I Pray St Ambers'- 549-.5403 • Open ! I a m
7 Days A Week • Cal, for Take Out

Kitchen Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 100 Buffalo Wings
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

w

Bloody Mary $12 5

Drink of the Week
Moosehead $1.75
Beer of the Month

FOOD GIVE-AWAYS
Mon Night IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12
Wed 99C Wacho & Cheese Platters 9-12
Sunday 4 Burger Platters for $5 00 6-10

V
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^^V

for Appointment

cdll 549-4979

NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON
The ultimate in ndil tjshion

and skin t>t>auty

228 Triangle Street

The computer graphic on
page 1 1 was designed using
the CATIA CADCAM Jiom
Desaut industries and was
plate graphed ott this tiom the

screen of an IBM 5030 work sta

tion n^aintained by Engineer
ing Computer Services

february Special

Complimrnldr> r>(>lHsh lint

with lvcr> facial

„ Manicures • Waxing
Li And Much More!

GUYS. ..we have gift certificates for your

\ <tlentinr'

RBnANRECKJ

N«w A U««d Can
True** A Vaw AIM AvalM«

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Atfthtnt

549-RENTj

Summer Study in Cuernavaca

Mexic
Two programs that emphasize experiential learning.

Intensive Spanish
June 10-July 8
Learn Spanish at the intermediate level from native speakers in

a totally Spanish-speaking environment. Earn up to six credits.

Social Science Field Study
July 1-Juiy 30
Investigate political and economic development issues in their

social context. Earn up to fifteen credits. Note: Participants in

this program must also enroll in courses at UMass/ Boston's

Harbor Campus from May 30 through June 29. Knowledge
of Spanish is not required.

Both programs provide room and board for students

in Cuernavaca.

The application deadline is April 14.

For details, write or call:

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Boston
Boston, MA 02125-3393

617 929-7900

UMass i}jo s 1 n
T^his advertisement aopears at no expense to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

WILLIAM E. HASSAN
CRIMINAL LAW

25 Years Experience
Former Asst. District Attorney

Free First Consultation

Ford & Hassan
69 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 253-2501

Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentrofion in injuries from: • Auto Accidents
• Slips and Foils • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Ottier Accidents • No legal fee unless
successful, costs payable at conclusion in most cases

• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.O.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 . 1-800-245-5678
see us In the Nynex yellow pages

SGA
continued from page 1

dicating whether conservatives will be
able to set up roadblocks and prevent
progress on any of the issues facing the

body or whether moderates and liberals

can stop conservatives from filibuster-

ing entire sessions as was the case last

Wednesday night.

Before that meeting, both the liberal

and conservative elements were postur-

ing for another heated debate over the

constitutionality of the election results.

But before the battle could be waged,
the conservatives threw a curveball at

the senate and caught the student

legislative body leaning the wrong way.

Immediately after the meeting was
called to order, Sen. W. Greg Rothman
and Sen. Brian Darling were an-

tagonistic and aggressive toward SGA
Speaker Robert Fadel and they con-

tinually interrupted senators during the

announcement period, effectively rais-

ing the ire and stoking the frustration

of both Fadel and much of the senate.

It was during the announcements that

the conservatives unleashed their

change-up, sending Sen. Lisa Lupo, a

staff member of the conservative stu-

dent newspaper The Minuteman, to the

microphone. She asked the senate to

suspend the rules so she could enter a

last minute motion to condemn The
Minuteman for its last issue, which she

said was full of "homophobic and

heterosexual remarks."

The rest of the senate, aided by some
first -class theatrics on the part of con-

servatives, leapt at the opportunity to

exact a little revenge on the conser-

vatives and swallowed the bait — hook,

line and sinker.

A member of the Republican club said

the move "was a brilliant ploy that real-

ly caught the left (liberals) off guard and

thev swallowed it whole. They (the left)

found it appealing that a Minuteman
staff member would condemn the paper.

They suspended the rules and gave us

the opportunity to filibuster. They did

it to themselves."

Once the Minuteman motion was on

the floor Rothman and Darling used

Robert's Rules ofOrder — the guidelines

for parliamentary procedure used in the

SGA — in every conceivable way to

delay the process of reaching a decision

on the condemnation. Rothman and

Darling requested five roll call votes,

three motions to appeal the ruling of the

chair, two calls for quorum, two motions

to recess, two calls for division of

assembly and one motion to adjourn.

Darling's reason for requesting the

roll call votes was the students have the

right to know how their senator voted

on particular issues. After a long ex-

planation about why students have a

right to know what he is doing in the

senate. Darling was asked if the motion

was a stall tactic. He responded by look-

ing away, laughing and saying with a

smile "I don't want to comment on

that."

But the move, however brilliant or

devious, was within the rules that

govern the senate and therefore legal.

The vocal conservatives present at the

meeting had an excellent working
knowledge of RRO and used that

knowledge for maximum benefit while

the more moderate and liberal senators

failed because of their initial inability

to understand the motives behind the

motion and the inability to use RRO
more effectively.

As long as the Silkoff and Rabinowitz

issue stays near the top of the SGA
agenda, conservatives will keep
filibustering, and the liberals, unless

they gain more command of RRO, will

continue to founder in a sea ofconfusion

and frustration.
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Why More?
The UIV1ASS Ski Club invites you to Montego Bay, Jamaica, West Indies.

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your

Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has, at your disposal, water

sports sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

bv low'budqet, problem-filled tear-offs that, in the end. turn to np-oHs. WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOIVII^ODATIONS AND

FLIGHTS! Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion island!

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE-
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT

Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK

**AII Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437
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police report

continued from page 3

Hamlin Residence Hall, police said.

• Police said a 22 year-old male was

placed in protective custody Saturday

after he had been taken to Health Ser-

vices Infirmary and was attempting to

leave.

• A student reported the windshield of

his car parked in Lot 25 had been

smashed Saturday. Damage to the vehi-

cle was estimated at $300.

• A 19 year old Burlington man was ar-

rested Saturday on charges of being a

minor in possession of alcohol, police

said.

judiciary counsel

• Police said three men were escorted

from university grounds when police

observed them acting suspiciously in

Lot 44 Friday. Upon further investiga-

tion police found a tire iron and a

screwdriver in the area the three were

in. Police said they have not yet deter-

mined whether the men were breaking

into any vehicles.

• A 22-year-old Amherst man was ar-

rested Saturday on charges of operating

a motor vehicle without a license and
under the influence of alcohol.

continued from page 3

dent advisors, he said.

The student advisor discusses the stu-

dent's case and informs the student of his

or her rights, he said, adding that the stu-

dent has the option of having the advisor

present at the proceedings. In the case of

either the prehearing or the trial, the ad-

visor tells the student what is a fair course

new tax plan

of action, he said.

Hamparian said no experience is

necessary to become an advisor. An eight

hour training session for new advisors, led

by Celia Lyon, a judicial assistant for hous-

ing in the Southwest Residential Area, is

scheduled for early this seme.ster.

continued from page 1

we face. It contains no compassion."

To the contrary, Dukakis countered, his

revenue package comes after his ad-

ministration cut $450 million in spending
authorized by the Legislature. And, the

governor noted. Flood participated in a fail-

ed attempt to override part of thost* cuts in

additional state aid to cities and towns.

Republican committee members. Sen.

Mary Padula of Lunenburg and Sen. Brian

Lees of Springfield, spoke of the resent-

ment their constituents feel about Dukakis

.seeking higher taxes without additional

s|}ending reductions.

But Dukakis suggested the solutions pro-

po.sed by other states facing similar

revenue problems would hurt Icxral govern-

ments, already hard pressed by

Ma.s.sachusetts' Proposition 24 property

tax limit.
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Hair By Hailovs^

§

Great Cuts & Perms
Creative stylinij

Cater to iivciv &
voinen

I

Lov prices

Located oi\ J3^ liiaugle Street i

(riyht i\c\< to Dciirymait)
•) I Q- 1 I I 1

^ u^

HOT
.ROAST 8EEF

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018

SANDWICHES WHO NEEDS A VALENTINE
WHEN THERE'S JB'S...

Lauren: None of us have valentine's, but I seem to be handling it

better than Elise and Luanne. I'm just planning on diving into a super

deluxe JB's roast beef sandwich, an order of fries, chicken fingers

and a creamy thick shake. I think these guys should seriously con-

sider coming with me. You know what they say: If you're not happy—

eat. Believe me, JB's will make you happy!

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM
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Jury finds R.I. man guilty

of attempted murder

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1989 COLLEGIAN 7

\r i>if'(.

F^mployoi's of the Burlington Five Pross. W-rniont '.«» laim-.st dail>
nowspapt'r, held a press fonfeienee yesterday to announce that th«'>

have filed with the NI.KH to form a union. From left: Patrick Krxe,
pressroom; Marie (lottsehalk and Ian Polumhaum. rep«»rt»'rs; (iene
Hernman, camera; Paul Heit|ue, eop\ desk; and Fom H«'nni^an.
(iCIU representative.

PROVIDHNCK. HI .W' A .Superior

C'ourt jury yesterday lound underworld

llgure Richard F (Jomes guilty of the

^an>,'land style sh«K)ting oftwo men outsidt-

a Providence hot do|,' stand in 19H.=>

The Jury found domes guilty of the at

liinpted murder of Arthur .Macrae. 26, of

Providence and .Albert Ortiz. 25. of Boston

while they sat in their car outside the

restaurant. (Jomes was also found guilty ot

possession of a firearm after a previou-

conviction.

i consider .Mr. (iomes one of the nio.st

dangerous men I've met as a (xilice olficer.
"

~.iid Providence police detective Steven

< loss, chief investigator of the incident

(iomes. fjo. of .North Providence, was
ordered held without bail at the .Adult Cor
I ectional Institutions in Cranston pending

a Feb 2A hcanii^: on motions for a aeu'

trial

He 1 i)"--il>!« .'iH\i-,ii ])rison

sentence. Each of the attempted murder
charfies carries a maximum penalty of 20
years in prison and the firearm charge car
ries a lOyear maximum .sentence.

"This was a vicious crime perpi't rated on
innocent by.standers for no apparent
reason," said Thomas Connell, a
spokesman for .Attorney Cleneral James
O'Neil. "This .serves to take a very
dangerous criminal offthe street for what
vw hope is a very, very, long time

'

John Cicilline. Gomes' attorney, .said

there was a question of the credibility ol'

some «>f the state's witnesses and he would
pre.sent that argument when asking for a

new trial.

Six witnes.ses te.stified during the trial

before Judge Corrine P. Grande that they
-.iw Gomes at a Providence bar .March 17,

1985. the night the shooting occurred at the
.\ew York System restaurant in ilu- 1 it v-
Olneyville .section.

Tonight at

CLUB
Chang

DANCE ^C
""

Vvalentines* t^
. ./ Day ^Cfc%

'^ Party ^^
75<P DRAFTS/
// with Ni^
li^NYC'SOWN m
^ "DJ. GOLD"

Area maple sugar producers face
the bite of tree-damaging insects
SPKl.XGKIKLD'.APi- Cncertainty about the extent of

damage to trees trom a leafmunching insect clouds this

year's run as Mas.sachu.setts maple sugar producers
pre|)«i«i' to .set their taps.

.A normal crop lor Mas.sachu.setts is about 5(),0(M)

gallons of syrup and I'd be very surpri.sed if it's any bet-

ter than 20,000 gallons this spring." Richard Chandler
of the Ma.s.sachu.setts .Maple .Sugar PriKJucers .AsstKi.ition.

said yesterday.

Chandler. like some other large sugarers in Franklin
county, is not tapping his trees this spring. One rea.son

is his concern over la.sting damage by the pear thrip. M(»st

other pnxlucers, whose maples were defoliated, are cut

ting back on the number of taps they are setting he .said

In Leverett. town .selectmen, worried about the .stately

maples that line town roads, have asked residents to be
con.servative in tapping the trees. The sugaring sea.son

normally starts in late F'ebruary and runs through mid
.March in Mas.sachusetts. PrrKiucers in Vermont, which
normally boils alwut 500,000 gallons of syrup annually.

aUo say they plan to cut l)ack this year, becau.se of thrip
damage.

The flea sized in.sect dined on fruit trees when it was
first intHKluced into California from Fairop«' in 1904 It

aLso t<K)k a liking to sugar maples when it reached the
Northea.st, and spread across about 2 million acres of

prime sugar bush in Vermont. New Hampshire,
.Mas.sachu.setts, .New York, Connecticut and Pennsylvania
la.st spring, the US Forest Service said.

The infestation has sparki'd a fltMHl of research projects,

but little is known about the long term effects of the

defoliation on what is a prime cash crop in New England

"I'm encouraged by the sugar levels I found in my trees

in January," said Tom McCrumm, another .Ashfield

surgarer McCrumm .said that when he tested his trees

during last month's warm .spells he found the sugar con
tent in a cro.ss section of trees, including some that had
lH«en heavily defoliated, averaged 2.4 percent to 2.5 per
cent "That's alK)ut as good as we ever get," he said.

continued on paiie !5

Student affairs Information Services

IDB/TIPS
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!

^
\} <0

"W" period begins today (and ends Feb. 27)

Call 545-1540 for TIPS' about your health, and ask
for these tapes by number:

0669 Aids Information
2656 Chlamydia
2610 Cold Self Care
2605 Contraception
2615 Dental Services

2658 Genital Herpes
2625 If you think you are pregnant
2630 Medical Health Services
2635 Sexually Transmitted Diseases
2654 Venereal Warts

see page 17 of the Student Telephone
Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)

Intormation Data Bank (IDB)
Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

Nevman Club Carnation Sale

If your name is listed belov. please come to the Campus
Center Concourse today. Tuesday. February 14th betveen

9:00 - 4:00 — A carnation is vaiting for you!!

^^

AbkAiiA.s. ri:.A

AHAb. FAKHAU
AHLKN, bKUX^tl
ALBtkCHlM. IKH
ALCONAliA. lAMHY
ALLISON, LlNGtK
ALTOBLLLl. bOH
AMlbOK. KIRK
ANDALOKO
AKDEKSON
ANDtKSOK
AKDEKSON
ANDRaDL .

ANTHiiNV .

ACAKU 10
ARROUI.

SltVtK
Alll)kt\

KAREN
MAT!
ALAN
AURORA
KUBLN

MANUEL
BACK, ERICA
BAErHi;L, TONYA
BACLEY . CAROLYN
BAND. LISA
BAKDLLl. . lEhSlCA
hAkbEt. . i-OKAlNL
LARNEi^. (HRIS
BARR\ . i.U\i

BAKRY. iUSAi;

BARU-Ell. AMAMjA
BAsCII. JIFF
BASILt. JESSICA
BEALl , BARBAi^A
BECE , UlANE
BECK. MEIISSA
BELANGEh. CHRIS
bELHllMEUR, NICOLE
BELL. CHRIbY
BELl KMORE. HOLLY
BENE/RA. AliAH

BESAV.. LRK
BESSL. ANDREA
BLZUCHA. bRENHA
BISHOP, MARY F.

BLAKE, AMY
Bl.ElWAS. MICHAEL W.

BLOCK, LIZ
bOlTON. UM
bONAHKl. LISA
BONM. FK. H CHARD
.-*)M . AMiREW
1-,,.,-iNEWlT. NATALIE
hv»Rl>LN. IIKHAEl
hOlMiREAl'. NICOLE
BOl'IHELl lES. CARRIE
BOWERS, ANN
BOZA. ion
BRAMLAi.S , a:»N

BRESLIK. JENNIFER
BRE''.MAi:, >ARA
BRlCiGS, LORE
BROWN. ANION
BROWN. liLHhlL

BROWN. LirZY
BRUSSEL. CAROL
BRCHSbAUM. AMY

BUCKLEY, CHRISTINE
BUCKLEY. MARK
BURKE, KIM
BYRNES. (AlHERlNE
CAKEREY. lOE

CAIRL, ANN

CAIRNS, ^aCHtLE H.

CAITI. MEHHAME
CALILEO, WENUY
CAMI'BILL, HEATHER
CAHl'bELL. TESSA
(ANHOTO. ALFREDO
CANTY. ANDREA
(AKUILLO, JERRY

CAlk, KATE
CARROZA, JOHN
^ASALI. iOE

CASE. BKll.l'AN B. .

CASE'l .
IIIIIL

CASH. fAlU.

CEKULLii, r;AN(\

CHANDILK, liK

CHOI . IN AH

CHKISTOEHl K

ClANCinlU, NANCY

CLARKE ,
MNNY

CLARKE. LISA
CLIFKORl*. HIKE
CODLlKfi HAVY. MARK
COLLLTTI. KATE

COLU( { 1 .
I'ANILL

CONNOLLY, KATHY
CONNOR. ERIN
COOEiR, SlACLY
CORMllk, LORRAINE
COUNSEL. JEN
COUKTEMANCHE, JARYL

C'.'' niRL, LYNN

CRLSFO. MARIA
CROAT! .

STEVEN
CROSTON, ROBERT
CUNNINGHAM, LISA

CUOMO. ANliREW

I)"AGNAbTlNu, I'AUL

DAHON:- K 1 ,
KIM

DAIM AK ,
KELLY M.

liAl-FSSlO, nn.iF

11ALY. ANN
liANEHY, ILIZABLTH

JOHN

KELLY

^9S«t A^
i^^^-^k

DANIEL. AM
DAKCV , MELISSA
DAVIAU, MELINA
DAVIS, DAN
DAVIS, SARAH
DEBRETTI, DIANE
UtLGADA. TAYMAU
DELUZIO, MARK
DEMEERS, KARINA
DEMERS, DONNA J.

DEMILLE. DRISTEN
DEMOS. JOANNA
DEUTSCHMAN. HILLARY
DEVLAU, MICHELLE
DICKSON. MICHAEL
DOBOSZ, MELISSA
DOHERTY. JAMES
DOLAh, RACHEL
DONICH. DESIREE
DORT. CHRISTIM
DOSSIER. ERIK
DOYLE, CARRIE
DUARTE. KEN
DURAN, EDCAR
DURGA, RECINA
DWYER. DEBBIE
EDWARDS. DAVE
EDWARDS. KIMBERLY
EDWARDS, GREGORY
EDWARDS. MARK

S HESLU;.AN. JOE
EDWARDS, HAUL
ELISE IN ac>5- HCK.
ENCEL. ERIC
FAHY, CERI
FAHY, PAUL
FEDOR, CHRISTOPHER
FERNANDES. Dlb
FERREIRA, PAULINE
FERRIS, NANETTE
FERUI.LO, CHRISTINE
FINCERHUT, PITKR
FINN. P. 1.

HSIIIR, MARTIN
EITTON. JEFF
FITZGERALD, AlMEE
FITZGERALD. DEISTIN
FHZGI RAl.D. MIKE E.

FLAVIN. FRANCIS
FLYNN,
FLYNN,
FOLEY

,

FONDUl
LORD.
KRENDRUK
fRlGERIO.

BARKARA
JOSf HH

1KA( Y

IS. LAl'RA

NAN(Y A.

LORE
STASIA

FULLAM. LINUOOD
CABOURY. CHRISTINE
GALLAGHER. LINDA
GANDIA. ZOE

GARCIA. VIRNA
GARVEY. NKHAEL
GASS. SANDIL
GAUMONT . KEITH
GAUTHEIR. MIKE
GAUTHEIR. SUE
GEAGL. LAUREN M.

GEARUSSO, GINA
GELl.FR, JEFF
GENCARELLl, SHARMA
GENLWUZ, JOHN
GENNARl, CINDY
GERRISH, ROBIN
GHILANl. CAROLINE
GIBSON. KAREN
GIGUERE. BARBARA
GILBERT. BENN
olLBERTSON. FT.

.

GODIN. DEhiiKAiiYN

liODIN. KARYN
(,OLDnAN. MARK
GOLDSTEIN. BAkbAkA
GOLEHBEWSKl, riEl. ISSA

GOMEZ, MIAN C.

GONTHIFK. JAMES
GONZALEZ. IlARim
GORDON. (AKRir
GORDON. IIIAIHLK

GORDON. I AURA

GOSK. JLN
GOSS, AMY

GOTTFRIFD. VALERIE
GRACEY. CAROLYN
GRADY. KItl

GRADY . CUR I SI INL

GRAY ,
lOAtJNE M.

GREENE, ROBERT
GREGORY. S(0T1
GRIFFIN, PATTl

GRINER. MlLlSbA
GROESSMAN, BRlK L

GROHE. DEBORAH L.

GROVES. CARRIE
GUAllTIERl. LYN

GUARINO CHRISllNE
GULLEY, SIACY

GUPTA, I'Al

HA DAD. HAl'-Y

HADLIIND, JUS7 1\

HAGSPIEL, TEENA

HALFOBD, BRAD

liMI, JDi
HAMBUSY, LINDA
HAMKJRY, LISA J.

HANDUEKGEK, RANDY

HAMLEY, mCHELE
HAMiON, rmn
HANSON, ERIC

HAKDISON. AGONA
HARRINGTON, JENNIFER A.

HARRIS, JUDY

HART, AYANNA
HATCH. JILL
HAMCINS. BRENDA
HAYES, BOB
HEATH, KARQJ

HEBERT, TIM

HEIMTZ. BRADLEY
HERN, DANIEL

HESS, AMY

HESSHE3I, JE>I

HILL, SCOTT

HILLEB, DONNA
HIRSOi, SALLY
HOAGLAND, CARLTON S.

HODCnNS, JUDl

HOLLAND, JEFFREY C.

HOUOS, LISA

HOLT, KKISTINA

HOBTAS. SARAH

HOSEY, COLIN
HOHAKD 9TH FL.

HUBBARD, LISA

HUGHES. HEATHER

HUGHES, JULIET
HUGHES, KATY

HUGHES, LESLIE
HUOtES, PW
HUGHES, PATRICK
HOIET, LISA
HURST JR., MICHAEL G.

HURTLE. ANGELA
HUYNH, MAI
lAffflETRO, JAN
INGRAM, RICK
IRHIN, DEBBIE

ISEJIBERG, STACEY
JACOBS, HEIDI

JACOBUS, MIKE
JENERAL, JENNIFER J.

JOANNIDIS, ALEXI

JOHNSON, COURTNEY

JOHNSON, DAVE

JOHNSON, PETE
JOHNSON, PHILLIP

JONES. CINDY
JONES, KATRINA

JONES, LIZ

JOSHI, SHATI

KALICK, GLFJJN

KALICK, LAUREN

KARA, KELLINER

fCARAS, DEENA

mvSS, SUSAN P.

KATER, APRIL
KATZ. NANCI

tCEEFE, ALICIA
KELLER, STAC

I

KELLY, LORI

KELLY, REBECCA B.

KENNY, PATTI ANN

KEOUGH, MICHELLE
KILBOURN, SCOTT

KIM, JOHN

, i,Ll N ,
^Al Hl.l.

laiEN, STEF
KNUPP, WAYNE
KOCHJVNOHSKl, HEWDY

KOLBE, LISA

KOS, RICH

KRANCER, JOSH
KRIESSMAN, ANN

BETH KUC, JAMES H.

)A DOMINICANA, PATRICIA

LACANFORA. PETER

IJVM, SIU PANG
1.AM0NICA, MARIE
lAMONTAGNE, LISA

UME, DENISE
UNGMUIR, MARK

UNGSTON, TERRY

lARSEN, AMY
1ATI AIR. DENA
lATTANZIO, LESLIE

LAU, DENISE
lAHRENCE. SANDY

leavitt, beth

leblanc, lisa
i.ehrman, julie

ijlibowitz, sue

I.EMIEUX, BERNADETTE
LEUNG, DIANA
lilVINE, CAROLYN

LEWIS, ROBERT
LIBBARES. GEORGIA
LIBBARES, LISA

LIBERMAN, ERIC
LICHTMAN, JAMI
LIFRIER I, JOANNE

LIN, DORIS
LINCOLN III, HAMILTON

LINCENBAim, MAKUU
LINDER, NAOMI
LINGOS, ALYSSA
LINK, PATRICIA
LINNANE, SEAN
LIM1AN, CHUCK
LIVERMORE. ANNE
LIZARDI, AU1AURI
LONG, GAYLE
LONGAN, DIANA
LOPEZ, ESTHER
LOSCO, CAROLINE
LOUERY, EMJAY

I.UPC, LISA
LYNCH, KATHY
LYNCH, NATHEH
LYMi, KEVIN
MACARDA, ALISA
HAdXlNALD, BILL

HAdCMALD, CHRISTINE

NAHA8, CHBIS

HAHER, MICHELLE

MAHONEY, ARLEZSi

NAIDQlBAUn, BAfiAK

MRISEY, DAVID
HALONEY, JEAN
NALONEY, LAURA
HANANSALA, CHERBY
MANEY, JULIE
MANIFOLD. SHELLEY

HANN, HAUREEM
MANNING, SARAH

MARENGO, SR. MUOlfD
MARX, DftVID R.

NARSDCN, BEM

MARTINEZ. ALFRQ)
MARTINEZ, MARGARITA
MASASCHI, LISA
HASCAREMHAS. CHRIS
MASON. PAUL

MASSA, NEIL

HCi?RACKEN. KERIDITH
MCGAH, JOHN

MCGOLDRICH. LISA

rOCENNA, JUDITH

MCHNNY. riRSTQ*

MCNAMARA, KELLIE

MCNEIL. CHRISTINA

NCPHEE, HEATHER

MCHILLIAMS, SEAN

HEADS, TARTS IE

MEGNA. LISA

«XLITA. MARISSA

MENDRIOC, ALISON
MEYER, PAIGE

MEYETTE, LOUISE

MIDI. JESS
MIUSZEHSICI, CARYN

MILLER, ARETHA
MILLIS, CHRIS

MINER, MEREDITH
MIRAGLIA, CAROLINE
MITCHELL, LAURI

MOLINA, ROXANA

MONTAGUE. ERIC
MDRGANO, MICHELE
MORRISEY. REHICCA

MORRISON, FRAN
MORRISON, MANFRANCES
MORROW, NICOLE

MOZER, JOE
MULCAHY, GABRIELLA
MULERO, RENE

LINNETTE
CATHY
AILEEN
COLLEEN
JOANNE
KATHRYN
PAUI.

MYERS, STEVE
NATURE GIRL MARNIE

NAZE, BIU
NEALAND, DEB
NEDROH, MARGO
NELSON. MARLA
NEWTON, AMY
NOBR£GA, STEPHANIE

NOa. CHRIS

NONIAN, CAROL

O'BRIEN, BOB
O'BRIEN, MEREDITH
O'DONNELL. MOLLY ANN

O'LEARY, KERRY
O'NEILL, KATHRYN
OLIVEIRA, THERESA M.

OLlrtAN, LISA

OSOWSKI, KATHY
PADILU, SILVIA

PAINE, MATTHEW
PAOMNO, MARGUERITE
PAPPAS, MELISSA
PAPPITO, LISA

LAl'HoNt. , KKVIN
HARAUlb. MICHELE
IRAKIS, CHERYL
I'ARKLK. CHRISTINE
PARKER. JEN
PASSMAN. DINA
PA TEL. BflAVIN

HATEL. GYATREE

MUUEN,
MUNROE,
MURPHY,

MURPHY,
MURPHY,
MURPHY,
MURPHY,

'r^^
PATEL. PARUL
PATTERSON, BETH
PATTERSON, CRAIG S

^ATrKRSOH. DAViD
PEARSON. PAULA
PEARSON. SUZANNE
PEAVEY, JUSTIN
PELOSKY, ANN-MARIE
PEREZ. TASHA

REGGIE
,
KEVIN

, ERIC
, CHERIE
, NICOLE

HEIDI

PERRY
PHELAN,
PHELPS,
PHIPPS,
PICARD.
PICOTTE
PILE. WILL
PINTO. ANGELA
PISCITELLO. MICHAEL
PLOESSL. ANGIE
PLUM, BRYAN
PLUMB, HUD
PLUMMER, WADE N.

POSELLE. ROBERT
POWER, MATT
PRAIA. ADAH
PRATT. STEPHANIE
I'RENDERGAST. TRACEY
PKOLMAN. LISA
PROSANSKY. MICHAEL
PUCKETT, CYNTHIA
QUEANDER. AMY
QUIGLEY. FR. JOE
RADZIK. CYTHIA
RAMSEY. KELLY
RANDALL. JEFF
RAO. VEENA
RASKIN, SUE
RATKIN. SCOTT
REARDON, JEFF

REILLY. TIM
REINE. GABRIELLE
REPCHICK. DERRISH
RESNICK. AMY
RIBEIRO. EVELISE
kICClUTl. KAREN
RICHARDSON. DANIEL
RICHHAN. TRACEY
RILEY. JANET
KII.EY. JAYTE. P.

KIORDAN. JOANIE
ROBARF, DIANE M.

ROBERTSON. HOLLY
R(iCHE. JOE
RtiGOWSKl. APRIL
ROLLINS. GEOFF
h'OSS. EMILY
ROTHMAN. W. GREC
ROWE. VERONA
RUBINSTEIN. JANET
kUUY. MICHELLE
RUDDLE. SUE
RUSS. ANNE
RUSSE. ANTONIO
RUSSE. ZAHYRA
SACCHETTI , MARIA
SALVADOR. ANDREA
SANBONMATSU. KIRA
SANTANA. LUZ
SANTOS. ERIKA
SAPERSTEIN. ALAN
SAPPET. VICTORIA
SAUNDERS. CHRISTINE
SCABIA. CHRIS
-iCALLY. KEITfl

si:tlECHETTI. AMY

-vCHNALL. LINDA
SCHWERD. MARK
SCOLA. ELAINE
SCOTT, DAYNA
SCKIPADA. RAMANI
^tAHOLM. JAN

-.l-.GER. ELLEN
tHAPIRO, LISA
SHAW, ARI

SHI EH. ROH
SHINE. KATHLEEN
SHULEY. DEBORAH
SHULMAN. ERIC
SIEGKL, NEIL
SIMM. KRISTA
-MITII. ELSIE

JENNIFER
JUDITH
NADJA
)LKE
DIANE

SZCZECHOWICZ. DARREN
FATE. AMANDA
TATE. JOHN
TATE. MARIANNE
TAWNEY. MARTHA
TAYLOR. CHERYL
THERIAULT. DEREK
TIRADO. JOAN&WILL
ri)BIN. bUE
TOLMAN. JENNIFER
TOOMEY . DAN
TOUSIGNaNT. GAIL
T0USIGNa;4I. JULIE
TOWNER. DIANE
TRAICER. RICH
TRIAMA. JOHN
TRICCA. MARK
TROUNC. ELIZABETH
TURNER. CHRISTIAN
TURNER. CLARINDA R.

TYLER. CHRISTOPHER
UCCI . RACHEL
VALLERA. MARIA
VANDYK. SUE-BA
VARCHESE. ROBIN
VASSAR. LISA
VATER. CRAIG
VEIT. CHRIS
VELEZ. SIGRIO
VERGE. BUD
VERRIER. AL
VOIGT. REBECCA
VOI.IN. RACHAEL
UALEN. TINA
WALLACE. ANGELA
WALLENSTEIN. DAVID
WALLWORK. LAURA
WALTER. KIM
WALTERS. DEBORAH
WALVICK. RANDI
WARWICK. JOANNA
WEBB. CHRIS
WEISBACH. PAUL
WEISE. PETER
WEISER. KURT
WELCH. VERONICA
WELLS DAVE
WELSH. TODD
WESSINCER. KAREN
UHENMAN. CHARLENE
WHITE. SHARON
WHOOTER. STEPHANIE
WILL. MAIKA
WILLIS. CHRIS
WINITZER. JODI
WITT. MELISSA
WOHLELLS. BETH
WOLFF. SUSAN C.

WOLOSZYN. CHRIS
WOMBWELL. ELIZABETH
WONG. ELAN A

WOOD. GREG
WOODHEAD. MELISSA
WUEHRMANN. ELIZABETH
YAKOVLEY. NATASHA
YOUNGBLOOD. MICHELLE
ZABIK. VAL
ZALL, JUDI
ZAMARRIPA. LISA
ZEINIEH. CHARLES
ZERVAS. NICOLETTE
ZOLOTOR. ANDY
ZUCKER. RLLIE

Vllill

•jOUOb

SOLLY
SPENCER
SPIEl.MAN, LORI
SPUNGIN. CINDY
ST. PIERRE. DAVE
STACEY. ANY
STEFANAKOS. MANOS
STEPANIAN. MICHAEL
STERN. DEANNA
Sl'EVENS. CAM

srOLFA, .^ANCY

^rOTT, STEPHANli;
SrRUMlA. PAULA
SULLIVAN. JOHN K. J

SURABIAN, BOB
SVENDSON. MEAGEN
SWARTZ, TRACEY

^^^.^^^^^^^'^r^^^J^'^' r^^tr^s^^
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Pi Kappa Alpha
The Brotherhood of Excellence

«

n

Shi

PIKE - There may be a better way to go through college,

but nobody's found it yet.

First National Fraternity To ABOLISH HAZING

• 1988 Winner of UMass Chapter Excellence Award as the best

fraternity on campus
' 1 988 Winner of the National Chapter Excellence Award as one

of the top fraternity chapters in the country

^ 1988 Greek Area overall athletic champs
» 1988 UMass overall athletic champs
• Unparalled social life • Lifelong friendships

• Olympic weight room • Outstanding meal plan

ACADEMICS • ATHLETICS • LEADERSHIP

SPRING RUSH
FEB14, 15, 16, 21,22
AT 9:00 P.M. - REFRESHMENTS
FOR INFO CALL- 549-8014 or 545-2150

EDITORIAL/OPINION
The opinions on this page ate those o! the individual ^Q^^Q||^9^]^^^^S^^|^^SB e views cl the Coilegiar. or the -'niv

Responsibility

has been lost
A few years ago when the Moonies. Hare Krishnas and

other cults were raiding college campuses for recruits,

hundreds of parents hired deprogrammers to bodily rescue

their kids by persuasion or by force and to make them nor-

mal again. It soon developed that there were two ap-

proaches to deprogramming. The more popular was to say,

"Look what that cult does! You've been deceived, you've

been victimized, they took advantage of your good faith!"

The alleged victims took months, sometimes years, to

return to normal with this kind of psychology.

Rusty Denton

Oliver North accountable for crimes
Who do these people think they are? Do they think

they're above the law? Why don't they show some

backbone and admit to what they have done instead of

allowing a scapegoat take the rap for them? I am talking

about the Iran Contra Affair and the Oliver North trial.

You've heard of it I'm sure. You're probably sick to death

of hearing about it. It's a dead issue, righf^ Wrong.

Meredith O'Brien

Did you ever stop to think this whole fiasco has been

dragged out on purpose so that the public will be tired

of it, making the press look like the bad guys for continual

ly picking upon poor Ollie and George? Everyone thought

Dan Rather was way out of line for pressing George Bush

about his involvement in this scandal when he was just

trying to uncover the truth.

I wish the Justice Department would keep out of North's

trial so that an attempt at justice can be served. They've

tried so many little tricks to keep postponing this trial.

Oliver North's attorney originally stated that he needed

about 3.500 documents to provide a satisfactory defense.

Conveniently, the government refused to release the

documents saying they were "confidential "
and could hurt

our nation's defense. Didn't North's illegal actions hurt

our defense (not to mention our credibility)?

Oliver North committed many crimes, such as shred

ding government documents, lying to Congress, illegally

diverting funds to the Contras and selling arms to Iran.

North supposedly worked with members of the CIA. Sell-

ing arms to a country that calls us "the Great Satan,"

and uses the ammunition we sell to them to blow us up

is a terrific example of our central intelligence. Guess

which bearded man with a turban is laughing now?

It angers me that these unelected people were delegated

enormous power to conduct our foreign policy. How would

it look if an American soldier was shot and killed by Ira-

nian militants, and the shrapnel left in his body had

"Made in the USA" on it? The American officials who sold

weapons to these Iranians did so because they thought

they could create their own laws while pocketing the pro-

fits into Swiss bank accounts (gained from the sale of

weapons which were bought with taxpayer's money).

Oliver North did not work alone. Someone way up in

the government must have given him permission to do

what he did. That's why some people say prosecuting him

would be wrong; they claim he was acting under orders

with the good intentions to free the hostages in Iran (in

direct contradiction to George Schultz's statement that

we would not make deals with terrorists).

What eludes many of these "Ollie for president" wor-

shippers is that he BROKE THE LAW. No soldier can be

ordered to act unlawfully. Both the officer who gives that

illegal order and the soldier who follows it are subject to

felony charges. Oliver North is not above the law and

should go to jail, like any other American citizen would

if s/he committed a crime. Maybe sending him to jail would

be a good deterrent to those who wish to become heroes

like Ollie. Maybe they wouldn't be tempted to commit

felonies and then say they can't be aptly defended without

a half million classified documents, hoping to walk away

clean.

What really gnaws at me is that we still don't know how

involved George Bush was. As an ex-CIA director, he must

have been very involved in foreign affairs, so don't try

to tell me that he knew nothing. Personally, I think that

he may have run the entire operation, that he was painted

as a wimp on purpose, and that Dan Quayle was chosen

as his running-mate for impeachment protection (who in

his right mind would want President Quayle??)

The Justice Department has come up with a new way

to delay this duly-awaited trial until Friday. Supposed-

ly, there is still a dispute about what information can or

can not be released during the trial. So what else is new?

Will justice ever be served?

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

But the more effective deprogrammers said, "Look, here

are the wrong things this cult does, as if you didn't already

know. You knew about some of their unscrupulous

methods before you even joined, and you participated

anyway. We'll help you adjust to life outside the cult, but

you've got to clean up your act."

Guess what? The second group of ex-cultists straighten-

ed out in a matter of weeks, sometimes days. It's amaz-

ing what a little personal responsibility can do.

Psychologist Jay Adams has observed a similar

phenomenon at mental institutions. Adams is overtly

Christian in his approach, but was introduced to the power

of personal responsibility by a more experienced profes

sional who was Jewish. Together they would visit men-

tal hospitals, meeting patients deemed hopeless, review

ing their life histories, and then challenging those patients

to get rid of a pattern of irresponsibility and of escape from

specific obligations in their lives.

Adams has documented many rapid recoveries among

these people. Obviously, there is no panacea for mental

disease, but Adams' record of success is outstanding in

a profession where his peers occasionally wonder aloud

whether their services accomplish anything.

I think about that a lot. It's encouraging on the one hand

because there's something powerful in the idea of taking

responsibility for your own actions. But it's a disturbing

idea as well, because Americans are moving away from

accountability and into the politics of blame.

Think about it. When was the last time you heard the

blame placed where it belongs for "the drug problem?"

We blame it on the producers. Right: those heartless Col

umbians just keep shipping it up; we have to snort it

because there's no place left to store it. We blame it on

the dealers. Right: they're banging down our doors every

night, offering cut rate prices, begging us to take pill or

powder off their hands before it goes bad. We blame it on

the drugs themselves. That's a good one - little guerrilla

baggies of space dust mugging innocent bystanders in

broad daylight.

I've even heard p* aple blame the drug problem on ig-

norance. Take some responsibility, people. We all know

drug addictions and drug syndicates are bad news. They'd

be no news at all if Americans didn't order poisons the

way they order pizzas.

Denial of responsibility has made us a nation of wimps,

of phonies, of stunted personalities. "The dog peed on my
assignment." "My ex just didn't understand me." "Hey,

it's not my job to report safety violations." "I never would

have slept with him if he'd said he had AIDS."

The buck doesn't stop anywhere these days; it's in per-

manent circulation. Americans seem to think some cosmic

janitor will come swooping down to mop up the debris left

by their irresponsibility. Let me know ifyou find him. Un-

til then, let's clean up our act.

Rustv Denton is a Collegian mlumnist

Valentine's Day sweetness is sickening

"What's love got to do with it? What's love but a

second-hand emotion?" - Tina Turner.

Valentine cookies and cakes. Heart-shaped candies.

Flowers, cards, cute stuffed animals. What does love

have to do with Valentines Day? Absolutely nothing.

Valentines Day is a scam. It is a brilliant ploy by

the greeting card and candy industries to market our

most sacred emotion. Since no one had the foresight

to copvright the words "I LOVE YOU!", it's emblazon-

ed on everything from coffee mugs to boxer shorts. The

three magic words are advertising's next victim.

Through overexposure, they are in danger of losing

their significance and becoming cliche.

My frustration with the commercialism of Valen-

tine's Day began in the first gi'ade, the Age of the Mass

Produced Valentine. We all wrote our names on paper

bags and taped them to the chalkboard. These were our

mailboxes. It was mandatory to send every one of your

classmates a valentine, regardless of your feelings

towards them. What the teacher had no control over

was editorial content. The sheer bulk of Scooby Doo

and Mickey Mouse valentines fiooding the room made

cen.sorship impractical.

Above my name I wrote one of three messages: "I like

you." "You're okay," or "I hate you." No one taught

"me diplomacy at age seven, so I had a lot of practice

in apologizing. ^^_____^_^_^_^^^_-

Darren Garnick

Flashbacks of this era bombard my mind when I walk

through my dorm. "Have you ordered your Valentine

Candy-gram yet?" a pushy, bright-colored poster reads.

No, I haven't. Leave me alone. I try to hide from the

marketing onslaught by burying my head in my

favorite newspaper, the Collegian. But there is no

escape.

"Send a personal to someone you love in our special

Valentine's Day color section," suggests one ad.

"Are you wondering what to give your special friend

on Valentine's Day?" asks another. My curiousity is

aroused. I want this Valentine's Day to be the best one

I've ever had. "Be Unique, Give A Condom Gram!" the

ad reads on. As a bonus, free delivery is offered to all

the customers on campus. Just like pizza.

This Valentine's Day I am going to drop conversa-

tion hearts in a glass of water and watch them melt.

I love to see candy hearts dissolve. E.specially the pink

ones. If I'm in a devious mood, I may speed up the pro-

cess by using carbonated water. Call it a symbolic

celebration of this nation's high divorce rate.

Yes, when I eat candy, I get pensive. Perhaps you

also can find sweets intellectually stimulating. When

you take a bite out of a pink or red cupcake, dwell on

this little eye opener: Food dyes have been linked to

cancer and liver disease. While you are munching on

those chocolate kisses, tabulate the fat content and ask

yourself if there is any relation between cholesterol and

heart disease.

I come across as a Valentine Grinch mainly because

Valentine's Day has little significance to me. If I were

in love right now, my cynical views about commer-

cialism's noose on Cupid would probably die out.

"Some people want to build the world with silly love

songs.

But what's wrong with that?" sings Paul McCartney.

If you aren't one of the architects, everything's wrong.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columnist
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Official orders company
not to censor magazines
MIAMI (AP)- Texas Air Chairman

Frank Lorenzo has told Eastern Airlines
officials to allow copies of the Feb. 27 For-
tune magazine on the airlines fleet even
though that issue carries a less-than-

flattering profile of him. Eastern ofTicials

said today.

The airline had ordered the biweekly
business magazine pulled from its fleet of

more than 200 aircraft because it contains
a cover story calling Lorenzo, chairman of
Eastern's parent company, one of
America's toughest bosses."

'Lorenzo personally instructed that For
tune be put back on the planes," said

Eastern sptikesman Robin Matell. "He
knew nothing about the original decision
to remove it. He said we had no business
taking it off in the first place. Lorenzo is

sayint? v^c'c' not in th'r' bii^int'^s of censor-
ship

The earlier order had come from middle
managers in Eastern's aircraft services
support department, Matell .said.

According to a report in the Miami
Herald, a brief directive to aircraft service

managers around the country said: "It's

imperative that the current issue of For
tune magazine be removed immediately
from all Eastern aircraft.

"Dispose of all copies locally." said the
directive. "Have a member of management
audit all aircraft to ensure compliance

'"

Managers were told to report to Miami
headquarters when the mission was
accomplished.

Lorenzo's picture appears on the is.->ue >

cover. The brief profile, part of a larger ar
tide on tough corporate leaders, calls

Lorenzo "a visionan , a dealmaker. a union
buster and a show boater."

ooooeoeeooeociepooooeoooeooooooeooeooooooooooooeooooeooooo

' THE
DISTINGUISED VISITORS PROGRAM

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL
MEETING

-Forms available at the D.V.P. Office,
415 Student Union

-Forms must be returned by 5:OOpm,
Feb. 21st

-Call the D.V.P. Office (545-0920) for any
information &> details

-All proposals must be accompanied with

on oral presentation

At* phoio

READY TO DF^PART — Fumio Niwa .smiles in his pressurized gon-
dola Friday in Yokohama. Japan. Niwa. a 38-year-old experienced
balloonist, today will attempt to make the first solo trans-Pacific
flijjht with a helium balloon, which he desi};ned himself.

'jjjj.f^jj.p^j^jjjjjj jjjjjjjjjjj.fjjjjjjjjjjj jjjjjjj^PPi.
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RUSH ZETA PSI
All University Men Welcome

Tuesday, Feb. 14
Rush Party!

Wednesday, Feb. 15
Casino Night!

Thursday, Feb. 16
Hawaiian Night!

8-10 PM

ZETA PSI » 3 Phillips St. • 256-6845

To be held:

Tuesday
Feb. 28, 1989

Place:
CC 905-909

dbtin^u'tshecl

Vbitors pio^cdm

^«***^**«^*^*'«*'>**«^*''**«'>****»**''«'»***''***«'>«''*******^

The Spoke
It's RED HOT Week at the

Spoice!i

Drink of the Week
Red Hots $1.00

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.50

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25
< >

> <

ii When you break away this year, do it with style

SUN FUN!! round trip air

7 nights
great night life

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
547-3437

4.10 STUDENT UNION BLDG.

S439 Guest Houses
S499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
S559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

A $7.1 Reservation Deposit Required

SAVE $25 /A.^>-'^W-wv i

Make your reser^'ation ^^^^^ ^ ^^ '^ f^^
\

before December l."?. IflfM .... __ ____ . ^ '

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student UnionLAGNAF ^^^ student Union • 545-3437

* ** « #**»»#*»»»#»« < M<
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Valentine's Day holds various vignettes
Birds' beginning to mate may mark the origin

Boxers with kisses a hit
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

Most students begin to quietly freak

when Valentine's Day approaches. They

wonder what to give their prospective

valentine, how much to spend, where to get

it. and how to deliver it. assuming of

course, this "valentine" knows they're

alive.

While students rack their brains for the

perfect gift for their valentine, (or the

perfect valentine for their gifti. businesses

in Amherst ready them.selves for the influx

of love-struck students.

"We're pretty much going with items

that are sure sellers," said Patricia Boyn-

ton at Faces on North Pleasant Street.

Boynton said that the big sellers this

Valentine's Day are boxer shorts decorated

with hearts or lips, heart shaped picture

frames, and the ever-popular Valentine's

Day cards.

"Pink, red and white plush animals

always do well on Valentine's Day. " Boyn-

ton said. "Gifts can range in price

anywhere from $2.95 to $60."

Cheetie Kumar, a saleswoman at

Sweeties in Amherst, said this year their

store is pushing candy and glassware for

Valentine's Day.

"Our best seller is kind of a toss up bet-

ween chocolate and mugs or wine glasses

filled with chocolate." Kumar said.

Sweeties also has heart shaped boxes fill-

ed with candy, Kumar said, and the sweets

can cost 65 cents to $12 per pound.

Bart's Homemade also has a Valentine's

Day special. Leslin MacLean. a salesper-

son for Bart's, said. "For every two dollar

purchase, you get a valentine coupon. You

could get 10 percent off any purchase, free

coffee, free toppings, or free t-shirts."

But there is still hope for those valentines

on your list without a sweet tooth (or on a

diet).

Bill Gibson, owner of High Notes, said

that the singing telegram and balloon

delivery .service gives a special 15 percent

discount off Balloon A Grams and singing

telegrams for Valentine's Day.

"Most orders are for the standard balloon

bouquet." said Gibson, "but people are ask-

ing for metallic and heart-shaped

balloons."

Silverscape Design, a jewelery store,

doesn't have special Valentine's Day sales,

said Brenda Beauboin, a saleswoman, "but

we have a big display of heart shaped

jewelry." Prices start at under $25 and go

up, said Beauboin.

There is no particular gift that is a hit

seller on Valentine's Day. she .said. "Peo-

ple come in l(X)king for whatever their wife

or girlfriend told them to get."

But if you're broke, and don't have a clue,

at least there is always the simple gift of

"I love you."

Lovers' day criticized
By COSMO MACERO Jr.

Collegian Staff

Today, Feb. 14, will see more exchanges
of candy, flowers, cute greeting cards and
wet smooches than any other day this year.

It's Valentine's Day, when everyone tells

their sweethearts and/or close friends how
much they care.

Not everybody, however, approaches this

day of love the same way. Many people who
are unattached see no need to ship roses off

to every person that catches their eye.

"Last Valentine's Day I

didn't even give my
girlfriend a card . . . it's a
cheap marketing ploy."

— Tom Tivnan

Others see Valentine's Day as an oppor-

tunity to let someone know how they feel

about them, an excuse of sorts, to be bold

with their emotions. Still others are con-

tent with simply dropping a card to mom,
nothing fancy or complicated.

"I don't really change my life-style on

Valentine's Day. I can't see myself sending

a valentine unless I have a girlfriend," said

Bob Zerkel, a junior business student.

Another student said she feels valentines

should be reserved only for those closest to

you: "It's too pushy ... (to send cards or

flowers to people you're merely interested

in) I send them to my family."

"If I don't have a girlfriend, I ignore it

entirely," said John O'Leary, a graduate

engineering student.

"It's definitely too commercialized." he

continued.

While Christmas leads the league in

tacky ad campaigns and wacky all night

sales at second rate department stores,

Valentine's Day also contributes its share

of sugar coated sweet talk and candy

covered junk to the shelves of CVS and
Brooks. "Valentine's Day is very com-

mercialized . . . but it's fun," said another

student.

"I send valentines to people I date, and

to good friends," she added.

"Last Valentine's Day I didn't even give

my girlfriend a card . . . it's a cheap

marketing ploy," said Tom Tivnan, a junior

communications major.

It probably doesn't make this day any
more pleasant when one realizes that the

add/drop period ended yesterday, and the

classes currently on your schedule are

yours for the duration of the semester. In-

teresting how this day ofjoy and love coin-

cides with a day of such brutal realization

for University of Ma.ssachusetts students.

A full schedule of classes, all in your ma-
jor, now there's a valentine,

"I would .send a valentine to someone
that I liked ... I did." said Penny von Kum-
mer. "It's a nice thing to do. It shows .so-

meone that you care."

Often grouped with Halloween in terms
of its importance as a holiday, Valentine's

Day at lea.st yields a healthy message of

love and friendship For many, tf»day will

be the day they ask that special person for

a date, or to marry them or to just be
friends. There's got to be some merit to

that.

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

As millions of smitten Americans try to decide whether

to buy a Whitman Sampler or a syrupy Hallmark card

for their darlings, the history behind St. Valentine's Day

goes largely unnoticed.

This is partly because little connection exists between

the martyred .saint and this annual exchange of affections.

Actually, St. Valentine was the name shared by three

different martyrs. Two of whom, a Roman priest and a

Bishop of Interamna (modern day Terni). supposedly died

on Feb. 14 of the same year, circa 270 ad. The third Valen

tine was killed with several other persons, little else is

known about him.

So where do all the ptwms and red paper come in?

Historian George William Douglas wrote in The

American hook of Days that the connection arose during

the Middle Ages when it was widely believed that the date

marks the first day in the year when birds begin to mate.

Geoffrey Chaucer mentioned this link in Parliament of

Foules:

"For this was Seynt Valentynes day When every foul

Cometh ther to chose his mate."

In a 15th century letter to John Paston, Dame Elizabeth

Brews said she saw the date as the ideal time to arrange

a marriage for her daughter.

"And cousin mine," she wrote, "upon Monday is St.

Valentine's day and every bird chooseth himself a mate,

and if it like you to come on Thursday night and make
provision that you may abide till then, I trust Grod that

ye shall speak to my husband and I shall pray that we
may bring the matter to a conclusion."

Another explanation may lie in the possible confusion

of similar pronunciations. The Norman word "galantin,"

whose "g "
is often pronounced like a "v" and means "lover

of women," may have been mistaken for the names of the

Valentine saints.

The tradition of exchanging valentines on the holiday

coincides with the Roman holiday of Lupercalia, which

occurred in February. On that day, the names of young

men and women were drawn at random in order to match

them up. Once these couples were matched, they tradi-

tionally exchanged gifts with one another.

By the time the U.S. Postal Service was established, St.

Valentine's Day was a well-established tradition. Early

in the 20th century, the Chicago post office one year

reported delivering 1.250,000 valentines, 25,000 of which

were rejected on the grounds that they were too vulgar

to be delivered.

In the first decades of this century, the holiday revolv

ed chiefiy around the exchange of valentines among
children. Today, people continue to personalize their

celebration of the holiday which has experienced a myriad

of change through the ages.

Gay community says Valentine *s Day political

Celebration difficult
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

The gay community celebrates Valen-

tine's Day with the same flower, candy, and

card giving as heterosexuals but some find

themselves in a political battle rather than

a celebration.

When Zarka Smith, a member of the Les-

bian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance, buys

flowers for her partner, she says, she finds

her flowers being wrapped in blue trimm-

ings with a blue greeting card under the

assumption that she is sending her flowers

to a man.
Jay Festa, co-president of the LBGA, con-

tends, "The heart is not gender specific. It's

not even sexual. It's a celebration of love

and there are different forms of love."

The manifestations of Valentine's Day
are heterosexual, Festa says, explaining

that the images advertisers pitch for Valen-

tine's Day are usually of a man and a

woman.
When special events are advertised such

as dinners or dances, he says, the gay com-

munity is automatically excluded because

the events have a built in heterosexual

assumption.

Bringing a loved one to a social dinner,

he says, "wouldn't be an expre.ssion of

mutual love but a political expression of

the right to love a particular person." And
he adds, "Love is not politics.

"St. Valentine's Day brings a kind of

sadness because it is very difficult for gay

and lesbian people to publicly celebrate."

He says he would not recommend the gay

community publicly express their love on

Valentine's Day.

"In a mundane way people stare and peo-

ple get harassed," he says, adding that he

could see Valentine's Day as an impetus

for intensified harassment.

Smith says, "I don't really find Valen-

tine's Day brings out any more problems,"

but adds that .she usuallv participates in

social events through the gay community

and keeps her complaints to a minimum.

For Valentine's Day she says she will

probably decide on giving flowers.

"That's one ofmy favorite things to buy,

but I don't buy candy because too many
people worry about eating it. Because I'm

a woman, 1 think about whether I'd want

a box of candy, and I wouldn't," she says.

A member of the LBGA, who did not

want to give his name, says he wanted to

take his partner out to dinner and buy him

"St. Valentines Day
brings a kind of a sadness

because it is very difficult

for gay and lesbian
people to publicly
celebrate." — Jay Festa

a small gift and card, "but it's probably not

going to happen like that because money

is tight."

A friend of his set up a candlelight din

ner in the residence hall and he says, "I

might like to do something like that."

He has secured one element of his

celebration: "I wrote a letter just to tell this

person how much they mean to me.

"[Valentine's Day] is just as special for

me as it is for anyone else," he says. "It's

good that it exists because it's a chance to

take a step back and tell someone how-

much you love them. But it's bad it only

happens once a year."

He says some heterosexuals might

assume that Valentine's Day is their

holiday.

"They don't see that it can be just as emo-

tional for homosexuals too. They might

think we don't even celebrate it, " he says.

Smith says, "I really think it's a great

holiday. You need something like that to

break up the winter."

Collrgian file phoui

A SOFT TOUCH - Lovers holding hands is one way they affirm their

love for one another on Valentine's Day.

Chocolates have an amorous tie

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - The roman

tic effect of giving someone a heart-shaped

box of chocolates on Valentine's Day could

be more than sentimental.

"Chocolate does have amorous value,"

said George Higgins, a pastry chef instruc

tor at the 8,000-student Johnson and Wales

University in Providence, one of the big-

gest cooking schools in the world.

"A chemical in the chocolate hits a

pleasure center in the brain," Higgins said.

"As a gift from a lover to a lover, it would

certainly help do the trick."

Chocolate contains phenylethylamine, or

PEA. a natural mood altering chemical

also found in the human brain.

"Win a lottery, get a promotion, fall in

love, especially fall in love, and your PEA
level shoots up. You're optimistic, sociable,

and peppy," according to "Chocolate, An
Illustrated History" by Marcia and

Fredrick Morton. "But if things go wrong,

especially if something goes wrong in your

love life, you turn listless and depressed

because your PEA level is down."

Cocoa butter melts at about body

temperature, "so when you put good

chocolate in your mouth it begins to melt,

it becomes a sensual thing," said Gayle

Steinhart, of Gayle's Chocolates- in

Newport, in a telephone interview from her

store in Royal Oak, Mich. She said her

sales are 20 times normal on Valentine's

Day and the day before.

"The taste of chocolate is a sensual

pleasure in itself, existing in the same

world as sex," sex therapist Ruth

Westheimer wrote in her column, "Ask Dr.

Ruth."

But there's also an argument against the

romantic effects of chocolate.

"F really wonder whether giving

chocolate for Valentine's Day is really the

best type of gift if one wants to pursue any

type of intense, romantic affair," said

Judith Wurtman, a research scientist at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology's

department of nutrition and food sciences.

"The high fat and the high sugar content

may make you very sleepy."
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VALENTINES
DEAR GIOGET

* I SA» I LOVED VOU.
AND THAT S FOflfVER «

and ttiis I pfomise »rom th« heart,
I COuMn I love you

any better

1 love you jusi tne way yoo are'"
• HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY (rem your

•

groovy kino ot tover'"

love. Snuffle

HONEY BUNNV

IT'S KEN A LONG TIME and «m ve con>e
alortgway You re rrtore special to me every
day I love you so much' Love Stacey

USA O. HUBBARO

FOn ALL WE VE BEEN THf«dud*iTrn
sure Ihis IS something we can work out I'll

be waiting for you I love you HaDQy Vaten-
tine s Day' Love Chris

WUTvdU BE MY VALENTINE? Let s Stan
over and mane things even better tfian

before Love RLG

SWEETNESS

YOUR SATIN KISSES ABC
always on my mmd
18 give VOU lots of

odvea if you'll be
mine
Love

Your linle saltine

TfMOPKRMAN

MA>PV VALENTINES DAV!"Th«r*» lor

the besi seven months of my Me I love you-
Lon

VALENTINES

CYNTHIA RADZIK youlmaily ga« one

AMY B. Here s to you and me

MY nOOMIES 201 SimSET- Hope V Day
>s filled with pleasure' And i don i mean
chocolate or turkey' Luv ya'

SHAMOOTAS- liave a fwred teeca lor v-

day" Luv Bimtx)

NED Thanks for being itiere lor me an t^e
lime hope you have a great valentine's day'
Love you bee

Arnn. HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY -fhanks
'or being such a great roommate don t you
wish we were freshman woops' Love. 0«e

CHUCK Yes It s true I really did it Happy
happy Valentine s Day even though we had
ours last night Love ya lots. Remi

SCHIMTDOG- you hot. sexy hunk of rnine
Thank you lor being who you are I love
youM Mchelle

SLOWSTER. The best roommate ever
Have a great day Happy Valentine s Day
I love you" < Really) Micrielle

•MKE. THANKS FOR always being there for

me I tove you with all my heart Happy
Valentine s Day B-bye Akwayt. Your Amy

LARA. SHIELA. LICIA Happy Vaienline s
Day from your 'avo'ite Fral Guy

MIKE It s our third Valentine's Day together
but I know It will be the best, with many
more to lollow I love you more now than
ever Always i Forever Uendel

TO ALL OF MY FRIENDS my tears of com
ing back to America have finally been put
to rest I love you all very much lor

remembenng me having faith in me and not
deserting me because of physical distance
you are true friends I promise to return all

you have given me A special thanks to all

those people who l don t really know but
have supported trie Tom Cathy Luv J9

BILL- Do you ever slop smiling'' Well
don!' Your smites brighten my days
Thanks lor being Such a special part of my
life Gel ready for an amazing Valentine s
Day' Love Your Chick from Long Island

HOLLY- Happy Valentine s Day sweetie- I

hope we have lots more-l miss you-l love
youPele

KEH
ir , 7—

SCOTT A, All my love today & always
llyssa

I LOVE YOO Scott^fhanks for everytfiTng
Donna

HAPPY Valentine's Day roommate*,
Kcrrl. Karen. John, Sandy. Paul A Harrlal
Love. Donna.

LOVEY. HAPPY Valentine's Day' Lets
make our last Valentines a special one-be
good in Call Love Muffy • Lovey JR

JOHN, YOUR MY favorite person in the
whole yyorld I love you. Me

TO ALL THE CRAZY WOMEN IN Lincoln
Bidg 46 Mam Street - Happy Valentine's
Day Love Li2

I NEVER WOULD HAVE THOUGHT I

would meet someone as beautiful as you.
now It's been over two years' You are the
best. I love you Michael xoxo

BETH I. To a very special person on Valen-
tine's Day Let's make this one to
remember, not a remake of last year I love
you A

ROBERT W. As each year passes I tove you
more Let s make our fourth year together
even belter than the last three' You are my
life and all my love is yours forever Happy
Valentine's Day Baby' Love. Jenn

BERGERS- You're an unbelievabull piece
of meat have a ballsy VD xoxo nasty bile

of sandwich

LISA • We met m the language resource
center You were with Danny, you made fun
of my Spanish I must see you again Scott
6-5981.

BRENDAN: I have to tell you
something I like you Valentine's Day
and every day. Baby

JOHN SMITH Happy Vatenlines Day'
Thank you lor the best four months ever"
I love you' Michelle

LV. will you be my valentine, even If Lee
gets upsel xox MV

BILL McCAlL you are lb hotn wanTyou
Don't be supnsed I love you.

ROGER- Are you ready for some good k>v

tr>g'' I am' I k>ve you so much' Sasha

SLUG BUG RED!

NIRE MAITE. BIHOTZ-BIHOTZETIKeMn
di/ui maile ^aitudala Egian

DAVE KENNEDY! Guess whaf I like you
even more than Reeses animal piMs & 6a'-
num sheep Happy Valenline's Day Holly

PARA Mis OUERIOAirroo<nmates~Mari
Bebe y Irancita felii dia de san Valentine'

Las quieio mucho. Yoli

BOB SURRETTE- Lov* youtoU Oi

HEY SWEENEY It s killer and George
wishing you a Happy Birlfiday have fun and
remember the 'rag-Team is always
watching

TO MY HAWAII NSE PALS- Haoli Puuwai
Lai Maholo for bemg such great fioa

alohais)' Aloha Lee-Arm

SOUAT NICE BUCKET. Al least two peo-
ple dig me you and my mother Tonight I

wiN bring the champagne you bnng the led-

di' Happy Valentine s day'

LORI MELTZER- Happy Valanitne s Day
Love Mike and Hie

BRIAN H. FROM AXP: Id like to gel to

know you Interested'' A from K

DENNIS Happy Valentine s Day I tove you
Michelle

HEY S TOWNEHOUSE A toast to room
mates merTKjries the man with the nice
smile, good limes, and the big H Happy
Valentirte s Day Deb Gmny & Karen Love
Mooan

JACQI. You're the bast thing about rny Me
In case you forgot I love you Right Tedd

JOEY WITH THE BM brown eyes would
you like to spend an andlaas evenmg with
satin sheets saiiines. and your sweamess''
I m hoping

MV SWEET ERIC LEE. you'ra my torwrar
Valentine Hugs and kisses Love Khrys

CHBIt ASHI -: ':' :;'at»s Deing so supocu've
!. ?«»•!!' f '.35 heioearrie inrcugro

-- ' * s c«€-r a ) veo's of tun times (aro
of courje HELL i^gMj rn our fovoMe CC
Doserrient) 'r-onns 'oi everything en.

otn'a VOU are the BEST i lCVE yOU lOTS
PA?" Mcve c great dov 'W^th k3ve Wen

TROY HAPPY VALENTINE S OAY.Tlold
you I'd sand one Call me Love Lisa

TObO You're wondartui I tova you vary
much Love Kally

MITCH I you amo «u a whole great big
bunch! Happy Valentine s Day Love
Staci

MICHELLE MARMlibve you-Schniidt-dogi

DAVE I can see the stars m your eyes Will
you be my Valentine'' I love you Forever
yours Amy

ALAM. Tomake BhtUbtH Your "Sacrat

"

Admirer

HELLO •( How are you'' I |ust want to wish
you a Happy Valentine s Day' Let's have
dinner From the sisters of MER only
Kdding' The secret idenli"t"

ROBIN R. The past few months have been
great Happy Valentines Day Love
Stephen

JILL: Happy Valenline's Day* Love yciu

Steven

GILL- This summer was great and it |ust

keeps getting belter' I luv ya as if ya didn i

know' Love on Valentine s Day' Your Dirty
Girl

TO MY ONE AND ONLY GEEK! Youliave
my heart today and always Love Amy

MY BABY, may we spend every Valentine s

Day together always Love, your Baby

ANDREW- Since il s Valentine s Day
maybe you can make my day by showing
me your special purpose! Love, your Mam
Squeeze

KATHY CONNOLLVr Happy heart's day
my darling pigeon love' Cnpes-gotta go- I

can't seem to breathe' Love me

JEFFREY Happy Valentine's Day I love you.
Weasil

MSR- 1 love you Now and forever* HSP

WAYNE: Happy Valentina's Day" I love
you Guess wtra?

LYNN I couldn't ask for anything better I

love you Happy V-Day Love. &ott

KM-HVD! Scorpio power will make this

semester great so get psyched A smile
dammit" Love AG

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY: Becky.
Meredith. Kelli. Jen. Cheryl. Ulrike. Tara,
Lee. Torn. Julie. Jean Melissa Barne. Kerv
dall. Linda Jodi. Rhonda, and Becky My
new lloormales BasI of luck Ihis semester
Love. Todd

- HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY BRIAN!
I love you Good luck today

Love. Healfier

I LOVE YOU rny frttleb^Hy^bearaovealvvays
Gin

AHOY • Thirteen Tuesdays later and it's

Valentine's Day Thanks for the past tree

months-lfiey've been great! Love, Linda

to MY RbdJJmATES AND FRiENDS.
Candice. Kim Christine Happy Valentine's
Day" Love, Amy

REMI We've been together a long time and
your very special to me Happy Valentine's
Day Love Chuck

CATHERINE RICH Roses are red violets

are blue my life s been the greatest since
I met you' Happy Valentine s Day Love
Eric

SCOTT C. - You know it s love when you're
willing to share teddy grahams E

JOSE- I'm glad you're nMnefl love you'
Love Susie

HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY to Kin and
George

HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY to the 3rd Hoor

James' Love Shannon, Helen and Karen

BEBES- Even after 3 years you still make
my heart skip a beat' I love you'

TO MY BRAZEN HUSSEY: Happy Valen
tine s Day. It wtH be. you'll see Love always

Beeba*

' STiVI, CHUCK, MIKE, CHRIS,
KIN, NiAL, JOHN AND KARIN •

'-'ODpy 'vQieritirie 5 Cav'

With love,

* Vouf scfwo-psycfX) rcxxrimate.
'

Won

HECTOR: Nuestro amor trasciende los

limites de la eiisteiKia Te amo' Besos
Arhi

ALEX OLIVER- My brown eyed girl Now
that I finally found you. I'll never let you go

MAUREEN The cute red head We met at

Pike on 2-4. Happy Valentines Hope I see
you soon

MICHAEL: Thanks for a wonderful
weekend Happy Valentine's iw—

l

ia! I love

you' FooFoo's

TO RON. bet you dkln't think we'd gel this

far You re the swreetest guy I know Hap-
py Valentine s Day' Love, Jamne

TO KIMMIE. lliopa~yoii liael bettar~Moni
Maybe Kevin writ make you better' Have a
Kckin Valenline's Day' Your the best
roomie ever' Luv Kath

TO my TWO FAVORITE FRESH-WOMEN-
Jamie and Christine Don t eat too much of

that great candy and have a Happy V-Oay

TO THE GUY IN COINS 01 S With the dia
mono earring & black CB

BE MINE''
From someone who thinks you're fiol'

REBECCA BROOKS Kelly fJove youmy lit-

tle french fry' Won i you tie my valentine''

Oh please

ALISA: I'm gonna treat you to tlie best din-
ner ever' Love yaSchei

MIRITA: Tu amistad es un valioso regalo
Happy Valentine's' Arhi

MELANIE MACKLOW AND HEATHER
DOWNEY. Happy Valentine s Day' I love
you both you are my special friends' A friend

for you always Lara xoxonoxo

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! I wish lima would
stand still lor us Love Mike.

I SEE TREES OF GREEN red roses loo
I see them bloom lor me and you And I

think to myself what a wonder^l world
YTMBA Carol

PETE C. This has bean the bMl year.
thanks to you' I love you' Wend.

WAFE I love you happyV-6ay kive Kudia

HONEYBEAR. Happy V Glad we don l

have It' I love you Yours forever. Sunshine

MATT, I'm so glad you're now here with
me I'm yours 4-eva I love you! Michelle

ETHAN, Even though you are far away, you
are always close in my heart I love you
Kelly

J. THANK YOU lor your gift of trust Hap
py snowflakes Your Secret Friend

TO ALL MY remaining friends thank you for

sticking by me' And for those bums with my
CD's Drop Dead' Love B-Smurf

JEREMY, Happy Valentine's Day siweallal
Love, Carolyn

EILEEN 0. Love • kisses always Freddy

PENNY, CYNDIE, AND JEN: Happy Valen
tine s Day to the best roomies ever" You
guys ae awesome Love always, Lara
xoxoxoxo

JEFF- Just want to let you know how hap-
py I am with you- 1 hope that we have many
more happy days to come' You're someone
special' Happy Valentines- Love always
Cath

RICH I love you Love always l^alti

ROSS: Nobody does it belter Makes me
feel sad lor the rest Notxxty does it hall as
good as you Scottie you're the best' All my
love, Holli

BRAD- 1 m very glad you dame into my hie

Thanks for being there for me Can you
believe if Almost 5 months I love you

TO ERICH C IN CENTRAL: Just wanted
to wish you a happy Valentine s Day' Hint
Northampton Nautilus over break can you
guess'" Reply if you wish I'd like to hear
from you' The girl in black shorts

RAINDROP- What would I do without you
in my life'' I pray every day that ill never
find Out Have a beautiful day and
rememt>ei thai I II love you forever and a
day Pooh

TO MY BIG PICKLE ON 23 you re the best'

I kive you' Love Rai

MICHAEL B. You'ra my main squeeze and
I tove you*

CANDICE Thani lor all the good vibM Hip-

py Vaienline s Day Love Dave

LINDSAY my Kappa Sweaty Be my Valan^
tine your Keetjies Love James

L- ALTHOUGH we sometimes arc apart,

your always right iitside my hart I love you.

G

TO AU THI KIDS: Louie Weenie
Lint Paui-E Pjycno. Slug. Epsi»T^e.

SchnugglewLigoums2. and Howord
I LOVE YOU'

Hove a nappy Vaientif»'s Day'
love Berry

KAREN M When is Valentines Day''
Thanks for a great sn rrtonths and rnany
more coffee ary) toast mornings Love Pete

GALEN- The only thii>g that can ever come
between us « distaiKe Happy Valentine s

Day' I miss you" Love always Lee-Ann

ATTENTKW CHRIS A EDDIE LOVEPUMP
Use you Valentine s wisely' Vou wear them
well' |P S -We re all so happy to be your
floormates') Taboggan Paula Bim A Bo

TO OUR FRIENOS ON 6 FIELD who thmk
that some things are too confining- Happy
Valentirta's Day' Love Julie and Margo

B.M.T.- Happy Valentine's Day hurv Love
always Your favorite fan Mariana

YD! Tony Man I lusl wanted lo wish you a
Happy Valentine s Day' I tuv U' Cindy

PRINCER: AKA PSEUDO B F
Lei s make sure that

' nolhir>g comas between our special '

friendship excapl maybe a tew
kamakazi shots or a night up at

' Barsie's Oh I forgot, that's for the '

last night of school'
Your one artd only Flufty

JOEY. Happy Valenlina s Day Thanks for

always being tftere Hope we fiave a great
last semaster together Remember I m
vulneralila whan * comas lo gomg ouf Love
ya. Rosa

PICION - LOVE My darling- I m so excited

to spend my third v day with you Qarlirtg

this IS belter than they N a^mf know Love
Heiga

TO DOUG M 243 MOORE- Thani for lak

mg care of me tfiat night' Happy Valentine s

Day Jennifer

SMKM- Je sue Hxiiours l*m pour to Avec
d-amour Jennifer

Werttfy LowenfMi. you are ttte woman I

have always dreamed ol Happy Valen-
tine s Day- Love Me

SUNSHINE- Happy V Day You re my
cherub Luv The fighting WiWcats

' nHV-MBtV-IASV, SUZII-«UZII. -

DAMINO CAtOllNI A DAN. SlUOOY-'
SlBUNO-OOWey. CHRISTINIYIIVIINfr
\oocs forgive r^j lOVIlV-UNTV-'
-IVNMI. PAIHV-WOUV-SiXV-SWIITII'
'ana IWABU-HAIBBAU-WOWABO;

'

Hocov Voienfine s Day
I^AjJing yoo Ol

With kDve
- ClUTTIB-HimfB-iNtfntB-NUmB -

OkO SHClZO-PSYCHO

ALLISON ZOLOTOR Happy Valentine s
Day and Happy Birthday from your Fkxjr'

GOOFBALL- You might not be nwte> How's
the disire facta'' Happy Valantine's Day
Love Skippy

HAPPY VALENTINC-S DAY. Tara. may
this be your best Love Max

TO THE GIRL IN THE WHITE VW from NY
I gave you rny parmng <,pace on Wed Nice

tling you Leli meet loiin CaN
-tirs "549-

1

SHI

TO HEKM I hope Valentine s Day is as
special to you as It IS to me Love always
Frank

JENNIFER LEWIS To my Darling cuddly
sweetheart Jenn I tove you very much and
hope that you have a very special valen-
tine s day Love always,

ROB AKA POCKY

TO MARY BETH IN FIELD: Your Tunny
smile brightens my day have a happy Valen-
tine s Day

STEPHEN The past fourteen months have
been great' I hope there wiU be many more
I tove you Amy

HAPPY VALENTINE S"6AYrGar^i^"ith
love and other various mush All my love
forever Caryn

HEY GERTRUDE. I Ihink your daughter is

gorgeous I hope she'll be my valentine' All
my love Corey's big brother

' STEVE F I really dig you' Kissy Kissy snug^
gles Happy day Love, Lawanda'

ERIN CRONIN I bought you beer and lan-
lilizmg leddygrams clothes could be com-
ing soon a simple please will gel you a pat

LAURIE Thanks lor two great years hope
there will be many more. Love Jeff

PAT - Happy Valentine s Day' Love Linda

ZAHYRA: Gracias por ser como eres, feliz

dia de san valentin Te quiero, Rene

KERRY COHAN - I love you' Today's the
day' It's time for Eskimo treatment' Always
yours John

GOWMAN hope you have a great V-OaT
Love ya tots Bagster

AMY, here is your annual VOay personal
I tove you very much Hope you enjoyed this
weekend Look tonward lo tonight s special
dinner Love Always, Hick

MarsdHh, not bad huh I don't even go here
anymore and I still got a personal lo you
Good Luck with your interview I love you
Love Scott

FREDDY, Happy Valentine's Day' I don't
know what I'd do without you I love you
Kerl

SHNOOG I love you very much you're as
special to me now as the first day I met you
All my tove Soooz

CELINE, Happy Anniversary and Happy
Valentine's Day' Love Barney. Maggie
Steve, and (oh yeah) Charlie'

BRIAN Happy Valentine's Day Our second
one logelher Don'l know what Id do
without you You're very special lo me
sweetheart I love you' Ingy

RICK (turkeyH Will you be my Valentine''
I II always be yours I love you very much
Forever Amy (Chicken)

CARLA • We're gonna have such a blast
this Summer' Don't ever forget thai I love
you Ouentin

BIG BILL you re a weasal with mystical
powers who always manages to make me
smile and make me laugh even on the
brink ol death that is saying something Hap
py Vday gramps T

MATCHEW Happy Valeniine^s Day' The
past h*o years have been great You're very
special I love you Sheila

HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY Moonkaby
you re a terrific (riend, Montreal' Love

'
' FRANK ROTHWEU. *" Yas hon, this

IS your very own personal' Happy Valen
tine's sweetie'" Love you tots'" xoxo Karen

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO ALL tha
ladies m Johnson' Love always Todd

FRANCIS XAVIER: (Harry the Horse) You
weren t sky arx) I wasn t Sara but we could
pretend' More tfian anything I want lo be
your doll Not too Subtle, hun'' Love.
General Cartwnghi

UPK Happy ValantinasOi^TJMa you ions

BRIGGEN A whole year It doesn t seem
possible' Thanks for t)»>ng you Happy
Valentine s Day' Yo M amo Chnstma.

RACHEL I tova^^Nitd

D£E,T hM^you. Lova. Ntiil

DEE. I haw you loo- Slav*

MEG. Happy Valentine s Day to the bast

RA in the whole world Love R J AJar

tWILFREDO,
I want you,
I naad you,
I love you

Can you handle all thaf
Because i can fieip it

I'm naturally attracted to you
Joan

TO OUR VALENTINES:
Kim and Shelly

Happy Birthday guys
This calls for a floor party

Love your biddies on 7

Leanne Enc Slave Cirtdy Laanne Ian Joe
Roland John Pat Kev Al NaNar

Maureen Edwm

DANNY O My little bro-bro hop* you have
a great V-Oay with what s in your mailbox
poke poke tove ya Teena

LIZ ELIZ SMITTY Happy V 6«ly Kw* SMM
Have a great one

ZAHVRA Thanhs for bang sucti a graal
friand Happy Valanlin T* quwf* Joan

LUIS ARSENK) I lw» youM'm'not wTstnie
anymore please come home Besitos Puffy

CUPCAKE Happy Valentine s Day
I^IO**you , Tig*r

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY to the gurs ot

Kennedy/Swiss We tove ya Jen and Meg

RICK YOU'VE KEPT my nights hot and my
heart warm I love you Happy Valentine s
day Molly

ROBERT you have given m* (wo olVie best
years of my tile Happy Valentine s I k>ve
you Becky

DEAR ROB. ftenpy VMwwnas'oiyM toi*
you Sua

SCOTT O. You ar* alway* my valantme
Thanks lor a wonderful y*ar logattiar Lov*
you always Amy

ROB CASSESSO Happy 10 monttis and
nappy Vaienline s Day" I fxipe we sper>d
many more together I love you" Love Kim

BUNNV HEY MOO-MOO, I love you III

always be there for you IkiI please leave
your COM tootsies to yourself' Happy Valerv
line s Day Fluff

HAPPY 21sl BIRTHOAV TOOO! Hope you
have a good or«*> Now you can say Adioa
to Ere' Ha' happy Valanlina a day loo Lov*
Britt and Beth F^H^in dft,

DEAR E. CRUISE! Happy Valentine s and
Our 3rd anniversary' I'd take you over the
real cruis*-You are stiH the coolest for tt\e

3rd y*ar straiBhl

ANGIE
BE MY

VALENTINE
AGAIN"'

tOTtliliuv WHOlwipad m* gaTa^ai-
cond Add/drop lorm on Friday morning -

Thanks' You saved my fnend a walk in the
cold • you mad* my day"

LISSCTTE: Tu ar*a la rann d* qu* **l* dia
d* los anamorados saa tan axpacial
Hagamoa da asia al pnmaro da muchos Te
quarra por siampr*.

GLENN F., Your* beautiful and I tove you
lo doatti Hav* a Happy Valanlinas Day'
(WMh m*)

PAUL, Happy Valentine's Day^ You've got
my t>eart" Love forever Louise

KIMBER — It seems Ihe frost has finally

warmed over, wildflowers are bursting into

bloom Thanks lor coaxing me out of Ihe
COM Your little teddy bear

GREG SACCONE! Im sorry for everything
All I have to say is rrieow rneow meow' Sue

HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY Andy and Gar
field Love you torevei Trolly and B

TO THE SEXY SHERLOCK I dream of The
one I plan to always love Let s celebrate
our love together knowing we shall last

forever' Happy Valentine s Day' Yours
always Woofer

PETE I LOVE VOU very rtwch (infinity) You
are the greatest Happy valentine's Day
Forever Leigh xoxo

TO THOSE WHO KNOW what sexy really

IS Margo Carrie. Michele. Julie, Mark
Happy Valentine's' Lova, The Human
Vibrator

CARRIE GORDON— You sexy goddess of
Sinful impure thoughts' Here s your Valen-
tine s personal enjoy' Love CM

STEPHEN SPRING It 5 been 5 months I

hope we can make it many more Happy
V—Day Love you Robm

HOWS THE HCKEY? Deia Vu Happy
Valentine's Day - See you al the TOO Luv
ya Brad (You know, the sick one )

LYNN"E" If you'll be my valentine I can
almost guarantee you It wake up with a
smile" I tove ya' - John

DEBBIE: You bring the honey and I'll gel
Ihe ice cuties I tove you, Happy Valentine's
Day Love Chris

MIKE, I want you tolie my Valentine' I love
that cule little noise you make Love
Heather

TIM F. It's been a great eleven months You
are vary special and I tove you Happy
Valentine's Day, Sweetheart Love, Gma

TO SUE, Happy Valentine's Day To my
favorite chooch Love. Bob

SUSS- How was your weekend'' Happy
Valentine's Day. All my love, Laurie

•PHILL- I'm so happy I got to know you*
I'm looking lonward to this semester a

'

'lot' Oh. by Ihe way. be my Valentine'' '

Love, Kathleen

ELLEN F. It's our third Valenline's Day
together I tove you more with each pass-
ing one You are my life Don't ever change
Give me a smack I love you Glenn

LAURA GORDON
Happy Valentine's Day

I'll see you lonight

Be ready at 5 00
Michael

GAIL NEWMAN- i may not be rich or
Jewoh. but can I be your Valentine anyway

Maggie

BUFFY: Hope your valentine s day is lull of
hugs 4 kisses Love R J xoxo

TO THE MAN OF MY DREAMS - Joe Cook
I love you'll All ol me Krissy xo

LOUISE— Happy Valentine's Day Love
Paul

MY LOVE FOR YOU grow* d**p*r and
d**p*r With each new day Lov* Buck

SPEWMASTBI^ Hope you r* not loo dtsap-

poinied thai you dKln't gal balloons m cham
but I stiN lov* you' Happy VD' Your MOa
meadow mullin.

KAKN CANiMuTLM's have donuts aiid
milk Happy Valantii^'s Day xo Brian

TO ALL JHi CHICKS THAT dig us at Tl
Southwood gel busy" Happy Valentine's

Day

SUE GERETY Let s shoot the curl Happy
Valentine s Day xo Kahuna

JANET JANET JANiT Be my Valenlm*?
Love Brian

LARS. It s bean almaat fiva morwhs artd i

love you more each day' Happy Val*niin*'s

Day' Love Micfief

DAVO ROBERSON you'i* St* tti* object
ol my coTKupisceiKe I look forward 10

engaging m further diablerie Love Laura

VICKI. HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY! tts

been a great two ana ' i years' I tove you'
Dave

HAPPY VALENTMC'S JOYCE! Do you s«e
candy artd sun in your lutuia'' I lov* you.
Steve

KAREN Ttte past 2 weeks have he*n great

I am tookmg forward to much mora You are
vary sp*cial 10 m* Lov* Kirk.

ROSS HARTMAN Hop* you gM exactly
what you want for Valentine's Day you
akways do I lov* you Chriata

TO MVUfTLE •U^vTThMa'paal ttMM
momha hav* b**n th* baal ol my M*' I hop*
It laats lor*v*r I lov* you' (Now *v*ryon*
at UMass knows) Hj^py Valanlina's Day
from you Cutie

DANNY MORMRTY: Hm* a
lin*'s Day* Lov*. Tara

happy VMan-

CALEB- Th*s* past two momhs
great' You make ma so happy,
llove you' Love, Tina xo

LITTLE BROWN EYED DARLINQ. You
make th* music m me mean something I

lov* you with all my heart Happy Valen-
tina's Day Paler

BARRY! Hi«ipy 20lh B«thday' »l0n
Valarilina's Oay< Hivpy Anmvaraaryi Hera's
wiahirtg you a special day and many mora
to follow Thank you for the last 8 months'
I took forward to many mora I lov* you'"
Happy Birtfiday"' Love Aimea

SIMON. It has been fun so lar Happy
Valentine s Day Love Beth Ayn

HEY CANNY KID I lov* youff

ICEMAN, watch out. fire melts ice You
know this chick's got the gols for you' Hap-
py Valentine s Day

ROSES ARE RED. VIOLETS ARE BLUE,
to the guys ar 65 Southwood we lust for

you' Luv the 2 hottest chicks you've ever
knew

HEATHER QIRARD
I ve loved you lor

1 '1 years
I II love you for

an infinite more
Love always

Brian

BLONOIE • You're th* greatest Let's keep
what we have Love Brad

CHERRY — Thursday s great' • Brad

GRIPA- Je t'aime or something or
something elienne AKA JPK

"BLORNOER " - Happy ValentVne's Day to

the best Dad ever - Skeletons and all"

Love Freshman'

DICK FLOYD Happy Valentine's Day we
love you" Loanne. Jess and Laura

TO DAN
MV MAN.
On this day

I |ust want to say
I love you'

Happy Hearts Day
Love,
Karon.

HAPPYANNIV^SARY MARC, Thanks for

a wonderful year Te quiero mucho Madie

JOHN STASSIS. The first lime Tsaw you.
two years ago. I thought you were Ihe cutest
guy on earth, I still do' Thank you for your
love What have I done to deserve this?
Love you. Lydie

HEY CHAD- You're awesome! Osu rules
But which one? Guess Who

BLANKET HOQGER It's been an awesome
Smontfis Happy Valentine's Day I tove you
very much from your little horn bag

SCOTT - Happy Valentine's Day hon! I just
wanted you lo know that I was Ihinkmg
about you I love you' Tern

JEFF, Happy Valenline's Day "baba"
tove you ahways, Ann

TO MY HERO, this is so wierd' But I love
It' Love. Your Girlfriend

BETH Hi sexy' It has been a great 3 months
(ol food. sex. and a bathroom) don't let it

end I love you' A very happy snuggle
Bunny

TOM (DUNNV). I m so glad that you are
back' Happy Valentine s Day' I love you'
Kim

TONY
I still think your hoTafler all this time'

Happy Valentine's Day love Judi

FREDDIE: HAPPY Valentine 5 Day Sorry
I can't be there Can't wait til next week I

love you' Stebbie

KRISTEN. will you be my Valentine? Love
ya Waste

BiinaiCT
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STRIKING TEACHERS - Teachers
from Winooski. Vt., picket in front of
Winooski High School yesterday.
Teachers failed to reach agreement with
the school board on Sunday and went out
on strike yesterday morning. Students
who arrived at school were sent home.

Maple syrup
continued from page 6

"But I don't know and nobody knows what it means in
the long-run," said McCrumm. He said he plans to hedge
his bets by reducing the number of taps he puts on in-

dividual trees and not tapping those that suffered heavy
defoliation by the insects.

"It seems only common sense not to put additional stress
on a tree that may already be feeling poorly," he said.
"But some of my maples have been tapped for more than
100 years and are still doing fine. And who knows what
they have gone through during that time, including
drought and defoliations?"

Christina Petersen, of the extension service at the
University of Massachusetts, said she found no significant
difference in damage between tapped maples compared
with those that hadn't, among the more than 300 trees
in western Massachusetts she checked for starch content
last fall.

But, she said, this was the first year that the region suf-
fered massive defoliation from the insect. The effects could
be cumulative and all of the defoliated trees showed very
low or depleted starch levels. "That's a very bad sign."
-^he .said.

For the pa>t .several years, an early thaw had cut short
the sugaring season in Ma.ssachusetts

^ SPECIAL ^

4 Happy

# Valentine's Day
# to my favorite

^ Valentine

\ Cindy NoUer
% Love, Dave^

Copies

Half Off

After 100
After your fint 100 copies of a

single sheet ongmal. the rest are

half pnce at Kinko s. the copy-

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

ARTHUR
TREACHERS
SEAFOOD
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA

10%
Student
Discount
With College ID

Phone In Order
585-0209

During this Lent Season
KEEP THE FAITH

with

^RTHUR TREACHER'S!

Demembcr Your Valentine

with Dinner

at the

Top of the Campus

Destaurant

Order one entree at the

re5ular price and get the

second entree at half price.

Tuesday, Feb. 14th

5:00 pm - 9:00 pra

Denervations 549-6000 cxt. 7639

Validated Parking

^jmjmjmjmjiiiumjmjmjw.ymjmjmj'ti&flSlllfjm&wSw^fi^if^illSlfS^mjmjmjmjK

Bank of New EnglancJ-West

Biogen, Inc.

Boston University Book Store

Buckman Lobs
Cenfrai Maine Power
Charles Hotel

DEQE

jrummmmi.ni Ffl ft'
T' '*' "'^^'"' T 'T"

"" ""NmuiHimmjTO..|iu.it^..ruT^mmmmjP

University Placement Service Presents

CAREER FAIR '89
WHEN: FEBRUARY 15, 1989
WHERE: CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

TIME: 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

CAREER FAIR '89 is open to all students. Oppor-
tunities for Liberal Arts Majors, Engineers, Science
and Business Majors, and HRTA.

Over 60 organizations will be represented,

including:
Digital Equipment Corp.
Federal Bureau of Investigation

GTE Government Systems
Hughes Aircraft

Interlan

JC Penney
Jordan Marsh

Lechmere
Mass Mutual
MIT Lincoln Labs
NOAA
Social Security Administration

TJ Maxx
United Technologies
Xenergy

Resumes are not required but there is nothing like being preparedl
For further information on the career fair,

contact Susan Hart, University Placement Service, 545 2224.

University Placement Service

Where Careers Take Off.
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ARTS&LIVING
The chief clears up at Hampden Meat murders the opposition
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

An exhausted Tamala Gordon, a

sophomore interior design major said, "The

music and attitudes were great. I danced

all night."

That was the general consenses last

Thursday night of bluesman Eddie "The
Chief Clearwater and his band, as the

Chicago based rtxk-blues band turned the

intimate Hamden Theater into one big par

ty room.

The night began as the band (Will Crosby

on guitar, Herman Applewhite on bass,

and Tim Austin on drums) took the stage

and jammed for about fifteen minutes.

Crosby immediately proved himself to be

an extremely accomplished guitarist in the

Jimi Hendnx vein, going so far as to play

his guitar with his teeth.

The flamboyant Eddie, dressed in a black

and white cowboy shirt and big brown

cowboy hat. strutted onstage and asked.

"Are we ready to party or what?" From
that point on. the stage belonged soley to

him. as his talented band seemed satisfied

to serve as his rhythm section.

Eddie's deep, gruff voice was perfect for

the opening blues number. "Last Night".

But it was the rwkabilly tune "Toe Up",

combined with Eddie's wide, contagious

smile, that got the crowd up and dancing.

After a few upbeat tunes from his upcom-

ing album to be released at the end of

March on Rooster Records. The Chief per-

formed a seductive version of Muddy

Waters' "Just Make Love to You".

Although he broke a guitar string in the

middle of the song, it just didn't seem to

matter; and it wasn't until he broke a se-

cond string on a blistering version of Eric

Clapton's "Sunshine of Your Love" that he

put down his six-string and played air

guitar as Crosby took over the lead without

missing a beat. Eddie then ran into the

crowd, shaking hands and high-fiving

everyone as the band played on.

Eddie ran onstage in an Indian headress

and the whole place leaped up and danced

to "Messin' with the Kid" The festive

mood continued while The Chief put his

own party-blues stamp on such classics as

"On Broadway ", Otis Reddings "Sitting on

the Dock of the Bay", and James Brown's

"I Feel Good". He even duck walked and

played the guitar behind his head for

Chuck Berry's "Everybody Come On".

After an intermission, the band took the

.stage without Eddie, and all three of them

rattled off brilliant solos. Tim Austin's

seemingly effortless drum solo would have

made the late Gene Krupa proud.

The Masterful Chief then cooled the fren

zied crowd with some old-fashioned blues.

But before he called it a night, he threw

in one more rocking tune. "There's a Par-

ty at My House" (also the tentative title of

his upcoming album) brought the crowd to

their feet one last time. And if you weren't

one of those people, you missed one rockin'

blues of a good time.

m FAT. . no CHOLESTEROL

nothing But jk Delicious.

BaVNaVNa\Ka\MA
lUuloui nxcnen

rOQORT £^

Try some Monfat frozen Yogurt

Amherst the taste will leave you amazed! Northampton
Bottwood Walk Main Street

|tQ| V ^... with campus health Issues
'^ SHAB*l«

• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health

care concerns
• Review UHS budget
• Serve on UHS Search
Committees

• Meet other students

Interested In health care

COME SEE WHAT irS ALL ABOUT!
First Meeting of 1989

Date: Tuesday, Feb. 14

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Time: 5:15 - 6:15 p.nn.

" OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

. UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES

By JOHN DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

I had a whole bunch of clever openings
prepared, mostly variants on the theme of

how even though the weather is cold out,

there's still a lot of hot music happening
. OK, so it's not brilliantly original, but ytm
try conveying an impression of a band's
sound in print while also being amusing.
It's a moot point anyway, since the

unseasonably warm weather has put paid

to any meteorologically oriented humor. So
let's just skip the smart-aleck remrarks

DISC JUNKIE

and get right on with the meat of the

article.

Meat figures prominently in today's first

band. They are called Meat Beat Manifesto

and they are a British group (All the best

ones are Ed.) who construct carefully

preprared sonic assaults which leave you

feeling as if a bunch of elephants have just

run you over. In anticipation of the usual

question, let me reassure you that, yes, I

do like listening to music that makes me
feel as if a herd of elephants has just run

me over.

Huge, grinding rhythms underpin the

songs, rapper Jack Dangers and cohortsin

noise. Piranha Jones and DJ Greg Retch

build a multi-layered aural collage that

threatens at any moment to leap free of the

speakers, pin you against the wall and

demands that you pump up the volume

before it rips out your earring and gives

you a really lame haircut.

Their current single is an anti-religion

escapade entitled "God O.D." Dangers cuts

loose with a nasty rap in which he declares

that "The word of the Lord makes me
break out screaming," while all aruound

him the beat thunders and old funk riffs

are fed into the sample machine, to emerge

seconds later in mutant support of his vocal

excursions. It's hypnotic, disturbing and

frantic. You'll believe a man can fly.

There isn't a lot of material available

from this band, unfortunately. Work was

proceeding on an album called Armed
Audio Warfare but a fire in the band's

SoHo headquarters destroyed the master

tapes. There are a few previous Meat Beat

Manifesto sinlgles still in print, including

the physical fitness oriented "Strap I>own"

and a street-wise number entitled "I Got

The Fear." Available as imports on the

Sweatbox label, the records care hard to

find but well worth the effort. You won't

hear anything like it for a while: I

guarantee it.

The Justified Ancients of Mu Mu ( a.ka,

the Timelords) are a band that not many
people have heard of in the States. Try to

imagine a hip hop outfit whose lead rap-

pers have thick Scottish accents. It's a riot

and their wild sense of humor doesn't hurt

either. Their first album, 1987, What the

Fuck IS Going On got them into a lot of

legal trouble, since they sampled ridiculous

amounts of other people's songs (most

notably ABBA's "Dancing Queen "
> and as

a result, they were sued down to their

underwear and the album was ordered

destroyed by the Swedish combo's lawyers.

Fortunately for posterity, a two-record

retrospective of their career has recently

been released under the title. Shag Times.

It's an import on the KLF Communications

label, and, as usual, is hard to find. Sadly

it only contains one track from the "Il-

legal" album, but the rest of it is excellent

and well worth the money. That about

wraps it up for this survey of new goods.

Until next time, see you in the record store!

Our regular Disc Junkie, Graeme Thom-
son, has reportedly checked into an add-

drop crisis center, but he should he back

next week.
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DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAKI

SPRINGBREAK.^.osro
4NIGH7S NASSAU s379pp
jNiGHTsCANCUN s479pp

7NIGHTS PUERTO laCRUZ s599pp
VENEZUELA. th. New EXOTIC distmajioni

IncI tH hmmnem (••! M ttrvict cA«rf«a

BOOK NOW I

413256-1261
n So PttiMnt SI

Amhtrit, MA 0)002

Beautiful Ciffs...

Endless Beaches...

Only In

JAMAICA!
Spring Break '89

Call Paul at

549-4289

J J J •jrrr9rr999W *>*»> 33,39m* r -^ -• -r -^ -r^ -^

EVENTS:
February 14: Southwest (Pierpont Basement) 7-9 p.m
February 15: Campus Center (Room 101) 7-9 p m
February 16: Orchard Hill (Field Basement) 7-9 p.m.
February 2\ Northeast (Leach Basement) 7-9 p.m
February 23: Central (Van Meter Basement) 7-9 p.m.

ia^
For more information: 253-9494 (Brian)

iJjjjrrrrrTrrrrm^yj^rrriji33,,,,i < »
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TAP yields tangible plot

plus Nines ' fast feet

Pholii «i>uru-«,\ iif J«Hh (Vnlur\ Ki>\

COME FLY WITH ME! The blood under Eric Stoltz's nose is

just a sample of the powerful gore which peppers The Fly II.

Stolt/. fared well in another grotesque role opposite Cher in Peter

Bogdanovich's critically acclaimed Mask ... not so say the critics

of this ill fated sequel.

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

Tap
Mt. Farms Theatres

The movie Tap is, of course, about tap

dancing, but if you've written it off as

another one of those flash-in-the-pan suc-

cess stories, whose dancing bedazzlement

is lightly frosted with plot, think again.

Perhaps the most pleasing aspect of the

movie is its depth: the plot gives the au-

dience something to chew on, and the

characters are portrayed as real, with

motivations and feelings to match their

actions.

In fact. Tap dedicates itself to the story

behind the dance and more specifically on

the fictional main character. Max
Washington (Gregory Hinesi.

Max was a rising star in the sixties when
tap dancing suddenly went out of vogue.

With dancing no longer a viable way to

make a living. Max entered a better pay-

ing racket - burglary and became known
as the best second story man' in the

business. The best, that is, until the night

of his father's funeral.

Max got a little drunk before the 'job'

that night, and when he didn't come out of

the building on time, his friends in the get-

away car left him for the cops.

The movie begins with Max leaving

prison, where he has started dancing again

to keep himselfsane."Just when I felt 1 was
about to go over the edge, I started hear-

ing these (tap) combinations in my head ...

they'd pull me back," Max explains later

in the movie.

Now, back on the streets of New York,

Max faces the same choice he had almost

twenty years earlier: try his luck as a

hoofer, and do what he loves most, or

return to the sure money offered by the

world of crime.

Gregory Hines demonstrates some
superb acting in the part of Max, and the

audience can almost feel the tension dur-

ing the crucial robbery scene. From the

start of the movie, Max is a character the

audience can really care about.

The cast includes a number of tap danc-

ing's greatest headliners, and it is a real

thrill to see these older men, whom Max
accuses of having 'no legs.' show their stuff.

Sammy Davis, Jr.'s portrayal of Little

Mo, the mentor who feels Max could take

tap dance into the future, is another

outstanding performance, and the rapport

between Hines and Davis works
beautifully.

Also worthy of mention is the perfor-

mance by Sandman Simms of himself as an
old sour puss ("That's my step alright, they

stole it from me. I'd recognize my steps

anywhere.")

The movie hinges around a huge dance
scene in the streets of New York City,

when Max explains to a group of tap

dancers how his father taught him to use

the sounds of the city to devi.se new tap

steps. Although this sequence comes close

to the limits of reality, it is necessary to

make the audience aware of the music
created by the city, which becomes impor-

tant during the later robbery.

Tap is not going to be the ma.sterpiece of

1989, but it struggles valiantly to free itself

from the sickly-sweetness of previous dance

films by offering a serious storylme. Tap
is easily a three star film, I recommend it

for the amazing dance, but all dancing

aside it's worth taking in.

Classical music for the classical lover
N'iolinist Joel Sniiinoll and puiiiist (hi i.-<liipher

Oldlather will be guest arti.st.s in a lecital tonunorrow

nij^ht at H p.m. in Bezan.sctn Recital Hall The concert is

-|)(»n.sored by the Department of Music and Dance and is

|>i«'.sented to the public free of charge.

Tlu- progjam will include the Bach I) .Minor Partita, the

Bi«th<iven Sonata \'n .7 and works by Satie and
Schumann. The performance of iVighl Serin', by Univer-

sity composer Robert Stern, will be the evening's

itntcrpifcf.

The New Music Consort will peifoini at Bowker
.Xiiditorium this Thursday. Feb 16 at S p.m The piopam
w ill include Harvey Sttllbeigers Doubtr Tnplsrh for Flute

iiml Percussion, Idyll for the Misbegotten by George

Crumb, ConifH)sition by Glen Velez. Milton Babbitt's

Canon Kul Form and ThirtI Construction by John Cage.

The concert is part of the Fine Arts center's Arts America

.S9 festival Tickets are available at the FAC box (ttfice

tor $'20 and $18.

The Fine Arts Trio, featuring three University of

Massa(hus«'tts faculty members, will present a concert on

Tuesday. Feb '21 at 8 p.m in Be/anson Recital Hall. The

mi'mbeis include Michael Su.ssman, clarinet; Maureen

Gallagher, viola: and Nadine Shank, piano.

The piogiani will include Rogers .Sonata in B-Flat for

clarinet and piano and Schubert's Ariwggione Sonata in

A Minor (01 viola and piano

This concert is presented to the public free of charge

For further information, call the Department of Music and

Dance at 545-2227.

GRADUATE

NURSES
J • • • • • •
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The only
way to go.

Express Package
A yTcal dav of skjing shouldnl have Ki end jvilh a lorp and bonnp dnvo hnmc

n.iv vcar. once again Peter Van is- oftenng a Slu Express package lo Slralior

Mountain Pack vour ski<. safclv in our spaaous luggage compartmentv. ^ :,!

our rotor Pan motorcoach, sit back, relax and ndc in conddenoc

T>,or eniov a full dav ot great skiing at Stratton >oul! evplorc up to W
ex.:iing trails, and with the new Stratlon Slarship XII sutnm.l gondola, vou 11

"f'cnd more lime skiing, less time watting

Ihr IVter !'an,'Stratt<>n Mountain Ski Express a great p.ickage pnw (;•'•

skung, and the roniiorts of a warm motorcoach lis Iho oniv wav to go

AgT<>ed''

Kound trip transportation and a one dav lift ticket for as little as $W.95

Advanced reservations onlv Por further information on pick up points, pri. .-

•ind Si hfthiU"s contact

The PcopJf Profe»»ionjl«
^, ^ ^, _ *i,„^,r/~u

\OVSICy'SERVl<XreX>M.CJlEENMLIIAV^^ILAm^^^
Clarke Sporting Goods, 289 Main Strerl. Greenfield, MA Cal. --4-. .«

7>) South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA, 256-04.11

LMASS Campus Center, Amherst, MA Ticket Office W^-ZOOfc

Peter Pan Bos Terminal, 1776 Main Street, Spnngf.cld, MA

Call l-80O-3.12-«9<»SF«t 270 „„,-., ^onn
lor eroup rate information, contact: Peter Pan Charter TVparrmrnt ..tl.'.no

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day

.

..

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST

Look
Into Your
Future at ^

New
England
Medical
Center

New England Medical Center

is commiticd to the profes-

sional development of our

nurses Here you will find a

variety of specialty areas in

adult and pediatrics that pro-

vide you with the opponuni-
tics to develop your nursing

skills in the areas of your
choice. During your six week
orientation, you will be sup-

ported in meeting your objec-

tivcs by a preceptor and
during your first year you
will panicipate in patient carr

conferences, workshops,
seminars and management
traimng. As you gain primary

nursing experience, you will

have an opportunity to join

a collaborative practice and
work with a physician and
ambulatorv nurses to coor-

dinate the care of your pa-

tients through an entire

episode of illness We arc

commuted to your success.

Join our staff and practice in

an autonomous environment
that fosters your profession-

al growth

In addition to offering one of the highest salary schedules in the area,

our progressive benefits package includes continuing education

providing CEU s. generous tuition rcimbutsement, flexible schedules

including 12-hour shifts, and participatory time planning We have

a parking garage on-site and the convenience of an Orange Line T-stop

For additional information about these opportunities, please

call our Nurse Recruiter at 617 956-5575. 750 Washington

Street. Box 465. Boston. MA 02I1I. An equal opportunity em-

ployer.

Salary tvitb rotation

S32.219

Board Review
Course Offered
Free of Charge

Early Decision
Program

Confirm your start-

ing date hy May 1st

and receive a
$1,000 bonus

New England
Medical CenterShJb Medical C

ill Hospitals
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A UMASS freshman awakes bewildered with a pledge

pin on his shirt,

...it's dismissed as chance

A UMASS student fashions a wire hanger in the form of

an ancient Greek symbol. He points it towards the

Theta Chi House and receives a rush of energy and a

pledge pin,

...it's dismissed as imagination

In a small Boston suburb, a middle aged mother
suddenly feels a sharp pain in her chest, at that same
moment, 80 miles away her son receives a pledge pin

at Theta Chi,

...it's dismissed as coincidence

A college student on a routine rush visit approaches
the confines of a fraternity house other than the

Theta Chi house, suddenly a mysterious force turns

him away just before entering.

...it's dismissed as common sense

TYME—LIFES BOOKS
presents ^

THETA CHI RUSH 1989
Tonight

Rush Dates: Feb. 14, 16, 21 — 8 p.m. - 9 p.m.

496 N. Pleasant St. (Next door to the Newman Center)

Mentalist takes Mt. Holyoke crowd on psychic trip
By STEPHEN PANGIONE
Collejjian Correspondent

•What I do is a combinatii)n Part is illusion, part is

psychological and part is what some call ESP," mentalist
Craig Karges told 400 people Friday night at Mount
Holyoke College's Blanchard Hall. He then proceeded to
amaze' the audience with stunts ranging from mind
reading, to X ray vision, to levitating furniture, using
nothing but the power of his mind.
The performance, sponsored by the Sonnihuifi Every Fri-

day Commillee, started at 9 p.m and ran more than an
hour, as Karges used volunteers for all his feats.

Karges handed out about 50 slips of paper to the au-
dience, and asked them to write their initials, an address
and a thought, and leave it in their pockets. Asking the
entire audience to concentrate, he picked out the strongest

"signals" and then told peiiple about themselves.

"You are from Oregon and you were thinking about youi-

new baby kitten. " In- >aid. pointing to a woman in the au-

dience. He followed by saying her name, address and bir

thdate. She showed the rest of the audience her slip of

paper with that exact information on it.

'i don't like to think of myself as a psychic. I'm just an

entertainer. " he told the audience.

Karges asked five men to assi.st him on stage. "They
look like an ad from a J.C. Penny catalog." he laughed
as they all .stood again.st the wall. Karges then asked them
to each put a personal belonging into a separate bag and
then mixed all the bags together.

He then picked up each bag and by feeling the objects

through the bags, correctly identified the owner of each.

Karges. a native of West V'irginia. said he has been in

terested in magic since he was 12. When he was 14, his

uncle began teaching him the mind-reading part of his

show. "My uncle u.sed to perform at Vaudeville reading

a crystal ball," he said. After he finished school he decid-

eH to k«>on fining his show for a living.

Since then, Karges has appeared acro.ss the U.S. and
Canada, and has been on P.M. Magazine twice. He al.so

appears regularly on The Nashville Network.
Karges said he doesn't like appearing on t.v. 'I don't

want to be a famous celebrity," he said. "I just like to

entertain people."

Karges does want people to believe in him. He has a
standing offer of $10,000 to be donated to a charity if

anyone can prove he consorted with a member of the au-

dience beforehand.

Karges believes in himself as well. At the end of his per-

formance, he took his paycheck for the show and sealed

it in one of three envelopes. He asked a woman in the au
dience to mix them up and pick one. After burning the

other two envelopes, he asked her to open the envelope
she picked inside was his paycheck, for a job well done.

Bim returns with refined show
By BRIAN TREMBLAY
Collegian Correspondent

Bim Skula Bim -•*
February 1

1

Universal Joint

Bim Skalu Bim. arguably Bosttm's Ix-st

-ka band, returned to the Pioneer Valley

.Saturday night at the Universal Joint,

dovvn.stairs at Pearl Street, .sounding bet

ter than ever. Between their Stop CIA
Recruitment benefit gig last July and
IXfember's gig at Katina's, the band made
noticeable improvements.

They have new arrangements for many
of their .s<^»ngs, making their .set a more in

tere.sting li.sten. For example. Vito's trom
bone is now part of the rhythm section on

"Run Joe", and the organ and guitar have

lead parts in several songs, including "Veil

of Sadness". Bim succeeds with other Car-

ribean rhythms, such as calypso. Finally,

the vcxalists improved. Look for evidence

in Dan Vitale's smooth grunt in their cover

of Desmond Decker's "Shanty Town".
After the .set. bassist Markus F.. drum

mer Jim Arhegler. and guitari.st Jim Jones

partly credited the tighter sound to t!

band having their own soundman. They

also talked about their recent tour (rf" Bri

tain with the reunited Bad Manners (one

of the original 2-Tone bjuids who'll .scMjn be

touring America).' Despite the skinheads
outside of Londcm who thought they were
"hippies ", they received a g(K)d response,

especially in Scotland. Their favontf

bands? From their hometown: I)<igzilla,

Shy Five, Hullabaloo and Hell To Pay;

Gangster Fun from Detroit; and L.A -

Donkey Show.
Bim Skala Bim. who.se current line-up i>

about three years old, have put out then

.second full length LP, entitled Tuba Cily

It was recorded and mixed in Boston and
New York and produced by the band with

Bill Taylor. The record is slated for

domestic release on February 20th on

Celluloid Records.

Pre.sently, Bim is planning a show in

Nashville and a tour of the mid-Atlantic

.states. They play the Channel in Boston

with Dogziila on February 25th, and the

Ritz in New York City with none-other

than the Skatellite.s, a Jamaican band who
helped develop ska in the 60"s.

If you don't want to travel, sit tight. Bim
makes a monthly pilgiimmage to the

Valley. When they do . . , get ready to

skank!

i ulli'^i.in phottt li\ -liM-l S*il<iniiin

TKKV ANASTASK) and tht- rest of the Burlington Vermont
natives who make up tho band Phish proved once a((ain la.st Fri-

day nijjht why they're one of the fa.stest rising bands around these

days. Headlining act the Radiators had to take a back seat at the

SUB show.
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lARg^OS
SPRING BREAK

w

for

THE PLACE TO BE
We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode

is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The

Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy is first come first serve

Reservation Deposit: $75

Refundable Security Deposit: $25

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

Student Activities Presents

Student Union
Day

Tues. Feb. 14
SUB

Moonwalk
Caricatures

Photos
Jugglers

Basketball

T-Shirt Painting

Silk screening
Free Raffle

Bubble gum blowing
contest

Win/Lose/Draw

UMASS SKI CLUD

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE

llllllllilllliUlllllMHiMMMII^IlUIIUll

Music videos by Rack-A-Disk

Special Guest: Comedian Leo T. Baldwin

Free Coffee, Donuts, & Bagels in Cape Cod
Lounge at 9 a.m.

Prizes donated by: Regency. Faces, The Pub, Pelton's, Season's, Pot Belly Deli, The Sub,

Fancy Fingers, Jeffrey Amherst, Utopia Spas, Ren's Mobile, Styles by Deborah, Midas,

Mystique Moustache, Paper House, Bruno's, Knowles Flower Shop, Lord Jeffrey Inn,

Atkins, Albion Books, Taco Villa, Delano's, North Star, Stables, Pizza Hut, Classe Cafe,

UMass Ski Club, UPC, FAC,

Brought to you by the Student Activities Office

.wwv
f-r*>'

A d
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data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

FOR
YOUR EYES

ONLY

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY

PRICING!

40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE

GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN

ZENUH DATA SYSTEMS INVITES YOU

TO AN OPEN HOUSE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS

A Zenith Data Systems Open House Will Be Held At This Location:

Campus Center Concourse

10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

February 22, 1989

American Express VISA. MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted

Tgaim
I

data
I
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON*

Prices subject to change without notice.

«) 1988, Zenith Data Systems
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

^'^****^ i-l4 f^t'-friT^wT tr> ' *"Ti»^»» r-Mt •St'^'I ( •'*

"And that goes for Lancelot, Galatiad
and tt>e rest of you guys. .. No more
sticl(in' your gum under ttie table

"

DOONESBURY

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

^PS^^^^

ETC.

"So near to paradise all pairing

ends:/Here loveless birds now flock

OS winter friends/content with bud-

inspecting."

- Robert Frost

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
EDITED By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

rcLNeveK

By GARRY TRUDEAU
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df^ BUSH FOR A
MHOLSMUK'*
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
10UD BETTIR
HOT UMt REAUJ

miSUO m OF
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k K:)MOR0OW.'

X
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HIGH SCHOOL
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fMC« OH
OVXCKtP
WE SMOOU)
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TORPEDO T\)eC
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THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

ACROSS
1 Tneme o* tnis

pu27ie Italian

style

6 Moves rapitJiy

1 1 Meaiti ciuD

14 AntiC

15 Tne -
Dosloyevso
nove.

16 Give snap* to

1" 1948 Evelyn

Waugn novB'

19 Palinflromic

constellation

20 Delhi garo

?i Mioeast notspoi

22 B'averv

, 24 Part o' USNA
26 R«iy loni

27 Skill

29 Rose Bo*i site

33 Longest nve' m
France

35 inaigo

36 OomesticateC

40 1940 Jac*

Benny fiick

43 Gotxei teatu'e

44 Snug as a Dog
in —

45 City NW ot

Grenoote

46 Chamois
49 Acuess

Cnafiotte

50 Zoo anractoni

53 Con
55 Costly

56 Ginge' coo«ie

59 Historic periods

62 OaOa enponeni

63 SiiSanr nove:

*itn Tne

66 DeOussv s

Pfodiga bo^

heroine

e"* Gum resin

68 Afchitectu't

style

69 — ae tete

70 MaO'iC m.ste'

71 Gary Coooe'
role

DOWN
1 Biftie ticion

; Ceyionese
langttr

3 Secret agen:

4 Excavator s

tine

5 Leanoro s

gtrl

6 Quay
7 Cdieclion o*

Icelandic

heroic

poems
8 Den denizen

9 Heavy weight

10 Spieioerg

1

1

Fissile roc*

12 Evita roie

1

3

Oeie or Tony

18 Blue ot oasebaii

23 Indifference

25 in — (peevi»h>

26 Where to find

a hero

27 Suri ot a

Shaxespearean
title

28 Cheer tO' tne

team
30 Fitigeraio s

Zewa
31 Cancel

32 Muralist Rivera

34 Constructed

anew

37 Origma'

innatMtam

38 — Lisa

39 Gaelic

41 Boaters ano

txiwiers

42 Valley

47 City near

Vesuvius

48 Mayor
souprigje'

50 SacreJ song
51 Courtya'Os

52 Tioet s neightxx

54 Western teson

56 Cinema-
lograpner

NykviS!

57 Verne captam

58 Moslem prince

60 Author Bagnotd

61 Pans 0' mms
64 Cheer tor

65 Down
65 El — Spanish

hero

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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YOUR HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

ARliS (March 21-April 19) A

generous tnend may surprise you
today Recognition will come if you
keep your nose to ttie grindstone

Resolve your differences with part-

ner before ?n intelligent com
promise works wonders

TAURUS (April 20-N/lay 20) The

bokance of power within a partner

ship is not as clear as it once was
It is time to take some perfornxince

pressures off yourself Love is

everywhere row Pursue shared

goals

OIMINI (May 21-June 20) A
question of work vs fiome fias you
on edge Better communicatKDn will

fieip resolve conflict Your finicky at-

tention to detail improves ttie pro-

ducts quality but irritates your

associates Keep any criticism

impersonal

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Listen

to your intuition and change your

plans You benefit from knowing the

right move to make Money talks

get bogged down today You can
hove your way if you refrain from

pushing

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) You are

glad you used coution when mak-

ing a purchase Your need to be
alone is understood by those who
really count Ignore petty com
ments. A romantic relationship

grows in Its intensity,

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) You

may be in a restless mood Take a

woik, or if you want to unkDod, find

someorTe you can talk to in con-

fidence A cNtel needs your support

Give d relationship time

UMA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Vou'

coufcJ find a gold mine in the attic

or garage Do rwt get discouraged

if others seem to be zooming past

wtHle you pk3d akjng, remember
the tortoise and the iTore

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) You
enjoy specioi rapport with an im-

portant group today New associo

tons will be lucky As ttie day ends.

new guidelines are announced
Your dreams are prophetk; Do not

ignore your hurches

SAOITTARlUt (Nov 22-Dec 21)

You may be asked to deliver a
message you would rather not Be

tactful You are in a good position

to teach children some pertinent

lessons about money marKige-

ment Set guidelines

CAraiCORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Consult with o variety of experts to-

day - the more the better Secret

worries could make you sound

abrupt at work Let others take your

phone calls Spruce up your war-

drobe with clever additions

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb, 18) if

thinking of pursuing a favorite fan-

tasy today, remember that you
might prefer ttie illusion A new
financial arrangement is possible in

late afterrxx)n Push for the tDest

deal you can get

mSCES (Feb 19 March 20) Go
along with partners plans for this

Valentines Day Your children and
mate need special reassurance

now Reach out with uriderstanding

dnd affection Saying ttie rght thing

at the rght time strengttiens ties

MENU
LUNCH

Tacos

Clam roll

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetable tacos

Clam roll

DINNER
Pineapple ham steak

Manicotti, tomato sauce

BASICS DINNER

Barley-soybean casserole

Manicotti, tomato sauce
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Grand Jury called to hear
highway murder case.
NEW BEDFORD (AP) The Bristol

County district attorney yesterday called

for a grand jury probe into the murders of

six women to help obtain information from

reluctant witnesses

In the first indication that prosecutors

are making progress in the murder in-

vestigation. District Attorney Ronald Pina

announced he will call into session a

special sitting of the county grand jur\-. The

23 member body will hear testimony

behind closed doors from undisclosed

witnesses.

Pina emphasized that investigators are

not prepared to seek an indictment in the

cast"

The bodies ot six women — who havf

been linked by investigators to the city's

drug community — were found near this

southeastern Massachusetts fishing port

from July through December. One of the

murder victims remains unidentified. Pina

has said since November, when the body

count was increasing, that the murders ap-

peared to have been committed by a single

killer or killers working together.

Pina said in a statement that certain

witnesses have information that could help

the investigation. "And I feel it is their

obligation to come forward, and we will do

w hatever is necessary, including the use of

the grand jury, to obtain that information."

he .said.

The panel is scheduled to begin its pro

ceedings March 1.

One of the reluctant witnesses is former

New Bedford-area lawyer Kenneth Ponte.

who knew at least two of the victims and

had a record of drug-related offenses, accor

ding to James Martin, a spokesman for

Pina.

UMASS Hillel's Jewish Arts *

Festival with BlacK History

Month presents

DANCK • iVlU^U; • l)KA,iVL'\

focusing on concerns of the BlacK and

Jewish communities
:<^^x•^^^^^^x•^x•:•:•x•:•:•^:•^x•^:•^x•^^^x•^^x•^x•^^x•:•x•x^•:•^:

"LKT iVfY PKOIM.K (\C)^' C

based on the poem by James Weldon

Johnson

a collaboration of

'I'nr. avodaVm danck kiMSKivibi.k

and THK .LOUIS J0KM50N DAiNCK

'OIKA'I'KK KN.'^KWBi.K

choreographers:
i.oiii;; .i()iiN;>()tN

DR. JOAlMtMNK TUCKKK

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUMAJMASS

1 Tickets: $5-General Public $3-Studenl $2-UMass Hillel Member-For advance tickets"

call UMass Fine Arts Center: 413/545-251 1 -Tickets also sold at the door prior to

I Derformance. ^^___^^__

TAKE ANOTHER

k- r/ -;-'-*-

K-i'f

y

^:;•.JV^
*,•*

BRECKENRIDGE
GEMUINE COLORADO

THE PEAK
BrecKenridge is three majestic, interconnected ski

mountains, each with its own high-speed four-

passenger SuperChair, as well as twelve other

lifts. It all towers above a lovingly restored

genuine Victorian town full of shops, restaurants,

nightspots and enough lodging to entertain over

20,000 visitors at once. Isn't it time you took

another peak? You may never look elsewhere.

TT-

EXPERT WITNESS - Dr. Lenore W'alkf r explains a point as she

outlines post traumatic stress disorder during her testimony at the

murder trial of Lisa Beeker-tlrimshaw at Hampden Superior Court

in Springfield yesterday. Beeker-Grimshaw is charged in connec-

tion with the murder of her estranged husband.

iiiOl
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST 253-5141

Tuesday Night is

Bud Giveaway Night

• T-Shirts & Hats -k

ik^-k-k-tfk-k-k-k-k'k-k-k-tfkifkii-kii-kifk-k-k-kit'k'kiiifkifkifk'kiiifkrk^

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month

I
Rum & Coke $1.00 Bud & Miller Lite $1.00

^

^^^^#******** ***»*^*^******%

DELTA
UPSILON

INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
to

OPEN RUSH

fiu.

t>a
the

«* UMASS SKI CLUB
430 student union

545 3437

$599

FEB 15: Intormal Rush
(All Day)

FEB 16: Special Events 8:30

FEB 22: See for Yourself 9:00

FEB 23: Special Events 8:30

We offer:

• • 24-Hour Open Kitchen

• Great Social Life

• Above average Scholastics

• Strong Intramurals

• Lifelong Friendships

ALSO:

FEB 14: Kennedy 9:30
FEB 21: Basement Baker Dorm 9:00

•MAP«

North East Qrad Towar

Totman Oym

AT
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Harvard nabs Beanpot
BOSTON (AP) - Goals by Ted Donato

and Tod Hartje gave heavily favored
Harvard its first Beanpot championship
in eight years last night with a 9 6 win
over Boston University.

Donato scored what proved to be the
winner late in the second period, his

eighth of the year for the 20-2 Crimson,
the nation's second-ranked hockey
team.
Hartje got his third of the season at

16:19 of the third period to assure the
victory, and John Weisbrod got his se

cond of the night, an open net goal, in

the waning seconds to cap one of the
highest scoring games in the recent

history f>f the 37 yearold championship

Harvard had jumped to a 3-0 lead in

the game, but BU roared back with four
.straight goals and a lead that lasted on
ly 14 seconds early in the second period.

Weisbrod retied the score at four and
Mike Vukonich, with his second goal of
the night, put the Crimson ahead to .stay

1:41 later in the second period.

Lane MacDonald, Harvard's Hobey
Baker candidate, made it 6-4 with a
short handed goal at 10:19 of the second.

BU's Dave Sacco cut the lead to one on
the Terrier power play at 15:18 and Sac-
co's brother. Joe. also scored on the BU
power play to make it 7 6 in the third
period before Donato and Hartje .settl

I'd it

women 's hoop

skiing
continued from page 24

.'v.r.nued f^m page 24

possession of the ball." Hewelt said. "We
feel we can play with them in a quarter
court game."
With home games coming up this week

against Penn State and St Bonaventure,
UMass would benefit greatly from a win
tonight. The team needs something to

break out of a slump that has seen ju.st one
win land an uninspiring overtime one over

a not -.so-good Rhode Island team at that) in

its last .seven outings.

Included in that dry spell was this

weekend's empty trip south to play Tern
pie and George Washington. The
Minutewomen went down with hopes of at

least one win, but dropped both to fall far

ther into the doldrums.
"We're not executing as well as we can.

Now we're trying to deal with the frustra-

tion," Hewelt said.

Something a single win could go a long
way toward curing.

behind Boston
College (2nd. 605.63) and Plymouth State
(1st, 601.06). Rick D'elia of Umass skied
two good runs to place second in 117.97. a
thin .12 of a second behind Jeff Hamilton
of Plymouth State. Also finishing in the top
10 for UMass was John Roche, who shied
into an 8th place.

On Sunday, the men were simply over-
powered by Plymouth State, who swept the
top three spots. The Minutemen. in fact,

have only one senior. PSC easily took first

in the slalom in 412.58. UMass grabbed
third in the event with 426.58.

"Plymouth State and BC have more
depth than we have," UMass head coach
Bill MacConnell said.

Roche's 4th place finish was tops for

UMass. the junior skied the course in

84.08. Also placing for UMass was D'elia
<9th) and John Donovan flOth).

The UMass women raced to a second
place finish in the giant slalom on Satur-
day with a time of 395.48. Boston College
was way out in front with a 377.96. UMass

freshman Marcy Blacker had 3rd place
with a time of 127. 18 and Mary Sinton was
next for UMass in 12th place.

Sunday also wasn't a very successful day
for the women, who, although they took 3rd
in the slalom, were a huge 76 seconds
behind the first place Boston College.

"It was just a case of everybody trying to

win the race," said MacConnell, whose top

finsher top finisher in the slalom was Marti
Gilbert in 12th place. Sinton and Blacker,
the previous day's best for the
Minutewomen, tried to do too much, accor-

ding to MacConnell. and consequently suf-

fered falls on their runs.

MacConnell said he wants his team to

develop a stronger team concept, rather
than individuals attempting too much. He
said he believes a more balanced and relax-

ed effort will help his team fare better at

Berkshire East this coming weekend.

Super Rusn AvaiJabie

549-3840

COPYCAT
?nnt Shop i

^ ^8 Triangle Sl, AmhefstiHlirt

YVONNE'S CARIBBEAN4
Now Open For Lunch

Tues.'Fri. 1 1 :00a.m. - 3 p.m.

I yoi' ''an eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95—Homemade soups, salads, etc.

Also Sunday Brunch 11-3

And a New West Indian Bakery
and Pastry Shop

Wedding and Birthday Cakes
All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.
Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events

206 Russell St., Hadley,

on the bus route—586-4389

All entrees include

choice of house salad or

Ceasar salad, a plump bakeo
potato, rice pjlaf or fresh

vegetable, warm bread and

whipped butter—Ei^joy!

Joe Belmont Jazz Quartet

Dinner
ForTwo

Ciu-bur's Valentine's
Day Dinner for Two
featuring Lobster
and Prime Rib in any
combination...

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & CLUB 104

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8 30-3 30 FRl 6 30-2 3Q«DEADUNL 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION-CASH IN ADVANCE 20/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENT^"

ACTIVITIES

THETAS CHI RUSH lonigM
University Men Welcome

all

UMASS SKI CLUB runs the best spring

tweaks to Barbados Bahamas Bermuda
Killingion and Breckenridge 545-3437/430
SUB

WHATS THE POINT Of LIFE? Unique
dream techniques special visualizations
and simple twenty mmute spiritual e«er
cises can help you lind your destiny in this

lite Learn about the transforming spiritual

exercises ot ECHANKAR One-hour presen
talion 30-minute video and basic how-to s

UMA Campus Center 7 30 Thursday Feb 9
16.23

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - Quality tunes lor

all occasions 549 1421 or 253-7655

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

DAVTONA S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT $139 Panama City Beach s

Miracle Mile Resort $119 roundtrip

transportation add $80 Call Mark 549-2871

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PANDA

PANDA. HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY! Ha Ma
Ha Have a great day Love your roommates

2 POISON TIX 4 sale Feb 16 at Centrum
Awesome seats call 549-3837 or 253-0900

HAPPY B'DAV Tom love EliM.

SOUTHWEST AREA OOV. is looking tor

someone to coordinate ou' annual Spring
Concert Interested'' Call 5-0960 for details

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1.2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3856

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your trends and parents
informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUOK)

FONNCNT

LARGE BEDROOM WITH bath and kitchen

privileges in Amity place for rent only female
$350/month incl utilities Call 549-6562

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER 253-9742

BE A BOARDER IN A SORORITY! Females
only Great location' Great food' Call

545-0527 Ask for Tiel, Steph or Tracey

HELP WANTED

FRiEE MEALS can the DC Fraternity in need

of light kitchen help in exchange for meals

Call Jon 545-0046

GREAT JOB - NO PAY
FREE MEALS

Call Today
549-2905

SRIOHTEN YOUR LIFE! Meet thai so-

meone (pecial through our singles club In-

tro singles club Box 3006, Boston, MA
02130

CRAFTIVORKSHOPS INjiWELRVrpot
tery developing film and more -only $8'

Sign up asap at the craft shop across from
the Hatch Call 545 2096

ROOM WANTED

SPRING BREAK - OAYTONA

JOIN MTV AND 1000* OF
• SRPING BREAKERS IN DAVTONA "

Just $139 or $219 w/bus Plus tanning'
discount at Le Bon Soleil

Call Dana 549-6064

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET/TAKE OVER LEASE June Ist'one

bedroom apt $370 mo Call Linda or Ta-
tiana 253-7185 Leave message

UNCLE SAMMY WANTS YOU'

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA MU
Fraternity invite all University men to Spring
Rush' Feb 14 Piz/ Party Campus Center
-904 7 1 1 pm Feb 1 5 1. . ,ino Night Campus
Center -917 8-110m Feb 16 Bowling with

tfie Brothers Meet at Southnvest Horseshoe
8pm AM events are free'

FOnSALE

BURMESE PYTHON for sale 546-6309

SELLING 8S MZD GLC lust had accident ex-

cellent lor parts pree B/O call 546-5918 leave

message

rug^Ireat FOR oomT
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Ahsa 527-6505

SCREW THE DC
MEALS FOR FREE
For info call me

549-2905

EARN^7T80^er lecture. Be a notetaker

apply Student Note and Prmting Service

403 Student Union

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
FOR UMass dorms No car necessary 7

days/week t -2 hours/day Good pay' Call

253-7009

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Demse 256-0998 4pm or later

RESUME SERVICE

RESUME SERVICE. Were -1 and well
beat any price' Free pick up & delivery

Lasertypesetting. etc Call today 549-4135

VALENTINE S DAY HEARTS

VALENTINE'S DAY CANDY SALE- Come
on down to the CC Concourse ar>d check
out our wide assortment of Valentine's day
hearts tor that special friend

PAIR MARANTZ SPEAKERS 60 watts 6
mos old excellent condition $2(X3 or BRO
monster stereo cable included 4011

546-6533 Leave message

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253-9032

1983 FORD ESCORT WAOON-50 000
miles A/C roof rack-excellent condition
$2500 Call 256-0933

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93,000
miles Call 256-8369

FOUND

SET OF CAR KEyT found outside of

Southw3ood 83 on Saturday February 4

Please contact 546-9631

MENS WATCH FOUNO in front of Herter on

Wed Feb 8 if missing, please contact

Christine at 546-6944

FOUND SILVER EARRING. Identrfy it and
It s yours 256-0768

LEQAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SSl 1989 INTERNSHIPS wFth The
Legal Services Center Gel hands'on ex-

perience in the legal field-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary -training pro-

vided An information session will be held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901

Campus Center (545-1995)

LOST

LOS'f; GordTropechain braceiel behween

Mahar 108 and Hills South from 2-3pm,

2-8-89 Has special meaning If found

please call Shen 546 5092

LOST dOLD WATCH. High sentimental

value PIz call 546-9603

PERSONALS

RIDE WANTED

LOOKING TO SHARE RIOESwith people
who commute to and from Spfid 731-8301

eves

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 OR 2 NEEDED for Amity Place Condo
225 each 549-1839

TRAVEL

•••PAHTY WITH THE
LEADERS IN SPRING BREAK""

Crimson Travel specialized lor 21 years best

thing IS you don't have to be 21 to drink

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. In

dividualized instruction CASA Box 11264
Milwaukee, Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

ONE LARGE ROOM IN HOUSE. 2 min
walk to campus Fmie preferred
$250/monlh 549-7185

BRANDYWINE APT LOOKING for 1 female
February free leave message 549-2710

HOT NIGHTS. COOL FROZEN DRINKS,
reggae music, sandy beacfies and you Af-

fordable spring break trips to Jamaica Can-
cun. Acapulco. and Daytona Call Karen or

Shara at 546-6612, or Mendeth at 549-8274
for details

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250.000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA.
S229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN 546-7483.

TUTORING

BAYBANKS CARD Kamala bouche Call

584-8652

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3-camp
organization in the Pocono Mountains of

Pa Positions are available m Tennis. A-
chery Waterfront (W S I ) Cramatics Office

Administration. Computers. Radio, Arts S
Crafts Nature Athletics, Jewelry
Photoography, Dance Wrestling, Cooking
Advenlure'Challenge Course, Film making
Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800 533CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA) or

iwrite 407 Benson Easl. Jenkintown PA
I904fi

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON $500 or best offer 1979

Pontiac Catalina Cruiser good condition

Great car for around town or road trips Call

after 6 30pm Shane 549-1594

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug
Hewitt Rod Blues-Folk all levels

Sonqwnting improvisation, theory, reading

Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786 or 549-6966

HAPPY 21 a1 JOANNE knock them dead at

the bars' Love Kim and Jeff

THANKS fOTHE PERSON who returned

our compact discs to Townehouse Greatly

appreciate it

ADAM MAGICFINGERS how about lunch

or something Jen 7092

JEFF MAKPY 21«1 Je te oeiirel love you

Trish

HEIDI LITTERIO - SURPRISE! Remembe'
who misses you, honey Love Eliav (Hap

pv Valentine's Day')

ASK A 8USH-BA8HER...When you say

LAGNAF you say a lot' Spring Break with

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

3 FEMALES NEED 1 MORE to share
bedroom in Southwood Townhouse Call

anytime • keep trying 256-0264

LICENSED DAYCARE PERSON has
full/parttime openings Ages 1-4 Call

549 7988

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES, LASER-
PRINTING. copies typing 665-8873

TAROT READINGS by apml 546^935
Find out about yoursel'

LICENSED DAYCARE PERSON has
full/parttime openings Ages 1-4 Call

549-7988

RETIRED FORMER PROFESSOR OF
SPEECH will help foreign students with

English also Edit papers for correct english

usage Reasonable rates, no charge for in-

itial inteniew 253-3354

TYPING

•WORDSMITH" PROFESSIONAL TYP.
ING. Papers resumes and rnore' Laserprin-

ting with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fast protf
accurate 66S-4S01

RESUME TYPESETTING. Avoid the end

ot-semester panic Very experienced, men
pensive, overnight laserwnter quality Lisa

666-8969

UMASS LAX SWEATSHIRT

• LOST/STOLEN ON Bth FLOOR OF *

• Coolidge i st weekend in Feb Reward '

offered for the return of this navy

sweatshin with a Lacrosse Logo

"No Questions asked Just please return'

it. no one else has one and it has
extreme sentimental value Call Laura '

at 546-8031
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SPORTS
Minutemen nudge past St. Joseph's, 72-68
Tate scores four in final minute to lead UM-
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

John Tate had a solid game last night.

Not a spectacular game, but a good game.

At crunch time, however, Tate showed

everyone he was ready.

The sophomore forward made a layup

with 39 seconds left to give the University

of Massachusetts men's basketball team

the lead, then drew a charge and hit both

free throws to give the Minutemen a 72-68

victory over St. Joseph's University in an

Atlantic 10 Conference game at the Curry

Hicks Cage.

"I hadn't played that well earlier in the

game." Tate said. "But I didn't want to lose

like that. I wanted the ball at the end."

And his teammates got him the ball in

the final minute, when he bullied his way

inside and put the ball in to make it 70-68.

With eight .^conds left. Tate stepped in

front of Ray Washington of St. JfX's in time

to give Washington his fifth foul, and give

him.>5e!f an opportunity to go to the foul

line.

To cap things off, Tate, who had been sue

cessful from the foul line 79 percent of the

time coming into the game, calmly sank

both shots to boost UMass to 4 9 in the con

ference and 9-13 overall.

The win gave the Minutemen a 7-2 record

in the Curry Hicks Cage this sea.'son.

"The A- 10 has some hostile crowds." Tate

said, "it's nice to be at home where the

friendly faces are.
"

And Tate was very friendly to the 2755

fans who showed up last night.

"The funny thing is. 1 thought we were

going to lose the game because of the way
Tate played over the la.st four minutes."

UMass coach John Calipari said.

"He was giving up too many offensive re

bounds. But in the end, he ended up winn

ing it for us and that shows me he has

courage."

Tate and John Milum, UMass' other big

man, had struggled in recent games, but

both produced last night.

Tate led the Minutemen with 17 points

and 12 rebounds and Milum added 11

points and 11 rebtiunds.

"If Milum and Tate come to play, we can

play with almost anybody," Calipari said.

If they don t. there's not a team in the

country we can beat."

Even the victory over the Hawks, 3-1 1 in

the A 10 and 6 17 overall, was probably

do.scr than Calipari would have liked.

In the middle of the second half, while the

St. Joe's Hawk was losing his feathers on

the court, the Minutemen appeared to be

in control. And UMass led by seven, 65-58.

with le.ss than five minutes to go.

But led by Washington, who had five

points before fouling out. the Hawks slow-

ly climbed back into it, and tied it at 68 68

with 2:24 to go on a Henry Smith layup.

Smith led all players with 19 points and 15

rebounds.

It was the same story in the first half.

With UMa.ss leading 24 19 with 5:51 to go,

Anton Brown scored eight straight points

for the Minutemen on two three-pointers,

and a layup following a Jim McCoy steal.

Brown finished with 16 points and six

assists.

But despite Brown's efforts. St. Joe's

outscored UMass 8-3 over the rest of the

first half pull within eight. 35 27, at

halffime.

McCoy had 10 points in the first half, but

was held to just two free throws in the se-

cond half.

"He's something." St. Joe's coach Jim

Boyle said. "But 1 think our guys that were

guarding him matched his athletic ability."

"It's amazing for us to win with absolute

ly nothing from Jim McCoy in the second

half." Calipari said. "But McCoy's still

happy. As far as he's concerned, whoever

.scores is fine, at long as we win."

As Tate showed la.st night, he is perfect

ly willing to do the scoring when it's

ne»'(U'd

CoUrcian photo hy Itavid Hifras

Jim McCoy and the Minutemen pulled out a 7^-68 win over St. Joseph's

last night at the Cage.

Minutemen 72-68
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Minutewomen
to entertain
Harvard
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Sometimes non-conference games are regarded as simp-

ly a break in the schedule. However, as the University

of Massachusetts women's basketball team prepares to

face non-league foe Harvard University tonight at the

Curry Hicks Cage (7:30 p.m.). that couldn't be farther from

the truth.

At this point in the season, the meeting with the Crim-

son being the last interleague game before a string of

Atlantic 10 conference matchups, UMass will be going

into this one looking to pick up a couple of things that

have been lacking of late — confidence and a victory.

It can be argued that one feeds off the other, and that

is the philosophy that coach Kathy Hewelt will look to

sell her team on for tonight's contest.

"This is an important game for us. We need to feel

positive, and see success on paper," Hewelt said. "A 'W'

would be a big lift for us."

However, Harvard is not going to be an easy game by

any stretch of the imagination. The Crimson currently sit

atop the Ivy League with a 6-1 mark (12-6 overall), tied

for the top spot with Dartmouth. Harvard did beat Dart

mouth in their only meeting of the season, 81-67.

Just for comparison sake, Dartmouth beat UMass, 73-60

on Jan. 23 in Hanover, N.H.

That doesn't bode well for the Minutewomen, but the

one advantage they do have is that they are at home, the

first of three games in friendly Curry Hicks this week.

Harvard comes in featuring a powerful front line of Beth

Chandler and Sarah Duncan. The six foot senior co-

captains are the team's top two scorers and rebounders,

with Chandler averaging a team-high 17.2 points and 9.8

boards with a career-high 32 points in the win over Dart-

mouth. Duncan is chipping in with 14.6 points and 9.3

rebounds a game, and has 70 blocked shots. Junior guard

Heidi Kosh averages 11.2 points per game and has dish

ed out 96 assists.

"They're a good team with a deep bench. We have to

play extremely well," Hewelt said. "Duncan is the player

we feel we have to stop. She's a good inside-outside player

and a good shot blocker."

Harvard will also try to win the game by bugging the

Minutewomen with a full-court press, according to Hewelt.

"We have to come out and keep our composure and keep

continued on page 23

McCoy named A-10 frosh

ofthe Week for the 4th time
For the fourth time

this sea.son, the Uhiver

sity of Massachusetts'

freshman forward. Jim
McCoy, captured the

.Atlantic 10 Fre.shman-of-

t heWeek honors.

McCoy, who had 12

points in last night's

72 68 win against St.

Joe's at the Cage, earned

the honor by pouring in

29 points in both of

LI Mass' away games last

week

Ski teams take
2nd and 3rd
at Loon Mt.
By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Mas-sachusetts ski teams returned

Sunday evening from a weekend at Loon Mountain in Lin-

coln N.H. It was not a great weekend for UMass. but the

men and women were able to hold their ground against

some tough competition.

The men did well in the giant slalom on Saturday,

finishing in third place (with a 607.71 overall total score)

continued on page 23

Women's track gets record-breaking
performance at Holy Cross Invitational

By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

In track and field, records

are usually broken by small,

if not minute margins. But

Tina White totally disprov

ed that theory as she just

smashed, shattered, and ut-

terly destroyed her own
school record in the

20-pound indoor weight.

Her performance was the

highlight for the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts
women's indoor track team
at the Holy Cross Invita-

tional Sunday.

White broke the record for

the second time in as many
weeks in a UMass jersey by

a phenomenal twenty-two

inches. Count 'em, 22.

That's almost two feet!

She threw 41 feet, 8 in-

ches, which was surprising-

ly only third place in the

event. Last week at the

Ocean States, she threw
39' 10' in her UMass debut.

When asked about
White's fantastic perfor-

mance, UMass coach Julie

LaFreniere did not even

have to think about who
deserves some of the credit:

•assistant coach Jim Giroux.

"Jim is the one who works
with them. He's really

developed that group of

athletes. I can't say enough
about him. He's done a

great job. The kids are

re.sponding very well, and
it's showing," said

LaFreniere.

In addition, Simone
Marisseau was close, but

not close enough in the shot

put, as she missed the New
England qualifying stan-

dard by a mere two inches.

She did, however, win the

event with a throw of 37

feet, 10 inches. "She's very

close. She consistently

threw 36'6' and up for her

six throws," said

LaFreniere. Marisseau also

threw 30' 11' in the indoor

weight. Helen Balaouras

had perhaps the most
balanced meet results. She
finished third behind
Marisseau in the shot (36'7')

and fifth in the indoor

weight (38'0').

The last of the throwers,

Diane Ozzolek, came close

to setting a personal best in

the shot (28'6') and placed

eighth in the weight (32'6').

The throwers have been

working with Giroux since

the fall, with the discus and
the hammer, which is dif-

ferent from the indoor

weight, but it involves

basically the same techni-

ques. One newly im-

plemented part of their

training has been lifting

weights, which is now ap-

parently paying off.

One who has benefited

has been White, who
transferred over to UMass
from Worcester State. "I

know Tina was not as

strong as was before she

started training with us,"

said LaFreniere. The run-

ners, meanwhile, have been

working out as usual and

LaFreniere has been resting

some of them. The
likelihood that a runner will

qualify for the New
Englands or the ECAC's
now is unlikely, since track

conditions at Dartmouth

next weekend (UMass' last

meet before the champion-

ships) are not very fast.

Track Notes: LaFreniere

has enjoyed a successful

first year as head coach of

UMass. Previously, she had

been an assistant coach

under Kalekeni Banda, who
moved onto Amherst Col-

lege.

Today, cloudy and a

chance of rain likely;

highs in the 40s.

Tonight, clearing; 20-25.

JJHtc Hazard,

econaflkicHpdvisor, help-

ing^i^lents ^her
by

^

ist ir-
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COLLEGIAN
Regents plan drastic

reforms for schools
By the Associated Press

BOSTON - In a move that came without

public warning, the governing body of the

state's public higher education system

voted yesterday to propose a revamping of

the entire system, with the possibility of

con.solidation of some schools and

programs.

The move by the state Board of Regents

in Higher Exiucation comes at a time when

the state's 29 public colleges and univer

sities are battling other state agencies for

money in a tight fiscal year.

"We're going to look at everything: clos-

ings, mergings, trimming down and expan

sion," said higher education Chancellor

Franklyn Jenifer.

A motion approved unanimously by the

regents calls for a review of the current

system, "in light of the current and pro

spective student population we serve, "
and

to "identify additional resources that may
result from a possible restructuring of the

system that could be used to benefit all our

public colleges."

A draft version of the report, prepared by

the regents' staff, would be ready for next

month's meeting and a final set of recom

mendationa would be ready for approval in

May.
Regents refused to say whether the ideas

under consideration would result in a more

streamlined or an expanded higher educa

tion system that now serves some 190.000

students.

But Terry Zoulas. a spokesman for the

board, said in referring to the current fiscal

situation, "You know that Bob Dylan,

.song, You don't have to be a weather man
to know which way the wind blows.

'"

Jenifer said many of the restructuring

moves would be confined to the Universi

ty of Massachusetts, which has campuses

in Boston, Worcester and Amherst. But he

said major changes at all the state public

colleges and universities would be

considered.

The University of Massachusetts,

flagship of the state higher education

system, has had its disagreements with the

regents, according to commission

spokesman Mark Horan.

A study by staff of the regents, the results

of which have not been made public, has

been going on for nearly two months, ac

cording to Zoulas.

Former US Sen. Paul Tsongas, who is the

chairman^lesignate of the regents, strongly

endorsed the ideas to be pursued by the

study.

Tsongas has not yet a.ssumed the chair

manship because he is ironing out a possi-

ble conflict of interest question over

whether he can continue to serve as a part-

ner in a major Boston law firm while also

sitting on the board. The firm. Foley, Hoag

& Eliot, represents several state colleges

and universities.

Tsongas has vowed to be a strong ad-

vocate for higher education and for more
continued on page 7

Frat plans bonfire to

protest state budget cuts
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts fraterni-

ty is sponsoring a bonfire at the campus

pond tonight to "let off steam" about

cancelled classes, tuition hikes and state

budget cuts.

Dave Shaskowitz, a member of Phi Mu
Delta, said the bonfire will be lit at 7 p.m.

and will last for 36 minutes, as permitted

by the Amherst Fire Department.

Students will be able to rally around the

bonfire to vent their anger over recent

events, including long add/drop lines and

cancelled courses, he said.

"The students are upset with the way

things are going with classes," Shaskowitz

said. "It seems like a good way to burn off

steam."
Lieutenant Mike Grabiec said he does not

know if the UMass police will be on hand

to contain the event, but said officers will

be patrolling the campus if help is needed.

"We're just like the big brother," Grabiec

said. "We watch you all the time."

Collrgian photo by Dondi Ah»»rn

WALK OF PEACE - A Buddhist monk and nuns march for peace

through Amherst yesterday.

Alumni invention to
change neon light

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

An invention by a University of Massachusetts

graduate may change the face of advertising. It could

also result in neon lights appearing on all major

highways, and may one day replace lightbulbs and

fluorescent tubes.

"In 10 or 20 years you're going to see this all over

the world. " said inventor Michael Garjian, president

of the Chicopee-based Neon Technology Corporation,

at an unveiling of his lighting system last Friday.

According to a press release, the process, called

Plateglass Neon, eliminates the need to bend glass tub-

ing to produce a neon image. The tubes are replaced

with quarter-inch-thick glass plates containing chan-

nels which, when filled with neon, produce the image.

A small transformer supplies the needed current.

continued on page 18

HRTA profs named in lawsuit
Former assistant charges racial bias

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A former University of Massachusetts professor has filed

a lawsuit that charges the University with racial bias and

discrimination in employment practices.

The $1 million civil suit filed Monday at U.S. District

Court in Springfield by Steven A. Croffoot of Amherst,

a Sioux Indian, names the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, and UMass professors Stevenson W. Flet

cher and Robert H. Bosselman as defendants in the case.

Croffoot's suit charges he was discriminated against

because he was physically handicapped, that his privacy

was invaded, his contract was breached, the University

was negligent and that he was defamed.

He said he had been hired in 1980 as a lecturer and

assistant professor in the Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

Administration Department of the College of Food and

Natural Resources Fletcher was chairman of the depart

ment and Bosselman was an assistant professor at that

time, he said.

Croffoot. who said his handicap was a severe shoulder

iniurv that required surgery in July 1985 claims the

reason the University gave for dismissing him in 198b

- failure to make progress on a doctorate dissertation -

was false. u
He said that while he was recuperating, the pain in his

shoulder worsened, his arm was put into a splint and he

took pain killers. During that time he says he was harass-

ed by Fletcher. In February 1986, he requested an applica-

"Basically. we embroider neon through plates of glass,"

Garjian said. "It means that we can get detail never

thought possible with hand techniques."
" continued on page 4
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Turner wins Hasty Pudding award
CAMBRIDGE (AP) Kathleen Turner wore drop-dead

red, shimmied and joined in a chorus of "Wild Thing" as

she accepted Hasty Pudding Theatricals' 1989 Woman of

the Year award yesterday.

As is traditional. Ms. Turner engaged in off-color banter

with Harvard University students, who since 1951 have

given the award and a good roasting each year to the per

former "who makes a lasting and impressive contribution

to the world of entertainment
"

The students compiled a list of adjectives to describe Ms.

Turner: "Hot. steamy, smouldering, sizzling, torrid, blaz

ing, sweltering, simmering, seething, balmy."

"Oh, that was Sesame Street," the movie heartthrob

quipped.

Ms. Turner made her 1981 film debut in Body Heat"

and recently starred in "The Accidental Tourist." She also

was the voice of Jessica Rabbit in the cartoon. "Who Pram

ed Roger Rabbit." in which her most memorable line: "I'm

not bad; I'm just drawn that way." Ms Turner said her

roles in "Accidental Tourist " and "Roger Rabbit" may

compete for this years Academy Awards.

"I'm told I may be up against myself for supporting ac

tress as both Sarah and Jessica Rabbit." she said before

accepting the small brass Hasty Pudding pot.

Asked by reporters about her throaty voice and faintly

foreign accent, Ms. Turner replied. "It's because I grew

up in South America and England and because I'm a lit-

tle affected."

Before the ceremony. Ms. Turner was paraded through

Harvard Square on the back of a 1947 Lincoln Continten

tal convertible, flanked by male Harvard students in drag,

a tradition that dates back to the days when the univer-

sity's constitution forbade men to wear women's clothes.

Previous recipients of the award include Lucille Ball,

Katherine Hepburn, Meryl Streep and Elizabeth Taylor.

Actor Robin Williams will accept Hasty Pudding's 1989

Man of the Year Award on Feb. 21 at the opening of the

annual student production, "Whiskey Business."

Khrushchev 's son lectures at Harvard
CAMBRIDGE < API - The son of former Soviet Premier

Nikita Khrushchev, on his first trip to the United States

in 30 years, said yesterday there is greater opportunity

for improvement in superpower relations today than at

any time since his father's ouster in 1964.

"In the past, unity between peoples was considered

science fiction. But today, we see that as a real possibili

ty," 54-yearold Sergei Khrushchev said at a Harvard

University news conference.

The heavyset, balding computer scientist, w ho bears a

striking resemblance to his father, had come to the univer-

sity for a Soviet-American panel summary of a six-year

Harvard study of the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, which

took the superpowers to the brink of nuclear war.

Khrushchev, whose father faced President John F. Ken
nedy in the showdown praised two new books resulting

from the study that calls from the United States and the

Soviet Union to move away from military confrontation

and toward "sustainable peaceful competition."

But while some panelists described improvements in

understanding the missile crisis, Khrushchev stressed the

continuing misunderstandings, including that what he

said was an inaccurate report that Fidel Castro asked his

father to launch a nuclear strike against the United
States.

"It seems to me that the main thing is, we've come to

understand how poorly we actually understand each other,

and those misunderstandings have led to missteps even
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at the highest level." said Khrushchev.

In contrast to his father vividly remembered by

Americans as a hot tempered leader who once slammed

his shoe in anger on a table at the United Nations. Sergei

Khrushchev appears soft-spoken and urbane.

In an attempt at levity. Khrushchev tried to tell a story

about his youth, but as if to prove his point about

misunderstandings, the .story fell flat when a translator

muffed the punch line.

Khrushchev .said that a similar loss in translation may
have led to the reports that Castro requested a nuclear

strike.

Those reports originated at a conference in Moscow last

month that brought some of Nikita Khrushchev's ad-

visers, aides to President John F. Kennedy. Cuban oflficials

and leading scholars together for the first time to discuss

the missile crisis.

Some news reports said Sergei Khru.shchev, who took

part in that conference, had told their pariticipants that

on Oct. 26. 1962. near the height of the missile crisis,

Castro sought a preemptive nuclear strike on the United

States to forestall what he believed was an imminent in

vasion of Cuba.
Both the Soviet and American panelists yesterday

denied hearing Sergei Khrushchev say such a thing at

the conference. They included Sergo Mikoyan, son of

former Soviet Deputy Premier Anastas Mikoyan, who said

the reports had resulted either from a misunderstanding

by an American journalist or an "absence of will to unders-

tand."
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LOCAL
Schools to
fight cuts
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Students at colleges and universities across the state

will unite next month as part of a week-long effort to com

bat tuition and fee hikes resulting from budget cuts, said

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice.

Orefice said she and Michael Greiner, chair of Public

policy, met earlier this week with student representatives

from 26 of the 29 state colleges and declared the week of

March 27: "Public Higher Education Week"
"It was very positive," she said. "We've got to start at

tacking now before the budget hits the State House."

The University of Massachusetts Student Government

Association will highlight the first day of "Public Higher

Education Week, " by opening its long distance phone lines

to students to call and lobby their state representatives

against further cuts.

"Can the budget cuts " is the theme of a rally which will

be held midweek on the steps of the Boston State House,

and Orefice said she expects more than 2,000 students will

help toss refundable cans onto the State House steps as

a "symbolic gesture" to state leaders.

"We're showing the governor and state legislators that

we have to turn in our 5-cent cans to pay for tuition and

fees,
" she said. The cans will later be donated to the

homeless, she said.

Orefice said she is contacting state representatives to

meet with students after the rally to discuss concerns.

"We have to be much more vocal," she said. "We can't

just sit back and watch them gut (education). We have

to react."

Preceding the week's events will be a letter writing cam

paign to state representatives from Feb. 21 to March 7,

Orefice said. The campaign will focus on increasing fun-

ding for higher education, she said.

Orefice said she has continued early efforts to lobby state

legislators by mailing 350 student schedules marked by

oversubscriptions and cancelled courses to their individual

state representative this week

t'oHrginn photo by Dondi Alwarn

ALL DRAWN OUT - Lisa Skolnick par-

ticipates in yesterday's fun in the SUB.

Sinkhole
expands to

30 ft. at Smith
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - Public works officials tried

for a second day yesterday to solve a problem which in-

itially appeared to be a modest pothole on the Smith Col-

lege campus and quickly grew into a chasm measuring
more than 30 feet across.

Peter McNulty, assistant public works superintendent,

said the hole appeared in the middle of Paradise Road,

opposite a Smith College dormitory, at about 5 p.m. Sun-

day and police called Bay State Gas Co. after noticing a

smell of natural gas.

The gas leak was stopped, but the pavement continued

to crumble and the sinkhole widened throughout the day

yesterday.

College spokeswoman Mary Reutener said she was told

that a turnof-the-century storm drain buried 28 feet below

the surface was the culprit.

A worker wearing a harness was lowered into the hole

yesterday to locate the displaced stone which was caus-

ing the chasm, Reutener said. Buried underneath the road

are a 12-inch sewer line, a 16-inch water main and the

gas main.

The city has called in a special contractor to excavate

the site because city equipment doesn't reach that far.

Reutener said. The workers expect to have the stone back

in place and the hole filled within a few days, she said.

Public Works officials blocked off Paradise Road for at

least three hours Sunday.

The hole was discovered in the late afternoon after a

car drove over a section of the street outside an entrance

to a student dormitory known as "The Quad," caving in

a three-foot square section of pavement.

Baystate Gas Company supervisor Stanley Boguszewski

said Sunday the gas leak posed no danger of an explosion.

Advisor's door is always open to students
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Jackie Hazard hates doing paperwork

but she loves her job.

She is one of two undergraduate advisors

for the economics department at the

University of Massachusetts and her door

is open to tuiyone who needs some help get-

ting things straight.

"I really like what I do," she says, "if I

could do [advising] without the paperwork,

I would gladly advise all day long. My posi-

tion is, we're here for the students, we

wouldn't have a job if it wasn't for the

students."

Hazard likes to laugh and she laughs

often, which is a good thing because on top

of her advising position she and her hus-

band are raising seven children.

"I'm not a cook," she says jokingly, "I'm

a chauffeur."

Hazard. 41, graduated from the Univer

sity in 1973 with a bachelor's degree in

sociology and then went to work for the

University part-time as an IBM machine

operator (this was in the days before

everyone had a personal computer, she

said). After a few years she was offered

a job in the economics department as a

secretarial assistant, from there became a

secretary and then, she just sort of "fell in-

to" the job of advising, she said.

Being around Amherst and the Univer-

sity for 17 years she has seen many
changes of attitude among students and

others towards the black community, of

which she is a member.

PROFILE

Since the 1970s, she said, people have

become "used to seeing Afro-Americans

walking around the town." When she

was in school she said 10 or more blacks

"couldn't congregate without the Univer-

sity security coming over and checking up.

We couldn't hang out."

But she said, "there was more of a unity

among people of color when I came in. Now
students are striving to attain that once

again."

Lately though, with the organized effort

to bring Farrakhan to campus, she said

there has been a greater degree of

cohesiveness within the black community.

Having Farrakhan speak was good for

the black community because she "can't

remember the last time (the black com

munity hasl had an Afro-American speaker

of such magnitude" on campus.

"He moves you," she said, "It's like go-

ing to church and hearing a good sermon

or good gospel choir. Some of the things,

even in church, that the minister might

preach you might not be for but on the

whole, it's been an inspiration."

Although she has never run into any

overt racism on campus she is strongly sup-

portive of students taking courses in sex

ism and racism because "a lot of students

come from areas that have no people of col-

or. I've had students tell me they've been

rai.sed and never seen a black p)erson in

their home town," she said.

Black or white, red or yellow, skin color

is not important to Hazard, she is more con-

cerned with helping students get the most

out of their University experience.

"Ifyou can make it through the Univer-

sity," she said, "you can make it in the real

world — definitely. And I'm for pointing the

way. I won't take you by the hand, but I'll

point the way."

But she said, "I can't sympathize with

any student who waits until the last

minute to do anything."

"Some students have no problem with

classes and class work, other students do.

So I try to arrange a course schedule where

I know they can learn and grow by, that

it won't be draining. And I like to see it

made as easy as possible for the students,"

she said.

Hazard really likes the .students who

come to her for help and she thinks that

feeling is returned by them.

"Everybody is treated equally," when
they enter Hazard's office, she said. "I real-

ly feel that a student has to work [in

school], because the world outside is not

easy."

Radio service helps disabled ''read''

By BETH GATELY
Collegian staff

Sally Dodge, a University of Massachusetts student,

keeps abreast of the news; the latest best sellers and

magazine articles.

But she doesn't read these publications, she listens to

them. .,

Through the Radio Reading Service of Western New

England; newspapers, magazines, novels and short stories

are read over the air by volunteers to print handicapped

people.

Print handicapped people are unable to maneuver

printed material for a variety of reasons. Although this

group includes blind people, a print handicap may be

dyslexic, arthritic or have a crippling disease.

"They are very dedicated people at the reading service,

said Dodge, departmental assistant in Handicapped Stu-

dent Affairs. "The thing I appreciate most about them is

that they are willing to serve people who have the need.

They are very congenial people and always open to sug-

gestion to what people may need from the reading ser

vice

Kathy Toucette, director of the RRS volunteers, said the

state government cut back funds to the RRS last year. The

cuts hurt the RRS because it is a non-profit organization

that is funded in part by the Massachusetts Commission

for the Blind and also depends on private donations and

grants.

As a result. Dodge said that she has trouble picking up

the broadcast from her Belchertown home and her office

on campus.
Dodge, 56, was born with retinitis pigmentosa with

macular degeneration. The disease left her partially blind,

and she now uses a white cane when she walks. She

started using the reading service soon after it began in

1983.

Dodge said her favorite program on the reading service

is the Marketplace, in which sale fiyers and coupon sec

tions are read directly from the newspaper. Dodge said

she likes the exposure this program provides her.

The RRS runs from 7 a.m. to 12 a.m., seven days a week.

On weekdays. The Springfield Union News is read at 9

a.m., subsequent chapters in a novel are read from noon

to 1 p.m. in the program called "Our Best Seller," and

throughout the day and night articles are read from

magazines ranging from Time to Sports Illustrated.

The material is selected to appeal to a broad audience.

President of RRS, Richard Gagne said, "We have listeners

continued on page 7

Totman brawl
may have
racial overtones
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

A black man was injured in an fight last night at

around 7 p.m. on North Pleasant Street near Totman

Gymnasium.
Scott Taylor, of Amherst, said he and some friends

were on their way home when the brawl occurred.

"We were sitting here waiting for a ride," Taylor

said, pointing to an area under a tree in front of a North

Pleasant Street residence. "A friend of mine was real

ly drunk. He was yelling ..."

Taylor said a black car stopped at the light and the

occupants started looking at the man yelling and began

to yell back at him.

"They started yelling 'shut up you nigger ... my
friend's black,' and 'we're going to kill you. we're gon-

na beat your ass.'"

Taylor said his friend, Eugene Westbrook, then walk

ed up to the car and started punching at an open win
continued on pagt 9
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Former UM
prof, dies
AMHERST (AP» Botanist Frederick A McLaughlin.

a professor emeritus at the University of Massachusetts

and one of its oldest graduates, has died at the age of 100.

McLaughlin, a Lee native who graduated from what was

then the Massachusetts College of Agi-iculture in 1911,

died Sunday at Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton.

He taught botany and other classes at the school until

1930. when he took charge of the seed laboratory at the

I'niversity's experimental station. He retired m 1954.

A past president of the Association of Seed Analysts of

the United States and Canada, McLaughlin also was ac

tive for many years in Amherst town affairs, state and

local conservation and sportsmen's groups.

One of his sons, Charles L. McLaughlin, who died in

1963. was director of the state fish and game department.

professor's lawsuit
continued from pagt 2

tion and re-appointment information but the respon.se was

slow, he said.

Croffoot contends he "met all the legitimate and

reasonable expectations of his employer" and while

employed was "particularly active in advocating equal

employment opportunity."

Croffoot later learned that a white male without a han-

dicap but with less industry experience and education was

hired to replace him.

He says Bosselman spread a rumor in spring 1986 that

his shoulder injury was in some way connected to AIDS
and Fletcher made no attempt to quell the talk of his

medical condition. The lawsuit says the rumor is untrue.

He says that in 1983 or 1984 he and Fletcher had a ver

bal contract to teach an overloaded schedule in exchange

SGA nomination
papers to be made
available Thursday
Student politicians at the University of

Massachus«nts will have the opportunity to throw their

hat into the political ring on Thursday morning when
the Student Government Association formally opens

the election process.

Nomination papers for SGA president, student

trustee, and all open senate seats will be available in

room 420 of the Student Union building starting at 9

a.m., said Sen. Ted Chambers.
Students must obtain 250 signatures, which must be

returned by March 2 at 10 a.m. to insure nomination,

he said.

Sen. Bud Verge estimated there will be 20 open seats

in the senate for the upcoming election.

Chambers said one reason students should run is to

add their voice to the fight against state budget cuts.

"This is an issue that is going to affect all of us more

than most students realize," he said.

- MARIA SACCHETTI

for a reduced workload for one or two semesters in the

future.

Croffoot sought the reduced semesters in the spring 1985

and fall 1986 semesters but was denied both times, ac

cording to the lawsuit. The suit claims he later learned

leaves had been granted to two others — white males

without physical handicaps — "to facilitate their doctoral

studies."

Both professors Fletcher and Bos,selman refused to com-
ment on the lawsuit and said they only knew about it

through the newspaper accounts.

"I never really had much contact with Croffoot when
he was here, I was still rather new at the time," said

Bos.selman.
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Five-college
students hope to

help homeless
By SCOTT ROE
Collegian Correspondent

About 25 students from the five colleges met at Hamp
.shire College Monday night to plan a fundraising cam

paign to fight area poverty.

The students, members of Students Working Again.st

Poverty (SWAP), have been meeting for nearly a year as

a student activist branch of the Hampshire College Public

Service and Social Change Program, according to Ada
Sanchez, the program's director.

Synthia Mitchell, president of the United Poor Peoples

Rights Association, in Springfield, said the biggest pro-

blem SWAP and other organizations have to face is

transportation of goods to and from warehouses.

Mitchell, who is also director of services at the SWAP
warehouse, said she hoped people would help with the fun-

draising campaign.

"I think that all the colleges, in Springfield and Holyoke

too should be involved," she said. "Even if they don't want

to form a chapter ofSWAP, they could have a fund drive
"

Lenore Diane, a student who works with the Hampshire

College Public Service and Social Change Program, said.

"This is a real community thing. Each semester we get

new students involved."

Sanchez said SWAP evolved from a meeting between

students and valley organizations last spring when it was

decided a furniture warehouse was badly needed in the

area. In September, a warehouse in Holyoke was donated

to SWAP to store furniture and other household goods to

aid families moving from temporary shelters to perma

nent homes, she said.

Beth Englander, a UMass freshman, said. "I'm here

because the other day on the street a man asked me for

money for the homeless so I gave him a dollar."

"But just giving money to some stranger on the street

I'm not sure is doing anything, so I wanted to actually

do something myself," she said.

SWAP next meeting is scheduled for Monday, Feb. 20

at 7 p.m. in the Ea.st Lecture Hall at Hampshire College
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Women attempt to restore admissionsprogram
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

Nancy Rios arrived at the University of Massachusetts

from Puerto Rico with 58 undergraduate credits and a

Spanish/English dictionary. In four years, this single

mother has completed her bachelor's degree, earned her

master's degree, and is working on her doctorate.

"Quitting," is one English word she seems never to have
learned.

Rios, 32. attributes her success to the now-defunct

Women's Admission and General Educational Support

program, cut last semester because of University budget

constraints.

WAGES, formerly a part of the Everywoman's Center,

worked with low-income and older women to provide

counseling about admissions, housing, day care, financial

aid. and academics. At the time of its cancellation,

WAGES served 80 undergraduates, Rios said.

A doctoral candidate for 1990, Rios says she is deter-

mined to resurrect the undergraduate WAGES program.

"I'm not blaming anybody for the cut," she said. "I just

want our program back."

Rios, a WAGES child-care coordinator for 2 and-a-half

years, has been meeting with four local women also

dedicated to this effort. "We need this program, and

we're going to prove that it's needed," Rios said.

Corky Robinson. Marie De Cristo, Nancy Bishop, and
Mary Jo Connelly joined Rios last week in a meeting with
members of Smith College's Ada Comstock program,
UMass Boston's Low Income Students for Survival, and
the Hampshire County Action Committee, to discuss

WAGES' reinstatement.

"We're trying to get the word out that WAGES was cut,

but we're also trying to get some advice," said Connelly,

a former WAGES volunteer.

A second meeting, of all former WAGES
undergraduates, will take place March' 5 to outline a

specific strategy for the program's redevelopment.

Connelly, a graduate student in the education depart-

ment said, "It's not fair to carry on a crusade on someone
else's behalf without their input about their priorities."

Rios said she and the other supporters are producing

a videotape to demonstrate the importance of WAGES.
The videotape, a series of interviews ofthose involved with

WAGES, will be used to educate and foster support from
the community, she said.

Organizers will also write to feminists, state represen-

tatives, and senators to draw attention to the program's
cut and lobby for further support, she added.

Because of University budget constraints, Rios said, she

may seek grants from private and government agencies.

Connelly cited the Ada Comstock program and the

Frances Perkins program at Mt. Holyoke College as ex

amples of successful programs serving older students

returning to school. UMass could learn from these thriv-

ing organizations, she said.

Dennis Madson, vice chancellor of student affairs, said

recently he cut WAGES instead of other programs because

it was not reaching enough students to be considered

productive.

Carol Wallace, director of the EWC, said the administra-

tion based its statistics on the number of women who us-

ed WAGES for application assistance, and then enrolled

at UMass. However, women already enrolled and women
only considering enrolling, used WAGES services as well,

she said.

Rios said the program had not been reaching its full

potential because of a lack of resources and staff. "The

need was there, but the WAGES program didn't have the

tools," she said.

Wallace said "A program for re-entry women is critical.

Re-entry women have a variety of needs that don't get

met by other agencies on campus whose services are

geared toward traditional college-age .students. I hope the

University can recognize that need and the gap that's been

created by the loss of the WAGES program."

Two admissions office employees have been assigned to

continued on page 8

Fadel drops election from agenda
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association

meeting may progress further than the an

nouncements (all the SGA could get to last

week) tonight since Senate Speaker Robert

Fadel yesterday ruled motions to in.stall an

SGA president were "out of order."

A motion to install a single SGA presi-

dent and a second motion to approve the

March 15 election of Shari Silkoff and

Jason Rabinowitz as SGA co-presidents

will not be considered until the SGA ob-

tains legal advice on the matter, Fadel

said.

Fadel said the SGA is seeking legal ad

vice as to whether a consent decree signed

by two student justices ordering Silkoff and

Rabinowitz to take oflice as SGA co

presidents waives the need for senate to

ratify the election.

Also, a motion passed by the senate on

Nov 30 prevents the body from voting on

ratification, therefore the motion must be

overturned to install an SGA president,

Fadel said.

"In my opinion, Jason and Shari are co-

presidents-elect," he said. The pair is

neither being paid nor allowed signature

power, he added.

Last week's meeting was marred by more

than two hours of filibustering by con.ser-

vative Senators Brian Darling and W. Greg

Rothman, which several senators said was

an attempt to prevent two motions from be-

ing voted on.

Highlights of tonight's agenda concern

motions to restructure the Undergraduate

Student Senate, a motion to require one

tenth of the senate to order a roll-call vote,

a motion to insure student input in the

building of the Mullins Convocation

Center, and a motion to upgrade police pro-

tection in high risk areas on campus.
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THE

DISTINGUISED VISITORS PROGRAM

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL
MEETING

-Forms available at the D.V.P. Office,

415 Student Union

-Forms must be returned by 5:OOpm,

Feb. 21st

-Call the D.V.P. Office (545-0920) for any

information & details

-All proposals must be accompanied with

on oral presentation

To be held:

Tuesday
Feb. 28, 1989

Place:

CC 905-909

clbtingutthed

Visitors pfo^wm
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McGonnigal adds name
to suit against Spartacus
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The number of Republican Club
members to file suit again.st the Spar-

tacus League has risen to five, said

Republican Club member Paul
McGonnigal.
McGonnigal has added his name to

the four other members of the Club who
will file assault and battery charges at

8:30 a.m. in Northampton District Court

today.

The club brawled last Thursday night

with the Spartacus League, a

Cambridge-based Trotskyist youth

organization that had been invited to

speak in the Campus Center by the

Friends of the Spartacus Youth League
here at the University.

One Republican Club member was
treated at University Health Services

after the fight when he was headbutted

in the nose.

A total of six charges will be filed

against the Spartaci.sts.

McGonnigal said he wants the Spar-

tacists banned from campus.

Board of Governors chairman Eric

Nakajima said yesterday both groups

meeting-room privledges in the Campus
Center have been rescinded by order of

the building's director and the Student

Activities Office until the matter is put

to rest.
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SPRING BREAKfor

THE PLACE TO BE
We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode
is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The
Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy is first come first serve

Reservation Deposit: $75

Refundable Security Deposit: $25

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

UMASS SKI CLUD
tiiiiiiuuiiimiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiuiiiiMiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiimniiiiiiiiiiimiiyniin

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE
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University Piacement Service Presents

CAREER FAIR
WHEN: FEBRUARY 15, 1989

WHERE: CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

TIME: 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

CAREER FAIR '89 is open to all students. Oppor-
tunities for Liberal Arts Majors, Engineers, Science
and Business IVIojors, and HRTA.
Over 50 organizations will be represented,
including:

Bonk of New England-West
Biogen, Inc.

Boston University Book Store
Buckmon Labs
Central Maine Power
Chiarles Hotel

DEQE

Digital Equipment Corp.
Federal Bureau of Investigation
GTE Government Systems
Hugt^es Aircraft

Interlan

JC Penney
Jordan Marsh

Lechmere
Mass Mutual
MIT Lincoln Labs
NCAA
Social Security Administration
TJ Maxx
United Technologies
Xenergy

(Resumes are not required but there is nothing like being prepared!
For further information on the career fair,

contact Susan Hart, University Placement Service, 545-2224

University Placement Service

Where Careers Take Off!

Grant aids study of teeth defects
Hampshire College recently received an

$8,000 grant from the Wenner-Gran Foun-
dation for Anthropological Research to

study the relationship between malnutri-

tion and enamel defects of teeth in Mexican
children.

Alan Goodman. 38, an assistant professor

of biological anthropologv-, said he will use

the grant to aid his research in the Soils

Valley area of Mexico where he is study-

ing children in five communities for tooth

defects caused by malnutrition.

Goodman has been studying prehistoric

cultures to determine if there is a similar

pattern between enamel defects in these

cultures and defects in present-day

cultures, he said.

"Mild to moderate malnutrition is a dif-

ficult thing to diagnose," he said.

Goodman, who received his doctoral

degree from the University of

Massachusetts, is working on new techni

ques for determining malnutrition's affect

on first teeth. This makes diagnosis harder

because of the difficulties ofexamining an
infant in the uterus, he said. First teeth

develop in the uterus.

Goodman said he has also received an

$18,390 grant from the National Institute

of Health last summer for similar research

in a different Mexican community.
He said his research, which he has con-

ducted over the past two years, has led to

some promising results, although Goodman
said it is unclear when his research will be

finished.

Goodman has been a professor at Hamp-
shire College since 1985.

- STEVEN PANGIONE

Radio Reading Services
continued from page 3

that range from blind teenagers to sighted

elderly in nursing homes."

The volunteers read from the office in

West Springfield and the signal is

transmitted over subcarriers to WFCR in

Amherst. WTCC in Springfield and WBEC
in Pittsfield. The reading service gives the

print handicapped a pretuned sideband FM
receiver free of charge. The receiver is re-

quired to pick up the broadcast.

Gagne said RRS can be picked up on

stereo televisions and by subscribing to

Continental Cable in Northampton and

Springfield.

Dodge said .she is the only UMass student

who takes advantage of the reading ser-

vice. She said there are approximately 20

visually impaired students on campus but

"they don't have time to listen to the ser-

vice."

Toucette told Dodge if there was a de-

mand, the reading service would read from

the Collegian and the Campus Chronicle.

Dodge has been a part-time student at

UMass for two years.

She has not yet declared a major, but has

concentrated in leisure studies with an em
phasis on the disabled. Dodge said, "I'm in

no hurry, to graduate. I'm just taking my
time."

Dodge said when she does graduate,"I

would like to coordinate services for the

visually impaired on campus. I want to

make p>eople happy and have fun despite

their disabilities. I want people to learn to

enjoy themselves."

As departmental assistant. Dodge serves

as an advocate for students if they have a

problem with a professor. "I've never had

a ms^jor problem, sometimes a student does

not know how to approach a professor

about a particular problem with an exam
or paper. Students feel comfortable know

ing that there's someone in the office that

can relate to them.*

regents
continued from page I

spending on the state public college system.

At Tuesday's meeting he called the cur-

rent proposed budget for the fiscal year

beginning in July, "unacceptable."

"It's not a budget for excellence. It's a

buoget for mediocrity,"Tsongas said. "We
have to make the case for public higher

education much more aggressively."

Tsongas said the point of the study is "to

take a long-range look at the mission of

each institution."
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BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

[
When you break away this year, do it with style.

I

SUN FUN!!
round trip air

7 niglits

great niglit life

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
S47-3437

430 STUDENT UNION BLDG.

$439 Guest Houses
$499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
$559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

A $75 Reservation Deposit Required

SAVE

LAGNAF
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union • 545-3437
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DELTA
UPSILON

INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
to

OPEN RUSH

fiUs,
Choose Excellence

^fc
the

fsi^iU^ssfmiamn

XSt, COLLEGIAN

FEB 15: Informal Rush
(All Day)

FEB 16: Special Events 8:30

FEB 22: See for Yourself 9:00

FEB 23: Special Events 8:30

We offer:

• 24-Hour Open Kitchen

• Great Social Life

• Above average Scholastics

• Strong Intramurals

• Lifelong Friendships

ALSO:
FEB 14: Kennedy 9:30

FEB 21: Basement Baker Dorm 9:00

-'/nnn I p niwu' ii.'i I i i iiiini»ii* ii I iHMii imwi'^w H I

i/:

^

•MAP*

North Eaat Orad Towar

Totman Oym

•
i

AT

«« It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.

Experience on the Collegian is increas-

ingly valued by the editors throughout the

northeast.

"

Howard Ziff, UMass Professor s/nce 1971;

Reporter & Asst. City Editor,

Chicago Daily News

Come write for the Collegian

113 Campus Center

^********************»»********************
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For Your
For Your Information is a service of the Collegian to

.its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press

releases can be included in FYI. For more information,

contact David at the Collegian, at 545-3500.

Meeting
An organizational meeting for students interested in

joining the Paris study year program for 1989-90 has been
scheduled for today at 1 p.m. in room 301 of Herter Hall.

For more information, contact the French Department at

545-2314.

Meeting
The University Players have scheduled a meeting for

today at 7:30 p.m. in room 902 of the Campus Center. New-

members are welcome to attend. For more information,

contact Eric Goldman at 253-2348.

Discussion
The Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns

is sponsoring a discussion on "Internalized Homophobia."
The forum is scheduled for tomorrow from 6:30 to 8:30

p.m. For more information, call 545-4824

I.,ecture

The Five College Program in Peace and World Securi-

ty Studies fPAWSS) will present a talk by environmen-
tal expert Dr Arjun Makhijani on "The Specter of Global

Environmental Catastrophe." The program has been

scheduled for tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Thompson 106. For

more information, contact Adi Bemak at 549-4600, ext.

519

Workshop
"Financial Planning for Writers" is the subject of a

workshop led by Sally A. Livingston, a financial planner

who specializes in working with craftspeople and artists.

The workshop is scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 18, from

1 to 4 p.m. in the Jones Library. For more information,

contact B.J R.^he at 339 4886.

Career Day
The Department of Hotel Restaurant and Travel Ad

ministration have scheduled a Career Day on Tuesday,

Feb. 21 at the Campus Center Auditorium from 9 a.m.

to 4 p.m. For more information, contact Leon at 549-6270

or Liz at 549 0975.

Meeting
Representatives of the Legal Services Center and the

University Internship Program will speak about the legal

assistant internships offered at LSC and how to apply for

them. The meeting is scheduled for Thursday. Feb. 22 at

3:30 p.m. in room 901 in the Campus Center. For more

information, contact the Legal Services Center at

545 1995

Lecture
"Dr. WEB. DuBois: A Personal Memoir." a lecture to

be given by Dr. John Hope Franklin as part of Black

History Month, is scheduled for Thursday, Feb. 23 at 4

p.m. in the main lounge of Memorial Hall. Dr. Franklin

is the James B. Duke Pi-ofe.ssor Emeritus of History at

Duke Universitv For more information, call 545-3137.

Information
Support Group
A support therapy group for cancer patients, their family

and friends is beginning in Amherst. The first of eight

weekly sessions is scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 28. The
sessions will be led by Margaret Gosselin. MPS, and Albey

Reiner, PhD of the Cancer Counseling Center of Amherst.

For mo!v information, call 549-7776 or 545-0087.

Support Group
For separated and divorced men. The group will be

meeting in Northampton on Wednesdays from 7 to 8:30

p.m., beginning this month. For more information, con-

tact David Arbeitman at 527-5911.

Support Group
PFLAG, Pioneer Valley Support Group for parents,

families, friends of lesbians and gays, meets on the second

Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in the Grace
Episcopal Church Parish Hall in Amherst. For more in-

formation, contact Jean M.B. Genasci at 532-4883.

Escort Serxice

The Department of Public Safety offers a nightly escort

service to all points on campus. The service runs from 5

p.m. to 1 am For more information, call 545-2123.

Meeting
The Third World Caucu.^ is an umbrella organization

consisting of members trom many historically oppres.sed

and underrepresented communities."

For more information, contact Adam Stein
at .546 9535

assault
continued yom pa^a .

dow. At this point. Taylor .said, the men in

the car got out and started beating
Westbrook. Taylor said one of the men in

the car was black.

Amherst Police Department received a

call about the incident and responded at 7

p.m., according to Lt. Jeffrey Roy
Roy said police believe the fight started

when one of the men in the car tried to

force his girlfriend into the car and then
became agitated at Westbrook for yelling.

Roy said police had questioned some of

the men in the car that left the scene and
they were still investigating the incident.

Asked if the fight appeared to be racially

motivated, he said, "We're looking into

that but it doesn't appear that it was."
Taylor, who had blood caked on his nose

and mouth and a crimson bruise under his

right eye, said he walked out onto North
Plea.sant Street and jumped on one of the

men from the car. He said he was kicked

and punched several times by the men in

the car. while his friend was knocked un-

conscious and was lying in the middle of

the street.

Taylor said the men got back in the car
and .sped ofT while he dragged his friend out

of the .street and others went for help.

Westbrook was taken to Cooley Dickin-

son Hospital in Northampton, and accor-

ding to a spokesperson for the hospital was
discharged after treatment.

Patrick Sullivan, also of Amherst, a

friend of Taylor and Westbrook. said he had
come by to pick his friends up when he .saw

a man lying in the road. He said he then
saw Taylor drag the man out of the road
while a car sped away.

Lt. Roy said, that as of last night, neither

of the two parties wanted to pursue the case

in court

Police scanner reported stolen
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian StafJ

Univer.-iity of Massachu.setts Police said

a police scanner was reported stolen Mon
day from a secure area in the basement of

University Apartments. The scanner was
worth $125.

In other police reports:

• A 25year-old man was arrested on and
outstanding warrant by the University
police after being informed of his

whereabouts by Amherst Police who had
spotted him in the center of town, police

said.

• Holyoke News reported a USA
newspaper vending machine .stolen Mon-

day from Its Iwation on Massachusetts

Avenue, police said.

• Police said they confiscated a case of

beer from an individual in Lot 44 Monday
night. A .show-cause hearing will be .sought

on the minor who was in possession of the

alcohol, police said.

• Police said they observed a vehicle park-

ed in Lot 25 Monday night which had a

broken window, a radio missing from it and

three flat tires. Attempts to contact the

owner were made.
• After responding to a disturbance in

John Quincy Adams Residence Hall police

said they interviewed several people and

issued a trespass notice to a former student

visiting the University.

WAGES
conlinued from page 5

process applications trom
non-traditional students
previously handled by
WAGES. But Bishop
said, tiie .services offered
in Whitmore are not
enough. "Whitmore is

geared to the traditional

student."

Rios said "Without the
WAGES program, the
state University is clos-

ing the doors to the same
•vomen that the .state is

pushing to further their
education."

2 Super Rush AvaiJabie

2 549-3840

JB
COPYCAT

9 Pnnt Shop

U _^'8 Triangle Sl; Amherst ^iniini

[

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.
No. Amherst S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

JC Penney Reception
TONIGHT

University Career Center
6:00 PI\A

Come by, visit with our Recruiters, and
learn about entry level and Summer

Intern positions with America's

leading retailer.

Recruiters from the following

JCPenney Divisions will be
on campus:

Catalog Department and Retail Stores

JCPenney

EOTORIAL/OPINION
.HMJ,IMI.fJIAIUJ

The task of Congress is to

serve the public, not get rich
Our representatives in Congress call

themselves professionals. That's why they
wanted a 51 percent pay raise: profes-

sionals should be paid in accordance with
the services they render.

Running a country is no easy task, and
receiving a mere $89,500 yearly pales in

comparison to the services our Capitol Hill

friends perform.

Pedro Pereira

But public pressure compelled the Con
gress to reevaluate its position on the in-

crease Tuesday of last week, the House of

Repre.sentatives killed the pay raise 38048
and the Senate 94 6
Learning of the impending .salary in-

crease and the sleazy way Congress had
planned to implement it. the public, led by
consumer advocate Ralph Nader, express-

ed its outrage through nasty letters and
phone calls. The Democratic representative

from Worce.ster. Joseph Early, reportedly

spent Monday and Tuesday morning
answering calls from angry constituents.

The press reported that some consti-

tuents were so outraged they threatened to

see to it that their represntatives would not

be elected again should they vote for the

raise.

Evidently, the raise was defeated because

our Capitol Hill friends, who have made
politics their career, wanted to insure

themselves against losing their jobs. If they

had it their way. our legislators wouldn't

have to vote for the increase.

House members had planned no sessions

before Feb. 8. the deadline for the raise to

come to a vote. Having no sessions meant
the House couldn't vote on the bill, which
in turn meant the raise would take effect

at 12:01 on Feb. 8. But Speaker Jim
Wright s idea to poll the members on
whether they would vote for or again.st the

raise caused the beginning of the end.

House members had a dilemma: say no

to the vote and trigger public outrage, or

say yes and vote down the raise to appease

their constituents.

They opted for the vote, but talk of

another increase proposal persists. Presi-

dent George Bush, who endorsed the initial

raise but signed the Congress' resolution

to kill it, last week solicited suggestions for

a new proposal.

"I believe that some level of pay increase

is in order, and I will be working with the

House and Senate leadership to develop

proposals to achieve that end." Bush said.

Should a new proposal start making
headlines, the public is certain to disap-

prove again. And rightly so.

In fact. Americans must oppose any kind

of pay raise for Congress until our

representatives get their priorities

straight. Voting down the pay raise itself

was. to an extent, another instance of

priorities mixed up by the blind ambition

of our legislators, who.se main concern is

re-election rather than serving the country.

An abundance of i.ssues. including child

care, homelessness and the budget deficit,

have become .secondary becau.se of political

ambition.

Our Founding Fathers did not have
career politicians in mind when they

created the Congress. Representatives and
.senators were supposed to serve one or two
terms, abandon public service and return

to private life.

Had our forefathers' intentions not been
pro.stituted by political ambition, the need
for congressional pay rai.ses wouldn't exist.

Candidates would know that they would
only make so much in office during their

temporary stay and, hence, not have to

worry about feeding their families with

congressional salaries for the rest of their

lives.

We don't need overpaid professionals in

Washington; we need public servants.

Pedro Pereira is a Collegian columnist

UMass; an extension of high school?
Okay, I've been mistaken, I mean it. I was living on Fan-

tasy Island for a few years, but now I've come to my senses.

I've seen the light.

We aren't in college.

I know it's a shock and has startling implications, but

I firmly believe this is a reality we all must endure —
especially lower classmen.

We are in upper-level high school.

Nancy Cohen
It never used to be like this. We used to be treated like

adults, or at lea.st that's what they wanted us to believe.

Professors assure me that it only appears as if we're be-

ing treated this way. They tell me it's my age that is

deceiving me; senility perhaps.

But unfortunately. I can remember a time when
freshmen weren't freshmen, they were first year students.

Professors began classes under the assumption that they

weren't ignorant and void of any kind of knowledge. They

had expectations.

There was a time when first year students were here

to start a new passage in their life, not to be reminded

(constantly) of their old one.

The rude awakening is that this institution that claims

to be a place higher learning, isn't meeting up with many
of the students expectations. I suppose it's silly of me to

think that this university would actually give a damn
what we think, but I have just enough idealism left to fight

for the desire to be treated with respect, not to be given

the run-around about requirements and classes, and

basically make them realize that we are here to learn,

not to be weeded out in some tracking system that is out

dated. It costs too much and there's too little time.

When I walk into a classroom, no matter what level it

is, I don't expect professors to announce the ratio of

freshmen to other .students. I don't expect them to assume

that because they are freshmen that they have no major.

I certainly don't expect them to announce that due to the

predominant amount of freshmen they will have to change

their curriculum, because God forbid any freshmen should

be familiar with what they're teaching. To this kind of

professor, that's an inconceivable thought.

Now I'm not saying that all profes.sors are like this. I've

met many brilliant ones that have given me inspiration

and have actually induced me to do my best work
Unfortunately, as in everything, a few spoil it for the

rest.

I just don't believe that it's right to make someone feel

uncomfortable in a cla.ss whether it's because they are first

year .students or seniors.

Somewhere along the way someone lost sight of what
higher education is all about. Maybe some of it is the

students' fault and some the beauracracy of the system.

I don't know.
But there has to be a point where we don't put up with

the disrespect, and the run-around. So next time someone
is giving you a hard time, whether it be the administra-

tion, a professor, or another student, realize there's no

reason on this earth why you should have to put up with it.

I'm not saying you have to get out of hand and start yell-

ing like a lunatic. Just point it out to the person who's

doing it.

In the long run you'll not only be saving your own hide,

but future generations as well.

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columniftt

A not SO tipsy 21 in NYC
I turned 21 during wintersession. and in

spite of all I had heard, no rockets soared,

no fireworks fiew. no gongs banged, no ball

and chain was cut off my leg. and 1 didn't

get stinking drunk.

Of cour.se. I was with my parents.

David R. Mark

The two of them, my sister, my girlfriend

(who came to New Jersey for the weekend

)

and I went to New York for my birthday.

While I reveled in my first legal drink (a

planter's punch at the Rainbow Grill at

Rockefeller Plaza) from the corner of my
eye I saw my girlfriend's face light up as

she looked up at all the Big Apple could

offer.

Of course, it was her first time in New-

York.

She'd seen big cities before, having liv-

ed all her life outside of Boston, and hav

ing worked all her wintersession in

Baltimore. But there's something about

New York - it's culture, it's skyline, and

some other intangible — that shone in her

eyes.

My dad became the tour guide. My mom,

sister and I became extras in this movie set

so new to my girlfriend. Seeing the Statue

of Liberty, the Empire State and Chrysler

buildings - places I took for granted

became new again after hearing my
girlfriend's comments and .seeing her wide-

eyed wonderment.

It reminded me of a time not long ago

when my sister first recognized Chicago as

a "big city. My dad pointed out all the

sites — the Sears Tower, Soldier's and

Wrigley Fields — and my sister basked in

joy. Chicago winters I associated with

trudging I suddenly associated with fiying,

so happy was my sister.

Since turning 21, I suppose I've done

what every other 21 -year-old does. I've

been to Barsy's and The Pub, Twister's and

Time Out. It's all very nice, being able to

order a drink (or a pitcher) and having fun

with friends.

But once again. I fail to see the great

post-21 magic in the bar scene. The same

problems I have with large keg parties -

you can't hear, there's nowhere to sit, it

smells like sweat — hold true at bars on

their most crowded nights.

Beyond that my girlfriend is only 20,

making a night out on the town limited to

Panda East and a movie.

Unless we just stay in. . .

Three years I've gone to UMass. Three

years I've heard from what seemed like

everyone about the glories of turning 21 —

the glories of going anywhere you want,

drinking as much as you want, and getting

as trashed as you want.

I guess that's not me.

Just proves the adage about the grass be-

ing greener . . . elsewhere. I'm happy I'm

not still 20, but for the most part, life at

21 is no more magical than life at any other

age.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

Article concerning Republican
club and Sparticus called biased
I found the article concerning the scuf

fie between the Republican Club and the

Sparticist Youth League (Feb. 13) to be

biased and unfactual.

A few of us in the Republican Club

wanted to go hear the lecture and video

iiresentation by the SYL. We were refus-

ed admission to the forum because we

are members of the Republican Club.

Upon convincing the leader of the SYL
as the nature of our visit, to peacefully

ask questions, we were allowed to enter.

We sat down and were surrounded by

members of the League's "security per-

sonel" who attempted to intimidate

members of the Club by both .standing

behind and following Club members
around the room. The Sparticists are

known for using force and intimidation.

Their organization was barred from

campus in the early 70's for advocating

violence and they still are not an official

Registered Student Organization.

During the question and answer

period, one of the Club members walk-

ed in late to the meeting. He was told

to sit down by one of the Sparticist

"security" people, but he refu.sed

because he was not planning on staying

for more than a few minutes. (Note: Un-

til this point of time, there had been no

disruptions or outbursts by Republican

club members.)
Immediately, two Spartici.st body

guards grabbed the Republican Club
member by the back of his shirt and
arms, trying to force him to sit down. He
asked the body guards to let go of him
they only got more violent. When we
saw our friend being assaulted, we
naturally stood up to try and get the

Sparticist guards off of him. The
Republicans did not throw one punch.

It was the Sparticist people who in-

itiated the physical contact, the Spar-

ticist people who were head-butting and
kicking people, and it is the Spartici.st

people who should be condemned —
NOT the Republican Club.

It's unfortunate this incident happen-

ed, but it's even more unfortunate that

the Collegian would print an article on-

ly from information received by the

Sparticists and did not investigate the

other side of the story. I think the Col-

legian has a responsiblity to put per-

sonal opinion in the Editorial section,

not the News section.

Alan Brynjoifsson
Amherst

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and area. All suo-

missions must be typed, double spaced and become property of the Collegian. Hand writ-

ten letters will not be printed!
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UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES TO

STRATTON
$29

add $10 for
non-members

Sign up:

Campus Center Concourse
or 430 Student Union

545-3437

Tuesday — Thursday

STUDENT
COIMIMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Proposals are solicited for Student

Commencement Speaker.

Format: 3 typewritten pages, double-spaced

(approximately 5 minutes speaking time)

Deadline: March 1, 1989.

(Commencement is May 28, 1989.)

Selection process and criteria : A committee consisting of a

majority of student members will review entries (authors'names

will be deleted) for relevance to UMass and higher education,

substance, and "appropriateness". Ratings will be assigned.

Selected entrants will be asked to "audition". Final selection

will then be made by the committee.

Submit proposals to: Robert N. Brooks. Director. Student Affairs

Information Services, 229 Whitmore (545-3480).

iimiiiiiTTr rfiim i iiii I I 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 I M^MJ_MJjJ^J| l ll£irr.-q-ririT| fiTit | fHiLJ*/.|

Pi Kappa Alpha
The Brotherhood of Excellence

II K A

COLLEGIAN

PIKE - There may be a better way to go through

college, but nobody's found it yet.

First National Fiatfinity to ABOLISH HAZING
1988 Winner of UMas.'^ Chaptfr Kxcollenct- Award as the best

Iraleniity on campus
• 1988 UMass overall athletic champs

• Unpaialled social lif'j • Lifelong friendships

Olymnjc weight room • Outstanding meal plan

ACADEMICS • ATHLETICS • LEADERSHIP

SPRING RUSH
FEB 15, lb, 21, 22
REFRESHMENTS

Thf Biotlu-rs of Pi Kappa Alpha would like

to oxtciKl an Invitation anti t. hallensJc to

All University Mon to come down tonight at

9:00 p.m.
and see for yourself what PIKE has to offer!!!

I ATTENTION
I SOPHOMORE/JUNIOR
I MARKETING MAJORS

EXPERIENCE is a must to be successful in

gaining the competitive edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the
opportunity to gain THE MOST VALUABLE

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE on campus

Applications for position of

MARKETING/PROMOTIONS MANAGER
are now being accepted

This position requires Responsibility, Dedication and Time
Commitment—the qualities that luture employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus
Center (RM 1 13 - lower level, 545-3500) and pick up a job
application and description and submit it no later than
Wednesday, March 1.

M/F EOT.
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DEAN'S LIST
FALL SEMESTER 1988

Congratulations to those who qualified for the Dean's List. Your noteworthy academic per-

formance is a source of pride to the faculty, staft, and your student colleagues, as well as

to your parents I'm sure. Such outstanding academic achievement (3.5 or higher semester

average with twelve or more graded credits) Is attained by fewer than 15% of our

undergraduates. Providing opportunities for academic growth is one of the University's highest

priorities and it Is especially pleasing, therefore, to note and reward such accomplishment.

Thank you for the credit you bring to the University.

Joseph Duffey, Chancellor

PRESS RELEASES
To publicize your achievement, the University News Office will be issuing a press release to

your hometown newspaper if you ore a Massachusetts resident. Out of state students who
qualified for the Dean's List ore asked to pick up a press release form at 200 Munson Hall

(second floor).

ADDITIONS
The Dean's List was based on grades received and posted by the Registrar's Office as of

January 23, 1989. If you had a grade change after that date, and believe you now qualify,

please fill out a form available at the Information Data Bonk, 227 Whitmore, and attach verifica-

tion. You will be contacted with confirmation. (Reminder: only graded credits ore used in

calculating the Dean's List.)

The Dean's List is prepared each semester by Student Affairs Information Services as a

service to the campus community.

ARTS and SCIENCES - HUMANITIES and FINE ARTS

ACHEBE.NWANOO.
AQNEW.PAUL G.JR
ALCONAO*. TAMMY L.
ALDRICH.NANCI L.
ALEXANDER, MORGAN P,

ALLEN, STEP ANTE A,

ALOISI. BARRY D.
ALZAMOBA, STEVEN,
ANCONA.JAMES P.
ANDREWS. JEAN L.
ANDREWS. JIM.
ANGElC. MOLLY E.
ASSAD. SHARI A.

AUBIN. GREGORY £,

AUDETTE, MICHELLE M,

AUSTIN. GEORGE C.
AXTELL. KAREN ^.
AYLWARCCHAHtES P.

BAETMGE. TONYA L.
BA»:ER. ANDREA L.
BALLOL., JENMIPER A.

BATES, TODD C.
BATTERSON. RACHEL A,

BAUMHOFT. CHRISTINE M,

BEMIS, GREGORY H,

BERARD.KRISTINE E,

BERG. ELIJAH,
BERNARD. ALLEN W.

BERRY. SUSAN E.
BLANCHAHD. ANNE M.

BLANKSTEIN, ANDREW S.

BLESSING, SCHOLASTICA,
BLUMENSTIEL. APRIL.
BOBAL A, ROBERT,
BOOLE. PENNY A.

BONICA.MAHK, J
BOSIO. PATRICIA C,

BOSTIAN.KYLE a,

BOUDREAU, MICHELLE M,

BRADY. SUSAN.
BRAIN, ARIEL F.

BREHM. JENNIFER E.

BRENNAN. JAMES M.

BRESSER. JESSICA.
BROADHURST, JAMES D.

BROWN. GREGORY (j.

BRUSSEL. CAROL M,

BUCCHIERE, DIANE !-• ,^ ^
BUCHHOLTZ. CHRISTOPHER F,

BUCKH0LT2. ALISON,
BURBANtC. KAREN M,
BURCHFIELD.KATRINA A,

BURDEN. lEANNE G,

BUR>', GREGORY A.

BUSI, ANDRE V.

CALL AGHAN, PAUL S.

CALLAHAN, JENNIFER M,

CALLAHAN, JODY A,
CALLAHAN. LEAH A,

CALLAHAN. NANCY M,

CAMPBELL, JAYDE E.
CANFIELD.ANNE M.

CAPOZZI. DAVID M,

CAREY. JANET M.
CARL. LIS* J.
CARRIGAN.MAHtC E.
CARTY. TIMOTHY J,
CARVALHO.CAITLIN "^ ,

CASHIN.PATPICIA E.
CASHMAN. JAMES N.
CAVANAJG^-.LISA.
CERVANTES. CARLOS M.

CHANDLER. MICHELLE L.
CHANNER.LISA E.
CHAPLIN. STEVEN H.

CHESNUT.MARY A,
CHRISTIAN. JILL E.
CLYDESDALE. HELEN M.O.
COLAN. CLAUDIA J,

COLE, MICHELLE,
COLLIER. JAY L,
CONLAN.BRENDA M,
CONLEY.ERIN E.
CONNOR. PATRICK F.

COOK, EDWARD G.JR
COON.TOOD M,

CORAIS, CARLOS C,
CORDES.FRANCK J,

COUNSELL . JENNIFER E.

COUZYN.PAUL M,

COX. SUSAN I,
CPANKSHAW, ANNA T.

CRAVEN. rEBRY J.

CRAWLEY. MARY L.
CROGHAN.CRISTIN A.

CURTIS. lOBI a.

DAKIN. CHRISTOPHER J.

DALTILIA. TRACY E.
DANZIGER, JASON A,

DAVIS, BRIGITTE D.
DAVIS. KIMBERLY J.

DAVIS, LAURA L,
DEMOVELL AN, PEDRO J.
DESMOND. ERIN J.
DEVINE.NEIL C,
DIAZ. JULIANNA,
DICARLO. KIMBERLY J,

DIMARIO, JEANINE M,

DINE, ANDREA B,
DOHERTY,JOHN M,
DONOVAN. CHERYL P.

DOULIS. YIANNI R.

DRUKMAN, JONATHAN S,

DUBERGER. DENIS A,

DUFFY. PETER J,

DUFFY, TIMOTHY J,
DUNLOP, JANICE K.

DUNN. CHRISTINE T,

DUNWOODIE. DEBORAH J.

DUSSERE,ERIK S,
EAGAN, MOLLY E,

EDWARDS, MARK A,

EL RIFAI, CHRISTINE L,

ELA, HOLLY B,

ENDOW. DENISE A.

ENTWISTLE. DAVID S,

EPSTEIN, STEVEN M,

ESSIG. JANNA.
EVANS. RORY K,

FALCO. LAURIE A.

FARAM. TERESA M.
FERNSEBNER, SUSAN R,

FINNERTy,MAR7:E I.

FIHDA, THOMAS A,

FISHER. DENISE M.

FISHER. WILLIAM 0.

FLOYD, BEVERLY W.

FORTESCUE, ALAN W,

FORTESCUE. JONATHAN A,

FOSTER. SHAWN A.
FREEBERN.NEIL K,

FREEDMAN, KEITH R,

FRENCH. BRIAN K.

FRIEDMAN. MELINDA D.
FUKUSHIMA. MELISSA M,
FUTTNER. MAUREEN M.
QAQNE. KAREN L.
GALIPEAU. PETER L,
GALLAGHER. KATHLEEN A.

GALLO.LISA A.
GALVIN.ZACHARY.
GALWA Y.BRIDGET K,

GARDESCU. STEVEN.
GARIEPY.LISA M,

GAUMONT. KEITH P.

GENCARELLE.SHARMA S,

GEORGE, KRISTEN S,

GETCHELL, ROBERT M,

GIBBS, JENNIFER L.

GIBLIN, ROBERT A,

GIDO, LAURA C,
GILLETTE, CHRISTINE M,

GINSBERG, DAVID M,

GIRONE, CHRISTINE E,
GITTER, ALEXANDER J,

QLAVAS. MITCHELL.
GOEPFERT. CATHERINE A,

GOLDMAN. JILL S,

GOLDSTEIN. BETH R.

GOLDSTEIN, JENNIFER E.

GOODIN, DANIEL R,

GORDON, KENNETH D.

GORDON. SUSAN E.
GOTTLIEB, RAHEL L,

GOULD, DEBORAH L,

QREENBAUM, RACHEL E,
6RENIER, DENISE E.

GRESSER. HILARY M.

GUEHTIN. MATTHEW R,

GUMULA, STEPHANIE M,

GUTH, EUGENE C.
HALEY. MARYK ATE,
HAMILTON, ROBERT F,

HAMILTON, SUSAN K,

HANCBETZI LYNN.
HANNUS.JESSAME 0.

HARD. KURT G,

HAROLD, JOHN.
HARRINGTON. MAUREEN L,

HARRIS. JENNIFER A,

HARTMAN. ANDREA J.

HAWKEY, KIMBER L,

HAWKINS. MICHAEL J.

HAYES. KATHLEEN A,

HEIMBERG.MARY D.

HEISEY.ROBYN L.

HELLMAN.SARA A.

HENNEMUTH.GARY L.

HENRY, KEVIN M.
HENRY, LISA M.

HERBERT , SHARON M,

HERLIHY. KERRY A.

HERRING. SUZY M,

HERSCHLER, BRIAN K.

mickey, alicia g.

higgins. james m.

hiqgins. karen e.
hihschfelcbeth m.

hodgkins, judith m.

holmes, jonathan b,

hopkins. kimberly,
horner. michael a,

horowitz. amy d.

houle, louise m,

house, bryan e,

howes, adam c,
howland, steven l.
HOYT ,

JONATHAN S.

HUGUS. JENNIFER K.

HULL. MARGARET A,

MULLINGEB. THEBES* E.

HURLEY. JENNIFER A.

HYND. TERRY.
IBARRA. ROSA B.

INTERRANTE. CHARLES M,

ISTWANY. SARAH J,

JAOUITH, MATTHEW V,

JEMISON. JAMES A,

JENERAL, JENNIFER J.

JENKS, BRETT S,

JOFFHOY, MICHELLE,
JOHNSON, JENNIFER A,

JOHNSON, STEPHEN R,

JOICELSON, DANIEL A,

JONES. ERIK R,

JONES. SUSAN E.

JORDAN, JULIET M,

JOST, HENRY D,
JUBETT.JOAN M.

KALLERGES. SUSAN K,

KAMM. ERICH H.

KAULENAS. ALDONA B.
KEANE.ANNE E.
KEIDERLING. GLENN W.JR
KELLEHER, JOAN A,

KELLY. RUADH M,

KENHE Y.JEANNE E.

KERUET. JAMES E,
KILLEEN.BARBAR*.
KIMBALL. PAUL E,
KINGMAN, BRIAN A.

KIRSCHENBAUM.GAYLE M,

KNOBLOCK. STAGEY L,
KNOX. ARTHUR R.
KOCH, CHRISTINA S,

KOCH, JULIE M.
KOHN, VALERIE C.
KORWAR.ARATI R,
KOVEL.ZOE E,
KRAMER, NANCY.
KRAUSE.MAX E.
KROL, CHRISTINE T,

KULJU, SUSAN K.
KUPFER. TAMMY A,

LACE Y.ELEANOR B,
LAFERRIERE, JAMES E,
LANDRY, ERICA r.

LAPIERBE. DIANE P,

LARDNER. JOSEPH T.

LASONDE.MALLORY E.
LAVALLEE.LAUR* M,

LAVOIE.ALAINE A.

LAVOIE. BRIGITTE J,

L A VOIE. NICOLE.
(.E.NGUYEN.
LEBLANC. CHARLOTTE M.

LEBLANC.RAE ANN.
LEES. CYNTHIA T.

LEIBOWITZ. SUSAN B.

LEIF. DEREK M.
LEONE. MADELINE R.

LEVINE. ROBERT C.
LEWIS. LINDA M.

LIEDTKA. THERESA.
LILES.GAYLE B.

LILLIOS. CHRISTINA M,

LIPPING. A TIMO,
LITTERIO. HEIDI J,

LITTLER. MAC0RE60R A.

LLOSA, SILVIA L,
LLOVERAS,RICARDO V,

LOHSE, FREDERICK W.III
LOMBABDO. WILLIAM J,

LOBING. LEILA H.

LOWENTHAL.MARC H,
LOWMAN.DEBR* E.
LUCHT. PETER K,
LYNCH, PAMELA A,

LYNG. DAVID A,

MACE.NICHOLC t.
MACINTIRt. SCOTT W,
MACMILLAN, JOHN M.
MACOMBER. LAURA Q,
MAGURA.LISA E.
MALCOLM, SUSAN 0.
MALDONADO.LISSA G.
MANZER, RUSSELL N.
MARCH. JENIFER D.
MARGIL. DAVID S,

MAROUEZ, FRANCISCO,
MARSHALL. PATRICIA E,
MARTIN, ANTHONY J,
MARTIN. BEATRICE A,
MATTON.AMY M.
MAUNSELL, PATRICK 0,
MCCARTHY, BRIAN T,

MCCONNELL.LIISA M.
MCDONOUGH. JOANNE M.

MCFARL AND, JOSEPH T.

MCGEE , OONt.|A M,
MCGILL. CYNTHIA L,
MCBRATH.BRANDI R.
MCINEBNEY.TEKLA A,
MCKENNA.CAITLIN.
MCLAUGHLIN, MAURA 0,
MCLEAN. HEATHER F,
MCMURTRIE. CAROLINE S,
MCNIEL. ANGEL R.
MCOUILKEN, ANGUS G,
MEEHAN. CLAIRE A.
MEKOTA.MICHAL J.
MELLEN.DIONNE E.
MELLEY. KATHLEEN M,
MELLEY.MARY E.
MENZEL. JENNIFER A,

MERCIEH. CHRISTINE E,

MERKL. FLORENCE M,
MERKL. KATHLEEN M,
MERRILL . SHONDRA L,
MIKtCOLA.ATRO KY,

MILLER. ELLEN H,
MILLER. KATHLEEN M.
MILLETTE.MAPGARET,
MITCHELL. BRUCE J,
MOELLER. KEVIN T,

MOIR. TAMMY J.
MOLINE.SHERYL L.
MONAHAN.LISA A.

MONT AGNA. JOSEPH M.

MOORE. JOSHUA G.
MOkAN.MARK F,
MOREY, REBECCA K,

MORIN, JAMES A,

MORIN, JEFFREY A,

MORRISON. FAITH E,
MORTON, DANA B,
MOSELE Y.LAURA M,
MOTT, ELIZABETH E,
MULCAHY.TARA L.
MULLIGAN. PAUL J,
MUNOZ.NYRA.
MUNSON. TODD S.
MURPHY, BRIAN T,

MURPHY. DEIRDRE J.
MURPHY, JOHN M,JR
MURPHY, LISA P,
NAVAS.TARIANA.
NEILL.LISA A.

NELSON. ELIZABETH L.
NOMURA, AIKO.
NOONAN, JOYCE *.

NORTHRUP, JILL M,
06ER6,A0NETA E.
OOOCSAMANTHA L,
OLBRIS, DIANE G.

ONEILL, MARGARET H.

ONEILL, MAUREEN T,

PACKARD, DEBRA LYNNE.
PAOUIN.JOHN C,
PARKER, CHRISTINE 8.
PARTRIDGE. MICHAEL A,
PASCETTA.STEPHANY,
PASOUANTONIO. SUSAN M,

PASTOR. ELIZABETH A,
PATENAUOE. SUSAN J,
PATNAUDE. MICHAEL P,
PEARSALL.MARK R.

PELLEGHI. CHRISTINE M,

PELOSKY.ANN MARIE,
PENNEY. ALEXANDRA L.
PERCIVAL. AMANDA W,

PEREZ. SUSAN I.
PERLET. HEIDI M.

PERSONS. LAURA L,
PETO, JONATHAN L,
PIERCE. MARC E.
PIERRAT. CHANT AL S,
PINKHAM. CLAIRE A,

PISCITELLI. STEVEN R,
PIZZUTO. DEREK M.
PLOESSL.ANGIE M,
PLZAK, EILEEN R,
POLK. BETSY H,
POLLEY,TABITHA I,
POMERANTZ. DAVID Z.
POPENOE, PETER B,
POPSUN.JOHN M.

POTVZN, RONALD M,
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POWER MARK

.

PRATT .kENDR* a,
PREWITT.MCATMER 0.
PROLMAN.LlSA S.
PURIN.JOHN A,

PUTNAM, PAUi. E.
OUIGlEt.WEaQmAN J.
OUINN.JAREO W,
RADIK.GARV I',

RAFF AElE. MICHAEL *.
RAINS. UAOEtlNE.
RAMOS. rSANCEs I.
RANOlETT.kaOIn E.
RAVER. '000 A.

REOCLlfr. JucIE A.

HECO, PATRICIA A.

REGO.WENOT A.

RETTBERG.LINOA J.

RETNOuDS. DAVID B.
RICHARDS. STEVEN P.
RITTENMOUSE.NOLLT A,

ROSERSON.OAVID.
ROBERTS. AMY L,
ROBINSON. TIMOTHY J.
ROBINSON, VICTORIA A.

ROLLINS, JAMES M.
ROOrE' .R KARL.

ROOKS. JENNIFER L.
ROOT. ANDREW 0,
ROSA. SUSAN M,

ROSE TURNER. CLARINOA.
ROSE. CYNTHIA S.
ROSE.wISA 0.
ROSEBORO.ROSALTN R,

ROSENBERG. aORIEnnE L.
ROSS.CHRIS'IME L.
RUBIN, RACHEL B.
RUSCHMANK. Elaine S.

RUSSELL. FRAN* F.
RUSSELL. JENNIFER P.

RUTLEDGE. MARTHA J,

RUTLEDGE. MATTHEW.
RYAN. CONNOLLY C.
RYBACK I, SUZANNE M.
SaOOM.ROnna l.
SALVADOR. ANDREW T.

SANBONMATSU.tdRA L.
sanoorfi.csilla c.
sasson. richard 0.
savell.mark t.

8can60. sarah e.
schaufus. kathleen m.

SCHECHTER. JULIE L.
SCHINELLl. MICHAEL H.

SCHNEIDER. rRISTEN A,

SCHWAB. REBECCA A.
SCIOLETTI.TIna M,
SCORNAVACCA . CHRISTINE

.

SCOTT. BERNARD .;.

SEOUEIH* . ANTHONY J.
SHADUR. TAMAR.
SHAFER.DAYNA L.
SHAPIRC. SARA E.
SHEA. HEATHER A.

SHEA. JOHN T.JR
SHEEHAN. ALISON A,

SHEINIS, DANIEL M,
SHEPP. GARTH J,

SIGELMAN. STEPHANIE B.
SILVERSTEIN. ELIZABETH A,

SILVERSTEIN.KATE E,
SILVERSTEIN, SAM H,
SIMKINS, NANCY 0,
SMART, CATHERINE E.
SMITH, AMY B,
SMITH. PATRICIA J,
SMITH. SERENITY.
SNOW. KEVIN G,
SOLOVAY , KARINA G.
SOlOVIEFF. DAVID M.
SPARACIO. FRANCESCA R,

SPENCE , JONATHAN M.
SPEROUNIS. HEIDI K.

SPOERL. CHRISTINE U.
ST PIERRE. PAULA C.
STADLER.K*THBYN J.

STAMP. 8REN0A C.
STAN»IEt«IC2.0ETER A,

STAPLES. JENNIE M.

STAUDER, SAMUEL G.
STEARNS, LAURIE M.

STICKLER. H LEE.
STOCK. CHRISTINE L,
SUDOERTH, NELSON C.
SULLIVAN. MATTHEW J,
SUSSriNO. ROBERT 0,
SUTTER. CORINNE E,
SUTTON. SHERRI L.
SWAN, KAREN D.
SWANSON. ERICA MARIE.
SWANSON,JOHN C.
SWEENEY, MICHAEL R.
TARDY, CHRISTINE M,
TARPEY, MAUREEN E.
TMERIAULT,KYLE w.

THIBODEAU, CHRISTINE R,
THOMPSON. DEBORAH C,
THOMPSON. ERICA W.

TIMRUD.AOAM A.

TOBIN, MICHAEL D,

TOMA, APRIL M.

TOWNSENO.DANA E,
TREITlER. ANYi F.

TREMBLAY.PAUL H,

TRUOELL.MARY MARGARET.
UOELL.SHARI L.
ULTMAN.SHARI K.

unis. julia a.

urbonas.stacey a,

VALLEY, VICKI L.
VANDESTEEN. PAULA V.
VENE.DOMINICK M,

VENEAU. JAMES C.
VENTRE. MARK A.

VIGNALl.AMY C.
MALDEN, JOANNA M,
WALSH. KATERI J.

WEBB DOROTHY A,

WtPB.ilARY C,
WEBSER. SCOTT R,

WEIL. RAFAEL A.

WEINSTEIN.LISA M,
WELCH. VERONICA U.
WERTELET. MICHAEL A.

whEElER. SUSAN V.

WHELAN. FREDERICK T.JR
WHITEHEAD. ANN H.
WILKE Y.SHARON F.

WILLIAMS. EMIL A,
WILLIAMS, PATRICIA H,
WILLIS. JESSICA L,
WILSON. JAMES C.
WILSON, KAREN M.
WILSON, KATHLEEN,
WILSON, TIMOTHY C,
WOLFF . REBECCA M.
WONES. SUZANNE L.
WOOD . JEFFERSON WALLZS,
WOODCOCK. MADELEINE R,
WOODRING, BRIAN J.
YEGERLEHNER, DEBORAH R,
YEOSTROS,AMY E,
YETZ.LISA F,
YOFFE.SHIRA B.
ZARLENGO.AMV L.
ZASSENHAUS.GEOTFREY H.

ARTS and SCIENCES • NATURAL SCIENCES and MATHEMATICS

AGAHI.FARZANEH,
AHRENS. JAMES P.

ALLEGHE2Z A. THOMAS A.

AMZN HANJANI. SEPIDEH.
ANAND.MALA,
ARINIELlO.lEah D,
ARMSTRONG. JUSTIN W,

ARRiAZA. Elizabeth r,

AXEL. RALPH M.

AYASSE. SUSAN C.
AZAR. Elizabeth a,

BARBAGALLO. JUklA 0.
BARKER. ANGELA E.
BEA^^TY , IAN D.
BEATTY. KAREN I.
BELLEMORE. HOLLY L.
BERSANI.NEI- A.

BESSE . ANPOE* J.

BEZUka.BQEnDa sue.
B0UCHE5. JENNIFER t.
BRAM,.AGE. AN^ •,

BRENNAN. TERR' J.

BRISBOIS, KENNETH A.

BUChwalTER. DAVID B.
BURNET". JOHN *.

BUTER*. JAMES N,

CARLSON. ADAM.
CARNEIRC. SUZANNE P.

CHAIT. DAVID H,

CHAPEL. VICTOR A,

CHEN. JI.
CHEYETTE.TAMARA E,
CLARK. JESSICA 1,

CODE, ERIN L,
COHeM. MICHELLE 6,

COLLAMORE,BETH A.

COLLIER. MARCUS H.

COLLINS. Lis* A.
COOPER. DEBORAH M.
CORBETT.MAt S.
DALEY. SEAN P.
DANESE.PAUL N.
DELMOlInO. LAURIE M.

DENIS. DEBORAH J.
DEROSA. MICHAEL E.
DOBkIn.MaRC I.

.

DONaTO.GIna m.
DONOVAN. JOHN M.
DRAGHE"'TI.UA'-THEW J.

DRISCOll .GlEnn C.
DUBOIS, marc K.

DUDLEY . AlMEt M,
DUNNE. ANDREW J.
ECKEL. EDWIN S.
Elliott. DAVID J.
ENINGER.LILIANNE C,
ERBAN. ELIZABETH A,

ERRICG. JOSEPH T.
ESPINDLE. DEREK M,
FARRAR, TIMOTHY D,
FAWCETT. GLENN S.
FEARN. HEATHER L.
FEENEY, CAROL J,
FERGUSON, AlICE L,
FERGUSON, KAREN L,
FINKBEINER, GREGORY S.
FLANNERY . JOHN V.JR
FORMATc. D»Vir C.
FRISS. GREGORY A.
FROnSILlC, RICHARD J.

GARFIN,SREGG H,

GARTEN, JAMES F.

GElaSCO. ANDREW K

.

GEORGE. NITA J.

GET2EN. SUMMER G.

GILLAM. VALERIE J.
GOMERSAl.aMy E.
GORTlER. SHEILA R.

GRAVES. SCOTT D.
GREENFIELD. BRETT S.
GROSS. ROBIN S,

GROSSMAN. BRUCE J.
GUGLIElMETTI. JULIE A,

GUPTA. VIPUL.
HAEHNEL.LEOA C.
HAIGH.PAUL E.
HAMAWI.TATIANA A.

HART.AJILA M.
HARVEY. DAVID C.
HAUCSJAA.ERIK P.

HEBNER. DANIEL J.
HENRY. KRISTIN K

.

HERRING. ST ACE Y A.

HOLT. KATHLEEN S.
HUGO. MORGAN S.

HURLEY, JAMES M.

JANKOSKI . KATHLEEN.
JAROSLOW.GART e.
JOHNSON. ROBERT 0.
JONES. DOUGLAS D.
KASPER.JOHN D,
KEISMAN,ERIC L,JR
KELLER, AMY L,
KOZEL. PETER J,
KRAVETS, ROBIN H,

KRENDEL, STEVEN I.
KRUGER. SHARON H.

LABOON.LISA A,
LACEY,ERIC S.
LAMONTAQNE. RUSSELL W.
LANORY. SCOTT J.
LEE, THOMAS J.
LEHRMAN. JULIE M,
LEVIN, THEODORE M,
LICCIARDI, KAREN A.
LIPMAN, JOANNE L.
LOMP. ANGEL* A,

LONGEE. BRUCE S,
LYCETTE, CHRISTOPHER A.

LYFORO.LlSA K.
MACLEOD. JOANNE U.
MAIR.GLEN m.
MANGUM.LANE K.
MARTELL. CHRISTINE R.
MARTINE.STACEY M.
MASTROMATTEO.LORI A.
MCCARTHY .BRENDAN J.
MCCLURE, KAREN E.
MCGURK, GREGORY S,
MELEEDY, DAVID M.
MENORAL A. DANIEL E.
MORRILL. GRETCHEN L.
MUCKENTHALER.MARY E,
MURPHY. BETH L,
MURRAY, EVAN 0,
NEWSTAOT. KEITH G.
NG, VICTOR C K.
NISON. MAURA B.
NOBREGA. EDWARD A.
NOLAN. TIMOTHY 0.

NORVELL. AMANDA.
OCONNOR, MICHAEL J.

OlBRIS. DONALD J.
OLIVEIRA, THERESA M,
OLIVIERI. DAVID N.

ONElLL. LAURIE ».

PARKER, DONALD R,
PASTEL, RANOEE L.
PEARLSTEIN. GREGORY J.
PERkEl. JEFFREY M.
PIEMONTE.KURT M,
POLLACK .MINDY J.
PRESTON. lINDA 0,
OUINN. DANIEL P,

QUIRK. CYNTHIA A.
RACINE. PAULA J.
RAPP.LISA M.
PEINE. GABRIELLE M.
ROOOEN.KATHEHINE,
RUSSO. JENNIFER M,
SAATMAN. DONNA A.
SALAMONE.ERICKA.
SANOVIK . ODDMAR A.
SANTANQELO . ANDREANA

,

SARKARATI . SHAHIN,
SASTRY.SARITA K,
SCHLOSSECC ADAM,
SChnaCkERT:. THEODORE J,
SCOTT. SARAH P.

SCULLY. EDWARD H.
SEARS. LAUREN E,
SEWARD. ROBERT J,
SHARIFI. AFSHIN A,
SHAW. JOHN H.
SHIELS. JEROME C,

SHULMAN.ERIC A,

SILK. LEE S,
SKRZYNIARZ, DAVID M.

SMITH. LISA M.
SNOONIAN. JOHN R.
SOLOMON. MICHAEL E.
SPENCE. STEPHEN P.

STABINS.HENNING C,
STANICK. JAMES A,

STEHMAN.TARA L.

STICKLER. MICHAEL S,
SU. JEFFREY.
SUMNER. KAREN J,
SYLVESTER. F CRAIG,
SZEKELY , EUGENIA E.
SZLACHETKA,KA-'E U.

T AY. CHIN. HUN.
THOMPSON. BENJAMIN R.
TOM^INSON.MARK E.
THIGILIO. JOHN J.
TYNAN. KEITH W,

VALLE. GAVIN E.
vernaoakis.aoam j.
waloron.erik L,
walters. timothy m,

wezsbach.paul j.
weiSMAN, STACY II,

WZONCSWARAN, JONN R.
WZLCOX.HCZOC M.
WZLKZNS.ALLCN C,
WZNOOLOSKZ , MARK 0,
WOLSKI.KATHCRZNC C.
WRIGHT, BARTON J.
ZERVAS.NZCOLCTTe J.
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PLAUT. JULIE R.

POTTS. REBECCA l.
POULIN. CELESTE M.
POWERS. BERNADETTE J,
POWERS. SCOTT E,
PRESCOT-f.ELlOT D.
price, richard e.
punke, timothy f,
putnam. stephen j,
quinn, theresa e.
ouinones,elba m.
ralph. jennifer c.
RAO.VEENA V,
RAPP, MICHELLE L,
RAT AJ, CHRISTIAN JOHN,
RE ARDON. JAMES J,
REED. MICHAEL G.
REITH.KIMBERLY A.
RENAUD.ERIC T.
RENSENBRINK, ELIZABETH,
RIlEY.MAHI J.

HIlEY, WILLIAM R.
RITCHIE. FIONt f.

ARTS and SCIENCES • SOCIAL and BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

AHLOUIST. DAVID A.

ALLAIRE. JOHN J.
ANDERSON. DEBRA E.
ANDERSON. JUwIE.
ANDERSON. LAURIE J,
ANDERSON. NICOLE T,

ANDERSON. ROBERT D.JR
ANDERSON. TRACE Y L,
ANDREWS. CHRISTOPHER S.

ANDREWS, MONICA R,
ANTIFONARIO.MARCELLO A,

ARAKELI AN, SUSAN E.
ARWIN, SCOTT R.

BANCROFT, DEBORAH E.
BARATTA. TRACEy L,
BARTH, DAVID W,

BERWAN.UEREOITH L,
BERNEY.WEN?Y J.

BETAK. PETER J.

BEYER. ALISON 0,
BOSUAN. JAUES A.

BOWERS. OAUL A.

BOyER. KAREN L.

BREWER. CHRISTOPHER L.

BRUNETTE. STEPHEN J,

BUCHANAN, BAIlE" W,

BUCKLEY , KEVIN p.
BUMBULIS,KURT G,
BURKE. RANDY S,

BURNHAM. ROBERT s,

BURNS, BONNIE A,

BUSWELL. REBECCA L.
CAFFERTY, JILL M,
CAMPBELL. CRAIG C,
CAROELLO. JENNIFER L,

CAREY, JOuEEN J,

CARINO. CHRISTIAN A.

CARRABINO.LlSA.
CARROZZA. JOHN A.

CElEnTanC, DIANE,

C

CELI, CAROL 'N,

CHAMORRO, LAWRENCE M.

CHANDER. VivEK.
CHAPMAN. JONATHAN H,

CHARVES. MICHAEL J.
CHINIOO.LYNNE M,

CHIPMAN. JEREMY

.

CHUNG. YING H.

ROBERTSON. HOL_' E,
ROCHE. THOMAS M.
ROCKMAN.ADAU 4..

RODRIGUES.^RIS'En a,

ROHAN. WIllIAM P,

ROSENTha,.. AlISa M.
ROSS. PAUL E,
ROWELL. JAMES ...

ROY .KATHERINE A,

RUSSELL. SCOTT R,

SACHDEV.PUNEET S.

SALEM. JILL C,
SAUNDERS. SHEILA M,
SCALES. ADAM F.

SCHEIDEMANTEL, DAVID S,

SCHNEIDER, JEFFRY,
SCHNEIDERS, SUSAN L.
SCHUlTZ. CHRISTINE A,

SCHWAGER. JULIE I.
SCHWARTZ. DAVID J.
SCOTT. JANE' M.
SEGAL. DEBBIE S,

SHEA. LAURA A.

SHEAHAN. KELLY A,

SHEEHY, JAMES P.
SHULMAN.OAViD S.
SILVA, MARIA R.
SILVA. TIMOTHY A.

SILVER, RISA i-

.

SILVERMAN. DEVI D.
SIUZLI.LISA J.
SIMOPOULOS . VALERIE

.

SKOLE.KATARINA,
SKOLNICK.LISA C.
SLONE, BONNIE L.
SLOVIN. KENNETH T.

SMITH, ABRAHAM E,
SMITH. JULIA E.
SMITH, RICHARD P,

SNOWDEN. JULIE M,
SOBOlEWSKI, ANN M.
SODOS.NADJA S,
SOLOMON. SHARI r,

SPIVAK, CAROLYN S.

ST CLAIR, LAURA E,
STAPEL. SHARON L,

STARMER. THERESA E.
STEINBERG. BRETT A,
STEINER. RACHEL L.
STEVE^JE,SJZI.
STEVENSON. CHRISTINE M,
STEWART. JOHN A.

STOllEC.BETh a.

STUBBAK' .» EwL^ A,

SULLIVAN. nOREEN a,

SULLIVAN. RaE l.
SUTTON. JENNIFER A.

SWIFT. JANET L,
TATRO. CHRISTOPHER D.
TEMKlN. MICHELLE A.

TESNEY.AIMEE S.
THELEN.LUKE A,
THOMAS. CHRISTINA L.
THOMAS. DAVID R.
THOMPSON. JOHN C,
THOMPSON. ROBERT S,
TOSCANO. TIMOTHY E,
TOTAS. KENNETH J.

TRABER. MELISSA J.

TRAINOR. TIMOTHY J.
TUCKER. HOLLY E.
TYROL. PATRICIA A.

VALCOUBT. VAUGHN G,
VAN VALKENSURC, DOUGLAS R,

VATER, CRAIG J.
VERRETTE. LAURA G.

VICKERY. TERESA L.
VlGEANT.AMY U.

VINING. JOHN M.

VUILLEMENOT. NICOLE A,

WAGNER. CRAIG E.
WAKOLUK .NARDA L.
WALL. JOHN J.
WARDEN. PATRICIA A,
WARREN. AMANDA T.
WARSHOFSKY .EST A.
WATERMAN. tClMBERLY R,
WEAVER, SCOTT W,
WEBBER. SCOTT M.
WEBSTER. ROBIN B,
WEINSTEIN.DAVINA L,
WEITZMAN.ROCHELLE A.

ARTS and SCIENCES - UNDECLARED

CITRIN, LAURA B.
COHE^.DANIE;. M.

COLL AMORE. MATTHEW L.
CONRAD. CARD;. YN S.
COONE' .CHRISTOPHER C.

COULOMBE, STEPHEN L,
COVENC, JAUES F,JR
DAHOWSKl.rlMBERLY J.
DAMBROSIO.MaRy E,
DAVIAU, MEDINA M,

DAVIDSON. ROBERT B.
DAVIS, SARAM M,

DAVISON. JENINE L.
DELMANZO.NATHANAEL P.

DELUCA.REGINA C,
DESILETS,SEAN J.

DILDINE. SCOTT,

L

OIMARCCWIlLIAM J.
OISCHEl.E-ISaBETH S.

DIVER. EDWARD A.

DODGE, KATHLEEN M.

DONOVAN. CHRISTOPHER P.

DRAKE, DA.IC J.

DRUMGOOL. PAULA E.

DUVAL. STEPHEN R.

ELLIS, SkYE R,

ELSDEN, GREGORY F.

ENG, DAVID H,
EVANS. JAMES J.
FAIRBANKS, HILLARY E,
FALVEY. KERRY L.
FARRAH. CLIFFORD H,

FECKO, SUSAN L.

FEIN. ELIZABETH C.
FERGUSON, GISELLE M,

FIDURKO, WILLIAM J,

FIGlER. CINDY H.

FISHER. LYANNE.
FORRISTER.DANA E.
FOSTER. DEREK N,

FRANKEL.LYNN N.

FRATAMICO. JILL A.

FRIEDUAM.MARK A.

GARDNER. STUART J.
GARUFI.JOHN p.

GAUTHIER. KEITH R,

GELMAN.JANE R.

6IACHETTI. STEFAnO M.

GLICKSTEIN, JOSEPH E.
GOLDMAN, JULIE L,
GOODMAN. KIMBERLY D,
GRANT. HE* ""ER E,

GRAY .GILLIAN.
GRAYSON. JENNIFER P,

GREENE . JOHN S

.

GREENGRASS.MARC 0,
GRISSINO, DAVID L.
GUADIZ.CRISanTO n,

HABZB.ALlSA B,
HAKKARAINEN, ADAM J.
HALL. BRUCE W.II
HAGUE. MOFIZ.
HARRINGTON, TIMOTHY M.
HART. TRACEY E.
HASTINGS, TALLY L.
HATCH. BARBARA E,
HAUTALA,LORI A.
HAWKES.AMY E.
HE.KAILING.
MERMAN. _"SA C.
H06BS. DAVID B.
HOGENAUEfi. HEATHER J.
HOPKINS, CHRISTINE E,
HOULIHAN. CHRISTINA M,
HOUSER. RICHARD ClETUS.
HURVITZ, STUART J.
lAMPIETRO, JAN M,

INGLEDUE, BRIAN J,

JACOBS. BETH M.
JAY, DAVID.
JOASSAINTE. JEAN A,

JOHNSON. CARIN M,
JOHNSON. GATE E.
JOHNSON. LAURIE T,

JOHNSON. NICOLE M.

JONES. CHRISTOPHER B.
KAHN.AMY B.
KAMOSKI.MARK F.
KATZ, BRIAN W.
KATZ. SHARON.
KEEZER.MARC H.
KENNEDY. JAMES F,

KENYON,DANA E.
KHOK.SOKHON S,
kInG.kanG- YiNG.
KORMAN.SARI T,

lafontaine.sheryl a.

lake. kelly a.

lamonica. marie,
lane, kelly b,
larrabee. richard j,
leech, susan g.

LEVINE.ERIC B,
LEVINE.MOLLlESE R,
LEVITT. ALEXIS F.

LICHTMAN. JAMI B.
LILES. JULIE A.
LINDENBAUM. MARGO E.
LOCKYER.MARy V,

LONDRES, BRADLEY J.
LUBELL. MITCHELL S.
LUSTIG, KIMBERLY A,

LYNCH. JENNIFER A.
LYONS. MARC A.

LYONS. MARY F.

MALLE Y.SHARON T.
MANIFOLD. SHELLEY.
MARCHANT. KRISTIN M.
MARRINEB.DOREEN L.
MARSHALL. CAPY M.
MARTIN. BETH E.
MARTIN. JOHN A.
MASSE Y .SUZANNE E,
MATHEWSON. JEWETT S,
MCCABE. BRIAN F,
MCCARTHY, JU_IE C.
MCCARTHY

,

MARYELLEN,
MCCARTHY .RICHARD J,
MCCOPMACK . MICHAEL

,

MCKENDRY. MICHAEL 0.
MCPHEE. DEBORAH J.
MECHABER.GlEn J,
MELLO.REna E.
MERMElSTEIN.HOPE L.
MlN. BRETT J,
MORAWSKI. ROBERT P.

MORREALt

.

GWENn F,

MORRISSEY .BRENDAN N.
MULCAHY. EDWARD C.

NOBREGA. STEPHANIE A.

NORRIS. HEIDI R.

Oliver. M Catherine.
ORENSTEIN. MATTHEW J.
PAKENHAM. CATHERINE D.

PAOUETTE .maRlEEn J.
PAROFF. PAMELA R.
PASSMAN. DINA B.
oElTOn. Susan C.
PEnnEy.DavID S.
PEZZLC. benjamin a.
PI MARTINEZ. JOSE A.
PIASECKYJ. DETER N.

PLACZEK. KAREN M,
PL AUT. ANNE.
POWERS. CYNTHIA A.

PROVENCHER. COLLEEN J.
OUASIUS. KIMBERLY G.
OUINLAN. MAUREEN.
OUINN. MARGARET R.

RAND. ALBERT B . JR
RANDALL. WILLIAM R,

RASCH.JOANIE E.
REILL Y.JASON P.

RETTURA

.

PASOUALE , JR
RISEBERG. MICHAEL 0.
ROSS. EDWARD J,
ROSSI. SAMANTMA.
ROY. JENNIFER L.
SACCHETTI. MARIA,
SAMIA. JOHK R.

SARA6E. CHRISTOPHER C.
SARRAZIN.UARK S.
SaylES.DavIC t,

SCANLON. NANCY L.
SCHAFER. DAVID W,

SCHORR. JASON S,
SCHRAGER.AMY H,
SCHWARTZ. STEPHANIE L,

SCOTT. LISA A,

SHEA. JENNIFER A,

SHECHTMAN,NEIL M.

SHEN. GRACE C.

SIN. yONG h,
SIRARD.JOHN R.

SITES. JENNIFER L,

SLATE, CHARLES M,

SLAVET. BENJAMIN D,
SMITH, JENNIFER M,

SCARES. JEFFREY M.

SOLOMON. FREDERIC S,
SOLOMON. MARNI B.
SOLOMON. SCOTT J.

WELLS, MELANIE J,
WELLS, STACI M.
WELSH. CAROLINE R.
WELSH, TODD S.
WELTER. CYNTHIA A,
WIGGETMAN, ANDREA J,
WILLIAM. NERMIN N.
WILLIAMS. DANIEL C.
WOlPE . HELAINE M.
WOODHOUSE. JANE H.
WYS0N5. MAURICE B,
YACHT, ANDREW C.
YORK, KATHLEEN E,
YUSKAITIS. CHRISTOPHER J,
ZANOTTI. CAROLYN J.
ZELIZER. CRAIG M.
ZIRnhElD. BERNARD P,
ZOMlEfeR.Jay fi,

ZUCKER. ELEANOR A,
ZUMBRUSK I, KATHLEEN A.
ZYCH, AORIENNE L.
ZTLBERMAN. MIRIAM.

SOLT, CHRISTINE G,
SOREFF. ELIZABETH H,
SPASH.MEuISSA A.

SPIGNESE. STEVEN F.

STECHMANN. SCOTT T.

STEI6ER. SHAUNA M,

STELLA. JAMES.
STEVENSON. BENJAMIN 0.
STUART .KATHERINE S,
swart: ,

JENNIFER c.

SWINAND . GREGOP Y P

,

TAITEL. HOWARD J.
TANIS.BRENDA L.
TARR. JENNIFER L.
TAYLOR. JENNIFER J.
TENLEY.LIS* M.
THEBERGE.TANIA M.

THORNTON. ELIZABETH J.
THURLOW. RACHEL E.
TRAN.NGHI T,

TRAPASSO. PETER J.
TULCHINSK Y.GUY,
ULMER,ERIC P.
UPTON. AMY M,
VARIEUR, MICHAEL S.
VICTOR. KATHLEEN L.
VIERA. WILLIAM E.
VITZ.KRISTA L.
V0I6T, REBECCA A.

WHELPLE^ .LAWRENCE P,
WHITUARSN. WINSTON C,
WIEDEMANN, MICHELLE 0,
WISE. KURT C.
WISE. MARTHA W.
WITT. MELISSA.

A

WOLFE. LISA M.
WORCESTER. BRIAN w,
WYATT, RICHARD R,
YACAVONE.MICHELE A,
YACTEEN,NADIM,
YE£,LISA M,
ZAFFARESE. MICHAEL J.
ZANETTI. DENNIS M,

ZYLBERMAN. BELINDA N.

AARON, SUSAN B.
ABBOTT, LESLIE J.
ADAMO,PHlLLlP C,
ADAMS, ANDREA,
ADAMS, MEREDITH L,
ADLER. JULIE A.

ADLER, STEVEN C,
AFONSO, JOSEPH M,
ALBRECHT. MARILYN J,
ALPER, SUZANNE B,
ALSCHULER.BRIGITTE A,
ALVES.MARK D,
ANNEAR, JOYCE A,
APONTE,EDNA L,
APPEL. WILLIAM J,
AR ACE, MICHELLE A,
ARANSKY.rIM «,
ARMSTRONG. POBEP"^ J.JR
ATKINSON. MARY S.
ATTERIDGE. CONSTANCE L,
AUERBACH.^AUREN J,
BAKER. CELESTE.
BAKER. MATTHEW 6.
BAKER. PAUL K,
SALTER, DEBORAH J,
BARBAGALLO. ELAINE M,
BARlLAN,TALl,
BARNETT, JASON G,
BARREIRA. TERESA L.
BARREPSKI. FRANK M,
BATES, ROBIN M,
BAYER, STEPHEN S,
BEALE, BARBARA S,
BEAULIEU, ANNE M.
BEEBE. SHERRY L.
BELANGER, LAURA,
BELDEN, RICHARD L,
BELLERO, KIMBERLY A,

BERGERON. PAULA M.
BICKFORD.BRENDA J,
BIEDA, ELIZABETH M.
BILLS. PAUL R.
BITTELMAN. LAURA J,
BLACHMAN. KAREN A,
BLACK, JAMES L,JR
BLACKMER. DIANE M.
Blake. PAMELA E,
BLAKE. WILLIAM M.
BLANCHARC. JEFFRY W.

BLANEY. MEGAN M.
BLAZOUEZ, ENRIQUE L,
BLISS, HEIDI,
BOMBARD. LORRAINE N,
BONO, DAWN M,
BORONSKI, JASON M,
BOUCHER, MICHELLE M,
BOWEN, CARRIE A,
BOYAN, SONJ A M,
BOYARSKY, MITCHELL S.
BOYD, HEATHER E,
BRAHMS, DEBORAH E,
BREEN, KIMBERLY S,
BRENNAN, STEVEN P.
BRIC, ANKA.
BRI06ENS. PAIGE,
BRISENO,MARIEL A.
BUCHHEIT, JULIE U,
BUCKLEY, MARK E.
BUECHLER. ANNE L.
BURKE, KIMBERLY A,
BURNISKE, BRENDA M,
BURNISKE.MARY A,
BURT, PAUL J,
BUTLER, JOHN F,JR

CABRANES, JENNIFER >.
CACHO NEORETE.CARL G.
CAILLE, LAURA J,
CALLAHAN, BRIAN J,
CALLAHAN, TAMARA L,
CAMERON, WILLIAM S.
CAMP,LAWTON M.
CAMPAGNA.LARA K.
CAMPBELL. HEATHER P.

CAMPBELL. HUGH W,
CANLI,MELISA,L
CANNON, BRIDGET L.
CANTOREGGI. REBECCA A.
CAPlan. GLENN S.
CARLSTROM. ANDREW P.

CARON.MARK D.
CARP, JOANNA.
CARTWRIGHT, KIMBALL D.
CHEN.JJANITA H.
CHENARD. SHEILA L,
CHILDS, MARGARET M.
CHITOURAS, CASSANDRA J,
CHOPOORI AN, DONNA C,
CHUA,WEE I ENG J.
CHUPK A, DANIEL A,
CIULLA. JAIMIE L.
CLEAVES. SAMUEL 0.
COBB. PAUL M.
COBURN, JEANNE M,
COHEN, ELIZABETH A,

COHEN, ROBERT L,
COLBERT, PETER D,
COLEMAN, THOMAS A,

COLLINS. ERIK A,
COLMAN. WILLIAM D.
COLONE, PATRICIA A,

COMPANION, MICHELE L,
CONLEY, LINDA M,
CONRAD, JENNIFER L,
COSTELLO. THOMAS M.
COWEN.JODI B,
COYLE.SUSANNE M,
CRAWLEY, ERIN P,
CROFTS, WENDY A,
CROMWELL. MICHAEL S,
CURLEY,MARY E.
CURRIER, CHRISTOPHER J,
CUSSON, DONNA M.
CUTRONE , JOSEPH P,

DAGGETT. BETH A.
DALSASS. ELIZABETH M,
DALTON. LINDA J.
DAMATO. SUSAN K,
OANSKY.JOE D.
DAVIS, STEPHANIE J,

DELCONTE. CHRISTOPHER S,
DELKER,NEALS ERIK,
OEMARTINO, NICOLE M,
DEMELLO.LORI A,
DENNIS, JUL IE ANNE M,
DEVLIN, LEEANN,
DIAMOND, PAMELA J,
OIEPHUIS.LARISA R,
DINOZZI, ROBERT R,
OMOCHOWSKI.LAURA E,
00ERING,STEFANIE A,

DOYLE, THERESA H,

DRISCOLL. BRIDGET a,
DUBIN.RANDI J.
DUCA.MARISA C,
DUCEY, SUSAN L,
DUNN, KIMBERLY L.
DUQUETTE, MARK T,

OUSSAULT, JANET M,

EASTMAN. AMBER L,
EBY, RICHARD W.

EDMONDS. AORIANE C.
ELLIOTT. MARK W.
ENGEL.ERIC P.
EPSTEIN. PAMELA E,
ERICKSON.ERIC S.
ERRICO. LAURA J.
ERSKINE. HEATHER L,
ESSEX. EDEN,

A

ESTES. KEITH D.
FAIRLEY.CAROLYNN D,
FANTARONI, JENNIFER M,
FARBMAN. ROBERT A,
FEDERMAN.TONI L,
FEINBLOOM. DAVID B,
FERNANOES, PAULA N,
FERRARI, JOHN L,
FIELD, LAURIE A,

FISCH, JORDAN A.

FLAMER. TRACEY L.
FLEMING, MATTHEW J,
FLYNN, DIANE M,

FOLEY. JOSHUA D.
FONG,MYRNA C,
FORBES, TERESA A,
FORHAN, BETSY P,
FOTINOS, ELIZABETH X,
FRABETTI. ALTON C,
FRASCA, SUSAN E,
FRAWLEY, REBECCA E,
GAGNON. MICHELLE R,
GALE,MARLA 0,
GALLAGHER, DAVID F,
GALLI, CHRISTOPHER P,
GALLIGAN , SHARON M

,

GARAVANI AN, GREGORY J,
GARRITY,ANNE T,
GAUTHIER,TAMMI A,
GEARHART, SUSANNAH W,
GEISER, CHERYL L.
GENTILI.GINA M.
GERMAIN. PAUL M.
GERVASI. STEPHANIE E.
GIBEAU.MARr L.
GIBSON. KAREN L.
GILBERT. VIKKI L,
GILL, THOMAS J.JR
GILLEN.AMY B,
GILMAN, JENNIFER C,
GINGRAS.MARYANN,
GOLDBERG. N/OMI B,
GOLOVNER, DAVID M,
GONSAL VES , JOANNA

,

GOODMAN, BRAD 0,
GORMAN, WILLIAM T,
GRAB, MICHELLE L,
GRAHAM. CHRISTINE A,
GRANT, ANDREW F,
GRESENS,PAUL C,
GRISHAM,MARY L,
GROTZ, MARIA K

,

GUBOL A, MICHELLE M,
GUERRA. MARGARITA M,
GUIDARA.GAIL M
GWATKIN,KRISTEN H,
HALEY, CHRISTINE M,
HAMMOND, JENNIFER J,
HAMPTON. ELIZABETH M,
HANDElMAN, ROBERT K,
HARDENBERGH. CHRISTOPHER P.
HARDISON. AGONA M.
HARMON. LORRAINE E,
HARRIS, TODD C,

HART, ALICIA M.
HAUTANIEMI. SUSAN I,
HAWKINS. BRENDA M.
HEBERT. BRYAN R.
HEMPSTEAD. MELISSA K.
HENRICKS. COLETTE C.
HERMANCE. PETER B.
HERSCOVITCH.LARA B.
HEWITT. WILLIAM S . JR
HICKS. DIANE C.
HIGGINS. THOMAS M.
HIRSCH.DAWN R,
HOCHM AN. MARNI E.
HOIBERG. LESTER L,
HOPE, SUSAN M,
HORNSTEIN, TAMI L.
HOSLEY. CHERYL A,

HUDGEN5, EDWARD D,
HUDSON, JEANNE M,
HUNT. VIRGINIA A,
IDE. JAMES E.
ISELE.KARLIN A,
ISRAEL. ALISON M,
JABLONSKI.LISA M.
JACKSON, NINA R,
JACOBS, HEIDI A,
JAMES, NOELLE R,
JANIS.MANDY A,

JANOVITZ, WILLIAM A,
JOHNSON. AMY B,
JOHNSON, ANDREW M,
JOHNSON. BRIAN T,

JOHNSON, INGER K.
JOHNSON. KIMBERLY M.
JONES, BRENDA S,
JONES, CLAYTON P,

JORDAN, SCOTT A,

JORGENSEN, MATTHEW J,
KAMIL,SETH I,
KAPLAN, ALLISON E,
KAPLAN, DANIEL A,

KAPLAN, LESLIE A,

KATZ, MATTHEW F,
KAUFMAN, ALAN H,
KEATING, MICHELLE R,
KEEFE,MARY L,
KEELER. KELLY A.

KEITT, GEORGE W,III
KELLEHER. BRIAN J,
KEMPSTER, EDWARD B,
KERMAN, MELISSA B,
KILLEEN, JENNIFER E,
KIMBALL, CHRISTINE A,
KIMBALL, EDWARD K,
KINOERMAN, SPENCER A,

KING.STACEY L,
KIRRANE,PAUL B,
KLABEN, MITCHELL S,
KLEKOTK A, PEGGIE A,
tCOBACK, PETER G,
KOENIG, SUSANNA L,
KOFMAN, JASON T,

KOGUT. MICHELLE M,
KOHN.JUDI C.
KOPLAN, MICHELLE L.
KORALEK .ROBIN D.
KRADOLFER. STEPHEN J.
KRAMER. SCOTT W,
KRAMER. SETH.
KREISINGER. JULIA L.
KRIMKO. JENNIFER S.
KROCHAK. CELESTE,
KRUCMARC S,
KUHN, DAVID L,

KUI,SIUPING,
LAZNE,ALIINA M,
LANDAU. SHAWN.
LANGAN. JOHN B.
LANGER.ERIC A,
LARRABEE, PAUL H,
LARRABEE. WENDY A.

LASALLE. AMELIA R.
LASCHER.MARCIE A,

LASKEY.BRENNA G.
LAUZON. BRIAN R,
LEARY. ROBERT F.

LEBLANC, CELESTE J,
LEIPER, JENNIFER A,

LEMONOE,CHERIE A,
LENTZ, GEORGE H.
LEONARD. ETHAN T,

LEVESOUE.LISA R.
LEVINE.AMY L,
LEVY. SUSAN E,
LINDSLE Y.THOMAS K,
LIPPER. MATTHEW S,
LOHNES. KIMBERLY J,
LOISELLE. LINDA L.
LOMBARDI. ANTECLA,
LONGAN, DIANA J.
LONGO. DEBRA C.
LOSCO, CAROLINE A,
LOUGHLIN, ROBERT F,
LOVE JOY, DAVID W.
LOVETT.GAIL A.

LUCEY, MONICA M,
LUCEY, PATRICIA M,
LUCIDO, ROBERT O.II
LURIA.LYNN K,
LYNCH, KERRY B,
MACDONALD. NATHAN R,
MACE. AMY E.
MACEDO, ANTONIO B,
MACISAAC, BRENDA M,
MACKLOW, MELANIE S,
MACNEILL, JOHN W,
MAGRANE. DIANE E.
MAID, ANTHONY M,
MAIORE, RACHEL A,

MALCOLM, HEATHER A,
MARAVELIAS. THEODORE G,
MARCEAU, CARRIE A,
MARCOSA. STACEY L,
MARTENS. WENDY Y,

MAURER. JESSICA L,
MAYA, DAVID,
MCCAULEY. TODD M,
MCCLATCMFY CAROL R.
MCDONNELL. BkIAN P,
MCGARRY.LYNNE A,
MCGIBBON, GLENN A,
MCGINN, KELLY C,
MCGUIRE. KATHLEEN,
MCMAHON.SEAN C,
MCNAMEE.LORETTA M,
MEDEIROS, ELIZABETH M.
MEEHAN, SHEILA L,
MEISTER.LYNN K,
MELLE Y.JOHN J.
MENARD, LORI L,
MERGEL, TAMARA A.
MERTHER, STEPHEN R,
MEYER, MARICHU,
MEYER, PAIGE A,
MICHAEL. Klf.1BERLY A,
MICHAEL. PAMELA L,
MICHAUD. ADELLE,
MICHELOTTI. JULYE A,

UICKA.ElLEN M,

MIDOLETON. DOUGLAS A,

MILES, SUSAN S.
MILKO.JOHN E,
MILLER, AMY L,
MILLER. CHARLES M,

MILLER. Elizabeth l,

MILLER, KAREN J,
MILMAN, ALYSSA A,

MIRAGLlA. MELISSA A,

MITCHELL. ELIZABETH M,

MOLL AHAN. EILEEN M,

MONTAGNA.LISA M,

MONTY, JOSEE P,

MOREHOUSE . SCOTT A,

MORELAND. PATRICIA M,

MORGAN. MARIA A,

MORGAN. MELISSA A,

MORGAN. ROBERT T.JR
MOSER.BRIGITTE A.

MOSKOW. KAREN B.
MOYNIHAN. PATRICK J.

MUIR. PAULA L.
MURPHY. CHRISTINE A,

MURPHY. EDWARD C.
MURPHY. GAIL A,

MURPHY .MICHAEL P,

MURPHY, PATRICIA M,

MURPHY. STEVE M,
MUSANTE.AMY L.

MUSSONI, KATHERINE M,
MYKYTIUK .CARLA M,
NARE,EMILV,
NARKEWICZ. DAVID J.
NASON, BARBARA L,
NATALE. FRANCIS J,
NEJAME, ALEXIS A,
NESSEL, DANNY A,
NICHOLS, ALTON J, III
NIER£NBERG,KARYN J,
NOBLE, DIANA E,
NORRIS, BROOKE M,
HUMAN, SUZANNE,
NURNEY, PETER J.
NYMAN,AMY L,
NYMAN, NANCY A,
OALICAN.ERIC R,
OCONNELL.PAUL P

. JR
OLEARY. ROBERT G.
0LEAR1 .SEAN P.
OLIVEIRA, DAVID J,

ONEIL, FRANK A,

OTT, JENNIFER A,

OUELLET, JACQUELINE A,

PAGANCGAIL M,
PALLATRONI. ROBERT M,

PALLOTT A. JOANNE L,
PALMA. JAMES R,
PAPROWICZ, JAYNE E,
PARK, SHARON H,
PATTERSON, LISA A,

PAUL, SCOTT A,
PEARLMAN,LISA G,

PEEL. JAMIE L,
PELLIZZARI, CHRISTINE A.

PELTIER, SUZANNE,
PENN, MELISSA S,
PENNACCHIO.RITA,
PERRY, MARC J.
PFEFFERLE, CHRISTOPHER F"

.

PICARDI. DEBORAH R,

PICCIRILLI. JOHN J,
PIONATO. JOSEPH M,

PINEO, ALLISON T.

EDUCATION

ABEND, JULIE L.
ABRUZESE.MICHELLt .".

ANDRUKONIS.WICiiaEL J.

ARGARO, SHCIl^ a,

AVERY, JOSEPHINE V,

AYRES,JULIE A

BABANSKYJ, MARIA.
BAKER. CARLA A,

BALLOU, CHERYL L,
BARRETTE. MICHAEL J.

BASILE, JESSICA M,
BOUFFARD, DEBORAH L,
BRADLEY, STEPHEN J,
BRUSH, CHERYL R,
BURTON. BLOSSOM A,

CAGE, SANDRA M,

CAMPBEL-.KERR" a,

CAMPBELL, SHARON E.
CANTWELL. ABIGAIL A,

CAPRONI, LESLIE A,
CARLO. PATRICIA J,
CARMEL.KIM C,

CAROSELLA, JANINE M.

CARVER. SHARON L.
CHIASSON, DANIELLE E,

CHIPLEY, TRISTAN M,
COHEN. ERIS M,

CONDON , CHRISTINE

,

COSTELLO, JOELLA,
COURNOYER, COLETTE M.

COVE.CARYN £,

ADAM, JOHN A.

AOAMOPOULOS. PATRICIA,
ADINOLFI, ANDREW M,

ALI, SHAHIN A.

ALLEN, THOMAS J , JR
ALTHERR. PETER M,
AOUADRO. WILLIAM F,

ARTURA. CELESTE M,
BAL0CK1,BART W,
BARTHAKUR, STEVEN R,

BASCH. JEFFREY D,
BEELTJE, MICHAEL R,

BELOIN. JANET M,
BENBEN, CATHLEEN A,

BERWIND, DAVID H,
BISNOFF. KENNETH H,

BLAIR, JUDY,
BLAKE, JAMES F,

B_OMSTROM, GREGORY A.

BlOUT. MICHAEL J.

CUNNINGHAM, LISA M,
CURTIS, WILLIAM J,
DADDAMIO. BRENDA J,
dean. catherine g.
demougeot.hol;.y j,
dickinson. hope e,
DUQUETTE , CHRIS"'INE A.

EASTMAN. DEBRA A.

EHNSTROW.ERIC P.

ELSEVIER. JENNIFER L,
FOGARTy .DEANNA M,
FRANCIS. LAURIE J.

GALAT. GRETCHEN J,
GERBER. STEPHANIE L,
GRABIEC'INA M,

GREENwalD. BONNIE M,
GROVER. ALISSA E,
GUARINO. CHRISTINE F,
GUARNERt.STEFANi,
hamelburg, stacey m,
hammerton, kristin l,
hilton, john h.iii
hodges. jennifer a,

ille, kimberly a,

isabelle. kathleen m,
jaede,marguerethe a,

jost, timothy c,
JOYCE, MAR^.C
KANE. SHEILA M,
KAUFMAN. MARJORIE H,
KEANE. MELISSA R,

BLUW. MICHAEL S,

BOi-IO. BRUCE S,

BOUDD. JAMES J.

BREZNIAK. SARAH J,

BRIER. NEIL.
BROWN, ORIN A,

CASTONGUAY .DAVID A,

CHEN. YU-JEN D.

CHICOINE. JOHN P,

CHU.WEN JEN,
CLOUTIER.lEO C.

COLEMAN. TIMOTHY J,

CONNER, STEPHEN A,

CONNOR, ERIN C,

CORTELLI. MATTHEW J,

COYLE. BRENDAN A.

CREIGHTON, JOSEPH A,

CYR, PAMELA L,
DAHER.NADINE

,

DAIlEy .MATTHEW L,

kelley, susan d.
kornrold.elissa b,
KREIDlER. HOLLY L.

KUBIN, CHRISTINE M,
KUSIAK.ANNE ".

LAMBERT. rlMBERLY.
LEE. KAREN M.
LERNER.AMV S,
LUCIAtJI.LCIS M,
LYNCH. MAUREEN C.
MAGERER.ANNA S.
MARCHETTI. JOAN C.

MARKHAM. MARJORIE E.
MATTERA, CHRISTOPHER.
MAYNARD.MARCIA E.

MCAFEE. LYNN M,
MCDONOUGH. CLAIRE W.

MCINTOSH, DAVID A,

MCNA7T. HEATHER A,

METHE. MICHELLE L,
MITCHELL, ROBERT D,

MURPHY. KERRY F.

NALEPINSKI. NATALIE A,

NELSON. REBECCA H.

NEUTRA. MATTHEW E.

ODONNELL. REBECCA S.

PELLERIN. BECKY A.

PHIPPS.CHERIE L.
POULIN, DEBORAH A,

PRODANAS. LISA M,

PULIAFICO. TERESA,

PUTT, CYNTHIA A,
REAGAN. KELLY A.

RESNICf .DINA L.
RETTMAN. LAUREN M,
RHODES, ARlENE M,
RICE. JOHANNA M,
RICHARDSON. NAOMI 0.

RILEY, SUSAN M,
R0ONEY,DENISE R,
RUSSELL. MICHELE M.
SCHILLER, ELIZABETH A,

SCHOEN, PETER D,

SELIG, CHRISTINE E,
SESSA, LINDA D,
SMITH. GREGORY D,
SOLUP,BETHANN.
SPIRO.LISA E,
STIRTON GLASHOW, DONNA A,

swanfeldt, sandra,
sykes, jennifer l,
therrien.tina m,
thomas. maureen p,

timmins, laura c,
tobin, kimberly a,

tracer*. kathleen m.

vreeland. stacie l.
vuillemenot, michelle l,
walen. Elaine > ,

walsh. marcia j,

weatherwax, jane m.

weiss. wendy b,

ENGINEERING

DALMAU, MIGUEL,
DALY,BRYCN K.

DEFOREST, MILES A,

DEGNER. ANDRE* V.

DEMAIO. JON.

A

DENIZE. PIERRE E.
DERWlN,k athlEEn a,

DESAI.BHAVIT S.
DESAULNIERS, DAVID E.
DESROCHERS. DEBORAH A.

DONOVAN. KEVIN M.

DREIKOSEN. CHRISTOPHER.
DRIBAN. DANIEL C.

DUNN.LEROY A,

DUPUIS. MICHAEL P.

DZIURA. MICHAEL J,

ELIAS.KARL G,
ELLIS, DANIEL.
ENOERLE.PAUL D.
FARRELL.RUTHANNE A,

FERRARO.PAUL B,
FIELDSTAD, DANIELLE L.
FIRDA.JOHN M,
FORNEY. DAVID A.
FRAUMAN, JUDITH S,
GADATIA.HARUN G,
OELLER. JEFFREY S,
6ER0W. DEREK B,
GIL, JORGE C.
GIlCHPTST .ROBERT J,
GINES. JOANIE.
GIRARD, JEFFREY D,
GONCALVES. ANTONIO C,
GORDON. RONALD L,
GREENE. ROBERT a,
GRIFFIN, ^lAM K.
HACHEY.4NITA K.
HADOAD. DAVID G,
HADDAD. PAMELA R.
HANNENI AN, CRAIG T.

WHITE, SHARON L,
WILSON. MELISSA,
WINKLER. DAWN L,
WISE. JOANNA 0,
ZATERKA.AMY L,

ADAMS. DAWN J,

BACHMAN. ELIZABETH A,

BATES, GRACE A,

COSTELLO. GLORIA C.

DAVIS. DAVID E.

DEBRETTI .DIANE M.

DUCLOS. SANDRA
ELINE. HELEN M.

ELY. DOROTHY A.

ELY. WALTER J.JR,

PAGAN. CAROL E,

FORTIER, SALLY A.

HARRIS, JENNIFER
KORNGOLD, ROBIN D.

KOSMALA, KIRS TEN L,

LIPP, KATHLEEN M,

MAGNANI .ANITA C,

HAPPEL,JOHN S,
HARRIS, DARRIN M,
HEBEISEN,MARK A.
HEBNER. SCOTT L.
HELSTERN.GARY C,
HENDERSON, SCOTT D,
HENNESSEY. DANIEL J,
HINDS. GEFFREY T,

HO, ARES CHAK YUNG,
HODGKINS, GREGORY A,

HOLOEN. CHRISTOPHER M,
HOLLOWS, JAYNE E,
HOLMES. PETER A,

HORAK.PAUL J,
HOUSE. JODY L.
HOYT, SALLY D,
HUANG. KELLY.
HUNT. DAVID 0.
HUTAMA.SANDI,
HUTCHINS, JOHN W,

MCCULLOUGH, LAURIE A.

NIEDZWIECKI .KIMBERLY A,

NOBEL. CARRIE
PARENT, JENNIFER C,

PHILLIPS. JILL A,

RESNICK.AMY E,

ROCHATKA. MELISSA K.

ROGERS .ANN M,

ROY, MICHELE A.

SACHDER.PENEET
SHEA, ELIZABETH A.

SILVA, JOSEPH A,JR,

SILVERMAN, AARON
SZPORLUK, MICHAEL
TARANT I NO, CHRISTINA D,

TAYLOR, CYNTHIA
THIBODEAU, KAREN M.

TONNESSEN.TORE D,

TRIPOLSKY, MICHELLE I,

UNGER, JONATHAN
VECCHIARELLI ,WENDI S,

ZARGANES, PAIGE E,

JACOBSON, NANCY A,
JENKINS. BRETT E,
JOHN, JENNIFER P.
JOHNSON, DOUGLAS A,
JOHNSTON, DAVID M,
JOSEPH, MICHAEL P,
KAPLAN, LAUREN B,
KEANE, TIMOTHY F,
KlLLORAN, MICHAEL I,
KIMBALL, GERALD L.
KING, WILLIAM R,
KLEIN, STEPHEN C,
KOVALSKI, TODD S,
KROLL, STEPHEN P,
KU8ASKA,BRIAN L,
KUZEJA, WILLIAM J,
LABONTE, RICHARD B,
LAGASSE .BRIAN C.
LAM, VINCENT W,
LAROCOUE.PAUL A,
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LARSON. tCRISTiN* B.
LA«(RENCE. DAVID P.

LE.NGUYE-.
LEET.BOBES- T.

LEVlNE.D*vID S.
LIOSKT. DAVID B.
LIU, PAD LiM.
MA.MINGTEH.
MACDONALD. MICHAEL J.
MAC«^AY.ADAM L.
MACLEAN. UARI^ 0.
MAHONEt.JOHN I.
MANNING. SEAN M.
MANZOLlNl.rEViN M,
UARANDO. JOSEPH M.
MARCH. ROBERT J. OR
MARGOLIN. CHAD N.
MARTIN. Ellen j.
MARTIN. TODD L.
MASSEV.IWITNEV 0.

MAYO. THOMAS C.
MCCARTHY . JOHN R.
MCCOROIC.CCAIG H.
MEOWAR. Glenn M.
MEGA, SCOTT T.

MISlIACCIO. JOHN A.

MIRAGLl A. CAROLINE L,
MIRMAN.IL'TA B.
MITCHELL. *l.E«ANDER I.
MOnETTE. RONALD E.
MONGEON.MICHELlE a.
M07EB. JOSEPH r. JB
mulero.rene.
murphy . thomas j.
nodal, carlos a.
0A»^. ANDRE M,
OUYANG.YI JEN,
PARSEK. JANICE M.
PASCETTA.MARC,
PEAVEY. JUSTIN S,

PEKCAN.BURAt^ S.
PERRON , JONATHAN T

,

PHAN.THUONG.
PIERCE, JOHN M,
PIETRONIRO. ANTHONY J
POULlN.EDMARO J.
PURINGTON. RAYMOND E,
REED, WILLIAM P.

RICE. STEPHEN M,
RIDOELL, WILLIAM T,

RIEGEB.OAVir A.
ROCK WE- L . JOHN ".

ROSENBaCh. ANDREW D,

ROSS. JOHN -.

ROY.WlLfBEr F.

RUSH.pamEl* J.
RUSSE. ANTONIO J.
SANCTUARY. JAY E.
SAPPET, VICTORIA A.

SCANL ON. PAULA.

SCHKABT:, SCOTT 0.
SCRANTON.EBIC 0,
SELIVERSTOV.DIMA,
SEHK, ROBERT B.
SETLUR.SUOEEP R.
SHAW. TRACY L.
SHORT. TODD M.
SHUMWA Y.PETER B.JR
SILVEOSTEIN. ROBERT S.
SIMMONS . STEPHANIE

,

SIM0,JOHN A.

SMALL. DAVID S.
SOCOLltC. MICHAEL H.
SOSZYNSICI. STEPHEN J,
SOU'^HWICf. . LISA.
SPIEWAk. BRIAN E.
STEINER. MICHAEL L.
STEUt. DONALD R,
STEVENS. MARK G.
SULLIVAN. NEAL P.

SULLIVAN. ROGER A,

TaM, VITUS C.
TAN, HOCK MENG.
TAURASI.PAUL M.

THOMAS . JENNIFER E.
TOUCHE'TE. ANDREW R.

TSO.HILLWING.
VEITCH. GREGORY 0,
VESTERGaaRC.LARS h.
WALDMAN. PAMELA J,
WALKER. MICHAEL P.
WALSH, JAMES A.
WALSH. JOHN P,
WALTON, RICHARD J.
WASSON,MARr C.
WAZLOWSK I. MICHAEL C.
WEBB. GARY.
WEBER. MICHELLE L,
WEIGAND, CHRISTINE E.
WEISS, SCOTT J.

WELLS. DAVID S.
WHEELER. ROBERT C,
WHEELER, TRACY J.
WHITE. JONATHAN A.
WIESEK, BENJAMIN J.
WIlSOK, ROBERT w,
WINIARSn. PETER D,
WINTER. DAVID A.
WOLSTENHOLME . JAMES
WOOD, ROBERT J,
WRIGHT. SALLY D.
WYNER.EVAN L.
YANG.rRANK C.
YOUNG, SHARON A,
ZIMMER. MARILYN A.

FOOD and NATURAL RESOURCES (including Stoclcbridge with 3.25)

ALLEMAN. JO'CE E.

ALLEN. JUklE M.

AMARAL. PATRICIA J.
AMOAH.YAA 0,
AMPIAW. STELLA A.

ANASTASlA.PHlLiP P.

AOUILINA.OREW.
ARNC SON. STEPHEN J.

ARNOLD. LIND* L.

AYER.SUSAN.
BABCOCl^, CHRISTINE M,
BABCOC*.. TRACY A.

BARNARD. DEBBA l.
BAHTOlOMI. JOHN A.

BATOR. JUOITH A.

BAUU.ROBER' S.

Bajmann.* aR. ^BanCIS,
beckEb.caba .;.

bedenkop.chsistopher ».

beebbower. jeanne w.

BEuf OBTI. JACOUElInC.
BERRT . JuOITH H.

BLAIR. CAROLYN A.

BOURGAULT. JOHN P.

BOWERS. ANN E.
BRANAGAN. PATRICIA A,

BRAUN. MARIA.
BRAY .RANDOLPH C.
BREDVIK. BRIAN K,

BRIEN. ROSE ANN M,
BROCtETT. DANIEL L.
BROMLEY. TRAC* V.
BRONSTEIN.DEBRA L.
BROPHY.PEGG' L.
BROWN. CHERY.. w.
BROWN. LESLIE A,
BROWN. WILL A8D L.
BRUNELLE. JEAN A.

BURRI>.L. JOrCE A.

BUSH. KAREN 0.
CAJOlET. DAVID A.

CAMPBELL. MElanIE S.
Canty.anorea m.
carl sen. a- an j.
CARnEvalE-WaBCI a.

CARRIERE.mIChElE a.
CASSElMAN. AWr L.
CAS'-QNGUA-. MELISSA M.
CHAIICEN. Jj_IE B.
CHAN. EUGENE M,
CMEVRE'^TE. SHARON M.
CHOUINARO. WAYNE A.
CIMAN. SUZANNE B.

CIVETTI. JOSEPH M.

CLANCY .MICHAEL P.

CLARtt. AuExANDER.
CLARK. JEPTHEY S.

CLARK. THOMAS E.

COLE. ERIC K.
CONWAY. TERESA A.

COBBIN. CHRISTOPHER J.

CORTES. PEDRO a.

COUCCI. THOMAS J.

CRUPI. MICHAEL G.

CURLEY. LAUREN A.

DEROSt .MICHAEL. Ill
DESIMOnE. JAMES N.

DOMOL>-> .ESIk. A.

DONNDElInSEB . MARIANNE

.

DOWNS. CHBISTOPHER C.

ORISCOll. TaRa M.

OUMONT.JOEl E.
DUNN. LISA J.
OWYER. DEBORAH a.

Dyal.lEIOh a.

EDINGTON. DIANE C,
ErsON.MARK G.
FASCIANO. CLAUDIA J.

FAUBERT.RENEE M.

FERNANDEZ. SHAWN M,
Flaherty .MAYA G.
F0RD.KIM9ERLY K.

FORS. WILLIAM C.

FRAGALA. ANGELA C,
FRONTIERC. SALVATORE J.

QAMELIN.JOHN P,

OESCHKE.USCHi B.
GILBERT. BRIAN M.

GlL«AN.E-SIE K.

GITS. HOLLY C.
GOlOBEBG.lEOn S.

GOLLER. JEFFBEY L.
GOODMAN. ALISON T.
GOTTESMAN. JiLL D.
GRACE. cEllEy.
GREEN. TEBRI A.
GREENBLA^T .MABClA S.
GREENE. DONALD r

.

GRIFFIN. DAVID C,
GRISt-A.DAWN A.
GWILi-lAM. DEBORAH A.

HAGGEBTy.OOnalT C.
HALL.MATTHEm fi,

HALSTEAD.laCEy E,
HAMILTON. RANDY J.
HAMLIN. SUZANNE M,
HARPER. DANIEL C,
HARPIN. SUSAN G.

HARTAI. EDWIN 2,
HARWICH. JENNIFER A.

HAVILAND.PATBICIA C.
HAYES. WILLIAM N.JB
HELIE.NOBMAND J,
HERSH.MABC" _.
MIC» E»

.

GlOSI* a.

hIll.JanE -.

hill.scct' -.

HIBSCh. HI-AS' _•.

HO.CHBISTINE.
HOLMES. OOnalO V.
HOPKINS. CYNTHIA M.

HOPKINS. MEGHAN A.

MU. FLORENCE

.

HUNECK.PAJt C.
HYDE.DUANE •>.

lANNETTI.GlNA M.

IDE. JENNIFER L.
ISLES. GREGORY F.
JARVIS.CaBOl L.
JASKOVIAK .KIRK R.
JCkanowskI.MaRk 0,
JEROME. CATHERINE A.

JOHNSON. STEPHEN B.
JONKER . SANDRA A.

JOYCE. MICHAEL L.
KEEVAN. BRIAN J.
KING. KENNETH M.
KOSBERC. JOE. D.
KREISINGER. BRYAN D.
kRIkORIan.lISa m.

KHUCHER. JENNIFER h.

KULAGA. KAREN A.
KUSTWAN. TBaC a.

LABRIC.JOhn ARTHUR.
LACROlx.HELGA.
LALIBERTY. SHEILA r,
LAMACHIA.THOMA? E.
LAMPSON. BARBARA J.
LAPOINTE . CHRISTINE

.

LAPOINTC, NORMA C.
LARSON. SANDRA F.
LASKA. WILLIAM J.
LEE . SHANNON K .

LESTER. KATHRYN R,
LEVOVSKY.BISA A.
LEVY, MICHELLE T,
LEWANOOWSKI. WILLIAM J,
LIEBERMAN. JUDITH A.
LILLET, VANESSA M.
LINDER. NAOMI E.
LOCKE. ELIZABETH l,
LOPEZ. ANA 0.

MACPHEE, JONATHAN S,
MAGES. DANIEL C.

MARGOLIS. JENNIFER L.
UARKOWITZ.BETh r.
UAROTTA. JOANNE l.^

MARTEL. SHARON A.

MASHAYEKHI . MAR YAM,
maxcev.kris'ine e,
mayzer.michele a,
mcafee. stephen j.
MCCABE.kaThRyn l.
MCCAFFREY. JUDITH S.
MCCARTHY, NEIL W.
MCKAY. AMY K

.

MCKNIGHT

.

Thomas s.
MCLEAN, DAVID R,
MCNAMARA.KEL.IE A.

MCOUAID. ROBERTA p.

MEEHAN. RICHARD S.
MEEHAN. TRACY A.
MELCHER, CYNTHIA P,

MEL^A, MARIA £.
MELIOECJEAN M.
MERRILL. MEulNOA SUE.
UEZZETTI . SAN'INA F,

MICHAL. Thomas J.
MILLER. ANNA P.

MILLER. CHRISTOPHER J.
MINER. MEREDITH A.

MORAN. DAVID J.
MORRISON. LISA B,
MORYL,TODD A.
MORYTKO. ANDREA.
MOSS. CHARLES W.
MULi-ANE.TROY A,
MURPHY. KAREN A.

MURPHY, ROSEMARY A,

NALEWAK.lISA a,

NEMETZ. DEBORAH l,

NERI. MICHAEL S.
NEWMARK. MICHAEL K.

NOODiN. James a.

NORDSTROM. JAMES A,

NOSEK .HOWARD R.
NOWISZEWSKI. KAREN J.
OLIVERI.JON M.
OMALLEY. BRIAN E,
OROZCO.AcAN E.
ORSILLO, SANDRA J,
OVERBECK .KRISTEN M.
PAGE.MAR> E.
PAOUETTE. MICHAEL R,
PaQJIn.wEmTS E.III
PARASlLl*:. RICHARD C.JR

PAUL.BRICE C.
PEARlSTEIn. SUSAN K,

PEASE, DONA-D R.

PELL. WENDY S.
PERALT A. JUL IE A.

PETERS. WENDY M.

PFEFFER. SUSAN L.
PIAZZA, SUZETTE M.
PICKERING. MARY B,
PUCCI.LYNN A.

PUCILLO. SANDRA J.

PUFFER, ELIZABETH L.
RABINOWITZ. WENOY 0.
RADZIK. STEVEN J.
RANOO. SUSAN F.
RANISZEWSKI.KIM A,

HANKlN. LAURA H,
REMISZEwSkI . JANE V.
RICHARDSON. PAMELA J.
RIVERS. BRUCE A.
ROOY.BRaDlEy 5.
ROSENBAUM. ALAN J.
ROSENBAUM. JOSHUA L,
RUMIANO.RITA R.
HUSEk.MIChalENE a.

RUSSO, PAULA S,
RUUO.TORKEl.
SAlA.eOSEMARIE I.
SANTAMARIA. LEIGH ANNE.
SAROUKHANlANS. SUZI .

SATZ . JONATHAN E.
SAVAGE. NANCY M.
SAVICKIS.J JUSTIN,
SAWICKE. CHERYL L.
SAWIN. RANDY C.
SCHAEFER.ERIN A,
SCHAUBER.ERIC M.
SCHICK .BRANDON R,
SCHIFFMAN. EDWARD R.
SCHILLER. kYLE P.
SCHLERNITZAUER, BRUCE P,
SCHUSTER. RANDI L.
SCHWAB. MELISSA V,
SCHWARTZ, ^INDA M.
SECCARECCI A. VINCENT J. Ill
SEDA TOHG.ERICr E.
SElIGMan. BRANDT E.
SHAIU.JJwIt Z.
SHANAHAN. JULlANK U.
SHARON. GAIl L.
SHELDON. SARAH J.
SIABA. LAURA J.
SIEGFElO.UICHELE b.
SIQURDSSON.ciNNUR.

SIMPSON. CAROL 0.
SMACK. JAMES W.
SMIAROWSKI. KATHLEEN M,
SMITH. CHRISTOPHER.

P

SMITH, DENISE L,
SMITH. LAURIE M.
SMITH. STEVEN A,
SHELL, KATHLEEN M.
SOJKA.TANIA M.
SOLOD.AMY L.
SOLOMON. DENA L.
SOUSA.JOSE M.
SPALLUZZI.LINOA J.
SPELLETICH. TIMOTHY J.
STALLUAN.rRISTEN C.
STRAND. TIMOTHY J,
STBOMBERG. ALISON.
SUCHOWIECKI.MARY.
SULLIVAN. MICHAEL S,
SUTHERLAND. ' aBEn J.
SUTTER. CHRISTINE L.
SWAYGEC. TIMOTHY M,
TAUB.MAIA A.

THAYER. JANICE A.
THOMAS, DAVID C,
THORNTON. KAREN B.
TOBINS. JAMIE B.
TOOL AS, PETER G.
TRAHAN.KIMBERlEE J,
TRIANA.JOHN A,
TURNER. MICHAEL J.
VAROY, KRISTEN.
VERROCHI,LYNNE M.
WACHA.RACHAEL K.
WALKER. LYNN F,
WALLACH, ALLISON R,
WALSH, LISSA E.
WARCHOL.ERIC J,
WARREN, OAY E.
WARSHAW, DAVID 8.
WASSERMAN. JILL R.
WEILL . GREGORY S.
WELCH. PATRICIA U.
WETSTEIN.STACEY J.
WILLIAMS. CAROL A,
WILLIAMS. NANCY A.
WOLKENSTEIN. JANET L.
WOLTER.KURT N,
WONG. KIM MO.
WONG. NATALIE K.
VACKER. SUSAN M,
ZABEK.LINOA M,

HEALTH SCIENCES

AKASTEN. JENNIFER E. DAGGETT. SHEILA M
AZIZ.MAR'' A, DOYLE. ROBERT E.
BRYAN. PATRICIA A. FALLON. ANNEMARIE
BUCKlE' .PETER J. FINE. LESLEY A.

CAHROLu. THERESA. FREEDMAN.LISA G.

CLEARY.SEAN J. GRAVES. ANDRE l» E.
COATES.KBISTINA L. GUARINC.CAC'^ Z.
COHEN. STEPHANIE C, HANOE- . > IM _

.

COLEMAN. TRACEY c. HEWETT. PAMELA J.
CORRIVEAU.KIMBERLY A, HOLuANC.^AJR-.
COTE. HEATHER A, HUBBARD. LISA C.

HUEBSCm.MICHE.lE H.
JASPAN. SONORA B.
JONES. JENNIFER B.
LAVALLEE.-AURa a.
LORANTQS. LINDA J.
LORUSSO. MARCUS A.
MARCUS. WENDY B.
MAXIM. AMANDA L.
MELLEN. KATHLEEN A.
MUSE.DEBRA L,
PFTERS. MELISSA.

PETERSON. KENNETH S.
PRECIOUS. KIMBERLEE J,
PREFONTAINE.DEBRA L.
OUINN.BERNADETTE.
REICH. MELISSA J,
RIVERS. NANC E.
RODRIGUEZ. FRANCES M.
RUBINSTEIN. SHARON A,
SANTOS. KATHLEEN A.
SCHWARTZ. LEIGH A.
SEDO.naTalIa C.

SELOVER.E-IZABETH B.
SHEA. KELLY J.
SKERRI'f .he.En l.
SOMERS.MIChElE L.
SOREL. LAURIE A.
SOUTHWORTM. E-IZABETH M,
SOUZA PAMEi^A E,
STOUT. PATRICIA A,
STRZEMPKO. FRANCES M.
TAMKE.LORI J.
WALLER. MELISSA B.

WATROBA.LISA M.
WHITEHOUSE.MARCIA R,
WISENBURN, BRUCE A,
YARWORTH.CERI J,
ZIMMERMAN, BARRIE L.

MANAGEMENT
ABBATE.MICHAEu A.
AKEY. SUZANNE M,
ALDRICH.AMY B,
ALVARNA2. THERESA L.
AMNO'TE. CAROLE A.
ARCHAMBAU-T.OAWN M.
ARMSTRONG, TRACY A,

ARNESEN.ARNE OL.
ARTURI. STEPHANIE,
ASHMAN. ANDREW M.
BABINSKI, JOAN E.
BAGLEY. CAROLYN E.
BAG^EY .DAVID E,
BANNISTER. MICHELE R,
BARI.ROYCE N.
BATOT.ElODIE 0,
BAUMAN.GARY S.
BAUSt . CRaIG J.
BEllEMORE . CHERYL A,

BENA , THOMAE. J.
BERotS .

S

aChEw .

BEBOec ,BOEI'- I.',

BERMAN. MICHAEL 0,
BEUSChEw.nanCt C.
BIBEAU. KRISTIN A.
BICOCCHI.SaBRINA K,
BILKER. SAMANTHA H,
BODTKER. ANETTE S,

BOLDE. MICHELLE R.
BOULAY.AIMEE B,
BOYNE,KELL'' A.

BRITT .SANDRA B,
BRODY. SCOTT 0.
BROWN, JENNIFER T,

BROWN. SARAH L,
BRUSH. RICHARD R.
BUCK. JUDITH A.

BUCKLEY , SUSAN M.
BURKE, EDWARD F,

BURNETT, SHEP N,

BURNHAM. DEBORAH.
BUSTARD. JENNIFER A.
CABRERA, HECTOR J.
CAOIEUX. WILLIAM E JB.
CADY.ERIC B,
CAMPBELL. PATRICIA L.

CANDELLA . AARON,
CARDILLO.ClAUDINE a,
CARLL. LAURIE S,
CARMODY.MARIANN.
CARROL'. . CATRICIA A.

CASEY. THOMAS F.

CASTRUCCI. KAREN M.
CATAPANG. MARYBETH 0.
CERRUTI.TODD W.
CHAGNON. MAUREEN A,

CHAMBERLAIN. TODD C.
CHAMBERS. STACY L.
CHAMORRO. JUAN PABLO.
CHEIFETZ. JORDAN E.
CHENG. LYNN,
CHERNEY, ALISA J,
CHEUNG. WILSON W.
CHIKKALINGAIAH.RATHNA.
CHOKSI.MANISHA J.
CIAPPENELLl. ROBERT D,
COHEN. ALLISON W.
COHEN. ERIC S.
COHEN. RHONDA B.
COLE. JASON ».<.

COLE. KENNETH M.
COLLINS. LIICHEwL-t M.
CONDO'^. CABO-Yr^ M,
CONNOR, L A TNE C,

CONNOR. LEIGh a,

CONSTANTINIDIS . THEOPHILOS
CONWAY. FRANCIS D,
COOPER, DAVID H.
CORCORAN. TARA S.
CORMIER. JEFFBEY
CORRIGAN. JEANNE
COULTER. JEFFREY
COURTNEY. CHRISTINE A,
CUNHA. RAYMOND F.
CURRIER. SARAH A,
DANIELSON. THOMAS
OAVINI.MARY S.
DAVIS. JAYNE M.
DAVOREN, SHEILA M,
DECESARE. JOAN L.
OEMELLO.JOHN L.
DERSHOWITZ . SUSAN

R.
M.
A,

J,

DILORENZC. DAVID L.
DIOTTE. DONNA M.
DIPIETBO. PATRICK C.
DOBKIN. LEIGH B.
DOBOSZ. MELISSA L.
DONNELLAN. MICHAEL ».
DONNELLY . CAROLYN.
DONNELLY. SUSAN C,
DONOVAN. ANDREW C.
D0UGHEOT> .KEITH E.
DUQUETTE. DALE M.
DUQUETTE. MARIE L.
DURANT. ROBERT J.JR
DURFEE. SCOTT 0.
DUSKIN. JONATHAN D,
EAGLE, MARK W.
ECKSTEIN. MAPf C,
EDWARDS. MARK l,
EGAN. JAMES J.
ELLIOTT. LEANNE.
ELLIOTT, RICHARD L,
ELLIS. JAMES E.
EPSTEIN. ANDREW S.
EPSTEIN. ELAYNE S,
FANTE. KAREN l. .

FARRAND. MICHAEL R,
FARRELL. MICHAEL C,
FARRIS.STAC" E.
FERDELLA.ecT,., i_

. FERNANDES. Elizabeth
FINE.ALlSSi e.
FISHCO. WE'.'D- M,
FISHEP, JAMES F,jp
FISKE. SUSAN G.
FLEMING. JOHN J.
FLETCHER, SARAH 0.
FLUMERFEL', SUSAN J,
FORMAN.MARNI h,
FRANCOEUR. CHRISTINE t

FRANK .PATRICIA L.
FRUHBEIS. YODD M,
FULLAM.LINWOOD F.m
FULLER. DANIEL F.
GAINSBORO. CRAIG A.
QALLMEYER. HEIDI B.
GARDNER. ROBERT a.

garfinkle.lee r.
gariepy. michelle a,

GEHBING.PAUL G,
OELLY.PAUl M.
GERA.NlKHli..
GESING.WEND^ D.
GHANTOUS, SUSAN A.
GHILANI.CARO.INE E.
GINGRAS.LISA M,
GINZBURG. SAMUEL J.
GIRaSELlA.GaIl M.
GITTINS. REBECCA a.

GODFREY. E..IZABETH.
GOLDBERG. STACI B.
GOLDING. SUSAN R.
GORDON. EIuEEN a.
GOUVALARIS.GEC^FREY J,
GOW. DAVID M,
GRAY. LISA M.
GREENBERG. JAMES N.
GUERTIN. DOROTHY A,
GUNTHER, NANCY K

,

GURWITZ. DEBORAH R.
HABEL.DANIEl R.
HAINES, FREDERICK E,
HAKAMI.HOOMAN,
HALL. JOHN D.
HANNON.SHERRI L,
HARKINS, WILLIAM H.
HARRINGTON. JOHN D.
HARRINGTON, THOMAS J,
HARRIS. STEVEN N,
HARUTUNIAN, JOHN C,
HAW> INS. JOANNE M,
HAYS.ABNE' C.
HECk^MAN. JOHt.i 3.
HEHSHENSOf.. KEITH S,
HETFIElD.LEE m.
HEWITT. JO ANNE M.
HINDIN.BARBRA J,
HIRSr.H. MICHAEL S.
HOFFMEISTER, MITCHELL C,
HOPPE.L'NN C.
HOSANG.GARY W.
HUBAN.SEAN M.
IDOL. SCOTT W.

JACKIVICZ. THOMAS P.
JACOBSON.BERNA A.
JAFFE, MICHAEL B.
JAROIN. TAMARA M.
JASMIN. THERESA A.

JILLSON. DENNIS S.
JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER 0,
JOSEPH. GEORGE N.
JURMAN.SONJA U.
KAPLAN. ERIC.
KARABELAS. JOHN K,
KATZMAN.TODD A,

KELlEHER. CATHERINE J.
KELLER. JUwIE M.
KELTZ. CHRISTINE M.
KENNAN. JEFFREY p.
KERZNER.ANNE L.
KING, JEFF D,
KIRSCHENBAUM. BONNIE A.
KJOSS. PETER C.
KLANE, SCOTT A.

KLEIN, CYNTHIA L,
KLEIN, ELYSA M.
KLEIN, JEFFREY I,
KLEIN, STEFANIE C,
KNIGHT. DOUGLAS K,

KOENIG. DAVID S,

KORZ A. EDWARD P.III
KRASSLER, MARIE T,

KREIGER, KATHRYN E,
KRELL, STACI R,
KRUEGER. DAVID S,
KUMINS.MARI B.
KURLEJ. PATRICK J,
KUZA.KATHY A.
LANNAN. KATHLEEN E,
LAPORTE,TODD C,
LAPRADE.DAWK v.,

.ARAMEE .KEITH A,

LAVOIE. Patrick j.

LEACH. GLENN E.
LEFEVER. SHARON L,
LEONARD, JILL M.
lEONG.LISA j.
LESLIE. DAVID S.
LEVIN, MEREDITH S,

LEVINE. LEONARD W,
LIM, VIBORA.
LIN, NANCY HUE SIN,
LINDELL. NORMA E,
LIPSON. REBECCA,
LITMAN. DAVID A,
LONGPRE.TBACIE M,
LOS. JACK G,
LOTHE.ANNETT B.
LUCAS. BRIAN R.
MACBAIN. SARAH E,
MACDONALD. JOSEPH C,
MADISON, GREGORY p,
MADSEN.SHARI L.
MAGUIRE.MARY A.
MAHAN.LISA A.
MAHENDRU . SUNDEEP

.

MANDELL

.

ELLEn S.
MANNING. LINDA A.
MANZELLI. STEPHEN.
MARA. JOSEPH D.
MAR0UEZ.DE6RA A.

MATHEWS. RICHARD H.JR
MCAULAY. JENNIFER A.

MCAULEY, DANIEL G. JR.
MCDONALD. JOHN E.
MCENROE. CHRISTINE M.

MCGOVERN, KATHLEEN M.

MCLARV.S CHRISTINE.
MCMAHON. THOMAS D.
MCNAMEE. KELLY A,

MEDEIROS. LAWRENCE S,

MEGAN. JOSEPH F.

MEISNER. MATTHEW 0,
MELICAN.PAUL J,
MIDURA.JOHN E.
MILASZEWSKI.CARYN E,
MILLER. KEVIN D,

MILLER. KRISTIN M.
MOLONGOSKI.DEBRA L,

MONCARZ, CINDY E,
MONETTE, CHERYL D,
MOORE. BRI At;.

MORENO. MAfirt a: a,

MORRISON. MACIFRANCES.
MORTIMER ,Dl'.:3E ,.

,
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UOSS.DEREt ;.
MULBaRGER.OEanna l,
MULLIGAN. JOSEPH A.

MULRE Y.LISA M.
MUNROE. DANIEL J.
MURPHY. BRIAN J,
MURPHY. JILL C.
MURPHY. PAUL J.
MYEROW.DEAN A,
NEUSNER. BARRY E.
NEWTON. OANIE_ S.
NG.BIKKAY B,
NGUYEN. QUY H.
HOLLER, TAMMY S,
NORTON. PATRICIA A.

OCONNELL . CBAIG F.
OLEARY. JANINE K.
OLSEN. CAROL 'N A.

ONEIL. SUSAN H,
ORENTLICH, MICHAEL S.
ORTOLANO, STEPHEN.
ostrqfsk y.karen.
OSTROwSkI. Cynthia m.
OZZOLEK .DIANE M.
PAINE. MATTHEW S.

PAOUETTE. CO J. ETTE R,
PARABICOLI.MARK V.
PASCHALIOOU.CHRYSTALA J.
PENFIELD. JOANNE E,
PEHEIRA. AL.'ARO E.
PERKEi.. MERYL,
PERULLO. SUSAN C.
PIGEON. CAROi-YN J,
PINNEy .MICHELLE A,
PIPER. CHRISTOPHER J.
PIRONE.JOHN M,
PISCITELLO. MICHAEL C.
PLATT.IAN J.
POPE. THOMAS A.
PRAJ2NER. CHRISTOPHER E,
PRATSON. KELLY A,
PRATT. GREGORY S.
PRIMER. JU..IET L.
PTAK.BETH A,

RABB. STEVEN S.
RAOE Y.MICHELLE M,
RAFKIN. SCOTT P,
RANKIN, JONATHAN A,

REBDULET. JUwIE M.
REEF. SAMUEL P.

HtlCHERT. JOHN T.
REYNOLDS. CHRISTOPHER L.
REYNOLDS. JOHN F,
RITACCO.JOHN A.JR
RITTER, KRISTIN,
ROBERTS, KENNETH M,
ROCHE . JOSEPH A

,

ROC*- .PETER R.
RODENHIZER.LISA A.

ROHATINER.LlSA.
ROSSETTI. STEPHEN M.
ROSSINI. TODD R,
ROTHMAN. PAMELA S.
ROUSSEAU. NORMANO C,
ROY, NANCY A.
RUGGIERO. KENNETH L.
RYAN. JACOUELYN,
SADOSKI.LORI A,
SAMA. FRANK P.
SASUR. MICHELLE L.
SCHlOSS. DAVID J.
SCHREIBER. JUDITH L.
SCHULLER.ERIC.
SCOTT . CYNTHIA S.
SHAUGHNESSY. DEBORAH L.

SHAW. WENDY L.
SHEA. CHERYL A.

SHERF. DAVID E.
SICLER.ERIC M.
SILVERMAN. SHARON F.
SiLVERSTEIti. MELISSA B,
SIMONEAb. MATTHEW J.
SKZBA. THOMAS H,
SNYDER. CAREY T,
SOUZA. RENEE M.
SPORY, KAREN L.
STANNE, JANET E,
STARR. ROBIN L.
STASTNY .SUNNY A.
STEIN. CINDY J.
STEIN. ERINN J.
STEINBERG. HILLARY C,
STOLFA. NANCY L,
SULLIVAN. GERALD F . JR
SULLI-VAN. JAMES C,
SWINAND.PAUL F,
SVEO.AMER M,
SZCZYGIEL.AMY B,
TANDLER. JAMES R.
THACKERAY , jcrrREv w.

THERIAUlT. ALLAN J.
TOUSIGNANT. JUwIE A.

TROMBL' .FRANCINE B.

TUCKER. KAREN J.
TUOSTO. MICHAEL. JR
TURETSKY.DARA S.
urouhart.lori j.
valaoe. kathleen m.
vass. craig s.
VAUGHN. JULIE A,
VERGARI. ANDREA C.
VERRE.MARC J.
WALSH. PATRICIA A.
WARREN. MARY E.
WASSERMAN. OAVZO A,

WASSO.MARNI K.
WEINBERG. JESSICA.
WEISSEL. MICHAEL E.
WELCH. GREGORY B.
WERB.SHIRA R.
WEST.kIERSTEn P.
WESTRA,PAUL L,
WHITE, DANIEL E,
WHITMAN. KRISTINA H.
WHITTIER.MARk P.

WILKENS. KATHRYN A,
WILKINS. LINDA M.
WILlARD.« AREn E.
WILLIAMS. BENJAMIN J, IV
WINBERG. DAVID R,
WITHEE. CHRISTINE A.
WITHERS- -.ROBERT M.

«nTKOP,TRISHA A.
VOLANSKY, DANIEL.
WOOOFORO. KATHLEEN A,
WOZ. JENNIFER A,
ZAJACTARA C,
ZAPPALORTI.OEAN A.
ZAWROTNY.MARC A,
ZETTL . BETHANNE M.
ZIOEL.NOAH M.
ZIEPER, MATTHEW.
ZIRKEL, ROBERT J.JR
ZWERNER. MICHAEL E.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BACHELOR'S DEGREE with

INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION
ALLEN, STEPHANIE J,
BAILLIE. KEVIN C,
BANCROFT. JUNE E.
BYRNE, JAMES M.
CAISSE. KRISTEN p.
CARROLL. SEAN F.
CUOZZO.KRISTOPHER .

DAVIS. MICHAEL L,
FALLON. GREGORY F.
FLANNERY, ROBERT 6,
GILBERT. MARTI.
GRAY. JOANNE M.
HARRIS. R08YN B,

HITTNER.LORI A,
JAMIESON. MARTHA A.
JAWORSKI.KATRINA A,
KATER. APRIL S,
KING. CARL K .

KOBER.KATk._EEN S.
LAURIE. nanC' E.
LYMES. ANDREA ...

MAZZUwwI, DAVID PAUL,
MILLER. MICHAEL R,
MURPHY ,SEan B.
NOWAK . ANTHONY E.
RELLO. MARIA N.

ROGERS, LISA A.
RUTSCHMANN. KAREN
SALTER. THOMAS J.
SANDEL. JESSICA T,
SMITH. CLARK D.
SNYDER. MICHAEL A,
STONE. DONNA R.
WANNER. CHRISTINE
WYKER, JAMES D,

CIAMPI, THOMAS V,
COLVlN.KELLEY D.
ARROW. ADAM J.

OEMARTINO . ANNEMARIE

.

DOBBS. CHRISTOPHER H.
OUGAN BIRk. DEBORAH R,
FRIES. PETER A.
HABER.ELISA,
LAIONEL. CATHERINE J.
LANG, THOMAS B.
LITTLE, MICHAEL 0.

LOWENTHAL. TANZA J,
MILLER. STEFANIE F,
MONACO . JOHN J

,

MURPHY .ROBYN L,
NOBEl. CARRIE.
RITCHIE, JANET S.
RITTER, DEBORAH J,
ROBERTS. TRACT A.
TWEEDY. ANN C.
WANG, LIN.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL and OTHERS CONTINUING EDUCATION

ootsis. vivian m,
gilmartin.thowas 6.
howard, gregory e,
jarmulowicz. linda d,
kingsbury, paul r,
mastroianni, michael p,
mccaffery,stephcn j.
siess. kristin j.
simm, peter a,
weinberg. christopher j.

ALAVI,MAHASTI,
BROOKS, JUDY N,
BYRT.SEAN P.
CALOERIGI.OEMA R,
CARTY,LISA M.
COOEN, ELLEN B.
CRAIN. SUSAN P.
OONAHOE.LISA A.
FULGHAM.MISCHELLE R,
GAJ.CECILE E.
GREENBERG.KIM.
HORNE . JONATHAN M

.

KADINOFF. DANIELLE M,

LAWLOR. JEFFREY J,
LOZANI.LAOAN.
MAHONEY.JUOY A,

MANION. VICTORIA E.
MARBURY. ROGER B.
MCCAND-ESS. HARRY F,

MOSS. KAY A L.
HOYNAHAN. ANDREW J,
OBRIEN. STEVEN w,

OH. PAUL J.
PAWLOWSKI.NANCY L.
SCHROEDER.STACEY A.
WATERMAN. CLARE M.

EXCHANGE and HONORS

A'NESS.FRANCINE MARY,
ABBC'.EMIL^.
ANDERSEN, LUCILLE B,
ANDERSSON.HANS.
BARBA. CE.lNA.
BECK. JOHN WICHAEL,
BENSON. SCCYT,
BERG. PATRICIA.
BlENKHAHn.NEIL.
BRAMER. -OJISE.
BRYANT ,

GEOFFRrv j,
CAHILL . EDWARD C.
CARLISLE. EMMA,
CHRISTY .JULIE «.
COLLEDGE. DAVID NORMAN,

CORNElIuSSEn. SUSAN A,
OAVIES.MICHAEk. J,
DELANSE. GISE E.
DOHER*'

.

GaRRE'T j.
OONICh.OESIREE M.
DUGUA-.k-E_-^ i-.

ELEFTHE5I aCIS . HARAwAUBOS
ENGLAND. ANTHON»

,

FIERO.GU' M.
FHIIS.KASIN.
FUCHS. SHANNON.
OETQFF, SARAH B.
GILLEY .KRIS'lN A.
GOLDSTEIN. BARBARA S,
GORDON. MAxInE >

.

HAGAN. ANDREA.
HAGERTY . SIOBHAN.
HALLOCK .KEVIN F.

HALPERN.CARLA A.

HARTE.ROSALEEN M.
HILTON. BOYD J.

HILTON. H0^..> C.
HIRAI.HARUKC.
hirsc»-.£r:c a.

holmouis". kara l.
HOLOVI AK , DAKICA , A
HUDSON. A.EXANDRA.
lENE . SATSUKI

.

JEFFER' .CAUL RICHARD.
KAGAWA, yCICKI.

KAHN, AMY

,

kant0s.9et- e.
LEMIEUh.BERnaDETTE j.
LITVACK.CINA B.
LIVINGS. SIMON J.
LOROEN. S£eN w.
MAJOR . MARC

.

MANGRIOTIS

.

lEONIDAS ,

MANSFIElC.MARY e.
MCHUGH. SUSAN B.
MOCHIZUKI.NAOKC.
MOORE. LAUREN,
MORITA. TAKAKO.
MURPHY. MICHAEL B.
NICHOLS. AMY J.

O'HARA.MARIE THERESA,
PARRY WILLIAMS. ANDREW D,
PICARD. NATHALIE.
PLUMB, HEODI M,
POWER. ELIZABETH A,

PRICE. WENDY L.
OUIMBY . JOANNE M.

RICHARDSON. SUSAN,
ROY. GENEVIEVE.
RULF

.

AL'SSA.
SAITO. AYAKC.
SAKAUOTC.TSaC'' ..
SARENPA.RY AN.
SCHEWE. £TF^_A.
SJOSTRAND. JOHAN.

SMITH. ELSIE A.
STEINHART . CHRISTINE.
TANITA. LAUREN.
TAYLOR. MARGARET.
TOLLS. TARA.
TOMA.NELWYN N.
TSUZAKI.LEE ANN K.

UNRUH. LAURA K.
WEEKS. JAMIE 0,
WILLIAMS. GARY JOHN.
WOO. JOHN M.
YAMAGUCHI.HAPUKO.
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GRAPHICS
SUPERVISORS AND ASSOCIATES —
Graphics Board is scheduled for

Monday at 3 p.m., for this week only.

Attendance is mandatpry.
If you have a time conflict please

coll Wendy at 545-3500.

COLLEGLAN
ATTENTION

SOPHOMORE/JUNIOR
MARKETING MAJORS

EXPERIENCE is a must to be successful in

gaining the competitive edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is ottering the

opportunity to gam THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE on campus

Applications lor position of

MARKETING/PROMOTIONS MANAGER
are now being accepted

This position requires Responsibility Dedication and Time
Commitment-the qualities that tuture employers are looking lor

Come down to the Collegian Business OHice in the Campus
Center (JM 1 13 - lower level. 545-3500) and pick up a job

application and descnption and submit it no later than

Wednesday, March I.

M/F-ECE
-*?•

%o',\i^"

^oO<>"'

C0<^'
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Sound&Music
Millbank Place • 351 Pleasant • Northampton • 584-9547 • VISA & MasterCard accepted

Some things are better

the second time around-
applying to Medical school

isn't one of them!
Did you know that only 1 in 4 students

accepted to U.S. Medical schools is a repeat

applicant? That's why it's important to make
sure your grades and your MCAT scores

measure up ON THE FIRST TRY.

How? The BEST way is professional test

preparation at the Stanley H. Kaplan

Educational Center. We've been giving intensive

care to MCAT candidates for over 30 years. We
start with a free diagnostic test and a

personalized computer evaluation of each

student. Then we help you master all five

subtests with live classes, homestudy notes,

strategy clinics and audio practice labs.

Call us now. Get it right the first time.

IKAPLAN
STANLEY HKAPIAN (DU(AT10NAiaNTIR ITD

MCAT REVIEW
Your future is worth it.

THERE'S STILL TIME TO PREPARE!
COMPACT COURSES FORMING NOW.

MCAT BEGINS
NOW

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

ARTS&LIVING
Black Swan Quartet
coins unique style

with classical/jazz
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

The Black Swan Quartet's excellent performance at

Bowker Auditorium on Saturday night demonstrated

the validity of combining elements of the jazz and Euro^

pean classical tradition into one new music. The au-

dience responded to their daring experimentation with

a prolonged standing ovation

The idea of combining the two forms is not new. Not

counting composers in the European tradition like Ger-

shwin and Stravmsky. who borrowed from jazz, the

idea dates back to the so-called "Third Stream " move

ment in the late 1950s. Third Stream didn't work out

because it was a forced marriage: the jazz musicians

weren't familiar enough with the classical style and

vice versa. But now that jazz has finally found its way

into American academia, more musicians have the op-

portunity to be trained in both idiioms, so a merger

IS more possible.

Volley

Jazz
Of course the challenge this kind of merger poses is

not just to see what happens when two very different

srtyles are juxtaposed, but to use them equally as bases

on which to assert one's musical individuality. The

Black Swan Quartet rose to this heady challenge,

creating a new music that was all their own.

The quartet consisted of four stringed instruments:

violin, two cellos and baas, in contrast to the traditional

European string quatet of two violins, viola and cello.

This instrumentation provided a mostly dark, sombre

mood. Violinist, Akbar AH, the Quartet's leader, com

posed most of the tunes; the others were his ar

rangements ofjazz standards. Their ensemble playing

included written passages as well as group imrpovisa-

tions. all of which were tight and emphatic. Elsewhere,

one or more of the musicians would solo while the

others accompanied.

Although all played well, cellist Abul Wadud was the

most consistent improviser. His solos were confident,

daring and full of personality, whether on abstract

material or the blues.

Ali and cellist Eileen Folson seemed more interested

in experimenting with form than in showing personali-

ty. Bassist Reggie Workman's role was mostly to pro-

vide firm yet swinging support.

Workman is a living legend of the jazz bass, having

played with just about all of the major figures in

post- 1950 jazz. The others were primarily classically

trained; beween them, their credentials include associa

tions with most of the important New York "New
Music" artists, classical orchestras. Broadway etc. Ali

and Workman also have connections with UMass: the

former as an ex professor, the latter as a student in the

annual jazz in July workshop.

The highlight of the evening's program was the

finale, Ali's "Libation." During this long piece, one

could hear intimations of Beethoven, a phrase from

John Coltrane's "A Love Supreme" being tossed

around from player to player, and an astounding Reg-

gie Workman bass solo. Another high point was Ali's

inventive arrangement of Duke Ellington's "Prelude

to a Kiss." in which the musicians explored both the

serious and the schmaltzy side of Duke's classic tune.

The only disappointment was that, despite the stan-

ding ovation, there was no encore.

THE ARTS PAGE IS EMPTY WITHOUT YOU.

Come talk to Cosmo or Graeme if you want to

write for Arts-113 Campus Center.

Breakdown beats up on Hollywood
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Women On The Verge Of A Nervous Breakown

Academy of Music Theater

In Pedro Almodovar's Women On The Verge OfA Ner-

vous Breakdown, Pepa (Carmen Maura) is infuriated by

the way Ivan (Fernando Guillen) has been literally

avoiding contact with her.

In an attempt to do something about this, she cascades

around sunny Madrid looking for him. Ivan is important

to Pepa, in fact so important that she destroys a couple

of telephones, sets her bed on fire nearly torching the

place, and without thinking twice, adds an entire bottle

of Downers to her daily Gezpatcho. Obviously nothing gets

in the way of her wanting to confront him. even though

a normal person might think that Ivan is scum, a sly

smooth-talking sleaze Ivan is taking Pepa. and a couple

of other women, for a ride because he's the type that would

rather have someone break his fingers before he became

emotionally comitted to another woman.
Meanwhile. Candella (Maria Barranco) is in need of

Pepa's help because one night with the wrong man led

her to be a suspect in a Shiite terrorist conspiracy. (Coin-

cidentally, the film contains many political relevancies;

The Shiites are planning to bomb a jet plane headed for

Stockholm, The AIDS metophore of sleeping with the

wrong man). In a humourous scene. Pepa stops blowing

her off to come to her rescue. It is then when we unders

tand how much Ivan means to her. and we have even more

of a>hard time believing she's being for real. Marissa

(Rossy De Palma), a spitting immage of the Dora Maar

(the Picasso portrait) storms in the room ordering people

around, acting out every spoiled, rich JAP stereotype im-

aginable. Her presence is sudden and powerfull in a

negative way; you can't help but to laugh at her. Her

fiancee. Carlos (Antonio Banderas) doesn't bicker with

her, he acts as if he's waiting for the right moment to

break up with her. He's probably hanging out with her

just to make his wealthy mother Lucia (Julietta Serrano)

happy. Lucia is also a victim of Ivan's false intentions,

and after having spent some years in a mental institu-

tion, is out on the prowl for his head.

To be honest, I've never liked war-of-the sexes flicks. I

have a hard time accepting those myopic messages claim-

ing that the womai. is a victim of circumstance, or under

the thumb of a man's frustrations. Themes like this oflen

continue to enforce the traditional roles of men versus

women, giving the audience the impression that they're

stupid, and that always leaves me feeling empty. Plus in

most cases the humour is bad. But Almodovar's women
aren't stupid, they know what they're getting into, and

if they don't know, it's not going to take them long to

figure out what obstacles lie in their way. Almodovar

knows that women can sometimes for the sheer pleasure

of chaos, bring difficulties or sour romances upon

themselves. They ignore nature's expectations of them,

and do what they want to do. It's not going to take Pepa

years to figure out that Ivan is good for nothing but sweet-

talk, she wants him anyway. Whether or not that's a

weakness is up to the viewer.

Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown is a lot

of fun. It's like watching Ltne Boat in Spanish with an

all female cast who are being forced to act around "that

time of the month."

Latest releases by something Sweet,
something single and something Dead
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

For some inexplicable reason there will always be musi-

cians such as Roddy Frame of Aztec Camera and Tommy
Keene. who write catchy, well -crafted pop songs that will

never make it to Top 40 radio. The name Matthew Sweet,

whose new album is called Earth should be added to this

list. Once you get used to the fact that this former Golden

Palomino has a voice that sounds like Neil Young at age

5, you will begin to appreciate his finely textured

melodies.

It seems that Sweet went to the Marshall Crenshaw

school of lyric-writing. Like Crenshaw, Sweet's lyrics are

simple yet poignant. Every song (except for "The Alcohol

Talking") is a love song, either about love being good, bad

or love being good but the world being bad.

Simplistic subjects such as these can quickly be turned

into drivel by many songwriters. But in the skillful hands

of Sweet, this is not the case. The upbeat songs are fun.

"Vixen" makes you want to jump into your convertible

and cruise around the countryside at 80 mph on a hot sum-

mer's day. Other songs, such as the first single. "Vertigo"

just make you want to get up and dance.

Even the break-up songs have a great driving beat to

them. The harsh, angry "When I feel Again" is well suited

to Sweet's whiney voice. And how can you not like a break-

up song called "How Cool."

The only songs that do not work are the ballads ("Love"

and "Having a Bad Dream") that conclude both sides of

the album. They are too dreamy and go nowhere. Yet

despite these mishaps. Earth is one of the best pop albums

on the shelf today.

Another album that is sure to cause a stir at record

stores everywhere is Dylan and the Dead. The Grateful

Dead are probably the only band that can share the stage

equally with rock legend. Bob Dylan They do not serve

simply as a backup band to him as Tom Petty and the

Heartbeakers or the Band did. The Dead are Dylan's

equal.

Recorded from their 1987 tour, all seven Dylan songs

on the album have a distinctive Dead sound. Jerry Gar-

cia rips off some of his patented guitar solos, especially

on "All Along The Watchtower." and Bob Weir plays a

steady rhythm guitar. The album drags a bit in the mid

die with "Queen Jane Approximately" and "Joey," but

who really expects a tight show from these survivors of

the 60s? All in all. it's great to hear the new life that papa

Jerry and company bring to such Dylan classics as "Slow

Train " and "I Want You."

In the singles department, it's been almost four years

since the release of the brilliant, self-titled debut LP from

Fine Young Cannibals. But if the new single, "She Drives

Me Crazy" is any indication, the new album. The Raw
and the Cooked (to he released Feb. 20) wiU be well worth

the wait. The single, although a bit different sounding

from previous Cannibals songs, is simply the best new

song on the radio today.

Chekov's Seagull plays well

despite rough spots
By MICHAEL T. PUOPOLO, II

Collegian Correspondent

The Seagull

Emily Dickinson Recital Hall

Hampshire College

The Seagull is definitely one of Anton Chekov's best

plays. It's a must see for anyone interested in vintage

Chekov. The Seagull is a classic tale of fame, fortune, love,

and a family torn apart by it all. The Hampshire College

production has its moments of serious psychological

humor in an otherwise depressing story. Though it isn't

nonstop comedy, if you're quick, there's plenty of subtle

verbal humor to be picked up on and enjoyed.

All the actors were consistent with their respective

characters, but some lacked the emotion they should have

displayed. At certain key points in the characters

monolouges, the actors could have displayed more sadness

or more intense emotion. Most of the performance con-

sisted of the characters expressing their sorrows and

displeasures with life to one another.

Certain actors did rather well with their characters.

Arkadina, played by Mary Downing, was handled nice-

ly. Masha, portrayed by Meg Arthurs, was also quite

believable. Both women were undoubtedly the most

humorous of all the characters. Lesley James, who played

Nina, had a great voice, but her full potential of emotion

was not reached in certain key scenes where it was need-

ed. Loren K. Davidson. Trigorin, also needed more feel-

ing to make the audience believe his plight.

Paul DiDomenico and Mike Demaine were very good

in their respective roles. James B. Chase was lucky his

role was so small or else he would have stolen the show

as the hopelessly devoted lover of Masha.

Props and scenery were good and periodic, however, the

set design was less than impressive. There was a need for

the raised stage, but the ramp and pier-like set was hardly

creative. While few of us have ever seen a 19th century

Russian summer cottage, its doubtful that the set at Emily

Dickinson Hall was representative.

In spite of the stumbling blocks, overall, it was an en

joyable evening. It was quite interesting to see such a

masterpiece being performed at Hampshire College. Ifyou

are curious about Chekov. be sure to see the production

in its final week - February 16 10. Call the Hampshire

College box office between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. at 549-4600

extension 351, to make ticket reservations.
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I Neon revolution

from UMass grad
continued from page 1

Garjian graduated from the University in 1969 with a

bachelors degree in business administration, but took

several engineering courses and physics courses along the

way. He said he first got the idea for his invention in 1974

while driving through the Mt. Tom pass in Holyoke. He

spent the next 15 years developing his invention and look

ing for investors.

The lighting process has received attention from the

Museum of Neon Art. and major companies such as Pep

si have already signed on as accounts.

Garjian said that a major advantage of his invention

is that unlike conventional neon light, his device doesnt

become an unreadable jumble of glass when shut off.

Because Garjians light is an etched piece of glass rather

than a bent up tube, the areas surrounding the light chan

nels can be painted, so that the sign is just as readable

when it's off.

Garjian also said his development allows for an exact

neon reproduction of a company's logo, unlike the bent

tube signs that cant be shaped into detailed designs.

"People who didn't like neon will (like ill now, " he said.

Another advantage to Garjians lighting is that it can

be mass produced Unlike tube neon signs, which must

be sculpted by a trained artisan called a "tube bender,"

his signs are relatively easy to make, and can be assembl

ed by machine once the master design is carved. Also. Gar

jian's signs can be packed and shipped, unlike conven

tional neon tube signs, which are too fragile for regular

mail delivery.

Garjian said that he wants to use these advantages to

bring his form of lighting to highways and homes.

"Red neon light is the most visible light. ' he said when

talking ab<)ut the possibility of neon highways. "It cuts

right through the fog " He added that neon light requires

very little power, and that .solar cells could furnish all the

needed energ\- for the road signs.

Though he said home neon lighting is "a long way off.
"

Garjian said "light panels," plates of neon light, could

burn for 25 years before running down, and that all that

would be needed to recharge them is a fresh supply of

neon.

"People are saying let's bring technology to

Massachu.setts. Well, that's what I want to do," Garjian

said

Pholo rourU><i> of AlllfBtor Rrcnrdk

BLOWIN THE
as Earl Hooker,
day night.

BLUES! Tenor Saxophonist A.C. Reed has shared the stage w-ith such legends

Son Seals, Albert Collins and Junior Wells. He plays Sheehan's this Satur-

rJAMAiCA
M N T E G BAY

Professor seeks singers
Singers are needed for a spring concert

of Jewish music to be conducted by

Emanuel Rubin. Ph.d. Professor of Music

at the University. There's no audition

necessary. All voices are needed, especial-

ly tenors. There will be both classical and

folk music, from many traditions including.

Yemenite, Sephardic, Israeli, Yiddish and

special language
Western European.

There are no
requirements

Rehearsals will be held each Thursday

night from 7:30 to 9 at Congregation Bnai

Israel in Northampton.

Call S.B. Goldsmith at 586 1064 for

information.

Why More?
The UMASS Ski Club invites you to Montego Bay, Jamaica, West Indies.

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your

Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has, at your disposal, water

sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

by low-budget, problem-filled tear-offs that, in the end. turn to rip-offs. WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOI^MODATIONS AND
FLIGHTS! Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion island!

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE—
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT

Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK
**AII Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437

VISA
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A comedy about one nice guy wfio got pushed too far.

IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT*.^. .RailNS-MORRA-BREZNER *]<«-<>.

THE'BURBS' BRUCE DERN CARRIE FISHER RCKDUCOMMUN.* COREY FELDMAN "-"SQ^NAOLSEN

njERRy GOLDSMITH SS*SJAMES HSPENCER ^&:f!^ROBERT STEVENS ,.^fen^NAaSEN

il^^.5j--S»a IftK^SIHI •«-'«LARRYBRE2NER«^MICHAELFINNEU"'"itJ0ECANTE ^}**m.*m

OPENS FRIDAY ATATHEATRE NEAR YOU.

Fly II gets trapped in a web of gooey gore
By DOUG MIDDLETON
Collegian Correspondent

Break out the Raid. Usually I tend to view films with

at least the respect not to carr>' on other activities while

I'm watching. During The Fly II, however, I almost

pulled my hair out, not from fright, mind you, but in

sheer disbelief at the awfulness of this picture. This

film is going to make us a nation of Cy Sperlings.

The audience Sunday night was buzzing more than

the over-dubbing of fly noises on the ridiculous open-

ing sequence. If one recorded the environment of the

theatre, indications would suggest comedy of the year.

I felt like I was at a taping of Hollywood squares with

the stream of one liners being thrown at the screen.

In fact, as entertainment, the audience far outshone

the main feature. This movie was so bad, the coming

attractions for another celebrated January stinker.

Who's Harry Crumbs proved better.

To realize the extent of the cinema experience you

are in store for, I will quote the Boston Globe explana-

tion of the film's content ".
. . Rated R (bloody deaths,

failed biological experiments, simulated sex.)" Yes, the

film really is that much fun. I won't even begin to

describe what the above-mentioned "failed biological

experiments" category entails.

The Fly 11 is directed by Chris Walas, who was

responsible for the makeup in the 1987 David

Cronenberg remake.
Gee, after those credentials I don't see how he manag-

ed to steer the picture into an orgy of ripping flesh and

spewing blood that resembles chili more than anything

else.

Eric Stoltz gives an embarrassing performance and

should at least be thankful he gets to hide under gobs

of gooey make-up for large portions of the picture, (I

can see Rocky Dennis turning over in his grave). Stoltz

plays the son of Seth Brundle, the scientist played by

Jeff Goldblum in the Cronenberg film.

Daphne Zuniga iThe Sure Thing) plays the "hey

waiter there's a-boyfriend in my-soup!" love in-

terest,and performs with only two emotions I could

detect stupidity and confusion, two feelings, inciden-

tally, that kept reccurring to me during the film

whenever I thought of the five bucks I had spent.

The plot involves Stoltz turning into a fly while he

tries to help figure out how his father's teleporting,

gene-mutating machine works. In the meanwhile, he

An education for those who can't look the other way.

If you gain satisfarlion

from roarhing out and

lu'lping olhers, N«)rtheaiit-

i-rn I 'niversily has a special

place for you. At Boston-

llouvc College of Ihiman

I )evi'lopment Professions

you can learn to assist

odiers realize their full

l>otential.

Most of our programs are

offered on a part-time or full

time basis combining class-

room theory with practical,

hands-on experience.

Call (617) 437-2708 or write

to us at 106 Duckscr Hall,

Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 021 15

Master of Science

Programs
• Counseling Psychology

• Exercise Sciences

• Human Resource

C'ounseling

• Physical Education

• Recreation, Sport, and

Fitness Management
• Rehabilitation (ouiiselmg

• Speech Ungiiage Path«>log>'

& Au(liolog>

Master of Education

Programs
• Counseling
• Consulting Ti-acher of

Reading
• ( urru Ilium & Instruction

• KdiK ational Re.search

• Huinuii Development
• Rfhaliilitatioii

Administration

• Spe< lal Kthn ation

Nondegree ('ertificatioii

Programs
• ( (niiiM'img

• Kleiiienlary & Secondary

School Teacher I'repiualion

•Sjwcial Education

RJ

l^jslon licrtive

C«)lk'j«t'

Northeastern

University

All oiual iiitiiorCimily .iinniialivc

at I Kilt tiiiivcrsily

Attention Students:
WE'VE MOVED!

Undergraduate Admissions and Transfer AlTairs have relocated to the

University Admissions Center (behnid Hills South) 545-0222.

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:

1 PRIOR APPROVALS - Students can pick-up and return forms for signature

t cE^e'Tecords Onice ,201 Whitmoro) or
'^'^-^^^^^^^^^i:

Thursday. Approved copies can be p>ckedup on F.idays at l.ansler Attairs

only (in case there are questions).

9 TRANSFER EVALUATION REVIEW DAY (For enrolled students

Ll^tSion'uIdates,.^^J^^^^^ S'^.H h ^tXl,'?:
'"''

Thursday of every -"""^^ "-hen T.m^sfe^ A^^^^^^^^

^^^^_^^ ^^
by appointment only, m ^''^ 1^™' d« ™^^ ^ f^,. ^,(.3;,,

Thursday review appointments can bo maue oy caiiuif,

(5450222).

runs around a lot and throws up on a lot ofhammy sup-

porting actors.

Every scene drags on at least twice as long as it

should and the editing seems to have been done by a

vengeful entomologist wielding a pair of scissors. Shots

of injecting needles and horror film cliches like the old

"I wonder if he's dead, so I'll kick him" routine help

this become the worst film of the year so far (This is

no easy task with such dogs as Three Fugitives and

Deepstar Six in theaters this month).

As far as sequels go, this is up there with Exorcist

II- The Heretic and Jaws 4 - The Revenge. As with the

latter mentioned turkey where shark-goes-to-Bahamas-

in-three-days-to-eat-Brodys, the best moments come in

the form of flashbacks of the Cronenberg classic via

a videotape Stoltz keeps popping in his VCR (Hey, he's

no fool-even he knows the superior film).

If heaps of scientific mumbo jumbo, actors

regurgitating vanilla frosting at each other and more

body parts falling off than in your average leper col

ony, then The Fly II is your fiick. If you are forced to

see this abysmal mess (and this would be at gunpoint

onlvi make sure you bring your swatter.

Operetta, acoustic

and cultural music
The Valley Light Opera will present a concert perfor-

mance of the rarely heard operetta, "El Capitan" by

American march composer. John Phillip Sou.sa. The per-

formance will be given on Friday, Feb. 24, at 8 p.m. at

the Amherst Regional Junior High School. Proceeds of the

concert will be used to benefit Amherst's ABC House.

General admission tickets are on sale at the Regional

High School office, at the Superintendent's Office in the

Junior High School and at the Jones Library in Amherst.

After a standing room only crowd in January, New
Moon Productions proudly presents its second mocmlight

lofleehouse. featuring Jaime Morton, on Thursday, Feb.

16. Jaime will perform at 7 p.m. in the backroom of

Lunaria bookstore at 90 King St. in Northampton.

Offering original songs, Jaime's acoustic guitar and

vocals have enraptured audiences throughout Vermont.

Likewise, her music, through encorporating traditional

folk, blues and jazz methods, blends them in new and in-

teresting ways. In addition to stylistic innovations, Jaime

offers lyrics which reflect tangible experiences of love and

life.

Tickets for the concert are available from Lunaria

bookstore or New Moon Productions.

Sf)prano Paulina Stark, pianist Nadine Shank and guest

cellist, Leopold Teraspulsky will be the featured arti.sts

in An Evening of Jewish Music" on Sunday evening, Feb.

26 at 7:30 p.m. in the Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst

College.

Sponsored by the Smith Amherst Hillel Foundations

and supported by a grant from the Northampton Center

lor the Arts, the performance is in celebration of Hillel's

sixteenth annual Jewish Arts Festival.

Included in the program will be a .selection of Yiddish

Art Songs by composer Lazar Weiner. Admission is free.
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Attend the National Student

Exchange Information Session

today at 4:00 in room 174-76

in the Campus Center
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Officials ban funeral home discrimination

AP pholo

NICE TRY - Dee Elder, of Anchorage, loses the ball on a dive play attempt during the Fur Rendezvous snowshoe softball tournament

Saturday in East Anchorage. Elder's team. British Petroleum Exploration, came up short as well, losing 3-1 to O'Shea's.

HOLYOKE (AP) State and federal of-

ficials Tuesday announced guidelines ban-

ning discrimination in funeral homes
under an agreement that stemmed from a

4-year-old case of alleged discrimination

against Hispanics here.

"We feel with these guidelines in effect

statewide than we can, and will in the

future, take action against any funeral

home that discriminates," said John
Crane, a member of the state licensing

board for funeral directors.

He told a City Hall news conference that

although state law prohibits discrimina-

tion, the board had not taken any action

in the alleged Holyoke incidents, which
dated back at least four years, in part

because they involved a number of homes,
rather than one or two funeral directors.

Paula Gold, state secretary of consumer
affairs, under whose jurisdiction the licen-

sing board falls, said that her office did not

become actively involved in the negotia-

tions until after the US Justice Depart-
ment began working on the case 18 months
ago.

"I did not know if we would ever get
where we are today," said Grace Arzuaga
of Holyoke. "My faith in the US Govern
ment has been strengthened."

But several Holyoke funeral home direc-

tors questioned their exclusion from the
negotiations.

"This is a fine agreement. But there are
funeral directors in the city, who have been
complying 100 percent with all these

guidelines and if this was a community pro-

blem why were the funeral directors in the

community never consulted," said John
Czelusniak, who has a funeral home in the

city. "This is the first time we are seeing

these guidelines."

And a Roman Catholic nun, who had
established a facility for holding non-

denominational wakes in a church-run

community center four years ago, said she

would recommend to her trustees that they

shut down their operation.

"It's a shame that we should have to have

these kind of meetings, but I'm very glad

to see the agreement and that the facilities

of Broderick House will no longer be need-

ed," said Sister Margaret McCleary. She
said that since the family of a murdered

Hispanic teen-ager was turned away from

various city funeral homes in 1985, the

Sisters of St. Joseph have put on more than

100 wakes for poor and Hispanic city

residents.

Josephine Carabello. one of a team of

mediators from the US Justice Depart-

ment's Community Relations Service, said

the federal anti-discrimination group

became involved after receiving about a

half-dozen complaints of alleged

discrimination between 1983 and 1986.

"Since 1986, there has been no

discrimination against Hispanics by

Holyoke funeral directors that we know
of," she said.

FBI to investigate

computer company
BOSTON (AP) - The FBI confirmed

yesterday that it will investigate the

finances of Leading Edge Products Inc.

to determine whether the computer

company has violated any federal laws.

John J. Cloherty, a spokesman for the

FBI's Boston office, said the probe had
been launched within the past week, but

would not comment on what informa-

tion had led the bureau to initiate an
investigation.

Leading Edge's legal problems
mounted Monday when six computer
dealers filed a petition in US Bankrupt-

cy Court claiming they paid a total of

$779,000 in advance for Leading Edge
computers they never received.

Dealers said they agreed to the ad-

vance payment, an unusual practice in

the industry, because of the large de-

mand for the computers.

^unaH (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BuHet sPTwd S 8 p m . Mon Tlnir". • Bniiirh <*rvod Sund<iv 11 .¥) a m 3 p m

ALL YOU CAN EAT $ C 99
Children under 10 $3.00 —^

1) Hot and Sour Soup
2) Chicken fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Fried Wontons
5) Pan Fried Ravioli

6) Beef with Snow Peas
7) House Spiced Chicken

B) Sweet and Sour Chicken
9>Ro8St Pork Fried Rice
10) Vegetable Fried Noodles
11) Chinese BBQ Pork
12) Broccoli In Oyster Sauce
13) Shrimp and Cashew Nuts

2S6-02SI

2S6'02S2

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 BelchertOHn Rd.. at Rie 9, Amherst 256 0252

OfM$M T)w n 10 Fn Sitlllt
lUNCNtOII SrtCULS

Mw.M. lla.n.Jp.H.

¥/0

Deliver

Every Peyl
S-9:30p.m.

SMART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

J
r
J

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSC serving the students

of UMass
Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law
ttet MS OB no Lonqar offa
tian ts soitanta Cbllawlxiq ritm

• HMfMX. n. 1M7 dKlsifin.)

call 545-1995

TAKE ANOTHER

EUROPE 'CAR
KENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

Mew vofK NY 10020
a^or-e 2'2 58^ 3040

Mail this ad for Special
Student/Teacher TariK

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

Copies

Half Off

After100
After your first 100 copies of a

single sheet ongmal. the rest are

half pnce at Kinko s. the copv

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pleasant St.

253-2543

CAMPUS CENTER
PRINT SHOP

LOCATED ON THE CONCOURSE LEVEL OF
THE CAMPUS CENTER ACROSS FROM THE

COFFEE SHOP * NEXT TO CAMPUS TRAVEL

225 CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AMHERST, MA 01003
(413) 545-0371

Conveniently located in the Campus
Center and specializing in service to

students, faculty and staff, as well the

general business community.

letterheads, envelopes, business cards

carbonless business forms

posters, flyers

— SERVICES —
XEROX'* COPYING • OFFSET PRINTING
GRAPHIC DESIGN • SIGN MAKING

EXPERIENCED TYPESETTING

— HOURS —
9:00 AM-5;00 PM ACADEMIC YEAR

8.00 AM-4.00 PM SUMMER
CLOSED WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS

newsletters

brochures

programs

table tents

booklets

photostats

name plates

vinyl signs

rubber stamps

velobinding

wedding
invitations

Resume Services
—TYPESETTING—

• 12 years experience
• Large selection of typestyles

• Superior letter quality

• Resumes stored on disk for

3 years

—OFFSET PRINTING—
• Excellent quality control

• Durable ink stands up to folding

• Large selection of text papers
including specialized UMass stock

• Matching envelopes available

—MAIL ORDERS-

Samples Available

545-0371

< ¥
I

\-*»-

BRECKENRIDGE
GEHUIKE COLORADO

SKIUS^
THE PEAK

Breckenridge is three majestJc, interconnected sKI

mountains, each with its own high-speed four-

passenger SuperChair, as well as twelve other

lifts. It all towers above a lovingly restored

genuine Victorian town ftiU of shops, restaurants,

nightspots and enough lodging to entertain over

20,000 visitors at once. Isn't it time you took

another peak? You may never look elsewhere.

x«.«

^ UMASS SKI CLUB
430 student union

545 3437

$599

rA^W^^A/^^^VW/VN^N^^^W^^^^tf^rfWV^WAA/N^A^^^^

TIAVEOUT
^eH^v^ BUSCH
PITCHERS $3.60

Best price in town!

Lunclies served daiiy

"^ You deserve some Time Out "j^

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

WHAT S MOR E IMPORTANT ...

A DECREE OR AN EDUCATION?

A degree is or^y pari of an educaUon The larger pan is your

growth as a person Not only what you are exposed to. but whom

That's why we've been around for over seventy -five years We

are Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity, and we offer everything you

cant find in a terbook Stop by and see for yourself what a

frater-nity can mean to you

When you graduate there is a lot more to take with you than a

piece of paper

FIND IT HERE!

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

U

S

H

A
X
A

FEBRUARY 14. 13,21,22

WES. AND WED. 9:00-11:00 PM.

374 NORTHPLEASANTSTREET
ANY QUESTIONS CALL:

253-9032
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data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

FOR
YOUR EYES

ONLY

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY

PRICING!

40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE

GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15. 1989 COLLEGIAN 23

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INVITESYOU

TO AN OPEN HOUSE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS

AP pholn

DOG DAYS OF WINTER — Haune Lauridsen of New York City takes advantage of a patch of artificial snow in Central Park to get in some
cross-country skiing while walking her four dogs Sunday afternoon. The artificial snow has given New Yorkers their first chance to ski in
the park during a virtually snowless winter.

A Zenith Data Systems Open House Will Be Held At This Location:

Campus Center Concourse

10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

February 22, 1989

American Express VISA. MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted

Tg/am
I

data
I
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON*

Prices subject lo change without notice

«J 1988, Zeriilh Data Systems

WILLIAM E. HASSAN
CRIMINAL LAW

25 Years Experience

Former Asst. District Attorney

Free First Consultoticri

Ford & Hassan
69 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 253-2501

cijaiiic'?:
I F'ray Si . Anihrv;' 5'ln'"v1(H • ( )prti I I ,i tii

7 Dnys A Week • f.nli fct lakr Out
KitcliPii Open till inidtiitjht

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 990 Nacho & Cheese Platters

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

FM KTMS •m MSEHWtlOM

Call Rob
253-7153
or

Sean 546-8252

High qutiRy octantrom accorvrodiiioni lor 7 fun-fiilM nigWt.

- Round irlp «\«ierM molo< COKli Irjotpoftillon.

'• Fri* pool deck paniet and opttonal KlMtitt

* Food. m«rct<vdiM. >nd s*rvla diicounit.

'• OptlonH eicurtlont iviiljOlc.

'> Full-llmt tl(fl on location.

'• Alum ilpi, and wnKt cftargtt Mcmdtd

$139 $214
•loru *'«CK*tt

4 mmtkMOgMtmrt ar

ruuPACXMI

mmff-CilMPUS MVOOMAMM

Bloody Mary $1 25
Drink of the Week

Moosehead $1.75
Beer of the Month

Men. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12

Sunday 4 Burger Platters for $5.00 6-10

To; Professional Staff Members
After nioiilh.s of deliberation i\ lepresentative corn-

niillce of professional staff members from the Boston
and Amherst campuses interviewed several unions to

determine which would best represent your needs.

It wasn't an easy choice. Lleven unions— including
two organizations that had previously led campaigns-
agreed to be interviewed. We chose Local 509. SliIU.

As a llrst step Local 509. SlilU. has commissioned a

poll consisting of a random sample of UMass
professional staff.

Professional pollsters may call you soon. IMcase
respond as honestly .uul fully as possible. We need to

have a complete and true picture of what you think
about unionization at UMass. In addition, the more we
know about the issues that concern you, the sooner we
can work on them.

Ihis poll Is completely conndential. Lhanks for your
cooperation.

tJMass Professional Staff Organi/ation ( ommittec
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Black senator proposes bill

to compensate for slavery
BOSTON (AP> Following the example of federal repara

tions to wartime Japanese mternees. a black state senator

has proposed a bill that would have the state of

Massachusetts compensate blacks for the injuries of

slavery and racism.

Lawmakers in the state, which was one of the first to

outlaw slavery and a hotbed of abolitionism, are not ex-

pected to enact the measure. But a Harvard law professor

and several other obser\'ers said the idea should spark a

worthwhile debate.

The measure, which has yet to have a public hearing

before a committee, was proposed by Sen. Bill Owens, a

Democrat who represents the Roxbury section of Boston.

It does not specify how much compensation should be paid

and calls instead for creation of a commission to "negotiate

with legitimate representatives of African descendants."

Owens, in an interview, said the central issue was the

obligation of the government and the country's white ma-

jority to acknowledge the wrongs of slavery and the con-

tinued impact of racial discrimination.

"Because of the continuing state of mind of white

America that blacks want something for nothing, (whites)

tend to forget that we are the only people who gave to this

country our work, our labor and our lives . . . and got

nothing for it,
" Owens said.

His proposal is modeled on a bill passed by Congress

last year which pays $1.25 billion in damages to Japanese-

Americans forced into internment camps during World

War II. The law promises lump-sum payments of $20,000

to more than 60,000 Japanese-Americans who were im-

prisoned without trial.

"The Japanese claim that they had been deprived of

educational opportunity, they had been deprived of hous-

ing and they had been deprived of employment, which

diminished their social and economic condition?xactly the

same thing." Owens said.

After the Civil War. the senator noted. Radical

Republicans in Congress proposed guaranteeing "40 acres

and a mule" to all former slaves, but that plan was never

adopted.

"What has happened is we have been deprived of pro-

perty, as well as life and liberty, without due process. We
have been deprived of housing, of education, of employ-

ment - which has led to the deprivation of considerable

wealth, leaving our people in a terrible social and

economic condition." Owens said. "The vestiges of slavery,

as we view it, continue even today."

In addition, the senator argued that blacks are unique

in American society in having been brought to America

against their will and made citizens involuntarily.

As drafted, the one paragraph bill is likely to raise prac

tical problems because it does not define " people of

African decent" or state whether claims could be pressed

only by descendants of former slaves.

Asked about the proposal. Gov Michael S. Dukakis said

he had not seen the bill But he balked at the potential

cost. "At this point, we're trying to make ends meet

around here," said the governor, who is facing a $500

million deficit.

Sen. David Locke, the Republican floor leader, also ex

pressed surprise at the legislation and questioned its

merits.

"I think it's one of those ideas that probably nobody

argues much with the goal to undo any conduct that has

not been justified through history. On the other hand,

however, I think it becomes practically impossible to deal

with it." Locke said. "My concern is it drives a wedge bet

ween the black community and the white community, and

I think that should not be done."

Slaver>' was outlawed in Massachusetts in 1783 by the

state Supreme Court, which ruled that the practice

violated the state Constitution, which holds that "all men
are born free and equal."

Outside government, the proposal drew a mixed

assessment.

"There's no question that from a moral standpoint, it's

just," said Boston University historian Howard Zinn. "I

don't think it's going to happen, of course"

Autopsy reports
ruled closed
to public

BOSTON (AP» - A medical examiner's autopsy

reports are protected from public disclosure under

Massachusetts law. the state Supreme Court ruled

unanimously yesterday in a case stemming from the

deaths of three Bridgewater State Hospital patients.

Autopsy reports are considered medical records and

therefore are exempt from the state's freedom of infor-

mation law. the justices said in reversing an opinion

from the .secretary- of state's public records division and

a lower court ruling in a suit brought by the Boston

Globe to obtain the Bridgewater autopsies.

"Autopsies performed by physicians are diagnostic

in nature and yield detailed, intimate information

about the subject's body and medical condition," the

justice said. "Therefore, they are medical records."

The high court, in an opinion by Justice Joseph

Nolan, noted that there is a "strong public policy in

Massachusetts that favors confidentiality as to medical

data about a person's body." such as hospital records.

AIDS tests, records of venereal disease and Reyes Syn-

drome and reports of infectious diseases.

The justices' decision essentially affirmed that the

dead have the same rights of privacy as the living, said

Assistant Attorney General Judy Zeprun, who argues

the case for the state.

"I think the important point of all this is that the

character of the information doesn't change just

because you died," she said, "I think the court was
right to find that just because you are autopsied by a

medical examiner doesn't mean that the information

generated about you is not your personal property."

The Globe brought the court action in 1987 to com-

pel the release of autopsies conducted on three

Bridgewater patients who died earlier that year. The
newspaper had reported that two of the patients com
mitted suicide and the third had quantities of pain

relievers in his blood.
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Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
AMERICA S COIlfGF niNG'"

Date: Feb. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17—Monday - Friday

Time: 10:00 - 4:00 • Deposit: $25.00

Place: University Store
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 25

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

"We haven't the time to take

our time."

-Eugene lonesco

"The best way out is always
through."

-Robert Frost

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
EDITED By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

"Just look at those stars tonigtit ... makes
you feel sort of small aruj insignificant."

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
imAT i*e CAirrooNibJt>

ARt HOPINO TO M
aXJUAbt- Htfib. AUViK,

TlAnv^ hROM THB^

0U3H APMINIS
IHAIlOHi

mm A LOTOFPeoPU- ponj
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TWIS P^GE MKEM)! BECMJ5E

tW RE HEVER GOING "TO SEE

Ho. DOHT PLUSW

TEH ME y^HAT KXJR

D9AAM0S ARE

\r.'

STUPID

TMATS MORE HyCE IT.' OK.

nt?ST WE WANT Tt) STA1 UP

UNTIL W< 0ACCNV5 OR\><t iVi.

SKGND, *<E WANT ^lOO TOQO
P\C< VJP A P1ZI^ AND REHT

US A Video plaier .

YO(JT(E

aJTOF

MIND/

THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

TKI5 15 'HONEST GfRRY
INDELICATO, FORMER EPUCATION

ADVISOR TO TllE GOVERNOr^.
UMTIL YESTERDAY,

HE U)A5 POING
TfME FOR A
loMq series

\\m<^ / OP THEFTS,
FRAaPS, <

INPISCRETIOMS.

GEKRY'5 OUT.

HE'LL COME
[NAM. HIM At^' PA
koVERNOR NEVER PAID

MO ATTEMTIOM TA
UMASS.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

^^^^)

ACROSS
' Call M« —
6 AratMn roMS

10 HouM m

'4 — »CiO

15 Fmsn«Q
16 Viva voca
1 ^ wan<j»»ef

IS Humd<n9»'
19 Liana t g
20 Suppwmeni

nmtfi ou»

21 £«enK>r
24 Cne«se tray

Item

2i Mu»<ian % n««o
26 True

2* Connecting
devices

34 Lav Du'

not —
35 BriOge

36 Farro* o' lims

37 \(yori>ing

energeiicaiiv

4 1 ChODved doavn

42 SmtOmg wnngs
43 Haga' s spouse
44 In a wreicnec

manr>e'

47 Tooc^ gentiv

48 Cor>qusiaOors

Quest
49 — Marian

50 Go ail Out

V> Lessen
Sfl Ganoe' s cai

59 Actress Mcar
60 Mawmns o-

Thompson
62 >>oker stake

63 1492 caravei

54 Out oi tn« Mav
65 Benac'
66 Angiy .^'tr

Of
67 Type o* DuQ O'

Buttaic

DOWN
1 Mair touno in

name
2 E« cited

3 Roosevelt com
4 Collection o'

anecdotes
5 Miia

6 Tyoe o' D' :•

' Sonny tne

mayor
8 Once more
9 Beatles —

Piepper

10 Surreptitious

1

1

Musica
higntagnt

12 tacking
13 Out ot ttie wind
22 AOiective to'

Abner

23 Talk mod
style

24 Barbara o-

George
26 Pieuaonyi
27 Literary

patcnworn

28Soud
29 P\it to use
30 Speaker s

pattorrr

31 Zoia

32 * circus nas
inree

33 Meroic stories

35 Be a oea' on
Wail Sirae*

38 Fragrant

39 Lumoeriack s
tool

40Fioc»
45 Slate of court

cases
46 Annoy
47 Croyy s cry

49 Singteceuea
organism

50 African tea

plant

5t Parental

reproof

52 Oc —
otners

53 Canal of song
54 Sup
55 Prepare tor

prim

56 Continue

57 Foam, orevy

61 jenosnapnat s

•atne-
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE

By JEANE DIXON
AMIS (March 21-Apf(l 19) Go

ahead ana tse adventurous! Vou
have everyihing to goin dnd very

little to lose Express your hoptness

on recetving a smaH grft Movenient

aixl change will be good for your

finances

TAURUS (April 20-May ?Oj A
risky gamble is riot tor you toddy

New financial gaira are possible

but only it you control expenses
better Communication and
transportation deldys could affect

a romantic relationship Be patient

OIMIMI (May 21June 20) Listen.

but do not repeat what you hear

Your close attention to detail mdy
upset some co-workers but it will

please higher-ups Catch up on
corresporxjerce and phone calls

Call home

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Do not

let your guard down toddy Jeakxis

competitors resent your success
Close piersonal relationstups enjoy

unusually satisfying aspects You
wont to share your good fortune

with parents, siblings

LiO (July 23-Aug 22) Your
awareness of a problem is the first

step toward solving it Rein in your

ego if you want to be a serious can^

didate for a leodership post

DevekDp more tolerarx:e for others'

foibles

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Let

others exercise m tt>eir way, you
stay betiind and do what Is rght for

your health Moderation in all things

works best Do rxjt sully your own
reputation by spreading gossip Be
descreet

UMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Treat a
wofkpkxre dilemma seriously Deal

with everyone involved on an in-

dividual bosis or It will be impossible

to sort thirds out Vou couK) be
given an interesting toy ' Use your

talents wisely

SCORRIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Any
favors you do toddy will be repdid

tenfoka Challenge ana excitement

make a rekjtionship stimukjting Try

to get mote fresh oir You decide to

go where you wont to . when you
want to

SAOIHARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Your troubles seem to be behind

you A friendship is tested when you

encounter the unexpected
Prepare for change by getting your

act together Keep track of your

possessions Avoid lending expen-

sive items

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jdn, 19)

Practical erideovors will tdke up
most ot your time todoy You get a
surprising emotk>nol response from

c child Cash fkDw Is much improv-

ed Nothing con hokJ you bock!

Save time for rekaxatkan

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) A
wealthy, poweful person coukj

upset your plans A sedrch for

pleasure is delayed Play a waiting

game Money remains tight

Postpone a luxury purchase Better

times lie just ahead'
RISCiS (Feb 19-March 20) Pkan

a spring vacotkDn while you can sti

get ttie air fare you wont Do
whatever is necessary to keep your

health good You con get your

Ideas approved now if you ore very

dipteimdtic

MENU
LUNCH

Hot pasframi on rye

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Carrot and cauliflower pie

Pizza

DINNER
Roast top round of beef

Baked haddock

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouilli

Baked tiaddock
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'WORLD&NATION

AP pholo

WALESA APPEALS TO MINERS - Solidarity leader Lech Walesa appeals to miners in

Jastrzebie yesterday, seeking rank-and-file support for union negotiations with the Polish

government.

Now is your chance to talk atxxit

R ETAIL MA/MAGEMEINrr
OPPORTUNITIES with

OSCO DRUG
If you're Interested In retail

management as a career, then

Osco Drug is the comparry for you!

Osco Drug, one of tne largest retail drug chains m
the nation, can put your talents, skills, and drive on

the road to success If you have an interest.

background, training or education in retail manage-

ment we have the career you've been waiting for

Our structured management training program, in-

cluding manager training phase manuals, video

tapes and workshops, along with hands-on ex-

perience, will start you on your way to a progressive

career in retail managerrwnt

For all management positions we offer an excellent

starting salary and a comprehensive benefits

package

• health insurance • dental plan

• life insurance • employee discount

• disability pay plan • profit sharing

• and more!

In addition, once promoted from management
trainee totfie next level of management you will

participwle in our lucrative bonus program

From the hiring, training, and development of peo-

ple, to the buying of virtually every item, the Osco
management team exercises a great deal of

autonomy in their stores Find out more about an

Osco DruQ management career We will be at the

University of Massachusetts. Amherst to conduct

initial interviews

Wednesday, March 1st

and
Thursday. March 2nd

(School of Management)

If you are unable to attend, please send your

resume to Osco Drug, Attn: Recruiting Depart-

ment. 1818 Swift Drive, Oak Brook. IL 60521. We
are an equal opportunity employer

OscoDrug
Count on poopi* wtto car».

^ J^^^
DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

SPR/NGBREAK.-.o.,o
4MGHTS NASSAU s379pp

7NiGHTsCANCUN $479pp

7NIGHTS PUERTO laCRUZ $599pp
VENEZUELA, th» New EXOTIC oisriNAiiom

IntI til huiHnmm l«>«t M tarvif thatft.
Otftrlyr* (aaat n»t intlu^*^

BOOK NOW!
413256-1261

n So Pituani SI.

Amhwtt. MA OlOOa

T'T ^Tgg

Restaurant
Managers

You are cordially invited to a

KCaTAUKAffTT

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday. February 21,

from lOam-Spm
at Chl-Chr$»,

955 Rh^erdale St.,

W. Springfield. MA
We d like you lo come m and Wk •o o.jr 'op management about exciting

opponunit>es thai aie cur^»•nt^ availahle (or MAMAGEF8 AMD
ASMSTAffT «AnAGER8 In MASSACHOSnTS, COflMECTlCUT

^,4 new JERSEY. Our careers are second to none arnj offef all of the

great incentives you d expert from a company with our reputation (or

quaMy. irwio»a«ion and employee recognition

Come in and learn about the e«c iiing plan* we have for our future

growth' and yours' Please bnnq a resume with you

If you re unable to attend oiir open noiise please

servl a resume in ronddemc to Afine

nattenm. CHI-CHTS. Dept. SR. 100*

OM fMl Rd„ Coplay. PA 18037.

EOE m/f

Baker plans to sell

controversial stocks
ROME (APt - Secretary of State James A. Baker III

announced yesterday that he is selling his controversial

holdings in a New York bank and all other publicly trad-

ed stocks that have been held in a blind trust.

Baker announced the decision through a spokeswoman

while on a tour of Western European capitals.

His wife Susan is disposing of her stock as well. The

trust, set up when Baker went to work at the White House

in 1981 as former President Reagan's chief of staff, also

will sell publicly traded stock held by their daughter,

Mary Bonner Baker.

"While I believe this decision goes well beyond what us

required or has been recommended, I think it is the cor-

rect decision for someone committed in meeting the

highest ethical standards," Baker's statement said.

Spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler said Baker made the

decision in London on Saturday after consulting with his

lawyers.

Baker's latest financial disclosure form, filed with the

Office of Government Ethics, puts a value of more that

$250,000 on the assets held in the secretary's qualified

blind trust.

The form shows that the secretary received "over

$100,000" in income from the trust during the time that

was covered, January through August of 1988.

The disclosure form also lists the separate property of

Mrs. Baker, which includes 1.087 shares in Houston In-

dustries, with a valuation between $15,001 and $50,000.

The spokeswoman said State Department lawyers had

offered Baker a number of other potions, which were not

disclosed, but that Baker's decision went further than any

of then. She said the sales will be completed after details

are worked out.

Baker's portfolio was not disclosed apart from Chemical

New York Corp., in which he acquired holdings after

Chemical Bank took over Texas Commerce Bankshares

of Houston, a bank his grandfather helped found, during

Baker's tenure as treasury secretary.

Scientist invents

salt-free de-icer
PEORIA, 111. (AP) — Highway trucks will spread a non-

corrosive, non-polluting de-icer made of corn rather than

salt if a scientist at a federal lab succeeds in reducing the

cost of the product.

The goal is to eliminate the use of salt, which penetrates

concrete and corrodes metal and there are several advan-

tages of the corn based de icer," sad William Nryan, a

chemical engineer at the US Department of Agriculture's

research laboratory in this central Illinois city.

"It's not only non-corrosive to automobile bodies, roads

and bridges — it actually acts as an inhibitor. Plus, it's

non-polluting and it would create a new market for corn

products," Bryan said yesterday.

The corn-based de-icer, a compound called calcium

magnesium acetate or CMA, already is produced commer-

cially but only on a small scale.

State highway departments simply can't afford to make
a large investment in it because it costs so much more

than salt — $600 per ton for CMA compared to $25 a ton

for salt.

"We estimate the damage to New York state roads,

bridges, automobiles and environment at $900 million to

$2 billion a year from the use of salt," said Lawrence Hud-

son, of the New York State Energy Research and Develop-

ment Authority in Albany, N.Y.

New York uses about 1 million tons of salt each winter,

Hudson said, or about 11 percent of the national total. The

US Environmental Protection Agency estimates salt

causes $5 billion damage nationwide.

"For every ton of salt we buy for $25 and put on the

road, society ends up paying a great deal more - about

$1,000 per ton," Hudson said.

"The problem is that CMA is very expensive. We must

find a way to bring down the cost of CMA so that .state

highway departments can afford it without needing a tax

increase".

lUMass Arts Council!

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Monday, March 1

Guidelines and application forms
are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall, 545-0202

Rockets reach new high
against struggling Celts
HOUSTON ( AP) - Akeem Olajuwon had

35 points and 19 rebounds and the Houston
Rockets rolled to their highest points total

of the season in a 137-123 victory over the
Boston Celtics Tuesday night.

Sleepy Floyd contributed 18 points and
10 assists and Otis Thorpe added 15 points

as the Rockets won their third straight and
their eighth in the last 10 games.
Reggie Lewis led the Celtics with 31

points, followed by Kevin McHale with 25
points and 12 rebounds and Robert Parish

with 22 points and 12 rebounds.

Houston's previous high point total for

the season was 129 last Nov. 13 against

Sacramento. The 137 points is the most
points ever scored by Houston against

Boston.

The Rockets outscored the Celtics 19-9 to

(>pi>n the second half for an «^-68 lead. The

Celtics closed the gap to 91-87 with 2:32 left

in the third quarter, but trailed 99 92 go-

ing into the fourth period.

The Rockets increased their lead to

111-101 after a pair of baskets by Tim
McCormick with 8:09 left. A 3-point play

by Olajuwon gave Houston a 120-105 lead,

and the Celtics never were closer than 11

again.

Boston built a 24 14 lead midway
through the first period Lewis had 14 first-

quarter points as the Celtics held on to lead
34-33 going into the second period.

The Rockets outscored the Celtics 14-2 to

take a 47 39 advantage at 7:52 of the se

cond quarter.

Parish scored eight points in the final five

minutes of the first half to cut the Celtics'

deficit to 64-59 at halftime.

Koubek, Duke roll over Harvard
BOSTON (AP» - Duke coach Mike

Krzyzewski wanted to give struggling Greg
Koubek confidence. Harvard was the

perfect overmatched opponent for him to

gel it again.st.

The sophomore forward, starting his first

college game, .scored six of his career-high

19 points during a 15-1 surge in ihe first

five minutes of the second half as 11th-

ranked Duke rolled to a 98-59 victory over

cold-shooting Harvard last night.

"I think this was just a one-game start

to instill confidence in me and to say, 'Greg,

we're going to need you later in the year,*"

said Koubek, whose previous high was 14

points las* season.

"He deserved to get an opportunity to"
start. Krzyzewski said. "He played a good
game."

Koubek. who had hit only 39.6 percent

of his field goal attempts this season and
69.2 percent of his free throws, was 5for-5

from the field and 7 for 8 from the foul line.

Harvard made just 22 of 77 shots for 28.6

percent and couldn't capitalize on Duke's
season-high 34 turnovers. The Blue Devils

made 55.9 percent of their shots.

The game figured to be a mismatch since

Harvard, 8-12, plays in the weak Ivy

League and Duke. 18-4, plays in the power-

ful Atlantic Coast Conference.

AP pholo

Boston Celtic Robert Parish is surrounded by Houston Rockets Derrick
Chievous (3) and Otis Thorpe (33) as he tries to move toward the hoop in

one of the C's most embarrassing loses of the season.
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ACTIVITIES

THIRD WORLD CAUCUS MEETING
TONIGHT! G«l involved in an umbrella
minority organization Al 5 30 in campus
center 1 78

ATTENTION! Very impotant meelir«g lor

the University Players lonighi Wednesday
7 30 in the CO Discussion o( spring

musical Be there A let your opinion t>e

heard' New members welcome A
encouraged

UMASS SKI CLUB runs Ihe best spring

breans to Barbados Bahamas. Bermuda
Killington and BrecKenridge 545-3437/430
SUB

WHAT S THE POINT OF LIFE? Unique
dream techniques, special visualizations

and simple twenty-minute spiritual exer-

cises can help you Imd your destiny m this

life Learn about the translormmg spiritual

exercises of ECHANKAR One hour presen
talion 30-minute video and basic how to s

UMA Campus Center 7 30 Thursday Feb 9.

16.23

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is looking for

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Cor)cei1 Inlerested? Call 5^)960 tor details

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1.2. and 3 BEDFIOOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample ofl sirpet parking and
liee bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3856

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

FLOAIOA SPRING BREAKS

OAVTONA S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - S139. Panama City Beach s

Miracle Mila Reson - $119 roundtnp
iransporlation add $80 Can Mark 549-2871

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

SALES/MARKETING HELP NEEDED lor

small growing company Enpenence
desired not necessary Travis •584-9158

FREE MEALS can the DC Fraternity in need
of light kitchen help, in exchange lor meals
Call Jon 545^)046

PUFFTON VILLAGE: One bedroom in a

3-bedroom apt $190 furnished CallTomof
Rahul 5494834 immediately

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER 253^9742

BE A BOARDER IN A SORORITY! Females
only Great location' Great food' Call

545-0527 Ask tor Tiel Stepfi or Tracey

GREAT JOB - NO PAY
FREE MEALS

Call Today
549 2905

FOR SALE

BRAND NEW WINTER COAT, medium si7e

navy blue Knee length Going cheap Call

549 5592 A|ay

FOR SALE HEAD SKIIS with Solomon bin

dings $100 or BO 546-9001

SCREW THE DC
MEALS FOR FREE
For info call me

5492905

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
FOR UMass dorms No car necessary 7

days/week I 2 hours/day Good pay' Call

253-7009

JOSH GORDON

49 STICKER FOR SALE 256-1187

BUY A BikE Cannondale $300 or best offer

Raqcmg and tounr>g suntour gear system

Oia compe brakes mistral aluminum rims

frame alone is worth five hundred dollars Call

Anytime 549-3512

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES- 2 year old

rental income properly 18 000 dollars gross

rental income per year Live rem free and pay

for tuition Call Dale or Ginny 253-9449

SONY RECEIVER 75 watts/channel, digital

inputs for CO, 2 tapes, 3 video Appraised

at $325 BO takes it JC 549 1976

CONGRATULATIONS JOSH on your

choice to run for SGA President You are

Ihe best person for Ihe )Ob We promise our

support 1 1 (V Love your favorite SOM study

group

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands on ex-

perience in the legal fieW-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience m
the legal profession necessary -training pro-

vided An information session will be held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901
Campus Center (545-1995)

BURMESE PYTHON for sale 546-6309

AUTO FOR SALE

81 HONDA CIVVIC WAGON Very weTl

maintained dependable $1200 549-2733

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb-
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253-9032

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3 camp
organization m the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are available in Tennis Ar

chery. Waterfront (W S I ), Cramatics, Office

Administration, Computers Radio Arts 8
Crafts, Nature, Athletics. Jewelry,
Pholoography Dance. Wrestling Cooking,
Adventure/Challenge Course, Film making
Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800 533-CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA) or

write 407 Benson East, Jenkinlown, PA
19046

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - quality tunes for

all occasions M9 1421 or 253-7655

OAYTONA BEACH

BEACHFRONT HOTEL $139 w/bus $214
Florida is calling you' Call us Sean 546-825?

or Rob 253-7153

SELLING 85 MZD GLC just had accident ex-

cellent for parts price B/0 call 546-5918 leave

message

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Alisa 527-6505

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93 000

miles Call 256 8369

FOUND

HEY GREG SMITH. We have your I D

Down here at the collegian Just ask at the

front desi The Classifieds

SET OF CAR KEYS found outside of

Soulhw3ood 83 on Saturday February 4

Please contact 546-9631

MENS WATCH FOUND in front of Herter on

Wed Feb 8 it missmg. please contact

Christine at 546-6944

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON $500 or best offer 1979

Ponliac Calalina Cruiser good condition

Great car for around town or road trips Call

after 6 30pm Shane 549-1594

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug

Hewill Rock Blues Folk all levels

Songwriling, improvisation, theory, reading

Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786 or 549-6966

LOST

LOST VERY SENTIMENTAL- Brown two^

tones leather bomber jacket and royal blue

DAlogonia ski lacket Both stolen at my own
afterhours last Rhursday al Apt -5 Griggs'

Reward and no questions asked All I want

are my only winter coats back Call

253 7083 or 256-1826 Nancy

BROWN LEATHER BOMBER JACKET
taken from 53 TOWNEHOUSE Saturday

Night We can recognize you easily Please

return the jacket lo the Washington Cluster

office or call Mary at 546-9216 No ques-

tions asked

LOST IN HERTER THURS. 2 9 Black Brief

Case of great personal value Any info

please call Lisa al 549-6989 Very important

Thanx

LOST: Gold ropechain bracelet lietween

Mahar 108 and Hills South from 2 3pm
2-8-89 Has special meaning If found

please call Shen 546 5092

PERSONALS

POOH. POOR JUDY GATELY She made
It through one long year Somebody out

there better help her out

KELLY ITS BEEN a great 2 months Hap

py (one day late) Valentines I love you

Scott

KILLER KELLY
Thanks for being

My Valentine

Joey Love

KIM You know how much we miss you but

we II see you next tuesday

LORI GABORI Happy Birtttday" You (My
vixen' Today open up all your

presents then come over to my place and

sfK>w me wtiat you got Jas

SUE HAPPY BELATED VALENTINE S
DAY. The cold weather has made me a lit-

tle slow but I still love you Bill

TO FRISKY DOE. Love Raging Bull

GARY, I LOVE YOU!! You re a hot sexy

kmsh and you always will be Marry me'

Love your one ar>d only baby. Mandy

JOSH GORDON, you re th*^«»t Love

Monique

KENOITA BEBITA: Te amo Eres el luceri

to que llumina mi cammo Feliz Valentin

No 2 de mil Parece que fue ayer que te

conoci Ml amor por ii es como un pozo sm
fondo Tuytlo. Tu Papito Nefl

ELLEN~ YOU BORROWED mTToSegian
and stole my heart Same place same lime

MWF or 6 5987 Jim

JAMIE J at Brittany Mnr, Rose* are red.

violets are blue. I sure would enjoy must
talking with you! Look tiers again

Tue-Wed.

SUE GORSKI Get ready get psyched'

Shave' Tomorrow nioht' Do it this weekend'

Swim awesome at Klew Englands don i be

grumpy Love your SP

TRUMBULL- Get psyched to swim fast at

New Englands"! SP

ROXANNE; It's been an explosive week III

be coming by soon Keep on hooting

Luttier

te quiero mucho cuqulto.

kiLA Here's your '"St personal I love you

Happy Valentine's day-Lyz

MICHELE LEARV Good luch at New
englands' Swil well and lez do if Love you

S Psycher

EDNA, MERCY, MIRITA. OLGA Y

PATRICIA Ustedes si se merecen un per-

sonal Gracias por todo Les quiere ricardo

LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES? Pinocchios has

Ihe answer Monday Tuesday Wednesday
and Thrusday night special large cheese

pizza for only $5 50 » tax A buck a topp-

ing We deliver

ASK A BUSH-BASHER.!.When you say

LAGNAF you say a lot' Spring Break with

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

HAPPY^DAV Torn love ElJse

BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFET Meet that so

meone special through our singles club In-

Iro singles club Box 3006 Boston MA
02130

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house

please call Demse 256-0998 4pm or later

RESUME SERVICE

RESUME SERVICE. We're -1 and we II

beat any price' Free pick up A delivery,

Lasertypesettmg etc Call today 549-4135

RIDE WANTED

LOOKING TO SHARE RIDES »' h people

who commute loand from Spfid 731-8301

eves

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPACIOUS squire

village apl Feb and March free 183/mo
3672092

2 FEMALES TO SHARE Townehouse apl

Call 6 9207

1 OR 2 NEEDED for Amity Place Condo
P?'! each 549 1839

BRANOYWINE APT LOOKING for t female

February free leave message 549 2710

LICENSED DAYCARE PERSON has
full/parttime openings Ages 1-4 Call

5497988

SERVICES

RESUMES. SAMPLES, various styles dif

fereni formats Actual successful expamles
Interested'' Send $3 00 Box 801 Bellmore

New York 11710

AUTO REPAIRS: Very reasonable ex

perienced mechanic VVork your place or

mine Messages for Mark 665-8467

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES. LASER-
PRINTING, copies, typing 665 8873

TAROT READINGS by apmt 546 8935
Find out about yourself

RESUME TYPESETTING, Avoid the end
of semester panic Very experienced, inex-

pensive, overnight laserwriter quality Lisa

6658969

SPRING BREAK - DAVTONA

TUTORING

RETIRED FORMER PROFESSOR OF
SPEECH will help foreign students with

English also Edit papers for correct wiglish

usage Reasonable rates, no charge for in-

itial interview 253-3354

TYPING

FLYJNG FInOERS TYPING Work done
fast Delivery loo Call Kevin 5490116

' WOROSMITH PROFESSIONAL TYP-
ING. Papers resumes and more' Laserprirv

ling with spellcheck 253^4564

WORD PROCESSING fast, professional

accurate 665-4501

UMASS LAX SWEATSHIRT

' LOST/STOLEN ON 81h FLOOR OF *

'Coolidge 1st weekend in Feb Reward"
offered tor the return of this navy
sweatshirt with a Lacrosse Logo

'No questions asked Just please return'
*

It. no one else has one and it has
' extreme sentimental value Call Laura

'

at 546-8031

UNCLE SAMMY WANTS YOUl

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA MU
Fraternity invite all University men to Spring
Rush' Feb 14 Pizz Party Campus Center
-904 7- 11pm Feb 15 Casino Night Campus
Center -917 8-1 Ipm Feb 16 Bowling with

the Brotfiers Meet at Southwest Horseshoe
8pm All events are free'

JOIN MTV AND 1000* OF
• SRPING BREAKERS IN DAVTONA '

•Just $139 or $219 w/bus Plus tanning'

discount at Le Bon Soleil

Call Dana 549-6064

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET/TAKE OVER LEASE June ist one
bedroom apt $370 mo Call Linda or Ta
liana 253-7185 Leave message

WANTED

PING PONG TABLE. Any condition Please
call Teresa at 546 6397

The Love

Affair

Continues
TICKETS NEEDED

TO LA RO VEGAS anywt>ere between lor

Spring Break 66378

TRAVEL

'"PARTY WITH THE
LEADERS IN SPRING BREAK'"

Crimson Travel specialized for 21 years best

thing IS you doni have lo be 21 to dnnk

HOT NIGHTS. COOL FROZEN DRINKS.
reggae music, sandy beacfies and you Af

fordable spring break trips to Jamaica, Can
cun. Acapuico, and Daytona Call Karen or

Share at 546-6612, or Merideth at 549-8274
tor details

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT
COME PARTY WITH 250.000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL OEB
549-0840 or LYNN 546-7483.
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Minutewomen pull out another one, 70-67
Riley buzzer shot helps UM over Harvard
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Trish Riley had a little magic in her last

night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

With a page fresh out of the book of

Magic Johnson's improbable last-second

shots, the sophomore guard launched a

halfcourt three pointer at the buzzer that

gave the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team a 70-67 win over

Harvard University.

In a season that has seen many downto-

the-wire finishes, the Minutewomen keep

finding difTerent ways to pull it out And
the stunned look on Riley's face after tli-

bail fell through the rim showed that thi.-

ending was the most amazing of them all.

Harvard had just tied the game with five

seconds left as senior center Beth Chandler

worked free for an inside bucket to tie the

game. UMass coach Kathy Hewelt called

timeout to .set up the final play.

Just as diagrammed, right coach?

Well, not exactly. Senior forward Beth

Wilbor inbounded from the end line, with

the pa.ss originally intended for Christel

Zullo. However, when Zuilo was double

teamed, the ball went to Riley deep in the

backcourt. Confused, she sprinted upcourt

and let it go from the stripe just a tick

before the buzzer.

'i didn't know there were only five

seconds left." Riley said afterward, then ad

mitting that she didn't think the shot

counted at first. That would explain her

look of shock, but the shot did count, which

would explain the jubilation on the parts

of the UMass team and fans.

However, as has been the case a lot this

year, the game never should have been

that close. The Minutewomen enjoyed a

36 25 cushion at the half, after holding the

Crimson to just 25 percent shooting

(8of-32i in the first 20 minutes.

They were clicking well in the first half,

buoyed by a strong bench performance and

.some new twist in the starting lineup.

Riley, along with senior guard Dianne

Burke and freshman Jenny Moran, were

starters along with Wilbor and Keyburn

McCusker.
"Dianne has helped us. " said Hewelt

"She'll play aggressively for 40 minutes or

until she drops. She's making our defense

ck."

The Minutewomen broke open a close

game, closing it with an 18^9 run that push-

ed the lead to 11 at the half

The lead was as much as 10 early in the

second half, before the Crimson got down

to earth behind the inside play ofChandler.

She scored 19 of her 26 points in the .-second

half, wearing down the foul plagued

Minutewomen inside.

"We got a little tired and didn't play in

side defense." Hewelt said.

A quick glance at the stat sheet would

show this, the Crimson simply owning the

glass with a 60 39 rebounding advantage

Harvard chipped away until a Chandler

bucket gave the Crimson a 61-60 lead with

2:51 to play. UMass captured the lead back

on a hoop by Moran and never trailed

again, although Harvard did all it could to

force the game into overtime.

"We didn't want the overtime We were

pretty tired. " Hewelt said.

Wiibor led the Minutewomen with 16

points, followed by Riley with 12.

Minutewomen, 70-67
Massachu.setts (70): Beth Wilbor 6 4 6 16, Jinny

Moian 4 S. Kevburn McCusker 2 2 4 6; Dianne
Biirkr 1 2; Trish Rilfv 4 .J 6 12; Christel Zullo 2

5 7 9, I Iclcn Fr.'oman .T 'J 6 9: .Sue Serafini 0; Co!

leen Hopkins 0; I,ma Hair .3 2 2 8 Totals: 25 19 .31

70

Harvard (67): Jen Mazanec Tj 2 .3 12; Sarah Duncan
2 3 4. Beth Chandler 7 12 1,S 26; Hnnya Bluestonr

3 6; Heidi Kosh 2 13 ^. Beth Wambach 1 2 2 4:

Jodv Fink 1 2, .Sandy Springer 1 12 3; Dina
Hadrick 3 6 3; Melinda Nelson 2 2 2; Heather Har
ris Totals: 22 23 35 67,

Three-point goals: Rilpy.

Hoop-la: With her 16

points. Wilbor moves even

closer to a milestone. Her
242 points this sea.son gives

her 929 for her four-year

career. She would need to

score 71 over the team's

final seven games (six

regular sea.son and at least

one in the Atlantic 10 tour

nament), or just over 10 a

game, to reach 1,000 for her

career. Currently, she ranks

sixth on the all-time list

with Tara Lewis (937) the

next checkpoint.

Collr0an photo by Jorl Solomon

Beth Wilbor (30) led UMass with 16 points and Trish Riley (24) hit a three-

pointer at the buzzer to lead UMass past Harvard, 70-67 last night at the

Cage.

Men's track takes third place at Eastern meet
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Given the excpectations, the weekend went about as

good as it could have gone for the University of

Massachu.setts men's track team.

The Minutemen traveled to New Haven, Conn. Sunday
to compete in the Ea.stern Intercollegiate Athletic As.socia-

tion meet. According to coach Ken O'Brien, the team
didn't anticipate finishing any higher than third.

And third place it was for the Minutemen, though just

barely, needing a solid team effort to pull it out.

"I felt there were several teams that were battling for

places three through six. and we grabbed third by a nar-

row margin," O'Brien .said. "We competed well to get it."

UMass finished with 56 total points, just barely ahead
of the University of Maine, which came in with 54.5. The

hosts from Southern Connecticut State University won
the meet with 116 points, and the University of New
Hampshire was second at 80.5. Rounding out the top six

were Springfield College (48) and Lowell (37).

The score was almost similar to the one UMass had in

this meet last year, but it was a more pleasing perfor-

mance for O'Brien becau.se it was more of a team effort.

"I feel we ran pretty well. It was one of those days where
well beyond half the people competed well." O'Brien said.

"There was little margin for error and about 80 to 85 per-

cent of the team came through."

Highlighting the meet was a victory by the distance

medley team of Herb Heffner, Steve Brown. Reinardo

Flores and Fitzpatrick Hagan with a time of 10:22.5

seconds.

Brown also captured second in the 600 in 1:14.50 and
Flores was second in the mile in 4:14.89. Art Smith was

another .second place finish, running a 9:04.22 in the two-

mile. The two-mile relay team was also second in 8:04.66.

Other top finishers for the Minutemen were freshman
Derek Moore, fourth in the 880 (1:58.58). Kevin Walters

in the dash (fifth in 6.68 seconds) and Heffner in the mile

(fifth in 4:22.74).

The mile relay team also finished fifth in 3:35.93.

"We scored in the events we had to score in. We went
down naked in some events, but we've known that all

year," O'Brien said. "There were no surprises."

UMass will run its final regular season meet Saturday,

when it visits Dartmouth along with New Hampshire.
After that, the Minutemen travel to the New England
championships at MIT on Feb. 24-25 and the IC4A meet
at Princeton on Mar. 4.

"We'll use the Dartmouth meet to tie up the loose ends

before the New Englands," O'Brien said.

The future looks bright for UMass
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

With the problems the University of Mas.sachusetts

men's basketball team has had this season, a lot of peo-

ple have been asking, "What next?"

But the que.stion "what next?" — as in next season, is

a pleasant one to think about.

The Minutemen will lo.se one senior, John Milum.
Granted, when Milum is on, he can be effective.

But a couple of future Minutemen, high school seniors

Tony Barbee and Tom Pace, are giving UMass plenty to

look forward to.

Barbee and Pace, who have both signed letters of intent

to attend the University next year, are both having stan-

dout seasons.

Barbee, a forward at North Central High School in In-

dianapolis, was called "probably the best player in the

county" by the sports editor of the Indianapolis Star.

Barbee scored 34 points Friday night against Northwest
City School and added 44 the next night against Perry

Meridian. He averages 5.5 points per game for North Cen-

tral, which is 12-6 and in second place in the county.

Pace averages ju.st under 10 points per game for the

Manuel High School in Denver. Manuel is currently 16-0

and ranked 11th in the country by USA Today.

So no matter how things turn out for the Minutemen
this sea.son, there is a bright future for the team to look

ahead to.

Collegian staff member Rnnn Garry contributed to this

story.

Former UM
athlete dies

Allyson Rioux, a former Ail-American shortstop for

the University of Massachu.setts women's softball

team, died at her home in Stamford, Conn, last Thurs-

day after an extended illness.

Rioux, who played for the Minutewomen between

1981 84, starred both on the field and off, according to

UMass Softball coach Elaine Sortino.

"I don't think I'll ever coach a nicer player," Sortino

said. "She was one of the nicest people in the world,

and that's not an exaggeration."

Rioux was named second team All-America her
senior year after batting .372 with three home runs
and 30 runs batted in.

Snow ending before

noon. Windy and in the

20's. Tomorrow, partly

sunny, 20's again.

Mens' hoops hits the

road to take on 14th-

ranking West Virginia

University. Page 24.

Depart

Safety t(f^moun
unit, deptity^d
Page 3.
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Student listed 'fair' after 30-foot fall
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student was li.sted in fair

condition yesterday after falling 30 feet down an elevator

shaft late Tuesday in Washington Residence Hall, officials

at Cooley-Dickison Hospital said.

First-year student Dane Stolgitis. of Hardwick, was

rushed to CooleyDickinson just before midnight where

he was placed in the intensive care and treated for head,

chest and back injuries, police said.

According to UMass spokeswoman Stacey Chase, of-

ficials believe the elevator in which Stolgitis was riding

became wedged between the 3rd and 4th floors. Stolgitis

then opened the doors from the inside and attempted to

swing down to the 3rd-noor landing, missed, and plum-

meted to the bottom of the shaft.

Police, responding to a call from student security at

11:48 p.m., were able to communicate with Stolgitis who

informed them he was injured.

Police and firefighters, unable to open the outer elevator

doors to get to Stolgitis, gained access to the shaft through

a service entrance.

Officials at the hospital said yesterday that Stolgitis was
still in the intensive care unit.

"He's not critical by any means," said a hospital official.

Further details about his condition were unavailable.

Soon after Stolgitis was removed from the shaft, the

elevators were closed down and State inspection officials

were notified and were on the scene this morning, said

Paul Lawler, director of elevator maintenance at the

physical plant.

State inspectors did not release any findings yesterday,

but a more-detailed account of what happened is expected

upon the completion of their investigation today, Lawler

said.

Lawler said Stolgitis would have been able to open the

hallway elevator doors from the inside of the shaft by trip-

ping an electro-mechanical switch that controls the doors.

"There's an electro-mechanical interlock and it's just

a matter of reaching into the hoistway and unlocking the

door," he said.

Officials said they expect this is what happened because

the elevators will not operate if either door is open, Lawler

said.

But Lawler said it will not be clear what happened un

til the investigation is complete and the police talk to

Stolgitis.

"It's hard to say," he said. "Everything right now is

assumuptions. I don't know if he stopped the elevator with

the stop switch," or if the elevator was to blame.

But he said it does not look as if a mechanical failure

was the cause of the incident.

Lawler said that there have not been any major pro-

blems with the elevators in Washington or on campus

generally, outside of routine maintenance.

( ullrgian photo by Chrin Hosford

PUDDLE PEDAL — Alex Depillis, a senior mechanical engineering

major, splashes his way by the School of Management in yesterday's

drizzle.

Iran offers $2.6m bounty
for life of Salman Rushdie
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS AND STAFF
REPORTS

Iran yesterday placed a $2.6 million

bounty on the head of Salman Rushdie,

whose novel "The Satanic Verses" has

enraged many of the world's Moslems, and

he dropped from sight with police guarding

his home and his publishers.

Rushdie — a Moslem bom in Bombay, In-

dia, and educated at Cambridge — was

reported yesterday to be with his wife,

American novelist Marianne Wiggins, as

he pondered whether to go ahead with a

tour of the United States that was to begin

Friday.

Rushdie was rumored to have included

the University of Massachusetts on his

tour, but school spokespersons yesterday

could not confirm that a date had been set

for his visit.

In Iran, Hojatolislam Hassan Saneie,

head of the 15th Khordad Relief Agency

said "If the executioner is a foreigner he

will receive a million dollars," according

to the Iranian news agency.

The reward for an Iranian, however, will

be 200 million rials, or $2.6 million, the

Islamic Republic News Agency quoted

Saneie as saying.

Tehran Radio denounced the book as "a

shameless onslaught on the sacred

character of Islam's prophet," and pro-

testers shattered windows at the British

Embassy in Tehran.

"With a glance at the writer of this book
one may see the hidden hands of world im-

perialism and the devious role of arrogance

in the activities of publication agencies

which serve it," said a Tehran Radio broad-

cast monitored by the British Broadcasting

Corp.

About 2,000 noisy protesters appeared at

the British Embassy in Tehran, Charge
d'AfTaires Nick Browne told BBC-TV, but

he said authorities protected the embassy
and the seven people inside.

"There was never any question of any of

us being in danger," Browne said.

Tehran Radio, monitored by the BBC,
reported other protests yesterday in

Kashan, southeast of the holy city of Qom,
and Firuzukh, east of Tehran.

Six people died earlier this week in pro-

tests in Pakistan.

A day earlier, Tehran Radio quoted

Ayatollah RuhoUah Khomeini as saying

Rushdie and his publishers "are hereby

.sentenced to death."

continued on page 7

UMass site of equestrian games

Tsongas to meet with faculty
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Paul Tsongas. designated the new chair-

man of the Massachu.setts Board of

Regents, is scheduled to meet with faculty

at 9:30 this morning to discuss higher

education in the state. The meeting is

slated to last two hours in Bowker
Auditorium.
Tsongas, a former US Senator, will be

"exchanging his ideas with their (the facul

ty's] ideas," said Regents spokesman Terry

Zoulas.

Today's forum will consist of a short

.speech by Tsongas and then a question-

answer period with the audience, Zoulas

said.

The meeting comes on the heels of an an-

nouncement yesterday by the Board of

Regents that it plans to revamp the whole

higher education system in Massachusetts.

Franklyn Jenifer, chancellor of the

regents, said, "We're going to look at

everything: closings, mergers, trimming
down and expansions."

Zoulas said no definite plans have been
continued on page 4

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Some of the world's most talented stu-

dent riders will compete at the University

of Massachusetts this summer in the se-

cond equestrian tournament ever to be held

in the United States.

More than 100 students representing 15

countries will compete in the International

Intercollegiate Equestrian Games fllEG)

scheduled for Aug. 8 to 15, said Vickie

Kahn, assistant riding instructor for Tilson

Farm at UMass.
Kahn said the competition features

events on par with Olympic tournaments.

They include show jumping over 5-foot bar-

riers, and dre.ssage, which te.sts the har-

mony between the horse and rider, Kahn
said.

"There's some excellent riders," she said.

"Some are right up on their way to the

top."

The UMass equestrian team will not be
allowed to compete on their home ground,

but Kahn said team horses will be used in

the event.

In addition, the IIEG is planning to lease

50 horses for the event, and is organizing

the students' housing, meals, and the

week's festivities, she said.

In January, members from the UMass
equestrian team competed in this year's

first Nation's Cup competition in West Ger-

many and Berlin, and Kahn said the

August event will be similar to last

month's tournament.

"It's the same idea," she said. "We may
have a Nation's Cup someday, but not this

year."

The competition will receive no funding
from the University, ^nd Kahn said the
IIEG is seeking donations and corporate
sponsorships to help students with air fare

and other provisions.
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People in the news. .

.

CBS to air unusual movie Sunday
LDS ANGELES tAP> - ("hervl Ladd s n.w TV nu.\R

might have a rather scandalous plot, but the story was

recommended to her by her mother.

Airmg Sunday on CBS, The Fulfillment of Mar> Cray"

is based on the romantic novel "The Fulfillment." by

LaV'eryle Spencer, about a turn ofthe century farm cou

pie who consider an unusual way ofovercoming their lack

of children.

"The husband decides that his younger brother can

father their child." Ladd said

The author based the book on stories she had heard from

her grandmother. The book was recommended to Ladd by

her mother.

"My mother's an avid reader, Ladd said "She not on

iy recommended that I read it but said it would make a

fabulous film. 1 read it and agreed with her It has great

characters and a rich and powerful story CJoojl stories are

tough to find I worked on the script six to eight months

with Laird Koenig."

Ladd's husband. Brian Russell, was supervising pro

ducer on the film. Ladd said she liked the story because

of the way the characters' relationships changed.

"The wife and the brother had been friendly up to that

time, but there was nothing more," said Ladd. "But when
the hu.sband makes the announcement at the dinner table.

It changes all relationships. They had been married seven

Fonda and husband
to try separation
LOS A.\(iELES<.APi — Actress and aerobics guru Jane

Fonda and husband Tom Hayden have divided to separate

on a trial basis, a spokesman for the couple said yesterda\

"Tom and .Jane consider this separation a private mat

ter and will have no public comment or statement on it.'

-laid Stephen Rivers.

Fonda. 51. and Hayden. 49. a California asscnibl\man
who first rose to prominence as a co-founder <»f Students

tor a Dem«Kratic Society and as a Chicago Seven defen

dant. were married in 197H
They have a two children. Troy. In. and Vanes.sa. who

IS Fonda's daughter from a previous mairiage to director

Roger Vadini

years and had no children. He conies to the conclusion il

was because he had mumps as a boy. He's a very religious

man and he prays and prays and comes to this decision.

"She's very hurt by the suggestion that he would give

her to another man He thinks he's giving her a gift

Children are very important on farms, and it's important

that the land be pa.s.sed (m generation to generation When

the husband goes out of town for a few days they make

a baby and fall in love. Now it really gets sticky because

she loves both of them."

The move also stars Ted Levine as her husband and

Lewis Smith as the younger brother. Piers Haggard

directed. The movie was filmed in Brenham, Texas, which

stood in for Minnesota.

Ladd said she was attracted to the book because it's a

strong story that presents "a moral issue that we can all

relate to."

"These are all imperfect people," she said. "You can feel

the pain they're going through. They're good people try-

ing to do the right thing. The husband is solid, quiet and

introspective. The brother is more open and more fun. Put

them together and they make a complete man."

Ladd's last television appearance was the CBS
miniseries "Bluegrass," but she is best known for the

popular series of the 1970s, "Charlie's Angels."

Her latest feauture film. "Millenium," which also stars

Daniel .1 Travanti and Kris Krux will be out in April

AH ph"(i>

Actress Jane Fonda and husband Tom Hayden

Tonite Tonite Tonite

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN
PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

PRESENTS:

"THE SPECTER OF GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENTAL CATASTROPHE"

A talk by:

Dr. Arjun Makijani

Director, Institute for Energy and
Environmental Research

8:00 P.l

Thursday, February 16

Thompson Hall, 106,
the University of Massachusetts

Sponsored by the Five College Program in Peace an World
Security Studies (PAWSS). This event is free and open to
the public. For additional information, call PAWSS at
549-4600, ext. 519
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THE HILLS ARE NOT ALIVE - It was a quiet and gray day up on Orchard Hill yesterday.

Collapsed
storm drain
under repair

at Smith
College

NORTHAMPTON - The
Department of Public
Works said yesterday they

are enlarging the 25-foot-

wide sinkhole, which
developed on Smith College

campus last weekend, to get

at the main problem — a col-

lapsed storm drain.

The chasm, which began
as a three foot wide hole in

the middle of Paradise

Road, opened up Sunday
when a stone block from an
old storm drain became
displaced 26 feet

underground and caused

the sewer and gas mains to

rupture. The resulting

sewage flow caused the

underbelly of the street to

erode and eventually

collapse.

DPW officials sent a man
wearing protective equip-

ment through the outdated

storm drain until he located

the cave-in sight.

"We're very lucky the

16inch water main that

runs through there didn't

break. That would be real

trouble." said DPW Depart-

ment Superintendent Paul

O. Hadsel.

Hadsel said his men are in

the process of expanding the

hole .so they may fit the

necessary equipment inside

to fix the damaged areas.

They are installing bracing

.systems to keep the water

main undamaged, he said.

He said it could cost the ci-

ty $20,000 to $30,000 to fix

the old storm drain.

Hadsel said he hopes to

restore normal traffic to the

.street, which has been clos

ed off since the accident, by

the beginning of next week.

- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Public Safety to announce
deputy chiefand new unit
By THOMAS RODRIOUES
Collegian Staff

The Department of Public Safety at the

University of Massachusetts is scheduled

to announce today its choice for a new
deputy chief of police and structural

changes.

Director Arthur Hil.son is scheduled to in-

troduce the six new full-time officers ap-

pointed to the police force last fall, and a

new specialized investigative police unit.

The Community Disorders Unit. Hilson's

brainchild with a name borrowed from a

Boston police detachment, will investigate

crimes against race, color, sex, religion, na

tional origin or sexual preference.

"The group will work on these problems

which deserve full-time attention, day or

night, they will be there to investigate the

situation," Hilson said.

CDU will also handle all criminal in-

vestigations, drug cases, sensitive crimes

such as rape and moral offenses and

juvenile crimes.

The unit, headed up by Lt. Michael

Grabiec, is currently slated to be made up

of three officers, of which only one has been

named. Hilson said the unit may increase

its force to five officers.

In addition, Hil.s«m said he will announce

three clergy members who will .serve as

police chaplains. They will be issued

badges and will be on call to .serve the ec-

clesia.stical needs of police officers, victims

and crime suspects.

"There certainly are times when an of

ficer. or a victim may need the counsel of

a clergyman and they are there to answer

that need." Hilson said.

The new deputy chief will fill the void left

by former UMa.ss police Chief Robert G.

Joyce, who resigned last September when
Hilson announced plans to reorganize the

department, creating a deputy chiefs posi-

tion to .serve as the department's .senior

uniformed officer.

A Medal for Exceptional Service will be

awarded and Letters of Commendation and

Certificates of Appreciation will be

distributed to about a dozen recipients.

The announcements will be made at 3

p.m. in the Robsham Memorial Center for

Visitors.

Two vehicles collide near NAH
$1,700 in damages was reported
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Police said an accident near New Africa

House caused a total of $1,700 in damage
to the two vehicles involved Tuesday.

The first vehicle, double-parked in front

of the New Africa House was backing up

when it collided with a truck travelling

.south on the one-way drive.

The driver of the backing vehicle, which

sustained $1,500 in damages, was cited for

failure to use care in backing and violating

a learner's driving permit. The truck

received $200 in damages.

In other police reports:

• A student reported a knap.sack. con

taining a calculator and Sony Walkman
worth $185. stolen from the Campus
Center Tuesday, police .said. Further in-

vestigation with Amherst Police revealed

that an individual they had arrested for

house break-ins was allegedly in possession

of the Walkman at the time of arrest.

UMass police will summons the individual

on a charge of receiving stolen property

under $250. police said.

• Police .said a slate vclucle parked near

Morrill Science Building was found Tues-

day with its window smashed. Damage to

the vehicle was estimated at $300.

• A hole was found in the glass of a

Parking Control Booth Tuesday and its

door was found kicked in. The padlock on

the door had be«>n broken and damage was
estimated at $55. police .said.

• A door in room 66 Bartlett Hall was
found filled with glue Tuesday. Repair to

the door was estimated at $100, police .said.

• A student reported that his vehicle

had been struck by another vehicle upon
entering the Campus Center Garage Tues
day, causing $400 in damages. The driver
of the offending car then fled the scene. The
victim furnished police with a description

of the car and the driver. The case is under
investigation, police said.

• A student reported Tuesday a ski rack
had been stolen from the roof of his car
while parked in E Lot, police .said.

• Police aided a young woman on the

10th fioor of John Adams Residence Hall

Tuesday night when she slipped in some
water on the n<K)r and received a laceration

to her chin, police said.

Rothman
reads Bible
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Assticiation last night manag
ed to pa.ss two motions on its agenda, calling for an in-

crease in police presence on campus and the creation of

a .student committee to help plan the projected Mullins

Conv(Kation Center.

At its onset, the meeting was stalled by attempts to ad-

journ from last week's meeting, where filibustering

prevented an official dismissal.

The meeting was mired only by W. Greg Rothman's at

tempt to filibuster by reading from the Bible and from
the .student directory for several minutes

For months, conservative senators have attempted to

block a senate ratification of Shari Silkoff and Jason
Rabinowitz as co-presidents.

Rothman's antics were quickly ruled out of order by
Senate Speaker Robert Fadel. acting in accordance with
Robert s Rules of Order, the procedure followed by the
senate.

Rothman said the attempt was a "succe.ssful" effort to

prevent last week's motion to approve the co-presidency

issue from reaching the n(M)r.

Sen. Bob McDevitt .said last night's was the mo.st pro-

ductive meeting the SGA has held in months, delayed only

by the Silkoff and Rabinowitz i.ssue. which was dropped

from this week's agenda because of legal difficulties.

In dealing with campus issues, the senate unanimous-

ly supported upgrading police presence in "high crime"

and "high rape and attack" areas including E-lots and

the Orchard Hill Sylvan path.

Sen Robb Smith, who .spon.sored the proposal, said "It's

about time !the motion] passed." The Public Policy com
mittee will begin forming its recommendations to the ad

ministration immediately, he added.

Sftme recommendations include permanently assigning

.security workers to parking lots as a crime deterrent, and

allotting greater funds to public safety. Smith said.

"I know the budget cuts may not make this feasible,"

he said. But, "I think we have to make it feasible."

Smith said he will be meeting with Executive Director

of Public Safety Arthur Hilson in two weeks to discuss

further concerns and formulate recommendations.

Al.so pa.s.sed was a propo.sal to establish a student gover-

ning bfjard for the Mullins Convocation Center, which was

approved for construction la.st seme.ster.

The SGA previously endorsed a student fee for the

center, and Sen. Dan Chesnicka. the motion's co-sponsor,

said .student input as well as student monies should be

involved in the building's planning and con.struction.

Several committee appointments were al.so finalized,

after heated debate and extended speeches initiated by

campus conservatives.

In other business, the SGA nominating sub committee

appointed Susan Gordon and Sen. Brett Min to the SGA
Finance committee and Martha Rutledge. Sens. W. Greg
Rothman and Matthew Happy to the Government Affairs

committee.

The United Students Agenda al.so announced its

political ticket for the upcoming SGA elections: Tracy

Davis for president and Eric Nakajima for Student

Trustee.

No permit, rain

stop bonfire
Poor weather conditions

yesterday may not be the first barrier to a local frater-

nity's plans to rally students around a bonfire at the

campus pond in prote.st of state budget cuts.

Phi Mu Delta President Alan Aikens said he is try-

ing to reschedule the bonfire for next Wedne.sday at

6 p.m., but confusion surrounding the purpose of the

event may prevent a permit from being obtained.

The University is allowed one bonfire permit a year.

Paul Lalonde, a.ssistant chief of the Amherst Fire

Department, said he thought the fraternity's event was

to be part of a UMass "winter carnival."

Aikens said the event was inspired last fall by the

winter carnival, but "red tape " caused the bonfire to

be rescheduled because the fire from coinciding with

the winter events.

Lalonde said he will not issue a permit to the frater

nity until he is able to "physically" inspect the site at

the campus pond, gather information about plans for

crowd control, and speak with the event's organizers.
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made for specific schools in the system yet.

but that anything is possible.

"Everything is on the table." he said.

The Regents did not release any specific

information about the plan along with the

announcement.
Tsongas has yet to be officially accepted

as the chairman of the Regents because of

his affiliation with the law firm Folev.

Hoag and Eliot, which represents several

state colleges and universities. He cannot

make any motions within the board, but he
IS behind an aggressive campaign to bring

UMass into competition with schools .>;uch

as Harvard and the Massachusetts In

stitute of Technology. Zoulas said.

After the meeting with faculty and
students Tsongas will leave for Springfield

where he will meet with all the presidents

and chancellors of Ma.ssachusetts' 29 public

higher education facilities. Zoulas said.

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES
PRESENTS:

GLOBAL PERILS IN THE 1990's:

CHALLENGES TO
INTERNATIONAL PEACEMAKING

The PAWSS Spring 1989 Lecture Series

Thursday, February 16: Arjun Makhi)ani. Institute for

Energy and Environmental Research: "THE SPECTER
OF GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CATASTROPHE."
UMass. Thompson 106 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 1: Jason Clay. Cultural Survival. Inc.:

"IN THE FACE OF EXTINCTION: INDIGENOUS
PEOPLES."
Smith College. Seelye 10. 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 8: Leonard Spector. Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace. "THE
UNDECLARED BOMB: NUCLEAR PROLIFERATON
IN THE 1990'S."
Amherst College. Campus Center Theater. 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, March 14: Robert Shuey. Congressional
Research Service, and Michael Klare. PAWSS. Hamp-
shire College "FANNING THE FLAMES: ARMS AND
MISSILE SALES TO THE THIRD WORLD."
Hampshire College. Franklin Patterson, West Lecture
Hall. 8:00 p.m.

Thursday, March 30: Gordon Burck and Charles
Flowerree. Federation of American Scientists:
"PROLIFERATING POISONS: THE SPREAD OF
CHEMICAL WEAPONS."
UMass. School of Busmess Administration. Rm. 120.
8:00 p.m.

Thursday, April 6: Isabel Letelier

Studies: "GENDER VIOLENCE:
AGAINST WOMEN."
Umass. Thompson 102. 8:00 p.m.

Institute for Policy

THE GLOBAL WAR

Monday, April 10: Susan George. Transnational Institute:

"THE DEBT CRISIS: GLOBAL ECONOMIC DIS-
ORDER IN THE 1990'S."
Smith College. McConnell 103. 8:00 p.m.

All events are tree and open to the public

For information call PAWSS. 413-549-4600 ext 519

COLLEGIAN
NEEDS WRITERS

Come down to 1 13 Campus Center
to start a successful writing career

-Are you an Art Major who
wants to design posters?

-Are you an English,

Communications, or

Journalism iVIajor who wants
to do press or publicity?

-Are you interested in bringing

diverse speakers to this

campus?

WE WANT YOU!!

DVP
Distinguished Visitors Program

New members meeting

February 21st ^tjt;»;%

in cc &11B mnrn
dtstin^ubhed

Vbitof^ profktm

in C.C. 811B

at 6:30 PM

refreshments wiii be served

UMASS
SKI CLUB

18th Annual Ski Snatch Thank You Party
(For those who worked 10 hours or more.)

Sunday,
February 19, at 9:00 p.m.

Pick up invitation and information at

Ski Club Office, 430 Student Union

RIDES PROVIDED
Please Don't Drive!

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1 -HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day. .

.

MON: 25". 0F(^ FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

257 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST

Knapp to address Faculty Senate
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The new chairman of the Board of Trustees and the

President of the University of Massachusetts will address

the Faculty Senate at its first meeting ot this semester

today.

It IS not know n what President David C. Knapp or Chair

(iordon Oakes will tell the faculty at the 3:30 p m.

meeting, but all indications would point to the topic of

the University's budget plight, faculty members say.

The two men were invited to address the faculty with

the hope that they could shed more light on the financial

crisis the school faces and perhaps discuss remedies, said

Faculty Senate Secretary Roland Chilton.

"Were most concerned with the budget cuts and hope

he IKnappl will speak to that issue. This n-allv is a crisis

time for the University because the state simply doesn't

have the money to give us. " Chilton said.

Chilton said the faculty is likely to pose a variety of

questions to Knapp and Oakes. and it is possible the

discussion will turn to what former Sen. Paul T.songas.

designated chairman of the Board of Regents of Higher

Education who is also scheduled to sp>eak today, had to

say to the entire faculty during his morning address.

In other scheduled .senate business;

• An annual report from the University Writing Com
mittee, which met seven times in the 1987 1988 academic

year to discuss aspects of the freshman writing program,

including placement tests, tutoring programs and

teaching a.ssi.stant training and working conditions.

• The special report of the Academic Matters Council

concerning the approval of five new courses to thi-

curriculum.

Awareness week planned for April
Organizers to confront stereotypes ofgay and lesbian life

By PAUL McALEKR
Collegian Correspondent

Planning for Gay. Lesbian, and Bisexual Awareness
V»'eek 1989 began earlier this week, and according to the

event's ccxjrdinator. the goal this year is to confront

stereotypes and provide support to the gay community.

The annual event, now in its 5th year, is scheduled for

April 7 14, said Felice Yeskel, coordinator of the Progiam

for Cay. Le.><bian and Bisexual Concerns.

Yeskel said nothing has been specifically planned yet

for this year's week, but "people are trying to get Harvey

Fierstein." Fierstein is a Broadway playwright whose

best known work is Torch Sonfj Tnlony.

In past years the Week has consisted of 40 different

events, such as workshops, speakers, films, panel discu.s-

sions and cultural events, Yeskel said.

"The goals of awareness week on campus about gay, les-

bian and bisexual people: to confront myths, stereotypes

and misinformation th*- pt-ople h;;vi. " she said. " And t<>

support gay, le.sbian and bisexual peiiple on campus and
to make more visible the diverseness of the gay, lesbian

and bisexual culture."

Planning sessions will be held 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. every

Tuesday, until the week of April 7. in the Campus Center

The meeting are open to the public.

In past years. co-sp<jnsors of the event have been the

chancellor's office, the dean of students office, the area

governments and various on-campus groups. The budget

for past Awareness Weeks has been $5,000 to $10,000.

This year's bu-.get is not yet known, she .said.

"I think it's an opportunity to get involved, have fun,

broaden awareness of gay, bisexual and le.sbian concerns

for the whole campus community and help actualize the

goal that UMass is a diverse community. " Yeskel said.

"People involved in the planning of the week can learn

a variety of new skills, including organizational skills,

outreach, skills, production skills and poster design," she

said

lARQESl MUSICAL SALE IN NEW ENGLAND

FALCETTI MUSIC CENTERS
CELEBRATING 32nd ANNIVERSARY

$500,000.00 INVENTORY CLEARANCE SALE

Holiday Inn, Holyoke, MA Exit 15 Rte. 91

3 DAYS ONLY- Sat., Sun., mon. Feb. 18, 19, 20, 1989

12:00 noon to 8:00 p.m. EACH DAY

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 538-7970 or 543-1002

ACCESSORIES
GUITAR STRINGS Vt PR<GE

CBI 10' CABLE '/z PRICE

MICROPHONES Vz PRICE

HARMONICAS 32% OFF

KEYBOARD STANDS 32-64% OFF

THOUSANDS Of ACCESSORliS
FROM $100 ON UP

GUITARS & BASSES
APPLAUSE, CARLOS &
y.iMAHA ACOUSTICS 32% 01 F

CHARVEL 32-50% OFF

GUILD 32% OFF

PEAVEY 32-50% OFF

YAMAHA ELECTRICS V? PRICE

USED GUITARS $50 ON UP
OVER 200 GUITARS A BASSES

|

PORTABLE KEYBOARDS
YAMAHA PSRT2 was 2^ 109.50

YAMAHA PSR80 was 995 495.00

YAMAHA & CASIO 32-50% OFF

PORTABLES
USED PORTABLES S20 ON UP

OVER ISO PORTABLE KEYBOARDS

CRATE 32% OFF
KMD GV100 64% OFF
PEAVEY 32%
YAMAHA BUDOKAN $69
YAMAHA 1/2 PRICE

OVER 50 AMPLIFIERS

SYNTHESIZERS
YAMAHA DX100 was 445NOW 199

YAMAHA YS200 _. _
was 1295 NOW 879

ENSOMQ MIRAGE ^,^., ^
was 1295 NOW 879

ALL YAMAHA DX's 32% OFF

USED SYNTHESIZERS FROM $100

ON UP

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
FOSTEX X-30 4 TRACK 395.00

FOSTEX 20. 2 I RACK 995.00

FOSTEX 80, 8 TRACK 1.795.00

FOSTEX 4050

AUTOLOCATOR 695.00

ALL HOSA A FOSTEX

RECORDING ACCESSORIES J/MH OFF

DRUMS 1

ALL CB. LUDWIG
AND YAMAHA

1

32-50% OFF
1

:
CYMBALS &
HARDWARE 32-64% OFF

DRUMSTICKS V2 PRICE

USED CYMBALS &
HARDWARE $5 00 ON UP

MIDI EQUIPMENT
AKAI PRODUCTS
YAMAHA RX7

YAMAHA RX5

YAMAHA QX21

Vz PRICE

595

895

149

ALL ENSONIQ. 360 SVSTEMS

KURZWEIL, ROLAND &

YAMAHA 32-64% OFF

SIGNAL PROCESSORS

YAMAHA RICO was 295 175.00

YAMAHA SPX500 was 595 395.00

DOD DSP128 was 495 335.00

DOO & YAMAHA RACKMOUNT

GEAR AT 32% OFF

EFFECT PEDALS

DOD 32% OFF

BOSS 32% OFF

PEAVEY V2 PRICE

YAMAHA V2 PRICE

OVER 100 EFFECT PEDALS

imjsic

OVER 500

ASSORTED BOOKS

PRICED AT $1.00

AND UP!!

SOUND REINFORCEMENT

ALL CRATE

PEAVEY & YAMAHA
TOWER AMPSX
*MIXERS )32-50%

'SPEAKERS / OFF

Women's Forum
Lecture
The Women's Studies and Anthropolojo' departments

are co-sponorin^ a lecture by Henrietta Moore ofCam
bridge University on "Feminism and Anthropology-:

Gender and Difference" at noon Tuesday. Feb 21. in

the 6th floor lounge of Thompson Hall.

Brown bag lunch
As part of its brown bag lunch series, the Women's

Studies department is sponsoring an informal lecture

by by Barbara Schreier. a professor in the Home
Economics department, from 12:15 to I'M Wednesday.

Feb. 22 in Room 804 808 of the Campus Center

Schreier will speak on "Becoming American Women:

Clothing and Acculturation for Jewish Immigiant

Women 1880 1920.

"

WAGES
Former undergiaduate WAGES members are en-

couraged to attend a meeting at 6 p.m. Monday, March
."). Xo discuss attempts to reinstate the Women's Admi.s-

sions and General Educational Support program Call

Nancy Rios at 549-4422 or Nancy Bishop at 256 094

1

for information and location.

Concert
At 8 p.m. March 18 at the Northampton Center for

the Arts. The Buds and New Moon Productions will

present Alix Dobkin and special gue.st Linda Shear in

a concert for women.
Dobkin produced the fir>l lt>bian album, and Shear

was a founding member of the Tirst openly lesbian

band, in this country The c«mcert will benefit the Sup

port Group for Dykes with Illness and Disahilitit-s

Support group
Women auto-mechanics, landscapers, carpenters,

electricians,

plumbers, and others who work in non-traditional j«)bs

have formed a support group All women in such jobs

or interested m such trades are invited to meetings

from 5:45 to 7:45 Monday nights during February,

March, and April Call 545 088,}.

Kids driving you crazy?

Parents Anonymous is a free and confidential self

help group for any parent who would like support in

the difficulties of parenting. For a contact person and

location of weekly meetings, call 1-800-882 1250

FILENE'S BASEMENT
ON MARCH 18th UMASS

7 NIGfrrS H0TEI7^\IH/TR^\NSFERS

NO HIDDEN COSI^!
VHiM BOSTON/STAY AT THE BEST HOTELS

Buy with confidence. Buy your vacation from Filene s basement

JAMAICA
MONTEGO BAY
or NEGWL from

Sal niqhl dec

$449

At Dckixr iJcachlront

Nassau Beach
Hotel ^" "'9*1' <^^ ^'°'"

BAHAMAS
$479,,

PUERTO LA CRUZ

$569.,,
Suites at Beachfront

Doral Beach Botel
Sunday dep frotn

CANCUN
$449,

Beachi'ronl
1st Class Hotel

Sal .nigtil dep from

•.(l,.m .r.c»»f«»vin . j^ >r-cw.nr, »») ». o./l t!!> ' ; lniJWit IJ»" •'.»<! a.«! J-^ «(W' VT,'"'! n

OPEN TODAY , J^TH^
.

10 Locations m kAJv^CATIOrSJ
New England ^ A^ OUTLET '

Guaranteed Reservations! mnrVIT^^^T^lii
Guaranteed Low Prices!

For information or to Book call

617 267-8100
RRSTCLASSVACATIONS ATBARGAIN BASEMENT PRIQES!
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For Your Information
For Your Information is a service of the Collegian to

its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press
releases can be included in FYI. For more information,
contact David at the Collegian, at 545-3500.
Discussion
The Program for Gay. Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns

IS sponsoring a discussion on "Internalized Homophobia."
The forum is scheduled for today from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m
For more information, call 545-4824.

l^ecture

The Five College Program m Peace and World Securi
ty Studies tPAWSSi will present a talk by environmen
tal expert Dr Arjun Makhijani on "The Specter of Global
Environmental Catastrophe " The program has been
scheduled for today at 8 p.m. in Thompson 106. For more
information, contact Adi Bemak at 549-4600, ext. 519.

Workshop
"Financial Planning for Writers" is the subject of a

workshop led by Sally A. Livingston, a financial planner
who specializes in working with craftspeople and artists.

The workshop is scheduled for Saturday. Feb. 18. from
1 to 4 p.m. in the Jones Library. For more information,
contact B.J Roche at 339-4886.

Fundraiser
The Hampshire County Association for Retarded

Citizens has scheduled its first annual Cross-Countr>' Ski-

a-thon and Citizen's Race for Sunday. Feb. 19. The race

is scheduled to begin at 9 a.m., and the ski a thon is

scheduled to start at 10 a.m. For more information, con-

tact Frank Netto at 268-3298.

Support Group
For separated and divorced men. The group will be

meeting in Northampton on Wednesdays from 7 to 8:30
p.m., beginning this month. For more information, con-

tact David Arbeitman at 527 5911

Career Day
The Department of Hotel Restaurant and Travel Ad-

ministration have scheduled a Career Day on Tuesday.
Feb. 21 at the Campus Center Auditorium from 9 a.m.

to 4 p.m. For more information, contact Leon at 549-6270
or Liz at 549 0975.

Lecture
JAP Baiting: Hiumless Fun or Ethnic Slur?" is the sub-

ject of a lecture to be delivered b\' Prof Gary Spencer Tues-

day. Feb. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in room 804-808 of the Campus
Center. For more information, contact Leslie Morris at

"J452350.

Meeting
Representative.-- of the Legal .Services Center and the

L'niversity Internship Program will .speak about the legal

assistant internships offered at LSC and how to apply for

them. The meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 22
at 3:30 p.m. in room 901 in the Campus Center. For more
information, contact the Legal Services Center at

545 1995.

Lecture
"Dr. W.E.B. DuBois: A Personal Memoir." a lecture to

be given by Dr. John Hope Franklin as part of Black
Historj- Month, is scheduled for Thursday, Feb. 23 at 4

p.m. in the main lounge of Memorial Hall. Dr. Franklin
is the James B. Duke Professor Emeritus of History at

Duke University. For more information, call 545-3137.

Fax Service
The Campus Center Hotel now offers Fax .service to the

University community, as well as a Telex service.
Documents to be faxed are to be brought to the Hotel
Reservations office on the third floor of the Campus Center
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Payment may be made direct-

ly or by using departmental purchase orders. For more
information, contact the service at 549 6000, ext. 7535.

Support Group
P FLAG, Pioneer Valley Support Group for parents,

families, friends of lesbians and gays, meets on the second

Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in the Grace

Episcopal Church Parish Hall in Amherst. For more in

formation, contact Jean M.B. Genasci at 532-4883.

Census Information

The annual town census is now underway by mail in

Amherst. All forms must be returned by March 1. For

more information, contact Cornelia Como at 253-9382.

Escort Service

The Department of Public Safety offers a nightly escort

service to all points on campus. The service runs from 5

p.m. to 1 a.m. For more information, call 545-2123.

Lecture
The UMass Central American Solidarity Association

(CASA* is scheduling a lecture by Salomon Alfaro Estrada

and Rene Hernandez. The two are from the University

of El Salvador. The lecture is scheduled for Thursday, Feb.

23 at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center. For more information,

contact Geoff Zassenhaus at 546-6873.

Support Group
A support therapy group for cancer patients, their family

and friends is beginning in Amherst. The first of eight

weekly sessions is scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 28. The
sessions will be led by Margaret Gosselin, MPS. and Albey

Reiner, Ph.D of the Cancer Counseling Center of Amherst-
For more information, call 549-7776 or 545-0087.

Meeting
The Third World Caucus is an "umbrella organization

consisting of members from many historically oppressed
and underrepresented communities." Meetings are held
every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in room 178 of the Cam
pus Center. For more information, contact Adam Stein
at 546-9535.

Cutting colleges costs the state
BOSTON I API - Continued reduc

tions m state supprart for the L'niversi

ty of Massachusetts system could jeopar

dize the state's future economic growth,

according to a report issued Tuesday.

"Some legislators are used to think-

ing that public colleges and universities

are dependent on the state, instead of

the other way around," said Sen. John
Olver, D-Amherst.
Olver said the report by UMass-

Boston political science professor
Thomas Ferguson shows the economic
impact the state's public higher educa
tion system has on the slate and the
need for continued -tv,..,.. -i.,,pnrt from
state government
The report said llie immediate

economic impact of the L'Mass .system

is more than $1 billion, although its

total budget this year is $732 million

But the greatest impact is long term,

the report said, noting that more than
70 percent of UMa.ss graduates remain
m the state and continue contributing

to the economy. Ferguson told a

Statehouse news conference that this

differs from the state's private in.stitu

tions, whose students typically come
from out of state and who frequently

leave the state after graduation.

Considering the widely held view that

Massachusetts faces a labor shortage in

the near future. Ferguson .said the need
for state support of its public univer

sities and colleges is even more acute
Ferguson projected that a 10 percent

increase in direct state funding to the

colleges, totaling nearly $74 million

over four years to produce 3,261 addi

tional graduates, could net a $225
million gain to the state's wealth.

A comedy about one nice guy wfio got pushed too for.
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Traditional mentoring has
downfalls, dean says
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Correspondtnl

Women and minorities who are searching

for jobs should be wary of the ingrained in

equities in the traditional mentoring pro-

cess and should attempt to develop less

hierarchial ways of interacting profes-

sionally, the new dean of the School of

Education said yesterday.

Marilyn Haring Hidore. the first woman
to hold her position at the L'niversity of

Massachu-setts, .spoke to more than 80
faculty and .students ye.sterday afternoon
in Campus Center Room 808.

As the third speaker in the Women's
Studies department's informal Brown Bag
Luncheon and Lecture series. Haring
Hidore .said alternatives to the traditional

methods of mentoring need to be employed.
Hanng-Hidore said the traditional

understanding of mentoring, "the element
of a more experienced person helping a less

xperienced person in a transitional period."

adds to elitism.

White men, who have dominated the job

market, tend to .select proteges who resem
hie themselves, she .said, adding that this

hinders the career opportunities of

minorities and women.
The term mentoring should be changed

to "education and modeling" to equalize

and harmonize the positions of the col

legaues, Haring Hidore .said.

She suggested twd alternate terms to

mentoring: networking and empowerment
Networking, she said, allows two peopli-

to exchange needs in a peer relationship,

and empowerment makes leadership a

method in which power and information
are shared.

These two approaches to mentoring
would help open access to those people who
have been excluded from career advance
nient, she said.

"If we make an effort to use the.se

methods ourselves," Harding-Hidore .said,

"then we can change the internal stucture

of the system."

;»****»»»»*»»*******»»****»»**»»»»»»»»#»»##»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»i

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When you break away this year, do it 'with style.

SUN FUNf! round trip air

7 niglits

great niglit life

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
547-3437

4,'W STLDENT UNION BLDG.

$439 Guest Houses
$499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
S559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

A $7.5 Reservation Depo.sit Required

SAVE

LAGNAF
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union • 545-3437
;
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M Rushdie
continued from page 1

"I call on all zealous Moslems to execute them quickly,
wherever they find them, so that no one will dare to in-

sult Islamic sanctity," it quoted Khomeini as saying.

"The Satanic Verses" has .sold more than 100,000 copies

since it was published in Britain in September to critical

acclaim.

At least five countries have formally banned the novel:

India, Pakistan. Bangladesh, Egypt and South Africa.

Christian Bourgois. a French publishing house that

bought the rights to the novel, said yesterday it was dela>

ing pulication to avoid any risk to the company, its client>

and readers.

Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Velayati told

diplomats in Tehran the government would order the

closure of cultural centers of nations that permit publica-

tion of the book. Tehran Radio reported.

"There has been no direct impact on ties so far," IRNA
said yesterday, "but by being the first to allow the book
to be published on its soil, Britain could pay a heavy price

for ignoring the strong .sentiments of over 1 billion

Moslems worldwide."

Mostafa Barzegar, spokesman for Iran's Culture and
Islamic Guidance Ministry, announced a ban on books

published by Viking and other imprints of the Penguin
Group, and said Penguin's invitation to the second Tehran
International Bwjk Fair in May has been canceled, IR-

NA said.

Playwright Harold Pinter led a delegation to Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher's residence at 10 Downing
St. to deliver a letter denouncing the Iranian threats.

"Salman Rushdie lives in this country and must be

given full protection, along with the other people involv-

ed," said the letter.

Police were posted outside Rushdie's home and the of-

fice of his publisher. Viking, and Kureishi said Rushdie

had gone into hiding.

"He is obviously very frightened," said Kureishi.
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SATANIC VERSES PROTEST - Raising clenched fists, Iranians demonstrate in Tehran
streets yesterday, chanting. "Down with Britain and down with America" to protest the
publishing of the controversial book "The Satanic Verses" in Britain.
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University Health Services is

offering a 10-session group:

«Exploring Lesbian, Gay,
and Bi-sexuai Identities."

Tuesday evenings,

7:30 - 9:00,

beginning early March.

Pre-registration and pre-group

interview required.

For information, or an
appointment, call 545-2337.

PRESIDENTS DAY SALE!
Panasonic CQSSOS

WITH

SPEAKERS.

INSTALLED

^ SANYO ER 100

t>^0k^ WITH

QlQD SPEAKERS

IWW INSTALLED

Panasonic CQ 300

coon ^'^^^

V/JH SPEAKERS.^^^ INSTALLED

THESE ARE ONLY 3 of the NUMEROUS
SYSTEMS ON SALE FOR PRESIDENTS DAY!

f^OR CELLULAR PHONES RADAR DETECTORS h^D -iUW SECURITY

SEE THE EXPERTS AJ

CUSTOM
CARio

SOUND
573 RtVERDALE ST 141 DAMON DO
W SPRINGFIELD NORTHAMPTON

734-4995 586 5251

if • •••••••••-^

[CATCH THE TCP
AT THE TOP!

9:30 PM
Thurs., Feb. 16

BOSTON

CELTICS
vs

UTAH JAZZ
ALSO AT 8 PM - URI VS TEMPLE

TOP of the
ICAMPLS
/OUKGE

Monday-Friday
11 30 am to 12 30 am

Saturday A Sunday
4:00 p m to 12:30 a.m.

11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

at

a,

HAIKU Contest!

Win a trip to Japan.

:»<=

OLD POND...

A FROG LEAPS IN

WATER'S SOUND.
1 ^ *

Win d trip lo Jdpan
Winnt'f will btt

6* dwn Irom 200

honof«it)1e ntunlions

selected Ihissportg

OualiliuO Hj.'kus wt)l

b« piibtishod in ifia

American Hjihw

Socttilya Aiitfiokifjy

Restaurant
Managers

You are cordially invited to a

USKAH
•CaTAUHAim

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, February 21,

from lOam-Spm
at Chl-Chrs *.

955 Riverdale St,

W. Springfield, MA
We d like you to come m and uiH to ojr 'op management alxxjt exerting

opportunities that are cu^rent^ availabie tor MAnACBM AHD
ASMSTATfr MANAGERS In MASSACHUSCTTS. COnrieCnCUT
mtd NEW JERSEY. Our careers are lecond to none, and offer all o( the

gre« irKentives vou d expeci trom a company with our reputation for

qualily. innovation and employee recognition

Come in and learn atxxii the exciting plans wt have (or our future

growlh-arvj yours' Please Prinq a resume with you

If you re unal>»e to attend our .pen house pii

tend a resume, in confideni « to Anna

naafaiiMi CHI-CHI'S. Dcpt SR. 1006

CM Post Rd.. Coptay, PA 18037.

EOE m/(

^«Si^
Available at:

Same Bat Channel
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
586-8775

Hundreds of 25C Comics
All back issues 15% off

(including wall comics)

hi

Discount Games and Supplies

STiLL COMICS' #1 SWINGER! I
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GRADUATE

NURSES

Look
Into Your
Future at

New
England
Medical
Center

Now Einttlanci McUiljI Ccnicr
i» commuted to 'he pn>fts
»ionaI ilcvclopmcnt of out
nurMrs Hrrr vou «ill find j

varictv of >pci.ialt\ areas m
adult and pcdiatrus that pro-

vide vou with the opportuni-
ties to develop your nurMng
skills in the area» ot >our
choice During vour mx week
i>rientation vou '»ill Ih- sup
ported in meeting \(>ur obiei

lives by a preceptor and
during vour first year \ou
will panicipaie in patient carr

conferences, workshops
seminars and management
training As %ou gam pnmarv
nursing experience vou will

have an opportunitv to loin

a collaborative practice and
work with a physician and
imhulatorv nurses to coor-
2mate the care of vour pa-

tents through an entire
rpisodc of illness Ue arc

ommitted to vour success
oin our staff and practice m
an autonomous environment
ihat fosters your profession-
al growth

In addition to offcnng one of the highest salary schedules m the area.

)ur progressive benefits package includes continuing education
providmg CEL' $, generous tuition reimbuneinem. flexible schedules
including 12-hour shifts and panicipatory time planning >Xe have
a parking garage on-site and the convenience of an Orange Line T-stop

For additional information about these opponunities. please
call our Nurse Recruiter at 6l~-956-55"5. '50 Washington
Street. Box •65, Boston. .M.\ 02111. An equal opportunity em-
ployer.

^ Sulary with nttutton

S32.219

^r Board Review
Course Offered
Free of Charge

^^ Farly Decision
Prograrti

Confirm your start-

ing date by \tay 1st

and receiie a
SI. 000 bonus

SPRING BREAK IN

CANCUN!
Departure Date: March 17, 1989

Group Space: Plaza Del Sol S519.00
p/p based on quad occupancy

The Callnda S759.99
p/p based on triple occupancy

Included Features Round Trip air from Boston • 8 days/7 nights

notel accommodations • All taxes and tips • Manager's Coctail

Party • A GREAT TIME

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

CARROLL TRAVEL
-•5 Cowles Lane, Amherst, 413-256-8931

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Serv'ce Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Student F«r«t from

Anihtrst to , „ ,
Boston New York City 'TfisSTl ^

$20.95 $34.95 '*CW ! !
I

round-trJD round-trip The People Professionals

New England
SIS Medical Center

ill Hospitals

1^.
V3K^^

ings

SCIENCEAND
ENQNEERING

MAJORS!

The Air Force has open-
ings for men and women in

selected science and engineering
fidds To prepare >ou for one, vdu can

appK' for an .Air Force ROTC scholarship
See what it can do for >ou. Contact the cam-
pus Air Force ROTC representative today.

CAPT MIKE LACOrVIBE
413-545-2451

[Tickets and Information available at:

U-Ma«iHol»l Amhcist Himpihir* Priea Watch Northamplon
T»l ft or •; CcnUr Collag* Book Parmacy But Tarmlnal
54S'?006 Bus Terminal Store So Hadlay Roundhouw n
S496000 25«-0«t 549 4500 533-711$ 586-1030

Save Save Save Save

$
a
V
e

S
a
V
e

S
a
V
e

Europe This Summer? $
a

Buy your tickets before March 1 V
Boston To: • From e
London $489
Prestwick $579 ^
Frankfurt $569 ^
Amsterdam $624 3
Copenhagen $659 v
• (Based on roundtnp. plus $23 taxes, restrictions apply.) ^

586-8953
Your Partners in Travel

NmrthamptPfi, MA

s
a

V

e
Leadership EjceUence Starts Here Save Save Save Save

illington
%#VERMONT

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
out r%r\Ci

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

PARTY WEEK

/J7.A.f^ UAM5S SKI CLUB^
(.^C^^i> 430 student union

PROGRAM INCLL'CeS'

« i OATS UFTS TT: six WZliHTMUS
• SPECIAL ccusGc s*prres

• 5 NfTES CCNCC LCCGING KT

UN SHU"". _.^ '^^-^v.

ass
"-^^

'f:^ 9>'

54.5 34*^7
INCLUDES TAXES

^'-rw o-ro /

ANDSERvicES NON-MEMBERS
^ WELCOME

f

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Open For Lunch

Tues.-Fri. 1 1 :00a.m. - 3 p.m.

Al'l you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95—Homemade soups, salads, etc.

Also Sunday Brunch 11-3
And a New West Indian Bakery

and Pastry Shop
Wedding and Birthday Cakes

All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.
Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events

206 Russell St., Hadley,

on the bus route—586-4389

sUMass Arts Council i

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission
of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Monday, March 1

Guidelines and application forms
are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall. 545-0202

Laser treatment erases infants' birthmarks
Technique said to help children physically and psychologically

BOSTON (AP) — A newly developed laser treatment can

safely erase port-wine stains from the faces of children,

even during infancy, and often spare them from growing
up with these disfiguring birthmarks, a new study

concludes.

Doctors have used similar lasers for several years to

lighten the purplish birthmarks, which appear most often

on the face. While the therapy often worked well in adults,

it caused unacceptable scarring in children.

Now. a new laser is available that doctors say can fre-

quently remove the birthmarks completely in young
children, leaving normal skin.

"We hope to get rid of these lesions before children go

to school, where they have had severe psychological pro-

blems from teasing and bullying," said Dr. Oon Tian Tan,

who has worked with the laser at Boston University

School of Medicine.

In last Thursday's New England Journal of Medicine,

Tan reported on her experience with the laser in 35

children who ranged in age from 3 months to 14 years.

She said about 300 children are currently being treated

at Boston University, and doctors at other medical centers

are also working with the therapy.

The latest approach uses a device called a flashlamp-

pulsed tunable dye laser. It was developed at

Massachusetts General Hospital and produced by Candela

Laser Corp. of Wayland, Mass. The US Food and Drug

Administration approved it for routine use in November

1986.

Tan said that in 33 of the 35 children, or 94 percent,

the birthmarks disappeared entirely.

"When we completely cleared the patient of port-wine

stains, we got normal skin that is indistinguishable from

adjacent skin with normal pigmentation, normal texture

and normal hair growth," she said. "The only structure

that was destroyed was the abnormal blood vessels."

Two of the patients had small, isolated, depressed scars

when their skin was accidentally mjured soon after the

laser treatment.

Dr. Jerome Garden of Northwesten University, who has

also extensively used the tunable dye laser in children

and adults, agreed that the treatment rarely causes scars.

But he questioned whether it produces such uniformly

complete removal of birthmarks as Tan found.

"I just don't feel that the amount of lightening she is

getting is the same as other people are seeing, me incluil-

ed," Garden said.

Port-wine stain is an abnormality resulting from

overgrowth of enlarged blood vessels in the skin.

Lasers produce intense beams of light. Their effects on

the body vary, depending on their color or wavelength.

When used by skin specialists, the new tunable dye laser

produces yellow light. It passes harmlessly through nor-

mal skin but is absorbed by anything that is red.

When aimed at port-wine stains, it selectively burns the

enlarged blood vessels but spares surrounding tissue.

"The younger the children who are treated, the fewer

the re-treatments that are necessary," Tan said. " It's like

a layer cake. You destroy one layer of blood vessels and

then another and another with each treatment."

The youngsters required an average of 6^! treatments

to clear up their blemishes, and skin over bone required

about half as many sessions as skin on the cheek.

ThttrsdaY Night

is Party

Night at Mike's!

Rolling Rock

Woo-Woo's

990

$1.50

Free hers d'oeuvres every afternoon ^

The Spoke
It's RED HOT Week at the

Spoke!!

Drink of the Week
Red Hots $1.00

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.50

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

POSITION AVAILABLE!

CIRCULATION
COORDINATOR

rrOT.T.EGTA.N

(t e a r

Short rircuH
threatens
area power

Responsibilities include:

» Coordinating drivers

• Occasional delivery

• Prep, for Circulation Mgr. position

Applicants must have:

• Mon-Fri open until 11:00

• Reliable car
• Preference to Sophomores &
Juniors

Apply today at Collegian

Collegian is an EOE

Photo by
Buck Stewart

OPEN M-F

Located
Cami

in the
Center

f^ .UNIVERSITYmSTORED
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Barnum and Bailey's training
If there's one thin^; I love, it's a show. The

Student Senate is a small part of the stu

dent government as a whole. It is, if you
haven't noticed, the part that seems the
most newsworthy. So last November 1

decided to investigate this noisy
institution

Clorinda Rose-Turner

P'rom my vantage point in the stands, I

deduced the true reason the Senate exists.

It took several months of hard work and
close scrutiny, not to mention several

government giants and millions in ex-

perimental re.search. The discovery came
as little surprise to anyone: the Senate is

Barnum and Bailey's secret training

gi-oundl

This is not a surprising conclusion con-

sidering the showpersonship and comic in

fighting displayed for the last year. Just as
things .seem to be quieting down, somebody
puts on .some makeup and jumps into the
limelight. People keep getting more and
more outrageous. I heard a rumor that next
week the Republicans will rent an elephant
to prove their p<jint while the "far left" will

bring in the "Key.stone cops" to administer
justice. Then the marching band will begin
to play while the president, (or co-

presidents, whatever you believe in) will

bring in the school seal dressed as a clown.

Unfortunately, my sarcasm, is too ac-

curate to be funny.
It's time to .straighten up the govern-

ment Is<ue< that students need to hear

about, and that we need to act upon im
mediately, get less attention than the

dance of the Senate. Instead of providing

the leadership to fight budget cuts,

senators plan to "get even" with one
another. \ small group of people work all

day and all night to try to find solutions,

then can't get the Senate's attention long

enough for them to hear their proposals.

Crime keeps getting worse every year.

People are afraid. UMass becomes less of

a community and more a city of strangers.

The Senate could serve as an example of

good faith, trust and commitment to ideals

instead of the butt of this campus' jokes.

It's time to say enough, loudly. Most of

our representatives will respond to

students talking to them. If that doesn't

work, perhaps it's time to remind the

Senate who their constituents itheir bosses)

are.

In a month, this campus will be voting

for a president, student trustee, and all

open area government and senate seats.

It's time to know what these people stand
for, and choose those be.st suited to make
the government work. Most candidates will

tell you what they believe in, if they don't,

they are not worth voting for anyway.
Finally, consider running for office

yourself.

We need a working student governmeiU.
Since the current Senate only seems in

terested in preening in the media, it's up
to the rest of us as a student b(xiy to change
it.

Clarinda Rose-Turner is a UMass student

Are the anti-abortionists

really on the side of life?
If Nancy Klein could talk, she would talk

about life.

After a car accident left her in a coma,

doctor's feared her pregnancy increased the

risk that she would never recover.

Jonine Warner
.Since her case appeared in the papers in

December, two men who had never even

met the Kleins, have fought a bitter legal

battle with her husband to prevent her

from having the abortion which could .save

her life.

.\ppealing a lower court ruling which

determined "that these absolute strangers

to the Klein family, whatever their motiva

tion. have no business in the mid.st of this

f.imily tragedy, " Lawrence Washburn and

John Short went all the way to the

Supreme Court.

Finnaly. Martin Klein was allowed to

make the decision he thought could save

his wife's life. She is now li.sted in "guard

ed conditi(m" at North .Shore I'niveristy

Hospital in Manhass«'t after her abortion

(m Saturday.
.Short and Washburn succeded only in

delaying her atwution and possibly placing

her life in even greater danger.

These two "pro-lifers" embody the anti-

abortion movement in its most extreme
and dangerous form. Clearly their concern

u.i- not for the life of Nanev Klein, but

anti-abortionists have never seemed con-

cerned with the lives of women.
Anti-abortion groups never talk about

how many women lost their lives when
abortions were illegal. Instead, they feed

on the notion that if abortion becomes il-

legal again they will be saving lives; that

they are heroic in their mi.ssion and have
a divine right to fight for such legislation.

Here, when the woman's life was in jeopar-

dy, they still fought to make her abortion

illegal.

If abortion becomes illegal again, more
women will lose their lives. When abortion

was illegal, it is estimated that over a
million illegal abt)rtions were performed

every year and over a thousand women
died each year as a result.

Anti-abortion groups will never offer

these .statistics. They'll never mention the

countless women who were butchered in

back allies or who overdo.sed on drugs or

homemade remedies becau.se they thought

it was their only option.

They'll never provide statistics on the

numl>er of lives we have saved w bile alwv-

tion has been legal.

Making abortion illegal will only result

in more lives l)eing lost. Nancy Klein can't

talk, but we can. W'e should all be pro-life

— pro women's lives .And we should fight

to keep abortion a safe and legal choice as

long as women's lives are in jeopardy.

•Janine Warner is a Collegian columnist

Respect interracial relationships
On a sunny spring day last semester,

black and white hands joined together in

Hands .Across UMass as a positive display

of support for Civility Week. Students of

all "races " succeeded in forming a human
chain across campus to dispel the raci.st

reputation that UMa.ss had rightly earned.

If this event had such strong support,

then why is a black hand holding a white

hand in the Bluewall such a spectacle'? Was
the motivatit)n for the racial attack in

Sylvan residential area ba.sed on the public

unacceptance of mixed couples or simply ig

noranl bigotry? If the moratorium called

for after this event was to educate, why
weren't the rewarding and sometimes
frustrating aspects of "interracial relation

ships" confronted and explored at this

time?

Interracial relationships (xcur with much
more frequency in collegiate communities
compared to urban or rural communities
for a variety of rea.sons. Perhaps .students

who have moved away from their families

are re-examining the values taught to them
as children, bivaking away from the notion

of ".staying with their own kind." Maybe
living in the dormitories introduced them
to people they wouldn't have easily met in

their hometowns or geographically
segregated city neighborhoods, opening
their mind to .someone different. Or most

probably, the two people met in a bar or

party or were introduced by mutual
friends, becoming friends or acquaintances

for a while, and fell in love.

Ideal love should entail an intimate rela-

tion.ship between equals. Why aren't "mix-

ed " couples included in this category? In

stead, people a.ssume the partners either

secretly wish to become a part of their

mate's ethnic group due to misidentifica

tion or it's strictly a sexual relationship in-

volving no personal respect. "Something is

wrong with these people," the world

assumes. "What they are doing isn't right

or normal."
It's time to wake up, people! The world

it.self hasn't been right or normal for some
time now. We have been brought up to

distrust people who aren't like us and been
taught not to mix by our school sy.stems

and the media. The mixed couple has put

aside the.se differences for a much more
rewarding pa.stime — love. Give them their

long-due respect.

Kemlrii Pratt

Northeast

I'he Collegian accepts letters and col-

umns from the ['Mass community and
area. All submissions must be typed,

double spaced and became prof)erty ofthe
Collegian. Hand uritfen letters u ill not

be printed!

All si/l>ii.(.-^.si<>ns aiili)nuitic(dl\ become

property of the Collegian anil are subject

to editinfi for space, clarify, and
firammar.

Any questums^ Drop b\ or call us at

545-3500. Ask for Pam. Meredith, or

Jan inc.

How to avoid the whole "rescheduling" dilemma
Monday, Feb. 20th, is Presidents' Day. It is a holiday

— no classes! You know that means a change in the class
schedule at the University of Ma.s.sachu.setts. In this ca.se,

it means on Tue.sday. Feb. 21st. Monday's class schedule
will be followed. Therefore, you don't have Tuesday cla.sses

according to this policy. So far nothing new.

What has been your personal experience, either as an
undergraduate or graduate student, regarding the
logistics of this policy? My guess is that a number of you
have had this UMa.ss ruling changed in your individual
cla.s.ses. but probably without any input from you. As one
graduate student said to me, he didn't think he had any
say in the matter. W^hat can end up happening when the
policy is changed unilaterally without student input is a

phenomenal juggling act of attempting to attend both
Monday and Tue.sday classes on Tuesday, using the pre

sent holiday as an example.

Do you know the facts about this class re schedulin;^ iiil

ing? I didn't until it affected me personally The purpose

of this article is to share the facts I so that both faculty

and students have the same information on the issue, the

purpose of this article is not not polarize students and
faculty into "us" and "them." Rather, it is to enable both
gioups toward a mutual accommodation if a change in the
policy is suuL'ested for a particular cla.ss.

Janet Malone

Here are the tacts on the UMa.ss cia.ss rescheduling
policy as I understand them from my inquiries to Janet
Bell, Acting Registrar; Dr. S.F. Conti, Dean of the
(iraduate School; Dr. Howard Gadlin. Ombudsman and
the Provosl'.-i oflke. The UMa.ss Faculty Senate mandates
the Space and Calendar committee to set the schedule for

each academic year All faculty members are informed of

this schedule well in advance .so they can adjust their
course content and class meetings to honor the policy.

The reason why UMass has a class re scheduling policy
I., very rea.sonable. It ensures that the number of class
meetings for each semester is evenly di.stributed no mat
tcr what fl.ivui the class meets. F'or example, the class

meetings for this .semester are evenly distributed acro.ss

all days das.ses meet using the policy: MWF: 14. 14, 14;

TuTh: 14. 14: S: 14.

I found out that the UMass re-scheduling is technically

binding but that it can be changed if both professor and
students can come to a mutual accomodation. This means,
from my perspective, that the professor, injustice, cant
make a unilateral decision to change the policy.

What steps do you take if you experience problems

regarding this i.ssue? From my discussions with the Om-
busdsman, the following steps are recommended:

1) Speak to your profes.sor about your concerns.
2) Speak to the chairperson of the department if your

concerns were not addres.sed adequately by your professor.

.'})Report the issue to the Provosts' office, now that a

precedent has been established specific to class

re-scheduling.

K'ontact the Univei-sity Onibusdsman, Howard (iadlin.

a'anipus Center S21) should you need t'urtlier informa-

tuin or held in mediating an incident.
Janet .Malone ; - a ('Mass graduate student
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Avoiding the real world after UMass
In a few short months myself and about four thousand

of my closest friends are going to be bidding this fine in-

stitutien a fond farewell. Does time fly like the wind? Yes
it does, and I can assure any frosh that are reading this

that you will have no idea what happened until you too

are .staring down the barrel of that most dreaded by col-

lege students, real life.

Peter Lucht

So. what to do now'.' "You must be psyched." people say

to me w ith the a.ssurance of the unwitting. "What are you

going to do after you graduate?" they ask.

SimpI" questions, unless you have been agonizing over

them for the past six months with no clear target in sight.

Mv personal favorite is, "Are you going to work for the

Boston Globe?" Yeah, sure I am, right after I win the

decathalon in the 1992 Olympic Games But .seriously

folks, I admire those people who have their pat an.swers

all ready As far as being p.syched to graduate, who can

honestly say they hate it here? Come on, this is the good

life, and by the time you are a senior you should even have

it arranged .so you don't have to go to class on Fridays,

if you are on the ball. "I'm ready to get on with my life."

these college critics say. Well, you have no choice in the

matter, so what's your rush'.' Let us consider the

alternatives.

The legions of grev suited, serious faced students who

haunt the halls ofSOM all lust after that most legendary

of big game, the entry level management position. These

people all spout a jargon that make the E Lab engineer

ing tvpes actually seem clear, and all w ith the goal of div

ing into a pcHil of mediocrity, a la the Organization Man.

If 1 seem unduly harsh, don't worry, the journalists who

walk around the newsroom of this paper muttering about

outlines and headline counts, myself included, are the

.same, but not as nattily dres.sed. The point is that many

seniors get tunnel vision as Black May approaches, and

let youthful zeal intefere with common sense.

Let us not forget graduate school, the land of the tiny

seminar, the dinner at the profes.sors hou.se<just call me

Bob, son), and the patronizing look you give the regular

students as you walk around campus I'm not an

undergrad. I'm not an undergrad. I'M NOT AN
UNDERGRAD! Yes well that's teriffic, but don't you wish

you still were? Grad school is a good way of hiding out

for a w hile, but it is sometimes shunned by those who fear

the contempt of their brothers in the working world.

Wait, a lone crv from the back of the room. "What about

the Peace Corps?' The what? Either I just stepped through

a time portal to the early sixties orthere are .still people

who want to take their degrees in Civil Engineering or

whatever to Kenya. Sounds great. Have you tried to get

a decent bottle of beer or anything else in Kenya lately?

This is the real world, cry the self righteous. It's real

alright, but it's not our world. Where else could be better

for hiding out a few years than Africa?

Now that I'm done playing devil's advocate, I'll return

to my original premise, college is not something to be

wished away. The real world comes soon enough. You can

call me immature for not being in a hurry, but I am look

^m.^7fWfZTR,f^ the coclB6(^ J SJ
ing forward to about 80 years of aduld responsibility,

maturitv , etc. And somehow I cant see myself in the Peace

CXorps, or as a number wearing a suit at Digital Equip

ment Corporation of E.F. Button. Graduate school,

well, we'll see. but I know it won't be the same.

I can picture it now. as clear as day The roar of the

crowd, the smile on my parents' faces, and later the job

hunting and the new re.sponsibilities. Even as I'll be

regretting the passing of my college experience I'll be look

ing toward the new challenges of the future with a con

fidence and determination I could not have imagin«?d when

1 first came to the university four years before. I've had

a lot of fun, learned a lot, and will be ready, if reluctant

.vhen May rolls around.

Peter Lucht is a Collegian staff member

A trip back to the not-so-distant past
The ride seemed ordinary enough We were having fun

the way any other busload of college students on vaca-

tion would — drinking, chattering away, being loud and

rambunctious, you know, your average run-of-the-mill par

ty crowd. It was almost as if we had forgotten where we
were going. Suddenly, the racket .stopped. In an instant,

our noisv. fun loving bunch turned silent This was it

Scott Green

Honestly, I didn't know what to expect, which was most

appropriate, because my ancestors probably arrived at this

gate or another like it some 45 years ago, thinking the

same thought. Or. they may have heard all the rumors,

but perhaps not have truly known the sheer magnitude

of the atrocities that were about to be committed here.

Atrocities again.st them, their husbands and wives,

mothers and fathers, sons and daughters, closest friends

and against all of humanity were about to happen.

As I stood before this rusty old gate, the faint discer

nable drone of several thousand quivering voices echoed

in my ears. How were these poor, ill-fated .souls to know

that they were about to die a mi.serable death a few weeks

or months from now? Some of them weren't even .so lucky.

Upon their arrival, a musical ensemble played spright

ly and merrv tunes as the unsuspecting Jews were told

to go wash them.selves. How were they to know that the

procession to the bath houses was really a death march

into the gas chambers? Sometimes they were even given

towels! The pri.soners may have suspected .something was

amiss, for as many as several hundred ofthem were pack

ed tightly into the chamber making it almo.st impossible

to take a shower.

Through thick glass portholes, the executioners cou d

watch what happened next. The naked pri.soners would

be looking up the showers from which no water spouted

or at the fioor, wondering why there were no drains It

was then that they'd panic, crowd away from the gas pipes

and stampede toward the huge metal door where they'd

pile up in one blood spattered pyramid. Minutes later,

when the huge mass of naked flesh ceased to writhe and

the gas was turned ofT. the Sommerkommando would take

over to perform the most ghastly job of all. Protected with

gas masks and rubber boots, these Jewish male inmates

whose lives were spared, went to work.

Their job was to remove the blcxxl and defecations before

dragging the clinging dead apart with nooses and hooks,

the prelude to the ghastly search for gold and the removal

of teeth and hair.

A testimony from a Nazi executioner describes it, "The

men (in the chamber) were .still standing, like columns

of stone, with no room to fall or lean. Even in death, you

could tell the families, all holding hands."

I saw those gas chamber. I saw the ovens in which they

burned the.se poor people, .sometimes while still alive. I

saw the gallows from which they hung, and the "infir

maries" where they performed horrifying experiments.

Surely no one thought it humanly possible to cold

bloodedly destroy an entire people, innocent and

defensele.ss, and yet, it almost happened. People like you

and I were murdered every day by the thou.sands. Still,

people deny it ever happened. Imagine it was you and your

family who were plucked from your daily lives, blamed

for the problems of a nation and herded into camps to be

brutally slaughtered.

When I peered into the window of the gas chamber, 1

couldn't help but see my own mother and father's sad,

frightened eyes peer hopelessly back out at me. Walking

past those ovens, I couldn't help but .see my grandparents'

emaciated bodies about to be reduced to mere ash. As I

stood before the gallows, I couldn't help but see my brother

swing lifeless by the throat in the wind. And I cried. I

cried.

Scott Cireen is a I'Mass student

If you want to tell your .state representative or the

trustees how the budget cuts are affecting you, send your

complaints to the following addre.sses (unless you like add

drop and spending an extra semester or two here):

Statehouse

Beacon Street

Boston. MA 02133

Board of Regents

Room 1401 McCormack Bldg.

1 Ashburn Place

Bo.ston, MA 02108 1696

Are we the

victims of

re-education?
Sit down. Brace yourselves. Prepare for the bad new s

I bring.

We've been found out.

No longer can we strap poor, impressionable fellow

students to the chairs of halls and indoctrinate them

with Communist propaganda. No more cattle prods,

folks. No more oppressive, liberal viewpoints. It's all

been ended, we've been foiled by the noble young men

of Young America's Foundation.

My grandmother was warned by them. A young

twerp named Robert Jansen from State University of

New York/ Buffalo wrote to her and told her of these

things. The letter was a mimeographed hand-written

piece which showed the insight and intelligence he

gained from his SUNY experience.

He told her that colleges (one of the names was the

University of Massachusetts) indiKtrinate .students

w Ith lilx»ralism. He told her we were forced to take lef

tist clas.ses by Marxist professors. He told her that we

were forced to sit through "hate America lectures " (I

suppose questioning the status quo is the definition of

"hate "). He told her that radicals were taking over the

schools and corrupting the minds of the students - as

if the students couldn't decide for themselves what to

think.

Jan.sen told her that such attitudes created a "bias

ed, one sided atmosphere." Then he went on to infer

that he didn't like the idea of people learning about

civil rights; the history of non Western cultures such

as Japan, China, Russia, Africa, and the Middle East:

and didn't like the idea of people understanding why

others may have liberal ideas. God forbid that anyone

understands why someone thinks a certain way. Why,

you might learn something. Learning about things

we've never been taught in high school is just so uh.

"biased and one sided " Is Jansen afraid if we learn

about liberal ideas we may question his beloved coii

servative establishment? What's the matter, can't

measure up? Afraid to argue?

This got my grandmother alarmed. I don't think she

would have been surprised if I had been strapped to

chairs and poked at with cattle prf>ds for the purpose

of education. He made it seem as if I was about to be

leading the Red Army into American borders.

I tried writing her a letter and reas.suring her, but

I have to let my temper cfK)l before I can do it. 1 wanted

to .say that although we do have a very liberal perspec

tive here, no one is forced to take any "leftist"clas.ses,

or be indcKtrinated. I've spent two years here I have

learned a great deal about other cultures, civil rights,

and all of the "isms." Sf)me liberal views I agree with,

.some I don't But I will listen to everyone. I am not

a "radical" because of this.

Here's the kicker: after the scare, they asked her to

contribute $.500 or $1000 to their foundation. They .say

it will help bring conservative speakers and literature

to colleges across the nation.

They al.so wanted her to fill out a postcard and send

it to her governor. The postcard shows their di.spleasure

of liberal professors, and demands the politicians do

something about them (read: get rid of them).

Is it me, or does this reek of censorship? Come on

fellas, who's trying to brainwash who? Their letter

reeked with propoganda.

Isn't it just so coincidental that after you scared my
grandmother half to death, you asked her for money?

She has muscular dystrophy and lives on a fixed in-

come. Leave her alone. And kindly .stop slandering my
school. It has it's faults, I'll be the first to admit it. But

if you can't take free expre.ssion, I .sugge.st that you

move to a dictatorship. You may be more comfortable

there.

They wanted to stop professors from giving a liberal

perspective. They want to implement their own agen-

da. Now who's censoring and indoctrinating?

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

In other news
A school tosses out a moldy old mural. It falls into the

hands ofan art amservator. who restores the painting. Six-

teen vears latere, the one-worthless work is appraised at

1.25 million. Who is the rightful ownerf The schaolf or the

conservator^

"Finders, keepers. " says Stephen A. Wi.se ofNew Canaan,

a lawyer who represents Hiram A. Heolzer. a muralist from

Arnionk. N. Y.. who restored and currently po.fsesses the

mural, painted in the E.xpressionist style by James

Dougherty in Stamford High School in 1934.

Not so. according to Mary E. Snmmer, the corporation

counsel ofStamford, who believes the city is still the legal

owner of the painting. "There's more to our position than

'losers, weepers,' " she says.

- Nick Ravo, The New York Times, Feb. 13
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REFLECTIONS - City hall

clock tower is reflected in a

curbside puddle as warm
temperatures bring rain instead
of snow to Central
Massachusetts.

Study: nursing home deaths rising
BOSTON (AP) - The number of elderly

Americans dying in nursing homes rose

sharply during the 1980s as hospitals

began discharging terminally ill patients

to save money, a new study concludes.

The report largely attributed the change

in Medicare rules that encourage hospitals

to release elderly patients as quickly as

possible. However, it said that other cost-

cutting pressures, including the rise of

health maintenance organizations, may
also have contributed.

Dr. Mark A. Sager, who directed the

study, said that sending dying people to

nursing homes rather than keeping them
in hospitals is not necessarily a bad trend.

"It may be very appropriate and less cost-

ly," he said. "The issue is whether nurs-

mg homes can adequately take care of a

sicker population today than they wee see-

ing a few years ago."

Medicare's new payment system began

in October 198.3. Instead of covering pa-

tients' actual expenses, the federal pro-

gram pays hospitals flat fees in advance for

each patient Hospitals get the same
amount for each patient with a specific

disease, regardless of whether he stays in

the hospital for a day or a month.

The program was intended to give

hospitals a financial incentive to use health

dollars more sparingly. Another report pro-

vides evidence that the strategy is work-

ing, because Medicare expenditures have
risen less sharply than experts predicted

a decade ago.

Both studies were published in last

Thursday's New England Journal of

Medicine.

Sager's study found that in 1981 . 65 per

cent of all deaths among poeple over 65 oc

curred in hospitals. By 1985, this had fallen

to 61 percent. At the same time, the pro

portion of deaths occurring in nursing

homes rose from 19 percent to 21.5 percent.

"What has to be said is that hospitals are

in a bind because they are being pressured

by cost cutting," said Sager, a physician at

Dean Medical Center in Madison. Wise.

"Nursing homes are in a bind because

nobody wants to pay for nursing home care.

Patients are in a bind because they are in

a system that does not want to provide con

tinuity of care and health care financing

IS fragmented."
Sager said that while he is concerned

about whether nursing homes can ade-

quately care for their increased burden of

dying patients, he said there is no sign that

quicker hospital discharges have shorten-

ed these people's lives.

The other study in the journal, directed

by Dr. Louise B. Russell of Rutgers Univer-

sity, estimated the savings to Medicare

from the new payment system. It compared

Medicare's projections of rising costs with

what actually happened.

In 1980, the Hospital Insurance Trust

Fund, the branch ofthe federal government

that actually pays Medicare hospital bills,

predicted that it would be spending about

$55 billion by 1990. Instead, it looks as

though the actual expense by then will be

$4.3 billion in 1980 dollars.

The savings will amount to $12 billion

in 1980 dollars or $18 billion in 1990

dollars. The researchers said this means
that the new payment program will be

responsible for a 3 percent reduction in the

nation's total health care bill, which is ex-

pected to be $650 billion in 1990
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s iN \J l li^iiil We regret that a mistake was
M made in the Spring 1989 Division of Continu-
M ing Education catalog's explanation of the

Basic Health Plan.

Coverage is provided between February 1 and
_ May 31 (not August 31).

I Coverage for the summer is available to eligi-

S ble students for a Summer Basic fee of $91.

For Healthier Skin
Facials

0«eo Po'e Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removai with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chin

BiKini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

lir^ensed Aesthetician

Open?
days a week

7 a.m.-lO p.m.

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
tor

Men and Woman
34 Mam Street, Amherst

2S3-9S79

^(t^H^SlU4< (^(UK Oft.

107 Sunderland Rd

North Amherst

Fees and Expenses

Speedwash,

BASIC HEALTH PLAN
(S135 per semester)

LniversKV Health Services i LHi
o:rers a crepaid Scaith plan to Con:.:

1-: Education students wno are

enrolled tor six or more credits Servi

CCS. available at LHS include unlimite

phvsici.in -'nurse practitioner MSits

laboratorv. x-rav. phvsicai therapv

ai!eri:\ shots (allergens extra), phar-

macy (most «iih .1 5 1,CO copavment)

ard mental health consultation Othe;

serMces. such as dental and esc care

ar? available on a copavment Kisis

(rjr a complete listiny of .iv.iiia

. ices, please obtain the inform

.ii'i.K-> vr L'HS.)

11 Pray St.. Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat | m
479 West St.. South Amherst

nr tee tor tnc 5'..ir:nij 193- ic:iic5Tc:

Si 33 Coverage ;i provided trom rev

ru;rv '.
, 1989 :hr;>.:>;h .Auiiis; 31.

l?.--9 To bee. -c .fnnrr

i»rv '. J cn:.>.in'.cr.; »r:;.-r February

. > .liiowe,:. Sv.: .ovcrjce !>e5in$ on

•tt Jitc or pavrr.tr.: anc ro prorated

discount .s n^ade i:-. the iJ 35 iet Pav-

m»r: should b* nude direcciv to tiic

L»i\erji:". Hti.th Services C«»hier'*

Oilice Proo^' or :• umber or oriTJits i>

"ji-c,-;

onrnll in :hc iJasic He.iUh PI.im .>.;

mu.ti enroll in a hospit.iliaition insu-

rance piar. it vou .-.re airou«:v covcrcJ

ander a hospitaliration ;v>licv such n-

3k:e Cross, a blue waiver card -.viii need

ro be tilled out at the LHS Cashiers

Ottice durinu enroiiment in the Basu
Health i'lan If vou are :iot aircadv

covtrec, vou must enroil :n ;hc 'JH.'

Suppiemer.tai i-leaith tJenetits PU:
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The only
way to go.
Pt=iTFsrIlnn

Express Package
A great day of skiing shouldn't have to end with a long and bonng drive home
ThL< year, once again Peter Pan is offering a Ski Express package lo Stratton

Mountain Pack your skis safely in our specious luggage compartments, bo ird

our Peter Pan moiorcoadi, sit back, relax and nde m conhdenco

Then, enioy a full day of great skiing at Stratton You'll explore up to 90

exating trails, and »nlh the new Stratton Starship XII summit gondola, you'll

spend more time skiing, less lime waiting

The Peter Pan /Stratton Mountain Ski Express a great package price, grea!

skimg, and the comforts of a warm motorcoach It s the only wav to go

Agreed''

Parkajf includes.

Round trip transportation and a one day lift ticket for a-s litllc as $M.95

Advanced reservations only For further mfonnabon on pick up points, priK-t

and schedules, contact

Moosehead^
CAriADA S Premium Beer

$i099
I 4ai ^ C)ep

case of 24 12 o? bottles

Sinnj dimuAh mmi bigmiMsHUmts 44/

Labatt'SAIe$i4 99
case of 24 12 oz cans I | f Oep

COORS LIGHT1
casp nt 24 1? o7 cans

29
t Dep

s10

The People rrofessionali

NON-STorSERV IC^: FKQM CKEtNnELD AVAILABLE -THRQUQH
Clarke Sporting Goodt, 289 Main Street, Greenfield, MA Caii -,«-. 9S

79 South Pleasant Street, Amhenl. MA, 256-04J1

UMASS Camput Ccnier, Amherst, MA Ticket Office M5-2006

Peter Pan Bus Terminal, 1776 Main Street. Springfield, MA
Call l-«00-332-«»95 Exi 270

For group rale information, contact: Pe«er Pa Charter Department 781 -29(X1
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Great Western
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INGNESBEER »
Norway's finest
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XTRA DflY
BRUT
PINK $549

case o) 24 12 o? bottles

PEPSI 2 OUTER

INGLENOOK
Rhine. Rose, Burgundy,
Chablls. Blanc de Blanc, Blush

AMARETTOdlA*^
SARONNO $4 099
750 ml

SEAGRAM'S 7
1 75L
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SALEM2"
MAIL-IN
REBATE »3"

HIRAM WALKER O99
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Mime plusjuggling plus song equals Peking Opera
By JOHN O'LEARY
Collegian Correspondent

The Peking Opera
Fine Arts Center
February 14

On Tuesday evening, the Peking Opera, on tour from
the People's Republic of China put on an exciting perfor-

mance for an enthusiastic Valentine's Day audience at

the Fine Arts Center.

The word opera for most people conjures up images of

immensely overweight people bellowing in Italian. Not
this night.

The Peking Opera is multi-faceted entertainment, en-

compassing all aspects of traditional Chinese performance.

In addition to the beautiful singing that one expects from

All styles present as
local clubs diversify

opera, this show includes juggling, martial arts, mime and
the spectacular acrobatics for which the Chinese are

renowned. Add to this colorful costumes and a live or-

chestra, and you have an evening of complete

entertainment.

Tuesday evening's program was divided into four

segments, each one an excerpt from a longer opera. These

four pieces served to present a variety of operatic styles

and demonstrated the versatility of the performers.

The first set, taken from a story written during the Ming
dynasty, depended largely on mime. The singing, while

impressive, was harsh in its artificially high trained

falsetto.

The third segment told the story of a Chinese bavdit of

the eleventh century who risks apprehension to visit his

blind mother. Sung in a more pleasing, natural voice, this

piece featured some moving performances during the emo-

tional reunion between the blind mother and her outlaw

son.

The second and fourth sets highlighted the acrobatic and

stylized martial arts skills of the performers. Simply spec-

tacular, the fight scenes in the second segment made
Revenge of the Ninja look like Revenge of the Nerds. A
colorful combination of ballet, juggling and martial arts,

this piece defined its own genre and was the highlight of

the evening.

Having trained for years, the players in this troupe

displayed skill and precision in the various disciplines re-

quired of them.

The Peking Opera has evolved from a theatrical

heritage over 2,000 years old, and the beauty and richness

of their art forms continues to delight modern audiences

as evidenced by the enthusiastic response of the near sell

out audience on Tuesday.

By JODY CABIN
Collegian Correspondent

This week, they key word is diversity at

area clubs and colleges, as virtually every

genre of music makes an appearance.

Tonight, legendary singer/songwriter Bo
Diddley makes a rare appearance at the

Universal Joint in Northampton. Diddley,

regarded as one of rock and blues' most in-

fiuential pioneers, takes the stage at 8 p.m.

tf^ ^i^

LIVEWIRE
Local dance band No Such Animal per-

forms at Sheehan's tonight. English

singer/songwriter Pete Morton (infiuenced

by the likes of Billy Bragg and Richard

Thompson) plays a 7 p.m. show at the Iron

Horse.

Tommorrow night, the Universal Joint

hosts salsa bands Yes, Brazil and Car-

nival Time. Local favorites the Psgama
Slave Dancers return to Sheehan's and

Aztec Two Step entertain at the Iron

Horse.

On Saturday, February 18, the Iron

Horse presents legendary bluesman,

Luther Guitar Jr. Johnson. Johnson, an 8

year Muddy Waters veteran, will be per-

forming at 8:30 p.m.

Also on Saturday, Chicago bluesman
AC. Reed returns with his sax to

Sheehan's along with Wailin' Dave (of

Radiators fame) and the Blue Dogs. Reeds
last show was a sell-out, so you're advised
to arrive early, doors open at 9 p.m.

At Katina's Saturday, Boston's eclectic

Fools will be appearing at 8 p.m.

On Sunday, Cindy Kallet. Ellen Epstein
and Michael Cicone perform at the
Amherst College campus center. The New-
England folk trio will take the stage at 8
p.m.

Al.so on Sunday.Ed Vadas and the
Fabulous Heavyweights play the
Universal Joint; the Edgar Winter and
Leon Russel Band play Katina's; and at

the Iron Horse, enjoy an evening of jazz

with the Ron Carter and Stece Kuhn
Duo. Carter and Kuhn will play two
shows, at 7 and 10 p.m.

On Monday, celebrate Washington's bir-

thday with country favorite Cheryl
Wheeler, performing a 7 p.m. show at the
Iron Horse.

Also on Monday (the 20th),JefT Holmes'
Big Band will be at the Universal Joint

from 8:30 to 12. Wildcat O'Halloran ap
pears at Sheehan's.

Tuesday the 21st is 70's night at

Katina's, when Meatloaf arrive to rehash

such forgettable classics as Paradise by the

Dashboard Light and Bat out of Hell. In

celebration of Black History Month, Ziggy
Marley and the Melody Makers appear
at the UMass Fine Arts Center. Doors open

at 8 p.m.

Up-and-coming events: Iron Horse 10th

Anniversary extravaganza on the 24th at

the Academy of Music Theater, «nd the

Proclaimers at Pearl Street on the 27th.

Rock and roll, and the
ongoing search for meaning
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

In 1959, when someone mentioned rock

and roll, just about everyone knew what

they were talking about. Little Richard,

Elvis. Jerry Lee Lewis. Buddy Holly, Ed

dy Cochrane etc. etc. Well . . . nowadays,

it ain't so easy.

In the 30 years since, the term rock and

roll has taken quite a beating. In addition

to losing its second half somewhere along

the line (in favor of the one syllable "rock"),

it's also been force fed a number of

'prefixes' such as soft rock, hard rock, jazz

rock, punk rock, folk rock, progressive rock,

acid rock; and become the parent to many
other "styles" of music; i.e. heavy metal,

rockabilly, thrash and the like.

Rap music has fused with rock to some

degree by incorporating the searing guitar

normally associated with white boys'

metal. Just listen to Public Enemy. Tone

Loc. The Beastie Bovs, The Fat Boys and

of course, Run D.M.C. That's not just scrat-

chin', it's good old fashioned geetar.

The stuff featured on MTV falls under

the rock generalization, and the weekly

WMUA playlist is considered a coH'^ction

of rock music.

What the hell does rock and roll mean?

For those ethnic purist types, it s a delta

blues term referring to that ultimate act

of pleasure. That's right . . . sex. You rock

a little, you roll a little . . . whatever.

Music wise, this thing is tough to pin

point. Blues is safe to name as an early

form of rock. The chord progressions are

the same, most songs are in the key of E,

or A or G. Heck, some of Led Zeppelins

best stuff was ripped off from delta

bluesmen. Even jazz had some influence on

the development of rock and roll.

Jut where does this leave us today?

If you go to a club and see a ska band,

you're bound to find elements of the rock

sound in there. Same with reggae, or "new

age", or "world beat ". Call it what you like.

Hard rock is a curious term. Where do

you draw the line between Aerosmith and

White Lion? What's wimpy and what isn't?

Is Gun.s-n-Roses a heavy metal band? What

about Poison? Do we all agree that Winger

is an April Fool's joke that nobody got? If

Bon Jovi has so many fans, how come I've

never seen any?

In any case, the point of this senseless

rambling is to clarify the fact that labels

are becoming obsolete. If a 15 year old kid

is wailing away on a cheap guitar up in his

bedroom, making it up as he goes along, is

that jazz? It doesn't really matter, anyway

. . . thank you.

Photo rourteny of fVnnlii I..etzlrr Orgiinjsatiofi

BANG! The Japanese performing company Kodo will return to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts in March. The Kodos live communally on Sado Island

in the Sea of Japan, training daily for the displays of physical strength,

stamina and energy which make up their electrifying performances.

'El Capitan ' comes to Amherst
The Valley Light Opera will present a

concert performance of the rarely-heard

operetta, "El Capitan" by American march
composer, John Phillip Sou.sa. The perfor-

mance will be given on Friday, Feb. 24, at

8 p.m. at the Amherst Regional Junior

High School. Proceeds of the concert will

be used to benefit Amherst's ABC House.

General admission tickets are on sale at

the Regional High School office, at the

Superintendent's Office in the Junior High
School and at the Jones Library in

Amherst.

After a standing room only crowd in

January, New Moon Productions proudly
presents its second moonlight coffeehouse,

featuring Jaime Morton, tonight. Jaime
will perform at 7 p.m. in the backroom of

Lunaria Ixwkstore at 90 King St. in

Northampton.
Offering original songs, Jaime's acoustic

guitar and vocals have enraptured au-

diences throughout Vermont. Likewise, her

music, through encorporating traditional

folk, blues and jazz methods, blends them
in new and interesting ways. In addition

to stylistic innovations, Jaime offers lyrics

which reflect tangible experiences of love

and life.

Tickets for the concert are available from
Lunaria bookstore or New Moon
Productions.

Soprano Paulina Stark, pianist Nadine

Shank and guest cellist, Leopold

Teraspulsky will be the featured artists in

"An Evening ofJewish Music" on Sunday
evening, Feb. 26 at 7:30 p.m. in the

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College.
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Q.T.B.
(Quitting Time Buffet)'

FREE Buffalo Chicken
Wings

FREE Cheese &
Crackers

FREE Veggies & Dip

And More and it's all

1^ ^ -yL^ FREE -^ Jf -^^
Monday thru Friday

4:00 - 7:00

Pi Kappa Alpha
The Brotherhood of Excellence

II K A

itz?
restaurant

23 Main Street, Northampton 584-8666

bar

PIKE - There may be a better way to go through

college, but nobody's found it yet.

First National Fratfinity to ABOLISH HAZING
• 1988 Winnt'i of UMass Chapter Excellence Awaid as the best

fiateinity on campus
• 1988 UMass overall athletic champs

• Unparalled social lifL' • Lifelong' friendships

Olympic weight room • Outstanding meal plan

ACADEMICS • ATHLETICS • LEADERSHIP

SPRING RUSH
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha would like

to extend an invitation and challenge to all

University men to come down tonight at

9:00 p.m.
and see what PIKE has to offer.

FEB 16, 21, 22
REFRESHMENTS

COLLEGIAN
ATTENTION

SOPHOMORE/JUNIOR
MARKETING MAJORS

4lUlllll(lll|llll4lllti|lllllllllMllllll>)lllliNII lil'l Mil lililil lllllllllllililil llilll Ii|ilii|il'lilil^

1 BONUS STORAGE I

FILE

EXPERIENCE is a must to be successful in

gaining the competitive edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is ollering the

opportunity to gain THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE on campus

Applications lor position of

MARKETING/PROMOTIONS MANAGER
are now being accepted

This position requires Responsibility. Dedication and Time

Commitment-the qualities that future employers are looking lor.

Come down to the Collegian Business Olfice in the Campus
Center (RM 1 1 3 - lower level; 545-3500) and pick up a job

application and description and submit it no later than

Wednesday, March 1.

M/F-EOE

BUY (4) 5% MD-2D 10 PACKS
GET A $9.95 DISK STORAGE FILE

FREE!

9

Located in the Campus Center

I
°^ISt^ ^STORE^

I

liMilllHlllhlililiillllrtMllililllllllilllllllMIIIINIIIIIIHIilltMim^^^^

Mass. lawmakers predict passage of gay rights bill
BOSTON (AP) - A state gay rights bill

that has languished on Beacon Hill for 17

years got its first hearing of the legislative

season yesterday as lawmakers predicted

that this may be the bill's year.

'In a very real way, our inaction is seen

as some sort of approval for this

discriminatory activity," said state Rep.

Mark Roosevelt, D-Boston.

The legislation would add a category for

homosexuals to an existing state law pro-

tecting women, minorities and other

groups from discrimination in housing,

employment, credit and accomodations.

Initially proposed in the early 1970s, the

bill has slowly gained suppt)rt. Its most re-

cent and dramatic failure occurred in the

1987 session when the legislation, despite

the support of the House and a majority of

state senators, died in the waning days of

the session.

When a group of senators led by Arthur

Lewis, D-Boston, used procedural methods

to kill the bill, scores of gav rights

demonstrators disrupted a Senate session.

Several protestors chained themselves to

seats in the gallery. Police arrested 14 and

state Attorney General James Shannon is

still in the midst of suing three Senate

court officers for roughing up
demonstrators.

In 1988, an election year, the legislation

again died in the Senate but did not come
as close to final passage. This year, Senate

Majority Leader Walter Boverini, D-Lynn,

has said the measure has the votes to pass.

In a Statehouse hearing yesterday before

the Legislature's Commerce and Labor

committee, several legislators and gay

rights activists spoke in favor of the

legislation.

Arline Isaacson, co-chairwoman of the

Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian Political

Caucus, said she has counted 24 out of 40

Senate votes in favor. While that number
would pass the bill, it is three shy of the

two-thirds needed to override a parliamen

tary maneuver which, two years ago. kept

the legislation lucked up in committee.

'I am not that optimistic yet at all" about

the bill's chances, Isaacson said.

Committee co-chairwoman Lois Pines

predicted the commerce and labor panel

would send the bill to the House floor with

a favorable recommendation. A poll of the

committee was expected by this afternoon.

"Homophobia, I think, is being quietly

encouraged by the political arena," said

Eleanor Smeal, former president of the Na-

tional Organization for Women.
Two witnesses opposed the measure.

Gerald D'Avolio of the Massachusetts

Catholic Conference said passsing the bill

would be "tantamount to approving the

homosexual lifestvle." And Milo Grugg.

speaking for the Christian Science Church,

said a gay rights law would force churches

to break the law if they refused to hire gays

and bisexuals.

Stephen Rosenfeld, Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' chief secretary, said that in a

tight budget year with little money to

s|}end on high-profile state programs, 1989

may be the best time to pass the gay rights

bill.

"This is not a bill that requires new spen-

ding, " Rosenfeld said. The time is right, he

said, "given that it is going to be hard for

us to find other avenues to show continu-

ing leadership as a Legislature and from

the governor."

continued on page 16

Nmv A U««d Cars
Tnicfct A Van* AIM AvataMi

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Amhmnt

549-«ENT^

Sucer Rusn AvaJacie

549-3840

COPYCAT
PnntShop

228 Triangle St. Amherst

ARTHUR
TREACHERS
SEAFOOD
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA

IQO/o

Student
Discount
With College ID

Phone In Order
585-0209

During this Lent Season

KEEP THE FAITH
with

II

y ARTHUR TREACHER'S!/
*

K t ANOTHER
i,f^-~.

/spTwr-

A^

BRECKENRIDGE
GENUINE COLORADO

SKIE

THE PEAK
Breckenridge is three majestic, interconnected ski

mountains, each with its own high-speed four-

passenger SuperChair, as well as twelve other

lifts. It all towers above a lovingly restored

genuine Victorian town full of shops, restaurants,

nightspots and enough lodging to entertain over

20,000 visitors at once. Isn't it time you took

another peak? You may never look elsewhere.

A^'

^^^

^ UMASS SKI CLUB
430 student union

545 3437

$599

Potrick

invites you

to come meet
his new ossociotes

there is o difference at Patrick G Co.

Ana pQulin

formerly of Regency m Amherst

104 Russell Street

Elmwood Shops

Hodley • 586-7477

Kelly Efvin

former manager ot Hairstyles by Harvey

Patrick & Co
PLENTY OF

FREE PARKING

LIQUORS
OPEN

MON-SAY
It's another week of

Scott's great specials!

^SSS^rj ABSOLUT
~^f VODFLA

^8.99

COORS LIGHT &
EXTRA GOLD
suitcase cans

$10.99
plus dep.

toiM

M

PEACHTREE
SCHNAPPS

750 ml

i $5.99
*
S $6.99

plus dep

PIELS
bar bottles

24-12 oz.

$ CAPTLAN MORGAN
SPICED RUM

750 ml

Sale price $5.99

Mail-in refund S1.50

$4.59
Also ask about Captain Morgan

20<) mJ for only QQ^
SHEINEKEN

12 pack bottles

$7.99
plus dep.

Register to win two free tickets

to Ascutney Ski Resort

We want to be your favorite liquor store!

Open Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. • 549-2692

VISA-MasterCard Accepted

Located in Newmarket Center next to Louis Foods and

Sounds Easy Video. Diagonally across from UMass Stadium.
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Gay rights

continued Tom page IS

State Sen. Michael Barrett, D-Cambridge, said the bill

has been around so long on Beacon Hill that "there's ver>-

little left in this bill to dispute."

Barrett emphasized that the bill "is not an exemption

from the criminal laws. Consorting with kids, whether

heterosexual or homosexual, is a crime and will remain

one."
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DRINK SPECIALS
Rolling Rock $1.50

Labatt*s $1.50

90^ Rolling Rock Drafts

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT-POOR BOYS

FRIDA Y-LIVE JAZZ
SOUTH END JAZZ BAND

SATURDAY—RHYTHM & BLUES
THE CRUNCH

WEDNESDAY—REGGAE
NEW HORIZONS

THURSDAY
INNER CITY BLUES

FRIDAY
SHAWN PATTERSON QUARTET

TRY OUR
DELICOUS FULL MENU

[

iHs
u NiTWMi WAii. wwitTat. awntt m-ttti

U H —

»

«==»«=

SAVE
On Personal Needs At

HOLLECE D^UG
=i In Amherst Center

Oi«inl«ction SoiuUon

8 02.

^^9 $1.99$5.19^ '"^^

Bausch & Lomb
Disinfecting Solution

$529 $3.49

^n LENS PLUS
by Allergen Optical

12 oz.

Reg. $6.73

I

KERI LOTION
For dry sKin care

6.5 OZ.

Reg. '3.99
lotion

$1.99
STOCK UP

ton
I

OKf I

SKIN I

CAR! I

OLLEGb
D^UG

4 Main St.. Amherst
253-2523 • Visa • MasterCard • American Exofss

Mon.-Frl 9-8 • Saf. 9-« • Sun. 9-5

AP pbolii

WOODEN ORR - Sculptor Armand LaMontagne poses yesterday on a life-size wooden

sculpture of hockey great Bobby Orr created at his studio in North Sciuate, R.L commission-

ed for the New England Sports Museum in Boston. The statue will be unveUed in a special

tribute to Orr on March 15.

The SUMMER
SCHOOLTHAT

GETS
DOWNTO
BUSINESS.

Babson College has a well-

deserved reputation for preparing

men and women for successful

business careers.

You'll find a learning environ-

ment that's definitely not boring,

with some of the most respected

business and management
professors in the countr\'. And
Babson offers a field of study in

business and liberal arts that

includes everything from "F.ntrc-

prencurship and Nicw Ventures"

to "Japanese Language and

Culturr
"

So if you're serious about

business, don't just spend your

summervacationatany school.

invest it at Babson. Call today or

send in the coupon for complete

information.

Summer Session I:

Rcgistraticm clcadliiic May 30.

Summer Session II:

Registration deadline July IS.

SUMMER
SESSION I £< 11

IVan.MbertL.Pragon

Babson College

Babson Park. MA (12157

Lall(617;239-443Ior

MAIL THIS COITON TODA^'

Addres"

Zip

Babson College
I.XIIJMIVL lillN'KJNX,
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Choose Excellence
»C!l.^»j.'K»JHa«fiwPI93"

COLLEGIAN
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•*l always recommend to incoming

students that they write for the Collegian,

both because the Collegian should

always look at fresh talent and because

the work is good preparation for study-

ing journalism."

Jim Boylan. Professor of Journalism,

UMass since 1979;

Founding Editor, Columbia Journalism Review

Come write for the Collegian

113 Campus Center

fnmi\vmtm\wm\\m\mmmmim»nmwmMmmmmmi\mfimmmtmuw»HmnimmM^^SUN
ARjB^OS

for SPRING BREAK
THE PLACE TO BE

We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode

is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The

Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are botri

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy is first come first serve

Reservation Deposit: $75

Refundable Security Deposit: $25

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

hi

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

COMING SOON...
MILLER LITE

SPRING BREAK EXPRESS
and much more!

» Drink of the Week Beer of the Month ;

PITCHERS!!!
MILLER, MILLER LITE & ROLLING ROCK

MEISTER BRAU $4.25

:

'i ^r«viPr^y "r«'rtrrm^rr^ fv#ff*^ '*•'" '*•'*'

'

WILLIAM E. HASSAN
CRIMINAL LAW

25 Years Experience

Former Asst. District Attorney

Free First Consultation

Ford & Hassan
69 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 253-2501

UMASS SKI CLUD

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE

niiHiyiiiiiiUiiiMiiiiwyiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiM.IIIMlllllliilllMlllllHllllllJIIIIHJW

Student Affairs information Services

Call 545-1540 for TIPS' about academic records

and ask for these tapes by number:

1703

1601

1010

1011

1024

1023

2578

2804

1028

1606

1037

Alpha Sigma Lambda

Bachelor's Degree Programs

BCP (Bilingual Collegiate Program)

BDIC (Bachelor's Degree w/Indiv. Concen.)

CCEBMS (Comm. for Coll. Educ. of Black and

other Minority Students

Credit by Exam
English as a Second Language

Honor Societies

Minority Engineering Program

PartTime Second Bachelor's Degree

Writing Program

IDB/TIPS is open Monday- Friday, 8:30am-5pm (walk-in and

phone-in) and 5-Spm (phone-in only)

By telephone only on Saturday and Sunday, Wam-3pm

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)
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data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

FOR
YOUR EYES

ONLY

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY

PRICING!

40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE

GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN

ZENrra DATA SYSTEMS INVTTES YOU

TO AN OPEN HOUSE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS

A Zenilh Data Systems Open House Will Be Held At This Location:

Campus Center Concourse

10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

February 22^ 1989

American F.xprfss VISA, MasterCard Credit C ards Accepted

Tg/um
I

data
I
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"

Prices subject lo change without notice

f) 1988, Zenith Data Systems
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A I* photo

BEST ACTOR NOMINEES - Best actor nominees announced yesterday for the 61st Academy Awards are from left: Dustin Hoffman for

"Rain Man," Tom Hanks for "Big," Gene Hackman for "Mississippi Burning," Edward James Olmos for "Stand and Deliver," and Max von

Sydow for "Pelle the Conqueror."

>-1^>-'*

Sound&Music
M.llban. Place • 351 Pleasant • Northampton . 584 9547 . VISA i MasterCard accepted

rm
% 'tA

^
I Qibup Competition \

1

\

i

Winter Festival

Invitational Silver Cord Bowl - Smith College

John M. Greene Hall
Featuring:

..Octet"—Williams College, 'Noteables'—Smith College

"Madrigal "—Ithaca College, "Sabrinas"—Amherst College

"Aires'—Dartmouth College, "Bakers Dozen'—Yale University «

Time: 8:00 p.m., Date: Sat., Feb. 18, 1989

Price: $4.00 with College I.D.

Advanced Adults and Senior Citizens $5.00 At the Door $6.00

1

}

M N T E G 3p2J^B A Y

Why More?
The UMASS Ski Club invites you to Montego Bay, Jamaica, West Indies

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your

Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,-

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has. at your disposal, water

sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

by low-budget, problem-filled tear-offs that, in the end, turn to rip-offs. WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOMIWIODATIONS AND

FLIGHTSI Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion islandl

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE^
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT

Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK

••All Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437

MariciCvil

VISA
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AP phnl"

POI I( F (Jl'AKI) nWAAYl MOXKS - VnMw pn.vicU- mm urily whilr workers transport ballot boxes after poll-

i„lj closed !;^ 'si'rihi;' s parliamentary elections in Sri Lanka. Sinhalese and Tamil m.l.tants oppose the elec -

tions ami at least 5« killings were reported yesterday.

Gunman kills three,

himself in office
UK rUKSDA, Md I AP* A Kuninan (.p<n

ed fire in an eiffice building yesterday, kill

inj,' (hriH- peopU' and wounding on*' before

killing hiMisfU, Monlgonu-rv County p<ilic-e

s.iid.

Polirc ( ;i|.l KidiaHl Williams s.iiti tin-

rn.in iMuergcd front an I'ifvaior and o|M>n

tnl (Ire. After killing three |M<ople. he turn

ed his gun on hinis«'ll. Williams said

The shoutings mcurred at the crcnlit card

department olfues of Chevy Chase Federal

.'savings Bank in this Washington. DC,
sidnirV) '

The gunman apjxared to be a "'disgruntl

• •d employee." .mording to another police

[lokesman. ( Uruer ( leorge Luddinu'ton

The i<lentilies of the virlim^ were not

known immi'diati'ly.

Hillary Murphv. spokeswoman (or

Suburban Hospit.d. said a .M) year old man
,v:is listed in critical condition with n gun

-hot wound to the face.

Alex Chapin, of Atlanta, who was on the

telephone with a bank employe*- when the

shooting occurred, told WUSA. a

Washington television station:

"I heard the gun shots and I heard a

woman screaming in the background and

1 heard .i guy say I'm hit, I'm hit." and

anothi'r person say quick, get some

t(i\« e)<

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

in dovvnto\A^n Amherst
beer & wine served

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON \ AMHERST

C-'-f ...Otimng Quality y^
ly Mfiicaii rood* Y>-

'9

:• ctfvnif ST

5»« 06 7)

Bi'fH) tour Own
Bert or M'ine

«' BOITUOOO WALK

Brrr A tt "V

SPniNGFIELD
;«• wwtn AVI

0"n^ tout Own
Brer » U'lnr

Fight the Cost of Tuition

woric with

CLEAN WATER^A^^
• Fastest growing ertviroiunental organization

in the country
• $7 - $8 / hr.

• Evening Hours
• Convenient Annherst location

• Election training / community organizing

Work Prr & make a full time difference. Help

citizens organize to hold government officials

accountable to the public, and polluters

accountable to the law 549-7450.

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

C^Ji^QXJjWO^iQ^^OXQ^i^A
UPSTAIRS

114 MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON
586-0259

THE CAr<ri;iAGc SmO^S
9 E Pleasant st

AMHEI^ST
549-3507

HANDCRAFTED FUTONS
and HARDWOOD FRAMES

FUTON • COVERS • DUVETS • PILLOWS • BLANKETS • QUILTS

The Students Choice

-^'GOOD NIGHT BEDDING[ VISA

VGxSxQxQxQiDELIVERY AVAILABLE?5xG5tGHQxS>

To: Professional Staff Members
Alter months ui dcliheralion a rcprescntalnc com-

niitlcc oT prolcssional staK members from the Boston

and Amiierst campuses inler\iewed several unions to

determine wliich would best represent your needs.

Il wasnt an easy choice. Eleven unions— incUiding

two oriiani/alions that had previously led canipaiiins—

agreed to be interviewed. We chose Local 5(1*^). Sl-lU.
"
.\s i\ first step Local 5(W. SLIT, has commissioned a

poll consistini! ol a random sample ot (.'Mass

prolessional stall.

Professional pollsters may call you soon. Please

respond as honestly and fully as possible. We need to

have a complete and true picture of what you think

about unionization at UMass. In adtlition. the more we

know about the issues that concern >ou. the sooner we

can work on them.

Ihis poll is completely coiindential. Thanks tor sour

cooperation. ^^ ^ . .,
I ;M ass t^ofessional Staff Organization ( ommiltee

lllllllllllllllllllll

CMI Campus Marketing, Inc.
presents

A Great Beach Party

DAYTONA BEACH
At this low. affordable price: you

arrange your own transportation.

CMI TOUR INCLUDES:
1=1 My:, .tf.f*"^ >>r^'^i& fipr'ts at

g oc*«n(ront -oie'& ocaiw *qr'

> fREE aco

. .
- i't^fqeC 3'S^- sd'^P yo

smooth ifip

]OOd hwe

TRANSPORTATION OPTION
INCLUDES:

SPEND A WEEK -

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 21

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

'"You can have an affection

for a murderer or a sodomite,

but you cannot have an af-

fection for a man whose
breath stinks - habitually stinks,

I mean." ^ ^ ,,-George Orwell

Get reedy! He s put the rubber ducky down
and now he s reaching for the bar of soap!"

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

MARK BYAU ACCaJNB, H^S
A Nice, PECtNTMN HlS^nmi

I _ v*''^'
eMPnasieoN

CDMMBNP
ABieA^
IT IS IN

Oi/ViACTff^

He vifws fwuc SBi^ice A9
A pRmeoe anpa sacrbp
muSI ANYONF WHO VIOLATES

THAI rFUS>T will HAve NO
nAe IN HI5 APMINI5TRATI0N

r mu. THAI ,^u,Ku-
nmuPLif-riNO ^f^i^
ANi eae> ^j!"
iNlTIAVVea ''^"^^

CALVm AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

I PONT UtAR \ ROSAVMK ?^

HCR OVJT WtRt APE ^<^V^

1*'
MOUt
DtMWADS i

&
7,

»iui wouu)sm^
VltVt SlILL GOT

^tR 5CIEKCE
t^TtS

WKN\ uiEM rmiNG Wit nut

^K1N\0RE'
j

t'tP^WMEHT \0 Mtn nm RtNv ^"<E5 ' i

TlRtTPTX.' ^-- ---^

I WOPt fOv)P

CAMPUS COMIX By AL ARPAD

5AV, V0(.) 3F.FM TO

ANY CLASSES VE 1

LEI'3 CfJ PROMK

ANP VOMI! (M

THF HALl.UJAY.

<,FMl-) ME ANY

/ W/ONpFP \r IT'S

T'oo t /ITF TO /\Fn.V

Iiltr, CARl'K^N ft Foul Sf'Tit-,

<oi. ON BF't'^ir or "1^
STUPCMTS r.n stwrtER AH^

Cftf»TOONlNC. >' T<'A

CONfAIMS NO IPEAS! 5s r

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

jecice Clulo'''> h^WsfTa ^^"^P"^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jcrile

ACROSS

unoe'sia'n"'v
1« Atncaf

lb Ppoa*":''.^ •• ''

1 ' Boo -

- j J». -

2? — noi»

31 Sow^K
32 So.-

36 o" •

pi,,

3- - If. I .

38 T-acp*" ^ t' !•

3V Actiei^

B^'^a-ir

tlyc-

44 Ml S'

4d !• -

iO

46 Oe»'".
4'" B'lrf •

iO Pa- •

S4 ve'sat c '• •

i( Hf t,'-)H
' •

Mo"><'i^ •*• -' *

i" B«e' "*af

58 f«nce *r>f- , .«

Scot

61 No>iv i«ts

DOWN

2 Artfij- o! te'-.i.s

3 Scon»r< oaice

4 Reaa Ov a

avPSv
5 Go — tfa»»

6 Oc> art woft
^ CCD

»0D'e»ia»"Or\'^

8 PR stof

& Encio**

35 Sr>OA tfOir a

sno*
39 ir o» ou!

lOMOwr'

40 Noneinei^-^^

43 Sc'usr. •
As..'

44 Ci»r-

• ttv OP«r

48 Bf ijiitHiS

4? biimiie'

fe»resne«»

50 Sr>e*i o» ce ai

lg — IP Krwoci"
19 S«me five' %igf*

23 maoe n.f -
O' m*nv COK"'

2i Par; o' •»«•

26 Sua o- •'

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE _
M A A mJ|A B a SHC a SJ|.

OH EMO H A.t
N E R|v I ttf
W G R E ASE
|e a r|

[A APT 6 R i
P A n|Hm I A.

PITCHING
L sJIh
yBC A

|M A I

down)
I nHs
N ABA

I-'
1' 1' m '

VI'n F
1

1

PP^
1 Hm~ 1 1

1

1
yn

I

'
' M" Nil"^T-^n !n—^—

r « ^ iv^ "tr""
X^it UEia^ 1

'
1

|«#»<»» I M. \ni-th> lii»H- N»nili 2 16 89

TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21 April 19) This is

not the best tirrie for a legal corv-

frontation Great rewards lie ahead
if vou exercise pafence when mak
ing career choices A mystery in

trigues vou Probe deeper

TAUiUS (April 20 May 20)
Money couia become an obsession

1* vou are not careful Vour pubic

.ves you Allow greater give-and

fake in a relationship ana a lift wiH

mend quickly Avaa harsh cntcisms

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) m
tense emotions may swamp you for

the moment Stay out of debt by

limiting credit card use eagerly pur

sue a pb that offers both travel and

a 'nrge expense account

CAHCI* (June 21-JuV 22) there

IS safety m numbers today Your

playful attitude toward romance

takes the emotional pressure off a

relationship A serene environment

helps you turn in top work perfor-

mance Show a becoming

modesty

UO (July 23-Aug 22) Shared

values are essential if a relationship

IS to last Vour performance on tfie

job IS related to the stofe of your

personal life Steer clear of gossipy

people Keep your own counsel

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22)

Romance takes a backseat today

you are caught up in a whirlwina of

other concerns related to your

work Be olerf to hazards when
midking home repairs by yourself

Observe safety rules

LIMA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Over

tures from partner make you purr

today If married you may be thtnk

ir>g about exporKling your family

Develop<ng new intellectual m
terests will make you a more in

teresting conversationalist Keep up

with current affairs

fCO««O^Oct 23-Noy 21) It may
tae time to end o relationship that

IS araimng your energy Your sense

of humor returns following ari emo-
tional blow-up The element of sur

prise helps you move in the right

direction

SAOinARIUS CNov 22 Dec 21)

f-nenas ore great allies, but they

also fyovide distractions you do not

need rght now A close rekationsf-iip

takes a confusing turn Curb an

urge to act impulsively Take a woit-

and jee jpprooch

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Your life seems more settled now A

financial winafall reduces day-to

day pressures You find a practical

answer to a complex problem

Travel proves invigorating FolkDw up

on an important introduction

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Do
not neglect the spritual side of your

life Remember your roots Self

improvement projects enpy highly

favorable influences Show off your

communication skills Make this a

time of learning

ntCfS (Feb 19 March 20) Your

position at work looks safe, unless

you do something really out of line

Plan a vacation near water The

more beauty there is around you,

the happier you will be

MENU
LUNCH

Hamburger on roll

Chicken burrito

BASICS LUNCH
Golden burgers

Chicken burnto

DINNER
Vegetable enow rriein

Spaghetti and sweet sausage

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable chow mem
Spaghetti with garden
vegetables
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BF'ST ACTRF'SS NOMINEES — Bfst actress nominees announced yesterday for the 61st Academy Awards are from left: Sigourney Weaver
for '(lorillas in the Mist," Glenn Close for "Dangerous Liasons," Melanie Griffith for 'Working Girl." Meryl Streep for "A Cry in the Dark,"
and Jodie Foster for "The Accused." '

r

ATTENTION

:

to all minority graduates. The
Minority Graduate Student
Association will hold their next
meeting on Thursday,
February 16, 1989. This meeting
will take place on the second floor

ol the Graduate Research Center
building at 7:00 p.m.

Contact Kit Holder, President,
lor more inlormation: 545-0327

HARDCORE
The area's largest selection of independent and
imported records, cassettes and compact discs

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday

930-6:00 9:30-9:00 12:00-5:00

213 Mam Street. Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726

m FAL m CHOLESTEROL

nothing But Delicious.

IBaVMaVNaMDaVvLv

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

Try some Pionfat frozen Yogurt

the taste will leave you amazed! Northampton
Mam Street

Government changes
Zero Tolerance Policy
WASHINCJTON i APi - Small quantitit-s

of illegal drug's will no longer bo sufTiciont

reason for federal agents to seize commer-
cial fishing vessels at sea. according to a

change in the government's Zero Tolerance

policy.

Coast (aiard Adm. Paul Yost and
Customs Commissioner William von Kaab
are issuing interim guidelines, expected to

be announced today, to conform with a con-

gressional mandate that was included in

the sweeping anti drug legislation signed

in to law in November.
Under the controversial Zero Tolerance

policy that began la.st March, federal

agents were free to seize ves.sels within 12

miles of the US coastline if any amount of

illegal drugs was found on board.

Recreational b<iat owners were furious,

complaining that they faced the loss of

millions of iltdlars worth of property «>ven

if a crew member or g\u>i (>o>.--«-»«tl .i trace

of marijuana without the boat owners
knowledge. And commercial fishermen

said they could lose their livelih(K)ds even

if they were eventually found innocent and

their vessels were returned.

Congress narrowly approved a series of

modifications to Zero Tolerance late la.st

year that would, in the words of Rep. Don
Young. R-Alaska. "prevent innocent

owners of fishing vessels from being

persecuted by well meaning but over-

excited enforcement agents."

Congress instructed the executive branch

to issue new regulations within 60 days

and then hold a 30-day public comment
period. But the Bush administration

already is a month late, and Cu.stoms S<'r-

vice officials said they do not expect formal

regulations to be proposed for at least

several weeks

Introducing the

'fPoTdsuyDeu
rionlp 9 • HHdley • 5B4-ir.()3

r"HAiiir&

L.-.-.i

HERO
$2.49

I

I

I
I

I

I

J

A Tree 7 oz. bag of New York Style Deli Chips
with Eveiy Sub

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571
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Eggers
COLLEGIAN 23

con:inuec Tom page J4

Redshirting is most often utilized with freshmen to allow

them to develop another year but in cases like the one
of Egger's last season, the rule gives the athlete another
chance to perform at his highest level. Eggers was red

shirted last year.

i was a little disappointed but also a little relieved."
Eggers said. "The reason why I redshirted was because
I was injured. I was getting psyched for the season, doing
my routines. As far as being redshirted, I was relieved
because I didn't have to hold back."

Since coming back this year, Eggers has been the most
consistent gymnast in UMass' lineup. He has regularly
hit nine or aboves on the horizontal bar, the floor exer-
cise, and the still rings. One of Eggers' goal is to qualify
for the NCAA Championships which will be held in
Nebraska upon the completion of the season in March in
at least one of those events.

Eggers is a senior, but has one year of eligibility left

because of the redshirt year. After next year, whether he
will continue gymnastics is up in the air.

it depends on my compulsories," Eggers said. "Mean
ing that if I'm reaching the level where my compulsories
are strong enough to do well in the USA Championships,
then I'll stick with gymnastics after I graduate. Other-
wise. I can't really see it worthwhile to pursue. So it

depends on where I am a couple of years from now."

When UMass takes the floor this weekend at the Boyden
Gymnasitics Center he knows he will have at least two
fans sitting up in the stands. His parents have made the
4''2 hour trip from Stonybrook, N.Y. to Amherst for almost
every UMass home meet and have also traveled to almost
every road meet the last four years.

"I don't think my mother or my father have ever miss-

ed anything I've ever done," Eggers said. "My mother has
seen every meet I've ever been in. I u.sed to do wrestling,

play baseball, they've been there. A matter of fact, in four

years of college, they haven't missed a meet except for

«»ne or two. The year I redshirted. they came to mo.st of

the mi'cts."

Clemens signs
for $7.5 million
NEW YORK (A?) - Roger Clemens agreed to a

three-year contract yesterday with the Boston Red Sox
worth 7.5 million, the highest average annual salary
in baseball history.

Clemens, a two-time Cy Young Award winner, will

get a $300,000 signing bonus. $2.2 million this season,

$2.5 million in 1990 and $2.5 million in 1991.

Including a prorated share of the signing bonus,
Clemens will earn $2.6 million in each of the 1990 and
1991 seasons, which if not surpassed, would become the
highest single-season salary ever in baseball. The
previous high was Don Mattingly's $2.5 million 1990
salary from the New York Yankees.

Pitcher Dwight Ckxxlen. who will receive $2,416,667,
including a share of his signing bonus, from the New
York Mets this year, is the highest paid plaver in 1989.

At four years, 142 days of major league service,
Clemens reached $2 million faster than any other
player in history, beating Minnesota's Kirby Puckett
by five days.

Boston co-owner Haywood Sullivan and Clemens'
agents. Randy and Alan Hendricks, each confirmed the
agreement had been reached.

"While it may represent the highest salary per year
ever earned in baseball, that's not going to last too long
in my opinion," Randy Hendricks said. 'I believe that
salaries are going to continue going up."

In addition to his salary, Clemens can earn $350,000
per year in bonuses. He would get $100,000 for winn-
ing the Cy Young Award, and $50,000 for finishing .se

cond. He would get $10,000 for winning the American
League Most Valuable Player and $50,000 for finishing

second and third. He would get $50,000 if he is MVP
of the AL playoft's and $100,000 if he is MVP of the

World Series.

women 's hoop
continued from page 24

If we come out and put pressure on. we need to keep pet»

pie fresh. We're in a good situation where our freshmen

and bench have been getting more floor time." Hewelt

said.
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( ollripan photo by .lorl Sidomon

Senior guard Christel Zullo (10) and the

Minutewomen will play Penn State tonight.

^1
PRESIDEnTS' DAY

rEBRIlAKir20

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE rHUivt 3 30-3 30 FRI 8 3U .. jO'DEADLLMF ? DAYS PRIOR TO FUBLICATION'CASH IN ADVANCE 20-'WOPD'DAY FOP STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

VIETNAMESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Thanh you 10 all members who t\ave helpe<3

during the Vielnamese Ne* Year Party
P'om Stalls

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLUB'S Inaugural gathering of

1989 featuring Eleclions and social events
planning New members graciously
vvelcomed Thursday 7 8pm SOM lobby
Don I let It b« another extracumculariess
semsster

UMASS SKI CLUB runs the best spring
breaks to Barbados Bahamas Bermuda
Killinglon and Breckenndge 545 3437M30
SUB

WHAT'S THE POINT OF LIFE? Unique
dream techniques, special visualizations
and Simple Iwentymmule spiritual e»er-

cises can help yoii find your destiny m this

li'e Learn about the translorming spiritual

exercises of ECKANKAR One hour presen
lalion 30minute video and basic howlo »

UMA Campus Center 7 30 Thursday Feb 9
'6?3

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is loo»inq tor

someone to coordinate our annual Spring
Concert Interested'' Call 5 0960 'or details

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT

THE AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT s

recruiting volunteers to work as
lirelighler/EMTs No expenence necessary
Sec oi;i lable on the concourse February

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1.2, and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
" Sunderland Ample oft street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3656

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
ri'e available Keep your friends and parents
informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 113 Cam
pus Center or Call 545 3500

AUDIO

NIKKO AMPLIFIER 85 watts per channel
$l'iO 00 549 4901

AUTO FOR SALE

81 HONDA CIVVIC WAGON. Very well

maintained dppend.iriir S1200 549-2733

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb
da Chi Alpha tall Sean at 253-9032

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3 camp
fi'gani/alion in the Pocono Mountains of
PA Positions are available in Tennis, Ar
chery Waterfront (W S I ), Cramatics Office

Administration, Computers, Radio, Arts &
Crafts Nature Athletics, Jewelry
Pholoography, Dance Wrestling Cooking
Adventure/Challenge Course Film making
Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800533CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA| or

write 407 Benson East Jenkintown PA
19046

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVK:E quality tunes tor

all occasions 549 142 1 or 253-7655

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

OAVTONA S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT $139 Panama City Beach s

Miracle Mile Resort $119 roundtnp

transportation add $80 Call Mark 549 2871

FOR RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: One bedroom m a

3-bedroom apt $190 furnished Call Tom or

Rahul 549 4834 immediately

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER 253 9742

BE A BOARDER IN A SORORITY! Females

only Great location' Great food' Call

545-0527 Ask lo' Tiel Steph or Tracey

FOR SALE

BRAND NEW WINTER COAT, medium si/e

navy blue knee length Going cheap Call

549-5592 Ajay

FOR SALE HEAD SKIIS with Solomon bin

dinqs SI 00 or BO i'le 9001

49 STICKER FOR SALE 256 1 187

BUY A BIKE Cannondale S300 or best offer

Baqcing and tounng suntout gear system

Dia compe brakes mistral aluminum rims

frame alone is worth five hundred dollars Call

Anytime 549-3512

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES- 2 year old

rental income property 18.000 dollars gross

rental income per year Live rent free and pay

for tuition Call Dale or Ginny 253-9449

SELLING 85 MZD GLC just had accident ex

celleni for pads price B/0 call 546-5918 leave

message

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Ahsa 527-6505

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93 000

miles Call 256-8369

FOUND

HEY GREG SMITH, We have your I D

Down here at iht collegian Just ask at the

front dest The Classifieds

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON $500 or best otter 1 979

Pontiac Caialin.^ Cru.ser good condition

Great car for around town or road trips Lall

after 6 30pm Shane 549.1594

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Doug

Hewitt Rock Blues-Folk all levels

Sonowriting improvisation, theory reading

Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786 or 549 6966

HELP WANTED

FIGHT THE HIGH COST OF TUITION!
Work with Clean Water Action Earn

$6 80 10 00/hr working on our prolessional

campaign stall We are seeking motivated

articulate and environmental thinking peo

pie Great work experience for Comm Poll

Sci Env and Marketing majors Call

549-7450

SALES/MARKETING HELP NEEDED for

small growing company Experience

desired not necessary Travis '584-9158

FREE MEALS can the DC Fraternity in need

ol light kitchen help, m exchange for meals

Call Jon 545 0046

GREAT JOB NO PAY
FREE MEALS

Call Today
5492905

SCREW THE DC
MEALS FOR FREE
For mlo call me

5492905

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
FOR UMass dorms No car necessary /

days/week l 2 hours/day Good pay' Call

2537009

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands on ex

penence m the legal field-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary- training pro-

vided An information session will be held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901

Campus Center 1545-1995)

LOST

CASIO WATCH ON SATURDAY Feb 11

sentimental value Reward call Suresh

6 1044

BROWN LEATHER BOMBER JACKET
taken Irom 53 TOWNEHOUSE Saturday

Night We can recogni/e you easily Please

return the lacket to the Washington Cluster

office or call Mary at 546-9216 No ques-

tions asked

LOST IN HERTER THURS. 2 9 Black Brief

Case of great personal value Any info

please call Lisa at 549 6989 Very important

Thanx

LOST: Gold ropecham bracelet between

Mahar 108 and Hills South from 2 3pm
2 8-89 Has special meaning If found

please call Shen 546 5092

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR SGA
PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR SGA Presi

deni and Trusted are available m Rm 420

in the Student Union Nomnation close

March 2nd

PERSONALS

JILL KAPLAN - This is your big day Hap-

py 2ist Birthday Live if up Julie

SUE AND MO Happy b-Day from the rest

of the family Love Greg, Petei and Bobby

MK, DO YOU DANCE? Love and miss you

DC

SWEETNESS -
1 was only loKiny wtifn i said

40 yr old divorcees deserve one more
moondance with you my love so take that

p c man and skiwly dance into the mystic

Really nice'"

CONGRATULATIONS' To the new Rib-

bonctles ol Sigma Delta Tau"!

TO THE GUY IN DUCKBOOTS:
You were m the music store

you were silling on the floor

playing that guitar

while I saw you from alar

It was Friday alternoon

so please respond here soon' Ciao C B

RIDE NEEDED TO SYRACUSE 2/17

253 2320 ROD

HAPPY 21it BIRTHDAY SUSAN! Can t

wait till tonight It s going to be most m
teresting to say the least Im not too sure

you II be making that Friday morning class

Love Buns

JILL KAPLAN- Happy 21 St Just think m
htree years we can party legally - Deb

WOMEN S SWIM TEAM
Kiel- ass at NE s'

With I could be there

Love you guys Sue G

JAMIE J at Brinany Mnr Roses are red
violets are blue, I sure would enjoy must
talking with you' Look here again
TueWed

LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES? Pmocchios has
the answer Monday Tuesday Wednesday
and Thrusday night special large cheese
pi«a for only $5 50 » tax A buck a topp
ing We deliver

HAPPY BDAY Tern love Elise

BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFE! Meet that so
meone special through our singles club In-

tro singles club Box 3006 Boston MA
02130

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Demse ?56 0998 4pm or later

RIDE WANTED

LOOKING TO SHARE RIDES with people
who commute to and from Spfid 73 1 -8301

eves

ROOMMATES WANTED

ONE ROOM IN APARTMENT 254 inclusive

^ r> people 256 0958 256-4270

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for three

bedroom lownehouse apt 165/mo Call

549-6448

FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPACIOUS squire
village apt Feb and March irec i83/mo
367 2092

2 FEMALES TO SHARE Townehouse apt

Call 6 9207

1 OR 2 NEEDED for Amity Place Condo
225 each 549-1839

LICENSED DAYCARE PERSON has
full/parltime openings Ages 1-4 Call

549 7988

SERVICES

AUTO REPAIRS: Very reasonable ex
penenced mechanic Work your place or

mine Messages for Mark 665-8467

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES. LASER-
PRINTING, copies typing 665 8873

RESUME TYPESETTING. Avoid the end
ol-semester panic Very experienced inex

pensive overnight laserwnter quality Lisa

6658969

SHABBAT

SHABBAT IS FULFILLING AND EN-
JOYABLE when celebrated at Chaoad
House Rabbi Adelman and lamily look lor

ward to welcome you 549 4094

SPRING BREAK DAYTONA

JOIN MTV AND 1000* OF
• SRPING BREAKERS IN DAYTONA •

"Just $139 or $219 w/bus Plus tanning'

discount at Le Bon Soleil

Call Dana 549-6064

STUDY ABROAD

INFORMATIONAL MEETING ON CIEE
PROGRAMS (UMA sponsored) m Spain

and the Dominican Republic 601 Herler Hall

l-'^prn

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

CAMP YOUNG JUOEA, AMHERST. NEW
HAMPSHIRE Resident, co-ed, 1 hour Irom

Boston) IS in need of Department directors

and activity specialists for this summer m
Athletics, Gymnastics Swim Instruction

(WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts 4 Crafts.

Camprraft, Israeli Dance Drama Israeli

Folk song, Riflery Tennis, Photography Of

f ice personnel and Nurses (R N ) E xcellent

salaries and Innge benefits Please contact

Dr Charles 8 Rotman Director 81

Kingsbury Street Wellesley, MA 02181.

617237-9410

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET/TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st ot>e

bedroom apt $370 mo Call Linda or Ta-

tiana 253-7185 Leave message

TICKETS NEEDED

TO LA RO VEGAS anywhere between tor

Spnnq Break 66378

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK WEEKENDS
Montreal $79

Includes round trip motor
coach and 2 nights hotel

Directly downtown
Breakaway tours

508 842 7336
420 Boston Turnpike

Shrewsbury MA 01545

SPRING BREAK SPACES AVAILABLE.,
but selling out last' Cancun Special on-

ly $3B9/quad -no additional charges' Plus

amazing prices to Acapulco. Nassau
Reserve your space immediately' Call

Janice or Jennifer 549-8239.

ONE WAY TICKET Boston to Los angeles

leaves March 20th $100 or best offer call

549 7586 leave message

HOT NIGHTS. COOL FROZEN DRINKS.
reggae music sandy t)eaches and you Af-

fordable spring break trips to Jamaica Can-
cun Acapulco. and Daylong Call Karen or

Shara at 546 6612, Or Mendeth at 549-8274

lor details

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250 000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN 546 74t3-

TUTORINO

RETIRED FORMER PROFESSOR OF
SPEECH will help loieiqn students with

English also Edit papers lor correct english

usage Reasonable rales, no charge lor m
ilial interview ?S3 3354

TYPING

WORDSMITH PROFESSIONAL TYP
ING. Papeis resumes and more' Laserpnn
ting with spellcheck 253 4564

WORD PROCESSING last prolessional

accurate 665 4501

UMASS LAX SWEATSHIRT

LOST/STOLEN ON Sth FLOOR OF -

• Cooiidge 1st weekend m Feb Reward '

offered tor the return ol this navy
sweatshirt with a Lacrosse Logo

"No questions asked Just please return'

It no one else has one and it has '

' extreme sentimental value Call Laura
'

at 546 8031

UNCLE SAMMY WANTS YOU'

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA MU
Fraternity mvite all University men to Spring

Rush' Feb 14 Pi// Parly Campus Center
- 904 7 1 1 pm Feb 1 5 Casino Night Campus
Center 917 8 11pm Feb 16 Bowling with

the Brothers Meet at Southwest Horseshoe
8pm AH events are free'

WANTED

HELP! Need to buy a 49 sticker please call

6 1156

FEMALE SHARE ROOM IN apt on Am.ty
St $175 mo Call asap 549 7783

PING PONG TABLE. Any condition Please
call Teresa at 546 6397

COoU
e\ien for

Ck55if,eD^
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SPCMS
Minutemen head south for A-10 games

UMass to face 14th-ranked West Virginia,

then head to Pittsburgh to play Duquesne

(ollrioan photo by David Higa«hi|pirhi

Freshman guard Anton Brown (11) and the Minutemen will take on
West Virginia in an Atlantic 10 game tonight.

By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Parting the Red Sea was a nice trick, and

that walking on water stuff was pretty im
pressive BUT, if you want a real miracle

. . . hold your breath and pray tonight.

As most armchair experts or even the

real authorities will tell you, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts basketball team has

only a little more than a prayer against the

University of West Virginia University

tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Morgantown.
The Mountaineers are currently the

14th-ranked team in the country and
owners of the longest Division I winning
streak in the country at 18 games. Now,
throw in the fact that UMass isn't the

strongest of teams on the road (the last

time the Minutemen won on the road it was
still 1988 - Coastal Carolina, on Dec. 30.

One of UMass' only two road wins) and the

ingredients don't add up to a for a nail-

biter. In fact, UMass will more likely end
up biting the bullet.

Is the outlook really as bleak as looks?

Should UMass just forfeit and get some ex-

tra rest? Well of course not. Positives for

UMass are: the Minutemen lost by 16 to

WVU at home after learning only that mor-

ning about the loss of two seniors, and we
must remember the Mountaineers have

lost this season — twice.

West Virginia began the season 1-2 (los-

ing to Robert Morris and Bradley) before

beginning its current win streak.

But for UMass coach John Calipari,

tonight's game goes beyond merely
winloss objectives.

"You might see a different style against

West Virginia because it will be test time.

Because, if we win the first round of the

playoffs, we'll probably play West Virginia

next, bo (tonightl we're going to do

everything in five minute spots." Calipari

said.

Calipari will be looking for just that right

combination which might confuse the

Mountaineers in their probable meeting in

three weeks.

West Virginia has a turbo-charged of

fense which scores over 80 points per game.

The Mountaineers are paced sophomore
Chris Brooks (13 ppg) and senior Herbie

Brooks (14 ppg).

Other members of the West Virginia at

tack include Steve Berger, the top assist

man in the conference (6.14 apg), and Dar
ryl Prue, who ranks eigth in the conference

in rebounding with almost seven per game
The Mountaineers have a super freshman

of their own. Six-foot guard Tracy Shelton

was the player who broke UMass' Jim
McCoy's bid for A-10 freshman of the Week
in three consecutive weeks.

And. there are even more superlatives for

UMass* hosting opponent. West Virginia

leads the A-10 in scoring defense, scoring

margin, and shooting percentage; and
WVU coach Gale Catlett won his 350th

career game after nudging Rutgers by two

points last week.

Hoop du-jour: How is this for irony?

Prue and Chris Brooks of West Virginia
are among the top 15 players in the coun-

try in field goal percentage at over 60 per-

cent per game but, both are shooting
around 40 percent from the free throw line

— don't they let you take those for free?

. . . If the season were to end today, UMass
would be ranked 8th in the A-10 and would
face St. Joseph's in the first round of the

tourney. If they were to win that game,
UMass would most likely face West
Virginia on the following day.

Women's
hoop to play

Penn State
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's basketball

coach Kathy Hewelt conducted practice yesterday

while wearing a Penn State sweatshirt.

She wasn't entertaining any thoughts of a career

move, but rather wanted to get her team inspired for

tonight's game, when the Nittany Lions visit the Curry
Hicks Cage (7:30).

"I don't want them to forget what hapj)ened the last

time we played them, and how embarassing it was,"

Hewelt said.

On Jan. 12 the Minutewomen played Penn State at

University Park and proceeded to fall behind 27-0 at

the start and 45-14 at halftime, as the Lions rolled to

a 79-50 win. Needless to say, the Minutewomen can't

afford to be so generous tonight.

The Lions are currently 9-12 overall and 7-5 in the

Atlantic 10 Conference. Not staggering numbers by

any means, but there is still plenty of talent on this

team. Freshman Sue Robinson, a ??? "Penn State is

a great basketball team. We'll have to play ext??to do,

it's up to (the players] to get it done."

What must be done is that the Minutewomen need

to be more relaxed on the offensive end, while playing

tight pressure defen.se.

They played good defense for the most part in Tues-

day night's narrow win over Harvard, but were strug-

gling to get the ball in on offense.

"We got the shots we wanted, but we needed them
to drop," Hewelt said. "We understand what we have

to do to calm ourselves down."
UMass also knows that it needs a win to prove to

themselves that they are capable of beating a top team.

"This is a game that's very important for us, for our

self-esteem and pride, to come and be ready for them,"

Hewelt said. "Defensive pressure will be the key."

In order to do that, Hewelt will need strong perfor-

mances from everyone. She plans to her starters up a

bit, as she has done in recent games, to keep the Lions

off guard.
continued on page 23

One more chance

Eggers makes use ofthe redshirt rule
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The career of a college athlete is short enough. Four
years and you're history, whether you graduate or not.

If you happen to be in .such a sport as gymnastics, there

is no hope of a professional career after college unless you
go the coaching route.

For some, there is a slight glimmer of hope of making
the United States Olympic team, but only a select few out

of thousands will be chosen and even that will last just

a short stint of time.

So you have to make the most of your four years.

Senior co-captain John Eggers of the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team has made the most
out of the first 2Vi8 seasons that he has been with the
Minutemen.
One of those four seasons was almost taken away from

Eggers when he injured his ankle during a floor exercise
routine in a preseason all-star meet last year.

UMass coach Roy Johnson had to weigh his options. He
could go with Eggers at less than 100 percent for the rest

of the season, or he could exercise the redshirt rule, which
allows college athletes to sit out a season without losing

a year of eligibility.

Sport* Information photo

Senior gymnast John Eggers is getting another chance despite an injury, thanks to the red-
shirt rule.

WEA' Ua* NEWS SPORTS

Time to find your extra-

heavy sweaters. Partly

sunny, highs in the mid
to upper 20s.

New deputy chief nam-

ed, and new unit form-

ed, at Public Safety

ceremony. Page 3.

McCJoy scores 23, but

Uth-ranked WVU
whomps Minutemen,
88-55. Page 16.
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Tsongas reveals education plan
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Speaking before nearly 250 professors in Bowker
Auditorium yesterday, Paul Tsongas said the public

higher education system needs to run more like a business

to succeed and be competitive.

Former Sen. Paul Tsongas
AP pbo«o

"The system we have here is starvation and famine and

it's not conducive to good management. The public higher

educational system (in Massachusetts) is a manager's

nightmare," because planners never know how much

money they will have to work with in the coming year,

he said.

Tsongas, the newly appointed president of the Board of

Regents, suggested that the state allocate a fixed percen-

tage of the annual budget to higher education.

That way school administrators would at least have a

definite amount to plan with, he said.

In a pre-forum press conference Tsongas said that the

new motion by the Board of Regents for revamping public

higher education in Massachusetts will impact Universi-

ty of Massachusetts less than other institutions in the

state but he did not have any details about the plan.

He did say, however, that reducing admissions to any

of the state's schools is not part of the motion.

"The idea of reducing access into the system is not ac-

ceptable," he said.

A preliminary draft of the motion will be released

sometime in March, he said.

During the forum, which attracted faculty from many
different schools across the state, Tsongas made repeated

references to the idea of running the higher educational

system like a business venture with incentives and

streamlining tactics aimed at making the system run

more effectively.

One idea Tsongas proposed was for six faculty to be

recognized at graduation for outstanding contributions in

areas such as teaching excellence, academic performance

and community activities.

Each faculty would also receive a cash bonus firom funds

raised by alumni contributions, he said.

Another important aspect of returning higher education

to a stable financial footing. Tsongas said, is getting the

public to understand the importance of the system to the

commonwealth that "we count, we mean something."

One idea Tsongas proposed was an "adopt-a-classroom"

program where professors would take one cla-ss of kids,

elementary through twelfth grade, and help them on their

way to college. This would be tangible evidence to people

that universities make a difference in the community, he

said.

He said the public needs to realize that public higher

education "is not just a social service, this is how we (the

commonwealth] survive in the world."

"I think anybody with a double-digit I.Q. can figure out

that if we don't turn this thing around, we're all going

down the tubes," he said.

Iranian contract opposed
Professors angered by death threat to author

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Some professors at the University of

Massachusetts are unsettled by Iran's

assassination contract put out on

novelist Salman Rushdie, whose book

has flared Moslems' tempers.

Rushdie, who was to appear at the

school next week during the tour for his

book The Satanic Verses, was sentenc-

ed to death by the Ayatollah RuhoUah

Khomeini and is now, with his family,

under police protection.

"This is horrendous. I think the

Americans and the British have got to

take a firm and obvious stand against

this kind of threat," said English depart-

ment professor George Cuomo.

Other Comparative Literature and

English professors have said they were

appalled, shocked and annoyed with the

threats made on Rushdie's life, and
continued on page 4

Britain prepares
for Moslem violence

state officials declare emergency
From the Associated Press

BOSTON - State Environmental

Secretary John DeVillars and other state

officials formally announced a water

emergency yesterday for the 44 com-

munities served by the Massachusetts

Water Resources Authority, calling for

households to conserve water in every

possible way.

"It's going to take more than a few rain

showers like we had this week to solve this

problem," DeVillars said at a news

conference.

"In face, we could have more than a half

dozen blizzards like we had in '78 and we'd

still have a very worrisome situation."

The MWRA, along with the Metropolitan

District Commission and the Department

of Environmental Quality Engineering, an

nounced the emergency in light of the

season's unusually low precipitation and

the low water level at the Quabbin Reser-

voir, which provides water for 2.5 million

people in the area.

"We must begin now to limit our water

use, or we'll be in serious trouble this sum-

mer," DeVillars said, adding that the usual

25 inches of snow cover that provides the

reservoir with the spring water supply is*

down this year to "a light dusting."

DEQE Commissioner Daniel Greenbaum

said the affected communities have 30 days

to draw up a contingency plan to outline

how they want to deal with any possible

reduction in water availability this

summer.
The MWRA and the MDC are to come up

with similar plans within 45 days.

The average Massachusetts household

uses approximately 60 gallons of water a

day, according to MWRA Executive Direc-

tor Paul Levy. A 10 percent reduction in

water use would be easily accomplished

through simple measures.

Levy stressed the need to attend to

household problems that cause water

waste, such as fixing leaky faucets and

pipes, limiting toilet use and cutting back

on garden watering.

"All these things combined are less than

$10 at your local hardware store, and I

guarantee you with the rates we are set-

ting the payback will be quick," Levy said,

referring to the MWRA's proposed 43 per-

cent rate increase proposed.

Levy also unveiled a public service an-

nouncement on water conservation featur-

ing Boston Celtic Robert Parish that has

been made available to local television

stations.

DeVilloars said Quabbin, the largest

reservoir in the Northeast, is usually at 81

percent capacity, and is down this year to

68 percent, the lowest level since March

1967, when it fell to 45 percent.

By MAUREEN JOHNSON
Associated Press

Britain protested to Iran yesterday over

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's orders to

kill Salman Rushdie, the author of The

Satanic Verses, and religious students in

Iran threatened suicide attacks on him.

The bounty for killing the Indian-born

writer was doubled to $5.2 million, and Bri-

tain's airlines — including British Airways

- tightened security following bomb threats

against some flights.

The death threats against Rushdie,

whose book has been denounced across the

Moslem world as blasphemous, were call-

ed "appalling" by the US State Depart-

ment. A leading Islamic theologian who op-

poses the book said in Egypt that Khomeini

erred by not giving Rushdie a chance to

repent.

Rushdie, a naturalized Briton whose

novel has sparked violent protests from

Islamic fundamentalists, has canceled a

promotional tour for the book in the United

States and remains in hiding with his

American wife, Marianne Wiggins.

Published reports said they were under

police guard in Britain.

Moslems say the allegorical novel offends

their faith by satirizing the prophet

Mohanmied as fallible; implying that Islam

is not the only true religion; portraying

Mohammed's wives as prostitutes and sug-

gesting he wrote the Koran, rather than

continued on page 12

Collefian photo by Jaiion Talcrman

STUCK IN THE MUD - Leonard Baskin's Swan Sculpture

stands, frozen, at Smith College.
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253-2543

N«w AUMdCjrs
TnKks « Vm AIM AvalaMi

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rociie'eiie' Piaza

Npw "orh NV 10020

P-ce i212l 5ai-3O40

Mail thit ad (or Special
Slud«nt/Teacher Tarilt

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

ALL NEW!
ALL

PREMIERES!

Th« 21st Intarnattonal Tournaa of

ANIMATION

^ THEATER
•

Northampton
5S6-0935

LAST WEEK
Weekdays at 7 & 9:15

Fridayat5:45, 7:50. 10

Sat & Sun. at 3:45.

5:45, 7:50, 10

CINEMA

BIRD
Directed by

Clint Eastwood
Held over 2nd week

1 showing every

evening at 7:30

AMITY ST. 253-5426

RESUMES
Super Husti Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
PnntStTQpj

228 ffiangleSL. Amherst

GRADUATE

NURSES

Look
Into Your
Future at

New
Enj/Iand
Medical
Center

New England Medical Center
IS committed to the profes-

sional development of our
nurses Here you will find a

variety of specialty areas in

adult and pediatrics that pro-

vide you with the opponuni-
ties to develop your nursing
skills in the areas of your
choice. During your six week
orientation, you will be sup-

ported in meeting your objec-

tives by a preceptor and
during your first year you
will panicipate in patient care

conferences, workshops,
seminars and management
training. As you gain primary
nursing experience, you will

have an opportunity to join

a collaborative practice and
work with a physician and
imbulatory nurses to coor-
dinate the care of your pa-

icnts through an entire

episode of illness We are

rommittcd to your success.

oin our staff and practice in

an autonomous environment
that fosters your profession-

al growth.

In addition to offering one of the highest salary schedules in the area,

3ur progressive benefits package includes continuing education

providing CEU's, generous tuition reimbursement, flexible schedules

including 12-hour shifts, and participatory time planning We have

a pairking garage on-site and the convenience of an Orange Line T-stop

For additional information about these opportunities, please
call our Nurse Recruiter at 617-956-5575. 750 Washington
Street, Box 465. Boston, MA 02111. An equal opportunity em-
ployer.

^ Salary with rotation

$52,219

Board Review
Course Offered
Free of Charge

^ Early Decision
Program

Confirm your start-

ing date by May 1st

and receive a
SI, 000 bonus.

ealiiig place
OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS

•BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

•OPEN 6 A.M - 3 AM SUNDAY - THURSDAY
•OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
•BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

•PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAIA
•Hie f n«Mt to Super Slop A Shop

NADLEV/AMNCRST <S4-48tf

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

I Employment Applications Beinq Taken

^^^^^^^^^^^^

New England
Medical CenterBHSI Medical C

III Hospitals

PRESIDENTS DAY SALE!
Panasonic CQSSOS

WITH
SPEAKERS,

INSTALLED

^ SANYO ER 100

V IMM speakers.
IWW INSTALLED

Panasonic CQ 300

OAAA WITH
V/jM SPEAKERS.^^^ INSTALLED

• THESE ARE ONLY 3 of theJIUMEROUS
SYSTEMS ON SALE FOR PRESIDENTS DAY!

FOR CELLULAR PHONES RADAR DETECTORS AND AUTO SECURITY.

SEE THE EXPERTS AT

CUSTOM^
CAR/5

SOUNi
573 RIVEROALE ST

0\ W SPHIMEIELD
' 734 4995

141 DAMON no
NOHTHAMPTON

586 5258

• •••••

LOCAL

DINOSAUR'S EXTINCT?
Mountain Park in Holyoke.

CoUecian photo by Jaaon Talerman

Giant tin Tyrannosaurus Rex lies dormant at the closed down

Luippold named deputy police chief
By CAROL McCLATCHEY
Collegian Correspondent

A 12-year veteran of the University of Massachusetts

Police Department was named deputy chief of the depart-

ment yesterday during a ceremony at the Robsham
Visitor's Center.

Lt. John Luippold, 34, of Belchertown, will assume his

new duties Sunday, according to Director of Public Safe-

ty Arthur Hilson.

"I am proud to be a part of the department," Luippold

said, "and I hope to continue to offer services to students

and the community."

Nakajima, Davis
announce candidacies

United Student Agenda announced yesterday its can-

didates for the March 14 elections for campus presi-

dent and Student Trustee.

The candidates will be running on a platform of stu-

dent rights and a united campus free of racism and

violence, according to USA.
Tracy Davis, USA candidate for president, said, "The

cost and quality of education are color blind, they con-

cern us all."

Davis said she wants to get as many students involv-

ed as possible on issues that really affect students on

campus, such as racism and the cost of education.

Eric Nakajima, USA candidate for Student Trustee,

said, "There are many problems facing us. We are

divided by goals and ideology, but we must stand

together as one community."

"We need to come together and understand what

binds us," he said. "Education is an important compo-

nent in dealing with rape and racism on campus."
-PATRICIA REGO

The formation of a unit within the Department of Public

Safety was also announced yesterday. Luippold said it

"would provide tailored service and protection to the com-

munity which are long overdue."

The new Community Disorders Unit will investigate all

major disorders and all crimes against race, sex, color,

religion, national origin and sexual orientation, Hilson

said,

Luippold joined the UMass force in 1977, was appointed

sergeant and later lieutenant. As deputy chief, he will be

in charge of all police operations, answering solely to

Hilson.

He is filling a slot vacated by Robert Joyce, who resign-

ed last summer after disagreements about reorganization

of the department.

The new deputy said yesterday that serving the com-

munity with a limited budget will be his biggest

challenge.

In announcing Luippold's promotion, Hilson said, "We
have called upon someone to take on a problem — a

headache."
Moments after the announcement, Amherst Police Chief

Donald Maia congratulated Luippold, saying sarcastically,

"My condolences to you."

Lt. Michael Grabiec, who will head CDU, said he will

lead a team of three in investigating campus crime. Hilson

said he hoped to have five officers eventually on the CDU's

staff.

Public Safety, like all departments on campus, is fac-

ing a hiring freeze. Hilson said the unit would be much
more effective if new positions could be created.

He cited the CDU's involvement in the last two major

drug busts, including the recent bust at Price Chopper

that netted three of the largest drug suppliers to the area.

"I feel the staff and the program of the CDU have been

doing a marvelous job," Hilson said.

Luippold said he was proud to be a part of the UMass

community. "My number one goal is to make this a safe

place," he said.

Collegian StaffMember Thomas Rodrigues contributed

to this story

Officials praise,

caution UMass
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Administrators had words of praise for the University

of Massachusetts yesterday, but were far less optimistic

about the projected impact of state budget cuts this year.

Gordon Oakes, new chairman of the Board of Trustees,

spoke for the first time yesterday before the Faculty

Senate and voiced his approval of the University's pro-

gress in recent years.

"This campus should be very proud of its ac-

complishments in the past," said Oakes, a 1964 UMass
alumnus.
The University has a "tremendous" potential for

development, he said, citing increases in privately-

sponsored research and plans for new engineering and
polymer science buildings.

Oakes lauded faculty members for becoming leading in-

formation sources around the globe. Between 1983 and
1985, UMass faculty members produced 618 books, 718
chapters, and more than 4,000 articles.

"This campus has resources available which I believe

are as good as any in this country," he said, also noting

the University's increased emphasis on writing skills,

historical studies, and diversity courses.

As a land-grant institution, the University serves as a

major resource for the community but Oakes said this

public function should not undermine the quality of the

institution.

"This is a first-class university and campus," he said.

"Being accessible does not mean being second-rate."

Oakes said the recruitment of minority students is

"challenging," but urged continued efforts to maintain

diversity on campus.
Although the University is under strict budget con-

straints, Oakes said a science resource library, increased

laboratory space and other equipment are necessary

improvements.
"The cost of doing this is high," he said. But, "the cost

of not doing this is higher."

Oversubscribed or cancelled courses and underpaid

teaching assistants are some aspects of the budget cuts

that Oakes said "cannot be tolerated."

"I believe it is unwise for the state to disinvest in public

education," he said. "This is one of the finest institutions

in the country. I think we have nowhere to go but up."

Despite Oakes' optimism, University President David

Knapp said after suffering two budget cuts, two revisions

and the temporary suspension of capital outlay monies

in the past two years, projections for the state's fiscal year

1990 remain dim.

"Increasingly, we have been seen on Beacon Hill as

simply one more spending agency, rather than as an in-

vestment in the economic and social well-being of the

state," Knapp said.

Keeping public higher education a priority in

Massachusetts will result largely from University student,

parent and faculty activity, he said.

"I think it is fair to say that no year in the past decade

will be more critical than this in determining the future

of the University of Massachusetts."

In other business:

• Provost O'Brien reported a lengthy search for a new
registrar ended this month with the appointment ofNancy

Fitzpatrick, formerly of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Also, he reported the University computers will undergo

"drastic" changes in system organization.

• Negotiations for a $6 million telecommunications gift

for the University from MCI will be underway for the next

several weeks, said Deidre Ling, vice chancellor for

University relations and development.

Amherst to build new post office
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

A new, $3 million Post Office for the town

of Amherst should improve mail service to

the University of Massachusetts, according

to the Amherst Postmaster.

Walter A. Bush, Amherst postmaster,

said the town has outgrown the current

facility on North Pleasant Street in

Amherst Center.

"We're elbow to elbow here," Bush said.

"We're in such cramped quarters here that

it hurts our productivity."

The new facility, on Stadium Drive near

the Price Chopper supermarket, is schedul

ed to be completed next fall, he said.

"I can't imagine that it will be anything

but an improvement," said Director of Ad-

ministrative Services Marabeth Clapp. Ad-

ministrative Services oversees several cam-

pus operations, including campus mail.

Bush said the current office will remain

open as a retail center. "I promised the

townspeople j:bat what is here^njo^ ^illre-

main. Mostly what's moving is behind the

walls, stuff you don't see anyway."

The Amherst Post Office, which serves

Amherst and three other towns, sees bet-

ween 100,000 and 150,000 pieces of mail

per day, he said.

He said the new facility will have a retail

area, which should reduce long lines

sometimes encountered at the downtown
office. There will also be more parking than

the current Post Office, he said.

Construction began on the new facility

in November, and Bush said he hopes to

move in by October. He said construction

was held up briefly to receive approval by

the Amherst and Hadley conservation com-

missions because the building is near

wetlands, protected by Massachusetts law.

"Any planning of a building that occurs

within 100 feet of wetlands has to be

reviewed by the Conservation Commis-

sion," said Mary Donahue-Klein, assistant

conservation director of the Amherst Con-

servation Commission.

Collefian photo by Joel Solomon

Skeleton ofthe new post office being built on University Drive.
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Professors

continued from page I

agreed that freedom of speech is at stake.

Director of Judaic and Near-Eastern

Studies at UMass, professor Adnan Haydar

tried to explain the Moslems* reactions.

'What he has done is encourage a rather

small group of very conservative Moslems

into action and has been branded as a

blasphemer." Haydar said. "However,

many Moslems who are upset keep the

anger at the level of ideas and do not like

Khomeini's call for his (Rushdie's]

assassination." he said.

"As a religious leader." Haydar said,

"Khomeini is probably expressing this

anger, at the book and its author, as a

spokesman for Moslems of the world."

Haydar likens Rushdie's book with the

controversial movie The Last Temptation

ofChrist that raised a similar anger in con

servative Catholics when it was released

last year.

He said he has the feeling Rushdie knew

exactly what he was doing when he wrote

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17. 1989

the book and about the enormous profits

that would follow the sensationalism it has

received. "But, ' Haydar says, "I don't

think he calculated this reaction [the call

for his death)."
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JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018HOT
ROAST eeEF
SANDWICHES

I'^Z^'

rtMlliniMIMIIliU |H||HnilHIIIIHOHHIMMMmmillMMMMHIHIHimMM"HimMHHHIMIM«MIIHHMmillllllHM

OPEN WIDE
—AHHHH

I'll bet you could never guess
how many JB's delicious roast

beef sandwiches I pack into this

mouth daily? Well, let me save

you the trouble—four! I just

scrunch 'em up and stuff em in.

Of course I need a malted milk

shake to make things go down
easier and two orders of fries to

nibble on afterwards. Hey, some
habits are hard to break and

JB's is one of them. At least

I don't bite my nails!!!

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2

e this ad to JB's for a free order of Chicken Fingers

AMI
If you

w///y/iy/y//yy/////AM/M»y//^^^^

-Are you an Art Major who
wants to design posters?

-Are you an English,

Communications, or

Journalism Major who wants
to do press or publicity?

-Are you interested in bringing

diverse speakers to this

campus?

WE WANT YOUl!

DVP
Distinguished Visitors Program

New members meeting

February 21st

in C.C. 811B

at 6:30 PM
distin^ubhecl

Visitors profcam

refreshments will be served

61 Main St., Amherst
N«xt to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 N4INIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091LIQUORS

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM 750 ml $5.99

JACOBS CREEK AUSTRALIAN
CHARDONNAY $4.99

SANGRE DE TORO $3.99

MILLER LITE SUITCASE $10.99

OLIFANT
DUTCH VODKA I 75 L $12.99

WOW!!

SMUGGLERS SCOTCH
1 Liter $7.99

COLLEGIAN
ATTENTION

SOPHOMORE/JUNIOR
MARKETING MAJORS

EXPERIENCE is a must to be successful in

gaining the competitive edge in today's
Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the
opportunity to gain THE MOST VALUABLE

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE on campus

Applications for position of

MARKETING/PROMOTIONS MANAGER
are now being accepted

This position requires Responsibility, Dedication and Time
Commitment—the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Oflice in the Campus
Center (RM 1 1 3 - lower level, 545-3500) and pick up a job
application and description and submit it no later than
Wednesday, March 1

.

M/F-EOE

Colloquia offer credits, experience
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts collo-

quium program offers students the oppor-

tunity to instruct and enroll in one-credit

courses in non-traditional fields of study,

and according to the program's director,

the deadline to get involved in rapidly

approaching.

"Colloquia may supplement students'

educational experience by providing sub-

jects which may not be offered at the

University, or might not be accessible to

some," said Hrayr Tamazarian, the pro-

gram's director. These courses include a

range of topics such as health and social

issues, arts and crafts and sign language.

Tamazarian added that the programs fre-

quently offer instruction in material taught

in courses that may be difficult to get into.

Photography and dance classes, for in-

stance, are not always available to students

outside the major, he said.

Colloquia are taught in dormitories

throughout campus. The program,
established in 1972, is now run by Residen-

tial Academic Programming, he said.

University staff, and undergraduate and
graduate students are encouraged to sub-

mit proposals for courses they wish to in-

struct, but Spring Semester colloquia pro-

posals are due today in Brett, room B35,

Tamazarian said.

UMass student Clarinda Rose-Turner,

who teaches "Couples in Science Fiction

Fantasy," has been a colloquium instruc-

tor for four semesters. She said cutbacks

in state-sponsored educational programs

have affected the program, which is now
run solely by Tamazarian part-time.

"I think (the program] works because it

is students interacting with students,"

Rose-Turner said. "But it's one of those pro-

grams that could be considered ex-

traneous."

rjQ» cc^'^afi^ ft^r^'o^^si^ 9£^'<xr''f:^s^ C:C^«'"':ai* c^^^cs^^iW o^c^o-^aiPCiC^

I

^^irit^mts
K 338 COLLEGE ST. fRT.9l * AMHERST • 253-5384 A

I
ROLLING ROCK 12 pk. Bottles $5.99 plus dep. ^

f BECKS and HEINEKEN 12 pk. Bottles $7.99 plus dep. 8

G RINGNES EXPORT PURE NORWEGIAN 9
K $4.49 6-pack plus dep. $16.99 case plus dep. A

a HOPE LAGER BEER FROM RHODE ISLAND
J

f $3. 70 6-pack plus dep. cans only ^
P GUINESS GOLD 6 ok. $^99 ^

s

^

fe

HAREM WALKER RED HOT SCHNAPPS

JACK DANIELS
CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM

$2.50 Mail-In Rebate!!!

4.79 750 ml
9.99 750 ml

$2.45 200 ml

i

\ tfTC^^O^^^* tf?C^..«»--£3% tfgv^^<»..^J^ tf?t^w<».^^:^ g7va^<ig^^g» tiTe:;.wy ^^gJ^tffg^^O

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED a- DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER 4r WINE •

ALWAYS ON HAND

TAKE ANOTHER

y

<v -V^.
Vt»''c

BRECKENRIDGE
GENUINE COLORADO

THE PEAK
Breckenridge is three majestic, interconnected ski

mountains, each with its own high-speed four-

passenger SuperChair, as well as twelve other

lifts. It all towers above a lovingly restored

genuine Victorian town full of shops, restaurants,

nightspots and enough lodging to entertain over

20,000 visitors at once. Isn't it time you took

another peak? You may never look elsewhere.

x«.«

.^<^

^ UMASS SKI CLUB
430 student union

145 3437

$599

Afkemoon
Smorgasbord!

9 $2 - All yoa
"* can eat!

Ribs, Chicken Wings,
Eggplant Parmisagna,

Pasta, Salads, etc...

Come down and start year weekend off right!

Basch Pitchers $3.75
RoIUng Rock .99

Woo-Woe's $1.50

Amherst College Presents

CINDY KALLET, ELLEN EPSTEIN
& MICHAEL CICONE

New England's Own Dynamic Folk Trio!

4
#1

i. ..#1
# *• -

dNi *% iriirr >i^^jH

• « i -4- •il
!.* iL Hff

^H^ /
^' ml

SUNDAY, FEB. 19

8 p.m. $5 Public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS AT EIGHT
in the Campus Center

Info: (413)542-5773

Coming: Tom Chapin with Mark Rust—Feb. 26

hkivPuf^^Wtc^
CASE SPECIALS

COORS SUITCASE
CARLING BLACK LABELS
FALSTAFF

10.99

6.99

7.99

NEW ARRIVAL
GUINNESS GOLD 16.99 case

$8.00 Mail-In Rebate—Your Cost $8.99

ONES, FOURS. SIXS AND TWELVES
CALIFORNIA COOLERS 2 Lt. _g_ 2.99

PURPLE PASSION 4 pk. £m\ 4.99

HAFFENREFFER 6 pk. -i/-rn7:rN*- 3.99

O'DOUL'S PALE ALE 6 pk.
iiiiniiii

3.99

You won't see ttiis one again!

RED STRIPE 6 pk. 4.99

BALLANTINE 12 pk. H^B 3.99

ROLLING ROCK 12 pk. '^^ 5.99

STOLICHNAYA 750 ml fij1 10.99

Mail-In Rebate $1.50 Final Cost $9.49 i*
FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L 5 8.99

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L 2
1

8.99

CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 ml ^ 5.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Roote 9, HadUy—J«»* beyond Bargcr King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8174
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presents

Future Opportunities...

***^*'*^*:::$:
•>>>

y:>:S

CAREER DAY '89
Over 50 Hospitality Companies Represented
Opportunities for Summer Employment, CO-OPS,

and Future Careers.
All Majors Welcome

Career Day also features Two Banquets at 11:30 and 1:00

Tickets Available for $5 at Flint Cafe between 10 and 2
Tues.. Feb. 21 Campus Center Audiloriun^ 9.0Q 4:30

HEY
SENIORS:

Get Shot!
Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held from Feb. 27 - Mar. 17,

9-5 pm in Rms 177/178 of the

Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

8c appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

Make your checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

I

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus CenterAJMass, Amherst 545-0848

Hw iu iiri iiiiiUHiH ii i iimiiimii iiiinjm i iiiii iiMHinnmiiiHiiriinmiiiiiiiiii
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SPRING BREAK
THE PLACE TO BE

We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode
is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The
Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy Is first come first serve

Reservation Deposit: $75

Refundable Security Deposit: $25

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment Is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

UAAASS SKI CLUB

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE

iiiinmiiM«iiiiiiiAilimiiiiiiilaynniiiiiililiiiiniitiiiiiiiUiirfiiii.i

POSITION AVAILABLE!

CIRCULATION
COORDINATOR

1

Responsibilities include:

• Coordinating drivers
• Occasional delivery
• Prep, for Circulation Mgr. position

Applicants must have:

• Mon-Fri open until 11:00
• Reliable car
• Preference to Sophomores &
Juniors

Apply today at Collegian
Collegian is an EOE

EMTORIAL/CTINION
US sets a bad example
for law-abiding citizens
Recently, I spent some time in the au-

dience of the Lawrence District Court wat-
ching America's brand of justice being
dispensed. Case afler case dealt with defen-

dants from the lower end of the
Massachusetts Miracle. Their crimes rang-

ed from petty theft to assaults, with a vast

majority there for drug charges. Each
defendant was quickly sentenced with
either fines or prison sentences.

Michael R. Sweeney

The fact that most pfthe defendants came
from tragic social and economic situations

was never introduced. The general feeling

was that, ultimately, they had made an in-

dividual choice to break the law and now
had to pay the price. My mind was appall-

ed by the contrast of this scene to that the

three-ring circus in Washington, DC,
disguised as the trial of Lt. Col. Oliver

North.

Oliver North was charged with crimes of

a far more ghastly nature than those of the

defendants in the Lawrence court room. In-

deed, Special Prosecutor Lawrence Walsh
saw fit to charge North with two of the

most "unpatriotic" charges that can be

made in a democracy: conspiracy and fraud

against the government. These charges

were dropped and North's right to a fair

trial to clear his name may be lost because

Edward Dennis of the Justice Department
is pushing hard to have the entire case

dismissed.

To release the classified information that

North feels he needs to get at the truth

would, in the eyes of the US government,
"compromise" national security. This ex-

cuse is, of course, an old one for the US
government. It was used to commit and
then deny atrocities in Vietnam, Iran,

Cambodia, Guatemala, Chile. . . the list is

almost endless.

Too many questions linger in regard to

drug trafficking, arms running, and misap-

propriation of funds from Congress to allow

this trial to be swept away. Former
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis
once stated, "Our government teaches the

whole people by its example, if the govern-

ment becomes a lawbreaker it breeds con-

tempt for law. It invites every man to

become a law unto himself. It invites anar-

chy."

It seems to me that many Americans on
the lower end of the economic scale have
lost faith in their government and their

own ability to be successful in a legitimate

manner through their own determination

and skills. They watched as men like Ivan

Bolsky robbed millions and then as punish-

ment had to spend a few years at a coun-

try club doubling as a prison for the rich

and famous. They read of the allegations

that the upper echelon of the US govern-

ment is involved in drug trafficking and
another illegal war. They see that no one
of political or economical importance will

be imprisoned for conspiracy, that many
government contacts stand to make a

healthy profit for this business of murder
and deceit.

Regardless of who knew what, men such
as North, President Bush and retired

General Richard Secord, made individual

decisions to participate in or allow criminal

activities under the cover of national

security. The American people, including

the defendants in the Lawrence courts,

deserve an explanation and the opportuni-

ty to decide what the truth is. A real trial

for North may compromise national securi-

ty to some extent, but surely nothing is a

greater threat to democracy than having

its people lose faith in the government and

the laws that it issues.

Michael R. Sweeney is a UMass student

A mechanical dictator
Tick took, tick, lock. . .

Presidents, Kings, Queens, Tyrants, and Gods have
all been thrust into a position of rule at one point on
the historical spectrum, but did you ever wonder who
or what it was that ultimately rules all? Did you ever

consider what it is that tells people how they will live

their lives day in and day out? Exactly what it is that

commands people from the moment they wake until

the moment they sleep? What is it that commands such

power that it virtually transforms people into robots?

Dino Privitero

It has become so entrenched in human culture, that

it is futile to run or hide from its hypnotic effect. Most
people consider it an ally, a friend to be relied on every

second of the day. People can't begin to conceive of the

danger to them. This thing is a machine that can be

found on classroom walls, office walls, and on people's

wrists. It's a clock, and it's everywhere.

Unfortunately, we have all fallen under the numb-
ing influence of the clock. In the society that we've

become, clocks tell human beings how lives are to be

led. Students here can understand how structured and
controlled life is when clocks become so important.

Students have to be at a certain building on campus
for a certain class, at a certain time all because the

clock on the wall tells them so. Life in the work force

is no different than life here. People's lives are controll-

ed by clocks. They have to be at work at nine and they

can't leave until five, all because the clock told them so.

Every now and then, people refuse to listen to the

commands of a clock. They blow off a class or call in

sick for whatever reason; the result is we feel guilty.

I fear that as a people, society has become much too

dependent on clocks. Society is like a massive army of

wind-up toy soldiers who follow without question the

orders of their commander-in-chief, the clock. It's the

clock who winds us up; we no longer wind the clock

up. Today, clocks have succeeded in taking from peo-

ple things that make them human. Spontaneity, im-

pulse, genius, and emotion are all part of a world that

cannot be timed, controlled, confined, or scheduled.

Once upon a time (pardon the pun), there existed peo-

ple whose time came not from a machine on a wrist,

or on a wall, but rather more in accord with nature.

Time was in the hands of white clouds, blue skies, the

stars, the moon, and the sun; not in the short and long

hands of the hour and the second, which run around

in an endless circle.

It would be interesting to meet the genius who first

proclaimed to the world that s/he invented time. More
important, how s/he could trap time within the confines

of a clock like a jailor would trap a criminal. My objec-

tion is not with the notion of time; on the contrary, I

have the utmost respect for time and its important rela-

tionship to history. I simply object to the need to cap-

ture time and imprison it behind a clock. This leads

to caging the human spirit, or at the very least, con-

trolling it.

The whole concept of a clock has become too impor-

tant in the society we live in. Everything is done ac-

cording to how much time people have. People have

become callous and uncaring, concerned only with their

own self-interest. There is no longer time to care. Peo-

ple do what clocks tell them is important. Eight hours

devoted to work, eight hours devoted to sleep, and the

remaining eight hours devoted to making up for the

time lost at work and sleep. The option to care about

homeless people, hungry people, and sick people can

be taken only when we disregard the regulations im-

posed by this tick tock society.

It's a crying shame that people are too often "on the

clock" because the simpler pleasures in life are without

time. Rainbows, a child's laughter, a lover's kiss, a hug,

an Autumn aflemoon walk are all alien in a world rul-

ed by the tick tock of a clock.

Dino Privitera is a UMass student

Nursing Division cutbacks harm health care

It is common knowledge that our health care system is

suffering a major crisis. America's largest health care pro-

fession is decreasing rapidly. There is no question

hospitals desperately need nurses.

The health care problem is not due to a lack of people

wanting to pursuit a nursing career — at least not here

in Western Massachusetts.

Over 100 students are applying for an estimated four

openings to the Division of Nursing at the University of

Massachusetts. According to the department, all ap-

plicants could be accepted, if funds were available to pay

faculty for clinical observation. There are plenty of

registered nurses who would accept a teaching position.

I have never felt so sure of myself, so proud of myself,

since my decision to become a nurse. My dream however,

grows ever so clouded. It does not seem likely that I will

be accepted.

The irony is incredible. Our health care system is cry-

ing out for dedicated, compassionate people, to do that oh,

so demanding work. Here I am, apparently not alone,

ready to care, proud to care.

The Division of Nursing is comprised of successful,

dedicated and committed professionals, willing to give

their extra to educate graduates prepared to accept leader-

ship roles and implement change. We all share the same
dream, to provide our fellow human with their basic

human right to health care.

With the newly proposed cuts in funding for higher

education, it seems that the situation is only going to

worsen. I encourage the students at UMass to write their

local representatives and demand support for the Univer-

sity. Together we can save the high ideals of health care

and education for all.

Eric Michael Goodman
. |iepne<Jy.R^»i4^n9^ H^

Congress not only

recipients of raise
The public has once again been mislead. After I finish-

ed reading the editorial "The Task of Congress is to Serve

the Public, Not Get Rich " (Feb. 15) I felt obligated to

comment.
Perhaps the members of Congress should not get their

pay increase, but one must be aware that the proposed

pay increase was to be issued not only to congressional

members, but to many other individuals working for the

government. TTiese are the people who have been

overlooked in the editorial, and the people most affected

by the outcome of the decision not to pass the bill.

My father is a civilian who has been working at a

government Air Force base for at least fifteen years. As
a civilian, he is in the highest position possible for his pro-

fession — meteorology. He is extremely well known and
respected within his field. Yet, he has not received a raise

in many years, at least as long as I can remember. He also

would have been issued a pay increase that would have

helped my family become financially stable and insure

seeing me through the remainder of my college years.

However, my father is only an example — there are many
more.

It is not my intention to portray a biased view or come
across as being selfish. Rather, my goal is to provoke

thought on the reader's part and provide insight for the

public's behalf.

Carol McClatchey
Pufrton

Kindness is DC key

As a college student, I know that most of us can not af-

ford to pay for our meals everyday. For those of you that

can, there's no need to read any further.

We all love to make fun of the DC, right? How bad the

food is, how we hate the place in general, amd so on. I work-

ed in a similar place over a summer and I can see where
DC workers are coming from when they complain about

the people who eat there. The sight in the DC at clos-

ing time is especially disgusting — trays are scattered on
every table, food is lying around, newspapers, class hand-

outs and all sorts of junk are strewn all over the place.

Just think about it for a minute, these people are our

mothers and maids for the time that we are here, and the

best we can do to thank them for everything they put up
with, is to complain about how we hate it so much.
The next time you find yourself in the DC, try your best

to show the people that work there, that we appreciate

what they go through to keep us fed. Take your tray up
like they always ask you to, maybe even pick up the area
around where you've just been sitting. Little things like

that will be seen and appreciated by the people that work
there. And who knows, maybe if we all do those small
things they'll want to pay us back with better food!

I don't care that everyone always makes fun of the DC.
Hey, it's a way to make conversation, right? Just don't
be a hypocrite by giving them anything to complain about
you.

Chris Willey
Sylvan
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Film classics hit Broadway, strike 2 on The Fly II
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

The Fly II is a bad film. I'm not just talking about its

artistic merits here. This sequel to David Cronenberg's

1986 remake of the 1956 camp classic is a dark, abrasive

and basically evil film. It has a mean streak so pronounc

ed it is likely to leave a sensitive viewer with the feeling

of having been emotionally abused.

THE

SCREENING ROOM

The film boasts none of the original's redeeming

qualities, though it must be said that Eric Stoltz, as the

late Seth Brundle's son, Martin, does an admirable job

with very little to work with.

I won't even begin to cite my specific complaints. There

are far too many, and I'd only frustrate myself by having

to stop myself once on a roll. Just don't go see this film

and maybe we'll be spared a third episode.

Unsubstantiated Rumors and Self-indulgent Musings

• The Batman film has completed shooting and is now

in post-product ion. It will be released this summer Kim

Basinger was signed early in the production to replace

an ill Sean Young as Bruce Wayne's lover.

• There will be musical versions of the films on Broad

way this year: The Graduate; Kiss of the Spider

Woman; It's a Wonderful Life; Sunset Boulevard

• There are three current films that bear a frightening

resemblance. Deep Star Six, Leviathan, and The Abyss

are all about undersea terrors a la Aliens ( Leviathan tag:

"Not all Aliens are from space "). This is either an argu-

ment for more stringently enforced work ethics or for the

validity of Jung's "collective conscious."

• Steven Spielberg gets one dollar for every E.T.

vinpf^r^^o**" ="'<^ Cnf ot>* T'nui- mlrnlotnr «nH Kleenex.

• Richard Dreyfus and Holly (Broadcast News) Hunter

star in Always, Spielberg's remake of A Guy Named
Joe. He begins shooting after he's done working on In-

diana Jones and the Last Crusade.

• This summer's hit. Big. is slated for television serial

treatment next fall.

• Meryl Streep is Evita in the upcoming film ofAndrew

Lloyd Weber's musical. We're told she wanted to be a

singer before she wanted to be an actress.

• Alan Parker is set to direct the film of Broadway's cur-

rent smash Les Miserables It'll be a while, though. Pre-

production doesn't begin until late 1990.

• See Ya.

Screenprinting^.
Ta« Shirts. Sweatshirts. Jockats.

Bumperstickars. D«cals,

Athletic larsays. Hots-
Farrow

Graup. CowpoTiY « OrgoaiiertioB

YOU NAME n- WE SCREEN IT.

RUSH ORDERS
OUR SPEOALTY

Complvt* Art omd E>«sig&

D«portm«nt

3C3:eenprint speaahst:
47 Jackson Street. Box T7I

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mas&.- 413^34-5634

IJ^WANTED
)^ Managers for

)^ UMASS Football Team
y^ —male or female

^ all interested come to

^ Football Office

^ in Boyden Building

Restaurant
Managers

You are cordially invHed to a

UUCAK
UtTMHUMTt

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, FelMviary 21,

from lOam-Spm
at Chl-Chrs*,

955 Riverdaie 8t^
W. Springfield, MA

We d Ittt you to come m and tatk lo our 'op marMfrmrm abotA exciting

opportumbes th« are currently available (or MANAQOtS MfD
AaatSTAm' mamacers bi nASSACHUsinTS. coieiecncuT
«irf tWH JERSCY. Our < areefi are iecond to none, and off-' •«"»•—

ycal ifKerUve* you d expect trnm a company «ith our repu(<Mon tor

ijiiieii innovation and employee recognition

Come in and le«m about the excitmg ptani we have for our Mure

grtMntt-and youn' Please t

H you're unable to attend ou:

end • muirx , m coofidenr

nMiMM. ae-CHTs. dc^
OMrMtM.Ca(riw.M
EOErrVf

STILL COMICS' #1 SWINGER!

.^AMKCOI^

Available at:

Same Bat Channel
Hainpshire Mall

Hadley, MA
586-8775

Hundreds of 25C Comics
All back issues 15% off

(including wall comics)

Discount Games and Supplies

UMASS
SKI CLUB

18th Annual Ski Snatch Thank You Party
(For those who worked 10 hours or more.)

Sunday,
February 19, at 9:00 p.m.

Pick up invitation and information at

Ski Club Office, 430 Student Union

RIDES PROVIDED
Please Don't Drive!

Bluesman Reed brings his sax
appeal to Sheehan's tommorrovs^
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Around these parts, the blues is a staple

(and a popular one at that) and for many
folks, the more they hear the better.

Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton gets a

nod of approval for consistently booking

quality blues acts, in addition to holding

their Monday night open blues jams.

Tommorrow night, singer/tenor sax-

ophonist A.C. Reed takes the Sheehan's

stage.

A member of the family on Chicago's all

blues Alligator record label. Reed fetched

critical acclaim and positive reactions with

his 1988 album I'm in the Wrong Business,

which featured guest spots by Stevie Ray
Vaughn (guitar* and Bonnie RaitUslide

guitar/vocals).

A.C.(Aaron Corthen) Reed has a vocal

style best described as a Howlin Wolf/Jim-

my ReedyT Bone Walker hybrid. His tenor

sax sound is classic blues, and serves as an

example of the style which inspired so

many blues (and rock, i.e. Jimi Hendrix)

guitarists to "steal" from the vocabulary

of sax riffs to develop their own style

beyond the traditional electric guitar

sounds of the pre-1960 era.

Reed's own band, The Sparkplugs
features the guitar talents of Maurice John
Vaughn, and Joanne Collins. Vaughn's
licks are reminiscent of the alternate

phrasing so prominent in the music of B.B.

King and Robert Cray.

Collins is quite capable of belting out

some gritty vocals of her own, in addition

to laying down an impressive line of bot-

tleneck slide riffs.

Overall, Reed has a solid band behind his

already established sound. Chances are,

the Valley experts will approve.

What they play onMUA
Here is WMUA's rockin' playlist for the week ending 2/12/89.

1. ANTISEEN . . . Honor Among Thieves . . Bona Fide/Chopper

2. the BEVIS FROND . . . Inner Marshland . . . Reckless

3. the LAZY COWGIRLS . . . Radio Cowgirl . . Sympathy

4. the BASTARDS . . . "Loser" 7" .. . Treehouse

5.'DWARVES . . . Toolin' for a Warm Teabag (EP) . . . NG

6. HALO of FLIES . . . Headburn 12"
. . . Twin Tone

7. COMPILATION . . . Lookey Dookey Bum

8. SOME VELVET SIDEWALK ... "I Know" 7"
. . . K

9. the DERELICTS ... "A Bullet for Fifi" 7"
. . . Penultimate

10. CRAWLSPACE . . . "Silent Invisible Conversation " EP . . . Grow up Wrong

Chart compiled as ever by DJ Caramel Norm — Smorgasbord.

Photo courtesy of Depl. of Muaic A l)sn< •>

FAST FINGERS Pianist Nigel Coxe will lead a troupe of his facul-

ty colleagues Tuesday, March 4 at 8 p.m. through a program of works

by Australian composer Percy Grainger, in the Bezanson Recital

Hall. In honor of the Australian bicentennial, the program is design-

ed to illustrate the many facets of Grainger's style.

OPEN M-F 9-5

Located In the
Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

J

The UMASS Ski Club invites you to Montogo Bay, Jamaica. West Indies.

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your

Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has. at your disposal, water

sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

by low-budget, problem-filled tear-offs that, in the end, turn to rip-offs. WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOMI^ODATIONS AND
FLIGHTS! Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion island!

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE-
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT

Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK

•*AII Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437
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CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10-9 • SUN 10-6 • MON-FR1 10-9

ROUTE 5 - EAST WINDSOR. CONN
1131 CAMPBELL AVE.. WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184, GROTON. CONN.
.OPP GROTON MOTOR tNN)

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HADLEY. MASS.

SUNDAY 12-5 • MON-SAT 10-9

CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS. MASS.

SATURDAY 10-9 • SUNDAY 12-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

QUANTITIES ARE SUBSTANTIAL. ALL ITEMS LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND.

1500
WATT
QUARTZ
ELECTRIC
HEATERS
Value »4995

mM LAST
YEARS
PRICES! Uve Acuon Ste.eo E*per.ence

Le^cometoJ^e

J

DIMENSION J

It; Action
Games

This \s NOT

2 Din^ens»ona\

Computer
Graphics

—

THIS IS

BEAU!

3000 KITCHEN CABINETS

29SIZES
WESTERN OAK CABINETS

Bring in your measurements

and we'll help design

your New Kitchen Free.

.^^x

jJti'W'"**'

f!!?nASEWa ;^R.1 50% OFF
^ MPlam.ne protective tmish

t.^cts";sEeaut.tu.andjs^

SUGGESTED
LIST PRICE

HERE'S JUST ONE EXAMPLE
30" RANGE/SINK BASES
SUGGESTED LIST M79« w

IN STOCK AND FLAT PACKED
$89^9

ATTRESS AND FOUNDATION
THESE PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED TO EXACT SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT FOrt PRODUCT • ITEM FOR ITEM • SPECIFICATION FOR

'SPECIFICATION AS THAT OF MAJOR BRANDS-ALL ARE FIRST QUALITY

P»STOL|
TWIN SIZE FULL SIZE

«59« «79
QUEEN SIZE

EA
PC

MUST BE BOUGHT AS MATCHED SETS

S^
|[SCORLS»GNAy

LASTYEAR

SOFA
& CHAIR

Value

349 »198
LOVESEAT »99

sonic

N

W

FAMOUS MAKER
FLANNEL SHEETS

[gameweo

soDifiONOPMS^
^-

litfliMiMiiaiiiii
f

..e^

TWIN SIZE
FLAT OR
FITTED

IF

• PERFECT

$995

NOW

FULL SIZE
FLAT OR
FITTED

IF

PERFECT

.1195 $748
NOW I

QUEEN SIZE
FLAT OR
FITTED

IF

PERFECT

51695

NOW
SfQsa

IRREGULARS WILL NOT EFFECT WEAR • MANY DESIGNER PRINTS • COTTON BLENDS

BRAND NAME'FIRST QUALITYBI
SIZES FROM 9'x12' TO 12'x28'

NTHEIR PRICES

5^10To$40?g^<6i16

1 1NCH FOAM
CHAIR CUSHIONS
Covered in colorful

Print Fabric

Our Reg N

$279 "O
W

«^UIUI lUI

$2
TOILET LID
COVERS

IF PERFECT
$-|95

TO
$295

NOW

ECT

$iNOW

SAVE 50% ^^-^
MORE

J.P. STEVENS

KITCHEN ENSEMBLE
WINDOW PANE PATTERNS

lT0WELs2-°$15o
YOUR CHOICE .MATCHING

DISH CLOTH OR
POT HOLDER

VALUES
$-|49^Q$-|89

N
O
W75«

FINAL CLEARANCE you
WINTER CLOTHING savemiOto 80«/(

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 17, 1989
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1

RED LION DINER
NORTHAMTON, MA

PHOTOS BY

JASON TALERMAN
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receiving it from God.

The British Foreign Office summoned

Iran's lone diplomat in Britain, told him

Khomeini's threat was "totally unaccep

table," demanded special protection for its

Tehran Embassy and froze plans to expand

diplomatic relations with the Islamic State.

"We recognize that Moslems and others

may have strong views about the contents

of Mr. Rushdie's book," British Foreign

Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe said after his

office summoned Iranian Charge d'Affaires

Mohammed Basti.

"However, nobody has the right to incite

people to violence on British soil or against

British citizens. Ayatollah Khomeini's

statement is totally unacceptable."

Howe stopped short of threatening to

break diplomatic relations. But in an ad-

dress to a Foreign Press Association lun-

cheon he said "a stable and serious rela

tionship . . . will not be possible while Iran

fails to respect international standards of

behavior."

Basti emerged from the Foreign Office in

defiant mood, saying Rushdie's "infamous

book" has had "appalling consequences in

some Islamic countries."

"It is a decree, it is a verdict after careful

consideration." he said of the death

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1989

sentence. "It has nothing to do with any

particular country."

On Wednesday, protesters stoned the

British Embassy in Tehran.

Britain reopened the embassy in

December after an eight-year closure, and

intended to appoint an ambassador and

have more than 12 diplomats, the Foreign

Office said.

In New Delhi, an anonymous caller to the

United News of India threatened to bomb

British flights unless Rushdie emerged

from hiding. ^^__^^

Eat, Drink
&

Be Merry!
It's Easy As:

BEST
OFIHC

VALLEV
READERS PCLi-

I 9 8 8

PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

BUFFET
PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

I

SUNDAY BRUNCH

NEW!! THE

COMEDY ZONE
I Fri. 9:30 p.m. Sat 8:30 & 11:00 p.m.

Dinner & Comedy Package Includes: Dinner and

choice of 1 Beer with meal for $13.95

—2 for 1 admission Sat. 11 p.m. show

Mon.-Thurs.
5-8 PM

$599

jji i irr
'

' <

11 AM-3PM

99$6
The Best
COMEDY
from

Boston and
New York

Friday & Saturday Evenings at the:

Perfect Party Banquet Room

GEKING VIARDEN
A MANDARIN « SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

on Route 9. Haidlcy 4^ .f. (^] n«xt to H*dley Sub&ru

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When you break away this year, do it with style.

SUN FUN!!
round trip air

7 nights
great night life

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
S47-3437

430 STl'DENT UNION BLOG.

$439 Guest Houses
$499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
S559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

A $75 Reservation Deposit Required

SAVE

LAGNAF
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union • 545-3437

jjjjjttr tissiffrt€fccrrrr "* ' * *"
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Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
AMERICA COLLEGE RING'"

Date: Feb. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17—Monday Friday

Time: 1 0:00 - 4:00 • Deposit: $25.00
Place: University Store
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

'It's no use I drink and I drink

and I still can't forget."

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

I

ANOTHER 7HIN6 ABOUT
e>£CR6B BU^ MARK

.

He POeSNJ JUST TALK

j ABOUT FAMILY VAUI^S,

Hb LNBS TH3MI "i

te ANPHIS iMIFt Hm: BU^
L0VIN6 cARiNO mmm, ahp
THt- Fi^LT^ 9H0W ' THIS HJHIT3

Housen/iu Be A hapf^ PiMe,

fUHdNG 45 nWIU- l/UITh THe

OFTWUUi

irmL

^^'' INSFIM

TIONTD

USAU

I THINK

lueHA)^
ACAUdR..
HARVeV.

irsTHe jHey right.
\

AcopyoF cuPiT -me •

ThisfKjP^ iij^^7 poneQ
\

THejRFRjoee. / unee I

'5B%d^

QhJLNm AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

RQS*kUN •» A.Rt ^0 OOT

TWE Flt^C OE?ARTMt„.

cforcm/ ausw 1CWR

Mi TWERt.' 60

OOHT <\U. Mt

'

CAMPUS COMIX By AL ARPAD

So U)H/\T CAN YOU
"Do WITH AN eiNQUSH
DeCREE ANYvJAY ?

HANQ IT ON TH£ WALU
AND QO LOOK FOR A JOB

SAne AS EVERYBODY ELSE.

'1 'vti

Ct^nfiCP

SSC

MH
.TT O

f^

mFM^L

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

rwn5 4(-K4.

i

ETC.
"Senator Tower is having a news

conference tomorrow to deny

everything. It's in the West Wing of

the Capitol and remember: ladies

get in free and it's B.Y.O.B."

- Pat Sajak

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
EDITED By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
I Th« Few.

to WSC
4 Pour Out slowly

9 Back talk

13 *nos« —
0«>ng gored

' 5 Copy ol a kino

16 Montreal piaye*

I- ••.cam

Como '0"Ti

1 8 Sepal s

neigtitxx

) Holly

iO Actress Smitn

22 Pure

24 Little ones

26 Actress
Lo'ioixigiaa

' Le<J9er entries

I

I

r,cKet a9ent s

neadacne
35 Slerry aistrict

ol Spam OK)

style

36 Turns tfiumos

aovxn

36 Quido s riign

-lote

39 Presently

40 Angry
41 49 to Hadrian

42 CovKtMy star

Tom
43 Sugar Ray • g
44 Eicavate

45 wnai do you

lave to —
yoorsert'

47 Feeder artery

49 r.py amount
at Essential point

52 Noted movie

critic

55 Andover S rival

59 nedd
60 MO s toots

62 —CoPurg-
Oottia

63 Olympic runner

ol a sort

64 — Tages
one day

65 Corn lily

66 WW II alliance

67 Poorly drained

68 Follower SuffiK

DOWN
1 City on tne

Tevere

"

2 Feat »Of Det>'

Ttiomas

3 Bona —
4 Is

5 Fof^tqn Preti«

6 Hirtdustani

7 Not idle

S investigated

9 Tennis notaoie

KIC —
10 wneei snatt

11 Hurried

12 R«d or Wtute

team
14 Sweet time

21 Criargad

panicles

23 Namesakes o'

Cadmus s

jaugmer
25 Old man to

Crf:ero

27 Campus tinai*

28 Cty ESE o<

Dayton

29 Agent o( a kim

30 - or at

sever>s

32 Word ol

greeting

33 Marine snaii

genus
34 Waned s

partner

37 Dry as an

environment

40 WnirlwindS

4

1

King ot ancie"!

Persia

43 Wet Dianket

44 Pas de —
46 Auinor runne'

jirri in(3 li.n

ANSWER TO^

PA H TMA
yXXJmJL
T H I A FJl
MJL L I

R E L A I

AJLQ f T

I e'g~
I M A

K I W G B i^Ia IJ<
A^fl I S TJJ
J A C K 0_f

aXOHe

4S Styiitn

50 Loty retreat -

52 Sauce or soup
tnickener

53 Vet

54 Hamiet eg
56 Move along «»•

runway
57 Tneater sign

53 Caiprit in

Roman law

59 5uP Belt Slate

for snort

61 Slangy
a»»"mative

PREVIOUS PUZZIi:
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YOUR HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

ARIES(MBrch 21 April 191: You

can get your idea.s across now if the

facts are there to support them. Be

more assertive. An artistic project

gets off the ground. Learn to lake

things in stride,

TAURUS (April 20 May 20l: Rise

and shine! The early bird gets the

prize today You are inspired by

events and want to pitch in and

help. Good services is the key to

business success, A financial situa

tion improves.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20»: Your

aspirations become clear. Learn

more about a project before putting

your money on the line. A positive

attitude count* big when it comes to

smoothing out a troubled relation

ship. Follow your intuition.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Con

centrate on making the most of a

fresh start. Look beyond the pre

sent; evaluate potential and pay at-

tention to your first impressions, A
change of environment lifts your

spirits and sharpens your wits,

LEO (July 23 Aug, 22): A rela

tionship may be draining your

financial resources Better step back

and look at what is going on. You

need to put your foot down. Even a

mistake works to your benefit

VIRGO (Aug, 23 Sept, 22): Work

conditions improve Personnel show

new cooperation, A financial deci-

sion should not be postponed. Bite

the bullet and do whatever is in

dicated now. Travel plans arc sub

ject to change Be flexible

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22 1: A .sud

den flurry of sales or business activi

ty provides you with an opportuni-

ty to show your special skills Raises

and promotions are under con-

sideration Put your best foot for

ward Do not slack off,

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov, 21): This

IS no time to make waves Con

solidate recent gains, then take off

for a relaxed, romantic weekend

Startling financial developments

put the icing on your cake. Seek a

more fulfilling relationship

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec

21 1: You may be a bit accident prone

today; think about letting someone

else drive if you hit the road this

weekend, A financial plan looks

brighter after a phone call

Romance is favored

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan, 19):

Decisive action lets you remove a

millstone from around your neck

Hold fast in the face of a trying

situation. Tou hate to tell anyone

"no," but today you must. Be firm

AQUARIUS (Jan, 20-Feb. 18):

Recognize your limitations and let

others handle things they can do

better. An apology helps you recon

cile your differences with partner.

Focus on making a romantic rela-

tionship whole again.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Do

not be stingy when it oomes to show

ing affection for those you love, Tak

ing out some travel insurance could

give you peace of mind, A child

plays the central role today

MENU
LUNCH

Sloppy joe

Seafood salod roll

BASICS LUNCH

Tofu sloppy joe

Seafood salad roll

DINNER
Corned beef & cabboge
Breaded scallops

BASICS DINNER

Stuffed cabbage
Breaded scallops
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women s swimming

continued from page 16

This long awaited three day event in

dudes 15 Division I and II swim teams

from the New England area. According to

UMass coach Bob Newcomb. Boston Col-

lege, a school that beat UMass by a

relatively substantial margin, is favored to

win the championship. Northeastern

University will likely be second, and third

place will be a close battle between the

University of Maine. Providence College

women's track

continued from page 16

• Simone Marisseau: she has not official-

ly broken the necessary standard of 38 feet

in the shot put but there have only been

six qualifiers. If not enough athletes

qualify, the top 16 athletes will

automatically be given bids. Since

Marisseau is only two inches short, she is

almost guaranteed a trip to BU.

• Kristin Peers: she has earned a trip to

men 's gymnastics
continued from page 16

Both the Minutemen and the Owls are

one meet back from Navy, who they are

hoping to catch at the EIGL Champion
ships over Spring Break to capture the

league championship.

and UMass. he said. "The third place com-

petition will probably go down to the last

day. last event."

Michele Leary will have a tiresome

weekend with participation in the 50-, 100-,

and 200-yard freestyle, plus four separate

relay events. Newcomb said, "Michele is

going in with the right attitude. I think she

can do it."

Melissa Waller will be defending last

year's 100-yard breaststroke championship

(1:09:18). Regina Jungbluth will continue

her season-long competition with Waller in

this event.

the NE in the 5000, but she's also earned

this weekend off.

• Shana Smith: like Peers, she has

qualified for the NE (in the 1000). but she

will not be running Saturday.

• Michelle St. Laurent: the 8000 meter

New England qualifier will run both the

open half and in the half relay at

Dartmouth.
• Tina White: the shotputter has broken

the school record twice in as many weeks

and will be looking to make it to the

ECACs at Yale University.

"We have to beat Temple to keep the

EIGL championship alive," Johnson said.

The Minutemen are hoping that the

fiasco of two years ago will not repeat itself.

By losing that meet, UMass was pushed

back into third place instead of a three way

tie for first with Temple and Navy going

into the EIGL Championships which were

held at UMass that year.

Three Minutewomen, Sue Gorski, Lori

Carroll, and Jodi Schwartz, will be com-

peting for a 200-yard butterfly victory. Gor-

ski came in second place last year.

Tracy Young, the team's best long

distance swimmer and the UMass record

holder in the 1000-yard freestyle (10:41:26),

will vie for the win in the 200-, 500-, and

the grueling 1650-yard freestyle swims.

Coach Newcomb said his team is going

into the meet with the right attitude.

"They have been psyching each other up

all week. This is what we've been working

for all vear."
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women 's gymnastics

continued from page 16

From here on out the Minutewomen will

be looking to post some fat scores in the

hopes of securing a post-season regional

tournament bid. Saturday's meet gives

UMass a good opportunity to do so — and

improve on its new school scoring record

— while also tinkering around a bit with

some individual routines.

"We'll test some things out and see how

they look," said Mitchell.

ski teams
continued from page 16

be juniors John Koche and Rick DElia.

who have been the top performers for the

men this season. The two, along with senior

Loren Coburn, comprise all the experience

for UMass.

IRUI^

Now Open in Amherst!

J :^m ^F

ll'fc
•

A Creative Hair Salon Specializing in:

Wave Nouveau • Leisure Curl

Care Free Curl • Weaves • Extensions

Braids • Color • Permanent Waves
Design Cuts

228 Triangle Street • Amherst • 549-3999

Monday thru Saturday

ARTHUR
TREACHERS
SEAFOOD
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA

IQO/o

student
Discount
With College ID

Phone In Order
585-0209

During this Lent Season

KEEP THE FAITH
with

, ARTHUR TREACHER'S!,
ic — y^

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES TO

STRATTON
$29

add $10 for
non-members

Sign up:
Campus Center Concourse

or 430 Student Union
545-3437

n Weekend100

Warm-up!
TODAY

All vou can eat

Hot & Cold Munchies
4:00-6:00 pm

Take a look at our

special drink board

Stoneif live at 6 pm

C^iliinato

Hrrnn
irrrrriT

irrrryi

TOP of the CAMPUS
L • O • U • N • G • t

Mon-Fri.; 11:30 am to 12:30 am
Sal-Sun : 5 00 pm to 12 30 am

11lh FLOOR • CAMPUS CENTER

VERMONT
CONDO LODGING apJLIFTS

SKI and
IPARTY WEI

/ ^i ^\. UMASS SKI CLUB
C^C^nf^ 430 student union

545 3437

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

PROGRAM INCLUC6S'

4 i CVCrS UFTS TC SW MCUNXWNS

• SPeClALCOLLfiGS PARTIES

• 5 NfTES CCNCX: LOCKING AT

N SHU

9^^

INCLUDES TAXES
AND SERVICES NON-MEMBERS

WELCOME
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men's hoop
continued from page 1

6

In the first half, if any one of the five

3-pointers UMass attempted in the first 13
minutes fell for the Minutemen might have
had a lead. Instead UMass relied on a slew

of Rafer Giles leaning 10-footers (6 first-

half points) and gutsy offensive board work
by Tate to stay close.

UMass pulled within 21-17 with 7:30 left

in the half, behind a Tate muscle bound of-

fensive board. However, through the final

7:30 minutes of the half, the Mountaineers
streaked off with 16 points to a mere 4 for

UMass.
The Minutemen will wrap up their

weekend road swing when they face Du-
quesne tomorrow night in Pittsburgh.

MaasAchusMU iM): Bfth Wilbor 2 12 5. Jt-nii> Morar. '^

4. H«len Freeman 8 <>' 22, Dianne Burke 0^2 0: Truh
Riley 3 3-4 9 Keybum McCusker 0« 0, Chriatcl Zullo 1

2, Sue Serafini 4 1 1 10, CoUe«n Hopkiiu 0: Uaa Hair

2-4 2 TotaU: 20 13 20 54

Pean State (7*1: SusaD Robinaon 8 3-4 19; Lynn Dougherty

2 3-4 7 Adrie DeVne* 3 2 3 6. Dana EikenberK 4 2-1 12, Tanya
Garner 5 10 10 22. Kathy Phillip* 5 10. Tem Williams

12 1. Lisa Lambert 00 TotalK 27 21 27 79

women's hoop
continued from page 16

points) and freshman sensation Sue Robin-

son (19 points and 15 rebounds) quickly had
UMass in a 49-29 hole just six minutes in-

to the half

From that point, it was too big a deficit

to overcome, as UMass would scratch no
closer than 13 the rest of the way.

UMass will look to rebound tomorrow

against St. Bonaventure at the Cage (2

p.m.) The Minutewomen dumped the Bon-

COLLEGIAN 15

nies in their first meeting in Olean, NY,
but the visitors are getting inspired play

from freshman Sue Shay, who had 40
points in a recent game against St. Joe's.

Weat Vir(inia (88): Chns Brooks 5 10 1 2 11. Darryl Prue6 9

12 13. Herbie Brooks 5 9 4 5 14. St^e Berger 3 7 04 6. Tracy

Shelton 6 10 aO 14. Mike Yoest 3 7 12 7, Wade Smith 3 7 1 2

7. Shaun Jackson 2 2 0, Ray FoM«r 3 7 12 7. Steve Hard
wick 11 12 3. Thomas Kroger a2 12 1, Chns Leonard 1«
2 2 4; Rod Samuel 2 OO Totals: 39 76 14 25 88

MaaaachuaetU (SSk Jim McCoy 8 22 6 9 23. John Tate 4 10

2 2 10, John Milum 0-4 2 0, Rafer Giles 3 7 04 6 Anton
Brown 2 16 0^0 4, Michael Brynea 2 04 0, Uhmael Butler

13 1 2 4. George Hardin 34 1 2 7. Carey Heier 04 0-4 4, Sean
Nelen 04 04 0: Chns Bailey 1 3 ai 2 Totala: 22 75 10^22 55

Charlie'?
I Pray St

. Ainlipisi 549 5-103 • 0(>cii II « m
7 Days A Week • Calj foi lake Uul

Kitchen Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Sunday Night 4 Burger Platters for $5.00
(Fries incladed -Bring YOur friends!)

6:00-10:00 pm
Bloody Mary $125
Drink of the Week

Mbosehead $1.75
Beer of tlie Month

i

liiTiinrrTUfariiiT

Men. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12

Wed. Nacho & Cheese Platters 99C 9-12

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT jJ^

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
F^LADh.RS POLL

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

RESTAURANT
Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in ttie Best of tfie VaUey Pol,

Even ttTough we were only open for or)e

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee/(«No MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE S

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THF COII FGIAN' OKFICF. CC , 1

:! MON THURS 8 30--"^ .10 FRI fl 3G-2 3n»DFAni INF ? DAYS PRIOR TO Ft'HI IOATION«CAFH IN' ADVANCF 20 WORD DAY FOR STUDF

ACTIVmtS
1M3 FORO ESCORT WAOON- SO.OOO
miles A/C root rackexcelleni condition
12500 caH2S«-0933

•SIGMA ALPHA MU flUSMII Fab 21 Sam-
my Feud 8pm Campus Cemef - 101 Feb 22
Sammy Cinema 8pm Campus Center - 162

SALVAOORAN STAUDENT LEADERS to

speaK CC101 7pm on 21 February Con-
tact CASA S'2148 tor more into

PAGAN STUDENTS MEETING Sunday
Feb 19 Campus Center 165-169 7 00pm All

interested wicome Call 1-6S9-31S& or

546 6293 lor into

LEARN TO MEDtfATE - FREE Find tuddan
self Expand universal outlook AnyMonof
Wed 3-5pm Campus Center Room -

posted near elevators

CONGRATULATIONS APO~IPLEbdES:
Karen Mike Zatiid. Andrea. Oave. Ctinsta.

Kaltileen and Tara' Good Job" Welcome
Aboard

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loadad must
sell 3500 00 or 80 Can be seen ai Lamb-

da Chi Alpha call Sean at 2&3-9032

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited i<»mp
organization in me Pocono Mountains ol

PA Positions are availatile m Tennis. Ar

chery. Waterfront (W S I ), Cramatics. CWice

Administration. Computers Radio. Arts &
Cralts. Nature, Athletics. Jewelry,

Photoography, Dance, Wrestling, Cooking.

Adventure/Challenge Course, Film making

Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

B00 533-CAMP (215-887 9700 in PA) or

write 407 Benson East, Jenkinlown. PA
19046

CHILD CARE NEEDED

OAN. G. OIANOULIS

HAPP>Y fiat TO THE ORIGINAL BAR
TROLLII Amherst/Lowell will never be safe

again* Your the best' Love ya Janine

GREAT DEAL

STATION WAGON SSOO or besT otter 1979
Pontiac Catalina Cruiser good condition

Great car tor around town or road trips Call

after 6 30pm Shane 549-1594

LOOK OUT JAPAN, h«f« comM Thaht
Cortgrafs on intervieMi- We're geMnd you
10(V Luv Jen and Lisa

n A WUMME SOMETHINGlofTand cudd-
ly. Of |usl a geek''

GINA, WANNA GO TO THE^OClgaiti?
447 7527 Tim Alter six

SUKIE: HAPPV 21stt ENJOY VOUR DAY
• BEWARE OF -SURPRISES' 11 WE LOVE
YOUl MAIN ST. • SE ST.

JUGGLING CLUB MEETING TODAY. 3-6

in Campus Center 163 Be there to plan for

Sunday's MIT Video Day Iripi Yahoo'

HRTA PRESENTS: The Right piacelhe
fight time. Career Day '89 Tues Feb 21

9-4 30 SO Companies all ma)ors wetconw

PLEASE COSrANOHEAR THE tRUtH
about Jesus Friday nights 7 30 Campus
Center Were Maranatha. room number will

be posted.

2 DAYS A WEEK for boys ages 2 and 4

S4 50 per hour Chikjhood Ed mapr prefer-

red Must have own transportation and flex-

ible hours CaH 546-9321

UMASS SKI CLUB runs the best spring

breaks to Barbados, Bahamas Bermuda,
Killington and BrecKenridge 545-3437/430

SUB

WHAT'S THE POINT OF LIFE? Unique
dream techniques, special visualizations,

and simple twenty minute spiritual exer-

cises can help yoo find your destiny in this

life Learn about the transforming spiritual

exercises of ECKANKAR One-hour presen-

laKon 30-minute video and basic how-to's

UMA Campus Center 7 30 Thursday Feb 9,

16.23

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is looking for

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested? Call 5^)960 lor details

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT

THE AMHERST RHE OEPARTMENTns
recruiting volunteers to work as
firefighter^MTs No expenence necessary

See our table on the concourse February

22-24

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVK:E - quality tunes tor

all occasions 549-1421 or 253-7655

OAVTONA BEACH

OWTAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with"Doug
Hewitt Rock Blues-Folk all levels

Songwriting, improvisation, Itieory reading

Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786 or 549^966

HELP WANTED

SUMMER BUSINESS POSITION in your

hometown Earn avg S8.000 Excellent ex

perience 665-2527

PREE MEALS can the DC Fraternity in need

of light kitctien help, in exchange lor meals

Call Jon 545^)046

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA SENIORS How
are you feeling today'' Good luck ac-

complishing your senior goals

AUTO REPAIRS: Van raaaonabl*. ax
perier>ced mechanic Work your plac* or

mine Messages for Mark 665-8467

RESUME TYPESETTING Avoid the^ndf
o*-semesie' panic Very experienced. ir>ex

pensive, overnight laservvriter quality Lisa

665-8969

SIGMA ALPHA MU RUSHII

RUSH SIGMA ALPHA MUl Feb 21 Sammy
Feud 8pm Campus Center -101 Feb 22
Sammy Cinema 8pm Campus Center -162

UMASS LAX SWEATSHIRT

• LOST/STOLEN ON ath FLOOR OF •

*Coolidge I si weekend m Feb Reward '

offered lor (he -eturn ol this navy
sweatshirt with a Lacrosse Logo

'No questions asked Just please return*
'

It, no one else has one and it has '

' extreme sentimental value Call Laura
*

at 546-8031

WANTED

DEAR ANONYMOUS, thank you lor the

nicest valentine I have ever racetvad Love,

Cammie

JAMES- Thank you so much for everything

I love you Remember - never forget to tapl

HA Cathy

SPRMG BREAK - DAVTONA

JOIN MTV AND 1000a OF
• SRPING BREAKERS IN DAYTONA *

'Just $139 or S219 w/bus Plus tanning'

discount at Le Bon Soleil

Call Dana 549-6064

ILYSSA GRANT - I'm (he kjckiaat guy in the

whole world' I'll love you forever Happy 3
months' -Love Scott

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE m CaH
Steve at 549-0133

HELP! Need to buyl 49 sticker please caN
6-1156

FEMALE SHARE ROOM IN apt on Amity
St $175 mo Call asap 549-7783

PING PONG TABLE, Any condition Pteaae

call Teresa at 546-6397

MURPH - Thanks for all our insane limes-

you're the best friend and roommate ever'

Happy B-Day - I love ya - Sudz

BEACHFRONT MOTEL $139 w/bus $214

Fkxida IS calling you! Call us Sean 5464252

or Rob 253-7153

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

OAYTONA'S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - $139, Panama City Beach's

Miracle Mile Resort $119, roundtrip

iransponation add $80 Call Mart 549-2871

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1»«« INTERNSHIPS wItH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands'on ex-

penerKe in the legal heW-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience m
the legal profession necessary-training pro-

vKled An information session will be held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901

Campus Center (545-1995)

LOST

YO MURPH HAPPY BIRTHDAY to one of

the best friends ever' We love ya' Jill and
Andra

MIKE: HjvW Birttk3a/!lO«»~d7ly late) U>ve

your friends Maggy. Sue, Mariel * Sam

SAM: HAPPY^HTHOAYinHope you have
a t>last on sunday with all your friends Love
your old roomie, Maggy

HAPP'r~ANNr»fER8ARY'~ALI8A^ Love
Hubert.

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET/TAKE OVER LEASE June 1 st one
bedroom apt $370 mo Call Linda or Ta-

tiana 253-7185 Leave maasaga,

TK:KETS NEEDED

T^ LA r6 VEGAS anywhere behween for

Spring Break 66378

TRAVEL

FOR RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: One bedroom in a

3-bedroom apt $190. furnished CaH Tom or

Rahul 549-4834 immediately.

FJtiibGE RENTALS tWE DELIVER 253-9742

BE A BOARDER IN A SORORITY! Females

only Great location' Great food' Call

545-0527 Ask for Tiel, Steph, or Tracey

CASIO WATCH ON SATURDAY Feb 11

sentimental value Reward call Suresh
6-1044

MOTORCYCLES

WANT TO BUY MOTORCYCLE, 84-87

600-750 CC Call Finn 549-4793, leave

massage,

PERSONALS

AMY, HAPPY 21 BIRTHDAY Honey Bun
with Cherries and fudge and whipcrsam and
yummy delicous cake May all your dreams
come true' I k>ve you. Love your Civil

Engineer

SPRING BREAK WEEKENDS
Montreal $79

Includes round trip motor
coach and 2 nights hotel

'Directly downtown
Breakaway tours

508-642-7336
420 Boston Turnpike

Shrewsbury, MA 01545

RIDE NEEDED
253-2320 ROD

TO SYRACUSE 2/17

JAMIE J, at Brittany Mnr, Roses are red.

violets are blue I sure would.«n|oy |ust lalk

ing with you' Look here again Tue-Wed

HAPPY B'DAY Tom love Elise^

FOR SALE

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SPACIOUS 1,2, and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample oft street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUOK>

FOR SALE HEAD SKJIS with Solomon bin-

dings $100 or BO 546-9001

BUY A BIKE Car7nondaTe'$3bO or best offer

Raqcing and touring suntour gear system

Dia compe brakes mistral aluminum rims

frame akjne is vwirth five hundred dollars Call

Anytime 549-3512

WENOIE WUENSCH - Happy 22nd Birthday

Have a great day We are going to go crazy

You are one in a million' Love ya lots Ellen

TWO OF MY dOROEOUS MALrFRIENDS
live down the hall I'm sick of Ihem complain-

ing about their lack of women Call

546-6847 ask for Jen and more info on John

and Corey

BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFEI Meet that so-

meone special through our sincries club In-

tro singles club Box 3006, Boston, MA
02130

ROOM WANTED

SPRING BREAK SPACES AVAILABLE.,
but aalling out laatl Cancun Special: ort-

ly $3S9/<|uad -no additional chargaal Phia
amazing prices to Acapuico, Naaaau
Reserve your space Immadlatelyl CaH
Janice or Jennifer 549-8239,

ONE WAY TICKET Boston to Los angeles

leaves March 20th $100 or best offer call

549-7586 leave message

HOTNIOIffsrcOOL FROZEN bRTNKS^
reggae music, sarxly beaches and you Af-

foroable spnng break thps to Jamaica, Carv
cun, Acapuico, and Daytona Call Karen or

Shara at 546-6612, or Merideth at 549-8274

for details

tKts

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES- 2 year old

rental income property 18,000 dollars gross

rental income per year Live rent free and pay

for tuition Call Dale or Ginny 253-9449

SELUNO 85 MZO GLC lust had accident ex-

cellent for parts price B/0 call 546-5918 leave

message

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAVID NUNEZ! I hope
I can make you as happy tonight as you've

made me the past 18 months I love you

whole bunches Brenda

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Oenise 256-0998 4pm or later.

RIDE WANTED

PAIR MARANTZ SPEAKERS 60 watts 6

mos old excellent condition $200 or BRO
546-6533 leave messaga.

RUOGREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Alisa 527-6505

SCOTT A, Thank you for the 3 most
wonderful months of my life I love you so

much liyssa

ATTENTION UMASS ANDCHI OMEGA'S:
Today is Wendie Wensch s birthday' When
the sun goes down, we're going uptown
Here's to the best Twin "' Love Stacey

Aiiv1P."Happy 21»t Birthday! rm gM
wa'ra roommates. We're qutta a pair.

Leva Stephanie.

LOOKING TO SHARE RIDES with people

who commute to and from Spfid 731-8301

eves

ROOMMATES WANTED

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA.
$229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT, SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL OEB
S4»-0t40 or LYNN S46-7483.

TUTORING

ONE ROOM IN APARTMENT 254 inclusive

12 people 256-0958 256-4270

FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPAOOUS squire

village apt Feb and March free 183/mo
367-2092

NIKKO AMPLIFIER 85 wattt par channal

$150 00 549-4901 OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent conditkjn 93,000

miles Call 256-8369

AUTO FOR SALE

t1 HONDA CIVViC WAGON. Very' wall

maintained, dependable $1200 549-2733

POUND

DONNA STONE, I found your waNat Pk* H

up at 41 SA Siudant Union BuHding

CURIOUS GEORGE HAPPY 21 at BIRTH-
DAY! Now you can slop being Billy Long

and be yourself Love your four favorite gals

CELLA tTiANKS FOR EVERYTHINO you

wancfiahyct? Your the bast but don't swell

your head love forever Out witti m> 6

2 FEMALES TO SHARE Townahouta apt

Call 6-9207,

SERVKXS

RESUMESliAMPLES. various styles, dif-

larent formats Actual successful examples
Interested? Send $3 00 Box 801 Bellmore

NawYorti 11710,

RETIRED FORMER PROFESSOR OF
SPEECH will help foreign students with

English also Edit papers for correct english

usage Reasonable rates, no charge for in-

itial intenriew 253-3354

TYPINQ

i^YING FINGERS TYPING. Work doria

fast. Delivery too Call Kevin 54IM}116

^K- -

WOROSMITH " PROFESSIONAL TYP-
ING. Papers, resumes and niK>re< Laaarprirv

ling with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSINQ fast, profesaional.

accurate 665-4S01
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UMass hoop teams get double dunking

Collrgian photo by David HtgaaKiKurhi

Despite 23 points from freshman Jim McCoy,
the UMass men's hoop team just couldn't keep
up with 14th ranked West Virginia.

UMass Ski
teams head
to Bershire
By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's ski teams will travel to

Charlemont today, the sit of Berkshire

East where this weekend's competition will

take place.

UMass coach Bill MacConnell and his

teams will certainly feel comfortable at

Berkshire East. It's the closest thing to

home-field advantage that they have.

"It's our home training area," MacCon-

nell said. "We spent the whole month of

January there, and made thousands of trips

down over it."

The giant slalom will be held both days,

rather than slalom one day and giant

slalom the other, and conditions should be

good. Because of the recent rain fall, the

snow at Berkshire East should be hard,

producing "long fast races on steep ter-

rain," MacConnell said.

Leading the men this weekend will again

continued on page 14

• Minutemen buried by
no. 14 West Virginia, 88-55

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

MORGANTOWN. W.Va - This is a big time college

basketball program. Complete with a 10,000 seat arena,

two mascots, a raunchy but well-drilled student cheering

section, and a beefy collection of basketball talent.

Last night, at the coliseum in Morgantown. W. VA., it

all ganged up to hand the University of Massachusetts

mens basketball team an 88-55 loss. UMass is now 9 14.

The Mountaineers, who entered the contest as the

number 14th ranked team in the country, extended their

winning streak to 20 games, and their Atlantic 10 record

to 14-0.

The 4.081 locals that attended did see a scrappy and fair

ly competitive game at least through the first minute of

the second half. They also got excited about UMass
freshman Jim McCoy, who heated up in the second half,

on the way to a game high 23 points.

Down 37-21 at the break, UMass came out of the locker

room and crashed the boards, as John Tate came up with

two points and a renewed sense of optimism. WVU,
however, then took off on a 9-2 run, capped by a Herbie

Brooks' 3point play with 15:42 left to play. The freebie

gave WVU a 46-25 lead, and through the next 10 minutes,

and the Minutemen would never get within 20.

In spite of McCoy unleashing his full array of short

jumpers, the Mountaineers extended to a 56-35 lead with

12:10 to go. on a Stevie Berger drive. The lead peaked at

84-47.

UMass' traditional woes hurt them again last night. The

Minutemen shot a pitiful 29 percent from the floor for the

entire game, and were thoroughly outrebounded 65-35.

The Mountaineers, however, shot a credible 45 percent

from the floor.

continued on page IS

• Penn State too powerful
for Minutewomen, 79-54

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The first time the University of Massachusetts women's

hoop team played Penn State, the Minutewomen played

horribly in the first half before regrouping in the second

half.

Last night at the Curry Hicks Cage, UMass was able

to stay close for 20 minutes before falling off the edge, as

the visiting Lady Lions rolled to a 79-54 Atlantic 10 Con-

ference win.

"We played a good game for 30 minutes and kept battl-

ing, but we just ran out of gas," said UMass coach Kathy

Hewelt.

The Minutewomen hung tough early, leading 9 7 before

the Lions went on a 13 2 run to take over for good. UMass
closed the gap to seven at the half as Sue Serafini buried

a three-pointer just before the buzzer, and the

Minutewomen were still in good shape, down just 32-25.

The strong point of the half for UMass was the play of

junior center Helen Freeman, who had 13 of her game-

high 22 points in that span. However, Penn State buried

UMass by going 1Oof 10 from the line in the half, and

21-of-27 for the game.

One of the key plays in the game, and maybe the re-

mainder of the season, came with about five minutes left

in the half. Senior co-captain Christel Zullo stole the ball

and coasted in for a layup, but came down hard on her

ankle. Zullo had to be helped from the floor, and will be

x-rayed this morning. It is undetermined how long she

will be out.

But with her gone for at least the rest of the game, the

lack of depth on the Minutewomen showed in the second

half, as the deeper and stronger Lions roared out of the

box with a 17-4 run. The play of guard Tanya Garner (22

continued on page 15

Gymnastics to meet SCSU, Teiiiple
fVomen on road
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian StafT

After three weeks worth of war,

culminating in last Saturday's losing bat-

tle with rival New Hampshire, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team (4 1) heads into the kinder, gentler

part of their season's schedule this

weekend.
UMass will head to Southern Connec-

ticut State University on Saturday to face

the Owls (3-1), a team that falls short of the

Minutewomen 's statistical standards set so

Minutemen home
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian StafT

How can a team lose by less than a point?

Just ask any one of a number of seniors and

juniors on the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team. They pulled that

feat ofl" two years ago at the Boyden Gym-
nastics Center.

The team that beat the Minutemen in

that meet my a mere .05 of a point

far this season. SCSU has averaged

170.225 points per outing, compared to

UMass's 175.76.

The two programs have also faced a com-

mon opponent this winter; UMass toasted

Navy to open their season 174.35 to 132.10,

while the Owls beat them 168.2 to 143.35

in late January.

Coach Alfie Mitchell views the competi-

tion with a coach's diplomacy. "We can't

afford to take any meets lighty. " said Mit-

chell. "And in gymnastics, it really doesn't

matter who your opponent is, you're real-

ly competing against yourself."

Like the Minutewomen — who set the

(266.25 266.20) was Temple University.

The Owls will make their first trip back to

the Boyden Gymnastics Center since the

closest meet in UMass history tomorrow at

1 p.m.

And this, the first home meet of the

season for the Minutemen, is promising to

be every bit as competitive as the heart-

breaker of two years ago.

"This will make or break our season,"

UMass coach Roy Johnson said. "We're

right in there in the EIGL standings.

They've been scoring around 260 and that's

wnat we've been around, and without a

school scoring mark in defeat last Satur-

day at New Hampshire — the Owls are

coming off their first loss of the season. Last

Saturday against Rutgers, SCSU was
outgunned 174.6 to 170.55. SCSU had

previously defeated Salem State and East

Stroudsburg, as well as Navy.

Freshman Sally Clement has tallied the

highest all around scores thus far for the

Owls, averaging 34.5 points per outing.

Sophmore Kim Bessette has added 34 all

around points to the cause on average,

despite being slowed with a lower back

strain.
continued on page 14

•lome meet."

UMass is 4-1 overall, 2-1 in the Eastern

Intercollegiate Gymnastics League, its only

loss coming at Navy. Temple, in its own
gymnasium, also lost to the Midshipmen
who are leading the EIGL. The Owls are

1-2 overall and 1-1 in the EIGL.
'I think it's going to take a lot of con-

sistency," UMass senior gymnast Joe Fit-

zgerald said. "Everyone is going to have to

hit and we're going to have to score above

a 260. As I see it, both teams are evenly

matched."
continued on page 14

Track teams run meets before NEs
Men to face Big Green
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's track team

heads to Dartmouth College tomorrow where it will do

battle with not only Dartmouth but also the University

of New Hampshire and Colgate.

UMass came in second in this meet last year with 33

points, behind Dartmouth (125) and ahead of UNH (25).

UMass was led by its 4x880 relay team which came in

first place with a time of 7:46.04.

"This meet should be pretty much like last year's," said

UMass coach KA O'Brien. "Dartmouth is superior to us

and UNH. They are very, very deep
"

O'Brien is very frank about the expectations of the

Minutemen. "Our objective is to go up there and finish

second. Dartmouth is just too strong for us," he said.

While O'Brien concedes that Dartmouth will most likely

come out on top, he feels it will be a toss-up for the number

two position.

Ditto, women at Dartmouth
By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's indoor track

will run in its last regular season meet at Dartmouth

University Saturday in preparation for the New England

Championships in two weeks.

With the season winding down, here is a recap of all

those who have qualified for the New Englands, which

will be held at Boston University.

• Lee Ann Ambrose: In addition to qualifying for the 200

and 400 in the NE, she is the only Minutewoman to

qualify for the ECAC's (in the quarter-mile). At Dart-

mouth, the freshman will run in the 55, 800, and the mile

relay.

• Helen Balaouras: she has qualified in the 20-pound in-

door weight, and she is also close in the shot put.

Balaouras will be throwing both at Dartmouth.
• Precious Hill: she has qualified in a team-high 4 events

(1000, 1500, '3000 and 5000 metersrand she will run in

the 3000 Saturday in hopes of qualifying for the Easterns.

continued on page 14

W. swimming faces
15 at Holy Cross
By DEBORAH PICARDI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming

team (8-4) will begin three tough days of competition to-

day at the 10th Annual New England Intercollegiate

Swimming and Diving Championships at the University

of Rhode Island.
continued on page 14

DON'T FORGET BLACK AFFAIRS WBA'

Follow Monday class

schedule today. Ignore

your calendar. At
UMass, it's Monday.

Black Students Con-

ference held at Smith
College over weekend.

Page 7. «

Pull out the galoshes,

and put away the ski

boots - it will be rainy

today and tomorrow.
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Pro-choice
advocates
air opinion
From Collegian Stalf Reports

Chanting "our bodies, our lives, our right to decide."

participants in a pro choice rally in Amherst Saturday

afternoon released 200 balloons to bring attention to the

pro-choice movement.
"The anti abortion movement is a very vocal minority,"

said Rom Birnbaum. a second year Hampshire student.

More than 250 participants crowded the Unitarian

Church in the center of town to hear a series of speakers

and then moved out to the sidewalk for the balloon launch.

The event was sponsored by Birnbaum and Cara Page,

also a Hampshire student, in conjunction with the Civil

Liberties and Public Policy Program at Hampshire

"On the end of each balloon we attached a piece of paper

with a picture of a crossed out coat hanger and the

message 'keep abortion safe, legal and funded."' Birn-

baum said. "On the other side people wrote about what

is happening in the Supreme Court and who to send let-

ters or contributions to."

Birnbaum described the rally as a "celebration of

choice," and said the primary motivation was to bring at

tention to the fact that the Supreme Court is now review-

ing the Missourie, Webster vs. Reproductive Health Ser-

vices, case.

This case, she said, "was brought to the Supreme Court

by Bush supporters and other conservative groups in the

hope it will be used to overturn the Roe vs. Wade case

which made abortion legal in the first place."

She said she wanted to bring attention to the issue now

because the Supreme Court is expected to reach a deci

sion by July.

Matt Podowtitz, a first year Hampshire student who

spoke at the rally, urged supporters to send letters to

Supreme Court Justices and state representatives. "I

stand up here as a man who was ignorant," he said, "but

I learned and now I care.

Susan Tracy, a history professor at Hampshire who

spoke at the rally, reflected on her own experience with

an illegal abortion. She said that, as part of the "so-called

sexual revoltuion," she had done what students in her

generation were supposed to do and "made love not war."

But she said, the first time she had sex she got preg

nant. "In the 1960s it was not legal for a single woman
to purchase birth control," she said, but men could easily

purchase condoms.

"The right to life business is not about life," she said,

it's about controlling women's bodies. Patriarchal societies

have always put men in control of women's bodies.
"

In an interview after the rally. Birnbaum said she "was

glad to see so many people, both men and women, speak

out.

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILt llfNEW ENGLAND

ColUfhan photo hy Jwon Talrrman

ONE'S A CROWD - Jim Gipe, a photographer for the Amherst Bulletin, occupies the

empty stands during a recent women's basketball game at the Cage.

Minuteman draws more fire
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts administration an

nounced Friday that the school is exploring ways to

distance itself from a conservative student newspaper

published on campus.

"The paper routinely offends people," .said University

spokeswoman Stacey Cha.se. "It's not one particular ar-

ticle. It's a cumulative effect."

The school's action is in the wake of allegations by the

area gay community that the paper, The Minuteman,

prints homophobic information.

A memo issued Thursday to a campus gay and lesbian

organization by Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson encouraged members to address harassment

by filing charges with the dean of students office or the

campus police. Chase .said.

The office is already handling a case in which harass-

ment charges were brought against the newspaper by the

former president of the Lesbian, Gay, and Bi.sexual

Alliance. Jay Festa, stemming from the February i.ssue.

The LBGA is a regi.stered student organization.

Chase said. "The tone of the regular attacks [on

homosexualsl are not consistent with the University's

commitment to civility, and the .school does not want it

to appear that the paper is a formal voice of the Univer

sity."

UMass is also looking into ways to have its name remov-

ed from the paper's front page, she said. The University

in no way is trying to curtail the papers First Amend-

ment rights, she said.

The newspaper's managing editor. Stephen Lutz, said

the school's announcement about distancing itself from

the paper is vague, and it did not upset him since "we

haven't really had the administration's support anyway."

"I feel the adminstrators are a bunch of hypocrites," he

said. They claim they are stressing diversity of opinion.

Lutz said, "and here they are trying to keep us down
"

Paul McGonnigal, a contributing editor to the paper

said, "We honestly believe the University is afraid of us

because we're presenting values that are reflective of

mainstream American values."

"They don't like seeing students counter their ideals

which we find repulsive — namely the homosexual issue.
'

McGonnigal .said. "They'd like to see us disappear, and

that's not going to happen
"

Some of the complaints about the new.spaper were ex-

pressed last week by participants at a meeting of ad-

mini.strators and student government officials, according

to Robert Fadel. the undergraduate student senate

speaker, who co-chaired the meeting.

"There was .some discussion about students filing a

(harassment! case against The Minuteman in court,"

Fadel said.

McGonnigal said he and others at the newspaper are

upset because they were not notified about the meeting

in which their publication was discussed.

About possible actions the administration may take,

Lutz said, "we're going to fight anything they try to do,

and we're going to keep publishing."

Executive to head panel
Tsongas acts to counter abuse of funds
BOSTON (AP)- Following reports of

continued abuse of state college trust

funds, former US Sen. Paul Tsongas

yesterday named a corporate chief to

head a blue-ribbon panel that will pro-

pose new guidelines designed to curb

abuse of the funds.

Tsongas, the incoming head of the

state Board of Regents of Higher Educa

tion, appointed William Thurston,

chairman of GenRad. Inc. a Concord

based electronics firm, to head a three-

member panel on the trust fund is.sue.

"These stones are taking the public's

confidence away and destroying the

larger story which is the need for public

higher education," said Tsongas. "There

are a number of presidents furious about

this issue and angry at the in.sensitivi

ty shown by their colleagues.

Tsongas said the presidents of the 29

.state public colleges and universities

have already agreed to abide by the

guidelines produced by Thurston's

committee.
"Once somebody wanders off the

reservation, " Tsongas said, referring to

continued on paife 4

Battered woman found guilty
From Collegian Staff Reports

SPRINGFIELD - Lisa Becker Grim-

shaw. whose defense tried to convince

jurors that she had her estranged husband

killed because her life was in danger, was

found guilty of manslaughter Friday.

Prosecutors said Becker Grimshaw, 27.

had convinced two men to beat her hus-

band, Thomas Grimshaw, to death with

baseball bats by promising to split his in

surance money with them afterward.

Becker Grimshaw's defense had contend-

ed she was a battered woman who felt she

could survive only if her batterer was dead.

The case marked the first time the bat

tered woman's syndrome, a category of the

post traumatic stress disorder, was allow-

ed to support a claim of self-defense in a

murder trial in the state.

"1 think it is very sad," said Gail Kielson,

a spokeswoman for

Necessities/Necesidades, a Northampton

shelter and advocacy group for battered

women.
"I don't consider it a defeat, but I don't

consider it a victory," she told the Daily

Hampshire Gazette.

The jury "didn't fully understand what

it's like for a battered woman who tried to

u.se the system, who called the police, who
was in genuine fear for her life and her

child's life," Kielson said.

"If they had fully embraced . what it

was like for [Becker Grimshaw] as a bat-

contmued on page 4
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Budget cuts cause state schools

to turn away students for first time
BOSTON (AP> - The states $1 billion public higher

education system is designed to provide an education to

any state resident who wants one This year, for the first

time in the system's history, students are being turned

away.

The stories they tell range from a woman whose child

could receive day care at a college by who couldnt get in

to classes herself to a communications major who signed

up for five classes and got none.

The reason*^ A state budget some $600 million out of

balance this year and in need of $600 million in increas

ed taxes next year to come out in the black

Individuals and interest groups of all sorts feel the pinch,

including welfare recipients in line for only a cost-ofliving

benefit increase and environmentalists who see land con

servation and hazardous waste cleanup programs

threatened.

But at the 29 state colleges and universities across

Massachusetts the budget crunch hit home with stunn

ing immediacy. Forced to cut back an already scaled down
budget by another 3 percent, the schools cancelled classes,

laid off part-time teachers, left vacant slots unfilled and

cut down enrollments — all in the current second

semester.

Part-time students, many of them mothers or workers

seeking to increase their earning power, found themselves

unable to get into the state's 15 community colleges,

which, since their inception have had open enrollment

policies and never turned away applicants. And young
undergraduates at the systems's colleges and universities

.>^aw required courses canceled or filled to capacity.

Kim Coutour was home after Chri.stmas with her hus-

band John and 2 1 2year old daughter Lauren preparing

to return to Holyoke Community College when she got

.some good news: the school that both she and her husband
have attended would have room for Lauren in itsda> care

center.

'The college called and said everything was OK," said

Coutour, 24, who is studying retail management "I knew
about the cutbacks, but I didn't think it would affect me
because I had been a prior student."

She was wrong. Coutour .son learned that the education
.she had been putting off throughout her daughters infancy

would have to wait until fall.

"I couldn't believe it because ever since I had got preg-

nant I said, "Not this semester; you can't go because .she's

too young.' I kept putting it off knowing there would be
a time when I could go to college to get a degree.

"

Now Coutour's hu.sband and baby go off to college while
she works in town.

"This really made me angr>' not only because I'm a prior

student. I'm also not someone who is straight out of high
school. I have responsibilities. I need to have something
to offer." Coutour .said.

Coutour was one of some 2,000 students who would have

been attending college this semester but for the budget

cuts. The exact number is uncertain because some

students were turned away from more than one school,

said Terry Zoulas, a spokesman for the state Board of

Regents for Higher Education.

Hardest hit were the community colleges - small,

regional schools that offer job-oriented courses for students

of widely varying education levels. They accounted for half

the students turned away.

'"For the first time in history the communities had

limited enrollment. They are the ones most hurt by this,"

Zoulas said.

Those who made it into a state college still had some

trouble to contend with.

John Dunlap, a junior communications major at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst, signed up for

five courses in his major. He got into none of them. When
add-drop day came. Dunlap got in line at 5:45 a.m. and,

within a short time a mad dash was on to get courses

The Amherst campus, flagship of the state college

.system, turned away only 100 students for the current

.semester. But budget cutbacks forced cancellation of hun-

dreds of courses, according to James Langley. associate

vice chancellor for I'niversity Relations and Development

at UMass-Amherst.
"Some 16.000 students out of 20.000 have not been able

to get at lea.st one of their first choices." Langley said.

Sometimes classes were cancelled even after they had

been placed on a student's schedule for the semester, as

senior Stephanie Orefice learni>d. LInable to get all the

political science courses she needed to graduate, Orefice,

who is also the .student trustee, is taking independent

study credits.

In the meantime, students are being asked to pay more

for their leaner education. Fees were increased on 20 of

the 29 campuses, ranging from $25 extra per student to

$150. And this spring the regents plan on discussing tui

tion increases.

Higher education Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer says the

.student enrollment cuts will largely be over with this

-seme.ster. But UMa.ss Amherst plans on admitting 400

fewer .students next year

And the propo.sed budget of more than $790 million for

the school year beginning in September is by no means
secure on Beacon Hill. The higher education system
spends another $450 million a year out of trust funds, but

officials worry that the trust funds cannot carry the

burden of further budget cuts.

State Rep. Nicholas Paleologos, D-Woburn, co-chairman
of the Legislature's education committee, .said it would
be difficult for legislators to resist the temptation to

balance the .state budget by finding cuts in such a major
budget item.

First black woman to be on Superior Court
hopes appointment will encourage others
BOSTON (API - As the first black woman on the

Massachusetts Superior Court, Barbara A. Dortch hopes
the landmark nature of her appointment will encourage
others to push past societal barriers.

But more important, she says, is the effect her appoint
ment will have on minorities and women coming before
the court, "by virtue of the fact that .someone who looks
like them is sitting in a position of authority."
"The effect is not so much upon me. I could make the

.same ruling same kind of decision as |al white male judge,
and no doubt I do," she said. "The benefit. I think, comes
from the perception of the public'
Dortch, who currently is a Boston Municipal Court

judge, will replace retired Judge Harry Elam when she
is sworn in as a Superior Court judge this week. The
Superior Court hears felonies and major civil cases.
The appointment makes Dortch the highest-ranking

black woman in the state's judiciary, a distinction she .says
she never dreamed of as a teen-ager growing up in the
South.

Dortch was 13 when her father died and although the
family, supported by her mother, lived in a low income
neighborhood, Dortch .said she never thought of herself
as poor, or felt her future was boxed in by limitations.
"People .sort of a.ssumed that I'd do something that

would include a college education," she said, crediting
junior high and high school teachers with pushing her
toward college.

In 1967, she enrolled at Brandeis University as a biology
major. Then, in her freshman year, civil rights leader Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. was as.sa.ssinated, touching off
rallies and prote.sts by black students on campuses acro.ss
the country. Dortch took part in some of the protest and
switched her major to politics, choosing to go on to law
school, partly at the urging of instructor Pauli Murray,
a black feminist lawyer who taught law and politics at
Brandeis.

•
. "At that point I was very much intere.sted in seeing
what I could really do, " she .said.

After graduation from law school at Boston College
Dortch worked briefiy in Tennessee and then moved to
Bo.ston in the mid 70's, where she began working for the
city as an a.s.sociate corporation coun.sel. During the next
several years she worked for the US Interior Department
the Ma.s.sachusetts Bay Transportation Authority and the
Massachusetts Port Authority.

Sometimes it was tough establi.shing her authority
although generally not with lawyers, she said.

"I have had a couple of instances where I have been
presumed to be present at a meeting to take notes," she
.said. "You never get u.sed to that sort of thing, but it hap-

pens and you respond and you move on."
In the courtroom, Dortch .said she's rarely encountered

problems. "The robe helps."

Dortch said she wanted to become a judge because she
enjoyed working in the public sector.

"Being in the public sector you get a sense that you can
impact a large number of people, she said. "I thought that

being a judge was ju.st the pinnacle of public service.'

In 1984, Judge Margaret Burnham. who was stepping
down from the Boston Municipal Court to return to private

practice, was one of a number of blacks in the legal pro-

fession who urged Dortch to apply for the vacancy.
Dortch filed an application late in the term of former

Gov. Edward King and was appointed to the post by
Dukakis.

During her five years on the Boston Municipal Court,
Dortch won a reputation for fairness, associates said.

' I think she's going to make a terrific judge," said Pamo-
ja Burrell, president of Massachusetts Black Woman At
torneys, a group Dortch help found. "She has all of the

qualities that we normally look for in a judge. She's a com-
passionate and caring individual."
Like Dortch. Burrell said the implications of the appoint-

ment may help broaden perceptions about the judicial

sy.stem.

"In the 1980's why should it be landmark or a first? It

is. but I think that the significance of that is less the fact

that she's .sort of a first black female than, 'Hey. she's a

qualified woman and she was able to attain the position

because the process has been depoliticized. She was able

to get there on her merits.'" Burrell .said.

After Dortch was nominated to fill the vacancy left by
Elam's retirement last August, the state's Executive
Council in January su.spt>nded its rule to immediately con

firm her. skipping the usual seven-day vyait and and
inve.stigation.

Among tho.se testifying in favor of her nomination were
the chief justices of the Superior Court and Boston
Municipal Court, lawyers who practiced before her and
members of charities with which she has been involved.

At the time of her nomination, Tommy H. Brewer, pre.si

dent of the Ma.s.siichusetts Black Lawyers, praised Dortch,

but said his organization regretted it took so long for a

black woman to be appointed to the Superior Court bench.

LOCAL
Asian students said to lack support services
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Correspondent

Asians are the largest minority group on campus, yet

there are almo.st no services for them, said the chairper-

son of the Asian-American Students Association.

"There is only one counselor — Lucy .Ngyuen. who is

Vietnamese — to serve 30 different Asian nationalities,"

said Debbie Lee, chairperson for AASA. "A lot of the pro-

blem is that people haven't heard much about us in the

past. The administration thinks. "We haven't heard from
them, so they must be happy.'"

According to the organ-zation's leaders, the AASA at-

tempts to offset a lack of support Asian .students receive

from UMass.
"We are not a politically active club," said Five College

Representative Kenneth Chu. "I think [the membersl are

looking for this club to be more of a support group to help

Asian students make new friends and adjust to a large

school." he said.

The club tries to help Asian students both academical-

ly and socially, said Vanh Inthirath. vice chairman of

AASA. "If a student needs a paper typed, or help with
homework, the members try to help each other out. In that

way we become close friends." The members are also given

the officers' telephone numbers, with invitations to call

anytime with a problem, she said.

"A lot of students feel lost." said Lee. "I was born here,

but there are a lot of differences in our cultures. For ex-

ample, burping after a meal is polite in Asian culture, but
you can't do that here."

AASA is making an extra effort this year to reach Asian
students, she said. The club is .sending letters to Asian
exchange students, to let them know an Asian organiza-

tion does exist, she said.

"It's harder to reach exchange students," .said Chu.
"They can't always fit us into their schedules."

In addition to providing support for one another, the
AASA's approximately 40 members work to educate non
Asian students about Asian culture, he said. They .show

films, plan ski trips, organize dances, and sponsor
volleyball and basketball tournaments with Asian groups
in the Five Colleges area and el.sewhere.

"This year, because of the [budget] cuts, we'll be hav
ing only one volleyball game," said Chu, "which I think
is sort of sad."

On a more positive note, plans for the upcoming sixth

Annual Asian Night, which is the club's biggest event,

are running smoothly, Chu said. He said that the club will

be able to raise the approximately $6,000 needed for the

Collt'ifiun photo h> .)»son Taltrman

THREE POINT LAND - Smith College's Scott Gymnasium is tranquil, at least for a moment.

Amherst workshops counter rape
By LISA SHAPIRO
Collegian Correspondent

Fighting mi-sconceptions about all forms of rape was the

goal of Anti-Sexual Harrassment Week, which took place

last week at Amherst College.

Denise McGolrick, coordinator of Health Education, said

three groups: Health Education; Advocates. Counselors,

and Educators Against Sexual Harassment; and the

Friends of the Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay Alliance, cooperated

in covering a broad range of topics dealing with sexual

harassment.

One important goal of the week was to dispel the

mi.sconception that rape is an act of lust, she said. In all

instances rape is an act of power and aggression, she said.

"Date rape is a hidden issue at many campu.ses. I

wanted to bring out the fact that date rape is rape,"

McGoIdrick said.

Steve Berman, an ACE member said, "There's a denial

factor. People say. 'Not at Amher.st . . . we're not rapists.'

We need to deal with these real i.ssues on campus."
The FLBGA provided information regarding anti-gay

violence nationwide, according to Brian Albert, an area
coordinator of the Week. Albert .said the group ahso pro-

vided anti-violence whistles to be blown in response to a

personal attack or a sighting of an attack.

"The first step is to educate people," said Jen Radin,
an ACE member. "We need to remove sexual hara.ssment

from the realm of silence. There is absolutely no reason
for it to exist."

event through groups on campus, as well as private Asian
organizations in Boston and New York.

The event features a fashion show, for which Chu would
like to use "traditional costumes, unique to our culture."

It also features dances and other acts, put on by profes-

sional and non professional organizations from the Five

College area, Boston and New York. The talent show and
the dance that follows it are free and open to the public.

The club hopes that their efforts will help to dis^l the

.stereotypes of Asians students held by non-Asians

students, said Lee. "Stereotypes are harmful," said Lee.

"But non-Asian students need to make a personal ef-

fort as well," she said. "[Getting rid of] stereotypes d<j«sn't

just happen."
She said non-Asians need to attend Asian-sponsored

events and dances, come to the meetings, and attend the

films.

The club tries not to let stereotypes get in the way of

<idjusting to UMass. "I don't pay attention to

I stereotypes]," said Inthirath "I don't look for those kinds
of issues. I'm too busy to think about it."

She added, "Most of my friends are American. They
treat me like one of the gang."
AASA meetings are open to all students. The next

meeting will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 6 p.m. in room
'62 175.

Governor and
Regents chair
to visit campus
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Gov. Michael Dukakis is scheduled to meet wit^
students from colleges and universities across the state

Friday afternoon in a clo.sed forum at the University of

Massachu.setts to discuss concerns over this year's budget
cuts.

Dukakis, who will be accompanied by Paul Tsongas,
chairman-designate of the state Board of Regents of

Higher Education, will meet for one hour with about 50
.students in a "non-confrontational " atmo.sphere. according
to UMa.ss Student Tru.stee Stephanie Orefice.

Orefice .said Dukakis has not offered strong support for

public higher education in the past and the meeting is

a sign that "our proponents on Beacon Hill are getting
to him."

"It's a positive .step." she said. "In the past, student
visits were not necessarily on his agenda."
Three .student repre.scntatives from the .state's 29 public

colleges and universities will be invited to the meeting,
which will be clo.sed to administrators and the media.
Orefice said.

"Each school has its own story to tell." she said. Over
subscribed or cancelled classes and tuition and fee hikes

are especially plaguing the University. Orefice said.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey .said he thinks the meeting
is a "good idea " He added that the Governor will also

visit several refurbished research laboratories.

"It's an effort to try to dramatize the importance of

sound fi.scal policy to public higher education, " Uuffey
.said.

In the past two years, the University has suffered a total

of $15 million dollars in budget cutbacks, preventing
many students from continuing their education, said Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Mad.son.

"Every $100 increase is a real hardship for many
.students," Madson said. "Some students find it difficult

to come or don't at all."

Orefice .said the $15 million loss places state budget ex-

penditures at the 1987 level and added the 1990 budget
is not going to improve the situation.

Orefice said she will meet with student government of-

ficials before the meeting to prepare statements and en-

sure that the meeting will be peaceful

Internship office offers needed experience
By JAMIE MACLACHLAN
Collegian Correspondent

You're trying to get a job anc^nobody will

hire you because you don't have any ex-

perience, but since you can't get a job, you
can't get experience.

An internship might be a way out of this

senior-year catch 22.

Internships are .structured, supervised

apprenticeships through which students

can earn up to 15 credits. Nearly 600

University of Ma.ssachu.setts .students each

year take advantage of the opportunity.

About 900 companies worldwide recruit at

UMa.ss, according to Program Director

Ellen Wolf.

Senior communications major Beth
Scheiner interned for the USA Network in

New York City, helping produce national-

ly broadcast programs like "Calliope" and
"Commander USA's Groovy Movies."

Scheiner not only earned 15 credits, but she

now has no doubts about the career path

she has chosen.

"The best part [about the internship) is

that I have on-the-job experience," she .said.

Jenina Braun, a senior political .science

major, said her internship with the

[Washington] D.C. Corporation Council

helped her plan for the future.

"I didn't know if I wanted to go to law

.school, but now I'm sure. That was the best

thing to come out of my internship, " she

said.

In Washington. Braun worked alongside

attorneys who deal with child abu.se and
other domestic violence. Braun .said she did

everything the attorneys did except present

the cases in court. She earned 12 credits for

the internship.

Wolf said the credits are ju.st one aspect

of the internship experience.

"The most important benefit from an in-

ternship is that you are discovering what
you are about to get into and can decide if

you really like it or not," she said.

Karen Kilcoyne, promotion assistant for

the program, said interns can apply
theories they learn in the cla.ssroom direct-

continued on page 4

ASK US
"Ask Us" is a weekly column design

ed to inform and refer .students about
.sexuality questions such as contracep-

tion, sexually transmitted diseases, and
AIDS
"Ask Us' is peer written and review-

ed by members of the Peer Sexuality
Education Class, which is affiliated with
University Health Services. All ques-

tions and comments are welcome and
should be addres.sed to "Ask Us" at the
Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center, or to G.
Krull at Health Services, c/o Health
Education FJept.

All que.stions/comments will remain
anonymous and confidential. Please feel

free to write.
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trust funds

continued from page 1

a president who strayed from the

{juidelines, "I would consider that per-

son fair game." for disciplinary action.

Thurston. 67, a Har\ard resident, said

his first task would be to name two other

committee members. Beyond that he

said he has only begun to ponder the

issue, saying. "There seems to be

widespread agreement that some sort of

guidelines are needed on trust funds to

help all the people involved walk the

proper line."

According to a Regents source who

asked not to be named. Thurston is be

ing seriously considered as an appointee

to the Regents following his work on the

trust fund committee.

Yesterday's action came in the wake

of a report that some college presidents

are using the funds to pay for such lux

uries as travel, parties and even an of

ficf aquarium. acci>rdiii« to a publish

ed report

The Boston Globe reported yesterday

that despite repeated scandals involving

the abuse of trust funds, some college

presidents use the money to pay for per

quisites. The report cited several

examples:
• James Amsler, the former president

of Salem State College, used college

funds to take his wife on a trip to New-

Orleans several years ago and to pay for

a class on Creole cooking she took while

there.

• Geread F. Burke, president of

Massasoit Community College, has a

$740 saltwater aquarium in his office

paid for from his discretionary trust

fund. He also uses the fund to pay the

$61 monthly fee to maintain it and
replace dead fish.

• Robert A. Corrigan, former
chancellor of the University of

Massachusetts in Boston, threw two

Christmas parties in 1987 for staff and
university supporters at a total cost of

$12,000
"

internships

continued from page 3

ly to the internship.

Kilcoyne, a communications major, in

terned for Cone Communications in Boston

and worked on the Reebok account. Reebok

Inc. sponsored the Amne.sty International

Tour, and her responsibilities included dub

bing concert and video footage, creating

press kits and sending facsimile informa

tion to the concert sites during the tour.

Kilcoyne said it was a real confidence

builder.

Kilcoyne. Schemer and Braun agreed

that the University program makes it ver>'

easy to get an internship, since program ad

Becker Grimshaw

visors help interns throughout their intern-

ships. This includes advice on internships

and resumes.

Said Wolf, "It is totally tailored to the

student. They choose where they want to

go and who they want to intern for."

The University requirements to qualify

for an internship are 45 graduation credits

and a minimum grade point average of 2.0.

Each department has its own re-

quirements, but students interested in an
internship are urged to make an appoint-

ment to attend a planning session in Curry

Hicks

continued from page 1

tered woman, then they would have acquit

ted her." she said. "But it's definitely bet

ler than first-degree murd«'r or ^^I'luiid

degree murder."

The jur>' returned the verdict against the

Amherst woman at about 6:30 p.m. Friday.

after some four hours of deliberation. Im-

mediately after the verdict was handed

down, Becker Grimshaw was taken to the

Massachusetts Correctional Institute in

Framingham, where she awaits sentenc-

ing, .set for this Friday.
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Q.T.
(Quitting Time Buffet)

Mon-Fri
4-7

I

restaurant ^^m^ bar

23 Main St. • Northampton 584-8666
ir 3c ac 2z; 23C 2^ ZC 33: 3CC

"THE BUCK STOPS HERE"
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MA!

••••••••••**•••*••*••**••••*•*••••
4. *

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month *

t Tequila Sunrise $1.00 Bud & Miller Lite $1.00 t

PITCHERS!!!
MILLER, MILLER LITE & ROLLING ROCK - $5.00

MEISTER BRAU $4.25
mairi»«<' -rati1^11i«lir>fiwnn«>ir>««i>«inr,^tr^nrr«'iiriiwMr>Mi (Mil >>«niT>'n>Ta<*'T«ri'ratirrsiir>^
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WHAT S MORE IMPORTANT ...

A DEGREE OR AN EDUCATION?

A degree is only pari of an educaUon The larger pan is your

growth as a person Noi only wMi you are exposed to, but whom

Thai's why we've been around for over seventy -five years We

are Lambda Ch) Alpha Fralemily . and we offer everything you

can'l find in a textbook Slop by and see for yourself what a

fralemily can mea.*^; lo you

When you graduate there is a lot more lo lake with you than a

piece of paper

A
X
A

R

U

S

H

FIND IT HERE!

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

FEBRUARY 14, 15.21.22

WES. AND WED. 9:00-11:00 PM.

374 SORTHPLEASANTSTREET
ANY QUESTIONS CALL:

253-9032

^

Munchy
Sale

..?

J'

ON SALE NOW THROUGH
FEBRUARY 25

Cheese-Its, 1 1/8 oz.

Cambeirs Cream of Celery Soup

Kellogg's Just Right
Nugget Flakes, 11 oz.
Fruit 'N Nut, 13 oz.

Swiss Miss Cocoa (Reg.)

Ocean Spray, 32 oz. Cranberry

Oodles of Noodles

Kit Kat Candy Bars, 1.625 oz.

Stock Up Now

Sale 5/$1 .00

Sale 2/$1.00

Sale $2.00
Sale $2.00

Sale 2/$3.00

Sale 2/$3.00

Sale 3/$1.00

Sale 3/$1.00

AVAILABLE IN THESE MUCHYS
HAMPDEN WORCESTER FRANKLIN

Trend-setters surveyed at Hatch
Students outside the Hatch last week

answered a barrage of questions about
their time, money, and travel intentions —
and received a T-shirt to boot.

The students participated in a marketing
research survey conducted by Trends, Inc.,

of Princeton, N.J.

"Trends, Inc. is an independent
marketing company hired out by other

companies," said Jim Glover, a freshman
communications major and a three-year

employee of the company.
"It's market research," he said. "It's like

taking the Pepsi Challenge."
"Surveys are the best way of compiling

market research," Glover said. "We want

as wide a variety as possible to represent

the student population."

Glover said the company sets quotas on
the number of students from each class to

be interviewed. He also said he has inter-

viewed an equal number of men and
women from each class.

"We will be sending the surveys back to

Trends and they will compile the data," he

said. "Some of the students may receive a

phone call from them to validate 10 percent

of the surveys I conducted."

"It was interesting," she said, "the T-

shirt was good, too."

-MARY HUYGENS

Anti-Sexual Harassment Week
continued from page 3

NO' MEANS NO, printed on a red

heart shaped background, was the

slogan for the week.

The slogan was promoted through

tables in Valentine Hall, at the college.

The tables provided information pam-
phlets, buttons, stickers, whistles and

balloons. There was also a true/false

quiz board designed to help students

understand myths and untruths
associated with harassment and rape,

McGoldrick said.

"This is the kind of thing that people

don't talk about on a regular basis. We
live in a sexist and violent society.

Cultural norms are accepted here that

are not accepted elsewhere," she said.

Four workshops were held, including

a panel discussion for men, a female

perspective workshop, a self defense pro-

gram for women, and an event devoted

to sexual harassment outside of

Amherst. An episode of the television

program "Cagney and Lacey" that dealt

with date rape was shown in the McCaf
frey Room continuously Wednesday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

In addition to the events, Amherst
students received a mailing from the col-

lege containing information on rape and

sexual harassment.
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BMCP Radio Shows
Spring 1989

Mondays-Fridays 7:00PM-9:30PM
Saturdays-6PM-6AM
Sunday-9PM-12AM S

Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday

//////// 7//////////y//////////////////////////////////y^^

I

I

"All that Jazz" Rick
Townes
"Set it Off Evelise

"D.J. Diamond" Diamond
"Thursday Nite
Throwdown" Rick G.

"The Rio Jam" Rio
"BMCP Rap Attack"
Ice-T 6-9

"Kevy Kev Goes House"
Kevy Kev 9-12

"Saturday Seduction"
Colette 12-3

"Love's Interlude"
Chris Winslow 3-6 ^———~-T

Student Affairs Information Services

!IDB/TIPS!

L

CALL 545-1540 FOR TIPS ABOUT ATHLETICS AND
ACTIVITIES AND THE SPRLNG SCHEDULES

ask for these tapes by number :

2800 Art Galleries

2685 Body Shop Fitness Centers

1515 Daily Events

1504 Fine Arts Center Events/Tickets

2453 Gym Schedules

2678 Intramurals

2459 Pool Schedules

2471 Racquetball and Squash Court Schedules

2464 Tennis Court Schedules

2476 Weight Room Schedules

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing
'

of TIPS tapes

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

w//////y/////////////////////////////////////^^^

HOT
ROAST aEEF

I SANDWICHEr-

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

=5 s
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YES BABY! JB'S HERE I COME
Joe: I'm starving and
this party stinks. After

hours of convincing I

finally got my friends to

leave with me and head
to JB'S. I'm going to

have me a nice thick

super deluxe roast beef

sandwich, a veggie,

fries, milk shake and a

double order of cole

slaw. My mouth is

watering just thinking

about it. Mmmmm...
(If this is you, take this ad in for a free roast beef sandwich.)

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM

DELTA UPSIIX)N : THE BETTER ALTERNATIVE

In case you did not know ij, there is a better alternative to living in the dorms.

What do you have? You have a room in the dorm. You have a few friends down the

hall. You have lousy food in the Dinning Commons. You have terrible reception for

your I'.V. and stereo. You may not have anyone to study with. You have a limited

social life, to say the least. You may not kn«)w enough people to make a team, so you

do fiol participate in intramurals. You can not make a difference in area governments.

It is impossible, the University is too big.

What a>uld you have if you join Delta Upsilon Fraternity? You become a part of a

house, of a brotherh(M)d. You move into a home with 30 best friends. You eat catered

meals made with fresh foods by our professional chef. You get a social life that does

not quit, but when it does slow down, there is always cable T.V. You would be joining

a house that is currently in first place for the campus wide intramurals championship,

and the coveted Olympus Cup. We are campus champions in tennis, swimming, and cross

country, and the Greek Area champions in football and swcer.

1 he best thing is that your grades do not have to .suffer while you enjoy the good

life here. As a house, we have the fourth highest GPA in the Greek Area, well above

the all mens average. Our older brothers act as informal tutors and advisors to the

younger brothers. In addition, acadenuc files are available in the house to help you get

ahead. Our alumni offer .special internships and co-ops for an added advantage in the

j;ame of life. From turf management to .sports management, from political science and

economics to theater and math, and from engineering to food marketing, we have

brothers in all majors. You can not lose, .so come by and see for yourself the better

alternative to dorm life!

If you have any questions feel free to call us, or drop by the house (we are four

houses away from the grad tower). Our number is 549-3831 . ask for Paul or Brad. See

you at rush!

RUSH DATES: FEB. 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23

Ix)ok for DU rush posters everywhere!
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ZV RUSH

ZETA PSI zv
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME

Tuesday, Feb. 21
Rush Party!

Wednesday, Feb. 22
Bar-B*

Thursday, Feb. 23
UMASS Hoop!

8-10PM
ZETA PSI
23 PHILLIPS ST. 256-6845

afeJBi Dl-

ah
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Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentration in injuries from • Auto Accidents
• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

• And All Ottier Accidents • No legal fee unless
successful, costs payable at conclusion in most cases

• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.O.
AnORNtYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
s«e u« In the Nynex yellow pages

JUPC Presents
5
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8 00 FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS

$12 UMASS STUDENT
$15 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT F AC. BOX OFFICE

OR CALL TO CHARGE mc/visa:5''5-25 ) 1

Amherst Fire Dept.

is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
fl«1/;.

\t, Join the student force J
^^^^^

Engine Company 3
4»,

Gain Valuable Experience

Serve your Community

^^VwTff^"^^

For information see our table in the Campus Center Concourse

February 22 - February 24 or call 253-9233

The Spoke
it's RED HOT Week Again

at the SPOKE!!

Drink of the Week
Red Hots $1.00

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.50

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

Create full 4-

color, high-quality

reproductions of

color photos. 35mm
film, or any color

document.
Change colors and create

entirely new images
Reduce or enlarge images
from 50% to 400%.
Get customized, full -color

copies for all your business
needs, whether you're in real

estate, advertising, or

graphic design.

Ideal for all your personal
color copying needs.

COLOR
"fiAi^

Canon
COLORLASEROJPfER

AMHERST COPY
CORNER

37 East Pleasant St.* Amherst • 549-2S54

BLACKAnAIRS
Third World women's program
operating despite setbacks
By JANINE WARNER
Collegian Stafl"

Despite budget cuts, a hiring freeze and a tumultous

campus environment, thecoordinator of the Third World

Women's Program at the University of Massachusetts said

there are services available.

After having no coordinator for a year-and-ahalf, the

Third World Women's Program at the Everywomans
Center hired Madeline Peters last January.

A graduate student in the Organizational Development

program, Peters graduated from the UMass School of

Education in 1986.

She had been the programs coordinator only two weeks

when the New Africa House was occupied by a group of

African-American students in respon.se to a series of

racially motivated incidents at UMass.

At that time she said, she postponed development of the

Third World Women's Program to help students and ad-

mini.strators organize around the takeover. "I did a lot

of work behind the scenes," she said.

As the campus settled down again, she said she was hit

with another stumbling block: budget cuts. "Once again

we were put in limbo-stage," she said.

A university wide hiring freeze and ret)rganization of

the Everywomans Center left the entire program in tur

moil. Peters said. "It's really only now starting to settle

down again."

Despite these setbacks, however, Peters said she has

been able to organize the program's office and offer ser-

vices to women of color on campus. It's a slow process, she

said, because w ith limited funds for advertising, it is very

hard just to let people know there is something here for

them.

"Were currently trying to work with staff members to

reach out to women of color on campus," she said, noting

that she has set up an advisory board with representatives

from various campus communities to gain input on future

projects.

"Everyone's trying to work together because people are

feeling so oppressed on campus," she said. But reaching

out can be hard, "we're very scattered and there's not that

many of us."

To combat the double and even triple barriers faced by

women of color. Peters said she has co-sponsored such

events as a monthly potluck for lesbians of color, has of-

fered workshops on racism in the gay, lesbian, and bisex-

ual community, has been active in organizing the Mar-

tin Luther King Celebration in Northampton, and has

facilitated workshops for minority engineers.

With the assistance of two graduate students. Peters

said she has been working to set up files of information

on services such as beauty salons and day care programs

for women of color. Peters said she has an extensive book

li.st .students can use when doing research, and has a

listing of organizations and events from all over the world.

These services are available to any student on campus

and can be found at Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall,

she .said.

As a member of the Social Issues Training Project,

Peters said she works with other graduate students to of-

fer weekend workshops and is now teaching a Resident

Assistant course.

In the last year, Peters said she has seen few women
of color "because people see the Everywoman's center as

a program for White women.' But. she said, that is real-

ly just a problem of advertising.

"Women don't come in here until they have a problem."

she said, adding that she has worked with single parents

and older women who are trying to get back into school.

"I have experience dealing with the problems that

women who are single mothers face." she said. "I am a

resource. If women want someone to speak to I'm here."

The black experience in Britain:

CollcKiiin photo by Tamara Burke

Prof. Stephen Small

vr'^jjTjgr^' .*s

A contemporary profile

By STEPHEN SMALL
Collegian Correspondent

Editors Note: The following!

is the second in a series ofar-

ticles to provide a historical

analysis ofblacks m Britain

and their relationship to

blacks in America.

First things first. Exactly

who are we referring to

when we talk about "black

people" in Britain. And
when did they arrive there?

The British population does

not have the range and

diversity of the United

States, but what it does have is quite varied, and many

have been there for a long time.

The latest census [1981] indicated that the "ethnic

minority" population was 2.2 million, or just under 4 of

the total population. Approximately 4aof this group was

born in Britain, and the rest are immigrants. The total

Black population is just about 700,000. This includes

550,00 Afro-Caribbeans, 123,00 Africans, and 26.000 so-

called "British born blacks," from Englands longstanding

black communities, such as Liverpool and Bristol.

The largest minority group is "Asian" numbering 1.2

million. In Britain, though, "Asian refers to anyone from

India, Pakistan or Bangladesh and is never used to refer

to people from the Far East. Most of the Afro-Caribbean

population is from the British West Indies. [Jamaica,

Trinidad, etc], while the Africans are mainly from West

and East Africa. The remaining ethnic minorities are from

South East Asia, the Mediterranean and elsewhere in the

Commonwealth, that is, Britain's former colonies.

Lets get a sense of perspective by comparing this with

the USA: the 1980 census lists the total minority popula-

tion as just over 48 million, including 27 million blacks,

16 million Hispanics, 3.5 million Asians, and 1.4 million

Native Americans. This constitutes approximately 20/of

the population. Compared to this figure, the 4 of minorities

in Britain seems inconsequential. And Britain's black

population is under 1.5, compared to the 12 figure for

America. So when we talk about "minority" in Britain,

we really mean "minority."

Most white English People refer to anyone who is not

white as "coloured." The name reflects the shared white

English perception that all immigrants were different

from themselves, and therefore "coloured."

A common joke in the 1960s concerned an English fac-

tory manager who was having trouble communicating

with a Nigerian worker. Perplexed at his inability to get

obedience he solicited the help of another worker, an In-

dian Sikh, suggesting "you talk to the chap, you re all

coloured, aren't you?"

Given the common response of white to lumping them

together, and the discrimination that they shared, dif-

ferent minority groups were prone to accept the term "col-

oured" often using it as a rallying cry to mobilize for ac-

tion. Today, it is far from clear that people from India,

Pakistan and elsewhere would accept the term "black,"

but it is commonly used by all tho.se active in the strug

gle for equality. People from Africa and the Caribbean

call themselves "Black." and this has gained some accep-

tance by whites.

Compared to the overall numbers, the settlement of

blacks reveals quite a paradoxical pattern. While the total

number of minorities is small, the fact that they are heavi-

ly concentrated in certain cities, especially London, gives

the impression that there are many more in the country

than is really the case. To begin with. 98 percent of blacks

live in England, with 1 percent each in Scotland and

Wales. Around 56 percent of all minorities, and 65 per-

cent of blacks live in one area, (the south-east, including

London).

\

Only 1.5 percent of England's

population is black; but 50 per-

cent of all blacks live in London.
- Stephen Small

London on its own is unique and its population makes

the figures for the south-east so large. Over half of all Afro-

Caribbeans in the country live in London.

A distinctive feature of the American situation is the

high concentration of blacks in major cities. It has become

expected and accepted that there are, and should continue

to be. viable black communities Not so in England, where

the areas reputed to have black concentrations, and often

called "ghettoes," invariably have more whites in them

than blacks. Brixton is regarded as the Harlem of Lon-

don; yet only around 30 percent of this small neighborhood

is minority. Despite the fact that the minority population

is heavily concentrated in London they still add up to less

than 12 percent of the city's 8 million people. And the

neighborhood of Toxteth in Liverpool, which experienc-

ed the most destructive rioting in 1981, has 20 percent

blacks. Ifyou want to find concentration higher than that,

you will have to come down to the level of blocks. There

just is no mass concentrations of blacks like those found

in the large cities over here.

Now we know where they [blacks] are, how did they get

there?

There have been small concentrations of blacks in

England since the 1550s. But they arrived in considerable

numbers in the 1950s. A nationwide survey in 1951
continued on page 16

i'ollrgiMn phulo by Jmioii liiJfrniitn

Madeleline Peters, coordinator of the Third

World Women's Program at the EveryWoman's
Center.

Smith College hosts
Karenga, Sanchez
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

Saturday morning on the campus of Smith College,

Sonia Sanchez and Dr. Maulana Karenga addressed black

students on .self identification and political empowerment.

Ms. Sanchez and Dr Karenga were two of six lectures

featured this weekend at Smith Colleges Second Annual

Black Students Conference

Dr. Maulana Karenga. Riverside Scholar/Activist at the

University of California, creator of the Kwanzaa celebra

tion and Nguzo Saba (The Seven Principles) and author

of several books including Introduction To Black Studies

.one of the preeminent textbooks used in African Studies

departments, spoke on "The Political Empowerment of

Black Students."

Karenga emphasized the communality common

throughout African cultures and admonished black

students to see them.selves in terms of "us" rather than

" we."

"As Frantz Fanon wrote during the sixties. Each

generation must, out of relative obscurity.discover its mis

sion and then fulfill or betray it,"' quoted the renowned

educator.

"In the sixties our mis.sion as students was clear. It was

to dare to achieve liberation and a higher form of living

and it was a collective vocation which African-American

students set for themselves as a people and students of

the sixties accepted as equally their own. So they

understood that black freedom is indivisible, and that as

long as any one of us is abused or oppre.ssed all of us are."

Karenga stressed the great importance of academic

achievement to the progress of African American

achievement.

"You are not a student if you do not study, and if you

don't study and you don't achieve you can't help yourself

or your family or your people or anybody else that might

be an ally or that needs you. You came here to be a stu-

dent and that must be your priority - not at the exclu

sion of everything else but because you want to do those

other things and becau.se you want to do them with groun-

ding. No matter what I .say now, if I didn't go to school

and get my doctorate and root myself in academia I would
continued on page 16

McFeely delivers

second lecture
By DENNIS MADSON
Collegian Correspondent

Last Thursday, Feb. 16, at Amherst College, the second

in a series of six lectures by William S. McFeely was

presented. The lecture, entitled "To be free and Black in

Antebellum America: Baltimore and New Bedford," gave

accounts of noted black abolitionist Frederick Douglass'

experiences while working in Baltimore and New Bedford

shipyards.

The focus was on interracial cooperation among the

workers at the shipyards and the differences in treatment

of free blacks and slaves by whites.

In the lecture, McFeely pointed out that while in

Baltimore as a slave Douglass, also known as Frederick

Bailey, was treated poorly. He was taunted and beaten

and grossly underpaid. However, as a free black in New
Bedford, he also experienced racism.

For a while whites and blacks had been able to work

together well but many whites began to feel that free

black workers were taking food and jobs away from them
continued on page 16
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THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

FOR
YOUR EYES

ONLY

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY

PRICING!

40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE

GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN

ZEMTH DATA SYSTEMS INVITES YOU

TO AN OPEN HOUSE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS

A Zenith Data Systems Open House Will Be Held At This Location:

Campus Center Concourse

10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

February 22, 1989

American Kxpress VISA, MaMerCard fredil ( ards A( tepU'd

TgMirM I
data

I
systems

THE QUALITY GOES INBEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"

Prices subject lo change without notice

«.)I9R8, Zenith Data Systems

EraroRiAL/opinion
rhe opinions on this page are dual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily retiect the views o! the Cone

Same news,
different dates
When I was a smooth-faced and optimistic

undergraduate, the big news on campus was that

Afghanistan had a puppet government in turmoil, Kho-
meini was trying to kill citizens of western nations, and
Dukakis wanted to starve UMass. Now that I am a grizzl-

ed and surly graduate student, I open the same papers

and read the same stories, except that they have this

year's datelines on them. Somehow, calling it news seems
inappropriate. Maybe we should just put stories like these

into syndication and feature them as re-runs on late-night

TV

Rusty Denton

Actually, the saga of the UMass budget goes back much
further than the Dukakis years. In the lobby of the

Graduate Research Center, there's a plaque honoring

John W. Lederle. president of UMass during "the dynamic
decade." That was the 1960's, when admissions here more
than doubled, and spiffy new residential and ad-

ministrative buildings went up all over this campus.

However, as I understand it. some people feel Lederle's

greatest feat was to get the legislature to grant us fiscal

autonomy.
Fiscal autonomy meant the state had to stop playing

musical chairs with items in the UMass budget. They give

us money; we decide how to spend it. Of course, that can

be taken to extremes. At one point, a special bill was pass-

ed to build an arena for a new hockey rink here after years

of lobbying (the current news re-run of this involves a foot-

ball stadium), but administrators spent the money repair

ing older buildings instead. On the other hand, maybe we
wouldn't have condemned buildings on campus if we got

the support we needed.

Which brings us to the present. UMass/Amherst still

has buildings on campus with condemned areas. And next

year our admissions will be lower by thousands of students

because we can't afford to educate them. Our modest

libraries have had to cancel journal subscriptions, to stop

ordering new books, and to operate on a skeletal schedule

with shoe-string staffing.

Some departments can't hire faculty to replace those

members who are retiring. Others can't offer potential

profs salaries high enough to compensate them for the

high cost of buying a home around here; it makes it tough

to get the brightest and the best. Graduate teaching

assistants are given tuition waivers, and then they're re-

quired to take a full load of credits whether they need

them or not, which means they get billed several hundred

dollars in fees to support the university every semester.

And athletics (the one sure way to bolster school pride

increase alumni donations and get invaluable advertis-

ing all over the country) has never been sufficiently fund

ed. We've had national championship teams that couldn't

even get varsity status.

Other states are proud of their public universities. Other

states can remember their annual commitment to public

higher education when they have a university that's been

around for 125 years. They strive for excellence. Virginia

has been luring Nobel laureates to teach at its schools.

Texas regularly steals faculty from Harvard. California

has so many top departments in the sciences that I've lost

count. Michigan. Wi.sconsin. Illinois. Georgia, Oklahoma.

Pennsylvania. New York; the list goes on.

But here in Massachusetts we have a legislature with

very few members who graduated from UMass, and a

governor who thinks state taxpayers should be content

with paying $15,000 per year to send their kids to private

colleges.

I don't know. Somehow I suspect that in another 10 or

20 years, when I am a jowly and unapproachable professor,

I'll open the papers and read that the Soviets have an-

nexed Afghanistan again, the son of Khomeini has drop-

ped The Bomb on Kansas, and Dukakis has emerged from

retirement to terrorize UMass.
Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

A psychotic reaction
Okay, so maybe Salman Rushdie won't receive the

Pulitzer Prize for his latest novel "The Satanic Verses",

but it's certainly popular these days. The Ayatollah is

even ranting about it. People are screaming about it

in the streets ofTehran. Wow. this must be some book,

huh'.>!

Meredith O'Brien

It's been rumored that this esteemed novelist will

tour the United States, even grace this university with

his presence. But somehow. I don't think that will hap-

pen. Salman Rushdie has a price on his head (and I'm

not talking about some kind of Minnie Pearl price tag,

either!) He has the dubious pleasure of being the target

of any money-hungry bounty hunter (yes. just like in

Star Wars) who wants to have his name go down in Ira-

nian history.

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini (the wonderfully

humane leader of Iran) has called for Rushdie's death

for writing his novel. To be more specific, the head of

the 15th Khordad Relief Agency said. "If the execu-

tioner is a foreigner, he will receive a million dollars."

But if you happen to be an Iranian citizen, you can

receive 5.2 million dollars for killing this evil novelist!!

Tehran radio called Rushdie's book "a shameless

onslaught on the sacred character of Islam's prophet."

Thousands of Iranians agree with the Ayatollah,

Rushdie and all of the people involved in the publishing

of his novel, should die. And why not? He did portray

Moslem wives as prostitutes, called Mohammed falli-

ble and implied that Islam is not a true religion.

What we seem to forget is that there is no separa-

tion of church and state in Iran. The church IS the state

and insulting the Islamic religion is a nasty case of

.sedition.

But something like that would not happen here, in

Ameruo'. We have the freedom of speech, as stated in

the First Ammendment of our Constitution. We can

express ourselves freely, right? I think some of us have

a selective memory.
Though we have not officially placed bounties on peo-

ple's heads nor offered rewards for the death of evil

novelists, we have not been completely innocent and

tolerant of other citizen's First Ammendment rights.

Remember the tremendous controversy over the film

"The Last Temptation"? In a country where there is

a separation of church and state, thousands of

Americans wanted this movie banned, for religious

reasons. Remember the people who wanted to silence

Louis Farrakhan? Although many people may not

agree with his viewpoints or means of expression, he

too is given the freedom of speech by the First

Ammendment.
Even our own government has tried to silence its own

citizens despite their Constitutional rights. During the

McCarthy Era. if you admitted that you believed in

Communism, Marxism, or socialism you were sought

out by the government, lost your job. and had your life

destroyed.

During the Reagan administration (and I sure many
other administrations before that), the press was silenc-

ed by the government. Reporters who asked the

"wrong" questions, pushed too hard on a touchy issue

or uncovered some unsightly aspect of executive

policies often found themselves pulled off of their beat

and sent on some obscure a.ssignment — away from the

DC action. (Sound suspiciously like being sent to

Siberia?)

Granted, those reporters weren't sentenced to death

or exported. The "communists" weren't sent to concen

tration camps. The film makers weren't executed.

Louis Farrakhan still makes his speeches. BUT, their

First Ammendment rights were jeopardized.

Before we piously look down our noses at Iran for its

torrid suppression of Salman Rushdie, sentencing him

to death IS a bit harsh for an act of ".sedition", we have

to realize that our record for freedom of expression is

somewhat tarnished. I'm not taking our freedom for

granted, believe mel (How much do you think the

Ayatollah would give for my death, after all — I'm con

demning him. Maybe $19.99?)

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist
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Some students earn disrespect

In response to Nancy Cohen's column

concerning the level of education at

UMass. I agree with you that freshman

are subject to being treated like high-

schoolers. However, have you taken a

look at the freshman? Perhaps you will

find out why. I am a senior and in order

to fill a D core, I am taking a freshman

level sociology cour.se. There is never a

silent moment in the classroom; always

a murmer of chitter-chatter. "... her

boyfriend did this and she did that..."

and "Oh my God! you'll never believe..."

It would seem that many of your fellow

freshman are not so eager to learn.

There is little respect for both the Pro-

fessor and the more serious students in

the classroom. It is no wonder that many
professors treat freshman like high-

schoolers; they are. When freshman

mature and begin to show more respect

for their profes.sors, their professors will

show more respect for them. That's what

happens when you become an upper-

classman — you have proven that you

are here to learn, and you earn due

respect.

David H. Sprogis
Amherst

Facts overlooked in SGA article

Although the Collegian is "always near

perfect" on its coverage of the Senate

meetings, I would like to clarify a few

points. The Student Senate pa.ssed far more

then two motions la.st Wednesday, the ac-

tual number was seven. Aside from the mo-

tions mentioned in yesterday's article the

Senate finalized arrangements for the

Spring elections, began planning for

debates between the various candidates

and also moved the Commuter balloting

location from the Hatch to the Cape Cod
Lounge.
Furthermore, the Academic Affairs Com-

mittee will begin to investigate current and

attempt to install additional Student Ad
visory Councils in the different academic

departments. Three other motions were

tabled to committees for recommendations

thus ending the meeting with the Senate

having cleared its agenda.

Finally, I would like to point out that

Sen. Rothman never managed to read from

the Bible and also that he only made it

through the first two names in the phone
directory. I congratulate the Senate for

coming together for a successful meeting
but remind them that there is still a signifi-

cant amount of work to be done.

Robert D. Fade!
Speaker of the Senate

The Collegian accepts letterit and col-

umns from the I/Mass community and
area. All submissions must he typed, dou-

ble spaced and become property of the

Collegian.

Hand written letters will not he printed.
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Restaurant
Managers

You are cordially invited to a

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday. February 21,

from 10am-8pm
atChi-Chrs'.

955 Riverdale SL.

W. Springfield. MA
*f a likr vou to iom» n jnd mm -o .jt *op -< jn*jrfif-ii 4tXK4 MOtifVJ
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Come in «K| *«rn «or.„: trw <?«<. t fvj p.«m •» «•* tor ou> hnufe
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Old Pom R4.. Collar PA 18037

ARTHUR
TREACHERS
SEAFOOD
Hampshire Mad
Hadley, MA

10%
Student
Discount
With College ID

Phone In Order
585-0209

During this Lent Season

KEEP THE FAITH
with

ARTHUR TREACHER'S!

'^^VWVWWWVWW^^^^^^^^AA^A^A^AA^^^^^ArtJ^?W>g

TI/AEOUT
WE HAVE BUSCH
PITCHERS $3.60

Best price In town!

Lunches served daily

'^ You deserve some Time Out <^

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

[aitTOESM!]
CINEMA

BIRD
Directed by

Clint Eastwood
Held over 2nd week

1 showing every

evening at 7:30

AMITY ST. 253-5426

RESUMES
H Suce'' -lusn AvaiaWe J
2 549-3840 2

COPYCAT

J Pnnt Shop
;

B
^ 226 Triangle St, Amherst H!

V4 ^
New k Used Cars

Tnieks S Vaw aIm A«i

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck I

Rt.6JNo.Am»wrst I

549-RENT J

ii^WANTED
)^ Managers for

ik- UMASS Football Team
i^ —male or female
yjL, all interested come to

J Football Office
^ In Boyden Building^ m boyaen uuiiomg ^^

'WW
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EVENTS:
lebruary 14: Southwest (Pierpont Basement) 7-9 p m
February 15 Campus Center (Room 101) 7-9 p m
February 16: Orchard Hill (Field Basement) 7-9 p m
February 21r Northeast (Leach Basement) 7-9 p.m
February 23. Central (Van Meter Basement) 7-9 p.m.

For more tnfofmation: 253-9494 (Brian)
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-Are you an Art Major who
wants to design posters?

-Are you an English,

Communications, or

Journalism Major who wants
to do press or publicity?

-Are you interested in bringing

diverse speakers to this

campus?

rrr^ WE WANT YOU!!

^•^t

dbtin^ubhecl
Vbitors program DVP
Distinguished Visitors Program

New members meeting

February 21st

in C.C. 811B

at 6:30 PM
refreshments will be served

m FAT. m CHOLESTEROL

Nothing But Delicious.

»
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.''footed

Amherst
Bcifwood Walk

Try some Monfat frozen Yogurt

the taste will leave you amazed! Northampton
Mam Street

\ "J.A.P.' - Baiting:

HARMLESS FUN OR ETHNIC SLUR?"
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•"JEWISH AMERICAN
PRINCESS"

PROF. GARY SPENCER
Professor of Sociology at Syracuse University

TUES. FEB. 21 7:30 p.m. CAMPUS CENTER 804-808

I

Sponsored by THE UMASS REFORM JEWISH CHAVURAH, HILLEL, OFFICE
OF THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS. OFFICE OF HUMAN RELATIONS,
EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER, STPEC. WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM
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Check Us Out!
Rush Sigma Alpha Mu

^ Tuesday "Sammy Feud"—C.C. 101 8:00 pm ^
? Wednesday "Sammy Cinema"—C.C. 162 8:00 pm ^

tijatlie'?
I Pray St

, Amhpr<;' - 5-19- 5403 • Open I 1 a m
7 Days A Week • Cal. for Take Out

Kitchen Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 1 00 Buffalo Wings
9:00 PM • 12:00 AM
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Cuervo Tcqallla Sanrisc $ 1 .50 Mooschead $1.75
Drink of the Week B«er of the Month

FOOD GIVE-AWAYS
Men Night IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12
Wed. 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 9-12

Sunday 4 Burger Platters for $5 00 6 10
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Break Information Session

Find out about all of our trips!!
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Tffesday Febrttary 2 1 st • Room 1 63 Campus Center

6:00 • 8:00 p.m.

GO WITH SOMEONE YOU TRUST
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ARTS&LIVING
Despite budget cuts, University sticks by Gen Ed
By MICHELLE BILODEAU
Collegian Correspondent

Beginning next fall, all undergraduates
at the University of Massachusetts will be
required to fulfill the General Education
Requirements, as opposed to the traditional

Core/Distribution Requirements. Accor-

ding to Associate Provost Norman Aitken.

the Gen Eds (which now must be satisfied

by the Classes of 1990 and later* will make
for a student body of well rounded
individuals.

"The old Core requnements were like a

buffet table. One may take 3 helpings of

grapes, beef or chicken without even try-

ing the other foods," Aitken said.

Under the Core requirements, students
were required to take 3 classes from each

group of Natural Sciences/Math, Arts and
Sciences and Social and Behavioral
Sciences. "With that policy, a student could

take all science, art and psychology* classes

without ever being exposed to any kind of

math, literature or history classes," he
said.

"This (the Gen Eds) was not a campus
move, but rather a nation-wide move-
ment," Aitken said. The Massachusetts
Board of Regents is looking at the quality

of state education and will probably move
to a state-wide General Education system.

"Under the new requirements, there are
Analytical Reasoning. Laboratory, Diver-

sity and Interdisciplinary components,"
Aitken said. "However, due to the state

budget cuts, the laboratory component has
not been implemented," he continued.

"The two Diversity requirements are
very important. The faculty felt with the
incidents of racism on campus and
misunderstandings between culturally dif-

ferent groups that it was important for

students to be exposed to cultures in socie-

ty other than their own," Aitken said.

However, there are not enough courses
under the Diversity requirement. "The
first year of the program, a huge number
of classes were added. Now, we're having
a hard time because of the financial pro-

blems, but were working on it," Aitken
said.

"The Interdisciplinary component is sort

of a substitute for requirements," he said.

An "I" course can be used as a "wild
card" in place of 1 natural science, history

or behavioral science course. Again, there

is a shortage of classes, a problem which
is currently being worked on.

The two goals of the original plan which
have yet to be fully reached are the
laboratory component and a heightened
writing program throughout all Gen Ed
courses.

"Food Science and Nutrition 130 is be-

ing 're-vamped' to incorporate writing and
abolish the multiple choice testing,"

Aitken said.

Lab and writing components have yet to

be implemented simply because of the lack

of time and resources."There isn't enough
funding for teachers or labs, there isn't

enough Teaching Assistant support to im-

pliment the writing, and it takes time for

the faculty to get acquainted with the new
curriculum," he said.

Coyne tops hard rockin' superstars with axe appeal
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

We're basically a visual race. We all listen but it's just
a reserve, a subsidiary to what we see. So as not to con-
fuse my point with any of the pretentious Susan Sontag
crap that's been solidly rammed down my throat for the
last five years, I am not talking of the freudian percep-
tion of visual imagery. I am talking about good, hardy
lust at first sight. Actually, it's not just me talking. After
all, I am the one who deals with the music, and only music.
Today, I have a partner in crime, a genuine rock jesus-

sex queen from Northampton itself, the county seat for
everything that rocks. She remains nameless though, for

('ollegian photo bv .JuKon Talerman

ARTIE HURWITZ - joining the ranks of
Dinosaur Jr. on upcoming releases.
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every single freak long hair on campus and beyond would
get that crimp in the loins at the mere mention...

Well, what she (we will call her Bone Woman t has for

us today is the top three hot guys in rock. We're talking
visuals here, though I'm going to try to legitimaiize some
of the choices, just like the Grammys.
Top gun is Wayne Coyne, original rock stylist of

Oklahoma's Flaming Lips. To me. and my people. Mookie
Blaylock runs a distant second to Coyne as the Sooner
state's favorite son. Leadmg the nation in steals is nothing
compared to a IJps album. Bone Woman believes deeply
in Wayne Coyne, and his many charms. I believe in his

abilitv to rock.

The Lips are due for st)me new vinyl and they'll be iin

Bo.ston mid March with Buffalo Tom. The word is that
they are going to squeeze in a U-joint show either the day
before or after. Fine with me because the la.st time the
Flaming Lips were here Northampton just couldn't supp-

ly enough electricity for Wayne to feed into the system,
a beautiful, wonderous system. Bone Woman and I are
in agreement, numero uno.

Runner up has got to be the indomitable Mark Arm of
Seattle's Mudhoney. All of those Sub Pop boys might be
facing a little bit of overexposure, but 1 still listen to a
lot of their records. There's no doubt that Mark Arm has
got every revivalist in the Northwest screamin loud and
shakin that long blond hair. I don't care what they shake
because that Sub Pop 200 boxed set has got to be the best

release of the year. Bone Woman says her roomate Robin
has the same "luscious" hair as Mr. Arm which indicates

to me more of a gender orientation problem than anything
else but...

Bone Woman's number three is more of a bonus pick
than anything else. She wanted another long hair but I

coerced her into choosing one Artie Hurwitz. You may not
know Artie and he may be more of a scholar of Arabic
than a rock front man but he is a part of the inevitably

mentioned Dinosaur Jr.. Artie recently took time out of

his travels in North Africa to sing Neil Young's "Lotta
Love" and the Byrd's "Feel a whole lot better "for D-saur
cuts on upcoming compilations. Artie is a genius who
should be handled, handled often, though carefully.

The rest seem to be also rans. Besides. Ek)ne Woman was
getting hot just talking about it so 1 had other problems
to deal with. Capiche?
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DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

SPRINGBREAK .-..,.

4NIGH1S NASSAU $379pp
7NIGHTS CANCUN s 4 79pp

7NIGHTS PUERTO laCRUZ $599pp
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February Special
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with tvrry Far id!

Manicures • Waxing
And Mu(h More!

228 Triangle St., Amherst

University Health Services is

offering a 10-session group:

"Exploring Lesbian, Gay,
and Bi-sexuai Identities."

Tuesday evenings,

7:30 - 9:00,

beginning early March.

Pre-registration and pre-group
interview required.

For information, or an
appointment, call 545-2337.
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Some words on the
blues from A.C. Reed
By JOE McGUIGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday night, Feb. 18, blues saxophonist singer/

songwriter A.C. Reed played Sheehan's Cafe in Nor-

thampton. Between .sets, the Collegian caught up with

Reed for a few words:

Collegian: Where and when were you born?

A.C. Reed: I was born in Wardell. Missouri in 1926.

Collegian: Who were your earlier influences at that time?

Reed: Im my day it was big band music you know. Er-

skine Hawkins was a popular band.

Collegian: Erskine Hawkins?

Reed: Yeah, and he had this horn man and his name was

Paul Baskin, and he was a popular horn man in big band

in them days man, and I was really influenced by him.

1 was something like 8 or 9 years old and I would listen

to that kind of music.

Collegian: What do you think ofjazz music, like jazz men
like Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young?

Reed: Well I grew up with jazz musicians you know, like

CJene Allman and sonny Steele. 1 grew up with them, the

was my friends. But Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young
1 would say they are something like the godfathers ofjazz

men. All horn men respected them, because they was

something like the originals of the tenor saxophones.

Collegian: When did blues music appeal to to you as a

profession? How old were you, at what point did you hit

the road?

Reed: I was pretty young . . . but I went out and played

blues for white people in the 50's and that's when I was

surprised that the really liked this kind of music. What
I'm playing now I played for 'em in the 50's.

Collegian: Was it electrified?

Reed: When we first started out they didn't even have

the electric bass. I think they created the electric bass

when I was playing with those guys cause the one who
was playing the bass, he was playing the piano and we

COLLEGIAN 13

Hhoto h> Tom O'Nral rourlray of Ihr Ohio Hidlrl

THAT'S DANCING! - Anna Shaheen and Curtis Dick of the Ohio Ballet company perform

"Games," choreographed by the company's artistic director, Heinz Poll. The Ohio Ballet will

be appearing this coming Monday, Feb. 27 at the UMass Fine Arts Center.

bought him an electric bass. He started playing that in

about 6 months.

Collegian: Instead of the piano, so the piano was play

ing the bass line instead of the bass.

Reed: Right.

Collegian: How is it playing for Alligator Records? Do

you think they're building the blues up?

Reed: The Alligator label is about the best blues label

going. He do more for blues (Alligator founder Bruce Ig

lauerl ... I even knew him when he was working for a

record company, he didn't even have his own. He respects

me and I respect him cause he's a good businessman.

Collegian: What obstacles did you have to overcome to

get to the point where you are now? What would you say

was the biggest obstacle in your life to make it, to finally

make it?

Reed: Ah (laughs). That's kind of hard. But it's hard work

ing. You got to go through a lot of stuff Like when I

started out, most of the guitar players they was more ad-

vanced than me, on their own, you know, moving fast.

What I see I have to do is write good tunes and put out

good albums. That's the whole pomt of everything, and

I do that.
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We survived Spring Break'88.

"Hurricane Gilbert" was just

another Party Animal.

[gQllDSlDiB
RFAnV FOR YOU IN '89!

:ANCUN--Prouc Hos: of the 1939 Ms. UNIVERSE PAGEANT'

"Ours are stil' the Desi beaches in the world, and the most

beautiful women in the world are still on our beaches'"

ONE FULL WEEK ON THE BEACH!

Departrures from BOSTON

KAH CHE
PLAYA LINDA
HOTEL OASIS

Special InciucfS - PT Air, " Nites or. Beach, Discouni Fun

Book, nanv Ex'.raE' Other -ictels AvailaDle. Cali "oaav'

Jennifer or Janice

(413) 549-8239
STUDENT TRAVEL CONNECTION. INC.

Proud Mernoers of: Better Business Bureau (TX),

Amencar; Society of Travel Agents ;ASTA).

International Airline Travel Agent Network (IATaN)

(600; 637-8926 or (800)225-3056

$399
$449
$509
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CLAY PEOPLE - Artist Ellen Hirschberg (left), pictured here with

gallery director, Jacqueline Maidana (center) and manager, Elisa

Silberman (right) displays her Works in Clay and Paint at the Wheeler

Gallery until Friday. Feb. 24.

Join The Winning Traditi

BECOME A MEMBER
FRATERNITY!

A

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Alpha Chi Rho

Delta Chi

Delta Upsilon

Kappa Alpha Psi

545-0046

253-9150

549-6505

549-3831

546-7525

Phi Mu Delta

Phi Sigma Kappa

PI Kappa Alpha

Sigma Alpha Mu

256-8028

549-7369

545-2150

549-4235

Sigma Phi Epsilon 549-6440

Lambda Chi Alpha 253-9032

Theta Chi

Zeta Psi

253-9015

256-6845

RUSH DATES
FEBRUARY 21, 22, 23

Zora is fitting tribute to author Hurston
By ALEXANDRA RAYNOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

First World Images presented a first-rate performance
of Zora Friday and Saturday, Feb. 17 18 at Hampden
Theatre. Presented in recognition of Black History Month.
Zora commemorates the literary career of Zora Neale
Hurston. a poet, novelist, storyteller and short-story writer

whose career blossomed during the Harlem Renaissance

of the 1920s.

The show was first performed in the Valley two years

ago, to sold-out audiences. Although neither Friday or

Saturday night's shows fared as well, the quality of the

production was certainly not to blame.

The acting team, which includes newcomer Chase
Burns, gave very professional performances, rich with

emotion and confidence. Mr. Burns was wonderful as Joe
Banks, the bashful young husband of Missy May; he had
the walk of a proud, self-assured man, and the to-die-for

smile of a seven-year-old. When Missy May, beautifully

portrayed bv Suyen Lyn. tells him how handsome he is,

Wheeler exhibit is

a burst of colors
By KEM MALLON
Collegian Correspondent

Ellen Hirschberg Exhibit

Wheeler Gallery

The Wheeler gallery is presently teatuiing an exhibit

of sculpture and oil paintings by Ellen Hirschberg. Run
ning through this Friday, the exhibit is a perfect cure for

the depressing February blues.

Most exciting are Hirschberg's ceramic sculptures, in-

cluding three cars. Hot and Su<eet is a pair of fantastic

vehicles. A bright red convertible with a nude, pink-haired

driver is being chased by a white car with large angel

wings that flutter in the wind.

In another car, Loie is Blind, a green armed man clut-

ches the red haired driver in a passionate kiss as she

drives blindly down the road.

Also included in the collection of ceramic sculptures are

four whimsical reprsentations of Greek deities. Ems is a

thret- and a halffoot tall red cupid with bright orange hair

and wings. An orange Aphrodite performs a handstand

on a big red heart, and a blue Zephyr holds out a bouquet

ot flowers

Hirschberg's paintings are primitively colorful. While

On top of the Morning is reminiscent of the classic "Cor

nflakes ' rooster, the other works are somewhat over

whelmed by the more expressionistic ceramics.

Ellen Hirschberg is a BFA thesis candidate at the

University of Massachusetts. She has also studied at the

Studio Art Center International in Florence Italy.

he replies, "Shoot, you're only saying that because you

love me.
"

Celia O. Hilson as Isis Watts was another highlight of

the show. As a mischievous 1 1 year-old who charms the

neighbors but drives her grand-mother to "whuppin' her",

Hilson captivated the audience in no time with her playful

performance. She was very comfortable in character, and

it was obvious that she had as much fun acting as the au-

dience did watching her.

A three-part narrative gave the audience some insight

into Zora Neale Hurston's feelings about being black and

a woman. Of slavery, Zora -1 declares with outstretched

arms, "The operation was a success and the patient is do-

ing fine." Zora -2 dances on the floor of a nightclub where

a white man drums his fingers on the table in time with

the music. "He has only heard what I have felt," she says.

Zora -3 is the "eternal feminine." "Sometimes," she says.

"I am no color,"

The three actresses painted a picture of a proud,

dignified, intelligent woman, who made no excuses nor

felt anv shame for her sex or the color of her skin

The only major flaws with the two shows were technical

ones. A problem with the slide-projector on Friday night

produced nothing but a blank screen and the hum of the

machine. The problem was fixed by Saturday night,

however, and the slide-show with narration and music

went off without a hitch. The slides presented a vivid por-

trait of black America sixty years ago, and together with

the narration and sound, could have been very effective.

The audio portion of the show, however, varied in quali

ty from barely audible to muffled, depending on your

seats.

Regardless, Zora was a wonderful performance event

which certainly celebrates Black History month and does

Zora Neale Hurston proud. I enjoyed the show so much,

I returned Saturday night at my own expense.

Zora will be performed at the Hampden Theatre in

Southwest again. Feb 24 26 at 8 p.m. It will akx) be show-

ing at the Emily Dickenson Theater at Hampshire Col-

lege, Feb. 19 at 3 and 8 p.m., and at the Network in

Springfield, March 3-4 at 9 p.m. and March 5 at 3 p.m.

pholx lit t hryfijili» Rrrnrd..

DOUBLEVISION - Scottish twins Craig and Charlie Reid, otherwise known as the PRO-
CLAIMERS, drop into the U-Joint, Pearl St. this coming Monday, Feb. 27. The brothers, cur-

rently riding high on the critical and commercial success of their second LP, Sunshine On

Leith play a unique brand of rousing countiy and folk with a political edge. Go hear 'em roll those "Rs"
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Smith College conference

continued from page 7

have less authority to speak to you now. So

the first aspect of your ideolog>' must be ex-

cellence but not to the exclusion of social

responsibility."

"What black people do. especially

African-Americans, borrowing from
Europe, they compartmentalize things.

They think that if you're going to be a good

student you can't be a good activist. You
can be both" said the professor.

Dr. Karenga stressed most the need for

.\frican ptH)ples and students to identify

with themselves and their own values

rather than attempt to emulate European

ones, saying. "One of the worst things in

the world.as Fanon pointed out. is to

become an obscene caricature of Europe.

Nobody can respect you; neither European,

nor African, nor Asian nor Latin American.

Nobody in the world can respect an obscene

caricature."'

Sonia Sanchez, in her lecture which

followed Dr. Karenga's, continued with

variations on the same theme. Sanchez,

professor at Temple University, is the

author of thirteen books including

Homecoming". 'We A Bad People","I've

Been A Woman "."Homegirls And Hand
Grenades ". is a contributing editor to the

Black Scholar, a recipient of the National

Endowment For The Arts, recipient of the

Outstanding Arts Award from the Penn

•jylvania Coalition of 100 Black Women.
recipient of the Community Ser\ice Award
from the National Caucus of Black

Legislatures, and 1985 Book Award for

"Homegirls And Hand-Grenades." She has

lf.ctiii-,.,1 (J nvt>«- .'iOn coll.. .»,..; and univ»>r-

sities nationwide and read her poetry in

such places as Australia. Cuba, England.

Nicaragua. The Peoples Republique of

China and Norway.
Professor Sanchez began her lecture with

an anecdote a recent experience.

She said "Someone said to me last night'

fascism is surfacing all over the cam
puses.resurfacing-you know'.And I said.

sister, tell me about it; it never disap

peared.It's always been here and will be

heremake no mistake about it."

"You got to know who you are in order

to survive in these places. I'm not saying

you won't graduate. I'm not saying you
won't be 'bad', come out premed and prelaw-

people. I'm saying that that you will not

get what you truly should get in a place

like Smith and other places when you come
in not knowing who you are. You've got to

understand truly where you came from to

really understand what the Smiths and
Amhersts are about in order to compete in

the world. That is to say simply that you
can come out.go and get your jobs, go to

med school and become doctors.dentists

and Indian chiefs ;but you don't really have
a sense of where you've come from and you
won't understand if you're a doctor you've

got to go out into the community and start

those clinics for people who can not .will

not get the treatment that you've gotten."

Ms Sanchez also touched upon the theme
of self appreciation and reiterated its im-

portance for the black woman and man in

a white society which teaches blacks to

despise themselves.

Britain
continued from page 7

revealed that 50 percent of those inter-

viewed had never seen a "coloured" per-

son. London. Liverp<K)l and Bristol all

major slave ports during the heyday of

the British Empire - have had
minu.scule but distinct black com-

munities since the 1500s. They reach-

ed an estimated peak of 15,000 in the

18th century and since that time are

largely believed to have intermarried

with the indigenous white population.

Small numbers of blacks went to

England as members of the armed
forces, during and afler the two world

wars. Then in the 1950s blacks were en-

couraged to go to England in response

to labor shortages. Post-war Britain call-

ed on natives of its colonies to come to

the "mother country" to carry out work

in the National Health Service. British

Rail and the London Underground
(subway).

At that time they had full and equal

citizenship rights with all members of

the United Kingdom and the Colonies,

including freedom to enter, work and
vote in England, The vast majority of

these jobs were unskilled and semi-

skilled. The black population grew as

the spouses and dependents came to join

them in the 1960s and 1970s.

As an immigrant group, blacks have

faced a number of distinct problems not

faced by blacks in America A major one

IS the perception on the part of white

English people that they are somehow
"not English" even if born in England.

Englishness and blackness are seen as

incompatible, though the English are

sometimes ambivalent. American
essayist Paul Thurow captured the con-

tradictions and hypocrisy in English ter-

minology about blacks: Policemen were

"colored," convicted criminals were

"West Indian, " and purse-snatchers were

"nig-nogs." But when a black runner

came first in a race against foreigners,

he was "English. " Ifcame in second, he

was "Briti.sh. " If he lost he was "col-

ored." If he cheated, he was "West In-

dian.
"

But this is not unique to the UK. The
same thing happened recently in

Canada to Ben Johnson, the Canadian.

I mean West Indian. I mean black, I

mean, phew! runnerl

Unfortunately, the problems facing

blacks as immigrants go much further

than name calling. While over 90 per

cent of blacks in America were born

here; only around 40 percent of blacks

born in England were born there. The
immigration legislation there reveals

the venality and dishonesty of the

English at its worst. Before we look at

the intricacies of the immigration

legislation, next week we'll look first at

the resilience of Britain's historical

black presence.

The author is a member ofthe sociology

department. He teaches courses on com-

parative class and racial inequality.

Folks here are still talking about
"The 1952 Incident." For some reason still

unknown, a certain graduating class at a

certain university missed what was cer-

tainly the opportunity of a lifetime.

The chance to meet with a recruiter from
the National Security Agency.

Maybe they were busy that day. Maybe
something else caught their eye. But the fact

remains, a meeting with NSA could have

meant a future full of challenging, exciting

projects.

Now you've got the same chance. Our
recruiter will be visiting campus soon in

search of talented mathematicians, com-

puter scientists, electrical engineers and
linguists. We're looking for people who want
to work on important hands-on assign-

ments, right from the start.

NSA is the agency responsible for produc-

ing foreign intelligence information, safe-

guarding our government's communications
and securing computer systems for the

Department of Defense.

And we're equally committed to helping

you make your future strong. So do yourself

a favor and meet with us. You don't need 3-D

glasses to see that it's a great opportunity.

NSA will be on campus March 13, inter-

viewing seniors majoring in Engineer-

ing, Computer Science, Math and

Language.

National

Security

Agency

Attn: M388 (AAM), Ft. Meade, Maryland 80788-6000
An «qual opportunity enipl'.v.M IIS .iM/-. • hip r-.)M:!-<l ;- -i ,^P[,li<:;int hik! ur. rrif.i, -it,, tamily members

McFeely lecture

continued frcm page 7

and refused to work if blacks were allowed skilled jobs

and not relegated to the tedious, unskilled, manual labor.

Douglass was finding that though Emancipation made
black people free, it did by no means grant them equality

in the eyes of whites.

Douglass distinguished himself later in life as an anti-

slavery lecturer, became City Marshall for Washington

D.C. and a minister to Haiti. He also published the aboli-

tionist papers "The North Star," and "Frederick Douglass'

Paper."

The lecturer, William S McFeely, is a professor of

American History at the University of Georgia and holds

numerous degrees and awards, among them the Pulitzer

Prize. His next lecture will be on the .second floor of he

Octagon at Amherst College. Thursday. March 2 at 4pm.

Area Events
Collegian Staff Reports

The following is a partial list of events occurring in the

Five College Area this week.

Tuesday Feb. 21

"Three Generations..." 7.30 at the Betty Shabazz

Cultural Center. Mt. Holyoke College.

Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers. 8pm at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall. Umass. $15; $13 students

Wednesday Feb. 22

W.E.B. DuBois: A: personal memoir. Given by John
Hope Franklin. 4pm at Memorial Hall. Umass
Sammy Price Plays and Tells It Like It Is. Umass. Times

and locations TBA.
Carl Bloice [noted journalist] : "New Thinking for

socialism and the world."

Thursday Feb. 23
John Quincy Adams: A yankee insider in an age of slave

holding presidents. 8pm at Historic Deerfeild White

Church.

Saturday Feb. 25
A World Apart: movie on Apartheid as seen through the

eyes of a white teenage daughter of a jailed anti-

government activist. 7 and 9pm at Gramble Aud. Mt.

Holyoke College. $3

THE BLACK AFFAIRS
DESK NEEDS WRITERS,
PERSONS INTERESTED IN

WRITING FOR BLACK AF-
FAIRS SHOULD CONTACT
JOSEPH L HILL Jr, OR
THOMAS MAMBANDE AT
545-3500.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIfS (March 21- April 19)

Although you ore eager to mix

business and pteasure, dang so

would be a mistake Move in a new/

diretion Concentrate on clearing

up a misunderstanding witrun the

business commumtv
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Vour

sense of daring carries you onward

and upward today Vou clear up

any doubt atxxit your deepest

emitions A relationship develops a

whole new dimension f?omance

plays a more meaningful role

OtMINI (May 21 June 20) Look

for any weaknesses in your financial

plan and seek ways to stwre up

your resources You may be more

temperamental than usual right

now Curb your tongue and
postpone making major decisions

CAMCI»(June21Julv22) Do not

exaggerate a minor office tempest

or you could slow your own pro-

gress Instead, kx)k for ways to

captalize on what is happening

Pursue a relationship with someone
who will cherish you,

LiO (July 23-Aug 22): Career ad-

vancement depends on your abili

ty to keep your emotions under

control Occasional hurt feelir^s

can be expected in any love rela-

tionship Try to avoid a battle of wHs.

be less critical of mate
VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) You

cannot afford to take anything or

anyone for granted today Do your

homework and you will succeed m
whatever you undertake A daily

walk or swim will boost your physcal

fitness

UWIA (Sept 23-Oct 22) You ski

at obtaining cooperation makes
you a very attroctive candidate for

a promotion Cutttxxat competitors

will kise out Be true to your high

Ideals Set a good example tor the

young
SCORMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) You

show your true cokDrs and come to

ttie aid of a pressured parent or

sibling Good luck and a new )ob

are part of ttie picture Be receptive

to new id€K3s

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.21)

Make a final decision on a work

matter and folkDw thorugh before

the weekend Your close relotksn

ships benefit from your affable and
affectiorxnte nature Entertoin at

home this evening

CAPRICORN (Dec 22- Jan. 19)

Your sense of well-being is in ttie

spotlight You need more rest

Creative work opens doors cteised

to you in the past Avoid any sort of

personal confrontation today Sug-

gest intelligent compromises
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18)

Love IS a many splendored thing

now Almost anything can happen
today Focus on business projects

that will provide karxi-term firxancidl

security Your future is in your harx^s

Take positive steps

PISCiS (Feb 19-March 20) A
relationship concern may be more
serious than you thought Apply

first aid" by opening better lines of

communication Do rvDt neglect

your own needs while trying to help

someone else

MENU
LUNCH

Pepperoni and pesto boboli

Chicken cutlet sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Pesto, olive and alfalfa boDoli

Chicken cutlet sandwich

DINNER
Roast top round of beef

Ravioli, tomato sauce

BASICS DINNER

Sweet and sour tofu

Ravioli tonnato sauce



men 's hoop

point McCoy drops through the hoop

Thursday evening vs. Penn State at the

Cage will rewrite the books.

The Dukes cut up a spacious UMass zone

in the first half while building as much as

a 21 point lead (the halltime gap was 13).

Duquesne then turned up the rpni's in the

second frame against the backpeddling

Minutemen. streaking out of sight midway.

"They did a nice job offensively," said

Calipari of Duquesne "They played us

pretty hard, and we had some miscom

munication Guys were popping open;

you've got to be able to play your own man

and we're iust not very good - not very

atheletic."

Duquesne guard Clayton Adams fed

Brian Shanahan on the run to stretch the

Dukes lead to 50-33 with a minute and a

half ticked off the second half clock. The

Minutemen, facing a chaotic full court

press, matched baskets with the Dukes

through the next five possesions before

Shanahan snaked a half-court bounce pa.><s

to Darrell White, who capped the play with

a iCharles* Barkley-esque dunk.

The jam startled the 1.954 fans in at-

tendence and gave the Dukes a 57 40 lead

From that point. Duquesne reeled off a 12 2

streak that featured some more acrobatics

by White and several clever fast break

assists from Adams. A Shanahan pull up

8 footer at the 12:58 mark gave the Dukes

a 27 point lead, at 69-42. The last 10

minutes of the ballgame contained McCoy s

pursuit of the record books and the Dukes

quest for 100 pts.

In the early moments of this contest, the

Minutemen siezed a 6-2 lead on a McCoy

lumper and a pair of transition hoops from

Anton Brown and Ishmael Butler.

A Brian Anslemmo stuff with 16:51 to

play, however, gave the Dukes a 7 6 lead

thev would never lose.

With 12:16 in the half, a George Hardin

free throw and McCoy three point jumper

M women 's hoop
connnued from page 20

they played hard and smart," Hewelt said. "Sue Shay is

an outstanding player."

Shay had 19 of her points in the first half as the Bon

nies opened up a seven point intermission lead that they

would never lose. The visitors e.xploded out of the block,

utilizing a 12 point dash to take a 15-4 lead. UMass,

behind junior forward Helen PVeeman, closed the gap to

30 26 before the Bon nies opened it back to 38-31 at the

half.

UMass, which lost senior point guard Chnstel Zullo two

nights earlier to an ankle injury, was plagued even more

by Freeman's early foul trouble, as she picked up three

in the first half and then fouled out after playing only two

minutes in the second half.

"Obviously without Christel and without Helen on the

floor we're a completely different team. " Hewelt said.

'Our bench is sparse in terms of numbers, and we played

pulled the Minutemen to within 20-15. The

Dukes then rode a 20-5 run to a 40 20 lead

as the front line of White. Shanahan and

Anslemino walzed through the UMass zone

for easy inside points.

UMa.ss scratched to within 46 33 at the

break behind a Brown three pointer and

nine consecutive free throws, before the se-

cond half assault.

The Minutemen never hit their offensive

-•stride until McCoy took matters into his

own hands in the final minutes of the game
— long after the competition had l>ecome

an exhibition. In shifting a reasonable

45.6 percent from the field. UMass only

squeezed off 57 shots, compared to 84 for

the Dukes.

McCoy scored mx >tiaight p«>ial.- loi

UMass at one stretch late in the game, ty

ing Hempel's mark on a patented horizon

tal baseline leaner with 3:12 left to play.

McCoy, who had jammed the thumb on his

sh(K>ting hand a minute earlier, didn't at

tempt another shot before sitt ing down for

good with 2:18 to play

"I knew I was pretty close (to the record)"

said McCoy after the game "But I really

wasn't concentrating on it too much. I'm

glad I did it now that I know ... It was nice

to play in front of my home crowd."

McCoy's 27 led all scorers, while Brown
added 18 for the Minutemen. White, a late

minute sub when regular Arnd Neuhaus
caught the campus cold, led the Dukes with

22 jjoints and 8 rebounds. Adams chipped

in 21 points and 8 as^si.sts.

Duquesne 105-74
MaNKachuoeltit a*t. Jim NMov M 20 10 13 27. Jiihn T«tr

;I4 0U6. John Milum 26 2-16. Ifiiimarl Bullcr 2 -^ 4. An
ton Brown ft \:\ 4 .S It*, (rtwricv Hardrn 1 .> 2 t 4. Michael

B> rnrii 2 4 4. Brn Cirudnki O. (-hri> Baily 00 00
0. <'are\ Herrr 1 5 1 Malt AndvrMin 1 10 12. Sfan Nelrn

1 1 00 2 TotaU: 2t> .IT 19.13 74

I>uqursiM-il05>: Brian Shanahan » 16:14 19. arn- II White

10 16 2 -i 22 Brian An.-*ltnin,. 2 7 2 2 6. Clarton Adam»6 17

99 21. Ctjilin. Dobb. 7 i:i 1 2 16. Tonv FVtrarca 1 2 00 3.

.Jame* Friix 3 3 2 2 M. Krith Enuliith 2 6 1 4. Richard .Jean

1 2 01) 2, Robert Vnend 1 1 00 2: BrKt Paigr 110 12 Ta«al>:

42 M 19 24 lO.S

Thr«v-point goala: I'MaHs A 6 iMcCoy 1 1 . Brown 2 h\ Du
.|o.-nf 2 4 IW.tib- I J Pitrarra 1 2'
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Collripan photo by David HiganhiKurhi

Men's hoop was pounded on the road again Saturday. This time it was
Duquesne which belittled the Minutemen 105-74.

a poor first half, intensity-wise. We've got to come out and

play as hard as we can."

The Bonnies stretched their lead to 14 with 14:18 left

before UMass shaved it back to five, 51-46 with 9:25 to

play. But UMass couldn't come any closer than four the

rest of the way. Forced to foul late, the Minutewomen wat-

ched the composed Bonnies nailed down the game with

ll-of-14 accuracv from the line in the final three minutes.

Senior forward Leslie McGhee added 18 points and

sophomore point guard Roni Hergenroeder 10 for the Bon

nies. Senior co-captain Beth Wilbor led UMass with 15,

and now needs 51 points in at least five games (four

regular season plus at least one conference tournament

game) to reach the 1,000-point plateau.

Trish Riley added 14 points and eight assists. Sue

Serafini had 13 points and 11 rebounds while Keyburn
McCusker chipped in nine points and nine rebounds for

the Minutewomen. who fell to 10 13 overall and 4 10 in

the Atlantic 10. St. Bonaventure. with its second con

secutive conference win. is now 2-14 and 9-16 overall.

De.spite the loss, Hewelt feels something po.sitive can

still come out of it.

"This is a good test of our character. The challenges

we're facing will help us grow up." Hewelt said.

"We're not in the position to write off this year," she

added. "We've got some good opportunities left to be com-

petitive
"

St. Bonaventure 75-69
MuNsarhufM-Mii I6»h Htth Wilbur 7 IK I 2 1.5. .h-nny Moran 2 7 00 ,>; Hrlvn

Krwman 3 ."> 2 3 S. Uianm- Burki- 0, Trish Rilt-y 6 16 I 1 14. Keyburn
Mri iLokcr 3 12 :i 6 9. Sut- STraftni .MO 2 4 1.1; Limi Hair 2 3 1 -1 'i. Colln-n llnpkms

(iliiMMi To(hU:2H7I 10 19 69
St. Bonavpniurp (75>: Sue Shay 10 19 II 13 31; Lwilie Mrtlhw 6 18 S6 IH

I.isii M;ir(|iii» •) »< 2 2 H, KriHl^n DrLiica I 7 1 H 6; Rom HrrKrnroeder 2 13 -S 6

10. Kn« Hoffman o 0. Natalie White 12 1 2. Vaihelle Manlry O 2

Totalu: 21 67 27 34 7,'i

Thre«^pi>inl KoaU: I'Mass ;) 7 iRile> 1 .1 Moran I 1. Strafini 1 3i. St B<inaven

Miri .' 1 i II. r,M iircLilir 1 - M.Che.- 1 4 Sli.l\ 1) li

•;• '>!« >lfC**X*KSl.**m**^SL'*lSl>«»:»!«»>:«»>i«*>-«*>i«»:«»;«»>!«>y;«»:«»:«»:«»;«»>:«»:«»>:««>i«»>i«

STILL COMICS' #1 SWINGER!

Available at:

Same Bat Channel
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
586-8775

Hundreds of 25C Comics
All back issues 15% off

(including wall comics)

NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!

V tso^

V<

Discount Games and Supplies

E

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAIU\BLE

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST

UMass ski teams take 2nd and 3rd at Berkshire East
By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Mas.sachusetts men's
and women's ski teams wrapped up the
regular season at Berkshire East this past
weekend, and ended on a good note, accor-

ding to head coach Bill MacConnell. "We
skied well. Everyone on the team stood
up." he said.

As a team, the UMass women had a fine

weekend. They finished 2nd in the giant

slalom both days behind Boston College,

and were able to slip into a second place

tie with Plymouth St. for the season.

For UMass, Marcy Blacker grabbed 5th,

Elise Mcl>evvit was 10th, and Marti

(jilbert and Marj' Sontin had 11th and 12th

respectively. But the good performance on

Saturday by the UMass women was mar-
red by the loss ofsopohmore co-captain and
standout skier Elise McDevvit to injury.

After racing through the finish on her se-

cond run, her skis caught on a ridge. She

women s swimming
connnuea from page 20

was 25 seconds faster than the old UMass
record. Young's second place finish in the

.500 yard freestyle took five seconds off the

UMass record.

"All the distance swimmers should be
commended on how they swam," Newcomb
said. "They had perfectly paced and
technically gorgeous swims."

In the five years that Newcomb has been

UMass coach, the Minutewomen had never

won a relay race in the New Englands. This

weekend they came up first in the 200-yard

medley relay, and the 200-.400-,and

800-yard free relays.

Newcomb said, "The 200-yard relay was
the most important race of the weekend.

It was the first race of the meet, and the

win enabled us to set the tone for the whole

competition." The team of Laurie Schwarz,

Metis.sa Waller. Sue Gorski, and Michele

Leary won by cutting five seconds off the

UMass record.

The 200-yard free relay team of Patty

Pike, Kim Morin, Keira Cruz, and Leary
pulled out a UMass record in a close race.

Into the last lap the first two teams were
dead even. "When Michele Leary dove in

for the last lap, I knew they would win,"

Newcomb said.

The last event of the weekend, the

400yard relay, brought the meet to an ex-

citing end. In the 400yard relay Morin.
Pike, Leary, and Cruz set a UMass and
New England record (3:34:53i. In order to

take a second place overall finish. Nor-
theastern had to come in higher than fifth

in the event. Unfortunately for UMass. the

Huskies managed to take fourth — the se-

cond place overall victory slipped just out

of reach of the Minutewomen.
Sue Gorski set UMass records in the 100

and 200-yard butterfly events. She took

fourth and third in these races,

re.spectively.

Melissa Waller set UMass records in the

100- and 200-yard breaststroke and a

fourth in the 200-vard brea.ststroke.

dislocated her knee, and will be sorely

missed for next week's Eastern Champion-

ship in Middlebury.

On Sunday, Cammy Potter of BC again

won the giant slalom. Marcy Blacker's 5th

place was best for UMass. Also for UMass
were Marti Gilbert (11th), and Mary Sin-

ton (13tht.

"A good year for our women. They got

turned around and proved they could finish

with Plymouth St." said MacConnell.

B men 's gymnastics
connnuea Tom page 20

"I was just hoping everyone would hit

their set," Ronayne said. "That's the name
of the game."
Bart Balocki's 8.85 on the horizontal bar

was aLso a key score down the stretch.

"When Bart Balocki's score came up, I

thought we had a chance," UMass coach

Roy Johnson said. Both teams were bat-

tling very evenly down to the last event.

The Owls jumped out to an early lead in

the floor exercise, scoring a 45, powered by

Bill Roth's 9 6 and Joe Rowlette's 9.2. For
UMass, co-captain John Eggers finished

third with a 9.15

The next event was the pommel horse

where the Minutemen showed considerably

more depth than Temple. The Owls had
three exceptionally well efforts that took

the first three places. Roth winning the

event with a 9.55. But Temple also had
three very low scores also that cost them
.s«jme very valuable points. On the other

side. UMass got pretty consistent scores

from all six of their gymna.sts, headed by

The UMass men finished the season 3rd

behind Plymouth St. (1st) and BC (2nd).

The results on Saturday and Sunday
reflected the exact order of the final stan-

dings, as the UMass men finished 3rd both

days.

Rick D'Elia was tops for L'Mass on Satur-

day, finishing 12th. Also for UMass were
John Roche (16th) and Mike Boulanger
(21st). On Sunday, Roche captured 4th

place, D'Elia finished 10th, and John
Donovan 16th.

senior Joe Fitzgerald's 8.85. UMass even-

ed up the score with the Owls at 85.6 after

the pommel horse.

However, Temple regained the lead with

a superior performance on the still rings

and increased the lead a little more in the

next two events, the vault and the parallel

bars, before the big finish.

"The team looked very good," Eggers

said. 'They came through in the clutch
"

This could be the turning point for

UMass' season for a number of reasons.

First of all, the win raised the Minutemen's

record to 5-2, and more importantly 3-1 in

the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics

League in second place behind the United

States Naval Academy. Number two. the

Minutemen may have established some
momentum for the rest of the season by

tallying their highest score of the year. And
number three, the last three EIGL league

meets of the year will be at home.

Temple fell to 13 on the year and 12 in

the EIGL.
"Meets like this really bring the team

together becau.se it was a team effort."

UMass coach Rov Johnson said.

CLASSfflEDS
:OME TO Tl^E

ACTIVITIES

OLLlGIAN OFllCL MON -IHUKS e 30-3 30,FR1 t< 30-2 30»DEADl.ir:L 2 DAYS PRIOR TO FUELICATION'CASH iN ADVANCE 20 /WOkP.PA'r FOR STUDENT.

SIGMA ALPHA MU RUSH!) Fet 21 Sam
my Feud 8om Campus Center 101 Feb 72
Sammy Cinema 8pm Campus Cenle» - 162

CHRISTIAN BOOK REAOINO CLUB star

ting 367 2361

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are avaiiaWe Keep you' Inenos and parents

intormed aboul wtiat is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
mlofmation come down lo Room 1 13Cam
pus Center or Call S4S-3500

CONSERVATIVES UNITE! MMling lonite'

CC 1 74 at 8 00pm

ADO DROP A PAIN'> Budget cut* got you
down'' Write a letter to your represen-
tative Table outside the Mimstore S.U.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOC
General Meeting tonight Campus Center
162 175 New members are welcome

MARKETING CLUB GENERAL MEETING
new members welcome' Tuesday 112^ al

4 00 Watch club board in SBA lor location

TODAY CCA 9-4:30 HRTA Career Day' Op-
portunities' 50 Hospitality companies
represented' Don't miss out

JAZZ HOT DANCERS info meeting Wed 22
6 00pm MelviUe 2nd floor lounge Call Lisa

6 7334

RGHT THE HiG>rcdST OFTumON!
Work with Clean Water Action Earn
$6 80 10/hr working on our protessional

campaign staff Great work experience for

Comm Poll Sci. Env and marketing ma
lOrs Call 549-7450

JAP-BAITING: HARMLESS FUN,
ETHNIC SLUR?" Lecture by professor
Gary Spencer/Syracuse University Tonight

7 30pm CC804.808 Reform Jewish
Chavurah Sponsored

AUTO FOR SALE

1M3 FORD ESCORT WAGON- 50 000
miles A/C 'oot racK encellent condition

$2500 Call 2S6-0933

STRONGEST MAN AND WOMAN COM-
PETITION Saturday Feb ?5lh al the Ken
nedy Bodyshop l2-4(>m (2.00 lee and many
great prizes

PAHTETIC AT CHESS'? We are Show us
how lo lose tonighl 7 00 Campus Center
check info desk for room number

LEARN TO MEOITAfE - FREE Find hidden
self Expand universal outlook AnyMonor
Wed 3 5pm Campus Center Room •

posted near elevators

UMASS SKI CLUB runs the best spring

breaks to Barbados Bahamas. Bermuda
Killinglon and Breckenndge 545 3437/430
SUB

WHAT S THE POINT OF LIFE? Unique
dream techniques special visualizations

and simple twenty-minute spiritual exer

Cises can help you find your destiny in this

life Learn about the transforming spiritual

exetcises of ECKANKAR One hour presen
talion 30 minute video and basic how los
UMA Campus Center 7 30 Thursday Feb 9.

16?3

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is looking for

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested'' Call 5-0960 for details

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT

THE AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT is

recruiting volunteers lo work as
lirefighter/EMTs No experience necessary
See our table on the concourse February
22 24

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1,2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street parking and
free bus service lo UMass and shopping
areas Call 665 3856

1M2 GRAY SAAB TURBO exc cond
records avail a/c Apline stereo/cass Fast

fun runs like new call Michael 773-5864

81 HONDA CIVK: WAGON. Very well main

lamed, dependable $1200 549-2733

BMW 1974 3002 MAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb-
da Chi Alpha call Sean al 253-90ri2

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3-camp
organization in the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are available in Tennis Ar

chery Waterfront (W S I ) Cramatics Offce

Administration Computers Radio Arts 4

Crafts, Nature. Athletics. Jewelry

Photoography Dance Wrestling Cooking

Adventure/Challenge Course Filmmaking

Camp Drivers Season 6/24 a/20 Call

8O0 533CAMP (215 887 9700 m PA) or

write 407 Benson East. Jenkmtown. PA
19046

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE quality tunes for

all occasions 54»-1421 or 2S3-76S5

OAYTONA BEACH

BEACHFRONT HOTEL $139 w/bus $214
Florida is calling you' Call us Sean 546-8252

or Rob 253 7153

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

DAYTONA S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - $139 Panama City Beach s

Miracle Mile Resort $119. roundtrip

transportation add $80 Call Mark 549-2871

EARTH

RAINFOREST ACTION GROUP meets to

day room 905 Campus Center 4 30 Come
watch a very green video

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKADISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys. lights and large screen video

dances 256 8526

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER

253 974?

FOR SALE

BUY A BIKE Cannondale $300 or best of

lor naqcing and louring suntour gear

system Dia rompe brakes mistral

..luminum rims frame alone 'S 'worth five

hundred dollars Call Anytime 549 3512

OLD OMEGA 81 Eicetleni conditon 93 000
miles Call 256 8369

FOUND

FOUND WOMEN S WTCH ON 2 14 at bust

stop by S West black band black face gold
hands made m hong kong Call Time at

546 9030

DONNA STONE. I found your wallet Pick

It up at 4ISA Student Union Building

GUITAR LESSONS

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS with Ooug
Hewitt Rock. Blues-Folk all levels

Sor>gwri1ing improvisation, theory reading

Studio on 3 bus lines 549-4786 or

5496966

HELP WANTED

THIS PAST SUMMER 350 College
Students took on a Management Position

gaming exceptional managerial and
business skills for their career Average net

Summer earnings $10 740
1-800-922-5579

$10,000 A MONTH * '
' Market product m

untapped region Cnve and persisterx;e pay
off greatly Dave 584 5757

SGA COMMUNICATIONS IS HIRING -

Publicity/advertising consultant Applica-

tions at 304 SUB AA/EOE

SUMMER BUSINESS POSITION in your

hometown Earn avg $8 000 Excellent ex-

perience 665-2527

FREE MEALS can the DC Fraternity in need
of light kitchen tieip, m exchange for meals

Call Jon 545-0046

KATHLYN S. COX

VERONKA WOLF OF CHI OMEGA it b

finally here' Have a great ?isi 8 Day Love
your roommate

STEVIE YOU LOVE-SLAVE! Too bad
your parents didn t fool around a year
earlier' Hope your birthday was wild and
rememberable' If not we M make up for it

this weekerxl' Party hearty you sweet thang

IF ANYONE SCES ANNIE LOWSON wish
her a belated happy birthday because whe
turned 21 on Sat Love your Big Sis

JAMIE J. AT BRITTANY MNR. Hope you
enjoyed our flowers WiN call soon lo say
hello

AMY WATSON GOOD LUCK IN ENGLISH
132 froTi the guy wtio pays more attention

to you 'H class than the prof

RITO BOTELHO HAPPY B-DAV~sorna
a day late nope you have a good one PS-
have you start working on your 3 yef
Love Deb & Linh

YA!!!! I was only kidding when I said to be
ignorant especially toward me

HOPE AND SARAH THANKS FOR THE
nice tip wedr>esday night It made my night

Love your waiter

JEN HI THERE'S YOUR PERSONAL!
Who s a little late'' Happy I9th ILV ALLY

MENDEL • Au contraire mon frere You re

gonna die of malnuUitian. dude Love. Suzie
and Eh

FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPACK}US squire

village apt Feb and March Iree 183/mo
3672092

2 FEMALES TO SHARE Townehouse apt

Call 6 9207

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES, Lmipnn
ling copies typing 665 8873

AUTO REPAIRS: Very reasonable ex

perienced mechanic Work your place or

mine Messages for Mark 665-8467

RESUME TYPESETTING. Avoid the end
of semester panic Very experienced inex

pensive overnight laserwriter quality Lisa

6654969

SIGMA ALPHA MU RUSH!!

RUSH SIGMA ALPHA MU! Feb 21 Sammy
Feud 8pm Campus Center 101 Feb 22

Sammy Cinema 8pm Campus Center - 162

UMASS LAX SWEATSHIRT

- LOST/STOLEN ON (Ih FLOOR OF *

' Coolidge 1 st weekend in Feb Reward

'

offered for tt>e return of this navy
sweatshirt with a Lacrosse Logo

'No questions asked Just please return'

It no one else has one artd it has '

' extreme sentimental value Call Laura
'

at 546^8031

WANTED

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE III Call

Steve at 549 0133

FEMALE SHARE ROOM IN apt on Amity
SI $175 mo Call asap 549 7783

PING PONG TABLE. Any condition Please
call Teresa at 546-6397

SIGMA KAPPA

SIGMA KAPPA CONGRATULATES OUR
AWESOME new pledges Melissa Barlow

Samantha Boyd. Linda Collins. Laura

Malloy Jennifer Mclnerney Patricia

Mooney Raechel McGmn Carolyn Spivak

0)as Tambone Lisa Eden Walsh and Debi

Woodworth Love, The Sisters of Sigma
Kapp«

NEED A HAIRCUT!? For the lowest rates

call 253 9127 Leave message

MAM- Can you believe one year of

domestication'' I know we'll make it' 3 out

of 3 IS terrific' Feb. March or Sept'"' (Decj

Shut the door (very, very much) The Hare

TICKETS NEEDED

TO LA OR VEGAS anywhere between for

Spring Break 66378

HAPPY 21 SI BIRTHOAVI Get ready to

lage' Love ya Jamne

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Cenler Get hands on ex

penence m the legal field-work directH with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience m
Ihe legal profession necessary-training pro-

vided An information session will be hekJ

on February 22 ''om 3 30-4 30 m room 901

Campus Center (545-19951

NEED CASH

GET SOME SPRING BREAK MONEY
belore it s lo late" Sell rne your baseball

cards Call Todd anytime 549.6361

JOSH GORDON Best wishes on your cam-
paign for SGA president

TO MY TRUEST LOVE - Thanks for the

besi Valentine -OK"

WHO IS PAUL RICHARE JEFFERY?

SARAH PERCHANCE YOU READ THIS
Happy Birthday LOve you like a Sis

MICHELE KOSKi Happy Bnhday Love your

Roomie

LOUISE- Happy Anniversary Love always
Paul one more tear

WHY DOES THE SKI CLUB run Spring

Break trips'' For the parties LAGNAF with

Ihe best 430 SUB/545 3437

HELP' LOOKING FOR allractive male up
perclassman as an escort to a wedding in

the Bahamas weekend of March 3 Tickets

purchased but dumped Tiy boyfriend Free
ride Interested'' Call Cathy Coona
5468909

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEWEST
"BIDDIES of Alpha Chi Omega We are

all so happy lo have you See you tonight'

BRIAN AUSTIN— It s been a great and in-

teresting two year Happy anniversary Love
Julie

TO A SEXY SENSUOUS BABE MIKE Ha7-

damis birthday wishes available for you -

JJZ

OINA, WANNA GO TO THE TOC again'
447-7527 Tim After Six

DEAR ANONYMOUS, thank you for the

nicest valentine I have ever received Love,
Cammie

HAPPY BDAY Tom love Elise

MURPH OP GREENWICH - met you at your

parly think you re really hot' Meet me m Ihe

Hatch at 12-15 on 2/23 I II be wearing red

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Oenise 256-0998 4pm or later

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK WEEKENDS
Montreal $79

Includes round trip motor
coach and 2 nights hotel

'Directly downtown
Breakaway tours

508 842 7336
420 Boston Turnpike

Shrewsbury MA 01545

SPRING BREAK SPACES AVAILABLE
but selling out last! Cancun Special; on-
ly $389'quad no additional charges! Plus

amazing prices to Acapuico Nassau
Reserve your space immediately! Call

Janice or Jennifer 549-8239.

ONE WAY TICKET Boston to Los angeles
leaves March ?0th $1(X) or tiesi offer call

549 7586 leave message

HOT NIGHTS, COOL FROZEN DRINKS,
reggae music, sandy beacties and you Af-

fordable spring break trips to Jamaica. Can
cun Acapuico, and Daytona Call Karen or

Shara at 546-6612 or Merideth at 549-8274

for details

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT
COME PARTY WITH 250.000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN 546-7483

TYPING

WORDSMITH PROFESSIONAL TYP-
ING. Papers resumes and more' Laserprtn-

ting with spellcheck 253-4564

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Alisa 527 6505

CONCRETE CITY:
Rockn-roli

Borne from the

depths of rocks

ROOMMATES WANTED

ONE ROOM IN APARTMENT 254 inclusive

1-2 people 256-0958 256 4270

WORD PROCESSING fast professional.

accurate 665 4501
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It came down to the final event but when the scores were tallied, the UMass gymnastics team

pulled out on top of Temple by less than one point.

M. gymnasts topple Temple
Minutemen improve to 5-2

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The atmosphere was like that of two boxers waiting in

the ring for the decision of the judges after a long hard

fight.

The University of Massachusetts men's g\'mnastic team

did not know if they had beaten Temple University after

the last event of the day. The Minutemen had to wait for

the scores of the horizontal bar to be tallied.

And when announcer John Langan read the score "Tem-

ple University 261.7 and the University of Massachusetts

262.65." the crowd of about 300 people let out a roar that

W. swimming
takes 3rd place
at Rhody
By DEBORAH PICARDI
Collegian Correspondent

By placing third in the New England Swimming and

Diving Championships this weekend at the University of

Rhode Island, the University of Massachusetts women's

swim team proved that it is a team to be contended with.

The Minutewomen racked up an amazing five New
England records, 15 UMass records, and 50 lifetime best

swims. The weekend produced first place winners in three

individual events and 4-out-of-5 relay races. UMass
coach Bob Newcomb said, "It was the best coaching ex-

perience I've had in my life. The team responded very well.

They swam well day in and day out. They went after it

and never let up.
"

Michele Leary put in another phenomenal performance

by taking the only UMass individual championships in

has not been heard in quite some time at the Boyden Gym
nasties Center.

It was the first home meet of the year for UMass and

there could not have been a more climactic finish.

Things did not look good for the Minutemen going into

the horizontal bar, trailing 219.4 217.45. But senior Jay

Ronayne came up with a career performance on the h-bar,

hitting a 9.6, a personel high for Ronayne and just . 10 off

the school record of 9.7. A 9.1 for freshman Calvin Booker

and a 9.15 for senior Tim Myers capped the strongest

event of the day for UMass. racking up a 45.2 team score

to bring home the victory.

continued on page 19

Minutewomen
slide past
So. Conn
Improves record to 5-1

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

There is only one thing to do when a win streak is end-

ed. Forget about it and start another one.

That's what the University of Massachusetts women's

gymnastics team did this weekend in New Haven, Ct. by

disposing of Southern Connecticut State University on

Saturday, 175.40 173.65. Though, not in the fashion that

UMass coach Alfie Mitchell wanted

"We won the meet but not so nicely," Mitchell said.

Though Mitchell got some good individual efforts from

freshman Erin Klier and Kim Grady, as well as Debbie

Schultz. he wanted to see some higher team numbers on

the board.

"As a team we didn't look good at all." Mitchell said.

"Everything just seemed too dull. There wasn't any ex-

citement so maybe they just couldn't get up for the meet."

The Minutewomen, now 5 1 on the .sea.son. did generate

a little excitement in the floor exercise where Klier and

junior Erika Baxter battled to a first place tie, each receiv-

ing a 9.15 from the judges.

Grady took first on the balance beam with a 9.1 for her

efforts on the way to a 35.25 in the all around to top all

scorers.

But with the exception of Grady's routine, the

Minutewomen had a weak performance on the beam,

registering four falls that lowered their score by two

points.

Schultz's score of 9.3 on the uneven parallel bars was

good enough for first place. But the bars were also a sore

spot for UMass where it had three falls.

Maybe one of the reasons that there was a little letdown

in this meet by the Minutewomen was because this was

the third week in a row that they have been on the road.

UMass will get a chance right away to improve upon

yesterday's performance when it return to the friendly

confines of the Boyden Gymnastics Center tomorrow night

for the first time in three weeks for a 7:30 p.m. encounter

with the Chiefs of Springfield College.

the 50, 100 , and 200-yard

freestyle events. She took .5

of a second off the New
England record with a time

of 24.02 in the 50-yard

freestyle. In the 100-yard, a

tired Leary produced a

UMass record and tied the

New England record.

Newcomb said, "Michele

had a great meet. She was
by far the outstanding

swimmer of the meet. I may
be biased, but other coaches

said they felt the same
way "

Tracy Young came up

with a second place in a

grueling 1650-yard freestyle

race. Her time (17:31:34)

continued on page 19

Newcomb:
Coach of
the Year
UMa-ss women's swimm

ing coach Bob Newcomb
was named the New
England Women's Swimm-
ing and Diving Associa-

tion's coach of the year for

the second straight season,

this weekend at the New
England Championships.

"To me, it is a stamp of ap-

proval by my peers. It pro-

, ves that what we're doing is

being recognized as ex-

cellence," Newcomb said.

Hoop teams drubbed on Saturday
Minutewomen lose by six

By JIM CLARK
Collegian StafT

University of Massachusetts women s hoop coach Kathy
Hewelt Saturday likened her team to the Boston Celtics

— which would have been quite a compliment if uttered

anytime during the pa.st decade until last October.

But Hewelt was referring to the latest version, the one

.sans Larr>'. the one that is wounded and struggling to .save

face.

The Minutewomen are just that, now minus the two

guards that started the season as well as a freshman who
has not played a minutf all year. Though none have a

Bird-like impact, the lack of depth hurts badly.

That was never more evident than Saturday afternoon

at Curr>- Hicks Cage as the Minutewomen fell into a quick

guUey from which they could never escape, a 75-69 loss

to St. Bonavenlure.

And while comparisons are being thrown about, let's

assimilate Saturdays effort to the Celtics dropping a game

to the Charlotte Hornets. The Lady Bonnies are a team

that have competed in Division I for just three years, but

are starting to show signs of improvement.

One need not look far to see why this team is on the

rise. Freshman forward Sue Shay gave the Minutewomen

a rude lesson, working inside and outside for a camfhigh

31 points, just a week after she torched St. Joseph's for

40 in a six-point loss to the leagues number two team.

"St. Bonaventure is much improved Give them credit.

continued from page 18

CnllrKian phntn by Jamnn Talvrmnn

The University of Ma.ssachusetts women's
basketball lost it's second game in a row Satur-

day when it fell to St. Bonaventue 75-69.

Men's team crushed by Duquesne, 105-74
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

PITTSBURGH. Pa. - This .story was going to write

itself. Pittsburgh natives Jim McCoy, John Tate and

John Calipari were going to return to their home turf

and show the folks what they had learned at college.

McCoy, who entered the game in search of 28 points to

break'the all-time University of Massachusetts freshman

scoring mark, would do so in style, in front of all those

people who "knew him when..."

Nope. Saturday evening in the new A.J. Palumbo
Arena in downtown Pittsburgh, PA, the Duquesne Dukes
greeted the visiting Minutemen with a 105-74 pounding.

The loss dropped UMass to 9-15 on the season (and 0-2

on their tour of Carnegie country following Thursday's

loss at West Virginia), while their hosts improved to

1014.
McCoy did scrap for 27 points to pull dead even with

John Hempel's freshman season record of 470. The first

continued on page IS

The US Fish and
Wildlife service may
move its regional office

to UMass. Page 4.

The reviews are in on
The Burbs starring

Tom Hanks: stay in the

city. Page 12.

women s gym
;tics #am will be '

home for the first time

this semester. Page 20
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Former White House aide Oliver North leaves U.S. District court in Washington Tuesday after

opening arguments in the Iran/Contra trial.

North trial commences
Opening statements paint different pictures of North
By The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Oliver L. North "placed him.self

above the law" by lying to Congress and shredding
documents to conceal his support of the Nicaraguan rebels,

a prosecutor told jurors yesterday at the opening of the

former presidential aides Iran-Contra trial.

Associate independent counsel John W. Keker .said

North's lies to congressional committees and to the at-

torney general amount to "a crime that goes to the soul

of our self-government."

But North's lawyer, Brendan Sullivan, countered that

Career day offers students help

"the defense says to you. he is not guilty on all charges.

He never broke the law . . . and he followed instructions

of higher authority."

Keker, then Sullivan, delivered their opening

.statements, each describing a different North, the first

person to go on trial in the Iran Contra affair.

"He was doing his job as he understood it. He was do-

ing his duty as he understood it," Sullivan said. "If he

didn't, then there could be death resulting to the people

he worked with and dangers resulting to the United

.States." continued on page 10

LSC loses
second bid
in court
By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Correspondent

A First US Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday rejected

a University of Massachusetts student government appeal

to return the power to the Legal Services Center to repre-

.sent students in court.

The decision will continue to limit the LSC to provide

only legal advice and referral, as was ordered by a Board

of Trustees decision in the summer of 1987 that rescind-

ed the power of the LSC to litigate for students.

Thomas Coish, a lawyer who works at the Legal Ser-

vices Center, said yesterday's decision may be further ap-

pealed by students.

The appellants were members of the Student tkjvern

ment Association and the Graduate Student Senate and
other individual students. They were appealing an 1988

decision by a US District Court which ruled that the

University had not acted discriminatorily and in their own
interest when they barred the LS(7 (then called the I^gal

Services Office) in the summer of 1986 from representing

students in cases against the University.

Coish said the trustee's 1986 move was "clearly

di.scriminatory." And their 1987 move to take away all

power from the LSC was "clearly tactical to enhance their

position in the federal litgation pending, by getting rid

of the argument that they (the University) weren't

discriminating on the basis of who was being sued."

The litigation Coish referred to was a suit filed by

students against the trustees after the 1986 move, the at-

torney said. The students claimed the L.SOs succe.ss in

suits against the UMass incited the trustees to bar the

L.SO from suing the University.

That suit resulted in the court ruling in 1988. in which

the judge ruled the later move by the school in 1987 to

rescind all power from the LSC rendered the students' in-

itial case of discrimination no longer a live issue.

Part of the latest appeal was an objection to that rul

ing. Coish said "if it can be shown that a state actor acted

with improper or illegal motives, then the action itself is

uncon.stitutional "

The students al.so contended there were free speech

violations, the trustees were restricting the intended use

of .student activities fees, and the University was block-

ing students' rights to petition the government to seek

compensation.

The court ruled against the students on all four counts.

At the time of the 1986 trustees' decision. University

officials .said the school's ability to secure liability in-

surance was being jeopardized by the number of lawsuits

by .students against the school.

Coish said "only 13 lawsuits have been brought against

the University since 1975, but .some have involved serious

civil rights abuses that have embarrassed" the school.

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The department of hotel, restaurant and
travel administration's career day helps

students decide where and for whom they

want to work, said co-organizer Elizabeth

Locke.

The 14th annual career day was held

yesterday in the Campus Center
Auditorium and attracted at lea.st 600
students from the University of

Mas.sachusetts and surrounding .schools,

.said Locke.

The purpose of the day is not for students

to actually interview, but to find out what
companies are out there and to give seniors

an opportunity to drop off resumes, she

said.

A total of 49 companies were represented

ranj^ing from Peter Pan Bus Lines to

Burger King.

David Kemp, a Burger King represen

tative. said the company has been atten-

ding HRTA's Career Day for the past three

years and has hired about five UMass
graduates becau.se of career day.

Kemp said because UMass has one of the

few four-year HRTA programs in the coun-

try, they will continue to recruit here.

"[Career day) gives us an opportunity to

build a good relationship" with students,

he said.

Alex Pratt, representing Omni Hotels,

.said the day helps generate interest in the

company and gives students a chance to

ask que.stions.

"They're (the students) shopping us as

much as we're shopping them," he said.

continued on page 10

Indelicate gets 7-10 years
By The Associated Press

BOSTON - Gerard T. Indelicato. the

former president of Bridgewater State

College and former education adviser to

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, was sentenc-

ed yesterday to .serve at least a year in

the states maximum-security pri.son on

an array of corruption charges.

Led into the court in handcuffs, In-

delicato pleaded guilty to eight counts

of forgery, larceny, conflict of interest,

filing a false income tax return and ly

ing to the state. Under a plea bargain

arrangement, Indelicato was spared a

trial and 33 other counts were placed on

file.

The 42-year-old Norwood resident —
now serving a federal prison term in

Pennsylvania on corruption charges —
stood stoically as the punishment was
handed down by Superior Court Judge

Robert W. Banks. Dressed in a tweed

jacket and .striped tie, Indelicato, a once

powerful political figure, clenched his

jaw and kept his compo.sure.

On the two forgery counts, Banks im-

posed a sentence of 7 to 10 years in the

maximum security prison in Walpole,

with three years to be served, after In

delicato finishes his federal prison term.

Under state law, Indelicato would be

eligible for parole after one year.

In all. Banks said he anticipated that

Indelicato would .spend 2^h years behind

bars on the federal and state charges

continued on page 5
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IT'S A BEAGLES AIRPORT-.Jackpot sits

at JFK Airport where he is the top dog of the

Beagle Brigade~the canine arm of the US
Department of AgricuUure Plant Protection.

lOPCRflLST NonTHRnnpTON.mfl

titiunn[Cover is on ly 99C before 9:3

UPSTAIRS DANCE CLUB
GET DOWN, DOWN TOWN
FRI & SAT NIGHTS 8:30-1:00

UNIVERSAL

JOINT
THE LIVE MUSIC CLUB

Robin Williams wins
Harvard award

CAMBRIDGE <AP> - In one of his best-known roles,

comedian Robin Williams played a visitor from outer
space who shrieked "nanu-nanu." drank water with his

finger and wore rainbow-colored suspenders.

In a real-life appearance only slightly less outlandish.
Williams came to Han'ard University yesterday to share
a stage with female impersonators, receive a brass pud-
ding pot, strap on a pair of rainbow-colored falsies and
accept the 1989 Man of the Year Award from the Hasty
Pudding Theatricals.

Hasty Pudding, the nation's oldest undergraduate
dramatic organization, gave an identical brass pot and its

Woman of the Year Award to actress Kathleen Turner
last week.

Williams was to receive his award before the curtain
went up on the Hasty Pudding's 141st annual musical
farce, a spoof on Piohibition called "Whiskey Business."
As always , the show has an all male cast, including many
students dressed as women.
Since gaining fame as Mork in the television series

"Mork & Mindy"Williams has gone on to success in films,

including "The World According to Garp" and "Moscow
on the Hudson." His portrayal of Adrian Cronauer, the
comic deejay in "Good Morning, Vietnam," earned him
a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor and an Academy
Award nomination in 1987.

His latest film, "The Dead Poets Society," is scheduled
for relea.se in June.

Hasty I*udding members advised Williams at lunch that
he would be allowed to drink from the pudding pot with
his finger, but cooking anything in the bra.ss vessel could
be a problem. When past man-of-the-year recipient Steven
Spielbrri; it, his melted

THURSDAY FEB 23rd
Rock-Steady Reggae an'Skankin' w/

NEW HORIZON
Only $5.00 at the door

FRIDAY FEB 24th
DIRECT FROM TRINIDAD

WORLDWIDE SOCA SENSATION

ARROW
Topping the charts

in Enghland & Europe
this is HOT. HOT. HOT'

Also

LOOSE CABOOSE
advance tix $11.50

SATURDAY FEB 25th
COMEDY EVERY SAT 8 to 10

THIS WEEKS TRIO

ED REGINE
The male Tina Turner of Comedy
FRANK O'DONNELL

Boston's Madman
and

RICK JENKINS
Following Comedy at 1000 p m

STREET TEMPERATURE
Red-Hot 8-piece soul, horn dance band

only $5.00 at the door

SUNDAY FEB 26th
Chicago's Rising Blues Star

MELVIN TAYLOR
Soul-sweet, aching, blues guitar, don't miss!

This young man is going to go to the top

$5.00 at the door—Doors open at 7:30 p m

MONDAY FEB 27th
Straight from Scotland

THE PROCLAIMERS
MARCH 2nd ALL-AGES SHOW
JANES ADDICTION

adv. tix $10 00/$2.00 surcharge for under 21 s

Doors open at 7:00 show at 8:00 sharp

MARCH 3rd
TOOTS AND THEMAYTALS

Doors open at 7:00 show at 8:00 sharp
Adv tix $12.50 must be 21 years old

413-584-7771
10 PEARL ST. NORTHAMPTON
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FEELING BETTER - Kitty Dukakis is

"terrific" after two weeks of treatment at an
alcoholic rehabilitation center, said her hus-
band Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis.

Soviet musicians
to perform in Idaho

MOSCOW. Idaho (AP» - Pianist Leonid Vintskevich
and saxophonist Lembit Saarsalu. two of the top Soviet
jazz musicians, will give their first North American per-

formance this week at the Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival.
Festival director Lynn Skinner said it has taken two

years to obtain the Soviet government's permi.ssion and
clear all the diplomatic hurdles for the two to come to the
event sponsored by the University of Idaho's School of

Music.

the 22nd annual festival begins its three-day run Thurs-
day and will feature performances by the Soviet jazzmen
at each night's featured concert.
"They don't speak any English, but they .speak the

language ofjazz." Skinner said. "The recordings they've
sent us have been the very finest you could imagine in

terms of performance skills."

Although Saarsalu lives in Estonia and Vintskevich
several hundred miles away in Kursch. they have played
a number of concerts together in the Soviet Union and
have teamed up at European jazz festivals. Skinner said.
They'll get a chance to play at the festival with Hamp

ton and his New York Big Band, along with other
American jazz gieats such as trumpeter Wynton Marsalis,
saxophoni.st Stan Getz, vocalist Carmen McRaw and
Guitarist Kenny Burrell.

LOCAL
Emergencyphones on
the wan to UMass

I olliKiHn ptwilo li\ l>i>ndi Ahiarri

TOTALLY MARLEY- Ziggy Marley delighted the crowd at the
Fine Arts Center last night with his classic array of reggae music.

By PETER LUCHT ^^
Collegian Staff

Additional emergency phones on campus
are one facet of the TelCom Project now be
ing planned at the University of
Massachusetts and slated for implementa-
tion next year, said John Miller, project

director at the Office of Computer and In

formation Science.

Six phones are currently being planned
by OCIS, four will be placed in bus shelters

in the E-Lots on the edges of campus, one
at the ob.servatory between the Orchard
Hill and Sylvan residential areas and one
at the Southwest playing fields. Miller said.

The University of Massachusetts Divi

sion of Public Safety has coordinated with
the University Telecommunications Office

as to where the emergency phones should
be placed for maximum effectiveness, said

Lawrence G. Holmes. ass^Kiate director of

the Division of Public Safety.

"Sometimes it is very difficult to find a
phone on campus, especially at nighl. We
must provide students with a link to the
police." Holmes said.

"We are providing a servicf to students,

as well as making the campus .safer. Its an
excellent program, the feedback has been
good. An indication of this is that there has
been very little damage to the phones
already in operation. Abuse of the phones
is the same as someone pulling a fire

alarm. The fact that there has been so lit-

tle vandalism is a sign that everyone ap-

preciates them." Holmes said.

Holmes .said he hopes the new phones
will encourage students to report any
unlawful incidents they might witne.ss on
campus, and serve as a deterrent to cam-
pus crime.
Gilberto Perez, lead inside inspector at

Students volunteer time to fight fires
By PATRICIA REGO
Collegian Staff

An important and sometimes overlooked part of the

Amherst Fire Department is the Volunteer Student Force,

according to George Bowler, the department's assistant

fire chief.

"The student force is compri.sed of up to 15 or 16 students

who volunteer their time," Bowler .said. "Their payment
is serving the community." Currently 13 students make
up the force, he said.

The student force supplements the Amherst Fire Depart-

ment, said the student force's captain. James Wright.

"The student force fights fires and attends to medical

emergencies," he said.

"I joined the force because I like doing those things

(fighting fires and attending medical emergencies]," said

Wright, a UMass student.

"It takes a lot of time but it's enjoyable," he .said. "It

breaks up the monotony of just going to classes."

Wright said there are many advantages to becoming a

student firefighter, such as living in the fire station rent

free upon gaining seniority, and obtaining all-area park-

ing stickers. But he said there are also disadvantages.
"Now and then we are up at all hours of the night," he

said. "Sometimes it affects your studies but then it's worth
it if you save a life or a house from burning.

"

Bowler .said the job is "a lot of responsibility to handle

Gordon joins SGA race
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Student Sen. Josh Gordon became the fourth con-

tender in the race for president of the Student Govern
ment AsstKiation this week when he formally announc-

ed his candidacy for the position.

Gordon, a junior accounting major and co-president

of Gorman House Council, said fighting budget cuts,

restoring tailgating before football games, and increa.s-

ing minority enrollment at the University are among
his main priorities.

"We have to work harder than any other university

becau.se of the way it's been." he said. "We need to

work harder.
"

A member of the SGA budget committee, Gordon said

he helped to "successfully" formulate the $2.2 million

Student Activities Trust Fund budget, an experience

he said demonstrates his ability.

Gordon stud if elected he will organize a team of

volunteers, the Ma.ssachusetts Unified Student Lobby

(MUSL) group to contact state legislators and the com-

munity to improve higher education.

at their age."

"They are protecting the town of Amherst just as if they

were getting paid, and they handle their job well." he said.

The student does not need experience in fighting fires

to join the force. Bowler said, but before becoming a stu-

dent firefighter, the department puts the recruit through
inten.se training.

"We don't ju.st take these kids off the street and put a

hose in their hands and then send them into a flaming
building." he said. "We do send them through inten.se

training before the school year and during the year also.

They are always practicing to improve themselves."
Once a student is accepted onto the force, that person

is required to attend Wonder Week, three-hour weekly
drills, two or three all-day drills and Emergency Medical
Technician [EMT] training. Bowler .said.

Wonder Week, consisting of approximately 60 hours of

training in a five-day period, is led by the captain of the
student force and supervised by the assistant fire chief.

Bowler said.

"After completion of this week they have a good foun

dation to build on," he said. "They meet the National Fire

Prevention Agencies standards for a No. 1 firefighter."

All five-college undergraduates living in Amherst can
apply to the student force and an information table will

be set up on the Campus Center concourse today through
Friday, Bowler said.

Spartacists to fire

back at Republicans
By Scott C. Hill

Collegian Correspondent

Several affiliates of the Spartacus Youth Club intend

to file charges of assault and battery against six members
of the University of Massachu.setts Republican Club.

The Spartacists will face the Republican charges on Feb.

28.

The new charges come one week after five of the six ac-

cused Republican Club members filed similar charges in

Northampton District Court again.st the Spartacists

following a Feb. 9 brawl.

Of the new charges, Tom Daley of the Spartacist League
.says the Republicans perpetrated a "premeditated, violent

as.sault. trying to censor (the Spartacist's] anti-racist views

through physical terror."

The Spartacists intend to file charges in Northampton
against Republican Club members Paul McGonnigal,

Doug Dratch. Ken Rudy. Brian Darling, Scott Kramer and

W. Greg Rothman. Rothman was not present during the

"'"^*'-
continued on page 10

the University Telecommunications Office,

said there is a plan for 99 phones to be in-

.stalled eventually, but there is currently

funding for six phones to be installed, at

a cost of approximately $600 per unit.

The new phones will be of a more
.sophisticated design, providing a direct

link to the police and also allowing
students to make on-campus calls. Dif-

ferent designs are being investigated now
as part of the project planning, said Perez.

Miller said funds for the emergency
phones are embedded in the funding for the

entire TelCom project, which will, when in-

stalled, provide data links between student
dormitories and university computers,
along with other services. The bulk of the

nearly $.30 million allocated for the three

University of Massachusetts campuses
comes from a state grant. Miller said.

Miller said approximately $21.5 million

has been allocated to the Amherst campus
for the entire TelCom project. Maintenance
costs for the three campuses will be about

$1 million per year. Miller said.

"It is a higher front-end cost for the

University, but the ongoing maintenance
costs will be a lot lower than if we didn't

own the equipment. The in.stallation will

Ik- done by Erics.son Inc.. the lowest bid-

der." Miller said.

Perez said the telecommunications office

will oversee Ericsson, making sure all

technical and con.struction specifications

are met when the project finally gets

underway.
Holmes said the 10 phones in existence

automatically record the Uxration of a

caller, and police dispatchers have direct

lines to the fire department and other area

police departments. Response time to the
phont's aMTa^cs Ihtff nuiuites

Trustees start

letter writing
campaign
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Colleges and universities in Massachusetts are wag-
ing literal war again.st state legislators as of ye.ster

day. when .student trustees began enlisting students
in a letter writing campaign.
The campaign, part one of a four part program

designed by student trustees at the University of

Ma.ssachusetts to educate state legislators about the
needs of public higher education, is compiling letters

from students to send to state representatives

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice said she hopes the
drive, which 27 of the state's schools are participating
in, will collect 1,000 letters from UMa.ss students by
Monday. The Tru.stees have .set up a letter writing table

in the Student Union.
At the end of the first day the campaign had netted

about 75 letters. Several students had crowded the
table to learn about the drive and the facts posted
behind the table.

The facts, a series of posters explained the reasons
behind the campaign which, in brief, are these:

• Trustee records show a 7.9 percent tuition increa.se

la.st year.

• Tru.stee records show that an emergency curriculum
fee increa.se of $315 went into effect in last July and
that another $50 fee increase went into effect in

January to counter budget shortfalls in state funding.
• According to University Relations and Development
the number of cla.s.ses cancelled by departments in one
year has doubled from 863 to 1.654 this .spring.

• About 350 fewer students will be admitted to the
school next semester.

Orefice said trustees statewide have organized a rally

at the Statehouse in Boston on March 29. two days after

f^ublic Higher R^ducation Week is scheduled to begin.
The week, part two of the program running from

March 27 to April 1. will start off when phone lines

between student government organizations and .state

representatives will be opened and complaints may be
aired.

The remaining two parts of the program involve
graduate students conferring with other students about
the budget cuts, and organizing political action
committt>es.
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LSC prepares
students for

future in law
By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Correspondent

Pursuing an internship at the Legal Services Center

can be rewarding in many ways, according to Thomas
Coish, an LSC lawyer.

Coish said interns gain experience in many different

fields of law 'Each legal assistant receives ongoing

training in the areas of law that they are focused on,"

Coish said. "Each works for a particular attorney, and

each attorney works in a certain field of law."

Coish is one of three lawyers at the LSC. Most of the

cases he handles are landlord-tenant disputes, but he

also gives advice on immigration and labor issues.

Other lawyers advise and refer students on criminal

and consumer matters. Coish said.

The University barred the LSC from rtprestnting

students in August. 1987. and since then the LSC has

been limited to giving only legal advice and referral.

The LSC. however, is still handling open ca.-^es that

were initiated before August. 1987.

Coish emphasized that "even without litigation

powers, we are still a very active office. Students can

become involved in ongoing negotiations and in the

drafting of letters and documents to try to resolve

students' problems without litigation.
"

Interns at the Legal Services Center receive train

ing on how the legal process works. Coish said. "They

learn how to do legal research, how to negotiate, and

how to interview."

Each student will also receive courtr(K>m experience

"through ongoing litigation that we have, in cases we
refer, or in private cases that one of the LSC lawyers

might have in court." Coish said.

"Many of our interns have been able to successfully

go on to law school and other fields as a result of this

experience." he said.

The LSC can sponsor a full academic courseload for

their interns. "We strongly prefer full-time interns, but

we have gone to part-time as well." Coish .said.

Full time interns seeking 15 credits work 40 hours

per week.

Representatives of the LSC and the I'niversity In

ternship Program will be speaking to prospective in

terns today at 3:30 p.m. in room 901 of the Campus
Cf-nttT, Coish said

Environmental agency at UMass ?

By KATHERLNE T LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

The US Fish and Wildlife Service may be

moving its regional headquarters to the

University of Massachusetts, officials said

last week.

Sites in New York and Pennsylvania

were considered, said Jaymie Chertoff, the

University's director of industry and

regional development. Other sites in South

Hadley, Deerfield and Amherst are also be

ing investigated.

On campus, two possible locations for the

offices are a tract of land on Orchard Hill

and an area on University Drive, she said.

The inability to recruit biologists and

clerical help in Newton, where the head-

quarters are currently IcKated. spurred the

move to Western Massachusetts, Dale Cog-

geshall, assistant regional director for the

agency, said.

The University has also been en

thusiastic about the agency's possible ar-

rival, he added '• We've had an) indication

that Provost Richard D OBritn wants us

on campus." he said.

There is irreat interest in the move

within the University as well, according to

Chertoff. "The faculty and college (of Food

and Natural Resources) are very excited."

she said.

Donald Arganbright, head of the forestry

and wildlife management department,

said, "It's a neat opportunity for the

University and the department (and for>

student and faculty interaction with the

department."

The University has encouraged the agen-

cy's arrival, Chertoff said, "(to strengthen!

relations with an outside agency."

However, the proposal is not without its

complications. Coggeshall said the Univer

sity, the state and federal governments and

the General Services Administration must

approve the move. The Secretary of the In-

terior, who oversees the Fish and Wildlife

Service, must also approve the action, but,

he said, that is coming in the near future.

If the proposal is accepted. Coggeshall

said, the building will be completed in four

years and members of the agency will

assi.st in education with guest lectures.

Chertoff added that there is great poten

tial for re.search interaction between the

University and the agency.

Artists receive financial advice
By ANN WHITEHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

Self employed artists and writers rarely

consider business as part of their job. a

financial planner said last week, but their

survival depends on making this a high

priority

Sally Livingston, an insurance agent and

a financial planner for Massachusetts

Mutual Life in Springfield, told a group of

artii^ts and writers during a work.shop at

the .Jones Library to avoid frivolous spen-

ding and set specific financial goals.

"It's really tough to make a living as an

artist of any kind." Livingston said. Artists

must have an "unswerving belief that they

can do what they want to do and put

everything into doing it." she said.

Such professionals sacrifice expectations

of an extravagant lifestyle or early retire

ment and must focus immediately on plan

ning for the future, she .said

"Saving just for the sake of saving

doesn't work. " Livingston said, urging par

ticipants to save for specific goals such as

pension plans and income taxes.

Keeping detailed records of expenst»s an"d

transactions is neces.sary to better regulate

incoming funds and prevent excess spen-

ding, .she said.

"A lot of money is coming in when peo-

ple don't keep records," Livingston .said.

"The money fiow is controlling you and

you're not controlling it."

Livingston warned again.st the com-

pulsive u.se of credit cards because the risk

of sinking into debt is t(K) high.

"They're charging you 18 percent each

year (on your unpaid balance]." she said.

"That's money you could Ix- putting in your

pocket."

The Jones Library workshop was spon

sored by the western Massachusetts sub

local of the National Writer's Union and

is one of several to be hold this vear.

Moscow
Reporter
to speak
inCC
tonight
Veteran journalist and

Moscow correspondent
Carl Bloice is scheduled
to give a first hand ac-

count of his experiences
in the Soviet Union
tonight.

Bloice, an associate

editor of the People's

Daily World, will deliver

a lecture called "New
thinking for peace,

freedom, and socialism"

in room 101 of the Cam
pus Center at 7 p.m.

A Moscow correspon-

dent for the Daily World
since 1987, Bloice has

written frequently on

"perestroika" as well as

other developments in

the Soviet Union and
other socialist countries.

Bloice has reported ex

tensively from Siberia,

the Soviet Far East, and
the transcaucasian
republics of Armenia and

Azerbaijan.

This African American
journali.st is well known
for reporting the perspei-

tive of ordinary working

piTson. as well as of in

tellectuals. government

and Partv spokespeopk
- THOMAS
RODRIGUES
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Three cars involved in
accident on Mass. Ave
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Police said a three car accident on
Massachusetts Avenue Friday caused a

total of $2,100 in damage to the cars.

The three cars were travelling north on
the avenue when the lead car slowed to

turn right. The second car, directly behind

the first, pulled left to pass the turning

vehicle, striking a third vehicle when do-

ing so. The driver of the first car received

a citation. The second car received $2,000

in damages, the third received $100 in

damages.
In other police reports:

• A student reported a $60 sweatshirt

stolen Friday from locker in Totman Gym-
nasium, police said.

• A vehicle in Lot 43 struck another vehi-

cle while avoiding pedestrians in that lot

Friday. Both cars received a damage total

of $2,000. police said.

• A student reported the window of his

vehicle parked in Stadium Lot E, smash-

ed. Damage was estimated at $150, police

said.

• Two 18-year-old Springfield men were
arrested Friday on charges of being minors

carrying alcohol. The second man was also

charged with giving false information to

obtain a Mass. liquor identification card,

police said.

• A 19-year-old Granby man was arrested

Friday on charges of operating a motor
vehicle under the influence of alcohol, be-

ing a minor transporting alcohol and

failure to keep top the right of way, police

said.

• A student security officer working on the

second floor of the Campus Center reported

he put out a wastebasket fire with a cup

of water Friday, police said.

• A group of people in the vicinity of Gor-

man Residence Hall were in the process of

simulating an arrest scene when they were
confronted by safety officers Saturday,
police said. Police said they confiscated a

knife and a fake wooden gun which were
being used as props.

• An 18-year-old Pierpont Resident was
arrested Saturday on charges of being a

minor in possession of alcohol, police said.

• Police said they confiscated a pair of

nunchucks and a wrist rocket slingshot

after dispersing a large group of people on
the third floor of MacKimmie Residence

Hall Saturday, police said.

• A student reported scratches, believed

caused by a key, made in driver's side door

of his car Saturday. Police said damage to

the vehicle was about $500.

• A student reported having his radar

detector and AMTM stereo stolen from his

vehicle after its window had been smash-

ed while parked in E Lot Saturday.
• A student reported a $250 ski rack

stolen from his vehicle parked in E Lot

Saturday, police said.

• A 22-year-old Waltham man was ar-

rested Monday on charges of operating a

motor vehicle without a license, police said.

• A vehicle parked in Lot 63 slipped out

of gear and travelled unoccupied across an
access road and struck another vehicle

Monday, police said. The runaway car sus-

tained $200 in damages and the struck

vehicle received $1,000 in damages.
• A student reported the right front

quarter panel of his vehicle parked in Lot

32 Friday had been damaged, police said.

Damage was estimated at $1,000. police

said.

Indelicato
continued from page I

combined, then serve a lengthy

probation.

After sentencing, Indelicato was led

away by guards and did not speak to

reporters. His attorney, Steven Brooks,

called the sentence "severe" for a public

official who "made a few mistakes," but

he did not say whether he would appeal.

"He's certainly learned his lesson."

Brooks told the judge in arguing for a

lighter sentence. "He's lost his reputa-

tion. He's lost his job. He's lost his in-

come. He's about to lose his house.

There's very little else Dr. Indelicato

can lose."

Assistant Attorney General Nadine
Pellegrini, who recommended the

sentence, told the judge she did so know-

ing what Indelicato has already lost "in

terms of position and prestige."

But, she continued, Indelicato held

positions of public trust as the gover-

nor's adviser and as a college president

and "Dr. Indelicato violated that tru.st

in every position he held in the com-

monwealth."
As a former special assistant to the

governor, Indelicato is the highest-

ranking Dukakis administration official

to face criminal charges. Dukakis has

publicly condemned Indelicato's actions

and has said his administration

cooperated in the state and federal

investigations.

Last July. Indelicato was sentenced to

2V^ years in prison after pleading guil

ty in US District Court in Boston to five

charges of conspiracy, mail fraud and

tax evasion in a scheme involving his

brother and two other men to skim more

than $80,000 from an adult education

program funded by the federal govern-

ment and run by the state.

At the same time, he pleaded innocent

to state indictments stemming from his

activities while serving as Dukakis'

education adviser from 1983 to 1986 and

while serving as the Bridgewater

school's president from 1986 to

December 1987

Amherst Fire Dept.

is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
n^^f!,,

^ Join the student force •

S Engine Company 3 Vi
^
^

Gain Valuable Experience

Serve your Community
For information see our table in the Campus Center Concourse

February 22 - February 24 or call 253-9233

THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION JOB FAIR
YOUR ENTRANCE TO SUMMER & SEMESTER JOBS!

-All Majors-
Thursday, February 23 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

MEET REPRESENTATIVES FROM MORE THAN
ir 70 plus EMPLOYERS ^

• Employer interviews • Worlcshops • Co-op Information Sessions

Accord Diversified Consultants

ADP
AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
* American Cyanamid Company
'• Amhierst Leisure Services

Boston Globe
Grt Boston Stock Exctiange
*• Central Maine Power
-«- Clean Harbors
* * Consolidated Civilian Personnel

Cullinet Software
* Data General
* * Deluxe Check Printers
* * Department of Labor
* Digital Equipment Corporation

^ ERC Wiping Products

Food and Drug Administration

General Electric Plastics

GTE Government Systems
Hanscom Air Force Base
Hills Department Stores

HP. Hood, Inc.

Hyde Athletic Industries

+ IBM ASTC Program
•* IBM Credit

+ IBM East Fishkill

** IBM Soulhbury
* * IBM Tarrytown
* • IBM Watson Research

Inncorp Management Corporation

International Foundation of Employee Benefits

International Data Group
International Revenue Service
* James River Graphics

Kaman Aerospace
* Keystone Provident Life

* Liberty Mutua' Insurance

MCI
Metcalf and Eddy
Mitre

Monsato
Nestle Westreco
* Newton Marriot Hotel

Northwestern Mutual Life

Office Specialists

Perstorp Compounds
* * Pfizer Central Research

Pratt & Whitney
Raytheon Missle Systems
* Reebok
Rizzo Associates

Royal Sonesta Hotel

Sheraton Tara Framingham
Silver Bay Association, YMCA

Simpson. Gumpertz and Heger

Star Market

Sweet Life Foods
Touche Ross
Toys R Us
* Travelers Insurance

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

U.S. Dept. of Transportation
* U.S. Gen'l Accounting Office

* U.S. Office Personnel Mgt

+ U.S. Postal Service
* Uniroyal Chemical

Unisys Corporation
* United Parcel Service

Vanesse Hangen Brustlin

Weston & Sampson Engineers

General Electric Ordinance

TJ

* Interviewing Feb. 23 at the Campus Center
*• Interviewing Feb. 24 at the University Career Center

+ Interviewing both days

^ Offering workshops Feb. 23 at the Campus Center

For more information call tiie Co-op Office at
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data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

FOR
YOUR EYES

ONLY

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY

PRICING!

40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE

GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INVITES YOU
TO AN OPEN HOUSE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS

A Zenith Data Systems Open House Will Be Held At This Location:

Campus Center Concourse

10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

February 22, 1989

Amenran Kxpress VISA, MasterCard Ofdil ( ards Ac x pplt-d

^MMwi
I

data
I
systems

THE QUALIIY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"

Prices subject to change without notice

«H9RH.7.rttith Data .Systems

Collegian Workshop

Al Romm
of

Ottaway
Newspapers

Tonight at

7:30

in the Collegian Office

Basement of the
Campus Center

Counts Toward Staff Status

mwmwnmiitmi inii ini» ii rimi iiii»iiiiimmn«'w» mmnmniSUN
.ARjB^OS
SPRING BREAKfor

THE PLACE TO BE
We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode

is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The

Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy is first come first serve

Reservation Deposit: $75

Refundable Security Deposit: $25

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

UMASS SKI CLUD

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE

Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i'"i"""ii""'''i'i"'"i''"""'i"'*

fib.

y
rim I

^ This Saturday!

FEBRUARY 25" 1989i

C^^Af^^

V UMASS SKI CLUB

430 STUDENT UNION BLDG^^lt^

845-3437

H Tues. — Thurs.

§ Campus Concourse

^1

Pi Kappa Alpha
The Brotherhood of Excellence

II K A
PIKE - There may be a better way to go through

college, but nobody's found it yet.

First National FratLMiiity to ABOLISH HAZING
1988 VVimuT of UMass ChaptiM- Kxci'llonte Award as tlic In-st

(ratfrnily on catnpus

• 1988 UMass overall athletic champs

Unparalled social lifi' • Lifelong friendships

Olympic weight room ' • Outstanding njeal plan

ACADEMICS • ATHLETICS • LEADERSHIP

SPRING RUSH
University men come down

tonight at 9:00 p.m. and see what
PIKE has to offer

LAST NIGHT!

REFRESHMENTS
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BRECKENRIDGE
GENUINE COLORADO

IQ Q^L^

THE PEAK
BrecKenridge is three majestic, interconnected sRi

mountains, each with its own high-speed four-

passenger SuperChair, as well as twelve other

lifts. It all towers above a lovingly restored

genuine Victorian town full of shops, restaurants,

nightspots and enough lodging to entertain over

20,000 visitors at once. Isn't it time you took

another peak? You may never look elsewhere.

** UMASS SKI CLUB
430 student union

545 3437

$599

HEY
SENIORS

:

Get Shot!
Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held from Feb. 27 - Mar. 17,

9-5 pm in Rms 177/178 of the

Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

& appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below

.

Make your checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus CenterAJMass. Amherst 545-0848

If

RESIDENT ASSISTANT
SELECTION PROCESS

1989 - 1990

BECOME A R.A.

A RA is o live-in part-time student staff

member. Duties include fostering floor

and cluster community, assisting with

hall management and enforcing

University policies.

Final Information
Sessions

Wed. Feb. 22, 1989 1:00 2:30 CC168
Wed. Feb. 22, 1989 3:00 - 4:30 CC168
Thurs. Feb. 23, 1989 7p.m. Brett Main Lounge

Become a student leader in your residence hall.

Apply now for a Resident Assistant (RA) position!

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst prohibits discrimination on

the basis of race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual preference, age,

marital status, national origin, mental or physical handicap, political

belief or affiliation, membership or non-membership in any organiza-

tion, or veteran status, in any aspect of admission or treatment of

students or in employment.

STUDENT
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Proposals are solicited for Student
Commencement Speaker.

Format: 3 typewritten pages, double-spaced
(approximately 5 minutes speaking time)

Deadline: March 1, 1989.
(Commencement is May 28, 1989.)

Selection process and criteria : A committee consisting of a
majority of student members will review entries (authors'names
will be deleted) for relevance to UMass and higher education,

substance, and "appropriateness". Ratings will be assigned.

Selected entrants will be asked to "audition". Final selection
will then be made by the committee.

Submit proposals to: Robert N, Brooks, Director, Student Affairs

Information Services, 229 Whitmore (545-3480).
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EKTORIAL/OPINION
mi Emm dual writer or cartoonist and do nc 'ws ol the CoUeqian or the 'Jniversity unless otherwise noted

Ayatollah's
threat political,

not religious
Moslems are the fastest growing population in the world,

and by the turn of the century one of every four people

will be a devote of Islam, according to ABC News.
So, watch what you write in the future because if you

offend the ayatollah by exercisiag your freedom of expres-

sion. hfc might just put a price on your head.

Pedro Pereiro

Forget hiding. There will be enough Moslems, many of

whom willing to carry out the ayatollah's orders, to make
attempting to stay out of sight futile.

Salman Rushdie, whose head is worth about $6 million,

is trying to hide. But he apparently realized some Moslem
with dollar signs in his pupils wjll inevitably find him,

for the author of "The Satanic Verses" apologized for

blaspheming Islam and offending Moslems.
"I profoundly regret the distress the publication has oc

casioned to sincere followers of Islam," Rushdie annoum
ed Saturday through his agent.

Rushdie apologized to sincere Moslems because he

knows religion isn't the only cause of the distress over

his book. Oppt)rtunists, headed by Iran's Ayatollah

Ruhollah Khomeini, have used the situation for political

reasons.

Fanatical mobs in Paki.stan last week seized the oppor-

tunity to denounce the United States as they rioted in

front of Islamabad's American cultural center, killing

several people in the process.

Khomeini, who in his 10 years in power hasn't missed

a chance to start trouble, knew exactly when to cause an

uproar over the book although it's been sold in Britain

for a year: publication in the United States.

The ayatollah's resentment toward the United States

has a legitimate foundation. After all, before "Iran's

spiritual leader" ascended to power following a revolu-

tion in the late 1970s, Washington and the CIA had con-

trolled the country's politics.

r PUBLIS

But sentencing to death an India-born Briti.sh citizen

to get at the United States is, at best, cowardly.

Khomeini knows that by invoking Allah he can get his

brainwashed followers to do anything, especially since

many interpret the Koran as sentencing to death those

who insult Islam.

What else could we expect from a man whose concept

of foreign policy revolves around terrorism?

The ayatollah's madman tactics are damaging the im-

age of Islam and its followers more than "The Satanic

Verses" ever could. We.sterners who may not suspect Kho-

meini's cowardly political game, are looking upon the fuss

over Rushdie's book as simply a bunch of religious lunatics

making a mess.

Pitching pays, politics doesn't
Over the next three years, Orel Hershiser will make

$7.9 million; Roger Clemens will make $7.5 million.

What do these two men do for a living? Are they the

rulers of the world? No. Are they the leaders of a na

tion? For some us, maybe. But for most of us, no. What

do they do to earn this kind of money? They throw a

baseball around. __^ .

Bob Bobalo

Now, the salary of members of Congress — the real

leaders of our country (whether they are good leaders

or not is another matter, but they are our leaders) —
is under $100,000 a year. Recently, an attempt to raise

their salaries was met by public outcry all across

America. Constituents from all over the country call-

ed their representatives and informed them that if they

voted for the pay raise they would not be in office long

enough to enjoy it.

Okay, so no pay raise. "Congressmen don't need more

than $90,000 a year anyway." you say. But now, if

you're a parent of a young boy, and you want him to

succeed in life, what do you do? Do you begin to teach

him about American values and tell him of our coun-

try's need for leadership, hoping that you will spark

an interest in him to run for Congress some day? Of

course not. Instead, you start working on his pitching

arm.
At least, that's what I would do. I wouldn't want to

be a member of Congress who works day and night,

only sees his kids when they're sleeping because it's

so late by the time he gets home (that is, if his family

has relocated to Washington), travels all over the place,

and has the enormous burden that what he does affects

the welfare of millions of people. All for less than a hun-

dred grand a year.

"But if .someone is a member of Congress, he or she

shouldn't be in it for the money," you say. Of course

not. But like it or not, money is a factor. It is ingrain-

ed into our society. Warped as it may be, money is the

common denominator for success in this country. Who
do we look up to as the real success stories in our

culture? Members of Congress? Teachers? Social

workers? No. We look up to the people who are mak-
ing big money — Eddie Murphy, Donald Trump, Roger

Clemens.
If you were making $250 thousand a year as the

president of some corporation, would you want to give

it up to run for Congress? Maybe — ifyou really wanted

to serve. But, subconsciously at least, there must
always be a little voice within you saying, "Stick with

cash, man. Stay where the bucks are."

An "overpaid" Congress would certainly not be right.

Public service is a sacrifice and money should not be

a reason to run for office. But as an incentive, the buck

couldn't hurt — especially for the leaders of the govern-

ment bureaucracy outside of Congress. The people who
fill these positions — which may hold less glory, but

nevertheless may be just as important — need to be

competent. Higher pay may lure more qualified

business leaders, attorneys, etc., into public service.

As for the members of Congress, let them have a cou-

ple hundred thousand dollars a year — and keep them
accountable for it. Make sure they eau-n it. The value

of their work has a much greater potential for .society

than what Orel Hershiser does. Let them be paid at

least a little more accordingly. Instead of calling up

John Kerry and telling him you're not going to vote

for him in the next election if he gets a pay raise, call

up Roger Clemens and tell him you'll never buy

another Red Sox ticket as long as you live because of

what he's making.

Boh Bohala is a Collegian columnist

fWrite to your regents about your rights!

Do the budget cuts making a wreck out of your college experience?

Is this the seventh .semester you haven't gotten any classes in your major?

If you want to tell your .state repre.sentative or the trustees how the.se cuts are affecting you, .send your complaints

to the following addresses (unless you like add-drop and spending and extra seme.ster or two here):

Board of Regents
Room 1401 McCormack Bldg.

1 Ashburn Place

Boston, MA 02108-1696

Statehouse
Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02133

Western countries need to make it clear, as Britain did

by freezing relations with Iran last week, that they will

not tolerate Khomeini's intimidation. The 12 European
Community nations' ordering their envoys in Iran to leave

the country is a .step in the right direction.

Diplomatic reprisals, however, are not enough when
dealing with a madman. Besides, the ayatollah's actions

indicate an attempt to undermine the work Iranian

moderates have done toward improving relations with the

West.

The West should seriously consider economic sanctions,

which would hurt more than freezing relations ever could.

Pedro Pereira is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from
the UMass community and Five-College Area. All

submissions must be typed, (handwritten pieces

will not be considered) with the author 's name, ad-

dress, andphone number attached. All letters and
columns automatically become property ofthe Col-

legian and are subject to editing for space, gram-
mar, and clarity. Correspondence can be sent to

113 Campus Center, UMass.
Any questions or comments? Then drop by or call

us at 545-3500, and ask for Pam, Meredith, or

Janine.

Some simple steps to

curb prejudice
"I'm not a racist," he said. "One of my best friends is

a Puerto Rican."

Instead of saying "what kind of guilt-solving technique

are you trying to kid yourself with?" I bit my tongue and
decided to let him wallow in his ignorance. Now I wish

I had not.

A lot of whites who don't consider them.selves racists,

are unknowingly just that. For them, I have a few sug-

gestions. I hope to ring a few bells in the minds of some
of my fellow white students here at the University of

Massachusetts.

1) Next time you hear a racial joke, refuse to laugh. In-

stead, you might explain that racism is a horrible

.sociological disease that plagues our society, and is not

to be joked about.

2) Next time you find yourself .saying "I won't date out-

side my race or religion because of what my parents would
say," ask yourself if someday your children are going to

be saying the same thing. Don't perpetuate backward
ideals.

3) Next time you find you are inspired to say or do

something on behalf of racial unity, don't hesitate because

you are afraid of being ridiculed by other whites. Do it

anyway. Do you really believe in something you will not

stand up for? Not being racist by what you define as a

racist is not enough. One does not have to be a card-

carrying member of the KKK to be bigoted.

The struggle for racial equality may sometimes seem
like it has nothing to do with us (whites), but it does. As
long as we live in a backward society, there can be no mov
ing forward for any of us. I am calling on other white

students of this university to open your eyes to the fact

that racism still exists in a bigger way than mo.st of us

want to admit — around us, among us, and all too often,

within us.

Paige Dygert
Northampton
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Spartacus
concinued from pagf" >

The fijjht between the Republican Club and the Spai

tacist Lea^ie. a Cambridge based Trotsky ist organiza

tion. lasted approximately 10 minutes and involved

nearly 20 pjeople. The wTestling match eventually spill

ed out into the hallway and was broken up by police

The Republicans allegedly disrupted the forum the

Spartacists were holding.

The Republicans stringently denied Ix'ing unruly and

defended their right to attend the Spartacist Leagues
meetings
"We werent there to protest, said Mctionnigal W t-

merely attempted to engage in discourse concerning

ideological differences."

The Spartacists said they Iru-d to eject a Kt-puljlican

who refused to take a seat after he was asked to several

times. The scuffle occurred when the Republican Club

members thought their standing friend was being

manhandled. One Republican was treated at Univer

sity Health Services after being headbutted on the nose

during the fight. This was the only reported injury

Blame for starting the fight has not been placed on

either group, however, both groups have been bane<l

from obtaining meeting rwims in the Campus Center

facility by order of the building's director.

North trial

continued from page I

Keker tole the jury. "The need for secrecy is no excuse

lor lying to Congiess. Lying to Congress is a crime.'"

"You don't have to be a political scientist to understand

why that's so. " Keker said. "Congiess enacts the law. the

president approves it and enforces it. If they start lying

to each other, our system of government is not going to

work "

A year after it passed the 1984 Boland Amendment ban

ning US military assistance to the Nicaraguan Contras,

Congress received news reports that North, then a Marine

Lieutenant colonel, was secretly raising money for the

rebels from foreign countries and private dcmors and pro

viding tactical military advice.

North and his b«}ss at the time. nati<mal security adviser

RolHMt McF'arlane, "decided they didn't want Congress

to know what Colonel North had been doing. They decid

ed they would not tell Congress." Keker said. "They decid

ed they would place themst'lves above the law and not tell

Congress about Colonel North's activities."

Similar inquiries a year later were met with false

answer from North, including a meeting with the House
Intelligence Committee at the White House when the Na
tional Security Council aide "looked them right in the eye

,ind lit'd, ' KekiT said.

HRTA career day
continued from pa^^' '.

Omni has been recruiting at career day for four years

and in that time has hired about eight UMass
giaduates. he said.

"This is one of our major feeding grounds for manage-
ment trainees." he said.

Students also believe that career day is a good way
to make necessary contacts.

Pranjul Pandey, a junior, is looking for a part-time

summer job for 1989 and hopes to make contacts with

people in the industry, he said.

"If you get a part time job with a good corporation

you might have an inside track" to a full-time position

after graduation, he said.

Lynn Nigro. a representative for Corporate Chiefs,

got her job with the company about two years ago

through career day and she is back trying to get the

company .some recognition, she said.

Joe MacDonald, a senior personnel management ma
jor. was "just trying to make some contacts" and said

career day will help him decide where he wants to work
when he gi-aduates.

LfK'ke, who co-organized the day as an independent

study, .said career day has been very successful because

companies keep coming back

'•''•"•Cr^il*'*'''**"'*'''*"'"*'^**^*''"**"**''''*'"**'*'^*''''*'**'^^^^^ STILL COMICS' #1 SWINGER!

Support Group for

Family, Friends and Lovers

of people with AIDS

A support group is Peing sponsored by University Health

Services to assist people who are coping with the fact

that a family memper, lover, or a friend has AIDS.

The first meeting

will be on

March 9, Thursday,

5:30-7:30 pm

For more mtormation regarding the maKe-uo of the grouo and the

meeting piace. please call the Health Education Office on Wednesdays
and Thursdays and ask for DeDDie i549-267l. ext 181)

Confidentiality is assured

Available at:

Same Bat Channel
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
586-8775

Hundreds of 250 Comics
All back issues 15% off

(including wall comics)

Discount Games and Supplies
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DRINK SPECIALS
Rolling Rock $1.50

Labatt's $1.50
90<r Rolling Rock Drafts

TONIGHT—REGGAE
NEW HORIZONS

THURSDAY-RYTHM & BLUES
INNER CITY BLUES
FRIDA Y—LIVE JAZZ
SHAWN PATTERSON
QUARTET 7:30-10:30

SATURDAY—FROM N. Y. C.

REBECCA KANE TRIO 6:30-930

JOE KEENAN & "THE BAND
OF CROWS" 9:30-olosing

TRY OUR
DELICOUS FULL MENU
:^«s :M: :9ki

4lf

II BIITWIM WAU. MWWITJUil. aWWWIT lllllll
H M M^«=

illington
^FVERMONT

CONDO LODGING & UFTS
^ri /MM/-J CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

PARTY WEEK

/\tx.^^ UMASS SKI CLUB
U^Qi^^f> 430 student union

545 3437

PROGRAM INCLL'CeS.

X i DAYS UFTS TT: Sl)f MCUrf!>iNS

• SPSClALCCUJEGe s*PT:eS

• 5 NrTES CCNCC LCCGING ICC

=<NN>CLH,

UN S H U " T
'

aoB INCLUDES TAXES
AND SERVICES NON-MEMBERS

WELCOME
"^^c 9>'̂
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ARTS&LIVINS
Byrne brings beleza beat of Brazil to US audience
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collejjian Staff

Yes chums, the DJ is back in the hot seat

after an elongated credit anxiety attack -

and I'm not talking dosh here. Anyway,
thanks to that lad Drukman (he of the

Steak Tenderising Instructions and

DISC

JUNKIE
Raspberry Seedlesst for so adequately fill

ing in while I was away. It's a real mixed
bag <and yet only one record) I've got for

you this week, I suppose ifyou were really

hard up for a label you could call it "World
Beat" - whatever that means.
What I'm basically on about here, in a

roundabout and not terribly matter of fac-

tual sort of way is David Byrne's eagerly

awaited collection of Brazil Classics Vol 1

- Beleza Tropical iSire), but before all you
Swiss muesli-eatin'-grapefruitjuicewith

the-bits-swiggin'-Bashoquotin'Art
pseudenttypes start reaching for your

biodegradable cheque-books, I should

perhaps point out that Mr. Byrne's only ac

tual contribution to this album is the sleeve

notes.

Still if, like me, you have an unquen
chable thirst for cool latin rhythms and
deftly -crafted melodies, coupled with the

wonderfully seductive sound of the Por

tugese language, then much of thi- i-

definitely for you.

The opener, Jorge Ben's "Ponta de Lan-

ca AfricanofUmbabaraumai" sounds like

some kind of tribal chant riding ofl" an
Atomic Rooster rifi" and provides, if my
chronology is correct, some idea as to where

Byrne and the Heads got the unmistakably

primitive drum sound on "Burning Down
the House." And Ben's vocal stylings are

also remarkably similar to Byrne's - or is

it the other way round?
Much of what follows is Bacharach-goes-

Bossa - flamenco-tinged "cool" jazz whip

ped up 'til it's really light and fluffy, not

to everyone's taste (especially all you "kick

ass" rockin' hard cases out there) certain

ly, but as Byrne points out, you shouldn't

be fooled by the apparent sweetness of

these songs. The politically subversive

messages in the lyrics prompted the

Brazilian fa*ist regime of the late 60s and

early 70s to force many of the artists into

exile. Caetano Veloso and Gilberto Gil,

ufte judged to be so much of a threat to

the establishment of the time that they

were imprisoned.

However, all this was largely lost on me
because the English translations of the

lyrics come only with LP and CD, and not

the cassette which I had. So to my ears. Lo

Borges' "Equatorial" still .sounds like a

particularly awful R.E.O. Speedwagon

dirge.

But the wheat far outweighs the chaff.

Veloso's epic "Terra" has the gravity of

Leonard Cohen at his best. Nazare
Pereira's "Caixa de Sol" sounds like Yello

(no doubt also devotees of this kind of

music) meets the Throwing Muses (really

twisted combo there) , and "Sonho Meu"
by Maria Bethania and Gal Costa is an ab-

solute delight, bringing back memories of

Carmen Miranda, and images of exotic

lands which, in this climate, are more than

welcome.
Brazil Classics has given me the bug for

this music, and I'm looking forward to pro-

mised future compilations of Samba and

J*agode which from Byrne's description,

must be the Brazilian equivalents of

Techno and Acid House. In the meanwhile

this is enough to show there's more to

Brazilian Music than a club remix of "La

Habanera."
Next week something of a change of

.scene when I'll be investigating that mo.st

revered of institutions the WMUA
playlist. and like Ted Koppel will attempt

to "make a complex world clear." Later.

SCRAPS! The Arts Council of Franklin County will present the exhibit "Scraps of Life:

Chilean Arpilieras" from March 9 to April 21. This arpillera (above) and 40 others vi'ill be on

display at the Artspace Gallery in Greenfield, the exhibit is free and open to the public.

Dance, and music
for tight budgets
Outstanding student dancers and choreographers from

the University of Massachusetts will be featured in the

annual "UMass Student Dance Concert" presented by

Alive with Dance on February 23. 24 and 25 at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

Student choreography in various idioms has been

selected to create an exciting evening of varied dance

'<tyles. Many of the featured works are upbeat and fast-

paced, while others are introspective or lyrical.

Admission to the concert is $4 for the general public,

$:j for students and $1 for senior citizens and children

under 12. Tickets are available from the Fine Arts Center

Box Office.

"Go Into the Chapel", a Department of Tht'atcr and

Dance production written and directed by Beth Ro.s«'nberg,

will be presented at 8 p.m. Feb. 23. 24 and 25 in Johnson

Chapel of Amherst College. In this 90 minute production

the author attempts to show how intellectual ideas about

the social, economic and political place ofwomen in s<x:iety

relate to the "real world" in which they function. The

author creates a work tht deals with women's struggle

to have a voice, a body and a mind all at the same time.

From the sermon dedicating Johnson Chapel, to a mar
riage of ideas, to a game show about our bfxlies, the en.sem

ble of 5 actors rurts. sings, and speaks out about using and

learning experiences.

Finally, the Smith College Chamber Orchestra under

the direction of Philipp Nagele. will perform its first con

cert this year on Sunday, Feb. 26 at 8 p.m. in Sage Hall

at Smith College. The program includes works by Handel

and Bach and the concert is fre and open to the public.

Readings in Black Music, more than aesthetic
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

As this is the last Wednesday of Black

History Month, it's only fitting to offer

some music related reading suggestions to

those of you who became inspired to do

some of your own investigation into Black

history. Hopefully the books discussed here

will extend your learning well beyond the

month of February. Most of them are

available at the UMass music library.

Valley
Jazz

Most books on Black music treat the sub

ject from an aesthetic point of view, ignor-

ing the all important historic and socio-

economic factors behind it. However, there

are a few books that deal with the music

as a reflection of, and sometimes a con-

tributor to, the overall struggle of Blacks

in America. These books also expose the

racist scorn, neglect and exploitation that

Black musicians have suffered. Not sur

prisingly, the first was written by a Black

author at a time when Black consciousness

was on the rise. Blues People<l96'i) by

LeRoi Jones (now known as Amiri Baraka)

is a landmark work. It deals with how the

socio-economic history of Blacks (the "blues

people") has been reflected in their music,

and is written in a "scholarly" style. Jones"

second book on music. Black Music (1967 ),

is a compendium of magazine articles,

album liner notes, etc. When it was

published, the Black cause was asserting

itself in more obvious ways, musically as

well as politically; accordingly, Jones

eschews his "scholarly" style for "ver-

nacular". The book is powerful and

uncompromising.
More books on this subject came in the

wake of Jones' pioneering works. Frank

Kofsky's Black Nationalism and the

Revolution in Musicil970) covers what the

title .sugge.sts, He makes a good case for

John Coltrane and Malcom X as the most

important Black figures of the 60's, draw-

ing intere.sting parallels between the two,

and suggests that Marxism is the best way

to provide economic equality for Blacks

(musicians in particular). Kofsky's Marx

ist leanings are typical of the now-defunct

Jazz & Pop magazine, for which he wrote.

His long, probing interview of Coltrane,

contained in the book, is also available on

cassette at the Forbes Library in

Northampton.
Pianist/vcKali.st Ben Sidran's Black Talk

( 1971 ) is similar to Jones' Blues People, but

focuses more on the oral tradition central

to African-American music as an alter-

native to European music's written tradi

tion. It is very informative, though its

"academic" style makes it slower going

than the other books mentioned here (the

book resulted from Sidran's Ph.D. work in

the field). The foreward is by UMa.ss pro

fessor Archie Shepp, who is the "horses

mouth" on the subject.

Finally, it is worthwhile to read about the

lives of the central figures of the 1960's

musical revolution that paralleled the

political developments. CO. Simpkins' Col-

trane (1975) is the most rewarding of the

three exi.sting biographies of the saxophone

giant. Simokins includes several poems

that were inspired by particular Coltrane

performances. A.B. Spellman's Black

Music: Four Lives (1966) covers the lives

of Ornette Coleman and Cecil Taylor, the

other two central figures, as well as Her
bie Nichols and Jackie McLean, both great

but lesser-known musicians. The book is

particularly valuable for laying bare the

evils of the New York nightclub and recor

ding industries.

Joe Crash and
the Whiplash,

Michael Gregory

hit Noho, Hadley
Tonight at Sheehan's cafe in Nor

thampton, area rockabilly/tex-mex/rock

and roil/blues favorites Joe Crash and
the Whiplash will take the stage A
winner of .several UMass battle of the

bands contests (under their previous

name The Movers), Joe Crash .serves up

a crisp, unique and sometimes unpredic

table brand of music. Get there early.

This .Saturday night at Katina's in

Hadley, guitarist Michael Gregory will

give a .special performance. Gregory has

worked with Steve Winwrxxl in the past,

and now is embarking on a rejuvenated

.solo career. Featured in this month's

Guitar Player magazine, his skillful

technique is widely admired by

guitarists in every genre of popular

music.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH will be commemorated by the Five Col-

leges with a special concert performed by singer songwriter Jane
Sapp (above) on March 4, at John M. Greene Hall, Smith College.

Northampton, sapp has performed with Pete Seeger and Sweet
Honev in the Rock. Tickets available at the FAC Box Office.
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HADLEY TIRE & AUTO CENTER
P »» #f • f'-S ^

253-9911

i V<- '•¥ v*? •

253-9054

COOPER
Trendsetter A/W Radial
COOPER'S NEW ALL-WHEEL
POSITION RADIAL OFFERS
SUPERB PERFORMANCE IN

ALL WEATHER. $39 95
End Seasonal Changeover!

p^gg/goVia

Cooper
V TIRES y.

f***»***»**»»**»»***»****»****»»*»#*»»»»»»»»#*#***#»»***»»»»»*#»**#»*#***»»

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When you break away this year, do it with style.

SUN FUN!! round trip air

7 nights
great night life

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
547-3437

430 STUDENT UNION BLDG.

$439 Guest Houses
$499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
S559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

A $7.5 Reservation Deposit Required

SAVE

LAGNAF
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union • 545-3437

I»»»»*»**»»»*»»**»***»**»»******»»»***** »»## »<**»***»**»»»»**»»»»»»»»**»»<

Tom Hank's new movie,
The Burbs, has no barbs
By R.4YM0ND MARTIN
Colle^iian Correspondent

The Burbs
Mt. Farms Theaters
Tom Hanks is a good actor. His per-

formances in Punchline and Big (for

which he was nominated for an oscarl were

outstanding. Unfortunately, though he was
magical in those two films, he could bare-

ly pull a rabbit from a hat with the

material he had to work with in The
Burbs.
This av\ful movie isn't the fault of the

cast, the director or the editor. The .story

I-' incredibly stupid and full of holes. Car-

rie Fisher plays Hanks' wife in a lackluster

performance that I attribute to her realiza-

tion that the script is moronic.

Hanks plays Ray Peterson, a man who
IS frazzled by his job and decides to spend

.some time vacationing at his hou.se in the

suburbs. All is not so restful in suburbia,

however.

Ray's neighbor and friend Art is .so

>tupid, he makes Goofy look like Ein.stein.

He also shares the block with an eccentric

war veteran who dre.sses in khaki and ad-

dre.sses his fellow neighbors as "soldier",

and a snobbish man with a pesky poodle.

.Ml IS well until the Clopecs move into the

neighborhood. They are weird. The never

come out during the daytime, and because

Rays son sees them digging in their

backyard at night, he and the other

neighbors naturally assume that they're

ma.ss murderers. Their suspicions are

.strengthened when Walter (the poodle

owner I mysteriiously vanishes. The rest of

the movie is a boring "let's spy on them and
get proof farce that's reminiscent of an ill

written episode of The Munsters.

The movie is obviously trying to say that

all of those lush green lawns and perfect

houses we see in the suburbs are occupied

by nosey, prying people who have nothing

better to do than .see what's going on next

door. It's a parody of main-stream
American life. Well, that would have been
fine if there was a real screenplay to work
with.

The humor is predictable and so is the

story. In one scene, Ray and Art are being

attacked by bees, and their gung-ho army
man neighbor tells them to run to him so

he can spray them with a hose to get the

bees off. He tries to run towards them (stop

me if you see this coming) but the hose is

too short and he falls flat on his back.

The holes in the script are so big they

have gravitational pull, however, to

elaborate on them would give away most
of the ill-fated story. If you do choose to see

this movie (don't* keep this in mind: why
would a world famous doctor who is pro-

bably quite intelligent be .stupid enough to

keep that in his trunk?

I'd like to see Tom Hanks in more movies.

He's magnetic and has a di.sarming quali-

ty about him that makes you like him. It's

too bad that this bomb had to come around
at Oscar time. It certainly won't help him.

CORRECTION
Press information regarding

pianist Ni({ol Coxe's upcoming per-

formance was incorrect. Coxe will

appear Tuesday, March 7 at H p.m.
in Rezanson Recital Hall, nnl March
4.mm
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Why More?
The UMASS Ski Club invites you to Montego Bay, Jamaica, West Indies.

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your
Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has, at your disposal, water
sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

by low-budget, problem-filled tear-offs thai, in the end, turn to rip-offs. WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOMMODATIONS AND
FLIGHTS! Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion island!

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE-
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT
Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK
**AII Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras
Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437

WS4

REGION
BU student dies in leap
BOSTON (AP> — A Boston University communications student who fell five stories

to his death this weekend was attempting to leap a 20-foot alley from one building to

another, a Boston University spokesman said yesterday.

Matthew Waldron, 20, of Drexel Hill, Pa., died in the Fenway section of Boston about

midnight Saturday because of a "daredevil .stunt' that went awry, according to reports

quoting Waldron's friends.

Waldron tried to leap from an apartment complex to the roof of the Boston Latin

Academy after drinking with friends who lived in the apaitments. One friend, who declin-

ed to give his name, said the gi-oup went to the roof by way of an emergency exit. All

but Waldron and one other person returned to the apartment.

Waldron suddenly "took off his coat, backed up to get a running start' and tried to

leap to the academy rooftop, the friend said.

He fell to the alley and was pronounced dead about 1 a.m. Sunday at Brigham and

Women's Hospital.

A police spokesman said the death was "definitely an accident."

Studies show powerful drugs
may help breast cancer victims
BOSTON ( AP> - Four new studies show

that chemotherapy and hormones can

moderately improve the outlook for the

70,000 women diagnosed each year with

early breast cancer, but experts disagree

whether every patient should get these

powerful drugs

Until recently, doctors believed that

chemotherapy should be reserved for

women whose breast cancer had spread to

their lymph nodes. The new research sug

gests that many of those whose tumors are

still confined to their breasts could also

benefit from this treatment.

The studies found that women who
received chemotherapy or hormonal
therapy were somewhat more likely to re-

main free of cancer, but that they did not

live any longer than those who were

treated with standard surgery of radiation.

About 70 percent of women operated on

for early breast cancer do well without any

followup drug therapy. The newest results

present physicians with a dilemma: Should

they subject all patients to often-grueling

courses of drug therapy, even though only

a small minority of them will benefit?

Some experts agreed that the decisions

to use the medicines should be left up to

the patient and not made by the physician

alone.

"The mistake would be for the doctors to

automatically give the drug without ex

plaining the unresolved issues about

whether there will be a survival advantage

and the possible long-term side effects,
"

said Dr. Nicholas Robert of New England

Medical Center, a co-author of one of the

studies.

Last May, the National Cancer In.stitute

sent letters to doctors recommending that

all breast cancer patients get

chemotherapy or hormone therapy. As
evidence, it revealed the broad conclusions

of three of the latest studies but gave few-

details

r
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PERFORMERS/ENTERTAINERS
WANTED

For amusement parks world wide

Singers, dancers, actors, musicians, comedians,

magicians, jugglers

Saturday, February 25th, 1989
Sheraton Tara Hotel

1 Monarch Place—Springfield, MA 01144

10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Paul Osborne's Park Shows

1989/90 FINACIAL AID FORM
DEADLINE—MARCH 1, 1989

To recieve priority consideratm for Financ.al Aid your Financial A.d Form (FAF) must be

receved by College Scholarship Service (CSS) by Wednesday, March 1, 1989

You can obtain the FAF at Finacial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore Administration Building

Monday th?Siiay from 8:30 AM to 5 PM^A.so SAFA (Students AdvocangF.nac^.A^^

members will be on the Campus Center Concourse on Tuesday Feb. 21, Wednesday

Feb. 22. thursday Feb 23 and Tuesday Feb. 28, 1989.

Don't risk the loss of your Finacial Aid Dollars, file on time!

1989/90 SOLICITUD DE ASISTENCIA
ECONOMICA

FECHA LIMITE-1 DE MARZO DE 1989

Para recibir priondad para ass.stenc.a economica su sohcitud (F-acial^A.d Form (FAF),

debe ser recibida por el College Schlarsh.p Service (CSS) en o antes del
.
de marzo

de 1989

Usted puede obtener una copia en la oficina de assitencia economica F.nacial Aid

Aid) eslarSn en el Campus Center Concourse

NO le arnesques a perder lu ass.slencia ,con6m.ca, llena lu sohclud a ..empo

Snow brought to college

for publicity photos
WILLIAMSTOWN tAP> - In a

measure of the lack of snow in the

Berkshires this winter. Williams Col

lege officials trucked in 60 tons of man
made snow from a ski area for

photographs for a college promotional

brochure.

"We're not faking anything," Philip

F. Smith, director of admis.sions. main-

tained Monday as viorkers spread the

white stuff from the nearby Brodie

Mountain Ski Area in front of a dor

mitory and the geologv- building. "We

are just hoping to get some good winter

shots."

Student models were posed amid the

manufactured drifts for photographs to

be used in the college's prospectus.

About .30,000 copies of the bnKhure are

mailed to high school students each

year.

The college may have snapped its

photos just in time. By late yesterday

morning, the campus was soggy under

a spring like rain and temperatures

were expected to reach the un.sea.sonable

50's, according to Ellen Barek of the

Williams publicity office.

"There may be a lump or two of it

left," she said of the imported snow

"But the rest of the campus is still the

same dull brown it has been all winter."

The northern Berkshire Mountains,

which normally receive 50 to .55 inches

of snow by this time of year, have receiv

ed only about 18 inches of snow said

John Hockridge of the New England

Weather Associates office in nearby

North Adams

"The snowfall has been about one-

third normal and most of that has come

in one inch falls." Hockridge said Wt-

got about two inches of snow in North

Adams early this morning, but its all

turned to slush and rain now

Ski areas throughout the region, even

those that make snow, have reported

their business off at least 20 percent

becau.se of the balmy winter

"In the 24 years we've been in opera

tion, I've never seen anything like this

winter." said Matt Kelly, general

manager of Brodie Mountain.

"In the ski business you have two ma
(or holidays- Christmas week and

Washington's Birthday week and if you

don't get it during this holidays, that ^

it." Kelly said.

On the mountain above

William.stown. about fie inches of snow

fell before daybreak Tuesday, but "then

the rain knocked that back to about two

inches," Kelly said.

"We've made more snow this year

than we ever have before. ' Kelly said.

"But one of our problems is a lot of our

customers come from Ixmg Island and

Northern New Jersey where the ground

IS totally bare and the golf courses and

outdoor tennis courts are still open and

they are not really thinking of skiing
"

Williams is not the only place where

the ski area has provided snow to the

snowless.

In January. Kelly said, the ski area

sent 80 tons of snow to Grafton State

Park in New York state for its annual

winttT carnival

V

1 Pray St Amhers*— 549-5403 • Open ! ! a n-.

7 Days A Week • CaL for Take Ou-
Kitchen Open tiii midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 1OC Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Cuervo Tequilla Sonris* $ 1 .50 Moosthead $1.75

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month

IlHHI

FOOD GIVEAWAYS
Tues. IOC Baffalo Wings 912

Wed. 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 9-12

Sunday 4 Burger Platters for S5 00 6-10

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

m Bi
CHINESE KITCHEN

150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571
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CHECKING THE VOTES — David Duke checks the vote totals as the voting machines are

opened at a warehouse in Kepner, La., yesterday morning. In the election Duke, a former

Ku Klux Klan member, won a seat in the Louisiana state legislature.

Bush condemns
Iranian death threats
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush, calling Iran's

death threats against author Salman Rushdie "deeply of-

fensive to the norms of civilized behavior. " yesterday back-

ed European countries against the goverement of

Ayatollah Khomeini, who has called on Muslims to send

Rushdie "to hell " Noting existing economic sanctions

against Iran. Bush said only that "1 don't know where

we'll go from there."

Bush also said American booksellers deserve the pro-

tection of the law against threats of retaliation if they

display copies of Rushdie's novel. "The Satanic Verses."

Several book dealers, including two large chains, have

taken the book off the shelves.

"However offensive the book may be, inciting murder

and offering rewards for its perpetration are deeply offen-

sive to the norms of civilized behavior," said the presi-

dent "I've just laid down how I feel in terms of in this

case lof the Iranian government! exhorting people to go

out and commit murder

.At a meeting with rep«»rters on the eve of a six day trip

to the Far Ea.st. Bush al.so reiterated his support for his

embattled Pentagon nominee John Tower and urged the

Senate to "move forthright ly" to approve the nomination.

The president .said the allegations that have held up ac-

t ion on Tower's nomination were "verv unfair treatment

of this man by rumor and innuendo." He said a new FBI

continued on pa^e 16

LOWEST PRICES
FOR SniDUTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

New York NY 100JO
Phon«i2l2) S«1 3040

Mail this ad for Special
Student/Teacher Tarill

MENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

^ ]^^^
DON'T WAIT

BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAK!

from BOS TOSPRINGBREAK
4NIGHTS NASSAU s379pp

jNiGHTsCANCUN s479pp

7NIGHTS PUERTO laCRUZ $599pp
VENEZUELA. ih0 New EXOTIC oisrmATioMi

IncI •« hmi»4r9»m (»•« « ftvic* eH0rf*t

BOOK NOW I ^

413256-1261
n 9a Ptiuani SI

Amhwtl. MA OlOOJ __^_____^

^ THEATEK •

RESUMES
Super 'rViiit\ Avaiable

549-3840

COPYCAT
PnntShop I

228 Triangle St.Amhefsl

Now's
the time

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

7S Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Weekdays 7 & 9 p.m.

Friday 6, 8, 10 p.m.

Sat-Sun4, 6, 8, & 10 p.m.

27 Pleasant St. Northampton!
586-0935

Also Playing Almodovar's
MATADOR
2S^S^

BIRD
Directed by

Clint Eastwood
Held over 2nd week

1 showing every
evening at 7:30

AMITY ST. 253-5426

BUDGET

TRAVEL CENTER

w cuts 1

COUNCIL TRAVEL

413-2561261
AMHCNST

n So Pitatam 91.

Amhartl. MA 01002

Copies

Half Off

AflerlOO
Aher your firet 100 copies of a

!)ingle sheet onginal. liie rest are

half price at Kinko's, the ropy

center

kinko's
the copy center

220 N Pl4 It St.

253-2543

\Vr offn- n 1011% monr> h,n k

iiitor on :ill of oui Itaii «;ih' 1>i<'(1

•Hodkni •Noxiis •I'niil MitJuH
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Styles By Deborah

Wednesday Night

is

Mexican Night!

65Universlty Dr.,Amherst

549-5610

Corona
Jose Cuervo
Margaritas

$2.00
$1.75
$2.00

Free Nachos!
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Dissident given sentence
PRAGUE. Czechoslovakia (APi -

Playwright Vaclav Havel yesterday was
convicted and sentenced to nine months in

prison for his role in a rally com-
memorating a student who killed himself

to protest the 1968 Soviet-led mvasion.
Havel, Czechoslovakia's best-known

dissident, denied charges that he incited

people to "anti-state and anti-Socialist"

activity.

In the one day trial, he was convicted of

inciting participation in the banned Jan.

16 rally and for obstructing the duty of a
public official.

On the first count he could have been
sentenced to a maximum term of two years,

on the second to another six months in

prison. Prosecutors had asked for a one-

year term, but Judge Helena Hlavata rul

ed on a nine-month prison term and re

jected a proposed fine.

The prosecution of Havel and other op

position activists has gone on de.spite

widespread criticism at home, in the East

bloc and the West that the communist
leaders are dealing too harshly with dis-

sent. Seven other activists from the

Charter 77 human rights committee and
other independent movements also went on

trial yesterday.

Authorites banned a number of Western
diplomats and representatives from human
rights organizations from the trials.

Bush
continued frnm page 15

report, released Monday, had "gunned

down" the allegations of misconduct.

"I saw this as a reaffirmation of what

I knew all along. John Tower is

qualified to be secretary of defense." he

added.

"Anybody that's been through this

ordeal will be stronger, not weaker,"

Bush said,.

Bush, who leaves today for Japan,

South Korea and China, was asked at

one point if the United States had given

up momentum in foreign affairs to the

Soviets, whose foreign minister Eduard

Shevardnadze has been in the Middle

East on a peace mission.

Bush brushed off the suggestion as

"preposterous."

Later, when asked what the Soviet

role in the region ought to be, he replied.

"I think it should be a limited role, and

I think that's what it's going to be."

"I don't want to be stampeded by the

fact that the Soviet foreign ministers of

the European Community nations, it

was decided to withdraw diplomatic

representatives from Iran in the wake
of Khomeini's call from the assassina

tion of Rushdie, an Indian-born British

citizen living in London.
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$99 wun(/in/>

LAX ^

hill Idtiulndtilr
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losAiiiU'Ics
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$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.

A special offer for students,

only for American Express Cardmembers.
If you waul to go places, it's time for the American

I-xpress" (^ard.

Because now you can lake advantage of new travel

privileges on Northwest Airlines onlvJ(>r(ull-/if/k'

slu(ie)its who Lwry Ik' Anuriani lixprcss Card.

Travel privileges that offer:

t^ 'Dw $99 wini(/ln/) tickets— fly to any of

|^QP"p|-jyy|r5J the more than hSO cities sened hy Norlh-

AIRLINES west in the contiguous 4«S United Slates.

LOOK TO US ^^iily one ticket may he used per six-

month period.

S/K'CUilQiMftirl] ' Xorthin'st Deslhuiluni Discounts

tbrou^hml 19S9- up to 2S" > off the low(>sl availahle fare

5.fyr;r;/;oy///,v/;///('.v in Northwest sWOKI.DPHKKS"

free travel program— where onlv 20,000 miles gels

vou a free roundtrip ticket to anuvhere Northwi'sl flics

in the contiguous i.S I inited States or Canada.

And, of course, youll enjoy all the exceptional

henefits and personal service you would expect from

American I'xpress.

The only requirements for privileged travel: you

must he a Cardmemher. you must he a full-time stu-

dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines

tickets with the Card.*

(letting the C-ard is eiisier than ever hecause now

you can apply hy phone, just call 1-800-942-AMHX.

V^e'll take your aj^plicalion and hegin to process it

right away What's more, with our Automatic

Approval offers,

vou can (iualif\ now

while you re still in

school.

Apply now I'ly later

for less.

^^ RELATED

Apply Now: l-8()0-942-AMEX

'Sdrnr rcMric ijniis niav apjilv ror foinplcte offer (Icl.iils. c;il! I 800 ') i2 AMKX Currcnl situlcnl CardiiiPiiilHTs iiiilonialH .ilK receive Iwi JO*) vonr l\er\ m ihr miil

'< WS')Aiiieric;iii rApvessTcnel Kehiled .Services Coinp.iin. Iik
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

Hmm ... not bad. Kemosabe .

but this one little better maybe

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

USS THAN Om. MONTH
A60. etORCjt dUi-HS
TH£M£.OF THi. W£fK
lAmEThlC^'HtlWULP
NOT TOliMlB, ke TOU>
t/i, ^VefJ TN£ APPBAR-w - AHCB OF

^ IMPK)PR.5Ty
'- <.-^V/' IUHl'-j >^
'* ' ~'^- MlnmtfiT)ON'

SlNCe THtM mve 5£dN JOHN TOk/

tn. ^MNimizap &y Hi^PioAPn
LOi> imX VINO UUINt, IMCmti ANP,

^.^ / ONe A9M)l^/\t^, 'yONC,

-=^S^V^^-^ JAC<K£MP,AC
CUSePOFHNAN
ClAL ilV\fWPRJ

,1, i,^{eTl5^,PITW.
/A H \ tmicb cHitf

ALL OF This PURJNO THt
fiftsj Tiw iveef^'b OF-

oeoKe BUSH'S match <

IS THIS lAJHAT BUSH
MMNT BY. BY. .

ACTUALLY. I
HUiLKINPA
SORRY FOP^

THaeuY

\

PUAYW
HONEYMOON
SYNPROI^

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
I Wi^ SMOW ^k^ DRY. SO

COD m> WtT ViWEN ^toVJ

PIAIH) H IT.

..\m\ P^K If SMDW WAS
PRY, ^OU COOIDNT PACK W
INTO SHQWBAUS. \\\k\

WCXADHt et GDOO.

;

I WISH IT "SKOfltD IN SjMM£R
WOULDNT TMAT BE. ?\/N? ..Wtli

ND, KT\J^vr< WAT WCWlD

MKitt n HARD TO

PLM bASfcBAU.

THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

OUR STOt^Y

50 MR:
HU(iE BUpqer
Cor3 MAVe
UNLEASHED
CHA05 ON
tme: once
PEACF'^UL
CAMPU5...

YO, 5Ti>PEWT5/ IV^

ARE IMFLEAIENTlM'
ANOTHER FEE, SO
HAt^D OVER ALL
VOU(^ MOMEV.

ADMINlSTRAriVe
FRorfSSIONftLS

YOU t^E^W ANOTHER
CURRICULUM TEE ?/^ YEH,

PAT'

5

WE KlEEp A BONCHA
NEVO CURRICULUM5

TOMORROU-.
SrODFNT

C;0VC<?NMFNT
TO THf-

,

RESCUE .'

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

"One thing I know. If living

isn't a seeking for the grail it

may be a damned amusing
game."

-F. Scott Fitzgerald

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 itappy

beginning

5 Thrasnas
10 uninviting

I'i B««uiici4n s

concern
15 inoian line

16 Woio witn

nveignt (n »vork

1

7

Fieio unit

18 On me fence

20 Detivery p««son
22 Cardinals or

Oriotes

23 G.»ef s

opposite

24 Tougnens
25 C.tv o<^ ttie

Seine

26 Sea aucit

30 Uamms
32 F'ag'ance

33 Rotating piece

3b Winao* .jnit

37 Crowoa'
39 Garment •o' 15

Across
iO Noan ?

•naste'piece
- 1 Ponte»n $ titte

-2 Occurrences
a Ripen
16 Collect

i7 Caiiiornia team
50 Aromatic seeo
52 Casaoianca

acto>

53 Attac»«'

5^ Greasec
ugptmnq

59 Poiynesiar wear

50 Shosnoneans
61 Benaer

62 £auai

63 boMen
64 Giuttea

55 Buoget 'tem

DOWN
' Pnor>e»

2 Oeiicaie eaging

3 Atfectatior's

4 Noiapiiiiv

5 Potation

6 Grasslands
* Spy
8 — arnj SKitties

9 Brut

10 More snug
11 Sneetxsn
12 Flat

13 Raiment
19 Couegiaie

starter

21 Facility

24 Boutique

25 Nursery taie

Dear

26 Aleutian outcos^

27 Flagrant

29 Lyric ooer^

31 Mattress

supports

33 BitMicai

miracie

town
34 Par ot B *

3b — Piggy

38 Ostricn s

cousin

39 Hai'-.ea' term
41 Dmgies
43 vesse 'O'

vioieii

44 Mos; simp-e

45 Mesn
47 Record 0OO«
48 Ac!0' Nicn

4? Cered J" >c
5' Annoyec
53 Sutnerianc

specialty

54 Reserve

55 Fran.

56 Biusie'

58 Rec'Oe ac?r

ANSWER TO
OR < M
R A V E

PREVIOUS PUZZLE,
Tm A R P

2 22/H

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARliS (March 21 April 19) An
Lirge 'or privacy mast temporarily

give way to meetings and person-

nel discussions Retriain strictly

oboveboard in your efforts to ac-
quire new business and funds those

who count admire your integrity

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) A
areamy mood could overtake you
early today Do rot fight it' A
romantic relationship is enhanced
when you talk easily and hopefully

about family values and career

goals Discuss your kjve of chikdren

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Magic
IS in the airl You and romantic part-

ner are creating something
wonderful together Vou are hap-
pier about the way pint finarrces

are being harvjled An unexpected
money gift brings delight

CANCIR (June 21- July 22) You
open the door to better times A
promising relationship takes a giant

step forward Financial security

domirxjtes you thoughts today You
have good ideas Follow your intui

tion where a new venture is

concerr^d

LiO (July 23-Aug 22) You have
the bpporturiity to reach out and
touch someone's lite in a mean-
ingful way Go ahead and moke a
dream come true' it is not too early

to gather tax data

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) You

may fira it difficult to mix business

with pleasure today Although you

are rx3t naive, it could be to your

advantage to appear that way
now An intimate alliance grows

more intense.

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Pursue

your goals but keep up ap-
peararx;es while aoing what you
have to ao Ttiere ore plenty of ac-
tivities to engage you at horrte to-

day Treasure the time you spend
alone

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) If you
earn your own money, you can
spend it any way you desire You
may find a special item costs much
more thian you imagined You make
a wonderful impression on so-

meone attractive

SAOIHARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Be perfectly clear about your p>k3ns

and you will avert a serious

misunderstanding with mote A
sophisticated approach nxiy not

be ftie right strategy row Decide
what you wont most
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Ttie correct blend of ossertiveness

and persuasion will get you what
you want CtKinging your mind
from one moment to the next coute)

affect a relationship in a negative
way Be consistent'

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Take time out to reassess your

priorities Happiness lies within your

grasp Relationst^ps thrive on open,

tionest communication Recognize
the Destructive power of jealousy

You have more going for you than
you realize

PISCiS (Feb 19-March 20) i?e-

picel Your recent efforts are about
to pay off in greater family har-

mony You are tempted to chuck
your work and relax with a favorite

companion Accept an invitation to
the movies

MENU
LUNCH

Tuna melts

Beef Fajitas

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER
Barbecued sparerlbs

Savory beef strudel

BASICS DINNER
Tuna melts Greek style skillet

Soybean, corn and tomato Broccoli and cheese strudel
coserole
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Sports at a Glance

Today: Women's gymnastics

vs. Sprin^rfield i7:30'

Tomorrow: Men's hoop vs. Penn State (7:30t

Women's h(H)p at West Virginia (5:00t

Men's swjmmmjj at New Englands
Women s swimming at Easterns

Friday: Mens swimming at New Englands
Women's swimming at Easterns

M' n'< track at Nt-w Fn^'laiKi-;

PARAMOUNT
Performing Arts Center

1"<M' Mjin Sireei. SpriiKM \1 \ Ml \i\}

Alvin Alley
Repcrtorv

Ensemble
Saturda\.

• March 11

S8 pm
or brnttl of vn»

fOVMilior ol Piontrr VHrr
»na ts ifttlt»t9t

lanc\ BrDihers with

Ri)bbic O'Conncll

The Dusimcn

>iind.i\. \1.irch pni
IHt: FIXX
Sunday. .April 2

M()RT(^\ nOUNFY. JR.' Max 6

Tiwkrl> jk jiUhli a! ihi Pjrdmt>uni bi'v i )ITict i-4t .'i ".>4-.^^"4

*•! Tukrirnn t)ulk-l« .inJ liUlr-n I SOO- 's:Mm<l

FILENE'S BASEMENT
ON MARCH 18th UMASI

7 NIGffrS HOTEL/AIK/rK/\NSFEKS
NO HIDDEN COSTS!

FROM BOSTON/STAY AT THE BEST [lOTELS
Buy with confidenre . Buy your vacaUon from Fileric s basernrntJ

JAMAICA
MONTEGO BAY
or NEGRJL from

Sat OKihtdeo

$449 + 12

At Deluxe Beachfront

Nassau Beach
Hotel ^" ""Q^' ''«' from

BAHAMAS!
$479...

^^UERTO LA CRUZ

$569,,
Suites at Beachfront

JDoral Beach Hotel
Sunday deo from

ANCU
iBeachfront
list Class Hotel

Sal night dep ffOm$449 + 17

*l ittrm «•&« {Mtvv* y-»'i xrjtwnry *nd »« xi-n l"> U *n>mhtm^MHt\ •<'j»"» t»»« »'<n »»do»' ?»i'«l ^>

r*M fJi*^i'-.^|fT v» r'j<yi^ .^'Mtlrtor o#<»«%»i «*»» *''>rt n% f'.nsflri^i -^'jo ix ''»» ['x^^^tn •' » v^ ,»'t

fcv5\CATiarsj
OPEN TODAY
10 Locations in

New England ^ >' OUTLET
Guaranteed Reservations! lall;!'»V-VJy.'i!iJ

Guaranteed Low Prices!
for inlormatlon or to Book call

617 267-8100
FIRST CUSS VACATIONS AT BARGAIN BASEMENT PRICES!

cO'Captains

continued from page '-')

Said Riddell."A lot of times we have to step in and say

"Hey, (UMa.ss swim coach! Russ (YarworthI has a point,""

and. continues Gardiner, "you have to tell Russ when the

team has a point."

"Yo'j have to give the guys a slap in the head
.-sometimes." Riddell explained. "But you can't just walk
away, " added Gardiner. "You have to try and make them
understand the slap in the head."

This paiticular responsibility has resulted in occasional

friction between the co captains and the team members
but it never lasts

"They might think you're a jerk for a while but then

they come up and straighten it out, " Riddell said.

The team has had the advantage of coming largely out

of the same recruiting class and. as a result, they are very

clo.se.

"Half of the kids in our class knew each other before

they came here." said Riddell. This has made the co-

captains' job a lot easier.

"They keep each other psyched, not just us," Riddell

said, while Gardiner added that "anybody can play cap-

tain on any given day " Yarworth felt differently,

however.

"I wanted my captains to be dedicated, have leadership

abilities in and out of the pool . . be mature and reliable.

1 felt that Will and Chico would be the l)est for the job.

They've definitely lived up to (my) expectations." Yar-

worth said.

In the upcoming New- England Championships. Riddell

will be swimming the 1650- imilei and 500-yard freestyle

and the 200-yard butterfly and Gardiner will swim the

50-yard freestyle and the 100- and 200-yard breaststrokes.

But more importantly they will be providing the support

neces.sary for the Minutemen to win their third con-

.secutive title.

Swimmers get

academic honor
Men's swim team members Will Riddell and Roger

Kennedy will receive the Out.standing Student Service

Award for Students in Engineering today at the an

nual Engineers Week Convocation

According to Dr. Nancy Helinian. Assistant Dean of

the School of Engineering and founder of the award,

it is presented to tho.se students "in recognition of con

tributions to the quality of student life."

Winners are required to hold a grade point average

above 3.0 in engineering and be a member of a varsity

sport. Riddell has a 3.8 in civil engineering and Ken-

nedy is a mechanical engineering major with a 3.1

G.P.A. They are being recognized for their academic

progress in the engineering field, according to Hellman.

- DENNIS MAD.SKN

men 's hoop
-continued from page 20

Giles walked through the layup line two nights later at

Duquesne, but did not play. His status for Thursday's date

with Penn St. at the Cage is "que.stionable." according

to team trainer Jim Laughnane.

Tough town: Sprawled atop Thursday's Pittsburgh

Press sports page was an assault on the Dukes basket

ball program. Culunini.st Bob Smizik spent several trees

worth of type lamenting the loss of colorful former coach

Mike Rice seven years ago. Jim Satalin replaced Rice, and
has posted and 81 117 record since. The Dukes entered

the contest losers of eight of their last nine.

Hoop Du Jour: The Mountaineer media guide offers

a "player pronunciation guide,' which instucts the reader

to say Tom Krogers name "just like the store " Got me.

AEH RUSH
Hake Ike Hc\/e!
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN INVITED

Tonight at 9:00 PM

HYPNOTIST JOHN SACCO
Sacco returns to UMass for another night in the

realm of the subconscious. While under his spell,

one never knows what one might do!

ALPHA EPSILON PI FRATERNITY
382 North Pleasant Street

For More Information, CaD Michael At 549-6723

)<^•••••••••••••fe•ll^

University Health Services is

offering a 10-session group:

"Exploring Lesbian, Gay,
and Bi-sexuai Identities."

Tuesday evenings,

7:30 - 9:00,

beginning early March.

Pre-registration and pre-group

interview required.

For information, or an
appointment, call 545-2337.

It^WANTED
7^ Managers for

)f UMASS Football Team
)^ —male or female

all interested come to

Football Office

in Boyden Building

i.'k^Wnn^'ki.irir'k
Are you concerned

about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session
No Charge • No Registration

Tuesdays, 4-5 pin Feb. 7 — May 16

Univ. Health Services RM 304
UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health
Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general information.
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Oklahoma
connnued from page 20

watch on the news and see the three ofthem being led
into jail. They are all chained together at the waist.

You are a worried young man. ^Tiat ifyou have your
girlfriend up for the weekend next year and you get

called into coach Switzer's office? You wonder how
she'll react when you tell her to lock the door as soon
as you leave and not let anyone in until you come back.

On Feb. 13, five days after you signed your letter of

intent, Charles Thompson, the quarterback who was
to be your option partner is arrested and charged with
selling 17 grams of cocaine to an undercover agent. A
week later OU Athletic Director Donnie Duncan says
that Thompson underwent drug rehabilitation last

summer after failing two drug tests.

The Sooner football trainer claims that since last

August Thompson has been tested four times for drugs
and each time he came up clean. You wonder if that
is really true. After all ju.st a week before his arrest

Thompson told an elementary school that by saying
"no" to drugs he was able to have a successful college

football career.

You remember watching Thompson being interview

ed on television during the Florida Citrus Bowl and
saying how he was going to have to be able to motivate

the players next year since they would be ineligible

to be on television or to go to a bowl game. You
wondered how he planned to do this. Was he going to

say, "Hey, if we win you guys can buy an ounce of coke

from me and I'll give you a second ounce for free." Not
even Price Chopper has money saving deals that good.

You sit and wonder what next year will hold in store

for you. When you think about going to OU next fall

there is a twinge of nervousness in your gut. You are

a worried young man.

Sox ink Greenwell to two-year pact
WINTER HAVEN. Fla . APi - Mike Greenwell agreed

to a two-year. $1,725 million contract with the Boston Red
Sox on Tuesday, several hours after talks had collapsed.

Greenwell will get $500,000 this year and $1,225 million

in 1990, according to a source familiar with the negotia

tions. In addition, he would get a $100,000 for winning
the American League MVP, $75,000 for finishing second

in the voting and $50,000 for finishing third.

He earned $205,000 in base salary last year plus

$100,000 in bonuses. He batted .325 with 22 homers and
119 RBI in 1988.

"I'm an honest person who wants to play baseball and
have fun doing it," said Greenwell, who is 75 days short

of salary arbitration eligibility. "Now I can do that and
try to help the team win a World Series."

Greenwell, runner-up to Oakland's Jose Canseco in the

MVP voting last year, earlier walked out on Boston

general manager Lou Gorman after a 39minute meeting

"They came back and we sat out in the left field

bleachers and had a 30minute meeting," Gorman said.

"We're delighted to get him in the fold. I wanted to get

this deal done in the worst way."

At the start of the day, Greenwell was asking for $1.9

million over two years and the Red Sox were offering $1 .2

million.

Boston then offered $1.7 million and Greenwell asked

for $100,000 more as a signing bonus, a source said. That's

when the outfielder walked out. Several hours later,

Greenwell and his agent, Joe Sroba, returned.

"We were too close and I didn't want the thing to fall

apart," Greenwell said. "We didnt call. We ju.st walked

in and said let's try to get it done. It was frustrating at

times, a lot of ups and downs. But now I'm very happy

with it. It's an excellent package."

Gorman said Greenwell linked his demands to the two-

year contract awarded 1986 AL MVP and Cy Young
Award winner Roger Clemens.
After boycotting the 1987 exhibition season, while in

eligible for salary arbitration, CU-mens s«*ttleH for a two

year contract which paid him $1.85 million. Clemens

recently agreed to a three-year deal worth $7.5 million.

AP nlr pholo

Red Sox outfielder Mike Greenwell, shown
here in action last season, yesterday agreed to

a two-vear contract worth $1,725 million.

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8 30-3 30 FRi 8 30-2 3Q-DEADL1NE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION -CASH IN ADVANCE 20 /WORD/DAY FOR STUDENT.'^

ACTIVITIES

THIRD WORLD CAUCUS MEETS
TONIGHT' Help minority empoiwefment
and buiM coalitions' Masting in Campus
Cente« 1 77 at 5 30

UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS GENERAL
MEETING f PC ?i 6pm Earth Foods Come
F-nd Out *hai i! 5 all atxxit

HEY! FIRST ARMENIAN CLUB MEETING
of the semester Thursday ZSfd •6pm m
room 917 Campus Center

TONIGHT!! Eyewitness report (rom
moscow with Carl Bloice Moscow cor

respondent lor The People s Daily World
7 00pm C C 101 Free

SALVADORAN STUDENT LEADERS to

spea»c at UMass 7pm 23 February CClOi
For more into call CASA 5 ?148

LEARN JEWELRY • SILKSCREEN 4

workshops rneetmg once a week at Student
Union Crall Center

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLUB'S inaugural gathering of

1989 featuring elections and social events
planning New members graciously
welcomod Thursdays 307 30pm SOM lob-

by Don t let It be anotfier extracurncularless

semester

SIGMA ALPHA MU RUSH!! Feb 21 S«m
my Feud 8pm Campus Center -101 Feb 22
Sammy Cinema 8pm Campus Center -162

CHRISTIAN BOOK READING CLUB star

I.ng 367 2361

ADD DROP A PAIN? Budget cuts got you
down? Write a letter to your represen-

tative Table outside the Minittort S.U.

JAZZ HOT DANCERS mlo meeting Wed 22

6 00pm Melville 2nd floor lounge Call Lisa

6-7334

FIGHT THE HIGH COST OF TUITION!
Work with Clean Water Action Earn

$6 80-10'hr working on our professional

campaign staff Great worK experience for

Comm Poli-Sci. Env and marketing ma-

)0rs Call 549-7450

STRONGEST MAN AND WOMAN COM-
PETITION Saturday Fel) 25th at the Ken
nedy Bodyshop 12-4pm $2 00 fee and many
great prizes

LEARN TO MEDITATE - FREE Find hidden

sell Expand universal outlook Any Men or

Wed 3-5pm Campus Center Room
posted near elevators

UMASS SKI CLUB runs the best spring

breaks to Barbados Bahamas Bermuda
Killington and Breckenndge 54'> t437/430

SUB

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is looking lor

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested'' Call 50960 lor details

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT

THE AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT •,

recruiting volunteers to work as
lirelighter/fcMTs ^^o experience necessary

See our table on the concourse February

22 24

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1,2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665 3856

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are dwaiaoie Keep your tnends and parents

inlorn'ied about what is gomg on at UMass
We can s«nd it almost anywriere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam
pus Center or Call S45-3500

AUTO FOR SALE

79 FORD FUTURA 4 SPEED fun 131K

m.les Oaylona special $400/B 444^3231

•4 ISUZU PUP WITH CAP 88K nH«M m«'
$2500 days 545 0600 «39 Elame

78 OLDSMOBILE CUTLESS STATION-
WAGON automatic powersteenng Air con
dition runs great $600 or B O 665-8955

1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON- 50 000
miles A/C roof rac« excellent condition

$2500 Call 256-0933

RUG GREAT FOR DORM
S«v Blue

Excelieni condiiior-

$45 or best otter

Call Alisa 527 6505

1982 GRAY SAAB TURBO eirc cond
records avail a/c Apline stereo/cass Fast

fun runs like new call Mchael 773-5864

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb-
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253-9032

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3-camp
organization in the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are available m Tennis, Ar

chery Waterfront (W S I ) Cramatics Office

Administration Computers Radio Arts 4
Crafts Nature Athletics, Jewelry
Photoography Dance Wrestling, Cooking
Adventure/Challenge Course Film makir>g

Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800 533-CAMP (215 887-9700 in PA) or

write 407 Benson East. Jenkintown, PA
19046

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE quality tunes for

all occasions 549-1421 or 253-7655

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

DAYTONA S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - $139 Panama City Beach s

Miracle Mile Resort $119 roundtnp

transportation add $80 Call Mark 549 2871

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT Disc

lockeys lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM IN A 3 bedroom apt in

Sunderland on bus route $?00« No last mo
fir sec dep Call Jenny or Stephen 665 861

7

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER
2539742

FOR SALE

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES Amherst

2 yrs old incomo property positive cash flow

(gross rental 18,000/yr) Live rent free and

make spending money too' Call Dale

2S3 9949

BUY A BIKE Cannondale $300 or best ol

for Raqcinq and touring suntour gear

system Dia tompo brakes mistral

aluminum rims frame alone is worth live

hundred dollars Call Anytime 549 3512

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93.000

miles Call 256 8369

FOUND

MICHAEL D DEVANNEY I have found your

wallet I have not t>een able to contact you
So you can call me at 253-2107 Ask for

Hong and leave a message

FOUND WOMEN S WTCH 6n> 14 at bus
stop by S-West black band black face gold

hands made m hong «ong Call Time at

546-9030

HELP WANTED

THIS PAST SUMMER 350 Collage
Students took on a Management Position

gaming exceptional managerial and
business skills for their career Average net

summer earnings $10 740
1-800 922-5579

$10,000 A MONTH ' '
' Market product m

untapped region Cnve arid persistence pay
off greatly Dave 584-5757

SGA COMMUNICATIONS ISHmJNG -

Publicity/advertising consultant Applica-

tions at 304 SUB AA/EOE

SUMMER BUSINESS POSITION 7n your

hometown Earn avg $8,000 ExcaHani ex-

perience 665-2527

FREE MEALS can the DC Fraternity m need
of light kitchen help in exchange lor meals

Call Jon 545-0046

INTERESTED IN VIDEO?

UNION VIDEO CENTER GENERAL
MEETING Thursday 7 00pm Come find out

what we have to otter' Commuter Lounge
by the Hatch

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands on ex

penence in the legal field-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary -training pro-

vided An information session will t>e held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901

Campus Center (545-1995)

LOST

BLACK ZIPPERED AGENDA/ADDRESS
BOOK Losi in Herter 106 Call 546 4131

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS' NOW YOU ARE
THE NEWEST RIBBONS ol Alpha Chi

Omega Get psyched (or an amazing
semester"

BILLY— Willy Happy Birthday' We love U
very much' The Methuen Club

LES- Will you buy lor me now'' Happy 2 1st

Birthday from your Woman from Mars

Luv MMR

BLONOIE BO Thanks lor everything you ve

given me I love you most Love our radiating

lollipop PS I like you

SCOTTY HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, BABY!
Believe it or not. I love you' Love always

your baby' Rachel

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EOIE SAULIER! Party

over where'' Our house Saturday a bit late

but we II celebrate' Love Obscene

Bon Jovl 4 ti< Han Mar6 $60 or BO
M9-7t78 Oraal aaatal

JELLT- i-iappy Deiaiea TJin and you
thought we d'dn t love you Well we do
Keep smiling Love tfia crew (Joyce Laura
Heather A Gab

)

LOOOONY! YEAH YOW Lau^ Berman'
Can you do this"'"

TRACY

JANI HOMOCA FROM RADFORD sez
hello to her cousm Oavey Doodle

JILL, JILL, JILL, JILL, JILL!! Begging your

forgiveness' A thousand blessings on your

camel' Dmner Friday"" Scott 6 5981

TOM fFniSh CELBRATING your birthday

already" Elise

PATSY MARIE SNEE (PMS) - Seeing as

you were 21 yesterday I H take you club-

bing tonight' Cheers to best fnends and
4 s I love you Love Susie J

JEFF - HAVE A HAPPY (and healthy) 23rd

birthday AH my love and Inandship, «oxo

Laurie

TO MY FAVORITE FRAT OUY - Thursday
night was great' Thanks Love Lara

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS' EXCELLENT FUNDRAISING OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUART 546-7612
LEAVE A MESSAGE.

DOUGLAS LLOYD HIGGONS Happy 19th

birthday i love you' Love always Kara

JAMIE J. AT BrTtTANY MNH Hope you

enjoyed our flowers Will call soon to say

hello

NEEOTMAJRCUflfForlhe^towest rales

call 253-9127 Leave message

JOSH GORDON Best wishes on your cam-
paign for SGA president

SARAH PERCHANCE YOU READ THIS
Happy Birthday i.ove you like a sis

MICHELE KOSKI Happy Birthday Love your

Roomie

LOUISE- Happy Anniversary Love always
Paul, one more tear

WHY DOES THE SKI CLUB run Spring

Break trips' For the parties LAGNAF with

the best 430 SUB/545-3437

HELP! LOOKING FOR attractive male up-

perclassman as an escort to a weddmg m
the Bahamas weekend ol March 3 Tickets

purchased but dumped my boyfriend Free

ride Interested'' Call Cathy Coona
5468909

DEAR ANONYMOUS, thank you for the

nicest valentine I have ever received Love,

Cammie

HAPPY B'OAY Tom love Ei»e

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Demse 256 0998 4pm or later

ROOMMATES WANTED

I or 2 PEOPLE FOR APARTMENT n

Amherst Center call 253-7572

ONE LARGE ROOM in 3 bedroom 1 si floor

apt 1 Hadley Cen ler Hardwood floors

large kitchen and living room $233/mo in-

cludes heat 585-8627

FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPACIOUS vju -e

village ap' Feb and Ma'ch free iBS/mo
367 2092

2 FEMALES TO SHARE Townehouse apt

Call 69207

SERVICES

RESUMES SAMPLES VARIOUS STYLES,
difterent formats Actual successful ex

amples interested'' Send $3 00 Box 801

Bellmore New Vorh 11710

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES. Laserpnn

ting, copies typing 665-8873

RESUME TYPESETTING Avoid the end
of semester pane Very experienced mex
pensive ovemighl laserwnler quality Lisa

6658969

SIGMA ALPHA MU RUSH!!

RUSH SIGMA ALPHA MU! Feb 21 Sammy
Feud 8pm Campus Center -101 Feb 22
Sanuny Cmeina 8pm Campus Canter - 162

SLIME CAMPAIGN MANAGER

CONGRATS WENDY TYROL on this most

exteemed position m Josh Gordon's bid lor

the SGA Pres

SWING DANCE/JITTER BUG CLASSES

JuM 17 each or $2S for all four. No part-

ner necessary! Classes meet from 4 •

6pm Sunday. March 5 thru Sunday,
March 26 at Easi Street Dance Studeio in

Hadley -Just oft R1 9 between Amherst
and Northampton Instructors Lars Mar-

shall and Jsnine Warner For more info,

Call 546-9309 No pra-regiatratlon

r^acaaaary.

WANTED

I'LL PAY $30 for a CALC 13t tem (not An
ton) Nicholas 256 6892

ACTS ACTS ACTS The 6th Annual Asian
Night IS coming soon' Talent shrjw arts in-

terested please call Conme 256 it 90 or

Mike 546-5820 Asian American Student
Association

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE III Call

Steve at 549 0133

PING PONG TABLE. Any conditioo Please
call Teresa at 546-6397

STUDY ABROAD

UK STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES in-

formational rneetmg with representative

from Beaver College programs 301 Herter

Hall 3-5pm T".

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA '

dividualized instruction CASA Box 11264

Milwaukee Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

HOT NIGHTS, COOL FROZEN DRINKS,
reggae music sandy beaches and you At

(ordable spring break trips to Jamaica Can-

cun Acapuico, and Daytona Call Karen or

Shara at 546-6612. or Mendeth at 549-8274

for details

NEWEST SPRING BMaTk HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT, SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN S46-7483

TYPING

WOROSMITH PROFESSIONAL TYP
ING. Papers resumes and more' Laserp'

ting with spellchec" 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fast professional

accurate 665-4501

UMASS LAX SWEATSHIRT

• LOST/STOLEN ON 8th FLOOR OF •

Codidge 1st weekend in Feb Reward '

offered for the return of this navy
sweatshirt with a Lacrosse Logo

'No questions asked Just please return'
It, no one else has one and it has

' extreme sentirneniai value Call Laura '

at 546-8031
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Sooner football:

a scary situation
You are Dewell Brewer and you are a worried youn^J

man. This should he the time of your life. In four

months you will jn^aduate from Lawton (Okla.) Hijjh

School You are 5 fcnit 9 and can cover a distance of for

ty yards in 4.4 seconds. Every adult who claims to know
about such things has told you that you are one of the

top five runnmg backs m the country. This past seas<in

you ran close to 2,000 yards and were named a second

team I'SA Toiiay All American. You have been com-

pared to a young Tony Dorsett

John Steven Morple

And despite all this you are a worried young man
In .January there was a newspaper article that said

you were leaning toward leaving the state and sign

ing on with rival Nebraska. Living in Oklahoma and
going to play football in the farm belt of Lincoln,

Nebraska would tend to upset certain people.

The day after the Nebraska article was printed you

walked out the front door to discover that .some locals

had thrown a few dozen eggs at your house. It seems
they didn't appreciate you even thinking about going

anywhere but good ol" OU. You think it may be in

yours and your mother's best interests ifyou sign with

Barry Switzer. On Feb. 8 you sign a letter of intent to

join the Sooner wishbone.

The day should have been a celebration. A reward
for all your years of hard work. In.stead it was relief

Now you didn't have to worry about your house being

egged any more.

But you are scared by what you have seen and read

about your future team. In early September you read

former Oklahoma linebacker Brian Bosworth's
autobiography. The Boz: Confessions ofa Modern Anti-

Hero. In one chapter you read that former OU receiver

Buster Rhymes once shot off a few rounds on his Uzi

machine gun during a snowball fight.

You thought it was another one of Boz's exaggerated
statements. Then you see that redshirt freshman Jerry

Parks, a starter last year, shot teammate Zarak Peters

in the chest. The police charge him with shooting to

injure Another teammate tells the press that after

sh(K)ting Peters, Parks put the gun to his head and tri»>d

to shoot himself. There were no bullets left in the

chamber Suddenly you think the Boz may have been
telling the truth.

In early February you open the sports page to read

that a 20-year-old female student at the University of

Oklahoma has accu.sed five men, including three

Sooner football players, of raping her. Sophomores
Nigel Clay and Glen Bell and junior Bernard Hall are

all arrested and charged with first degree rape. You

continued on pane 19

Women's gymnastics team
to host Springfield tonight
By SAM SILVKRSTKIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics
squad is homeward bound after three weekends worth of

road work.

Back to their winning ways after this Saturday's defeat

of Southern Connecticut State University, the
Minutewomen will host the Chiefs of Springfield College
this evening under the Boyden bigtop.

The meet is .scheduled to kick oft at IMO p.m.

UMass improved its record to 5-1 with a 175.40 173.65

win over SCSU, despite turning in a performance that

coach Alfie Mitchell described as "dull." The meet follow-

ed the Minutewomen's first loss at the University of New
Hampshire the previous Saturday
Against SCSU. freshmen Kim Grady. Erin Klier, and

Debbie Schultz culled the largest part of the
Minutewomen's points. Grady led the all around competi

tion with 35.25 points. Klier tied Erika Baxter for the top

marks in the flcKir exerci.se with a 9 15.

Women's track second at Dartmouth
By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's indoor track

team finished second in a field of five at Dartmouth
University last Saturday. Hit by a bug of the flu and
resting some runners in preparation for the New England
Championships, coach Julie LaFreniere sent only nine

athletes.

Host Dartmouth easily won the meet with 109 points,

followed by UMass <35), Fitchburg State (30», Colgate (22),

and Lowell (21 >.

Sophomore Simone Marisseau threw exactly what she

needed — 38 feet — to qualify for the shot put in the New
Englands. She finished .second in the event and finished

ninth in the 20 pound indoor weight.

Senior Helen Balaouras bettered her seeding for the

New Englands with a toss of 39 11'/^ in the weight, good

enough for fourth. She is also very close to qualifying in

the shot put. with a throw of 36-1 1/2. Balaouras can still

make it if there are not enough athletes and if her throws
are among the top 16

School-record holder Tina White threw a disappointing

39 7. finishing fifth "She just couldn't get her head into

it. She wasn't letting herself throw naturally," said

LaFreniere

The la.st of the throwers, freshman Diane Ozzolek, set

a persona 1-be.st with a throw of 35 4.

Another frosh, Lee Ann Ambrose, continued to burn up
the track, as she qualified for her third New England
event, the 55-yard dash. Ambrose won the event, break-

ing the tape in 7.4 second.s.

Right after the finish of that event, Ambrose changed
shoes and hopped into the half mile. She didn't do that

poorly, finishing third behind runner-up Michelle St.

Laurent.

Precious Hill was hit with the bug, fini.shing second with

a lackluster time of 10:44.96. She can still attain her goal

of qualifying for the ECAC 3000 if she can run fast enough
in the N.E. meet.

Like Ambrose, she ran back-to-back, later running the

anchor leg for the winning mile relay team. Also runn-

ing in the 4x4 was Sue McFadyen (fifth in the 55», St.

Laurent, and Ambrose.
The team will continue to practice and prepare for the

New Englands, to be held Saturday and Sunday at Boston

University.

Men's hoop notebook

Pittsburgh trip a sort of homecoming
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Jim McCoy lost track of how many tickets he dished out

after 70 1

"could have been 100," he shrugged). John Tate's

entourage included family, former coaches and members
of his hometown church. Coach Calipari's following in-

cluded daughter Erin, who conveniently celebrated her

.•second birthday over the weekend in front of her "home
crowd

"

All three Minutemen call the city of Pittsburgh (or, to

be fair, its immediate environs i home. McCov. in fact.

played his high school ball for coach Chuck Crummie at

Central Catholic, a bounce pass down the road from Du-
quesnes new arena.

With the Duquesne student body scattered for spring

break (hey, there's buds on the trees down there already!,

the home side stands were half full of UMass backers. Had
the Minutemen given them anything to cheer abcjut. it

could have been a factor in the game.
** *

Rafer Giles sprained his ankle early in the second half

against West Virginia, and had to be carried off the fioor.

continued on paife 18

Men's swimming seeking third straight NE title
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

This weekend the University of
Ma.s.sachusetts men's swimming team will

find out if all the work they've done this

season pays off. Tomorrow through Satur
day, the Minutemen will take part in the
New England Intercollegiate .Swimming
and Diving Association championships at

Springfield College.

UMass is sending 19 swimmers to the
three-day meet, hoping to take a large

number of individual titles as well as its

third straight championship.

"It will basically be a meet between us

and Boston College for the title. " said

UMass men's swimming coach Russ Yar
worth. 'It could go down to the la.st meet
on the last day."

The Eagles handed the Minutemen a

season-opening loss that snapped a UMass
41 -meet winning streak and Yarworth's

team is spoiling for revenge.

Said co-captain Will Riddell. "Losing to

B.C. was something to get us up in the mor-

ning during intersession. " Boston College
had surprised the Minutemen by shaving,
giving the Eagles an advantage, but, .said

Yarworth, "now we'll both be shaved."
The meet will be set up .so that

preliminaries for six or seven events will

be run in the morning of each day with the
holders of the top 18 times advancing to the

finals in the evenings. Not only will the
team be looking to defend its title but a
number of swimmers, including Brian
Mclver, Dave Ehle and G.T. Ladd, will be
defending their individual top rankings.

Dan Chesnicka is one of the favorites in the

one- and three-meter diving competitions

and teammate Dave Wells is also expected

to make a "strong showing," according to

Yarworth.

"The only way we win is if the whole

team contributes. We need a total team ef-

fort. Each (.swimmer) is just as important,"

Yarworth said. "That's why we've won for

the la.st two years."

Right now the team is ready to go and
confident in its ability to win number
three.

Gardiner, Riddellprovide
winning balance for UM
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team has dual personalities. At

times the team is brash and confident but

when crunch time comes and work needs

to be done, that changes. They adopt a

hard-driving, no-fooling-around attitude

until the meet is won.

The team co-captains, John "Chico" Gar-

diner and Will Riddell personify this con-

trast. While Riddell, a civil engineering

major out of Needham High School, is nor-

mally the stoic, down-to-earth quiet guy,

Gardiner, a Woburn High graduate major-

ing in HRTA, is the opposite,

"I have the big mouth," said Gardiner.

The differences in style don't make for any

turmoil though.
"We compliment each other," Gardiner

continued. The two attitudes of the team
are mixed well enough to provide a winn
ing team for the UMass.
Between them, the co captains have a

number of responsibilities. They organize

fund raising for the team, keep up motiva
tion and, during the championships. Rid

dell becomes the "designated tt>am barber."

Shaved heads, compliments of Riddell, are

going to become a more common sight on
campus as nearly every swimmer gets a

visit from the razor.

But most importantly, the co-captains

serve as "intermediaries between coach
and team." Differences are bound to arise

between the two and that's where Riddell

and Gardiner come in.

continued on page Id

('nl|p0Hn pholo by David HiRanhiKurhi

The men's swim team hope.s to be No. 1 for the third straight yt'ar in

the New England Championships this weekend at Springfield College.
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SPORTS WOMEN'S ISSUES

Today: Cold, cloudy,

chance of snow.

Tonight: Settling in the

20's.

UMass women's gym-

nastics sets school

record in win over

Springfield. Page 24.

Local reactions surface

to the Grimshaw case

as she awaits sentenc-

ing. Page 15.
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Roy Eddington

For inmate,
graduation
to mark
a fresh start
First of a two-part series

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

When Roy Eddington graduates Cum Laude from the

University of Massachusetts this May, he plans to hold

a day-long jubilee with his family and friends. By

nightfall, he'll be back in prison.

Eddington, a convicted felon serving a 6-year

sentence for larceny, has been taking courses at the

Amherst campus since September and is nine credits

away from a bachelor's degree in General Studies.

For the Springfield native, whose young-adult life

was beset by crime and an addiction to drugs, higher

education was a pursuit that began two years ago in

a minumum security prison in Lancaster and led him

to the student-filled lecture halls of a sprawling

campus.
"I see education as something to help me up a lad

der," he said recently. "The ladder would have been

50 feet away from me. Now it's 25 feet, but I still got

to struggle to get there."

Persuaded by a fellow inmate at Lancaster in

September of 1987, Eddington entered the Prison

Education Project, a rehabilitation program for in

mates based out of the Division of Continuing Eduac

tion at UMass.
He had previously earned an associates' degree from

Mount Wachusett Community College during an

earlier incarceration, and had taken scattered courses

through an inmate program at UMass-Boston.

Because Eddington is within 18 months of parole, he

is allowed day-time furloughs to attend classes on

campus.
Now matriculated into the University, he is schedul

ed to graduate with the Class of 1989. If he finishes

this May, he will be the first convicted felon from the

program to complete an undergraduate degree at

UMass.
"I was in prison doing nothing," he said of his deci-

sion to take up school. "I knew that I could sit in jail,

sit idle, and come out in the same boat that I went in.

Or I could forgo telling war stories on the yard with

the fellas and say, 'OK Roy, it's time to get down to

continued on page 7
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House approves 1990 budget
Duke 's proposal slashed by $31 million

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The Hou.se Ways and Means Committee

yesterday approved a public higher education budget for

fiscal year 1990 of $638.4 million. $31 million less than

the Govenor's recommendation, said State Rep. Stan

Rosenberg.

But the approved budget, Rosenberg said, has a base

increase of $18 million over current .spending.

Rosenberg was quick to point out that House budget,

in real terms, offers more money for higher education than

the Governor's proposal.

"The House is proposing more money for now," he said,

"the Governor is proposing more for later
"

The budget will be subject to open debate on the floor

of the House starting March 6. Rosenberg said.

Of the $31 million included in the Governor's proposal

and killed bv the House. $21 million was ear marked for

a 53rd pay week for faculty in 1990 and any wage in

creases for faculty and staff due to contract negotiations

this year.

An additional $8.5 million included in the Governor's

budget was to be used for programs throughout the higher

ed system, but these funds were to come from tuition in-

creases and tuition retention programs, Rosenberg said.

The thinking in the House, said Rosenberg, is to pay

for the extra week of wages and salaries out of fiscal year

1991 monies and to raise funds for any contract mandated

pay increases for faculty and staff when they are needed

and not before, as the Govenor's budget suggested.

Rosenberg said that the House budget will bring public

higher education back to 1988 levels.

Rosenberg said the Governor's budget proposals were

ba.sed on revenues generatt»d by $600 million in new .state

taxes that have yet to be approved by the House and

Senate.

The House budget, said Rosenberg, is not based on any

new taxes and can be funded from existing .sources.

Also, Rosenberg said the Ways and Means committee

has done away with money for library l>ook purchases

which, up until now. has been a separate part of the

budget not included in the lump sum for public higher

education.

"It's been the view of the House for a long time that

books are a central part of (a university] and should be

taken from the budget" of each school, he said.

7 conservative groups
stripped of privileges
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Amid repeated reports of harassment,

Campus Center officials yesterday stripped

all building use privileges from seven of the

University's conservative student

organizations.

The seven registered student organiza-

tions affected are: The UMass Republican

Club, Students against any inefficient

Government and Administration, Students

for Life, the Silent Majority, Organization

for American Studies, The Friends of the

Spartacus League, and Students for Bush.

Yesterday afternoon, each organization

received a letter signed by Building Ser-

vices Director Dudley J. Bridges, notifying

members they no longer had authorization

to use meeting rooms, vending tables or

audio/visual services.

The letter also stated the ban will con-

tinue until the individual organizations

had been reinstated by Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs, Dennis Madson.

Madson said he believes the action

against the conservatives stems directly

from the two confrontations between the

Spartacist League and the Republican

Club.

The two groups brawled Feb. 9 during a

Spartacist meeting in the Campus Center.

The fight was broken up by police. On
Wednesday night the two groups were

broken up by police again before a fight

could take place (see related story) after the

Republicans found the Spartacists meeting

in the Student Union.

Bridges said the restriction placed on the

groups is one which will prevent the

original offenders, the Spartacists and the

Republicans, who had their meeting room

privileges rescinded last week, from using

any of the other conservative organiza-

tion's meeting space.

"They (the Republicans and Spartacists)

have been meeting in the other organiza-

tion's rooms as their guests despite the

original ruling. This suspension will end

that," Bridges said.

Bridges would not speculate when the

ban could end.

Student Activities Director Irene Carew,

who had direct input into the decision to

suspend the privileges, could not be reach

ed for comment at press time.

UMass observes DuBois ' birthday
From Collegian Staff Reports

In commemoration of the 121st anniver-

sary of the birth of Dr. William Edward
Burghardt Du Bois, the University of

Massachusetts has said it will announce

plans today to turn an area home ofthe late

black pioneer into a memorial and tourist

site.

The site, an interpretative memorial to

Du Bois at his Great Barrington homesite.

will be presented by Chancellor Joseph

Duffey and Deborah First, director of the

State Office of Tourism.

WEB. Du Bois was the first black to

receive a Ph.D. from Harvard University,

in 1896. He was a founding member of the

National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People, and was the founder and

editor of "The Crisis." the NAACP's mon-

thly magazine. He died in 1963 a citizen

of Ghana, and is buried there in Accra.

Du Bois came to the house of his mater-

nal relative Othello Burghardt soon after

his birth in 1868 and lived in the now-

demolished farmhouse for four years before

moving to another part of Great Barr-

ington. The house was purcha.sed by friends

as a 60th birthday gift to Du Bois in 1928,

and he used it as a summer retreat until

1954. A year later, financial and political

continued on page 5

Smith College

celebrates

traditional

Rally Day
By C.C. SANDORFI
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON
John M. Greene Hall

resonated yesterday with

the shouts and cheers of

the Class of 1989 at

Smith College during the

annual Rally Day
celebration.

Rally Day is a 113

year-old tradition of call-

ing off classes and
gathering to com-
memorate the birthday

of George Washington.

Yesterday's exercises

drew a crowd of about

1,300.

Seniors were allowed

to wear their gowns
(without caps) for the

first time in honor of the

occasion, said Mary
Reutener, the Associate

Director of College

Relations.

However, most seniors

made up for the cap

deficit by donning
outlandish headgear.

Some seniors topped

their somber black robes

with Mickey Mouse ears,

while others wore floppy

"bug antennae."

"The seniors are very

upbeat," she said. "There

are a number of focuses

to the celebration in ad-

dition to Washington's

birthday; we also

celebrate tradition,

spirit, and exuberance,

continufd on page 4
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Frustrated students
attempt senate coup
Bv MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

More than 30 students stormed last

night's Student Government Association

meeting waving bananas and chanting

"overthrow the senate" in anger over

filibusters and political difTerences that

have clogged the SGA's agenda in past

months.

The coup, which was launched as the

meeting began, barely lasting five minutes,

was organized by the so-called People's

Union for a Revolutionary Junta (PURJ),

a non-profit organization.

Co-leaders Clarinda RoseTurner and

James O'Keefe, said the bananas were us-

ed to symbolize "guns" or "power." and the

"facetious front had a serious message of

anger behind it."

"The students have had enough!" Turner

told the senate. "You have ignored us for

too long."

Senate Speaker Robert Fadel unplugged

the microphone and Campus Center securi

ty was present, but any attempts to curb

the protest did not prevent Turner from

listing the students' demands.

The .students' demands include charging

the senate to lead the fight against state

budget cuts, to address the rise in crime on

campus, and to publish of a concise mon-

thly report of its accomplishments, she

said.

Turner also compelled the senate to end

its "evil ways," including anarchy and con

flict and instead practice bi partisanship,

claiming "it is not one of the seven deadly

sins."

PURJ is circulating petitions demanding

reforms in the SGA, and have accumulated

600 signatures toward its goal of 1,000, she

said. Next Wednesday, Turner said

students will be asked to wear armbands

to "show their disapproval of the senate.

"A democracy is the responsibility of

everybody, not the burden of a few, "
she

said, and warned the senate, "you have not

heard the last of us. We will take necessary

measures to insure that the senate as a

whole acts in the interest of the students."

Several senators said they respected the

students' actions and Sen. Jay Festa, com-

muter area president, said "I thought it

was excellent. Most of the senate is not

responsible for the students."

But, the coup angered several members

of the SGA, prompting some to blame Shari

Silkoff and Jason Rabinowitz and their

pending ratification as SGA co-presidents

for the senate's lack of progress in recent

months.
"The only reason the student senate

hasn't gotten anything done is because of

Senator W. Greg Rothman eats a banana during last night's attempted

coup of the SGA. The bananas were supplied by students who say they've

had enough of the senate's antics.

the co-presidency issue," Sen. Bob
McDevitt said. "That has torn the senate

apart more than anything in the past four

years."

Sen. Doug Dratch said, "the senate has

been held up for the past few months, not

because of senators, but because of Silkoff

and Rabinowitz fighting their case against

the SGA."
Despite the initial uproar, the senate was

able to pass several motions including a

move authorizing the S>GA to hire a private

attorney to defend the .senate against a suit

filed by Silkoff and Rabinowitz in regard

to their co-presidency.

Sen. W. Greg Rothman said the motion

allows former student Bill Collins to be

represented as he is also being sued in his

capacity as former student attorney

general.

The senate approved several financial

transactions, some of which include $1,650

for Black History month events, $1,500 to

for the Jewish Arts Festival, and $2,000 to

the Newman Club for t-shirts for the an

nual Run for Ritter.

Two motions to immediately consider the

ratification and the in.staliment of the next

SGA president were unanimously passed.

Parts ofUMass will staj
New lighting delayed by budget cuts

By WENDY LEE
Collegian Staff

No additional outdoor lights will be installed on the

University of Massachusetts campus until the budget

crisis is resolved, the director of the Physical Plant said

last week.

J. Roger Cherewatti, director of the plant since 1984,

said $14 million allocated for landscape improvements

over the next seven years has been cut from the budget.

Part of this money was to be used for lighting, he said.

Because of the money loss, some areas on campus will

remain in the dark.

Shari Silkoff, co-president-elect of the Student Govern-

ment Association, said she considers a path that cuts

through the woods from the Northeast Residential Area

to the Sylvan Residential Area to be a "high-risk area"

because it has no lights and is not patrolled by the police.

The Physical Plant is not willing to install lights there

at this time, Silkoff said, because of "astronomical wir-

ing costs."

However, signs will be posted this week to alert people

of the dangers, she said. In the past, the area had been

blocked off, but the ropes and chains were stolen, she

Photo by Jason Daiuigrr

HOO-RAY — Lisa Echevarria, a junior an-

thropology major, jumps in a sunbeam at

Northampton's old post office on Pleasant

Street this past weekend.

added.
Cherewatti said last semester $6,500 was spent to in

stall eight lights on the lane by the chancellor's house

because the campus police reported this area as one of the

most dangerous on campus.

Arthur Hilson, executive director of Public Safety, said

he did not know at this time whether the new lights have

helped cut crime. However, he said, one can "seriously

assume it will reduce the number of people hiding in the

dark." Hilson said a review will be conducted at the end

of the year.

Stacy Roth, coordinator of the Educator/Advocate Pro

gram at the Everywoman's Center, said lighting and

emergency phones help improve campus safety. But, she

said, "A lot of money earmarked for lighting could also

be spent, or better well spent on education.

"Prevalent attitudes which exist in our society need to

be changed. Education needs to be valued equally with

safety measures," Roth said.

SilkofTsaid she has been trying to improve the lighting

situation at UMass since 1986. "It's important for

students to realize that efforts like these take time — it's

a slow process," she said.

continued on page 5

UM police respond
to potential conflict
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police Tuesday night stop-

ped what was amounting to be a replay of the Spartacus

League vs. Republican Club brawl of two weeks ago, police

said.

The Spartacus League, which along with the Republican

Club, has been banned from meeting in the Campus

Center for involvement in the brawl, was trying to hold

a meeting in room 404 of the Student Union when the

Republican Club stumbled upon them.

The Republican Club members were emerging from a

staff meeting of the conservative campus publication The

Minuteman when one member said he recognized a Spar-

tacist who allegedly assaulted him.

The Republicans said they found the Spartacists

meeting in the Commuter Area Government Office and

attempted to enter the room, but the door was locked. A
Minuteman photographer was taking pictures of the

room's occupants, which upset the Spartacists, the

Republicans said.

Before things got out of hand the Republicans said they

called the police and told them about the Spartacist

meeting.

This second incident between the two groups comes amid

assault charges filed in Northampton Di.strict Court last

week by members of the Republican Club against the

Spartacists. The case will be heard Feb. 28. The Spar

tacists say they will file counter suits.

Contract plan
draws mixed
reactions

By ALETHEA O'DONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts Provost Richard

O'Brien's plan to convert some staff members to

43 week contracts has drawn mixed reactions from

several deans.

The 43 week plan, prr)posed Jan. 12 by O'Brien before

the Professional Association Senate (PAUMA), asks

deans to look into the possibility of staff members

voluntarily reducing their contracts to 43 weeks, in

stead of the normal 52 week contract. The plan is be

ing considered as one way to offset budget constraints.

O'Brien said yesterday that the plan is completely

voluntary. "We simply want deans to take a look at

the people they employ and see if they can work out

a shorter schedule," he said, adding that were an

employee to resign or retire, deans would "seek to

replace them with an employee on a 43 week contract."

"This might appeal to some people," said George

Urch, acting dean of the School of Education, "such as

women who have young children, or men who might

want to use that period to travel."

'I do not know if (our professional staffl would be in-

terested," he said. "The College of Education has a

strong summer school, and we're pretty busy all year

long." Urch said other departments may have a "slack

time" during the summer, and the proposal would

therefore be more appealing to them.

Glen Gordon, dean of the Faculty of Social and

Behavioral Sciences, said the plan probably would not

affect many people in his department. "Occasionally,

we have had staff that prefer that, because they want

to take off for the summer," he said.

"Looking at it from the perspective of the secretary,

they don't make a lot of money already, and many of

them wouldn't want to take the cut in salary," Gor-

don said. "A lot of secretaries have budgeted their lives

on the basis of a certain salary."

Some people would agree to the new contract, but not

many, Gordon said.

Frederick Byron, dean of the Faculty of Natural

Sciences and Mathematics, agreed. "I think it's a

perfectly fine thing to do, but personally you're not go-

ing to find all that much interest in it."

Several deans agreed the budget cuts, $12 million in

less than a year, have severely hurt their departments,

both because of hiring freezes and a lack of resources.

"What the provost is looking for in this budget

climate is some way, any way, to save money," said

Dean Gordon. However, the proposed plan is not much

of a solution, he said.
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Actress tells of her ups and downs
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23. 1989

By CC SANDORFI
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - As both a woman
and an actress. Colleen Dewhurst says she
has faced similar problems.
Dewhurst. an Emmy award winning ac-

tress and president of the Actors' Equity
union, spoke to the Smith Class of 1989.
faculty, and guests at a convocation for Ral
ly Day. a commemoration of George
Washington's birthday.

"The acting profession is known as the
"rejection profession.'" she said. "The rejec-

tion the anguish, the pain never stops.

On the other hand, the joy never ceases."

She compared acting to living as a
woman, stressing that success at both
endeavors depends on maintaining a cer-

tain vulnerability.

Once bitterness and anger take over.

"They won't let you get ahead," she said.
"1 don't know exactly who "They are." she
said, but they're out there.'"

When vulnerability disappears, both the

talent for acting and the talent for living

are undermined, she said.

Dewhurst urged her audience to come to

terms with their fears. "When you are

scared, say to yourself. 'I'm scared. I'm
afraid.' Fear is a necessary part of the ac-

tor's process and of the life process." she
said. "Then say. it's dangerous and I'm go-

ing for it.'" she said.

Some of her personal fears included

doubts about her ability to serve as Actors'

Equity president, she said, a post she was
elected to in 1985.

When members of the union asked her
to run for office, she said, "you're talking

to woman who can't find a pencil!"

"They replied. 'We have someone to find

a pencil for you," she said

In addition to overcoming their personal

fears, women must struggle against

societal problems in the United States, she

said.

People are often encouraged by such

publicity to see women as victims, she said.

On one side, the constant publicizing of

all types of abuse directed at women can
become a sort ofexploitation, she said. Peo
pie are often encouraged by such publicity

to see women as victims, she said.

Finally. Dewhurst had some words of

wisdom to women who wanted to be tomor
row's leaders.

Instead of trying to be "the best" at

something, or trying to be famous, women
must "go for what they want," she said.

"The most important thing I realize now
is that 1 wouldn't give up one of mv ex
periences." she said. "Not one."

Rally Day
continued from pagt 1

"The seniors are very upbeat." she said.

"There are a number of focuses to the
celebration in addition to Washington's bir

thday; we also celebrate tradition, spirit.

and exuberanct .i- \mI: a- tht- ac
complishments ol aiumnae
"Its a triple-play day. " she said.

Several scholarships and awards were
presented during the ceremonies Deborah
Coletti, a sophomore economics major,
received the Jill Ker Conwav Scholarship
for $1,000.

Two students shared the Thomas Corwin
Mendenhall Histor\ Prize, which is award
ed yearly to an outstanding student in the
field of history Students Lisa Buoncoure
and Barbara Curran received the honor
Two teaching awards were presented for

excellence in teaching. Assistant professor

of art Barbara Kellum received the Junior
Faculty Award and Achilles professor of
history Nelly Hoyt received the Senior
Faculty Award The awards were based on
student nominations.
Five Smith alumnae were honored with

Smith College Medals in recognition of ac
complishments in their lives and their
careers: Priscilla Blum, founder and presi
dent of Corporate Angel Network a free
transport service for cancer patients i; Nel
\y Hoyt. Achilles professor of history at
Smith; Madeleine Will. US assistant
secretary for special education and
rehabilitative services; Virginia Wing,
former director of the Winsor School; and
Caroline Yang, executive director of the
Japan United States Educational Commis
sion Fulbright Commission
In addition, actress Colleen Dewhurst
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was presented with an honorary de^ee as

doctor of the fine arts. Dewhurst gave the

keynote address for the convocation

Celebrations concluded with a re

enactment of an 1893 basketball game and
the Rally Day Show, in which each class

performed ori^nal satirical skit, said

Reutener

Rally Day be>;an with the first class at

Smith. "The Hardy Fourteen," in 1876.

They decided to hold a reception in honor
of Washington s birthday, said Reutener
The reception later evolved into a full day
of activities including dancing, singing,

and sp>orts. In 1962 the awarding of an
honorary degree to a woman of distinction

was included, and in 1973 the presentation

to alumnae of the Smith College Medal w a.-<

added, she .said.

Refrigerator
stolen from
Coolidge

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Staff in Coolidge Residence Hall
reported Tuesday a refrigerator had
been .stolen from the fifth floor kit-

chenette, police said.

In other police reports:

• Police said they trespassed a man
from university grounds Tuesday when
he was reported to be harassing a former
girlfriend in Crampton Residence Hall

• A student said her car's paint had
been scratched and the air let of the
vehicle's tires while it was parked in Lot
32 Tuesday, police said.

• A student reported his 10-speed
bike missing from a rack at Emerson
Residence Hall Tue.sday. police said.

• A student reported her handbag
stolen from outside the Campus Center
Auditorium Tuesday, police said.

• A 19yearold Washington
Residence Hall man was arrested Tue.><

day on an outstanding .Amherst Police
warrant, police .said

• After police .stopp>ed a motor vehi
cle on North Plea.sant Street Tuesday
for speeding they arrested the 28-year
old driver.

The Rhode Island man was arrested
on charges of operating a motor vehicle

without a license, operating an
unregistered and uninsured vehicle, at

taching plates to that vehicle and
speeding
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lights
continued from page 3

In 1973, lights on campus were shut

ofTat night to save money, according to

Arlene Avakian, a professor in the

Women's Studies department.

The situation has improved mainly
because of demands by women's groups,

Avakian said. "The campus is still not

a safe place, but there is more concern

and awareness of the problems."

Cherewatti said to save money he is

considering shutting off the lights dur-

ing semester breaks in Lot 21, where on-

ly campus employees park.

Nancybeth Hubert, a senior living in

Northeast, said she would never walk

alone at night even with adequate

lighting, because as an emergency room
technician at Health Services, she has

seen the consequences of doing so.

Women are not the only victims of

assault: Hubert said as many as one or

two men a night on weekends come to

the emergency room after having been

assaulted. "A car stops to ask for direc-

tions, and being a good Samaritan, the

men try to help. They get jumped and

need medical attention. They never say

they've been robbed; they all said they

didn't know why it happened."

Du Bois
continued from page 1

reverses forced him to sell it. The house

was listed in the National Register of

Historic Places in 1979.

The day's events will commence at 1 p.m.

with a luncheon for foreign ambassadors

and other invited dignitaries. A slide show-

depicting Du Bois" life will be shown.

At 4 p.m. a lecture, "W.E.B. Du Bois: A
Personal Memoir," will be conducted by

author John Hope Franklin. An open recep

tion is scheduled to follow.

Franklin, the James B. Duke Professor

Emeritus of History and Professor of Legal

History in the Law School at Duke Univer

sity, is the author of several books. In 1985

he received the Clarence L. Holte Literary

Prize.

The Du Bois lecture series is an annual

event dedicated to preserving the legacy of

Du Bois, according to UMass officials. In

1973, the University acquired the papers

of Du Bois. consisting of 150,000 items of

correspondence, documents, notes and

manuscripts.

The preservation, arrangement and

description of the papers was supported by

grants from the National Endowment for

the Humanities, the National Historical

Publications and Records Commission and

the Associate Alumni of the University.

These papers carefully document Du
Bois' involvement in many social, literary

and racial reforms of the 20th century. The

collection was opened to the public in 1980,

and is located on the 25th floor of the Tower

Library.
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on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy Is first come first serve

Reservation Deposit: $75

Refundable Security Deposit: $25

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

UMASS SKI CLUD

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE

miMIMMll
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one of the leading suppliers of high-speed AT compatibles.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Steve Orlandi

ZDS Student Representative

256-1198

American fjcprns VISA. Masifrtard Credit Cards Accepted
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INCLUDED FREE
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Commencement to mark a fresh start
continued from page 1 u j jbusiness and do

something that will help you in the long run.'"

"Basically, I saw the golden opportunity and decided to

capitalize on it," Eddington said.

His day starts at 6:30 a.m., and within an hour, he's on

a campus-bound bus from the Hampden County Pre-

release Center in Springfield, where he was transferred

last September. At UMass he is free, aside from several

mandatory telephone checks with corrections officials in

Springfield.

Eddington, who is up for parole in August, is focusing

on the liberal arts, particularly legal studies, political

science, and s<x:iology.

While his dapper appearance and glowing demeanor

make him a standout among undergraduates, he says

students do not realize, unless he lets on, that he is a

prisoner.

But as he nears the end of a life he wants to leave behind

— one marred by heroin, street crime, and later degrada-

tion in the stale's toughest prisons — Eddington says it

is time to tell his tale, that others may learn from it.

Roy Eddington grew up in what he describes as a lower

middle class home in the north end of Springfield. His

father died when he was 10. A decade later, in 1974, his

oldest brother was killed by a drunk driver.

As a teenager, Eddington steered clear of the classroom,

favoring the streets. Ten or so days at Commerce High

School were enough. At age 15, he began "hanging with

the fellas " — smoking pot. drinking, and later using

heroin. His life before 1983 was largely a blur of police

chases, robbery charges, and short jail terms.

In 1974, while attempting to elude police after a rob-

bery, Eddington was shot in the back. The bullet punc

tured a lung and exited his chest, leaving two nickel sized

scars.

Then almost 10 years later, he was put away for a house

robbery, motivated by the need for money to support his

drug addiction.

During the last six years, he has served time at Hamp-

den County Jail in Springfield, Cedar Junction state

prison in Walpole, South East Correctional Center at

Bridgewater, North Central Correctional Institution at

Gardner, and Massachusetts Correctional Institutions at

Shirley, Concord, and Lancaster.

At the outset of his sentence, delving into studies was

a spontaneous move — not based on any conviction to seek

a college degree. He attained his high school Graduate

Equivalency Diploma to pass the time, he said. But at

Lancaster, education took on a new focus, one of healing.

During his 1987 stay at the prison, a minimum securi

ty/pre-release facility for men and women, he met up with

an inmate who, upon discovering how many credits he

already accumulated, persuaded him to join the UMass
program.

For Eddington it was the beginning of a journey, one

filled with as many frustrations as accomplishments: the

taunting ofjealous prison guards, the difficulty of tackl-

ing overwhelming reading assignments while others wat-

ched television. And later he would face adjusting from

a regimented lockup to a bustling campus — and having

to leave it each day at 5 p.m. to return to prison.

'7 knew that / could sit in jail,

sit idle, and come out in the same
boat I went in. Or I could forego

telling war stories in the yard with

the fellas and say 'OK, Roy, it's

time to get down to business and
do something that will help you in

the long run."
- Roy Eddington

But, he said, for the first time he felt in control of his life.

"Education for me is a tool in gaining selfrespect, power,

and money," he said.

Walter Silva. who started the Prison Education Project

in September of 1987 and still heads it, calls Eddington

a bright, yet typical inmate-student.

"Roy has always been qualified (for higher education),"

Silva said. "He just never realized it back then. He never

really gave it a thought."

Donna Lynch, Eddington's academic advisor in Conti

nuing Education, calls Eddington a pioneer - one of the

first success stories in the UMass program. "He really of

fers a kind of hope to others, " she said.

librarv', either'manning the Prison Education otfice or

assisting personnel in Continuing Education. During an

interview there, office staffjoke with him without a trace

of reserve.

"They don't see the social stigma of a convicted felon,"

he said of his officemates. "They see me as just another

undergraduate pursuing an education. And that's all it

should be."

Reflecting on social stigmas, Eddington lifts his shirt,

revealing the two indelible bullet marks. Even with all

the education in the world, he says, a convict carries his

scars through life, struggling often in vain for a clean

slate.

"All social stigmas stick with you because people never

want to let you live them down," he said. "Regardless of

what you do, regardless of the achievements you make,

somebody is always going to lay in the backround, stick-

ing that stuff in your faop."

"I see m/self as having three stigmas," he said. "I've

got the stigma of being a black man. Number two is be-

ing a convicted felon. And number three is the guy is a

junkie.'"

Although an abundance of drugs was available to him

in prison, he said, he has stayed clean.

"I kind of still want to get high, but I've come to the

realization that getting high in this society is only going

to lead to one avenue," he said. "Because I don't have a

lot of money. I'm going to have to break the law to get

drugs. Therefore I'm going to end up in jail. And I've given

the system enough of of my life."

Eddington is a class coordinator for Drugs and Society,

a popular sociology course on campus. While he neither

condemns nor condones drug use. Eddington said he wants

"to give students some reasons that 1 never got to stay

away from drugs."

"You can't tell a person just say no' and not give them

a reason. " he said. 'You have to let them see this ugly

stuff. You have to tell them the reality that you can walk

on the street corner and for two dollars you can have a

woman's bcxly."

Eventually, Eddington would like to get into business

for himself He says he has no illusions about the dif

ficulties ex-offenders face in seeking employment. But he

said he is no less determined.

"I've reached a stage in my life where I just have to keep

on moving," he said. "I definitely have my heart and mind

set on being my own boss. I want to take my street hustl-

ing, put it in a positive sense, and hustle at business —
legally."

When he is not in class, Eddington works in Goodell Tomorrow: a look at the Prison Education Project at UMass

COLORCreate full 4-

color, high-quality

reproductions of

color photos, 35mm
film, or any color

document.
Change colors and create

entirely new images.

Reduce or enlarge images

from 50% to 400%.
Get customized, full-color

copies for all your business

needs, whether you're in real

estate, advertising, or

graphic design.

. ideal for all your personal

color copying needs.
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COLORLASERCXPER

AMHERST COPY
CORNER

37 East Pleasant St.-Amherst • 54»-2854
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RESIDENT ASSISTANT
SELECTION PROCESS

1989 - 1990

BECOME A R.A.

A RA is a live-in part-time student staff

member. Duties include fostering floor

and cluster community, assisting with

hall management and enforcing

University policies.

Final Information
Sessions

Wed. Feb. 22, 1989 1:00 - 2:30 CC168

Wed. Feb. 22, 1989 3:00 - 4:30 CC168

Thurs. Feb. 23, 1989 7p.m. Brett Main Lounge

Become a student leader in your residence hall.

Apply now for a Resident Assistant (RA) position!

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst prohibits discrimination on

the basis of race, color, religion, creed, sex. sexual preference, age

marital status, national origin, mental or physical handicap political

belief or affiliation, membership or non-membership in any organiza-

tion, or veteran status, in any aspect of admission or treatment of

students or in employment.
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ARTS&LIVING
Animal science student gets hands on training
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Professor Pegg\ McConnells livestock management
class teaches students how to raise and feed animals.
Though McConnell lectures weekly, much of the work for
her class is done outside the traditional classroom

Arikle I \\^\\ Westerns
In Brown and filack

north pleasant street, amherst 253-2563
daily 10-6 Sunday 12-5

^ i^?^^
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T»l«lo»»2 Center Collag* Book
545 2006 Bus Terminal Store

549-6000 256-0431 549-4600

Price Watch
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Northampton
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586 1030

environment.
"I call it my 'get dirty class,'" McConnell said, "because

ifyou've got to pick up something wet and messy, you pick
it up."

Meghan Hopkins, a junior animal science major and a
member of McConnells class, experienced first hand what
it's like to spend a frigid winter night in a rat infested
barn with no bathroom. In a chapter right out of All
Creatures Great and Small, she devoted an entire even
ing to helping a pregnant ewe give birth to its baby lamb.
At 6 p.m. on Thursday. February 2nd. Hopkins arrived

for her 12 hour shifl at Youngstock Farm, expecting an
uneventful evening of studying and eating pizza. Her part
ner. Ann Bush, was due to arrive at 6:30 because of a late

class.

A little after 6:00, while checking the sheep. Hopkins
noticed a lamb's head protruding from a ewe.
"First I panicked, " she said, "because I was by myself

and I had never done it before " She calmed herselfdown
and tried to remember what she learned in her lab. She
reached deep into the ewe's birth canal and did not like
what she felt.

"Both legs were back, which is bad because the feet

should come out first." She had to push the lamb back
in so that she could move its legs forward.

"It's like trying to push your hand through a wall,

because the sheep contracts against you, " she said.

Pushing the lamb back in took about 10 minutes, but
according to Hopkins, "It seemed like forever." After mov-
ing the legs forward, she easily pulled the lamb out.

"I was totally shocked it was still alive," she said, "I

didn't know how long it had been birthing since the
shepardess (the caretaker at the barn during the day)
leaves at four Plus, the lamb's tongue was all purple."

By then, her partner Ann had arrived. Hopkins clean-
I'd off the lamb, dried it, and put it by the mother to see
if she would accept it. The mother began licking its baby's
face, demonstrating acceptance.

But that's where the mother's cooperation ended. "The
ewe was being a real jerk. She wouldn't let the lamb
suckle," Hopkins said.

Hopkins epiained that it is very important for lambs to

drink their mother's milk within the first four hours of

their life becau.se the milk contains antibodies that the
lamb needs to survive. Hopkins and Bush restrained the

continued on page 9

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Open For Lunch

Tues.-Fri. 1 1 :00a.m. - 3 p.m.

All you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95—Homemade soups, salads, etc.

Also Sunday Brunch 11-3
And a New West Indian Bakery

and Pastry Shop
Wedding and Birthday Cakes

All Occasions—cakes made to order
Open 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.
Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events

206 Russell St., Hadley,
on the bus route—586-4389

Open 7

days a week
7 a.m.-lO p.m.
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North Amherst

Speedwash, 11 Pray St., Amherst
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Your Partners in Travel
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UPSTAIRS DANCE CLUB
GET DOWN, DOWN TOWN
FRI & SAT NIGHTS 8:30.1:00

UNIVERSAL

JOINT
THE LIVE MUSIC CLUB
THURSDAY FEB 23rd

Rock-Steady Reggae an'Skankin' w/

NEW HORIZON
Only $5.00 at the door

FRIDAY FEB 24th
DIRECT FROM TRINIDAD

WORLDWIDE SOCA SENSATION

ARROW
Topping the charts

in England & Europe
this is HOT, HOT, HOT'

Also

LOOSE CABOOSE
advance tix $1 1 .50

SATURDAY FEB 25th
COMEDY EVERY SAT 8 to 10

THIS WEEKS TRIO

^^ ED REGINE
The male Tina Turner of Comedy
FRANK O'DONNELL

Boston's Madman
and

RICK JENKINS
Following Comedy at 10:00 p.m.

STREET TEMPERATURE
Red-Hot 8-piece soul, horn dance band

only $5.00 at the door

SUNDAY FEB 26th
Chicago's Rising Blues Star

^ MELVIN TAYLOR
Soul-sweet, aching, blues guitar, don't miss!

This young man is going to go to the top

$5.00 at the door—Doors open at 7:30 p.m.

MONDAY FEB 27th
Straight from Scotland

THE PROCLAiMERS
MARCH 2nd ALL-AGES SHOW
JANES ADDICTION

adv. tix $10.00/$2.00 surcharge for under 21 's

Doors open at 7:00 show at 8:00 sharp

MARCH 3rd
TOOTS AND THEMAYTALS

Doors open at 7:00 show at 8:00 sharp
Adv tix $12.50 must be 21 years old

413-584-7771
10 PEARL ST. NORTHAMPTON

Return of the Cannibals worth the wait
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

It was worth the wait. At the end of
1985, two former members of the English
Beat (guitarist Andy Cox and bassist David
Steele) teamed up with a strikingly hand-
some singer with a rich, distinctive voice
(Ronald Gift). They called themselves the
Fine Young Cannibals, and released a
well-crafted pop album that yeilded them
a minor hit with "Johnny Come Home", as
well as many critical accolades. They were
a band to watch.

Then they disappeared. Gift emerged in

the critically acclaimed movie about riot-

torn England, Sammy and Rosie get Laid
(he also appears in the upcoming Scandal);

and Cox and Steele worked on soundtracks.

People began to wonder if the "band to

watch" had been nothing more than a flash

in the pan.
However, these people were wrong. With

The Raw and the Cooked, the Cannibals
have .staked their claim as soulful, funky

pop artists, who can write an infectious

hook as well as a clever lyric.

The first single, "She Drives Me Crazy",
incorporates all ofthese qualities. From the
funky, Prince-like guitar riffs to the "ooh-
ooh" chorus, the song is sure to be a smash
in every dance club as well as on the radio.

The same can be said of "Don't Look back",
"I'm not Satisfied", and, to a lesser extent,

"It's OK (It's Alright)".

An album filled with danceable, funky
tunes, like these would have been good
enough, but the trio, along with a countless

number of additional musicians, explore
other territories as well. Gift's soulful voice

carries the emotionally charged "I'm Not
the Man I Used to Be". He becomes the
perfect lounge lizard in "As Hard as It Is",

which comes complete with a bluesy sax
solo. The band even throws in some 50's

flavor into the bouncy standout "Tell Me
What". Their only misfire is "Don't Let It

Get You Down". It's a piece of techno-trash

in which Gift sounds strangely similar to

Mick Jagger in "Emotional Rescue".

Can we build one for yoti?
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Bagels & Lox, Fresh Soups & Salads
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Call LSC serving the students

of UMass
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Workers Rights • Criminal
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m that «• can no lon^ar offar l«9al
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call 545-1995

Two songs from movie soundtracks round
out the album. "Good Thing", from Tin
Men, is another upbeat funk number that

includes a rocking solo by Jools Holland of

Squeeze. In "Ever Fallen in Love", from
Something Wild, the Cannibals take the
Buzzcocks' punk classic and make it their
own, much as they did with Elvis Presley's

"Suspicious Minds" on their debut album.
The incision of two previously released

songs is normally taboo on albums unless
your name happens to be Glen Frey or Ken-
ny Loggins. But songs as good as these
deserve to be on the album.
The Fine Young Cannibals made us wait,

but it was well worth it. Hopefully, we
won't have to wait another three years.

U animal science
continued front page 8

ewe, milked her, and fed the bottled

milk to the lamb. Eventually, the ewe
let the lamb suckle on its own.

For the rest of the cold evening, the

two did hourly checks on the goats and
sheep, did homework, ate pizza and got

bored. But the beginning of the evening
is one Hopkins is not soon to forget. She
said, "Once I got over my panic, I felt

exhilarated. I was able to help a mother
give birth and it was a great learning

experience."
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Boogie master Price pounds Hatch keys tonight
By JODY CABIN
Collegian Correspondent

Hey. here it is - what's hip and happenin"

around the Pioneer Valley for the week of

February 23rd March 1st.

This evening, the Iron Horse hosts jazz

greats the McCoy Tyner Trio for two

shows at 7 and 10pm

tlVEWIRE
At Katma s in Hadley, Marty Balin.

former lead vocalist and songwriter of Jef

ferson Airplane, performs at 8.

Over at the Universal Joint, catch local

rock band New Horizon, or for those in the

mood for some energetic thrash, don't miss

Chlorofoam Kate at Sheehan's

If that's not quite your speed. UMass
welcomes 80 year-old boogie woogie legend

Sam Price to the Hatch, for one show at

9pm.

Tommorow night, celebrate the 10th an-

niversary of the Iron Horse with a whole

contingency of area favorites, including -

Suzanne Vega. The Bobs, Cassellberry-

Dupree. Shawn Colvin, Garnet Rogers.

Kric Woods, and Winds of Change The
event takes place at the Academy of Music

in Northampton, and doors open at 7pm
However, don't plan on attending if you

haven't already purchased tickets • the

show's completely s<ild out.

Also tomorrow night. Arrow plays along

with Loose Caboose at the Universal

Joint, In the Flesh appear at Katina's, L'il

Frankie and the Premiers return to

Sheehan's. and if you miss Sam Price

tonight at the Hatch, he returns to UMass
to tickle the ivories one more time tommor-

row at the Hampden Theater. Curtain

10:15pm.

On Saturday the 25th. singer songwriter

Chris Smither (who penned such Bonnie

Raitt classics as "Love Me Like a Man" and

i Feel the Same") appears at the Iron

Horse for one show at 8:30pm.

Also on the 25th, Boston-area fusion

rock reggae band the Happy Campers
perform at Sheehan's, RCA recording ar

tists the Michael Gregory Band take the

.stage at Katina's. and following comedy

night from 8- 10pm at the Universal Joint,

it's the band Street Temperature.

On Sunday the 26th, L.A. -area heavy
metal bands. Omen and Violent
Playground, appear at Katina's; and
Chicago bluesman Melvin Taylor enter-

tains at the Universal Joint.

Sunday at the Iron Horse, singer Ron-
nie Gilbert (of Sweet Honey and the R(Kk
Fame ) performs along with Erica Wheeler
for two shows at 7 and 10pm; and as part

of Amherst College's Sunday at Eight

series, Tom Chapin and Mark Rust will

be appearing at the college's campus
center.

On Monday, February 27th, the Iron

Horse sponsors Scotsmen The Pro-

claimers, at Pearl Street. Influenced by

the likes of Elvis Costello and Billy Bragg,

the band has had a number of hits within

Europe, and last month released their new
album Sunshine on Leith, in the U.S. Doors

open at 8:30pm. and opening for the band

will be the Holiday Clocks.

Also on Monday, Wildcat O'Halloran
returns to Sheehans, and The Bobs return

to the Iron Horse.

FAC rasta jam is family affair for melodic Marley clan
Like the cover of Conscious Party suggests, the at-

mosphere at Tuesday night's Ziggy Marley and the

Melody Makers show was a festive one. Shaking bodies

and wiggling arms weaved throughout the Fine Arts

Center capacity crowd, as Marley and his band (including

2 sisters, who nearly stole the show with their energetic

dancingt proved that in a live setting, their music has an

edge that mav have been dulled on their near platinum

LP.

The fast paced 90 minute set (of which 15 minutes was

encores) pulled a good deal of material from Conscious Par-

ty, while also touching on their own recorded past, and
acknowledging Papa Marley's undying presence with

"Get Up. Stand Up" and "Buffalo Soldier".

Marley's singing was unafraid, if not confident. The
band's rhythmic sense was defined from the first number,

the percussive stylings straying at times from the tradi-

tional reggae beats, and providing a feel much like that

of the juju music of King Sunny Ade.
At a time when most reggae fans must be content to set-

tle for rip-off package tours consisting mainly of "rap-

reggae" (i.e. Stitchey ) artists with ticket prices well into

the 20 dollar range ($22 at the Channel in Boston last

summer), Ziggy Marley no doubt is making a move to lead

the continued advancement of Kingston Jamaica's

musical export. "Tommorrow People" offered a message

of hope, as did most of the evening's performance; a

message passed down through family legacy.
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays

to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Miltlujuidi

Politicians not known for niceness
It is not a subtle or unusual ploy, especially in

Massachusetts. Politicians here are not known for their

gentleness.

Last summer, in the town of Hull, voters rejected a

package of tax increases. So the town threatened to fire

nineteen teachers and cancel all honors and athletic pro-

grams at the high school. The resulting controversy made
news all over the state because students and educators

in Hull believed that the politicians did not understand
the importance of education.

Al Arpad

Those advocates of education were naive. The politicians

understood the importance of education, but they

measured importance on a different scale. Let me give

another example.

The budget \n Massachusetts is way out of balance late

ly. and indications are that the governor ha.** been awart'

of the problem at lea.st since last spring, probably longer.

Big spending cuts have been made, and colleges and
universities have taken more than their share of the

losses.

University administrators responded to these cuts with

plans for unpaid furloughs, layoffs and admissions reduc-

tions. Most recently, students here have seen courses cut

back so badly that many of us won't graduate on time.

Again, student leaders and administrators are telling us

that the politicians don't understand the importance of

education.

Again, the advocates of education are naive. Governor
Dukakis understands the importance of education, as a

tool for manipulating public opinion.

The University's budget cuts, debilitating on the local

level, have been basically symbolic in terms of the total

shortfall in state funds. Those cuts will make up for far

less than one percent of the deficit. But just like in Hull,

the cuts are targeted at the most visible, vital programs,
in order to generate popular support for a tax increase.

Governor Dukakis is the preeminent tough-guy in

Massachusetts politics. And lately, blaming Dukakis has

become a fashionable pastime transcending political party

lines. Although Governor Dukakis has taken some well-

deserved criticism. University administrators, the trustees

and the Board of Regents of Higher Education, all ofwhom
actively peulicipated in the budgetary gamesmanship, are

busily turning the discontent to their own advantage.

Near the end of last semester, at the same meeting
where they approved a $50 fee increase and other

emergency measures, the University trustees approved
a $45,000 allocation for the "Commission for the Future
of the University". This commission, which at the time
of the meeting had already overspent its original $175,000

budget, will eventually produce a report that the Board
of Regents can use as justification for the highly ques-

tionable re.structuring they now hope to accomplish in

public higher education.

Although the big budget crisis is real, there is always
enough money at the University of Mas.sachusetts for

bureaucracy, red tape, consultants and commissions.

Next time the trustees get curious about the future of

the University, but find themselves strapped for cash, I

have a .suggestion. The trustees should drive all the way-

out to Amherst,
stand on the steps of the Student Union, look around, and
ask people: "What does the future look like for a school

that cuts undergraduate education in order to fund ad-

ministrative commissions?" Or they could ask: "What lies

in store for a state funded institution that exists only as

a political football in the minds of top policy makers?"
From the steps of the Student Union, the future looks

a little grim.

A I Arpad is a UMass student

Plagued by
college toddlers

I have made a startling discovery. Most of the campus
activists are really oversized children.

It sounds harsh, but it's true. Don't tell me that we are

surrounded by adults. I used to think so. Then, I opened
my eyes.

Pamela McCarthy

I don't want to hear anyone on this campus tell me how
students are treated like children. Tough. Some of us act

like children.

I don't mean to sound nagging and bitter, I mean to

sound frustrated and angry. No one wants to act like an
adult. Case in point: the Spartacists League vs. the

Republican Club. What a match! What an exciting s|X)rts

event! Such tremendous boxing skills! Such a pathetic

debate!

I can hear the sports announcer now: "It's looking

mighty tense, folks. Oh! The Spartacists just called the

Republicans Nazi Stormtroopers. The Republicans fight

back with more slurs. Someone is being dragged away,
a Cub member, I believe. Oh, look at that swing! True
masteis of fighting, let me tell you."

Yeah. sure. Streetfighting is more like it.

This isn't the only time things like this have happen-

ed. Every rally that's held must have its hecklers. While
I understand there will always be some obnoxious twits

who like to disrupt things, 1 always thought that "some"
only counted for about ten people. I was wrong. Up here,

it counts for five hundred.

I tend to get very emotional over certain issues. I'm the

first person to admit it. If I didn't, I'd never have gotten

the title of "columnist." However, if someone espouses a

view I don't agree with, I shut up and listen. I may get

the urge to scream insults and hurl slurs at the person,

but I won't. If you are going to a lecture to hear someone
speak, you should have the courtesy to can it and listen.

When I object, I either state my view calmly or write a

column when I am more composed.

If I was to speak about censorship and realized that pro-

censorship people were in the audience, the last thing I

would do is single them out and insult them. It seems just

a tad unwise, considering the fact that I'd want these peo-

ple to listen to me and consider what I had to say. If I

wanted them to behave themselves, it would certainly be
a rather short-sighted move.
Oh, but wait. Have I hit on something? Do you people

really care if anyone listens or understands you?
Naahhhh. I think maybe you'd rather whip the other side

up into a fury and make them look bad. Sure, why not?

Martyr yourselves. How ver>' cute. By the way, I hate self-

proclaimed martyrs. They come off as whiny and
pretentious.

It sure is clever how people bait each other to try to fur-

ther their own personal cause. Getting ahead in the cam-
pus popularity polls is easy. ju.st ba.sh on your opposing
gi-oup and push them into bashing back. Then, whine
about how abused and misunderstood you are. Poor. poor,

babies.

Can you say demoguagery?
These people have the nerve to complain about student

apathy. Has it ever occured to them that people get in-

timidated and then fed up by the antics of many of these

so-called activists? If you question anything the conser-

vatives do, you are a bleeding heart liberal-communist-
pinko. If you question anything the liberals do, you are
an oppressive, conservative, facist pig.

Come on, children. Behave yourselves. I know it's hard,

but self-control and civility is all a part of diplomacy, and
will help you get your views across. It's becoming clear

that campus politicians are only interested in their own
personal glory. And believe me, you're not fooling all of us.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

We overlook the most important profession
"America is a whole new world," they told me, a

foreign student from Australia. But where university

editorials are concerned, I see now that discussions in

the Collegian and my own university's Semper are in

fact the same.
In particular, I have noted the presence of the debate

that women are still presumed to be the housespfiuse

. in the modern marrieige and are not given a fair bite

at the career cherry. Perhaps this is true, but in

America f as in Australia) it seems to me that we are

all missing the real point of this issue.

There is a common fixation that being a housespouse

is something to be ashamed of— it is undignified, un-

sophisticated and unfulfilling. This belief is where the

problem lies. Surely the most important occupation of

all is the upbringing of our young, the nurturing of the

new generation. Isn't that the very reason the

housespouse is "stuck at home" maintaining the house

in the first place?

Surely it is an occupation to be proud of, and to be

held in only the highest regard. But because "a
hou-sesprjuse" is such a common profession, and because
we tend to glorify those who reach great heights in any
other profession, we have completely overlooked the
fact that housespousing is the most important profes-

sion of all

J. Nicklin

These college editorials shouldn't be filled with ar-

ticles trying to balance the scales so that an equal
number of males and females are housespouses. They
should be directed at reminding people that thi§ pro-

fession should never be di.sregarded or overlooked, and
that it is our most important profession.

So some of you are now thinking, "I'll bet that is a
rationalizing male chauvinist" while others are think
ing, "stupid housewife trying to justify having four kids

before she was twenty-five." Well, you'll never know

because I am trying to make the point that gender is

the least important factor here. I am writing this as
a citizen concerned about what has become a grossly
developed non-argument.

I will at least say, that if I am female and my time
came, I would be proud and honored to be a housewife
should my husband and I so decide. If I am male, and
my wife and I so decide, I would be a honored
househusband.
In either case, I would be more than satisfied that

I am helping with the most important role in society.

Australia is frequently described as being the most
male chauvinistic country in the western world, so I

had thought that Australia's perserverence of such a
pointless argument as "which spouse for housespouse"
has been a consequence of that.

America, you have disappointed me. Can't we argue
about real issues anymore?

J. Nicklin is a UMass student

Curriculum and education
help perpetuate racism

What's wrong with David Duke? He won
fair and square. Did he not subscribe to the
"democratic" rules this nation was found-
ed upon? I find myself oddly rooting for peo-

ple like Duke; whereas guests on news
spotlights, they are rudely provoked by
biased commentators. What is it that he
said or did wrong? Isn't Affirmative Action
drawn along racial lines? Doesn't a lot of

crime emanate from the "underclass?" In

fact, based on what you've learned right
here at the University of Massachusetts,
isn't it a natural conclusion that Africans
are inferior?

Charles Sheffield

I find it odd that people get so excited

over a man voicing that which their won
rationaltiy and logic would determine
anyway. What have Africans created

without the blessed guidance and instruc-

tion from the fatherly white man? Didn't

Christian Charlie bring religion, science,

and by golly, civilization to the naked
savages? Aren't the beastly niggers better

off now that the good white people have
taught them agriculutre, bathing, govern-

ment, and all else that they imitate to

shape their meager existence? Based on the

University's teachings, can we refute the
immortal words of David Hume who wrote:

"I am apt to suspect the Negroes. . . to be
naturally inferior to the white. There never
was a civilized nation of any other complex-
ion than white, nor even any individual eli-

ment either in action or speculation. No in-

genious manufacturers among them, no
arts, no sciences."

Foolish students, learning nothing but
Negro history from the department, absorb
nothing but an apologist's oppressed men-
tality. Edited from all doctrine at this

University are the academic refutements
that might have repelled a man like David
Duke from joining the Ku Klux Klan in the

first place. As long as Greek Civ 101 is not

challenged, the Africans are a race of apes
in human form. As long as our African
history is only intensely described beginn-
ing in 1619, when we were bound and
brought to the Big West, Africans are no
more than thankful savages.

I eagerly await the rebuttal that Afi-icans

are not the inferior of whites without
reference to Chiekh Anta Diop, George G.

M. James, Carter G. Woodson, Yosef A. A.

Ben Jochanan, Joel Rogers, Ivan Van Ser-

tima, Walter Rodney and Chancellor
Williams. Yet, these pillars of African con-

sciousness are no where to be found at this

You don't need an
excuse to be sick

Yes. I am one of the lucky ones on this

campus — the few, the scared, the
healthy.

But while I may run in the opposite
direction when I see you sneezing, I am
not unsympathetic to your plight.

Janine Warner

This semester I have seen an unusual
number of students and faculty fall prey
to the flu, and the result has been an
inordinate number of visitors to Health
Services.

Having had the flu in the past, I relate

to your dilemma. I know the feeling that

you might do better without your nose
or sinuses, and the desire never to sub-

ject your stomach to food again. But I

also know that a simple cold or flu does
not necessarily warrant medical
attention.

Are students really trekking all the

way to Health Services ju.st to be told

modern medicine .still hasn't found
them a cure? Somehow I doubt it. In-

stead I think it has more to do with the

requirements of professors and depart-

ment heads that students have "official

excuses" when they miss classes.

I was astounded the first time a pro-

fessor told me my grade would be par-

tially based on my attendence. College
is not mandatory, we've chosen to be

here. We should be able to decide for

ourselves whether to stay in bed or go

to class.

I suspect it is student's knowledge

that their grades will suffer if they can-

not furnish an "official excuse" which
forces them from their beds and con-

fronts them with a pink and white form
and a pencil with no eraser.

Health Services is certaintly adept at

providing students with "official

forms," but I think most ofthem would
rather have their pillows.

Grades should be determined by a stu-

dent's performance in class, not their

presence. And while I realize some
students do "blow-off" classes, I still

think the decision should be leff up to

them.
If students are missing an excessive

number of classes, it should be reflected

in their ability to do coursework and
pass exams. And if the lectures are so

useless that they are not necessary, the

professors are not doing their jobs.

Why then must we furnish "official

excuses?" Why are we flooding Health
Services with students they would
rather not see anyway? Why hasn't

Health Services complained about thi.s?

And what about all the students who
really do need medical attention?

Colds and flu are not life threatening

ailments, but they do warrant missing

a few classes. And when .students do

need medical attention, they shouldn't

have to wait in line behind a bunch of

people who need a note to stay in bed.

The next time you're too sick to go to

class and need rest more than an "of-

ficial note;" take this to your professor.

Janine Warner is a Collegian
columnist
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university.

It is this educational system that rein-

forces racist attitudes. While this univer-

sity and those of its class continue to feed

their students lies, omissions and
debauchery concerning the contributions of

Africa to world civilization, perverted

whites and self-hating Negros will continue

to destroy themselves and one another.

Carter G. Woodson concretized the point:

"It is strange, then, that the friends of

truth and promoters of freedom have not

risen up against the present propoganda in

the schools and crushed it. This crusade is

much more important than the anti-

lynching movement, because there would
be no lynching if it did not start in the
schoolroom. Why not exploit, enslave, or

exterminate a class that everybody is

taught to regard as inferior?

Charles Anthony Sheffield is a UMass
student

Insults and assumptions
lead to nothing but anger

I am a white heterosexual male and thus-

ly I am the worst, most oppresive human
being ever created.

I do not hate blacks, asians, hispanics or

any person of different skin pigmentation.
I do not hate women. I do not hate girls.

I do not hate any females regardless of

their age. I do not hate homosexuals, bisex-

uals, unisexuals, transexuals or any other
sexuals.

Anthony Padovano

DON'T CALL ME RACIST. DON'T
CALL ME SEXIST. AND DON'T CALL
ME HOMOPHOBIC. I AM NONE OF THE
ABOVE.

I have been attending the University of

Massachusetts for the past four years and
in each of those four years, I have been call-

ed all of the above. The people who call me
these names are as bad as those who ac-

tually are raci.st, sexist and homophobic —
they make a judgement based on ignorant,

unfounded beliefs.

Oh. I won't argue that homosexuals have
been the target of many a heterosexual

assault, both verbal and physical. 1 don't

have to go any farther to see racism than
my own backyard. And the number of rapes

in this country is still on the ri.se.

But because I'm the color of my parents

(white), and have an extra Y chromosone,
I am grouped with people in the KKK or

the neo-nazi party, people like Roger Lib-

by, and people like Paul Cameron. But I am
not like them. They disgust me.

I treat everybody with respect — until

they prove they don't deserve it. I have lost

respect for those who insult me.

If a white was to call a black a nigger,

the insult is reported as a racist incident,

and rightly so. When a heterosexual calls

a homosexual a faggot, the insult is

reported as a homophobic incident, as well

it should be. But what happens when a

black calls a white a racist? What happens
when a homosexual calls a heterosexual a

homophobe? And what happens when a

woman calls a man a sexist?

The answer is nothing. These insults

anger me about as much as being called a
nigger would anger a black.

There is no such thing as reverse
discrimination, but there is such a thing
as common courtesy. An insult is an insult.

Of course I have my biases, just as
everybody does, but I am struggling within
myself to change them. Every day I see

things that nudge me away from those
biases, things like the lack of blacks and
hispanics in my classes; or the covers of toy

boxes portraying only white children at

play. Once in a while, a major event will

occur that jolts a few more preconceptions
from my mind. The New Africa House oc-

cupation forced me to take a hard look at

my own opinions without anyone having
to insult me.

I don't mind being educated about the
problems blacks have had with whites, how
they've been oppressed in this country
since before the Revolutionary War. TTie

same goes for women and homosexuals. All

that information helps me to better unders-

tand the problems those groups are going
through now. But don't tell me all the pro-

blems are my fault. My grandparents
weren't even a lusty thought when all

the.se problems were being .set into the fon-

dation of this country. Maybe I'm different,

give me a chance to prove myself before I

am condemned. That's all I ask.

I am changing at my own rate. To try to

force me to change faster by insulting me
just won't work. If anything, it will stunt

my growth. A natural reaction to being at-

tacked is to counterattack. Stuff awareness
down my throat and chances are I'll vomit
it right up. Let me nip at knowledge and
complete digestion will occur.

I have one bit of advice to all those
"Socially Aware" people out there — you
have something to learn about being social.

Your approach to -ism education is all

wrong. Instead of being rude and insulting,

you should point out aspects of racism, sex-

ism or homophobia in a polite way. You'll

be surprised at the results. Until you can
do that, you shouldn't be trying to educate
anybody. I think I could do a better job of it.

Anthony Padovano is a Collegian
columnist.

Don't wait to show your feelings

This is an open letter to everyone for-

tunate to have one or both of their parents

alive today. Although the recent death of

my father has been extremely difficult for

my family and I, the good Lord has indeed

blessed me with a "gift" that I will cherish

forever. This "gift" was the chance for me
to tell my father, one last time, on the eve
of his death, "I love you."

My appeal is very simple: Please write

a note, send a card or tell your parents how
much you love them — TODAY. Sometimes
we get so caught up in our daily routine

that we forget to take a step back and

reflect upon those who mean the most to

us. We think that there is time to mend old

wounds, to improve relationships in the

future, or to say I love you another day.
However, who knows what tomorrow may
bring?

I urge you to learn a lesson from me. I

thank God everyday for letting me tell my
dad how much he meant to me, and I ask
you to do the same. You won't regret it, it

may even be that special "gift" you will

cherish forever too!

John Hennessey
Amhervk
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Journalists: media wrong on USSR
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

The American media has on occasion portrayed the

Soviet Union's steps toward openness as taking strides

toward capitalism, according to a Moscow correspondent

for an American left-wing newspaper.
But this image is false, Carl Bloice, an African-

American who has lived in the Soviet Union for two years

while working for the People's Daily World, said last

night.

"A formerly backward nation has become an industrial

giant. There came a point when the old way of doing

things hung around longer than they should have. Thus
there is perestroika [restructuring]," he said.

They are restructuring politically, socially, and
economically to include more democratic means, he said.

"Democracy is constant." Bloice said. "People ought to

be able to decide what happens to them."

Democracy and communism can co-exist, he said. Most
Soviets cringe at the thought of capitalism, viewing it as

undemocratic because the Federal Reserve Board, which
regulates our production, is not elected.

Soviets do not want their business production to be

privately owned, but they do want a say in who controls

their production through such democratic practices as

elections.

Soviets in March will elect a large body of represen-

tatives, and then those representatives will elect the

leaders in the country, Bloice said. Formerly, the larger

body did not exist and the Soviet leaders ran uncontested,

he said.

"What's changed the most is the change in the political

atmosphere. What's the most important is not the volume
'of debate but the depth of debate," said Bloice, being

careful to note that the change has affected every aspect

of Soviet life from women's rights to ecology.

For Your Information
For Your Information is a service of the Collegian to

its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press

releases can be included in FYI. For more information,

contact David at the Collegian, at 545-3500.

Meeting
Representatives of the Legal Services Center and the

University Internship Program will speak about the legal

assistant internships offered at LSC and how to apply for

them. The meeting is scheduled for today at 3:30 p.m. in

room 901 in the Campus Center. For more information,

contact the Legal Services Center at 545-1995.

Lecture
"New Thinking for Socialism and the World," is a lec-

ture to be delivered by Carl Bloice, associate editor of the
People's Daily World. The lecture is scheduled for today
at 7:00 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus Center. For more
information, contact the UMass Young Communist
League.
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S49-RENT

CINEMA

BIRD
Directed by

Clint Eastwood
Held over 2nd week

1 showing every
evening at 7:30

AMITY ST. 253-5426

The only
way to go.

Express Package

FILENE'S BASEMENT
ON MARCH 18th UMAS!

7 NIGHTS HOTEL/AIR/TRANSFERS
NO HIDDEN COSTS!

FROM BOSTON/STAY AT THE BEST HOTELS
Buy with confidence. Buy your vacation from Filene s basement]

JAMAICA

A great day of skiing shouldn't have to end with a long and bonng drive home
This vcar, once again Potcr Pan » offering a Ski Express package lo Stratton
Mountain Pack your skis safely in our spaaous luggage compartments, bo .rd
our Peter Pan motorcoach. sit back, relax and nde u> conhdencc

Then, eniov a full djv of great skiing at Stratton You'U explore up to 90
cxating trails, and with the new Stratton Starship XII sumtnil gondola, you 11

spend more lime skiing, less tune waiting

The Peter Pan /Stratton Mountain Ski Express a great package pncc, great
skiing, aiKl the comforts o( a warm motorcoach ll s the only wav lo go
Agreed'

Packagf includes:

Roui\d-tnp transportation and a one day lift bckel for as little as S29.9S

Advanced reservations only For further information on pick up points, pmes
and schedules, contact

MONTEGO BAY
or NEGRJL from$44a.

!
' L '

The People Professionals

NON-STOP SERVICE FROM CRLF.,\'riELD A VAILABLE THROtCH
Clarke Sporting Goods, 289 Main Street, Creenfitid, MA Caii //«-. 98

79 South Pleasant Street. Amherst, MA. 256-0431

UMASS Campus Center, Amherst, MA Ticket Office M.>-2006

Peter Pan Bus Terminal, 1776 Main Street, Springfield, MA
Call 1-800-3.12-S99S Ext 270

for group rale informalion, contact: Peter Pan Charter Department 781-2900

i

GE exec, gives
students hints
for success

A General Electric executive told about 200 Univer-

sity of Massachusetts business and engineering

students and faculty yesterday that there are many
lessons to be learned outside of the boardroom.

Speaking in Marcus Hall. Art Glenn, vice president

and general manager of General Electrics Defense

Systems Division, said after 34 years, one thing he has

learned is that people are important.

"Different people have different needs, and they have

to be treated differently" for a business lo run efficient

ly, he said.

Glenn spoke in place of Jack Welch, a UMass alum-

nus and chairman of the board for General Electric.

Welch could not appear at the forum because of in

climate weather, according to James John, dean of the

College of Engineering.

Glenn offered students a list of keys to success in-

cluding ideas about clear vision, hard work, service to

the customer, broad perspective, high ethical standards

and belief in self.

Following the address, engineering faculty received

awards for outstanding teaching.

Robert Kirchhoff, professor of mechanical engineer-

ing, and James Male, professor of civil engineering,

won the General Electric Outstanding Teaching
Awards at the University.

Frank Yang, a senior computer systems engineering

student, and Ellen Martin, a senior electrical engineer

ing m^or, won Outstanding Senior Student Service

Awards.
- E. TERESA TOUEY

At Deluxe Beachfront

Nassau Beach
Hotel Frinighldep from

BAHAMASi
$479,

NERTO la CRUZ

$569..

ARTHUR
TREACHERS
SEAFOOD
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA

10%
Student
Discount
With College ID

Phone In Order
585-0209

During this Lent Season

KEEP THE FAITH
with

. ARTHUR TREACHER'S!^

the tirne

to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.
No. .Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
RecorxJitioninq

Super rtijsh Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
PnntShop I

^' Triangle' Sl, Amherst

Suites at Beachfront

iDoral Beach Hotel
Sunday dep from

ANCU
beachfront
1st Class Hotel

Sal night dep from$449 + 17

Al|vcm«*p« p*ien "Xad otrvcnncv anri ve C^ui 11^ W fl«o»M« (mm ^kM bi«* *nd a«port »anf«^ <n

fu ^m%ra^rr> jfetrytutM 'Vtnaljlvi pewOw VJC^V an) il pjiVMrv^i mu« v^ 'nu OpM^Ci P«tirt)^

^CATION
OPEN TODAY
10 Locations in

New England
Guaranteed Reservations! f3!n;T».l.n>^i^3'!!H

Guaranteed Low Prices!
For Information or to Book call

617 267-8100
IRST CLASS VACATIONS AT BARGAIN BASEMENT PRICES!

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chin

Bikini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aestheticianmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

for

Men and Women
34 Main Street, Amherst

253-9S79

RLSERVE OrriCERSTRAIiVING CORPS

START TOURCUMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.

Apply now for six w^eks of Army ROTC
leadership traimiicj Viih pay. without obbQaiion

You'll develop the discipline, confidence, and
decisiveness n rakes (o succeed in iny career

And you 11 quaiify to eam Army officer credentials

while you re completing your coUeqe studies

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

THE SMARTEST COUEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact Captain Jacobs
545-2321

WOMENS ISSUES
Local experts ponder Grimshaw conviction
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian StafT

and The Associated Press

As Lisa Becker-Grimshaw awaits tomorrow's sentenc-

ing for the manslaughter charges against her. local ex-

perts working to stop violence against women are

evaluating her case.

Brenda Lopez. Coordinator of the Abuse and Rape Crisis

Hotline, a YWCA program for battered women in

Springfield, said Becker-Grimshaw should have been

acquitted.

"Battered women are not violent women," she said. "I

don't advocate striking back. I don't believe in violence.

But 1 understand the circumstances that led up to this

violence."

Becker-Grimshaw was convicted for having her estrang-

ed husband killed by two men in 1985. Her defense main-

tains she was battered by Thomas Grimshaw and believ

ed she could only escape if he was killed.

The first woman in Massachusetts to use the "battered

woman's syndrome" as a defense against a murder charge.

Becker-Grimshaw was convicted Friday in Hampden
County Superior Court of manslaughter. The charge was

lessened from first-degree murder afler her two-week trial.

Mary Kociela, co director of Greenfield's New England

Learning Center for Women in Transition, a shelter for

homeless or battered women and their children, said the

syndrome is a type of stress disorder in which a person

battered over time suffers extreme loss of self-esteem, feels

helpless, and lives in constant fear of being harmed or

killed.

"It's probably pretty common for most women to think

about wanting to kill their batterer," she said. "Often,

even when women try to leave, they are followed and

tracked down, so I can understand battered women feel-

ing that this is their only escape, their only option."

Lopez said the media hai exploited Becker-Grimshaw:

"We only hear about one of these cases when one of them

is killed or one of them strikes back. There are thousands

of others and we need to keep the issue of violence against

women alive," she said.

Lopez, a representative to the Massachusetts Coalition

of Battered Women Service Groups, said according to the

coalition's statistics, one woman is murdered every 11

days in this state by the man she shares her life with.

"We don't know what happens to all of those women."

she said. "Lisa Becker Grimshaw is only one story."

Stacy Roth, coordinator of the Educator/Advocate Pro-

gram at the Everywoman's Center, said, "Use of the bat-

tered woman's syndrome as a defense is a step in the right

direction. The more this defense is used, the more people

will learn to challenge situations where a woman is be-

ing battered.

"This allows people to hear a side of the story that they

haven't heard before. People hear about abusea lot, but

they don't listen. This is an opportunity to have people

listen for the first time."

Roth said Becker-Grimshaw may not have turned to the

legal system for help becau.se, she said, "the legal system

we have created is unresponsive to the needs of those who

need to take advantage of it. You can get all the restrain

ing orders you want, but they're not always enforced.

Virginia Ferrer had a restraining order, but she was still

found and killed."

Ferrer, of Turners Falls, was fatally stabbed by the

father of her children last September, even though she

had had repeated restraining orders against him.

Edith Jennings, a coordinator of the volunteer and stu-

dent intern program at Womanshelter/Companeras in

Holyoke, said she hoped this case would alert women to

the availability of area shelters for battered women and

their children.

"A lot ofwomen out there don't realize there are shelters

all around, from Springfield to Pittsfield, " she said.

Jennings also said she hoped persons would avoid

stereotyping battered women based on observations of the

Becker-Grimshaw case.

"It's a myth that all battered women have had a pattern

of abuse. Women don't go out and look for people to abuse

them. Many are shocked when abuse starts."

History taught at lunch

Collrnian pKoto by .J«»on Talirman

Students and faculty discuss Jewish immigrants' assimilation into

American society at an informal lunch in the Campus Center.

By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

Being absorbed into American socie-

ty has been a complex and difficult pro-

cess for immigrants in this country.

One way female Jewish immigrants

adapted to American society was to

assimilate through their clothing, Bar-

bara Schreier, associate professor of

Home Economics, said yesterday at a

Brown Bag Lunch lecture series in the

Campus Center.

Schreier lectured to about 50 women
students and faculty on the recent study

which she co-researched: "Becoming

American Women: Clothing and Ac-

culturation for Jewish Immigrant

Women, 1880-1920."

Jewish immigrants found they could

fit into American society by wearing

American clothes whereas in Europe

clothes were used as a way to

distinguish social class, she said.

Jewish American women felt

pressured to "look American" opposed

to "the pressure to conform to tradi

tional values," she said.

These pressures, she said, crea?al ten

sions because a mother would feel her

daughter was dissenting from the

culture and the daughter would feel the

mother was being stubborn.

Self hatred and alienation from the

Jewish orgin was another result of

becoming Americanized, she said.

Schreier said she did her research in

Jewish magazines, books, newspapers,

and films at the Jewish Archives in Cin-

cinnati, the Brandeis Center in

Waltham, and the Boston Public

Library, as well as many other centers

of Jewish history.

Schreier said she sees her study as a

"personal kind of research" and hopes

to erase the many stereotypes, such as

Jewish women being merchants.

New computer technique will

help detect cervical cancer
Police car becomes escort car

By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian StafT

A new computer technique, recently

developed in Boston, may save women's

lives by detecting cervical cancer more

quickly and accurately.

The technique interprets Pap smears, the

primary test used to detect cervical cancer.

Pap smears are samples of cells from the

cervix and uterus which are are studied

under a microscope for abnormalities.

HEALTHWAlCH]

Researchers at the Tufts-New England

Medical Center Image Analysis Laboratory

are combining two techniques to make

reading of Pap smears more accurate.

The first technique analyzes individual

cells, and the second technique, called con-

textual analysis, detects abnormalities m
cell patterns or clumps, said Martha Hut^

chinson, MD, assistant professor of

pathology at NEMC.
David Zahniser, MD. associate director

of the lab, said, "This may be the key to

having automated Pap smears."

Caren Ginsberg, PhD, an EIS officer at

the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta

Ga., said Pap smears read by traditional

methods may not always be effective in ac-

curately determining abnormalities

because the quality of the specimen may

vary, the sample may not always be taken

from a place on the cervix where the

disease is, and lab interpretations may be

incorrect. ..,

Hutchinson, who is working with

Zahniser, said, "Right now the^ tests are

pretty subjective and subject to human er

ror."

Zahniser said the new system would give

automated Pap smear analysis the addi-

tional accuracy that is needed because it

uses both techniques together.

Hutchinson said the overall aim of their

project is "to improve Pap smear image

analysis techniques, supplement human

visual examination, and provide accurate,

cost-effective prescreening capabilities."

There is no national standard for grading

abnormalities discovered in Pap smear

tests, she said, and the new technique rnay

help in the development of such a standar-

dized criteria.

"A national standard could even be the

basis for better regulation," Hutchinson

said. r J J
The three-year government-tunded pro-

ject is unique to Boston and New England,

Hutchinson said. Although other

laboratories are working on similar pro-

jects, she said, "they probably aren t

anywhere near the level of sophistication

of this lab."
, .

Hutchinson said she and Zahniser are us-

ing the technique not only on Pap smears,

but on samples from breast and prostate

cancer patients.

"I want to see if the technique can now

accurately predict the outcome for breast

cancer patients, or at least predict the ag-

gressiveness of the disease," she said.

The technique could also aid pathologists

in identifying and quantifying the degree

of certian kinds of other diseases, resear

chers said.
, , ^iw *

Ginsberg said women should still trust

the regular Pap smear test because it re-

mains a very important screening device

for cervical cancer.

"Overall [the Pap smear] is a really et-

fective tool," she said.

By WENDY LEE
Collegian Staff

The Escort Service at the University of

Massachusetts, for the first time since it

began in 1983, has a car and a van to make

the service faster.

The service, which provides escorts on

campus from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. every night,

received the refurbished police squad car

Oct. 1, the executive director of Public Safe-

ty announced last week.

Arthur Hilson said when a police car

needs to be replaced, the old one is usually

given to the Physical Plant. This time, "I

chose to put it into service for the students.

I will do so again when I can," he said.

Carol Radzik, associate director of Public

Safety, said the van is used as a backup

when the car is out of service. Only securi-

Women's Forum
Brown bag lunch
The Women's Studies department is

offering a weekly get-together entitled

"What is the world coming to?" from

12:15 p.m. to 1 :30 p.m. each Wednesday.

On March 1 in room 904-908 of the

Campus Center, Amy Hoffman, a

graduate student in the English depart-

ment, will read from her novel. Par-

ticipants are encouraged to bring a

lunch.

WAGES
Former undergraduate Women's Ad

missions and General Educational Sup-

port members are encouraged to attend

a meeting at 6 p.m. March 5, to discuss

attempts to reinstate the WAGES pro-

gram. Call Nancy Rios at 5494422 or

Nancy Bishop at 256-0941.

Dinner & Dance
Valley Women's Martial Arts, Inc. is

ty officers who are not students drive the

car.

Hilson said students who call for an

escort may try to use the car as a taxi ser-

vice, but it has not yet been abused. Hilson

would not say how much the improvements

cost.

According to Public Safety records, the

service received 1,305 calls during the fall

1987 semester and the by the following fall,

it had increased 28 percent to 1,922 calls.

Radzik said 40 students are now escorts.

Anyone who completes the 40 hours of

classroom training and field work can

become an escort, but she said, "They need

a high level of energy and cannot be afraid

of the cold and rainy weather.

The service has a 100 percent success

rate: all students who use the service have

been escorted to their destination safely.

holding a benefit dinner and dance

Thursday, March 9 at the Northeast

Seafood Bar Restaurant in Northamp-

ton. The dinner is by reservation only,

and open only to women. The dance,

from 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m., features D.J.

Betsey and is open to the public.

The event is endorsed by the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Everywoman's

Center. For reservations, call 586-9409.

For information about martial arts

classes, call 527-0101.

International Women's Day
The Women's Pentagon Action is

sponsoring their annual International

Women's Day celebration on March 10

at the Northampton Unitarian Society

at 220 Main St., Northampton.

All women and children are welcome

to the spaghetti dinner, followed by a

short presentation. Proceeds will be

donated to the Virginia Ferrer

Memonal Fund.
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data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

The r- HR Returns with Two FREE Gifts!

Effective January 15. 1989 a good deal just got better. You need to check out the Must Complete l.apiop bmiu "tlpred by any company-the

Zenith SupersPort Se (Special Eaition). Compare the following SlA\NrMRD ^-'K.ATl RES with the standard features «»{ an\ uiher laptop and you

will know why the SupersPort SE is the one to beat.

The two FREE gifts are the "nylon carrying case with shoulder strap" and the "Microsoft W( )RKS soituar*/

* 640K RAM * one 20MB hard drive and one 3.5" floppy drive * parallel and serial port.s * rechargeable batter\ and .AC adapter/charger

* 1200 baud internal modem * MS-DOS 3.3 PLUS * 1 year parts and labor warranty

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Cm. /^ 1 J*
Steve Orlandi

ZDS Student Representative

256-1198

American Expr«s,VISA. MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted.

TgtitTM
I

data
I
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON*

Mirro.sofl WOKK.^ is <i rc^istrrcd Iradeinark ()f

Microsoll Corp.

Prices subieit hu hanye wilhoul nolle e.

UMass to revealplans forDu Bois museum
By The Associated Press

The University of Massachusetts said it

will unveil today, the 121st birthday of
W.E.B. Du Bois, plans for a study on turn-

ing the childhood home of the late black
pioneer into a memorial and tourist spot.

One Ehi Bois scholar, however, wondered
about the chances of funding a memorial
to the black intellectual who endured a
half- century of surveillsmce by the govern-

ment because of his radical politics.

"I think it challenges the American com-
mitment to diversity and freedom of speech

in the way that Du Bois's life presented
challenges to what it means to be an
American," said Robert Paynter, an ar-

cheologist who is excavating the Du Bois
homestead in Great Barrington.

To mark the birthday of the social scien-

tist who helped found the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Colored Peo-

ple and is revered in Africa as the father

of black nations, the University is holding

a luncheon celebration to which the Soviet
Union and East Germany have already
sent greetings.

State Secretary of Economic Affairs
Grady Hedgespeth will announce an as-yet-

undetermined grant for a study on ways to

develop the homestead site as a memorial
under the direction of the state Office of
Tourism, officials said.

•'We're very pleased the state is

cooperating in a moment when money is

tight," said Afro-American studies Pro-

fessor William Strickland, who is organiz-
ing the event.

The ceremony will be attended by such
foreign dignitaries as Victor Gbeho,
Ghana's missionauy to the United Nations,
Strickland said. Du Bois spent his final

years in Ghana, which has turned his

bungalow into a national shrine.

The little plot of land near the New York
border where Du Bois grew up, however,
is overgrown with weeds and marked only
by a small metal plaque that identifies it

as listed with the National Register of

Historic Places.

"It's a cellar hole in the woods," said

Paynter. "It is in stark contrast to Paul
Revere's house, Faneuil Hall in Boston and
other places that are national landmarks."
Du Bois scholars have long lamented the

lack of homage paid to the philosopher who
laid the foundation for Pan Africanism and
planted the seeds for the independent
African nations that sprang up in the

1960's.

"The irony is that he is better known in-

ternationally than in America," Strickland

said.

Du Bois came to the house of his mater-
nal relative Othello Burghardt soon after

his birth in 1868 and lived there for four

years before moving to another part of

town. The house was purchased by friends

as a 60th birthday gift to Du Bois in 1928,

and he sued it as a summer retreat until

1954. when he was forced to sell it because
of financial and political reverses.

He had been under government
surveillance since 1919 for his writings on
black rights and in the 1950s his passport

was taken away because of his refusal to

list his peace organization as an agent of

a foreign principal. Embittered, he toured

Easten Bloc capitals as soon as his passport

was restored and 1961 he moved to Ghana
and applied for membership in the Com-
munist Party.

The University quietly arranged for the

state to buy the Du Bois homestead last

year from a group of admirers who had pur-

chased it after the black leader's death in

1963 to preserve as a memorial.

Their efforts, however, were met with
hostility. A 1968 memorial observation at

the farmstead was opposed by the Veterans
of Foreign Wars in surrounding com-
munities, the county's dozen American
Legion posts and the Great Barrington
Knights ofColumbus because of Du Bois's

communist past

Q4^illington
^FVERMONT

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
QIXI f»\f\fA

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

PARTY WEEK

/Aa,^^ UMA5S SKI CLUB^
t.^Q/y^i> 430 student union_^

, ,

545 3437
—"^^"^--^
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^ WELCOME

A sculpture in a photo in Fri-

day's paper was done by
Elliot Oftner and Is called "The
Great Blue Heron."

TK.

Course Books Are Now Being

RettirneH To Pulilisliers.

Get Them Before It's

I DO Late.

Open till 8 p.m. W»d., Thurs. & Fri.

Sundays I2-S p.m.

Full Service Bookstpre

Jeffery

Amherst

Booksko
« 5outh Plra«ani 5trf« Amhifrst

Musai'hus^tu JI002 ;;' isai

diagonally across from stadium,

next to Louis Foods. $10.99
It's Another Week Of

SCOTT'S SUPER SPECIALS!

SAVE MORE EVERYDAY.. .AT SCOTT'S
JACK DANIELS
Bourbon 750 ml

$9.49 PEACHTREE
Schnapps 750 ml

$5.99

1^ ealiiigplace !

I OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS
J

I •BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME
J

•OPEN 6 A.M. • 3 A.M. SUNDAY THURSDAY i
I •OPEN 24 HOURS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
I •BEER AND WINE SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT

I •PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
•iitc 9 Bcxt to Super Stop A Skop

NADLEV/AMNERST t54-4at9

We now accept Mastercard and Visa

I

I

ff

I
I

I

I

I

MILLER LITE
Suitcase Cans

$10.99 plus dep.

MALIBU
Rum 750 ml

$7.99

BECKS BEER
24-12 oz bottles

$15.99 plus dep.

We want to be your favorite liquor store.

i Employment Applications Beinq Taken
j

UTOPIA
SPAS

Suntan Lounges

Float to Relax Tank

Private Hot Tub Rooms

Monday-Wednesday $7.50 per person/hour

Thursday-Sunday $7.50 half hour

$12.00 per person/hour

1 75 University Drive Amherst
Amherst, MA

413-253-7727

OPEN TILL 1:00 AM,
7 DAYS A WEEK
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WOJLD&NATION
Writers protest removal
of 'Satanic Verses'
BOSTON I AP> - Saying those who make

money ofl" the First Amendment should

help defend it, Boston writers picketed

yesterday outside bookstores that have

removed Salman Rushdie's novel. "The

Satanic Verses" from sale

'If we let a fundamentalist mob in Iran

decide what can or cannot be sold in the

US. then any group could do the same

thing - and that would be a kind of cen

sorship that would be very dangerous."

said author Barbara Beckwith. one of the

rally's organizers, in an interview before

the protest.

In other protests across the state. WTiters

and literar\' critics planned a panel discus-

sion to substitute for a cancelled ap-

pearance by Rushdie in Cambridge, and

US Rep. Barney Frank. D Mass . said he

would read portions of the novel into the

Congresssional Record to show support for

the author

"We can't allow this kind of crazy j)eo-

pie to terrorize the world." Frank said at

a Chamber ofCommerce breakfast meeting

in North Attleboro.

Despite a cold drizzle, about 100 people

picketed peacefully in front of the B. Dalton

and Barnes & Noble bookstores in

downtown Boston and then marched to the

Boston Public Library to condemn Iranian

leaders for threatening Rushdie's life.

"Clearly we're outraged by the death

threats," said John Junkerman, a freelance

magiizine writer. "It puts all of us on notice

essentially that our freedoms are under at

tack - our freedom of religion, our freedom

of conscience, our freedom of imagination."

The picketers. carrying signs saying.

Rushdie Has The Right To Be Read. " in

eluded members and employees of the Na
tional Writers" Union, the authors" PEN.

the David R. Godine Inc. publishing house

and The Atlantic Magazine.

Junkerman said the writers were appall-

ed that major bookselling chains like B.

Dalton, Waldenbooks and Barnes & Noble

have caved in to Iranian pressure.

"They profit from the work of writers and

the patronage of readers, and they are, I

think, morally required to help defend the

First Amendment right to freedom of ex

pression," Junkerman said.

AC photo

Indian-born writer Salman Rushdie, author of "The Satanic Verses,'

in his London study Jan. 31.

The Spoke
It's RED HOT Week Again

at ttie SPOKE!!

Drink of the Week
Red Hots $1.00

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.50

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

Introducing the

VotBbuvDeu
Route 9 • Hadiey • 584 1603

Lunchtmie, Dinnertime, anytime, you'll love our

authentic New York style delicacies: Homemade
Salads, Hot & Cold Subs and Sandwiches. ..to satlly

your appetite and budget.

500 OFFI

—

I

I Any Sub
I Free 1 oz. Bag off

j NY Style Delichips with i

I every^SubExp^3/2/89|
I

STILL COMICS' #1 SWINGER!
NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!

Available at:

Same Bat Channel
Hampshire Mall

Hadiey, MA
586-8775

Hundreds of 250 Comics
All back issues 15% off

(including wall comics)

Discount Games and Supplies

S^;;Eixix:o:i::€:€r€r^^^^^^^ I 257 triangle ST. / amherst

Bush embarks
for Far East
ANCHORAGE. Alaska (AP) - President Bush yester

day launched a hectic five-day mission to the Far East,

his first overseas trip as president. The White House said

the journey might not generate quick headlines, but would
demonstrate that "the United States is an Asian power."

Bush traded a predawn Washington drizzle for a light

snowfall here, stopping to refuel en route to Japan. He
will also make a weekend visit to China and a 4 1/2-hour

stop in South Korea.

Following the 7 1/2-hour flight from Washington the
president spoke to members of the armed forces at an
airplane hangar at Elmendorf Air Force Base.

It is unusual for an American president to travel

overseas just 33 days after his inauguration, but Bush
decided to go to Tokyo to represent the United States on
FViday at the state funeral of Emperor Hirohito, who died

of cancer at the age of 87 on Jan. 7.

In prepared remarks here Bush noted that Elmendorf
was the first stop 18 years ago in a trip that made Hirohito

the first emperor in Japanese history to set foot outside

his homeland.
Bush said he would pay his respects in Tokyo, and add-

ed, "It is as well a measure of our respect for a valued

ally and fellow democracy that I make this trip."

"At each stop," Bush said, "I aim to strengthen key rela-

tionships with our friends and partners in the Pacific

region."

Meanwhile, however, the White House released a state-

ment by Bush suggesting he was not interested in a US-
Japanese free trade agreement modeled after a US-
Canadian pact to eliminate all trade fees and import

barriers.

Bush said that Tokyo and Washington agree on the need

for multilateral and bilateral efibrts to create a more open

mternational trading system.

"We will stress the multilateral approach," Bush said.

"We are always open to new ideas, but in our view the

key now is to work hard for the success" of international

trade talks known as the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade.

His comment was made in a written response to ques-

tions submitted by the Kyodo news service. Typically, the

responses are written by the National Security Council

staff.

Asked if he agreed with Defense Secretary-designate

John Tower's view that Japan should extend its sea land

defense beyond the present 1,000-mile limit. Bush said,

"We are fully satisfied with the mutually agreed division

of defense roles and missions in our security arrangements

AP pboU.

CONTRA LEADER AT TRIAL - Nicaraguan Contra leader Adolfo Cadero arrives at US
District Court in Washington yesterday for the trial of former White House aide Oliver North
on charges stemming from the Iran-Contra affair. Man at left is unidentified.

Energy secretary-designate wants changes
WASHINGTON (AP) - Retired Adm. James D.

Watkins, the energy secretary-designate, said at his

Senate confirmation hearing yesterday that his first

priority would be to seek major changes in the way the

government runs its troubled nuclear weapons complex.

Watkins .said the Energy Department's defense program
"has not brought itself into line with nearly all other

public and private nuclear ventures that have now

capitalized on lessons learned" since the 1979 reactor ac-

cident at Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania.

"There is an urgent need to effect a significant change
in its deeply embedded 35-year culture," Watkins told the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, adding
that he would seek to make the department's nuclear
operations better and more open.

CAMPUS
Meet Members of our Technical Staff

Recruiting Dale: March 2

Lincoln Latxjratory professionals are a\ the forefront of unique

Research and Development efforts across a broad spectrum of

advanced electronics tectindogy in projects ranging from com-

ponent devekjpment to the design and consfruction of complex

prototype systems. Every year, many of tt>e firmest Pti.D. and M.S./

B S level graduates odd ttieir expertise and energy to our inter-

national reputation for excellence. We invite you to join ttiem

in one of ttie following areas:

Radar

Measurements
Communications

Signal Processing

Optics and Lasers

Microelectronics

Digital Signal

Processing

Machine intelligence

Image Processing

VLSI

Located at the heart of New England's high technology oelt,

a career at Lincoln Laboratories also puts you within easy

reach of ftie region's most beautiful beaches and mountains

- and less than 15 miles from downtown Boston with its diverse

cultural, educational and athletic events.

Contact your placement office to arrange Infeivlewi ortend

your resume to Mr. Chef Yoblonsk^ MlfUncoJ La^^
244 Wood street, Lexington. MA 02173. (617)981-7050. U.S.

Citlxenship required.

An Equal OpportunllviAftlrmotlve Action Employer

BLACK
HISTORY
MONTH

MIT LINCOLN
LABORATORY

MENU
Chicken Gumbo Soup

BBQ Ribs

Chicken Fried Steak

Collard Greens

Black Eyed Peas

Candied Yams

Cole Slaw

Pecan Pie

Sweet Potato Pie

)f Black

the

a

In honor

History Month

Bluewall Cafet

will feature a

specially prepared

luncheon.

THURSDAY, FEB. 23

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
11:30 am to 1:30 pm
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TAKE ANOTHER

^Jtf.

*r

.

j W-^^^M

'ii-.

BRECKENRIDGE
GENUINE COLORADO

THE PEAK
Breckenridge is three majestic, interconnected ski

mountains, each with its own high-speed four-

passenger SuperChair, as well as twelve other

lifts. It all towers above a lovingly restored

genuine Victorian town full of shops, restaurants,

nightspots and enough lodging to entertain over

20,000 visitors at once. Isn't it time you took

another peak? You may never look elsewhere.

^ UMASS SKI CLUB
430 student union

$599

MSIANT
COIUGE
(REMr

WWNYOU
GCTTMSE
GREAT
HITS.

545 3437

Miller Lite
Spring Break ExppeSS

Register to win a "MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK SURVIVAL KIT"

Tomorrow night at Pearl Street. 5 winners will then be

qualified to win the "MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK EXPRESS"

grand prize.

Grand Prize winner will be selected from 20 qualifiers the

week of March 10.

Miller Lite Spring Break Express Party

Will Be Meld At:

LP/CS $6.88; CD $12.88 LP/CS $6.88; CD $12.88

l.or REKI)
NKWVOKK

LP/CS $6.88; CD $12.88

W^ BOB OYL/W ^
WO

GiUTEFUlOeAD

^^* CJ'

luu:

LP/CS $6.88; CD $12.88 LP/CS $6.88; CD $12.88

Eriday, Eeb. 24 10AM-1AM

MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK EXPRESS
GRAND PRIZE CONSISTS OP:

• Round Trip Air Transportation for Two (2) to Washington D.C.

• A Welcoming Reception at the Washington D.C. Train Station

• Round Trip Rail Transportation Aboard the Miller Lite Spring Break

Express.
• Food, Beverage and Entertainment while on Board the Spring Break

Express ^^^^t^^******************
• Eive Nights Accommodations (Double Occupancy) at the

Treasure Island Inn at Daytona Beach.

• $300 Spending Cash.

• Two (2) Miller Lite Sweatshirts.

• Chartered Transportation to and from the Train Station and Motel.

• Additional Activities may be Scheduled as Available.

The Grand Prize can not be transferred Winners who choose not to take the trip will forfeit a.rlare, tram transpor

tatlon, hotel accommodations but will still receive spending cash and sweatshirts

That's Right! Your friends will give you credit for

great musical taste when you buy any or all of these top

college hits. It'll be the easiest credit you'll ever earn.

Record Town has the best selection of cassettes, LPs,

and compact discs for every musical taste. Plus a wide

variety of blank audio and video tapes as well as

CD and tape storage cases.

Hurry in. the sale ends February 25th. Record Town—
the only music and video store you'll ever need.

Hadley, Hampshire Mall, 586-6351

WS4%
vamfo*
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC

<S(>-.<.*ir>. 7-2.3

^Mifi^te^

>m eiOHT veAf^ now
F/FTY MILUON ffEAPef^i

Hwe mTCHCP wu
wrmo(/rmy

ON

I guess he made it .. It s been more than

a week since he went over the wall."

"If Wade Boggs is to be
believed. Wade Boggs has -a

disease. If The Mistress is to be
believed. Wade Boggs is a
disease."

-Globe Columnist Michael Madden

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel JaUe

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Amis (March 21- April 19) New
faces and places attract you In-

tellectuoi opportunities abound!

Vou have a charx:e to lay the foun-

dation for a lasting partnership

Good health is a great blessir^.

take care of yoursetfl

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Shared spritual values wiU make a

rekatkDHship more satisfying Do not

let a domestic problem interfere

with your performance at work or

school Play out a finarxial drarrKi

You hold the cards

MMINI (fvloy 21-June 20) You

relieve an earlier experience at

place of employment Be ready for

unexpected devekaprrients Cash

fkjw couW be affected Dramatic

career shifts are unHkely Keep up
the good work. Seek the limelight

CANCfR (Aine 21-July 22) Try a

new labor saving device at home
or in the office A stitch in time coufc)

save you lots of money Overtone

pay lets you travel or splurge on a

high-tech kitct^n

LIO (July 23-Aug 22) Take a

more realistic view of money mat-

ters. You will feel less pressured and
enjoy life more once you have built

up a cash reserve. Romance heats

up Travel is best postponed
VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22)Your

ideas are worth their weight in gold

If you present them to an authority

figure now Do not vacitote Act

now! Those in service professions

excel Bolster a child's morale

UMA (Sept 23-Oct22) You are

unsure whether or not you believe

in the unknown Deal with the

reaNties of everyday life today and
profits win rise Make up your mind
about mystical matters later

SCORMO (Oct 23-tMov 21) Your

natural shrewdness lets you make
all the money you need without

getting involved In any shady deals

Do not make a move )ust because
you feel restless. Let romarx;e sim-

mer a while

SAOIHARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Do not give up on a financial or

business deal until you have stret-

ched your imagination to the Nmlt

You win points with the boss when
you are candid. Be tacttui

CARRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19):

Fretting about the past wiH not

make the present or future better.

Corcentrate on your strengths.

Your business allies are stronger and
more Influential than you think.

Listen to someone with extensive

experience
AaUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) A

bold approach counts for a lot to-

day In order to make a
hurrxjnitarian project succeed, you

will have to be even more per-

suasive than usual Improve a
parent-cNkJ rekationship

nSCiS (Feb 19-March 20) You
nnay find It tough to make decisions

today There win be too many tNngs

going on at orie time! You will be
eager to get right to the point when
discussing a )ob

MENU
LUNCH

Grilled cheese sandwich
American chop suey

BASICS LUNCH

Grilled cheese on wheattDerry

Fettucine with sprouts

DINNER

Keilbasa grinder

Mandarin chicken

BASICS DINNER

Cheese nut loaf

Mandarin chicken
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Government members protest

India's acceptance of money
NEW DELHI. India (APi - Members of

every opposition party walked out of

Parliament yesterday to protest the

government's acceptance of $470 million

form Union Carbide for the 1984 Bhopal

gas leak, which killed 3.400 people.

The government had settled for the

amount after suing the Danbury. Conn,

based corporation for $3 billion for the

world's deadliest industrial disaster. Op-

position legislators yelling "surrender to

mulitinationals." left the Parliament after

House Speaker Balram Jakhar refused to

admit a censure motion against the govern-

ment's acceptance of the Supreme Court's

Feb 14 order that instructed Union Car

bide to pay the $470 million as full and

final settlement.

About 300 legislators were in Parliament

when the opposition walked out. The Con

gress Party holds 412 of the 544 seats.

About 2.500 surviving victims of the Dec.

3. 1984 disaster, when methyl isocyanate

leaked from the pesticide plant of a Carbide

subsidiary, came to the Indian capital

Tuesday to protest the settlement, saying

the sum was too low and demanding that

Union Carbide officials be hanged.

More than 20.000 people are still listed

as seriously affected by the gas, and deaths

attributed to it continue at the rate of at

lea.st one a day

Learn German
This Summer

June 25 -

\ugust 4. 1989

The fiinth Annual German Summer School

of the MlantU at the {)niversity of Rhode Island

in (o-operation with the Coethe InstJlut^ Boston.

r,ermcin will 1h> tlu- sole langudgeol (.otmnuiiKdlioii and Gorman

life and culture the heart o\ this six week residenty program of

intensive language study

You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate c re<lits while

living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus. |ust

minutes away from Rhode Islands magnificent beaches and his

tone summer colcmies

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing u> enroll m

beginning intermediate or any level of advanced German from

business people and travelers, to students planning work or sf udy

abroad T^ke advantage of this rare opportunity \n parti. ipat.> in

\hk toi.il German language ox(>erience

for drUits Dr |ohn Crandin

Dr Otto Dornberg Co-Directors

Department of Languages

University of Rhode Island

Kingston Rl 02R8I (4011 792 '^<»ll

AP ph<*o

TIGHTENING THE STRAPS - Pete Tioton tightens the straps on

his waders before getting into his boat to inspect his business in

Lebanon Junction, Ky., yesterday morning. The flood waters of the

Rolling Fork of the Salt River still surround many houses in the

small town.

586-6344
45 STATE STREET
NORTHAMPTON. MA.

LUNCH: TUES. SAT n;3O-2:30

SUN 12:(XV300

DINNER: TUES THURS & SUN.
. 5(HV930

FRI SAT 5 no 1 30

CLOSED MONDAY

i I

The INDIA HOUSE RESTAURANT

Where Indian Food Is Not Just Curry

• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN COOKING • EXTENSIVE WINE LIST

SEALS IN FRESH FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS • BEWITCHING BIRYANIS

I COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU • ENTICING CURRIES

^ I -mDiMmmw with excehent food i service." them ehgwho mohihit.

=ir 11. !

(Quitting Time Buffet)

Mon-Fri
4-7

^^^ restaurant ^^m^ bar

23 Main St. • Northampton 584-8666
anc ~

1989/90 FINACIAL AID FORM
DEADLINE—MARCH 1, 1989

I

To recieve priority consideratin for Financial Aid your Financial Aid Form (FAF) must be

I recieved by College Scholarship Service (CSS) by Wednesday, March 1, 1989.

I You can obtain the FAF at Finacial Aid Services. 243 Whitmore Administration Building,

]

Monday thru Friday from 8:30 AM to 5 PM Also SAFA (Students Advocating Finacial Aid)

I
members will be on the Campus Center Concourse on Tuesday Feb. 21, Wednesday

i Feb. 22. thursday Feb. 23 and Tuesday Feb. 28. 1989.

Don't risk the loss of your Finacial Aid Dollars, file on time!

1989/90 SOLICITUD DE ASISTENCIA
ECONOMICA

FECHA LIMITE— 1 DE MARZO DE 1989
Para recibir prioridad para assistencia economica su solicitud (Finacial Aid Form (FAF))

debe ser recibida por el College Schlarship Service (CSS) en o antes del i de marzo

de 1989

Usted puede obtener una copia en la oficina de assitencia economica; Finacial Aid

Services, 243 Whitmore Administration Building, d6 lunes a viernes, de 8:30 AM a 5:00 PM.

Tambien el 21 , 22, 23 y el 28 de febrero, miembros de SAFA (Students Advocating Finacial

Aid) estarin en el Campus Center Concourse.

No te arriesques a perder tu assistencia economica, llena tu solicitud a tiempo

VNNSN^XV^^^^ t->%%%»%»^OP»MCT

Student affairs information services

J rl

__^^^iniL

call tips 545-1540 FOR HELP AND ADVICE

ask for these tapes by number :

1430 Center for Counseling and Academic

Development

2492 Consumer Auto Repair Rights

2620 Employee Assistance Center

1410 Everywoman's Center

2215 If Your Vehicle has been Towed

2422 Legal Services Office

2691 Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Men's

Counseling Collective

2490 Sexual Harassment

2671 Sexual Assault and Crisis Service

2637 Suicide Prevention

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing
'

of TIPS tapes

IF YOU HAVE further QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)
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men 's basketball to play Penn State
cufiCinued from pa^'t? 24

two gamesi.

Rafer (lili'.s was a starting guard before

twisting: an ankh' a w«.H>k ago. Giles' status

remains questionable for tonight's game,
and sophomore Ishmael Butler started in

his place Saturday night

'As of Tuesday, all jobs were open,"
Calipari said. "The last two weeks we've
plaved pcKiriv and let ourselves get beat
badly "

The losses to the Mountaineers and Du-
quesne were preceeded by a victory over St

Joseph's. But before that. UMass lost thrtv

straight games, allowing 100 points or

more in two of the games and 98 in the
other.

"We're not defending so when we go on
a run, its a 16 14 run." Calipari said.

"When other teams go on a run. its 16-2

and then we're down by 10.

"We're not a good quarter-court team
because of our size. We like to run but to

do that you have to rebound.

"We buckled down alter the Uuquesne
game, though. We practiced three times in

a 24 hour period."

The Minutemen hope to polish things up
before tonight, when they face a Nittany
Lion team that is tied for third in the

Atlantic 10 Conference.

Penn State, 10-5 in the conference and
15-9 overall, has won 11 of its last 15

games, and is coming off" a 95-58 thrashing

of St. Bonaventure

.Senior Tom Hovasse leads the Nittany

Lions in scoring' 18 ppg' and rebounding
1 8.0 rpg). and Bruce Blake is second m scor-

ing (12.7 ppg).

The last time these teams met. on Jan

5, Penn State dominated the Minutemen
on the way to 107-79 win.

That loss occurred more than a month
ago. But West Virginia and Duquesne have
made sure defeat has remained fresh on the

minds of the Minutemen.

Women 's basketball to play West Virginia
vor.r.nu^ from pagt 24

of the schedule, are still the

priority.

The Minutewomen have already faced

West Virginia once this year, dropping a

tight 72-64 decision on Jan. 21 at the Cage
in a game that they were never out of un-

til the final buzzer. In that game, the

visiting Mounties were without leading

scorer Judv Eaton, who should be back in

Sports Notice

The University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team is looking for managers

Any interested work study students

should see coach Jones in the football of-

fice in Boyden Building

action today to make life a little more dif
ficult for UMass

"The last time Eaton was out, so this

time it will be different," Hewelt said.

"And we're without Zullo. which will be

different for us, plus we'll be on the road
"

But winning in Morgantown will not be

impossible. Last year UMass lost at home
but came away from there with a 72-70

win,

"We still think that if we settle in and

play good basketball that we can be com-

petitive," Hewelt said "If we can get the

young people to believe that, well put

ourselves in good shape. We've gotta

believe that we can win even.' time we step

on the fioor That gives us an extra edge"

C oUvgiaa pboto by Aadrcw Rim

Freshman forv^ard Jim McCoy (20) will lead UMass against Penn State

today at 7:30 p.m. in the Curr>' Hicks Cage.

CXASSinEDS
ACTTvma ATTENTION AU. UMASS STUDENTS
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MEETING ThurKJJy 7 OOP", Come dryj ou'

*nar *e na»e to oner' Commute'' Louoge
By tne Maicri

1M3 FORD ESCORT WAGON- 5COO0
miles A.C -00' '»c- - eicwoe'' oononor.

S2SO0 Cal< 256-0933

1M2 VW SCmnOCCO a-ea- snaoe '<eeos

mjf'le' J200C C»' 5*5-00*6 •»» trv jor

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES Amne^
2 v-» o»o Toome B'ope*fy poaAve e•a^ i»w»

igross rental 18 OOCVyi Lwe rent free aoO
rr\a«e tperxling "xy^ey loo' Ca* Date

2S3-9949

RUa«REAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

EiceUen* con«t«n
$45 c Dest oter

C«i A<<M 527-6S0S

GOLD CHAM LOST/STOLEN on 2^15

Weotter Area Reward Ca* 66542S7

PERSONALS

JOHnI^ UKE TO get to Know you MMr
o" t»ie VB court Red

MVISL Then now aNray* your hpa i*vi
tnos' Lisle

CATHEHNE RWH Happy Anrw^ftar/ rri

oeer me oe* ^w*' o* rny iiie Love cnc

ROOM WANTED SWING OANCE/JITTER BUG CLASSES

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or rtoueo

pleate call Den.se 256-0986 Ap<n or later

ROOMMATES WANTED

Jm» »T eecO or ttSfer an four. No part-
nef neceeaafyl Ciaaeee ifieet irow 4
6oni Sunday. MarcA 5 tlv\i

Mareti 26 al Eaal Street Oartoe Studeie i

Sunday.
ludeiein

ROOM AVAILA«,£ IN HOUSE. 3 rmn to

bus S22S/fnonlh • tM Cal Pa«ar Mlar 7pm
253-22«e

Hadley -Jue) of* Rl 9 I

and Norlt>aripton malruetors Lars Mar-
ahall and Janine Warner For mors mto.
Call $4«-93««. No pre-r*9lstratlon

RICH- THANKS FOR A wortOer«ul time

Saturday Nignt" Seven tirrwe'" Wow"' I'm

»»# tm,(,ng"' A»Tiee

ONE ROOM M APARTMENT 2S« nduane
12 peoo»e 256-0956 256-4270

1 or 2 PEOPLE FOR APARTMENT >fl

Amherst Cente' call 253-7572

UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS GENERAL
MEETING Fee 23 &om Earth foods Corrie

Fine ou' wfiat It s all aooui

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 or BO Car' Be seen ai Lamp-
da Chi Aiona ca»i Sean a' 253-9032

OLD OMEGA 11 E>:«*eni condAon 93 000
miies Call 256-«369

FOUND

LEARN JEWELRY • 8ILKSCREEN 4

wort(snops mewf»g orx* a wee* at Student

Union Craf Center

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLUB'S inaugural gathering o»

I989leaturir)g elections and social events

planning New memoe'S graciousi/

welcomed Thursday 6 30-7 30pm SOM 106-

tjy Don t lot 11 be another extracumcutartess

semester

SIGMA ALPHA MU RUSH!! Feb 21 Sam
rriy Feud Bpm Campos Center -101 Feb 22

Sammy Cinema 8pm Campus Center - 162

ADO DROP A PAIN'> Budget cuts got you

down' Write a letter to your represen-

tative Table outside the Mimstore S U

STRONGEST MAN AND WOMAN COM-
PETITION Saturday Feb 25lh at the Ken

nedy Bodysfiop l2-4pm t? 00 tee and many
great o'lzes

UMASS SKI CLUB runs the best spring

breai-s to Barbados Bahamai Bermuda
Killington and Breckenridge 545-3437/430

SUB

SOUTHWEST AREA GOV. is looKing lor

someone to coordinate our annual Spring

Concert Interested' Ca« WS60 tor details

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT

THE AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT is

recruiting volunteer", to work as

firelighter^Mis No enpenence necessary

See our table on the concourse February

22 24

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1.2, and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample oM street partcing and

free bus service to UMass artd shopp'"?

areas Call 665 3856

-BOB BACKWARDS IS STILL BOB

PATTI. DON'T EAT THE lemons' Mr loe

and Mr Floor say Vou re welcome" tor be-

ing so cold' Love Your 4 very (avorite

people'

MICHAEL D. DEVANNEY I nave «ound you-

waliet I riave not oeen aoM to contact yo^,

So you can can rne at 253-2107 Aac Uy
Hong and i*ave s massage

HELP WANTED

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME*WORK FOR an aorediled 3<imp
organization in tne Pocono Mountains o'

PA Positions are available m Tennis A--

chery WalertrontW S i ) Cramatics Ottce

Administration, Computers Radio Arts &

Crafts Nature Athletics jewe'^y
Pholoography, aance Wrestling Coo*ir)g

Adventure/Challenge Course. Film maKing

Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Can

800-533-CAMP (215-887-9700 in PAi or

write 407 Benson East, JenKintown PA
19046

GOVERNMENT JOBS USA Overseas
$18-35.000 y tO' cur'ent federal l-st C«):

(516)6260037 E»! EU4 Weeodays 4-90'^

Wee«end lOan-.-Spm

MMCE BASSICK: rou batter be studying

I m Keepirig tn aye an you because I m not

saymg bye again for anotner aamaatar
Afways a fnend i love ira Lara

ROSEANN BRCN^ HAPPY BIRTHOaT
Have a grer oay oooos M mat atcohol muat

UMvt gone to rny brarn' Thames Love Joey

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEWEST
PLEDGES: jessca Dena DeotM Snar
Krm jud> jenni'e' Jamie Meredith

Tracy K rjter Michele Sharon Stacey

Manssa Leslie Ronoi Rocxr Am^ anc

Jean agam we love you a(i The Sistars o*

Detia Zeu

STEVE ILMRUD FROM LXA vou ve go* a

to* 3' ner-ve 'c sav yOi. are my frienc

Pos^'veir Forth St'ee! -Oyian With

fnends M<e you wtw needs ertemtes

SNPS Lowest pnoe on Campus S« pe-

copy Choc* up out 401 Student Un^jr

Building

ONE LARGE ROOM in 3 bedroor•^ tstVxy
apt in Hadley C»r. ter Hardwood loo^
large nitcnen and Innrvj room t233(mo in-

cludes neat 585-8627

SERVICES

AUTO REPAIRS; very raaaonaew ex-

penertced rnecnantc tWork your place or

Masia||>ai for Mam 6^4467

PROFESSIONAL EDfTINC- Term papers
Theses Dissertations "-467.3753 ate'
7pm

TRAVEL

HOT NIGHTS. COOL FROZEN DRINKS,
reggae mus< sarxjy baacnes ana fOu U-
lornatte spnng oreali tnpa lo Janwca. Can-
cjr Acapuico andOaytOTM Can Karen or
Snara ai 546«6i2. or Mandaffi ai S4»«?74
for details

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250.000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA OTY BEACH. FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE! $S0 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SK2N UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549HM40 or LYNN S44-74S3

VIDEO RESUME TO GET THAT XW! im.

mediate prplesponai personafczad service

Appointments V^ideo Image Productions
4'3i 863-6035

TYPtNO

• WOROSMITH PROFESSIONAL TYP-
ING Paae^ resumes and rrwye- Laserpnrv-
tng m'f soellchec* 253-4564

CRUISE SHIP JOBS: Summer » career For

mfom-iatio' can (5i6>62frO037 Ext CU4
WeexOays 4pm-9pm Weekends lOam-Spm

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assam.

bte o'oOjcts a! home Can tor in'ormator

504-641-6003 E»- 598

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVK;E • quality tunes tor

all occasions 549-1421 or 253-7655

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

THIS PAST SUMMER 350 College

Students too* or- a Managem*"- Positoi-

gain.ng eicepiiona' manage-ia anc

business Skills for thei- ca'ee- Average ne:

Summe- earnings $10 740

1-800-922 5575

to THE PRETTY BLONDE SENIOR i
wty;

!oo« a serriester off) in the coaicnec* ime

at f9V Stree- Saturday Naa. now doM dn-

ner rh s =')dar m tne HiHon Sound' Jonn
545-0015

TO THE GIRLS OP 102 INODR^ORATED
Me«her Jen Betty 8 Donna vou guys are

"« 5-eates' fhan«s' ^ove Mmey

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES, lasarpnn-
ting cocnes, typing 665-6873

l«SUME TVPESETTINO. AvOK) the and^
o« semester pane Very experienced ir»e»-

oerisrre overrxgfi! laserwnter QuaW> ^S3
665-S969

WORD PROCESStNQ fvt.
accurate 665-4S01

protasaianM

WANTED

LOT 44 STICKER <v« swM) lor a 22 PertaO
•or someone wno has rryjveo to Sytvwi or
N Eas- jef* 6-9670

SKtMA ALPHA MU RUSH'

RUSH SKSMA ALPHA MU! Fee 2' Sa-- .

Feud Spm Campus Cente- -10" Feo 22
Sammy Cinema 8pn^ Campus Cente" -162

$10,000 A MONTH •*• Mar«e! product m
untapped regon Cnve and pers«enc« pay

off greatly Dave 584-5757

FOR MOONBEAM. MY FARAWAY LOVE,
I miss you ii«e crazy' Always S W B

WMfTEY. Me! yoc on me M^TSunday Nign-"

Thougnt you were great ar>d wondenng '

you're SI4I into «inity se< and peooermm'
Scnrtapps Meet me nr he hatch 2'23 a'

8 00 Love BKG

SIGMA KAPPA OPEN RUSH

RUSH HAS JUST BEGUN! Come dow^
and meet ti^ awesonw s«ers if you re

kxwing for a house o« drversity come
tonight at 8 For rnore mlo Call 256-688'

IRISH STEP DANCERS mwrMted m dan-
: % O' nieeting cai" Laune 6-6925 Latve
message

ACTS ACTS ACTS Tr>e «h innus. AsSF
Nigri; s com*ig soon Talent snow, arts *v
teresteo pieaae can Connie 2S6-1190 c
Mnre 546-5820 A*«i American Student
ASSOCiatiOr

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE III Za
Steve a' 54»<3i33

DAYTONA S CASTAWAY BEACH
RESORT - $139 Panama City Beach s

Miracle Mile Resort $119. roondtnp

transportation add $80 Can Mar* 549-2871

SOA COMMUNICATIONS IS HIRING -

Publicity arjvertsma consuttan' Apolca-

tions at 304 SUB AA,'EO€

FREE WEST PALM TRIP

SUMMER BUSINESS POSITION m your

hometown Earn avg $8,000 En ceHanl eX'

penance 665-2527

FRI FEB 24 8 00 SUB The Florida Dash

Dance win a Inp lor 2 to West Palm Beach

Bring a suitcase The winner leaves straight

from the Dance Sylvan Area Gov ! Bette'

programming for people wtvj deserve !

PORTodOOTliiE'CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. OiSC

jockeys, lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

POR RENT

ONE BEDROOM IN A 3 bedroom apt in

Sunderland on bus route $200* No last mo
orsacdep CaH Jenny or stepnen 66*68 17

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1969 INTERNSHIPS WiTh THE
Legal Servces Ce-ter Ge" hands on «>
penence m the legai fietd-wom directfy wttn

attorneys and clients Earn up to 1

5

Undergraduate credits No enpenence m
the la(^ prolesscr neceaaary-tramng pro-

vided An information session will be held

on Fapruary 22 from 3 30-4 X m room 901

Campus Canter (545-l995»

LOST

LOST! 4P.41CV~'cic ano * f VSSIH

calculator 2/17/89 PWMe can 6-4950

HAPPY 1Mti B-OAY PETER How atwu! a

dnnk tomgnt^ Lowe Susar

CONORATULATIONS TO CHI OMEOirs
awMome >edges Get fired up' We love

you' Love- fhe Sisters'

LESHE PAPA- You are the or>i7Banana-

Love -Foofy

Bon JevI 4 ttx Han MarS SM or BO
549-7871 Great saaU!

EMPLOYMOrr

JANI HOMOLA FROM RAOfORO sei

hoMo to her couain Davey OoodW

CAMP YOUNG JUOEA. AMHERST, New
H»inp»hir« Reeidenl Co-Ed. one hour
frotr. Boston is m need of departraent
director* and aniv.ty apactalisti for this

»umm«r in Athletics, gymnaatics. fwim
instrunion. water skung. saiiiQ(. aru and
crafta. campcrsA Uracil dance. Drama
I»ra«;. Folk song. riHery. t*nni«
Riotography, offict personnel and nurse*
R.N Excellent salaries and fnnge
benefiU Pleeae oontacl Dr Chari«e B Rm
man. Director, 81 Kingsburv- Street
Wellesiey. NM 02181. 6i:i23f 9410

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS! EXCELLENT FUNDRAISINO OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT. CAU
IMMEDIATELY STUART $4«-7812.
LEAVE A MESSAGE.

NEED A HAMCUT!? For tha

caN 2S3-9127 Laave rnasaage 4) ijy^^
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SPOJTS
Women gymnasts topple Springfield

Team 's 1 79. 8 establishes new school record

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The second time had to be even sweeter

than the first for the University of

Massachusetts women's gymnastics team.

Performing in front of a jam packed,

standing-room-only crowd at the Boyden

Gymnastics Center, the Minutewomen

easily somersaulted over Springfield Col-

lege, 179.8-165.1, breaking the old school

record of 178.25 set less than three weeks

ago.

But that record was set at the Universi-

ty of New Hampshire. This time UMass did

it in front of the home folks, breaking 448

m the first three events of the night before

exhilarating the crowd with a spectacular

performance in the floor exercise to cap off

the night. UMass coach Alfie Mitchell

summed it up in a few simple words.

"We looked awesome." Mitchell said.

"Everything was above average. Everyone

performed outstanding. Erika Baxter had

an outstanding meet."

Baxter took first place in the floor exer-

cise, scoring a 9.5, a personal best and also

won the all-around competition, racking up

a combined score of 36.8 in the four events.

"We had a go(xl workout all week and we
were really pumped for this meet." Baxter

said.

Freshmen Erin Klier and Kim Grady

also had outstanding meets, taking the

next two places in the floor exercise, Klier,

second with a 9.4 and Grady third with a

9.35.

Grady and Klier. as they have all .season,

also battled with Baxter for the top spot in

the all-around. Grady finished second last

night with 35.95, edging out Klier who was

just a hair behind at 35.5.

Other highlights in the meet included a

three-way tie between Baxter, Grady, and

Elma Lagendyk in the vault, each of them

receiving a 9.05 from the judges for their

routines.

Debbie Schultz, with her 9.4 left everyone

in the du.st in the parallel bars. Baxter was

the closest to Schultz at 9.15.

Lynne Morris tiptoed her way to a win

in the balance beam, awarded a 9.0 from

one judge and a 9.3 by the other for a total

score of 9.15 to win the event.
cise, scoring a r^.j. n ixisunai v^^i nnu ai^^j

ECAC meet starts today
for women's swimming

Collriiian photo by Andrew Ri«t

The UMass women's gymnastics team topped its previous high score

in a win over Springfield College last night at Boyden.

By DEBORAH PlCARDl
Collegian Correspondent

Twelve members of the University of

Massachusetts women's swimming team

will dive right back into the water after on-

ly three days rest at the three-day East

Coast Athletic Conference Championships

to be held at Penn State beginning today.

This will mark the first time in the

team's history that it will compete in this

prestigious event. It will include 20 to 30

teams from all over the East Coast. The
competition will be much tougher than

anything the Minutewomen have faced all

season, according to coach Bob Newcomb.
"The qualifying times are much faster,

so we will only be swimming our

specialties," Newcomb said.

UMass will be well represented in the

freestyle sprints by Keira Cruz, Kim

Morin, Patty Pike, and Michele Leary.

Lear>' will be trying to sweep the 50-, 100-,

and 200 yard freestyle, as she did last

weekend.
Sue Gorski and Jodi Schwartz will go

after the butterfly championships, and

Melissa Waller and Regina Jungbluth will

finish their year in the breaststroke event.

Tracy Young will spend another grueling

weekend competing in the long distance

freestyle swims. She will be trying to top

her outstanding performance at the New
England Championships where she broke

three UMass records in the 500-, 1000-, and

1650-yard swims.

This will be the last time that seniors

Regina Jungbluth, Patty Pike, and Melissa

Waller will be swimming for UMass.

Senior Debbie Mullen will take her final

dives as a Minutewoman in the one-meter

and three-meter competition.

Men's track
looks toward
New Englands
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

Recently, after a somewhat less than satisfactory per-

formance. University of Massachusetts men's track coach

Ken O'Brien remarked that although he wasn't happy,

he wasn't all that upset.

At the time, he said, "I can't be too upset, we gear our

season toward the final two weeks of the year."

That was then, this is now. Now is what the Minutemen

have been working for.

Tomorrow the team will compete in the New England

meet at Boston University. The meet is scheduled to last

two days. Forty .schools from throughout New England

will be present.

"This is the highlight of the year for most New England

schools," said O'Brien.

Last year the meet was won by Northeastern, followed

by Boston College, Boston University, the University of

Connecticut and the University of Rhode Island.

"This is our toughest competition of the year for us,"

O'Brien said. "We finished seventh last year and I expect

to do about the same this year. I'd be pleasantly surpris

ed if we placed in the top five."

The Minutemen are coming ofl" a third-place finish in

last weekend's meet. The meet was won by Dartmouth

(84 points), followed by New Hampshire (45), UMass (36)

and Colgate (22).
, ^ ^ ,^^ ^

UMass was led by Renaldo Flores (a personal best 8:24.4

in the 3000 meters), Jerome Bledsoe (first place in the long

jump, 22.5 feet), Jeff White (first place in the hurdles, 7.9)

and the two-mile relay team, which took first place.

B-ball to face southern foes
• Men host Penn State
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

It was certainly no time to become complacent, and

maybe that's not what happened.

But the University of Mas.sachusetts men's basket-

ball team went on the road for two games and played

far below its potential in losses to West Virginia and
Duquesne.
And it was a horrible time for that to happen, with

Penn State waiting to take on UMass at 7:30 tonight

in the Curry Hicks Cage and the Atlantic 10 Tourna-

ment looming just over a week away.

No, the Minutemen weren't expected to beat West
Virginia, the No. 11 team in the nation.

And yes, UMa.ss has consistently been a poorer team

on the road than it has a home.
But for the Minutemen to lose by 31 points to Du-

quesne just wasn't enough, at least not for UMass coach

John Calipari.

"We need to shake things up," Calipari said. "We're

not going to get beat so bad and not change things. I

want to see improvement."
And that may lead to some new faces in the starting

lineup tonight against Penn State.

Calipari would not say who would start, but it is safe

to assume freshmen Jim McCoy and Anton Brown will

be in their familiar positions at tip-off.

McCoy leads the team in scoring with a 19.6 points

per game average, and his next point will give him the

most points ever for a UMass freshman.

Brown is second in scoring at 12.4 points per game.
The other starters are John Tate and John Milum.

Tate had 10 points against the Mountaineers before

scoring just four against the Dukes, but Milum con-

tributed just two points and four rebounds in the

continued on page 23

• Women at West Virginia

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Last weekend, the University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team took a long, grueling and unrewarding

tour of Carnegie country, coming up empty in visits

to Morgantown, W.Va. and Pittsburgh.

Starting today, the women's team embarks on the

same circuit, hopeful that the results will be a little

more pleasant. The Minutewomen are in Morgantown

today for a 5 p.m. tipoff with the Lady Mountaineers

of West Virginia.

UMass has been in a deep blue funk of late, suffer-

ing through a pair of tough Atlantic 10 conference

losses and seeing its already thin cast of characters be-

ing depleted even further. The Minutewomen are down

to just nine able bodies for the remainder of the sea.son,

with Christel Zullo, Michele Pytko and redshirt

freshman Peg Ryan all out of the picture.

The adversities have been trying on the team, but

coach Kathy Hewelt is hopeful that it will be able to

pull through, and she assures that she and her team

are not ready to drench the fire and break down camp

just yet.

"Even though we're struggling, we're gaining,"

Hewelt said. "Our young people are getting the oppor

tunity to play."

Not only are they playing, but they have been fore

ed to play bigger roles than could have been expected,

or even preferred. This has been a problem for the team

of late, with the lack of depth and experience becom-

ing glaring at the wrong times.

However, it should bode well for the future, with new

players getting the kind of battle seasoning that they

will need down the road. But UMass still isn't think

ing about "down the road" Today's game, and the rest

continued on page 23

Traveler's advisory pro-

bable today, as New ^
England prepares for lip

to 6 inches of snow.

Campus Center
Auditorium buzzes with

job-seekers and prospec-

tive employers. Page 4.

Home court advantage
doesn't help ailing

Minutemen; Penn. St.

90, UMass 71, Page 16.
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John Hope Franklin

Professor discusses
Du Bois' influence
By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Correspondent

John Hope Franklin, Professor
Emeritus at Duke University, said

yesterday that W.E.B. Du Bois would be
remembered for "forcing the world to

think about the hard truths and the

great issues that would not go away."
Franklin, 74, a self-proclaimed ad-

mirer of Du Bois, told a capacity crowd
of about 200 at Memorial Hall that Du
Bois "urged his fellow Americans to

keep in touch with reality, to face the

truth, and to react to it with maturity
and responsibility."

Du Bois was born in Great Barrington

121 years ago today. In 1896 he became

the first black to receive a Ph.D. from

Harvard.
He was a co-founder of the National

Association for the Advancement of Col-

ored People (NAACP). and served it

from 1910 to 1934, when he resigned

after advocating a black-nationalist

strategy to create black-controlled in-

stitutions, Franklin said. Du Bois was

also the founder and editor of the

NAACP's monthly magazine, "The

Crisis." He died in 1963, at the age of

95, in Accra, Ghana.

Du Bois devoted his life and work

toward "gaining equal treatment for

continued on page 5

Duffey, Pouncey
ban snowball fi
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachu.setts and

Amherst College will not "tolerate" any

mt>rt' snctwball fights, according to a state

nient jointly released by the heads of tht-

•^•h»K)ls yesterday.

The statement was issued about two

months after an Amherst freshman, Gary

E. Gonya. 19, of Toledo. Ohio, was nearly

blinded when a snowball struck his left eye

during a battle that ensued after about

1,500 UMass students marched to the

Amherst campus Dec. 14.

"The student had to undergo emergency
surgery to save the eye. In light of this in-

cident it has become clear to us that we can

no longer tolerate the continuation of this

"tradition," said UMass Chancellor Joseph

Duffey and Amherst College President

Peter Pouncey in the statement.

ghts
Pouncey estimated damage to the college

at more than $10,000 in the last few years

and said the school is suing UMass. The
college is seeking thousands of dollars in

compensation for medical costs and
building damages, he .said.

Duffey. who could not be reached for com

ment. has said in pa.st weeks. "I don't think

this University as an in.stitution is liable

for the behavior of its students once they

leave campus."
During the next year, the University and

the college will attempt to educate students

about the dangers of snowball fights, accor

ding to the statement.

Pouncey would not specify how the

schools would do this but said the college

is seeking an injunction so Amherst town

police can arrest anyone caught instigating

a snowball fight.

"If a serious (snowball fight) were to hap-

pen again, I will consider calling in the

state police," Pouncey said.

Rothman threatens suit
Conservative student says administration biased
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student

says he will file a civil lawsuit against

school administrators unless privileges are

returned to six conservative campus
groups.

W. Greg Rothman, chairman of the Con-

servative Alliance, told University officials

yesterday if the privileges taken away from

the six groups were not restored by 5 p.m.

today, the suit will be filed in Northamp-
ton District Court Monday morning. All six

groups are in the alliance.

The six groups in involved: the UMass
Republican Club, Students against any in-

efficient Government and Administration,

Students for Life, Silent Majority,

Organization for American Studies and

Students for Bush.

The six conservative student organiza-

tions and the Friends of the Spartacus

League, a Trotskyist organization, had

their privileges to meeting areas and equip-

ment rescinded by a letter to each group

from campus administrators Wednesday.

The Student Activities Office, the Dean
of Students Office and Building Services

said they decided to strip privileges from

the groups to prevent two of Ihem — the

Republican Club and The Friends of the

Spartacus League, both Registered Student

Organizations — from holding meetings in

other organizations' rooms. The two stu-

dent groups have lost their meeting spaces

pending the outcome of an investigation in-

to a Feb. 9 brawl both groups had ties to,

according to the Dean of Students Office.

"It is ridiculous for the admini.stration to

punish all of the campus' conservative

organizations for the actions of a few con-

servative people. TTiis is a purely a partisan

move," Rothman said, referring to five

Republican Club members who were in-

volved in the brawl with guests of the Spar-

tacists two weeks ago.

Rothman said he plans to name
Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Vice Chancellor

continued on page 6

Prisoners, professors learn from each other
Second in a two-part series

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

LANCASTER — Jay Berman says that, in a sense, win-

ding up in jail was the best thing that could have hap-

pened to him.

Once a cocaine trafficker, Berman, 40, said had he not

been convicted, "I'd probably be dead."

But on a rainy morning this week. in.stead of worrying

about a drug transaction, Berman is reading about

American folklore, highlighting key sections in the book's

introduction.

Berman is pursuing an undergraduate degree at the

University of Massachusetts from the confines of

Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Lancaster, a

minimum-security prison/prerelease center for men and

women.
He is one of approximately 30 inmates enrolled at

UMass through the Prison Education Project, a program

established in September of 198'^ through the Division of

Continuing Education. Walter Silva, project founder and

director, said that because such a high percentage of in-

mates eventually return to society, it is important that

they are prepared for re-entry. He called education an
asset in that transition.

"Prison, under normal circumstances, does not make in-

mates more adaptable to the outside community," Silva

said.

He cited recent studies from the University of British

Columbia that show that although about 65 percent of in-'

mates who return to society end up in jail again, prisoners

who receive liberal educations during their incarceration

recidi\ate at a much lower rate — between zero and 11

percent.

The UMass program .serves inmate-students at Lan-

caster and North Central Correctional Institution at Gard-

ner, a medium security facility. Funding for the project,

which includes full scholarships for the inmates, books

and professor's compensation, comes from federal Pell

giants, the state Board of Regents part-time scholarships

grants and a small contribution from the Massachusetts

Department of Correction.

Students in the UMass program must have a high school

diploma or a Graduate Equivalency Diploma, and must

maintain a 2.5 Grade Point Average.

For Wilbert Brown, 33, the UMass program has created

a line to the rest of society. "It will help me make a smooth

transition," he said, "by bringing in people from the out-

side. We need much more of that. A lot of times it's real

continued on page 5
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The Massachusetts Correctional Institution at

Lancaster.
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GAY CENTER BURNS - Two young men stand close together as they listen to John
Thomas, right, the executive director of the AIDS Resource Center, talk to the media after

a six-alarm fire yesterday morning destroyed the Dallas Gay Alliance offices.
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LOCAL
Author: Jewish moguls
changed Hollywood
By STEPHEN PANGIONE
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - Movie critic Neal

Gabler said yesterday during a forum at

Smith College that Jews have had a major

impact on today's film industry.

Speaking to about 30 people in Wright

Hall Common Rcxjm at the college. Gabler,

former host of "Sneak Previews." a movie

review show on PBS, and author ofAn Em-
pire of Their Oun: How the Jews Invented

HollywiMid. talked about a group of Jewish

men who created and formed the

Hollywood of today.

Many of the founders of the modern film

industry came from a common backround,

Gabler said. "Most were Eastern European

Jews, who came from families where the

father couldn't adjust to the country so they

had to assume a parental role," he said.

Many of these men. like Adolph Zukor,

William Fox and Louis Mayer, were look-

ing for an inlet to American society. "They

wanted to be less Jewish and more

American." Gabler said. "These were men
who were on the outside fighting to get to

the inside."

These men chose the movie industry to

escape from what many people considered

traditional Jewish occupations, such as the

garment industry, he said.

A common misconception people have is

that Jews were in movies to make money,

Gabler said, adding that this isn't true

because most of these men were already

quite wealthy before they entered the

industry.

Avenues to industry and education were

closed off to Jews, Gabler said. By making
movies, they gained access "to the genteel

precincts of the American aristocracy." he

said.

Gabler. born and raised in Chicago, spent

five years researching the book before

writing it, he .said. The concept of the book

came long before this, however. **I

remember going to the movies with my
family." he .said.

"My father would sleep through the

whole thing and my mother would nudge

me and point out all the Jews in the

movie," he said.

"Almost all film history is romantic." he

said. "They're artists, wanting to do great

things." However, many felt persecuted by

executives keeping them from doing

things, he said.

There has always been this image of ten-

sion between writers and executives, he

said. "Many executives were perceived as

vulgarians, with gold rings, cigars and

casting couches."

Gabler said this image was not complete

ly false. He told the story of a conversation

between Jack Warner, of Warner Bros .

and Albert Einstein. While talking.

Warner said. "You know, professor Eins-

tein. I have a theory of relatives too — don't

hire them."

He said for the most part, though, these

images are false. "This was an easy

.stereotype, to present them as villains." he

said. These images were brought about by

people jealous of the money-making aspect

of the industry, he said.

But persecution came in other forms as

well. Gabler said. Many organizations,

such as the House on Un-American Ac-

tivities Committee, accu.sed Hollywood of

being controlled by Communists, he said,

adding that these were controlled attacks

aimed at Jews in the industry.

"Another form of anti-Semitism came
from fundamentalists." he said. "When
they realized there was an alternative

source of social values they have no control

over, they claimed movies undermine

American values." he said.

Jews have had a great influence on the

shaping of today's film industry, he said.

"They were a remarkably homogeneous

group that wanted recognition for

themselves, not their religion." he said.

Collegian correspondent C.C. Sandorfi

contributed to this story

i Ahrarn

WHERE'S ED NORTON WHEN YOU NEED HIM? - Shara
Goodmer looks at the tunnel at the Boyden playing flelds from in-

.side a sewer drainage area.

Speaker blasts
conservative
newspapers
By JULIET JORDAN
Collegian Correspondent

Reactionist conservative far-right wing campus

newspapers have "no social constraints and no social

decency." according to a guest speaker at a meeting

last night sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Democrats.

Chip Berlet. of the Political Research Association, a

non-profit think tank organization that monitors the

American political right wing, said right-wing campus

newspapers are arrogant because they are out of touch

with the campus community.

"The newspapers have no connection to the campus

life. They have no normative behavior," he said.

One such think tank, he said, is the Institution for

Educational Affairs, which funds over 100 conservative

campus newspapers. He said the conservative groups

do not like liberal views, so they allow the newspapers

to "bash" liberals.

Berlet. a lecturer at the University of Chicago and

Florida State University, said reactionist conservative

groups have a "paranoid. anti-communi.st view." They

are afraid liberalism is a communist threat, he said.

Berlet said not all conservatives in America are reac-

tionary. "Most conservatives want small, measured

steps of change," said Berlet. "But reactionary conser

vative politics are against any change. It stamps out

liberalism wherever it finds it."

According to Berlet. a new right wing started grow-

ing in the 1970s. He said the group decided to instiu-

tionalize their point of view, so they set up branches

in Washington, and developed a network of campus

newspapers. They also set up training centers for cam-

pus activists, he said.

Salvadorans blame US for havoc
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Correspondent

U.S. intervention in El Salvador is destroying any

chance of peace and interfering unnecessarily with the

government there, according to two students from the

University of El Salvador who spoke yesterday in the

Campus Center.

Saloman Alfaro Estrada, a member of the Salvadoran

Student Revolutionary Front (FERS), and Rene Her

nandez, a member of the General As.sembly of Salvadoran

students (AGEUS), said American money in El Salvador

is aiding the country's military, which in turn is used to

suppress the actions of the people.

"Every day, the North American government spends $2

million in El Salvador, " Estrada said. "Don't you see that

the money could be used here instead of there? It should

be your responsibility as a student to demand that

money."
The El Salvadoran government used U.S. contributions

to fund such activities as the military's takeover of the

University of El Salvador on June 26, 1980, said Estrada,

who spoke primarily for himself and Hernandez

"The military occupation lasted for four years," he said.

"In 1984, the University campus was taken back from the

military, but when the campus was returned, it was com-

pletely destroyed. Large amounts of lab manuals, printed

materials of the library, and books were destroyed. This

is the reality we have to face as students."

Several students' groups, including FERS and AGEUS,
responded by demanding the Salvadoran government
replace the property the military destroyed, Estrada .said.

.

Their demands were met with more violence, he said.

Three students were murdered, and the biology lab and
the house of the Dean of Humanities was bombed, he said.

But the repression imposed by the Salvadoran govern-

ment extends beyond the walls of the University, he said.

"Since 1980, the Salvadoran government, with the sup-

port of the U.S., has developed a plan of reforms whose
main goal is to modify the patterns of the economic and
social problems that affect our population," .said Estrada.

"Five years later, there is 70 percent unemployment, the

cost of basic consumer goods like beans, sugar and milk
has increased 300 percent and the buying power of the

worker's salary has decreased."

The forum was sponsored by the UMass Central
American Solidarity Association.

Professor disputes climate theory
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Although the average global temperature in 1988 was

the highest on record, the effects of human pollutants on

the atmosphere will not be seen for several decades, ac-

cording to a University of Massachusetts professor.

Raymond S. Bradley, who instructs climatology in the

Geology Department, said the worldwide pattern of

climate change is not consistent with the pattern of war-

ming that climatologists would expect to accompany the

greenhouse effect. Although the average temperature

worldwide rose, some areas experienced a drop in

temperature or no change at all, he said. Such changes

are consistent with "normal climate variability," he said.

"It is projected that the impact [of the greenhouse ef-

fect] will become pronounced around 2010 or 2020,"

Bradley said.

"Greenhouse effect" is the term used to describe a rise

in the overall temperature of the earth due to trapped

pollutants in the atmo.sphere. Water and carbon dioxide

in the atmosphere have a warming effect similar to that

of the glass of a greenhouse. The burning of fossil fuels

results in increased levels of carbon dioxide. This warm-

ing threatens to melt the polar ice caps and raise ocean

levels worldwide.

Phil Jones, a British climatologist at the University of

East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit, told the New York

Times that 1988 brought the warmest average

temperature, followed by 1987, 1983 and 1981, respective-

ly. Global temperatures have risen an average of one

degree Fahrenheit since 1900, Jones said.

The Pioneer Valley, however, did not reflect the global

trend. Amherst College Professor Emeritus Philip Ives,

who has been recording weather-related data locally for

continued on pag* 5
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Co-op job fair attracts hopeful students, companies
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Auditm-ium was buzzing yesterday,

as some 2,500 job-seekers tried to sell themselves to pro-

spective employers at the sixth annual co op job fair.

Joanne Beck, assistant director of cooperative education

at the University of Massachusetts and an organizer of

the event, said the co-op program gives students a chance

to gain valuable job experience in their fields.

"What (the students] get is career direction." she said.

"They get to relate academics to the real world."

The program, started in 1982. has been very successful

in placing students, said Joan Stoia, program director for

the cooperative education office.

In the first year of the program, 88 students landed co-

op positions. Stoia said. Last year 512 were placed, she

said.

A coK)p job differs from an internship, said Stoia. because

a co-op job "is a major-related, pre-professional job that

allows you to try out the career you (might] take when

you graduate."

An internship, she said, is frequently unpaid and may
involve some kind of special project not relating directly

to a student's major.

In a co-op position "you get to learn exactly what it leels

like" to work in a job that is related to what is taught

in the classroom, she said.

Stoia said co-op students earn about 70 percent of a full-

time graduate's pay in the same job.

Cooperative job experience is valued by employers, said

Beck, because "(the students] are already at the second

step. They're not a new hire anymore. They've already

been through that process" and should have know what

they want from a job.

A total of 69 companies were present yesterday, rang-

ing from Uniroyal Chemical to Reebok shoes.

Sharon Bartels, a representative of Accord Engineer-

ing, said this was the first year her company has recruited

at UMass and they have found many good candidates for

jobs.

"We're looking for some good people," she said. "If we
find someone we really want, we'll create a position for

them."
Madeline Wallis, of the Boston Globe, said that hiring

co-op students is a "cost-effective way of doing business"

because students do quality work for less than full-time

pay.

She said many companies hire co-op students for this

reason.

Students find that having some many companies
represented in one place gives them a good opportunity

to nail down a job.

"(The co-op fair] holds a lot of good companies that you

can look into," said Raphael Hildesheim, an electrical

engineering major looking for a fall position.

Jennifer Mowry, a junior mechanical engineering ma-

jor, likes the idea of a co-op fair because "we get to see

a bunch of companies all at once and we get to compare

them and make decisions."

Amherst College Presents
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and .swtrp.s.s"— Rolling Stone
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Student delegation
to go to South Korea
to celebrate peace
By MARIA SACX'HETTI
Collegian Staff

Student delegates from 150 countries around the world
will journey to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
this summer to celebrate peace and the prevention of

nuclear war.

Michael McGarry of the United States National
Preparatory Committee said the search has begun for

young Americans to attend the 13th World Festival of

Youth and Students, an eight -day celebration beginning
July 1 in the DPRK capital, Pyongyang.
The festival, which is held every four years, will draw-

more than 25.000 delegates and tourists to Korea for

discussions on peace and international events, including

the war between Israelis and Palestinians and the end
of U.S. aid to the Nicaraguan contras, McGarry said.

"This is the single most important peace event that will

happen this year," he said. Concerts, sports activities, arts

and science exhibitions and parties are among the week's

recreational events, he said.

Embattled nations such as Israel and the Palestinians,

and South Korea's longtime war with the festival's host,

the DPRK, will join together in the name of peace,

McGarry said.

"Four years ago, you couldn't pull together Israel and
the Palestinians," he said. "There's a changing sentiment

taking place in the world — a sentiment for peace."

The festival is renowned for making significant progress

in world peace, McGarry said. At the last festival in 1985,

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev announced a test ban
on chemical weapons in his country and encouraged other

nations to follow suit, he said.

McGarry said 35 committees across the United States,

including one m Amherst, will send 150 delegates and 100

tourists to the festival. The total cost is $1,000 per per-

son, but he said financial aid and fundraising will help

to alleviate the expense.

Students from the University of Massachusetts have at-

tended the event, including SGA co-president-elect Jason

Rabinowitz, McGarry said.

"It's not a tourist trip, it's popularizing peace," McGarry
said.

For more information, contact the Organization for

Marxist Studies, located on the first floor of the Student

Union building.
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For Your Iniormalion is a service of the Collegian to

its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press

relea.ses can be included in FYI. For more information,

contact David at the Collegian, at 545 3500.

Discussion
"Implementing the Dream" is the title of a discussion

to be led by author Nathan Rutstein, scheduled for tonight

at 7:30 in room 168c of the Campus Center. For more in

formation, contact Nader Pourrahimi at 546-1039.

Rush
A rush has been scheduled by Delta Zeta sorority for

Monday, Feb. 27. at 5:45 p.m. For more information, con-

tact Ellen LaChance at 253-9916.

Lecture
The first of three lectures to be delivered by Smith Col

lege professor Charles V. Hamilton, "Dual Agenda: Social

Policies of Civil Rights Organizations, New Deal to the

Present," is scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 8 p.m. in

Wright Hall at the college. For more information, contact

Debra Bradley at 585-2190.
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Franklin
continued from page .'

black people in a world dominated by whites and
toward marshaling and presenting evidence to refute
the myths of racial inferiority of Negroes," according
to John Bracey, University of Massachusetts professor
of Afro-American Studies.

Du Bois insisted that American Negro colleges and
universities "should above all be founded on the
knowledge of the history of black people in Africa and
in the United States." Franklin said.

"Du Bois asked, 'How shall we young black people
be trained so that we may earn a living, and live a life

under the cirumstances in which we find ourselves? We
can build a sort of university which would emancipate
not simply black folk, but for emancipating those white
folk, who in their effort to suppress black folk, have
killed their own culture,'" Franklin said.

"Du Bois will be remembered by all of us who find
in his own words a pattern of thinking, and an ap-

proach to our problems that will move us closer to their

solution," he said.

Climate
continued from page >

over 40 years, said 1988 was "not even one of the 10

warmest" years in that period. Ives said the average

temperature in Amherst last year was 48.9 degrees

Fahrenheit, while the 40-year average was 48.8 degrees.

Similarly, temperatures in the continental United

States have not changed significantly since the turn of

the century, according to a January study conducted by

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

Researchers at the administration said last year's global

record was a result of natural fluctuations in the earth's

climate.

Associate Professor Thomas Amy, who instructs

"Weather and Our Atmosphere" at UMass, said these

fluctuations have been apparent in just the last decade.

"Nineteen eighty-eight may have been the warmest"
year on record, he said, "but 1978 was probably one of

the three coldest in this century."

The British research findings came from thousands of

land- and sea-based weather monitoring stations

worldwide. These results were consistent with data record-

ed by NASA's Institute for Space Studies in Manhattan.

Prison
continued from page 1

dead around here."

Brown, who was convicted of second degree murder and
is eligible for parole in 1992, said he has established
friendships with professors who commute from UMass to

teach the inmates. He said the experience inspired him
to help others inmates in transitions they face, either from
one prison to another or to the outside world.

Both Brown and Berman, who is eligible for parole this

summer, are running a series of workshops focusing on
the transitions they will soon experience, including pro-

blem solving, job preparation and re-establishing family
ties. The workshops are run by guest speakers as well as

the two inmates.

Berman received a bachelor's degree in sociology from
the University of Buffalo before his incarceration. But stu-

dying in prison, he said, has come infinitely more easily

to him.

"The whole process of education helps you to heighten
your self-esteem," said Berman. "Personally speaking, it

was one of the best things that's happened in my life."

Inmate David Simon, 25, said prisoners are very recep-

tive to material, be it from textbooks or from other
prisoners.

"If they aren't learning something good, they're learn-

ing something bad," he said.

Two prisoners who started in the program, Roy Ed-

dington and Raymond Jones, have matriculated into the

University and are released from their facilities each mor-

ning to attend classes at the Amherst campus. Eddington,

who will be inducted into the Alpha Sigma Lambda Na-
tional Honor Society in April, is expected to graduate Cum
Laude with a bachelor's degree in General Studies this

May.

Both Eddington and Jones, a convicted felon pursuing
his doctorate in education, are within 18 months of parole

and thus allowed daytime furloughs.

A handful of University professors commute once a week
to either Gardner or Lancaster to teach the inmates, as

well as learn from them.

Communications Assistant Professor Sut Jhalli joined

the prison program in the fall of 1986, motivated by the
desire to perform community service.

"These are people I wouldn't have come in contact with
otherwise," Jhalli said. The classes tend to be more
discussion-oriented, he said. "The enthusiasm is very

high."

(nllrfOan photn hy Jafmn Talrrmiin

Jay Berman, Wilbert Brown, Walter Silva and Lisa Odell study for classes. The four are part of
the Prison Education Project, a part of the Department of Continuing Education.
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ot Student Afl'airs Dennis Madson. Assistant [X*an ul

Students Eileen Stewart, Director of Student Activities

Irene Careu and Director of Building Services Dudley
Bridges as defendants in the suit.

The Friends of the Spartacus League had invited

their Cambridge-based parent organization, the Spar
tacist League, to a forum in the Campus Center, ac

cording to the Friends of the Spartacus League.
The nearly 20-person fight erupted when the Spar

tacist hosts thought members of the Republican Club
were unruly during the forum and were asked to leave.

The Republicans say they were being manhandled out

of the room. Five Republicans later filed assault and
batter>- charges against Spartacist members. A show
cause hearing for those charges will be heard Feb. 28
in Northampton.
The Spartacists said they plan to file counter suit>

Police said they stopped a second confrontation from
happening Tuesday night, when they were notified by
Republicans that members of the Spartacus League
were in the Student Union building
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CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

Ql^l f^f\f4
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(including wall comics)

Discount Games and Supplies
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Note-taking service
helps clarify lectures

By MARIANNE VOLPE
Collegian Correspondent

Students who can't keep up with their professors' rapid

tongues, an answer to your problems is available.

The Student Notes and Printing Ser\'ice consists of

"students working for students," said Kathleen Horigan,
co-manager of SNPS, a "business offering students lec-

ture notes taken by hired notetakers."

According to Tom Reeko, assistant manager of SNPS,
a lot of people are bad notetakers. and these bad
notetakers can get more out of a class by listening to the

professor and with the aid of clear and neatly typed notes.

The 25 notetakers for SNPS are teaching assistants or

students who receive a B grade or better in a class and
who receive permission from the class' instructor, Reeko
said. Each lecture's notes are mailed to the professor and
his comments are taken into consideration, he said.

"Most of the professors like it," said Horigan. "It gives

the students a different point of view."

But the notetaking offered by SNPS is a supplement,

not a substitute, for attending class, agree Reeko and
Robert Conway, co-manager ofSNPS. "The professors who
turned us down never did business with us before," Con-

way said.

Conway said more students are going to class and us

ing the notes as an aid. The argument that the notes are

used primarily to blow off class is "invalid," he said.

According to Reeko. over 1,500 subscriptions were

bought by students last semester at SNPS, located in room
403 of the Student Union Building.

SNPS, which receives no funding from the University,

also offers a copying and printing service, Horigan said.

"We do a lot of work with other student businesses and
will do work for anyone, student or not," she said.
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CORRECTION
In a story yesterday the Col-

legian incorrectly identified

The Friends of the Spartacus
League as a conservative

organization.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The opinions on this paqe aie individual wrter or cartoonist and do not

Bookstores hypocritical
Recently, Salman Rushdie, an Indian-born author, wrote

The Satanic Verses, a book that many fundamentalist
Moslems found offensive. The Ayatollah Khomeini was so
angered that he put a price on Rushdie's head.
Out of fear of retaliation from certain fundamentalist

groups, several major bookstore chains have taken the book
off of their shelves. Waldenbooks and Barnes and Noble are
the same bookstores who profit off of our First Amendment
rights. Yet because of fear of retaliation, they won't sell

Rushdie's novel.

In the past, bookstores, writers and everyday citizens took
risks to express and make available different views. It is in-

deed sad to see bookstores let a man who lives on another
continent take away the rights this country has protected.

This is a slap in the face to any self-respecting American
and to the free-enterprise system in general. It is obvious
that these bookstores, which so eagerly reaped the profits

of the First Amendment, are now equally eager to take away
the very thing that benefited them in the past.

Because our rights have been threatened, we must take
a stand. We must write to or call the bookstores to express
our outrage.

Unsigned editorials are the opinon of the majority of the

Collegian Board of Editors.

aa.-».«.««a«aJ
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Beer ad found offensive
Do we college students think of ourselves

as genitalia? Do we think of ourselves as

"babes?" Do we want to be scammed?
Last Tuesday's Miller Beer advertising

supplement fFeb. 21) portrays us this way.

The advertisement is targeted at white col-

lege men who have money to spend. It pro

motes sexism and alcoholism. This supple

ment is offensive to ALL students — male
and female, objectifying women and shows
men as walking hormones.

Shelagh Murray

On the front page are "Spring Training

Tips." One of them is "Lose weight. Lots

of it." This is accompanied by a cartoon of

a pig in a bikini. With less than a month
until Spring Break, how do we lose all of

this weight safely? Women, start swallow-

ing diet pills, stop eating and do endless

aerobic. Men, start eating bananas and
drinking protein shakes, cut cla.sses and go

pump some iron — Spring Break is coming.

We are expected to market and display our

bodies in bikinis and Jams. We are object-

products, like a can of beer, to be consum
ed and disposed of

The first page features the Van-go-go

credo, "The Right to Be." fWhich is in-

validated by what's hot and what's not list

and a pictoral of the right way and the

wrong way to dress at the beach.) "The
right to be anything. The freedom to do

nothing or everything. The ability to make
a statement without saying anything. The
right to be truly decadent ... or totally

modular. The right to deny yourself

nothing."

These are rights, freedoms and abilities?

The right to deny yourself nothing? This

translates: the right to take that "babe" in

the white bikini by force. The right to rape.

What is freedom to one party is rape to

another. Who gets to exercise their

"freedom" is an issue of power.

One in three women will be raped in her
life. That means the woman who sits next

to you in class, the woman next door in

your dorm, the woman who drives the bus,

your friends, your lover, your si.ster, your
mother, your grandmother The Collegian

should be striving to break away from the

rape culture, not supporting it.

Why was this advertisement in the Col-

legian? How long will we subscribe to

Miller Beer, sub.scribing to the rape
culture?

Underneath a picture of a woman lying

on her .stomach, wearing only a bikini hot

tom. Miller warns us, "Don't risk the social

opportunity of your lifetime by dialing

extra-crispy on the Tan-o meter." The
.stxiial opportunity that they are referring

to is the opportunity to have .sex with any
babe or dude on the beach.

Men are given "sure fire ways to scam
babes. To turn Spring Break into your per-

sonal Trout Farm." What is that suppo.sed

to mean - SPAWNING? It reeks of

patriarchy to me. One of the methods sug-

gested to scam a babe is to say to her.

"Wanna get naked?"
Other than a gratuitous segment on

"Dude-ettes finding their dude" ("If you're

just looking for a fling, check our feet,

fingers and nose. The bigger the better.")

men are shown as having the power on

Spring Break. Men are consumers and
women are the objects consumption. Both

sexes should find this offensive.

Women and men should stop purchasing

products that portray us in a marketing
ploy to demean us. Boycott Miller and Lite

Beer. Collegian, I urge you to closely

scrutinize the advertising material you
supply in your newspaper.

I realize that this pamphlet is meant to

be humorous, but humor is supposed to

reflect culture. If this is collegiate culture,

we must work to change it.

Shelagh Murray is a UMass student

From sports to politics, I'm a winner at picking losers
Losers.

All my life I've had a knack. Call it luck, a gift, anything

you want, but since the beginning of time, or at least since

I was six, I've loved nearly every professional loser in

existence.

My all-time favorite losers are the Chicago Cubs, with

whom I spent many a fearless night in extra innings, hop-

ing for a victory, though in reality a typical game would

see them go ahead in the top of the 15th inning, and then

lose in the bottom half

About five years ago, to my ecstasy, the ultimate league

of losers, the United States Football League, was form-

ed. My favorite team was the Los Angeles Expre.ss, who

could not only not win, but worse, they could not draw

fans. Imagine the shock and embarrassment of 2,200 fans

in the Los Angeles Olympic Stadium, when there were

seats for 50 times that number.

I loved it. I was rooting for the underdog, pulling for the

upset. I wanted the USFL to win the ratings war, sign

the top college athletes, and get the recognition the losers

deserved.

In the .same light, I was in rapture when Chaminade

beat top-ranked Virginia in college basketball. More

recently, I was exalted when Alaska-Anchorage upset

Michigan, and intoxicated with Cal-Riverside after they

knocked off Iowa.

Then along comes the Miami Heat, a team with a record,

as of this writing, of 7-43. The record for the worst team

in history is the 1972-73 Philadelphia 76ers, who finish-

ed 9 73.

David R. Mark

But going back to 1984-85, it was about this time that

I realized my love of losers was deeper than just sports.

I soon became a fan of every lousy TV show, every small-

time politician, every up-and-coming loser who had a

chance, however small, of upsetting the tide and making
people look up and say, "Hey, we better watch out, 'cause

if they can do that, then who knows what could happen."

Sure, it doesn't happen often. But the person with an

acquired taste for spotting and loving a professional loser

recognizes that certain something — that pure loser poten-

tial — immediately.

Among my mo.st recent finds is the Fox network, which

has put together some of the worst shows in the history

of television; a network that will most likely follow the

DuMont network into the great network in the sky.

But maybe, just maybe. .

And you have to hand it to the guy who played Gopher
on the Love Boat, and the guy who played Cooter on The
Dukes of Hazzard, a couple of losers now in the House of

Reprevsentatives.

Of course there's Dan Quayle. . .

On campus, we have our share of losers. There are the
TAs who can't get their point across because of a language
barrier or just a lack of social skills.

Let's not forget the SGA. . .

Nah. too easy a pot shot.

Actually, the Massachusetts Free Press is a good exam-
ple of a campus loser. Here's a newspaper that desperately

wants to compete with the Collegian. They put out a mon-
thly consisting of one-time Collegian correspondents and
has-been SGA members who like to see their name in

print. Thus far they've made a living of knocking the Col-

legian and its staff, putting it with a five-college calen-

dar, then making up their own personals and calling it

a job well done.

They have about as good a chance as any other part-

time newspaper, which is next to no chance at all. But,
like all other losers, you always have to think: "What if?"

Maybe there are losers who have hope and others who
don't. . .

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist
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The business
of music at
Iron Horse
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

Iron Horse Cafe owner/operator Jordi Herold didn't

start out with the ambition of running one of the

smallest clubs in the United States to feature national-

ly renowned acts.

I thought it would be a much more low key opera

tion," said Herold, 34. "I was teaching (high) school

when I started this, and I thought I would probably

still keep teaching school, come in a couple of nights,

polish the bar and talk to the regulars who were com-

ing in about what's going on with the scene and that

it was going to be a very easy, quiet, low key kind of

thing."

That quiet, low key sort of thing (seating capacity:

85) has blossomed into one of only six small clubs in

the United States that features nationally renowned

acts. Tonight the Iron Horse celebrates its 10th an-

niversary with a concert at Smith College's John M.

Greene Hall that's been sold out for close to two

months Among the perlttrmers are Suzanne Vega. The

Bol)-. « asselberry Dupree and Eric Wood.

"When it first opened, we would have people sitting

around, playing chess, or reading the newspaper for

long hours." .said Herold. "It was a big thing for many
years — particularly for Smith students who didn't

want to work in the library — to come down early and

grab a bof>th and spread out all their research stufl"

. In the 70's I think there was still a holdover from

the 60's true coffeehouse scene.
"

A few .students .still come by. but over the years the

Iron Horse's main appeal has shitYed to its nightly

musical acts. Starting with nationally known jazz ar

ti.st Dave van Ronk. the Iron Horse has presented

dozens of musicians, many of whom appeared there

Ix'fore hitting it big. Besides Vega, the club has hosted

Tracy Chapman. The Feelies. Nancy GrifTith, and

manv others

1 think everybody wants to be
viewed a little more fondly than to

be called a shrewd businessman,

but I know what they're reacting to.

I just prefer to think of myself as a
progmotist . . . money doesn't grow
on trees. The money that's

generated is the money that goes
back out."

-Jordi Herold

Herold. who graduated from Hampshire College in

1975. talks about the Iron Horse with a mixture of

musical fondness and business know-how. He sighs at

reminders about the Iron Horse's occasionally high

ticket prices (booking well known artists is a double

edged sword), which discourage some of the college au-

dience that used to make up the bulk of his business.

Herold offers two defenses: the advantage of seeing

a major arti.st up close for about the same price as a

concert arena, and his steadfast refusal to raise his two
dollar minimum. In a recent interview with the Valley

Advocate, Herold said that the meager minimum stems
in part from his own experiences as a not-so-rich col-

lege student.

"I don't want to set up a situation here where so-

meone feels that they can't come in because in order

to come in you gotta leave 25 dollars behind that

night," Herold said. "One part of me wants to do it

(raise the minimum); I'd like to have more vacations

with my girlfriend. But another part of me . .

." Herold
let his voice trail off. and added: "You gotta hope that

most people spend money, and that the ten people in

the room who can't aflbrd it (paying any more than the

minimum), at least they're getting introduced to the

.scene here."

Herold gets annoyed at critics who .seem to forget that

the Iron Horse needs to turn a profit. "I think

everybody wants to be viewed a little more fondly than

to be called a shrewed businessman." Herold said. "I

just prefer to think of myself as a pragmatist. . .1 keep
a place where 360 nights a year people can play and
if you want to keep that place here, you gotta approach

it realistically. What am I gonna do, am I gonna say

"I'm gonna take in only 500 dollars, but I'll pay you

a thousand 'cau.se you're so good?' Money doesn't grow

on trees. The money that's generated is the money that

goes back out."

As the Iron Horse turns ten and Herold puts plans

for expansion into action, he muses about where he'd

like to be in ten years: retired, with the Iron Horse "in

the hands of someone who will ably carry on the tradi

tion."

"This is my busy charged up time, and there's got

to be a low-key downside" Herold said. "It's

stimulating and exciting, but I think there's another

side to all of us that we all have to acknowledge."

AKTS&LIYINS
True Believers convinces: Lawrencere-Tooled
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

I was starting to wonder why I didn't

enjoy writing this column of late, but

not until I saw a terrific film this last

week that I realized why: "terrific"

films have been nonexistent lately. This
has been one of the worst winter seasons

THE

SCREENING ROOM

I can remember, with simply dreadful

films like Physical Evidence among
others.

Along comes True Believer, a film I

didn't know much about due to a vague
ad campaign. When Pauline Kael 'wick

ed witch of The Neiv Yorker) gave it a
good review, it sounded promising.

What at first seems like another court

ifKim/mystery is much more.

The film starts off strong with not one
but two murders (the first is a dream .se-

quence in black and white, the second
inside a prison). Cut to a burnt out
lawyer Eddie Dodd (James Wo«xlsi wrap-
ping up a case and dealing with the ar-

rival of an idealistic new a.ssistant

(Robert Downey Jr.). These two seem-
ingly unrelated events tie together as

Dodd takes on the first "serious" case

in years when he agrees to defend the

Asian inmate accu.sed of the prison

murder. Dodd's challenge is instead

reopening the original case that put the

man in prison in the first place.

This is n<i easy task. The only alibi is

a mental patient — a guy who also

thinks that the phone company
assasinated JFK. Besides him. Dodd
finds no other support, evidence, any
proof that his client is indeed innocent

of the original crime. All would be lost

except for how much we helwve James
Woods, the astonishing actor who has
finally found a film to match his talents.

Even when time runs out and victory

seems impossible, Eddie needs to win
this one, to renew his lost '60's idealism

and believe in justice once again

Director Joseph Ruben * Dreamscape.

The Stepfather* has made a tense,

visually striking, and most important

ly. plausible film. Too many legal films

are either unconvincing, or so simplistic

that the audience is ahead of the

characters. The script by Wesley Strick

always stays one step ahead, then ties

everything together .superbly. And the

supporting cast of Downey, and Kurt
wood Smith (baaad guy Clarence Bod
dicker from RohiH'opi. as Dodd's chief

adversary, are all very good But this is

James Wood's film. With his unorthcxiox

tactics and savage humor, he makes
sure you don't forget it.

Don't miss this film, a flower in the

desert of mindless comedies

There's really nothing else in the

mainstream theaters that I recommend,
so it's best to stick with the local art

houses. The Naked Gun. the riotous

sendup of police movies by the Airplane

team, is at the Amherst Cinema, and
The Lair of the White Worm is play

ing at the Pleasant Street Theater in

Noho. Another wierd one by Ken Rusell

^Altered States), it's his look at the V'am-

pire legend, with a twist. Feel free.

Unsubstantiated Rumours and Self-

Indulgent Musings Department:

• One of the most unusual offerings of

the near future is The Adventures of

Baron Munchausen. A big budget

(and I'm talking BIG. supposedly up to

45 million, quite overbudgeti fantasy

starring John Neville as the Baron, it's

directed by Monty Pythoner Terry

Gilliam (Time Bandits. Brazil). It also

features cameos by fellow P>'thoner Eric

Idle and Robin Williams as the Moon
King. I'll be first in line for this one.

L(X)ks great.

• More rough .seas ahead for Star Trek
V. The story now seems to involve the

search for GihI at the "end of the

universe." I'd heard rumours that later

drafts toned down this too religious

angle, but I'm not holding my breath.

Then again, it could still be good. I felt

the same way when I heard whales were
the subject of Trek IV Well s«»e

continued on page 9

Taylor made blues

Photo courtesy of Krn Vanf(p|

MELVIN TAYLOR brings his string bending blues to the Universal Joint

Sunday night.

By AKl VAIS
(\>llegian .Staff

("hicago's current hottest blues

guitari.st.Melvin Taylor, is bringing his

slack band to the UJoint this Sunday
night.

Born in Mississippi, Taylor was taught

guitar by his uncle at the age of six. By the

time he was fifteen, he was playing in a

band, the Transistors, and two years later.

Taylor was appearing with Lurrie Bell.

Although he is not on an American

record label. Taylor has recorded two

albums on the French, /.so/><7 Records and

has toured Europe twice, amassing a

re.spectable following. A third trip to

Europe is planned for this fall. When all

the traveling is over, Taylor always returns

to Chicago where he api>ears regularly at

Rosa's Lounge.

Having already been labelled "the new
Robert Cray" Taylor wants to avoid being

typecast as strictly a blues guitarist: "I try

to cover a wide variety of music - I play

blues, soul, jazz and pop. I've never been

the type of person you could put into a par-

ticular bag. I've always had the ear to play.

Whatever I heard I could play it, Whatever

I wanted to play I could play it."

Taylor's influences include George Ben-

son, Jimi Hendrix and the blues Kings

(Albert and B.B.). Fronting a tight, hard-

driving rhythm sextion iWillie Love on

bass. Curtis Laybun on drums), Melvin

Taylor can be expected to cover such

classics as "Peter Gunn." "Voodoo Chile"

and "Black Magic Woman" as well as his

funky originals Taylor was recently

featured in a special blues issue of "Guitar

World" magazine, and has toured exten-

sively for the past fifteen years, yet he has

enjoyed fairly little commercial success in

this country.

In 1981. lollowing a European tour,

Taylor released his first album. Blues on

the Run. After a second tour (with the

Youngblood Blues Band* in 1984.

Melvin Taylor Plays the Blues For You
was relea.sed. Taylor has alw) appeared on

an Alligator Records compilation album of

hot young Chicago blues guitarists, and his

latest LP, The New Bluehlrxnls, features his

most advanced playing to date.

"I've been playing now for 24 years, I'm

always playing the guitar. I really let my
guitar know me, what I'm about. I know
my guitar as well as I know my name. I've

really paid my dues for a long time, I'm

ready for something big."

If you can appreciate "burnin' blues"

guitar, you may want to stop by the UJoint

this Sunday night and catch Melvin Taylor

on stage, before he starts playing those

"impersonal" arena dates.

l|A|V^... with campus health issues
^^ SHAB*

• Sponsor health projects

•Represent student health

care concerns
• Review UHS budget

•Serve on UHS Search

Committees
•Meet other students

interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!

Date: Tuesday, February 28th

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Tinne: 5:15 - 6:15 p.m.

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
• STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES
.

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

WAIT ONE
MINUTE!

I'VE GOT A
GREAT IDEA...

Josh: Forget studying! I need

some brain food to fuel this

head. I'm going to get me
some JB's. First I'll have a

veggie to get me going and

then I'll feast! I'll have a super

deluxe roast beef sandwich,

chicken fingers, fries, onion

rings and of course a shake.

Later books—JB's here I

come!!

(If this is you take this ad to JB's for a free order of chicken fingers.)
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338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384
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SOUTHERN COMFORT
SEAGRAMS 7

BEERS

SAMUAL SMITH All Kinds

GROLSCH
ROLLING ROCK
COORS All Kinds

LABATTS
COORS WINTERFEST

WINE COOLERS

$6.^9 750 ml

$12.99 1.75 liter

$7.99 per six-pack

$3.99 six-pack or $13.75 case

$5.99 12-pack (bottles)

$5.99 12-pack (bottles)

$5.99 12-pack (cans)

$3.99 6-pack

$3.29 4 pack

PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS
CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM

$12.99 1.75 liter

$6.39 750 ml

• MEGABUCKS •

IMPORTED Ar DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER & WINE •

ALWAYS OK HAND

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
The Legal Services Center has positions available for full-

time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1989 semester.

This is a challenging opportunity for students from a variety

of majors and disciplines to gain valuable legal experience.

Responsibilities Include:

Client Interviewing

Attendance at hearings

Preparation of court forms

Maintenance of continuing caseload

Investigations and researcti

Up to 15 credits may be earned.

CONTACT LEGAL SERVICES, ROOM 922 CAMPUS CENTER

(545-1995) BY MARCH 6, 1989.

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

WIN A PREE TRIP TO
WEST PALM BEACH

FLORIDA
DASM
DANCE

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1989

screen
continued from pag>/ '

• If you can get to New
York before March, you'll

still have a chance to see

the ultimate in film ex

periences: the newly

restored print of Lawrence
of Arabia, David Lean's

masterpiece starring Peter

O'Toole in his first role.

Lengthened to its original 4

hour length, and shown in

wide screen format at the

Ziegfeld Theater, this is a

must see. Check it out.

Photo rourtny of I'dumbia Pirtum

JACK WOODS stars as Eddie Dodd, in the

courtroom drama True Believer

*

4-

-Ik

tl)avUe'j5
I Pray ^l . Ainhri«:i fi^q ^.-KM • OiK-n II « in

7 Days A Wfck • f nl< foi l.il-r Out
Kil(lirn Oprn till inidtiiciil

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Sunday Night 4 Burger Platters for S5.00
(Fries incladed -Bring yotir friends!)

6:00-10:00 pm

Cuervo TequUla Satirise $ 1 .50 Mooschcad $1.75

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month
TfWWWff' W«????*?TTT?w'

irrfii»iaf.fiv/.Vi:i

Mon. IOC Moizarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12

Wed. Nacho & Cheese Platters 99e 9-12

P«WiiHWII IIIWIIII»ll'IHI I '»'l' ''IW IIIIIl!lilll'IIIIIIIIIIIPIIIII|l|i||ll'n i l| llll lllTflTI|i|l^^^

TONIGHT 8:00 S.U.B
$3 per person CASH BARw/i.o.

TFfflE \!^DK1C3SE lE/S\WEg

A Sylvan Government Production

for SPRING BREAK
THE PLACE TO BE

We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode

is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The

Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy Is first come first serve

$559: VILLAS
$525: ON WATER LOCATION

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

UMASS SKI CLUD

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE

llllllllllllMllHMIIIIIIIIMJIlMIMIIIiailiniMlllllMIIIIIIMIimMaillMllllllUllUiimillillimillllliailllllMll^
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Smith, Amherst Hillels offer an evening ofJewish music
Soprano, Paulina Stark, pianist Nadine Shank and

guest artist cellist Leopold Terapulsky will be the featured

artists in "An Evening of Jewish Music" on Sunday even-

ing, Feb. 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the Buckley Recital Hall.

Amherst College.

Sponsored by the Smith/Amherst'Hillel foundations and
supported by a grant from the Northampton Center for

the Arts, the performance is in celebration of Hillel's six-

teenth annual Jewish Arts Festival.

Included in the evening's program will be a selection

of Yiddish Art Songs by composer Lazar Weiner; "The

Psalms" by Julius Chajes, one of the foremost composers

of Israeli music, and a cello solo composed by Ernest Bloch.

Special highlights will be the New England premiere

of "the Alphabet"by contemporary composer, Judith Lang

Zaimont. the piece is the second principal song from a

lengthy cycle for high voice on poems of Karl Shapiro, In

the Theatre of Night; and the performance of two songs

from the recently released American Jewish Art Songs.

*'A1 Tif G'ibi (Entreat Me Not) and "Rad Halaila" (Night

Falls) were composed especially for the album by Univer

sity of Massachusetts professor composer Robert Stern.

Paulina Stark has been a featuered soloist with major

international orchestras including the Houston symphony

orchestra, and has also portrayed many leading roles in

opera.

Leopold Terapulsky has won a position of prominence

as a recitalist and concert soloist in many European and

American cities. He was principal cellist of the Pittsburg

Symphony under Fritz Reiner.

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When you break away this year, do it with style.

< <

' <

1
1

:;

;;

:;

:;

SUN FUN!! round trip air

7 niglits

great niglit life

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
547-3437

4;i0 STUDE!^ UNION BLDG.

$439 Guest Houses
S499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
S559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

A $75 Reservation Deposit Required

SAVE

LAGNAF
UMASS SKI CLUB

430 Student Union • 545-3437

Eat, Drink
&

Be Merry!
It's Easy As:

ADVOCATEBEST
OFTHC

VALLEY
READERS PCU.

19 8 8

»»»»»»»»»»*»»»»»»***#»**»**»»*»*»»*****»»»#*»**»»»*»»**»****»»**»»*»*•***<

PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

BUFFET
PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

SUNDAY BRUNCH

NEWII THE

COMEDY ZONE
I FrI 9:30 p.m Sat 8:30 & 11:00 p m.

Dinner & Comedy Package Includes: Dinner and

choice of 1 Beer with meal for $13.95

—2 for 1 admission Sat 11 p.m. show

Mon.-Thurs.
5-8 PM

$599
11 AM-3PM

99$6
The Best
COMEDY

from
Boston and
New iotk

Friday & Saturday Evenings at the:

Perfect Party Banquet Room

EKING Garden
A MANDARIN « 5ZECHUAM RESTAURANT

•i\ Route 9. H4dlcy ;|(^ ^. (^j next to H»dl«y Subaru

This Saturday!

FEBRUARY 25" 1989

M ;> :-' C^ o,v

'*' Ml JTc^

V UMASS SKI CLUB

/^ Jf^ Al/l*i>- so STUDENT UNION BLDG

N
H

Tues. — Thurs.
Campus Concourse
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Guard accidentally
shoots himself
SPRINGFIELD »AP> - A Hampden

County Jail guard died after accidently

shot himself in the face while putting away

a pistol, according to a preliminary in

vestigation. a spokesman for the sheriffs

office said yesterday.

Fellow officers of 22-year old Anthony

Acosta of Agawam, meanwhile were cop

mg with his death the night before, said

sheriffs spokesman Richard McCarthy.

"Theres a tremendous feeling for the loss

of a brother officer." McCarthy said. "It's

a personal thing for a lot of people."

He added, "As with anything of this

magnitude, there is an extensive internal

investigation Our preliminary investiga

tion concludes that it was an accident
"

ed the accident at about 10 p.m. Wednes
day when Acosta was returning a

.38-caliber pistol to the controlled armory

area for storage in a locker. The gun had

been in another area during the inmate

visitation period, which ended at 10 p.m.

Acosta was treated immediately by

prison medical staff and then taken to Bay

State Medical Center, where he was pro

nounced dead on arrival.

Sheriff Michael Ashe said Acosta. who
had been a correctional officer since Oc
tober 1986. was "one of our best officers."

Acosta graduated in December from the

Massachusetts Criminal Justice Training

Academy. Ashe said, where he was one of

the top graduates in a sixweek training

McCarthv said several officers witness program.

Springfield snakebitten
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Pressed to take

action after a pet python disappeared in a

residential neighborhood. Springfield City

Councilors asked their law department for

advice on how to go about banning snakes

from this heavily Irish city.

The lawyers responded that they had

taken the matter under advisement and

proposed that a consultant might be in

order, but the only one they could come up

with was St. Patrick.

"Please be advised that the Law Depart

ment is very unfamiliar with the subject

of herpetology and needs some direction on

this matter." the law7ers said in an unsign

ed memorandum.

"We have thought of suggesting you hire

a consultant but the only person we are

aware of who successfully drove snakes out

of an area apparently retired a long time

ago." the lawyers said referring to the

legend of St. Patrick driving the snakes

from Ireland.

The memo went on to suggest that the

councilors, subject to provisions of the open

meeting law . might want to make an "on-

site visit" to the St. Patrick's Day Parade

in neighboring Holyoke. The march, which

annually attracts more than 225,000 peo

pie. "is regarded as being most conducive

to the thoughtful discussion and considera

tion of driving snakes from places." they

asserted.

"Snakes? " asked City council President

Vincent DiMonaco. who has been serving

as acting mayor since Richard Neal assum

ed a congressional seat in January. "Do
you mean the ones in city hall or the ones

on the street''"

M N T E G 0#5!^B A Y

Why More?
The UMASS Ski Club invites you to Montego Bay, Jamaica, West Indies.

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your

Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has, at your disposal, water

sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

by low-budget, problem-filled tear-offs that, in the end, turn to rip-offs. WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOMMODATIONS AND
FLIGHTS! Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion island!

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE^
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT

Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK

**AII Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

prcse»^
i\cd

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437

VfSA

AP phiiio

WORMS AT WORK - Connie Leach, the chief of recycling and
resource conservation for the State of Vermont, holds some of the

worms that she uses to recycle the food scraps from her household.

The worms process the scraps into rich fertilizer. Leach was nam-

ed Ret ycler of the Year in 1987 by the National Recycling Coalition.

CELEBRATE!

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
N«xt to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

BECKS 12pk $7.99

ROLUNG ROCK 12pk $6.30

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM 750ml $5.99
Relate $1.50—Final Cost $4.49

OUFAHT
DUTCH VODKA 1.75L $12.99

WOW!!

MILLER LITE
SUITCASE $10.99

SANGRE DE TORO 750ml....$3.99

ANDRE $2.99
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

One of the nicest evenings I've ever spent

at the Wilsons ... and then you had to

go and do that on the rug!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

1 TMINKOWJI

TOO WsRfr«<R.T

<C'«nij'"

^
« *•'•« Sf*^<«»»

^^'

2-Tf

A

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

BOnOM

TUB BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

The future I say- isn't that
LOOKS 'BLEAK-

MORE PEBS,
MR€ K0LE5 *;

MoRF or youK

TAX POLLARS

TUBES AT
gHlTAlOKE.

TMt CrtAMCttLOP.

SNERKINC; INTO
THAT PHOME

BOOTt^?

-

r-^;:,no$fc-

FRoTECroR OF THE

POVJNTROPPFN,
CoMFORTEf? OF THE
OrPRESSED, PELIVEREI?
Of FRUIT BASKETS <-

sPeAKEK or
'FL/\TITUPE:5f UJMAT

KIND OF STR^N^E
PouBLt LIFE IS HF
LFADINC? ^,.^y^^^,^

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

p lac e <^^ere

no't'Uirvcj IS

^

"Danny has been a tremen-

dous player for us, a real asset

to the team."
"Celtics coach Jimmy Rodgers, on veteran

guard Danny Airtge, who was traded last night,

abng with center Brad Lohaus, to the Sacramerv

to Kings.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jahe
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS ('Morch 21 April 19) A surge

of enthusiasm invigorates a rela-

tionship op>ening the door to a

weekerxa of love arxj traixjuilitv Do

rot tiesitate to spend money on an

object ot lasting value Your taste is

excellent

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Your

loyalty impresses prominenet pjeo

pie Your timir>g and sensitivity win

you valuable allies A strong desire

to succeed will help you put over a

bold, ambitious venture Consult

marketing experts

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) You

cannot quite put your finger on a

cash- flow problem Conflicting in-

formation will be puzzling Ask more

questions Trying harder to see port

ners point ot view will avert a con-

frontation Avoid issu(r>g ultimatums

CANCER (June 21-July 22) You

are eager to get yourself The kdeal

job will provide monetary rewards

for you efforts Put your creative

Ideas down on paper Someone at

distance wants to hear from you

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Mate caM
be m a sulky mood You may have

to walk on eggs to keep tfie peace

At work, your energy and con-

fidence soar; nothing can stop you!

Contact influential friertds

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) There

IS quite a differerce between what

a competitor tells you and wtxjt the

facts show Redouble your efforts to

get atieod Persistence pays bg
rewards It may be time to expand

your family

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Do not

believe it when someone says

rKtoody but you can handle a tricky

situation Devote more time to a

relatonship that shows signs of

becoming serous Double-chieck

biHs for possible errors

SCORMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Try

rot to be so secretive Keepng

everything to yourself could

hamper your efforts to buikJ a

lastirvg love relationship Be realistk;

about the amount of money a pro-

ject needs to succeed

SAOIHARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Your marvelous sense of humor

comes to ttie rescue wtien the

chips are down You must fish or cut

bait on an important issue In money
matters do not be fooled by

appearances

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

You carirot afford to hesitate or

you will fall further behind flrorx:ial-

ly Be more aggressive about diver-

sifying your efforts Refuse to ever

again put all of your eggs in one

basket

AOUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18)

Family ties will be strengthened if

you extend ttie olive branch to a

sibling Your chances for travel ar>d

literdry success are stronger ttian

ever Pay more attention to your

credit Build savings

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) You

adjust to change easily, retaining

your poise despite drama and

trauma Hgtier-ups take riew rxitce

of this valuable flexibility Better

work assigrments will come your

way Share your expertise willingly

MENU
LUNCH

Dell ham on water roll

Quiche lorralne

BASICS LUNCH
(harden chlli/piquante sauce

G)uiche lorralrie

DINNER

Chopped beafsteai( special

Fisherman's plate

BASICS DINNER
Potato mushroom delight

Fisherman's plate
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women's hoop

con:inued yom page 16

Mount jes were 11 -of- 19 from the stripe.

Freeman led the Minutewomen with 18

points, followed by Serafinis 15 and 11

from Wilbor Those 11 points give her 960

for her career, leaving her 40 shy of the

1.000-point plateau. She has at least four

games remaining to accomplish the feat.

UMass will now turn its attention to the

Duchesses of Duquesne. whom they will

visit tomorrow at 2 p.m. UMass has

already faced Duquesne once this year,

gaining an 88 74 win at Curry Hicks Cage

on Jan. 19.

Last night's effort should give the

Minutewomen a little more confidence

than before But be sure that a win over

Duquesne wont be easy this time around

In the game at the Cage, the Duchesses

were without leading scorer Amy Alger,

who was nursing an ankle injury. Alger

will be ready to play tomorrow.

But Christel Zullo. UMass' senior point

guard will not Zullo severely sprained her

ankle last Thursday in a loss to Penn State

and will be lost for the remainder of the

season. Plus, the Minutewomen are on the

road, as they visit the newly-built A.J.

Paiumbo Center for the first time.

One thing that diH'sn't set m well with

Hewelt is the way that the Duchesses have

been playing of late. They beat St.

Bonaventure. a team that UMass lost to

last Saturday at home, which has Hewelt

a little on edge.

i know it wasn't close, which doesn't

make me feel good," Hewelt said. "Last

time they had Alger out, but this time it

will be different.
'*

West Virginia 62-61
MMkarhuartU (61): Br(h Wilbor 5 13 1 2 U Kt-xburn

Mctusktr :U> 1 1 7 Helen Fr»«raan 8 16 2 2 18. Ihannr

Hurke Trish Rilev 3 » 6. Su» S»rafini .VIO aO
15 J»nM> Moran 12 2 2 4 ToUIk 26 56 6 7 61

Wrat Virgiiua (C2>: Ktnemary Kostorvk 5 13 34 16. Jo

Zan 1 100 2. Di<inm- Mom» 1 « 2 2. Lim Ci»k OO OO
(1 J.-nnv Hillen 3 7 2 2 8. Julie Kain 00 o O. Judy Eaton

\ I" ««(* Tina Parry 0<» 000 Dmhw AMwiil IH7 4 7 20

l,..t . W lix.n 2 7 2 4 6 ToUla: 24 70 II 1» «2

Thrre-poini (oala: Mai«achu!*U!i .^9 (Serafini 5 J*

men's hoop

.) 1 W.-i \'
I III K.-1..1, k :t •• f\it..r

connnued frofK pc^e 16

McCoy scored 10 before the halfwas over,

but, like his teammates, didn't turn in a

consistent 20 minutes.

"At halftime," Calipari said, "I said to

them 'Can you imagine we're only down by

five points (42 37) after the half we played?'

So I told them to just go out and tr>' to win."

But the Nittany Lions used a 13-1 spurt

to put the game out of reach while holding

UMass, 412 in the conference and 9-16

overall, to just one field goal in the first

11:40 of the second half.

"We were sporadic." Penn State coach

Bruce Parkhill said. "But we played very

good defense at times."

Especially on McCoy. A big part of the

Nittany Lions' success was that they held

McCoy to just seven second half points.

Blake was the man for Penn State at the

beginning of the second half, scoring eight

straight points on three short jumpers and

a layup and with 16:.34 left, the Nittany

Lions led. 55-38.

Rafer Giles, who finished with 16 points
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for UMass. had put together a similar run

in the first half.

With 12.23 left and his team trailing

117, Giles nailed a three pointer from the

left side. Less than a minute later, he hit

another three pointer, was fouled, and con-

verted on the free throw for a four-point

play. Thirty seconds later, Giles made a

layup. was fouled, and sank the free throw

to give the Minutemen a 14-13 lead.

"Giles did a good job from the outside."

Calipari said. "But you have to be able to

go inside."

UMass couldn't, and that's why the pom
pons lay limp most of last night.

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 24, 1989

TIMEOUT
WE HAVE BUSCH
PITCHERS $3.60
Best price in town!

Lunches served

"" You deserve some Time Out «»

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

Penn State 90-71
M»»a<liu.ett» l7ll! Jim McCl.^ " Michael

Bvrnm 3 3 00«« .John Milum 1 II O u. I. hr « Bailev

000 AntonBnmn3HI2 2H.JohnT«u4'*ll l-ilit.lU/i-r

Ciles .M 1 4 7 16 (Wit»<! Hardin 110 2 C»r> Merer

i> 1 0. Sean .\elen I 1 Tolate: 21 52 24 M 71

Prnn 9««l* <«0>: Bruce Blake 8 12 12 17 Tom Huvaswr

: 16 3 5 21 . Ed Knuell 4 14 1 Monr.* Br«*n 4 .*• » 10 17.

(ri-ddie Barne- 2)79 12. Jamer. Barn.-* 4 5 1 2 ». Davr

l>n{iu 12 12. fhriKtian AppWman 0022 2 Uam-ll Ruk^

1 11102 BrianAllrn35 I 37 Um.)mnfr0O(^0O.R«lnry

III ndrmon 00 frO 0. C J Johnwn OO 0-0 Totalw 30W
2\ W 90
Thrr«^poinl goaia: MaHsachunrtt.i !> 1 1 iOiUt 2 .">. Brown

lit Bvrro » 3 :i> Pi-nn Stati- B 7 iHovanne 4 5. Brown I 1

K Btirn. - ! 1

(nllrgian photo by Jaaon Talrrman

UMass coach John Calipari saw
very few happy momements in the

Minutemen's loss to Penn State

University at the Cajje last night.

Super Hush Avaitaoie

549-3840

COPYCAT
PnntShop

22b rnangieSL, Amherst

EUROPE >> CAR
ENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

H91 yv* NV 10020
Ptvna 12121 Sai 3040

M«il mi* ad (or Special

Stud*nl/T«acr>«r TarKi

D «fNTAl ^ L««tf C: PWWMAtI

Sports
notice

The University of

Massachusetts football

team is looking for

managers.
Any interested work

study students should see

coach Jones in the football

office in Boyden Building

RUSSELLS
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring: Imported Beers at
Domestic Pricing:

Starting NOW! Until??

Foster's
25 oz. "can" $7.60 ea.; $14.99 cse. of 12 + dep.

Beck's Light or Dark
12 oz. Bottles $14-99 case +dep.

MOOSehead 12 oz. Bottles$12.99 case +dep.

Chung Hua$3.95 6 +dep $14.95 cse 4dep.

Chinese Beer—12 oz. Bottles

- KEG BEER ALWAYS IN STOCK
WE DELIVER 253-5441 «

^^ OFF CAMPUS
[7|

2 liter Watney'S Light
• (5 oz. less than a 6-pack) was $4.49 ..

^^t Now $2.99 ea. ^^

rtAA^^ Case of 6 bottles$12.70 +dep.

C^ \e : While they last!

O^ Super Liquor Buys:
Absolut Vodka 80° $10.99 750 ml
Bacardi Rum 80° $12.99 1.75 titer

Jim Baam Bourbon $8.99 liter

Bacardi Rum $6.99 750ml
J&B Scotch $11.99 750 ml

We have Just about any wine you can
Imagine at Russell's low pricing.

Example: Glen-Ellen White Zlnfandel
3 bots. $10.00

Quantity discounts always available

UPC PRESENTS
'lf^^h£i^'h^i

•Cs

., 3B33.

^ho'^a^-^^'

SATURDAY
MARCH 4

&00 IN THEBLUEWALLCAFE
UMASS

$ 6 UMASSSTUDENT
$ 7GENERAL PUBLIC

TICXETSONSALEATTIX UNUMTTED,
FORTHERECX)RD-PACES, &.MAIN §T.
RECXmnB-NORTHAMPTON

men 's gymnastics

connnued from page 1

6

Turning to the other side, UMass is

5-2 on the year and 3-1 in the EIGL and
in a battle with Syracuse for second

place. The Minutemen are coming off an
emotionally -draining win over Temple
University in which the meet was pull-

ed out in the last event.

With the showdown for second place

with Syracuse coming next weekend,

UMass can't afford to slip up now while

it is just one meet in back of conference

leading Navy, another military

academy. UMass is hoping to pass the

Midshipmen at the conference

championship.
Army's high score this year is a 256.25

— the Minutemen are going to have to

have a performance similar to the one

they had last weekend to pull out a "W".

UMass coach Roy Johnson is hoping to

fine tune most of his gymnast's routines

in this meet, which would set them up
for a big score next weekend.
"We're looking to improve on the per-

formance," Johnson said. "What we're

looking for on floor exercise is to stick

the landings."

One big move for the Minutemen this

weekend could be the return of Jay Ro-

nayne to the vaulting competition. Ro-

nayne tore a muscle in his foot earlier

in the season and had to sit out for a few-

weeks. But he has gradually been work-

ing his way back. In the last two meets,

he has competed on the rings and the

high bar but says that his best event is

the vault which he has not been able to

compete in.

"Hopefully. Jay Ronayne will be ready

for vaulting,'" Ronayne said.

As a team the Minutemen will also trv

and improve their vaulting.

"We're trying to increase our dit-

ficulties," Johnson said. "The levels of

our vaults should be a little higher

Stutzes to handstands is what
Johnson wants the Minutemen to work
on in the parallel bars. And on the high

bar, Johnson is not even looking for im

provement after what happen on the

high bar last weekend when the

Minutemen pulled out the meet with a

very big performance on the bar.

"We want to try and have a repeat

performance," John.son said.

The Minutemen will also be hoping for

a repeat performance of the result from
la.st weekend, an EIGL win.

Back-flips: If you were at the meet last

weekend, the score of the meet was
posted on the electronic scoreboard in

the corner of the gym. That scoreboard

only has three digits. Most of the scores

in the meet are recorded to the nearest

tenth or hundreth so the score on the

scoreboard was the closest whole
number. The crowd could not tell who
was winning with the meet being so

close throughout (UMass won by less

than a point). In tomorrow's meet, an ac

curate score will be posted after the com-

pletion of each event on the big

scoreboard which contains all the school

records.

women's track

:"innuea rrorn page 16

been running all week, due to a.sthma and

bronchitis-like problems. "The doctor said

she should be cleared for the weekend, but

we're still keeping our fingers crossed for

Lee, " LaFreniere said.

There will no trials, just finals, for Hill

in the 3000 and the 5000 She, along with

Ambrose, has been the most productive and

consistent performers for UMass, but ran

a slow time last week due to a cold.

"She's feeling better, but she's still a lit-

tle tired. I think she is still recovering,"

said LaFreniere. "I think she'll be in the

9:50's [in the 3000) and all she's trying to

do in the 5000 is to place."

Providence's Tina Maloney should win

hands down in the event, according to

LaFreniere, so she'll have Hill "run with

the main group and then in the la.st three

laps pull away
'

Junior Shana Smith will be running the

only event that will be in yards and not

meters - the 1000. "She's going to have

some tough competition, but she's also

tough herself She's been resting for two

weeks (mainly due to fatigue], and I think

she'll be ready to go," said LaFreniere.

Tina White, ranked 12th in New-

England, will be looking to rebound from

last week's sub-par performance by her

.standards. The school record holder in the

20 pound weight (41 feet, 8 inches), White

could not break the 40-feet barrier last

week at Dartmouth. "Jim (Giroux, assis-

tant coach] has been working with her all

week," said LaFreniere. "She'll just try to

forget last weekend. She knows what she

has to do. A large percentage of athletes
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throw farther in practice, because they're

more relaxed. They just have to learn to

compete and throw the same way they do

in practice. In practice, Jim says she's been

throwing 43 feet. We're hoping if can put

it together, she can go over that."

Freshman Simone Marisseau and senior

Helen Balaouras are al.so in, proving just

how much the throwers have become a

strength rather than a weakness for

UMass. According to Giroux, Marisseau
could go over 40 feet m the shot and that

she should make it to the finals, which are

the top seven shot putters. As for Balaouras

she threw her best in the weight last week
(39-1 1 1 '2). but if she can straighten out her

throw, she could go also go over 40.

LaFreniere doesn't know what to expect

from senior Kristin Peers. She qualified for

the 5000 in January, but since has been

sidelined with a stomach virus. "This week
has been the first time that she's ran in a

while. She's a gutsy runner, and I'm sure

she'll give 110 percent," said LaFreniere.

Fre.shman halfmile qualifier Michelle St.

Laurent will not run in the 800; instead she

will run in the 4x800 relay with Ambrose,
Smith, and either Hill or Cheryl LeClerc.

LaFreniere said about her relay team, "We
should definitely place; we won't win but

we'll take anywhere from 2nd to 5th."

Sports at a glance
Today:

Men's swimming. New England's at

Springfield

Women's swimming, Ea.sterns at Penn
State

Men's Track, New England's at Boston

University

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICF

ACTIVITIES

BLACK HISTORY MONTH CELEBRA-
TION. Tonight implementng the dream
lotnorrow nrght Unity Dance Both in Cam
pus Center Loot* on the Bulletin

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD s

meeting Monday Feb 27. 7 00, CC168
Come gel involved with the group and this

semester s production ot West Side Story

All are welcome'

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOC, meeting

Monday at 6pm in Campus Center room
903

GRAYSON HOUSE COUNCIL invites

Grayson residents to its regular weekly

meetir>gs Sundays at 7 30pm in the Main
Lounge

SPECiESISM: it concerns all o( us Animal

Rights Coalition General Meeting G-Film

showing Sunday 7pm DuKes Room SUB

SIGMA DELTT TAU SISTERS mvlte

University women to Open Rush Dinners

Feb 27 ft 28 at 5 30 Hope to see you there

YOU CANT JUGGLE?! Don I go through

hie without this marketable skill UMass
Juggling Club meets today, 3-6 in CC 165

LEARN JEWELRY ft SILKSCREEN^ 4

workshops meeting once a week at Student

Union Craft Center

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLUB'S inaugural gathering o(

1 989 featuring elections and social events

planning New members graciously

virelcomed Thursday 6 3&7 30pm SOM lob-

by Don t let It be another extracurriculartess

semester

AOO DROP A PAIN? Budget cuts got you
down? Write a letter to your represen-

tative. Table outside the Mtnistore S.U.

STRONGEST MAN AND WOMAN COM-
PETITION Saturday Feb ?5lh at the Ken-

nedy Bodyshop 12 4pm $2 00 fee and many
great prizes

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1,2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street parking and

free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

ATTENTION; ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUDIO

VCR WANTED OLDER MODEL or don I

need to record Amy 546 4364

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 JEEP CHEROKEE. 4x4, 360 V8
engine, needs body work, resotralion parts

included t 774 5239 $850

1981 HONDA ACCORD LX HATCHBACK
for parts ni fix New battery clutch, atler

natoer body in gd shape Must 5oe $.300

or BO 256-8132

79 FORD FUTURA 4 SPEED fun 131K

miles Daytona special $400/8 O 444-0231

•4 ISUZU PUP WITH CAP 88K must sell'

$2500 days 545 0600 x39 Elaine

CLASSIFIEDS
7. OLOSMOBILE CUTLESS STATION- RUG-GREAT FOR DORM ^fL^°:^^Ty^^^^J^^'^^ TloJfs'f EX°CEl"nT°FUNOR°a"sinG OP- SWING DANCE/JITTER BUG CLASSES
WAGON automatic powersteenng Air con- J•'^^'"•,. t^L ^\h^\7an^->yT^^r,Q^ PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON- „ ^
dition runs great $600 or B 615-8955 Excellentcondition ^1 oToMh^ I^Ker^ with a^thSr S^ CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL Just $7e«:h or $25 for all four. No part-

$45 or best offer '^**^®
"^i ° 1, L ^1^^., ? d~:I «^ IMMEDIATELY STUART $46-7612 ner necessary' Classes meet from 4 -

1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON- 50 000 Call Alisa 527 6505 ,n your head' Happy Birthday' Poca and
[H^jjl"; MESSAGE

" * ' » » 6p„ Sund.v. M.rch 5 thru Sunday,

miles Aye roof rack eiicrtleol COndrtKMi -^ Kruncme March 26 at East Street Dance Studeto in

$2500 Call 256-0933 OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent corKlrtion 93.000
„ev. Hold wou before and III tell vou aoain NEED A HAIRCUT!? For the lowest rates Hadley Just off R1 9 between Amr>ers«

miles Call 256 8369 HEY! Hold you before arid i " leii you again
,,11 ?S3-0i?7 Leave messaoe ar>d Norlhampton Instructors Lars Mar-

BMW 1974 2002 MAROONl^S^-TTust
,Jf"

'»^"9 '» "»"> """ J"*' *^ '" ''"" ^^^' '' leave message
^^^^^ ^^^ ^J^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb ,«.««
there. kKWO call 546-9309 No pre-registrallon

da Oh. Alpha call Sean at 253^9032 ^OONO
^^^ GBEENWbOOlT'was'y^rbinMay "OO** WANTED r>ecesserv.

BRENDAN SALTER. PSYCH 241 NOTES. yesterday In rase you forgot (we didnt)
ccmalE SEEKS ROOM IN aot or house

CAMP COUNSELORS Vou can get them et the CoHeg.an front Happy birthday" Sean and Mi-heile
p,|a^ calT^nle ISi-^^^rTar TRAVEL

dOSK """ ~

rOMF WORK FOR an accredited 3-camo — '^ ^°" *^^ *'*°^ FORBES wish him a NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-

^sr^^^^ „,..^«„„..«..,,„i.o». »jrr"jrs-.= ss.^ss-.^.cs^- lf€Sh;\Sfi
Pholoography Dance Wrestling. Cooking

and Sharon TWO PEOPLE LOOKING lor a ride to 549-0840 or LYNN 546-7483.

Adventure/Challenge Course Film making
uei d wawTFn KAREN UZDAVINIS Happy 2Tst Birthday Florida call Kimberly 253 9301

^TsSp (S"7 9wTn PAfo
HELP WANTED

„om your 3 favwite roommates Barb, Cip ^yp^
S^f40?Zs.^ri^t'!^^ir:t"ow'n*'pA THIS PAST SUMMER 350 CoMege and Jen' ROOMMATES WANTED

-i™.-f,«uTT„.. PBOPr^lONAL TYP
19046 Students took on a Management Position .„^^..pM si 1 iiUA<t« WOMEN Peter

WORDSMITH" PROFESSIONAL TYP-"^ gaining exceptional managerial and * ''^"''°'' *"-""**'' ""Ti^i.^ SUNNY SPACIOUS WOODFLOOR ING Papers resumes and more' Laserprin-

gusines's Skills f'or their careerW net
!^,;^;«,-"*,';;^^/J;f„Ts%Teasrdon° lEDROOM*av*ana?ie ,n f:rm°^' apan" tmg w,rspellcheck 253-4564

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE summer earnings $10,740 hm ala party near you Hb please oon i

^n, ,„ Hadley washer dryer microwave col ^^^^„^.^^ . . , _, ,

1800-922-5579 ''"rt uS'
or television on bus route 15 minutes to WORD PROCESSING fast, professional,

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - quality tunes lor ..«„,i, ....... ^ ^, „ BON JOVI- 4 tix for Prov March 2 B/0 UMass 10 minutes to Northampton Carbers accurate 665-4501

all occasions 549 1421 or 253-7655
*'°'°?°*»*°''T-" Ml^'^Mi^L^fl^C M9 4577%!!^ right across the street parking available

untapped region Cnve and persistence pay S4» assr Mixe
225« call evenings • weekends women on-

cA.r«
off greatly Dave 584-5757

MARTHA LITTLE happy birthday We like ly please 586-4412 WANTED
FLORIDA SPRING BREAKS

SGA COMMUNICATIONS IS HWIMO - middle aged women Love your sex slaves ....7.^vrr.% rw^... irish STEP DANCERS interested in darv

DAYTONAS CASTAWAY BEACH Publicity/advertising consultant Applica at Hunk City . j NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM * cmg or meeting call Laurie 6-6925 Leave

RESORT - $139, Panama City Beach s Hons at 304 SUB AA/EOE
KELLY~ BUON 20 COMPLEANOflBuona * 'N Townhouse apt beginning message

Miracle Mile Resort $119, roundtrip
Fortna "con Math' Gra/ie amo il mio ' fall semester Contact

transportation add $80 Call Mark 549-2871
JM XAVIER hamster' Scott 2/25/89 ]

«« '«^|^^"''"«

PREE WEST PALM TRIP i^*
:''>^'ii!^i}X:^r^'^ ROOMTvlULARESnroFsTT^^^

FRI FEB 24 8 00 SUB The Florida Dash » pn^ay Nile " ''"S $225/month » util Call Peter after 7pm

Dance win a trip for 2 to West Palm Beach
y x

' a' Landmark Lounge Rt 9 ' 253 2268

^XlT.^TA7^ZZTo!^Xt HAPPY BIRTHDAY X-MAN,
] „,, ^^^.'^prChanges

' ONE ROOM IN APARTMENT 254 inctu^ve

programming for people who deserve It m Cryslal Springs Plaza 1-2 people 256 0958 256-4^^0 ^^^^^^^^^rj
LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED .^° 5?^?'. 1 of 2 PEOPLE FOR APARTMENT m ^^w^ ^_

PbR A dodo TIME CALL
^^^^ ,,,^ .nTERNSH.PS WITH THE ^,^^„^^^,

Amherst Center call 253-757^ ift>W.Wr^^
RACK-XblSC^ENTERTAINMENfr^iii Legal Services Center Get [>ands on ex^

Mt^aant^ville is cathno Have a good one ONE LARGE ROOM in 3 bedroom, 1st floor ^^^^ \l/iW/-Ss "gws and large screen video penence in the legal field-work directy *i h "argarl^vme ^caHing Have a good
^^ ^ ^^^ ,^^ Hardwood floors. ^^-^ 'l^'^

rtar^as 256 8526 attorneys and clients Earn up to 15 Lisa, Cheryl Monique Jill

,arge Kitchen and living room $233/mo in H^^^^. Vfdances ^ae
undergraduate credits No experience in ^

,

« ^^g, 585.8627 B^AtPm I
the legal profession necessary -training pro- KAREN M riere it is inese lu lu classes

^K.' -jW "W '

POP BENT lided An information session will be held are killing me no time for coffee and toast ^fcl^^A^ ^_
FOR RENT

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901 and our chores Keep smiling Love, Pete
SERVICES ^^ftkJil" . ..^ • £!

ROOM IN NICE FAMILY home tor female Campus Center (545-1995)
HEY GEEK in what shape or form do you -.-uMpc SAMPLES VARIOUS STYLES ^ • - ^-

graduate student Private bath fridge Close want your four dollars? P S Have a crappy RESUMES SAMPLES. VARIOUS styles. ^
m ramniis Sino 549-6504 j, different formats Actual successful ex ^to campus $300 549 6504 ^^^^ ^ay

amples Interested' Send $3 00 Box 801 ^5^^ ,»,.^.

ONE BEDROOM IN A 3 bedroom apt in „„„-„«! WATCH- black leather band
Bellmore New York 11710 xlj^l' /Vv "^

TT^lT^:^:lX'^^^ |^leiKa^S'^r^-^/07S :_CONO-TU^^^^^^^^^^^^ AUTO REPAIRSF very reasonable. MT ,/k>V/V^®""'"^"'"
• Howard Drvfus You reminded the • penenced mechanic Work your place or ^M /M ,'m V v A,^ ..

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER
, q-,, ^p 4,cv -cllc" and^^l-55111 Radical Partisons of the United • mine Messages for Mark 665-8467 ^m ^^MA-.-Vs-

^"-^'"^
calculator 2/1 7/89 Please call 6-4950

;
Students Agenda that the students still

;

p^Q^sSIONAL EDITING- Term papers, W'

M

«>,«,«.,... o,.c .".V.°?....° Theses. Dissertations 1-467-3753 after ^ ''

"

COBQAIF GOLD CHAIN LOST/STOLEN on 2/15 ,^^POHSALC
Webster Area Reward Call 665 4257 „.«.- iiriiriAV ur««TFB tSi;rf;Sr

GRATEFUL DEAD - Pittsburg 4/2 3 Have ^*7^ ""TMOAV MOBSTER -Dan Tim
v,DEORESUMFfO^GlfTHAT JOB! Im-

two tickets lor each niqht $100 Gets them
uccr, raoMi mediate professional

,

personalized senrice

all Call 967 7726 ""^ '^*'"'
BETTY BOOP-'Can you believe it s been ^PPp'Sl-TJJl^

^'^° """^ Productions

, «»o».,ccTC «/iTH PAGE $20 293-2354 GET SOME SPRING BREAK money before " months'' God it seems more like •-» or a (^'3) 863-8035

2 PARAKEETS WITH CAGE $20 293-2354
^^^ ^^ ^^^^^, ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^, ^|, ^^ ,^^^ Rumplestilskin

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES, Laserprin-

AKAI STEREO INCLUDES ampiluner. Call Todd anytime 549-6361
OAVID HAPPY 3 YEARS! They ve been the tmg copies typing 665-8873

equalizer dual cassette, turntable
best Love forever ever, and always, Kerry ..eeiiuc TwoecerTiMf" a.,„.h .h« .„/<

speakers and Pioneer CD Player 2 yrs old
orpcriNAi <!

RESUME TYPESETTING. Avoid the end-

must sell $500 527-8408
PERSONALS

THANKS FOR A wonderful lime of semester panic Very experienced, inex-

niiRFFF WINTER TRACK I See vou all Saturday Night" Seven times!?' Wow"' I'm Pf?':^ °*""'9'" '"""""»' ''"«"'» ^isa

rfJ5e^^$fS!?"c^ 5?5%'46'a';rfo?r ov"e??n^ ruld'^kirmtet' y^o^ 'Z,t still smiLg'^' Aimee 665-8969

muffler $2000 Call 545 004b as
we could meet over a sundae sometime

to thf PRETTY BLONDE SENIOR (who
PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES Amherst Dokken

j^cSk riemesler o«) in the coatcheck line SGA PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE
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SPORTS
Minutemen lose big-time to Penn State, 90-71

li*lCiMn phul4i

Tate pours in 19, McCoy 17
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Stall

The 2.853 fans who showed up at the Curry Hicks Cage

last night received free maroon and white pompons on

their way inside.

Its too bad they didn't get much of a chance to use them.

The Penn State University men's basketball team

scored the first nine points of the game, and pulled away

with a 13 1 run to start the second half, on the way to

a 90 71 Atlantic 10 Conference victory over the Univer

sitv of Massachusetts.

"They're the third best team in the conference." UMass

coach John Calipan said. "When we come to play, we can

compete with a lot of teams. We didn't come to play

tonight"
UMass will get one more chance at the Cage when it

plays host to George Washington University tomorrow at

7 p.m.

But Penn State's Tom Hovasse made sure the crowd got

a show last night. The senior forward burned the

Minutemen for 21 points, including a four for five perfor

mjince from thief point land.

"He was wide open the whole time." Calipari said. "We

didn't guard him well."

Bruce Blake and Monrw Brown each added 17 points

for the Nittany Lions. 11-5 in the Atlantic 10 and 16 9

overall.

John Tate led l^ass with 19 points and seven rebounds.

But the Minutemens leading .scorer coming into the game,

freshman forward Jim McCoy, had a much tougher time.

McCoy went scoreless for the first 14:28 of the game,

before hitting a pair of free throws with 5:29 left in tht-

first half.

The points gave McCoy the UMass record for most points

as a freshman. The old record, held by John Hempel. was

470.
contiiued on pagf 14Geome Hardin (35) and the rest of the Minutemen were pinned against the glass all "'«!»* ^'/Pf""

State University, being outrebounded 47-25 and losing their third straight game last night. 90-71.

Women's hoop falls to West Virginia on the road, 62-61
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Oh so close.

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team, despite a pro-

longed slump and some injuries that could

have effectively ruined its season, proved

that 1988-89 isn't over yet yesterday afler-

noon in Morgantown, W.Va.

The Minutewomen, playing the first

game of a two-game trip against host West

Virginia University, nearly pulled off an

upset of big proportions, just falling to the

The New Englands .

Mountaineers. 62 61.

Freshman guard Rosemary Kosiorek hit

the front end of a oneand-one with nine

seconds left to give WV a 62 58 lead.

UMass closed the gap to one on Sue

Serafini's three point basket with a second

left, but that was about it.

The two teams battled to a 29-all tie at

halftime. and then the Minutewomen put

themselves in good shape by reeling off the

first seven points of the second half.

Keyburn McCusker started it off with a

three point play, and then Helen Freeman

and Beth Wilbor each connected to stretch

the lead to 36 29.

The Mountaineers battled back to tie

twice, the last time at 48-all on Jenny

Hillen's jumper with 7:40 left. A layup by

Judy Eaton and a pair of Hillen free throws

put the Mounties up for good.

They led by as much as six with 29

seconds left after freshman Donna Abbott's

three-point play. Abbott led all scorers with

20 points for WV.
Serafini then connected on the first of her

two final minute treys to cut the gap to

three with 10 seconds left. In all. Serafini

collected all 15 of her points from Three

pointville on 5-of 8 accuracy.

Kosiorek however went to the line a se-

cond later and hit the clinching FTs.

In the end. UMass coach Kathy Hewelt

attributed the loss to a tight defense played

by the Mountaineers.

"Their pressure defense really hurt us."

Hewelt said. "I was pleased with the re-

bounding. But we needed more penetration

in the middle and we would have gone to

the line more."

UMass outrebounded WV 43-37, but took

only seven free throws, hitting six. The
continued on page it'

UMass' top runners will

be competing at BU
By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

This is what it all comes down to. This

is what the University of Massachusetts

women's indoor track team has been aim

ing for since the beginning of the season

in December. The New England Cham-
pionships, at Boston University, this

weekend. This two-day affair will push

athletes to the limit, to be the best.

^They've put all the

work behind them,
they just need to put it

all together. They'll be
banging heads with

the best in New
England."

-UMass coach Julie LaFreniere

Along with about 30 other .schools,

UMass will be competing against some of

the top teams in the region, like Connec-

ticut, Boston University, Vermont, and

Providence.

The five runners and three throwers that

UMass coach Julie LaFreniere will be sen-

ding to Boston represent the best that this

University has to offer.

"They've put all the work behind them,

they just need to put it all together. They'll

be banging heads with the best in New
England," said LaFreniere. She feels that

sprinter Lee Ann Ambro.se and middle

distance runners Precious Hill and Shana
Smith will have the best chances of advan-

cing to the Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Championships next weekend at Yale

University. She adds that thrower Tina

White also has a pos.sibility of going. Am
brose, who has primarily run the 200 and

400 meters during the season, will compete

in the 55 and 400 at the N.E. "She can't

do the 200 because it's back to-back with

the 400, her stronge.st event," said

LaFreniere. "There is a possibility that she

can .score a point in the 55. She does have

the sixth-fastest time in New England. It'll

give her good practice for her starts in the

400. It'll sharpen her up."

Ambrose's chances in the quarter mile

will depend on who will be running. "She's
* ranked third in New England, but two BU
girls £ire in front of her and they're the type

of runners who can go back to back. Lee

will have .someone to go after. She has a

good chance of coming in third." said

LaFreniere. The only problem that may
affect her performance is that she has not

continued on page 15

Men's gymnastics hosts

the academies tomorrow
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team will meet two

teams tomorrow at the Boyden Gym-
nastics Center, both from the United

.States Military Academies.

But the Minutemen really will be

fighting only one war tomorrow. Yes,

both academies defend the same fiag but

they also play in different leagues. Ar-

my belongs to the .same Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics League that

UMass does. Air Force does not. That's

all vou need to know.

Air Force will be their tomorrow and

the Minutemen will compete against

them but all eyes will be on the

JMass/Army result at the end.

There is a good chance of the

Minutemen coming out on top. Army
started out the season by winning 10

meets in a row. However, they have

dropped their last three and all three of

those losses were to EIGL teams, the

latest chapter being a 261-253.85 loss to

Cortland State College, a team the

Minutemen also were handed a loss by.

The Cadets are bringing up the rear of

the EIGL at 1-3 in the conference.
continued on page 15

Men's and women's ski teams
head to Vt. for Championships
The University of Mas.sachu.setts men's

and women's .ski teams are heading to Mid-

dlebury. Vt. this weekend to compete in the

Eastern Ski Intercollegiate Champion
ships. Coach Bill MacConnell's team had

a good regular season, with the men
finishing 2nd and the women 3id. Leading

the men have been juniors John Roche and

Rick D'elia. They have finished in the top

10 most every time during ski competition

this season, and have the best chances to

qualify for the NCAA's, which take place

the following weekend.

The women have been hurt by the loss

of sophomore co-captain Elise McDevitt,

who suffered a knee injury last weekend

at Berkshire East, and thus will not have

a chance to qualify for the NCAA's. Mar

cy Blacker and Mary Sinton, who have

skied very well this season, will try to

make it to the Nationals as well, and will

lead the women in place of McDevitt.

- ROBERT SIMPSON

Today, 40 percent

chance of sik)W, high

near 30. Tonight cloudy

and cold.

Prof. Stephen Small's

historical look at the

black experience in

Britain, Page 9.

Men's swimming wins a

third consecutive

New England
championship. Page 16.
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COLLEGIAN
Students spurn budget plan
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

An attempt to create unity against state budget cuts

backfired Friday, as tempers flared over budget proposals

while Gov. Michael Dukakis and students from state col-

leges and universities met behind closed d(K)rs.

More than 100 .student repre.>*entatives from six state

colleges and universities and former Sen. Paul Tsongas.

chairman designate of the Ma.ssachu.setts Board of

Regents of Higher Education, attended the 40 minute

meeting, which was closed to the general public.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice. a chief organizer of

the event, said Dukakis expected a "pep rally " against

the higher education budget approved last week by the

House Ways and Means committee, which slashed his

original propo.sal by $31 million, and became frustrated

when students did not offer support.

it was a very bad start. He's expecting us to come in

and say we love his budget." Orefice .said, adding neither

propo.sal is sufficient for the growing needs of public

higher education.

In a press conference immediately following the

meeting, Dukakis said. "The budget that I proposed in

vests in public higher education. The House Ways and

Means' budget obviously does something very different."

Tstmgas. who Orefice said seemed "sincere" at the

forum, said "this is political science 101, and what we're

here to do is enlist this army.

"This is a very Darwinian system — you fight, you fight

hard, you win." he said. "You don't fight - you lose.

"There are 180,000 students in this system. I pre.>^um<'

that they know how to write," T.songas .^^aid "If there are

anything less than 180,000 letters going to the legislature,

then the message speaks for it.self."

As the meeting progressed, students were able to discuss

their concerns, including tuition hikes and retention and

class cancellations, but Don Siriani, a student trustee at

Salem State College, said there is definitely a need for

a second meeting.

"He listened to us and heard what we were saying."

Siriani said. But, he added. "There are a number of

legitimate questions the students have and there was not

enough time to get into them as we need to."

Siriani said the state budget formulation proce.ss has

been accelerated, decreasing the length of time for

student-organized protests and actions to prevent further

cuts.

"We had a whole different time line and the governor

feels very much under the gun." he said. "Time has run

out and we've only got 10 days to get this together."

Statewide protests on college and universities have been

rescheduled for March 2. and Siriani said student leaders

are now scrambling to organize other events to be held

this week.
At the University, letter-writing campaigns to .state

legislators are still underway and a protest at the

Massachusetts State House in Bo.ston involving students

from colleges and universities across the .state will be held

in the next two weeks.

Several UMass students have also erected a "Cutback

City" shantytown located west of the Student Union

building to protest state budget cuts (see related story on

page 3).

Collripan phcilo by .loel Solomon

Gov. Michael Dukakis speaks Friday at a

press conference in the Campus Center.

Minutemen drafted
Smellie, Thomas picked high by CFL

Andrew Thomas

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

In 1985, a pair of Canadians named

Kevin Smellie and Andrew Thomas

came to the United States to begin their

college education at the University of

Massachu.setts.

Now, after four successful years on the

UMass football team, and following

their graduation in May, there is a good

chance they will be returning home.

The Saskatchewan Roughriders of the

Canadian Football League on Saturday

made Smellie and Thomas the No. 2 and

3 selections in their draft of Canadian-

born players.

"We're thankful," Smellie said yester-

day in a phone interview from his home

in Mississauga, Ontario. "And I'm glad

we got picked by the same team."

The two were fiown in Friday and

were in attendance at the draft, which

was held in Hamilton, Ontario. Thomas

could not be reached for comment but

as of yesterday, according to Smellie,

neither he nor Thomas had signed.

"We could both sign today if we

wanted," Smellie said. "We have about

a month to respond. I've talked with my
agent and I want to check out all my
options.

"I've been getting a lot of mail from

the NFL, and I think I'll get a couple of

invites to camps," Smellie said. "I'd like

to play in the NFL. And both leagues

are paying good money, which is always

a good incentive."

For Smellie, the surprise was not so

much that he had been drafted, but how

high he was drafted.

"I had been contacted by some teams,"

said Smellie. who was a tailback at

UMa.s.s. "So I thought that the chance

was pretty good. But to be picked so high

was a shock." continued on page 16

Duffey defends anthrax
research at UMass
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey defended an

thrax research at the University of

Massachusetts Friday, answering critics

who have planned a protest this week

against the research.

A group of students and the local chapter

of the American Friends Service Commit-

tee wrote a letter to Duffey last month, ask-

ing him to halt the research, claiming it

poses a health threat and could be used in

biological warfare.

Duffey and other University officials

maintain that the research into the virus,

which is highly infectious in farm animals

and can be deadly to humans, is safe and

ethical.

"As a public institution we will respond

to responsible questions or concerns, but we

do not intend to modify policies in response

to threats or demands," Duffey said accor-

ding to the statement.

The AFSC and the students, a group call-

ed People for a Responsible University, ap-

pealed to the town's board of health earlier

this month, asking the board to determine

whether the research is a health threat.

The board voted to hold a public hearing

on the issue, .scheduled for 7 p.m. Thursday.

John Bonifaz, a member of the AFSC,

said his group is "disappointed" with the

chancellor's .statement.

"If anyone's using scare tactics, it's the

U.S. Army, " Bonifaz said. "We have put

forward our concerns in a responsible,

coherent manner."
The two groups have also planned a

picket on campus at noon tomorrow. The

picket is scheduled to begin at the Morrill

Science Center, where the research is con-

ducted in the microbiology department,

and proceed to Whitmore Administration

Building.
continued on page 4

Wife sentenced in murder trial

By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

Despite pleas for leniency from the com

munity and the jury, a Hamden County

Superior Court judge Friday .sentenced

Lisa Becker-Grimshaw to 15 to 20 years for

manslaughter.

Becker Grimshaw. the first woman
allowed to use the battered woman's syn

drome as a defense in Massachusetts,

received the maximum sentence for her in-

volvement in the 1985 murder of her

estranged hu.sband.

The battered woman's syndrome is a

diagnosis of posttraumatic .stress disorder

developed by psychologist Lenore Walker

of Denver Colo.

Stacy Roth, coordinator of the

Educator/Advocate program at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Everywoman's

Center, said, "In general I think this

sentencing is appalling. Ba.sed on national

statistics, a man who kills his wife serves,

on the average, four to eight years."

According to the district attorney's office,

Becker-Grimshaw must serve 10 years

before being considered for parole. She has

already served three years while waiting

for her case to come to trial.

The 27 year-old former Springfield resi-

dent will begin serving her senten' in 10

days at the Massachusetts Correctiona' In-

stitute in Framingham.
continued on page 4
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GOING PUBLIC — Defense Secretary-designate John Tower is all smiles prior to the taping

of ABC-TV's "This Week with David Brinkley" in Washington yesterday morning. Tower is

going public with his campaign to become defense secretary' despite a vote by the Senate Armed
Services Committee last week to reject the nomination. The full Senate is expected to vote on
Tower's nomination this week.
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Chances ofgorillas mating look good
BOSTON (AP) — Vip and Gigi, the couple everyone's

talking about at the Metropolitan District Commission's
zoos, are getting along famously, and the gorillas'

handlers are upbeat about the prospects of a fruitful

relationship.

A computer-arranged tryst brought Vip, 9, from a Texas
zoo last month to replace Gigi's old flame, Sam, after the
spark went out of their lives and three years passed
without any offspring.

Zoo officials hope Vip and Gigi, 16, will produce a fami-
ly of lowland gorillas to inhabit a new $26 million facili-

ty at a revitalized Franklin Park Zoo, which once ranked
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among the 10 worst zoos in the nation.

Vip and Gigi make their first public appearance as a

couple in their temporary digs at the Stone Zoo in

Stoneham today, but the two have been warming up to

each other during about a half-dozen introductory
meetings during the last week.

"I don't think we could have found her a better mate,
he's really a very gentle anmimal," said behaviorist Dr.

Deborah Shildkraut who has been working with the
gorillas.

Sam became harmfully aggressive toward Gigi in the
last year so he was shipped off to Milwaukee County Zoo.

But Vip's chest beating and growls are intended to gain
Gigi's attention, not to menace, Shildkraut said.

"He's the proper combination of being assertive yet not
overly aggressive to her, and I think she's responding to

that. She's very calm, "Shildkraut said.

Both gorillas have spent their entire lives in captivity.

They were matched by the species survival program of

the American Association of Zoological Parks and
Aquariums which traced their family trees to make sure

they were not closely related.

Shildkraut has worked with Gigi before, helping to teach

the gorilla how to care for her young after Gigi rejected

her first son, Quito, 7. When Gigi gave birth to Kubana
three years ago, she raised him without assistance.

Shildkraut said animal handlers have learned the im-

portance of allowing animals in captivity to socialize.

"In the first efforts of breeding, youngsters were often

raised by humans. And if you're not reared by members
of your own species, then you lack certain skills," she said.

"Now it's a priority to keep gorillas in groups and to allow

as much natural behavior as possible to take place without

interference."

Vip was placed in a cage adjacent to Gigi where they
could observe and touch each other through the bars after

he was released from a routine, four-week quarantine.

After a few charges at the door that separated them,
they calmed down and Vip spent a lot of time gazing at

Gigi. On Wedne.sday, zoo workers decided it was time to

bring the simians together.

The initial response was charging and a lot of postur-

ing,"said Shildkraut. The gorillas ran and slid across their

room, slamming walls with their fists.

But the intensity of the rowdy behavior dropped off

quickly.

"Nobody got hurt, there weren't any fights," Shildkraut
said. "You always have to anticipate some kind of

fighting, but we haven't had any sign of trouble."

Then the two 250-pound gorillas began chasing each

other in circles, and each chase ended with the two resting

closer and closer together.

LOCAL
"City" protests
cuts to education

Students stand near a makeshift shack

.

Cfrilegum photo by Jo<-l Solomun

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Panic over state budget turmoil has

thrust student activism to new heights in

Massachu.setts via massive letter writing

campaigns, tuition bill burnings, and lob-

bying trips to the state house.

And now there's Cutback City.

\bout 10 students, calling themselves
Mudents for a Democratic University,"

have taken residence in two eight fmil by

eight foot shacks, which they call Cutback
City, located west of the Student Union
building, said group member and graduate

ittudent Pierre Laliberte.

They have been there since Gov. Michael

Dukakis' Friday visit to the campus, .said

Laliberte.

The shacks, which are made out of

wooden planks and plastic sheeting, sym-

bolize the impoverished .state of public

higher education, Laliberte said.

"Public higher education is in danger."

he said, pointing to a crudely built shan

ty "This is what's happening right now
'

"(Dukakis! has not made higher educa-

tion an issue to rally around." Laliberte

said. "This is .something that benefits

everyone in the state."

The makeshift campsite is strewn with

sltH'ping bags. ciM)king materials and signs

reading. "Students out in the cold"

Vice Chancellor for Student Aff'airs n.'n

nis Mad.sttn expressed concern foi

students sleeping out in the cold. He .•^aid

they will not be remov«'d imlis- thi v in

terfere with others' right

Laliberte said the city will ifma in as

long as it's n»'r«'ss.Trv" to fight the budget

cuts.

UMass selects new Dean of Students
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Start"

Administrators are hailing the appoint-

ment of Dr. Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin to the

position of dean of students, saying she is

a first-rate choice and will be a boon to the

University of Massachusetts.

Vanin, currently assistant dean for

academic assistance programs at Penn-

sylvania State University, will fill the posi-

tion vacated by Dr. William Field. Field

had been dean for 37 years.

"I'm just really pleased with this appoint-

ment," said Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor for student affairs. "She has a

reputation for caring about student life and
improving student life.

"Her grasp of what a dean of students of-

fice should be doing and her grasp of what

student groups should be doing into the

90's is excellent," he said.

According to William Weitzer, associate

dean of student affairs, Vanin's appoint

ment "is going to prove to be a tremendous

asset to the campus."
Vanin will begin work April 16, replac-

ing interim dean Gladys Rodrigues.

Vanin isonly the second dean of students

in the history of the University becau.se

Field held the job from the time the posi-

tion was created, according to the Office of

Public Information.

Vanin was .selected from a field of 80 can-

didates that was narrowed by a 10-member
search committee made up of students,

faculty and administrators, according to

OPI

As dean of students, Vanin will be the
chief advocate of undergraduate students

in the administration which .she said is a
position she likes.

"I'm in higher education because I like

to work with college students," she said.

"I'm certainly going to be an advocate.

"If a.sked to draw the line," .she said, "and
suit up on one side or the other" she will

work from the students' perspective as

much as she can.

But being a black woman, she said, does

not mean she is going to have automatic-

partiality towards either blacks or women.

"I'm not coming to serve or be targeted

to any one population" of students, she

said. "My professional commitment is go-

ing to be much broader than that."

"First of all I have to learn (about

UMassj" she said, "I would see my first few

months as creating networks and touching

base" with students.

Vanin will bring a diverse and extensive

educational and employment background
with her to the University, according to

University officials.

She received her Ph.D in counseling and

child development from Bryn Mawr (Pa.)

College, an MAT in English from Harvard

and an AB in Latin also from Bryn Mawr.

In addition to Latin, Vanin said she is

fiuent in Italian.

Prior to her duties at Penn State, Vanin

was an assistant dean at Bryn Mawr from

1970 1982 and an associate dean of the col

lege from 1982 83.
Dr. Jo-Annne Vanin

Experts: fury over

book inflamed by
media coverage
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Islamic experts said Friday that fury over Salman

Rushdie's novel The Satanic Verses has been largely

overblown and has been further infiamed by media treat-

ment of the book and its author.

During a two-hour roundtable discussion of the book,

held in Herter Hall, talks centered on the impact the novel

has had on the American perceptions of Islamic people

and the international rift the book is causing.

The Satanic Verses, was called a blasphemous attack

on "Islam, the Prophet and the Koran" by Iranian

spiritual leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, who then

sentenced the author, and everyone involved in publishing

the book, to death. Rushdie's life is worth over $5 million

to his executioner, the threat stated.

The panel agreed the American public has vastly over-

burdened the book with discussions and writings and have

given it more attention than it deserves.

Professor Richard Bulliet, director of the Middle East

Institute at Columbia University, feels the real problem

concerning the book is its intimidation factor which has

forced major book .stores like Waldenbooks. B. Dalton, and

Barnes & Noble to pull the work from their shelves for

fear of terrorist action.

"American bookstores ate allowing their stocking

policies to be determined by intimidation. I think thr

unanimous feeling is that that is terrible." Bullict said.

He said the intimidation is brought on by American

hvsteria over largely imagined images of terrorism. "It s

highly unlikely bookstores would be bombed," Bullief

said.
, ,. . ,

He added the book may not \w being read objectively

because of conceptions perpetuated by the media that it

actually is an attack on Islam and not a legitimate literary

continued on page 6

Cnllf-Kian photo by Dondi Aheiirn

Richard Bulliet, director of Middle East In-

stitute at Columbia University, speaks Friday

at UMass.

Changing Islam
may affect West
By MANOS STEFANAKOS
and MONICA ROBERTO
Collegian Correspondents

The new, more fundamentalist Islam in the Persian Gulf

area may influence change in the West's relations with

that region, said a Columbia University professor who
spoke Friday at the University of Massachu.setts.

Richard Bulliet, director of the Middle East Institute

at Columbia University, told an audience of 100 the move
ment in Islam occurring since World War II, which has •

gained international attention since 1979, is "a

resurgence of fundamental ideals."

The lecture, "Past and Future of Islamic Movements,"
was part of a conference on "The Gulf: Political, Social

and Economic Trends." The conference was co-sponsored

by the department of Near Eastern Area Studies and the

Committee on Community Policy at Smith College.

Bulliet said the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's extreme

form of Shiite doctrine, and his unfavorable image in the

world community, make other Moslem leaders "not want
(Khomeini) as their leader."

He said that when Khomeini seized power, it was not

an isolated incident, but "a continuum for religious
continued on page d

Author: Racism, a deep-rooted disease
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Racism is a di.sease deeply rooted in the heart of

America, a noted author said in a lecture Friday night

at the LIniversity of Massachusetts.

Nathan Rutstein, author of To Be One, a book about

a man's battle against racial prejudice, compared

racism to alcoholism. "A great majority of people don't

understand racism is a di.sease. They don't realize they

have been infected and affected by it." hr told about

40 people in the Campus Center

He said people are implanted with the idea that

blacks are relegated to the lower strata of society.

"When a child is born, the first breath inhaled is the

di.sea.se of raci.sm."

Rutsteins lecture was the first event in a four part

series commemorating Black Hi.story Month sponsored

by the UMass Baha'i Club and the Five-College Baha'i

A.ssociation.

Rustein said Martin Luther King's dream of peace

will become reality when people discover they '.dve

been poisoned by racism. "What he saw was real. I feel

continued on page 9
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Becker-Grimshaw
cor.i-.r.uea y-om pai^e

As Becker Gnmshaw was led out of the courtroom,

advocates against the battering of women who were

present throughout the two week trial sat silently in

the courtroom for at least 10 minutes.

Becker Grimshaw's attorney, Nancy Gertner of

Boston, vowed to appeal the conviction and the

sentence, and one of the three jurors on the panel that

convicted Becker Grimshaw called the sentenct i

miscarriage of justice."

Gertner has contended that her client had suffered

physical, mental, and sexual abuse by her husband

Thomas Grimshaw, and that Becker Gnmshaw
"believed she was in fear for her life and had no alter-

native.'"

But Assistant District Attorney Francis W. Bloom,

who prosecuted the case, said during sentencing

arguments that he believed Becker Grimshaw pulled

a "con job " on the jury with her tearful testimony.

Bloom recommended an 18 to 20 year sentence, say-

ing any less would be a travesty.

Jur>' foreman Robert Loughbauer, one of three jurors

in court Friday for the sentencing, said he came to

"show support for leniency."

Loughbauer, one of more than 100 individuals who

wrote letters to Superior Court Judge John Murphy

asking for a light sentence, called the sentence "pret

ty severe" and "excessive."

Roth said she also wrote a letter to the judge asking

for leniency for Becker Grimshaw.
"When we think about these kinds of sentences be

ing handed down, this is clearly a much harsher

Lisa Becker-Grimshaw
ap photo

sentence. We have to look at the reasons why, and not

kid ourselves about the answer," she said.

Becker Grimshaw still faces charges of conspiracy to

murder, a spokeswoman for the district attorney's of

fice said.

Roth -said support for Becker-Grimshaw did not die

with the sentencing. "A lot more support can take

place," she said.

Duffey defends anthrax research

continued from page 1

The research is part of the U.S. Army Biological Defense

Research Program. According to University officials, it's

aim is finding a vaccine for the disea.se.

"The anthrax research conducted at the University

poses no danger to the health or safety of the researchers,

the University, or the local community," Duffey said in

his statement. "The strain of anthrax used in lProfes.sor

Curtis Thome's) research is non-virulent and non-

infectious."

Bonifaz said the chancellor is "uninformed" on a govern

ment report, which confirms the research could be

dangerous.

"We feel overall the statement is really unfortunate,"

Bonifaz said. "The Army it.self admits there is possibili

ty of an accident."

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1989

ASK US
Question: I've heard that using Vaseline as a lubricant

with a condom is not safe. Is this true?

Answer: Yes, this is true, it is not safe to use Vaseline

or other petroleum based products m conjunction with con-

doms, since studies have shown they break down the struc

ture of the latex material. Lubricating products that are

safe to use in conjunction with condoms are KY and H-R

Jellys (both of which are water based* along with various

spermicides. Spermicides are highly recommended with

the use of condoms because they provide additional pro-

tection against pregnancy. Spermicides which include

Nonoxynol-9 are highly effective in reducing the transmis-

sion of sexually transmitted diseases. Health Services car-

ries a variety of these products, which are available

without a prescription and at a reduced price to students.

Question: What are some other forms of barrier protec

tion m addition to condom.s?

Answer: There are several types of barrier methods

available in addition to condoms with spermicide. The

diaphram is a strong latex cup with a flexible rim that

is inserted into the vagina to completely cover the cer-

vix. It must be fitted by a clinician for sizing and used

with a .spermicide at all times. Also, it must be in.serted

before sexual intercourse and left in for six to eight hours

after. The cervical cap is another method and is very

similar to the diaphram. It too mu.st be prescribed and

used with a spermicide jelly or cream Finally, there is

the vaginal contraceptive sponge. It does not need a

pre.scription from a clinician and can he purchased over

the counter. It is a soft round sponge that is placed over

the cervix and is filled with spermicide. Consult a clini-

cian before using a form of birth control you are not sure

about.

RESUMES
Super i^ush Avarfacie

549-3840

COPYCAT
Pnnt Shop

|

228 Triangle Sl, Amherst

CINEMA

The
Naked
Gun

Two Shows 7 & 8:45

iQWNTOWN AMHfnST

HERE'S ONE COLLEGE
MEMORY WE'LL HELP

YOU FORGET.
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i

i iriiMnM< iii' i iii ii ii ii»ii iiiMiiiiii)iri<^SUN
SPRING BREAK

It yonii' liki.- ,1 li>l (>l jKiipU-, \i>ui loiimsl -l.isiinu iiK-moiy dI

ctdlcj^c IS ilu- siikliiil lo.in you'ic still p.iyinj.: \\k\. I Ik- Army h;\s ,i

.solution, rliou^h: (.|ii;ilify, si^n up with us, ;inJ we'll .si^n offon your liMn.

Each yciir you serve as a soldier, the Army will reduce your

collej^c debt hy 1/3 or $1,500, whichever ami Hint is yreater. St> after

serving just ^ years, your m)vernmenr loan c»>uld he completely paid oii.

You're eligible for this pro^iam if you haw a National Direct

Student Loan, or a C iu.iranteed Student Lo.in, iir a I c\lerally Insured

Student Ltian made after Octolx-r 1, 1975. The loan must not he in

default.

CJet a clean slate, hy erasing your college dehr. Take advantage

of the Aniiy's Loan Repayment IVot^ram. Your liKal Recniitercan tell

you it you qualify.

Northampton Army Office

241 King Street • 586-9334

ARMY.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

THE PLACE TO BE
We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode
is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The
Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both
close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy Is first come first serve

$559: VILLAS
$525: ON WATER LOCATION
$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments In guaranteed funds only!

UMA55 SKI CLUD

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE
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Protestors in Amherst fight

for S. American rainforests
By PATRICIA REGO
Collegian Correspondent

More than 50 people gathered on the

Amherst Common yesterday to protest the

construction of five dams that would
destroy 3,000 square miles of South
American rainforests.

Leslie Griffm. a member of the Rainforest

Action Group (RAGi which hosted the vigil,

said, "We are here in solidarity for the In-

dians of Brazil."

B.J. Cummings, a member of RAG, spent

la.st summer in Brazil with the Kayapo In

dians, whose homes are in danger because

of the dam.

"The Kayapo are becoming a real

political force," Cummings said, "The are

vert aware of what's going on. They
recognize that their survival depends on
the rainforest.

The six proposed dams would be located

on the Xingu River, an Amazon tributary

that runs through Kayapo reserves. The
World Bank offered $500 million in finan-

cing to the electricity sector in Brazil. The
Bank has delayed permanently approving

the loan until May. The planned dams are

part of a proposed hydroelectric network in

the Amazon that is eventually to include

more than two dozen dams.

Cummings said two Indians. Paiakan

and Kube-i. who spoke out against the

government's construction of the dams
without notifying the Indians were ar-

rested last year. The two Indians have said

the Brazilian government is carrying out

huge projects in their territory without con-

sulting Indians and without notifying them

of construction plans.

Last July, an American anthropologist,

Darrel Posey, who was living with the

Kayapo was arrested for translating the

words of the Kayapo Indians in

Washington D.C. while they asked for help

in stopping construction.

Posey was charged with interfering in

Brazil's domestic affairs because he is a

foreigner. The two Kayapo were also charg-

ed with the same crime, although they are

Brazilians. Charges for the three have

recently been dropped in appeals court.

Cummings said the Kayapo have asked

for support in opposing the dam. "Recent-

ly Amazon Indians from different tribes

have built a village on the dam site which

l'(»llt*|piin phiito b\ l>4>ndi Ahfarn

People demonstrate in the center of Amherst yesterday to save the South
American rainforests.

3,000 Indians will live." she said.

"The Kayapo feel successfully around
this rallying point and have evacuated the
village because of threats and because they

have initiated a strong political stance

against the government," Cummings said.

Bart Bouricious, a member of RAG, said

rainforests covers six percent of the earth's

land and two-thirds of all plants and

animal species are in the rainforest.

"80,000 square miles of rainforest were

destroyed this year. This year the rain

fore-st cut and burned in Brazil has been

about the size of Maine," Bouricious said.

For Your Information is a service of the Collegian

to its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press

releases can be included in FYI. For more information,

contact David at the Collegian, at 545 3500.

Rush
A rush has been scheduled by Delta Zeta sorority for

today at 5:45 p.m. For more information, contact Ellen

LaChance at 253-9916.

Lecture
The first of three lectures to be delivered by Smith

College professor Charles V. Hamilton, "Dual Agen-

da: Social Policies of Civil Rights Organizations. New
Deal to the Present," is scheduled for tomorrow at 8

p.m. in Wright Hall at the college. For more informa-

tion, contact Debra Bradley at 585 2190.

Support Group
A support therapy gioup for cancer patients, their

family and friends is beginning in Amherst. The first

For Your Information:
of eight weekly sessions is scheduled for tomorrow. The
sessions will be led by Margaret Gosselin, MPS, and
Albey Reiner, Ph.D, of the Cancer Counseling Center

of Amherst. For more information, call 549-7776 or

545-0087.

Support Group
For separated and divorced men. The group will be

meeting in Northampton from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

Wednesdays, beginning this month. For more informa-

tion, contact David Arbeitman at 527-5911.

Support Group
P-FLAG, Pioneer Valley Support Group for parents,

families, friends of lesbians and gays, meets at 7:30

p.m. the second Tuesday of every month in the Grace

Episcopal Church Parish Hall in Amherst. For more
information, contact Jean MB. Gena.sci at 532-4883.

Census Information
The annual town census is now underway bv mail

in Amherst. All forms must be returned by March 1.

For more information, contact Cornelia Como at

253 9382.

Escort Service
The Department of Public Safety offers a nightly

escort service to all points on campus. The service runs

from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. For more information, call

545 2123.

Fax Service
The Campus Center Hotel now offers Fax service to

the University community, as well as a Telex service.

Documents to be faxed are to be brought to the Hotel

Reservations office on the third ncK)r of the Campus
Center from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Payment may be

made directly or by using departmental purchase
orders. For more information, contact the service at

549-6000. ext. 7535.
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• Create fuli 4-
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reproductions of

color photos, 35mnn
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document
• Change colors and create

entirely new images.
• Reduce or enlarge images

from 50°c to 400%.
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new Islam
continued from page 3

leaders who want to become players in the future of

their country." Bulliet said he sees religion becoming

an ever-present part of politics in the Gulf area, and

warned that unless the West "changes its view on

Islamic leaders," the West's influence in the region will

be curtailed.

After Bulliets lecture. Eric Hoogland, director of the

Iran Revolution Documentation Project at the National

Security Archives in Washington, said the Reagan ad-

ministration's foreign policy concerning the gulf region

has taken "seemingly contradictory stances during the

Iran-Iraq War."
Hoogland, speaking on the "Past and Future of

Islamic Movements, " said the policy changes were a

result of "ambiguous, vacillating policies set by the gulf

nations"

Islamic expert criticizes media
conti.iuea /Tom page 3

work depictint? strugele between a man and his faith.

The death threat. Bulliet said, is not a realistic possibili-

ty when you consider the position it puts the assassin into.

He said the assassin would have to kill Rushdie, escape

from the scene of the crime and the country into Iran,

publically announce himself to be Rushdie's murderer,

prove it and then agree never to leave that country again

for the rest of your life, or else be arrested anywhere else

in the world.

The threat, he said, makes headlines and they in turn

cause fear in the world outside of Islam Fear of Khomeini.

This issue is an offshoot of the incredible demoniza

tionthat has taken place of the person of AyatollahKho

meini in the American popular mind. " Bulliet said.

Director of the Southwest Asia and Islamic Civilization

program at Tults University. Andrew Hess, said the

fallout from the hyped up media attention is probably

causing greater division between Iran and the Western

world.

"It (the book] has been treated in the media as inflam-

ing the whole Islamic world, which has affected diplomatic

difTiculties," Hess said.

Hess said reaction to the b(K>k in places like Egypt has

been muted.

Afsaneh Najmabadi, a lecturer at Harvard Divinity

School, said the threat is meant as a long-term message

to Islamic people that they should not speculate or con

template about writing critically about the Islamic aspect

of their own culture." Najmabadi said.

"It will probably be decades before anyone else would

dare to write about one's own Islamic heritage," she said.

BUDGET

TRAVEL CENTER

COUNCIL TRAVEL

413-2561261
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Copies

Half Off

AfterlOO
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Shhli...
it's a secret.

ENJOY UN( ROWDKD SKIINti AND
GREAT SAVINCJS

F'resent this coupon and take JpD.UU oil

the price of an all day adult mid wopk tirk<'t at
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Dove Business Associates, Inc. ^

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL g^
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small
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What's the secret behind
mail-order get rich schemes?

I'm going to be rich soon. Or, at least, so

says Mr. John Wright.

I have seen this guy's advertisement in

numerous magazines with this headline:

•'You can make up to ONE MILLION

Bob Bobala

DOLLARS IN 9 MONTHS
GUARANTEED!" For only $12.95 he will

let you and I in on a marvelous money
making secret which he has discovered.

Mr. Wright's advertisement is a letter to

all of us in need of money. He begins by

saying how not long ago he was $31,000 in

debt, evicted from his apartment, and stay-

ing at his cousin's house. But now, things

have changed for him. He owns four homes
in Southern California. He has a brand
new Mercedes and a Cadillac, and a million

dollar credit line. In short, he has "made
one million dollars in 9 months."

And how has he done this? Well, that's

what he wants us to send him $12.95 for.

He has discovered a great secret about

making money which he documents in his

Royal Road to Riches. He'll send us this

wonderful secret purely out of the goodness

of his own heart. "I already have all the

money and possessions I'll ever need. . . .

(Njothing is more satisfying to me than

sharing my secret only with those who
realize a golden opportunity and get on it

quickly," he writes. Of course, one must
wonder, if this man is so generous that he

wants to share thi.s great secret with us,

why is he charging us $12.95 for the

information?

Does he give us a hint of what this great

secret might be? No. But he tells us what
it's not. "This has nothing to do with door-

to-door selling, telephone .solicitation, real

estate or anything else that mvolves per-

sonal contact. "
I'll never have to talk to

anyone again and I can still become rich.

A dream come true.

Furthermore, "you can do it at home in

your spare time. . . . You can use this secret

to make money if you live in a big city or

on a farm or anywhere m between." Well,

personally, I would like to become rich

while living an isolated life in a log cabin,

hidden deep m the Rocky Mountams.

"This secret will change your life ... It

will give you everything you need and will

solve all your money problems." I'm drop-

ping out of school after this semester. What
do I need a degree for?

The ad ends with a money back

guarantee (plus he'll send you $20.00 freet

for those who, by freak chance, do not

"solve all your money problems with this

secret (in just 30 daysi." We have nothing

to lose. Thanks to this man we can wipe out

poverty. John Wright is America's savior.

Every time I see this ad I get bent out of

shape. Just the fact that the ad still runs

all the time must mean that people actual

ly send him money. So I've sent him my
$12.95. I can't stand it anymore. I have to

find out what he's trying to pull. I'm go-

ing to nail him for mail fraud, or whatever

other scam he's running.

Mr. Wright is trying to rope us in by say-

ing he can offer us the American Dream:

something for nothing. He offers us

everything we want so badly m this world.

"You will be master of your own time and
fate and nobody can boss you around. . .

You will have more lime to spend with lov-

ed ones and you will be able to take care

of them in emergencies. . . Most of all, you

will finally have PEACE OF MIND "

And he backs it all up with several

statements from "people who have put this

amazing secret into use and gotten all the

money they ever desired. " Of course, their

"initials have been used in order to protect

their privacy. " but he has "full information

and the actual proof of their success in (his)

files."

Well. Mr. Wright, I've sent you my
$12.95. Please send me your wonderful

.secret and my peace of mind. And I'll be

in touch. I guarantee it.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

Bookstores' right to choose

On Friday. February 24th. the Col

legian Board of Editor's editorial in-

formed us that the unwillingness of

bookstores to .sell Salman Rushdie's

"The Satanic Verses" was an infringe-

ment of our First Amendment rights.

The editors said; "...these bookstores,

which so eagerly reaped the profits of

the First Amendment, are now equally

eager to take away the very thing that

benefited them in the past."

What the editors are implying is that

bookstores, must sell books of a specific

type, especially those which are con-

troversial. This public mandating on

how businesses should dispose of their

funds, is a violation of Constitutional

private property rights.

In addition, the First Amendment
does not require for those who want to

speak, the means to speak. If I wanted

to express my views on a speaker system

accross UMass, would my First Amend-
ment rights be violated if the speaker

system was not paid for by UMass? No.

Also, are we to feel violated that the

"Food For Thought Bookstore" probably

doesn't carry William F. Buckley? No
Kirk Merrow

Gorman, UMass

t.ecesiav.iV re!.

Curiosity gone way too far
An attractive woman in Costa Mesa

California contemplates life as a mortgage
broker. She is single. Lonely Maybe she

Qven likes baseball. She decides there's a

distinct void in her life — so she settles on
having an affair with a married father of

Alise Harfield

two, one of Americas most successful and

popular baseball players.

"This broker is no fool. Not only is she less

lonely for 4 years (forget the fact she only

sees him when he's playing on the road, she

does get to travel to lots of cities i, she

realizes this red-headed Red Sock is quite

wealthy

She decides that as his mistress, his pro-

vider of diversion on those tough, long and

lonely road trips away from his wife and

kids; she too deserves to be rich. So .she

"comes clean" of the affair, suing him for

a cool million, defaming him. his team, his

wife, his kids.

but then, this broker decides a pending

6 million is not enough to heal her wounds.

He isn't embarrassed enough. The public

hasn't been fully satiated of quips from his

private life, his sexual appetite, his

unfaithfulness.

Money, apparently, begets money.

So, respectable woman as she is, she

decides to sell to yet an even more respec

table magazine racist and sexually offen

sive tales for $100,000 to hold her over 'til

the big bucks roll in. Now with an

overzealous curiousity, th epublic gets to

hear what Wade Boggs says to his respec-

table, discreet broker about his teammates,

their sexual appetites (his wasn't enough

for us), their morals, their being caught in

a hotel rom with a stripper. Interesting

stuff, huh?

Oh, and if the hundred grand weren't

enough, she settles on selling the same

magazine "sensational nude pictures" of

herself and more "sizzling locker-room in-

trigue". Pin money.

This broker will now walk happily away
from Wade Boggs, her new fortune will

erase her "anger" at being his second fid

die. The teammates will think twice about

who to trust there in the dugout, what to

say and how to act. The wives, for sure, will

have a lot to say. And, perhaps Wade will

have learned his lesson.

That leaves the rest of us who just got to

read about it.

We the public got yet another window

through which to scrutinize, and judge , a

man's private life just because he happens

to be a public figure. A respected athlete

who became an adulterer, and an alleged

racist. But an athlete just the same.

An athlete. Not a preacher, not a politi-

cian. He is a man we watch after a long day

of work or on a lazy Sunday for enter-

tainmennt (baseball — the American .sport).

Not for religion. Not for politics. For

leisure. He does not preach morals, then

spend a surruptitious evening in a hotel

with a prostitute. He does not seek a

Democratic nomination, then sail away
with a model. All he ever does is provide

us with the most bat-andball contact this

city, this country, has seen in a long time.

And we fans love that, don't we?

But still we have to judge. Forget his

awesome batting average, his defensive

play at third base. Who cares about that

now? NOW there's better stuff to say about

Wade. Don't get me wrong — judging is

often necessary. We should take into con-

sideration the morals of those we vote for,

those who preach to us. Politicians and

evangelists are not players of games we

watch on TV for entertainment.

But baseball is. Sporting events are. And
an athlete's personal life should have no

bearing on one of the few institutions we
Americans have, until now, thought of as

pure fun.

Alise Harfield is a Collegian columnist

Adapting to this v^eather takes more than a minute
There is an old saying that goes "If you don't like the

weather in New England, wait a minute and it will

change."
Well, I've been waiting, and so far I haven't seen any

change. Just when I thought I had this whole weather bit

figured out, this happens.

They give us a winter without snow.

How can this be? Just about every place in the entire

northern hemisphere has been hit by the wonderful, white

wet stuff this year except the Pioneer Valley. Well, you

can't count that one snowfall about a month ago that

disappeared the next day when it was 60 degrees. Or the

occasional flurries that have similarly gone by the wayside

as fa.st as they came in.

And there was that snowstorm that nailed the rest of

the east coast on Friday. Twenty inches in New Jersey,

10 on Cape Cod, six in Boston - but none here in balmy

Amherst.
No snow. New England. Strange stuff.

Of course, everyone has a theory as to what's going on.

Scientists blame the greenhouse effect, brought to you by

America's factories which have clouded the atmosphere.

Thus comes a gradual warming trend which will some-

day give New York City a climate similar to Fort Lauder-

dale (but I still couldn't imagine anyone wanting to vaca-

tion in the Big Apple - sorry, folks).

Of course, this doesn't take into account the fact that

Jim Clark

it was in the 30s in Florida on Friday. Still, it's a viable

theory. Surely those in the know have done their

homework, but it seems that the change is a little drastic

for that particular belief to hold much water. Plus, it's

been pretty damn cold at times this year, so signs don't

point to us whipping out the Bermuda shorts and

Vuarnets at Christmas time in the immediate future.

Cold. As usual. But no snow.

Weird.

So if it's not the greenhouse effect, then what is going

on?
Maybe it's just a freak of nature. Or maybe history was

just a freak of nature, all two billion years of it, and this

is the way things are supposed to be.

Nah, that .seems a little silly. There's got to be some sort

of explanation. Something simple.

How about the new Presidential administration? Dan
Quayle — everyone loves to blame everything on him. Got-

ta be his fault. Ever since he was elected, no snow. Dan
Quayle, everyone's favorite .scapegoat. Gotta be.

Or how about Salman Rushdie? He's the hot commodi-

ty now, but he's got enough problems. We won't pin this

on him, too.

Margo Adams. Since she's been in the news since last

July, maybe Mother Nature thought that it was still

baseball season, and just skipped right over winter.

Whatever you might think, all 1 know is that we as

Americans have been deprived of the joys of the winter

months - skating, sledding, skiing on real snow, throw-

ing it down each others' backs, .skidding off the road into

trees, all those things we cherish.

Sorry, but I don't miss the stuff one bit.

Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist who went outdoors

last night to find his car covered. Oh well, I guess I should

have known.
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Townspeople hand together against hunters
, ^ ... _^-^. .!._:_ u~i~ „„.:„^..^ >u,.t uc; .^w.<>r.t <^rtK^> tMn two neonle ridinii horseback in Sand

MONTEREY tAP» - Whoever gave

Sophie, a Belgian draft horse, a rear end

full of buckshot inadvertently triggered the

sort of town wide protest that has spread

throughout western Massachusetts.

Sophie's shooting m 1985. possibly by a

hunter that her owner had shooed off the

horse's backyard pasture, has caused

townspeople to rally against a rash of viola-

tions by out-of-town nimrods.

"At the time I was too busy making sure

my horse survived to think much about it,"

said Ellen Pearson. Sophie's owner "But

then several people in town called and said.

"This is it. and since it was your horse that

was shot, you head the committee.
'

Since Sophie's recovery, a handful of

other small towns have banded together

against careless and sometimes hostile

hunters to remind them of the laws concer

ning trespassing. The townspeople have

formed a.ssociations to po.st no trespassing

signs and demand that hunters obtain writ

ten permission before setting foot on their

land.

The Monterey association was not the

first in western Massachusetts, but it has

become one of the stronge.st because of

animal injuries.

"Another woman there had her dog kill

ed because she refused a hunter permission

to hunt on her land." said Tyringham

selectman Marv Hale.

The Monterey group, in fact, borrowed its

bylaws from the Tyringham asscKiation,

which Hale helped organize 14 years ago

after seeing one too many strangers show

up on her property, gun in hand.

"We've had some people come on our land

and tell us to get off the land. " Hale said.

"They've pointed guns at us. One man we

found in a stand on a tree. He was from out

of town, so we asked him to come down and

identify himself When became down, the

safety went off and the gun went off, almost

killing .someone."

Hale estimated that 95 percent of the 380

people who live in the town belong to the

association.

"They don't mind people hunting. Most

of our members enjoy hunting themselves.

They just wanted to know who was wander-

ing around their land, whether they were

sober or drunk"
Under the Tyringham rules, members

may hunt on one another's land. All others

must get written permits from landowners

that they are required to post on their

windshields and carry on them while

hunting.

"You know ii > >u<.ces.sful becauM.- \At' re

. not having fencescut. animals hurt, the

number of people who used to invade the

town," Hale said.

Townspeople in Sandisfield. New
Marlboro, Hancock, and Alford also have

joined the movement with their own

bylaws.

Among other recent incidents. Hale said

two people riding horseback in Sandisfield

were shot at last fall, possibly by a hunter,

and a truck owned by a Dover man was hit

with bullets in Great Barrington last year.

And in the most tragic case, a 71 year

old Wibrahim grocer was killed in his

backyard in 1986 by a stray shot from a

hunter. An inquest into the death deter-

mined It was an accident and no criminal

negligence was involved.

.Alcohol related accidents and problems

involving inexperienced hunters are not as

common as many believe, officials from the

state Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

contend. "There are .some bad apples. But

on the whole, the hunters we see are sober

and careful," one official told The
Berkshire Eagle.

Steve Williams, a deer biologist with the

department, noted that hunting restric-

tions may result in an increase of the deer

population, rising deer diseases, and many
more nuisance reports.
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. Amhcrs'-549-5-i03 • Open Mam
7 Days A Week • Cal. ic Take Out

Kitchen Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 1 OC Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Jameson Irish Coffee $1.75

Drink of the Week

Mooschcad $1.75
Beer of the Month

m
FOOD GIVE-A-WAYS

Tues. IOC Baffalo Wings 9-12

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 9-12

Sanday 4 Burger Platters for $5 00 6-10
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Styles By Deborah
65Unlverslty Dr.,Amherst

549-5610
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COMING SOON

BAY

Murray D's

Why More?
The UMASS Ski Club {nvites you to Montego Bay, Jamaica, West Indies.

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your

Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has, at your disposal, water

sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

by low-budget, problem-filled tear-ofis that, m the end, turn to np-offs WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOMI^ODATIONS AND
FLIGHTS' Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion island!

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE-
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT
Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • S569 per person from JFK

"All Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

Presented Sj^„^^.-^/^C^><V

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437
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BLACKAFEMRS
The black experience in Britain:

The historical dimension

CMegian filf phiito

Prof. Stephen Small

By Stephen Small
Special to the Collegian

The following is the third

in a series of articles to pn*-

iide a historical analysis of
blacks in Britain and their

relationship to blacks

America.

It doesn't make much
sense to attempt an
understanding of the black

experience in this country

without some knowledge of

slavery, Jim Crow segrega-

tion and the .migration from

the south.

Similarly, it makes little sense to look at blacks in

England without some knowledge of their past. And over

there, black history is shaped as much by the British Em-
pire, as it is by our presence in England itself

Slavery in England did not occur on plantations; it hap-

pened in the manors and mansions of the aristocracy.

The most distinctive aspect of this history is the unity

we created in England, and with blacks in America and

Africa, to achieve our common goals. Regardless of the

personal threats to themselves, blacks came together and

joined their brothers and sisters throughout the diaspora

to demand freedom. In this respect, the history of blacks

in England and America is inextricably entwined.

Blacks have been in England since Roman times but

little is known about their activities except that they com-

manded soldiers and often held high positions. From the

1550s. blacks became more widely reported in England

and by 1596 had even caught the attention of Queen

Elizabeth I. She issued a proclamation demanding their

extradition because they were "infidels" and the country

was facing economic pressures. Blacks probably watched

Shakespeare's plays, and who knows how much the

character of Othello was shaped by their presence!

Blacks ended up in Britain as slaves, and they went as

sailors. They went direct from Africa, but others first ex-

perienced the atrocities of slavery in the sugar colonies

And many went on the losing side of the British after the

American Revolution. The black community had many
dimensions. Paupers and beggars, servants and domestics,

.students and scholars, and even the companions and

escorts of royalty. Yet all suffered the adversities of racial

hostility.

The black contribution to the wealth of the British Em-

pire has been well documented. The city of Liverpool con-

sisted of a few huts until its involvement in slavery made

it the biggest port in the country. But black influence on

English life and political culture is less well known.

Most blacks in England were free. At their peak in 1715

the black population was estimated to number 15,000.

Most of the slaves were personal servants and status sym-

bols to the nobility. There were no plantations and most

of the agricultural work was done by poor whites.

Though their numbers were never large, their pre.sence

gave rise to considerable controversy. James Somersett

was brought to England as a slave. He escaped and upon

being recaptured his ma.ster tried to return him to the

West Indies. The noted abolitionist, Granville Sharp, got

involved in the case and in 1772 Lord High Chief Justice

Mansfield returned a decision that no person could for

cibly be removed from English soil. It was interpreted as

the abolition of slavery, but in fact many blacks continued

to be held in bondage until the institution was abolished

throughout the British Empire in 1838.

Blacks had been an active influence on the Mansfield

decision. They continually offered resistance and fled their

masters, .seeking refuge in the small but cohesive com

munities of blacks in England's ports. Together they

helped each other, offered mutual comfort and support,

and struggled to end slavery everywhere.

Blacks were also found in the highest courts of the land

Olaudah Equiano, Ottobah Cuguano, Ignatius Sancho and

.Ir.K Ron tJolnmin ti'oro ViiirKU- nHlf'ttoH hlafk« th^t rr>r>v

ed in high circles Though they frequented the courts of

A people without a knowledge
of their history and culture is like

a tree without roots.

- Marcus Garvey

the aristocracy they never losf sight of their brothers and

sisters. All active campaigners against slavery, speaking

at meetings, writing books and inspiring others. Their

fight did not end with abolition; they campaigned for

racial equality in America and against the double in

justices black women faced and became a heroine as a

nurse in the Crimean war. Other blacks, too, were part

of the English working class struggle in the Charti.st

movement, and in the formation of trade unions.

As blacks united, a network was extended across the

Atlantic and a warm welcome offered. Phyllis Wheatly,

Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Wa.shington all visited

England. In the 1890's the indefatigable WEB. Du Bois

went to England. At the turn of the century Marcus

Garvey found his way way there too. And in the 1930s

Jomo Kenyatta, Kwame Nkrumah and Julius Nyerere •

each of whom later became the leader of an African na

tion came together in the Pan-African Congress for

African liberation.

Although few people know much about it, blacks in

England began a tradition of sustained resistance to in

justice. P>om those in the most abject poverty to the

richest and educated, blacks came together in common
purpose and with united spirit. Through political activi-

ty they forged international links that reverberated

throughout the British Empire. Though spread

throughout the diaspora they u.sed innovation and in

genuity to stay alive and to sustain our community.

In contemporary America, as well as in England, we
would do well to learn from the heroism and solidarity

of our forebears. Those who went beyond our differences

to demand and defend the intere.sts of black people as a

community.

Next week we look at the trials and tribulations of

blacks as post-war immigrants.

The author is a member of the sociology department. He

teaches courses on comparative class and racial inequality.

Franklin pays tribute to Du Bois

VfSA
ColleRian photo by .Inson Talrrman

John Hope Franklin relaxes before deliver-

ing a lecture here Thursday.

By Paulette Person

Collegian Correspondent

Last Thursday, Feb. 23 approximately 200 people

gathered in Memorial Hall to hear a lecture entitled

"WEB. Du Bois: A personal memoir," presented by

John Hope Franklin.

The lecturer began his lecture by .saying, "the few

number of people who can .say that they know W.E.B.

Du Bois is becoming fewer." Franklin, an admirer of

Du Bois focused his lecture on his interpretation of Du

Bois as a person and his relationship with Du Bois.

According to Franklin, Du Bois devoted his his life

to improving the quality of life for blacks. Du Bois

spoke at many colleges and often analyzed the educa-

tion of black students in conjunction with Negro

in.stitutions.

Franklin quoted Du Bois as .saying "all [Negro] col-

leges and universities should. abf)ve all, be founded on

the knowledge of black people in Africa and America."

Franklin concluded his lecture by saying "There will

come a time when people will ask who Du Bois is. [and!

they will know ' Chancellor Joseph Duffey and Direc

tor "of the State office of Tourism Deborah First had

earlier announced plans to turn his |Du BoisI Great

Barrington homesite into a memorial and touri.st site.

A reception was held after the lecture and gue.sts had

the opportunity to admirer the archives written by Du

Bois that were on display.

lecture

continued from pagt 3

there will come a day when his dream will be realiz

ed," he said.

Rutstein said we try to create peace, but do not pro-

mote unity.

Rutstein said laws are passed to eradicate discrimina

tion and segregation, symptoms of racism, but these

laws can be circumvented.

"The greatest stumbling block is racism in society,"

he said. "If Dr. King were alive today, his heart would

ache.'

Rutstein said the first step in overcoming racism, like

alcoholism, is discovering the infection and the need

for help. "It's a painful process, ridding oneself of this

disease, but it must be done, and not alone."

He said it will be a tough journey, but "the truth shall

make you free. There's no growth without pain."

Rutstein suggested UMass try a racism anonymous

program similar to the program Williams College has

.set up on a trial basis. The program at Williams is

designed similar to the 12-step Alcoholics Anonymous.

Rutstein compared the uniqueness of human beings

to the individuality of each grain of sand on a beach.

"No two people are alike, yet we're all members of the

human family."

He said people must also realize we are all related.

"We are all at least 50th cousins. Scientists and

cultural anthropologists only now are realizing this."

This "unification of humankind" is al.so essential for

peace, he said.

"As the poison disappears," he said, "we will see

things not seen before, hear things not heard before

and feel things not felt before. A black man and a white

man will make eye contact and the oneness of

humankind will be realized."

Amherst hosts black

business conference
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

Saturday the Black Business Association of Amherst

College (BBAACi held a leadership seminar, entitled "Liv

ing Beyond The Dream ".

Angela Reddock. who acted as a coordinator of the event,

.said that "The purpose of this seminar'is to provide a

forum in which Black .students can come together and

discuss challenges and issues we must face in our career

choices."

The seminar consisted of workshops on topics of educa-

tion, politics.business and economics and medicine.

Workshops were hosted by prominent Black educators in-

cluding Profes.sor Rhonda Cobham Sander, Dr. Richard

Sims, and Mulazzimuddin Rasool. Featured as the keynote

.speaker was Walter Fauntroy, Chairman of the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference and democratic congres-

sional representative from Washington D.C.

The day began with an arrival/registration session

which took place from 9-10 a.m. From 10 a.m. until 10:30

a Briefing session took place, followed by a film "Beyond

The Dream". Between 11:30 and 12:45 ,
Professor

Cobham, who teaches English at Amherst College, lec-

tured on "Living Beyond The Dream In Education". Also

during the same time period Dr. Richard Simms, who is

an Alumnus of Amherst College and who is now a pro-

fessor at the University of Pennsylvania specializing in

Geriatrics, lectured on "Living Beyond The Dream in the

Medical Field".

Between 1:00 and 2:00 there was a luncheon, and then

afterwards Mulazzimuddin Rasool facilitated a workshop

entitled "Living Beyond The Dream in Politics". He is

a graduate student at UMass specializing in Instructional

Leadership and Staff Development. Culminating the day's

events, Walter Fauntroy spoke on the challenges facing

Blacks in the world market. Fauntroy is the fourth rank-

ing member of the House Banking. Finance and Urban

Affairs Committee. Urban i.ssues and the impact of foreign

investors on U.S. businesses were the key areas focused

on in his talk.

WRITE FOR

BLACK AFFAIRS
Come down to 1 1.3 Campu.s Center and talk to Joe Hill or

Thomas Mamhande, or call 545-3500.
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AKTS&LIVINS
Dusk brings a new dimension to dance theatre

A touch of classical

By ANDREA HARTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Last Friday and Saturday night, two fascinating dance

theatre works under the title "Dusk" were performed at

the East Street Theatre in Northampton. These shows

were startling, unique and made the viewer feel uncom-

fortable and intrigued at the same time.

The show was not the typical kind of dance or theatre

that most p)eople are used to. but it was movement theatre

which has its origins in all areas of human nature. The

scenery, costumes and music held as much importance as

the movement of the dancers in conveying moods and

themes. The actions of the dancers were a combination

of gestures and mimes that were both agile and pur

posefully awkward. Most of the actions and materials ap

peared very symbolic and their meanings were at times

mysteriously secret and obscure.

The show's director, Paula Josa-Jones from Boston, also

performed in the first work: a fact which is unusual in

itself. Her sources of influence have included methods of

German Expressionism and Asian dance and drama.

When developing a new work Josa-Jones takes an idea

and "nourishes it through a long process of exploration,

reading, digging deeplt into personal history, and finally

risk-taking vocal and movement improvisation with the

company.
The first performance was "Anima Motnx " which

means "moving spirit." The sparse set by Meredith Davis

contained only long, hanging strips of material. The

music, written by Glenn Branca and the scenery both

created an eerie, unsettling feeling.

Josa Jones and Elizabeth Witham were the two dancers

who entranced the viewer through their jerky, primitive

convulsions and swaymgs . Josa-Jones in a patterned robe,

weaved slowly through the grove of material while

Witham with painted skin and a mask, rose and fell from

a pile of fabric on the floor. All at once the figures started

to move together, and the drum beats in the background,

combined with their movements, resembled an ancient

tribal dance.

The second and longer piece. "At the Edge of the

Garden" was performed by four dancers: Scott deLahun-

ta, Pamela Newell. Mark 6. Pugh and Elizabeth Witham.

Josa-Jones described this work as "a surreal excursion

back and forth across the boundary between wilderness

and civilisation." The set contained bare trees, piles of

dtad leaves, four wood chairs draped with clothing and

a cabbage.

The actions of the figures were at times blunt and near-

violent. Bodies slammed to the floor, struggled, groped and

pushed the others about. The dancers' aggressiveness con-

trasted with the loose and playful qualities of their ac-

tions at other points, the audience was charmed and amus-

ed by the antics of the two figures as they struggled over

strips of colored rags.

The costumes of the dancers constantly changed, and

for some time they wore no costumes at all. The nudity

might have shocked or even horrified some viewers, but

somehow it was relative to the context of the work.

The background sounds for this piece included voices

chanting, bells gonging. and birds chirping, and were prt>

vided by Michael William Gilbert. Uatki, Gabrielle Roth

and Harry Partch.

The two works were not narratives, but patterns of im-

ages moving together.

My intent is to make performance works which

challenge assumptions ... the performer becomes part

of the continuum of the dance, not its sole focus," said

Josa-Jones.

The final impression of the visual strangeness of the

works probably differed among viewers, but a sense of

questioning was most likely a common element.

The Essex String Quartet, one of this

country's most successful young string

quartets, will be performing on Wednes-

day, March 8 at 8:15 p.m. in Benzanson

Recital Hall. The concert is open to the

public and is free of charge.

The program will open with Beethoven's

"Quartet Opus 18 -2," followed by "Ainsi

la Nuit" by Duttileux. To conclude the

evening, the quartet will play Schubert's

"Quartetsssatz in C Minor and Dvorak's

"Quartet in F Major, Opus 96."

The Essex String Quartet are Zoran

Jakovcic, violin; Jonathan Dubay, violin:

Amy Dulsky Little, viola; and Yuhsik An
drew Kim, cello.

Music of Handel and Telemann will be

pre.^^ented at the Forbes Library, Nor-

thampton on Thursday, March 9, at 8 p.m.

Performers will include Michele Eaton,

.soprano; Laurie Ca.stellano, violin; Roy

Rudolph on viola de gamba; and Mathew
Cron, harpsichord. Admission is free.

Soprano, Michele Eaton is currently

enrolled in the Master's porogram at

UMass, where .she studies with John Hum
phrey. Laurie Castellano performs

throughout the area and has appeared with

the Amherst Early Music Workshop and

other ensembles. Gambist Roy Rudolph

received his undergraduate degree from

Amherst College and is currently working

toward a Masters in music from Smith.

Harpsichordist Matthew Cron, a graduate

of UMass also has a Master's in music from

Smith.

Professor Eric dalheim of the Universi-

ty of Illinois will give a recital on Monday,

March 13 at 8 p.m. in Benzanson Recital

Hall. The public is invited to attend free

of charge.

Mr. Dalheim has held the position of

vocal coach and accompanist at the Univer-

sity of Illinois since 1961. He has concer

tised with many notable singers and in

strumentalists and is in frequent demand

as official accompanist and guest clinician

for the National Association of Teachers of

Singing. He has participated in numerous

summer festivals^ _^

Photo by Phil NirhoU rourt»»v of Wurncr Bro» R«-ordi.

HUGO LARGO - acclaimed New York avant-garde combo, showing

their "Mettle" at the Blue Wall Cafe this coming Saturday. Supporting

them will be Galaxie 500, who seem to be poppin' up everywhere these

davs. _^^__^_^^^^,^-—

Galaxie are more than shooting stars
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

The Buffalo Tom exodus took me to Boston on Satur

day for a show at the Rat with Galaxy 500 and BALL.
Yes. I expand my radius to the swamp that is the Back

Bay to enjoy one of the finer things in life, a good Boston

rock show. At the risk of sounding like one of those

heinous WBCN inspired fanzines, there is no doubt in my
mind that Boston is running neck and neck with Seattle

down the road to Egypt-like status. Pyramids will be con-

structed Giant stone monuments constructed for the

celebration of rock The .sweat of 100.000 slaves. You get

the picture. This stuff is important to me. It must be,

because I missed LSU bury L'NLV at the buzzer ju.st to

breathe carbon monoxide on the Mass Pike in a mutant
"75 Chevy Impala for two hours. 1 hate UNLV. Any team

that would fire up around a coach that releases his bad

mental energy by ripping apart towels with his 65 year

old teeth just does not indicate good things about

Americas .selection process for role models.

.At any rate I got home just in time to see Sherman
Douglas go nine for fourteen on alley oops against the

largely disoriented Kentucky Wildcats. A lot prettier site

than watching Boston rock guru Billy Ruaine nearly

choke himself with his own tie while exulting the praises

of Buffalo Tom (see photo), but no less exciting. The

former gets the blood flowing while the latter curdles it.

No matter, I'll take my kicks wherever I can. One of those

places is at any Buffalo Tom show, anywhere. So as I

don't dish out the praise too freely, I'll try to be a little

bit practical. They played a short set. and still went away
with a lot of crowd support. They have definitely got their

feet under them and are on the way to bigger, more na-

tional appeal. Now, if those freaks out in Lawndale would

only put out that record. They played for only about 40

minutes and preempted many songs from the album in

favor of new material. Rock success is definitely parabolic

in growth. Good people can definitely smell a good thing

coming down the road Buffalo Tom could do no wrong,

even for a mainly Galaxie 500, mainly mellow crowd.

Galaxie 500 signifies good things for me. they are the

first good band to come out of Harvard since the Modern
Lovers. Its about time Harvard gives us something in

return for making them the pillars of society. I dont care

about all that science crap that Hows out of that place.

I care about two things: hard rock and college basketball.

They play like you'd expect a Harvard band to play. Good,

heady, lootsy po.st punk. It might not be fair to call them

a combination of the Cowboy Junkies and the Velvet

Underground but I've got this wierd honest streak in

me. 1 ju.st cant shield my thoughts. Their set showed a

lot more maturity than their recent debut album. The

record. Today on Aurora seems a little hurried but it

definitely has the skeleton of a real good record.

I didn't want to have anything to do with BALL but

a bitter ex-girlfriend of mine showed up and I was able

to mask my indifference toward her by feigning interest

in BALL. They exemplify everything that is bad with

New York rock. Ju.st a good lot of pretensious mofos wear

ing sungla.sses and leather overcoats. ignoring sensibili-

ty in favor of noise Luckily Galaxie bailed them out by

joining in on a pretty solid cover of "Rain ", a Beatles song

that Im always afraid will get bastardized when another

band attempts it. Once again, a tiny Boston band teaches

the hot shots from the big city how a real rock band earns

their draw.

BILLY RUAINE
floor

(olkgian photo b> .Jason Talerman

Boston rock guru hits the

Counseling Psychology

What's New At ...

HAMPDEH
SNACK DAR

... Something For Everyone!

GRILL
Open 7:30 am until 10:45 pm
(Weekends - open 8:30 am)

Breakfast specials until 11:00 am
Everything cooked to order

SNACK BAR
Salads - Sandwiches
Fresh Fruit & More

PIZZA PARLOR
Whole pizzas made to order

Pizza by the slice

CREAMERY
Ice cream - Sundaes - Cookies

Cakes - Cocoas - Coffees

1 1 :30 am to 1 1 :30 pm

Boston-BouvoC'olU'Ke of Human I)(>vol<>pm(Mi( Professions

at Norihoastorn University offers part-time and full-time graduate

degree programs in t he areas of Counseling I*.sychology. Students

may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degre(v

All counseling courses are taught by licensed psycholo-

gists, ('lass size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analyt ical and theoretical courses as

well as practiceoriented courses. In addition to classroom work,

all programs include applied experience in a supervised

clinical environment.
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate

Programs in Coun.seling I'sychology call ((il?) 437-2708. Or write to

CJraduate School, Ik).ston-Bouve College of Human Development
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 02115.

Rl
Northeastern

University

And|iial"|'p<>rliinit>"

iiffirmalivp iirlioii dtiiralional

liiMitullon aniiemployrr

Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in injuries from: • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bifes

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unles:.

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO 8c GOGEL, P.C.
AnORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
see us In the Nynex yellow pages

rrfwwwvwwww^^wvwvwwwww^^^Art/v^A/v^A/vv^ArtA/^^

TIMEOUT
WE HAVE BUSCH
PITCHERS $3.60

Best price in town!

Lunclies served daily

«" You deserve some Time Out «>o

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

UPC PRESENTS
,'3 ^ va'

r- *• lib
3 3 3 3. "

«***S(
' III III III I

SATURDAY
MARCH 4

8,00 IN THEBLUEWALL CAFE
UMASS

$ 6 UMASSSTUDENT
$ 7GENERAL PUBLIC

FOB THERBCg55-/,AS^J^***"*^"
RECORDS-NORTHAMPTON

1^^

SNOWBIRD

r

ALTA

4) y.^ -^

UTUDB

PARK WEST

y^r^'. / X*"--*'

- ^:f

§>'
s^p

UMass Ski Club has received lodging

in Salt Lake City for Spring Break

Price includes lodging, rental car, &
air fare. Lift ticket packages are

available.

$450—Contact UMass Ski Club

UMASS SKI CLUB
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Oil Can apologizes to Boggs for remarks
WINTER HAVEN. Fla <AP) - Contro%tMsiai pitchtr

Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd of the Boston Red Sox apoto|^ized

yesterday to Wade Bojigs for suggesting; the All-Star third

basemen is a sex addict and should st^ a psychiatrist.

A few hours later Boyd went into a rage, shouting

obscenities, when confronted by writers in the clubhouse.

However, Red Sox General Manager Lou Gt»rman and
Manager Joe Morgan said that Boyd had apologized to

Boggs for his derogatory remarks regarding his team-

mate's four-year affair with Margo Adams.
"he told Wade he didn't mean anything by it," Gorman

said. "He said he didn't say things that way. the way it

came out in the paper.

Boyd btK-ame the first Boston player to criticize Boggs
publicly since Adams detailed her affair and named other

Red Sox players in the first of a steamy two-part series

in Penthouse magazine earlier this week

Boyd, who was not named in the first article, recalled

F'nday he was suspended for three days for a temperamen-

tal outburst after not being named to the American

League All-Star team in 1986. He apologized to team
mates and was about to rejoin the team when he had a

confrontation with police near his home.

Boyd then entered the University of Massachusetts

Medical Center for about a week, and came back to help

the Red Sox wm the American League pennant.

The skinny right bander, plagued by arm problems since

he won a career high 16 games in 1986. talked about the

Boggs affair with a couple of New England writers Mon-

day after a team workout.

"They were talking about banning me out of baseball

because I've got a temper," he told the Boston Herald. "I

got to go to a psychiatrist because I got mad. Here's a guy

says he's a .sex fiend Now who needs the psychiatrist'^"

Boyd also said that after his tantrum in 1986 "I had to

come in and apologize to the team"

"He has apologized, too. " the pitcher said. "It seemed

like mine was harder to do. I didn't want to apologize. It

seems like it should be a little different. It doesn't seem

to bother the young man."

"We got a guy running around doing crazy stuff like

that and everyone acts like nothing happened. He gets

a pat on the back."

Morgan said he talked to Boyd yesterday morning and

"he said he talked with Wade and there seems to be no

problem
"

"He told me he didn t think he said anything personal

against Wade." Morgan said. "Sex fiend? I'm only say

ing what he told me
"

f^l
... with campus health issues

SHAB'

^^m• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health

care concerns
•Review UHS budget
• Serve on UHS Search
Committees

• Meet other students

interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!

Date: Tuesday. February 28th

Where: Univ. Health Center Room 302
Time: 5:15 - 6:15 p.m.

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
* STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES

Munchy

ON SALE NOW THROUGH
MARCH 10

Wheat Wafer 1 Va oz Sale 5/$1.00

Friut & Fiber Cereal 12 oz Sale $2.00

Poptarts Sale $1.19

Maxwell House Coffee Sale $2.99

Drip or Reg. Grind

Very Fine Juices 10 oz Sale 2/$1.00

Chips Ahoy Sale $1.69

Teddy Grahams Sale $1.29

M & Ms 1.69 oz Sale 3/$1.00

Plain or Peanut

STOCK UP NOW!

AVAILABLE IN THESE MUNCHYS
HAMPDEN WORCESTER FRANKLIN

KOD?5
ONE EARTH TOUR

''Electrifying Drums'"
"...a miracle of music

"...a global phenomenon

r f

f f

Friday, March 3. 8 p.m.

F.A.C. Concert Hall

Students $9-$ 11
Call 545-2511

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

COLLEGIAN
ATTENTION

SOPHOMORE/JUNIOR
MARKETING MAJORS

EXPERIENCE is a must to be successlul in

gaining the competitive edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE on campus

Applications for position of

MARKETING/PROMOTIONS MANAGER
are now being accepted

This position requires Responsibility, Dedication and Time

Commitmenl-the qualities thai luture employers are looking lor

Come down to the Collegian Business Oltice in the Campus
Center (RM 1 13 - lower level, 545-3500) and pick up a job

application and description and submit it no later than

Wednesday, March 1.

m'/f-eoe
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON

• Wouldn t you know it! Now the Hendersons
have the bomb."

BLOOM COUNTY By BERKE BREATHED

"^^
CAP TO NUprry
weeK 0PU3

dremKPesd
5CW0L

z t'

•ALIlfJUftTt ilKlP FOR fCP 27 Ife9-

^^NBFIT Of we F£M
cowARPcy LOCAL mroRS
moNo om^ CLifMTS v-zl-^

A mjoe pomcp tkump
HAS peeN offeREP a^
A Ml^y ANP Ff^UPt^

OPTION.

IJf wm RmpiNo
mE5emKP5 you
NOW KNOi^ iMmi
dopt or mooibH
PLUeN05e5
RUN WIS
NewSIWBP

,smu

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

SrR/lMGE DOUBLE LIFE QFTHE CHANCELLOR:
he: /5 THE
Pl/^BOLICAL
6;ENIUS BEM/r^D
THE Notorious
Amherst publ/c
Higher EDucAiiotj

"Racket.

...But /\s

chanccllornah,
HE BRINGS TRuTt^,

justice, anp
assorteP Coop
MEMS TO THE
UNIVERSITY
COM/^UNITY. chancellorm;\n

LIKES To BRINC;
COOD NEWS.
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YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

V\fL\

'

^t'^y strict ideas ^

"It doesn't matter what you do in

the bedroom as long as you don't

do it in the street and frighten the

horses."

-Mrs Patrick ConnptDell

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

ACROSS
'

'•.I jn tne

Te«e>e

5 A 9CKXMSS a'

•ne ans
iOPo»e
13 Cnfistm4$

cookie (tavonng

15 OooernM
16 Lano 0» L'Oerty

AOC
I T BfiOai car sign

'9 Be wicktd

JO 5»i upon
21 Party eilra

22 Motorist i

•spens*
25 Indian 'or one
27 Suva i IS

capital

31 Also

32 Large amount
33 Give forth

3S \M>apon ot otd

38 Rude
awakening

41 nerlume
dispenser Brit

style

42 Moon Come
form

43 Bit of gossip
44 Ultimate degree
46 Seattle —
4 7 Oream Como

form

48 Stieii s partner

50 ChMdrens aid

org

51 Armoy
46 Kmd ot soup
5? Comeoooance
62 Reply ADOf

63 WVHow
64 Navigators

islands today

65 Meim letters

66 Femintst

Ffiedan

67 Former la*

snow lost

DOWN
1 Princely Puniat)

title

2 Burden
3 Piggy or Peacn
4 Travel agent s

org

5 Go asira.

6 Cape* s ' !n-'

play

' Clay too 1

8 Goii grzrT-„

9 unusual
10 iMyds oi

'osignatiop
1

1

Pl^rson froiT'

Pakistan

12 8*g — t^eo'y

14 Give ^ort^

18 Thanks -

21 Editxe see^s
23 Fru.1 ol

lorgettuiness

24 unties

25 Hawaiian tnroiR

26 Songwrite'

Sammy et ai

27 Fueled

28 Corn lily

29 Precautiondi

,

comfT»ent

30 CX>wnrignt

StUPN]

34 iar.",

J6 M«rf,r-

sno>»

40 Missile o» a

son lor $i»o"

iS Plate (or

'nrry

, »vems
'-- >' > partr^e'

< >a'a'>>ga tna
\l(a'm Spr'rtgs

i:
- oeck me
.-nn*St

••K portico
<' X Nicncas

J." Aork
58 Cansi*»^
59 Pose
60 Asian noMMy
6' un«nagipafnie

ANSWER TO
A Rj mHt
b'e m aBe

I nBr
N N A R

PREVIOUS PUZZLE
E I lHP E T R I

eHa a r o'n
AMT R U N K

OS R e'e b*s

N

H TO PHtVlOU!
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l.lM

E R N eB

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIEI (March 21-Aoril 19) Look
forwara to nnemorabie social

events as the month winds sown
vou can mprove your financial and
career status by being aggressive
in business IVesoive a family dispute

OS quicHy as possible

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Vou
coula receive the surprise of your

Me today It will give sparkle to your

social lite and make your career
grow, too Financial matters are
easier to arrange Romarice is

favored

OiMINI (May 21- June 20) Good
fortune arxj fringe benefits come
from expanding your circle ot

friends Focus on building stronger

business dllionces Guard against
traffic accidents by driving deten
sively You react quickly to the

unexpected
CANCER (June 21-July 22) Rela-

tionships are not made overnight

Do not push so txard dnd everything

will come together for you Buyir>g

something just becouse it is on sole

is a mistake You need to build

sovirTgs

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Make your
own decisions and assume a
leadership role if others ore wishy-

washy The flames of romance will

be fanned by d mght on the town
or an intimate dinner Avoid
shortcuts.

VIROO (Aug 23- Sept 22) Try to

avoid confrontations, but if things

do come to o head, tdke a firm

stand You ore in the nnood to rTKJke

ctxanges Do rvDt be impulsive in

empkDyment motters Go slow'

LIMA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Business

and pleasure will mix surprisingly

well it you are discreet Guard
against overconfidence A finarcio)

situaton stxxjld start to improve to-

day or tomorrow Concentrate on
thie pb at hand
SCORRIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Find

a way to spend time outdoors and
you w* return energised Productivi-

ty rises Be sure you understarx3
what you ore being asked to do
before making a commitment
Reiationshiips take a happy turn,

SAOITARIUS (Nov 22Dec 21)

Haste wHi make waste if you try to
complete a proiect too quickly You
need to skDw your pace Traffic

court could be in your future unless

you ease up on the gas pedal
CAPRICORN (Dec 22Jan 19)

Meet challenges the only way you
krv3w tiow - head on right is on
your side Avoid giving angry
responses in public Although your
finarces improve you still txjve to
do some luggling

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Your
self reiiarice emerges, thanks to a
maturing relationship Bankers are in

the mood to be helpful It your ore
totally truthful about any credit pro-

blems Do not urKlerestimote your
needs
nSCES (Feb 19 March 20) Put

your idedls into action Economic
shifts will help or inhibit your pro-

gress, depending on your flexibility

Moke overdue changes Use new
technology instead of lettir^ it use
you Write a special computer
program

MENU
LUNCH

Barbecued pork on bun
Macaroni and cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Humus vegetable pocket
sandwich

Macaroni and cheese

DINNER
Roast turkey, gravy

Fish fry/tartar sauce

BASICS DINNER
Garden medley casserole

Roast turkey, gravy'
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Sports

Notice

The University of

Massachusetts football

team is looking for

managiTs

Any interested work
study students should

see coach Jones in the

football office in Boyden
Biuidinji

BOARD OF GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL
PRF'-FNTt. A

TWO HOUR COMEDY SHOW
ANY PERSON WITH NO SENSE OF HUMOR ...

ANYONE WITH A WEAK KIDNEY ...

iVcCan
Make Vou Z,augh
WE WILL PAY

$25
In Cash

PLUS A

"MAKE ME LAUGH-
T-SHIRT

If ...

YOU CAN SURVIVE

AS A CONTESTANT
ON OUR SHOW!'

wmn^
GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

men s swimming
,:ontinu'!a :rom page . o

On the final day of the meet the

Minutemen showed no signs of letting up.

Ehle took second in the 200 yard back with

a time of 1:57.18 followed by a one two

sweep of the lOO-yard freestyle by Mclver

and Ladd. In that race Mclver set a New
England and UMass record with a time of

45.28 followed by Ladd's 46.49.

The Minutemen were shut out in the

200 yard breaststroke. as Frank Sampson

managed a fiflh spot for UMass in 2; 14.36,

but came back with a first in the 200-yard

butterfly Roger Kennedy touched first in

1;5H2H.'

B men's gymnastics

In the three meter diving competition,

Chesnicka again fought to a second-place

finish behind Roth. To round out their

champion.ship the Minutemen decided to

set a New England and school record in the

400-yard freestyle relay. The team of Ladd.

Robertson, Kennedy and Mclver swam an

impressive 3:04.95 to get the first place

finish.

Yarworth will send a number of swim-

mers to the Easterns next weekend but he

will be happie.st knowing that out of all the

swimmers he sent to the New Englands

this year not a single one will be leaving

via graduation. He can relax and think of

next sea.son and working for four in a row.

continut'C rcc^

Myer.- rtiti< were, a lot nt tt-ams

(three in.'^Uad i»t th»' usual twoi out there

so we didnt have much time to warm up.

But in the meet, everything fell into place."

Things were falling into place for the rest

of the Minutemen as well. For one.

It eshman Cal Booker who ttnik first in the

tl<K»r exercise out of 18 g> mnasts with a 9.4

L'Mass jumped out to an early lead in the

floor exercise, never to look back as their

team scores bested Air Force and Army in

each event.

The judges were very generous in their

scoring on the pommel horse. UMass easi

ly had its best performance of the year on

the horse as Myers hit a 9. 1 and co captain

John Eggers a 9.0. Joe Fitzgerald, the

Minutemens pommel horse specialist, was

in an unfamiliar position as he was third

on the list for the Minutemen at 8.9.

The vault brought a pleasant surprise for

the Minutemen as senior Jay Ronayne,

who has been one of their top vaulters

returned for the first time in almost a

month since injuring his foot. Ronayne

showed no signs of ru.stiness, taking second

place with a 9.25 behind Air Forces Scott

Hamilton (9.3).

'It felt good to be back in the vault." Rn

nayne said, it hurt a lo but I'm back."

But still UMass. whicii was less than

three points off the schtx)! record of 267.75.

was not at full strength Eggers was not

able to compete in two of his strong events,

the still ring.s and the high bar, because of

a sore that has bt-en opening up on his arm

since mid December But L^lass coach Roy

Johnson is hoping that Eggers will return

for next weekend's crucial meet.

"With the addition of .John and another

good performance, the Syracuse meet will

be gi-eat one to attend." Johnson said.

Car! Russ and Ronayne made up for Eg-

gers' absence m the ring competition. Russ

won second place overall with a 9.15 trail-

ing only Sven Brown of Air Force who hit

a 9.6. Ronayne scored a 9.05.

UMass struggled a little bit on the high

bar without Eggers, scoring just a 43.3

which was well below its performance of

last weekend against Temple when the

Minutemen broke 45 The return of Eggers

next weekend, coupled w ith another good

all-around performance could mean a

school record for UMass.
"We're definitely capable of going 270

this year," Balocki said.

Next weekend would be a good time for

that.

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

I

When you break away this year, do it with style.

!

»*******»*»*»»»#»»*»***»*»»»»»»»*#»**»»***»*»»****»*»*****»*»********»*»**»**<

round trio air

SUN FUN!! 7 nights'^
great night life

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
547-3437

4:50 STUDENT UNION BLDG.

S439 Guest Houses
$499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
$559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

\ $75 Reservation Deposit Required

SAVE

LAGNAF

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437

»»**»»*»*****»»»***»*»#»*»»»*»»»»##»»»»#»»»»»»*»»»»»#»*»**********»******»»»*

men s hoop

( oll4*|iiun photo hv .fason lalt-rman

Anton Brown's 25 points led UMass to an
87-67 win over George Washington Saturday
at the Cage.

connr.neiZ •^'^ ^sje .'r

"i was unhappy Thursday because of a lack of effort."

Calipari said. "But when we play hard, we have a chance.

Tate and Milum were the difference tonight. Without any
po.st players, you can't compete."

John Milum, playing in front of the Curry Hicks Cage
crowd for the last time, scored the first six points to get

UMass started in the second half. He and Tate each finish-

ed with nine points.

"Coach took it to us hard the last few days," Tate said.

"We knew no matter who was in our way. we were gon-

na win tonight."

The Minutemen eliminated any question of that with

an 8-0 run late in the second half that boosted the score

to 80-54 with 4:45 left.

With 4:04 left, Calipari emptied the bench, but the

highlights weren't over.

The most exciting play ofthe night came with 27 seconds

left. Chris Bailey dribbled down the the left side of the

court and lofted a pass toward the hoop. George Hardin
soared in from the right baseline and, in one motion,

caught the ball and slammed it through the hoop, giving

the crowd a nice final memory.
"We needed to get some momentum," Brown said. "We

needed to get a solid win before St. Joe's (Wednesday
nightl."

The Minutemen figured they had one final chance. And
thev made the most of it

Minutemen, 87-67
lMiii»<87>: Jim McCoy 7 1.16

5

£0. J<»hn TaU- "iA 34 9: John Milum •« ^ 1 .»» Kafer

(jilw4 14 :t 4 i:). Anton Brn«n 9 17 2 2 2S. Micha»-1 Byrnes 2 4 00 4. («?<irKr Hardin

I .1 2. ChrH Bailey iU) O. Cary Merer 1 13 1, Ri-n (;rudski 12 3 2, Sean

N.len 1 2<in > ToliiK: 31 <M 17 2.5 «7

Grargr Wiwhin||ton i«7l: Peler Y.mnn 1 3 3, J J Hudock 4 9 12. Clint Holt/

.. 9 10, Kiidnev HaUemon 5 1 11. Glen Sitney 5 12 12. Mike Jones 3 9 4 6

12. Max Blank 3 5 12 7. Mike Neff 1 0. Andrvw Diiton 12 2 Totals: 27 61

5n67
Three-point goals: CMasi- H 2,3 iBrown 5 7. f;ile> 2 10, M<:<>>y 1 2. Bvrnej. 2. Herer

u 1, N..|en O 1 '. l>or({e WaAhinicton 8 IS 'Hudock 4 7. .Sitney 2 6, YounK 1 1, Patter

son 13, Dixon 1'

women's hoop
concmuta ,Tom page .>

"We played as hard as we could. We battled back and

threw everything we had at them, but came up short,"

UMass coach Kathy Hewelt said.

After a fairly efficient first half that saw Duquesne
hold a slim 38-34 edge at intermission, both teams were

plagued in the second half by a case of the clanks, a

disease that won't rival the measles that have been

sweeping colleges in the Northeast, but nonetheless

deadly to the hopes of any basketball team.

UMass shot just 26 percent (9-for-34). a sizzler com-

pared to Duquesne's 21 percent misfiring (7-for-34).

The Minutewomen trailed 58^7 with 8:50 to play but

narrowed the gap steadily into the final minute. Down
just 61-60 with a minute to go, UMass fouled Melanie

Bach, who hit the front end of the one-and-one for a

two point edge. After a UM turnover. Amy Alger la

team high ITpointsihit aclinchmgpair of free throws

to seal it with 10 seconds left.

Helen Freeman led all scorers with 19 points and Sue

Serafini had 13 for UMa.ss. Beth Wilbor added nine and

needs 31 in at least three games to crack the

1.000-point plateau for her career.

UMass finishes the regular season this wwk, hosting

Duchesses, 64-62
I'Mmm i62>: li<-th Wilhor :i 9 3.) 9, Krvhurn .Met u»ker 2 13 4 4 H, Helen

Kr.-»ii,«nH 1^33 19, Tri.h Kiley 4 9 1 2 9, Disnro- Burke 1 2 00 2. .Sue Serafin.

,'. 13 2.) 13. .lenny .Mor.in 12002. I.im Hair 02000 TfHalK 24 «M 13 1562

Duquesne (641: Amy AlKer5 117 9 17. Carina HoiTman 2 9 347 Kathv Kidilla

5 14 5h 15. Kane Coilinii 5 16 4 II. Darcie VincenI 2 10 4. MeUnie Bach

3 7 2 4 K Jackie Flei«h.-r 2 0. Tern Mitchell 14 002 Totals: 23 7 I 1 7 29 64

Three-point goals; I'Maas 1 5 'S«-riirini 1 4, Riley 1 1. Iluqu«-n. ' : '

1 2, Viniini II 2'

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLI EGIAN OFFICE-CC 1 13 MON THUP? ft

ACTIVITIES

HELP PROMOTE PEACE ANO lre«dom in

Cenlial Amefica' Jom Central American
Solidarity Asoociation Meetings at 5pm
Monday Check CC schedule

DELTA ZETA OPEN RUSH TONITE! S 45
11 Phillips Si am secondsemester
Freshman and dder Questions'' 253-9916

AEPI PRESENTS LITTLE SISTER RUSH
All University Women invited Tuesday
February 28 7 00pm at AEPi House 382
North Pleasant St

MANDATORY MEETING FOR COM^
MUNICATIONS ma/ors lonight at 7pm m
Machmer E37 Sign ups for Career seminars

in New York' if unabia to altend call JackM
at 253-5781

TRI SIOMA OPEN RUSH. Tues Feb 28.

8 30 9 30, and Wed ,
Thurs March 1 & 2,

6 30-7 30 For more into call 545-1224

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 JEEP CHEROKEE. 4«4 360 Ve
engine needs body work resotralion parts

included 1 774 5239 $850

1981 HONDA ACCORD LX HATCHBACK
tor pans or lix New battery clutch aller

natoer body in gd shape Must see $300

Of 80 256-8132

78 OLOSMOBILE GUTLESS STATION-
WAGON automatic powersleenng Air con

dition runs great $600 or B 665-8955

1983 FOiW ESCORT WAGON- 50 000

miles A/C root rack excellent condition

$2500 Call 256-0933

BMW1974 2002 MAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253-9032

RUG-GREAT FOR DORM
Sky Blue

Excellent condition

$45 or best offer

Call Alisa 527-6505

NEEDCA8HI

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent coodrtion 93,000
miles Call 256-8369

FOUND

FOUND A PAIR OR HEAVY RED MITTENS
WITH RED FURRV LINING about two

weeks ago and just kepi forgetting to put

in a classified about it If yours, |ust call

549-6656 and ask tor M " or leave a

message

AXCESS WATCH IN BOWlT II yours, cil

Chris 546-6847

GET SOME SPRmC BREAK money before

Its loo late" Sell me you' baseball cards

Call Todd anytime 549-6361

PERS(mALS

KYLE K. I know you and you know me I like

you, do you like me'' Love the Best Funky
Chickener' across the border Respond yes

or no here

TO MY FAVORITE FRAT- 1 lied Ha< Joke s

on you' Love, Lara

ROOMMATES WANTED

COOL FJEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED 10

share 3 bdrm Twnhse Apt 165/mth
549-6448

SUNNY SPACIOUS WOOOFLOOR
BEDROOM available in furnished apart

meni in Hadley washer dryer microwave cot

or television on bus route 15 minutes lo

UMass to minutes lo Northampton Carbars

righl across the street parking available

225* call evenings * wsekands aiioman on-

ly please 586-4412

TYPWO

WORD PROCESSmC laal.

accurate 665 4501

TONIGHT! KOREAN STUDENTS Associa-

tion meeting All are invited to come 6pm
in Campus Center 903

CHEN STYLE TAICHI CLASS begins Feb
28, 6 30pm, Jackson Street School Nor-

thampton, Call 585-8931

ATTENTION PRE-MEDS. NURSING, AND
ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN STU-
DENT HEALTH: Student Health Advisory

Board (SHA8) meeting welcomes all new
members Tues Feb 28, 5 15-6 15 rm-302
Univ Health Center

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD is

meeting Monday Feb 27, 7 00. CCl6e
Come get involved with the group and this

semester's production ol West Side Story

All are welcome!

SIGMA 1)ELTA tTu" SISTERS invite

University women lo Open Rush Dinners

Feb 27 4 28 at 5 30 Hope lo see you there

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WOmT FOR an awredilwi 3<amp
organization in the Pocono Mountains of

PA Positions are available in Tennis, Ar

chery Waterfront (W S i | Cramatics, Office

Administration, Computers, Radio, Arts &
Crafts. Nature. Athletics, Jewelry,

Photoography, Dance Wrestling. Cooking

Adventure/Challenge Course Film making

Camp Drivers Season 6/24-8/20 Call

800.533-CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA) or

write 407 Benson East Jenkinlown, PA
19046

COMPACT DISC MUSIC MACHINE

DISC JOCKEY SERVICE - quality tunes for

all occasions 549-1421 or 253-7655

BRENDAN SALTER, PSYCH 241 NOTES,
You can gat tham at ihe Collegian front

desk

HELP WANTED

ENGINEERS WANTED. Interested in fech
sales or Proiect Management' Summer
positions available Resume experience,

school credit $4000-5000 call 2532321
Lve Msg

THlV^ASf SUMMElTlisy^oliege
Students took on a Management Position

gaining exceptional managerial and
business skills for their career Average net

summer earnings $10,740
1-800-922-5579

JOSH GORDON you have Our support for

SGA President Judy Leslie Carta Janine

llyse

—THANK YOU— For returning my expril

pocketbook to SBA lost A found last

Wednesday

2 NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN Townhouse apt beginning

fall semester Contact

as soon as possible
546-5025

WANTED

APARTMENT WANTED: We want to take

over/buy your tree tjedroom apartment call

6 7624 or 6 7673

IF YOU HAVE A LEASE FOR A HOUSE
(beg 6/89 or later) that you wouM like k) sur-

render lo a responsible group ol paopla-

please call Susan 546-9084 Leave a

massage-will respond

TO THE WOMAN IN THE BLUE SHIRT IN

section one row A at Ziggy Marley Ihe

security man who didn 1 dance would like

to Marc 6-8115.

CROCKER - WHERE ARE YOU' I have not

seen you Meet me at the Hatch on 2/29 bet

ween 12 and 2 From B A

ROOM AVAILABLE IN HOUSE 3 min lo

bus $225/month • ulil Call Peter after 7pm
253-2268

ONE LARGE ROOM in 3 bedroom. 1st fkxjr

apt in Hadley Cen ter Hardwood floors

large kitchen and living room $233/mo in

ciudat haai 585-8627

SERVKES

IN SEARCH OF
MISS MASSACHUSETTS"

ENTERTAINMENT

LEARN JEWELRY t SILKSCREEN 4

workshops meeting ooce a week at Student

Unk>n Craft Center

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLUB'S inaugural gathenng of

1989 featuring Blections and social events

planning New members graciously

weteomed Thursday 6 30-7 30pm SOM tab-

by Don't let it be another extracurricuUrless

seinastar.

THIS WEEK ON DAMAGE INCOR-
PORATED Meet Ozzy Osborne's new

guilansl. Zakk Wykle Wednesday Night at

§ 30 on 91 1 FM WMUA

FOR A dOOb TIME CALI."

RAiCirA-DiSiC ENfERTAiNMENT.Disc
jockeys, lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

ADD DROP A PAIN? Budget cuts got you
down? Write a letter to your represen-

tative. Table outside the Ministore S.U.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1 ,2, and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample oft street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping
areas Call 665-3856

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down lo Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500,

AUDIO

MARANTZ SPEAKERS 60 watts 6 mos old

1 50 or BO Cal for more info 546^24 Leave

message

VCR WANTED OLDER MODEL or doni
need to record Amy 546-4364

ROOM IN NICE FAMILY home for female

graduate student Private bath, fridge Close

to campus $300 549-6504

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER
253-9742

FOR SALE

r6lAND"O-50 KEYBOARD/SYN-
THESIZER Excellent cond Must sell Call

Chris after 7pm 546-6701

MACINTOSH PLUS W/40MB Hard disk,

and turbo mouse $1800 or B/O Call

549-4135

TWIN MATtMSSW7i»0X SPRING, some

bedding very good condition $125 or B/O

Call 549-4047 days eves til 9

LASER FX MACHINE Plug into your stereo

and have your own mult-colored light show

$225 or B Call Joe 256-4964

GUITAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTICw/case

$200 Call 253-7387

GRATEFUL DEAD - Pittsburg 4/2 3 Have

two tickets for each night $100 Gets them

all Call 967 7726

1982 VW SCIRROCCO Great shape needs

muffler $2000 Call 545-0046 ask for Jon

I AM IN SEARCH OF A GIRL, A gorgeous
blonde I saw over X-Mas break in Mazatlan

in a burgandy UMass sweatshirt First at a

dumpy little Italian restaurant Ihe evening

ol Dec 25lh, then Ihe 26th and 27th m front

of the Playa Mazatlan, where I was staying

If you are that girl. I'm the semi-blonde guy
in the black shorts that could not take his

eyes off you but didn't have the nerve to talk

to you Though I did try to get your atten-

tion by waving a red beach towel at you from

my bak;ony - pretty smooth huh? I've never

seen a girl that has set me back like you or

been so infatuated before and would l>e

fionored if you would write me back so that

I could at least Know your name If you

describe your bathing suit then I'll know its

you -Believe me III Know I'll even pay for

the stamp—Matt Sayre, 2714 College St

S E . Lacey. Washington, 96503,

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands'on ex

perience in the legal field-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up lo 15

Undergraduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary-lrainmg pro-

vided An informalion session will be held

on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901

Campus Center (545-1995)

LOST

ROB SKELTON: Trustee!

HAPPY^ BIRTHDAY BILLY8EARI Love

you, your little Tiger

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY AMY! Now
your age matches your GPA 20 Just kidding

Love f a A

DARREN STONE Happy birthdayH
remembered yours do you remember mine?

Kelly

GABERONI- Hey you're legal' Happy 18th

and don't do anything we would do' Love

you, The Crew (Joyce, Knsten, Heather. &

Laura

)

IGGY
Even though you left us, we still love you!'

Happy birthday" Love the Cymbal
Wenches

DEAR JAMIE: HAPF'Y 2bth7Sorryrt's a day

late Hpe your hangover is gone' Love Dror

and Linda

BotTjovl 4 ttx Hart Mart $60 or~ad
549-7878. Great scats!

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS! EXCELLENT FUNDRAISING OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT. CALL
IMMEDIATELY. STUART 546-7612.
LEAVE A MESSAGE.

•••TUTOR"*
COINS ECE MATH

•BY EXPERIENCED GRAO 256-8121

'

RESUMES SAMPLES, VARIOUS STYLES.
different formats Actual successful ex

amples Interested? Send $3 00 Box 801

Bellmo'R New York 11710

AUTO REPAIRS: very reasonable, ex

perienced mechanic Work your place or

mine Messages for Mark 665-8467

PROFESSIONAL EDITING- Term papers

Theses. Dissertations 1-467-3753 after

7pm

VIDEO RESUME TO GET THAT JOB! Im

mediate, professional personalised service

Appointments Video Image Productions

(413) 863-8035

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES,"Laserprrn
ting, copies, typing 665-8873

RESUME TYPESETTING. Avoid the end
ol-semesler panic Very experienced, inex

pensive overnight laserwriter quality Lisa

665-8969

SGA PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE
ELECTIONS

NEED A HAIRCUT!? For the towest rates

call 253-9127. Leave message

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Denise 2560998 4pm or later

RC GORMAN
GOLD RING WITH RUBY LOST 2/22, huge

sentimental value, if found please call

leanne Reward 546-7691

LOST GREY WALLET CONTAINING 2 IDs
and money Possibly tost near Kinkos or the

Career Center Keep money and call

253O706

AND OTHER SOUTHWESTERN images
for the best prices call 546-5260 Ask lor

Frank.

•NOMINATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
in SU 420 lor SGA Presdienl, Studeni

Trustee and any open senate seats They
are due back on March 2nd at 10 00am

SWING DANCE/JITTER BUG CLASSES

Just $7 each or $25 for alt four. No part-

ner necessary! Classes meet from 4 -

6pm Sunday, March 5 thru Sunday.
IMarch 26 at East Streat Dance Studeio In

Hadley -Just off Rt 9 between Amherst
and Northampton, Instructors: Lars Mar-

shall and Janine Warner. For more info.

Call 546-9309, No pre-raglstratlon
necessary

RIDE WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

WANT TO BUY A MOTORCYCLE~"»4-^e7,
600-750CC Finn 549-4793

RIDE WANTED TO BON JOVI CONCERT
Wore Sunday March 12 Call Kellie 6-8477

RIDE NEEDED TO ITHACA NY area/Spring

Break/ call Caroline evenings 6-9771

TWO PEOPLE LOOKING for a ride lo

Florida call Kimbarty 253-9301

TRAVEL

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
S49-0640 or LYNN 546-7483,

of

CU5$'fK,J5
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SPORTS
ings come in threes

Men's swim team takes 3rd straight NE title
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

To say the University of Massachusetts men's swimm-
ing team swam well at the New England championships

over the weekend might be a bit of an understatement.

"We blew them out of the water." said UMass coach

Russ Yarvvorth. referring to the competition at Springfield

College. "We expected Boston College to be tougher
"

The Eagles, who were seen as the Minutemen's toughest

challenger \n the meet, lost by more than 300 points as

I'Mass broke the 1000 point barrier by scoring 1057 points

on the way to winning their third straight New England

title.

( fillrKinn photo by Oavid Hifla«hii(urhi

Diver Dave Wells and the Minutemen won
the New England championship for the third

straight year.

The Minutemen. who had lost at BC to a shaved and
rested Eagle team to open their .season, were shaved and
rested themselves and on even terms BC was no match
for Yarworth's team.

On Thursday, the first day of competition, UMass gave
an indication ofjust how tough it would be to beat when
Minutemen Brian Mclver and G.T. Ladd took first and
.second in the opening event, the 50-yard freestyle. Mclver

burned through the water, finishing in 20.95 seconds with

Ladd right on his heels at 21.48.

In the next event, the 200-yard individual medley,

UMass grabbed second and third. Roger Kennedy latch

ed onto the number two spot in 1:56.87 and Frank Samp
son came in third in 1:57.53.

In the 200 medley relay, the UMass team of Dave Ehle,

Pete Koback, Sean Rutherford and Ladd took first with

the time of 136.80, In the followin^i 500-yard freestyle Jim
Robertson came in third for UMass in 4:43.61. followed

by the 800yard freestyle relay, where the team of Robert

son. Kennedy. Mike Yunker and Mclver took the top .spot

for the Minutemen in 6:56.88.

To finish off the fir.st day of the meet UMass diver Dan
Chesnicka t(K)k second in the one meter diving after duel

inn with Springfield College's David Roth, who was com
peting on his home board

At the end of the first round. UMass was in front 377
to Boston College's 306 and the L'niversity of Rhixle

Island's 247.5. This lead would not be threatened for the

rest of the weekend.

The Minutemen quickly started the ball rolling again

the following day with a one-two finish in the lOOyard
backstroke. Dave Ehle t(M)k the top spot with a time of

.53.70 sect)nds and teammate Ed Anthos followed iii se

cond in 55.82.

The 100 yard hieaststroke was one ofthe few events in

which UMass didn't finish in the top three but they got

back on track in the 100-yard butterfly as Ladd notched

a first place finish in 51.30 seconds Mclver promptly

followed with a first of his own. capturing the 200 yard

freestyle in 1:40.24 and. with Ladd. Rolx^rt.Mm and Pete

Reich, grabbed the blue ribbon in the 200-yard freestyle

relay with a time of 1:25.03.

The Minutemen took .second and third in the 400-yard

individual medley as Kennedy logged in at number two
in 4:08.63 and Sampson followed in 4:12.56.

Though they ended Friday's competition on a low note

by not breaking the top three in the 400 yard medley
relay. UMass had increa.sed its lead to 616.5-405.5 over

second-place Boston College.
continued on page 14

CFL nabs Smellie, Thomas
continued from page 1

Especially considering the inconsis-

tent junior year Smellie had.

"It was a great turnaround," UMass
head football coach Jim Reid said.

"Kevin had to deal with a lot of personal

problems in 1987, and we actually had
to bench him. But last .season, he

dedicated himself to academics and the

team, and was one ofthe factors in our

season."

Smellie rushed for 807 yards during
the regular season for the Minutemen,
who went 8-3 and tied for the Yankee
Conference championship before losing

to Eastern Kentucky in the first round
ofthe NCAA Division 1-AA playoffs.

But the CFL is a different game, with

a longer, wider field, longer end zones,

and only three downs per series. This

lends itself to more passing, which

doesn't bother Smellie.

"I'll probably only get 11 carries a

game, but I'm used to that," Smellie

said. "In the CFL, you definitely need
to work on your hands and your cat-

ching."

Thomas will fit right into the passing

game. He made an impact as the fifth

defensive back, first off the bench.

"There is a lot of throwing in that

league," Reid said. "They usually dip in-

to American players for defensive backs

but now they've got a good one who is

a Canadian citizen."

Thomas, a native of Toronto, finished

with 34 tackles and two interceptions.

"Thomas has great courage," Reid

said. "He's a nice guy but he's not afraid

to rip someone's face off."

If Smellie and Thomas sign, they will

be off to Regina, to play for an up-and-

coming team that made the playoffs last

season for the first time since 1976.

"I'm used to being in a city," Smellie
said. "And I've never been to Regina,
but from what I hear it's the Canadian
equivalent of a Nebraska or an Iowa. It's

pretty fiat but I guess they're high on
football out there."

And if Smellie and Thomas sign,

Regina will be getting two more people

who are high on football.

"You couldn't order a better personali-

ty than they both have," Reid said.

"You want your son to grow up to be
like them."

Men's hoop
storms past

GWU, 87-67
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The way the University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team looked at it. the Minutemen had one

more chance.

They had one more chance in front ofthe home crowd

this season, one more chance to erase the memories of

Thursday night's 19-point loss to Penn State.

.•\nd one more chance to try and put things in order

before this week's trip to Philadelphia and the Atlan-

tic 10 playoffs.

UMa.ss took advantage of its opportunity Saturday

night, scoring the first seven points ofthe game and

coa.sting to an 87 67 win over George Washington

University in an Atlantic 10 Conference game at the

Curry Hicks Cage.
"We needed to shake things up," sophomore forward

John Tate said. "We had no emotion Thursday night

and we had to change that."

One thing that may have helped the Minutemen was

the knowledge that the 1-25 Colonials posted their on-

ly win ofthe year over gue.ss who? L'Mass, in the team's

first meeting this sea.son.

But UMass coach John Calipari took a different

motivational approach before Saturday night's game.
"1 didn't even talk about Geor^je Washington and we

didn't look at any of their films. " Calipari said "I show

ed them films ofthe first half again.st St. Bonaventure

and the second half again.st Rutgers. I wanted to show
how well we can play "

Apparently, it worked. Freshman guard Anton

Brown .scored 25 points, including 19 in the first half.

as the Minutemen improved to 5-12 in the A- 10 and

10-16 overall.

During one stretch in the opening half. Brown scored

16 staright points for UMass.
i had a g(K)d shfioting hand." Brown said. "And they

kept getting me the ball."

A three-pointer by Brown gave the Minutemen a

37-26 lead with 4:46 left, and it never got any closer

than that.

Fre.shman forward Jim McCoy finished with 20

points for UMass. and Rafer Giles added 13.

continued on page 15
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Men's gymnastics team
captures Army, Air Force
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team picked up two wins on

Saturday, one over the United States Air

Force Academy and the other a big win

over the United States Military Academy.

With the two wins the Minutemen im-

proved to 7-2 overall on the season, but
more importantly with the win over Army,
UMass raised its record in the Eastern In-

tercollegiate Gymna.stics League to 4-1, set-

ting up a showdown for sole possession of

second place with Syracuse University next

weekend at the Boyden Gymnastics
Center.

The Minutemen as a team combined for

their highest output ofthe sea.son, scoring

a 265.1 led by senior Tim Myers who won
the all-around competition with a 53.7, a

high on the year for him as well.

"My warmups were were a little shaky,"

continued on page 14

Women's hoop edged again, 64-62
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The difference between a perfectly suc-

cessful and perfectly heartbreaking trip

turned out to be three lousy points.

After the University of Ma.s.sachusetts

women's basketball team dropped the first

game of their two game road trip, a 62-61

loss at West Virginia on Thursday, the

Minutewomen rolled an oh-fer by the nar-

rowest of margins, coming up short Satur

day against Duquesne, 64-62 at the A.J.

Palumbo Center in Pittsburgh.

With the loss, UMass is now 10-15 overall

and 4-12 in the Atlantic 10 conference. The

team is pretty much solidly planted for an

eighth seed in the conference tourney

which starts next Monday, possibly at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

In this one, the Minutewomen trailed for

most ofthe game, but battled from behind

on several occasions only to be turned away

time and again by the host Duchesses.

continued on page 15
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Morning sun and after-

noon clouds today, 80

percent chance of snow

tomorrow

Leading black

sociologist awarded
honorary degiftp
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Republican Club
threatens suit
School fails to restore meeting privileges

By THOMAS RODRKIUES
Collegian Staff

The Republican Club intends to sue

University of Massachusetts ad

ministrators by Friday, because Campus

Center privileges were not restored to the

club, members said yesterday

Meeting area and equipment privileges

were taken away from the Republican Club

and from Friends ofthe Spartacus Leajjue

last week.

The sanctions followed a Feb. 9 brawl bet

ween members ofthe Republican Club and

the Spartacus League, during a forum in

the Campus Center. The Cambridge based

Spartacus League was invited to campus

by The Friends of Spartacus League, a

UMa.ss student organization.

Administrators also rescinded the

privileges of five other con.servative

organizations to prevent the Republican

Club from meeting in the other groups'

meeting spaces, said Assistant Dean of

Students Eileen Stewart. The other groups

are: Students for Bush. Students for Life,

Students again.st any inefficient Ciovern-

ment and Administration, Silent Majority

(publishers of the Minutemant, and the

Organization for American Studies.

W. Greg Rothman, chairman ofthe Con
servative Alliance, which comprises all

conservative campus groups, issued an

ultimatum to administrators last Thurs

day. saying he would file the suit in Nor

thampton District Court Monday morning

if privileges are not restored to the groups

by 5 p.m. Friday.

Rothman said he planned to name
Chancellor Joseph DufTey, Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis Madson, Stu

dent Activities director Irene Carew, direc

tor of Building Services Dudley Bridges

and Assistant Dean of Students Eileen

Stewart as defendants in the suit.

But, Republican Club member Paul

McGonnigal said yesterday, although

Building Services agreed to restore

privileges to the other five conservative

continued on page 6

Store to host AprU bunny

John Farmer and Suzanne Palmer are living in shanties near the

Student Union to protest budget cuts.
|

Shantytown protest

weathers the cold

By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

A Playboy "bunny" is coming to

Amherst.
Allison Decker, a University of Connec

ticut freshman, is scheduled to sign

autographs Thursday at the Amher.st

Newsroom to promote the magazine's

"Girls of the Big East" April issue.

,The downtown store, a distributor of

Playboy, has been the site of recent protests

by local activists who maintain the store

sells pornography, and that "pornography

is the malicious destruction of women and

children."

Decker's appearance is part of a promo-

tional campaign organized by Playboy each

year, a Playboy spokeswoman said.

Karen Ring, a publicist for the magazine,

said the owners ofthe Amherst Newsroom,

the Holyoke News Company, requested the

autograph session. The Newsroom is the

only store in Massachusetts to be visited

by a Playboy model as part of this cam

paign. Ring said.

Decker, 18, said she is "thrilled" to be

one of three UConn women in the

magazine. "Playboy is respectable," she

said. "They are discreet and they aren't

trying to make women look bad."

Decker, a nursing student from Somers,

Conn., said she was not aware that the

Amherst store had been picketed in the

past. "I don't consider nude modeling to be

pornography," she said.

But, she said "I wouldn't pose for Hustler

or magazines like that."

In January, Sandra Goodman of Nor

thampton was arrested and charged with

destroying property at the Amherst

Newsroom. She is accused of pouring glue

on magazines in the "adult only" section

ofthe local store. Goodman's trial has been

set for April 27.

Donna Rose, manager of the store, said

she did not know if any protests are plann-

ed for Thursday. "But I wouldn't be at all

surprised," if protesters appeared, she said.

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Residents of "Cutback City
"

withstood light snowfall and bitter cold

yesterday, as they spent their fourth

night in their mock shantytown pro-

testing state budget cuts.

Three small wooden huts sealed with

plastic sheeting and one green pup tent

dot the lawn west ofthe Student Union

building. The mock shantytown is in-

tended to symbolize the impoverished

state of public higher education, accor-

ding to members of Students for a

Democratic University.

Senior Sean Munzert, a member ofthe

group, said the students built the shacks

to force state legislators to take notice

of the situation.

"We just felt that something had to be

done," he said. "It's a significant state-

ment rather than something temporal

like a rally, which they can ignore more

easily."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis Madson said the group will not

be removed and encouraged the

students to attend a public meeting

Thursday in the Campus Center to

discuss the budget cutbacks.

The group is also protesting attempts

to run the University "like a business"

under former Sen. Paul Tsongas,

chairman-designate of the state Board

of Regents of Higher Education,

Munzert said.

"It's going to skew all the funding

toward science and engineering, instead

of human and social sciences," he said.

"The diversity of the University will

disappear."

Munzert said the group is collecting

scrap lumber to expand the "city" and

encouraged all University students to

join their cause.

"We're giving the .students a vehicle

to mobilize around the cuts," he said.

"The more people who join, the more of

a statement we make."

"It's very comfortable in the shan

ties," Munzert said. "The plastic keeps

the weather out."

The group has no intentions of remov-

ing the huts until their message denoun-

cing budget cuts is heard by state

legislators and action is taken, he said.

"We're not going to give up," Munzert

said. "The quality of public higher

education is going to sink."

UMass employees play the dating game

' ^inn photo hy Andrrw Ri»*l

Cal Booker and the gymnastics team defeated Army and Air Force
Saturday at the Boyden Gymnastics Center.

By ANN WHITEHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

Ask giaduate students and younger faculty and staff

members about their ability to find relationships, and you

may find that they need a shoulder to cry on.

"There are thou.sands of people who have no unified, con-

sistent wav of meeting people on a regular basis," said

Anna Tolentino Voegeli, a member ofThe Social Network.

The Social Network is a newly formed organization

made xip of University faculty and .staff members,

graduate students, and non-traditional students, accor-

ding to Susan Kahn, a staff a.ssis^tant in the Office of

Human Relations and coordinator of a steering commit-

tee for the organization.

Kahn said 30 people attended The Social Networks

meeting earlier this month, which she said sugge.sts the

organization is necessary at the University of

Massachusetts.

Kahn said she received several calls from Mental Health

and Residence Hall staff. She said those callers express

ed concern over complaints of isolation and discon-

nectedness made by graduate students and young, single

University employees.

She .said that this isolation leads in greater problems.

"A sense of i.solation weighs heavily on staff morale and

possibly on staff productivity," Kahn said. "The Univer-

sity ri.sks losing good people, because they come here and

thev hate it."

Members of the Social Network discussed last week,

over drinks, what lead them to the organization. They ask-

ed that their named not be used.

One ofthe men. a single faculty member, has been in

the area for a little over four years. Most ofthe other facul

ty members in his department are married, he .said, which

excludes him form their family and couple-oriented social

life.

"They're all x's and I'm an o," he joked. "And you don't

want to have social contacts with students."

He said he doesn't know where to find other single peo-

ple his age. "The swial life of the community revolves

around undergraduates. Businesses in this region need

to extend their horizons to older people and make more

of an effort to appeal to more than just the hard-rock

"They tell single people to join clubs, so I thought I'd

join the UMass ski club, but that's all undergraduates,"

he said, adding that after .such futile efforts, "You end

up reading the [ Va//(>v Advocate] personals seriously and

not just as a joke. You join dating services and end up feel

continued on page 6
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Students
rush budget
response
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The release <if a proposed budget that would mean severe

cuts for higher education has sent student government
officials at colleges and universities scrambling to

organize protests, claiming time is running out.

"It's critical that students mobilize," said Student
Trustee Stephanie Orefice. "We don't have the time we
u.sed to."

The state House Ways and Means committee approved
the 1990 higher education budget two weeks early last

Wednesday. Orefice said. The budget was approved at

$638.4 million. $.'J1 million less than Gov. Michael
Dukakis' original proposal.

"I think it was done to put people off guard." she said.

The legislature will review the budget next week, which
Orefice said "is really soon. It's going to mean a lot of

work."

On Thursday, students across the state will hold rallies

at their respective colleges and universities to protest the

budget cuts, Orefice said. The University of Massachusetts

rally will be held at noon on the steps of the Student Union
building.

"Ifwe don't have our voice heard and heard loudly, we're

going to have to go through another year of revisions and
add/drop lines," she said.

More than 1.000 students are expected to journey to

Boston to demonstrate on the steps of the State House
March VT^but the last minute event may make it difficult

to lobby state representatives, Orefice said.

The letter-writing campaigns to .state representatives

in Boston have spread to residential areas in an effort to

accelerate the lobbying process, she said.

Northeast Area president John Dunlap is offering a

$100 prize to the residence hall in his area that produces

the most letters and the Greek Area is collecting letters

from house to house. Orefice said.

The Orchard Hill area government has established "ac-

tion committees" for letter writing and tables have been
erected in the dining commons in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area and residence halls in Sylvan, she said.

Administrators at Whitmore Administration building

will also contribute to the effort this week by allowing

students and faculty to use their telephone lines to con-

tact parents and alumni to encourage them to lobby state

legislators, Orefice said.

The telephones will be available starting tomorrow from
6 to 9 p.m. on weekdays and from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. dur-

ing the weekend, she said.

"They can call parents, relatives, and neighbors and get

them to write letters," she said. "Students carry a lot of

weight, but we don't carry as much as the people who
aren't here."

A meeting will be held today at noon at the

Massachusetts Society of Professors in Hampshire house

to prepare faculty, staff and students for the week ahead,

Orefice said.

An organizational meeting for students will also be held

tonight at 8 p.m. in room 168 in the Campus Center, she

said.

LOCAL

t'ollr(ian phf>l« by Jason TaJrrinan

JUST A LITTLE BIT COUNTRY — Will Janowhite has his morning coffee outside the Coun-

try Store in Easthampton.

Car fire draws police to Dallas Mall
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police reported ye.sterday

they found a 1984 Dodge fully engulfed in flames Sun-
day morning on the campus.

The owner said he was operating the vehicle on Univer-

sity Drive when he observed smoke coming from the

engine compartment. Upon pulling the car into the Dallas

Mall flames enveloped the vehicle. Damage was estimated

to be about $3,000. police said.

In other police reports:

• Amherst police said they arrested a 19-year-old

Worcester man Sunday night after he allegedly smashed
in the glass door at Barselotti's tavern on North Pleasant

Street. The man was arre.sted on charges of malicious

destruction of property, police said.

• A 21 -year-old Boston man was arrested Friday on

charges of trespassing at Whitmore Administration

Building after being given notice, police said.

• A 19 -year-old Holyoke man was arrested Friday at

Coolidge Residence Hall on charges of being a minor in

possession of alcohol, police said.

• A student reported being assaulted in the basement

of Van Meter Residence Hall while he was working there

Friday, police said. The man was advised by officers on
how to pursue a complaint in court, police said.

• A 19-year-old Coolidge Resident was arrested Friday

on charges of being a minor in possession of alcohol, police

said.

• A 25-year-old Van Meter Resident was arrested Satur-

day on charges of operating a motor vehicle under the in-

fluence of alcohol, police said.

• A $2,500 Buick was reported stolen from Lot 50 Satur-

day, police said.

• A 25-year old New Hampshire man was arrested Satur-

day on charges of operating a motor vehicle under the in-

fluence of alcohol, police said.

• A license plate was reported stolen Saturday from a

vehicle parked in Stadium Lot E, police .said.

A student reported Saturday cash and jewelry worth $250
had been stolen from her room in Emerson Residence Hall,

police said.

• A chair was reported stolen Saturday from Gorman
Residence Hall. The chair was worth $100, police said

• A student rejjorted Saturday a license plate had been

stolen from his car parked in Lot 32, police said.

• Police said they responded to a medical emergency in

Brown Residence Hall Sunday when a young man receiv-

ed a severe cut on his arm from a broken window. An
Amherst Fire Department ambulance transported the

man to Cooley Dickinson Hospital, police said.

• A security officer reported a smashed window on the

west side of Melville Residence Hall Sunday. A man was
seen running from the area, police said.

• Police said they found a male student with head in-

juries who had been assaulted on the third floor of

Mackimmie Residence Hall Sunday. The man was
transported by an Amherst Fire Ambulance to Cooley

Dickenson Hospital. Police said they identified the respon-

sible second party and will seek a show cause hearing in

court.

Sociologist discusses
education and racism

CollcKian photo by Joel .Solomon

Social theorist Stuart Hall spoke on "Race, Culture and the Media"

at a special convocation yesterday.

By ANN WHITEHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

The principal function of a university

is to address the most disturbing ques-

tions of a society in the most rigorous

way possible, black social theorist

Stuart Hall said yesterday.

"No university (that) wants to hold its

head up in the 20th century can afford

to cast a dispassionate eye on the pro-

blems of racism and ethnicity which
have beset our world," Hall said, at a

special convocation in Bowker
Auditorium.
University of Massachusetts Presi-

dent David Knapp and Provost Richard

O'Brien presented Hall with an
honorary Doctor of Humane Letters for

"the contribution he has made to the

issue of race, culture, and politics within

the university community," O'Brien

said.

Hall, professor of sociology at the

Open University in England, told the

audience of about 450 that examining
the representation of blacks in the

media is an important part of examin-

ing society's racist structures. "The
reality of a society is media-mediated,"

he said.

Hall said it is important to examine
what is left out of media portraits of

blacks since they are often "simplified

and truncated ways of representing

their history and culture."

At the heart of racism lies "a deep

system of defen.se" stemming from a

denial of "how necessary the other is to

our identity," he said.

"People don't know how to deal with

the dangerous threat that differences

reflect," he said, adding people "sup-

press the differences to contain and ex-

pel them."
Hall, a native of Kingston, Jamaica,

attended Merton College in England,

where he was a Rhodes Scholar. He has

been a leader in the Campaign for

Nuclear Disarmament as well as in

various movements to combat racism in

England, and he has emerged in the

1980s as one of the movement's most ar-

ticulate spokespersons.
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AVAILABLE: WEDNESDAY

LOCATION: CAMPUS
CENTER CONCOURSE

The Spring Supplement of the Student Telephone
Directory is a limited printing of 5.000 copies. Dist-

ribution priority is given to students. There is no direct

distnbution to residence halls, administrative, or faculty

offices. Please take one copy only. Thank you for your
cooperation.

STUDENT AFFAIRS
INFORMATION SERVICES

COLLEGIAN
ATTENTION

SOPHOMORE/JUNIOR
MARKETING MAJORS

EXPERIENCE is a must to be successful in

gaining the competitive edge in today's

Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain THE MOST VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE on campus

Applications for position of

MARKETING/PROMOTIONS MANAGER
are now being accepted

This pjosition requues Responsibility Dedication and Time
Commitment—the qualities that tuture employers are looking lor

Come down to the Collegian Business Otlice in the Campus
Center (RM 1 13 - lower level 545-3500) and pick up a )Ob

application and descnption and submit it no later than
Wednesday. March 1

M/F-EOE

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When vou break awav this vear.do it with stvle

SUN FUN!!
round trip air

7 nights
great night life'

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
547-3437

•lao STUDENT UNION BLDG.

S439 Guest Houses
$499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
$559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

A $75 Reservation Deposit Required

SAVE /^^^^^'^W^^^^ I

UMASS SKI CLUB

LAGNAF ^^^ student Union • 545-3437
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Lesbian, Bisexual, Gav
Forum

The LBG forum is a service of the Collegian to the

University and area gay, lesbian and bisexual com-

munities. For more information on how to get your press

release or public service announcement in the LBG
forum, contact Sharon at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, UMass.
Planning committee
The LBGA Awareness Week planning committee

will meet from noon to 1:30 p.m. today in the Campus
Center. Call 545-4824.

Meeting
All are welcome to the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay

Alliance business meeting at 6:30 p.m. today in Stu-

dent Union Room 413. Call 545-0154 for more
information.

Rap group
The lesbian, bisexual, gay, counseling collective will

sponsor an open discussion at 8 p.m. Wednesday in Stu-

dent Union 413. Lesbians, gays, bisexuals and
heterosexuals questioning their sexuality are welcome.

For more information call 545-2645.

Social hour
The LBGA will sponsor a cofiee social from 3-5:30

p.m. Friday, on the 8th floor of the Campus Center.

All are welcome. Call 545-0154.

Dance
The LBGA is sponsoring a dance Saturday, March

4, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on the 10th floor of the campus
center. $3 donation.

Counseling
The lesbian, bisexual, gay counseling collective of-

fers free confidential peer counseling in Room 406G
Student Union. Office hours are Monday, Wednesday
and Thursday 11a.m. to 7 p.m., Tuesday 11 a.m. to 4

p.m., and Friday 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.. Call 545-2645 for

more information.
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BOOK NOW FOR SPRING BREAKI
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BOOK NOW I

413256-1261
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AmhCftl. MA 01002

NOW...
ON SATURDAY
IN AMHERST!
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1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE
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Factory

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST

League reclaimspotatoes 'past glory
By JENNIFER ROOKS
Collegian Correspondent

In France, it's "pomme de terre." In Germany, it's "Kar-

toffel." In southern Spain, they affectionately call it

"papa." But here in the United States, we have turned

him into a lazy, lounging lump.

Is the potato getting a bad rap? One group in Amherst
thinks so. They have formed the "Potato Anti-Defamation

League."
Spokesperson Kristine Suarez, a University of

Massachusetts art history major, said the league formed

in 1987, when her family moved to Amherst from Spain.

"When we saw what the Americans did to our friend

the potato, we were horrified," she said.

The four-member league includes Suarez and her two

sons, Nico, 12, and Andres, 7. Nico agreed with his mother,

saying, "The Americans have taken the noble soul of the

potato and degraded him. He deserves a better title." An-

dres said, "they made him into a fat slob."

The league was also formed as a response to "couch

potato" label used to describe persons who watch a lot of

television, Suarez said. The organiization's advertisement

says kids watch an average of 25 hours of television each

week, as many hours as they spend in the classroom.

Suarez said the concept for the league began in 1984,

while the family was living in Cadaques, near Barcelona.

"It started out as sort of a family joke," she said. "We
started telling stories about the potato and drawing pic-

tures of him on napkins in restaurants. It was all just for

fun."

The potato has its own personality, as well, according

to Ms. Suarez. The vegetable is stubborn, occasionally shy

and likes fine cuisine, as long as he's not the entree, she

said.

"You see, Americans have never really met the potato.

We have," she said.

The family made up sayings or "peelings," as the kids

called them. "You can lead a potato to water, but it won't

float " and "She's a real hot potato." Of course, where

would we be without potato jokes? "When does the potato

grow up?" Nico asked. "It never grows up; it grows down."

Ms. Suarez decided to put all of these tales and trivia

into a book titled The Secret Life of the Potato.

Weil said the league has sold buttons with the potato

logo on the Campus Center concourse and plans to sell

them to stores in Amherst. The buttons cost $1.50 each.

The Potato Anti-Defamation League, whose name is

copyrighted, is open to anyone. For $2, members receive

a "True Potato" button and a lifetime membership
diploma, Ms. Suarez said.

The league hopes to fight the syndrome of television ad-

diction and to earn a better name for potatoes, she said.

"Real potatoes were meant for better things."

6WI wasn't rubbing

it in-I just wanted
Eddie to Imow
the score of

last night's game.''

G<) ahead and gloat You can

rub it in all the wav' to Chicago

with AIScT I>ong Di.stance Senice

Be.side.s, your be,st friend Eddie

wa.s the one who said your team

wuld never win three .straight

So give him a call. It cost.s a

lot less than you think to let him

know who's headed for the Playoffs

Reach out and touch someone.'

If youd like to know more about

AT&T pRxlucts and .services, like

International Calling and the AIM
Card, call us at 1 800 2220300,

ATbT
The right choice.
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continued rrom pa^e •

groups by the time specified, they did not give back

privileges to his group. McGonnigal said the suit will

proceed

Director of Building Services Dudley Bridges said he

lifted the restrictions on the five other groups because only

the Republican Club was involved in the fight.

Less Black, attorney for the Republican Club, has agreed

to take the case pro-bono. free of charge, because he said

he feels it was unconstitutional for the administration to

sanction an entire organization for the actions of in

dividual members.
The \'ice Chancellor for Student Affairs office refused

to comment on the threatened suit — save that the

Republicans may have a viable point to argue.

The investigation into responsibility for the fight, which

holds the privileges for the Republican Club and the

Friends of the Spartacus League in the balance, will soon

be completed, .\ssistant Dean of Students Eileen Stewart

said.

The Spartacus League members who fought with the

Republicans will face seven counts of assault and battery

m Northampton tcxiay

Social Network
continued from page .

ing ripped off You just end up floundering like that So

you get discouraged and stay at home within your own
environment."

A 24-yearold female residence director said it was

frustrating not knowing what steps to take toward

meeting people "We're in a minority." she said, "i still

look like a student, so you could be at a bar and not even

know if there was another staff person there."

"It's not that I don't like students," she said, "but 1 want

to meet people my own age."

She said the result is "you turn into your job. and you

end up working too much."

A male Health Ser\-ices employee, who moved from New-

York six years ago, said, 'In a big city people walk by

without even looking at each other. It's the same here;

people say he's not in my department, so they don't

bother."

He said he sees The Social Network as an opportunity

to break out of department barriers. "There is such a

wealth of interesting people here," he said. "Everyone is

well educated. Thev should be able to get together."

F Yl
For Your Information is a service of the Collegian

to its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press

releases can be included in FYI. For more information,

contact David at the Collegian, at 545 3500.

Meeting
The UMass chapter of Amnesty International has

scheduled a meeting for 7 p.m. today in room 81 IB of

the Campus Center. For more information, contact Jen-

nifer Ott at 253-7230.

Lecture
The first of three lectures to be delivered by Smith

College professor Charles V. Hamilton, "Dual Agen-

da: Social Policies of Civil Rights Organizations, New
Deal to the Present," is scheduled for 8 p.m. today in

Wright Hall at the college. For more information, con-

tact Debra Bradley at 585-2190.

Census Information
The annual town census is now underway by mail

in Amherst. All forms must be returned by tomorrow.

For more information, contact Cornelia Como at

253-9382

AP pholo

COLLECTING STUDENT LOANS - Joseph M. Cronin, president of the Massachusetts

Higher Education Assistance Corporation, gestures yesterday to a chart diagraming the am-

mount of uncollected student loans since 1983 in Massachusetts during a news conference at

the Statehouse in Boston, to announce a new state initiative to recover more than $175 million

in unpaid federal education loans^

Work continues at registrar 's office
By LARA DMYTRYSHYN
Collegian Correspondent

The end of the add drop period is not a time of peace

and relaxation — but the beginning of another hectic

seme.ster, according to employees in the registrar's office.

"The emphasis of work in the office shifts following

add drop from student contact to a massive dose of paper
work, which is not always preferable," said Janet Bell,

associate registrar.

Bell said she could not begin to estimate the number
of students who passed through the office each day dur
ing "that dreaded period."

"It could be hundreds, even thousands," she said. "Some
days it seems like more becau.se certain students require
more time for advice and consultation."

About 15,000 forms are returned within the final two
days of the add/drop period, which ended Feb. 13, Bell said.

Marion Markwell, a 36-year employee in the Registrar's

Office, now in her 73rd semester of registration, said,

"This la.st day [Feb. 13] was the worst I have been through
out of all my years here. The biggest percentage was
returned on this dav"

Revising all the students' schedules, organizing this

semester's final exam times, and developing the fall 1989

schedule becomes the focus for the next several months
until the cycle begins to circle around once again.

Spring semester seems to be a little less chaotic than

the fall, .said Bell. "There is even a time in mid to late

March that allows free time to catch up and gear up for

pre-registration."

The 35 women who staff the registrar's office are respon-

sible for many activities, including the maintenance of
academic records, as well as grade processing and official

record keeping.

One way the employees make it through the day without
tearing each others' hair out is by knowing how to laugh,
they agree. Sandy Watkins, supervisor of records, attemp-
ted to keep things light in the office by constructing a sign,

originating from Bobby McFerrin's award winning song,
"Don't Worry, Be Happy."

"If I ever get stressed, I walk by the sign and read it

out loud. It definitely helps the atmosphere in the office,"

Markwell said "You have to mix pleasure with work and
the older I get, the more I see how true that .statement is

"

Beat ^rafe Presents
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CLASS
UMass/Amherst
April 3 to May 10

Monday and Wednesday
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Experienced
Instructor*
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Beautiful Cliffs...

Endless Beaches...

Only In

JAMAICA!
Spring Break '89

Call Paul at

5494289

Super Hush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
EdoLSbop!

228 TrJarigiaSL, Amhefst!
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Short stories landprize forprofessor
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The National Endowment of the Arts recently award
ed a grant of $20,000 to Jay Neugeboren, professor of
English and writer in residence at the University of
Massachusetts, for five related short stories entitled
"Sanguinary Tales."

"It's a lovely prize." said Neugeboren. "I'm just happy
to get it. The nicest thing about it is the money. It gives
me the freedom and feeling that I can write whatever I

want."
The stories which won the award were created "left-

overs" from other work and some of the ideas had been
with Neugeboren for 20 years, he said.

"They were images that themselves had never become
stories," he said.

The stories are called sanguinary "because they're kind
of bloody," said Neugeboren. The stories are "coming from
a part of myself that is more primitive and raw."
Neugeboren was especially pleased by the award

because he was being recognized for a style of writing
which he had never previously ittpmntpd

"The judges are other writers and it's blind judging. So-

meone asked me if I liked that and my answer was yes
because it means I'm being judged solely on the work"
and not on reputation, he said.

The Brooklyn-born Neugeboren started writing early.
His first work, a 70-page novel, was written at eight His
second was written in his sophomore year at Columbia
University and his third in his senior year there, he said.

At 50, he has written ten novels, hundreds of short

stories which have appeared in anthologies and magazines
such as The Atlantic and Esquire, and a number of

screenplays.

Writing hasn't come easy for Neugeboren. Much of the
time filling pages is just plain hard work, he said.

"Sentences don't come easy to me," he said, "You just

have to keep doing it until you do it right.

"I don't write to change the world. But I hope that in

the privacy of my readers lives what I write will make
a significant difference," he said.

CoUrsiui pbolo by Jaaon Talvrman

Jay Neugeboren

The Spoke
Drink of the Week

White or Black Russians
$1.00

Beers of the Month
Bass Ale $1.75

and Grolsch $1.75

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

mm
Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentration in injuries from e Auto Accidents
e Slips and Falls e Workers Corripjensation e Dog Bites

e And All Ottier Accidents e No legal fee unless
successful: costs payable at conclusion in most cases

e FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C.
AnORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
see us In the Nynex yellow pages

M N T E G BAY NORTHEAST AREA
GOVERNMENT

&
Distinguished Visitors Program

present

Why More?
The UMASS Ski Club invites you to Montego Bay, Jamaica. West Indies.

We will be staying in the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your
Spring Break needs are directly below. We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts, and the hottest night club in the bay.

Located five minutes from town, this resort has. at your disposal, water
sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars. Don't be lured

by low-budget, problem-filled tear-offs that, in the end, turn to np-offs WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOf^l^ODATIONS AND
FLIGHTS! Spend $9 a day more and step above the rest on your own vaca-

tion island!

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE-
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT
Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK
**AII Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

UtAASS SKI CLUB

CCA
7:30

IRELAND: A TERRIBLE BEAUTY
Guest Speakers

MAYOR RAYMOND FLYNN
&

INEZ McCORMACK
Irish Protestant Labor Leader in England

430 Student Union • 545-3437
V/SA Wu.
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2. Add a peripheral.
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3. Get a nice, fat check.

Now llirough March 31. when you buy selected Macintosh*SK or Macimo.sh II computers, you'll get

a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple* peripherals you add on -so you'll save up to $8()0.

Ask for details t(xlay where coiuputers are soldOn caiupus.

LOCATED IN THE

CAMPUS CENTER

Apple Pays Half

^yUNIVERSITY
mMstore^

OPEN
M— F 9-5

SAT 10-3
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Justice and
reconciliation

will end racism
tl had two errors in last week's column. UMass does not

require teaching assistants to take a full load of courses.

Also, recent reports say admissions here will be down by

400 next year, not the thousands reported earlier that I

alluded to.)

Since this is the last day of Black History Month, I

thought I'd air my thoughts about Minister Louis Far-

rakhan's visit. We aU know he has tried to advance the

cause of his own minority by slandering another — Jews.

Nevertheless, he is a man of some influence; it is always
wise to at least hear such a man out.

Rusty Denton

Among other things, Farrakhan told local Afro-

Americans they have a natural dignity that transcends

the oppressions of history. He told them not to feel sorry

for themselves, that hard work and self-respect were the

key to success. I think those things are true for all peo-

ple, black or white, female or male, but I don't imagine

1 could say it with quite the impact that Farrakhan did.

On this campus, it took a man of his background and

abilities to drive home a message about dignity and hope.

Farrakhan also recited a history of Africa and Afro-

Americans, expounding his theory that Islam is the

heritage of Africans, while Christianity (the "white man's

religion") is their oppressor. Obviously, he has a vested

interest in his statements on religion, but I haven't seen

a response to them in print.

If we want to talk about the "religious heritage" of

Africans, strictly speaking it would have to be animism
and local religions. Islam only came later.

Moreover, Islam itself is at least as open as Christiani-

ty to charges of racial iniquities by its adherents. Con-

sider a few. There are accounts of involvement by Muslim
Arabs in the African slave trade (more recently, the sale

of young Arab girls persisted into the 1950's). The Black

Muslim sect in America has teachers who say everything

white is evil and everything black is good. Israel has many
Islamic enemies whose chief gripe is an ethnic one. And
in Uganda in the 1970's, Idi Amin tried to eradicate all

tribes but his own in the name of Islam.

My point here is not to insult Muslims, among whom
I count some friends, but to say that Farrakhan's

criticisms and one-sided versions of history deserve to be

exposed for what they are.

Contrary to Farraklian's statements, many Christians

fought oppression of blacks in the West. The celebrated

Livingston ( "Dr. Livingston, I presume") was a Christian

missionary and noted geographer in Africa. His letters

home about the atrocities of the slavers were famous in

America, providing powerful fuel for the controversy that

led to the Civil War.

In Britain, a born-again Christian named William

Wilburforce campaigned in Parliament for 40 years to end

slavery there. Tlie bill he ultimately obtained has been

called one of the two or three entirely righteous acts in

history by a nation, since it freed and provided for all the

nation's slaves, and reimbursed slaveowners for the finan-

cial loss that emancipation incurred. It was a solution

calculated to defuse racial bitterness.

In America, by contrast, young and old died in a bitter

war, racism festered, and what we paid in bonuses to

Union veterans would have purchased the freedom of

every slave in the country.

It seems to me that in his rhetoric, Farrakhan favors

American forcefulness over the British sort of peaceful

redemptive solution to end racial injustice. That is, Far-

rakhan hastens to declare racial war. He fosters division

and enmity, thinking somehow that will bring parity bet-

ween races. Think again. Minister. We need justice, I

agree. But we also need reconciliation.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

Miller apologizes
Recently, we distributed in your newspaper a "Spring

Break Guide," which outlined Miller Brewing Company's

planned activities in Daytona Beach, Fla., and South

Padre Island, Texas, during March.

Since its distribution, concerns have been voiced about

the "tone" and content of the brochure.

Miller's intention was to create a humorous takeoff on

Spring Break. We certainly did not intend to produce

material which might be considered offensive or inap-

propriate. Consequently, we've stopped all further

distribution of the guide.
Su.san A. Henderson

Miller Brewing Company

)l tne Couegian or the Un

David Duke: The Republican reject
"There is no place for racial, religious, or economic

bigotry in a nation that is faithful to its founding prin-

ciples of liberty and individual rights. Likewise, there is

no place in either of America's major political parties —
organizations which help govern this nation — for in-

dividuals who espouse bigotry as a way of life."

Lee Atwater

Chairman of the Republican National Committee

The Republican party does not want him. People in the

Democratic party are appalled. The public in general is

shocked. How could an ex-Ku Klux Klan grand wizard

become an ELECTED official representing American con-

stituents, constituents who supposedly believe in equality?

Meredith O'Brien

On February 22, David Duke was elected to the Loui

siana Legislature.

I can not believe this, it makes me sick.

This man (aside from being the ex-head of the most

racist and disturbed group in our country ) established the

National Association for the Advancement of White Peo-

ple. The ambition of the group was to form resettlement

areas for blacks, Jewish people, and people with IQs below

100. Yes, in this country there are people who firmly

believe that it is their right as American citizens to force

other American citizens to live in dilapidated, isolated

parts of the country.

David Duke was patriotic enough to explain to the peo-

ple of Louisiana, that the Civil Rights legislation has gone

too far. He blames all of the crime in New Orleans on the

black population, who are also responsible for the exploita-

tion of whites through Affirmative Action, and the rise

of illegitimate births.

David Duke has successfully convinced the blatant

racists and anti-semites of the South that HE will save

them from the people who drag white America down.

These stupid, ignorant Southerners voted for this man
(and I use the term very loosely).

Once elected, he told the National Republican Party how

he abhors racists and anti-semites. He is as pure as apple-

pie. He desires "equality" for all. (Remember, this is com-

ing from a man whose phone number is still the same as

the Louisiana KKK headquarters.)

Then why does the Republican party reject him? Why
does President Bush condemn him? The head of the

Republican National Committee has called this man a

"political fraud — a charlatan and a faker — looking for

any mantle of legitimacy to hang his ridculous views of

white supremacy, anti-semitism, ethnic parity and just

plain hatred."

"With our president calling for a "kinder and gentler na

tion," it is very difficult for me to comprehend how

American citizens could, in their right minds, vote for this

man. It is such obvious racism and anti-semitism. Aren't

they ashamed of themselves?

It never ceases to amaze me how ignorant the citizens

of this country can be, how selfish and egotistical. When
people like David Duke are upheld to be model citizens

elected to institutions where they are supposed to repre-

sent ALL of the citizens, I become embarras.sed for

America. Embarrassed for the people of this country who

are NOT racist or antisemetic. I wish strength to those

who have the misfortune of having Duke as their link to

justice.

But I have a solution! If these people are so bent on

.segregation, "resettlement" and white supremacy, then

why don't we ship these people to a de.serted island where

they can exist all by themseives. Let them wallow in their

supremacy.
We don't need these type of people in our country. And

we especially don't want these people running our

country.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

There are alternatives to having an abortion
I am dismayed at the prevalent attitude in America that

the only life of value in considering abortion is that of the

woman (who, incidentally, is seldom acknowledged as the

mother). This attitude was espoused by Janine Warner

("Are anti-abortionists really on the side of life?", Feb. 16).

She mentioned the 100,000 women who died having il-

legal abortions before the 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision, but

she failed to consider the corresponding 1,000,000

defenseless infants who died, also illegally. Granted, many

people don't believe that the "mass of flesh" carried in

the womb during the first several weeks is actually

human, but how can -. ; say that? What if Warner's

mother decided hat the "fetus" later to become Warner

was inconvenient, and she decided to have an abortion?

I assure you, it would have been Warner that would have

died, not a sub-human or lifeless mass of flesh.

One of my friends was a candidate for abortion: his

mother was advised by her doctor that her pregnancy was

a risk to; her won life. She chose to continue the pregnan-

cy, and 20 years later, she is still healthy, her son is

healthy, she is a grandmother, and my friend is a father.

Who knows how many leaders, how many great men and

women, this and future generations have lost because of

our decisions of convenience (read: infanticide)? The

ramifications are staggering.

Do we have the right to decide who lives and who dies?

What about those babies whose embryonic fluid shows the

potential for birth defects? Should they be aborted? Are

the handicapped unfit to live? What if they aren't really

even handicapped? What if they aren't really even han-

dicapped? Dare we decide who is fit to live? The logical

extension of the "right" to make such decisions is not

unlike Hitler's genocide and his idea of the "master race."

One could argue that an abortion in this case would

spare the family and the child a lifetime of suffering. But

is hardship such a bad thing? Life is hard. If you haven't

learned that yet, you haven't lived long enough. No one

is prepared to comfort one who is suffering as one who
has suffered. Some of the strongest people I know are those

who have endured extreme hardship, who have worked

hard to survive and keep their heads above water. Usual-

ly, the more they suffered, the stronger they were. Con-

versely, many of the shallowest people I know are those

whose lives are soft.

America needs an attitude transplant. I hope it has

already begun, and I pray it is completed soon.

Fritzi Griffis

Amherst
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REGION WOOD&NATION
Fund for victims of violent crime runs dry
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - For the second

straight year, a special state fund estabhsh

ed to help victims of violent crime pay
medical expenses and other bills has run
dry, leaving in the lurch about 170 people

with approved claims totaling more than
$1 million.

"We are telling people they have to be

very patient." said Maria Pizzaro-Figueroa,

chief of the attorney general's victim com-
pensation division. "We have been telling

them that since October, when we paid our

last claim. We have just run out of money."

She said vesterdav that about $700,000

of the $1.2 million budgeted for the fund
this year was used to pay unpaid claims

from the previous year and a request for

$3.5 million in additional funding died in

the legislature.

The state program, established in 1968.

provides reimbursement to victims of

violent crimes and their families for

medical, funeral and other services not

covered by insurance. The maximum an in

dividual can receive is $25,000.

Gov. Michael; S. Dukakis allocated $7
million for the program in his proposed

budget for the coming year and the House

Ways and Means Committee has included

$6 million for the fund in its proposed 1990

budget, she said.

But for the past five months, her office

has been able to do little for crime victims

other than try to persuade bill collectors to

give them more time, she said.

"It's frustrating. You feel terrible for

these people and we try to do everything

we can to help them out when they call."

she said. She said workers in her office

have helped desperate people still awaiting

their checks get food and clothing. In one

case, a staffer arranged for a non-profit

agency to give a man, facing the loss of his

home, a $5,000 no-interest loan so he could

meet his mortgage payments.

The agency ran short of funds "essential-

ly because we were doing our job," she said,

pointing out that before the special division

was created in 1987 and set about erasing

the backlog, only about 120 to 200 cases

were processed yearly.

Last year, about 900 claims were approv-

ed, totaling more than $3 million, and far

exceeding the $2.4 million budgeted for the

program.
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1 Pray St Ambers'- 549-5403 • Open Mam

7 Days A Week • Cali for Take Out
Kitchen Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight IOC Buffalo Wings
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

Jameson Irish Coffee $1.75 Mooschcad $1.75|

Drink of the Week Beer of the Mont]^|

FOOD GIVE-AWAYS
Men Ntpht IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9 12

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 9-12

Sunday 4 Burger Platters for $5 GO 6-'.0
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UMass Ski Club has received lodging
in Salt Lake City for Spring Break

Price includes lodging, rental car, &
air fare. Lift ticket packages are

available.

$450—Contact UMass Ski Club

UMASS SKI CLUB

UMASS niLLELS 1989
JEWISH ARTS EESTIVAL

DAVID GROSSMAN
Israeli novelist, author of

"The Yellow Wind," and recepient

of numerous literary awards

To Speak On

"THE SURVIVORS PARADOX
IN THE MIDDLEEAST"

and his writing of

"THE YELLOW WIND"

Wednesday, March 1

7.30 PM
Memorial Hall

UPC PRESENTS
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SATURDAY
MARCH 4

&00 ESTHEBLUEWALLCAFE
UMASS

$ 6 UMASSSTUDENT
1 7GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETSONSALEAT TIX UNIJMITED,
FORTHERBOORO-FACES, ft.MAIN ST.
REGORDS-NORTHAMPTON
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FLAKY MONDAY - Eloise Jeffries takes a walk with her dog, Mol-

ly, among the snow-covered branches near her Nashville home
yesterday morning. The several inches of snow received by the area

closed schools but made for a beautiful scenic stroll.

Judge adjourns North trial
WASHINGTON (AP) - The judge in

Oliver L. North's Iran-Contra trial abrupt-

ly adjourned the proceedings yesterday

during a dispute over the use of classified

information during cross-examination of

witness Robert W. Owen.
US District Court Judge Gerhard Gesell

sent the jury home for the rest of the day
and cleared the courtroom to hold a closed

hearing on the classified information at

issue.

The adjournment came after a heated

bench conference during which the judge
was overheard telling prosecutors, "my rul-

ing is the name must come in." indicating

the dispute involved disclosing the name
of a secret source.

The dispute arose as Owen, who was
North's courier to Central America, was be-

ing questioned about a 1985 trip he took

to Costa Rica to view the site of an airfield

for rebel re-supply operations.

"Ladies and gentlemen," a clearly angr\'

Gesell told jurors, "I am going to excuse

you for the day and try to get this roadblock

straightened out."

The dispute arose before the noon lunch

break when defense attorney Brendan V.

Sullivan Jr. proposed introducing a docu-

ment into evidence as part of his cross-

examination of Owen.
The judge asked to see the document over

the lunch hour. When the trial rinronven-

ed, Gesell apparently ruled during a bench

conference that the information was rele-

vant to the case, prompting a half-hour

recess while prosecutors consulted with

government security experts.

Another bench conference ensued when
court reconvened after the recess. Gesell

spoke to prosecutor John W. Keker so

angrily that his voice could be heard at

times in the rear of the courtroom.

"I have offered you an opportunity to

withdraw the witness." the judge was
overheard telling Keker
Later he told Keker: "I am willing to try

to help you get a stipulation" to facts that

would be brought out in defense
cross-examination.

Earlier in the day. Owen said that as

Congress was cutting off aid to the Contras.

North called himself the Reagan ad-

ministration's "point man" for helping the

Nicaraguan rebels and its "fall guy" if

things went awry.

AP photo

Former White House aide Oliver
North
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SPRING BREAKfor

THE PLACE TO BE
We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode
is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The

Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy is first come first serve

$559: VILLAS
$525: ON WATER LOCATION

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

1^c»^^^^ruuirsfC

Double
Reverse
Weave

UMASS SKI CLUD

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE
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Photo by
Buck Stewart

Monday-Friday
9-5

Saturday 10-3

^nmVERSITY
MSTORE^
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Reagan memoirs editor

also a Hollywood man
BOSTON (API - It's a likely combination

for a book of memoirs. The editor, one of

the most powerful in American publishmg.

also writes potboilers and has Hollywood

connections. The author, former President

Ronald Reagan, is a powerbroker with a

"B" movie past.

Michael Korda. the son ot tilm art direc-

tor Vincent Korda. certainly knows about

power. He is editor in chief at Simon &
Schuster, has written best-selling tomes in-

eluding the how-to "Power!" and
"Queenie" and has been editor of

presidents and brilliant novelists.

As Korda, 55. prepares to work on

Reagan's memoirs, his own easy-to-digest

novel "The Fortune," about the

shenanigans of a powerful and rich fami-

ly, is appearing in bookstores.

'It can be argued I like to write about

subjects that are flashy and glamorous.

So does Jackie Collins." said Korda during

a recent stop here on a promotional tour.

i guess Im interested in the penalties

that come with having too much," says

Korda, who has always moved easily in

conservative circles although he is a

Democrat

im a Kennedy Democrat — an old Ken

nedy. not the new one," he said,

distinguishing between the late president

and his brother, Sen. Edward M Kenm<v.

Korda has worked with a varied group

of authors that includes Graham Greene.

Harold Robbins. Anthony Burgess. Edward

Koch. Charles DeGaulle, Richard Nixon.

Henry Kissinger. Jimmy Carter. Ten

nessee Williams and the Collins sisters,

Jackie and Joan.
AP pboto

Michael Korda, editor of Reagan's memoirs
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57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

YOU ASKED FOR IT

YOURE GOING TO GET IT!

STAY TUNED—

. Drink of the Week Beer of the Month j

J Whisky Sour $1.00 Bud & Miller Lite $1.00 ^

PITCHERS!!!
MILLER, MILLER LITE & ROLLING ROCK

MEISTER BRAU $4.25
$5.00

;•:•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^>^••^•v.v.vAv.v.v.v/.v.v.•.•.v.v.v.•.v.•.v. . .•. .......

Hail By Hailov^

Great Cuts & Perms
Creative styling

Cater to ii\ei\ &
voii\ei\

Low prices

Lixalcd on 'i'^9 Tiiaiigle Street

(ii(|l\( next ^^^ OairyinaiO

t 9

Miller Lite
i<m>.'\
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Spring Break ExppeSS
Register to win a "MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK SURVIVAL KIT"

Tomorrow night at Pearl Street. 5 winners will then be

qualified to win the "MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK EXPRESS"

grand prize.

Grand Prize winner will be selected from 20 qualifiers the

week of March 10.

Miller Lite Spring Break Express Party

Will Be Meld At:

iciLinoi
Wednesday. March 1 9:30-11:30

MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK EXPRESS
GRAND PRIZE CONSISTS OF:

• Round Trip Air Transportation for Two (2) to Washington D.C.

• A Welcoming Reception at the Washington D.C. Train Station

• Round Trip Rail Transportation Aboard the Miller Lite Spring Break

Express.

• Food, Beverage and Entertainment while on Board the Spring Break

Express ^^^^••^•••••••••••••*
• Eive Nights Accommodations (Double Occupancy) at the

Treasure Island Inn at Daytona Beach.

• $300 Spending Cash.

• Two (2) Miller Lite Sweatshirts.

• Chartered Transportation to and from the Train Station and hotel.

• Additional Activities may t)e Scheduled as Available.

The Grand Prize can not be transferred Winners who choose not to take the trip will forfeit airfare, train transpor

tation, hotel accommcxiations but will still receive spending cash and sweatshirts

the Facilities Resource Management co.

CAPITALIZE ON YOUR CAMPUS EXPERIENCE
DEMONSTRATE YOUR LEADERSHIP AND

MANAGEMENT ABILITIES
ASSUME IMMEDIATE RESPONSIBILITY

EXPLORE CAMPUS MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The Facilities Resource Management Co. is a rapidly expanding facilities

management groii."" dedicated to addressing the vita! facilities issues which face

colleges, universities, hospitals and school systems.

STRATEGIC AND FINANCIAL PLANNING
MAN.AGEMENT OF CAMPUS FACILITIES

TECHNICAL SERVICES/PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Whether you are majoring in liberal ans, -.cience. or engineering,

opportunities exist with our firm (or motivated and ambitious candidates who
have demonstrated leadership ability. Our rapid expansion, combined with the

diversity of professional backgrounds and wide range of facilities management

services we offer, requires a team approach to solving our clients" problems.

As a result, we offer a unique program of training combined with immediate

responsibility as a member of the FRM team.

EXPLORE THE CHALLENGE, OPPORTUNITY, AND
CAREER ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE
Please come and meet FRM Principals as well as members of the college

class of "88 who are new with the firm for a presentation, informal discussion,

and refreshments:

DATE/TIME:
MARCH 1

7 PM

LOCATION:
MATHER CAREER CENTER

Meigswood Park • PO Box I51.S. Madison. Connecticut 06443 • (203) 24.S-96()0

Offices In: New Yctrk. Washington DC. Boston/Providencc. Rochester NY. Sarasota PL
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Lecture notes serve well when not misused
By KAREN WILLIAMS
Collegian Correspondent

In this age of budget cuts and 500 person lecture halls,

it comes as no surpirise to see the mass marketing oflec

ture notes at a large state university like UMass. This

type of service, which appears on campuses across the

country, reflects the increasing need for information effi

tiency in today's society. But recently, the ethical implica-

tions of such services has been questioned. Do note ser-

vices fulfil! a vital student need, or do they encourage

students to miss class, knowing that they can purchase

reliable notes as an alternative''

The Student Notes and Printing Service here at UMass
pays $23 a week to students who. with the professor's per-

mi.ssion, record the lecture notes. The student mu.st have

received at lea.st a B in the given class prior to becoming

a paid notetaker.

F'rom Accounting 221 to Zoology 339 128 classes in all),

students may subscribe to a .semester's supply of notes for

$15, a half semester for $8. or a single lecture for $1.50.

The notes are primarily offered for large lectures which

fulfill general education requirements (FS&N 130, Psych

100 and Econ 103 and 104 among the most popular),

.According to Jay Conway, manager of SNPS, more

courses are offered this semester than in the past four

years that he has worked there, largely because more pro-

fessors are agreeing to it.

The students who purchase the notes appear to do so

for a variety of reasons: as a dependable tool to supple

ment their regular studies, as a necessary aid for inter

preting a profes.sor who is difTicult to comprehend, or simp

ly to make up a missed class.

Conway estimates that only about 10 to 15 percent of

those students rely on the note service as a substitute for

regular attendance It is partly due to this percentage that

Albey Reiner, professor for the Biology of Cancer, no

longer allows the notes to be offered for his lectures.

"I don't want to support something that will make peo-

ple not go to class," Reiner said.

Because his course is frequently oversubscribed, he

believes it is wrong to deprive .some students who really

want to attend the class of enrollment while others who

are enrolled may not be attending his lectures regularly.

Reiner generally feels that whether a student wants to

pay tuition for an education and not go to class is his/her

own prerogative.

"The notes are two dimensional and could never replace

the lecture . . . it's like seeing a picture in.stead of the ac-

tual person." he said.

Professor Charles Stubbart, who teaches Management
301. doesn't feel that the service encourages students to

skip class. All of his lectures are videotaped for students

to view later anyway, and a workbook with lecture notes

is also available

in a very large lecture like ours, the notes are only to

the students benefit . . . although there are certain things

that the notes could never replace," Stubbart said.

That .seems to be the general consensus for most of the

professors who consent to the .service; that it can only

enhance the learning process. Professor David Van
Blerkom sees no ethical problem in wholesale notes for

his Astronomy 100 class.

"It is certainly a good thing, it fulfills a student need,"

and of students who choose to skip his class,"there will

always be people who won't come - that's just the nature

of the court," he said.

Dahlia Siff, an SOM honor student, has used the the

student note service in the past as a supplement to her

notes, though she doesn't advise it as a replacement for

attending lectures.

"Sometimes you'll have a really bad professor - it won't

matter whether you go to the class or not. Sometimes the

notetaker can explain it better than if you went to the

lecture (if the notetaker is good). But if you have a good

professor, you're missing out ultimately it's your choice

of how you will get your education," Siff said.

There doesn't appear to be a question of decay in educa

tional standards, but rather in who is ethically wrong: the

people who are supplying the notes or the .students who

may be misusing the service in lieu of going to claas.

For those students, "they are making the wrong choice,"

said Jay Conway, but he feels that the positives of SNPS
far outweigh the negatives. "We are helping many more

students than we are hindering."

Conway has seen a positive trend in students' use of the

notes, and believes that the business he runs is completely

legitimate for their purposes

"Four years ago, a lot of these students weren't going

to class - now it's different. People are doing more listen-

ing instead of writing ... I know for a fact from talking

to customers that many people's grades have improved

as a consequence," he said.

With the declining budgets for professors at the Univer-

sity, and the increasing enrollment, Conway feels the note

service will become even more valuable in the future.

House compilation samples the odd and bizarre
By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Corre.spondent

Fear not, true believers. House music is

not dead! It lives on in the feet and the

minds of its devotees (Mostly ex-college

students like your good self, zonked out on

too much acieed DJ), and in order to help

out said crowd, BCM Records (West Ger-

many) has created a two record compact

disc set called Blastmaster Radio iKivp

This Frequency Clear), which should have

all house-heads on cloud nine for a few-

thousand more BPM.
rf# ^^
DISC

JUNKE
Clocking in at over 100 minutes, this

compiilation contains 17 boss tracks in

jected with more James Brown samples

than you could shake a drum machine at.

There's also some sort of rough framing

concept operating here, with the songs link-

ed by snippets of American radio DJs, in-

cluding a truly bizarre moment when the

jock announces today's winner as being

•'the former president of the Tucker,

Georgia Wife Swapping Club." Far from

being a distraction it adds to the charm of

this disarming passage.

Although house has drawn fire from the

critics as being nothing more than a stale

rehash of other people's work, there really

are some clever ideas in here. Think of it

as the musical equivalent of composting.

The genre is, by nature highly col-

laborative, and once you've listened to

enough of it, the in-jokes and snide

references to other groups' hits become half

the fun. Astute Bmovie fanatics can have

a blast playing "spot the sample" while

musical afficionados can attempt to iden-

tify all the melodic rip-offs. Remember
"Pump Up The Volume?" A band called

Capella certainly did because they created

a song which explicitly steals the already

stolen M/A/R/R/S rhythm track.

But it's not all thievery and questionable

copyright infringements here! There's

some seriously good music as well. The

groove power of Coldcut's "Beats and

Pieces" or LA Mix's "Check This Out " is

undeniable. Additionally anyone who can

resist the HI-NRG little girl voices on Chilli

and the Groove Gangsters' "Jump to the

Beat" or the thoroughly ridiculous nursery

rhyme rap Ronnette and Anquannette's

"Disco Queen" should check into an

emergency beatbox rehabilitation clinic.

Boogie on down to your nearest import

dealer and lay your hands on this record

before it becomes yesterday's news.

On the other hand maybe all the danc-

ing has given you blisters and you just

want to settle back and enjoy a little

classical music? It isn't exactly Wagner or

Hoist, but In the Nursery's latest album,

Koda takes classical music into the 1980s

(or is that a contradiction in terms?) The

band comprised of twin brothers nigel and

Klive Humberstone, creates traditional

and not so traditional orchestra ar-

rangements via the Fairlight CMI, one of

the most sophisticated samplers available.

Listening to the startling opening strings

and powerful horn section, it is hard to

believe that these lush orchestrations were

not performed by a full symphonic ensem-

ble, but were generated by a keyboard in

the confines of a recording studio

Koda is an ambiitious work. It attempts

thematic unity while moving from stan-

dard orchestral configurations, to oriental

styles, to completely choral'vocal pieces.

While some movements such as "Kotow,"

seem like digressions into the sample

library at first, they are usually integrated

into the piece at a later point, so the struc

tural integrity is preserved throughout.

This is a difficult album at first blush.

Only through repeated listenings does the

overarching framework of the compositiion

become apparent. If you are willing to put

the work into it, then Koda will be a rewar

ding venture. One caveat; although the

music is a bit dense, in terms of sheer play-

ing time, the album is a bit on the short

side. The compact disc partly remedies this

by including tracks from an earlier 12"

single. Released on Sweatbox Records in

the UK, it hjas been picked up and

distributed stateside by Chicago indepen-

dent label Wax Trax,

Uh oh, looks like it's time for another

house fix. Until next time, keep this fre-

quency clear.

AMHERST RACQUET
& FITNESS CENTER

3-months' membership $64

Save $26!

Free aerobics, including nightly aerobics with licensed,

expert, courteous nautilus and aerobic instructors.

New state of the art aerobics floor:

The Sentinal Floor - "very best aerobic mat on

the market today" American Aerobic Assoc.

Monday through Friday

Open 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Sat. & Sun.
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

549-4545 • Route 116 • Sunderland

Learn German
This Summer

]une 25 -

August 4, 1989

The X^'inih Annual German Summer School

of the Mlantic at the University of Rhode Island

in co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.

German will be the sole language of communnation and German

life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of

intensive language study

You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while

living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, lust

minutes away from Rhode Islands magnificent beaches and his-

toric summer colonies

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishmg to enroll m
beginning, intermediate, or any level of advanced German From

business people and travelers to students planning work or study

abroad 'ftike advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in

this total German Language experience

for dfiaih Dr lohn Grandin

Dr Otto DornberR. Co-Directors

Department of languages

University of Rhode island

Kingston. Rl 02MI (4011 792-5911
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^NiBt data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

POWER
A

T
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SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!

40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE

GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

\

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN
WITH THE NEW 2248/ 1 2 WORKSTATION

TO GIVE YOU THE MAXIMUM IN 286 SPEED AND POWER!
IV)wcr-iip your grades wilh the iiltimale in 28() deskloi) |)erf()rin,iiu e.

Just get the lighliiinK-last, 12Mllz Z-'IWII Workslalinn from /rnith Data Systems-

one of the leading suppliers of high-speed AT eonipatihies.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT

Steve Orlandi

ZDS Student Representative

549-1420

American Exprfss VISA. MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted

MOUSE
AND MICROSOFT WINDOWS

INCLUDED FREE

Mirrosod is a reijistered tra(l"mark of Mi( rosoft Corp

Prices subjec' to change witliout notice

<l'WK,/pnith Data Systems

Daddy beatnik tribute at Cafe
By PAMELA J. MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Tommorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Theater,

the Beat Cafe series features the improvisational jazz

play Kerouac: The Essence of Jack.

The play is a one man theater piece created and per-

formed by veteran actor Vincent Balestn, and is ac-

companied by saxophonist William Bateman who pro

vides periodic, jazzy back up to Balestn

The Essence of Jack is based on the life and writings

of Jack Kerouac, also remembered as the "Daddy of

the Beat Generation". Kerouac inspired writers and

poets to break free from the traditional bonds of

literature.

After a successful run in Chicago, the play is mak-

ing its Northeast debut. The Chicago Tribune gave the

show critical acclaim and remarked: "Kerouac is

neither conventional one man show nor traditional

biography. It is more like one man impressionism.

Balestri. who has studied Kerouac intensely, per

forms the play in a sfwntaneous and improvisational

manner. He works from eight hours of prepared

material out of which he shapes a unique show every

night.

Balestri is an alumnus of Chicago's Cioodman School

of Drama and has acted and dirtected numerous pro-

ductions across North America. His roles have includ-

ed: the lead in Ludlum's Bluebeard, at the Vancouver

East Culture Center. Jake Lamotta at the Ivanhoe

Theater in Chicago, and Peechum during a tour of the

Three Penny Opera with Canada's Theatre Energ\'.

His first one man play, Red Earth: A Western Myth
was also a critical success.

In addition to appearing in various plays. Balestri

was National Director of Robin Hood Children's

Theater of New York. He has been a drama instructor

on the faculties of Colombia College of Chicago and

Malapina College of British Columbia, and is a popular

clinician on college campuses.

Whether or not you are familiar with the writings

and history of Jack Kerouac, the play is going to be

creative, expressive and enjoyable.

Tickets for tommorrow night's production in the

Hampden Theater are- available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office.

Learn to be Art-iculate. ocnn
Call Graeme or Cosmo 545-3500

Dance Concert gives butterflys to budding choreographers

COLLEGIAN 15

Price's boogie
lights up Hatch
By DAN LEARY
and JIM COHEN
Collegian Correspondents

Sam Price

The Hatch
February 23

Thursday night, while Sam Price waited in the Hatch,

tenor saxophonist Ray Clark milled around Amherst Col-

lege asking where the campus hotel was. In spite of

Clark's confusion and the minor delay, the "boogie

woogie" show, which was the first in a weekend line-up

of concerts and workshops, was top notch.

For four men Price described as "old as soap", their first

set was smoking. Beginning the show with a caution, "If

you have any songs to request." Price joked, "don't ask,

we don't know them." the band launched into several jazz

numbers ("Massachusetts Boogie " among them) and a

classic 12 bar blues.

Guest vocalist Al Pittman joined Price for a Nat King

Cole number, and among the incredible drumming of

Wesley Landers, the band closed out the first set with

"When the Saints Come Marching In".

Rescinding his earlier statements. Price opened the se-

cond set with an audience request for "St. Louis Blues"

Pleased with his performance, he commented how he could

"go back to New York, pay my rent and drive my

Mercedes" with his earnings. The music was simple

elegance, that didn't pretend to be anything it was not.

By KRISTINE GUERTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The crackling pa. system emitted its first sound, and

the University of Massachusetts Student Dance Concert

was underway. The concert, which was presented by Alive

With Dance, opened Thursday night for the first of three

performances.

The show consisted of nine separate segments which

were choreographed and performed by UMass students.

Each segment had an original theme, although at times

these were difficult for the audience to decipher. These

themes ranged from the terror of nightmares to the

tragedy of alcoholism.

By far the most impressive of the arrangements was the

section entitled "A World Unnoticed." This unique ac

count of the insect world was created and choreographed

by Ann Marie Partenheimer, a junior dance major and

student director of the show. This piece was most

memorable due to its fascinating portrayal of the

metamorphosis of a catterpillar into a butterfly.

Another piece well worth mentioning was "Gold" which

was choreographed by Kelly Pike. This segment was a fun,

jazzy number which lightened things up a bit, and prov-

ed to be the break needed from the more intense portions

of the show.

Although the show was fun for everyone involved, there

was also a more serious side. For many of the student

choreographers, this was to be one of the last steps before

graduation in May. Partheimer explained that the senior

choreographers would be graded on their partiipation in

the annual event. "They have to write on paper, like a

thesis, about their theme." Partheimer said.

Many of the choreographers did not perform in their

segments, but this did not mean they were spared any of

the emotion. Senior dance major, Heidi Sperounis describ

ed the nervousness she experienced while observing

helplessly in the audience.

"I think it was harder sitting here than it would have

been performing," Sperounis admitted.

The performances were backed up by an interesting

diversity of music. These selections ranged from the eerie

sounds of Ben Puoi Tu Lucidar. to the familiar vocals of

the Beatles. The majority of the songs were perfectly coor

dinated to the theme of the segment, and successfully

created the proper mood. This was especially evident in

"Nocturnal Manifestation. " which was choreographed by

Maria Sasso. with music by Round Midnight and Kenny

G.

Overall, the show was well-received, although Bowker

Auditorium was less than half filled. Partheimer admit

ted that she was not concerned about the low turnout, and

that larger crowds were expected for the weekend shows.

"Thursday's are generally slow," she said.

Student Affairs information services

IDB/TIPS

Questions concerning your

money matters?

Call TIPS 545-1540 and ask

for these tapes by number:

2405

2410

2412

1303

2415

1304

2404

2468

1321

2440

Check Cashing

Emergency Short Term Loans

Financial Aid

Graduate Tuition and Fees

Perkins Loans and Stafford Student

Loans

Paying your Semester Bill and Lab Fees

Pell Grants

Student Federal Credit Union

Undergraduate Fees

Work Study Program

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

HEY
SENIORS:
Get Shot

!

Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held from Feb. 27 - Mar. 17,

9-5 pm in Rms 177/178 of the

Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

8c appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

r"

Make your checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus Center/UMass. Amherst 645-0848
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Comedian Doherty on the perils of men
By DANIELLE DOWLLNG
Collegian Correspondent

Dick Doherty
Peking Garden
February 24

COMEDY
Dick Doherty "s stage presence is grit-

ty. His voice is deep and smooth. He is

heavv set. He seems to be a man who

has seen a lot in his lifetime. On Friday

night at the Peking Garden's Comedy
Zone in Hadley, Doherty was dressed

like a biker with the MC jacket, the

boots and the Harley Davidson jersey,

yet he claimed to be a yuppie.

Doherty's material included bits about

Jimmy Swaggert, his own youth, his

drug and alcohol problem and his

Italian mother. His rapport with the au-

dience was superb, as he playfully ribb-

ed those seated in the front row.

The overall theme of the show was the

"male victim". Making light of male-

female relations, speaking of the women

who had used him and made him feel

cheap and warning the men in the au-

dience to be wary of their dates, Doher-

ty earned himself a warm response and

maintained a steady level of laughter.

MC Doug James suffered under the

odd nature of his material, and opener

Barbara Swanson was hot and cold.

In a small, intimate atmosphere, the

Peking Garden's Comedy Zone is now
offering weekend shows on both Friday

and Saturday nights, a good take-in if

you're looking for something different.

f^l
. with campus health issues

SHAB*
•Sponsor health projects

•Represent student health

care concerns
•Review UHS budget
•Serve on UHS Search
Committees
•Meet other students

interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!

Date: Tuesday. February 28th

Where: Univ. Health Cer^ter Room 302
Time: 5:15 - 6:15 p.m.

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
• STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (est. 1971)

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES

ONE EARTH TOUR
"Electrifying Drums!"
"...a miracle of music"
...a global phenomenon"A A

Friday, March 3. 8 p.m.

F.A.G. Concert Hall

Students $9-$ 11
Call 545-2511

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

1

16 Piece Jazz and Swing Bit; Rand

JHZZ
EnsEimiE '1

with

Jeff Holmes conducting

Tuesday, F«b. 28th
9 pm to 12 mid.

I

I

BOARD OF GOVERNOR S

PROGRAM COUNCIL

PRESENTS A

TWO HOUR COMEDY SHOW

ANY PERSON WITH
NO SENSE OF HUMOR

ANYONE WITH A WEAK KIDNEY

\^/^ can
MakcVoutaugh

WE WILL PAY

$25
In Cash

PLUS A

MAKE ME LAUGH" T-SHIRT

If...

YOU CAN SURVIVE AS A

CONTESTANT ON OUR SHOW"

SIGN UP ONE HOUR
BEFORE THE SHOW .

Wednesday,
March 1. 1989

9;00 p.m.

Second ^4ln -
Annual igK^jf^

^^ Thurs., Mar. 2ncl

9:00 pm

Hosted by
Ed Vadas and the

Fabulous Heavyweights

LATHER - RINSi
Friday, March 3rd a

Rock & Ro

: REPEAT
t 9:00 PM
II

NO FAT. no CHOLESTEROL

Nothing But Delicious.

1Ba\NaV!!1a\I2a\MA

Try some Monfat frozen Yogurt
Amherst the taste will leave you amazed! Northampton
Boltwood Walk Main Street

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

sz aoc ^g- J«^ ac JK zz

(Quitting Time Buffet)

Mon-Fri
4-7

restaurant ^^^^ bar

23 Main St. • Northampton 584-8666
SE ZE 2Z az az as
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

The test of a first-rate intelligence is the
ability to hold two opposed ideas in the
mind at he same time, and still retain the
ability to function '

- F Scott Fitzgerald

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
8LECMU.XoW,CM0K. TMNTS
I FKL ONUS ^<OJR

S\CK. / StCOKD QDWL
OF CERE^\.

TU\S Siun^

»S PUft£

90GA.C

BUT \\ifmifl£P

i^m ciGm
ESSENTIA

IT'SOOOD
R3R1CW

GJVE ME ^

EM1N6 ^

BOWL OF

mK DUDS

RIGHT OK m.
aDK.'pftRTOF

NurR\T\oos,

BALANCED
BREAKFAST

'

T

AND ms

GRAPEFRUITS,

A OoZEr4

BRAH MVJFfWS

YOU SMNCE LIKE

n^AT' VITAMIH

OtFlOENCf.

lU BET.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
THATM^ MY a/HYniL
MOTHefilN-LAMJ 35T h€'$

9H^'6Apmuep 6fttATi/um

THATmHIUBP fT' \

ZONKBRJOHeiP
mHTHeoA^y.

H5I5. JOANI^'3 PROdLlM
ieTHAT5H£:0NUyRe-
f^^!M8&i.^WHI<£JR^ FROM
A mmiCULMfl TIMS:

CHANCELLORMAN By al arpad

STUDENTS
HUDDLING
MISERABLY
N PROF/ADP
LINE

Tqoq\) news for
YOU DEDICATED
STUDENT5! NO
tAORE WAI riN(^

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

les ^o-

<A s + rict- re^irvnirTol

^

i

ACROSS
' Po«t Msriatmc
6 PI9 m P»i,4

10 Kitenantaacr

U Nor«< Pot*

15 B<e»a sptrxd
16 HiilCKIC »il» »i

1 r Pi»ni onrtw

19 Hitcnen «n<ie>

?0 AC»B»» G»r>

?i Powcat o< a

•«»
73 So*<W> nwav*

?4 Bator* iraai*

26 SupoMO
manpoKK*'

an oM^nst^

3? '«••» ii*"

34 Ca"v on
35 Swool aher 7'

Dewn
38 Fountain ncai
40 Raasonitx)

47 E«««w<g ">

Roma
43 Xratao
45 PtMippfne

timoer »«

48 U ana - H
Mrtlord tOpK

49 Humats gea'

SI Riaoy
54 Connart
55 Pa»ine« o> 'va*-

56 Flag laattxr

5^ Name m mov*
loie

62 IfidiQO

64 Toes
65 Ma'riagr

66 Pa»n ctxvrf

67 SacaO imao*
68 5>IOWIy 11 Soil*

69 Afmu" oi Tw
couts

70 Ma«»a«an oi'S

71 Rotis

DOWN
.'OSS p»t^'.

2 Adiaciiva k»

wxwpa
3 Fmanao
4 Jog (tic mamory
5 Conducto*—Pmika
Sakmaii

6 Sma* opanmg
7 Swan ganus
8 Brings up
9 F^n»»^

10 MNi< maaOom
11 nmhao
12 Cnampanst<i(<

13 Sam ol mr ii>*s

21 Play and
22 PronOMion

77 Panna' o< sians

78 Eiampw
79 Bouquet
30 Trip lypa

31 Paini*'

baii«"i'>a'

36 Otneii' n<"'

37 FfO"' t-.

riet«a»

39 0«ar
41 fwt inn

Beriine,

44 Acvess D3»»n pr

V
46 Pans saasor
50 fV(i on waigw

5.' Hus'
5' f"«» Ir^

58 Scxf**- ,T*^'

60 Sr>ei1»-

61 Siai>o»>i<" o'

DasM>a<!
6,'< 1e« a «»Ki»!»»i

65 Rut**' lt»»

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

'JltiLlJjBiP^A^iijiJ
2'38/M
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1

III III

^ -
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n mv -S==="
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^'^----

^n-J:tT
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IfB* Ijm \iitrlr« Itmr^ ^\m4K»u 7ini%%

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS fMarch 21-April 19; forget

any lard feelings ana Iook fo the

'uture 1 s important to put rxjst

anxieties Dehina /ou so you don't

oveflook certain golden oppor-

tunities New alliances enjoy

favorable influences

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) /ou

jviii De proven right. Put that 3lone

A/iii 'lot open closed doors Study

vays to imp>rove communication

/Qu jam the most when you work

^n /our own Close relationships

^row Tiore rewardirvg

OKMINI 'May PiJune 20) Potch

up 3 overs quarrel before it ruins

/Our whole day Vou could make
importoht points with the tx)ss by

compromisirig on i Ttinor rnotter

Vou 'ind new ways to increase your

income

CANCIR :June 21 July 22) Do not

hesitate 'o isolate yourself rf solitude

will help vou bring a project In on

time Vour recent moodiness could

cause trouble with a romantc rekj-

tlonship or sibling Pace yourself

LiO (July 23-Aug 22) Money will

be very much on your mind Take

the imtiafive in bui'ding a better

relationship An incoming message

could have a positive impact on

your career, family We or education

perhaps all three'

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 2) Your

responsibilities to yourself are impor-

tant, too You are moving into a

position where you can reolly

stretch your talents Big profits are

possible You are at your most per-

suasive today

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) You

couka find yourself on the outskje

OOkitTg in unless you act quickly on

a college or career matter >o

meone you rrieet by clxjrce couk3

ploy T big part m your future

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Your

cnansma is at a peak You can do
almost anything /ou desire OttTers

begin to reahze what t great com-

muriicator you ^re Exparxl your

spt«re of influence Smile a lot

SAOIHARUIS ':Nov 22-Dec 21)

Being more indulgent is rot the best

answer to a recent chikj-parents

problem Talk things out Those

traveling or storting new jobs nave

good uck Be persistent Rewards

aie on the way
. CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Remain flexible and a money situo-

tion will turn m your favor Vou

ber>efit from playing by trie rules

and observing protocol Too much
rch food coukd put you out of com-
mission Show restraint

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) A
health upset could drain your

energy Folksw the doctor's advice

and you will sriap back quickly

Take an honest look at your role in

a rekjtionship and you will gam
valuable insights

nSCeS (Feb 19-March 20) Carry

through on your promises Handle a
headstrong young person gently

but firmly There are hidden aspects

affecting a money situatkjn You

know ftie right response to give in

business negotiations

MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Gyros - hann, turkey, tiof

corned beef

Lox and cream cheese

stuffed shells, tomato sauce
Beef bourguignon, puff pastry

with assorted breads

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Eggplant cutlet, vegetable

stuffed shells, tomato sauce
fillif^, turkey

LOX and cream cheese

with assorted breads

Creamed vegetable

croquettes with sauce
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Court move puts
Boggs at ease

WINTER HAVEN. Fla. ( AP) - Wade Boggs. almost as

confident now in the judicial system as he is at the plate,

said yesterday that "justice has paid off" in a decision

throwing out a major portion of his former girlfriend's

lawsuit.

This IS a landmark decision for me," Boggs said, im
in from the ocean and headed toward port. It was just

a matter of time
"

i did it the right way I went through the legal system.

Tve sid all along that it would come out in my favor."

Over the weekend, the 4th District Court of Appeals in

California threw out a key portion ol Margo .Adams' $12

million lawsuit against Boggs, ruling she cant sue for

emotional distress.

With the decision. Adams cannot seek $1 1.5 million foi

pain she contended Boggs caustKl her by allegedly accu>

ing her of extortion in an FBI interview. Bo^v'^" lawvn

Jennifer King, said

'Tm very happy with the decision." Bogg^ said i)ilor<

joining teammates for the daily practice at Chain ()Lake>

Park, im pleased that there s justice, that the system

works."

Adams filed the $12 million suit for breach of oral con

tract after her four year relationship with Boggs. The All

Star third baseman, who is married with two children,

has admitted the affair.

'We are extremely happy with this decision," King said

"The part of the lawsuit they had hoped to get the most

amount of money for is now gone."

In its decision, made public Saturday, the appellate

court ruled the emotional distress claim was groundless

because Boggs" alleged statements to FBI agents con-

stituted privileged information.

.Al* photo

COWBOY FAREWELL - Former Dallas Cowboys football team head coach Tom Landry,

right, and quarterback Danny White, left, share a forlorn moment after Landry's farewell to

the team yesterday morning at the training facility in Irving, Texas.

1989/90 FINACIAL AID FORM
DEADLINE—MARCH 1, 1989

To receive priority consideration for financial aid. your Financial Aid Form (FAF) must be

received t)y College Scnolarship Services (CSS) by Wednesday March l, 1989

You can obtain the FAF at Financial Aid Services. 243 Whitmore Administration Building.

Monday thru Fnday from 8 30AM to 5 00PM Also SAFA (Students Advocating Financial

Aid) members will be on the Campus Center Concourse on Tuesday February 28. 1989

Don't risk the loss of your Financial Aid Dollars file on time'

1989/90 SOLICITUD DE ASISTENCIA
ECONOMICA

FECHA LIMITE— 1 DE MARZO DE 1989
Para recibir pnoricjad para asistencia economica su solicitud (Financial Aicj Form
(FAF)) debe ser recibida por el College Scholarship Services (CSS) en o antes

del 1 de marzo de 1989

Usted puede obtener una copia en la oficma de asistencia economica: Finan-

cial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore Administration Building, de lunes a viernes. de
» 8:30AM a 5:00PM Tambien el martes 28 de febrero de 1989. miembros de SAFA
(Students Advocating Financial Aid) estaran en el Campus Center Concourse.

No te arriesgues a perder tu asistencia economica, liena tu solicitud a tiempo!

_]

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSC serving the students

of UMass
Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law
m» chat wa caa no lim^ar oitm

itlon to seudKics toilatixrq tta

MjgiMt 31. 19t7 dacUion.)

caU 545-1995

BRAND NAME

SHIRTS
Factory Outlet Prices

Shirts
Rt. 5 & 10

Hatfield

Next to Danco

Zeta Psi Amherst Drop Zone
((f

1$

iv

|ARMY/NAVY
SALE

Sponsored By: Zeta Psi

I
I

%

LAp, LAp & <Z/^wasf

Balloon Bouquets
For Any Occasion

ZV
ti

With: Amherst Drop Zone

An
inexpensive
way to say

"Something
Special"

Feb. 27 To March 2 ^i

t 9-5 p.m. 4 Days Only
|

iS^ [s Plus: 4 additional Vendors S

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

HOT
ROAST QEEF
SANDWICHES

253-7018

YIPEE!
WE'RE GOING TO JB'S.

C^.l >—{^^.^

Create Your
Own Me8sage«(|^:

(413) 256-8557
FREE DELIVERY

COD • MaatcrCard • Vtaa

^^^y^^

with...

VINTAGE CLOTHING
JEWELRY
MEXICAN BLANKETS
CHAMPION SWEATSHIRTS
LIVE CONCERT TAPES

And
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus

Located in Student Union Ballroom

Chip & Jay: We're too excited! It's that time of the

day--JB's time. We wait for this moment eagerly seven

days a week; and when the clock strikes 5pm, we're out

the door. Foreget the DC for dinner, We like JB's roast

beef sandwiches and chicken fingers. JB's, here we come!

If this is you, bring this ad in for a free order of chicken fingers

GREAT FOOD • GREAT PRICES • OPEN TIL 2 AM

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 28. 1989

U equestrian team
continued from page 20

competes differently," said Newton.
The Americans placed third, fourth and fiflh in dressage

and first, second and third in show jumping. The United
States was the overall winner and also had the most in-

dividual winners.

For both competitions the riders were judged individual

ly and as a team. Newton won first place in the dressage
competition for her division and the team took third place.

In the show jumping, she took second mdividually and
her team took first. Becker's team placed third overall.

Last year was the first time this competition was held

and approximately seven students participated

"A year ago someone decided to bring the college

students to go over and compete. It worked well and will

COLLEGIAN 19

become an annual event," Newton said. She also added
that it may be held in Scotland or England next year.

Becker has been involved with horses for the past seven
years. She has been competitively involved for two-and
a half years, when she entered the University as a
freshman. Newton has been riding for eight years, and
for the past three has been serious about riding. It began
as a hobby for her but then as she became more interested,
"the more I rode, the more I enjoyed it and my trainer
pushed me."
Both women have bt-en members of the UMass

equestrian team since their freshman year When they
came to the University they had to try out for the team.
"Tryouts are in the fall, the third week in September

and they are open to all people," Becker said.

Said Newton, "UMass has a well-known riding team and
It is a giKxi program

"

men's track

Sports

Notice

skiing teams

Rugby:
The UMass rugby team has started

training for its new season, veterans
and newcomers are encouraged to play.

Practices are Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday at 4 p.m. Anyone in-

terested in playing for the team should
meet in the Boyden men's locker room
before the scheduled practices.

Football:

The University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team is looking for managers.
Any interested work study students

should see coach Jones in the football of
fice in Boyden Building.

continued from page 20

of 59 Gilbert and Robin Harris of UMass
skied 35th and 39th, respectively. For the
men. Charlie Holcombe, one of UMass'
many talented freshmen, skied to 28th
place, as UMass finished 12th on Saturday.

"He 'Holcombe* skied two good runs,"
said MacConnell. The men's leaders, Roche
and D'elia. had good first runs in the
slalom, but knowing that their second runs
would be their last chance to qualify to the
NCAA's, they went for all or nothing, and
came up short, both falling on their runs.

No one for UMass qualified for the

NCAA's, which take place next weekend
in Wyoming. Qualifying meant an in-

dividual had to finish in the top 10 in at

least one event, and the competition from
other schools was too great for anybody
from UMass to do.

continued from page 20 ^ ^^ j^y

Stephen Brown (49.56 in the 400M. 5th place). Derek
Moore (2:28.9 in the l.OOOM, 5th place) and Artie Smith
(8: 15.97 in the 3.000M, 5th place). In addition to those
individuals the two-mile relay team of Renaldo Flores,

Herb Heffner and Fitz Hagan came in second with a

time of 7:43.55. They had the lead until the final 30
yards, where they were taken over by BU who took first

place.

A highlight for UMass was the performance of Moore.
On Saturday, he broke the UMass freshman
1.000-meter record.

"The meet went well," O'Brien said. "With the ex
ception of two hurdelers, everyone we brought achiev-

ed a personnal mark. That's tremendous.
"'

women's track
connnued y'om oage 20

Helen Balaouras. who not only bested White, but
broke her school record. Balaouras finished ninth with
a distance of 41' 11 1/2", edging the previous mark by
3 inches. White finished 10th with a throw of 40* 5'.

Both throwers just missed getting into the finals, which
was the top 8.

The throwers experienced similar success in the shot,

as Simone Marisseau finished fiflh with a personal best

of 39' 5 3'4' and Balaouras finished eighth with a
season best of 37" 10 3/4'.

Kristin Peers finished fiflh in the unseeded and non-
scoring 5.000m race with a time of 18:54.

The 4x800 relay team finished fiflh. with a surprise
coming from Cheryl LeClerc. who set a personal record
with a 2:19. Michelle St. Laurent led off with a 2:25.

followed by LeClerc. Ambrose (2:24), and Smit'-« (2:24).

LaFreniere said. "We expected a little better. In the
4x8, Michelle could have run five seconds faster, Lee
Ann four seconds, and Shana also a little quicker too."

CLASSIFIEDS
THURS 8 31 vi.rirADI [•^iV : D.AV.^. prior to piiri irATION^rAW TM

ACTIVITIES CAMP COUNSELORS

WEDNE8DAV MARCH 1«t Miyor Flynn &
Inez McCormick. iMding woman trda

untonisl in Europ* 10 (peak on North«rn
Ireland in tha CCA at 7 30

NOT EVEHV0NEHA8 WHAT IT TAJtES
10 earn S3-5 thousand this next summer but

Southwestern interviews 100.000 students
each spring to hire its 4000 students II you
know how to work ambitiously and finish

what you start in life then we might be in-

terested in talking with you Call Paul at

665-3247 or stop by the tmploymtant office

today

NEW CRAFT WOAKSHOPS marbeling
paper airbrush sikpainting • jewelry Sign
up now!

THE ARAWC CLUB coffee table. Herwr 7th

floor. 9am til noon, Mon to Fn Coffees, tea,

homemade arable pastries, visit'

UPC MEETINGTOOAV 6:30Earthfoods'an-
nouncing new shows, you'll gregrel miss-
ing this one

AEPI PRESENTS LITTLE SlSTERRUSihl
All University Women invited Tuesday
February 28 7 00pm at AEPi House 382
North Pleasant St

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3^camp
organization in the Pocono Mountains ol

PA Positions are available m Tennis. Ar-

chery Waterfront (W S I ). Cramalics. Office
Administration. Computers. Radio Arts i
Crafts. Nature. Athletics. Jewelry
Photoography. Dance Wrestling Cooking
Adventure/Challenge Course Film making
Camp Drivers Season 6/24-6/20 Call
800-533-CAMP (215-867-9700 in PA) or
write 407 Benson East. Jenkintown. PA
19046

COMPACT (MSC MUSIC MACHINC

DISC JOCKEY 8ERVICC - quality tuna* tor

alt occasions 54»-i42l or 2S3-7eSS

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc
jockeys lights and large screen video
dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS WE DELIVER
253-9742

mSCANCHOf
"MISS MASSACHUSETTS-

I AM IN SEARCH OF A GIRL. A'gorgMut
btoTKle I saw over X-Mas braak m MazaHan
in a burgandv UMaa* swaatslml Pint at a
dumpy little Italian restaurant the avenirtg
of Dec 25th, then the 2e«h and 27lh in front
ol the Ptaya Maiattan, iwtiere I was staying
II you are that girl I'm the semi-blof>de guy
in the black shorts that could not take his
eyes off you but dKjn't have ttie nerve to talk

to you though I did try lo get your atten-
tion by waving a red beach loiwal at you from
my balcony pretty smooth huh' I've never
seen a girl that has set me back like you or
been so infatuated before and would t>e

honored if you iwould write me back so that
I could at least know your name if you
daecnbe your bathing suit then I'* know it's

you-Believe me I'll know I II even pay for

the stamp-Man Sayre, 2714 College St
S E . Lacay, Washington. 98603

INSTRUCTION

LMT- one pair o( ak*

IF VOU-RC TNE KINO OF PERSON who
wants to work hard t)e their own boss and
be rewarded accordingly then
Soutrnnaatam Co mght be lor you Call Paul
at 665-3247 to find out more about the sum^
mer work enchartge

COOL REMALE ROOMATE NEEDED lo

share 3 t>drm Twnhse /kpt 165/mlh
549-6448

TRI SIGMA OPEN RUSH, Tues Feb 28,
8:30-9:30, and Wed . Thurs . March 1 ft 2,

6 30-7 30 For more info call 545-1224

CHEN STYLE TAICHI CLASS begins Feb
28. 6 30pm, Jackson Street School Nor-
thampton. Call 585-8931

ATTENTION PRE-MEOS, NURSING, AND
ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN STU-
DENT HEALTH: Student Health Advisory
Board (SHAB) meeting welcomes all new
members -Tues Feb 28, 5 15-6 15 rm -302
Univ Health Center

SIGMA DELTA TAU SISTERS invite

University women to Open Rush Dinners
Feb 27 a 28 at 5:30 Hope to see you there

FOR SALE

OLIN SK " ' ../cm Hanson boots size 10
$100/BO 585-0604

WEIGHT BENCH - incline leg extention
150 lbs Weights $75/BO 585-0604

APPLE MACINTOSH S12K memory Apple
Image-Writer printer security system $1000
5492781 Anne

ROiTaNO Olio KEYBOARD/SYN-
THESIZER Excellent cond Must sell Call

Chris after 7pm 546-6701

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE In

termediate course Tuesday/Thursday
7-9pm, 3/28-5/4, $115 54&.4576

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands on ex
perience m the legal field-work directly with
attorneys and clients Earn up lo 15
Undergraduate credits No experience in

the legal prolesson necessary-training pro-

vided An information session will be held
on February 22 from 3 30-4 30 in room 901
Campus Center (545-1995)

LOST

FOUND- One small Pwrre Cardin bell and
one pair of baick Thom McCann shoes

LOST- One turquoise IzoK) shirt Give it

back

JANWE- The fiesty redhead^Have a mM
day' Love Gail

TO THE PRETTY BLONDE SENIOR (coat
checx line Peart Street) Offer still open
John 545-0015 P S This tin>e leave name
and number''"

TO THE UMASS GUV who was in Polisci
at Amherst I wish you hadn't dropped. I was
really tooking forward to getting to know
you Please respond if you would still like

to The Smilhie

191 COLONJAL VILLAGE SIG EP Hadan
awesome time'" Trading pajamas next time
could be interesting''"

TO THE GIRL IN 34 TOWNEHOUSE- What
did he do to you after three years'^

FREVA, LARISSA, PIPE, VENV, ROBER-
TO. ITRIANANCE, HUMBERTO Beware-ol
gazoo, the greenest of all

TO BARB (bob) you re 0M< HAPPY BIRTH-
DAY from Shmip. Shmane. Shmaren.
Shmen and Shmasper"

SUNNY SPAOOUS WOOOFLOOR
BEDROOM available m furnished apart-

meni m Hadley washer dryer microwave col-

or tetevwon on bus route 15 minutes to

UMaaa 10 mmutes to Northampton Carters
right across tfie street parking available

225* call evenings * weekends women on-

ly please 586^12

r ,-,' .~r- tnr*

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN 546-7483.

TYPING

2 MEEOeO TO SHARE ROOM
IN Townhouae apt beginning

fall semester Contact
as soon as possible

54^5025

ROOM AVAILABLE IN HOUSE 3 mm to

bus $225/rTX>nth • util Call Peter after 7pm
253^2268

WOROSMITH PROFESSIONAL TVP-
MG. Papers resumes arx] morei Laserpnn-
ting with spelKheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSmc'tasTprofessionar
accurate 665-4501

SERVICES

•••TUTOR*"
COINS ECE MATH

•BY EXPERIENCED GRAD 256-8121*

AUTO REPAIRS: very reasonable, ex-

perienced mechanic Work your place or

mine Messages for Mark 665-8467

PROFESSIONAL EDITING- Term papers
Theses Dissertations 1-467-3753 after

7pm

LEARN JEWELRY ft SILKSCREEN 4
workshops meeting once a week at Student
Union Craft Center

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLUB'S inaugural gathering of

1989 featuring elections and social events
planning New members graciously
welcomed Thursday 6 30-7 30pm SOM lol>-

by Don't let it be another extracurricularless

semester.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

SAPCIOUS 1.2. and 3 BEDROOM UNITS
in Sunderland Ample off street parking and
free bus service to UMass and shopping

areas Call 665-3856

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
ve available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down lo Room 1 1 3 Cam
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUDIO

MARANTZ SPEAKERS 60 watts 6 mos old

1 bO or BO Gal lor more info 546-€524 Leave

message

MACINTOSH PLUS W/40MB Hard disk,
and turbo mouse $1800 or 8/0 Call
549-4135

REWARD; GRAY/PINK RAYON SCARF
lost in area of Student Union. Campus
Center or Marcus Please call 546-4734

GOLD RING WiTH RUBY LOST 2/22, huge
sentimental value, if found please call

jeanne • Reward • 546-7691

TWIN MATTRESS W/BOX SPRING, some
bedding very good condition $125 or B'O
Call 549 4047 days eves til 9

GUITAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC w/case
$200 Call 253-7387

LOST GREY WALLET CONTAINING 2 IDs
and money Possibly lost near Kmkos or the
Career Center Keep money and call

253-0706.

TIM FROM SIG EP: We've done the pants,
let's do the rest'

SIG EP- Awesome excfiange' So. do you
want to trade shirts next lime" The sisters
and ribbonenes of SOT

TO THE GUY I MET on the 500pm bus en
route to Springfield 2/ 1 7 you were on your
way to Worcester. I was going lo Lee Had
a great conversation wouM like to .

>i^ again
If interested Respond here

VIDEO RESUME TO GET THAT JOBI Im
mediate professional, personalized servce
Appointments Video Image Productions

(413) 863-8035

WANTED

BIO 400: Genetics tutor- excellent pay
please call Karen 6-9195

AJVARfiMENT WANTED: We wanlTo taiia

over/buy your tree tMdroom apartment, caU
6-7624 or 6-7673

IF YOU HAVE A LEASE FOR A HOUSE
(beg 6/89 or later) that you wouW like to sur

render to a responsible group of people
pleaaa call Susan 546-9084 Leave a

nwaaage-will respond

felf .1'

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93,000
miles Call 256-8369.

FOUND

FOUND, MAN'S WATCH couple ol weeks
ago in front of Herter Leather Band Very
valuable If yours, please call Christine at

546 6947

MEN'S SOCCER

WOULD'U LIKE TO PLAY in the In

tramurals'' For information call 6-4877 Ask
for Carmen

VCR WANTED OLDER MODEL or dont
need to record Amy 546-4364

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 JEEP CHEROKEE, 4x4, 360 V 8

engine needs body work, resotration parts

included 1 774-5239 $850

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253-9032

FOUND A PAIR OF HEAVY RED MITTENS
WITH RED FURRY LINING about two
weeks ago and just kepi forgetting to put
in a classified aC>out it If yours. |ust call

549-6656 and ask for M " or leave a

message

AXCESS WATCH IN BOWL. F^urTcall
Chris 546-6847

HELP WANTED

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE
that could land you a job upon graduation

with a Forlune-500 company then call Paul

today at 665-3247 We might be able to help

you get prepared while there is still lime

Don't wait call now'

THINK FUN AND SUN! Work^rKwTand
make lots of money for Spring Break Start

part-time now and have a full-time job on

the Cape this summer This may be Ihe

most exciting job ofter ol the century' Clean

Water Action is looking for motivated and
spirited people to work on our political staff

Earn up to $10/hr Call 549-7450

MOTORCYCLES

WANT TO BUY A MOTORCYCLE 84 87,

600-750CC Finn 549-4793

NEED CASH!

GET SOME SPRING BREAK money before
It's loo lalfi" Sell Tie your baseball cards
Call Todd anytime 549-6361

NEED EXTRA CASH

WE ARE LOOKING FOR MOTIVATED in

dividuals 10 fill the position of Campus Sales
Hepresentitive Earn hourly wage plus com
mission 549-2871

LET US PREPARE YOUR 1988 TAX
RETURN today you'll have your refund in

a month Computerized returns profes-
sionally prepared for only $10, 549-2871

PERSONALS

ROB SKELTON: Trustee'

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS! EXCELLENT FUNORAISING OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUART 546 7612.
LEAVE A MESSAGE

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Denise ?56 0998 4pm or later

ALL UMASS MENI!
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

Open Rush Feb 27. 28, March 1

II interested contact John at 549-6440

RC GORMAN

AND OTHER SOUTHWESTERN mages
tor Ihe best prices call 546 5260 Ask for

Frank

RIDE WANTED

RIDE WANTED TO BON JOVI CONCERT
Wore Sunday March 12 Call Kellie 6-8477

RIDE NEEDED TO ITHACA NY area/Spring
Break/ call Caroline evenings 6-9771

TWO PEOPLE LOOKING for a ride to
Florida call Kimberly 253 9301

ROOMMATES WANTED

NEW HOME no smoking on bus line $325
inc 253 7948

LOOKING FOR A RESPONSIBLE NON-
SMOKER to share 2bdrm apt $150
negotiable Call Kaz 549-6846

RESUME TYPESETTING. Avoid the end
ofsemester panic Very experienced, inex-

pensive, overnight laserwriter quality Lisa

6658969

SGA PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE
ELECTIONS

NOMINATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
in su 420 lor SGA Presdient Student
Trustee and any open senate seats They
»n due back on March 2nd at 10:00am

SPRING BREAK- DAYTONA

IT'S NOT TOO LATE to reserve your spot

at the Castaway Beach Resort 7 nights on-

ly $139 w/transportation $219 Call Mark
549-2871

SWING DANCE/JITTER BUG CLASSES

Just $7 each or $25 tor all four. No part-

ner necessary! Classes meet from 4 -

6pfn Sunday. March 5 thru Sunday,
March 26 at East Street Dance Studeio in

Hadley -Just off Rt 9 between Amherst
and Northampton Instructors Lars Mar-
shall and Janine Warner. For more info.

Call 546-9309. No pre-registration
necesaary.

TO THE PROUD OWNER OF DR LOVE

YOUR AWESOME! They'll never know
what they're missing Their kMs is my gain
Im psyched' 1-4-3

TRAVEL

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
IF YOU RE INTERESTED IN EARNING
plenty of those and want lo work outside of

Newtngland then Southwestern Has a very
difficult high paying summerwork e«char>ge
Apply now while there are still some posi
tions left Call Paul 665-3247

GcLt\
r\i.

• r
CANCUN t379/OUA0

Call 549-8239
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SPORTS
Track teams take 8th and 9th
• Women set UMass

record, 5 'bests'
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

It isn't often that a coach can honest
ly say that he is happy with an eighth
place finish. But, University of

Massachusetts men's track coach Ken
O'Brien could make such a statement
afler last weekend's New England meet.

He was honestly happy with his team's
finish.

"We couldn't have competed any bet

ter. " O'Brien said. "We got no breaks
and caught no luck and we were only six

points from sixth place
'

The University of Rhode Island won
the event with 94 points. Behind the

Rams were: the University of Connec-
ticut (69.3 points*. Northeastern (58.4(.

Boston College i56.5i. Boston Universi
ty (55. 6i. Providence College »36.7i. the
L'niversity of New Hampshire (32.5 1.

UMass was next with 30.9. Forty
schools from New England competed.
Scoring points for the Minutemen

were Jerry Squires, third in the
3.000-meters with a time of 14:31.9.

He was outstanding. " said O'Brien.

'This was 31 seconds better than his

best time "

Jerome Bledsoe placed fifth in the long

lump with a distance of 22.9. This was
his first action of the season after sus-

taining .some injuries. "He came back
very strong after a two-week layoft',

"

O'Brien said.

Other strong performances were turn
continuea on page i»

Coach O 'Brien pleased with performance
By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's indoor track team placed ninth

in the New England Championships

over this past weekend at Boston

University. In the meet, five personal

bests and a new school record were set.

Connecticut won the 25 schtwl meet

with 94 points, followed by Boston

University (84i and Vermont (76i.

From this meet, freshman Precious

Hill ran fast enough in the 3,000 meter

race to qualify for next weekends
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Champion
ships at Yale University. The other

super frosh, Lee Ann Ambrose, had

broken the ECAC standard in the 400

earlier, in the season.

Hill doubled in the 3,000 and 5,000,

where she set two personal records with

times of 9:52 and 17:45, respectively.

Her third place finishes earned almost

half her team's points.

The 3,000M race was a spectacular

race as far as the chase. Unfortunately,

it was Hill who was doing the chasing.

Coach Julie LaFreniere describes the

roller coaster run. "She (Hill) was
wavering and running in 4th. 5th. or

6th. There was a big battle between the

three. She wasn't having the greatest

race of her life, but with 2 laps to go. she

blew by them. With just one lap to go.

.she blew by the third-place runner (Pro-

vidence's Christine Crowley), who look-

ed like she was never going to be caught.

Precious was really moving now. shf
was just all out sprinting."

Ambrose was the center of controver-
.\v at the Commonwealth Armory, as
she had to settle for .second place. Accor
ding to NCAA rules, she should have
been placed in the fast heat of the 400m
final, but instead was placed in the
slower heat. This denied her a chance
of running head to-head against the
eventual winner, BUs Semetra King.
Basically. Ambrose did not have the
benefit of chasing someone and instead
had to run by herself

LaFreniere. immediately protesting to

the Games Committee, had the .support

of 13 other coaches on a petition, but

was denied in her claim. She said "Lee
Ann was really disappointed. She
wanted to run against her (King), she
wanted to have .someone to cha.se. All

she could so was run by herself and hop«

for the be.st."

Her time of 56.78 .seconds was almost
a full .second behind King's (55.84). but
it was her personal be.st.

After finishing .second on her heat.

Shana Smith finished fifth on the 1.000

yard final. According to LaFreniere.
Smith had run the third-fastest time
(2:40) and was relaxed. The day of the

final, however, she was running tight

and finished in the middle of a tight

pack.

Most of the talk in the 20-pound in

door weight was about Tina White, but
in the end, all eyes were focused on

continued on page lif

Equestrians ride hom.e from Ireland
By MARION RILEY
Collegian Correspondent

Two members of the University of

Massachusetts equestrian team recently

spent 10 days in Ireland to compete and

returned with a few ribbons and a great

experience.

This past fall, Cara Becker and Amy
Newton were attending an intercollegiate

horse show and received an application to

compete in Ireland. They both applied and

a few months later received letters of ac-

ceptance. On Jan. 6 they left for Ireland.

"There were 20 of us from a variety of col-

leges," said Becker. "By the end of the

week we were all best friends," Newton
said. There were also 20 Irish, Scottish and

British students chosen, against whom the

Americans competed.

"It was my first international competi-

tion." said Newton, explaining why this

trip was so special to her. "International

competition at the college level started only

a few years ago, before that it was only the

country's best riders, so for me to compete

means a lot."

For the competition, the 20 rii.v;rs were
broken up into five groups consisting of

four riders each. "Two people from the

higher group and two people from the lower

group were picked for the teams on com-
petition day," said Becker.

On the morning of the competition there

was a dressage competition. Dressage is a

type of riding in which judges look at the

walk, trot and canter of the horse and how
the rider executes the moves and how the

horse obeys.

"I was really nervous until I went into

the ring, and then I felt like I was at

home," said Newton. "I am representing

my country, I thought. About 300 colleges

in America compete intercollegiately, I was
one of 20 chosen out of all those people who
competed, so I was representing all those

people."

In the afternoon the show jumping com-
petition took place. "I had never competed
like that before. At the college level Ireland

continued on page 19

Ski teams close out season in Vermont
Finish 9th and 10th
By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's ski teams capped off their

seasons this past weekend at the Eastern

Intercollegiate Ski Championships in Mid-

dlebury, Vt.

UMass skied against some ski

powerhouses, including Dartmouth, Mid-

dlebury College, and the University of Ver-

mont. It was UVM who came away king of

the mountain, with both its men fend

women placing Lst in all races.

"Half their (UVM's)team is Europeans.
They're the most powerful team in the

East, if not in the nation," said UMass ski-

ing coach Bill MacConnell.
The competition began Friday at the Mid-

dlebury Snow Bowl with the giant slalom.

The injury ridden UMass women placed

ninth out of a field of 17 teams. Dart-

mouth's Anouk Patty grabbed 1st place

ahead of Middlebury's Erika Nourijan and
UVM's Gabriela Hamburg. UMass' Mar-
cy Blacker, who skied with her thumb in

a cast, notched 35th place (out of 65 skiers),

and was UMass' best finisher. Next for

UMass was Mary Sinton (37th) and Marti

Gilbert (47th).

In men's action, UMass finished 10th out

of the 17 top three spots, with Dean Keller

winning the race. John Donovan placed

36th for UMass. "He had a real good giant

slalom race," said MacConnell. Also for

UMass were Rick Delia (37th) and John

Roche (44th).

In the slalom on Saturday, the UMass
women placed 11th out of 14.

Not surprisingly, a UVM skier, Ham-
burg, won the race. Blacker had an even

better day than Friday, finishing 24th out

continued on page 19

Due to deadline restrictions, we are

unable to give a complete account of the

University of Massachusetts women's

swimming results from the Eastern

Championships at Penn State

University.

The Minutewomen did, however, place

12th "out of 20-30 teams" with 102

overall points.

The top five spots went to:

1

)

Harvard University

2) Penn State University

3) Pittsburgh University

4) Brown University

5) Princeton University

Future may
he bright

for Celts
Let's face it fellow Celtic fans. It breaks

my heart to say this, but even with the ad-

dition of Joe Kleine and Ed Pinckney. the

Celtics will not win the NBA Champion-
ship this year

Don't jump off the bandwagon just yet

though. Because I'm telling you if the

Celtics return the same cast with a healthy

Larry Bird next year, this team will be a

major title contender.

And Pinckney and Kleine will be a big

part of that. The impact of this trade is not

going to be immediate. But it could pay big

dividends next year and the year after.
.^ »—— w

George Austin

Robert Parish is not going to retire just

yet. This is not the way for the Chief to cap

off his career, not after the first down year
in the Bird era.

Parish is having perhaps his best season

as a Celtic and probably deserved a spot on

the East's All Star ros*ter, yet was pa.ssed

up for Pat Ewing and Brad Daugherty I

can see Ewing but Daugherty is not hav-

ing a sea.son comparable to Parish's. He can

thank his lucky stars that Cleveland is

having the year they are because that's the

only reason he made the squad.

The addition of Kleine is going to prolong

Parish's career a few more years. Jimmy
Rodgers finally has a quality center to re-

ly on so he can give Parish some rest. When
was the last time the Celtics had a seven

f(X)t backup center, that could .score some
points?

Bill Walton was the last, but it seems like

he's been injured forever. And with the ad-

dition of Kleine, Walton, (Is he still actual-

ly on the roster?) is expendable. Why
should the Celtics pay Walton hundreds of

thousands of dollars to lay on the beach in

California?

Pinckney is the real interesting part of

this deal. Since leading Villanova to the

NCAA Championship in 1985, he has not

blossomed into the player that NBA scouts

felt he could become. The Celts are the

third team he has been with, afler Phoenix,

and Sacramento.
Pinckney averaged just over 12 points a

game for Sacramento. But he never really

had a strong supporting cast with either

the Suns or the Kings. He may have the

cast in Boston with Dennis Johnson feeding

him the ball and rookie Brian Shaw setting

him up.

At a burly 6'9", and with his inside

moves and rebounding, Pinckney could

develop into the kind of player that Cedric

Maxwell was in his heyday. And that

would suit the Celtics just fine.

The Celts will have a bench next year

and a good one. When Larry comes back,

you're talking about a bench that will have

a 20 points per game scorer in Reggie

Lewis. If Bird is back in full health next

year, Reg just might receive some serious

consideration for the Sixth Man Award.

After Reg, the Celts will have Kleine in

to back up Parish and Pinckney in for

McHale. Leave Shaw in at the point guard

spot and you've got a legitimate transition

game. The Green team just might run the

starters ragged in practice.

Giving up Lohaus was no big deal for the

Celts. Lohaus was a seven footer who could

only play small forward because he

couldn't mix it up with the big guys. The
one sore spot in this trade for the Celtics

is the loss of Danny Ainge. The Celtics no

longer have a guard that can stick the out-

side shot. DJ has not been the same since

injuring his shoulder and Shaw has never

been a long range sniper.

But I guess you have to give up
something to get something and the Celts

ju.st might have got more than they gave

up, a lot more.

Look for the Celtics to draft an outside

shooting guard in this year's draft or to

pick one up somewhere along the way over

the summer, whether it be a free agent, a

trade, or somebody from the CBA.



March comes in like

lamb, not a lion. Today
will be partly cloudy,

high near 40.

Nancy Conen reminds
us the hardest thing to

do is to find a friend or

two. Page 9.

The womeir^n'acJ
season hasn^t been sXfW
up Hilly it has been
"Precious". Page 20.
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COLLEGIAN
Students
protest
anthrax
research
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian StafT

CaMrfiaa plMto by Jaoon Talrrman

Protestors from the American Friends Service Committee and the People for a Socially Respon-
sible University picket Morrill Science Center over UMass* anthrax research.

About 25 people opposed to anthrax research at the

University of Massachusetts marched across campus
vi'sterday, trying to drum up support for a ban on the

army funded study

"We have a right to question what's going on at the

University," said John Bonifaz. a member of the American

Friends Service Committee. "What is anthrax re'^esirch'^

It's biological warfare research."

Carrying signs that read "Stop Anthrax Research" and

shouting slogans, the protesters picketed in front of the

Morrill Science Center, then marched to the Whitmore
Administration Building.

The highly infectious anthrax virus is found most often

in farm animals, and can be deadly to humans. The AFSC
and a student group. People for a Socially Responsible

continued on page 5

Candidate disqualified from
SGA*s presidential race
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian StafT

The misuse of campaign literature this

week in the race for president of the Stu-

dent Government Association prompted
the Government Affairs committee to dis-

qualify one candidate and reduce the cam-
paign budget of another.

Former student justice Tom Ralph, who
is also a resident assistant in Mackimmie
residence hall, was disqualified Monday
night for sending 400 letters to area RAs
announcing his bid for the presidency and
urging them to encourage residents to vote

in the election.

Ralph claimed the letter was not intend-

ed to be campaign literature but was in-

stead an educational program as part of his

duties as an RA.
"I've been disheartened that people don't

vote." he said, adding he offered to pay for

the material used. "Now they're calling it

campaign literature and trying to throw

me out."

"It's going to set a dangerous precedent,"

he said. "The Government Affairs commit-

tee now has the ultimate responsiblilty on

deciding who the students get to vote for."

Ralph said he is planning to appeal the

committee's decision to the student senate

at tomorrow night's meeting. "They
figured out a way to keep me from runn-
ing but I'm not going to give up." he said.

Sen. W. Greg Rothman, a member of the

committee, said Ralph's actions were a

clear violation of Chapter 10 in the SGA
bylaws, which prevents candidates from us-

ing personal funding in the race.

"We've never had a candidate so abuse
the rules we've established before." he said.

"We've only touched the tip of the viola-

tions of his campaign."
Rothman said SGA presidential can-

didate Sen. Tracy Davis and Ralph's former
campaign manager. Sen. Matthew Happy
are among the committee members but did

not vote on the disqualification.

The second candidate. Sen. Josh Gordon,
is also connected to a rules violation

because several classified ads were printed

in the Collegian supporting his bid for the

presidency, Rothman said. The cost of the

ads will be deducted from Gordon's cam-
paign funds, which are alloted by the SGA,
he said.

Mayor Flynn to speak tonight
Boston Mayor Ray Flynn and Irish-union

leader Inez McCormack are scheduled to

speak today at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium about Irish labor and

social conditions, and their efi"ect on

Boston's work force.

The speech is being co-sponsored by the

Northeast Area Government and the

Distinguished Visitors Program.

Flynn has been mayor of Boston since

1983. He has also extensively visited

Europe, including Ireland.

McCormack was director of the British

government's Fair Employment Agency in

Northern Ireland. She resigned in lyoi to

protest the agency's ineffectiveness in

fighting religious discrimination.

Currently the highest ranking female

union official in Europe. McCormack has

been an advocate for Irish Catholic rights

and fair employment. Her work promoting

the McBride Principles, which call for

equal opportunity in American-owned
businesses operating in Northern Ireland,

earned her an award in 1985 by the Irish

American Labor Coalition.

-KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE

Researchers at UMass design
fire alarms for hearing-impaired

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

A deaf woman lies asleep as the

building she is in catches fire. Her
chances of survival grow smaller as

seconds elapse. A device on the wall sud-

denly emits a brilliant strobe of light

which awakens her. She is among the

first people out of the building.

This story is now a potential reality

thanks to the efforts of a University of

Massachusetts research team.

In a three-year project, now being con-

ducted by the University's department
ofcommunication di.sorders, researchers

have designed a more effective fire

alarm for the deaf and hearing
impaired.

Professor E. Harris Nober, an
audiolc^y professor who is conducting

the project, said test results showed that

a flashing strobe wakes deaf and
hearing-impaired individuals as effec-

tively as an audible alarm does for peo-

ple with normal hearing.

"The visual modality of a deaf person

can operate as efficiently as the auditory

modality of hearing people, a very ex-

citing revelation," he said.

Nober and a research team .set off the

alarms in the homes of deaf and
hearing-impaired subjects with remote-

control devices. (The subjects gave their

permission for the researchers to wake
them with the fiashing-light .signal in

the early morning hours, Nober said.)

continued on page 5

( ollpHian photo by Jaaon Talerman

Dr. Harris Nober and his new fire alarm for the hearing-impaired.
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A I* pht*l4*NEWSPAPER OFFICE HIT BY FIREBOMB - Police and fire personnel and Riverdale
Press co-pubhsher Richard Stein, second from left, inspect the damage to the newspaper's
offices in the Bronx section of New York after a firebomb was thrown through the front win-
dow earlv vesterdav.

Officials say Bush likely to choose
woman or J3lack as US attorney
BOSTON lAPt — Top Maiwachu!«t'tt> Kt-publicans say

Pri'sidfnt George Bush is likely to select either a black
man or a woman as the next US attorney for

Massachusetts
The frontrunners far the job are Wayne Budd. a former

president of the Maanchusetts Bar Association, and Jants
M. Berry, a former federal prosecutor, according to Peter
Senopoulos, the New England head of a presidential com-
mittee to recruit women and minorities for the Bush
Administration.

The appointment of either candidate would be a first

for the state. Senopoulos said

"They think it would send a signal that Bush is trying
to push and that (GOP Chairman Lee) Atwater is trying
to push that the Republican Party isn't the party of rich
old white men anymore." a GOP source who asked not
to be named said yesterday

Several of the 25 people who applied for the job are
scheduled to go through interviews at the Justice Depart
ment this week, but those interviews may be a little more
than a formality.

"They're going through their interviews this week, the
supposed four or five finalists, but in just about
everybody's mind, it's been narrowed down to Janis and
Wayne." the source said.

The Boston Herald, citing unidentified sources, reported
yesterday that a third possibility is Robert Mueller, a
former first assistant US attorney.
Senopoulos described all three as highly qualified, but

said Ms. Berry and Budd. both of whom practice law in
Boston and live m Saugus. bring something extra.

"it would sent a tremendous message to minorities if

Wayne Budd is chosen and a powerful signal to women
if it's Jane Berry," Senopoulos told the Herald.
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Rodrigues
cautions of
Spring trips
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Spring Break i.s fu.st approaching and
many studint.s will be taking ofl for all

parts of thf globe on tours arranged
through agencif.s which advertise at bus
stops and on billboards.

(iladys Rodri^'Ufs. acting dean of

students, is concerned that some of these
tours are not reputable and she cautions
students to be wary of hidden costs and
devious practices that could cause a poten
tially good time to become a financial

headache.

Although most cr»mpanies that offer such
package tours are on the up and up says
Rfjdrigues "Its the one that (isn'tl that con
cerns nu-

"

"My intention i.^ to tell people they

should be conc»'rned, ' she said, because

"once they've departed frrim they're money
and done biLsiness with la company I there's

nothing I can do
'

The Univer.-»iiy i> powerless to prosecute

on behalfof students who have lost money
to fly by-night companies, she said.

Rodrigues' concern has been heightened
this past year In^cause more people than
usual have fallen victim to companies that

do n<il deliver {in their promises, she said

To avoid beint, «.aught in a situation that

could ruin a vacation or cost more than was
planned. Jason !.<•( a campus contact for

an established travel company offering

park !." 'r'v iggests that .student.-

sh-

( ollrKlan pluin kjr Jbmhi Tairrman

HERK COMES THE SUN — Seniors C Fingerwood and <Jun(> Bancroft obviously don't mind Amherst'H
unpredictable weather as the spent their time outside the Student Union yesterday.

• .Make sure the company they are going
through has a representative at the stu
dent's destination

• Double check reservations personally
with the hotel where they have been made
• Ask lrienH< itboiit the letntinvu-v '.f tht

company

Also. Lee pointed out that when coni
panie^i say all r^ • • '

|,

hotels and other
i

money.
As an example — last year. Maria

Ntacedo, a University of Massachusetts stu-

dent, signed up for a weekend trip to Mon
treal, Canada that ended up costing ab«»ut

$40 more than she was led to exp«ii"
i she had signed up for ;% bus

i
; .^ to leave from B<>.«it»n but

w hen she and her bc^'frierMJ^ there to get

the b: • 'jrver an ^Mur for
their

After boarding the bus. Macedo said, the
company president came «in to the bus and
claimed to have s4-nt all concerned a h'tter

stating the trip was goint; • >10
dollars more than originally annuuiued

.No one involvH in Maifd«,'- mu. . vi-r

receive<l the ieit. i

If they did noi pa>. the pie.Hici«-nt cf»n-
tinued. the bu- wa^ n.it '..i.i , i. »., ....

»h« said

Spartacus hearing
postponed yesterday
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian StafI

NORTHAMPTON — A show-cause hearing against

members of the Spartacus League was postponed in-

definitely yesterday because of counter charges made
by the group, a court clerk said.

Several members of the Cambridge-based Spartacus
League filed charges against members of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Republican Club, countering
seven counts of assault and battery filed by the

Republicans last week.
The Spartacus League filed 10 charges, nine of

assault and battery and one charge of threatening to

commit a crime, against four Republicans in Nor-

thampton District Court last Thursday.

All charges stem from a Feb. 9 brawl between the

two groups.

The Republicans charged in the Spartacus counter

charges are Paul McGonnigal, Doug Dratch, Brian
Darling and W. Greg Rothman. Rothman is personal-

ly charged with three counts of assault and the charge

of threatening to commit a crime. Rothman did not

show up at the fight in the Campus Center meeting

room until police arrived to break it up, he said.

The Cambridge-based Spartacus League had been in

vited. by its offshoot campus organization —the Friends

of the Spartacus League— to speak at a forum in the

Campus Center.

A fight erupted when Republican Club members who
attended the meeting were being taken from the room

for making too much noise, said the Spartacists.

Sanctions made again.st both the Republicans and the

Friends of the Spartacus League, took away privileges

to meeting areas and audio/visual equipment im-

mediately after the fight.

Aui.-:inistrators and Building Services later stripped

five conservative organizations of their privileges

becau.se they were suspected of renting rooms on behalf

of the Republicans in defiance of the ban. University

spokeswoman Jeanne Hopkins .said.

Dudley Bridges director of Building Services .said he

lifted the ban on the five latter organizations because

he felt the decision was unjust. He said only the

Republicans could be blamed.

The original iwo ^n'oups involved will remain

restricted until the investigation into the fight has been

completed, said Assistant Dean of Students Eileen

Stewart.

Visiting playmate gets few objections
students reaction generally faiorahle toward Playboy 'bunny

'

By bHAKON WILKKY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachu.setts students in the Campus
Center yesterday said they did not object to the halfnude
photograph of a University of Connecticut freshman
featured in Playboy's April issue, or to her scheduled visit

to Amherst tomorrow.
Allison Decker, an 18 year old UConn nursing student,

is one of three UConn women in the magazine's "Girls
of the Big East" edition. She is scheduled to sign
autographs at the Amherst Newsroom at 2 p.m. tomor
row to promote Playboy.

UMass senior John Cantarella said. "I don't think it's

bad at all that she wants to come to Amherst. She looks
nice."

"A lot of feminists will probably be at the store, pro-

testing, but they shouldn't try to push their moral at-

titudes on another person. This is America. You can do
what you want." Cantarella said.

About half of the .30 students questioned .said ine> were
not aware of Decker's photograph, or of her expected visit

to Amherst Men and women dm not dittei in tlii n

remarks.
One man. junior Vytas Gtwtautas. said. "It doesn't really

bother me that she's coming to Amherst, but I wouldn't

go running after her."

Ramani Sripada. a sophomore, said she diK-s not unders-

tand the purpose of Deckers visit to Amherst But. she
said. "Its OK that she po.sed if she thinks its OK "

Jim Thompson, a junior, said he did not M-e any con
troversy in her visit. "She's an 18year-old girl, and
evervthing is legal. I don't .see anv problem with that at

all."

Some students said they were "morally opposed" to

Playboy's portrayal of women, but did not object to

Decker's choice to be photographed by the magazine.
Eileen Loh, a freshman, .said she thinks Decker is too

young to pose naked and that her appearance in Amherst
is "a cheap ploy by Playboy to get people to buy more
issues. If she's old enough to pose naked, why can't she
have a beer?"

But, Loh added, "It's her body. She can do what she
wants with it."

Students add a fourth hut to mock shantytown
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

"Cutback City" is expanding its realm of crudely-built
huts along the banks of the campus pond in a continued
protest against state budget cuts, but the mock shan-
tytown is receiving mixed reviews from student onlookers.
About 12 students calling themselves the "Students for

a Democratic University," have been living in the huts
since Friday, and group members claim student .support
is increasing.

John Farrar, a member of tie group, said several
students yesterday helped ir .he construction of the fourth
and largest shanty.

"It shows they believe in what were doing," Farrar said.

"By building another shanty, other people who want to
crash here at night have room."
Farrar said various supporters have donated food to the

students, including a $l,5-a-day food credit from the Peo-
ple's Market, a cafeteria in the Student Union building.

"1 think it's a great idea," said fir.st -year student
.'-^tcphanK' .Steever. "I don't know if I'd have the willpower

to stand out in the cold
"

Junior Price Ray, an art major, said he may join the

group because the budget cuts are severely affecting his

department.

'I think it's good," Ray .said. "It gets people's reactions

and it helps."

But, several students were skeptical about the effects

the mock shantytown will have on the budget cuts and
.said they disagreed with the group's tactics.

"I don't think it will help," said junior Mike Staras. "I

don't know if this is the way to act."

Senior Susan Rando said "I think they're causing more
of a distuibance now. It's just a little too much."

"I don't think it does much for the beauty of our cam-
pus," said graduate student David Naimark. But, he add
ed "If it makes a point, they're doing a good job

"

Farrar said the group refu.ses to leave until state
legislators respond to the budget crisis in public higher
education.

"We're planning on staying for a long time." he said.

"We're drawini: more people by the day."
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SGA meeting expected
to be more productive
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By MARIA SACCHETTl
CoIleK'ian Staff

The Student Govt-inment Association
meeting tonight promises to be less volatile

and mure productive than last week's
forum, w hich was briefly overthrown by 30
banana-wielding students frustrated by the
senates antics in recent months.
Senate Speaker Robert Fadel said the

protesters' message was badly timed
l>ecause the senate meetings have improv
ed significantly this month
"The coup was mis-timed." Fadel said.

"Hopefully it wont have to happen again.
There are other ways for students to voice

concerns."

Fadel said he is introducing many
reforms for the SGA this semester, in

eluding the restructuring of voting
districts, which will reduce the number of
senate seats available.

Student .senators are also required to pro-

duce a communicae. a newsletter to their
constituents informing them of their
representatives duties and ac
complishmenls, he said.

It >i senator fails to produce a com
muntcae by noon todav. Fadel said the siu

dent will be niiiuvt'd from the roll call and
not allowed t(( participate in tonight -

meeting
"One of the mast important things on the

agenda is to reform the senate and make
it a viable organ," he said. "The com
municaes are a part of that

"

Other business on tonight ^ agenda
includes;

• A motion to approve the annua! Rem-
and Fees review of University fees will be
discu.ssed.

• The senate may vote on whether to sup
port University research into the anthrax
bacteria (see related .story on page !•

• A move to place a referendum question
on the Spring 1989 elections asking
students if they lavor a $4 waiveable fee

to finace the MASSPIRG chapter at

UMa.ss.

• Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice has
filed a plea to the senate for a search
waiver to hire three assistants for her
office

• An attempt by Sen W. Gre^; Rothman
to pass a motion requiring the senate
speaker to lead each meeting with brief,

non-denominational prayer.

What caused an 'underclass?'
Welfare act of1935 may haveplayed a part
Bv BETH GATELY
Collegi.f *• «<T

NORIHAMHTON - The two tiered
welfare act.- ot !9:J5 might have been in

fluential m creating what i> known todav
a^ the underclass n! .America", Ch;i

Hamiilon, the William Allan N... .

Chair ^Rv^arch at Smith College said to

• of Hhom ,5i" last THght m:

. >i. at Smsth Collejie

in ItrjT. m Hon . William Allan
Neiison .- lOth ytMi a.- president of Smith,
the Board of Tru-sti-es presented the college

a gifi which would sponsor a scholar to

come to Smith for a semester to conduct
timely research on the hi.story of .social

p«ilicy in A'hierica.

Hamilton .said the first tier of the 1935
welfare program was reser\'ed for the pro-

sperous working cla.ss Both employees and
employers contributed to this fund which
provided "help to the old and unemployed"
of this working cla.ss

The second tier allowed for "public
assistance for tho.se not expected to work."
Hamilton said. People in this category were

black women with young children,
agricultural and domestic workers.

"This was a serious c«»ncern. People were
excluded from the first tier." Hamilton
said "The National Urban L« ui the

National Aswiciation for the .\ lueiit

of C«)lored People .-aw the socio-economic
danger in this

'

He said social-political problems should
iKtt ! elecatv Afix»-Americans to the second
tie! They wanted the first tier too. that -

where the first class citizens were
"

Hamilton .said forcing blacks, the poor.
agricultural and domestic workers into the
second tier made them wards of the
stale." Ultimately, these people wen
caught in the welfare cycle. He said the
developement of slums might also be at

tributed to the system

"The Social Policy Agenda concentrated
on reaching full employment first, and then
worried about di.scrimination on the job
later." Hamilton .said. "The NAACP .sup

ported this, but the Civil Rights Agenda
put civil rights before the Social Policy
Agenda."

For Your Information
For Your Information is a service of the

Collegian to its readers. Because of a lack
of space, not all press releases can be in-

cluded in FYI For more information, con
tact David at the Collegian, at 545-3500
Censu.s Information
The annual town census is now under-

way by mail in Amherst. All forms mu.st

be returned by today. For more informa
tinn. contact Cornelia Como at 253-9382.
Forum
"Managing Differences" is the subject of

a Human Relations Forum to be presented
by the Office of Human Relations at no<^»n

today in room 805 of the Campus Center
For more information, contact the Office of
Human Relations at .545-085:

Meeting
The Golden Key National Honor Society

has scheduled a general meeting for 7 p.m.
today in room 165 of the Campus Center
For more information, contact Chris Whal
mg at 546-5507.

Auditions
Auditions for "That's Entertainment: A

Musical Extravaganza" are .scheduled for

at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow, Thur.sday and Fri-

day in room 163 of the Campus Center, For
more information, contact Bonnie Bor
romeo at 256-0569
Concert
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will be

sponsoring the band Too Much Fun, last

year's winner of the Southwest Battle of

the Bands. The concert is scheduled for 9
p.m. Saturday in the Campus Center
Auditorium. For more information, contact

Scott Idol at 549-2913 or 253-9032.
VigU
A march and vigil to "pray for peace and

the allowance of human rights in Tibet" is

scheduled to be held at 7 p.m. on Sunday

on the main lawn on Smith College, for

more information, call 586-8875.
Meeting
The Legal Services Center has schedul

ed a meeting for students interested in in-

ternships. The meeting is scheduled for

3:30 p.m Monday, in room 917 of the Cam
pus Center. For more information, contact
the LSC at 545 1995
Support Group
For separated and divorced men. The

group will be meeting in Northampton
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Wednesdays, beginn
ing this month For more information, con
tact David .Arbeitman at 527-5911
Meeting
The Third World Caucii.> i.-. an umbrelhi

organization consisting of member.-* horn
many historically oppres.sed and under
represented communities." Meetings are
held at 5:30 p.m. every Wednesday, Check
the Campu.-i Center schedule for location
For more information, contact Adam Stein
at 546 9535.

Support Group
P FLAG. Pioneer Valley Support Group

for parents, families, friends of lesbians and
gays, meets at 7;3U p m. the second Tues
day of every month in the Grace Episcopal
Church Parish Hall in Amherst. For more
information, contact Jean M.B. Genasci at
532-4883.

Fax Service
The Campus Center Hotel now off'ers Fax

service to the University community, as
well as a Telex service. Documents to be
faxed are to be brought to the Hotel Re.ser-
vations office on the third floor of the Cam
pus Center from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Pay-
ment may be made directly or by using
departmental purcha.se orders. For more in
formation, contact the service at 549-6000

( •iJIrKiKn (tluilii U\ .laMin 1aJrri-i;p

Clarinda Case Turner and her bananna-totting protesters invaded
the student senate last week.

Women's role in church discussed
Women lace an uncertain role m the

Catholic church, accjirdinn to the
chaplain of Smith College,

Elizabeth Carr. in a di.'^'ussion with
a small group at .Amherst College.*

Chapin Hall Monday night, said. "The
female vnae m the chuirh is needed, hut

at the s,une time we belong to a univer
sal church" She mi6 the church has
cho.sen mer t »• ' -• ' ' -v .

-^ on
precedent

>«verai students expi'e."«st«d concerns
aiK)ut women s«»meday being ordained.

.According to Father Richard B^mdi. an

.Amherst College priest in the gjoup. the

Vatican does not believe women should
be ordained because Christ was a man.
thus making men better ahN t( b. ii;

the image of Christ

Carr said. "Sune argue feminist
theorists should follow their own course
and not follow the course of men I'm not
.sure where this leads, it may lead some
out of the church."
She .said women find it hard to accept

that changes in the church will be slow
"We have to Ixluni wmnen are very im
portant gift.- The problem
Is our role won i thanm overnight

'

Several memliers <if the audience said
women are the backbone trf the church
Thev said most w ' ' . m the church
ispei1orm«Hn»> w. ut the\ an- not

recognizi-d for their work
Carr agreed, and said woojen are

lu.stified when they feel alienated b\ the
I hurch
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Seniors plan endowment
as gift to UMass
By PETER LUCHT
Collegian Staff

This year's senior class wants to give a
gift that keeps on giving, and they think
they've come up with it, .said Cheryl Car
boneau, chairperson of this year's Senior
Campaign.
The Senior Campaign committee, made

up of about 15 seniors, plans to enlist the
aid of seniors from April 2 15 to generate
funds to form an endowment, the first ever
by the senior class, said Carboneau.
An endowment is roughly similar to a

bank account, where money is deposited
and interest is earned.
The goal of this year's campaign, with

the theme of "Footprints of 1989. "
is to

raise $50,000, and the interest generated
from that initial contribution to the endow-
ment will be u.sed for a senior cla.ss gift,

Carboneau said.

"This will be .something from just the
senior class a lasting gift." Carboneau
said.

This year's gift of over $1,000 will go to

the University's Mental Health Serkice*.
a department of the University Health Ser
vices, said Eric Snoek director of annual

giving from the University Development
OfTice.

"In the pa.st we have asktni seniors to con-
tribute, but this year we have such a great
group of seniors they decided to feCt

together and see if they could do something
special." Snoek said. "This will be a lasting

gift, it will have impact in future years
"

The bulk of donations will be solicited by
telephone through the University Telefund
office. Various campus groups are
recruiting volunteers to man the phones
during the campaign's two-week push for

donations, Carlxmeau said.

"We really wanted to give this gift to

Mental Health Services," she said. "It's a
mainstream type program that has affected

lots of students all over the campus."
Carboneau said each future senior cam

paign will put money into the endowment
and use the resulting increased annual in

terest for the senior class gift.

The first senior campaign was held in

1984. The money generated from it and
other campaigns had in years past been
combined with other donations, she said,

with a committee from the alumni affairs

office deciding where the monev would go

fire alarm for hearing-impaired
contmueC r^m paiir '.

Researchers evaluated the effectiveness

of the signal by measuring the "household
egress. " or the time that elapses between
the triggering of the alarm and the sub-

ject's departure fn»m the house, he said.

Data was gathered for persons with differ

ing sleeping patterns, and different .strobe

colors and intensit les were measured ior ef
fectiveness, he said.

"I wanted to get the same safety standard

for the hearing impaired as for the audible
alarms." he said

This is the .st<-ond three year research

project related to fire safety that Nober has
conducted. The first, which was sponsored
by the National Bureau of Standards' Card
for the effect of audible alarms on persons
with normal hearing, he said.

"From the time the audible signal went
off to the time the last person was out of

the house, the average was about 48
seconds. That's good .speed. That offers a
lot of protection." he said.

Nober said the 48-second standard was
made possible among the deaf and hearing-

impaired subjects by using a strobe at 100
candelas.

The project, which is sponsored by a

grant from the National Institute for

Disability and Rehabilitation Research,
will end June 30.

Nober said deaf and hearing-impaired
people account for 15 to 20 percent of the
world's population

Professor Arnold Well said that he and
professor Stanley Moss, both of the
psychology department, a.ssisted Nober in

collecting and analyzing the data. Well
said the residential data was collected

about a year ago in Amherst, Hadley and
Springfield The research associates also

helped create the questionaires that the
subjects answered before and after the
tests, he said

Nober designed and built the first alarm,
which is basically a standard smoke alarm
with a strol>e wired to its circuit. He can
not patent the device, he said, because it

is such a simple design and all the parts

are easily obtainable.

"When you're ju.st changing technology
around, you can't copyright that." he said.

"We're using products that are out there.

For instance, the Hash is the same one us-

ed at airports. I didn't have to reinvent the

wheel."

UMass is a *test case' for
germ-research battle
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will

be "an interesting test case" in the fight

against army-funded biological
research, a veteran activist said
yesterday.

"I'm hoping that the chancellor, the
faculty, and the student body at the
University of Massachusetts will send
a clear signal to the rest of the world
that they will not tolerate this kind of

research." said Jeremy Rifkin. president
of the Foundation on Economic Trends.
Rifkin has been involved in two

lawsuits against the government, both
in opposition to military-funded
biological research.

One of the lawsuits resulted in a per-

manent injunction against building an
aerosol test center in Utah, and the
other caused the printing of an en-

vironmental impact statement on all

biological research projects, he said.

Local activists who are trying to ban
anthrax research at UMass asked
Rifkin to speak on campus, the day
before a town Board of Health public
hearing about the biological research at

the University. (Related story, page l.t

"I think the University of
Massachusetts will be an interesting
test ca.se." Rifkin said "The people up
in that part of the country can hopeful
ly be a note of inspiration for other com
munities."

Rifkin is scheduled to speak on cam-
pus at 8:15 p.m today, in a forum spon
sored by the groups opposed to the

anthrax research

research.

Although 129 university, corporate,

and military labs are funded by the US
Army Biological Defense Research Pro
gram, "the University of Massachusetts
work is one of the most dangerous ones,

because it's anthrax," Rifkin said.

University officials maintain the

research poses no danger to the com
munity, because it uses a strain that is

non-infectious — and because the study
is aimed at finding a vaccine.

A 1972 international treaty bans all

research on offensive biological

weapons. Rifkin said the Reagan ad-

ministration increased funding for

biological warfare research 800 percent

in the last three years, and UMass
research contributes to the army's
potentially-deadly information.

"You can't do offense, but you can do
defensive research. It's a pretty big

loophole, because the micro<^>rgani.sm

doesn't know whether it's offensive or

defensive," Rifkin said. "There's no of

fense or defense when you're developing

your data."

UMass Chancellor Jcmeph Duffey
issued a rtatement last Friday defen

ding the research, and accusing the

AFSC of trying to frighten townspeople
with the protests against the research.

"The chancellor of the University of

Massachusetts either mis-spoke or was
not properly briefed." Rifkin said

"Even though there's only a small risk

of security *>•'• ich or an accident, the

potential environmental di.sruption and
the potential tragic consequences tn

public health are enormous."

canRnwta ,Tom pagt .

University, have asked the University
to halt the research.

The UMass study is part of the US Ar
my Biological Defense Program, and
receives $115,000 a year from the
Department of Defense, said James
Langley, as.sociate vice chancellor for

University Relations and Development.
Langley said the re.search is safe and

ethical, becau.se it's aim is finding a vac-

cine for anthrax, and it uses a non
infectious form of the virus.

"The people who work with it don't

consider it enough of a threat to be in

noculated again.st it," Langley said. "By
every objective measure there is no
threat to the University whatsoever."
The National Institute of Health rates

the research as "low risk." he .said,

Langley said the protesters were us-

ing "scare tactics" to stir up public con-

cern about the issue,

"As a University, we believe that

knowledge will make the world safer

than ignorance." Langley said, "We're
troubled by the fact that so much public

concern has been aroused. We think it's

been aroused needlessly
"

The Amherst Board of Health has
scheduled a public hearing on the an
thrax research issue for tomorrow The
AFSC has announced plans to ask the
board for a ban on the research.

"It's almost become the military
indu.stria I -education complex." .said Lib-

by Hubbard, a graduate student and
protester. "We really need to re-think

what the University is about."

Joe Rubin, a member of People for a
Socially Responsible University, said

the anthrax research is "just the tip of

the iceberg" in military-funded research

at the school.

The two groups opposed to the anthrax
research are spon.soring a panel discus-

sion on "Biological Warfare and the

Militarism of the University." schedul-

ed for 8:15 p.m. today, at Mahar
Auditorium.

The Board of Health's public hearing
is scheduled for 7 p.m. Thursday, at the

Bangs Community Center.
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Choose Excellence

COLLEGIAN
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** It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.
Experience on the Collegian is increas-
ingly valued by the editors throughout the
northeast. "

Howard Ziff, UMass Professor since 1971:
Reporter A Asst. City Editor,

Chicago Daily News

Come write for the Collegian
113 Campus Center

Opportunities in:

News

Arts

Sports

Editorial

Black Affairs

Women's Issues

Photography

^^ t%SS^§Pi
N

PEPPORMING

LIVE!

8:00 PM.

MARCH 9, 1989
CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM University of Massachusetts

w
$3 ADMISSION

5 WINNERS RECEIVE SIOO
AMERICAN EXPRESS GiFTCHEQUESr

TICKETS AND ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE AT
MANNED TABLES AT THE CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE AND
THE TICKETS UNLIMITED BOX OFFICE (ROOM 31

7

STUDENT CENTER)

""^L

" Come see the HBO Comedy
Concert March 9th at the
University of Massachusetts
Campus Center Auditorium
You II laugh. You'll roar You
may even be one of five

lucky university students to

take home a 3100 American
Express Gift Cheque, Pick up your Ameri can Express
application and enter the prize drawing today before it's

too late!

Winner need not be present, complete application, or
purchase ticket to win an American Express Gift Cheque.
Tickets and entry forms for the American Express
sponsored HBO Comedy Concert are now available at the
Campus Center Concourse and the Tickets Unlimited Box
Office in Room 31 7 of the Student Union.

STUDENT CARDMEMBERS FREE!

\

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD
DONT LEAVE SCHOOL WITHOUT IT^"
Start building your credit history now—
before you graduate. It's going to be
one of your most valuable tools for "the
real world.'

Take advantage of the American
Express Card s Automatic Approval
Offer To apply by phone call:

1-800-942-AMEX. Apply today.

l^iii RELATED
,

SERVICES!

1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company Inc
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Vehicles collide
An accident Monday, partially brought on by slick

road conditions, left the three cars involved with a total
of $2,000 in damages, police said.

The first car was turning onto University Drive near
its intersection with Massachusetts Avenue when it

was struck by a second vehicle skidding on the snow.
The first vehicle then spun backwards and hit a third
vehicle, police said.

In other police reports:

• A student in Baker Residence Hall reported Sun
day that he was assaulted. Police advised him on how
to seek a court complaint against the individual

• A student in McNamara Residence Hall reported
the lock to his room had been tampered with. The latch

on the door had been pryed open. Damage to the door
was fslimatid at $100, polict- >aid

Festival will stress diversity of Asian people
By TERENCE EGAN
Collegian Correspondent

The fourth annual Amherst College Asian Heritage
Festival, scheduled to begin tomorrow night, will focus

on the diversity of Asian peoples, according to a member
of the group sponsoring the festival.

"What our mam focus is this year is Asian Heritage
itself." said Elizabeth Arai, member of the Amherst Col-

lege Asian Students Ai^Mxriation.

"When people think of Asia, they usually think ofJapan
and China," she said, "We are trying to present a greater

variety of Asian heritage,"

The festival, which will run until March 11. will begin
with the presentation of the film "Who Killed Vincent
< 'hin " Th#j rtim i«j srhpfinled tn h»* •shown nt M n m in the

Amherst College Campus Center Theater,

"Unfortunately, a lot ot people just don't come [to the

festival)," Arai said. The ASA's financial trouble has been

one of the reasons the festival have not been promoted
as much as desired, she said.

The ASA has scheduled as their keynote speaker Fred
Houn. founder of the East Coast Asian Students Union.
Houn's address, on the roles and responsibilities of Asian
students in the United States, is scheduled for Tuesday,
March 7. at 7 p.m. in the Amherst College Front Room.

Arai said the Asian Heritage Festival was the culmina-
tion of the ASA's yearlong efforts. "It's an organization
where Asian students can get together." she said. "The
Heritage Festival is where we share what our group does
with the rest of the campus."
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School board divided over integration plans
BOSTON (AP» - Fifteen years after the fierce battle

began to desegregate Boston's schools, the city appears

to be back at square one with school board members split

along racial lines over plans to improve segregation.

Civil rights leaders said yesterday they're ready to go

back to court unless charges are made to a plan that would

end court ordered busing by allowing parents to shop

around for a school of their choice.

'It's a Hack door into segregation, an old tired rusty car

with a new coat of paint." said Louis Elisa, president of

the Boston branch of the NAACP "If there isn't substan

tial change in this proce^, (which is a) resegregation of

the public schools, the NAACP does not feel compelled

to sit on the sidelines and let that happen"
Supporters of the school assignment plan say the com

petition would spur improvements, lure back whites to

the system they fled during busing, and cut long bus rides.

Opponents say the plan could open the door to a further

exodus of white students, and that it could not work
without more money to improve the overall system

Monday night, the nine white members of the School

C«»ninuttee voUhI for the plan The four black members

voted against it.

Kllen (Juiney. education adviser to Mayor Raymond
Flynn who i.s supporting the plan's foes, but are confident

the assignment plan will withstand any legal challenge

Under the assignment plan, the city would be divided

into three geographical zones and parents would be allow-

ed to choose within the zones, provide it did not upset

racial balance and there is space. The plan is scheduled

to be implemented this fall for students entering

kindergarten, grades 1 through 6. Other grades would be

assigned in September 1990.

Thomas Atkins, a Brooklin. N.Y. -lawyer who
represent«?d black parents in a 1972 suit demanding that

Boston schools desegregate, said he's not surprised that

the city still hasn't laid the desegregation issue to rest.

"Boston and the school committee has never been

without those wht)se most fervent desire was to return the

system to the mode it had before the federal court in

lervened," he siad.

Busing was imposed in Boston in 1974 by order of US
District Judge W Arthur (iarrity Jr . triggering nx-k

throwung violence and white flight Boston schools went

from a 1972 population of 96,000 .students, 60 percent of

them white, to the current 59.000 students, 24 percent

of them white.

The system is plagued by a perennial budget crunch and
a 40 percent high school dropout rate.

Its reputation is known.

For example, Boston University basketball Coach Mike
Jarvis said in a recent interview that some college

recruiters on the East Coast told him they don't recruit

players from Bc)ston because they feel they are a poor bet

to make the academic grade in college.

Guiney acknowledged the school system is in trouble,

but said a plus for the a.ssignment plan is that it has focus-

ed attention on those problems.

"We do know that the education in the Boston schools

now is generally unsatisfactory to everybody," she said.

"The problems are serious. There is consensus that it's

.1 system very nearly in crisis."

Judge Garrity returned some control of the system to

the SchtKil Committee in 1985. And in 1987, a federal ap
peals court ruled that Boston was complying with
clcs«'gregatioii •Hfrs
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1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

Support Group for

Family, Friends and Lovers

of people with AIDS

A support group is oeing sponsored by Ur^tversity Health

Services to assist people who are coping with the fact

that a family memper. lover, or a fnena has AIDS

The first meeting

will be on

March 9, Thursday,

5:00-7:30 pm

For more informatior^ regaramg th« makt-uD ot ihe group arnJ the
me«Cing piace oieas« call the Heaim Education Office on Wodnaadwyi
ana Thursoays ana ask tor Deooie (549-2671. ext 181).

Conftdentlality it assured.

DRINK SPECIALS
Bombay A Tonic $1.75

Roiling Rock Bottles $1J(0
Labatt's Bottles $1.50
Rolling Rock Drafts '

TONIGHT—REGGAE
NEW HORIZONS

TIlVnSDAY—RHYTHM & BLUES
BARBKCUK BOB

& THE RHYTHM ACES

FRIDAY—RHYTHM &BLUES
THE POOR BOYS

SATURDAY-RHYTHM & BLUES
SOUL JONES

& THE CRUNCH

TRY OUR
DELICOUS FULL MENU

GUINNESS GOLD LAGER
24-12 Oz. bottles

16.99
-8.00'

v|>0.^v7 plus deposit

It's Another Week Of

SCOTT'S SUPER SPECIALS!

:M= :>^ =Ne: ^*=

iif
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$8.99 final cost

STROHS & STROHS LIGHT
30 pack cans

KIMNOFF VODKA

1.75 Itr

$8.99

$10.99
2.00

CASTILLO RUM 1.75
White or Gold

$10.99 sale price

-3.00 mail in rebate

$7.99 final cost

final cost JAMESON
IRISH WHISKEY

\

$10.99 sale price jot:

We want to be your favorite liquor store.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Be proud to have friends
All day lon^ we try Ti^ to |frt alun^ with

people. Try to deal with our classes, pro

feasors. baKically life.

It's nice for a change to sit hack and

realize what we have as opposed to what

we want. ^^^

Nancy Cohen

I fully realize that this sounds totally cor

ny, sappy, almost slimy with sentiment,

but It wouldn't be drippy and oozy if there

wasn't some truth to it.

Friendship — it's such a bizarre term for

the interaction of people. That's why I

would like to thank all the people who have

the courage to actually admit to being my
friend. Because due to popular belief, it

isn't easy being me and it is especially not

easy being my friend.

Sometimes I believe my friends must

have all gone to drill camp somewhere in

Georgia trained and then come back say

ing "Okay, now I can be friends with her."

I'm talking about the friends who can

deal with me on a day to day basis These

people are willing to be around me when
the little stresses in life occur. Like when
I get tense over studying for a practice test

that doesn't even count toward my grade.

Or when I freak out when I break a finger

nail and they have the decency not to

laugh, but have the insight to realize there

may be something else going on.

These people who have the patience to let

me sit there and scream for five or six hours

then smile sweetly and ask "Are you finish

ed?" 1 must say. these p«>ople not only have

integrity but are also extremely — I'd like

to say dumb, but they're my friends and

I'm not complaining.

Besides, it's all due process. I put up with

some really outrageous stuff also.

Sometimes / feel like I went to that drill

camp in Georgia In the long run, it all gets

evened out — at least that's what I would

like to believe.

Because due to popular belief, it isn't

always easy being friends with them. How
would you like to be friends with people

who firmly believe that it is against their

religion to shut any cabinet or refrigerator

doors in your house? Or has a great desire

to watch MT\' twenty-four hours a day. on-

ly to take a break and put on some lovely

melodies by a band called "The Butthole

.Surfers?"

You would never guess that this group

of people have the ability to get along. <In

fact, sometimes we don't.

I

Here I am with my penny-loafers and ox-

fords, while they dress in. uh, mtnguing
little ensembles. Two of my friends wear
more schlack in their hair than Vidal

Sasson is able to produce in a year. One
proudly admits to looking like a cross bet

ween the "Stay Puff Marshmellow Man "

and "The White Cloud cloud". Some ofmy
friends try to dress Euro trendy, but end
up as American-trashy. Then there's one
who looks ohso-sweet and innocent one

day. and becomes a leatherclad head

banger the next.

Last but certainly not least, I have that

special friend who I suppose we all need in

life; that special someone who is simply too

cool for his own good, therefore, kindly

shares all your imperfections with you.

That's right, these are my friends.

Besides the fact that we're all ashamed of

each other, and prefer not to be seen in

public with one another, we get along

great.

Everybody complains about their friends

at one time or another, but I just want peo-

ple to' realize that they should feel pretty

happy they have someone to complain

about. Let's face it, not every person in

America can complain about your friends

just the way you do. You should be honored

to be ashamed of people who actually

acknowledge you as a friend.

Just remember, friendship is not just a

word, it's a priviledge.

Nancy Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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Attack producers not vendors
Pornography and sexist advertising are

deplorable, but so are the actions of

misguided individuals who attack freedom

rather than finding solutions to the

problem. ^^^^^^^

Pedro Pereira

Such misguided attackers of First

Amendment freedoms include the fifty so

called activists who protested the sale of

pornography at the Amherst Newsroom
last month and the people with nothing

better to do than make a fuss about every

ad in the Collegian they consider .sexist.

Last week, the Collegian distributed an

advertising insert for Miller beer, which

among other offenses referred to women as

"babes" and displayed photos of women in

bikinis. The advertisement's theme was

fun at the beach during spring break.

Miller obviously aimed the ad at men, by

showing practically nude women in

solicitous positions and calling them
"babes." The ad was clearly di.stasteful.

But I don't need any self righteous "ac

tivist " telling me that. And I certainly

dont appreciate the same self-righteous

"activist" telling me the ad is inciting men
to take the "babe" by force to rape her

Shelagh Murray, who wrote a column in

Friday's Collegian (Feb. 24. "Beer ad found

offensive"), offered an indignant inter-

pretation of the ad as advocating the "right

to rape."

In all fairness to the people at Miller, I

doubt they meant to tell every male reader

of the Collegian they should exercise this

"right." Besides, the last time I checked the

Bill of Rights. I found no such right

What I found, however, was what Mur
ray and the fifty "activists " who picketed

the Amherst Newsroom last month seem
to know little about — free speech and free

press.

The Bill of Rights guarantees the Col-

legian the right to carry sexist advertising

and the Amherst Newsroom to carry por-

nographic magazines if they so wish.

During my two semesters as editor in

chief of the ColUgian, I rejected several ads

that I and other decision makers agreed

dehumanized women by portraying them
as sex toys. But that by no means supports

the view that some material is not

publishable.

Likewise, were the Amherst Newsroom's
management to remove Playboy. Hustler,

or Penthouse from the shelves it would not

mean the store has no right to sell them.

Of course the anti-pornography people

have the right to protest, but they are aim-

ing their criticism at the wrong target. In-

stead of prosecuting the messenger, in this

case the Amherst Newsroom, why not seek

out the originator? If the so-called activists

want to end pornography, why not picket

the studios? Or write to them? Should the

Amherst Newsroom yield to your pressure,

rest assured that pornography would not

end.

The same goes for the sexist ad police In

.stead of condemning the Collegian for ex

ercising its First Amendment rights, why
not voice your concerns to Miller? After all.

Miller is the true culprit.

Some people did just that. They contacted

Miller, complained, and the company
responded by stopping di.stribution of the

advertisement and writing a letter of

apology, which the Collegian printed

yesterday

The point that pornography and sexist

advertising degrades women is well taken,

but the assertion that violence toward

women would decrease were pornography

abolished or sexist ads banned is ques-

tionable at best.

Prove it.

Pedro Pereira is a Collegian columnist

People with AIDS are not victims
The article on the Visiting Nurse

Association's AIDS support volunteer pro

gram (Feb. 8, "AID.S victims get buddies

through program"! was insightful and ob

jective. However, there is one .small, yet

very important complaint I have, Danielle

Bionda keeps referring to "AIDS patients"

and "AIDS victims."

People with AIDS are only sometimes pa-

tients. Often they are able to get around

just like any of the rest of us and lead very

productive lives. The times they do require

hospitalization, they try to get out and

about as soon as possible (just like the rest

of us).

People with AIDS almost never see

them.selves as victims. They may carry a

terminal disease, but they are still most

The CollegMn accepts letters and columns from the Umass community and Five-

College Area. ALL submissions MUSTBE TYPED. Handwritten letters will not

be printed.

Submissions become property of the Collegian and are thus subject to editing

for grammar, clarity and space. Send or bring submissions to 1 13 Campus Center.

often in full control of their lives. Without

knowing it, you may have passed a PWA
• person with AIDS) downtown, sat next to

a PWA at the movies or talked to one on

the bus.

People with AIDS are not patients or vic-

tims, as little as they are lepers, perverts,

or aliens. They are mainly people — just

like you and I — with the same hopes, fears,

and dreams that you and I have.

So do not look down at the "poor victims"

but look up to fellow brothers and sisters

who have much to teach us about grasping

and enjoying each moment of this precious

thing we call "life".

Mike Izdepski
Springfield

Pushing for efficient student government
Last Wednesday the People's Union for a Revolu

tionarv Junta (PURJ) took over the Undergraduate

Student .Senate, As a co-leader, I'd like to tell you why

we sponsored a coup. Our goal was not only to disrupt

the senate, it was to deliver a serious message. We

wanted them to know we are angry that the senate

spends most of its time playing games with itself

Governments have three re.sponsibilities: to gather

a little money from individuals and spend it on

everyone, to figure out community policy, and to pro

vide "leadership in crisis situations. After that, they find

things to keep themselves busy.

If vou think ttiat student government is a joke, then

consider this - the senate has control of $2.5 million

that it gets from vou and me every year. This money

goes into the Student Activities Trust Fund to pay for

all sorts of things. It pays for the Five-College buses

as well as funding many of the Registered Student

Organizations on campus. We contribute this money

to Spring Concerts through the University Program-

ming Council and sponsor part of the WMUA radio

station. u j »

This year the senate managed to pass a budget so

that much of the above activities could continue to func-

tion. Hov,-ver, most of the work was done by a small

group of individuals called the Budget Committee. All

the Senate Body had to do was "ok " the proposal. So

two weeks ago, everyone decided to be nice to each

other and get something Hone

Clarinda Rose-Turner

A government is supposed to speak to all the people

that we don't have the time or connections to talk to,

then make informed decisions about community policy.

Our senate has had several things to say. It condemn-

ed the fee for the hockey rink, and then it endorsed it.

It had no opinion about the police substation in a

Southwest dormitory.

To be fair, a few senators recently pushed through

a bill about lighting dangerous parts of campus. They

spent the time to speak with the Director of Public Safe-

ty, Art Hilson. Most ofthem are a part of another hard-

working committee called Public Policy.

Finally, a government tells its people what's going

on and how we can make things better. It's supposed

to lead us to do things for ourselves. But this year the

senate can't even agree to choose a president.

Our trustee, Stephanie Orefice, tried to tell the senate

months ago that the state was going to slash our

budget. Did you hear anything about cuts in October?

November? Ask your senators why you didn't. Ask
them why you haven't seen them behind the "Write

a Letter to Your State Rep " table in front of the Mini

Store.

It's not too much to ask these things. For the past

11-1/2 months, the senate has not been doing its job.

Other parts of the Student Government Association

worked twice as hard to make up for the senate's ir-

responsibility. It's time to change that.

PURJ wants the students to voice their displeasure.

We are passing around a petition that makes three

demands: asking that the .senate actively address the

budget cuts, address the rising tide of crime on cam-

pus and finally, publish monthly compellations of their

accomplishments. Please sign it if you see it.

To symbolize our anger, we want the students to wear

an armband on Wednesday. Tell your student represen-

tatives how you feel. They need to know.

Finally, nominations for student government are

open. Consider running. Vote. This is your money, your

campus, and your community. You deserve a chance

to make it work for you.

Clarinda Rose-Turner is a UMass student
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systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

The - HR Returns with Two FREE Gifts!
Effective January 15. 1989 a good dea! just got belter. You need to ctieck (>u( \\w Must loinplt-te !..ip(','p hi'inu oifpred h\ anv companv-Ihe

Zenith SupersPorl Se iSpecial Euition). Compare the lollowingSlANfMRD l-'KAIl HKS with \\\v st.md.'rd !»Mtures •»( .in\ i.ther laptop and you

will know why the SupersPort SR is the one to t)eat.

The two FREE gilts are the nylon carrying case with shoulder strap" and the Microsolt \V( )RK> s<»it\\are

* 640K RAM * one 20MB hard drive and one 15" (loppy drive * parallel and serial ports * ret h.irueahle balterx and AC adapter 'charger

* 1200 baud internal modem * MS-DOS 3.3 PLUS * 1 year parts and labor warranty

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Steve Orlandi

ZDS Student Representative

549-1420

American txpress.VISA. Ma$lerC«rd Credit Cards Accepted.
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THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON*

Mit rosofi \\('KK> is a rciiisltTfil trademark of

Microsoft I'orp

l'ri( cs suhiect Ic < h.ui«e wil IkuiI unlit e.

ARTS&LIVING
iraxton's sax leads a spate of Monk tributes

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

Ever since the unfortunate death of pianist/composer
Thelonius Monk in 1982. there has been a constant stream
of Monk tribute albums that has yet to abate there are
three reasons for this; one, Monk was one of the great com
posers ofjazz; two. many of his compoeitiona are quite dif
ficult to play yet wide open to interpretation, thus presen
ting an enduring challenge to would-be interpreters; three,

the music industry knows ail too well that the best thing
that can happen to an artist's popularity (especially in the
US) is his or her death.

Monk's tunes have been covered in every style this side
of hardcore, with instrumentation ranging from string
quartet to duck call, in addition to the usual traditional
jazz styles. The three Monk tribute albums reviewed here,
while not quite that extreme, are all by musicians who
tend toward the experimental.
The mcMit succesiful is Anthony Braxton's Six Monk's

Cnmptmttons. on Soul Note (Italy) Braxton shocked jazz
purists in the 1970'8 with the bla^iphemy of his "squeaks
and squawks " on pieces with numerological titles Yet this

same man has written for multiple orchestras, and Max
Roach has called him the most important voice on alto

sax since Charlie Parker.

There are no squeaks or squawks on his new album, and
the instrumentation is a standard quartet lineup of alto

sax (Braxton), piano (Mai Waldron). bass (Buell Neidl-

inger) and drums ( Bill Osborne) Instead, we get fluid, in-

ventive interpretations of some of Monk's most difl'icult

material, at breakneck speed.

Valley

Jazz
Although the arrangements are standard. Braxton has

clearly thought about the overall interpretation of each
piece. This album bubbles over with his skill and inven
tiveness; even the "purist" skeptics will have to admit
that he can play the saxophone.
The same rhythm section is fwesent on Locomottt}e(alm

on Soul Note), which also includes a few Duke Ellington
tunes. This date is under Neidlinger's leadership: he has
been "bassist to iconoclasts", having played with Cecil
Taylor and Frank Zappa. The instrumentation here is a
bit less conventional, with mandolin (John Kumick)
replacing piano as the chordal instrument. Marty
Krystall's pungent tenor sax provides the lead voice.
The group sounds as much lilie a progressive bluegraas

band as it does a jazz group. Overall, the album em-
phasizes the fun, wacky aspect of Monk; quick, happy, up-
tempo readings eschew the long expositions of Braxton's
album. But despite the flippant overtones. Monk's music
provides impetus for lots of substance below the surface,
and this album has plenty of it.

Paul Motian's Monk in Motion, on the West German
JMT label, is good but not up to the level of the other two.
Essentially a series of duets between Motian and electric
guitarist Bill Frisell, the album's overall effect is sparse,
spacey and detatched. Motian is indeed the star here, his
drumming is highly sensitive, his time breathing in and
out. The problem is that the essential earthy qualities of
Monk's music just don't gibe with the effete sensibilities

here.

Ohio Ballet's games delight Art Center crowd
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Ohio Ballet

Fine Arts Center
February 27
Monday night the Ohio Ballet perform-

ed before a good-sized crowd in the Fine
Arts Center Auditorium The show was
part of Arts America '89,a 'mini festival"

organized by the Center to honor the
superb talents of American performing
artists.

The program consisted of Concerto Baroc
CO. Patterns nf Change, and two pieces
chm'eographed by the Ohio Ballet's Artistic

Director, Heinz Poll, entitled Game* and

Pavant. Thomas R Skelton. Associate

Director known for his skills as a lighting

designer, devised the lighting for each of

the four sets.

The evening opened with Concrrto Bevoc-

CO. a number which began with eight

women dressed in simple, .striking black

and white costumes, their movements
created a kaleidrMcope effect At one point,

a man and a women were dancing together

through the oiher women who sometimes
moved, and at other times stood still like

a forest of people.

Pavane was a duet in red costumes which,

with occasional mechanical movents by the

dancers, suggested that they might repre-

sent wind-up dolls. At first, the woman

seemed in control and even indifferent

towards the man, but the powerful musical
score soon took on a more flowing tone as
they danced on t(^^ther The man then
became the indifferent one, and the music's
return to the former, more powerful tones
completed the role reversal that had taken
place

Pafterna of Change began with a
repetitive and rhythmic musical score and
a dramatic large blue circle of light in the
background which drew the audience's at

tention into the music and to the center of

stage as well For most of this piece, the
dancers twirled and jumped across the
stage in a series of pairs, and then singles,

from right to left.

The dancers performed marvelously in

each part of the program. The last piece.

Games, was especially good and made for

a bright finale with the flowing costumes
of the women in blue, green, peach, and
yellow. The choreography in this piece was
exciting, including a lot of separation and
.nteraction between the dancers and many
jumps and lifls.

All in all, the Ohio Ballet provided the
members o( the audience with a splendid
performance, regrettably though, not

without a cost. One of the performers, a

woman, seemed to have ir\]ured herself as

she was exiting to one side of the stage. A
call for a doctor in the house was sent out
at the closing of the ci rtain.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon

Open Rush

m

Virtue, Diligence, Brotherly Love

If you're planning to go Greeic

• Largest Notional Fraternity

• No Hazing
• Academic Priority

Tonight 7:30 207 Sunset Ave. 549-6440

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST.. NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 253-2571

SPECIAL
OFFER!

BUY ANY
THREE
AD

MARKERS
AND

GET ONE
AD MARKER

OR
BLENDER

FREE!

Offer Good
until 3/15/89

Quantities Limited

chartpak*

O O
MARKER

200 COLORS
PLUS THE ONLY

MARKER WITH THE
INTERCHANGEABLE

NIB SYSTEM

4 using a i<sso*

'er^ove oio w/eoge

ano B'uS^ NiOS

from marker c>a"e<

arK) O'Spose

f me ano Boifei

N'DS may <*Qui'e

tf»eoseo«i<*ee/e's

O(0t««ftiorcmov#

"lace r>e«* rue 'r^lO

f a'»e» oarrei By
.nve'iing rnaike'

nikwiit salivate tr^

r^tC MtilftiP a teno

Open
IM-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located In The Campus Center

QyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE-^

Miller Lite
Spring Bpeak ExppeSS

Register to win a 'MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK SURVIVAL KIT

"

tonigtit at Delano's. 5 winners will then be qualified to win

the "MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK EXPRESS" grand prize.

Grand Prize winner will be selected from 20 qualifiers the

week of March 10.

Miller Lite Spring Break Express Party

Will Be Meld At:

fMILlllttO'i
Tonight March 1 9:30-11:30

MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK EXPRESS
GRAND PRIZE CONSISTS Of:

• Round Trip Air Trdosportdtion for Two (2) to Washinglon D.C.

• A Welcoming Reception at the Washington D.C. Train Station

• Round Trip Rail Transportation Aboard the Miller Lite Spring Break

Express.

• Food. Beverage and tntertainment while on Board the Spring Break

Express ^^••••••••••••••••••*
• five Nights Accommodations (Double Occupancy) at the

Treasure Island Inn at Daytona Beach.

• $300 Spending Cash.•••••*•*•••••***
• Two (2) Miller Lite Sweatshirts.

• Chartered Transportation to and from the Train Station and fiotel.

• Additional Activities may be Scheduled as Available.

The Grand Prize can not be transferred Winners who choose not to take the trip will forfeit airfare, tram transpor

talion. hotel accommodations but will still receive spending cash and sweatshirts

Movie musicals come to stage
By MICHAEL T PUOPOLO
Collegian Correspondent

The University Players, the University of
Massachusetts theater and music student run organiza-

tion, is producing a musical extravagarua The brand
new reorganized executive board will be performing
a vaudeville type of musical called That's
Entertainment!

That's Entertainment' is the conception (rf' senior Bon-
nie Borromeo. Borromeo, the director and
choreographer of the musical, says that the show will

base its content on some of the classical MGM musicals
of the I930's and 1940's. Some of the movies of this

era include Singtn' in the Rain, Anything Goes. High
SiHiety. and Summer Stock. The cast will be perfom
ing musical and dance numbers originally performed
by legends such as Fred Astaire, Judy Garland, Frank
Sinatra, Bing Crosby. Ethel Merman, and Gene Kelley

Entertainment of this kind has not been seen of the

UMass campus for quite some time. There will be a

variety of tap and jazz dances, songs, and even some
humorous monologues. There is definitely something
for everyone m this musical.

The musical extravaganza will run in Bowker
Auditorium on April 25, 26. and 28. Auditions are open
to all students in the Five College Area and the dates
of the audition are March 2 and 3 beginning at 7:30.

Be prepared for some great singing and dancing and
fun during the auditions. The informational meeting
for That's Entertainment is March 1. Be sure to check
the information desk for the room numbers of the

meeting and the rooms for the auditions. The Univer-
sity Players are sill looking to fill the positions of

Musical Director. Stage Manager. Technical Director,

and the Orchestra If there are any questions, contact

Bonnie Borromeo at 256 U569.

IakU. the d(K>rs, wake the kids, but ifyou're interested

in bijj time musicals, audtion for That's Entertainment'

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Vais to play Hatch
acoustic show
Accoustic guitarist Ari Vais will perform his sixth gig

at the Hatch on Thursday at 3:30.

Vais, who was one-half of a Boston duo called "Missing:

CAT." lists Lou Reed. REM. and The Beatles as prime
influences, but the show will consist mostly of original

tunes.

He describes his style as "accoustic punk," and is cur-

rently sending his main studio opus, "KIMO KI PAPA
TAI" to various radio stations and record companies. The
title means "You have big tits" in Swahili.

Vais was born in Russia, and emigrated to Los Angeles

in 1978. He quickly became a Beatles fan (the first rock

and roll he ever heard) and started playing guitar. In 1980,

he moved to Cambridge and studied classical guitar at

the Langy School of Music.

Awright, enough of this blurb stuff. I know this guy.

He lives in my dorm (Butterfield), and his guitar playing

is hotter than a urinary tract infection.

Look, we gotta fill up space to finish this blurb, which
is fine with me, because I can drill it into your head: there

IS no such thing as "having something better to do" on

Thursday at 3:30

mm
10P€f¥^ST NX yuHRfnPTON mn

UNIVERSAL
JOINT

•^nd he 120N HOr^'^.F cr^.B^^r

THURSDAY. MARCH 2
ALL-AGES SHOW

JANE'S ADDICTION
plus GRAVE GOODS

Doors op«n at 7:00 p.m.; show al • 00
•Itarp. Advanct liclial* $10 with S2 00
•urcharyt at door for under 21 •

Afterward* downstairs
THE BAGS

FRIDAY. MARCH 3

TOOTS
AND THE
MAYTALS

Doors opori 7:00 pm . shoM at 8 00 sharp

Advartca ticli«t« St2 SO Musi b« 21

Afterwards downstairs

NEW HORIZON
Tickets •vailabi* si For lbs Rscord in

Amherst & Country Comtofi in N Hamp

4th SHY FIVE
after comedy at 10:00

6th JEFF HOLMES
BIG BAND

9th BARRENCE WHITFIELD
and the Savaf^s

10th BIG BANG THEORY
11th THE TOASTERS

BOARD OF GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL
r'Rf-fVT^- x

TWO HOUR COMEDY SHOW
ANY PERSON WITH NO SENSE OF HUMOR ...

ANYONE WITH A WEAK KIDNEY ...

iVcCan
Make Vou |,augli
WE WILL PAY

$25
In Cash

PLUS A

•MAKE ME LAUGH"
T-SHIRT

If ...

YOU CAN SURVIVE

AS A CONTESTANT
ON OUR SHOW!!

mrnr^a
GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

UMASS HILLEL'S 1989
JEWISH ARTS FESTIVAL
DAVID GROSSMAN

Israeli novelist, author of

"The Yellow Wind," and recepient

of numerous literary awards

To Speak On

"THE SURVIVORS PARADOX
IN THE MIDDLE-EAST"

and his writing of

"THE YELLOW WIND"

Wednesday, March 1

7 30 PM Memonai Hall

^^MwnnNi t^

iwns I > n i n tmtt arm;.

GaanS ORk«4 NB mmt '.

t«i AMaiMNiaA Jrtmti s«ud«M ft iy cu

for SPRING BREAK
THE PLACE TO BE

We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved for

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode
is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The
Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES:
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy is first come first serve

$559: VILLAS
$525: ON WATER LOCATION

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

UMASS SKI CLUD

$589
430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE

lUUIlllllllllllllHIMIIIIIIIIIIIHliHIIIIIIIIllll iimiMimiuiiiiMiiiiiiitfiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiujiimiiiiiii.iiiiiiii.uiiiiLiiii
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Heavyweights at Hatch
Ed Vadas and thf Fabulous

Heavyweights, over the past seven or so

vears. have toured the East coast fr«>m

Florida to Maine, serving audiences their

if Its at all possible" •"unique" form of

rhythm and blues. Vadas and company
revise and add to the various blues stan

dards which make up the brunt of their

<how While nodding to the traditional

blues formats, they spice the arrangements

with unusual harmonies, unique dynamics

and their own original musical ideas

Tommorrow night at 8 p.m in the Hatch,

The Fabulous Heavyweights will play an

earU s»"i. ,iiul host a blues jam immediaii

ly following. Student singers, guitarists,

bass players and drummers will be called

on stage to perform Chicago blues style

with the band.

Anyone interested m participating in this

open blues forum should call 586 6712 to

^'uarantee a spot in the lineup All others

will be taken on a first come t'lrst serve

basis at showtime Students should bring

their instruments. .A piano, amps and a

drum set will be provided. The show and

blues jam is sptm.sored by the I'nion Pro

gram Council

i^ " ^

7 Days A Wrfh • f -ili lo» 1»Mp (Hii

Kilcltrti t'(fii till tiiit)iiii?ht

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 990 Nacho 8c Cheese Platters

9:00 PM - 12.00 AM
Drink of the Week Beer of the Month

JamcMs Irish CofTtc $1.75 Mootehead $t.75

Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12

Sunday 4 Burger Platters for $5.00 6- 10S ROCK WITH A CONSCIENCE - Bruce Cockburn plays a show at

John M. Greene Hall. Smith College this coming Sunday night. March
5. The show is a benefit for Physicians for Social Responsibility, and

Cockburn will be previewing material from his new album. Big

Circumstance.

•NPWBIIID

HEBER

PCERVALUY pA|„cciTY

NORTHEAST AREA
GOVERNMENT

&
Distinguished Visitors Program

present

PARK WEST

.»>'

UMass Ski Club has received lodging

in Salt Lake City for Spring Break

Price includes lodging, rental car, &
air fare. Lift ticket packages are

available.

$450—Contact UMass Ski Club

UMASS SKI CLUD

WED
MARCH

1st

CCA
7:30

IRELAND: A TERRIBLE BEAUTY
Guest Speakers

MAYOR RAYMOND FLYNN
&

INEZ McCORMACK
Irish Protestant Labor Leader in England

AP photo

CABINET MEETING — President Bush and Defense Secretary'-desiipiate John Tower confer
before a Cabinet meeting at the White House yesterday. The Senate is expected to consider
Tower's nomination later this week.

FILENE'S BASEMENT
ON MARCH 18th UMAS!

TAKES OF
7 NIGHTS HOTEL/AIR/TRANSFERS

NO HIDDEN COSTS'
FROM BOSTON/STAY AT THE BESi isuiLLS

Buy uiui confidcncr Buy your vaca'aor. from V:lf'.<" "^ ndsTT.'nlJ

JAMAICA

CicCden J^v NattonaT I loiwr Society

MONTEGO BAY
or NEGRJL from$449>12

General Meeting

Wed.. March 1, 7 PM

Campus Center

rooms 165-169
g"^"2."lL"J."A''A**A**.i."ai"A"Jt.".t:"ig|"|^"|yg;"ife'*j[i'
g..^..?..'y..?..T.-'g».T«.'S'^«?g««'S'-««v«i'«'««VnTnT««Vf

V

«« i

BAHAMAS
At Deluxe Beaehfront

Nassau Beach
Hotel FnmgNOtB from 10

Suites ai Beachfront

Doral Beach Hotel
SumSay ieo from

PUERTO LA CRUZ

$569.,.

CANCUN
$449,

Beachfront
1st Class Hotel

Sal niqw cet from

k'^^CATIONOPEN TODAY
10 Locations ;n ^ -v - - — .*.. r—r-
New Englanc ^ >" CDUTlJcTj
Guaranteed Reservations! jijn: 3.t^v'J.v-iii

Guaranteed Low Prices!

For information or to Book call

617 267-8100
FIRST CLASS VACATIONS AT BARGAIN BASEMENTPRICES!

All lltMS

IN SlORf ON
SALt UNlll

MARCh 31KAYJEWELE RS
The diamond people*

STUDENTS TAKE
ADDITIONAL

All ITtMS
IN STOW ON
SAlt UNTIl

MARCH 3;

i A 0/ ^^^ '^LL SALE
I 1/ /O PRICED JEWElJEWELRY

With any valid student ID

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

hampshire Mall. Hadley

MON-SAT: 10-9:30: SUN: 12-5
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Hockey star
helps Suffolk
gain respect
BOSTON (AP) — Suffolk University has never had as

good a hockey season as it's having now. It's never had
as great a player as Brian Horan, either.

He has 55 goals and single-season records for goals and
points. His coach still hasn't seen the speedy, shifty skater

get knocked off his feet.

And Suffolk, a commuter school that began playing
hockey in 1980, is headed to the post-season playoffs for

the first time.

"In some games in which we've had good-sized leads,

he's almost embarrassed to score more, so he'll just dish

• the puck) off," Rams' Coach Peter Saggese said.

"I try to set up more goals that I try to score because
I think others teams are going to be gunning for me," said

Horan, a sophomore center who played at Somerville

(Mass.) High School.

Despite that added attention. Horan has 55 goals and
88 points this season. He has 81 goals and 131 points in

his career. The previous school records were 26 goals in

one season, shared by Greg Ames and Horan, 49 points

in one season set by John Tringale and 58 goals and 120
points in a career by Mike Hamilton.
Suffolk, 19-6 1, is averaging nearly seven goals per game

and finished sixth in the ECAC Division 3 North stan
dings. It plays as St Michaels, which came in second, in

the first round of the North playoffs Wednesday night

The Rams' only other winning record was 15-10 in 1985.

"We got a couple of good defen.semen this year." Horan
said, "The attitude of the team has changed completely
because we know we can win."
Horan has held his own against Division 1 and profes-

sional players in a summer league, but his small size

(5-foot 9, 170 pounds) diminished his attractiveness to ma-
jor hockey schools.

He started at Salem State in the fall of 1987, but ap-

pendicitis forced him to miss that semester. He transfer

red to Suffolk for the spring of 1988 semester and had 26
goals and 17 assists in 17 games last season.

"He has pro speed," Saggese said. "He doesn't have pro

size He can pass the puck as well as any Divison 1 player.

He ha.s all the moves oTa Division 1 player. If he was three

inches taller and 30 pounds heavier. I wouldn't have him."
Horan, one of eight Rams from Somerville, said he went

to Suffolk because "my main objective was to get a good
education and all my friends were here. I wanted to play

hfKkfv with them."

r R-R-R-Ring
Hi! rm Scott Webber,

your AT&T student Campus
t Manager here at UMass.

I would like to tell you how
AT&T can help answer any
of your long distance ques-
tions. The best time to
reach me is between
1:00pm and 3:00pm, but
you can call anytime

546-4741
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HEY
SENIORS:
Get Shot

!

Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held from Feb. 27 - Mar. 17,

9-5 pm in Rms 177/178 ol the
Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

& appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

Make youi checks payable to INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO

INDEX 103 Campus Center/UMass. Amherst 545-0848

JAMMIA
M N T E G 0#5^^B A Y

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 1, 1989

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

Why More?
The UMASS Shi Club mviles you 10 Monlego Bay. Jamaica, West in<li««

We *iil be staying m the Towers at the Seawinds Resort where all your

Spring BreaK needs are directly below We are next to the beach, pool,

evening entertainment, tennis courts arxl the hottest nignt club in the bay

Located five minutes from town, this resort has. at your disposal, water

sports, sunbathing, and an array of restaurants and bars Don t be lured

by low-Ouoget, problem filled tear•*>>* that, in the er>d turn to np^fls WE
PROVIDE GUARANTEED RESERVED ACCOMMODATIONS AND
FLIGHTS' Soeod $9 a day more and step eoove the reel on your own vaca-

tH3n island'

A VACATION SHOULD BE A PLEASURE-
NOT A HASSLE!

LAGNAF

BECAUSE IT'S WORTH IT
Mar. 18 - Mar. 25 • $569 per person from JFK

"All Prices are Inclusive—No Hidden Extras

Double & Triple Occupancy Rates Available

Presented «j>;;^^^/^^C^>^K

UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union • 545-3437

VISA

"I'm a lumberjack / And I'm

OK / I sleep all night / And I

work all day."

-Monty Python's Big Red Book

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Ja«e

I told you guys to slow down and take it

easy or something like this would happen.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

^ 93W\. Of
I KWT tW 9D

cotoRLtss t louR omr

lU BET lOU'D RAniER \»kl^

^ B3»i\. or Tiisrt. up-^mkiihg.

CRUNCH OH TMt CUTS^Wt

,

CWEWi OK Wt \HSIOC

,

CVWCOVAT^ ?«Cft^D SU<i»R
801*85 ' CfcN 1 PtJR loo ^BMt'

H0,n4AWK.S

I'M ndiHG
Tt) REACM

wu^T ML you

HA<WQ, MOW'
BORtl^ 0\D

TDi6r mi TCK'

CERER.

COLLEGIAN
ATTENTION

SOPHOMORE/JUNIOR
MARKETING MAJORS

EXPERIENCE is a must to be successful in

gaining the competitive edge in today's
Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the
opportunity to gain THE MOST VALUABLE

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE on campus

Applications for position of

MARKETING/PROMOTIONS MANAGER
are now being accepted

This position requires Responsibility, Dedication and Time
Commitment—the qualities that future employers are looking lor

Come down to the Collegian Business Otlice in the Campus
Center (RM 1 13 - lower level, 545-3500) and pick up a job
application and description and submit it no later than
Wedrjesday. March 1.

M/F-EOE

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25
i

When you break away this year, do it ^ith style

eilM CIIIJII
'ound trip air

SUN FUN!! 7 nights
great night life

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

Contact: UMASS SKI CLUB
547-3437

4M STUDENT UNION BLDG.

S439 Guest Houses
S499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
$559 Mermaid Beach EP
$749 Mermaid Beach MAP
$589 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

A $75 Reservation Deposit Required

SAVE /^K^-''^^^^'^^^
UMASS SKI CLUB

LAGNAF ^^^ student Union • 545-3437

SOHOlt/PrOu
TWOMAKe^
OUTTOPA^^

.i

ARtAL

A Mom. BUT ne cAe»tvivm
eftAKtfi6ll^.$0IA/^tMPW
UPlOiTINBR00Ki.yN SOMt^
Pl^TiPTheMCWe-.AUPKJOK
U€ ^UdtuAY lOCONtyIHMQ

0UJ n IMA^t-RUliNCf ON />(t

»A>i 30i4^6AMe HC»/ieJUST

iNJlMeTOSe^AtU^IBRMAlN
9ufi:>rAcmsa ne smeer'm
^1Af/^ANPUlAJU€PUNTILM
tm «ou*n macwi flutmp'

lUHAT HAPPUitP
rOUJNCM HAP.

poaoinAPmm
¥tNT.PlAyVATt
ANPBAJH^

UM I
fUTUt
UfJltlN
AKUl

CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

rM|5 |5^A MIMOR IN ?a65E55IOM OF ALCOMOL.

sue: is violating, university policy,
STATE LAW, AND THE. BASIC
moRAL roUNDAT^oHS oP

poNi'r LEr IT mappeN
TO YOU.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

L

life, a*^

^;4P^ JUi/nACjcJxy
V:

1

i Nuikfy

6 Run * tao
'' Oanten ane

ii Mc»»«ng»io

2 ,SMf »'

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21 Apri 19) Ooort
ctegm to open for ttx>M (n March
of wDptoyment An otreodv iat«fv

ng relatortfhc) worrvs up Looh for-

ward to o romorrfc evenr^o Be pa
ttent with o cNW or parertf who hcB

ouestons
TAMMM (Aprit ?0 May 20) Vou

docover somethir^ otxxit yourseC
that couW ncreose yovx Donfc

txjiorKe substontoiiv RorrKjnce

blooms trove( t»th Wt$ your $p»i»$

and changes your career goate

Curb d tenoercy to De overty

OCMINI May 2VJi#w20) HcMng
youf cor serviced now could Kjve

you tme dnd trouble later increase

your exercise ana you w* teei bet
ter oimost imrrieaKiteiv A dorrrxjnt

rewtonship con be reviveo if you
show true offecton
CANCIt (June 2' July 22; More

Sleep gives you greoter nrientot

ciaritv Leave any money womes
denirxj you Vou are about to come
into yojf own wcti Vou should not

r^ave nov trouble reok/ing your om-
Di'.oni Aim highl

LiO July 23-Aug 22) A business

setDocK will eventually prove to be
a DiessmQ rf you fet'oin from reoc
ting erriotiorx*v tri Dubl'C '''v not to

1 3tce voursei* «^ ".or o.jsiy Have the

courage o' . . mvctKxu iri

romance
VIROO 'Aug 23-Sept 22) A close

'e>ationshiD becomes more in-

timate Remain flexible about
business ana finoncioi aecisons

Concentrating on you" orea of en

peftise wii' Dring the greotes'

reworas

LIMA (Sept 230ct 23)
Somettw>g that has troubtad you
w« not corrw to pou Some irv

depth soui-searchr^ w« make a
love retdttonship much more
fulf*r^

%GOtmO (Oct 2^Nov 21) Vou
could be developing a strong ^v

terejt m pamtmg or scu(ptc»e

Others follow your leod Make your

nfluence felt at school or work by
being metciious and corvoerv
tious Highier-v4» applaud yotv high

stcrKiards

tA«mAnUt (Nov 22-Oec 21)

Todoy $ events w« make you vr»ta

Do rot reveal everyttwig you krow
Vou are aWe to moke more rroney

now <xy3 enjoy whot you ore dcng
Stick to o prescribed health
progrorr,

CAMHCOaN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Dc trie best you can to resoiye any
conflicts between two contractual

obligations Alttyxigri you are a
ayncyno of activity, you car>not

con^lnue to bun the ccndie at bott-i

erKJs i^est up!

AttUAMUt (Joi 20-Feb 18) Cal
^'le-xls Of family members you hove
nof talked wrth fo* a while vou'

conversotions cojic Drove verv

reveahrig Teachers seeking new
joos nove good luck ^oiish any • ji

ty Skills before oroggir^ obou"
them
mSCIt 'Pec ^o-March 20,

Bernna-the-scenes maneuvers neif.

you resolve a pro'essionai mmu^
vou pro/ect o different imogp
Wrap up on old ossigrvnent so yoo
con get in line for a profitable new
one

MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on a roll

Sausoge Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Squash bake

DINNER
Fried chicken

Pineapple ham steak

BASICS DINNER

Fried chicken

Tofu patfie
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New coach
for Cowboys

IRN'INl'i, Ti'\.i> i.\P> - Jimniv Johnson took control

ot the Dallas Cowboys yesterday, saying' success

wouldn't come as easily in the NFL as it did when he
coached for Oklahoma State and the University ot

Miami.
"l do believe that if commitment, enthusiasm and

hard work is worth anythng, we'll make projn'fss in

Dallas. " Johnshon said at an afternoon pre->

conference

Johnson was named coach of the Cowboys Saturday
by the teams new owner. Arkansas oilman Jerry

Jones, who roomed with Johnson and played fo<itball

with him at .Arkansas m the 196l)s

Johnson replaced Tom Landry, whose 29 year career

with the Cowbiiys included a leaj,'ue record 20 con
secutivc winning seasons and two NFL championships
Landry's replacement stunned Dallas fans and

John.son apolo^nzed for any hard feelin^js created by the

sudden transition.

Murphy a ^horse' of a relief pitcher
Sox sign lefty to one-year pact; improvement expected in pen

BUDGET

TRAVEL CENTER I

fttMO

rMMSMS

stummm

Umtuf

COUNCIL TRAVEL

413256-1261
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EUROPE'' CAR;
ENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

NaMXWi P«v 10000
PT«yw (?i?l Ml 3040

Mail »M M )of Special
SiMdanl/TtacrMr Tarltl

:~ MMTAL J t(AM 'J, ntnCMAM

\l' filr photu

i'he addition of lefty

rt'liover Rob Murphy
will be a key to the
hopes of the Boston
Red Sox for the 1989
season. Murphy was
acquired from Cincin-
nati durinit the
off-season.

549-3840

COPYCAT
f^nt Shop

228TnangteSl,Amf>er«

^ CINEMA

The
Naked
Gun

Two Shows 7 & 8:45

COMING SOON

NORTHAMPTON
The World Famous

DALE CARNEGIE COURSE

Somt O' *r,fc Manv .Vays The Dale Carnegit -c

Helps Mer and Women
• DeveioD Gfeate- ^oise anc

Self Confioeice
• Communicate more

EHectiveiy
• Be At Ease m Any Situation

• Discover and DeveiopVour
Potentia Aoihties

• Become A More
Effective Leader

• Be a Betie'

Conve'sa!i'"'"ilist

• Rememoe* Names
• Control Te^sior anc Anxietv

• Acquire a Bette'

Understanding o*

Human Relations

• Be At You' Bes' witn Any
Group

ATTEND A FREE PREVIEW
TUESDAY. MARCH 7th 6:45pm

NORTHAMPTON HILTON
RT 5 & EXIT 18

^;: company!^
^ CLASSES f
Tavailable^

Mv\N

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

781-1665 or 567-5065* LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED ******

The Legal Services Center has positions available for

full-time legal assistant interns for Fall 1989 semester.

This is a challenging opportunity for students from a
variety of majors and disciplines to gain valuable legal

experience.

Responsibilities include:

client interviewing

attendance at bearings
preparation of court forms
maintenance of continuing caseload
investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned.

CONTACT LK(;AL SHKVICKS, room ^22 CAMPUS fMONTKR.
545 1995 HY MARCH fi. I9H9

****** LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED ******

By the As.s(H.i;:ti(l l'it>s

Wl.NTER HAVEN. Fla. - As a profes-

sKHial li.tseball player, left hander Rob
Murphy i.s an established relief pitcher. As
;i horseman, .Murphy is moving up as a

breeder and owner of thoroughbreds,
;tlieady eyeing the Kentucky Derby.

.Acquired from the Cincinnati Reds last

December, h«- received a big pay hike
yesterday in agreeing to a one-year con
tract with the Boston Red Sox.

Murphy, accompanied by attorney and
girl friend Kimarie Stratos of Miami,
reached an agret-ment m a brief meeting
\Mth Red Sox General Manager Lou
Ciorman.

No terms were announced, but it was
learned that Murphy signed for about
$290,000 plus incentive b<jnus clauses. He
received a rep«irted $175,000 last year with
Cinciimati, where he had an 6 record and
three saves with a 3.08 earned run average
in 76 games as the setup reliever for

bullpen ace -Inhn Franco
.Murphy i.- concentrating on ha.seball

t ht»!ie days as a new member of the Red Sox
But there's still plenty of time away from

the ballpark to handle niv other hii^int'o*.
'"

)u* naid.

Adiirtlly. Murphs > horses won m<»re

I .u c^ List year than he did as a pitcher But
hi-» 6 record wat. deceiving, as Francj> s«'l

t R«-ds record with .19 savei^and a 1.57 ERA
along with a »> 6 record in 70 appearances.

The trade to the Red Sox came at a good
time in my career." Murphy. 28, said "h
was fun working in Cincinnati and pit

ching with Franco, but now I'm looking for

ward to mori' opportunities as a clt>ser."

The Red S»x have turned to the National
l^-ague for bullpen help two yearx in a row.

After getting a total of 16 saves in 1987.
they a(.«|uin<i w^hi hander Lee Smith frtim

the Chiciigo Cubs
Smith resptmded with 29 saves in help

ing B<»ston to the .American l^'ague East
(hampi(»nshi|) i-cond time in three
>«'asons

Without a Multd Aouthp.i !u i

Joe Sambito filled the role m >pots in 1986.

the Red Sox acquired Murphy and first

baseman Nick Esasky for Todd Benzmger,
Jeff Sellers and .t minor league prospect.

"Lee Smith is an established closer, but

I'm sure we can work together," Murphy
said. "The big thing is that we throw olT

a different side of the bodv. That's surf to

help

"Depending on how things go and how
the manager wants to u.se us, we also could
alternate as one of us rests a day. I can get
right-handers out as well as left handed
hitters, so that wouldn't be any problem

"

"Murphy looks pretty tough, even on the
right banders," Manager Jtie Morgan said.

"He's pretty sneaky with his fastball And
he has a good slider. He can be nasty

"

Murphy enjoys talking baseball, but he
iK-ams when asked aliout his horses and
Comfort Acres Farm in (k-ala. about 1(X)

miles north of the Red Sox camp
"We now have 13 horn's with a colt born

la.si week." he siiid "We'll sfH)n hav«' 14

because another is on the wa>

"We race at Miami and at Tampii and
we've been pretty successful. We have on-
ly top horses with g<K»d breeding lines. I

guess I got into It as a htibby. but it's a
business now

We bought c»ur first colt fw $:M),000 and
It's taken ofl'from there In our first year,
we recommended eight horses and five

becami stake horses."

Murphy estimates the value of his stable
at $2 to $3 million.

"We've accomplished some l»ig thinu*.
but there's a long way to go

'

Hishi'st horse** Right now prohabl\ torn
puquine. a 3 year old nominated li.r this
year's Kentucky Derby
Murphy is a friendly, outgoing pi'rst>nali

ty. but teammates can forget about him
joining them on long flights

"I carr\ my computer with me and while
guys are playing cards or whatever I m
bu.«^' cranking out my numbers, evaluating
a yearling by h. '' .ilinesaiv"' lT in
other factor** ^i i «.ire'> I m

Wednesday Night

is

Mexican Night!

Free Nachos!

Corona $2.00
Jos^ Cuervo $1.75
Margaritas $2.00

T-Shirts & Prizes!

^unan (garden
*^Qedtaurant

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BuKct sm't'd T) 8 p m . Mon I Imi'' BruiK li sPTvcd Siindiv 1 1 .'lO am 3 p in

ALL YOU CAN EAT $ C 99
Children under 10 - $3.00 ^

1)Hot and Sour Soup
2) Chicken fingers

3) Chicken Wings
4) Fried Wontons
5) Pan Fried Ravioli

6) Beel with Snow Peas
7) House Spiced Chicken

8) Sweet and Sour Chicken
9)Roas1 Pork Fried Rice
10) Vegetable Fried Noodles
11) Chinese BBO Pork
12) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce
13) Shrimp and Cashew Nuts

256-0251

256-0252

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belcherlonn Rd.. it Rie. 9, Amherst 256 0252

Open Sun Thuf II 10. Fri Sit. II 11

lUNCHlONSPtCimS
Moa SJt. 11 i.in. 3p.iii.

DelivBr

Every Day!
S-9:30p.m.
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Precious Hill
20

Freshman PreciouK Hill, shown here during
cross country season, has been a valuable ad-
dition to the women's track team.

continued from page

"You accept Jesus into your life and my life revolves
around him. I go by what it says in the Bible and I believe
totally in the Bible. Religion comes into all aspects of my
life.

"I pray before all my meets. God's the one who gave me
this talent. Without God, I wouldn't be here. I was born
with the natural talent to run because ever since I've be«'ri

running, I was just good at it.

•Right before the |30(X)I race I went off to a little spin
\vhere nobody was at, like an old storage room. 1 just
played my Christian music tapes and I just sang songs
to the Lord and I just had a happy feeling inside of nu-
ll was like a runner's high

"

When a.sked about being a student athlete on campu.^.
Hill felt "you have to know how to budget your time. Most
of my time is spent studying, doing track, and going to

church. You have to understand the way I think to get
through .scho«)l is academics first, and everything else
comes second and third"
OfTthe track, she is basically a self-described happy per

son and she thanks God for her succesa. "I'm ju.sl a nor
mal iJerson who is good at running I'm ju.st an average,
normal student."

She makes an interesting analogy. "Math is hard for

me. Us like if 1 go into a race, and in this race [the N E.

3000], I probably won't beat Tina Maloney (the eventual
winner! But I wasn't psyched out and I ran with her in
the beginning It's the same thing going into a math test

I'm just going to do my best, I mean I can't do anything
else. You can only do so much. If you're not happy with
your best, you're not going to be happy with anything

"

women s swimming
connnued from, page 20

ed up points in the 200 , 400 and 800 yard freestyle
relays and the 200 and 400 yard medley relays

To score in the relay races was a big accomplish
inent. It was a nice team thing to do," said assistant
coach Patty Sabo.

Newcomb was very happy to have the opportunity
to participate in this kind of meet.

This was an experimental year for this meet. We
took as many people as we could so that they could get
used to it," he .said.

"Coaches from other schrmls .sat up and took notice
that there's a good swim team in Amherst. We will be
a team to reckon with at this meet m the next few
years," he said.

Sports Notices

The L?nivii^,tv of Massachusetts rugby club as
started training for its new season. Veterans and
newcomers are encouraged to play.

Practices are Tuesday, Wedne.sday and Thursday at

4 p m, Players meet in the men's locker room in Boyden
l)efore practice

The UMass football team is hxiking for managers,
.^ny interested work study students .should see coach
Jones in the frmtball office, located in Boyden Building.

Also, the UMass intramural office has announced
that entries for this spring's softball and soccer leagues
are due on .Mon March l.'J in R»>om 215 of Bovden

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITItt fcmmm

KomjE TO PUir iifi

CM K«v« M«S^rT"-^
STUMMTSAMOCU-

nON « goMO duMmg fftOtf Nigr«i m
MM cti ~

10 thoofitna imm Sai^M and
•patmatK lor AugtMland racwM Augutt
««n( lim For mar* dMa* c«l 6a»-3iM
SignWMrtiP

i«Kf s wftrviCMr
CiMOMig psnon 10 won
Niurtfwrdav 4 dayt par CfTom

Tom M»46lt
Ganaral maatmg naat TjMMy

TNI UNivtiiiirv platehs «»« naui
I—

i

ingWrrtwwai) . March 1M« 7pm in

CC room MM • thm*

TMMU KCKEfW Maatina Thurvday
NigM m ttta Campui Caniar (or moaa <n

u iawa a w my^wng Ciwc* ma dMcMxy
O* rooni -

OOLOCN KEV NATIONAL HONOff
tOCtCTV Oanaral maatmg lonighi
Wadnaaday Maicn i. 7pmC«iwyaC««r

1 106-IM

TNMK MMA NOMM. ClwiWMw Ac«on
• no* hmrtg itart hma «id IraMimg tor our
UMMfia campaign poMiont 8amaV«to
S^iS.* •iJ""T/* *"•* Capa< WE pay

DMNtt eOMKCTE srr or atx s»
Oava aft i 2S3 r4S4

EJVANOCO KKMONV CHPi . MMniii*
navar uaad. only S9 'ch.p ] mII tm Mto
Oava aft i ?S> ?*i*

PHt MU Oa.TAOKNMMH AH »».«•>»
ly man nnatcema Tuaa nab 2S lo Thurt Mar
; Irom r • or cai Tse-woi

WCONfSOAV MAMCM tal Mayor Hynn t
•na/ McCormick. laadrng Moman trda
uTMOmai m Eurooa lo tpMi on Normarn
liaUnd in tha CCA at 7 30

NOT EVCnVONE MAS WNAT rr TAKES
to earn (3-6 mousar«d Wiis nait aummar Dm
Souttiwasiarn miarviawa «00 000 Mudant*
aachipnngMlMraitt4000*tudann Hyou
know how 10 work ambidoualy and tmish
what you itan m Ma than «a m^M ba in-

lareatad m talking wfttt you Cal Paul at
6es 3?47 Of Slop by the Emptoymanl oftica
today

NEW CRAFT WORKSHOPS marti«4>ng
paper aabiuifi vi<paintifig»|awa*ry Sign
up now'

rm SIGMA OPEN RUSH. Tum Fab 28
8 30 9 30 ana Wed Thors March 1 & 2
6 30 ? 30 For more into call S45 1224

LEAmn JEWELRY A SILKSCREEN 4
workshops maateig onca a week at Student
Union Craft Center

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLUB S inaugural gatrwnng o*

I9e9ieaiuring electiorts and social events
planning New members graciously
wek:omad Thursday 6 30^7 30pm SOMtob-
by Don't let II ba arwltier aiiracumculaness
semester

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are avaitabto Keep your friends and parenis
informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it alrrKMt anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 54S 3500

HP PLOTTER PENS - „^^^ .^
trartaparancias a« cotors, )6 pena t3S tor
all Oava aft i 253^7464,

PAY FOR COLLEGE EKpfcwiEl Amharai
two yaar oU mconie property poaitwecaah
Mow (groaa rental mcome iS.OOO'yri kve
ram Urn and maaa tpandmg monay too'

Ca« Dato 253-8949

TOUMWE -hand made Partasomc Tour
Dal over tSOO wM se« for $200 -ndan
urtdar 20 timet' M6-140?

2 RNOTRIP TCXS LOQANMIAMI Leavaa
3/ 1 7 return 3/?S S300 00 each 665^ 7838 or
665 425?

IUVWO on campua can
ol doNara m 9ta mute

buainaaa For mtomalion cal The Muecal
Gift |5I6I49< 6947

r rOU ARC LOOKWO FOR Expotews
DMt couto land fou t fob upon graduation
•«>a Fortune SOO compar>y than ca« Paul

I IS stiM lima

OUNTAW JOM
tWUMR WORK M TNC WMTE MOUN-
TAMM. BarkMwaa. and C^taum Tran
craw backceurtlry caraiaMra. voiumear
craw laadar oook rnrodiaiei imai»MiM
aiU Ma CampuaC«M8r.«iiii<a«mSM,
March 4 Wak-ona iialcawia ApaMacHian
Mountain Club Trails Program
803-468-2721

BON JOVt-4 TU tar Prok MwcM 2 BK>
549-4587 Maw

SCXV QNCm CVtS- Sudnay waa ncradr-
Ma* Waamg tor handcuffs and ica Lova.
your Sa« fOlton

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW
PLEOQCS al Sv"* (MM Tau H Lova Ma

PROFESSIONAL EDITING- Tarm peters
Thasoa Doaanabona 1487 )7S3 aflar
7pm

veto WSfTNATJOMMh
Appowtmantt Vidao tonaga Pioductnna
1413) 88>8036

NCEOCASM

GET SOME SPRING BREAK
It s wo lata*' Saa m» your b

i»(i«3S1Ca« ToM anyame <

Kmortayl
baaaBMi

today al 688-3247 WO iwM be able to hato
you gal praparad wMa mar*
Don't waNi

APPLE lie COMPUTER.
Sor\al modem 1200 monitor, utra dnva
(Oystick mouse software 8650 CallJohn
756^0893 message

OLIN SKIS tSOcm Hanson boots Si7e 10
S100/BO 585^0604

WEIGHT BENCH incline leg eilention
ISO tos Weights $75/aO 585 0604

APPLE MACWTOSN SI2K merriory Apple
Image Writer pnmer secunly system $1000
549 2781 Anne

MACINTOSH PLUS «/40MB Hard disk
and turbo mouse $1800 or B/O CaN
549-4135

TWm MATTRESS W/BOX SPRING, some
bedding very good condition $ i ?5 or B/O
Call 549 4047 days evfis M 9

GUITAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC w'case
$200 Call 253-7387

OLD OMEGA 81 E«ce«eni condition 93 000
miles Call 25^8369

AUDIO

MARANTZ SPEAKERS 60 watts 6 mos oM
1 50 or BO Cal tor more into 546-6524 Leave
message

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded rnusi
sell 3500 OO or BO Can be seen at Lamb
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253 9032

CAMP COUNSELORS

COME WORK FOR an accredited 3-camp
organi/ation in the Pocono Mountains ol

PA Positions are available in Tennis, Ar
chery Waterfront |W S I ) Cramatics Office

Administration Computers Radio. Arts &
Crafts Nature Athletics Jewelry
Photoography, Dance Wrestling Cooking.
Adventure/Challenge Course Film making
Camp Drivers Season 6/24.8'20 Call

800 533.CAMP (215 887 9700 in PA) or
write 407 Benson East, jenKmtown. PA
19046

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT.
jockeys, lights and large screen
(lances 256-8526

Disr

video

FOUND

LOST KEYS FOUND on the iBth floor

Coolidge Sal night CaH 546-8197

FOUND. MAN S WATCH couple of oreeks

ago lo front of Herter Leatfier Band Very
valuable if yours, please caU Christine al

546^947

FOUND A PAIR OF HEAVY RED MITTENS
WITH RED FURRY LINING about two
weeks ago and |usl kept forgetting to put

m a classilied atiout it If yours |ust call

549-6656 and ask for M' or leave a

message

GAILE KATINAS

HAPPY 21 St BIRTHDAY! Even though you
don I have a d,iv to have it' I love you' Let's

have a great lime mis »eekand. Lois ol lova

Suzanne

HIRE ONE EYED JAKE A great Rock
and Roll band call sieve 546-5106 Tom
253-7517

HELP WANTED

GOVERNMENT JOBS. U S and Overseas

$18 35000 yi (or currenl federal list call

518-6260037 e«lention EU4 weekdays
4-9pm weekend I0am-5pm

CRUISE SHIP JOBS: Summer and career

For inlormalion call 516.626-0037 E«l CU4
weekdays 4pm 9pm Weekends
tOam.5pm

COUSELORS WANTED. Trim down
Illness coed NYSCampu 100 positions

sports crafts, many others Camp Shane,
Ferndale NV 12734 914-292-4045

NETNINrrCCNt

JOSH KRANCER- Ham b«mitMbn^jJ«
ihink this « tha laai B^lay wa I spend m
adtool togalhar Have fun A don t eat too
much caka (I know yOu won't drmk too
nwcftigwi

IN SEARCH OF
MISS MASSACHUSETTS

I AM IN SEARCH OF A GML A gorgeous
blonde I saw ovar x-Mat break m MafaHan
m a Purgandy UMaaa awaaiaftm Firwaia
dumpy Mtto Italian raaiaurwN Iha averting
olOac 25fh then the 26th and 27th in front
of the Playa Ma/aHan where i was sUying
If you are thai gut. I m the sami-blonde guy
in the Mack shorts that couW not lake his
eyes oft you but (Mnt hav* Via narva to talk
to you Though I did fry m gat your attan
tnn by wavvig a iM baach towai « you from
my baleony - prafty smooth huh^ r«e never
seen a giH that hM sat me back kka you or
bean to infatuated before and wouW ba
ftooorad if you wouM write rne back so that
I could at least know your name If you
describe your bathing suit then I a know it s
you Believe rne I'll know iw even pay for
the stamp Matt Sayre 2714 CoH^ St
S E Lacey Washington. 96S03

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE In

termediale course TuesdayThursday
79pm 3/28 5/4 $115 546 4576

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Gel hands on en
penence in the legal lieW -»»ork directly with
attorneys and clients Earn up lo 15
Undergraduate credits No eipenence m
tfie legal profession necessary -training pro-
vided An information session will be hek)
on March 6 from 3 30-4 30 m room 917
Campus Center (545-1995)

LOST

LOST AT 2E BRANDYWINE a royal blue
Patagonia It has my housekeys and car
keys in the pocket Please call 549 9925
with any mlo Ask lor Momque

BLACK COAT CONTAINS WALLET &
leather gloves losl al a party Sal Nile on
304 N Pleasant Si Please Return it to me
I love that coal Call 54&8973 & ask tor Jen

ORIENTAL IN SMALL CAR: You picked
up two blondes late Saturday night We left

a beige Ui Claiborne purse with keys, two
steak knives arxl an egg-beater in your car
•Reward' call 546-9651

REWARD: GRAY/PINK RAYON SCARF
lost in area o( Student Union, Campus
Center or Marcus Please call 546 4734

GOLD RING WITH RUBY LOST 2/22. huge
senlimenlal value, it lound please call
jeanne Reward - 546-7691

NEB) EXTRA CASH

WC ARE LObKBM FOR MOTIVATE6 n^
dmduali to Ml Iha poaaon o> Campus SMaa
RapraaanMiva Earn hourly wage pkis oom-
m«S«n 549-2671

LET US PREPARE YOUR 1988 TAX
RETURN ToOav irou n nMv9 your refund m
a month CompularKad returns profas-
aonaty prapaiM tor only SiO. 54»287i

ORLANDO O Whore are U? N yaw «•
hare can Heather R 84378

"THUMPER' Hey babe We re stytm < lmM
weekend was great but thu weekend waa
the baafNavara^at Sat naa )acuai .Via
backruba, and They're doeig it agami

"

Love, Your dumb, ditry, drunk btonda

JR.EE HAPPf BBt T IIArTQat NNMly M
parly itMs weekend wMt your Mnc waaM
liMra itia karwtody craw

NBiBiiER 86 VELIOW JEEP Fnands
are avarvwt»ara I know who you are Naad
$400 tor daductabto or I w<l proaacuto aand
money to 346 Canca Not much tima toft

BOA PNESIOENT AND TRUCTEC
ELECTKMB

••••••«a

•MOIMNATKMS AMI NOW AVAILABLE
m 8U 420 tor SOA Praadwni Student
Trusles and any open sanato seats Thay
are due back on March 2nd at lO 00am

SPRINO BREAK- OAYTONA

IT S NOT TOO LATE lo reserve your apol
at the Castaway Beach Resort 7 nnhts on-
ly $139 w/transportalion (219 Call Marti
S49287I

PERSONALS

I! The Senor Campaign is cornmg
Get ready for our up and coming kick oft
bash for lootprinis of 89 '

RKX. I HAVEN T FORGOTTEN about your
btrtttday. you N ftave to wait for It m parson
I II bring me honey See you m Apm love
Carrie

G.G. Have the bast thdai ever* Love your
roomio

iNLECfl We ware gonna sand ya roses but
lhare were no ptod ones' Hapi>y twlay Love
the Wanness Craw and Lara Too

PATRICK J MCOmTY- Im so glad i d -

have to sleep on the windowsiMi Than*s i

tot' Love your favorite late night visitor

MK, abserKe does make tfie riean grow
fonder ditto. DC

HAPPY 21 at BVITHDAY Terry Try to
stay out ot laii Ihis time Love B

TERRY DADARIO. happy 21st birthday'
Drink till you puke' Love Kim Maura and
Kern

BILL SANTAMARIA (Camptam Stress)
Happy 23rd birthday nghf Watch out lor

those memo boards (Bahbum) Love the
Women of the 4th floor

DOKEY- Have a great b-day Love JCK

WEDNESDAY NIGHT COME TO
CHANGES lor drinks and dancing Doors
open at 9 00pm Come early and slay late'

LISA. JOE. MIKE. WENDY. BETH,
ALYCIA. SUE— Thanks so much lor your
concern and support during such a tough
lime Mike My great friends.

CHI OMEGA LOVES its newest pledges
Tessa Jacqueline Katie Leila. Sue Man.
dy Jennie Allyson Carolyn, Jen K. Julie
Eileen, Jen Q, Elem Sharon. Catherine
and Dorothy Congratulations and get
?syched for an amazing semester Love
he Silers of ChiO'

1

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Open Rush Feb 27 28 March t

If mlereetad contact John at 5496440

IF YOU RE THE KINO OF PERSON who
wants lo work hard be tfiair own boas artd
be rewarded accordingly then
Southwestom Co nkght be lor you Cal Paul
at 865^3247 lo fmd Out more about the sum
mer work e>cf<ange

TO THE PRETTY BLONDE SENIOR icoal
check line Pean Street) Offer still open
John 545 0015 PS This time leave name
and numt)^!''^'

ROB SKELTON Trustee'

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANI2A
TIONS' EXCELLENT FUNOHAISING OP
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUART 5467612
LEAVE A MESSAGE

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Denise 256 0998 4pm or laler

RIDE WANTED

TWO PEOPLE LOOKING lor a rida 10
Florida call Kimperly 253 9301

MOTORCYCLES

WANT TO BUY A MOTORCYCLE. 84 87
600 750cc Finn 549 4793

ROBYN AND LISA: Countdown to Can
cun only 1 7 days hi we hit the beach' Get
psyched' Love Lee Ann

LOT 22 STICKER for sale $35 Call
546-8? 17

GAILE KATINAS Happy 21st' Shots on us
tomorrow night bok' bok' Love Danne.
Hope, and Kelly

DU- Many appy-PollyLoggies Perhaps you
know what l mean Right Right Righf Me

HEY EXPERT ". Don t know but Im into
gambling I bet you have the winning
technique

ROOMMATES WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 bedroom
apt with 3 guys 253-9206

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer7 Call 549 1660 George

NEW HOME no smoking on bus line $325
inc. 253 7948

LOOKING FOR A RESPONSIBLE NON-
SMOKER to share 2bdrm apt $150
negotiable Call Ka7 549 6846

SUNNY SPACIOUS WOODFLOOR
BEDROOM available m furnished apan-
ment m Hadley wasfmr dryer microwave col-

or television on bus roule 15 minutes to

UMass to minutes lo Northampton Cartiers
right across the street parking available
225* call evenings > weekends women on
ly please 586-4412

2 NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN Townhouse apt beginning

fall semester Coniaci
as soon as possible

546-5025

ROOM AVAILABLE IN HOUSE 3 min to

bus $225/month util CaH Peter alter 7pm
253-2268

SWING DANCE/JITTER BUG CLASSES

Just $7 each or (25 for all lour. No part-
r>ar necessary' Claases meet Irom 4 -

6pm Surtday. March i thru Surtda*.
March 2« at East Street DarKC Studeto Cn

Hadley Just oft Rt 9 between Amherst
atMl Northampton Inatructors Lars Mar
aliall and Janine Warner For more info.
Call $48 9309 No pre-registraIMn
naceaaary.

TO THE PROUD OWNER OF OR LOVE

YOUR AWESOME! They N never know
what ffiey'e missing Their k>ss is my ga«i
Im psyched' 1-4-3

TRAVEL

ROUND TRIP TKWET TO PHEOMX From
M,iri f. I ; 28 a $260 rioii.ir ,aiue lor $250
CM best offer Caljuke 6-6793 anylHfW aflar

$$$$$$$$$$$(U$$tt»($$(t$S(((((((
IF YOU RE INTERESTED IN EARNING
plenty o' 'Muse and want to work outside ol

NewEngland then Southwestern Has a very
difficutt high payng summerwork enchanga
Apply now while Iftere are still some posi-
tions left Call Paul 665-3247

CANCUN 079/OUAD '
Call 549 8239

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250 000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN 546-7483.

TVPBM

WORD PROCESSING last professional,
accurate 66&-4601.

WANTED

BIO 400; Genetics tutor eKcellent pay
please call Karen 6-9195

APARTMENT WANTED: We want to lake
over/buy your three bedroom apartment
lease preferably Puffton call 6-7624 or
6 7673

IF YOU HAVE A LEASE FORA HOllSE
(beg 6/89 or later) ihat you would like lo sur
render to a responsible group of people-
please call Susan 546-9084 Leave a
message will respond

CHRISTINE I'm stW waning How Mwut that
visit PFBJ

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ~-~A^ine McCaffrey
How s your lootonwash it'

SERVICES

•••TUTOR*"
COINS eCE MATH

•BY EXPERIENCED GRAD 256-8121 •

AUTO REPAIRS: very reasonable, en-
perienced mechanic Work your place or
mine Messages for Mark 665-8467
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Men's hoop visits St. Joe's

Senior John Miium will play his Tinal regular season game
tonight against St. Joseph's in Philadelphia.

Minutemen prepare for

final game before

Atlantic 10 tourney
By MATTGERKK
rolle^iian StalT

The University of Massachusetts mens
basketball team's regular season, which

began almost four months ago in Amherst,

will come to an end tonight m
Philadelphia

Today at 7 30 p m . the Minutemen will

meet St Jotseph's University for the second

of two, and possibly three, times this

season

It will be the second time because the

teams already met this month And there

could be the third meeting because right

now, it looks as if UMaHs will meet the

Hawks m the fintt round of the Atlantic 10

Tournament.
UMass will probably wind up as the

eighth seed m the tourney and will play the

ninth seed. Si. Joe's, in the first round of

the tournament.

But first things first.

"We're going to have to go right at them

(Wednesday night I." UMass forward John

Tate said. "And we have to try and get

their number m case we play them m the

first round of the tournament"
UMass had the Hawks' number the first

time the teams met this season Two weeks

ago. Tate scored 17 points and pulled down
12 rebounds to lead the Minutemen to a

"^ victofN ^t Joe's at the Curry

.-.s Cage
UMass, 5- 12 m the conference and 10 16

ovt-rall. is led by freshman forward Jim

Md 'oy. who averages 19.5 points pi-r game
and 3.4 rebounds
Freshman guard Anton Brown is s«>cond.

averaging 12 7 points per game
The Hawks. 3 14 in the conference and

6 20 overall, are led by senior guard Brian

Leahy, who averages 16.4 points and 5.0

rebounds per game.

Random thoughts
on college hoops
It started a couple of years ago. 1 get a lot of phone

calls concerning the wonderful institution that we call

Yeasthead At first 1 was enthralled .so I abandoned all

my Husker Du records so I could hear that sweet ring

ing. Picture a warm foggy evening in March, past mid

night. I'm on the phone with S4»me near suicidal

revivalist waterhead who is actually concerned with

the real life implications of my comic strip meander

ings. A real dupe. The remote control is an arm's length

away. Whaddaya kncnv, it's tournament time. Seventy

two hours of taped coverage later, I am facing actual

physical addiction to college hoop

Jason Talerman

Things have changed. The phone jack has been rip

ped from the plaster. I have just taken away my
girlfriend's right to watch Cnming Patns reruns.

Syracuse is gonna rip the heart out of UConn in about

twenty minutes. I phone the sports editor demanding

at least 40 lines for my thoughts on the matter. He
loathes Syracuse and okays the space only if I men
tion North Carolina somewhere, and in a positive light

He dangles the space over my head. I agree I am
shameless.

First things first. Arizona is not number one. Sean

Elliott IS not even the best player m the PAC 10. Gary

Payton is. Jesus. Michigan would be 27 if they had

the luxury of playing the likes of Cal Berkeley night

in and out. It is possible, however, that Michigan does

not possess that type of mental fortitude They are all

horses, with nobody yielding the whip. I group them
with Iowa. UNLV, and Syracuse This is not to say that

any of these three couldn't explode at any time and

make a run for the title through the fog m Seattle In

fact. It i> my f^inion that Syracuse will end

GtMirgetown's hopes when the long arm of Derrick Col

eman shatters the forearms of rejection row iigainst the

back of the rim Sunday at noon in the dome
I wish nothing good for (itown Coach Thompson cost

u.s the gold metlal and Charles Smith reminds of that

cockroach that I buried with a skip pass at the Y last

week. Oklahoma? All I know is that Wehster's isn't go

ing to be abridged until they add "Mookie" I honest

ly think that Duke has a shot Danny Ferry nuthin.

I have visions of Robert Brickey leaping through my
second story window, shards of glass meeting soft skin

Oh yeah. I almost forgot, the Tarhwls have a shrtt

at It too. if the Wolfpack don't rome over for some grub

Swimmers
finish 12th
at Easterns
Leary sixth in 100 free

By DEBORAH PICARDI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's swimm-

ing team surpa-ssed its highest goals and expectations

with a 12th place finish in the Eastern Women's Swim-

ming League Championships this past weekend at

Penn State University.

The Minutewomen competed against 20 to 30 of the

best swims teams on the East coast with only three

days rest after a very successful trip to the New
England championships the preceding weekend. The

Minutewomen placed third in the New England meet

at the University of Rhode Island, overcoming rival

University of Maine for the third spot.

In this meet, a strong Harvard University team took

first place, with Penn State. Pitt, Brown and Princeton

rounding out the top five.

UMass was able to score 102 points in this highly

competitive meet.

"Our goal at the beginning of the year was to score

just one point, but we got 102," UMass coach Bob

Newcomb said. "1 was very pleased with the way we

performed. Our times were slower than earlier in the

season, but it's very tough to come back after only three

days rest in a meet with such difficult and high caliber

competition."

Michele Leary, the team's outstanding freestyle

sprinter, placed sixth in the 100 yard freestyle with a

time of 52.07. She also .scored in the 50- and 200 yard

freestyle swims.

Melissa Waller was the only other swimmer to .score

individually She took a 12th place finish in the

100-yard breaststroke (1:08.09).

The remainder of the scoring came from a total team

eflTort in five of the relay races. The Minut<'wompn rack

continued on page 19

Hill a Precious addition for UMass
Freshman runner an instant standout for women 's track team

By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The first thing that probably strikes someone about

Precious Hill is the name.
So what's with the name? She answers, "I was born in

Pittsburgh. Penn. without a name. Everybody came into

the hospital room saying, "Oh, what a precious baby.'"

There marks the beginnings of one of the stars for the

University of Massachusetts women's indoor track team.

Hill is one of the two Minutewomen, along with Lee Ann
Ambrose, who have advanced into the ECAC's this

weekend. Both just so happen to be freshmen. Hill

qualified for the ECAC 3000 during her third-place run

at the New England Championships.
Hill described her roller coaster race with the same en-

thusiasm that she carries over onto the track. "I went out

and I was with the first and second runners." she said.

"Then two laps later, they took off and I was in third-

fourth-fifth position. A lap later. I was in fourth-fifth-sixth

position. I would catch up with them, then they would pass

me. then I would run, run, run with them, then I would
drop off."

She proceeds to do a screaming and panicking imitation

of coach Julie LaFreniere. "What are you doing? You've
got to move up, you've got to move up," Hill said of

LaFreniere's instructions.

Hill .said she felt tired and al.so had developed a stitch,

an air pocket between the organs. Then on the 13th lap,

she took off. "With two laps to go, I just blazed by them.
I'm almost sprinting at that point. In the last lap, I was
going pretty quick. At that point, I was just trying to get

as many people as I could." said Hill. She ended up pass-

ing Providence's Christine Crowley and finished third.

On the track. Hill describes herself as "very competitive.

I just like to go out there and it doesn't matter if I win,

but I just want to finish a race knowing I've done the best

I could. I can also be laid-back and easy-going, like the

200 over at Smith.
She's referring to the Smith Invitational, the first meet

of the year in December. Smith was definitely Hill's type

of meet — really laid-back, relaxed, and fun. She was hop-

ping into events left and right, eventually beating an op-

ponent in her specialty — the 200. You have to remember
that Hill is a distance runner, not a sprinter. That's pret-

ty indicative of her athletic ability.

"Running is about 80 90 percent positive thinking and

it's hard, " says Hill. "I'm not used to doing the longer

distances. It's a lot of concentration, especially in the

longer distances. It's much easier to fall asleep' and weave

in and out of your lane."

Hill is also a born-again Christian and she explains.

continued on paife 19

Today: Sunny, 30-35

with flurries after mid-

night. Cloudy tomorrow,
in the mid 30's.

Staff salary restrictions

at UMass under fire

once again by PAUMA,
Page 3. ^Hi&i^^jll

UMass loses 83-81 in

heart-wrenching final

regular season game.
Page 24.
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Panel: 5 state universities should unite
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press
The state's five public universities would be consolidated

under recommendations from a commission assigned to

consider the future of the University of Massachusetts,

the panel's chairman said yesterday.

None of the schools would be eliminated, but all would

be brought under the University of MassachusetU with

just one president and one board of trustees.

The 19-member panel disbanded Tuesday but its formal

report is to be released next week and presented to the

UMass Board of Trustees. The trustees appointed the

panel eight months ago to examine the future role of the

University of Massachusetts.

"It's a good i(tea to pull away from the Board of Regents,

who really have impeded the University's growth Not just

at this University but at Southeastern Massachusetts and

the University of Lowell," Student Trustee Stephanie

Orefice said yesterday

Orefice said the universities would fare better financial-

ly if they were allowed to collectively bargain.

•The Board of Regents is not the strongest lobbying voice

for this campus. " Orefice said. "This really is a much bet

ter idea."

UMass President David Knapp. who has not yet read

the report, told the Boston Globe Tuesday that he has

learned ofsome of the recommendations and regards them

favorably.

'i think in terms of direction and vision, the report is

pointing us in the right direction," he said. "I do think

all five of the university campuses ueed to be strengthened

and that we need to have a strong leadership base for the

welfare of the state."

University Provost Richard O'Brien said yesterday he

felt the plan was basically well thought out, considering

the current system by which the University receives its

money

.

"In the current system, we (UMass) are funded as one

o( 29 schools, which includes all state universities, col-

leges, and community colleges, and the special expenses

of a university often get neglected, " O'Brien said.

Commission chairman David Saxon, chairman of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said the commis

sion decided to make bold strides.

"My hope is that the [UMass] trustees will marshal their

forces to try to move this forward I'm perfectly prepared

to be an advocate for it," Saxon said. "Ma.ssachusetts has

a tradition of excellence in higher education, which adds

to the likelihood that it can happen."

The panel's report said the five public universities —

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Boston and

Worcester; the University of Lowell, and Southeastern

Massachusetts University in North Dartmouth — cannot

meet the state's need for broadly educated workers.

It concludes that Massachusetts colleges and univer-

sities are not adequately serving the state's growing

number of minority students. Another of its recommen-

dations is for a concerted effort to recruit and retain

minority and low-income students.

"In visiting the campuses, talking with public (rfTiciab

and education leaders, and travelling around the state,

we have heard time and again the complaint that

Massachusetts is not 'conunitted' to excellence in its public

university." the report .said.

The commission said the public higher education s> 'tem

would work more efficiently under a strong board of

trustees and strong president and reduced input from the

state Board of Regents.

"In terms of the budget procM». a request is more like-

ly to receive serious consideration if it has the support

of five campuses and the advocacy of a committed sector

board," the report said

No costs were figured into the report.

"Our position was that the problem at this particular

moment was not dollars but metiers of structure and com-

mitment." Saxon said. "Think of the University of Califor-

nia and the University of Michigan. IThey'rel examples

of the kind of thing we're talking about Quality"

The final report is tentatively set for release March 8

in Boston

Collritiiin photo by Jaaon Danzi||rr

WHERE'S JUNIOR!? - Three empty baby carriages void of

passengers on the porch of Smith's Fort Hill Elementary school

recently.

Mayor a no-show;
Ireland stiQ discussed

Students urged toput their

two cents into higher ed.

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Boston's Mayor Ray Flynn gave no

reason why he could not make it to last

night's discus.sion in the Campus Center

Auditorium about Irish labor and social

conditions, but did send an underling.

Frank Co.stello, deputy director of

economic affairs under the mayor, read

Flynn's written regrets to the audience of

150 who had turned out to listen to him and

Irish union leader Inez McCormack speak

on Catholic oppression in Northern

Ireland. Flynn promised to visit the cam-

pus at a later, un.specified date.

McCormack, the highest ranking female

union official in Europe, has spent her

lifetime pursuing non violent political

reform for Ireland and drawing attention

to the discrimination and national strug

gle there.

"What we need is a decent law. some en-

forcement and a little money," McCormack
said, calling for legislation from the British

government which will lift economic and

social injustice from shunned Irish

Catholics.

She said it has taken years of protesting

to even get the British government to

recognize the discriminatory practices on

the island torn civilly in two.

McCormack worked to promote the

McBride Principles which call for equal op-

portunity in American owned businesses

operating in Northern Ireland. In 1985. she

won an award for her service.

McCormack said she has worked within

the system which perpetuates the oppres-

sion — the existing legislature itself— and

has been called "nasty, evil, sectarian and

divisive" by the British government for do-

ing so. But, she said what she has been able

to do from within has worked.

She said she feels the government should

be able to recognize the system needs

changing and then be able to change it, if

she herself can make a fraction of a dif-

ference. "I don't want to see my words on

a shiny piece of blue paper with no

substance or concessions to uphold them."

McCormack said.

Sportx Information pholu

By JEANNE BOLDUC
Collegian Staff

Putting your two cents into public higher

education could make the difference in

stopping future budget cuts, a University

of Massachusetts official .said ye.sterday.

In an effort to prevent legislators from

stripping more funding from the UMa.ss

budget this year, the director of Universi-

ty Relations is launching a penny-mail

campaign to tell legislators about "our con-

cern for the future of public higher educa-

tion."

Relations director Daniel Melley is a.sk-

ing students to send two pennies taped to

a piece of paper to their legislators with the

slogan "Put in your two cents to support

public higher education," he said.

To launch the campaign, members of the

Student Government Association, Univer-

sity officials and any interested students

will meet today at 4 p.m. in room 901 of

the Campus Center.

"We will be meeting to get a run down
on the budget issue and on what UMa.ss

organizations are doing to help get more

funding." said Student "Trustee Stephanie

Orefice.

The House of Repre.sentatives in Boston

will begin debate of the UMass budget on

Monday. On Tuesday, students are ex-

pected to be at the State House, lobbying

legislators to "push for more funding for

public higher education," Orefice said.

Sharon Kennaugh, head of University

State relations, said the three separate cuts

continued on page 6

Tower admits infidelity
Bush continues to push for his nominee
By The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - John Tower, his

nomination as defen.se secretary in

grave trouble, made an extraordinary

public admission of marital infidelity

yesterday but vowed to keep fighting for

Senate confirmation. His prospects

dimmed further, however, by the Senate

majority leader's opposition.

President Bush continued to court

Democrats in a last-ditch effort to save

the appointment, and spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater asserted, "We'll just

keep up the good fight."

But Senate Majority Leader George

Mitchell further dampened Tower's

chances by declaring his opposition,

even as Vice President Dan Quayle con-

ceded the administration still lacks the

votes needed for Senate approval.

The president said his appeal to

senators has been, "Look, do what

you've got to do, but remember fair play,

remember decency and honor and then

remember al.so historically the concept

ofadvi.se and consent where reasonable

doubt is given historically to the presi-

dent of the United States who after all

is responsible for the executive branch

continued on page 4

Precious Hill
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NOT A FAN — San Francisco Giants baseball great Willie Mays seems not to have made
a fan of an unidentified little boy during his first day at their spring training camp Tues-
day. Mays, now a coach and good will ambassador, signed autographs and had talks with
all of the new Giants players.

Harvard gives poetry award
to controversial composer

( AMBRIIXjE » APt — Composer John Cage was reading

his computer-generated lecture recently at Harvard

University when a ymng woman wearing a leather jacket

and a saucy smile strode onto the stage and drank the

glass of water that had been placed at the speaker's side.

Cage Ignored her Some in the startlinl audience of about

4fK) people decided it was part of the act It wasn't Later,

the mysterious interloper. Tami Lum. a student at

Simon's Rock College who made the 24 trip from Great

Harrington for this moment, said ^hf u;i- thn-tv ind

didn't think Cage would mind.

The audacious John Cage has that effect on people.

Cage at 76 ranks among the most controversial com-

posers of the 20 century and anarchi.st king of the avant-

garde. This school year. Harvard University is honoring

him with the post of Charles Eliot Norton Professor of

Poetry. His syllabus consists of a series of six lectures and

six corresponding seminars.

The Norton chair honors contributors to poetry, broad-

ly defined, and since 1926 has provided its occupants with

the salary and rank of full professor for one academic year.

Cage's predecessors in the Norton pantheon include

Leonard Bernstein, Igor Stravinsky, Frank Stella, Lionel

Trilling and Thorton Wilder.

Harvard isn't alone here in celebrating Cage. There will

be other Cage concerts around Boston and the Boston

Symphony Orchestra and Boston Musica Viva have com-

missioned works by Cage to be performed this year.

Last year he was elected to the 50-member American

Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Such are the crowning honors of a long career spent rat-

tling people out of the ruts of convention.

Best known for his experiments with random or chance

music, the multifaceted Los Angeles born artist and only

child of an inventor was introduced to music at age 8 when
his aunt began teaching him the piano.

By 18 he was composing mu.sic and went on to study

with another musical revolutionary, Arnold Schocnberg.

In 1949 he won the first of many such accolades when the

National Academy of Arts and Letters honored him with

an award for extending the boundaries of music.

A theatrical event he organized in 1952, during which

various arti.sts simultaneously performed independently,

is considered the model for the un.structured happenings

of the 1960's. Cage has produced works in Europe and

Japan, written for films, and he is the author of 12 books

as well as published collections of his etchings and draw-

ings. A series of 52 Cage watercolors is scheduled lor an

exhibition next year in Washington, D.C.

"In what he does there is no ranking. He's the one," .><aid

Professor Pia Gilbert a composer who teachers

aesthetics at the Juliard School in New York

"He really has been the pioneer, and has been consis-

tent with what he had pursued, with an amazing youthful

approach, always discovering, always continuing."

While she prefers more control in her own composition,

Ms. tiilb«'rt said she has been touched by the artist she

has kn«>wn for three decades. "He has influence everyone

who has been around him." she said. "He has influenced

me in freeing my thinking... What he does is liberate peo

pie."

At the <trtrt ofoneof his recent Norton lecture- a! Har-

vard. Cage explained his lecture and himself with a four-

page exposition. The document had a run on title of 16

words not separated by spaces and .starting with "Method"

and ending with "Performance." In the written explana-

tion, he said his purpose in life, discovered nearly 40 years

ago, was "the exploration of non-intention,'

Furthermore, he added, "I did not know immediately

what I was doing, nor. after all these years, have I found

much out."

The raw clay of the lectures are 487 quotations from

such assorted sources as British philosopher Ludwig Wit-

tgenstein. Henry David Thoreau. James Joyce. The Wall

Street Journal and The Christian Science Monitor.

He concludes, elliptically, "All six lectures have been

planned in detail but I don't know what they'll be. I'll find

that out by writing them."
Sitting through one hour and 40 minutes of the excer-

cise required a certain devotion.

The slender professor. dres.sed in blue workshirt.

dungarees and black leather running shoes, sat immobile

as he intoned his piece. For 71 pages he leaned into a

microphone across a long, low table and out of his mouth,

in a reedy, soothing voice pured a string of words and

phrases at random.
Cage has been up to this sort of this for a long time.

In 1951 in "Imaginary Landscape" Cage wrote a piece

for 12 radios and 24 musicians. During the piece, each

radio is tuned to different station, making the outcome

unpredictable and each performance unique.

"You have to just let it wash over you," Liz Lee advis-

ed as she was leaving after one hour. The 20-year-old

biology major came over from nearby Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology to hear and experience Cage. "It s

kind of interesting. The point I get out of it is all words

have their own connotations."

Less enthralled was her companion. Ray Parke. 24, a

jazz musician in this acadrjmic enclave across the ' harles

River from Boston. "I see this as more of an experiment.

Im not really a big fan of this kind of stufT. Art without

form is nothing."

LOCAL

C'ollt ciita pliuto b> Juon Tatribtiiii

LOST LUV — A missing kitty is the solitary message on the walls of the Student Union
Building yesterday.

UMass salary plan draws criticism
By ALETHEA (i UONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

A controversial 3-year-old salary plan that imposes max-
imum salary levels for professional staff at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts is under fire again

The Professional Staff Salar> Administration Program,

or "Olney Plan. " states job qualifications and sets

minimum and maximum salary levels. Before the Olney

Plan, no .set salary levels existed

Gerald Quarles. head of the Professional Assciciatinn

A non-partisan
enters SGA race
Adam R. Novitt announced his candidacy for Student

Government Association president yesterday, and said

he would send a positive message about the Universi

ty of Ma.ssachu.setts to legislators to help combat budget

cuts.

"I Legislators! have to understand we are an invest

ment in the future." he said.

Novitt, a 22 year-old English major, said he plans to

organize day-long open-microphone rallies to help

achieve this end.

"We have to get together a unified statement." he

.^aid. "Once we have that done we will have re-

legitimized ourselves in our own eyes" and the eyes

of the state, he said.

Novitt stressed that he is a non-partisan candidate,

and since he is not involved in the SGA he would not

be biased entering office, he said.

- ALLEN BERNARD

Senate tPAUMA I said that the Olney Plan has niarn pro

blems. some of which will soon be realized

"The problem is that it arbitrarily assigned certain

limits to what people's pay expectations might be.
"

Quarles said. "(It] seemed to have, in my opinion, no ra

tional basis."

Quarles said he beliivo the plan will eventually force

out the best employees. "I think that the Olney Plan was
a mistake. What happens to the person who's been an
outstanding achiever? Pretty soon you wind up at the end
(of the salary rangel, and when you wind up at the end
you're not allowed to get the same kind of salary in-

crease." he said.

"It's a disincentive, and it's a message that we might
as well get a little mediocre here," Queries said.

Angela Riel. manager of Classification and Compensa-
tion in the Whitmore Administrative Building, said

because UMass is large, it needs a .structured .salary plan.

"Before the plan, each decision was made on its individual

merits without Imiking at the overall picture." she said

"Now. you come in here knowing what the position pays,

you know what the range is. I think you can make a more
informed decision."

She .said there is an ultimate worth to every job. and
it would be "ridiculous" for salaries to increase without

a ceiling.

But Elisa Campbell, a staff assistant at the University

Computer Center, said the University will suffer in the

long run because it won't be able to romp«'te for the b(>st

employees.
'Olney's a relatively new thing, so there aren't that

many people that have been affected," she said. "However,

the newer people haven't built up much loyalty. They pro

bably don't have many personal ties to the area. I think

(the inability to compete] will start showing up"

Festa's
resignation
stuns SGA
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Stafl

Claiming his involvement with the ^udent Govemnwnt
Association has "shattered" his life, embattled Commuter
Area Government President Jay Festa has resigned his

post.

The surprise announcement came at last night's Senate

meeting, prompting the body to approve an immediate
shutdown of funding for commuter area payroll and of-

fae supplies. Festa. who denies recent allegations that he
misused student funds, said last night he plans to

withdraw from the University.

"I'm tired of putting my life's energi^ into something
that can't work," said Festa. who is also a senator. "I've

wa.sted a year and a half of my life."

"I wanted to get .something done," he said. "(The SGAI
is a game It's not public administration, which is what
It should be."

Festa's status as a student canM? into question in recent

months because he withdrew temporarily from the

University in December because of financial difficulties.

He was rein.stated this semester as a continuing educa-

tion student, but add drop problems left him three credits

shy of the 12<redit minimum for SGA officials. '11

withdrew) because of the fees and the cost of attending

the University," he said. "It's much cheaper in Continu

ing Ed."

SGA Treasurer Laura Filkins and Student Speaker

Robert Fadel sent Festa a letter Monday night inform-

ing him of his failure to meet the academic requirements

to remain a student official.

Filkins said the Dean of Students office is investigating

the situation and is reviewing claims of financial im-

proprieties alleged to have occurred during Festa's term.

The proposal to freeze commuter area funds was drawn
by Sen. W. Greg Rothman, himself a commuter araa

representative.

The freeze will be lifted at the discretion of Treasurer

Filkins but she said it will remain in effect until alt in-

vestigations into the commuter area are completed.

The senate also passed an amendment to the motion re-

quiring the SGA to impound all capital equipment, most

notably a Gestetner ptister making machine and a Macin-

tosh computer.

Robb Smith, acting commuter area government co-

president, has declared the office a "govemment-in-exile,"

claiming the senate has "crippled the government per

order of Greg Rothman."
"Jay is gone but they still want to kick him around,"

he said "He didn't do anything malicious — he wanted

to do go<xl things with the government."

Smith issued a statement late last night claiming the

now "barren" office is completely shut down, suspending

both Spring 1989 elections and the government's con.stitu

tion, which is not available at this time for reasons now
under investigation.

"We will not allow political terrorists to destroy the

largest area government at this university," Smith wrote.

University Dems. plan
to expand membership
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The newly-elected officers of the Univer-

sity Democrats said this week plans are in

action to make the registered student

orgaization as well known as their

Republican counterparts.

Elected last Thursday were Bob Johnston

and Mary-Jo Bazarian. co-presidents,

Valerie Vigoda and Allison Perkins, co-vice

presidents, Treasurer Drew O'Brien,

Secretary Allison Bennett, and Public Af-

fairs officer Sandy Edwards.

Johnston said he hopes to continue in-

creasing club membership, which exceed-

ed 300 last year because of Gov. Michael

Dukakis' bid for the presidency.

"We definitely need more active

members," he said. "We should be as well

known as the conservative group on cam-

pus."

"The [democrats] on this campus are

vocal, but they're out-spoken [by conser-

vativesl," Johnston said. "We will turn

that around."

Johnston, who will work with Con-

gressman Gerry Studds this summer and

completed an internship at the State House
in Boston last summer, said the club offers

.students great experience for political

careers.

Besides membership expansion, the club

is planning several events, including the

March 30 appearance of Congressman
Barney Frank in the Campus Center.

The club is also sponsoring a

Massachusetts Collegiate Democrats con-

ference this semester. John.ston said. The
conference is expected to draw more than

30 colleges and possibly former presiden-

tial candidate Jesse Jackson to the Univer-

sity, he said.

Edwards said the club represents

"mainstream democratic ideals." and is

open to democrats on all levels of political

.spectrum.

Other club activities include t-shirt and

poster production, monthly meetings, and

working with local government officials or

political campaigns.

The club is also planning to produce a

newsletter to inform area democrats about

the party's involvements and current

issues at hand. Johnston said.

Racial gap is widening
Health dean to address issue in lecture

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The difference in the status of black

and white Americans is becoming more
pronounced, according to Dr. William A.

Darity.

Darity, the first dean of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts school of health

sciences, will .speak today at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium about this topic,

one to which he has devoted a lifetime

of study. This is third lecture in the

1988-1989 Distinguished Faculty Lec-

ture Series.

This racial gap can be evaluated with

the differential deficit ratio (DDR), Dari

ty's measurement of differences in the

health status between racial or ethnic

groups.

"The DDR is the percent deficit bet

ween between two groups, even if there

are increases or decreases over time."

he .said. Darity said this ratio is deter

mined by various aspects of the group's

health: infant mortality, maternal
health, neonatal births, suicide,

homocide and AIDS are chief health

continued on page 5 Dean William A. Darity
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Tower admission
ror.ci.tUtJ. from pa^e I

ot ihi> f,'overnment."

Bush dispatched Quayle to Capitol Hill

1(1 lobby for tht- nomination

•We hopo the prospects improve. We
don't have 50 votes yet But we're moving

in that direction," Quayle told a White

House photo session.

Tower showed flashes of t;n I and huiuoi

as he fielded questions at the National

Press Club about allegations concerning

excessive drinking, womanizing and

lucrative consulting fees he received from

defense contractors.

Asked whether he would ask that his

name be withdrawn, he replied by quoting

from the last letter written by Col William

Barrett Travis, the leader of the Texans
who fought and died at the Alamo: "I shall

never surrender or retreat
"

Republicans were trying to decide
whether to seek a delay in the beginning
of the debate on the nomination, which has
drawn widespread opposition from
Democrats.

The administration is trying to hold all

45 Republicans and sway five of the
Senate's 55 Democrats to get a tie vott? that

Quayle could break in favor of Tower

An Associated Press survey of the Senate

found 36 Republicans supporting the

nomination, 32 Democrats oppo.sed and 29

undecided or undeclared. Two senators

were unavailable for comment.

Mitchell, D Maine, the Democratic

leader, announced his opposition to the

nomination in a midday speech on the

"As a matter of tact, I have broken wed-
ding vows. I think I am probably not

alone in that connection.''
//

Embattled Defense Secretary-designee John Tower
APplMMu

The former Texas senator paused brief

ly and said. "I am a little sorry I brought
up the Alamo analogy. It just occurred to

me what happened at the .Alamo just 10

days after Travis wrote that letter." Texas
defenders were wiped out by the Mexicans.

Tower said he regards his weekend vow
to quit drinking if he wins confirmation as

"sacred., and 1 can assure vou 1 will abide
by it."

Asked whether he had ever broken hi»
wedding vows, the twice-divorced Tower
said. "As a matter of fact. I have broken
wedding vows. I think I am probably not
alone in (hat connection

"

Towfi ?. second wife. LiUa Burt Cumm
ings, alleged "murital misconduct" in court

papers in the couple's divorce case.

There was no letup, meanwhile, in the

political storm surrounding the
nomination.

Senate Floor, citing Tower's ties to Aefymm
consultants and his drinking.

"It IS only after careful study of this

record that I have concluded that John
Tower IS not the man to provide leadership
by example to the military and civilian

employees of the Department of Defense,
especially in the difficult job of reforming
the Pentagon's administration and pro-

curement practices in a period of budget
stringency." Mitchell said.

Tower lashed out at what he said was the
absence of clearly defined standards
against which he was being judged. He
noted that several senators have said that

the secretary of defense, as the commander
of US military forces behind only the presi

dent, must adhere to a higher standard. "I

accept that... bu» my question is how
much." he said.
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Video cassette recorder
stolen from Orchard Hill
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A video cassette recorder worth $300 was
reported stolen from Orchard Hill Govern

ment Office in Field Residence Hall Tues-

day, police said.

In other police reports;

• A student reported his pickup truck

was struck on its right side by another

vehicle while parked in Lot 41 Tuesday,

police said.

• A backpack with a wallot containing

$50 was reported stolen Irom outside the

weight room in Boyden Gymnasium Tues-

day, police said.

• License plates were reported stolen

from a car parked in Lot 49 Tuesday, police

said.

• Police said they stopped a car for im-

peded operation Wednesday and con-

fiscated a driver's license and liquor iden-

tification card from the vehicle's operator.

The two pieces of identification belonged

to another family member and were turn

ed over to the Registry of Motor VV-hidi-s

Black History balloons out
.\ group ol resident assistants have

scheduled a ballcMtn launch for 5 p m to

day in the Southwest Residential Area to

note the end t)f Black History Month at the

University of Massachusetts.

Kach of the 200 balloons has a tag with
the message; "Washington Tower joins the

fight against racism at UMass. If you find

this balloon, please write [to the
Washington cluster office)."

Susan MacArthur, a junior hotel,

n»siaurant and travel administration ma-
jor and R.A. on the 22nd floor of

Washington Tower, said the launch was
her idea. fShe said a 6 member Black

History Month comnuttt*t' formed from

among the R.A. staff of Washington Tower
collaborated on the launch. Funds are be-

ing provided by the dorm's House Council.

"We didn't want to do something run ot

the mill, and we hope this will be educa

tional, " MacArthur said. "We think this

will be a very visu.il wav to get a small

message acro.ss."

She said speakers, films and other events

had exhausted the possibilities of events

during February's Black History Month,

but the launch is an original idea

GEORGE FRANCY

new dean
conlinutc' from pag* 7

issues in any culture, he said.

Dean Darity received his B.S. at Shaw
University, his M.S. at North Carolina

Central University and his Ph T) at the

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill.

In 1953. he joined the United Nations
World Health Organization, where he
helped establish health programs in the

Middle EaiA and Africa.

In 1965, he came to the University of

Massachusetts as an associate professor of

health sciences He became a full profcaaor

in 1968.

With a recent grant of $3.2 million from
the National Cancer Institute, Darity is the

principal investigator of a research project

that is "studying smoking patterns and
practices in the black community and
analyzing data with which we can come up
with programs" related to this issue, he

said. The research is being conducted at

sites in Springfield, Hartford, Durham,
N.C., and Columbia. S.C.

He is a visiting profe-ssor at UNC Chapel

Hill and the University of South Carolina,

Columbia. His essays have been publish

ed in the American Journal of Public

Health, Advances in Planned Parenthcwd

and the Journal of Black Health
Perspectives.

For Your Information
For Your Information is a service of the

Collegian to its readers. Because of a lack

of space, not all press releases can be in

eluded in FYI. For more information, con-

tact David at the Collegian, at 545 3500.

Auditions
Auditions for "That's Entertainment: A

Musical Extravaganza" are scheduled for

at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow and Friday in room
163 of the Campus Center. For more infor

mation, contact Bonnie Borromeo at

2560.569

Concert
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will be

.sponsoring the band T<m) Much Fun. la.st

year's winner of the Southwest Battle of

the Bands. The concert is scheduled for 9

p.m. Saturday in the Campus Center

Auditorium. For more information, contact

Scott Idol at .549 2913 or 253 9032.

Escort Service
The Department of Public Safety offers

a nightly escort service to all points on cam-
pus. The service runs from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

For more information, call 545-2123.

Fax Service
The Campus Center Hotel now offers Fax

service to the University community, as

well as a Telex service. Documents to be

faxed are to be brought to the Hotel Reser-

vations office on the third floor of the Cam
pus Center from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Pay-

ment may be made directly or by using

departmental purchase orders. For more in-

formation, contact the .service at .549-6000,

ext. 75.35.

N^

LIQUORS

Come In & See All Our

SUPER REBATE SPECIALS
SAVE MORE EVERYDA Y...AT SCOTT'S LIQUORSI

6 University Drive at Newmarket Center

MON-SAT8 AMll PM
Tel: 549-2692 /STROHS &

STROH'S LIGHT

SALE PRICE M0.99

y

Mail in Rebate 2 00

, KIMNOFF
h VODKA

yOOBCOST ^ Wi
$Q99

1 75 Hr

30 Pack Cans

Amherst, MA

JAMESONS IRISH

WHISKEY
.-,.; SALE PRICE M0.99

,i.
Mail in Rebate -3 00

YOUR COST 5759
750 ml

linUlNG
DOCK

ROLLING ROCK
12 pack botlleb

$5.99
plus deposit

GUINNESS GOLD
LAGER

rciJlNNGSSl SALE PRICE M 6.99
Mail in Rebate -^8 00

myoyiicosT5j

T CASTILLO RUM
;% WHITE OR GOLD
^^ SALE PRICE M0.99

HI,.
Mail in Rebate -'3 00

"""\
Yflim COST 5759

iltr24-12 oz bottles

VISA/MASTERCARD
Accipted. also Local Personal Checks

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
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penny mailing
connnuea "ran page 1

made in the last 18 months
have forced UMass to pinch pennies "It doesn't take

many calls or letters from tax payers to get legislators

interested in an issue." she said.

Law makers tend to pay attention to tax-paying parents,

she said, since they hold fate of a legislator's job

"They are crucial to our cam{>aign and thev shouldn't

sit idly by and watch public higher education suffer," she

said

•\Vt' wont be able to patch [the budget) anymore. We'll

have to make some drastic decisions concerning the

number of students at the university and the number of

classes we're offering," she said

Kt'iiiiaugh said that ovit the past t\M« \tars the L'Mass

budget has dropped about $23 million. "Things are get

ling worse instead of better." she said.

She said students are paying more and getting less. Ab
sorbing the difference in funding means fewer available

classes, less equipment for students, and fewer books for

the library.

"We've got to take action and demonstrate loudly and
quickly," said Kennaugh. She said she urges letters Ui

be written to state legislators.

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Open For Lunch

Tuos.-Fri. 1 1 00a.m. - 3 p.m.

Ail you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4 95—Homemade soups, salads, etc

Also Sunday Brunch 11-3
And a Now Wost Indian Bakory

and Pastry Shop
Wedding and Birthday Cakes

All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 10 am. -3 p.m
Dinner 5-10 p,m lues -Sun

Authentic Caribbean Catenng—AII Events
206 Russell St . Hadley.

on the bus route—586-4389

jj Zeta Psi

r.4

Amherst Drop Zone (k

|army/navy|

1^^ SALE\ '

Sponsored By: Zeta Psi

ZV
UTOPIA
SPAS

Suntan Lounges

Float to Relax Tank

Private Hot Tub Rooms

Monday-Wednesday $7.50 per person/hour

Thursday-Sunday $7 50 half hour

$12 00 per person/hour

175 Untversily Drive Amherst
Amrwrst MA

413-253 7727

OPEN TILL 1 00 AM.

7 DAYS A WEEK

With: Amherst Drop Zone

Feb. 27 To March 2
9-5 p.m. 4 Days Only

^"iPlus: 4 additional Vendors

If
with...

n VINTAGE CLOTHING
Sj JEWELRY
ta MEXICAN BLANKETS

J5
CHAMPION SWEATSHIRTS

H LIVE CONCERT TAPES
^\
hV Located in Student Union Ballroom

And
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus

LPCPRESE.NTS

THURSDAY
MARCH 2

AN OPEN BLUES JAM!

IN THE HATCH

Keith Giffen

J.m DefTlattei/

Bart Sear/

Joe Rubin/tein

AVAILABLE AT

SLnnclarcl Format.

Beginning in ITlnfch.

Preview of

items on auction
on Friday

SAME BAT.CHANNEL
and Address

AT THE HAMPSHIRE MALL ».^ .
COMICS. BASEBALL CARDS & GAMES ^^ MINIMUM BID!

1 OCCOWlCbINC t 19(11.
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UMass prof, urges Harvard to divest
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Correspondent

Harvard University must join universities across the
nation in divesting from South Africa, a University of
Massachusetts professor said recently.

UMass professor of philosophy Robert Wolff, a 1953
graduate of Harvard and executive director of Harvard
Alumnae Against Apartheid, said the organization's goal
is for the private university to divest from South Africa.
"Harvard is a little out of step with the rest of the

world,"' he said. "The situation in South Africa is very
bad

•

Wolff said one obstacle to divestment is reaching alum-
nae, who are all over the country.
"There is no central meeting place, so we mostly reach

out to them by mail," he said.

Wolff has arranged for the appearance of Prem Singh,

a visiting Indian scholar at Harvard this year, to speak

at UMass. Singh, a political science professor at Bur
ban/Westville in Natal Province in South Africa, is

scheduled to talk about black political movements when
he visits the University May 5.

Harvard Alumnae Against Apartheid is one of several

anti-apartheid gioups across the nation. People interested

in working toward divestment on a broader scale can con

tact the Fund for a Free South Africa. The group, located

in Boston, is not associated with any one university, Wolff

said.

'i think we're on a winning track here," he said of the

possibility of Harvard divesting soon, "there has been a

tremendous amount of positive response."

Saiftiui?Jatttmhr i/tek tfttnijt tf%«»
IP

KIRINBEER

BUSCH
$Q69

BECK^ beer

SCriLITZ

I »»# o' ?•»

All Flavors
lA '.If-' ! ' llie'.

BEAULIEU«*"TouR $A29 W.
CABERNET SAUVIGNON ~ "j<< Ml U'''^

POPOV VODKA

Seaaram'sVQ 5?
$-1599 "

99

L- -«?i

ANDRE
CHAMPAGNE

25- «*IUI«
- ^nk
- coMtfwch

$0:
rknkAl* $-1999 sm \r^ FLEISCHMANN'S

SEBAST1ANI PROPRIETOR'S$0 791 • I U^ikiuici^cvf^;10»^
PREFERRED i ">l

.lui"li*'<l ijrf'>.i. I ' uii' U • 'M

• •# (««• of ?4 _
• I'fC l?o/ c.»i«k| All v*iwl.«-s n.lr.

GALLO PREMIUM $499 PEACHTREE $^99
'/MlSCHNAPP^

Media biased

on Israel,

speaker says
By MARION RILEY
Collegian Correspondent

What you see in the television media is not necessari

ly what occurs in Israel, according to an official who
spoke recently at Amherst College.

Justus Weiner, director of the Division of American
Law and External Relations in Israel, said the coun

tr\- believes in human rights, and has attempted to im-

plement them in dealing with the Palestinian upris

ing, or Intifada.

"For something to be on the evening news it has to

be visual," he said. "If it is regular, not dramatic, it

won't appear."

"The spoken word is prone to exaggeration," he said,

but the wntti-n word is regarded as a life or death mat

ter.

Weiner said the Israeli government responds to

allegations of violations of human rights by responding

to all letters sent by Amnesty International, by pro

tecting the rights of criminals and by allowing the In

ternational Committee of Red Cross to have access to

prisoners.

"If in the prcxess of investigation we find a violation

of local law. we get the Attorney General to intervene."

Weiner said.

Weiner said Israeli soldiers are attempting to reduce

the frequency of riots in the occupied territories, site

of the Palestinian uprising. "Soldiers are told to use

live ammunition as a last resort and only if their life

is in danger." he said.

If a soldier's life is in danger, they are told to shoot

in the air first, he said "Never into a crowd or at

children," Weiner said, adding that soldiers never want

to injure innocent bystanders, although there have

been "graphic violations to this code."

Weiner, who has been travelling throughout the

United States fw the past three weeks giving lectures,

said he hoped things in Israel would change for the bet-

ter. "I would hope that somehow out of all this ig-

norance, somehow in the end. goodness will come," he

said

r

Board of Governor's Program Council
Presents...

"WE SCORE MORE"
A Free Lecture on success in and after college by

Jon Katzman
founder of the

IM

THE
PRINCETON
REVIFiW

LEARN HOW TO:

*Score high on the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT

Master your class work and decrease test anxiety

Use credit and sweat to start a business

Find out what businesses are looking for in campus interviews

students who attend and submit a completed Master Card application,

will receive a $75-discount coupon
for the Princeton Review Course.

,\ UnuHl for |»rodun«l l».v

Wednesday, March 8th

8:00 pm, Campus Center Auditorium

In (ooperulion ysWh

Ba/Bank
I'resenled b\

Master
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REGEON
Rapist may return
to constable job
CARVER (API - August Barrus pUad

ed guilty to two counts of child rape in 1987

and now he's a candidate to return to his

job as town constable, while still on

probation.

Barros' candidacy has created a stir in

this suburb ot 10..}0(). e%en though a con

stable has no police powers and spends his

days delivering cnurt sumnions and st-rv

ing complaints.

Nothing in state law prevents Barros

from taking office if he is elected on April

8. Local residents learned of hi>

background by accident bt<ause the states

controversial Criminal (Wender Record In

formation (CORI> law so protects thi

privacy of criminals that law enforcement

ofl'iciaU are ptohibitt'd from evt-n di.stus-

ing his case

Telephone calls by the Associated Press

to Barros' home on Tuesday went
unanswered. On Wednesday, a woman who
answered the phone and said she was his

wife said Barros planned to withdraw his

candidacy for constable

"Look, just take my word lor it. said the

woman, who would not give her name
"The papers will be in very shortly. I dont
want to be in the news."

The papers had not been filed when the

town clerk's oflice closed Wedne.sday at 4

p m.. said the clerk. Bernadette

Hemint.'w;iv

The 66 year old Barros pleaded guilty m
Plymouth Superior Court in September

1987 to two counts of raping a child. He
was sentenced t«i 20 years at the state

prison in Concord on the first count, with

oru' year to be served and the remainder

of the time su.spended On the .second count,

he was given a three to fivr v<-ar su>p«'nd

I'd sentence

The details of his crimes wee reported in

local newspapers at the tune of his convic

tion. and were reprinted after he became
a candidate on Feb. 9 But a state law pro

hibits Carver police, or the Plymouth Coun
t\ district attorney's office, which police

^.i\ prowtuted the case, from ciimmenting

.Ji>>eph P. Gaughan. first as.^istant

district attorney, said he could not make
public tin* facts of the case even though
Barros became a candidate for public oflliv

on Feb. 9
"The CORI law is ver>' strict on that."

Gaughan said. "I can't discu.Hs the fact that

someone committed a crime or was con
victed of a crime."

Gaughan said he could also not confirm
that his office prosecuted Barros.

"I cannot even say that." he said. "That
IS my telling you that he was in fact charg
ed with a crime and prosecuted."

.-vnanutd on page 13

\V k>hfl.

CHRIST CHILD WINNER - Nine-inonthH>ld Brian Muldoon of
Boston is held by his father Kevin Muldoon Tuesday at St. Kevin
Rector>' in Boston after Brian was announced as the annual Christ
Child Winner of 1989 to play the part of the Christ child in the an-
nual Passion Play, The Christus, in March.

JMHaiUMli^
(.i'U'5.30(M NO.

Liv3.^0lN MO. 9,

NEVER CONSIDER DOING
BUSINESS WITH SOMEONE WHO

IS NOT WILLING TO WORK FOR IT!

ONE DEALERSHIP IN YOUR
AREA IS WILLING TO HELP AND
WORK FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

WE WaiLL FAY

Open 7

days a week
7 a.m.-lO p.m.

^^^^/6^^ ^(^ac Ofi
107 Sundcriand Rd

North Arrtfierss

Speedwash, 1 1 Pray Si , Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St South Amherst

For people who won't consider

compromise... for people like you!!

See Lesson No. 3 next weeK.

MOl<'i'((AiV(P'l'ON ((ON I)

A

Excludes all other promotions.

586-8626 171 KING STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MASS 586-8626

- 1000 total maximum payments

V^hat's New At ...

HAMPDEN
SNACK DAR

... Something For Everyone!

GRILL
Open 7:30 am until 10:45 pm
(Weekends - open 8:30 am)

Breakfast sp)ecials until 11:00 am
Everything cooked to order

SNACK BAR
Salads - Sandwiches
Fresh Fruit & More

PIZZA PARLOR
Whole pizzas made to order

Pizza by the slice

CREAMERY
Ice cream - Sundaes - Cookies

Cakes Cocoas - Coffees

1 1 :30 am to 1 1 :30 pm

^A*S^x> °^.«^>

EXCELLENCE
LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

^^'^:.^^^

Itf"iPo

PZ"-"-

•^^.otO*-^

''-.;rr"

^^^r.s^'^-itt^ „

i^^
n»*'"' .w-o*^*

Gloucester Daily Times. Friday. June 24.

u2 1^^
a- ?P h f c w ^a
si ^£-'« v-A^*^'
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tot

Judge denies

injunction in

Sakowicz suit
iiJcr, ^

hourly Tun«-*"^

JENNIFER DEMPSEY

..• «.. .-< rwpr"

Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays

to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.

•V.Q

% A

'*f '<*^

^

<jv^^.V*). V**

"8PBA Views on tJie iiuiuc.v^>> pertonnaiicc
lABlUfi^

eves that he

'f^'-'^.
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[,.j jf Jie triust' -1 the individual wi.it-i a cailoornst and do not necessarily lellect the views

Fight the budget cuts
To protest the state cutbacks for public higher education,

students built "Cutback City," a shantytown that is sup-

posed to symbolize the deterioration of higher education.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Madson said the

students would be allowed to demonstrate and suggested

they attend tonight's public meeting to discuss the budget

cuts.

As another sign of help, the administration has opened

Whitmore's phone lines to the students so they can call

parents and alumni and persuade them to lobby for for fun-

ding for higher education.

The students' letter-writing campaign, the rally schedul-

ed for noon today, and the Statehouse protest planned for

March 7 are all encouraging signs of the students and ad-

ministration working to save higher education. The students

and administration of the University should be praised for

their efforts.

However, we must not stop. Go to any meetings about the

budget cuts. Attend today's rally, and the protest at the

Statehouse. Take advantage of Whitmore's open phone lines,

and encourage people to lobby in favor of public higher

education. Write to your representative and the Board of

Regents at these addresses:

The Statehouse

Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02133

Board of Regents

Room 1401 McCormack Bldg.

1 Ashburn Place

Boston, MA 02108-1696

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinon of the Col-

legian hoard of editors
J

Stolen banner symbol of gay pride
A new chapter has been added to the

rapidly growing tale of homophobia at

UMass. The last chapter entitled

"Reprehensible Ravings of a Rediculous

Republican Rag" hasn't even come to a

close and already this new chapter has

begun. The Lesbian. Bi.sexual. and Gay
Alliance banner has been stolen from the

Student Union.

So what?
It IS an unfortunate incident, this is true,

worthy of a footnote or a paragraph

perhaps, but a whole chapter? Isn't that

blowing things out of proportion just a lit

tie bit?

I understand this reaction and agree in

part. It certainly isn't a blatent, violent at-

tack on the gay, lesbian, and bisexual com-

munity as were the articles and "parodies"

that appeared in the last two issues of "The

Minute Man." However, it has more im-

pact on the community than one might

imagine.

The banner that was hanging in the Stu-

dent Union was made last semester to

replace one that was stolen in the spring

of '88. A lot of work went into it, hand-sewn

and hand-painted it proudly displayed the

new national symbol of the fight for civil

rights and civil treatment of gay, lesbian,

and bisexual jjeoples: the rhinocerous. The
rhinocerous was chosen for two reasons; it

is an animal which has physical equality

between the sexes; both female and male

are of similar size and both have horns.

Also it is a ver>- gentle, peaceful animal...

unless provoked.

The banner had a quiet but powerful ef

feet on the commuunity It gave the gay,

lesbian, aiid bisexual students who saw it

every day a feeling of empowerment and

was a symbol of the diversity on our cam
pus. To the thousands of visitors that pass

through our university it was a catalyst for

education. A friend of mine, a tour guide,

told me his favorite part of the tour was

when someone would ask — as someone in-

variably did — what L.B.G.A. stands for

Most importantly it's prominent place in

the heart of campus suggested to many
that the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst was a safe place to deal with

issues of sexuality and to be comfortable

no matter what one's sexuality was.

Of course the banner will be replaced —
as was every banner before it and as will

be every banner after it. Perhaps someday

the forces that find it necessary to defame

and harrass the gay, lesbian, and bisexual

population will realize that no matter how
many banners they steal, no matter how-

many effigies they burn, insults they hurl,

or people they threaten, their barbaric tac-

tics will not be successful.

Benjamin R. Eder
Orchard Hill

Contract proposal criticized

La.st Thursday's article on the possible ef-

fect of Dean O'Brien's proposal to cut ex-

penses ("Contract plan draws conflicting

reactions," Feb. 28) omitted the impact on
students. Reducing staff members to

43-week contracts would make it more dif

ficult for the remaining staff, already shor

thanded from the hiring freeze and cover-

ing each other's jobs during vacations, to

do the vital summer work of wrapping up
paperwork from the last academic year and
setting up for the fall. The less efficiently

this is done, the more annoying delays will

confront students during the busiest weeks
of the year.

However, I was impressed by your quote

from the Associate Dean of the School of

Education: that the short work year might

appeal to "women who have young
children, or men who might want to use

that period to travel." It's heartening to

note that the school is holding the line

against some of the faddish notions of the

past thirty years, such as fathers .spending

time with their children, or women wan-

ting to travel, or non sexi.st speech. I was,

in fact, planning my dream trip to London

when I read Dr. Urch's comments, but now

that I've been reminded of my biological

destiny, I'll cancel my re.servation and

make the ticket available to some man who
can appreciate it.

Julie Alger
Amherst

Soviet Union further ahead
in the race than we think
Have you ever lo«»ked back on all t host-

James Bond movies and wondered if that

spy stuff is real? Are the Soviets always

tr>-ing to steal our new high tech micriKhip

or the blueprints of our latest military

weapon? And. as evidence of their

technological inferiority, do they attempt

to aquire our secrets at any cost?

While it is true that the Soviets have a

large and concentrated clandestine effort

in place to steal the We.st's indu.strial and
military secrets, stealing secrets is hardly

a Soviet monopoly

Scott Green

The myth of. Soviet technological in

feriority needs to be examined. Theft is un-

doubtedly one strategy for catching up in

key areas, but it is also testimony to Soviet

technological sophistication. To u.se ad-

vanced technolog>', especially if it's stolen,

the thief must be quite knowledgeable
himself. In fact, the history of technological

progress is largely the history of buying,

copying, and stealing succe.ssful solutions

from others. But in the long run, stealing

generation after generation of technolog>-

can only lead to technological dependence
and stagnation of creativity.

When the Soviets buy. rather than steal

technology, it is also viewed as evidence of

their backwardness. In fact, they are only
making the same buy-make decision that

any manufacturing enterpri.se must face

when confronted with a new requirement
or a need to upgrade a technolog>'. The
issue here isn't one of Soviet brain power
but of time. An example: When the USSR
has been confronted with a technical em-
bargo, it has developed its own technology,
in .some ca.ses equal or superior to that of

the West. The US embargoed .synthetic

diamonds and the technology for making
them after World War II. Synthetic
diamonds are now a major export for the
Soviets. They came up with a way to make
them mat is superior lo uuis. li.>, applica-

tions are also used in aert»space and armor

plating.

Necessity is the mother of invention. In

a Soviet system lacking the competitive

stimulus of the market to drive new

technology. Western embargoes and

technolog>- transfer controls act as useful,

though often resented, .stimuli to the

Soviet's internal technological progress.

Reagan's defense buildup has especially

provided a challenge to Soviet develop-

ment. Contrary to popular Western belief,

the Soviet defense sector is not an economic

"black hole" that absorbs resources and

gives nothing back to the rest of the

economy. Higher quality materials and

capital g(X)ds, of course, are used for the

defense sector, but the.se benefits are

transferable to the civilian and industrial

sectors. Technological spinoffs are created,

product quality is enhanced, and the

transfer of defense management and suc-

cessful management practices to other sec-

tors occurs, which helps the economy as a

whole.

Through military competition and

technology transfer controls, we are spur-

ring Soviet advancement. How many of

those who think the Soviets are behind in

technolog>- are aware that for years, IBM
used a Soviet textbook, Semicondmior
Physics at its technical training center?

Mikhail Agursky. an engineer formerly

employed in the Soviet military-industrial

complex has written. "The Communist
economy's pace is set not by internal but

by international competition, spurred by

the urge for survival and expansion. Were
it not for this competition, the Communist
economies would be doomed to stagnate

completely."

The me.s8age here is clear. We cannot

assume away Soviet technology. There

may be a gap between F^ast and West

technology, be with our military competi-

tion, tech transfer controls and ignorance,

we may be helping to close that gap. while

our aim is to achieve the opposite.

Scott Green is a Collegian columnist

Portrayal of Roger Libby unfair
I applaud Anthony Padovano's self-

revelations of giadual human liberation

printed in the Collegian on February 23.

I am glad he is changing at his own rate
to be free of racism, sexism, and
homophobia.
His zeal to di.sassociate from those who

"disgust" him (the KKK, neo-nazi party,
Roger Libby, and Paul Cameron I. however,
leads him to violate his own advice about
people not being rude and insulting.
As a long-time friend and colleague of

Roger Libby, I am pained to see him so

callously abused by the •'guilt-by-

association" tactic of Padovano. Libby is a

civil libertarian and sexologist of integri-

ty and scholarly repute who takes con

troversial stands. What happens when a

neophyte journali.st smears the character

of another man who is a public figure?

Nothing. Is this another cheap shot of the

distinctively unliberated male?
Ron Mazur

Northampton

There's no excuse for SGA inefficiency
Democracy is a foolish idea.

I'm serious, democracy is inefficient. It's a bunch of self

important people in suits blowing hot air. After my third

semester of watching the Student Government Associa-

tion fail miserably at getting anything done, I have decid-

ed that a dictatorship might be better. At least in dictator

ships, you know what the score is. The system is bad, but
you know it. In this place, the system is abused beyond
all belief, and then we are told that we should be happy
we have it Supposedly, we have a say in student govern
ment, but I'll believe that when I see it. This has gone
far enough I'm tired of it. No matter what I do. or what
I say, nothing gets through your thick skulls

Pamela McCarthy

I try to ask, beg. cajole, and bully you into doing your

job I would just be happy if you recognized the fact that

you do indeed have a job. A j<^, might I add. that you have

been neglecting at my expense.

I ask you to resolve conflicts that are a year old. and

you read the Bible, or squabble, or rehash points that have

been made since last semester.

You divide yourselves up by political beliefs, something

that really shouldn't affect what student policy is. Per

aonal l>eliefs really can't affect that much at UMass A
rommunist couldn't control the University budget. A con-

ervative couldn't do that much as far as things such as

the draft, economics, and foreign policy go. The SGA's job

IS to take care of student concerns, not national or inter

national worries. But of course, you forget that.

You wonder why you don't get any respect?

Oh. I just love the excuses you give us. Some people had

the audacity to say that the people in "real " politics (i.e.

Beacon Hill > are just as bad. so it's okay that nothing gets

done in the senate. It's okay to waste the voters' time and

money. It's okay to hold up the operations of the SGA
because of a controversy over co-presidency. I'd be pretty

mortified if Congress couldn't ratify an election within

a year. But why am I complaining? It's expected of our

"real" legislators to mess up, you folks are just taking

the initiative and messing up m new and unusual ways.

It's creativity in action. I'm just so impressed.

I've got news for these people. Whether we vote for State

Representatives, US Senators, or the SGA, we never ap

prei'iate our time and money being wasted. We don't take

kindly lo inefllciency We don't get a wild thrill of joy

when our elected leaders stall on making choices about

policies, laws, and any other type of decision. We put our

trust in you. When you pull stunts like this, we feel as

if we're being taken for a ride.

It gets me so angry, becau.se I know student senators

who try so hard to do a good job. They have their voters

in mind when they go lo SGA meetings. But whenever

they bring up a motion, its debated to ridiculous lengths.

Of course, it's a miracle if it even makes it to the floor,

with the antics we have seen lately. I see these poor souls

trudge back from senate meetings mumbling, "Why did

I ever do this in the first place'.' I must be a masochist

That's It. I'm a closet masochist." 1 suppose they aren't

good politicians, because they try to get things done

It's not okay to screw things up just because "real"

politicians do it I don't buy it. Aren't we the college

students who want to change the world? Shouldn't we try

and work for change within our system? The first place

lo start IS our own student government Maybe you could

take the good you did there out into the "real" world and

show "real" politicians how it's done.

Pamela MvCarth\ i» a Collegian atlumnist

A study in aerobic culture and life
In gym class it is easy lo pick me out from my peers —

I'm the one without the bobbing ponyUil.

Ofcourse, there are other physiological differences bet-

ween us. As one of the.se token males in a female

dominated aerobics class. I am struggling lo adapt lo a

cardiovascular culture ridiculed by my barbell toting

friends,

Darren Garnick

My bulky 200 pound frame provides a striking contrast

lo the streamlined figures that surround me. But I feel

no jealousy. I have no desire for an enhanced bustline or

firm inner thighs. I seek only exercise and education.

Education? Is there an intellectual aspect to the leg lift?

I hope lo answer that question this semester through par

licipant observation. Inspired by anthropologist Diane

Fossey and her research on mountain gorillas, I have im

mersed myself in the world of health conscious women.

Through a daily diary I have been documenting their in

terpersonal communication:

DA Y ONE - The natives are friendly, but yet are reluc-

tant to accept me as a full-fledged member of their group.

The other two males are sticking together for security pur-

poses. Reaffirming my independence. I make no effort to

join them.

DA Y TWO - The creature to my right seems to be runn-

ing on nuclear power. With a smirk on her face, she

energetically springs at twice my top speed

Because of space limitations, my journal cannot be

reprinted in its entirety. However. I have summarized my
major observations below:

Our habitat is peacefully shared by and equal popula

tion of karate students with floorspace divided down the

middle. There has yet to be any territorial disputes. But

should one evolve, I fear the worst. We are trained to kick

to high pitched pop music; they are conditioned to kick

on rigid commands. Our captain counts jumping jacks

with the tone of a kindergarten teacher (1! 2! 3!). Their

sargeants conduct war drills in a foreign tongue (ichU nU

sanT) Black belts versus black tights We'd have no chance.

The aerobics civilization isn't militant, but it isn't soft

either. My muscles have been shredded before, victims of

mountain climbing, five-mile runs and lap swimming. But

never has an endurance activity matched the mental

toughness of aerobics.

Jogging the country back roads allows me to be out of

breath in privacy. Aerobics forces me to evaluate my lung

capacity. Nothing is more frustrating than straining while

others are smiling.

Torture of male participants in aerobics class is unfor-

tunately common practice by female instructors.

Whenever a particular exercise seems painless, they are

quick to remind me that my heel should be touching the

fioor or that my hips are not properly aligned. Additional

emotional stress occurs when I am unable to learn the

dance steps as quickly as the others.

International treaties outlawing aerobic abuse are not

strictly enforced. To protect my sanity and self-esteem,

I have redefined my definition of a successful class. As

a football player in high school, I experienced the life of

a tackling dummy. Drilled into the ground daily by defen-

sive linemen, I had but one goal: at the end of each prac-

tice, I would still be standing. And that's my goal for each

aerobics class — to walk away without crutches.

I will never be a Solid Gold dancer. I know I probably

won't get the chance to audition. That is not my purpose.

The sport of aerobics needs male role models. And if my
presence in this field can inspire even one young boy in

elementary school to chase afler his dreams, then my work

has been worthwhile.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columnist.

A letter to a

Playboy bunny
An Open Letter to Allison Decker

I and several other women who have recently

picketed the Newsroom have decided we would not

picket while you were at the store. This is because you

are a woman who is being used, first by the makers

of Playboy, second by the owners of the Newsroom If

we were to be there, the media will produce a product

(a news story ) that will take the focus off the real issues

This product in turn will be used by the makers and

distributors of pornography

One tactic the pornography industry and mal<'

dominated siKiety in general uses lo sustain itself is

to pit woman against woman — as if the real enemies

to women's dignity and freedom are women
themselves. I want you to know thai I understand the

position you are in and why. with the pervasive in

fiuence of pornography in this country, you believe

what your are doing is harmless.

You are being used by Playboy because you are young

and beautiful and a woman Ptaybity has photograph

ed you and will sell millions of pictures of your young,

beautiful, nude body not because men want to admire

It. but l>ecause they want to own it and use it. By own

ing it. Ihey reduce you lo property, a status women
have always been relegated to Your body has been

photographed for sale and desecration, not for

admiration.

You are being used by Playbfn and the Amherst

Newsrtmm by this "public relations" effort lo have you

come and sign autographs on the purchases of your

body
By this maneuver, there are several messages they

ar« sending to the community "See. pornography,

•specially Playboy, is not so bad Allison proves it

because she's so pretty, sweet, and young. Anyone who

disagrees with what she's doing is against her prel

liness. sweetness, and youth, and also again.st her

freedom to express herself"

To the young macho university males they are say

ing. "See. you too can own this body She wants you

to. That's why she's here. Thai's what women are for

To women they are saying. 'See. even a college slu

dent, as long as she's female, is still nothing but a piece

of meat. This is how women are supposed to look and

act. so start doing it if you want men lo like you"
However, the bottom line is geared toward all men:

"Buy this magazine, because through it you will be

comforted by the 'fact' thai women are to be owned,

submissive, and subordinate. That in turn makes you

powerful and virile You have power over women" As

long as men believe this message which is continuously

enforced through pornography on women, men will

always have power over women That's what this anli-

pornography movement is all about.

It's no accident that Playboy selected you. a nursing

student, to be in their magazine I hope that someday

you lake the time to research back issues of Playboy

and the pornography industry in general. You will find

that they have always u.sed nurses, college students,

and women in the professions that push the sexual ob^

jectificalion and degradation of women. You might also

research the sexual harassment ofwomen on campuses,

the serial rapes, as-saults. and murders of women. You

will unfortunately find your image in the "objects" of

these crimes. There is a connection.

My aim in the anli pornography movement is to ex

pose what men in this society do to women through por

nography. Allison. I am not fighting against your

freedom to express yoiu-self. I am fighting for our lives.

Yours and mine.

Constance Atteridge is a UMass student

The Collegian tiecepta letters and columns from the

UMass community and Five-College area. Submissions

automatically become the property of the Collegian and

are subject to editing for space, grammar, and clarity.

Hand written submissions will not be published, so type

them.'.'! Letters can be sent or dropped off at 113 Cam-

pus Center, UMass.

An internship that taught about life and the world
I spent this past fall on an internship at an arms con-

trol lobby group called Freeze Voter in Washington, D.C.

As a senior BDIC major concentrating in International

Relations. I thought it best to dip my feet into "the D.C.

political pool" before I graduated. During my vigorous

plan-making at the University Internship office. I never

quite anticipated the remarkable realizations I had

sentenced myself to struggle with for the next fouf

months.
I ended up moving into a poor, high crime, drug

permeated neighborhood across the street from a low

income housing project. For the first time in my life I was

separtated from white, middle-class, suburban surroun-

dings for an extended period of time. Most of the friends

I made were folks who worked in a neighborhood soup kit

Chen, or at the local church. A bleeding heart from liberal

Massachusetts, my political views sensibilities violently

inflicted with the reality of homelessness and poverty. In

November, I was sent up to New Jersey to work on the

Dukakis/Bentsen campaign and was afforded the educa-

tional opportunity of riding through Newark one of the

most depressed, poverty-striken cities in the Union. Never

before had I thought of trying to imagine myself in the

position of a person trapped within the hopeless and debas-

ing cycle of poverty.

Kimberly Betts

My point here is that I never would have experienced

these things within the very secure and isolated boun-

daries of this university. Not assuming one's personal

background, it is very difficult to recognize certain

realities in our relatively affluent, college-oriented

Amherst. An internship is an ideal way of breaking out

of the cocoon for a short time; it is still within the insula-

tion of UMass, but it is a step closer for those of us who
choose to struggle in the real world for the rest of our lives.

I was lucky, I was able to get up and leave the despera-

tion of the neighborhood I lived in the South East part

of Washington, D.C. It was easy for me, I always knew

I could leave; but the rest of those people are still there.

By the rest, I mean those who haven't been murdered,

or who haven't committed suicide in one way or another.

They are still trapped Although I still cannot know they

feel, I am a hell of a lot closer than than I would be had

I not spent time in their environment. Now I shall

graduate with an insight and understanding that I never

would have obtained had I confined my college career to

traditional academics.

Kimberly J. Betts is a UMass student
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When U break, break with style;

do it with Vandy and Mike!

Utah $450 Bermuda $439
Killington $259 Barbados $525

New lodging now available

UMASS SKI CLUB

ARTS&LIVING
Get addicted at Pearl Street, Hugo at Blue Wall

By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

This evening, start your week ofT with a bit of local

talent, at the Iron Horse's monthly PVFS open stage

Those wishing to participate should show-up at 7:30

p m. Be aware, however, that each set should run no

more than 15 minutes; and should fall into the "folk

or acoustic" category.

LIVEWIRE
Also this evening, Sheehans Cafe welcomes local

R&B band. The Bowery, while Barbecue Bob and

the Aces play at Twister's Tavern in Amherst.

Tomorrow night. Pearl Street hosts current college

chart toppers Jane's Addiction, for an 8 p.m. all-ages

show. Opening for the band will be Grave Goods, and

following the show. The Bags will be appearing

downstairs at the Universal Joint, for those 21 and

over.

At the Iron Horse tomorrow. Irish singer songwriters

Andy Stewart and Manus Linny. will be perform

ing their brand of Celtic folk for two shows at 7 and

10 p m . and Sheehans will he hosting locals Band of

Crows.
Over at Katina's, New Horizon will be appearing

for a benefit for Jamaican Hurricane Relief.

At Twister's tommorrow, The Emery Smith Jazz

Trio will play a dinner show, and at 9 p m. R&B band

The Poor Boys take the stage

Also Friday. March 3rd, Pearl Strtfi welcomes reg-

gae stars. Toots and the Maytals Showtime is 8 p.m.

sharp, and following the Maytals will be local reggae

favorites, New Horizon, downstairs at the Universal

Joint.

Also Friday, the Iron Horse sponsors a Jamaican

Hurricane Relief benefit with jazz artist. Archie

Shepp at 8:30 p.m.

At Sheehan's. the percussion-oriented Ululators

• hailing from Martha's Vineyard), will be appearing;

and Farrenheit return once again to Katina's.

On Saturday, March 4th. head over t<i Smith Col

leges John M. Greene Hall, for Jane Sapp and the

Clildren of Seima icurtain 7 p m i; or over at UMass*

Blue Wall Cafe. UPC hosts the acclaimed New York

avante garde combo Hugo Largo, along with Galax-

ie 500. The show starts at 8 p m
Saturday at the Iron Horse, Jorma Kaukonen plays

two shows at 7 and 10 p.m.; Boston bred Treat Her
Right appear at Sheehan's; NRBQ play Katina's; and

its comedy night again from 8 10 at the Universal

Joint, with the band Shy Five following.

At Twister's Saturday. Soul Jones Crunch plays

at 9 p.m.

Also on Saturday, the recently opened all-ages club

Gothic Street in Northampton, hosts The Demilios

Doors open at 8:30.

On Sunday, the 5th of March, political

singer/songwriter Bruce Cockbum plays a benefit for

the Physicians of Social Responsibility at Smith Col

lege's John M. Greene Hall. Curtain 7 p.m.

Also on Sunday, harpist Harvi Griffin will be ap

pearing at the Amherst College campus center; Man
O' War and Plastic X appear at Katina's; and Jor-

ma Kaukonen appears at the Iron Horse for two more

shows at 7 and 10 p.m.

On Monday, March 6th, take a journey into the

depths of the New York City underground, when wTiter

and part time singer. Jim Carroll, returns to the Iron

Horse. Author of the critically acclaimed Basketball

Diaries and Forced Entries (as well as two books of

poetry. Lninf; at the Mmies and The Btmk of Ninis).

Carroll will be reading twice Monday night, at 7 and

10 p.m.

Also Monday night, the 16 piece swing orchestra.

The Jeff Holmes Big Band, will he appearing at the

Universal Joint.

Finally, on Tuesday the 7th. the Iron Horse welcomes

Indian sitar performer, Ashwin Batish for one show

at 7 p.m

Goods delivered

from the Grave
By ERIC GOODMAN
Collegian Correspondent

If you haven't seen local band Grave Goods live, or if

you've never heard them at all, you're missing something.

Grave Goods fwmed in the Spring of 1988. As an upbeat

progressive rock band, they are slowly making a name

for themselves in the music industry. Their first endeavor

was released on Wishingwell Records, entitled "Narrow

House"

Recently, the band just completed a full length LP en

titled "Elegy", that is full of energy and loaded with

talent. They are currently negotiating with various record

companies for a contract. The expexted release date is Fall

1989.

Three members of Grave Goods were students at one

time or another. The group is compf)sed of Paul Jenkins

(lead vocals, guitar) formerly of Barking Spider U.K.,

Steve Wardlaw <lead guitar) a local studio musician. F.J.

Ventre (bass) formerly of The Remnants and Colin Sears

(drums) formerly of the well known DC. band Dag Nasty.

Grave Goods open's the Jyyne's Addiction show

tonight at Pearl Street in Northampton. This all ages

show begins at 8 p.m. sharp.

photo by EIranor Cormaa

GRAVE GOODS opens for Jayne's Addiction tonight at Pearl Street

II

AMHERST RACQUET
& FITNESS CENTER

,

3-months' membership $64

Save $26!

Free aerobics, including nightly aerobics with licensed,

expert, courteous nautilus and aerobic instructors.

New state of the art aerobics floor:

The Sentinal Floor - "very best aerobic mat on

the market today" American Aerobic Assoc.

Monday through Friday

Open 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Sat. & Sun.
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

549-4545 • Route 116 • Sunderland

Speak Out!
Noontime ^ Student ijnibn

Infonnation table 10 a.m. -4 p.m. Srudent Union loutside Munchies)

Date rape informal discussions 1;30 and 3 p.m Campus Center Rm 91

1

Faciliiaicd h\- Counselor and Educator Advocaics. - Even' Women's Center

Spomored by Stidoif A/fairs icxuai Assauir Education Commituc
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Support Group for

Fomily, Friends ond Lovers

of people with AIDS

A support group is Oe<ng sponsoreo by Umversfty Health

Services to assist people ^ho are coping with the fact

that a famiiv memper. lover, or a fnend has AIDS

pt»«>l<iT<>url«-»> uf Warnrr Br(>»

JAYNE'S ADDICTION . . . fashion victims treading a delicate line between Culture Club and
Krokus, bring their "addictive" stage show to Pearl Street tonight for a kiddie/all ages show at
8 p.m. • 21 and over welcome.

The first meeting

will be on

Morch 9, Thursdo/r

5:30-7:30 pm

For tnor* tntormation ivf^rdrng tne ^naRc-uo of the group mnd ttw

mmiunq place, oimm call Xfm Haaim Educaiiori Otttca onWeorwadayn
ana Thursoavs ano ask for DeOOi* i54»-267i ext. 181)

ConfMantlaltty la aaaurad.

I

The Best Way Off Campi

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Slu4«nl P*f— Itom

Amr>erst to
Boston N*w York Clly

$20.95 $34.95
roond-i.to roiind tfip The Peopie Prof9ssionai5

Ticket! aod Inlormation avallabt* at.

U-Maas Moial Amh»f(i Htmpchna P'te* WMc*) Nenhsmfiien
^^l»^ m n C*nt«< Coti*q* Boea ^M'mmzy But Tarminai

MS »0a »\t* Tarmmai Siwa So Hadtar a»w«»K>u.» ft

M»40eO 2M-0431 S<» 4MC $)1.71IS Sa» tOlO

UPC PRESENTS

i

fill
III

W-- ^11. rSTl ^L« *"
" ' --^ "tc

"^"^^^i.

Student affairs Information Services

n
LiIDB/TIPSI

SATURDAY
MARCH 4

&00IN THEBLUEWALL CAFE
UMASS

$ 6 UMASSSTUDENT
S 7GENERAL PUBLIC

TICXETSONSALE AT TEX UNUMITBD,
FOB THKRBCORD-FACES, &.MAIN ST.
RECORDS-NORTHAMPTON

Call 545-1540 for TIPS about Student
Organizations and Services.

Ask for these tapes by number:

2801
2349
2450
7002
2700
2680
2695
2670
2690
1977
1607

Campus Mail

The Collegian

Craft Shop
Computer Services (New)
Dyslexic Student Organization

Hillel

Newman Center

Notary Services

People's Gay Alliance

SGA Communications
Writing Center and Workshops

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)
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Elvis drives Spike into the face of Fascism
By LINDA WOODS
Collegian Correspondent

Spike

Elvis Costello
Warner Bros.

Elvis Costello's latest album Spike is

nothing lesis than pure artistry. It is the

culmination of an interrogative and diverse

twelve year career. Throughout this career,

fans have come to expect perfection from
Elvis.

Elvis emerged on the music scene in the

late 70's ( Af.v Aim is True) and was regard-

ed as spokesman for the more conservative

side of the punk movement. But perhaps
that was simply the role his publicists at

CBS created for him. Because, in the years
following Aim, Costello stayed true to his

creative impulses, took chances and dash

ed any expectations critics had of him. Pro-

of of this are albums like Almost Blue-

consisting solely of country and western
standards, Get Happy-sock hop tunes that

leave a listener tasting saccharine and
Trust- an album marked by eerie lyrics and
unique recording techniques.

More than ten albums later, Elvis reach
ed a point in his life where he was ready
for some changes He and his wife Cait
O'Riordan (of The Pogues) left England, a
country which Elvis has great animosity
for, and moved to a home outside of Dublin.

He left CBS Records and signed with
Warner Bros. He sought out a new group
of musicians and began songwriting with
Paul McCartney. From these modifica

tions. Spike emerges gleaming flawlessly

The album took four months to record

and includes the talents of McCartney.
Chrissie Hvnde. The Dirtv Dozen Brass

Tales from the Bookbinder
By RICHARD BOUCHER
Collegian Correspondent

About 70 people got a humorous look in

to memories of lesbian life and love, when
they came to hear Amy HolTman read from

a novel in the works yetsterday in the Cam
pus Center.

Hoffman, a graduat« student in the

Mastar of Fine Arts program at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and a teacher assis-

tant for the Introduction to Women's
Studies program, spoke at the weekly
Brown Bag lunch series, sponsored by the

Women's Studies department.
Following announcements. HofTman read

the first two chapters of her novel, which
is her thesis for her master's degree, ten

tatively titled, (her the Ratnhou
The first chapter. "The Story of Diana",

is about a writer for a gay newspaper.
"Daughters of Susan B." The writer. Sarah
Bookbinder, finds herself falling in love

with a transient but beautiful woman nam-
ed Diana.

Bookbinder has doubts about her own
sexuality, while at the same time falling

in love with the pr<^pect of being a lesbian.

The novel traces her adventures with
companions in chapter two as she "comes
out", reveals her homosexual preferem%.
to I^r slightly conser\-ative Jewish parents.

Also in the second chapter, she overcomes
her heartbreak when she finds Diana not

loving her as much as she had thought.
Hoffman writes in a narrative,

remembering style, with frequent
humorous interjections.

The book was not exclusively lesbian

humor. Hoffman alludes to being
bewildered by different cultures, such as
the nature camps of the late 19708.

Her book gave a sense that there were
autobiographical elements in the story,

especially since HofTman once wrote for the

Boston Gay Weekly, and as a final note it

was gfKxi to hear about a diflferent lifestyle

from a different persptrctive than that of

the heterosexual, with the more jarring

elements softened bv the humor

THURSDAY, MARCH 2

ALL-AGES SHOW

JANE'S ADDICTION
plus GRAVE GOODS

Ooors open al 7.00 p.m., show at 800
sharp. Advance tickets S10 with S2 00
surcharge at door tor under 21 s.

Afterwards downstairs
THE BAGS

FRIDAY, MARCH 3

TOOTS
AND THE
MAYTALS

Doors open 7:00 p m ; show at 8 00 sharp

Advance tickets $12 50 Must be 21

Afterwards downstairs

NEW HORIZON
Tickets available at For the Record in

Amherst A Country Comlorl in N Hamp

4th SHY FIVE
after comedy at 10:00

6th JEFF HOLMES
BIG BAND

9th BARRENCE WHITFIELD
and the Savages

10th BIG BANG THEORY
11th THE TOASTERS

Band, Cait O'Riordan, Allen Toussaint,

Roger McGuinn, Marc Ribot, Donal Lun
ny. Benmont Tench, Steve Wickham, Mit-

chell Froom and of course T-Bone Burnett.

Elvis has grown up. He is very comfor-

table with himself and his music Spike
reflects this. He has spent the past twelve

years analyzing himself. On Spike he turns

the mirror out to the world. He sings about

hwhat he sees, such as people robbing coal

trains in South Wales, ("Coal Train Rob-

beries"), a young girl in an airport who
seemingly has gum stuck in her ear

("Chewing Gum"), an old woman he
remembers from his childhood ("Miss

Macbeth") and his grandmother's impaired

state of mind ("Veronica").

The vocals on Spike also reflect a more
mature Costello. He isn't screaming
anymore. His singing is more poppy and

«tvl»» which

T r ' " "- ^ ' so: SC n

B

(Quitting Time Buffet)

Mon-Fri
4-7

^^^ restaurant ^^a^ bar

23 Main St. • Northampton 584-8666
^^ '*'- ^g •"• •^ir -ai- it.

ti«s »»T%ri'Av *» •n rin«'»m» rlfnr «

is evident fin "Pads, Paws and Claws".
With a rockabilly guitar line, Elvis spins

the yarn of a drunkard who doesn't ap
preciate his good fortune

In contrast, the tunes, "Any Kings Shill-

ing" and "Tramp the Dirt Down", a bitter

address to British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, seem to draw their

roots from the Irish folk tradition. The ef

feet of a harp solo in "Any King's Shilling"

enhances the antiquity of the story he is

telling.

Sptke is representative of Elvis' musical
career: varied and daring, always prolific.

At a time when a sixteen-year old girl can
top the charts singing about her callow love

problems. Elvis is still out there, staying
true to himself while challenging his

listener both intellectually and
emotionally.

It's busch Weekend at

TlA\EOUT
Busch Pitchers $360

best price in town!

T-shirls & Prizes

iAll\i l\t S M IM (I (l<\liV

You deserve .some time ocU

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

Introducing the

PoTBiUvDsu

I

I

I

I

I

I
50C off Mug j

I Offer expires 3/9/89 1

ROUTL 9 • MADLLV • 5841 603

I
Come in and try our

I delicious subs! While you're

{
here buy our 32 oz. refill mug

I

'

I

I

I

i

for just $1.95

(990 Reftlls thereafter)

Good Forever

I I Lunch Time, Dinner Time, Any Time..

USED
Records. Cassettes,

and Compact Discs

M\S\ IN!

Ihindivds ol used lolk albums
Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday

9:30-600 9:30-9:00 12 00-b:00

213 Mam Street. Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726
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Barros
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connnutd on paigt 5

Carver police otVicer John Donahoe said

police would also prohibited from telling

any voter who called whether the man on

the ballot was indeed the same man who

had been sentenced for the rapes two years

earlier.

"There's about 1.400 Barroses in town."

i;)onahoe said. "As far as I understand the

law. they just couldn't say (if the rapist was

running!."

The CORl law was designed to protect

the privacy of former criminals so they

might re-enter society without the stigma

of being ex-convicts. Privacy advocates

have argued that without such protections

even those who have paid their debt to

society suffer lifelong discrimination.

But others say the law denies the public

the right to know what becomes of

criminals even before they are

rehabilitated, and Gov Michael S Dukakis

has filed legislation to allow mure public

access to the records.

The current law allows onlv certain

categories of people, including law enforce-

ment officials and banks, to have access to

criminal records. Others, including day

care centers who wish to screen their

employees, must apply to a special state

board, which weighs the public's need to

know against the rights of the criminal, ac-

cording to Stanley E. Adelman. the at-

torney who oversaw the drafting of the

governor's CORI reform bill.

Those who do get access to the records are

forbidden to tell anyone else what they con

tain, violators are subject to a $5,000 fine

or a year in jail, or both.

In practice. Carver's mayor would
prbably be denied access to Barros' records,

Adelman said The police chief could get

them, but would be barred from telling the

town selectman that a candidate for town

office was a convicted felon

The governor's proposed bill would allow

anyone to view a criminal's records from

the time of sentencing until the criminal

completed parole or probation, and for a

one- to two-year period of good behavior

thereafter. Adelman said.

Police have name of amnesiac
WESTFIELD»AFi - Police say they

have learned his name, but little else

about a man who abruptly moved on

afler being treated for amnesia at a local

hospital for 25 days.

Lt. Michael Avonti said Wednesday

that investigators determined that the

man was a former British citizen nam-

ed Peter Ian Rouse, who came to the

United States about 16 years ago.

"We are satisfied of his identity, but

his whereabouts during that time are

still unknown," Avonti said.

Rouse was admitted to Noble Hospital

apparently suffering from total loss of

memory on Christmas Eve after being

found wandering along a road in

Huntington.
Following his release from the

hospital on Jan 17. Rouse stayed at the

home of a man he had befriended, until

he abruptly left on Friday. Avonti said.

He declined to reveal the name of the

man with whom rouse had stayed.

"He left as quicklv as he came without

taking his things and with no explana

tion to the people he was staying with

except to tell them that he planned to

take a walk around Westfield and say

one last goodbye to the town." Avonti

said.

Avonti said that investigators were

looking into some materials and cor

respondence that Rouse left behind, but

"we don't think that he was involved in

anything criminal."

During his weeks in the city. Rouse

was able to regain a bit of his memory,

the detective said.

"He did remember part of his mother's

name and some of the cities he had been

in, ' Avonti said. "It really helped us out

a lot in determining his identity,"

Paula Ross, a spokeswoman for Noble

Hospital, declined to release the total

amount of Rouse's bill, but said it would

be between $300 and $350 per night

She said the hospital has borne the cost

and would not attempt to seek repay

ment if Rouse is found

Tharsday Night

is Party

Night at Mike's!

Rolling Rock

Kamikazees

Free hers d*octivres every afternoon

it Don't forget Friday's Famotis Buffet 4*8 pm ir

SO YOU THINK YOU KNOW
HOW TO HANDLE THE BUMPS?

PROVE IT!

At the annual Killington Mogul Challenge on Outer

Limits, Saturday, April 1st. Conne get an application

fronn the UMass Ski Club, 430 Student Union ($15

j application fee)* and join the competition.

OR JUST BE A SPECTATOR, and join us for the

Saturday bus trip to Killington.

^ * Number of applications available are limited, so please hurry

g to be sure a space is reserved for you.

UMASS SKI CLUB

m

m

Pi AVE R'^
pff 'i€"rVt

tor

fNT
A Musical ExtravaQunza

March 2 and 3, at 7:30 pm
in the Campus Center

Wear hard-soled or tap shoes and dance clothes.

for morr informalion. call 256-0^69

ifgf^I^I^JMMIMIMPMM^Mf^IPMM^HMMMMI^

Get a grip on
your future.

Getiint: yourhand> on an IB.M* Personal System 2' i> a good way to start

facing your future E^peclall\ w hen a great -student discount >aves you money.

The IBM PS 2 vun heip>ou organi/e>(Hir notes, urite and revise papers,

produce high-quaht\ graphicv lo make all >our v^ork look sharper, and more.

And there\ a gonu chance thai IBM \m 11 be the computer \ou' 11 \\ork with on the

job. ThelBMPS 2can helpyou get \ourtuture under control.

Demonstration ^JjUNIVERSITY

MARCH sT^KM mSTORE*

WORLD&NATION
Johnson's coach says
sprinter used steroids
TORONTO (AP) disqualified Olympic sprint champion Ben Johnson knowingly

took banned steroids and has since 1^1, his coach testified Wednesday at a federal

inquiry into Canada's greatest sports scandal. The coach. Charlie Francis, said

he helped set up a steroid program for Johnson and others.

Asked if he believed Johnson and other runners in his track club had followed

through with the program, Francis replied:

"Yes, I believe they had taken them and taken them as directed."

Johnson, 27, has consistently denied that he knowingly took the steroids found
in his urine sample after he won the 100-meter dash in Seoul.

Francis said five of his track stars, including Johnson and sprinter Angella Issa-

jenko. used the banned substances. He also suggested without naming her- that

American Florence GrifTith Joyner, a triple gold medalist in Seoul, has used the

muscle-building drugs.

The other steroid u.sers on his track team. Francis said, were Desai Williams,

Tony Sharpe and Molly Killingbeck.

Francis, testifying on the second day of the inquiry, said he began working with

lasajenko on a steroid program in 1979 after examining international competition

"Every parameter indicated I couldn't find a single case where it appeared

performance-enhancing drugs were not being used," he said.

Francis said the rate at which records fell would be unimaginable without steroid-s

The gold medal Johnstm won for the svorld record, 9 79 second, 100 meter vie

tory last Sept 24 was awaidtd in hi-^ rival. .American Carl Lewis

Red Sox hold intrasquad game
WLVTER HAVEN. Fla (AP» - Nick

Esasky and Sam Horn hit home runs and

rookie Carlos Quintana had three singles

yesterday as the Bumbrys beat the

Beradinos 6-1 in the Boston Red Sox' only

intrasquad game of the training season.

Steve Ellsworth blanked the BeradincMi

on three hits for three innings before John
Trautwein followed with one-hit ball for

the next three. Trautwein recorded seven

groundouts and retired another batter on

a foul pop.

Rob Woodward was the loser, giving up
three runs in the second inning. Esasky.

acquired from Cincinnati in December, hit

the first pitch <ner the screen in left<enter

Rich Gedman singled and Horn hit a tower-

ing fly off the screen in left-center for two
more runs
John Leister followed Woodward on the

mound and gave up a run on the first oftwo
singles by EM Romero in the fourth Mike
Greenwell and Esasky each had RBI
singles in the fifth.

Tom Bolton pitched the final three inn-

ings for the Bumbrys, losing the shutout

bid on Jody Reed's sacrifice fly in the

seventh.

Veteran Bill Laskey. recently signed to

a minor league contract as a free agent, pit-

rh>'A the final three innings fro the

I'.' i^tdmos. allowing just two hits

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST,. NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 253-2571

i€ILililO
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

MELD OVER BY POPULAR DEMAND

<r BEERS OF THE MONTH ^
once again

MILLER LITE & BUD BOTTLES $1.00

{ DRINK OF THE WEEK Jt WMISKY SOUR $1.00 \^^^^^

Also featuring Poster's Beer $1.50

plMtO

Sears Merchandising Group Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Michael Bozic wields a pricing gun as he changes prices on merchan-
dise at Chicago Sears store Tuesday.

Sears reopens after price cuts
Sears' 824 stores across the nation began

reopening Wednesday after a 42 hour
facelift to complete price reductions on 1 5

billion pieces of merchandise
"People are backed up as far a^^ we can

see. It's wall to-wall people." said Bob
Dumas, manager of the Sears, Roebuck and
Co. store at th*- Northland Mall in Colum
bus. Ohio.

"We have Christmas-quantity people,

and we have better than Christmas traf

fie." said Duma-s. whoestimat«'d morf than

1,000 people waited outside for the door>

to open.

Workers changed prices Tuesday on

everythmgincluding light bulbs, toasters

and polished door knobs-as Sears prepared

for a new retailing,' strategy it hopes will

win customers.

Kmployees also had t(» change signs and

di.splays. take inventory and clean up
before the openings, which occurred at

n<K»n l(Kal time

The Spoke
Drink of the Week

White and Black Russians
$1.75

Beer of the Month
Foster's Cans

$1.50

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

mmi m CHOLESTEROL

nothing But Delicious.

IBa\Na\Na\IBaVvIa

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

Try some Monfat frozen Yogurt

the taste will leave you amazed! Northampton
Main Street
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Vt. woman
leaves baby
in care of
homeless men
NKW Yt)RK Al'' l'..lui- >aid a J.J ytar old Viiinunt

woman was seen smoking' crack ciicaine on a Manhattan
street while her 4 year old son was left in the care of two
homeless men in the Port Authority bus terminal

Deborah Lon^rueil of Brattleboro, Vt.. was charged w ith

endangering thf welfare of a minor and abandt)nment

after she showed up at the Midtown South Precinct at h

p m. Tuesday and reported her child missing.

Port Authority police had tound the boy with the

homeleM men on the lower level of the bus terminal at

7 p.m. the previous- <l.iv and had been ^earchinj; for the

mother ever sinct

Before Longueil was IxKiked, she "said she was looking

for the kid all night in hotels, movie theaters and the Port

Authority." Port ,\uthority Sgt Bernard Poggioli. ol the

\outh aer\ices unit, told the Daily News

"But she wasn't hniking too hard." Poggioli .said. "We
have people on the street who .say they saw her doing

crack... After 26 hours and you're not looking for you kid.

I'd »ay that's abandonment "

"Hte I^)rt Authority police patrol the massiive nud
Manhattan terminal, where dozt-ns of hoindiegs people beg

and »\e«p among thousands ot commuters .ind long

di.«tance travelers.

A uniformed officer saw the two men with the child Mmi
day evening and becanw suqiicious, said PA Juvenile Of
ficer Manny Rivera.

The men said the boy's mother had left him w ith them
while 8he. an alleged prosititute. went out to work. Rivera
said

"They didn't even know her name, or the child's," -.nd

Poggioli.

"They called her Sarah."

The two men. John Best. 39, of Yonkers. and Nicholas

Villardi. 31. of Teaneck. N.J.. were arrested for trespa.ss

ing. Rivera said the area in which they were found is

re»er\'ed for people with bus tickets

Police said they also discovered that Best was wanted
on drugs and weapons pwwession charges here.

The boy was handed n\, r to the Bureau of Child
Welfare.

Armando Arrastia. a spokesman for the I'm i Authori
ty police, said the child's aunt and grandfather, who
previously had custody of him. were in New York and
planned to go to Family Court today to try to get the boy
back

Poggioli told the .News that Longueil wa.s wanted in V'er

mont on shoplifting charges and once "went through drug

rehab
"
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Af ph<><<>

SHOT TO DEATH — An unidentified woman is lifted by two men during looting.s in the

Caracas neighborhood of San Agu.stin. The woman was shot in the abdomen and died after-

wards while being taken to a hospital, witnesses said. Twenty-five people have died in

Caracas and surrounding areas in riots against an economic adjustment plan.

HARVARD S
Summer School '89

June 26-August 18

Harvard .Summer School offers open cnrollmcnl

in day and evening courses. The curriculum

includes courses that fulfill college degree

requirements and programs designed

fat personal and professional development.

Our intcmaliona] student Uxly has

access to Harvard's outstanding

libraries, fine museums.
well-equipped laboratories.

and cultural activities.

We feature a college-level program for

sccorxlary school juniors and seniors.*

as well as a Dance Center

and special programs in

Drama. Writing,

Ukrainian Studies.

and English

as a Second Language.

For more information return the

coupon below or call

(6J7) 495 2494 (24 hour line)

Please allow 3 -4 weeks

for delivery.

\ LAST CHANCE %

D YES, please send a 1989 Harvard Summer Sctiool CATALOGUK and/or

specific information about the following programs:

Q Secondary School Progrun U Kngliih • Second Ijincuage

Dt>anceC«nUr D Drama D Whtinf

n

Name

Addreaa

City, SUle, Zip

Harvard University Su.mmkr School

L
Dcpt. 686, 20 Garden Strvet, Cambridge, MA 02138 USA J

t |- =1 n n 1 ' I
"'

'. L' 'J PP I U I or T.ne

U D E N ]

vru AKir-i
.' •. I I N *•-_..' n

Deiiiijiine extended to Fndidy, March 3.

Hovv'i^ird Exchange deadline has been

extended to March 15

Located in E-26 Machmer

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^J^^^^^j^2y.i^j^}$ji
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
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BOUGHT 'em VHe pip. >

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
Vh B»(tSTC>GO, M4D lU
mil tNOOGW'PRDOr OF
PURO^KSt SERS" Tt) ORCER
TWE PWsPEllER ftEWilt V/kl

-t^

\

^''"^

s *

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
Oi I Almost

f^iO^Y f<^'^60J TO

^^l TECLYOU.

1 ruMP „>' -^ \
. KIN' >*.

'MAMA'' ISNl THAT MLDf
5tiBCJUW T>€:§ABY-
StTTBK'MAMA't

v'U

^^r--;:y(i\ ^f\

AmfAv^ A MLL. I

MOHifAnsif^Y jwu&riso,
410TH&?. JK£Ai 50 1 VlPeO-
UTte^.ZONK TAPePlJ.

THE BEACON HILL GANG
aOVERNOt? DUKAKIS INTERVIEWS CAMDIPATES FoR
THE %om> OF REGENTS OF Fi>BLIC MlQHER EDUCATION:

WHAT po you riiiMK OF

WllEM I SAY PUBLIC
HIGHER EDUCATION?

r mdK Of exCELLEMCE ^

Cooperation vJitM business
< QOVeRMM^NT. 1 ^- ;

By AL ARPAD

I mtiK Of EXCELLENCE A
< COOPERAriON \a)ITH

Business e government; /

OR ELSE.
-^ WHAT A

REPREsmMQ
ArPROACH,
MR. rsoNaAS,

9ak?ai>

YEASTHEAD Bv JASON TALERMAN

X^ rnA^jkt ^t^^^^.
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k
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ETC
"To learn from (Vietrjom), we must re-

ject the military's alibis and the politicians'

lullabies. We must struggle with the

oyster until we grasp thie black pearl: We
are what went wrong in Vietnam."

- Loren Baritz

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle

ACNOSS
1 At <«•*<

9 Lockup*
14 SlMOt

15 Art* JO«n
16 Fragtant OA

17 - tjoy

ISBluaprinl
19 M«nu Mmt
20 1961 AcMMny

Aaraffl innnn*!

23 Actor HOwarO
24 Oran org

25 Court* pag
26L<M(ary

mortogram
27 uSmonav
26 CorHioaiti^

capMi
32 ^ogant
35Ta(>(lMC«r

Coiat

36 fooinCM MB>
<

' jw««t Bawwi"
a(M* 1963

M jotapn » prxM
41 SmO«CIS
42 mam aumor
43 Cei<«nn«l ionn
44 Oram OGOOn*<"
4SUa{>

3 MaDiii»iapr«aia*

4 Oanaral BraOWy
5La«>
6,Muwt
7 ntrioas

6 Cioru* taiacit

9 Baiwrna Sutan
10 YOor» m Toufi

1

1

Taka — iaa»«

M

12 Tan* or caigu
13 Camput ViPj

21 Japanasc

33 fcturtarrroyt*

owaii«Hi

34 Rae »no Biao
35 FoiiOUHnj B«it

36KawMM
39 - pow
46 Vouma units

46 Stuck ir< a bog
47 um wfutaout

46 Sasame
Swaaf grouc'

49 Actrats i^aaion

SORartcA

51 Tra

52 19U«NiMMr
novakst

53 Actor Hackman
54tM9M ag

moitogram
M Fiaur 0* -

22 Ju»tc«
Framlunar

26 Mao»org Mats

ANSWER^TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

LLLU

27 OawtBcNo-
^UUC P09I

36 MiyaiOiiii imo

30 Marc««i t torir

31 buw^nar

««H«»n«rt

32 Thaa»«af.

4dMatfr«tn»
saugntf

Monaco
46 Maram room
51 Ow«Mkur«

56Baa<gardar
HMO

57 tor^i^
Ni9<Q>M

Mtaewaaroci
M *C1r«»» 'Horn-

fOOmafiftrt*
61 H«u'aoi«2

Acot*
62 0lrgar
53 Ro9*r o* fia

64WMr 90a

1 M«« to 0* takai-

2«.»e« o»

)orga««utna»s

I Ml I I III III III

two la. \mn*r. >« s.a4<, at. %%<*/%

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21Apr« W) Do nol

pc*iue too many nterests rght now
Beit results w* cotne trom focusing

00 orte thtng at a time Work wtth

a passKxD vou can onng a proiect
m on tfne arvn under budget

TAUMIt (Aprn 20-May 20) Vou
know exoctiv wfiere you are going

and wi« not be taken in easny

Beware o» attractive lures Luxiry

purchases ore best postponed
Wait unt« vou fwve better fironcmg

MMNi (May 21June 20) Vour

new Ideas eve exciting Do not let

a )eatous md^^iduai throw cok3

water on them Changes m a rekj-

tionshc) brmg quck dividends Be
prepared to handle family upsets

Emptxjsae your objectivity

CANCIt (June 21-JUy 22) Vou

are in an affectiorvate mood Get

some expert aOvce before makmg
an important move Substantial

financial backing couk3 become
available, aBowmg you to odvance
a cherisfied personoi goal Choose
partners with care

LIO (July 23-Aug 22) vou start

the day in a bouricy, energized

mood Mdke heddwoy wtKte others

are asleep at the switch Put your

energy ar>d enthusiasm to the best

possible use Vour leadership

qualities command respect

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept

22) Obtainir^ everyofWs approval
IS impossible Loosen your grip on
the family purse strings and talk

things over A child will respond to

new responsibtlities better than to

lectures-so wHI mate Be tactful

k (Sept 23<XH 22) Creative

enOeovors are your beit bet tor

rotsng extro cash Travel can help

cement a valuable rekittonship

Correspondence con be
rmsleadvig Read between ttie tnes

to avoid makmg a costv mistake

SCOttMO fOct 23-Nov 21) Vou
fif<3 yourself front and center at

work today Beware ot someone
who coiJd be setting yixi up Steer

clear of a friends shady fmancioi

scheme Get recepts together ana
complete tax forms

SAOiTTAMUS (Mov 22-Dec 2X) If

you feei a relationship Mpping
away, sit down and put your cords

on the table Get partner to do the

some Vour ombitxDn rises to the su
face Firxa constructive ways to

satisfy it

CAraiCORN (Dec 22-Jon 19)

Resist the temptation to skip meals
or sleep You neea to build up you
strength Consider buying property
near tfie water it is easier to turn a
profit riow Investigate prospective
partners

AttUARIUSOon 20Feb 18) Vou
ore in a more conservative mood
ond easier to deal with Seize an
opporturiity to be part of an am-
bitious project Someone win back
you when the right time comes

^ItCIS (Feb 18-March 20)
Seconddry duties could become a
top pKiority in your pkan Hang on to

procedures ttxit work well, but be
open to new Ideas Do not dismiss

high-tech advances out of txarxs

MENU
LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna a la king

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Potpourri

DINNER
Roast top rourxa of beef

Vegetable chow mem

BASICS DINNER

Ratatouille

Vegetable chow mein
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Boggs
Margo could have pitched her sordid tale to sonu- ai

credited journal, but instead t(K>k the wad of cash pro
mised her by Bob Guccione and told all. every duty
detail. And il'you think that's bad. next month Mar^jo
gets to reveal her unclad, putrid self to everyone, so

America's eyes can see what a horrid mistake Boj^gs

made.
Well, M.ii>;u > jjotten her wish, a full blown media

luisco that has defamed Bongs' character, as well as

showered htr with what she dt>iivs most, riches and
fame.

The Sox could make this awful headache go awa> h\

shipping Boggs out. although if they trade he and hi>

ego to Houston for Bob Knepper. they could have a

whole new tangle between the chauvinistic Knepp»T
and every women's lib group in New England.
But trading Boggs won't be sufl'icient. Nothing will

at this point. America's favorite couple has succeeded
in putting another thick bl.itk 111 -

•"

women *s hoop

IMjT IMJMo
'

El Greco

^ Pizza

Isie of

MYKOINOS

Whole Wheat Pizza

Our dough IS mdde fresh

6»H\ on thr premises

Authentic Orrrk Food

253-9239 256-4196

"T«»te a bit of Athens

right here in Amherst"

460 West St.. S. Amherst

V<ofHl«v-S«tur(l«« llMn-tOpm

SuncUv i-lOpm

Close to Bnltam Manqr.

Southwood. ik Ri\erfladc

1 Mile south on Rt. 1 16

nt%l to R&P liquors

Deliver\ to S. Amherst

I 7 dd\s d >»eek

I from 5pm lam

LIQUOR STORE
West St.. RTE. 1 16
Amhentt 253-974:

Close to

Brittany &
Riverglade

I mi so on 116

Bring

us

MMMPMMP

caniinuea yom sa^e -.

powerhouse like Rutgers.

"Rutgers is an outstanding ballclub. Player for player

they are better athletes than we are." Hewelt said.

However, the ever-optimistic Hewelt says her team is

not conceding a thing, and will do everything possible to

get the win
"We have to make some specific adjustmeiit> m our ap

pioach. We can't play them straight up, but it > a qia>

tion if we can execute, " Hewelt said.

And It appears that the best way to stop a high powered

utfense is to s-t-a-1-1. Upperclassmen with good memories
may recall a sleepfest of a men's game at the Cage two

years ago. when St. Bonaventure perfected the patented

Dean Smith four-corner olTen.se and lulled UMass into a

VA 39 upset

Houp-la: The way things stand right now, UMass is

eighth in the conference. Unless it wins both remaining
games and George Washington loses its last two < hosting

Duquesne and West Virginia i. it will be playing at the

Cage in the first round of the A 10 tourney Monday night

at 7:30

.Assuming the .Minutewomen stay in their present

eighth slot, they will host St. Bonanventure, a team to

which they lost at the Cage two weeks ago. Were they to

jump ahead of Duquesne to seventh, it will be the WRams
of Rhode Island in town.

The Wilhor WaUh: Senior forward Beth Wilbor has 969
career points heading into tonight's action. With the two
regular sea.wn games and at least one tourney clash, the
Flemington. NJ native will need to average just over 10

points a game <3l m three games) to reach the 1.000-point

plateau. She is current 1> fourth on the all-time UMass
scoring list.

< iillrKlun phii<<* h> Jawin Talrrmwn

Trish Riley and the Minutewomen face

Rutgers tonight at the Cage.

Resume
Service

• <,Hialil\ I opies

• Kiiie Matinuerv

kinko's
the copv cenler

253-2543

^Jow's
the tiroe

to caM...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amhtrat S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

|iiiiiiiiiitttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitttiiiittiiiii

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Law Offices of

Henry Dickson

(413) 586-8005
41 Main Street

Florence. MA 01060

2 miles West of

Northampton on Rt 9

tllllililllMlliNlllllll

hoops
'''"'"- "^om pii,v J4

dribbled

down the right side and
fired a pass to Henry Smith
• 25 poinLsi under the basket.

Without looking. Smith
passed behind his back to

Miller, who slammed the

ball home to make it 35-24

But the play fired the

Minutemen up as well.

UMass responded with a 9-0

run over the next two
minutes to close to 35-33.

before St. Joe's stretched it

back to 43-38 at halftime.

iO^Q^CQuQHQiCQiCQii^^
UPSIAiiVS

114 MAIN ST

NORTHAf^PTON
586-0259

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
9 E PLEASANT ST

AMHERST
540-35O7

HANDCRAFTED FUTONS
and HARDWOOD FRAMES

FUTON • COVERS • DUVETS • PILLOWS • BLANKETS • QUILTS

The Students Choice P^

^!GOOD NIGHT BEDDINOgl jl

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

In downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON
;• cfMtf $r

Bung rour 0«»t>

AMHenST

Brer 4 lt''«Y#

irnrra

SPRINGFIELD
'«» iUSUVfK AVt
'nt Of If

B'ing »ot/» Ovvn
Bert B VHnr

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

A. J. Hastings
INC.

253-2840
OFFICE SUPPLIES

STATIONERY

GREETING CARDS

UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES

45 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST

Sox meeting aims to quell turmoil
WINTER HAVEN. Fla. (AP) - The turmoil engulfed

Boston Red Sox took gripes to management yesterday in

a meeting designed to open a line of communication bet-

ween players and the front office.

"It was brought on by all the stuff said during the off-

season." player representative Rich Gedman said.

Gedman, a veteran catcher, and pitching ace Roger
Clemens met behind closed doors for one hour with Red
Sox co-owner Haywood Sullivan, General Manager Lou
Gorman, public relations director Dick Bresciani and
travelling secretary Jack Rogers.

Clemens, a two-time Cy Young Award winner with 62
victories the last three years, is awaiting a vote on his

nomination as assistant player rep.

However, the big right-hander sharply criticized the club

in a Boston television interview in December, complain-

ing about ballpark seating for families, the players' wives'

waiting room, parking, the lack of clubhouse phones and
other things.

Sullivan said a wide variety of matters were discussed,

but he declihed to name them.
Bresciani said that Clemens' rrfusal to talk to the media

in Florida since he signed a three-year contract worth $7.5

million al.so was discussed briefly.

'*Roger said he is sticking to his decision not to talk dur-

ing spring training," Bresciani said. "However he said

that once the season starts he will talk after games he

pitches."

"It was a very harmonious meeting," Sullivan said.

"There was no shouting, no demands. It was more or less

a di.scusaion Thev made «om'> f«v'-oll»»nt nnints
"

"There are some things we can do, .some things we'll

try to do and some things we can't do."

"It was a good exchange of ideas and we'll have another

meeting before we leave Winter Haven. We feel that

everybody will be better off if we talk things out instead

of somebody popping off publicly."

"1 think it was a very productive meeting," Gedman
said. "We just talked over a lot of things. They said they

would see what they can do on many of the issues we
brought up.

"We agreed to meet again down here before the club

goes north and then hold more meetings during the

season. We feel it's a good idea"

"We're opening a line of communication. This should

enable us to take care of many things internally."

Clemens' off season gripes have only been part of the

Red Sox' problems since they lost four games in a row to

Oakland in the playoffs last October.

Wade Boggs" highly publicized affair with Margo
Adams, detailed in her lawsuit and in Penthouse

magazine, has topped the Boston soap opera and left many
players edgy in the clubhouse.

Clemens, angered by reaction to his rambling

statements on television, has refused to talk in training

camp And controversial pitcher Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd

shouted obscenities at writers the other day after his

criticism of Boggs was reported.

In an interview on Monday, Sullivan warned the players

to clean up their act before the end of spring training or

face drastic action, including a trade

AP |>Ihi4u

Red Sox pitcher Roger Clemens ironed out
some of his differences with the team yesterday
in Winter Haven. Fla.

ACTIVITICS

•GAM) Of OOVEWWOWS EI*aion» tatung

plac* M«rch 14 Nominatton Ptfi—t
mtmlBbiB ai 7 Campu* CanMr Du« March
9 Jam la m viortiing toward a b«na« union

SMAaSAT SCMVICCS AMC HCLO avarv
Fnday NigM al 6 00pm and Saturday Mor
ning at 10 OOam at Chabad hous*
S4»40»4

A CMMTIAN PtmHcimton For>«gr<

Pobcy TgnagM. Can^us C«n(«f room
numtoar l«l«d tor Marwiama Mmatnaa
Mating sun* al T SOpm Ratraahmants

THE UMVERSITV njkVERS mi noU »uO>-

i<on% lor Thai s EnianaHwnani A Muatcal
EilravMa'*'*' tonrght at 7 30pm m CC
room \fy

KVCHOLOGV MAJOMS Laarn aDou'
summar and taR tm^nsNp opportunitia* on
Thursday March 2nd 4pm lo Spm Tobin

304

UMASS UJA2Z Audit'ooi Thursday
March ?nd HarrHxlan DarKe Room at 5 00
H s a tun 1 -cradH coursa Jo«i us or cat)

Susan 6-6109 or L«a 6-1?7S

mOPLE TO PLAY strategy qamtV
and allies Call Kevin S64 7376

aiis

PHI MU DELTA OPEN RUSH All univers.

ty man welcoma Tues Feb 28 10 Thurs Mar
i from 7 9 or call 256^8028

NEW CRAFT WORKSHOPS nwt>a«Mig

paper airbrush sikpainimq > umialrv S«gn

up now'

LEARN JEWELRV A SILKSCREEN 4

workshops maa tng once a i»eeti at Student

Union Craft Ontar

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLU8 S .riaugu'at gatrienng o»

1 969 featuring elections and social events

planning Na« members graciously
wialcomad niurKlay6 3&7 30pmSOMIat>^
by Oon'l let K be anottiar adracumcutartess
samasler

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
areavaMtHa Kaap your fnends and parents

inlormad about what is go<r>g on at UMass
Wa can sand it almost anywhere For more
information conte down to Room 1 1 3 Cam
pus Center or Call S4S'3500

AUOW

MARANTZ SPEAKERS 60 watts 6 mos oM
1 SO or BO Cal lor ntora mfo 54fr«524 Leave
message

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 Of BO Can be seen at Lamb
da Chi Alpha call Sean al 2S3-9032

CAL BEGS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO MY DEAR FRIEND
Carolyn Begley" Roses are red. violets are

blue I am Bueno and so are you Have a

great brunch with Tom Joe and Ruth

Justine' Love Beth

CHILD CARE

FAMILY DAY OPENINGS Warm happv
environment 665 450! ,

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT D^i

lockeys lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

PORRENT

IN SUNDERLAND, free bus sen/ice lo

UMass and shopping areas Secure and

apartment lor August and recieve Augusi

tent tree For more details call 665-3856

Sign up early

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALS

Ml BOOTS MEN « tUK 9 Stfamon
SX91E $75 Call Shawn 549-6496

ANSWER MACHINE EX CONOITKMI 140

and Sony 5 TV Ca« S46-S3S4

SI SWHMiNT VIOEb *15 tml Sony
Walkman t25 546^5354

ONAOUATMO ENQMEENS: Laarn about

Fire Proiaciion Engmaarmg a nigh paymg
fiaW w<th rnora (Oba than apphcanis Star

tmg IManas range •rem 136 000 to (46.000

Wroc«aia« Potywctwic bwMuM m« ba
racruamg lor graduMa Mudanlt tfiinng an
informalion lisiion on March •, 19ia al

3 30pm and 7 00pm tn Room 220 at Itio

Caraor Camar (Fraiam«y and Soraray Park

on it«a Orchard Hil bua Mo) Faaowsnips

DISHES COMPLETE SET Of SIX

Dave ah 5 253 ?454
»30

EXPANDED MEMORY CMPS brand naw
neve' used oot» S9 'chip 3 sets for sale

Dave ah 5 253 ?454

M.P. PLOTTER PENS paper and
tramparancws all colors 35 pans S35 lor

aR Oava aft 5 25>74S4

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES Amherst

two year old incoma property poaitive cash

Itow igroas rental income 18 OOO'yri live

rertt frae and make sparMmg money too'

Call Dale 253 9949

TOURWKE • hand m&de Panasorw Tou'

Del over S500 wiM saN for »?0O 'ndan

under 20 times' 546-1402

2 RNDTRIP TCKS LOOANMHAMI Leaves
3 tr return 3/25 S300 00 e»Ch 665 7836 Or

6654257

APPLE Be COMPUTER, magewnter par

sonai modem 1200 morwtor utra drive

|oysl<» rnoose software $650 CaHJOhn
2S6^M93 rnessage

APPLE MACINTOSH StW memory Apple

Image-Wnler printer sacurrty syilem $1000
549 ?78l Anne

MACINTOSH PLUS w'40MB Hard disti

and turtx) mouse S1800 or B/0 Call

549 4135

TWIN MATTRESS W/BOX SPRING, some
bedding very good corwlition $125 or B/0
Call 549-4047 days eves til 9

GUITAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTK wrcase

$200 Call 253 7387

OLD OMEGA 81 Encallent condition 93.000

miles Call 2S6-8369

COMMCOW WANTEO. Trim
ttnaaa. eo«d. NVS Campu lOOpoatwru
sport* crata many ottiors Camp Shane
Farndala NY 12734 914 292-4045

MIKE'S WESTVICW HNMNO - tSAtou'

Cleaning parson to work momMn*. 2-3

hours par day 4 days par woak Cdi Tom
2S39202

FOUND

LOST KEYS FOUND on the 18th floor

Coolidge Sat mght Call 546-8197

FOUND A PAIR OF HEAVY RED MITTENS
WITH RED FURRY LINING about two

weeks ago and /ust Rept lorgettmg to put

in a classified about it II yours. |ust call

549-6656 and ask lor M or leave a

massaga.

ENTERTAINMENT

jfliRT'ONE EYED JAKE' A great Rock

and Roll band call sieve 546-5106 Tom
253-7517

TMMK PUNA NO SUN- CMan WMar Action

s now nirmg part-tima Bind trawtrng for our

tuD-iime campaign poaitions Bathe first to

lina up a summer |ob on the Cape' WE pay

$« SOmr CaH 549- 7450

HEY NINETEEN!

JOSH KRANCER- Happy b«lhday bro> JuSt

ihinn this s the last B Day well spend m
Khooi together Have fun & don t eat loo

much cake H *no» yoo wont drink too

much ) J»n

IN SEARCH OF
MISS MASSACHUSETTS

I AM m SEARCH Of A OWL. A gorgeous

Monde I saw over x-Mas break m Ma/allan

in t borgandy UMass swaatshin Fir« at a

dumpy little Italian reslaurant tne evening

of Dec 25iri then the 26th and 27lh ,n front

ol the Playa Ma/atlan where I was staying

II you are that girt I m the sami-blonde guy

m the Wack shorts that could not lake his

eyes oft you but didn t have tfte nenre to talk

to you Though I did try to get your afterv

lion by waving a red beach towel at you from

my baknny pretty smooth huh' I've never

seen a girl that has set me back like you or

been so infatuated before and would be

honored if you would write me back so that

I could at least know your name It you

describe your bathing suit then I II know it s

you-Believe nie I'M know III even pay lor

the stamp- Matt Sayre 2714 College St

S E Lacey Washinigton 96503

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE In

lermediate course Tuesday/Thursday
7 9pm. 3/28 5/4, $115 546-4576

HEIR GEBURTSTAG!

IF YOU SEE JEFF W. Tell him to get *ell(s)

He was most senously miured m Ping Pong

Class T A R A

HELP!!!

IN NEED OF EXPERIENCED Tutor m C

Pfog/Turbo C Please call ASAP/S$S$paid

323 7801

HELP WANTEO

BOARD OF GOVERNORS s mrtng the

toHo*ing coordmalor positions 2 assistant

oHice 1 public relations 1 finance. 1 special

proiecls Applications available 817 Cam-

pus Cenle'

THIS PAST SUMMER 350 College

Students look a Management position gam

mo enceptional business skills Average

Summer earnings $10 740 1-800-922-5579

EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY! Assem

ble products at home Call lor mlormation

504-641-8003 exi 598

KAREN CHISHOLH

I HEAMi DONALD TRUMPwrtTbanrtca-
tioning in Florida this Spring Break

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get handson ex-

perience m the legal liekl-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

Undergraduate credits No experience in

the legal protesson necessary -training pro-

vided An information session will tie held

on March 6 from 3 30-4 30 in room 91

7

Campus Center (545-1995)

LOST

LOST PRESCRIPTION RAY-BAN
Wayfarers in or near Hasbrook 2/27 Please

call 253-9117

GOLD METAL RIMMED EYEGLASSES m
black case Lost on 2/25 Please call

546-9485

NEED CASH!

GET SOME SPRING BREAK money before

It s too late" Sell me your baseball cards

Call Todd anytime 549-6361

NEED EXTRA CASH

WE ARE LOOKING FOR MOTIVATED m
dividuals lo fill the position o' Campus Sales

Representitive Earn hourly wage plus com
mission 549-2871

LET US PREPARE YOUR l«M TAX REMEMBER M YELLOW JEEP Friends

•WTUIW today you » have your refund m sre evcywher* i know who yOu f Need gm TRIPS
a mon«i Conyulentad returns prole*^ t400iordaduclaMao>lw«pniaaMla*and
sMnaKy praparad tor amy $10 54»^3S7t money to »«• Canea Not mueli wneM TO MOUNT SNOW ON a/l 1 t2» to> SW

nairtawN. HO No)»-SW nsnainw. •«
PERSONALS ALL UMASS WEMt! e«wr wVi i«MM SWM*«HMMMn Sto

.
StGMA PMi EPSiLON a^ ctMm. taimfmtll 3f1 fcwi S-r

tWENOV T. Of EMERSON Be ca»eW o» Open Wuah Fab 27 2« M^ch i StOpm and 317 >i 30pm PayniaM to be
ffunos you do when you re drunk' Smi^re- H uttoiaaiid contact John at S*9C440 made m luR at Ih* t««*
ly. f4*K

NO* SKELTON Trustee'

ISH- Cw »!•« can get you to 5 waKh out _. ^_ .^_____ SPMNO BREAK- OAVTOMA
nent tir«e' Jav-r « MerMMh ATTENTION STUDENT MOANtZA-

TKMSt EXCELLENT FUNORAISING OP- it S NOT TOO LATE to rManre your spot

TO THE PENSON WHO matt* my dreams PORTUNITliS HELPING WITIi AN ON- ji ma C«bway Beaeh ftiaort 7 moM. ofr

com, true laM SMMrtPy mght There « CAMPOS MARKETNJC PROJECT CAUl » >13» ,R,M^M tMiOii t2tt cS Mark

more Where mM eaitto tro^ i* you are IMMEDIATELY STUART $46 7612 iM^3«71
nteresled LEAVE A MESSAGE

HAPPY BIRTHOAY NOLLVWOOOf Love ROOM WANTEO SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
akmays Heath TabM

__„_„_ FEMAU SEEKS ROOM M apt or hawse CAMP VOUNO JUOEA. AMHERST. New
WE LOVE YOU LttA OOeOBUMW Stay pisMe caR Oemse 256 0996 4pm ot lalw Hanwahwe (resideni c»«d 1 hr from

well and happy' Boalon) • m needd OaMrtmeni Dweciors

mOE WANTEO t"^ ActMly SpaciaPtH W> Ihw summer m
TO MARC, the man wtw wouidn t dance AMahcs GymnasK*. Swen inatoiction

with me at Ziggy i m too shy to can. so cal fWO PEOPLE LOOKMO tor a nde to (WSIl Waierski.ng Sartmg. Arts S Crafts

me' From Lar-sa the woman m Hue 64020 Florida ca* Kimbertv 253 9301 Camp Cialt Israah Oence. 0«ama tsraafc

Fok Svig. RMary Tennn Photography Of

TO THE WOMAN IN GEOL 103 with ky«g MVMniAT»« mamtfd *** Paraonna* and Nurses (R N i Eacaltoni

brown hair and a pmk ChiO shwt YOU are
fi%«*»i«.iK» w-mcw

salanes wad tonga BeneMi Ptoais contact

beautiful Be m,ne FEMALE WANTED FOR BRANDYWINE gl.^y^* 5!I2!IL'uf%ia'i'
TO JOHN FROM PUFFTON/SOMERSET «" "» "^ '^''^ "••< »***» »^ SV?£?i«W
We talked F - ,aay at

^'^il!"'*,'^''" !° ROOMMATE WANTB) to share 2 bedroom
you again' it you re interested m conmuing ^ ^^ - 9»i.a«K
wher^ leh oft can Ka«y 64632 apt wUh 3 guys 253-9206 SWING DANCE;JITTER BUG CLASSES

MATTY HAPPY 21M. IB take you Uptown ^i^''i'^!^JT^,i^£'^^^
®"'

Jua« «7 each or $25 lor all four No pari

tonight and tell you something about girls *°" ' °~ i,«b »«» low ueorge ^^ neeeaaary' Classes meet from 4

It'll be real VAN -— 6pm Surtday March S thru Sunday
MEWHOIJEnosr.M.ingonbuslineSSJS

March 26 .t /.st Street Dance Slude«) m
MNKERHOFF- HM>py Ortlhday' How late ^ «*'»^ Madley Just oft Rt 9 between Amherst

can a person be'' Tt>e party was a Mast
, nriMiMr. cna a accsiMuciiii r tu^i *"d Northampton instructors Lars Mar-

even though one ol us fen asleep and the i^^^ io sha-e IbdVl To- Tl7o »"•" •"" •'•"'"« **•'"•* '''" '"**'• *"••

other hurt her chin Thanks Robin have a ™^ '^^Ta;549M46 Call 546 9309 No pre-reg'stration

great year' Love Boniai 6 Port ^^^ "^ ^ ~ -> » neceaeary

«tf^M aanTHCM Thankic fn. m. bMiii
SUNNY SPACIOUS WOODFLOOR

SIO-EP ••WT»«M Thankslor the Wds BEDROOM avariaWe m turmshed apart- .^
Looking ton«a-d to brothertwod Buckle ,^, ,„ Madley washer dryer mcrowave col-

^"^
up here we come I ne pieoges

or television on bus routo 15 minutes to .7iTi

TO THE GIRL WHO TAUGHT ME to fix cigs JSJHclST'C'st'ilirClXlva^lSS'
' HAPPY BIRTHOAY TRACY LYNN •

,an„ tor the hint Oa Steft ^ c'St^^ .^?t.!^^wSC^ !
"«*,'El^Z 'if.^""*

Iw nlA««« 'ilM iil^ ^^ r^ marR

CURIOUS DICK, those 1 7 years Of heM are '' ^""^ 3w»-~"-

over' I heal quick

TO THE BEAUTIFUL GIRL Who helped me ! '.^T^S^^ *^*S^,^^*'
' TRAVEL

find my keys how about dtnnef ,,- ..m«ii«i rnntin —-

.
';" !^^^!rn«^S2f learn Spanish in Guatemala, m-

BASS MASTER BABY safSiM^T dividuah/ed instruction CASA Box 11 2S4

I hope the catfishing gets better Lots Of TTTVrrT. Milwaukee. Wl 53211 (414(372 5570
love' Billy Bob your Bart boy

nnnaa awaii an c isi uotKF i m.n m ROUND TRIP TK^tET TO PHEONiX From

KEVIN POWERS- You re an o« man' Hap^ b^^Js^n^tMcJSlpi^Bn^Tom **»"'^ ' ^^ » »^ *«»' *""• '«" *^
py birthday' Can I buy you a shot o» wild

bus ^5/monin • utH cat f^ter aner 7pm
or best oltor CMI Juke 64793 anytmw after

turkey' Love. Hoi 8

JOHN, HAPPY 5 MONTHS!! II can only go SERVTCES CANCUH $379/<JOAb

up from here' I lo»e you as much as there rMc*o ncciiuce j««- .jn-,.«~- ^"' ^*^8239
JL rutm .« iKa - ---- 1 » Ail 1 rtijVL DIRT CHEAP RcSUMES very experierK-areW<s.ntheun«erae'LA,AALLW*iTL.

^^ LaserWriter overnight Counsel NEWEST SPRING BREAK MOT SPOT-
ing/delivery Lsa 665 8969 COME PARTY WITH 250.000 BREAKERS

HELP! I need psych 355 notes' Call wendy -i..T,.T«a. •• "< ""ANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA
asap 66182 r-r^iMJ crc uaTM *"* COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT

uUINb b^b MA I H RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
PAUL P.- Happy 4 years" They ve been the 'BY EXPERIENCED GHAO 256^8121

' gUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
best ol my life' in love you always' Love. ..,__ —-.---- „. 549-0840 or LYNN 546-7463.
Jjr'

" 7 ' r r AUTO REPAIRS: very reasonable. e«

penenced mechanic Work your place or '
~

SUZANNE NAFTAUN Happy 21« Birthday """• Messages lor Mark 665 8467 TVPINQ
finally we're legal Live it up and have a -__-_.-,—.,». _»,.,.,>. »
great birthdayXe Gaile ??°'^^**o°''^ f"^"t^AT^Tc^^fn'f, -WOROSMITM" Profas.K>nal Typing
" __ _ Theses, Dissertations 14673753 after

Papers, resumes and more' Laserprintiijg

YD YOYO Girlie Pop' Happy 2l8t'" I love 'P" with spellcheck 253 4564
you very much ^^^ RESUME TO GET THAT JOB! Im ^q^^ PROCESSING fast professK>nal

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MOONBABY you i;nediate prolessional personali/ed sen/ice
accurate 6654501

made the big 20' Gel psyched 1 more year' .^PPf'SLT.n« ^""° '""^ Productions

Love Willard '*'•'' »3-°o-»
~ WANTED

TO THE GIRL AT THE SOUTHWEST BUS crTinmQ
STOP on Monday let s do lunch sometime »" CLCi, i njna gjQ ^qq. genetics tutor excolleni pa>
Call me guy on Crutches 6-1084 please call Karen 6-9195

SENIORS! The Senior Campaign is coming •NOMINATION SIHEETS FOR ANYONE • APARTMENT WANTED: We want lo take

Get ready lor our up and coming kick-oti .

running tor President Student Trustee
over/buy your three bedroom apartment

bash lor lootprints ot '89'
.

'"'^
*"''c°,'f".lf"*'!J^" *V®J"^, . 'ease preferably PuHlon can 6-7624. or

_ back in S U 420 at 10 00am Today' 6-7673
ORLANDO D. Where are U'' II you are

here call Heather R 6-6378 IF YOU HAVE A LEASE FOR A HOUSE

noA PPF«»tOFNT ANt) TRiivrPF (beg 6ffl9 Or later) that vou would like lo sur
• THUMPER " Hey babe- We re stylin ' Last »"»

cTcrTioiljc
""""'^ render to a responsible group ol people

weekend was great but this weekend was fcLbLiiONb
please call Susan 546-9064 Leave a

the best' Never 4-get Sat mte lacu^zi the message-wiU respond
backrubs. and They re doing il again'

. poecmFNT anh trii«stff •

Love Your dumb ditzy drunk blonde .
*OA PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE

debates' Come see iva; ine

JILEE HAPPY BIRTHDAY!' Get' ready to i,^'"^'?.''"
^'"'?

12,"^'
J"'''^ ^'"^^

'

parly this weekend with your toxic waste .»"' C C \0' » 7„00pm Also oroadcas'

love the kennedy crew <»" »' 1 WMUA" Sponsored by SGA
Governmental Affairs
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spa?rs
Minutemen edged by St. Joe's
By MATT GERKt
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - Finally, ui the last

game of the regular season, Jim McCoy
gave some sign that he is a freshman.

McCoy, who has been the top scorer and
a leader for the I'niversity of

Massachusetts men's basketball team all

wason, last night made two mistakes in the

final minutes to help St. Jcweph's Univer-

sity to post an 83-81 win over the

Minutemen at the St. Joe's Field House.

The game was the regular season finale

for both teams, and the Hawks finish at

4 14 in the Atlantic 10 conference and 7-20

overall, while L'Mass ends up 5-13 in the

A-10 and 10 17 overall.

However, the two will meet again Satur-

day at 1 p.m. at the Palestra in the first

round of the Atlantic 10 tournament.
'We were happy to win." St. Joe's head

coach Jim Boyle said. "We felt if we kept

BikCoy quiet, we'd have a good chance."

McCoy scored 13 points, and the

Minutemen turned to him in the closing

minutes But with 1;06 left and the score

tied 81-81. McCoy brought the ball upcourt.

but travelled and turned it over

The Hawks' Marlon Miller was fouled

taking the ball downcourt and made a pair

of free throws to provide the winning
points.

"I've thought about that situation before,

and I've practiced it many times," Miller

said, "so I felt pretty comfortable."

After a timeout, the Minutemen got the

ball to McCoy, but with four seconds left

Hawks, 83-81
MaaaachuaplU iHI K J<>rin I Atr b ti> 4 4 In. Jim Mrt'oy

4 Kl ^6 II Jvhn Milum 4 11 3 » 1 1 Kafrr Uitm 9 14 4 S
J5 .\ni..n Brmn S «. « 4 l«, .MirluH-l Byrnv* 04 00 0.

IshmiM'i Bulirr O I
Hiiii Sran Nrlvn (IOaOO.(.'lir» BaiWy

U (I (f U TiH«l«: .'^ til 211 24 HI

NC Jowph* lS3t Hrnrt Smith 10 It* 5 7 m. Jann Ow»ii»
;^7uii4 Kun Vrnruv^M-n 1 1 I 4 J. Briaa Uahy 6 14 3^5

17. Ray Wwi«ini;t..n .1 2 2 2. MarkMi MilWr T 15 4 S 18.

CraiK Amu* 4 l.M> o U Milw Shaak 2 5 U 5, Brwa Oaly
U 1 U^U Tolala: 12 7t» 15 23 83
Thraa palm goala: I'MaM 5 13 iGUo 36, Rfmra S4.

Bvrn«o.1 MrtuyOH.Sl Joaayha 4 IK tUah« 2 7 Aatw
1 4 ShMk I ^. Daly O 1

1

he was blocked and lost the ball. St. Joe's

recovered it and killed the clock

"McCoy got banged around tonight and
he doesn't play well in that kind of game."
L'Mass head coach John Calipari said

But McCoy's mistakes were just the final

ones for UMass.
The Minutemen played a sloppy first

half, but slowlv climbed back into it in the

final 20 minutes. L'Mass was down 43 38

at halrtime, and trailed by nine, 60 51, with

15:05 left, before an 8 run pulled them
back into it

McCoy made a spinning jumper and
three point baskets by Rafer Giles (25

points) and Anton Brown ( 18 points) made
It 60 59
The Hawk lead was 80 76 with 3: 10 lea.

but five straight points by Giles gave

UMass an 81 80 lead with 2:16 U> go. A free

throw by Miller 45 seconds later tied the

score and set up the tight finish

"i was happy with our effort in the second

half," Calipari said. "Usually when we're

losing on the road, we fold, but that wasn't

the case tonight."

In the first half, the dismal shooting per

formance by the Minutemen was saved on-

ly by a two-minute stretch late in the half

in which St Joe's shot even worse L^Mass
missed plenty of shots in the opening
minutes, and the Hawks upped their lead

to nine, when a lay up by Mike Shaak gave
them a 31 22 lead with 7:14 left

Moments later, with 5:26 remaining. St.

Joe's made its lead nine again on a play

worthy of the highlight films Brian Leahy

connnutd on page 22

I ky Jaaoti Tali i law

Freshman Jim McCoy couldn't
come throuffh in the clutch for the
Minutemen in their 83-81 lotisi last

night.

Wading through
all of the muck

When Abner Doubleday sat down one day in

Cooperstown. NY and modified the English game of

rounders into what we now know and love as modern
day baseball, he was attempting to create nothing more
than an enjoyable recreation for the people of the day.

Through the ages, baseball has curiously combined
Itself with the pleasures of the bedroom to give a whole
new meaning to the words "national pastime."
The latest of these scandals proves that this disease

IS running rampant, more widespread than anyone
would believe.

Jim Clark

L' nless you've been stranded in a cave in L^ganda for

the last few months, you're surely aware of the strange

and .stormy relationship between Red Sox third

baseman Wadf Boggs and glamour girl Margo Adams.
Boggs used Adams" companionship on the road for four

years and allegedly agreed to compen.sate her for lost

wages. Then when he called off the party and didn't

pay up, Margo went into a tiff, took him to court, and
built up a huge supply of mudballs to sling at everyone.

Now. we can all be relieved to know, out comes the
real truth. Adams has taken her story to Penthouse
magazine, and this month's i.ssue reeks of the trials

and tribulations of accompanying a baseball star on
the road for four years and being showered with love,

affection and all that fun stuff.

What catches my eye immediately is the part where
she claims that she didn't know who Boggs was before

she met him and "didn't know anything about the

American League or batting champions."
Yeh, sure. This is the same Adams who many

ballplayers have claimed to have .serious relationships

with. The same Adams who. it was just discovered, had
a standing partnership with Mr. Clean himself, Steve

Garvey.

Baseball has a term for this breed — groupies. Jim
Bouton talked about them in his book. Ball Four. The
immortal and outspoken Bill Lee described them in his

book. The Wrong Stuff, as a "nation-wide chain, just

like McDonald's." Jay Johnstone said in his book Over

the Edge that they would hang around the bullpen area

looking to pick up the players, and would often throw

him their bras and panties to be autographed.

If this is the type of carousing behavior that young,

unwed ballplayers want to engage in, that's fine. But
it seems that Wade vs. Margo was in knee-deep since

day one, when Margo tried to pick the Chicken Man
up at a restaurant in Anaheim, fully aware that he was
wearing a wedding ring.

Now if that isn't sleazy, I don't know what is. Even
slimier was Wade's agreeing to go with her. Thus was
born what has probably become the most disgu.sting

sports sideshow in history.

On it went until last spring when Boggs, who claim-

ed to have a sexual addiction, came to what little .sense

he had and dumped her.

Upset that Boggs decided not to play ball with her

any longer, Adams cried wolf and conjured up a

lawsuit. Although it has essentially been chucked out

of court twice, she and lawyer James McGee have

pressed on. Persistent, but not too bright.

Then there's the Penthouse story. Surely dearest

Rutgers at women's hoop tonight
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Things just don't get any easier for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball.

After last weekend's heartbreaking tour of the Atlan-
tic 10 conference's southern-most reaches, where the
Minutewomen dropped backtoback games to West
Virginia and Duquesne by a collective three points, they
will kick off the final leg of the regular season tonight
by hosting Rutgers University at the Curry Hicks Cage
1 7:30 pm.»
That, coupled with Saturday afternoon's regular season

finale against St Joseph's, gives UMa.ss a large obstacle
to have to contend with before the A 10 playoffs begin on
Monday.
"We played well against West Virginia and Duquesne,"

said Li Mass coach Kathy Hewelt. "We were able to fight

back and keep up with them the whole game, but it came
down to the last minutes and we ju.st didn't have it."

It's crystal clear that a lack of depth, aided in part by

some ill-timed season-ending ii^juries, is the main reason

why UMass can't cut it in crunch time. That should be

an even bigger problem against the likes of Rutgers, a

team capable of putting a game out of reach by the final

minutes of the first half.

Take, for instance the teams' first meeting in January
in New Brunswick, NJ. The Lady Knights — preaching

speed, speed and more speed — darted out to a 21 3 lead

and would indeed salt it by halftime, taking a 51 25 lead

en route to a 96-57 rout.

This time, it will be home sweet home at Curry Hicks,

but that may not be enough to stop a perennial
eonnnued on page 22

Minutemen send nine to Harvard
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian staff

Now that the celebration of winning their third straight

New England title has wound down, nine members of the

University of Massachusetts men's swimming team are

competing at Harvard University today through

Saturday.

The Easterns cover a wider area of teams so the

qualifications for an individual swimmer to attend are

tougher. As a result, only eight swimmers and one diver

from UMass are going.

Dave Ehle will .swim backstroke for the Minutemen
along with Roger Kennedy swimming the individual

medley and the butterfly, Jim Robertson and Brian

Mclver in the freestyle events, G.T. Ladd in the 100-yard

butterfly and freestyles, Frank Sampson doing the in-

dividual medley and the brea.ststroke, Pete Koback swim-

ming breaststroke, Mike Yunker swimming relays and

Dan Chesnicka in the one- and three-meter diving events.

"I was a little disappointed that a couple of kids didn't

make it," said UMass coach Ru.ss Yarworth, but the group

he is sending this year is experienced. All except Yunker,

Sampson and Robertson have swam in the Ea.sterns before

and tniM time they are looking to do more than just jump
in the pool.

"I think Brian fMcIver) is going to do well." Yarworth
said. "People know who he is now." Overall. Yarworth
is just looking for his swimmers to place, score some points

and get some experience. The aren't sending enough peo-

ple to the meet to place high as a team but the experience
can help in future meets.
"They have the potential to do well." Yarworth said.

"A lot of it is mental, being able to get psyched up."
The Easterns, which will attract some 43 teams from

Maine to Virginia, feature some big names, like David
Berkhoff. Berkhoff, who instituted the controversial
underwater backstroke, is an Olympic silver medalist and
world record-holder m the 100-yard backstroke and will

be swimming in his home pool at Harvard.
The meet should also be exciting as Harvard is known

in swimming circles as a "fast" pool, meaning it has bet-

ter lane lines, gutters on the sides and greater depth,
reducing the waves that can slow swimmers down.
The main goals of the team will be to swim as well as

possible and to qualify whoever they can for the NCAA
Champion.ship8 coming up. No matter what, they will con-

sider them-selves successful just by doing the best that they
can and getting experience for next year.

Track members to race
in ^classic Eastern meet'
By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

The season is over for the University of
Ma.s.sachusetts men's track team. The team
that is. However there is still .some runn-
ing left for certain individuals on the team.
The Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic

Association of America meet takes place
this Saturday in Princeton, N.J. Schools
from Division I through III all along the
Ea.st coast will be in attendance.
"This is a classic Ea.stern meet," said

UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "Schools from
Maine to Virginia will be pre.sent." Accor-
ding to O'Brien there will be a few .schools

competing that are not located on the East
coast. "Notre Dame is one school that falls

in that category," said O'Brien.

UMass will be represented by a handful

of individuals who have earned the right

to participate ba.sed on qualifying scores.

Kevin Walters (200-meters), Steven Brown
(400, 500meter8), Gerry Squires
(5,000-meters) and Art Smith
(3,000-meters) will all be at the big show.

In addition, O'Brien will al.so be joined by
his distance medley team. Making up this

team are Reinardo Flores, Herb Hephner.
Brown and Fitz Hagan.
O'Brien .summed up this weekends meet

be.st when he stated simply that, "This is

the big time. You've got to be on top ofyour

game."
Let's hope the athletes representing the

University of Massachusetts are.

Sports
Notice

Rugby:
The University of

Massachusetts rugby
club as .started training

for its new season.

Veterans and newcomers

are encouraged to play.

Intramurals:
The UMass intramural

office has announced
that entries for this

spring's .softball and .soc

cer leagues are due on
Mon. March 13 in Room
215 of Boyden.

Weekend forecast:

Chance of a dusting or

occasional flurries,

highs in the mid 30s.

Rick Santos notes this

week's *'White Lie

Award," and our new
sports ai'ena. Page 9.

UMass hopes their stay

in Philadelphia is long

as the A-10 tournament
begins. Page 20.
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COLLEGIAN
Playboy model's visit

brings fans, foes
Over 200 people gather at area bookstore

"Bunny" Allison Decker. 18. stands behind copies of Playboy magazine,

for which she modeled. Decker was in Amherst yesterday signing

autographs as part of a promotional tour for the magazine.

By SHARON WILK FY
Cnlir^'i.in Staff

0\«.i J(>0 nun and boys and alnjut five

women waited in line vesterday afternoon

.it an Amherst i x-r and nianazine

-tore for an auto^,: , <i Polaroid pictun'

of a playboy model
Alli.son Decker, an 18 year (»ld Universi

ty of Connecticut freshman featured in the

magazine's "Girls of the Big East" issue,

was at the Amherst Newsroom for over two

hours as part of the magazine's promo-

tional campaign
Dennis O'Connor, a 19year-old Univer-

sity of Massachusetts student in line, said,

"(Decker) can do what she wants. She has

a really nice body and people want to look

at beautiful things"
About 15 men and women picketed the

store, which has been a recent site of ant i .

pornography demonstrations. Three men
also were there to counter-demonstrate.

The anti-pornography activi.sts chanted,

"Your mothers, your lovers and what about

your sisters," while some men waiting to

see DtHki-r re.sponded with Borrr ing

.Mxiut 100 people were still waiting to s***-

Decker when she left, according to Taiiva

Dzioba. a .saleswoman at the store Dzioba

said the store sold ab»iut 250 Playboy

magazines yesterday

Donna Rose, the cimviitown store's

manager, said Decker's appearance was
not a reaction to the recent demonstrations.

"Having Allison here was a business

decision, for promotional purpcwes," she

said, comparing IX-cker's presence to a

book-signing.

But one of the protesters. Heather Horak

of Northampton, said Decker's invitation

from the Newsroom was an "aggressive

tactic that shows we have obviously had

some effect
"

Helen Harrison, a 22 year^Id UMass stu

dent also protesting, said some of the

organizers of previous pickets were not at

the store yesterday because they did not

want the public to perceive them as pro-

testing Decker's presence.

"We are not women prote.sting another

continued on page 6

North planned
Contra meeting,

witness says
By PETE YOST
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A Miami man yesterday describ

ed how Oliver North ran a 1985 meeting that focused

on the Contra rebels opening a southern front in their

war again.st the leftist government of Nicaragua.

Rafael Quintero. a Cuban American who helped coor

dinate the Contra arms supply effort, testified at the

trial of the former White House aide that "basically

Mr. North" was in charge of the June 28. 1985 meeting

at Miami International Airport.

Also attending the meeting, he said, were Contra

leaders Adolfo Calero and Enrique Bermudez as well

as retired Air Force Maj. Gen. Richard Secord and his

associate Thomas Clines. an ex CIA official, who were

involved in obtaining arms and shipping them to the

Contras.

At the meeting, it was North's suggestion "to open

a southern front." Quintero told a jury in US District

Court.

He added that North also discussed the possibility

of sinking a barge to obstruct the Rama River in order

to cut off a military supply line that Nicaragua's San

dinista government was using. Eighty percent of the

supplies passed across the river. Quintero said.

Quintero said that earlier in 1985 he returned from

an in.spection tour of Contra operations in Central

America. While in Vienna. Va.. offices of Secord. the

retired general telephoned North, telling him "the lit

tie man from the South just came back" with a report,

Quintero testified.

Quintero, a veteran of the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion

of Cuba, said Secord had enli.sted his help in a.ssisting

the Contras and that he was to be paid $4,000 a month

plus a bonus for each shipment of arms he successful-

ly brought through to the Contras.

UMass radon levels low, prof, says
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Initial surveys at the University of Ma.ssachusetts in-

dicate the campus has "exceptionally low " levels of poten-

tially deadly radon gas. according to the survey's director.

Linda Nolan, a university professor in the Division of

Public Health, said the levels of the radioactive gas

su.spected to increase the ri.sk of lung cancer are well below

the Environmental Protection Agency's set minimum.

The readings, the first ever to be conducted at the

University, were taken from 200 sampling containers

strategically placed in 62 buildings on the main campus.

Nolan said. The surveys show levels of the gas that are

nothing to worry about, she said.

Radon is a naturally occurring gas produced by decay

of radium and uranium. It .seeps from the ground and can

reach un.safe levels in basements and other inclosed areas.

Testing included Skinner Hall and Farley Lodge where

child day-care rooms are in basement areas.

Following EPA guidelines. Nolan and her graduate .stu-

dent a.ssistant Cynthia Bialecki started work last October

with the department of Environmental Health and Safe-

ty (EH&Si on one of the only campus-wide radon testing

programs ever done by a university. Nolan said.

"The re.sults are very encouraging and no mitigation

measures appear necessary." said Environmental Health

and Safety Director Don Robinson, whose office directed

the analysis of the samples.

Bialecki. who is to deliver a thesis in New Mexico ba.s-

ed on the results of the project, placed the tuna-can sized

canisters of activated charcoal three feet above the fioor

in each area for a three-day period.

Radon gas is absorbed into the charcoal and decays to

radioactive "daughters. " which emit gamnvi rays. The.se

rays can be counted by a gamma detector coupled to a

multichannel analyzer to reveal radon levels.

Bialecki analyzed the .samples using EH&S photon coun-

ting equipment under the guidance of Robin.son and

EH&S radiation safety officer Jim Tocci.

Radon levels are measured in picocuries per liter of air

(pCi 1» and according to EPA standards any reading of 4

pCi/l is cause for concern.

According to Nolan only 17 of 200 containers had

readings above 1 pCi/l and the highest reading was 2.46

pCi'l.

A rating ol 2 pCrl is 10 times the average outdoor ex-

posure level to radon and of comparable risk to a non-

smoker's risk of dying from lung cancer. By contrast 200

continued on page 6

Phnio rourtrny of thr Office of Public Information

UMass professor Linda Nolan (far right)

overlooks equipment used to test radon levels.

I
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LOCAL
Students rally on
SU steps against cuts
By ALLEN BERNARD
Cuilegian StaiY

.\b<iut 300 students rallied on the Stu
dent Union ssteps yesterday to protest

budget cuts and draw attention to the need
for increased -tatt hiKhti education
spendmjj
NutneroUh speakers said students need to

show suppoii for the I'niversity by writing

letters to their representatives at the state

house in Boston

"We can ha%'e the kind of University we
know we deserve." said Gerald Quarles,

head of the Professional Association

Senate, but "If we can't show them
llegislatorsi that we give a damn, why
should they

"

"This is the education -t.il* .ind wt- don t

act like it.' he said.

Protestors, carrying signs that read
"Save UMasti" and "No to Blind Budget
Slashing — UMass has Taken Enough",
chanted aiKl applauded enthusiastically at

every criticism of the budget cuts, .some $12
million in the past year.

Michael Greiner, Student Government
A&s«ciation public policy committee chair-

man, said "The budget cuts have made this

University turn its back on its mission" of

a<Tf'««ibU' qualitv hiuhiT ediicttinn to the

people of Massachusetts.
Greiner said the the budget cuts have

caused the University's goal of becomint^
a first rate public institution to l>.

undercut.

Jane Kiser. political orgaiu/ir tor tin-

(iraduate Student Senate, said the budg«t
cuts have burdened giaduate students with
heavier teaching schedules and "rock bot

lorn" stipends

Ki.ser al.so voiced concern that professors

will leave UMa.ss in search of b«'tter oppor
tunities at other institution-

"In the long run this l'm%»i--it\ i.- at

stake, " she .said.

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice stated

that the current higher education budget
being debated by the senate falU far ^hot t

of the University's needs
"This place needs more money, period,

end of conversation." she said.

As of yesterday, the letter writing cam-
paign sponsored by Orefice's office had
generated 1.500 letters to be sent to

legislators expressing student's concerns,

she said.

Orefice stressed the need for such cam-
paigns because the administration's efforts

to fight for the University's future often

falls on deaf ears at the statehouse.

Coargim plwitu hy tloitdi Altrarn

SO SHOCKED HIS HAIR STANDS ON END - Peter Dinardi of
Northampton stares out at downtown Amherst recently.

Soviet students^ officials to visit UMass
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Corresp<indent

Eddie Murphy is not involved, but University of

Massachusetts is hwiting its own version of "Coming to

America."
11 students and three administrators from Leningrad

Polytechnic Institute, the Soviet equivalent of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, are participating

in the second annual exchange with UMass. said Barbara
Burn, director of International Programs at UMass.
"It's a great opportunity," said Burn. "It's unique in

that it is a direct exchange."
The program, which began two years ago with a letter

to UMa-ss from Yuri V'asiliev. a l^ningrad clerg>'man. has
received "huge enthusiasm [from American students]."

.said Burn, adding, "As far as I know, the Soviet .students

have had a positive response as well "

One enthusiastic .student is Joshua Moore, who went to

Leningrad this past summer, and is currently hosting a
Soviet student.

"The Soviets are a particularly friendly and outgoing

kind of people," said Moore. "If they want to give you
something, no matter how many times you say no, they
give it to you anyway, and they won't accept anything
in return."

He added, "As a greedy American, that was hard to get

used to."

Moore went to the Soviet Union six years ago. and he

said that things have changed since he was last there.

"As far as glasnost goes, most changes have been

political, not economical." he said. "However, the Soviets

have introduced private markets, where they can get a

whole slew of fresh food that wasn't available before."

Burn agreed with Moore that "the Soviet Union is

changing radically. There is freedom of speech such as the

Soviets have not seen in decades, and the Soviets are refor-

ming education so that students are taught to be more
creative and innovative."

However, she added, "The Soviet Union is not a coun-

try with a tradition of democracy. They will not change
overnight."

Professor of political science Karl Ryavec. who led the

trip to Leningrad this past summer, .said he also noticed

a change in the Soviet Union.

"The atmosphere has lightened up a lot." he .said. "The
Soviets are not afraid to be with Americans anymore."
The Sfiviet group, accompanied by their leader Alex-

ander Kobyshev. and their interpreter Tanya Ivanova,

will arrive today for their three-w€?ek stay. They plan to

sit in on computer. English and engineering clas.ses, as

well as visit Deerfield. Boston and New York, and attend

UMass sports events, dances and shows at the Fine Arts

Center. Burn ^aid

Dean: U.S. health care discriminatory
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Health care in the United States will not operate for

the good of both blacks and whites until it works for

public, rather than private interests, according to the dean
of the UniviT'^ity of Massachusetts School of Health
Science-

"Our ^icalled pie.senl .system of health care. Dr.

William .A. Darity said, "allows racism and socio-economic

inequities to flourish in such a way that the health care

professional is not a human-care professional, but an en-

trepreneur who operates in favor of the rich and profits

SGA candidate
promises productivity

.Morgan Hu>,'o formallv announced his candidacy for

president of the Student (iovernment .Association to-

day, joining t'lve others in the (juest tor the leariinir •stu-

dent position at the University

Hugo, a junior oimputer information .;nd .-cieiice ina

jor iCOINSi. said this is his first attempt at running

for public office and if elected, he would rid the SGA
of its lack ot productivity in recent months.

"1 don t see the general population of UMass being

lepre.sented by the (SGAi." Hugo said. "I think the

students need someone who feels more in contact with

them.
"

i'm not a politician. I'm a penson. ' he said. "I think

(the SGAI IS lust wasting evervbodys time."

Hugo said hi? campaign focus includes fighting state

budget cuts, the high cost of books at the Textbook An

nex and the small refunds .students receive when they

return u.sed books.

"I've heard a lot of complaints about it.
' he said. "The

people who return a book that is still in pri.stine con

dition should get more money back. .All used books

aren't created equal." _maRIA SACCHETTI

at the expense of the po«jr, the ignorant and the

economically unprivileged."

Darity, who addressed an audience of 100 in Bowker
Auditorium la.st night, gave the fourth presentation in the

1988 1989 Distinguished Faculty Lecture Series.

In the course of the hour lecture, Darity u.sed statistics,

graphs and charts to show the widening gap in health care

quality between blacks and whites. The quality of health

care in any group is determined by rates of infant mor-

lality. maternal health, neonatal birth, suicide, homicide

.ind di.sease. he said. Although conditions have improved

for blacks in many of these categories, the difference in

the quality of health care has increa.sed between blacks

and whites over the la.st 30 years, he said.

Darity, who himself is black, proposed a six point

reorganization of the U.S. health care sy.stem. This pro-

posal included a national health insurance program, a

.-ompnhensive health education program, research focus

ing specificallv on problems in black health care and in

creased supervision of qualitv control in health care.

"We must consolidate all the socio-economic resources

with health resources and focus special attention on those

uToups that are particularly neglected. ' he -^aid.

Darity said the World Health Organization, whom tie

worked for from 1953 to 1963, defined the term health

as "a state of complete physical, mental and social well

being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity
'

Darity earned his B.S. at Shaw University, his M.S. at

North Carolina Central University and his Ph.D. at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Darity came
to the University of Massachusetts as an associate pro-

fessor in 1965, was promoted to profes.sor in 1968 and
became the University's first dean of health 'sciences in

1973.

Provost Richard O'Brien presented Darity with the

Chancellor's Distinguished Faculty medal after his

lecture. .

"The problem with us health techn(Krats is that we look

only inside our professions, and not at the social, economic,

emotional, psycho-social and political ethic as related to

the total individual, the total family and the total com-

munity.
"

Balloon launch ends
Black History Month
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

A small crowd did not diminish uplifted spirits yester

day as several resident assistants from Washington
Residence Hall spon.sored a ball(M)n launch to mark the

end of Black Hi.storv Month.
Slightly less than 2(K) balloons were released b\

about 30 -Students .standing on the pyramid closest to

Washington Tower as others looked on from the ground

and from windows in the towers.

Tied to each balloon was a tag with the message:

"Washington Tower joins the fight against racism."

The tag urged anyone finding the balloon t*) write to

the Washington cluster office.

I think it was a good thing even though there

weren't a whole lot of^ people on the pyramids." -iaid

Susan MacArthur, one of the organizers.

Organizers said they saw only two black students at

the launch. MacArthur -^.iid -he was disappointed

about this, i was hoping to ^'et more ot a reaction, dut

black students don t really need to he educated aoout

black history."

One of the onlookers, Kerri Phillips, said the event

should have been done on a larger scope. "I think it

would have been more significant if they had everyone

do it," she .said.

MacArthur and Deborah BoulTard. also an organizer,

said if they were to do it again they would involve more
cluster offices.

But MacArthur and BoufTard agreed with fellow R.A.

Jonathan Renes. who said the event .symbolized "that

people, that college-age students care. It .liso helps to

promote awareness, it makes people think. " Renes said.

The event was organized by the Black Historv Month
Committee, composed of six R.A.s from Washington
Tower. MacArthur said they began planning the

launch two weeks ago, and started blowing up ballcnins

at 3:30 yesterday. almo.st two hours before the launch.
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Financial aid group
to go to Washington
to lobhii Congress
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

In Washington, the only way to get a congressman's
attention is to either park in his space or make an ap
ptiintment — a group of L' niversity of Massachusetts
students has opted for the latter

Every year around this time SAFA. or Students Ad
vocating Financial Aid. storm the sacred halls of con
gressional office buildings on behalf of students
nationwide.

The main objective of the group, is increasing;, oi at

least maintaining, federal support for financiul aid pro
grams, said SAFA president Michael Cromwell.
"In ival terms, you've actually seen a decrease |of

financial aidj in the past few years," he said "We'd
like to see it increase faster than the cost of education.

"

About 40 members of SAFA will travel to

Wa-hington this weekend and spend Monday through
Wednesday lobbying congressmen and senators from
all over the country on financial aid issues

SAFA has been well received in Washington sinct-

k'ginning the trips nine years ago. said (jerry Grady,
uiordinator of alumni relations and founder of SAFA.
"These llegislatorsj have been visited eight or nine

times and they recognize this as a pretty professional

group," he s>aid.

GriMly. who ha« worked on Capitol Hill, has been ttild

by many representatives that SAFA is effect ivt-

iH'cause congre^men like to have contact with people
whd an- directlv affected bv what thev Idhbv for he
-..id

Former Speaker of the House Tip O'Neill has refer

red to SAFA as "the mogt effective group of its kind"
in the country. Grady said.

One issue that will be high on SAF.A's agenda will

W' a move in congress to cut financial aid to sch<M)l-

uhich have a high default rate, Cromwell siiid.

"Our position is rather than cutting financial aid in

these schools and students with high default rates, is

ti> educate on how to repay their loans," he said

l'Ma>s has a default rate of about three percent and
Cromwell suggested that they could offer advice to

representatives on why UMass does so well when other
schools across the country have rates of as high a> 10

JMTCent.

Israeli author discusses Jewish survival
By C.C SANDORFI
Collegian Correspondent

Jews are survivors who must overcome their perceptions

of themselves as victims, David Grossman told a Memorial
Hall audience of 175 Wednesday night.

Cirossman, the Israeli author of .SVf Under: Lme and The
Yelli)u Wind, said, "Somehow, I believe we are all sur-

vivors or sons of survivors. I don't believe any of us can

be born without being surxivors of the Holocaust," he said.

But being a survivor is not always a positive thing, he

said. "We have the feeling we are the eternal victims .

becau.se of what we've gone through." he said, referr

ing to Hitler's atrcx-ities against Jews during World War
II

"I think . . we do misjudge things." Grossman said.

"We prefer to think we're always in exi.stential danger."

The major reaction ofJews to the Holocaust is "the syn-

drome of life as a latent death," he said.

Living in con.stant fear and suspicion drains people of

the "delicate traits like affection and sympathv tnr

others," Grossman said

"They lose these capacities, ' he said. The p^tradox is that

(mce the capacities are lost they cannot be restored, he
said.

The.se people live defensively and in suspicion and can
not truly experience the joys and pleasures of life,

(irossman said. "Those who sur\ived to live may find they

.ire just living to survive."

Gro&sman. sponsored in part by Five College Hillel. said

the Israelis must dare to slop perceiving themselves as

victims and must nd themselves of the "nation of d(M>m
"'

mentality.

"We must be courageous enough to start to believe we
i.in redefine ourselves," he said, adding that another
lesson of the H(*locaust was the lesson of choice. "People
chiHie not to go like sheep to the .slaughter . they created
a bubble of freedom in the mid:«t of arbitrarmess and cruel

t.v
"

He said Israelis must work to create their own bubbles
of freedom before they will ceiise to pertx*ive themselves
as victims. "You cannot be a victim if you deride
stimething for yourself ' he said

Palestinians are al.so survivors, he said 'In a sense. thi'\

.lie like the children of the world," he .said.

Grossman compared Palestinians to children. us*«d a-

bargaining chips between twodivorced parentsith*' i'>uii

tries of the world".

Israelis are very similar to Palestinian- m -otn.' «.i\-

he .said "We have much m common — our vitality, our
sense for s«>lfdestruction, our pragmatic approxich l«i life

lint we dare not acknowledge it in fear we will en
danger our identities

"

He said many Israeli- ti-.u that a move tou.ird

understanding Palestinians would be a move away from
their own identities, but contrasted this perception with

his own experiences.

"I don't feel my love for Israel is weakening," he .said.

"On the contrary, by not relating to Palestinians, I lost

much of my selfimage as a Jew." By attempting to

understand Palestinians, Grossman said he became more
aware of his own heritage

"We share the same wounds," he said of the two coun-

tries. "It IS a tragedy that two .survivors like Israelis and
Palestinians Ifightl each other — they are either the op
pres.sed or the oppressor, the conquered or the conqueror.

There is no middle ground."

Although Israel must never forget the less(ms of the

Holocaust, Grossman said it must overcome its self

defeating victim mentality.

"I think Israel must always be \ »i s strong and (should]

m»t trust the Arabs," he .said. "But we must transcend

our fears. We must offer our neighbors liberty and peace

in defiance of what was done to us."

"It will be a very courageous answer to the lessons of

the Holocaust." he said.

David Groitsman
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ABSOLUT VODKA
STOLICHNAYA VODKA

SOUTHERN COMFORT
JACK DANIELS
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Hampshire students receive aid forprojects
''Threshold Grants''

give the creative

final push toward
their graduation

By C.C. SANDORFI
Collegian Correspondent

Hampshire College ncently gave eight

February graduates a post-graduation

boost by awarding them grants to aid them
in independent study.

The "Threshold Grants," ranging in

amount from $500 to $1,500, were given to

students who were unable to complete their

Division III "thesis t projects prior to gradua-

tion, said Lee Wicks, director of public in-

formation for Hampshire

"These projects are the massive culmina-

tions of all [the students') studies." she said.

The projects are undertaken during the

mdependent study of Division III phase of

the Hampshire curriculum, said Clay

Hubbs director of the international studies

ofi'ice.

"Usually, the projects are fairly am-

bitious," he said. "They can range from

writing a novel to putting on a

photographic show about Guatemala, for

example."

However, "graduation often comes before

the project can be completed," he said.

This is where the Threshold Grants come

in, said Wicks "The grants are aptly nam
ed because the students receiving them are

on the threshold of another phase of life

and on the threshold of new works, " she

said.

The grants are designed to help a student

complete his independent .study project, she

said. They are awarded twice yearly, in

February and May, she said. Hampshire
students are graduated in both months.

Photo roMrto»> of Hai«p«hin- t <4Wbv

Hampshire College

*^We look at the originality, thie creativity and thie

innovation Involved in th>e project-thie kinds of thirgs

that Hampshire College is supposed to represent."

-Ckav Hubbs

Students applying for Threshold Grants

must submit written proposals and plans

for the completion of their projects. Wicks
said.

In addition, thev submit extensive

evaluations of the work in progress from

their Division III advisor>- committees and
letters of recommendation, Hubbs said. The
committees are made up of three faculty

members.

Applications are judged by the grant com-
mittee — consisting of faculty, staff and
students — according to the student's com
mitment to continuing the project, the

likelihood of the project being published

and the quality of the student's work, he
said.

"We look at the originality, the creativi-

ty and the innovation involved in the pro-

ject - the kinds of things that Hampshire
College is suppo.st>d to represent. " he said.

There is no fixed number of grants to be

awarded yearly. Wicks said 'It depends on

how much money the students apply for
'

Usually, we award between eight and

twelve for each graduation. " she said.

The grants are funded by an anonymous
donor. Hubbs said "She's a parent of a

former Hampshire student. That's all I can

really say," he said.

The following students wee awarded
rhreshold Grants: Yogesh Chandrani. for

a monograph on the political economy of

India's military industrial complex: Susan

J DuMars for her <)ne act stage play "The

Thaw. " Leah Melnick for a photo documen

tar>' of the Cambodian refugee com
munities in the Bronx and in Amherst and

.Margaret Pearce for the publication of her •

work, "The Atlas of Sacred Lands
"

Also receiving Threshold Grants are

Bruce Quaglia, for his musical composition

for a string quartet in four movements;

David Sherman, for creating a soundtrack

for his multi-media performance piece

"Rose and rose Elaine;" Victoria Tillotson,

for the translation of Georges Bataille's

work "L'Impossible" and Paul vrana, for

research analysis of Canis mitochondrial

DNA in dogs and wolves

None of the recipients were available fw
comment
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'Cutback city' to expand
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

"Cutback City" is scheduled for a

dramatic expansion late today as members
of two University of Massachusetts clubs

plan to add nearly 20 tents to the crudely
built huts that now blanket the area west
of the campus pond.

Officials from the UMass Outing Club
and TMass Ski Club estimate that 15 30

Radon
continued from page .'

pCil is equivalent to smoking more
than four packs of cigarettes a day or 60
times the non-smoker's risk, according

to the EPA
Nolan has begun the second phase of

the study, to be completed by the end of

March, which involves the same process

But radon levels are normally higher

in the wmtertime, Nolan said, so "We
will repeat the study when the doors and

windows [of the buildings] are shut and
the heat is on because it creates an up
ward current from the basement carry

ing the radon alon^
'

So far, Nolan said, preliminary rep»»its

mdicate the readings are consistent

with the i-arlier findings

Nolan purchased the canisters, which

cost $2.60 each, with overhead monies

from her own grant and the additional

testing equipment was alroadv "in

house" she said

members from each club will join "city"

residents' efforts to protest state budget

cuts against public higher education.

"I think the entire university should get

involved," said David Harris, equipment
manager for the Outing Club. "This is

something that affects each and every one
of us."

Harris said the group is planning to stay

"indefinitely," and offered to assist non-

club members in assembling their own
tents.

"I'm not a radical person, but I pay for

a large part of my bill," he said. "If I'm go

ing to be paying more tuition because of the

University, it's not fair."

Ski Club member Jim Metzger said, "I

totally believe in what they're doing. The
legislators are hiking up tuition and
they're not giving anything back."

"Students for a Democratic University,
'

who founded the "city" last Friday during
Gov. Michael Dukakis' visit to the Univer-

sity, began construction yesterday on a

fifth addition to the mock shantylown.

While hammering on the rooftop of one
shanty yesterday, group member Pierre

Laliberte said the organization has grown
to about 16 people and is increasing.

"At first, people didn't know what to

make of it," Laliberte said "There's a gi-eat

number of students now joining us
"

James l^angley, asMX'iate vice chancellor

lor University Relations and Development.
~.ud the administration has voiced con-

cerns aljout the students' health but has no

plans til block their efforts as long as the

shantytown doesn't interfere with I'niver

^n\ pdlicii's

Racism, sexism
discussed at forum
Women and minorities are susceptible

to discrimination in the workplace, ac

cording to a University of

Massachusetts official who recently led

a discussion on "Managing Dif

ferences."

Martha Wharton, staff associate in the

University Affirmative Action and

Equal Opportunity Office, said the goal

of the forum "is to get people thinking

about how these issues come into their

work lives." The discussion, which was

attended by about 25 people from

various University offices, was the first

of three sponsored by the Office of

Human Relations

A half hour video was shown at the

forum, and according to Wharton, the

goal of the film was to educate manage
ment personnel on the benefits and

necessities of recognizing the impor

tance of women and minorities in the job

market.

The video presented different

scenarios showing discrimination in the

workplace, and tried to emphasize that

a worker's competence is not based on

gender or race

Grant Ingle, actingdirector of theOf
fice of Human Relations, said that the

idea for the forum gi"ew out of ex

periences students had during Civility

Week
"Several of us thought it was imp<ir

i.int also to explore .staff and faculty ex

periences with racism," he mud.
SCOTT ROK
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Playboy model
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continued from page I

woman. We are men and women protesting

Playboy," she said.

The activists who said they were pro-

testing "Playboy's portrayal of women as

sexual objects," carried hand-painted signs

reading, "Why doesn't Hugh Hefner wear
a bunny suit?" and "Porn: Women's bodies

for men's profit." Some of the protesters

ripped up what they consider pornographic

magazines as they stood outside the

Newsroom.

Three male counter-protesters carried

signs with such slogans as "Protect
freedom, stop censorship." Roger Libby, a
local "sexologist" who stood in front of the
store with his life-.sized "horny toad," Rox
anne Ribbit, said. "I am here today to say

that being explicit about sex does not lead
to violence."

Most of the men who lined up to aee

Decker are college students, but some high
school boys were also present.

Steven Lawler, a 14 year-old .Amherst

Regional Senior High School student, said,

"I want her picture just to have it."

Lawler. who said he has autographed
photographs of two other Playhiiy models,

said, "It's up to the models to do whatever
they want to do."

Minors, however, were allowed only tn

receive Decker's autograph, and nut her

picture, said the assistant manager of iht

-lure, who refused to give his name Per

xins under 18 are prohibited by law from

buying "adult " magazines
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STRAWBERRY WALKS - New York Mets outfielder Darryl
Strawberry leaves the Mets training facility in Port St. Lucie, Fla.

yesterday. He held to his statement that he would leave training

camp unless the Mets renegotiated and extended his contract.
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" It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.

Experience on the Collegian is increas-

ingly valued by the editors throughout the

northeast.

"

Howard Zifl. UMass Professor since 1971;

Reporter A Asst. City Editor,

Chicago Daily News

Come write for the Collegian
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TURTLE TOUCH UP - Peter Brady, of ReadinR. an artist with

the graphic design department of the New England Aquarium in

Boston, does some touch-up work on a giant sculpture of a

Hawksbill Turtle yesterday in Boston.
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At the annual Killington Mogul Challenge on Outer H
Linnits, Saturday, April 1st. Come get an application ^
fronn the UMass Ski Club, 430 Student Union ($15

"^

application fee)* and join the connpetition.

CASE SPECIALS
Moosehead
COORS
CABLING BLACK LABEL
PIELS

13.99
10.99
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12 PACK SPECIALS
MOLSON GOLDEN 12 oz. bottles

HEINEKEN 12 oz. cans
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OR JUST BE A SPECTATOR, and join us for the
Saturday bus trip to Killington.

m
*Number of applications available are limited, so please hurry E

FOSTERS OIL CANS
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DOS EQUIS 6 pk.

CATAMOUNT 6 pk.

2 for 2.99
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TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS
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CAPTAIN MORGAN 750ML
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THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER
Located on Route 9. Hadley—Just beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 1 1 p.m.

584-8174
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The opinions on l^lls page are those ol the individual writer or cailoonist and do not necessaiiiy leliect i: legion oi the University unless olherWiSe noted

\MtiUxbxh ^

The most important lesson
On the evf of ^iraduation. Id likt- to ui

fer my sinct-rest con^ratulation.s to my
friends and fellow student.s for having the
courage and commitment to make the
dream of .1 r«»llege education a reality For
some, the future is as uncertain a.s the first

day of your college experience. For others,

new jobs and lives are secured, but for all

the future prest'ut.s it.self a.^ a challenge to

be acci'pti'd. CKer the course of the last four

years, the road to a college education has
been strewn with sacrifice, self doubt h.ii (i

work ,ind now satisfaction

Dino Privitera

The diploma you will receive in May is

a culmination of all your efforts In May,
you will celebrate the proudest nu>ment in

your lives thus far. It will be a moment
frozen in time A moment reserved

especially for you. It will be a moment that

can never be taken from any of you. Your

diploma is more than a scrap of tree bark.

It is a remembrance of all the fiend.s you've

made and all of the experiences. go<xl and

bad. that you've been through. It will repre

.sent a period of your life of growth, but

most important, it will represent what

you've learned over the course of four

years, and how you will apply it in a world

that is becoming more and more lonely to

live in everyday. The time has come upon

you to reflect on what you consider to be

important and how you will evaluate these

priorities in the future.

The shaping of America's future lies

within the souls and minds of America's

youth. We are the modern-day .sculptors

and it is we who will ultimately create and

shape the type of society we will live in.

This presents itself as a pretty imposing

task, but all it takes to become an in

novator and a creator in the world today

is the courage and commitment to believe

that you can make a difference. Each one

of us doing hisher little part to make
things right. For those out there who a.sk

where to find this courage and commit-

ment. I urge you not to look any farther

than the corners and closets ot your own
.soul and conscience.

What have you learned over the course

of the last four years? Have you learned on

ly what professors and Inxiks have taught

you? Did you learn how to manage people

and turn a profit at the expense of someone
else's well l)eing? Did you learn h(»w to

just say no to drugs?" Did you learn how
to be callous and uncaring? Did you learn

how not to rock the political, economic and
social Ijoaf Did you learn how to maintain

the status quo'* Did you learn how not to

question t>rders? Did you learn how not to

get involved? Did you learn to be a "giK»d"

American"*

Or. did you learn how to think and
reason? Did you learn how to know the

right ness and wrongness of an action'* Did

you learn that apartheid is an inherently

immoral system because* it violates human
dignity and rights? Did you learn that all

people are entitled to the right of life, libei

ty and the pursuit of happiness regardless

of color, creed, religion, .sexual preference,

gender and race? Did you learn that

hungry people, homeless people and

hopeless people are all our brothers and

sisters and their continued suffering l^

unacceptable? Did you learn that the chain

of society can only be as strong as its

weakest citizen? Did you learn to respect

and appreciate people and things that you

don't understand? Did you learn how to

care? Did you learn what it means to be a

human being?

It takes no courage to hate and be indif

ferent. It's a road full ofcowards who refuse

to confront the fears and insecurities that

live within them. It's a road that offers no

challenge. It's a road that does not require

a rational choice between good and evil. All

you need to hate and destroy is a target and

no reasoning. To actively care about peo

pie and the future means that you've

matured as a person. If you care, you are

ready to tackle the future with an unbridal-

ed zest. To actively care means that you are

worthy of a college education and you real

ly have learned.

Dino Pnritero is a I'Mass student

Campus Center Notes
.\nd this week's "White Lie .Award ' goes

to the University of Massachusetts athletic

department. Any UMass student, or

anyone familial* with the campu.s, who hap-

pens upon a card sent to recruits for the

mens basketball team would probably find

it quite interesting

Rick Santos

Pictured cm the back side of the card is

a detailed sketch of what the outside of the

William D. Mullins Convocation Center

may hxik like when the structure is com
plete. Unfortunately, constrution of the

building, where the basketball team is to

play home games, has n«)t even begun.

This IS not mentioned in the recruiting

brochure, although the center's proposed

seating capacity < 10,6;J0) is included This

number stands tall next to the numlK-r or

seats (4,024 > in the Curry Hicks Cage,
where the team currently plays home
games.
There's something else in the drawing of

the building that catches the eye — in the

background, way back, way, way back,

there's what appears to be a beautiful,

blue, wide streatching lake. Other than the

muck filled pond, there are no lake like

bodies of water on campus.
***

1 applaud Thr \finutenian, a conser

vative. student run newspaper at UMass,
and the Massathusftls Fref Prrsa, a paper

run by students with more liberal inten

tions, because the staffs of both publica

tions managed to put out issues last week.

This is a great accomplishment since

neither paper is published very often.

But at the same time I encourage the

publication.s to instill some consistency into

their products, especially titles of various

editors. From issue to issue I see names and
titles jumping aroung the editorial boxes

like electrons. Publishers, editors-in-chief,

senior editors, managing editors, con

tributing editors., oh, what's the
difference

A friend of mine can't throw a parly. At

approximately 10 p.m. last Friday, a large

beam that u.sed to support his living room
fioor cracked.

When I arrived at his house at 11, most

of his guests had departed In his sadness

he told me this affair wasn't as depressing

as his last party he threw — it Hopped after

someone tracked dog feces into the hou.se.

««*
This message is on behalf of a guy nam

ed Joe. He is a friend of a friend of mine.

The poor guy had to go through the em
harassment of being pictured m a JB's

advertisement in The Cnllefjiun. The photo

in the ad was a candid shot of him with his

right fi.st clenched, head tilted back, and
eyes shut.

In exchange for this misery he was to

ri»ceive a free roast beef sandwich from
.JB's .So not all was \t»t since the p<M>r,

hungry, humiliated college student was to

be compen.sated somewhat for his troubles.

But p<K)r Joe never ate his sandwich
because it was unjustly claimed by st»me

common criminal. I hcipe the vagrant never

eats a decent meal again.

Rivk Santns (s a Collegian atlumntst

Network provides opportunity
Thank you for your article about the

newly formed group — The Social Net-

work. We are glad to have this exposure

as we are a new group cm campus and

feel that we can fill an important need

for many people.

I would like to clarify the basic mis-

sion of this new group, as I am concern-

ed that the headline and certain points

in your article may be misleading. The

main goal of The Social Network is to

provide a resourc*' tor (ill staff, facuUs

older graduate .students and older non

traditional students in the five college

area. The group is not mainly for single

ptKiple, as the article implies.

The Social Network will provide op

portunities for networking and for mak
ing friends acrws the campus for all

faculty, staff and older students.

Susan Kahn
Office of Human Relations

Trial verdict questioned
The verdict and sentence of the

Becker Grimshaw trial raise more
issues than were discussed in you

February 27 article ("Wife sentenced in

murder trial") Contrary to what .some

angry citizens say, the 15 to 20 year

sentence does not condones the heinious

abuse Becker Grimshaw faced her en

tire life. No one deserves to be threaten

ed with razor blades nr to be sexually

abused, but neither does one have the

right to premeditate another's murder.

Remember that Becker-Grimshaw's

crime was not commited in the heat of

the moment, but calculated, and that

pre-mediated murder is u.sually punish-

ed with death or life imprisionment.

What critics of Becker (Jrimshaw'

.sentence fail to consider is that she was
not only a victim, but an aggres.sor as

well. The 15 to 20 years is fair in that

it recognized Becker-CJrimshaw in both

positions.

The other thing these critics fail to

realize is the dangerous precedent an ac-

quittal might have brought. Had
Becker-Grimshaw been acquitted, how
long would it have taken until other

killers, or wife or child abusers, were ac

quitted due to histories of traumatic

abuse? Had Becker-Grimshaw been ac

quitted, that precedent might have hurt

those it intended to protect — women.

Dan Goodin
Northampton

Seeds of racism are planted in childrens' minds
When Allison was a wee five, her mommy gave her a

Barbie doll.

It was not just any Barbie doll. Sure, there were

499,999,999 other Barbie dolls like it in tlie world, but

Allison's Barbie doll was special.

"Its mine, " she said. "It's my very, very own Barbie."

It was easy for Allison to admire, to even love her Bar

hie doll, with its long blond hair and its wonderful assort

ment of high fashion styles, each fitting her curvacious

self perfectly.

What a great girl Barbie is, she thought. What a great

girl.

Meanwhile, a few blocks away, unbeknownst to Allison,

Susie sat with her Barbie doll.

Susie was black as was her Barbie. But Susie was

confused.

"Mommy," she asked, "why doesn't Barbie look like

me.'

Her mommy was quiet. It was easy to see that the doll s

thin features and straight hair made her a black doll in

a white doll's body. The only difference between Susie's

Barbie and any other color doll was just that, the color

changed. The look was the same.

Therein lies the tale of what, in some circles, could be

called a controversy. Many people feel that black Barbies,

and many other similar dolls, are created in a "white per-

.son's image."

Niobe Marshall, public policy analyst for the National

Black Child Development Institute, .said if black children

believe white dolls and dolls in a white person's image

are attractive, then they may see themselves as

unattractive.

David R. Mark

"They may grow up without a true appreciation for their

own beauty," she said.

There you have it, innocent fiights of fantasy among six

and seven-year-olds across the land are, in actuality, plan-

ting the seeds that lead to racial tension in the minds of

American adults.

But beyond that one product, the overall lack of thought

displayed by many of America's advertisers, both televi-

sion and print, have lead to many misunderstandings,

misconceptions and plain ol' ordinary mistakes in the way
minorities are thought of in the growing white child's

American mind.
With commercials that portray blacks as stereotypes,

such as the Western Union commercial that has them
singing and talking in slang, no wonder children have a

hard time growing up to be anything but slightly racist,

even if it's an unconscious effort.

Newspapers don't help either, with the majority of

photos and positive stories never touching the surface of

black America. But newspapers are not in the business

to advocate for minorities or teaching children the morals

and ethics they need to be responsible adults; they are

only asked to present all sides fairly.

Barbie turned 30 last month, and yes, her existence, and

her black counterpart's existence, may be one of many
reasons for racial problems in the United States.

Maybe not. But given the vast number of objects, im-

ages and ideas a child comes in contact with in a day, and

the lack within that number of positive black portrayals,

are we as a nation really fighting racism, or are we foster-

ing it?

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist
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Electric eclectic sounds hit 'MUA 'round midnight
By JOHN Pl'RIN
Collegian Correspondent

True hepcats know that certain things have alwav>< been

true of the best rock'n'roll. They know that it somehow
sounds best late at night And that the most exciting

music tends to be at least a little strange. This being the

case It should come t- n>> -urprii^e that the Pioneer

Valley's most creativf In u.uli acting can be heard on

WMUA's "eclectic block." from midnight to 3 a.m.

FM radio was originally viewed as an alternative to the

more commercial AM band. As nx-k became big business,

even mt>st FM stations began letting record companiies

dictate their playlists. So college radio became the last

bastionof of adventurous programming Now that bands

like REM and 10,000 Maniacs have achieved mainstream

success, and with Rolling Stone publishing its college top

ten. college radio has itself come in danger of becoming

just another marketing category it has really become

homogenized." says Will Pile, who hosts Highway «<> Ho
jo's on Monday nights

Music Director Tony PrtKaccino sees such pigeonholing

as something to be avoided at all coats. "Tilings that are

lat)etled "College Music" just aren't worth my time . . .

if someone calls and asks us to play the Cult, we just sor-

ta ask them to please take a walk." Procaccino believes

that as an educational institution, college radio appeals

to people who want to be informed as well as entertained

by the music they hear, rather than those "who want to

use music as aural wallpaper."

So what exactly is the eclectic block? Each night a dif-

ferent DJ is free to play whatever he or she chooses,

regardless of style or popular tastes. The most innovative

bands are heard from, as well as acts from the past that

never got the attention they deserved.

Pile claims that "the people who listen to us are people

who are looking for the extremes." On every program, it

is pcMisible to hear everything from hardcore punk to trad,

jazz , often within a single song. Anne Bidner's program
proves that even within the trendy jangly pop idiom, hot

tunes are still being created A typical playlist from

Rambling Anne's show might include a song from Love

Tractor followed by Savage Republic or Mission of Burma
Between all the programs. PrtKaccino finds a common

denominator in the fact that the songs chosen are played

"for the spirit i»f the music, for the art "

Mark Sturm hosts a program of Fridays. Sturm, who
previously has had a show on Smith College radio, claims

that the music he plays now is probably "weirder than

OZQ." On Mark's show it is not unusual to hear things

like a cover of the Sesame Street theme, right before a

prison ballad by Charles Manson.

Mark believes part of college radio's mission is to in-

sure exposure to independent new bands. He has great

hopes in particular for the Reverb Motherfuckers and Halo

of Flies, i think there's a lotta new, extremely angry

Psychedelia out there," says Sturm, sizing up the current

.sounds. One psychedelic band Mark says he won't play

is The Grateful Dead

"The Dead are basically a lost cause. . it's like Hey.

we could make a lotta money by playing these same old

songs with none of the original feeling
'"

The program names are as creative as the music.

Sturm's show is called Stygian Shore Outposts, a name
he came up with while thumbing through a thesaurus.

"I just figured it was kinda ambiguous and it sounded

cool." Sturm said

Ambiguous, but cool; that's WMUA after midnight.

Don't Gogh see Vincent unless you're a Van fan
Bv ADAM CA.MPBEIX
rMii..... [vmdt'nt

I kium I wa.- >upp«»M^ to like this film

Vincent boast ^ a pristine pt-digree heavy

theme, light budget and the di!<tinguishi*d

presence of arthou.se favorite Paul Cox
'director of .such mid to high brow classics

as Lonely Hearts and Man ofFhwen). And
all the right papers liked it.

Well. I didn t like it

Vincent is part of a new genre of film, one
which lies somewhere between the borders

of dcKumentary and narrative Mast year's

controversial The Thin Blue Line began the

eyelet.

Cox uses some interesting techniques to

draw the viewer in, only some of which .^uc-

ceiHl Vincent is narrated throughout by

an offscreen Vincent Van (k>gh (John

Hurt), whose real life letters to brother

Theo servf as the film's primar\' means of

exposition. This epistolary form, howwer,
is limiting, We have only Vincent's narrow
p«»int of view through which to see his

world and are not allowed the objectivity

ofconventional documentary film. This in

itself might not be a problem if it weren't

for the unreliability of Van Gogh's own
words as narrative vehicles. The film can

only .serve as a supplement to one's

previous knowledge of the artist (For ex

ample, we are told that Vincent is losing

his mind, but we are never told why. We
see that Vincent has lost an ear, but never
see how.t

It 's Her Treat at Sheehan 's

By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

Treat Her Right has been described by

some as rock's best kept secret. A favorite

at last year's spnng concert, these rock and
roll maddogs hit Sheehan's Cafe tommor
row night.

Though THR appeared on the scene less

than four years ago, all four members are

rock and roll veterans combinng styles

such as country, rockabilly, a dash of rock
and R&B They are best known for redefin-

ing classic rock styles and covering
eerything from Iggy Pop to Kingston Trio.

These self proclaimed cynics offer a
bizaA* array of instruments in their act:

Jim Fitting blows the harp and baritone
sax. Billy Conway is a percussionist who's
kit often includes merely two or three

continued jn page 13
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I do recommend Vimvnt tnr difhard Haul

Cox 'or Van G<ighi fans. but. frankly, I had

trouble ket>ping my eyes open.

Last week at the same theatre i Pleasant

Street!. I .saw Ken Russell's Lair <»/ the

White Worm. I know it's gone now. but 1

just wanted to mention it in case it should

come around again.

White Worm is a pleasant surprise that

will undoubtedly plea.se both dedicated

Ru.s.s€»ll aftlcianados and people like me
< Russell lo.s( me with G«)thui The secret of

this film's success is in its tone of self

parody Ken Russell has finally lightened

up

Ifnsubstanltated Rumors and Self-

indulgent Musings:

• Word has it that Bmk to the Future parts

II and III art' currently being simultaneous-

ly filmed This was done before with The

Three Musketeers and its sequel. The four

Musketeers. Future II is to be released next

winter. /// is due in theatres the following

summer.

• Anyone curious about Batman screen

writer Sam Hamm's treatment of the Dark
Knight should check out the current fif

tu'th anniversary issue of Detectne Com-
us. It features the first episode of a three-

part Batman story written by Hamm.

• Next week we will be presenting the

first part of our interview with Disca H Gaf-

fer, Arlyn Jacobs.

Treat Her Right, at Sheehan's tomorrow
Photo t'uurti-i>> of Hndl.t Polly Production*
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New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Stttiday Night 4 Burger Platters for $5.00
(Fries included -Bring your friends!)

6:00-10:00 pm
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Jameson Irish Coffee $1.75 Moosehead $1.75
Drink of the Wc«k Beer of the Month

1 ^wr.
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Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12
Tues. 10c Buffalo Wings 912

Wed. Nacho & Cheese Platters 99c 9-12

Bomb threat arrest
may be mistake
BOSTON (AP) — A prominent Lowell businessman ar-

rested in connection with bomb threats made to two
airlines may have been mistakenly charged, prosecutors

said yesterday.

Investigators are checking on reports that an inmate
at the state prison in Concord made the calls, said Dave
Rodman, a spokesman for Suffolk County District At

torney Newman Flanagan. He declined to elaborate on
the tip.

In light of that development. Suffolk Superior Court

Jedge John Irwin agreed to reduce bail to personal

recognizance for Robert Costello. The 54-year-old WCAP-
AM sales manager was arraigned earlier this week in

East Boston District Court on a charge of making a false

report on the location of a bomb. He pleaded innocent and
bail was then set at $100,000 surety or $10,000 cash.

In asking that bail be reduced, defense attorney Jo.seph

Tosney of Lowell said he had information that would ex

onerate his client.

Tosney told Irwin he had .seen a Lowell Police Depart

ment report "that sets forth the time those calls were

made." He said that evidence would clear Costello of the

charges, but he did not say how.

Costello. who lives in Blandford, is a Marine veteran

who serves in the Massachusetts National Guard and
chairman of the Downtown Lowell Business Association.

Assi.stant District Attorney Robert Totchka has said a

fellow employee of Cortello's overheard him make a

threatening call through the station s switchboard.

It was reported that the caller allegedly made the

threats in protest against Salman Rushdie's controver-

sial novel. "The Satanic Verses." Rodman said he did not

know if the threats centered on the book

Before the hearing. Costello declined comment on the

matter.

Tosney's law partner, Gerald Moore, said the firm

believes they know the worker who alleged hearing

Costello make one of the threatening calls. He said the

district attorney's office had y«t to produce a police report

on the alleged threats but believed the calls wee placed

between 7 pm and 9 pm February 23. Costello was ar

rested the following day.

Af

ESCAPEE JUMP THREAT - George Cahoon. 28. of Quincy. warns state police Jon J.

Mahoney to stay back as Cahoon threatens to jump from an overpass yesterday along Route

3, after he escaped from a Norfolk Sheriff Dept. van taking him to Quincy District Court.

Cahoon was in hiding for four hours after his escape. Mahoney talked to Cahoon until other

officers moved in to grab Cahoon from the overpass.
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Treat Her Right
cot.t^.iUAni "Torn pa^i'

pu'cos. David Champaj:iu' sinjjs and play>

a nasty slide jjuUar and Mark Sandman,
also a vocalbt, plays a "low" guitar i

lejiular six string; that he u~< - i- i li i-^

Sound interest in^j''

"I was sick ol playing loud. " Champagne
said "We decided the only stuff we reall>

liked, and would be worth playing, is the

stuff' nobody plays anynmre — the Che>-

style, quieter stutTw ith lots of holes in it

On why Treat her Right don't use a ba>-

guitar. Champagne explains; A m \>.

Fender bass sounds tix) pushy, t(Hi up Iroiu

Whereas on those records (Bo Diddle\

Muddy Waters, Slim Harpo. etci. You jii>i

hear bass tones and the drums sound far

away: it really breathes a lot. By the si\

ties, it was so formulaic, every song was a

12 bar da-doomp, da d<Kimp. The kind ut

record we liked were before the amps gui

tiK» big."
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Balestri on the road to success with Jack
Hv KAHl BODNAKCHUK
and PA.MKLA -J ML'RPHY
i'olleirian Correspondents

Keniuae: The Ks.senee o( Jack
Hamptien Theater
.Mar«h I

rwiiit> >eais alter Jack Keit)uai.

t rittied the ".sea of eternity", he's been
brought back to life in the play Kithiku

Tht' Kssvmv of Jack. Wednesday night in

the Hampden Theater, the Beat Cafe
presented the one man improvisational

lazz play performed by veteran actor Vm
cent Bale.stri (aaompanied tm sjjxophone

by Jim Christopher*

Balestri entertained the audience lor

nearly three hours with his mixture ot

mirration ,uui playacting, Hi> li.uinlin^^

ly reali.stic pcirtrayal of Kerouac is the pn/

duct of years of obsessive study,

With frequent readings from KenuKu -

works and t!u u>e of Kerouac's only

published autobiography on a single

sheet of pajK'r Balestri was able to depict

the incidents and hardships of Jack's life

from his childhood to his death. Bale.stri

dealt with the trauma and impact of the

death of Kerouac's brother and father, his

lifelong iKiut with alcoholism, his .strug

gles as writer, his travels, his three wives

and his relationship with his daughter
Balestri feeds of!" of his audience and hi*.

enthusiasm makes the audience . > i \

receptive M one point, he had the au
dience call out page numbers, which he

u-»d to read from Kerouac's Mexico Cit\

lilui^ Ther \Mif .il.^o in.-lan:(~

throughout the play when Balestri step

ped out of his character to relate to and
directly address his audience. Near the

end of the performance, he sat on stage-,

fielding questions from the audience con

cerning lioth Kerouac and himself

Balestrr> infinite knoscledge of

Kerouac's history and prose are wh.it

makes the character so real His hunioi

and thoughtful analogies added light to

the manv tragic >tones he told.

Using a .simple and uncluttered >et.

R,ile>tri performed in plain striH»t clothes

,\t ease, confident and in control of hi>

subject. Balestri is a fascinating actor who
portrays the "Daddy of Beat" flawlessly

See Bruce say
no to nukes
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

For the s«?cond con8««utive .\ear. Physician.^- tor Social

Responsibility <PSR) c( Pioneer Valley in coiyunction with

the Iron Horse will produce a concert to benefit PSR
Physicians for S<Kial Responsibility, as I' S affiliate of

Internal 'onal Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear

War. was c. nt of the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize.

PSR'> pro. <>m the show will be u.sed in an ongo

ing local campaign to educate the public regarding th<

futility as well as the unacceptable costs and dangers oi

the arms race. P.SR's work has. among other things, been

responsible for uncovering links between nuclear arms
testing and increa.'H>d cancer rates

Recent steps by the US government to escalate the

arms race by taking it into space with the Strategii

Defetuie Initiative, tSDIi or "Star Wars. "" at inestimabl.

cost to the economy, has been a primary ftKUs of PSK
Pioneer Valley

***
Bruce Cockburn is an internationally renowned musi

cian and the recipient of 12 Juno Awards. Canada's top

award for popular music. Bruce is a master musician. Hei

demonstrates incredible facility in all styles of the Pop

R(X'k genre. The New York Times called his music
"

passionate and textually dazzling"

Cockburn is also one of the most politically active and
aware artists on the current scene The subjects of his

songs range from the troubles in the .Middle East i"If I

Had .A Rocket Launcher"* to American intervention in

Central .America, •"Nicaragua"*, .so it's not .«jurprising that

he's now lending his support to such a worthy and
politically progressive organisation as P.S.R.

Cockburn's new album. Bin Cmumstance on (iold Cas
tie Records, has already garnered impressive reviews from

the music press.

A $30 tax deductable donation to PSR will place one

name on the PSR guest list, including preferred seating

and a back stage reception af\er the show with the Bruce

Cockburn band. To be placed on the PSR guest list, call

(413* 533-7550. all calls will be returned. General admis-

sion tickets are available now at the Iron Horse Cafe. Call

(413> 584-0610 to charge general admission tickets by

phone

Some cheap thrills for tight budgets
Ituie .> lots ot cheap goings on at the colleges thi>

weekend, so if you're short on dough itchin' to get out of

your dorm, here's a quick guide

For starters, Mt. Holyoke's theater department will pre-

sent Noises Off', which was hailed as one of the best new
comedies w hen it opened on Broadway a few years back

It's at the Rooke [.^iboratory Theater, and the curtain goes

up at 8 tonight, tomorrow, and Sunday. Call for ticket info.

If you'iv into film, the colleges are also there to deliver

Holyoke s got .V .s/i<>/ in thf Dark tonight at 7 and 9 in

the Gamble Auditorium. Tomorrow they're showing Fin-

Easy Pieies at the same titne m the s.un*- pl.n . ('iijl for

admi.ssion

."Xmhel ^t. Iiie.in\s lule, Is showing Dial "\t" For Sturdir

tonight and tomorrow at Hand 10 in their Catnpu- Cent, i

Auditorium Call for admissiim.

H;»v< niee week»*nd'

PlM.<n hv <ir<>rKr IhibfMr <'<>unr<.> of lolnnd R«nrd»

READY FOR ACTION-Popular reggae combo Toots and the Maytals go way back, but they're
still delighting audiences everywhere. Go see'em live when they hit Pearl St. tonight (upstairs). The
show begins at 8 p.m. and will be followed down.stirs by a performance by local reggae band, New-
Horizon.

HOT ^^=^
.ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

JB's Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(across from Police Station)

253-7018

SOME PEOPLE
JUST CAN'T

GET ENOUGH
Dan: I'm one of those people.
You see this JB's Super Deluxe
Roast Beef Sandwich? Well, in

two bites you won't. My bud-
dies call me a JB's addict.

Sometimes I try to save them
a sandwich, fries or mozzarella
sticks, but I never can. Just
knowing it's sitting there in

the refrigerator drives me mad
and I eat It. Oh well! See Ya
Later—I'm on my way to JB's
for another few Super Deluxe
Roast Beef Sandwiches.

(If this Is you, take this ad to JB s for a free roast beef sandwich)

ONE EARTH TOUR
"Electrifying Drums!"
...a miracle of music"

...a global phenomenon"

i A

A A

Friday, March 3. 8 p.m.
F.A.C. Concert Hall

Students $9-$ 11
Gall 545-2511

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

WORLD&NATION
Senate begins
Tower debate
W.VSHINGTON Ai' i ,. >, it> Jurmal

deliatf on J(jhn Towers troubled nommaiion as defen-.-

-it*cretar> >e.^tt»^day as two additional Democrats joined

th»' tanks of thi- opposition and a key Republican insisted

iii.it confirmation i.h still "winnabie
"

At the White House, ^poke.sman Marhn Fit/watet con

ceded that despite two day^ of personal lobbyinu. Pre^i

dent Bush had "not yet" been able to persuade any

Democrats to line up in favor of confirmation.

Sen. Sam Nunn led olTthe lon^-awaited flcxir debate on

the nomination, and the Geornia Dem<icnit who chairs the

.•\imed Service.s Committee said he wa*. actmt; with a

M.'nse of -sorrow" in leading the oppoiiition to his former

colU-aiJUe in the Senate

Nunn .said that when the conunitiee mtjan its hearings

into Tower's nomination he expected that he would in

K'<N)d fajth support the nomine*- My mind wa.s changed

tn the facts presented to the commitliH-

.N'unn predicted wime "vigorous debat* ••» next

M'Ver.'' '
' ' '

'

with K
i ... J

-iipp«irt on behalf of the nomination

.\o Senate vote is t ! until n^ k

Tower has btH>n bar ...estion.» ..ing habits,

aliegaticms of womanizing and questions over pomible con

flicts of interest ^^temming from his work as a defense in

dustry consultant

The debate began as aides to Sens Alan Cranston of

California and Terry Sanford of North Carolina said both

men would vole against the nomination bringing the

luimber of Democrats in opposition to 38

Appearing on ABCs Good Morning America" several

hours earlier, Sen. John Warner. R \'a . said, i think it's

winnabie in the sense that we get the American public

involved in this."

"And as soon as this debate starts I'm confident that

they'll communicate with the members of the Senate. Ifs

important that we not have a soap opera or a civil war

in the Senate but a fair and factual debate." said Warner.

the ranking Republican on the Armed Services

AP piMitn

I)efi>nse Secretary-designate John Tower meets with the transition team during a Pentagon lun-

cheon yesterday. Seated at table, counterclockwise, from right are acting Air Force Secretar>' James
Mc(;«»vcrn. Deputy Defense S«'cretary D<mald Atw(M>d. Tower. Hhett Dawson. Navy Secretary William

Hall. Will lladley'and Paul Stevens.

Committee.
Cranston, the Senate Demwratic whip, said through an

aide that he would vote again.sl the nomination.

An aide to Sanford, Rafe Greenlee, said his boa* had

come to the same conclusion after "closely following the

hearings and reading the FBI report" on Towers
background check.

An Associated Press tally at midday yesterday showed

43 Democrats and Republican Larry Pressler of South

Dakota either solidly oppcwed or leaning in oppostUon. and

40 Republicans either s<»lidly or leaning in favor.

Fitzwater said bush still believes all all^ations against

Tower are unfounded
He praised the nominee's combatative appearance on

Wednesday at a question and answe session at the Na
tional Press Club

Amherst College Presents

HARVI GRIFFIN
Harpist Extraordinairel

SUNDAY, MARCH 5

8PM $5 Public
$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS AT EIGHT
in the Campus Center

Info: (413)542-5773

Coming:
Mark Cross
March 12

I

I

I

fllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUliUIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIilllllllllUilllllllillllllltllllllillllllllliltlMIHIIIIIHIH

This week in Umass Sports

Each Sunday 1 2 : 30- 1pm
Hosted by Marty Tlnell

on WHAI radio AM 1240 FM 98.3

This weelc's guest:
Wrap up ol UMass Basketball

with Coach John Calipari

and Umass Baseball Coach Mike Stone

i

J.Calipari M.Stone

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiHimiiNiiiiiiiii
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiii(E

fi>..

r
rp.^e.f\t

AlLIDIiriCNS
for

^ ^4y&ssL«^™w^2^^^^^

March 2 and 3, at 7:30 pm
in the Campus Center.

Wear hard-soled or tap shoes and dance clothes.

for more information, tail 256-0569

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT .*Jc|

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
READF.RS POLL

19 8 8
SECOND PUVCE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the 3est of the Valley Poll.

Even though we were only open for one

month when the poll was taken, we are

pleased we nnade such a great impression

in such a short time span.

TULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee/c»NO MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE ^
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RUBIE BOUGHTo^'^84,000 YARDS
TO SELL AT 40%™60% OFF AND MORE

,^ Here's Just A
Few Fabrics

Included

BECAUSE Of OUR AGREEMLNl
WITH SHAW WL CANT

•i)VERTISE THE f^RAN[> ^JAM^>

MHIGS
VALUES «10<'°To«40oo SQUARE

YARD

3500 ROLLS OF CARPET!

iThats what Ruble Bought

i

A.id a .nciudes alt the mosl

Lamed colors and tabc^s Shaw

NOW
YOU

AND WE dETTHE RESTIj
_^

PAY
^ SIZES FROM 9'x12' to 12'x28' J

sells tneOe.^ier what he_neecls $6tI16°

3PCLIVINGR00Mk^t^'

595S«288'«
MATTRESS AND
FOUNDATION
TWIN SIZE

1
FULL SIZE

«49"*59
VuST Bt BOUGHT ASWtCMID Sf tS

5 PC PINE
"

^.Tei- » »: DINETTEl^^^hm SETS

NEW SPRING FASHION ,,

PLUS SIZE
LADIES SPLIT SKIRT
Solidb* Stripes V3lU6 M5
Poly Rayon ^ ^^
Sizes 32-40 O^K
Machine Washable W %#
RELATED SEPARATES

Values N ^^ Jl
520to530S^ |ft|
F^OLY COTTON BLEND
Red 'Black 'White and Prints

All Mix & Match
Sizes 32-40 36-44

LADIES DANSKIN

SPRING SKIRT
ONE SIZE
FITS ALL I ^»3»S
FINAL CLEARANCE VALUE ^30-MO

WINTER SWEATERS$488

25% OFF
OUR PRICES

EVERY COMFORTER
SHAM & DUST RUFFLE

FOR EXAMPLE

'""COMFORTERs./f

Our Rpg

$2699
w
$202'

27" WIDE VINYL RUNNER y;nrp\;grc^f,r' 'Ati,. i

SPECIAL PURCHASE
ELEGANT JACQUARD

DRAPERIES
Seamist • Tearose • Lt Blue

48"x63" Value J19«.J22«

48"x72" N

48"x84" w
$1188 >

I PAIR

ii

'i'i

MATCHING Value N

96"x84" 5499^2
1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF I 95
WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10 6
933-5468

$32»
\ f

•

x:::^
ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10 6
623-3350

r^OUIF 1R4

GROTON
CONNECTICUT
MON SAT 10 9
SUNDAY 10 6

44') aSHI

89FT

E-Z FIT LINEN LITE

WINDOW SHADES

I

TRANSLUCENT
HEAVY GAUGE
WASHABLE

VINYL
FILTERS

OUT LIGHT

n

Cloud WhilP
or Amber
Color inside

White
Outside
TRIM AT
HOME

37V4"x6'

$050Value

5495 „
W ^M EACH

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5

500 7248

1 CANAL SI RLE

r

TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10 6
R0;V4343

1
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Britain rejects

Iran proposal
for discussion
LONDON i.M'i I'lif goviTunuia Utdav njiciiti an Ira

nian pro(N>s;il to disiuss the coulix)vt rsy over 'Tht* Siilanu-

Vt-rst's." saying' thfif i> n<jthint4 ti^ talk alniut until Iran

ri'nountv.s vioU-ncf.

News reports said a tt'levision iuw>inan was litiiif;

t^uardfd altor thrt-als from an an'invninu> caller who ac

cusi-d hini 111 insulljn^i Avatoliaii Huluillah Khomeini.

An Iranian newspaper calletl for a worldwide "day rf

(iisj.;iist" so Muselems can deni4in.strate their '"hatred

attains! the enemies of Islam."

An Arab writer who last year Notwl Prize for

liti'ialure urt;i*d Moslem iiuintrier- in inndiinn Khomeini's

death sentence aiiau'.^! authut Salman Rushdie but als4i

pmposed publish' The Sutunic Versi**s" l)e boycotted

TheS)Viet new - a^iiicy T >
'• <l Khomeini may

have had no choice umi4-r thi i biif tr> denounce

Kushdie

A sjMiki'sman ti>r Britain - ttuiiKii * 'Hui ~aui llun vmtc

telephon calls "at an oHlcial level" Wediu--d iv and a^ain

today pruposini; a imH>ttng in Ciieneva

The Foreii'n (MTicedid not identify its iiaoian contait

hut BBl' televi.sion said U underst«»od the contact w.i>

Mohammad Mehdi Akh«»tmd Zad»'h Basti. who until this

week was Iran'" top rankint; diplomat in Lond<m.

"We saw no merit to a meeting* at this stane." said the

Forei^jn Ofllce npfikesman. who demanded anonymity

"The first step mu-^t Ix* for Iran to renounce violence."

Khomeini s«>ntenced Kushdie to death Feb. 14 for his

novel, which some say in.Hults Islam Rui^hdie, a Briton

who was horn into a Moslem family in India, apologized

for distress the l>(M)k caused, but Khomeini rejected the

apology.

Iranian leaders have i^ered a $5.2 million bounty for

Kushdie. who since Feb. 14 has b(H>n in hiding and
reportedly under police guard
News reports said t'hannel Four newsman Peter Sissonn

was aliM) under guard after a man claiming to represent

a pro Iranian gioup. Guardians of the Islamic Kevolution,

threatened him
The anonymous caller teleph<med news agencies in Lon

don last wet>k claiming Siwwm insult(>d Khomeini in a

program Friday "Peter SlMom ofChannel Four will pay
the price of insulting the Imam Khomeini," the caller siiid

During the propgram. Sissons interviewed Basti and
asked, "Do you understand that we don't regard it as

civilized to kill people for their opinions'* Do you unders

tand that people in this country fought a world war to pr<v

tttt themselves and others from being murdered for their

beliefs?"

Soviets form
fourth group
to investigate

massacre
BYKOVNIA. U.S.S.R I APt- The S.viel Union has form

ed another commission to determine whether thousands
of bodies found in a mass grave outside this Ukrainian
village were killed by the Nazis or Josef Stalin's secret

police.

Three previous Soviet investigations have blamed Cier-

man forces who occupied the area from 1941-43. but elder-

ly residents of this village near Kiev recently broke 50
years of silence on the matter. They blamed their govern-

ment for the bodies-up to 300,00 by erne unofTicial estimate-

buried in the forest.

One witness, Petro Z. Kukovenko. 74. says he summon-
ed the courge to speak afler a Soviet commission reburied

the hemes and erected a memorial in May blaming the

Nazis for the killing.

"My father may be buried there." said Kukoivenkos
wife, Halyna. "My father was a collective farmer, and they

killed him for nothing," she sobbed.

Western historian estimate 20 million Soviets were kill-

ed under Stalin, particularly during the Great Purge of

the late 1930's.

But it was only in 1987 the Soviet government, as part

ofthe reforms in.stituted under President Mikhail S. Gor
bachev, began to admit that Stalin was responsible for

even thousands of deaths.

Mikola G. Lysenko, a retired economist, is cru.sading to

end what he considers a conspiracy of lies. In December,
he succeeded in forcing the government to form a fourth

commis.sion to find the murderers.
Lysenko said that .50 villagers say the bodies were kill-

ed before the German occupation.

All four commissions have involved officials with con-

nections to the .secret police, Ly.senko .said.

Kukovenko lived through that terrible time from 19.36

to 1941, when canvas-covered trucks hauled their

my.sterious cargo to the green fenced compound in the Dar
nitsia Forest. F]xcavation has lound the remains of

thousands of Soviets in the pits.

Government estimates range from 6,000 to 68,000
bodies, but Ly.senko estimates 200,000 to .300,000.
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men's hoop

continued from page 20

But Smith isn't concerning himself
with rankings.

*i was reading the paper the other
day," Smith said, "and they were talk-

ing about teams' chances in the tourna-

ment. They basically said we had none.

But I'm not going to think of it as play-

ing Temple or even Oklahoma. We're
just going to take on the players who are

out there against us."

Tomorrow, Smith and his teammates
will face a team that has gone 4-20 in

its playoff history.

The Minutemen have been led this

year by freshman forward Jim McCoy,
who averages 19 3 points per game. But
two nights ago, the Pittsburgh native

had an uncharacteristically ordinary

night, scoring just 13.

"I think you'll see a different Jim
McCoy in the tournament." Calipari

said. "He's going to want to show the
people in Philly that he can play"

One UMass player who already did

that is sophomore guard rafer Giles,

who scored 25 Wednesday night. Giles

has averaged 18 pppg in his last three

games.
His backcourt partner, freshman An

ton Brown, averages 12.9 ppg.
John Tate and John Milum join

McCoy in the frontcourt.

The Hawks are led by senior guard
Brian Leahy, who averages 16.4 points

per game and Smith, who averages 13.8.

Smith led St. Joe's with 19 points in

a losing effort when these teams first

met Feb. 13 in Amherst.
Tate had 17 points in that game, as

the Minutemen fought olTa second-half

Hawk comeback for a 72-68 win.

So this will be the rubber game bet

ween UMass and St Joe's.

Both teams will be trying to prolong

their seasons. And the Minutemen will

be trying to make this stay here longer

than the last one.

The UMasM men's hoop team tuke«i on St. Joe's tomorrow in first-round

.A-IO tourney artion.

Featuring: Imported Beers at Domestic Pricing:

Starting NOW! Until??

Foster's 12 OZ. Bottles $14.95 case >dep.

Beck's Light or Dark
12 OZ. Bottles $14.99 caM dep

MoOSGhGdd 12 OZ. Bottles $12.99 case -i-dep.

,| We have all your Favorite Domestics
' Example: BUSCH 12-Pack cans $5.40 < dep.

KEG BEER ALWAYS IN STOCIC
WE DELIVER 253-5441

OFF CAMPUS

2 liter Watney's Light

(5 oz. less than a 6-pack) was $4.49

Now $2.99 ea.

Case of 6 bottles $12.70 s dep.

While they last!

Super Liquor Buys:

Captain Morgan Spiced Rum" $6.99 750 ml

Smirnoff Vodka 80» $6.99 750 ml.

Absolute Vodka 80" $10.99 750 ml.

Peach Schnapps $3-99 750 ml.

Russell's Has Your Favorite Wines & Coolers

Glen-Ellen White Zinfandels 3 bots. $10.00

Sun Country wine coolers $299 2 Liter bot.

MANY, MANY MORE - AND ALL COLD!!

Quantity discounts always available

Richards
zonnnueC from page 20

With one of the biggest wins in school

history under its belt, UMass breezes past

Penn State, 92-83, and into the conference

final against Temple.
McCoy pours in 32 points and fellow

freshman guard Anton Brown nets 24, as

the Minutemen stun John Chaney's Owls
with a 89-68 victory. The University of

Massachusetts is headed to its first NCAA
men's basketball tournament in 27 years.

Says Chaney afler the game: "If they play

like that, they can play with anyone."

and bigger . .

Instantly, UMass is the subject of much
attention — all bad. As Brent Musburger
points to the East region pairings on that

huge, wonderful chart of his, he says, "And
Georgetown, the top seed in the East, has

the luxury of playing Massachusetts in its

first game." Billy Packer chuckles.

What Packer, the Hoyas and the rest of

the country don't realize is that the Basket-

ball God is keeping an eye out for the

Minutemen. John Milum, playing as if he
has sold his soul to the devil, scores 28
points and pulls down 21 rebounds. Brown
makes a tournament-record 19 steals.

Georgetown is still Georgetown, though,

and leads. 67-66, with time running out.

The inbounds pass goes to little used

center Ben Grodski. who is playing only

because Milum and John Tate have fouled

out. Hoya Jaren Jackson inexplicably fouls

Grodski. who heads to the line with one se-

cond left. The Big Guy's first shot rattles

i»fr the front of the rim, takes a crazy

bounce, rolls around, around, around and
down (jnjdski then cooly hits the second,

-H-nding John Thompson to the showers and
th« Pi«i» Wiiifv into a delirious frenzy

. . . and bigger . . .

The Minutemen are now regulars on

ESPN and become overnight heroes. Says

Chris Berman: "Jimmy 'Bones' McCoy
scored 26 as Cinderella UMass beat Iowa,

89-82." In the next round, Dick Vitale

declares, "UMass gets another big game
out of Big John Tate. He's on my all-Ugly

Duckling team. Started out slow, but now
he is a PTP all the way. baby." UMass
beats N.C. State. 101 84.

Syracuse in the regional final? No pro-

blem. George Hardin comes off the bench
to score 27, including the game-winner
with :10 to play. Minutemen dump
Orangemen, 87-85.

The national media flock to Amherst
wanting to know more about this team and*

its school. They ask about Duane and Bee-

tle, they ask about race riots, they ask
about bricks falling off the library, but
mostly they ask about basketball — UMass
basketball.

. . until it cannot be stopped.

UMass is thrown into a frenzy. Channel
22 decides to originate its newscasts for

Final Four week from the Cage. Dave
Madsen is here. Beth Carroll. Yes, even Sy
Becker. Amherst youth are turning in their

skateboards for basketballs. Classes are

cancelled for the whole week

Brent Musburger: "We are LIVE from
Seattle where the UMass Minutemen will

play Stacey King, Mookie Blaylock and
Oklahoma for the NCAA title By rights,

the Sooners should be a 35-to-40-point

favorite, but who can pick against the

.Minutemen. the darlings of the basketball,

indeed, the entire .sports world."

// am Id happen Couldn't it'

All ittws
IN Slow ir\

VUI IMII
WAINn ItK AY

J E W E L E R_J
The dumund peiiple*

STUDENTS TAKE
ADDITIONAL

Ml IIIMS
IN MOW ON
S\U LNIH
MARtn );

,

-I QOA OfF ALL SALE
PRICED JEWELRY

3cr

With any valid student ID

INSTANT (RtDII WMIABU
Mdmpshirr Mall. hddlr>

MON-SAT: 10-<>:J0: SLN: 12-5

ZE S£ ZK i

Snakeskin capped heel

sandal by Jasmin

-

in two exciting

color combinations.

north pleasant street, amherst 253-2563 doily 10-6 Sunday 1 2-5

porfcing in rear - open Iridoy eves

SALE • SALE

SPRING BREAK
SALE

10%-60% OFF
SATURDAY
CLOTHES

197 N.PLEASANT ST
Dovvtown Amherst
OPEN 7 DAYS

BUDGET

WAVEL CENTER

f»mio

COUNCIL TRAVEL

413-256-1261
AMHtntr

n So. PiaiMnt SI.

Amn«r«t, i»k Oton
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s readin% writin'

rithmatic driving

era

/

^89
When U breal^ break with style?

do it with Vandy and Mil^e!

Utah $450 Bermuda $439
Killington $259 Barbados $525

New lodging now available

UMASS SKI CLUB
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

Well. I guess this explains the abdominal pains

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
HOBBES. I WO ir.' r at^

lVC*i^ Boi(tS or CEREAL
TO GET Ki. nt PRoar Of
(VRJCWASE SEAIS I NEED'

NOW I ON
ORDER \^i BEANIE

OM, Bii ' I CANT I'

WA(T TD GET W ' ->

lU W. 80 COOL

T r . :>V;

n^^\^^-

mEH.'

WR BCAWIE WIUL

BE TMC TALK OF

TVE J^ST WOME

,'1

IX^^
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

OH no! THE^
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"Historians are like deaf peo-
ple who go on answering

questions that phd one has ask-

ed them."
-- Leo Tolstoy

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe
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TODAY' S HOROSCOPE

By JEANE DIXON

ARIES 'March 21 April X9^

Frifndship may turn to love New
career oppcirtunitieH ariM- You
disc-over <anmethinK about a relation

~liip that make<i you appreciate it

ev<'n more Travi-I proves hiKhly

product ivi' You make valuable ne*
contacis

TAL'RUS "April 20 M»\
2Ui:Spike an annoyinK individual'^

Kuns by ignorinK him You will

h.ive to make the next m«>ve if you

w.mt to KPt a relationship rollini;

a^ain Family ties become even

stronger in times fif crisis

GEMINI <May 21 June 2<)(: You
may receive more mail than you

know what to do » ith You will feel

as if you have the key to the

universe after talking to a family

member at a distance

CANCER I June 21 July 22'

lli'lpin^ a partner fi-*-! more self

-iitfuienl will improve your rela

tionship Romance is happier and

more exciting Your work hours

in"ow. but so does your job satisfac

tion Focus on long range goals

LEO I July 23 Aug 22' Clean off

your desk, return phone calls and

pay bills You feel as if a giant load

has lx>«-n lifted from your shoulders

l)o whatever you can to reduce of

lice tensions. Follow up on impor

tant leads.

VIRGO Aug 23 Sept 22t: Get

rid of worn out ideas and negative

companions. You are in a marvelous

position to advance your family

goals Resolve a financial dispute

before someone takes legal action

Show a willingness to compromise

UBRA'Sept 23 (Vt 22> (H>t all

the facts straight before making a

decision that involven money or

time Your creative efforts will be

n-warded in w ays you never dream

ed poHxible Partner wantH ti> help

SCORPIO 'Oct 23 Nov 21 »: Car
ing and sharing will bring you new
nptioas Your ambitions are firt-d by

great creative ideas (jive fre»- reign

to your imagination Ki-ep your

work timetable in mind Tune out

distractions

SAGITTARILS N.v
22 Dec.21 1; You are in a generous,

helpful mood Considerate gestures

endear you to family and business

aitsociates alike No daydreaming

on the job. though It is time to get

down to brass tark.-

CAPRICORN'IHc 22J»n 1»K

I)o what you can to help a friend

become selfsufTicient Focus on

long-term goals Financial security

IS the key to less strain and strug

gle Today's •Mut- iii^<- vou a

brilliant idea

AQUARIUS .J.in 20 Feb is.

Taking a serious new step puts you

ahead of the crowd Avoid romantic

games Partner plays a vital role in

your happiness now Wear your

heart on your sleevt-

PISCESiFeb 19 March 20. V-mi

intuition is on target where finances

are concerned, hut it could put you

on the wrong track when it comes

to romance Recycle old projects for

new profits Cut daily expenses.

MENU
LUNCH

Clam roll

B.L.T. sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Cheese sandwich

Clam roll

DINNER

Spagetti & meatballs

Baked haddock

BASICS DINNER
Baked haddock
Hl-pro spagetti & tofu bolls
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Ambrose
•xnrjtum ,?t»m page 20

Kt)ofing off or sleeping; at home. Ambrost- and her team

mates were working,' hard on campus and also develop

mg the camaraderie that is the earmark ol'this team. She

says. "Interses.sion turned out to be a lot of tun It was

a lot of hard work I'sually the mornin^js were our hardest

workouts and we would lift and do some distance work

in the afterniRins It paid off so much We were working;

so hard every week and we were working through meets

She kept on telling us. it will pay off in February and

March," and it did.

It was a chanci- to get to knii%\ e\ eryone that you knew

the face to. but not the name At first, it was a little hard

breaking the ice But the track team is sti friendly, so sup

pt»rtive They are just the nicest group of girls I've ever

know n. It's so great to go to a meet, and they re cheering

vou on and they always have a nice word to say
"

The weird that fust comes to mmd when t.ilking abmit

1.1 1 .\nn Ambrt^e is competitive. LaFreniere, who coached

Ambrose for three years at Gardner High before being

reunited, says, "She is very competitive and she does not

like to have anyone in front of her She's not afraid of the

competition
'

In fact, .\mi)H)se called her matchup against Brown

I'niversitys Tern Smith (a 53-second quartermiler who
was invited to the Olympic trials) "a privilege. I was so

txcited because I tlnally had somebtids who would push

me and make me go ' According to LaFreniere, it was Lee

.\nns best race, and according to herseU, it was her

iavorite race of the year

"In the race. I stayed behind [Smith] and 1 kept up with

her, but m the la.st ilK) yards, shejust t«Hik off " That race

seems to capture .Xinhrose's spirit and enthusiasm for

track

She ji)ke>. It i »\.i.-r. i running. Id he sleeping m the

atternoon, watching soaps, and getting fat. It's ju.st a great

way to stay in shape. I'm really cttmpetitive and I lUst love

to compete Running jusi make< college that much more

fun "

PARAMOUNT
Pertomiing Arts Center
I'l^^l nil "»ifrrl. Spnnefi* I. "•'
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Ambrose fell in love with L'Mass when she visited dur-

ing her senior year and she hasn't regretted it once. 'Julie

was a big factor in coming here. She just said. 'I think

you should run here.' So I came up here for a visit and

I just loved it I already knew the coach, I knew what was

expected of me a> .t runner, .ind I liked the team when
I came up here.

"

When the questions start turning back to track and

more specifically to her specialty - the 400 meters. Am
brose's light and happy nicnid turned a hit more serious

"I honestly think I've never bten in l)etler shape than

I'm in right now Im running 56 quarters now and I know
I have It in me to do a 54 I just know inside. I can do it.

A lot of running is mental; if vnu think can then \ou will

be able to."

Lee changes back to a more relaxed iiumkI She laughs,

'My goal IS to break 54 .»nd not get moved to the half-

mile. I figure if I run fa.st enough in the quarter, then Julie

won't move me there

When asked abtmt what keeps her going m the 400. one

can just .see the sudden change of tone in her voice and
at.s«i m the intensity of her eyes She says, "I u.sed to hate

it. I used to love the 200. But now I just love the quarter

and I really want to work on it to get my times down.

•It's because I haven't hit that wall" vet. that certain

point m a race when you can t do any kn-tter and there's

no way you can lower your time anymore. I just feel that

in the quarter, 1 haven't hit that wall yet and I'm just

waiting to. Its going to take some time, take s»»me more

practice, take a lot of work, but I know I'm going to be

able to break it someday I think that's why I like it so

much iH'cause every meet, I've been getting a little bet

ler and a little better. Inside I just know I haven I hit that

wall vet."

f

!
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Hi! rm Scott Webber

your AT&T student Campus

I
Manager here at UMass.

t / would like to tell you how
AT&T can help answer any

I
of your long distance ques-
tions. The best time to

reach me is between
1:00pm and 3:00pm, but

I you can call anytime

I
546-4741
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Prevtew ol items

on auction on Frtdory

NO MINIMUM BID!
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men 's gymnastics

continued from page 20

"This meet will go down as the most im-

portant meet of the season at this point in

the Reason," Johnson said.

Both teams have lost to Navy. But

UMass is ranked No. 3 in the Eastern

region as well as No. 17 in the nation while

Syracuse is the No. 6 team in the East and
26th in the country. Add to that the home
gym advantage for UMass and the

Minutemen should be labeled as the

favorite in tomorrow's meet.

But the favorite does not always win. The
last thing the Minutemen need right now
is an upset by Syracuse. A loss would vir

tually erase any hopes the Minutemen
have of winning the league championship.

UMass is not taking Syracuse lightly

Business has to be taken care of.

"I think we can win the EIGL Champion-
ship." Johnson said. "1 think we have to

pull the whole team together after the

Syracuse meet We'll have to look at where

we are and pull the team together to do it

But right now, we're focusing on the

Syracuse meet We're not looking ahead

Syracuse is the next goal"

The Minutemen should have no problem

focusing on this meet, not after what hap-

pened last year up in New York The
Orangemen beat UMass by le.ss than a

point last year The Minutemen actually

\^^\ .i-nfii' !?i'<> ih»' Vi'>r!,-'<>!<t;i! h\r which was

the last event of the afternoon. So the

revenge factor should also come into play.

The Orangemen have been led by Craig

Scholnick who is averaging 52.7 in the all-

around competition and are coming oft" a

loss last weekend to Navy. The Minutemen
on the other hand have beaten their last

five opponents, their last loss being almost

a month ago.

During that streak though, the

Minutemen were never really at full

strength. Injuries to Jay Ronayne and John

Eggers left the team a little shorthanded

but tomorrow both of them will be back.

UMass racked up its highest score of the

year last week as they combined for a

265.1. less than three points oft" the school

record of 267 75.

But that was without Eggers. who had

to sit out the still ring and horizontal bar

competition because of a sore that opened

up on his arm. Eggers is one of UMass' top

performers in each of those events.

"He's all set," Johnson said. "He swung
yesterday and he looked real good."

Eggers confirmed that.

"It's feeling good, " Eggers said. It =

healed. I did seU yesterday (Wednesday) on

rings for the first time in a week and a

half."

It will probably feel even better tnr Kg

gers and the rest of the Minutemen U they

b«'at Svracuse tomorrow

women's hoop

connnued from page 20

Of course, Grentz has never been known
around the league for her congeniality,

and didn't make much of an effort to win

over any friends this year either.

Still, UMass can look to the fact that

it played a national power to a 33-all

draw in the second half.

"What we ran out there, if we ran it

right for two halves, we would have

been in the ballgame," Hewelt said.

UMass could also say this game was

a lot less embarassing than the teams'

first encounter in January, a 96-57

humiliation on Rutgers' part.

"The lK)ttom line is that we can look

at it as a moral victory, because we cut

into the point spread," Hewelt said

But if point spreads were the only fac

tor. a lot of teams would be much bet-

ter than they are. The scoreboard still

remains the one that tells the tale. And
last night, for the I2th straight game,

Rutgers was on the heavy side.

L'Mass will now face St Joseph's

tomorrow in the final regular sea-«nn

game<2 p m at the Cage', and then vmU

h<»t St. Bonaventure Monday night m
the first round of the Atlantic

tournament
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women 's gymnastics
continued from page 20

regional meet dimmed a bit.

UMass huddled, and re-emerged last

Saturday against Springfield, breaking the

all time school scoring record in front of a

large home crowd. "We just turned it on,"

said coach Alfie Mitchell, "we were great.

"We could still improve, but I honestly

believe were at the right point of the

season to do what we have to do. It could

have come a little sooner, but better late

than never."

The Minutewomen are currently the 10th

ranked team in the Northeast region, ac

cording to the National Association of Col-

legiate Gymnastics Coaches for Women.
UMass needs to leap up to at least the

seventh slot — currently reserved for Nor-

theastern University — to qualify for the

regional meet.

Rutgers comes to town as the 15th rank

ed team in the Northeast.

The Minutewomen have been boosted of

late by the resurgence of allarounder

Erika Baxter, and the efforts of freshman

Debbie Schultz on the uneven bars. Bax

ter is on track to qualify individually for

the Regional meet, while Schultz has

gradually fought to make a name for

herself amidst the crowded crop of high

scoring freshmen.

She could go even higher." said Mitchell

• Schultz. who registered a 9 1 "n har-^

I .gainst Springfield

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVtTKS fOMNCNT NfVNMiTEBtt

SSTiSmV NIQHT VRXO 313 Harow
MM Maud* In iroM Loung* tH NMman
Cams' All oalCBiw FR€E

and HwppwQ urn* SmoM* and

LEAMK TO JUOQLE! Wa can watf you 10

(uggM ««Mn < 1 how' Juggi«g Club maau
today. »« m CC i«S

noMTiNQ ran thosc who cannot
FinO out ho* you ca" ''eip An.mal Rignt*

CeaM«n maaing Mat b 'pm ARC Room
SUB

AHPlTIOW NUWilMd tTUOPmcoma
to an Mtormal diacuasM>n on Womona
Maalth <sau«s MafCti 3 tpm 4pm CCa03

QUAVSON HOUK COUNCIL « on tha

mova< aop by ou ragulaf onaakty maftwy
Sundays ^30pni Mam Lounga Jom tna

Acton

ATTENTION UMASS PACANS,'«nlchoa.
ale Waakly maaiino Sunday 7pni CCtM
UMaaa Pagwi Mudanu wg mio'^ Can
Cady Man 0« A«y«i t«59 3'b5

THE UNIVERSITY FLAYERS wd hoM audi^

tions lor That s Entetamnianl' A Musical

Eitravaoanra tonight al f SOpm m CO
Room 101

BOARD OF GOVERNORS Elactions taking

piaca Match M Nomination Papars
availabia 8I 7 Campus Canter . Ou* March
9 Join us m wo'kmg toward a baltar union

A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE on Foriegn

Policy Tonight Campus Canter room
number hstad lor Maranatha Mirustrias

Meeting starts m 7 30pm Relrashmants

PEOPLE TO PLAY strategy oamaa/am*
and allws Call Kevin 584 7376

ANNOUNCING THE FINANCE AND IN-

VESTMENT CLUB'S inaugural gathering o)

1969 featuring alactions and social events

planning New members graciously

welcomed Thursday 6 30-7 30pm SOM lob-

by Don't let It be another e>lracurncularle»

lamaslar.

i^wmwM tor Auguai and f«caa«« AuQuM
lent ttae For mof* daiaM cai a8»-3HS
Sign upaaity

JOWWIMCBW Hagwoa^dg
tftma. im* « n* iaai Btimt awl

•ogaM*' Ha»« Km 4 dont 1

cate (I MmucA
mucAi-Jan

anoa you vonl dnnk toe

FOR SALE

SHARP PC MOO wah modam manuala
cofl^Mtaly ponaWa pertoct condrtwn $400
323-7147

ANSWER MACNMC EX CONDITION »40

W«d Son, 5 TV Call 546 S354

81 SWMSUIT VIDEO tM and Sony
Walkman Ki 546^6364

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES Amherst

tm> yMT old income property posKive cash

Mow lyoa* ramal mcome i8 000/y) Inre

rent Irea and make spending monay loo'

CaH Dale 753^9949

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE m
tetmediala course Tuesday/Thuraday
79pm 3l2t-il4 (lis 546^76

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL ItBt MTERNSMPS WITH THE
Legal Services Cenwr Oat hands on ei

SCOTT SOLOMON
Ma|«>y bvviday kom you oW drniei compo
isona bui piaaaM fiends Paychadtopar
ty wan you Karan joaaphwa and Mic»»al

0*VtH«F-lc«n1kaap«««sac>« Ihave

to IM avafyona know thai lodav IS youf last

baviday « UMaaa »MHiy 2ind Ha«a a

good one* Lo«a Caroia

DRUPEE WmTM TRACK-l sea you a«

over c«np«A and I d kke 10 maal you ie«
ai Wuicsator-cowa by and aay M -0«*»an

HAP#Y IntNOAV JOHMOM MOUSE
To Ruaani*8ii*.Jtfn X Kim. Dave and

I B-Oay* From Satan and the

HEY MARROWONt MATT you can 1

even gat a paraortal on you OatMay due to

mad«aa*a OU Omnar and drama Hap-

py Smhday Eiyaa

PETER K I hope w* can work tmngs o«M'

Vou ina«> ao mucti to ma W« your heart

nma back to nana^ CVK

••TUTOR***
COINS ECE MATH

•BY EXPERCNCCO GRAO 2a«4l2l*

AUTO REPAMS very rea

•me Work your ptaiW 1

I tor Mar* mi »«e7

2 RNOTRIP TCKS LOGAN/MIAMI LMVM
3/1 7 return >25 »300 00 each 6*5 7S36 or

e«S-4257

APPLE lie COMPUTER, .magewnter par

sonal modem i?00 monitor «tra drive

joystcii mouse, software S6S0 CaH John

2Sfr^M93 maaiaga

TWIN MATTRESS W/BOX SPRING, some
beOOing »e'» good condition $1?5 or 8^0

CaH S49 404 7 days eves til 9

GWTAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC wN:aae

S200 Can 253-7387

OLD OMEGA 81 Eiceient condition 93.000

miles Call 756-8369

altomays and ckania Earn up to t»

Undargraduato cradNa No a«pananca «i

•la legal pioliMion iiataaaary triiwng pro

vidad An mtomialion session wiM be haM
on March 6 Irom 3 30^4 30 m room 917

Campus Cantor (S4S-t9W)

LOST

KOJJE MACNAMARA- Happ> ?ist Baby'

Florida took out' Love Jam

HEY LUMaeUACKI Evwi it youj«Mr
worrtan s cWthin^
From Too Long
woman s ctothmg you ' o» Happy birthday'

Too Long Thoreau

PMK MONOPOLY WATCH lost Feb 23 m
Banteti Alk) i> luond piaasa caR Maura at

256^)263

I LOST MY BLUE PAOAGONIA AT ?t

Brandywma Wali^day Kkghl 11 has my keys

in the pocket and 1 need them Any mto

please call S49-98K No guastwna asued

Ask tor IMo

THE CHILD OP LOVE"' Two motd i

unM we N be taamg Rammgaai Oat paych-

ad'" Aimar

MPF — Th«u>s lor a gra« waekarKi t had

an awesome lime as <ar as you know

JIZ2Yt (AlOl THE COACH) Happy 21St

iov« Caryn 8 Jarv

CHRISnNE. 4mi baw» a wIMa smce your

name has been in prtoi 8* hn» yew 9"
beaner 1 tove you - DC

FOUND

FOUND A PAIR Of HEAVY RED MITTENS
WITH RED FURRY LINING atmul two

weeks ago and iust kept forgetting to put

in a classified about it n yours iust call

549 8656 and ask lor M or leave a

LOST EYEGLASSES in black case on

2 28 69 If found please cisi Remta
546-4219

GREY SUIT JACKET AT CHANGES Nighl

of Ski Club Party 2/l9«9 If found can M162
or 6-6971 Reward'

A BROWN LEATHER JACKET with waNal

and all of my ID s m ii Mo questions

ed Just please return wa«el ID s are hard

to recover Bill Chandler 21 7 Wahsington

546 8943

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your fnends and parents

inlormed about what is going on at UMass
We can send il almost anywhere For more
information come down 10 Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545 3500

AUDIO

MARANTZ SPEAKERS 60 watts 6 mos old

150 or K) Cal for more info 546-6524 Leave

message

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen al Lamb-
da Chi Alpha call Sean al 253-903?

CAL BEGS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO MY DEAR FRIEND
Carolyn Begley^' Roses are red violets are

blue I am Bueno and so are you Have a

great brunch with Tom Joe and Ruth

Justine! Love, Belh.

CHILD CARE

FAMILY DAY OPENINGS: Warm happy
environment 665-4501

FELICE INDINOOU

ENTERTAINMENT

LOST STERLING ID BRACELET
Reward 586 2573 Please call

$25

HIRE ONE EYED JAKE A great ftxk

and Roll band call sieve 546-5106 Tom
253-7517

GOLD METAL RIMMED EYEGLASSES n

black case Lost on 2/25 Ptoase call

546 9485

CATHI Kelly or is 4 SYBIL

TOPPER: Usttto my undarganwanta aa part

of your decor'' I should have taken your

keys, nol just hidden them

SCOTT SOLOMON - Vou can I pick on me
because now we re the same age Happy
birthday and 5 and 1 Lava Swanie

SCOTT SOLOMON- RELAX! Act yaur aoe

nol your N>l - Mappv 21 si Love Jen. JuM
Sutanna. aiKl Stef

SPITFIRE- Lets have a great weekend m
Montreal and make the work pay off

SUZANNE NAFTALIN- Al the end of the

day you re another year older you re 21

Happy Birthday' Love Juia Stef and Jen

IP VOUSK RHOMOA KAVW, HAM her

todtana«aaibar bacauaa Sahwday she

s

21 ««d aha s buying' Happy brttday Rhon
da' Tracy

(SASNAI EapMoia » 21'" Don t

towiariharaN«mb«iftoay ihopo

you have a lamlic day** Love Inah

JONN. I ItfVER on gel to sand you a

Vtfaniine s d<^ personaliao 4 s aMM latol

iMvayou honay* Lona atoiaya. and ateays

Love WP
DENISE CARMM- Sundays •!• big day
Happy 2 111 birthday Love Tm

TRACY COVNK: CongraMMions to my
davdi Gal paychad lor an amazmg someaiar

m Alpha Chi' Ga« ready lor Rhode Wand'
Love ya Your Angel

HBLPt I need psych 365 notes' CaH wandy
asap 6 6182

SUZANNE NAFTALM Happy 21 SI B«thday

fntfy wo re legal Lnre if up and have a

graal bidtiday k>ve Ga4e

YO YD YO Girlie Pop' Hmw 2^V" ' love

you very much

SENKMS* The Sen«r Campaign a comma
Get ready for our up and coming kck-oB

bash lor loolprints ol '89"'

PROPESSMNAL EOITMIO- Term paper*
Theses OManabons 1467 3753 altor

7pm

WOSORMMttOatTfWtTJOBItov
reaMMa. ptoMaMooM. panorialuad sanaca
<UMHOiwiitto»iM Vidao image ProducMna
(4l3(f

BOA PRnSBCNT ANO TRUSTES
LfCnONS

• SGA PRESIDENT ANO TRUSTEE *

dsMWs" Coma sea what the
• campdaiaa have to say* Ttiur* March*
*9inCC 101 al 7 OOpm Alao broadcaal'
• on 91 t WMUA" Sponsored by SOA *

Governmental Affairs

SPRING BREAK- DAVTONA

IT'S NOT TOO LATE 10 reserve your spot

alihaCaaiawayBaachBeaon 7nighison^

ly 1139 wAranaporUtion S219 CaH Mark

54»2e7l

• Hay babe- We re stylm • Last

weekend waa graal. bui this waakend was
thaba«'Na««r44ai Sal niwiacu» the

backrubs and They re doing it agavi'

Love Your dumb. diUy drunk blonde

SWING DANCE/JITTER BUG CLASSES

JUST 67 EACH OR 63S FOR ALL FOUR.
f*o partner nacaaaary' Classes meet from

4 8pm Sunday. March 5 thru Sunday.

Mwch 26 at East Street Dance Studew m
Hadtoy -Just off Rt 9 between Amherst and
Northampton Instructors Lars MarshaM

and Jamne Warner For more into. Call

546-9309 No pre registration necessary

iJ. nol your N>» - ««*> ?'« "-ove Jen Juke ROB SKELTON: Trustee'

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TK)f«S' EXCELLENT FUNDRAISINC OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUART 548-7612
LEAVE A MESSAGE.

GET OUTTA HERE

ROBERTA It s been a blast (hardly)' f^aP

py 28th' Shots and yahl/ee al the TOC next

semester'' OOPS not us' Good luck

You're an FB' Love Pat and Scott

>«LP!!!

IN NEED OF EXPERIENCED Tutor m C
Prog/Turbo C Please call ASAP/$$$$paid

323-7801

HELP WANTED

FOREIGN AREA SPECIALISTS!! Several

multinational corporations currently seek

ing foreign graduate students/researchers

as associate advisors/researchers on scien

lific economic and political developments

in their home countries To be conside.ird.

send cover letter/resume to international In-

vestment Analysis Group 40 Wall SIree.

Suite 2124 New York NY 10005

BOARD OF GOVERNORS is hiring the

following coordinator positions 2 assistant

office 1 public relations 1 finance l special

projects Applications available 817 Cam
pus Center

HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY! Here's to pop
corn, late nigfit giggles, crushes, and roxy

music.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lOcKeys. lights and large screen video

dances 256-6526

THIS PAST SUMMER 350 College

Students loo* a H/lanagemenl position gain-

ing exceptional business sKiHs Ayw^
sumnier earnings $10,740 1 .800-922-55«

MIKE'S WESTViEW HIRING - $6/hour

Cleaning person to work mornings 2-3

hours per day. 4 days per week Call Tom-

253-9202

MUSICIANS

MUSICIANS INTERESTED m doing

something different 546 6665 (Bnani

NEED CASH!

GET SOME SPRmC Bf^AK money before

Its too late" Sell rne your baseball cards

Call Todd anytime 549-6361

NEED EXTRA CASH

WE ARE LOOKING FOR MOTIVATED m
dividuals to fill the position of Campus Sates

Representitive Earn hourly wage plus conv

mission 549-2871

LET US PREPARE YOUR 1988 TAX
RETURN today you II nave your refund .i

a month Computerised returns prcies-

sionally prepared for only $10, 5492871

PERSONALS

• CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEWEST PLEDGES OF
ALPHA CHI OMEGA:

• Kalhy. Juhe, Julie, Christine, Tracey,

•Kim Laura. Debbie Kim Ellen, Laura,'

•Jill, Amy. Erin Holly. Jordan, Courtney,'
• and Andrea We love you all and are

'

• so lucky to have you Slay tuned tor

an incredible semester ,
, , , ^

MAPPYBIRTHDAY LARA OMVfHYSHYN
(Whew!!) Your sisters love you very

much. Oh, and don t lorget to return the

letophone meaaages you got from Ethel,

Amy. Nellie, and the rest of the girls.

CELEBRATE BILL DAIMMSB^M 1

6

Fri

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO M—Thighs squat

Mich old lady' Watch out fo' Nutting Ave

Madness

WATCH OUT THE DOG IS LEGAL! Hap

py 21 St Sarah-have some parm with that Hy-

ing crust don t boifier wifh the doggas' Lets

continue to bash al Nutting

ETHAN sometimes it feels like Ihe

weekends will never gel here But we made
it through another week it's Friday' I love

you- Sue

TO THE UMASS GUY WHO WAS m Polisci

at Amherst I wish you hadn t dropped, I was

really looking forward to getting to know

you Please respond if you would still like

to Tfie Smilhie

KATE S TURNING 20 on Sunday
Everyone call up and wish her a Happy Bir

thday' 6-4811 Jen

CONGRATULATIONS TO TRI-SIGMAS
new pledges Mina, Laura Julie Lisa

Anorea April and Alisa Gel psyched for an

awesome semester'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHANA, How about a

game of Thumper' 2nd floor Pierpont can't

wail to see your ne»t sign' HAPPY 20th

Love 2nd floor Pierpont and PAT

SHANA SALKOWITZ. Have an awesome
time on your birthday' We'll pound Ions

love. Kathy and Beth

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house

please call Dense 256-0998 4pm or later

RHONDA KAVER

RHONDA KAVER Happy 2 1 St b-day Have
fun Saturday night' Love Amy Sarah A
Lynne

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE WANTED FOR BRANDYWINE
apt 180 mo includes Heat 256 8399 Beth

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2>26 Buy
you a beer' Call 549-1660 George

NEW HOME no smoking on bus line $325
mc 253 7948

LOOKING FOR A RESPONSIBLE NON-
SMOKER to share 2bdrfT^ apt $150
negotiable Call Kaz 549-6846

2 NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN Townhouse apt beginning

fall semester Contact

as soon as possible
546-5025

TRAVEL

3 AIRFARE TIX TO DENVER. CO - $270
rdtrp 3/20 3/27 Call Heather 549-9925

IT S NOT TOO LATE TO SK2N UP! Party

at tropical Panama City Beach' Ortly $229!
Call Muareen 549-0640

ROUND TRIP TCKET TO PHEONIX From
March 17 28 a $260 dollar value for $250
or best offer Cal JuM 6-6793 anytime after

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250 000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN 546-7483

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on campus af-

fordable grammar reviewed dependable.
584-7924 Nancy

WOROSMITH " Professional Typing
Papers resumes and more' Laserpnnting
with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING last professional,

accurate 665 4501

WANTED

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE III. Call

Steve al 549-0133

BETH JOHNSON, I told Shana we'd pound

tons Iriday nile. OK'' Kalh

ROOM AVAILABLE IN HOUSE. 3 mm to

bus $225/month • util Call Peter after 7pm
253-2268

SERVICES

•BETH MEYERS*
Happy 20th

Hope you ahve a wonderful birthday! You
are awesome and I m lucky to have you as

a friend' Keep smiling' Love Wendy

RUTH SMILEI Its your birthday weekend
JM.

COMPUTER SERVICES: Data entry,

database development, custom programm-
ing Belchertown 283-3140 Jim

oTrT cheap RESUMES Very experienc

ed LaserWriter overnight Counsel-
ing/delivery Lsa 665-8969

LEAVING YOUR AMHERST HOUSE IN

JUNE? Get rid ol lease early Call 5469485

APARTMENT WANTED: We want to lake

over/buy your three bedroom apartment
lease, preferably Puttton. caH 6-7624, or

6-7673

iF YOU HAVE iTLEASE~F6R"AH6iJSE
(beg 6/89 ck later) that you wouM like to sur-

render to a responsible group ol people-

pleaaa call Susan 546-9084 Leave a

masaaga-will respond

WANTED TO RENT

MOVING OUT OF YOUR BIO HOUSE
NEXT SEMESTEirr A lot of chick wanna
move in' Call 6-8233 ask 4 Danielle Thanx

for hookin' us up'i
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SPORTS
Rutgers rolls over UMass
First-halfperformance a killer as Mimitewomen fall, 72-47
By JIM t'LAKK
Cullf^Man Stair

S<) ofttn has this happt>m>d to the University of

Massachiist'tts women's Ijaskt'tball team.

( )n more than a few <»ccasu»ns this seastin. the team has

adopted a JetkyI and Hyde appnuich to a tjame. liMjkinj;

ttitally out (jfit lot one hall while playing detently in the

III her La.st nijjht's effort against Rutners University «•>

an exanipie ofjust that Rut^jeis rattled the Minutewomen
fnr a ;{9 14 hail'tinie lead and held that up in a 72-17 niut.

The Minutewomen, now 10 16 overall and 4 13 m the

Atlantic 10 conference, handed the j^ame to the Lady

Knij^hts in the fust half by fumbling the ball over 16 lm»es

and turning in a sub-freezing 5 for 24 (208 percent

>

iig effort in the first 20 minutes.

have t«) play with intensity and guts every time

P .'11 the floor," said UMass coach Kathy Hewelt

• II, ^!.tM |>h<>l<* H\ JiM-l S4»l«>nt<*n

The
tough
Cage.

UMass women's ho<>p team dropped a

one lo HutgerM. 72-47 la.st night at the

Every team m the conference has more athletic ability

than we dn. but nothing ups«-t^ in»' more than a lack of

effort

It may not have btH'n a total lack of effort on their parts,

but the Minutewomen were indeed flustered ves in

timidated. by the visitors in the first half

Coming into the game, l-Mass was going ttj look lo keep

the high flying Lady Knights from running right out of

the gym It worked to an extent, as Rutgers was able to

prt>duce only a Vicky Picott three point play and a Lynn
Usl breakaway lay up m the first six minutes.

However, the scoreboard on the UMass side showed the

real story. A big fat "0' - not the type of offensive pi-rfor

mance Hewelt would have lik«*d to balance off the dt-l« ii

sive work.

UMass never got into a flow in the iiist hall. Kulgers

scrapping and hawking and running away with il.

Things turned a little brighter m the second half, as

I'M 1 • out with a little more sjwrkle m its eves than

i • . n on the earlier trip out of the Imker ro<>m

Bolstered by the inside play of sophomore Keybuin

Mi<'uski ' •' 19 points! and freshtnan Lisa Hair

InixMiii linen made e%ei-\ elToil to cut into

the powerful Rutgers unit

\ini( th«-li*ss. !t was lust t«M> much tom-errome.es^iecian)

.s iii. i ,.ich Theres.« (iri*ntz leaving a large chunk of her

't.Mting lineup on the floor until the final two minuten.

eonnnurd >n pagt 19

A-10 tournament gets underway tomorrow
UMass set to square off with St. Joseph 's in first round
Bv MAIT C.KRKE
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - The last time they were here, it was

just a quick mission This time, they will be here for the

duration of their season.

Two days ago. the University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team darted in and out of town, spending just

enough time to lose an 83-81 heartbreaker to St. Joseph's

University in the last game of the regular .sea.s«m

Today, the Minutemen, 5 13 in the Atlantic 10 con

ference and 10 17 overall, fly back here to participate in

the A-10 tournament at the Palestra.

Eighth seeded UMass will meet a familiar opponent,

ninth-ranked St. Joe's, in a first-round game tomorrow

at 1 p m And you can bet that was on the minds of both

teams when they played Wednesday night.

in a way, it was like a scrimmage," St. Joe's head coach

Jim Boyle said after his team improved to 4 14 in the con

ference and 7 20 overall.

We were hmking more to Saturday. We knew it via?

the first of a two game set But b<»th teams wanted to win,

and by the breaks, we happened to wm this one." Boyle

said

But It was more than just breaks. It was a sloppy first

half by the Minutemen and a couple of key errors thev

made in the closing minutes.

UMass fought back from a 10 point second half deficit,

and actually took the lead with 2:17 left before giving it

away down the stretch.

The loiw continued the road woes of the Minutemen. who

are 2 14 away from the Curry Hicks Cage. That, along

with the fact that St. Joes will not have to travel, will

work to the Hawks' advantage.

"We won't have to worry about flying somewhere and

staying in an unfamiliar place," said Hawk senior Henry

Smith, who scored 25 points Wednesday night as his team

broke a five-game losing streak. "We'll let Ma.ssachusetts

worry about that."

The other team that wont have to concern itself with

travel is Temple University, which comes in as one of the

favorites with a 15-3 conference record.

West Virginia University won the A 10 regular season

with a 17-1 record, and will face the winner of the UMa.ss

St. Joe's game Sunday at 7 p.m

And UMass head coach John Calipari said he feels

Rutgers and Penn State also have a g<XKi chance for the

title.

:ontinuea on page .o

And in the finals,

it's , . . UMass?
It all starts off easy enough . . .

Playing at the Palestra in Philadelphia, eighth

seeded UMass cruises to a 98-76 win in the preliminary

round of the Atlantic-10 men's basketball tournament,

its first post season win in five years After his team
plays its best all-around game of the season, coach John
Calipari says. "I've said all along, if we play up to our

capabilities, we can play with anyone."

Steve Richards

. . . and like the pnnerhial snttuhall rolling down the

pmverhial hill, once it nets nmnfi. it gets htgger

Riding the wave of confidence from their opening-

round win. the Minutemen meet top-seeded and

nationally ranked West Virginia. The heavy underdog

hangs tough and shockingly, UMass is within two,

fi8 66, with :07 to play Freshman Jim McCoy brings

the ball dow ncourt. fires a pass to an open Rafer Giles,

who launches a despt»ration three-pointer with time

running out.

Swish. The college basketball community raises its

collective eyebrow
r^ntinued on page 15

UMass' Ambrose is

no average freshman
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

Lee Ann Ambrose is good. Not just

good, and not just good for a freshman,

but really good. In fact, she is so good

that she was the runner-up in the

400-meters at the New England Cham
pionships. She has earned her place

with the best at the Eastern Collegiate

Athletic Conference Championships

this weekend at Yale University.

But the route she ended up getting

there was not exactly a smooth one. In

the finals of the New Englands. Am-

brose was not seeded in the fast heat

with the eventual winner, Semetra

King, although according to NCAA
rules, she should have been. "I was hop

ing that King would push me and make

me run a faster time, because it's easier

to chase someone," said Ambrose.

She did win the unseeded heat with

a time of 56.78 seconds, but that was

almost a full second behind King's win-

ning time of 55.84. "I was really

frustrated and when I came off the

track," said Ambrose. "I just started to

cry. These are the meets that Im work

ing hard for and being shafted like that

just stinks."

UMass coach Julie LaFreniere has felt

that Lee Ann <or just Leei has gotten the

shaft all season long when it comes
down to the seedings in the finals.

"Basically in all the meets we went to.

we came up against a pretty high caliber

of competition. What happened when it

came down to seedings. we would be

honest in sending our times while other

coaches would put down a faster time.

She and I know that she belonged into

the seeded heats, and I think that other

coaches now know that too.
"

Ambrose feels that has made her first

.season very fru.strating, but it hasn't

spoiled her fun or her success. "My
season has been frustrating but pretty

good," says Ambrose. "I would be in the

unseeded heats but I would be winning

them. But I always felt really frustrated,

because I wanted to be with those real

ly good runners. I guess it's probably

because I'm a freshman."

During a time when most kids were
continued on page 18

UM gymnastics teams
in action this weekend
• Minutemen face Syracuse in EIGL clash
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Stafl'

The University of Ma.ssachu.setts men's

gymnastics team has almost entered the

home stretch of its season.

And UMass is trailing, but it is looking

to put itself into position to nip the United

States Naval Academy at the wire at the

E)IGL Championships over Spring Break.

The Minutemen can do that by knocking

off Syracuse University tomorrow at the

Boyden Gymnastics Center (1 p.m. I to grab
sole possession of second place in the EIGL.
"Our average (262t is five points better

than theirs (257) and I think that tells it,"

l^Mass coach Roy Johnson said.

At 5-1 in the EIGL. the Orangemen are

a half meet ahead of the Minutemen, who
are 4-1 with one EIGL meet remaining at

Springfield College next weekend.
continued on page 19

Minutewomen prepare to host Rutgers

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Suddenly, a bid to the bonus round is

back in the picture. The University of

Ma.ssachusetts women's gymnastics team
enters Saturday's meet with A 10 rival

Rutgers (4pm i a little more than two points

back of where they'll need to be to qualify

for the post season regional meet.

While seeking another top .score for their

post-season resume, the Minutewomen will

also be showing off a bit for the home folks

in their final appearance under the Boyden

bigtop this winter.

"Everybody will at least get a chance to do

one event (some will be exhibition only),"

explained coach Alfie Mitchell." Two
weeks back, the Minutewomen (61) turn-

ed in a sluggish performance at the Univer

sity of Southern Connecticut, posting

175.40 points in victory. All hopes of secur-

ing an invitation to the post season

continued on page 19

Cloudy and cold today,

chance of flurries, high
in the mid 20s. More
clouds tomorrow, 30s.

Expert discusses the

movement of indigenous

people throughout the

world/Page 5.

Men's gynmastics team
wins New England
Championship yester-

day. Page 20.
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COLLEGIAN
St. Joseph's ends
UMass' season, 87-83
Late rally knocks Minutemen from tourney

team, in the same city, and, frustrating!)'.
By RONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA. Pa - Question: Coach
Boyle (St Joseph's men's basketball coach],

did your team steal this victory aua\ from
the Vniversity ofMassachusetts basketball

team ttr did I'Mnss guf it an ay''

"Both, we scored more points than they
did. That means we won and they lo8t," the

cheerful St. Joe's coach said just minutes
afler his team came back from a seven-

point deficit with four minutes left in the

game to beat UMass in the first round of

the Atlantic 10 tournament Saturday,
87 83.

A knack for the obvious, but it was far

more than just more or less points for either

team. For the Minutemen it was the second

time in four days that they lost to the same

in the same way.

4K)6 left in the game: UMass freshman
Jim McCoy makes two free throws, putting
UMass up by seven points in the waning
minutes. 77 70.

After that the eighth-seeded Minutemen
tumbled like a just-bombed building. The
Hawks went on a 10 run in just 2:20 to

take the lead from UMa^ 80 77. St. Joe's

senior Brian Leahy led the charge for the
Hawks by knocking in five points, in-

cluding a very big three-pointer to start the
rally (Leahy tied a conference tournament
record for 3's with five).

"When we were down by seven, that
represented a 14 point swing. I thought we
needed to improve in a hurry," Boyle said.

UMass did pull within one at 1:34 on a
McCoy pull up jumper in the lane (McCoy
put on a show for the Palestra crowd with
a career-high 35 points). But. with the ex
ception of two last-minute desperation
layups, that was it for the Minutemen.
They failed to stop the ninth-seeded Hawks
on their next posession and then watched
helplessly as St. Joe's nailed home 6-of-8

free throws afler intentional UMass fouls

continued on page 20

Rosenberg to offer budget changes
By MARIA SACCHETn
Collegian Staff

Rep. Stan Rosenberg said he plans to of-

fer two amendments to the state House
Ways and Means committee's budget for

1990 today in an effort to ease the budget

cutbacks threatening public higher
education.

"These are the closest amendments that

will give us a chance of winning and at

that, it will be difficult," Rosenberg said

Friday, after meeting with several Univer-

sity administrators to finalize his

proposals.

The House Ways and Means budget for

higher education, which was released two

weeks ago, has drawn fire from students

and faculty statewide for its drastic reduc-

tion of $31 million from Gov. Michael

Dukakis' original proposal of $669.4

million.
continued on page 4

C«B*giu pbete by Joal SoioaK»

UP, UP AND AWAY - Approximately 200 balloons were
released Thursday afternoon at the pyramids in front of
Washington Residence Hall to mark the end of Black History
Month.

Judge delays
sentencing of
UMass student

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

The sentencing of a University of Massachusetts

junior charged with cocaine trafficking has been

postponed, a judge ruled last Tuesday.

The defense lawyer for Terry Murphy, 20, of

Franklin, asked Hampshire Superior Court Judge Ray
mond R. Cross to give his client a second chance as he

pleaded guilty to a lesser charge of possession of co-

caine with intent to distribute.

Murphy, originally charged last April with traffick-

ing cocaine to UMass students, was arrested by

Amherst Police at Beta Kappa Phi fraternity house

during a raid at which police said they confiscated

numerous kegs, empty and full, and illegal narcotics.

continued on page 4

Support shown for Tibetan cause

Collegian style changed
The Collegian has amended its style guide. From now

on, the words black and white will be capitalized when
referring to people. The words will remain in the lower

case when used as adjectives.

By C.C. SANDORFI
Collegian Correspondent

A Tibetan monk and three area Buddhists led about 40
people in a candlelight march last night in Northampton.
The march, which began at Smith College and ended

in Pulaski Park in Northampton, was held to draw atten-

tion to the political situation in Tibet, said Nancy Brax-

ton, a member of the Pioneer Valley Friends of Tibet.

On March 10, 1959, the Chinese invaded Tibet and fore

ed the Dalai Lama, spiritual and secular leader of the

country, to flee in disguise, Braxton said.

In his absence, the Chinese destroyed much of the

culture of Tibet, decimating monasteries, denying
Tibetans the right to study their own language, and raz-

ing the ground by mining and planting crops that drain-

ed the soil, she said.

"Tibet was forced to go through thought reform in which

they confessed their 'sins' and gave up Buddhism," she

said.

Braxton, an Amherst lawyer, said the march was held

to alert the people in the Pioneer Valley to the continu-

ing human rights violations in Tibet.

Since 1959. more than one million Tibetans have been

killed and severe penalties, including life in prison and

death, face Tibetans who protest the conditions, Braxton

said.

"The Dalai Lama has appealed to the United Nations

to recognize the [human rights] violations and to condemn

the actions of China, but this has yet to happen," she said.

Ty Unno, professor of religion at Smith College and a

member of the Friends of Tibet, said Tibetans were upset

by President Bush's refusal to address the issue during

his recent visit to China.

"The question always comes up, but China's sovereignty

in Tibet is always accepted," Unno said.

"The only way to help is to apply international

pressure," Unno said. "As the People's Republic of China
grows increasingly important in the geopolitical context,

Tibet is perishing."

"The United States has been very cowardly about com-

ing forth and speaking against China's actions," Brax-

ton said. "It wasn't until last year that Congress
acknowledged the situation and passed a resolution con-

demning it."

Tsundup Tsering, a Tibetan graduate student at UMass,
agreed the United States should address the Tibetan pro-

blem and recognize the Tibetan government, currently in

exile in northern India.

Tsering said he was happy with the turnout for the

event. "I am glad to find Americans interested in our pro-

blems," he said.

The march, sponsored by the Friends of Tibet, ended
with a short prayer from Tibetan monk Geshe Lobzang
Tsetan.

Unno thanked the crowd for their supfiort as they began
to blow out their candles and disperse.

"One candle lit for justice is a candle that will illuminate

justice wherever it occurs," he said.
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Rookie cop tries to adjust to system
after going through Agawam tragedy
SOUTH HADLEV (APi — Her main worries now are

those of any rookie cop - getting radio protocol straight
and learning the routine on the overnight desk — and
that's just fine with South Hadley Officer Vicki ODon-
nell after the tumult and tragedy of her training class at
the Agawam police academy.
The death of one recruit and the hospitalization of more

than a dozen others in O'Donnell's class following rigorous
forced exercise sparked an overhaul of the state training
of its municipal police officers. But for the cadets it was
weeks of balancing classwork with testimony before in

vestigatory agencies.

"I'm just happy to be finally getting to do the work that
I want to do and was trained for," said the 5-3, 118-pound
O'Donnell, one of two women graduates and the class
treasurer. A third woman recruit was hospitalized and
unable to finish the course. Despite some fears by state
officials that recruits from the troubled September class
would have difficulty being accepted by previous
graduates, O'Donnell, said she has encountered no
difficulties.

"It's different having a woman around," said one of her
fellow officers. "But Vicki is all right."

"We couldn't be prouder of her," said Chief Henry A.
Decker. "We think she is going to be a very close."

"To this day we still wonder what happened. There could
have been so many contributing factors," she said. "My
brother went through the academy at a very hot time of
the year and his class didn't have the types of problems
we did. I only grabbed an extra handful of water from the

bathroom and 1 was OK, but some who drank a lot became
sick. You wonder about physical conditioning. But one of
the only two people in the class that was able to complete
the run the first day got sick."

State public health officials initially suspected con
taminated tap water, but later concluded the recruits had
not been given sufficient water during the heavy exercise.
"It wasn't a formal type of workout where you start out

slowly and get into it. It was just a bomb of all different
types of exercises, including some stuff that was not in
any kind of regular exercise regimen I ever had, " O'Don-
nell recalled.

O'Donnell said she had worked out every day for weeks
prior to the class and her brother, who had gone through
the previous class, had warned her what to expect dur-
ing the first days of confusion drills and physical discipline
under the academy's now banned stress training program.
"But nothing could really prepare you, " she said. "At

times you thought, 'Oh my God, when are they ever go
ing to stop. I'm so tired. How am I ever going to get
through this.'"

"No matter what you did they'd find something to get
you for," she said. "By the end of the day we couldn't even
do anything as simple as count off down the line. It took
us a half-hour to get it right."
"It was nothing really personal, just a little game they

played and it was sometimes hard not to laugh at the
things they said to us during inspection. Trooper (John)
Richardson was really humorous when he got on us," she
recalled.

LOCAL

Collrfian photn bv .lnuin Tairrman

People march through Northampton last night in a candlight vigil

to show support for Tibet.

College files suit
against UMass
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press

Amherst College filed suit last Tuesday
against the University of Massachusetts
for damages suffered during a December
snowball fight between the two schools.

College officials contend the annual
snowball fight, heralding the first signifi

cant snowfall of winter, has become in-

creasingly dangerous and costly to the
school and that UMatis should be held
accountable.

An Amherst student had to undergo
emergency surger>' on his eye when it was
lacerated by a rock laden snowball thrown
during the last snowfight.

The suit, filed in Hampshire District

Court, explains the college's security force

of 10 cannot effectively deal with "2.000

rioters from another institution."

The college claims to have suffered a total

of $9,352 in property damage from the
fights over the last three years.

UMasg Chancellor Joseph Duffey and
•Amherst President Peter Pouncey issued

a joint statement condemning the snowball

fights as intolerable events two weeks ago

DufTey has also stated that he does nut

feel the University as an institution should
be held responsible for the actions of its

students «mce they leave the campus.

Pouncey said he will not hesitate to call

state police in to help protect his campus
in the event of another snowball fight. He
said he is also seeking an injunction from
the town which will allow Amherst Police
to arrest anyone caught on the campus in

stigating a fight.

Cold students learn how to keep warm
By JULIET JORDAN
Collegian Correspondent

Imagine yourself spending three nights and four days
in the wilderness of northern Maine with no heat, no elec-

tricity or modern appliances, and temperatures falling to

67 below zero.

A group of 17 University of Massachusetts students and
faculty in the Department of Militar>' Science learned to

survive under these conditions as part of the US Naval
Cold Weather Survival Training Center held annually in

Rangely, Maine.
At a recent display of cold weather survival equipment

and clothing at the campus pond, sophomore Jim

Loughlin, one of the students who attended the survival

training, said the program was worthwhile.

"I learned a lot about myself and how to deal with my
problems better," said Loughlin, a student in the Army
Reserve Officer Training Corps.

The voluntary survival program, is all about "leader-

ship and survival." according to Master Sergeant Steven
Burgess, one of three UMass professors who went through
the training with the cadets.

"The school teaches the cadets how to survive in the

cold," Burgess said. "It shows a lot about yourself It builds

character and gives the cadets some responsibility."

Loughlin said a typical day in the survival program in

volves learning to hunt, trap and cook small game, start

a fire without a match, and identify foods that are safe

to eat.

The cadets also learned how to use a parachute as a tent,

build shacks in the woods, and dress for cold weather,"
he said.

Bob Lundberg, a junior ROTC student, said he learned
how to .skin a rabbit. "(It was) the most valuable skill I

learned for survival," he said.

Lundberg said he would recommend the cold weather
survival training school, or anything like it, to anyone.
He said it was great "for the experience."

The Cold Weather Survival Training Center is open to

any school that has an ROTC program, said Burgess. It

IS also available to boy scouts and high schools, he said.

Mock candidates
launch campaign
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

"Take the politics out of government." is the slogan
for a rather lighthearted campaign for Student Govern
ment Association president and trustee launched this
week.

Presidential candidate Tom Darling, a senior political

science major, and trustee candidate, sophomore Rich
Barry, vowed to update equipment in the dining com-
mons, expressing particular concern for the regular
overflow of hot chocolate that is unable to fit into the
mugs provided.

"It get's sticky and it's really annoying," said Darl-
ing, adding that he is of "absolutely" no relation to
SGA senator Brian Darling.

Darling said the facetious campaign is intended to

satirize the current SGA's lack of progress, often mark-
ed by filibustering senators or overzealous
campaigners.

"Their life is this politics stuff," he said. "In America,
they don't have as many partisan issues as they do in

the SGA.
"We want to win because we want to have a whole

year of fun. " Darling said. "People are taking it way
too seriously."

Barry .said the pair "want some people to vote for

them," and and will use the $125 campaign fund
continued on paee 5

*City' wants reform, vows to stay

SAFA hoping
teamwork pays-off
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - The 46 members of Students Ad
vocating Financial Aid. who arrived in the nation's capital

yesterday, said they are starting to feel like a team. SAFA
students will begin meeting with senators and represen

tatives today.

SAFA Treasurer Maria Parks said. "Even though we

were pretty sleepy on the bus, I feel a lot of enthusiasm

(here)."

Michael Smith, a SAFA executive committee member,

said, "I got a sense that people were a little hesitant to

mingle. We've got to work together. If we don't work

together we won't be as successful as we'd like to be. By

(Monday), everything will gel."

The SAFA students, of which only 17 are

continued on page 5

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Residents of "Cutback City" said yesterday they will

stay in their mock shantytown "as long as it takes" to

fight state budget cuts, even if it means remaining until

the semester's end.

The shantytown has expanded in 10 days from two
crudely built shacks constructed from scraps of wood and
cardboard sealed with plastic sheeting, to a miniature
village of four huts, two more huts under construction,

and two pup tents.

John Farrar, a member of the Students for a Democratic
University, who founded the shantytown, said the huts

are bringing attention to the plight of public higher

education.

"There are a lot of people on campus who don't really

know about the budget," he said. "It brings publicity to

the issue."

Farrar said he is willing to spend the entire summer
in the huts if maintaining the tiny village will bolster

their cause.

"I don't think people expected us to last through the first

rain," he said.

The volume of student support for "Cutback City" is in-

creasing every day, said Diana Ditmore, a student in con-

tinuing education. Sleeping bags are made available for

those who decide to actively join the cause and spend the

night, she said.

"At least 50 people have stayed here for at least one
night," said Ditmore, who said she may sacrifice her

Spring Break "road trip" to remain in the huts.

First-year student Carolyn Conrad said the residents

have plenty of leftover food, including rice and tabooli,

a Lebanese dish, donated daily by the People's Market,
and return home during the day to shower or use the

facilities at Boyden Gym.
"I'm planning to stay for a long time," Conrad said. "We

C'ollrgian photo by Dondi Ahrarn

Shacks and tents near the Student Union
represent "Cutback City," a protest to budget
cuts to higher education.

have suD-zeio sleeping bags so we re totally warm.
'

"The students I've talked to say they really appreciate

what we're doing," she said, urging students to attend the

rally against budget cuts tomorrow at the Massachusetts

State House in Boston.

Farrar said each hut is equipped with miniature fire ex-

tinguishers and smoke alarms, courtesy of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Public Safety Department.

Arpad announces student trustee candidancy
Junior Al Arpad has announced his candidacy for Stu-

dent Trustee and said he plans to make information ac-

cessible to all .students at the University of Massachusetts.

"I plan to speak out for more than just two weeks a year

during the election period," Arpad said. "Trustees just sort

of vanish after election day."

Arpad said, if elected, he intends to maintain a high pro-

file throughout his term and keep attention focused on

some of the issues the SGA has ignored, including state

budget cutbacks.

"[SGA officials] don't come back to students and com-
municate the information," he said. "These budget cuts

have been going on for two years.

"All of a sudden, there are all these big rallies and let-

ter writing campaigns. Why haven't we been writing let-

ters for two solid years?"

Arpad said he will also work to restore the now-defunct
Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy
office. (SCERA), which he said was abandoned by the
senate.

"Information is something the SGA has "Very little of,"

he said. "I want to start that up again."

-MARIA SACCHETTI

m
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Scholars meet,
discuss Rushdie
and his novel
By LISA SHAPIRO
Collegian Correspondent

Area scholars met recently to discuss Tin- Attack nri

Salman Rushdie and The Satanu Vfrses, The Cultural

Crisis and its Implications
'

"Irony is abound m the publication of the book The
situation goes beyond literary criticism and tests tht-

limits of freedom of speech," said Robert Bagg, L'Ma.»

English department chairman and moderator of the panel

Bagg said it is important to discuss the events that have

occurred m response to the publication of Rushdie's book

and to share difTerenl perspectives

The b«x)k had been denounced by Moslem communities
wi^rldwide as blasphemous As a result of the $5 2 million

price put on his life by the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.

Rushdie cancelled his US promotional book tour and has

been forced into hiding in Great Bntian
English professor John Wideman put the novel into

political context "It is ail well and good we raise issues

of freedom of the press, but to protect his rights without

examining our own house is not to consider the ever pre

sent dangers of freedom of expression," he said

The book cannot be looked at in exclusive terms, it i>

a diaocHirse on Islam in the west, said Abubaker Alshingie

ty. a Ph D student in the department ofCommunications
He quoted from the Koran and discussed representation

of Moslems in the media.

"Representation touches upon the basic sake for w hich

a Moslem lives," Alshingiety said. "The book was writ-

ten for Western audiences. In the West, it makes
Westerners feel that their values are superior and that

it creates an environment in which the 'other' is objf<

tified. dehumanized and denaturalized The book is fic

tion, but fiction is an element in the ongoing reconstruc

tion of image; we perceive others through images"
Pnrfiessor Ketu Katrak said she examined the novel as

a political tool "There is a political agenda underneath
what's passed off a religious sentiment." she said.

Although Rushdie has picked up on the negative

Western statements surrounding the issue, there are cer

tain things the novel does that are important, she said

"Rushdie is exploring threats of identity and what hap-

pens to immigrants when they are transplanted to 'alien'

environments. " Katrak said.

Rosenberg
continuea from page 1

"The success ot these amendments is not in my
hands. " Rosenberg said "If faculty, stall and students

do not call their legislators and demand that they vote

for the amendments, then the chances for their beint;

passed is significantly weakened."
The first amendment allots $15.7 million to increa.se

thf number of faculty members in the public higher

education system and to provide a cost of living in

crease for graduate students who are teaching,'

assistants, Rosenberg said

"Students are not getting classes they need because

there aien't enough faculty members in the .system

because of budget cuts." he said. "Graduate students,

who are also part of the teaching prtKess, are woefully

underpaid They need help
"

An attempt to increase the amount of money for

equipment and material for science laboratories and
other departments of the University i^ also included

in the amendment, Rosenberg said

"You can't run an institution without books, without

telephones, and without paper and materials, and
that's exactly what's happening," he said.

The amendment also calls for several revisions in-

cluding, a two percent reduction in administrators and
stafTthrough attrition, a two-percent reduction in cam
pus energy consumption,
and mandatory recycling on all state college campuses,
Rosenberg said

(ollrKian phu4a b> Dundl Abrarn

Rep. Stan Rosenberg says he will amend the
state House Ways and Means Committee budget
for 1990 to help ease the recent budget cuts to

higher education.
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sentencing delayed
continued from page I

Cross heard differing sentence recommendations from

defense attorney Robert Santaniello of Springfield and
Assistant Northwestern District Attorney Howard SafTord

before postponing Murphy's sentencing until March 24

SafTord recommended a 2 12-year jail sentence, while

Santaniello offered a suspended state prison term of three

lu five years.

If Cross decides to impose a sentence w hich exceeds Saf-

ford's recommendations. Murphy can withdraw his guil-

ty plea and be tried on the charge.

SafTord said Murphy and another student were "essen-

tially parteners in the .sale ofcocaine" and had more than

30 cu-stomers

The other student. Andrew Jacobsen, will also face

charges pending against him in Superior Court.

Police siiid they confiscated three plastic bags filled with

w hite powder, which had been parcelled in magazine clip-

pings, from a ceiling tile in Murphy's room. They also said

they found $800 in cash in Murphy's room
If Murphy is sentenced with Safford's recommended 24

year stay in the Hampshire County House of Correction,

which Safford calls "very reasonable," he would be eligi

ble for parole after little more than a year.

Under the trafficking charge, if sentenced. Murphy
would have faced a mandator)' minimum sentence of three

years. The maximum sentence on trafficking charges is

10 years in .state prison. Safford said.

Santaniello strongly recommended Murphy not be in

carcerated and said he should bi> put on probation with

a su.spended sentence.

Murphy had been a substance abuser, of both alcohol

and cocaine, and it was this abu.se that led him into this

indictment, Santaniello said.

Murphy was r^idmitted to UMass in the fall under con
ditions that he live off campus and .seek counseling, which
his attorney said Murphy has been receiving over the past

year.
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Expert tracks movement
of world's native people
By PAUL MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

An expert on indigenous people said

recently that during the past year, two
million native people around the world
were displaced and 200,000 more were kill-

ed by greedy governments and
corporations.

Jason W. Clay, anthropologist and direc-

tor of research at Cultural Survival Inc.,

said that indigenous people account for 10
percent of the world's population, but oc-

cupy 25 to 30 percent of the earth's surface.

The states push the people from the land,

which is mostly undeveloped, extract

lumber and minerals from it, and sell the

land for cattle pasture, he said.

"If the groups refuse to move, the natives

are killed or forced out," he said. "In the

past groups moved to more remote areas,

but today there is nowhere left to go."

Clay, who has done thousands of inter-

views with native people around the world,

said natives move three or four times a

year.

"It is hard to maintain a culture, to

educate your children or get any of the

benefits of the society that is trying to for-

cibly adopt them." he said.

He said as people are displaced they have

to depend on aid agencies because moat
governments cannot afford to feed them.

The governments run up huge debts to

finance wars against the natives and create

famines when they take their land, he said

States feel the natives are getting in the

way of national goal, he said. "They (statea)

are preventing the country from reaching

Its development potential."

Clay said that about 80 percent of the 120

shooting wars are between states and "na-

mock campaign
continued from page 3

allotted by the SGA to "make their position known.

tions," a word he used for groups of natives.

Five million natives have died in the low-

intensity shooting wars, he said.

Indirectly many more have died, he said.

"They are mostly women, the elderly and
children — the ones who can't run as fast

and get caught in the crossfire."

"Most groups are about 10 000 people,"

Clay said. "But some are [much smaller)

and can be wiped out by cattle ranchers or

lumbermen."

He said most nations realize that they

cannot defeat a state military and have

formed political organizations. Two Indians

from a tribe in Brazil recently went t«

Washington to sisk the Wwld Bank to deny

a $100 million loan to Brazil. The loan is

to be used to finance a dam that would force

their tribe to move, he said.

In Latin America native groups that had
been fighting have put their differences

aside to bind together to preserve their

land. Clay said. Internationally, businesses

and individuals can help the world's in

digenous peoples by finding the value in

the people and the land the way they are.

he said.

"The people have been living in the

forests for years," he said. "How do they

do it? Thousands of dollars are spent so

scientists can do research in the forests, but

nobody ever talks to the people. Nobody has

bothered to learn their languages."

He said that Ben and Jerry's, a Vermont

ice cream maker, is interested in making

rainforest ice cream using Brazil nuts and

rainforest fruit.

"They can then write on the package the

story of the destruction of the rainforests

and what people can do to help stop it," he

said.

I by DoMi Alwarn

IN THE FLOWER PATCH - Max (front) and Clay take a stroll

through the Smith College Bulb Show on Saturday.

U SAFA arrives in Washington
continued from page 3

SAFA veterans, have been given iM'iefings

on such topics as the history and types of

financial aid.

"I hope we can present it in a professional

way," said SAFA member John Melley.

"We want to come off well so we are as ef-

fective as possible."

Dick Conner, assistant director of state

relations, said students who benefit from

financial aid, as opposed to lobbyists who

hire people to represent those interests,

"No cartoon characters, no Underdog, no Life in Hell,"

Barry said, referring to some of the campaign materials

used by (rther SGA candidates. "We could nail them for

copyright infringement."

If elected. Darling said his first action will be to "tear

down all the dumb posters in the SGA office. These peo-

will be the key to SAFA's suceem. Their ex-

tensive knowledge will also be impressive

to the legislators.

Melley said getting a question he can't

answer is his 'biggest concern."

"We're all anxious," said SAFA member

Joshua Uafoley. "I think after the first day

we'll be more relaxed

Smith, a veteran of previous SAFA lob-

bying efforts, said realizing that the con-

gressmen are normal people will help ease

student nervousness

pie live in that office — there's even places for them to

sleep in there. It's really disgusting."

Some issues thr pair will focus on include allotting

"severance pay" to students who are thrown out of the

University for any reason and making illegal the 'sell-

ing, purchase, and wearing of corduroy hats."
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Playboy protesters fall

prey to ignorant hecklers

NttEluJtvch

Thursday I went to a small demonstra-
tion outside the Amherst Newsroom pro-

testing the pornography industry's
degrading and violent use of women, and
the visjt to the Newsroom that day by a

Playboy model designed to promote it. 1

went despite the fact that I had heard that

the organizers of the two previous protests

at the Newsroom had decided not to picket,

fearing that their presence would be

misconstrued as objecting to Allison

Decker (the model) herself, rather than as

protesting Playboy, the pornography sold

by the Newsroom, and the men seeking

liecker's autograph.

Helen Harrison

I expected five or ten others at the pro-

test and a trickle of men darting in and our

of the store What I found was at most
about a dozen protesters, two thirds of them
women, and at least two hundred men ar

riving four taavan, lining up outside the

Newsroom for an autograph.

The media was right in there from the

beginning, asking me and others for a

"statement." I hadn't (N«psrcd any. We
had about ten signs. We walked around in

a circle (so we wouldn't get arrested), chan-

ting slogans we made up on the spot.

The heckling was constant and
unoriginal. We were dyke-baited. The men
in our group were advised to "get a hair

cut." <I don't think they were talking to

me.) They flashed porn mags in from of us.

(Why?) They counter<hanted: 'Let's go

his

his

porn o." One Playboy fan came up to a man
in our group, proffered a centerfold, and
said, "If you weren't so ugly, you could

have this"

They invaded our circle and had their pic-

tures taken, triumphant. (A symbolic

rape?) Men cruised by in cars, waving porn
mags our the windows, hooting — one
drawing cheers from the waiting-line when
he shouted, "All you need is a good hard

c—k." A young man emerging from the

Newsroom symbolically zipping up
pants was loudly congratulated by
fellows.

Meanwhile, several passers-by on the

sidewalk expressed to us their disgust at

the behavior of the Playboy fans. Some
women came up to me to thank me for be-

ing there, saying, "Keep it up" .. "Good
job,". .."I'm glad you're here."

The heckling continued. One man in our
group was called a "bigot." I'm not sure

what that was supposed to mean. We were
told we were "just jealous." They l^^hed
when we chanted, "Pornography leads to

violence," and, "Stop sexual exploitation."

(One heckler countered, "Start sexual ex-

ploitation") When we chanted, "Women
are not playthings," they answered, "Like
heir
Roger Libby, "sexologist" and "homy

toad," was there with his aex frog. I guess
that's normal then. He squeezed its boob

a few times to prove himself a healthy

heterosexual male. Libby h Co. held anti

censorship signs. Our protest said nothing

about censorship Our message was simp-

ly, "Playboy degrades women."
What do you think?

Helen Harrison is a Vhiass student

Student activism needed
to fight the budget cuts
Hop^uUy, the Statehouse isn't laughing.

Last Thursday at noon, there was a rally

against the budget cuts that have been

crippling our university. Out of 18,500

undergraduates, 6000 grad students and
countless faculty and staff, approximately

200 people came to show their support.

Sure it was during class time and sure it

was freezing, but those aren't valid excuses

anymore. If we don't come together to fight

these cuts, students may not have any
more classes to go to.

Jason Kofman

More than any other issue facing our

campus today, the budget cuts have the

greatest disabling capability Most likely,

you are one of the 16, 386 undergraduates

who didn't get their first choice of classes

You were definitely affected by this year's

eight percent rise in tuition. If you're com-

ing back next semester, expect to see

another seven to nine percent rise in your

bill. Maybe your department was forced to

cancel some required class sections, or

maybe your job on campus was cut out due

to university-wide budget reductions. Most

tragically, maybe you are one of those

students who can't afford to come back next

semester.

It is not just students who are affected.

There has been a hiring freeze on all va-

cant professional and staff positions since

July. Every department on campus is get

ting less money to provide the same ser-

vices. Don't be surprised if your offices loses

tome tA its phone lines or if photocopying

privileges are drastically reduced. From
Whitmore down, everyboidy will be feeling

its crunch sooner than may be expected.

My point is that as a matter ofthe UMam
community, this directly involves you. If

you didn't attend the rally, write to your
state representative, take part in the phone
banking available in Whitmore, or if you're

not going to lobby the Statehouse, you are

only digging our fiscal grave deeper. The
only means we have to make Beacon Hill

listen to us is if they hear and see us. They
must realize we can't afford to accept these

across the board cuts. If they .see that only

a fraction of the students are taking these

cuts seriously, why should they bother

listening? Instead of 200 people, there

should have been 1000 at the rally. In.stead

of 1500 letters, the Statehouse should

receive 20,000. We can't sit by and com-

plain and let the usual student activists do

all the yelling and screaming this time.

Total campus-wide action is necessary,

like no other time in the past. You claim

you're too busy? Well, when you don't get

any classes next semester, what will you

do with your free time? UMass is the

flagship university in Massachusetts, the

model on which great universities should

be built. We have a reputatioivout here for

being activists and a general nuisance to

the Boston elitists. It's time we really liv-

ed up to that reputation and made the state

legislature hear our demands. If we sit by

idly this time, there may not be a next

time.

Jason Kofman is a UMass student

Give help — and socks — to Cutback City
I was walking through the Hatch on Saturday mor-

ning when a haggard-looking man tapped me on the

shoulder. "Excuse me, " he said, "can I have your

socks?"

""Pardon me?"
"They need your socks."

"Huh? Who?"
"The Shanties."

"The Whatzees?
"

"The people living in Shantytown — Cutback City

- need vour socks. Their feet are cold."

I took a step back and looked at this guy who was

eyeballing my socks. His hair was all messed up, his

.shirt was untucked, and. of course, he was wearing a

pair of loafers without socks.

""Look, buddy," I said, "I'm not going to give you my

socks. This is my favorite pair and nobody wears them

except me. Who do you think you are?"

"My name is Roland Idunohoo," he said and he began

to tell me his story. Apparently, he was from out of

town. He had come up to visit a friend at UMass for

the weekend, but his buddy (for some reason I didn't

quite understand) had blown him off and left him all

alone, walking aimlessly around campus Friday night.

"I was walking by the campus pond." he said, "when

I noticed a group of loosely constructed shacks made

mostlv of cardboard and wrapped with plastic. At first

I was appalled. I had heard that many UMass students

were poor, but I would never have imagined that they

were this bad off.

•"I was kind of hesitant as I approached them because

I thought they were going to ask me for money or

something. But as I was walking by they said,

'Welcome. Come in and take a load off.'

Bob Bobala
"'Well. I had no place else to go, so I walked into a

shack that had a musty blanket for a door and, as I

tripped on a sleeping bag. I was greeted by a barrage

of 'hi's' and 'hello's.' The first thing I said to them was:

"I'm sorry. I wish I had .some money to give you, but

I don't. I had no idea the .state was so unwilling to pro-

vide for the .students at its own University.'

'"Oh. we're not here to collect money.' they said.

We're here to let the state know that the budget cuts

of the past two years are really diminishing the quali-

ty of education at UMass. We want the legislators to

make funding for public higher education one of their

top priorities.

'

""That sounds reasonable to me,' I said. Even though

Massachusetts is in a fiscal crisis, I can't see what could

be more important than education. How long have you

been out here?"

'"It's been a week now. And we're gonna stay here

for as long as it takes — through the spring, the sum-

mer. You're welcome to spend the night with us — or

the week, or the month.' they said.

"So, I took them up on their offer," Idunohoo told me,

as he glanced down at my socks again, "and I spent

the night. They were very nice people and I was all

choked up about having to leave this morning. 'Is there

anything you need?' I eisked them.

"'Yes,' they said. 'We need food and we need wood

to build more shacks. But most of all we need more
students, and we need more socks because our feet get

really cold at night.'

"They went on to say how sad it was that 2000 peo-

ple protested the alcohol ban last year, but only a hand-

ful have been protesting the budget cuts. 'A lot of peo-

ple walk by and stare," they said. 'If only more would
stop and say hello. Please, go out and tell people to join

us. Even if they can't camp out, tell them to just come
and hang out for a while. Tell them to let their state

reps know that UMass should get the funding that it

needs and deserves. And don't forget to tell them to

bring socks!'

"'"I'll do my best,' I told them as I walked away. And
now." he said to me, "if you're not going to give me
your socks, which I would bring to them, I'll be on my
way."
"Okay, okay!" I said. I slipped offmy socks and hand-

ed them to him.

"Thank you." he said. "And now go and tell all your

friends to give a little bit of support to Cuc'uack City,

otherwise known as Shantytown.
"

Boh Bohala is a Collegian columnist
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Murder charge dropped because of faulty warrant
BOSTON (AP) - The man that Boston detectives most

want to bring to trial today is 33-year-old Albert Lewin,
who allegedly killed one of their colleagues during a drug
raid last year

But because police played fast and loose in getting the
search warrant that led to the raid, Lewin is free — and
three detectives are likely to be charged with perjury, prcv

secutors said.

The case has focused attention on how easy, and temp-
ting, It IS for police officers to obtain search warrants by
citing fictitious informants.

Defense lawyers say the practice, though illegal, is

routine in Boston and many other cities across the nation.

But prosecutors and police say that if the use of confiden-

tial informants is curbed, they will lose a key weapon in

the war against drugs.

Judge Jack B. Weinstein. who has spent 22 years on the

federal District Court bench in New York City, said judges

have little choice but to trust police when they say they

have an informant.

"Assuming that thi^ were trying to trick me, how would
I know it":*'" Weinstein said "The informant isn't subject

to cross examination, I don't even see the informant. I

have to rely on the US attorney and the law enforcement
agencies. If they wanted to deceive me, it would be easy

to do so.'

In the Boston case, a Superior Court judge dismissed
all charges against Lewin two weeks ago after police failed

to produce a mysterious informant — identified only as
"John" — who supposedly tipped them off to a cocaine
dealer in the city's Dorchester section.

On Feb. 17, 1988. as four detectives prepared to break
into the dealer's apartment, two shots rang out. One pierc-

ed the dtxir and felled 36 year^ild Detective Sherman Grif-

fiths, a veteran member of the elite anti-drug task force.

When the detectives finally knocked down the steel
reinforced door, the apartment was empty. They rushed
down a back staircase and arrested Lewin and three other
people on a lower floor

Prosecutors later dropped charges against all the other
su-spects in return for damaging testimony against Lewin,
who maintains he is innocent.

From the outset, a weakness in the prosecution's case
was that Lewm did not match the informant's description
of the crack dealer who occupied the apartment and
presumably fired the fatal shot

According to the sworn affidavit the police submitted
to obtain the search warrant, "John" said the dealer was
Hispanic and about 5 feet, 6 inches tall Lewin is a 6 foot
Jamaican.

In pre trial hearings last month. Lewin's attorney said
"John" was a vital defense witness, and Judge Charles
M. Grabau ordered detectives Carlos Luna, Hugo R.
Amate and Paul G. Schroeder to bring him into court.
When the detectives said they were unable to find the

informant, Grabau not only threw out the charges but also
lambasted the detectives, saying he believed they had
willfully disobeyed his orders.

Last week, AssisUnt District Attorney Francis O'Meara
went back into court to make an extraordinary accusa-
tion: he said the detectives had lied to him and the court
about the informant, either to strengthen the case against
Lewin or to protect the search warrant.
O'Meara contended, however, that the charges against

Lewin should not be dropped. He said the actual infor
mant was not "John" — who may or may not exist — but
another man, identified as "Y."
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EXPERIENCE
AIR FORCE NURSING.
Experience—the opportunity for

Qdvonced education specialization

and flight nursing Experience— ftie

opportunity to develop management
and leadership skills as an Air Force

officer Experience —excellent storting

pay complefe medical and dental

care and 30 days of vacation with pay
each year Plus, many other benefits

unique to the Air Force hte-style

And the opportunity to serve your

country Experience —Demg part of

hignly professional health care

team Find out what your experience

canM Coll

USAF NURSE RECRUITING
603-433-18M/7 COLLECT

AIR.]

Tested on the
toughest courses.
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Demonstration

f, UNIVERSITY

UMass Ski Club has received lodging
in Salt Lake City for Spring Break

Price includes lodging, rental car, &
air fare. Lift ticket packages are

available.

$450—Contact UMass Ski Club

UAAASS SKI CLUB
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Salcowicz suit
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.

Journalism is a competitive field and it pays

to get experience early. So, what are you

waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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Doctor quits after patients claim sexual abuse
BOSTON (AP> - A Boston practitioner

of holistic medicine and psychology accus-

ed of sexually abusing a number of women
he was counseling has surrendered his

license to the Massachusetts Board of

Registration in Medicine, according to a

published reptirt.

Dr. Richard Ingrasci, of Newton, was ask-

ed by his colleagues at the Watertown Tur
ning Point Family Wellness Center to stop

practicing pending an investigation by the

state into the allegations.

"After we learned of these complaints, we
felt we had a legal and moral obligation to

report him to the board," Dr. Edward
Chapman told the Boston Globe. Chapman,
a family physician at the Watertwon

center, .said Ingrasci "has a hxa problem,"

adding and "he shouldn't" be working in

psychotherapy.
Ingrasci, who left the facility in

November, recently settled a malpractice

suit in which a 37-year-old woman charg
ed him with sexually assaulting her dur
ing several counseling sessions over a four-

month period in 1980.

The woman said she had gone to Ingrasci

for treatment after being diagnosed with

cancer. She said the doctor told her that

sexual contact was necessary to cure her

cancer.

The woman, who wished to remain
anonymous, said Ingrasci fondled her sex

ually and gave her deep muscle massages

that several Boston therapists said were
not part of any recognized Rolfing
ji u\,i;VAUi c.

Two other former patients said Ingrasci

sexually abused them after giving them
mind altering drugs, including Ecstasy,

now outlawed by the US Food and Drug
Administration.

Any sexual activity with patients is con-

sidered unethical by the American
Psychiatric Association, the American
Psychological Asociation and other profes-

sional organizations. Some states have
made such behavior punishable by jail or

fines, but Massachusetts has no law.

A 38-year-old woman who also asked to

remain unnamed said she went to Ingrasci

for therapy in 1981. She went to his Water
town practice, in a place then called Whole
Health Associates.

"It .started out very subtly," she said,

"like he would put his hand on my arm
when we were talking. At first, I thought
he was just a warm person."
Ingrasci's treatment of the woman pro

gressed to Rolfing sessions in which she
was nude and he he would place his hand
up her vagina. He gave her ketamine
hydrochloride, an anesthetic that im-
mobilized her physically. As the drug wore
off, she said, she performed oral sex on
Ingrasci.

"I felt very drowsy and spacey, and I

didn't care what was happening," she said.
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CINEMA
MISSISSIPPI
BURNING

Monday-Thursday
7.30 only

Fri ,S«t. « Sun.

2Bhow« 7.0049 15

AMITY ST. 253-5426

BUDGET

TRAVEL CENTER

Mitloieui

COUNCIL TRAVEL

413-256-1261
AMMtnar

y% So P*MMM M.
AimtarM. MA 01009

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses anthropol-
ogy, art. bilingual edu-
cation, \o\k music and
folk dance, history,

phonetics, political sci-

ence, Spanish langu-
age and literature and
intensive Spanish Six-

week session July 3-

August 11, 1989 Fully

accredited program
MA degree in Span-
ish offered. Tuition
$510 Room and
board in Mexican
home $540 ^^^,^^

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School
Education BIdg . Room 2?5

University of Arizona

Tucson. AZ 85721

(6021 621 4729 or

621-4720
ii/iiJJi*iff jrrcB

SPECIAL
OFFER!

BUY ANY
THREE
AD

MARKERS
AND

GET ONE
AD MARKER

OR
BLENDER

FREE!

Offer Good
until 3/15/89

Quantities Limited

chartpak

O O
MARKER

200 COLORS
PLUS THE ONLY

MARKER WITH THE
INTERCHANGEABLE

NIB SYSTEM

4

•<|H*I

Using a tissue

'emove oicJ Weoge
ana Brush Nibs

Irom marker t)arrei

ana dispose

Fine and Buiiei

NiDS may require

iMeitseofiwee/ers
or pliers to remove

Place new niD into

marker barrel By
inverting marker
ink will saturate me
niO wiihiD a lew
minutes

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located In The Campus Center

OyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

'W® S®!!^ ®il@i
^Your Choice** Coupon Specials

Buy One Get One Free

BREAKFAST
#4 Country Special iuq M^'
Chilled juice, hot co'tee, two largt egQS, two pancakes
with bacon, sausage of ham. home fnes and toast

LUNCH
The New Englander r«9

*3^'

An ovcrsizad s«¥hvich on a toasted steak roil with ham.
turk«y. bacon. ciMddar. Mtuce and tomato.
Served with fries, rice or cole slaw.

DINNER
Our Entree Specialties Reg »5*'/*5''
Chicken or Veal Parmioiana and choice of steak tries,

baked potato, rice pilar cottage cheese or cole slaw
Served with tossea salad.

valid

Monday

tkni

Friday

only.

CoupoB

Expires

3/10/89

SCNiOfl

DT12EN

DISCOUNT
10% ANYTIME

iW'^^/iZ tun n s««« sw t SHOP in. 9 HAHniuHnsT 2smih :%<i

^oJ»ers»tt
ot Mass*'*'-::^

i< If

Summer Employment
TUESDAY, MARCH 7

10 a.m.—5 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom

Featuring:

60 Camps
from the Northeasf

Massachusetts • New York • Maine
Connecticut • New Hampshire

New Jersey • Boston • Pennsylvania

WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT^,

Further Information Contacl
The Student EmpIoYment Office

239-A Whitmore - Walk-ins Welcome
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Calypso 's flop as dancing Russians steal show
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Steel Wave and Orquestra Chevere
Hampden Theater
March 3

It looked like it was going to be a long night. Steel
Wave, a Trinidian steel band playing calypso music-
was on stage at the Hampden Theater Friday night as
part of the Residential Arts' FlimdiMzy series. The band
looked as if they would have preferred staying home
in bed. The fifteen or so people that comprised the au-
dience looked like they were in bed.

Twenty minutes into the set, about ten Soviet
students and their American hosts walked in and
started dancing. If you ever thought Soviets couldn't
dance, think again.

While the origmal lethargic audience of fifteen lazi-

ly looked on, the Soviets brought the energy level of

the room up to a new high. Steel Wave soon realized

their spotlight had been stolen, and increased their in

tensity a few notches in an attempt to regain it.

But this was a night that belonged to the audience.
When Orquestra Chevere. a ten member Latin salsa

band, took the stage, the Soviets took over the dance
floor again

The band, singing most of their songs in Spanish

(save for a fun salsa version of Stevie Wonder's sick-

ingly sweet "I Just Called to Say I Love You") seemed
to enjoy the exchange students more than the audience

ervjoyed the band. Although there is humor in watching

a bunch of fairly old, fat men who dress alike move in

synch onstage, their music, like that of Steel Wave, was
often flat.

Midway through Orquestra Chevere's set, the ex
hausted Soviets, who will be here for three weeks as

part of a direct student exchange program, left. I im
mediately followed. As far as I was concerned, the show
was over.

SPRING ^RSaK 89
Q^illinolbn

^FVERMONT
CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

^l/| fmf\f4 CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

f ^^fCI T WCCIx •tMT«acaNociJX4iMa«'

^

I

UAAA5S SKI CLUB
430 student union

X v*^

mciuon Mills ^^5 3437
AHDUHvicis NON-MEMBERS

^ WELCOME

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session
No Charge • No Registration

Tuesdays, 4-5 pm
Nov. 15, 22, 28; Dec. 6 & 12

Univ. Health Services RM 304
UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health
Therapist will answer questions, show
^iln^n^rovid^enerahnfonnation.

I

I
I

cljarlic'jj
1 Pray St Ambers' -549-5403 • Open Ham

7 Days A Week • Cal. for Take Out
Kitchen Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10$ Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PH • 12:00 AM
I

Seven AScirca $1.50
Drink of Um Wctk

MooMhcad $1.75
Bmt of dM Moalb

FOOD GIVE A WAYS
Tu«s IOC Buffalo Win^s 9 J2

W«d 99C Nacho & Chee%* Plalleri 9 12

Sunday 4 Burger Platters for S5 00 6 10

LESSON NO. 1
NEVER CONSIDER DOING

BUSINESS WITH SOMEONE WHO
IS NOT WILLING TO WORK FOR IT!

We Harbor
the Best

Careers
Thompsons Clam Bar. the largest seasonal

restaurant on the East Coast, has immediate

(>petiinv{s (now through September 10) for the

following exf)erienced individuals;

PORTERS
BUS PERSONS

DININGROOM WAITSTAFF
COCKTAIL WAITSTAFF

We also have the following kitchen positions

available:

DISHWASHERS
PREP COOKS

COOKS
SALAD DEPARTMENT

We offer an excellent working environment and

competitive compensation. Aw>ly now Call Sue

at (508) 4 3 2-1000, or apply in person.

THOMPSON'S
CLAMBAR

23 Snow Inn Road
Harwichport, MA 02646

An Equal Opportunity Employer

LESSON NO. 2

See Lesson No. 3 next week.

ONE DEALERSHIP IN YOUR
AREA IS WILLING TO HELP AND
WORK FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

1> r I

For people who won t consider

compromise... for people like you!!

586-8626
Excludes all other promotions.

171 KING STREET. NORTHAMPTON, MASS
• 1000 total maximum payments

lY()l<T((AiV([^'l'()N ((OlMDA
586-8626
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ARTS&LIVIISIG
The view from the Mount
on the Five College scene

By KRISTINA DENIUS
Collegian Correspondent

While stereotypes are generally con-

sidered injurious to the fabric of moral
st)ciety, it's often dilTicuIt to avoid classi-

fying people under a blanket category

when your sole basis for judgement is

the people and or the institutions they

are associated with. Here in the Five

College Area, assumptions of character

are routinely made based on the

stereotypes associated with each school

Although restricted to the viewpoints of

only one group of students, recent inter-

views with women at Mount Holyoke
College revealed some interesting at

titudes toward neighboring colleges and
their make up of students.

Despite the lack of contact between
Smith and Mount Holyoke. the women
questioned seemed to identify most
cloeely with Smith students. Senior
Danielle Dawson commented. "I could

stereotype them as all being rich with
nice clothes, but they are basically a lot

like us " Lona Miller, a Mount Holyoke
sophomore, said, "They're more pushy
and outspoken than us. especially if

you're m Northampton, where they act

like they own the place." Most who
were questined agreed that the social

life at Smith is probably ver> similar to

the social life at Holyoke rather
pathetic

"I've heard that Amherst guys go to

their (Smith) parties, which for me is a

good reason to steer clear of the place,"

said Merry Buckolt. a Mount Holyoke
senior.

Holyoke students seem to agree that

Hampshire students are very unique.
The\ are generally viewed as b«»ing

"artiiy types who eat granola and smoke
pert." One woman said that it seems like

the most important admission require
ment at Hampshire is to have a cause.

She then added, "what I want to know
IS, if th. \'n- all so individualistic, whv

do they all dnss alike'.'"

Piikea Miller noted that most Hamp
shire students wear, "birkenstcnrks and
rag wool socks with clothing that is

predominantly ethnic." Asked about the

Hamp.shire social scene. Miller said, "I

imagine they do drugs, drink, attend lee

tures. go to the movies and play strange

sports."

Few of the women interviewed had
anything particularly pleasant to say

about Amherst students or the Amherst
social life. The typical Amherst student

IS looked upon as being conservative,

preppy, cleancut. extremely uptight

and snobby. The men were described as

being "very immature"
Sabrina Maurer remarked. "Quite

frankly, I have a pretty awful impres-

sion of the place (Amherst College*."

One freshman student stated. "It's a
nice place to drink, but you wouldn't
want to talk to anyone there."
"

. . their parties are filled with peo-

ple who are completely unfriendly and
boring, and the men are simply not at-

tractive." Merry Buckolt added. "It's

basically a bunch of not-so-good looking

guys sitting around waiting for

beautiful girls to fall all over them "

The Mount Holyoke students tended
to perceive UMass in a very favorable

and positive light. Saskia Aalders said.

"They are nice down to earth, laid bai k.

fun and relaxed."

One woman noted that the atlir. !

choice amongst UMass men was the

casual look, "unlaced Reelioks. jeans,

big CB jackets and the token baseball

cap." "Everyone seems to be fmrn
Massachusetts, and their is a great ci« il

of hairspray. ' another woman said

"As far as the social life goes." Aaldt i>

obiierved." . . UMass students seem to

be natural partiers." "They're friendly,

positive people." Sabrina Maurer
summed up UMass student.**, "and
they re just as ninti\;iti'd as anybody

'

Kaplan LSAT prep-

We plead guilty!

The first, the biggest, the best We plead guilty

on all counts to giving LSAT candidates like you
the finest test preparation possible

Every year, Stanley H Kaplan preps more men
and women for the LSAT than anyone else Why?

It s simple! Our teachers are LSAT specialists

who know what it takes to score Our research

staff keeps you on top of the latest test changes
Our home study pack and audio study lab lets

you get as much LSAT practice as you need.
Want proof Call or visit any of our over 130

nationwide locations. Ask about our free repeat

policy and our scholarship programs. Voull find

the professionalism your future deserves Beyond
the shadow of a doubt

IKAPLAN
STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

COMPLETELY UPDATED COURSE
FOR JUNE, 1987, EXAM

Classes Begin:

March 28th

April 20th

358 No. Pleasant Street • 549-5780

Hot Jane hooks P St. crowd
By JASON TALERMAN
Cnlit'^ian Staff

Predominantly a yuun^ crowd. The
i.(M)lest watched Grave Goods from the

couches at the back of the balInK)m The
most idiotic went full tilt the whole way.
IVari St. definitely has Club MTV poten
tial, only this crowd wouldve stomped the

insides ri^ht out of Judie Brown. I had the

fiu last week and I could have sworn I had
a million little MTV veejays coursing

through my veins. It's parasites like that

that are destroying cattle all over the
vvorld; now they're in the picture tube.

Jane's Addiction is going to be infecting

the tube too. in a big way, real soon We
will be a metal nation. I don't necessarily

condone this but if Jane's Addiction
represents the next wave of metal then at

least I won't be clawing my own eyes out

everytime the remote control rings up ol'

number 34

The LA. rock scene has definitely gone
sour. L^ts of long hairs pretending to live

in two worlds. If they could just separate

the music from appearence. In a sense,

though. 1 think this is good for music. Even
if bands turn out to be pretentious assholes

they still might retain some of that gotxl

skatepunk childhood. Jane's Addiction
plays just enough dirge to keep me happy
I missed the world premier of Madonna's
new Pepsi ad to see Jane's Addiction play
to an angst ridden all ages crowd at the
giant upstairs ballnxtm at Pearl Street. I

was kind of curious to see what kind of

make up they would employ to hide Sean
Penn's handiwork but I got more than my
share of at^sault and battery in the pit at

the show

I felt that Jane's Addiction were pret-

ty solid though they leaned a little bit too

much on sound board. They were loud and
tight but after an hour of straight digital

delay I felt like I had been split, Syhtl-like.

into 24 different personalities They could
have benefitted from a shorter, louder set

with about a twenty minute version of the
"Mountain Song" but I have a lot of per-

sonal problems that force me to work in

short, intense spurts

< ollrKlun pholo b\ .(mx.ii rnlrrmnn

JANE'S ADDICTION played a packed Pearl Street Thursday night.

We Harbor the Best Careers
VCwhrneiT Harbt>r Hotel and Beach Cluh. the finest setskk reson on C'jpe

Qxi. cuirently ofters the folkwinc p(>sitK>n«« available inunediaieK through
October 23. 1989.

• WAITSTAFF • NIGHT AUDITOR
• HOUSEMEN • GIFTSHOP

• PORTERS • BEACH ATTENDANTS
• SECURITY • LAUNDRY

• COMMISSARY
Full and pan-iune positions available: flexible hours. Weabohivt the
following kitchen positions a\-ailable:

• BREAKFAST-LUNCH COOK
• BAKERY ASSISTANT

•LINE COOKS •DISHWASHERS
Vfe ofifer an excellent working atmosphere and competitive compensation
Housii^ is ava^abJe from September to October. .•Xpph today! CaD Sue at

(508) 432*1000 or apply in person.

WYCHMRE HARBOR
HotelandBead) Club

23 Snow Inn Road, Harwichport, MA 02646
An Equal Opponuniiv Hmplovcr

Largo provide key to the Galaxy at Blue Wall
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Hugo Largo/Galajcy 500
Blue Wall Cafe
March 3

The first thing 1 notice as I step inside

the Blue Wall and assess the situation with

my albeit limited powers of vision is that,

apart from a small contingent of Hamp-
shire College types dressed like silhouet-

tes (or is it the other way round - I can
never tell.), the cafe seems to be packed to

the gunnels with large regions of empty
space. I suppose this is a good cue for a joke
- but hey! I'm not one for rubbing it in.

Besides, I didn't come here to watch the

crowd.

As I down another coffee to regain caf-

feine equilibrium, I'm getting a mite piss-

ed off at the PA., pumping out some
vacuous chart rock bilge at completely
ridiculous volume. I wait impatiently for

Galaxy 500, tonight's support act.

Three sorry looking figures finally ap

pear on stage, and announce themselves as
Wild Stallion, but it's a joke that backfires,

because initially they seem to live down to

the pop/metal crappiness the name implies,

especially with the "slow, with feeling

{ "Every Rose has it's Thorn")" G to C
strum of the opening number. But soon
enough they're recognizably Galaxy 500
again, and their finest moments have the
plaintive, clumsy, out-oftune desperation
of the best dream teen-angst jangle pop.

They finish off' the set with a cover of New
Order's "Ceremony " that is almost
religious in it's reverence. I like Galaxy
500. They remind me of all the reasons we
formed bands in high school.

Hugo Largo are a different kettle offish

From the moment
they occupy the stage, I find myself struck
by their otherness, which is made even
more striking by the completely unpreten-

tious between-song banter. Singer Mimi
Goese, looking like she's mtxleling the

spring collection from the Fashion House

of Utopia, has obviously been attending the

David Byrne school of head-movements,
while New Zealand bassist Tim Sommer is

the embodiment of every Flying Nun
record you've ever heard. But the band's
seeming incongruity is part of their appeal.

Over the persistent, yet mesmeric drone of

two counterpointing bass guitars, Mimi's
voice soars with Hahn Rowe's spine-

scratching electric violin, the two in-

struments weaving effortlessly in and out

ofone another like invisible birds, momen-
tarily coming into perfect union.

And you just can't get away from that

voice, a strange, beautiful moan, which
wraps you in its intoxicating velvet

darkness and then screams like shattering

glass, all in one breath. Hugo Largo per-

form some balancing act; Listening to them
is like lying on your back in deep water,

constantly feeling that you're about to go

under, yet somehow kept afloat on an im
possible wave of uncertainty.

This sense of the unpredictable is

reflected when Rowe swaps his magic
violin for what sounds like Robin Guthrie's

guitar, and the Largo sound which you
thought you could pin down - something
like Black Sun Ensemble meets Mimi
Goese (because there is no analogy you can
make for Mimi Goese) takes on a com-
pletely new and liberatingly breezy
dimension.

The members of the band seem pretty

much unconcerned by the poor turnout,
although Mimi makes a few jokes about the
excessive security. "Can't somebody start

a fight or something?" she suggests,

although this seems pretty unlikely, judg-

ing from the morons adorning the front

row. As the next number starts up they
begin gyrating like Bobo dolls, and Hugo
Largo suddenly seem to me like fish in a
bowl, looking out on an unfamiliar world,

and no-doubt noticing how bloody silly it

all looks. But these fish are rapidly ascen-

ding the phylogenetic scale. Watch them
evolve!

44
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FOR COLLEGE
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When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such

an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As s(X)n as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and Ixxjks,

thanks to the New Gl Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Anny
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more tnan $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

Il alfadds up to $18.()0()-()r more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any air wash will give you.

Tl Ii: GUARD CAN I IIA A' PUT
YOU Tl IROUGI I COIJJ^GI^, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RLCRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
'In Hawaii 737 5255. Pu*rt<. Rico 721 4550 (iuam 477 9957. Virgin Islands
Si CriMx) 77.1 6438; New Jenwy 800 452 5794. In Alaska. c«nsull your Inral

phone direclorv
c 1985 I'niled Slates dovemmeni as represented by the Secretary ol Defense
All riRhts reserved

MAIL TO. Army Nalional Guard. PO Box 6000. Clifton. NJ 07015

NAMK

I

. C) M t: F
I

I

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

AREACftDF. PHONE

SOCIAL SFXIIRITY NUMBER

OCCUPATION

STUDENT U HIGH SCH(X)I. D COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE D YES D NO

US CITIZEN DYES UNO

BIRTH DATE

BRANCH RANK AFM/MOS

««i jmp f> mt •» mvnmt tnrMHio ^••<«»» cu*c lol
A1CWJC0603NP

AniiyNational Guard
Americans At Their Best.
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THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

BDIC
DATE: TUESDAY, MARCH 7, 1989

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BACHELOR'S DEGREE WITH INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences In the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussioni

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Frank Loon McCoy 74
"African Politics

"

PotrlckJ Hayes 75
"Graphte Communlcatk>ns"

Sanford M. MototMa 78
"Larxj Planning & Dovelopmenf

'

James F. Kane '83

"Broadcast Reporting with

Specialization In Governmenf

Consultant
Synergos Institute

New York. NY

Freelance Graphic
8i Textile Designer

P. Hayes Designs
Northampton, MA

Attorney
Rackemann, Sawyer
and Brewster

Boston, MA

News Anctior/Reporter
WTAG Radio
Worcester, MA

For more Information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center

545-2224

Exhaustive rhythms
from KODO drummers
By JOHN O'LEARY
Collegian Correspondent

KODO
Fine Arts Center
March 3

The Fine Arts Center resounded with

the rhythm of Japanese drumming Fri

day evening as the touring group

KODO treated a near capacity audiem •

to an inspiring performance

With a musical presentation centered

nn the taiko, a traditional Japanese

drum, KODO explored the most basic

form of musical expression and created

a powerful and unique sound. Often

employing an ensemble of strictly per

I Lission instruments, this eleven man
cmpany created a wall of sound which

enthralled the crowd

The main creative inspiration for

KODO is the harmony and balance

within nature, and the primal rhythms

of their music capture this inspiration

magically The irtory behind KODO is

important in appreciating their musical

message.

Baaed on an island in the Sea of

Japan, the members ofKODO live com-

munally in a setting of great natural

beauty, as they have since 1971. Their

days are spent practicing the various in

struments employed in their show and

maintaining the physical conditioning

required in their performances The

term "KODO" means both "heartbeat"

and "children of the drum", and this

choice of name expresses their desire to

play the dnuns purely, within the heart

of a child

The simple joy the performers ex-

perienced while playing was evident

throughout the performance, as was the

concentration and effort required in

playing at the level of skill which the

compositions demanded Friday's pro-

gram consisted of twelve compositions

and was played through without inter

mission. The energ\' and stamina of the

players was imprt's.sive. as many pieces

I ailed for the sustained beating of enor

mous barrel drums.
Most impressive of all, however, was

the variety of textures produced by the

complex combination of simple in-

struments One piece featured two sets

of cymbals playing off one another with

the accompaniment of two .sets ofdrums
The ctx>rdination of the instrumentation

resulted in a sound that was full and

lyrical.

Several instruments required some
teamwork. The massive Odaiko. a two

headed drum weighing over 200 pounds,

produced its cadence by the drummer on

one side beating out a basic rhythm
while the main player freely improvis

ed A duet featuring two stringed in

struments also featured the coordinated

effort of the players as they strummed
an Oriental version of dueling bai\)o«(a

comparison which really does the piece

no justice).

The evening ended with an audience

demand for three encores, the troop

finally capping the night off with a song

of appreciation sung to the rhythmic

hand clapping of the entire auditorium,

a samall payback for their remarkable

display of percussive excellence in a

wonderful and uplifting performance.

SPRING BREAKfor

THE PLACE TO BE
We have a brand new 7-bedroom mansion reserved tor

the UMASS spring break party of the year. Your party abode
is located on the beach and includes a fully equipped kitchen,

living room, 4 full bath rooms, and daily maid service. The
Sandy Lane Golf Course and Sunset Crest Resort are both

close neighbors. The 3 quads, 3 triples, and 1 double are given

on a first come first serve basis so don't be late.

DATES: ^
JFK Departure: March 17, 18, 19

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Departures

BOS Departure: March, Friday 17 - Friday 24

Quad, Triple, or Double Occupancy: $589

Occupancy Is first come first serve

$559: VILLAS
$525: ON WATER LOCATION

$75 non-refundable for reservation

$25 security deposit required.

Full payment is need after February 9, 1989

Payments in guaranteed funds only!

UMASS SKI CLUD

$589
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430 Student Union
545-3437
SEE US AT THE TABLE
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M A'lO tournament
continued from page 18

One of those teams was UMass, and the win at the Cage
was a big one for St. Bonaventure.

i think the game at UMass was one of our best all
year." Telford said. "Wejumped out early and there was
no stretch of five or six minutes where we got out ofsynch.
That was the difference in the ballgame."
That, along with the play offreshman forward Sue Shay,

who has been a sUlwart all season for the Bonnies. Shay,
who has a 40-point effort included in her season's resume,
chucked in 31 in that game to lead her team.

As the second leading scorer in conference games and
third best scoring overall (21.2 points per game, along with
7.4 rebounds), there's not much doubt that she will be the

player UMass will have to keep a sharp eye on.

"We will have to figure out a way to stop Sue Shay,"
Hewelt said. "We thought we had a good setup last time,

but that didn't work. And now we have to play her inside

and outside."

However, as any coach knows, they will be in a world

of hurt if they focus on just Shay and let the rest of the

brown uniforms have their way. The Bonnies feature an
able support cast of sophomore guard Roni Hergenroeder,

sophomore forward Leslie McGhee and senior guard Lisa

Super Husti Avaiable

549-3840

COPYCAT
PnntShflp I

228 Thangl* St, Amherst

LONDON 358
PAHIS 458
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679
SYDNEY 1 128
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issuto ow rm s^or •
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413-256-1261
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Auto
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Marquis, among others. Any one player is capable of hav-

ing a night to write home about.

"We've been fortunate to have other players do damage
for us," said Telford. "We'll just have to play our

ballgame."
The strategy isn't much different for UMass.
"We have to come out and play with intensity. After

that, anything can happen," Hewelt said.

Hoop-la: Each team has won one game this year, but
this one is the one that means the most. The winner will

keep on going, with a trip to Philadelphia to face St.

Joseph's in the offing for Wednesday night ... St. Joe's

won a coin flip Saturday night to take the top spot in the
tourney, the first time ever that it has gained the top seed.

All eyes may be on senior forward Beth Wilbor. who
needs 16 points to reach 1,000 for her career . . . if there
is anything going against St. Bonaventure, it's the fact

that the Bonnies haven't played since Feb. 25. For a team
that's been on a roll, a layoff like that could be deadly.

Resume
Service

Qualit\ Copies

Fiiie Sialiofiery

Matching Envelopes

Idntoi
the copy center

253-2543

SO YOU TM!NK YOU KNOW
MOW TO HANDLE THE BUMPS?

PROVE IT!

At the annual Killington Mogul Challenge on Outer

Limits, Saturday, April 1st Come get an application

from the UMass Ski Club, 430 Student Union ($15

application fee)* and join the competition

OR JUST BE A SPECTATOR, and join us for the

Saturday bus tnp to Killington

'Number of applications avatUble afc limited, so please hurry

to be sure a space « reserved tor you.

UMASS SKI CLUD

Uc»^%% 1x4. <r»C

Double
Reverse
Weave

Photo by
Buck Stewart

Monday-Friday
9-5

Saturday 10-3

f^nmVERSITY
MJSTORE^

UPC PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

THAT
PETROL
EmOTION
& v|]I[E Olf THE BEEHlvE

FRIDAY
MARCH 31

8:00pm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS-AMHERST

$5 UMASS STUDENT
$7 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER LD.

TICKETS ON SALE MARCH 7 AT TIX
UNLIMITED FOR THE RECORD-FACES
AND MAIN ST RECORDS
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men s swimming
continued from page 20

Standings were

not released in time for printing but Yar

worth expects that the the Minutemen

finished 15th or 16th out of an approx

imated 45 team field. As expected, Olym
pian David Berkhoff of Harvard swam well

in his home pool, while Princeton took the

team title.

Brian Mclver had a good meet for the

Minutemen but the lack of time off had ob-

vious efl'ects. Mclver's best finish was in

the 50 yard freestyle where he took sixth

place. He finished with a time of 20.81

seconds, a new UMass and New England

record He also grabbed a ninth place spot

m the 100 yard freestyle m 45.08 seconds

and 16th m the 200 yard freestyle.

The UMass team of Dave Ehle, Pete

Koback. G T Ladd and Mclver got 16th in

the 400 yard medley relay and the

Minutemen also grabbed 13th in the

200 yard medley relay, setting a school and

New England record with a time of 1:34.08.

Koback put in a good performance in the

lUO yard breaststroke, setting a UMass
record with a time of 59.06 seconds.

"We did all right.' said Yarworth. 'We
were just a little bit off. I think (making

up last week's] schoolwork got to them."

Despite the finish at the Easterns, Yar

worth still has plenty of reason to smile.

His team will be returning intact next

MONDAY, MARCH 6, 1989

season, a fact which should have the rest

of the New England swimming coaches

shaking their heads in frustration.

i'm sure they'll be looking forward to

[next year's! .senior class graduating," said

Yarworth.
The coach was also happy with the

results of the year overall.

"We did what we planned on doing. We
set our goal, to win the New England

Championships again, and we did it," Yar-

worth said. "Now we will just start getting

readv for next vear."

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When you break away this year, do it with style
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.
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"I couldn't spend that much
unless I wore sable under-

ware."
-Jacquelir>e Kennedy

asked in 1962 if she spent S30,000 a year on clothes
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (Mofch 21-Apr< W) Good
fnoncoi newi gets your week o*t to

a hoppv sTort Tiot out you irosl

rmogrKJtive ideaj Authority figure

makes tne flg^t decison Trujt a
higher power to he(p you tck a

prot)»em

TAUtUS (Aprt 20-Moy 20) Vour

workkxxl increases Focus yoi/

eoerg»s on proiects that wi everv

tvjoly put rrore cosh r your pocket

vou are eoger to pursue the odfect

of your atfectiortt Put you best foot

forward

OfMNM (May 21-Jur>e 20) vour

efforts are beglrvwig to ottract tt»

attentjoo of those who count

Lower your expectations, or you

could be disappointed Vour feet-

rigs coufcl be at odds with your orrv

b(tion Set priorities

CANCEt (June 21-Julv 22) A
frerrwndous period of ochievement

IS coming Put your worries m
rT>othba«s for a whie and work

hard Rorhorxre tK»s a new gkjw

You thunk about mokir^ rrxijor

ctwnges in you lifestyle

UO (July 23-Aug 22) Do favors

for ottiers - and get those mportant

lOOs for the future A fact-finding

tou gives you the time of your life

HokJ your grourxJ on o financial

matter A compromise is

unthinkoWe
VttOO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Vou

receive some excellent business or

financiai advice Listen corefuHy

Surprises greet you when you return

home Consult portner before ac-

cepting or rejecting an invitation

LIMA (Sept 23^0ci22) « uncar

tam about you career, now s the

tme to sort things out Thw cornet-

votive corporate kx* a best for

you A rekitiorithp receivM o blest-

mg from on high Invest your eorrv

mgs wisety

»C0«WO (Oct 23-r4ov 21) Vou

w4 be ri on expansive rrxxx) this

everw>g A blond date couU open
the door to tun arxl fortune Corv

centrate on busmeu earier m tt«

day Dot am tfw is ar«3 cross ttxjse

T'si

SAOITTAtNn(f«>v 22-Oec 21) A
change of residence or empkjy-

ment couka be right around the

corrwr FirxJ out nnore about tt>e

people making an offer before you
commit yourself Travel proves

invigorating

CAMNCOtN (Dec 22-Jon 19)

Aittxjugh ckDse business advisers

may give you poor advice, you can
trust outside counsel Travel « best

postpofwd. especolly a visit to

arx)tt>er country The tinof«K3i pic-

ture brightens.

AttUAMUt (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Refuse to go into a tallspin just

because you fxjve had o disap-

pointrT>ent it coukj turn out to be a
blessing a disguoei A ilD»ng is in o
competitive mood today Be
toleranf

PISCIS (Feb 19-l^arch 20)
Rethink on idea that has real

possiblities if you can tirxi a prac-

tical application Do rwt copltukate

to opposition untu you tiove ex-

hausted on you optlorw Seek rrxxe

outtyarity at pkice of empksyment

MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Chicken cutlet sandwich

Bacon-onion quiche

Roost top rourtd of beef

Bfeoded veal pattie

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Boursin and sprout sandwich

Chicken cutlet sandwich

Eggplant rolatini

Vegetable hot pot
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women 's hoop
•onr.nued from pat;e 20

Taking a gamble, L'Mass decided to go

inside and the move paid off in the early

going. Junior center Helen Freeman (14

points! found her game after some rtKky

play of late and sparked the Minutewomen
to a quick lead. In stark contrast to Thurs

day night's loss to Rutgers, the

Minutewomen were not flustered at all by

the quality of the opponents.

"We came out loose and ready to play,"

Hewelt >ani "Helen finally got untracked

and got us started
'

I'Mass was also getting a good game
from sophomore forward Keyburn
McCusker (team high 15 pointsi to stay

within reach

But with the middle clogged, it was all

fun and games for point guard Ellen

Shields, who nailed down a triplet from

Threeptuntville in a matter of five minutes
1(1 send the Hawks off and running The

St. Joseph's, 82-60
Mia.«ii< hust'llk tW) Vu

M<

IoImI.

streak shooting guests answered every

UMass challenge and pushed the lead to

13 at halftime, 45-32.

All things considered, it was a decent

first half for UMass, and with the excep

tion of an unconscious 64 percent displav

by the Hawks in the first 20 minutes, it

could have been anyone's game at that

pt)int,

Howevti , as the news was arriving fnmi

Philly about the disappointing men's scon-,

the Hawks blew it open for a clean Satur

day matinee sweep. The inside play of

seniors Dale Hodges and Kim Foley (18

points apiece I and Shields' long range tac

tics (14 pointsi kept the Hawks rolling.

Within the first seven minutes of the st»

cond half. St. Joe's flashed out with a 19-6

run to rid all doubt, making it 64-38 with

12:49 left

.\11 that was left at that point was pn
sonal matters. With time winding down
Hewelt decided to give senior forward Bt"th

WillHir a shot at reaching the mile.stone

l.(K)0 point plateau. Wilbor. who along

with seniors Christel ZuUo and Dianne
Burke was honored before the game, came
into Saturday needing 29 points to reach

the four-digit mark. She finished with 13.

and will have a chance to top that mark
tonight in the first round of the Atlantic

10 tourney against St Bonaventure at the

Cage(7 ;iO>

Women's hoop to host
Bonnies in first round

Bv JIM CLARK
Collegian StafT

The second season starts tonight for

the University ot' Massachusetts
Somen's basketball team.

.•\fter turning in a 10 17 overall per-

formance and a 4 14 record in the Atlan

tic 10 conference, the Minutewomen will

play host to St. Bonaventure Universi

i> m the first round of the A 10 tourna
nient at the Curry Hicks Cagt' (7 .30

p m.).

fhe Minutewomen have been struggl

iiig of late, dropping their la.st six

games. But in all fairness, they have
been undermanned for that whole
stretch, having to dress no more than
nine players at any one time. If

anything the lack of depth, never a lux

ury at any point in the season, has been
the biggest detriment duiing the stretch

run
Inchuied in that six puck of setbacks

N\.i- "u. Im tonight's opponent. St.

Bonaventure. a 75 69 loss at the Cage
on Feb. 18. With that in mind, the

Minutewomen are going to be hard
presst'd to come up with a win tonight

and keep this season alive.

But one thing this team has never
been short on is confidence. UMass
coach Kathy Hewelt thinks that Satur
day's loss to St. Joseph's at the Cage was
actually a plus at this stage in the game.

"I think we'd much rather play them
at home after a loss than a win," Hewelt
said. "Still, we're going tn have our

hands full.
"

Indeed, the Bonnies (3- 15 in the A 10,

10-17 overall) are a team that hasn't

been lacking in confidence itself What
at one time looked like a lo.st seas»>n that

started with 14 consecutive conference

losses took an abrupt about face as it

reeled olT successive league wins over

Rhode Island. UMass and George
Washington before a final loss to

Temple
"1 think that v'.*.\f played well in

February," said Bonnie coach Mary
Jane Telford. "Earlier we were playing

well against the higher echelon teams
in the league like Rutgers. St. Joe's and
Wl•^t N'irginia. Finally in the last few.

we've still been playing well, but we've

been playing teams more on our level

continutd on pciv /5

V^DOVE^I

Dov^ Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS ^

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Oove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Smail

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127

BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prerequisite:

Back pain 9s a referral

from your UHS provider

This 4 session program
i ciass«s on* \M—k apart I

includes information on axarcts*.

sonna anatomy, massaga.

matmant options, posmra tips.

iMin ratiaf mathods
and rsiaxaoon

DATES & TIME: Mondays,
April 3,10 & 24
at 6:00-8:00 pm

and Tuesday, April 18
at 6:00-8:00 pm

PLACE:
University Health Center

• Mms« «dvi«« vour UHS 9«wid«r for tfw
i

OSI UES Hm^D EOuirsioo far I

Admission charged tonight
Tomjjhts womens basketball ^ame is an Atlantic 10

conferencf tournament game, and is not a normal UMass
event. So all spectators will be charged admission.

Costs for L'Mass students will be $1 with a student ID.

.\on students and students without IDs will be charged $2

LOSE 4" TO 14" IN ONE HOUR
STYLESBYDEBORAH'S

conipiele inch 1ok> prograin

f^^^hr ( nique Frogram //e/ps."^"
• Kesl()r«t> eia!i(K.-i(> to Iuom- flaMn skin • \u( a wairr ins
• Inches frff in Urs\ wrap • Use uasifihllN rcllulite

• Conliiur \()ur \»*i\ !<>«>' from pruttk-m jrya>

BRING A FRlEND(s) SPECIAL
130 each Two or more people (reg $40 ea.)

Includes Body Wrap, Facial & Foot Massage

^'vN-*
STYLES BY DEBORAH

65 University Dr . Amherst
Call 549 5610 for appotntmeni

/".

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
Now accepting application for June, July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brandywine Office

Open Monday to Fnday 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

549-0600

•Restrictions apply
•••««•••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••«••••••••••*•*•••«« ———»»»•»•••••—»

^^a Cucuta di

TINPCCHIOI
PIZZA

FREE

SDBS

DELIVERY
(limited delivery area)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
G>upont w«lid lof delivery

Of pick up only

549-3669

Monday

»

Tuesday

& Wednesday
Night Special

Coupon
LARGE CHEESE

PIZZA
$5.50 plus tax

ll Not Valid with any other special • Valid only
|

|| on Monday Tuesday or Wednesday • Valid
|

11 in Amherst locailon • Valid only by phone

AMHERST DELICATESSEN

10%
All Off-Gampus

Deliveries

MON.-WED. "^^^yy?/: THURS.SAT.
4 TO 8 549-0314 4 TO 10

.T. \X)RTH PU-:ASASr '^TRrn AMHFRST MASSACHUSETTS 5.<<-. 6.^^

- L.
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women 's gymnastics

COLLEGIAN 19

continued from paii<; 20

"After :« slow start, things are rinally all

coming together," said Ditunno.

"it was the best one she's done this year,"

agreed Mitchell.

Classmate Kaufman earned similar

raves for her rousing exhibition perfor

mance in the flow- exercisse, and Keefe chip-

ped in a similarly fond farewell effort on
the balance beam.
Junior Erika Baxter captured the all

around top spot with u solid 36.2. Erin

Klier (35.95) and Kim Grady (35.75) finish

men 's gymnastics

ed second and third on the afternoon. Deb
bie Schultz, meanwhile, continued her as-

cent on the uneven bars, following last

week's 9.4 with a 9.5. "She can keep get-

ting higher and higher," promised
Mitchell.

On the downside of the emotional scale,

Michelle Antonelli twisted her knee dis-

mounting from the balance beam, and had
to be helped to her feet. It's uncertain
whether she'll be able to rebound in time
for this Saturday's meet at the rniversity
of Vermont.

continued from page 20

EIGL Championship, though they did not

get away injury free.

The Minutemen went into the last t-vent

of the evening, the high bar with a slim

221 35 220.65 lead But after the high bar.

the Minutemen had themselves a

268.05-264.3 victory which gave them sole

poiMMsionofsea»d place in the EIGL and

a new adiooi record breaking the old record

of 267,25 set a couple of years ago

ll was the ^cond meet in a row that

UMass needed a strong performance on
high bar to pull out the meet. Last week,

the Minutemen were trailing to Temple
University going into the H bar before cf»m

ing up with thtii Ik^i effort of the yi-ai a.><

a team.

Saturday, the Minutemen were not trail-

ing but they were holding on by the skins

of their teeth But once again, they

responded and this time with even a bet

ter score than last week.

Powered by Jay Ronayne's 9.6, Myers'

9 4. Eggers'9 3. Cal Bookers 9 25. and

Bart Balocki's 9.15 (which was a season

high for Balocki) the Minutemen comhin

ed for a 46.7,

"We had a real good week in practice so

I felt pretty confident." Johnson said

Balocki turned in his best effort of the

The women's gymnastics team won
Rutgers University.
season, despite injuring his ankle in war
mups He was unable to compete at the

New Englands yesterday and is quMi-

tionable f«tr next weekend's meet with

Sprmglield at the Boyden Gymnastics
Center
UMass jumped out t« an early lead

(45.5-44 7 ( in the floor exercise on the

strength of Booker's 9 3, Myers' 9.2, and
the 9 15 fr ^ -crs That lead was ex

tended toh- 75 «« Fn7nerald finish

( «»llrg1Mn phttlii t»> Oii\ id lll|fa»Kl|{u. hi

its final home meet Saturday against

ed second in the pommel horse with an 8,9

The Orangemen ttjok the lead away from

the Minutemen with a very strong perfor

mance on the still rings. Steve Radt led

Syracuse on the rings with a 9.5 t<i give the

C>rangemen a 1.32.9 132.6 lead

But UMaM regained the lead for good in

the vault cnnpetition. 177 30 176 3 led by
Ronayne's 9.4. Balocki's 9.15 and Myers'
9 1 on the parallel bars kept UMass where
It wanted to be going into the last event
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environment 665 4501
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lad me Annw al I

ROOMMATES IWANTEO

NEW HOME r«e smotung on b«M lew tSK
inc 763 7946

LOOKINO FOR A RESPONSMLE NON-
SMOKER to share Tbdrm apt tiM
nagohawa Ca* Ka/ V4»6S46

SERVICES

LOt«G LUSMOUS NAILS! Can be yours tt

•o<dalMe pr<e Eiperwnced Cal Rabm
549«»41 5«»^5t90

STRESSED OtiTT Mawaga Biarapy She
dant oHafing proiaaatonal luS borty
miMagaa OwaagMioyeiMiParainaniF
Caii29643SS

TUTOR WANTED FOR OSASE . Cm
Sieve si 5490133

LCAVMG YOUR AMHERST HOUSE IN
JUNE-* Cj«« rid 0) laaaa aarty CU4I 5W 405

APARTMENT WANTED: Me wwil to take
overibuy your ihraa bddtotim apartmani
leata pre«a«a»y PuRlon. cal 67S24 or
6 7673

WANTED TO RENT

MOVMO OUT Of YOUR BtO HOUSE
NEXT SGKSTBIT A lol of chc* m^<ty
moyein>Cal6«233aaii4 0an«ae Thant
tor hootun us 1^'

NEED CASHt

OCT
your b4
46361

LOOKMG TO TAKE OVER A LEASE tor

neit year si> people plaaaa cal S46-405t

MO BILLY I'm aorry about awarything I H

do wttai I can Let's stafi e«*r I towa you

girt'i

Day

FOR SALE

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 2S6K. 11 drive

monitor $575 with I0meg hard drive. $699
536-5006

HERSE FOR SALE I m dead serious about

selling it $2500 or BO, Chris
734-4544/546-4216

EXERCISE BIKE like brand new' Only $35
call 549 5771 Leave message

20 " SVLVANIA COLOR TV, like new $100
549-4234 Hugh

6*^ 0RAPHK:S $20 Can 549^234 Hugh Lott

of fun

AMBtiirER MACHINE EX CONDITION $40
and Sony 5 " TV Call 546-5354

EARN HONCVt HAVE PUNI Mala and
tamaia couiaion naadad thts auwmar lor

Is camp m Mama Marviaws al Camp
ay in STudent Union BaNroom on Tues-

day . March 7 Camp Pineciifte

FOREKiN AREA SPECIALISTSI' Several

mulli national corporations currently seeli

ing foreign graduate studenlVresaarchars

as asaociaie advaors/reaaarchers on scien-

tific economic and political developments
in their home countries To be considered

send cover Mter/rasume to Intematiortal In-

vestment Analysis Group, 40 Wall Stree

Suite 2124 New York NY 10005

BOARD OF GOVERNORS <s hiring the

following coordinator positions 2 assistant

ottice 1 puWc relations 1 (mance 1 special

protects Applications available 817 Cam-
pus Center

THIS PAST SUMMER 350 College
Students toon a Management position gain-

ing e«ceptional t>usiness skills Average
summer earnings $10 740 1-800-922-5579

MIKE'S WESTVIEW HIRING $6/hour

Cleaning person to work mornings. 2-3

hours per day. 4 days per week CiHl Tom-
253-9202

HEY NINETEEN!

JOSH KRANCER^Happy birthday bro' Jusi

think this IS the last B-Oay we'll spend m
school together Have lun i don I eat too

much cake (I know you won t drink loo

much.) Jen

Cal Todd anytime 54<

PERSONALS

IN JUST 11 SHORT DAYS. WE ARE
ACAPULCO OUNOft! Get ready to wake
and bake Joaaphme. Karen Slaci. Paige
Elisa. Sue Peggy, Elan Stacey and iMen
dy Love Mchal

.HZZEE HAPPY BELATED B-OAY! Tha
party has |usl begun Love 7.Wesl

JACK— Whether you need cheering up or

not. I wanted to give you a personal vou ra

a very special person Peace

THE SISTERS OF SNJMA DELTA TAU
would Mie to ntroduce their awesome Gam.
ma OaNa Pledge Class Aurora. Angela.
Joanne. Mana. Lauren Patti Dawn Mar
tine. Marcy Gail. Nikki. Pam. Jen M
Nadine Jill Robbi, Lisa Alison Cyndie,
Maren Ro«anne Janet. Jen R Tiffany

Sue Krista Marissa, Julie, and Elaine We
love you'"

our parly's an iHu

you Your prima

SI SWIMSUIT VIDEO $15 and Sony
Walkman $25 546-5354

PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES Amherst

two year oW income properly positive cash

How (gross rental income 18.000/yr). live

rent free and make spending money loo'

Call Dale 2539949

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE In

lermediale course Tuesday/Thursday

7-9pm. 3/28 5/4, $115 546-4576

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Sendees Center Gel hands'on e«

penence m the legal lieW-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up lo 15

Undergraduate credits No experience in

ttie legal professon necessary-training pro-

vided An intormalion session will be held

on March 6 from 3 30 4 30 in room 917

Campus Canter (545-1995)

KAREN - 1 know tie's an unbehevabu* p«ce
of rneat. and I've tiad him for 3 yrs sirorig

Tear your hean out'

•••FOR LADIES ONLY!!!
Attractive male will perform for female fun

citons 546 9922

BRENDAN CASE! Happy Birthday $22 It s

aH downhill from t>ere' (Just kidding) Love
ya' Horgan

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER YOUR LEASE
for Puffton WILL PAY CASH! Sally
549^4886

WENDY. JEN. SAM ~fha Tun has^ut
begun' We are watching every move you
make Sincerely. NAK

KAREN SKIPPER- Navtirhad A. never wiH.

give It up JT

FELICE. Happy birthday' Thought I'd forget

the big 2-07 leaver Let's gat together

sometime -Phil.

MY CHAMPION
snn' 11 atarays n
baaerma OK''

PATTY-RICIA Happy bMlhday' Wah we
could cilab i aia w4h you navar tha leaa

c slabraM (wfMa you're lagaD' l m«a you im
migrant' P T Coma home' Love Lmda-Pia

ATTENTION UMASS MEN: Crittma
Kanatick can now do things lagaly she
COUMn'l batore* Happy b^lay Tma' From
Sua and Harry

SHARON 0. Happy birthday even if it is a
day late from too tortg Thoiaau

PATRICIA: Happy 20th Baby* I iMoir
you're already legal' l love and mi*a you
Coma home soon Lisa

PATRiaA happy birthday Italian love god-
dess I miss you Andrea

HI FROM DENMARK! A happy early birth

day to AiT>e Babigian Marce P and my
beaulitKxis cousin Anr>e kive especially to

all al 6.30 West Si El>/at>eth Kel HaH Sta
and lulark Herviatia- Congrats w«) BC Law'
with love. Julie P

8GA P«ES»ENT
~

ELECT JOSH
GORDON
MARCH 14

CINDY SHELL Do v»u have a boyfriond
an.HwiT ht-r»* Rarer X

ORUFEE WINTER TRACiK-fsee you all

ovpr campus and Id like lo meet you I eai

al Worcester come by and say hi -Ookken

TO THE UMASS GUY WHO WAS in Poltsci

at /Amherst i wish you hadn t dropped I was
realy kx)king forward lo getting lo know
you Please respond if you would still like

lo The Smithia.

Very eipanarKad
Counaelingfdairaery L«a

COMPUTER SERVICES: Data entry
database devetopment cuatom programm-
ing Balc«ienown 263-3140 J«n

PROFESSIONAL EOmNO- Term p4«MfS
Thasas Oaaartalions 1-467 3753 after

7prT*

VOEO RESUME TO GET THAT JOMt Im
mediate professional personaluad aarvica

Appointments Video Image Productions

(413)8634035

SQA MUBCNT AND TNUITEE
ELECTORS

' SOA PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE '

debates" Come see what the
' candidatas f«ave to say' Thurs March *

'9th CC total 7 00pm Also broadcast

'

' on 91 1 WMUA" Sponsored by SGA '

* Governmental Affairs

SWIIMS OANCE/JITTER BUG CLASSES

JUST $7 EACH OR $25 FOR ALL FOUR,
No partner necessary' Classes meet from
4 . epm Sunday March 5 thru Sunday,
March 26 at East Street Dance Studaio m
Hadley Just off Rt 9 betwiaen Amherst and
Northampton Instructors Lars Marshal
and Janine Warner For more mfo, Call

546-9309 No pre-regislralion necessary

%

SENIORS! The Senior Campaign is coming
Get ready for our up and coming kick-ofi

bash for footpnnts of 89'

HAPPY BIRTHDAV RK»4I It's lime to

celebrate Dress your best cu; we ve got a

dale I love you'

HAJ>^VBIRTHOAY ERICA: Through it all

will love you forever 2»4 Justin

ROBERT WHO WAS OUR WAITER Tues-

day night 2/28 al Filzwillies' You made my
birthday one ot the best Mayt>e we can see
each other again? Jil 54fr7710

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93.000

mHes Call 256-8369

LOST

ORAWilM PAD -Penny Press and hoard

please! If found call 549 0009

LOST PRESCRIPTION RAY-BAN
WAYFARERS in or near Haabrook 2/27

Plaaaa call 253-91 17

TO THE UMASS OUY who was in Polisci

al Amherst I wish you hadn't dropped, I was
really looking forward to getting to know
you Please respond if you would still like

to -Tha Smithia,

HAPPV~fllRTHOAY JULESt Thanx for

showing me what love is (and many other

things) Trust me and you wont regret it

Love ma forever -Andrew

THUMPER" Hey babe- We're stytin' Last
weekend was great, but this weekend was
ttie twst' Never 4-get Sat nite \ac\izii the

backrubs and 'They're doing it again'

Love, Your dumb, dilzy. drunk bk}nde

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a bear? Call 549.1660 George

ATTENTJOII STUOENT ORGANrZA-
TIONS! EXCELLENT FUNORAISING OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY. STUART 546-7612.
LEAVE A MESSAGE.

ROOM WANTED

TRAVEL

3 AIRFARE TIX TO DENVER. CO - $270
rrttrp 3/20 3/27 Call Heather 549 9925

ROUND TRIP TICKET TO PHEONIX From
March 1 7 28 a $260 dollar value for $250
or best offer Cal Julie 6-6793 anytime after

8

NEWEST SPRING BREAK MOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA OTY BEACH, FLORIDA.
$229 COMPLETE! $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0S40 or LYNN 546-7483.

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on-campus. af

fordable. grammar reviewed, dependable.
584 7924. Nancy

••WORDSMITH " Professional Typing
Papers, resumes and more' Laserprinting
with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSINO laat. protaaaional.
accurate 665-4501,

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or house
please call Dense 256-0998 4pm or later

\ WANTED

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASETOroup
of lour, responsible, women (starting 6/1/99)

Please call Lmda or Lisa at 546-9162

CHERRY OH BABY! Keep woiltlng lor that

Jeep we know you can do it' Love.

Michale, Carna, Margo. Julie, and Marc

PERULLO WOMEN

ENJOY YOUR VACA in the triangia you
lucky stiffs -From a Non-Miltonlta
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SPOJTS
St. Joseph's deals UMass a fatal blow
continued from page I

t(i clinch the vJctor>'.

"it wasn't one thing that cost us this

game. We had a couple of plays at the end
that were freshman mistakes. A couple of

passes that shouldn't have been made, a

couple of baskets thdt should have been
made," UMass coach John Calipari said.

For UMass, it was the fifth straight year
the Minutemen have been dumped in the

first round of this prestigious tourney.

"I thought there were three or four times
that we gave it to them," UMass forward
John Tate ( 14 pts, 1 1 rbs) said

In the team's previous meeting on
Wednesday. UMass again had a lead late

in the game but failed to capitalize on it.

In that game, the Minutemen led by only

one with 2:16 to go in the game and the
Hawks prevailed for a regular season
finale victory.

"Give them credit, they're a senior

oriented team," Calipari said.

The win may have saved Boyle's job. The
beleaguered St. Joe's coach has been
targeted for termination by the Philly fans
and he was certainly not a popular man

Seven-point lead erased in final minutes
after UMass erased a nine jxiint halfttme

deficit and took its seven-point lead.

The Minuteman comeback was squarely

the responsibility of super-freshman
McCoy, who poured m 20 second half points

on .ill array of jumpers, leaning one
banders, and brand new twistinjj shots in

the paint

"I would have rather scored 10 points and
win the game. " McCoy said.

"I went out and tried to play a lot

stronger."

As for any fatigue factor. Calipari said

playing St. Joe's in back to-back games in

Philadelphia actually helped the
Minutemen.

"It helped us. We talked about what we
can't give up offensively . . we had some
bad decisions," Calipari said.

The Hawks placed four players in double
figures including Leahy, who scored a team
high 27 points.

For UMass. besides McCoy's windfall, it

had three players with 14 points <Tate.

Rafer Giles, and Anton Brown i And. other

than those four players, the rest of UMass'
squad chipped in a total of six points.

In the first half. McCoy scored eight of

UMass' first 12 points as the two teams ex

changed leads 10 times m the first 11

minutes. Not until 8:13 of the half did

either team manage a lead of more than
lour. Unfortunately it was the Hawks, run-

ning off 10 .straight puintis, who look con-

trol of the game. 36 26.

UMass trailed by nine at the half. 43 34.

Hoop-la: The most impressive stat for

UMass was that the Minutemen went an
incredible 22 for 23 from the free throw line

the least impressive stat for UMass was,
again, its shooting percentage. The
Minutemen shot a woeful 36 percent from
the niK)r while the Hawks shot SO percent

St. Joseph's, 87-83
MaMwckiiwttoiSaK JiRiMK'o) 14 27 7 T 15 Juhn Tat* 6 13 2 2 14 J<>hn MilumU.'>4 4 4. IW«rGllw4 1 i t4 14 Anum

Brown 4 IT 4 4 14. Michwl Bynwii 02 2 2 2 Sran NVIra 00 00 Te4ab: 2A 77 22 2 t nJ

M. JoMpk't UTT): Hrnry Smith T 1 1 3 & 17 Jaim* Owvn* 14 2 2 4. Ran Vrrrru><Mrn 2 3 1 2 S. Ray Washin^on .'
'

. 1

6. BruinUkhv 9 lt> 4« 27. Marlon Milt»r 4 9 2 * 1<> rn:tkm<mS \n \ 4 12 Milir Shuk 2-4 2 2* TalalK32 64 17 i!- -;

TImh poll ifclMmf MaiMrhiMHK 5 1' '•' Bvrnw 1 », 84 Jnwpllt »ia (L—tp h*.
Ama* 13. Waaktngian 01>

ColWglaB plHi4o by imtom Taljciaaa

Jim McCoy's 35 points were not enough to keep the Minutemen's reason
alive, as they fell to St. Joe's, 87-83 in the first round of the A- 10 tourney
in Philadelphia.

Minutewomen fall to St. Joe's, 82-60
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

In all. it wasn't a good weekend for any University of

Massachusetts team that found itself playing St. Joseph's

University.

While the men's hoop team was seeing its season end

with a loss in Philadelphia, the women concluded the

regular season schedule on a sour note with a tough 82-60

loss to the Lady Hawks Saturday afternoon at the Curry

Hicks Cage.

From the start it looked like it would be a good day for

UMass set to take on St. Bonaventure
in the first round of the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament tonight. Page 18.

the Bay State entries. As the Minutemen were slowly tak-

ing a seven-point lead over their opponents, the women
were jumping out of the blocks with fire m their eyes

against the top team in the conference.

But UMass would soon find out that it is hard to derail

a team that is white hot from the floor. The Lady Hawks
were connecting about as often as their avian mascot flaps

its wings — which is non-stop from start to finish. The
visitors were draining their shots to the tune of 58 per-

cent efTiciency from the floor.

"They're a good team." UMass coach Kathy Hewelt said

matter-of-factly. "They have ballplayers at every position,

and they moved the ball well."

Couple that fact with the lack of depth on UMass' part

and things weren't too bright. It clearly couldn't focus its

attention on any one part of the St. Joe's squad without

opening the door for someone else to have a career.

continued on page 18

Swim team
ends season
at Easterns

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian SufT

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming
team finished up its season this pa.st weekend at the

Eastern Championships at Harvard The Minutemen.
who were competing in their second meet in four days,

showed signs of a lack of rest as they all swam well

but slightly below expectations.

"I thought the kids swam well but we were just a lit-

tle tired," said UMaas coach Russ Yarworth. The final

continued on page If!

Men's gymnastics has record-setting weekend
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - It was a very busy
weekend for the University of
Massachusetts men's gymnastics team.
Two days, two meets, one EIGL win, one

New England Championship, and a school

record, all accomplished in a period of

about 24 hours.

So let's start things off with yesterday.

After a crucial win over eastern rival

Syracuse University, one that senior Tim

Saturday, the Minutemen woke up bright
and early the next morning to catch a ride

to Springfield College for the New England
Championships.
Five teams showed up at Springfield, but

the battle for first place would really only
be fought between two clubs, UMass and
Southern Connecticut State University.
The Massachusetts Intstitute of
Technology, host Springfield or the Univer-
sity of Vermont had no say in the matter.
And the final tally was UM 262.40 and

SCSU 258.95, the second time this season
Myers described as "nerve-racking"on that the Owls (who were the defending

1" IPI^^

N.E. Champions) have gone down at the ex-

pense of the Minutemen.
UMass, 8-2, 5-1 in the EIGL, took home

a lot of trophies in this meet, the most
notable one being senior co-captain John
Eggers' first place finish in the still ring

competition. "The 9.6 Eggers received from
the judges was his season high.

Myers finished third in the all-around,

his total for the six events a 52.9, which
trailed only Southern Connecticut's Pat
Rashed (54.05) and Carlton Noble (55.7).

Senior Joe Fitzgerald's routine on the
pommel horse earned him an 8.9 which was
good enough for second place behind Noble.

The Minutemen didn't receive any
trophies the day before at the Boyden Gym-

nastics Center against Syracuse (now 5-2

in the EIGL) but that meet held much more
weight in the eyes of UMass coach Roy
Johnson than the New Englands. The
Minutemen have bigger goals on their

mind.
"The thing is it was back-to-back days

with the Syracuse meet, so it would have
been too much to ask them to win the

meet," Johnson said. "I told the guys to do
the best they could, injury free. They could

make the routines easy if they wanted. Our
real objective is the Eastern title."

The Minutemen did do the best they

could on Saturday also, and in doing so took

one step in the right direction toward the

continued on page 19

Women's gymnastics
rolls past Lady Knights

Cull«||ian pholu by Andrew Riat

The men's gymnastics team set a school record for points in Saturday's
win over Syracuse, and then captured the New England championship
yesterday in Springfield.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team took a full house
of supporters on an emotional farewell tour
of Boyden Gym on Saturday afternoon.
In the last home meet of the winter, the

program showed off its graduating .seniors:

Kim Keefe, Anne Ditunno, Lou Kaufman,
Deb Schiller, Audry Roughgarden and Lisa
Takorek. They and departing assistant
coach Alisa Spector all received a handful
of flowers, words of thanks from head coach
Alfie Mitchell, and a warm hand from the

large crowd.

And in beating the visiting Lady Knights
of Rutgers 179.55 to 171.50, the
Minutewomen took another step in the
direction of landing an invitation to the
post-season regional meet at Penn State.

"It was all I could have asked for." said

Mitchell. "We were a little up and down,
but overall it was a good meet."
Ditunno shook off a touch of the flu to

unleash her strongest performance on the
uneven bars to date, earning an 8.8 from
the judges and a swarm of hugs and high
fives from her coaches and teammates.

continued on page 19

WEATHER NE¥rS SPORTS 3
Breeze and cloudy to-

day, temps near 20.

Dropping to 10 tonight.

Ouch!!

Psychologist speaks at

Herter, calls mid-life

crisis is a media myth.

Page 3.
4L

Women's basketball

beats St. Bonaventure
76-62 in A-10 tournie.

Page 24.
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COLLEGIAN
Racist notes
stir Gorman,
spark search
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police say they are cloae

to catching a suspect accused of passing racially

derogatory notes under two doorways in Gorman
Residence Hall Friday

"We've got some good leads," said Arthur Hilson. ex

ecutive directOT d" public safety. "We should have someone

within the next 48 hours."

Hilson. who would not divulge what was written on the

folded sheets of paper, said the messages were directed

at Black students.

Dennis Madaon, vice chancellor for student affairs, said

the school will take disciplinary measures against the

author df the notes. "At this point, we don't know who
the culprits are," Madaon said "But we always take these

things Mriously on this campus."

Meanwhile, students in Gorman responded last night

by holding floor meetings to discuss the harassment.

Roberto Christian, an assistant residential director for

Gorman and Wheeler Residence Hall, said UMass must

confront this incident head-on to show that racism will

not be tolerated.

"People still think that racial incidents aren't happen

ing," Christian said. "They are, it's just not often that

they are reported."

For Christian, a 27-year-old graduate student, the

harassment brought back memories of February of 1988.

when nearly 200 minority students took over New Africa

House for five days in resonse to what they called repeated

expressions of racism on campus.

Christian, who was active in the takeover, said much
work has to be done for the University to achieve an at-

mosphere free of bigotry. One method that should be pur-

sued, he said, is increased cultural education in the

residence halls.

"I get the feeling that people harass each other because

they are afraid; they see other people as a threat," Chris-

tian said. "People need to celebrate other cultures so they

are not afraid."

John Luippold, deputy chief of public safety at UMass,
said Friday's note passing is the first incident handled

by the UMass Community Disorders Unit, established two

weeks ago to deal specifically with civil rights infr-

ingements, rape, and narcotics cases. He said the detec-

tives working on the case counseled the victims in

Gorman.

CaOrc*" plMi4a hy Jm—

AIM . . . FIRE — John Burke, a junior at the University of Massachusetts, shoots some
pool yesterday in the Campus Center.

J

Aid plea reaches Capitol
UMass students lobby lawmakers for federal financial aid

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian SUff

WASHINGTON - During a reception for Students Ad
vocating Financial Aid la.st night, professional lobbyist

Dallas Martin outlined basic financial aid dilemmas fac-

ing lawmakers this year.

The reception marked the beginning of an intensive.

3-day financial aid lobby by 46 University of

Massachusetts students. The students, who arrived in the

capital Sunday morning, have petitioned congress annual-

ly since 1980 for increased federal support of higher

education.

Martin, president of the National A.ssociation of Student

Financial Aid Administrators, said the two major finan

cial aid issues facing congress are national service pro-

gram initiatives — in which recipients of financial aid

would have to perform either military or community ser-

vice to receive aid — and .student loan default rates.

The basic idea behind the four national service proposals

before congress is to take graduating high school students

who need financial aid to attend college and have them

perform community or military service in return for credit

vouchers good toward a college education, according to

Martin.

The details of the bills vary, as do the number of years

of service required and the value of the vouchers, but all

are intended to faze out many current financial aid ser

vices, according to information released by the American

Council of Education.

Karl Knapp, assistant for research and policy analysis

for NASFAA, said the feeling on Capitol Hill is "that

young people should do something for their country as well

as them.selves." continued on page 5

Nutritionist: at DCs, dine with care
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Students on the University of

Massachusetts meal plan need to make
educated decisions about what foods

they choose when eating in the dining

commons, according to a coordinator of

the Snack Siense program.

Sheila Gilroy. a teaching a.ssistant in

the University Health Services educa-

tion program, .said much of what is serv

ed by food service programs is high in

fat and cholesterol, and low in nutrients.

"If you choose correctly, you can

manage. " she .said, but "a lot of things

are higher in fat than they need to he."

F(X)d Science and Nutrition Profos.sor

Fergus M. Clydesdale .said the cooking

proces.ses used hy the dining commons
reduce the vitamin content of the food,

"whenever you heat any kind of food,

certain nutrients will be lost." he said.

Clydesdale said the ideal method of

preserving nutrients would be "to heat

the food and serve it immediately, but

that is not always feasible in a dining

common situation.
'

More than 10,000 students are enroll-

ed in the University's three meal plans.

Charlotte Williams, administrative

dietician for Worcester Dining Com-
mons, .said nutritional information for

each ingredient used by the program is

obtained from a US Department of

Agiiculture handbook published in

1963. Information for ingredients not

listed in the hahdbook is provided by the

companies that di.stribute the items, she

said.

Clyde.sdale .said the quality of the fotxl

.served in the progiam depends upon

conditions of food storage, such as

temperature and expo.sure to sunlight

and oxygen. Williams said the Depart

ment of Environmental Health and

Students take budget cut
protest to Boston today
By PETER LUCHT
Collegian Staff

Legislators must be as accountable to

students as they are to any other consti

tuency. according to several student

leaders who plan to lobby the
Ma.ssachu.setts Statehouse today for in

creased educational spending.

Two busloads of University of

Mas.sachu.setts students are scheduled to

leave at 7 a.m. today, where they and con-

tingents from other state and community
colleges will meet with representatives to

protest cuts from the 1990 budget for public

higher education.

"It is not an option for most students to

attend private institutions. The Com-
monwealth is just spiting itself by not sup-

porting its schools," said Shari Silkoff, a

student leader.

Silkoff said appointments have been

made with all of the 160 state represen-

tatives and there has been an effort to have

students speak to representatives from

their home districts.

Most of the talking will be done with con-

gi-essional aides, as the representatives will

be on the floor debating the budget, said

Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice,

although aides often have the power to

sway their congressmen.

Orefice .said students will ask for an

amendment that would increase funding of

higher education. She said that for now a

line has been drawn by the legislature, at-

tempting to prevent no additional amend-

ments to the budget.
^^^^,„„,d on page 8
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Heinz Reiss, left, and Michael Kuehnen. right, two leading members of now-banned West
German ultra right-wing party "Nationale Sammtung" (National Rallying) pose next to a

poKrait of Adolf Hitler and banners with swastickas in this Feb. 2 file file photo, at a time

when their party was still legal.

Rona's show to be a feast
LOS A.NGELES < AP> - Rona Barrett is out to discover

if she and three guests can sit around the dining room
table and have a conversation that other people will want
to listen in on
Barrett is host of "At jRona's," which NBC is giving

a lOshow tryout this week and next. It premiered Mon-
day and runs through March 17

Guests will include Jill Eikenberry. Christine Lahti,

Sherry Lansing. Ann Jillian, Valerie Harper, Malcolm
Forbes, Debbie Allen. Sandy Duncan, Michael Tucker.
Fred Dryer, Geraldo Rivera and Kitty Kelley. among
others.

"We're putting all kinds of people together, not just

show business celebrities, to see what kind of mix works
best," she said. "Men and women, all women me with all

men. We'll tape it at my home in Beverly Hills, two shows
a day. We'll serve real meals, so I guess I'll put on 10
pounds.

"I'll participate in the conversation, but I won't ask
questions. This not going to be a one-on-one. We're hop
ing we can spark some conversations and that people will

react to teach other. We know it works as a special but
we wanted to see if the concept will work every day."

It's the first TV appearance Barrett has made, other

than a stint on CNN as a substitute host on "Larry King

Live," since she left "Entertainment Tonight" in 198«>

She had also been an entertainment reporter for NBC's
"Today" and "Tomom)w" shows and before that for ABC's
"Good Morning America."
She said "At Rona's" was first tried as a special for

"Entertainment This Week " Her guest were Oprah Win
frey. Dyan Cannon and Mariette Hartley.

The guests for the show will come from entertainment,

sports, politics and business.

"We'll start when the people arrive and we serve cof-

fee." she said. "We'll say hello and get acquainted. Like

any interview, it takes time for people to warm up. We'll

tape the whole thing up edit it.

"We'll try different mixes, and we want to see if you

do two shows a day and still be fresh. I want to mix peo

pie from different backgrounds and see how that works.

Say a person like Malcolm Forbes and a very interesting

person from show business or politics and a very savvy

woman."
Barrett said she had encountered some difficulties put-

ting the show together.

Blues hero Cray becoming Grammy gobbler
NEW YORK (AP) - It seems that today's most promi

nent blues hero, Robert Cray, has become a real close

friend of the Grammys.
This year, his "Don't Be Afraid of the Dark" single won

a Grammy as best contemporary blues recording. It's the

title cut from his fifth LP. Last year, his popular "Strong

Persuader" album won the bvest contemporary blues

recording Grammy. It is also has sold more than any blues

album in history.

The year before that, "Showdown," an album by Albert

Collins, Cray and Johnny Copeland, won the best tradi-

tion blues recording Grammy, proving that Cray can be

a traditional blues man when he wants to be. He and
Robert Cray Band bassist Richard Cousings recently

played on a John Lee Hooker recording.

But these are the 1980's not the heyday of Collins and
Hooker, and Cray has found his own voice for his own
time.

"A lot of people say it's not blues enough," he said. ''It

does incorporate a lot of rhythm 'n' blues."

His band doesn't always use the blues' traditional three-

chord progressions. "I guess the best way to say what the

difference would be is that ours is more funky, more
danceable, more current, more in tune with what's going

on," he said.

For Cray, blues is a sad or lonely song and somebody
in it is blue: "When you go in to record, it's kind of em-

barrassing. It's spilling your guts."

He wrote three of the 10 songs on "Don't Be Afraid of

the JDark " and collaborated on two more. Producers

Bruce Bromberg and Dennis Walker do some of the

songwriting. Walker wrote "Don't De Afraid of the Dark
"

Band members Cousins, drummer Daivid Olson and

keyboardist Peter Boe also write.

Cray was recently in New York for a sold out engage-

ment at Radio City Music Hall. But the veteran of 15

years on the road doesn't get caught up in praise, though

fame has allowed him to be freer on stage.

"The excitement level is way up. They're familiar with

a lot songs you're going to do. A lot of people are in your

corner. You're free to do pretty much what you want. It

does make it ju.st a step more comfortable."

Cray and cousins, both sons of career servicemen, met

near Tacoma, Wash. In January. 1974, they moved to

Eugene, Ore. to start a blues band.

They made their first recording in 1978 after meeting

producer Brue Bromberg at a blues festival in San Fran-

cisco. But "Who's Be Talkin'" wasn't relea.sed until 1980

because the label they were on. Tomato, had problems.

Cray currently records for Mercury.

"False Accu.sations" was released in 1985 but it was

"Strong Persuader," the first Cray album distributed by

a major record company, which shot him to prominence.

LOCAL
Mt. Holyoke students
say no to Coca-Cola
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Stafl

SOUTH HADLKY - Mount Holyoke
students decided to ban Coca-Cola service

and machines from campus in a referen-

dum held last night

About 59 percent of those voting favored

removing Coke machines and services from

the campus. All the soda machines at the

private women's school now are owned by

the Coca-Cola company.
Thirty -one percent of those voting prefer

red keeping Coke on campus, and 10 per

cent abstained. About 87 percent of the stu

dent body voted, said Leslie Lippi, presi-

dent of the student government
association.

^udents who support the ban said the

Coca-Cola company does business in South

Africa, by .supplying Coke syrup to in-

dependent bottling companies there.

By 8upp<jrting Coca Cola, the students

argue, the schiMil is supporting Apartheid

Dean of Students Sheila Murphy said ad

ministrators are pleased with the "intellec-

tual debate on campus" surrounding the

issue.

"These students are being provided an
education that has a real global emphasis

and this has become a very interesting

issue where they have been able to find a

local connection to a global situation." she

said.

"Although this is a non-binding referen-

dum, the college, as a college, is very in-

terested in this," Murphy said.

Trustees at the 152-year-old college voted

in 1985 to divest all of its South African
holdings — $14.5 million — in 26 com-
panies doing busine.ss in that country, Mur
phy said.

"It's very hypocritical that Mount
Holyoke College had divested (from South
Africa], but yet still does business with
South Africa," said Reehana Raza, a Mount
Holyoke student and member of Action-

South Africa, the student group that |)eti

tioned for the vote.

"I hope other colleges will do the same
thing." Raza said.

Action-South Africa was formed several

years ago in the student movement for the
school's divestment from South Africa.

The Student Government Association

ran the referendum, which was held in din-

ing halls at the college, which enrolls about
2.000 students.

"I'll write a letter to the administration
if it passes," Lippi said. "They're very
receptive to what the students want"
The .student government distributed

"fact sheets" presenting arguments from
both sides and held information sessions

before the vote, Lippi said.

CullrKlMit phoUi h\ Ji,»4,n I ttlrrman

Students at Mt. Holyoke yesterday supported a non-binding referen-
dum to ban Coca-Cola on campus because of the company's dealings
with South Africa.

Activism not dead at UMass, students say
By DAVID R MARK
Collegian Staff

Stephanie Orefice rolled her eyM yeMerday after she
was asked about the low turnout at last week's rally to

protest state budget cuts in public higher education.

"I wasn't happy with [the turnout]," the student trustee

at the University of Massachusetts said of the 200
.students who protested $12 million in cuts levied during
the past year.

"I gu(>ss it is a lack of activism as far as people seeing

the larger picture," she said.

Orefice and others in student government agree that

while activism is "not dead" at UMass, if students do not

feel a cause diri-ctly affects them — such as la.st spring's

rally against the alcohol ban, and last semester's Hands

Across UMass — they are less likely to turn out in droves.
"If you target an issue the right way, people will come

out," she .said of Hands Acro.ss UMa.48, a part of Civility
Day. Civility Day, with broadba.sed University sponsor
ship, was designed to promote diversity and cultural
awareness.

"I don't think this campus is as active as people would
like to think it is. UMa.ss has a reputation of being
politically charged," she said.

Jason Kofman, a student senator and chairman of the
Student Coalition for Soviet Jewry, wrote recently that

"instead of 200 people, there should have been 1,000 at

the rally (again.st the budget cuts]. Instead of 1,500 let

ters. the Statehouse should receive 20.000. We can't sit

by and complain and let the usual student activists do all

the yelling an screaming this time."

But according to Orefice, it does "always [seem] to be
the same people. It isn't a broad-based activist popula-
tion."

W. Greg Rothman, chairman (^the UMa^ Conservative
Alliance, said, however, that a lack of a broad-based stu-

dent activism does not mean UMass activism is not

strong-voiced.

"UMass has the best activists on the right and on the

left in the country," he said, citing awards conservative

students had won for activism during the past two years.

"The majority of students — those who aren't active —
have different priorities."

But Diana Ditmore, a UMass student and activist, said

she believed activism is strong among a majority of UMa.ss

students. She said activism is hard to .see .sometimes

continued on pagt 4

Expert: personality crisis

a mid-life media myth
By NA.M V KlJNt.KNER
Collegian Staff

Long term p>vchological .studies con

tradict the notion of a "mid-life crisis"

— and instead indicate that the per-

sonality remains stable throughout a

lifetime, a psychologist said yesterday.

"There's sery little evidence to sup-

port the notion of a mid-life crisis," said

Paul T. Costa Jr., director of the

Laboratory of Personality and Cognition

at the National Institute on Aging, an

arm of the National Institutes of Health.

Based on lifelong patient .studies,

Costa said personality traits are deter-

mined early and do not change at mid-

life, or any other time.

"It shows surprisingly little age-

related change" especially in the years

expected to show "that psychological

Loch Ness monster called the mid-life

crisis."

Still, some people do experience real

dissatisfaction with their lives while in

their forties and fifties, Costa said.

"The people who are making those

complaints are the same people who are

complaining throughout their lives,"

Costa said. "They'll be complaining

about their grandchildren in their six-

ties."

Costa, the author of four books, and

110 articles on psychology, spoke on

"Personality Continuity and the

Changes in Adult Life" in front of about

-student.s and faculty in Herter Hall,

is al.so on the faculties of Johns
Hopkins and Duke universities.

Costa al.so contends the idea of a "mid-

life" crisis exists because it has become
popular with the media.

"The mid-life crisis will never go
away. It will always be with us. Memory
goes, hair goes, teeth go, the wai.stline

goes — why not the personality?" Costa
said. "The good news is, your personali-

ty is not going to change."
Although p.sychological evidence

shows personality traits did not change
over a lifetime, Costa said there is still

hope for people who want to change
their lives.

"Under the right set of circumstances,

you can change personality. It's just that

personality doesn't change with age,"

Costa said. "People who are dis.satisfied

with their personalities should seek

help, since spontaneous change is

unlikely."

The statistics supporting his theory

u.se a trait-based personality modeL
tracing changes in neuroticism, ex-

traversion, openness to experience,

agreeableness and con.scientiousne.ss.

"Our message is deflating and disap-

pointing to many people," Costa said.

But, "the lack of crisis and upheaval
might not be so bad."

Costa's speech was one of a .series of

lectures sponsored by the psychology

department.

Edwards to try again
Senior Sandy Edwards has launched her

second campaign for student trustee this

year and contends that she will be a strong

advocate for "student empowerment."
Edwards, who calls herself a moderate,

has .served as a .student senator for two

years and is al.so a Student Development

Assistant in charge of programming in

John Quincy Adams residence hall. If

elected, she said communication between

students and the administration will be a

main focus of her duties.

"It [will be] my job as student trustee to

represent the way the students feel," -she

said.

Re-storing the now defunct Legal Services

Organization as a registered student

organization will be a priority in her cam
paign because students ne<'d legal

representation. Edwards said.

Edwards .stre.s.sed the importance of

e.stablishing an "executive council" to ad

vise her on .student issues and publishing

a weekly column from her office explain-

ing the trustee's involvement in issues at

hand. "Students need to know what kind

of issues are coming up before they hap-

pen," she said. "They should have a voice

and a right."

- MARIA SACCHETTI)

UMass grads in greater demand
By MEREDITH CLELAND
Collegian Correspondent

You've got the degree in your hand and

the pat on the back from the University of

Massachu.setts. You're ready to join

thousands of other graduates in the job

market.
Now what?
According to Clark Edwards, acting

director at University Placement Services,

the forecast for job-seeking seniors looks

promising.

"The demand of recent college graduates

this year is as strong, if not stronger, than

last year, and the reason for this is that

more employers are impressed with our

graduates," he said.

Although the US Labor Department
reported that fewer than a quarter of all

occupations require a college degree, the

Department predicts college graduates will

account for almost a third of our nation's

workforce by the year 2000.

But while the Labor Department foresees

a growing demand for engineers and ac-

countants, they also predict an increasing

demand for students who majored in educa-

tion and the sciences.

In an effort to help job-seeking students,

the University Placement Service, located

in the Career Center, contacts "approx-
imately 2,000 employers each year," accor-

ding to Edwards. The service sends infor-

mation to employers on majors and pro-

grams at UMass.
But not all students .said they feel the ser-

vice can help them.
Although communications major

Chri.stine Hubbell has already done an in-

ternship, she said she is not relying "too
heavily" on the University in her search
for a job.

"The placement service doesn't do too

much for communication majors," she said.

"I realized that you have to make your own
contacts." continued on page 5
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student activism
continued from page 3

of 200 people, there should have been 1,000
at the rally (against the budget cuts) In
stead of 1,500 letters, the Statehouse
should receive 20,000. Wecan"t sit by and
complain and let the usual student ac
tivists do all the yellint; ;in >ii earning this

time."

But according tu t)i t-fice. it does "always
[seem] to be the same people It isn't a

broad-based activist population."
W Greg Rothman, chairman of the

L'Mass Conservative Alliance, said,
however, that a lack of a broad based stu
dent activism does not mean UMass ac
tivism IS not strong voiced.

"UMass has the best activists on the
right and on the left in the country." he
said, citing awards conservative student.s

had won for activism during the past two
years. "The majority of students - those
who aren't active — hav«' different

priorities."

But Diana Ditmore. a UMa.ss student

and activist, said she lielieved activism is

strong among a majority of UMass
rtutfenU, She said activii^m is hard to aee

sometimes because it's long term work.

rather than one time rallying

"I think people are conditioned to feel

they can't do an>lhing." Ditmore said. For
the past 11 days. Ditmore has lived in

"Cutback City, ' a mock shaiilylown near
the campus pond that was built to protest

budget cuts

"A lot of people have problems doing
something independent like writing a let

ter," she .said. "Coming out for a half hour
and going home doesn't show the state

anything. But writing a letter will affect

the empowerment of students."

Ditmore said that the 19 activists who
sleep m the "city." and the dozens of

students who stop by one of the shacks to

ask questions, are positive signs of ac

tivism. She said she and the others living

in the shantytown are not "lone rangers'

in fighting the budget cuts.

She said her need to be active is a reflei

tion ot how difficult it is for her to pay for

her education. A continuing education stu

dent. Ditmore said she had to drop three

of her SIX credits because she couldn't af
ford them

"i have a personal stake I in the fight

against the budget cutsj, but I think

evervbody else does, too." she said.

Robert Fadel. acting president of the Stu

dent Government Association, agreed that

all students have a stake in numerous cam
pus causes, but they "don't have passion"

enough to rally on behalf of those causes

BRANDYWINE
AT AMHERST

Now accepting application for June. July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brandy wine Office

Open Monday to Fnday 10:00 am 4:00 p.m

549-0600

'Restrictions appK

UMass Ski Club has received lodging
in Salt Lake City for Spring Break

Price includes lodging, rental car, &
air fare. Lift ticket packages are

available.

$450—Contact UMass Ski Club

UAAASS SKI CLUB

<'«»ll<*iCliin phtito li> Milih KiM-hrr

CUT IT OUT - Student Trustee Stephanie Orefice and student
senator Michael Greiner show their opposition last week to imminent
state budget cuts at the University of Massachusetts.
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SOUND 586-&258

NORTHAMPTON W. SPRINGFIELD
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COMEDIANS

from the

Boston Comedy
Companv

Tuesday
March 7

9:00 p.m.

9 GO PM
WEDNESDAY
MAR 8

FREE

Fri.. Mar. 10
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Rock & Roll with

FEED
THE CAT
Thursday, March 9th

9:00 p.m.
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U campus food
continued from page 1

Safety inspects the DCs weekly to evaluate these
conditions.

Gilroy said Food Services faces the task of trying to keep
thousands of people well fed while dealing with company
contracts and the University's bureaucracy.
"The [University's] nutritionists basically advise on pro-

ducts given the financial constraints of a state system."
she said.

Dianne Zabawa. a registered dietician for Worcester DC,
said beef purchased by Food Services is accepted by the
USDA as at least commercial quality. This meat does not
contain more than 20 percent fat. Food Services does not
buy meat through the USDA grading service, which rates
meat on the basis of flavor, not sanitary quality, she said.

Gilroy said Snacksense Coordinator Robin Levine is now
trying to institute a nutrition education program in the
University's DCs, where students would be informed

COLLEGIAN 5

which foods are low in fat and high in fiber, she said

Williams said there is no formal procedure for testing
the nutritional content of the food served, but Zabawa
runs a test kitchen once a week which "evaluates for ap-

pearance, texture, flavor and overall eating quality," she
said.

Snacksense had been introduced in the Hatch, where
certain menu items were labelled in this manner but,
Gilroy said, "there weren't a lot of foods that we could
label." Once students are informed, they can then work
to increase the number of nutritional foods served, she
said.

"We're trying to get support for changes, but it really

takes support of the student body." she said.

jobs

continued from pof 1

David Newman, senior economics m^jor. agreed: "The
University gives you the basics, but doesn't hold your
hand. A lot of it is your own footwork."
Edwards said he agreed students need to help

themselves. "We're always trying to broaden the scope
of who we're serving, but let's face it — it's a more
technical world out there, and some majors are more job-

oriented than others." he said.

He said the service recommends to students that they
pursue an interdisciplinary education because there is a
greater demand for students with a diverse background.
Students should work in their desired profession even

before they graduate, he said. 'Go to the workshops, go
to the career fairs — don't wait The less you do, the less

the recruiters feel they should do"

SAFA
continued frvm page I

Right now, the programs are in their beginning stages,

but Knapp said he thinks a pilot program could come out

of this year's legislative session.

"It all depends on the political climate," he said. "As
with any other (billl, it could be something that dies."

There are still many problems that need to be worked
out before any comprehensive national service program
is fully implemented. Knapp said. The largest of these is

a potential program cost of $50 billion per year, he said.

Currently, 5.2 million students receive some form of

federal financial assistance at a total coat of about $13

billion annually. Martin said.

Another pressing problem facing legislators is the stu

dent loan default rate. Knapp said. This is because the

number of students receiving loans has been increasing

steadily since the late 1970s, he said.

"The reason that defaults are a big issue is because,

while default rates have rentained steady, the actual size

of the program has increased," he said.

Knapp said the issue will be dealt with as soon as new
regulations concerning the default rates are released by

the US Department of Education

:^-.

Pianist sees
upbringing as
influential

By STEPHEN PANGIONE
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - "For me, art should reflect life.

"

Israeli pianist Varda Nishry recently told a small au
dience in Wright Hall at Smith College.

Nishry talked about how her experiences growing up
in Israel have had a profound effect on her and how
she transmits what she has learned through her music.

"Other pianists didn't have the background or

parents as I did," she said. Nishry 's parents were part

of a group of pioneer artists who left their homes in

search of a better Israel, she said.

They settled in what was once a wilderness outside
of Tel-Aviv. She was the firstborn child in the com
munity, and got a lot of attention from everyone, she
said.

"Growing up in this environment makes one aware
of belonging to a group rather than being an outsider
like most pianist are," she said.

Nishry said she started touring around Europe when
she was eight, playing the accompaniment for her
mother, who was a singer. Her mother was also her
first piano teacher, she said.

On one of these tours, when she was 10. her family
was pulled over and arrested for allegedly blowing up
a bridge In the two days she was in jail, she met many
people who were going to be hung by the British

'"Talking to these people impressed me very much."
she said This is one of the experiences that she said

has molded her into the person she is today.

During Israel's 1948 war for independence, she
played for soldiers in battle. She considered this a

privilege. "This gave me my in-depthness for Israel."

she said.

"We are only a transmitter of what life puts into

you," she said, "and I'm trying to reflect this."

About 20 years ago she fell on some ice in Zurich.

Austria, and she was told she would never be able to

play the piano again, she said.

Nishry began to study and ponder philosophy and her
values, she said The music of Bach also had a great

influence on her
continued on page 18
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MilleP Lite.^ ^
Spring Break ExppeSS

LAST CMANCE to register to win a "MILLER LITE

SPRING BREAK SURVIVAL KIT* at The Pub.
5 winners will then be qualified to win the

"MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK EXPRESS" erand prize

Winner will be chosen from 20 qualifiers

TOMORROW NIGNTat

Wednesday. March 8 at 9:30 1 :30

MILLER LITE SPRING BREAK EXPRESS
GRAND PRIZE CONSISTS Of:

• Round Trip Air Transportation for Two (2) to Washington D.C.

• A Welcoming Reception dl the Washington D.C. Train Station

• Round Trip Rail Transportation Aboard the Miller Lite Spring Break
Express.

• Food. Beverage and tntertainmenl while on Board the Spring Break

Express
••••••••••••••*•••••

• Five Nights Accommodations (Double Occupancy) at the

Treasure Island Inn at Daytona Beach.

• $300 Spending Cash.
••••••••••••••••••••••*

• Two (2) Miller Lite Sweatshirts.

• Chartered Transportation to and from the Train Station and Hotel.

• Additional Activities may be Scheduled as Available.

The Grand Pn^e can not be transferred Winners who choose not to take the trip wiH 'orleit airfare, train transpcr

tation, hotel accommodations but will stiii receive spending cash and sweatshirts

L'PC PRODLCTIO.VS PRESE.NIT

THAT
PETROL
EfTlOTION
& v|)I[E 01? THE BEEHlvE

FRI[)AY
.MARCH 31

8 OOpm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS-AMHERST

$5 UMASS STUDENT
$7 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER LD.

TICKETS ON SALE MARCH 7 AT TIX
UNLIMITED FOR THE RECORD-FACES
AND MAIN ST. RECORDS
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Student affairs information Services

IDB/TIPS

Arrivals and Departures?
Call 545-1540 for TIPS, and ask for

these tapes by number:

1302

7001

1530

1041

2427

1034

1038

1320

1040

2621

Applying to the University

Campus Center Hotel

Commencement
Full Time Second Bachelor's Degree
Placement Services and Job Interviews

Professional and Graduate School Exam:
Study Abroad
Transferring to UMass
Universitv without Walls
Tour Information (New)

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

sz: 3g -ac az 33= 3t: acs

" It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.

Experience on the Collegian is increas-

ingly valued by the editors throughout the

northeast. "

Howard Zifl. UMass Professor since f97f

;

Reporter A Asst. City Editor.

Chicago Daily News

Come write for the Collegian
113 Campus Center

CANRlULniSS
Unlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlimited imagination.

There's never been a bet

ter time to see Canada bv tram
Now, with VIA Rails new C'anrail-

pass, you can travel coast -to- coast or

by region tor one great price Its your
passport to seeing Canada in the'mosl
aftordable style

Unlimite(j mileage an(j

flexibility

The moment you own a Canrailpass
is the moment vou own the countn/
You may travefanuvhere you want,
with as many stops as you want, when
you want Canrailpass'is designed lor

the plan as you go' traveler You can
even add days prior to your tirst depar-
ture

VIA trains

cover the country
As Canada's passenger train network,

VIA Rail has over 1 1,100 miles of track

Our trains stop in over 4 1 6 Canadian
communities. It's a rail network that

covers the country as only the train can

®

S T U D E N T CHART
8 DAYS

N/A

15 DAYS

$203

UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 1 5 EXTRA DAYS

COAST

-

TOCOAST
S4 25/dav

UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 7 EXTRA DAYS

MARITIME
EASTERN
WESTERN

$59 00
$135 00
$144 00

N/A
N/A
N/A

S4 25 /day
S4 25 /day
S4 25/doy

The romance
of train travel

Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains Fnendlv service,

freedom to move around and oppor
tunities to meet other traveling adven
turers like yoursell All these unique
qualities m'ake the tram a natural
choice Dont U^rget to bring an address
book to record the names ot the new
friends you'll make'

1 uu - )mpiete details, call voui tidvel

agent or VIA Rail in the lollowing
states

I 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, CO 10, KS,
LA, MS, MT. ND, NE, NM, NV OK OR
SD,TX,UT,WA.WY
I 800 361 -3677: CT, NY Rl

1 800 387-1144 AR.IA.IL, IN, Ml, MN,
MO.OH, WI
I 800 561-3949: Al., DE, FL, GA, KY,
MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, N], PA, SC, TN,
VA, VT, WV.

03X0021^

Canada's Passenger Train Network
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Women form pro-choice
organization at UMass
By KATERI WALSH
Collegian Correspondent

A group advocuting "a woman's basic

human right" to choose abortion and be "in

control of her own body." was recently

formed at the University of Massachusetts.

The group. People for Choice, shares the
same pro-choue goals as the National

Organization for Women; "to keep abortion

legal, safe, and funded," Marci Lew, a co-

founder of the group said But People for

Choice 18 less involved in the legislative

process and more "interested in changing
attitudes and bringing women's perspec-

tive to light, ' she said.

The other co-founder of the group. Binky
Feldman. said, "We want to challenge the

misguided portrayal of the anti-abortion

movement as a mainstream ethical group,

and instead make clear that the anti

abortion movement does not represent the

interests of women."
People for Choiee is an action-based

group which strcMM membership on a

multicultural basis and is open to men and
women. Lew said.

"Evei-yone in the group has an equal say.

equal power, and equal access to informa
tion." she said.

The group, whose first meeting was held
Feb. 19, will meet every Sunday night, she
said. Its activities will include local rallies

and demonstrations, as well as trips to

Boston to demonstrate, counter-
demonstrate, and provide support for the
pro-choice objective, according to Lew.
Because the group wants to maintain

autonomy, Feldman said, at this time the
group does not plan to become a Registered
Student Organuation.
About 15 people attended last Sunday's

meeting, she said, and at this point the
group's membership has reached 20. It is

too early to predict eventual membership
because the group has just begun to

publicize Itself, Feldman said. One way the
group is doing this is by setting up infor-

mation tables in the Campus Center tomor-
row and Wednesday.

Goodell bomb threat called hoax
police said they received a phone call

thortly after 1 p.m. yesterday warning
them of a bomb planted somewhere in

Goodell Library at the University of

Massachusetts
Amherst Fire responded to look for the

alleged explosive device, which police were

not furnished a description of or reason for.

Arthur Hilson Director of Public Safety

at UMass said he did not have reason to

believe the alleged bomb was anything but

a threat.

"There is nothing that appears out of the

ordinary in this matter. Most bomb threats

turn out to be nothing," Hilson said.

As a precautionary measure the building

was evacuated and the area cordoned off

while the search for the device went on un-

til 4 p.m. when business resumed.

Hilson said his department is in

vestigating any connection between this

latest bomb threat and previous bomb
threats.

- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Student hit
over the head
with bottle

By THOMAS ROURIGUES
t'ollegian Staff

Police said they responded to a call

about a multi-person fight outside of

Brown Residence Hall Friday.

Upon arrival they discovered a young
man who was bleeding profusely from
a head wound, police said. The victim
was transported to the University of

Massachusetts Infirmary by the
Amherst Fire Department ambulance
for treatment, police said.

Further investigation disclosed the
victim had been hit with a beer bottle,

police said. The alleged assailant was
identified and will be summonsed to

court for a show cause hearing, police

said.

In other police reports:

• Three windows in Morrill
Greenhouse were reported smashed Fri

day, police said.

• A student reported a gold rope chain
worth $500 stolen from his room in John
Quincy Adams Residence Hall Friday
while he was in the shower, police said.

• A student reported a leather jacket

and compact discs worth $970 stolen

from his room in Cance Residence Hall
Friday, police said

• An officer reported stopping a young
woman outside of Washington
Residence Hall where he had seen her
carrying a case of beer She was found
to be a minor in possession of alcohol

and will be summonsed to court on a
show cause hearing, police said.

Cf ^K f.

ASK us
Question: What is date rape and what

are some of the resources available to

survivors?

Answer: Date rape is forced,

manipulated or coerced sexual intercourse

by a friend, date and or acquaintance. It is

an act of violence, aggression and power

A woman if forced to have sex through ver-

bal coercion, threats, physical restraint

and/or physical violence. Her protests are

Ignored by her assailant. The most
devastating part of date rape is the obscene

violation of trust, which is the foundation

of any relationship, be it friendship or

dating.

Date rape is the most common act of

violence committed against college aged

women. One in five women will be raped

during her four years in college. One in

three women will be raped during her

lifetime.

A major catalyst in date rape situations

is the use of drugs/alcohol just prior to the

attack — 75 percent of men and 55 percent

ofwomen reported. It is the underlying at-

titudes and not the substance that allow

date rape to occur. 66 percent of reported

rape survivors knew their assailant Some
key ideas to help prevent date rape from
occuring is to:

• Know your sexual desires and limits.

• Realizing that being turned down when
asking for sex is not a rejection of you, but

of sex.

• Communicate limits clearly. "No means
no." Don't be afraid to be assertive

• Avoid excessive use of alcohol and drugs.

Campus resources are available to sur-

vivors. Every Woman's Center 545 0800.

Rape Hot Line 545 2677, Campus Police

545 2121, and Legal Services 545 1995

Ask Us IS a weekly citlumn focusing on

health related topics. The queationx and
answers are provided to the Collegian by

Health Services.

C/
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THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

ECONOMICS
DATE: WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1989

TIME: 8:00 PM

LCX^ATION: CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

This Is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Mr. Paul McDonald '66 and MBA

Ms. Beth Segers '81

Ms. Paula Duggan '83 and MBA

Mr Daniel Santord '86

Vice President and CFO
Friendly Ice Cream Corporation
Wilbraham

Director of Research
Bank of New England
Boston

Senior internal Auditor

Federal Home Loan Bank of

Boston

Survey Instructor

Women's Technical Institute

Boston

For more information, please contact

Universitv Placement Service, University Career Center
545-2224

Board Of C:?

o
V
E
R
N
O
R
S

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

ONE VENDING COORDINATOR
ONE FINANCE COORDINATOR

ONE PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDIN.ATOR

TV^O ASSISTANT OFFICE COORDINATORS

informaiion and applications are available

at the Board of Governors office

Room 817 in the Campus Center (545-0198)

They are due at the office on March 13th by 5PM

"Ht BOrlRj Of GOVe:^NORS !S AN
4ff!PJ1A7IVc ACTION/

EQUAL 0P:^0RjUN!'7f i!WSJ^tr<

(AA/cOe)
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budget rally

continued from page 1

"(But) if another amendment or two is added to the
budget, we would hke it to be ours." Orefice said
Orefice said Salem State College will have 100 students

there and Southeastern Massachusetts University will

have an additional two busloads. Contingents from the
UMass Boston and other state-funded institutions are also

expected.

Orefice said at least 250 students are expected to attend.

Don Siriani, student trustee at Salem State, said there

will be a rally on the grand staircase inside the

Statehou.se

"We are basically using the squeaky wheel approach."

he said. "We realize we must be a presence and lobby

legislators. We were hit here with a big "one-time* fee. but

when I looked at the horrible state budget situation 1

realized another of these 'one-time' fees is definitely possi

ble."

Siriani said Salem State has not been able to hire three

college vice-presidents because of a lack of funding for

their salaries. He said the search for candidates to fill

these positions has had to stop three times.

Opposition to the education cuts has been vocal at every

state college and university, Siriani said. At UMass,
Students for a Democratic University built and has been
expanding "Cutback City." a mock shantytown erected

beside the campus pond 11 days ago The "city." which
has housed as many as 19 students, is meant to dramatize

the fiscal problems faced by the University.

This Saturday J

MARCH 11 th

Killington-

: • VERMONT

^«Mew8£as^

addSIO

1 . 430 STUDENT UNION BLDG. •

^ UMA55 SKI aUB

COLLEGIAN

WANTS
YOU

We cere looking for
writers

Come down to 113
Campus Center

''•^^fc^.-.

Discover

March's Birthstone

In Beautiful ^^^.

Ways .^:

A
^t58WS

quamanne
R)l)«vvlVviue

pmm

u«h
AcpMRMnras

264 N Pleasant St , Amh»efst 253-3324
3 Pleasant St . Norttiampton 584 3324

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ER Y

%n. CLASS OF '89!
Party Time!

89 Days to (SE^[D(lD/S\'ffD@K]

Celebration at

-Tuesday Night-

89* Draughts - Rolling Rock & Miller Lite
89« VO Hi-Balls

Dance Music aU night Munchies Buffett

^^

->*

^'

Wednesday Night: Reggae Night, Loose Caboose

"^^?*!!^??1^°"^' Downstairs, Amherst 253-2663
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REGICM
Newcomers want
town clock silenced
HATFIELD. (APi — A couple new to this little farming town has asked selectmen

to turn off the town clock at night so they can sleep. The clock in the ateeple of the
Congregational Church has been sounding the hours, day and night, for the better
part of two centuries.

Richard Carnall said yesterday that he and his wife moved from Northampton
to a home next door to the Main Street church this summer durmg a period of several
months when the municipal timepiece was broken and the chimes didn't sound.
"It's not just loud. At midnight, it rings 12 times and at five in the morning, it

rings five times," Carnall said. "We're about 40 feet away and it's as loud as a car
pulling into the driveway."
But Carnall said before last night's public hearing that he has gotten mixed reac-

tions to his proposal to silence the l)ells between midnight and 6 am.
"Those bells have been ringing for about 200 years and I don't think too many

people want them changed," said Selectman Thomas Hurley, adding that town of-

ficials got an earful from Hatfield's 3.000 residents during the months the bells didn't

ring. Although the clwk is located in the church, built in 1668. the town has been
maintaining it for more than a century.

"You get used to it," said Selectman George Zgrodnik. Jr . who has lived across

the street from the clock for most of his 47 years.

TAKE

BREAK!

STOREWIDE
through March 18

with valid student I.D.

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst • 253-2013

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10:00-6:00

PARIS INTERNS' fIPS
Media • Public Relations • Advertising

Government • Financial Institutions

Fashion • Publishing • The Arts • Tourism

The program offers either a nine or fourteen ween option and includes

up to Sixteen Boston University semester hour credits full lime mtem

ships coursework taught by French faculty, accommodation witn either

a family or m a foyer and individualized placements tor virtually every

academic interest Program offered during the spring fall and summer

sessions.

Complete the coupon peiow for detailed information

Name

Address

City

College University

State Zip

Summer Fall Spring 19

Send me information about the Boston University Pans

Internship Program

Return to

Boston University

International Programs

725 Commonwealth Avenue B2

Boston MA 02215

617/353-9888

1839 1989
tDMDN L NIVIUSI T»
MSVfUU IN rtNNIAt

An equal opportunity affirmative action institution

Mass. House opens
budget debates

BOSTON (AP* - The Massachusetts
House opened debate on the state's

fiscal 1990 budget yesterday with

Democrats and Republicans alike urg-

ing lawmakers to hold the line on spen

ding in the face of heavy lobbying for

more money by special interest groups.

"We are in serious shape." House
Ways and Means Chairman Richard
Voke said in defending his committee's

$12.3 billion budget plan aimed at

avoiding Gov Michael S. Dukakis' $604
million tax increase.

"If anylx)dy tells you that 604 (million

dollars) solves the problem, it is a delu-

sion." the Chelsea Denu»crat said.

Voke said Dukakis' $129 billion

budget proposal, which calls for a $1

billion increase in spending over this

year simply to cover what Dukakis con
»idered required commitments, would
set the stage for more tax increases in

future years.

The Ways and Means plan, which still

would be $450 million larger than this

year's budget, seeks to reduce the base

of state spending so Massachu.setts can
more easily live within its means later.

\'i)ke said

Dukakis wjtuld balanct> his fiscal 1990

l)iidget with tax increases on capital

gams, gasoline, alcohol, cigarettes, long

distance phone calls and utility equip

ment purchases.

But Voke predicted that i( lawmakers
restored the $582 million on program
Ways and Means cut from the gover
nor's budget for next year, they will

have to be prepared to vote for increases

in sales and income taxes in the years

ahead to support these programs.
To those who were being urged to

swallow hard and vote for increased

spending and taxes this year. Voke said.

"Get used to swallowing because you
will have to swallow again next year. If

you want to dance, you have to pay the

piper, and the piper is there to collect."

House Republicans, who have been

arguing for a reduction in .spending for

years, praised the Ways and Means
budget approach. "We've won on this

budget before we've begun [the debatei,"

House Minority Leader Steven Pierce

said.

"There is some bad news in this

budget," the Westfield Republican said,

"because we will not be able to do all

that we would want to do."

But he urged the membership to hold
firm against the special interests who
are lobbying for millions of dollars more
for their programs. "We are going to

have to say 'no,' not to everyone, not in

every way," he said. "But in general,
no.

Earlier, Jim Braude, executive direc

tor of the Tax Equity Alliance of

Massachusetts, urged a two week
postponement of the debate, saying, "As
the days pass, it becomes clear that

there is more - or less - to this budget
than first meets the eye."

Braude. joined by special interest ad
vocates of many stripes, said delaying
the budget debate would "allow the
public and its representatives a better

opportunity to craft the fairest, most
responsible taxing and spending plan

"

Rep Peter Torkildsen. R Danvers, car

ried that argument to the House fioor.

saying repre.sentatives "do not yet have
a full idea of what the effect will be" of

the Ways and Means committees ver

sion of the budget.

But Ways and Means memU-r Jostph
Macket. DSomerville, countered that

lawmaker's had enough time to study
the 221 page budget bill unveiled by
Ways and Means 10 days earlier. "It is

very important to deal with this budget
<and» show where the House of

Representatives stands." he .said

Torkildsen's motion to delay the
debate by one week was defeated bv fi

partisan vote of 107-36.

Torkildsen and other Republicans had
also wanted to delay the debate- Ixtausf
of a lack of live television coverage,

which is normally required under the

rules of the House.
WGBX. Channel 44, has been knock

ed off the air because of renovations to

its Statehouse control room. But Al

Frezza. spokesman for Speaker George
Keverian. said there was a possibility

that Channel 44's live Hous** coverage
would resume todav

HOT
IROAST eEEF
SANDWICHES

^/i-^'

JB's Roast Beef

50 Main St., Amherst
(across from Police Station)

253-7018

ROMANCE AND JB'S!

Maureen: Ah! Bradley, you're so cute. I love those pudgy
cheeks.

Bradley: Yeah, yours aren't so bad either, but I see In

your eyes that you want to treat me to JB's. I could really

go for a super deluxe roast beef sandwich, chicken fingers,

two orders of large fries, mozzarella sticks, onion rings,

and a diet coke. I'm trying to watch my weight.

Maureen: Bradley, you read my mind. You're so romantic.

if this is you, bring this ad in for a free order of chicken fingers.
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Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session
No Charge • No Registration

Tuesdays, 4-5 pm Feb. 7 — May 16

Univ. Health Services RM 304
UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health
Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general information.

COLLEGIAN
NEEDS WRITERS

Come down to 1 1 3 Campus Center
to start a successful writing career TIME OUT

RESUMES
Super Kush AvaAaQie

549-3840

COPYCAT
?nnt S^ ,

^8Tnang»eSL.Amhefst•
LONDON 358
PARtS 458
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679
SYONev 1 128

«••> nat •f€lttm»0

iSSUtO on Tut S*OT

413-256-1261
AMMtflST

^ Sa. »<wMwtt SL

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When you break away this year. do it with stvle

SUN FUN!! T^j;:'
•"

great ni^ht IH*

lAMHERST DELICATESSEN

\

• .<olatt: UMAM MU CUM

>W snOkMT LMUN MJIti-

S439 QtMSl HOUMS
S4M 0*lua« Apt. Co<f«.
S9S0 EF
S74t McrmaMi BMcn MAP
SM9 Elbow Bcacn BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

UMAS5 SKI CLUB
LAGNAF ^30 Stud«nt Union • S4S-3437

10% Off
All Off-Campus

Deliveries

I

I

1

I

I

I

MON.WED.
4 TO 8

DELIVERS
549-6314

THURS.-SAT.
4TO10

Vi>A'77: P>I\SA\-' SJK:h ' AMHiK^l M* SSAC HiSFTTy S-,

Most likely

to«/succeed.
Name: IB\r Personal System/2*

Major: Advanced Academic Excellence

Special Contributions:
— helped organize notes and revise papers
— produced high-quality graphics

—gave up to a 40% discount to all eligible

students, faculty and staff

Nicknames: -Brainy,'^ "Study Buddy,"

''OV Reliable''

Motto: ''Always be user friendly"

Demonstration on the
Concourse

March 8 & 9 10-4

^yUmVERSITY
mSTORE^
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EMTORIAL/OPINION
opinions on this page are

Research helps
save lives, not
spread disease
The history of social response to science is full of odd

episodes. When the benefits of anesthesia were first gain
ing wide recognition, there was great resistance to it in

Scotland by those who cited biblical admonitions against
inducing trances. There was quite a bit of debate between
those who trusted doctors and those who trusted God, but
the situation didn't change until finally someone pomted
out that Ciod himself had induced a deep sleep in Adam
before surgically removing a rib to make Eve m the book
of Genesis. That was something the faithful could relate

to.

Rusty Denton
Bizarre as it may seem, we have a similar situation here

in Amherst concerning leftist modernist intellectuals in-

stead of conservative fundamentalist homesteaders.
There's a project on campus involving a vaccine for the
deadly anthrax di.sease, and the radical fringe groups op-

p(we it becausf well, because if the Department of

Defense (IX)D I is funding it. there must be something dir-

ty and diab<ilical about it.

My interest was piqued, so I did a little library work,
and then I telephoned the anthrax researcher. I hope his

detractors know how to apologize.

Dr Curtis B. Thorne has been working at UMass on the
the genetics o( Bacillus anthracis since 1966. He's a hum
ble and unassuming man, and while he feels a certain

patriotism in his association with the DOD. he is appall-

ed at the idea of biological warfare He's had a DOD grant
f(W eight years, and prior to that, had research money from
the National Institutes of Health. As he points out. there

are several sources of funding for the sort of work he does,

the military is just one of them.
Now a short lesson in biology. Anthrax is a virulent

disease that strikes suddenly and can kill all sorts of

animals (frogs, birds, cats. etc.). but it's especially hard
on livestock. Anthrax spores can survive 40 years or more
in the soil, which is how grazing animals contract the
disease. Humans get it mostly from working closely with
infected farm animals or with infected hides, hair, fur or

wool. The disease is not remarkably contagious among
people, and it can be treated with antibiotics.

The bacterium mu.<«t produce both of two things to be

dangerous: toxin and capsules (outer coatings). Pasteur

developed a vaccine for Anthrax in 1881 in which the

bacteria produce capsules but no toxin. That vaccine is still

in use around the world for animals, and m countries like

the Soviet Union for people. However, it has sfjme na.sty

side effects, and recent work has shown that what makes
the vaccine effective is a small fraction of lethal anthracis.

In the Urtited States, the ANIMAL vaccine is the op-

posite: a strain with toxin but no capsules. The U.S.

HUMAN vaccine has no bacteria at all. but is an immuniz
ing protein produced in vcrv- small quantities by the same
microbes used in our animal vaccine. Professor Thorne
IS currently working on genetic ways to improve the

amount of immunizing protein that can be harvested from

the bacteria. Pretty humanitarian. I'd say.

He actually uses both the Pasteur and the U.S. animal
vaccine bacteria, but they are never combined. If mixed
they could conceivably exchange DNA and be transform

ed into the lethal variety of anthracis, which is the only

legitimate reason hiswork might be called dangerous.

However, safety precautions are such that mixing could

only occur after a series of improbable accidents, and even

if that happened, the di.sease would likely affect only peo-

ple in the lab, since humans become infected only on ex-

posure to a relatively large dose of anthracis.

Heard of any anthrax outbreaks in Amherst in the last

23 years? I didn't think so. Other researchers at UMass
have also worked safely with infectious bacteria, some of

them lethal.

It's unfortunate that the protesters are revelling in their

reactionary ignorance. I first became acquainted with Dr.

Thorne ten years ago; his leftist critics have done an enor

mous inju.stice to a worthy and honorable man. It's my
impression that liberals like to rectify injustices. How
about it, folks? Are you big enough to apologize when
you're wrong?
Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist and has. amon^

(ilhers. a decree in biochemistry

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

Umass community and Fivt'-College Area. ALL submis-

sions MUST BE TYPED Handwritten letters uitl not

be printed!!!!! The author's address and phone number

should be included.

Submissions automatically become proiM>rty of the Col-

legian and are thus subject to editing for grammar,

clarity and space. Send or bring submissions to 113

Campus Center. UMass.

If you have any questions, or comments, drop by or

call us at 545-3500. Ask for Pam, Meredith, or Janine.

ciatK-iPiraup

When the public has the right to know
People who decide to run for public office should expect

to have every grimy detail of their private life become
public knowledge, right? They should know that that's
the way our system works Am I wrong?
Just how far into these private lives should we be allow-

ed to delve into? Do we need to know their income and
how many VTRs they own'' What brand of sheets that

Meredith O'Brien
they buy? Who they sleep with? What brands of vodka
they have in their homes? If they smoked marijuana in

the long-lo.st past?

The press has been criticized for its intense coverage of

the trivial and private details of a potential politician's

life. Has the press gone too far? Yes and no
Let's take Gar>' Hart and Donna Rice. Would the fact

that Gary Hart committed adultery have influenced his

judgements as a politician? Should his entire platform

have been judged by his infidelity or by his own words'*

After all. we all know that a number of our past

presidents, not to mention congressmen. h;ive not always
been faithful. Do we judge them on that

'

How about Dan Quayle? Though his p«)litical .stances

leave much to be desired, should his entire political realm
be criticized for something that he did twenty years ago,

something that many Americans themselves would have
done if they could?

Then there's Douglas Ginsberg who smoked pot in law

.school. His entire career as a judge was tainted because

it was revealed that he tried an illegal sub.stance decades

ago. causing him to lose a Supreme Court justice position.

Currently, there's a raging debate over John Tower's

nomination for Secretary of Defense. He is accused of

womanizing and heavy drinking. A drinking problem
would affect one's performance in any job, but womaniz-
ing wouldn't. There is no clear evidence whether or not

this man has a drinking problem.

Most of the light shed on the personal lives of these peo-

ple was unnece.ssary. Trying pot once, having your father

get you out of serving in Vietnam, being unfaithful and
drinking are common vices among Americans today. None
of us are being judged on our personal lives, so why should
all of these people? I know that they are supposed to be
the epitome of the model citizens, but they are human.
Unless their private activities are disruptive to their work
ing capabilities and judgments, or jeopardize their duties

m representing their constituents, why do they need to

be dragged through the mud?
August Barro« wants to be the con.stable of Carver.

Ma.ssachu.setts again His private life has recently been
made public. This man is the reason that all of those other

politicians' lives were exposed. Men like Barros running
for public office should have their lives made public. Why**
Well. . .

In 1987, August Barros (who wiL'i the con.stable of Carver
at the time) was convicted of two counts of child rape.

From April 1980 to November 198.3, he was convicted of

the repeated rapes of a 9 year old girl. From April 1984
to February 1986. he began habitually raping a 2 year
old He was incarcerated for one year. Now he wants to

become cx>nstable again, a public official, a public servant

There are many people in Carver that wouldn't feel .safe

with public servants like him Isn't information on his

private life important?

Then there's David Duke. Wa.sn't it relevant to delve
into his personal life to find out that he was an ex-KKK
grand wizard? Don't his con.stituents de.serve to know
that?

Maybe sometimes the pre.ss goes too far Hiding in the
bushes outside of a hotel doesn't do much for journalistic

credibility. Neither does the exploitation of someone's
adolescent mistakes. But the line between what should
be public knowledge and what should be left alone is very
thin. It's hard to walk that line.

Politicians aren't always what they seem. Before judg-

ing what is or isn't relevant, think of the ex-Carver con-

stable. Wouldn't you want to know that August Barros
was convicted of child rape?

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

Aerobics ape more man than iron-pumpers
I'm writing in response to Darren Garnicks's article ("A

Study in Aerobic Culture and Life," March 2) — you know,

to the ape without the bobbing ponytail in Aerobics and

Conditioning II.

You may or may not be one of the "token males" in my
cla.ss flinging his leg painfully to the left, while the rest

of the class kicks effortlessly right with perfect .symmetry,

but it doesn't matter. You, my furry, ex-defensive lineman

friend, represent all the uncoordinated, grunting males

whose clunky moves produce titters from some of the

females in the class.

But you're wrong about us in some respects, James Fon-

da. I'm one of the "bobbing pt)nytails" faction, and I speak

for all of us when 1 say that we respect what your're do-

ing. It's demeaning to do those hip grinds to "Wild Thing"

with thirty other leotard-clad bodies. True, aerobics is

female-dominated, but we welcome anyone — male or

female — who makes us look better.

I'm glad to hear that aerobics is so physically draining

to a man. I'll let you in on a little secret: aerobics is tor-

ture for women, too. Why do you think we all look like

victims of a nuclear holocaust after 45 minutes of "Eight

more. . ..'

I'm sick of my "barbell-toting" boyfriend tell me that
he could do aerobics blindfolded with one leg tied behind
his back while being chased by pandas in heat if he
wanted to, but it's so easy it's beneath him to even try.

At lea.st you have the courage to try. And that, Darren
Garnick, makes you much more of a man than the rest
of those "barbell-toting friends" who taunt your valor to

boldly go where no man has ever gone before: Aerobics
and Conditioning.

Just remember that Monday at cla.ss. We don't want to

be here any more than you do. running around in circles,

jerking my leg up and down at .supersonic speed, and in-

haling the hideously nauseating scent of mingled sweat
(not to mention the toxic fumes wafting over from the
other half of the gym — Kung Fu P.U.) is not on my List

of Favorite Things to Do at 10 a.m. You belong in Aerobics
and Conditioning II just as much as the rest of us. Even
if you don't have a ponytail.

Julie Kotsifas

Amherst
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YES:
TAX

REFORM
As all of us here al ihe Universily kntnv, public higher

education has taken a beating during the stale's fiscal

crisis. The future of LlMass as an affordable, quality

institution is on the line, and we students must act to

save it. But we must also realize the cutbacks we've

experienced are part of a broad sweep of cuts in human
service agencies across the stale. Yes, Massachusetts

faces a serious revenue shortfall, but docs that mean
major across-the-board cuts in publicly funded pri>grams arc

inevitable? Dukakis said no, and in January came up with a

tax revenue package (hat would help close the dePicit. But

in response to loud complaints from conservative tax and

business groups, Rep. Yoke (the Chair of the House Ways and

Means committee) has challenged the (iovernor by producing

his own budget proposal, which slashes all state agencies

and provides no revenue increases through tax reform or new
taxes. Bipartisan consensus seems to Ih: strong that "NO NEW
TAXES" is what sells politically; legislators need to be

told that if they don't support vital programs — i.e,

provide the nece&sary funds - then they'll be out of their

job, not the other way around.

The (iovernor's tax plan includes one major tax ref«)rm

measure which can reduce the stale's projected deficit of

it*M) million by half: elimination of the capital gains

deduction. Currently, speculators in stocks, bonds, gold,

and collectibles (Van (iogh paintings and the like) pay MA
income taxes on only S0% of their profits. If this loophole

were eliminated, (75% of which now l>cnents families

earning over $20(),(XX) per year), the slate would realize

SM) -4()() million. In 1987, 653 Bay Stale millionaires each

received an $80,(KX) bonus as a result of this l(H)phoie.

Clearly this l(H)phole is a tax giveaway for the rich: if

anything is to be slashed, this deduction should be, not

human service agencies. Only 11% of all MA taxpayers would
be affected by this change; low and middle income wage
earners will_not Ik penalized. (Note: profits from the sale

of your home are exempt if you buy another within 2 years.)

How can Vokc cut $31 million in public higher education and
allow $350 million to slip through his fingers?

Call the State House TODAY

(617) 722-2000

The elimination of the capital gains deduction is the

most important proposal in the Duke's tax package in regard

to public higher education, for two reasons. First, this

component alone will account for 45% of the dollar value of

(he package, making it the single most important revenue

source of all; and secondly, other taxes are earmarked for

other specific programs, so that higher education funding

must come from capital gains revenues.

There arc other tax reform measures that none of the

politicians on Beacon Hill have been pu.shing publicly: for

example, the closing of loopholes that have allowed 40% of

corporations to pay minimum taxes "$22X-- in 1986. Ail

they can think of is mimicking Mr. Bush: no new taxes, jusi

cuts that affect middle and low income wage earners: those

who benefit most from state programs.

Tho.se who oppose across-the-board budget cuts must act now .

The House of Representatives is currently debating Voke's

budget, and will vole on it this week. Not only must we
insist that our representatives reject (his attack on human
services and public education, we must also mobilize to see

that some fair (ax revenue package is enac(ed.

BUDGET CUTS
AND THE LONG TERM:

IS THERE A SOLUTION IN SIGHT
Our cuts have been severe here on campus, and they're only a part
of the general attack on vital state programs

TAKE PART IN THE BATTLE OVER THE POLITICAL FUTURE OF MASSACHUSETTS

PROTEST CUTS IN STATE FUNDED PROGRAMS

PROTEST VOKE'S BUDGET

1. WRITE YOUR LEGISLATOR TODAY: names and addresses
available at the SGA, and GSS offices.

2. JOIN WITH THE PROFESSORS UNION AT THE PHONE BANKS IN
WHITMORE, 3RD FLOOR; weeknights, 6:00 -9:00; 10:00 -6:00
Saturday and Sunday

3. PROTEST THE LATEST $50 EMERGENCY FEE: MARCH 10th. NOON.
STUDENT UNION STEPS

4. MOVE INTO CUTBACK CITY

5.SUPPORT THE GRADUATE UNIONIZATION EFFORT: HELP TO SECURE
ADEQUATE PAY FOR TAS FROM THE STATE, NOT FROM STUDENT FEES

6. RALLY AND LOBBY AT THE STATEHOUSE, MARCH 29th; contact
the SGA or GSS offices for more info.

Public Higher Education:
Serving all the People of the Commonwealth ?

Ough( the private universities to l»c our nuulels? One
important issue which the rhetoric of improving quality

(read "becoming like a private university") hides is the

fact of limited access to public higher education.

With the loss of federal grants ami scholarships,

fmancial aid opportunities ft)r students has diminished
over the past years. Rising tuition and fees have matle the
cost of public higher education restrictive lor many.( lh»w
many of you have had to lake a year or two oil to w«>rk

bcft>re starting, or fini.shing, y»>ur c«)llcgc cdncalion?)
Decreased slate support has meant students have l>een lurnul
away and programs for the "non-traditional" student have
been cut.

LIMITED ACCESS

Federal (iranlsC'ul:

PELL grants for 1st year slutlcnls:

vmr. 31.5%
1988: 15.6%

only 7%, for UMass Isl year sluilcnls

Tuition has risen 18% since ViHtt.

I
J Mass has already decreased cnrtjllmenl by IIX) slmlciils, and

plans on decreasing enrolliuenl by unollier MH) neM
semester

The WACJES program, which hel|K(l women relnrn Iti and slay i4

the University has l)een killed oil.

1 he Educational Aceesi and Outreach onice, which provides

academic tutoring, may lose 20 -25 luli>rs next semcslcr.

tIM

Current
Capital
Gains
Benefits
Per Tax
Return

€tio«o iie«j00s OMiao tnicaoD no-iuaat

rom TO THE

NO:
TSONGAS'
PLAN

What's the difference between a private and a public Universily? Ct>sl!

Why is a public Universily affordable? Because Ihe state provides it with funds
so it can fuirdl its mission: to offer all cili/cns an opportunity ft)r higher
education.

Q: what's missing from this picture?

The Tsongas "Plan for Exccl'cncc"
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I ..\v:

STUDENTS
ttoMDuoD » nooom

Sponsored by the Graduate Student Senate and the Student Trustee's Office

Al State funding, which is the backbone of a democratic

^read*non-etilis(")education system.

According to a recent University report, since 1975 "the

percentage of the [University'sj total budget contributed

by state appropriations is down sharply, from A\.5% to

36%."

Our higher education sy.slcm was eslablished to provide llie

4>pportunily for all the slate's cili/cns lo obtain a

quality public education. By defmilion, public education

is subsidized by the stale, and is an allernalivc to the

elili.sm of private universities. Former Senator

Tsongas, the new Chair of the Board of Rcgenls.and thus the

overseer of the public higher education system, calls for

a new law to

'commit excellence in public higher education

establishing the specific goal of "IksI in America" by

MK); and

rcafTirm Ihc principle of open access into the system

by all our cili/cns, while remaining vigilant in

maintaining the quality of our academic .standards."

We applaud Ihe senlimeni of this law, but wonder about its

efficacy. Why create a new law when ihc means of showing

support for public higher education occurs every year --

during ihe budt^ct process? AntI will such a law succeed in

securing funds when lobbying efforts have failed? Tsongas

does propose that Ihe state fund higher education by a

fixed [KTccnlagc each year, which will help lo forestall

cuts; but a large pari of his message is lo suggest the

stale schools turn lo ihe private sector for financial

siip[Kirt. Whose interests are these private corporations

going lo serve, do you think? The public's? Iu>w income

students'? Minorities'?

If You Can Y Beat 'em -

Join 'em

Tsongas's plan is no less than an admission of defeat of the theory on which

public higher education is based. Tsongas's mollo might he "If you can't heal

'em, join 'em." Why is it ihal 3/4lhs of ihe slate's "general .scholarship fimd"

goes lo students attending private universities? liecause lhal $84 million was

cajoled out of Ihe legislature by the private Universities' lobby group. Public

higher education officials have not even been al>le lo wring level funding from

the legislature in the last 2 years, never mind to stave off mid year cutbacks.

And so what's Ihe solution lo this me.ss? Promise Ihe legislature we'll become

like Ihe privates! Spend a year of two W(K)ing Ihe corporations, and when we
look more like Harvard and MIT, then maybe Ihe pols on Beacon flill will pay

some attention to us!
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Amtrak passengers on rise as strike goes on
BOSTON ( AP' - Amtrak rt-poittHl slight

ly heavier traJFic on its trains from Boston
to Washington DC. yesterday, as the

Eastern Airlines Machinist union strike

continued in its third day.

Seven Eastern jets, five shuttles and a

flight each to Miami and Washington, D.C
took off from Logan International Airport

by mid afternoon. Six Eastern jets landed

at Logan, four shuttles and two flights from

Atlanta, said Massport spokesman Phil

Orlandella, who said the figures came from

eastern.

On an average weekday. Eastern has 48

arrivals at Logan and an equal number of

departures, Orlandella said.

A federal judge in Manhattan signed a

temporarv' order yesterday barring unioniz

ed Amtrak workers from staging a walkout

in sympathy with striking Eastern Airlines

machinists.

L'S District Judge Robert P Patterson

signed the order at 3 p.m. barring a sym-

pathy walkout at Amtrak until at least 3

p.m tomorrow, when he will hold a hear

ing on whether to issue a longer-term stay.

The order had been sought by Amtrak
lawyers

Patterson signed a similar temporary
restraining order Sunday

The orders have helpi>d avert pickets in

support of the Eastern Airlines Machinist
union at rail yards and removed a threat

to the morning commute into Boston
The machinists had planned to extend

their pickets to Amtrak rail centers, which
would have kept workers who operate the

Ma.^sachusetts Bay Transit Authority's

commuter rail lines off the job yesterdas

MBTA spokesman Peter Dimond said th»-

MBTA has readied 150 public and private

buses to handle about 30 percent of tlu

35,000 suburban commuters using tht

authority's rail service.

Dimond said there was a slight decrea.se

on commuter rail riders yesterday and a

slight increase in bus and subway service.

He attributed the drop in commuter rail to

commuter fears that .service would be
stuck

There were few passengers at the
Eastern terminal yesterday and numerous
pickets were standing watch at their

assigned sites around Logan Airport in

Boston.

"We don't want to make it a mass exodus
kind of thing, we're keeping the pickets

very orderly,." said Ed Imondi, a represen
tative of the local machinists union. "The
pilots and flight attendants are giving us
great support"

AP photA

EASTERN STRIKE LINE - Eastern Airline strike supporters picket

yesterday morning outside the company's facilities at I>ogan Interna-

tional Airp<»rt, where striking machinists hacked by sympathetic pilots

and flight uttt-ndants virtually grounded the carrier during the

weekend.

M«i«|tcr« M<n«||rr Tr*iMr«

We'll be on campus
March 10

to tell you about the

best jobs in the business.

¥»%t IiukI* jrr big bu^inrvt *n*i V (-n<J> \ i> ihc »avvie»i in rht
indu«(r\ A pttMiHin j* j Mjnj|;rr i>r Maruner Tfjinee m
WtrKl> » 14 rmi only j ^mmJ surtinfc n* in it»«lt li 4 a fine

irjining pnigrjm tur bi|t|^r an.) hrtier ihin|;\ You don i

think lompjny prcsi<icni» mtt out ihjt »,<y'

Ewrpiionjl njn^fcemcni ir4inin):, growrh opfmrtuniiio jnd
good xaUncN mjkc Wendy » v.mtbiidy to ulk m We will he
i»n lainpus fi. meet mith you on

Date Frida>. Marth lOth

Time HtiiAM-S IMIPM
PImt Flint l,jh

Coauri: Sieve Boyttui. S45-4MV

And ukt ir »roin the be*f in iht buMrtesN If you re

graduating jnd •rouid like to put your mjnjgemeni ikilK i.

uw wrr il like to ulk to you

li yiKi .ire uiuhit to met- 1 with uv in person, piejse forwjrd j

mume "t t.ill

John F\ereti

Wendy s I niefnational. Inc
4641 loiien Pond Road
Waltham. MA Hits*
(6ri JW»-M4«

EqujI (>pp<irtuniiy

Employer M F H V

Wenoy^

SO YOU THINK YOU KNOW
HOW TO HANDLE THE BUMPS?

PROVE IT!

At the annual Killington Mogul Challenge on Outer

Limits, Saturday, April 1st. Come get an application

from the UMass Ski Club, 430 Student Union ($15

application fee)* and join the competition.

OR JLST BE A SPECTATOR, and join us for the

Saturday bus trip to Killington

•Number of applications available are limited, so please hurry

to be sure a space is reserved for you

UMASS SKI CLUB

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER

£arnG Day Service
FILM IN BY 10 00 A.M. / PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 P M

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAIUBLE

Kitty Dukakis
expected home
after month
of rehabilitation
BOSTON iAP> - One month after tht surpnst an

nuunci-nu'nt that Kitty Dukakis developed a sudden and
!ierinu» drinking problem after her husband lost the

presidential election, the wife ofGov Michael S Dukakis

was due home this week from an alcohol treatment

program.
One Statehouae source, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said yesterday that Mrs. Dukakis was ex

pectf>d to return to the family's home in suburban
Ri'"'kline today from Eklgehill Newport, an intensive

!• ~i(l( ntial facility on Rhode Island.

Other sources did not duspute that timetable, but several

sources warned that Mrs. Dukakis' plans might change

in order to avoid what aides called "a circus atmosphere"

or "a ca.st of thousands."

Following the family's wishes, the governor's staff wa.s

publicly silent yesterday ab<mt Mrs. Dukakis' condition,

her treatment and her movements The governor's press

office has been bombarded with inquiries and interview-

requests, but no plans have been made for Mrs. Dukakis
to discuss her experience.

One senior Dukakis administration official said he had
no reason to believe the treatment was not a success.

"Every indication from the governor's attitude and what

he has had to sijy is that it has been successful and th.it

Kitty is going to resume and active, independently fulfill-

ing schedule, following up all the plans sh«' h;id been mak-
ing before. " the source said.

"I've heard nothing that would even by implication con

tradict that," the official said "The clear thought of all

that is that it was successful."

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

n

MARCH 19-25

POISON
PREVENTION

WEEK
1989

FAMILIES WITH
YOUNG CHILDREN

Bring old prescription viols with

leftover medication to ttie pharmacy
and receive free a bottle of Ipecac

and a poison counterdose chart.

(Free only during Poison Prevention

Week)
If no old medication vials are

brought in, then the charts and
Ipecac are available for $1 OO each

WCMD&NATION
Lawmaker requests
vessel seizures
of ocean dumpers
WASHINGTON (APi - Taking a page

from the administration's "zero tolerance"

policy of seizing boats from drug po-ssessors,

a New England Democrat yesterday call

ed for seizures of vessels owned by con

victed ocean dumpers.

"Under current law. it is almost worth
the risk to dump illegally because the fines

"It is almost worth the
risk to dump illegally

because the fines and
penalties are small
compared to the cost
of compliance."

- Rep Sam Gejdenson

and penalties are small compared to the
cost of compliance," said Rep. Sam Gejden-
son. DConn.
The ocean dumping of municipal solid

waste or hazardous waste carries a max
imum $50.(XK) fine Congress enacted
legislation last year that makes the dum
ping of medical waste a felony with fines

up to $25<).(»00

Gejdensen said his legislation, introduc
ed in the House ye^crday. would give the

federal government "additional muscle " by
allowing the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Justice Department to

recommend permanent seizure of vessels

used to illegally dump waste in the oceans
or the Long Island Sound.
Under the bill, the Coast Guard would

seize the ship if the dumper is convicted
and the judge in the case approves seizure

as a sentencing option.

Unlike the controversial "zero tolerance"

policy, a dumping-connected seizure could
only take place following a conviction. Ge-
jdenson said. The administration's anti-

drug policy allows the Coast Guard to seize

most recreational vessels immediately if

any amount of drugs is found on board
"This bill would protect the rights of

boaters while sending a strong message to

illegal dumpers that their actions will no
longer be tolerated, " Gedjenson said.

The Connecticut Democrat said while
East Coast beach closures triggered by the

illegal dumping of medical waste captured
the public's attention last summer, ocean
dumping has much broader economic and
environmental eflects He pointed to the

impact on shellfish and commercial fishing.

The administration has not announced a

position on the legislation, although Presi

dent Bush vowed during the campaign to

push for stronger anti dumping measure-

PALESTINIANS RELEASED FROM PRISON -Two Palestinians

on way from Ansar prison display their joy at being two of 124

released yesterday in Gaza City in the occupied Gaza strip. The
release was a "gesture of good will" on the part of the Israeli govern-
ment, according to Israeli radio.

Court rules no jury trials for drunk driving defendants
WASHINGTON i APi - People accused of driving under

the influence of alcohol generally are not entitled t<> jui \

trials, a unanimous Supreme Court ruled today

The court, in a case from Nevada, said states are not

required to hold jury trials for drunken driving when the

maximum jail terms are six months and other penalties

are not particularly severe.

The court left open the possibility the Constitution

might require a jury trial in the case of a repeat offender

who could be sentenced to more than six months in jail

if convicted of driving under the influence more than once.

In another case, the court turned down an appeal by nor-

theastern states seeking to force the federal government

to crack down on acid rain and other pollution they say

is caus(>d liy smokestacks in other states.

The court, without comment, refused to order the federal

Enviremmental Protection Agency to take steps to limit

interstate air pollution.

The justice rejected an appeal by two Nevada men.
Melvin R. Blanton and Mark D. Fraley. who said the

penalties for being convicted of driving under the in

fluence (DUI> are serious enough to warrant jury trials.

Lawyers for the two said Nevada is one of only five

states that do not permit jury trials in such cases. They
listed the other states as Louisiana. Mississippi. New
•Jersey and New Mexico.

While there is mounting national concern over the

seriousness of drunken driving. Justice Thurgood Mar-
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CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

I rnCC STUDENTS WHO NEED

I MONEY FOR COLLEGE
] Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

j Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income
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With any valid student ID

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
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I
• We have a data bank ol over 200.000 listings of scholarships |

IfellovKShips. grants, and loans, representing over S10 billion in private

sector funding

I
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic |

I
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence

• There s money available for students who have been newspaper car-

I ners. grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc |

I
• Results GUARANTEED |

I -^^-,1
CALL

ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401 I

shall .said for the court today that Nevada classifUv- dn\

inn under thf influence its a petty crime.

The demarcation line for petty crimes is a maximum
sentence of six month in jail. Marshall .said. The fact that

Nevada prescribes other penalties does not raist* the of

fense to a serious crime, he said.

In other action, the court:

•Agreed to review the stiff fines imposed against four

Yonkers, N.Y.. councilmen for defying a federal judge's

order to adopt a housing desegregation plan.

— Said federal workers do not have a right to sue in

federal court when they accuse the union representing

them of unfair treament.

News show debuts
amid controversy

|| KNOXVILLE. Tenn, (AP> - Channel One, the widely

criticized commercial television news program aimed at

teen-agers in schools, debuted today in several high

schools complete with ads for candy bars, dandruff sham-
poo and blue jeans.

The 12-minute daily program is being produced by Whit-

tle Communicatins. a Knoxville-based media company,
and is being tested over the next two months in six schools

around the country. The first program included coverage

of the show itself and the controversy surrounding it.

Before the first show was even aired a number of educa-

tion groups objected to the idea of allowing advertisers

to pitch their product.^- In students in the cla.ssroom.

Central High School on the north side of Knoxville is

one of the test .schools and the 20 students in Connie
Wilkes' homeroom appeared to pay close attention to the

program.

The program featured stories on students' reaction to

the continuing death threats against author Salman
Rushdie and life for a teen-ager in the Soviet Union, in

addition to the one on the controversy involving the

launch of Channel One.
Al.so included in the program were SO-second television

ads for Snickers candy bars. Head and Shoulders sham-
poo, and Levi's .501 jeans.

If the test proves successful and advertisers can be per-

suaded to make along-term commitment, Whittle Com-
munications LP hopes to make the program available to

8.000 or more schrrals in fall 1990,

The program is being produced by Whittle, a fast-

growing company that has .specialized in creating

magazines and sponsored posters that enable advertisers

to reach narrowly defined audiences.

The Channel One test is expected to co.st about $5
million. Whittle e.stimates the hardware alone required

to take the program nationwide will cost more than $100
million.

Each of the test schools was given about $50,000 worth
of television monitors, video recnrdin« equipment and a

sMtcUite dish that Whittle prnmis"-. to maint.un.
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ARTS&LIVING
Center for Arts dance show a moody delight

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Gadzooksl Drukman's been at it again, the impudent
young whippersnapper. I'm telling you, you've got to

watch these correspondent types. Give 'em six column in-

ches, and they'll plagiarise your style. Any road up, what
the hell was he blithering on about - placid mouse indeed.

I don't know, kids these days. All these walking haircuts

who call themselves musicians because they can scratch

DISC

ZKNITH

DATA SYSTEMS

Z-2Hi;i.P

DKSKIon'f GREAT
THINGS

DO COME IN
SMALL

PACKAGES

JUNICIE
a record. In my day, we took care of our records!

Of course the records that came out then were worth

looking after, real songs sung by people with real voices,

not some boil-in-the-bag technotrash squawked by an
adenoidal barbie-doll. Jim Reeves, now there was a voice

that could make the hairs on your mucous membranes
stand on end. But sadly, he went the way of the best of

them, coming down to earth with a "bump", destined to

rest forever among the Icaruses of popular music. Or did

he?

Not according to The BeacU at Bourbon, who on their

new album Sour Mash (Red Eye) seem to have entered

into a Satanic pact to bring back not only the spirit of the

velvet voice, but also those of numerous other dead rock

stars. Now if this sounds like another Kicking Against the

Pricks to you, as it did initially to me (lead singer Tex
Perkins* voice is what Nick Cave will sound like after he's

been six foot under for a month), you're not far off the

mark. The difference is that all the songs on Sour Mash
are Beasts of Bourbon originals.

So what if "Hard Work Drivin' Man" ts a direct rip-off

of Muddy Waters' (yet another victim of gravity's rain-

bow) "Mannish Boy," when the fact of the matter is that

^

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!

40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE

it sounds even more evil than the original. Or if the mu-
tant swamp-blues of "Watch Your Step" is just a mite
John Lee Hooker-ish. Sour Mash works brilliantly, tor-

ching the nostalgia and reverence with which we tend to

view these legends in favor of its own twisted mythology.
This is the sound of rotting corpses singing out «f a
jukebox from hell.

And it's not all blues and country either. "Playgroj||Kl"

reminds you in abrupt, noisy fashion, that two af'^kiaae

guys are from Thug, and "Door to your Soul" ip, 'ap-

propriately enough, almost Doors like in its popp^puws.
But inevitably niy personal favorite has to \» tite

wonderful country ballad, 'The Hate Inside" which iwuts
the clean living image of Jim Reeves over a spit. "I didn't

go to the A.A. meetin' today," Tex growls somMrhat
apologetically, no doubt taking swigs from a bottle ofJD
between breaths. At their best.the Beasts of Bourbon are
like the Trtffids without education, swapping metapfa^yMcs

for methaphysics They do things that would malUB the
Collostomy Bags puke with envy. Sample some Sour Mash
today, you'll believe Jim Reeves can fly.

'4m

Center for Arts dance show a moody delight <§
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Correspondent

Dabscape
Northampton Center For The Arts

March 3

Danscape was a performance that

was completely different, it was artful,

expressive, seemingly strenuous and

overall a delight. Tl»e group's exquisite

usage of-the art of dance covered a broad

apectrum of moods and ideas.

Led by artistic directors Jane Ahfield

and Patricia Gorman, the Danscape

Dance Collaborative has been together

for the past seven years. This marked
their first major production as the ren-

dent dance company at the Center For

Ihe Arts.

Dance
Their repertoire extends from 4m-

prQs;i8ation to perobtc danoe. friday

night's production consisted 'of seven
m^orpiapw three hizarre, short pieces

entitled "Messages," so called because

the artiste would dance as a recorded
answering machine message played in

the background

Each piece had a unique idea or

message. There was the funkiness of

'^Dance -23.8," and the playfulness of

"^^." while the colorful costumes and

fsnn of dance in "New Math Mardi

Gjr4s" suggested « festive mood. "En
t(AbW^auna" in its fecm and use of the

«M^^'Paranomia*' by Art of Noiae had

SlAMhno-pop feel to it. However, these

pJDOcn were continually changing 'in

iAuAt style whwh was, although in

tiMresting, at timas '^nfusin^. The

nilMMge was sftan lost in a flash of

movement and expression.

Two especially |piod pieces that were

dear in their aMSsaga were "Between

fljBtion" and 'Gi^hering Branches"

Choreographed and performed by Kami
Carlson with the help of Anel Wtei%
"Between Stetions " truly expressed^,

chaos experienoad on a city train r***^-

vag rush hour. Ihare wa| a seaae of4

petiuqn between the two perfo

The aoovas suggested a struiggle. a < ^

,

fliot of interests, but in the end aO^
ijBfched to the other and offered thJipf

hWltis H yras stnoerelir touching

"Gathering Branches."

ed and performed by David Beadle
tained a raw sexual essence. A tnbal

rassphere engulfed the mood, form
expression ofthu piece. It was sii

jrei -fascinating

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTAG;

Steve Orlaiidi

ZDS Student Representative

549-1420

American Exprcss.VISA. MasterCard Credit Cards Accepied

MOUSE

AND MICROSOFT WINDOWS

INCLUDED FREE

Mil rosofl VViiul(»w.s i.s <) rri^istcrrd IriuU'iniuk oJ

Mil rcisolt Corp.

Prices subject to change without no<ice

The Spoke
Drink of the Week

White and Black Russians
$1.75

Beer of the Month
Foster's Cans

$1.50

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

E

tl)arUe'j5
1 Pray St . Amherst- 549 5403 • Open Nam

7 Days A Week • Cali for Take Out
Kitchen Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10$ Buffalo Wings

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Drink of Ikt Week

Seven & Seven $ 1.50
>y'J-'^y.'yyjy^t<<'

Beer of the J|||>nth

oosehead 91.75

FOOD GIVE-AWAYS
Men Night IOC Mozzarella Sticks 912
Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 9-12

Sunday 4 Burger Platters for $5 00 6-10
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Noises Off bites hard at

class happy, boorish Brits
By CIRAEMK THOMSON
Collegian StatT

\oiseit Off
Mt. Holyokf Theatre
March 3

Michael Frayn has alway;- struck me as

a very Enjjlish writer, dealing primarily

with the foibles of the British middle class,

their bumbling incompetence and their ab-

surd "privett hedge" mentality. Noises Off

is a completely wicked farce within a farce,

whose plot revolving around a small reper

lory theatre company touring seaside

resorts with a completely leaden Ray
Cooneystyle comedy (it's called "Nothing

On") is a thin disguise for what is essen

tially a vicious attack on an archaic,

crumbling English class system.

As in all of Frayn's best work, a thin

veneer of order gradually gives way to com
plete, and completely hilarious chaos. In

Sotses Offthe real farce is m the back stage

bickerings and back stabbings of the cast

and crew, a bunch of characters whose
motives are actually even more shallow

than the cardboard cut outs they are play

ing. Soon, the audience is no longer sure

whether the reality exists in front of. or

behind the stage.

This two headed beast that Frayn ha^

created requires .split-second timing for the

comedy to work, and under the direction

of Jim Cavanaugh. the ensemble cast di> a

tremendous job in bringing ofV a constant

stream of exquisite set-pieces You've just

got to admire their energy <tnd

professionalism.

Particularly good are Daniel Banyas as

the seen-it-all. done-it all director, Lloyd

Dallas. Paula Alekson doing a Terry Jones

as Dotty Otley (portrayer of Mrs. Clackett.

the Pythonesque cleaning lady> and Paul

Wildman, as the drunken old music hall

has-been, Selsdon Mowbray (the Burglar).

Okay, so the accents waver a little, and

perhaps there are one or two mis

pronounciations (although I was probably

the only member of the audience to get a

laugh out of Alan Morse's "Baaahs-

ingstoke"! but these are just petty quibbles

winch no doubt reflect my own Britishness,

my middle-classness.

What really matters is that Noises Off is

a complete scream from beginning to end.

If this doesn't have you rolling in the aisles

you must be dead from the neck up. And
by the way. Oliver Allyn's sets are a

delight, perfectly capturing both the look

and feel of the wonderful old seaside

theatres.

pianist
coniinutd from pagt 5

"In Israel. I'm considered to be a medical

miracle instead of a musical miracle." she

said, adding that Bach's music gave her an
extnwrdmary sense of vitality She said

she discovered some intfresting things in

his music, and started to share her views

with other people.

She said she found niany people like his

music and became the founder and direc-

tor of the Bach Centre in TelAviv.
"I try to teach people what classical

music is from the inside," she said.

Through all of the music she plays.

Nolte's^mflr less than royal
By RAYMOND MARTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Farewell To The King
Mt. Farms Theaters

Film Review
Nick Nolte is best known for his roles in action/adven-

ture movies such as 48 Hrs. and Extreme Prejudice, and
Farewell to the King is right up his alley. He plays a

soldier in World War II on the island of Borneo. He's just

managed to escape from the Japanese, and while stumbl-

ing blindly through the jungle, racked with malaria, he
is found by a beautiful native girl.

She brings him back to her village where, because of

his blue eyes and a tattoo of a dragon on his chest, he is

considered special and eventually becomes king. All Nolte

wants - his name in the movie isn't made clear <he

mumbles a lot) - is to leave the war behind him and live

his new life.

However, three years later, Nigel Fairbourne (excellent-

ly played by Nigel Havers) is sent to the island to organize

the tribes to fight for the British. He and Nolte inevitably

clash.

A deeper look at their opposing ideologies would have
been fascinating, but unfortunately the movie turns into

another good guy vs. bad guy flick, with numerous scenes

of Japanese soldiers tumbling through the air after be

ing shot, as if they were acrobats in a Russian circus

troupe.

Nolte is never quite believable as the man who has left

his military past behind, in favor of a non-violent future.

His resistance to Fairbourne is fleeting and halfhearted
- if a King is supposed to be a great leader, I have no idea

why his people would follow Nolte.

The movie tries to be both anti war and an actioaadven

ture piece. Nolte tries to fill this dual role and towards

the end of the movie swears, "From this time on, I'll never

raise my hand to another man." Of course by this time,

he's killed all the men to whom he could possibly raise

his hand.

Fifth Business
bring red hot
show to Hatch
This coming Wednesday. March 8 sees the return of

Fifth Business to the Hatch, where they have
previously played to capacity crowds.

The members of the band come from a variety ofother

outfits. Lead Guitarist Chris Bonney previously wield-

ed the axe with D.T and the Shakes, while bassist Tom
Mahnken was formerly with the Atomic Elevators and
L'Oasis Blues All Stars. He's also had guest spots with
the Radiators and the Dog Act.

Rhythm guitarist Mike Flood was with the Relatives,

and finally drummer Rich Jordan used to thump the

tubs for Standard Deviations and Rippopotamus.

Fifth Business have been seen at a number of local

venues including Sheehan's. the now defunct L'Oasis

and at Smith College

The show begins at 9 p.m. and admission is free.

Nishry said she expresses her innermost

pains. The music she chooses for her con-

certs commemorates the Holocaust, she

said.

Nishry also plays Catalogue of Birds by

Messiaen. "The Holocau.st represents

tragedy while the 'Birds' song represents

hope," she said.

All of Nishry's pieces are influenced by

the many experiences in her life, and she

said she purposely does this.

"I had an upbringing and education that

had Its value." .she said.

Pbuto courtray ol Alligalor Rrrorda

SON SEALS AND DELIVERS an exciting brand of steamy
Chicago blues guitar. Appearing at the Universal Joint March 16.

Son Seals has been a strong voice of the blues since his 1973 debut

album The Son Seals Blues Band. Sixteen years later, he's as smokin
as ever.

^tiM^

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

I HELD OVER BY POPULAR DEMAND I

I BEERS OF THE MONTH t

J ONCE AGAIN J
» »

I MILLER LITE & BUD BOTTLES $L00 J

I ALSO FEATURING FOSTER'S BEER $L50 J

DRINK OF THE WEEK
VODKA TONIC $L00

I
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Board of Governor's Program Council
Presents...

"WE SCORE MORE"
A Free Lecture on success in and after college by

Jon Katzman
founder of the

THE
IM

PRINCETON

A Uvni'l'il for

L

REVIEW

LEARN HOW TO:

Score high on the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT
Master your class work and decrease test anxiety

Use credit and sweat to start a business

Find out what businesses are looking for in campus interviews

* students who attend and submit a completed Master Card application,
will receive a $75-discount coupon
for the Princeton Review Course.

Prodiii t <l l)\ In ( ,K,|MTa(inn m ilh

XJnWetst*^
^l

laassacb«»«^

li If

Summer EmpIoYment
TUESDAY, MARCH 7

10 a.m.—5 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

IVeseiiled bv

Wednesday, March 8th
8:00 pm, Campus Center Auditorium BayBank*

Featuring:

60 Camps
from the Northeast

Massachusetts • New York • Maine

Connecticut • New Hampshire

New Jersey • Boston • Pennsylvania

WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
.^•w\

Master

Further Information Contact:

The Student Employment Office

239-A Whitmore - Walk-ins Welcome

[iil4^illington
^FVERMONT

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
^lyi fmf\f4 CONOO LODGING & LIFTS

PARTY WEEK

$2 59 /*> ^ >-^
/.t,,^j^ UAAA5S SKI CLUB
C'?C'V5V^ 430 studwt union

545 3437

•FUN L

V.

IHClijOtS TAtH
tNOiiovcii NON-MEMBERS

- WELCOME
,v

HEY
SENIORS:
Get Shot!
Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held from Feb. 27 - Mar. 17,

9-5 pm in Rms 177/178 of the

Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

& appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below

.

r-

Make your checks payable to. INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS,

LOCAL PHONE NO

INDEX 103 Campus Center/UMass, Amherst 545-0848
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LABOR LEADER CALLS FOR
EMERGENCY BOARD - AFl^CIO Presi-

dent Lane Kirkland, in Washington yester-

day, called on the National Mediation Board

to recommend the president to appoint a

Presidential Emergency Board to address

the strike by Eastern Airline employees.

(Related story page 14.)

Man to be tried for shooting rampage
BARTOW. Fla. (AP) - The trial of a retired librarian

will hinge in whether a jury believes he was temporarily

insane when he fired on children, shoppers and police of

ficers during a seven hour siege, killing six people

Lawyers for William B. Cruse. 61, planned to argue that

alcohol and psychiatric problems caused him to open fire

with a semiautomatic nfle, a shotgun and a revolver out-

side his home in the coastal community of Palm Bay and

at two adjacent shopping centers.

Jury selection began yesterday, with Circuit Judge John

Antoon convening a pool of more than 100 people from

which to select a 12 member jury and several alternates.

The shooting spree April 23, 1987. led to 36 felony

charges that could send Cruse to the electric chair: six

counts of first Klegree murder. 28 of attempted murder and

two of kidnapping.

The trial was moved 75 miles west to Bartow after a

telephone survey suggested that many people in central

Florida's Brevard County believed Cruse guilty.

In a videotaped interview after his arrest. Cruse calm-

ly told police he believed neighbors, strangers and super-

market employees were constantly spreading rumors that

he was homosexual. He said he had to stop it.

i just wanted people to leave me alone," he said in the

tape shown publicly for the first time Thursday during

a hearing, i had to do something to stop them 1 know

I'm not queer
'

But he added. '1 was drunk and crazy and I just don't

remember hurting anyone.
"

Seemingly meek. Cruse has a reputation as an arrogant

demanding prisoner at Brevard County Jail, where he had

been held without bond since his arrest

He quit eating at one point, claiming that jailers were

trying to poison him. and he had to be force fed through

a tube m his nose for several days.

7—*^ nr ! nr ! -^^

Q.T.B.
(Quitting Time Buffet)

Mon-Fri
4-7

^^^^ restaurant ^^a^ bar

23 Main St. • Northampton 584-8666
^'- " •"- j^ "*• '»'

m FAT. m CHOLESTEROL

riothing But

,

Delicious.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
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^Tunch is for wimps."

Gtordon Gecko

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

Amherst
BcitwoodWcrtk

Try some Nonfat frozen Yogurt

the taste will leave you amazed! Northampton
•'

Main Street

Of course, living in an all-glass house has

its disadvantages ... but you should

see the birds smack it."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

m M

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

BDIC
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DATE: TUESDAY, MARCH 1. 1989

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BACHELOR'S DEGREE WITH INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences In the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussloni

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Frank Leon McCoy 74
"African Politics"

Patricia Hayes 75
"Graphic Communications"

Sanford M. Matathia 78
"Land Planning & Development"

James F. Kane '83

"Broadcast Reporting v^^lth

Specialization in Governmenf

Consultant
Synergos Institute

New York, NY

Freelance Graphic
8i Textile Designer

P. Hayes Designs
Northampton, MA

Attorney
Rackemann, Sawyer
and Brewster

Boston. MA

News Anchor/Reporter
WTAG Radio
Worcester. MA

for

Board Of
Governors

HOW WAS \ OW, ir WHS A
SCWOOL 8lAST'„0»PM1
TDOM ^ / BEAN^t COML

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

.

NOMINATION PAPERS AVAILABLE IN ROOM 817 CAMPUS CENTER
i

RETURN COMPLETED FORMS TO B.O.G. OFFICE BY MARCH 9th

CALL 545-0198 FOR MORE INFORMATION

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center
545-2224
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CAMPUS COMIX By AL ARPAD
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21-Aprii )9} Take
cjdvantoge of tooov s stower pace
to catch up on paperwork Tackle

oetan work you ^Br<t to pottpone
Romorice o more e«ctting ana pos-
sioriate thon m tne tecent poit Be
')j>(~r*-^it

TAURUS (April POMav 20)
i^ecvckng ana ow Oea or leomtng
high tech skiRs wi txxxl your earn
ings A rekationshc) promises more
thar t can 'jekver Look at a part

oe'sf r -f T'.ticotty

OfMINI May ?' June 20) Cer
torn sacrifices wiH De required to

day f?eoch an agreement with o
client or creditor before he
changes (us mwx) Keep your eyes
open if entering a rekjtionsh^j with

a powerful individual

CANCn (June 21 July 27) Con
centrate on a long-term ptan that

will benefit you ennofionally and
firranciaHy Vou need to know ex-

actly what your resources w* be
after retirement A family member
provides stimuldting company
tonight

UO (July 23-Aug 22) You are
more sensitive than usual to other

peoples feelings Vour private

financial reserves will help you turn

a clever idea into a gc*3 mne I?ek3-

tionship differences need to be
resoived

VtKOO (Aug 23 Sept 27) Vou
may be on edge today Avoid
emotional scenes or controntatorts

Take advantage of a lull at work to

get caught up on routine chores
Postpone signing legal papers until

you can consult experts

UMArSept 23 Oct 22) Put sov-

mg ahead o» spending un»i you
catch up a bit Career rryjtters

deserve top priority Vour nestng m
strict affects ttie oecuioni you
make Vou couks find yoof$«lf m ttw

spotiiqM '^iqain

SCORPIO (Oct 23 rtov 21) Vou
need rrio'e time to reoch your ob
^ctrves Be patient especioty with

yourself FofDily draws closer

togettier Seize every opportunitv to

make a relatkDnship a success

Compromise on itttie things

SAOITTAtHIS (Nov 22-Oec 21)

Vou 'eo' nxxe m harmony with

yourself after communicating your

hopes ond dreams if single ask

fnends to t>elp you meet someone
compatible Travel is iffy now Stck

close to home
CA*MC<MN (Dec 22-Jan W)

Vou can reoVy let your ho* down
with a visitor Get more sleep and
you will have the extra energy you
need to meet your responaWiities

Know your physical and finciocial

limits

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) This

is the day to step forward and be
counted Vou toce fewer limitations

on what you can do SefxJ out

resumes If you have a grievaix:e

discuss it face-to-face

nSCiS (Feb 19 Morch 20) Hard
decisions must be made Luck is on
your side Look forward to new cash
rewards Settle minor problems and
a relationship wiii be mode whole
ogam Exercise your opforis without

urxJue delay

MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Flat Dread sandvi/icn Stir fry oeef ana vegetaoies

Pavioii with tomato sauce Poast oorK/graw
applesauce

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

PishPu^her on roll

rvavioi with Tomato souce
Stif fry vegetoDies. tofu

Cheese spinach squares
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hoop notebook
continued from page 24

newspaper, goes with the position

The identity of the Hawk is not reveal

ed to the public until the end of each
season, but a careful search identified

this years Hawk, the Itith in th*

school's history, as Jim Scaranu
Not a.s popular in Philadelphia right

now I.-. St Joe's head coach Jim Boyle
Fans seem to f«)rget the great seasons

Boyle has led the Hawks to, iis indicated

by shuts Worn by some fans that ^.lul

"Bo has got to go
"

After beating UMass in the first round
of the tournament, Boyle s team lost to

top-seeded West Virginia in the second
round
But his 144 93 career record and tin-

respect he receiv«»s from all the co.'»che>

in the conference should be enough to

offset the hecklers, who. by the way.
could have been a lot more creative with
their slogan

The only coach whose team did

war*e in the conference this season is

George Washington'> John Keu-ttr
whose squad was 117
Keuster made good use of the hats the

c«)aches received at the Tip-Off banquet,
pulling his down to cover his face while
he talked about hts team and its

chances.

W. Wilson Goode. the mayor of

Philadelphia, was the main speaker at

the banquet
"Sports IS important in every m^jor

smgle major city." Goode said. "It is the
one thing that is common across all

lines, and the one way to bring young
people together. It isareal w.i\ tn t>ui!il

unity

In the interest of unity. Ckxide said he
had a favorite team, but would nd
reveal w ho it was
The ultimate irony of the weekend,

perhup--. was that although the crowd
lor the I'Ma.ss St. Joe's game appeared
to be less than 3,000 (an official number
was not available), a scalper was at

work in front of the Palestra 90 minutes
before game time
The biggest surprise ul the tourna

ment came last night when Rutgers
beat second seeded Temple and Penn
State knocked off West Virginia to set

up a |',.nn State at Rutgers final

tomorrow night.

Red Sox blown out by Reds 12-4,

home-towne team uses 6 pitchers
WINTER HAVEN, Fla (APi Herm Win

ningham and Luis Quinones drove in three
runs each Monday as the I'incinnati Reds
rode a 19 hit attack to a 12 4 exibition vu
lory over the B<»ston Red Sox
Winningham hit a two run homer, hi.- >t

cond. in Cincinnati's four run first inning
that spoiled the Boston debut of John LKip

-I'M. a right hander acquired from
Montreal
Winningham al.so had an RBI single in

.1 two run sixth against Mike .Sniiths«m, the

third of SIX Boston pitchers

Quinones had an RBI single m the first

and a two run single against Mike

Rochford in the seventh. He also stole se-

c(md and enabled Joel Youngblood to steal

home for the fourth run in the first.

YoungbliMxi led the attack with three hits

as the Reds evened their record to 2 2.

Winningham, Van Snider, Todd Benz
inger. Reggie Jefferson, Quimmes, and
Terry McCJriff had twt) hits apiece

Cincinnati starter Rick Mahler pitched

the first three innings for the Reds, allow
ing two runs with two out in the third on
RBI singles by Ellis Burks and Nick
Esasky.

Mike Roesler allowed a run m the fifth

«>n Jim Rice's run scoring single. Mike

Moscrey, Mike Griffin, and Rob Dibble

blanked Boston through the eighth until

Kent Tekulve gave up a run in the ninth

on Chris Cannizzaro's sacrifice fiy

Mike Rochford was tagged for another

three runs in the Cincinnati seventh and
John Lei.ster, another longshot candidate,

surrendered two more in the eighth

Rob Murphy, acquired from the Reds last

December, didn't allow a hit in the ninth

but gave up an unearm>d run on a walk and
two-out error by Carlos Quintana in

shallow center.

The loss dropped Boston's record to 14,

including 0-2 at home.

Bird's return still up in the air
C's star is rusty and tired
BR(K)KLINE <APi 1 .•ti\ Bird began a critical week

of practices by scrimmaging for 45 minutes with his

Boston Celtics teammates Monday. He seemed rusty, tired

and at least s«-veral weeks away from playing in an NBA
game

Bird, sidelined since he had bone spurs removed from

both heels Nov, 19, took part in all the drills during the

one hour. 45minute workout, then shot baskets for about

15 minutes after practice

Asked if he would talk with reporters afterward. Bird

said through team spokesman Jeff Twi««. "maybe at the

end t>f the week, but not today"
With thetr next two games at home against Chicago

Wednesday night and Denver Sunday afternoon, the

Celtics plan to take advantage of the light schedule to

practice on their days off

"It's an opportunity to get Larry involved," Boston

Coach Jimmy Rodgers said. "At least we've got some back

to back practices to look at."

The star forward first practiced with his teammates Feb.

27 and complained afterward that his right h(^\ was very

painful It wiis better the following day. but he didn't prac

tice with the team then

"I have no idea." Rodgers said Monday when asked to

estimate the earliest Bird might return to action 'If he

feels real good jTuesdavl. then we'll see how he feels

Wednesday."
The sooner Bird gets back intc. game condition, the bet

ter for the Celtics, especially with Washington trying tr.

unseat them for the final Eastern Conference playoff

iH-rth

Boston IS 28-30. two games ahmd of Washington. 25-31.

Rodgers said the Celtics prefer to make the playoffs, where
they have a very slim chance to winning the NBA title,

rather than missing them and getting a high draft choice.

"Once you get there |to the playoffs) anything can hap-

pen," he said.

The improvement of Bird's physical condition his

stamina and his feet - and his respon.se to practices on con-

secutive days are more important now than shaking off

the ru.st of nearly four months without playing a game,
Rodgers .said.

Having to

day — Larry
he'd like to

take this breather at Celtic's practice yester-

Bird rinds out he's not in as good of shape as

be.

r
WHO'S THE BEST IN

LSAT PREP?
We usually don't mention Kaplan, for we know, as he

should, that The Pnncetor. Review is the best LSAT prep

course in the country. Our docomcnted average increase for

our November course in Hadley was 13 points! Kaplan will

never tell you his documented average.

Let the facts speak for themselves.

1 AREA II KAPLAN || T.P.R. j

JkSWG
Only 2. They ase not actual

LSAS exams or questions.

Report fof Test i only

4 actual, released LSATs.

each accompanied by a

personalized report

CLASS SIZE

40 students is not un-

confimon. He wii! tell you

his average but BEWAREI

Classes are closed after

13 students. We uy to

keep It under 10

CLASS TIME 36 hours 42 hours.

There you have it. The Princeton Review is the best, and
when your future depends on it, do you deserve anything

less?

Classes begin April 2

in Hadley and at Smith

College.

584-6849

^^r^^f n̂t^i

Resume
Service

V

• (^iKililv Copies

• Fine Stationerv

• Matching Knvel<)|ies

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543

BRAND NAME

ShiRTS
Factory Outlet Prices

5 & 10
Hatfield

t to Dance

CINEMA
MISSISSIPPI
BURNING

Monday-Ttiufsday
7.30 only

Fri., Sat. & Sun.

2 shows 7.00*9.15

AMITY ST. 253-5426

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEWm
The LSAT Experts

Learn Bartending during

Spring Break... call tod.ay

isi-wi hkLmmI (fi 1 7) 247-1600
liarkMuk-rs

F ^* '•*"'
HI I Ik.ylslon Strc.t

IJosloit, MA02IW.
^

l.ic by C onun. «>( M.iss IX-n.irlnK-nt o( Fdiicilitin

MrinlHT - M.1SS Assor of rnv.ilo Career ScImk)Is

RENT/\NRKK

I

N«w ft Us«d Cars
Truat* A V«w AIM AwaattM*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT

WKEEKEEKME
T.O.E.F.L.

preparation

CLASS
UMass/Amherst
April 3 to May 10

Monday and Wednesday
6:30 pm to 9:30 pm

EKp«ri«nc«d
Instmetof«
$150

to register call; 546-4576
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Senior co-captain Beth Wilbor (left) was presented a basket of flowers
by senior teammate Christel ZuIIo after scoring her 1,000th career point
in last night's win.

women's track

M women's hoop
continued from page 24

It was MeCusker's offense that jjot

UMass going early. Down 5-4. her short

jumper sent UMass on a 10-point spree that

made it a 14 5 t»ame. The Minutewomen
forced turnovers (20 overall) and ran the

floor well, with six of the points in that

stretch coming in transition.

"Last game we executed well, and this

game we didn't." Telford said. "We were

sloppy tonight, and to UMass" credit, they

turned it into points."

UMass led by as much as 1 1 pomts before

the Bonnies went on an eight-point burst

to help close to 32-28 at the break.

The game stayed close, with UMass
never enjoying more than an eight-point

edge for most of the second half. Up just

48-46 with nine minutes left, UMass con

slructed a timely 10-2 run, including

Wilbor's 1.000th point, to expand it to

58 48 with 5:34 to play.

Emotion, determination, and . . . con-

fidence, took over from there, as the

Minutewomen successfully put the Bonnies

away. Wilbor hit six straight free throws

in the final minute to clinch the date with
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St. Joe's tomorrow night at 7:30.

"We played hard and together and gave

a g(K)d effort for 40 minutes," Hewelt said.

"Everyone contributed something."

Trish Riley, forced'to take over the point

t,'uard duties after Christel Zullo went

down with an ankle injury three weeks

ago. had probably her best game to date,

with 17 points(8 for 12 shootingiand five

assists. Helen Freeman and Dianne Burke

lended .solid efforts on defen.se. and Sue

Serafini, Jenny Moran and Li.sa Hair add-

ed just enough relief from the bench.

"I can't say enough about these kids,"

Hewelt said. "They really came to play

tonight, and they didn't want this to be

their last game of the season."

They had the confidence to believe it

wouldn't be, and then they had the effort

to guarantee it.

men's track

Minutewomen, 76-62
.Mu*tM'huar«Ui7Sl: Urth Wilbur 7 14 W l< -1 Kfsl>u>n

Mix oUrr h iuiki |*>. Hrlrn Knmntn 4 I3U<> - In-li kilr\

H liOO 17. Diannr Burin? 06 00 0. Su» Srr.»lini » 10 2 .'

9. Jviuiy Muran O O u Lim Hair 4 2 2 2 ToUb: 30 (is

14 ta 7(i

St. BonavrMura iMk Swt Shay S^U «7 l«; \jmXm

M<Ohw7 14 2 2 17 UMMarquHl-S l ' ' "^'-'-n tJaLuca

1 .S345 RoiiiHfr*<-nr»i«lrr4 14 1 2 AluWll
2 14 Viutu-llr Munlt 2 5 I .1 5 Total- r, 23 62

coniinued from page 24

ed Ambrose. "In this 400, you have the first

corner, a straightaway, then the breakline

Well, all four of us |in the heat) got to the

breakline at the same time, but I squeak

ed ahead a little."

A simple track race then suddenly turn

ed into something out of ESPN's All Star

Roller Derby Night as two West Virginia

girls played the roles of Big Bertha and her

buddy, and unfortunately, Ambrose was

caught in the middle for a bumpy ride. She

said. "I guessed I couldn't elbow as well,

so I went from second to fourth but I end

ed up third."

When .she found out she finished fifth,

Ambrose said she was di.sappomted but

now that she looks back on it, she isn't that

sad about it.

Her time of 57,1 seconds was certainly

.subpar for Lee Ann. who has been timed

c-onsistently in the 56 second range "It was
a slow track and I think everybody felt it."

said Ambrose.
Hill, on the other hand, had perhaps the

worst, if not most embara.ssing race of her

life. "I was extremely nervous, but this

time it made my tired I did well for two

laps, but then I slowed down, and all I saw-

was all these people pas.sing me," said Hill.

Ambrose. Hill, and many of the members
of the indoor track team will have a chance

of improving their times and distances as

they prepare for the outdoor track season,

which IS also coached by LaFreniere.

rontmutd y'^m sag* 24

qualifying round. "He ran pretty well when
you consider he's a freshman.

"

Another rookie was Kevin Walters. He
ran a respectable 22.8 in the 200-meter8.

'That was solid for a young guy." said

O'Brien, "but not up to par with the rest

of the field."

The most disappointing performance oc-

cured with the distance medley team. Go-

ing into the meet, O'Brien felt that this

group had the best shot to land some points

for UMass. Derek Moore ran the first leg

and was in seventh place when he handed
the baton off to Brown. After getting the

baton. Brown dropped it after some contact

with two other runners. Any chance for the

medley team to earn some points were

finished as soon as the baton hit the

ground.

"Steven was in the middle of two guys

and got sandwiched," said O'Brien. "It's

like fumbling on the five-yard line. It's just

a fluke"

Intramural Notices

Entry dates for Spring sports teams

have been announced by the In

tramurals Office. Monday March 13th

IS the entrv date for Softball, Soccer, and

a Volleyball special The meeting datjjs

for Softball and Soccer are <3/l3. 3/14.

3/27, and 'iri»). Volleyball special: (.3/29i

Anyone interested in participating

should contact the Intramural Office

this week The phone numbers are

5 269.} and 5 0022.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITieS

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOC
Ganaral mMting lo«MgM al 7 30 m Campus
C«nMc M>3 Htm mamtMrs ar* ««4com«

JOIN US AT THE UPC MEETING today

6 X) Eathtoods We <* 'we tOf you'

MARMABANI Vixl us al the Aratx CM)
CO**** laWa 9-«won moo tr> Wi noof

BOAM) Of OOVEMNOMS Elections taking

place Match 14 Nomination Papa's
availapte 817 Campus Cantar Dua March

9 Jem us in wiortnng Mward a banar union

PCOKe to PtAV stratagy oamas/axis

and aHies CaH Kevin 5«4-7376

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

suascmPTioNS to the collegian
are available Keep your Inands and parents

intormed about what is going on at UMass
We can send n almost anywhere For more

informalKKi come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Canlar or CaH 545 3500

AUDIO

MARANTZ SPEAKERS 60 watts 6 mos Old

150 or BO Cal lor more into 546.6624 Leave

HCRSE FOR SALE Im dead sanous about
selling >t $2500 oi BO Chris

734^544yS46-42ie

EXEROSE BME iMe brw<d new' On»y S35
call 549 5^71 Leave massage

20 SVLVANIA COLOR TV. Ma na«Sli<66

5494234 Hugh

«- GRAPHICS t20 Call 549-4234 Hugh Lois

O* ton

ANSWER MACHINE EX CONDITION $40

and Sony 5 TV Call 546-5364

St SWIMSUIT VIDEO $IS and Sony
Walkman $25 546 5354

FOREIGN ARtA a»>EaALIST3V Several

muHi national corporalK>ns curraooy saak
ing loraign graduMa sludanWraaaarcnars
1 associaM advor»/iaaaichai i on aciarv

li«K economic and poiHical davalopmanis
in tliair home countrias To ba cortstdarad.

sand cover laWar/rasuma to tntamabonal Irv

vestment Analysis Group. 40 WaM Strea

Suite 2124 New Vork NV 10005

BOARD OF GOVERNORS is hiring the

following coordinator positions 2 assistant

othce 1 puCfcc raMKwis. i tnanca. I special

protects Applicalions availabia Si 7 Cam
pus Center

THIS PAST SUMMER 350 College
Students look a Managamani positan gam-

PAV FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES ^nharst

two year old income property positive cash

How (gross rental income 18 OOO/yr) live

rent tree and make spending money loo'

Call Dale 253 9949

OLD OMEGA 11 Encellent condition 93 000

miles Can 256-S369

Nig aacapdonal busmass siutls Avar
summer earnings $10,740 1-800-922-55'm

PERSONALS

TOM FROM SAMMV
I va thought you re so not smce ma begin-

ning oi me samastar Saw you n«tlha other

day m your Jaap and you slola my baart

away Would love to get to tuwai you bat

tar Please respond here

THE DOCTOR... Is back' Long ha» andiM
you re crazy' Can I halp^ Can Aal tor an ap-

pointment at 6-8103

"SHORT STUFF- (Tali) Happy binhday'"

I love you" Gary

NATALIA * CHRISTIME: Rs our btftttday'

Break open the champagne' Silvia

KAREN SKIPPER- Never had H. new win

givfl 't up JT

LOOKINO TO TAKE OVER A LEASE Ic
nent year sm people please call 546 4051

MV CHAMPION, seems our parly s an illu

son' I II always ramamber you Yau>pnm»
baNanna OK?

MIKE'S WESTVIEW HIR)NO - $6/hour

Cleaning person to work morning. 2-3

hours par day 4 days per week C41II Tom
253-9202

HEV NINETEEN!

FOUND

TO THE PERSON WHO LEFT THEIR tape

recorder at the Wednesday Night speech

given m the Campus Center Auditorium I

found It and have il in my room at 3 '
1

Owight Identify it and 1I s yours John Noe
Room 31 1 Owight

JOSH KRANCER- Happy birthday bioi JuM
think this IS the last B-Day weM spend in

school together Have fun ft don t eat too

much caka {I know you wont dnnk loo

rrioch ) -Jan.

MSTRUCTKM

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 Of BO Can be seen at Lamb
da Chi Alpha caH Sean at 253-9032

ENTERTAINMENT

HIRE ONE EYED JAKE A great Rock

and Boll band call sieve 546-5106 Tom
253-7517

HAPPV BIRTHDAY

CHILD CARE

FAMILY DAY OPENINGS: Warm happy

environment 665-4501.

CHILD CARE NEEDED

2 DAYS A WEEK (or twys ages 2 and 4

Early child «>a ma|0' ideal Musi have own
Iransortalion and flexible hours $4 50 per

hour Call 548-9321 or 548-9845 Available

immediately'

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

HACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys. lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

IN SUNDERLAND, tree bus service lo

UMass and shopping areas Secure and

apartment for August and recieve August

lent free For more details call 665-3856

Sign up early

FOR SALE

IBiTPC^ COMPATIBLE 256K. 11 drii^-

monitor $575 with lOmeg hard drive, J69S

536-5006

LITTLE BETSEY - Happy 20th honey'

We II have to party il up m your honor, what

a bummer huh" I kjve ya' Me PS No, this

isn t from Kevy'

HELP WANTED

FULL OR PART TIME National Mail oromo^

tions company seeks reliable responsible

people 10 manage and operate Easier Bun

ny Photo al Hampshire Mall Excellent hour

ly rate 1 800 366 6661

EARN BIG BUCKS for Spring Break and the

summer Train now and line up your sum-

mer lOb on the cape Work */Clean Wale'

Action to stop Ocean Dumping and prolecl

drinking water Earn up 10 $10/hr Call

549-7450

SUMMER DAY CAMP POSITIONS
AVAILABLE. Grossman Camp Jewish

Community Center ol Greater Boston

Weslwood, General counselors, music

nature waterfront special needs Ed f^lel-

man Director at the Camp Day, March 7

Student Union Ballroom or al 617.965-7410

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE In-

termediate course Tuesday/Thursday
7-9pm. 3/28-5/4. $1 15 546-4576

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1989 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands'on e«-

perience in the legal field-work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to IS

Undergraduate credits No experience m
the legal prolession necessary-lraming pro-

vided (545-1995)

•TATA' Happy birtfvJay" Two waaks Irom

now we II be m Georgia"' Lu* Ya Tui'

TO THE BOY NEXT OO6S.T Happy 22nd

to you' Love the Pelosky Girls

ANME IN 404 WASH. Did you think I woutd

really put something m the personals that

would embarrass you' Keep looking

SCOTT J. WEISS- Happy (late) 21st birlh

day! I*3w you can sfiave olf your mustache

you re old errough' Wasn I I sweet no

McDonald's this year' Love you. Mare

STEVE « MARK: Congratulatons to Zeta

ZPSi's newest pledges' Love. Julie

COME SEE
THE BLUES BROTHERS

Thursdya. March 9
5.7,9. and 11pm
Banlett 65 $2

by IEEE

TO THE CUTE BLONDE COMING into Mof
ril thurs 3 30 with UMass sweatshirt I hk

ed your smile and would like to meet you

Please reply here

SHARON. I got you so good Happy late b

day 2-k5ng Thorow

CMIOV SNCLL Du you have a boyfnvnd
imnwer h^rr Racer X

TO THE UMASS GUV WHO WAS m Polisci

at Amherst I wish you hadn t dropped I was
reaMy kxtkmg forward to getting to know
you Ptaiia raapond if you would stilt like

to Tha Snuttua

SEMORSI Tfw Senior Campaign « coming
Gat (eady lor our up and coming kick ofl

t>ash tor "too0nnls of 'B9"t

' THUMPBT Hey babe^ Werastytm'^ Last

weekend was great, but tins weekend was
the beef Never 4-gat Sat n4e lacuui the

backrubs, and They're doirig it agaim
"

Love Your dumb ditjy drunk Monde

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA
TIONS' EXCELLENT FUfORAISING OP
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY. STUART $4*-7«t2
LEAVE A MESSAGE.

VIOCO RESUME TO OCT THAT iOBI Im

madiMa. proleaaMnal personafcnd service

Appowtmantl Video image Productions

(4131 SKMOas

SGA PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE
ELECTIONS

SGA pucsbcnt and trustee '

dabaias" Coma saa wtiaf the
' candidatas have to say* Thurs March -

'9th CC tot at 7 00pm Also broadcast

'

on 91 t WHMJA" Sponsored by SGA
Qonafntnantai Attaifs

TRAVEL

3 AIRFARE TIX TO DENVER. CO • $270
rdtrp 3/20 3/27 CaK Heather 549-9925

ROUND TRIP TCKET TO PHEONIX From
March 1 7 28 a $260 dollar value lor $250
or best otter CaN Julie 6-6793 anytime attar

8

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT
COME PARTY WITH 250,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORIDA.
$229 COMPLETE' $50 rjEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SK}K UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
S49-0S40 or LYNN 546-7483.

ROOM WANTED

FEMALE SEEKS ROOM IN apt or fKHise

please call Oenrse 256 0998 4pm or later CASES. PAPERS. THESIS. on<ampus at

fordable. grammar reviewed, dapandabta.
584 7924. Nancy

RIDE WANTED

WE NEED A RtOE TO FLORIDA for Spring
Break Please call Annmaria S49-6892 or
Andrea 256-6456

ROOMMATES WANTED

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer'' Call 549-1660 George

"WOROSMITH" Professional Typing
Papers, resumes and more' Laserprmting
with spallcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fast, prolassiontf.

atxurata 666-4501

WANTED

LOST
. Don't gal RD drunk

LOST IMITATKM GUCCI WATCH at

Changes 3/2 Great sentimental value It

found call 6 8675 Reward

BROWN LEATHER FUR-LINED GLOVE
between people's market and lower ramp
3/2/89 Please return 586-5218 Kris

'

PINK MONOPOLY WATCH lost Feb 23 in

Bartlell Aud It luond please call Maura al

256-0263

I LOST MY BLUE PAOAGONIA AT 2E
Brandywine Walurday Nighl II has my keys
in the pocket and I need Ihem Any info,

please call 549-9925 No questions asked
Ask for Mo

HEY. YOU LITTLE -
any more Tone tos

PASSIONALTE PERE- Welcome to the

family Love and Hershey's kisses. The
monsters

PJ!!! Congrats on getting accepled^to Emer-

son' Love Your Collegues
'

JP HAPPY 22nd. See I remembered and

on lime loo" Have a great day' Love ya

Jeanne

TO THE GIRL OFFERING more from Sat

night- I ain t interested'

LOST EYEGLASSES in black case on
2-28-89 If found please clal Renita
546-4219

NEED CASHI

GET SOME SPRING BREAK money before

it's loo late" Sell me your baseball cards
Call Todd anytime 549-6361

NO MORE BOZOSI
Write in TOM RALPH For SGA Pres

KAREN • I know he's an unbelievabull piece

of meat, and I've had him lor 3 yrs strong

Tear your heart out'

NEW HOME no smoking on bus line $325
inc 253 7948

LOOKING FOR A RESPONSIBLE NON-
SMOKER to share 2bdrm apt $150
negotiable Call Ka; 549-6846

SERVICES

LONG LUSHIOUS NAILSI Can be yours af

(ordable price Experienced Call Robin
549-6941. 585 5190

STRESSED OUT? Massage therapy Slu
dent offering professional lull body
massages Give a gift to yoursell or a friend'

Call 256-6398

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE. Group
of lour, responsible women (starling 6/1/89)

Please call Linda or Lisa al 546-9162

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE III Call

Steve al 5490133

WANTED TO RENT

MOVING OUT OF YOUR BIG HOUSE
NEXT SEMESTER? A lot of chick wanna
move in' Call 6 8233 ask 4 Danielle Thanx
tor fKXJkin us up"

.'All / ' W/,- Wi 11.1, 1 ! -.'I (

IIIFOR LADIES ONLYtIt
Attractive male will perform for female fun-

citons 546-9922

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Very experienced LaserWriter overnight
Counseling/delivery Lisa 665-8969

PROFESSIONAL EDITING- Term papers
Theses, Dissertations 1-467-3753 after

7pm
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SPOJTS
Minutewomen gain tournament win, 76-62

rnllrglaa photo by David Higa*hiKurhi

Freshman Lisa Hair drives to the hoop dur-
ing last night's A-10 tourney win over St.

Bonaventure at the Cage.

St Joe's next opponent
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Thi' University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team found out last night that a little confidence can go

it long way
F"orget the fact that it had lost its last six games. Forget

the fact that its opponent last night, St. Bonaventure
University, had stolen a win here just three weeks ago.

The Minutewomen knew the past was history, and life

began all over again with last night's Atlantic 10 tour-

nament first-round game. Knowing that everyone would

have to give that little extra, the whole team responded

to help capture a 76-62 win over the Bonnies at the Curry
Hicks Cage.
With the win, UMass is 11-17 overall and will travel

i<> Philadelphia tomorrow to face top seed St. Joseph's

Universitv in the quarterCiiial- The Eionnies finish at

10-18.

"These kids are great. " said I'Mass coach Kathy
Hewelt. 'Were not deep, but we have a tremendous
amount of heart. They can feel it coming together, and
they're very positive."

It was that positive attitude last night that overcame
any negative forces and propelled the Minutewomen to

victory.

Senior forward Beth Wilbor capped her final Cage game
with a game- and career-high 24 points. Never mind that

she needed 16 to reach 1.000 points for her career, Wilbor

knew that her points would serve a more useful purpose.

"The win was more important," Wilbor said. "I was
pumped. We owed them one."

Sophomore forward Keyburn McCusker knew about her

opponent, 5foot-1 1 Sue Shay, and how the freshman sen-

sation had scored 61 points in two games against the

Minutewomen this year. Rather than being intimidated.

McCusker asked to guard Shay. She was granted her wish,

and held Shay to a mere 16 points.

"It was a physical challenge for me. I played her in the

second half of the last game, so I knew what she could

do," McCusker said.

"Keyburn had a super defensive effort on Sue Shay,"
llewelt said. "She wanted to play her. so we let her. We
had to pay attention to her and keep her in check."

Controlling Shay was the big factor. She scored 31 in

the teams' first meeting in January in Olean, NY, and
30 in the Bonnies' 75-69 win here on P'eb. 18, but never

really got her game going last night.

"We knew they'd key on Shay, but we didn't get her

the ball," .said Bonnie coach Mary Jane Telford. "My con

cern coming in was that they had a more experienced front

line."

The Bonnies had other weapons, as Leslie McGhee had
a team high 17 and long-ranger Roni Hergenroeder add
ed 12, but were forced outside for most of their offense.

Not only did McCusker do it with her defense, but she

also was white hot from the Hotir, connecting on 8-of 10

shots for 16 points. All this while playing through crunch

time with four fouls.

zonr..iueiz }ii page 23

Wilbor reaches
1, 000-point plateau
There couldn't have possibly been a better way for

Beth Wilbor to play her final game at the Curry Hiok«-

Cage.
The senior forward and co captain from Flemmgton.

NJ entered last night's Atlantic 10 tournament first

round game needing 16 points to surpa.ss the

1,000 point plateau for her career.

Wilbor achieved that with a game high 24 points to

help her team to a 76-62 win over St. Bonaventure.
However, she said, the milestone was just an
afterthought.

"We wanted to win the game. That was the impor
tant thing." Wilbor said. "I knew that if I didn't get

it tonight that I'd get it against St. Joe's (tomorrow in

the quarterfinals!"

Wilbor was presented with a basket of flowers dur
ing the next timeout by co-captain Chnstel Zullo. and
received the game ball affer the final buzzer.

"I'm very happy that Beth got her 1,000th point,"

UMass coach Kathy Hewelt said. "She's a helluva

young lady."

Her 1,008 points places her fourth among all time

UM scorers.

-JIM CLARK

Atlantic 10 men's tournament notebook

McCoy shines bright
too little, too late?
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - The way Jim
McCoy was crying Saturday afternoon,

you would have never guessed he had
just scored 35 points.

McCoy, a forward on the University

of Massachusetts men's basketball

team, scored his career high, only to see

his team lose to St. Joseph's University
in the first round of the Atlantic 10

Tournament at the Palestra.

Speaking at the press conference after

the game, UMass head coach John
Calipari said, "Jimmy McCoy is the
most unhappy person in the building
right now. He scored 35 points and I

can't even get him up here."

McCoy did eventually come to the
press conference, carrying a towel to

wipe his face.

His effort was too little to carry the

team, as evidenced by the fact that the

Minutemen opened the tournament
with a loss for the fifth .straight year.

It was also too late. McCoy is con-

sidered a favorite to win the A-10
Freshman of the Year award, and show-

ed his stuff to the crowd, coaches, and
media covering the tournament.

But unfortunately for McCoy, voting

for the award was done before the tour-

nament began.

Whilesigning autographs for a crowd
of kids after the St. Joe's game, McCoy
was humble when asked about his

chances of winning the award.
"I was talking to some coaches,"

McCoy said, "and it seemed like a lock.

But they were mostly talking about All

Conference teams. I won't believe it un
til I hear it."

One person who believes in McCoy is

teammate John Tate, who said, "Nfxt

year or the year after, Jim will be the
best player in this league, bar none."

The best coach in the league, accor-

ding to members of the media who cover

the A- 10 regularly, is Rutgers' Bob
Wenzel.
Wenzel, who led the Scarlet Knights

to a 13-5 league record in his first

season, Friday night was named Coach
of the Year.

If there were an award for Mascot of

the Year, and the media got to vote, my
vote would go to the St. Joe's Hawk.
The Hawk, a cult hero in

Philadelphia, is a person in a costume
who is best known for keeping its wings
Happing nonstop from tip-off to buzzer
of every game.
The Hawk is famous enough t.o war-

rant his own page in the St. Joe's media
guide and has a song about him.
Students try out for the chance to

wear the $2,200 Hawk costume and the

scholarship which, according to a sports

writer for the St. Joe's student
continued on paq^ ??

Track teams end seasons
Minutemen shut-out Ambrose finishes

at Princeton 5th at Eastern 's

By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Correspondent

A season that began several months ago
finally came to an end last weekend with
the Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic
As.sociation of America meet in Princeton,

N.J. Unfortunately for the participants

from the University of Massachusetts
men's track team the season ended on a
sour note, as not a single point was
registered by a UMass athlete.

Coach Ken O'Brien stated the obvious
when he .said that,"it wasn't a good meet
for us. I was disappointed."

"This was a big jump from the New
England's (last weekend's meet in which
the Minutemen finished in 8th place with

30 points)."

O'Brien felt the best UMass performance
was turned in by Steven Brown in the

500-meters. His best time was 1:05.2 in the

continued on pagt 23

By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

She said, "It's a honor just to be there."

Oh no, not another line oyt of those old

Grammy-winning speeches. But this time,

it was true. Freshman Lee Ann Ambrose
finished a respectable fifth place in the 400
meters at the Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Conference Championships, while her

teammate. Precious Hill, did not fare near-

ly as well.

UMass earned only two points from Am-
brose's fifth-place finish and that certain-

ly was not good enough to place in the top

10. Penn State won the ECAC's with 72.5

points, followed by St. John's (61) and
George Mason (52).

Because there were only eight athletes

who showed up for the quartermile, there
were no trials and semifinals, just the
finals. "It was a interesting race," crack-

continued on pagt 23

Men 's soccer takes first place
at indoor tourney in Hartford

( fiMpKian photo hy .lanon Talrrman

UMass freshman Jim McCoy.

The University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team showed a sign of potential of

things to come by capturing the champion-
ship of the University of Hartford, New-
ington Children's Hospital Indoor Soccer

Tournament Saturday in (ilastonbury.

Conn.
The Minutemen survived a field of eight

teams in two divisions, winning five out of

six games in the one-day event.

Along with a trophy, UMass al.so receiv

<(] a $600 equipment grant from Hummel,
an equipment manufacturer and tourna-

ment sponsor.

After losing their opening game to Pro-

vidence College, 2-1, the Minutemen re

bounded with wins over Rhode Island and
Adelphi and a tie with Howard Universi-

ty to finish .second in their division.

In the semifinals, the Minutemen were
rematched with Providence, which was in

vited after host Hartford dropped out

because of a campus-wide measles out-

break. UMass got its revenge with a 4-2

win and then defeated Vermont. 2-1 in the

finals.

Sophomore Peter McEvoy was named the

tournament's Most Valuable Player, while

freshman Ray Cunha and junior Tom
Skiba each had three goals in the tourney.

Freshmen Mike Carvalho and Jon Gruber
split time in the net.

"It was nice to see our players blend

together," said UMass coach Jeff Gettler,

noting the players who participated should

build a solid foundation for the team next

fall.

- JIM CLARK

Toda^, mostly sunny
and clear high 25-30.

Tonight, partly cloudy

low in the teens.

A ^med'^'^^ Festa

leaves UMass after

resigning CAG
presidency. Page 3.

mour firsf^wr Foois
page, meet a UMass
alumnus who is now
prison guard. Page 5.
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Students rally against
cuts at Statehouse
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - About 600 concerned college

students from state institutions around

Massachusetts rallied in Boston yesterday

against budget cuts proposed by the House

Ways and Means Committee.

Students from the University of

Massachusetts, Southeastern
Massachusetts University, Framingham
SUte College and Salem State College

gathered at noon on the grand staircase in

the Statehouse to make known their

wishes for more money to public higher

education, chanting, "We won't take no.

We won't take no
'

The students also lobbied state represen

tatives for the Roeenburg amendments that

would restore $15 7 million to the public

higher education budget, which had been

cut in the past 18 months, and provide $5
million to Ubrahes in state univeruUea and
colleges.

The R(»enburg amendment would pro-

vide for an increase in taxes, a two percent

cut m the salary coadministrators and non-

faculty professionals, a two percent savings

in energy, water and utilities, a one per-

cent printing and paperwork reduction and
from the money saved by implementing

mandatory recycling.

Close to 100 UMaas students and facul-

ty members spent the day talking to .state

representatives or their aides. They asked

the refMreaentatives how they felt about the

Rosenburg amendment and if they were

undecided what it was about the amend
ment they didn't like.

UMass student trustee Stephanie Orefice

said. "The lobby went really well. We made

continued on page 10

SMU students confused
BOSTON - About half of the estimated 400 students from Southeastern Massachusetts

University who arrived at the Statehouse clad in SMU attire and even face paint seemed

confused as to the purpose of the rally.

The confused SMU students stormed the Statehouse steps chanting, "SMU not the 2Soo."

protesting the proposal to consolidate the five state universities in Massachusetts.

Stephanie Orefice, University of Massachusetts student trustee said. "SMU is afraid

of being taken over by UMass. They came out loud and in mass to prove their point."

The other half of the students appeared to have gra.sped the true intention of the rally

and chanted "Just say no (to budget cuts), " while holding a large sign proclaiming, 'Make

love not budget cuts."

Before the rally on the grand staircase, the SMU students yelled "SMU, S-M-U." in

unison, as would a cheering squad at a football game.

During Rep. Stanley Rosenburg's speech, D- Amherst, the SMU students joined the

students from UMass, Framingham Sute College and Salem State College in their cry

for more money for public higher education.

University of Massachusetts SGA co-president Shari Silkoff said, "SMU's turnout was

great. However, it's sad that they had to bash UMass ' She said, "We (UMass and SMU)
were there for the same purpose."

-BETH GATELY

C«S.«<M plHKlo by Jmob DMHtBC»r

Hundreds of students rallied on the grand staircase of the
Statehouse in Boston yesterday against state-plannned budget cuts

in higher education.

Belchertown
state school
closing

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The Dukakis administration plans to close Belcher-

town State School within three years, the state's Com-
missioner of Mental Retardation announced yesterday.

The move is "a coming of age " in services for the

mentally retarded, said Mary McCarthy, commissioner

of the Department of Mental Retardation.

Population in state institutions has been cut in half

since 1978, when the state began moving residents out

of institutions and into community-based homes, to

comply with a federal court order.

In 1972, some parents of Belchertown residents fil-

ed a class-action lawsuit because of the poor conditions

at the school. The suit led to the court order.

Dr. Benjamin Ricci, who filed the suit, called yester

day's announcement "something we've been looking

forward to for many, many years."

"This is an historic occasion," he said at a press con-

ference in Amherst. "At last, we've arrived."

McCarthy, Ricci and school superintendent Joan Pine

announced the move at an intermediate care facility

in Amherst, where eight former residents of the school

continued on page 16

SAFA meets Frank, Kerry in capital
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - A half inch of snow nearly paralyz

ed the nation's capital yesterday, but Students Advocating

Financial Aid were still able to express their concerns over

a new controversial aid bill to Sen. John Kerry and Rep.

Barney Frank.

In the open meeting with the 46 University of

Massachusetts SAFA students, Frank, D-Mass., said that

the issue of a mandatory national service bill, if approv-

ed, would be "a big misUke."
The eight controversial national service bills would re-

quire high school graduates seeking financial aid to either

work two years of military or community service.

"On a limited and voluntary basis, it makes sense,"

Frank said, although he said the bill had too many
drawbacks.
SAFA students are in the city for the second of a 3-day

lobbying effort on behalf of financial aid recipients

nationwide.

Frank said that the major obstacle to increasing finan-

cial aid this year is George Bush's proposed military

budget appropriations.

"If the military budget stays at the level George Bush

recommends, financial aid will be hurt badly," he said.

In a meeting with University of Rhode Island students.

Sen. Claiborne Pell, D- R.I., the originator of Pell grants,

said that the national service issue is the "big gimmick"

of the year in Congress. He stressed the need for greater

academic quality because of competition from other coun-

tries such as Japan and Korea.

"I'd like to see a greater emphasis on quality. I just*

believe that young people can absorb much more than

they are asked to absorb," he said.

Earlier in the day, Kerry, D-Mass., met with the entire

SAFA group for a question-and-answer session and group

photo.

Kerry expressed his concern that financial aid programs

are not well-funded, and said the Bush administration is

turning a "blind eye" on the issues.

"I wish we could get a little more financial aid to these

[students], but it's hard," he said.

Kerry also answered questions about the national ser-

vice issue, saying he favors the idea, but cost is the pro-

gram's biggest stumbling block.

Sen. Edward Kennedy's chief education advisor Terry

Hartle told SAFA students of Kennedy's position on na-

tional service.

"Sen. Kennedy feels that we ought to encourage our

young people to do more for our country," he said, adding

that linking financial aid to the program is unacceptable.

"The senator believes that people, especially students,

will participate if asked," Hartle said.

UMass senior Maria Demeo, a SAFA lobbyist, said the

national service bill is a good idea. "It only seems

reasonable that [students] would help our country in cer-

tain ways. I think it would bring our nation together,"

she said.

But financial aid should not be part of the program, she

said.

"When you tie it to financial aid, you're aiming at a

lower economic group," she said.

SAFA students plan to meet with legislators for a final

day of lobbying today. They said they plan to push for con-

tinued support for financial aid issues.
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PARTIAL ECLIPSE - This is a view of the partial eclipse
of the sun yesterday morning in Seattle.
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LOCAL
President
resigns
from CAG
By MARIA SACCHKTTI
Collegian StalT

When Jay Ki.-i.i s turbulent political career and
academic life at the University of Massachusetts came to

an end la^t week amid claims of financial improprieties

and questionable .student status, all the former president

of the Commuter Area Government could say is "I'm

tired."

Festa, who is also the former president of the Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gay AUianc-e, resigned his post Friday after

It was determined he lacked enough credits to maintain
his status as a full-time student, making him ineligible

for the position.

Student Government Association treasurer Laura
Filkins said she and Senate Speaker Robert Fadel sent

Festa a letter on Friday informing him of his ineligibili

ty and asking him to resign.

Filkins said Festa is also the target of a confldential in-

vestigation by the Dean of Students Office into claims that

the former president misused CAG funds during his term.

No one could be reached at the Dean of Students office

yesterday to comment on the case.

But Festa. who has since withdrawn from the Univer-

sity vowing never to return, denied any misuse of funds

and said it was the constant harassment, death threats,

and obscene phone calls he received from opponents and
not the problems with his schedule that prompted his

resignation.

"Reing under attack cuts your credibility," he said,

citing the conservative faction on campus as being par-

ticularly threatening.

"I thought I could handle it all." he said. "I'm just the

latest in a line of LBGA people who get involved and get

splattered. It's a heartache."

In a word-search printed recently in The Mtnuteman,
a conservative student newspaper. Festa said he found his

name next to the words "dead. ' and "homo
"

"That scared me. I saw the word-find and my heart

sank." he said. "I have no idea as to what these people

are capable of"
Filkins said yesterday there were people who tried to

push Festa out of office last semester but. she added, "This

semester it was his own fault because he didn't carry

Collrcian photo hy Dandi Ab»ani

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT DUMMY? - A mannequin in front of Steiger's at

I
the Hampshire Mall seems to reflecting upon its own reflection.

enough credits.
°

Several senators contend that Festa. who was funding
his college education through extra jobs, was "driven" out

of office, a victim of constant abuse because of his sexual

orientation and political beliefs.

"For his own emotional, mental, and physical health;

he had to leave. It was tearing him apart." said former
Sen. Robb Smith, currently serving as CAG co-president

Smith said he is unaware of any misuse of funds,

although he admitted disagreeing with Festa on several

issues, including the purchase of video games for the

CAG's Macintosh computer.
Festa claimed the purchase resulted from an error in

the administration of previous CAG president Lynne Mur
phy. who he said "made a deal with a kid in New Jersey"

to trade video games for computer software. The "kid"

allegedly sent the games to Murphy, but she did not

reciprocate, thereby completing the deal, he said.

The former president was also under fire for refusing

to appoint several students to senate petitions, including

Alan Brynjolfsson. who stood with conservative Sen. Doug
Dratch when he chastised Festa's actions during a senate

meeting this year.

Festa defended his position and said he refused to ap-

point people who did not agree with his administration.

"I needed people I could trust." he said. "I wasn't going

to appoint anyone who would disrupt the senate."

Festa said he hopes to complete a degree in English at

another institution by next January, but for now. is con-

centrating on "becoming human" again.

"I was fighting for more and that's probably the way
I'm going to spend my life." he said. "It doesn't matter

if it's the SGA or a residential apartment building I can't

just sit back and watch people get trampled upon."

Flower show is at Smith
Show opens daily 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

NORTHAMPTON - Ifthe winter cold

seems to be lasting forever, a tour of

Smith Colleges annual Bulb Show may
be just the thing to reassure you that

spring really is just around the corner.

The show, which runs through Sun-

day, March 12. features over 2.500

flowering bulbs and spring flowers.

Preparation for the annual event begins

in October, according to Richard Mun-
son, director of the Botanic Gardens at

Smith.

"It has been a tradition that has been

carried out over the years," he said. "It's

one way the college furthers good town

relations."

As well as the bulb show, enclosed in

the Lyman Plant House is the "jungle

room," which features exotic trees from

South Africa, Zimbabwe, Australia, and

Latin America. In another room, you
can see a variety of citrus fruits.

"Due to the international seed ex-

change Smith is involved in, we are able

to display a variety of plants from all

over the world," Munson said. "The
show is very uplifting."

"The preparation for this show takes

a lot of work. Bringing up the bulbs,

making sure the temperature is right,

arranging the displays ... all take

time," said a Smith gardening assistant,

who asked to remain anonymous. "But,

it's worth it seeing so many people en-

joying it."

The show is open daily from 11 a.m.

to 4 p.m. Following the show, Munson
said the college plans to plant the ma-
jority of the bulbs around the campus.

-KERRY HERLIHY

C'nIlrKiiin photo liv t)oncli Ahmrn

Kate Askew admires the spring flowers at the Smith College

Bulb Show.

Rally to address date rape
Whistles will be handed out on SU's steps
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

"Blow the whistle on date rape" is tomor-

row's theme for Sexual Assault Awareness

Day 1989.

At a "speak out" rally on the steps of the

Student Union at noon tomorrow,
educator/advocates from the

Everywoman's Center and Peer Sexuality

Educators from Health Services will voice

concerns about sexual assault and campus
safety.

Gretchen Krull, a coordinator of Peer

Sexuality Education at the University of

Massachusetts, and an organizer of the

event, said, "We want to make it clear by

handing out rape whistles that rape isn't

only committed by strangers • rape can oc-

cur in a dating situation."

By "blowing the whistle," people can ex-

pose the campus to the issue of date rape

and sexual assault, Krull said.

Krull said, "The idea is to focus in on date

rape." She said there are a lot of misread

signals in dating situations because men
sometimes think that women mean "yes"

when they say "no" to sexual advances.

"We are trying to get people to be more
aware in dating situations," she said.

An information table will also be set up

tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in front

of the mini store in the Student Union.

Whistles, "No means no" balloons, and

cards with emergency phone numbers will

be handed out.

Two informal discussions about date rape

will be held at 1:30 and 3 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 911. The open rap sessions

will focus on survivors of sexual assault

and their feelings.

Sexual Assault Awareness Day is spon-

sored by the Student Affairs Sexual

Assault Education Committee, the Board
of Governors, the Everywoman's Center,

and Health Services.

Senate seats may be reduced
The Student .senate will face several mo-

tions tonight regarding the restructuring

of electoral districts, which will cause a

dramatic decrease in the number of senate

seats available, senate Speaker Robert

Fadel said recently.

As part of a series of reforms planned for

the senate body, Fadel said he has filed

several motions calling for the restructur-

ing of electoral districts campus wide.

If passed, the number of seats available

for potential senators will be cut in half

from the current 120 positions, he said.

Fadel has also filed a motion attempting

to limit the amount of time a senator is

allowed to speak on the floor to five

minutes.

Other items on tonight's agenda include:

• The senate will review a move to en-

dorse UMass anthrax research in the

Graduate school. The anthrax virus is of

concern recently because it potentialy could

be used as a weapon in "germ warfare."

• An motion by Sen. W. Greg Rothman to

remove the "Nuclear Free Zone" status

from the University will also be considered.

• The senate will consider whether to ap-

prove the details for the spring 1989 elec-

tions in accordance with chapter 10 of the

SGA by-laws insuring that the elections

will take place only on March 14.

• The issue of whether a positive or

negative check-off should be used on a

referendum of the spring 1989 ballot for

MassPIRG funding will be discussed.

- MARIA SACCHETTI
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Lesbian Bisexual Gay
Forum

The LBG forum is a sfri'ice of the Col-

legian to the I'niversity and area gay, les-

bian and bisexual communities. For more
information on hou- to get your presa releaae

or public service announcement in the LBG
forum, contact Sharon at the Collegian, 113
Campus Center. UMass.

Training
Training for speakers of the Speakers

Bureau will be from 7 to 10 p.m. tonight

in Campus Center Room 804 or from 7:30

to 1030 Tuesday. March 14 in CC Room
802
Rap group
Thf lesbian, bisexual, gay, counseling

collective wilt sponsor an open discussion

at 8 p.m. tonight in Student Union 413.

Lesbians, gays, bisexuals and heterosex-

uals questioning their sexuality are

welcome. For more information call

5452645.
Social hours
The LBGA will sponsor a coffee social

from 3-5:30 p.m. Friday, March 10, on the

9th floor of the Campus Center. All are

welcome Call 545-0154

A social hour for graduate students will

be held from 4 to 6 p.m. Friday, March 10,

in Campus Center Room 903.

Counseling
The lesbian, bisexual, gay counseling col-

lective offers free confidential peer counsel-

ing in Room 406G Student Union. Office

hours are Monday. Wednesday and Thurs
day Ham to 7 p.m., Tuesday 11 am to

4 p.m.. and Friday 11 am. to 1 p.m.. Call

5452645

Team aims to makepeople
aware ofcultural diversity
Some University of Massachusetts

graduate students have taken the txisk of

trying to fight cultural misunderstandings

and prejudices on campus and in the

a>mmunity
"We're committed to make people

understand that we live in a multicultural

environment and not a monoculture," said

Ange DiBenedetto. one of the leaders of the

Service Action Team.
The Service Action Team provides

workshops on social issues, human rela-

tionships ami organizational development
The way they do this, according to

DiBenedetto. is by urging groups and staff

members to utilize their SAT's services.

"There's a need to stress the importance
of appreciating the cultural diversities

prevalent in today's society." she said.

"We're here to help {students and staffl

adapt to pluralistic soci^y", said Jerry

Koch-Gonzalez.
"We've also provided workshops for

groups on organization development." he

said. Among the groups the Service Action

Team has aided are Cooperati%'e Education,

the Graduate Student Senate. Resident

Assistants, and Residence Directors, he
said.

DiBenedetto said, "W'e're lucky to have
a program for awareness workshops. They
just don't seem to be around." The Service

Action Team ofl'ers free workshops t(>

established groups by appointment, she
said, adding that she and Koch-Gonzalez
are always encouraging more organiza
tions to get involved.

The Service Action Team, which was
established nearly a decade ago, is funded
by the New Students Program.

-MONICA ROBERTO
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UMass Ski Club has received lodging
in Salt Lake City for Spring Break

Price includes lodging, rental car, &
air fare. Lift ticket packages are

available.

$450—Contact UMass Ski Club

UMASS SKI CLUD
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IT'S NOT A BIRD. ITS A CRANE - A crane takes down
what used to be the Phenix restaurant in Northampton
yesterday.
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ALCOHOL & NUTRITION
Did you know?

• Alcohol contains 7 calories/gram (more than either
protein or carbohydrate at 4 calories/gram) but pro-
vides no vitamins, minerals or other essential
nutrients

• Alcohol can deplete your body of essential vitamins
and minerals, particularly the B vitam'- s, vitamin A
and zinc.

•Alcohol diminishes the liver's ability to maintain stable
blood sugar levels.

FOCUS
Life in a local prison: a guard speaks out . .

.

the least respected field of law enforcement'
By COSMO MACERO JR.
Collegian Staff

Hold up a bank, knock over a liquor store, deal a few
kilos of heroin or rub out your next door neighbor, and
there's a good chance you'll end up in jail.

While a lengthy prison sentence remains at the bottom
of most people's agenda, there's more than one way to get
a ticket to the local penitentiary.

Michael Sullivan, a 1985 UMass graduate, goes to jail

everyday. As a correctional officer at the Hampshire Coun
ty House of Corrections in Northampton, he spends the
greater part of his waking hours among convicted felons.

-NAor-r*.icr

While at the University, Sullivan nugored in peychology
and minored in sociology, ideal preparation for a career
in criminal justice. Observation towers and strip searches
aside, a prison guard has a basic and definitive job
description.

"A correctional officer maintains the security and the
orderly running of the facility . . . he's the authoritative

figure to the inmates." Sullivan said.

Though recognizing the potential for a career as a prison

guard, Sullivan views his current position as more of a

stepping stone toward a future in law enforcement.

'"Hie job is not rewarding at all. For most guys, it's a

way to get experience they might need to become a police

officer or a state trooper or whatever," he said, "People

don't realize what it's actually like inside the prison. They
think the prisoners are always locked up and we just

monitor them from inside some booth . . . I'm actually in-

teracting with them," he added.

"The position of correctional officer . . aka prison guard,

is probably the least respected field of law enforcement

. . . yet it's ranked fourth among the most stressful oc-

cupations," Sullivan said, "most inmates are dangerous,

habitual criminals with anti-.social behavior, and they

haven't listened to authority much during the course of

their lives, so it's going to be hard for them to listen to

me. which makes my job that much more stressful," he

added.

As a medium and maximum security facility, the Hamp-
shire County House of Corrections houses inmates rang-

ing from repeat drunk driving offenders and petty thieves,

to second degree murderers and convicted rapists. Correc-

tional officers are aware of individual inmates' offenses,

yet must be careful to show no favoritism.

"An officer has to learn to be firm and fair with the in-

mates, regardless of what crime they may have commit-

ted ... we have to treat each inmate equally . . . it's not

my job to punish them, their punishment is being there,"

Sullivan said.

Like all branches of law enforcement, the position of cor-

rectional officer requires successful completion of a com-
prehensive written examination as well as a physical.

However, day to day life within the confines of a prison
(for the guards at least) is primarily a test of strong mind,
not body.

"For eight hours a day, you are actually confined within
the walls of the prison, with the inmates. It can take a
lot out of you mentally. You don't walk out of there
physically tired, but mentally . . . you're exhausted,"
Sullivan said, " Alcoholism and divorce rates are very
high among correctional officers. It can take a toll if you
have a family," he added.

While safe to say that the correctional officer's ex-

perience is an unnerving one, the inmates, for whom our
state facilities exist, must deal with a level of stress

unkown to and certainly undesired by most.

"For an inmate, especially a first time offender, it can
be a very scary experience entering an institution.

Because all they've seen is what's on television . . . which
really isn't the case. You've got inmates from various
backgrounds, cultures and races, and that's where most
problems occur . . . between gangs and cliques," Sullivan
said. "An inmate who minds his own business, does his

time and follows the rules and regulations can pretty

much make his time easy for himself," he added.
While easy time would appear to be the route to follow,

there are people who feel nothing should be easy for an
inmate convicted of a felony. The question of rehabilita-

tion ve'^us pure and simple incarceration is one contested

between those who feel efforts should be made to reform
criminals, and those who view a dose of unpleasant
punishment as the bottom line.

"It (rehabilitation) is a positive aspect. They'll eventual-

ly be getting out, and if there's no effort to rehabilitate

(the inmates), they'll just come right back in," Sullivan
said.

"Most institutions offer vocational and educational
classes. An inmate who hasn't got a high .school diploma
can earn his GED, he can take computer classes. Some
institutions offer college level classes and there's

rehabilitation programs like AA and Narcotics
Anonymous," he said. "Coupled with work details and
recreation time, they can keep themselves pretty busy."

*An officer has to learn to be
firm and fair with the inmates,

regardless of what crime they
may have committed . . . it's

not my job to punish them,
their punishment Is being
there. '

- Michoe) Sullivon

Governor Michael Dukakis (by now accustomed to harsh

judgement) has been criticized for his policy concerning

state prison furlough programs. The case most often cited

is that of Willie Horton, who, when released on a weekend
furlough broke into a New Jersey home and raped a young
woman while her husband was forced to watch. In spite

of this obviously disturbing incident, Sullivan feels the

state furlough program is well conceived.

"People criticize the furlough program in Massachusetts

because of the Horton case, and the fact that killers are

getting furloughs," he said, "they don't understand that

these are the only things that the guys with long sentences
have to look forward to. This is what's keeping them on
their good behaviw. ifyou take away their furloughs, they
have nothing . "
Sullivan has been employed at the Hampshire County

jail for 3 years. While holding a degree in psychology, he's

been exposed to an education of a very different kind
behind the dim walls of the state prison. Working within
the correctional system, he knows first hand it is not
without its ills.

"I do see a problem with the hiring of females in an all

male facility. There's only about 8 female inmates
awaiting trial (at Hampshire County), so most of the
female officers are working in the male population . . .

they're not physically strong enough to handle a larger

man." he said. "You're delegating authority to the in-

mates, and they're going to listen to a bigger man before
they listen to a woman," he added.
Sullivan's position .stems from a practical assesment bas-

ed on his experience in prison situations, not a sexist at-

titude. "If I were ever to go into violent situation. I would
want a male backing me up, not a female . . . they're just

not strong enough," he said.

Perhaps the most pressing and perplexing issue concer-

ning the state correctional system is the dangerous over-

crowding of virtually every institution in the
commonwealth.
While the expansion of existing, and construction of new

facilities requires the appropriation of neccessary (and hef-

ty) funds, the most confounding stumbling block for the

Dukakis administration has been the "not in our
backyard" syndrome, most recently appearing in the rural

town of New Braintree, where protests have abounded in

the face of a proposed prison site.

"With mandatory sentences for the gun laws and drunk
driving, incarceration is on the rise, and the state just does

not have enough bedding, enough facilities to hold these

prisoners," Sullivan said. "As a result, the facilities in

the state have become overcrowded, and there have been
outbreaks of violence, and protests like in Springfield a

few months ago," he continued, "It's not a serious pro-

blem here (Hampshire County) because it's a new facili-

ty, and the general living conditions are pretty good,

however, it's only going to get worse unless the state does
something about it. Everybody knows we need them (new
prisons) but nobody wants them in their town."

I g I
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SAFA: letting legislators know students ' needs
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian StafT

WASHINGTON — Legislators hurrying to meetings
through underground tunnels on Capitol Hill often lose

touch with their constituents' needs.

Students Advocating Financial Aid members bring
legislators face-to-face with the effects of flnancial aid pro-

grams, said Howard Woodson, legislative aid for Rep.
Charles Hayes. D 111

'it doesn't seem to me they realize the impact of their

cuts. It brings it home at least for me," Woodson said.

Students copie here and remind lawmakers; "I'm a pro-

duct of the program you're trying to fund or cut," he said.

Gerry Grady, advisor and founder of SAFA, said the
group's accomplishments cannot be definitively determin
ed Instead, he said, SAFA is effective because members
plug personal accounts into legislators' minds.
"If they have to defend their position in a committee

meeting, they remember us," Grady said.

In a meeting with Rep. Ronald Machtley, R-R.I., Maria
Gemma, a SAFA member from Rhode Island, told

Machtley that she thinks the proposed national service

programs would discriminate against financially disad-

vantaged students.

Some national service proposals (there are eight m all)

would require high school students seeking financial aid

to work for two years either in military or community
service.

Gemma told Machtley that class differences are already

visible on campuses and the national service proposals

would only highlight the differences.

After meeting with Gemma, Machtley, the author of one

of the proposals, said the students raised important con-

cerns, such as discrimination.

"I had never thought about that before," Machtley said.

Ellen Cogen, his legislative aid, added, "For him to

listen makes a world of difference; it's planted in his mind
now."
Machtley said, "In an economic environment that com-

petes for dollars, ifyou get organized, you do have a voice.

If I don't ever hear from students then I get the sense

everything is fine. It's absolutely essential you come down
here."

The National Association of Financial Aid Ad-
ministrators (NASFAA) IS a professional lobby organiza-

tion that advocates for student financial aid. Karl Knapp
an assistant for research and policy analyst at NASFAA*
and also the son of University of Massachusetts President
David Knapp, said he believes SAFA is effective.

He said NASFAA acts as a macro-group that uses facts

and figures to persuade legislators. SAFA, he said, acts
as the micro-group that drives home NASFAA's statistics.

Grady said, "Students can be persuasive by the ex-
amples they give." He suggested that students should
mention that UMass has to use plastic cups in the dining
commons because of a workstudv workers shortage.

SAFA member Todd Hill said, "When people you're lob-

bying against are conservative, you have to bring it down
to a more personal level so they no longer can deal with
figures and numbers. They don't see the people that are
the numbers."

Dean Wagner, a SAFA member from Rhode Island,

agrees SAFA members have to rely on delivenng personal

stories. "I don't think shooting off figures works."

"If you want sincerity from the heart," David
Mengebier, legislative aid to Rep. Carl Pursell R-Mich.,
said, "then you need to hear from the students."

BRANDYWINE
AT AMHERST

Now accepting application for June, July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brandywine Office

Open Monday to Friday 10:00 am - 4:00 p m
549-0600

'Restrictions dppl>

WHOPPER SANDWICH fg^
Buy one. Get one FREE

Good with this coupon.
Thursday & Friday 4 pm-12am

BURGER KING
ROUTE 9, HADLEY

not good with any othor offor Ixp. 4-1-89
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Board of Governor's Program Council
Presents...

"WE SCORE MORE"
A Free Lecture on success in and after college by

^h^ Jon Katzman
\o founder of the

THE
IM

TOOa y
PRINCETON
REVIEW

A licnt'tlt r«>r
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LEARN HOW TO:

*Score high on the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT
Master your class work and decrease test anxiety

Use credit and sweat to start a business

Find out what businesses are looking for in campus interviews

students who attend and submit a completed Master Card application,
will receive a $75-diRcount coupon
for the Princeton Review Course.

I'rodiici'd l>>
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Wednesday, March 8th » ##» «^
8:00 pm, Campus Center Auditorium BSyBanK*
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RESTING — Liz Rensenbrink, a sophomore psychology miyor, stares out at the

night from the steps above the Campus Center.

CDCC SCHOURSHIP INFORMATION FOR

rnCC STUDENTSWHONEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We h»v* a data dank ol ovtr 200 000 listings el sc»toi«r*hip*

leilowsAips grant*, and loant. rtp*t«««ningo»« $10 MNK»i*«pnv»lt

sccttK funding
• Mwy Khotarships ar* givtfl to Mu«*ntt bM«d on thttr academic

mitfMls. career plans, taimly herttege and ptace of rewdence

• There % money avaiiaWt lo» «uden«s who h«*e been newspaper car-

riefs. grocery clefks. tMt rtttOtn. non-smoker* elc

• Results GUARANTEED.

{I «... For A Free BrodMMt 5^ ^1

I

ANniU (800)346-6401 feg Ij

fAniLY MANAGER
VANTED

Older 'ipecial nefd^ woman \.ould like lo

^hdrc \our home *)houd be near Ker elder day

prtHjr.im in AmherM or lamilv in Chitopee She

u^e^ a walker >o a down-siair*. bedroom and

b<ulHiK)m j'i a must .\ •stUrtrv ot ^I'>(X)0 i«>

a\ailaMe for someone to be companion teacher

and «>upervi?)Or t.xperience or related education

preferred A room and bt>ard Mipend and respite

lunds are aviMlable

A program ol Goodvill Industries

for more infotmation. call:

Lucv Pnte or Priri Van Vourhis at 76ft-OOftl
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Windshield of car
smashed by chunk
of ice in parking lot

A student reported the windshield of his car parked in

Lot 22 smashed with a large chunk of ice yesterday.

Damage was estimated at $300. police said

In other police reports:

• A sweater and wrist watch worth $30 were reported

stolen from Draper Hall Monday, police said.

• A telephone worth $50 was reported stolen from an of-

fice in Mornll Science Building Monday, police said

• Several compact discs worth $105 were reported stolen

from Baker Residence Hall Monday, police said.

• Police said they confiscated two forms of false identifica-

tion from an individual in the Campus Center Garage

yesterday.
- THOMAS RODRIGUES

Forum commemorates
Women's Week

In celebration of International Women s Week. People

for Choice and the University ol Massachu-setts' chapter

of the National Organization for Women are ifvspons«)nng

an open forum from 3 to 6 pm, today in the Sutfolk Room

i301i of the Student Union.

The main idea is for people to bring poeiry, ttxt-u

favorite excerpU. or music," said Binky Feldman. member

of pro choice activist group People for Choice

The forum, called "Food for Thought." is the only event

today which comnw?morates International Women s We«k.

Feldman said. Feldman and a NOW member will lead the

forum.

International Women's Week commemorates the lyo^

uprising by 20.000 women in New York Citya garment

district who went on strike after hundreds of won»en, lock

ed in a garment factory, were killed when the factorv

caught on fire.

"Anything people want to read or share with the group

in honor of International Women s Week is welcome.
"

Feldman said. Guitars and oiher instrumenU are also

encouraged.
Hillel helped to organize the event

" \
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IPC PRESENTS

N

mik?+Th§ fniCh§nic5 =

mike rutherford

paul carrack

paul young

peter van hooke

tim renwick

HRST RESPONSE,
istheonly 5-miniite/
yesornopregnancy test.

adnan lee

special guest THE ESCAP8 ClUB

SUNDAY, APRIL 9i
SOOpm FINE ARTS CENTER-UMASS

$12 UMASS STUDENTS
$14 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT F A C BOX OFFICE

ONLY OR CALL TO CHARGE 545-2^1 1

I just did it!

The RR-ST RESPONSE
Pregnancy Test.

Well, what's

tlie iwws?

Onlv
RRST RESPONSE can
tell you in 5 minutes!

Turns pink for

pre({nant. Stays white

for not pregnant.

And it's so easy to see.

><)uknew.

in jtist .5 minute.s!

\\ip,and
when RRST RESPONSE
savs yes or no, it's for

sure. With other tests,

you have to wait longer

for results.

S<) which is It,

yes or no?

Now, why
do you think

I'm smiling?

You can always
trust your
HRST RESPONSE..
FIRMKf.sflH^if UMCVi ami Ihr

MtiiiMii !• lyiirr I V»i(ii .irr rt-KKirrrd

lr*tein»rk"iiit raiiihran*liM

l.jkr>ii<ir>w N> I I'M.'

I'WM TAinlMiMh Im

fr<'(n iIh- iiMkf'r ol

Questions?
Call toll free

1-800-523-0014.

/ ^A

^^'i'

.-•:T/!kMP^

FIRST

RESPONSE

Pregnancy
Test

t
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Tested on the
toughest courses

The IBM " Personal Systoni/2 " is the lean , mean study maehine that helps you turn
your toughest assignments into sharp looking winners. And if you buy one now, you'll
get a great student diseount.

So stop in to see us. We'll show you how the I RM PS/2'' ean help you betterorganize
your notes, write and revise all your papers, produee high-quality graphics to nvdkc
all your work look sharper, and more.

With the IBM PS/2, you'll always finish first.

Demonstration
on

Concourse
March 8,9 10-4

ffjUNIVERSITYmSTORED
fiM ('. f ., ,y,l»'m/2<u)(lPS/:'arftregislerpa trademarks of (BM Corp
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EOTOEIAL/OPINION
Would a bar provide an
incentive for protesters?
"Cutback City" residents should build a

bar. Maybe then more students would
move into the shantytown that protesters

of cuts by Gov Michael Dukakis to the

University of Massachusetts budget built

near the Campus Pond last week

Pedro Pereira

Since students haven't been tempted by

the backyard view of the pond — nature's

generous gift to L'Mass — or "Cutback Ci-

ty's" convenient location, only steps away
from the Tower Library, the Campus
Center Student Union complex and several

academic buildings, they might just find a

kMir incentive to move into the shacks.

After all, when Chancellor Joseph D.

DufTey snatched the beetles from the Uim
^tailgaters and concert goers last spring,

more than 2,000 protesters shook their

heads in disapproval.

Not only that, they broke out the cloth

banners, Budweiser T shirts and the six-

foot inflatable bottle of Bartles A James
and took to the Student Union steps, the

Southwest pyramids and the chancellor's

front lawn to denounce what they viewed

as an inexcusable violation of one of those

rights that makes u.h proud to be American

The administration, they cried, acted

unreasonably by removing their "right to

drink"
But now the hardy defenders of intrinsic

American "rights ' are too busy drinking

in their rooms and apartments to come out

in support of the students fighting to save

the University from further budget cuts

A rally against the cuU last Thursday on
the Student Union steps attracted only

about 200 people, a mere pittance com-

pared to last year's numbers that protested

the alcohol ban Perhaps rally organizers

should have tricked students into thinking

they were fighting for booze consumption
by wearing Budweiser caps and sporting

the six-foot bottle of Bartles & James.

Or perhaps they should have had a keg
party at somebody's apartment.

Or perhaps "Cutback City" residents

could sneak a keg into one of the shacks
and pass the word around You can bet

your collectible bottle caps that defenders

of the "right to drink" would convert im-

mediately into defenders of the Universi-

ty's financial health and line up in front

of "Cutback City'.s" real estate agency.

The most sensible solution, however, is

probably to acquire permission from the

University and the town to build a bar.

Think of the profit "Cutback City" could

make out of a liquor-selling e^ablishment.

The money could be used for the construe

tion of more shacks ur to help the Univer-

sity fill the gaps widened by the budget
cuts.

Excellent as these suggestions may be.

the reality is that turning the pro-booze

protesters into anti-budget cuts radicals

would prove nearly impossible The pro-

booze protesters not only find the fight for

maintaining the quality of education

radical, but they would also slur every

other word when speaking out against the

cuts.

Besides, why the hell would they par-

ticipate in budget exits protests, the success

of which would enable the availability of

more classes? If the state keeps slashing

the University's budget, causing the

cancellation of more classes, the defenders

of the "right to drink" will have a lot more
time to exercise their right back in their

hometowns.
Pedro Pereira u a Collegian coulmnist

Show support for MASSPIRG
At this time last semester, I was about

as politically helpless as a person can get.

Disgusted at the way both presidential

campaigns were run and by the people who

were running in them, I began to feel

ashamed that these people were from the

United States, a country whose ideals I'm

very proud of.

From mud-slinging debates to CIA
leakages of voter manipulation, it seemed

that the more I found out about politics, the

more corrupt it appeared to be. So I decid-

ed to join MASSPIRG. the state's leading

public interest group.

Not only did MASSPIRG work on a state

wide level last semester by raising

t liou.sands of dollars for hunger relief, pass-

ing the Auto Insurance Reform Bill and

helping to prevent toxic waste. We have

al.^o worked on a voter registration cam

paign here in Amherst. A.'! a ri'suit, 2.300

people registered and voted who may not

otherwise do so. This type of action

epitomizes the demcKratic ideals which this

country was founded on, but are lost today

in an apathetic .society manipulated by the

interests of big business.

We fight this by stressing that people

should develop their own views of the world

and the way they want the world to be, and

then acting on them. MASSPIRG is one of

the most effective mediums through which

people can act on their own ideals. We
subscribe to the mottos "Think globally, act

locally."

In 1972, students (by majority) voted to

form the MASSPIRG at UMass and fund

it through the waiveable fee on the tuition

bill. Every few years, campus-wide votes

have been held to show that a majority of

students on campus still support

MASSPIRG and the issues we work on. In

the last referendum in 1986, 8;} of students

voted in favor of MASSPIRG.
On March 13th and 14th. a new referen-

dum will be held to show that students sup-

port the PIRG chapter at UMass. Please

vote "yes " to continue our chapter here,

and to allow our gioiip to keep working for

a better quality of life for everyone in

Massachusetts.

Matthew J. Rimkus
Central

ecwak

-WHAT MODEL NyMigR*; TMArS THIS AIRP1.ANE S AGE.'"

Beware of poster-made
candidates and apathy
The poster war. It's everywhere on our

campus. No matter where students walk
there are banners and colored copies of the

names of the contenders for president and
student trustee. I have no idea who these

people are, and I never met any of the can-

didates. I don't know what their campaign
pledges are. The only thing I do know is

that some candidates are making the mmit
out of the campaign funds allotted to them.

Gayle Long

Who are the candidates? Is the election

a popularity contest? 1 find it hard to

believe that the students of this universi-

ty will determine the fate of the Student

Government Association by who uses the

trendiest cartoon character on their

posters. Since when is the SGA a comic

strip?

There is one person on my residential

hall who attends the senate meetings, and

returns with his face aglow as he describes

the antics of the conservatives and leberals.

This man, although entitled to his beliefs,

can not see that the concept of student

government is deteriorating into a

playroom for the right and left wings to

fight for the rattle of power.

The lack of awareness in regards to the

SGA can mean only one thing: two hand-

fuls of extremists are fighting out their

ideas of government and losing sight as to

why the SGA was formed. The establish-

ment of the SGA was to allow the students

to have a say in university and state educa-

tion policies, as well as to give students con-

trol of their funds. These are important

issues, yet there are people running for

president and trustee wbo claim their plat

form includes updating dining commons
equipment. What does that say about how
most students view their governing body?

The majority of students choose not to get

involved, but maybe they should be a lit-

tle less apathetic and realize what is going

on at UMass. I am not saying that everyone

should run for SGA president, "but for a

disinterested student to talk to a student

senator, attend a senate meeting, or write

as 1 am doing here, indicates that students

are fed up with the chaos and lunacy of the

SGA.
And so the stage is set. In less than two

weeks there will be another election, and
either the left or right wing will be claim-

ing victory. But before this will occur, the

debate will be the only probable place the

candidates will prove their mettle or their

Ignorance. Don't expect to meet the con-

tenders any other way. On a large campus,

I understand that it could be impossible to

meet everyone But. unless I attend or

listen to the debate, I could be making a

mistake — voting because the name looks

familiar. Since I know none of the hopefuls,

the mistake may be greater. If I vote

because of the posters on campus I may as

well be asleep or dead, voting in this

fashion.

Now that I have come to the conclusion

to my warning about the poster-made can-

didate. I hope the debate shows me that one

or maybe more are worth voting for If not,

maybe the best poster should be in charge

of the SGA.

Gayle Long is a UMass student

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the Umass community and Five-College

Area. ALL submissions must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be printed! The author's

address and phone number should be included.

Submissions automatically become property ofthe Collegian and are thus subject to editing

for grammar, clarity and space. Send or bring submissions to 113 Campus Center, UMass.

If \ou have any questions, or comments, drop by or call us at 545-3500.

Assault awareness increasing
In the past few years, sexual assault

awareness on campus has increased.

This is shown in the use of the Escort

Service, which has increased by 2Q^ju8t

within the last year. In 1983, the

average number of phone calls receiv-

ed was one per night, whereas current-

ly, the Escort Service receives anywhere

between 30-40 calls a night.

While it is estimated that 50-9(yof all

sexual assaults are not reported at all.

there .'ieems to be an indication that the

situation is slowly changing. With more

outreach to the community from

organizations such as the Board of

Governors, the Everywomans Center,

and Health Services, we hope to help

victims of as.sault realize that they are

not responsible and that here are sup

port services to help them during times

of crisis.

Campus safety is an issue that should

concern us all. The week of March 6th

has been designated as Sexual Assault

Awareness Week. As a concerned .stu-

dent organization, the Board of Gover-

nors of the Campus Center/Student

Union complex is providing workshops

and informal sessions on campus safe-

ty issues.

Some of the programs that will be tak-

ing place are: Wednesday March 8, from

3 to 5 pm — an informational discu.ssion

entitled "Is This Campus Able to Pro-

tect You?" will be held in room 803 in

the Campus Center, and on March 9, at

1:30 and at 3 pm there will be informal

rap sessions (the rwjm numbers will be

posted at the information desk in the

Campus Centeri.

The Board of Governors exists to

represent student concerns in the Cam-
pus Center Student Union complex

We're working toward a better Union.

Tracy Davis
Susan Gordon

Board of Governors
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Protest

our presence known We hit just about all the legislators

and made them realize there's a constituency out there."

Shari SilkofT, co-president elect, said, "We let them know
that we are supporting a tax increase. The increase is the

only feasible way to generate revenue," she said. "In that

sense we did win."

"There's a wall five feet thick between us and the in-

creased budget. We have to get through that wall. I tried

toconstriKt an amendment we have a chance of (passing),"

he said. "We're not asking for the world, we're asking for

survival."

Rosenburg said all the money needed can't be requested,

because the legislators would never grant higher educa-

tion $45 million.

"Your work today is absolutely critical," Rosenburg

said, "because most of the legislators are undecided about

the amendment."
Rosenburg urged students to tell their storv. "the most

important thing is to tell our story — the story of those

who could not be here and the story of the 2,000 students

who lost the opportunity to pursue a dream because of the

cuts," he said

Orefice, told students "we have to convince them (the

legislators) to change their minds and vote for the Rosen-

burg amendment and for more money (to public higher

education)."

Chancellor erf the Board of Regents of Higher Education,

Franklin Jenifer urged students to "express yourselves

as citizens, we're not talking about services, we're talk

ing about the future of the commonwealth. That's why
your presence here is so important."

"You have come here and taken an awesome respon

sibility. I need you now more than ever before," Jenifer

said.

Rosenburg said, "today, public education made history

students, faculty, staff and parents of 180,000 students

across the state stood shoulder to shoulder to say that

education is right of every citizen."

Janet Freedman, the dean of library services at SMU,

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 8 1989

said, "There's no money for library materials unless the
House acts on Rosenburg's amendment. Even with the
amendment, there's still not enough money to buy new
books and journals."

She said Massachusetts ranks 51st in the nation for pro-

viding library materials per student, (the District of Col-
umbia is included in the tally). In addition, she said all

public higher education institutions are in grave danger
of losing their accreditation.
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ABTS&LIVINS
Jazz you
can borrow
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

Libraries are great, often overlooked resources for ex-

posing yourself to jazz or any other kind of music. This
community, with several academic and public libraries,

offers an embarrassment of riches, and of cours? it's all

free. This week's column is a guide to what's available.

Because UMass has a jazz program within the music
department, the University Music Library (242 Fine
Arts Center, 545-2870t probably has the best jazz collec

tion in Western Mass, including record, tapes and CDs.
Unfortunately you can't borrow them: you have to listen

in the library through headphones But what better way
to study! They also have practically every book on jazz

ever published.

Valley

Jazz
The closest lending library to UMass is the Jones

Library (256-0246) at 43 Amity Street, across from the

Amherst Cinema It allows cardholders to borrow up to

five recordings at a time for two weeks. Their collection

is relatively snuill in number, but very high in quality.

In particular, the Bahai'i Faith recently donated several

albums by the great artists who live andor teach in this

area: Max Roach, Archie Shepp, Marion Brown and Yusef
Lateef.

Northampton's public library has an entire art and
music wing, the Forbes Library (534-8399) is located on
West Street in NoHo: take route 9 through the center of

town and take the left fork at the beginning of the Smith
campus; the library is a half-block down on the left. It

allows up to four recordings to be borrowed for four weeks.

Its jazz collection is bigger than the Jones', and I have
discovered some rare, out-of-print gems there, but overall

the Jones library has better quality stuff. Their CD col-

lection is growing fast.

Thye best collection in the area requires the longest trip;

the massive Springfield City Library (1 739 3871) Take
1-91 to exit 7, then Uke a left on State St. (the second traf-

fic light) and continue for a few blocks until you see the

large stone building on your left. Parking is available in

a lot across the street. This library also has an art and
music wing, and the selection is magnificent. They allow

a generous eight recordings to be borrowed for two weeks.

Unfortunately, their LPs awe organized by "catalog

number" instead of alphabetically by artist , and casset-

tes and CDs are only organized by musical category.

However, they have a separate alphabetical catalog that

helps make up for this.

The only disadvantage to borrowing records from

libraries is that sometimes they are in poor condition;

therefore CDs are preferable if you have access to a player.

Libraries are recognizing this and buying more and more

CDs. Of course, the biggetst disadvantage to borrowing

recordings in any format is that you have to return them.K:ordings in any format is that you have to return tnem

l
v^<r^' ^» v^y''.^^»^^^^/^^vVvv;^;^^a

Pholo CourtMy "f Roundrr R.-cord*

Barrence Whitfield at Pearl St.

Thurs. night.

PItata rounrajr of AUanttr Rword*

TUNING UP • Tickets for the upcoming Mike and the Mechanics show at the F.A.C.
Concert Hall go on sale today. The group, formed by Genesis guitarist Mike Ruther-
ford, also features Paul Carrack, mrmerly of Squeeze.

VITA helps students pay taxes
By Al KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Students who are having difficulty in filing their their

tax returns, and cannot afford professional assistance, now
have a place to turn.

Accounting majors, who are members of the business

fraternity, Beta Alpha Psi at the University of

Massachusetts, have become part of the Internal Revenue
Service sponsored Volunteer Income Tax Assistance

(VITA) program. The supervisor for the UMass chapter

is Professor Nelson Pion, assistant professor of accounting

and former associate dean.

Every Wednesday and Thursday afternoon unitil April

15, accounting majors will make themselves available to

helping students file their tax returns. A table will be set

up in the campus center concourse for students to make
appointments.

Fourteen students have pledged to give three to five

hours a week to the program. Pion explained that all of

the students have taken at least one introductory tax

course and had to pass a series of examinations from the

IRS, in order to become certified for the program.

Pion also stressed that the service is primarily for

students who are not financially well-off.

"The service is for people who have trouble hiring a pro-

fessional, so their forms are usually simple," he said. "If

a person has a complicated return, chances are they can

afTord professional assistance and, frankly, we would
prefer them to go to a professional, because this program
is not for them.'*

Pion also said that there is "a host ofinfcnnnation" that

will be made available to all students, this includes tax

forms and information on the new 1986 tax laws that

many students may be unaware of.

For instance. Pion explained that <no6t students already

know that they can no longer claim themselves, if their

parents claim them as dependents.

But many students do not know that the standard deduc-

tion for a person who is a claimed dependent is $500, or

the amount of earned income up to $3000. This means that

as soon as a claimed dependent earns over $500, all

unearned money, such as interest and dividends, becomes

taxable. If a person fails to report this, the IRS will fine

them for negligence in filing a tax return.

Unfortunately, the VITA program will not be able to

file non-resident tax returns for people who work in

Massachusetts, but do not live there. "However," Pion

said, "if we see a great need for that later on, we will try

to set up a program for them."
Pion expressed great optimism about the VITA program

and said the accounting majors involved are very excited

about it. "They want to do it because it's great experience

for them, and they get a chance to help people out.

Hampden blessed with new play
By MICHAEL T. PUOPOLO
Collegian Correspondent

Coming up this weekend in the Hampden Theater is a

play called "Blessed." Well, this play is extraordinary

because it is written, produced, directed and acted entirely

by students. What I really wanted to know was what it's

like to do your own play completely from scratch. How
much time is required? Where do you get the necessary

finance?

"Blessed" is about an Irish Catholic family that fell

apart many years ago, but who are reunited at the fami-

ly home for the father's funeral. The family bends up com

ing together to help, each other through death, bulemia,

alcoholism, and other family problems, the characters are

original and the acting supreme. The writing is humorous

but the topics are serious. "Blessed" is a dark comedy.

"It is autobiographical and has to do with the Irish

Catholic culture I grew up in," said writer Maureen Futt-

ner, when I asked her how she came up with the story.

She said that most of the characters were members of

her own family, exaggerated for comic purposes.

Director Lisa Channer said that she had met Futtner's

family many times, and they definitely deserved a com-

edy. Futtner and Channer said that their respective

families have been very supportive throughout the

production.

"They have given me nothing but constructive criticism

and positive feedback," Futtner stated.

Channer and Futtner are both undergraduate .senior

theater majors. "Since we don't have the "graduate

grace," we are not allowed to propose plays, or direct them,

in the theater department. So, we just decided to do our

own play with the Student Valley Productions under pro-

ducer Rich Gershberg.

Both women agree that the advice and help offered to

them by professors and other undergraduates has been

very valuable.

"We are both really pleased that people want to help

us with the show. The people working on the show are

very dedicated, because they are receiving no credit and
no money," said Channer.
Channer and Futtner also did readings of the play all

over Massachusetts this summer.
"The text has changed a lot. What is coming to UMass

is the eighth draft of the play," Futtner said. She said that

the whole process of writing the play took approximately

two years. Two years is a lot of work for a student play.

,What happens if the show is a flop?

"Life is a gamble, we decided to take that chance. Even
if the show is a failure, we still have the experience," said

Channer.
"The experience is the most important thing for us. We

have learned so much an it is working well," Futtner

added.

Both women look at the play as a personal challenge,

as well as an experience. What made Chnner want to

direct this play?

I was an actor to start off, so I feel I have a solid base

for dealing with the actors. I am also really bossy so I

decided to try directing."

Futtner and channer agree that "the cast is great." They
come from three of the five colleges in the area. Both Tone
Nunes, who plays Franny, and Teresa O'Brien, who por-

trays Christine, come from UMass. Other cast members
come from Smith and Hampshire college, while two of the

ensemble are local residents.

"Blessed" opens at Hampden Theatre on Friday, Msuxh
10 at 8 p.m. with additional shows Saturday (8 p.m.) and
Sunday (2 p.m.).
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7 Days A Week • Call (oi Int'f (hit

KilLliei) (>prn lill rnulnltjlil

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 990 Nacho & Cheese Platters

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Drink of the Week Bccr of the Month

Seven & Seven $ 1.50 Mooschcad $1 75

[ jtTti rrrii'iar.B'.'/.Vi-i

Men. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12

Sunday 4 Buroer Platters for $5.00 6-iO

inC

S?R^N!C?^ft&AK 89
QC:illin9ton

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
^l/lglfi^ CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

PARTY WEEK

, Jiifj^ UMASS SKI CLUB
C^Cy^f^ 430 student union

545 3437

» j»lnit,co>jLjai MMT-fs

s.

I mcuets TAtis
C 4M0Sf«vicfS HON -MEMBERS

- WELCOME

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Can LSC serving the students

afUMass

Housing • Family • Student

Ri^ts • Civil Ri^ts •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

IWe regret that we can no longer offer legal

representation to students following the

Trustees' August 31, 1987 decision)

can 545-1995

Wednesday Night

is

Mexican Night!

Free Nachos!

Corona
Jose Cuervo
Margaritas

T-Shirts & Prizes!

$2.00
$1.75
$2.00

PISTACHIOS MIXED NUTS

CASHEWS N' PEANUTS

ALL FOR TOUR FACE

GREEN KIWI STUCK TO YOUR SHOE

pace' picANTE BEARRITOS FOR YOU

GROOVT TUNIS JALAPIHO CHEESE PUFFS

CELERY. CREAM CHEESE, TOOTHPASTE

KISS MY FACE, YOGURT. AND CHEEZ

EAT IT ALL PLEE2

PEOPLE S nHRNET
SENSUOUS FROV/S/ONS

STUDENT UNION • BEHIND EARTHFOQDS • MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

NINE TO FIVE.

The Student Activities Office

would like to thank you for

helping to make Student Union
Day 1989 a great success!

Special thanks tO:

*SAO Volunteers * Student Volunteers

* Board of Governors

•Student Union Craft Shop

•On-campus and area businesses

for their donations.

Regency * Faces * The Pub ' Peleton s * Seasons * Pot Belly Deli
• The Sub * Fancy Fingers * Jeffrey Amherst * Utopia Spas * Ren s

Mobile • Styles by Deborah ' Midas * Mystique Moustache ' Paper
House • Bruno s * Knowles Flower Shop * Lord Jeffrey Inn * Atkins
• Albion Books ' Taco Villa * Delano s * North Star * Stables * Piz-

za Hut • Classe Cafe ' John Dellaria * UPC * Fine Arts Center * Third
World Theater * U Mass Ski Club

Grand Prize Winners:

1.) Jeff Adams - Ski Trip For Two to Killington

2.) John Pankauski - $50 Gift Certificate to Albion Books
3.) Tania Sojka - $30 Gift Certificate to North Star Restaurant

4 ) Charles Auclair - 2 tickets to all of UPCs Spring shows
5.) Rebecca Potts - $25 Gift Certificate to Faces

6.) Gayle Liles - $25 Gift Certificate to the Lord Jeffrey Inn

7.) Michelle Connolly - $25 Gift Certificate to John Dellaria

8.) Rose Harrington - 2 tickets to CATS

Candy Heart Count Winners (correct guess of 2010):

1.) Martha Tawney - Brunch for two at Seasons

2 ) Lisa Melanson - 2 tickets to all of UPCs Spring Shows

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

m HI
CHINESE KITCHEN

150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 8, 1989 COLLEGIAN 13
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THE MERCHANT OF VENICE - the classic Shakespeare comedy will be presented by the UMass Department of Theater,
March 9-11 and 15-18 at 8 p.m. in the Rand Theater. In this scene, Shylock (played by Harry Mahnken), warns his daughter
Jessica (Amanda Percival) against the revelers outside.

HuiinniR •••••••
LESSON NO. 1

LESSON NO. 2

See Lesson No. 3 next week.

NEVER CONSIDER DOING
BUSINESS WITH SOMEONE WHO

IS NOT WILLING TO WORK FOR IT!

ONE DEALERSHIP IN YOUR
AREA IS WILLING TO HELP AND
WORK FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

in»iiu
\i:>^rl

f'OIJl fFIilS"
1^^^PAYMENTS

For people who won t consider

compromise... for people like you

Excludes all other promotions.

586-8626 171 KING STREET. riORTHAMPTON, MASS 586-8626

1000 total maximum payments

UPSTAIRS DANCE CLUB
GET DOWM DOWN TOWN

FRI & SAT NIGHTS 8:30-1:00

COVER IS ONLY 99« BEFORE 9:30

TEN BELOW U-JOINT
THURSDAY MARCH 9th

A wild rambunctious mix of

Soul. Rocl(, R&B Horndrivin,

Dance Music Yow!

BARRENCE
WHITFIELD
AND THE
SAVAGES
DOORS OPEN AT 8:30

ooon, Mrs oot stiam omvin lunos.owiONLY SS.00 AT THK

FRIDAY MARCH 10th

BIM
SKALA

BIG FUN. BIO BAND. SKA. SKA, SKA SS 00

DOORS OPEN AT 9 00 SHOW STARTS AT 9:45

BIM SKALA BIM
ALL AGES SHOW DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 P.M.

SHOW STARTS AT 7:30 $6.00

SATURDAY MARCH 11th

DIRECT FROM NYC S RITZ

THE TOASTERS
ONLY 55 00 AT THE DOOR

NEW YORK CITY S HOTTEST SKA BAND
SHOW BFGINS STRAIGHT AFTER COMEDY AT 10 00 P M

COMING IN MARCH
16th SON SEALS BAND
17th MATT GUITAR MURPHY
leth THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS
23th LOOSE CABOOSE
24th THE SKATALITES

10 PEARL ST N HAMP
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SEGJON
Attorney claims jealousy
caused man to set deadly fire

ir,^^,., . r» . J .» .U .i.^« tnnl, n\anu in t ht> fall of 1984. wHcNEWBURYPORT (AP* - A man accused ot sfttmt; a

imiming house on fire that killed 15 people was spurred

by jealousy and rage over a soured love affair, a prosecutor

>aid yesterday.

James Carver. 24. of Ipswich, faces 15 counts of second

<iegree murder and one charge of arson on the July 4. 1984

blaze m Beverly, the deadliest m Massachusetts the 1942

Cocoanut Grove fire

Essex County Assistant District Attorney Robert

Werner said Carver acted in a fit of jealousy because his

former girlfriend. Lisa Maggiacomo. had begun dating a

i(Miming house resident. Richard Nickerson Nickerson

.>. as among those who died in the fire

Weiner said Carver confessed to a female triend that

'.e >et the fire but did not intend to kill anyone

The defendant, m his love for Lisa Maggiacomo. had

a burning jealousy." Weiner said. '.Anything that st«Hxl

• letween the defendant and Lisa Maggiacomo he did not

ake. he hated uti and he wanted to eradicate) it >," Weiner

said.

But defense attorney Dennis Jackson said Carver was

sn bed at his parents home m Danvers at the time of the

4 a.m. fire.

He questioned the credibility of the slate < witnesses,

.ncluding the woman who reported Carver's alleged con

f^ion. saying some had said they were coached by pro

secutors. Jackson questioned why Carver w as not charg

ed until May 1988. saying the state would have won an

indictment sooner if their case was strong

Prosecutors have said they did not learn until late 1987

about Carvers alleged confession. Weiner said yesterday

ihf lunveisation took place in the fall of 1984. when

Carver called a friend. Christine Coletti. and told her he

had to speak to her.

"With his head in his hands, he describes to Christine

Coletti how he set the fire, how he used newspapers,

poured the flammable substance on them. ... He says, i

didn t mean to kill the people, but I lit the fire." " Weiner

said.

But Jackson said Coletti told an investigator from his

office that she didn't recall what Carver said and the

defendant was not talking about the Elliott Chambers fire

The fire, in Beverly, a suburb about 20 miles north of

Boston, focused attention on the poor living conditions of

former residents in the rooming house, some ofwhom were

deinstitutionalized mental patients. The attention let to

reform legislations, new state policy and new housing

initiatives.

Thirteen people were trapped inside the rtM)ming house

and died, one wiis fatally injured jumping from a w indow

and a 15th victim died several weeks after the fire

Yesterday, the jury m Essex Superior Court saw-

videotapes of the fire that showed jets of flame shooting

from the rooming house windows.

Beverly Fire Cheif Kenneth Polenzi. who helped fight

the fire, said he called for backup after reaching the house

because 'we had people hanging out the windows
'

Polenzi said he climbed the fire escape to the second

story, kicked in a w indow and helped one man escape. He

said he then got an ax and forced a rear door on the se-

cond floor, but could not get in because of the smoke.

.\P photo

James Carver is being tried for alleged-

ly setting fire to a rooming house in 1984.

The fire killed 14 people.
anoui warver » anegeu <"•"«:«»•"••• »»»r«"«=« i~..«« ..•."»»^"^— .•

Town union officials sentenced for embezzlement
BOSTON (AP» — Two union officials were sentenced m

federal courts yesterday for what prosecutors said was the

largest embezzlement of union funds in the history of New-

England labor

US District Court Judge David A Mazzone sentenced

Robert E. McNulty. 59. former business agent for iron

workers Local 357 in Springfield, to serve two years in

federal prison for his role in the embezzlement of $330,000

from union health and pension funds.

Mc.Nulty was one of three union officials who pleaded

piilty to the embezzlement scheme on Jan. 18. The union

IS now trying to recover the stolen funds, but prosecutor

Greg Sullivan said it is not yet clear whether that will

he possible.

After they became aware of the investigation, they

began to put some money they had stolen "Back in" ac-

counts they controlled, Sullivan said. "The government's

calculations was that $195,000 to $215,000 was still ou

ed to the union
"

McNulty was ordered to spend two years in prison for

each of two counts of conspiracy to embezzle and embezzle-

:npnt of $35,000. with the two sentences to be served cnn

turrenlly. said Sullivan

Su.livan had recommended a four-year prison term

Mazzone also gave the former local president, James J

Kennedy. 54. a one year suspended sentence and two

years' probation. Sullivan said. Kennedy had pleaded guil-

ty to conspiracy to violate a recordkeeping provision of

a labor law. a misdemeanor.

A third union official. Gerald Thomas Callahan, 53, is

scheduled to be sentenced on Friday.

Callahan, former financial secretary and treasurer,

pleaded guilty to conspiracy to convert union funds of ap-

proximately $330,000 and conspiracy to fail to keep and

maintain records for trips taken on union business.

Callahan and McNulty will be barred from holding

union posts in the future without special dispensation

from their parole boards under a management, said Diane

Kottmyer. acting chief of the New England Organized

Crime Strike Force.

Yesterday's sentencing culminated an investigation

that began four years ago. Sullivan said. The three men
were accused of diverting payments of union dues for their

personal benefit, and making false entries in union records

to avoid being caught.

McNulty had faced a maximum sentence of 10 years in

pn.son and a $20,000 fine. Kennedy one year in prison and

a $10,000 fine.

Kottmyer said the sentences were lighter because of a

plea-bargain agreement. Callahan faces six years in prison

and a $20,000 fine, but is also expected to get a lighter

sentence because of his guilty plea.

TMs Saturday!

MARCH 11

Killington
-

' . VERMONT

FORMBMBEPS,

addSIO
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LV' • •

. ^TuMASS SKI CLUB

, 430 STWBINT ONION BtOO. •

•49^3437

If vou re one of the thousands of students who will be stud\nng for the LSAT this June,

you could be preparing for an e.xam that s already outdated

Wh:!e other prep courses are still teaching the old test. Stanley H Kapbn has aireadv

designed a -.vholc new course so you 11 breeze through the new ISAJ revised logic and reading

sections

V.hat hasn t changed is our formub for success Small classes, expert instruction, a

distinguisr.ed research faculty-, 135 Centers nationwide and our 50 vears of e.xpenence So call

us codav 'Ae re readv to prepare vou for the new LSAT.

fiSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
(£ Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

CLASSES BEGIN: MARCH 28th & APRIL 20 th

358 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst 549-5780

t or oiner Kx aiioas >. j11 800-KAP-TEST

WEDNESDAY, MARCH « 1089

For Your Information is a service of the Collegian to

its readers. Because of a lack of space, not all press

releases can be included in FYI. For more information,

contact David at the Collegian, at 545-3500.

Lecture
Paul McDonough of the Paris Fashion Institute is

scheduled to speak tomorrow at 3:00 p.m. in Skinner

Lounge on fashion marketing. For more information, con-

Uct Hannah M. Donovan at 323-6182.

DiacuMion
The Board of Governors is sponsoring a discussion on

COLLEGIAN 15

For Your Information
campus safety. "Is This Campus Able to Protect You," is

scheduled for tomorrow at 3 p.m. in room 803 of the Cam-
pus Center. For more information, contact the Board of

Governors at 545-0198.

Workshop
"Sexual Assault on the Campus," is the subject of a

workshop scheduled for 3:30 p.m. in room 903 of the Cam-
pus Center. The forum is sponsored by the Everywoman's

Center Counselor Advocate Program.

Meeting
The Pioneer Valley Chapter of Professional Secretaries

International has scheduled its March meeting on Mon-

day. March 13 at the Hotel Northampton. The dinner

meeting is scheduled to begin at 6:15 p.m. followed by a

guest speaker, Epi Bodhi. health educator for Amherst.

Bodhi will talk about "Separating Facts From Fiction

About AIDS." For mare information, contact Marie

McReynolds at 253-9373.

Discusaion
Students interested in finding out more about the

Judaism can ask questions at weekly forunu sponsored

by Chabad House. The informal forums are scheduled for

every Tuesday night at 9:00 p.m. at Chabad House, 30

N. Hadley Rd. For more information, call 549-4094.

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When you break away this year, do it with style

SUN FUNU TSiJS!^

THEY'RE
HEEERE-

OMMct: UMASS Mu mia
•47-M37

at tfTVDcrr lniom Mjoa

S43S
UM
SSSt
S74S
<SSt

Heuai
Apt.

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

UMASS SKI CLUB
LAGNAF ^^ Studant Union • 545-^437

THURSDAY—RHYTHM & BLUES
From the Cape

THE CYCLONES

FRIDAY—JOIN US FOR DINNER
WITH

THE SHAWN PATTERSON
QUARTET 6:30-9:30

SATURDAY-RHTHM & BLUES
EVENING PROBLUSICA

TRY OUR
DELICOUS FULL MENU

St ^ln^^i wau. tnnwual. aBwgfin MM
'

M M »

HAPPY FACE:
Boxer Shorts • Tee Shirts • Socks

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N Pleosont St.

Amherst • 253-2013

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-6

Munchy

ON SALE NOW THROUGH
MARCH 10

Wheat Wafer 1 V* 02 Sale 5/$1.00

Friut & Fiber Cereal 12 oz Sale $2.00

Poptarts Sale $1.19

Maxwell House Coffee Sale $2.99

Drip or Reg. Grind

Very Fine Juices 10 oz Sale 2/$1.00

Chips Ahoy Sale $1.69

Teddy Grahams Sale $1.29

M & Ms 1.69 oz Sale 3/$1.00

Plain or Peanut

STOCK UP NOW!

AVAILABLE IN THESE MUNCHYS
HAMPDEN WORCESTER FRANKLIN

FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE
with

DENNIS MILLER

«
'

Tickets

On Sale
NOW

FAC Box Office 545-2511

APRIL 7,1989 8PM
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HEY
SENIORS:
Get Shot!
Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held Irom Feb. 27 - Mar. 17,

9-5 pm in Rxns 177/178 of the

Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

8c appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

f 1

Make youi checks payable to INDEX Yearbook

B

B

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus Center/UMoss. Amherst 545-0848

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

BDIC
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

TUESDAY, MARCH 7, 1989

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PL^CEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BACHELOR'S DEGREE WITH INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION

This Is on opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences In the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Frank Leon McCoy 74
"African Pontics"

Patricia Hayes 75
"Graphic Communlcatlorw'

Sanford M. Matathia 78
"Land Planning 8i Development"

James F. Kane '83

"Broadcast Reporting with

Specialization In Governmenf

Consultant
Synergos Institute

New York, NY

Freelance Graphic
h Textile Designer

P. Hayes Designs
Northampton, MA

Attorney
Packemann, Sawyer
and Brewster

Boston, MA

News Anchor/Reporter
WTAG Radio
Worcester. MA

Belchertown
comtr.utd pv/n page I

now live.

The state plans to move most of the

Belchertown school residents to com-

munity services, like the home^ in

.\mherst.

"A phasedown of Belchertown will

result in more appropriate services for

the residents who are there today."

McCarthy said.

Belchertown now houses 266 people.

down Ironi 1,400 in 1969. No new
residents have been admitted in eight

years, according to the report.

State legislators commissioned the
report in July, to look at consolidating

four of the state's seven state institu-

tions. Of the four, Belchertown was the
only school named for closing.

"For Belchertown, it makes a lot of

sense," said Maureen Sullivan,

spokeswoman for the state department

of mental retardation. "This is really

what the parents back in 1978 were ask-

ing for."

Strategy oftests discussed tonight
Princeton Review founder and President

John Katzman is scheduled to speak

tonight, at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium, on how to increMa tort aeom
and decrease test anxiety.

The Princeton Review, a national test-

taking 8er>'ice, has published four books on

test strategy and philosophy.

In the lecture, "We Score More." Katz-

man <i«Ml he n' " '-> discuss master-

ing job interviews and how to become a sue

cessful entrepreneur by "turning your

dreams for a successful career into realistic

A question-and-answer session is schedul-

ed for after the lecture.

The lecture is sponsored by Mastercard

and Baybanks.

-MEREDITH CLELAND

Experience Pays
nm NAixm » Niws»«Pti

The CoUegiaiL We build careere.

• <:« pi»*sAVT vm** I NoRiHAMrroN i mim h (>»» >\it i« m *i •

(^u ^t^jfUpfr ^
*.

/ T Feb. 27 / MwcD • '^ ^;

^^ Starts at 9 p.m.

vy^ Mini-fU^Hhall ll«Mtp Shunt

(OMPFTIIION

Pion*»r Vally'n

"Sporta and Entrrtainmenl"

Moat •o|ihi*lical*d

•ound

lighte

A video ayatc

THURSDAYS

I

Wttk tlM* Hotieat DJ'a alchUy-

Tweaday thru Sunday

WEDNESDAYS
LADIES
m(;ht
S50 prta
EVERY WED.!

wotmtf

LIP SYNCH
CONTEST
IHWK t » !• » «•

Come Strut

YOUR STUFF?

• »

•1

FRPAYS
REELING

THROUGH THE
YEARS
Fefltufw

Foiv Dance Contests

TlTOUf^ The NK^
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED GRAPHICS

For more Information, pleose contact:

Unlverilty Placement Service, Unlvefslty Career Center
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TODAYS HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMt (Morcn 21-Aprt 19) HOden
bensAts cue pouibte it you pursue

an niportant proiect Aiihough a
retationsho wii invo>ve some staig-

gle. rt win be y>rOfth your efforts

Keep a low profie at a luncfieon

TAUMS (April 20-Mav 20) Ge
nune love and fnefxlsMp nfl you to

a new piateoo Oo not despot it

romonce rxjs its difficult moments
Vou tx)t^ hove mmos of youf own
and a fignt to speak out

MIMI ;Ma¥ 2lJune 20) Meet

youf responstxiities t>ead-on A

sense ot occompiisnment wM cotof

the aecisons vou make ote m the

day Stay on your toes' Some op-

portunities come only once Travel

is Dest postponed

CANCM 'June 21Jutv 22) Vou

stiouid tae in a marveKXis mood to-

day Tend to tne needs of oide'

people especioiiv tnose who were
there when you needed suppor*

ime spent with childfen is a wise

investment

LiO (june 23-Aug 22) vou wj» be
oeltohted by a shift in trends toddy

The spotiiohf IS on your pe'sonai at

fairs orxi your ability to overcome
any shortcomings Write important

letters concerning finances or

college

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Others

are easily impressed today An off-

peat offer commands your dtten-

ton. Stay calm if a relationship goes

awry Any problems are temporary

A auiet stro« togettier helps smooth

out glitch m romance.

UMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) A taft

with your ybtngs or parents brings

the desired result Although
monotofxxjj tasks get on your

nerves, getting triem done w* be o
feather m your cap Bewared traf

ic '-<iznr-i%

SCOIMO iOct 23-Nov 21; vou

nave a stronglv spritual rtoture that

keeps /ou calm in tmes of cni« A
potient ona loving approach win

heo vou develop the kod of loiting

tremdship you desire Forgive

mistdkei

SAOinAMUt ;^4oy 22-Dec 21;

Most o* your day sTvxild be spent

tying up important oose erOs at

home or work Shun schemes that

seem nsky or v$t piam impracticai

Avoid 'delegating tasks you should

tyjinrit' jj'ielf

CAMICOtN (Dec 72 jar\ )9)

Business pursuits get a helping hor d
Hora-and-tdst chotces tyaye to r>e

made Talk over the situaton w.th

a trusted associate first /^ gift or

special purchase deltghts you Be
appreciative

AttUAMUS (Jon 20-Feb 18) it is

wonaef'Diiy Clear that you are on
the rood to success! Cash fkDw pro-

blems begin to ease vour ideas

need refining and in some cases o

complete overhaul Trove! is

favored

MtCIt (Feb 19-Mdrch 20) ex-

penses could rise Others may try to

torcf? lew rules on you Let them
know that IS rot tne way to buiia o
lasting relationship "robe partr»r s

feelings and then act decisively

MENU
LUNCH

Grilled cheese sarxjwich

Duchess meat pie

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato torte

Grilled cheese on wheattserry

DINNER
Roast turkey

Baked stuffed fiourxler

BASICS DINNER

Deep dish vegetable pie

Roast turkey
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MEMORIAL COALITION - David Goodman, brother of civil rights worker An-

drew Goodman who was slain 25 years ago with fellow workers James Chaney and
Michael Schwerner in Philadelphia, Miss., speaks at a news conference in Jackson,

Miss, yesterday. The conference was held to announce upcoming events on behalf

of the newly formed Chaney Goodman Schwerner Memorial Coalition.

Now's
the tirne

to caH...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. hmtmtl S49-2aa0

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Beautiful Cliffs .

Endless Beaches

Only In

JAMAICA!
Spring Break '89

Call Paul at

549-4289

ENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
QrwWtJumir S*\f
N«»>rtoni NY MXao
PtBO, (?1?) Ml 30*0

Mail «tl« ad «Of Special

tlu4*nl/Taach«r Tarltl

MNTAt. a LtAM O PUNCMAH

Miami area
feels effects

of airline strike
MIAMI SPRINGS. Kla (APi - This airport bedriK)m

otniniunity. founded by aviation pioneer Glen Curtiss. was

•ilieady losinjj money, so it was hit especially hard when

K.istern Airlines idled 9.51)0 employees.

Pedro Hidalgo has owned the Eldorado jewelry shop lor

iinht years in the corner of the central drug store in this

city on2.000 on the edge of Miami International Airpf>rt.

Now he wonders if he'll be looking for a new job soon.

Open for 2'-j hours yesterday, Hidalgo went to his desk

to locate his only receipt for the day a $2 repair

•'By this time of day. I was usually crowded and people

\\ ere waiting outside." said Hidalgo. "My survival amount

to cover everything is $100 a day. Yesterday, I made $62."

He feels the strike by the Machinists union against

money losing Eastern is to blame.

Shopkeepers around the downtown trafTic circle

estimate 40 percent to 60 percent of their business comes

from the airline industry and a significant segment of that

from Eastern, whose headquarters is just outside the city.

Betty Russell, a newsstand employee at the airport for

17 years, was wondering how much longer the airport con-

cession would keep her shop open in the nearly deserted

Eastern terminal.

"I live in the Springs, and practically all the people that

live in the Springs work for Ea.stern. " she said.

At one point, she called the strike by the 8,500-member

Machinists union "very foolish" but. no matter what hap-

pens, she concluded, "Nobody's going to win."

Her employer already has closed stores on Eastern's

shuttered boarding ramps and is pushing its workers to

take vacations or shift to a four day work week.

"I've been here 17 years and I make $5 an hour. I always

say half a loaf is betting than nothing." she said. "It's go-

ing to be a sad thing down here in Miami. It's bad."

Ticket agents and skycaps, who, on Monday, were plac

ed on what Eastern calls "no work status ". were called

in yesterday morning for a meeting with management.

A supervi.Hor told them they could apply for unemploy-

ment benefits but could be called back at any time. Their

medical insurance expired at midnight Monday, no vaca-

tion pay could be considered, and questions about early

retirement went unanswered,

Iza Emmett. a 24 year Eastern veteran who had been

working in international passenger services, hugged co-

workers and wiped away tears as she headed to pick up

a paycheck.
"We don't get vacation pay. we dont get severance pay,

we don't get anything," she .said.

"They're upset, very upset, because they want to know
what's happening in the future," said ramp .service

manager Joseph Brazeau. a 23-year Eastern veteran.

AMHERST DELICATESSEN

10% Off
All Off-Gampus

Deliveries

MON.-WED.
4 TO 8

DELIVERS
549-6314

THURS.SAT.
4 TO 10

SO YOU THINK YOU KNOW
HOW TO HANDLE THE BUMPS?

PROVE IT!

At the annual Klllington Mogul Challenge on Outer

Limits, Saturday, April 1st. Come get an application

from the UMass Ski Club, 430 Student Union ($15

application fee)* and join the competition

OR JUST BE A SPECTATOR, and join us for the

Saturday bus tnp to Killington.

*Numb€r of applications available are limited, so please hurry

to be sure a space is reserved for you

UMASS SKI CLUD

Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

22S Triangle St., Amherst

:^ ; NORTH PLEASANT STREET - AMHERST MASSACHUSETTS 5^'/ 6314

from — Hoynd Trips

Nmw York tl»rt,i,t .1

LONDON 358
PARIS 458
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679
SYDNEY 1 128

Htfincltons tppiy

t0M^s rtot irtcfudpd

Chrc^ our /o*v t»»ch0r fsrms

IU»AIL PASStS
ISSUtD ON TMl SPOT

Csll /or

f^tl Studont Trsvoi Caloleg'

413-256-1261
AMHCNtT

T9 So. PiMMni St
Amn«r«t. MA 01002
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men's hoop
concmuMd Tom pagt 20

but became the invisible man in the second

half when McCoy went on his scoring sprees. Look for

Brown to become a force next year.

Sophomore John Tate surpassed all expectations and
became UMass' anchor in the middle.

Sophomore guard Rafer Giles, relegated to a reserve

role earlier in the year, stepped in mid-season and
showed the scoring flair that he is known for.

The Minutemen also got quality bench time from
junior Michael Byrnes and sophomore walk-on Ishmael

Butler, among others.

And finally, they have gotten verbal commitments
from a pair of highly touted prep schoolers, In-

dianapolis' Tony Barbee and Denver's Tom Pace, with

more help possibly on the way. Calipari didn't promise

a rose garden immediately, but this team should be op-

timistic about the future.

Final Hoop Stats
Final UMass men's hoop stats (not included A-10

tournament game)

Name Scoring Rebounding

Jim McCoy 19.3 3.4

Anton Brown 129 3.6

Rafer Giles 12.3 1.8

John Tate 10.9 7.6

John Milum 5.1 4.9

George Hardin 4.9 4.7

Michael Bvrnes 4.0 2.5

Lshmael Butler 3.8 2.0

Matt Anderson 1.7 1.6

Car>' Herer 0.9 0.9

Sean Nelen 0.8 0.6

Chris Bailey 0.8 0.7

Ben Gnidski 07 17

Lewis gives Celtics needed relief
BROOKLINE (AP) - Boston's Reggie Lewis began this

season as a backup forward. It's turned out much different-

ly and much better.

He has spent most it as a starter in place of the injured

Larry Bird and sometimes shifts to guard. The second-year

pro is handling all his unexpected roles well and ranks

fourth on the Celtics with 16.9 points per game.

He gets a chance Wednesday night to guard another

high scorer, Chicago's Michael Jordan. Like his other

challenges this season, Lewis doesn't shrink from it

"By playing him, it just makes me a better ballplayer,"

Lewis said. "I look at him as being another person out

there because I feel that have to stop me also.

It's very hard for one guy to guard Michael Jordan so

I just try and move him to the middle where the help is."

Lewis, the Celtics' first-round draft choice from Nor-

theastern in 1987, has given them plenty of help since

Bird underwent surgery on both heels Nov. 19 aft«r play-

ing just six games. Bird resumed practicing with his

teammates Feb. 27 but is not in game shape and officials

of the NBA team say they don't know when he'll play

again. Lewis' role expanded further when the Celtics trad

ed guard Danny Ainge to Sacramento last month and

guard Jim Paxson was sidelined by a groin injury that

may keep him out of the home game against the Bulls

"in those situations this year where we put him (Lewis)

on a guard, it hasn't been a major problem," Celtics' Coach

Jimmy Rodgers said He has matured. He's got con-

fidence."

Lewis usually is quicker but weaker than the player he's

matched against at small forward He thinks he's quick

enough to guard smaller backcourtmen.

"It's easier for me guard somebody a little smaller who
has the quickness," Lewis said. "Most of the guys I'm

guarding who are small forwards have the height advan

tage so usually they just post me up down low.

"Most of the guards (he faces! aren't quicker than me."

even though they're usually shorter, said the lanky.

6-foot-7 Lewis.

On offense, Lewis has displayed himself as a reliable

jumper, particularly from the foul line area. He also has

potential as a 3-point shooter and nearly sank a key

3-pointer in the final seconds of Saturday night's 98-95

loss at New Jersey.

"It could be a dimension he adds to this team," Rodgers

said. "We've asked Reggie to do a lot this season."

"I've been thinking about taking 3-pointers," Lewis

said, "but I'm just not one of those shooters who just stands

there and catches the ball. I've got to get the ball on the

move and shoot it. Mostly when I'm on the move I'm in-

side the 3-point line."

Even if he doesn't develop that part of his game this

season, he's already exceeded expectations after playing

only 405 minutes and averaging only 4.9 points per game
as a rookie.

"He makes some very difficult plays look very easy,"

Rodgers said. "He's really come along very well and he's

a guy who can continue to get better for a long time."

Sports Notices
The playoff brackets for all the intramural basket

ball teams have been posted out«de the Intramural Of-

fice outside 215 Boyden. In the men's bracket, there

are 77 undergraduate and 13 graduate teams There

are also seven women's teams and 14 co-rec teams Alf

tourneys will end March 16. when the winners will

receive T-shirts and the runners-up hats.

The intramural office alao announced that Softball,

volleyball and soccer entries are due Monday

The UMass golf club will be holding a meeting for

anyone interested in playing tonight at 5:00 in 223

Boyden.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITICS

WANT TO LCARN TO FLV Taiie n«ng
gtiding laMon*' inlo"n4M>ve mutmg on
3/»M700pnirma03C«Ti(MMC«n««r A*

MTERCSTEO m THE STHUSSU '(X

p«ac« )u«ik:« and equally'' Tn« Young
Communtf Laaqua « hoMmg an opan nto

union ai Eanmoodt Ca*a m ttia Siudant

Umon Thursday i-9 7pfn Ratraahmantt
shaM ba larvad

OAHO OF OOVENNORS Elact>ons taking

p*aca March 14 Nomination Papart
avaitaWa Sir Campu* Camaf Oua March

9 Join uamwoftang toward a banar union

ATTENTKM: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

suucmntom to the colleoian
waav«Mila Kaap your fnands and parama
mformad about wnat « gomg on at UMass
We can sand It almoM anywhara For more
mlormation coma down to Room 113 Cam
pus Cantaf or Call S4S-3SO0

AUOlO

ACOUSTIC LINEAR SYSTEM Custom bu«
dynarroc speakers, brand new and cheep*

JOOw CaM to hna out more' S45-001S

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 1«74 lOOa WAIKXM loaded must

sail 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb-

da Chi Alpha CM Saan at 263-9032

CHILOCARC

FAMILY DAY 0»CWIN<M: Warn, happy
environment 6A5-4$01

CHILD CARE NEEDED

I OAVSA WED( loV boys ages 2 and 4

Earty child ed ntiapr ideal Musi have own
Iranaortation and flexible hours $4 50 per

hour Can 54*9321 Of 54S-9845 AvailaWe

immediately'

ENVERTAINMENT

MIRE ^^ONE EYED JARE" AoTeaTRocK
and Hon band call steve 546-5106

253-7517

Tom

TOR A QOOO TIMC CALL

RACK-AOISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

jocKeys lights and large screen video

dances 2S6-8S26

FOR RENT

iirsUNOimSNa 'ree^us'**'^^ W
UMass and shopping areas Secure and

apanmeni lor August and recieve August

lent tree For more details caM 666-3856.

Sign up early

FOR SALE

SICK0F0ORMS7Buyahouse Rent out

rooms to your friends to pay the bills' This

house has an 18 000/year rental income'

Call Dale or Gmny 253-9949

HUGE DORM FRIDGE 4 8 cu h ex condi

tion call evening 253-2473 or 256-4904

HONDA ACCORN 80 PSPB Automatic new

brakes ures muffler $1450/80 conttaci

Sonya 546 9960

IBM PC/XT COMPATJBLElWK H^^2
drives (1-5 25 360K. 1-3 5 720K) Monitor

$700 549-7165

APPLE MACMTOIN f12K MEMORY Ap
pie irnege-Kunlaf prmlar ietu-.i, »ysi(>m

$1000 54*^2781 Anna

IBM PC COMI»ATiaLE MM. n dm«
morHtOr $575 wiOi lOmeg hard drive (688
US-S006

HCAMtC FOR SALE i m dead serious

about saving « $2500 or BO Chris

734 4544/596-4216

EXERCISE BIKE Ma brand now* Only $36
call 549 6771 Leave message

ANSWER MACHMC EX CONOJfiON MO
and Sony 5 TV CaN 546-5364

SI SWIMSUIT VIDEO $15 and Sony
Aainman $?5 i46 53S4

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condihon 93 000
m.ies Call 2568369

FOUND

NECKLACE WAS FOUND IN ORCHARD
HILL During weekend Contact sua «
546-6887 tor rnore mformatton

TO THE POISON WHO LCFT TMSR tape

recorder at the Wednesday N<gM speech
given m the Campus Cantar AudWonum I

found It and have it m my room at 311

Owight Ideniily it and it's yours John Noe
Room 311 OwigM

HELP WANTED

LOOKJNOroR A FRATERNITY, SORORI-
TY, or student organijation that would like

to make $500-$1000 lor a one week on-

campus martiating protect Must be organic

ad and hardwortiing Call Jiii or Conne at

1.800-592-2121

PULL OR ^AWT TIMK NaNonal Marf promo-

tions company seeks raliabia, raaponalbia

people to manage and oparMa Eaalar Bun-

WyPholo at HampahW tm EJicsisnl hour

ly rata 1-900-366-8861

EARN BIG BUCKS tor Spnng Break and Si
summer Train now and line up your Sum
mer |0b on the cape Work w/Clean Water

Action to stop Ocean Dumping and protect

drinking water Earn up to $1Whr Call

549-7450

FOREIONARCA SPECtAUSTSIt SawaS
multi-national corporations currently seek-

ing foreign graduate students/researchers

as associate advaors/researchers ori scien-

tific, ecof>omic. arK) political devatopmants

in their home countries To be considarad.

send cover letter/resume to International In-

vestment Analysis Group. 40 Wall Stree.

Suite 2124. New York NY 10005

BOARD OF^ObVERNORS is hiring the

toltowing coordinator positions 2 assistant

office. 1 public relations, 1 finance. 1 special

projects Applications available 817 Cam
pus Center

MIKE'S WESTVIEW HIRING - $6/hour

Cleaning person to work mornings 2 3

hours per day. 4 days per week Call Tom

253-9202

HEY NINETEENI

JOSH KHANCER- Happy birthday bro' Just

think this IS the last B-Oay we'H spend in

school together Have lun & don't eat too

much cake (I know you wont drink too

much ) -Jen

INSTRUCTION

ENOLISHAS A SECOND LANOUAOE In

termediate course Tuesday/Thursday
7-9pm 3/28-5/4, $115 546-4576

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FAU. 1999 INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Servces Ceni«i Oat tuwids on e>
penance «< «>e iegal iMM-work dvacay w«i
atiornays and ckanis Earn up to tS

U««dargradu«a cradas No aipananca m
the legal pnHaatMn nacMaafy-wamng pr»
vidad (S4S.t996)

LOST

LOST IMITATK3N GUCO WATCH at

Changes 3/2 Great santimental value <'

found call 6-8675 Reward

I LOST MY BLUE PAOAOONU AT 2£
Brandywma Walurday Night N has my keys

in the pocket and I need them Any mfo

please call 549-9925 No questions ssked

Ask lor Mo

LOST EYEGLASSES >n black case on

2-28 89 II lound please clal Ranita

546^4219

MWMBUS SANOWrrCN

ObN-T MISS THEM TMUM.
Katina s Good Luck Guys'

wgM at

NUOCABM

GET SOME SPRING SNEAK money before

It s too late" Sell me your baaabaM cards

Call Todd anytime S4M361

PERSONALS

TO THE SISTERS OP ALPHA CHI. Ware
psyched for a graal aamaitari Thanks for

everythirig Lova your I

WE WONT TILL ANYONE you weigh 107

Nm'" Moo' Love Andrea. Lauren 6 Jan

OREO PRAtt AKA "QRAMPS" Have the

baatast 2lst birthday We tove ya' Amy.

Bavarly t Pam

ANDREA SALVADOR Have a great 21st

birthday Have fun and dnnk kits k>va

Beverly

HEY BROWN EVE*... I lova you' From one
ECE maior to anoViar

ERIN- You R the cooiast and a great friend

U know what I am talking about- Love ya'

Kristin

DAVE KENNEDY - Thank you so much for

returning my cTiack! I appraciata it more
than I can say - Mary Gorman

ANDREA^ SALVADORT Alias oin'kwod!

chicken salva-uck Happy 21st Birlhday

you dooie' Can you wait till Friday'' We can'

Just kidding - we'll celebrate lomle Use
control-but rememt)er naughty girls need
love too' Love, Nance, Buck. Spike, Millie

Vanille

TO THE MICROBIO FAG: Why are you in

such a lame maior'' Your Buddy "'"'

ROSS HARTMAN I hope you appreciate me
sending you this, I |ust wanted to tell you

that I love you' Your daffodil

LISA L — What happened to MS? I miss our

talks and more Do you still rememtwr our

goals '' Only 1 more week until we hit Fkxida

I m sure it will be as memorable as

everything else we ve done Thanks for be-

ing the best' TW

HAPf'Y^2lst LEIGH CONNOR' Help us

celebrate the way she likes best- even if the

bathroom gets overcrowded' Love, The
Clams

WAveO TO YOUR MOM AT DC a law Sun
daysaoo Mat you bnally Sal 140 Brandy

by my drunk Inend Say hi to your Mom lor

me and reply here

TO THE SMrrME AT AMHERST V«mal

lime IS your Pokao Calaa^

TO THE BNOTNiM OP SM 0> Good (Ob

tor donabng yourUna ttm wknd lor a ci«ar«y

telethon m Spmgid

r BONJOVI TM 3'12 $50 each or BO
6 7633 or 6 7631 leave a rnessage

SKMA KAPPA CONGRAOULATES ou'

awesome new pledges Oabbw Tammy
Lisa Kim Mag Lori and Collasn Lots oi

Luck

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS are knking for m
dnnduais MMraslad, Scoaaga area lor piar
ing in orchasira lor upconmw musical For

more info, call Euan at 253-9162

UNIVERSrrv KavJENS aratooklnglorin

taraaiad mdnmkials. »«aaaga are, lor lach.

poatuons tor upooming musical No as

pananca nacaaaary Cd Enc at 2S3-2348

HEV. YOUUTTLS—. Oan I gat RO drunk

any more Tana los.

DEAR KATHV, Hope you're toabng hvpar

tonight because am coming o««r UnigM to
' you out with soma mtXh

UMASS LAX tHMTS Fn only CC Con-

course $8

DUNCAN A dA\«Z. 3 strikes you're out'

Friday Baker Ba there' Love ya, Rachel

LAURA. THE PRETTY STEPEY mafx from

Wet)Ster how about dinner this Friday at

Page's Poft? The guy you didn't meet at

Oxford 253 5954 (5 »« 30pm)

COLOR IN THE CAGE H Indoor cotor guvd
Festival-Demonstration March 12 2 00 at

the Cage (2

CLAMS OP 43 TOWNEHOUSE: Tracy,

Kirstin. Kim. Anne thankx for a great birttv

day party I had a Mast' You are the best'

Love, Leigh

MARK- Thanks lor a* your hstpl You are trie

beat friend i couW tiave Lova. Cynthia

CONORATULATIONS TO LIZ. KERI, *
JILL iha newest pledges o( Tn Sigma Gat

psyched tor a terrific •ememeatar Lova the

Sisters of Tn Sigma

3 GIRLS NEED A RIOE M Ftonda'" WHI

help w/e«penses Please call' 546-9652 or

546^526"

»WOAV~HiOHfTlVE with Oannis Miller

April 7 FAC tix on sale now

JASON COLBERT HAPPV^iRTHOAYI To
one of our favorite Delta Chi man We tove

ya MMs Love Stephanie and Kristan

JULES- Thanks for the quickie fndav It was
a learning experience • To Jules Inend m
the Peach sweats, you're a cutie 'Paul

34 TOWNEHOU8E APT - Looking for 2
roommates for Fall 89 If interested, call

549^)952

UMASS COED NAKED LACROSSE
TSHIRTS and boxers on sale today only m
Campus Center concourse Don't miss out

or\ the best shirt on campus Rough, tough,

and in the bull

THE DOCTOR... Is back' Long hair and all

You re crazy' Can I help? Call Axl lor an ap-

pointment at 6-8103.

TABLETOP- Castles made of snad slip in-

to Ifie sea eventually - KC.

COME SEE
THE BLUES BROTHERS'

Thursdya. March 9
5,7.9. and 11pm
Bartlati 65 $2

by IEEE

PABBWMAtt PCff^iaioara to tna lam-
ly Lova and Hershey s kisaa*. The

iffPOR
Attractive mala w4l
Citons 546 99»

OMLYftl^

LOOKINO TO TAKE OVBI A LEASE tor

next yeer SIX people please ca* 546-4051

TO THE UMASS GUY WHO WAS m Poked
it Amrwfsl I wish you r\adn t dropped I was
really kx>king torward to geiiir>g to know
you Piaaaa laapond if you wouW stHi like

to The SmMltia

SEMORSt fhaSanior OHtvaign • comma
Get ready lor our up and coming kickoA
bash lor footpnnts of '89'

THUMPER" Hay babe- We ra siyiNi ' Laal

weekend was g>aat. but this weekend waa
itte basf Never 4oei Sal naaiacuzzi ifia

backruba, and Thay're doaig 4 agam'

"

Love. Your dumb dttzy, drunk bkxida

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS) EXCELLENT FUNORAISING OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUART $48-7612
LEAVE A MESSAGE

TO DAN L. (tiger) in Wheeler Here s to

more whipped cream m fun places, hot

showers m the dark and body pamtmg m ttia

iTKionkght I can make all your draama coma
true Let me show you' The
black heels and negligee

SHARON R— Seturday Nights. HaPways.
& Ice petches have taken on new meanings
Thanks for being a real Inend, shaz' Love,

Debbw

JOHN T.N'sbaan six anydhM -woo wool
Lova you, K.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO roast your bums
lor sprmg break round tnp lat airfare to teh

caribaan. $199"* Why hang around and
freeze when you can be stretched out on
the sand of a beautiful cambean resort

island (or k>vely coastal resort m Mexic or

South America) tor onty 189 bucks •> Fhghls

r3
from Logan arxl/or JFK Call Sunhitch

17 864 2000

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or Anytime?) Jet there for no more than

$160 with Airhitch/r) as reported in con-

sumer reports, NY Times, Let's Go. News-
day, Good Housekeepina and National

Network Morning Shows For details. Call

212-8e4-2000orwma Airhitch, 2901 Broad-

way, Suite 100A, NY, NY 10025

ROOMMATES WANTED

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer'' Call 549-1660 George

NEW HOME no smoking on bus Una $325
inc 253-7948

LOiOkiNG FORA^ESPONSIBLE NON^
SMOKER to share 2bdrin apt $150
negotiable Call Kaz 549-6846

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES inT* hours
6658873

LONG LUSHldUS NAILSI Can be vours if

lordable price Experienced Call Robin
549-6941 585-5190

SfRESSED^UT? Massage therapy Stu-

deni ollenng professional full body
massages Give a gift to yourself or a fnend'

Call 256-6396

PNOPISSIONAL EOlTwa Term paper*.

Theoes Osaenanon* i 467 3753 ailar

7pi<i

VnCO NUMIE TO OET THAT JOei im
madMla, protaaannal, pofsonakMd Samoa
Appowtmants Video Image Prtidueiiens

(413) 9634036

SOA PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE
ELECTIOm

SOA PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEE '

debNee" Come aae what the
* c^ididatas have 10 say* '''hurs March *

'9lh C C 101 at 7 00pm Also broadcaM'
' on 91 1 WMUA" Sponaored by SGA '

OovarnmenUI Altaus

BLUDOK T-BMMrrS

; OP THE LIYMO, iba)r''a waMi' loo
I mean it kids sludge K«Mrts are here Boe-
ers and tank tope loo IWa'va got additiona

designs too. soma ol which aran t

awguMing Ware altordMe and bekavaorv
ly m Iha highaat quaMy, natural Abar, and
aa that hippie crap Ooiwa to ffiaCKagiaii

phoio dept tor a fittwiB; varbai abuaa

TRAVik

PLONKM ROUNOTHil KANE tlOOT
BradMy to SarasoU lajjy everiing 3-tS

return morning 3-2? $W) or BO Gal
596-3100 eit 4285

2 PLANE nCKETS >. Denver $345 each
mdtrp March 1625 pMl Bob 253-9537

OMNlrYWbRLO- OrlMdo March 1 7.24Ttv

dudaa flight/hotel OIO, oar for the weak
$389 00 par person llMipoa(,le together

only can now Lisa 64Ot0,

rAMPARE tix TOlSSf^ER, CO $270
rdirp 3/20 3/27 Ca» Heather S4»992S

ROUND TRIP fKXITtOPHEONIX From
March 17 28 a $260.«Dllar value for $250
or beat Oder CatJuWMIM anylma aNar

8
-'

NEWEST SPRINoIBBk HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WrTH 290,000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA OTY BEACH, FLORWA
$229 COMPLETEl ISO DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT, SK3N UP AT
SUB TOMORROW. OR CALL OEB
$49-0940 or LYNN 946-7493.

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on-campus, al-

fordable, grammar reviewed, dependabia,
584-7924, Nancy

WOROSMITH' Professional Typing

Papers resumes and more' Lasarpnnting

with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSMtQ fast, professional,

accurate 665-4501.

WANTED

ARETOU a female ORIENTALTNead
some quick mor>ey'' Must be Mass resideni

See if you qualify 736-1259 Judy Leave

name and number

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE. Group
ol four, responsible, women (starling 6/1/B9)

Please call Linda or Lisa at e46-9l62

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE IH. Call

Steve at 549-0133

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS seek to^ke
over lease beginning 6/89 or later If you can
haip us please contact Paul at 546-S2S6

1 /
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SPORTS
WEA i:^* NEWS EDITORIAL

Women's hoop team visits Philly

for quarterfinal with St. Joseph's
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

There seems to be strange trend occurr-

ing here.

Last year the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team
entered the Atlantic 10 conference tourna

ment with a 1017 record. The
Minutewomen hosted St. Bonaventure

University in the first round at the Curry

Hicks Cage, picked up a win, and then ad-

vanced to the quarterfinal round to face St

Joseph's University.

Amazingly, the more things change, the

more they stay the same This year, the

Minutewomen finished the regular season

at 10 17, faced the Sonnies in the first

round, won and will . .

You guessed it — travel to Philadelphia

tonight to meet St. Joe's in the quarterfinal

at 7:00

However, the Minutewomen can only

hope the similarities stop her*. In last

year's contest, the Lady Hawks welcomed
UMass to the City of Brotherly Love and

then turned around and sent their guests

packing after a 67-43 victory.

It won't be easy for UMass to overcome

the odds. The Minutewomen are the eighth

seed in the tournament, going up against

a team that is the top seed and beat them
by 22 points just four days ago at the Cage.

But, according to UMass coach Kathy
Hewelt. if either team will be edgy, it will

be St. Joe's.

"We have absolutely nothing to lose, and
they have everything to lose," Hewelt said.

"Anything can happen."
Hewelt likened it to Monday's night AlO

men's playoff game between Penn State

and West Virginia. The heavily-favored

Mountaineers quickly found out the kind

of punishment a fired-up team is capable

of doling out. as the Nittany Lions chuckl-

ed at the experts and blew WVU out of the

Palestra. 86-62.

Of course, that's not to say that UMass

will beat St. Joe's, it's still going to take

a superior effort for the Minutewomen to

win this one.

"St. Joe's is an excellent ballclub. [Head

coach] Jim Foster is doing a great job with

them." Hewelt said.

Foster also has a little bit of help, though.

He has arguably the finest player in the

league in junior center Dale Hodges, and
the fine balance of senior forward Kim
Foley and junior guard Ellen Shields. Any
and all can take the team on their

shoulders at any given time.

"They can beat us inside and outside,"

Hewelt said.

Case in point is last Saturday's 82-60 St.

Joe's win. The Hawks heated up early

behind the outside game of Shields (four

early three pointers, 14 points overall) as

the Minutewomen sagged to stop the inside

game. Then with UMass forced to pay a lit

tie closer attention to the outer reaches.

Hodges and Foley took over and struck for

18 each.

With the Hawks pinning a pair or20-plu8

losses on UMass this year, it became ob-

vious Hewelt would have to go back to the

drawing board to find a new way to stop

the Hawks.
But. after Monday's 76-62 win over St.

Bonaventure, it's also obvious the

Minutewomen are prepared for anything

thrown at them
In Monday's contest, they knew they had

to find a way to stop St. Bonaventure for-

ward Sue Shay Sophomore Keyburn
McCusker stepped to the forefront, ac-

cepted the challenge gratefully and held

the freshman to a less-than-astounding 16

points.

McCusker considered it a physical

challenge to stop Shay, and said she would

gladly try to do the same with Hodges.

"We just may let (McCusker) play

(Hodges)." Hewelt said.

The Minutewomen will also need to stop

St. Joe's from making a mockery of the

game early (it shot 58 percent from the

floor Saturday), and get a solid all-around

effort similar to the one that carried them
past the Bonnies on Monday.
"A couple of players could suddenly get

hot," Hewelt said. "You never know."

Hoop-la: The Minutewomen are 2-6 in

tournament play, including a bagel in their

six quarterfinal appearances . . . Senior for-

ward Beth Wilbor got her well -publicized

1,000th point Monday, which places her

fourth on the all time UM scoring list. But
she also quietly moved up to fifth on the

career rebounding list with 529 total. No.

4 Sue Peters is just 17 away . . . the UM
depth chart continues to get thinner.

Sophomore guard Colleen Hopkins will not

make the trip for personal reasons, leav-

ing the team with only eight healthy

players on the roster.

CoUrsiBn photo by David Hi«aaM(ucbi

Helen Freeman and the Minutewomen face St. Joe's tonight in

an A-10 quarterfibnal playoff game.

A look back at men's hoop season
By BONN GARRY
Collegian Staff

Like Sgt. Joe Friday would say, "Just the facts."

There are plenty of facts, stats, and opinions about this

season's University of Massachusetts men's basketball

tesmi. Like most teams, UMass had some ups, some downs,

and even some contoversy.

COMMENTARY"
Like a giant stew many ingredients went into this year's

hoop du-Jour.

First, the events of the morning of Jan. 3 (read: the ar-

rest and suspension of seniors David Brown and Duane
Chase) turned a senior-led team into a young, rawly

talented and shallow team.

Second, the Minutemen were one of the worst "road

teams" in the conference (2-15 away from the Cage),

maybe the country.

Finally, salvation came in the form of freshmen. And,

considering only one starter was older than a sophomore,

this year's squad finished only one game behind last year's

team with a 10-18 record.

The 1988-89 facelift featured a whole new cast of

characters. First-year head coach John Calipari replaced

Ron Gerlufsen and besides bringing his recruiting talents

to campus, he pledged an up-tempo and more exciting

brand of basketball. Tlie all-time UMass scoring leader's

void was filled by freshman Jim McCoy who became the

all-time freshman scoring leader.

There were other problems for the Minutemen as well.

They lacked a real big man.
They lacked real depth.

At times, they lacked intensity.

But this is not a eulogy. Most basketball "experts" pick-

ed UMass to finish in the cellar, dead last in the con-

ference — it finished eighth. After the loss of Chase and

Brown, plenty of folks figured that the Minutemen had

.seen their last 'W' but UMass hung in it and managed
five more wins (including a 16-point thrashing of Rutgers

— one of the teams competing for the Atlantic 10 con-

ference championship tomorrow night at New Brunswick,

NJ).

One thing is for sure, this past season is over and all

UMass can do is look to next year.

The Minutemen will be aided by this year's Atlantic 10

Freshman of the Year Oust take my word for it), McCoy.

Overshadowed by McCoy has been his co-freshman, An-

ton Brown. Brown had a great first semester
eontmutd on page 19

Bone Cow
All-America
Word has it that I've attracted a few

more critics. They've complained about

a lack of hoop knowledge on my part,

but they spend too much time in the low

light of the Cage squinting to focus on

missed layups, dropped lobs. I, on the

other hand, prop myself up on the ot-

toman in front of 25 radiated inches of

ESPN. Dick Vitale is my shepherd. The
optic nerve leads directly to the brain.

where power lies.

Jason Talerman
The AP, USA Today, Sports Il-

lustrated basketball All-America lists

are just around the corner. I suspect

giant payoffs. IfOklahoma survives the

voting without a subpeona it will be

happy. Forget about all that crap
though, because today, here and now,

we have the Bone Cow Nation team,

meticulously selected, in house by these

very hands. The exclusions were pain

ful, but with the gracious help of the

Sambuca Romana corporation I have
chosen the finest athletes that this great

democracy has to offer.

At point guard me and my people

deem that Jay Burson should take the

reins. I was thinking Mark Macon but

then I heard about his straight edge
religious background and I realized he'd

never fit in. Besides nobody pulls up like

Burson. Automatic. Even if he never

plays another game he's got a bright

future as an Easter Seals poster child.

At shooting guard there could be no

doubt, Iowa's Roy Marble. I hear he
takes a thousand jumpers a day and
anyone who can do that without lapsing

into fantasyland has enough mental
courage to make my team. I'd pick him
No. 1. At the very least, he's the next

Byron Scott. At most . . . well, Mr. Nike
shudders to think.

At small forward Syracu.se's Stephen
Thompson is a lock. When he averages

twenty the Orange win. The Orange win
a lot. Enough said. My nervous system

is going to be sending flashbacks up my
spine of 6'3" Stevie's knees grazing the

chin of Dekembe Mutombo in the wan
ing moments of last Sunday's Syracuse
victory.

I don't have too much to say about
Tom Hammonds but I'm sure Dean
Smith does. J.R. is going to have to

watch a lot of film or the Tarheels are

gonna have a short weekend.
At my center spot lies Loyola's Hank

Gathers. By being the main beneficiary

of Paul Westhead's four-second offense

Hank might be the only player in the

country to know what it's like to play

hoop inside the human digestive tract.

On the subject of human insides, I

leave you. Argue my judgement if you
like, llie Bone Cow team has got soul.

Collrglan photo by David Higanhiiturhi

Freshman Anton Brown was a bright
spot for this year's men's hoop team.

Finally, a warming
trend - high of 35 today,

low tonight around 20,

in the 40s tomorrow.

Shanty dwellers vow to

build on despite freez-

ing temperatures. Page
3. ^-j. istisvi.

Shakespeare's Merchant
of Venice - not the

theater department ver-

sion. Page l^^^^Jk
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Jenifer poses plan
for state universities
Proposes independence for Boston campus

('oll«'in«n ph«>lf> b\ Oontt) Ahmrn

DONT LOOK BACK - Anthony Loring walks past the Mer-
rill science building at Amherst College Tuesday.

By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

BOSTON - The date's top higher educa

tion ofTicial balked yesterday at a plan to

vastly expand the sue and power of the

University of Massachusetts and instead

proposed diluting the university's power

The chancellor of the state Board of

Regents recommended yesterday
separating the University of

MaRsachusetts at Beaton from the Univer

sity of Massachusetts system and allowing

the Dorchester campus to have its own
president and board of trustees.

The proposal by Chancellor Franklyn

Jenifer would also allow the University of

Lowell and Southeastern Massachusetts

University to remain independent and
would merge the Worcester medical >ichool

with the university's Amherst campus.

•Jenifer's plan was in sharp contrast to a

proposal unveiled a half hour after the

regents' morning meeting got under way.

A special commission recommended to

the University of Massachusetts trustees

that the University take over Lowell and

SMU and consolidate power under a single

president and board at Amherst. The new-

ly constituted University would also con-

trol Its budget, independent of the regents,

i would argue." Jenifer said, "that thf

best administration is one that is locally

based, with its own trustees and its own
president who focus exclusively on the mis-

sion of that institution.
"

Jenifer said the Boston campus of the

University is so different from the residen-

tial campus in its rural Amherst setting

that they should be separate, autonomous

institutions.

•'I believe in a decentralized, more

autonomous form <^' government, rather

than a centralized form of government."

Jenifer said.

The two recommendations essentially pit

the trustees of the University of

Massachusetts, who are responsible for a

three<ampus system and are seeking to ex-

pand the University's scope, against the

regents, who are responsible for all 29 col-

leges and universities in the state higher

education system.

"If it comes down to a power stniggle, the

regents have the power," said David Sax

on. chairman of the Commission on the

Future of the University of Mas.sachusetts.

which recommended the unified universi

ty system. On an issue that involves the

regents. Saxon said, 'I don't think the

trustees have a great deal of power."

F'aul Tsongas. chairman of the Board of

Regents, prai.sed the proposal submitted b>

Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer to maintain

four independent .state universities and

merge the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst with the University medical

school in Worcester

Tsongas, who formerly a member of the

University of Lowell board of tru.stees. said

the success of that school in establishing

a statewide reputation for excellence in the

sciences was a major reason behind

Jenifer's recommendation.

But Tsongas warned against dismissing

the proposal by the special commission tt

create one overarching university.

"There's a sentiment among some peopU

m this room to ignore the commission but

I think that would be a mistake. " Tsongas

said.

"What you read through their (recom

mendations] and what you read through

continued on pagt 4

Trial period proposed for Tower
By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Republican Leader Bob

Dole, struggling to stave off rejection of John Tower's

nomination as defense secretary, proposed yesterday night

an extraordinary six-month trial confirmation period so

senators could judge whether Tower lived up to his no-

drinking pledge.

Senate Democratic Leader George Mitchell expressed

"immediate serious concerns" over the proposal, but pro-

mised to consider it overnight.

Dole made his dramatic bid to salvage the nomination

at the end of the fifth day of a draining Senate debate,

and after conceding; it would "take a miracle to win con-

firmation."

Under Dole's proposal. Tower would be confirmed, but

would submit a letter of resignation to President Bush

dated Oct. 1. 1989. Of Towers performance were satisfac

tory, there "probably" would be no need to reconfirm him.

Dole said. Otherwise, "he probably wouldn't be the

nominee
"

Dole .said he offered his proposal after di.scussing it with

Tower. It came as the Senate neared a climax in its bit

ter .struggle over the nomination.

Lloyd Bentsen. of Texas became the third Democrat to

endorse Tower's confirmation, but his speech was

bracketed by declaration of opposition from Claiborne Pell

of Rhode Island, Bennett Johnston of Louisiana, Joseph

Lieberman of Connecticut and Charles Robb of Virginia

- Democrats who had been lobbied hard by the Bush ad

ministration as potential pro-Tower votes.

An A.s.sociated Press survey found 51 Democrats and

Republican Sen. Larry Pressler of South Dakota either

.solidly opposed or leaning against confirmation with 41

Republicans and three Democrats either supporting or

leaning in favor of the nomination.

Democrats hold a 55 45 edge in the Senate.

Dole made his extraordinary proposal to deal with

Senate concerns over Tower's history of drinking. "I think

we ought to give him a second chance that many of us

have had." said Dole, who was .seriously wounded during

World War II but has risen to a position of power and pro-

minence in the Senate.

"It gives this Senate a second opportunity. It addres.ses

the concerns raised by the chairman and the majority

leader and by others at the same time it gives President

Bush his choice for secretary of defense. " Dole said.

Earlier. Dole suggested Tower be permitted to come to

the Senate and answer the allegations against him, but

did not immediate press the i.ssue when Mitchell objected.

There was little doubt that Doles maneuverings were

his final bid to save the nomination. Earlier, he conceded

it would "take a miracle " to do so. and Johnston's speech

seemed to deflate Republican hopes.

"In the nuclear age we can't afford to take a chance on

the man who holds the future in his hands, "
Johnston said

on the Senate floor.

Nuclear weapon
proliferation

a major worry
By SCOTT ROE
Collegian Correspondent

The potential di.saster caused by the spread of nuclear

weapon technology and the capacity to use that

technology was the topic of a lecture given by Leonard

Spector last night at Amherst College.

Lenoard Spector. who has been on the staff of the

Carnegie Endowment for International peace since

1980. said the number of countries that have acquired

nuclear weapon technology is on the rise. In the past

decade countries such as Israel. Pakistan. South Africa,

and India have gained nuclear technology.

Two other countries, Brazil and Argentina are also

on their way to acquiring this technology. Spector said.

Most of the.se nations that have obtained nuclear

technology deny that they have these weapon

capabilites to avoid international criticism. Spector

said.

"When you talk about nuclear weapons you are talk

ing about weapons that can transform entire countries'

continued on page 12
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PHONE BILL - Tom Scott received a 224-page, $11,178.84
phone bill after calling his wife from New York while aboard
the tugboat on whichlie is a crewman. He had used his call-

ing card number by reading it over the radio to the marine
operator. He guesses that someone heard him broadcast the
number and then quickly sold it or allowed friends to use it.

For now he is waiting to hear from telephone investigators.
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spresents the

Mud Ball
A contra dance

(Traditional New England Style Barn Dance)
]^

Saturday, March 1

1

Tillson Farm Arena

(Up the hill from Sylvan)

Desert Potluck 7:00
Dancing 7:30

PRICE:

— M

Bring a dessert $2.50
;^

Without $4.00 "

s

s

s

No Experience
Necessary
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Entrepreneur offers advice
By MEREDITH CLELAND
Collegian Correspondent

'it's not what you're making when you're 22 that mat
ters - it's what you're making when you're 30"
Success was the theme of John Katzman's We Score

More' lecture last night in the Campus Center
Auditorium. Katzman, a young entrepreneur and Presi
dent of the PrinceUm Review, spoke on everything from
decreasing test anxiety to starting your own business
A 1981 graduate of Princeton University. Katzman

started his own busings in 1979 as founder of the
Princeton Revieu, one of the premier national testing and
review services for high school and undergraduate
students,

"I looked around and realized that out of all the testing
services, no one was really doing a good job. So. I got
started designing a review to address flaws that I saw in
other courses," he said.

Since it began, Katzman said his program has helped
students nationwide on exams like the LSAT. the GRE.
and the GMAT achieve higher test scores.

"With the average score on the LSAT being 30. we have
a standard improvement of 9 or 10 points. On the GRE.
we have about a 200 point increase. You can't knock the
results," he said.

Besides strategies on testing. Katzman also discussed
ways to improve your skills when interviewing for a job.

"If you're qualiAed and you want that interview, find
a company and find a name of someone in that company.
Send them a simple letter explaining why you like the
company, a need you perceive in that company, and why
you could help You have no idea how powerful it is to
receive a letter like that - believe me." Katzman said.
As for starting a business. Katzman advised the au

dience to pick a good industry and work with short term
goals.

"You have to start ofTslowly^on't look to hit a homerun
right away," he said. "You must prepare yourself for lots
of hard work."
Kauman also stressed the importance of public relations

and advertising to any prospective entrepreneur: "Its
essential that when you get out there, you get your name
out there, too."

t'ullvgian photo by DoaA AlMam

John Katzman

CollrKinn phnio hv l><in>1i Ahram
MACHINE DREAMS — Chris Jehnsen gazes out over Route

1 16 in Sunderiand from the top of an old oil truck.

Student joins trustee race
Promises to lobby for students
Student activist Rob Skelton has official-

ly declared his candidacy for student

trustee at the University of Massachusetts,

promising to lobby actively for student

issues.

Skelton, a journalism major and the

former news producer for the Union Video

Center, said in a written statement this

week that, if elected, he would focus on

budget cutbacks and solidarity among ac-

tivist students.

"I'm going to lobby like hell for the

students," he said, adding he plans to make
his voice heard by the governor and state

legislators.

"They say we're not sending a strong

enough message," he said. "If anyone can
get that message through, it's me."
Skelton said he is non-partisan can-

didate, and claimed to be the only trustee

candidate to have spent a night at "Cut-

back City," a mock shantytown erected by

the campus pond to protest budget
cutbacks.

"I'm not in debt to the left or the right,"

he said. "Most student issues are non-

partisan anyhow. You won't find conser-

vatives attacking Cutback City, because
the protest affects us all."

— MARIA SACCHETTI

Shanty construction slows
due to cold temperatures
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Freezing temperatures have prompted a
slowdown in construction at "Cutback Ci-
ty." but its undaunted residents said
yesterday the weather conditions are only
a temporary setback
The city, which was erected near the cam-

pus pond nearly two weeks ago in protest
of state budget cuts against public higher
education, consists of five crudely-built
.shacks, the frames of two others, two pup
tents, and assorted furniture.

A lone member of Students for a
Democratic University, the city's founding
organization, hammered away yesterday at

one of the shacks, creating a wall from
lumber scraps and cardboard boxes.

Steve I.^ngpre. a senior, said he hop«»s the
shacks, which have remained unfinished
since Friday, will be completed by the end
of the week,
"You want to come here and do it all, but

you just can't," Longpre said. "Once it gets

a little bit nicer out. people can at least
spend one night That's enough."
"Come on down and grab a hammer." he

said. "The budget cuts are affecting
everybody. It seems that everybody who
goes to school here could put a hand in."

The city's population has steadily in-

creased to 20 people, and resident Diana
Ditmore. who was one of 5 residents who
joined 600 students Tuesday at the
Statehouse in Boston to protest state
budget cuts, estimated that at least 15 peo-
ple actually remain in the shacks
overnight.

The shack's one wall is graced with a
poster thanking supporters, 'sock
donaters," the University for "fire ex-
tinguishers and smoke alarms," and the
Science Fiction Club for "the comfy chair,"
a gray recliner outside of one shacks.
The students are also receiving support

from local venders, including a donation
Monday night of four calzones from Dan
Haley, owner and manager of "D.P.
Dough." a takeout service in Amherst.

Senate filibusters again
Effort to change MassPIRG funding fails

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

A three-hour filibuster erupted last night

during the Undergraduate Student Senate
meeting, sparked by an attempt by conser-

vative senators to modify MassPIRG's
method of acquiring funds.

MassPIRG is a statewide organization of

college and university students whose func-

tions include helping students register to

vote and lobbying legislators to work on en-

vironmental issues including industrial

pollution, acid rain, and the depletion of the

ozone layer.

The organization is funded by an optional

$4 fee added to each students' tuition bill.

The fee may be waived ifstudents mark the

appropriate box stating they do not wish

to contribute to MassPIRG.
Every three years during student elec-

tions, including this year. MassPIRG
places a referendum question on the ballot

asking students if they want this method
of funding to continue.

But. for conservative Sens. Brian Darl-

ing and W. Greg Rothman, this question

was not enough. The pair helped the

Students Against an Inefficient Govern-
ment and Administration collect 1,204 stu-

dent signatures calling for a restructuring

of MassPIRG's funding methods.
The amendment, which failed to pass,

asks students if they would prefer to

change the MassPIRG fee to a "positive

check-off." meaning students would volun-

tarily mark the appropriate box to pay the

$4 fee, instead of forcing this responsiblility

on students who choose to avoid payment.
"The number of people who signed this

petition equal more than the number of

people who voted last year in every single

senate race," Rothman .said.

MassPIRG members said if the question

is placed on the ballot, it could mean
disastrous results for their organization.

"You can't plan a budget through a dona-

tion system. We won't know how much
money we have." said member Dave
Kaptinski.

David Lippeat. a member of MassPIRG
for two years, said the conservative
senators were not fighting for the students,

but for their own private interests.

"They attack our funding system, but
they're really after our issues," Lippeat
said. "These are ultra-conservatives who
are told by industries (who create pollution]

to try to attack PIRGs because PIRGs are
very effective in forcing them to pay for

this."

But, Rothman said, "I think businesses
who pollute should have to pay. This ques-

tion is not critical of their organization, it

is critical of their way of getting funding
from students."

Rothman said the failed amendment will

not prevent the students from voting on the
issue. SAIGA will continue to lobby
students and gather signatures represen-

ting ten percent of the 19,000
undergraduate student population re-

quired to place the question on the ballot,

he said.

In other business. Sen. David O'Hearn
said several residents in his building

received their telephone bills from AT&T
and were outraged by the 10 percent late

fee which will be added to their bill if it is

not paid by the deadline. The senate

unanimously passed a motion denouncing
this fee.
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oui> i> It-ally the sanu' thin^' they want
to be tlrst class."

The presence (rf a competing set of recom
mendations. Tsongas said, "will hold a gun
to our heads" to make the proposals by
Jenifer work.
Much more consideration and even

legislative action would be needed before
either plan takes effect The special com-
mission submitted its plan to the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts trustees They would
continue the plan, make some changes and
present it to the regents.
The regents, meanwhile, will hold a full

meeting next week on Jenifer's proposal
and plan to await reaction from various
campuses before approving a final plan in
May
Gordon Oakes Jr.. chairman of the

University of Massachusetts tnistees, said
of the special commission reptirt. "I would
hope that nobody is wasting their time I

would think the Board of Regents would

wani Im mn-uiri ttu' tiu>ii'i -

Under the current University system, a

single president and board of trustees cmi
•rols the I'niversity of Massachusetts
Amherst and Boston campuses and tlv

Worcester medical schmil Each of thu.-i

campuses has a chancellor. Lowell and
Southeastern Massachusetts are separate
universities with their own presidents and
ruslees.

Under Jeniter .> proposal t<> iln- le^t rii-

the medical school would remain in

Worcester but would become a branch ul

of the Amherst campus. The medical school

would be downgraded bureaucrat ically b>

1 >sing a chancellor and ha\ \n\i nnlv it>- ov\ n

oean

Lowell an.l .'nMI would change their
nimes to the University (^Massachusetts
at Lowell and the University of
•Vassachusetts at Dartmouth The
possibility that the Massachusetts
.Maritime Academy be taken over hv SMI

'

15 being studied. Jenifer said
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Greek author to speak tonight
Hy NANCY COHKN
<'ollegiari St.ifl

Professor Spero.-. \'ryoni> i> .-^lieduled

to speak toniK'hl at the University of

Massachusetts on The (Jreeks and the

Sea ' \'ryonis is the director of New
York University's Onassis Institute toi

Hellenic Studies

Vryonis, a noted lu.-lonan on tiitek

history and culture, has written ami

edited 15 Ixioks and iiiin. than >^il ai

tides on this subject

Vryonis graduated from Rhode> ( nl

lege in 1950. Since then he ha^ In-eii

Uith a dcKtoral student and an inslruc

loi at Harvard University He also was

the director of the (IK von (irunebaum

Center of Near Kastern Studies at the

University of California.

Not onl> has he excelled as lK>th a stu

dent and a professor, but has also won
numerous scholarships and awards, in

(luding the Fulbright Scholarship,

the Haskins medal Vryonis is holder ut

a Guggenheim Fellowship and a
member of the Board of Senior Fellnus
in Dumbarton Oaks.
Vryonis, 60, was born in Memphis

Tennesee. His parents are from tht

(ireek island of Cephallenia. Though
iMirn in this country, Vryonis said he has
always considered himself as a Greek
The event is sponsored by the Hellenic

Student A.ss<Kiation. Spilios Livano>,
president of the organization, said thi-

event IS part of a series of designed "Xu

expose (American! society to Greek
culture, traditions, history and people,.'

The lecture and slide presentation will

focus on how the sea has influenced

Greek hist«»ry throughout the centuries

to the present day

The lecture is scheduled for h p ni to

day in Campus Center 165 169. A que^
t um and answer period will follow, alon^i

with a reception which will indudt
Greek f<MKl and soft drinks

WNTA>WRKK

N«w A Uc«d Cart
Truck* A Vans Alto Ivrttilt

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
ft. 61 No. Amherst

^9-RENT

I A N ». I

-ft.A^C l.f^.C^^

LONDON
PARIS
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 7B9
TOKYO 679
SYDNiY 1128

€"»€» «w"*«r t»»€h9r /«'»

issulo o» rm s^or •

C*tt tm'

413-256-1261
AMNIMSr

f% So »i»Mtm SI
Amnarw. MA QiOOB

Open 7

days a week
7 a.m.-lO p.m.

Speedwash, 1 1 ?r». St AfTihe*!;'

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St . South Amherst

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nattonwide
S<ud«nl r«re» from

Amherst to
Botlon Nev* York City

$20.95 $34.95
round-tfle round-lrip

'B6 I

ihe People Proiesstonais

Tickets •lid Inlormallon •vallabi* al:
UM.mMo«.1 Amh»f.« H.mpih.i. Pftea Walcti Nor«iaifi|M<xi
TeiaiorM Canta. CoHafa look Parmacy iua TanwJoal
MS20M ua Tarmlnal

Parmacy
Se Haillav

SS3-7nS SM 10)0

^^V^^i
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LIVE!

8:00 PM.

MARCH 9, 1989
CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM University of Massachusetts

*fl ADMISSION
H'V-l 5 WINNERS RECEIVE SIOO

AMERICAN EXPRESS GIFT CHEQUES'

TICKETS AND ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE AT
MANNED TABLES AT THE CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE AND
THE TICKETS UNLIMITED BOX OFFICE (ROOM 31

7

STUDENT CENTER)

Come see the HBO Comedy
Concert March 9th at the
University of Massachusetts
Campus Center Auditorium
You II laugh. Youl! roar You
may even be one of five

lucky university students to

take home a SIOO American
Express Gift Cheque. Pick up your Ameri can Express
application and enter the prize drawing today before its

too late!

Winner need not be present, complete application, or
purchase ticket to win an American Express Gift Cheque.
Tickets and entry forms for the American Express'
sponsored HBO Comedy Concert are now available at the
Campus Center Concourse and the Tickets Unlimited Box
Office in Room 31 7 of the Student Union.

STUDENT CARDMEMBERS FREE'

w
\

SOLD OUT
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD
DON T LEAVE SCHOOL WITHOUT IT'"
Start building your credit history now—
before you graduate Its going to be
one of your most valuable tools for the
real world.

Take advantage of the American
Express Card s Automatic Approval
Offer To apply by phone call:

1-800-942-AMEX. Apply today.

AKigRi^ TRAVEL
lExgREss f?ELATED

SERVICES
•\ AfTbHi ,M< f I

1989 A,T,n„c,-,n F ,prPss T,..vei Relaied Services Company, loc

SAFA holds record of interviews in D, C,
By ERIN ABBKY
CoIlft,nan StafT

WASHINGTON - Students Advocating Financial Aid
set a record this year. holdinK 168 interviews with
legislators and their aids, the SAFA president said
yesterday.

i've seen more enthusiam this year than ever," SAFA
member Mike Cromwell told the tired but cheering SAFA
crowd on the bus before it pulled away last night from
the Skyline Inn

During SAFA's vi.sit to tht capital, he said they were
able to tell congressmen they opposied the idea of cutting
financial aid to institutions if the institutions have more
than 20 percent of their students defaulting on loans.

He also said SAFA was able to get feedback from
legislators on their stance toward national service

proposals.

The propo.>»i»ls ••ssentially would require students to per
form public service, either in the military or community,
to be eligible for financial aid. The proposals differ on how
long students must serve and whether the service would
l>e mandatory or voluntary.

After hearing many legislators' pro|)osals, Cromwell

said SAFA supports obtaining financial aid through
voluntary national service as a supplement to existing

financial aid programs.

SAFA members said many legislators reiiKiiilx-i ed their

organization from previous visits.

"I didn't have to explain what SAFA was as much," as

in past years, said SAFA vice president Keith Rogers.

SAFA's efforts have t)ecome known to the Bush ad
ministration's Department of Education, he said. On Tues
day the House Sub-Committee on Labor-Education Ap
propriations and Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary
Education Kenneth Whitehead met for a hearing on the

administration's fiscal year 1990 budget request for stu

dent financial a.ssistance and guaranteed student loans.

Before the hearing, committee member Rep. Silvio Con-
te, R-Mass., told SAFA memkwrs, "We'll be in there pit

ching and swinging for no cuts, if not additional money."
In the hearing, Conte told Whitehead that SAFA

members, who attended the meeting, have come to the
capital for nine yenr^ Jo lobby legislators not to cut finan

cial aid,

"We could actually see that Silvio Conte would com-
municate our ideas to the department of education, " said

("loniwfll "That gives us national prestige when you hear

Silvio Conte talk about us for about three minutes."
On the bus ride back to Massachusetts, SAFA members,

most of whom had homework laying in their laps,

highlighted their trip.

Rob Skiva, a second year member, said he met for half
an hour with Rep. Pat Williams, D Mont. Skiva said they
discussed loan defaults, and Williams said he would look
into the issue further.

"He learned some things from us," Skeva said.

Eileen Reilly, who also was at the meeting, added. "He
opened up a working relationship with (SAFA). And I

think that's the most important thing."

Maria Park said in many of her meetings legislative

aides took notes on her comments because the aides were
not knowledgable about financial aid issues.

"So basically we were educating them," she said.

One of the aides, she said, told her that administrators
from high schools and colleges should lobby in Washington
against financial aid cuts.

"What that implies is that not enough people besides
SAFA are lobbying," Park said.

In the end Cromwell said. "They'll remember the feel-

ing of doing something for other student.s around the a>un-
trv

"

—
'I

Q. What's missing; in this picture? |

^

Your Partners In Travel
Maplewood Shops
Northampton. MA

586-8953
Did you Call 586-8953 to book

your Spring Break Vacation?

ill Ul noX dds ).uop 91^ 'Y

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Opon For Lunch

Tuos.-Fri. 1 1 00a m - 3 p m.

AH you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4 95—Homemade soups, salads, etc.

Also Sunday Brunch 11 •a
And a Now Wost Indian Bakory

and Pastry Shop
Wedding and Birthday Cakes

All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.

Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events

206 Russell St . Hadley,

on the bus route—586-4389

SO YOU TMINK YOU KNOW
HOW TO HANDLE THE BUMPS?

PROVE IT!

At the annual Killmgton Mogul Challenge on Outer

Limits, Saturday, Apnl 1st. Come get an application

from the UMass Ski Club. 430 Student Union ($15

application fee)* and join the competition

OR JtST BE A SPtCTATOR. and join us for the

Saturday bus tnp to Killmgton

•Number of appiicatK3n$ available are iimited. so oteas^ hurry
to be sure a space is reserved for you

UMASS SKI CLUB

AMHERST DELICATESSEN

10% Off
All Off-Campus

Deliveries

MON.-WED.
4 TO 8

DELIVERS
549-6314

THURS.SAT.
4 TO 10

km
'd

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

*
H

si *J
:'II;: Frosh, Sophomores and Stockbridge students who wish to live ^?

.'J -, /VORTW Pl£ASANTSTREEJ - AMHERST MASSACHUSETT, U^6th

m
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n
n
M
•d
'd
M
n
m
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n
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M
m

n
H
k
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olTcampus for the Fall 1989 Semester should apply for an ex
emption from the on-campus housing regulation. Housing Ex-
emption Applications are now available in the Housing Assign-
ment Office, Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than Wednesday, March 29, 1989. Please submit all applica-

tions to the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore.

N
h
n
d

i

'd

IMPORTANT NOTES:
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

** Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an ex- •«]{?

emption from the on-campus housing requirement. DO NOT at*

SIGN A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED AN EX \\Ci

EMPTION. Any student who signs a lease without prior ap- >u^

proval from the Housing Assignment Office is responsible for >j6

all on-campus fees and will be required to reside on-campus. :«1K

¥i** Students who are granted an exemption will lose their hous- m
ing assignment for the Fall 1989 on the last day of the 'm
semester, unless prior arrangements are made with the Hous- E^^J

ing Assignment Office. Thank you. E'^:

'd
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Simple Casual Elegance or The Tailored Look

Fashions For The Spring of 1989
Also, Winter Clearance SALE!

20% to 50% OFF!

PICCADILLY STREET
ONE WAY ST. TO FASHION

2nd Floor, Thornos Market • Northampton

OLDIES
Huge selection of 50's & 60's

singles, albums, cassettes &
compact discs

Monday-Saturday
9:30-9:00

Sunday
12:00-5:00

g

213 Main Street. Northampton. Massachusetts 586-5726

i

m FAT. m CHOLESTEROL

DRESTO
201 WAJN ST NORThAMpTON

Nothing But Delicious.

Amherst
Boitwood Walk

Try some INonfat frozen Yogurt

the taste will leave you amazed! Norttwampton

Mam Street

I

i

I

9

ed about it long enougi

^\f% Get in the act at

Northampton
Nautilus.

ORTJlAMpTO
NautIIus^ Inc.

,(^216 NORTH KING STREET « ^r> NORTHAMPTON MA 01060 ^^J«"^*^ [413 1584 ^J975 ^ '
°-

Required
TIL US'LIFECYLCES'TANIMING'F

'^"^
ACADEMY.,MUSIC

massachusett,<fjetey^

1 Month $100,

Second Month

6TH WEEK Ends Thurs. Mar. 16
Curtain at 7:00 & 9:00

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE
BEST' Foreign Film

1988 KST

-MEW TOM nui CMTKS CMOi

GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINEE
-•EST FOREIGN LANOuAQf flLtt

BRILLIANTLY FUNNY...

fcONlHE
Verge Of A

A Film bvALMOOOVAR
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f/MH
For You

Our Special Customer

20% Off With This Ad
March 9-31

(SAI i: merchandise excluded) ^ ^^

T7^
ton Mrtis 7^6 Thurs tr /ft*

Silt Ht^. Sun 12-S

2A Main SI XortiMmplon, MA

Q-T.B
^(Quitting Time Buffet)^

FREE Buffalo Chicken
Wings

FREE Cheese &
Crackers

FREE Veggies & Dip

And More and it's all

I^^^^FREE^^^^
Monday thru Friday

4:00 - 7:00

restaurant

23 Main Street, Northampton 584-8666

bar

Visit our
New Showrt>om

and catch

the Honda
"Heat Wave"

Sale

^' ''V- •
,

t<

MOAIHtA.
m m II Come ride with usi

jMlotorsports
f W 1 "" ^"^o'ti^^io" S84-7303

» *:* n t *SAM siRii I, soKiiUMrroN i minctl of» rxii ii m •! •

^Qt

SIKMrreRS
Feb. 27 / Itarch •

^ il^ Starts al 9 p.m.

.^ Mini RaskHhall liiMtp ShiMrt

(UMPFIIIION

Ihnn4^r Vally's

"Sporu aixi Rirt^rtainmrnl'

CTBtrt

Mual •ophialirat^

•wuad

t video •yMiTBL With tile iMUeM Dkl's migkoiy-

THVsday thru Sunday

LADIES
NIGHT
950 prixm

EVERY WED.r
MTnf• t co¥ra torn

THURSDAYS • m^ •»• >^

MP SVNCH
CONTKSTWrtiw^ » t« f M

Come Strut

YOUR STUFF!
• •

FTtOAYS

thr(ki(;h the
VKARS
Features

Four OarKe Conltsh
TTvou^ Ttw Nl^

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE RESTAURANT :in

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
READERS POL.L

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the 3est of the Valley Poll.

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great Impression

in such a short time span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a week»f40 MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE M
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Jewish women 's stories told on tape
By JULIET JORDAN
Colk'tjian ConespondtMit

The voices and stories ot several Jewish

women from throughout the world whii

fought stereotypes to gain success was
presented recently in the Campus Center

"Voices and Faces," sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts Hillel and the

Third World Caucus, was created and
presented by UMass graduati- Deborah

Kutenpion.
The audio casette featured seven Jewish

women who spoke at the National
Women's Study Association Conference in

1986 about Judaism and feminism. Audio

joined video, as the cassette was accom
panied by a slide montage of the women.

"I heard the cassette and loved it," said

Kutempion, "so I decided to put together

slides out of photographs taken from

various books for people to watch while

they heard the cassette."

The slides showed Holocaust survuors,

Jew ish feminists and mothers, radicals, les-

bians, and Sephardic and Ashken.izi Jews

The cassette (eaturi*d Jewish women who
immigrated tn .Xim-rKi tinm Hii>->i.i.

Poland and the Middle Ea.st. Jewish

mothers, Jewish women who became
feminists, and a woman rabbi

Hillel Piesident Alisa Berkowitz and a

UMass sophomore, said she was nmved l>y

the program.
"It was a beautiful way to show Jewish

women," she .said. "There are not many
events specifically about Jewish women. It

was wonderful."

There are big stereotypes about Jewish

women on campuses," Berkowitz said

"Something like this shows how the

stereotypes are .so wrong and have no

validity."

Alison Bukholtz, a UMass sophomore,

said she thought the multimedia progiam

was "empt>wering."

"The program gave a wider range ol vi

sion of Jews. " she said. "It showed Ethio

pian Jews and Spanish Jews, not just Euro

pean Jews."

Buckholtz said she w as glad to see a pro

gram that portrayed Jewish women
positively, which she said was a reflection

(m all Jews "There is so much anti Israeli

activity that it is good to reaffirm oui-selves

that we do have a heritage Ix'hind us." she

said.

But not all students were at the loruni

solely to learn about Judaism
Becca Gutman, a Hampshire College

freshman, said she came to the program

because she is interested m Wcmien's

Studies. "It's different to be a femini.st and

a Jew at the same time." she said That's

what I'm trying to be now

For Your Information
For Your Information is a service of

the Collegian to its readers. Because of

a lack of space, not all pre.ss relea.ses can

be included in FYI. For more informa

tion. contact David at the Collegian.

5453500.
Lecture
Paul McDonough of the Paris Fashion

Institute IS scheduled to speak at 3 p m
today in Skinner Lounge on fashion

marketing. For more information, con

tact Hannah M. Donovan at 323-6182.

Disrussion
The Board of Governors is sponsoring

a discussion on campus safety. "Is This

Campus Able to Protect You," is

scheduled for 3 p.m. today in r(X)m 803

of the Campus Center. For more mfor

malion, contact the Board of Governors

at 545 0198
Debate
The annual SGA president and

trustee candidate debate is scheduled for

7 pm tiKlay, in room 101 of the Cam
pus Center The debate will also be

broadctist on WMUA 91 1 FM For more

information, contact Ray at 2564601, or

Karen at 549 1859

Workshop
"Sexual .Assault on the Campus, is

the siibitH't of a workshop scheduU'd for

3:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 903 of the
Campus Center. The forum is sponsored
by the Everywoman's Center Counselor
Advocate Program. For more informa
tion. call 545 3474.

Meeting
The Pioneer Valley Chapter of Profes

sional Secretaries International has
scheduled its March meeting for Mon
day at the Hotel Northampton. The dm
ner meeting is scheduled to begin at

6:15 p.m. followed by a guest speaker,

Epi Bodhi, health educator for Amherst
Bodhi will talk about "Separating Facts

From Fiction About AIDS." For more
information, contact Marie McReynolds
at 253 9373
DiNcussion
Students interested in finding out

more about the Judaism can a.sk ques

tions at weekly forums sponsored by

Chabad House. The informal forunu are

scheduled for 9 p.m. every Tuesday
night at Chabad House, 30 N Hadley
Rd For more information, call 5494f)94

Support Group
For separated and divorced men The

group will be meeting in Northampton
from 7 to 8:30 pm Wednesdays, begin

ning this month For more information,

contact David Arb«*itman at 527-5911

iCDCC SCHOURSHIP INFORMATION FOR
I

iTnCC STUDENTS WHO NEED i

!MONEY FORCOUEGE!
I Every Student is Eligible for Some type of |

I
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income. |

I
• >Ht have a data Dank ol over 200 000 iislingt ol tcholarthips |

I
fellowships grants arx) loans rtpresenting ov«r SIO billion m private

|
sector funding

I
• Many sciwiarships arc given to students based on ih«ir academtc

|
(interests career plans, family heritage and place of restdencc |

• ^here s money available tor students who have been newspaper car- I

I
riers grocery clerks cheerlea<le'«.non-»inokcf> .tic I

I
• Results GUARANTEED 1

I Qj^LL
For A Free BrtKlwre ^^ ^ft |

(800) 346-6401
^

uT^PlA UTOPIA
SPAS

Suntan Lounges
SpaS Float to Relax Tank

Private Hot Tub Rooms

Monday-Wednesday $7.50 per person/hour

Thursday-Sunday $7.50 half hour

$12.00 per person/hour

1 75 University Drive Amherst
Amtiersf. MA

413 253-7727

OPEN TILL 1:00 AM,
7 DAYS A WEEK

FAniLY MANAGER
VANTED

«'»liU*r >pfCMl mvd's vomatx Vi>uld likf lo

^h.ia- vi»ur homo Shoud bf ncai her fldcr da\

protjr.im in \mhor>! v>r lamii\ in i hKOpce She

MM-. .\ u.ilkrr >o .\ .l^l^.r\>lalr^ bt'dux^tn <\^\<^

b.ithn\>m i> a mii-»i A Mlt\r\ ol SI "i (><>() !>

n .jil.tblc \ox siimroiti* to be v^ i>mp»i(\iort itMcher

ind '>upeni>or ExptTirntc ot related education

[)H*lerred A ivx^m and btMtd siipiMtd and rcspitf

lunds Mc asailablr

A proqram of Goodvill Industries

For morr infotmaiittn k>ill

Liu > Piuc ki Priti N .in ^«)UIhl^ ai 7AA-OOft|

IPC PRODLCTIO.XS PRESEM

THAT
PETROL
EITIOTION
& v|)I|]E 01? THE BEEHlvE

FRIDAY
M.ARCH 31

eOOpm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS-AMHERST

$5 UMASS STUDENT
$7 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER LD.

TICKETS ON SALE MARCH 7 AT TIX
UNLIMITED FOR THE RECORD-FACES
AND MAIN ST RECORDS

SrjDENT AFFAIKS INFORMATION SERVICES

IDB/TIPSi
^^.

Call for TIPS about academic rules
and procedures. Ask for these

tapes by number:

1007

1026

1020

1008

1042

1031

1027

1032

1033

Academic Honesty Policy

Access to your Academic Records
Changing Your Major
Figuring your Grade Point Average
Grade Changes
Graduation Requirements
Incompletes

Pass/Fail Option
Repeat Option

see page 17 of the Student Telephone
Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)
Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)
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WOMElSrS ISSUES
Rides to D.C. rally organized
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian StafT

The president of the National Organiza
tion for Women has predicted that the
March for Women's Equality in

Washington, DC April 9 will be the
largest march for women's rights in U.S.

history.

And ifsmne Amherst-area residents have
their way, Molly Yard's expectations will

become a reality.

Joanne Gray, president of the Amherst
chapter of NOW, said about 300 people
from the Amherst area have signed up to

ride to the march on busses rented by the

local group.

"Operation Rescue and other far-right

groups have been trying to say that they
are the majority," she said. "But we are go-
ing to show by marching on Washington
that the number of people who want to
keep abortion safe, funded, and legal are
the majority."

Gray, a University of Massachusetts
sophomore, said students and those not af
filiated with the university, men and
women, have signed up for the trip. She
said she hopes to rent 10 busses, each of
which could transport 47 people. Tickets for
the trip cost $40, she said.

Because of difficulty finding enough
busses, Gray said, NOW may combine ef
forts with a pro-choice group at Hampshire
College to provide transportation.
And individuals as well as organizations

are trying to help people reach the national
rally.

Liz Rensenbrink. a UMass sophomore,
said she and some friends in Butterfield
Residence Hall have rented a van to bring
them to the march. She said about 30 peo
pie have signed up, and she is considering
renting another van so that all interested
can be accommodated.

"I'm really excited about going. It's im
portant because we're so close to losing the
right to legal abortion," she said.

The Supreme Court legalized abortion 16
years ago in the decision Roe vs. Wade, but
has decided to review federal protection of
abortion this spring.

Gray said the march was organized by
NOW to lobby for the Equal Highuj Amend

ment, but keeping abortion legal became
a second theme because of increasing at .

tacks on the right to abortion by groups
such as Operation Rescue and by President
Bush.

Beginning March 15, tickets to the na-
tion's capitol will also be sold through the
Resource and Referral Program at the
Everywoman's Center.

Arlene Avakian, a professor in the
Women's Studies department, said the
department does not have the resources to
provide its own transportation to
Washington, but she said, "The march is

incredibly important at this time, and we
are supportive of our students who are go-
ing to attend."

Former cancer patient helps others
By THOMAS ClAMPI
Collegian Correspondent

She'd had a mammogram four days earlier. Before the
te«t. her doctors told her that the lump she had found on
her breast was most likely a non malignant cyst But even
before a confirming biopsy could be performed, doctors
diagnosed Margaret Gosselin as having breast cancer

"I was shocked and I was scared becau!>e I have two
young children and a lot of adventures to still go on in
life," she said.

""There were weak times, when I felt like 1 really might
die, " Gosselin said. But, she said, support from others and
her own strength enabled her tn embark on "an enormous
research project with my husband and friends to figure
out the ver>' best ways in which I could heal."
She let friends and relatives know about her cancer, and

soon was receiving suggestions and encouragement ""I

made a decision to be more public abttut my cancer, so that

people could see that you could meet cancer with hope,
joy, and even with power to enhance your relationship
with other people." she said.

Within three weeks, Gosselin had a masectomy, which
she said was "practically painless " but forced her to ad
just her feelings about her body. Soon after, she received

chemotherapy for six months to check the further spread

of cancer. Today, almost four years later, she continues
hormone therapy, and each day the likelihood of cancer

resurfacing decreases.

Gosselin said she attributes her recovery to excellent

medical care, extensive research of cancer treatment, a

community of friends and family, meditation, and God's
grace.

Gosselin, 43, is now the director of the Cancer Counsel-

ing Center of Amherst, where cancer patients and their

families and friends learn to develop the inner and outer

resources necessary for coping with or even beating the
disea.se.

She founded the center last spring after leading therapy
groups for cancer patients with another therapist.

Gosselin said she began helping cancer patients soon after

her masectomy. "People started calling me up and talk

ing to me (about cancer)," she said, and friends were

recommending her as a theraoist for cancer patients they
knew.

In 1987. she received a master's degree in Professional
Studies in Humani.stic Psychologj from the State Univer
sity of New York and is now in the Private Consulting
Psychology Doctoral Program at the University of
Massachu.setts. She .said the program enables her 'to

keep focusing on the work that I do and gain additional
skills and insight helpful to cancer therapv."
Vhen she was diagnosed as having cancer, Gosselin.

then living in Woodstock. New York, .said she "shopped
around" for the right surgeon. She found Bernie Siegal,
M D.. author of "Love, Medicine, and Miracles."

He spent immense amounUof time with me." she said.
He had a cot set up in my hospital room so my hu.sband

could move in with me. He encouraged me to decorate my
hospital room, and to bring music into the operating
room"
Gosselin said Siegal's non-traditional approach was en-

couraging "Here was a man that not only talked about
God, but didn't have a desk between us. and gave a hug
at the end of the interview and was very respectful."
Siegal was an important part ofGosselin's "support net-

work." she said "The people you have around you are an
extremely important aspect of survivability" People who
have close connections with many people survive more
than those who don't she .said.

At the Cancer Counseling Center, Gosselin helps to

develop these support networks for cancer patients. And.
she said, depending on the individual, other means of cop-

ing including relaxation, meditation, and visualization —
which can range from "finding an image or symbol with
which to gobble up their cancer cells to imagining yourself

as a small child" and remembering how illness was handl
ed — are practiced.

Gosselin said some people come to the center to sort out

their feelings and their thoughts while others are more
interested in practicing stress reduction. Information

regarding types of therapies is available, and patients can
learn what it is like to experience chemotherapy and
radiation treatments.

She said guilt is common among patients because they

feel they are to blame for their cancer.

phfilfi nai« ( lampi

Margaret Gosselin, director of the Cancer
Counseling Center in Amherst.

"I explain to them that they are not responsible for the
cancer that they have, but they're responsible to the
cancer. ..and responsible for figuring out the be.st ways to
deal with it" in their own way," she said.

Cancer workshops at the center, located at 41 Summer
Street in North Amherst, are held from 6 to 8 p.m. on
Tuesdays. Albey Reiner, a UMass professor who teaches
the Biology of Cancer, counsels with Gosselin at the
workshops.

Women's Forum
Sexual Assault

Awareness Day Events
Rally
Blow the whistle on date rape at a noon rally today

at the Student Union. Voice your concerns about sex-

ual assault and campus safety. Sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center Educator/Advocate Program.

Rap Session
The EWC Coun.selor Advocate Program is sponsor-

ing informal discussions focusing on victims of assault

and their feelings today from 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in

Campus Center Room 911.

Workshop
A workshop and lecture discussing violence toward

women will be held from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in CC Room
903. Sponsored by the Board of Governors.

Art Exhibit
In celebration of International Women's Week,

Wheeler Gallery is pre.senting an exhibition by four

women artists concerned with the status of women in

society. An opening reception will be held from 5 to

7 tonight at the gallery, in Wheeler House at UMass.

Indoor tanning poses health risks

HEALTHWATCH
By CAROL McCLATCHEY
Collegian Correspondent

So you want to become a Bahama Mama during spring

break, but don't want to look like a rookie as you head
for the beaches?

For the past month you have been heading to aerobics

classes, armed with all the spandex clothing you could put

your hands on. You are starting to feel optimistic about

that revealing bathing suit you have had tucked away
since last summer. But wait! You are missing one ingre-

dient: the base tan from the local salon.

Caution, however, is the key word. Before scrounging

up your remaining few dollars, remember that too much
sun, whether it is natural or from florescent bulbs, is

hazardous to your health.

Dr. James Ratner, a dermatologist in Amherst, said tan-

ning salons give a "different exposure, but it's no safer."

Eric Zobier, owner of Utopia Spas in Amherst, said tan-

ning salons are safe if used correctly, but that there are

still risks involved. After approximately eight sessions,

he said, "you get a good tan, but you will still need

sunscreen.

According to Zobier, two types of UV light. UVA and
UVB, are used in tanning .salons. "Straight A rays create
a surface tan that will go away," Zobier said, "But a B
ray causes a deeper tan because it is more of a burning
ray." His salon uses a balance of both, he said.

UV light accounts for only three percent of the light that
penetrates the earth's atmosphere, but it is the most
damaging to the skin. Because dark skinned people have
more of this pigment in their skin, they tan more readily
than those with light skin.

Zobier and Ratner said individuals with fair skin and
light-colored eyes and hair are most prone to burning and
skin problems.

Ratner said incidences of skin cancer have been "in-

creasing nationally. I see cases every day."

Skin cancer begins when cells grow uncontrollably, he
said. "It is known that ultraviolet rays cause skin cancer,
it destroys DNA Most cells can repair the damage,"
Ratner said. But when there is too much damage, skin
cancer results, he added.

There are protective measures that can be taken to
counteract overexposure. "Sunscreens are protective as
long as they are used properly. SPF, sun-protection fac-

tor, number 15 is the 'magic number' and will prevent
against most damage." Ratner said.
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Slop tooling around ll's cinic lo gel luinlcore aKnil sollwarc. Wiih Microsoli

We'll give you all ihc resources you wanl. Tens ol millions in R^D lumling Along with one

of the niosl eleineniary lools lor thinking — a th)or. uhieh leads lo your own privale olliee. All

backed by nianagenienl that truly ihus speak your language, because the\ probably helped write il.

We're serious about sotiware design. H you arc li»o. then appl\ right now lor one o\ these

positions.

Software Design Engineers
We're working on everything Ironi i>b|ect-t>riente(.l nu*lhi>cU)logy. ctMnpiicts. operating systems,

and networking to sophisticatetl graphics, pouerlul applications soltware and more In lact. were
workiniz on some trul\ visional \ uLms uc cinl c\cn reveal \ct. ^ou ct>uUI be too, it you have

programming experience and a backiinuind that includes micio's, "i" or Pascal, S()X(>, f^SOOO.

UNIX'S/XENIX", Macintosh' 'Kn)lbo\. or MS-DOS .

Program Managers
Instant responsibility. You select the leatuies, you shape the pnuluct. yt>u design the user interlace

lor new generations ot soltware. (luide product development Irom progiamming thiough docu-

mentation and testing. Keep yt)ur pioducl at the lorelronl ol technology by knowing your compe-
tition and product trends.

There are lull-time and summer opportunities to work wiili our teams in ap|ihcalions, s\s-

lems, languages, or C D-ROM. H y«>u're about to giailuate or are working tt)wards a U.S. or H.A.
in computer science, math, physics, or related lield. we wanl to talk to you.

Microsoft oilers you an opportunity to live and work where the quality of lile is high and the

cosl ol living is low — the beautilul I'acilic Northwest. Along with amenities such as a health

club membership, workout lacihties and parcourse, |ilus an array ol benelits.

Hegin by sending your resume TODAY to Colleize Kelalions,

Dept. DP, MIC ROSOPT CX)KIX)KATION, IbOII NI^V>th Way,
Box 97017, Redmond. WA 98073-9717. No phone calls, please.

We are an ecjual opportunity employer.

Mkarosoii
Ii.kL iiiaiks ,iu uiMsUivd lu iIk'I! ivspii |i\i' it>inp.mir

PtM><o hv |,rr KoMrnburg

STEP BY STEP — Sophomore anthropology mcOor Esa Wayrenen heads down.

fflmniiii
LESSON NO. 1

LESSON NO. 2

See Lesson No. 3 next week.

NEVER CONSIDER DOING
BUSINESS WITH SOMEONE WHO

IS NOT WILLING TO WORK FOR IT!

ONE DEALERSHIP IN YOUR
AREA IS WILLING TO HELP AND
WORK FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

iflBHinm^
iS^rl

/OIJl IFMS'

' For people who won t consider

compromise... for people like you!!

NOK'niAiVH^'l'OiM ((ONOA
586-8626

Excludes ail other promotions.

171 KING STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MASS 586-8626

Experiments
with LSD topic
of author's talk

By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Correspondent

Covert CIA operations and drug trafficking. Truth

serums and espionage. Conspiracy.

These might sound like the elements to a plot in a

Robert Ludlum novel but, in fact, they were the topic of

a lecture Tuesday night at Hampshire College by writer

Martin A. Lee.

Lee, the author of Acid Dreams, a "social history of the

subculture of LSD." said LSD was used by the CIA to aid

interrogation, and to discredit political leaders.

"LSD can be therapeutic." he said. "(But) it can be

dangerous if abused, or used like the CIA did."

Lee said it was "ironic that in the 608 the "New Left'

viewed LSD as a 'mind-expanding sacrament' while the

government was testing its potential as a political

weapon."
To find volunteers for testing programs. Lee said the

CIA would give heroin and opium as payment to heroin

addicts.

The author said the CIA tested LSD as a "truth drug"

for interrogation purpofles. One problem they encountered,

however, was that "sometimes people would be so elated

that they thought they were God-in-heaven and would

defy their interrogators," he said.

Lee said the CIA would also torture prisoners by slipp-

ing them the drug and "threatening to keep them in this

crazy, drug induced state forever" unless they divulged

state secrets.

Lee. who researched more than 20,000 pages of CIA and

military documents before writing his book, said the CIA
even tried to discredit political le«lers by slipping the LSD
so that "they would become so discombobulated (they)

would babble gibberish and discredit themselves in front

of their followers."

"CIA priorities of internal security always take

precedence over the priorities of drug control." he said.

He cited examples of drug trafficking heroin in order

to fund anti-communist rebels in China and then in

Afghanistan. During the war in Vietnam the CIA smuggl-

ed heroin home in G.I.'s body bags, he said.

UPSTAIRS DANCE CLUB
GET DOWN DOWN TOWN

FRI & SAT NIGHTS 8:30-1:00

COVER IS ONLY 99^ BEFORE 9:30

TEN BELOW U-JOINT
THURSDAY MARCH 9th

A wild lambunctious mix of

Soul. Rock. R&B Horndrivin.

Dance Music Yow!

BARRENCE
WHITFIELD
AND THE
SAVAGES
DOORS OPEN AT 8:30

Mf% OOT STEAM DHIVKN I.UNOS.OWIONLYM.

FRIDAY MARCH 10th

BIM
SKALA

1000 total maximum payments

BIG FUN, BIG BAND. SKA. SKA. SKA SS.OO

DOORS OPEN AT 9 00 SHOW STARTS AT 9:4S

BIM SKALA BIM
ALL AGES SHOW DOORS OPEN AT 7 00 P.M.

SHOW STARTS AT 7:30 $600

SATURDAY MARCH 11th

DIRECT FROM N Y.C S RITZ

THE TOASTERS
ONLY S5 00 AT THE DOOR

NEW YORK CITY S HOTTEST SKA BAND
SHOW BEGINS STRAIGHT AFTER COMEDY AT 10 00 P M

COMING IN MARCH
16th SON SEALS BAND
17th MATT GUITAR MURPHY
18th THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS
23th LOOSE CABOOSE
24th THE SKATALITES

10 PEARL ST NHAMP
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nuclear weapons

placid m the world, that can insurt' it, m a senst-, a platt'

on tht» map," Spector said

Mo8t of these countries were aided in reaching their cur

rent nuclear weapon capacities by nations that already

ptissessed this technology According to Spector, the

I'nited States, the Soviet Union and China all played roles

in helping these nations achieve their current weapons
status, but are now trying to limit the threat these na

tions m.tv poae.

The nuclear capabililes ot India, Fakisiaii. .Snilh Ati ica,

and Israel vary widely in terms of their sophistication.

And while none of the.se nations possess the nuclear

lapabilites of the US or the Soviet Union, they still pose

a grave threat to human life, Spector said.

"It has been estimated that if India or Pakistan were

to use only a dozen nuclear devices against each other,

not aiming for the center of each others cities but aiming

for peripheral locations, a million casualties might ensue,

Spector said

The history of conflict between nations in the Middle

Kasi. and the continued political and religous din'iiirut-.

THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1989

between India and Pakistan are some of the reasons these

nations use to ju.stify their pursuit of more advanced
weapons technology.

"The I.sraelies now are facing a new kind of threat, the

new threat of course is the missiles and chemical weapons
that all their adversaries are getting," Spector said. The
Israelis in turn use this as ju.stification to acquire more
nuclear technology, Spector said

Treaties and international institutions, including the

International Atomic Energy Agency, attempt to contain

the spread of nuclear weapons through the monitoring and
inspection of luulear facilities around the world.
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This Saturday!I

MARCH 11 th

Killington-

- . VERMONT

$32 fC/RjWfVgf^

add S10

^
. . * UMA55 SKI CLUB

430 STUDtNT UNION 8L0G. •

•49-9437

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER

Same Day Service
FILM IN BY 10 00 AM / PRINTS OUT BY 4 00 P M

1 HCHJR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLt

4r-

^^ nr nF ^F
CELEBRATE'

SPRING BREAK *89
[

IN FT. LAUDERDALE at

MM^hC^ on the beach

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
1 8 YEL\RS AND OLDER ADMITTED

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PARTIES
UVl DJ. EMCEEINC POOtSIDt COVTEST • WATER VOLLETBAU.

TXXniNAMEXT • FUEE T SHIRT RELAYS • THE BELLYE1X>P COtmST
AND CLWAX THE DAY WfTH THE mXTTTST WET T SHIRT CONTEST
PCATLltEO W PLAYBOY MAGA2WE • C,\SH PRUt* • Htft T sHlRT*

/cm OTHEJI cn-EAWAY*
CAkfA vmui «<tw n^ s.\J I .^S StXS OH CARLC T V

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR

UMass Partv Monday. March 20
nuz t'PRno 8»tAK -M T Mfnrr «TrM pao) /u>mi»«oi« torn above coixccr
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EDITORIAL/CXTNION
n\e v\e\ j\ the Ccilegiar. '31 ,'ersity unless olheiwise rioteri

Quote in poor taste
I am writing in regard to a quote, by Leo Tolstoy, which

was printed in the March 3 edition of the Collgtan It

stated that "Historians are like deaf people who go on
answering questions that no one has asked them." I am
appalled to see that type of attitude existing here and
printed m the school newspaper.

I am also confused as to why this quote was printed.

Tolstoy is a celebrated writer, but even that event does

not presume his authority of deaf people or historians. By
printing this quote, the Collegian editors support and
therefor perpetuate ignorance and unenlightened at-

titudes. This quote is neither true nor funny Printing it

exhibits poor taste and a lack of good judgement. A> a

Hardof Hearing individual. I take this as a great personal

offense.

Marjorie Stout
Amherwt

Left out in the cold

I am a second semester, out of-state freshman who is

disgusted by the treatment 1 am i-eceiving from the univer

sity's housing services Spring break is approaching and

many students are going home or flying oflto some lux

uriou^ vacation spot. According to University Housing,

all dormitories will be closed during spring break L'nfor

tunately. I don't have $36() to fly home to Miami or $45

a night ifor 10 nightst to stay m a hotel So what am I

supposed to d«»'.* I went to the housing ofllce and politely

explained my problem I also told them that I have no

friends or relatives in this state that could accommcxlate

me for the break. 1 told them I have nowhere to (^o. Tho
supervisor carelessly looked in my face and said, "I'm

sorry sir. I can't help you."

The fact is. they can help me if they wanted to If they

weren't so selfish and uncaring, they would make an ef

fort. It's up to the University to provide out-of-state and

foreign exchange students some form of housing over the

break, since they are the ones kicking us out of our dorms

in the first place. The university is just causing additional

and unnecessary' expenses for the many foreign and out-

of-state students who simply cannot afford other alter-

natives What inconvenience is it for us to stay in our

dorms'' What is the purpose m having to close them'.' It's

not as thought they take inventory or clean it while we're

gone We pay over $1000 a semester for our housing: we
should be allowed to stay the entire .semester.

I don't know where I'm going to go. Maybe I'll get a

blanket and sleep out at the Hatch. It's not Florida, but

at least it's warm
Steven Williams

Sylvan

Balloon releases
pollute environment
The sight of approximately 200 colorful ballotms rising

our of the Southwest area last Thursday was indeed in

spiring The rationale behind this very visual display was
to in some way heighten public awareness. I hope it will.

The organizers of this event should be applauded for their

intention.s which are truly commendable. However. I

would like to make the point that the method was at best,

a very colorful, yet deliberate form of pollution lalbeit

without malice).

Chances are good that at least some of the balloons

released here on Thursday descended into the Atlantic

Ocean about three to four hours later (wind speeds at 1000

to 5000 feet are commonly 40 to 60 knots and have a west

to east component in this area). Balloons from releases

like this have been linked to the deaths of sperm whales,

sea turtles and various other marine animals.

Two hundred balloons may not seem like much, perhaps

none of those balloons made it farther than say, Quabbin
Reservoir. They ended up somewhere out of our sight, but

let's not lose sight of what we are doing to our environ

ment Consider the impact of 250,000 balloons released

in celebration of our nation's bicentennial, or 1.1 million

balloons released by Disneyland.

Nonbiodegradable pla.stics of all sorts, not just balloons,

present a significant long-term threat to many animal

species. Balloon releases are a very visible media that

seem to suggest to many people that it is okay to pollute.

I suggest we should choose not to pollute, and that we
consider a ban on balloon releases here at UMass.
Anyone interested in more information on the impact

of balloon releases and other pla.stics on the environment

should contact the Balloon Alert Project. 12 Pine Drive;

Toms River, New Jersey, 08755.

Wayne Mercier
Easthampton

The ('ollegian accepts lellers and rohinwH from ihe

I'Mann community and Fire-College Area. ,\LL niihmis-

«io/iR miiHl he typed, l/andirrillen letfrm trill not he

printed' The author'* addrenn and phone numher should
he inrluded.

Suhmissiitns automalicnily heronie property of Ihe

Collegian and are thus suhjerl to editing for grammar,
clarity and space. Send or hring submissions to 1 13 Cam-
pus Center. I Mass. If you hare any questions or com-
ments, drop hy or call us at 'ti.'f-'.iiidO.

Shakespeare's ''classic" endorses lies
Tonight, the theater department takes a nostalgic look

back at a time when Christians gave Jews and other
heretics a choice — believe in Jesus or die

Darren Garr^lck

For tho.se of you not familiar with the plot of

Shakespeare's Merchant of Ventce. here's a summary of

what the theater department neglected to mention m their

press release:

Out of friendship, a Jewish moneylender iShylock) ar-

ranges an interest-free loan for a struggling, young
businessman ( Antonioi. However, their contract contains

some not-so-friendly fine print. If the loan isn't paid back.

Shy lock has the legal right to 16 ounces of choice Antonio
meat Shylock's exact words to Antonio are "If you repay

not on such a day, in such a place, such sum or sums as

are expressed in the condition, let the forfeit be nominated
for an equal pound of your fair flesh, to be cut ofl^ and taken

m what part of your body pleaselh me.'

Before Shylock can sharpen his steak knives, the Vene
tian judicial system intervenes. Shylock is forced to con

vert to Christianity and half of his wealth is confiscated.

Antonio and the rest of the non-Jews live happily ever

after

Throughout medieval Europe, Jews were blamed for the

Bubonic Plague, forced to wear ridiculous yellow cones
on their heads, restricted to ghettos and murdered in mass
riots. What justified this treatment was the belief that

Jews were the devil's children. An alleged Jewish satanic

ritual was the use of Christian babies' blood to bake
Passover matzoh. Hemoglobin gave unleavened bread its

zesty flavor. With the publication of The Merchant of
Venice in 1600, Shakespeare used his influence and
popularity to spread this lie and give it more credibility.

The play is a comedy. Shakespeare knew his audience

would pay to laugh at ShyltKk, thi- funny-looking Jew
Jews, It should be mentioned, were expelled from England

in 1290 and not readmitted until 1655

Shakespeare's text doesn't cast suspicion on an in

dividual character, but on an entire nationality Out of

68 conversational references, Shylock is not called by

name 54 limes He is mentioned as "the Jew," "the vtllian

Jew." or the ever popular "dog Jew " Anyone still uncon
vinced need only to hear subtle passages like "I am a Jew
if I .serve the Jew any longer." or "certainly the Jew is

the ver>' devil incarnation"

Read the following "paragraph" and ask yourself what

type of images it suggests:

Jew Jew SNEAKY Jew Jew Jew BLOODTHlK.sl ^

Jew Jew. Jew.
Jew GREED Jew Jew Jew Jew DEVIL Jew Jew Jew.

EVIL Jew Jew Jew Jew Jew VICIOUS Jew Jew
Fill the gaps with a storyline and vou have The Mer-

chant of Ventce.

Students are force-fed Shakespeare by teachers who wor
ship his plays like gods Everything Shakespeare writes

IS a "clas.sic." Why"* Because he's Shakespeare Willie

never wrote a piece of trash in his life.

Maybe it's time we redefine what a "cla-ssic" is. Has
talent become so respect«l that we ignore how that talent

is u-sed** Doesn't content matter? Communication scholars

adore D.W. Griffith's Birth of a Nation, a film that em-
braces the Ku Klux Klan The film's racist message is

overlooked by those lauding Griffith's brilliant editing

techniques. I put Grifl^ith and Shakespeare in the same
category: artists who preserve and perpetuate bigotry. I

acknowledge their skills, but I don't have to honor them
as people.

I've been exposed to Shakespeare's work, but the fact

that he endorsed lies about my religion prevents me from
enjoying it. Someone that hated me 368 years before I was
born. de.serves neither my re.spect nor admiration.
Darren Garntck is a Collegian columnist

The hurt of acquaintance rape lasts a lifetime
Three years ago tonight my entire life changed. I

went to a party, met up with some friends, and got more
than a ride home.

It's hard to believe it was three years ago — I

remember it like it was yesterday. I remember being
at the party and feeling flattered by the attention of
this man I had a crush on and had come to respect. I

al.so remember the ride home, and how I felt when he
pushed me into sex I didn't want.

I tried to deny what was going on. My mind kept say-
ing this can't be happening, he's too good a per.son; but
my body knew it was being violated. I felt betrayed.
He took more than my right to say no that night —

he took my ability.

The changes were subtle at first. I began doubting
myself When a friend approached me the next day, I

told her everything had gone fine.

1 denied my anger, blaming myself. 1 though it was
my fault becau.st? I had accepted the ride home. I grew
cautious of being alone with men, even men I knew
I could trust.

Even now, the experience affects the way my mind
and body react to other people. As recently as Monday
night I could not let my lover touch me. Somehow my
body responded the way it did that night I curled into

a ball and could not .stop crying. My friend tried to com-
fort me, but I had to get away.
Although I am learning to trust again. I need other

people to understand what is going on. I have to re-

mind myself that I'm not wrong to take the time I need.
Today is sexual a.ssault awareness day. Exactly three

years since my rape, and finally I feel .some validation.
This is a first step toward acknowledging the effect date
rape has on everyone. Date rape does not just effect
the woman who was raped, it effects every woman's
ability to trust and the way they perceive the men they
meet.

Whether you or someone in your life has been raped
or not, date rape influences your life. Use this day to
think about how date rape has affected you.

Meg Kroeplin
Amherst

Childcare takes two parents,

it's not just a v^omen's issue
After reading magazines and

newspapers, and watching the news, I've

got a question for all of the socially aware
and socially oblivious students who are
reading this: Why is childcare considered
strictly a women's issue''

Pamela McCarthy

Don't get me wrong. I'm glad childcare

is getting some attention. Most of the ar

tides I have read have been pretty sym-
pathetic — towards women. They want to

help us with our problem How wonderful,
how progressive, finally a step in the right

direction.

Or IS it'

Did any of these people tak* MS ed in

iichooP Did they ever have the infamous
"talk" with their parents'.* < You know, the
one where your folks turned a beautiful

shade of fushia and stammered so much
that you couldn't understand what secret

at nature they were trying to tell you. > By
now, it should be understtMid that there are

two people needed to repniduce males and
females.

So what IS this crap about childcare be
iBg strictly a woman's issue"*

Someone once told me that since women
carr>' the child, it is up to her to worr>-

about how that child will be cared for If

I was a man. I'd be pretty offended I doubt

that many fathers are so callous and cold

to be indifferent to the needs of their own
flesh and blood. I know it sounds maudlin,
but come on. let's get real. Most fathers il

would hope) want their children, so they
would see to it that their kids get the b«8l

of care.

Since GQ isn't speaking for them. I'm go-

ing to be pretentious and get up on a soap-

box on the side of the poor, hapless dads of

this world.

These noor tnjvs HerM thfv !*•" ••vinj'

to be good fathers. They've planned and
hoped and worked to make the big day of

r^roduction possible. They want their kids

be cared for by competent people. Maybe
the father and the mother have to work to

pay for minor, inconsequential luxuries.

You know, heat, rent mortgage, electrici-

ty, food, clothing, medical care, and other

frivolous things. So they and the mothers,

for whatever reason, can't stay at home. It

doesn't mean that these men don't care It

doesn't mean that they don't want to take

an active role in choosing childcare

Yet, the only places you can really get

any information are women's magazines,
and the women's sections of newspapers
Why aren't the needs of childcare on the

front pages for everyone to read'* Why
doesn't GQ run some articles on the pro-

blems of childcare?

Since it takes two to make a baby, I think

It's just a wee bit sexist to delegate issues

such as childcare to the women's issues

pages and women's magazines. We are get

ting a painfully clear message from all of

this. We are told that we haven't really

come a long way We may not be barefo(H

and in the kitchen anymore, but we are

still the only ones who are expected to

worry about the kids. Forget the fact that

the sole guilt trip of putting them in

daycare falls upon us. some of those fathers

may feel guilty, too. So why are women the

ones expected to be fighting for day care,

and not men?
It's not fair to any of us.

Pamela McCarthy ta a Collegian
cfilumntKt

They said it...

/ u'ws liberated but not too liberated.

I waa Cathohc. you aee, and my com-

cience always bothered me.

"

- Eileen O'Casey

"Morality ix a code of values to guide
man's choices and actions; when it us set

to c^ppo»e his own life and mind, it makes
him turn against himselfand blindly act

as the tool of its own destruction.

"

— Avn Rand

Boycott of Domino's encouraged
As the issue of a woman's choice to have

an abortion has again come to the forefront

of our dinner conversations. I wish to add

this bit of news.

I learned recently through a news arti

cle in the March issue of M.s magazine that

the owner of the Domino's pizza chain uses

some of his profits to support Michigan's

"Right to Life's Committee to End Tax

Funded Abortions." Through this commit

tee's work, the citizens of Michigan voted

on their November referendum to ban

Medicaid-funded abortions thereby

limiting the rights ofpow women to receive

proper care when having an abortion.

Tom Monaghan, Domino's president,

evidently gave the Right to Life organiza

tion a $50,000 personal donation, but it

also seems that another of his corporations,

which makes its money from Domino's piz

za sales, gave a $10,000 donation to the

same group.

In addition, Monaghan is embroiled in a

court suit with the Ann Arbor chapter of

NOW because he refused the group access

to his public facility when he learned that

their event would raise money for pro

choice causes. NOW has filed a religious

discrimination suit.

We often feel that there is little we can

do for a cause unless we publicly march and

carry signs for it. The truth is that there

are more powerful signs of support than

putting your physical body on a bus to

Washington. DC.
We have economic power which is un-

questioned in the entire Pioneer Valley. It

is in the pizza we do or do not buy. I know
that our own house at Smith College has

been keeping the new Northampton
Domino's in business. A group of us in

Capen House is taking a stand in support

of our beliefs by buying our future pizzas

from other restaurants.

I hope that others on all five campuses

and elsewhere will support this economic

boycott and show Tom Monahaghan that

we will not support his personal beliefs.

Amy M. Huffman
Smith College

!?-"AER0B^^!1lllffll
CHEKBCAKER^^

BAFBAJ^BUSHLOOK
IS IN.'/.

DC criticizes Nutritionist feature
You v^ill be committing a disservice to

your readers if you decide not to |M*int these

clarifications of John Swanson's article

("Nutritionist: at DC's. dine with care,"

March 7i

Swanson misunderstood 2Uibawa regar-

ding quality standards for meat used by the

Food Ser\'ices Department. There are slan

dards for all of our meat products. All meat
products used in the US must be inspected

by the USDA for wholesomeness Certain

standards for "sanitary quality" must be

met US meat packers are not. however, re-

quired to use the USDA grading system
which rates the previously inspected

"wholesome and sanitary" meat in classes

of "quality and palatability" This type c^

grading is done by desirebility (thus affec-

ting the price) in USDA categories from

best quality down: "Prime," "Choice,"

"Good." "Standard," and "Commercial."
Food Serviecs meats have all been in-

spected fw wholesomeness and sanitary

quality as well as .standardized by grades

or specific requirements. Swanson's article

implied the DC's don't use a service pro-

vided by the USDA to food businesses for

grading meat This is incorrect. It's a ser-

vice provided to meat producers which is

voluntary.

In his quotations from Shelia Gilroy,

Swanson relayed Giroy's understanding of

what the Food Services Dietitians do: that

we "advise on products given the financial

constraints of a state system" and that ours

IS "the task of trying to keep thousands of

people well-fed while dealing with company
contracts and the university's

bureaucracy." This is true but overlooks

some important components. We are re-

quired to cho(»e products by price secon-

darily to quality. Choices are made by test

panels that are conducted twice weekly.

One of the main reasons why we reject pro-

ducts IS student prefereces Feedback
through comment cards and surveys helps

guide menu preparation. We would rather

.serve the puffed wheat and oat bran in-

stead of the Cap'n Crunch. However, as a

business, we must meet the demands from

our customers, which far exceed the more
nutritious choices. For this reason, we pro-

vide individual nutrition consultations as

well as weekly table tents and bulletin

board information on a myriad of nutrition

topics.

As for the reference to "company con-

tracts and University bureaucracy." I hope

none of your readers assumed some im-

plication of collusion on the part of our pur-

chasing department and the hundreds of

vendors from whom we buy thousands of

products. Our testing procedures and the

University's accounting and procuremnt
departments make such suspicious prac-

tices virtually impossible

Charlotte Williams. Administrative
Dietition

Food Services Department

Interview exhibited ignorance
We would like to respond to Monday's ar

tide ("The view from the mount on the

Five-College Scene," March 6t The author

of the article, Kristina Deniu, made it clear

that the views in the article were not hers,

but only those of a limited group of people.

Yet the people she interviewed for the ar-

ticle .showed callous, stereotyped attitudes

towards the students of the Five College

area in their comments.
On a personal level, the comments of the

women who were interviewed about

Amherst students were especially offen-

sive. The author states that many women
at Mount Holyoke see typical Amherst
.students as being "conservative, preppy,

clean-cut, extremely uptight, and snobby."

Aside from being a sweeping generaliza-

tion that is blatantly wrong, this comment
.shows a lack of open-mindedness and an air

of ignorance. Anyone who takes more than

a cursory glance at the Amherst student

body, or gets to know a few students here,

will see how that statement is way off the

mark.
One woman said of the Amherst parties,

"It's a nice place to drink, but you wouldn't

want to talk to anyone there." This state-

ment proves our point. Why wouldn't you

want to talk to anyone at Amherst? Maybe
if you took the time to do so, instead ofjust

drinking our beer, you might be in for a

surprise!

The article turns into a direct attack

upon Amherst men. Another woman says,

"Their parties are filled with people who
are unfriendly and boring," (how would

they know if they don't talk to us?) ". . and

the men are simply not attractive. It's

basically a bunch of not-.so-good-looking

guys sitting around waiting for beautiful

girls to fall all over them." Ouch We don't

object to her saying the men at Amherst

are not good looking, that's her opinion. To

say we wait for beautiful girls to fall into

our laps is silly. We try not to judge people

based on their looks, as these women seem

to do.

This brings up a larger issue. By con-

stantly alluding to people's appearances

and gender, and not taking .steps to get

aquainted with them, stereotypes are

created and propogated. Opinions such as

these lead to harsher stereotypes, such as

racism and sexism. Opinions based on

speculation, pre-judgment, and first im-

pressions is dangerous. We hope that these

few Mount Holyoke women open their

minds before they open their mouths again.

David Hansburg
Matthew Morchower

Amherst College

Amount of posters unnecessary
Dear SGA candidates:

As I sit in my economics lecture in Mahar
auditorium, I am distracted from my pro-

fessor. The distraction comes from the

.50-plus brightly colored campaign posters

bearing the ail-too familiar slogans. What
are you trying to prove? Come on, over 50

po.sters in one lecture hall?!

Everywhere I go on this campus, I am
assaulted by your feeble attempts to gain

recognition and support for position in the

student government. I have never seen

such a horrible waste of paper.

I expect that all the students who vote on

March 14 understand who they are voting

for when they check off a name on the

ballot. I hope that they do not make their

choice based on the amount of posters they

see, but rather base it on the character and
ability of a candidate. Remember, during

these trying times at the university, we
need quality, not quantity.

James McCombe
Central

P.S. I hope you are responsible enough
to remove all of these posters when the elec-

tions are over.
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ARTS&LIVING
Pseudo Cult at Katina's, super ska at U-Joint
By JOUY CiABlN
Collegian Correspondent

For the week of March 9th 15th. here's whats ^'<iinK on

in and around the- Five College area:

At the Iron Horse tonight, singer songwriter Peter

Bleg>ed < principle sonB\*'riter for the Golden Palominos*

will be playing along with the Holiday Clocks at 8: 10

p.m

LIVEWIRE
(her at the I'niversal .Joint this evening, check out Bar-

fence Whitfield and the Savages, or the Neu .). i m \

hied Fairlanes at Shethan's

Also tonight, the Rife B influenced Cyclones will be at

Twisters Tavern in Amherst; Eastern Wind and Mini-

Bus Sandwich uill Ix- at Katina's m Hadley; and Ari

Vais returns to the Hatch li)r an afteriUKMi shuss , at .1 :U)

Tomorrow night, catch ska favorites Bim Skala Bim
at the Universal Joint. The band will be playing an all

ages show at 7:3() p.m.; and a 21* show with Big Bang
Theory at 9.

Tomorrow at the Iron Horse. Kingston Trio member
John Stewart twho recently recorded a duet with coun

try star Nanci Griffith i takes the stage for one show at

7 p m ; and the National People's Gang (hailing from

California! appear at Sheehan's

Also tomorrow. Twisters hosts an evening of jazz with

r he The Shawn Patterson Quartet; The Cult Brothers

lormerly Blue Oyster Cult ' wil! !>«• appearing at Katma s;

and Rockin' Dave and Richard ZafTt and the Rent
Party play Sheehan's up.stair>, from 6 8 p m.

On Saturday the 1 1th. current area favorites Phish
return to Sht'chan's. and Barb SchlofT plays an S:lW show

along with Disappear Fear at the Iron Horse

The I'niversal Joint hosts another evening of sk.i in\

Saturday, when the New York City Toaster appear uifWr

comedv night from X lOt; and als*i on Saturday. Pro

at Tv i>tiT>' tiid Max CreekBhi«ic« will lu- phisiiur

return to Katmas
On Sunday the IL'th. SST recording artists Sound

Garden and Sylvia Juncosa bring their brand ttf m
du.strial .stength noise to the Hampshire College dining

commons. Doors open at 8:30 p m.

Also on Sunday, fiddler Mike Cross will be playing at

the Amherst College campus center at 8 p.m.; Buddy Guy
and Jr. Wells play the Iron Horse for two shows at 7 and

lOpin; and Stranger plays along with Court Jester at

Katina's

On Monday, the l;Uh. the Radiated Blue Dogs play

Sheehan's; and singer simgwriter Cris Williamson will

be making a :}day appearence at the Iron Horse; playing

a 7 p.m show on Mondav the \'Mh. Tuesday the 14th. and

Wednesday the 1 5th

Upand-coming next ui < k l.yle I.ovett it .Smitli (''>!

lege on March 16th.

Tickets for Mike and the Mechanics and The Fscape
Club go on .sale today at the Fine Arts Center Box Of
fice The show i» <noiT^>r»"<1 bv the I'nion l*rogram Council

Campus radicals hold progressive ideologies
H\ Mil HELLE MELLMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Radical Student Union is one

of the more recognizable on -campus
groups offered to UMass students An
umbrella organization, the RSU is com
po.sed primarily of left wing students

with varying ideologies

Owen, a freshman student and
member of the radical organ uuit ion said.

'The Radical Student Union gives

students an opportunity to voice their

opinions and get involved with certain

activitie<i. They can come here and meet
students with the same views."

"There's a large diversity within the

RSU We have some .s<tcialisls. some
social democrat* and some anarchists.

but we're all radicals," said Pierre, a

graduate student

The RSU originated eight years ag(»

from the Revolutionary Student Brigade
• founded during the Nixon era> Today,
the RSU consists of twenty active

members and a large number of non
active members.
"The number of members fluctuates

immensely depending on the project,"

Owen said "The largest turnout of

members was two years ago. w hen the

RSU. Abby Hoffman. Amy Carter and
many others gave their support in driv

ing the CIA off of the campus it

worked." he added
In addition to meeting others with

common views. RSU members involve

themselves with a number of ongoing
activities At weekly meetings,
members discuss upcoming rallies, peti

Vons. guest speakers and films

Members of the Radical Student

Unum are taking part in the shanty

demonstration currently being held out

side of the Student Union building

"Cutback City" protests the recent

budget cuts impeded on the state higher

education system.

An upcoming march on Washington
protesting cutbacks, militarism, in

tervention and other matters, may in

crease the number of members within

the RSU
"The RSU teaches studenU* what role

they can play to make a difTerence and
to help change certain s<Kial issues and
specific movements," Pierre said.

Asked how they were viewed by

others. (3wen said. "We are viewed

positively by the progressive communi-
tv. I don't know about the others We're

far from the mainstream. I think were
often viewed as a rowdy group."

Senior psychology major Michelle

Hakkila agrees. "I never hear them
I RSU" mentioned unle.ss it is about some
kind of not or protest 1 don't think it's

cme of the University's more neccessary

groups, but to each his own," she said.

"All they do is look for a controversial

issue and exaggerate it ... to make their

stHTiety noticed in the public eye." said

Kurt Weiser. a junior landscape ar

chitecture major
Holly Harrington, a senior sociology

major, reflected on the RSU's effect on
her as an individual: "I've been here for

four years and nothing they've done
seems to stick out in my mind . . . but

then again, I'm not into right-wing
p<»htirs

"

Avildsen leans on familiar theme in lukewarm new film
By DOUG MIDDLETON
Collegian Correspondent

Lean On Me
Hampshire Six Theaters

Lean On Me has the classic John Avildsen underdog

theme. Only this time the director is not focusing on a

lone fighter, as he did quite well in both 1976 Best Pic-

ture Rocky and The Karate Kid a few years back. Now,
he's turning to an entire high school of underachievers.

The film is based on a true story concerning the efforts

of a former teacher turned principal trying to clean up

SCREENING ROOM
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FRIGHTENING punk and off the wall pop are the menu from National People's
Gang. This zany quartet appears with Plastic X tommorrow night at Sheehan's Cafe
in Northampton. Show starts at 9:30 p.m. Boots and leather optional.

his former high school teaching grounds from all the forces

undermining the students* education.

Drugs, fighting, lackluster teachers and deplorable
building conditions are rampant at Ea.stside High. But
principal Joe Clark is not going to .stand for any of it. He
irritates the mayor and parents by chaining the firedoors

to keep the drug pushers he has expelled out of Eastside.
Clark takes a "walk tall and carry a big stick" adage to
heart, but uses a baseball bat instead.

The main problem of the film is the glossed over treat-

ment of the subject matter. There are legitimate questions
basically ignored by the film about Clark's tactics, but
.tnyone who questions them in the film is presented in
such a negative light that the sympathy is shifted to the
principal without proper motivation. Avildsen's under-
dog theme adds up to far too many cornball scenes. I was
astounded that during a class as.sembly, no students caus-
ed any trouble and all of them are singing their lungs out
to hearts content. This school is turned around faster than
It takes John Tower to down a couple of scotch and sodas.
There are other minor problems. The mayor is a total

moron, a la Murray Hamilton from 'Jaus and countless
other Hollywood films that depict authority figures who
are against the ideology of the main character as brainless
wimps. (See the police and the FBI in the recent video
release of Die Hard for a standard example.)
Then why did I ignore the corny scenes (wait till you

see the ending) and the all-too-neat representation of this
true" story. The answer is Morgan Freeman, an actor
who gives an intense performance. Like his recent
Academy Award nominated performance in Street Smart,
he is the main reason to .see the film. Watching Freeman
as his eyes follow a student who has ju.st said goodbye to
him and quit school, he tells the kid. "You'll be dead in
;i year." In a tight close up. we .see the pain in the face
of a man who learns that no matter how noble a mission
IS, there will always be defeats.

There are powerful scenes with other capable actors.
One involves Beverly Todd as the vice principal beautiful
ly telling Clark off concerning his treatment of teachers.
Another has Freeman and a student, Samms, begging him
for one more chance after being caught dealing drugs. Jer
maine Hopkins plays Samms with a comic flair that gives
his character a realistically

portrayed spirit.

See the film, though with reservations. This a crowd
pleaser and not an accurate account of Clark and the
plight of public education. Mississippi urning received
some flack for distorting facts but the film never claimed
to be telling a true account of murdered civil rights
workers. Lean On Me is a film whose real intent has been
Lemon Pledged by director Avildsen.

Judy Tenuta at CC tonight
If someone started calling you "stud pup-

pet" or "love slave", you'd probably laugh
so much your cheekbones would become
sore.

That's what you'll be called Thursday
night at the Campus Center Auditorium by

comedian Judy Tenuta. The show, part of

the HBO American Express comedy
showcase, is sponsored by the Board of

Governors.

Tenuta. one of comedy's hottest new
talents, recently appeared on the HBO
comedy special "One Night Stand" She'

also been a guest on the "Tonight Show"
and "Late Night With David Letterman."
Much of Tenuta's material derives from

her college years, recounting her time
spent with her roomate, "a short, fat girl

who wanted to be a mime." Tenuta is

known as a "petite flower" and "love god-

dess" and plays accordian during her
stand-up routine.

This is a good chance to see Judy Tenuta
live, and a good chance for a nice cheekbone
workout.

AMIE B. FINKELSTEIN

Pfcio bjr KriatiM O. H^pin

BLESSED. Daniel Tessier, Deborah Tuckman and Teresa
O'Brien star in the upcoming play Blessed.
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SAME BAT CHANNEL
586-8775AT THE HAMPSHXSE MALL
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UMass Ski Club has received lodging
in Salt Lake City for Spring Break

Price includes lodging, rental car, &
air fare. Lift ticket packages are

available.

$450—Contact UMass Ski Club

UMASS SKI CLUD

LFC PRESENTS
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mike rutherford

paul carrack

paul young

peter van hooke

tim renwick

adrian lee

special guest THE ESCAPE ClUB

SUNDAY. APRIL 9

S:00pm FIN'E ARTS CENTER-UMASS
$12 UMASS STUDENTS
%\h GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT F A C BOX OFFICE
ONLY OR CALL TO CHARGE 545-251 1
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Start practicing

for the real world.

Using an IBM* Personal Syslcm/2'' computer to help you succeed in college

can also prepare you to succeed in a career. Because chances are, after you graduate,

you'll be working on an IBM computer.

So the IBM PS/2 is the perfect investment. It can help you organize your notes,

write and revise papers, produce high-quality graphics, and more. And not only is it

easy to learn and use, but if eligible, youMl get up to 40% off.

Get a head start by working now on the computer you'll probably be working

on later.

Demonstration on the Concourse

March 8 and 9 at 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

IBM and Personal SysIem/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED
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Local metal quintet gets

a lesson in music business
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Correspondent

In the music industry jungle, many bands

fight to gain recognition, but few are

realistic enough to consider earning a col

leg*' education first. The five UMass
students that make up Kyruss see things

differently.

The band is comprised of two freshman.

Jeff Morace (vocalsi and Jason Elliott

idrums), and three sophomores. Spider

Mike Ryan (guitar). MikeGworek tguitan

and Sean Ricker ibass).

Kyruss developed when Jason met with

Spider and Mike at Holyoke High .school

in 1986. Losing their original bass player

in late 1988. they found Ricker through an

ad in an Amherst music shop. Asked how

he feels about being a member o( Kyruss,

ricker replied, "it's great working with

musicians that are making something real,

something different
"

The band members share the common in-

fluences of Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath,

Metallica. Megadeth, Queensrych and

Fate's Warning. Kyruss is an original, pro

gressive heas-y metal group concerned with

intelligent lyrical content and complex

musical arrangements. They don't want to

be a passing fad. As Jeff Morace puts it.

"We want to stay true to ourselves and
never sell out."

With a realistic outlook on life, there was

never a doubt in any of the band members'

minds about going to college.

"We centered our college life around the

band by deciding to go to the same college."

Jason Elliot said.

Ricker added, "The people you meet in

a college atmosphere expose you to dif

ferent viewpoints and open your mind."
Although because of their studies they

cannot make a full time commitment to the

band, the members of Kyruss feel that

right now their education is just as impor
tant as their musical car',*er. However,
music is their ultimate goal and if offered

a secure record deal, school would take a

back seat.

Individually, the group practices

whenever they can or whenever the miKid

strikes them, But getting together to figure

out new tunes and go over old tunes pro

ves to be a difficulty. There is always a con

Hict in class or work schedules. They have
been shut off many times, even on Satur
day afternoons. Elliot commented. "The
University residential system really makes
It hard for a band to exist" As of yet,

Kyruss has played only a few small clubs,

a couple of talent .shows and some parties

They have acquired a large following in

Holyoke, but have no exposure to the

UMass crowd Jeff claims that it is hard for

metal bands to get gigs because of the

negative stereotypes associated with that

type of music. It was this kind of prejudice

that the band feels prevented them from

performing at the Southwest Battle of the

Bands. Ricker commented. "We cannot

stand discrimination of any kind."

This in mind, it is understandable that

the members of Kyruss are totally psych-

ed for their upcoming gig at Katina's in

Hadley. They play this Sunday March 12

as the opening act for Stranger, another

local metal band. Show starts at 9 p m

Kinski's level of excellence
stays high with biography

By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

-4// / Seed h Love
Klaus Kinski
Random House

If debauchery, intelligence, extreme
lack of bullshit and genius, all tossed up
with a European accent, hold any in

terest to you what.soever, then Klaus
Kinski's autobiography All I Xeed Is

hue should either be the only btxik you
ever read, or at least,

the only book you read between now and
the next one. _^___^-i^

Book

Review

L

Kinski writes in the present tense,

and makes the reader feel as if he/she

has come across the journal of a very

alive and kicking 60 year old rock and

rolling actor, as opposed to having shell

ed out 20 bucks for the privilege.

He relates in a simple, extremely

readable style and tone, all of his more
extreme experiences from childhood to

the present, to say that this man's life

has been one long extreme experience.

especially when compared to most all of

his contemporaries, would be an
understatement. There was only one

real problem with this book, it ended.

On the final page of his autobiography

one finds Kinski in the jungles of the

.Amazon working on "Fitzcarraldo" with

the "ignorant, inept, arrogant,

thoughtless idiot Herzog." he receives

a letter from his son.

"Please be careful of the snakes

I love you
Nanhoi

'

Throughout this epic of a life story of

a book, these snakes (pseudo artistes

such as Herzog and other ever critical

little people in generah continually try

to shake this comparably great man
Kinski has not been careful he has not

allowed him.self to become an artistic

cow ard by way of compromise, as do so

many others. He has been reckless,

weird and wonderful because he has

been true

Kinski has lived, acted and now writ-

ten with complete sincerity. He's suf-

fered for it the last words of his

autobiography are telling:

"I feel sick."

But he is alive, and more so than nra^t

any other person I can imagine right

now.
Read this book if you give a shit

Coming attractions
Tommorrow night, Boston's premiere ska

band Bim Skala Bim will play two shows

at the Universal Joint, downstairs at Pearl

Street in Northampton.

Bim Skala Bim was formed m 1985. The

band writes and arranges its Carribean in

fluenced dance music ti^ether. Their self

titled first album was released in April

1986 on the band's own Fonograff label

The band's second album Tuha Cit\ is

now ready for relea.se on Celluloid Recorcl>

Known for their powerful live shows, the

band's raw ener^ comes acrom well on the

record.

An all ages show will begin at 7:30 tom

morrow night, and the regular performance

will start at 9:30.

Information regarding tickets for the

UPCs Mike and the Mechanic* Escape

Club concert in yesterday's paper was in

correct Tickets for the show go on sale to-

day at the FAC Box Office. The Arts Liv

ing department regrets this error.

LOCAL heavy metal band Kyruss.

GETAWAY SALE...

Novelty

T-Shirts
Flying Fish, Far Side

Btoom County Wckey Mouse

NOW $995 - 51495

teg to $17 95

Sun-

Qasses

$295

Bags, Totes

& Duffles

20% OFF

Fashion

T-Shirts

20% OFF

Hair

Accessories

20% OFF

Inner Tubes req $7 95 NOW M^s

Beach Bals NOW M^s

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amhentl

SALE ENDS MARCH 19

amherst, northampton / daily & Sunday

For Healthier Skin
Facials

D»ep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash a Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chm

BiKini Line • Legs

Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aesthetician

ei[is
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

tor

Men and Women
34 Mam Street Amhierst

253-9879
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REGKIM
Eastern pilots, machinists rally

BOSTON (AP) - Eastern Airlines'

shuttle continued operating yesterday

while striking machinists and pilots got

support from other unions at a frigid

midday rally in downtown Boston

The number of shuttle flights between

Boston. New York and Washington was

cut, many were delayed and passenger

volume was low. But just keeping the

high profile shuttle going was a victory

of sorts for the airline, which warned

that It could soon be in bankruptcy

Despite 17-degree weather and biting

wind, approximately 80 machinists,

pilots and members of non-Eastern

unions rallied outside Eastern's ticket

office at Government Center, a brick

plaza surrounding Boston City Hall.

William Burke, a 42 year-old constrw

tion worker, came to the rally from a

nearby job site during his lunch break.

Pointing to his green hard hat. he call-

ed himself "a working man fed up with

corporate greed" and said he believed

the success or failure of the Eastern

strike would carry over to the labor

movt-ment a- .1 whole

"After PATCO eight years ago, we all

saw what happened." he said, referring

to the air traffic controllers' strike that

ushereH in a jxrind of refr""*

'

•
*

unions across the nation. "We're not j,'i)

mg to let that happen again."

His brother. Jay Burke. 35, also a con

struction worker, echoed those

sentiments.

"I'm sick of the last eight years of anti

union legislation and the National

l.abor Relations Board rolling back deci-

sions," he said. "This'll be the final

frontier as far as we're concerned. We'll

fight them all the way on this one"
Joining in the rally were garment

workers, government employees, electi i-

cians. bus drivers and workers from
General Electric Co.'s aircraft engine

plant in Lynn, said John S Laughlin.

spokesman for the Massachusetts
AFLCIO
William Conley, chief shop Reward for

Local 1726 of the International Associa

tion of Machinists, said Eastern's strik-

ing unions were developing contingen-

cy plans for a ptMwible bankruptcy.

conttrxued on pag* 21

Environmentalists vow
to tight building of lake

TAKE

BREAK!

200/0 OFF
STOREWIDE
through March 18

with valid student I.D.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Environmental

groups vowed Wednesday to battle state

plans to create a 25 acre lake in protected

wetlands at the base of the state's highest

peak. The manmade lake would be part of

a proposed multimillion-dollar, state-

backed condominium resort.

Spokesmen for groups including the

Sierra Club, the Massachusetts Audubon
Society and the Berkshire Natural

Resouces Council maintained the .state

would be bypassing its own laws by

building the lake at the base of Mount
Greylock in the northern Berkshires.

"We consider this a broadside attack on

the state's wetlands protection laws."

Priscilla Chapman of the Sierra Club said

in a ttelephone interview. "The governor

and his people are absolutely asking for a

confrontation, and. . they are going to get

one."

Ms. Chapman said the law allows the

state Department of Environmental Quali

ty Engineering to approve destruction of

wetlands and other protected wildlife

habitat only in cases of overriding public

interest

"If a developer's desire to put a phony
lake in the middle of a private second-home
development is a public purpose of over

riding importance. I would be hard press-

ed to think of anything that wouldn't

qualify for a variance," she said.

But Richard Carnaghi, senior vice presi-

dent of the Heritage Development Corp. of

Southbury, Conn., said the lake was cen-

tral to its proposed development and could

not be dropped. In coixjunction with the

state, the company is seeking the build a

four season resort village, featuring golf

and cross-country skiing, on a 1,040-acre

site on the lower slopes of the mountain.

The upper reaches of the wild peak are a

protected state reservation.

Following protests from environmen-

talists, the state proposed a compromise
last summer under which Heritage agreed

to scale back its initial $280 million pro-

ject, including 1.275 condominiums and
hotel accommodations for 3.000 overnight

guest, to a maximum of 850 condominiums.

In return, the state, which appropriated

$8 million for the project in 1985, agreed

to construct $20 million of recreational

amenities, including the gold course, alpine

and crosscountry ski trail and the lake.

Gary M. Briers, a planner for the state

Department of Environmental Manage-
ment who has been supervising the

Greylock project, said a state consultant

looked at alternatives to the lake but found

on other way to provide a place for people

to swim or provide a sufficient source of

water making snow for ski trails.

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst • 253-2013

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10:00-6:00

The Spoke
Drink of the Week

White and Black Russians
$1.75

Beer of the Month
Foster's Cans

$1.50

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prerequisite:

Back pain Se a referral

from your UHS provider

This 4 session program
I classes one we«k apart )

inciuQes information on axercisa.

some anaTomv, massage,

a^atment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods
and reiaxaoon

DATES Mondays,

April 3,10 & 24

and Tuesday, April 18

TIME: 6:00-8:00 pm

PLACE:
University Health Center ^.

N]
EP<aas«

»avtsa vour UHS orovidvr for Ow prae«r rvfarrai
—

'

Eastern Airlines employees and union supporters cheer at rally yesterday in Boston.

Birch Society to leave state

B Eastern strike
conanutd rom pagt 20

"They may get my job, but they won't

break the union. As long as I come out of

this with my dignity, my pride and my
union intact, then organized labor has

won," he said.

Throughout yesterday, the fifth day of

the strike, the machmists and pilots main-

tained a picket line of about 60 people out

side Logan International Airport. Conley

said sympathetic workers for (Aher airlines,

including Piedmont machinists and Delta

pilots, joined in.

Massachusetts Port Authority
spokeswoman Dee Clarke said the number
of passengers on the Eastern shuttle was
"very low," while its main competitor, Pan
Am. was deluged with customers.

On an average day, Eastern has 48

departures from Logan and an equal

number of arrivals, but only the shuttle

was running yesterday, and the airline

managed just eight departures and six ar

rivals by 3 p.m.. Clarke said.

Aside from delays of 40 minutes to an

hour in departures for many of the shuttle

flights, however, the airport appeared to be

running smoothly.

In a show of solidarity with their Eastern

colleagues, some pilots for other airlines

began a deliberate slowdown in their work,

laboriously checking their scheduled flight

plans with the tower and requesting that

all radio transmissions be repeated, but

there were no significant delays, said

Michael Ciccarelli. regional spokesman for

the Federal Aviation Admini.stration.

BOSTON (AP) - The John Birch Society is pulling up
roots and moving out of the liberal stronghold of

Massachusetts, but a spokesman said yesterday the arch-

ccmsevatives wee driven away by prices, not politics.

"The aspects of Maiasachusetts that we couldn't take was
the expense to live here." said John McManus. spokesman
in the group's Belmont headquarters.

The 31-year-old society, which once labeled President

Dwight D. Eisenhower a "dedicated, conscious agent of

the communist conspiracy," has struggled financially for

vears. making a public appeal for funds after founder
Robert H W Welch Jr died in 1986
"If anybody in the Midwest wants to say thank you to

anybody for the John Birch Society moving in that area

they can thank (Governor) Michael Dukakis, they can

thank Senator Ted Kennedy and the Massachusetts con-

gressional delegation," McManus said.

The group plams to close its Belmont and San Marino,

Calif, offices and consolidate operations in Appleton. Wis..

by the fall. Reasons for the move include lower overhead

and the fact that the new chief executive officer, G. Allen

Bubolz, lives in Appleton. McManus said.

Appleton also is near Grand Chute, hometown of

Republican Sen. Joseph McCarthy, which McManus term

ed "a delightful piece of irony." McCarthy, who was later

censured by his colleagues, chaired probes into alleged

communist activities in the 1950s.

McManus said the move had nothing to do with the re

cent death of Welch's widow, Marian, or with the politics

of Massachusetts But he said it is part of an austerity

plan to save money.
The society listed 1987 liabilities of $8.5 million in its

latest filing with the .state attorney general's public

charities division. The fund balance showed a loss of $7 8

million, compared with a starting deficit of $7.7 million.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER ipjxix^^^^^^^^^^

PRESENTS

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

MARCH 18-25

When you break away this year, do it with style

SUN FUN!! 7 nights
great night IH*

Cuniait: UMASS SKI CLUB
S47-3437

4M STUDENT UNION BUW.

S439 Guest Housas
S499 Deluxe Apt. Comp.
SSS9 Mermaid Beach EP
S749 Mermaid Beach MAP
SS89 Elbow Beach BP

THE ULTIMATE SPRING VACATION

^^ A \/ fV '^ *^' Re«:rvBUon Oepo«it Required

UMASS SKI CLUB
LAGNAF ^^® Stud«nt Union • 545-3437

Learn Bartending during

Spring Break... caiHodny

N*-wi-MKi,iiMi (hi 7) 247-1600
liiirkMKK'rs
^ **'*'*'

Slilk.vlslonSlnvl
Iktsloii, MA 0211*.

I.K liyCiMitm (t( M.ihs iH'p.irliDcnt <>l I (.liii.ilion

MciiuxT Mass. Asmh" of Pnv.UeCarwr Schoiils

thb

^^S
M ^
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If you Hum satisfaction

from rea<hii\)? out an<l

helping others. Northeast

ern I 'niversity has a special

pla<e for you. At Boston

Houve ( "ollege of Human
Development Profes.sions

you «an learn to as.si.st

others realize their full

potential.

Most of our programs are

offered on a part-time and

full time hasis and combine

( las.sroom theory with

practical, hands-on

experience.

Call ((il7) 437-2708 or write

to us at lOt) Dmk.sor Hall,

Northeastern I Iniversity.

Boston, MA 021 15

Master of Education
Programs
•("ounsj'ling

• Consulting Teacher of

Reading
• Curriculum and

Instruction

• Educational Kes«'arch

• Human Development
• Rehabilitation

Administratitm

•Sp«>cial F]ducation

Master of Science

Programs
•Counseling Psychology

• Exercise S<iences

Athletic TVaining

Biomechani* s

Clini«al Exer<i.se Physiology

• Physical Education
• Recreation, .Sport &
Fitness Management

• Rehabilitation Coun.seling

• .Speech-I^anguage

Pathology & Audiology

Nondegree Certification

Programs
•Counseling
• F2lementary & S<Hondary

.School Teacher I'reparation

• .Speiial FIducation
/2/

Boston-Bouve
College

Northeastern

UnhrertitY

An rqual opponunity'iffinnauvr

irtion univrrtity
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Teacher seeks separation
after 9-year wait for mate

Birch Society
:or'.::r.ue'Z rc^e J:

LYNN lAPi - A high school lan^'ua^jf teacher who
lobbied for the nine years for the release of her Rus

sian fiance from the Soviet Union is seeking an annul

ment less than nine months after marrying him.

Elizabeth Condon, a high school language teacher,

wants an annulment from Viktor M. Novikov. charg

ing that he only wanted to come to the United States.

The couple made headlines a year ago when they

were reunited after nearly 10 years apart because

Novikov was unable to leave the Soviet Union. The reu-

nion. after years of persistent lobbying by Condon.

came on the eve of the 1988 Reagan Gorbachev super

power summit
Condon. 45, met Novikov. 56. in 1967 while leading

a study tour through the Soviet Union. She returned

to visit him and they made plans to marry but Soviet

ofTicials refused to let Novikov leave. In 1979. Condon

began lobbying for his release by writing letters and

contacting politicians

They were married May 28 in a backyard garden

ceremony to the strains of "Laras" Theme" from the

movie "Dr Zhivago " Thev exchanged vows in Russian

EMPHES?
We'll gladly take 'em!

WE NOW
HAVE

MEGABUCKS
I
El Grecoj
Pizza

^YJ L'QUOR

"MM I'll

STORE

mmilf »lor»..

I We serve authentic
J

I GREEK CUISINE !

I<» I
1 Our whole wheat |

2 pizza is perfect for |

! weight watchers!!! I

SALE • SALE
CINEMA

MISSISSIPPI
BURNING

Monday-ThurMlay
7:30 only

Frt . Sat ft Sun
2 shows 7 00ft9:15

AMITY ST. 253-5426

"We have always been in debt. We always spent more

money than we took in and we always had to go in and

scramble." McManus said.

Belmont town officials didn't return telephone calls

yesterday.

News of the move prompted mixed reaction in Appleton.

Mayor Dorothy Johnson said she didn't think the fringe

group would hurt the town's image, saying Appleton was

diverse enough to allow all points of view.

But City Attorney Greg Carmen called the move unfor

tunate. He noted that annual memorial services are held

at McCarthy's gravesite in town and a large bust of him

18 in the Outgamie County Courthouse, which could give

Appleton the mistaken label of an ultra<onservative city.

i don't think it's something where the community in

general is going to get up in arms about it." he said.

"That's not to say there isn't discomfort"

"We don't expect everyone to welcome us with open

arms, McManus said. "But we mean him no harm nor

do we nM?an harm to an> .\m«'rican."

Welch, a candy maker, was one of 12 men who founded

the society in 1958, convinced that leaders around the

globe w«^ secretly planning a world government controll

ed by a few powerful people Communists, the society says,

belong to a front group designed by the conspirators to

give the impression there are two migor types of govern

ments in the world

McManus said membership is m the "several tens of

thousands."

In addition to debt, the group struggled internally over

the question of how much to criticize President Reagan

West St. Rte 116.

S. Amherst 253-9742

N«xt to RAP U«|uers I

Tel: 253-9239 ^

256-4196^

SPRING BREAK
SALE

10H-60<Vt OFF
SATURDAY
CLOTHES

197 N.PLEASANT ST
Downtown Amherst

OPEN 7 DAYS

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Law Offices of

Henry Dickson

(413) 586-8005

41 Main Street

Florence. MA 01060

2 miles West of

Northampton on Rt 9

We're a Full Service Bookstore

• We'll special order any book in print, at no extra cnarge.

• We gift wrap free of cnarge. How many stores

do tKat anymore?

• We'll mail your books anywKere witK no Kandling cKarge.

• We offer faculty and students a 10% discount

on books purchased (textbooks exempted).

• Visa, Master Cards accepted.

And we're now open evenings Wednesday, I htirsday, and Friday

rf0 until 8pm (or your added convenience

>*» nnd open Suiidnys too front noon to 5pin!!!

Jeffery

AmKerst , , „, , , .

p. . . 55 South Pleasant Street Amherst

L5ook.SnOn Massachusetts 01002 250 asei

SnART COOKIES KNOV ...

ffl E It
CHINESE KITCHEN

150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 253-2571

^ .0
»o

,*o^
<>^^

f^-l^a*x

Amherst Optical Shoppe
Eye exams available by appointment

Independant Dr. of Optometry on premesis

(413)256-6403
195 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

TIME OUT
Miller Genuine Draft'

L
$1.25

I

Key Chains, Mugs & Much More!

In honor of St. Patricks H^
Beers off the Month

Harp $1.75 Guiness $1.75
Guiness Gold $1.75

>>'
You Deserve Some Time Out

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

WOaX) 8cNATION
Atwater victimized by his creation
Resigns university post after student protest

WASHINGTON tAP> - Republican Party chairman Lee

Atwater was portrayed Wednesday as a victim of the

piilitical symbolism of Willie Horton, the black convict At

vs .iter turned into a major issue against Michael Dukakis

II) the 1988 presidential campaign
Atwater resigned Tuesday night from the board of

predominantly black Howard University after students

<H.-cupied the ad'ninistration building to protest his

,ippoin>ment

He masterminded the use of the Willie Horton issue

to contribute to the rising anti-black sentiment of the

American people. " said Michael Lewis, a spokesman for

the student group.

The vehemence of the student reaction against Atwater

raised quet^ions of how successful the new GOP chairman

would be in achieving his goal of attracting black voters

III the Republican Party

However, there also was a view that President Bush has

a very positive image among blacks, far more positive

than that of his party or its chairman
"The Republican Party as a whole has a pretty big im

age problems among blacks," said Linda F. Williams, an

analyst with the Joint Center for Political Studies, an in

dependent group that focuses on the black community.

"It IS viewed as whether not interested in the problems

of blacks or actually opposed to the advancement of

blacks," she said

"Bush has had a pretty long histm^ with some black

leadership." said Ms. Williams, "People are willing to see

Bush as a mcxlerate
'

The president was flying to New York on Thursday to

lie keynote speaker at a United Negro College Fund
banquet
White House ^qpokesman Marhn Fitrwater told repcirters

that President Bush had "no reaction" to Atwater's deci-

sion to remove himself from Howard's board of trustees,

when he defended Atwater's presence on the board.

"He hoped things would be worked out and they have

been." Fitzwater said.

Since bi>coming chairman of the Republican National

Committee early this year. Atwater, a South Carolina

native who was Bush's campaign manager, has met with

scores of black leaders as he has traveled around the

country.

He attended a commemorative service in Atlanta on the

anniversary of the birth of Martin Luther King Jr. An
accomplished rhythm and blues guitarist. Atwater also

has received widespread publicity performing with such

ulack musicians as BE. King.

Not all blacks endorsed the action of Howard students.

Al«n Keyes, who was the Republican candidate for the

Senate in Maryland in 1988. called the Howard protest

"an unjustified reaction on the part of the students."

Keyes also disputed the contention that the Willie Hor-

ton ads were racist.

"When I look at Willie Horton, I see a criminal, I don't

see a black person," he said.

Horton was a convicted murderer who failed to return

from a weekend furlough from prison in Massachusetts

and later raped a Maryland woman The Bush campaign
used ads featuring the Horton case to attack Democrat
Dukakis as soft on crime

Many Democrats, including Jesse Jackson, protested

during the campaign that the Horton ads were racist

"The signals that were sent in the Willie Horton ad were

not so much about i prison* furloughs, but ab<jut race in

citing fears m white people and creating very painful feel

ings among African Americans," Jack.son .said yesterday

"Unfortunately, Lee Atwater symlK)lize.s the worst of

that situation." said Jackson who called Atwater Tues-

day night and urged him to resign from the board.

In his letter of resignation, the GOP chairman said he

wanted to help the school, but "continuing the controversy

surrounding my appointment any longer defeats that

goal"
"Today's events at Howard demonstrate the possibili

ty that someone could be injured in the protests," he said.

"That I could not accept. I would never forgive myself if

someone was hurt m one of these episodes."

"He feels this is an ui\)ust situation," said Leslie Good

man. a spokesman for the Republican National

Committee
Michelle Stent, director of the Washington legislative

office of the United Negro College Fund, said, "The col

lege fund has a very close and good relationship with the

president and his family."

Emphasizing that show was speaking as an individual

and not for the fund. Ms. Stent said she could understand

the student's viewpoint "becau.se of the Willie Horton

situation. . I don't agree with what Mr Atwater did per-

sonally, but politics IS politics and he did what he had to

do to win."

But, she added. "Maybe students are bringing us back

to reality, that things have to be a little more honest
"

AP photo

SUSPECT CHARGED - Prosecutors
will decide next week whether to seek
the death penalty against Alan L.

Metheney, 38, in the beating death of his

wife, whose face was bruised in a jail

cell assault, is shown leaving court
yesterday.

Britain to expel
Iranians for safety
LONDON (AP» - The government announced yester

day it is expelling a group of Iranians "on security

grounds" becau.se of Iran's death sentence against novelist

Salman Rushdie , „^continued on pagt X4

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

in downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
.S

NORTHAMPTON
:< crMTiK i'

S««M7J
Bring Youf Own
Hrrr o> Win*

AMHtniT
« I «0( TWOOD WALK

trri A wmr
iervta

SPniNCri£LD

fM o* I f

Bring tour Orrvn

Brrr t Winr

C^^illinaton

'mss^ BRANDYWINE
AT AMHERST

Now accepting application for June, July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brandywine Office

Open Monday to Friday 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

549-0600

'Restrictions apply

>»•—••••—•"•**'*'***^*****y

CONDp LODGING i^LIFTS ^^
SKI and

PARTY WEEK

> l^^ UMA5S SKI CLUB
C^C'^^i^ 430 student union__^^ ^,

p»»0aiUMiNCL:.C6;

, J 0*Y3 orrS ^ i" MCtNTA-NS

t i 'ilTtS CCUCC JIOj'KC t

mifmrmmuwLnkmumjinuwLn ^mjmjwi'jmmumjvjmjmjmjvjm.mu*

:

9,imiioi
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

J Drink of the Week Beer of the Month »

I VODKA TONIC BUD & MILLER LITE J

$1.00 BOTTLES $1.00

FOSTER'S BEER $1.50 *

PITCHERS
MILLER, MILLER LITE &

flllji ROLLING ROCK $5.00
MEISTER BRAU $4.25

I
J^Tfy^r ry»^•^^«*''>«Y>>»Vlfy»tl'r#'rtfrgit1^|^fc•»1f*(B;t1^»»y^'r«t1rT0t1'r^fT»'n

UWIAJJU.
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It also warned Britons Iiviiil' m Lebamm
to leave, .sa.vinj: they are under increased

threat following,' Iran's severing of

diplomatic ties with Britain on Tuesd>is

Three Briton- an held hostage in Lebamm

the foreign setietary. Sir GtH)flVey Howe,
announced the expulsions in the House of

Common*. Britain also ordered the closing'

of the Iranian consulate in Hong Kong, a

British colony, and gave the statT two

weeks to leave. Howe said

Government sources, spi>aking on condi

turn of anonymity, said up to 30 Iranians

will be ordered to leave Britain.

Howe's comments came after an Iranian

newspaper yesterday said the break in

British Iranian ties will adversely affect

the British hostages in Lebanon Also

yesterday, a group holding two American

h«»stages ftaid it has completed plans to kill

Rushdie, whose new book. The Satanic

Verses," led to the break

Howe said the expulsion orders wc»uld !'i

issued shortly. There .. 25.00(1 Ira

nians m Briton

Khomeini sentenced Kushdu tn dt.ith

Feb. 14 Rushdie was born into a Moslem

family m India and is a naturalized British

citizen He has l>een m hiding since the

dbath order

There are 15 hostages, including nine

Americans, held in Lebanon Terry Ander

son. chief Middle East correspondent for

T!» Associated Press, is the hostage held

longeflA He was kidnapped March 16. 1985

and has hern held longer than any hostage

KP ph<><i>

OPEN HOUSE — Appliances sit in the kitchen area of a cottage unit at the ClayDon Motel in

Kill Devil Hills, N.C. The motel was severely undermined in heavy surf tossed ashore off the North
Carolina coast yesterday. The concrete foundation collapsed taking out the seaside wall.

Fragile...

handle with

air!

I >iiraf>lf .lir

fniNilf nuilerN aiul

wuppiii),' fr(»tii Ik'iini.son .irc lkM\\ on }»ii>(c».iit>n

liglu on UP4 (:l1ol^^' .SUil Ijtc* M\\ Km Uc® .Mailer

«.n\^.•l^l|x^ ( If ,\jrPjk* BiiNik- Wrap pn Haiii nr Stv lis

for ihf conipkic line of "iitfKc pn »l^lcni yiKers" fh»m

lX.iintyin.

A.J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 01002

^ *•**#• rf^t *

I
Thursday Night

is Party

Night at •*-'s!

Miller Genuine Draft 99C
Sex on tlie Beach $1.50
Free hofs d'oeavres every afternoon]

tr Don't forget Friday's Famoas BufTei 4-8 pm "it

KNOCKOUT BOXERS

191 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst • 253-2013

Open: Mon - Sat 10-6

Spealc Out!
Noontime ^ Studenf Union

March 9, 1989

Information tabic 10 am -4 p m Srudcnr Union (outside mini-store)

Date rape informal discussions 130 and 3 pm Campus Center Rm 911

FacUuatcd b\' Counselor and Educator Advocates - Even' Women '$ Center

Sponsored b\ Siudcm Ajiairs iexiwi Assduit Exiucaiion Commuiee
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THE FAR SIDiL

By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Amis (March 21 Apri 19) Vour n
twfwii in p^sung someone new u

pfompted by o feehrig of

rejttessrwss Avod oct»^ on tT\

pulse Keep your s^oulder to the

wtiee) ft yoo wont yoi* c<»h tk>« to

continue Travel plans are

devetopecl

TAUtat (April 20-Moy 20)
Authority figure u amenable to

souno ideoi Prove you know v»fot

you are doing Focus on im

og»y3t?ve ways to get the joO done
quickiy Forget someone else's

research Trust your own mtmtion

(May 21 Aif» 20) Vour

star shnes tsnghtiy now Productivi

ty wM rise if you con work ak>r>e

vouf sprrtuoity is a strong motivator

Romance becomes becomes
more satisfying

CANCI* (June 21-July 22) You
are untque* Do rot let member of

the opposite sex forget if Sneak off

for fun m the sun or snow You rrxjy

tiave a secret benefoctor Do not

be surprised if it is a parent

LiO (July 23 Aug 22) Good od
vice IS avaikJble tor the oskir^

Forget false pride and request help

Vour enttHJsiasm may fKive you
putting tfie cart ahead of the horse

Drop back and get better organiz-

ed Victory is near

U«M (Sept 2SOct 22) vou may
hove to gn/e more than ^xi get tor

o rehationshf) to work An overoue
letter may conton better newt
than enpected Make your
presence felt at (3«oc» ot en^^toy
iTwrtt Offer new ideat

SCOtMO (Oct 23-Nov 7\) An
une«pected visitor could onng
money important meiTKM arx3 let

ters newi your attention long
distarxe travel is posstots A good
day for buytf^ high-tech equp-
ment rc*e a knowledgeable fr«rti

along

SAOinAMUS (f^v 22 Dec 21)

Catch up on famHy events, answer-

ing harmless ouestions before tfiey

are <:Hked Ongnoi oeas prove pro-

fltabte if you move quckly Go
ahead and sign a contract
Romarce sparkles Ueveai you true

feekngs

CAMtlCORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

You receive a sign of approval from

an authority figure Try to get a
clearer urxJerstarxSng of wtiere

you stand fifxancicrtly Work condi-

tions improve when you firxl a ksyat

arid effcient secretary

AttUAMUt (Jan 20-Feb 16) Flex-

ibility IS your strongest asset today
You r,iove into a dGCiskjn-making
posifkjn Competitive sports buid
both your physique and your con
fider^e Partner is inquisitive

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 27) The
momenfum picks up corwiderable
today Big career gains are possible

Your work environment rrvakes your
job more pleasant Every positive

step you take in a relationship will

entiance if Curb criticism

WSCIS Feb 19-March 20) At-

tend to work matters before going
off to pk3y Romance is a magnet
that could interfere with your coiv
centrotion Your abilitv to read peo-
ple serves you well when com-
peting for business clients

MENU
LUNCH

Deli ham on rye

Tocos

BASICS LUNCH
Pineapple yogurt

stuffed pepper
Vegetable tocos

DINNER
Sweet and sour

chicken fingers

Cheese lasagna

BASICS DINNER
Sweet and sour

chicken fingers

Vegetable lasagna
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Myers
lunltUUtU font fhtftt' lifi

Athletic Association Championships, and the big EIGL
meet at the end of the year.

Myers was the key figure in the UMass' success

throughout last seasi»n. The Minutemen did not have the

depth last year that they have this season.

At the beginning of the year, Johnson made a big move
in redshirting John Eggers. Jay Ronayne, and Roberto

Weil, all three of which were part of the starting lineup.

Myers contribution all of a sudden became a crucial fac-

tor to the team's prosperity.

"The team really counted on him last year, " Johnson

said.

Myers did not feel any pressure though. In fact he saw-

it as perhaps the turning point in his gymnastics career

at UMass
"I felt it wa.- my turn to shine and to get my name

known in our league because that's important," Myers
said. "Judges, if they start to get to know you, they'll get

to know where you score normally and that helps your

score
"

The judges got to know Myers and they apparently lik-

ed what they saw of the Middletown. N.J. native. Myers
took over at the beginning of the sea.son as the number
one all arounder for UMass and continuwi his -^iKress to

the JMU meet
But here's part two of the Tim Myers story; coming back

from a serious iryury Knee injuries are often career

threatening The sight of an athlete clutching his knee

after getting hurt is every coaches nightmare.

The senior year of a college athlete is .supposed to be

WHO'S THE BEST IN

LSAT PREP?
We usiially don't mention Kaplan, fa- we know, as he

should, that The Pnncetor Review is the best LSAT prep

course in the countr> . Our documented average increase for

our November course m Hadley was 13 points! Kaplan will

never tell you his documented average.

Let the facts speak for themselves.

AREA KAPLAN T.P.R. 1

TESTING
Dniy 2 They are not actMl

lSAS eiams of questons.

Reooft tor Test i only

4 actual, released lSATs.

each accompanied by a

personalized report

CLASS SIZE

40sudmsisnoturv

oommon. He i*i!l tel' you

heaver^DwtBEWAREI

Classes are ctosed after

^3 students We &> to

keec t: under tO

CLASS TIME 36ficurs ' 42r»ufs.

There you have it. The Princeton Review is the best, and
when vour hiture depends on it, do vou deserve anything

less?

Classes begin April 2

in Hadley and at Smith

College.

584-6849

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

The LSAT Experts

L

ETS and PrlnccCon University
arc not affiliated

Jif "he Prlncaton Ravl*.

his time, a time to excel at his sport, rank on freshmen,

and have a little fun. Myers had no intentions of missing

that.

"Some say I had a quick recovery, quicker than most
people," Myers said. "That's because I wanted to get back.

This is my last year."

Since coming back, Myers has been the force that he

was last year. In fact this could be even a better year for

Myers.

"I guess I'm back to the same form as last year," Myers
said. "I have better tricks."

With Ronayne, Eggers, and Weil back this year, along

with a super freshman in Calvin Booker, the Minutemen
have perhaps their best team ever. Last Saturday, with

Myers leading the Minutemen in the all-around competi

tion, UMass broke a school record for combined team
score, a 268.05 which topped the previous mark of 267.25.

Johnson knew that Myers had the potential to reach the

peaks that he has today.

"When Timmy puts his mind to something, he can do

it," Johnson said. "But when he doesn't, he can't and
that's more so with Timmy than anyone else."

As far as people who have had the most influence on

getting him to where he is today in gymnastics. Myers
points to his parents, but he also has respect for another

person who has helpi>d him get where he is today.

"I guess I'm considered a tough person to coach at times

but Roy's coaching skills reach me," Myers said.

With the team currently in second place in the EIGL,
there are only two obstacles standing in UMass' way for

a league championship. They are Springfield College this

weekend and the United States Naval Academy, the first-

place team m the EIGL, which will be the Minutemen's
biggest competition at the EIGL meet
When Myers graduates in May. he plans to find a job

in corporate fitness. But m the meantime he is concen-

trating on Springfield and the EIGLs, which will be held

over Spring Break.

Myers does not plan on missing the EIGLs this time.
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Spurts Informalion photo

Tim Myers is looking forward to the EIGL
meet in next weekend.

,M4n«Krr>/ManaKrr Iriinrr^

Well be on campus
March 10

to tell you about the

best jobs in the business.

i .si tii.nK arc big tMtsinrtsand Vendy * ts the w>\tc»i in 'In

riitUiMf) A piiMtion is 4 Mjfugrr or Manager Trainer .11

^X end) « IS not (inlv a goud tiariing )t)b in ittelf It <> a tint

(raining ptngr.im lor bigger and better things Yku dun i

ihiiik i.i<nip.inv ptt-sident« %(ari nut that way'

tx«rp(iiin.ii inanagtmrni training, growth opportunities and
Kiixt '.ji.iritN make VCcndy s iofneN>dy to talk to We will bt

mt« t » irh you on

Date Friday, March lOth

Time: 8:M»'AM-S:00PM
Place Flint Lab

Contact Sir\e Boyton, 54)-0497

And lakf II Irom ihr be»t in the butittett If you re

graduating and would like to put your management skills to

UK wr d like to talk 10 you

If you arc unable (o mctt with us in person, please forward .1

retume or tall

John Everett

VCendy'f International. Iik.

464) Totten Pond Road
Waliham, MA02tS«
(617) 890-44-«8

Equal Opportunilv
Empkiyer M F H V

IpOD^

A Salute to

1{ocky and(^ullwinkle

OIKClCr FHOM FKOSTBnX rAIJ.S

ITS THE BEST OF ROCKY AND BUIXWINKI.E!
fEATinUNO AIX or THEIR COIIOKTS INCI.LTJING

BORIS * NATASHA. MR. PEABODY ft SHERMAN,
DUDLEY DO-RIGHT ft FRACTURED FAIRYTALES.

PLUS SPECIAL OineST SPOTS BT OTHER JAT WARD ( IlARAtTERS.
A GUARAJfTKED Fin« FILIXD SHOW1

Fri., March 10th

UMass Campus Center Auditorium
Shows: 5-7-9-11 p.m.

Tickets at the door: $2 for 5 & 7 p.m. Shows
$3 for 9 & 11 p.m. Shows

Sponsored by WMUA 91.1 FM

Rice has a happy birthday as Red Sox beat Twins
WINTER HAVEN. Fla. ( AP) - Jim Rice cflebrated his

;l6th birthday by driving in three runs with a single and
a double ye.sterday, lifting the Boston Red Sox to a 3-1

e.xhibition victory over the Minnesota Twins.
Rice singled in a run against 1988 American League

Cy Young Award winner Frank Viola in the first inning
and then doubled in two more against Balvino Valdex in

the sixth.

In his second outing ot the spring. Viola, 24-7 including
two consecutive shutouts against Bo.ston last year, went
four innings, allowing one run and four hits.

Roger Clemens, the Cy Young winner in 1986 and "87

also made his .second start, extending his shutout string

to six innings. He worked out of a bases loaded jam m the
first, then retired after allowing three singles, striking

out two and walking twt> in three innings.

Veterans Dennis Lamp and Bob Stanley followed

Clemens with two scoreless innings apiece.

The Twins then capitalized on a break to avert a shutout

against rookie Eric Hetzel in the eighth. John Moses got

a triple when Carlos Quintana missed a diving catch at-

tempt in right and sctired on (iary Gaetti's .sacrifice fly

Relief ace Lee Smith completed a six hitter for Boston,
walking the first Batter in the ninth and then striking

out the next three.

Ellis Burks led off the Boston first with a double into
shallow left -center, took third on Marty Barrett's sacrifice

and scored on Rice's looping line single to right

Viola gave up two singles in the second but was helped
by one of four Minnesota double plays.

He retired the last seven batters he faced in order,

throwing just 36 pitches, 26 for strikes in four innings.
Galvcez blanked Boston in the fifth, but Danny Heep

started on Burks' bloop single to center. Rice scored both
runners with a line double down the left field line

Rice and Heep had two hits apiece as the Red JSox im
proved their preseason record to 2-4. Minnesota dropped
to 3 2.

Clemens, who needed just 23 pitche?^ to ittire nine bat
ters in order against the Chicago White Sox last Thurs-
day, had to work harder against the Twins.
He threw 52 pitches, including 38 strikes How. \ . i ii)

pitches were in the first inning, when the Twins hit a
bunch of foul balls before he struck out Randy Bush to

end the bases-loaded threat.

Clemens, who is not speaking to the media in spring
training, worked easier in the second and the third.

"He had a good workout." Boston manager Joe Morgan

said. "Gaetti gave him a battle before he walked (on the
10th pitchi to load the bases in the first. Then Bush struck
out. "That may have been the ball game right there

After he got through, Roger said that at the beginn
mg he felt .strong but at the end his legs felt like concrete,
whatever that means. He'll probably go five innings next
time out. at least four"
'He had good velocity, but he's still working on things."

catcher Rich G«>dman said. 'He could throw the fastball
all he wanted, but that's not what you want to do down
here."

"He threw the ball much harder than he did last week,

"

pitching coach Bill Fischer said. "They fouled off a lot of
pitches and that's and indication that he was throwing
hard He al.so used all his pitches, mainly fastball, slider,

and forkball."

Rice stung the ball both times after a small group ot fans
behind the dugout sang "Happy Birthday "

With one year left on a contract paying him $2.3 million
this season. Rice has 10 hits, including two homers and
two doubles, in 23 times at bat. He has driven m 10 runs
in six games.
"I'm just swinging the bat, trying to be rnnit' ag

gressive," the 14 year veteran said

ACTIVITIES

ARMENIAN CLUB MCCTIMO
Tliur«lMy Uaictl 9

8pm Campu* C««t*'
Room MS

NSAFmOAV NtOMTvKMoa'lOWiNow m
•roni loung* o) Newman C«nM« AH
owtcom* Fra«

UMASS TAEKWON DO OuCMon ftWw]

NSA OENCIUU. MttTMO- Ton.gh«< •
p m Oayion Uam Loung* Com* hnd ou*
mof• MMMjt iM' All art wwcoma' MuncfMM

SWAC HAS TMMEE appomtmenli lo fi«

Student Judicial (?) and Board tH Qov«f
nort (1) Pi«M« ea* S^MO «

BOANO OF OOVERNOm Elaclion* takinQ

pldce Wl'CO 14 Som.naliOn Papa's
•va<iab<*ei'Campu*C«nl«' Oua March
9 Join us m iworliing toward a Mitar un>on

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUSSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
art ava-iabie Kavp rou' ir«nds and parants
inlormad about what * gotrtg on at UMass
Wa can tend il atmoat anywnar* For mora
mlormalion coma down lo Room 1 13 Cam
pua CarHar or Call S4S 3500

AUDIO

LASER FX MACHINE $!2S or B O Caljoa
2M-4964 Coo* Stu««'

AOCOMM WATT Arrvtmni less than I yt

oM $200 or bast oXet M9^109

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3SO0 00 c BO Can tw seen at Lamb-
da Ch* Alpha caM Sean at 253-9032

CHILD CARE

FAMILY DAY OPENINGS: Warm nappy
environment 665 450'

CHILD CARE NEEDED

2 DAYS A WEEK tor twys ages 2 and 4
Early child ed maior ideal Must have own
transorialion and fle>ible hours $4 SO per
hour Call 548 9321 or S48-9S45 Available

immediately'

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT.
(ockeys lights and large screen
dances 256-8526

Disc

video

FOR RENT

IN SUNDERLAND, tree bus service to

UMass and shopping areas Secure and
apartment for August and recieve August
lent free For more details call 665 3856
Sign up early

FOR SALE

AMIGA 500 and monitor lots ol sottware

need money $470 546-5963

SICK OF DORMS? Buy a house Rent out

rooms to your Inends to pay the bills' This

house has an 18 000/year rental income'
Call Dale or Ginny 253-9949

HUGE DORM FRIDGE 4 8 cu M e« condi
tion call evening 253 ?473 or 256-4904

HONDA ACCORN 80 PSPB Automatic new
brakes tires muffler $1450/BO conllact

Sonya 546 9960

IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE 640K RAM ?
drives {1-5 25 360K 13 5 720K) Monitor

$700 549 7165

APPLE MACINTOSH 51 2K MEMORY Ap
pie image writer printer security system
$1000 549-2781 Anne

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 256K. 1 drive

monitor $575 with tOmeg hard drive. $699
536 5006

HEARSE FOR SALE I'm' dead serious

about selling it $2500 or BO. Chris

734-4544/596-4216

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93,000

miles Call 256-8369

CLASSIFIEDS
POUND

ONi PAM OF Pa«i Bonooa oannd ColaVi
PiUA—Aaapond wMh aimvm CoWagian

NECKLACC WAS FOUm m ONOUMO
HILL Ouraig tmtktnt Comaci sue at

546 6887 tor mora mlormalion

TO THE PEMSON WHO LIFT TNfM tap*

gwaii «

I

taui>4 4 wid Km* a m my loem « 3li

Om^ Mtamilyiiandrayom JennNoa
Room 311 0««gM

HELP WANTED

WONG PNOCCSSMO PHOJCCT Sma«
daaign ottce needs Laadmg Edge Tamplaie

docuinanM anti tonna eiiMid Fle»«l*

hour* M/itr PiiMi laava wniigi «
32»5S?5

FUU. OR PAfrrraff NaMKMl Ma' promo
tiom company **•** laliabN. taaponattta

paopM» wanagi and ocarMa Eaaiar Bmv
nyWwloaiHawUMftwMit Ei iCltiW hpur-

ty rale i«X>^ 386-8861

EARN BIG BUCKS tor Spnng Braaa and ma
summer Tram now and *in» up your tum^
mer |ot> on iha capa Work w/Ctaan Waiar
Action 10 stop Ocaan Oumpmg and proMct
drinkirtg walar Earn up to $lO/hr Cal
54*7450

FOREIGN AREA SPECIALISTtl! Several

muNi-naiional corporation* curramly laak-

ng foman graduala ttudama/taia^rchari
aa aaaociala advawwaaaPRrhars on tc«n^
titic economtc and poMical davatopmanla
in iheir home counlriat To ba conaidarad

sand cower tanarriaaume to imamational m
vattmant Anatyai* Group 40 WaH Strae

Suila 2124 Naw York NY 10005

BOARD OF GOVERNORS s hiring me
loUowing coordinator postlion* 2 asststant

olttca 1 pubkc rilawna l linanca. 1 ipacMl

protects Appltcationa availatila 817 Cam
pus Center

HEY NINETEEN-

JOSH KRANCCn- Hapm birthday pro' Jusi

think this IS Iha laat B-Oay weN spend m
school together Have fun 8 don t eat too

much cake (I know you won't dnnk loo

much ) -Jan

INSTRUCTION

COINS TUTOR Any Course 549-6732 (late

eves I

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE Ir^

termeoiate course Tuesday/Thursday
7 9pm 3/28 5/4 $115 546-4576

I'VE GOT KEYS .

THAT JINGLE. JANGLE. JINGLE! Thann

lor si« wonderful months Here s to si«

more (and more") * This coupon
redeemable for DABAS' -D

KICK ASS UMASS

COME CHECK OUT THE AWESOME
UMass LAX T Shirts 100<>-6 cotton ft only

$10 on the Campus Center Concourse All

day Friday 3/10

LAST CHANCE
LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

MARCH 14 IS THE last day lo contact the

Legal Services about a Fall 89 internship'

Get hands-on experience in the legal field

Work directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 Undergraduate credits Noex

penence in the legal profession required

training provided Contact LSC
Today -545 1995, 922 Campus Center

LOST

GOLD "I LOVE YOU " bracelet—SW to

Hasbrook 3/3 Huge sentimental value

-

reward Michelle 546 7405

I LOST MY BLUE PADAQONIA AT 2E
Brandywine Waturday Night It has my keys

in ttie pocket and I need them Any info

please call 549-9925 No questions asked
Ask (or Mo

AIfNDA C^.

LOST EYEGLASSES n MKli CM* on
22869 It found plaaaa clal Raniia
S46-4219

LMOA GORMAN A K A Conn* Frw*c«
For your b^riday > wa* gomg to buy you a

UCOUUIr d Sliama IP you could itava « Ml to
ypuraad but unca MM ara a paopia ppraon
you mMM nptuiMh( a>aM ig tDaf* yoi»
Siama«Mho8«a>« Ua |uM anuMni ba•
»*tm laMieui yow' I Mm yp, Cmim

LINDA

THANKS FOR BEMG A graal Ir^nd and tor

a»»ay* baing Wpy to pck up Wa pipcat
wnan I hMp to laibPto a fw^i mambac aito
the coma* ol Shama (Brown Fru«|—Spma
mutual inanda hava aakad itHH I aand i>«a«

Happy BalMay mMiagai to you Paco
Mr O^M. Don. •«« waa racanihr appPad
•n Canada *iy«g a bhjp pick-«« buck ««
Chnabna* gMa in ma back ma Mng Item
tba Baacon H« Pup The E>Con Irom
Soum Boiton. as IM chMran not to aKAida
haaMaal ton who •curranay rpaiding m
WMpato my boyfriand Saan (or la ha
youra'). mat Ana woman wlwaa harmony
daaa wat cancaiad. John M (ha wam* to

»m. too) Denny Oamond and a* Iha hrp
pw Inandi «• have accumutatod ovar the
yaara' Mtppv btrthday to iha tuPacnpiion*
amptoyaa of iha woaii' Lova Mary

UNOCMr'a a* Oownh« Irom hara you oM
lady Aren't you coughmg up purpla ha^
baM7 Reggie I* pretty aicaad Young NaW
and itta bio^ from Sliilan Wand came by

but you were buay *«mg m your ctoaat

Maybe Ihey'l be M TimeCmMn^ to help

you calabrato I hopa I mmff Lova- your

roommate (We're Big Pani Paoptol. Aimo

WHAT OO LINDA GORMAN AND AC
TRESS TRISH VAN DEVERE SHARE IN

COMMON'' THEY BOTH HAVE A BIRTH
DAY TODAY AND THEY BOTH THINK
THAT A MANIFESTO IS AN ALL
NIGHT CELEBRATION HYITH A BUNCH
OF HUNKY ITALIAN GUYS

PAM McCarthy

HEY WOMAN! Congratulations on gelling

to go to England Warning if you think ir>*

R^Milican Club m bad wait tii you meet
Maggia Titatcfiar' Love your 'oommale
Kalhy

PERSONALS

L *^L--

MEA6HAN A HAPPY 22NO BOAY
THANKS FOR ALL THE INSPIRATION.
WIS DOM. AND. FUN! LH. MARI

SCOTT(Boo-Boo) Six months already''

Here s to anotfier si< of Rastan roadtnps
and us Love always Brenda

AWtive rnonths' Yoti re prrrfect' Te amo" lO

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOHNNNV
JINGLES'lfFrom tfte tolerant one who k>ves

you despite your obstreperous sphincter'

HEY KIMNo your not getting a cake this

year" But tonights on us" Happy 8-Oay
Lohnes' Love CftBftF

JOHN. Thanks for the P D A Friday night'

You're great" Alan O'Oay is the ultimate

song master'" xo Kelli

TO THE GORGEOUS GUY IN 1S2
COLONIAL-The pumping iron guy psych-

ed you re happier ox PS The table action

was fabulous'

EXPERIENCED HOUSECLEANER SEEK-
ING EMPLOYMENT AFFORDABLE
RATES CALL MICHELLE 546-5453

MEN S SOCCER TEAM IS LOOKING FOR
GIRLS WHO WOULD LIKE TO JOIN
THEM INTERESTED? CALL CARMEN
6-4877

MY BABYll s been six great months
You ve put up with alot but i hope is is

worth It Love always BooBoo

HEY EDDIE MONEY GROUPIE!!Thanks for

giving me the time I needed Youre very
special to me and I'm glad things are work
ing oufi Love Julie

DOOGASIThanks lor the great B-Day
weekend I miss • luv ya dog'

TODDO DON T BOTHER THANKS
FOR THE COOKIE LUV YA DOG

DANIEL EHMANN - HAVE A WONDER-
FUL DAY AND A FABULOUS WEEKEND

YO KRISTINIlt don't matta you havin' a bir

Ihday' You re not getting no surprise par

ty' Happy 20th" Love the Kennedy crew'

CURLY HEAD FROM 7W IVEBSTER
FOLLOWED VOU FHOM HNJ.TOP CM 318
LOVED VOUR BODY PRIVATE SNOWTT
REPLY ML

J

JCECPF1I ve ijOvn n«!ad uw rieets kx you
my rambow lover' i m a*»n«ai| Maraaiad
but «««« no«7 Lova. Vaur Saoel Lp«a>

ALVSBA MMIAN.ttie g»i w<m Frwndly
green ayes vour body >s a mean lean
womout machana Ervm

WHO eVKR HKARD Of JIN<a.»:
BKI US ON ST PATKK KSIIA^ SINCi
ITI-OI l> AMISIM. IT«I»-Tf N I HIS
nUUAV Mi.m MtN-| WOKH^ IHF
Pl'MCH TABTGM GBKAr

TO AU. TNi QUVS OF M4 N PUEASANT
BT Wa re payctiad' Hope you are MP*
Love From your groupie*' No btonda* w«>
bag harr and hals on lag**

CONGRATULATIONS TO MV NEW
DAUGHTER PATTi BVStGat payohed tot

a g»e»i -^rnrwrf (i>nm La4i/io I haven t

torgolten about you' Love. T«l

OBWKriamed Caoa Ge« smart gal some
contfol M your kl* Hows 4 toel to no tongar

be a guppy m the ahart tan*

KELUE NEAAOON-H^jpy B-0*y< Wa love
Y*
Man Jen Matt Ray Maureen Amy.JenMary
af<d Sharon

ATTBtTION AU. UMAB8WOim of style

artd taaw Ian Berkeley esq i« once again
ava4abto tor the lulMhnent of al your secret
lantana* wuhaaanddtaaea MC VtSAac
capted. Cal 2i3-7aB7 (APPOMTMENT
ONLY)

WC WiOHTftU AMVONE you'weif^ 107
Ria'" Moo' Love Arvjrea Lauren A Jen

USA L — What happened to HS'' I mia* our
laMs arto rnore Do you sU* remember our
goal*'' Only 1 more week unW we ha Flonda
im ture H writ be a* memorafato a*

averymmg elae we've done Thank* tor be-
ing the best' TW

TO THE SMITNME AT AMHERST: What
time I* your Poliaci Catss?

7 BONJOVI TIX 3/t2 $50 each or BO
6 7633 or 6^7631 leave a meaaaga

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS are looking lor m
dividuals interested 5-coMage area, tor play
ing in orchestra for upcomir>g musical For
more info call Elian at 253 9182

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS are kioking for m
leresied individuals 5-college are for lech
positions for upcoming musical No ex
penence necessary Call Eric at 253 2348

UMASS LAX SHIRTS Fn only CC Con
course $8

LAURA, THE PRETTY STEPEY major from

Webster how about dmner this Friday at

Page s Potf The guy you didn i meet at

Oxford 253^5954 (5 30 8 30pm)

FRIDAY NKiHT LIVE with Oanms Miller

April 7 FAC fix on sale rK>w

THE DOCTOR... Is back' Long hair and all

You >e crajy' Can tlielp''Call Ailfor anap
pointment at 6-8103

COME SEE
THE BLUES BROTHERS

Thursdya March 9
5 7.9 and 1 tpm
Bartlett 65 $2

by IEEE

HEY. YOU LITTLE-
<inv more Tone los

, Don I gat RO drunk

PASSIONATE PETE- Welcome to the fami
ly Love and Hershey s kisses The
monsters

•IfFOR LADIES ONLYfll
Attractive male will perform for female tun-

citons 546-9922

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER A LEASE lor

next year six people please call 546-4051

TO THE UMASS GUY WHO WAS in Polisci

at Amherst I wish you hadn't dropped I was
really looking forward to getting to know
you Please respond if you would still like

to -The Smithie

•'THUMPER " Hey babe We^re styiin''last

weekend was great but this weekend was
the best' f^ver 4-get Sal nite iacu22i the

backrubs, and They re doirig it againi

Love Your dumb ditzy, drunk blonde

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS! EXCELLENT FUNDRAISING OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUART 546-7612.
LEAVE A MESSAGE.

BEEN PARTYMO'TYou probaMv have the
mufKhies Greerwugh SNK Bar Food
FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD F(X)0 FQOO

Who s the ntfiny goMig to En^end MM neT
Thai Mould be you Gigi' Congral* Liaa

PUASE TAKE MC WTTN VOW TO:8uciks
Co NYC or any MalioNo iW i Swan Mwdi
18 or 171 Plaaaa caa Kan S46- TBI 7 Thank
you' We k haw a great m^
JOMM FWUNCO QUI what the 9lh « I4ap

py Annnersary' The baby ori « on mf Love
you" Jen (oao iP S Happy Bitmdayl

AMY LORD Happy BaWday • Love You
Mw*

WffNvOVI
MfNANDl

TO TNC OtrV AT BMTTANV SAT
MQMT.-i ihtfi* your name m Ere-You Wto
ma about France Id kka to *«e you aga«i
but 4 won I l«e 'oi a whaa heraula i m
grounded Maybe we can go roller skating.
My Dad wai drive and we I be home by 1

1

8 MO AGOl never ihougfit I eouW la* m
K>ve Now I am w4h a MHa patience the
world can be our* I love you

IT • NOT TOO LATE TO roMt your bum*
lor spnrtg break round inp jet airfare lo leh
caribaan $189"' Why hang around and
freeM when you can be alralchad out on
the sand ol a bpauMul cambean reaon
stand (or tovaly coaaM reaoft m Ma«ic or

Soum Amencai tor only 189 bucks'' FhgfMs
go from Logan atfo/or JFK Can Sunfxlch
217864 2000

HEAOmO FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or Anytime') Jel there lor no more than
$160 with Airhachfr) a* reported m con-
sumer report*. NY Time* Let* Go. News
day (jood Houaekeepina and N«ional
Network Morrtmg Shows For details Can
2 1 2-864-2000 or wnto AirtHlch 2901 Broed^
way Suit* 100A, NY, NY 10025

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 196* INTERNSHIPS WITH THE
Legal Services Center Get hands on ex
penence m the legal fiaW work <krectfy wiifi

atlorrtays and ckenti Earn up to IS
UndergraduaM credrt* No experience m
tfw legal prole**nn necaaeary -Irairwig pro
vided (545 1995)

RIDE NEEDED

HELP! RIDE NEEDED to Long Island lor

Spring Break Will Pay lor Qas Call Robm
67716

RIDE WANTED

I LIVE IN FT LAUDERDALE cornebTmy
guesi for Spring B'eak .n exchange tor rides

there and bac* Eilio! 54&6457

ROOMMATES WANTED

HADLEY ROOM IN APT "" « Available
now cal 586-4412

290$ UTL AMD HEAT INCL Available im
mediately one room m group house in N
Amhe'Sl Short walk to bus Ouiet house ot

students and construction workers Call

Charlie at 549-4600 ext 213 or Santo at

549-8303 Leave name and number on
message

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
VOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer'' Call 549-1660 George

NEW HOME no smoking on bus line $325
inc 253 7948

LOOKING FOR A RESPONSIBLE NON-
SMOKER to share 2bdrm apt $150
negotiable Call Ka? 549-6846

SERVICES

LONG LUSHK>US NAILS! Can be yours at

fordable price Experienced Call Robin
549-6941. 585 5190

I BOAT
I can not mm tor lummpi To gne you aMW Yours torvtet SHWh Boat W4he

PROFESSKMAL RESUMES n 24 hour*
666^6873

OMT CHEAP RESUMES
Vevy aapanancad Li4*n>ri|| i oneiitrgM
CuuiiaaliwgMMiiia ri Laa869 8666

PWOPttllOWAL BMTWO- Term MWer*
Theaea Owaertalions i'46737S3 aRe*
7pm

*OA PRESnCNT AND TRUSTEE
ELECTIONS

SOA PRESOCNT AND TRMTEE '

dabakH" Com* tea what the
' Ckndidatoi have to tay< Thur* March '

-«n>CC 101417 00pm Atkobroadeaal'
- on 91 t WMUA" SpanMMad by SOA

GovemmeMal APatf*

SLUDGE T SHIRTS

I OF THE UVMQ. they i* wa>.rt too
I mean 4 kid* dudg* I srwl* ite hat* Boe-
er« and iam> fop* too Wa ve gel addNtona
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

CAMP YOUNG JUOEA. Amn«r«i New
Hamp*h«re (Raaklenl Co Ed I hour from
Boaton) •* m rwad ol Department Dfrecwr*
and Actwfty SpectakMt tor thi* summer m
Athletics. Oymnaatcs Swim insiruchon
IWSl) W*1er*kHng SaHing Arts A Cralls,

Campcralt Israel Oat>ce Drama. Ivaak
Fok Song RiMary Tertrv* Phnlograpfiy 01-

fice Peraonnel and Nurse* iR N ) Eaceaant
Salaries and Fninga Benefn* Please con
tact Dr Charles S Rolman Oiracwr 81
Kingsbury Street W*ae»toy. MA 02181
617 237 9410

TRAVEL

FLORIDA ROUNDTRIP PLANE TICKET
Bradley to Sarasota leave •venirig 3-15
return mornmg 3 27 $300 or BO Cai
586 3100 ext 4285

2 PLANE TICKETS - Denver $345 each
rndtrp March 18-25 Call Bob 253-9637

3 AIRFARE TIX TO DENVER. CO - $270
rdtrp 3/20 3/27 Call Heather 549 9925

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250.000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
549-0840 or LYNN 546-7483

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on-campus al

fordable grammar reviewed, dependabto,
584 7924 Nancy

' WORDSMITH" Professional Typing
Papers resumes and more' Laserpnnling
with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fast professional,

accurate 665 450

1

WANTED

ARE YOU A FEMALE ORIENTAL? Need
some quick money'' Must be Mass resident

See if you qualify 736-1259 Judy Leave
name and number

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE Group
of tour responsible women (starling 6/1/89)

Please call Linda or Lisa al 546 9162

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE IH. Call

Steve at 549-0133

WANTED

TEXTBOOK: MULTIVARIATE Salistics

Anderson 2nd ed 253-9802

APARTMENT WANTED- WE WANT TO
TAKE OVER/Buy your three bedroom apart-

ment lease, preferably Puffton, call 6-7624
or 6 7673

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER/BUY your
three bedroom lease in Puffton Please call

6 4020 or 6-8338

WANTED TO RENT

STRESSED OUT? Massage therapy Stu-
dent offering professional lull body
massages Give a gift lo yourself or a friend'

Call 256-6398

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS seek lo lake
over leaae beginning 6/89 or later II you can
help us ptoaae coniaci Paul al 546-5256
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SPORTS
Hawks soar over UMass in tourney, 78-48
Minutewomen remain winless vs. St. Joe's
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA The University of

Massuchuisetts women > hasketbiill team
was; hupmg maybe the third time would be

the charm as it prepared lo face >t

Joseph's University last ni^'ht at the A!uni

ni Memorial F'ield Htiuse

Having already been beaten by the

Hau'ks twice thiM season including an
82-60 loss last Saturday at the Curry Hick>

Cage, the Minutewomen took the floor last

night m the quarterfinal erf the Atlantic 10

Tournament thinking that a new day and
a change of scenery might make things dif

ferent. As coach Kathy Hewelt had said

bi^ore the game. "Anything can happen
But the Minutewomen found out things

don't change that drasticuily m only four

days. ^. J<»c>ph's. th^ tournament's tt^

aeed. lived up to its hilling ytnd showed that

the previous two meetings thin season were
the rule rather than the exception.

The Hawks puni.<<hed the Minutewomen
both inside and out and came away «ith
a 78-48 win and a trip to the semifinals this

weekend UMas^ saw its season end w-ith

an 11 18 mark
"We were pretty up to play St Bonaven

lure, which was a big game for us. ' Hewelt
said. "It was hard for us to get up again

"

The Minutewomen were rendered
helpless in trying to stop the mam cog in

the St. Joe's attack. 6-foot 1 junior cent< i

Dale Hodges, who finished with 15 points

and a game high 16 rebounds. The
Hawks went right after the inside of the

UMass lineup, successfully forcing
Keyburn McCusker 'team high 18 point*^

and Helen Freeman '11 points. 10 re

bound."*! into seriou.« foul trouble

Both carried thrin* personals into ti;. -.»

cond half. ver>- much limiting the amount
of defensive work they could do. St. Joe s

got solid contributions from everyone, and
with UMass able to dres.s only eight, it

wasn't particularly deep at any position

"We wanted to play St. Joe's hard, but
they have a little too much of everything."
Hewelt said "We got into foul trouble in

side, which is our Achilles heel
"

With McCusker picking up her fourth
foul early in the second half, that opened
the door for Hodges and senior forward
Kim Foley <game-high 21 points* to rip the

Minutewomen apart inside.

Up 36 22 at the half, the Hawks cruised
out of the locker room, never letting L^Ma-ss

j^tt luitk within single digits The
Minutewomen were able to .stay withm
range for the first eight minutes of the .se

cond half, but that was as tar as it went
L^Mass wore down quickly trying to stop

the Hawks, who reeled off eight .straight

over a sp<«i of 1 .31 to take a 58 36 lead with
10:31 left. It became painfully obvious that

the hi '
' to run their lifetime

letor.i \I ,,s l<. a perfect 14

"We didn t have that .spark, but a major
fact«>r was energy. ' Hewelt said "Our hus
tie was a half step off and that's just

fatigwi

On anotht't noU-. UMass succeeded in

controlling the St Joe's hot shooting ways
that proved so bothersome in last

weekend's Iin^. The Hawks shot 45 percent
from the floor last night.

But the difference turned out to be in

UMass shouting. It struggled all night and
wound up with an icy 31 percent shooting
effort, and al.so fumbled the ball over 20
times, including 15 in the first 20 minutes
to help St Joe's take control of game
The teams seesawed through the first

five minutes of the game before the Hawks
finally took control A H(xiges free throw.
a three ptiinter by Foley and a .steal and
break by Rita Balaban in just over a
minute gave the Hawks a 12-6 lead

Shortly thereafter. Freeman picked up
her third foul, forcing her to the bench and
sophomore forward McCusker to the tough
assignment of stopping Hodges. The
Hawks cotmued to kill UMas» on the
boards, and with UMass going to a match-
up aM)ne to try and keep Hodges quiet. Foley
took over for St Joe's.

The senior forward had nine of her 15
first half points in a 14 2 St. Joes run that
broke open a close game and hp|p«-d the
Hawks to a Mi 22 lead at the break.
Esen with the Minutewomen keeping

close tal» on the dangerous Htxlges. she
still was able to shake free for seven points
and 11 rebounds (SIX offthe offensive glass*
in the first half alone. Over the first 20
minutes. UMass was outrebounded 23 15

I'Mwui <4»f. krvhtirn MK^iukn T I.S Z 2 Ifi RHh WilNn
t hMtiifi Hrirn Krn'man4 9:M il ttianiM- Burke it 4 d •)

U. Trinh Rilpv I i i 1 6 Su» Sersfini 1 6 i .i 4. I.im Hair
(V.') t 2 I. .}.nn>. Mc>ran ;< 3 OO 4 TsM<k »M H-|| 411.

S«. Jowpll'* iTSk Kim Folfv It li 12 21 .Ir.Binr
R*vn..id» 1 .1 2 ;i «U«if HadieM S 17 14 IB. Ellvn ShirM>
" J i<> IS Rita Balaban 2 SOO 5. B«h Suprnnk* 4 7 00
- A. ndv Brink 2fiO04. MuvarH Bna I 1002 .Maum-n
'>-.^t»-T'\ i 1 nil .; Ali» BuriM () 2 lUi II Susw Dran O 1
•'

'
I 1' Biirn-. I 2 •» II ;i To»«h: M 7.«. fi «• 7R

rhn^ponN Boala: CltUaa 8 iR.Wv (M SMufini "

WilbnrOl BurkcO-n Sl.*»ii4^»lFl>irv22 .ShwW-
Raiahan 1 4>

Beth Wilbor. shown
against St. Joseph's

-^^
C •illecii.n ph<4n h\ Oa\ld IliianhiKui hi

here against St. Bonaventure, scored 6 points
last night.

Myers fights injury to regain old form for Eastern meet

L '*i
.

II jmmmmm

Senior gymnast Tim Myers has succesfully come back from a knee iiyuryVriead the

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

There are about 10 days lo go before the University of
Massachusetts men's gymnastics team storms upon
Syracuse to try and capture the Eastern Intercollegiate
(iymnastic.^ League Championship.

.Senior Tim Myers can remember quite well what hap-
pened to him 10 days before the EIGLs last season.
Myers was enjoying his best .season as a Minuteman.

leading UMass in the all-around competition in each meet.
The EIGLs were going to be where he would really shine,
showing off his talents to the re.st of the league.
The Minutemen were engaged in a meet with James

Madison University. Myers was the last competitor of the
night in the last event, the high bar.

His routine was just about finished when, to the dismay
of UMass coach Roy Johnson and the rest of the fans,
Myers' knee gave out on his dismount because of the force
of the landing.

UMa.ss won the meet, but more importantly lost Myers
for the re.st of the season.

"Right after it happened, it didn't really hit me, ' Myers
.said. "I wasn't sure what was wrong with me. When the
doctor said your finished, that deva.slated me. I was work-
ing all year for that one meet. My major goal in being in

a college sport is to make a mark. And then that was all

taken away."
John.son was expecting his troops to finish third at the

league championship last year, but without Myers the
team plummetted to sixth. His value to the team became
apparent.

Myers was awarded team Most Valuable Player for his

effort last season despite missing a big meet with
Springfield College at the end of the year, the East Coast

continued on page 26

Weekend forecast: Part-

ly sunny skies continue
to grip the Valley.

Highs in the upper 30s.

David R. Mark on
observing the law and
the Hadley police^

department. Pa|

A "Screening Room
Special.'* A behind-the-

scenes look at

Hollywood. Page 9.
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Senate
rejects
Tower, 53-47
From the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Democratic<ontrolled Senate
yesterday rejected the nomination of former Texas Sen.

John Tower as defense secretary, delivering a major
rebuke to President Bush just 40 days into his term.

The Senate's 53-47 vote came after a bitter and divisive

debate focusing on Tower's drinking habits, behavior
toward women and his business dealings with defense

contractors.

It was only the ninth time in 200 years that the Senate
has voted to reject a president's Cabinet choice and the

only time it has done so early in a new administration.

Vice President Dan Quayle presided over the Senate
during the roll call, underscoring Bush's commitment to

the nominee. The Senate galleries were packed and vir-

tually all senators were in their seats as the roll was
called.

"The nomination of John Tower to be secretary of

defense is not confirmed," Quayle intoned after the vote.

Kansas GOP Sen. Nancy Kassebaum provided the big-

gest surprise of the final hours of debate when she became
the sole Republican to declare her opposition.

She said her "most serious concerns" were over Tower's

activities as a defense consultant after serving as an arms
control negotiator. She also expressed doubts that he

would pay enough attention to ensuring fairness for

women in the military.

Tower's Republican defenders began to speak of him in

the past tense and the nominee also appeared to accept

defeat, even before the roll was called.

"Just moments ago I took a call from John Tower," said

Sen. John Warner of Virginia, the senior GOP member
of the Senate Armed Services Committee.
"His head is high, his voice is strong" Warner said. "He

asked me to convey thanks — in his words — to the troops

who rallied to his support."

Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, mov-
connnu*d on pagt 5

Tough job? Yes, hut UM
lieutenant enjoys work

r«arclM phMa hf Jaaoa T>ter

SGA presidential candidates O-r) Tracy Davis, Tom Darling, Morgan Hugo and Josh Gordon
wait for last night's debate to begin. President and student trustee elections are Tuesday.

Candidates ^debate' the issues
College in 1988.

Sen. Tracy Davis, who also serves on the Board (rf*Gover-

nors, said she was "the only candidate" to attend last

Tuesday's rally against budget cuts at the Statehouse, and
vowed to help students survive the cutbacks.

"I'm here for the job of president and not the title,"

Davis said. "What the next president is going to have to

do is deal with the budget cuts."

Gordon said he would try to fight budget cuts, and would

also attempt to increase recruitment of minority students

by working with area high schools.

Glodis, in his second bid for SGA president, said he

would refuse his salary, and cited textbook prices, alcohol

policy and budget cutbacks as m^jor issues in his platform.

Non-traditional student Cynthia Evans. 30, said she

would advocate for women's issues and work against

racism, sexism and homophobia on campus.

Candidates Morgan Hugo and Tom Darling spoke lit-

tle during the forum, both claiming they are not going

to win. Both, however, urged students to vote in the
continued on page 5

Date rape rallied against
Groups rally against date rape at SU

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian StafT

Presidential and student trustee candidates at the

University of Massachusetts took advantage of their on-

ly mi^or opportunity to address the student body before

Tuesday's elections in a debate held last mght in the Cam-
pus Center.

The 90 minute 'debate" which was broadcast onWMUA
and moderated by acting SGA President Robert Fadel,

was more like a joint press conference as cross-debate was
not permitted. Brief follow-up questions were allowed only

after complaints from members of the four-person media

panel.

The small audience was not allowed to question can-

didates during the forum because of time constraints im-

posed by WMUA. Fadel said.

Questions ranged from state budget cuts to more per-

sonal issuM, including former Sen. Guy Glodis' denial that

he was racist and opponent Sen. Josh Gordon's aversion

of a question on why he attempted to transfer to Amherst

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

In the ground floor ofDickinson Hall,

a tangerine scented candle burns next to

a police scanner and a photo of Lt.

Michael R. Grabiec Jr. 's family. An in-

scription on the photo's frame reads "A

father considers his wealth not in posses-

sions, but in the happiness ofhis family.

"

Grabiec was recently named deputy

chief of the new Community Disorders

Unit. Harassment associated with his

Job has forced him to be discreet about

personal information pertaining to

himself and his family, he said.

Death threats and a burning cross on

his front lawn are among the experiences

that have been part ofhus career as lieute-

nant. Such harassment is characteristic

ofthejob, Grabiec said, but this does not

prevent him from being fascinated by

"everything" about police work.
***

"It's probably one of the best jobs

around because you never do the same
thing twice." he said. "You may have

five larceny investigations in one day.

but every larceny is different because

you're working with different people,

different suspects, different clues, dif-

ferent everything else."

Public Safety Director Arthur Hilson

said he appointed Grabiec to head the

unit because of his extensive experience

as police officer and investigator.

PROFILE
i believe he is the best qualified per-

son for this important mission," Hilson

said. "He will be an asset in our effort

to eliminate and control crimes that oc

cur in the community."
The unit, which was created by

Hilson, investigates incidents of

"violence, threats or harassment,"

Grabiec said. Sexual assaults, drug traf-

ficking, juvenile crimes and VIP protec-

tion are among the duties of the unit,

he said.
connnutd on page 3

By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

The Everywoman's Center and the Greek

Area joined forces for Sexual Assault

Awareness Day yesterday at a noon rally

inside the Student Union Building.

More than 150 supporters and passers-by

silently listened as Educator/Advocates

from the EWC retold women's date rape ex-

periences and recited statistics. One of four

college women has been raped or been a

victim of attempted rape, they said.

Amer Syed, vice president of the Inter-

fraternity Council, said, "We're here to

show support and also concern that the

negative stereotypes of the Greeks are not

perpetuated."

"This isn't just a one-day event." said

Kevin "Hollywood" Taylor, a social chair-

man of Delta Upsilon. "We know date rape

can happen at any time."

"I have had two girlfriends that had been

raped and one of them was raped on cam-

pus," he said.

Taylor .said the council decided two weeks

ago to wear their fraternity letters to the

rally and support the Everywoman's
Center. "We are going to be here in

numbers today," he said.

Five to 10 members of each fraternity

and sorority attended the rally, said Milind

Bharvirkar, president of the Interfraterni-

ty Council.

The Greeks hung signs and made buttons

while the Educator/Advocates passed out

"no means no" balloons, rape whistles with

prevention education and date rape crisis

phone numbers and information on sexual

assault.

At noon, supporters blew whistles to

signal the beginning of the Speak Out. As
onlookers grew silent, eight Educator/Ad-

vocates began to recount true stories about

date rape survivors.

One speaker said rape is committed with

the genitals, but it is not sex. and she ex-

plained. "If I hit you over the head with a

frying pan, would you call it cooking?"

The speakers said that the major motiva-

tion for rape is anger, hostility and aggres-

sion — not sex.

The Speak Out, which lasted for 20

minutes, incorporated views about sexual

assault, safety on campus and
pornography.

The Educator/Advocates urged everyone

to "turn on the lights and for your life's

sake see," and called for all women to be

continued on page 6
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Decoy treatment my prevent common cold
boston (AP) — A newly discovered chemical decoy

may lure the common cold virus away from its lar^jets in

side the nose, perhaps providmg the First medicine to pre

vent the sniffles, scientist said yesterday.

The research hopes unravel the strateg>- used by

rhinoviruses — the culprits in about help of all colds —
to get into the cells that line the nose and begin the all-

too familiar bouts of hacking, sneezing and snuffing.

While the research provides tanatilizing clues for

developing ways to prevent the common cold, scientists

caution that such treatments are still years away. Even
if they prove efTective, they will only work against the

Rhinoviruses, not other cold viruses, and probably won't

cure colds once they start.

"This is not a cure. It is a scientific step." said Dr.

Michael E Kamarck of Molecular Therapeutics, one of

two research groups that simultaneously made made the

discovery.

The two teams pros ided the first detailed descriptions

of the rhinovirus receptor, the minuscule spots on cells

where rhinoviruses attach themselves.

Researchers speculate that by flooding the nose with

synthetic copies of this natural molecule, it should be
possible to hopelessly confuse attacking viruses, luring

them away from susceptible cells. A similar strategy is

already being tested in a far more serious disease, AIDS.
Scientists said the new approach to preventing cold in

fections succeeds in the test tub but has not been tried

yet on people. "If it works, it would be very exciting,"

commented Dr. Richard Crowell. a virus researcher at

Hahnemann University School of Medicine in

Philadelphia

Reports on the two teams' conclusions were published

in Friday's issue of the journal Cell. One study was con

ducted at the Harvard affiliated Center for Blood Research

in Boston and Boehnhnger Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals

in Ridgeileld. Conn., and the other at Molecular
conr.nuitiz jn page 3
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FORD RETIRES - William Clay Ford,
who will be 64 next week, announced his
retirement yesterday as Vice Chairman
of Ford Motor Co. Ford's (grandfather,
Henry, founded the company.

Imagine being trapped

five miles beneath

the ocean surface,

where the pressure can crush you

where no one can hear you...

And your worst nightmare.,

becomes a reality.
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LOCAL
TEAM
works for
tax reform
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Stafl

HOLYOKE — Tax increases may be a feasible alter

native to a '"ni^'htmare" Hou.se Ways and Means Com
mittee budget, .said Susan Romaine, assistant director nl

the Tax Equity Alliance for Massachusetts.

Rumaine and Christopher Crowley, an organizer ol

TEAM, told an audience of about 50 yesterday at Holyoke
Community College that there are alternatives to the "No
new taxes" budget proposed by the Ma.ssachu.setts House
Ways and Means Committee. Romaine said. "We are look

ing for ways to shore up lagging revenues."

TEAM was formed in 1987 to "educate people on the
need for fair tax reform," Crowley said.

"When the word taxes comes up, people thin'.t we're go-

ing after their wallets," he said, adding that's not always
the case.

"The budget has been a nightmare for the state, but a
blessing in di.sguise for us." Romaine said the budget con-

troversy has helped generate media attention for TEAM
"There is a $636 million deficit in the state budget this

year." Romaine said. TEAM attributes the deHcit to Pro-

pcmition 2 1'2, which was implemented in 1981.

"As a result of Proposition 2 1/2. municipalities had
trouble providing services, so the states had to step in to

fill the void. Since 1981, local aid has doubled," she said.

Since the Hou.se budget promises no new taxes, substan
tial cuts to services provided by the state must be made
to raise revenue, she said. Funding for many state-run

programs and public education are among the human ser-

vices affected by the cuts, she said.

TEAM sees progressive tax reform as an alternative to

cutting services. They said they believe the elimination

of capital-gains deductions as a means of reform.

"By eliminating the capital-gains deduction, the state

could gain $360 million in revenue that could be used for

critical programs that are vastly underfunded." Romaine
said.

(ullrcian piuHii bt .lawtn ralrraHUiOHHHHHHH - Jan Willner tries to shake off Wednesday night yesterday morning at the
Brigham's in Holyoke.

Capital gains is a form of unearned income received

when a person sells real estate, stocks and other forms
of capital. There is a 10 percent tax on the income from
the sale, but a 50 percent tax deduction is given to the

consumer, Romaine said. Ultimately, the person ends up
paying only a five percent tax, he said.

Crowley said, "This is not an outrageous proposal. In

1986, the Reagan administration eliminated capital-gains

deductions on the federal level. Since 1986, 28 out of the

.36 states [which had capital gains deductions] eliminated

the breaks."

He said it is important "to get people to realize that the

capital gains proposal is not an attack "90 percent of the

people who benefit from capital gains are among the
richest 10 percent of the population, he said.

Romaine said, "The state doesn't tax food for pelt-

producing animals. The state [subsidizes] the fur indiutry.

This $2 million could provide home care for 1,500 el<terly

people in the state."

Jon Hallett, a "concerned taxpayer" said, "Tax reform
must be put in terms so people understand that without
an increase in taxes, it may take the fire department 20
minutes to arrive, and their house may not be saved, or

it may take a half hour for the police to arrive, if they
can fit the call in at all."

University Without Walls opens doors for adults
By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Staff

After 12 years as a news editor for .Amherst radio sta-

tion WTT. iTiomas Ashwell, 41, decided the time had come
to return to college and finish his degree.

Today, a 1988 graduate of the L'niversity of

Mas.sachusetts' University Without Walls program,
Ashwell is working for his Master's in American History*.

"I didn't think I needed a traditional undergraduate pro-

gram." he said. "I just wanted to tie up loose ends and
go on to grad .school."

Traditional is not an adjective ordinarily used to

describe UWW. Created in 1971 "out of the political

energ>' of the 1960s," UWW makes UMass accessible to

adults who cannot do it any other way, said UWW Direc-

tor Gary Bernhard.
"We're a court of la.st resort," said Ed Harris, former
UWW Director. "We require applicants to investigate

other options first, and if they find that for reasons ofjob

or parental responsibilities they cannot fit in a normal
curriculum, we will consider them."
As adults are enrolling in colleges in record numbers

across the country, UWW is deliberately being kept small,

Bernhard said. For the last ten years, enrollment in UWW

has remained steady at .300, he said.

"The size of UWW could easily be doubled or even
quadrupled," Bernhard said. "But like everyone else

we've had to absorb our share of budget cuts."

"Over the years," he said, "UMass has maintained a

steady level of commitment to the program, but it has

never been willing to go beyond that point, despite our
best efforts."

Harris said adult education is vital for the entire .state

"We're a court of lost resort."

-Ed Harris

"The Mas.sachusetts economy is .so dependent on a well-

educated work force," he said. "That's what high-tech

businesses look for when they move here."

According to Ed Andrews, regional manager of the

Council for Adult and Experiential Learning. "Many
traditional jobs can no longer be filled with ju.st a high

school education. Even a clerk needs to know how to use

a computer these days."

A greater demand for certification in various professions

is another reason why adults return to school, Andrews
said.

"You used to be able to run a day care center in a spare
room," he said. "Now you need to be certified."

About 7 percent of the UMass undergraduate popula-

tion is over the age of 25, according to the Office of Plan-

ning and Development. Most of these students make
sacrifices to fit into a traditional academic setting, Har-

ris said, adding that more adults would return to school

if they were offered more options.

The most common point of re-entry for adults is Conti-

nuing Education programs at .state schools, he .said.

Because such programs receive no state subsidy, they

discriminate against adults, Harris said.

"Massachu-setts is the only state that makes adults pay
for education," he said. "The services offered are limited

to the amount of fees generated. That means adults are

shortchanged on the advising and support services they

badly need."

Community colleges typically have large adult popula-

tions, he said. Both Bernhard and Harris said it should

be possible for students to complete most of their

coursework at community colleges and through indepen-

dent study.

Massachusetts should follow the example of states like

New York, Illinois and California, which have UWW type

continued on page 4

Graduate employees to protest fee
The Graduate Employee Organization

has scheduled a protest on the Student

Union steps today to protest "an appall-

ing lack of serious commitment to public

higher education on the part of the

state," according to a rally organizer.

Mike Parkhurst. GEO spokesperson,

said in a written statement, "We are

outraged at the addition this semester

of yet another 'one-time' fee to cover

University expenses: the $50 'cur-

riculum fee.'"

The GEO is a 600-member organiza

tion that for the past year has attemp-

ted to organize a graduate employee

union to seek better wages and working

conditions.

According to Parkhurst, the GEO is

unhappy with the "University ad-

ministration's poor handling of the

[state's lack of commitment]."

The protest is scheduled to begin at

noon on the Student Union steps with
a procession led around campus by two
GEO members, he said.

According to Parkhurst, the GEO
members will be pushing wheelbarrows
filled with pennies to pay the $50 fee.

The wheelbarrows will be pushed to the

Bursar's office in the Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building, where the fee

will be paid, he said.

"The pennies are meant to symbolize
the precarious financial situation of

graduate employees, and to dramatize
the need for a union to combat such fees

in the future," he said.

"We think it is inexcusable to expect

students to foot the bill for the fiscal in-

competence of the governor and the

legislature," Parkhurst said.

-DAVID R. MARK

Man denies drug charges
Rogers pleads innocent to trafficking
A third man suspected to be involved in

trafficking cocaine to University of

Massachusetts students denied drug
charges in Hampshire Superior Court

Tuesday.
Louis J. Rogers, 19, of Springfield, plead-

ed innocent to a grand jury indictment

charging him with two counts of cocaine

trafficking.

Judge John F. Murphy set bail for Rogers

at $1,500 for his alleged involvement in

two drug transactions, one in Hadley on

Jan. 18 and the second in Amherst Feb. 8.

Rogers and two others were arrested at

the Price Chopper Supermarket on Univer-

sity Drive during an alleged drug deal by
a state police drug task force working with

UMass and Amherst police. The other two
men with Rogers, William Tripp III and
Kwasi Oduro-Tandoh, were arrested after

allegedly selling about four ounces of co-

caine to undercover narcotics officers.

Both Tripp and Oduro-Tandoh's bails

were set at $10,000 while Rogers was
released on his own recognizance.

Police reported they confiscated between
$30,000 and $45,000 worth of rock-form co-

caine at the time of arrest.

Rogers contends he was shopping at the
time of the transaction and had given the
other two men and a female UMass student
a ride to the store from the University. The
woman was neither held for or charged
with any crime.

Roger's car was confiscated by state

police officers in order to determine the ex-

tent of his involvement in the crime. He is

scheduled for pre-trial hearing conference

April 3.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES
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University Without Walls those
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programs operating on a statewide basis, Harris said.
Besides its Amherst location, UWW has locations in
Springfield and Worcester.
Classes need to be offered at realistic times, Andrews

said. He cited the example of Keene State College, which
holds classes on weekends.

In many cases, it may not be necessary to attend classes.

New York and New Jersey have examination systems that
enable adults to earn all or most of a degree by passing
a series of tests.

"it's extremely efficient," Harris said. "If someone

already has expertise in a particular area, why should that

person waste his time and the state's resources by sitting

in class?"

Hams said he is optimistic about the recent appoint

ment of Paul Tsongas as chairman of the Massachusetts

Board of Regents of Higher Education.

"When the Regents examme the long range needs of the

Commonwealth," he said, "I hope adults figure pro

minently in their thinking To do otherw ise would be very

short-sighted."

books!

Qt the hatch
UMASS / AMHERST

SUNDAY
enjoy on evening
with Jeff Holmes

The Hatch offers fresh home-
made pizzas and grinders,

plus imported beer and wine.

All ore welcome

UMass Ski Club has received lodging
in Salt Lake City for Spring Break

Price includes lodging, rental car, &
air fare. Lift ticket packages are

available.

$450—Contact UMass Ski Club

UMASS SKI CLUB

GenuineDraft
CASE SPECIALS
MICHELOB SUITCASES (Regular, Light & Dry) 12 99
PIELS 12 oz. Bar Bottles f^ 6 99
ROLLING ROCK 12 oz. Bar Bottles L- 10 99

I

MOLSON GOLDEN
1 2 Packs $6.99

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2 Itrs.

PURPLE PASSION 4 pk.

KRONRNBOURG 6 pk.

SIMPATICO 6 pk. (The Black Bottle)

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT 12 pk.

BECKS 12 pk. Bottles

KAHLUA 750 ml
FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L
FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L
CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 ml
2 Ltr. COCA-COLA

/. 10.99^ 8.99

^Mwii 8.99

a, 5.99

^•J .99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER
Located on Roale 9, HadleY—Just beYond Barger King

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 1 1 p.m.

584-8174
ll
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election.

The six student trustee candidates focus-

ed on similar issues, each promising to lob-

by the 19 members of the UMass Board of

Trustees in Boston, three of whom are
students from state schools.

Candidate Rob Skelton, who played the
harmonica during the forum, vowed to

"lobby like hell" for students and cited his

founding of a newspaper as the basis for his

qualifications.

Eric Nakajima. BOG chairperson, said,

"We need to make sure that the trustees

know exactly how policies are affecting us
"

Candidates Al Arpad and Sandy Ed-

wards both emphasized communication to

the students, through newsletters or

editorials in the Collegian.

"The trustee should let students know
what's going on." Edwards said. "They
have as much of a say as any member of

that board."

Bob Monaghan, one year shy ofthe legal

drinking age, said laws preventing minors
from drinking alcohol in Massachusetts are

wrong and said he wants to revive

tailgating on campus.

Rich Barry, who arrived wearing a

bathrobe and different colored socks, said

he was not interested in winning, but urg
ed .students to vote and "laugh."

B Grnhif>c
'

cunt'.r^ucdjrcm page I

"We investigate all crimes against race,

color, sex, religion, creed, age and national
origin," he said.

The unit consists of Grabiec and officers

Daniel Hagan and Joanne O'Connor
Hilson said he hopes to add at least one
more officer to the CDU by next month
The 46-year-old lieutenant is heavy set

with graying temples. His harsh tone is

softened by a genial attitude and an argyle
sweater. Grabiec will divulge that he is

married, has four children and is original-

ly "from the area." He refused to have his
photo taken.
Before coming to the University, Grabiec

COLLEGIAN 5

was a retail manager and security consul-

tant for the J.J. Newberry Co.

"One of the very important things — it

was a growing field — was stealing, quite

a popular thing. It was taking more of the
profits out of businesses," he said.

Grabiec, who has worked part-time in a
community police force, said working on a
campus is "more of a challenge."
"I find people in communities are

sometimes more cooperative because you
have older people. "There is a lot of peer
pressure on campus," he said.

For all its shortcomings, however,
Grabiec considers the Amherst area an
ideal place to work and raise a family.

That much he could say.

Tower
continued from page I

ed to repair damage caused by the biiier strug^jU' to

K- hit ions between the Senate and President Bush
"I know what's in my heart and in my mind," he tol<^

reporters. "I want to directly, clearly and unam-
biguously say that this doesn't represent an effort to

be harmful to the president "

Dole agreed t<) a late afternoon vote on the nomina-
tion after acknowledging the collapse of a last-minute
bid to give Tower an extraordinary 6-month trial period

as defense secretary to prove he could abstain from
drinking.

"When he made his decision all the other Democrats
wheeled in behind him," said Sen John Chafee. R R.I

Names most frequently mentioned in White House
speculation as a replacement for Tower are Warner,
a former secretary of the Navy; former Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld; former Rep. Jack Ed-

wards, R-Ala.; and national security adviser Brent
Scowcroft

Possible replacements for defeated defense secretary-designate John Tower include
Rumsfeld, Brent Scowcroft. John Wurnt-r, and Jack Kdwards.

APPlHlto

(I-r) Donald

FREE LESSONS FOR WOMEN

10 am-Upm Daily

til Midnight

Fri. & Sat.

m \4\^ BY POPULAR DEMAND *=^ i?"" ^

Dance/Club H
WW. ULTIMA IK

BROWN'S DIRTY I

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley qo^ HQl fi
Next Door to Your Qwr^ Gym »>0*T-U*llU

200/0 OFF WITH PROPER STUDENT ID

BEFORE 6 P.M.

100

90

89

Weekend
Warm-up!

TODAY
All you can eat

Hot & Cold Munchtes
4:00-6:00 pm

Take a look at our
special drink board

Stoney live at 6 pm

rrnnn
ffrrjfn.
Irrnrrit^

TOP of the CAMPUS
L -O- U -N -G •

E

Mon -Ff. 11 30 a m 10 12 30 a m
Sal Sun 5 00 pm to 12 30 a m

lllh FLOOR • CAMPUS CENTER

Now Open in Amherst!

ACreatiie Hair Salon Specializing in

Wave Nouveau • Leisure Curl

Care Free Curl • Weaves • Extensions

Braids • Color • Permanent Waves
Design Cuts

228 Triangle Street • Amherst • 549-3999

139 Dwight Street • Springfield • 734-4234 I

Monday thru Saturday _|l

PARAMOUNT
Performing Arts Center
PlHt M.nn "Mrcel. SprinL-O. Ii). M \ "1 I"i'

MIC HLLi.L
SHOCKED

Siilurdiix.

Vlarth I.S

ffi,.r*-i '«l «U'

'.1

<

Digital CqwtpTfenr Corp«fSl*f*

Alvin Alley
Repertory
Ensemble

_ /^, Saturday.

V^^^ March 11
^ 'V 8pm

•n bfftil oi VMA.

foanattion ol Pion—r VUfr

A Salute to

:1{ocky an^ "Bullwinkle
J \

lancy Brothers with

Robbie O'Connell
KETS ON SALE FEB. 21

**ilh «.pcCMl kiurM

The Dustmen

Sunday, March 12. 7 pm
THE FIXX
Sunday. April 2

"An Oui>pi>ki-n Evening will.

MORTON DOWNEY, JR.: Mav 6

Tit.'kel<> a«ailablt m Ihi F'sramounl Box orTici- (41 3i '.'4-5K"-*

*n Tiikelron ()u,.l•^^ and Toloin.n l-HIKi-.^s:-?<(W).

DWECT FROM FKOSTBITE FALLS

rrs THE BEST OF ROCKY AND BULLWINKLE!
rtATUKlMO ALL OF THEIR COHORTS mCI.LTJt^G

BORIS ft NATASHA. MR. PEABODY ft SHERMAN.
DUDLEY DO-RIGHT ft FRACTURED FAmYTALES.

PLUS SPECIAL GUnr SPOTS BT OTHER JAT WARD CIIARACTERS.
A OUAKANTKEO FUN PILIXO SHOW1

Fri., March 10th

UMass Campus Center Auditorium

Shows: 5-7-9-11 p.m.

Tickets at the door: $2 for 5 & 7 p.m. Shows
$3 for 9 & 11 p.m. Shows

Sponsored by WMUA 91.1 FM
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Goodell Library target
of second bomb scare
The second bomb threat in three days

to the University of Massachusetts was
received by the building's personnel

yesterday, again calling a halt to ac-

tivities inside for four hours.

A desk worker m Goodell Library,

sight of the previous threat, told police

the threat came by telephone shortly

after 12:15 p.m. and spoke of an ex-

plosive device somewhere in the

building.

The building was evacuated as UMa^
police and the Environmental Health
and Safety department performed a

search which failed to produce the alleg

ed bomb

Jack Luippold, deputy chief of UMas.-^

Public Safety, said the latest threat

might be linked to the previous one, but

also said the investigation was an ongo

ing one and details concerning evidence

could not be revealed.

Police took statements from the

library staff about the incident.

A bomb threat was telephoned in to

the library Monday afternoon, to which

Amherst Fire Department responded

and performed a search of the premises.

At that time Arthur Hilson, director

of Public Safety, said he had no reason

to believe the bomb scare was anything

but a threat.

-THOMAS RODRIGUES

Graduate Senate says

Board of Governors biased
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Reacting to recent Graduate Student

Senate charges of "favoritism and un

professional conduct" by the Board of

Governors' Space Committee, the BOG an

nounced last night that they have begun

•in internal review of that group's record.

"We're just basically going to find out if

their charges are substantiated or not,"

said Governor Scott Jordan, who has been

tapped by BOG Chairman Erik Nakajima
to head the investigation.

At Tuesday night's Graduate Student

Senate meeting a motion surfaced — and

was quickly tabled — that charges the BOG
with failing to satisfy the space needs of

graduate student organizations and "to

deal with the issues of the Minuteman and
I T\f DUO Pon'iKlifin Cliib

'The Graduate Student Senate will no
longer participate in the Board of Gover-
nors and withdraws its support until these

issues are resolved," reads the motion,

which also mentioned an alleged verbal

assault of a senator by a governor.

The GSS is not expected to act on the pro-

posal until their next meeting, following

spring break.

Sources close to the BOG described the
wording of the allegations as "fuzzy," ad
ding that "it is not clear what was their in-

tent" in threatening to withdraw support

"They would probably pull out their ap
pointed representatives," said Jordan,
"and their money." As the GSS is undt-r

contract for financial support of the BCXi,

added Jordan, "that would open up a whole
can of worms that we really don't want to

get into."

Date rape rallied against in Student Union

continued from page 1

safe.

"There must be a lot of women who are afraid to say

anything." said senior Debbie Thompson, a classics ma-

jor. She said she came to the rally with a friend and was
surprised at the large turnout

"It's really nice to see so many men are supporting (the

rally)." Thompson said.

"I think something like this (rallyl is very important

for everyone," said senior French major Louise Huule.

"especially for people who have been date raped"
Thompson and Houle agreed that the rally made it

especially clear that women should not blame themselves

for date rape "It's definitly not their fault." Houle said.

"And that's why awareness is important"
Junior communications major Richard Cadiz said he

didn't know about the rally, but stopped to listen when
he passed through the Student Union Building.

"I stopped when 1 saw so many people here listening

to the [Educator Advocates)." he said. "It was interesting,

and It makes people more aware of what date rape is."

Gretchen Krull. a coordinator of Peer Sexuality Educa-

tion at University Health Services, and an organizer of

the e\ent, .said she was "very pleased" with the Blow the

Whistle on Date Rape rally.

"I was impressed that so many people stopped and seem
ed supportive." she said. "It was definitely a success

'
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EEXTOJIAL/OPINION
Get Coca-Cola out ofSouth Africa
"You are either alive and proud or you

are dead, and when you are dead, you can't

care anyway," explained Stephen Biko m
June of 1977. Three months later. Stephen
Biko was dead.

The South African government claimed
that he died of a hunger strike while in

police custody. In reality, Stephen Biko was
tortured and beaten to death by members
of the South African Security Police.

David Eng

Lawbreaking in the Valley
The law is a funny thing.

EUich night's news brings questions from
the courtrooms of America. Questions of

whether criminals can plead insanity, ur

guilty, or anything to get a lesser charge
Questions of whether its proper for com
pany after company to avoid losing; million.s

in lawsuit.s, because they have more money
to spend on legal protection.

David R. Mark

We read in the newspapers about police

officers turned crooked, of streets control!

ed by gangs, and of the resultant killing of

officer after officer Then we have questions

of search warrant violations, and vigilan

tism, and other unfortunate incidents that

bring us back to the courtrooms on
television.

And then there are those who violate the

law and don't care.

But I'm not just talking' about hcKidlums

in our inner-cities, and I'm not talking

about such minor things as speeding and
parking tickets, or shoplifting at Price

Chopper.
No, we have people willfully violating the

law — which perhaps they feel they are

above — in the Happy Valley. Let me give

an example:

I was at McManus' with another reporter

last Saturday night, a little past midnight.

As we walked in, we couldn't help but

notice three cars parked in the fire lane in

front of the diner, including two Hadley
police cars.

Once inside the diner, I saw two Hadley
police officers drinking coffee at the counter

near the entrance. I went over, and in my
most friendly and innocent voice, asked one

officer if there was a reason for the obvious

parking violation.

"This is private property," she said. "If

there is a problem, the owner of this

restaurant can have the cars towed."

"Is that a problem?" she added.

No, I grumbled. I smiled, thanked her for

her time, and went outside again.

With a little checking, the Collegian

found out, in fact, that parking in a fire

lane is illegal. No great shock, except to

certain Hadley officers.

Since the officers saw nothing wrong
with parking in a fire lane where it clear-

ly said NO PARKING. I decided to write

down the license plate numbers and the car

numbers on the side of the vehicles.

They are respectively:

• License plate numbers 3699 and '2287.

• Vehicle numbers 35 and 36.

Human nature is equally funny.

The police cars left, it seemed, within

seconds of my writing down the numbers
As they sped off, to my surprise, two other

cars pulled into the fire lane

"Fire lane," I said, pointing to the fire

lane as the first person got out of his car,

"I know," he replied, and walked into the

restaurant.

To my shock (although they were only

following each other's lead, starting with

the two police officers), seven non-police

cars parked in the fire lane within one half

hour.

It may be small -town news to many of

you, but there is a principle at stake here.

Be it parking in a fire lane or selling heroin

on the streets, police officers are to respect

and, more important, enforce the law.

Anything short of that is irresponsible,

and the officers at question here should be

reprimanded, just as quickly as any other

officer breaking any other law should be

reprimanded.
And at least two Hadley officers provid-

ed "anything short of that" last Saturday

night in front of McManus'.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

"I have cherished the ideal of a
democratic and free society in which all

persons live together in harmony and with
equal opportunities. It is an ideal which I

hope to live for and to achieve. But if need
be, it is an ideal for which I am prepared
to die. " explained Nelson Mandela in 1964.
For the last 25 years, Nelson Mandela

had been imprisoned by the South African
government for these very same ideals. In
all likelihood. Nelson Mandela will die
before he sees these ideals achieved.
"Apartheid is not simply a regrettable

localized aberration of importance only to

South Africa. It is a universal moral crisis

and no nation can in conscience stand back
and adopt a neutral or passive attitude to

It. Apartheid is an affront to every single

member of the family of humanity," ex-

plained Donald Woods, a white South
African newspaper editor and a friend of

Stephen Biko's.

So now it's up to you. Are you willing to

do something to end the ii^justice in South
Africa? What can you do? It's very simple.
Bovcott

Coca-Cola, along with other US com-
panies, does business in South Africa

because it's profitable. Coke executives

claim that they are helping the Black peo-

ple of South Africa by giving them jobs.

Could this be true?

Before he was killed Stephen Biko said,

"If Washington wants to contribute to the

development of a just society in South
Africa, it must discourage investment in

South Africa. We Blacks are perfectly will-

ing to suffer the consequences. We are

quite accustomed to suffering."

So, once again, it's up to you. Are you
willing to suffer a little bit to help the 23
million Blacks suffering under Apartheid?

Are you willing to do your part in ending
the ii\)UBtice in South Africa? Are you will-

ing to further the cause that Stephen Biko
died for?

Your part is a simple one:

1) Don't buy any Coca-Cola products

2) Write a letter to the Coca-Cola corpora-

tion (Public

Relations Dept.; -1 Coca-Cola Plaza:

AtlanU. GA 30313)

telling them that you won't buy any Coke
products until they

get the hell out of South Africa.

And that's it. It's that simple By taking

part in this nation wide boycott, we can
send a message to corporate America, The
people of this country will no longer

tolerate the million dollar profits at the ex-

pense of human lives. We won't "Catch the

Wave" as long as that wave is lu-eaking the

backs of the 23 million Blacks in South
America.

David Eng is a VMasa student

Giving more than just blood
I've been converted.

I've always tried to keep my morals

on a practical level, one on which I could

relate. Problems in the rest of the world

didn't affect me so there was no real

point worrying about those problems,

for then I might have to think about

them. So war raged in Central America,

thousands upon thousands of people in

this country were left out in the cold

with nowhere to go, even more
thousands of people in Africa died of

starvation and I was oblivious to all —
wallowing in my own blissful ignorance.

On February 28, I did a small thing.

I wore as I wrote this, a little sticker

that says, "Be Nice To Me — I Gave
Blood" along with a little blood-drop pin

to show that I was a first-timer in the

blood doner world. As I waited in line

after answering all the questions they

so carefully and thoughtfully asked me
about my previous illnesses, sexual

practices, and so on, I looked around the

room in which I was to perform one of

the few acts I have ever done for the

good of my fellow man.

An as I lookcKl around I saw the faces

of the others in the room with me —
some of them first timers too. What I

carried in my own heart I think I .saw

in their faces. We all realized, subcon-

ciously or otherwise, that the problems
of the world were so incredibly large

that us being there on that day couldn't

possibly amount to anything in the

general scheme.

But walking out of the room after-

wards I thought again. I remembered
that I signed a card saying that I wanted
my blood to be given to a man carrying

poison from the deadly Agent Orange in

his veins, which he contracted during

Vietnam. So I was helping one person.

I realized at that's all we really can do.

So war rages in Central America,

thousands of people are homeless in this

country, even more die of starvation in

Africa,

and I gave blood. Even when put into

that huge context, it doesn't sound half

bad. So be nice to me, I gave blood.

Chris WUley
Sylvan

Budget cuts show hypocrisy in state government
When the big ax of the budget cutters finally stops

swinging and the fallout from the State's recent revenue

shortfall is complete, some ugly truths will be only too

evident

Among these will be just what a sharp and nervy little

bugger the Duke really is. The audacity of his presiden-

tial run is staggering. Massachusetts was piling up a debt

of $604 million while he ran a campaign based on "com-

petence. '
It is a frightful day for our country when a $604

million dollar deficit is viewed as competence.

Of course, his was not even the most glaring hypocrisy

in the race, not with the ex-director of the CIA clamoring

for kindness and gentleness. But regardless of Bush's

.senseless blatherings. the fact remains: a five foot six

lump of blue suit, nostrils, eyebrows and arrogance almost

came up with four years worth of free plane rides on Air

Force One running a campaign based on competence —
while his home state was running up huge debts.

Dukakis's competence is being roundly criticized now

that the revenue shortfalls have become puhlically evi-

dent, and his presidential aspirations have failed. Ironical-

ly, much of this criticism is coming from a group which

was silent during the Duke's bid for the presidency - the

State Legislature.

This is our second Ugly Truth - a good number of our

Legislators are shameless opportunists and backstabbers.

Like hyenas, sensing their prey's weakness, the critics

in the legislature are all too eager to rip Dukakis now that

he is a laime-duck governor. But they didn't have anything

to say when it looked like the Duke was going to be sit-

ting pretty in the Big House on Pennsylvania Avenue,

and I don't believe they were suffering from laryngitis.

Their vocal difficulties stemmed from a deeper problem:

spinelessness.

William Gorman

These jellyfish who flowed with the current while

Dukakis was front-runner have now turned their stings

on him. This is because their only sense of direction comes

from the tide of public opinion which has now risen

against Dukakis.

The cart is squarely in front of the horse in our

Legislature. Our "leaders " wet their fingers and gauge

the winds of public sentiment deciding whether to wear

Green Lantern or Batman Underoo's. There are critical-

ly few legislators whose foresight extends past tomorrow's

headlines, and this is going to cost us. With no one will-

ing to battle for "unpopular" positions, we are trumpeted

by the headline mongers and get rammed through.

It's happening now, with the State budget. "Mad Dog"
Richard Voke, half-crazed by ambition, power lust, and

the warm glow of television lights on his cheeks, has pro-

posed a frighteningly regressive budget which is being
seriously considered by the rest of the legislature.

Voke is the chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee who can be heard, even in his sleep, raging

"No new taxes!" with the fervor and conviction of a
religious fanatic. In order to toe the "no new taxes" mark,
Voke has indiscriminately slashed and chopped state ex-

penditures in his budget.

Among the exjienditures, Voke has deemed exjiendable

and hacked from his proposed budget millions of dollars

for the state's higher education system which is already

in a crisis situation from the budget cuts of the past two
years. Worse, Voke has completely wiped out the higher
education library funding budget. He made this cut

because he feels that the library funding should come from
the regular higher education budget. This would be fine

except that the regular budget is already decimated
without the additional eight million burden of sustain-

ing the libraries. Voke didn't shift the money from one
budget to the other — he literally eradicated it.

If these cuts go through, not only are students present-

ly enrolled in the state colleges and universities screw-

ed, the entire future of higher education in Massachusetts

is going to be irreparably damaged. And that's the Ugly
Truth

William Oorman is a UMass student
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cold treatment
cor<r.rij.ed ^nm page .'

Therapeutics of West Haven. Conn., part of Miles Inc., a

pharmaceutical firm.

"it IS cleui-ly feasibh* to develop a treatment based on
what we have learned." said Dr Timothy A. Springer of

the Center for Blood Research. He described the work as

"an important scientific breakthrough
"

Springer said his group has already produced a soluble

form of the virus receptor, but they are attempting to

develop a version that will be even more effective as a

virus-fooling drug
Experts predicttni that such a treatment would probably

be used as a nose spray or drops. Since it would be im
practical — and probably expensive — to use the drops dai-

ly, people might take the medicine when they are especial

ly worried about getting colds

For instance, parents might take the treatment to pra
tect themselves when their child brings home a cold Or
an athlete might use it to keep from catching a cold befon

an important game.
"Whether it would cure a cold once it started is n<ii

clear." said Springer "I doubt it It might help a cold cUmi

up more quickly
"

Springer has worked for several years on a structun-

on the surface of cells called intercelular adhesion

molecule 1. or ICAM 1

COLLEGIAN 9

AP photo

Dr. Timothy Springer, a lead researcher of the common cold virus at Dana-Farber Cancer In-

stitute, gestures yesterday at a news conference in Boston.
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ARTS&LIVINS
Hollywood tekkie talks shop
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

and ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

Unsubstantiated Rumors, Etc.

Two weeks ago, we went to the Kaufman Studios in

A.storia, New York, to interview someone closely involv

ed m the production of the new film. Disco II: The
Revenge. What follows will be, we hope, an informative

and entertaining look at the making of a major Hollywood
production. Before we begin, however, we would like to

thank the interviewee, Mr. Arlyn Jacobs, for his time and
good humor. He is truly one of the great unsung heroes
(if the film indu.strv.

SCREENING ROOM

ADAM CAMPBELL: Thanks for the cofTee.

ARLYN JACOBS: No problem
JIM COLE: Really, no ofTen-se, but what exactly does

a Gaffer do?

A.J: It's all right. I get it all the time. I'm sort of a
technical engineer.

A.C.: Technical engineer. What exactly does that mean?

A.J: I oversee a lot of the technical work on the set. I

do have some people that work under me. And together
we handle a lot of the independent systems that work
together during production.

J.C.: Such as. . . ?

A.J.: I don't really have a lot of time.

A.C.: Okay Let's talk about the movie. I understand
there's a lot of money being poured into this. Do you think
it's kind of a risky project? I mean, disco. . . ?

A.J.: Every film is a ri.sky project. You remember what
William Goldman said.

AC: Who?
A.J.: He said, "nobody knows anything." Nobody knows

if their film is going to be a hit or a bomb.
J.C: But, Jisro?

A.J.: Look, everything is cyclical In the last couple of
years, bell-bottoms and polyester have been coming back.
Disco can't be far behind. Duct knows what they're doing.
AC : Duct?
A.J.: Whaf
A.C.: You said "Duct."
A.J.: Duck. Duck Pictures. I didn't say "duct."
J.C: There've been a lot of rumors about the casting.

At some point, Sylvester Stallone was interested, but he
backed out and the part was rewritten for Nastassia Kin-
ski. Is that right?

A.J.: Boy, who are your sources? It was written for John
Travolta.

AC: He's in it?

A.J.: No.
The interview will be concluded in an upcoming issue.

PlM4a c—t1«i) of Ariyn Ji

ARLYN JACOBS

Local restaurant offers readings
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian StafT

Marcie's Place, located at 30 Boltwood
Walk in Amherst on the ground floor of

what used to be Plunbley's, is more than
ju.Ht a restaurant. In addition to serving

what she describes as "hearty,
homestyle cooking" and an assortment

of baked goods from a menu which
changes on a regular basis, owner Mar
cie Abramson strives to make the space

available for the artists in the

community.
The restaurant is fairly new, having

only been around for about six months.

"We often have acou.stic music and local

musicians play a lot," said Abramson,
but there is no set day. Pooplo comi' and

play whenever they are around and
have time, she said. A textile show at

the restaurant is also in the planning.

This month, Marcie's Place is featur-

ing readings of fiction and poetry by
local writers. Abramson said she likes

to encourage local writers to take advan-

tage of the .space to read their works and
plans to hold more readings in the

future. The readings have received a

good turnout and a good response from
the public so far, Abramson reported,

adding that the Amherst Writers and
Artists Guild has also shown support.

For the month of March three more
readings are scheduled, all at 3pm. To-

day there will be fiction readings by

Sarah Buttenweist-r and Sarah

Galdston. March 18 there will be
readings of poetr>' by Mary Fister and
fiction by Peter Nelson, and March 25
there will be poetry readings by Gene
2^iger and fiction by Robin Lewis.

Abramson hopes to have events listed

in the calendar sections of local papers
in the future, but said any one in-

terested in what is going on should feel

free to call the restaurant for

information.

"It's a nice place to come mid-

afternoons from 2-5pm to study, to have
meetings, to chat with friends; a nice

place for that kind of activity," added
Abramson, who said students are

always welcome. Marcie's Place is

open from llam-9pm Tues. through
Saturdav
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Shephard plays address nukes
By GRAEME THOMSCiN
Collegian Staff

This weekend you still have the chance to see Smith Col

lege Theatre Department's production of the Sam Shepard

plays.At-non and Icarus s Mother, directed by Mark

Harristin

I went to see the show when it opened last Thursday

and, I must say.twas mucho impressed.

The two plays are in some way concerned about nuclear

Armageddon. Action seems to be set in a post nuclear

holocaust scenario something like Ridley Walker without

the barbarism We discover the protagonists. Louis.

Shooter. Jeep and Lyle Removed from the context of

history (symbolised in the play by a book m which they

have lost the place i and the outside world, they are fore

ed to redefine themselves through their actions As the

play progresses, each character seems to withdraw from

an initial sense of community into their own solipsistic

universe, bound together only by the tangible, concrete

realities of action and their effects, and a mutual desire

to survive, to somehow exist.

Icanu's Mother although having a more recognisably

contemporary setting, is also surrounded by an air of

unreality Here, five friends make a trip to the beach to

witness the 4th of July firework display. Everything goes

well until the appearance of a jet plane in the sky trig

gers a chain of events which alters the group's relation

ship, they begin to lie to each other for no visible reason,

but all these betrayals are in someway connected with the

plane.

The common theme that seems to run through both

plays IS that of the symbolic splitting of the atom, how

m the shadow of the nuclear age society itself has become

subatomic. One of the questions Icarus's Mother raises

is a historical one What is it that determines man's desire

to "ny too close to the sun? " Who or what is Icarus's

Mother?

The ensemble casta are excellent, you really feel that

the actors are creating their characters within the per

formance Particularly worth mentioning are James

Malloy and Brian Smith who show great versatility, ap

pearing in both plays And Dan Rists sets are effective

in their economy and creative use of space

Action/lcarus's Mother will be at Theater 14. Smith Col

lege until Sunday. Show begins 8 p.m.

PImiIo by C'hri* Brnnion

EDWARD SOOTER, a tenor with the

Metropolitan Opera, is a guest soloist in the

Five College Orchestra's weekend perfor-

mances of Wagner's Die Walkure.

4-

4-

4-

=LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED^
The Legal Services Center has positions available for full-

time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1989 semester.

This is a challengir^ opporturMty for students from a variety

of majors ard disciplines to gain valuable legal experier>ce.

Responsibilities include:

Client interviewing
Attendance at tiearings

Preparation ot court terms
Maintenance ot continuing caseload
Investigations and researcti

Up to 15 credits may be earned.

LAST DAY TO ATTEND A UNIVERSITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
PLANNING SESSION IS MARCH 15, 19S9

=LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
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'^^rii^nus
338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

NEW AMSTERDAM 6 pk.

MICHELOB LITE SUITCASE

MICHELOB DRY KEC Half Banel

BLACK LABEL KEG Half Banel

CORONA 6 pk

ROLLING ROCK 12 pk

LABATTS SO 12 pk cans

$4.69 +dep
$12 29 -^dep

$51.00 -^dep

$25.00 -i-dep

$4.99 -^dep

$5.99 -i-dep

$5.99 -k-dep

STOLICHNAYA 1.75 Liter

SEAGRAMS COOLERS 4 pk

JAMESONS IRISH WHISKEY 750 ml

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED A DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER fir WIME •

ALWAYS OW HATfD

Eat, Drink
&

Be Merry!
It's Easy As:

PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

• BUFFET
PEKING GARDEN
ALL YOU CAN EAT

SUNDAY BRUNCH

ADVOCATEBEST
OFTHC

VALLEV
READERS PCU.

19 8 8

$19.99

$3.29

$10.29

Mon.-Thurs.
5-aPM

$599
11 AM-3PM

99«6

COMEDY ZONE
FRIDAYS 9:30 SATURDAYS 8:30 & 11:00 PM

COMEDY ZONE SPECIAL

2 FOR 1
ADMISSION

SAT 11 PM SHOW
REGULARLY $6"'
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ALL AGES WELCOME—DINNERS SERVED TIL 1 AlVI

FrI-Sat

1st shows
ch*ck th«s«
Com»dy and

'

Drink

Packagos

"PEOPLES' CHOICE" For 2
A^^tnUR PLATTER (CHICKIN FINOCRS,

RISt, too ROLL, FRilD RtCI)

i COCKTAIL AMD COMSDY SHOW

"ORIENT EXPRESS" For l
COMPLSTS PU-PU RLATTIR
1 COCKTAIL lACN
COMIOY SHOW

^ Com«dy or Dinner Reservations 586-1202

ERiNG Garden
A MAhOARIN « SZECMUAN flCSTAURANT

•M RouU t. Hft4l«y ^K ^, If) i\«xt to Ha.dl«y Subt

M

N

mike rutherford

paul carrack

paul young

peter van hooke

tim renwick

adrian lee

special guest THE ESCAPE CLUB

SUNDAY, APRIL 9

S;00pm FINE ARTS CENTER-UMASS
$12 LIMASS STUDENTS
$l4 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT F A C BOX OFFICE
ONLY OR CALL TO CHARGE 545-251 1
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Die Walkure at FAC
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

One of thie most memorable scenes on
film occurs in Apocalypse Now when
Robert Duvall blasts 'The Rite of the
Walkure" from the loudspeaker of an ar-

my helicopter.

The piece he used to intimidate Viet
namese villagers is from Die Walkure,

the second opera in the Ring of the

Nebelungen tetralogy by Richard
Wagner (pronounced Vog ner). The Five-

College Orchestra, conducted by Dennis
Burkh, will present two performances of

the opera's first act this weekend at the
University of Massachusetts and
Amherst College.

Three guest vocalists will accompany
the orchestra: David Cumberland,
Elizabeth Mannion and Edward Sooter.

Cumberland's renowned bass has been
heard regularly in Germany,
Switzerland and Austria. Mannion, a

soprano who has been performing
Wagner's work for over 20 years, is con-

sidered one of the best vocal instructors

in the nation. Sooter has been a tenor

in New York's Metropolitan Opera for

a decade and has been a guest performer

in Cologne's Wagner repertoire.

Tonight's production will take place in

the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. Sunday,
the orchestra will pack its gear and head
over to Buckley Recital Hall for a 3 p.m.

performance.

For the serious Wagnerhead, there
will be two lectures this weekend as

well. Tonight at 7 p.m.. University
Music Professor Charles Heffeman will

speak in Bezanson Recital Hall while
musicologist Philip Gossett can be seen
in Amherst College Music Department,
room 5, just before Sunday's
performance.

For more information, call the FAC
Box Office, 545 2511.
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5th Business slowly on rise
played them with a good deal of bite. And
they were tight! Once the originals began,

I grew more impressed.

Not with the songwriting, perhaps, as

much as how well these boys sang and

By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

UMass has quite a few bands - there's

always someone booked into the Hatch. A
good amount of the students here boast

that they are musicians . . don't be in-

timidated 90of these "bands" sound the

same. The same stale, generic "hard

blues", the same boring, classic-rock

covers, and , for the most part, the same
lack of musical talent.

I heard a good deal about the band 5th

Business when I was sent to review their

show at the Hatch, Wednesday night. A lot

of good things. And with that in mind, I

grew anxious to hear a NEW sound from

a UMass band something bizarre,

original, funky, hell, anything other than

'hard-driving blues rock"!

When 5th Business took the stage almost

an hour late, I saw that they did not offer

this NEW sound. They do, however, play

this form of hard blues rock better than any
group I've heard on this campus.
Their set began with a number of covers

th»* n««« »n#4i«»nr«»s had reou**^t»»<4 hut thev

played their instruments. The songs were

standard R&B, dancey numbers that were

certainly no worse than any others of that

sort by other bands. But when newest

member, Chris Bonney UmV. the leads on

his six-string, the potential of this band was
revealed - he is an awesome lead player aki-

viously influenced by Eric Clapton ... in

all the right ways.

Bassist Tom Mahken added life to his or-

dinarily underrated instrument with some
fresh slapping that fitted perfectly with the

group's sound. Richard Gordon played far

more creatively than most drummers keep-

ing your standard 14-5 at UMass, and they

all sing fairly well.

This band needs to emote more, to move
around more. Their sound, however, is as

tight as can be clearly, these boys spend

lots of time in rehearsal. And they're on the

rise.

Introducing the

50<t off Mug
Offer expires 3/9/89

^otBeuvOeu
ROUTE 9 • HADLEY • 584-1603

Come in and try our
delicious subs! While you're
here buy our 32 oz. refill mug

for just $1.95

(99$ ReHIIs thereafter)

Good Forever

Lunch Time, Dinner Time, Any Time...

li™l«:'

^^vv A^ VP^

<
fifty yviirs

nf Thr Bnfmon
in print

DETECTIVE
»* tt»m mmtwft'

Bnicr Wiiyne is ih«ri»i'<i with IreaiMin'

In Detective Comics »^9H. H99 and

the .'iOlh Anniveraary i.'wuo #600

Detective ».'i98 ships in February

'(«« .-•'r.'i *•«) '«'-

M« Imarmm—^rttmr

Batman s teachers are murdered—
<me by one'

In Batman «4.').1, 434 and 435

Batman '433 shipn m March

AVAILABLE a;

SAME BAT CHANNEL
ATTHE HAMPSHIRE MALL OOW^O/yO

rOMICS. BASEBALL CAADS & GAMES

Q^illington
^FVERMONT

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
Ql^l fmfy^ CONGO LOOGl^JG A LiFTS

PARTY WEEK

f Jti^^ UMASS SKI CLUB
C^C^nf^ 430 student union

•WCKH.COUJM »*»r«
• t NfTv cocc LCCOMa «

X
^ ^. «.« 545 3437
AND$fnvirts NON-MEMBERS

- WELCOME

U c»^»%lx4.4r»C

Double
Reverse
Weave

Photo by
Buck Stewoni

Monday-Friday
9-5

Saturday 10-3

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Kitty Dukakis discusses drinking
BOSTON (AP> - Dedannt; -1 an> an

alcoholic," Kilty Dukakis said yestfiday

that she is ready to work the Alcoholics

Anonymous program along with her ("ami

ly and hopes others will follow her exam
pie in seeking help.

The wife of the governor and failed

Democratic presidential candidate.

Michael Dukakis, also said she had a pro

blem long before encountering the stresses

of her husband's public life.

The 52 year old Mrs Dukakis spoke at a

crowded press conference just two day-

after completing a month-long rehabilita

tion program at Edgehill Newport m Rhode

Island. She said her drinking became .i

serious problem in the three months follos\

ing her husband's p<»litical defeat.

"Anv cn>is could have led to the dnnk

ing. -lu' said. 'The campaign was a very

positive experience. The only problem is

that we lost .1 don't blame the campaign

for my being an alcoholic." She called the

period after the November election "ter

ribly painful and lonely."

Her husband said, "I will do whatever is

most helpful to her."

He said his decision not to .seek re

election as governor was independent of his

wife's drinking problem, and that he in

tended to complete his term through

-lanuary 1991.

Accompanying Mrs. Dukakis were her

husband, who sat behind her on the stage,

.md her father. Harr\ Ellis Dickson,

associate conductor laureate of the Boston

Pops, who sat in the audience along with

triends

Sale!!!
20%-50% Off Selected

Jewelry Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

T-Shirts
Tanks

New Shipments

Ol /;^\
^ Eornngs i^„t^L

Candles

Shorts

uu
India Print Dravstrinq

ft.tf>.Oii<^^
Happy
B day

10CiOl
pVcard3

Bin^boo

Cards Blinds

B'.7.Vr..d,''V"nts ' R"9slil*^ H.„
Posters

Gr»j< Gifts & Cards

ERCDNTILE
Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

N'hamp Nioht
Thurs 9 P M

Horihampton- 18 Center St

Amherst-Carnage Shops^j

Bushmills
Irish

Whiskey
750 ML

Smirnoff
1 75L

n2.99

Becks
12 pack

^7.99

Heineken
12 pack

^7.99

GREAT $3^49Vendange Chardonnay... savings..^
r\f\

Jim Beam ..,.., ^ 175L 1^.-7^

^3.79CoKe & Diet

Coke 12 pack Dep.

Wine Tasting -anytime!

The C&C b the only k>cal store wHh a
fi)tro9«f} messurked wine dlspmii^
system. Come Inform tiate * aQi#M;

CSPC Liquors
ChArge it!

61 Main Street. Amherst

next to Town Hall

253-3091

Al> |ih<u.<

NEW YORK — Frank Lorenzo, chairman of Eastern Airlines' parent

Texas Air. explains why Eastern sought protection under US
bankruptcy laws. Behind him. left, is Eastern President Phil Bakes.

HOT
ROAST BEEF

•SANOWICHES""""'

JB*s Roast Beef
50 Main St., Amherst

(acroac from Police Station)

253-7018

AFTER A HARD DAY AT SEA-I NEED SOME JB'S
John: I know I m beaming like a new proud father but wouldn i you be if you caught this

baby'' I m tired from my long day of fishmg and what I need to do is unwind & relax with
some delicious JBs I want a thick JB's super deluxe roast beef sandwich two creamy nch
milk shakes, mozzarella sticks and of course those incredible JB's fries I'm no« even going
to wait to gel to shower because I can t wait to gel lo JBs I don t care if I smell like fish
all I care about is getting my JB's'

(H this Is you. Uk« Ihtt ad lo JB'a lor a frt* roMt beof aandwlch.)

BRANDYWINE
AT AMHERST

Now accepting application for June, July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brandywine Office

Open Monday to Friday 10:00 am. - 4:00 p.m.

549-0600

'Restrictions apply
i»i»a>»see«»—»»•»••••>•••«•—•••••••—xoi••••»»<

Amherst College Presents

MIKE CROSS
Sunday, March 12

8:30 p.m. *

$1 Am. College
$6 Public

Hillbilly Leprechaun returns

for only Valley appearance!

* Note special starting time

Coming April 2

CHRISTINE CAVIN
with Cathy Fink & Marcy Marxi-r
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

There goes Williams again .. trying to

win support for his Little Bang theory

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

LESS THERE stmr.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

lltf>U6NAMT0AUiVH0
VAUJefflBePOMOF

imLt NONt Cf-uiis A0(m CON

fm^AKtA6K)5i>Afm»n 70

mi9UTtfiiFea^mKN0uiT'

Of meA/rHOt^ emu?, po

_ UitUV^SOf-
ouft. couefioues

<ylPNeieHUVON
ANPUC
BU^ApIJAI

9rONIN6 Of- PONAlP TRUMP

MIDTERMS By AL ARPAD

i

YEASTHEAD

QWAI'

By JASON TALERMAN

ETC.
"Men usually say such things to

their wives. Usually while lying

on the hallway floor.

"

-columnist Mike Royko,

on defeated defense secretary-designate John

Tower's pledge of abstinerx:e

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE

By JEANE DIXON
AMU (March 2»- Aprt 19) Gwe so

meone a pf«»eot and ttie wort

week w« end on on upoeot note

vou rrxjv tae torn Between a qu«t

romontic evening at home ond at

tending a gato poftv investment

returns improve

TAUIUS (April 20-Mav 20)
Travel otroduces you to someone
verv ottToctrve if you expect a new
retatorishc) to succeed you must

let go o' the post Bu$r«ss partners

worm up to your ideos Weteonie
their comments

OfMINI May 2!June 20) Vou
mopress business people favorabty

winmng their confidence Spend
money on entertonment and good
food when cetetxating a triumph

Romance may hove you on a
rodercooster Do not go overtxxxd

Keep things m perspective

CANCII (June 21- July 22) Work
demands increase even though it

PS Friday Low-key social events win

hold the greatest appeal ttus

weekerxj Host a small dinner for

friends Vou will feel gtamorous and
very roTTKintic

LIO (JUy 23Aug 22) Vou enpy
an extra measure of good luck in

your rekationships Fomilv life has a

positive impact on you do not let

friends drag you into something you

may regret later Salespeople do
great

VltOO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Vou

need many things in addition to

cosh Some of tt>em will materialize

today or over the weekend
Creative ideas help you get your

career m gear The sky is the limit'

UMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Vou w*
er^oy wtxit you see and hear to-

day Coreef odvoncemenl s skjw

but sure vout socoi «e expands

Those wro have token good care

of thetr fieoith feel especially

attractive

tCOtflO (Oct 23-Nov 21) vou

may De tired at day s end. but you

w« St* wont to pk3v Speckji enter

tcxnment or a hockey game might

appeal Vou ore mtent on firxang

the right romantic rekjtiorahip

Persevere"

SAOmAMUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

An in.itQiior. to rock concert Of

sports event IS featured Better

communtcaton win erVxjnce a
relationship Itomonce siziles Be

honest about your feelings Vou

may not be ready for a permanent
commitment

CAMMCOVN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Money could come from several

sources Large scale socol events

impose on your time arxl energy

Be firm Vou corvxjt afford to miss

a business decK^ine vour reputo-

tion IS on tt« line

A«HIA»IUI (Jon 20-Feb 18) Pro-

perly chanreied er>ergy wHI pro-

duce fontastc results A rrvajor deci-

sion affecting a lomt trust con no

kDnger be postponed Greater effi

ciency is the key to saving more
money Avoid duplicating so-

meone s effort

nSdS (Feb 19-March 20) Con-

trol your emotiorw before you find

yourself in a situatto>n you wiH not be
able to handle Resist peer pressure

Vour high standards ore an asset

rxjt a txjndicap Choose your allies

with care

MENU

^oTtE ^KCAVS,C Vo,.' a<Cr poiso/^el: gv i_i6HT

LUNCH
Hamburg on roll

Broccoli & cauliflower

casserole

BASICS LUNCH
OatDurgers

Broccoli & cauliflower

cosseroi'i

DINNER
Barbecued sparenbs

Fisherman's plate

BASICS DINNER

Tofu nut loa*

-liherman i pia"--'
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men's gymnastics

continued frorr. pa^^e 16

dividual m the g>m because he really

understands fHjople as well as tj>'m"»'**»'-"^

Well 1- another senior that u.i> nil

shirted last year. He was the Minutemen >

1987 MVP in a year that he finished filth

in the all around competition at the KRiL
Championships, That is the highest fini.-h

of a L'Mass gymnast m the all around in

the tenure that Johnson has coached the

Minutemen. II years.

"He IS one of the most talented per

formers UMass has ever had." Johnson

said. "With some additional confidence he

could be an even better gymnast '

Langan and McCall really define the

word dedication. Where as the other four

seniors have been in the starting lineup the

last few years, Langan and McCall have

nut seen niii.>l> ..twin

But llu\ ,tif .it practui' every day.

Langan has been the announcer at all of

I'Mass' home meets this seas»>n. Johnson

prai.-ied Langan tor all the work that he has

done for the team nulside ofjust competing

John has been a real positive influence

in the gym."' Johnson said.

McCall did get his one moment m the

spotlight when sophomore Dave Dinucci

and Myers were injured iH'fort- a meet with

Springfield College la.st year

"lU never forget the Friday before the

1988 Springfield dual meet when we finally

put a floor exercise together for him which

enabled Greg to make the team on floor ex

erase, still rings, long-horse vaulting and

horizontal bar which enabled us to beat

Springfield by Mb."

UMass has Springfield again tomorrow.

But this time, the meet should not be quite

so close

I|k^#4|l###l|k4|^#l||k4bt|^l|^#

M women's hoop
continued y-om page 16

produce.

As It turned out. things would take a

dramatic turn downhill in the second half

of the year. A pair of losses at the Bath

Ironworks Classic were just the beginning.

Atlantic 10 conference play finally began,

pitting the Mmutewomen against much
tougher competition.

Matters weren't helped when junior

guard Michele Pytko went down with a

.season-ending knee injury late in the Bath

tournament. Not a particularly deep team

when completely healthy. UMass could ill

afford any long term absences from any key

players

As It ua-. the team was without

freshman Peg Ryan, who suffered a stress

fracture m her leg and was redshirted

Later m the season it would be senior co

captain Christel Zullo who would be lost

for the seast>n with an ankle injury,

prematurely ending her fine collegiate

career

"Losing Tara and Jiamiie. and then los

ntAwrkk

N«w a U««d Car*
Tim** ft VMM Also Avi

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
r?t. 6J No. Amherst

549-RENT

BRAND NAME

I
Factory Outlet Prices

EUROPE '<CA
KNT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUOEMTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

>...« - . S» '0020
0^0/• ;. «' 304C

M*tl Uiis M •or Spaciai
Slu0*ni/T*«cl>«r TariN

KINTAL lC*$( ruHCMAtt
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mg people like Michele, Christel and Peg.

there's five people who could have helped

us this year." Hewelt said.

The Minutewomen had to make do with

what they had. But injuries or not. they

found themselves mismatched against the

league powers such as Rutgers, St. Joseph's

and Temple. But through it all they kept

battling, still keeping a positive frame ot

mind and never willing to concede a thing.

After picking up a big win in the first

round of the A 10 tourney against St,

Bonaventure, the season finally came to a

conclusion Wednesday night with a 78-48

loss to St. Joseph's.

Despite the record, there was plenty ol

good to come out of this year. Senior co

captain Beth Wilbor topped the l.(X)0 point

mark for her career, finishing fourth on the

all time UMass scoring list with 1.014

points and fifth in rebounding with 539.

Her 207 rebounds (7.1 per game) were a

team high.

Junior center Helen Freeman ended the

season as the team's leading scorer with

.{70 points 1 12.8 per game' and chipped in

169 relx>unds (5 81.

Zullo was one of the team's leading

scorers at 12 .'1 before her injury. Replac

mg her at the point was sophomore Trish

Riley, who took the tough challenge and
performed it- well, picking up over 100

.t.ssists Her three pointer at the buzzer to

he.it Harvard at the Cage will be

remembered as one of the memorable

moments of the season.

Senior Dianne Burke, little-used before

this year, also helped to fill the void left

behind by Zullo Though not a scorer.

Burke made up for it with hustle and

aggreiuivenesK.

Junior Sue Serafini provided her scoring

touch from the bench, and sophomore Col-

leen Hopkins and freshmen Jenny Moran
and Lisa Hair all showed some promise for

the future.

But the strong points of this team could

not be measured by numbers. Through the

gfK»d times and bad, the Minutewomen
kept a positive attitude, and Hewelt's com-

mitment to the program had lended the

stability that has been absent for the bet

ler part of four years.

"I'm going to be here next year." Hewelt

a.ssured. "We've got some improving to do,

but we're out recruiting and looking to

bring in new people."

The bad side of the season, the 11 18

record will be left behind when 1989 90
rolls around But the season was impr>rtant

m building the foundation of what could be

a strong UMass women's basketball team
in the not-too-distant future

tijaiiic'jBi
I Prny Si

, Ainhri';' fj-IO SK)^ • oprn I | « .„

7 L»ay«; A Week • fnli foi Kil-r nm
KilcliPii Oprn (ill (nidiiighl

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Sunday Night 4 Burger Platters for $5.00
(Fries included -Bring your friends!)

6:00-10:00 pm
Seven h Seven $1.50
Drink of the Week

Moosehead $1.75
Beer of the Month

•BvrvnFOO
Mon. IOC Mozzarelta Sticks 9-12
Tues. 10c Buffalo Wings 9-12

Wed. Naclio & Cheese Platters 99c 9-12

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring: Imported Beers at Domestic Pricing:

Starting NOW! Until??

Foster's 12 oz. Bottles $14.95 cas« ^dep.

Beck's Light or Dark
12 02. Bottles $14.99 caM d*p.

HopfenperleVr^ $3.65 6 pk $1 1.99
Case +dep.

YES! IRISH BEER $4.99
Guinness Stout Harp Guinness Gold 6 pk. +dep.

KEG BEER ALWAYS IN STOCK
WE DELIVER 253-5441 OFF CAMPUS
*********

Vl%VwVtneVs*Light •

• (5 oz. less than a 6-pack) was $4.49 •

• Now $2.99 ea. •

S Case of 6 bottles $12.70 + dep. •

; While they last! I

Super Liquor Buys:

Jameson Irish Whiskey $10.99 750 ml

Absoiut Vodka 80° $10.99 750 ml

Peach Schnapps while they last $3.99 750 ml

Russell's Has Your Favorite Wines & Coolers
Glen-Ellen White Zinfandels 3 bots. $10.00

Sun Country wine coolers $2.99 2 Liter bot.

MANY. MANY MORE - AND ALL COLD!!

Quantity discounts always available
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M men's track
continued -rom page 16

newcomer of a different sort. The super
soph stepped off the football field and onto
the track for the first time in college.

Although he suffered an injury -filled

sea.son. Bledsoe still found time to impress
his coach.

"Having him with his long jump was a
big plus." O'Brien said. "He's also the
fastest sprinter in the 60 that we have."
Due to his leg injury Bledsoe concentrated
only on the long jump this indoor season,

but O'Brien said that he will use him in

the 60-yard dash in the spring.

Jeff White and another talented rookie,

Joe Lochiatto had solid seasons in the
hurdle.s according to O'Brien. "They're

COLLEGIAN 15

gymnastics
continued from page 16

bit higher up in Vermont thi.s weekend."

A fine detail within the big picture lies

in UMass freshman Erin Klier's battle to

qualify for the Regiunals as an individual

all aruunder. Klier stands as the 10th rank
ed all-arounder in the Northeast and will

get to meet the the gymnast currently

reserving the coveted seventh slot in per

son this weekend. Klier trails Vermont's
Laura Sperry by two tenths of a point

entering the meet
"When vou know vdun- in. yuu can rest

basically interchangeable, they're that

even." said O'Brien. "They're on the

doorstep of scoring in the New England
conference."

A pair ofjuniors who saved their best for

the New Englands were Art Smith and
Gerry Squires. Smith beat his personal best

in the 3000 by 15 seconds with a time of

8:15.97, good enough for fith place. Squires

smashed his best time in the 5000-meters
by finishing at 14:31.9, a whopping 31

seconds better Ihan his previous best.

And so another indoor season comes to

a close. What will O'Brien remember most
about it?

*'I think the fact that 21 of the 23 kids

we took to the New Englands exceeded
their personal best It was a very satisfy

ing season," said O'Brien.

a little bit, and when you know you're out.

it's a whole different attitude," said Mit
chell of Klier. "She's the one on the hot

seat, and she's responded."

The heat has been nudged up a bit as well

this week with the knowledge that

Michelle Antonelli's services on the

balance beam will be lost for the rest of the

season. Antonelli strained ligaments in her

knee during her beam routine last Satur
day against Rutgers Mitchell has yet to

say who will step up into her place in the

beam rotation, as Anne Ditunno, Elma
Lagendek and Kim Keefe vie for the

opportunity

Chesnicka

continued from page 16

Dan Chesnicka is travelling to Villanova
with coach Bob Newcomb to compete in the

qualifying round of the National Diving
Championships Friday and Saturday.
Chesnicka is the first from UMass to go to

the Nationals, so he wants to make a good
showing

"My problem is name recognition," said

Chesnicka. "All these other [divers] com-
pete against each other in dual meets. I'm

an outsider. I want to show that I can com-
pete with them."

In order to be invited to the qualifying

rounds, a diver has to log scores of 460
points in the one-meter competition and
475 points on the three-meter board.

Chesnicka got those easily during the

regular season. The tough part is finishing

in the top three in the qualifying rounds
to advance to the main competition.

Chesnicka will be up against some tough

divers. His personal favorite is Brown
University's Charlie Chester. Also, based

on what he saw at the Easterns, Chesnicka

thinks that John Sharkey of Pittsburgh

could do well along with a trio of divers

from Navy

But he admits that, in diving, "anything

can h.ippen When you get to this level of

Sports Notices

Intramurals:
An organizational meeting for an in-

tramural baseball league will be held on

Wednesday, March 15 at 6:30 p.m. in

Boyden 249. Any UMass men intersted

in playing for a teaiathis spring should

attend.

Seminar.
Richard Evrard from the National

Collegiate Athletic Association will be
speaking at a Sports Management
seminar on "NCAA and Legal Issues"

today at 10:10 a.m. in 231 Herter.

competition, only a few points separate the

first-place finisher from the bottom of the

field
"

Chesnicka feels that a finish in top three

is out of his reach, but he would like to

finish in the top 10. He said he wants the

name recognition that would come with it.

"I just want to get my name thrown into

the hat." he said.

That way. when he returns next year, he

can corurentrate on doing more than ju^ in-

troducing himself.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVIT«S

SET VOUn WAVBACK MACMNO FOII-

WAMH WMUA 91 yfU PrM«nl» A S«iuM
to Raacky and ButaxnW* Ton^ »10 CCA
^ ?9 npn

ONAVSON HOUM CUNCH. « pMonMQM
tpraig actwttiM Gn« your mpul Jom 0w
acMn* Sunday* Spm ^ayaon Loung*

UMASS PAOAM tTUO€NTS ONQANIZA-
nON mMt* Sundays 7pm kx a* Milan and
Pagan Mudants CampmCaniar lnlD'>Caa

Cady Man or A»y«i 14M-31M

NEtr STOr VfVISfCTIO*r Comt to ma
An.mal Rtgnit Coai<tK>n Ganaral Maatmg
Son Mar.7 al 7pm in Ou<ia« Rm SUB

JUOOLEt JUOQLfl JUOOLE) JUOOLE!
JUQOLII Ju90hn« CluC maatt today. y«
m Campua Canlat 166 Coma Laam him to

Iu9qf0 today'

NSA FfUOAV NtOMTvidao 3/10 WiNoii» In

tionl lounoa of Nawman Cantaf All

mwtconta Fraa

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

NEW MACWTOSM SC 40 MS MMfnal Aard
d«k S400 Oft untvarMy ttota prica

GtMrantao Cal 546- 1490

O E. r COLOR TV. portaCMa aic cond
S100 12 6 Kan W<nnac B< ta«)oa>d
iMmaaliiad.1
saooCaiMMdj

AMOA m6~w^ mennor lots 0( aolMi«>«
naM "KKWy »470 S46^MS3

SICK OF OOmiS? Buy a ttouaa Ran) oul

laoma 10 youf inandt to pay iha Mia' Tiua

houaa riaa an 16 OOOi'yaar ranw meoma'
Ca« OaM or G«iny TM^WaS

LOST

WATCN- Qilmn witt< gotd laca and Mick
band Loal m Parkingw baftwan Soydan
Gym and Soutuwaai piaaaa cat « you tnund
A 546-7516 Raward"'

MCNELCMAVBNOnlyaatwviogo can
you maM «7 Wal 9M fa«>y lor an a«aaoma
•me Saturday nf^ Happy 21«* L«oe your

PASSK3NATE PETE- Malooma 10 Ma tamt^

)y Lova and Ha««hay * kraaaa. Ttta

QOIO i LOVE VOU
Haaorook 3n Huga i

MaMS-

bracaM—9M lo

740S

I LOST MV BLUE PAOAQONIA
Brandywina Walurday Night It naa i

in tt<a pockai ar«d i naad mam A
p«aMacai$4«-M25 No
Aak lor Mo

AT 2E
i»yk~t
ny mlo.

NAP^ WTTHOAV SLOTM • MOC Don 1

gal loo aicaad about ttvt partonM you oa>a
ma' Just kiddMig Lova K«an

ELVSE. TOLO VOU I <»ouldn I loraal Hay
I m pitching today RaaNy* Lo«a. Man

HAPPY SMTHDAV WCM Evarytwdy tnth
ir>« l>uti pnale ila t)»*i on Sunday 1A

LOOKMO TO TAKE OViM A LCASC lor

nail yaar ti« paopia p>aa»» cal 546-4061

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS' EXCELLENT FUNORAISINC OP-
PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-
CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUANT S4S-7S12.
LEAVE A MESSAOC.

I LOVE YOU OMK. tony Ital I HMan't Mid
you m a otMa Oink

RMSTEN - Otnnar to) l«0 M «li Vou'i*
graai' Luv. Enn

UWCiglK)NS TO THE COLLEGIAN
vaawMMMa Kaap your Irandt and pa'ents

intormad about latial « gomg on at UWa»s
We can sand 4 almaat •nyamere Fofmce
ntormalion coma domm to Room 1 i3C«m
pus Camar or Can 646 3500

AUTO FOR SALE

•3 CHEVV CITATKM V6 t*e» Garb vary

ifiable S'lOO neg Can 549 7146

BMW 1974 2003 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 Of BO Can Be seen at Lamb
da Cbi Alpna caH Saan at 253^903?

HUGE OOMM n«OQt 4 S Cu N aa COMH-
ton ca* evening ?5>?473 or 296-4904

MM PC/XT COMPATIBLE e40M RAM 2
dnvaa (1 5 25 3a0«( t 3 5 720K) Morator

t700 549 7105

APPLE MACmTOSM SI3K MEMORY Ap
pie '"lage wtiie' piiota' security system
$1000 549?781 Anne

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 256K. 1 dnve
monitor $575 wilti lOmag hard drive. S699
536-SO06

HEARSE FOR SALE I m dead serious

atKiul selling ti {2500 or BO CtHis

7344544f5964216

LOST IVEGLASSCS m Mack
2-2S-99 It lound ptaMO CiM
546-4319

MUStOANS

on
Renita

BETH MILLER

-CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NVU*
• acceptance' We Knew you could do if

'

Lot* of lock and love.

Linda Debbie and Amie

CHILD CARE

FAMILY DAY OPENINOS Warm happy
environment 665-4501

CHILD CARE NEEDED

3 DAYS A WEEK lor boys ages 2 and 4

Early child ed maiof ideal Must have own
transortalion and (lexiWe hours $4 50 per

hour Call 548 9321 or 548-9845 Available

immediaiely'

CONCERNED STUDENTS

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
W Geq Rothman anri the

Republican Club are the Evil

controlling forces Behind the

Guy Glodis Presidential Campaign
Please think belore you vote

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKA-OISC ENTERTAINMENT.
(OCKeys lights and large srreen

dances 256-8526

Disc
video

FOR RENT

APARTMENT AVAILABLE 6/89 One bdrm
in Colonial Village Only $3 70/mo • elec

Secure housing lor the Fall' 253-2303

IN SUNDERLAND, tree Bus service lo

UMass and shopping areas Secure and
apartment lor August and recieve August
lent tree For more details call 665-3656
Sign up early.

FOR SALE

CHEAP TK:kET TO FLORIDA Available

not on Eastern' Call anytime 256-6439 3/16

3/24

OLOOMEOA61 EncaaamoondBen 90,000
iTHlaa Can 256-6369

FOUND

ONE PAIR OF Pean Bongos benmd Coaage
P>f/a -Respond with ad in the CoHegian

TO THE PERSON WHO LEFT THEIR tape

recorder 3! the Wednesday Night speech
given m ttie Campus Center Auditoriurn I

lound it and have it m my room at 3t t

Owighl Identity it and it s yours John Moe
Room 31 1 Owrght

HELP WANTED

WORD PROCESSING PROJECT. Small

design ottice needs Leading Edge Template

documents and lorms created Flexit)te

hours S6/hr Please leave message at

323 5525

FULL OR PART TMK National Mail promo-

tions company seeks reliable, responsible

people 10 manage and operate Easier Bun-

ny Photo al Hampshire Mall Encellent hour

ly rate. 1 800-366-6661

HEY NINETEEN!

JOSH KRANCER- Happy birthday brC Just

Ihini. this IS the last B Day *e II spend m
school together Have tun & don t eat too

much cake (I know you won I dnnk too

much ) -Jen

IN SEARCH OF MR
MASSACHUSETTS

I M IS SEARCH OF A GUY
A gorgeous Hat too l saw over X Mas BreaK

atFortOevens II you are him Im the lake

blonde girl with the scarred nose who
couldn't see straight to talk lo you Though

I did try lo get ou' attention by domg the ig

uana on the side ol the road as you drove

by in you blue Hyndai with the Theta Chi

sticker and the smashed window II you

describe the Birthmark on your back then

I'll know It's you Believe me III know

Sarah Farley 36 Water St Norwell MA
01902

INSTRUCTION

COINS TUTOR. Any Course 549-6732 (late

eves )

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE In

lermediale course Tuesday/Thursday

7-9pm. 3/28 5/4, $115 546 4576

KICK ASS UMASS

COME CHECK OUT THE AWESOME
UMass LAX TShirts tOO"* cotton & only

$10 on the Carr^us Center Concourse All

day Friday 3/10

BASS PLAYER LOOKMO tor a band Ca«
Jim al 253 350?

PERSONALS

00 AHCAO MAKE MY NK»4TMARi >
(P S See you ihe'e i

JOHN McO- Happy birthday' Just
remember 3 ihirtgs have lun. caNbrale.

and don I call us wtian you gat noma' Love
Kalia A Ann

CAST AND CREW OF BLESSED Break

a leg and good luck this waekerx) tove

POP

TRACEY: Happy birttKJay' Have a Wmi
Lova Sharon

QMA VAMARU!! Happy birthday swaal«'

22today hope your day is speci*' Lova

ya' Dave

AMY LORO It the sun refused lo shine I

would still be loving you - whan rttountams

crumbia to the *aa there wM stiH ba you and
me I love you Mike

KATHY CONNOLLY- Vou re 21' Yes wen
It s good enough for you' Happy b-day tove

you Sue

CYNTHIA ANNE OXLEY
HAPPY BIRTHDAV

Hope lis a special one lor a

Wonderful person

RIDE OFFERED TO PHILADELPHIA on

March 1 7 If interested call 546-9586

DAVE- Pal. ttiank you lor the past 6 months'

They've been the best' Thank you lor

always being there' i love you very much'
Shan P S Sorry it s a day late'

ALL RKSHT GINA • Here s your personal

so stop bugging us will ya' P S Happy
birthday

BJN - Happy 22nd birthday hon' Hope its

an awesome one because I think you re

awesome' I love you Your cutie

TO THE BROWN-NOSING GEEK IN Can
tors history tsi Happy Birthday' Con
gralulalions on being two-wenty' One more

year and you can legally get drunk with us

From the wik) women m 627

GEOLOGY 103: To the handsome man with

me Yale sweatshirt ol course I II be yours"

Love the girl in the Pink Chi-0 Shirt

TIM CORLEY- You re the biggest Kiser at

UMass'

EJC-PRUT- 4 months wow' Is It the teddy

grahams or is it me' Must be me'

Lots olove-Prut Sec

BETH DOYLE HAPPY 21 (t B-OAY you slut

trom hell" Hope you get lucky' Love your

roomies-Julie, Linda Eli. and Al

TRACEY What do yu do when you want a
ride' What do you do when you don't get

a ride What do you do when you get a ride'

Yaa-Yahl

TO ALL OUR AWESdiiE^AfK? Get
psyched lot a total blast on Saturday' Love

the Sisters and Pledges o( Sigma Delta Tau

PJIII Congrats on getting accaplad to Enter-

soni Love, Your ' collegua*"

HAPPY tial BWTHOAV AMT • Lova your
favorite sislar Bath

BEACH BUMMER Sacrat toryouTdon't
look batore you dive (keep 4 cor^idant)

HEY TO THE BLONO IN Iha Wore DC Wa
akaay* taa aacb oltiar. i thmk you ra cula
John

WHOMAN- Sorry I Hew you olf at the yaaow
house I was iMwmg my panod Neit time

IHbahunkyl

INTERNATKMAL DANCE
Fun' EKCilement'

Great musK and kghtshow
Sat March 11

SUB 9pm lam

TWO BLOWOtI tOlh mOdWIMMMNtHn
your H blocks my view

LEEZA HAPPY 19Hi See you at Ihe pub
tonight Love ya Heather

BETH. I first saw you when we t)olh reach

ed tor the sarT«e tomatoes at Ihe salad Bar

Seriously Im raaRy glad i got lo meet you
Im looking forward to getting to know you
better Love Oenis

OINA B*BY-Happy Birthday"' Vou r» one
ol the greatest people i ve ever mat Mag
Mang, Mang (whoops') Love, Danny

ARCTOC TABLE - How about a game o*

personals tag'' Mike you re it' Kiss kiss'

Psycho JG

CAREY HAPPY BIRTHDAY Love your lit

tie roomie Lynda

HEY UMASS IT S JOAN FLANAGAN S
Birthday so watch out' She s ready lo hit the

bottle again Behave yourself Joani We k>ve

ya Karen & Tasha'

NEED A RIDE TO DAYTONA? We re leav

ing 3/17 and commg back 3/25 call Sue
6658907

TO MY NUMBER ONE TIGER Beniamm
An, Let s get funky' Love J

TO: THE BEST
from TlTe Best

I miss you already

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOHNNNY
JINOLESfflFrom the tolerant one wfxj toves

you despite your obstreperous sphincter'

TO THE SMITHIE AT AMHERST: What
time is your Polisci Class'

7 BONJOVI TIX 3^2 $50 each or BO
6 7633 or 6-7631 leave a message

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS are looking tor in

dividuals interested 5-college area lor play-

ing in orchestra lor upcoming musical For

more into call Ellen at 253-9182

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS are looking lor in

leresled individuals 5 college are. for tech

positions tor upcoming musical No ex

perience necessary Call Eric al 253-2348

UMASS LAX SHIRTS Fri only CC~Con-
course $8

LAURA. THE PRETTY STEPEY ma|Or from

Webster how about dinner this Friday al

Page's Poll' The guy you didn't meet at

Oxford 253-5954 (5 30-8 30pm)

FRIDAY NKM4T LIVE with Dennis MiiFar

April 7 FAG liK on sale now

AHUVA THANK YOU FOR batng w4ti ma
I II try my Bast 10 craaic a wondartui world

for you and giva all my irua heart

COLOR M THE CAOE N Indoor color guard
fasiivai^lamonalrabon March 12 al Zpm ai

tha Cage t3 coma support UMaaa na

UConn

BILL. AWESOME PANTV. Ware you 6 Jim

d«gustad wittt my pun*' Tap tba MaliMa
Bay Ban A Jerry's franch vanOla anyone'

SWEET TART- you know Im thwMiing of

you I miss you Lova forevar Toolsia Rol*

WHO S THE MNNV OOMC to England w/o
me'' That would be you Gigi' Congrats Lisa

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO roast your bums
for spring break round trip lal airfare to tt>e

Caribbean $189'" Why hang around and
fraaia whan you can be stretched out on
the sand of a beautiful Canbbaan resort

island tor lovaiy coaaiai raaon m Maxco or

South Amarca) tor only 1*9 buck*'' Fkghls

go from Logan and/or JFK CaM Sunhitch

217 864^2000

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or Anytime'! Get there for no more Ihan

$160 with Aimitcnir) as reported m con
sumar reports, NY Time* Lei's Go Naws-
day Good Housekeeping, and NatK>nal

Network Morning Shows For details CaM
212 864-2000 or write Aimitch 2901 Broad-

way Suite lOOA NV NY 10025

' NAPPY IIITNOAY CtKR
7iori f worry Kj s r«' trnt oKi and (USt

•ir* 2' .» Of*» o yeor awov you c»i stop

wencrwig now because you finally got o
personal I Love vou -terrv

RIDE NEEDED

HELP' RIDE NEEDED lolong Island tor

Spring Break W.ll Pay lor Gas Call Robin
6-7716

ROOMMATES WANTED

HADLEV ROOM IN APT. •'" Available

now cal 586 4412

290S UTL AMD HEAT INCL. Available im

mediately one room m group house m N
Amherst Short walk lo bus (3uiet house ol

students and construction workers Call

Charlie at 549-4600 e«t 213 or Santo at

549-8303 Leave name and number on

message

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546 6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer' CaH 549-1660 George

NEW HOME no smoking on bus line $325
inc 253-7948

SERVICES

COMPUTER SERVICES Data entry, dal

base development custom programming
belchertown 283-3140 Jim

STRESSED OUT? Massage theTapy Stu

dent offering professional lull body
massages Give a gilt to yourself or a friend'

Call 256 6398

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
'

Very experienced LaserWriter overnight

Counseling/delivery Lisa 665-8969

SLUOOE T-SHBITt

E or THE UVmO. Wwy'f* WMM' W>
I mean 4 km*. MudB'l-4'M'Oa'elw* *>»
ers and tank Mp* Me Wave got atMMna
design* too. soma of which aran l

ilngiiaang \Wa la MtatdMN and bakava on^

ly M ma highaal quaMy. rtalurai Miar and
aM thai iMppia crap Coma lo tfie CoMagnn
phoio dapl lor a tinmg verbal abuao

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH m Guatemala In

dtviduaiizad instruction CASA Boi 1 1264
Milwaukee Wl 53211 (414)372 5570

SAN FRANSISCO RT plana tKitmliimt
break $300 54S4392

••WAMTBI"
American Expraas 999 iravai vouchar W4I
pay lor it< CM Oeva 546-9127

3 PLANE TICKETS - DENVER $345 aacli

indtrp March 18-25 Call Bob 253 9537

NEWEST SPRMO BREAK HOT SPOT-
COME PARTY WITH 250.000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA
9229 COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES VOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT
SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
S49-0640 ot LYNN M6-7493.

TYPINC

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS. on<anipua. If-

tordabia grammar rewawad dapandaWa.
5647924 Nancy

WOROSMITH ' Professional Typmg
Papers resumes and rnore' Lasarpnnting
with spellcheck 2534564

WORD PROCESSING fast professional,

accurate 6654501

WANTED

ARE YOU A FEMALE ORIENTAL? Naad
some quick money' Must be Mass residant

See if you qualify 736-1259 Judy
name ar>d number

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE. Group
of four responsible women(st8nmg6/m9)
Please call Linda or Lisa al 546-9162.

HEY, YOU LITTLE —. Don I gat RO drunk
any more Tone los

PROFESSIONAL EOlTINa Term papers
Theaas. Dissertations 1-467-3753 after

7pm

TUTOR WANTED FOR DBASE Nl. CaM
Sieve al 549-0133

WANTED TO RENT

2 GUVS FUN-LOVING, maiu'e neat, kx>k-

ir^ for house/apartment for riext fan Please
call Jim 546 5120

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS seek to lake

over lease Beginning 6/89 or later 11 you can
help us please contact Paul al 546-5256

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

CAMP YOUNG JUDEA. Amherst. New
Hampshire (Resident Co-Ed 1 hour from
Boston) IS in need ol Department Directors

and Activity Specialists lor this summer in

Athletics Gymnastics Swim Instruction

(WSl) Waterskung. Sailing Arts i Crafts,

Campcraft Israel Dance Drama Israeli

Folk Song Riflery Tennis Photography, Of
tice Personnel and Nurses (R N ) Excellent

Salaries and Frnnge Benelils Please con-

tact Dr Charles B Rotman Director, 81

Kingsbury Street Wellesley, MA 02181.
617-237 9410

WANTED

TEXTBOOK MULTIVARIATE Salistics

Anderson 2nd ed 253-9802

APARTMENT WANTED- WE WANT TO
TAKE OVER/Buy your three bedroom apart-

ment lease, preferably Puffton call 6-7624
or 6 7673

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER/BUY your
three bedroom lease in Puffton Plaaaa caH
6-4020 or 6-8338
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SPORTS
GyAinastics teams both in action
Minutewomen head north to face Vermont

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

It's not like pro baseball, where you have

160 games stretched over seven months to

make a name for yourself. In NCAA caliber

women's g>manastics, if you want to see

the light oS post-season fame and glor>',

you've got to hustle.

For the University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team <7 1>, all that

stands between the present day and a bid

to the Northeast Regional Competition at

Penn St on April 1st are three more

meets, beginnmg w jth this Saturday's trek

to the University of Vermont (1 p.m.i.

The Minutewomen head to the Green

Mountain State tomorrow as the 10th

ranked team in the region, according to the

National Association of Collegiate Gym
nasties Coaches for Women, and are scor-

ing an average erf" 178.16 points per meet.

UMass will need to crack the top seven

some time soon in order to qualify, a feat

from which it currently stands 1.64 points

shy.

"The Lady Catamounts, meanwhile, have

posted a '2-5 record this winter, and are

scrapping for a berth in the ECAC North

Atlantic meet (unlike the Atlantic 10. the

ECAC IS picky about who gets to attend).

There'll be plenty of nervous butterflys to

go around.

'We're under pressure." described

UMass coach Alfie Mitchell, "but it's the

type of pressure where no one expected us

to be anywhere close, so the only pressure

that's on us is what \%f put there

ourselves."

"Since they're i Vermont" in the type of

position where they need good scores, this

IS a very good opportunnity for us to get a

good score also; the sconng may be a little

eontinittd on pagt IS

GYMNAST\Cl

One last time at

home for the men
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

For some it has been four years. For

others its been five. But when the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's gymnastic

team competes at the Boyden Gymnastics

Center against Springfield College at 1

p.m. tomorrow, it will be the final time for

six seniors to perform in front of the home
crowd.

So for Joe Fitzgerald. Tim Myers. Rober-

to Weil, Jay Ronayne, John Langan. and
Greg McCall this is it. one final time to be

Ml the spotlight

"The team and 1 are really going to miss

their performances as well as their high

quality work ethic. ' UMass coach Roy
Johnson said "They've really contributed

to the program and I really appreciate

that
"

Fitzgerald only competes in one event for

the Minutemen. the pommel horse. But he

is the best that UMass has to offer. Johnson

can rely on Fitzgerald to consistently hit

S.S's or 8.9*8 in perhaps the toughest event

of the meet. But that's not all he can count

on from the senior gvmnast from Reading
for

"He's been an outstanding person to have

involved in our team not only because of

his athletic contribution but his en-

thusiasm for helping the team work on

fund raising projects, equipment im-

provements and the overall team well be-

ing." Johnson said.

Myers has been the Minutemen's top all-

around performer for the past two years.

Last season he was the team Most
Valuable Player despite missing the last

three meets of the year with a knee injury.

Myers was the first gymnast ever in the

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics
League to do a doublelayout-somersault

with a full twist on the horizontal bar.

"Tim is a lot easier to coach than he
thinks," Johnson said. "Tim's been a lot of

The UMass women's gymnastics team will travel to Vermont tomorrow
to battle the Lady Catamounts.

Ii\juries plague women's hoop season

t'ullvcian photo h> Jaoun T»l»r«i»n

Tomorrow's meet against
Springfield College (1 p.m.) will be
the last home meet for the
Minutemen and six seniors.

fun to work with because of his dynamic

and powerful movements."
Ronayne has been iixjury plagued this

year after being redshirted last season but

when he has h^een in there. Ronayne has

been UMass' top vaulter and horizontal bar

man. He is currently ranked third in the

East in vaulting. "The top four vaulters

from the east region will be invited to the

NCAA Championships in Nebraska.

"Out of all the gymnasts that I've coach-

ed, Jay is the one able to get the big pic-

ture," Johnson said. "He lets all the small

things just pass and concentrates on the im-

portant issues. He just comes to the gym,
works out and has fun. I really appreciate

how much Jay has helped out every in-

eontmued on pagt 14

F.CY. to I
^^^ season wrap-up . .

.

Jim McCoy?
Although the voting

for the Atlantic 10
basketball Player of the

Year and Freshman of

the year took place last

weekend, the results will

be announced at noon to-

day in Woodbridge. N.J.

UMass freshman Jim
McCoy is the odds-on

favorite to take F.O.Y
Honors. The 6'3' rookie

captured the A-10
Freshman of the Week
award 4 times this past

season.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

On the outside, one can look at the 1 1-18

record of this year's University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team
and make a fair assessment that it was a

disappointing season.

In the short run. where the amount of

wins and losses over a given calendar year

is the dictating factor, it was a less than

desirable season. But this year's team
wasn't focused on any immediate goals.

This was a team with a vision for the

future, with any instant results being an
added bonus.

"We've had a great year," said first-year

head coach Kathy Hewelt. "We're coming

together and getting a feeling of family

here. And we duplicated last year's record

with far, far less talent."

Question marks abounded as the season

began. Having lost Tara Lewis to gradua-

tion and Jeanine Michealsen. who transfer-

red to James Madison. UMass entered

November with a relatively inexperienced

squad as well as a completely new coaching

staff. Hewelt came to Amherst from In-

diana Tech as the fourth women's coach in

as many seasons.

Contrary to any preseason projections,

the Minutewomen jumped out to one of the

best starts in their history, reeling off a

string of five straight wins before the in-

tersession break. A few eyebrows were rais-

ed, and people wondered just what kind of

year this team was actually going to

continued on page 14

Minutemen's season full of positives
Men's track wrap-up . . .

By JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Staff

The season is over for the University of Massachusetts
men's indoor track team and coach Ken O'Brien can't wait
for the outdoor season to begin in April. That's how suc-

cessful this past season was for the Minutemen.
"I'm very satisfied with the indoor season. I think we

made some great progress," said O'Brien. "And I'm even
more optimistic for the outdoor season. They showed
outstanding future promise."
The leader of the team was undoubtedly Reinardo

Flores. The senior from Cambridge ran in the 800 and the

3000 meters and was the go-to-guy all season long. "He
was the man we went to in crunch time. We continually

put him in all the toughest meets," said O'Brien. What
was impressive about Flores was his ability to improve
each time out. "He continually exceeded his previous
marks from meet to meet."

"I don't think there is another player for us who is as

dependable at such a high level.

In addition to Flores the Minutemen were given outstan-

ding performances from two other seniors, Evon Walters
and Fitz Hagan. "Both of them gave us some impressive
performances," said O'Brien. Hagan recorded his personal
best in the 800 and 3000 with times of 1:56 and 8:27

respectively this past season.

After this trio of veterans comes a stable of underclass
talent that O'Brien is looking to for the future. The ring
leader is freshman Steven Brown. He was the number one
runner in the 400, 500, and 600-meters. "He has good ver-

.satility in events," said O'Brien.

Brown narrowly missed the school record in the 600 but

did grab the record in the 500 with a time of 1:04.7. "He
showed some great promise," said O'Brien.

Another freshman to be reckoned with was Derek
Moore. His specialty was the 1 ,000 meters. The highlight

of his season came in the New England Championships
when he placed fifth in the 1,000 meters with a time of

2:28.5. "He was the new kid on the block and he has some
real promise," said O'Brien. Jerome Bledsoe was a

continued on page 15

Coll»(i*n pholo by David HIgashigurhi

Dan Chesnicka

Chesnicka aims
for Nationals

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

And then there was one.

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming

team has been gradually whittled down as it went from

post-season tournament to post-season tournament.

Fewer and fewer swimmers made the requirements

necessary to advance. A few were left behind for the

New England Championships. Some more didn't make

the trip to the Easterns. And now, only one will be go-

ing to the pre-qualifying round of the NCAA Nationals.

And he's not even a swimmer. . , ,_" continued on page 15

Sunny today, high in

the upper 30s. Cloudy
tomorrow with scattered

showers, 40s.

Graduate students pro-

test, pay emergency
curriculum fees in

pennies. Page 3.

Jim McCoy named
Atlantic 10 Conference

freshman of the year.

Page 12.
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COLLEGIAN
Candidates' money
sources questioned
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A candidate for student president and
one for trustee could be disqualified if the

Governmental Affairs Committee rules

they violated the Student Ciovernment
Ass4xiation constitution by using money
other than campaign funds for campaign
photographs.

The photographs of presidential can-

didate Tracy Davis and trustee candidate

Eric Nakajima, running on the same tickrt.

were reproduced on leaflets that have been

distributed throughout campus. According

to Michael Greiner. a campaign organizer,

money for the original copies of the

photographs did not come from the $125
the S(iA granted each candidate for cam-

paign materials.

Committee member Matthew Happy,
who works for Josh Gordon's presidential

campaign, proposed disqualification

because he says Davis and Nakigima
violated the constitution.

Chapter 10 of the constitution states.

"There shall be no private financing for the

SGA Presidential and Trustee elections.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES shall any
money be expended by a candidacy other

than monev given to it by the SGA NO
EXCEPTIONS."
Student senator W. Greg Rothman. com-

mittee co<hairman, said the committee has

ruled that candidates do not have to pay

with campaign funds for the original copies

of photos used in campaign materials.

But Rothman added that to the best of his

recollection Dwayne Warren and Mark
Freidman, who ran for student president

two years ago, were charged for the cost of

campaign photos.

The matter was debated Saturday even-

ing during a meeting of the Governmental

Affairs Committee, but no decision was
reached when the meeting recessed at

about 11 p.m. Rothman said the commit-

tee will reconvene tonight to address the

disqualification proposal

The election for student president and

trustee is scheduled for tomorrow, which

continued on page 2

SGA hopeful firms stance
Pledges to run issue oriented campaign

t'ollrKian pholo by Dondi Ahearn

NOT QUITE NIAGARA - Mark Harmatz looks down on the falls

at Puffers Pond.

By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A sexual assault and a gay brother and

sister have compelled Cynthia Evans to

run an "issues campaign" for Student

Government Association president, she

said Saturday evening.

The candidate made the revelation dur-

ing an SGA Governmental Affairs Commit-

tee meeting as an attempt to silence

rumors that she is running to split the vote

for liberal candidate Tracy Davis and help

moderate candidate Josh Gordon win.

She managed to momentarily silence

those who attended the otherwise-loud

meeting, but failed to kill the rumors

because some left the meeting still saying

she is trying to help Gordon The commit

tee oversees elections and rules on charges

of campaign violations. The election is

scheduled for tomorrow.
"1 am a victim of sexual assault," said the

30-yearK)ld Evans, a transfer student from

Cape Cod Community College. 'This is not

mockery that I'm doing.

"You people are accusing me of not

believing in the issues that I'm running,"

she said. Evans, who says she has two gay

siblings, promised she will combat

homophobia, racism, and sexism if elected.

W. Greg Rothman, committee co-

chairman, apol(^ized to Evans on behalf of

continued on page 10

Candidates fall under close scrutiny
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Allegations of political corruption surrounding this

year's race for president and student trustee of the Stu-

dent Government Association have forced students to take

a harder look at the people who may soon represent the

undergraduate body.

Early in the race, several presidential and trustee can-

didates ignored a rule prohibiting the use of private

monies to fund campaigns, which is enforced by the

Governmental Affairs committee.

Disregard for this rule forced former presidential can-

didate Tom Ralph out of the race and slightly reduced the

$125 campaign accounts of presidential candidate Josh

Gordon, and trustee candidates Sandy Edwards and Rob

Skelton.

These early warning signs of misuse have escalated to

rumors of campaign "plants," in which a candidate

allegedly will be strategically placed into the race to help

steal votes from opponents. In this case, the plant will

either withdraw from the race and endorse the frontrun

ner, or simply run an issues campaign similar to an op-

ponent's and cause a split in the votes.

The first "plant" rumor surrounded presidential can

didate Cynthia Evans, a 30-year-old, non-traditional stu-

dent promising to combat racism, homophobia and sex-

ism. Tracy Davis/'Eric Nakajima campaign workers allege

Evans was placed on the ballot by opponent Josh Gordon

to help steal votes from presidential frontrunner Davis,

who is also running a liberal campaign.

The confusion surrounding Evans' last-minute cam

paign began after eyewitness Stacey Kinnamon saw

presidential candidate Gordon introduce Evans as an 'in-

tegral part of his campaign staff' at a United Students

Agenda general meeting last month.

But this situation changed when Leslie Abbott, another

eyewitness, said she was approached on March 2 by a man
asking her to sign nomination paper for Evans' last-

minute bid for the presidency.

Michael Greiner, campaign manager for Davis and

trustee candidate Nakajima, said Evans" campaign

posters clearly indicate she is a plant. Evans' posters sport

the Davis'TJakajima rabbit logo and mimic their slogan

"Budget cuts are hell," by reading "Politics are hell."

Gordon, however, denied Evans was a part of his cam-

paign and at a debate Thursday night, one of his campaign

workers. Bob McDevitt, said Davis/Nakajima campaign

organizers placed Morgan Hugo on the ballot as a

presidential candidate to steal votes from Gordon.

Following the debate, Gordon, Mark Semonian. his cam-

continued on page 3

Attempt to increase

higher education
funding voted down
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

An attempt by Rep. Stan Rosenberg, D-Amherst, to

counter state budget cuts failed Friday when the House

of Representatives defeated two amendments design

ed to increase funding to public higher education.

"I'm very disappointed," Rosenberg said. "We came
extremely close."

The amendments were proposed last week to offset

the state budget approved three weeks ago by the

House Ways and Means committee which slashed $31

million from Gov. Michael Dukakis' original budget

proposal of $669.4 million.

The initial amendment, which was defeated by five

votes, would have provided $15.7 million to increase

faculty and a cost of living increase to graduate

students who are also teaching assistants.

Monetary allotments for science laboratory equip-

ment, materials for other departments, and several ad
continued on page 3
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Friends of Children, Inc.

In association with the Hamphsire
Council for Children

PRESENTS

STEVEN WRIGHT
In a benefit concert for children

An evening of

April Fool's Day
Comedy

Saturday

April 1, 1989
8 00 P M

.

John Greene Hall,

Smith College,

Northampton, MA
Tickets

GEN ADMISSION $13
SIllDfNIS w/lt) $t1
ti'ioo At mr DOOR

qsA'iC^j

\'A ihr Rof ()((). Atnhcist * Amhpt'>t CoHegp Cimpiis Cf>ntcf

* MT I lolyokc Collrgp Campus Center * Smith College. Seeyle
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for Ticket Sales and Information call Hampshire Council For

Children at 413 584 797?

A

campaign questioned
continued from page I

means the committee cannot adjourn tonight's meeting

until its members reach a decision.

Several candidates attended Saturday's meeting and

complained when they learned from Greiner the leaflet

photos had not been paid for with campaign funds.

Greiner declined to divulge where the money came
from and where the leaflets were reproduced, but told

the committee the halftones for the photos cost $30.

Halftones are pictures taken of photo prints for

reproduction.

The leaflet photos appear to be the same that ran in

the front page of the Massachusettti Free Press's latest

issue. The Free Press, a newspaper that "represents

Democratic Party ideals." had Greiner as publisher last

.semester.

"The Free Press did not pay for this," Greiner said.

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESiS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Small

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St.. Northampton. MA
585-5127
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LOCAL
Graduate students
fight curriculum fee

i ull«-|Cl4n |ih«>4ti (it l>a\ul Hl|t'*Hlgurhi

Graduate students use wheelbarrows to bring pennies to the Bursar's
Office Friday in protest of the emergency cirriculum fund.

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collejfian Staff

About 50 University of Massachusetts
graduate students marched in protest Fri

day rrom the Student Union st«ps to the

Bursar's office to pay $100 of emergency
curriculum fees — in pennies.

They students said they were angered
because the $50 emergency fee charged to

undergraduate students this fall to keep
250 graduate teaching assistants form be-

ing fired was also charged to them, said

Michael Parkhurst spokesman for the

(iraduate Employee Organization, which
sponsored the event

Chanting slogans such as "We won't pay
tees to be employees" and carrying signs

that read "Jom the GEO - United We
Stand, Divided We Fall" and "Pennies
From Paupers — No Way," the students

marched to Whitmore Administration
Building pu.^ihing two penny-laden
wheelbarrows.

Once inside Whitmore. students march
ed through the corridors to Chancellor
Joseph Duffey's office. The .students said

they wanted to personally give him the

pennies.

But Duffey's office was locked and no one
answered their repeated calls for his

presence.

"He's never anywhere to be seen when
anybody wants to see him," said Pierre

Laliberte. an executive ofTicer of the

Graduate Student Senate.

The students then ttwk the pennies to the

Bursar's office. Mechlhilde Nagel and Seth

Rothberg, the two graduate students whose
fees were to be paid with the pennies, then

began to dump the money on the counter

to be counted.

Bursar Robert Mishol defended the bur-

sar's office, saying "As long as you unders-

tand the bursar's office can't do anything
about your situation. I s>'mpathize with

you We have no qualms with what you're

doing."

Graduate students already pay about

$1,000 in fees and the additional $50 is an
unnecessary burden, said graduate
sociology student Kakcoli Baner^.

According to flyers the students passed
out at the Student Union, graduate
students stipends are "among the lowest

in the Northeast yet (their) fee bills are
among the highest

"

amendments for higher education fail
conf.nutd from page I

ministrative revisions, including reducing administration

and staff numbers through attrition. conser\-ing energv-

and promoting mandatory recycling on college campuses
were also included in the amendment.
The second amendment, which called for a $4 million

allotment for library books and materials for state schools

was also defeated.

Rosenberg said the amendments were defeated after an
hour-long debate Friday night because the legislators

refused to go against their constituents' wishes for "no
new taxes."

"The membership does not want to raise taxes," he said.

"People really wanted to support it but if it means rais-

ing taxes, they're not ready to accept that "

In light of this defeat. Rosenberg said he will introduce

a so-called "survival amendment," which, if passed, will

provide $16.5 million to several issues that have not been

included in other iegisiution.

If passed, funding will be allotted to encompass s«'veral

issues including the changing needs of public higher

education, public grammar and high schools, human ser

vices, including child care and welfare provisions,

homelessness, and other supportive programs, he said.

"We will try to win support for that larger package of

items." Rosenberg said. "The legislators have a great in

terest in and want to support higher education but, for

the moment, they cannot go against their cnn.stituents'

wish for no new taxes."

Rosenberg said advocates for the amendment "will not

give up" until some kind of provisions are made for higher

education and the other issues expressed in the amend-

ment package.

The legislators have one week left to debate and lobby

for the passage of this final amendment until the budget

must be put before the body for a vote, he said.

Aid to campaign disputed
Senator says placing of posters a conflict of interest
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker Robert Fadel

admitted Saturday night he has posted campaign

materials for two Student Government Association elec

tion candidates, which prompted conflict of interest

charges from a senator.

Fadel. who has the power to approve campaign

materials, has signed campaign posters, including a leaflet

for the Tracy Davis/Eric Nakajima campaign that, accor

ding to S«'n Matthrw Happy, might have used photos il

M candidates scrutinized
continued from page I

paign manager, and McDevitt spoke with Hugo in the

Blue Wall Cafeteria and, after their conversation,

McDevitt led Hugo to the Collegian to publicly

withdraw from the race.

During an interview that night. Hugo expressed con-

fusion and a reluctance to remove his name from the

ballot.

Hugo denied he was a plant and said Semonian had

revealed to him that several "accidents" had occurred

to people involved in the campaign, including the

throwing of a block of ice through a campaign worker's

car windshield and the slashing of another worker's

car tires.

"These people play rough. I don't want one of these

accidents to happen to me, " Hugo said. "Honestly, I

want to stay in (the race] and have fun."

During the interview, Hugo refused to state

definitively that he would withdraw and returned to

his room, escorted by a security worker. Later that

night, Semonian visited Hugo's room to clear matters.

Hugo .said he then spoke with his parents and decided

to withdraw.
But because the candidate's name is already on the

ballot, he cannot withdraw from the race.

legally paid for (Related .story on page 1).

Fadel, who has put up posters for presidential candidate

Davis and trustee candidate Nakajima, said during a

Governmental Affairs Committee meeting Saturday he

is not a member of their campaign staff. Davis and Naka-

jima are running on the ticket of the United Student

Agenda, a liberal organization.

All candidates need to have their campaign materials

signed by Fadel or the co-election coordinators before they

can distribute the materials. Happy called Fadel's

distribution of the posters a conflict of interest because

of the speaker's signing power.

Happy proposed that the committee strip Fadel of his

signing power, but when the proposal came to a vote it

was defeated. No one voted in favor ofthe motion and Hap-

py abstained.

Nevertheless, the speaker received his share of rebuke.

"I would like to reprimand Speaker Fadel," said W. Greg

Rothman, committee co-chairman.

But Holly Brod and Karen Flanagan, election coor

dinators, defended Fadel. saying he would not have sign

ed a campaign leaflet for Davis and Nakajima if he

thought the leaflet were illegal campaign material.

"He approved something that he knew was legal," said

Brod. "It's not a question of conflict of interest. I would've

signed it without thinking about it, and so would Karen

[Flanagan]."

Brod and Flanagan are the only committee members not

working on any campaigns for tomorrow's scheduled elec-

tion. The committee oversees elections and rules on

charges of campaign violations.

Fadel disagreed with the charge that he acted wrongly

and said he has a reputation for being "very fair." He said

he has signed campaign materials for other candidates,

to which trustee candidate Al Arpad attested.

The fact that Fadel's signature didn't appear on the

reproductions of the leaflets also raised suspicions. But

Fadel and Michael Greiner, campaign organizer for Davis

and Nakajima, pointed to three dots that they said was

the signature. The Gestetner machine they used for

reproductions did a poor job, Greiner said.

20-year LS&R
veteran to retire

After 20 years of service in the Department of Leisure

Studies and Resources, Dr. Jeanne Sherrow is retiring

Friends, alumni, faculty, and students gathered al

the Campus Center Saturday night to honor and bid

farewell to Sherrow.
Kamilia Kissell, an LS&R m^r, said, "Dr. Sher

row's standard for her students was always excellence.

She demanded that, and that's what we gave her."

"Dr. Sherrow made unique contributions to the

department." said Barbara Schaffer Baker, a 1977

LS&R major. "She taught me to take life .seriously"

There was an opportunity in the program for anyone

to stand up and tell stories or Just say good bye Three

students in the I.«isure Studies and Resources depart

ment sang a rap song and Sherrow. 60, was presented

with a plaque

LS&R professor Rod Warnick said, "You have helped

us to recognize that there is hope. . . . We love you and

thank you."

Sherrow is scheduled to retire officially from the

University in August.

"I appreciate the love that you expressed here tonight

and I love you all the more for it," she .said.

A native of Illinois. Sherrow arrived at UMass in

1969. In 1975, she was the recipient of the Distinguish

ed Teachers Award.
-LYNDA SEGAL

Forum condemns
societal violence
An Amherst College organization called for a society

free of violence, especially against women, at a discussion

held recently at that school.

"We must try to change the priorities in our society so

we can live cooperatively rather than competitively," said

Francis Crowe, director of the Northampton American

Friends Service Committee. Crowe and others .spoke at

the forum, which was sponsored by Womenspeak.
Womenspeak celebrates the accomplishments of women,

said Jen Radin, co-coordinator of the organization fund-

ed by the AC Student Finance Committee.

Michele Rosensheim, an Amherst senior and a com-

munity educator for Necessities/Necessidades, said the

shelter for which she works helps battered women gain

control of their lives.

"Women are victims of domestic violence and of our

legal system," she said, adding that in 1987 the shelter's

hotline received 1,560 calls from battered women, and 108

battered women lived temporarily in the shelter.

Rosensheim said more education and awareness will

help in the struggle against violence.

Crowe said people in our society must change its

priorities so humanistic endeavors are stressed more than

military endeavors.

"We have to take action to see what we believe," she

said. "We must be a constant presence in the organiza-

tion of the community."
- MONICA ROBERTO
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. re one ol the thousands oi audents who will be studnng for the ISAT thb June

vou tou.a ?'-• preparing tor an exam that s alreadv outdated

v.- • -her prep course> are sni! reaching the old test >u...v. .; ...,^:. ..—:

dcsignc c nesv course s.'* \t>u !1 ^rc -re rhn-'ugh the neu' LiAT resised io«tv and reading
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SSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
(m Take Kaplan OrTake^bur Chances

CLASSES BEGIN: MARCH 28th & APRIL 20 th

358 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst 549-5780
Fi>r other UaiUMte vjI! 800-KAF-rEST

^mnBii
Lesson No. 3:

Lesson No. 4:

Students have saved much
time and money by dealing

with Northampton Honda

Always purchase from a

dealer who has One Goal...

"Customer Satisfaction"

^0

See Lesson No. 5 next week

^i mm
MST

isr^i

For people who won t consider

compromise... for people like you'

MOJITIHIAMjFTOM momda
Excludes all other promotions.

586-8626 171 KING STREET. NORTHAMPTON, MASS 586-8626

1000 total maximum payments

MARCH 19-25

POISON
PREVENTION

WEEK
1989

FAMILIES WITH
YOUNG CHILDREN

Bring old (Drescription vials with

leftover mecfccotion to the pharmacy
artd rec^ve fr«« a tx>ttle of Ipecac
and poison counterdose chart

(Free only durir>g Poison Prevention

Week)
If no old rT>edicat»on vKais ore

brought in then the ctxarts ar»d

Ipecoc are available for $1 OC) each

We Harbor
the Best
Careers

Thompsons Clam Bar. the largest sea<M>nal

restaurant on the Flast Coast, has immediate
openini^s (now through .Vptember 10) lor th*-

loliowiMi; exprriont ed individuals

PORTERS
BUS PERSONS

DINING ROOM WAITSTAFF
COCKTAIL WATTSTAFF

We als<i have the following kitchen positions

available:

DISHWASHERS
PREP COOKS

COOKS
SALAD DEPARTMENT

We offer an excellent working environment and
comp«'titive compensation. Apply now Call Sue
at (508) 4 3 2- 1 000. or apply in person.

THOMPSON'S
CLAMBAR

23 Snow Inn Road
Harwichport, MA 02646

An Kqual Opportunity Kmployer

EDITORIAL/OHMON
The opinions or, Ihis page aiP Ih^se not neressaiiiy ifttiecl the views ol the IfJUJlMIUHLMMIJJIWgM

Singing the LP blues

University sells out to Anthrax
I am deeply eoncerned about the Antrax

retiearch on the University of

Musachusetts campus UMasw has been

receiving some $1 million m fundini; from

the US Army for the past eight years

Anthrax, a disease that affects domestic

animals and humans, was first developed

as a biological weapon in the 1940's. The

disease, made as an air-bursting bomb, in

fects humans and animals through inhala-

tion, causing the greatest amount of

destruction possible.

Slowly but surely, the military is in

sinuating itself in the University system.

Funding of biological research by the

government contributes to the increasing

incorporation of universities into the

military industrial complex The universi

ty provides respectability to cover the sup-

port of the military for more destructive

projects. Through this research the

militarv' is setting up a reserve group of

scientists who are dep«-ndent on Defense

Department grants for nuiking a living

The university doesn't fully understand

the implications of the biological research

they are conducting Just as Lord CieorfTery'

Amherst sold smallpox infested blankets to

the Native Americans 200 years ago. so

with new developments m DNA research

can biological weapons be used to isolate

and infect certain ethnic groups such as

Puerto Ricans or Nicaraguans Perhaps a

certain food source could be contaminated

so that the diSMMe could wipe out an en

tire population.

The research at UMass is being eon-

ducted in direct violation of the Biological

Weapons Convention of 1972. which bans

the development, production, stockpiling,

and use of biological agents for military

purposes. If our government can violate

treaties might it not also be planning

genocide? I. for one. don't want to see the

invasion of our nations campuses by the

military

Kathleen Kienholz
Smith College

Last week. I was lying in bed, in a

semidelirious state (induced by a combina
tion of too much Robitussin. Sudafed.

aspirin, and too many cough drops) when
I heard the sound of drums coroing from a

guy's room across the hall. With both of our

d(H>rs closed, I couldn't hear the rest of the

music — only the drums. But still, the

.sound was clean and crisp, and 1 knew it

was coming from his compact disc player

Bob Bobala

h was at that very moment that I realiz

ed how much contempt I really have for

compact discs. My mind flashed back to a

couple of weeks ago when I had asked my
buddy across the hall how many CDs he

owned
About two hundred tH\y — but most of

them are at home," he said "l used to work

m a record store."

"Uh huh." I was tempted to ask him how

many albums he had. but I was afraid of

what the response might be The last thing

1 wanted to hear was something like,

"Albums?* What do you mean albums? LPs

are obsolete Of course I don't have any."

So, I didn't bother.

I guess I'm just not ready for all this laser

disc technology stuff. That's right, call me
old fashioned, or just call me plain dumb.

I like the ol' vinyl. One of the saddest ar

tides I've seen lately was in the Boston

Glithe last month. It's headline read: "Face

it, LP: You're historv." and there was a big

color cartoon above it that depicted two jaz-

zy looking CDs taunting a wilted record

album.
How would you feel if you were the LP?

For 35 years you ruled the recording in

dustry. Then you got some c<»mpetiton from

the cassette. But that was okay — albums

and cassettes can live peacefully, hand in

hand However, now the CD. a shiny, tiny

flying saucer from the outer limits of the

galaxy, enters the market and, all of a sud-

den, you're dirt. It's not fair.

Back home, every music or department

store I go into is either void of albums

altogether, or there is only a small selec-

tion. The situation in Amherst is better.

Records haven't been pulled off the shelves

completely. But I still think the demise of

the LP has had its effect here. A couple

months ago, I was able to pick up a whole

slew of used albums (good titles, good quali

ty) for 25 to 50 cents each. It's as if some

local retailers are afraid that people will

throw their turntables in the trash and

they'll be stuck with a sttK-k of LPs that

nobody wants.

Doesn't this CD generation remember

what it's like to buy an album? You carry

It home — and I mean carry it It's not a

dinky little CD that you can fit in a purse.

Then you unwrap it. and, hopefully, the

album cover opens up into two halves and

there's all kinds pictures, graphics, .song

lyrics, etc. You place it proudly in your

record collection which is organized

alphabetically by band and you care for it

with your record cleaner from time to time.

It's a sentimental experience

Somehow. I just don't think it's the same

with a CD. Besides, some music just was

not recorded to be played on a compact di.sc.

Who wants to listen to Muddy Waters or

Howlin' Wolf on a clean and clear CD'' The

Blues has to be played on a scratchy old

record, or a beat-up tape. It loses its .soul

on compact disc.

Plus, CDs cost .HO much more. Did you

know that CDs and LPs cost about the

same to manufacture? The recording in

dustry is just raking m the extra bucks on

the compact disc's inflated price.

But why carry on about it. Within two to

five years, the CD will have dealt the

album a knockout blow. I've placed my on

ly hope in a half baked article that was

published last year in the British journal

New Scientist. It said that the aluminum
coating on CDs could oxidize after a period

of three to five years If this happens their

sound quality will be greatly diminished

and all you CD yuppies wiU be wishing you

had stuck with the album like me.

Boh Riihaln is a Ciillf^inn ralnmnist

Public Safety leaves Black students open to harm
Public Safety: The Big Lie.

It happem-d again, another vicious racial attack on the

campus «)f the University of Massachu.setts. Februar> 15th

the ColU'fiian printed an article about a brawl near Tot

man in which a Black man was left beaten in the street

The article suggested the incident was racially motivated,

but didn't elaborate It never appeared in the paper again

Whv do raci.st. violent attacks amtinue to accrue on thi.'^

campu.s.' Why isn t Public Safety investigating these in

cidents.' What will it take to make this campus safe for

Black student.s?

No one really knows what happened that week in

February. No one has reassured us that any action has

been taken. And Public Safety still has not taken the steps

necessarv to protect Black students.

As a freshman in the fall of 1986, 1 saw the face of racial

violence for the first time. Fresh out of a Catholic high

school, I was waiting to experience the thrills that col

lege life had to offer. Instead. I received a rude awaken

ing the night of October 27th when I walked out of John

Adams and was confronted by a mob of angry sports fans.

.^s Mets fan. I was riding high I expected Red Sox fans

might by disapoinled. but didn I expect them to take it

out <m me. Identified only by the color of my skin. White

Red Sox fans deeidedthey could still beat me.

I lelt like Indiana Jones being pursued by a tribe of spear

wielding Indians. I felt the fear of my forefathers in the

South in the sixties. I told to myself this couldn t be hap

pening. "This is Massachuestts and its 1986 This type

of activity doesn't happen anymore "

K. Andrew Mitchell

But it did.

In 1986 "the Southwest incident" was well covered in

the papers. I thought the attention would bring about

change. But in 1988 another "incident" occurred in

Sylvan. And less than a month ago, I picked up the paper

to find that in 1989 racism is still prevalent.

Why haven't I heard anything on this campus about

these "incidents " recently? Why does campus racism

receive more attention from national media than it gets

here? In a February 1989 article'from Harpers Magazine.

Shelby Steele highlighted the UMa-ss campus as a hot spot

of racial injustice National Public Radio is now produc

ing a news program on race relations at UMass which will

•be broadcast nationally Why aren't the shortfalls of our

administration be exposed by local papers?

The UMass Police Department, which has supposedly

been trained to deal with "sensitive crimes" continues to

harass Black males on this campus. The Amherst police

department has repeatedly detained Black males

unlawfully. And the Northampton Court House plays

dumb when a Black man's rights are at question.

Black students on this campus should not have to oc

cupy buildings to get the administration's cooperation in

matters of public safety Public safety should not be so

quick to accuse and so slow to protect us. Whitmore and

Art Hilson should stop trying to cover up "incidents."

Must there be another "incident " in 1990 before we are

safe on this campus?

K Andrew Mitchell ts a UMass student

Merchant explores human nature
It never fails any time The Merchant of

Venice is performed. There is always so-

meone who insists that Shakespeare was

not only predjudiced, but also a horrible

playwright.

Shakespeare lived in the classic

Elizabethean era of the sixteenth century.

There were hundreds of other playwrights

at the time. Is it odd that the only plays

we read are the ones written by

Shakespeare? Not really. Shakespeare is

unique. He always has a protagonist and

an antagonist in his plays. However, there

is not one specific character that you can

point our and .say. "He is all evil, and he

is all good. ' He capures the essence of the

human spirit. That's why he's still read

and performed today. He is able to teach

us something alx)ut ourselves.

In the Merchant of Venice. Shylock is

presented as the antagonist. However, at

the conclusion, the audience must decide

for itself whether or not Shylock is a tyrant

of simply a victim of society and the cir-

cum.stances that were presented to him. I

have seen other productions of the play,

and I know the decision about Shylock is

a difficult one. By the same token, Bassanio

and Antonio are not as pure as the driven

snow. Shakespeare doesn't have a clear

line drawn between good and evil, because

in human nature, there is no clear line.

Shylock al.so has to have a motivation for

being as greedy as he is to make him

believable to the audience. Long before

Shakespeare was born, the stereotype

about Jews being greedy already existed.

He didn't invent this stereotype, he just us-

ed it as a rational and believable motiva-

tion for the character. Throughout the

Shakespearean plays, all sorts of

stereotypes are used. For example,

Shakespeare uses the stereotype of intense

rival female jealousy and vanity in "The

Taming of the Shrew."

I'm sorry that some are offended by The

Merchant nf Venice. If it offends you so

much, write your own play and break down

Jewish stereotypes. See if it sticks around

for four centuries.

Michael T. Puopolo, 11

Southwest

UMass far from Shantytown
I am writing in support of those

students who are suffering in Cutback

City. I think their effort at non-vioent

political action is heartwarming and

may even bring moire attention to the

sad'plight affecting public higher educa

tion in this state, and perhaps even this

country. Unfortunately, though, I am
also writing because I have a critisism

of one aspect of their campaign. Since

The Collegian contiues to refer to the

area as "Shantytown" I can anly

a.ssume that the agitators welcome a

comparison between the conditions at

the University of Massachusetts and

those in South Africa.

Symbols carr meaning. Ofthen they

mark the path towards fundamental

change. When we use the word

"holocaust" people think "Hitler Ger-

many." When we u.se the expre.ssion

"burning crosses," we think of "Ku
Klux Klan." Given the ongoing suffer-

ISing in South Africa I believe it

counter-productive to call the shacks

outside the student union a "shan-

tytown." The people I know who live in

"shantytowns certainly do not do so as

a free choice in the name of political ac

tion. People who live in shantytowns are

Black; they are not allowed to leave

those areas, except to work in shite peo^

pie's houses or mines. As for ecudation.

they are systematically denied access to

it. They are disenfranchised:

economically, politically, and socially.

Please desist from minimizing their suf-

fering by comparing our problems of

crowded clas.srooms, higher fees, and
cancelled clas.ses to theirs.

But, support the motive behind the

creation of Cutback City; write your

Congressperson. Don't be disenfranchis-

ed through apathy.
Amy Sandridge

Shutesbury
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How to get

through collegewith

moneyto spare:

4 *,«* • .. It*

l.BiivaMiicintosh. 2.Adda|)eriphenil. 3.Getanice,fatcha^k.

Now tlinxigh March 5!. wlieii ycni biiy selecteil Macintnsli*SE or Macintosh Ii computers, you'll get

a rHiaU" br up to half iIjc siiggcstcti nMail price of iIr' Apple* |ieriplKTals \m add m - "^o voiill save up to S^)0

/Vsk l(»r ilci:iils Uxhv where rouipulers an' sold cmi cani|Mh

LOCATED IN THE

CAMPUS CENTER

Apple Fays Half

QyUNIVERSITYmSTORED
OPEN
M-F 9 5
SAT 10-S

CANRAUPASS
Unlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlimited imagination.

There's never been a bel-

ter lime to see Canada by train

Now, with VIA Rail's new Canrail-

pass, you can travel coast -lo-coast or

by region for one great price It's your
passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style

Unlimited mileage and
flexibility

The moment you own a Canrailpass

is the moment you own the country.

You may travel anywhere you want,

with as many stops as you want, when
you want Canrailpass is designed for

the plan as you go' traveler You can
even add days prior to your first depar-

ture

VIA trains

cover the country
As Canada's passenger train network,

VIA Rail has over 1 1 , 1 00 miles of track

Our trains stop in over 4 1 6 Canadian
communities It's a rail network that

covers the country as only the train can

S T U D E N T CHART
8 DAYS

N/A

15 DAYS

$203

UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 15 EXTRA DAYS

$4 25 /day

UP VO A MAXIMUM
OF 7 EXTRA DAYS

COAST-
TO-COAST

MARITIME
EASTERN
WESTERN

$ 59 00
$135 00
$144 00

N/A
N/A
N/A

$4 25 /day
$4 25 /day
$4 25 /day

Cam
OtH3«i**ru»n?ftcy

The romance
of train travel

Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,

freedom to move around and oppor-
tunities to meet other travelmg adven-
turers like yourself All these unique
qualities make the train a natural

choice Don't forget to bring an address
book to record the names of the new
friends you'll make!

For complete details, call your travel

agent or VIA Rail in the following

states:

1 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, CO, 10, KS,

LA, MS, MI, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
SD, TX, UT, WA, WY
180036I-3677:CT,NY,RI
I 800387-1 144 AR, lA, IL, IN, MI, MN,
M0,0H,W1.
I 800 561-3949: Al., DE, FL, GA, KY,

MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, PA, SC, TN,
VA, VT, WV.

«

Canada's Fasfng9r Train N0twork

ABTS&LIVIISIG
Lips to chew on, tidbits from Bone-cow nation
By Jason Talerman
Collegian Staff

The eyeball is fascinating. I'm not just talking about

all that window of the mind crap, though there is definite-

ly something mysterious about it. Based on outward ap
pearenc^, two parts of the human anatomy definitely do

not jibe with tlie rest of the package, the eyeball and the

genitalia. I've long been fascinated by both. Caligula was

fascinated mainly by the latter. He filled giant marble

pools with wine, stripped down his slaves and sent them

•swimming. His "little fishes", he called them. He should

have franchised because the jewelery sales alone would

have been fantastic. You can't walk ten feet in campus

center without seeing our wonderful friends of the deep

on tee shirts, earrings, ties etc. People don't even realize

that they are succumbing to ancient sexual paranoia.

No, the eyeball is it for me. The very substance of the

things disgust me but underneath all of that veiny white

gluton lies a certain intelligence that stops only with the

brain itself. There is an artistic sensibility to the eyaball

that fish simply do not posess. The Flaming Lip's Wayne
Coyne seems to have inherent knowledge of this fact. The
eye has turned up again and again Lip's album covers.

But it is more than its ntere presence that interests me.

Wayne presents the eye in that rare combination of humor
and evil drama that I just can't get enough of. On the cover

of their new Restless album Telepathic Surgery Wayne
photographed his own hand hanging over the sink,

holding a fake eyeball covered with bright, oxygenated,

clotty blood. The water is running into the graying

porcealin sink and the whole scene set inside the frame

of the ultrawide lens. All the elements of good black

humor are present.

The album itself is a fine piece of work. Unfortunately

I have been too engrossed in the hell that has been my

life to formulate any discerning opinions. I listen to the

thing all of the time and love every bit of it but lately I

resemble a George Romero extra more than anything else.

I spend about 17 hours a day in the dark bathed by weak
light, powerful chemicals, and the hum of heavy elec-

tt'onics. There is a title song of sorts, named "Chrome
plated suicide" that amazes me. I can't remember one line

of it but it swims around in my head like a good jolt from

the car battery.

Maybe I should have held off on this review until I had

a proper amount of time to do it justice but I somehow

feel in tune with the Flaming Lips. Such confidence in

a review can be problematic. I mean, it's the same thing

to know someone very well as it is to read them like a

book. Yet, one is a compliment while the other is a curse.

The sites zero in. When they read you through, it's like

a bullet in the back. Let's just say that I enjoy an offbeat

intimacy with the Lips. My zest for eyeballs is no dif-

ferent. It's like I said like I said last week. The optic nerve

IS connected directly into the seat of knowledge. We can't

possibly explain it, but vision remains the same.

Valley Women Artists heal with art at Hampshire Gallery
By ANDREA HARTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

An exhibit currently showing at the

Hampshire College Art Gallery presents a

unique slant on the visual arts as a method

of healing. The annual group exhibition of

the Valley Women Artists offers different

views of the mam theme, "Art and Soul."

This local group is a chapter of the

Women's Caucus for Art, a national

organization based m Philadelphia. PA.

This organization serves the purpc^ie of pro^

moting the arts and women's place in the

specific field.

Gallery

Each work has been created with the

chosen theme in mind, and explores the

possibilities of influencing either the artiM

or the viewer in a beneficial way. The ar-

tist may feel soothed or be able to release

tensions through the act of creating.

Likewise, the viewer could experience a

sense of tranquility by becoming absorbed

in ceratin images or applied colors. These

are temporarv' kinds of healing such as

meditation, that bring piece of mind. This

exhibit gives an overall impression of a

wonderful sense of creativity and vitality.

The pieces in the show are a combination

of a wide variety of media including: pain-

tings, sculptures, masks, collages,

photographs and computer graphics. An in-

credible range of ideas and symbols have

been placed together, and yet they become

unified under the common theme. Many of

the works focus on images of women and

their roles in society on a general level.

^.A'
«... -^d^Ti^'^ -^'^.

Resume
Service

• Quails Copies

• Fine Stationery

• Matching Envelopes

the copy center

253-2543

NURSING STUDENTS:
Secure Vbur Future

Look ink) Air Force ROTC Com
bined with your bachelor's

degree in nursing. Air Force

ROTO prepares you kx a cholleng

ing and lewarding future as an

officer in the Air Force Nurse Corps

Mdu also may be eligible for a 2- or 3-veor

schokirship that can pay your full college fuit.on

and most textbook, tab and olhef tees plus a

monthly allo^wonce during the school term.

Accept a commitment to caring Air Force nursing oppor-

tunities ore unlimited — if all depends on you ok to

your Air Force ROTC campus representative today

CAPT MIKE LACOMBE
413-545-2451

•^nc
Ijeadership Fjicelknce Starts Herv

Charlie'?
1 Pray St , Ambers' -549-5403 • Open 1 1 am

7 Days A Week • Call for Take Out

Kitchen Open til! midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 100 Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Maltbti ft Pineapple $1.75

Drink of the Week

:;:;K;:^;:;:;:;:;:;:;::j^ft|:::|:j:J;SSS:.:f;|:|:-t::|;|;W^

Moosehcad $1.75

Beer of the Montb
:

FOOD GIVE-AWAYS
Tues IOC Buffalo Win^s 9-12

Wed. 99C Nacho 8c Cheese Platters 9-12

Sunday 4 Burger Platters for S5 GO 6-10

Other pieces are intensely personal to the

artist and draw ideas from childhood

memories or more recent ones.

One group of pieces, ceiling hung
sculptures by Rebwca Graves, represent

the artist's remembrances of a life in the

South. Wires and reeds give shape to a

whirling tornado and black crows hovering

about a small animal.

A local site. Northampton, provides the

inspiration for a ceramic piece by Marian

na Rilleau. representing the Iron Horse

Cafe The Little House that Could" is an

amusing structure which contains musi

cians with their instruments.

Explanations of the artist's thoughts and

methods accompany most of the pieces.

Since many of the images are abstract or

symbolic, these comments enlighten the

viewer a great deal. Certain pieces im

mediately grab the viewer's attention and

reveal a high quality of craflsman.ship.

Other artworks appear almost unfinish-

ed or reveal a lack of skill, perhaps in the

artist's choice of miKlium Many of the

works contain complex and at times distur-

bing images which most likely serve as a

catharsis for the artist. There are a lesser

number of calm peaceful imagra directed

at healing the viewer.

A panel discussion entitlMi "Perspectives

on Art as Healing" is scheduled for

Wednesday. March 15. 7 to 9 The show re-

mains open through March 24 and is

located on the lower level of the Library

Center. The Hampshire Gallery is open

weekdays, 10:30 4.30. Sundays 2 5. and

closed Saturdays. The discussion promises

to raise some highly interesting questions,

in the meantime the works themselves are

worth checking out

WHO?

Is Responsible For Valley

Bicycles 7 Years of Success?

You Are!! Our Loyal Customers

And Our 7th Anniversary SALE
is for you!

• Winter Clothing - Up to 50% off

• Cycle Computers 20% off
(installation always included)

• Rhode Gear Car Rack.. ..Save 'IZ-OO

• Panniers, Bags, Racks 25% off

• Lights and Generators 20% oft

• '88 Mountain Bikes....

Specialized
Stump Jumper Comp...*150.00 off

Specialized
Rockhopper Comp MO.OO off

Others »30.00-»60.00 off

• '88 Road Bikes up to 25% off

• Used Bikes -Reconditioned and guaranteed

Save nO.OO-'TO.OO

1-
'1

A*

. «

Valley Bicycle? is the only Authori2cd dealer

in the 5 college area for Nishiki , Giant and

ipccialized bicycles. Any of these brands bought

from any other sources in the area is without the

benefit of the manufacturers warranty.

;:>,-i^«>>,*-

"Sale Ends March 18
|

VALLEY BICYCTES
319 Main St. Amherst I ,

256-OSSO 4j tU
Store Hours: Mon.'Sat. 10am-6pm
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Too much fluff softens up Doctorow's Billy Bathgate
By TARA HAMMKR
Collegian Correspoiulint

HUly Hathgate
E.L. Doctorow
Random House

Yuur must t'xcitin^: sumnur \ai.itH)n

couldn't compare to the one Billy t-x

periences in EL. Doctoiow's newest novt'l

Bills Bathgate It is 1935 and the infamous

gang leader. Dutch Schultz. decides to

make fifteen year old Billy a member They

lake him out ol'the East Bronx, and place

him in the countryside of Onondaga.

Billy takes the reader through this

journey by reminiscing about these times

He got started m the gang by "good luck."

Before this he spent his spare time with his

friends hanging around the outside of

Schultz"s beer distributing building m the

Bronx hoping to catch a glimpse of him. His

dream comes true when Schultz notices Bil

ly juggling and makes him his pr»)dig>'.

Now. Billy can witness all the killings and

whores that are his pri%ilege in the gang.

Book Review

I'nfortunately. liecause Billy is telling

the story, the reader only sees and hear>

what Billy does i which isn't loo nuichi

Even though he s a member, he's new, ;»nd

isn I privy to many gang secrets. The

reader doesn'l find out as much as he'd like

to In.stead. he gets lengthy descriptions of

everything from basements to what people

are wearing. If all this unnece.ssary fluff

was taken out. the three hundred page

novel would turn into a novelette. It would

have been more interesting to find out

more alx)ut Billy's mttther. Miuy Behan. an

etx-entric. if not crazy, woman who has nail

ed her departed husbands suit to the floor

like a rug.

Descriptions are not missing from this

book, but a point is. True, it is an in

teresting story of Billy s journey through

the underworld and how he makes his for

lune. but so what? The reader dcx'sn't care

alxuit Billv. or anvone el<e Doctorow.

however, tries to make us sympathize with

him.

Billy's story is basically one of his steal

ing money from the gang that they in turn

stole from people in New York City He

uses the money to go to an Ivy League

school and support his illegitimate child.

Could you really cheer on sometme like

this.'

Billy Bathgate is not a bad b<K>k. Mo.st of

il s enjoyable, but none of the characters

are people you'd like to meet even in a

bright and crowded restaurant. These are

characters that should be kept at a distance

in real life, and unfortunately. Doctorow

obliges by keeping them at a distance from

u> in tht' luiok too.

TAKE

BREAK!

20»/o OFF
STOREWIDE
through March 18

with valid student I.D.

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst • 253-2013

MONOAYSATUROAY 10:00-6:00

Jostens Cold Sale For one week only Order and save on the gold nng of your choice

J( )STEXS
Date: March 13, 14, 15 Deposit Required: $25

^.UNIVERSITY _
Place: mSTORE^ ^^ —

^Wi® S@)Ilf ®W^\
*Tour Choice" Coupon Specials

Buy One Get One Free

BREAKFAST
R«g

$475#4 Country Special
Oilied luice, hot coMee. two large eggs, two panca

With bacon, sausage of ham hon>€ "tes and toast

LUNCH ]
The New Englander R«9

$37S

An oversi^eO sandwich on a toasted steak roll with ham,

turkey, bacon, Cheddar, lettuce and tomato

Served with fries, rice or cole slaw

DINNER
Our Entree Specialties b«9 *5"/*5*'
Chicken or Veal Parmiciana and choice ot steak fries,

baked potato, rce pilar cottage cheese or cole slaw

Served with tossed salad.

SATURDAY VJ 11 ^ \ * ("Ol

'y///////A

I

I

Coupon I

valid

Monday '

thru
{

Friday
|

only. I

I

I

I

Coupon
I

Expires
|

3/10/89
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

SENIOR
CITIZEN

DISCOUNT I

1% ANYTIME I
l«r4W(

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN

bloom county
By berke breathed

"If you make money
your god. it will plague
you like the devil."

- Henry Fielding

'4t' DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

CAN iOO BELltVC TH\S

'

IVt GOT TO frSSEh«\BL£

^^"^^I^Ae

ywM oon*E< T>4iNK. r aw,

ANttAGlHEER' LOOK. VVt
GOT TO \KSQiT TVESE W\R£S

AND MS ^Sr\C SW\KH'
I CAH'T 00 TWS /

V€RE, LeilND'GET A»<M.'

ME nt<. J rU Do IT.'

tX)'0 PQQBABll

GOOF \T ALL

UP. Oft

'-SNAP*^ [SEt' INSULT K

TlGt». AND tXJ

I

GET BAD LUCK.'

I nsMs
> ri MMr

|<(QI5»v

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

cAuu? leoTANomeR
BATHftOOM CHO'

IT'S A C0MMS6l0fi fOR
A THfi^ ROOM 5^aeS OF
mi i ANPCSIUNO MURALS >

mAVS 6R£AT'
WHO'S THt

I PmnO. 50M6-

RiCMQUi BUT

ARBONHIS
BOAT

BOAT^

ANPUP7t€^ III j^i,
oveFmJomi nen. mr
l/Ufltr(Adl6BimCH TRUf^^P
OF NYMPHS'

,
•

CAMPUS COMIX

r.^^^a^.^-uA.-
"^^

By AL ARPAD

MOMDAy, JANUARY 30
mi^ YouRa VERY LUCKY-

W6 HAVE CNJE SPACE
LEFT iH TMie u^^^
LEVE L ENGLISH CLASS .

ISN'T TME Llf/E

FbR
ST>RlMq-
steeM

TlcK6:Ts:^

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

I (March 25 Ac*< ») Anoirw*

person s emolioroi tyonQupn oxM
spoi lome of your pons today En

pv «ie trutts o< your past lobofs but

keep an eye on yoer current oOiec-

five Retotn your humility ortd

ronnance wi t«xi you

TAIMNIt (Apm 20 May 20)Vou
coUd ptoy o leodng role m an uiv

foldirxj fanviy drama vour com-
rrxjnication skis wi t» tested but

/ou rrieet the chotenge A savvy

suggestion vyV rw0 save the day
Be noovottve

OfMINI (May 7\ June 20} vou
wiii have to resist ttxjt everyone in-

volved foce up to a finonco) dilem-

ma Try an intmate candieW dmner
to *i^in the heart of mwnber of the

opposite sex Travel is best

postpor>eci

CANCM (Ji/ie 21-July 22) Try not

to let your moodiness sp* over into

your weekend soc>^3l pions One
pixjr^ call or letter coiJd change
everytrwng puttirig you on cloud

nirtei Leave any rrxjney worries

behKxs

LIO (July 23-Aug 22) Travel

possibilities ore not promising Plan

less expensive entertainment at

home When you put your charisma

and charm on the lir«, romance
quickly fo«ows Know your own
heart Avoid casual flirtations

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Vou

can be very persuasive. arxU ttv3t

helps ease a financial crunch Moke
a stioppir^ list arid stick to it wtien

you buy groceries Stied your con-

servative image arxa romarx:e will

blossom

i (Sept 23-Oct 22) A good
ooy to cotch up on home repairs

vou get a real sense of accorripith-

menf from Rnshng a comple* pro-

lect Dtms the part wfien ottendng
o fjmnor or party fhs evenng

SCOanO (Oct 23-t*>/ 21) Vou
couk) end up spnrw>g your wtweis

unless you tysve a specific piar\ to

folow tf« weekend WstAt thrikrg

w« rY}t oo It Rek3x ara be sociable

Satsfy an urge to cal someone
specKH

tAOITTAMtIS (Nov 22-Oec 21)

Be perfectly clear about your

weekend pfcans Farrwiy respon-

so«ties nx»t come ttst Give a ch«d

a ctwice Volt exquisite taste may
put a purchase beyond youi

meaf« vou are prepared to went

CAMHCOm (Dec 22-Jan 19)

you wiB hove on extvaustmg but

satisfying, weekerxl Tasteful enter-

tarment de»ghts you Thmk serious-

ly about a financial proposal Focus

on short-term goals The future ts

bright with opportunity Get ready

to move quk:kiv

ACIUARIUS (Jon 20-Peb 18> Vou
wiH have to work Ske a beaver to

get chores out of tfie way After-

noon IS the best fme for sociali7ing

Shopping could turn up bargains in

ontiques, ckjthing and appliances

W$Ci$(Feb 19 March 20) There

are fewer pressures on a relation-

ship now Withdraw from a proiect

you are no ksnger comfortable with

A young friervd who is headstrong

needs your help today Give it

without lectures

MENU
LUNCH

Meatball grinder

Monte Cristo sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled turkey svyiss sandwich

Falafel pocket sandwich

DINNER
Baked chicken/cranberry

sauce
Pan shish kebab

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian vegetables /tofu

Baked chicken/cranberry

sauce
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Evans to run '
'issues campaign

99

continued from page I

the committee and the entire student

government.
But the person from whom Evans wanted

an apoloK> , John Dunlap, declined to do st).

Dunlap. Rothman's co-chairman and a

Davis campaign worker, raised the issue

of Evans possibly running a mock

campaign.
"I believe that you all know I'm right.

and that's all I have to say," said Dunlap

The belief that Evans is running a mock

campaign resulted from Gordon's introduc

mg her at a United Student Agenda

meeting as one of his campaign organizers,

Dunlap said. The USA is a liberal student

group.

Dunlap's comments earned criticism

from Gordon and Bob McDevitt. one of Gor

don's campaign strategists.

•John. I thought you were above this.
'

McDevilt said Gordon and McDevitt. who

denied Evans is running to help Gordon's

campaign, accused Dunlap of saying she is

because Dunlap wants headlines.

Dunlap conceded he wanted press

coverage because although nothing in the

SGA constitution prohibits mock cam
paigns, exposing Evans to the public would

bring justice to the situation

Gordon, flushed, paced around the room,

and shouted that Evans has the right to

run. He called the meeting a "witch hunt"

McDevitt. pointing to Dunlap, said.

"They want Tracy Davis and Eric Naka

jima to win. and they'll do anything, legal

or illegal, to win"

But McDevitt and Gordon were also ac

cused of wrongdoing. Undergraduate Stu

dent Senate Speaker Roln-rt Fadel said

they tried to intimidate Morgan Hugo out

of his race for president, which Hugo.

McDevitt and (^irdon denied.

0=^
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Beth Miller:

Congratulations! !

!

Grad school here
we come!!!

Good Luck! Love always,
I Erik & Barbra

TOWN or AMMCnST

Summer Jobs in Amherst

Adventure Plavsround Day Cdmp
(for 7-12 years old)

Camp Director ($6 53 S 7 56/^iour)

A$st Camp Director ($5 41 S6 57'hoor)

Special Needs Coordinator ($6 53 $7 56/hoor)

Art Director ($5 16 t6 57mour)

Sporli & Games Supervisor ($S 16 16 27/hour)

Cour^selor II ($4 93 $5 70/hour)

Counselor I ($4 70 SS 19/hour)

Leaders In Training ($3 69 $4 49/»KHir)

Early Adventures Day Camp
(for S-6 year olds)

Camp Director (S6 53 $7 56'hour)

Ass! Camp Director ($5 41 $6 57/hour)

Special Needs Coordinator ($6 53 $7 56/bour)

Counselor II (t4 93 $5 70/hour)

Counselor I (S4 70 J5 19mouri

Leaders In Training ($3 69 J4 49/riour)

Adventure Tots Day Camp
(for 3-4 year olds)

Camp Director ($6 53 $7 56/houf)

Counselor H (S4 93 $5 70/hOof)

Counselor I (t4 70 $5 14/hour)

Leaders In Training (t3 69 H 49/hour)

Aquatks Program
Pool Manager (t6 53 J8 33.'^our)

Asst Pool Manager (15 41 $6 57/>iour)

Instructor/Lifeguard {$4 94 $5 72/hour)

Lifeguard/Water Safety Asst ($4 48 $5 19/houfi

Cashier ($4 06-$4 70'hour)

Adult Softball League
Softball League Supervisor (S6 00 $7 OO'hour)

Softball Maintenance Worlier ($5 00 $6 00/hour)

Job descriptions and applications available at LSSE, 446 Mam Street. Amherst or at Summer Jobs

Information Table on the UMass Campus Center Concourse on March 14 and 28 Application

deadline is Wednesday, April 1

2

GOOD JOBS-GOOD TIMES...GOOD fRICNDS.GOOD MONEY

V

Wednesday at 9:00 p.m.
in Campus Center Rm. 903

• Counts Toward Staff Status

We Harbor the Best Careers
V( whmerc HarK^r Hold and Beach Club, the finest seaside rcson on Cape

C>ik1. currenil\ otters the tolKwinc pitsitions available immedutelv through

October 23. 19X^

• WAITSTAFF • NIGHT AUDITOR
• HOUSEMEN • GIFTSHOP

• PORTERS • BEACH ATTENDANTS
• SECURITY • LAUNDRY

• COMMISSARY
lull and part-time pi>sitions a\-ailablc, tlcMblc hours >Xc also have the

to!k»winp kitchen posiuons a\ailablc

• BREAKFAST-LUNCH COOK
• BAKERY ASSISTANT

• LINE COOKS • DISHWASHERS
ISc ofifcr an exceiient «t)rkug atmosphere and ci>mpeuuve c(»mpeasation

Housing IS available from September lo CVtober Apph Kxla%
'
CaB Sue at

(508) 432-1000 or apply in person.

WYCmmE HARBOR
HoufandBeach Club

23 Snow Inn Road, Harwichport, MA 02646
.\n Equal l>pponunii\ EmpU^er

wmmmmmm
Collegian Workshop

Ken Bazinet
of U.P.I.

(Former Collegian Editor)

ON SALE NOW THROUGH
MARCH 31

1

1

oz. Apple Jacks

12 oz. Captain Crunch

Lipton Ice Tea
Kool-Aid Kooler boxes

Oxford Kosher Spears 24

Chicken of the Sea
Light Tuna oil or water

Pringles

StyroFoam Cups
Reese's Peanut
Butter Cups

Sale 1.99

Sale 1.99

Sale 1 .25

Sale 3/1 .00

oz.Sale 1 .39

Sale 99C

Sale 2/3.00

Sale 68<P

Sale 3/1.00

AVAILABLE IN THESE MUNCHYS
HAMPDEN WORCESTER FRANKLIN

women 's gymnastics
continued from page 12

That's a silver lining, however, on
what was otherwise a dark cloud of an
athletic event. The Lady Catamounts,
who are scrapping for a spot in their own
ECAC tournament, made it perfectly

clear that Saturday's meet was their

last chance to post a score worthy of

recognition.

The judges then rose to the occasion,

bestowing one fat score after another on

the good — but not great — Vermont
performance.

Five Vermont all around competitors

cracked the 36 point barrier. Brooke

Taft, who had previously never seen

sight of that landmark, leapfrogged the

36's entirely to post a 37 3 Laura

Sperry - battling Klier, by the way, for

the seventh individual invitation to the

regional meet — notched a 36.95, follow-

ed by temmate Noel Brockman (36.40).

Grady's all around score stood as the

fourth best.

•'We were more upset about how we
performed," said Mitchell. "It got to the

point where we got past being mad
. it was comical. Everyone likes to have

high scores, you just have to try and
keep it as consistent as possible."

Collegian issues NCAA
hoop contest challenge

I

Chesnicka
conrjiutd fnm pafe 12

As a result, he

decided to be conservative

and withdrew two of his big

dives which could have

made a substantial dif-

ference in his standings.

"On the low [one meter]

board, I was missing some

spark." Chesnicka explain

ed. "My dives were just a lit-

tle oiT though I didn't blow

any. On the high board, the

judges were a little neni'ous

on my claaenaas to the board

when I dove, so that pro-

bably cost me some points.

I also screwed up on my two-

and a-half reverse If I had
hit that I probably could

have moved up about five

places.

Chesnicka plans to work
much harder in the off

season this year than he has

in the past, taking less time

off. As a show of commit
ment, he has already set his

goals for next year, all of

which he feels are realistic.

"I want to go undefeated

in the regular season."

Chesnicka said. "I also want

to be the New England

champion land) I really

want to make the NCAA
meet

'

If hard work and dedica

tion really pay off than look

for Chesnicka to reach his

goals

It's back. Just what you've all been

waiting for since Oct. 15, it's the official

CoUegmn NCAA hoop contest. We've got

ten such a good response over the first two

years that we decided to torture ourselves

all over again, just so that you, the college

hoops junkie, can have some fun. Anyone

is eligible.

The rules are basic. On page 12 is this

year's tournament draw. All you need to

do is fill out the entire bracket, with just

the winners of each game (scores are not

needed, unless you're really masochistic).

Once you've filled it out, simply bring it

on down to our offices at 113 Campus
Center and drop it off in the box at the

Classified window If you want you could

mail it, but there's no guarantee we'd get

it by next March.
Because the first games will be played

Thursday at noon, all entries must be

received bv 11 a.m. that day. NO LATE
ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED! Also, all

entries must be on the official entry blank

or a similar reproduced bracket (no hasty

chicken scratch drawings on notebook

paper, please).

As usual, points will be awarded for each

correct guess, with later games being more
valuable. The top five point scorers will

receive a prize to be determined later this

week.
Editor's note: Because ofdeadline, it was

undetermined who would be playing North

Carolina in the first round of the West.

Are you concerned
about Eating Problems?
Drop-in for information session

No Charge • No Registr.ation

Tuesdays, 4-5 pin Feb. 7 — May 16

Univ. Health Services RM 304

UHS Nutritionist and Mental Health

Therapist will answer questions, show
a film and provide general information.

Auto
Glass
iCctrt^

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED OWECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst

Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amhentl

%*•• far*

LONDON
PARIS
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679

SYDNEY 1 128

C^»€» on' imtr t0»clt»r Imm
tUMMIl PASStS

tSSUtO ON rut S^OT'
Call t»t

f^tt Stu^oni Tr»<f«l Cflof

413-2561261
AMMIMT

n So. WiMirw tt

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION i>nE-MEOS. NURSING ANO
ALL shMftMiM !»«•»««•« * f«od»n» fw**"!;

SnuOm* mtm M*mai>t Bo«n) (SMAB)

mMiina »«toow« •• >»•• "»•«»««>'»

Tom i3«»ch 1«ft 5 1*-«»5 Rm-302
Uni««f«ily HMilti C««i«*'

MOOCL UN \j»um ttstnA frot<q>y tt*mion%

m#«rf»9 *13 •! 7 00pm m Th«lch«r CaB

Jeery 6-4630

nCAO NOT aOMM IN C«"ttai Americ*

CAS* ?<•«>» sUu^le 'oi Pe»ee tnO

heedom Ws nn«i Spm MoocWy Ctwcii

CC scheOoie

OSO (Ov«l««>c S»ud«nl Or9»nu>»tion)

Me«l.no .n Blu«W»ll 3 30 Moodayi
Kindtf Mo^Smoking Sign by *•« »"»»> **o>t

in It

THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE OOtt-O *.«

M hoWing a me«ling lon<flW m CC174 at

7 OOpnt AH arc «f«k:ome'

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are avaitabte Keep you' Ineods and parents

intooned about what <* going on at UMass

We can »«n<J It almost anywftofe Fwmofe
tnlofmalion come down lo Room 1 1 3 Cam
pus CentOf of Call 545 3500

AUTO FOR SALE

197S VOLVO 164E Blue good conditon no

fust 4 speaker AfnFm cassette 4 lioofs heal

ai' snows new banefy Jan inspecton Jtooo

Keffie ?53-2069

•2 CHEW CITATION V6 New Carb »efy

fehable $1100 n«g Call 549 7146

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 01 BO Can be seen at Lamb

da Ctii Alpha call Sean at ?53-9032

CHILD CARE

FAMILY OAV OPENINGS: Wafm happy

environmenl 665-4501

CHILD CARE NEEDED

2 DAYS A WEEK tor boys ages 2 and 4

Early child ed ma(Or ideal Musi have own

transonalion and «e»ible hours $4 50 per

hou- Call 548 9321 or 548-9845 Available

immediately'

CONCERNED STUDENTS

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS:
W Geg Rolhman and the

Republican Club are Ihe Evil

controlling forces behind the

Guy Glodis Pfesidential Campaign

Please think betofe you vole _

F0« A OOOO TIME CALL

NACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT <.

FOR RENT

ATAMTMCNT AVAILASLEVM One bcHm

ff< Cotoni* V«Me Only W;^"^ ' """^

Secure nousinqfor the Fail' 253 2303

IN SUNDERLAND, 'fee bu» sefvice lo

UMus and snoppir^J »•» S«uf* KXi

tint hw For <nof« iJew* can 6*5-M56

Sign up M(^

FOR SALE

CHEAP TICKET TO '=>0«»*A**'«','|
noi nn Eastefn' CaH anytime 2Sfr«439 *16

3?J

NEW MACWTOSM SE 40 MB Intefnal haf*

disk MOO of university slO'e O'lce

Guarantee CaH 546-1490

SICK OF OORMS? Buy a house Rent oui

rooms 10 your ifiends lo pay the bills Th.s

house has an 18.000/yeaf rental income

Call Date or Gmny 253-9949

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 2SSK. 1 d'^
monitor $575 with 10meg hard drive. S699

536 5006

HEARSE FOR SALE I m dead serious

3i>uV selling n »2500 or BO Chns

734 4544/596 4216

OLD OMEGA 81 Encetlent condition 93 000

miles Call 256-8369

HELP WANTED

TELEMARKETERS: $300 a day' Takmg

phone orders 800 633-6834 E»t L 4

WANTED ENGINEERS DESIRE A

CAREER in tech sales/management Thi$

summer earn SSO^""*^ ,

'r,,""*'"^*
Resume e«o College credit 253 2321

WORD PROCESSING PROJECT Srriall

design oMice needs Leading Edge Template

documents and forms created Flexible

hours $6/h' Please leave message ai

3235525

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE In

termediate course Tuesday/Thursday

7-9pm 3/28-5/4. $115 546-4576

LOST

WALl ET 3-9 tn SBA Need my lie C*
Ga0'*i <S 7118

MENS BROWN WALLET on mon 3/7 ID »

cred cards piclin»» Kenr unportanl Mep
CMfi n retum««4MMnd r«i»Wd Cal John

5495070

WATCH- Clll^en with goW 'ace and bale"

band LO»t m Parking M between BoyOen

Gym and SouWweW ?••••• ca« I* you lound

it 546 7516 Reward'"

GOLD I LOVE YOU Ofacelet-SW lo

Hasbrook 3/3 Huge sentimental value-

reward Michelle 546 7406

LOST EYEGLASSES n Wack case on

? 28 89 I' 'ound please clal Remla

5464219

MUSICIANS

MUST SELL YAMAHA ACOUSTIC wUh

Hard case $275 Neg Eric 253-9660

BASS PLAYER LOOKING for a band CaN

Jim at 253 3502

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS TO MORE DELTA
ZETA pledges Hilary Amiee Tracy.

Melissa Allison Jennifer Love The Sisters

and Pledges o' Delta Zeta

SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA: We are psych

ed for a fantastic pledge period' We want

to make you proud' Love. The pledges

RACER X- Rather a pointed Question with

such a clandestine momker-Cyndi S

JALINE YOUR FIRST PERSONAL! Happy

birthday' Don t worry your present is

rechargeable' Love. Chnssy Melissa, Ken

Laura Carrie. Katie. Cmdi and Gab

BAROOSH: Happy 21st birthday' Too bad

you Can t get wasted Good luck n your e«

ams' Love Mendel Suzie Eli Greenie,

Ned and Gramps

PAMELA BRIOGIT RYAN
AlSmells
BiHas friends anyway
CiTurned 21 on Friday

DiALL OF THE ABOVE

OK. PATRICE GOT HER WORK DONE
She IS now 2i' Will the bars ever be sale

again'' I owe you a drink at TOC Kerry

•LOOKING FOR A HOUSE*

•**"
WE ARE INTERESTED IN

•taking over your lease P°"' '??iT,'r^.
•or m6re Please call David at 546-9753

_

Of Mitch at 546 8337

SCOTT D was right Melissa

CRUNCH (A.K A. FONDLE, THUMPER) A

personal' What are the odds' Your

B W lines need a little work, but it doesn I

make you a bad person' JutI remember

Zebras and Bikes' Love ZIP

TO THE UMASS GUY who was m PoiiSci

at Amherst it meets al 2 on TuTh Do you

want to meet atterwards' -The Smilhie

L. FILLIMOrrniita your flogginga during the

K Omelette

LARUIE CONWELL ANO tWN
GALLAGHER Hefe s to another grMi

weekend^' Hi»py Si Palncks Day' Love

JulM

KATHY LAMOfHt I am tt» god o» hen

tire' Remember that' Love Couam Jen

TfU. EM MOW IT FEELS TO BE Iff Have

an awesome day and don i 'orget about

tonight' Lo»e alKWlys The younger man m
yOur iile

LI2-SARAM-MIKE-FYM-T0 THE
BEAT" Mon' real Agawam WoOurn The

Cage-Now Pough»aep*ie-l care about n *i

this much' Ann

TINA OAHAN! Sorry it s a day late' Vour

the best inend m tfw wof*' Have a great

19thi Love Lee

TO THE BABES OF -1 SOUTHWOOO.
Hope ii was another adventure weekerK)'

Have a great wee* Kirsten

TERRI GASBARRO YOU HOT CMK» Im
*alching you "oni alar iJuSt Kiddir>g Tom)

Happy Birthday Love Annie & Kate

FOR STRIKING CORDS - REAL
WORLD girl wraps' gorgeous blonde

guitarist He needs a producer' (He s

k>aded|
^

HAVE A GREAT DAY TODAY, BETH
Because as you know it's your 2 1st birth-

day' I wish I coukl |Oin you Love your room

mate P S i m glad you're back

ROBERT SAUNDERS! Happy 21st birthday

sweetie' Smoochie Smoochie' SINA

CYNOIE PUCKETT— We heard that you

wanted a personal for your birthday so here

It IS' Happy birthday' We k)ve you' Tiffany

Aim Jill Li? and Amy'

JEN IT S BEEN A WONDERFUL. I know

we will have a hundred more I love you

more and more everyday Happy .inniver

sary Alan

HAPPY 21 BETH Lets niake it a special

one See you in town tonight Love Eric

RIDE OFFERED TO PHILADELPHIA on

March 17 If inieresled call 546-9586

7 BONJOVI TIX 3/12 $50 each or BO
6 7633 or 6-7631 leave a message

FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE with Dennis Milter

April 7 FAG tiK oo sale now

ATTENTION STUDENT OHGANIZA
TIONS' EXCELLENT FUNOHAISING OP-

PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-

CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUART 546-7612.

LEAVE A MESSAGE

ROOMMATES WANTED

HADLEY ROOM IN APT."S»«.

now cat 586-4412

nOtUTL AMOMEATMCL.AvatttMinv
madtaMly one room m giaue nouM m N
Amherst Short walk lo bus Owel house o»

students and construction workers CaH

Charlie at 549 4600 e«l 213 Of Santo at

549-8303 Leave neme and number on

message

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANV HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT^CALL 546-6405 Or 546-6400

Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy

you a beer'' Cal 549-1660 George

SERVICES

COMPUTER SERVK;ES: Daia errtry d«
base development custom programming

belchertown 283-3140 Jim

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Very experienced Lasen«riter overnight

Counseling/delivery Lisa 665-8969

PROFESSKWAL EDITING- Term papers

Theses. Dissertations 1.467-3753 after

7pm

TUTAr WANTED FOR STATS 240 at Pat

at 549-7300

LOOKINQ TOfiWOVWLE^I, Oroj*

of lour rMpensMe. women (starting 6/1/891

Please can Lmda or Lisa at 544-9162

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER YOUR LEASE
for a 30*m M)«nment Near UMass or

Busline Call li&ureen at 6 9743

2 GUYS FUH-LOVINO. mature ne« too*

..; '0' houserapartmerit for ne«t laB Please

in J'Tl 546 S120

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS see* to lake

ove'ieMebagHmng 6/89 or later It you can

help us please contact Paul at 546-5256

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR
3 BEDROOM PUFFTON LEASE

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR 3 bedroom Puff

ton lease' We N pay big bucks$$" Pleaae

call Sally al 549 4886 ASAP"

SLUDGE T-SHIRTS

SOME OF THE LIVING, they re wakin too

I mean it kids sludge I shirts are here Bo«

ers and lank tops too We ve got additiona

designs loo. some ol which aren t

disgusting We re affordable and believe on

ly in Ihe highest quality natural liber and

all that hippie crap ,
Come to the Collegian

photo dept for a fitting: verbal abuse

TRAVEL

SMTFRANStSCO RT plane lickel spring

break S300 548 9292

• -WANTED-

•

Amercan E«press $99 travel voucher WiH

pay lor It' Call Dave 546-9127

NEWEST SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT-

COME PARTY WITH 250 000 BREAKERS
IN PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA
$229 COMPLETE' $50 DEPOSIT
RESERVES YOUR SPOT SIGN UP AT

SUB TOMORROW OR CALL DEB
S49-0840 or LYNN 546-7483

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS, THESIS, on-campus a'

tordabie grammar reviewed dependable

584 79?4 Nancy

"WORDSMITH" Professional Typing

Papers, resumes and more' Laserpnnting

with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fast professional

accurate 665-4501

WANTED

HELP! PUFFTON RENTERS; Looking 10

lake over your lease (6/1/89) (roup ol four

responsibte women Please call Lynne al

6-7282 or Laura at 6-7284
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SPORTS
WBA' ELEOnON ASTS

Men's gymnastics cruises past Springfield
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian StaiT

Simply put. It wa> the second best efTort ol tin yt-.ti foi

the University of Massachusetts mens K>'mnast>i'« team.

The 267.85 points was juf^t a tad below the school record

of 268.05 that the Mmutemen scored last weekend, but

It was plenty to knock ofl" Springfield College who could

only muster a 253.9 at the Boyden Gymnastics Center on

Saturday.

The win over the Chiefs ended the regular season for

UMass at 6 1 in the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics

League and set up a showdown with the United States

Naval Academy next weekend at the EIGL Champion
ships for the league title. The Minutemen are currently

in second place in the EIGL. trailing only Navy.

Saturday's meet was the last home meet for six seniors

at UMass Tim Myers. Joe Fitzgerald, Roberto Weil. Jay

Ronayne, John Langan, and Greg McCall were all honored

in premeet ceremonies by UMass coach Roy Johnson.

"I'm gonna miss competing here." Fitzgerald said. "Its

been a lot of fun. a lot of good memories."

Weil had perhaps his best meet of the season, taking

first place on the high bar with a 9.2. For Weil though.

It was not the end but a new beginning.

"I think it was the best meet of the whole season for

me because I think I'm gaining back my confidence," Weil

said.

Myers, as usual led the Minutemen in the all-around

competition. His 53.95 edged teammates Calvin Booker
(53.55) and John Eggers (53.5) for first place.

Myers' best event of the day was the pommel horse

where his 9. 1 took first over Eggers (8.9) and Booker (8.8. ».

Ronayne, who is currently ranked third in the east in

the vault added a 9.36 to his resume for a bid at the NCAA

Championships in Nebraska The top four vaulttrs from

the east will be invited to the NCAAs
It was the second week in a row that UMass has beaten

Springfield Last weekend, the Minutemen gave the

Chiefs a little preview of what was to ctime as they top

ped Springfield and the rest of New England at the New
England Championships in Springfield

A 9 25 by Eggers, a 9.1 by sophomore Dave Dinucci, and

a 9.05 by Myers in the floor exercise gave lIMass the ear

ly lead. 44 95 43 5

The Minutemen were much better than Springfield on

the pommel horse, outscoring the Chiefs 43.95-38.55.

despite Fitzgerald's first fall of the year.

The still rings were one event where Springfield could

stay right with UMass. Ramiro Mora anchored the rings

for the Chiefs and received a 9.5 from the judges for his

routine. The teams deadlocked on the rings, each team
combining for a 44 5

However, that was the only event where Springfield

could stay with the Minutemen UMass proved it was

supericNTon the vault with Ronayne, Dinucci. Eggers, and

Ekwker all scoring nine or better as I'Mass extended its

lead by almost two more points.

Weil also led the Minutemen on the parallel bars where

he hit a 8.95, finishing second to Springfield's Jim

Farinella.

UMass coach Roy Johnson felt that his team turned in

a good performance but improvements have to be made
before the league championship next weekend.

"We have to get floor, pommels, rings, and parallel ban
going better." Johnson said

The EIGL's are all that remain for the Minutemen and

right now UMass will be going in with a healthy team
unlike last year.

riiBnlaii phulo h> Oavid llittasMfttrlu

The men's gymnastics team ended its regular

season Saturday with a win over Springfield.

Women gymnasts can't
keep up with Vermont
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The bottom line, down under a pile of

hard feelings and questions, is that the

University of Massachu-setts women's gym
nasties team was outperformed this

weekend at the University of Vermont.

Now. whether or not the Lady Cata

mounts (3-5), legitimately earned an

astronomical 183.10 — compared to

UMass's — 177.70, is not so obvious.

"They deserved to win." said a dissa-

pointed UMass coach Alfie Mitchell of the

Vermont squad. "We just did not put

together a very good efTort. The issue is

that the scores that they were getting were
out of the ordinary, to say the least."

The loss drops the Minutewomen to 7-2

on the season, and places them in a tough
position from which to chase a berth in the

post-season regional meet To qualify as a

team, UMass must now post a pair of

monsterous scores in the next two weeks
of competition at the Atlantic 10 tourna

ment and Temple University.

"It's going to be harder (to qualify)." said

Mitchell, "but it's still not out of the ques

tion."

Individually. UMass all arounders Erin

Klier and Kim Grady improved their

chances of making the regional meet.

Grady turned in a 36.30. the fourth highest

of the afternoon, including a 9.4 in the floor

exercise.
conTiTiutd on pagt 11

Chesnicka competes
in NCAA preliminary

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

The last of the University of

Massachusetts men's swimming team
ended its season Saturday as diver Dan
Chesnicka failed to qualify for the

NCAA National Championships during

the preliminaries at Villanova
University.

Out of approximately 21 competitors,

Chesnicka finished 18th on the one

meter board and 19th on the three-

meter board and in order to advance a

diver must finish in the top three.

The winners were pretty much who
Chesnicka expected, John Sharkey and
Vernon Yennick of Pittsburgh Univer-

sity and Charlie Chester of Brown

University. Though he didn't make the

nationals, Chesnicka was satisfied that

he accomplished what he had set out to

do. ^et some name recognition for

himsc'f and dive as well as he could

"I di ve all right." said Chesnicka.

"I'm pUased. I was happy I beat (Boston

Univers'ty diverl Joel Beck, who had

beaten me earlier in the regular season.

I was also happy that on the high {three

meterl board I only finished four points

behind the guy who got fiflh in the

Easterns"
Chesnicka considered the weekend

especially succe.'sful in light of the fact

that he hurt his ankle while making the

trip down to Villanova.

continued on page 11

FINAL FOUR COUNTDOWN 19W

A I* ({rHphir

The pairings were announced yesterday for the NCAA basketball tournament. And once again,

the Collegian will offer its hoop contest. Details are on page 11.

McCoy named
Atlantic lO's

top freshman
The envelope please . . . and the winner of this year's

Atlantic 10 ba-sketball's Freshman of the Year is Jim
McCoy.
The 6'3' University of Massachusetts Pittsburgh native

was virtually a "lock" for the honor since the midpoint

of the season — winning the Freshman of the Week honors

four times this year while posting .some impressive

numbers, his 19 points per game was third best in the

conference.

"At the end of the season, I had a feeling I was [going

to get the award]." McCoy, who also was named third

team All -Conference, .said.

"I was really surprised to make the All-Conference

team," he said.

The only suspen.se McCoy .said was that "sometimes
they go by how many wins your team has." UMass finish-

ed the season 10-18.

Fellow freshman Anton Brown, the Minuteman point

guard was the only other UMa.ss player to receive a post-

.season honor. The Columbia S.C. native was named to the

A-10 All-Freshman team, averaging 12.9 ppg and almost
four assists per game.
McCoy is following in some tough competition, last

year's freshman of the Year was this year's Player of the

Year — Temple's Mark Macon.
"It's a little bit more pressure," McCoy said.

Next year "hopefully we can win some games and come
in the top half of the conference, I wouldn't mind not mak-
ing a conference team if we could do that."

Hoop du-jour: UMa.ss has a commitment to play in

tournament in Denver Co. next year where it will be one
of four teams. The three other teams are the University

of North Carolina, Colorado State, and Colorado.
- RONN GARRY

Warmer air coming,

high in the 40s today
and 50s tomorrow, with
a good chance of rain.

Profiles of student

government candidates

for SGA president and
student trustee. Page 5.

]

Judy Tenuta heats up
the Campus Center
with a screaming silver

jumpsuit. Page 10.
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Anti-Minuteman rally

draws 200 to SU steps
By DAVID R MARK
Collegian Staff

More than 200 foes of the Minuteman
waged verbal warfare against the staff of

the conservative newspaper yesterday on
the Student Union steps, asking students

to speak out against the conservatives,

racist threats, and "unfair" charges
against an "anti-Klan" faction on campus
"The Minuteman thugs have got to stop

terrorizing this campus," said Tom Daley,

an activist from Cambridge who led the ral-

ly. Daley and others wore red armbands as

part of a "peaceful" message to combat
"thuggery."
Daley .said the Minuteman and the

Republican Club have "attacked" liberals.

Democrats, members of the gay communi-
ty and other students at the University of

Massachusetts, causing people to go into

"hiding"
Daley said UMass students should not ac-

cept the "racist threats against Black

students in Gorman dorm." referring to

racial notes which were allegedly pa.ssed

March 13 in Gorman Residence Hall

The incident is under investigation by

the UMass Department of Public Safety.

Arthur Hilson, director of Public Safety,

said recently he could not disclose what
was said in the notes, but that they were
racially offensive.

Conservatives among the ralliers said

they wanted to know if Daley was trying

to insinuate that they passed the notes, but

Daley would not respond.

Seth Warren, an activist in charge of the

rally, said he was a "a friend of the Friends

of the Spartacus League," who, along with

other rally leaders, is not from Amherst.

Warren, of New York City, said he and
others came to defend the University group

that engaged in a wre.stling match with

conservatives during a Feb. 9 meeting in

the Campus Center. Subsequent lawsuits

have been filed by both conservatives and
spartacists.

UMass administrators barred both the

Republican Club and the Friends of the be verified.

i^>artacu8 League from having meetings on
campus. Daley said students should de-

mand that Chancellor Joseph Duffey res-

cind the ban against the Spartacists, and
asked students to write letters to the Nor-

thampton clerk of courts so charges against

the spartacists would be dropped.

The name "anti-Klan 3" refers to the

anti-Ku Kiux Klan stance taken by the

three spartici.sts and the video they show-

ed before the February altercation.

"We saw it was necessary for people to

stop the Minuteman brownshirts," Warren
said. "They are a danger to everybody

"

Reggie Fouche, a UMass freshman who
spoke during the "open mike" on the steps,

said, "I'm tired of the antics of the con.ser-

vatives" during Undergraduate Student
Senate meetings.

Fouche said afterward he did not agree

necessarily with the views of the Spartacus
League or their friends, but he felt it was
necessary to speak against the
conservatives.

"I'm not too sure about (the spartacists']

politics, but I'm ticked off," he said.

Alan Ditmore. a Northampton activist,

said he was "outraged with what the con-

servatives have done to close SCERA, the

Commuter Area Government, and force out

(former-CAG president Jayl Festa. The
senate has been paralyzed for a year with

their filibusters."

The conservatives, who said they did not

think highly of the rally's organizers, laun-

ched into a slogan-oriented shouting

match, attempting to out-shout the Spar-

tacists "L^ass students take a .stand. Stop

the thugs ft-om the Minuteman," with their

own "Freedom works, why don't you?"
"I think it's a joke," said Doug Dratch.

a member of the Republican Club. "If you
read {The Worker's Vanguard], then you
see (the spartaci.sts] write a militant

newspaper and are just asking for trouble."

About six UMass police arrived midway
through the 40-minute demonstration. One
officer said they were told of an alleged "in-

jury" to a student, although this could not

AP photo

VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY - The space shuttle Discovery
streaks skyward at Kennedy Space Center yesterday after a
delay of nearly two hours due to fog.

Airline folds;

spring break
up in the air

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

As thousands of students begin to pack their

swimwear this week for a vacation somewhere in the

sun, some people have had their vacations dashed upon

the rocks of big business.

The recent downfall of Eastern Airlines and subse

quent filing for bankruptcy by the airline has played

havoc with this year's spring breakers who now wish

they had waited to hear the rumors of the company's

pending demise before booking a flight with them.

"Now I'm stuck in the cold and I'm going to freeze

my butt off. On top of that I won't be getting tan, " said

mechanical engineering major Stacey Isenberg. A
University of Massachusetts senior, she lost $300 on

her ticket to Fort Lauderdale, Fla. and she said she
continued on page 2

Elections mark Fadel's exit
Actingpresident reigned over a turbulent year in the SGA
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

The long and winding road of Robert Fadel's career as

acting president of the Student Government Association

is quickly coming to an end.

Fadel, speaking on the eve of today's presidential and

student trustee elections, said he believes the next presi-

dent will be ratified succe.ssfully and quickly, unlike Shari

SilkofF and Jason Rabinowitz.

It has been 364 days since Silkoff and Rabinowitz

defeated Aram Hamparian and Guy Glodis in the 1988

presidential campaign. The victory, considered by some

the most controversial in University of Massachusetts

hi.story, led to a rash of suits, countersuits, filibusters and

rallies.

The only thing the victory did not lead to was ratifica-

tion, which is the reason Fadel can today put "acting presi-

dent" on his resume.

"There have been problems in the senate," said Fadel,

a senior political science major. "The senate never used

to have factions like it does today."

"I'm not going to say the conservatives won," he said

of the senators responsible for the majority of the

filibusters. 'I'm going to say the students lost."

Fadel, who became acting president because he was

speaker of the senate when attempts to ratify Silkoff and

Rabinowitz failed, said the title of acting president is just

that, a title.

"As speaker I served as a spokesperson for the

nnnnued on page 4

Campus vote today
The Student Government As.sociation's governmen-

tal affairs committee has announced the following

ballot box locations for today's scheduled student
government president and student trustee elections:

Newman Center, 9 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.; Student
Union Ballroom. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Berkshire DC.
10:25 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.. and 4:10 p.m. to 7:10 p.m.;

Hampshire DC. 10:40 a.m. to 1:45 p.m., and 4:25 p.m.

to 6:25 p.m.; Worcester DC, 11:15 a.m. to 2 p.m., and
4:40 p.m. to 6:50 p.m.; Franklin DC. 11:30 a.m. to 2:15

p.m., and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., and New Africa House,
noon to 2:30 p.m.
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stands little chance of recovering her money from the

airline.

Eastern Airlines, formerly the nation's seventh-

largest carrier, filed under Chapter 11 in US Bankrupt

cy Court in New York Thursday on the sixth day of

a crippling strike by the machinist's union.

Calling Eastern to find out about your flight yields

only a recorded message saying most flights have been

canceled and that shuttle service — B<»ton New York
Washington — is still operating.

Frank Lorenzo. Eastern's owner, said the company
will keep Hying as many flights as possible until the

company can be reorganized in the coming months.

A distraught Lori Miller, a senior human nutrition

major at UMass, left the Campus Travel Center office

yesterday with no solutions for her trouble-plagued

$218 flight to North Carolina.

"I was going to visit some relatives and now I pro-

bably have to call them and say 1 won't be there," she

said.
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Miller said she would not be able to shoulder the add-

ed financial strain of purchasing another ticket "at

three times the price," especially with such short notice

to her and another airline.

"I guess now I either go to the airport on Friday mor-
ning and take my flight or find out it's been cancel-

ed," Miller said.

The travel agency has been beset with students wan-
ting satisfaction — another flight, money back,
anything but losing everything they worked for all

winter.

"Students are wondering what to do. But at this time
we cannot do anything about giving refunds because

all of Eastern's money is tied up in bankruptcy court,"

said Sandy Gass, manager of Campus Travel Center.

Gass said she has had moderate success in getting

jilted passengers onto the standby lists of other airlines

such as US Air TransWorld Airlines and Delta. But,

she said, refunds are up to the judge.

Many students lost their spring break money because

of Eastern's bankruptcy, the ones who paid for tickets

by charge card have hope in getting some money back

if they contact their charge card company. Those who
paid in cash or by check have a slim chance at seeing

their money again, Gass said.

Two senior theater mtgors, Katie Eklwards and Susan
Pasquantonio and their friend, senior art history ma-

jor Carolyn Paddock, were to spend some time on the

beaches of Puerto Rico, but the sun went down on their

trip also.

Each of the three spent $347 on round trip plane

tickets, booked through Campus Center Travel, and
were unable to book passage with another airline.

Paddock is now going to spend her break visiting

friends or at home, but she said, "I'm taking a week
off after spring break. I need a vacation."

Sophomore roommates Sharon Lesser, a fashion

marketing major, and Remi Moscaritolo, an early

education major, were two of the lucky ones who were
able to book the last two seats of another flight to

Florida, sacrificing two days of their trip in the process.

"This just ruined our break and stressed us out,"

Lesser said.
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LOCAL
Davis and Nakajima brave late challenge
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Tracy Davis/Eric Nakajima campaign served as a
punching bag last night while the Student Government
Association Governmental Affairs Committee debated a
proposal to disqualify them from today's election for stu
dent president and trustee.

The committee voted against disqualirication. but
representatives from opposing campaigns took turns for
three hours in delivering blows to the campaign for alleg
ed violations.

The disqualification proposal resulted from campaign
manager Michael Greiner's revealing Saturday night that
the campaign had used private funds to pay for a photo
halftone that was reproduced in campaign leaflets.
Halftones are pictures for reproduction of origmal photo
prints.

Although the committee had decided the original copies
of photographs could be paid for with private money, the
SGA constitution prohibits the use of private funds for
campaign materials Each campaign received $125 for

Special Olympians bring
basketball talents to town

such materials.

Other violations, such as Davis/?Jak^ima campaign
worker John Dunlap's ripping down posters of presiden
tial candidate Josh Gordon, also came up. Dunlap, who
said he ripped down the posters because they were cover
ing Davis/Nakajima posters, added he returned them to
Gordon's campaign.

"I should have been like everyone else and thrown them
down. " Dunlap said, responding to repeated accusations
of wrongdoing.
When other accusations were thrown at the Davis/Naka

jima campaign, including some that implicated ca
President-elect Jason Rabinowitz. pandemonium broke
out Rabinowitz left the meeting cursing his accusers.

Insults, such as Greiner calling committee member Mat
thew Happy an "idiot" and Undergraduate Student
Senate Speaker Robert Fadel accusing committee co^
chairman W Greg Rothman of being "brain dead"
substituted debate several times Happy, who works in
the Gordon campaign, had proposed disqualification dur
ing Saturday's meeting.
Although the proposal was defeated, the committee pass-

By LISA SHAPIRO
Collegian Correspondent

"Let me win. But if I cannot win, let me
be brave in the attempt."
These words, the Special Olympics oath

was recited by all Olympians during the
opening ceremonies of the Western
Massachusetts state qualifying basketball

tournament, held Sunday at Smith College.

The Special Olympics allow mentally
disadvantaged athletes to compete in 15
sports throughout the year, said Cathy
Sherrill, spokeswoman for Hampshire
County Special Olympics.
Although there are an estimated 1,200

eligible athletes in the area, only 275 are
registered with the organization, Sherrill

said.

Special Olympics events have rarely been
held in western Massachusetts, but the pro-

gram has expanded significantly in the
past few years, she said.

Paul Conrad, 18, of Ware, attends the
Hampshire Eklucational Collaborative pro-

gram housed in the Center School in South
Hadley. The collaborative coordinated

special education programs in schools

throughout the county. Conrad's team, the

HEC Hawks, is a combination of athletes
from two collaborative programs

When the Special Olympics come around,
the collaborative puts together a team and
enters the competition, said Kevin
Mulvaney, Hawks teacher and coach.
On the court, despite his 5 foot frame,

Conrad stopped at nothing. As he made his
way from one end of the court to the other,
he was constantly leading his team
members and communicating with them
After the opposing team scored, Conrad,
about to Uke the ball out, yelled to his
team, "We're going to get them!"
Though Conrad competes in floor hockey,

soccer, track and field — and runs a mile
in 6.25 minutes — he said basketball is his
favorite sport

"We've been winning a lot." he said. "It
feels good wearing a gold medal around
your neck."

He said he has 32 gold medals hanging
up on his bedroom wall, and a bulletin
board decorated with ribbons.

The qualifiers from Sunday's meet, three
teams from each division (seniors and
masters), will travel to Fort Devens in Ayer
for the state tournament in April.
"The team gets excited for these events."

Mulvaney said. "I'm really happy for them
when they win. They understand winning
and losing and they know the rewards are
greater for winning."

Amherst dry spell ends
Administrators warn ofstricter drinkingpolicies
AMHERST ( AP» - Amherst College has

ended a four-day ban on alcohol with a war-
ning from administrators that students
could face some very restrictive rules.

College President Peter Pouncey told

students at a Sunday campus meeting that

the aim of a strict alcohol policy wa.s to

avoid a tragedy.

"People's lives are blighted by drink on
this campus," Pouncey said. "That's a

thing which shames us all."

The warning ban, initiated by the ad-

ministration and backed by the student

government, began Wednesday and lasted
through Saturday, according to Michael
Zimmerman, president of the student
Board of Governors.
He said official student sponsored parties

were poorly attended during the ban. And
although some student.s called for the col-

lege to do more about the alcohol problem
on campus, catcalls and a chorus of
laughter greeted one speaker who sug-
gested at Sunday's forum that under-age
students caught drinking be expelled.

North Village fire draws attention
A mattre.ss fire in a bedroom at C18

North Village apartments was put out with

a fire extinguisher, at about 1:45 a.m. Sun-

day, University of Massachu.setts police

said yesterday.

The apartment's occupant extinguished

the fire, and UMass police and Amherst
firefighters removed the mattress from the

apartment, police said.

In other police reports:

• Police responded to a report Of a break

into French Greenhouse, at about 2 a.m.

Sunday. They found several windows

broken and interior doors open, and an in-

vestigation is continuing, police said.

• A fight broke out in the second floor

hallway of Van Meter Residence Hall at

about 2:45 a.m. Sunday, police said. A man
found lying on his back at the bottom of a

stairwell was transported to Health Ser-

vices, police said.

• Officers on patrol heard glass break-

ing near Marshall Annex, and two men
fleeing from the area were chased by of-

ficers and caught near the Campus Pond.

The men were arrested and are expected

to be charged with breaking glass in a
building, malicious damage costing more
than $250 and disorderly conduct.

• A car accident on Governor's Drive

resulted in the arrest of a Fall River man,
expected to be charged with operating

under the influence of alcohol, police said.

• Charges are being sought against two
people, after a fight in Washington Tower,

at about 8:45 p.m. Friday, police said. An
injured man was brought to Health Ser-

vices and a 19-year-old man was placed in

protective custody, police said.

- NANCY KLINGENER

ed a resolution ordering the Davia/Nakiuinia campaign
pay for the cost of the two halftones.
Greiner said each halftone, done at the Campus Center

Print Shop, cost $6 With tax, he added, the total came
to $12.60. He had said at Saturday's meeting the halftones
cost $30, which he last night said was a mistake.

Davis/Tilukajima supporters said their opponents wanted
to disqualify Davis and Nakajima because the duo, runn-
ing on the United Student Agenda ticket, has a better
chance of winning. The USA is a liberal student group.
Rothman, who is supporting Guy Glodis for president,

voiced his concern over what he called "negative cam-
paigning."

Copies of a flyer that were stuck yesterday on windshield
wipers of cars in the parking lots of Brittany Manor and
other apartment complexes said Glodis has worked for

Amherst Towing, which tows illegally parked cars on
campus.

"I don't how Guy Glodis is supposed to win if very stu
dent on this campus thinks he worked for Amherst Tow-
ing." Rothman said, causing laughter.
Eric Plisko. an Amherst Towing employee of five years.

said GU>dis has never worked there

UMass an animal house
for students with pets
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Bernie Bucheit and Mac are good
friends. Bernie has given up a lot for

Mac. Some people don't understand that
— when they see Mac is a Burmese
python.

"Mac IS my friend. I'm attached to

him Mac may look mean, but he's pret
ty much a teddy bear," Bucheit said.

College students do not have a stable
life, which is why the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals generally does not allow them
to adopt pets, according to Lynn Peebles,
assistant manager of the Springfield
branch of the MSPCA.
"Students don't know what they are

getting into," Peebles said. Students
think they can handle the re.sponsibili-

ty ofa pet. but are too busy with classes,

homework and their social life "to main-
tain a consistent feeding schedule," she
said. "Vaccines are a financial burden
students often forget."

Amy Dugas, a senior anthropology
major at the University of
Mas-sachusetts. has a cat. Clco, in her
apartment in a South Amherst complex.
"They (the MSPCA) shouldn't
stereotype that college students are
animal abusers," Dugas said. "I have
seen adults neglect their pets. Students
may make better owners."
Dugas said she has a pet mainly for

companionship. "Cleo provides a lot of

company and fun." Dugas said, "I feel

a sense of personal satisfaction having
responsibility for something else other
than myself."

Dugas said she considers herself a
responsible pet owner. "It's like having
a kid or something. I feel guilty if he's

alone all day in the house," she said.

"He has personal needs and needs time
spent with him."
She said because one of her room-

mates has had a hard time accepting
Cleo. living conditions for Cleo are bet

ter because she is more conscious of

keeping the cat's box odor free and his

food dish clean. "I'm more aware of hav
ing a better overall environment for my
roommates and for the feline."

Dugas .said she has had to make
monetary sacrifices for Cleo. "I'm on a

limited budget. I only have $10 a week
to spend on food, for Cleo and myself"
Dugas said she spends between $3 and
$5 a week on kitty litter and food for the

cat. "I've learned to look for bargains
and clip coupons."

The management of most apartment
complexes has strict pet policies. Brit-

tany Manor, Brandywine. Townehouse
of Amherst and Soulhwcxxi Apartments
all state that having a pet in an apart

ment is a violation of the lease and the

student may be evicted if the animal is

not out of the apartment in a specified

period of time.

Dugas said she does not know if the

management is aware that she has a

pet. "If they do know. I don't think they

conanutd on pagt 6

Collegian photo by Jbhoii Talerman

Alice Ruediger and her cat Amanda prepare dinner.

t
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students," he said, adding that there is

overlap between his speakership and his

presidency. "I never used the title

and there was never any reason. In our
structure, the president doesn't have any
constitutional power."

"The function of the president is as a

spokesperson for the people," he said.

"After that, it is what they make of (it]."

Fadel said the SGA must return student

government to the students. The way to do

this, he said, is by "bringing a new mind-
set into student government."
"We have to challenge the student

leaders, make them accountable," he said,

'"and put them in a position where they

need to respond to students' concerns."

Fadel was thrust into the public eye a

year ago when, as a senator from Hamlin
Residence Hall, he ran for speaker against

commuter area senator Mary Rita Kropp.

The senate had passed nary a motion when
he was handed the additional title.

But the position he once labeled "referee"

will not be his after April 1, when the win

ner of today's election is scheduled to begin

a oni> year term. For the winner, Fadel has

this advice:

"Be true to the word unify," he said, "and
do not just use it as rhetoric. Forget who
ran with and against you and try to work
with everyone."

"UMass is entering an era of tremendous
crisis — ifyou don't rally together and see

the same goal, even from different perspec-

tives, then UMass is lost," he said.
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Candidates for SGA president
COLLEGIAN 5

Tom Darling Tracy Davis

EXPERIENCE

Tom Darling, a senior,

said he has no experience

politically and he does not

want people to vote for him.

TOP CONCERNS

Darling said, if elected, he
will install swing spaces in

Chancellor Joseph DufTey's

house and will award the

Chancellor an E-Lot sticker

for his car.

He said he will ban all cor-

duroy hats and promises to

change student identifica-

tions to make them similar

to Massachusetts liquor IDb.

Campus wide "Toast Ap-
preciation Day" and man-
datory recess will also be
established if Darling takes

ottiee.

EXPERIENCE

Tracy Davis is a student

senator, a member of the

BOG, and is active on
several SGA committees.

TOP CONCERNS

If elected, Davis promises
to fight against further

budget cuts in the present
and in the future and stress-

ed the importance of ethnic

and racial unity on campus.

She said she will combat
tuition hikes and organize

students to fight for their

right for a quality and affor-

dable education.

Davis said she will work
to increase campus safety by

upgrading lighting in high

crime areas, by better pro-

moting the Student Escort

Service, and by fighting

against violence.

Csmthia Evans

EXPERIENCE

Cynthia Evans is a

30-year-old, student who
has not been active in cam-
pus politics before.

TOP CONCERNS

Evans said, if elected, she
will fight against sexism,

racism and homophobia on
campus.
She also said she will be

committed to safety issues,

such as increased lighting

and escort services and ad-

vocates last year's Civility

Day and Hands Across
UMass svmits.

Evans said she will work
with the student trustee to

organize more rallies

against budget cutbacks
and also wants to increase

student awareness through
education and
programming.

«ii\>4i
Guy Glodis

EXPERIENCE

Guy Glodis is a senator ac-

tive in the Southwest Area
Government, and a member
of the Board of Governors.

TOP CONCERNS

If elected Glodis said he
will maintain student
motivation and work to pre-

vent further budget cuts in

public higher education.

Glodis said he advocates

more lighting in Orchard
Hill and wants to extend the

Student Escort Service to

24-hour availability.

He also promised to fight

against administrative at-

tempts to make UMass a

"dry" campus, and main-
tains that students should

be able to buy cigarettes on
campus.

Josh Gordon

EXPERIENCE

Gordon, a senator and
president of Gorman House
Council, was a member of

the Budgets Committee.

TOP CONCERNS

Gordon said, if elected, he
plans to establish a
statewide lobbying group
called the Massachusetts
Unified Student Lobby to

prevent tuition increases

and further budget cuts.

Increased lighting in

Sylvan and Orchard Hill

paths and promotion of the

Student Escort Service are

also concerns.

He supports the return of

tailgating before football

games and said students

should be able to '

cigarettes on campus.
buy

Morgan Hugo

EXPERIENCE

Morgan Hugo is a Com-
puter and Information
Science major with no
political experience.. _

TOP CONCERNS

Hugo said he does not

wish to be elected and is

running "for the ex-

perience." He attempted to

withdraw from the race last

week but was unable to

because his name is already

placed on the ballot.

Hugo said he can identify

with the ordinary student

and maintains that the

budget cutbacks, textbook

prices at the University,

and campus safety are

among the major issues.

He urges students to vote
for the most qualified
candidate.

Candidates for student trustee

Al Arpad Rich Barry

EXPERIENCE

Al Arpad is an English
mi^or, an artist, and holds

a full-time job along with

his ftudent status.

TOP CONCERNS

Arpad, who has spent

several nights in 'Cutback

City" to protest state budget

cuts, said, if elected, he will

focus on preventing budget

cutbacks to public higher

education in next year's

budget.

He will also use a weekly

column to convey issues to

students and advocates in-

creased funding to minority

student programs and the

Everywoman's Center.

He wants to change the

drinking age to 18.

EXPERIENCE

Rich Barry, running on
the same ticket as Tom
Darling, said he also has no
experience in politics.

TOP CONCERNS

Barry said, if elected, he

will allot severance pay for

all students who are expell-

ed from the University, for

whatever reasons.

He also said he will

renovate the campus by
tearing down the Tower
Library and putting a giant

sandbox in its place and
paving the entire campus to

eliminate muddy areas.

Barry said he will also

paint the Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building
chartreuse.

Sandy Edwards

EXPERIENCE

Sandy EUlwards is a stu-

dent senator, and served on

the Capital Improvements
Committee.

TOP CONCERNS

Edwards said she will

work to propose motions,

and prioritize spending of

state funds.

A weekly column will be

produced through the
trustee's office to keep
students informed on cur-

rent issues and events and
Edwards said she advocates

increased educational pro-

gramming on issues of

diversity and people of color.

She promised to fight to

restore tailgating at football

games.

Bob Monaghan

EXPERIENCE

Bob Monaghan. a student

.senator, is a member of the

Residential Committee, and

IS active in SWAG.

TOP CONCERNS

He promises to fight fur-

ther budget cuts by continu-

ing letter-writing cam-
paigns and student rallies.

Monaghan said he will

publish a column and a

newsletter to make
students, faculty and staff

more aware of the issues.

He denounces the alcohol

policy and said he will fight

to overturn residential

policy prohibiting kegs from

dormitories and said

students .should he allowed

to buy cigarettes on campus.

Eric Naki^ima

EXPERIENCE

Eric Nakajima is

chairperson of the BOG, a

former senator and member
of Public Policy committee.

TOP CONCERNS

Nakajima said he will

work to prioritize spending

and gear funds toward en-

ding oversubscribed classes.

underpaid TAs, and helping

students who are unable to

get the classes they need to

graduate.

He said he will work to

educate the trustees on the

racial climate on campus
and advocates further pro-

gramming and events on
campus to continue to im-

prove multi-cultural

relations.

Rob Skelton

EXPERIENCE

Rob Skelton was a
member of the BOG and
was once active in the Cen-
tral Area Government.

TOP CONCERNS

Skelton said he plans to

"lobby like hell" against

further budget cuts and will

fight to abolish the position

of UMass President David

Knapp, which he said is a

"ceremonial" post that costs

the University about
$100,000 a year.

Using local media and
publishing a newsletter will

be instrumental to inform
students of the issues,

Skelton said.

He said he will attempt to

restore tailgating.

Text compiled by Maria Sacchetti. Collegian photos by Jason Talerman.
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animal house
continued from page 3

care because half the people (in the complex] have
animals."

Bucheit, a UMass senior, said Mac lived with him in

his Baker dormitory room until the administration receiv-

ed an anonymous tip and forced him to remove Mac from
his room. University policy states that peta are not allowed
in any buildings on campus.
Bucheit said he took Mac's "mobile snake home" to

Patrick Sweetman's house in town so Sweetman could

"babysit" the snake

The "mobile snake home" is a large cardboard box lin-

ed with a trash bag, which keeps the house waterproof,

Bucheit said. A waterbowl, heating pad and a brick are

the sole furnishings in Mac's house. The heating pad

maintains the 78 to 85 degree temperature required by

the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife for

a tropical snake's surroundings, he said.

"Snakes do not require a great deal of care," Bucheit

said. "Mac doesn't eat loo much, a four-pound rabbit each

month."
Bucheit has not had to sacrifice financially for his pet,

TUESDAY M/.: { 14. 1989

but, hf said, "I've given up some friends. People stand
outside my door and think I want to stick Mac down their

throat 1 guess you can't turn on everyone to snakes."

Peter Mirack, the information officer for the
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife said,

"We don't encourage keeping a Burmese python unless

it is for behavorial studies."

"Snakes are subject to several diseases, and the
temperature range must be maintained for tropical

snakes."he said.

Mirack said, "Ifyou really want a snake, go out and get

a garden snake."
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EOTaOAL/OPINION
Important election issues
The Collegian is not endorsing any candidates for Student

Government president or student trustee. Most of the can-

didates are the same people who have been a part of the Stu-

dent Government Association and have not proven
themselves. However, we feel the following issues should be
a priority for those elected.

• The SGA itself is a concern. The past year has been a
farce. The constant filibustering and bickering accomplish-
ed nothing besides robbing the SGA of their credibility. It

is not only the president and trustee, but the senators also

have to stop the game-playing and get some work done.
• The budget cuts. The cutbacks in funding to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts should be fought. The problems with
adddrop, the reduced amount of class sections, and the hir-

ing freeze all negatively affect the quality of our education.

This should be one of the biggest concern of those elected.

• Safety on campus. The SGA needs to take responsive
and sensitive action when it comes to campus crime. This
includes assault, racial and sexual harassment, theft, and
vandalism. Increasing awareness of these crimes, and in-

creased protection against these offenses are imperative for

better public safety.

• Promoting civility. Education about racism, sexism, and
homophobia should be one of the top priorities of those who
are elected. This includes the continued funding of the Les-

bian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance and Third-World organiza-

tions. Efforts to raise awareness about these groups should
be made.
Unsigned editorials reflect the mqjority opinion ofthe Col-

legian board of editors.

Support MassPIRG
On today's ballot, there will be two questions about

MassPIRG. Question One asks if MassPIRG should be fund-

ed by contributions. Question Two asks ifMassPIRG should

have student support.

MassPIRG is a a student-organized public-interest group

that has lobbied for toxic waste reductions, the Bottle Bill,

the Lemon Law, and consumer rights. It also offers an un-

paralled opportunity for students who want to effect change

and get experience in public relations, organization, and

lobbying.

As of now, the MassPIRG fee is automatically added to

our tuition bill, with a box to check for those who don 't want

to pay for MassPIRG. However, Question One asks if

students want instead to check-off a box indicating when

they do want to contribute, with no waivable fee on their bill.

In past elections, MassPIRG has always had overwhelm-

ing student support. Students have always voted in favor

of the $4 waivable fee (the only RSO that has a waivable

fee), not a positive checkoff (which would make it a chari-

ty). If MassPIRG were to be funded without waivable fees,

it wouldn't have sufficient funds to do its work.

MassPIRG is a valuable asset we must preserve. Today

vote NO on Question One and YES on Question Two.

Unsigned editorials reflect the mqjority opinion ofthe Col-

legian board of editors.

Hurting innocent pawns
Last week marked the end of John

Tower's character assassination. In a vote

split along party lines, the Senate canned
his nomination as Secretary of Defense. It

wasn't because he's unqualified; the man
is competence incarnate. It wasn't because
he's a drunk or a womanizer; even the FBI
couldn't find anything unusual there. And
really, several senators are worse — Ken-
nedy got into a barroom brawl recently,

and two years ago an unsuspecting
waitress interrupted him during a sexual

liaison in a restaurant. Tower wasn't
blackballed for his defense industry connec-

tions, either; legislators regularly benefit

from commercial special interest groups.

Rusty Denton
No, the democrats in the Senate simply

decided to beat up on Tower to punish Bush

for his rough and dirty politics during the

presidential campaign. Personally, I wasn't

too thrilled with Bush's campaign tactics,

either. In my opinion, every candidate he

sucker-punched during the Republican

primaries would have made a better presi-

dent. But the public voted for him, so the

public deserves him, along with his

nominees and his policies. I'd swallow hard

and say the same things if Dukakis had
won. That's democracy.

This business of ganging up on someone's

reputation in order to thrash someone

higher up is distressing. Bork. Rehnquist,

Koop, Quayle — it's all the same story.

Sometimes the nominee survives,

sometimes not.

I wish I could say it was different at the

local level, but in many ways the

philosophy is identical: hurt someone inno-

cent to make a point. It's like the com-

munists, who add to the misery ofthe lower

classes in third-world countries, and then

blame the government so the poor will do

the dirty work of revolution.

Here, we have anti-military protesters at-

tack the reputations of perfectly legitimate

local researchers ... in order to harass the

Pentagon, which funds them. Pro-abortion

activists urge a boycott of local independent

Domino's Pizza franchise owners . . in

order to censor the billionaire founder of

Domino's, who contributes to pro-life

causes. Anti-ajMutheid protesters want
American businesses out of South Africa,

leaving Blacks there suddenly jobless and
hungry ... in order to pressure the wealthy

Whites in government. Someone innocent

always gets used.

I doubt most activists in these parts

would countenance beating up kids in order

to persuade their parents to change
political parties, but that is the moral

equivalent of the kind of negative, vindic-

tive and self- glorifying politics that has

become the norm among the "compas-

sionate" and "enlightened".

I subscribe to a biblical philosophy that

says activism is hypocritical and cynical if

there isn't some level of personal involve-

ment creating alternatives. I'm not talking

about designing new programs that hire

bureaucrats with other people's tax money.

That's just letting your envy rob the rich,

and letting your pride keep the poor at

arm's length. No, I'm talking about going

broke to finance what you believe in, and

going sleepless to do menial labor (and I

don't mean licking stamps or stuffing

envelopes) so someone else can have a bet-

ter life.

I've done it, I'm doing it. It doesn't leave

much room for vindictive politics. Be

creative. You don't like apartheid? Help

South African Blacks set up their own
businesses so they can get some wealth.

You don't like pro-lifers? Find an effective

way to communicate about responsibility

and sexuality so that young women won't

get pregnant. You hate militarism? Search

out additional humanitarian programs the

Pentagon will be interested in funding.

You loathe slander campaigns? Learn to

use the press to show both sides of the

story. Those things are constructive; they

bring about reconciliation and human
dignity instead of division and despair.

Hurting innocent pawns is an ugly game.

Nobody who cares a whit about justice will

play it.

Rusty Denton i3 a Collegian columnist

Teaching high school students about fashion, fads
I wish I was in high school again. Boy, do they have it

made! There are proms and dances and high school

rivalries. The hardest assignments were finishing two

chapters of 'Moby Dick, a few Algebra problems, and

maybe conjugate some verbs in Spanish. That was the life!

But I really envy those high school students in Kansas

City, Detriot, Knoxville, Cerritos (Ca), Billerica (MA) and

Cinnicinati! They are the few that get the great oppor-

tunity to watch Channel One television in their classes.

/ never got to do that.

What is Channel One, you may ask? Well, Channel One

is a new television station that produces a ten-minute

news program for teenagers, providing them with news

at "their level", topics ranging from world events to rock

concerts.

Chris Whittle, producer of Channel One, calls his new

creation an "enlightened partnership between the

business community and the educational community."

You see, within this ten-minute news extravaganza,

these lucky teens get to watch two minutes of

commercials.

Yes, IN SCHOOL you can be taught what the "in" styles

are — what clothes to buy, what soda is the most "hip,"

where to buy the cheapest pizza, and how to get rid of zits

in three days.

Meredith O'Brien

And who ever said that you never learn anything

valuable in school?

Forget this "cultural illiteracy" garbage saying that our

schools are lagging far behind in a global perspective and

have no real knowledge of math and sciences. This is

America, where we need to know our priorities!

Channel One would provide the missing link that all

American schools are lacking — the proper connection to

American business and the solution to apathetic students.

This captive audience sits down everyday eagerly

waiting to be educated by watching and completely ab-

sorbing what Channel One has to offer. They not only

learn about what's happening in the world and their coun-

try (outside of the very limited scope of their dating scene),

but they learn, with Whittle's expert orchestrating, where

to wisely spend their money. Or, more precisely, where

to spend their parents' money.
Mr. Whittle aspires to have up to 8,000 American high

schools participating in his Channel One project. After

all, young minds would benefit from Whittle's concern for

their education, their knowledge, and of course, their

quickly disappearing bank accounts.

I really wish that I was in high school again. I guess

I truly missed out. The "Golden Age" of teen news in the

classroom evolved somewhat after my time. Sure, I got

stuck reading "the classics" like Shakespearean plays,

The Scarlet Letter and Gulliver's Travels. And what do

they get to do in high school now? — watch Channel One.

They're so lucky. What a great step for secondary high

school education — McDonald's and McNews in the same
ten minutes! What a bargain!

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist
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A SPECIAL LOOK AT:<Playing Smart

REBUT TO THE'YEAH, BUT....' by Dr. Jim Ab*l

Stop a moment to thwnk what

would it be hke to be one of the

hurxjreds of Ufy/lass students who
will return from Spring Break with a
sexually transmitted disease (STD),

or an unwanted pregoancy or

both'?

Most of us have t>eard of gonor-

rhoea, syphilis, hierpes. crabs, AIDS.

arxJ chlamydia, but there are ap>-

proxirrxjtely 50 known STD's which

most of us have never hteard of

Many occur more frequently than

the STD's people txave heard about

Like gorxDrrhea, AIDS, or chkamydio,

a k3t of thiese diseases can be in-

fectir>g an individual without caus-

ing symptoms
In reality, people hiove some

"safer sex" knowledge (but, for a

k>t of reasons, they elect to ignore

it). Whiat they may not know is: 1)

The majority of STD's occur without

symptoms 2) It's common for a

person to hove more than one STD

at thie some time. 3) Spermicides

ore gentle detergents arvd antisep-

tics They not only undo spserm, they

destroy a wide variety of STD's (in-

cluding the AIDS virus) on contact.

4) Sperm, viruses, and bacteria ore

more than lOOO tirries larger than

air and water molecules, Latex will

not let water or air pass through it

You can bet that latex condoms

ore effective for preventing STD's

and pregnancy. 5) Combining latex

condoms with spermicides gives

sexually active people their best

protection against unplanned

pregrxancies arxJ STD's.

"YEAHJBUT rubbers fail a

lot, and they break too

mucti."
Not true Condoms work fine Us-

ed correctly their failure rate is less

than 5%. But they have to be used

correctly, and p*opl« foil to do
that SmaH corxJoms on kjrge

penises tend to break more fre-

quently, but tt>e reverse rarely oc-

curs. The mom reasons corxJoms

foil

1) Th>ey ore put on improperty

2) Thiey are used with oil-based

lubricants (vaseline, baby oil, cokj

cream, vegetable oils, Crisco, etc

)

which degrade latex (oils and sdlivo

ore also poor ctK)ices as lubricants

because they increase the risks of

infection). Only water-based

lubricants, like KY jelly, stxDukj be us-

ed with katex condoms

3) The person(s) using corxjoms ore

intoxicated, so they use them
improperly.

4) The condoms ore harxjied too

roughly, -or-

5) They are okj orxj hove been ex-

posed to excessive amounts of

light, heat or cokJ

To inhibit the transmission of STD's.

thte combirx3tion of a condom plus

a spermicide is the best protection

for oral, arxal and /or vagirxal inter-

course. A condom combined with a
spermicide is nearly 100% effective

in preventing pregrxarrcy.

"YEAH^UT rubbers don't

feel good, and sperm-
icides are gross."

Not true Spermicides act as

lubricants and mimic natural

moistness. Condoms ore soft and
silky. They feel greotl If condoms
cause a loss of sensation it's pro-

bably due to reduced feelings of

lubrication. That's resolved by put-

ting a dab of lubricant in the tip of

a condom (better yet, add a lubri-

cant that contains a spermicide) to

irx;rease sensitivity. Lubricants con
go on the outskje of condoms, too.

Don't forget yoo or your partner

shoukd hold the condom at the

base of the penis when necessary

to keep it from slipping off (this

nrxjy txjppen when the penis is stor-

tir>g to get soft, during sex wtien

the partner is sitting on top, if the

partner is "tight ", or when

withcfrawing the penis) Besides,

holding on Uke that feeis good
Some say they disWke the sight,

texture, taste or smell of condoms
and spermfckdes. They may not

know that some corxJoms and
spermicides ore pleasantly scented

continued on page 2

THE SCOOP ON SCOOPING
by Ron Mazur,
Health Educator

Spring Break - a time on the

slopes, by the sea, or back in

the hometov^^n. And, according

to the masculine mystique, a
time for "making out," But, yes,

times are a-changin'. Whether

it's men lovir^ women or men
loving men, for example, con-

cerns for "safer sex" require a
"latex etiquette" which may be
awkward to learn but which

promises greater risk-free

pleasure.

Avoiding date rap>e by listening

to your partner's wishes, desires

and concerr^ may also require

a new set of sexual customs

and behavkDrs. If a potentkal

sexual partner says "YES," then

the only problems are pleasant

or>es - or the usual ones of per-

formance anxiety, use of con-

traceptbn, or of what-goes-

where-when, regardless of the

gender combination.

If the resp>onse is "NO,"

however, that sets up a number
of potentially disasterous

scenarios. The or^ under corv

sideration here is the assertive

man with the assertive woman

continued on page 2
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REBUT TO THE YEAH, BUT...'

continued from page 1

and /or flavored Cortdoms come in

different colors, too, while othiers

ore textured withi nubs or ribs Some
condoms hove an unpleasant taste,

but many have r»o flavor at all

Spermicides have varying degrees
of bitter taste which may or may
rx3t seem objectioroble Since

thiere are tots of corxJoms and
spermicides on the rrKifket, one
can readily find those that are not

persorxaiiy offensive Th«ir proper

use pforTK5tes a heolthy, satisfyir^g

sexual relationship The efTjoyment

this brings con work to make ttieir

Sight taste. sme« or feel an erotic

experier>ce

"YEAH, BUT rubbers are
foo big (too small) for

me, and they look
dumb."

' t*r«$e$ cofrm in CMfe a vor»!vof

Sizes crtd shapes (so do condoms),

and katex will hug or stretch to fit aB

those voriottons With hurOeds of

differer»t corxJoms to ctxx>se from

you can be sure youH fifxj severol

kmds tfxjt fit just fine

*'YEAH '^^ spermicides
make'me sore; so I can*t
use ttiem.**

^N, -s not c0wav% tnj# ^ p^^^^
couW be serwtive to the perfumes

In some spernr^ides Switchirxj to

scent-free ones may elimirvate the

probtem. Also. tt>ere is quite an
ossortnnent of spermickaes (gels,

creams, foams. si^Dpositories,

tablets, fHms, sponges, lubricants)

which come as different ch»emk;cHs

(rorK)xvno*-9. rr>ef\fegol. dippe

.

octoxynoJ-Q) in a variety of

strer^t« Selectir>g orother form of

sperrrwckje. o different chemicol or

one with o tower strength may pro-

vide you with several cho»ce$ you
can use witfKXit irritotkan If a per-

son IS truly oHergic to all sper-

II'

mk;kjes, their nnale partner con still

add a spermicidal jelly or lubricant

to the inside of his condom

YEAH, B^^ rubber, foam,
lubricants and all that
stuff ruin spontaneity
and turn me off."

.., ,.,i$Tijr vvontseemso
cumbersome if you are practiced

and familiar with their correct use.

Think up clever ways to incorporate

them into your tove life Make ttiem

on exciting part of forepkay msteod

of on interruption. Share thie respon-

sibility of using lubricants orxj take

turns inserting a spermicide or pnjt-

tir^ on ttie corxjom Talking about

thie sexy tNngs you pkan to do (or

are doing) with condoms, sper-

micides oryj lubrk;ants can be
erotk; Be hor«st about your feel-

ings If you are embarrassed ner-

vous or inexperienced say tC This

con be exciting ond erotic for a
sympottietic poflnet It also attows

an opportumty to pause and ex-

periment with oth>er kirtds of

k>vemaking. It lets your partner

krxDw ttV3t he or she can be honest

too

Usir^ condoms and spermicide

wiH reduce sexual hieolth worries

and fears of pregnancy Ttie in-

creased security, decreased anx-

ieties arxJ positive sense of respon-

SibiNty thiey can brir>g can moke
sexuoi expression mora enjoyable.

Condoms ond spermicides don't

hove to nrxake sex boring (sex is orv

ly boring if the people wtx3 ote do-

ing it are boring) The excitement

and fun of sex ore limited only by
imoginotton orxj creativity.

wYEAH, B^^ Lesbians
dorrt ever catch STD's
so I don*t have to prac-
tice safer sex/'

m !$ net •• - Everyone shoukj

be proctrcing safer sex, Lesbkans

are rxDt immur»e to STD's, ir>cluding

Where are you headed for Spring Break
...don't be headed for Skin Cancer.
by Rita HIrsch, Health Educator

Accordir^ to the American
Cancer Society over SOO.CXXD
rtew cases of skin cancer are
reported every year, making It

the most common form of

human cancer. Fortunately, skin

cancer Is one of the most
curable forms of cancer when
it's discovered early. Better still,

most skin career can be
prevented. Take this quiz to test

your krvDwIedge about skin

cancer

True or False • 10 points each

1. Snow can reflect 86% of

ultraviolet rays.

4. A beach umbrella provides

good protection from the

sun.

5. On cloudy days, we ore

much less susceptible to

the sun's rays.

6. Red heads ore more suscepti-

ble to skin cancer than
brunettes.

2. When swimming, a tee shirt is

adequate protection from the
sun.

3. A persistent sore throat Is on
early warning signal of skin

cancer.

7. A movir\g target is safer from
the sun than a still or>e.

8. Birth control pills can affect

your susceptibility to the sun's

ultraviolet rays.

9. Wearing sunscreen with PABA
(paro-ominobenzoic acid) is the
best protection from the

sun.

lO. Having a tan Is a sign of

health and good looks,

AIDS. Thiere ore some lesbians whio

have hod or wilt have sexual en-

counters with men while expkxing

their sexuality These women need
to practice safer sex with thieir part-

ners regardless of their gender A
dental dom-wNch is a latex shield-

as well OS "good old" soron wrap,

ptaced up against the vagina dur-

ing oral sex will prevent ihe partner

from coming into contact with

vaginal secretions Vaginal secre-

tions con trarwnit STD's regardless

of tt^ woman's sexual orientation

"YEAH, BUT how do I

know which is the best
condom to use?"

f "j| yuu riitght wanf to tatkyj^jfh

othiers who use corxJoms or know a

tot about them. Experiment on your

own Get several kinds of condoms
to proctkre and ptay with Discover

that condoms con really be fun

"YEAH, ^^"^ sometimes I

get drunk, and we'll

forget to use something.*'

, >u i !,- ui i - ^f<g or <:iotng drugs

you wiM be clumsy oryj your judge-

ment will be impaired. Forego sex

rattier ttvan use being "zoned out"

as an excuse for octir^ irrespon-

sibly. We con hiurt ourselves or so-

meone else when we're

intoxicated.

SO Whoft the point? Just this

AIDS, othter STD's. and unwanted
pregnancies are not someone
else's problems Anyone having sex

with orottier person and not taking

certain precautions is at risk It

mokes little difference txjw that

sexuality is expressed, be it gay, les-

bian or straight All of us must act

to protect ourselves and our sexual

partners

THE SCOOP ON SCOOPING
continued from page 1

when they are both asserting

different desires: his "YES" to her

"NO" (Yes, nnen can and do
say "NO " to women, but that is

another story)

The lusty tongjr>gs of young men
can turn the fun of Spring Break
into traumatized lives when the
guy is insensitive to. or igrores

the folkDwir>g:

1 Scoopin' artd scorin' may
be great for k:e cream and
computer games, but they

have rotNng to do with Human
sexuality,

2. It's dangerous to use

your pertis for your brain. In fact,

the most powerful sexual organ
is between the ears, rot the

thighs, and the targest sexual

organ is the skin, rot the

gerMtals.

3. A responsive woman
who may not want sexual inter-

course on a given occasion
may. in fact, want other

pleasures of intimacy which
may be delightful revelatK>ns to

an urMmaginative nnale.

4. A "NO" at any point

creates an opportunity for

gentleness and commur>icatk)n
which may provide a lifetime of

beautiful memories.

A man who responds ottontlvo-

ly to his partner will avoid beirg
charged with date rape arxj

screwing up two lives in the

process. He will also learn how
to become a sensitive lover.

See page 4 for answers

Why Talk About Sex:

The folloiving piece epitomizes the struggles of sexual
communication and we ivould like to share this with you.

There is something I don *t know
that I am supposed to know.

I don *t know what it is I don 't know,
and yet am supposed to know,

and I feel I look stupid
if I seem both not to know it

and not know what it is I don *t know.
Therefore I pretend to know everything.

I feel you know what I am supposed to know
but you can Y tell me what it is

because you don *t know that I don 't know
what it is.

You may know what I don Y know, but not
that I don *t know it,

and I can *t tell you. So you will have to
tell me everything.

R.D. Laing
Knots

AIDS*SYPHILIS*CHLAMYDIA»GONORRHEAeTRICHOMONAS*VENEREAL WARTS

Nobody n

these surprises!

STD workshops are available
through the Peer Sex Education

Program.

For information about Sexually
Transmitted Diseases or to schedule
a workshop contact the University

Health Services at 549-2671
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SPRING-TIME BLUES

by Lynn l«chtel. Mental
Health Educator

Mid-semester break is almost

here. You have a week off to lie

in the sun, party, see your fami-

ly, eat home cooking, sleep late,

visit with frierKis who go to

other schools. Arxj mid-semester
break marks the beginning of

spring, that worxJerful season of

warm weather, flowers, leaves

on the trees All this is erxjugh

to raise anyone's spirits no mat-
ter how deeply you've sunk into

wintertime doldrums, right? Not
necessarily. Mental Health ex-

perts have k)r>g recognized that

spring can be a dangerous
season with, for some people,

an increased risk of depression.

Sprir>g is a time of rew begirv

r^r>g, new growth. If you're an
optimist, a ger>erally happy per-

son, it might be your favorite

season You're in sync with

what's happening around you.

But ttxat's not true for everyone.

Many p>eopie encounter the

hopefulr>ess of sprir>g with in-

creased sadness, pessimism,

arwiety or depresson.

As college students you hove
some specifte concerns. For you
the joys of sprir^ might be
undermined by worries about
schoolwofk. family turmoil,

romantic cWfteultles, or future

pkans Mid-semester break, irv

stead of being a time to relax

and blow-off steam, might seem
erxjless with notNrg to do but

worry arxJ brood.

Even ttvDse of you whose lives

are going snrvxsthly might firxj

that mid-semester break isn't as

terrifc as you'd hoped. Maybe
you've spent a couple of

montt^ tellir>g yourself how
great it's goir^ to be. You've

made worxjerful pkins. Your

fantasies are perfect. But you
discover that real life continues

even on break, and real life irv

cludes bad weather, arguments
with friends, arguments with

friends, exhaustion, not enough
time ak)r»e, too much time

alorte, sunburn, har>govers.

The point of all this is not to

be a prophet of gkDom and

doom, but to help you get the

most enjoyment you con out of

your break and the sprirtg

season that follows. Here are

some tips:

1 Expect to have a good
time over break but don't ex-

p>ect perfectk>n of yourself or

the situatba Aim for flexibility in

pkans and expectations

2 Don't expect major life

transformations to occur over
break

3 Figure out ways to take
care of yourself Hove fua par-

ty,but don't ruin your break with

exhaustk>n. txad sunbura
hartgovers. arxJ sexually

transmitfed disease (pkay

smart).

4. If spring is a cWfk:crit

season fey you, think about
whether your unhappir>ess is

situatiorxal, relofed to school,

perxjing (yacKjatkyx the pro-

spect of a scmmer spent with

your family, unresolved feelings

of grief, an anniversary reaction

to loss: Naming a specifk: pro-

blem, or pfoblems, is the first

step towards firxjing solutions.

Be patient This might take time.

It might also take time It mi^t
also take rec^jire help from
friends, family, or professioral

counsekDTS.

5 Recognize the sigr» of

serious depressk^n persistent

changes in sleeping and/or

eatihQ; unusuaNy k^w sprits, irv

abHity to er^y anytt^n^

withcfc^awl from people; tow self-

esteerrx expresstons or ttoughts

of helplessrtess, bodily aches,

fatigue, irritability; or thoughts

about hurtir>g yourself If you
rottoe any of these signs of

depresskjn ifs time to get pro-

fesskxol help.

The Mental Health DIviston of

the UrMversity Health Servk:es of-

fers irxjividual coraultottorw. In

odditton, the Mental Health Divi-

ston offers a or>e sesston, two
hour workshop. "So You've Got
the Blues" on request to student

groups. If you have a question,

or would like an appointment,

call 545-2337. Monday through

Friday between 8 a.m. and 5

p.m.

Straight Talk

for Students
about

Sex, AIDS & STDs
(all that & free condoms/spermicides, too)

by Dr. Jim Abel, UHS physician

Date: March 14th, Tuesday

Time: 2:30 (drop in any time after 2:30)

Place: Student Union Building,

Cape Cod Lounge

Ten reasons NOT to wear seatbelts

1. Seatbelts will wrinkle my clothes, and besides I'm weanr»g
sunscreea

2. Having an accident is not on my list of Things To Do over
Spring Break

3. Believing in Newton's Laws of Motion is against my religioa

4. 1 am doing a paper on Emerger>cy Care In Local Hospitals.

6. I'm not going anywhere ... except to Northcffnpton.

6. I'm 22 aryj my predicted life span is 78.5 years.

7. 1 can't sit cfose to you know who ..

8. .. it's my father's cor.

9. ... Don Johr>son doesn't wear one -
TO. ... I'm not too bright!

^'f^^ot^ buckle up fhlt Spring Ireak!**

SAFE, SOBER SEX I.Q.

by Delrdr* Scott, H«ami Educator

1 WN^ oi the toltowinq comtiinattons may crmitB a pcHBntia^
Sftuatton?

(a) CoTJSuming some amount of oteohol among good
frierxjs at home.
(b) A barxarva peel on the floor.

(c) Consuming bts of olcohol ar>d meetir>g an aiirocffve

stranger

(d) Corwumirg no ak:ohol orxJ meetir>g a stranger.

(e) A terrible blemish on your face.

2 A person /s LEAST fikety to rmrwr^fer what he/^^ did or said tfw

night before if he/she

(a) Forgot to write it down.
(b) Had a bkack out due to excessive ateohol cor^sumptkxi

(c) Wasn't a good lister^er.

(d) Hod a bad time.

TRUE OR FALSE:

1 Even under the influence of ateohol. a person can always

be in control of a sexual encounter: T or F

2. If a person is drunk, he/she shouldn't be hetel accoun-
table for Ns/her actions: T or F

3. Use of ofoohol helps communicatiorv T or F

Your S.S.S. I.Q. is BRILLIANT if all your answers mode the

conrtectbn between a person's excessive alcohol corv
sumption and their lock of behovk^rol control. Cor^sider

these facts:

ALCOHOL IS A POWERFUL DRUG that effects our judge-

ment and decision makir\g skills. It con cloud our ability to

think clearly orxJ recognize dangerous situotkDns. It can also

confuse our perceptions of a sexual assault exp>erience.

ALCOHOL USE DOES NOT CAUSE SEXUAL ASSAULTS TO
OCCUR, but it is often present in sexual assault situations.

Alcohol releases our inhibitions that often act as a safety

valve for unacceptable behaviors. It often seems like the

use of alcohol gives people an exuse or permission to act
out these behaviors..."Well, I was drunk and didn't realize

what I was doing...."

COMMUNICATION IS LESS DIRECT after just a few drinks

People begin to act on their assumptior^s rather than on
what is actually being said. As someone continues to drink

more, communication breaks down further. Ignoring what's

being said and belligerence may result as well as abusive

lortguoge and touchir>g.

Maintain a high S.S.S. I.Q. this spring break. If you drink

alcohol, do so in moderation. KrxDw your limits. And hove
fua
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How to have that All-important

"Safer Sex" Conversation
by Lynn ••chtel
M«ntal Heolth Educator

Use condoms end spermicides
Proctice safer sex Talk Think Pkan

Whatever happened to spontaneity''"

Marion waved a newspaper article in

her frierid, Jonah's face "Here Read
this,' she said, "See what I mean''"
Jonah read, out loud "Learn as

much as you can about STD's arxl

safer sex Talk with fnertds atxjut feors,

r»ew information, strategies for incor-

poratir^ safer sex into your love life

Plan in advance for a safer sex con-
versation - wt^ere arxj when you'll tattc.

what you'll say " He txjnded the arti-

cle back to Mafion "Makes sense to

me. " he said

"Yeah, veah But how do I do if

Everyone says talk. talk, talk O K Whot
do I say''"

Marion's not alone A k>t of people
ore urcomfortable tdkir^g about sex

"Sex IS a natural process some peo-
ple SOV "Orgonc Dc^t ruin t v^fth

words ' other peooe are $«f**tN\ ^^-
barrassea '^cx^ oc * t*^^
like "•-' '"-^ '- *« rer-

tc 4nd

be -a. •>^ •-> - -'

II he?.* •:

AiCS - -<= •: r^ T-r 'r- not
to tQiK OOOut iO^er !-:

er . _, .. . -^k-
tng oDout sex cxsesnt mean onN
discussing the difficult stuff Taikir^

about sex also rT>eor>s being pkayfuJ.

Taikir^ about your fantasies, and tell-

!r>g each otf>er what feels good
We cant give you the actual words

to usa if) a "safef sex conversation but

we con give you some guidelir>es

' Think before you talk. You need
to know wry you thmk ,t s imc>ortant
to talk about satef sex. You r»ed to
know what your expectations are. i e
do you want monogamy, several part-
ners, an orvgoing retationship, a casual
encounter, etc You need to think

about your own history and about
how to share ttxat hdstory with so-

meor>e else

If you have an STD you might feel

worried ttxat the other p>erson will re-

ject you. Don't let this fear keep you
from telHng them ttxat you are in-

fected. Practice telling your potential

pxartner about your situation in a calm,
straightforward manner: "I have
t^rpes I only have occasional out-

breaks and I know when they're com-
ing I was careful with my kast girlfrierxj

and she didn't get infected." The other

person may react with questions, fear,

urx:ertainty Be prepared for this and
stay calm Your openness and hones-
ty can help reassure your frierxj If you
don't have an STD you should think

about how you'll resporKl if your
IDotential partner is infected. Think

about what informatkDn you'll r^eed
arxj be prepared to take some time
moking a deciskDn about sexual activi-

ty WNchever side of the situation

you're on. remember that caution is

smart

2 Plan whon to havo your conv«f
satlon. If you wait until you re in bed
with your partner aroused and ready
to go before saying, "By tt>e way
t^<ere s sometNrig we shoukj discuss."

tt«n ctxjrces ore you'i hove a cSfficult

conversation instead, plan to talk

ooout sexuoi htftory arKJ STD concerns
Qf > "you both are comfor-
toL sober and rxDt sexual-

^ orcKiSec

.' Spook for yoursolf ratttor than
ttw othor porton: ^or example, begin— - .— . -r

I feel like
' or "i

'o*e wtx3t ycKi wont to
'::* ocowt or>a why you thir^ its tm-

oc^o"^ i ve read a lot about STD's

O'XS I ve got some corcerns id take to

te( you what Ive been thinking ond
find out more about you ill enpy sex
with you more if we tdk about this stuff

first

4 Stick to tt>o point ovon if your
partnor trios to change ttto subject.
Be o broKen recoro Repeot a state-

ment like. "I know this is difficult but i

tNnk It's important
'

5 M propared for the person wtK>
rotponids to a discussion of sator
MX With denial or rojoction. Don t

take it personally Remember, ycxi're

tt^ smart one, doing your best to stoy
healthy

Talking with frierxJs is a good way to

discover strategies for effective safer

sex conversatkDns If you want general
information about STD's call Heolth

EducatkDn, 549-2671. x 181 If you have
questions about your own health,

make on appointment at UHS with a
physician or nurse practitioner,

(649-2600) tf you woukj like help

dealing with the emotk>r>al aspects of

STD's call Mental Health Services,

546-2337, for an appointment.

CmLL OUT!

Free samples and "Safe Break"
kits are being distributed at
the Campus Center Con-
course by University Health Ser-

vices. Look for us!

r^^^fl -l i^UfL.j> !

.ITY OF RECOR
ALL UNIVERSITY RECORDS ARE CONFlUtNTIAL NO INFORMATION WILL
BE RELEASED. EITHER VERBALLY OR IN WRITING. WITHOUT YOUR PER
MISSION THE RESTRICTION ON INFORMATION RELEASE APPLIES TO
PARENTS FACULTY FRIENDS AND UNIVERSITY STAFF MENTAL HEALTH

RECORDS ARE KEPT SEPARATE FROM THE GENERAL MEDICAL
RECORDS AND ARE ALSO GOVERNED BY THIS STRICT POLICY

Answers to Skin Cancer Quiz

l-TRUI Protect your skin, even in the winter So if you're heading
for the slopies for Spring Break, bring along some sunscreen.

A tinted opaque cosmetic foundatbn can give a little added pro-

tection as well. Also, it is important to remember to apply

sunscreen an hour before goir^ into the sun

Note, too. that skiing may take you into higher altitudes, where
there is less atmosphere to absorb the rays, so your risk of burning
is greater

2 FALSI At least 1/2 of the suns ultravblet rays funr^el through

the water droplets in a tee shirt or sunblock

Also, the sun's rays penetrate through three feet of water, so you
are not safe even when swimming underwater For real protection

when you are swimming, use a waterproof sunscreen or sunblock

and wear a tee shirt

3 TRUE Other early warning signals of skin carx:er are a change
in color of a mole or wart, and the development of any odd skin

discoloratkDn Pearly bumps that crust over or bleed without heal-

ing should be kx>ked at by a physician

Nir^ty percent of all skin cancers occur on parts of the body that

usually aren't covered by clothirtg The face, tips of the ears, hands
arxj forearms have been the usual sites, but now the shoulders,

backs aryj c^^sts of men and the kDwer legs of women have
become common

^ FALSE An umbrella alor>e is rot odequate protectkDa
Ultraviolet rays can bounce off surfaces such as sarxj, water orxj

corcrete

During the mid-day, the rays are strongest The hours between 11

arxJ 2 are the most darigerous

^ FALSE Eighty to nir>ety percent of ultraviolet rays perpetrate

clouds. This nrKJkes you just as vulr>erable on cloudy or hazy days,

so use your sunscreen

6 TRUE Other high risk people are: blor>ds. fcM-^inhod ond freckl-

ed people, ar>d pec^Dle with repeated exposure to the sun - either

for occupatkDTXJl or recreotkDrvDl reasons.

7 TRUE Ultraviolet rays penetrate more on a still person than an
active or« A person lying on the beach will burn faster than a
person playing tennis

S TRUE B'*^^^ control pills increase your susceptibility to the sun's

rays. Other temporary factors that increase susceptibility are some
antibiotics, ontibacterkal agents in medicated soaps, barbltuates,

and some perfumes,

9 FALSE The best protectkDn from the sun is nol hanging out in

the sun for long periods of time But if you do. wear a wide brimm-
ed hat and ckDthirg to cover as much of your skin as possible

Sunscreens with PABA (para-amirobenzoic acid) are a must The

other term you will see on your sunscreen is SPF (sun protective

factor). Choose a sunscreen with PABA that has an SPF factor of 16

or higher for maximum protectioa

lO. FALSE Think again, it's a sign that you've exposed your body
to harmful ultraviolet rays, and put yourself at risk for skin cancer,

pre-mature aging and wrinkles.

WHAT'S YOUR SCORE ???

80-100 You'll feel 100% better on Spring

Break having safe fun in the sun!

70-80 Nice try. Now you know!

50 and below...

Total Burnout in the Sun! (keep trying)
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Conservatives have a voice in Republican Club

By HOLLIE LAWTON
Collegian Correspondent

A few years back, Iggy Pop sang the

words, "I'm a conservative ," with

tongue firmly planted in cheek. For
many, his sarcasm has transcended

through changing times. But for those

who utter this phrase with pride, con-

servative philosophy is a way of life, and
the not so "new right" at UMass is 6
years old.

The UMass Republican Club, found

ed in 1983, WM formed to counter-

balance the liberal atmosphere here on
campus. Currently headed by president

Ted Maravelias and vice-president Jim
Black, the club draws a significant

amount of students. There are 50 active

mt'mhers, and a total of 200 registered.

Accurding to Doug Dratch, an active

member, the Republican Club is " the

only outlet for UMaas conservative to

voice their opinions."

With the founding of The Minuteman
tthe conservative student new^Mper) in

1986, the Republican Club has been suc-

OMsful in openly expressing their right-

wing political views. In the recent past.

the paper has drawn much attention

due to its offensive overtones directed

towards Blacks, women, leftists and gay
students. Although the Minuteman of-

fends members of the University com-
munity, for the Republican Club, it does

serve a purpose. Brian Darling, an ac-

tive RC member, said, "We go a few

steps further to be noticed." In com-
parison to the Massachusetts Free Press

(a progressive student newspaper), the

Minuteman is more visible. The
Republican Club feels that the
outspoken nature of the conservative

paper is an effort to be heard, and to

gain a larger readership.

"There is a definite need for the

Minuteman here at UMass," Doug
Dratch said, "We try to be humorous,
yet seriouB at the same time," he added.

Awar« of the University's attempt to

sever ties with The Minuteman, these

conservative students don't appear to

feel threatened The Republican Club

a0M the administration's actions as an
attempt to publicize their opposition to

the paper. Some of the members feel

that the students take matters address-

ed by the Minuteman too seriously.

"The so called open-minded communi-
ty isn't as open-minded as they claim to

be," Darling said.

In addition to The Minuteman, the

Republican Club is active in Student
Senate. Although the members of the

club are an extreme minority in the

Senate, their efforts are largely

recognized. According to Darling, a ma-
jor role played by the republicans in the

Senate is, "a stoplight ... we try to keep
them in line, the republicans are there

to control the spending."

As well as their activity in the Senate,

student conservatives are concerned
with University issues. The Republican

Club stands strong as the only political

group on campus that publicly opposes

the alcohol policy. Not only do they
disagree with the policy, but with the

policy makers as well. According to

some club members, the club does not

gain much support from the administra-

tion, and has an antagonizing relation-

ship with the Dean of Students.

"Because of our reputation .we get

blamed for more than we actually do,"

Darling said.

The recent publication of The

Liberator has sparked some controver-

sy. The liberal paper af^ars to be con-

ceived as a direct response to the view-

points expressed in The Minuteman. Ac-

cording to W. Greg Rothman, Senior

Editor of The Minuteman, it stems
deeper than that.

Rothman, who is opposed to the KKK
and the Nazi party, believes accusations

connecting him and other local conser-

vatives with these organizations have
gone beyond what is considered
political.

"I don't think these liberals unders

tand the severity of such organizations

. . . drawing those analogies is so

dangerous," Rothman said.

Rothman suggests that these attacks

on him peraonally, as well as those

directed toward the Republican Club,

are due to the recent resignations of Jay

Festa and Ted Chambers from student

government positions, and the suspend-

ed nomination of Brian Crawford to the

Student Senate, not just because ofThe
Minuteman. "These people are hard

core left-wing, corrupt, and have abus-

ed the trust students have put into their

leadership"

Citric acid drips fast from XTC's psychedelic fruit
By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Whippersnapper my floppy discs! I'll have that Thom-

son fellow clai^ied in irons for this <You seem to be forget

ting that "that Thomson fellow" is your editor. Jon Ed.»

and "plagiarism! " Sue for libel Why I oughta

Whoa there, calm down, get a grip. This is a kinder,

gentler Disc Junkie column and my peaceful urges are

not due to any republican propaganda either, rather. I

have fallen under the spell of the new XTC album Oranges

and LemvnH. It doesn't have the continuity concpept of

their last masterpiece. Skytarktng, but a lot of the songs

ask the musical question: "Why can't people be nice to

each other for a change'.'" With that in mind, let's press

on

DISC JUNI<aE

"Woefully unglamorous" is how Melody Maker describ-

ed Andy Partridge, the chief creative brain behind Bri-

tain's XTC. True. Partridge may not have the glitz and

fla-sh of Prince or Madonna, but what he lacks in image

he more than makes up for in his ability to create brilliant

songs. Of course, talent alone has never been enough to

crack the American market, which demands its stars to

be involvinl in hideous scandals, usually involving deviant

sexual practices, and XTC has suffered as a relative

unknown. They did have their 15 minutes of fame a while

back with "Dear God" a song which earned the stations

brave enough to play it firebombing threats from fun-

damentalist organizations. Last summer saw another

momentary burst of recognition when their hippy, trippy

alter-ego band. The Dukes of Stratosphere had a minor

hit with the flower power album Psonic Psunsput"
Oranges and Lemons is the band's ninth official album,

and if there is any justice in the world, it will be a major

smash. I admit that I may have a predeliction for "placid

mouse" music (as Thomson would have it), but there are

times when even my techno heart can be won over by

elegant, wonderfully crafted pop songs. And, by God, this

album has thme in spades! Gorgeous melodies with hooks

so palpable that they seem to reach out of your sound

system and impale your brain. As Nick Lowe put it. this

is pure pop for now people."

It's a dream, basically A vision of naive, psychedelic

days when love was in the air and LSD was in the

bloodstream. Check out the cover art. Its Peter Max's

"Yellow Submarine" technique, with Dave Gregory "s

guitar mutating into a tuba out of which day-glo oranges

and lemons fly.

The cover is only the beginning. Check out the music.

At the opening, a reverse spiral of Mellotron noise flings

you headlong into XTC's lysergic daydream The drums

have that metalic 60s clank to them, the guitars are fuz

zy and newspaper taxis appear on the shore, waiting to

take you away Let yourself go with them; float like a

hallucination through tales oflove ("The Loving," "Mayor

of Simpleton") and give-peace-a<hance ditties ("Here

Comes President Kill Again," "Across the Antheap.").

Fans know that XTC have been emulating The Beatles

for a while now. and although you might have thought

that they had purged their systems with The Dukes of

Stratosphere, this record shows that they've still got the

bug. If the tablas on "Poor Skeleton Steps Out" don't con

vince you, then maybe the Magical Mystery Tour brass

section of "Merely a Man" will. Even though XTC are try-

ing to be the Fab Four, they still manage to sound fresh

and original. However, further discussion will only dilute

the experience. Grab a copy of Oranges and Lemons, play

the experience. Grab a copy of Oranges and Lemons, play

it at very high volume, and prepare to experience pure

ecstacv.

SERVICE
is now available

at the

^^Istratioii Desk
Campus Center Hotel

3rd Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

FAX Service is available

8:30 am-4:30 pm
Monday through Friday

IPw
For further info call 549-6000 x 7535

Cherry Hill Golf Course
M is Reopening!

Friday, March 17th
weather permitting

\

-s'/y»s

March Specials

Play all day - §6 week day
Play all day - $8 weekend

The Spoke
Drink of the Week

Coffee Sombrero $1.50

Beer of the Month
Foster's Cans $1 .50

The Down Under Beer

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

Rt. 63 K. Amherst 253-9935
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Tenuta on subhuman suburbans
TUESDAY MARCH 14, 1989

By AMIE FINKELSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Judy Tenuta
Campus Center Auditorium
March 10

The Campus Center Auditorium wais filled to capacity
with hundreds daring to become "Love Slugs" last Fri-

day evening, as popular comedian Judy Tenuta perform
ed her outrageous stand-up routine

Comedy
As Tenuta leaped on stage, dressed in a screaming stiver

jumpsuit laced with a pmk satin shawl, "given to her by

Nancv Reagan," the "Hot Amherst Love Squids ' chanted

JUDY. JUDY. JUDY!
"You're beggin" for abuse from the goddess of love."

Tenuta threatened She had come to UMass to convert the

"suburbanite sluts" to her comedy religion of "Judyism."
Audience members came prepared, holding signs saying,

"I'm a pilgrim to the goddess" and "Possess me," offer-

ing what Tenuta called "sub-human sacrifice."

On stage with her infamous accordian, Tenuta told

stories about selling tickets to her mother's nervous
breakdown, and her college roommate Blozanne. who
listened to Yoko Ono albums all day.

Judy described Blozanne as a two foot, one inch 690
pound mime, who dipped her head in powder and looked
like a doughnut.
"She's not fat," Tenuta said, "she's just retaining Boston

Harbor. And, she smokes, because she says it keeps her
weight down. On college life, Tenuta said, "I could've been
in a sorority . . . but I already had a personality of my
own."
To offer something political, Tenuta joked that the First

Lady. Barbara Bush uas old enough that "she could've

babysat Tip O'Neil." The jokes were quick, and the au
dience reacted well throughout the show.

Comedian Eddie Brill opened the show with solid

material, the "Boston accent" and a slaying of the
stereotypical "Long Island Girls."

('ullrftaii Staff ph<Xo h> Jih-I Solomon

JUDY TENUTA riding away at Campus
Center Auditorium

VI

E

I Pray St Amherv - 549 5403 • Open Mam
7 Days A Week • Ca!. for Take Out

Kitchen Open til! midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight IOC Buffalo Wings
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Drink of tb« Week B««r of the Month

MaUbv h PteMffls $1.75 llMMhn4 $1.7$ I

FOOD GIVE A WAYS
..Ton Nf^ht IOC Moz7drel!j Stick, 9 1?
Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 912
Sunday 4 Burger Platters for S5 00 6 '0

s»'
ov
wv

Amherst Optical Shoppe
Eye exams available by appointment

Independant Dr. of Optometry on premesis

(413)256-6403
195 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

Bucks For The
Bahamas !!!

(or...wherever else)

CASH FOR BOOKS

sell them at : Textbook Annex

Mar. 15, 16 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m,

Mar. 17 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 Noon

Get extra cash for Spring Break

COLLEGIAN
Collegian Workshop

Ken Bazinet
of

United Press
International

(former Collegian reporter)

Getting it right and keeping it tight:

newpaper writing in 400 words or less.

Wednesday at 9 pin
Campus Center Room 903

it Counts toward staff status •

Psycho-punk Gang blasts playful pop with Plastic X
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

Plastic X/National People's Gang
Sheehan's Cafe
March 10

A breezy Friday evening and the indescribably wonder-
ful Rockin' Dave started the wild thangs off upstairs at
Sheehan's with acoustic guitar and Richard ZafR on bass.

The crowd was the usual bunch of aspiring bar flies and
friends and the tunes were, well, Rockin' Dave and friends

(including the unpaired Friar Ted). Mentioned here
because as soon as Oave and Co. get it together with a
band and get regular gigs you'll be blown to itsy bitsy

pieces.

Then came the night, and as the doormen puffed out
their Nautilus chests Plastic X hit the stage. What was
once the Heretix came on without the keyboards, a new
drummer and a brand new guitarist Together with this

lineup for one month, and only one previous performance.

these guys were tight, energetic and loud. There wasn't
a gigantic crowd but everybody got what they wanted:
loud fun.

I'd describe them as heavy metal, but I liked them so

. . . the interaction on guitars was excellent, especially

when considering that it was based on a month long union.

And then The National People's Gang. Hailing from
Orange County, Ca., together for five years, their manager
described them as a cross between the Sugarcubes and
Talking Heads with a little Aerosmith thrown in.

Whatever.
It's too seldom that one can be blown away by what one

guitar, a bass, drums and a voi(% can do. This was a pro-

fessional band - all the musicians were more than solid,

they had their craft down and were tighter than the
UMass budget.

N.P.G's first album. Hard Swing, put out three months
ago on the Dr. Dream label received only one harsh criti-

que an accusation of too much technical mumbo jumbo
on the vocals. What's strange, according to the band's

manager, is that the singer didn't use anything but his

voice. These guys turned rock and roll into art and ifyou
think that's pretentious you either weren't there or you
were too drunk to listen.

What was their music like? Indescribable and unforget-

table. "FTightening punk and off the wall pop" is the stan-

dard description. That's accurate enough. But they're also

friendly and weird and wild and - that word again true.

They know exactly what they're doing . . . and there's no
bullshit.

43 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS!
BUD & BUD LIGHT PITCHERS $4.20

BUSCH PITCHERS $3.60

BUSCH BOTTLES 90C

CAPE CODDER
GIN & TONIC
FUZZY NAVEL

Your Choice

$1.00

PLUS OTHER CHALKBOARD SPECIALS!
MAtSACNUSETTS I.D. REQUIRED

BRAND NAME

SHIRTS
I
Factory Outlet Prices

ay

Shirts
Rt. 5 & 10

Hatfield

Next to Danco

Distinguished Visitors Program
presents ^

FRANK WILKINSON
Executive Director of the National Committee

Against Repressive Legislation

currently petitioning the 101st congress to prevent
the FBI from engaging in political surveillance

and disruption.

Wednesday March 15

Campus Center Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

distinguished

Visitors pro^tom

*^
RESIDENT ASSISTANT "ALTERNATES"

SELECTION PROCESS 1989-1990

BECOME AN R.A.

Residential Education is now accepting applications for

Alternate Positions for the Resident Assistant position.

Alternates are qualified candidates who are placed on a

waiting list and are hired into R.A. positions as available open-

ings occur during the sumnner and fall semester.

The Alternate pool remains active from May through

December, 1989.

Applications can be picked up starting March 14 through

March 31 at:

• Kennedy Tower Lobby, Office One, Southwest Area
• Johnson House, Office 103, Northeast/Sylvan Area
• Baker House, Office B-30, Orchard Hill/Central Area

An R.A. is a live-in part-time student staff member. Duties include
fostering floor and cluster community, assisting with hall manage-
ment, and enforcing University policies.

To be an R.A., you must meet
the following qualifications:

• Be a full-time undergraduate,
• Have at least a 2.2 GPA,
• Be free of disciplinary sanctions.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
Completed applications must be
delivered to the area office in your

residential area, as listed in the applica-

tion by: 12:00 noon, April 3, 1989

Become a student leader
in your residence hall.

Apply now for a Resident
Assistant (R.A.) position!

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst prohibits discrimination on
the basis of race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age,

marital status, national origin, mental or physical handicap, political

belief or affiliation, membership or non-membership in any organiza-

tion, or veteran status, in any aspect or the admission or treatment of

students or in employment.

m
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To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER

^ame Day Service
FILM IN BY 10 00AM / PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 PM

i-tnun SERVICE •Lsowueu

Factory
257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

AU ITEMS
m STOM ON
SAU UH1H.

UAKCh i:

TKc dumond people*

STUDENTS TAKE
ADDITIONAL

1A0/ OPE ALL SALE
1/ /O PRICED JEWELRY

With any valid student ID

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
n«mpshtrc M«ll. h«dlcv

MON-SAT: 10-9:30: SUN: 12-5

TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 1989

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

THOMHmf HeK, \

TO -me C/fAiOLA J
meN5mve ptNK
CRAYONS LABeiSCP

fOOUSH misrme
aWiOLA HfiSN'l

HAP ns^'
5mce 1963 „ poeiHMe

( wum

'Agn«a! It's that h«avy, chewing sound again!

"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

snse
fHEYHPMe

By BILL WATTERSON

PEP/, WW41SHHH/
T WMT^D teser for
T)i|S AND NOW ITS,

EVEH (=rET TD /l©l« IT/

SIUPID. ^%
ROTTEK
PIECE 0|
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ilUNKl

;Ct5P I WKSJV)ST
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! yo^ gRoKE \T.'

J^

7

TO BREAK ^T/

log D^O SOME
5^)BLlMlNlkL

TM»KKi.' OOHT

OK. MOtt
I'M \NiaMG
KW TOOO
JUMP IK WE
StPT\C TW«L

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

(ueua^ /KfifDTVB'mmp
mNC£S5'Mt9i MR TnjMP

, l9UX)KJNGF0ftUAa>T0

iOU.MS

THi.se ARB me ARCHirecrs
PR/V(/lN69KIRJH^BATHfV0*19
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UH&^HeMANTB _^^
THe MUMIS "'^^

He's LCOKJNO PO^ soNes of
tPIC OMNPeuR. IN 7HP /K4$-
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IN6 OF jHe ftep seA

.

IN HIS ItllFfS BCWOIR.
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(rM€ftJNB

UM iBuieve
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POYOUTHMK
mcjouLV
eei AHiOF
meMTO
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THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD
No -

I WAS WAITlMC;

IN THE U)RoMq LINE.

I V\V QEr TICKETS.

fOV AMOTrtE"R SHOW
IWOOC^W - you EVEP

EAT^P OF A BAN'P

CALLEP
/v\A5TER?lECE3
OP \A>ESTER
LITERATURE

=CE3 i

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

GRAPHICS
Newswriting workshop: Ken
Bozinet, of United Press Inter-

national (and former Col-
legian reporter) - Wednesday
at 9 p.m. in CC room 903

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel JaUe
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TAUtUS (April 20-Mav 20)
Other* ore prepared to fo6ow your

lead toctav injpiratton corriej from

an urwxpecteo source Seize or^

opporturtfy to catcti up or^ vour

reodro Rorrxaxe wt work out jujt

rir« Avoid petty squabbles

Aant (March 21-Aprt 19) vou

shoiJd have tew compiants todov

Favorable mtiuences abourKl'

Strengtr^ri the ties of love orxd

tnwxjship Trove* is best postponed

Vou tee! more adventurous as your

energy level rises Seek new
experierces

MMINI (May 21-Jur« 20) A
worxJertij day kes aheod it you do
wt>at you can to rrxjke partner

happier Loved orws expect you to

t«)p with o probtem Do rxjt forget

on orxwersory or bkltxioy Ca»
parents

CANCCt (June 21-July 22) Have
breakfast in bed it you wont
Strenuo«,B exercise is unlikely to ap-
peal to you Try to show nrKxe

uriderstarxling tor pcrent or cNd
Potierce works wonders! Make bet
ter use of your intuitkxi

LIO (July 23-Aug22) The
weattier coukd delay a visitor or

dote Enjoy a rekaxed. carefree day
Entertain influential peopte. but

keep things simple Differences that

have marred a rekjtkjnstiip will

disappear Forget past grievarx:es,

VIROO (Aug 23-Sepf 22) A very

good day especially tor ttKise in-

terested in art. muse or the cinema
Vou feel more confident about your

future Spend time with someone
who is loriely Suggest worthwNle
activities,

(Sept 23-Oct 2) G<ve
senous tiKiught to dor^ less work
on weekdays Family members
deserve rrxjre tfxjn you are giv»ig

nght row Mokvx) social pkirv b
soTTvewhat complcatod vou coufcl

tnd yourseO at kxxe ends

SCOtMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) vou

have a wealth of orignai ideos So-

meone who IS LHualv relKJbte couk3

let you down Be forgiving A very

good day for romantic pursuits

Yen/ ctxirijma draws people to you

ike a magnet

tAOITTAMUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Sports may be o t»gh priority todoy

This IS r» time fo deplete your

money reserves Confess arx3 ask

forgiveness it you have riot been
totally straight with you partrwr

Promise to do better

CAMICOffN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Vouf spirits stxxika soar today Turn

your attenton to improving your
tieaifh Leave ttie evening tree so

you can rest and read Postpone
any fc)ng-c*starx:e travel Loved
ones need your guKtorce

AttUARNIS (Jan 20-Feb 16) Vou
get along with almost everyone to-

day Avoid talking about money
and you will hove a wondertui time

Once you confide your desires, d
romontk: rekattonstup wHl expksde
with excitement ana pleasure

PISCIt (Feb 19-March 20)
Forego making too many pkans to-

day aro you wHI not be disap-
pointed A quiet day appeals to
your home-kDvIng sk3e Get your
checkbook bcHanced and the bills

paid. Romofx^ beckons

MENU
LUNCH

Hot pastrami on rye

Clam roll

BASICS LUNCH

Carrot aixj cauliflov^^er pie

Clam roll

DINNER
Baked Ham
Manicotti v>rtth tomato sauce

BASICS DINNER

Barley-soybean casserole

Morticotti with tomato sauce
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women 's lax gears up for a new year
cvnnnued from page 16

"Definiiely someone who I s. , it is having a lot of time
on the field and being a really strong contributor."
Freshman Jodi Hiibberman is also a ri>okie that should

see some time. Hubberman will play somewhere in the
midfield

The Defense: This i> tht- n-al questioii mark of the
team. Senior co-captain Lynn Hart man is the lone
returnee from last years defensive corps. Bossio is an
ticipating starting five freshmen m front of her goalie this
season. Hartman will have to be the stabilizing force but
as Bossui says, she can't expect Hartman to carry the
defense all by herself

"Lynny has taken total control of the defense. But she
can't do it all because she has to worry about her player,"
Bossio said. "Lynny has improved that much more since
last year. Her timing on her checks is great, she's reading
the play very well, she's stepping up to intercept, she's
knocking down passes, she's getting to the ground ball

first We are going to depend on her a lot on defense "

as inexperieni t'll as we are in the defense, they are doing
OK, They're not perfect. And they are going to make
mistakes. What's important for them is to not get
frustrated."

The Goalkeeper: With the loss of Stone and Vacirca,
the Gazelles were without an experienced goaltender.
Bossio would have had to recruit a goalie but, enter
sophomore Elizabeth Keats. Keats transfened from Keene
State College because Keene dtK's not have a lacrosse pro-
gram for women. Bossio is excited about her new
goaltender.

"I'm real excited to get this kid because she's tough,"
Bossio said. "She is going to be a great goalkeeper. She's
quick, she's aggressive, she's not afraid of the ball. I think
she is already as good as Pam was towards the end of
Pam's season last year."

She may be in midseason form already before the start
of the season, but Keats is ahso in the midst of making
an adjustment. In high school games, the goalie uses a

Tm really looking for them to control the boll a lot and to minimize
the amount of time that we're in defense. Not that I don't think
our defense can't handle it I just think that their inexperience will

catch up with them.'
-UMass coach Patti Bossio

Tracey Anderson from Newton and Cindy Dolce from
nearby Longmeadow are two freshman that will be ex-

pected to step in right away. Another New York native.

Donna Murphy and Kelly Rickenbach from Philadelphia
are another pair of freshman that will log some hefty

minutes for Bossio.

"My whole defense is going to be freshmen and Lynn
Hartman." Bossio said. "So they're going to have to take
in a lot pretty quickly. Fve been on them, yelling, scream
ing. They're just going to have to take a lot in, in a little

time. They're doing OK for as young as they are and for

Tomorrow: the men's laxpreview

much smaller stick than in collegiate competition. Once
Keats makes that transition, if she hasn't already, LTMass
could be set at goalie for the next couple of years.

Keats and the rest of the Gazelles will get the first taste

of the 1989 season this weekend when they travel to

Hofstra University. The fun of Spring Break continues
as UMass travels to Loyola on the 23rd and to Maryland
for a date with the Terrapins on the very next day.

Bossio is looking forward to her second year as head
coach of UMass.

men 's hoop announces Springfield tournament
conr.nuta ?-:-: pti^t IS

State, Tulant
and Fairfield, and in 1992, UMass. South Carolina,
Alabama-Brimingham and Holy Cross,

"This represents the culmination of my goal of making
(UMass) an integral part of the basketball activities of

Basketball City. USA," UMass Athletic Director Frank

Mclnerney said.

"To now be a part of bringing a first-rate. Division I Holi

day Tournament to round out Springfield's intercollegiate

basketball activities is a thrill to all of us at the UMass-
Amherst campus," Mclnerney said.

CINEMA

True
Believer
James Woods

Robert Downey Jr

Fri, Sat, Sun— 7 & 9
M—T 7 30

OOWNIOWN AVtitTST 2M.M76

WHO'S THE BEST IN

LSAT PREP?
We usually don't mention Kaplan, for we know, as he

should, that The Princeton Review is the best LSAT prep
course in the country. Our doaunentcd average increase for

our November course in Hadley was 13 points! Kaplan wili

never tell you his documented average.

Let the facts speak for themselves.

AREA

TESTING
Only 2 They a;e not actual

LSAS exams or questions.

Report for Test 1 only

CLASS SIZE

CLASS TIME

KAPLAN

40 Students is not un-

common. He will tell you

his average but BEWAREI

36 hours

4 actual, released LSATs,

each accompanied by a

personalized report

Classes are closed after

13 students We try to

keep it under 10

42 hours.

The»o you have it. The Princeton Review is the best, and
when y.)ur future depends on it, do you deserve anything
less?

Classes begin April 2

in Hadley and at Smith

College.

584-6849

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEWm

L
The LSAT Experts

ETS and Princeton University
arc not affiliated

with The Princeton Review

WINDSOR. CONNECTICUT
PUBLIC SCHOOLS TO RECRUIT

ON CAMPUS
April 30. 1989

1988-89 Salary Range: $24.206-$43.948
(1989-90 Salary Being Negotiated)

Please arrange for interviews through
placement office

An Bqual Opportunity Emplnvcr .Affirmative Action Empltivi-r

THEY'RE
HEEERE-

HAPPY FACE:
Boxer Shorts • Tee Shirts • Socks

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst • 253-2013

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-6

TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 1989

Pkoto courtray of Hporta InfuriBaUaa

Senior co-captain Lynn Hartman will have
the responsibility of leading five freshman
on the UMass defense.

Women's lacrosse schedule

Mar

Apr

May

•9 41 MOtSI'a 200
23 at Loyola 200
24 ai MaryUWKi 300
29 VALE# 300
4 xi Boston CoMaga 700
9 COLGATE 100
12 HARVARD a 300
15 m f4aw Hampsnira 1 00

18 DARTMOUTH • 300
22 "RUTGERS 100
23 TEMPLE 100

29 at Brown '200

30 NORTHWESTERN 100
5-r ECACs

GRADUATE

NURSES

Look
Into Your
Future at

New
England
Medical
Center

Salary with

rotation

S32,219
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jiiibiiUiorx iiurM-> in lour
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iicni'' through an i-niin-

tpisodt ol illni-s^ \Xf art

lommiiud lo \oiir mkh-h-
join our siati ami prat iiic in
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that loMcr" \oiir prodsMon-
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In addition lo oiii-rmi! out- ol tin higlit-sl salar\ m luilulis in iht area
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For additional information about lhc«c opportunities, pirasr
call our Nursf Recruiter at 6l"'-956-SS~S. "SU Washington
Street. Box -tbS. Hoston. MA 02111. An equal opportunity em-
ployer.
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men's track women's track
eatrz.Tuaa /ro/n pc^e 1

6

"Flexibility and range make us real strong," says

O'Brien concerning his distance crew, and that his run-

ners are "not necessarily pigeonholed in one event." For

example, HefTner, who runs around a 1:55 in the half mile,

can also run the much longer steeplechase in 9:06, a very

good time. Flores does a 1:53 in the half mile, but is also

able to race a 8ub-25 minute five-mile race .

"Flexibility and range make us

real strong . . . (we are) not

necessarily pigeonholed In one
event."

-UMass coach. Ken O'Brien

However UMass needs some help in the field events.

"We still have a gap in the throwing and jumping," said

O'Brien. Trying to fill the gap will be sophomore Chris

Colclough and freshman Bryan Gluck in the shot put.

They were the top performers in the shot put during the

indoor season.

UMass has a difficult schedule this spring. "We have

dual meets against real tough opponenU. We can't expect

many outstanding performances." For instance, this

spring's first meet pits UMass against Dartmouth, Cor-

nell, and UNH - Dartmouth was mdoor Ivy League cham

pions this year.

O'Brien believes an early tough schedule will ready his

team for the EIAA Championships (May 6) and the New
England Championships (May 12 13) Average perfor

mances during the regular meets may be followed by

super performances in the championship meets. Hopefully

the addition of a good group of ajN^nters will put the afmng

UMass men's spring track team.

continued from page 16

She's a freshman and she's had a good

season in cross-country and in the indoors."

Amy St. Pierre, a freshman from Beverly, took the in

door season off due to a health problem. LaFreniere said

St. Pierre was sick throughout the fall and in January

had both her tonsils and her wisdom teeth taken out.

LaFreniere says, "She's already up with the varsity group.

She has the talent to be close to Precious. She's definite

ly running in the 3000, 5000. and maybe the 10,000. but

her strength is the 5000."

Senior Anna Montouri will run in the 10,(X)0, an event

which UMass had no runners in last year. LaFreniere

said, "When it comes to a fiat track, Anna doesn't have

the speed to keep up in the shorter distances But she's

the type of runner who can hold a 6:20 mile for 10 laps."

Junior Shana Smith and freshman Cheryl LeClerc will

both run in the 800 and the mile Smith weakened toward

the end of the indoor season especially after intersession,

according to LaFreniere. but said she is looking very good

in the pre spring workouts Speaking of workouts,

nobody could keep up with LeClerc last week. Her per-

sonal best of 2:19 in the half mile in the New England

4x800 relay is a foreshadow of her outdoor season. "She

just looks absolutely wonderful, " says LaFreniere. "As

a freshman, she didn't come prepared for the cro8s<ountry

season, but now she's really devoted to it and she also has

a lot of natural talent. I think the PR 2:19 is just a glimp^

se of what's to come."

DeSantis and another javelin thrower. Nancy Laurie,

did not have a throwing event equivalent to the javelin

indoors, so they are fairly fresh. The success of throwers

like Helen Balouras and Tina White from the indoor

season should translate into similar resulte outdoors.

COLLEGIAN 15

White had a fantastic first two weeks, raising the school

record in the 20-pound weight twice. After slumping a bit

toward the end of the season, Balouras went on to break

White's record in the New Englands. Assistant coach Jim
Giroux says, "Helen's shot has been improving since

February. If she gets some consistency, the disc will be

her best event." He said that White should have improv-

ed distances compared to the winter, since she throws a

better hammer than the weight.

Simone Marisseau will be trying to continue the rise

in the shot put after a big PR from the indoors. She's ex-

pected by the coaching staff to top 40 feet in the event,

place in the New Englands. and qualify in the ECAC.
Marisseau likes the outside season better, because the shot

is a plastic (instead of iron) and smaller ball.

Freshman Diane Ozzolek will also try to continue her

indoor success. Giroux said, "at the end of the indoors,

the weight was doing really well for her. That usually

translates into a good hammer."
Laurie, like DeSantis, throws the javelin exclusively and

placed anywhere from second to sixth last year. She is ex-

pected to go the New Englands but will have to improve

her throws by about 10 feet to make it to the ECACs.
There will be some major differences moving from in-

door meets to the great outdoors, LaFreniere said.

'The weather really afTects the throwers. It's a matter

of keeping warm for the throwers (and) the small outdoor

ball should benefit the shot putters," she said.

"It should be faster outside, especially for the sprinters."

And, although the conditions may be different for the

outdoor season, the philosophy remains the same.

"We're basically looking to the New Englands and we
don't have a lot of meets(5) to qualify. The season begins

m March and the New Englands are the first week of May.
so we can't fool around. Our goal is to qualify as many
people in as many events," she said.

in

Spring season track schedules
MEN S TRACK WOMEN S TRACK

• al OvtinouitvComali«<aw Hamptfwa Ap* 8 al DartmoulHComa*
IS 1 Naw Hanrpshvtt'V«rmonif«iail> taiand ts 1 Smttilnv

22 al Noflhaasterrx Brown Soulham Corm 22 al NodhaaMacrveroMtn
2729 26 28

6 ElAAs al Wamionl 30 al Fftchburg Slaia tow

12 13 Naw Englands al Danmoulb May 67 New England ChampW»sh^>s ai Cotoy

20 21 IC4A« al V«w«ova 13 U ECAC « al Ootga Mason

Coach KanOPnan

Stockbridge Golf Meeting
All candidates for the Stockbridge

Golf team should report to 223 Boyden
Building tomorrow. March 15th at 600
p.m.

Anyone unable to attend should call

Jack Leaman at 545-1301.

Sports Notices
Writer* needed for the apring

Anyone interested in covering a

spring sports team for the Collegian

should come to 113 Campus Center

either today or tomorrow and talk with

Jim Clark There are only a few beats

still open and they will be handed out

on a first-come, first-serve basis.

CLASSIFIEDS
i>AM mccahtmv

a^u.i-J mOM iCHO MNJ. »>tA iha ac-

can|4 ComaM out a cf*dii cvO app«>c4Nion
- I2 3&3 30

SAVI HONEY ON HOME NCATMO OILI

Jam th» Pvwn Vi—y Ol Coopfmv Off

Campus Hout«>g 42S S«ud«ni Union

S4»08e6

fllCRCO CASMCT. TV Oonn Mdgi. cd-

•m tabto bcyct* album* Eic conation

HZ-«00$400

TMC A STAND MMMiT
Sa>«m and Honwptabw'

'Vola Cyfill«w Evan* tor 90A PrMKlant*
ShaittwProjraaiBjaChoca

m SMMA ALPNA Pol9C< Honor Soc«ty
ganerai m««lpng today « 00pm Thorn 412

DVP PRCSCNTS CIVIL LISCRTIES leads'

Frank Wilkinson d«cu«aing ttw outlawing

ot PoMical turv«i«anc« tnr tha FBI 3/15.

IN>m CCA

ATTENTIOM PRE-MEOS. NURSING AM)
ALL stixlenis inlerwied m student health

Studani MaaWi Advisory Board (SHAB)
maatmg mratcomas aM new momDers
Tuas March I4m, 5 1 5-6 IS Hm-30?
UniversitY Health Center

KCYBOAK) FOR SALE
or best one' CaN b49-2a3(

liSEO FURNITUNB gcod condNion chaap
967 3949

SICK or OONMS? Buy a heuaa Rant out

rooms lo your tnand* lo pay the tNis' Th<*

howas has an 16 000/yeai renial income'

Ca« IMe or Omny 2S3-M49

MM K COaiPATiaLE 2S6K. 1

monitor 1675. wSh tOmag Hard drnra,

536-5006

HEAmE PON SALE I'm dead sanowt
about telling it $2500 or BO. Chns
734 4644/59^^4216

OLD OMEOA 61 ExoatsM oonCNMon ».000
miles CaN 2S6-«30S

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are availaljte Keep your tneods and parents

intormed about wttat « going on st UMaa*
We can tend it sknosl snywtiars For mors
mtormalion coma down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or CaH 545-3S00

HELP WANTED

NEED PHYSICS TUTOR
mechanics need math tutor

equations call 549-7811

TELEMARKETERS: $300 a dayt TaWng
phone orders 800-63*6634 Ext L-4

,.. ^ Oont Isawa usHi Only

kidding-we w« SOOOO proud (4 you. you

EngMnd Bound woman Ws are gomg lo

imaa you to mucti. and «• aia daSntMy an

pactmg air mart—and mrltataver other

Enghth m>ngs you d care to send Thanks

•or everything you le ttie beat We love

you"' Ma'ia and Jamna. and aS me other

peopt* who wish (hey ware gomg with you

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHOAY SHARI AND LEIOHtTI

Wishing fou the tiest because we tove you

Celebrale lo the hmii" Love Your Sisters

TO ALL THE SAROEANTS AT
SAROEANTS CAMP!! Had a Waal, hope

you all did too' Anytime you want to play

tootIMM in tlw mod or voMayt>aN m Itia dart

luat M me know ll be there" Lo«a. Mic«iN

TO THE ZMKs AT sARQCANTS CAMP
- Maybe another reunion at P>;.;a Hut o'

even better m a dark room aomeiime m the

iniddM ol the mghf Let* lust gel a net

before we play agam and p«eaae stop hit

hog me in the head with thai ball'"

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jet there tor no more than

$160 with AIRHlTCH(r). as reported m Con-

sumer Report*. NV Time*. Let s Go. News
day. Good Housskaapmg. and national net

work morning show* For details. caH

212 8642000 or write AIRHITCH. 2901

Broadway suite lOOA. NY. NY 10025

ITS NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK ROUND
TRIP JET AIRFARE TO THE CAniBSCAN.
$189!!! Why tiang around and Iroeie when

you can be stretched out on the sand ol a

beautiful Canbbean resort island (or a tovely

coastal resort m Mexico or South America)

for only 189 bucks' Flights go from Logan

and/or JFK Call SUNHITCH{m)

^__^ 212864 2000

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb 'LOOKING FOR A HOUSE* TO ROSS H*"'™*'^'* ^AFF-om We all

da Chi Alpha c* Sean at 253^9032 know you ve bowi plucked, you don I have

J_ to announce It in the paper

• Mjp ADC iNTrDFSTED IN * — - -._

CHILD CARE -taking over your le^ Four bedrooms" UMASS CREW HEAVYWEIOHTS: The big-

-or more Please call David at 546-9753- gest and the best bet psyched"

FAMILY DAY OPENINGS: Warn*, happy or Mitch at 546-6337 .. .^.. „»-» «_-i i. . h-«n « n,i.«i ?
environment 665-4501 *'-'*^'* "^f?^ ""* " I'^C-h S^!?iovyears and I love you very much Happy

birthday

CONCERNED STUDENTS LOST
HEVllttH (210S)W,S^^dJd^S^^

...•.•••••• • MENS BROWN WALLET on mon 3A7 ID'S coppertone tan' Have fun in the Banamas'

• ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS: •
cred cards pictures very importani keep Love, the only 3 girls on 21 thai know your

W Geg Rothman and the "
gi^h if relumed-additional reward Call John name

Republican Club are the Evil
; 549-5070 ^g.age-, .mv i mm. u.^; tt.. nmnnr t̂

controlling lorces behind the DEAREST AMY LISA Here * the personal

• Quy Glodis Presidential Campaign * WATCH- Citiien with gold face and baick that you have been wanting Onmy (JOO;

PIsssa think before you vote * band Lo»l in Parking tot between Boyden does vour face reeemWe a turnip ywi r lovo

Gym and Southwest please can It you loond your (nend* P S HI RobI

,, 546-7516 Reward"!
SUE OREAMEY. Lynna AWsfl. Patrick Las

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL LOST EYEGLASSES in Wack case on Happy birthday I'm thinking ot you* guy*

2-2S-69 If found pleaae clal Renlta white on the baach Love Maura

HACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Diac 546^219 .=STTiinz::iii:.

kickevs Kohls and large scrssn video 200- DtSCULTMIATE miBKE NstMnasy

d£«S?' ^tSl»
~~

'•"*«» chjb aaaking competitive atNeta*
dancM 29aaai»

with da*irs or suiafieocs. Tiyoot next 3

weeks CsR 546-US3 Chris.

Tl

70ai.

EOrraiO- Term papers.

1467 3753 after

KHSOSIS tea* 10 laM
lM(annng6«0orlalsr Hyoucsn
^SsmStad Past ai »4*«as

j^„ _^ . Congralulaliona on Japan.

See you when you return YouSakeaysb*
my aunflowor viaton your gnul Paul

CAT CHEER UP The world doean'l know
what a wondertm person you are Love

SLUOOE T-SNMT*

THa mm saidsM

SOME Of THE UVMO. they rs mmn' Wo
lms«itMdt.*tudBSt-shinssishsfS Boa

er* wid lank lops loo We've aot addsnna
design* 100. some of which aren 1

dagussng We re sWordabte and baaais orv

ly m tha highest quaMy. nalursi fiber, and

I h^pts crap . Coma 10 Ihs CoNsgian

dspl lor s Mhng. vaibsl sbuss

WAV COOLttl

LA2SRTECH AUNO. the new « outstan-

ding DJ's mcrsdttts sound a« CO lights

a graat pncas-- Cal Laiartech Audio

32*7901 ' Boo* up tor your ne«1 party or

darwe

VOTE TODAY
Sandy Edward*

tor

Studem Trustee

thavb.

SANDY EDWARDS: TNUStEEII VoM to-

day, srtd make the wmntng clKiice'

TO THE SPOLEO BMT M SOUME
VILLAGE. Thank* lor getting me through

my hell weeK Love, the fctHe Mar

TO THE UMASS GUY who was m PoliSci

M Amhersi il meeU at 2 on TuTh Oo you

want to meet afterward*'' The Smithie

FOR' STRlklNO CORDS ~-- REAL
WORLD " gwl 'wraps ' gorgeous btonde

guitarist He nsad* s proJucsf' (He's

toaded)

JAMAICAItl Swmg break 89 Seals stiH

available can Paul now* 549-4289

PANAMA OTY BEACH Sign up w/ded or

Lynn only" Must bring yaltow payment

receipl to check mto bus and hotel

SAN FRANSISCO RT plane MwTiiinng
break $300 546-9292

WE warn TO BUY your
3 BEDROOM PUFFTON LEASE

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR 3 bedroom Putl^

ion toaset We • pay bw bucks»$" Ptoass

caN SaSy at 549-4666 ASAP"

TNUBTUTTt

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 VOLVO 164E Blue good condHton no

rust 4 speaHe' AmFm cassette 4 doors fieat

air snows new battery Jan mipection $1000

Kerrie 253-2069

92 CHEVY CITATION V6 New Carb very

reliable $1100 neg Call 549-7146

WANTED ENGINEERS DESIRE A
CAREER m lech sales/management This

summer earn $507ft«eek m business

Resume exp College credit 253-2321

WORD PROCESSING PROJECT. SmaR
design olfice needs Leading Edge TempMe
documents and forms created FlexiWe

hours $6mr Pleaae leave messags al

323-5525

JEN IT'S BEEN A WONDERniL. I know

we wilt have a hundred more I tove you

more and more everyday Happy annwer

sary Alan

RIDE OFFERED lo'rmMmjmA^
March 17 • H inwrested caB 546-9596

FRIDAY NK3HT LIVE with Dennis Miller

April 7 FAC tix on sate now

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS! EXCELLENT FUNDRAISING OP-

PORTUNITIES HELPING WITH AN ON-

CAMPUS MARKETING PROJECT. CALL
IMMEDIATELY STUART 546-7612.

LEAVE A MESSAGE.

ROOMMATES WANTED

THE COLLEQIAN TELLS ME that I can t

put a dapisy ad m the paper with an interac

Iwity reehargs. which • ihs sHly form tijai

I have to use to do business with them So

now I have lo put in enough classifisds to

spend the money that I had Let me ten you

¥»tiats going on m this siHy ad My narrte

IS Rich Barry and I'm running lor Trustee

t don't want to win

jfWAS ALL A JOKR

THE SILLY CANDIDATE

EVERY JOKE NEEDS A GOOD PUCHLIfK
Pave the campus, severence pay tear

down the library, more fences and in-

compiete construction Tired ol this cam-

paign? Then go vote' Rich Barry the SiMy

STudent Trustee!* Good day!

HADLEY ROOM IN APT. »»» Availabto

now cal 566-4412

'THREE GUYS LObKINO TOTaiKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART-
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

LmOUISTKX. worked Sunday 2«6 Buy

you s beer? Cal 549-1660 Qeotga.

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on-campus af

fordable grammar reviewed, dependable.

584-7924 Nancy

^ORDSMITH " Professional Typing.

Papers, resumes and more' Laserpnntiiig

with spelteheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fm protossionsi,

accurate 665-4501

WANTED

SATAN

TO OUR FAVORITE morbid madman w«
tove youM Who else? The Mushhead* -

Awoo wool

SCRVICCS

Bl SUNODItAND, kaa boa ssrvica to

UMaas snd ii«opplf«g aiaa* Saetifs snd

apartment tor August snd recieve August

lent Irss For mors dstais csi 906 3tsa .

Sign upsarty.

MUST SELL YAMAHA ACOUSTIC wWi
Hard cass $278 Nsg Eric 263-9990

BASS PLAVnTLOONNa tor sbsndCa*
Jim at 253-3502.

NAPPY
BIRTHOAY

NiCKt
PS. Take a (ob in Harttordi Davs

PNOraStMNAL
6964973.

in 24 hours

oBrrcMCAPi
Vsry sxuerisncsd. Lasemirrttar overnight

CoonssSngWsBvary.
' '"— *"-'

TUTOR WANTED FOR STATS 240 caH PM
at 549-7308

LOOWNG TO TAKE OVER LEASE. Oreup

o4 tour, responetols. womsn (ttartiiig 6/1/80)

Ptaase caH Linda or Liaa at 546-8162

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKMMI TO TAKE OVBR^VOLHTLEAaC
tor a Sbdrm apartment. Near UMass or

BusHns Cal Maursan al S4743.

t OUYS FUM-LOVBM. malurs, nsal. took-

Ing tor house/apartment for next taN r

cA Jkn S4S4iaO.
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spa?rs
UMass spring sports previews

Freshmen will play a big role for Gazelles

>'Im>I<> <'ourlr»> o( Spurta Infiirmailii

The UMass women's lacrosse team's
leading scorer, junior Sue Murphy (above)
and the rest of the Gazelles are gearing up
for their new season which will begin next
Sunday. March 19th at Hofstra University.

Bv GEORGE AUSTIN
Colle^'ian StalT

Univfisity of Massachusetts women's lacrosse coach

Patti Bossio has no choice this year. She will have to go

with youth and inexperience.

The class of "92 will dominate tho •^tartinR lineup this

year for a number of reasons.

Number one, the Gazelles were hurt by graduation.

Gone is high scoring forward Ginny Armstrong who was
UMass' second leading scorer last year with 33 goals and
seven assists

The defense was also weakened w ith the loss of goalie

Pam Stone who graduated last spring and Amy Vacirca

who just did not come back to school this year for reasons

unknown
Number two. the Gazelles were also hurt by an injury

to a key defensive player. Dual sporter Michelle Pytko

went down with a knee it\jury during basketball season

and is lost for the entire season.

Only four starters will be returning from last year's

squad, which went 8-6 before bowmg to Dartmouth in the

final game of the East Coast Athletic Conference Tour
nament This year's roster includes 10 freshmen on a 17

woman squad that will begin its season over Spring Break

with three road games.
'Of those 10, their will pmbably be .>iix .sturters, Boesio

said. "They're good but they are freshman and they're go-

ing to make freshman mistakes. If this group stays

together, we're going to be pretty good down the line.

Everyone of these kids are going to contribute to my pro-

gram at some point in time."

But those freshman will not be without guidance on the

field. There are also a couple of seniors on this team and
they are not looking down the line. They're looking at

now So with that, here is a breakdown of this year's team
The Attack: Bossio is not worried much about the

Gazelles' abilitv to put the ball in the net .vcn with the

loss of Arm^t rung. UMas.>^ ntuni.>. its tup -tuier from last

year in forward Sue Murphy Murphy wjis a force around

the net last season, scoring 40 goals and dishing out 24

assists in 15 games to lead the team in just her sophomore

year

One player that should be on the receiving end of many
of Murphy's passes and vice versa is senior co-captain

Cathy Fuhrman Fuhrman was the third leading .scorer

for the Gazelles last season with 19 goals and 12 assists.

Murphy to Fuhrman and Fuhrman to Murphy should be
'

a familiar site throughout the season.

The team chemistry should not be disrupted much, with

the loss of Armstrong and the arrival of new freshmen

in the starting lineup on attack. Sophomore Liz Hoye
herself is coming off her freshman year in which she

scored 2 goals and one assist. But don't let the low totals

fool you. Hoye got a lot of playing time but was not the

main option on the attack with Murphy and Armstrong

hooking up on many occasions. With the absence of Arm
strong, Hoye could score a few more goals this season.

"They are doing really well." B<msio said of the three

veterans' play in practice up to this point. "I know they'll

put the ball in."

"I'm really looking for them to control the ball a lot and

to minimize the amount of time that we're in defense. Not

that I don't think our defens*> can't handle it, I just think

that their inexperience will catch up with them."

The offense will also be a little inexperienced Junior

Ann King is ready to see some serious minutes this year

after not getting much playing time last year. She scored

three goals and two assists last year in a limited role.

Bossio also recruited a couple of freshmen that she

believes will turn into real threats somewhere down the

road One in particular is Dolores Angulo, a native of

Westbury, N.Y. Angulo was a high school All-American

for W.T Clarke High School Bossio compares her to a

young Cathy Fuhrman
"Great speed, great speed, and good skill," Bossio said.

continued on pagt 14

UMass track teams head for the outdoors
Minutemen blend
quickness and
durability

By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

They've always been able to go the
distance, but now they've added speed to

their endurance, and are ready to duke it

out with any opponent.
No, I'm not talking about boxing. Who

said any thing about boxing? I'm talking
about the University of Massachusetts out-

door men's track team.
Head coach Ken O'Brien, in his 22nd

year at UMass, hopes to add quickness to

a team centered around durability this

spring.

"Traditionally we've had most success in

middle distance and distance events," said

O'Brien. This year he will try to develop
a sprinting corp, and naturally he is star-

ting with freshmen and sophomores.
In the 100m, O'Brien will go with

freshmen Jerome Bledsoe and Kevin
Walters, and sophomore Michael Grey.
Walters and Grey are also strong in the
200m, while Bledsoe uses his speed in the
longjump. Bledsoe jumped 22'9' during the
indoor season.

In the 110m. hurdles freshman Joe
Lachiatto and sophomore Jeffrey White
will be the top two runners for UMass.
Junior Garfield Vaughn, one of the few ex-

^ ^
Photo rourteny of Sport* Information

The University of Massachusetts outdoor track teams are off and
running for their spring seasons. Junior Joe Livorsi (above) will be
one of the key members of the Minuteman attack.

perienced sprinters, will compete in the
400m along with freshman Steve Brown.
Both are capable of running under 50
seconds.

UMass has plenty of veterans in the
distance and middle distance events.
Senior Reinardo Flores had an outstanding
indoor season in the 800m and the mile.

and is probably UMass' best overall
distancer. After Flores come juniors Art
Smith and Herb Heffner. Smith is a good
miler and 3000m runner, and Heffner is

strong in the 800m. Steve Tolly, who took
last semester off and did not compete in-

doors, will be defending his New England
title in the 1000m.

cormr^uec on page lo

Men's hoop team signs
on for holiday tourney
o> iViAll GERKE
Collegian Staff

When John Calipari took over as head

basketball coach at the University of

Massachusetts in 1988, one of his im-

mediate goals was to bring UMass as close

to the big time as possible.

The University took a big step toward

that goal last night with an announcement

that it will join the Springfield Civic Center

and the Naismith Memorial Basketball

Hall of F^me as hosts of a Division I holi-

day tournament for three seasons, beginn-

ing in 1990.

The first Hall of Fame Holiday Classic

will be played Dec. 28-29, 1990, and will

include UMass, Boston College, Nor-

thwestern atid Dartmouth.
In 1991, the teams will be UMass, Iowa

continued on page 14

Collegian hoop
contest

The entries are pouring in for the Col-

legian's third annual NCAA Final 64
hoop contest and we apologize for the
blurry bracket published in yesterday's

paper. For anyone unable to read all the

teams clearly, there will be larger and
sharper brackets at our Classified win-
dow. Just a reminder:
• Please put your name, local address,

and phone number directly ON the
ballot sheet.

• The deadline is at 1 1 a.m. Thursday.
We WILL NOT accept late entries

Women's team:
few new faces

but a new look
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

When looking at the University of

Massachusetts women's outdoor track
team, it looks like it's had a facelift and a
). '-ijob compared to la.st year's team. The

ngths, which were once in the sprints

and the jumps, have now in turn become
weaknesses and now the throwers and the
distances are the strengths.

The multi-talented Carla DeSantis, the
school record-holder in the javelin and the
New England runner-up last year, returns
to spearhead a stronger and deeper group
of throwers than last year.

The loss of Kari Fleischmann (the New
England 100 meter dash champion),
jumper Melissa Golembewski. and
Mercedes Milligan is a great one, but new-

faces like Lee Ann Ambrose. Precious Hill,

and Amy St. Pierre will be there to fill their

shoes.

DeSantis said she has two goals: to be the
New England and the ECAC javelin cham-
pion. Although she did have the longest

throw in New England last year (158' 8'),

she finished a disappointing second in the
New Englands. She possesses rare athletic

ability, doubling as a second-team All-

America soccer goalie in the fall.

Ambrose is coming off a superb first

season indoors as the New England runner--

up in the 400. She will be doubling in the
200 and the 400, and coach Julie
LaFreniere plans to run her in the 800 oc-

casionally. But she adds, "We'll concen-

trate in the 400. I know she'll break 56
[seconds). " Ambrose herself has set a per-

sonal goal of breaking 55 seconds, which
for argument's sake, would placed second
in last year's New Englands.
According to LaFreniere, Hill, who

finished third in the indoor New England
3000, will be running anywhere from the

800 to the 3000. LaFreniere says, "(Hill)

might get to run a quicker, faster race, but

the 3000 will probably be better for her.

continued on page 15

Today: partly sunny,

breezy and mild, high
near 60. Tomorrow:
sunny, high 40-4&;

—

Deaf and hard of hear-

ing UMass students

cope in a changing
world. Page ^.-

No more monkeying JP"
around, the UMass
men's lax preview is

here. Page 20.
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RSU protest over flag

causes controversy
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
and ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police were

allied to the Student Union at noon yester-

day to quell a disturbance which arose over

the use of the American Hag.

The fiag had been taped to the floor in

front of a Radical Student Union table pro

moting a panel discussion on the pending

Supreme Court decision of Texas rs.

Johnson.
Texan VH. Johnmn 18 an appeal by the

state of Texas to reinstate the conviction,

which was overturned earlier by a Texas

court of appeals, of Greg "Joey" Johnson,

a member of the Revolutionar>' Communist
Youth Brigade, for the burning of an

American flag.

Members of the RSU and the Cambridge

based RCYB said they taped the flag to the

fioor to "protest what the Hag stands for."

Students passing by sang the national

anthem and threatened bodily harm to the

people manning the table.

RSU member Dina Goodwill said. "I

think they found the use of the flag and

raising the question of what the flag stands

for offensive"

Paul McGonnigal, a member of the

UMass Republican Club and an editor of

the Minutf'man newspaper, said he became

enraged by what he saw and ripped the flag

off the floor and ran away only to be caught

by the table's sponsors.

Police arrived and, having obtained a

legal ruling from a Northampton district

attorney which said trampling the flag was

illegal, told former RSU member Joseph

Rubin that he would have to remove the

flag from the floor. Rubin agreed to move
the flag under the table where it could not

be stepped on.

As police discussed the use of the fla^;

with Rubin, McGonnigal again grabbed the

flag and ran from the scene. He was caught

by police in the Campus Center parking

garage and held for questioning. McGon
nigal was later released after explaining

his position.

'The American flag is a symbol of what

this country stands for. right and wTong
To desecrate that is to desecrate everything

that has made this country great. That is

disgusting." McGonnigal said.

Dudley Bridges, director of Building Ser-

vices, told RSU members that the table had

to be taken down for safety reasons.

Rubin later accused the police and the ad-

ministration of not respecting the First

Amendment rights of the RSU and RCYB.
"The police were there and the ad-

ministration was there but they were not

about to defend people's First Amendment
rights." he said.

Regents and trustees battle

over higher ed. structure
By the Associated Press

HAVERHILL - The state's higher

education board agreed yesterday to at

least consider merging five state univer-

sities into one super university but moved
ahead with its own plan calling for local

university control.

What amounts to a power struggle bet-

ween the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education and the University of

Massachusetts trustees remained
unresolved.

But a majority of the regents have

already indicated their support for making

the University of Massachusetts at Boston

a separate institution with its own presi-

dent and board.

In a meeting at Northern Essex Com-
munity College, the regents officially

rebuffed a bid by the UMass trustees to

consolidate power. The trustees are con-

sidering a plan that would give them con-

trol over the University of Lowell and

Southeastern Massachusetts University, in

addition to the Amherst. Boston and

Worcester campuses they now govern.

"The way that is recommended by the

University of Massachusetts task force is

the way of the past, " said Higher Educa
tion Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer, referr-

ing to the UMass commission that recom-

mended consolidation.

continued on page 11
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Campaign flyers and leaflets littered the steps of the Student Union
during yesterday's campus elections.

^Record' voter turnout
Budget cuts and student senateproblems cited

Bv MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Thousands of student voters flocked to

the polls yesterday in what one election

coordinator called the Student Govern-

ment Association's largest

undergraduate turnout in four years,

stretching the release of election results

well into last night.

Co-Elections Coordinator Holly Brod

.said she expects to be tallying the votes

for SGA president and student trustee

until 4 a.m. this morning. The Collegian

plans to publish the results tomorrow.

"It's unbelievable," Brod said of the

"record" turnout. "We are running out

of everything."

Students waited in lines for as long as

20 minutes to cast their vote, causing

ballot boxes at nearly all seven voting

locations to overflow by mid-afternoon.

Brod said she was forced to order an ad-

ditional 1,000 ballots to the 6,000

already printed for the elections.

"We can't open the ballot boxes,

they're so stuffed." she said

Brod said she suspects the large tur

nout is in response to concern over state

budget cuts and problems in the student

.senate, including the body's failure to

ratify Shari Silkoff and Jason
Rabinowitz as SGA co-presidents.

"People have become really aware of

the presence of the SGA." she said. "It

seems that students feel the issues are

their responsibility now."

The MassPIRG referendum question,

that asked students if they wanted to

continue the UMass chapter — which

advocates for student rights, and fights

pollution and toxic waste, may also have

prompted the turnout, she said.

Many students said they did not mind
waiting in line to vote, although the

numbers stretched at times to more
than 30 people in such poll locations as

the Newman Center and the Student

Union Ballroom.

"I'm hoping whoever becomes presi-

dent will take care of the (student)

senate — it's a farce right now," said

senior Kathleen Schaufus. "If they care

.onr.r.ued on page 11

Conservatory, a therapeutic escape

(iillrKixn photo by Ja*on Talrrman

Durfee Conservatory Director, John Tristan.

By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Staff

"A great escape from life, turmoil" and a reference to

the droppings from a male cow is the way one entry reads

in the guestbook at the Durfee Conservatory. Other com-

ments express similar, if less colloquial, appreciation.

Located adjacent to University Health Services and

flanked by the Copper Beech trees fa gift from the

Emperor of Japan) the conservatory has served the

University of Mas.sachusetts as a learning center and

tourist attraction since the school was founded in 1867.

UMass students come to the conservatory to draw, iden

tify, or simply enjoy the thousands of tropical plants there,

said John Tristan, conservatory director since 1976.

Other visitors, among them were Isaac Asimov and

Buckminster Fuller, come to admire the 100-year-old

camellias, the 30-foot high fiddletree figs and miniature

bonsais.

"This place is as much about people as it is about

plants." Tristan said. "I want a hands-on atmosphere, not

a museum for plants."

In keeping with this philosophy. Tristan has run a hor-

ticultural therapy program at the conservatory since 1980.

Special-needs adolescents and refugees from Southeast

Asia participate in an agenda designed to overcome social,

emotional, and physical disabilities.

Clients in the program are referred to Tristan by social

'•rvice agencies throughout the Pioneer Valley. Tristan,

a board-certified horticultural therapist, limits the size

of the groups so that everyone gets individualized

attention.

Many of the sessions are devoted to crafts projects that

utilize plants from the conservatory. Bamboo flutes,

fishing poles, fans, wall screens, corsages, wreaths and
continued on page 10
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Pre-drafted letters fight cuts
By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Correspondent

Washington Tower students began a letter-writing cam
paign yesterday, asking residenLs there to sign prewritten

letters urging state representatives to increase spending
for higher education.

The letter states that attending "the school has become
increasingly more expensive," and that "vital services

have been cut." The letter also said that Massachusetts
ranks 4 1st in the country in terms of increased spending

for higher cKiucation.

Three students, Stephen Finocchio. Maureen Dacey, and
Cynthia Oxley, said they initiated the campaign out of

personal concern.

"The campaign is just as important as rallying. Students

should be calling their representatives and doing

everything possible to let their voices be heard." Finoc-

EWC counseling to resume
Everyivoman 's Center to reinstate services

chio said.

Dacey said the three realized they could play an active

role in getting the students' message to their represen

tatives. They agreed that the campaign complements
other actions taken by University of Mas.sachusetts

students to protest the more than $12 million cut from

the University in the past year.

The residence hall houses about 600 students, and the

three said they gathered 350 signatures between 4 and
6 p.m. yesterday in the tower's lobby, Oxley said that they

will continue to gather signatures today.

Dacey said the letters will hopefully reach the represen-

tatives before an important vote on Monday. The vote, she

said, is to determine state expenditures for higher

education.

Oxley said the students received support and encourage-

ment from the Student Government Association, who
financed the campaign and drafled the letter.

Amherst set

for salamander
migration
AMHERST (API - OfTicials were bracing yesterday for

what has become an annual rite of spring in this western

Massachusetts collegetown the migration of spotted

salamanders across a town road

Although .several Massachu.setts communities, in-

cluding the city of Framingham and the town of Ashland,

annually divert traffic so the salamanders can get to their

breeding pools without getting squished by passing cars,

few have embraced the six inch amphibians with the en

thusiasm of Amherst.

Last year, more than 200 volunteer salamander herders

about equal the number of salamanders turned out for

the soggy march that marks the first rainy spring night

when temperatures climb over 40 degrees.

The town has even installed special salamander scale

tunnels, based on similar culverts used in Britain for

migrating toads, under the road in hopes of easing their

perilous passage. And road crews erect special

"Salamander Crossing" signs designed by schoolchildren

"It's great. It's nature at its best," said Stanley Ziomek.
town public works superintendent, who admits to having
a .sofl spot for the navy blue amphibians with the yellow

polka dots.

He said that in anticipation ofan early thaw, volunteer

work crews, arranged by Robert Winston, an amateur
naturali-st, who has been helping the salamanders across

the road for more than 12 years, were preparing to clear

winter debris from the tunnels. Typically, the
salamanders ease out of their winter burrows between
mid March and mid-April.

Winston said most of the salamanders used the tunnels

after special mesh fences were installed to guide them to

the openings last spring, and biologists are anxious to see

how they will react this year. The tunnels are 18 inches

wide, six inches high and topped with grates.

The .state is al.so stepping up efforts to protect the

.salamander breeding grounds with a .special certification

pn^am that would make at least some of the vernal pools

eligible for protection from development under the state's

wetland.s protection laws, according to Peter Mireck ofthe

state Division of Fisheries and Wildlife.

The pools, which are filled only during the wet seasons,

are critical to many species, including salamanders and
.spring peepers, which need a breeding place where their

eggs won't be eaten by fish. Mireck said

By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

Counseling services at the

Everywoman's Center, officially ter

minated in September and dormant since

last spring, may be reinstated in the next

month, the EWC director said ye.sterday.

Carol Wallace said the EWC has com-

pleted its search for a coordinator of the

Counseling Program, and will formally of

fer the position to their first choice within

the next few days.

The new coordinator would lead a prac-

ticum program, staffed by two or more

counseling interns, she said. The interns

are usually graduate students working

toward a masters degree in social work,

she said.

The counseling is scheduled to focus on

women's issues from a feminist perspec

tive, and would include but not be limited

to dealing with eating disorders, relation-

ships, selfesteem, and lesbian issues,

Wallace said.

"TTiis is a critical position and we're look-

ing forward to being able to reinstate these

services for women." she said.

When the full-time permanent position

is filled, the EWC will be operating at full

staff and coun.seling services will be com-
pletely restored, she .said. The EWC has not

operated at full .staff since Wallace began
working at the center in June. 1987. she

said.

Wallace said she was notified yesterday
morning that the Office of Student Affairs

and the Affirmative Action Office approv-

ed the EWC's choice of a new coordinator.

The actual hiring awaits only formal accep-

tance by the applicant, she said.

Wallace said the person chosen to fill the

vacant coordinator's position is not a

University of Massachusetts employee.

She would not name the new counselor

until that person is first notified of the

University's decision to hire her. Wallace

said she expects the applicant to accept the

counseling position.

Student reports damage to vehicle
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

A student reported $200 in damages done

to his car which was parked in the Cam-

pus Center garage Tuesday, police said.

In other police reports:

• A student reported $100 in paint

damage to her vehicle parked in Lot 44

Monday, police said.

• A student reported his car received $150

in damage while it was parked in Lot 50

Tuesday, police said.

• Police said they were summoned to

Franklin Dining Commons Tuesday to con-

front an individual who was being abusive

to the cafeteria staff and was not on the

meal plan.

• Police said they responded to a possible

disturbance or injury at a rally being held

on the Student Union steps Tuesday. No
injury was recorded on the police blotter,

police said.

• A student was allegedly assaulted by

another student on the 13th floor of John

Quincy Adams Residence Hall Tuesday.

Police said they obtained a description of

the assailant and the victim was treated

at the University Infirmary.

UMass loses advocate
upon retirement this spring

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will

be losing one of the .school's greatest ad-

vocates this spring, when veteran ad-

ministrator and teacher Gerry Grady
retires.

Grady, 67, coordinator of community
and alumni relations, has been with

UMass for 30 years and has been a

leader in the fight for the continued ex-

pansion of facilities and greater

academic qualitv since his arrival in

1959.

Grady's first major contribution to

UMass came in the early 1960s when
the University had only 6,000 students

and was classified as a state agency con-

trolled from Bo.ston. he said.

At that time there was a need for more
colleges and universities in

Massachusetts so Grady helped form a

political lobbying group that petitioned

the statehouse to free UMass from direct

state control. Grady said.

The group succeeded in its efforts and
UMa.ss began to expand. The student

population was allowed to grow by 1,500

a year, a building authority was set up
to fund construction of dining commons,
new residential areas such as
Southwest, the stadium and other

buildings as the control of UMass fell to

Whitmore, he said.

"To help to make that possible was a

challenge," he said. "What happened at

UMass was a significant achievement
and it was a lot of fun being caught up
in that growth. (There) was the sense

that we were doing things the right way,

with class."

Grady has held many jobs in his time

at the University, ranging from
business manager in the early '70s. to

teacher, through his present position

which has given him the opportunity to

bring the University and the town closer

together, he .said.

"I've worked hard on getting good
relations between the town and the

University," he said. "You have to

develop good will and contacts (with the

town) so when an issue develops you
have the right tools to solve it."

Grady has long been involved with the

town working on such community pro-

jects as the Lighting of the Merry Maple

continued on page 6

Gerry Grady.
Collefian photo by Chris Hoaford
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Serviceprovides reliable child care
Bv JOHN STEVEN MARPLE
Collegian Staff

Each day, two Uical wunu'n are making sure children
— from new boms to 12 year olds — have a safe place to

stay while their parents are working.
Agnes Delgato and Carol Lee. directors ol Wi >ttin Mass

Child Care in Holyoke, started this service for parents in

F"ebruary, 1988. Since the progiam started, they have
placed 108 children in homes in Holyoke, Chicopee, and
Springfield.

"We're both single parents," Delgato said. 1 was once

a day care provider, but I had a lot of people waiting to

get their kids into my house. I wanted to expand it and
turn It into a bigger service for families

"

Parents bring their children to the child care center and
I.ee and Delgato locate a home w here the child can stay

while the parent is working, looking for work, or atten

ding school. If a parent does not meet one of these criteria,

their child is not eligible for the progi-am, Delgato .said

Each home can take as many as six children at a time,

Delgato said, adding that the caretakers are volunteers.

Lee said 75 percent of the children come from U>w

income families. The progi-am accepts child care vouchers,

and the flat fee is $23 a day regardless of how many
children a parent may bring in, she said.

"A large percentage of teenagers who have had babies

are applying for child care." Delgato said. "The kids need

to return to school within six weeks for welfare to pro

vide child care. A lot of companies are the same way."

Because of this time limit, parents need to quickly find

a safe place for their children, she .said.

Delgato said their service helps parents as well as

children Wf u ant to be able to help mothers get off

welfare and get their independence by getting them back

to school or to work." she said.

"That".- s^lul^ the real aspect of our job is," Lee said

"Getting women to regain their independence
"

The center has been such a success that Delgato and

Lee want to expand, and are in the proces.x of trying to

get an infant house in Holyoke. The home would .service

only babies, from newborns to 6 months. The women have

sent out flyers and press releases asking for donations,

such as high chairs, cribs, baby frMwl. and car seats from

the community. However, Delgato said the response has

been almost nonexistent 'People always .say they want

to help, but no one is coming forth," she .said

In the fall, Delgato and Lee hope to open a day cai e pro

gram for sick children. "This would be a home a child

c«tuld go to if they were mildly ill and their parents had

to go to work, ' Delgato i;aid.

To make this project successful, the center would need

registered nurses to care for the children "Maybe a retired

nurse would open her home to take in -i>mv kids one da>

a week." she .said

LSC looks to administration for help
By TOM ClAMPI
Collegian Correspondent

Efforts to re^in some litigation power for the Legal Ser

vices Center were renewed last week when a letter was
sent to Chancellor Joseph Duffey from two campu.s

organizations, requesting .student administration dialogue

concerning students' legal needs.

Joanne Mei, a member of the Legal Services Center

governing board, .said the letter, co-drafted by the

Graduate Student Senate, asks for informal meetings with

the chancellor and other members of the administration.

The intent of the meetings, she said, is to find out if the

chancellor is willing to support student groups in their

effort to persuade the Board of Trustees into granting

some litigation power to the LSC
Duffey said in a telephone interview recently that he

would agree to the dialogue. "I do plan to respond affir

matively and begin the conversation." he said, adding that

he welcomed the chance to investigate the legal needs of

the students and to present realistic proposiils to the Board
of Trustees.

"We ought to start hxjking at what we could do together
to go to the trustees and say "this is reasonable."' he said

The trustees have the power to reject any proposal sug
gested by the admini.stration, Mei said. The trustees
rescinded the LSC's power to sue the University in 1986.
and rescinded all litigation power in 1987. The LSC cur
rently offers only legal advice and referrals to students.
Mei said that the LSC in its current capacity cannot

meet students' legal needs. She said that students can
not afford lawyers off-campus, and that many lawyers are
not willing to represent students, e.speciaily in tenant
di.sputes in which local lawyers have already sided with
landowners.

"It's a good time to work on student administration rela
tions." she said. "The administration wants a lot from
students now. They want us to be supportive of the cam
pus against budget cuts. Are they willing to trust us and
give us back a valuable service?"

Sea a major
influence in
Greek culture
By NANCY COHEN
Collegian Staff

and TERENCE EGAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Mediterranean and the Aegean seas were
supreme in determining much of Greece's culture, pro

fes.sor Speros V'ryonis in the Campus Center said last

Thursday
In the lectuie The Ciieeks and the Sea, N'ryoni.s

described the relationship between this ancient culture

and the sea around it as of "intimate relations — not

new, but rather a recent manifestation throughout the

history of the Greeks
.Nature, most importantly the .sea. influences every

.ispect of life within the Greek realm, politically,

economically and culturally, Vryonis said. The Greeks
"were a pt*ople originally landlocked, " he said. "(Theyl

adapted their bodies, souls and minds to the sea."

"By the eighth to sixth ceatury B C. there were over

120 Greek colonies stretching from Gibraltar tt>

.Mesopotamia," Vryonis said.

"The sea gave them (the Greeks) freedom of move
ment," he said, and gave them the means whereby they
"instituted the Hellenic way of life to the area."

Vryonis cited the importance of viewing the aea as
not just an economic influence, but also a literary one
as well. To emphasize this, Vryonis read from many
sources of literature, including poetry, fables and
mythology.

He .said that not only did the Greeks adapt to "domi
nion over travel on the sea," but under it as well, mak-
ing "the undersea world a part of their culture"
Therefore creating stems for the origins of Greek
mythology, he said.

The lecture was part of a series of events arranged
by the Hellenic Student Association. According to

Spilios Livanos, president of the HSA, both the lecture

and the turnout for the forum were above the group's
expectations.
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UPC PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

THAT
PETROL
EmOTION
& v(lI[E OIF THE BEEHlvE

FRID.AY
M.ARCH 31

8 00pm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS-AMHERST

$5 UMASS STUDENT
$7 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER I.D.

TICKETS ON SALE MARCH 7 AT TIX
UNLIMITED FOR THE RECORD-FACES,
AND MAIN ST. RECORDS

YOU COULD BE
AN INSTANT WINNER!

^
WIN

^

A
DIET COKE
T-SHIRT

Make a selection at any Coke Vendors

and you could beconte an Instant Winner!

^

^

1989 SPRING FLING

4- Redeem your

winning coupon at

University Store

Campus Center

FOCUS
Sounds of
student life

at UMass
Deaf, hard of hearing students
cope with academic obstacles
By JOHN SWANSON
Colleirian StafT

Knshman liberal arts major Rick

Humphreys has more to deal with than
grades. A deaf student, interpreters can
not give him much help beyond the

classroom.

"I think that other people have trou-

ble accepting me as a friend," he said,

"i try to get along with other hearing

people. I try to communicate with sign

(language), but they don't know what to

do. They back off."

Humphreys said he spends little of his

leisure time in his Dwight House room,
preferring the company of another deaf

student m Southwest.

"I try to interact with people on my
floor, with other people in my dorm, but

they're scared. You know, uncomfor-

table. I'm taking my time and letting

them be themselves," he said.

His roommate, Dan Anderson, said

communication between the two is rare-

ly a problem. "He's a really nice person,

so it i.sn't hard to live with him." he said.

"This is my first semester living with

him. and things have been fine so far."

Anderson said. "We haven't had any
fights yet, just the communication pro-

blem. And that's not really a problem,

just something you have to work
around. It takes a lot of patience — on

both sides."

Donna Demers, coordinator of Ser

vices for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing

at the University of Massachusetts, said

about 15 students on campus use ser

vices provided by her office. Sign

language and oral interpretation, as

well as tutoring and note taking, are the

most prominent of these services, she

said.

On the University's admissions ap-

plication, there is space for students to

identify themselves as deaf or hard of

hearing, but Demers said students on

campu.s do not -always choose to do so.

"It's 'not 'autboiatic." she said "It's

totally up' tq the "student. If they need
help, hbpefully they'll come to us."

Students with hearing disabilities

have a wfide '.variety of needs, she said,

adding that the University is required,

under Section 504 of the Ma^achusetts
General Law, to provide the services of-

fered by her office.

"The underlying significance of Sec-

tion 504 is that we have to stress diver-

sity," she said.

In addition to interpretational ser-

vices, the University provides much of

the hardware necessary for survival.

»%i>n fttlrrtnmn

Donna Demers, of Services for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, calls

a student with a teletype (TTY) machine.

tions, are needed all over campus, she

said.

"We really need to increase con-

sciousness and dollars dedicated to pro-

viding TTYs to important places on
campus," she said "The information

"Not SO many years ago - in my lifetime - people who
were deaf were often institutiorxilized mistakenly for be-

ir^ mentally retarded: Mf you can't understand me, if you
refuse to answer me. If you can't pass the test, you must

be retarded.'"

-Donna Demers

"Physical Plant is wonderful here in

terms of providing adaptations to rooms:

doorbell lights, visual smoke and fire

detectors," she said. Flashing lights that

indicate when the telephone is ringing

are helpful in ways that persons with

normal hearing take for granted, she

said.

"If you can't hear the phone ringing,

it can drive your roommates crazy, it

can drive your neighbors crazy, it can

drive yourselfcrazy ifyou're waiting for

an important phone call." she said.

Humphreys' residence hall room is

equipped with a Hashing fire alarm.

The University does not provide for all

the needs of deaf and hard of hearing

students, however. Closed-captioned

televisions and teletype (TTY)
machines, which are required by deaf

persons for normal telephone converse

desk (in the Campus Center] is working

on installing a TTY over there, but im-

agine all the hotel guests, all the peo-

ple visiting here for conferences in the

Campus Center."

"There's no way they [deaf and hard

of hearing persons] can have access to

a public telephone without a TTY," she

said. We need to do that. We're

technically inaccessible without those

things."

Thus, if deaf and hard of hearing

students want to use these devices, they

must pay for it themselves, she said.

"It's expensive to be disabled. It costs

a lot more. You have to pay more money
for long distance phone calls. I mean,

you sit there and type (on the TTY]. A
lot of people type a lot more slowly than

they can talk."

The Massachu.setts Rehabilitation

Rick Humphreys studies in his room.

Commission offers tuition support to

eligible students as well as as.sistance

to (^set the costs of necessary devices,

she .said.

Demers said these students have to

have extra motivation to take care of

their daily activities. As a deaf person,

she said, "not only do you go to class

with an interpreter, but you have to re-

ly on other people's notes because ob-

viously you can't look at the interpretn*,

look at the board and look at the notes

at the same time. That means a lot ex-

tra time finding someone who's a good
notetaker."

There is a feeling of camaraderie

among deaf students, Humphreys .said.

"We share the same problems and the

same language," he said. Demers said

the term "deaf refers to persons who
cannot hear at all while "hard of hear-

ing" implies some hearing ability.

"Hard of hearing " is preferred over

"hearing impaired" among people with

that problem because the latter phrase

stresses a deficiency, she said.

American sign language is the

primary language of most deaf persons,

Demers said. This language differs from

English, she said.

"They're two distinct languages, " she

said. "So to study, to read those fat tex-

tbooks, I mean, you may be studying in

a second language. It takes a lot more

time and people don't realize that not

all deaf people are really fluent in

English and not all deaf people read

lips."

Humphreys, who does read lips, said

one of the hardest aspects ofcommunica

tion is trying to understand people who
speak quickly. Interpreters only accom-

pany him to class, he said. Demers said

interpreters a.ssist deaf and hearing im-

paired people in a limited number of ac-

tivities and were not available until

recently.

"Not so many years ago — I mean in

my lifetime." she said, "people who were

deaf were often institutionalized

mistakenly for being mentally retarded:

'If you can't understand me, if you
refuse to answer me, if you can't pass

the test, you must be retarded." Boom,
you're placed in an in-stitution and in

the last five years, people are still be-

ing identified in institutions and being

pulled out."

Humphreys has spent most of his life

attending a deaf school. Two years ago,

he was transferred to Northampton
High School, or "mainstreamed." He
said the University offers much more
assistance to him.

Demers said people in the entire

University community need to help

fight the uphill battle being fought by

the deaf community.
"There's a lot there that we often take

for granted and we don't think about."

she said. "I think the deaf and hard of

hearing students here really are

outstanding."
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ceremony held every December on the Amherst
town common.
During the last two years of the ceremony, in which a

large Maple tree is drapped in white lights, Grady said

he "was Santa Claus, dressed in a suit my children gave
me."
Although working with the tow n is important, Grady's

greatest joy comes from his involvement with students,

he said.

An avid fan of the football team and marching band,

he has helped fund raise for football and has been work-
ing for years to get the band greater recognition, he said.

Also Grady created a group called Students Advocating
Financial Aid which travels to Washington every year to

lobby Congress for increased financial aid.

Grady gets involved because he believes m experienc

ing all facets of college life, and his work with student.s

has allowed him to instill this belief in others, he said.

"As a student, lead a full life," he said. "There's fan-

tastic oppoitunities on this campus that you'll never have
again in your life. If you spend too much time eating and
drinking and fooling around, things that can be done
anywhere" an important part of your education will be

wasted.

Grady suggested getting involved in campus groups or

organizing dorm parties as a good way to meet people and
to feel like a part of the UMass community.

An active member of the Amherst community Grady
said he has no plans to be idle in retirement and will con-

tinue to work closely with the football ti-am, marching,'

band, and the town

LBGA Forum
Rap group

The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Counseling Collective is

sponsoring an informal discussion today at 8 p.m. m
413 Student Union.

Counseling
The LBG Counseling Collective provides free, confiden

tial peer counseling during the following ofTice hours

in SU Room 406G: Monday, Wednesday, and Thurs

day from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Tuesday from 11 a.m. to

4 p.m.. and Friday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Forum
t)n Thursday ai 7:3U p in in the basement of the

Unitarian Society building m Northampton, the Valley

Gay Alliance will sponsor a forum focusing on current

events facing the gay and lesbian community in

Western Massachusetts

RESARTS' APRIL FOOLS

\A/HAMMY
» CATCH

FLIMP002Y
j^*

•OrLe./-

^^, LOV€ TRACTOR
TOO MUCH JOY

Pat: ^
cafel JAZZ

POETRY

and.

THE MALARIANS

ADMISSION

HAMPDEN THEATRE. UMASS

L

S5 STU[^I\ITS/S ^ GENERAL PUBLIC

KNOCKOUT BOXERS

191 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst • 253-2013

Open: Mon - Sat 10-6
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Student affairs Information Services

IDB/TIPSi

^^ -11

Call 545-1540 for TIPS about your
room and board. Ask for

these tapes by number:

2155 Family Housing

2174 Finding an Apartment

1558 Greek System

2489 Housing Regulations

2460 Meal Plan Options and Exemptions

2458 Off-Campus Housing

2160 Prince House
7000 Residence Halls Closing for the Holidays]

2170 Residence Hall Renovations

2172 Room Choosing

2462 Snack Bars/Munchy Stores/ Bakery

IDB/TIPS is open Monday - Friday,8:30am- 5pm (walk - in and

phone - in) and 5-9pm (phone - in only)

By telephone only on Saturday and Sunday, 10am- 3 pm

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

tv c»^»» fi,c<r»C

Double
Reverse
Weave

Sweatshirt
with Poclcets

Photo by
Buck Stewart

^UNIVERSITY Lo.=.t.-. .K

Open M-F 9-5
Sat 10-3

ASTS&LIVINS
Steve Laey's sax a high note in jazz innovation
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

Steve Lacy is the most important soprano saxophonist
in jazz today. He inherits that distinction from the first

two ackowiedged soprano masters, Sidney Bechet and
John Coltrane. He stands above better-known-latter-day

sopranoists such as Wayne Shorter and Branford Marsaiis
for his individuality, artistic integrity and adven
turousness. Uniquely, L.acy has devoted his entire career

to an instrument that is usually considered "secondary."
All of this makes it very much worth seeing him with his

working quintet at the Iron Horse in Northampton next

Monday night

X-

Valley

Jazz
Lacy started out as a Dixieland style player, in the man-

ner of Bechet, but in the 1950'h, he became the first

Cajun style

at Eastside
By TRACEY CEURVELS
Collegian Correspondent

Eaattide Grille

Northampton
(Raw bar with
accessible)

full liquor license, wheelchair

The Eastatde Grille, located in downtown Northampton,

ofTers great food, a warm and comfortable atmosphere and

friendly, attentive service. The restaurant doesn't take

reservations, so you may want to get there early as the

wait for a table can be anywhere from a few minutes to

an hour and a half

Dining Out

Formerly an old town tavern, the Eastside Grille open-

ed just three years ago. Its renovation and expansion has

created a very clean, comfortable restaurant, while still

maintaining much of the detail and special feeling of its

former self. The restaurant has three main areas: the bar,

which is located in the center, and two separate dining

areas, situated on either side of the bar.

The room to the lefl of the bar is spacious yet cozy, and

has a finished, classic look. The room in which the bar

is located was built in the 1920's, its original decor sets

the feeling for the entire restaurant. The second dining

room is an extension from the recent renovations. It has

a contemporary feel with white walls and spacious hunter

green booths. The brass fixtures and natural wood detail

give this room a special softness that complements its

modern style.

Waiting for a table, we enjoyed shrimp cocktail and

drinks at the bar. The bar offers draft beer, wine by the

glass or bottle, and any liquor drink you may want.

Shrimp cocktail and little necks are priced at 75 cents each

or six for $4.25. Oysters are 85 cents each and six for $4.95.

Once seated, the menu is very inviting. It includes beef,

seafood and poultry, all prepared in a variety of styles.

Many of the dishes are prepared Cajun style, a very spicy,

southern cooking style whose origins are traced to Loui-

siana. Food, however, may be ordered as spicy as specified

by the customer.

Prices for dinner entrees range from $4.25 for a sirloin

burger to $13.95 for grilled salmon steak. One of the main

dishes included on the menu is the chicken ettoufee, which

is pieces of chicken smothered in a tangy brown, spicy Ca

jun sauce. This dish was very tasty and can also be ordered

with shrimp. A large and lean portion of delmonico steak

is offered at $11.95. Steaks are served with a choice of

gorgonzola sauce, horseradish or bernaise sauce. The

barbecue shrimp is also excellent, it is cooked in the same

Cajun style and is very tasty. Shrimp is offered in many

styles. The shrimp in dijon mustard sauce, for $9.95, is

highly recommended.

Most of the dinner entrees are served with rice and the

vegetable of the day. A salad and fresh bread are also in-

cluded. Desserts, which include lemon meringue pie,

chocolate mousse, cake and an outrageous mud pie. are

simple, but big.

The Eastside Grille is a sure choice for an excellent

meal, whether for lunch, a quick dinner before a movie

or a full course meal. Located at 19 Strong Avenue in Nor-

thampton, the Eastside Grille is open daily for lunch from

11:30 to 3:00, and for dinner Sunday to Thursday, 5:00

to 10:00 p.m. and Friday and Saturday. 5:00 to 11:00.

sopranoist to play in the more modern style. In fact, he

claims to have inspired Coltrane to pick up the small horn.

Lacy was influenced towards more "free" playing by piano

iconoclast Cecil Taylor, with whom he worked in the

mid-1950s. Taylor recommended that he listen to

Thelonious Monk, and Lacy became fascinated: he devoted

the next several years almost exclusively to playing

Monk's compositions, and convinced Monk to hire him
during the summer of 1960.

After his tenure with Monk, Lacy found (as did many
other like-minded musicians) that work in the US was
scarce, so he left for Europe, where he has lived to this

day; he makes his home in Paris. As usual with such ex-

patriate musicians, Europe's gain is our loss: he has

become one of the most important jazz artists over there,

but his recorded output in the States has been meager.

Until recently, in fact, he has had only one domestic

release in 25 years.

Luckily, American jazz fans are now more able to

discover his excellent music. Since 1987. several Lacy

albums have been released in the US. mostly on Euro-

pean labels imported by Polygram (Soul Note, Sound
Aspects) but ulst) on the domestic RCANovus label. Two
of these are intimate duet settings fw soprano sax aiui

piano (Mai Waldron and Gil Evans), while the others

feature various permutations of his working group. Fan-

tasy has also been re-issuing some of his early albums as

part of their Original Jazz Classics series. He has been

performing in the States regularly during the past few

years.

Lacy should be counted among the most adventurous

musicians in jazz, but one never sees him on the "short

list" along with Taylor. Coltrane, Ornette Coleman, etc.

There are several reasons for this, none of them very con-

vincing: first, of course, he has been out of the country

for so long. Second, his approach to innovation is more
subtle and less controversial than those of the musicians

named above. Third, some find his obvious intellectualism

off-putting - he has written vocal works based on Melville

and Lao-Tze. and has cited abstract visual artists such as

painter Paul Klee and sculptor Alberto (jiacometti as

influences.

Despite his eclecticism, Laey's consistency over the more
than itnv hundred albums he has recorded is quite high

The common threads are Laey's pure, vibratoless tone <»n

soprano sax, his perfectionist approach to in\provisation

and the amazing, telepathic cohesiveness of his working
group. StH* him at the Iron Horse Monday night, and en-

joy an overlooked innovator in jazz. After you've heard
Steve Lacy, you'll recognize his sound instantly whenever
you hear him again. And you'll definitely want to.

J

Pholo rourtray of <'onr«Tt»d Kffori*

BROTHER OF THE BLUES-Matt 'Guitar' Murphy plays the Universal Joint, downstairs

at Pearl Street this Friday night. Murphy has performed with the likes of Muddy Waters,

Willie Dixon and Sonny Boy Williamson, in addition to his well known Blues Brothers work.

Purgatory, a cue for laughs
By KARI J. BODNARCHUK
Collegian Correspondent

Maid of Athens/Two Guys Named Jon
Emily Dickinson Hall, Hampshire College

All forty-one seats were filled in Emily Dickinson Hall's

Studio Theater at Hampshire College on March 9, 10 and

11, for the production of Just A Few Moments In

Purgatory, Then I'll Be Moving On To Hell. The two com-

edies shown were The Maid of Athens, written and

directed by Division III student Jennifer McMaster, and

Two Guys Named Jon, created by UMass student Jon Du
quette and Division III student Jon Garber.

Theater

The Maid of Athens starring Christa Crewdson as Sara

and Valerie Solof as Camille, concerns the relationship

that develops when Sara, an artist who has isolated

herself both emotionally and physically, is suddenly

visited by a flamboyant muse, Camille. Though the ac-

ting was good, the storyline of this play was very vague

and abstract. Valerie Solof did a great job and her superior

performance kept the play alive, when it would have

otherwise failed.

This comedy did have a few humorous moments, but it

didn t Bring lears of laughter to my eyes as did Two Guys
Named Jon. Of this second piece it will suffice to say that

"Theater is hell and television is hell, but along the way
this two man finds the humor in it all." The two Jons'

exceptional acting and Quick wit provided for a successful,

fast-paced play.

The piece opens with an audition and Duquette's various

interpretations of Shakespeare's "the world is one big

stage" kept the audience laughing throughout. Jon's

'Dustin Hoffian," "Katherine Hepburnian" and "William

Shatnerian" impersonations were fabulous.

Duquette is .sent to hell for bad acting, removing a tag

from a mattress and other obscure reasons. Th^two Jons

go on to reinact a scene from Romeo and Juliet until in-

terrupted by Rosalie Garber, Jon's mom, who wants to

"see some hell." And Hell is what she gets. With the hell

lighting on, and with devil's horns on his forehead, Jon

garber hosts the game show "Hotter than Hell" a take-

off of Jeopardy. This is a clever scene in which Duquette

stands behind a prop which makes him look as if he's in

a pan on the stove. When he answers incorrectly or fails

to answer in the form of a hyperbole, Jon is fried.

Duquette and garber's creative interpretations of acting,

theater and television are summed up at the end of the

play in their talk show at "Satan's Hideaway." In John

Davidson style they end by singing a host of songs in-

cluding "Celebration," "New York, New York," and the

Love Boat theme song.
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Liasons is a Close shave for Malcovitch
Bv RAYMOND MARTIN
(.'ollt'gian (.'orieftpondent

Dangerous Liaisonn

Mt. Farms Theaters

As everyone probably knows by now.

Rainman is almost a show in to win best

picture. I've seen all oi" the movies

nomuiated, and in my opinion. Steven

Frears' Dan^t'nnts Ltaisons should be

the winner It's brilliant I can't

remember the last time I've seen a

movie that was so uniformly well made

Film Review

John Malkovich 'The Killing' Fields'

stars with Glenn Close "Fatal Attrac-

tion* in a lusty, clever movie about

>eduction and deceit in pre

revolutionary France. Close plays the

Marquise de Merteuil. whose- one t,'oal

in lite is to "dominate the male species,

and avenge her own." To this end. she

has entjaged and cimtinues to engage in

numerous all'airs with any man she

ch(K)ses. She reastms that iht- main
satisfaction a man gleans from such af

fairs is in bra^tJing about it later.

Through a mixture of blackmail and m
genious planning, she makes it so they

can't tell.

However, m one of her past atfairs, her

lover ran off with the lover of another

practitioner of deceit, the Viscount de

V'almont She invites the Viscount to

her chalet where they plan to take

revenge on her ex lover

He has plans to marr>- Madame de

Tourvelle (marvelously played by

Michelle PfeifTeri; a chaste young

woman who has lived all her life in a

monaster^' and who praises virtue abcne

all else. He is also semi-obsessed with

virtue The Viscount is not To say he

gets around is an understatement He

has alTairs almost constantly ami agit>t's

to disgrace Madame de Tourvelle in ex-

change for one night of passion with the

Marquise de Marteuil

Kven if this doesn't win Best Picture,

It will ceitainly win Best Costumes The
corsets and powdered wigs along with

the apparent ease of the actors in wear-

ing them make one In'lieve he's really

seeing a portum of 18th century life: and

the lives these character- lead ii f \ 1 1 v

interesting

The movie's dialogue is wittjf and vi r\

clever Many of the conversations Close

and Malkovich have are .so sharp that,

after the movie, I felt like Fd been

freshly shaved Sexual innuendo is us

ed frequently such as when the Mar
qui.se siiys to the Viscount, "Perhaps we
need t«j do .something to .stiJfen his

resolve . among other things." There
are more twists m the movie than in a

coiled rattlesnake and twice the

venom

THIS WEEK'S ENTERTAINMENT:

Wednesday—Reggae Sight
Sew Horizons

Thursday—Little Frankie and
the Premieres

Friday—March 17. St Patrick's Day
Party with Joe Keenan

Saturday—Perry Howorth Blues Band

TRY OUR
DELICOUS FULL MENU

Celebrate the wearin' of the green
with the savings of the $Qreen$

at Scott's Liquors.

Guiness Gold Lager
6 pack bottles

$4.99 sale price

2.00 mail-in rebate

Baileys Irish

Cream 750 ml

$13.99

Heineken
12 pack cans

$7.99 + dep.

Absolut Vodka
1.75 liter

$18.99

$2a99finai cost

Jamesons Irish

Whiskey 750 ml

$10.99 sale price

3.00 mail-in rebate

$#99 final cost

Coors Light

& Extra Gold

Suitcase Cans

$10.99 + dep.

:Ms
II HiTWHi WAU.
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132 B«lcKertown Road
Route 9 Amherst

Open Mon-Fri 8-?

Sat & Sun 9-6

Stop on your way

to AmKerst!

FresK Coffee

Muffins

Sandwiches

organic Produce

Deli and Bakery

irocery

Greenhouse Cafe Area

Make healthy

Misit Map
eating a

lewooc

hah It.

LOCATED ON THE BELCHERTOWN ROAD
BUS LINE. COLONIAL VILLAGE STOP.

If you re one of the tfiousands of students who vnll be studnng tor the ISAT this June.
V ' )u 1. ou!g be preparing for an oxam 'hat s already outdated

V\"h:.e other prep course:> are still reaching the old test. Sunlcy H Kapbn has .;.: -i^

.

designed a whole new course so you'll breere through the new LSAt revised logic and reading

sections

Wha: hasn t changed ^ .lur tormula tor ^ulll-,^ ^inail cia»c-5. e.xpei t instruction, a

distinguiined research faculrs; 135 Centers nationwide and our 50 years oi experience So call

us t(xia\- We re ready to prepare you for the new [SAl

SSTANLEY H. KAPLAN& Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances

CLASSES BEGIN: MARCH 28th & APRIL 20 th

358 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst 549-5780
tor other loeaiions call S(X)-KAP-TEST
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EKTORIAL/OPINION
Miteluicdi

.i.iLi.i.i.iJi»aijiiHiB«naHi!aa writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the vie m^m"*""—""

Stop negative Asian stereotypes
As coneerned members of the Five Col-

lege South Asian eommunity, we are shock-

ed and an^jered by the emerfjence of raeist

slander directed at us. We refer to a parody
of an advertisement published by The
MinuU'man on page 6 of its March 20. 1989
edition.

The "advertisement" was an attack

directed at Anuj Bhogilal, an Indian stu-

dent who holds a position with the Third
World Caucus. The publishers of this

magazine, in an effort to attack Bhogilal's

views on SGA internal affairs, used
deliberate racist imagery to caricature

South Asians. It depicted Bhogilal as an
emaciated South Asian holding a begging
bowl, and paternally described him as a
starving, helpless child. The advertisement
carried a disclaimer in small print clarify-

ing that it was a "parody."

Small print disclaimers can never legal-

ly justify racist slander and defamation.

There are hundreds of Bangladeshi, In-

dian, Nepali, Pakistani and Sn Lankan
students at the Five College campuses. We
are not children with begging bowls and
have sufficient intelligence to recognize

racist stereotyping when we see it.

We urge The Minuteman to settle its

political differences with members of our

community in the appropriate forums and
to refrain from attempts to denigrate us.

Unfortunately, The Minuteman is only a
symptom of a deep rooted disease. We also

express concern over the rising tide of ant i-

Islamic caricaturing in the Collegian's bias-

ed and distorted coverage of the Salmon
Rushdie affair.

We have good reason to doubt whether
the Collegian truly cares about South
Asian expatriate writers or the problems
with which they grapple. Perhaps the self-

righteous indignation evidenced by the Col-

legian in its sudden spate of over a dozen
articles, editorials and cartoons on the

issues, reflects not legitimate concern over

a death threat, but an opportunity to depict

Islamic people as violent and irrational.

We appeal to all concerned South Asians
(students, faculty, and community) and
supporters to attend a meeting on Wednes-
day, March 29 at 7pm in the Campus
Center to decide on an appropriate
response to these attacks.

Speak out now before this cancer spreads.

Robin Varghese
Yogesh Chandrani

(Ed. note — six other students signed
this letter.)

Forms of racism overlooked
I appreciated K. Andrew Mitchell's

column on racism ("Public Safety leaves

Black students open to harm." March
13>. However, by comparing his racist

attackers to "a tribe of spear-wielding

Indians" he is perpetuating a racist

stt-rotype of Native American's 1 am

sure that Mitchell meant no harm. The
stereotyping of Native Americans is so

inj^rained in our culture that many of

us don't see it for what it is. I think that

it is the most overlooked form of racism

Geoffrey Feldman
Amherst

The Collegian Avcepts letters and columns from the Umass i-ommuntty and Fne-College

Area. ALL submissions MUSTBE TYPED. Handwritten letters will not he printed!'! The

(lufhor's address and phone number should be included.

Submissions automatically become property of the Collegian and are thus subject to

editing for grammar, clarity and space. Send or bring submissions to 1 13 Campus Center.

I ',V/</.S.S

If you have any questions, or commenls. drop by or call us at 545-3500. Ask for Pam,

Meredith, or Janine.

Visit filled with surprises
In dread. I waited for Saturday night to

arrive. I would have to spend the best par-

ty night of the week alone with my grand
mother at her home in Maiden. Oh swell,

I thought, another evening of boring con-

versation and humdrum television pro-

grams while Lance and Adam, my buddies,

were out having a good time. I tried to talk

to my parents about visiting Grandma
some other time, but they insisted it had
been long enough since I last visited her.

So. I gave up my protest and decided to live

with the fact that I had to go. What I dread-

ed most about visiting Grandma was the
sloppy kisses she plants all over my face

and those bone-crushing hugs that always
acconipanv ht-r >rit'«'tint,'.s.

Scott Green

All too soon, SaturdajT night arrived I

pulled up in front of Grandma's apartment,
took a deep breath and got out. I knocked
on her window ^ike I always did and
waited and waited and waited. Click

dick Grandma was unlocking the bolt on
the opposite side of the door. I braced
myself for what was about to happen. In an
instant, the door swung open to reveal an
all-familiar grin. (Here comes the nut
cracker, I thought.)

'Hello darling!'

'Umf* (There goes the nut.) This was all

I managed to say as she gave me her
"superhug*.

"Come on in." she cried cheerfully.

Well, I thought, the worst is over.

Grandma and I sat down and had dinner
whilst carrying on some conversation. She
asked me the usual barrage of questions,

sometimes two or three times each: "How-

do I feel? How is Traci, (my girlfriend)?

When are we getting married? How is

school? How do I feel? Is my mother still

working? How do I feel?*

'I feel fine Grandma!"
'Your spine? Oh my goodness! What is

the matter with your spine, dear?" If this

is what old age does to you, I thought, I

never want to grow old.

Afler dinner, she brought out fudge

brownies and put some water in the kettle

tor her alter-dinner tea. As she sat back

down at the table, she sandwiched my face

between her wrinkled hands.
"Eat, you are too skinny my darling, eat

"

Feeling uneasy about this topic, 1

redirected the conversation. "Grandma,' I

asked, "tell me about the war "

She ran her hand through her thick grey
hair and seemed to travel to another world
as her eyes filled with the pain of years
past.

"I remember. Our family was very poor,

but happy. I must have been about twelve
years old when Germany started gaining
power and becoming a threat to little

Poland. My father knew of Hitler and
foresaw what would become of the Polish

Jews if Hitler decided to invade Poland. So,

my father, your great-grandfather, tried to

arrange for my younger sister and I to

escape to America to live with his brother.

I got permission to go in time enough, but

my sister wasn't so lucky. She was such a

beautiful girl. After I left, the Nazis came
and took both my parents and my sister

away. I never heard from them again. I still

miss them so much."
Grandma stopped talking and stared

blindly at the window. She slumped in her
chair as the weight of her sadness grew
heavy upon her shoulders. I was beginning
to feel uneasy. The teapot's whistle made
her jump a bit, bringing her out of her
trance. She stood up, poured us some tea

and returned with a sweet smile.

After watching the news and finishing

our tea, I announced that it was time to

return home. She thanked me for coming
over, and I thanked her as well. Wishing
me a safe trip home, she embraced me with

her usual vigor; however, I didn't feel un-

comfortable this time. We said our good-

byes, and 1 walked to the car. She was wav-
ing to me from the doorway. As 1 started

for home, I glanced back to find her still

waving. I couldn't help but think that as
.she was waving to me, she was reaching
deep inside herself, dusting off those

disheartening memories of long ago.

While driving home, a feeling of satisfac-

tion engulfed me. I caught myself smiling,

and it was then that I knew I was glad I

had visited Grandma this evening.

Scf)tt Green ts a Collegian columnist

A dispatch from Cutback City
Now, more than ever, students will have

to make themselves heard loud and clear.

On Friday, our state representatives add-

vd insult to injury. Not only have the gover

nor and the state house short changed the

people of this state with the upcoming
budget, but they did not even accept the so-

called Rosenberg amendment which would
have added a much needed $20 million to

public higher education.

Maybe we were not loud enough at the

state house last Tuesday. Maybe they just

don't take us seriously. Or maybe they

don't even understand what the hell is go-

ing on here. . .

Whatever we so at this point, the battle

for the future of our university is going to

be an uphill one. We'll have to use every

means at our disposal to make our voices

heard. Students for A Democratic Univer-

sity are offering you a direct way to do so.

First and foremost, you can join Cutback
City by building your own .shack or simp-

ly spending the night in one that's already

there. The campus is big, there's room for

everyone. When the campus is filled with

shacks and shack dwellers, maybe folks our

there will take notice.

Cutback City is also sponsoring a petition

drive to invite state representatives to

come and spend the night with us. This

would be the perfect opportunity to give

these people an "insider's tour" of the cam-

pus. Stop by and sign it. Meanwhile, we are

sponsoring a teach in on the cutbacks on
the state higher education on Tue.sday at

6:30pm at the Cape Cod Lounge.

Come and join in, .study and resist. . .

Dave Litman
Craig Vater

Students for a Democratic University

The 21st year: It can only go downhill from here
The world was different when 1 woke up this morning.

The sun seemed to shine brighter through the Venetian

blinds in my bedroom. It was probably just my imagina-

tion, or maybe my new perspective on life. I felt as if I

had just emerged from a cocoon. Or like Tom Hanks, in

the movie "Big," who went to bed a boy and woke up in

the morning and stared into his minor to find a grown

adult. Yeh, I could relate to that.

Why? I turned 21 today.

"It's just a birthday." I thought. Why should the fact

that I'm a year older make me a different breed of species

than I was before? What is it about this magical check-

point in life that everyone talks so wildly about?

I've been through these stages of life before. I started

checking my head for grey hairs the minute I turned 10.

"Wow. I've been on this planet for an entire decade."

Eventually, I grew accustomed to being too old to play

in a backyard sandbox or roam around on the front lawn

with Matchbox cars and Tonka trucks. I'd have to revise

my thinking, reach for loftier goals.

Thirteen was next in line. That word "teenager" seems

to hold a certain power to it that starts to break down the

child image. It's a person's first step toward becoming a

responsible person. While 13 is supposed to be an unlucky

number, it seemed like such a great number at that time.

And down the line it went. Sweet 16 was nice, getting

a driver's permit, being allowed out on weekends and
such, and 18 marked a dramatic breaking point, the end
of high school and the start of the ""adult" life, be it col-

lege or the working world

Jim Clark

But 21? Incredible. This is the ultimate goal.

Each of those previous birthdays brought with them
their own characteristics which made them special. But
this one is the biggie. No longer will downtown Amherst
mean just Bart's Ice Cream, or AlBum's. Now I have the

expressed written consent of some higher being to explore

those infamous "sin bins," the bars and clubs, which have
become an almost prerequisite part of the college

experience.

My driver s license takes on a new look, as well. Not
only is there a glowing aura to it that I've never noticed

before, but even the mandatory ugly picture looks better.

This is the ticket to adventure everyone craves.

But what's next? Before now, there always seemed to

be something else. X new height at which I could aim,
enough to take the staleness out of life.

But this is it. Twenty-one seems to be the limit, the

cutoff point where no more privileges can be doled out.

The rest of the road seems destined to be the dreaded
course our elders speak of. With college graduation just

around the corner, I will be resigned to struggle in the

working world for the majority ofmy remaining existence.

Time will continue to roll on. Responsibility will be heaped
on me. I will never get any younger.

Maybe this is the beginning of the end. Maybe I'm bet-

ter off staying young and free to play with Tonka trucks
on my front lawn again . . .

NAAAAAH!
Jim Clark is a Collegian columnist
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Durfee Conservatory
continued from page 1

terrariums are st>me of the items that have been created

during therapy

"Our people get a great sense of accomplishment when
they make st)mething, bring it home and perhaps give it

as a gift, " Tristan said. "It creates a basis for further

achievements
'"

Echoing with calls of doves
and parakeets, the room boasts

of a 40-foot pool stocked with

colorful fish, lushly overgrown
plants and an iguana.

Some clients get vocational training at the conservatwy.

Tristan leaches them the importance of maintaining a

schedule, interacting with others, and performing lalwr

that can be done elsewhere Alumni of the horticultural

training program now work at area businesses such as

Louis' FiKxls and Stop and Shop
Tristan's work with refugees began in 1984, when he

acctp ' '••rrals uho were having difficulty ac^usting

to Ai 1 culture and New England winters.

When people from Southeast Asia first come in here,"

he said, "you can literally see the relief in their faces. The
tropical environment m the greenhimses has a strong

physical presence, and it's very familiar to them
"

"It's also a non threatening environment." Tristan said

"Their culture teaches them not to talk ahnit their pro
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blems, so other kinds of Western-style therapy are too im
gi'essive.

"

"My approach is to let them hang out here and relax.

When they're ready to talk I'm here to listen."

The Jungle Room is the favorite of clients and visitors

alike. Echoing with the calls of doves and parakeets, the

room boasts of a 40-foot pool stocked with colorful fish,

lushly overgrown plants and an iguana.
"People always ask for a monkey." Tristan said. "1 gue.-^.s

if someone donates one, then we'll have one. We get all

the animals through donation because I have no budget
to speak of to run this place"
Tristan said he relies heavily on donations and barter-

ing to maintain and improve the greenhouses. He .said he
aLso tries to keep the conservatory's environment as .safe

and natural as po.ssible

"I u.se a minimum of pesticides in here," he .said. "I try

to show that you don't need all that crap on plants."

There are various cash crop specimens gi-own at Durfee,

including pineapples, papayas, and "wonder lemons"
which gn>w to the size of softballs. Tristan said most of

the tVuit is fed to the iguana, but admits that he and hi-

assistants sometimes eat the papayas.

Pointing to a plant that appeared to l>e covered with red

rice, Tri.stan said, "I save the.se for the wise guys. They're
firecracker peppers, the hottest m the world Some guys
c.ime in here drunk one time. I dared the biggest and
loude.st one to bite into one of these teeny things. All of

a sudden he had to leave, probably to get more beer to

put the fii

Tristan ;>aiu hf rewards more .sedate \isitors with the

scents ofjasmine and orchids. He plans to continue to ex

p.ind the collection of plants and animal-
.^nyone wishink' tn Hon.itc ,» monkey will br t;n-.iti> .ip

prtH'iated. he -.mi I

Ask Us...
Question: When is a woman most likely to become

pregnant?
Answer: A woman can become pregnant after any

single act of sexual intercourse. While it is true that

ovulation, the release of an egg from a woman's ovary,

IS most likely to occur mid way through her cycle (rang-

ing from 14 to 17 days after the beginning of her last

period!.

The fact is that ovulation can occur at any time, even
during men.struation. Pregnancy can occur following

ovulation and that is why it is impoitant to use con-

traception every time you have sexual intercourse.

Question: Is it safe to have sex with my girlfriend

when she's having her period?

Answer: Yes. but always u.se contraception. A
woman can get pregnant at any time during her cy

cle. For some women it helps alliveate cramps. If your
partner uses a diaphragm, it will temporarily stop

menses flow , but it should not be left m for an extend
ed length of time. <It may increase the risk of Toxic
Shock Syndrome.

I

Use a condom and remove the diaphragm after alxuit

three hours Oral sex is .safe as well A dental dam
H inch square of latex which covers the entire vulva

can be used to cut down transmi.ssion of STDs and
HIV antilnidies

Ask I 's ts a Uffkly ailumri finusm^ an health relutttl

topics. The questions anil answers are pmnded to the

Ciilh'fiHin hy Health Seri nr-.

*

4-

4-

4
4
4
4
4

=LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
The Legal Services Center has positions available for full-

time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1989 semester.

This is a challer^ir>g opportunity for students from a variety

of majors and disciplines to gain valuable legal experience.

Responsibilities include:

Client interviewing
Attendance at hearings
Preparation of court forms
Maintenance of continuing caseload
Investigations and researcti

Up to 15 credits may be earned.

LAST DAY TO ATTEND A UNIVERSITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
PLANNING SESSION IS MARCH 15, 1989

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED^

Cherry Hill Golf Course
^^ is Reopening!

Friday, March 17th
weather permitting

^

3D

March Specials
Play all day - $6 week day
Play all day - $8 weekend

7

Rt. 63 N. Amherst 253-9935
./£i

I „ yndAriue^ jsSd
S
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election
continued from pcgt I

about the issues they'll take care of the
issues and leave politics out of it."

John Harold, a senior, was the last

person in a line of more than 20 voters
at the Student Union yesterday but said
he was willing to wait.

'i really want to vote because I'm con-

cerned about the budget cuts, " Harold
said. Also, he added, "The student
.senate and the SGA should be more
responsible to the students. Unless peo-

ple vote, they won't feel that way."
The Greek area poll, stationed in

Newman Center, also increased its tur
nout, receiving about 500 voters — a
substantial increase from last year's
figure of 110, .said Milind Bharvirkar,

president of the Interfraternity Council.
"This year, the Greek Areas really

come out and wants to take part in the
SGA, from budget cuts to elections,"
Bharvirkar said.

Attempts to register students to vote
in upcoming Amherst elections also pro
ved successful when more than 135
students added their names to the list

at a table in the center, he said.

"We're trying to get representation
from UMass in the town because of the
many school issues discussed there,"
Bharvirkar said, citing the town's
alcohol policy leading to the prohibition
of tailgaling before football games as a
major concern.

regents and trustees meet
continued from page I

"We do not believe in one authority at

the top, but authority at the best place
where it can be used," Jenifer said.

Regent Mary Lou Anderson said the
UMass proposal would create a two-headed
system with regents governing 24 colleges

and community colleges and UMass
trustees running the five university
campuses.

"It would put us in a very schizophrenic
position," Anderson said.

UMass trustees Chairman Gordon Oakra
appealed to the regents to delay their pro-

posal, urging them to set up a committee
of trustees and regents to study the two
plans and make recommendations.
"The thrust of the ( regents' i report is to

fragment the university by spinning off the
Boston campus as a separate institution,"

Oake« said "I would strongly urge that we

would take our time on this matter."

Oakes said that he had consulted with
other trustees and said they have "serious

reservations" about the regents' report.

The regents rejected Oakes' proposal, but

regents Chairman Paul Tsongas agreed to

have some informal meetings with UMass
trustees to discuss the i.ssue.

The regents are scheduled to take a final

vote on their plan on May 9. Although it

has not received official approval of the
regents, the draft plan itself was prepared
by a regents' subcommittee consisting of a
majority of the board.

And comments from individual regents
have indicated strong support for the
decentralization concept

"There is no question in our minds that

the national model is moving briskly

toward decentralization." said Regent Paul
Marks.

I TIME OUT
Busch Pitchers

$3.60
Key Chains, Mugs & Much Morel

In honor of St. Patricks

Beers of the Month
Harp $1.50 Guiness $1 .50

Guiness Gold $1.50

you Deserve Some Time Out

Pleasant St • Mass ID required

COLLEGIAN
Collegian Workshop

Ken Bazinet
of

United Press
International

(former Collegian reporter)

Getting it right and keeping it tight:

newpaper writing in 400 words or less.

Wednesday at 9 pen
Campus Center Room 903

it Counts toward staff status ir

SMART COOKIES KNOV..,

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 JONG ST.. NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-257

1

Distinguished Visitors Program
Dresents

FRANK WILKINSON
Executive Director of the National Committee

Against Repressive Legislation

currently petitioning the 101st congress to prevent
the FBI from engaging in political surveillance

and disruption.

Wednesday March 15

Campus Center Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

distin^ubhed
Visitors profcam
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RESIDENT ASSISTANT "ALTERNATES"
SELECTION PROCESS 1989-1990

BECOME AN R.A.

Residential Education is now accepting applications for

Alternate Positions for the Resident Assistant position.

Alternates are qualified candidates who are placed on a
waiting list and are hired into R.A. positions as available open-

ings occur during the summer and fall semester.

The Alternate pool remains active from May through

December, 1989.

Applications can be picked up starting March 14 through

March 31 at:

• Kennedy Tower Lobby. Office One. Southwest Area
• Johnson House, Office 103, Northeast/Sylvan Area
• Baker House. Office B-30. Orchard Hill/Central Area

An R.A. iti a iivein part-tinif student staff meniher. Duties inrlude
fostering floor and cluster eonimunity, ussistiiiK with hall manage-
ment, and enforcing University policies.

To be an R.A., you must meet
the following qualifications:

• Be a full-time undergraduate.
• Have at least a 2.2 GPA.
• Be free of disciplinary sanctions.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
Completed applications must be
delivered to the area office in your

residential area, as listed in the applica-

tion by; 12:00 noon, April 3, 1969

Become a student leader
in your residence hall.

I

Apply now for a Resident
Assistant (R.A.) position!

: ATLAS

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst prohibits discrimination on

the basis of race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age.

marital status, national origin, mental or physical handicap, political

belief or affiliation, membership or non-membership In any organiza-

tion, or veteran status, in any aspect or the admission or treatment of

students or in employment.

HEY
SENIORS:
Get Shot

!

Bucks For The
Bahamas !!!

(or...wherever else)

CASH FOR BOOKS

sell them at : Textbook Annex

Mar. 15, 16 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Mar. 17 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 Noon

Get extra cash for Spring Break

I

Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held Irom Feb. 27 - Mar. 17,
9-5 pm in Rms 177/178 ol the

Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

8c appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

r-

Make your checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus Center/UMass, Amherst 545-0848

UPC PRESENTS

THURSDAY
APRIL 6

8 00pm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS

$6 UMASS STUDENT
$8 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER I.D.

TICKETS ON SALE AT TIX UNLIMITED-
STUDENT UNION. FOR THE RECORD/FACES
AMHERST, MAIN ST RECORDS-NOHO
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Court censures judge

AP photo

WRATH OF GRAPES - David Wheaton re-crates Chilean grapes

at the Cavalier Gulling and Wilson produce company in Cleveland

yesterday after fears of cyanide contamination in fruit from the

country has prompted many grocers to pull it off the shelves.

BOSTON (APi - Norfolk County Piobate

Judge Robert M. Ford's dual role as presi-

dent of an animal rights group to benefit

himself, his friends and relatives brought

public censure, a record $75,000 fine and
suspension of his court administrative

duties from the Massachusetts Supreme
Court yesterday.

The 63 year-old jurist's favoritism in

making numerous lucrative court appoint

ments to friends and relatives involved

with the New England Anti-Vivisection

Society, which he headed, "tended to shake

public confidence in the integrity of the

judiciary," the court wrote.

Ford received $102,708 in compensation
for his part-time work for the animal rights

group between 1983 and 1986, while also

receiving a judicial salary of $71,520

yearly

The high court said that while the

oii^anization was considered a charitable

institution. Ford and others conducted the

group's affairs "in a manner designed to

bring economic advantage to himself, his

family and his friends."

Ford, a judge since 1967, will be allowed

to continue to hear probate and Family
Court cases But, as first judge of the Nor-

folk Court Family Probate and Family
Court since 1975, his administrative duties

have been suspended indefinitely.

The $75,0(XJ assessment by the court is

the largest ever levied by the justices

against a judge. Supreme Court
spokeswoman Joan Kenney said.

Ford, of Cohasset, was on vacation and
could not be reached for c<>mm«'nf vester

day. his office said

The high court acted on an investigation

by the Judicial Conduct Commission begun
t wo years ago concerning Ford's extensive

activities with the Anti-Vivisection Socie

ty, an organization opposed to the use of

animals in certain kinds of medical

re.sfarch.

The commission said that while Ford was
a member of the organization from 1963 or

1964 until his resignation in 1987 during

which time he served for several years as

president - the organization "progressed

and advanced under the judge's direction;

that the judge performed his full share of

judicial and administrative duties . . . ; and
that the judge's NEAVS-related activities

did not interfere with his judicial duties."

However, the commission and the

Supreme Court said Ford violated judicial

codes in his appointment of NEAVS
members to court duties, in his engaging

"in the impermissible management of a

business" and in his signing annual

disclosure reports for the organization that

showed he spent more hours per week
working for the gioup than he actually did

in an apparent attempt to qualify for the

group's pension plan.

The court cited Fiord's appointment of at-

torney J. Michael Roberts to 305 different

probate court matters — primarily as a

guardian ad litem in estate and tru.st cases

— in which Roberts received $264,724 in

fees between 1979 and 1988. Ford also

hired Roberts as a staff person for NEAVS.
receiving an $87,394 salary between 1981

and 1985

In addition, the court said Ford made a
total of 19 real estate commissioner ap-

pointments to settle real estate disputes to

the late attorney M. Arthur Gordon, a
NEAVS memner, for which Gordon and his

estate received $167,321 in fees over seven

years.

Altogether, "we count in the record seven

lawyers . , who were involved with both

NEAVS and the Norfolk County Probate

and Family Court during Judge Ford's

tenure as president of NEAVS," wrote the

high court, saying all violated the judicial

C(xle .
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MARCH IfK A YiJEWELERS
The diamond people*

STUDENTS TAKE
ADDITIONAL

All ITfMS
Slum OS

SAlt USTH
MARCH ]:

1f\ 0/ OPE ALL SALE
\J /O PRICED JEWEI

inliJEffiini
Lesson No. 3:

JEWELRY
With any valid student ID

INSTANT CRtDIT AVAILABLt

MampshifP Mall. Madlcv

MOVSM: 10-9:10: SL'N: 12-5

Lesson No. 4:

See Lesson No. 5 after Sprin.^ Break

Students have saved much
time and money by dealin.^

with Northampton Honda

Always purchase from a

dealer who has One Goal...

"Customer Satisfaction"

WIL
THURSDAY MARCH 16th

"The Best Chicago Blues Band m existence"

Viliaae Voice

SON SEALS BAND
The music is greot-moscuta- va-ec k/xquefxnoDie it vou

thooght The Diites hod oeen at? Duroed out al the oest

icKs ptovea c* done-me-tX3a so'>3s done to aeatP.. then

near Son Seals put a new twis* on tnem anc! think ogam

He s a monster N M E Adv T,x SQ DON T MiSS THIS

FMST

FRIDAY ma:?C^ i7tr

ST. PATRICKS DAY
THE BLUES sr^OTHERS-

MATT
GUITAR
MURPHY
^j^^^^Jj^^^i^^

SATURDAY :viARCH 18th

Immediately afte-- comedy at lOOO

THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS
S5 AT THE jOO><

2.^id LOOSE. CABOOSE
Rock MeoOi l-'»a03*

24th THE SKATALITES
Ih«> nripiTnl !">" P'^'O

251h (?ONNIE EARl AND IMt BROADCAS1ERS
wilf 1""^ "^""'O'.

' For people who won t consider

compromise... for people like you!

f^OlfrrMAM^TO'N I^JIOHDA

586-8626

Excludes all other promotions.

171 KING STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
* 1000 total maximum payments

586-8626
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Judge denies

injunction in

Sakowicz suit

'7^ By JENNIFER DEMPSEY ,„^e I was Pjf^ffS^^Tm c^ r X. . , c,/^ .^ .^ ^^ .^^^,^

r>v*»r
^/-V

^^^^^X %I
Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.

^'^xA
X%>:'it

-^

'4 %7<%\x^.*^/^

"'gFBA views on me u^'"-'-

^^Ijjj^ijl^^jl^ii^j^iig^^
"V^'
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Kerry calls for changes
in education and savings

\P ph<.l«

PROTESTER STOPPED - An Israeli soldier does not permit
Sonesta Hotel employee Yaacov Dray to carry the Israeli flag past
the hotel and to the far end of Taba near the Israeli-Egyptian
border yesterday.

BOSTON (AP) - Warning that the

United States faces being eclipsed by suc-

cessful economic competitors, US Sen. John
Kerry called yesterday for a national effort

to improve education, boost the nation's

savings account and unleash the country's

productive energy.

"No longer can we coast and win. No
longer can we make bad business decision,

and bad public policy decisions, yet still win
because of our vast array of advantages,"

Kerry said in a speech to the Greater

Boston Chamber of Commerce.
Kerry, who serves on the Senate Bank-

ing Committee and sits on a Democratic
task force on competitiveness, argues that

America is slipping behind foreign rivals

because productivity has slipped and
lM?cause us companies do not make the pro-

duct.s the world wants at a competitive

price

Produilivily. of course, is . .imit result

of savings and investment patterns in an
economy and on both counts, we have
done poorly in recent years," the
Ma.s.sachusetts Democrat said.

In order to compete with Japan, other

Pacific nations and the unified European

community that will exist after 1992,

Kerry called for policies that reinvest in

productive enterprises, beginning with

education.

Calling the public schools "a disgrace,"

Kerry said, "Americans simply are not be-

ing educated to compete in this new
marketplace in the world."

Better schools begin with higher-paid

t»»achers, Kerry said, proposing a tuition

loan forgiveness program for teachers of

math, science and engineering. The senator

also called for strengthening the "school

based management" movement and for ex

amination of a longer school year and
higher minimum standards for diplomas.

In addition, Kerry said. Americans need

incentives to save money that can be in

vested in new technologies. With a per

sonal savings rate at the bottom of the in-

dustrial nations, the United States needs

a targeted break m the capital gums tax

to favor investment in startup companies.

At the same time, Kerry said he would
introduce legislation to help young families

buy homes through a monthly savings pro-

gram in which the government would

^unati (garden

MANDARtN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet
llUI"li;r & SUNDAY IIUIINCII

ALL YOU CAN I:AT$C99
CHHft«»n undvt 10 (3 00 -^

l|Ho< an«S<HH %o^
7|C)it<k»n ling*.*

1| CMckan W>n«t
«) rr««« WoMont
S) Pan Frt«d Ravtoit

•) BmI mm Smam P»*t
f)Nmm S^*d CMe«»«

I| S<iH>n and %nai Chtckan
tlRMtl fmk riiMtmc*

ll|C»»n*««BaQPecli
12) •occoN In Of *««t Sauc*

2S6-02SI

2S6-02S2

IM( Ml SlKICt - Itll CWRUn MM
II MckMi*M u . <i It* I liAttti nt nil

•>mWi II« III* In UI II II

iwcMM ina«u
Ow to lli» !»

"Easier Sunday "Buffet

Ail ybu Can %ai

12:00 pm U) 6:00 pm
$10.95 iAduits

$5.50 rtiCtlren ilO and wuier)

TOP of the CAMPUS
Restaurant

IHh FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Call today to rcA'n-c a lcS(c

for your entire famify

549-bOCX) eA-t. 7639

X'addatcd yarkvu\

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSC serving the students

of Ulfass

Housing • Family • Student

Ri^ts • Civil Rights •

Woricers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

,We regret that we can no longer ofTer leKal

repreLntat.on to students follow.n, the

Trustees' AuRu.st 31. 1987 decision i

can 545-1995

WHOPPER SANDWICH BgRJg

Buy one. Get one FREE
Good with this coupon,

Thursday 8c Friday 4 pm-12am

BURGER KING
ROUTE 9, HADLEY

not good wtttt any othor otfor Exp. AA-%9

iiniim iimi iii iiirim rmiiiiiiiiii i i i i iiiiit iiiiHiiii imiim imiiiiiiiiiiiii iimi

.13B COLLEGE ST. fRT. 9l > AMHERST * 2S3-G384

1

i7 I'M RICKS DAY SPtCIALS

IRISH MIST 750 ml

IIARA IRISH TOFFEE UQUER 750 ml

bAILkYS IRISH CREAM UQUER 750 ml

tl4'»

$1359

lAMESON IRISH WHISKEY 750 ml $1029 less $3 mailm rebate

FINAL COST $7 29

BUSHMILLS IRISH WHISKEY 7M) ml
FINAL COST $7 99

10 99 less $3 mil in tebate

GUINESS STOUT $18 79 case

CUINESS coil) I.ACER J/ 7 99 case less $8 moil m rehale

FINAL COST S')'^>

HARP IRISH LACF.R $4 69 (, pk

KII.UANS IRISH REU Ait $i6') 6 pk las $1 wail in rebate FINAL COST $269

$12 79 c4J>ie less $4 mailm rebate FINAL COST $8 79

GRANTS CELTIC ALE FROM WASH STATE $8 90 6 pk

KAIIRER NONALCOHOLIC REFR FROM GUINESS $4 95 6 pk

[1 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij^y|iiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiifiniiiiiiiiiimtininiiiiinjiiiiiiiiii[mimi»;|j^

Jw
if'^'

DID YOU KNOW....?
...Much of the sugar we eat is hidden

in processed foods, e.g.. 1 can of cola

has 8-12 teaspoons of sugar, 1

tablespoon of ketchup has 2

teaspoons of sugar.

...Sugar has been associated with

many common American diseases

such as obesity, diabetes mellitus.

and heart disease.

...Many foods that are high in sugar are

often lacking other important

nutrients including fiber, vitamins

and minerals.

...A diet high in sugar is often also high

in calories, fat and cholesterol.
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Kerry

Al> pholo

SELECTION - Somo of the 375 central Asian Moslem delegates meeting in Tashkent, USSR, yester-

day, to select Mohammadsadyk Mamayusupov as their new regional religous leader.

c'lntmued from page 15

guarantee savers that they could afford a

downpayment on a home at some specific

time and price.

Kerry also called for changes in federal

export policy that would make it easier for

companies to see abroad. "America has to

Ket serious about competing." Kerry said,

adding that the domestic market is no

longer big enough to ensure prosperity.

The Democrat said his own party was to

blame because Democrats have shied away

from positions that appear to support

business.

Kerry declared himself a capitalist and

a believer in the profit motive. He said the

Republicans have done a belter job at iden

tifying themselves with economic issues,

h\ii he said the Reagan administration of-

Vtred. little more than rhetoric for the past

"tight yeai"s

laXi QlEN<
$99 TvunJtrif)

I'fx H'ULX

199 mnpuitrif)

Denivr

PN mumitrtp

(ORui
( Wkii.'t '

/99 rvuntitrip

Sftllllt'

p]^) nnnnUnp PN mundtrtp

A special oflfer for students,

only forAmerican Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it s time for the American

Express* Card

Because now you can take advantage of nes^' tra\el

privileges on Northwest Airlines <mh for full-time

siudetiL'i who atrry theAmencwi Exfn-ess Qmi.

Travel privileges that offer:

^ 7}/r> $99 roumUnf) tickets— fly to man\ of

NORTHWEST '^^^ "^""^ ^^^^" '^^ ^'^'^ ^^^ *^-
^^^^'

AIRLINES ^^^ '" ^^^ contiguous 48
1
nited States.

lOOK TO US Only one ticket may be used per six-

month period.

SpecialQt4^irterly,\()rthuie!^Destination DLscounLs

throughoutIWJ-up to 25% offmost available fares*.

5.(XX) bonus miles in Northwest s WOKLDPKRKS*

free travel program—where only 20,0(K) miles gets

you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies

in the contiguous 48 laiited States or Canada— upon

enrollment thmugli this special student offer

And, of course, you II enjoy all the exceptional

benefits and per>rf)nal service you would expect from

American F-xpress

The only requirements for privileged travel; you

must be a Cardmember. you must be a full-time stu-

dent, and you must charge your Northwest .Mrlines

tickets with the Card.*

Getting the Card is easier than ever because now

you can apply by phone Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.

Vlie II take your application and begin to process it

right away Vttiat's more, with our Automatic

Approval offers,

you can qualify now

while you're still in

sch(K)l.

Apply now; Fly later

— for less.
:l»t>««f

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary' changes may be

made after purchase Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between

TRAVEt cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings '-ity fuel tax surcharges not Included in fare from Boston ($2 SO). Chicago ($S 00) and Florida cities ( J2 00)

^I^R Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply For complete offer details, call l-KOO-942-AMFJ( Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the

mail ® 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

"I'm opposed to millionaires,

but it Vk/ould be dangerous to

offer me the position."

- Mark Twain

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AIMS (March 21 Afxl 19) You
may be saekmo nTormation w\ the

wrong pioce Refuse to return to o
reitncting ytuoton A love retaton

shc> n glorous CX) not let a )eaiOL«

rK*viduoi treod on your dreams

TAUMIt (Aprt 20-M0V 20) Vou
emotonol responses caJd make
so»T>eone tt** you are unrelobte

Let hm know you ore do^ng thte

best you con Curb a tendency to

act on nTYXjIse Move forward witti

quet confidence

I (May 21-June 20) Even

of you feel i*e vanishing from the

current scene, stoy with it Strong et

fort win let you overcome obstocies

and win big Someone m love with

you wants to be more helpful

CANCn (June 21 July 22) vou
know exactly wt>en to get out of

exerting but exasperating poUtcaf

situations Use your awareness of

ottiers needs to devekap overdue
improvements Loved ones will

cooperate if approoched directly

UO (July 23Aug 22) Stay in

touch with your tavonte people

and aH wi go well Try to keep
things in perspective if your pkjns

go awry A good sense o' humor
starids you m good stead

VIROO (Aug 23Sept 22) vou

are completing difficult tasks and

business pkans that will help you

move dhead The obstacles you

encounter can be overcome with

peisistence Romance thrives

despte confusion. Speak from ttie

heart

i (Sept ifi^Dcf 22) write let

tefs or telephone someone you

fxjve not seen m some tme Me w§
iXKlerstond the constrontj of your

busy schedule vou sense a need
for mtelhgent guOarx:e Pursue

spiritual growth

SCOOTtO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Vou

are ready to go orter wtxjt you

want Use tt« elemenl of surprise A
ctxange of scene revitotees you
When progress is stym«d. be CMet-

ly persistent Roodbiocks foi as you

odvoTKe
SA«ITTAMUt (Nov 22 Dec 21}

vour pk3r« are excellent stoy with

them Do not be icred off cc^/se by

other tempting offers Unexpected
companions are a source of

delight Avo<l controversy at social

gattwrmgs Act circumspect arx3

discreet

CAHHCOMI (Dec 22forv 19) An
urxjerstonding with someone wtK)

means a tot to you firms your

resolve Vour curious inquiring mmd
could leod to o major discovery

Reach out to potential olkes Team-

work proves ricNy rewarding

AttUAMUS (Jon 20 Feb 16) Vou
may feel less appreciated than m
the past Avoid lashmg out at fami-

ly members A deep change within

will bring peace of mirxi Ottiers are

attracted to you Forge riew

friendships

nSCfS (Feb 19 March 20) Vou
feel carefree and like to joke with

people Be careful, however A con-

servative person couk3 misinterpret

your lighthearted approach Seek

companions on your wavelength

Romance hotels riew promise

MENU
LUNCH

Top your own pizza

BASICS LUNCH

Top your own pizza

DINNER

Roast top round of beef

Baked haddock

BASICS DINNER

Baked haddock
Ratatouille
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men's lax
conuntied from page 20

•We're ranked fifth, which is one luKhtr than we finish

ed last year. Init the fact of the matter is that we're 0."

Garber siiid

However, liarber al.so feels there could Ix' much more

partly in the iiation this year Defending champ Syracux

is ranked number one again this year, but has alreadx

sutTered m t-arly -;f,ison los^ to powerhoUM' .John.-

Hopkins
•its highly unlikely anyone in the country will ^o

undefeated." Garber said. 'It's like the Big Ea.st in basket

ball, but that makes it interesting
'

Ami that puts L'Mass right in the thick of things thi-

year

"The tt am gn.ils have risen. Losing to Cornell and see

mg them go to the finals has reinforced what they can

do." Garber said "The guys are working harder and in

their minds the goal is to make the Final Four But we're

going to play one game at a time and enjoy the reason

GRADUATE

NURSES

Look
Into Your
Future at

New
England
Medical
Center

Salary with

rotation

$32,219

Nf^» KnKljnd MrilKall cnicr
(•« (ommitirO lo the pro(c>-

Mon.ll ik-vrlopmt-ni <>t our
nurMr^ Hcrt miu will linil j

vjrirlv <il ».priiiilt\ jrcJ* in

jUuIi jnit pcduirK'> (hat pro-

viUc \i>u «iih ihf opporuini
lies III dcMliip \«)ur nur>inn
Nkitl«. in the jrca* nt vour
ihoiit During %i)ur m\ wjrt-k

iiricnuiion vmi will tx- Nup
pt»rtctl in fTK-mn>; \<>ur ohn't

II\r^ h\ J pnicpior jnd
(Jurin); xnur lirM \xit vou
will pjrtKipjit- in paiirni i jit

lonicrc-nit* vmrkshop*
scminjp> jnil manajjcmcni
mining: \» \i>u nam pnman
nurvinn ixpiricnic \<iuwill

have an i>ppiiriunit\ lo i«)in

a lollahoraiivf praciicc and
work with a phxsKian and
ambulators nurNC"- to loor
dmatt- the larc o( \our pa-

t.cni>> through an cniiri-

cpiMiik ot illncNv >Xf are

lommitled to \<nir Miceess

loin our ^latt and praitit e in

an auionomouN environment
that fofcier* vour protcssion-

al growth

In addition to otierini! one ot tlie highest salar\ m hciluleN m the ari.i

our progres^ne henelif- paikage intlude> lonlinumg education

pnividing ( M s generouN tuition reimbufNement tlexible sihedules

iniludiitg 12-hour Nhitt'> and partKipator> time planning \Xe have

a parking garage on-Mte and the conveniente of an ( trange I.me 1-stop

For additional information about ihr<>r opportunities, please

call our Nurse Recruiter at 6|--956-55"S. "SO «ashin({ion
Street. Box ^65. Boston. MA 02111. An equal opportunity em
plover.

New England
Medical CentersTs Medical C

III Hospitals

Gorillas to face
tough schedule

(Jo West, young men.
That will be the opening theme of the TMas?- tiu-n >

lax .MJU'dulf. a> tin (ioiill.i- irax'el to Calitoinia tor

the first time.

I'Mass will kick ott'the ><m>oii Sunday at UCal-Davis
I not on the original schedulei and will play Cal

Berkeley 'Mar. 23 1 and Sanonia State* Mar 25 ion the

voyage to the Left Coast.

We If venturing far away, " UMa>> coach Uick

tiaiber said. "They have a strong league among
themselves. They're not as gtKxl as Cornell, Rutgers

or Syracuse, but they're good teams. It should be a gmid

preseason."

Speaking of those other three powerhouses, they will

all be part (»f the (iorillas' 1989 as well Cornell and

Syracuse will be the botikends of the regular seas{)n.

with Cornell being the home opener on Mar. 29 and

the Orangemen visiting on May 2 in the only game of

the year at Warren McGuirk Alumni Staduini The rest

uill be at the Boyden Hill

'Cornell was in the finals the last two years,

S\ racu.s*' is defending champion, and everything in bet

vMiii I- Katy bar the do«>r."' Garber said of the

schedule.

The Gorilla-s will also host New England foes Brown,

I )aitmouth and Boston College along with Rutgers, and

will travel to St John'^. Ncvv n,imp>hiie YaU- .\rmy

and Harvard
One interesting note is that, aside from the Western

swing, all but one road game will be played on a

.Saturday

"Lacrosse magazine say.s that UMass has a suicide

schedule. Most of our games include teams in the Top
10, " (Jarber said. Garber said no game on the

schedule is the kind that can be taken lightly.

"The big games are the ones like Army. Cornell,

Yale, Brown, Har\'ard. Rutgers and Syracuse." he said.

.\nd the others are big for the other teams, because

we will be their big game for the season."

But Garber prefers to have the tough schedule as op

posed to an easy one.

"It's a toug}i schedule because the season is so com-

pact, but it's exciting and one that the players and I

like. " he said

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATfP
'

PRESENTS

THB
y& êviM^;^

V£>^}?^o^XK-

•

•.•.'4D THfAItR i\M ARTS CENTER

'.; AR^':, f^FMf « HP' nff'Cf "^J^Z")!!

.uajd^u^fauUu^taiulkwa^ilbu

11th Floor Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634

University of Mast«chu»«ns at Amherst
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Sophomore attack Jim McAleavey led UMass
in scoring last year, and will look to keep up
his scoring ways this season.

zzzzz Lax schedule zzznz:
Mar

Apr

May

23
25
29

1

5

8

15

19

22
26
29
2

6

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

Cal Beiketey 2 30

Sanoma State

CORNELL 100
St John's 2 00
BROWN . 3 00
New Hanipsh re 1 00
Yale 2 00
DARTMOUIH. 3 00
Army 4 00
Harvard 3 00
RUTGERS 1 00
BOSTON COLLEGI. 3 00
SYRACUSE" 1 00

•(nt McGuitk Aliitnni Stndiuitil

Oova Tr.ps

$l»rlif>t at

LONDON 358
PARIS 458
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679
SYDNEY 1 128

t»Mt% not -ntlutat

Cftvc* oui '»«v t»st»»r lar»%

iUf)*IL CASSIS
ISSUID ON THl S^OT '

Ctll tor

f^tf Stutlmnt rrto»l CM»l»f'

413-256-1261
AMHtNST

TV So. Meeaani SL
Amttarst. MA 01001

Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

Study
in Italy

this Summer

TRINITY
COLLEGE
ROME
CAMPUS

HirKord. CT
|)6III6

Roman An Sl Civili/auon

Renaissance & Baroque Art of Rome

Comparative Literature;

Images of Rome & Roman Life

JUNE 3-JULY 14

Write jKo (»>r <lrtjiK t>n Fail .n.i

VLVi

HAPPY

.JilM C.[,..'\,li.!<:i

I.OYK

iVIOM * OAI)

Resume
Service

QiialitN' Copies

Fine Stationery

Matching Envelopes

kjnko's
the copy center

253-2543
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More about
hoop contest
The entries continue to roll in tor the Collegian NCAA

college hoop contest, but there isn't much time to enter.

In case you missed it in Monday's paper, or haven't been

able to snilT it out somewhere else, the bracket for this

year's tournament is published at right. Simply fill it out,

clip it and return it with your name, Icxral address and
phone numtier to the CtAlegtan office, located at 1 13 Cam-
pus Center.

There is a box located at the Classified window for en-

tries. Please place them there if possible. Ailer 3:30 p.m.

you will probably have hand deliver them to someone in

the newsroom.
Rememt>er though, that all entries MUST be in by 11

a.m. tomorrow. Because the first games will begin short

ly after noon, we can't have anyone trying to get even the

slightest upper hand. Therefore, any entry which comes

in after II a.m. will be promptly thrown into the trash.

Plus, associate sports editor Matt Gerke will be watching

the store at that time and thrives on this sort of thing.

Please don't test him. Take our word for it.

Now. many ofyou have already posed questions regard

the tournament. First, there is the point system. The way
it will be run is each round will be given points of increas-

ing value. Any correct first round prediction is worth one

point. Second round games are worth two. the regional

games three and four, and the semifinals five with the

championship game worth seven points.

In all, there are 192 possible points (32 per round). This

IS a new scoring system, revised just last night. Because

it is tougher to pick the champion than a first round win-

ner, it should have at least equal weight to someone pick-

ing ever>- first round game correctly This system allows

for that.

Also, we will be announcing prizes sometime later this

week. We're trying to dig up something worthwhile, so

be patient.

People have asked if we will print our predictions. Ex-

perimenting with this two years ago, we found it nearly

impossible. Instead we will regularly print our staffscores,

so you can compare/laugh at us.

Editor's note: The SWAC champion at the bottom of the

Southeast is Southern, just in case anyone is actually

thinking of picking them over North Carolina.

FINAL FOUR COUNTDOWN 1989
1*1 Round:
Martf< le 17

2MIR«iNt4:
Match !• 18

Regional* Raglonal*

UIDWEST

2n4 Round:
Mmi^n ig 19

EAST
IHinoii'

Bai St4i«|

(Ofoia Mar^iouiiil

louitiiM
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C>ii<«NDn|

Flo>i«s

Co*erMoSwt*|

S|f>*CUM

sovnmA8T
OMfiem*'

EtMlann Sum\

\»Uf

leu«iai>* 1«ca|

V»fin«

PuntnoI

Tann S<ai*|

AiMatna

»ianw«|

MKtagw*

0^«|

UQA

ImmSimI

Na<««C«raM«a

SMACCMnpol

NCAA

FINAL FOUR
Soalilo. Waahlnglon

Apni 1 1 3 Iteicx 74 • »

CHAMPIONSHIP
GAME

liUtfi»A»

Gaorgeicw'

IPxneaion

Vand»'b<i<

|NiiM(}«mo

No«* Can*na ^ia'»

I Ssu*< C«» r>a

•mm

|huIs«>i

HantMSiai*

|liknn«ioi«

S«nlo<d

Mmi VittfKtm

I tanwaim

Ounrn

I SouVi Caiokna SUM

Auona'

InoMtlfanl*

Sl tMr/t Caul

loaniaan

DaiMMr. Catatai

M«tf>nt

»

lotPaui

NaMtf«laaV«9M

On|BH Umu

If,

|S M UtMi^SWO

lauadPaM

llouwanaStMa

ln*ana

|r>«ef4a M*«o»

•ttmtfn

All entries for this contest must be in by 1 1 a.m. tomorrow. There will be no exceptions.

Tomorrow: UMass baseballpreview

CLASSIFIEDS
RCMCMSCR TO STO^ BV TOMORROW
wa buy • carnation to auppot TTRA m
tanoroiSi Painck t Day on ttw conoounM

ATTtNTION UMASS MEN- S<gma D««a
Tau « Itavmg a Littla Brothars Rush tonignt

« Spm Jom ua and tiava a biaal

IKCVCL0IS: maal ton^ (3/15) m Cap*
Cod lounga at 7pm

LULU. WOMCNS ULTIMATf FRISStE
TEAM writ be tiotding an .nformalional

meeting on MafC^ 15 al 7 00 m Earthtoodi

UMAM TAE KWON DO CLUB Campus
Conter-Ctteck daily schedule Mon & Wed
e-apm Pete or Mike 6-70S2

URANTIA BOOK STUDY QROUr now «or

ming For mtormation pteaae call Suaan or

Tom at 506-7699

THIRO WORLD CAUCUSn^HIRO WORLD
CAUCUS maataevefy Wed ct>eckcampua
Canl*r achadut* fighi 'or repr***niation

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATINO OILI

Join tt»e Pioneer VaHey Oil Cooperative 0«
Campus Housing 428 Student Union

545-0865

TAKE A STAND AGAINST RACISM. *

• Senism and Homophobia'
•Vote Cynthia Evans tor SGA President"

Sties the Progressrve CtKiice

ATTENTION PRE-MEDS. NURSING AND
ALL students interested m student healiri

Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)

meetino welcomes all new memt>ers-

Tee» .March 14th. 5 15-6 15 Rm-302
University Health Center.

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents

informed atx)ut what is going on al UMass
_

We can aand It almost anywhere Formor*-

Inlormalion come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500.

AUTO FOR SALE

ItSO 242DL VOLVO must sell by 3/17

$1550 firm good cond but needs break

pads

1975 VOLVO 164E Blue good condition no

rust 4 speaker AmFm cassette 4 doors heal

air snows new battery Jan inspection $1000

Kerne 253-2069

82 CHEVY CITATION V6 New Carb very

reliable $1 100 neg Call 549-7146

iM¥ri"974 «>62TJrAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen al Lamb-

da Chi Alpha call Sean al 253-9032

CHILD CARE

FAMlLTbAV OPENINGS: Warm, happy

environment 665-4501

~ FOR A GOOD TIME CALT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENTTdVsc
jockeys, lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

RfNT lias par

Soulhwood Apartmenls Cal 296-8745

TAKE LEASE OVEfil Spacious two

bedroom very trwrtdly neighbors, on Am«y
St walking dialane* $48»month mduda*
utiMies »asn*r/dry«r caM 549-8240

LARQC SUNNY ROOM 10 rem nail to cam-

pu* can 2S3-SZ70

IN SUNOCRLANO.
UMaa* and thoppMg

to

Secure and

apartment tor Auguat and raciav* August

tent tree For more details can 686-3856

Sign up early

NEED PHYSICS TUTOR - Quantum
mechanics need math tutor d<«erential

equations can 549-781

1

TELEMARKETERS: S300 a day' Takmg
phone orders 800«334834 Eit L-4

KEVM SULLIVAN

HAPPY BIRTHOAY KEVIN I miss you SO
much arxl i wish I could be with you on your

binMay* I can t wail 10 see you Spain is

graal. but i want you' i tove you alwiay* and
my thoughts are with you' >oiOkO>o>oto
Forever

ED. WHERE S MY BREAKFAST) It you

want a real pe'sonai it bener be good Lisa

ANDY AND ROOER thank you Tlw moM
enceMenl dudes Nicki

N.E. OUAD STREAKER- Yoil

baauMuMy Id M* to sea more of mm In-
' TDwigM

KEYBOARD FOR SALE casio HZ-aOO 1400

or best otter Call 549 2634

•UXMINC FOR A HOUSE'

• • • • « • •••••••••••••••••••••• • • • •

Wt ARi IHRSSTED M
'taking ovar your laaae Four bedrooms*
or more Ptoaae caR Oavid at 546-9753'

or Mitch at 546^337

RC • Have tun m Ca* and ba good! 11 m*a
you Love Cowgir

SUE—SUOIO I didn't warn you not lo have

a personal' Don'l worry we will celebraie'

0«l payched tor Cancun' Love your Bmtv
day Buddy

RRRUN WITH THIS. I like this kind ot talk

Great Idea PJG Lets throw it around lor a

wNte uh gwck padre what ya gut tor me

DW YOU HIT MY CAMARO II you hava
any integrity Call 496 2843 John

USED FURNtrURE good condition clwap

9673949

BUMBA - You look familiar don't I know
you from somewhere^

Slot OP DORMS? Buy alwMe Rant out LO«T ALEXIS (FROM SOTM^ Brid tiTWiitwtor

rooms to your friends to pay the biHs' This Pike lo have a party to sae you' How about

r^Me hJan 1 8 000/year rental income' DENIM JACKET AT PHI SKI SAT. NKJHT a date' Man< 6-9646

CaH Dale or Ginny 253-9949 conlams key. lO. shades. 8 a lootsie popcan uaie or uinny «j-;r^
P„,„ contort Jen at -9863 SUMMER OETZEN - how does it leel to be

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 2S6K, 1 tirtva. a distinguished sludenf' CongratulalKjna

rnonitor 8575 w«h 10m*g hard drive. 1699 SMALL DARK ORCY POUCH with 1 on your scholarship' Julie

S-K.5006 ban"" i^a'd 4 Key at III* Hatch Thursday _ _.„sjc^auuo
^ ^^^ yaluM)la Reward ptease can GROQAN. HAPPY BELATED B-DAY,

HEARSE for" SALE Im dead serious 5^5382 crazy Chris coflne by and pjame a corn with

r"v"ll^« K500 or BO. Chris
-^.t. ,.^ . . .„, ...t , i

Y^'^uddies We fuv ya Rach ft Max

7\«.4S44/596-4216 GRttN BCRkT-I TPft HAT wHn Mntr crest
•*^ ^ ^^ Rewward it returned Please reply KAREN M- 1 cant think ot anything lo say

M^QMiQA 81 Exceient condition 90.000 through ad under found headline but I tove you comes to mind Let s make
rjT, cSl2S6-83e» "'* >>•*' °"' o* "* summer and the rest ot

__^ WATCH- Citiien with gold face and baick the future Love Pete

band Lost in Parking lot betuveen Boyden

FOUND Gym and Southv»est please call it you found STACIE V .
• Je brule pour loi more than

rt 546-7516 Reward"! eve' before Happy anniversary Love Earl

^t^S;:f::i°a^"u'^Kr*^:S DEAR JENNIFER here's w»h,ngyou^
found ,n ^men s room MUSWIANS the team all the best m Calrtom* love

_ _ _ Kenny

AfTsbUTHWOOD FRIDAY MIGHT - 3 MUST SELL YAMAHA ACOUSTK with

Kevs on pink holder - Call 253-9182 Hard case $275 Neg Enc 253-9660 UZ - Cheer up or I N ki» you B tJan I

' _ Nance
BASS PLAYER LOOKING lor a band Call

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY Jim at 253-3502 4TH GRADE?! Wow You weymouth peo-

pie start early

JEWISH SUidMER RESIDENTIAL CAMP PERSONALS
v.= ..^ -cor. «».a«

sePHs counselors and specialists Capital CRAIG BERG-MAAAN ^^^__^
camps Hoca^ed m the^enic Caloclin •— HAPPY BIRTHDAY YOU HANDSOME

Stounlains one hour Irom Washington DC ' LT Homeboy' Have a rock n roll n celebratiori

We have over 300 acres of beautiful forests. ' ARE YOU READV • ,n Call' Shen and Bkwmie tove you muchly'

trails and lakes If ou are interested m the • Could you possibly bo ready for the ' _ _ --
challenoes and excitement of working with • Thirty hour ride of love'' " HEY THIEF, Did you have a good lime al

camoersTn grades 3-10 vre want you on our We're psyched • Are you" " 3K Brandywine'' I found out you were in my

lAarn Good salanes great lun For informa- • Love. The Bad Boys of Love " desk Are you having fun with my things"

Kin call collect (301) 656CAMP' I now thai there is som«)ne else that krio«rs
lion can coiiBti iJ" I

what you did And where there .s one there

CONGRATULATIONS TO are two When it finally gels to me 1 am go
HELP WANTED VICKI AND JOANNAII ing to gently np your head off and spit down

#1 In Engineering and Communlcallenst your neck Worst of luck. 3-K PS. Write

NAiiunHi. »i».r»>f"— You've mad* u**o proud! Back

hitious mature student lo manage on- Love. Your Slater* In AXO. _ -^

cSmous promotions lor lop national com- THERE'S NO TIME LIKE AIR TIME says

names this school year Flexible hours with Umass Hang Gliding Club Lessons offered

Sa?nina 00™lial to $2,500. Call ' SENIORSII * m Apnl Meeting 7 o6pm 3/16«9 mi 162CC

1 80o"932^528 ext 26 ' LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!! '
1 ouu »o^^3

.j^^ ^^^ SENIOR CLASS CAMPAKM' PAUL - THANKS! You were pretty cool

JOBS JOBS JOBS JOBS. If you can't aford ' Earn $^ 50/hr plus bonuses calling * yourself Come by and visit sometime -

to 00 lo Florida lor the break, slay m • other UMass seniors ' Peach sweats in 217

Amherst and work w/Clean Water Action • Apply al the Memorial Hall Basement •

We will tram you over break lor a full lime • or call 545-3509 * ZOO-OISC ULTIMATE FRISBEE: National

Job this summer You can also work part- • APPLY TODAY!! ' ly ranked club seeking competitive athletes

time the rest of the semester Earn up to with desire or experience Tryouts next 3

SlOOO/hr call 549-7450 — - weeks Call 546-5584 ChrisSiouurnr c»
HEATHER, PENNY. AND JAKE: Only one

TWO PEOPLE TO HELP MOVE 5 rooms more day" Get psyched to party' Love ya AMY LORD AND MIKE KILLORAN happy

of furniture N Hampton lo Amherst, Mar 1.465 day anniversary Love, Beth

21 stO/hr 585-5964 between 6-10pm

aiU ADAMS - Happy 22nd Bbf VM'man
old f now' love Baker

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jet there lor no more than

8180 with AlRHlTCHtr). as reported m Cor»-

sumer Reports NY Tunes Let s Go fijew*-

day Good Hou**ka*ping. and nabonal na«

work morning ahoar* For dalaMa. cal

212-864-2000 or amla AIRHITCH, 2901

Broadway. suiM lOOA. NY. NY 1002S

ITS NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK: ROUND
mm JET AIRFARE TO THE CARIBBEAN.
SISWtl Why hang around and (laaz* whan
you can be stratohad out on the aand ol a

baauMul CanMwan taaort iaiand (or a lovely

coastal reaort m Mexico or South America)

lor only 189 bucks'' FhglHs go from Logan
and/or JFK Call SUNHITCHjm)
212-864-2000

,^N IT S BEEN A WONDERFUL. I know
we will have a hundred rnore I toy* you
more and more everyday Happy aiwuver-

sary Alan

FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE with Dennis MMer
April 7 FAC li> on sale now

RIDE WANTED

NEEDED: RIDE TO
FRAMINGHAM ANYTIME

Friday Call 546-3274
Anytime Thanks

ROOMMATES WANTED

HOUSEMATEWANTED: 2 minulas to cam-

pus Large room 256-8497 Ouiet
neighborhood
HAOLEY ROOM IN APT. $225 * AvailaUe

now cal 586-4412

THREE GUYS LOOKiNO TO TAKEOVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT—CALL 546-6405 or 546*400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer' Call 549-1660 George

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES in 24 hours

665-8873

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Very experienced LaserWriter overnight

Counseling/delivery Lisa 665-8969

PROFESSIONAL EDITING- Term papers.

Theses. Dissertations 1-467-3753 after

7pm

SKOVERA

MKXELE "SEX KITTEN" SKOVERA. The
waiting is over Here is your very own per-

sonal Think about this weekend and give

me a call Love Matthew.

TRAVEL

JAMAICA!!! Spring break 89 Seats still

available call Paul now! 549-4289

SAN FRANSISCO RT plane ticket spring

break $300 548-9292

TYPINO

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS. on<anipu* al

lordable grammar reviewed depervlabl*

584 7924 Nancy

"WORbSIMtN" Professional Typing

Pliers, rasunwa and more' Laserprmiing

wWh tpallcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING taH.

accural* 866-4501

WANTED

M OUAUTV ARTIST WANTED to i

convc book b«**d on Wntor* d**cnpllon*

Must be abto to meet moniMy daadknas
Can Chns 546-4064 or Steve 546-9563

NESPONSiaLE MOIVnUALS LOOWNG
to take ovar laaa* of a 4 or 5 bedroom
houae Pliaa* call Chnstine at 546-7087 or

Terry al 546-7065

TUTOR WANTED FOR STATS 240C« P«
at 549-7306

LOOKiNO TO TAKE OVER LEASE. Ormto
of tour, ivaponsiMe, women (starting 6/1/80)

I can Linda or Lwa at 546-9162

WANTED TO RENT

"WE WANT VOUR LEASEI" Group of lour

respor»a<ila men tookmg fix a 3-4 bdr Ixwse
tor Fan '89 Ptoase call Paul at &5S0I or

Chns al 6-5507

2 GUYS FUN-LOVING, mMur*. naal. took-

ing lor house/apartment for next fall Plaa*a
call Jim 546-5120

WAY COOLIII

LAZERTECH AUDIO, the new ft^tslan
ding DJ's - Incredible sound - all CO lights

ft great prices- Call Lazertech Audio
323-7801 / Book up for your next party or

dance

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR
3 BEDROOM PUFFTON LEASE

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR 3 bedroom Puff-

Ion lease' We'll p^y big buci(s$$" Please
nail Sally at 549-4686 ASAP"
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SPORTS
Depth, experience mark men's lax team
All but four return from 10-3 team in '88; Gorillas show balance

Bv JIM CLARK
Collftrian Staff

The date was May 22. 1988 It could have been a great

day for the University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team. But they had to sit home and watch Cornell Univer-

sity, a team which had eliminated them from the NCAA
tournament tw«» weeks earlier, play for the national cham
pionship against Syracuse University.

Syracuse prevailed, but it was etched in the minds of

the UMass players that, had things been a little different,

they could have been there.

Regardless, the day held different significance for

UMass It was al.no graduation day. often a doomsday for

successful athletic programs. But the pomp and cir-

cumstance was kind to the Gorillas. Only four players

from last year's 10-3 team picked up their diplomas on

that day, leaving this year's version of Gorilla Warfare

m pretty good shape.

"We basically didn't \oee a lot of key players." said

UMass coach Dick Garber. entering his .35th year with

the team. "We have a veteran returning team, along with

some new faces."

There was some talent lost The Minutemen will need

to make up the 25 goals and 14 assists scored by co-captatn

and attackman Kelley Carr and the strong defensive play

of co-captain Glenn Stephen.^ Pat Cain and backup goiilie

Paul McCarty also depiirted.

But rest a^iu'ed there is plenty of people ready and able

to pick up the slack

Any preseastm talk about the Gorillas has to .start with

senior goalkeeper Sal LoCascio. The Lindenhurst, NY
native is a three-time All-America, who last season

Sportfl Information phnio

Junior midflelder Tim Soudan may be a
dominating player this year for the Gorillas.

H'j;i.'--U-red a .667 .--avf |K-iitiii.«^«- .mil .» ^ 2 t;i'.ii> .ij;.iiii^l

average. Backing him up will Ik- sophomore Ted KelU'i

man and freshman Ray Suns.

LoCascio will be fronted by an experienced backline.

Seniors Tom Bonnet. Adam Rodell, Jeff Salanger all were

key players in the defense last year, and Shane Kielmeyer

returns after sitting out last season with a broken jaw-

Pat DeBenedictis and Eric Muench also saw action la.st

year, and two freshmen. Richard Mullins and Corey

Cronin. will also join the cast

Garber feels one of the keys to the team's success will

be how well the defensive unit supports l^'ascio.

"One of our major goals is to tighten our defensive play

atul give up fewer shots." Garber said. "Last year, we won
a lot of games but we were outshot in them. On theory

if we (give up fewer shots) with great goaltending. we'll

be alright."

Chances are, thfiugh, that the Gorillas could get by

without a great defensive effort. Last years team averag-

ed 12 goals a game and promises to run the offense even

more this year.

Leading the scoring barrage will be the top two return

ing scorers from last year. Jim McAleavev and Scott

Hiller

McAleavey. a sophomore and an honorable mention All

America last year, led the Ciorillas in his first .sea.son with

20 goals and 29 assists. Hiller. a junior who gained All

America honors for the second straight year, was the team
leader in goals with 28 and added 15 assists

Also returning at attack are senior Paul Ganci (seven

goals, nine a.ssi8tsi. junior Rob Codignotto <etght goals, one

a.ssist I and sophomore Bill Begien (two goals, two a.ssistsi.

"That's an expertenced group there. Ganci's lotted good

in presea.sim." Garber said

They will be join€?d by sophomore Tim Kes^-lring, a

transfer from Army, and freshmen Robert Falvey and
Mike Cam The Boston Globe Player of the Year last year

at Concord-Carlisle High. Cam is the third in a line of

brothers who have been playing continu<tti-!v for thi-

(forillas in recent years

Barry Cam played from 1981-84 while Pat pl.iyi'd from

1985 until la.st spring Garber f*H-K. howt-ver. that Mik»-

may be the best of the lot.

The midfield may be the teams strongest position, ac

cording to Garber Eleven players return in tht- midfield.

typifying the experience of this year's team
Leading the pack are seniors David Avidon. Greg Col

lins. Brett Jenks and Chris Tyler, followed by juniors

Jamie Bergan, Marc Feinberg. John Gonzales and Tim
Soudan Garber thinks Soudan may become a real force

in the country this year.

Three sophomores, Vincent D'Angelo. Rich Senatore

and Josh Schimmel. also return, with freshman John
Schlipf and Springfield College tran.sfer Erich Carroll

rounding out the cast.

"We have 13 people at the knee-deep position." Garber
said.

Senior co-captain Chris Zusi leads the defensive mid-

dies, along with senior Kris Cuozzo. Junior college

transfer Hugh O'Callahan, sophomore Jeff Suskin and
freshman Mario Ix)pez. an Amherst native who has "been
outstanding" according to Garber. will also been in the

defensive midfield.

Garber feels the depth of this year's squad will be its

biggest asset, with the ability to constantly shuttle ex-

perienced players in and out. With that, the Gorillas may
be a more explosive unit than la.st year.

"We hope to maintain an up-tempo. Last year we'd sub
and then have to sit back and rest a little, but with our
experience and depth we can keep the attack going."

Spuria lntorniMli4«n pritMti

Senior coK.'aptain Sal LoCascio, a three-time

All-America, will be once again anchor tht* net

for the Gorillas thi8 year.

Quick Gorilla facts
Head roach: Dick tiarber. ;i5th .season (277 134 J

t..«st season: 10 3. Inst t«» Ci)rn«tl in fir.^t rf)und i>t

NCAA tournament
Captains: Sal LoCascio and Chris Zusi

Home Field: Boyden Field <a.k.a. "The Hill'i. on*-

game at Warren McCJuirk Alumni Stadium
Top Returning Players: Jim McAleavey, soph. A

i20 goal.s. 29 assists); Scott Hiller. jun. A <28 15i; Tim
Soudan, jun. M <I3-4); Sal LoCascio, sr. G (.667 save

percentage. 8.2 goals again.st>: sr. D Tom Bonnet.
Opening game: Sun. March 18 at LTCal-Davis

First home game: Wed. March 29 vs. Cornell

Ciarber said, adding that games m the 18-to-20 goal range

may not be out of the ordinary.

The Gorillas have benefitted from good weather this

year, getting outdwirs much earlier than usual and allow-

ing them to get more actual practice time in.

This luxury has been reflected already in a pair of

preseason .scrimmages. On March 4. UMa.ss traveled to

Brown and beat the Bruins for the first time in many
years in the preseason.

"We got outside two days before the scrimmage. Nor-

mally we'd go down there right out of the gym," Garber
.said.

The Gorillas also played the Brine Lacrosse Club of

Boston Sunday and came away with a win. And, last fall,

they picked up a 17-10 win over traditionally-tough Ar-

my, prompting the pollsters to rank UMass fifth in the

nation in preseason.

conanued on pa^e 18

Women's soccer team second
at Harvard indoor tournament

The University of Mas.sachusetts

women's soccer team did not stop its

winning ways afler the fall season was
over.

This past weekend, the Minutewomen
traveled to Cambridge to partake in the

Harvard Invitational Indoor Tourna
ment. UMass finished second in a field

of eight teams that included five New
England college teams along with a trio

of amateur clubs from Mas.sachusetts

and Canada.
That team from Canada. Omega of

Montreal, had never lost an indoor tour

nament, but UMass was able to come
away with a 1-0 win in the opening

game. The Minutewomen next beat

Loren Atlantic, another amateur team,

3-0. and outcla.ssed Boston College, 5-0

to advance to the championship game.

In that game, the Minutewomen fac-

ed the Black and Tan Soccer Club of

Boston. What was interesting about the

matchup was Black and Tan included

four former UMass players.

De.spite facing the likes of Debbie
Belkin, Kristen Bowsher, Caria DeSan-
tis and Michelle Powers, along with cur-

rent a.ssistant coach Lisa Gozley. UMass
battled to a 0-0 tie through regulation

before losing in sudden death on a penal-

ty kick by Bowsher.
The off season tourney gave coach Jim

Rudy a chance to assess his talent for

next sea.son. and he likes what he's seen
so far.

"I didn't know how we were going to

be. but this is a much better start than
we anticipated," Rudy said. "We played

pretty ball, and we were physically

tough. It was a good team effort."

Rudy cited the play of Michele Wood-
side, Sue Gaudette and April Kater, who
each had two goals, as well as Sarah
Szetela, Becky Bonzano, Margie Jaede
and goalkeeper Mary Curtis.

UMa.ss will host its own indoor tour-

nament on April 2.

Calipari given one-year
extension on contract
From Staff Reports

On the day the University of

Massachusetts announced plans to ho.st a

Division I men's basketball Holiday Tour-
nament, the University also announced
that head coach John Calipari has receiv-

ed a one-year contract extension.

Calipari was hired last May. at a salary

of $63,000, under a contract that was to last

through May, 1992. The extension con
tinues the contract through May. 1993.

Fie came to UMa.ss upon the resignation
of then-coach Ron Gerlufsen at the end of

the 1987-88 sea.son. Calipari had .spent

three years as an a.ssi.stant coach at Pitt-

.sburgh, where he was the recruiting coor-

dinator, and prior to that had spent time
at the University of Kansas and Universi-

ty of Vermont.
UMass posted its 11th straight losing

season this year, finishing with a 10-18

record.

The announcement came at a press con-

ference Monday night at which UMa.ss
unveiled plans to ho.st the Hall of Fame
Holiday Classic for three vears. beginning
in 1990.

Sports Notice
Stockbridge Golf Meeting

All candidates for the Stockbridge

Golf team should report to 223 Boyden
Building today. March 15 at 6 p.m.

Anyone unable to attend should call

Jack Leaman at .545-1301.

Writers needed for the spring

Anyone interested in covering a

spring sports team for the Collegian

should come to 1 13 Campus Center and
talk with Jim Clark.

WEATHER NEWS SPORTS

Today, blustery and
cloudy in the 50's.

Tomorrow, same temp
but chance of showers.

Provost asks deans for

impact statements on 2

percent budget

holdbacks. Page 3.

D
A look at the 1989

UMass baseball team
and power slugger

Drew Comeau. Page 16.
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Davis and
Nakajima
elected
By MARIA SACCHK1T1
Collegian Staff

Tracy Davis and Eric Nakajima both ri-ceived landslide

\ atones in their respective bids for Student (rtivernment

.•\s.sociation president and student tru.stei-

The election was marked by the largest voltr turnout

in the history of S(JA elections held over a one day period,

said Jason Rabinowitz. student leader.

Traditionally. SGA elections are held during two da%

intervals, but changes in its constitution this semesi'

narrowt-d the voting period to one dav

UMass removes Theta Chi
Fraternity expelled for party that violated probation

PRESIDENT: TOTAL:

Tracy Davis 2,302

Guy Glodis 836

Josh Gordon 706
Tom Darling 183

Cynthia Evans 50
Morgan Hugo 50

TRUSTEE: TOTAL:

Eric Nakajima 2,128

Bob Monagham 837

Sandy Edwards 508
Al Arpad 268

Rob Skelton 216

Rich Barry 98

More than 4.000 students cast their votes Tuesday and

the Davis/Nakajima United Students .Agenda ticket en

joyed an overwhelming margin w ith Davis taking near-

ly 60 percent of the popular vote and Nakajima return

ing with 53 percent.

"I'm elated," Davis said of the landslide victory. "Dur-

ing the whole election, (the opposition) tried to paint me

as a one-issue candidate. Clearly, the issues Eric and

myself projected transcend all boundaries."

In his second bid for the SGA presidency, candidate Guy

Glodis advanced one place to finish a far second with 20

percent of the vote. Glodis was followed closely by oppo
continued on page 4

By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

As ol this past Tuesday Theta Chi

fraternity at the University of

Ma.ssachu.setts is no longer a recogniz-

ed student organization because

members held a party in violation of

University rules. Greek area coor

dmator Carlene Riccelli said yesterda\

Riccelli said she met with brothers of

Theta Chi and representatives from its

national chapter Tuesday afternoon to

inform them of the fraternity's removal.

Theta Chi. a trial run colony nt

UMass. was to become a chapter fratir

nity hou.se.

Riccelli. speaking for herself and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Mad.s<jn. said the fraternity, which was

being punished for a previous party and

violations of the school's alcohol p<jlicy.

violated its probation by having a keg

party on March 2. The party was

reported to her by several members of

the greek community, she said.

Paul Silva. president of Theta Chi, ad

mitted upon her questioning that they

had violated the probation, she said.

Phone lines at the fraternity remain

vA busy yesterday and brothers at the

hou.se declined to comment.

Theta Chi is the third UMass frater

nity in as many semesters to have been

removed from the University. Last

Spring Beta Kappa Phi was closed down

for alcohol policy violations and two of

its members faced charges of drug traf-

ficking. A semester later. Alpha Tau

Gamma was shut down for alleged haz

ing of pledges.

Theta Chi fraternity, as of last fall,

was on administrative probation for

alcohol policy violations per order of the

Greek Affairs office, but was given the

further punishment of social probation and a deferred

su.spension after a December party at which one frater-

nity member was injured when he fell climbing into

a second story window. The man suffered wri.st and leg

fractures from the fall.

University admini.strators said they felt compelled

to add to the existing probation conditions after the

The University of Massachusetts has removed frater-

nity status from Theta ChL
accident.

The new terms of probation disallowed the fraterni-

ty from having social gatherings and, upon the next

infraction of the rules, said, the fraternity would im

mediately be terminated as a student organization

"1 think it is unfortunate that this occurred, hut they

continued on page 4

Selectmen to vote on fees for liquor licenses

The cost of liquor licenses for area bars would double under a recent

proposal to Amherst's selectboard. The board will vote on the issue

April 3.

By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Amherst selectmen on April 3 are

scheduled to vote on a proposal to rai.se the

liquor license fees to the maximum allow-

ed by the state.

Under the proposal, a liquor license for

wine and malt restaurants would increase

from $600 to $.5,000. The license for an all

alcoholic re.staurant would double from

$2..500 to $5,000.

A wine and malt restaurant .serves only

beer and wine, while an all-alcohol

restauraunt may serve all forms.

The board said it will explore the issue

before its April decision.

Selectman Richard Minear said

businesses in Amherst could compensate

for the proposed increases "by raising

prices."

The recommendations were made in

light of budget con.straints. ' said Nancy

Board, the town's administrative assistant,

who presented vhe proposal to the board on

March 6. She said if the budget is pa.ssed,

.Amherst will lose $800,000 in .state aid.

"All town boards that have fees are

reviewing them to increase revenue. It's a

town wide increase." .she said.

If the hike is pas.sed. Amherst would gain

$109,700 in revenue, assuming businesses

renew their licenses in November, when

the increa.ses would take effect.

Board said the proposal is so drastic

because "they (the license fees) haven't

been reviewed or raised since 1983." The

recommendation has Amherst re.staurant

and bar owners outraged.

"This will affect the students' pocket-

books. A beer that costs $1.50 will cost

continued on page 4
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Panel expected to recommend Cheney today

WASHINGTON (AP» - The chairman of the Senate

Armed Services Committee said yesterday that the panel

will vote Thursday on the nomination of Rep. Dick Cheney

as defense secretary and said he expected unanimous sup

port for President Bush's replacement for John Tower

i don't know of any opposition now," said Sen. Sam

Nunn, D Ga., as he announced that the committee had

completed its hearing's on the nomination and would vote

this morning.

The Georgia Democrat said he would vote tor Chenev,

saying he saw "no impediments " to confirmation of the

nominee in an FBI background check, financial reports

from the White House and Pentagon and medical records.

Nunn said the six term Wyoming Republican con

gressman is "well qualified. " and called him a "man of

integrity."
. o

The second ranking Democrat on the Armed Services

panel, Sen. James Exon of Nebraska, said he saw "no pro-

blems whatsoever" t« confirmation of Cheney. "I don't

think there will be a vote against him." Exon said.
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LOCAL

THE SKY IS FALLING - Art students from a 3-D design class drop eggs wrapped in works

of balsa wood, paper, and cardboard from the 4th floor of Herter Hall yesterday. If the eggs

remained in tact, the project was deemed a success.

Budget hold-backs discussed
Provost asks deans for impact statements on 2percent cut

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian StafT

Humanities and fint- arts depiirtment heads held an

emergency meeting yesterday to discuss a proposed 2 per

cent operatin^i budget hold back for fiscal year 1990.

Murray Schwartz, dean ofthe faculty of humanities and

fine arts, called the meeting because Provost Richard

O'Brien has asked all ofthe University of Massachusetts"

deans to prepare impact .statements on the consequences

of operating on only 98 percent of their current budgets

beginning jn July.

"it's not a 2 percent cut." said Schwartz. 'Were being

asked to reserve 2 percent of our budget. To call it a cut

would be wrong."

Schwartz said the only way the humanities could

operate with a 2 percent reserve would l>e to cancel the

search for a new French department chairman and to not

rehire 66 teaching assi.stanls whose contracts are

negotiated yearly.

If this happens about 5.000 course openings could not

be offered for the fall semester and would hurt the I'niver

•^itvs ability to attract quality giaduate students, he said

the reason the Provost is asking for the impact

statements is because the .state budget for fiscal 1990 dcjes

not seem to be shaping up favorably for UMass. he said

"All I know is there are several items under considera

tion (for fiscal year 1990| that we dont have funds for.

[Andl the money for these things has not been identified

in anyone s budget." he said referring to a 53rd pay week

in 1990. library funds and faculty and staff contract

negotiations scheduled to Ik' concluded this year

Liberals,

Conservatives
okay Davis
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The conservative and liberal factions of the

undergraduate student .senate broke tradition last night,

coming together to ratify Tracy Davis as president ofthe

Student Government A.ssociation.

In a surprise move. Sen. W. Greg Rothman. a conser-

vative, and liberal Sen. Michael Greiner. campaign

manager for Davis and Student Tru.stee-elect Eric .Naka-

jima, motioned for the unanimous approval and im

mediate swearing in of Davis, who would otherwise have

taken office on April 2

"Were all ready to work together." Rothman said, liken

ing the lighthearted atmjwphere to the traditional "honey

nuKm" period of initial harmony between the senate and

the president experienced at the national level

"I don't know how long it's going to last." he added, as

staffers from The Minuteman gave Davis a "peace offer

ing" bouquet of red. white, and blue carnations.

Davis received a standing ovation after she was ofTicially

sworn in by outgoing Senate Speaker Rob«-rt Fadel his

final duty in that position.

The swearing in marks the first time m more than a

year that the senate has ratified a presidential candidate

since filibu.stermg by conservative senators prevented the

approval of Shari Silkoffand Jason Rabinowitz as SGA
CO presidents.

Silkoffand Rabinowitz maintain th< v wt re legally CO-

presidents because of an out of court agreement with two

student justices. The pair said they were not ratified

because of concerns over the constitutionality ofSGA co-

presidencies and controversy over Rahinowitz's com

munist status.

The honeymoon period lasted barely one hour, inter

rupted by an attempt to remove the current freeze of the

Commuter Area Government's funds, approved during

last weeks mt«eting in light of allegations of misu.se of

funds and President Jay Festa's resignation.

Fadel said the atmo.sphere quickly became ho.stile and

said the event was "the traditional attack on the CAG
because of the once presidency of Jay Festa."

But, Sen. Brian Darling said the freeze .should remain

until the alleged misuse of funds is investigated.

"Partisan politics isn't going to leave the senatt real

s<Km.' Darling said.

In other business:

• Sen. John Dunlap. co president ofthe Northeast .Area

Government, was officially elected as the new .Senate

Speaker, replacing Robert Fadel, who .said he will "watch

from the fioor" as a newly elected senator from the com-

muter area.

• Laura Filkins was unanimously re-appointed a.< SGA
Treasurer, beginning her .stn-ond year in that position

Republicans cited in March 6 fight outside dorm
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Amidst recent flak the University of

Massachusetts Republican Club has been

receiving from administrators and other

campus groups they may have attracted

more trouble in the early hours of March 6.

UMass police said they were called to the

Amherst Police station at about 2:30 a.m

to assist officers there in sorting out an in

cident involving UMass students.

Police will not confirm any names, but

five members ofthe club may have been in

volved in assaulting and harassing the

publishers of a new campus paper while its

first issue was being distributed.

Two of four student publishers of The

Liberator, a paper "dedicated to fighting op-

pression.
" reported being confronted by

enraged Republicans shortly after 2 a.m.

near Van Meter Residence Hall.

Robb Smith and Edward D. Chambers

said thev were about to leave their vehicle

to drop-off papers at the dormitory when

a car came "careening " around the corner

and pulled up beside them. The occupants

ofthe car, according to the alleged victims,

were Brian Darling, Doug Dratch. W. Greg

Rothman, Steve Lutz and Alan

Brvnjolfs.son.

The publishers contend the Republicans

got out of their car and started to bang on

the hood ofthe delivery vehicle and scream

at its occupants goading them to come out.

Smith and Chambers locked the cars

doors.

"At that point we put the car in reverse

and started to get out of there. Dratch tried

to stop our car from leaving [by grabbing

hold of the bumper! and then got into the

car with the others and chased us,"

Chambers said.

The cha.se. Chambers .said, ended at

Amherst Police station, where the

Republicans emerged from their vehicle

and started harassing them again.

Chambers said he then leaned on the car

horn to draw police out of the station.

After about three minutes the police did

come out. but the Republicans had left the

.scene. Chambers said.

Amherst Police recorded the incident as

happening on Boltwood Avenue and took

.statements from Chambers and Smith.

Chambers and Smith said they filed

as.sault charges in Northampton District

Court the same morning. Charges may
have been filed but that information will

not be disclosed until a decision has been

made to hold a hearing, a court clerk said

March 7.

Eileen Stewart, assistant Dean of

Students, said yesterday that both alleged

victims approached her the day after the

incident to "Explore the possibilty of tak-

ing out charges under the Code of Student

Conduct against the Republicans."

"I am concerned in general that the level

of political discourse has reached the point

of fisticuffs. I'm extremely concerned,

"

Stewart said.

Steve Lutz. a member ofthe Republican

Club, did not deny encountering the

paper's .staffers, but gave a different ac

count ofthe events which tran.spired early

that morning.

Lutz said he and the other four

Republicans, irate over the paper's alleged

ly derogatory articles about them, came

upon the paper's di.stributors at Van Meter
wanting to discuss the possibility of not

distributing the issue.

He said the distributors tried to leave in
,

their car and almost ran down his col-

league. Doug Dratch, in the process. Then
the Republicans followed the two to the

continued on page 4

Club privileges under review
Su.spension of meeting room and

equipment privileges for two Universi-

ty of Massachusetts student gioups will

continue until the end of the semester

under recommendations from Eileen

Stewart, assistant Dean of Students at

the school.

Stewart's decision, the result of an in-

vestigation into a brawl between

members ofthe UMa.ss Republican Club

and some gue.sts of the Friends of the

Spartacus League, upholds an earlier

decision to rescind the gioups privileges

made in late February.

Recommendations made in the report

w ill be sent to Dudley Bridges, director

of Building Services who initially took

away both groups privileges, and Irene

Carew, director of student activities, for

immediate review and evaluation.

The report outlines the events which

transpired on the evening of Feb. 9 in

a Campus Center meeting room where

the Friends of the Spartacus League's

parent organization — the Spartacist

League — were conducting a video

presentation question and answer
forum.

Stewart's report, finished yesterday,

concluded from interviews with

eyewitnesses and police, that blame for

the nearly 25 per.son wrestling match,

which erupted during the discussion

portion of the meeting, could not

decisively be placed on either group.

Police said they averted a second con-

frontation between the two groups one

week later when members of both spot-

ted each other in the Student Union and
exchanged harsh words.

The report quotes an "uninvolved

witness" from the latter confrontation

who said it looked as if both groups were

creating a situation "in which to blame

the other."
- THOMAS RODRIGUES
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Election
-ontinued fro'n page I

Sham candidate Tom Darling took

nearly five percent of the overall total

while Morgan Hugo and Cynthia Evans
finished with a tie of 50 votes apiece

Nakajima enjoyed a healthy lead over

Bob Monaghan. who finished second

with 21 ptTcent of the popular vote. San
dy Edwards remained in third place for

the second year m a row . but her earn-

id vote percentage dropped to 13 percent

troni more than 17 percent last year.

Trustee candidate Al Arpad eased by

Rob Skelton with six percent of the votr

and Rich Barrv finished !a->t with tun

percent

The referendum question asking t

•d existence of MassPIR*. I

tts toxic waste and pollu

tion. pas.-^ed ovfrwhelmingly. Students

also defeated a proposal to put a positive

checkoff on tuition bills to help sub-

sidize the organization.

Davis said this year's campaign was
"nastier" than last years election of

Shan SilkofT and Jason Rabinowitz as

SGA co-presidents, which has never

been approved by the senate.

"That goes back to the partisan views

in the senate, " she said, adding that shi-

does not anticipate similar problem-

with her own ratification.

Davis said the first course she will

take as president is to address issues ot

campus safety and has already
t stablished contact with Director of

Public Safety Arthur Hilson

Senate ratification of Davis presidtii

N
. which is necessary for her to take ot

!ice. IS slated to (XTur in two week-

Nakanma will take office in Juls

Liquor licenses

(xin.r.nued y'^m page .

$2.50," if the recommendation is passed,

said Chick Delano, owner of Delano's in

downtown Amherst. Delano's is an all

alcoholic restaurant.

"Amherst will have the highest fees in

western Massachusetts and probably the

s.cond highest behind North Andover." he

said.

Jerry Btals, assistant manager of

Barselottis. said the increase is "$2.5(X) we

can't afford to give away It's too harsh to

ask for a 100 percent increase."

He said he is not sure how the increa.se

will affect prices l>ecause bars in town are

involved in a "price war." Steve Slezek.

nuiur nt T.uii Villa, has a wine and malt

Republican club

restaurant. He said "The increase is

outrageous. There has to be a middle point

instead of raising the license (733) percent,

to the maximum. I have to raise prices to

reflwt the cost of license, I have no choice."

"I have to do something." Slezek said. "I

will probably raise the price of beer 80

cents across the board,' he said.

"Town is having a problem making the

budget work. There are more avenues to

l(K>k into, and 1 don't think they have."

Slezek said.

Several bar and restaurant owners say

they plan to appear before selectmen ear-

ly next month to voice their opposition to

the proposal.
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Tracv Davis Eric Nakajima

\mherst Police station and again tried Ut

' lik with the distributors, Lutz said.

The Hepuhlican.>i tjave up and left b«>fore

the |.>olice came out. Lutz said They n«-ver

came into any phv-" ' .."••<i with

Chamber.- or SmitI 'he
• it-ateni'd assault chttrgej» Mtiicuious. he

- latest incident is tii'

\<'iv!iig a^isault charj^e- a^.iiu-l lutinU-i-

ii( ili. I'M.i-- Rfj.iilil!! .11! Chill m '.h»- pa>t

I h( Kt()ul)iican> are now j'lUaiiKU'd in a

.,al battle %Mth the Spartacu-* U«ague. a

' imbridge based Trotskyist organization
t! A ' ,m they brawlfd during a forum

in the ('ani|iu> ( iiiiir K< ti 9

Both gioups have filed .ts.^ault charges

agii!n.><t each other, but a tuuit date hiLS not

l>een determined and the case is continued

indefinitely

The Repub;

legal blow^ rtf their own hy threatening to

fih- suit a>;ainst '
' '

> n-

dmg the urnup -
.

ht

with the .Spartacus League
.•\dministrators have taken a\Mty

meeting room and equipment privilege*

from the Republicans and the Friends of

the Spartacus League, the student

oi^.int/aiion which ho.«itcd its parent

organization on the night of the fight, un-

til the issur ' I ' '• iiM-^tmnti'd.

fraternity

K. '

^? '^< oo ..<^ %

conttnued '^'Jti pa^t I

were aware of the con.>iequences,'" Ricceili

said

Of approximately 46 brothers living in

the North Plea.sant Street house, about half

are UMass freshmen and sophomores wh<»

\\ ill have to move back into residence halls

1- of March 27

Becau.se the fiaternily house is private

property, its owners, the national corpora-

tion of Theta Chi fraternity, will decide

what will hap|H<n to the house Senior and
junior fraternity brothers may be allow^
to stay in the hou.s*' with the consent of the

landlord?-

Dine with your f^^^orite

faculty member-

To generate interaction

between students & faculty,

students can invite or be

invited by faculty to eat breakfast,

lunch, or dinner in all dining

commons free of charge.

Interested faculty and students

cern pick up meal tickets from

dining commons managers at

the following dining common
locations: Berkshire, Franklin,

Hampshire, and Worchester.

Both facultv member and student

need to sign ticket. ID's will be

required.

Commuters and non-meal

plan students are encouraged to

participate in this program.

For Healthier Skin
Facials

D*w Po'e Ctean?i'>g Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
L c • B'CA Sr-ac ng • Chm

Bimn. Line • Legs

G'f Cenificates Available

Licensed Aestheticianmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

for

Men and Women
34 Mam Street Amherst

253-9S79

Grecoi
Pizza

sponsored by Student Affairs and

Auxilary Services

For further information

contact Dean of Students Office

227Whitmore - 545-2684

i We serve authentic
I GREEK CUISINE

I Our whole wheat

j
pizza Is perfect for

I
weight watchers!!!"
Delivery 7 days a

week to S. Amherst
from 5pm to 1am

Close to Brittany,
Southwood A RIvordalo

I
460 Wost St., Amharst

* 1 mil* south on Rt. 116
Noxt to RAP Uquors

Tel: 253-9239
256-4196^

Shelters aid battered women
Coalition provides peer support and legal advocacy for women

By ALETHEA ODONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Every 15 seconds a udnian in the United States is

physically abused.

Every 15 days a woman in Massachusetts is murdered
hy her husband or boyfriend.

In the wake of these statistics, battered women's
shelters in the state work together to fight violence

against women, and aid the battered and their children

Five shelters in western Massachusetts lielong to the

Massachusetts Coalition of Battered Women's Service

Groups, said Sue Dizek, a ctxirdinator of Womanshelter,

a battered women's shelter in Holyoke
The coalition provides services for some battered women.

The shelters provide a place to stay, as well as p«'tr -up

p«irt and legal advinracy, she said.

'Our purpose is to empower [battered women) because

they don't need another di.sempttwering figure," Dizek

said. "We'll give her information and options, but we don't

tell her what to do."

The Boston-ba.sed coalition, which provided the

statistics, is a central referral agency for state shelters

In 1987, 2,370 women and 3,126 children stayed in the

shelters, according to the agency. Another 8.600 women
received services such as economic counseling and legal

advocacy.

Gail Keilson. service coordinator of

Necessitieft'Necesidades in Northampton, said the shelter

for which she works turns away a "tremendous" number
of women because of its small budget. Keilson said she

tries to refer women to other Massachusetts shelters.

Necessities Necesidades houses only three women and

their children.

Dizek said for abused women, "a shelter is the bottom

line." Once a woman is sht'ltercd, she is usually able to

get out of the abusive situation, she said.

But Pam Brown, a director of the New England Learn-

ing Center for Women in Tran.sition. in Greenfield, said

a cycle of violence makes it difficult for battered women
to leave their situations.

"The cycle begins with a battering incident. After this

the batterer feels contrite, and he will be loving for a time,

buying her flowers, " she said "Then, she sees signs that

things aren't going right, there is tension, and she tries

to please him. Soon another incident takes place."

Brown said many women do not recognize the cycle un-

til It IS pointed out to them. The best time to work with

a battered woman is directly after an abusive incident has

occurred, becau.se "then we can make her recognize the

cycle," she said.

Dizek said battered women stay in an abusive situation

for many reasons. "First of all. she stays because of fear.

Fear of her abuser, fear of the unknown, of how her fami-

ly will react. Also, she is isolated. She is afraid of losing

her children. She has emotional ties — she loves him and
thinks she can hold the marriage together and work it

out. She's embarrassed and tries to keep it hidden."

Sometimes a woman leaves the batterer because he

hurts her children, Dizek said. Although it is rare for a

man who abuses his wife to also abuse his children, she

said, the children may get hurt trying to intervene.

Women often leave when a child models the father's

behavior, she said. "They see disrespect and they hear

daddy calling mommy stupid. When a woman sees this,

often she knows that she doesn't want this to happen aiul

she will finally leave."

Dizek said about two-thirds ofthe battered women who
are aided by area shelters eventually lead "violence-fret-

lives.

Keilson said even if a battered woman returns to the

abusive situation, the support received Adri a dwiter may
help her gam the emotional strength needed to leave her

abus«'r permanently.
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Lesson No. 3:

Lesson No. 4:

See Lesson No. 5 after Spring Break

Students have saved much
time and money by dealing

with Northampton Honda

Always purchase from a

dealer who has One Goal...

"Customer Satisfaction"

UTOPIA
SPAS

Suntan Lounges

Float to Relax Tank

Private Hot Tub Rooms

Monday-Wednesday $7.50 per person/hour

Thursday-Sunday $7.50 halt hour

$12.00 per person/hour

1 75 University Drive Amherst
Amherst. MA
413-253 7727

OPEN TILL 1:00 AM,

7 DAYS A WEEK

iiawaiiiMiMiBai

PAYMim
^ For people who won t consider

compromise... for people like you!

Excludes all other promotions.

586-8626 171 KING STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 586-8626
•' 1000 total maximum payments

WHO'S THE BEST IN

LSAT PREP?
We usually don't mention Kaplan, for we know, as

he should, thatThe Princeton Review is the best LSAT
prep course in the country. Our documented average

increase for our November course in Hidley was

exactly 13 points! Kaplan will never tell you his

documented average for any site.

Let the facts speak for themselves.

1 AREA II KAPLAN 1 T.P.R. I

TESrsu
Only 2. Th.ey afB not aciuai

LSAS2x:ir,5:rc-jo:::ons.

Report tor Tesll only.

4 actual, released LSATs,

eachaccompaniedbya

pereonaiized reoort.

CLASS SIZE

40 sluoents is not un-

common. He will tell you

his average but BEWARE!

Classes are closed alter

13 students. We 17 to

keep It under 1 0.

CLASS TIME 36 hours. 42 hours.

There you have it. The Princeton Review is the

best, and when your future depends on it, do you

deserve anything less?

Classes begin April 2

in Hadley and at Smith

College.

THE

584-6849

PRINCETON
REVIEW

The LSAT Experts
ETS and Princuon UiuvrMiiy an nol effiliaud wiiM Tkt PrinctUM Rmiw
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The opinioris oii tnis
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.f-a\an oi the Un'.versitY unless otherwise noted

The dating game
— UMass style
Contemporary young men and women are underyoinK

a crisis Many of them are at times .-xiH-riencing slight

forms of schizophrenia.

Being a student at the University of Massachusetts, I

see this happen all the time. L'Mass is a school of enor

mous size, and it is often difficult to meet someone who

1- inlnguinu or interesting to yoti

Minu Sebastian

Wishing for winter clothing camouflage
Bikinis are slaked on dormitory d<K)rs, a haiijnuti ol

dfKim displayed next to them: 6" days 'til Spring: Hr,ak '89

The temperature is crawling out of the teens Cadbury

Cream eggs are back in season. A lone, chirping bird

w (k.- mt- up at 7 am as I realize I cant find my waist

Alise Harfield

It s high time for yet another rite of spring - Ihf diet.

l>)nt assume I'm unhappy I am well used to this by

rum . having di.sci>vered a love-hate relationship with old

man winter - his holidays 'Thanksgiving. Christmas.

New Year' increase our natural and i ven necessary crav

ings tor anything remotely re.sembling food. His lousy

.\ eat her packs us inside dorms and DCs w here eating is

•> -de of warmth and survival: yet he provides us with

'.- knit excuses for warmth <a.k.a. camoflagei like

w'loly sweaters. d'>wn jackets. Champion s\veat>.

I'T- liii.>rl-. •11'ltcii- \ni] f'.iii'nr.i-.U< n \v. Il iifl t (i Seal

uKt« >t.ar5 ago Winter i".a.-> a wa> oi tattoning

.. :.•» love fo«td.

1 never saw the purpose of fighting with a recurring ele-

' Winter was around bi-fore I wa> born, and will

> i.r. Innij after I'm iifiri'' Fighting the emmy as it

~ i|, dicrous lab and 1 pnxrastinate.

• ,p.4 thf enemy untu n wtars itself out and departs,

mg me to recon.struct the body during the aftermath

')f spring. This year has been the worst.

1 thought -tarting early 'late February would pui iiie

ahead of the gang, allow me to bare arms in short sleeves

before August. So I ventured to Totman gymnasium,

where exercise combined w ith caloric cuts would he my
definitive answer in '89.

I walked earnestly inside, each step further convincing

myself that I. tof). could wear shorts next week in Florida

had I the opportunity. I heard tho.se lovely sounds of

basketballs bouncing on parquet floors, whistles blowing

in unsuspecting eardrums and people cursing at one

an<»ther in what 1 pmuieti a.- tin i(j.i..iii. .• health -

aerobic activity I couldn t wait to have to w ip«' sweat, not

soup, from my face

Then I chanctnl upon the si^n ilial would change this

year's dieting efl'ort — "The Btxly Sh«ip. now open." With

images of an auto mechanic tran.sforming a junk yard

heap of metal into a sparkling sp<irts car just in lime for

spring driving, I spnnti-d.

I was relievi-d to find the Body Sh<»p tucked neatly away

in the ba.sement «»f Totman where no one could catch me

in my sweaty efforts. I saw shiny silver nautilus machines,

clear mirrors, and comfortable carpets under it all ! heard

some of my favorite songs and envisioned myself leadinu'

an exercise clast* one day

Then I entered

I was dumbfounded at one fell swixip Men \ nt

muscles were 'l>enching* with weights the size ot my dorm.

s,,meW' ' fN. others were

stretchi'

.

Thatwdnder

ful music .seen into a rendition of Sesame

Street's Oru- o/ .Vj-m ,', : 'i^ - »> nnl likv ihntthfrH Mine was

the only rotund body in the place!

Out of this twilight zone, a figure in a Ivnly *uit ap

pniached me with a clip board I hoped she didn't want

til photograph me for a before" picture. .As she spoke to

me I thought of sitcom.-: where the mother makes the kids

straighten the house hi:fan- the cleaning lady's visit. I

should have lost forty plus p«)unds bef<»re journeying hei-e

1 l<M)ked around and wondered why the.se jieople were e\

ercising. then remembered that matntcnanci' is tin

necessary part of improvements — for human bodies '<

cars It had Ihmii .i Innu while since I reached that point

of dieting.

It will be a long time this year, too. I feigned an inten •

in joining, then walked gloomily home My next occasion

in spandex would be after I lose weight this season. Mayb*-

by finals.

Until then, 1 want to tran.sfer to U. Alaska. I hear it's

still winter over there.

Alise Harfield is a Colleffian columnist.

Kver see someone at a party who you'd like to meet?

So. why can't you ju.st go up t<» this pers«in. introduce

yourself, and maybe ask if you could go out sometime'.'

Well, unless you want beer spit all over you from the

pi'rs<in laughing so hard, you'll pn^bably mA take so direct

an approach.

Instead, you decide to take a slower plan of act ion. First.

y4.u trv to establish some sort of < Met. but as soon

;•> he looks back at you, you imm. look m the op-

•e direction. Wondenng what your next step should

tK=, you decide to ask your friend* for iheir opinion. Big

mistake.

All of your friends crowd around you and start looking

.in.und for him After much pointing and whi.spermg, they

finally catch -ight of him He Im.ks m your direction

wondering what all the commotion is alxtut

You now feel totally humiliated, but you ft»rce yourself

to say hi. " <you don't want to seem like a fool*. You C8rr>-

a ca.sual conversjition. but then leave him to l>e w ilh your

friends, because after alt. you don'? want him to think

vou're aggressive or de.sperate

You act really cool by talking to your friend> and ac

img like youre having a great time Alwav s keeping sight

of where he is. you occasionally glance in his direction.

You spend the next half hc»ur activelv ignoring this p»'r

son. After a while, you decide to walk past him to s*"e if

he will say anything to your when you walk by As you're

walking by. you make it a point not to Iw^k at him and

act as though you're looking around for siinu^me else He

says "hi." but you act indifTerenl. and contim

"search"
Kventually. he leaves and you're left w ith this sad and

1 mpty feeling. You wonder. . . why didn't he auk me out*

Personallv. I think this guy must ha kind of

mental di.sabiiity if he didn't get the m hat you

were interested m him. Judging by your personality, your

f,
.

'

. bf-en obvious You were friendly.

,, H.iwn. talkative ;iMH«)iiief Your per

s4tnality had such diverse qualit h" ^^.«\

he couid not b«' ititrigued by y«tu

MayU' next time you should tr\- a more direct apprtwich

Walk up to him, "accidentally' spill beer on him. and then

olTer to wash his shirt .\nd if that doesn't work, tell him

to go see a psycho ther.ipist beciuse he diMlnitely has a

communication problen*

Minit Si'hnstian is a l'Mti>

ni th,- t-ollfU'' dating nc^ne

The Collegian arccpls Ivttvrs and volumns from thv

I Mass community and Fire-College Area, .\olhing

handuriltcn or anonymous uill he printed, so type

and sign all suhmissions!.'.' All suhmissions become

the property of the Collegian and are subject to

editing for space, grammar, and clarity, (hooidng

suhmissions for publication is at the discretion of the

editorial desk. Send all correspondence to I !.'! Cam-
pus Center, I '.Mass.

Keeping the streets safe from illegally parked cars
"Srri iri<> and pr<itr< ting, u ith <(turt*:s\. 24 hours a day.

"

- L'Mass Police Department motto.

12;.'30 a.m., Friday. Three .su.spicious character.- are .>poi

ted snooping around the quiet Orchard Hill suburbs. I am
one of those prowlers. To protect their identities, I'll refer

to my cohort.s as "Karen " and "Gretchen.
'

The evening started innocently enough, sipping soft

drinks and reminiscing about old times. None of us had

any intention of breaking the law. It just happened

Our conversation creeped into the early morning, pro

mpting hints that transpcirtation back to my dorm was

available. Taking advantage of Karen's shuttle service.

I requested to be dropped off at a driveway behind my
dorm.
Karen stopped her car at the drop-off site, allowing time

for me to gather my belongings. Little did I know that

our every move was being monitored. Stepping out the

door, I was blinded by a flashing blue strobe light. High

beams illuminated the entire region, leaving no place to

hide. I was caught red handed with a box of cereal and

.some orange juice.

Eager to prove that my shredded wheat wasn't laced

with cocaine, I casually approached the police car. The

peace-seeking mission was met with hostility. Maybe my
orange juice carton was mistaken for a dangerous weapon,

because the police officer addressed me in a lone usually

reserved for convicted criminals.

"STOP RICiHT WHERE YOU ARE CO BACK TO THE
CAR AND WAIT FOR ME THERE' " she b<Kjme<l. By now

my curiosity climaxc^d. Have 1 unknowingly murdered so-

meone? Are Karen and Gretchen involved in some

elaborate prostitution ring'' Why were wc being stalked

down by a police cruix r'

Darren Garnick

But now was no time to philosophize. I was about to

make my debut in a new section of the Collegian — the

police log.

Let the harassment games begin! First the officer ques-

tioned my audacity to approach the police car, citing a

violation of state law. I explained that as a law-abiding

citizen, I had little experience in being pulled over by

police and was unaware of the correct protocol. Although

I said this without the slightest trace of a smirk, she warn

ed me not to be a smart aleck, or Karen would be slapped

with a $2,5 fine. Yes, the driver of the car would be p<'nali/.

ed for her pa.s.senger's sarcasm.

After I convinced the officer that I was not seeking a

showdown, she got tired of me and decided to intimidate

someone else Pulling a Hashlight out of her utility belt,

she panned the back seat for illicit drugs. Coming up emp-

ty, she ran Karen's social .security number through the

computer, hoping to discover a criminal past.

It took 15 minutes of questioning and computer tests

for the UMa.ss officer to conclude the obvious — we weren't

criminals. However, the driveway we were on was

technically a sidewalk.

Since we were unaware of this, she waived the $25 fine.

At 12:30 a.m., enforcing obscure parking violations has

priority over rape and vandalism. Two people dropping

off a friend is .seen as a threat to the community.
Compared to the back alleys of Boston, patrolling UMa.ss

is like girl scout camp. Oh, there are a few cookie crumbs

in the bed sheets, but covert weapon smuggling operations

are a rt:nty. When .something "exciting" does happen, the

UMass police force tends to overreact. Underage drinkers

and disobedient car owners are scum and should be treated

accordingly.

When 1 hear the word "police," images of pigs and riot

gear don't immediately surface. I still think of the officer

who helps a lost child find his or her parents at the shop-

ping mall. But I instantly link one thought to the phrase

"UMass police."

Harrassment.
Darren (iarnick is a Collegian columnist
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The proper name is Cutback City
As a resident of Cutback City, I sincere-

ly appreciate the support and participation

of the campus community in our efforts.

However, I would like to answer a recent

letter in the Collegian ("UMass far from
Shanty Town," March 13) by Amy San-

dridge, that we refer to our home as "Cut-

back City," not as "Shanty Town." We
refer to our houses as "shacks" or even

"Freestyle Sheds," but not as "shanties."

The Collegian can and does name our

dwelling in its own words and often

without our input, therefore we claim no

responsibility for the words it sees fit to

print. We do, however, appreciate the

coverage that the Collegian has given us.

Any exposure is a help.

Association with a form of protest

directed against apartheid is not something

I consider to be bad. However, our protest

is not on South Africa; instead, we are con-

cerned with a national problem.

I'd also like to point out that there is not

monopoly on shanty towns held by South

Africa. Poor people throughout the world

live in this type of dwelling. In Jamaica,

South America, Mexico, and even here in

the United States there are people who find

themselves without means to provide bet-

ter housing for themselves and their

families.

Percy Smith
Cutback City

Holyoke students stereotyped
An article appeared in the Collegian

which embarrasses me and threatens the

reputation of every Mount Holyoke College

student ("The View from the Mount and

the Five College Scene. " March 6 > written

by Kristina Denuis.

The article presents what Denius calls

"interesting attitudes toward neighboring

colleges and their makeup of students,"

but what It does is imply false general iza

tions about Mount Holyoke students.

Though Denius notes that the opinions in

her article are those of only one group of

students, she fails to present the predomi

nant opinions on our campus. The result

IS an embarrassment to Denius and her

classmates.

I hope that those who read Denius' arti-

cle realize that it doesn't represent the

views of most Mount Holyoke students. In

fact, it contradicts some of the values we
take great pride in Despite the vi«'ws of

Denius' friends and dorm members, the

rest of us try to be open-minded. We en-

courage the belief that it is wrong to judge

people on the basis of race, sex, income,

manner of dress, or physical appearance.

My apologies to any student who has

been a victim of the stereotypes presented

in this article. You were judged unfairly.

Denius admits that "stereotypes are

generally considered injurious to the fabric

of moral society." and explains that "it's

often difficult to avoid classifying people

under a blanket category when your sole

basis for judgement is the people andor the

m.stitution only contributes to the problem

we should all be working to eliminate.

In the mean time, I think Denius owes

her classmates an apology for the way we
were presented to our community

Ann Lyies

Mount Holyoke College

Unpopular opinions unfairly labeled

Undoubtedly, some will find this equa-

tion to be without merit, yet that is exact-

ly what some of us stnmgly feel, and this

IS what Roger Libby felt when he attend

ed the recent protest outside the Amherst

Newsroom.
Although our position on pornography

and implications relating to women may
differ somewhat from that of Roger, we
strongly suppt»rt his addressing the issue

of censorship at the protest rally.

It is with this backdrop that we are shar

ing our concern about two very related

aspects of the pa.st protest. One has to do

with Helen Harrison's column <" Playboy

protesters fall prey to ignorant hecklers '.

March 6». in which she trivialized Roger

Libby's attendance We found it interesting

that there are some who must always con-

demn sound but unpopular positions

whenever they disturb their own. While

Helen Harrison found 'the heckling was

constant and unoriginal" from .some of the

males at the males at the protest It wasn't

just men who were heckling: some women
shouted at Roger Libby that they would

"cut his d—k off."

Our second concern is related to what

was shouted at Roger. Someone spray

painted on the garage side of Roger's house

"Cut it off." This elevates the issue to

another form of censorship: "Sit down,

you're a sexi^. and you're rocking the boat.

Roger!" We are distressed by the violence

«if this of action: why can't people disagree

without hating those who hold opposing

opinion?

Finally, to Helen Harrison's comment
about Roger Libby's "horny toad," we
agree that it is the people whose hearts

have been hardened by certainty who find

it most difficult to let loose and guffaw

They are unwilling to challenge their own
convictions, and they detest anyone who
pokes fun at their beliefs.

We should be ever be mindful of the im-

portance of humor as a self-corrective

methcxl of keeping us from becoming stern

absolutists. Or, in the stirring words of

Henry "Shecky" Bergson: "Take my
dogma please!" We mu.st find a peaceful,

understanding manner in which to ex-

change our views on controversial subjects

with people who hold different opinions.

We should learn to accept that someone

who doesn't agree with us may still be a

friendly, caring human being — they just

disagree.

Mary Kraus
Donald Read

Amherst^Northampton

\f^\i:Mf\ j,in>^-IW*

In the n?ws..manniade

flourx)carbon gases an?

destro/ir^ the ozone
layer, alfowifjg the sun^
cancer-causing ultra-violet

rays ihroqgh...
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Totman fight falsely called racist
I would like to address and editorial by

K. Andrew Mitchell ("Public Safety leaves

Black students open to harm." March 13).

Mitchell referred to a Collegian article on

a fight near Totman gym between a Black

man and a White man I am infuriated by

the falsehoods contained in Mitchell's ar-

ticle and appalled that they were allowed

to be presented as fact in his editorial. The
fight was not a "vicious racial attack" as

Mitchell infers It was not racially

motivated as the Collegian suggested. And
Mitchell is wrong when he claims that "no

one knows what happened that week in

Februarv" I know I was there.

The fight was not motivated by the color

of the Black man's skin, but rather by his

completely obnoxious behavior. The Col-

legian report was horribly inaccurate in

that it told only one side of the incident.

I applaud the efforts of the University to

combat the problem of racism on our cam-

pus. But I condemn the Collegian for

misrepresenting facts to the campus com-

munity. The reason the Collegian did not

elaborate on the alleged racism of this in-

cident IS because it had no facts to support

the false comments of a spectator.

Michelle Toth
Amherst

Feminists don't have to be female
Not all men are .sexist pigs who wave

Playboy centerfolds in the faces of anti

pornography demonstrators yelling

"You're just jealous because you're too ugly

to be in here." and "The hell they're not,"

in response to protester's chant "Women
are not playthings!"

Last semester, an anti-pornography

workshop was organized through the

Educator Advocate Program of the

Everywoman's Center. The film Not a Love

Story, a documentary exposing the por

nography industry as promoter of the

degradation and mutilation of women, was

shown as a part of this. This attracted

roughly sixty people, about half of whom
were men. I was especially excited by the

fact that these men actively participated

in the workshop di.scussion before and after

the film

International Women's Day was
celebrated in the Cape Cod Lounge and had

a big turn out of both men and women. The

entire UMass men's lightweight crew team

showed their support by making buttons

which read, "UMass Lightweight Crew
Supports International Women's Day."

Who would have thought that these men

thought of anything besides rowing? Well

they do, and they are certainly not alone

in their support of women's rights

The women Studies Brown Bag Series,

which are weekly lectures by guest

speakers on issues and experiences c<jncer

ning women, has drawn a great crowd at

each meeting. Again, thought women still

dominate in number, a fair amount are

men. In fact, on March 29, Michael Wolff,

a profes.sor in the English department here

at the University of Mas.sachusett.s, will be

lecturing at the Brown Bag on "Men as

Feminists."

As protests and marches continue in the

fight for women's rights, more and more

men are speaking out along with women.

Yet can men really be feminists, as they

are the oppressors whom we are fighting

against? I say yes, they can. Their par

ticipation in our fight for rights is very en-

couraging and extremely appreciated —
keep it up! And hopefully those men who

still have delusions of superiority will

become the minority.

Chantal Pierrat

Hadley

In other news
TV's sin -and-sex parade marches on. Highlights on last week's

tabloid shows ranged from a story on "the undercover Romeo," a

drug informant who allegedly lured innocent women into dope deals,

to an ogling visit to a topless coffee shop. Can't something be done,

critics and concerned viewers cry, about such tasteless shows? Now

a campaign against sleaze appears to be gathering steam. But the

cure may be worse than the disease.

The issue leaped to the fore two weeks ago, when a Michigan

housewife, Terry Rakolta, became an instant celebrity for her .'suc-

cessful letter-writing campaign against the bawdy Fox network sit-

com Married. . . With Children. Responding to her complaints,

several major adveritisers, including Kimberly-Clark and Procter

& Gamble, said they would no longer run ads on the show because

of its "offensive" content. The sitcom - Fox's highest rated show
— is in no mortal danger: ad time is .sold out for the .season, Fox

officials say, and only one company, Tambrands, actually cancell-

ed a scheduled commercial because of Rakolta's complaints.

Her one-woman ground .swell, however, has exposed a growing

skittishness among advertisers. While many are "tonnage" buyers,

willing to place their commercials anywhere, others carefully select

shows in order to avoid being associated with questionable material.

With the proliferation of so-called trash TV, the number of

troublesome programs has multiplied. Among them are such tabloid

shows as A Current Affair. Inside Edition, and The Reporters, sen-

sational talk programs like The Morton Downey Jr. Show and

Geraldo; and occasional over-the edge network offerings like Geraldo

Rivera's NBC special last fall on Satanism. _ .

Time, March 20, 1989
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US ATTAC HK I.EAVKS SOVIET L'NION - US Army U. Col. Daniel

Franciii Van Ciundy leaves the US Embassy yesterday after he was

declared p«»rsona non grata by the Soviet Union for allegedly spying. The

move followed the expulsion of a Russian from the United States on spy

charges.

t

0-

NIGHT GRAPHICS

Sunday
night crew -

You must show up for work Sunday
March 26. If you are going away for

spring break and will not be bock by
then, please find someone to work

for you.

^dt^c^^

rA

'--:i&^5rir=^

THE IRISH EXPERIENCE
Joseph M. Hernon, Jr., is currently a professor o\ history at he University of

Massachusetts, Amherst. The author of numerous books and articles focusing

on Irish history, he has conducted extensive research in Irish, British, and
American history and historiography. A member and past treasurer of the

American Conference on Irish Studies and a member of the American Catholic

Historical Association. Dr. Hernon recieved his A.B. from Catholic Universi-

ty and his Ph.D. from Trinity College, Dublin.

9-'

BooksKop

Administration proposes
child-care legislation
\VASHlN(iTON (AP) - The Bu.sh ad

ministration yesterday unveiled lon^

prnused lejjislation seltiiiK up a .systen) ol

ta.\ credits to help low income parents

make child care arrangements

President Bush's proposal, outlined l>\

I'ress St'cretary Marlin Fitzwater altei

Bush briefed several memlxTs of Congress

111 the Cabinet Rtwim. would provide a tax

credit of up to $1,000 lor each child under

age 4 in low income working families He

.said 2 5 million American families would

initially benefit fnmi the legislation

•'Fanulie.'* would be free to choose th.

kind of child care that h«*st suits then

needs. " Fitzwater told rejxnters during t he

daily news briefing

Bush pledged durint; hi> pn>ultiiti.ti

campaign that he would seek to assist low

income families, in which at least one

parent works, by using the tax nidi- to help

defray the cost of child care

The legislation was being introduced <m

Capitol Hill by Senate Republican leader

Bob Dole of Kansas
"This offers federal assistance for parents

that might want to u.se relatives for child

care." Fitzwater said

I'nder the bill Bush .-eeks, which will

\\A\v to compete with Democratic-
sponsored legislation, the ta.\ credit would

Ik' provided to families with incomes rang-

ing from $8,000 to $13,000 a year in the

H»VH) tax year.

For each child under the age of 4, families

would receive a credit equal to 14 percent

of wages, with a maximum indit equal to

$1,(KMJ per child.

The major Democratic bill is the $2.5

billion Act lor Better Child Care Services

Most of the money would bt- for direct

.issi.stance to supply and .set up an in

>urance risk p«K>l States would have to

comply with minimum health and .safety

standards about five years after enactment.

.Si-n. Rudy B<»schw itz. R Minn., talking to

reporters in the White House driveway

following the meeting with Bush, said he

thought the president was moving "in the

right direction."

I'nder existing law, parents are allowed

,» $720 credit for shild care costs incurred

in order to accept or keep employment, but

it applies only to families w ith sufllcient

income to pay federal ina)me taiws.

The Spoke
Drink of the Week

Coffee Sombrero $1.50

Beer of the Month
Foster's 12 oz. Cans $1.50

The Down Under Beer

35 E. Pleasant St. • Proper ID required!

I ^ y^uJt.i^oLe^3Ld
Thursday

Night
930 pm-1230 am

Irish Drink Specials

Full Munchie Menu Served Till Midnight

Irish Special Corned Beef Sandwich

Great Irish Music, Dancing

and Sing-A-Longs

11th Floor,

Campus Center

Positive ID

Required

Music provided by

Compact
Disc
Music
IVIachine

ABTS&LrvnSlG
Soundgarden hits heavy, falls hard at Hampshire
By JASON TALERMAN
Collejjian Stall

I have an old, dear friend w ho believes that all Rrt'«t

men should name themselves. Thus, his nonii-n. "the

^-ypsy trigger" While I was dredging it out watching

Suundgarden at Hampshire he was curled up in Hart-

ford, with his elderly, much scarred, giandmother

reading up on the Holocaust. This is all the pro<jf you

need. He is far greater than 1 for 1 was on assignment,

without leave, at the show sucking up some of the most

overrated hard rock of recent times. One could argue

that I am the better man as all he had in front of him
were several volumes on the annals of human misery

while I was being exposed to the freedom of expression

that only pure Marshall tube jyiwi r can create.

It should be noted, however, that "the Ciypsy Trig

ger" was picked up later in the evening in nearby Ver-

non on weaptms charges. My late night was no better.

The bass player from the area's most misreable band

grabbed hold of the side of my head and told me that

I should be more succinct in my ^nopses of local talent.

I feel that I can pack more quality in my self styled

digression format than with more conventional

methodology but I will try to comply.

Last year Rolling Stone hailed Soul Asylum as the

gresit new hope. This year it is Soundgarden. Last

month's issue put them at the top of thi- heap in terms

of college airplay oriented bands. The very fact that

(olivcian Staff plwHo by Jaiutii Tuli iwa

SOUNDGARDEN blasting away at Hampshire
College last Sunday.

they have regurgitated everything that Mark Arm has

d«me for Green River and Mud Honey has made me
a little skeptical. Lately, though, they have jumped
-lightly to the metal end of the spectrum. I think this

;- fine move on their part. They've added a lot of

originality while prodding the major labels to snifT

around. I'm sure that their recent signing with A*M
looked pretty good with Jan Wenner and the rest of

the b«»ys at Rttlling Slime

They've approached metal with their recent SST
album. Vltramega ok, and their tune on Suh Pop 21)0

solidified this stance but I heard none of it Sunday

night at Hampshire. They played strictly like you

would expect a Green River prodigy to play. Don't get

me wrong, that type of sound is one that I've become

very close to in recent months but Soungarden ju.st

does not have the same songwriting that Mark Arm
provides for his various projects. The di.screpancy is one

of style, not content. I felt the same way about the opi«n

ing act. Sylvia Juncosa. She is one talented mofo but

the songs seemed to lack those little nooks and cran

nies that I crave. Mayl>e I have been p<)i.soni»d by AM
radio but a tune has just gotta have a little bit of hit

potential m order to give me that warm feeling that

I usually reserve for quality physical con! art

I have to bus down to Hartford, otherwi.sf Id go on

It's kind of an emergency, if "the Gypsy Trigger
"

doesn't make bail by morning they'll put him in the

release program for sure.

Murphy's law of guitar at U-Joint this weekend
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

H. r. ~ .1 list III u li.it > happening this weekend; and for

thosf (il you hanging out around the valley during .spring

break, what'll be going on from March 20th 'til classes

resume on the 27th:

Tonight at Smith College; the Iron Horse. WRSI. and

the (Jreenage Literary Review presents LyIe Lovett and
his Large Band Lovett. whose style falls somewhere

within the categories of country and big band, will be ap

pearing along with guitarist Leo Kottke at John M.

Greene Hall Doors open at 6: 15, and the show starts at 7

LIVEWIRE
Also tonight. Eastern Wind appears at Sheehan's; In-

ner Rhythm perform at Katina s; Little Frankie and

the Premiers will be at Twisters; and George Cables,

Bob Moses, and John Lockwood bring jazz to the Iron

Horse for one show at 7pm.

Tomorrow night, the Washington Sisters and Melanie

Mansur bring their blend of gospel, a capella, funk, and

folk to the Northampton Center for the Arts Jan Mor-

ris and Doc lacovelli will be opening; and all proceeds

will benefit Hampshire Community Action's

Homelessness Program. The show starts at 7pm

Appearing at the Universal Joint tomorrow night will

be Matt Guitar Murphy <of Blues Brothers famei; and

over at the Iron Horst- tomorrow evening, the string band

Swallowtail will be performing one show at 7pm.

Twisters celebrates St. Patrick's Day tomorrow with

Irish singer Joe Keenan; Katinas hosts The Radiators

(from Springfield; not New Orleans i; and Ed Vadas and

the Heavyweights take the stagi' over at Sheehan's.

On Saturday, the 18th. the Incredible Casuals will be

appearing at the Universal Joint; the Mitch Chakour
Band perform at Katinas; the Perry Howarth Blues

Band will be at Tw isters: and Sheehan's welcomes King

Cod and the Blues Sharks, and The Amazing
Mudsharks

On Sunday. March 19th. the Iron Horse hosts an even

ing of traditional Iri.sh music w ith The Clan, for one show

at 7pm: and heavy metal locals Plastic X play along with

Hot Property at Katinas.

On Monday the 20th. the Jeff Holmes Big Band ap

pear at the Universal Joint iwho. from the 20th on, will

be the hou.se band every Monday night t; and soprano sax

ist Steve Lacy brings his jazz quintet to the Iron Horse

for one show at 7pm.

On Wednesday the 22nd. Czech«?lovakian underground

band. Plastic People of the Universe perform at the

Iron Horse Billed as "the mo.st important show the Iron

Horse will pre.sent this year", Plastic People of the

Universe will be performing twice on Wednesday, at 7

and 10pm.

Next Friday 'March 24th i. Katinas welcomes the return

ofThe Sighs and The Ray Mason Band; the Universal

Joint hosts an evening of ska with the Skatalites; and

John Blake (formerly of the McCoy Tyner Trio) brings

his dynamic quintet to the Iron Horse for one show at

8:30pm.

On Sunday. March 26th. jazz artists Mike Stern and

Bob Berg perform at the Iron Horse (7 and lOpmi; and

on Monday. March 27th, country charmer Lucinda

Williamson performs two shows at the Iron Horse (7 and

lOpmi along with Chris Smither.

Coming up after spring break: On March 31st That

Petrol Emotion and Voice of the Beehive in the Stu

dent Union Ballroom; and The Zulus and 8th Route Ar-

my at the Universal Joint.

55 South Plra^ant Sireet Amherst
Massarhui^Ui Jiooz :?3 .i.iei

Lyle style: schizo country

•holn ••(lurlesv of MonliTry .Vrtisls Inr.

LYLE LOVETT plays at Smith College tonight.

By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

You might be forgiven for thinking, as

you drop the needle (or laser beam if you're

upwardly mobile) on side one of Lyle Unett

and his Large Band, that you've mistaken-

ly been given an old Benny Goodman LP
(which would be no bad thing in itself.)

Whatever you do. DO NOT take it back

and demand a refund, or you'll miss one of

the best records of the year .so far. an album

which is truly schizophrenic in the nicest

possible way, split right down the middle

between big band swing sophistication and

the plaintive beauty of country, a slab of

vinyl which will make you laugh and then

"laugh on the other side of your face", as

my mom used to say. So who is the guy in

the lounge suit with the Eraserhead

hairdo?

Lyle Lovett, like fellow Texan
singer/songwriter Nanci Griffith, began

performing in the late 70's in small music

clubs around Texas, before moving on to

play other parts of the states in l'^33. He
went on to Europe where he met a band

from Phoenix, with whom he demoed the

first ever "band" versions of his songs. It

was this tape which led to a contract with

MCA and his self-titled debut album.

Along with the likes of Griffith, Steve

Earle and Dwight Yokam Lovett has been

tagged "New Country." by label obsessives

like Rolling Stone, but he is determined to

elude such commodity pigeonholing. His

albums. Lyle Lovett and Pontiac are both

works of individual genius in themselves,

combining styles ranging from blues

("MONEY," "She's No Lady (She's my
Wife)") to gorgeous country ballads ("Walk

Through the Bottomlands." "If I was The

Man 'You Wanted").

He is also one of the best lyricists around

today (check out the dazzlingly sassy word

play in "What Do You Do," or the poetic

simplicity of "If You Were To Wake Up,"

where Lovett laments on a lost love, "Time

reaches to you/ just like a willow/ that

bends to the water/ and clings to the

shore.
"

A couple of years ago. I was fortunate

enough to see Lyle Lovett at the Mean Fid-

dler acoustic room, accompanied only by

his cellist John Hagen. mesmerising the

audience with devastating songs like "God

Will." about a man's inability to forgive his

wife's infidelity; "God will but I won't/ And
that's the difference between God and me."

Now he's on the road again, with the full

"Large Band" in tow. and tonight you have

the chance to discover the man's unique

talent for yourself, when he plays John M.

Greene Hall at Smith College. Doors open

6:15 p.m.. show at 7. Tickets and info, from

the Iron Horse Cafe. You'd be a waltzing

fool to miss him.
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Two out of three ain't had for N, Y, Stories
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

AVif York Storiea

Hampshire Six Theaters

The •ommbus" movie has a long and inglorious history.

I mean you've only got to look at such "classics" as

Tuihtiht Zone: The Movie or Motif Movie to realise that

sticking some big name directors together does not a

masterpiece make, and to my mind is more a sign of a

lack of decent full length scripts than anything else. But

New York Stories is different (or at least, two thirds of

it is), in that it recognises the art of the "short," as beign

something akin to the art of the short story, hence the

name.

FILM REVIEW

Have We Got The
Stuff For Your
Easter Basket!

Come to Hallmark

EMPHES?
We'll gladly take *em!

«»<Attl»»<4.'M^

A.J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-2840
E flunky & Co f '988 Bi^i"* * S-^ -

The First of these, Martin Scorsese's "Life Lessons"

shows the master of camera balletics at the height of his

powers. Nick Nolte plays a Soho artist who harbors an

obsessive love for his assistant, played by Rosanna Ar-

quette, a love which he exorcizes through his painting.

But in reality he idealises himself as much as he does her.

Scorsese knows something about the obsessive power

of images. In one breathtaking sequence he films Arquette

in a dazzling blue light, and turns her into a Petrarchan

Goddess. It's no coincidence either, that Arquette's

elevated room, below which the Herculean Nolte stands

in worship, alludes to Juliet's window.

Nolte and Arquette are both excellent in the central

roles, and Scorsese brilliantly juxtaposes the glitzy,

shallow New York art scene with the intense, suff(x:ating

interiors of Nolte's studio, where he blasts Pavarotti, Pro-

cul Harum and Cream to fuel the fire of his obsession.

Now at this point you should step out of the Theater and

have a stroll or read a book, or maybe check out one of

the other movies playing, for future reference, because

next up is Copolla's "Life Without Zoe ' which is so cloy-

ing It made me feel physically nauseous.

Its the tale of a bunch of spoiled brats, one of whom.

Zoe, helps to perpetuate the decadent lifestyle of a decay-

ing aristocracy, while at the same time trivializing the

all too real plight of New York's homeless population.

Life Without Zoe not only celebrates capitalism, it em-

braces feudalism. I found it about as charming and endear-

ing as a lump of cold sick. And you've got to remember,

this was made by the same guy who did both Godfather

movies, which stand together as perhaps the greatest

cinematic dissection of the capitalist disease in America

since Citizen Kane.

For the movie as a whole, I would say that life without

Zoe would be a very desirable state of affairs.

Ok. you can return to your seat now. It's time for Woody

Allen's Dedipus Wrecks which is really just an extended

Jewish mother, but in the hands of Woody, a killingly fun

ny one The plot mixes fantasy and reality in the way of

Allen's best short .stones, with the Allen character fac

ing literally cosmic embarrassment from his nightmarish

mother (a brilliant performance from Mae "Betty Boop
"

Questeb.

For my money the thematic connection betwee the

segments of Sen V'«>r* Stones is too tenuous to give the

movie a sense of artistic wholeness, and this feeling can

only be heightened by the awfulness of Coppola's amtribu

tion. Perhaps things would have been different if it had

been. say. Brian De Palma or Sidney Lumet who had

taken the middle segment, but I don't know .Vs far as this

omnibu.s is concerned. I think two decks is quite enough

FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE

DENNIS MILLER

Tix on Sale Now—$8
Sponsored by The Commuter Area Government

FAC Box Office 545-2511

APRIL 7,1989 8PM

UPC PRODUCTIGXS PRESENT

THAT
PETROL
ffTlOTION
& VOICE OIF THE BEEhIvE

FRIDAY
MARCH 31

8 OOpm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS-AMHERST

$5 UMASS STUDENT
$7 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER LD.

TICKETS ON SALE MARCH 7 AT TIX
UNLIMITED FOR THE RECORD-FACES,
AND MAIN ST RECORDS.

Bill would let others testify for child abuse victims
BOSTON I API - Saying child mulesters art' walking

free because their victims fear to testify again.st them in

open court, Essex County District Attorney Kevin burke

on Wednesday urged passage of legislation that would

allow others to testify for the children.

Burke's bill, backed by several legislators and drafted

with the help of the attorney generals ofTice, the Depart

ment of Social Services and other district attorneys,

represents "a plea from every prosetutot' in the com-

monwealth. Burke said.

"There are thousands of cases of child sexual abuse,

rapes of children, every year in thi' (.(unmonwralth of

Massachusetts," he said.

"And under current Massachusetts law. ihf ino.-t ,k

curate and complete .statement of sexual abuse of a child

victim IS often not .i\ ailable for considt-ratmn hv a judge

and jury.

Consequently, in hundreds of cases, sexual abuse of

children coes undet^ot.'fl i-^nHi c.,v.nl abusers go un-

piosecuted or underprasecuted," he told a Statehou.se news

conference.

Burkes measure would provide an exception to the rules

of evidence in civil and criminal trials involving sexual

abuse of children under tlu- au'f of 10,

The bill would allow teachers, social workers, police or

others to testify about statements the children made to

them outside the courtroom when the child can't or won't

reveal as much in court and there is medical evidence to

corroborate the testimony.

Under general court rules, judges and juries can only

consider evidence spoken by a witness from the witness

stand but exceptions to the so-called hearsay rules have

K.M.n .n.twMd when others testify on the out-of<ourt

statements of the witness that point to the person's state

of mind or are contrary to the witness' interests.

Burke said the exception for sexually abused children

is needed because these young witnesses often refuse to

divulge as much in open court as they would outside court,-

particularly when they are having to testify in the

presence of an accused parent.

A young mother attending the news conference told how

her son, allegedly raped by his father at the age of 3, "coil

ed up into a fetal position on my lap, buried his face in

my hand and just started to cry Mommy, Mommy.' when

called to testify.

The boy was removed from the courtroom and the trial

proceeded without his testimony, she said.

"They tried to use my statement," she said. The pro-

secutors had medical evidence.

COLLEGIAN
NEEDS WRITERS

Come down to 1 13 Campus Center
to start a successful writing career

v.-
-

rentAnreck

N«w A U»«d Car*
Trucka • Vara Alao AvaMW*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wrcck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT\

WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT
PUBLIC SCHOOLS TO RECRUIT

ON CAMPUS
April 30, 1989

1988-89 Salary Range: $24.206-$43.948

(1989-»« Salary Being Negotiated)

Please arrange for inter\iews through
placement office

(W* r»'* •••'«"•• •'

LONDON 358
PARIS <5«
GUATEMALA Cty 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679

SYDNEY f'2a

!•«• »•• '-ektmu*

Ctrc OX' '•«> !»»€>'»' 'crt
fUlfAU fMSStS

liSVfO Ol TMf j«jr
C»li f

413-256-1261
AMMMIT

7«S«^ »*Ma«Mtt

%aster Sumlay "Buffet

ACf you Can %ai

12:00 pm to 6:00 ]^m

510.95 :MuiL<

TOP of the CAMPUS
Restaurant

inh FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

(or your entire family

=;40.eiOlXl CM. 7b .^^">

'I'aluliUi-d parking

I - For You
• Our Special Customer

20% Off With This Ad

March 9-31

(SAIJ- nKTclwtuiise I'xckideJ) j/ ^L.

v;/ JC-fS. Sun VJ 'i

ri\TF:>tPOR.ARY hASH/«>\

28Mam St.. Northampton »/.»

Super Kush Availabl

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

cwtnw

True
Believer
James Woods

Robert Downey Jr

Fri, Sat. Sun— 7 & 9

M-T 7:30

DO/-NIOWN AVHtTST JM-Mi^ft

mmm
10 am- 11 pm Daily

'til Midnight

Fri. & Sat.

tflouta 9, AmhaftWHadlav LIna 253-9344 •

»30 Lincoln St., Holyoka 534-45S5«

I aloraa at SUPER STOP ft SHOP Plazaa) Ifpaarafatal anw

-"''mkmm
MT. FARMS MAUo 584-0916

Tickets
Unlimited

Tickets Now
Available

BON JOVI
Hartford June 23

Worcester April 9

All Red Sox & Bruins

& Whalers Playoffs

413-734-0770
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Gayjudge confirmed

\f ph.ilo

WATER SHOVEL - Six-year-old Kevin O'Heir slings water in front

of his house on Morrill Ave., in Waterville. Maine yesterday as

warmer temperatures turned snowpiles to liquid fun. With spring

less than a week away many puddles and potholes were visible.

BOSTON lAFi - With Gov Michael S.

Dukakis pifsiding, the Executive Council

voted yesterday to confirm the nomination

of the state's first openly gay judge Der

mot Meagher of Boston, who will sit in the

Boston Municipal Court

Meagher, who was not present for the

vote, svas confirmed by an 8to-l margin,

with Councilor John F Markey of North

.\ndover casting the only dissenting vote.

Meagher will succeed .Judge Joseph

Feeney. who retired last year.

Tm pleased, " Dukakis, who nominated

Meagher on the advice of the Judicial

Nominating Council, said afterward.

Dukakis administration sources said the

governor had received anti-homosexual let

ters and telephone calls since the nomina

tion became widely known last wt*ek, and

several councilors said they had fielded

hostile calls

"These things happen." Dukakis said,

shrugging off the opp<isition to Meagher,

who was praised by a parade of witnesses

last week.

Meagher, a Boston resident who .serves

cm the state Board of bar Overseers, open

ly acknowledged in an interview with the

Executive Council that he was a homosex-

ual and that he had a drinking problem

more than a decade ago.

Councilor Rosemary Tierney of New Bed-

ford .said -h« liad agonized over the

nomination more than any other issue ex

cept prisoner commutations.

i had a number of constituents call and

say anyone who is openly gay does not

belong on the bench, " she said, along with

calls urging her to oppose Meagher liecauue

of his alcoholism.
"1 found myself bending ov* r liackwards

to give him the iH'nefit of the doubt."

Tierney continued But ultimately, she

said, she owed her constituents a fair vote

on the nominee's overall qualifications.

•There is a definite feeling that the

private lives of public people are now open

to scrutiny." she said, mentioning the news

coverage given to former presidential can-

didate Gary hart and Defense Secretary

nominee John Tower
'No one knows better than the governor

of the commonwealth that one's public life

and private life are no longer separated."

Dukakis observed without c<»mmenting

directly on Meagher.
Councilor Edward O'Brien of Easthamp-

ton said he shared many of Tierney's con

cerns and said "this is not an ea-sy nomina-

tion
'"

'mss^ BRANDYWINE
AT AMHERST

Now accepting application for June, July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brandywine Office

Open Monday to Fnday 10:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m.

549-0600

'Restrictions apply

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

In downtov\/n Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
ntOnXHAMPTON

•ring ?aur Omm

• ' KM rwOOO WMH
.'*»»/ IT

SFniNGFICLO
>** Jt/V/Vf* Ail
'MO^If

0>tnf foxf Own
•fw t W>nr

[The Best Way Off Campus

EjBijBJzEari
Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Sludcnl Fire* from

Amherst to
, „

Boston New York Cily rT^BIKr

-THE YEARS BEST FILM!"

t H f C_P^N_QJU _IJL9 R

PLEASANT ST THEATER NORTHAMPTON 586 0935

Weekdays 6. 9 p m Sal & Sun 3. 6 9 p m

$20.95 $34.95
round-lrlo round-trip

III
ihe People Professionals

|Tlcl(«t« and Information avallabi* at:

] U-Ma«a Hotat Amharal Hampahira Prica Witch Northampton
Tal t1 or ff3 Canlar Collaga Booli Parmacy Bua Tarmlnal

MS 3t)0« lu* Tarmlnrt Stora So Hadlay RoundhouM ai

S4»-«000 2M-0431 M9-W00 S33-71tS $88-1030

Open 7

days a week
7 a.m.-lO p.m.

{^a^H^Siud (^auc Ofi.

107 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst

Speedwash, 11 Pray St , Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St., South Amherst

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER

Same Day Service
FILM IN BY 10:00 A.M. / PRINTS OUT BY 4;00 P M

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

GRADUATE

NURSES

Look
Into Your
Future at

New
England
Medical
Center

Salary with

rotation

S32,219

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST
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providing ('.Its generous tuition reimbur>ement tlexilile sihedules
including 12hour slutts and pariKipaior\ lime planning NXi ha>e
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New England
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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"My main philosophy is that

my money is a loan from God."

- LA Dodger pitcher Orel Hershiser

DAILY CROSSV\^ORD PUZZLE
Edited by Tiude Michel Jalle

By BILL V^ATTERSON
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (Mafcn 21 Apr.i 19) in

veitigote a pfoWerri thorougNy

tjetore mok»iQ cw^y accu$atior«

Hasty crrticttrm couW earn yoo
jome real enemies and leod to em
borrossment G'cxjp ocitivities ix*3

more appeal tfvan umxH ttus even
ng Try jometlung new

TAUtUt (Apm 20-May 20) Vou
en)oy greater fappon with your

retotives rx3w Fam#y memders rrxjy

surprise you with a plan they qwaet-

iy devetoped tjehnd ttie scenes Be

open to new ideas romorce is

intri^jtng

<MIMNI (May 21June 20) Other

people give your wishes Ngh priori-

ty Retun their affection A friend

ship may be undergoir^g a subtle

change Do not become olornned.

the results w*l be pteasmg to a«

concerned Repay favors

CANCi* (June 21-Juiy 22) Be

aware of the close relationship ttxat

Is developing t)etween certain

trienas The* mtmacy could affect

you in a way yoo do not Wee Avoid

aN fonns of gambling A sure thung

ttops

LiO (July 23Aug 22) A friend of-

fers sound firKincJal guidelir>es that

will make you' planning easier

Show your appreciation Par

tcipating in a religious activity gives

your spirits a welcome lift Reach

out to ttxjse wK) stxjre your values

VltOO (Aug 23 Sept 22)

Cetebrote an anrwersary with style,

but remain within your budget Vou
will enpy yourself more rf bills are

not a problem Continuing certain

traditions means a great deal to

older family members Cooperate

i (Sept 23^0ct 22) cholefxjw

con be ecu»y handled if you remoin

true to yourself Famiy relotiortihtpi

could be troublesome WNie you

were dreommg on yoi* p*ow.

others were planning o surprise Bo

a good sport

tC(NmO (Oct 23-Mov 21) SotWy

an urge to travel by geMing in

touch with people at a distance or

leomrtg more about foreign ptaces

There are new worlds to explore

cor^sutt your famHy before plonri«XJ

o vacation

SAOinARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Steel 3 m.iddie course between In-

tellectual and emotionai responses.

Wipower s essential Yoi^ ttxxights

turn to love and romance
througtiout ttie day Work at

soivagmg a relationshtp you sti

want

CAMHCOM (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Caution IS advised it travel is part of

your days plan Communicatioo
with people at a distance proves

gratifying Romance sparkles Do
not ask for a commitment untH

ready to moke one

AOUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Tact

arK! oriaerstanding ore vital when
dealing with others in ttie kate atter-

rxx>n and early evening, be sure to

turn on the charrri A wonderful

financial opportunity is part of the

pcture

nSCIt (Feb 19-f\/lorch 20) Look

forward to a major shift in tt>e near

future Reach out for new fnerv^s

and new avenues of expression

Your personal magnetism is so

stror^g, others cannot help respon-

ding to you

MENU
LUNCH

Chicken cutlet sandwich
Tuna oriental

BASICS LUNCH
lurkey divan

Spaghetti, salsa con verdure.

tomato sauce

DINNER
Golden burgers

Tuna oriental

BASICS DINNER
spaghetti, garden vegetables

Turkey divan
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'New' cocainepopulation evident in emergency rooms
BOSTON 1 APt - It's 8 o'cKx-k on a holiday eveninR and

about a dozen pt'ople wait m the lobby of Boston City

Hospital's emei j^fiicy riH)ni, some slumped in the vinyl

covered chairs, some pacing fretfully

Behind the swintiinj; dtxirs. emergency chief I)r Peter

Moyer is called to the puzzling case so deeply into un

ctmsciousness he can barely be roused by two physicians

"Have you taken any druBs'" doctors ask. "CtKaine.

heroin, marijuana'.'"

It's a question that has become more and more com

monplace in emergency rtxims already burdened by m
creased patient loads

"There is an emergency in the emergency room right

now in not only New York and Boston but around the

countrv and for a variety of rea-^ons," said Ken Raske.

president of the (Jrealtr New York Hospital Association

Drugs, and their side effects of AIDS, violence and

psychiatric disorders, play a role in the problems plagu

ing big-city emergency riMims. Raske said.

From 1986 to 1987, according to the National Institute

on Drug Abuse, cocaine related cases in emergency rooms

increased 122 percent in the District of Columbia; 86 per

cent in both Boston and Atlanta; 80 percent in Detroit;

73 percent in Chicago; 53 percent in Minneapolis; 50 per

cent in texas. and 39 percent in New York City.

Heroin related cases also increased in many cities but

not as dramatically.

The principal reason is the change in the typical co

caine user and the changes that have occurred within the

ciK-aine epidemic." said Dr Mark gold, dirwtor of research

at Fair Oaks Hospital in Summit, NJ

The typical cocaine user in 1983 u .i> a college educated

man in his 30s who earned more than $25,000 a year and

snorted the drug, gold said. By 1987. only 16 percent were

college educated, most took the drug by the more potent

methods of sniffing vapors or injection, and most were

unemployed and under 30.

In New' York, from 1985 to 1987. hospital stays increas-

ed 15 percent for substance abuse patients, according to

a study by the United Hospital Fund and the Bigel In-

stitute for Health Policy at Brandeis University.

Counting the number of overdoses is only half the pic-

ture There are also accidents caused by clouded senses

and violence associated with soured drug deals. Gold said.

'Some of the coroners report cocaine related deaths and

include a person who has cocaine in his blood and a bullet

m his head."'

SERVICE
is now available

at the

t^ampiift C'ciitcr Hotel
3rd Floor. Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

FAX Service is available

8:30 am-4:30 pm
Monday through Friday

For further info call 549-6000 x 7535
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'Ih© B^t Chcogo Blues Band in existence

Vinaoe Voice

SON SEALS BAND
The mus^ f g'«K3«''nus.'-.j
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ftfit yrari
' Tht' Batman

in print

a* tttm aor««*«n •«•<•»

Bruce W«ynif in churntMl with trfHM.n'

In iMtctive Coinics »59fi. 599 and

\hf .50th Annivprtiary isnur fWKI

Detective #59» nhip-s in February

avail-BlE *

SAME BAT CHANNEL
586-8775AT THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

;OMICS, BASEBALL CARDS «r GAMES
>tVV J*»'«^»'1 »••*) '*'< *l *'^' 'y 3j><»' ••• "

ST. PATRICKS DAY
THE BLJtS b.VCTHEK

MATT
^^ GUITAR

MURPHY
;aturda> . ' •:_ -

'••

" - -^iiateiv afte' corneav o^ 10OO

THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS

Cherry Hill Golf Course
^ is Reopening!
/k^ Friday, March 17th

weather permitting

'/•,/•

March Specials

Play all day - §6 week day
Play all day - $8 weekend

Rt. 63 H. Amherst 2S3-993S

Subscribe to vour favorite coinics now and receive 10^ o

DnECnVE BATMAN

SnART COOKIES KNOV ...

•roe
OF TMC

Hut man''* Uracht-r;* are murdered-
fitif bv om*'

In Batman #433. 434 and 435

H.itni;in •433 nhlp

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571
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Drew Comeau

COLLEGIAN 15

n̂tmued from page 16

Explained Comeau. i was young, coming out of a small

town. I didn't really know what was going on. I really

wasn't sure what I wanted to do. I knew if I came here

I could take a look at my future. I could play football for

a few years and figure out what I was going to do."

It appears that ifComeau decides on baseball, with the

big bat he swings, he could definitely have a future in

sports.

"He's definitely a power hitter," said UMass coach Mike

Stone. "He only played half a season last year and still

hit 12 home runs."

Comeau likes adding to his own impressive statistics

but. as far as goals go, he is more team oriented.

"I would really like for us to win the A 10 tourney," he

said. "We've finished second the last two years, so we

could definitely get that."

The final turnout this year will be the result of a team

effort on the part of the Minutemen but you can be sure

that Drew Comeau will have a big hand it

After all. success m UMass baseball is ;t (nimau fami

ly tradition.

NCAA hoop contest news
Proving once agum thai journalists are lousy

mathematicians, we (actually, sports editor Jim Clark

screwed up — please, no more phone calls) managed to

totally butcher our plans for thi- vear's scoring system

in yesterday's paper.

And, showing that we are also indecisive, we are chang

ing it again (the last time - we promise). So here goes;

First round games will be worth one point, second round

games two and third round games three. Regional final

games will increase to five, with the Final Four worth

eight and the championship game 13 All this adds up x«

137 total points.

Remember, all entries MUST be in by 11 a.m. today

If you're going to be late, don't even bother

baseball preview

S|fi>r1< Inli.rindluin pholu

Dave Telgheder. a co-captain of this year's

team, won eight games, including three

shutouts, for the Minutemen last year.

continued from page 16

Kern, who hit .361, will make the switch from third to

first and Comeau will be the designated hitter. Last

season, Comeau broke the UMass records for most home

runs in a season (12) and career (21) [see related story,

this page).

"If we come out and swing the bat well, we could sur-

prise some people," Stone said. 'And Kern, (Drew) Sec-

cafico, [Mike] Chambers and [Jack] Card have all improv-

ed their hitting."

Seccafico, Chambers and Card will "play themselves in-

to positions in the outfield, " Stone said.

And Richardson, who was 4 1 with two saves and a 1.39

ERA last year, will lead a bullpen corps that will feature

Bill Vickers, Dan O'Leary (a transfer from Brandeisi and

Rob Graziano.

•We had a good fall season, " Stone said. "But we're play-

ing for real now and I'm anxious to see what will happen."

Stone should get his first indication Saturday, when the

Minutemen are scheduled to open their 1 1 game Southern

trip with a game against Iowa.

"We'd like to come back with a .500 record or better.

Stone said. "But the competition down there will be pret-

tv gfxxi."

The regular season will get underway March 28 when

UMass plays host to the University of Connecticut, and

the Atlantic 10 season begins April 1, when the

Minutemen open a four game series against St. Josephs

University.

"We've been working hard and tapering down for the

season. " Stone said. "A lot of other teams think we're fac

ing a rebuilding year but we'd rather call it a reloading

vear"

Tomorrow: The softballpreview
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ACTIVITIES
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VKTNAMCSe STOOCNTS ASSOCIATION
to aa m«rr««'4 *mh you aH haw* a tup«<

wond«<M spring break Sm you $eon

From Suns

UHAMTIA book study group now «0»-

ming For ir>»OfmalKD»i please can S*J««n or

Tom at 586 7699

SAVE MONCV ON HOME HCATINO 0«ll

jo<n the Pioneer Valley Oil CooparaKv* CW
Campus Mou»ir»g <?9 Student Union

S4S.0M5

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

iuaSCfUPTIONS TO the COLLEGIAN
areavaMM Keep your Inends and parents

informed about Mhat « gong on at UMaa*
We can send h almost anywhere For more
intormalioo come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or CaH S45-%00

GREAT SUMMER OPfiOnTUNlTV

JEWISH SUMMER RESIDENTIAL CAMP
see«s counselors and «tieci*i«»s Captlai

camps • locaied -n me scenic Caiociin

Mounlaa« orw hour irom WasMngMnOC
We h«»e o»e« 300 acre* ol beei*M loress

iraita and lakes if ou are mtereeied m it«e

challenges and excrtemeol ol wornmg *<«h

cancers mgradas 3^ to we want you on our

Mwn Good salaoes gre« tun For mlorma

tKm eaM coHeci (SOD 656CAMP'

HELP WANTED

CANTONESE STUDENT TO TEACH
children Monday 4 00-5:30 $10 per hour

Call 256-6396 after 6p«n

TELEMARKETERS $300 a day' ^a^n^

phone orders 800633-6834 E»l L 4

CELEBRATE ST PATRICK S DAY « m a

carnation and suppo" travel * loumm
research assocatcon today on the

concourse

l*^ Te Hw QClia J aMt mth ttowr, fyj

r-v 5«»eo*^ and f'encr' weiirtes * .

,

tfi ?0N Map* • Up

(fp HA(*v ST PATBC«

WIfh lO¥«

•LOOKING FOR A HOUSE*

WE A»»E WTERESTEO IN

'taking over your lease Four bedrooms

•or mSie Please call Oav«l at 546-9753-

or Mitch at 546-8337

AUTO FOR SAU

•2 CMCVY OTATION V6 New Carb very

reliable $1100 neg Call 549-7148

BMW 1974 2002' MAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb-

da Chi Alpha call Sean « 253-9032

ENTERTAINMENT

AMAZING ACOUSTIC JAMMING with

FLAX POND - F'iday March 17 at

Sheehin's Gate in Nonhampion 6-8 30pm

LOCT

REPORTER'S NOTEPAD. Tuesday March

14 S U B 11 found call Stacey 545 0444

DEWM JACKET AT PHI SIO SAT NKiHT

contains key. ID. shades. A a loote« pop

Please contact Jen at -9663

GREEN BERET TYPE HAT with silver crest

p,n Rewwarrt ' returned Please reply

through ad under 'ound headline

STEVE- Leaving is a copoul so you won I

be embarrassed when I drink you under the

table" Look out tor psyCho<rowbar»i Mugs

6 Kisses Tufbo-Cnpple Irom hen

nOMEO - 1 know txjw much you k5ve to read

the personals so her* s your very own

Have a good break .o LA Don t forget our

lunch date at Smith on Monday til then i ii

miss yu ternble Love JuHwt

TRACY ANDERSON- Saw you one* Ever

again' UVM

KERRY CRIMMINGS. Happy »' '-•''» 9°

out tonmht on your Visa But we know i*hat

you really want (DH • CC) but there is

always that Downes boy' Love your brtchy

roommates and JSC

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RAOC-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
lockeys
dances

lights and
256-8526

large screen
Disc
video

FOR RENT

ROOM FOR RENT $168 per monlh
Soulhwood Apartments Call 256-8745.

LARGE SUNNY ROOM lo rent next to cam-

pus rail 253-5270

IN SUNDERLAND, tree bus service lo

UMass and shopping areas Secure and

apartment lor August and recieve August

lent tree For more details call 665 3856

Sign up early

FOR SALE

KEYBOARD FOR SALE caSK) HZ 600 $400

or besi otier Call 549-2834

USED FURNITURE good condition cheap

9673949

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 25Wp\"^rne.
monitor $575, with tOmeg hard drive. $699

5365006

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93.000

miles. Call 256-8369

FOUND

ATTSOUfHWOOOroiOAY NIGHT - 3

keys on pinK holder Call 253-9182

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LAURA GORDON
AND TRACY CORfllVEAU! AXO wishes

you the best birthdays lexpecially because

they take place right at spring break lime|

We love you guys'"

WAY TO GO GREEKS!!
Voting proved that we have

strength m numbers' United we stand"

TO: THE BEST
Without a light

there IS no prize

I love you loo

FROM THE BEST

CAST AND CREW OF
WEST SIDE STORY

• Sprinq Break in Tropical Amherst

Lerdoiiy
[

SHE - Thought Ihisd cheer yai Have a great

break Love Psycho

JETS. We re coming straight at you You t
going down The Sharks

DOG • On your birthday. youH be in DC
Anything but sober is what you will be

While youre away where will you roam^

Who will you Nabb. who will carry you

home' Maybe lor once, the regulars you will

pass Forget about Dolph. save going after

saggy ass Just rememt>er, lots ol money

youll have lo bring, because girls like us

pay to do the wild thing Even though it s

Just we three, between Tnsha and you,

there won't be enough tish m D C

HE'T LISA! We love youi Happy 20lh birth-

day' What can we get you' Maybe a dale

with Rob Lowe' How about a diploma Irom

Ihe • Renee School ol rating hunks'' Love,

US

AWESOME K.C. for turning the big 22 You

drive us dra/y KC like no one else

STEVE M FROM COHASSET - I think

you're neat how about a date' Perhaps a

chance meeting in Ft Lauderdrte Agwlin

your econ discussion

CHRIS METIVIER - Happy birthday trom

Kooi and the Gang

REGEKAH. HI always love you' Have tun

whilewalenng" I m gonna miss you so

much

FREE PUPPIES • ail ready to go -some

black some beige - they re adorable call

Su/anne 256-0249

VALENTINO", I love you lor as long as

you love me when do I meet mother'

"Punky"

FOR THAT FINE YOUNG LADY who was

outs.de Maci<immie on Sat Night, that

thought I had a nice "-*'. here s my

number 546-7522 Tom

IF YOU RE LOOKING FOR A CHUBBY
GIRL with short hair call Adam in his love

nexl in Coolidqe 1 SOOhols

JEN FINNOCMIO You re Ihe best lind on

campus I m glad I wasn't as blind as the rest

Happy 22nd birthday Panama City here we

come Scott

MOSHI MOSHI TRACY SAKS Have a

shaka birthday Trace you re me coolest

chick' It s your 201h so geevum' Love Hol-

ly, Jena, Keira. Lauren Lisa 4 Lucy

MAGGIE G. Irom XC Ski trip YOur driver

would like to gel together Interested' Reply

here or leave note (438 Thompson) W/Ph -

THANKS FOR COMMING BACK LAST

FRIDAY NIGHT. You are incredible The

Rainbow Lover

-JOHN—
Be speciliC Which blonde?!

A blonde in Worcester DC.

ZOO-DISC ULTIMATE FRISBEE Nalon^l

ly landed club seeking competitive alhtetes

wMfi desir* or enperience TryouH next 3

ween* Can 54» 5&S4 Chr«

JULIE
Our past lew weeks together l»ave been

unusually great special wonderful, and in-

timate (lo name a fewl I hop* you have an

amazing time m Bermuda I'H be thinking

Of yu •very second My leelmq* lor yu are

ineMaW* Love always Your Goon

L FMlLINO: I ma* yooi lloggmgs durmg the

week K oimeletie

THE BONGOS ARE THE THE HOUSE

LISA YoolooMKrawesome m your black

binni TM

SHINKLETS Haielun'm Ih* aim ««e^
a- baby^ but you use « you loa* H' Lbv*. Tli*

Dimplad Little OBS

VIlou*. **••"» 3nug9*wugoi/nt2 'i^

-V A'Ogg jna Sfcjg-o XT,

CP Hi Moppy St Po«c« t Ooy 't'

S% Achxjay Hoppv St folnck I DrJy £1,

'-Port, to lam. 9uo<i Aogg jpj i^

Ath*rT«»*lr3«ofSni«tf»-viO»'«2 XL

^Jutf r, tc »» r«t of you Lov. you .

Hp GueM *no T^

SENIORS!!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS"

•JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAKJN;
Ean S4 iO'"' P't.s t)onu^s cail'ng

other UMass seniors
• Apply at the Memorial Ma» Basewtent

•

or call 545 3509
APPLY TODAY!!

,,.....•••••••••••••••••••••••••"

GAIL GIANOUUS have the best spring

txean m Fkjrid*' I H mi»s you' Love your s«

Oorma

KARAwVS«may*wy«l«cS;^ more

each day Than» lor the best y*ar of my Me

Happy Anniversary Love Conal

STU • Happy 2tsl I U buy yoo a dnnk m
Florida 1 love you Tern

MirtfY LONG BROWN HAIRED GIRL n

Thursday Anth 1 50 dis Seen you m basics

Would like lo mmet you Panda East
'

Tonight' Gene 6 5929

HEY AWESO«NEI Get psyched for pink

blue, white and a hre' 143 ORL

STEPH AND NANCE, Have happy bir

thdays' Go nuts m Oaytona' See ya when

you gel back Luv Knsten • Michell*

RIDE WANTED

SAN FRANSISCO RT plan* ticket spretQ

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on<ampu^
lordawe grammar reviewed dependable

584 7924, N*ncy

WONOtMITM" PrO*»*»«nal 'yP'ng

PMiers resumes and mo**' LaaerpriWing

with speacheck 7i3-«6*

worn) PROCESSING tasi. piii^walOWil.

accurate 665-4501

VW RABBITT FOR PARTS

1977 VW RABBITT FOR SALE 'or pirtT

new tires good body $150 or B Ca«

Maureen 546-3600

NEEDED: RIDE TO
FBAMINGHAM ANYTIME

Friday Call 546-3274
Anytime Thanks

WANTB)

HI QUALITY ARTIST WANTED to dreaw

com< book based on Wnler^s d«lcnptions

Must be awe to meet "wn'^'Y JJ^^IT?*
Call Chris 546-4064 or Steve 546-9563

RESPONSIBLE INOfVKHJALS LOOKINO
10 take over leaae of a 4 or 5 bedroom

Itou** PI*M* cat Chnstm* at 546-7067 or

Tarry at 546-7066

JJOOKMOTOTMCE OVER LEASE Group

Ol lour, tesponsiW* women (starting 6/1«9(

I call Linda or Lisa at 546-9162,

ALEXIS (FROM SOT) I m tired of wailing for

Pike lo have a party to see you' How about

a date' Mark fr9645

PEPPERMINT P/n-TY - Yo? Happy B Day'

Mama egg and the man in Ihe rnoon love

ya' What would I do without ya'?' Love, DJ

(Molly Moo)

STEPF - 21 at last" Get psyct>ed (or Hassie-

Iree Pub nights' Happy Birthday Love, your

LakJ back'^ roomies, Debbie. Julie. • Men

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jel \'^e'P lor no more than

S160 wilt) AlRMlTCH(r) as reported m Con-

sumer Reports NY Times. Let's Go, News
day Good Housekeeping and national net

work morning shows Fo' details call

212 864-2000 or wnte AIRHITCH 2901

Broadway suite 100A NY, NY 10025

IT S NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK: ROUND
TRIP JET AIRFARE TO THE CARIBBEAN.
$189!!! Why hang around and tree/e when

you can be stretched out on ihc sand ot a

beautiful Caribbean resort island (or a lovely

coastal resort m Mexico or South America)

lor only 189 bucks' Flights go from Logan— " SUNHITCH(m)

ROOMMATES WANTED

HELPI I'm seeking housing/roommates (or

summer on Marthas Vineyardi Any leads'

Call Joe 25&0543 Leave messagei

HOUSEMATE WANTED: 2 minutes » cam-

pus Large room 256-8497 Ouiet

neighborhood
HADLEY ROOM IN APT $225 + Available

nowcal 586-4412

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE Qii/ER

YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART-
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy

you a beer? CaH 549-1660 George

WANTED TO RENT

WE WANT YOUR LEASE! " Group of (our

responsible men looking (or a 3-4 bdr house

(or Fall 89 Please call Paul al 6-5501 or

Chri* at 6-5507

2 GUYS FUN-LOVING, mature, nwl. look-

ing (or house/ap»tment (or next fall Pleas*

call Jim 546-5120

WAV COOLtIt

LA2ERTECH AUDIO, the new » OUtSI»»-

ding OJ s - Incredible sound all CD lights

a great prices- Call Lazertech Audio

323-7801 / Book up (or your next party or

dance

SERVICES

Call

DID YOll HIT MY CAMARO. If you have

any integrity - Call 498 2843 - John

and/or JFK
212-864 2000

JEN IT S BEEN A WONDERFUL. I know

we will have a hundred more I love you

more and more everyday Happy anmver

sary Alan

MARK LANGMUIR; Heuraux anniversaire

(that's (ranch) gonna get waasted'i We tove

you! Main Street Etc

MAI MAiwhat a semester, and we re only

half way Happy 19th Keep laughing our

grades should be pretty (unny Love, Your

favorite writer

UMASS NOVICE WOMENS CREW Hadley

Beach 1989 Gel psyched for The ramp
(rom hell Yank ihe Wank

FINNACS: Birthdays come and go but y»e'li

always remain a constant From the Chix

al Tanbrook

PFIOFESSIONAL RESUMES m 24 hours

6658873

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Very experienced Lasenwriler overnight

Counseling/delivery Lisa 665-8969

PROFESSIONAL EDITING- Term papers.

Theses, Dissertations 1-4673753 after

7pm

SUMMER EMPLOYEMENT

CAMP YOUNG JUDEA. AMHERST. Hew
Hapshire (Resident, Co Ed 1 hour from

Boston) IS in need of Department Directors

and Activity specialists for this summer m
Alhletics, Gymnastics, Swim Inslruction

(WSI) Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts* Crafts,

CAmpcraft, Israeli Dance, Crama, Israeli

folk song, ridery. Tennis. Photography Ot

flee personnel and Nurses (R N )
Excellent

salaries and fringe benefits Please contact

Or Charles B Rotman, Director, 81

Kingsbury Street, Welleslsy. MA 02181.

617-237-9410

TRAVEL

00 YOU NEED A RJDE lo Florida? I h*v*

room in car for two Call 253-2327.

VwJVn.cO
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SPOJTS
UMass baseball faces question marks

Performance of the freshmen, pitching staff

will dictate the success of this year's team

By MArr (IKRKE
Collcman StafT

Then' IS an old saying that you can

measure a baseball team by its strength up

the middle: pitcher, catcher, second bast

shortstop and centerfleld.

If that measurement is reliable, and it

usually is, the University of Massachusetts

faces some serious questions this .season.

The Minutenien went 36 16 la.st season,

winning the New England Championship

and finishing second m the Atlantic 10

Conference

The catching spot is still up in the air bet

ween I.ouis Olivieri and Derek Dana, and

will probably Ix' determined on the Florida

trip.

Freshmen Tom Murray and Biagini will

-tart at third and second respectively, ac

cording to Stone.

Stone said freshman Glen DiSarcina.

Gary's younger brother, will be the star

ting shortstop, and Glen is rumored to be

almost as slick of a fielder as his brother,

who is now in the California Angels

organization.

Freshman Rich Graham and Brian Con-

''A lot of other teams think we're facing a rebuilding

year, but we'd rather call it a reloading year."

- UMass coach Mike Stone

Steve Kern will see two changes this season,

to first base, and acting as co-captain of the M

^ptirt* ir>I'<rn».M 'Mil photo

moving from third base
inutemen.

Any I'Mass baseball fan would salivate

when thinking about what could have been

this year, with only centerfielder Matt

Sheran. pitcher Steve Allen, and second

ba.seman Darrin O'Connor graduating.

On top of that. UMass coach Mike Stone

says he has a freshman secimd baseman

named Dan Biagini. who is already a lu t

ter hitter and fielder than O'Connor was

But the potential for this dream s<-asnn

was seriously damaged by Major I.ii^u<

BaM'ball's amateur draft last June

In addition to Allen, starting pitcher-

Ken Greer and Mike Owens, short.st<»p

(iary DiSarcina and catcher Dean Bnrrelli

were selected and all signed

As a result, when the Minutenien leave

for their Fl«»rida trip tomorrow morning,

nine of the 22 players on the travel roster

will be freshmen
"There's no question we have a lot to pro

VI. I'Mass coach Mike .Stone sjiid. "We've

got .s<»me players, but the talent is young
"

.And It will sh<iw in the positmns up the

middle
Four of the five starters will Ix' new to

the I'Mass starting rotation. And in all

likelihood, the starting catcher, three of the

four infielders, and possibly an outfielder

will Ih- freshmen.

"We'll start five young guys." Stone said.

rny 'a transfer from Northeastern! will ht-

in the starting rotation, and Stone said

freshman Brian Bright is making a strong

bid Un- the starting centerfield position.

That's a lot of freshmen, and therefore,

a lot of question marks. But it is the

veterans who will anchor the Minutenien

Senuir righthander Dave Telgheder

returns to lead the pitching stafl' Last

season. Telgheder went H2 with a 3.48

earned run average, and led the stalT in

-hutouts with three.

Telgheder. who struck out 61 batters la.st

season while walking ju.st 19. will be a co

captain with Steve Kern this year.

D(m Strange, a short reliever last year.

will join the starting rotation this sea.son

"I'm cimfident Strange can make thi

switch." Stone said. "(Reliever Jeffl

Richardson could be a starter, t<K). but we
need a strong righthander out of the

bullpen."

A transfer, lefthander Paul Ciaglo. will

round out the starting rotation. Ciaglo was
the ace at Springfield College last season,

posting a 3-3 record with a 2.32 ERA.
In 50' 3 innings. Ciaglo gave up 37 hits,

walkd 30 batters and struck out 46.

Two of the top hitters from last year's

team, Kern and Drew Comeau, will be back

this vear. continued on page IS

1989 Baseball Schedule
ai Delano FL

Mar. 18 Iowa 1*0
19 Italy 10«)

S! Xav.e- 430
20 St Xavie- (2) 430
21 towa 111K)

22 E KentucKy 730
23 Maryland Baltimore County (2) 10<X)

24 Iowa 1*0
25 Montciair State 1*0

28 CONNECTICUT 3t)C

Apr 1 at Si Josephs' (2) 12«)

2 at St Joseph s- (2) 12«0
4 at Holy Cross 300
6 at Hartford 3«0
7 at Siena „...Bt)0

8 NY TECH (2) 1O0
9 NY TECH 12.-00

11 at ConnecticJ! 3^30

12 BOSTON UNIV 3:00

13 a* New Hampshire 2:00

15 at Rhode Island* (2) 12:00

16 at Rhode Island" (2) 12:00

18 VERMDN'"^f2= 1:00

20 at Sprma'ieiS 3-00

22 RUTGERS- (2) ...- 12:00

23 RUTGERS-(2) 12:00

25 CENTRAL CONN 3.00

26 at Amhers; 3:00

27 HARTFORD 3:00

29 TEMPLE- (2) 12:00

30 TEMPLE- (2) 12:00

May 2 at Mame'HadiocV Field (2) 5:00

(Portland)

3 at Dartmouth 3:00

6 PROVIDENCE (2) 1:00

7 at Centra' Conn 6:00

9 NORTHEASTERN (2) 1 :00

10 HARVARD 3:00

"Atlantic 10 Game

Following some huge footsteps
Drew Comeau is matching his brother on the baseball field

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

When Todd Comeau left the University of

Massachu.setts in 1985 he had rewritten the baseball

team's record book. He held the career records for home
runs and runs batted in, season records for hits, runs

scored and RBIs, and placed in the top two in doubles and

home runs in a .season.

Now, his younger brother Drew is trying to follow in

his footsteps. And .so far, he is doing a pretty good job.

Drew Comeau is entering only his junior year of eligibili-

ty with UMa.ss baseball and already he has broken the

home run records for a season (12) and career (21).

"Of course there's .some pressure to do as well as [Todd]

did. " Drew .said. "(But I
we kept it kind of in the family,

so it wasn't so bad
"

Due to past injuries which have limited his range, Drew
has been relegated to designated hitter and part time first

base for this season, but he really ju.st wants to contribute

what he can to the team.

Said Comeau, "Id like to be out Iplaymg first base)

more. It's more fun out there."

Fortunately, the injuries appear to be a thing of the pa.st.

"I had knee surgery during baseball season la.st year,

and I played football last fall and I haven't felt any pro-

blem with it." he said.

Besides being alike in their power hitting, both Com
eaus were two-sport athletes, playing football as well as

baseball. Despite how time-consuming it is. Drew says he

enjoys playing two sports.

"I think playing two sports breaks up the sea.sons," Com
eau said. "It keeps things fresh. On the other hand, it

hurts because while you're playing the other sport so

meone else is trying to take your position. It goes both

ways."

By playing two sports, Comeau is keeping his options

open.

But that's not to imply that he lacks anything in

ba.seball. Comeau was drafted by the New York Yankees

out of North Branford High School in North Branford,

Conn., and is often in touch with pro scouts. He chose in-

stead to attend UMass, as a sport management major,

before looking toward the big leagues.
continued on page 15

WEATHER SPMNG BREAK SPORTS

Weekend forecast: Part-

ly sunny skies continue

to grip Happy Valley.

Highs 45-55.

Spring Break starts

with your last class! Gro

home! We'll return with

more news March 27.

Softball looks sunny as

season starts against

top-ranked teams today

in California. Page 12.

Tl-ir. MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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Democrats:
party future
threatened
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

The future of the Democratic Party is in jeopardy unless

it gains an identity and understands its ideological base,

two nationally-known members of the party said last

night

Former US Senator Paul T.songas told an audience of

about 60 that the Democratic Party has no base. "It has

given It up, and now we must bring it back."

Richard Goodwin, a speechwriter for Presidents Ken

nedy and Johnson, with whom Tsongas exchanged views,

said that the party has to take abstracts issues and make

them rallying points for the people.

"It can be done. (Franklin Delano] Roosevelt did it by

simplifying the issues." he said.

Tsongas said. "If I were running [for president! in 1992

my platform that was traditionally pro-women's right-

pro-gay rights, pro-perestroika and against aid to the Con

tras " would shift to pro-business.

He -said worldwide the United States is losing its iden-

tity. "United States' wealth is being distributed overseas."

he said, referring to foreign investors "gobbling" up

American capital.

American assets total $2.5 trillion and foreign owner

ship accounts for $1 trillion, according to Tsongas.

"The United States is being out hustled [by foreign in-

vestors). Workers are losing their will, discipline, dedica

tion to work, ethics and commitment to competitors." he

said. "The new nationalism out there has to appeal to the

worker."
Tsongas said his party's ultimate aim is an America

owned by America.

Goodwin, wearing a green necktie and striped shirt in

honor of St. Patrick's Day. said. "A decision must be made

by the Democratic Party on what role is to be played.'

He agrees with Tsongas that government should be pro

business. In order to do this the government must "keep

the market open and competitive, innovate and cut prices

and costs. It must also provide infrastructure, technology

and knowledge."

"A lack of competitiveness is holding back American

businesses," Goodwin said. "Workers are becoming

automatons. They could and should be highly motivated,

"

he said.

"Business did better under [FDR] and Kennedy. The

genetic structure of people has not changed, but something

in the system has. Managers are looking for short-term

profits for themselves and have less concern for long term

benefits. " Goodwin said.

The panel was moderated by former UMass Politcal

Science Professor George Goodwin, unrelated to the

political analyst. The forum was sponsored by the

Amherst Democratic Town Committee and the Universi-

ty Democrats.

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND ISSUE 34

C'»llrcian pholn b> Janon r«l»nB»n

AND ON THE BANKS OF THE POND - "Cutback City." growing daily, doesn't

interest this duck in the Campus Pond. Related story on page 3.

26 new senators elected
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The results of the Undergraduate Student Senate elec

tions were released yesterday, with 26 new senators

scheduled to join the Student Government Association

next semester.

The release of Tuesday's election results was stalled

because vote tallying for the SGA presidential and stu

dent trustee races took precedence over the senate race,

said Holly Brod. co-elections coordinator.

In the Southwest Residential Area, Frank Martin claim-

ed nearly 60 percent of the vote to become a senator for

John Quincy Adams Residence Hall and write-in can-

didate John Grant was elected senator for nearby John

Adams Residence Hall.

Write-in candidates Jeff Filipov and David O Heam both

claimed victories in two open senate positions in

Washington Residence Hall and Kimberly Hudson receiv-

ed more than 75 percent of the vote in Kennedy Residence

Hall, joined by write in candidate Craig Brown.

In Pierpont Resident Hall, Ted Marvelias edged Tim

Wood and Frank Sileo was victorious in James Residence

Hall with onlv four votes.

In the Orchard Hill Residential Area, Victoria Clement

defeated co^andidates Craig Donais and Pat McGillicuddy

to become a senator from Grayson Residence Area.

Leslie Abbott was re-elected from the Northeast

Residential Area as a senator from Crabtree Residence

Hall. Janine Getek held more than 60 percent of the votes

from Mary Lyon Residence Hall, defeating two opponents.

Write in candidate Joe Rapoza was victorious in Hamlin

House with eight votes and Maria Crespo, the lone can

didate from Dwight House, was elected with 13 votes.

Tl.e Sylvan Residential Area filled its two open senate

seats, electing co-Senators-elect Jane Coffin and Shana

Corby from Brown House and Chris Dreikosen from

continued on page 10
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By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

On their annual trip to Washington last

week. Students Advocating Financial Aid

blanketed Capitol Hill expressing the con-

cerns of financial aid recipients acro.ss the

country while acknowledging that increas-

ing aid programs is not easy.

Many of the issues they discussed with

congressmen, senators and legislative aides

such as national service proposals, default

rates on student loans and the seeming

callousness of the Bush administration

toward the plight of needy students are im-

portant, but they only scratch the surface

of a complex federal budget process.

At first glance, Congress appears to be

able to cut any cost in the budget, but this

is not the case, said Karl Knapp, assistant

for research and policy analysis for the Na-

tional Association of Financial Aid

Administrators.

In fact. Congress has only about 14 per-

cent of the total federal budget to cut from.

Knapp said.

Of this 14 percent, financial aid makes

up 0.8 percent, or about $13 billion, and

educational programs in general about 1.1

percent, he said. Foreign and domestic pro-

grams take up the rest, he added.

The remaining 86 percent is broken down

into almost untouchable programs and fix-

ed costs, he said.

For example, Knapp pointed out that

14.4 percent of the budget is needed to pay

the interest on the nation's $170 billion

yearly deficit.

Of the 28.8 percent allotted for military

expenditures. mo.st is used to pay fixed

salary and defense contract costs and

therefore immune to cuts, and 44.8 percent

funds entitlement programs such as Social

Security, Medicare and Medicaid. Knapp

said.

Entitlement programs are protected by

laws that automatically increa.se their

budgets at least at the rate of infiation. he

said.

In other words, these programs are also

never cut.

Another hindrance to establishing a firm

footing for financial aid programs is Bush's

lack of direction on this year's federal fiscal

dilemma, said Dallas Martin, president of

NASFAA.
Bush has not given enough indication as

to which programs are going to be ade-

quately funded and which will be cut, he

said. This severely hampers lobbyists' ef-

forts to influence the budget for financial

aid. Martin said.

Representative Barney Frank. D-Mass.

echoed this sentiment in a speech for SAFA
students.

"It is not clear what the president wants

to do. It is hard to lay your finger on a Bush

policy in a lot of areas." he said.

Frank also said the only way to increase

the money available for student aid and

other programs, short of raising taxes —
continued on page 8
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Firefighter atop ladder hoses down building yesterday in Springfield.
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Arson squad investigating blaze
SPRINGFIELD - The ci

ty arson squad was called in

yesterday to investigate a

blaze that destroyed a little

business complex but stop-

ped short of a string of fuel

storage tanks called

"(iasolino Alley."

it looks like there was a

terrible amount of damage,"
said Jav Hirsch. owner of

Frank Paper Co. Inc.. which
was gutted by the early

morning fire

An unidentified caller

reported an explosion at

5:15 a.m. at Northeast
Recycling Corp.. a paper
recycling plant near the Ar
mory Street rotary three

miles northeast of

downtown Springfield, said
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George Hlacanico, a fire

department .spokesman.

The fire quickly .spread to

other businesses on the

dead-end street, which in-

clude a paper mill, a metal-

recycling plant, a moving
and storage company and
an auto parts firm. Smoke
was visible from Connec-
ticut, some 15 miles away.
Fire Chief Raymond

Sullivan said the billowing

flames were fed by brisk

winds but were brought
iiiid« r control three hours
later. By that time, three

buildings had collapsed and
at least two others had been
gutted.

CINtMA

Beaches
PG

Starring

Bette Midler
Barbara Hirshey
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SUNDAY NIGHT
GRAPHICS STAFF

You must show up for work on Sunday
March 26. If you are going away for spring

break and will not be back by then,

please find sormeone to work for you.

Thanks.
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LOCAL
Activist discusses
FBI surveillance
By ALETHEA O DONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

The fear of knowing the US government
may have you under surveillance because

of alleged "un-American activities" was
not only legitimate during the McCar
thyism of the 1950s, but a relevant fear to-

day, a political activist said Wednesday
night.

Frank Wilkinson, executive director of

the National Committee against

Repressive Legislation (NCARL). told a

small Campus Center Auditorium au-

dience of his experiences as an opponent of

the now-defunct House Committee on Un-

Amencan Activities, run by former FBI
head J Edgar Hoover Wilkinson said

HUAC was the root of McCarthyism and

the "red scare."

"I learned when I was 65 years of age

that I had been under surveillance by the

FBI since I was 25," he said. "1 never knew
It. I never saw an FBI agent. Yet by hind

sight, my whole life was altered not only

by the surveillance, but also by the disrup

tion of individuals which they target
"

Wilkinson .said he began his career in the

1940s, working for integrated housing in

the slums of Los Angeles, but was targeted

by HUAC for "Un American activities."

He was removed from his government job

in 1952 for refusing to name all the

organizations to which he had belonged

since 1931.

He said he was subpoenaed by the HUAC
in 1958. He refused to answer question

regarding his political activities, and was
•subsequently jailed for one year in 1961

Wilkinson said he kwked into files the

FBI had on him. and "finally the FBI ad

mitted that they had 132.000 pages of

surveillance on me for a period of 40 years.

It was estimated that the FBI had sp«'nt 17

mllion dollars to follow me "

Wilkinson said he discovered, upon

reading the FBI files, the bureau had

known of a plotted assassination attempt

on his life. Wilkinson produced a document,

dated March 4, 1964 The document, sent

from the FBI agent in<harge in Los

Angeles to J. Edgar Hoover, named "the

agents who will stake out the residence to

witness my assassination."

The FBI never warned Wilkinson of the

plot, he said.

In 1987. Wilkinson won a lawsuit filed

against the FBI for violation of his constitu-

tional rights. However, he said he was
skeptical as to whether the FBI had ceas-

ed their surveillance activities.

He believes the newly-formed Senate

Judiciary Subcommittee on .Security and

Terrorism, created by President Reagan, is

simply an<rther form of HUAC.
"We've dropped the term communism,"

he said, "the new way of looking at you is

that you are terrwists."

"Each ofyou is in great jeopardy legally

under the Reagan guidelines." he said. "It

IS legally possible for an FBI or CIA agent

to be on this campus spying upon what you

say. what you think The same things that

Iwent) on in my generation is now ap-

plicable to you."

NCARL has developed a petition which

campaign for an end to "political spying or

di.sruption by the FBI." he said.

Wilkinson, sponsored by the Distinguish

ed Visitor's Program, said he and others

who developed the petition believe the

FBI's purpose is not political, but criminal

investigations.

"It is something that I know is going to

be very successful." he said. "The meat of

the petition is having the FBI develop a

criminal .standard forbidding them from

violating the First Amendment

t'ollrKinn photo h\ .lawin !>anrinKrr

WATCHING WHERE HE WALKS - Associate Zoology Pro-

fessor Brian O'Connor crosses the Morrill Science Building
Bridge recently.

Groups to have
day in court
The Spartacus League and the University of

Ma.ssachu.setts Republican Club, who have fought each

other in the past, will meet again March 28. this time

in court.

Members of both groups filed assault charges against

each other last month after clashing in a Campus

Center meeting room on Feb. 9.

The two groups brawled during the discussion por

tion of a forum held by the Spartacus League, who were

invited to UMass by a student organization — the

Friends of the Spartacus League.

The scuffle ensued when six members of the

Republican Club were asked to leave. Tempers on both

sides soon flared.

One Republican was treated at University Health

Services after he was allegedly headbutted on the nose

by a Spartacist during the fight.

THOMAS RODRKIUKS
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Women lag in media, profs say
statistics improving, but not enough women in authority
n ir r-<«.Trxl-> A nn 4 t^rr nmOTPAa

Balloon dents car;

CB radios stolen

from Lot 44, fields
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Police reports indicate two rooms in Patterson Residence

Hall were broken into and clothing and a 35mm camera

worth $250 stolen from them.

In other reports:

• An office in Thompson Hall was reported broken in-

to by smashing the glass in the door Tuesday, police said.

• A power booster, CB radio and other items were

reported stolen from a vehicle parked in Lot 44 Wednes-

day, police said.

• A student reported Wednesday that his car parked

near Kennedy Residence Hall had been struck with a

water balloon"which dented the hood of the vehicle, police

said.
, . J u

• Police said they found a vehicle, which had been

stolen on Tuesday, parked on the softball fields Thursday.

A CB radio and stereo speakers worth $250 were stolen

from the vehicle, police said.

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Correspondent

Women are unequally represented in the media

workforce but those sUtistics are slowly changing, three

University of Mas.sachusetts journalism professors said

Wednesday.
Professor Karen List, the first speaker at the lecture

sponsored by the Women's Studies Department as part

of the Brown Bag Lunch series, reported from a Univer

sity of Missouri survey that 36 percent of all editors, 13

percent of all directing editors and 7 percent of top

management are women.
Out of 1,650 daily publications, only 60 are run by

women publishers, she said. Women compose only 20 per-

cent of foreign correspondence and write only 25 percent

of front page bylines, she said.

"These statistics are improving, but not dramatically

when you know journalism schools have 60 70 percent

women." List said. "Women's salaries lag behind men's

in every circulation category. Basically, women make 75

percent of what men are making and more specifically,

women editors make 83 percent compared to men. It's

some pretty distressing results."

Professor Madeline Blais, the recipient of the Pulitzer

Prize for Feature Writing in 1980, said that although

List's statistics seem dismal, statistics favoring women

are gradually increasing. She u.sed her twoyear ex-

perience of being a Pulitzer juror to exemplify this

progress.

Blais said, "During my two-year appointment. 13 per

cent of the Pulitzer board were women. Last year when

I went to get my name tag. the name tags were pieces of

paper folded to fit in a breast pocket, which I. unfortunate

ly, forgot to bring. The next time, I brought a jacket, but

the name tags were now fastened with pins. I give you

that symbol as a symbol of hope."

List said she hopes an organization run by women

editors called New Directions for News will redefine news

to include issues important to women and children.

"New Directions holds a series of meetings with top level

editors in two to three seminars to talk about these

issues," List said. "Through this, they hope to desensitize

people at the top to change the situation."

List said a study by the University of Maryland which

cited higher numbers of female journal i.sm students rais-

ed some interesting questions.

"Will being a journalist become a devaluated job like

teaching? Will the watchdog function of the press on the

government diminish as women are more tuned to har

mony?" she asked.

Professor Sara Grimes said female journalism majors

can battle these statistics.

"It's going to be a struggle," Grimes said, "because the

definitions of success are defined by white men working

12 hours a day with a woman taking care of him. We're

seeing more women becoming like men, giving up

families, friendships, and hobbies for their careers."

Cutback City' continues growth
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

and SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Correspondent

"Cutback City" added four new shacks to its domain

in a sudden rush of productivity this week, and its

residents promise the miniature village by the campus

pond will expand even further when students return from

.spring break.

The city was erected nearly one month ago by "Students

for a Democratic University" to protest state budget cuts

and has since grown to nine crudely-built shacks and one

pup tent, which houses former student trustee candidate

Al Arpad.

Signs encouraging students and faculty to spend time

at the city are scrawled on the huts, including one reading,

"We're in here, you're not. Think about it."

"We'd love to have the whole lawn full with as many

people as possible," said resident Carolyn Conrad. "As

long as you're here and you believe in money for the

schools, you're welcome to stay."

About six students are planning to remain in the shacks

during spring break next week, Conrad .said. Exchange

students and others who are unable to find housing dur-

ing the break are also welcome to reside in the shacks,

she said.

Warm weather conditions in recent weeks has attracted

more than 25 overnight residents and "hundreds" of sup-

Lontmued on page 8
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Speakers urge end to

Third World arms sales
By STEVEN PANGIONE
Collegian Correspondent

Ballistic missile sales to Third World na-

tions must be stopped to ensure a safe

future for our world, a nuljtar>- expert told

about 40 people at Hampshire College

recently

"The world is changing." Robert Shuey

told the audience. "The super powers aren't

the only ones making missiles anymore
"

He said less-developed countries, like

Iran, North and South Korea and Pakistan

are making their own missiles from

technology given to them from other coun

tries. They are also developing nuclear

weapons themselves, now, Shuey said.

Most of these countries are getting the

technology to build missiles from others

who sell them the missiles, he said.

•The Soviets have given eight different

Third World countries missiles." he said,

adding that the Soviets aren't the onl v ones

selling missiles

"There is a huge black market on missile

sales because people can make a lot of

money by selling them." he said "But

there is some effort to halt these sales
"

The United States and six other countries

have formed the Missile Technole^y Con
trol Regime, he said. The organization re

quires companies from their countries to

register with them and clear any sales to

other nations the company may make.

The pniblem with this is that there are

more than seven countries in the world, he

said "They are trying to get other ii>un

trit'.s to enter into this agreement with

them, but none have joined so far " He said

many countries are expected to join soon,

though, because they are realizing what
this proliferation could lead to.

PAWSS professor Michael Klare, speak

ing after Shuey. said even though countries

are starting to halt nuclear and ballistic

missiles, they continue to sell conventional

weapons to them.
He said that although nuclear and

chemical weapons sales has gone down in

recent years, conventional weapon sales

have gone up.

"Since the early 70*8, there has been a

tenfold increase in dollar value of arms
sold, and the arms are becoming more

sophisticated." he said. "Seventy percent

of these are sold to Middle East countries

and southern Asian countries." These are

the countries that have been at war with

each other, he said.

Conventional arms can lead to a nuclear

war too, he said. "The war can start with

conventional weapons and lead to nuclear

weapons People don't realize this." he said.

The only way to stop these sales is

tougher regulations and more cooperation

between developed countries, Shuey said

The Missile Regime is a start, but mori

countries need to join if anything is

realistically going to happen to stop missile

sales to Third World countries, he said.

The lecture was the fourth in a seven-

part series on "Global Perils in the 1990s."

sponsored by Peace and World Security

Studies.

For Your Informatior^;
For Your Information is a service of the

Collegian to its readers. Because of a lack

of space, not all press releases can be in-

cluded in FYl For more information, con-

tact David at the Collegian, at 545-3500.

Support Group
For separated and divorced men. The

group will be meeting in Northampton on

Wednesdays from 7 to 8:30 p.m.. beginn

ing this month. For more information. cr)n

tact David Arbeitman at 527-5911.

Support Group
P-FLAG. Pioneer Valley Suppt»rt Group

fw parents, families, friends of lesbians and

gays, meets on the second Tuesday ofeverv*

month at 7:30 p.m. in the Grace Episcopal

Church Parish Hall m Amherst. For more
information, contact Jean M.B. Genaaci at

5324883
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ON THE OUTSIDE LOOKING IN - Henning Ohlen Busch,

a sophomore anthropolog> major, looks in after getting lock-

ed out of his ButteiTield Residence Hall room recently.

Tl W omenis before

/IXf the spacecraft
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be'im Inside were a pair of
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d>ing people. These two imy

oreatures were destined to

become the first parents

of a race that would some- ^

day again cross the im- y^
:
-^

mense distances between

the stars. J
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A four- issue series in
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weather permitting
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EnTQRIAL/C3PINION
A day that means more than
canned beef and green beer

Today is the big day for all of the Irish.

Or at least it's supposed to be. Most of you
must be able to tell from my last name that

I'm at least partially Irish. However, I don't

always celebrate the 17th of March in the

traditional American way.

It's Saint Patrick's Day! The day we
celebrate Irish heritage, being converted to

Catholicism, drink green beer, wear green

and maybe go to a parade.

Pamela McCarthy

Pay party lines prove threatening
Pay-party lines are bectiming a threat to

American society that must be controlled

or even stopped through legislation.

Pay-telephone lines may be harmful to

our society. Surely it is only speculation to

suppose that Americans who spend as

much as $32 hr to party alone but not

alone, could be detrimental to the already

crippled American Dream However, there

has been a new twist in tin- pay-party line

industry.

Until now. you could call a celebrity or

phone for your fortune for about .50 cents

a minute t$2 for the first minute i. You
could even dial !i>i -• a and pay by credit

card. While this may appear to be just a

waste of time and money for users, one

could speculate that pay-party lines add to

the deterioration of American society. Up
"til now. pay-party lines have been little

more of a threat to us than soap operas. But

now, there is a new pay-party line in town

and it's name is "Right to Life" (copyright.

Tell the White House Inc.i.

•Right to Life" is a pair of party lines.

Ifyou believe in the right to life, you would

call one number. Ifyou are a pro choice ad-

Try to have class
I stood working in the DC one night taking dirty silver

ware off of trays. A tray came by with a napkin on it which

said. "You're a bunch of d-ckheads." Nice A few minutes

later, another napkin printed with an obscenity floated

by. Within a minute, a third napkin came through with

the word 'a-holes " Excuse me? Did my doing dirty

silverware offend you?

How about this scenerio, the DC worker goes out to fill

napkins. With his nicest voice and politest smile, he says

"excuse me" to two students standing in front of the

dispensers. They don't move, but look at him as if to say,

'You are a lowly DC peon and I'm not lowering myself

to get out of your way
"

These things happen all of the time. Entire floors go to

eat, and entire floors leave their trays on the table. Is it

such a grave strain to walk fifteen feet to bring them up?

These same people have the stamina to party at least three

times a week, yet they're too feeble to lift a tray?

Whatever happened to common courtesy? DC workers are

not a bunch of low lifes. We're just like everybody else.

except some people on this campus need to work for a liv

ing.

We don't expect miracles, but have a heart. Just because

you know how to be an idiot, is not a good excuse for be

ing one. Pick up a tray, try saying "please." and try to

have some class. Christine Wheeler
Southwest

Symbol of America
Who does Joseph Rubin think he is? I don't care what

he does in the privacy of his own home, but to take the

American Hag and tape it to the floor for people to walk

on is an outrage. He may not agree with the policies of

the United States, but the fiag does not represent

American policv. He may try to say he was expressing

himself through art. but what he is expressing and the

media by which he tried to do it are not acceptable.

The nag is the symbol of the United States for all those

who live here or who live under it in other lands. Is there

something he doesn't like about the fiag? Does he see any

mes.sage that is offensive? I certainly don't and have yet

to meet anyone who does.

I am proud to live in America, but if he usn t. then he

and any other member of the Radical Student Union

should leave. Bradford A. Sprogis
Amherst

vocate. you'd call a different number The
coporate name and the television ad imp
ly that you are sending a message to the

White House. If it is true that a person who
calls one of these numbers is influencing

stati.stics that our government will see,

then we are indeed threatened.

First, this is costing the voter money to

vote. This is in direct conflict with the

voter's rights under the Constitution. Se-

cond, the people who are voting by party

lines are not an accurate cross-section of

the American people.

The act of calling "Right to Life" party

line partitions the voter into a group who
may share other views. This would sway

the outcome of the votes. These two threats

are based on the assumption that calling

Tell the White House Inc. is influencing

decisions made in the White House.

If, on the other hand. Tell the White

House Inc. is not telling the truth and your

call does not influence decisions, they are

guilty of fraud. In the .same way that mail

fraud is illegal, pay party line fraud should

be illegal. ' David H. Sprogis
Amherst

1 usually don't participate in the

festivities. I will wear green (this year it

will be a very trendy olive-drab or greyish

green, I'm not sure which yet ». I like green

clothes, green grass and green eyes, but I

don't like green beer, green cookies or

anything else in an altered green state.

Drinking has always been a big deal on

Saint Patrick's Day. My extendiMj family

(all 48.5 of them) generally toss a few. but

my immediate family doesn't make a big

prtxluction out of the maltcnl aspect of the

day I have nothing again.st a party. I will

never hold it against anyone who has a few-

beers to celebrate the "Fighting Irish." But

it does strike me as peculiar that so many
of the Irish Americans who get angry when
the words "Irish" and "drunk" are said in

the same breath, go out and get slammed
on the 17th of March in protest.

In addition to drinking, some of us try to

choke down the traditional Iri.sh corned

beef and cabbage meal. I like corned beef,

about once a year. I don't like boiled cab-

bage, boiled potatoes or boiled carrots. I'm

convinced that boiled food is a punishment

from God For 19 Saint Patrick's Days. I

complained about the menu I was told to

just shut up and eat. After all. it's part of

my heritage. It was good enough for Irish

immigrants, it's good enough for me.

Whenever I hear this age old lecture. I

always point out that immigrants only ate

corned beef because it was cheap; it's not

cheap anymore. If we are going to spend

money on beef. I'd rather we buy .steak. I'm

sure if Irish immigrants could have, they

would have feasted on prime rib, duck and
lobster.

Instead of eating the stufl" my great-

grandparents had to eat, why don't we eat

what they wanted to eat? I think we should

buy lobster, duck, steak, shrimp or some
other expensive food. We should stufl" our

faces and remember that we haven't

always had it so good.

Besides it's a Friday during Lent, a day
when all good Catholics refrain from eating

meat, so we are going to have to eat

something besides corned beef. (Maybe the

lobster?! 'The day commemorates a nation

being converted to Catholicism, St. Paddy
himself was Catholic and many Irish still

are today

I've never gotten tu celebrate Saint

Patrick's Day the way I wanted to. In fact.

I think most people mi.ss the pt»int of the

holiday. We are supposed to be celebrating

our heritage and our history. Drinking
green beer and acting like idiots doesn't in

crease my appreciation of Irish culture I

don't hear much about the myths of the

"little people." (leprechauns, fairies and
the likei. I do know that the shamrock is

suppo.sed to bring good luck, or have good

powers, but I'm not sure why. Ireland has

a long list of brilliant writers, with such

distinguished names as James Joyce, but

when your slamming down 10 green beers

you don't tend to think about such classics

as Ftnnegan's Wake. I rarely hear any
Celtic tales or old Irish superstitions on

Saint Patrick's Day. I finally learned one

from my cousins, last semester, and was
sh(Kked to discover it is bad luck to put

shoes on the table. (I just thought it was
gross I

This year 1 will wear green, again, and
if I can find a shamrock, I'll wear that. too.

I hope we don't have corned beef and cab-

bage again. (I will remind my parents that

we can't eat meat on Lent, but they will

probably laugh in their religiously-

apathetic daughter's face.) Maybe I'll check

a James Joyce book out of the library and
celebrate m my own way.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian eolum-

nist
LlaVIU n. aprOglS money on UCrri. 1 U I dlllCI »»r uujf i^i.^Jci*. • •• I urficriu («» V u» ir..» m «• >^wii<.f,iuw • .».w

Amherst sure if Irish immigrants could have, they nist

A letter for your parents at spring break
spring Break. ing they accomplish two goals: Their grades improve

The words alone mav mean little, but the anticipa- and the University has more ammunition to launch
Spring Break
The words alone may mean little, but the anticipa

tion and the realization as.sociated with the term means

oh so much to the weary, bleary eyed students of this

and other campuses.

And the professors don't mind much either.

As this may be the one newspaper to reach the homes

of many of my compadres, I feel it is necessary to

deliver a message, on behalf of me and those who think

like me, to all our parents.

Students: give the Collegian to parent or guardian.

David R. Mark

Dear parent or guardian:

Thank you for reading this newspaper. As many of

you know, this is a hectic time for many ofthe students

at the University of Massachusetts. Budget cuts, racial

disturbances and unethical student government can-

didates have wreaked havoc on your son or daughter.

That's why I ask - beg if necessary — that you be

understanding and kind during this short interlude

between midterms, 20-page papers and oral reports. Be

kind to your next of kin when they inform you of their

waning bank accounts, faltering grades or sexually

transmitted diseases.

They are only human.
Remember, even when you want to do bodily damage

to your son or daughter, they love you, even if they

don't show it, and haven't shown it in years. In fact,

even if they swear upon their graves and the Holy Bi-

ble that they don't love you. or even want to see. or

hear or know of your existence, realize they've probably

been to one too many of our University's rallies, pro-

tests and demonstrations, and are merely suffering

from nervous tension and perhaps one of those sexual-

ly transmitted diseases I mentioned previously.

Push them to study over their break. For by study

ing they accomplish two goals: Their grades improve

and the University has more ammunition to launch

against Gov. Dukakis and all his "Harvard and MIT
are better" talk.

And finally, feed your son or daughter properly,

because if you saw what they ate in the Dining Com-
mons, or bought at the Dairy Mart, you'd grimace. If

you knew how many Spaghetti-Os and glasses of Kool

Aid they've had, you'd agree that many of our students

need whatever the "specialty" of your house is.

That's it, thanks for reading.

David R. Mark
News Editor, Collegian

P.S. Please give the Collegian back to your son or

daughter.

O.K., are they gone?
Whew, I think they may go for it.

Hey, I realize you're probably on the beach or

something, and this paper is sitting in a bag. You may
have even left this on the floor of the Peter Pan bus

or the Eastern Shu . . . Oh, yeah. No one takes the

shuttle.

Have a good break. Don't die or anything. Try to put

on some sun screen, since the ozone layer is decaying

and you wouldn't want to be covered in ozone. I hear

it's hard to wash out.

Don't forget that you are students. Don't act too

grown up or anything when you're way down south.

When you do see your parents, remember to deliver

the same or similar sob story as you see above. I'd hate

to have you look bad because you were unprepared for

the most important pop quiz of all — the one given by

your parent or guardian.

Finally, do our University proud. No, I mean it. This

school has suffered under it's "we're not a zoo" attitude.

Party hearty and say hi to the MTV veejays. Ken Ober
went to school here, you know.
David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist spending his

break along the beaches of Asbury Park. N.J.

The Collegian accepts letters and colutJins from the five college community. All submissions must be typed,

double spaced, and become property ofthe Collegian. Unsigned editorials will not be published. Please direct

all material to Pam, Meredith or Janine at 113 Campus Center.
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Munchausen sets the pace for s releases
By JIM I'OLK
Collegian StafT

At last, hopt' IS in sight The pre-sprinu

doldrums are coming,' to an end, and a de

cent crop of new movies are slowly replat

mjj the duds we've suffered with for the

past couple months First and foremost on

my list i> The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen I had high expectations for

this film, and was not disappointed in the

slightest To sum it up, this is the best fan

tasy film I've seen in a long time.

The plot involves a small European city

under attack by the Turkish army in the

18th centur>'. To keep morale up, a small

theater troup performs "The Adventures of

Baron Munchausen" when they are sud

denly interrupted by an irate old man who

IS indeed the real Baron. He insists their

play IS nothing but lies, and sets out to pro

ve it by stopping the Turkish assault -

with a trip to fantastic places like the

moon, the center of the-earth. and the bel

ly rf a sea monger, in search of his four

old friends who were part of his original

adventures (adventures bued on the tales

of a real-life cavalr>' otTxeer Karl Friedrich

Hieronymu8>.
The plot isn't the point of this film The

fantasy is. From the first scene, one is total

Iv convinced i" »Hi<i world that Direttitr

Terry Gilliam iTime Bandits. Hriuih has

created. He is truly an underappreciated

genius, one of those rare directors who not

only put a story on film, but a whole

universe. The visuals, sets, special effects,

everything add up to an experience that

dazzles. Even the actors manage to shine

with all the explosions and fx aiound them.

As the Baron. John Neville adds dignity

and wit to his role as "the world's greatest

liar." Young Sarah Polley. seen in the PBS
series Raniona, is wonderful as the Baron's

plucky little companion, and Robin
Williams' cameo as the Moon King is vin-

tage lunacy.

Baron Munchausen could be labeled a

children's film, as it is more upbeat than

Gilliam's Brazil, but it is much more. Plen

ty of adult wit abounds, and even in the few

slow spots, the images still hold attention.

S«> what if the film went overbudget (40

million 't. for it is still a success; a witty

fable in a day when the fantasy film was
starting to die Not anymore
Other worthwhile films include New

York Stories, an anthology- piece of three

seperate stories. Though I've not seen it

yet. I hear the pieces by Martin Scorcese

and Woody Allen are knockouts, but Fran
CIS Coppola's IS a miss If so. best to bring

a Walkman to the theater, and tune out for

a while It's still worth it for the other two

Opening tomorrow is Leviathan, yet

another underwater horror flick The good

news are star Peter Weller < Ri>h<Ki>p). and
co-writer David Peoples 'Blade Runner\

The bad news is director George Pan
Co- ^ \Cohra. Rambo 11) Maybe
th< fK". Also appearing is Fletch

The gang's all here in Thv Adi

lives, featuring the return ofChevy Chase

in one of the few roles that fit him This

sequel is 'inspired" by Gregory

McDonald's novel, and the emphasis will

be more on sight gags and characters, as

the script was unfinished and could not be

reworked due to the writer's strike. Let's

hope improvisation wins out

For those wh«> will be staying in the

valley, Pelle the Conqueror is a MUST.
Playing at the Pleasant Street Theater, it

fallows the struggles of a worn out laborer

Hhoio i'<>un<-<>> of < olumbia Pirturv*

entures of Baron Munchausen

Lasse (Max Von Sydow in his Academy
Award-nominated performance) and his

young son Pelle (Pelle Hvengaardi strug

gling against hardships on a rural farm in

the I9th century. Filled with colorful

characters and stunning imager.', it packs

a surprising emotional punch, even though

the movie is long Yes. it might not be for

everybody, but is still worth a try.

Eryoy the well-deserved break. I'll be

checking out the film world in L A ,
but

will probably be back. Probably

tlflllillUllllHIII

Show Your Colors for Spring

I

Photo by
Buck Stewart
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ARTS&LIVINS
Home video picks for Spring Break homebodies
By DOUG MIDDLETON
Collegian Correspondent

Some of us unfortunate souls will not be in the Bahamas

next week (especially those who think they're going but

have reservations with Eastern), and will be trying to en-

joy our beloved hometowns; complete with annoying sibl-

ings and overbearing parents (Hey, at least the food is de-

cent). Instead of torturing yourself with lame network of

ferings and umteenth repeats of HBO flicks, why not

Video
make a trip to the local video store? While you're at it,

stop off at the local beverage outlet and pick up a cheap

bottle of wine or a six pack to enhance your viewing

pleasure.

Upon entering the video store, you will be bombarded

by a plethora of titles. Here's a few of the nation's top ren-

tals, according to every couch potato's bible, T. V. Guide.

( 1 ) Die Hard: Bruce Willis meets The Towering Infer-

no, in this taut action piece. Terrorists hijack an LA.

skyscraper; and it's up to New York City cop Willis to save

the hostages. The spectacular special effects, though, are

considerably scaled down on the tube. One also has to

overlook the F.B.I, characters, who act so unreal istically

moronic, that they tarnish the credibility of the picture.

A desperate last scene leaves a bad taste, but overall, this

is a pulse-racer.

(2) Red Heat: Arnold Schwartzenegger as a Russian cop.

trades barbs with wise-guy cop Jim Belushi. Average for

mula fare, right down to the obligatory concluding chase

scene; but this time the pursuit involves Greyhound buses

Rent Arnie's The Terminator, instead.

(3) Bull Durham: One of last year's best films. Kevin

Costner. Susan Sarandon, and Tim Bobbins, star in this

comedy set against a minor league backdrop The film was

written and directed by Rob Shelton, who spent some time

in the minor leagues. His experience rubs off on the film

and gives it a ring of authenticity. Not surprisingly. Oscar

ignored this one.

(4) The Dead Pool: Vintage Dirty Harry, as Clint

Eastwood investigates murder and mayhem involving a

sleazy filmmaker The best scene cleverly spoofs the

tiresome car chase convention so prevalent in this type

of film.

5) The Great Outd(X)rs: Dan Akyrcyd continues his

plunge into career-ruining movies, in this pathetic John

Hughes comedy. Highlight involves co-star John Candy

being attacked by a grizzly.

(6) Beetlejuice: Bizzare comedy with Alec Baldwin and

Geena Davis playing a couple who die, and are forced to

stay and haunt their house They try to scare the new

owners out with the aid of "Beetlejuice ", a ghost played

with the ghoulishly obnoxious charm of Michael Keaton.

Funniest bits have Baldwin and Davis trying to be effec

tive ghosts with the help of a "how to-haunt" manual. The

film's funky design is thanks to director Tim Burton, who

gave the world Pee Wee'a Big Adventure.

These are some of the most popular rentals currently;

but if you're not in the mood for a recent commercial film,

wander eff to the Hitchcock shelf, or the cult films. Try

Hitchcock's 1972 Frenzy, or John Water's indescribable

Polyester, starring the late, great Divine, for a change of

pace. I hope everyone has a relaxing break and is on a

beach instead of in front of a VCR; but if you are, happy

viewing.

A modern look at Shakespeare
By JOHN O'LEARY
Collegian Correspondent

The Merchant of Venice

Rand Theatre
March 15

Umbrellas, jogging suits and cordless telephones. This

is Shakespeare'.'

It certainly is if you happen to bv watching the UMass

Theater

<i>urlr«» ff Piilvgrmn RrioriK

SHOCKED!! Folk artist Michelle
Shocked makes an appearance this

weekend in Springfield

Theater Department's presentation of the Merchant of

Venice, showing through Saturday at the Rand Theater.

The message of the contemporary setting was clear. The

themes and issues addressed in the play anti-semitism.

racial prejudice, and the role of women - are social pro-

blems that are with us even today With dialogue that

was true to Shakespeare throughout, the modern backdrop

emphasized the timeless nature of the play's moral theme.

The result was quite effective.

The key figure in any performance of the Merchant of

Venice is the money-lending Jew. Shylock. This presen

tation was anchored by the presence of Professor Harry

Mahnken of the Theater Department in the crucial role.

An anachronistic presence in the modern setting, he gave

the part a dual aspect which demanded the anger and sym-

pathy of the audience His bitter thirst for revenge in the

climactic courtroom scene is understandable in light of

the injustices heaped upon him earlier

A very stronir performance was also turned in by senior

theater major Kathleen Wilson in the role of Portia. The
humorf)us adventures aS the suitors who come for the hand

of the Belle of Bellemont were played for all they were

worth. It must be difficult to quote Shakespearian

dialogue as a nightclub singer (Peg Aloi) steps out of a

casket tf> sing "All that Glitters is not Gold."

Such were the chances taken by director Richard

Trousdell. The modern effects could at times be distrac-

ting, but more often they infused the play with original

humor It was remarkable how easy it was to accept

Shakespearian dialogue from someone wearing Reeboka.

I can't say that I'd like to see all oi his plays produfxd

in the same manner, but m this case it was quite

acceptable.

Overall the play had a strong cast, and the stage and

lighting were well done. Especially strong in supporting

njles were Daniel Varrichione as the loud mouth Gratiano

and Amanda Percival as Jessica. It is Jessica who has the

most disturbing character in the play, because her posi

tion is never really resolved. She keeps the audience

thinking about the real point of the play, which is the

destructive role prejudice plays in the lives of individuals.

The play continues until Saturday evening, and if you

want to see a contemporary rendition of a master work.

I recommend it.

Amherst student turns tables on Taming of the Shrew
^ . .-J- -1 c ;_;„. ._„„.^.. u».^ono.r> hnniniT in marrv Riflnra Katherine IS taught I

By AMIE FINKELSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Taming
Fayerweather Studio Theater, Amherst

College
March 15

Wednesday night, the Amherst College

Department of Theater and Dance

presented The Taming, and adaptation of

Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew.

Directed by Amherst College student J.

Stirling Friendly. The Taming was per

formed as a radical, feminist tragedy,

unlike the original Shakespeare comedy.

Friendly wanted to portray a feminist view

and give the audience a different look at

Shakespeare.

The dilemma of finding a suitor to marry

Katherine, the untamed, uncivilized and

Theater
savage woman dominated the story. Being

the elder sister to Bianca, Katherine has

tojTiarry before her younger and more

desired sister.

Hortensio, hoping to marry Bianca.

schemes to find Katherine a husband and

offers the opportunity to the money-hungry

Petruchio.

The plot was smooth and moved quick

ly. Considering the work involved in per

forming Shakespeare, the cast proved to be

on their toes throughout the show.

The leads, Suzanne Demcisak as

Katherine and Jeff Eldredge as Petruchio,

the suitor to receive twenty thousand

crowns in dowry when marrying the shrew,

carried the performance to climax when

finally, after beatings and threats of death.

Katherine is taught that her husband is

her lord and master and she must obey his

every wish.

Petruchio flaunts his power over

Katherine, and the strikingly sudden en

ding comes when, at her wits end,

Katherine slits her "dear" husband's

throat, composing the feminist attitude

that differs from Shakespeare's original.

Friendly's adaptation of the classic

received good response fi'om the audience,

providing a heartwarming feeling of

modern equality.

WHERE
SUMMER
IS MORE
THAN A
TAN

ISRAEL PROGRAM CENTER
515 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022

(212) 750-7773

I'm interested in your programs to Israel

Please send me further information on your

D Summer Programs

D Sherut La'am Peace Corp type

6 month and 1 year program

ISRAEL.
Where you can tour the coun-

try and retrace the paths

taken by your ancestors over

the pa-st 4,(XX) years. F*un<ue

study opportunities you never

dreamed existed while you have

more fun than you ever thought

possible. Wjrk the land and make it

bloom once again as you help celebrate

the 40th anniversary of its rebirth.

Name

Address

City State- -2lp.

dose (o Exciwmeni of

Cambridge/Bosion _

y.
?N

^M

School

:?%
Summer at

Brandeis
University

1 Chamber
Music
Workshop

Costume
Research in

England

^Ill.lli ( |j>-i.-^ l.ilililU

iS

Session I- SessioBlI-

Junc S to July 7 July 10 to Aucusi 1

1

Infonnation, catalog, and application:

Brandeis University Summer School

P.O. Box 9110

Waltham, MA 02254-9110

(617)736-3424
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cutback city

continued from page 3

porters to the city, Conrad said.

"We're going to see a lot more support,"

she said. "We're working to get more
organized and more vocal. We need to be

heard."

City residents also worked to educate

students on the importance of acting

against the cutbacks by sponsoring a

"teach in" early this w»'ek in the Cape Cod
lounge

History professor Bruce Laurie spoke to

more than 30 students at the meeting, en

couraging them to continue their efforts to

combat further cuts.

"The lobbying worked, and the phoning

was even more effective, but nobody can

say they killed themselves over this in the

past two weeks," Laurie said.

Laurie said he is optimistic about the cut

backs, and said "the battle is winnable."

budget analysis
continued from page I

something the President has repeated

ly vowed not to do — is to take the funds

out of the military budget.

But, according to Frank, Bush has

said he plans to give the Pentagon real

budget increases above inflation.

On a lesser scale, the student loan

default rate is causing concern on

Capitol Hill because the federal govern-

ment is paying ever increasing amounts
to pick up the tab for borrowers either

unwilling or unable to pay back their

loans, Martin said.

In the final analysis, no one seems to

know where the budget axe is going to

fall but financial aid, in one form or

another, is definitely on the chopping

blcKk
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COME IN AND

COPY OF.OUR

CIRCULAR

SALE ENDS
MARCH 23"o

^

usMSrvmrmate
MILLION DOLLAR BUY-OUT

GASOLINE POWERED

GENERATORS

ThV/ ^® CHEAP!
floor Jf ^'"''jnat.on of"°°

"'VP es, demos and
initial failure units all

brought back to th^^'fa'cory
__andremanufactured '^

RUBIE BOUGHT 4 TRAILERLOADS • 1200 UNITS
• The most power for your
money • Circuit breakers pro-

tect against overload • Heavy
duty, dependable, four-cycle

Briggs & Stratton engine
• 100°o copper wound rotary

field design 'Full perimeter

wrap-around carrier protects

unit from damage

LIST «815 NOW

Here's One Example
5000 Watts Surge
4000 Watts Rated

1368
NIA GROWN ROSE BUSHES

5000 Watts Surge

INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL
Model 454002

Cast iron sleeve

Dual stage air

cleaner

Lot one muffler

544000

MAJOR RETAILER CANCELS ORDER
RUBIE BUYS 16,000 ROSE BUSHES
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF COLORS

COMPARE AT 5395 TO 5495

FOR
1131 CAMPBELL AVE.
EXIT 43 OFF 1-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MCN-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

933-5468

ROUTE 5
EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

623-3358

ROUTE 184
GROTON

CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

445-8581

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5
586-7248

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

863-4343

1989
FLOWER &
VEGETABLE
SEEDS ,

Value

***••****••***•••••••
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 9

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

)
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PAY NOW ^^
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

/
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^

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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By AL ARPAD

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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"They say that the lett side of the brain

controls the right side of the body and
the right side of the brain controls the left

side of the body. That means left-

harxjed people ore the only or>es in their

right mirxj."

-Former baseball pitcher arxj

presidential candidate Bill Lee

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

»« Zmcff —
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TODAY' S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARlit (March 21 April J9)

Thoughts you hove hod of nrxjrv

ad dtilreu moy come true today
Bewore of lost-mingte ideas
regofdinQ fransportoton There

are probably several strings

ottoched

TAWMIS (Apr* 20-Mov 20) A
Capncorr> plays heavly Into day s

©vents Work with others for

rrxjtuoi gans Do not alow yo^«e«
the luxury of wostino time vour

personality is a b«o asset Be your

rrxDSt clXJrrrMng self

OtMINI (May 21-June 20) Be
wiHing to exterid yourself to a
friend, relative or eider who may
be m need Make sure others listeo

to your goals and objectives

l?em©mber. you count too'

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

Finatx;ial matters ttvjt tove been
troubling you will not be resolved

today Do rot pressure others in-

to finishing projects you know ore

beyond their abilities Go dorclng

tor^ht. arvd look for someone
special Relax.

LiO (July 23-Aug 22): Spend
your money wtsely Ttwre may not

be much of it tomorrow if you are

not careful Good th«Tgs for ott«rs

come in small packages Give

your spouse flowers

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)

Voice your opriioo on how pro-

ject should be best completed
Your boss IS wrong let It be known

Don't Isten to gossip from a
rwtghbor Be prepared to aid o
smolchNd

(Sept 23 Oct 22) Be
careful with tt«»e you do rxjt

know wel Know yourself wel. and
others wi« be appreciative Write

a letter to on otd friencx

SCOWWO (Oct 23-Nov 2T> HoW
ckDse to ttx>se you ksve. even if

you con only be with them for a
short time Eat heortHy. but do not

embarrass yourself its time for a
ctxange in appeararce go buy
somettiing special for yoursetP

SAOITTAmUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Prepare 'or mood stufts m triose

you cCFe otxxit They rrxjy rot

wont to be riear you Don't be of-

fended. Just listen and core

CAraiCORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19):

Saying goodbye is rot easy Vou
know ttxit but you stm don't wont
to leave toved ones A goal to

meet ogam shouW be discussed

It wiK be worth the wait

AOUARIUS (Jon 20-Feb 18)

Now IS tr>e time to discuss tong-

term goals Forget your cares, and
take time to smeH the roses Look

at the forest, rot just tt>e trees!

ntCIS (Feb 19 -March 20):

Don't foBow your regular routine

today It is not wise to be alone

Stay with those you love, even it

It IS an inconvenience

MENU
LUNCH

Corned beef on water roll

Seofood salad roll

BASICS LUNCH
Totu sloppy joe

Seafood salad roll

DINNER
Chopped beefsteak

special

Breaded scallops

BASICS DINNER
Rice and cheese

stuffed cabbage
Breaded scallops
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Delta Chi helps charity
Fraternity works with businesses to help MS group
By LARA DMYTRYSHYN
Collegian Staff

Delta Chi fraternity at the University of Massachusetts

and a local tavern are combating a crippling disease.

Though not affected directly, members of the fraternity

said they are concerned with eradicating the nemesis of

young children.

The fraternity has targeted Multiple Sclerosis to be their

charity and beneficiary. The devastating disease affects

thousands each year, especially children, and has no

known cure.

Thirty percent of the money raised by the fraternity this

year has been donated to M.S.

The fraternity became interested in the Multiple

Sclerosis Foundation when a brother living in the house

mentioned his sister has the disease, according to Mitch

Lass, a Delta Chi brother.

"When it hits closer to home, often you want to help out

that person in need," Lass said.

Last fall, in coiyunction with Domino's Pizza. Delta Chi

raised $100 for MS Fraternity brothers raked leaves for

residents of Amherst and the surrounding towns.

Lass, a member of Delta Chi for three semesters and

currently fraternity treasurer, was responsible for organiz-

ing the fundraiser.

The money was given to Charlie's, a tavern in Amherst

and one of many bars across the United States par

ticipating in a month long campaign started Feb. 28 to

raise money for MS,
Kathleen Fitzgerald, the tavern's assistant manager,

said the bar sponsored numerous events, including a

basketball tournament, to help raise money

"The bars are a main source of donations received by

Multiple Sclerosis. " she said, citing the $4,000 the tavern

raised last year.

Fitzgerald, an Amherst resident, has been involved with

the campaign for two of the three years Charlie's has par

ticipated. "Delta Chi's concern helped a lot. Each year

it seems more students become involved than the previous

year." she said.

"The Greek Area people are not just social clubs. We
enjoy doing philantropic events." Lass said.

Sooner or later, everybody's got to face the music.
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When the feeling

gets too strong

for words

IRI SIAR PICIUR[S MNis A CRAIG /ARAN proouciion "SING" lb

P[1[R DORSON JESSICA S1[[N lOOISE lASSER GEORGE OiCEN/0 ano PAllI laRELlE

^"""""•:
Oils SALIID AND JOHN CARRAEA :S: PEIER SOVA = WOIEGANG GIAIIES

c^JEILMERON •""1! DEAN PIICHEORD '"1! CRA G /ARAN "'TRIf

^.liT.;;:!rr-Tc'irrr, schoiashc book iby smo do in mm ihwis ' "":?rrv:: "^
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c IMl Tr. Sill <>>ctii»l IK
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"SINc; ' B » rontfmprirmry ininK-*! lov^^tory ie« a«oirM( a BriKiklyn

neighborhood itruMlinx with > har<Ri> ' if le th» rtirrwi aa^wen to

the SINti ' ronlpM qur«tioat h>>low an<l you rould win a SINfi

T ihin or a Spring Hrpak trip for two'

GrmndPriie:
Thp for two to thr Rahamaxai the Sun Cluh Hpvirt fnrHdaya 7 nighL^

Kannrr Up:
On» wtnner on rvery rampus will rrwve a SING" T«hin

School Address

.

City . .SUte

.

Zip.

1 Thr tltk 101111 if SINr.' n MfMI tiy thnmrinhpr ••( thr mrh KPiup. .'tanhip

A) Mwkry Thomas Bl RirhanI Man I ) (M^rar Mirharl I)) Mirharl B'>lb>n

2 ThuinfajKniutirarh in Brooklyn Mhomr to thr t'yrlnnr. th*l«||pndary

rolkr rnafltrr

Al JrinraHrarh R I ( onry Uland ( I llaytona Brarh III Martha t Vlnryanl

3 Thw landmark rvrrntly rplrt»ratrd ita HJfHh hinhday and ipana thr nvrr

fnim Bnpoklyn Ui Manhattan
A) OoMrn (.atr Rnrinr Bl Brooklyn Rndur
C) Grorflp Wanhinittim Bnd||r D) Thrown Nrrk Bndffr

4 FVtrr IMinon thr younji^itar of Sinjt' hailA fn>m Ihn Oarrlrn Statr

A I Nrw York Hi < alifomia f ) Nrw Jrriry |i| Arkanaa*
RuW and rnlry inff>nnaTi<in im hark

Entnra muM hr pnalinarlinj hy Man-h :it inW

School Phone _

Home Address

.

City

Home Phone

.

. Sute. _Zlp.

Age.
Innil tn thr shovr infnrmattnn «f*rt ^rml wiih your

"MNCt" / AiKrrlrui P^mMp Mr^taCoflV

ftOO Tlilrtf Aw Wfwt

V«UlrWAMIIf
r*Bpl«»yr«r»f Tn Sl»r Pwtun^ Am^man nuMN^ .t* •ffilt.i*^ n, «Hv.^.%ifiH »(Kf»r»^ stwl m4-mhrr>..r rhrir

rMfillm mt* mH *\it0*M^ 7W fin« furrrr\ enUT (nrtr *-••»«« N-.l will r.- rivr «n .rffi. i«l S|W; T *hirt T>w

flnt rnrr*.-f ^ntrv<H'>vn »'" "k-*'** nMtnrf tnp •irf»rf afKl h^-trtltnlionii for »rt«y« T niftftlA m ih»ltahipv»,»

AI1'rth«»ipen«>«Bmh*r*M»W«'**»l«>'>f Ih^wmncf TWpm.iM hrUh^nhy Inly tl 1«>W« Viumit^tir |l».-»r»

nldiorntrr »Wnh iniv*l*f^m»i« he t « rrwnnM •! ".mm*t><-fii»»*tt» "f 'mvrl < i^i^MaW-. w.llhffM.dfw^hy m».l

fw. Ut^ih»ft Apnl4 I'M!!* Af««fr»rt«vH nf i«»rnmvif*<l»<<»p«»rKe will»»r«^«ir*r1 K\Mf*UTm\ *lBlr «n«H«» •!

ta«< »nrt f*irtl«i««-n» ipftly Votd wh»f» p»»*it»rt**l b* U» All |ud«f •> *rvw¥tn% ht* final A wmfwr IW will hr

fumwh««l upon r»^uMl Tb ntttaift • Iwl of »h«wm^ aiwt winiwr^ «f»«1 • ^umpMl -^M •rtrtr*^p«l ^fiv^-t"!" '
SIN*. <*> AiBPrtrw* n->-. W" Third Av* *»^ S^lll*. WA Mllft All entnM mu* t» ^MimarhMl b>

IUfrh:il IBM

"SING" opens in theatres everywhere on March 31st.
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senate results

continued from page I

Cashin House.

Senators-elect Jay Bauer and Tim Buccairelli will

represent Baker Residence Hall in the Central Residen-

tial Area and write-in candidate Susan Kelly edged

Ken Canaway to claim victory in Brooks Residence

Hall.

The Greek area elected four representatives, in-

cluding co-Senators-elect Louisa (iould and Ingrid

Jaeger. Geoffery Hosford, Jennifer Warmuth and T.

Ashley Gauthier.

Eight senators were elected from the Commuter area,

led by Shari Silkoff, who claimed nearly one-fourth of

the 1,348 votes tallied. Silkoff was followed closely by

her 1988 SGA co-presidential candidate Jason

Rabinowitz, who rtnreived 22 percent.

Student activist Clarinda Rose-Turner. Michael

Salat. Scott Peron. Paul Del Gallo, Mark Sermonian
and CO senators Stacy Kinnamon and former Senate

Speaker Robert Fadel were also elected.

1
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WHAT A
TRIP...

<onlv two minutes)

Monday through Sunday 10 am-9:30 pm
Sundays 12 pm-5 pm

South Maple Street. Rte. 9. Hadley. MA

Look
Into Your
Future at

New
England
Medical
Center

Salary with

rotation

S32, 219

GRADUATE

NURSES
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work «ilh J plixMnan jnil
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In uddiiion i<i Mtti-rinjf nnt- of the hiRhrsi salan schcduifN in ihf area,

our progrcNsnt- h<-nffit> paikagi- includes continuing cdu'ailon
providing ('Ms generous luiiion reimbur>ement flexible schedules
including l2hour shitts and participator) time planning Vic have
a parking garage on-siie and the convenience of an t )range line T-siop

For additional information about thcs« opportunities, please
call our Nurse Recruiter at (>l~-956-5S"'S. "SO Vtashinnton
Street. Box 465. Boston. .MA 02III. An equal opportunity em-
ployer.

New England
MIM Medical Center

III Hospitals
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Softball
continued from page 12

Softball

schedule
SOFTBALL

Mar yr '9

3! Sunnyva* CA
2' at Fresno State 2'

at San Jose CA
22 Ut*» $iat« ai San jose 4 00

ai San Jtaie 9 00

23 at Sanu Clara 3 •2 00

24 ai San Jos«i2) 6 00

I- at Connecticut Toumarnefit

Apf V "onneCiCu! Toi>rna»n«nl

:hO0E ISLAND' (2) 9 300
,^ ,: -lan'oro -2) 2 30

8 ST BONAVENTURE" <2' t 00
' 3ENN STATE- 2> 1200

aoriecticui 2! 3(K)

'S -3 ii Aoeioni Toofr-afrent '2l

18 at Rhode )sianai2t 300
20 BOSTON COLLEGE i2l * 300
2' MAINE '21 * 300
23 m Aae«r^ i2'i 1 30

25 CENTRAL CONN 2i > 3 00

29 a s' ' 00

30 at
'

1 00

May 2 VERMONT 2; j. 300

. * m Providence 300
« at Rutgets" 2" '00

9 AOELPMI 2: ^ 300
Aiiantc to Cfi*npionsn«c» at Rule's |
ABantJC "OGaine 1
Coacn R(»fwSomno J

the lop of the order. "She's the quickest

player on the team. She runs, bunts and

slaps hits," described Sortino. DufTwill be

followed by DellAnmi and Collins, with

Wanner batting in the cleanup spot.

Last .spi ing's graduation took from tht-

Minutewomen five senioi-s, including Paigf

Kopcza, Lisa Rever, and co captians Leigh

Petruski and Chris Ciepiela This year's

model has restocked with new faces, and

a tough attitude

"They're gutty," said Sartino. "Of all thf

years I've been coaching here this is the

most motivated and intense team I've ever

had"

That the Minutewomen find themselves

today in the company of giants is a tribute

to the recent successes of the softball pro-

gram. Last year's team piled up a 36-16

record and landed in second place in the

Atlantic 10. In 1987 UMass compiled a

similarly lofty 35 12 season mark, then

swept the Atlantic 10 tourney. When it

came NCAA time, however, the

Minutewomen were overlooked, apperent

ly because of the weakness of their

schedule. Times have changed

In the Atlantic 10 softball scene. Tempi*-,

Penn St and Rutgers should be expected

to make some noise in the league. l?Mass

will also be looking to reheat their rivalries

with Connecticut. Adelphi and Princeton

women 's tennis loaded with youth
continued frx>m page 12

"That's what were aiming for all year,

u e want to do well there," said Husted.

Other key matches include a visit from
Hawaii University, whom the coach

called "top of the line," and tough en

counters with UConn, Providence, and
Dartmouth.

Husted believes that despite the dif-

ficult schedule, the youth, and limited

practice time that this team can be

successful.

He says, "'We have the potential, all

we have to do is go out there and show
It."

men's tennis hoping to top the fall

move up a notch "We want to take

them this year, it would be nice, and if

everything went right, we just might do

it."

This year's championships will be

April 29th and 30.

continued from page 12

Roberts said, "I'd like to do as well or

better than we did in the fall." UMass
finished 5th out of 32 teams in last

year's New England Championships
and he said he thinks this year thev can

Spring tennis schedules

Ma-
Ap.

May

31

5
10

16

16

21 22
24

25
26

29 30
2

MEN S TENNIS

HAWAII
ST BONAVENTURE

at Holy Cross

RHODE ISLAND
at Hatio'd

PROVIDENCE

230
1 00

300
30C
r200
300

Apr

Atlantic 1 ChamoMxn&tiips at Rutge'S

TUFTS 3 00

jD ifrv%rvt»ir> 3 00

al ConnecBOii 300
New Engtanos at Cormectcus

at CeniraiConr 30C

Coai^ Marwiy Robwis

31

1

6

8

14 15

20
24

WOMEN S TENNIS

HAWAII
ST BONAVENTURE
CONNECTICUT

at Provioence

Atianiic 10 Cnampionshos at

Perm StaM
at Hantord

m Ceritrai Conn

Coach Micnaei Husted

230
1 00
3 00

11 00

300
3 00

men 's gymnastics women 's gymnastics
continued from page 12

Johnson is hoping that Navy will try-

some difTicult routines in order to raise its

score to catch Penn State. If that happen.-^

and the Midshipmen are not able to ex-

ecute. UMass could sneak up on them.

'We're matched up pretty good so if we
go out and do our job, we'll come out on

top," senior co-captain Bart Balocki said

UMass is ranked 19th in the country and

18 third in the East, behind Navy and Penn
State. There is also a lot at stake for the

Minutemen in this meet besides the league

title

Senior ctxaptain John Eggers is current-

ly ranked fifth in the east on the still rings.

Senior Jay Ronayne is the No. 5 ranked

high bar swinger in the east The top four

gymnasts in each event from the region

will qualify individually for the NCAA's.
Eggers and Ronayne need big scores this

weekend to jump into the top four

It's going to be a little harder for Ronayne

than Eggers though. Tuesday, in practice.

Ronayne tore some tendons in his left foot

while attempting vault. He was sitting on
the sidelines at Wednesday's practice but

does not intend on doing the same this

weekend.

"It will hurt when I vault but this is the

last m€?et." Ronayne said. "I've got nothing

to lose."

Says Johnson, "I think at this time of the

year, we are as ready as we were at

Syracuse or Springfield, where we had our

best meets."

In the Syracuse meet, the Minutemen
broke the school record for team score with

a 268.05. They may have to do it again this

weekend if they wish to win the first EIGL
Championship in its history.

continued fr-om page 12

In place of a souvenier for the Boyden

trophy chest, the Minutewomen would set-

tle for some lofty scores, needed now — or

never — if UMass is to earn itself a spot

in the regional meet. UMass heads south

today averaging 178 62 points per outing

— well within reach of the seventh and

final slot of the regional meet guest list.

Time is running out on the UMass'
chances, however. When they return to

Amherst two weeks hence, the

Minutewomen will know for sure whether

to leave their bags packed, or wa.sh off the

chalk dust for the final time this winter.

"This is very important meet in terms of

qualifying scores," said Mitchell. "This is

a good chance to show what you're capable

of doing. The scoring will be very fair —
this will be a fair test of people's abilities.

And some of the judges we'll see will also

be judging at regionals.

In the scramble for the seven individual

slots reserved for top ranked all arounders

at regionals, Erika Baxter and Kim Grady

head into the weekend as the fourth and

fifth ranked performers. Erin Klier is 12th,

but stands just two-tenths of a point out of

the running.

The Minutewomen took one on the col-

lective chin last weekend at the Universi

ty of Vermont, where they were handed

their second loss of the season. The general-

ly sluggish effort, coupled with some

bizarre scoring, could have meant some of

those intangible lasting psychological ef

fects in these upcoming meets. But accor

ding to Mitchell, the troops "feel pretty

good. We're a little run down, but it's just

that time of the season. You expect it. But

emotion will carry us through. We've put

that (the Vermont loss) behind ns."

CLASSIFIEDS
ACnVITIES

STAV AND JliGGLEt The UMass Juggling

Club will meet today and lt>e Friday over

Breah m Campus Center 163 Yippee"

URANTIA BOOK STUOV CROUP now tor

minq Fo' information, please call Susan or

Tom at 566 7699

SAVJE MONCV ON HOME HCATMO ON.I

Join the Pioneer Valley Oil Cooperative Olt

Campus Housing 4?e Student Union
5450865

J OFFICE

IN SUNDERLAND, tree Dus service to

UMass and snoppmg areas Secure and
apanrT>ent lor August and recieve Au^ist
lent free For more details caM 66S-3fe6
Sign up early

!„ I- L'bLlCAllON»CA;

FOR SALE

USED FURNITURE good condition ctieap

9673949

ATTENTKW: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are availatile Keep your tnends and parents

intonned about mrtwt is gomg on at UMass
We can »er>d rt almost anywhere For more
inlormalion come down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

IBM PC COMPATIBLE MM, 1 tfrtve

monitor $575 with lOmeg hard drive. $699
536 5006

OLD OMEOA 81 Excellent condition 93.000

mtlM CaU 256-8309

FOUND

HAPPY 21M BIRTHOAV SHEILA or is

H Cathy somethings going on arourxl twro

WNJ It* fan not kosher* Good luck with your

car litve Cheryl Amy and Alison

HAPPY 19III BIRTHOAV BRILLO HEAD.
Get psyched lor Daytooa Nancy. I m giad

we ve stayed such good ln*«Mla Love
Stephanie

IIMPRESSEO IN bwiQMfT?d Me lo^ee
you in m<> Hash Please repty N E Quad
Streaker

HAPPY 22nd CHERYL R. Low* from t»
your tans

KATIE O'BRIEN: Happy St Pal's (When
Irish eyes are l>loodshot ). my socks miss

you' WJT

DEAREST JB PATRICK-- Take a look

around, at least ys got friends Thanks
lor being there lor me Happy 20th - but

remember. Im still older than you" I*

that taunting'" -With love and wiMtout

$$. Karen PS Tutto va bene!

MAMA GEE Happy birthday girl you

deserve the best love ya ow ow l l did I

did not drmk Itte last ol ttw rasftz love

Sherifa

RANDY - Hwy 22nd'M hop* you leel live

miles high wlule calbrating it' Love J

M~P. BAILEV • To nwlavorit* l*pr*ch«in,

get psyched' Love. Maggie.

TO THE SPOILED BRAT in Squire Vill*B*.

thanks lo' getting me through my haN »

Love. Ihe iitll* liar

AUTO FOR SALE

81 CHEVETTE, 98,000 mik»s rufMMiiiell,

$250 or best otter 584-8547

1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON Excellent

condition no rust Air cond Root rack 50.000

miles 256-0933

IS IT TRUE... Jeeps tor $44 through the

Govemmenf Call tor facts' 1-312-742 1 142

ext 5931 -A

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb-
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253-9032

ENTERTAINMENT

AMAZING ACOUSTIC JAMMING witil

FLAX POND - Friday March 17 at

Sheehan's Cafe m Northampton 6-8 30pm

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-ADISC ENTERTAINMENT
jockeys, lights and large screen

dances 256-8526

Disc
video

FOR RENT

ROOM FOR RENT $1«e~per month
Southwood Apartments Call 256-8745

LARGE SUNNY ROOM lo rent next to cam
pus call 253 5270

FOUND- 2 keys. 1 university key. 1 small

silver key on large gold key rnig Found near

info booth -fl/HddSworlh HaH on 3/1 1 Turrv

ed keys mlo housing offic*

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY

jiWISH SUMMER RESIDENTIAL CAMP
seeks counselors and specialists Capital

camps IS located in Ihe scenic Catoctin

Mountains one hour from Washington C
We have over 300 acres of beautiful forests,

trails and lakes If ou are Interested in tt)e

challenges and excitement ol working with

campers m grades 3-10. we want you on our

team Good salaries, great tun For informa-

tion call collect (301) 656-CAMP'

HELP WANTED

TELEMARKETERS: $300 a day' Taking

phone orders 800-633-6634 Ext 1-4

* LOOKING FOR A HOUSE*

WE ARE INTERESTED IN

'taking over your lease Four bedrooms'

•or more Please call David at 546 9753*

or Mitch at 546-8337

LOST

LOST MY KEYS ON A DAISY DUCK
keychain left on the hood of a red car in Lot

49 while playing Soccer on 3/1 1 did you

drive off with them or pick them up? I need

them 6-6871

JOtN OOnOON - The stomgest man is he

«IK> Stands alone Keep standing amid lose

)*aiou$ psycho-morons' You'll always b*
th*best

BETH GET PSYCHED FOR SUGARBUSH.
You snow bunny' Have a great time Juliet

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jet there lor no more than

$160 witt^ AlRHlTCH<r) as reported in Con-
sumer Reports. NV Times. Let's Go. News-
day Good Housekeeping, and national nai-

work morning sfiows For details. caH
212^64-2000 or wnte AIRHITCH 2901
BnMdway suite tOOA. NV. NY 10025

its NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK: ROUND
TRIP JET AIRFARE TO THE CARtBBFAN.
$1B9tt! Why hang arourxJ and freeze wfien

you can be s'Mtched out on If)* sand of a
beautiful Canbbean resort island (or a lovaly

coastal resort in Mexico or South America)
lor only 189 bucks'' Flights go from Logan
and/or JFK Call SUNHITCH(m)
212-864-2000

MOE WANTED

THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE s kioking for

dynamic a"d alculate individuals to b*lp

prospective students discover the Univer-

sity Apply 10 become a part of the student

rep program tor Fall 89' Academic credit is

•vailabw Apphcalions are availabi* at tt>*

n«w admmion* c*nl*r or on tti* concoum
April 3 and 4 Th* d*adlin* is April 7

General information Session April 4 at 7 30
m Campus Center 165 Juniors and Seniors

pr*l*rr*<t.

TYPING

CASES, PAPERS. THESIS, Ofvcampu*, •!-

lordable grammar reviewed, dependable,
584-7924 Nancy

WORDSMITH" Professional Typing
Papers, resumes and more' Laserprinting

with spallchack 2S3^S64

BARB BETH'S GOING SKIING, but we're

still here Let's party with the pub craw
Juliet

AMY HAPPY'WRtJWAV."Hope you have

a great 19th/St Patrick's Dayi Love
Morgan

DONNY ' CAPUCHI' CARTER III Just

wanna tell you how much we'll miss those

late-night talks Nest time let's steep in your

bed Sure' Love Crunch and Zip

BLONDIE- Happy 6 months' Get psyched
lor FLA and 21SI Love the Irish Lollipop

HAPPY SAINT PATRK;K'S DAY BRENOA
WILBERCI With your red hair freckles, and

miing eyes • you look more Irish than I do'

Have the best Spring Break ever (you d

betterit's your last') Shamrocks and kisses

McBA

"OH GEE " You had your shot' That was
a private verse lor a hardbal player -I think

he's a left-wing "Righty"

SUSAN PAPPAS IS 22 TODAYIt '

' Happy birthday - Have a great day! '

. , • • • • • > •••••••••••••••••••••••••

TO THE ONLY DARK HAIRED MAN I'n'my

lite, you're all I need" Happy 22nd birthday

Jay Love. D "

C

-0SU2-
You put zip in my Irfe This message is In

cod* 01003

NANC: - What's better than rooming witti

a warpig from Hell at UMass? Rooming
with her in Oaytona* Happy birttxJay Iran*.

RIDE NEEDED TO NYC or Annapolis. MO
this weekend Share expenses ar>d conver
sation Tom 586-7699

WORD PROCESSINQ last. prof*Mional.
accurate 665-4501

PERSONALS

GARRITY- It's your birthday so PULL
YOURSELF TOGETHER and have a ROCK
on us"" Don't worry about getting old at

least you're not OVER FIFTY -We love

ya. Nance so gel psyched for tonight and
beware of military men A tall pasty txjys wtio

think we don't have CLOUT' See you m
ROME Love JANIS AND DULY

ACTK)N. I cut JouTjou'weed^Jou die Your

friend. PEPE

SHELLY Just letting you know that I think

you are a sweetheart and my dreamgirl

-Karl

TCTjOE iTeSPV (Mas chers amis! Have a

good break No — lacil*' Luv ya. Lisa

JEN AND JANET^- It was a long wait, and
Heidi wa<; annoymgm but tomorrow's the

day WDW' A couple of rules Jen no
books allowed Janet no laughing on Ihe

plane we migfit crash (You know how
much some people hat your laughi) And
aboslutely no Captain EO" Marco

—JOHN-
Be specific' Which blonde-"

-A blonde in Worcester DC.

SENIORSIt
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!!

'JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN'
' Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses calling '

other UMass seniors
' /Kpply at the Memorial Hall Basement '

or call 545-3509
APPLY TODAYIt

NEEDED: RIDE TO
FRAMINGHAM ANYTIME

Friday Call 546-3274
Anytime Thanks

VW RABBITT - FOR PARTS

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEOHm
mediately until May 2Sth - private horn*
253-2018

HELP! I'm seeking housing/roommates lor

summer on Martha s Vineyard' Any leads?
Call Joe 256-0543 Leave message'

THREE GUYS LOOklNGTO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART-
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

1977 VW RABBITT FOR SALE tor parts

new tires - good body $150 or B O Call

Maureen 545-3600

WANTED

HI QUALITY ARTIST WANTED to dreaw
comic book based on Writer s descriptions

Must t>e able to meet monthly deadlines

Call Chris 546-4064 or Steve 546-9563.

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE. Group
of four, responsible, women (starting 6/1/89)

Please call Linda or Lisa al 546-9162

WANTED TO RENT

LIN0UISTK:S. worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer? Call 549-1660 George

servk:es

IN OTHER WORDS PUBLISHING: Desktop
publishing. Resumes Cover letters word-
processing 584-8884

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Very experienced LaserWriter overnight
Counseling/delivery Usa 665-8969

WE WANT YOUR LEASEI" Group of lour

responsible men looking for a 3-4 bdr house
for Fall 89 Please call Paul al 6-5501 or

Chris at 6-5507

WAY COOLtIt

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVES

LAZERTECH AUDIO, the new & outstan
ding DJ's Incredible sound - all CD - lights

& great prices- Call Lazertech Audio
323-7801 / Book us for your next party or

dance

WHERE'S THE SUGAR?

NOW WE'RE BOTH 221 Enfoy the^lusio^
while you can Happy birthday" Love. Leslie

and Hibbes
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Softball heads west
for season opener
Toughest schedule ever for Minutewomen
Bv SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian StatV

Some coaches go out of their way to sa% <

the early dates on the seasons schedule tor

creampufTs and record swelling. Not so for

University of Massachusetts softball men-

tor Elaine Sortmo. who penciled her squad

onto the guest list for the "Budlite Tour

nament." underway as we speak in Sun
vale. Calif.

There's really no better collection of soft

ball teams to be seen between now and the

NCAA tournament at season's end Top
ranked national powers such as, Utah. In

diatta and UCal. Berkely are rubbing

elbows with the Minutewomen in three

days worth of action.

Before returning home at the end of

break, the Minutewomen will continue

dow n the coast to face Fresno State Univer-

sity, currently the top ranked team in the

country
"This is the most ambitious early season

schedule of any team I've had." said Sor-

tino. "We've been trving to cet here for a

while."

Now that they've made it there, the

Minutewomen are going to have to .scrap

to prove that they belong. Hs ith a young

squad — and an unusually short roster -

UMaHs jumps into action against teams
that have already played two weeks of sun

-naked softball

"We've got to start somewhere. We're

young, but one nice thing about youth is

that It's not afraid of anything," said

Sortino.

The Minutewomen are a bit thin down
the bench, as this year's roster lists just l.'J

eligible players. Injuries, academics and
other maladies have left UMass, in the

coach's words, -hurt on quantity, but not

quality."

Sortino will lean on senior co-captians

Barbara Meehan and Chris Wanner for

both leadership and on field production

Meehan is the top returning hitter at .309.

while Wanner's resume lists an 0.92 ERA
and a 13 2 record in 1988.

Freshman Holly .^prile will join Wanner
m the alternating outfield pitchmy role im
mediately. A host of sophomores, including

Cherie DellAnno. Chris Collins. Jennifer

Miller and Bonnie Schilling will move in

to the reshulTled infield and outfield

Otteiisively. UMass will look to

.sparkplug Mary Duft' to stir things up at

co.uinutil on page 11

i'iuiti. iKurtrot <if S|».il« lnl..i iii.ili.in

The UMass softball team begins its season today with its most am-

bitious schedule ever. Above is UMass third baseman Allison

Foreman.

The softball stat sheet
Coach: Elaine Sortino <10th ^^,^l

246 96 31

l..ast Season: .36 16. second in the

.Atlantic 10

Captains: ChriMine Wanner. Barbara

Meehan
Home Field: Tot man field

Top returning players: Christine

Wanner </.i-2 ERA in '88). Barbara

Meehan (309. 21 RBl's in '88i. Chen,

DellAnno (267. .400 slu^infi pertvnfat;<'

tn '88i. Mar\ Duff ' JH9. 9 sl,>len />«s.n

in '88

>

Key Losses: I'aige Kopcza i 352. .51 hit-s

in '881, Leigh Petroski i 348, .55 hits in

88). Lisa Rever (8-6. 1 1 complete game>
in '88

».

Home opener. Tuesday, April 4 vs. the

University of Rhode Island, 3pm
(doubleheaderi

Tennis teams gear up for spring seasons
• Minutemen mix experience with youth • New coach, new hopes for Minutewomen
By BRAD HALFOND
Collegian Correspondent

This spring the University of

Massachusetts men's spring tennis team
will find itself trying to improve further on

the fall squad's 7-2 record.

"This team," said head coach Mann>
Roberts, "has an excellent mix of ex-

perience and youth and we're ready for the

season."

The Minutemen only lost one player from

last year and Roberts said, "the key to win-

ning will be the players ability to stay men-

tally as well as physically prepared all

\ear

The experience for UMass comes from

seniors Brian Gable and Humbert© Soto

and juniors Chris Johnson and Rich Stone

The rest of the team will be youthful as four

freshmen (Paul Audet, Matt Murphy. Len-

ny Levine and Glenn Peck) attempt to

make a name for themselves.

Roberts admits that UMass has a tough

schedule. "No matches will be easy. Hart-

ford. Hawaii, and Central Connecticut all

will make this season a difficult one for us."

The Minutemen's first encounter will be

against Hawaii in two weeks (March 31).

continued on page 11

By BRAD HALFOND
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team will begin this spring

season with a different head coach and a

more positive attitude.

Interim head coach Mike Husted says,

"this year's team is working extremely

hard and has a lot of desire to succeed."

Husted adds that, "I want my players to

realize their full physical, mental and emo-

'tional potential and then winning will oc-

cur."

Husted admits that this year's team is a

young and upcoming one 1 he ro.ster in

eludes seven freshmen, three sophomores
and only one senior. Husted said, "we're

building for the long term, but .several

players are beginning now to just come in

to their own."
Some strong players that hope to help

UMass improve on last yeau-'s 3-8 record in

elude sophomores Christine Willse and
Maura Foley, freshman Kere Eddy and
senior Karen McShane.
The focal point of this year's season is the

Atlantic 10 Championships set at Penn
State, April 14 and 15th.

continued on page 11

Tourney time
for women's
gymnastics

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

If your a local women's gymnastics junkie, there real

ly couldn't be any better place to spend your spring

break than sunny Washington DC and Philadelphia
Pa. The beaches aren't crowded, the natives welcome
the business, and for the University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team (7-2), there are two
weekends worth of prime competition waiting to be
waged.
The Minutewomen will spend tomorrow afternoon

sharing gym time at George Washington University

with seven other Atlantic 10 schools, gathered for the

annual league Championship meet. UMass will then

travel to PA for a date with Temple and Northeastern
University the following .Saturday. National powers
West Virginia (thankfully not listed in the Northeast

regional standings; the barometer by which UMa.ss is

hoping to qualify for the regional meet), Penn St. and
Temple are expected to finish in the top three slots.

GWU, Rutgers, and the URI will also be joining the

Minutewomen in action.

The Minutewomen have their eyes on the unclaim

ed fourth slot (UMass has never finished higher than

fifth at the A-lO's). Which isn't to say, of course, that

if any of the top squads were to suffer a slip, UMass
would mind carrying home their medals.

"Our goal is to see if we can get into that fourth slot,"

said UMass coach Alfie Mitchell. "It would be nice to

challenge for third and come away with some hard-

ware." continued on page i.

Men's gymnastics aims at EIGLs
High bar tops for UMass

(ollpiniin pholo by Andrpw Kiii

The Minutemen will have to be on top of all

their routines if they want to knock off

undefeated Navy this weekend.

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

It has eluded them for 26 years. Not once has the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team been able

to say. yes we are the best team in the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymna.stics League.

Two weeks ago, the Minutemen proved they were the

best team in New England by winning the New England
Championships despite being a little short handed. But

that title was not the one that UMass has been looking

forward to all year. This one is it, the EIGL Champion-
ships at Syracuse University this weekend.

The Minutemen come into this weekend at 6-1 in the

EIGL, their only loss coming at the hands of the United
States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md. UMass current-

ly is holding second place, a meet behind the undefeated

Midshipmen.
There are six other teams in this field, but the only one

that really has a legitimate chance to overtake Navy and
win the league championship is UMass. Right now
though. Navy has to be considered the odds-on favorite

with its team average of 270.35. The Minutemen average

263.16 but have been hitting high 260s the pa.st couple

of weeks. UMass coach Roy John.son feels that the

Minutemen might be catching Navy at the right time.

"Our focus is the EIGLs. our be.st performance," Johnson
.said. "Where as Navy is reaching for much more and if

they don't have this meet in the correct perspective, we
could catch them."
The reason that Johnson said that is because Navy has

a shot at qualifying for the NCAA Championships this

weekend but it needs to raise its score a few points. The
Midshipmen are currently ranked 12th in the country by

virtue of their average score. They need to raise that

average a couple of points to catch Penn State, which is

the No. 1 team in the Eastern Region. The No. 1 team
in the East will qualify for the NCAA's in Nebraska.

continued on page 1

1

Today, sunny an<

warm, high around 60.^

Tomorrow, even nicer,

high near 70.

More people using

videotapes to try for an
edge when applying to

college. Page 3.

uMaS8 it)ftball team
has disappointing

Spring Break, goes 3-10,

Page 12.
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WANDERING EYES — Princess the dog .scans the area while Eric Jones does some pain-

ting over Spring Break.

Budget holdback to begin
Provost asks UMass deans for impact statements
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Provost Richard O'Brien last week announced that an

operating budget holdback will go into effect and has ask

ed for impact .statements from all University of

Ma.ssachusetts deans.

The University is asking for operating budget revisions

from all .schools and colleges to create a rainyday fund

to help offset any unfavorable budget decisions made at

the state level, said Murray Schwartz, dean of the facul

ty of humanities and fine arts.

The exact percentage that each school and college will

have to contribute has not been disclosed yet but Schwartz

said the only place he can make any more cuts is from

faculty and teaching assistant po.sitions.

i think were really down to the bone now." he said.

The week before Spring Break O'Brien called a meeting

to inform all University deans of a possible two percent

budget holdback and asKed each dean to prepare impact

statements based on this figure.

Schwartz, in a meeting with humanities and fine arts

department heads, said the only way to meet a two per-

cent budget revision would be to cancel the search for a

new French department chairman and to not rehire 66

teaching assistants, whose contracts are negotiated

Yearly.

•'Those are the two things Im really trving to avoid (but 1

1 don't know if I can yet." Schwartz said

If all 66 teaching assistants cannot be rehired for the

fall of 1989 about 5000 course openings would not be

available to .students and may cause the writing program

to be eliminated, Schwartz said

Schwartz also told department heads that not hiring a

new French department chairman would combine with

the hiring freeze to render the French department

ineffective.
continued on page 3

Bar owners
join to fight

tax increase
Bv BETH (LATELY
Collegian Staff

and JOHN SUTTON
Collegian C«irrrsp<mdent

Ihe 29 Amherst restaurant and bar owners who serve

aliuholic beverages have joined t^ether to protest a pro-

posed liquor license fee increase.

The Committee for the Sale and Distributitm of

\i( oholic Bevfrages in the Town of Amherst, the official

1 1,1 me the re.stjiurant and bar owners have taken, strong

ly opposes a recent proposal by Administrative .-X.ssistant

Nancy Board to the Amherst Select Board which would

mcrea.se the fee from $600 to $,5,000 for beer and wine,

and from $2,500 to S5.000 for an all alcohol license.

"The Director of Memberships of the MassachusetU

Restaurant Association. Peter Christy has helped us

organize. He gave us sugge.stions on how to approach the

issue, he has been ver> helpful. " said Chick Di'lano. ow ner

of Delano's. Delano said Amherst has the highest fees

in western Massachusetts and the second or third highest

in the state. The licen.se fees are currently 200 .KX) per

cent higher than surrounding town.s. the committee .said.

"it IS an outrageously high price." said Paul D'entre-

mont. a Delano's waiter. "A place like Classe Cafe

couldn't afford to pay $5,000 (for the liquor iicensel."

Committee members argue that if the propo.sal is pass-

ed. It would not only close many businesses, but would

force those remaining in alcohol beverage sales business

to "push" the sale of alcoholic beverage sales to cover the

cost of the license. Delano said pushing sales runs con

trary to the education and training that encourages

"responsible drinking."

"I would have to increase food and drink prices to meet

the high price tag on liquor licenses, " Delano said.

Delano said the proposal does more for the surrounding

towns than it does for Amherst. If the proposal is passed,

it may be more feasible for people to travel to Northamp

ton. Sunderland or Hadley to eat and drink, he said

"If Northampton's prices are less expensive, why

wouldn't people go there?" Delano said.

The restaurant and bar indu.stry, the largest private sec-

tor employer in Amherst, generates millions in federal,

state and loc^l tax dollars for the town, he said.

"Amnerst will lose jobs, tax revenue and money if the

proposal is passed." he said.

"I think they are a bunch of gouging people over there

(in Amherst)," said Bobby McGovern. owner of Packards

in Northampton. "I don't think they should do it to them,

they are being a tad greedy, placing such a burden on the

restaurant owners,"

The Amherst Select Board will vote on the propo.sal at

the April 3 meeting.

Abortion to be debated tomorrow
Pro-choice or pro-life?

The question is the heart of a .scheduled

debate between two nationally known
political activists. The abortion debate is

scheduled for 8 p.m. tomorrow at the

University of Massachusetts.

Judy Goldsmith, former president of the

National Organization for Women, and

Phyllis Schlafiy, president of the Eagle

Forum, will present their opposing views

in the Student Union Ballroom.

Tickets are $2 and can be purcha.sed in

advance at the UMass Tix Office.

Goldsmith, of the National Center for

Policy Alternatives, will argue the pro-

choice position. As president of NOW,
Goldsmith helped Geraldine Ferraro secure

the 1984 democratic nomination for vice

president.

Schlafiy. a former advisor to the Reagan
administration who has been called the

pioneer of American conservatism, will

argue against abortion. Named one of the

ten most respected women in the world by

Good Housekeeping, she has been credited

with the defeat of the Equal Rights Amend-

ment in the early 1970s.

If the event is sold out. viewing monitors

will be .set up in the Commonwealth room

and the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student

Union, according to the Distinguished

Visitor's Program, spon.sors of the event.

-SHARON WILKEY

Smith to raise tuition
NORTHAMPTON Smith College

Trustees have approved a 9.5 percent in-

crease in tuition, bringing the cost of at-

tending the college to $18,440 per year.

Tuition at the school will be $13,270

for nejtt year, room and board $5,170.

.Students are also charged an activity fee

of approximately $110.

Rising salary costs and benefits for

faculty and staff, financial aid, purchase

of new books and equipment, and

renovations were blamed for the

increase.

The trustees have al.so increased the

goal of a fundraising drive underway at

the school by $26 million.

The school now seeks $152 million for

new buildings and renovations, faculty

salaries, and new equipment. The school

has already raised $118.5 million in the

5-year campaign through gifts from

alumni, parents, friends, foundations,

and corporations.

Mary Maples Dunn, president of

Smith, said the $1 18 million represents

only 64 percent of the fundraising goals.

-GEORGE FRANCY
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EASTER BUNNY BLUES - Kristopher Brunick (squatting), 2 1/2, of South Boston is
distracted while Oeft to right) Jamie Steverman. 6, of Weymouth, Paul Brunick. 5, and Jillian
Steverman, 8, wait to have their picture taken after an Easter Parade yesterday in Boston.
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t SUMMER CAMP
X POSITIONS
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^ Counselors: 21 *
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4- sieepaway camp Mass
* Berkshires WSl arts &

crafts, tennis, all land and
* water sports, drama, gym-
T^ nasties. piano/pla_y for

^ shows, judo. dance
photography, computers,
nature, wilderness, model
rocketry, guitar radio, video,

archery. yeartJOoK. wood-
working, ON, typist Write
Camp Emerson. 5 Brassie
Rd
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or call 914/779-9406
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SAMC DAY SERVICE
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TO INSURANCE CO.
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Resume
Service
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the copy center

253-2543

Tickets
Unlimited

Tickets Now
Available

BON JOVI
Hartford June 23

KaCsMla

Worcester April 9

All Red Sox & Bruins
& Whalers Playoffs

413-734-0770

f
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R-R-R-Ring
Hi! rm Scott Webber,

your AT&T student Campus
f Manager here at UMass.

I
/ would like to tell you how
AT&T can help answer any

I
of your long distance ques-
tions. The best time to
reach me is between
1:00pm and 3:00pm, but
you can call anytime

f
546-4741

I

I

t

ENTERING A
CREATIVE REALITY
Lecture by Dr. George Land and

Dr. Beth Jarman of Leadership 2000
(International Leadership Development Co.)

Topic is on integrated principles of
creativity, growth and change.

When: Wed., March 29th, 7:30 p.m.
Where: Student Union Ballroom
7:30 p.m. Admission—Free

•'Sponsors:

Creative Education Foundation, Inc.

Graduate Program in Creativity

a Goldi'n Key Nntittnril Honor Snnrtv ' I 'Mnsfi Chnpfcr)
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Videotape
applications
on the rise
By DAVID R MARK
Collegian StafT

and The A.s8ociatc^ Press

Charles Pickelhaupt considered using a JellO mold nt

his face to grab admissions officers' attentitm, but settl

ed instead on a videotaped routine in which he sang, danc
ed and touted his academic achievements.
He's convinced the 10 minute tape put him over the top

and into the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
freshman class.

But to the increasing numbers of kids offering produc
tions like Pickelhaupts, admissum.s officials say: "Put
th^ videos on hold."

'We don't get too many of those. It's more the private

school. Ivy League mentality," said Timm Rinehart, ad-

missions dir€?ctor at the University of Massachusetts
Rinehart said the University receives "four or five" videos

a year.

'One student .sent us a bag a microwave popcorn with
his tape," he said, adding that the University does not

encourage videos. "[Acceptance into UMass) invariably
comes down to the high school transcript The best

videotape in the world doesn't make up for C's in high
choot," he said.

UMass will receive approximately 19.000 applications

to fill 3,600 spots this year, he said, but the majority of

those applying would not be aided by a video.

**If a student is intere.sted in film, communication or art,

then a tape may help. ' he said, "but if the tape is trying

to convey personality, then it won't go too far."

Barbara Friend, assistant dean of admi.ssions at

Amherst College, said her office receives more homemade
tapes every year.

"We appreciate the energy it takes to make one of these

tapes, but it's gotten to the point where we just don't have
the luxury of looking at them." said Friend Amherst Col

leg* Mcaives about 4,500 applications annually for 400
spots in the freshman class, she said.

But teen-agers vying for acceptance at some of the na

Health Center fights AIDS

CoVr^an vboio by Cliffia HoafbrtI

TAMING THE MOUNTAIN - Dan Bertolet. who is working toward a Ph.D. in electrical
entrineering, hits the slopes in Utah during Spring Break.

lion's top colli-gfs .ire producing vide<M« with a vengeance,
convinced that an innovative celluloid campaign could

provide just the admissions bomt they need.

Pickelhaupt said he hit on the video idea after a recruit-

ment officer told him schools oflen give the edge to

.students whose applications stand out. And the engineer-

ing student said the scheme worked like a charm.
"Right after arriving here I was walking down the hall

and a woman who saw my video stopped me and .said,

"You're Chuck Pickelhaupt, aren't you?'" the Gorham.
Maine native said. "It definitely worked to my advan-
tage."

Admissions officers at colleges throughout New England
report the number of videos submitted tKui year bf^m-
raactivestudentsfor theclassof '93 in many caassdouhl
ecr However, these same officials sav they've seen ensugh

stand up comedy routines, martial arts demonstrations,
poetry readings, piano recitals and. in one case, beauty
pageant finals.

".Just because someone has been in a school play doesn't

mean we have to see the whole play. In fact, we'd prefer

not to see it," Mance said.

But such practical considerations as time constraints

and ennui are not the only resaon they discourage video
pitches, school officials said.

An MIT staff member evaluates all submitted videos,

but Admissions Counselor Robert Weinerman said his of-

fice oppmies the practice becau.sf it could be skewed
against poom- applicants.

'TThel poorar kids donH have any Mxm* to the latest

video equipment," Weinerman said. "That's the driving
rea.son for our decision not to give videos much weight."

By JEANNE BOLDUC
Collegian Staff

A student wakes up in fear. Safe sex,

AIDS, problems, it's all a blur to the stu-

dent who is scared and does not know
where (Q turn.

ConMCing that fear, and providing free

and anonymous testing for the virus are

two oT the goals of the University of

Mafksachusetts Health Center, according to

a UMass Department of Public Health
official.

"Testing is done using a numbered
system to ensure anonymity," said Emily
Fox. a UMass health education advi.sor. No
names are disclosed throughout the pro-

cess, she .said.

AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency

syndrome, is an affiiction in which a virus

attacks the body's immune system, leaving

victims susceptible to a wide variety of in-

fections and cancers. The Center for

Disea.se Control statistics of Feb. 6, 1989
reported 85,590 ca.ses of AIDS in the

United States.

"Because the immune system is at a

disadvantage, infections arise that so-

meone with a healthy immune system

would be able to fight off," said Debra

Edelman, a health educator at UMass
Health Center.

The percentage of positive results at the

UMass testing site are low compared to the

other 17 sites in Massachusetts, Fox said.

Only 10 percent of AIDS testing is 4l»ae

at testing sites, she said "Some go to

private physicians, the Red Cross, or fkid

out through blood donations," Fox said.

Clients who inquire about the test at the
Health Center are given the toll-free AIDS
Hotline number for more information, she
said.

"All the tests in the world will not stop

the .spread of the virus, but safer sex and
needle practices will .stop the spread
significantly," she said.

Clients are counseled on what the test

results mean before the blood test is done,

said Fox.

A person who tests positive may not show
symptoms of the virus for 10 years. Fox
.said. A positive test indicates the presence

of AIDS antibodies. The person who tests

positive has been exposed to the AIDS
virus, but does not necessarily have AIDS,
Fox said.

"Symptoms may arise sooner, later, or

nover." sho snid

budgf^ holdback to be§in !

continued from page 3

"What we're doing is reacting to

legislative moves right now. And the

provost is asking prudent questions,"

said Charles Meigpi, director of the

writing ptogrvh.\' *". -

"So wkat's ht^lMTiinif turn is people

are laoMag at iblpl^ in the sutajecttve

whkh do—I 't afeah they can't becoOMt

real." he said.

Moran said that the constant budget

cuts and revisions has the cumulative

effect of destabilixiBg of the University,

"As we can't recruit top-flight facul-

ty, fewer and fewer top fiight graduate

students will come here. As we lose

faculty strength the calibre of our
graduate students starts to drop." he
said.

Schwtftz said tXat aa lApet that has
flfreMjr bMMtie evM^t ii declining

mortle among Xaculty^ »ni the loss of

flood fpep^Ie to other iAstitationa.

- He aiM) said that UMaas is the only

umlpt reeearch school in the state public

higher educational system but
legislators do not seem to realize that.

"Right now, this campus is not,

recognized for the special campus that

it is," he said.

Telefund struggles to meet goal

Collegian pholo by JoH Solomon

MOTORED HOME - The Amherst Bulletin building stands on
jacks after being moved to Main Street.

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Telefund workers at the University of

Massachusetts have barely three months
left to rai.se more than $400,000 in con-

tributions from alumni and parents to meet

this year's goal of $1.7 million, the direc-

tor said.

The telefund, which was established in

1983, netted $1.2 million in contributions

last year and is attempting to boost its

nearly $1.3 million total by deadline June
30, the end of fiscal year 1988, Telefund

Director Tina Miller .said.

"We're down to the wire," Miller said of

the Memorial Hall-ba.sed operation. "We
have to have that money in.

"

Money accumulated by the program is

di.sper.sed to various University depart-

ments and has been used in the past to

assist the UMass Minuteman Marching
Band, scholarship funding, and to purchase

library materials. Miller said.

Assi.stant Director Sharon Borer said

nearly 100 students work seven days a

week to reque.st pledges, and about 450 peo-

ple offer contributions daily. Telefund

callers are instructed to first request a

$1,000 donation, but Borer said the

average gift is $70.

"We need to set their expectations." she

said. "You never know what sosie people

can give unless you ask."

But Borer said no limit is placed on dona-
tions, and any contributions are readily

accepted.''

"We will take any amount someone
wants to give us," she said.

Although the University will receive less

than 50 percent in state funding this year
because of budget cuts. Borer said the cur-

rent turmoil is not included in their at-

tempts to increase pledges.

"We don't u.se the budget deficit as a

reason to give," she said. "We want peo-

ple to give becau.se they believe in public

higher education."

Miller said the .students are the thrust

behind the operation's .success and added
that the program is "very competitive" and
professionally run.

"I think it's phenomenal; they're work
ing very hard," she .said of student efforts.

Telefund staffers are cautiously op-

timistic about meeting their goal and are

gearing up for the intensity of the next few-

months. Miller said.

"We should be able to do it," she said.

"The students are really feeling a true com-

mittment to it."
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POSITION AVAILABLE

Housing Assignment Office
STUDENT STAFF
COORDINATOR

The Housing Assignment Office hes an opening for a Housing Systems
Manager. This Individual will coordinate administrative computer
activities for the Housing Assignment Office. Specific duties Include:

* Working with Data Processing personnel to develop and malnltaln
mainframe computer systems.
Coordinating computer activities with other student area
administrative offices.

•• Scheduling production job runs and resolve production run
problems

.

Programming various user applications.

aUAUnCATIONS:
'* Applicants nust be highly motivated and able to work

IndepMidently taking Initiative In both assigned projects as
«*ell as self-assigned projects.
Applicants must be highly organized, efficient, able to handle
multiple demands and work effectively under stress.• Applicants must have the ability to work with University
administrators and students.* Applicants sust have the desire to work in an environment that
recognizes and values diversity.

EUGIBIUTY:
•• Graduate students in the SCHOOL OF MANAGEMBUT preferred but

will consider other qualified graduates and undergraduates.
Qualified applicants must have at least three (3) semesters
remaining at the beginning of the Fall 1989 semester.

FAY SCALE ANDmM OF EMFLOYICENT:
* Hourly rate beginning at $7.00 with a tuition waiver available

for graduate students.
•• Successful candidate must be available beginning on or about

May 1, 1989. Pull-time aaiployment is required during the
summer/ intersessioo periods. 20 hours/week is required during
the academic year.

AFFUCATIONS:
Applications are available in the Housing Assignment Office.
23S Whltmore Building. Applications should be returned with a
cover letter and resume.

nm uNivCTSiTY or Massachusetts i;

EQUAL opportunity"!
AW ArFIRMATIVg ACTION
IPLOVES

VTHE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUIL
PRESENTS

-M--M-->gM-^g^r.»g^ga^r ag-

^

March
30, 31
and

April 1

8:00 p.m.
FAC

Concert
Hall

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE FAC BOX OFFICE
AND AT THE DOOR

Know Your Legal Rights
Call us for FREE answers

Concentration in iniuries from • Auto Accidents
e Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Bites

e And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless
successful, costs payable at conclusion in most cases

e FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C.
AnORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
see us In the Nynex yellow pages

POSITION AVAILABLE

Jostens Cold Sale For one week only Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

JOSTEXS
AMERICA s college: b NG'"

Date; Aftarcti 27, 28, 28 Time: tO-4 Oepoeft Required: $25

Place- ^UNIVERSITYPlace. jj^^jsQj^g^^ "r". AwTrtC*-

•-"/ 'ijii oetaiis, S«; ocjr conoevf "' •.

Housing Assignment Office
HOUSING SYSTEMS

MANAGER
has an opening for a Student Stjr

^.e Housing Assignment Office
-.orJinator. This individual is resoonslble for the day to day operati>
: the Housing Assignment Office student staff. Specific duties include

Recr'jitment. interviewing, training, scheduling, evaluation jr
close, on-gomg supervision of 15 to 20 subordinate student staff.
Designing and implementing of Human Relations and Customer Servic
training program for all Housing Assignment Office staff.
Promoting positive attitudes and behaviors among subordinate s*^'m the area of Customer Service Delivery.
Assisting the Residential Support Services Office Manager ' .- ^

aspects of service delivery relative to the Housing Assiqnmer.-Otfice and Housing Telecommunications.

QUAUnCATIONS:

EUGIBIUTY:

Applicants must have, through previous work experier.ro i-

-

recommendation, demonstrated supervisory and or^
abilities.
Applicants must be highly motivated and able to votk bo-.•-ndependently and In a team setting.
Applicants must be efficient, able to handle multiple demands --
work effectively under stress.
Applicants .Tiust have the ability to write and speak effectively

r^™^"^ "^^^ i^'"'^
^^"^ '^^^^"^ ^° ""'^'^ i" ^n environment t.ha-recognizes and values diversity.

Graduate students
MAJ4AGMENT preferred
and undergraduates

.

Qualified applicant

In the SCHOOL
but wiir

OF
consider other qualifled'graduaceE

EDUCATION or SCHOOL

must have ^t least three (2\ sempqtp'--remaining at the beginning of the Pall 1989 semester.
^emeste..

PAY SCALE AND TERM OF EMPLOYMENT:
"

gradi^te^'tSd^L""'"^ '' ''-"^ ""^ ' '"^'^"^ ""^^^ ^^^'^^^^^ f-
"

Marr"^"l989'"'^"'^^fi rf"'
"* available beginning on or aboutMay I 1989. Full-time employment is required durlna thPsummer/lntersession oerlods. 20 hiurs/week is ?^^!red during the

rsession
academic year.

periods

APPUCAnONS:
Applications are available 1q the Housing Asslowoent Office 2i«i

THE UWIVEHSITY Of MASSACHUSeTTS IS AN AFFrBMATTV* ACTION
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLQvkR
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Jhe opinions on Ihi; p^; j. :•- those ol the individual wiilei oi cartoonist and do not necessarily rellect the views ol the Coliegiari or the University unless othetvi^ise noted

Move your floor to the pond '*''*^^£-?@r

Many of uh, although conceined about
the budget cuts, feel that our determined
efTort.s often go unnoticed. We took the time
to call or write letters to our represen
lalives, lobby at the Stale Hou.se m Boston,
and even tried to get our parents involv
ed. Yet, despite all of our efTorts, our needs
remain unmet We still face the dreadful
effects of a slashed budget: tuition hikes
(talk of a thousand dollar increase next
year), oversubscribed classes, reduction of
classes needed for graduation, even the
elimination of entire majors like the now
defunct Japanese major and Graphic
Design program. What then can we do to

stop these and other attacks on the quali-

ty of and acx'essiblity to higher education
in our .stute***^'

Craig Voter

A.S students, we understand that we all

have pressures and commitments; time is

a valuable commodity It is understandable

that people are skeptical about taking time

to do something about this crisis, especial-

ly when it is so difficult to be sure that our

time will be well spent For example, "Cut

back City." a potentially powerful method
of protest, has not been as efTective as it

could be A lot of people feel that another

body in a shack isn't going to make much
of a difference. Yet, with just seven shacks

and a handful of people. "Cutback City"

made state wide news

Now, imagine if there were two or three

hundred shacks and over a thousand peo^

pie pond side. Would that make national

news? There's no doubt; the media would

eat it up. This might seem a bu unrealistic

at first, but there are over forty residence

halls on campus — that's more than three

hundred floors. What if the people living

on these floors decided to get together? If

each floor decided to build and staff one
shack there would barely be room to fit

them all. Think of the power of tht

massage that we would be sending out.

The beauty of the plan is that the lime
Commitment would be so small compared
to the impact made. We know this from our

own experience. On the Sunday before

Spring Break, a group of fifteen residents

and R.A.'s from GraysonField cluster built

three new shacks in just two and a half

hours. It's easy, and we had a good lime

Staffing a shack would be even easier It

a floor of twenty five decided to build a

shack, that would mean staying there with

another flot>r member only once every two
weeks. Now that Spring is here and the

weather is warming up. a night camping
out will be bearable, probably even
enjoyable.

So. your saying to yourself — "sure, it

sounds like a good idea if everyone really

does it, but will they?" P^jople have already

begun. If you are an R.A., you will be

receiving a letter outlining the plan in

detail at either your R.A cla.ss tonight or

at your staff meeting this week We are tr>'

ing to network through R.A.'s because it's

a fast and easy way ofcommunicating with

every floor on campus.

Craig Voter and David Litman are
UMasM students

TV in highschool offers benefits too
I am writing in response to Meredith

O'Brien's article condemning the new
Channel One television .station which has

recently been installed in several high

.schools across the country. In her article.

Ms O'Brien reiterates the standard com-

plaint against Channel One — it subjects

students to two minutes of commercials

within each ten-minute news broadcast.

Unfortunately. Ms. O'Brien has chosen to

Ignore the many benefits which this pro-

gram brings.

I am sure that I do not have to remind
anyone about the financial problems plagu-

ing our high schools. By participating in

the Channel One program, schools receive

thousands of dollars worth of computer and
video equitpment. which they may use in

whatever capacity they choose. This would

include science and math cla.sses, whose
quality Ms. O'Brien laments in her article.

In our school systems, where the archaic

ditto machine still reigns supreme because

of the higher costs associated with Xerox-

ing, thou.sands of dollars worth of free

equipment is nothing to be sneezed at.

In addition, we cannot ignore the fact

that most young people today are extreme-

ly video-oriented. Many schools, including

this University, are now implementing pro-

grams which use teleca.sts from foreign na-

tions to teach foreign language and culture.

Not surprisingly, commercials are used

very, very often in such innovative pro-

grams because they are short, snappy and

easily remembered. Some of these commer
cials promote American products, but I

have yet to hear any complaints about

them; people have rightly surmised that

the pros of using the commercials outweigh

the cons. If Ms. O'Brien still objects to the

Channel One commercials, however, let me
remind her that the average adolescent

watches hours of television a day outside

of school and has not doubt developed some
immunity to mindless advertisements.

Finally, even if a few students are not im
mune, one of the commercials shown on the

first day of the Channel One Program was
an anti-drug commercial, to which we
should all hope students watching paid

heed.

Thus, far from acting as a deterrent to

cultural litenwy, Channel One's homeroom
period hrwidcasts seem to offer a unique op-

portunity to promote it. Has Ms. O'Brien

been in a high school during homeroom
lately? Announcements of what is for lunch

do not enhance anybody's cultural literacy,

but perhaps some catchy news video on

Channel One might lead to a discussion

which will. So let us get down off our high

horses and stop harping on Channel One's

120 .seconds of commercials when instead

we could be using our energy to invent

ways to make the program as valuable an
experience as possible for all involved.

MaryBeth Manca
Northampton

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from VMass and the Five-College com-

munity. All submissions must he typed and become property of the Collegian. Submis-

sions may be edited for grammar, clarity and space, and can be sent to or dropped off

at J 13 Campus Center. Any questions? Come down and talk to Pam, Janine. or Meredith,

Peter Pan doesn't fly to Amherst
The words Peter Pan used to conjure images of Sandy

Duncan in a green body suit, gliding across a decorated

stage, all the while hanging from a thread. I was so pro-

ud of the fact that I was the only intelligent kid who
realized she wasn't really flying at all.

Those were the days.

Now, when I see those oversized green letters written

on the bus that I rely on to take me from Boston to

Amherst. I discover that I'm not as intelligent as I

thought. If I were, I wouldn't count on Peter Pan at all.

Perhaps I'm being harsh.

It was four o'clock. I called the Peter Pan busline to

find out what time the buses ran to UMass on Saturday.

I was greeted by a grumpy woman who was obviously

convinced that a schedule was already in front of me and

I was taunting her for privileged information. Long

distance.

She gave me a semblance of departure times, none of

which followed any pattern, and hung up without say-

ing good-bye. Maybe she was mad that I asked about the

express bus that takes two, not three hours to go to

Amherst. Apparently none were running that day.

She assured both my mom and me that all buses were

direct to Haigis Mall. I didn't have to walk far to my
dorm.

Having decided on a fi:15 bus. my parents and I left

in plenty of time to arrive at South Station and get

behind some 30 others with the same destination. After

waving like a hypnotized hen to my parents. Barely a

moment had passed when my dad told me the bus would

be direct to Springfield, not UMass.

"Did you know this?" he asked.

Alise Horfield

Not really, but the manager of the station did well in

informing us — with his loud, impatient voice — that

every bus to Amherst is direct to Springfield, then

Amherst.

Thanks for telling us.

Peace? No. Another worthy interruption? Yes. The bus

driver stood at her bow and proceeded to yell the rules

at us. She must have been trained by the manager.

"There is to be no smoking on this here coach. If I catch

anyone smoking, we'll pull over, without warning, and

wait for the first state trooper to take you off this bus.

This is your only warning," she said. "NO Smoking in

the Restrooms! Don't even try it, kid, cuz I can smell it!"

Well, 8 p.m. came and went without ceremony, as the

25 of us filed into the Springfield terminal. I panicked

slightly, not knowing where the Amherst gate would be.

I found the bus driver and asked her. She smiled, and
referred me to Scott, in the glass booth above. He, too,

smiled. Then I knew it wasn't an about-face of manners.

He told me the next bus to Amherst was at 9:15, not 8: 15,

and it would arrive after 10. When I told him Boston told

us otherwise, he proceeded to run the gamut of swears

that begin with F and S, stopping only to call Boston,

swear at them, laugh some more, and shut his glass cage

in my face. The 25 of us were left wondering what was
going on.

After a half hour, he opened his cage and announced

a bus to Amherst "to take all 25 of you" would be leav

ing soon.

Hallelujah.

No apology. No explanation. No wonder he's kept in

a cage.

"Hey, do any of you know how to get to Northampton
and Amherst? I dunno. I'm the Worcester driver," she
said. Then, when we greeted her with silence, she add-

ed, "I'm not kidding, ya know."

Neither am I. We reached Amherst just after 10. Some
nice passenger gave her directions. Lucky us.

If only I could fly on a string to UMass. Just like San-
dy Duncan would.

Alise Harfield is a Collegian columnist, and thankful

to he alive and well in Amherst
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ARTS& LIVIISIG
More from the strange world of Bone Cow Nation
By JASON 1 ALKKMAN
r..lli'LM.ui StatT

1 \^,i- f,..i.iia lead with a quote Iruin Frumtun i'unu-s

Alive but then my head cleared and light started to find

its way into the back of my eyeballs I'm still a little w(X)zy

so bear with me The night staff here at the Culh-fiian are

used to occassional problems with my equillibrium so the

alarms need not be sounded. The quote wasn't strickly

Frampton It was his guitar via some ridiculous device

that all kinds of freaks m the late 70's bought out of the

classifieds in Circus magazine I swear to the improbable

almighty above though. I saw a fourteen year old dust

fiend in the Noho Grampy's weairmg just such a contrap-

tion. At first I thought it was a retainer but then I heard

the hum As he came up through the ftin^: lhnt:>i aisle past

me to the iVK'i'-ter things became clear. "Do you. you, feel

like I do"
My untimely suicide was barely avoided this weekend

t)nly the radio part of my parent's stereo was working
and teh pickings were pretty slim. I settled on the ClasHiv

Hits 1(H). 7 but I wasn't happy al)out it- Seven straight days

of home repair with at least one song from Chicago 13

every half hour. If it wasn't for my unparalelled success

in the eleven or twelve NCAA pools that I entered I would

have cranked up the gas for sure. Right now I have a vir-

tual lock on some heavy cash rewards and if Illinois ad-

vances any further the organizers of the pool might have

to employ the crush rule. I was still a little groggy from

Frampton, Chicago, and the rest of the 70's when the

Hoyas iell to Duke yesterday afierntKm All the homeless

dudes that slum by the TV down.stairs in the campus
center started to gather their belongings when I went in

to that epileptic-styled victory dance that I reserve only

for such (Kcassions. I hope John Thomps<in's tickets back

to D.C. were on Eastern so that his death march back to

lleorgetown is rerouted through every major airport in

the continent The prolonged misery of coach Thompson
is the one beam of light in a witk that was otherwise a

giant stain on the sluet.-^ that are my life.

With the exit of the Hoyas I ha\i' ncu pli(.f<i three

teams in Seattle If the UNLV frontcourt hadn l been

blinded by the sequins of their tumbling squad I would

be four for four There are rumoi-s out there ab<»ut my lack

of scruples but came April third, when I collect. I'm g(»ona

open up some wounds and pour in the salt. Yessiree. I am
riding high; g(Kxi times ahead. I shall put the terror that

IS nostalgia based FM radio behind me

The major problem that I have with these stations is

that they play just enough Neil Young songs to keep me
tuned in. It is a losing proposition though Ten minutes

of Coufiirl in the Santi is n«> match for continuous ELO
rock blocks I spent the bulk of last Thursday afternoon

damaging vertebrea while replastering the livingrcKmi

ceiling and I definitely heard three quarters of the enf ire

Eagles discography including the solo projects

My theory is as follows These stations exist for mainly

so that clerks at True Value hardware stores can request

slow Rod Stewart stmgs for their ex w ives. The wives fail

to listen though They are busy, doubling their alimony

payments by doing telephcme surveys at home

M TIKOCCHIO]
PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
(limittd d«liv«ry arc*)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupons wafad io( ddtwcry

Of picli up only

549-3669

Monday,
Tuesday

& Wednesday
Night Special

Coupon
LARGE CHEESE |

PIZZA I

$5.50 pittstAx
I

I Not Valid with any oihet special • Valid onlv I

I
on Monday Tuesday or Wednesday • Valt<4 |

|| in Amherst location • Valid !>nly by phone

^^^4^^

I
Munchy

I Sale
ON SALE NOW THROUGH

I MARCH 31

1

1

oz. Apple Jacks
12 oz. Captain Crunch
Lipton Ice Tea
Kool-Ald Kooler boxes
Oxford Kosher Spears 24
Chicken of the Sea
Light Tuna oil or water
Pringles

StyroFoam Cups
Reese's Peanut
Butter Cups

Sale 1 .99

Sale 1.99

Sale 1.25

Sale 3/1.00

oz.Sale 1.39

Sale 99$
Sale 2/3.00

Sale 68C

Sale 3/1.00

AVAILABLE IN THESE MUNCHYS
HAMPDEN WORCESTER FRANKLIN

AREA COORDINATOR POSITIONS

Amherst College is seeking carudates tor one tuU-time and two hoU-time. rune

and one-hall month Area Coordinator posittor\s Begirmmg on August 15

i98<?. they will be responsible tor the trairung and supervision ot Resident

Counselors plus a rarvge ol supervisory, advising and admirustrative tunc

tions tor tour to twelve residence halls The tull-time position will have addi-

tional departmental responsibilities which include coordinating six social ac
tivities councils Qualilications Bachelor s Degree by September 1989, abil:

ty to relate well to students, organizational and counseling skills previous

experience in residential lile, leadership and supervision Residential lite ex-

penence or related Master s Degree prefened lor tuU-time position Compen-
sation approximately $12 000 plus room board and benefits lor tuU-time

Coordinator $4 000 plus room and board lor the hall-time positions Submit
resume, cover letter stating interest and qualifications and three letters oJ

lecommendanon tc B«b«cca L—, Asststcmt Docm of Students, PO Box 2206,
Anili«nt Coltog*. Amherst, MA 01002 by April 3, 1989. An Equal Oppor-
tunity/AtUnnattv* Action Kmployor.

FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE
with

DENNIS MILLER

Tix on Sale Now—$8
Sponsored by The Commuter Area Government

FAC Box Office 545-2511

APRIL 7,1989 8PM

Laconic Lyle turns on the
style at Smith College
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collejiian StafT

Lyie Lovett
John M. Greene Hall. Smith College.

May 16

The crowd which had gathered in the

John M. Greene Hall to see Lyle Lovett

unveil his Large Band, reminded me of the

faces you associate with district schools

music festivals, mostly bearded baby
b<M)mers dragging their unruly five-year-

olds, who probably didn't know the dif-

ference between country music and coun-

try pancakes, behmd them. If there were
any students present, it was probably on-

ly a few Smithies, and most of them
already look like their parents.

As a guy from RSL yet another sixties

casualty with facial growth and a plaid

shirt, came on stage to announce Ia^o Kot-

tke, it seemed to me that there was a

definite tone emerging here, that Ixith felt

and smelt like faded brown corduoroy.

I was relieved to find Kottke clean

shaven. Attired in a light blue V-neck
sweater, he grinned like someone who had
just completed a particularly satisfying

round of golf. His right hand hardly seem
ed to move across the guitar strings w hich

chimed in dazzling, dizzying rounds of

cross-weaving melody and harmony.
Technique seemed too ugly a word.

And when he finally opened his mouth,
the breaks were just as good as the takes.

The multi-talented Kottke's wry wit turn-

ed out to be just as sharp as his playing,

and iu-t ,i> quirky.

1 vf olten thought that then- is some
strange kind of similarity between baroque

and country: they seem to share the same
sense of solemn pride and dignity. It was
the long dark figure of cellist John Hagen

pouring out a baroque improvisation and
spiking it with a twist of blues (now that

is sass!) who set the scene for the Lovett

show.

Predictably enough, Lovett wasn't on

stage for the first number, The Blues

Walk' which is, after all. basically a

showcase for the band, as well as a great

intro tor Lyle to come waltzing onto the

stage, but somehow it just didn't click,

didn't swing. It was too early in the night

and the band were still sluggish. They
seemed to be lagging behind the groove in

one bar, only to race on ahead of it in the

next.

But after the somewhat frenzied opening,

things settled down. Lovett was his usual

cool, eloquently inarticulate .self and his

presence was nicely off-balanced by the

dynamic Francine Evans whose powerful

set of tonsils sometimes threatened to

swallow him whole, in numbers like "What
Do You Do' and M.O.N.E Y But I found

the jazz and blues stuff left me strangely

cold when compared with the brilliant

heart -wrenching country ballads, songs

like 'Closing Time,' 'If 1 Were the Man You
Wanted' and Walk Through the Bot

tomlands,' of which I found there to be a

distinct lack in this show (the Hagen effect

again).

For the most part Lovett kept the two

sides of his personality separate, but at one

point, in a piece of free form improvisation

worthy of John Zorn, Hagen's cello was
allowed to rub against the baritone sax of

Andy Laster, and the .sparks flew.

In the end, Lovett's performance, though

excellent, was neither as moving nor as

uplifting as the one Nanci Griffith gave
when I saw her la.st year in Gla.sgow, but

it was. I reflected as I stepped out of the

building into the Northampton night air,

except it)nally cool.

PiMita ctturxrny of t'onrrrttHl Kltnrtm

MONKEY BUSINESS - Zydeco masters Terence Simien and the
Mallet Playboys will be dropping into the Iron Horse Cafe this com-
ing Thursday for two .shows at 7 and 10 p.m. Go hear the gospel accor-
dion to Tel and the bovs.

InlffiiRIl
-K KM

Lesson No. 3:

Lesson No. 4:

Students have saved much
time and money by dealin,^

with Northampton Honda

Always purchase from a

dealer who has One Goal...

"Customer Satisfaction"

**ASTOUND YOURSELP *
(and everyone else) with an audio or

cassette of you. ..live in concert.

ONQ RECORDING STUDIOS
are now at hampshire Mall.

Top hits or old favorites. Solo or with friends.

ONQ provides back • up music, lyric sheets, and

d private studio with professional equipment.

And now you can star in your own music video.

Lip synch or sing live to ONQ's slate of the art

special effects.

See Lesson No. 5 next week

iiia#iiiMHaM *

Audio's $11.95. Videos $21.95.

(One dollar off with ad)

Check out ONQ
cafe square at Hampshire Mall. ^'*

D

PAYMIMTS*
^ For people who won t consider

compromise... for people like you

Mor(iKAi^i {"rem mcmDA
Excludes all other promotions.

586-8626 171 KING STREET. NORTHAMPTON. MASS. 586-8626

1000 total maximum payments

Dove Business Associates, Inc.

• FAST ACCURATE WORD PROCESSJNG
• RESUMES
• LETTERS
• THESIS
• DISSERTATIONS
• TERM PAPERS

• TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
• COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

• BOOKKEEPING
• MAILINGS

Dove Business Management Services

• Complete Services for Srrall

Businesses

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480

Also New Offices at

90 Conz St., Northampton, MA
585-5127
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CHOOSE EXCELLENCE
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the
door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and
staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

•V -^ f-A

ĉ

'?^^^<,

reporters as interns or permanent staff
members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-
ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.

'"'"g/^Byj.
^"
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 9

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

"i&^i.^T these

FOfrmuONfr

'1 grew up loving baseball, i grew up
in a town (Holyoke) with vo movie
theaters and before television. It was a
little country town where the only thing

you did was listen to the Boston Red Sox
on the radio. It was very exciting and I

loved it."

- A. Bartlett Glamatti

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

Andrew ... the cows have come home.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Nexr m
JnwfNv rOK rf

.
SHOOTEfT*''...

"fOUKALUe

fK0¥wefl»iKe

\

PUOOn NO \ I CAVlt

BUGS IK B€ I BtUtVl 100'KL

BUS WIMOOW ) DCHMfe tUlS

<10 IF ^€"S i
IS f^ WM

GOT AHM BUGS

\KIHD0M.

YOU'RE. 9UNG
TDCOKPIETE

OKTME»iAy

TOfiGET -

:UQOL DlSTRl

BILL WATTERSON

HtRt. 30 CtHTS

ISPEMT

ON mis/

rr

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

KXJ. XARf I I4JMT

mPOfiB-neTom

iOU&JT'T

S/UOMAN

BRiHe. weomy
THING PfOPLB
umrwrALK
ABOUT NOW
I3AIPS

HOUBAPIS
iTHeae-

NOtlU. BRIANS
\

mU.. Ue ST/U.P0N7KN06U
FOR 5dflt. 9UrfT3 PO55l0Le
nAT LPW70% OF SAN
FRANCISCO OAyi J^ :N -

FBC7SQ THOUSANDS M£
pyiN6 RI6HT N0(AJ ..

T»

;

1M0N7XA5*(£P
ABOUT BASeBAU. I'LL

mLLl.XARTI Fieu?

PONTKNOtUAW- THOSB,

miNO ABOUT THB LAC£ir

By AL ARPAD

OOK I^EGULAl? F^ATOKE U)ILL MOT ATPEA'R

ToPAY, 1>Ue TO THREATS OF f\ TERRORIST

ATrAC< OM THE OFFICES OF TW£ COLLEGIAN

CARTOONISTS, AFPA-RENTLY /^APe ^^4

KESFOM€>t TO TME COLLEGIAM'^ <->^&

OF AN OKANqe HEAP LIME 3AMNER ON
5T T^ATRICK'S -PAV. (^vimttS^

MILITANT
QAELIC
E)CTREK»lST

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

o^M/XAi^ .
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (MofCh21 AprH HJ) PoM«f-

hi emotiora could erupt m a
txjsiness or oersonai retotonsrvp

Uie a corsefvcjtive opprooch to

tend oft confrontation Your
finances (jet o huge txx»t from
events at a distance

TAURUS (Apri 20-May 20) Work
goes smootfilv txit your domestic

life wifl require flrmer control Enlist

help from mate, farmty members If

vou canrxjt olwoys pteose o pcwt

ner. please yourself Your nstrcts

ore excellent

OiNNM (May 21-June 20) Be
sure to see a job ttwouoh to com-
pletion An auttxyity figure wi be
impressed A roise or promotion s
inevitable Romance w* require

careful nurturing Offer a sym
pathetic shoulder

CANCI* (June 21-July 22) You
are learning the value of proctcoli-

ty Project a more conservative at-

titude and you w* win big m
business circles Your career could

lose momentum if you switch

romantic partners now
iMO (July 23 Aug 22) You can im-

print your style If you use a loid-

bock approach The competition

will not guess yow game plani Ac-

quiring high-tech skills will improve

your chances for career
advancement
VIROO (Aug 23-Sepf 22) An

emotioral exctiange surprises but

pleases you Once the truth is out,

you achieve a new level of com-
munication Success comes
through overseas contacts Pro-

ceed slowly in romance Know your

own heart

UMA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Mote or

business portner appreciates your

dedication dipiorTKicy and newty

ocqured patience Together you
toco current ctolenges Although

k>ve has its ups and dowrv. you are
entering a very txjppy period

tCOaWO(Oct 23 Nov 21) Corv
tnued success wi be good for you.

buidirx} your sett confidence Frx3

a good place to irve and work A
k»$ can be arrKwng deper<ling oo
your perspective Take settxicks in

stride

SAMTARfUS (Nov 22-Dec 2I>

Trovel could bnng you new position

or power Be alert to any unusual

events they could help you decide
on an important course of action

Mate IS supportrve Show your deep
oppreciatiori

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jon 19)

See wtxat you can do to moke your

days more productive Try

something new and do not be
afraid to take smaH risks Romarce
can be free, wittout commitment
now
A«UARIUS (Jan 20-Peb «) Step

back ana re orienf yourself before

pressing on Vou firxjlly come to

grips with an important personal

problem Long-last romantic attrac-

fior« capture your attention A new
partnershp is possible

RISCIt (Feb 19-March 20) You
may feel like remaining incom-

municado The unusual information

you acquire today rnoy rot have a
practical use Stop daydreaming
and take octionl Straighten out a
misunderstanding wittiout further

dekay

MENU
LUNCH

Hambu'B o^i roll

Hot turkey sarxlwtafi

BASICS LUNCH
Bean burgers

Hot turkey sandwicti

DINNER
Veal cutlets cordon bleu

Ht. style scrod

BASICS DINNER
Egg and ct>eddar tlorentir«

N,E style scrod
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1 1 • i î
ttof^ motrnd Trigs

M>» »'•'* tfrtiHg «(

LONDON 358
PARIS 458
GUATEMALA City 340 \

CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679

\ SYDNEY 1128

!»*»» 101 «<c/wM4,

Chtcii ow <«w Dncft*' t»r»t

ISSUIP OH THl SPOT'
C*ii tot

473-256-1261
AMNMST

7« So. WiMint SL
AmMtTM. UA 01009

Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amhent

Softball
continued from page 12

But then in the nightcap — yeah, that's three games
in one day — the UMass defense found some solid

footing, holding Cal-Berkeley scoreless through 4 inn-

ings, before yielding 3-0. Arizona knocked UMass in

to the consolation bracket with a 4-0 loss the next mor-

ning, from where the Minutewomen topped Oklahoma
3-2 for their first win of the spring.

Freshman Aprile broke the ice in the fifth inning,

tagging all four buses after attracting a pair of wild

throws while bunting in a run from second base.

Oklahoma tied the score in the sixth beftue the

Minutewomen pulled it out before the wire

UMass then left Sunnyvale to face Fresno State.

Before IStK) fans and cable TV cameras. UMass
frightened their hosts through six scoreless innings —
anchored primarily by the defensive heroics of Alison

Forman at third base — before suffering through a

seven run seventh. The second game of the

liiiubleheader saw UMass again fall short, 2

"We had them sweating." described Sortino. 'll was
more than a respectable showing."

.\fter dropping a game to Utah State last Wednes-
dav f^*' ^'oiiif .•<•'•"». .n ^nlit /•.»->»;.MM'»n-«> flnMKI»»h#>i»Hers

against Santa Clara and San Jose State to finish 3 10.

And while the team defense and organization con

tinued to improve with each outing, the bats began to

awaken a bit toward week's end as well.

Senior slugger Barbara Meehan pounded her first

home run of the year against San Jose, and Forman
chipped in a couple of doubles just before boarding the

return flight home.

Sortino also got a taste of what to expect as things

unfold this spring defensively, as Mary Duff and Jen-

nifer Miller joined Forman and Bonnie Schilling on the

roll call for high praise.

"Defensively we're a lot better than we were 10 days

ago. 1 feel real positive about it," said Sortino. "I don't

think they could have matured any more quickly, every

single inning was a test We matured ihret' vears in

ten days."

The team will now take a couple of days rest, re>it

their watches and heal a slew of bumps and bruises

accumulated on the Pacific coast, l>efore heading back

into tournament play this weekend at the University

of Connecticut

1^

Summer Jobs in Amherst

Adventure Pldvgroond Dd> Camp
(for 7-12 years okO

Camp OrectOf i$6 S3 $7 S6/hOM»)

Asm Camp D<rectof ($S 41 $6 57moof>

Specwii N*«ds eoo«Jm*tof ($6 S3 $7 56/heurS

Art Oifectof ($S 16 $6 57'hoof)

Sporti & &*T>« Supervi«>» ilS 16 $6 2 7'houf'

Cotmjttof N (t4 93 $S 70/houf)

Couni*iOf I (S4 70 $S 19/hOuf)

leader I" Tfain(n9 i$3 69 $4 49/hou»>

tdrU Adventures Ddy Camp
(for 5-6 v^dr olds)

Camp DireclOf (16 S3 $7 ibihour!

Asst Camp Orecior ($5 41 S6 S7mou»i

Special NmOs Coordinatof (S6 S3 $7 56/houri

Coon**«Of M ($4 93 $5 70/houf1

Couni*tOf I (S4 70 $S 19rtiouf)

icaciets m Traminq ($3 69 S4 49'Hou'!

\d\cnlure Tots Dd> Cdmp
(for 3*4 year olds)

Camp Oirec!oi>i6 53 $/ "yb " ^'

Counsetof H ($4 93 $5 70/tioi-f;

CoufW«10f I (V4 70 »5 14/boofi

IttStnin Tfaimng ($3 69 $4 49/hc

Aqudtks Procrdm
POCN Ma'^ager (S6 S3 18 33/NMr)

Aui l>ool Managcf ($S 41 S6 S7/hcHir)

Instrjdorfljfeguard ($4 94 $5 72/h<»iri

Life9u«fd/W«t#f Saf«y As« ($4 48 $S 19/hoor>

Ca*h*f (J4 06 $4 7(Vhoor)

Adult SoftlMil Leagiie

SottDaii League S«jpefvti» ($6 00 $7 00/hour)

SoftbaR Maintenance Workef ($S 00 S6 Of^Niur)

Job de«:ripiions and applications available at LSSE. 446 Main Street. Amherst or at Summer Jobs

InfcKmation Table on the UMass Campus Center Concourse on March 14 ar>d 28 Application

deadline is Wednesday Aonl 12

GOOD JOBS...GOOD TIMES...GOOD fRIENDS...GOOD MONEY

Charlie'?
1 Pray St . Ambers'- 549-5403 • Open Ham

7 Days A Week • Cal, for Take Out
Kitchen Open till midnighl

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 100 Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
I

i^'

MooMhcMl $1 75
Beer of tlic Month I

Pain-Aid $1.95
Drink of tlic Week

FOOD GIVE A WAYS
Tu<s IOC Buffalo Win^s 9 12

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese PlatJer<? 9 12

Sunday IOC Potato Skins 9-12

There's never been a bet-

ter time to see Canada by train

Now, with VIA Rails new Canrail-

pass, you can travel coasl-lo-coast or

by region lor one great price Its your

passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style

Unlimited mileage and
flexibility

The moment you own a Canrailpass

is the moment you own the country.

You may Iravelanywhere you want,

with as 'many slops as you want, when
you want Canrailpass is designed for

the plan as you go' traveler You can
even add days prior to your first depar-

ture.

VIA trains

cover the country
As Canada's passenger train network,

VIA Rail has over 1 1, 100 miles of track

Our trams stop in over 4 1 6 Canadian
communities It's a rail network that

covers the country as only the train can

CANRAAPASS
Unlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlimited imagination.

: m I

1

S T U D E N T c HART
BDAYS

N/A

15 DAYS

S203

UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 15 EXTRA DAYS

$4 25 /day

UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 7 EXTRA DAYS

COAST-
TO COAST

MARITIME
EASTERN
WESTERN

$ 59 00
$135 00
$144 00

N/A
N/A
N/A

$4 25/day
$4 25 /day
$4 25 /day

The romance
of train travel

Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,

freedom to move around ana oppor-

tunities to meet other traveling adven-
turers like yourself. All these unique
qualities make the train a natural

cnoice Don't forget to bring an address

book to record the names of the new
friends you'll make!

For complete details, call your travel

agent or VIA Rail in the following

states:

1 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, CO, 10. KS,

LA, MS, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
SD,TX,UT,WA,WY.
I 800 361 -3677: CT, NY, Rl

1 800 387-1 144: AR, lA, IL, IN, Ml, MN,
MO,OH,WI.
I 800 561-3949: AL, DE, FL, GA, KY,

MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, PA, SC, TN,

VA, VT, WV.

Ail (if>ce\qu" '»»-) -n U J tunds t»()5*»l
'

Canoriion tufHl'. ?"<«% wbt*f f totl> -

'Itff^/Oi»oni "1 ( ur**«cv

I®

Canada's Passmng9r IHiin Network
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lUini make
reservations
for Seattle
MINNEAPOLIS (API - Nick Anderson scored 27 points

and Kenny Battle 25 as No. 3 Illinois overcame a 13-point

deficit and defeated No. 7 Syracuiie 89-86 yesterday, ad
vancing to to NCAA Final Four for the first time in 37

years.

Illinois, 31-4, shed its label as a postseason flop with its

victory in the Midwest Regional title game and will play

Big Ten Conference rival Michigan in the national

semifinals at Seattle next Saturday.

Michigan, which lost to Illinois twice during the regular

season, by 12 and 16 points, routed V'lrginia 102-65 in the

Southeast Regional final Saturday.

Anderson scored five points in a 7-2 run that broke the

final tie of the game and put Illinois ahead to stay in the

final 6V4 minutes
Kendall Gill scored 18 points for Illinois, which denied

Syracuse its second Final Four trip in three years.

Freshman Billy Owens scored 22 points for Syracuse, 30-8.

Derrick Coleman and Stephen Thompson scored 17 points

each and Sherman Douglas 15.

Anderson, a 6-foot 5 junior, grabbed an ofTensive re-

bound and dropped in a shot, giving the Illini a 72-70 lead,

and Gill nailed a pull-up jumper at the free throw line,

making it 74 70 with 5:38 left.

After Coleman's layup brought Syracuse within two.

Anderson sank a free throw, then scored on another of-

fensive rebound for a 77-72 Illinois lead with 5:06

remaining.
Syracu.se came within 79 78 on five ^raight points 1^

Owens, the last a spinning bank shot with 3:09 remain-

ing. But Battle scored on an alley oop pass from reserve

l^rry Smith and (iill came down the lane to dunk the ball

after an offensive rebound, making it 83-78 with 2:30 to

play and Illinois held on.

The Orangemen closed to 87-86 on Douglas' three-

pointer with 23 seconds left, his only basket of the second

half. Syracuse fouled Marcus Liberty, who missed the

front end of a one-and one with 20 second.<« to go. but Gill

^'ot the rebound and passed to Battle, who made two free

throws with 15 seconds to go.

The victory came in difficult circutnirtances fcM* Illinois.

Battle played only 13 minutes and scored just four points

in an 83-69 semifinal victory over Louisville on Friday

night because of a bruised knee suffered in practice

Thursday.
Center Lowell Hamilton. Illinois' tallest starter at

6-foot-7, sprained his right ankle in the Louisville game
and was hampered Sunday. And Smith was playing while

his mother was hospitalized with a .stroke suffered Friday.

Illinois recovered froma 14-0 burst that gave Syracuse

a 12-point first half lead to tie the score less than 4V^

minutes into the second half.

With Syracu.se leading 37-25, Illinois went on an 8-0 run

that Smith capped with two baskets, cutting the lead to

37-33 with 3:51 left in the half
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Georgetown coach John Thompson shows justifiable concern as his team was about to be
eliminated from the NCAA tourney by Duke yesterday. 85-77.

No. 2 Georgetown be-Deviled, 85-77
EAST RUTHERFORD. N J t APt - Christian Uettner

won the battle (^freshman centers, hitting nine of his first

10 shots on the way to scoring 24 points and leading Duke
into its third NCAA Final Four in four years with an 85-77

victory over Georgetown in the East Regional final

yesterday.

Georgetown's Alonzo Mourning, the 6-foot-lO freshman

who almost made the U.S. Olympic team last summer,
was limited to 11 points and spent the last five minutes

of the game sitting on the bench.

The win by the Blue Devils. 28-7, prevented a Final Four

made up of two teams each from the Big East and Big Ten

conferences. Duke advances to Seattle for a national

semifinal matchup with Seton Hall, which beat Nevada

Las Vegas f>4 61 Saturday Illinois and Michigan of the

Big Ten meet in the other semifinal

Georgetowrn, 29-5. failed in its attempt to get back to

Seattle for a repeat of its 1984 national championship
there.

Duke, 6-0 in NCAA East Regional games played at the

Meadowlands. used three 8-0 ^urts in the first 13 minutes

of the second half to take a 68 56 lead, and a three point

play by the 6-foot 10 Laettner expanded the margin to

75-61 with 5:41 remaining.

The Hoyas refu.sed to fold, however, scoring the next 12

points and grabbing three of theu- own missed free throws

in the process.

CLASSIFIEDS
TO THF r

ACTIVITICS

UMOC GENERAL MEETHM Tonighl al

7pfn iH CC 162 172 Featuring trip an-

nouncements Oaa (Okes and slideshow on
prMidenlial range (np

MODEL UN MEETING 3/28 at 8 30pm m
front of Bluewall Call Jerry 6-4620

OVP PRESENTS Judy Gotdsmitti and
Ptiyllis Scfiiarty degating on atjortion March
29 1989 Student Union Ballroom Tickets

availatile Ti« $2 00

COMMUTER AREA GOVT nominations
open lor President. Vice President
Treasurer in 404 Student Umon due Mon
day April 3

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OIL!
Jotn itie Pioneer Valley dl Cooperative Off

Campus Housing 428 Student Union
5450865

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS fO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents
inlormed at>out what is goir>g on M UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
mlormation come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUTO FOR SALE

ai CHEVETTE. 98.000 miles, runs well.

S250 or tiesi offer 584 8547

1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON Excellent

condition no rust Air cond Roof rack 50.000
miles 256-0933

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb-
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 2S3-9032

FOR SALE

VMO MEN S (M) LEATHER JACKETS:
Brown WWII bomber, black bomber,
sleeves uneip Italy SI SO each, both lor

$200 546-6982

IBM PC COMPATIBLE. 1 drive, monitor

S550 $750 witfi pfinter. 3 fflontfi warranty
253^0803

1979 CATALMA CRUISER S200 station

wagon great tor rad Inps or |usl around
town Plaasa C4MI Stwta al 549- 1594 Thank
you

IBM PC COMPATIBLC 2S«K. 1 drive

monitor $575 with lOmeg hard drive $699
536^5006

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93 000
miles Call 256-8389

FOUND

FOUND- 2 keyi 1 university Key 1 small

niivp' ^ev on large gold key ring Found near
in!o txxjih -6/HoWswortn Hall on 3/1 1 Turn

ed keys into housing oflce

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY

JEWISH SUMMER RESIDENTIAL CAMP
seeks counselors and specialists Capital

camps IS located m the scenic Catoclin

Mountains one hour from Washington D C
We have over 300 acres of beautiful forests

trails and lakes If ou are interested in the

challenges and excitement of working with

campers m grades 3-10. we want you on our

team Good salaries, great fun For informa-

tion call collect (301 1 656-CAMP'

POLICE COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICER
EXAMINATION DATE: 15 April 1989 The
Town of Amherst. Man m MUtMhmg an
el<gib4ity lot lo fMl existng and future vacarv

oaa for Community Sarvic* Ofhoar on tt>e

Amherst Poke* DapartmarM Tlie altgibility

list wiM ba effective for approximaiafy two

yetvs Candidates must be 1 7 years of age
on or before June 1 1989 SarK>orcai(413)
253-7107 for an approved applwalion form

and comptele anr>ouncamertt (including re-

quired qualifications and satectton pro-

cedure to Town Manager s Office Town
Mali Amherst MA 01002-2351 ALL AP
PLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED IN THE
AMHERST TOWN MANAGER S OFFICE
BV 4 00pm FRIDAY APRIL 7 1989
Amtierst IS an equal opportunity employer
with an afffirmative action policy artd en
courages all qualified applicants to apply
regardless of age race creed color, sex
or national origin

LOST

I M VERY SAO .. I ve lost my only Adi.j.

3/14 near Mahar's t>aci< door It's a lunar

watch with a tan leather band it you lound
It. please leave a message at 253-2124 with

the great news Thanks

LOST MY KEYS ON A DAISY DUCK
<eychain left on the hood o( a red car in Lot

49 while playing Soccer on 3/11 did you
drive o» with them or pick them up' I need
Ihem 6-6871

KM HUDSON • Did you thmk lt\al you didn 1

have » guardian angef Wrong" Kaap
guessing

TO: THCBOT
and

There » no fighl.

withoul a pnn'
LOVE ALWAYS THE BEST

C—H—C—R—V-L: CMERYLL. . Hey
booim birthday buddy' Cancun was a Wast'

We couWn't have asked for a better &Oay'
20 ar>d Legal' Make it a great year' Love
Sue-Sudio

HEV NCAfF PtRGERSI Congrats on an
awesome campaign Give yourself a pat on
the back KS

MELISSA GORMAN IS 211 You are slyln

love ya kand Sue Cheryl

VQVEUR IN OWIGHT- This is the slreaker

writing m response 10 your Interested' I

,.iy Hell yes 6-3232

JULIE JOHNSON HAPPY BIRTHDAY'' All

cool people are born in March, but you're

the coolest' Just remember, mine s tomor-

row and I want cakel Thanks lor avarything

Love Kelli

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU

HELP WANTED

NEED A SUMMER JOB? Call OonTPa»v
ling at 589-1377 good pay and fun

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT.
jockeys lights and large screen

dances 256-8526

FOMRorr

Disc
video

PERSONALS

JULIA. Ml GEMELITA LINDA. noetKuan
tro palabras que expresen lo mucho que le

quiero I miss you Happy 20' Love, Your
Twin, Zora

ZOO—DISC ULfMMTE'FRISJKE- Na-
tionally ranked club seeking competitive

athletes with desire or experience Tryout

next 3 weeks Call 546-5584 Chns

NEIL SORRViABANDONED VOUm the

Campus Center on 3/3. 1 rsaMy triad to waka
you up Christina.

SUE HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Love the Ac
countant with great earning potential

BERNARDO AND THE REST of you

sharks meet us 'or a War Council after the

dance in the gym Show up il you ve got the

guts Signed Rilt and the Jets Don I miss

WEST SIDE STORY Thurs March 30 Sal,

April 1 I 8 00 in the Fine Arts Center Con-

cen Hall Tickets available at the FAC Box
Office and at the door Presented by the

UMass Music Theatre GuiW

IMPRESSED IN DwiGHT - Id likelosee
you in the flesh Please reply N E Quad
Streaker

icNtomii
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPfWITSn

JO«N THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN'
* Earn $4 50/hr plus Donuses calling '

other UMass seniors
' Appfy ai the MeiTMyiai HaN Basamant *

or call 545 3509
APPLY TODAY!'

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jel there lo* no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH(r| af reported m Cort-

sumer Reports NY Times Let's Go, News-
day, Good Housekeeping, and national net-

work morning shows For details call

212-864 2000 or write AIRHITCH, 2901
Broadway suite 100A. NY NY 10035

IT S NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK ROUND
TRIP JET AIRFARE TO THE CARIBBEAN.
S1>9!!! Why hang around and freeze wtwn
you can be stretched out on the sartd of a
tieauliful Caribbean resort island lor a tovely

coastal resort m Mexico or South America)
for only 189 bucks'' Flights go Irom Logan
and/or JFK Call SUNHITCH(m)
212 864-2000

RIDE WANTED

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE WAitfED im
mediately until May 2Sth - private home
253-2018

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVES

THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE is looking lo

dynamK: and arlicuiaie indivKluals lo bete
prospactive students discover tfia Univei
sily Apply to become a pan of the student
rep program lor FaM 89f AcademK: credit is

available Applications are avariabto al the

new admissKMis canter or on live corKOurse
/^pril 3 and 4 The deadline is April 7

General information Session April 4 at 7 30
in C^ampus Center 165 Juniors and Setnors
preferred

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS. un-campuaTir-
lordable, grammar reviewed, dependatiie,
584 7924 Nancy

WORDSMITH • Professional Typing
Papers resumes and more' Laserpnnling
with speMchecii 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING last professK)nal

accurate 665 4501

VW RABBITT - FOR PARTS

1977 VW RABBITT FOR SALE lor parts

new tires good body $150 or B O Call

Maureen 545 3500

MAMA CEE Happy birthday gM you
deserve the t>esl love ya ow ow I I did I

did not dnnk the last ol the rasliz k>ve

Sharif*

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer? Call 549-1660 George.

SERVICES

KAREN - Have a kiHer 21st Happy birthday

Love always. Oank
B« specifk:' Which btonda?!
-A blonde in Worcester DC.

IN OTHER WOnOS PUBLISHING: desktop
putHishing, Resumes, Cover letters, word-
processing 584-8884

WANTED

4 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAILABLE! Very
clean and roomy, close lo campus, large

deck and backyard, lease availat>le 6/1 Call

549-0403

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE onone
or two bedroom Amherst apartment
546-7922

HI QUALITY ARTIST WANTED to dreaw
comic tjook t)ased on Writer's descriptions

Must be able lo meet monthly deadlines
Call Chris 546-4064 or Steve 546^9563

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE Group
ol four, responsible, women (starting 6/1/89)
Please call Linda or Lisa at 546-9162

IN SUNDERLAND, free bus service to

UMass and shopping areas Secure and
apartment tor August and recieve August

lent free For more details call 665 3856
Sign up early

WHO ARE YOU?
6-7080

Cruly Head
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SPORTS
No fun in the sun for Softball
Minuteuomen go 3-10 in California, but team is enthusiastic

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
CoUegjan Staff

Tr\' and describe what it felt like, a»;uh. hn\ in^ not >tt

played a real game — or. for that matter, practiced on real

grass — and up against three softball teams ranked m the

top 20 in the country, all on the ,^r.s7 day of the season,

in the Budlite tournament in Sunnw . . < \
'

"We felt like the cone heads." said University of

Massachusetts softball head coach Elaine Sortino "We
played scared, timid, young and tight."

Well, it's to be understood and was quickly over-

come Up against the top talent in the countr\ unduding

a double date with Fresno State, the Nu 1 ranked softball

team in the nation i, TMass kicked oflfthe spring campaign

with an educational 3 10 swing through C"alifornia last

week. L'Mass suffered through spells of sp«>tty defensive

play, and they struggled to string hits together • seven of

the losses were of the shutout variety* But. scheduling

the best first, the purpose of the road trip was to cram

a lot of quality playing time and effort snt<i this years

young UMass squad, and to that end, the mission \v.i> \\r\\

accomplished along the way, according to Sortino

"We V. .;' M.me hole to climb out of, but Ithink wecan

turn It around. We'll be a lot lietter in the end because

of what we went through in the b«*ginning. " she said

"With every game we felt better and tntt*! alxiut

ourselves. I am really enthusiastic, we have a very clear

understanding of who we are as a team now. and we kn<»w

that we're going to have to play hard as a team ever\

>;.ime for us to win."

UMass didn't really have a choice. Opening day found

the Minutewomen staring Indiana. .N'ew Mexico and

California Berkeley square in the face All three squads

had already put in two weeks worth oj" regular .seastin road

work, and have cemented themselves in the top 20,

UMass dropped the opener 80, as the entire pitching

staff combined to allow 12 walks Holly Aprile threw six

more walks at the University of New Mexico in the >«

«>nd game of the afternoon, a 5-0 l(»s.

'rinnnuHi sn pagt 10

i 'ill«*lpiMn phnin by Mnrk 4.i«i

The UMaxN .softball team faced some strong teams on the West coast and came home from Spring

Break with a 3-10 record.

Baseball team i^nishes
5-5 during Spring Break

Gymnastics
team fourth
in A-10 meet

By SAM SILVKKSTKIN
Collegian Stall

The goals were lolly but cleai do well and serve

notice that the University of Mas.sachusetts women's
gv'mnastics progiam is both upping and coming.

At last weekends sea.son-t>nding Atlantic 10 con

ference mi-et. and the visit to Temple "with guest Nor
iheastern University) that followed, the Minutewomen
(9 2i succes.sfully turned the heads of the traditional

elite

IMass finished fourth at the A lOs. posting 180.95

p<iint- then scored ,i IT^Vto .it Temple. The
Minutewomen had entered these final two meets of this

regular season s schedule with an outside shot of Ian

ding their first bid to the post season regional tin • t

but failed to gain the neces8ar>' ground.

Penn Slate capturi-d the .\ 10 title for the seventh

cimseculive season with a 186 85. followed by West

Virginia '185 531 and Temple (184 30> The
Minutewomen finished ahead of host George

Washington. Rh<ide Island and Rutgers

1 couldn't ask lni .mythingelse." si»id UMa.ns head

coach Alfie Mitchell of his team s showing "For them

fo -n rlnwn thfie and <i<i that I w,i< huppy
"

1 (h- Minutfwomeii enttied llit- .A lU .s .it, the fifth

ranked team m the conference, and had never finish

ed as high as fourth. Next year's tournament i>

vcht'^i •''' '''h*' staged in the UMass' «>wn Boyden f.v in

\\M\\ Kiu.iiiy. freshman Erika Ba.xter .scored tht r^.^ii.

iH'st all around score of the meet at 36 95. She also

finished third in the uneven bars i9.o()i. and balance

beam <9.45i. Teammate Kim Grady turned in the third

best floor exercise, scored as a 9.35. Di'bbie Schultz was
chosen before the meet as an all-conference competitnr

if^ f hi II ni'V #•!! h. ir-

,\; , I ;.,,,,< ;... ;ijll(iwing batui day, Baxter tied the

Owls Sandra Mitchell for top all around honors with

a 36 35. followed by CJrady's .36 2.''i

visa-

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

DELAND. Fla - The University of

Ma.ssachusetts baseball team finished it.s

1 1 -game Florida trip with a 5-5 record. (The

Italy game doesn't count and if you saw it

you'd understand*. The Minutemen won
their last three games, surrendering only

SIX eaiTied runs a.« their pitching staff came
together.

Leading this new rotation on the trip

were Brian Conroy and Paul Ciaglo. Ciaglo

(2-Ot. a transfer from Springfield College

had 28 strikeouts in his 16 innings pitch

ed. He had twt) complete game wins (St.

Xavier 3-2, and Iowa 5-4), and his victory

over Iowa allowed the Minutemen to gain

revenge over a tough Hawkeye team that

had won seven in a row, including twice

against UMass.
Conroy (1-1), a Northeastern transfer, pit-

ched a three-hitter versus Montclair State,

a Division III powerhouse. Conroy had a

shutout through eight innings before an
unearned run ended an otherwise im-

pressive outing. In 16 innings, he allowed

only two earned runs for an ERA of 1.13.

"Conroy and Ciaglo pitched extremely

well." said UMass coach Mike Stone.

"They each had two great outings. Don
Strange and (Dave) Telgheder each had a

good outing. Telgheder came back after a

rough start. Strange had a good start but

then had some problems in his second. Rich

Graham pitched well as a freshman," said

Stone.

"We're going to get good pitching,

hopefully we can get enough offense to take

advantage of it. I thought we would hit bet-

ter but we'll have too wait and see."

Offensively, UMass was led by seniors

Mike Chambers and Drew Seccafico. Sec

cafico( 12-38. .351) started the season with

a four-hit game versus the University of

Iowa. He doubled, and had a three-run

home run in a game the Minutemen lost

118. Seccafico leads UM with 10 RBI.

Chambers did the opposite, ending his

spring break with a three-hit game versus

Montclair State. His average stands at .400

'10-25 ).

Drew Comeau put himself in the UMa.ss

record book with a solo home run versus

St. Xavier. The blast gave him 23 career

home runs, more than any other

Minutemen, and he is still a junior. Com
eau later homered aginst Montclair State

in UM's 5-1 win versus the Indians.

Freshman Brian Bright (9-28, .321 ) made
a brilliant debut for the Minutemen. In his

first collegiate at bat he walked with the

bases loaded to tie up the Iowa game, and

his first two hits were home runs.

"He has really swung the bat well and

his defense has come around," said Stone.

Freshman Glenn DiSarcina picked up

where his brother Gary left off. In his first

at bat, he had an RBI double.

Unfortunately, DiSarcina's partner in

UM's keystone combination was seriously

injured in the last game of the trip.

Freshman Dan Biagini dove for a popup

behind first base and landed on the ball.

When he landed, Biagini ruptured his

spleen. He underwent successful surgery

on his .spleen Saturday night and will re-

main in the hospital for seven to 10 days

in Florida. At this time, the possibility of

his return this season is unknown.
"Biagini did a great job at second base.

He helped turn ju.st about every double-

play we could. We'll have to regroup as a

team and po.ssibly shuffle people around to

positions they haven't played at," Stone

said.

Sp<irts lnfi»rmiili«»n phtito

The men's lacrosse team had a sunny trip to California, winning its

first three games by a combined score of 82-14.

In other Spring Break action . .

.

Due to deadline constraints, details were

not available for the Spring Break action

of several teams.

The University of Ma.s.sachu.setts men's
lacrosse team kicked off its season in

highest gear, traveling to sunny California

and rolling over a trio of teams.

Last Sunday, the Gorillas overpowered
the University of California-Davis to the

tune of 32-5. Later in the week, UMass roll

ed up a 25-6 win over Sonoma State and
a 25-3 drubbing over UCal-Berkeley.
The Gorillas open their home season

Wedne.sday afternoon when they face last

year's NCAA runner-up, Cornell Univer-
sity, at the Hill.

The women's lacrosse team didn't stray

as far away, and didn't have as much suc-

cess as the men. After opening the season

with a win over Hofstra, the Gazelles drop-

ped consecutive games to Loyola of

Baltimore and the University of Maryland
to finish at 1-2.

The Gazelles will host Yale Wednesday
in their home opener at Totman Field.

The men's gymnastics team competed in

the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymna.stics

League meet at Syracuse University on

Mar. 18. Details from this meet weren't

available at press time.

In other action this week, the ba.seball

team opens its season against Connecticut

tomorrow at Lorden Field, and the men's

and women's tennis teams will host the

University of Hawaii Friday on the Upper

Boyden Courts.

% A' NE¥^
Sunny today, high 75.

Tomorrow, a 30 percent

chance of rain, highs in

the 70's.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

'Cutback City' popula-

tion rises with the mer-

cury in the ther-

mometer. Page

Men's lacrosse spends

Spring Break doing

some California

dreamin'. Pag«i 12.
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Anti-anthrax fight
reaches selectmen
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Local activists last night asked the

Amherst Board of Selectmen to make the

town a "biological warfare research-free

zone."

"Anthrax research at the University of

MaMachusetts violates a treaty the United

SUtcs signed at the 1972 Biological

Weapons Convention," said Frances
Crowe, representing the American Friends

Service Committee of Western
Manachusett.<i

The AFSC presented a petition with 25

signatures to the selectboard, calling for

the ban on some research.

Univovity c^cials have maintained that

the research is safe and ethical, since it

employs a non infectious form of the

Bacillus anthrecus bacterium.

The UMass research is funded by the

U.S. Army Biological Defense Research

Program. Opponents claim this violates the

spirit of the 1972 treaty, even though the

research is aimed at finding a better vac-

cine for the infectious anthrax disease.

"The treaty prohibits the production,

deployment, testing and offensive research

of biological agents for warfare purposes."

Crowe said It was signed by more than 100

nations at the convention, according to

Crowe.
Cristobal Bonifaz, the attorney represen-

ting the committee said, "awareness of the

extreme danger of biological warfare is

what prompted the treaty."

Crowe said citizens should take control

of society. "We are not willing to have the

treaty broken to have a weapon of this type

in our community."
"Although UMass is following safe

guidelines, there is always the danger of

an accident. I don't think there's high

security at UMass. Someone could just

walk in the lab off the street."Crowe said.

Selectboard members expressed concern

about the consequences of ending the

research at UMass. Chairwoman Edith

Wilkinson asked if UMass would have
legal ground to sue Amherst if the research

was stopped. ^^^
"it is certainly a posaibilify that Umass

could turn around and sue. but from a legal

standpoint, they wouldn't have a chance.
"

said Bonifaz. "UMass won't sue."

"I feel it's bad to take an anti-education

stance by prohibiting research in an

academic institution. " said Selectman

Richard Torrey.

Crowe said she believes an academic in-

stitution should conduct research in more
"useful" areas instead of agents that kill

people. "The university should be doing

Collrginn pIxXo by Jaaon Talrrman

A WATCHED BURGER — Senior communications major
Laura St. Claire barbecues yesterday in Northampton

more AIDS research. It should make sure

all children have measles vaccinations in

place of working with vaccinations for an-

thrax that would allow the use of anthrax

bombs." she said.

There are 129 universities conducting

"hidden " anthrax research, according to

Crowe. She said she plans to challenge

them "one by one."

The Board of Selectmen will vote in May
to decide if it is in favor of making Amherst
a Biological Warfare Research-Free Zone.

Students job hunt in Far East

Pholn courtny of fh« OfTiCf of Publir Information

UMass and Japanese business officials

celebrate new co-op agreement.

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Ma.s.sachusetts will be

placed in paid business jobs in Japan under a recent

agreement between the school and a Japanese

employee placement firm.

The UMass Cooperative Education Program on

March 13 joined forces with Selnate. the Japanese firm

based in Tokyo, paving the way to send at least 13

.students to the country this summer. Officials say the

program has the potential to host as many as 100

students each year.

Cooperative education, where students are paid to

work in their field as an alternative to academic credit.

is nourishing in the United States. But the idea is still

fresh in Japan, said Joan Stoia. director of the co-op

program.
"As far as we know, this is the only program of its

kind," Stoia said.

University students have worked in Japan in the

past, but the placement process had been too expen-

sive and time-consuming. Stoia said. Selnate will act

as a clearinghouse for Japanese businesses, easing the

the problem of contacting individual companies, she

said.

Larry Rosenberg of the UMass International Pro-

grams office said the Japanese need university student?

to help them internationalize their busines.ses. In some

cases, he said, students would a.ssist employees with

their English. Others might be placed in an English-

conlinued nn page 3

Japanese program fights to meet need
While a new program at the University of

Massachusetts will send students to Japan for

cooperative education jobs, the Japanese department

faces a road of recovery to prepare interested students."

Since the department lost four full-time faculty

members last fall, enrollment for first-year Japanese

has decreased by between 30 and 40 students, accor-

ding to Donald Gjertson, chairman of the Asian studies

department. Using lectures and part-timers, the depart-

ment now has the equivalent of three full-time

profes.sors.

For students interested in working in Japan,

cooperative education director Joan Stoia said some

proficiency in Japanese is necessary. "Our be.st guess

is that four courses would allow you to survive," she

continued on page 8

Journalism
controversy
hits town
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Joe McGinni.ss, author of Blind Faith and Fatal Vision,

IS among a dozen prominent writers scheduled to attend

a non-fiction conference at the University of

Massachusetts next week.

McGinniss was the center of criticism in a recent two-

part essay in the The New Yorker that has touched off

debate in the literary world about the journalist's rela-

tionship with a .subject.

New Yorker staff writer Janet Malcom contends in her

series that journalists make their living by gaining the

trust of subjects and then betraying them at any co.st. She
illustrates her case with McGinni.ss' 1983 best seller Fatal

Vision.

McGinniss" novel is the story of Jeffery MacDonald. an

Army doctor who in 1979 was convicted of brutally

murdering his pregnant wife and two children. He has

.strenuously denied the charges.

Throughout his trial, the journalist lived with and
befriended MacDonald to gain insight about his life. Mac-

Donald agreed to cooperate for the book — believing that

it would bring attention to his innocence and raise money
for his defense.

But when Fatal Vinion was published in 1983. Mac-

Donald sued McGinniss ft-om prison for $15 million, charg-

ing fraud and breech of contract. MacDonald contended,

and is supported by Malcom. that McGinniss deceived him
into thinking the book was from MacDonald's point of

view, and then portraying him as a monster.

MacDonald's suit against McGinnis ended in a mistrial,

but McGinniss later settled out of court for $325,000.

Norman Sims, chairman of the UMass journalism

department, said writer-subject relationships will

continued on pagt 3
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W. Virginia House
considering ousting
state treasurer
CHARLESTON. W \a lAP) - The state House

Judiciary Committee yesterday sent to the full House ar-

ticles of impeachment against Treasurer A. James Man
chin stemming from losses of $279 million in a fund under
Manchin's control in 1987.

The committee voted 17 7 to recommend the impeach-
ment alter adding two additional articles to the 16 it voted

for last Wednesday.
The popular, flamboyant Manchin, 61, is in his second

term as state treasurer. He is a DemiK-rat, and his party

also controls the House of Delegates and state Senate.

House Speaker Chuck Chambers said the body could
vote on impeachment as early as tomorrow If it passes

the Hou.sf, the case would then go to the Senate for a trial.

Senate President Larr> Tucker, anticipating that a ma
jority of the House will vote to impeach Manchin. has told

his colleagues to be prepared to hear the case in May and
estimated the trial would take three t(» four weeks.

The last time a West Virginia treasurer was impeach
ed and removed from office was in 1876
Also today, the House Judiciary Committee then voted

22 3 to censure state Auditor Glen Gainer for his role in

the losses.

The articles recommend that Manchin bi- impeached for

maladministration, incompetence, neglect of duty, high

crimes and misdemeanors for his role in the investment

fund l(»ss«'s and for conspiring to cover them up.
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Protesters
welcome
new faces
Bv MAKIA SACCHEITI
Collejjian Staff

Balmy brt?ezes and continued resoht- were cited as

reasons for a predicted surge of budget cut protesters liv

ing in "Cutback City." residents said yesterday
"Cutback City," the home for 20 petiple in 1 1 ram

shackle huts on the banks of the campus pond, was erected

more than a month ago by "Students for a Democratic
University" to protest state budget cutbacks to public

higher education.

John Farrar. a "city" founder and one of three «tudents

who lived in the huts during spring break, said he hopes
warm weather will prompt more students to camp out

"We intend to turn it into Amherst's newest night spot.

he .said, adding that his stay during spring break w.is

"nice" with the exception of Friday's snowstorm.
Al Arpad. a former student trustee candidate and resi

dent «»f the "city." said two new residents arrived yester-

day afternoon.

"We've been disorganized. People come down and we
don't have sleeping l>ags and then we lo.se them," he said,

adding that residents will begin providing sleeping bags

to interested students every night, starting tonight.

Carolyn Conrad, who ha.*< spent nearly three weeks in

the huts, .said she was not surprised by the low turnout

of students during .spring break and spoke optimistically

of the weeks ahead.

"I can't imagine that we won't at lea.st double Ithe

population] this week." she .said. "A lot more people said

they were waiting for the warm w«ither to come out."

The shacks have a housing capacity of .50 people, and
although the city is suffering a temporary lumber shor

tage. Conrad said residents are ready to expand to meet
a larger population.

"We don't have that much left, but I think people are

going to come through with donations." she said

CttUrKlan plMa«a b> J»m>m TalrnBaii

SPRUNG — The warm weather brings Smith College senior C.C. Fontaine out to
relax in the spring weather yesterday afternoon.

Fears that students will flock to the huts for a camping
trip and not in protest of budget cutbacks are realistic,

but not probable. Conrad said

"There are a few people like that, but I think people do
really care about the cuts." she said, adding that students
are welcome to offer support during the day if they are

unable to spend nights in the city.

"If people spent one night out here, it would help change
things," Conrad said. "We would make such a statement
that no one could ignore it."

Chip 01s<m. a junior, said he intends to spend .several

nights at the city this week, prompted by the sutklen warm
weather conditions.

"Not only is it a good way to lend suppi.rt li)r the cause,
but it's fun " ()!>cn >aid.

A mtHJlmg has In-en scheduled for 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
at the "city" t<» discuss the election of a mayiM", Arpad said

CnlU'Ktun staffmember David R. Mark amfnbuted to this

Mtory.

Sociologist offers students

view of foreign sex roles
By BRIAN PURCELL
Colle^an Correspondent

A summer sight-seeing trip to Scan-

dinavia that will highlight the history

and current status of women in that

area is being offered to University of

Massachusetts students.

The trip, scheduled for June 27 to Ju-

ly 16. and open to all Five College area

students and faculty, is sponsored by

San Jose State University in California.

Meg Bowman, a sociology professor at

the S.JSU. will direct the excursion.

The deadline for enrollment in the trip

is April 1 and students are eligible for

three credits in sociology through

SJSU's OfTice of Continuing Education.

Bowman said Scandinavia is an ex-

cellent region to study because of the

progi'essive developments for women.
Scandinavian women have recently

developed a larger administrative role

in their government and corporations.

"They're doing .some fascinating

things." Bowman said. "In Norway, it

is the law that all governmental agen

cies mu.'^t include at least 40 p«rcent

women."
Frank Frick. a junior at UMass on ex

change to Sweden last year, said he

thought women were treated much
more equally than in the United States.

"I saw a lot more men with baby car-

riages on the streets, something I

haven't seen much in the states."

While attending the University of

Linkoping, Frick .said he noticed an em-

phasis on coeducational involvement in

campus activities.

The group will meet with prominent

women leaders, including political

figures and peace activists, she said.

Bowman .said the workload for the

sightseeing trip will entail mostly keep-

ing a journal of the seminars.

Students interested in joining this

year's delegation should contact Travel

Programs at SJSU, .she .said.

Bowman, who had led similar tours in

other parts of Europe and East Asia,

said, "I didn't want one of these rush-

rush tours with only half a day here and

there. I've set it up in order to have a

jot of time in each city."

writers ' conference
continued from page I

undoubtedly be addressed at the conference

next week.

"The ethics of long-term journalism are.

in important aspects, different from the

ethics of daily newspaper journalism,"

Sims said. "McGinniss' relationship with

Jeffery MacDonald fell into one of those

ethical bounderies, and for that reason it

will be the subject of this panel."

Madeleine Blais, an associate journalism

professor at UMass and Pulitzer Prize-

winning non-fiction writer, said McGinniss

"will have something intere.sting to add"

to the conference. "Joe McGinniss, to his

credit, is not afraid of controversy," she

said.

McGinnis will be a panelist in the discus-

sion on 'The Creation of Everyday Life."

to be held at 2 p.m. at Memorial Hall on

April 7. Other panel discu.ssions will be

held on "Journalism into History," and

"The Subject and the Subject. Biography

and Memoir."
• • •

Also scheduled to attend the conference

are New England Monthly Exlitor Dan
Okrent, Boston Globe book review editor

Gail Caldwell, and writers Taylor Branch,
Richard Rhodes, Manlynne Robinson,

Justin Kaplan, David Roberts, John
Wideman, Anne Bernays, Tracy Kidder,

Michael Norman, Mark Kramer, and J.

Anthony Lukas.

Lukas. author of The Barnyard Epithet

and other Obscenities: Notes on the Chicago
Trial, will sit on a panel looking at jour-

nalistic approach^ to historical writing. In

1985. Lukas received the American Book
Award for his novel Common Ground: A
turbulent decade in the lives of three

American families.

"The conference was designed to give the

kind of attention to non-fiction that cam-
puses usually give to fiction and poetry,"

Sims said.

Educators to talk about abuse

Japan co-op
continued from oage I

speaking public relations divisions, he said.

"The students improve their Japanese

skills immen.sely." Rosenberg said. "Also.

Japan is a pf)werful economy and they'll be

seeing it from the inside."

Rosenberg said students who succeed on

a co-op in Japan may be invited back after

graduation, or have an inside line to

Japanese firms based in major US cities.

In general, he said, the program will

place students who are interested in

management or economics but "We would

be happy to take anyone who is willing to

work in a Japane.se company."

He said venturing to Japan during a col

lege career is a unique chance to catch a

glimpse of the international market. "Peo

pie are now realizing that growth and pro-

fit are dependent on the international

scene." he said. "It's no longer being .sue

cessful in America. Sooner or later, success

is going to mean being part of the world

market."
Rosenberg said at least moderate profi-

ciency in Japanese is a prerequisite for the

progi'am.

Program coordinators are meeting this

Friday with representatives from a number
of colleges interested in joining the pro-

gram, including Harvard. Tufts. Nor-

theastern, Pace and Boston universities.

Smith and Springfield colleges, and the

universities of Connecticut. New Haven
and New Hampshire.

The causes and effects ofdrug and alcohol

abuse among students will be explored in

a seminar scheduled for tonight.

"Recognizing and Dealing with Alcohol

and Drug Abuse in the Schools" is spon-

sored by the University of Massachusetts

chapter of the Music Educators National

Conference.

The seminar will be co-hosted by Deidre

Scott of Health Services and Marisa Weins-

tein. a UMass graduate student who has

taught in the public school system. A
guidance counselor from the Amherst
public school system is also scheduled to

join the discussion.

Michael LaCava, seminar coordinator

and treasurer of MENC, said the .seminar

was being offered because alcohol and drug
abuse in the schools is a continued nemesis
of students, and because no specific class

is offered on the subject.

"We felt that the problem is so prevalent

that something needed to be done." LaCava
said.

The free seminar, open to all students

and faculty of the five colleges, is schedul-

ed to begin at 7 p.m. in Room 44 of the Fine
Arts Center.

- ALETHEA ODONNELL

For Your Information:
For Your Information is a service of the

Collegian for the University community.
Because of space restrictions, the Collegian

cannot promise that all announcements
will be printed. For more information, con-

tact David at 545-3500.

Debate

A debate on abortion has been schedul-

ed for 8 p.m. today in the Student Union
Ballroom. Former NOW president Judy
Goldsmith and former Reagan advisor

Phyllis Schafly are the scheduled debaters.

For more information, contact the
Distinguished Visitor's Program.
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Commonucailh Rnoni & (ape Cod lounge.

EDITOOAL/OPINION
,e op:iiion ailoomsl an

Hurting tov^n businesses
A proposed liquor license fee increase is scheduled to be

voted on at the April 3 Amherst Select Board meeting. This

wouldn't be a small increase, rather it would range from

$600 to $5000, depending on the type of liquor license ap-

plied for, and the size of the business. Cuts in state funding

to the town is cited as the reason behind this proposed

increase.

If this proposal becomes law, the effects will be disastrous.

Restaurant ancl bar owners would be financially strained

by these outrageous increases. Many would be forced to close

down or increase prices.

This would deprive the town of Amherst of its most
valuable asset: the students. Students can't afford the higher

prices the fee increase would create. Many would patronize

businesses in other towns. This increased fee would be just

another way to indirectly tax the students. With increases

in tuition and fees at the University of Massachusetts, most
students can hardly afford to pay an increase in prices at

Amherst businesses.

While Amherst is in need of increased revenue, penaliz-

ing the people who give the town the most business and who
can least afford the increases is not the way to raise funds.

This will only drive students away and harm the bars and
restaurants that bring so much business to Amherst.
Because of this, students should go to the April 3 Amherst

Select Board meeting and voice their concerns. We have to

make it clear that this increase would be unfair to the

students, businesspeople, and to the town itself, by driving

away the very people who generate the business Amherst
needs to survive.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian hoard of editors

;ecessai,!v .'eliecl tne views ot the Collegian or the Umversitv urJes? otherwise

Boycotting a monopoly
I made a startling; di^nsory recently. I

thought I knew the major current events

and political issues Well, I'm not a.s in

formed as 1 thought I was.

1 was talking; to a friend of mine who in

formed me that the Coca-Cola Company
has major inventments in South Africa. As
far as I knew (or naively assumed).

American companies had already pulled

out of South Africa

Meredith O'Brien
I >,'ueNs that maybe I did remember so-

meone sayint; ^^^^ Coke was in South
Africa, but it didn't really make an impres-

sion on me until my friend described it to

me.

I wondered if everyone else but me knew
about this After asking a few people. I

found that about half of the people I asked
knew about it. I felt a little better. Now I

was joined with some apathetic company
I decided that I wasn't going to drink

Coke anymore. (Little did I know what I

was getting myself into ) I started telling

my friends that they shouldn't drink Coke
either.

Coke is helping ti> support the economy
in St)uth .\frica. which is run by the

(minority I White government. I told them.
This White government believes in apar-

theid, which IS a system that opprease»

Blacks, leaving them with no rights It

abuses Blacks and manipulates the govern

ment to keep the majority of South
Africans down. It keeps Black South
Africans at th««r mercy.

By drinking ot buying Coke. I explain

ed. they would be indirectly helping to kill

S<iuth Africans

When I began discuwiing my newfound
(i'.scovery with people. 1 found that key
pieces of information were mi^^ing. 1 learn

ed that not only would I have to boycott

Coke in my personal protest c^ apartheid,

but I would have to boycott all Coke
prnduct>

Do you know how many Coke products

there are? Coke owns Sprite. 7-Up. Tab.

Fre.sca, Hi C, Rambling, Fanla. .Minute

Maid. Canada Di v Mellow Yellow. A& W.

Sunkist, Cott, Dr Pepper, Squirt and
Welches. I would need a chart to tell me
what I could or could not drink!

Then I realized that the soda machines
in the DC's are all owned by Coke! Not on
ly would I not be able to drink Coke, but

I wouldn't be able to drink anything cold

at the DC aside from milk, water, or

whatever juices are available. (Assuming,
of course, that they aren't juices that are

manufactured and distributed by com-
panies owned by the Coca Cola
Corporation.)

During my fact finding mission, I found

a piece of information unbelievable

There's a Coke machine in the New Africa

House. I couldn't believe it What a slap in

the face!

One of my friends told me that she was
starting a petition to get rid of the Coke
machine in the New Africa House and to

try to get UMass to renew its contract with

Pepsi, ofTering Pepsi in the DC's and huv
ing more Pepsi vending machines
When I started mentioning this petition

to people, I was confronted with remarks
like. "That's not fair to people who like

Coke better." "Oh, that's great, by trying

to get Coke out of South Africa, tons of

Blacks would lose their job«." "Eliminating

Coke from this campus won't prove

anything"
What about the people on campus who

like Pepsi? They have to put up with Coke
in the DC's. Eliminating Coke from this

campus would make a political statement

As for hurting the South African economy
and its Black workers . . . the only way to

get a country tn really pay any attention

to a cause (aside from putting a price on the

head ofoiw erf' its citizensi is to attack them
militarily or economically Hit them where
it hurts — their wallet

Well, now I'm personally boycotting Coke
products. I've successfully convinced some
of my friends also. But I don't feel as in

formed as I would like to be. So, for now.

all I have to do is remember not to drink

Coke or Coke products.

Now what DOESN'T Coke own

Stt'redilh O'Brien is a Collegian colum-

nist who's verv thirsty.

Article overlooks certain issues

7'/ieCollegian accepts letters and columns from the I .Mans community and Fice-

College Area. All aubmifutions automatically become the pntperty of the Collegian

and are subject to editing for space, grammar, and clarity.

The Collegian ran an article about the

University of Ma.s.sachusetts's decision to

remove recognition of Theta Chi fraterni-

ty ("UMass removes Theta Chi," March
16). Although most of the information was
technically accurate, I would like to clarify

.some issues which were either out of con-

text or omitted.

First of all, it is unfortunate the newly

elected Greek area president's name was
mentioned in the article. While it is true

that he was one ofseveral individuals who
accepted re.sponsibility for the violation of

the probation conditions, he was by no

means personally implicated. In fact, he is

an outstanding individual and leader who
deserves respect. It's very common for

fraternity or sorority members, particular

ly officers, to accept collective responsibili-

ty for the actions of their members, and I

admire this quality among our Greek
leaders.

Secondly, while it's true there have been

three closings of fraternities over the pa.st

three semesters, they are by no means
similar or comparable. Theta Chi was on
.social probation and deferred suspension

with very strict conditions when the viola-

tion occurred.

I have worked closely with the brothers

of Theta Chi over this past year and am
very hopeful that we can turn things

around and welcome them back in the

future.

Carlene Riccelli, Ed.D
Director of Greek Affairs

Wives and male sex drives: How to civilize men
Welcome back from spring break, that bracing scholastic

holiday when erudite young men and women make their

annual pilgrimage south to prove that once again, neither

long trips nor crowded hotels nor AIDS can make them
use their heads in.stead of their hormones, mating in-

discriminately on the beach. I suppose it's the same sort

of phenomena that makes people build houses on

Sunderland lots that di.sappear beneath six inches of water

every spring. The sort of thing that makes someone want

to own a Yugo. The sort of thing that makes people think

God has nothing to say about their lust, greed and pride

as long as they .show up at religious services once a year.

Since so many on our campus were getting reacquainted

with their libidos last week, I thought this would be a good

time to talk about the cultural dynamics of sex.

In 1973, liberal sociologist George Gilder wrote Sexual

Suicide, an analysis of the feminist movement that

predicted its effects on American culture and politics with

uncanny accuracy. In 1986, the now more conservative

Gilder re issued the work as an updated and expanded edi

tion entitled Men and Marriage. He had some trouble fin

ding a publisher; feminists intimidated several en-

thusiastic executives since his earlier edition had so

carefully exposed the falsehoods in femini.st rhetoric and

the shortcomings of their political solutions.

Gilder's premise is that men are brutish, compulsive

creatures driven by testosterone and a need to prove

themselves. In his convincing description, men have frail

egos, ever-hungry gonads, and aggressive in.stincts. (Ad-

mit it, guys, he's right).

He .sees women, on the other hand, as more even-

tempered, having more power over sex. birth and nurtur

ing because they have the invaluable capacity to easily

postpone sexual indulgence indefinitely. Moreover, their

natural tendencies are constructive, and in their own eyes

they have nothing to prove.

Rusty Denton
Probably most feminists would agree with him up to this

point. However, Gilder then argues that male aggression

is channelled into useful and respcmsible pursuits only as

long as a society confines sex within marriage. Once mar-

riage loses its sanctity, many men are left out in the cold

.sexually, since the wealthiest or otherwise most desirable

males philander to the detriment of less fortunate men.
The losers then vent their male aggressions in antisocial

or dissipative pastimes (crime, violence, .sodomy, gang
behavior, drugs and alcohol), which ultimately consume
all the energies of a culture that tries to control them.

Gilder supports his ideas by citing studies involving

hundreds and hundreds of societies, both in the present

and in history. His thesis is pretty convincing: no society

has ever achieved greatness if it didn't forbid polygamy
(multiple wivesi and polygyny (multiple female sexual

partners over a lifetime). And relatively speaking, no

society has ever remained strong for long once divorce or

sex without marriage became common. The reason is sim-

ple: without binding marriage and family obligations, men
as a group have no natural reason to act civilized.

This message has been anathema to the feminists. First,

many think marriage is oppre.ssive to women. Second,

they dislike evidence that the fragile male ego and strong

male sex drives can't be socialized away — which shows
that women mi.sunderstand men just as much as men
misunderstand women. Third, feminists refuse to accept

the idea that male aggression alone drives the progress

of society, and that when it is underestimated, male ag-

gression is responsible for cultural suicide.

If American women weren't so busy worshipping in-

dependence and American men weren't so busy appeas-

ing primal urges. Gilder's ideas would probably be

recognized for their critical importance to national

destiny. But that might be expecting college students to

use their heads. People who go rutting on the beaches and
panting and pawing in their dorm rooms do not produce

a nation that acts in rational ways.

Rusty Denton is a productive and happily married Col-

legian columnist
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The advisory Committee on Honorary Degrees is

currently receiving nominations and suggestions from
the campus community for the 1990 Commencement.
Candidates for an honorary degi-ee must be in

dividuals of gi-eat distinction. Factors to be considered
include: (a) intellectual or other creative attain-
ment of high order in a special field of endeavor;
and (b) extraordinary contributions to the Univer-
sity or the Commonwealth.

Names of outstanding candidates should be sent

to Nancy Powers, Chancellor's Staff, 300
Whitmore Administration Building, by April 15,

1989. For consideration, nominations must be
supported by detailed biographical information.

SENIOR CELEBRATION
FOOTPRINTS OF *89
MURRAY D'S AT THE T.O.C.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29TH

9:30 PM TO 1 :00 AM

SENIOR CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF
FIRST 200 - FREE UMASS MUGS

$1.00 DRAFTS ^^
DRINK SPECIALS

RACK-A-DISC

%^ 43 N. Pleasant St.Pleasant St.
Amherst, MA 01002

WELCOME BACK!
THE PARTY CONTINUES

BUD & BUD LIGHT PITCHERS$4.20
BUSCH PITCHERS $3.60

"///'"^//mw/ti'/vxf^///,^ '////

SEA BREEZE
GIN & TONIC
IFUZZY NAVEL

^!f^«^MM^//A«'f/^^/////////y,,//////////////y/i(^//y^^

///^/////////// //y/////yM^/M/.

Your Choicel
$1.00

FOUR SCREENS! Catch Bruins, Sox, Celts and
NCAA Tourney Here

P\u^ other Chalkboard Specials!
MASSACHUSETTS ID REQUIRED

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE
TUES

. WED . THUftS , SPECIALS

Two Dinners For *13.
SUKIYAKJ STEM « CHICK£N COHnNATlOU
includes Soup Soiod VagtloMM Moo<Mf

a«im«d Ric» Teo ooa ic» Oxw
FRIDAY S SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $18.
SHRMP AND SCALLOP COMBO OVMER

m

m
m

iKiudM Soup Soiod vaoatocxts N3odi«s
Sl»omw Ric«. T»o ond lc> C'wm

SUNDAY AKTERNOON SPECIALS

TWO DINNERS FOR $1 3]

MMlUtMBM AVAiUMI

Cocktails and

Orltntal Drinks

09mT«m -tai

twniyittaoo
CioMd MoAdOT

413-6«9-3t2t

Reservations Welcomed

m

m

m

r

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer Conference Housing coordinates dormitory housing
for 8.000 - 10.000 conferees during June. July and August.
Employment with SCH provides work experience in an
academic setting, an introduction to the hospitality industry
and an opportunity to earn money.

OVER FIFTY POSITIONS AVAILABLE!!
The job titles include:

Registrar

Office Manager
Operations Co-Supervisor
Accommodations Supervisor

Assistant Registrar
Key Control Supervisor
Operations Crew Member
Desk Clerk

Salary Range: $5.25 - $6.75 Per Hour

!K°l!^^''^.^-
^^ * '"" ^"^^ openings available. Including

aJI shrfts, weekdays and weekends

APPUCATIONS AND GENERAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE
FROM MARCH 27. 1989 - APRIL 14. 1989

9am-4:30pm
At The University Conference Services Office

918 Campus Center (Ninth Roor)

APPUCATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL
4 p.m., Friday, April 14. 1989

Th« Uniwreity a« McMachuseni » an AfflrmaOwe Action/Equai Oppoflunity Tmployef

COLD RING SALE

60 OFF 18K

40 OFF 14K

20 OFF lOK

\.-^

Jostens Gold Sale For one week oniy Order and save on the gola '^ng j your choice.

J()STEXS
4 "^ _ '

Date: March 27, 28, 29 Time: 10-4 Deposit Required: $25

Place- ^yUNIVERSITY oy"-r-*ifS'^^-«at,»'

% '•*' r- *'J- •!

ARTS& LTVIISIG
The Goode, the Brad and the ugly from Shock LP
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

What IS a with you yanks and XTC"' 1

mean. I'm not denymg that they're a good

band or anything but how can yi>u possibly

DISC

.JUNI<IE
confer godlike status on a bunch of ex-

!«tudents from Chipping Norton? Come to

think of It. how can you call anything from
Chipping .Norton godlike'^ That young

upstart and now, we discover, drippy-hippy

(peace'* that sounds like commie talk to

me I pseudo-Uisc Junkie Drukman obvious
ly feels he can. Mind you, he reckons he's

pretty god-tike himself, judging from what
he said he was going to do to moi meme
I sorry we don't do circumflexesi the week
before la.st

By the way, do you know that if you take
the word DRUKMAN and play around
with the letter order, you get the word
KRL'M.N.AD which bears a remarkable
-imilaritv to KREMLIN, wouldn't you say?

1 rest my cast-

Anyway, enough dillydallying. Tt»day

Im going to talk about the Goode, the Brad
and the L'giy actually, well skip the ug
ly part, because there certainly isn't

anything the slightest bit unattractive

about the new Brad Goode record, Shtnk

of the Sew (JDeimarki

At only 24, Goode is one of an increasing

number of precocious young players and
composers who have taken the jazz world

by storm. If Courtney Pine is the new Col

trane. and Tommy Smith the new Parker,

then I suppose you could call Brad Goode
the new Clifford Brown. Quite frankly, I

don't see why the.se guys all want to be

ghosts before they've lived, but I have to

admit that Goode is a very polished per-

former with an astonishing range for one

of such tender years

The first track on Shock of the Sett

.

"Clock Radio" is a great opener, a furious

barrage of "dat-dats' riding on a fast funky

rhythm section It's not quite a deep

enough groove to be acid jazz, but does for

Trumpet what Supersax did for the .\.\

Then we're on to more familiar Ix- bop ter

ritory with "A Tribute toClifT<»rd and Son
ij> on which Goode's trumpet stands head

and shoulders above the rather generic

tenor sax of Lin Halliday.

Throughout this record Goode plays with

a purity that you would normally associate

with classical trumpet, and the juxtaposi

tion of styles, most evident on the simple
balladic "Winter Song' is an interesting

one He also experiments with string ar-

rangements to varying degrees of kitsch ef-

fect. I loved the Brazil style "You Don't

Know What Love Is," but then again, latin

jazz is one of my few vices, and I indulge

myself to the full

Check out Shuck of' the Sew for yourself.

I guarantee you'll find nothing here that's

either shocking or new, but you'll have a

real fun time.

Next time I'll be going where music
lovers fear to tread, exposing the evil

cesspool that goes by the name of Windham
Hilt

Angela Davis ' political and personal vendetta
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Women. Culture and Politic*

Angela Davis
Random House

Radicals, gather round. Angela Davis, two time vice-

presidential candidate on the Communist Party, USA
ticket, and founder and co<hair of the Natioal Alliance

Against Racist and Political Repression, has written

a new book. It's as strong and .socially stirring as ever

Taken from her internationally acclaimed lectures

and wTitings. Women, Culture and Politics deals with

the struggle for racial, sexual and economic equality

that Davis has fought for since the 60*8.

As always, her writing is controversial, thought pro-

voking and moving Her examples of rape victims and
sexually exploited Egyptian women will disturb even

the most conservative of minds. Her recounts of the

economically deprived, including a story of a Black

woman who gave birth to a stillborn aAer three

hospitals turned her away due to insurance mix-ups,

are equally riveting

BOOK REVIEW
Davis discusses other topical issues, such as the arms

race and the national debt, with just as much fire and
fur>' The woman is determined to show that she is com

mitted to having Black women concern themselves

with issues that affect all people, not just Black women

There are a few instances where Davis goes too far

She makes about 10 too many references to Ronald

Reagan's acting background, and blames him for ah

.solutely every problem in America today This is pro

babty due to the fact that, while governor of Califor

nia. Reagan played a key role in the firing of Davi>

from her position of professor at the University of

California i because of her connection with the Com
munist Party! This led to her trial and acquittal on

conspiracy charges. Keep in mind, however, even with

this personal vendetta, nearly all of Uavis' argument.^

are overflowing with facts to back them up

Read this book, get yourself worked up to a frenzy.

then go out and save the world

1

M.. ijtijh

• o ko »a Ho- 002.

Dine with your favorite

faculty members

To generate interaction

between students & faculty,

students can invite or be

invited by faculty to eat breakfast,

lunch, or dinner in all dining

commons free of charge.

Interested faculty and students

can pick up meal tickets from
dining commons managers at

the following dining commons
locations: Berkshire, Franklin,

Hampshire, and Worcester.

Both faculty member and student

need to sign ticket. IDs will be required.

Commuters and non-meal

plan students are encouraged to

participate in this program.

Sponsored by Student Affairs and

AuxUary Services.

For further information

contact Dean of Students Office

227 Whitmore - 545-2684
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RESARTS' APRIL FOOLS

program struggles
continued jTom page J

said.

Karlit'i- tlu> siiiu'stei . the University

hired a full Ume Japanes«- professor who is

tnrheduled to begm teaching m the fall.

t;jerts«»n ^aid that, despite original opposi

tion from the provosts' otrice, the ad

ministration has reaffirmed its committ

ment to the program.

"We're on the way back. " he said, at

tributing some of the comeback to the new

c(M)perative education program
- RICK SASSON

\A/HAMMY
\A/EEKEIMD

ItTHE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILI

PRESENTS

CATCH
FLIMPOOZY
%* 'Z: LOVe TRACTOR
' TOO AAUCH JOY

IT " " J« ^ ML VL K 3rf ^ !<><: •^1^'^^g

lAZZ

POETRY

MARCH 31 APRIL I

9PM aRVl

and.

THE MALARIANS

ADMISSION

HAMPDEN THEATRE. UMASS $} STU06NTS/ J 5 GENERAL PUBUC

...••It. :>t>< »•<•••• '•••>••

March
30, 31
and

April 1

8:00 p.m.
FAC

Concert
Hall

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE FAC BOX OFFICE
AND AT THE DOOR

wv*g^g »c3g^g;>e ^^-^ '^'%r^^^^'v-^j--^-r"^'^ -wr-

No matter liow

bad die) are.

Grandma knes
to hear the

latest jokes.99

"iDLi iDisN her sparkling

^ciisf of humor Sht' misses

'U and \(»ur lokts Even the

' j(.l ( (lies Tliai s one jjcxxJ

: c.iv »n to call long distance

\i ^T Loni; Distance .Service

:- .muthergcKK.! reason. Be
.use it costs less than \x)u

; I ;ink !( ) hear vour grand
II II HJier sian to giggle be
• le you even getio the

punch line

So whenever you mi.ss

he! laughter, bring a smile

i. her face w iili .\liK\ Reach

< »ut and touch st)meonc^

I! mhkI liketiiknow more

.i'' iiu .M^Tprntiucisand
- n ices, like the K\'i>i\ Card.

..ilUisat l.S0()::2(i.Ao()

LONDON 358
PARIS 458
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679
SYDNEY 1 128

r*a»t n.r (OCvAMf

CM*t* eyr 10m l»»c^»r tar»t

iunAH ^ASStS
liSUlO ON THf %POT '

Csli t»i

fl*H Stu0»nt Tr»¥»l Cflf

413-2561261
AMMMSr

79 So. Mmmtii SL
Amftarw. MA OiOOa

RENT/\NRKK

True** A Vm AIm A-aavM*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Amherst

549-RENT ,

ATbT
The right choice.

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day. .

.

MON: 25''c OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVIMGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 9

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

/ Fmuy
Sfimp eNOuoH hOf^

A 5AUVP dHOOWf^

mPSlVfFIN .-^ 0PiJ6,

6HOOT5 IT \ HEAK?
(m iNw fouK I THenm

"We intend to turn it into

Amherst's newest night spot."

- John Farror, a fourxjer of Cutback City

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

M&i A xaeT)f'5

fWnUP. II 6€TS
BfCftff^mwep »iw

Hot oil! We need hot oil! ... Forget the

water balloons!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

XUNP ^NOi^u/eeTA\
fmiUAK^P^ dTKKS
K _V I JO me

By BILL WATTERSON

VC<. MERES

WORMS m.
cK-^m'mikTs
BttN FlOWtUG

CLASS OOtSHT ST^RT POR.

10 MlKvJTtS If I CAM
C^TCUf\^lt BySSNMlHOTt.

IIL Gtl KH 'K ON W
COLL£a\OU ^t£. I'M

OFF TO ^ C«>D ST^RT

\

DOONESBURY

MlHvJ^t '''

lOURtO)!
Of lOURMlND

T Mtftes
KNOTUtR

MREN)1
unvt
BAacx
UHT.'

ItACytR'S SO»»fc

CUOS€ W 9(E«
HMW ewG IH

30 K\DS'
COUJECT\0«S.'

By GARRY TRUDEAU

BRmn I cm'T
iee»u6aeTZ
OURANPy

mjNMe^r/NG
6U^9rt-isr..

IMAfMlP

NimiviPim
IN THE

OH.PEAR,

P/AifAmf JAP
(iAlUi^ l-POM

m CAMRAlONl^
HEPIfP

ABOUl WAF '***' **^
FIC MllPENl^ ^

YOU DECIDE - RELIGION By AL ARPAD

WHICH mt 15 THE rANATlCAL. l^iqHr-WlNq £XTREMISr?

AVaTollAM KHOMEINI COMDCMNS
SALAAAN RUSHPIF To F.TEKNAL

^)A^\NATlo^4 for his
BLASpMErlOOS
OPINIONS.

B05n)N COLLECiE C0K11>EMNS
MARY PALY To ETERNAL
ASSISTANT TROFESSORSHIP

BLA5FMFM005
I

OPINIONS. ^HillllllllHIIII'" "i\

fFCr^^Hisr ! J
^ ii,iiiiiiiiiiii>"""""^p

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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1
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24Sa«o'
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33 For»»»' —
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36 Bart m muttc
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41 CMte sanpatrc

43 Futura lio<«*r

46Maa
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Morch 21-Apfil 19) Look

fofwofd to boghter days o a
Dusmess poftnefsrsp A foftunate

gcxnWe couW pov oft Use the ut

most dtscrotion with any kifxJ of

(egol contract or firtanciai tron

soctioo Avoid tetegrophmg your

puncties

TAUtUS (Aprt 20-K/tav 20) Vou

rnak© real progress on ttie wofk

front txjt nx)y fvave some diftici^-

ty with a Close retationship Seek

experts neip Retvjrn to the basics

and get txxk mto shape Change

your eating hctoits

MMINI (May 21Jtrie 20) Vou

feet re-enefgaed as you plunge

into your chores New rewards will

include additional power
prestigfe and money A persorwi

relationship benefits from more

nurturing Otter encouragement

not criticism

CANCi* (June 2lJulv 22) An
irwid© tip clues you m to a great

financial deal Check all the

detoils before rrxiking a convnit-

m«it your reputation couk3 be on

the kne Cut expenses whereever

you can

IJO(July 23 Aug 22) Start the

day in high spirits and good things

will come your way An unex-

pected check or windfall gives

you couse fro celebration Better

concentrate on saving instead of

spending now

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Do
not become completely
separated from your environment,

but ao take a breather to collect

yourself Be firm vinth the opostiton

and a struggle wi end Friends ore

supportive Return the favor

(Sept 23-Oct 22) Vou
chorm w»i$ you o new tneixj but
It wi not sofve o communcatkxi
rmxup with an authority tigtre Be
specifc and kigcoi m al you
deokngs Do rot fret over the

impossible

8C0tW0 (Oct 23 t^v 21) Go
ahead and be odventurouji Vou

will find excitif^ r ew vistos Vou

are given somethrig voKXJWe m
reti/n for a good deed Promije

to improve and ksved one w* be
affectionate again

SAOmAMUt (Nk3v 22-Oec 21)

Foltow your instincts ttiey are

right on forget N/loverrvent and
change are good for both

busiriess arxi romance Stop go-

ing around m c»cles Get rid of ex

cess emotorxji baggage and
push forward

CAMICOttN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

A financioi situation rnay not be as

sound arid you hod hoped Resist

on urge to overir>duige Stick to

your diet and exercise regimen

Someone wfx) has ignored you m
thie post is attentive

ACIUAMUS (Jan 20-Feb IB)

Confidential information wid help

you improve a work or domestc
situation that has been too con-

fining Act like a professional at

work Keep your persofKil affairs

strictly private and in the

bockgrouTid

PISCit (Feb 19 March 20)

Reduce your workkxid by enfcting

your associates cooperation

Shopping trips con be fun Buy

sometNng a little danng or tren-

dy and you will attract admiring

glances Romance enjoys highly

favorable influences

MENU
LUNCH

Pepperoni and pesto boboli

Chicken cutlet sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Pesto, olive and alfalfa boboli

Chicken cutlet sandv^^ich

DINNER
Roast top round of beef
Ravioli with tomato sauce

BASICS DINNER

Sweet and sour tofu

Ravioli with tomato sauce
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LPC PRESENTS

^ S'^ v^ H*^ '•*'^ ^l^ ^.^

i

THURSDAY
APRIL 6

d,O0pmSTUDENTUNION _
$bLMASS STUDENT
»8GENERAL PUBLIC

TIOLETlAVAILABLB AT TTX L-NlJMrrilXFOR
THE RfOORD-FACXS. lit MAIN 8TEZBTRECORDS
IN ?IOIITHAMPTO?I. TldLETO WILLGOON BALB
MARCH 14.

SPRING BREAK CONTINUES
,^******* Drink of the Week**********
I MAUI COOLER t
* $1.00 I********************************

^********Beer of the Month *********'^

I BUD & MILLER LITE t
4^ BOTTLES $1.00 It

t FOSTER'S BEER $1.50 *
^•******************************
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1
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

I

fi

i

i

Know Your Legal Rights

Call us for FREE answers
Concentration in injuries from • Auto Accidents

• Slips and Falls • Workers Compensation • Dog Biles

• And All Other Accidents • No legal fee unless

successful; costs payable at conclusion in most cases
• FREE Consultation

SOFORENKO & GOGEL, P.C.
AnORNEYS AT LAW

586-6700 • 1-800-245-5678
s*e ut m th« Nyn«x y«llow pages

CLASS OF '89!
Party Time!

69 Days to (g[S/^©DDZ?

Celebration at

69<; Nachos • 69« Famous Twisters Fries • Burger & Fries $3.69
Baked Scrod $6.69

- Tuesday Night -

69<; Draughts - Rolling Rock
Dance Music all night

(§^^ RyTHM & BLUES PARTy WEEKEND
Wednesday — Loose Caboose

Thursday — Lil Frankie & The Premieres ^
Friday — The Working Band \^
Saturday — The Icemen

30 Boltwood Walk, Downstairs, Amherst 253-1

/-^

men 's gymnastics closes season
continued from pagt 12

However, those were the g(Kxi individual

performances for UMass. As a team, the

Minutemen had trouble on the pommel
horse and according to Johnson, were the

victims of some bad judging during the

horizontal bar.

"I thought we'd do better on the pommel
horse," Johnson said. "We had four guys

out of six fall off. We had pretty much been

beating everybody in that event all year."

The Minutemen didn't beat many people

last week. Their team score of 41.25 was
fifth out of the eight teams. Not one
Minuteman made it to the finals of the

horse competition.

Senior Joe Fitzgerald. UMass' ace pom
mel horse man, scored an 8.55 which was
not quite good enough to make it to the

final round That score us a good three

tenths under what Fitzgerald has been hit

ting all year

The high bar was where UMas.-. really

got hurt Its 43.2 is subpar compared to

past performances this season.

Senior Jay Ronayne. normally UMass'
best swinger on the horizontal bar, receiv-

ed just a 8.35 from the judges. The
Minutemen had been able to count on Ro
navne for a nine or Ix'tter all vear Ronavne

was bothered by some tore tendons in one
of his feet though and it apparently had an
effect on his routine.

"I think he was still hurting a little bit,"

Johnson said.

It was the last team meet of the year for

UMass. The Minutemen had been building
up to the EIGL's all season. It was just the
wrong time for an off day to occur.

"We're really in the top bracket of that

league," JoluLSon said. "And I think we just

have to learn to train for championship
meets better. You've got to anticipate that

your scores are going to be lower and
you've got to be psychologically ready for

that"
Technically the season wasn't over for

the Minutemen after the EIGLs. This past

weekend. UMass sent five gymnasts down
to the East Coast Athletic Conference
Championships in Pittsburgh

Team scores were not tallied. It was
strictly individual competition Eggers had
a big meet, finishing second behind only

Navy's Mark Burgess on the horizontal

bar. Eggers hit a 9.3 in the preliminary
round and a 9.25 in the finals.

Senior Tim Myers finished seventh on
the pommel horse with an 8.25. Booker
finished seventh in the floor exercise and
the vault

basebqlljeam opens at home todai
.-o-.tmued from page 12

that, leads UConn in hitting at .412 and
.iophomore Pete Walker, who plays outfield

and pitches is second at .333.

After litsing the first three games of their

trip through the Car«)linas and Virginia,

the Huskies rebounded to finish at 4 5. and

havf j^oru- i 1 up North sim : the

weekend, they took two of three games
from Boston College.

UConn has won half of its games and pro-

bably has its starters in place. Right now,
UMa.ss IS (»nlv halfwav there.

Collegian
basketball
tournament
What will you remember Spring

Break '89 for? For many, it will be the

memories of a warm, tropical paradise,

but for those us of us less fortunate, this

past week's excitement came in the form

of the NCAA men's basketball tourna

ment games. All of them.

And for us really less fortunate, we
had to leaf through the 630 or so Col-

legian contest entries (roughly 250 peo-

ple chose Georgetown to win it all, bet-

ter luck next yean. And, although we
are still tallying some of the entries (we

hope to have the leaders in tomorrow's

piiper I we have made some obseryations.

l)As mentioned above, almost half of

you picked Georgetown, 2»Virginia and
Seton Hall's trips to the Cinderella ball

wreaked havoc on most of the entries

and. 3) ifyou don't have around the low

70s, or at least a chance of it, you are

pretty much out of this year's running.

Our best guess figures that the «iur win-

ner will land somewhere in the 90s

So. as you can tell, we're still pretty

di$KN^anized here at contest central, but

we promise to do our homework and

catch up with all the results. Stay tuned.

PS. — a source in the UMass basket

ball office has told the Citllegian that

basketball secretary Bonnie Martin has

more points than all the UMass ba><ket

ball coaches in their contest.

men's lax
continued from page 12

In goal. All America netminder Sal

LoCascio saw action in just two games,
allowing four goals while posting 14 saves.

Sophomore Ted Kellerman (five goals. 15

saves) and freshman Ray Suris (five goals,

nine saves) saw time in all three contests.

Garber was also impressed with the play

of sophomore attack Bill Begian and
freshman Rich Mullins and Mario Lopez.

Junior midfielder Marc Feinberg also

played a key role after senior co-captain

Chris Zusi popped a knee prior to the trip.

The Gorillas will get their first test when
last year's national runner up, Cornell (40>

comes to town in the home opener tomor-

row at 3 p.m. at the Boyden Hill

ehiHo <-fMirte«y of Stforit Inform.lJMi

UMass goalie and three-time
All-American Sal LoCascio.

lift**. !*•«. t*%W »<••*< »••**>• *.»*•<» i*»^ • ^•4Ml«U««A«H»*A<k**4 .**A. .JU,>H»«»»«V*»»*.*^v

ENTERING A
CREATIVE REALITY
Lecture by Dr. George Land and

Dr. Beth Jarman of Leadership 2000
(International Leadership Development Co.

i

Topic is on integrated principles of

creativity, growth and change.

When: Wed., March 29th, 7:30 p.m.

Where: Student Union Ballroom Admission—Free

SponMor$: Creatve Education Foundatmn. ln<

Graduate Pntfiram in Creativity

#^ fyarrt•>»««iwr 'vwff rfra^ s >- >«<r >««*^»v >«t^ 'vi^i* "Fj^^ *y«y >«^ "r^** -^s^*y^ *»»«*r*^tUfft^vf^ f^^ft^«* •»

BRANDYWINE
AT AMHERST

Now accepting application for June. July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brandywine Office

Open Monday to Friday 10:00 am 4.00 p.m.

549-0600

'Rpslrit lions dpply

CLASSinEDS
ii I rr;i AKt r^rnr^c ^i M/->M riji tot.

' ".-MION'CASH IN ADVANCE 20 'WOkD'D. TUDENl

ACTIVITIES

HEADING FOn EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME') Jei there (or r>o more Ihan
$160 *im AinHlTCM(r) as teporled in Con-
sumer Repots. NY Time*. Lei s Go. News-
day GoodhouseKeeping. and national net-
work rnorning shows Por details call

212-864-2000 or write AIRHITCH. 2901
Broadway suite lOOA. NY. NY 10025

NEXT UPC MEETINO Tuesday March 281h
m 163C Campus CenMr Don't forget the
elections'

COED VOCLEVBALL TOURNAMENT April

9 at Campus Pond Entry (orms at Boyden
Inlramural Once Totman Mam Office. SAO
office. SUB

COMMUTER AREA GOVT NOMINATldNS
open tor President. Vice P'(>si(lent

Treasurer in 404 Student Union Due Mon
day April 3

ATTENTION PRE-MEDS. NURSING and
all students interested m Student Health
Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
meeting welcomes all new members • Tues
day March 28th 5 15-6 15 rm 302 Univer
sily Health Center

MODEL UN MEETING 3/28 at 8 30pm in

Iront ol Bluewall Call Jerry 6-4620

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OIL!
Join the Pioneer Valley Oil Cooperative ON
Campus Housing 428 Student Union
5450865

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are availaDiP Keep your fnpnds .^nd o<irenls

informed about what 's going on at (JMass
We can send il almost anywhere For more
mlormalion come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam
pus Center or Can 545 3500

AUTO FOR SALE

'81 CHEVETTE. 98 000 miles -uns well

$250 or best offer 584 8547

1963 FORD ESCORT WAGON Excellent
condition no rust Air conri Root rack 50 000
miles 256 0933

IIMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell 2500 (DO nr DO Can be seen at t amb-
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253-9032

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKA-OISC ENTERTAINMENT.
jockeys iignts and large screen
dances 266-8526

Disc
video

FOR RENT

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
who would like to share a large room m a
very nice apartment Ooiet on bus route
non smoker please 159 50 per person all

utilities included Avail 6/1 253-2475 (Anne
or Maggie)

IN SUNDERLAND, tree bus service to

UMass and shopping areas Secure and
apartment lor August and recieve August
lent tree For more details call 665-3856
Sign up early

FOR SALE

TWO MEN S (M) LEATHER JACKETS:
Brown WWII bomber black bomber
sleeves un^ip Italy $150 each txjth lor

S200 546 6982

IBM PC COMPATIBLE. 1 drWe. monitor
$550 $750 with printer, 3 month warranty
2530803

1979 CATALINA CRUISER $200 station
wagon great lor rad trips or |usl around
town Please call Shane at 549 1594 Thank
you

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 2S6K, 1 drive

monitor $575 wnh tOmeg hard drive, $699
S3l3-500fi

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93 000
miles Call 256-8369

HELP WANTED

COUSELORS WANTED Trim down
Illness co-ed NVS camp 100 positions

sports cratts many others Camp Shane
Ferndale NY 12734 914-292 4045

NEED A SUMMER JOB? Call Don's Pain

ting at 589 1377 good pay and fun

^\ (.

polk:e community servk:e offk:er
EXAMINATION DATE: 15 April 1989 The
Town 0' Amherst Mass is establishing an
eligibility list to fifl exising and future vacan-

cies lor Community Service Officer or^ the

Amherst Police Department The eligibility

lisl will be effective for approximately two
years Candidates must be 1 7 years of age
on or before June 1, 1969 Send or call (413)

253 7107 for an approved application form
and complete announcement (including re-

quired qualifications and selection pro-

cedure to Town Manager s Office, Town
Hall Amherst MA 01002 2351 ALL AP
PLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED IN THE
AMHERST TOWN MANAGER S OFFICE
BY 4 00pm FRIDAY APRIL 7 1989
Amherst is an equal opportunity employer
with an afffirmative action policy and en-

courages ait qualified applicants to apply

regardless of age race creed color sex

or national origin

WANTED LEASE TO A large two to three

bedroom house We are very responsible
college students Call Matt at 549-1275

personals

karen. josephine. staci and pakie:
A pecilo good time'' No a grande great
time Theperfect vacation with absolutely

noflaws Thank you Michal Oh anddont
forget about BAHB I love you guys

FREDDIE KLIENMAN
Happy Birthday one dav late in the Col
legian but delmilely right on time Sunday
Night Since we re all mature adults (you a
li';ie more mature than us) we wanted to

fee il we could make it your best birthday

ever Did we come close'' We love you and
would do 't again ANYTIME' M 4 K

THE BAD BOYS OF LOVE - Thanks for the
memories The 30 hour ride of love' was
great Ya'll are as good as they say

(ROB WITH THE CDs) Guess What' You
CAN T say I told you so because Bit( &
the Kids had .t great time Love, Betty

FISH MEAL I SET YOU THOUGHT we
forgot about you' Have a happy 21sl Birth

day' AHow's it 'eel to be legal ' You II have
to ditch your fake ID but remember you are
still out of state" Love your roomies

DAVE - The Womani?ei I put this m before

I left Thank you for walking with me I'm still

wondering - who are the other 2'^ How was
your break'' PS 1 his is why I was m a rush
when I say you Frday oneuhv5

VALENTINO, my love has no rneasun-
magnitude nor dettsity II is beyond space
Ijefiond time From the punk i Sweathog i

SUSAN J H»«S!> The point is moot' Hap^

py birthday Mom' Love your daughter llie

fraggie

TERI C
AKA RAGWEED

You are as righteous

as
rightaouM goes
Hugs and kisses

dirk

TO JILL JORDAN. . Thai bronied Florida

Beuaty' Happy 21 si Binhday Hope we can
celebrate many rnore with you We tove

you" Your future housemates

GOOD LOOKING MALE willing to share an

exoctic nighi of Fantasy and whipped cream
dreams Any takers'' My name is Bill Res
pond here

SENIOR CELEBRATION! Wed March 29
9 30 1 00am Murry D s at the TOC kick-off

(or Senior Campaign Footprints of 89
Free mugs to the linst 200 $1 drafts

Rack-A-Disk

—CRISTOPHER DAVIES-
Library rene/vous or candlelit dinner''

Which do you breler^'' Barbara 665 7449

ZOO-DISC ULTIMATE FRISBEE- Na
tionatly ranked club seeking competitive

athletes with desire or experience Tryoul

next 3 weeks Call 546-5584 Chns

HEY REAFF PIRGERS! Congrats on an

awesome campaign Give yoursen a pat on
the back KS

VOYEUR IN DWIGHT- This is the streaker

writing in rospcnse !c your Interesle''" I

say Hell yes 6 3232

MAMA CEE Happy birthday girl you
deserve the best love ya ow ow I I did I

did not drink the last ol the rasfiz love

Shenfa

-JOHN-
Be specific' Which blonde'"
A blonde m Worcester 0, C

SENIORS"
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPFUNTS!!

JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN*
Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses calling •

other UMass seniors
' Apply at the Memonal Hall Basement •

or call 545 3509
APPLY TOOAV!!

HEADING FOR EUHC* •."."«

(ORANYTIME'') .

$160* :r AiRMlTC'i , .. , .... _„ •

sumer Reports NY Times Let s Go News
day Good Housekeeping and national net-

iwork morning shows For details call

212-864-2000 or dwite AIRHITCH 2901
Broadway suite lOOA NY NY 10025

IT S NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK ROUND
TRIP JET AIRFARE TO THE CARIBBEAN.
$189'!! Why hang around and Iree/e wfien
you can be stretched out on the sand of a
t>eautifui Caribbean reson island (or a lovely

coastal resort m Mexico or South America)
lor only 189 bucks'* Flights go from Logan
and/or JFK Call SUNHITCH(m|
212-864-2000

TVPtNG

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS. on<ampus af

fordable grammar reviewed, dependable
584 7924 Nancy

WOROSMITH" Professional Typing
Papers, resumes and more' Laserprinting
with speMcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fast professional
accurate 666-4501

ROOMMATES WANTED

THREE GUVS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
VOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a bee'^ Call 549 1660 George

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES IN 24 hours
665 8873

IN OTHER WORDS PUBLISHING: Desktop
publishing. Resumes Cover letters word-
processing 584-8884

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVES

THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE s looking tor

dynamic and articulate individuals to help
prospective students discover the Univer
sity Apply to become a part ol the student
lep program lor Fall 89' Academic credit is

available Applications are available at the
new admissions center or on the concourse
April 3 and 4 The deadline is April 7

General Inlormatton Session April 4 at 7 30
in Campus Center 165 Juniors and Seniors
preleried

vw RABsrrr - for parts

1977 vw RAB8ITT FOR SALE for par1*~-

new tires good body $150 or B O Call
Maureen 545-3500

WANT TO RENT AT AMITY PLACE

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
want to rent an Amity Place condominium
Please call Matt at 549-1275 with any
information

WANTED

APARTMENT WANTED - We want to lake
over'buy your tree bedroom apartment
lease, preferably Pufftori. Call 6-7624 or

6 7673

4 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAILABLE! Very
clean and roomy, close to campus, large
deck and backyard, lease available 6/i Call
549-0403

HI QUALITY ARTIST WANTED to dreaw
comic txxik based on Writer s descriptions
Must be able to meet monthly deadlines
Call Chris 546 4064 or Steve 546-9563

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE. Group
of four responsible women (starting 6/1/89)
Please call Linda or Lisa at 546-9162

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKINQ TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA? [n-

dividualized instruction CASA Box 11264
Milwaukee Wl 53211 (414)372-5570
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SPORTS
Minutemen finish fourth at EIGLs
Season ends on a disappointing note despite overall finish

UMass senior Jay Ronayne on the rings.

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

This was the meet of the year for the University of
Massachu'^etts mens gymnastics team, the Eastern In
tercollegiafe Gymnastics League Championships.
The Minutemen headed to Syracuse University the

Thursday before spring break as the No. 2 team in the
EIGL. But they came back to Amherst a few days later
with a fourth place finish m the eight team field and an
overall finish on the year of third
Third to the United States Naval Academy, who cap

tured the league championship for the third time, and
Temple University - who the Minutemen had beaten
earlier in the season over at the Boyden Gvmnastics
Center.

UMass overall finish this year in the EIGL is tied for
the highest finish of a UMass team m the last 26 years
Yet, the Minutemen had to have been disappointed hav
ing gone into the meet as the only team with a chance
of stopping Navys unbeaten streak in the EIGL
The order of finish went Naw (269.7 ». Temple '265 35

1

Syracuse <262.7i. UMass f261.45i. Southern Connecticut
State University, the United States Military Academv,
Springfield, and East Stroud.sburg rounded out the bot
torn half of the meet

CaUpgian pboto bv Amlrvw Rial

The 261.45 points was well off the school record of 268.06
that the Minutemen had set just a few weeks ago. The
Minutemen did not have their best performance of the
year yet it was not quite as weak as the score indicates.

The judges were tough
"In the dual meet season, some of those small tenths

are overlooked." UMass coach Roy John.son said. "When
you get to the championship meet, they bring in the best
judges who are there to separate out the best routines .so

they are looking for every little tenth."
One gymnast who the judges separated from most of the

other competition was senior co-captain Bart Balocki.
Balocki finished fourth overall in the all-around competi-
tion, racking up 94.2 points for the weekend.
UMass faired about as well as any team in the all-

around as freshman Calvin Booker fini.shed fifth (94 • and
the other co-captain. John Eggers finished sixth (90) Bill

Roth of Temple topped everyone in the all-around
"The rea.son we had three guys that were able to do that

is because we had three guys that were able to make it

through the compulsory routines," Johnson said.

Eggers captured the highest place of the weekend, a
third in the still rings with a 9.3 for his routine, trailing
just Ramiro Mora of Springfield (9.45» and Joe Rowlette
of Temple (9.4 1.

Just the

Gorillas go
3-0 to open

continued on page 11

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Stafl

When one is geographically plotting the boundari^
o! the world ot college lacros.se a very distinct line can
lie drawn up somewhere around the Missist>ippi River

Despite this tact those in the other half of the conti

iient are trying to [mmsI their sttxk among lax powers
As a result, for the first time ever, the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosst> team ttvkki-d to Califor

nia to start it-s season

At lust, the Gorillas" trip to the Left Coast can be
lotnpaied to a Goodwill tour. It was like the Harlem
(ilobetrotters traveling to Kenya, or someplace like

that, and trviiitj to leach tnlK'snu-ii l>nv\ tn play

basketball

And then, they kick their butts all over the

countryside.

A trio of schools in California got a rude lesson that

they aren't ready to bump heads with big time iKrosae.

The Gorillas amassed 81 goals in opening their season

with three easy wins

"It was a good trip. The
kids played really well."

UMass coach Dick
*• Garber said 'The

I j^^C California teams had
good athletes, but they
didn't play defense worth
a hoot. It looked like in

tramural basketball
defense

"

And everyone knows the kind of street-ball attitude

that could be taken against such awis8<heese. But the
Gorillas kept their heads and. despite the relative lack
of competition stuck to their game plan and worked
It to perfection.

"Our execution was great. We had a lot of transition

goals." Garber said.

Coming into the season. Garber had anticipated the
Gorillas having a potent ofTense, running at will with
potential Loyola Marymmmtlike results. Their present

27 goal-per-game average will attest to that.

"It was a combination of our transition offense and
their lack of team defense." Garber said of the three
blowouts. "We were hitting on all cylinders, scoring
five- or six-pass goals. Were a very unselfish team

"

UMass started the week against the University of

California-Davis and blitzed them. 32-6. Senior attack
Paul Ganci scored five of his team-high 10 goals in this

game and Jim McAleavey eight of his team high 18
assists in the game, as 16 different players had at least

a goal

Two days later the Gorillas were tentatively schedul-

ed to face Stanford, but the Cardinal backed out. "We
probably scared them away." Garber said After los-

ing to Siena in the NCAA tourney. Stanford probably
couldn't take two embarassments in one week.
However. UMass still had two more sets of sheep lin-

ed up in Sonoma .State and UCal-Berkeley. The
Gorillas disposed of these teams almost as smoothly,
winning by 25-6 and 24-3 margins.

Statistically. UMass was led by McAleavey. as the
sophomore attack added eight goals to his 18 assists

for a team-high 26 points. Ganci had 10 goals and six

assists for 16 points, while junior attack Scott Hiller

(6-5-111. junior middie Tim Soudan (9-1-101 and
freshman attack Mike Cain (7 3-10) all cracked the

double-digit point barrier. ,

continutd on pagt 11

Minutemen ready to face UConn, more questions

Photo courUny of Sports Information

After going 5-5 this past week in
Florida, the Minutemen and
senior co-captain Steve Kern
hope to set the bill straight today
when they face UConn.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

University of Ma.ssachusetts baseball
coach Mike Stone had two main goals for

his team during its Spring Break Florida
trip.

He wanted to come back with a .500
record or better and. by winning its last

three games to finish at 5-5. the
Minutemen achieved that.

The other, and perhaps more important,
objective was to settle people into positions
on this young team to prepare for the
regular season, which begins today at 3
p.m. at Lorden Field against the Universi-
ty of Connecticut.
As of yesterday morning. Lorden Field

was not in playable condition. One possi-

ble option would be to play the game in

Storrs. Conn., but a decision on that will

not be made until this morning.
Through the first nine games of its

Florida trip, UMa.ss appeared to be well on
its way to establishing the starters goal,

but a freak injury to freshman .second

ba.seman Dan Biagini changed everything.

Biagini was chasing a pop-up against
Montclair State but slipped and landed on
the bail, rupturing his spleen. Biagini will

most likely miss the season, and Stone will

have to do some quick shuffling.

"It's unfortunate that it happened,
period." Stone said. "But it also came in

the la.st game, which is the worst possible

time."

Stone said he would try four people:

Kevin Correa, Dave Edwards. Brian
Donovan, and Tom Murray, at second
yesterday in practice to see who would start

today.

"We know Correa can do the job with the
glove." Stone said. "But we're also trying
to see who swings the be.st bat '

Donovan, a junior, had six hits in 1 1 trips

to the plate in Florida.

Amonj; the UMass rcgiilais. riiitriclcit'is

Mike Chambers ( 10 for-25. .400' and Drew
Seccafico ( 13-for 37. .351' are the leaders.

One position that isn't in doubt for the
Minutemen tomorrow is the starting pit-

cher, as senior righthander Dave Telgheder
will take the mound. Telgheder went 0-1

in Florida, losing a 6-3 decision to Eastern
Kentucky.
Telgheder's opponent was not known as

of yesterday afternoon, but UConn has five

more games through the weekend, .so the
Minutemen may not see their ace.

A freshman, first baseman Todd Rosen-

continued on page II

UM teams win 3-on-3 tourney
Two teams from the University of

Massachusetts were crowned champions
of the Schick 3-on-3 tournament last

week. This was the first time ever that

both winners came from the same
school.

On the men's side, the team of Garrick
Amos, Nady Pierre. John Phillips and
Tracy Browne went undefeated into the

final against a team from Bryant Col-

lege. The final was held on the parquet
floor of the Boston Garden, and UMass
was victorious, 33-28.
* The women entered a team in the

tourney for the first time and al.so roll-

ed to victory. The team ofSue Gaudette.
Carla DeSantis and April Kater. all

members of the women's soccer team,
defeated a team from Western Connec-
ticut College, 33-14. Margie Jaede. also
of the women's soccer team, was also a
member of the team through the tour
nament. but missed the final game.

Both teams were honored during

halftime of the Mar. 20 Celtics game
again.st San Antonio. The school was
given plaques for both teams.
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WHAT IF YOU
DONT GET INTO
THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other

schools. But why settle?

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

and their chances of being

admitted into their first-

choice schools Fact is. no

one has helped students

score higher!

Good Luck
GORILLAS!

!
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FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER
Located on Route 9. Hadley—Just beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

1989 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

MEN'S LACROSSE ROSTER

No.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40

Name

Robinson, Bill

LoCascto, Sal'

Jenks. Brett'

Avidon, David*

Bonnet. Tom'
Feinberg, Marc*
Hiller. Scott

•

Collins. Greg*
Codignotto. Rob*
Haragsim. Eugene
Ganci. Paul

Gonzalez. John*
Tyler, Chris*

L(H>e2. Mario

Suskin. Jeff*

Zusi, Chris

Muench. Eric*

O'Callaghan. Hugh
Bergan. James*
Kellerman, Ted*
Senatore. Rich'

Rodell. Adam*
Schimmel. Josh*
Mullins, Richard

Salanger. Jeffrey*

D'Angelo. Vincent*

Cuozzo, Kris*

Falvey. Robert

Kesselring. Tim
McAleavey. Jim*
Begien, Bill*

Cam. Michael

Soudan, Tim*
Schlipf, John
Linson. Bruce
Kielmeyer. Shane
Carroll. Erich

DeBenedictis, Pat*

Cronm. Corey
Suns. Ray
Garber. Matt

Pot.

M
O
M
M
D
M
A
M
A
M
A
M
A

M
D

M
O
M

M
D
D
M
M
A
A
A
A
A
M
M
M
D
M
D
D
Q
M

•Letterman

Head Coach: Richard Garber
Assistant Coaches: Steve Kirkpatnck and Glenn Mailer
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The Most Apeeling Frozen Yogurt Shop

One Boltwood Walk ^

Amherst

Class

So
Sr

St.

Sr

Sr

Jr

Jr

Sr

Jr.

Fr

Sr

Jr

Sr.

Fr

So
Sr

Sr

Jr

Jr

So
So.

Sr

So
Fr

Sr.

So
Sr.

Fr.

So
So.

So
Fr.

Jr.

Fr.

Fr.

Sr

Fr.

So.

Fr.

Fr.

So
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186 Main Street

Northampton

all, we're just

small enough to fit your needs.

South M.iplcSlri-d. Route 'J. Il.nl!e> \l.i Oinn il.uiv 10 to 9 30, Sunday 12-S

1989 CORNELL MEN'S LACROSSE ROSTER

Name Po«. Class

1 Brown, Justin Fr.

2 Morgan. Tony* M Jr.

9 Gray. Steve M Fr,

4 Sfww. John* A So

5 Clarke. John M So
e Flaherty. Brendan A Fr.

7 Angotti. Vince" M Jr.

• Lando. Joe M Fr.

• Minnich. Brad A Fr.

10 Heil. John** A Jr.

11 Burnam. Scott* M So
12 Hays. Mike' M Jr

13 Budington. Bob* M So
14 Rossettie. John* Jr

IS Edwards, Dave* A So
19 Adier. Todd A Fr

17 Meyer. Glenn A Fr.

19 Miller, John* Sr

20 Shea. Timothy C Fr

22 Boyce. Gregory M Jr.

29 Reynolds, Chris* M So
24 Marino, Frank Fr

29 Varriale. Dave A Fr.

29 OHanlon. Bill** M Jr.

27 Meyer. Steve" A Sr

29 Sweeney. Cregg Jr.

29 Von Rhedey. David M Fr.

90 Solomon, Joseph G Jr.

91 Shea. Paul" M Jr.

92 McCarthy. John D Jr.

99 Alexander. Dan M Fr.

99 Connelly, Michael A Fr.

99 Marzullo. Chris* M Jr.

97 Tillman, John Q So.

99 Hartley. Chns D So.

99 Barrett, Larry M So.

40 Schimoler, Paul*** Sr.

41 Earle. Jeff Fr.

42 Dunlap, Dave* Sr.

49 Leahy, Pat* So
44 McDevitt, Tim'** M Sr.

45 Boomer, Scott Jr.

Letters won

Head Coach: Richie Moran (21st season. 207-56)

Assistant Coaches: Keith Reitenbach and Sam Carpenter

H
THE AREA'S MOST
SOPHISTICATED
SOUND, LIGHTS, &
V^IDEO SYSTEM!

o
l'«

Wednesdavs
LADIES NIGHT $50 prize ^EVERY WED.! Serer a cover for uomen ""^^Ci

_* Thursdays
LIP SYNCH CONTEST starting at 10 p.m.

Come Strut Your Stuff! ^
UMASS COLLEGE NIGHT*

No Cover unth ID—Drink Specials

*^ Northampton Bowl—525 Pleasant st.

Northampton • 584-4830

S|M>r«ii InformalHiB ph««i>

THT"
SPOKE
Amherst,

Mass.
ID R»<iuir»d

GOOD
UCK to tke

GORILLAS

A DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASAST ST AUHESST

JEFF SPOONER
UMass All-Tlme Leading Lacrosse Scorer

will be bartending at FItzwIlly's

after the game.

FREE MUNCHIE
BUFFET

4 P»ni»*^T Paffla

reslduranl ^^^^ bar

23 Main Street • Northampton

UMASS at AMHERST
1989 MEN'S LACROSSE

Mar. 1 9 at UCAL-Davis 1 :00

24 at Sonoma State 1 :00

25 at UCAL-Berkeley 1 :00

29 CORNELL 3:00

Apr. 1 at St. John's 2:00

5 BROWN # 3:00

8 at New Hampshire 1 :00

1 5 at Yale 2:00

1 9 DARTMOUTH# 3.00

22 at Army 4:00

26 at Harvard 3:00

29 RUTGERS 1:00

May 2 BOSTON COLLEGE# . . . 3:00

6 SYRACUSE*.... 1:00

•{at McGuirk Alumni Stadium)
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Vw£AiH£m FOCUS SPORTS

Today, a 50 p^Sffl
chance of rain, high in

the 60s. Tomorrow,
more of the same, 50sT

An in-depth look at the

budget cuts and the ifc

programs they are affec

ting. Page 5.

The basebalr%am loses

a heartbreaker to 4||P
UConn in the ninth iii-

ning, 10-8. Page 16.
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Activists fill SUB
for abortion debate
By SHARON W (.KK^
(',,1 l,.^r,-,r, V«.I .rt

Mori- ihiiii >ni* (H'«.r>l»' filled the Student

Union Balliiom »a.-, ;unht to hear Phyllih

Schlafly, pri'sident of the Ku^i^ Forum, and
Judy (joId>ni!tH to'iin-t pri-sident of the

National OiLMiJi/iit ii>?i till WonU'ti. deh.iti'

abort i«>)

P- '
• . nl,

den '
: ii.ii«

and inteiTuptin^: the speakers with cheers.

hisM's and 1xm»s

Gold.sniith. who now work- ; Na
tional Center for Policy Alternatives, said

"The fact is. it isn't possible to stop abor

tion and we ah Know that You can only

make them illegal and unsafe
"

Schlafly. who often had to speak over

yells and hisses from the audience, said.

"The Iwttom line is the right to life should

not depend on someone else wanting you."

Schafly went on to compare legal abor-

tions to Hitler's extermination of innocent

people during WWII. >
Goldsmith argued Hitler had actually ex-

ecuted Aryan women for having abortions

while sterilizing much of the rest of the

population. "Reproductive decision making

by government policy is profoundly often

«ive to democratic principles." she said

Goldsnuth said Roe Vs Wude. the

Supreme Court decision which

abortion m 1973. is in danger of b« „
turned by the increasingly coniMTvati\«

Supreme ( ourt

.Schlafly. w ho has bc-en cr«?dited with th»

iiefeat of the Equal Rights Aniendment
railed Roe vs. Wade "the worst decision in

the historj of the court"

She .said since then legal abortions have
txtti misusetl by irresp<»nsiblc and pro

I'.i.x uous people and by couples seeking on

ly to determine the sex of their children

Goldmsith countered, "Women ait

motivated lo have abortions by compelling

human need. People who speak of worn* -

having abortions as a matter of convi

nience truly insult women
"

B<»th acknowledged religion plays a role

in the debate. Goldsmith said many
religions in this country differ in their

beliefs about abortion, but said no reli>;ion

should be allowed to use the power of the

state to impose its theology on others.

Schlafly said "The government didn't

make you pregnant, the government didn't

have anything to do with it." But that is

..!! t. » pholo li\ .tioon Talarmjin

(>oing hc>ad-to-head on the abortion issue Phyllis Schlafly (left)

and Judy Goldsmith (right) debated their opposing viewpoints in

the Student Union Ballroom last night.

. - the function of the >:overnment toViwiki

sure you don't kill another person

Following the debate, more than 4U

members of the audience lini-d up to ask

questions

One young woman w ho said she had had

an abortion charged Schlafly with "ar

rogantly and condescendingly" telling

women that by choosing to sleep with a

man they allow themselves to get

pregnant.

1 want ytii tn tell me how 1 raped

myself." the young woman said. More than

half the audience gave the young woman
a standing o\atiun.

Schlafly responded "Didn't you go to the

ho.«;pital?" She then said a rape victim

should get a surgical procedure done which

could prevent the pregnancy
Although Schlafly said the procedure was

not the same as an abortion, Goldsmith

argued that it is.

Alar scare harvests less fruitful crop
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

A debate over the chemical Alar, which regulates ap-

ple growth, is creating effects that are being acutely felt

bv Macintosh apple growers throughout New England,

Coll»Kian pholo by Jaoon Talermnn

a University of Mas.sachusetts pesticide toxicologist said

yesterday.

John Clark said last year orchards lost 50 percent of

their crop because they cannot use Alar.

Alar causes Macintosh apples, which ripen over a three

week period, to stay on the tree once ripe instead of fall-

ing to the ground as they would otherwise, said Clark

This allows farmers to harvest their crop all at once,

saving them valuable time and money, he said.

Clark contends too much time and money has been spent

on whether Alar is dangerous to humans. Since the debate

began in 1985 processors such as Very Fine have refused

to accept apples exposed to Alar, he .said.

Because of this, growers are using three or four different

chemicals in an attempt to achieve the results Alar pro

vided, he said.

"I don't really know what the big deal about Alar is.

There is really and truely no reason for doing what we

have done. It's almost criminal," he said referring to the

extensive research and energy expended by the U.S. En-

vironmental Protection Agency over what Clark terms a

"non-problem."
Preliminary studies done in 1985 for the EPA to deter

mine the toxicity of Alar were reviewed by an outside

scientific board and rejected on the basis of flawed data

and a flawed experimental design, he said.

The 1985 .studies showed that mice expo.sed to Aiar's

breakdown product. un.semetrical dimethylhydrazide,

developed benign tumors of the lung at a greater rate than

the control group, Clark said.

continued on page 4

Judge orders trial to settle snowball dispute
By the Associated Press

NORTHAMPTON - A judge has ordered a trial to be

held "before the first snowfall" in a .suit by Amherst Col-

lege against the University of Massachusetts arising out

of the traditional snowball fight between students at the

two schools.

In its civil suit, Amherst College contends it suffered

$3,1 12 in property damage in the December battle, as well

as $1,788 in 1987.

Two years ago, UMass voluntarily paid $3,000 to

Amherst College for broken windows and other damage

from that year's snowball fight, but the college maintained

in the suit that its total los.ses that winter came to $4,452

and the university should be required to pay the full

amount.
Judge John J. Murphy Jr. did not set a trial date. But

he .said at a hearing Monday in Hampshire Superior Court

he was reluctant to issue a preliminary injunction, re-

quested by the Amherst college, forbidding University of

Ma.s.sachusetts students from throwing snowballs at

students from the private college.

"I take it that it is Amherst College's position that this

is a one-way street, that the snowballs only go one way,"

Murphy asked.

"It seems to me that this is a two-way street that's been

going on for 15 years and you are asking me to enjoin on-

ly one side," Murphy persisted.

continued on page 12

US violates rules
of America's Cup,
loses trophy
By the Associated Press

NEW YORK - A judge yesterday di.squalified the

San Diego Yacht Club as the winner of last

September's Amenca's Cup challenge and awarded the

international trophy to a New Zealand club.

State Supreme Court Justice Carmen Ciparick said

the San Diego club "violated the spirit' of the 101 year

old Deed of the Gift, which sets out the rules for the

Americas Cup race.

The San Diego crew, skippered by Dennis Conner,

sailed a catamaran to victory against the Mercury Bay
Yacht Clubs 90-foot monohull in a race off San Diego

in September, recapturing the America's Cup.
But the judge said. "It is clear that a catamaran may

not defend an America's Cup competition against a

monohull."
The Mercury Bay Yacht Club of Auckland, New

Zealand, first came to court in 1987, arguing it should

be allowed to challenge San Diego in a one-on-one race

for the race for the Cup in a boat larger than the

12-meter yacht ordinarily used.

The New Zealand club also argued the race should

be held in an interval less than the customary once

every four years.

The deed establishing the Cup requires only a

10-month interval between races and sets no limit for

boat length; it also does not require a series of elimina-

tion races as there have been for the past several

decades.

A judge on Dec. 21, 1987, agreed to the matchup, and
ordered San Diego to defend the cup against the New
Zealand challenge and its 90-foot craft. San Diego was
to use in 12-meter boat, which runs about 45 feet at

the waterline.

But Conner instead decided to use a catamaran - a

much faster and more maneuverable craft - and easily

defeated the challenging craft financed by Michael Fay.

Fay went back to court after losing that race and ask-

ed the judge to invalidate the results.
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Air Force grounds bombers
WASHINGTON .\1' Th. An Ki-il.- 1ki- ti-mpui uily

Kiounded its fleet of B IH bomlHM>. in a pn-fautionary

move following an incident Monday in which an internal

fuel tank on one of the bombers was punctured, the Pen

ta^'on said yesterday

The incident <Kcurred at Uyer>-. Air Foicf Base. Texas,

during a routine pre-flight check before a BIB training

flight, said Dan Howard, the Pentagon's chief spokesman

The fuel tank appears to have been punctured when the

mechanism that sweeps the bomber's wings h.ick .uid

forth malfunctioned, he >aid

The spokesman, disclosing the grounding during a

regular Pentagon news briefing, said the iKimber's crew

was sweeping the wing.s forward and backward beibre

takeolTand discovered the wings were not moving even

ly together

"It was noted that they were out of sync," Howard ,ml
"The third time that they swept the wings forward, a

clunking noi^e was heard; they shut down the aircraft,

and they observed the fuel leak. They're currently con
ducting an inve.stigation to see what cau.sed the problem"
Howard said it appeared the left wing, in being swept

to a full forward position, 'exceeded its normal limits and
subsequently fuel was noticed in the wing root area

"

The Strategic Air Command has suspended training

flights on its B IB ainraft until furthti notice, Mnw nd
said

Thi- >pokt-maii -..mi llu-ri u.i- no indication that tin*

incident was related to a Nov H, 1988. crash of a B IB
iKimlier at l)ye,ss "or any <»ther previous incident

'

The November crash has been blamed on a wing fuf,

the precise cause of which remains unknown

AREA COORDINATOR POSITIONS

Amherst College is seeking carudates tor or^e tull-time and two hall-time rune

and one -hall month Area Coordinator positions Beginning on August 15,
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Counselors plus a range ol supervisory, advising and administrative func-

tions tor tour to twelve residence halls The luU-time position will have addi-

tional departmental responsibilities which include coordinating six social ac-

tivities councils Qualilications Bachelor s Degree by September 19S9 abili-

ty to relate well to students organizational and counseling skills previous

expenence in residential lile leadership and supervision Residential lile ex-

penence or related Master s Degree prelened lor tuU-time position Compen-
sation approximately SI 2.000 plus room board and benefits tor tuU-time

Coordinator $4 000 plus room, and board lor the hall-time positions Submit

resume cover letter stating interest and qualilicatior\s and three letters ol
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Deficit may affect employment of grads
By MARU SACCHETTI
Collegian SufT

Students graduating from the Universi-

ty of Maaaachusetts are likely to secure

full-time joba, but the impact of the federal

deficit on the United Statea' economy may
alter thia trend for future graduates, accor

ding to a report iaaued by the Office of In-

stitutional Research and Planning.

Robert DeLauretis, OIRP director, said,

"(The deficit] is going to have a whole
variety of negative effects but it seems to

be a better reason to get a degree."

The office sent surveys to half of an
estimated 4,000 graduates of the Class of

1986 one yecur after graduation. Sixty per-

cent of the graduates responded and the
results were published last semester in a
report entitled "One Year Out: The Class
of 1985.'

The report, the first of its kind at UMass,
showed that on the average, eight of 10

graduates from the Class of 1985 found full

time employment shortly after graduation,

and many also held a part-time job or

became part-time students.

DeLauretis said the unemployment rate

among the graduates, only two percent for

those completely without jobs and four per-

cent for those with only part-time jobs, is

not unusual and, despite the looming
deficit, is unlikely to change.

...Ltfe After College

Employfnenl, Education arxl Other Activities ot the Class ol 1985

Full Tim* Job

/". riill Tim* |<*. Part Time Student

Full »nd Part Tim* IoH«)

% Full Time StuHmt

Full Tim* S«ud*n«. Pari Tim* |ob

19 Pari Tim* JoWs)

Olh*f Jobs Of Study

n All Olhn Artiviti**

Excerpt from *'One year out: the Class of 1985."
Offirr of Iniititutiona) RrMarrh and Planning

"It's not Striking to me, it's just good
news." he said. "A lot of things can hap-
pen, but I think this is within (he range of
expectation."

Nearly 90 percent of the graduates fell

into two categories of employment:
managerial and professional specialty; and
technical, sales and administrative sup-

port, and the average income of those

employed full time was $15,000 to $20,000.

DeLauretis said.

Unfortunately, he said, women
dominated the lower ends of the wage
brackets, with three fourths of those

employed full time earning less than
$20,000 annually.

The majority of women graduates held

gender-stereotypic and traditionally lower-

paying occupations like teachers and
clerical workers, while men dominated the

upper income scales by holding jobs in com-

puters, engineering, or as supervisors in

farming and forestry, DeLauretis said.

The report showed that 150 men who
were employed full time earned more than
$25,000 annually compared to slightly

more than 40 women in the same category,

he said.

"That's the sad part of the story and a
large part of the real story here,"

DeLauretis said, adding that more than 20
jjercent of males became engineers, a high-

paying position, while less than five per-

cent of women ventured into this field.

The members of the class were highly ac-

tive in extracurricular activities, with

nearly 90 percent claiming regular par-

ticipation, the report said.

The report, which yielded largely positive

results, also found that although more than

40 percent of the graduates had originally

preferred to attend another institution,

more than 90 percent said they would now
prefer the University if they were asked to

make the desicion again.

An overwhelming amount of the minori-

ty respondents, 80 percent, also said they
would prefer UMass over another institu-

tion, but that number remains significant-

ly lower than the number of White
graduates, the report said.

Responses varied somewhat according to

ethnicity, but only slightly in the area of

occupational status, the report noted. On-
ly 44 percent of minority student graduates

were satisfied with religious programs
available, but 71 percent ofWhite students

reported satisfaction, the report said.

Graduates gave high marks to the

University's transit system, the Universi-

ty's overall capacity, course variety, social

and cultural programs, and intramural

athletic activities, the report said.

But, the report showed that graduates

were less pleased with financial aid oppor-

tunities, the University Placement Service,

access to computers and non-major courses,

and career and academic advising.

DeLauretis said the office will continue

to conduct standardized surveys of suc-

cessive classes and will publish the results

every three to four years in an attempt to

learn about the impact of the University

on its students.

The office is publishing an "Educational
Assessment Bulletin," which is a series of

reports issued over several months to the

administration designed to measure the

educational impact ofcampus programs on
students.

Grad student funding to MassPIRG at stake
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Graduate students will have the opportunity to choose

whether to continue funding MassPIRG in April's

Graduate Student Senate elections, according to last

night's vote by the senate.

The question was also on the ballot for the SGA elec-

tions, held over two weeks ago. Like the SGA, it will read:

"Do you favor the continued existence of a MassPIRG

chapter at UMass/Amherst to be funded by a $4 per stu-

dent per semester waivable fee as of the fall of 1989? This

represents a $1 increase in the fee. Any student who

chooses not to support MassPIRG may waive the fee."

David Lippiett, a professional staff worker for

MassPIRG, said at the SGA elections. "80 percent of the

undergrads .supported the question on the ballot.
"

He added that at several schools, including Southeastern

Massachusetts University, the local MassPIRG chapter

would include an insert with each student's bill, explain-

ing how MassPIRG works. They would then decide

whether to pay or waive the bill. When asked why the

UMass chapter didn't do the same, Lippiett said it was
"limited by purchasing power."

Lippiett said that MassPIRG has explained their posi-

tions on consumer and environmental issues through re-

cent mailings to graduate students. "We've become visi-

ble for the graduate elections," he said.

Several senators, including senate President Gita van
Heerden, raised the issue of the group's financial accoun-

tability to the students. Although Lippiett did not show
the MassPIRG budget, the senate approved putting the

question on the ballot, 27-1, with 1 abstention.

Other items discussed during the meeting included:

• A unanimous endorsement of a letter by Senators Steve
Mabee and Joel Sparks of the Geology/Geography depart-
ment to Vice Chancellor of Administration and Finance
Paul Page suggesting that the University's winter park-
ing policy be modified so that people working late in the
labs would not have to move their cars except in a
snowstorm. Currently, cars would be moved to designated
lots between 1 and 6 a.m.

• A proposal by Steve Jones of the Chemistry department
to cut funding of five RSOs, including the LBGA and the
LBGA's Counseling Collective, saying, "...there is essen-
tially no participation by graduate students." It was later

rejected.

-i«^e^-^
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continued from page I

Although this may seem alarming, Clark said mahg
nant tumors are more of a concern when dealing with
toxic substance testing and that the mice used are
subsceptible to lung tumors anyway because they are
bred to be highly sensitive to toxic chemicals.
Since then, new studies have been started but have

not generated enough data to draw any definite con-

clusions about links between Alar and cancer, he said

"For a human being to be exposed at the same ex
posure level las the mice), a 155 pound man would ha\ »•

to eat 200,000 pounds of apples per day for his entire

lifetime. And that only gets you to the place where it

causes benign tumors in mice," he said.

Clark is angr>' over the consequences of the Alar con
troversy because he believes the public is in more
danger from increased pesticide spraying used to con
trol apple maggots which breed in fallen apple.s — Alar
apples slay on the tree, he said

"WeVe using more compounds just to try to get the
same effects as Alar. As far as I can see, you're being
exposed to more pesticides not less when you take Alar
off the market," he .said

State buys land toprotect rare beetles
NORTHAMPTON lAP) The .statu ol Massachusetts

is spending $61 ,000 to buy 30 acres of land along the Con

necticut River where officials believe the .state's last

population of a rare tiger iH'etles can be found

The only other spot in the country where the puritan

tiger beetle can be found is along the Chesapeake Bay,

according to Judy Jacobs of the US P'lsh and Wildlife Ser

vice, who is working on a proposal to have the species

listed as threatened.

"It's not one of the flashy tiger beetles But U is very

tasteful and attractive." she said yesterday "It's sort of

an understated dull brown with white markings."

Funds for the purchase came from a 1987 state bond

issue for acquisition of open lands, siiid Henry Woolsey,

ccHJidmator of the state's endangered species program.

The more common tiger beetles, which come in a wide

variety of bright colors, including iridescent gieens. blues

and bronzes, have long Ihhmi favorites of small boys and

other beetle fanciers

"They are pretty," Jacob .said And some peijple col

lect them like baseball cards " But most of the puritan

tiger beetle's decline has been caused by destruction of

habitat rather than inroads by collectors, she said

Cntil the Northampton papulation was discovered in

198H, wildlife officials had believed the half inch long bee
tie. which once could be found from New Hampshire south
to Hartford. Conn., was gone from the Connecticut River
Valley, said Phillip Nothnagele, a Windsor, Vt.. consul
tant who has been tracking the insect.

He counted 120 puritan tiger beetles at the Northanip
ton site m 1987, but found only 15 to 20 last year
"We know so little about them that we really don't know

how accurate those numbers are," he said "For one thing,

they like sunny days near the water and unfortunately

the weather was overcast on most of the days I was uui

counting last summer "

One of the things that make tiger beetles particularly

vulnerable is their grubs live for one to two years in bur
rows on sandy beaches where they lie in wait for the in

gects and other little creatures that they eat, Jacobs said

"They are pretty ferocious predators." she said They
smII take on just about anything that is smaller than the>

,ir 1-

Hut they can t hope to compete with off road vehicles,

according to WiKil.sey. who said protection of particularly

sensitive areas was one of the reasons the state bought
the property "It's also a very ^jood piece of flood plain

fnri'st," he siiid
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FOCUS
The Budget

How the state budget will affect UMass
Each dean and vice chancellor at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst received a letter last

Wednesday detailing the amount of funding they will
have to work with in the next fiscal year.
The letters are from Executive Vice Chancellor and

Pn)Vost Richard O'Brien, and give a dollar amount
based on a two percent cut which will be necessary
if the Massachusetts senate approves the current ver
sion of the state budget
This version of the budget calls for UMass to be

"level funded at $169 million in fiscal 1990. which
begins July 1. Although UMass is slated to receive
the same amount next year as it did in the current

> ear. the budget does not cover itote-mandated salary
raisies, matntenence. and other co8t« carried over from
last year, according to Acting Budget Director Joyce
Hatch
"There are cmtts that are going to be carried over

from last year that a level funded budget does not
cover," Hatch said.

In a sense, UMaiis is lucky. Some line items on the
budget last year, such as library acquisitions and
some n> '

' esearch. have been "zero-funded." for

fiscal I .ries below

»

Thf twM percent cut comes on the heels of a $5
million cut to the University by Gov. Michael S
Dukakis in November, and fee increases totaling $28()

lo meet the cuts.

The House also has not begun to work on the cupii<il

outlay budget, which is dependant «»n the operating
budget. fr«)m which the University is funded The
capital outlay budget funds project."; such repairs and
renovations to campus buildings
"The big concern is the luck of a capital outhn

budget . . if you should lose the capital outlay you
have to defer." Hatch said

The Fine Arts Center, for instance, was slated to

receive $4 million to $5 million in repairs in this fi.scal

year, according to FAC Director James MacRostie He

sijid the repairs had already gone out to bid when the
capita] outlay money was cancelled.

MacRostie said the capital outlay funds would have
created more handicap accessibility in the facility, and
repaired leaks and other damage, the building has
been subjected to in the 12 years since it opened.
One project that is not threatened currently is the

William D. Mullins Convocation Center. Money for

this project - $125 million — has been transferred
to the Ma.ssachusetts Building Authority, Hatch said,

and cannot be taken back by the state. The money
IS being held and invested until there is enough to

build the arena.

The current budget also has no funding for the
"53rd week." The 53rd week mu.st be funded every
six years or so to pay salaries when the calendar year
runs more than 52 weeks. Hatch said the current ver-

sion of the budget authorizes the commissioner of ad-

ministration to insitiute a biweekly pay schedule.

which places some paydays in the next year, in effect,

putting off the problem for later.

There is the possibility some of the money for state
colleges and universities could be restored by amend
ments by state .senators.

Rep. Stan Rosenberg. D-Amherst, attempted to

amend the state budget to add 15.7 million to the
state's higher education system. His amendment fail

ed, however. 78 73.

Several state house Democrats, however, such as
Sen. John Giver. D Northampton, are saying the
budget in its present form is $250 out of balance, and
further cuts, or an increase in taxes, may be
necessary

The senate is scheduled to vote on the budget in ear
ly May After the final budget is approved and sign
ed by the governor, the deans and vice chancellors will

get the actual final amount they have to work with
lor next year.

-'
y.

Maple research about to end

The Fine Arts Center, scheduled to get about $4 million in repairs. All fun-
ding for the repairs was scrapped.

r

Since 1987, Gretchen Smith has been

re.warching the negative efTect of

several environmental factors on
maple trees m western Ma.ssachusetts.

Smith, working out of Holdsworth

Hall, was studying "maple decline." a

deterioration in the health of maple
trees due to acid rain, air pollution,

and the insect pear thrips. among other

factors. Her research formed a base

from which other scientists could work.

Farmers were so concerned about the

effect of the pear thrips that many

Gretchen Smith

decided not to tap trees this season to

make maple syrup, losing a vital part
of their income and ending long-held

tradition.

Now It appears that Smith's
research, which may have led to

an.swers about how to deal with the

thrips and other environmental fac-

tors, will end.

Smith, a full-time researcher, is fund-

ed through the states Executive Oflfice

of Environmental Affairs. Since 1987,

the EOEA has funded the research

with $90,000 which pays her salary,

the salaries of several teaching

assistants, and the expenses of

monitoring 10 plots of maple trees in

western Massachusetts.

That $90,000. which is the only

.'^urce of funding for her research, has

been eliminated from the budget ap-

proved by the Massachu.setts House of

Representatives early this month.

Asked what she will do if the money
is not restored, she said, "Look for

other work. I guess."

Smith says the research is important

because the studies were done in the

field, not in a greenhouse.

The research may be even more im-

portant becau.se of the significance of
>naple in the Massachusetts economy.
Aside from maple sugaring, maple tree

are part of the timber industry, and the

tourism and recreation industries.

Smith estimates the maple industry to

be worth $3 million to $4 million per

year to the state's economy.

"Her work is very important, forests

are an extremely important resource."

said Rick Taupier. assistant .secretary

for research at EOEA "This kind of

research is unprecedented in the Com
monwealth and in New England." he

said.

Taupier .said there is also the impact

on scenic beauty and wildlife if the

trees continue to decline, which is not

measureable in dollar amounts.

Smith said that because of the

number of factors at work on maple
trees, no one factor such as thrips en

be blamed. Other threats facing the

trees are road salts, which enter the

trees through ground water, air pollu-

tion, the deterioration of the ozone

layer, droughts, and other insects, such

as the gypsy moths in recent years.

What Smith is sure of is that all

these factors are contributing to maple
decline.

Acid rain monitoring threatened

Acquisitions
suffer 2/3 cut

State funding for library acquisitions at all

29 of the state colleges and Universities has
been cut completely for next year. At UMa.ss
Amherst this means library acquusitions will be

cut by two-thirds from this year — a lo.ss of $2
million — according to Richard Talbot, Univer
sity director of libraries.

Talbot said the state's Board of Regents of

Higher Education had requested $9 million for

fiscal 1990 for the college system. This was up
from $7.5 million for the current fiscal year, in

which UMa.ss Amherst received about $2
million.

In Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' propo.sed budget,

library acquisitions were trimmed to $4 million

The budget from the house Ways and Means
Committee, pending approval in the state

senate, contains no money for library

acquisitions.

Asked how this cut would impact library ac-

quisitions, Talbot said, "Catastrophic is not too

strong a word. It means that there are a great

many things we want to be able to add to our
collection and won't be able to add."

Talbot said the library would have to cut its

periodical subscriptions in half, and would buy
approximately 8,000 books, down from 45,000
this year. He said that to his knowledge, there

is no outside source which could make up the

funding.

Paul Godfrey has been studying acidxain deposition

in nearly 5,000 lakes, rivers, and streams in

Massachusetts since 1983. A network of 1.000

volunteers collect samples which eventually find there

way to Godfrey's research center at the University of

Massachusetts.

Godfrey says there is no other project of this scope

in the Northeast, and until a week ago, it appeared the

re.search was going to be "zero-funded" next fiscal

year's Massachu.setts budget.

An amendemnt by Rep. Stanley Rosenberg. D-

Amherst, which the house approved last week, ear

marked $160,000 for acid rain research, according to

Rick Taupier, assistant secretary for research at the

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs.

"However, there is $500,000 worth of projects com-

peting for that money." Taupier said.

He said that in addition to the approximately

$210,000 Ciodfrey had received last year. Smith's

Text and layout by George Francy

research, and research on air quality in relation to acid

rain, which had received about $100,000, will compete

for the $160,000. He said it is unclear now how the

money will be divided.

Also, because his research is partially funded by the

U.S. Geological Survey, Godfrey would be able to keep

some forms of research underway.

Godfrey will still be at the University next year. But

if the budget pa.ssed by the Massachusetts House of

Representatives clears the senate, the project he has

overseen for the last six years will be effectively ended.

Godfrey said he depends on 1,000 volunteers to col-

lect water samples. These volunteers bring the samples

to one of 19 regional labs, and the samples are even-

tually transferred to his research center at the

University.

The project is called the Acid Rain Monitoring (ARM)

Project. He said he chose the acronym, ARM because

each of the volunteer sticks his or her arm into the

Photos by Jason Talerman

water to get a sample.

He fears that if the acid rain research is cut, however,

the volunteers will lose interest. If they see that the

state has little interest in funding the research, they

may say, "why bother?" and give up.

"That's demoralizing," he said. "They need to know
somebody cares."

He said cutting research on acid rain sends a message
to the rest of the country that Massachusetts places

acid rain research low on its list of priorities.

He said the U.S. would need to spend $5 billion over

10 years to eliminate the problem of acid rain, and if

Massachusetts doesn't care enough to spend money on
research, the rest of the country won't be willing to

commit to the $5 billion.

Godfrey said that re-starting a project of this kind
once it has been eliminated would be extremely
difficult.

Thus far, he has determined that six percent of the

surface bodies of water in Massachusetts are acidified,

meaning some plant and animal life cannot survive in

them.
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Gun lobbyists oppose bill to ban semi-automatics
BOSTON (APi — With an array otmins in IVoiu ot hiin

and a phalanx of police behind him, Go% Michael S.

Dukakis proposed banning semi automatic assault

weapons in a move yesterday that drew immediate
criticism from j^un lobbyists.

The proposal would be among the first statewide bans
of its kind in the nation and would ban the sale, posses

sion and purchase of military -type assault rifles. In a com
promise aimed at gun owners, the bill would allow those

who already legally own any of the banned weapons to

reregister them and continue to use them under controll
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Among the banned weapons would be AK 47 assault

ntles and Uzi semi automatic ntles

"Military assault rifles belong on the battlefield, not

creating war zones m our cities," Dukakis said. "We can

not allow our ptilice to be outgunned and our children

gunned down — caught in the cross-fire of drug wars

Despite its compromise provisions, the legislation drew

immediate criticism from gun lobbyists, including one who
sat on the special commission that advised the governor

during preparation of the bill.

"It's a piece ofjunk." said Stephen Nottonson of Safari

Club International's New England chapter, who par

ticipated in the drafting of the bill. Nottonstm said possibly

as many as a million Bay State residtiU-. will have to re

register their weapons.

According to documents provided to Nottonson by the

Massachusetts State Police Firearms Identification Sec

tion. of K8() guns involved m shootings from January 198.5

through this March 19. only thnt' vst-iv on the list of bann

I'd weapons.
Boston Police Commissioner Francis Roache, although

he strongly supp«irts the bill, said that, in Bost«>n, "h'>

not a serious problem now but that's not the issue We
have t«» make sure is does not become an issue."

.And Michael Yacinn «•( the Gun Ow ners Actions League

said the Dukakis bill would involve confiscation of legal

iy purchased weapons. "What logic is it to lake something

away from somebody who's done nothing wrong'*" Yacino

said. He addt>d that claims that the weap«>ns on the gover

nor's banned list are useless for hunting is "absurd
"

Dukakis administration ofTicials resp<indt'<l swiftl> to

the criticism I'los spokesman James Duimv called

Yacino's claim that legal guns would be confiscated "an
absolute lie."

Owners of guns on the banned list would have 60 days
to register them with the state Department of Public Sai'e

ty. They would then be able to use them at licensed gun
clubs and regulated shooting events such as target prac

tise or skeet shoots.

There would be no confiscation program, but anyone
caught with a weapon not legally registered would be sub-

ject to the penalties in the law.

If the Dukakis proposal becomes law, violators would
face up to 5 years in prison with a 1-year mandatory term.

The propt»sal also creates a new category of crime involv

ing the use of an illegal weapon during the commission

of a felony. If the weapon is on the banned list, a violator

would face an extra five years to life in prison

fc
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Gov. Michael Dukakis in front of the

Statehouse, where he proposed the restric-

tion of assault rifles.
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Fighting corporate bullies
— -piAj^

Although my spring bri-ak u.i> uomlii

ful, I couldn't help being disturbed at the

start fif It As I got out oCmy bus at Laguar
dia Airport in New York and lugged niv

bags toward the Continental terminal

where I was to catch a 1:45 flight to San
Diegtt, I noticed a few middle-aged, middle

American men quietly pacing the ter

minal's entrance wearing signs which read

On Strike

Craig Berger

I'm writing about this because it is an
upsetting and typical example of how a
single wealthy businessman can master
the means of employment for ti»ns of

thousands of moderate income workers
without any consideration for his

employees. Frank Lorenzo is playing chess

with his corp<)ration, and his blue collar

pawns are the first to be sacrificed.

For those who don't know, Frank Loren-

zo is the owner (rf'Jet Capital Corporation,

an ever-consuming company which controls

Texas Air, Continental Airlines and
Eastern Airlines. In 1983, Lorenzo claim-

ed that Continental Airlines had gone
bankrupt. What he was actually doing was
breaking up the strong union which the

Continental workers established. Since the

airline was bankrupt, all union contracts

were null and void.

According to Jim Galvin, a union aircraft

serviceman for Eastern Airlines who is cur-

rtntls on strike, Lorenzo told thf t\

Continental union workers that if they

want to come back to work, they must do

it without a union and earn as low as five

to six dollars an hour.

Ever since his success with the Continen

tal union, Lorenzo has been after the

Eastern Airlines union. It seems that

Lorenzo favors Continental because he has

already established dictatorial control over

Its workers.

Eastern is a threat to Lorenzo because his

workers have a say about their modest in

come and benefits. Seventeen months ago,

the union offered Lorenzo a 20 pay cut.

Lorenzo balked, saying that he needed

them to take a SQpay cut for Eastern's pro-

fitable shuttle system to Continental, but

the courts blocked the attempt. All this was
leading the Eastern workers to believe that

Lorenzo's best interests were not with

Eastern and that they were soon to be out

of work
Lorenzo panicked in his millions and

turned to Donald Trump. The Department
of Transportation has recently approved a

deal for Lorenzo to sell Eastern's shuttle

to the multi-millionare. The Union's fears

have come to reality, and the airline they

work for is being sold out, piece by piece.

This strike holds significance to the en-

tire working class of America. Unions like

the Teamsters, the AF of L and the CIO are

backing the strike Mike Doyle, a union

worker for the Communications Workers
of America picketed in support of the

Beware of the ''student" tax
Students beware. Taking advantage of

and profiting from students is becoming an
all American institution.

The institution has become especially

popular in Amherst as some town officials

and residents attempt to use the students
to solve financial tangles.

Pedro Pereira

Nancy Maglione, the town's finance

director, last semester proposed a $50 an-

nual excise tax for the 28,000 students who
live in Amherst. The tax, now on the

backburner. would raise $1.4 million per

year for the financially -troubled Amherst.

"I think it's appropriate for students to

be paying for a part of the services rendered

to them," Maglione said last month. In

essence, Maglione is saying the students

should pay for the town's mismanagement,

which if not corrected soon could cause a

financial disaster in the next decade.

Although some town officials have em-

braced the proposed tax. they will not see

it become reality during Town Meeting in

May because, according to Maglione, try-

ing to get the tax approved now "would just

be too time-consuming."

Students are safe for now, but they

should begin preparing to combat the pro-

posal — sooner than later, it will become

an issue again. Should the proposal catch

students off guard, the tax might just be

railroaded into law.

Perhaps that is what supporters of the

proposal hope will happen. They know the

effectiveness of surprising students.

Last semester Town Meeting members

caught students off guard when they ap-

proved a zoning bylaw that prohibited the

establishment of new fraternities and

sororities along North Pleasant and

Phillips streets. Students in the Greek area

tried in vain to prevent the re-zoning by

arguing against it at Town Meeting.

Although the Greeks reacted too late,

they learned the value of awareness and
organization. As a result of the bylaw, nine
(>reek area residents are running for Town
Meeting so they can protect their interests

if elected next month.
The rest of the students should follow

their example and start organizing. Ac-

tions such as the proposed tax, the re-

zoning, and a ruling by a Hampshire
District Court judge last semester will

multiply if the students remain passive.

Judge Alvertus Morse in October ordered

two students to pay $100 each for violating

the open-container law. The money from
the unusually high fine went to the town
to help cover the cost of Amherst police's

overtime.

The financial and zoning assaults on the

students denote the town's willingness to

exploit students to the fullest.

Shameful.
But the town is not alone. As recent pro-

posals on Capitol Hill indicate, attempts to

exploit students are a nationwide trend.

Legislators have submitted eight versions

of proposals to impose national service on

high school students seeking financial aid.

Should Congress approve one of the bills,

students would have to "volunteer" to

work in military or community service for

one or two years.

Of course needy students only would

have to submit themselves to national ser-

vice since students whose parents can af-

ford to pay for their education wouldn't

apply for financial aid.

If the government wants to impose na-

tional service on the nation's youth, it

should do so without resorting to unfair,

selective laws.

And if Amherst wants to solve its finan-

cial problems, it should do so without

burdening students who already have to

pay high tuitions and special fees. Besides,

without students the town's economy
would plunge.

Ask any downtown store or bar owner.

Pedro Pereira is a Collegian columnist

They said it

"Nothing is more difficult than competing with a myth."

-Francoise Giroud, / Give You My Word
• *

"Sex for sex's sake on the screen seems childish to me, but it's violence that really bothers

me I think it's degrading It breeds something cancerous in our young people. We have

a great responsibility to the future in what we're communicating."

-Rosalind Russel. quoted in the Los Angelas Times

"It all heaan ao beautifully After a drizzle in the mormins^ ^e ^ua camtQuthright ait^

cWt.X;13XdJ^ In the lead cor were Pre^^Unt and ^^* Kenedy,

^ia^ hkd Johneon, A Whih House Diary

Eastern urnnn .n the Houston Interna-

tional Airport, "l^e little guy has to show
that we can't be controlled by someone who
doesn't care about us. It's a matter of

pride."

The middle class must assert itself if it

is to survive. There's a lot of extra money
that is filtering upward to a few rich men
like Lorenzo. In the case ofJim Galvin, he

was asked to take a 50'pay cut after almost

ten years of service. I spoke with a woman
in Houston who was picketing on behalf of

her husband who was asked for the same

sacrifice after 30 years of service, inis is

no way to treat an honest worker.

The Eastern workers are unemployed
and Lorenzo is making a great deal of

nwney because of it. White collar thugs like

Lorenzo need to learn the value ofjobs and
lives and its relation to money and the "big

deal." The Eastern workers have been fore

ed out of work by a corporate bully, but

they, along with many other unions, are

not giving up without a fight I applaud

their efforts and give them my full support.

Craig S. Berger tg a UMasa student

The Collegian accept* lettrra and columna from the I Ma** community and Fine-

College Area. All nubmianionn automatically become properly of the ColIe|fian andun
subject to editing for apace, grammar, and clarity. Hand-urritten or anonymuua siifr-

mi*atonM WILL NOT BE PVBLISHED!! Letter* and column* can be dropped offor »ent

to the editorial deak. 113 Campua Center. I'.Maaa.

Anyone urho ia intereated in writing columna for the editorial page ahould drop bff

the ofTice and apeak u>Uh Pom, Meredith, or Janine. If you can 't come by, call ua ol

545-3500. We'll Ite more than happy to help you out.

The wrong shade of socks

could kill a career
"The problem with you is that you were

raised in a culture without a dress code.

Back when I was m school the boys had
to wear ties and shoes. Sneakers meant

you were poor. You don 't know how to

dress like a human being."
— My mother

My parents tried to instill the

"human" method of dress into me as a

child. My closet was well-stocked with

the usual obnoxious kiddie clothes: a

sailor suit, overalls and a NASA replica

uniform. Dapper Dan, an indocrination

doll designed to teach the proper use of

buttons, snaps and laces, was always

available.

Darren GarnJck

But fashion lessons in the Garnick

household did not go smoothly. I hated

Dapper Dan and everything he stood for.

My grudge had nothing to do with that

goony smile on his face. His shiny

booties are what struck a nerve.

To me, shoes are something for the

Soviets. They represent a suppression of

freedom, confining the toes in a rigid

leather prison. I've always hated

shoelaces, shoe horns and shoe polish.

I still cringe whenever 1 pass a shoe

store.

Over the years, I've managed to keep

my shoephobia under control, seeking

professional help only once in early 1983

(school pictures). Last week, however, I

almost lost it.

During spring break, a few buddies

and I decided to take a friend out to

celebrate his 21st birthday. Our first

nightclub stop was a brief one. The

bouncer refused us entry at the door

because we were wearing sneakers in a

No Sneaker Zone. They were nice

sneakers. They were clean sneakers.

But it didn't matter. "Athletic

footwear" was strictly prohibited.

My friend's sneakers were leather-

crafted. Thfi only diffeicence betweett

tn«jiii flnu A genViinC' pair of shoes waS

a stripe sewn on the sides. In 1989. in

the United States of America, people

with the wrong style footwear are

banished into exile. We were denied ac

cess to a social gathering because of so-

meone's definition of what is

fa.shionable.

I couldn't believe it. Rational adults

were operating a business with a

kindergarten mentality, saying I wasn't

allowed in their tree house until I wore

the official club uniform. Elitists dictate

our wardrobes in a nationwide dress

code ring. I recall a similar incident a

few years ago in upstate New York. A
fancy hotel refused me service because

I was showing too much knee. Although

it was August, the sign in the lobby

read: No Shorts After 6 p.m. All I

wanted to do was ask directions to the

nearest campground.
I ended up giving in to society and

bought a pair of shoes later that week.

Slipping them on for the first time, it

dawned on me why elitist bars place so

much emphasis on shoes. It is a shrewd
arrangement set up by the textile in-

dustry to sell more socks. While white

athletic socks are fine with high-top

basketball sneakers, wearing them with

low-cut shoes makes you look like a

dork. Guys aren't used to worrying

about what color socks they have on.

Socks are socks.

But not anymore. It was only a mat-

ter of time before I sacrificed my morals

and deliberately wore shoes. Anti-

athletic job interviews demand confor-

mity. Sweatpants are going to be replac-

ed with suits. In this elitist, superficial

world of ours, the wrong shade of socks

could cost me my career.

Ironically, one of my sneaker-clad

friends who got kicked out that night

recently decided to accept a job with a

shoe company after graduation. I'll

never forgive him.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columr

nist, ,0nd the reluctant n^w owner of a
ptdr^^Uick loafer* f?v^ .*-.--s

-JOr-r-
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Area universities trying to link with computer network
COLLEGIAN 9

BOSTON (APt — A group of universities

and scientific institutes is scraniblin^^ to

link New England to the National Science
Foundation's national supercomputer net

work after missing the boat by not apply
ing to join.

"We should have had a proposal together

for a New England regional network last

October But we didn't," Kent England,
director of networks and systems engineer
ing at Boston University, said yesterday
England is a founder of an ad hoc group

trying to put this region on the National
Science Foundation's network of six na
tional supercomputer centers.

The netwM-k will give thousands of scien

tists nationwide access to the country's

most complex, costly and fast supercom

puters. Eventually participation will be ex
panded to link university researchers with
industry

He blamed the tardiness on the fact that
the universities and research institutes had
no model for organizing a way tti bid for

linkage to the NSF system.
The individuals who run their institu

tions' respective computer systems were
aware of the new network, but not of the
requirements for joining. They eventually
decided it was necessary to form a group
to apply for regional participation in the
national network That effort only began
last May.
But their efforts bore their first fruit last

week, when the Massachusetts Institute of

Technolog>". and Harvard and Boston

univiT.-<iiiiv> .iiuiouiKi-d llu- lorniation of

thf No\s Kiigland Academic and Research

Network iNEARiu-ti

That IS to Im- expanded in May to include

I)i^;ital Equipment Corp.: Encore Com
puter; ThinkintJ Machines Corp.; Bolt.

Beranek and Newman; Lincoln

Laboratories and Mitre Corp

William Wulf, an assistant direitor of the

NSF. said NEARnet will have to compete

with other regional networks, particular-

ly in the South, for a place in the national

network.
"We'll be adding two more nodes next

year, and Massachusetts might be one of

the bidders, but there is no guarantee."

Wulf .said.

England said New England institutu>n>

had been tied to ARPAnet, a research com-
puter network begun 20 years ago and
financed by the US Defense Department.
Now a member of the older generation of
computer hook-ups nationwide, ARPAnet
is being phased out this year.

"So here's a brand new network. So we're
in a transition." England said.

The need to be hooked to the supercom-
puter centers is crucial. England said.

"It's imp<}rtant for us to have a regional

network. It's very important for us to plug
into the rest of the world. Without it.

researchers in New England are going to

suffer. We're just going to have to try

harder to get connected
"
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A special offer for students,

only forAmerican Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it s lime for the American

Express* Card

Because now you can take advantage of new travel

privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-time

students who carry theAmerican Exftress Curd.

Travel privileges that offer:

.® Two S99 roundtrip ttckets— fly to many of
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5,000 bonus miles in Northwest s W0R1J)PERKS"

free travel program—where only 20.000 miles gets

you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies

in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada— upon

enrollment through this special student offer

And. of course, wu II enjoy all the exceptional

benefits and personal service you would expect from

American Express.

The only requirements for privileged travel; you

must be a Cardmember, you must be a full -lime stu-

dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airiines

tickets with the Card
*

Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you an apply by phone Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.

We II take your application and begin to process it

right away What s more, with our Automatic

Approval offers,

you can qualify now

while you're still in

school.

Apply now Fly later

—for less.
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Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
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ARTS&LIVING
Jazz reissues: CD wolves in sheep's clothing
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

An incredible number of classic jazz

albums have been digitally remastered and
reissued during the la.st couple of years.

Beyond its obvious benefits, this reissue

boom has some serious problems.

On the positive side, it means salvation

for fans looking for albums that were taken

Valley

Jazz
out of print long ago for reasons quite

unrelated to artistic merit. Instead of com-
bing through used record stores in hopes

of finding even a beat up copy (possibly at

an exorbitant price*, you can readily enjoy

a brand new recording with crystal clear

sound quality. Sometimes the reissues in-

clude better liner notes than the original

versions; many CD reissues contain
"bonus" tracks (usually outtakes from the

original sessions) for more than an hour of

music on one disc.

But even though the reissue boom may
appear to be in the service of the music, it

also represents the worst aspects of record

company conservatism. Reissues are pure
gold for the record compnanies lucky

enough to have recorded the original ses-

sions in the first place: they cost next to

nothing to prtxluce and their sales are prac

tically guaranteed. There is a mutherlode
of Young Urban Disposable Income out

there; labels such as Columbia. Atlantic,

Blue Note and fantasy are all trying to lay

claim to it by flooding the market with

reissues that, like "new age" music (Ekl.

cringes in fear and loathing), satisfy two
prototypical yuppie-music criteria: they are

"hi tech" (especially on CDi and "respec

table." as if to underscore the cringing

overcauttiousness. the companies are pric

ing reissues at about 25 percent lower than
new releases sometimes even less.

The problem is this: given the (accepted)

theory that there is a fixed amount of

record/CD buying income out there, the big

domestic labels are starving out the new
artists. They learned their lessons from
rock well; why worry about whether a new
artist will catch on when you can release

anither Doors live album?
Thus it's not surprising that most of the

exciting new jazz artists are on European
imports (such as Soul Note and JMT) or

domestic independents (such as Sunnyside
and Grmavisioni The big labels aside from
their sporadic, shor lived jazz subsidiaries,

concentrate on neo-traditionalists like

Wynton Marsalis, who serve as "living

reissues," and contemporayjaa artists like

David Sanborn, who cross over to the pop

market.
It is painfully obvious that these labels

aren't even interested in taking chances on
the few new artists they have signed by
pricing reissues so much lower and mak-
ing so many available they are sUtering

consumers away from new artists. This
even seems ridiculous from a business
point of view: take an occasional risk by
signing a new artist, then discourage peo
pie from buying his or her albums'?

Overall the reissue boom is yet another
manifestation of the record indusry's

bottom-line myopia, made all the more in-

sidious by Its superficial veneer of

obeisance to the past greats ofjazz. So, next
time you're in a record store and you have
your heart set on that Miles or Coltrane
classic on CD, go ahead and buy it becau.se

it a great music. But at least understand
why it ccMts ten bucks and why it's there,

while the new Henry Threadgill CD goes
for fourteen and is out of stock

Heavy metal: a
logical approach
By DANIELLE DOWLINCi
Coilejiian Cftrrespondent

Anticipation weighed heavy in the air ofthe Worcester
Centrum on March 16 as the light.x dimmed and Queen-
sryche (opening for Metallica) took the sta^. "Queen of

the Reich", from their first EP. btwmed from the

amplifiers. The crowd roared, thrashed and threw their

fists in the air. a response that was constant throughout
the band's set.

I've always been a fan of Geoff Tate's amazing vocal

talent. Chris Degarmo's and Mike Wilton's excellent

guitar work, EUldie Jackson's tight bass lines and Scott

Rockenfield's driving beat. However. I could never truly

believe the tales told of their incredibly perfect and in

ten.4e .stage shows . . . now I'm a believer. Queensryche's
performance was electrifying. They had the audience suf-

ficiently whipped into a frenzy and ready for Metallica

Who's Queensryche? Wake up. Haven't you been keep-

ing tabs on the Dial MTV chart? The video for their song,

"Eyes of a Stranger," off their latest and mast successful

LP Oiwratum Mindcrime, has been on the chart for over

a week.
It hasn't been easy for Queensryche to get even this

much attention. The heavy metal quintet started in Seat-

tle back in the early SO's. They were picked up by their

present record company, Capitol-EMI, in 1983 and have

so far released one EP, Queen ofthe Reich and 3 LP's The
Warning, Rage for Order and Operation Mindcrime. Their

lyrics are socially and politically oriented, especially on

Mindcrime, a dramatic concept album that tells the tale

of Nicki, a heroin addict who gets involved with a group

plotting to overthrow the government. Guitarist Chris

DeGarmo commented, "We believe in what we write

about. I don't think we are really a political band. We just

write about life that goes on around us, and people are

catching on to what we're doing. Each album gets more
and more fans into us."

One would think that after all these years of touring

and churning out albums with only small but growing

trickles of admiration, the band's frustration level would

be at an all time peak. Not so.

"I'm hapy with what we've done so far. I mean it could

be worse. If we could just keep doing what we're doing,

I'll be happy. We have a lot of musical respect in the

business," said Scott Rockenfield.

Asked how he feels about mediocre groups like

Cinderella and Brittny Fox making it to the top and

Queensryche staying behind, vocalist GeoflFTate replied,

"There is room in the world for everyone - Cinderellas,

Poisons, Queensryches . . . we're just trying to do things

our own way and we feel very successful. Some people

have larger successes quicker, and some people have

smaller successes in different increments. But we'll get

there. We like what we do and we're in it for the long

term."

Queensryche shares a disadvantage with another heavy

metal quintet, Helloween. It's difficult for them to catch

on to the metal crowd in a big way since they are not hard

and fast enough for the majority of the thrash audience,

and too complex for the majority of the commercial au

dience. Asked if they would employ tactics to win both

audiences over, Tate responded, "We want to establish

an audience of our own."

One advantage of being a band with an audience smaller

than say, Metallica, is that they get the chance to play

small clubs as well as arenas. Tate likes that.

"Any one same thing for too long gets a little tedious.

It's nice to mix them up," he said.

On a final note, DeGarmo lends this bit of advice to up

an coming bands. "Write your own songs, practice hard,

don't give up and rage for order."

continued on page 11

Pkoto romttrny of UnivrraHy Gallrr>

BIKINI BORSCHT? No, but close. Bikini Moscow is part of Portraits: Poses and Per-

sonalities, Photographs from the Permanent Collection, which is on display at the Univer-
sity Gallery from April 1 through June 11.

Mexican fare in slow motion
By TRACEY CEURVELS
Collegian Correspondent

La Cazuela
Northampton

La Cazuela was voted Best Mexican Restaurant in the

valley by the Valley Advocate. Perhaps it is the best in

the Valley, but it is certainly not one of the better Mex-

ican restaurants I've been to. Located at 7 Old South

Street in Northampton, La Cazuela is situated in an old

white building whose present function is as an apartment

complex. The inside of the restaurant is also white and

is tastefully decorated in southwestern Aztec style. There

Dining Out
are wall hangings and other objects of this style which

together with the simplicity of the dining room give the

feeling of an authentic Mexican cafe.

While at the restaurant, I learned that La Cazuela is

the word for an earthen-ware cooking pot, used in Mex-

ican kitchens. This pot, (according to the back of the menu)
symbolizes the restaurant's cooking style.

About fifteen minutes after we sat down, the waitress

finally approached us. She brought over homemade nacho

chips with mild and hot salsa. Only when asked did she

bring glasses of water. The nachos make an excellent

snack, but cost extra if you want a second serving.

Ten minutes after we finished our appetizer, the

waitress took our order. La Cazuela has a full bar, and
offers such drinks as Margaritas and Tequila Sunrises

($3.00), Bloody Marias ($2.50) and an assortment of special

coffee drinks like the Cafe Mexicano ($3.00) which in-

cludes tequila, kahlua and coffee, and is topped with whip-

ped cream. Five Mexican beers are offered, and there are

also two house wines, which can be ordered by the glass

or the carafe.

For appetizers one can order anything from Nachos
Grande to ceviche. which is a spicy mixture of fresh bay
scallops. There is a delicious tortilla soup consisting of

tomato soup topped with tortilla chips and monteray jack

cheese. This can be ordered by the cup or the bowl. Chili

and various salads are also offered.

As my main dish I had fajitas ($9.50) which are strips

of beef sauteed with red peppers, onions and various

spices. The meal was good but I've had much better

elsewhere. I also sampled the enchiladas casera, which
is three different enchiladas; cheese, chicken and beef, top-

ped with chili sauce, sour cream and tomtillo sauce for

$7.25. Some, but not all, of the entrees came with La
Cazuela's house salad. I must say that although the salad
looked quite bland (lettuce, a few radishes and olives), it

was very tasty because of the house vinaigrette, which
was absolutely delicious - one of the best I've ever tasted.

Desserts were simple and few. All that was offered was
a scoop of Herrell's ice cream, Kahlua mousse or

sopapillas, which to me was nothing more than fried

dough with honey poured over it.

The food was good, however it wasn't great. The service

was less than outstanding. Drinks took 15 minutes, salads

were slow in arriving and dessert took almost thirty

minutes. I must add that it wasn't even busy when I din-

ed there. Perhaps the food wasn't suitable to my taste,

so you may want to try it for yourself But expect to be
patient with the service.
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LONDON 358
PARIS 458
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 7S9
TOKYO 679

SYDNEY 1128
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SEMINARS
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Malt ««M •« l«f Special
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Q MMTAL J kKAM Q ^NCNAM

Supor Kosh Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

BRANDYWINE
AT AMHERST

Now accepting application for June, July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brand>\%ine Office

Open Monday to Friday 10.00 am. - 4:00 p.m.

549-0600

'Restrictions dppl>
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Dine with your favorite

faculty members

To generate interaction

between students & faculty,

students can invite or be

invited by faculty to eat breakfast,

lunch, or dinner in all dining

commons free of charge.

Interested faculty and students

can pick up meal tickets from

dining commons managers at

the following dining common
locations: Berkshire, Franklin,

Hampshire, and Worchester.

Both faculty member and student

need to sign ticket. ID's will be

required.

Commuters and non-meal

plan students are encouraged to

participate in this program.

I SUMMER CAMP I

POSITIONS

^ Couni»IOf» 21 * Co«d
4. «l—p»wy camp. Mass
• Bertishires WSi arts A
^ crafts. i«nnis. all land and

Mater sports, drama, gym-

nastics. piarK>/play for

T snows ludo. dance

^ pnotograpTiy. computers,

nature iwitderness mode)
rocketry, guitar, radio video

irchery. yearbook nvood-

Morltirtg. RN. typist Write

Camp Emerson 5 Brassie

Rd . Eastchesier NY 10707
or call 914/779-9406

*'

»
«>

»

**'*'*"*'**#'*'**'*****

hJow's
the time
to caH...

NorthAmherst
Motors

79 OM Sunderland Rd.
No. Amherst 549-2880

Expeil Repairs &
Reconditioning

Sponsored by Student Affairs and

Auxilary Services

For further information

contact Dean of Students Office

227Whitmore - 545-2684

W"^'.*

Tickets
Unlimited

Tickets Now
AvallabI*

BON JOVI
Hartford June 23

BaMMa
Worcester April 9

All Red Sox & Bruins
& Whalers Playoffs
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Queensryche
conanuid from page 9

U Queensryche becomes a household name, Tate says

he will handle it, "Like I handle it now, try to be one
on one with everyone. It's all you can do really."

With the success of their recent video on MTV, their

tour with Metallica and the possibility of a film ver-

sion of Operation Mindcrime, Queensryche could just

make it big Just listen.

Chamber Ensemble at Bezanson

*
• 4 *

*

The Ancora Chamber Ensemble, t'eaturmg four UMass
faculty artists will perform an eclectic collection of works
tonight in Bezanson Recital Hall, beginning at 8:15 p.m.

in Bezanson Recital Hall.

The members of Ancora are Freddie Cohen, oboe; Lynn
Klock, tenor and alto saxophone and bass clarinet; David
Sporny, Trombone: and Salvtore Macchia, bass. The con-

cert is presented to the public free of charge.

The program will include the premiere of Penultima

Fantasia written by faculty colleague Robert stern

especially for Ancora. the work iis an elaboration of Mn-
toru tiria Fanlaaia the fourth in a series of works which

reflect the composer's continued interest in the 14th cen-

tury Italian madrigal, O tu cara sciemia mia muaica by

Florentia.

Salvatore Macchia's St. Anthony's Fire will also be per-

formed. For this piece Ancora will be joined by Joanne

Tanner, flute; Laura Klock, horn; Virginia barron, viola;

and William Hanley ,
percussion, and will be conducted

by Peter Tanner Works of Norris, Nieske, and childs will

complete the program.

Since its inception in 1985, Ancora has performed pieces

by contemporary composers, transcriptions of , medieval,

renaissance and baroque works, as well as their own ar

rangements of jazz compositions.

The ensemble is committed to establishing a viable

chamber music repertoire for their instruments. To this

end ancora has presented over 15 premieres written

especially for the group.

For further information, please call the Department of

Music and Dance at (413) 545-2227.

cl)avUc'!5
7 Days A WppI- • ( ,ili Im Jake « ini

Kilchen 1
'I '• itll MMdii^ht F--^,

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 990 Nacho & Cheese Platters

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Drink of the Week
Paln-Ald $1 95

Beer of the Month

Mootchcad $1 75

t^/f>'v

Mon. IOC Moizarelia Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12

Sunday 10c Potato Skins 9-12 e
IraDliim

Lesson No. 3:

Lesson No. 4:

See Lesson No. 5 next week

Students have saved much
time and money by dealing

with Northampton Honda

Always purchase from a

dealer who has One Goal...

"Customer Satisfaction"

waiLL
mmm

PAYMENTS
' For people who won t consider

compromise... for people like you

Excludes all other promotions.

586-8626 171 KING STREET. NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 58

1000 total maximum payments

586-8626

PHOTO CENTER
UMASS/ AMHERST

545-2298

Got your audiences atlenlion.

and focus it on your koy issues'

Oui new computer graphics ser

vice offers you aisp. dynamic

slides in vibrant color This new
technology gives you

QUICK TURN AROUND
LOW COST

HIGH QUALITY
LEGIBILITY

For everything

photographic •

check with the

Photo Center!

\Patiint Ori^onmaiion SenM
Having Diabetes: Having Children

WHAT; kfn*»f*M<on»»6X>t%fm*>or Vi ..a.. « D««i.m ^

'

WHEN A.,, f 4 lfM?«»i.li^m

WHERF .mpui C«««rrHoom l«f

WHO: ^mnnt ««th tfiilbMrt. tl»#w fUM«», ranrrmK) tn*m>t. —^ itttmtnf

MrdK^ Cantvr

WHY 'tm. <lt*r* ifrfiirmatMn. tapwwwM. wad camcnH.

MO^E TO SfE rOU THCM
AAVtHtM""** }«*»" f III

132 Belrnertown Road

Route 9 Amherst

Open Mon-Fri 8-7

Sat & Sun 9-6

Stop by on your way

to Amkerst!

Fresh Coffee

Muffins

SandwicKes

Organic Produce

Deli and Baker)?

Grocery

Greenhouse Cafe Area

Make healthy eating a habit.

Visit Maplewood

LOCATED ON THE BELCHERTOWN ROAD *
BUS LINE, COLONIAL VILLAGE STOP.
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THEY
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and CD that you want at Record Town Bnnp in these valuahie coupons aiul pivk

up the hottest music at the hottcM savings, ihoosc troin our huge selection oi

titles including the topctUlege hits vou see helow So hurr\ in and let

Record Town continue to help \ou get e\er\thing \ou want.
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Hadley, Hampshire Mall, 586-6351

snowball fight
^oniinuid from page I

An Amherst student had to undergo

emergency surgery after he was hit in the

eve after an estimated 1,500 to 2,000

I'niveisity of Mas.sachusetts students mar
ched to the private college to engage about

400 to 500 Amherst students thi<

DeieniU'r, contended Amherst attoriu\

David Kaplan.

But when Kaplan suggested he forbid

students (»f both schools from throwing

snowball- it lach other. Murphy's onl\

((imiu'iit was "Oh, goodness."

Dierdre Heatwole. an attorney for

I'Mass, said the university's code of stu

dent conduct prohibits students from

throwing snowballs in a malicious manner.

But she maintained that the university

should not be held responsible for the

unauthorized actions ol its students.

Students "are adults free to travel and
ass(Kiate in the Amherst environs." she

said, adding the university "cannot, and
should not, he held legally responsible for

the activities of its students m their ofl'

i.iinpu.- life."

\ iMi ^HHi:>i

Wednesday
REGGAE SIGHT
LOOSE CABOOSE

Rythm & Blues Party
Weekend

Thursday
LIL FR.ASKIE& THE

PREMIERS
Friday

THE WORKISG B.ASD

Saturday
THE ICEMEN

Drink Specials
CORONA $1.50

BOMBAY GIN & TONIC$1.75

Coming Stton—TWISTER'S TERRACE
Party on the Patio

nmwHi waui. Minmai.a—wi ni-tMi^ j

V V a: L o §•

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMeNT OF
MICROBIOLOGY

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 1989

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 101

mm otwtAOT OCT

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
AUJMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

This Is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important panel

|

discussioni

OPeN TO ALL STUDENTS IN THE BIOSCIENCES
ALUMNI PANELISTS:

David Banoch, '84

Jean Berlonis. '82

Dawn McMillan. '82

Rat Stanislovifis, '82

Research Associate
Creative Biomoiecules
Hopkinlon. MA
Senior Associole. Recruiting 8i

Development
Biogen, Inc

Cambridge, MA
Customer Application Specialist

Dupont/NEN
No Biilerica, MA
Senior Associate Research Scientist

Integrated Graphics
Framlnghom MA

For more intormation. please contact:

Department of Microbiology

545 2563

University Placement Service Umvoisily Career Center

fj45 2224
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

"Misers aren't fun to live with
- but they make wonderful
ancestors."

- David Brenner

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Ja«e

You meathead! Now watch! ... The rabbit

go«s through th« hole, around the tre«

five or six times ....

"
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legal contracts ore concerned
Consult experts before sibling

anything

CANCit (June ?lJuiy 22) Go
over records yyith a fine-toottied

comb fo catch any errors or

miscaicuOtions vour zeai wil! im

press an authorify figure who
wants you on his team, Romance
looks rosy Be gentle

LIO (July 23-Aug 22) f inoncioi

matters are m the spotjighf aeai
with them unemotioraiiy A reo!

estate transaction needs caretu!

scrutiny Read ttie fine print so
meone may be trying to mislead
you Ask orot>tr>g auestons

VI»00(Aug 23-Sept 22) if you
settle down, you can wrap up o
work ossigriment in no time A sur

prising message from someone at

a distance gets your evening off

to a lovely start Vou meet new
faces

IISRA iOcf 22) vou
snoUd Dfe sittng pretty Oo not 'f«l

<xi yoc» iQueis fiowever A put!*:

'

ty bMi coJd throw you oft Atten

lion con be tiecuy Cxit msleodng
Get back on trock qutelcty'

SCOBWO (Oct 23-Nov 7h An
mcapet urge may tae very strorig

Be practical ario complete your

work f»st wnen you seek quiet

iurroundngs. fresh thoughts pour

forth A platcnc rekatorstiip nterv

sities Avoid makmg long term
conimitmenfs

SAGinARIUS Nov 2? Dec 21>

* ou ore justly proud of your efforts

friends appear orxt give you a
^yous respite froTTi yoc? lalxxs

Avoid asking for special fovors

ttiey are unl»<elv to be granted at

this time

CAraiCORN i)ec 22-Jon 19)

Adroit behind the scenes
maneuvering wi enhance your

prestige or hetp your business m
terests If vou rove a txmch atxxjt

promotir>g a project foikaw it up
Join business and social dubs

ACIUAMUS (Jan 20-Feb 18j

Avoid argumg with someone
atxxjt a matter ttvjt is tsest kept

under wraps Good timing is an
essential part of your career for-

mula A romantc encounter gets

postponed Be patient

PISCiS (Feb WOMorch 20) Try

to offset the stresses and strains ot

current events Wait until mia
afternoon to further your own per

sonai aims or romantic interests

Someone influential grves you a
sympottietic hearing Make ttie

most o* it'

MENU
LUNCH

Tuna meiti

Tri-county fair sanovyich

BASICS LUNCH
Bokea chicken

Savory beef strudel

DINNER
Tuna melts

Soybean, corn and tomato
casserole

BASICS DINNER

Greek style skillet

Broccoli and cheese strudel
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men s gymnastics u rap-up

meets on the bar during the regular

seation. But part nt that .Johnson felt

was not his team s fault He cited the

iud|,'in>j as hurtmj: the Minutenieii in

that event

"The only exptn-tation that we didn't

fulfill this year was getting' more in

dividuals in the finals at the EUiL
rhampionships. " .Johnstm said

The Minutenien did leave their mark

however befcM-e leavjng the champion

ships. Three individuals did not no un

nolictnl Those were senior co-captam-

Bart Balocki and John EgK«?rs alon^

with freshman Calvin Booker

In the all around competition Balmki

finished fourth. BtKtker firth, and Kg

^ers sixth In an eight team field those

are pretty impressive individual pei

t'iM-manct»s AH thi^fe of tht»H' guys wen
an integral p»n of the Minutemen s

lineup this past iM^u^n and they will

he next >ear
IVil,., li ind Eggec- (who finished

KIGL

N< \A Champjonsihips which i* th.

;ntry. Johii-on

a and Ki • • -

hav# A »hol to ^aliiy tor the N*

i\ this

year g NCAA s tn Nebraska >t posjjible

just to get a feel U>r it

"I think if some of the oldei .

could >ee an NCAA Championship, u

would show them that they are nc»t fit-

ofT. one or two skills. Johnson sau.

Booker as a freshman immediately

earned a spot in the starting lineup

before the start of the season The Dor

Chester product did not disappoint one

bit. taking over as one of l'Ma>.-.' top

all aruunder^.

"i think the sky .s the limit lor I ai.

Johnson said. "We have to strengthen

him up iM) he can hold his crosses. A
good strength program over the spring

should help that."

There were not many surprises for

Johnson this year. Coming into the

season, he knew he had a very good

team and it would not be long before

the Minutemen proved just how good

they would be.

On February 18 the Minutemen
went into a meet with Temple needing

a win to hold on to second place in the

league The Minutemen had their best

meet of the year that day at the

Boyden Gymnastics Center, breaking

the old school record for team score of

267.25 with a 268.05. Based on that

performance a pretty solid argument
could be made that this year's squad

was the best ever at UMass.
"1 think it's the t)est team we've ever

had here at UMass but it's very hard
to compare with the teams that were
here 10, 15 years ago because the sport

has changed so much," a modest
Johnson said. "We've been through
three sets of rule changes and several

equipment improvements "

Some essential ingredients of that

u.im will he lo.-i to graduation this

year. The Minutemen will lose four of

their starters, three of whom were

team MVP's in three separate years

and another who is their top pommel
horse gymnast.

Senior Tim Myers is all done after

becoming UMass' top all around per

fornu'r the last two years and team

MVP last season

Rol)erto Weil, who wa> the U).s7

MVP. and also an all arounder will

alsti leave with perhaps the most talent

of the group.

Jay Ronayne. UMa.ss top vaulter and

horizontal bar swinger, who was tht

1986 team MVP leaves after an iniui \

plagued final season

JiK' Fitzgerald has onl\ competed m
one event for the Minutemen over tht

past two years but he has been UMa.s>

iH'st on the pi»mmel horse.

| think It could hurt when you lost

many seni<»rs, " Johm>on said

but hopefully Tom Wolkner will hi

able to fiU in

Wolkner waa a freshman this pa-!

-. ,i-.on and did rwit see much action but

Kihnson has high hope* fur him
\nother freshman that did not set

much time but who John.>*on is hopuu
will help make up for the loss of th.

scMiinr^ is Bill Sayman
And more help is on the uav a-

Johnson ha.* landed a blue chip recniit

in Steve Christensen who was the l"i'

liiL.h ^i h»H)l all around gymnast in lli<

.Sew Jersey this yeai

And there are a few other guys who
will be leaving that have been

members of the team but who have n<'i

cfimpt'ted much (iver the past four

years John Langan. who was the

team's announcer and who Johnson

praised for his help around the gym
will hang It up along with Greg

McCall.
And one guy that will be sorely miss-

ed is assistant coach Steve Clancy

Clancy has been with UMass for the

past 3*^ years while he has worked on

his masters degree in exercise science

but will be graduating this year and

retiring as a UMass assistant.

Winning is not everything to

John.son though. The third place finish

at the EIGL's was tied for the highest

finish ever in UMass history there. If

UMass had its best performance at the

Championships, it could have finished

second instead of fourth, maybe even

first. Johnson puts everything into

perspective and considers himself

lucky, looking at a team like the

UMass men's basketball team this

past year, to coach such a nice bunch

of guys, he has said on many occasions

this year.

"Out of my 11 years, this was our

best performance and the best set of

guys I've coached and I'm looking for

wsjrd to improving next year." Johnson

said

women's lax to host Yale

their players

The attack 1.-^ mostly a veteictn unit and

it showed as the Minutemen passed the

ball around the net a lot, sometimes too

much though and that gave the opp«jsing

defense the opportunity to .step in and stop

the play

in the Loyola and the Maryland game
we just turned the ball over tiK» many
limes," Bo-ssio siiid. "We got position in our

attacking end, we created scoring oppor

l unities but we couldn't get the open stick.

We either made a bad pass or we completed

the pass hut the person going to shwt got

double teamed and turned it over
"

Junior Sue Murphy picked right up

w here she left oft' last year as the team .scor

ing leader by netting nine goals and

dishing nut five assists in the three games

Senior conraptain Cathy Fuhrman ha« chip

ped in nine goals and two assists.

Fuhrman netted six in the sea.stm opener

Spor1> Informalinn photo

Sue Murphy leads the Gazelles

in scoring into today's game
against Yale.

and Murphy four but in their next few

games production fell ofTa little Finishing

off plays could be a key to tomorrow's

^'ame.

"We didn't take a- maii> -imt-^ ,1- 1 would

have liked in the last two games, " Bossio

said 'We're trying to .set up sometimes for

almost a perfect shot and that's not going

to happen The attack needs to recognize

a lot sooner w hen they can go one on one,

when they can take their player which

we've been working on. Sometimes their

just a little tw) slow to think "

They will have to think today if they

want to Ileal Yale goalie Catherine

Sharkey. Sharkey has l»een tough to crack

in this early stage of the season. She has

stopped 58 shots and her goals against

average .stands at just below six a game

"I want to make sure that we're taking

our shots when they re available and that

sve're l>eing poised in front of the g<»al, not

rushing our shots." Bossio said.

Sophomore goaltender Elizal»eth Keats

w ill get the call for I'Ma.ss today Keats has

iiM.ked pretty g(K>d, making .some big saves

tor the GazelU's since taking over the p<isi

lion uncontest eti this sea.son. She has given

up 27 goals in three games
The defense will have to ki > , .: . >n

Lisa Dubbs who leads Yale with H goals

and SIX assists to date. Amy Whitaker t9.

1 • IS .mot!"" li? (vii I h.ii I 'M.i-,- w ill have

to conlan

"I want to >ee oui delen.si' play ju.-l like

they did in the Maryland game," B()s.nio

•said. "Just to continue to be aggreseiive and

go to the gnjund balls first and be

tenacious, deny their player the ball The

one thing we need to do a lot more of defen

. Iv IS denying our plaver the ball.

I inally the midfield"

The Gazelles learned some of that over

the break from a couple of nationally rank

ed teams and will need to correct it today

if they wish to even up their record.

"1 think it was better to have played

some strong teams so that they know what

their up against and how much work they

have to do."

The Gazelles will have a couple of hours

of work to do today.

Boggs-Rose
continued from page 16

ROSE: "That's exactly what I'm gonna

do."

BOGGS: "Yes sir. Even when they keep

asking you ifyou really did sell the ball and

bat you used to break Ty Cobb's record to

pay off gambling debts, just keep saying

'No comment.' . . . Hey. you didn't really

sell that ball, did you?"

ROSE: "No comment."
BOGGS: "Ha! That's good, Pete Perfect.

Keep saying it just like that and this situa-

tion will just dissolve before ya know it.

Then you'll have no reason to worry about

not being voted into the Hall of Fame in

•92."

ROSE: "'Four thousand, two hundred,

fifty-six hits. Two thousand, two hundred

runs' That's the only comment I'm gonna

have."

BOGGS: "Yeah, that's it. You'll shake

this gambling scandal right off. ... Of
course, if that doesn't work, you could

always get a spot on '20/20' with Barbara

Walters. That could be a big help to you."

ROSE: "You think so?"

BOGGS: "Oh. yeah. An interview with

her could really clear your image. . . . And
you know what? You might even get lucky

— heh. heh, if you know what I mean."

ROSE: "Really?! Did you . . . With Bar-

bara Walters?"

BOGGS: "No! Pete, I'm a new man now.

I've sworn I'd be faithful to my wife. But,

heh. if Debbie wasn't at the interview with

me, and if I really wanted to . . . Me and
Barbara — you know it could have happen-

ed!"

LIQUORS

Michelob Suitcase
Cans (Regular Only)

24-12 oz. Cans

$12.99

Stroh's & Stroh's Light

30 Pack 12 oz. Cans

$10.29

Corona Extra

24-12 oz. Bottles

1$16.99

Jim Beam
Bourbon 1.75 Itr.

$12.99

Chi-Chi's Instant

Margarita

Peach, Strawberry &
Original Flavor 1 .75 Itr.

$7.99
Stolichnaya

Russian Vodka 1.0

$13.99
Castillo Rum

Silver & Gold 1.75 Itr.

$10.99 sale price

3.00 mail-in rebate

riiM
DEVELOPING

SPECIAL
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UMasS'Cornell take to the Hill today
iiinliniit-il frnn} Inttit cmer

It .s a whole new season now, but seeing the Big Red roll

off the UMass win and into the national championship
game (losing to Syracuse) has to have some kind of effect

on the Gorillas.

"Some of the kids feel that way, but I never do," said
UMa.ss coach Dick Garber. "I just look at it as a game,
whether you in or lose."

Well, today is not just any game. It's the fust home game
for the Gorillas in 1989, and yes. Cornell just happens to

be the opponent. How convenient.

The Hill will be alive with the sound of lax this after

noon (3 p.m.*. and the Big Red could pose one of the
toughest challenges of the year for UMa.ss.
Coming into the game, Cornell is 4-0, having beaten Cor

tland, Amry, Harvard and New Hampshire, and is rank
ed seventh in the latest United States Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association poll And as a traditional national
power. Cornell has become a big rival for the Gorillas.

One can trace back to last year around this time, when
the Gorillas traveled to Ithaca. NY and battled Cornell
thrf»ugh five overtimes before Tim Soudan's goal lifted his

team to an 8-7 win.

Garber isn't ruling out a similar game today.

"It should be a real barnburner. I'm hoping for a good
day," he said, although there is possibility of rain.

Regardless, the two teams have a lot of similarities

which could make for a great 60 minutes (or maybe more
. . .)

"They play the same style as us. with key offensive

players and tough defense." Garber said.

.Among thos«' !<••> offen^ivo p!;iy»'r> is s«Tii>ir .jttack Stevt-

baseball falls
continued from page 16

and the mental errors killed us."

Afler a sacrifice fly by Glen DiSarcina made it 7-5.

Donovan blooped a double inches inside the leftfield

line to score two more runs and tie it.

An inning later. Bright homered to left to give UMass
Its first lead, but one it couldn't hold.

"All we had to do was get people out and we didn't

do it." Stone .said.

Sal Tinnerello made sure of that

Meyer, who leads the team through four games in scor-

ing with 17 goals and six assists. Next are junior mid-

fielders Vince Angotti, with three goals and 1 1 assists,

and Bill O'Hanlon (11-2). O'Hanlon had six goals in the

playoff game last year, but could be used more on attack

this season because of his explosive tendencies, according

to Garber.

Leading the defense is senior goalkeeper Paul
Schimoler, a player whom Garber tried to land at UMass
out of high school. Schimoler is yielding just 5.7 goals per

game with a .679 save percentage. Garber considers him
"one of the best m the country."

Schimoler also has a strong defensive wall in front of

him. one which might put a serious crimp in the Gorillas'

plans to run. run, and run some more.
"Their pressure defense won't let you rest. The key to

the game will be how <»ur attack rt'Mi t^ Ih the pressure,"

Garber said

However, UMass has a decent defense of its own, led

by All-America senior goalkeeper Sal [..oCascio. Thus far.

LoCascio has allowed four goals with 14 saves in two
games for a .778 save percentage.

The Gorillas will be hard pre.s.sed to duplicate the scor

mg production they got on last week's Spring Break jaunt

to the West They amassed 81 goals on the trip, mostly
against inexperienced competition. But the Big Red are
by no means inexperienced, and UMass could be in for

a real tugof-war.

But if there is one thing that UMass has going for it.

it is the depth of the team, especially in the front lines.

The game plan is pretty obvious that the (iorillas will

have to slop players like O'Hanlon. Meyer and Angotti.

but Garber doesn't think Comell's job will be quite that

simple

"We hope our depth will wear them down," Garber said.

'They could focus on players like (Scott) Hiller or (Jirnj

McAleavey, but then IPaull Ganci, or (Rob) Codignotto.

or Soudan or (Mike) Cam could have a big day. We're not

a one- or two-man team."
And with the Gorillas able to shuttle players in and out

without much drop-off of talent, that is where Cornell

could have a hard time keeping up.

No matter, it should be another classic matchup bet

ween two of the nation's top teams. A perfect way to kick

off the home season.

Scott Hiller and the Gorillas will look to

avenge last year's playoff loss to Cornell to-

day at The Hill.

Just a reminder • • •

Just a reminder that no student will be admitted to this

aflemoon's, or any UMass lacrosse game at the Boyden
Hill without a valid student ID.

Entrance is located at the gate at the north end of the
field near Tobin Hall. Admission price Uw all non students,

as well as students without an ID is $4-

CLASSIFIEDS
COML" IC THL

ACTIVITIES

LOOK IM THE SKV: A bwd a plana no m«
UMass Parachute CM) somalima mn ihur^

day afternoon Looa for us'

THE UNIVERSITY PLAYERS wM tloM •
genetal meeting today at 7pm m CO ttom
l6aC Can you dig ii^

LECTURE: .Ampunrturr and orirntal

m<-di>:i»' viiih .lonathan Klatr PH'd
W.dwidav Marrh 2» l»Hlt (annpu.
I'l-nlrr rm >«)4 7ptn .Spnnnrrrd by SNA

"TME MEDIA WAR AGAINST Israel The
Case ot tne Boston Globe Lecturer Or

Chan** Jacobs Tonight 7pm cctot HiMet

sponaoraO

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jel IMere to' no more than

$160 with AtRMlTCH(r). as reported in Con
sumer Reports NV Times. Let's Go News
day. Goodhousekeepif>g. and national net

work morning shows For details call

212-864.2000 or write AIRMITCH 2901

Broadway Suite 100A NV NY 1002S

COMMUTER AREA GOVT NOMINATIONS
open lor President Vice President

Treasurer in 404 Student Union Due Mon
day April 3

ATTENTION PRE-MEOS. NURSING and
all students interested m Studeni Health

Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
meeting welcomes a* new members • Tues

day. March 28th 5 15-6 15 rm 302 Univer-

sity Health Center

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OIL!

Join the Pioneer Valley Oil Cooperative CW
Campus Housing 428 Studeni Union

5450865

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on al UMass
We can send It almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 CHEVY CITATION AC am/lm low

mileage exc condition 256 1861 evenings

81 CHEVETTE. 98.000 miles, rulW W»«.

$250 or best oMer 584 854 7

1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON Excellent

condition no rust Air cond Rool racK 50 000

miles 256-0933

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must

sell 3500 00 or BO Can be seen al Lamb-

da Chi Alpha call Sean al 253 9032

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

/ocKeys. lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

FOR RENT huge (our bedroom apartment

on bus route pool, hot water incl Call

665 7093 after 5

SUBLET FOR SUMMER and get lease. Iviro

bedroom, I'/i bath Townehouse apt Prel

(•males and non-smoking Call 549-8228

LOOKmC FOR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
who wouW NM 10 thum a larga room m a
very me* apailmani OuiM on bus route

non smol<«f ptaase 1 59 50 par person all

uHMw* mcKided Avan 6/l 253-2475 (Anne
or Maqgiei

LOST

IN SUNDERLAND. hM but tarvtca to

UMaas and shopping araaa Sacura and
apailmant lor August and raciava Auguti
tofM fraa For more dalaiia cad 665^3866
Sign up early

FOR SALE

IBM PC COMPATMLE. 1 dnve monilor

$550 $750 with printer 3 ri>onlh warranty

253-0603

1979 CATAUNA CRUISER $200 station

wagon great for rad trips or lust around

town Pleaae can Snane at 549- 1594 Thank

you

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 2$«K. 1 drive

monitor $575 with lOmeg hard drive $699
536 5006

OLD OMEGA 81 ExcelenI condition 93 000
mites Call 256-8369

FOUND

KEYS FOUND 3/16/89 Machmer 3rd floor

men s room Go lo mlormalion desk to gel

ihem

FOUND MONDAY 3/27/89 m Banlett

Classroom Keychain with dorm key on it

Call to identity 546-9545

HELP WANTED

MAKE HUNDREDS IN YOUR SPARE TIME

placing posters No selling Call

(9t8l33MONEY

STUDENT ACTIVISTS/FEMINISTS: New
Sane'Freeze office open m Amherst Work

for peace Nuclear disarmament no U S in

volvemeni in Central America abolish Apar-

theid We arc committed to a lUSt world and

a |usl worKinq environmeni Complete

health care paid vacalon travel affirmative

action Pan time, summer and career posi-

tions $180-300/wk 256-1415

COUSELORS WANTED Trim down
fitness co-ed. NYS camp 100 positions

sports crafts, many others Camp Shane

Ferndale NY 12734 914 292 4045

NEED A SUMMER JOB? Call Don s Pain

ting at 589 1377 good pay and fun

POLICE COMMUNITY SERVICE 0FFK:ER
EXAMINATION DATE: 15 April 1989 The

Town of Amhersl. Mass is establishing an

eligibility list to fill existing and future vacan-

cies for Community Service Officer on the

Amhersl Police Departmenl The eligibility

list will be effective tor approximately two

years Candidates must be 1 7 years ot age

on or before June 1 , 1989 Send or call (413)

253-7107 lor an approved application form

and complete announcement (including re-

quired qualifications and selection pro-

cedure 10 Town Manager s Office Town

Hall Amherst MA 01002 2351 ALL AP-

PLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED IN THE
AMHERST TOWN MANAGER S OFFICE

BY 400pm. FRIDAY APRIL 7 1989

Amherst is an equal opportunity employer

with an aftfirmalive action policy and en

courages all qualified applicants lo apply

regardless of age, race, creed, color, tax

or national origin

TO THE MCE MAN w«l VW VW Oua ««iO

look two anhauaad paopM to Sytvan iM
my backpack m your bw* CaR S4ft-MIS or

S46S876

GOLD WATCH LOST nttt Marcus
HaN/Campus Cantar araa CiM Citris

6-5136 Thanks

MOTORCYCLES

19*4 HONDA SPREE 90ec Eic cond only

770 true miles 256-8920

PERSONALS

PENNY. HEATHER, AND JAKE: I had an

incra(M>ia time m Florida We must sMo at

Sindmorem Saplambar at 3 33 baiora

we move on to Toronto' II we ever gat m
trouble with the police again, al laMi wa
know we can caN on itie army to halp us>

Oh. haah. remember It lakaa two "" Lava

ya Lara

AMBITKXIS BUT NOT OETTMQ AHEAD?
Southwestern givessales eipenence and
$3-5 thousand the opportunity you naad but

most cant handle Paul 665-3247

LOOKING FOR THE EXPERIENCE that

Fou'tune 500 companies like aboul
Southwestern Co Gan sales/mgt ex

perience earn $3-5 thousand Paul
6653247

CHRIS V. I promised you this for a while

sorry it s late happy birthday to us'

Christine

ASHLEY GAUTHIER: Meet me al the

biuewall 9pm tonight

MARCI FREEDMAN HAPPY BIRTHDAY
fro a far away friend' Love ya' Michelle

Movit/

KEVIN B - TTianli you lor Ihe bast spring

break Always remembar you first lull moon
ILYCOUGH

BALLOONS. BALLOONS! Surprise a

friend Bouquets for any occasion call up up
& away 256 8557

DEADHEADS! Need ride lo a show'' Please

help me' Desperate for spring lour ticket'

(Wherever) Can I see Summer or Fall must
go this Spring' Have car willing to make
deal' Plese one extra call An'hony leave

message 256 8167

KRISTEN COLSTON Happy 21st birthday

a week late Ihe sky's Ihe limit' Love
Christina and Oeb

KEV. THE PINCHYBUGS" are gonna gel

you Just wanted lo put a smile on your lace

Love Me

ATTN: UMASS AND SURROUNDING
AREA - Bo Jackson Tyson Hill is coming out

of retirement. The culmination of a long stow

process Luv Ihe Girls of Florida

HELP! Do you know anything about Anthrax

Research'' I need your help Please call

Gina al 549-5184 anytime

(WrI

TO ALL OP MY PELLOW 'OCCPCS- mat
maiia my Sprmg Break m Kay Largo ttia

baat ya« tttani Now tor aoma aicarpls
lromttialr« mthapoor' SfiadNlwnal
•or aavan dolars'' Mud Haps Rch are

you sura 4's sata to go ifMa taat? Can i

halp you''" No. wa'ra noi ilaaping.

Oaoiga' TtioaaiianautadokwapancaMa
don'tViay T*n'> Ganm's" " namambai
ma Laat Suppar ttung agatn " Morgan

KM - Sorry Itia Callag«n won I let me print

the SW word. SO I can'l mm avaryona what

you n ingast fty savao doNars SarKe wtian

did you Stan charging money''

-. The baat big brotriar (Excapt wtian

.>~ threw moaa aosaor* at ma) Happy 2i'

fwrii you buy me a beer'') Love Libbadis

TO THE TROPCANA CREW Sarah Kara
Euan Rachel Matt Scon. Tarry. Swsta
keys wiN nol be the same without us ticky

tacky ticky lacky H» Moi Mo« Tom

LEGENDARY FILM lOOL. Oaspita my
dufl4> blonda ' rola. my lornHiaa are quite

aaplMMwaiad ~ in actuality Eiamal Ian

lApril lools'll)

LAURA DONOVAN - Happy 20lh btfth-

day' Your way cool now Mava a great

lime and what you wonf Love Bassy

TO THE GUY WHO NEVER GETS a per

sonai Happy birthday Bnan i love you"

AMY MACKINNON - Happy 21sl birlh

day" Now you can be a bar iroM lo' Love
Gail

LYNNE Happy 22lK> lo Odont's finest lots

of luck in C

TREE • SPRING BREAK W/kS AWESOME
FINKY S YESTERDAY S WASHING THE
CAR (NICE SHOES) BUSCH THE THIRS
TY GATOR SCAMMIN BABES NOR
THEASTERN I HAD A BLAST' LUV YA
ALWAYS ING

VALENTINO, my love has no measure ot

magnitude, nor density II is beyorid space
behond time From tt>e punk ( Sweathog I

SENIOR CELEBRATION! Wed March 29
9 30- 1 00am Mu'ry D s at the TOC kick-off

for Senior Campaign Footprints of 89
'

Free mugs to Ihe finsi 200 $i drafls

Rack A-Disk

-CHRISTOPHER DAVIES-
Library rendezvous o' candlelit dinner

Which do you prefer?

Barbara 665 7449

ZOO-DISC ULTIMATE FRISBEE- Na
lionally ranked club seeking competitive

athletes with desire or experience Tryout

next 3 weeks Call 546-5584 Chris

MAMA CEE Happy birthday girl you
deserve Ihe best love ya ow ow I I did i

did not drink the last ot Ihe rasfiz love

Sherila

—JOHN—
Be specific' Which blonde?'
-A blonde m Worcester C

SENtORS** *

LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!'
JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN*
• Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses calling "

other UMass seniors
' /Vpply at Ihe Memonal Hall Basement '

or call 545 3509
APPLY TOOAYII

HEAOMQ FOR EUnOM TMt i

(OR ANYTIME'n Ja> mara lor no mow than

$ 160 with AiRHlTCHir). as raponad m Corv
sumer Reports NY T«nas. Lai s Go. Nawt
day Good Houtakaapmg, and nahonal nat

•rarti mommg shows For data*, can

212-BS4-2000 or wrrta AIRHITCH 2901
Broadway suite tOOA NY ny iqots

IT S NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
•UNS FOR SPRINC BREAK ROUND
TRIP JET AMVANE TO THE CAR«MAN.
$189!!! Why hMtg around and I'ee/c whan
you can ba atiatchad out on the sand ot a

baauMul CanMaan laaort aland (or a lovaiy

coastal raaort m Mae ico or South /tmanca)
tor only 189 bucks? FligMs go from Logan
and/or JFK Call SUNHITCH(m)
212464-2000

ROOMMATES WANTED

Sne N. AMHERST AVLB NOW CaR San^

to 549-S303 leave massage or Charlia

549 2635 call Lata

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY MOOSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 54»«405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

LINOUI8TICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a bear? Call 549^1660 Qaorga

servk:es

PROFESSidNAL CERTIFIED
BARTENDERS available lor any occasion

reasonable 'ales call 549 3831 ask for Jay

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES IN 24 hours

665 8873

IN OTHER WORDS PUBLISHING: Desktop
publishing Resumes. Cover letters word
processing 584-8884

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVES

THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE is looking for

dynamic and articulate individuals lo belp

prospective students discover the Umver
sity Appl^ to become a part of the student

rep program for Fall 89' Academic credit is

available Applications are available al the

new admissions center or on the concourse
April 3 and 4 The deadline is April 7

General Inlormation Session Apnl 4 at 7 30
in Campus Center 165 Juniors and Senors
preferred

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. In-

dividualized instruction CASA Box 11264
Milwaukee Wl 53211 (414)372 5570

TYPINO

CASES, PAPERS. THESIS, on campus, af

lordable grammar reviewed, dependable,
584. 7924, Nancy

"WORDSMITH" Professional Typing
Papers resumes and more' Laserprinling

with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fast professional,

accurate 665 4501

VW WO—TT - POA PANTS

1977 VW NAMtrr FOR SALE lor parts

new tiras good body $150 or B Can
tAawmn 54^3500

WANT TO RENT AT AMITY PLACE

RESPONSWLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
want to rant an lumty Place cortdominnjm
Ptaaaa ca* Man al 54»1275 with any
inlormalian

WANTED

E LOOKMO FOR A SMQLE ROOM
m an apatWiant m town or on Batchatlown
bwakna atarttng 6/1 or 9/i Clean qmat
ratpona«la Can Carat 549^760

ROOM AVAJLACLE - ona or two paopla
laaaa starts m Apni Pond view FuHy (ur-

ntshad Can 549^722

APARTMENT WANTED - We want to lake

over/buy your tree bedroom apartment
lease preferably PuNlon Call 6-7624 or

fr7673

4 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAILABLE! Very
clean and roomy close to campus large

deck and backyard, laaaa available 6/1 Call

549^)403

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE. Group
of four reapons4)le. women islarting 6«1/S9)

Please can Linda or Lisa at 546 9162

WANTED TO RENT

IM SEEKING HOUSING/ROOMMATES on
Martha s Vineyard this summer leads'' Call

Joe 256 0543

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
apartment CaH Maureen al 6-9743
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SPORTS
Baseball drops home opener to UConn

Two-run homer in ninth provides 10-8 victory

Drew Comeau (30) celebrates
yesterday's 10-8 loss to UConn

i <»llr>0iin photo h> Jftrl Sol<»muf>

a home run with Steve Kern in

at Lorden Field.

H> MAI 1 CiKKKK
Collejiian StalT

l..i.->l >taMm. ihf I fiiMT^HV ol

Massachusetts baseball team had a secure

h«>ld rm the University of Connecticut, win

nintj both j^ames of the seas«>n st»ries

This year, many "t ih< i.m- i>n Imth

teams are difTerent and. a- tans at Lorden

Field found (»ut vesterdav m) were the

results.

Sal Tinnerelle hit two h<>ttu i inis to lead

rC'imntoa lOh^ win over 'lu Minutemen
Tinnerello ^'ot m the final word with a two

run homer m the top of the ninth, after the

Minutemen had come back hi'W a five run

deficit to take an 8-7 lead

'The momentum kept cha^j..ll^.. L I uim

coach Andy Baylock said VS< had it for

most (il the ^ame and tl < • Aung back

when they tied it up
"

I'Mass coach MikeStom >nit.. 1"

lousv loss. We had the chancfe a> win bui

^^•- rouldnt get anybody out

Mass pitchers had a d»f>t ua lime with

1 i 1 rt'lio all aftt rn*"'!! • iin

li !• ; . (U-r vniit .'{for -4 "Ur

run-

in thf miitli. ;
' )>«-d up

ayain-it I'Mass r» ; .irdson

\«, itti .1 11. (I n first and knn< ked Kichard

M)i\ s ottering: over the right Meld fenct to

improve L'l^onn's record to H ft and make
the Minutemen 5-6.

"I ju«t felt real good at the plate totla> .

Tinnerello said. "I'm normally the

designated hitter, so playing left field was
a change. But Imjust trying to stay con

sistent. I saw some good pitches t<Klay
"

Stone said of the home run, "It was one

bad pitch. He was trying to put a slider in

on his hands and he didn't get it far enough

inside "

Huhardsun vva.s the third pitcher Tin

nerello had faced, after middle reliever

Jerry C'lvanH-i .ind slart«T Dave Telghetler,

Telgheder iasled just 4 and' . innmu's.

allowing eight hits and five run
"1 was disappointed with Dave. Mone

.said. "We need to yet more out of him
The Huski«{i got to Telgheder for a run

in the third and RBls in the fourth by Tin

nerello and I ' onr >iarle« Tmi l^ain made
It 31.

In the fiftii a Ningle and an RBI double

were enough n» chas*- Telgheder Tin

nerello then greeted Creamer by putting

his second pitch • <-y 'h«- f'enc«- in r vnt

center tt make
UMas** «X'red on a run scoring singa by

Brian Domnan in the fifth, but the Huskies

answered w;ili another run in the sixth to

expand then tad to 7 2

"We didi! I execute on defi'os*- m c,f

fense," Stone -aid.

But thi ^' -men put togetiur enough
orten-i itom of the fifth < tu- the

scort

Hi.

CM.
.. who alreadv limds the

•im run record, blasted hts

:i4th over the left field fence to start ;

'

off

One out later, Mike Chamber wan hit by

a pitch and fre»hman Brian Bright follow

ed with a smgU After Cam hit Kevi»- <

rea with a jaich. CConn third ba-.

Ken Coffee madt a mental mi>*tak. ti« h.ip

the MinutiT"

—

I)<'rek Ua I - low grou ndei t < t h ird

,

and instead oi taking the out at third or

getting the sure out at first. Coffee threw

home The throw was late, the run scored,

and the base^ remaintni loaded

"That wai> one of five mental errors we
made." Baylock said 'We had a five-lead

:oi::nued jn sage 15

Gazelles face Yale in home opener
Women 's lacrosse looks forward to Totman after 1-2 road trip

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Like many of the students around here that hit the road

for spring break to Daytona or the Bahamas, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team also book-

ed a few reservations for last week.

The Gazelles trekked over to New York for a date with

Hofstra University and then headed south to take on na
tional powers Maryland and Loyola. However, it was not

all fun in the sun for UMass.
UMass will gladly return home for its home opener to-

day, an encounter with Yale University (3 p.m.. Totman
Field).

They handled Hofstra pretty easily, a 16-11 win which
was not even as close as the score indicates according to

UMass coach Patti Bossio That game was on March 19

The Gazelles were given three days to catch their breath

before getting back on the highway to Maryland for back-

to-back games with Loyola and the University of

Maryland.
Loyola quickly assured that UMass would not have an

undefeated year as they handed the Gazelles their first

setback of the year. UMass apparently found the Loyola

defense a little tougher to penetrate than in the Hofstra

game, scoring just six goals to drop a 12 6 deci.sion.

The Gazelles had to regroup right away though for a

game less than 24 hours later with Maryland. The Ter

rapins pulled out a defensive struggle over a tired UMass
team, 8 4 to leave the Gazelles with a 1 2 vacation.

Now it's time for the Gazelles to return home. Yale

University (3 2» will have to do the traveling tomorrow

The Bulldogs however may have as much playing time

at Totman in game situations as many of the Gazelles.

UMass is a freshman oriented team, with six rookies in

the starting lineup, five of them on defense. Which means
that a majority of UMass' squad has not seen a minute

of playing time in game situations on their home field.

But the first year players have had three games of col-

lege ball now and Bossio has seen some good signs, notably

the man-to-man defense which did a good job in shutting

down Maryland.
"In the Maryland game it seemed to come together."

Bossio said. "The defen.se was so much more aggressive,

they were talking, they were helping, they were tight on

continued on page 14

Fourth at EIGLs a tough finish to
successful men's gymnastics year
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

In sports like gymnastics and track sometimes it can

be a darn shame that the season is measured by the last

meet of the season.

The 1989 season for the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team is a good example of a team that

had one heck of a year during the regular season but then

because of injuries and maybe just an off day finished a

disappointing fourth at the Eastern Intercollegiate Gym-

nastics League Championships.

For most of the league, that will be the meet that it

remembers.
The final standings in the regular season for the EIGL

went the United States Naval Academy, Temple Univer-

sity and then UMass for the 1-2 3 places. Those were the

final standings including the league championships.

Two weekends ago, the Minutemen went into the

EIGL's in the second position with a 6-1 record in the

league. Their only loss of the year had been to Navy in

the first meet of the year down in Annapolis, Md.

UMass coach Roy Johnson felt that his gymnasts were

in a position to maybe surprise Navy and take home the

EIGL Championship for the first time in the team's 26

years in the EIGL,
But then during the week before practice. Jay Ronayne

injured tendons in his foot while attempting a vault. Ro-

nayne competed at the EIGL's but was not even close to

his normal self swinging on the high bar where he scored

just an 8.35, Ronayne had been hitting nines or better all

year. That was one major blow to the Minutemen, Ro-

nayne was also the Minutemen's top vaulter.

"He was plagued with that bad foot which didn't help

him to train," Johnson said. "He practiced but not real

well the week before,"

That hurt UMass' score which at 261,45 was a good six

to seven points lower than they had scored in the previous

few weeks. Another rea.son though, was that the

Minutemen just had a bad day at the wrong time,

Johnson's .squad had an uncharacteristic four falls on

the pommel horse. They also did not score well on the

horizontal bar where they had pulled out a couple of big

continued on page 1^

A call of thanks
at the hot corner

Wade Hoggs didn't make it to la.st week's (irapefruit

League game between Boston and Cincinnati.

However, before the exhibition, he gave Pete Rose a

call to thank him for switching some of the press' at-

tention from his sex scandal to Roses gambling scan-

dal. What follows is their conversation, which was
secretly recorded with the help of a Red Sox player

'whose name will not be revealed* who bugged the

phone.

Bob Bobala
BOGGS. "Hello, Pete? This is Wade Boggs."
ROSE: "Wade?! How's it going?"

BOGGS: "Pretty well now - thanks to you."

ROSE: "Oh. don't mention it."

BOGGS: "No. really. Pete, I want to thank you for

taking some of the heat off me. The press has really

zeroed in on you and this gambling thing. It's got all

those reporters off my back"
ROSE: "No problem. Wade. Us ballplayers got to help

each other out whenever we can you know. Besides.

I don't believe a word of what Ms. Adams says anyway
— especially the part about how you don't like me
becau.se I'm the type of plaver you'll never be."

BOGGS: "It's all lies. All' lies, Pete."

ROSE: "I know it is, Wade. . , , But, you know, you
really would have no reason not to like me anyway,
I never used to intentionally hustle on the field

anymore than .someone like you. Honest, I don't know
how I got the name 'Charlie Hustle,' I was just a little

more hyperactive than your average ballplayer,
'

BOGGS: "Oh. I know. Pete. I imagine that betting

on greyhounds and the like as much as you do would
make anybody hyperactive anyway. But I know that

you're completely innocent of all these rumors about

you betting on baseball."

ROSE: "Of course I am. The heaviest thing I'm into

is bingo at my parish back home. The press has just

blown it all out of proportion,"

BOGGS: "'That's just what happened to me. Those
reporters just kept pressing me and pressing me. Before

I knew it, the pressure became .so great that I was tell-

ing them things that weren't true just to please them
— like when I said that I was addicted to sex, as if I

had some disease or something, I'm not addicted to sex,

Pete,"

ROSE: "And nor am I addicted to gambling,"

BOGGS: "That's right. And don't you let them
pressure you into saying that you are. You just keep
saying 'No comment,"' continued on page 14
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WEATHER NEWS SPORTS

Cloudy and cooling to-

day with temps in the

mid 40s. Ditto tomor-

row with chance of rain.

A judge rules out a

trial for man accused of

slaying a Boston police

officer. Page 7.

UMass women's lax

team loses opening

home game against

Yale, 17-7. Page 20.
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GRIM HOME OPENER — The men's lacrosse^ team fell short in harn burner yesterday
against Cornell. The Gorillas lost 12-11 as the Big Red staved off a final UMass rally. See
Story on page 20.

Festa named in scandal
By MARIA SACCHETTl
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association members svck stunn

ed last night by the release of information appearing to

substantiate claims of nearly $1,500 in financial im

proprieties connected to Jay Festa. former president of the

Commuter Area Government,
Festa. who resigned in early March and sub.sequently

dropped out of the University, is being investigated by

the Dean of Students office for financial impropriety

allegations including the question of whether he was a

full time student when he served as president,

SGA Treasurer Laura Filkins released a report detail-

ing what she called "a gross misuse of money" and cited

Festa as being largely responsible for the pilfering.

The report exposed purchases including $245 for com-

puter games, $179,90 for a refrigerator, $150 in magic

markers, $139,95 for an answering machine, $99,95 for

a "double boom box" radio, and $64,47 for a coffee maker.

All appliances, which Filkins said were a "blatant lux-

ury," are used in the CAG office,

"When every other RSO is suffering for funds and the

Commuter Area Government buys a boom box, it's ex

travagant." she said.

Also discovered were personal expen.ses made by .Jay

Festa including the purchase of a $45 copjcard, two books

at $34, an address book at $5,25, and assorted purcha,ses

of Nuprin and Tylenol medicines and Newsweek and Time

magazines.

A batik tapestry costmg $35 was also purcha.sed and

money from the revenue account, which consists of addi-

tional monetary intake from programming, was used to

purcha.se $307,50 worth of framed artwork from Interna

tional Galleries, Several other purchases including,

$187.50 paid to Nuttleman's Florist and $151,37 to Stop

and Shop are under investigation because their purposes

are unknown, Filkins said.

Many senators who supported Festa during the con

troversy said they feel betrayed by the former president's

actions: "I supported Jay, and sometimes I feel sorry that

I did," said Sen, Bud Verge. "I feel like I was let down,

I had no idea it was this extensive."

Sen, Robert Fadel, former Senate Speaker, said "Some

of the expenses are shocking. The most frightening thing

is that most of them [members of the CAG) were not aware

of the misuse,'

Spill experts
left Exxon,
report says
H\ SONM .SFKON
.\—.'R-i.'ited Press

Kxxon Toip wa.s without some of its senior experts on

ml spills when one of its tankers struck a r€?ef and began

leaking 11 million gallon.»i <if oil into pristine .Ahiskan

waters.

At least nine oil spill experts, including the company's

senior environmental officer, left Exxcm in 19R5 and 1986

during an industry .slump when the company was trying

to reduce its workforce, according to a specialist in oil spill

pollution.

The report comes amid n itu I'^ms th.it K\\<m > respons««

to the maisive oil spill Fndjiy in l*nce William Sound has

h»tn ! 1 1" i -low,

iUii i \\ iiCo. USA itpt^esman I^es Rogcn aatd the oiNn

pany is confident it has the expertise it nee^ls to tackle

the .spill III addition to its own stalT, he .said. thoJM- who
have retired are readily available and the company has

already tapped two former employees as con.sultant.s.

"One went up on the first plan." from Houston to

Alaska on Friday. Rogers said.

The nine employees were experts in either oil spill

research or oil spilj respon.se, Richard S (Jolob. publisher

of Ckdob's Oil Pollution Bulletin, said yesterdav

"Someofthe.se people were internationally reci>Kiii/.i-d

experts in their field." Golob .said

Seven of the experts left five different Exxon sub

sidiaries and affiliates in 1986 during an industry wide

slump, when Exxon and other oil companies offered retire

ment incentives in order to reduce their workforces, Golob

said.

An eighth expert in oil spill response departed in 1985,

and a ninth departed either m 1985 or 1986. he said

Golob said it was not clear whether the departures had

any effect on the company's ability to respond quickly to

the accident But he .said, "It might be a contributing fac-

tor because they do not have the same experience cadre

of oil spill professionals that they had prior to the 1986

early retirement offer.

"This is not ju.st an Exxon problem. It's an industry wide

problem," he added,

"A person can take a crisis management course and then

a refresher course and then another refresher course, but

experience is the best teacher," Golob said, noting that

le.ss experienced employees would be unlikely to have

dealt with a major spill, let alone one that size of the

Valdez disaster.

A spokeswoman for an environmental group .said that

departures raise a red flag.

"It would be troubling if the company did not replace

these people with equally knowledgeable spill response

personnel," said Lisa Speer, senior staff scienti.st with the

continued on page 15

Greeks to sponsor student's run for brain tumor research
____ . I'l'i/"^ l_/^ ^A*-H * 1« r n««#j i?l#«rxt t v^ Vi ic irru^wm r»o no\/

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

A brain tumor took Seth Feldman's life

last December. The Dartmouth College

freshman left his money to the Brain

Tumor fund at the Dana-Farber Cancer In

stitute, where he was treated, and for

which he spoke at numerous benefits.

Mike Silverstein wanted to do more.

The Harvard University freshman, a

friend of Feldman's, said he will run in the

93rd Boston Marathon, scheduled for April

17, For every one of the 26.2 miles he runs,

money will be raised for brain tumor

research,

Jeff Glassman, a University of

Massachusetts junior finance major who

went to summer camp with Silverstein and

Feldman, said he wanted to aid one friend's

efforts to raise money in memory of another

friend, ^
"Seth was a friend of mine," Glassman

said, "I'm doing this to help Mike Silvers-

tein create a network of sponsorships ,so

that brain cancer research can continue

and so that tragedies such as Seth's can be

prevented in the future,"

At a Greek Council meeting Tuesday

night. Glassman, treasurer of the Inter-

fraternity Council, asked council members

to help sponsor Silver.stein's marathon run.

The council voted unanimously in favor of

the proposal,

"The council members are individually

collecting pledges from their respective

houses, (jrlassman said. The Greek Coun-

cil will also match up to $300 in the name
of the fraternity or sorority that raises the

most money, he said,

Gla.ssman .said council members were

also encouraged to take pledges from others

in the University community,

"I'd like to set a goal of $2,000, I think

that a three or five dollar donation from

students is not much to ask for such a wor-

thy cause," he said.

In a letter to the council, Silverstein

wrote of his friend's courage:

"Until the day that Seth Feldman died,

not once did he feel sorry for himself When
I spoke to Seth shortly before he died, he

told me to be brave, not to be sad, and to

make his bed whenever I came to visit his

family and slept in his room — he never lost

his sense of humor. And he never lost his

thoughtful consideration for others, his

selflessness, and his will to battle cancer,"

"Although Seth's battle is over, his

memory is .still as strong as was his desire

to overcome his cancer," he wrote. "His on-

ly wish was that this desire, shared by so

many other cancer patients, may become

a reality for those facing the same disease

as he,"

Glassman said council members plan to

collect pledges in campus dormitories later

this week. He said a table may be set up

on the Campus Center Concourse next

week. Pledges will be taken until April 17,

he said.

i
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Demonstrators opposed to any gun control bills by the Massachusetts legislaturt* turned out
at the Statehouse in B<}ston yesterday to voice their opposition to any banning of semi-automatic
weapons.

1989.

Yoixr

year

Efirope.

Cjmp<«;2 >-our education with a

stmeste: it i year in Europe while

^j^SlIir.g •i'--".«rsRV requirements.

L-ve m 3 dynamic seaside or

mouRtaff*. aCttiRg T. Spar, or France.

<^ T, one ^ Itaiys most exciting

economa: :er««5

~
::rec courses tranter to

>;tV

ir.terr.aucr.ai business and
ecor.orrjcs program — Italy

>.!er.sr* anguage courses —
Spansri. .=renc*i. Itaiian. Basque
.Vithropciogy, history, polincai

jcence. ecucaaon. economKS.
art. arc .-nore

Hxcerer.ced .^encan and
E-jrccear. :acjify

.nnar.cai aid and scholarships

Spnng, su-mmer. or tall semesters.

Make 1989 yotir year
inEttropc.

Write or call nofw

for yottr information packet

Dr CarmeJo Urza
Unrversity of Nevada-Reno
Reno. Nevada 89557-0012

(702) 784-6569

nSBC Conaoithnn
A projea of seven universities

rentAvjrkk

atlMdCars
Tnidi* A Vaw aim a»««m

NorthAnthmnt
Rcnt-A-Wreck
Rt» AiJ No. Afnfwrtt

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Omd Por« CiNnsmg FaciaH

Lash A Brow Tinting

Maif Rtmoval with Warm Wax
Lip • e'ow Sfiapifig • Cim

Bm^ni Line • Legs

Gtft Certificates Available

Licensed Aestheticianmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

lOf

Men and Women
34 Mair "•••'ft .'.-^i- .T.. ,'

253-9a79

Gun activists
sit in on House
BOSTON (AP> - At least 1,000 pro gun demon.strators

M mined a StatehouH auditorium yestt-rday to oppose a

slate of nun control bills whilt* the governor and top

legislative leaders pu>h for limits on hand guns and
a-->iuilt weapons.
The demonstrators came by bus from gun club and ri-

flf ranges around the .-itate in a show of ptilitical force that

s\ent far toward explaining why the gun lobby on Beacon
Hill is so formidable

"We're just trying to put our point across that criminals
are doing all the bad work a usual and banning these guns
is not going to do anything," said Craig Marquis of Salem,
who came by bus from the Danvers Fish & Game Club
The line from the gun owners was the same as in past

y(ar«; Cn-t rough on crime, not on law-abiding sportsmen

YVONNEt CARIBBEANA
Now Op*n For Lunch

Tuos.-Frl. 11:00a m - 3 p.m.

Al'l you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95—Homemade soups, salads, etc
Also Sunday Brunch 11-3

And a New Wost Indian Bakory
and Pastry Shop

Wedding and Birthday Cakes
All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 11 am -3 p.m.
Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.

Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events
206 Russell St., Hadley.

on the bus route—586-4389
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LOCAL
UMass hires teachers
for five departments
By ALLEN BKKNARD
Collegian Stall

The humanities and fine .n t- .m -urviv

ing the budget crunch, adding new faculty

and trying to expand existing services

despite financial constraints, said Dean
Murray Schwartz.

Speaking at a mwling for all hunianilies

and fine art." department heads. Schwartz
said new facuit> have been added to the

departments of ail. Japenese, English. (»er

man and history and that the linguistics

department will be hiring two new faculty

members next year

'We're not dead in the water as you can
see. " Schwartz siiid Ik'spite all the rather

odd Eigs and zag> oft hi budget we continue

to add faculty

Schwartz aUi. said the amount operating

budget revtf^icin lieing asked for by the

Provost from ali schools and colleges "has
lieen going down daily becaust of our

special needs.

The special needs referred to are the

general education requirements all

students must fulfill in order to graduati

and which are provided by the humanities
and fun :irt>

Even though the budget crisis is hurting
departments and 13 faculty are still need
ed and cannot be hired, people should not
let the strides of current faculty memlM-rs
^11 unnoticed, Schwartz said

We should all take pause to note the
achievements of faculty." he said listing

st)me of the latest accomplishments of in-

dividqal faculty and departments such as
the eight books published by the history

department last month and a new ex
change program with Lenningrad Poly
Tech in the Soviet Union which L'Mass
Poly Tech initiated

He said also that a number of depart
ments on campus are "being watched veiT
carefully and imitated |by other colleges

and universitiesi around the country."
On the down side Schwartz said the state

budget that has come out of the House on-

ly restores the $5 million reversion taken
last December and does not take into effect

upcoming contract negotiations with union
niemlH-rs or a ."i.'Jnl pav week at the end of

this year.

We don't know what the fate of the final

rsion will be. But when you add all the
elements together, we're sort ofjust han^;

ing on, "
h«' oaid

Vigil to be held for activist
.Si'verai L iiiversitN ot Ma.ssachu.Hitl>

students plan to hold a vigil this morning
to protest the jailing of SaU til'i .in pt.uc

activist America Sosii.

Sosa. the l'nite<i Snii.'s representative

for COMDHKS tnmittee of the

Mothers of the Dis.ipp«..ired of E! Salvador.

wa.o aiie.sted Monday in Wa.-hnnjton by

Immigration and Naturalization officials,

according u< the COMDRES headquarters

there

The vigil, run by the Central American
Solidarity As.-cxiation. is scheduled for 10

a.m to 2 p m <>n the "^tep*; of the Stude-nt

I'nion

CASA member Greg Smith said the Bush

administration h.t-^ -iimled out Sosa
because she opp<i>«'» I'S policy towards El

Salvaddi

"This shosvs just how ndKuious the

political a.sylum in thiscounti"> is It's clear

if she's sent back to El Salvador, she'll Ix

arrest*^ by the government and killed h\

a death squad," Smith said.

Sosa, who has been applying for fxilitical

asylum in the United States for close to

four years, has spoken at UMass twice. In

her lectures, she told of what it is like to

live in "constant fear in a country where
10,(M)0 ptH)ple have disappeared — abducted

and murdered by right wing clcith ^juads
"

- MEREDITH CLELAND

Prof speaks
of oppressed,
becoming ally
By RICHAHI) A BOUCHER JR
Collegian Correspondent

Being a victim of di.scrimination helps one become
an ally of oppre.ssed or minority groups, Michael Wolff,

an English professor at tht- University ot

Massachusetts, said ye.<terday

Wolff, who teaches "Man and W'omen in Literature

and founded a faculty support group for gays, lesbians,

and bisexuals. spoke yesterday about "Dilemmas of be

ing a Male Femini.st" at the Women's Studies Brown
Bag Lunch series.

Before Wolff came to America from England's Cam
bridge University, he faced discrimination in a private

secondary school during World War II because he is

Jewish, he said.

He said that having been discriminated against gives

him power to accept a label like "Male Feminist."

His wife's local work foi" femini.st i.ssues and her help-

ing to found the E^verywomans Center helped him .sym-

pathize with the women's movement, he said, becau.se

he realized discrimination against him gave him

something in common with all people who are

discriminated against.

Wolffs di.scussion with more than 50 people focused

on what he called, "Coalition Politics." People who
belong to a gi'oup that is not historically oppressed can

still be allies to the women's movement and other

causes, he said.

"Be an ally. Put your.self in the way of those ex

periences which happen to those people who don't have

to do anything to have [the experiences of discrimina-

tion) happen," said WolfT.

Allies may have to deal with an intial mi.strust,

however, because they may not necessarily belong to

that group, and therefore, don't have to come under

fire from opposition, an audience member noted.

u t
i^

( ollficiMn photo h\ Jaton Talrrman

WATER SHORTAGE? - Dark clouds foreshadow the summer's
potential water crisis as Chris Chopper, an ecology major looks on.

Official: abuse can be seen
Health coordinator tells how teachers recognize drugproblems
By ALETHEA O DONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Alcohol and drug abuse among students is a problem

affecting Americas teachers, a University Health Services

official said Tuesday night, but students and teachers have

ways of discovering and offsetting this problem.

Deidre Scott, coordinator of the UHS Alcohol and Drug

Abuse Program, spoke about the problem at a seminar

sponsored by the University of Massachu.setts chapter of

the Music Educators National Conference.

She said "a constellation of factors" help a teacher

recognize a student with a substance abuse problem. She

said teachers are "fact finders ' who can pick up on cer

tain symptoms to identify an abusing student.

She said st-veial signs of abuse are evident: \'ery

abrupt mood swings, a change in friends, a change in

physical appearance, a chnmic cough, or a general lack

of not taking responsibility when they used to are all

typical things you might see or hear," she said.

Teachers can also overhear .students talking about par

ties, drunken .students or black outs, which are ail in

dicators of an abuse problem, Scott said.

"A teacher must ask them.selves if all these things hap
pen at once," she said. "It is really tough (to discover a

true abu.se problem] becau.se you need a lot of pieces and
you have to be very observant."

Marisa Weinstein, a UMass graduate student and co-

host of the .seminar told of an experience she had as a

teacher when she discovered one of her students had ;«

continued on page 5

Group to lobby for Soviet Jewry
By MONICA ROBERTO
Collegian Correspondant

A University of Ma.ssachusetts human rights group

plans to lobby in Washington April 5 and 6 for the plight

of Soviet Jews.

"Our main focus is to get the Jews out of the Soviet

Union," said Jason Kofman, chairperson of the UMass
Coalition for Soviet Jewry.

Karl W. Ryavec. political science profe.s.sor at UMass,
said, "Historically, Russia has not been a home for the

Jews until the 1700s when Russia invaded Poland.

Because of this and the nationalistic appeals to the Soviet

people by Josef Stalin, there are prejudices against [Jews]

in the society at large."

According to Ryavec, the emigiation rate of Soviet Jews

is dependent on US-Soviet relations.

In the latter part of the 1970s, Jewish emigration peaked

at an average of 40,000 per year. But after the Soviet in-

vasion of Afghanistan in 1979, emigration nearly stop-

ped becau.se of the "breakdown in US-Soviet relations."

Kofman suggested.

"However, in 1985 the emigiation of Soviet Jews began

to increase because Ciorbachev, a man who wants change

and to move ahead, came into power," Ryavec said.

"We see this ri-sing in emigration a good sign, of course.

But, we .see this increase as a last push before it stops

again," Kofman said. He predicts that ba.sed on past cycles

of US-Soviet relations, Jewish immigration will swjn begin

to decline.

"We see a .stoppage of emigration coming up in the next

two years. We feel like we have to get as many people out

as we can while we have the tide, the momentum, " Kof
man said.

"The most effective means we have of getting the Jews

out of the Soviet Union is going to our congre.ss people.

They are the force we want to have behind us," Kofman
said.

The Coalition and other ,students scheduled to lobby in

the capital next week for the .Soviet Jews, and encourage

interested students to come. The group is presently lob-

bying for two families: the Lerners, from Leningi-ad, and

the Profopopobs from Moscow. The Coalition's ultimate

goal, says Kofman, is to have a "refusenik" — someone
who is denied a visa to leave the Soviet Union — come

to .study at UMass.
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More UMass students interested in teaching
Hx SAKAH DKMASTKK
< "lit l; Kill Corri'spondent

liViiiu' Thelfne l^ j)Ua!M.>d,

! lu \ luvfisus lit Massachusetts professor of t»diu;tt lull

>.iid vt'stirday that the pay may not be great. Imi tnnif

I'Mass student?; are joinin^i his professitm.

Tin interest m teaching; has been increasing a* the
nunilHT nt retirements and vacamii^ h.i> increased," he
said

Klementary- education majors s«itd they also see a trend.

. "ng an increase m the number of courses offered

Amv Baker, a junior, said one reason tor the tit-nd may
be beiause more opportunitu-s .uc opening up in nnii

"iditiuna! teaching positions.

Many communities are starting .-oneducati
ildien before they enter kindergarten, she stud Th» i

ic als4J positions available to work with childnn m
' ivcare centers in the workplace

"

All !if which leads many in the schiMi! ofeducaliun •

'"'
' vt lied abtmt the future of their profession

' K-hing is a difTicult and challenging job. which i

• 1 M tivf to those who are more people «irienteii

! jid. The schtKi! of education, with more th.i:

' ><)0 students, hs^ five programs for Muctonte$ intert^M < v
,'

•

.',.•-,.' -", ^ \T ;.'•- •

' '-mentar^' education, foundations of couns^iin

lumuii ' '
: ! :'

'
" on. I'Mass oilers a

il u\ f. .m, v\hich IS not part

. liaeation ni4yor but "tor «u^nis who have already earn

ed a B A land) wish to do professional prepanitmn in tin-

>KhtH>l of education." Schwartz .said

Thelene teaches 15 pro.spective science teachers as part

i tht strondary teacher program.
M.i>->achu.setfs ri-cently changed it» mk* regardm

teacher ces -i, he sjud. w ith all pn»spective leach* i

n.." Ii )vi'^, :.. ;..,.iiw this route.

' - .lients. like early childhood education ni.ii.i

\- • •' - t (I they are pleased with the program
/. ;

li -.1 .1 iu I iniy complaint w ith the schtml of edui .i

t !' >n is that early childhood and elementary education pi

< ••ila-Ki.iii |>h<>i,. .> .I.tsiin Han/iKi t

The school of eduration has seen increased interest recentlv despite leveling salar\ fiivtspefts
for teachers.

' ams are not treated M^-paratelv

It s hard to get help with the cai iy ilul(lh<iod edui.>

'I'll program, because the elementary education pcH»pli'

<l>in't know early childhoiKl information." ^he said.

In spite ol increasing opportunities tor education ii...

! <-. Thelene s;»id he dtn-s not anticipate a big jump sn

.ichers' salaries i d«m't think -aiaru- will increase
- nough to make teaching IcKik su|h r attractive lo

everytme." he .said. Baker said a lov\ >.ii.»ry d«ies ivii

•impen her enthusiasm (or teiwhuig. "The monev
I ways going to ht- s -i • iv- -iid I

' -w paid iii '• r.

ii).-ti-ad of tnonev

*••***•••**
TONITE TONITE

TONiTE

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM
IN PEACE AND WORLD

SECURITY STUDIES PRESENTS

"PROLIFERATING
POISONS:

The Spread of
Chemical and

Biological Weapons"
A talk by:

Gordon Burck & Charles Floweree
Federation of American Scientists

8:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 30

School of Business Administration

120, University of Massachusetts

Sponsored by the Five College Program in Peace and World Security

Studies (PAWSS). This event is free and open to the public. For

additional Information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.••••*******

P
UPC PRODLCTIOXS PRESENT

THAT
PETROL
EITIOTION
& VOICE 01? THE BEEHl-v-E

FRID.AY
MARCH 31

8 00pm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS-AMHERST

$5 UMASS STUDENT
$7 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER I.D.

TICKETS ON SALE MARCH 7 AT TIX
ySk'MU.^xP^£OS THE RECORD-FACES.
AND MAIN ST RECORDS
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M drug abuse
continued from page 3

substance abuse problem.
She said that from this experience she

realized that "substance abuse was going
on in a lot of my students' lives."

Weinstein said that she became in-

terested in the problem of substance abuse
because of the close relationships she had
with her students.

"The more I learned the more afraid I

became. Substance abuse is not in the ghet-

to like we think. ... It is happening lo us,"

she said.

Scott said teachers should understand
school policy and And out if administrators

support them before they confront a stu

dent suspected nf having a substance abuse

problem.

"Ultimately it's in the school's interest
to get the kids help," she said.

Weinstein said that one must be tactful
when confronting a student.

"What you must do is reassure, to tell the

student 'I like you,"' she said. "Also, you
must be non-judgmental. You must act as

a role model, and it also helps if you can
teach problem solving. Ifyou teach problem
solving, they can take that and apply it to

their lives or their peers."

Scott said that a teacher's attempt to be
a savior will ultimately fail. "Ifyou say you
are going to save the kid. you set yourself
up. (Recognize when] you have done the
most you can do."

Car hits bicyclist on Mass. Ave.
A bicyclist riding near Haigis Mall

Tuesday was struck by a car which had
been traveling northbound on
Massachusetts Avenue. The operator

of the bicycle, a Brittany Manor Resi-

dent, complained of injuries and was
transported to the University of

Massachusetts Infirmary by Amherst
Fire Ambulance, police said.

In other police reports:

• A student reported the license plate

stolen from her car while parked in E
Lot Tuesday, police said.

• A 25 year-old Amherst man was ar-

rested Tuesday on charges of operating
a motor vehicle after his license had
been suspended, police said.

• A 25-year-old man was arrested at

University Apartments Wednesday on
charges of trespassing after being given
notice, police said.

• A 2'7-year-old Becket man was ar-

rested Wednesday on North Pleasant
Street on charges of assault and battery
on a female victim, police said.

- THOMAS RODRIGUES

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day. .

.

MON: 25% OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

257 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST

Tickets
Unlimited

Tickets Now
Available

BON JOVi
Hartfofd June 23

aaCaMraa

Worcester April 9

All Red Sox & Bruins
& Whalers Playoffs

413-734-0770

Now's
the time
to cal...

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.
No. Amherst S49-28ao

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

RESARTS' APRIL FOOLS

\A/HAMMY

CATCH
FLIMPOOZY

K^IUBitK:

^^p. LOVe TRACTOR
TOO MUCH JOY

JAZZ

POETRY

and

THE MALARIANS

MARCH 31 APRIL

9PM 8 PM

HAMPDEN THEATRE, UMASS

ADMISSION S5 STUDENTS/S 5 GENERAL PU3LI

"IcAt C«f« tf>< ' J li*i3ot . *rt Mtktct':... . Artt rrt'gr«wft *^onhvfn<i b' t*ti tM«t» An* CowncU
N«apd«r. TricAcr* li ioc«ta« *t cnt to; c' t^t ncrftttno* on Lnlvtriitv 3riv« ft«t«fir ri«rln|

Str««t *r\i n«ii«c^w»r 1 1 • Av«nu* f«tro'^b ^^v f*'*' *iuri IH* horsttho* or on FtArlAf Strcai,

or »n Lot }l •;roii (roo trt ncritir.c*

L**-************

SUMMER CAMP
POSITIONS

*-

^ Counsaiors 21 * Co«d.
4- sle«paway camp. Mass
»• B«fl(ShirM WSI. arts &
^ crafts, tennis, all land and
* water sports, drama, gym-

^ nasties piarK>/p(ay for

sfwws judo, danca
photography, computars
nature wildemess. model
rocketry, guitar radio video

archery, yeartxx)k Mrood-

working, ON. typist Write

Camp Emerson. 5 Brassie
Rd . Eastchester, NY 10707
or call 914/779-9406

'***#**^*******#

»
*

*-

*
»'

«-

*

CI«MA

SKIN
DEEP,

Starring John Ritter

One Show 7:30 p.m.
$3.50-Stud«nts w/IO $2.50

Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

1228 Triangle St., A«h«rM

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Law Offices of

Henry Dickson

25% Student
Discount

(413) 586-3005
41 Main Street

Florence. MA 01060

2 miles West of

Northampton on Rt 9

Open?
days a week

7 a.m.-lO p.m.

C^^HfUi^^^UK Ofl
107Su)dolandRd
^iorth Amherst

Speedwash, 11 Pray St. Amhwst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St . South Amherst

HARVARD
Summer School '89

June 26-August 18

Harvard Sununcr School ofrers open enrollment

in day and evening courses. The curriculum

includes courses that fulHll college degree

requirements and programs designed

for personal and professional development.

Our international student body has

access to Harvard's outstanding

libraries, Tme museums.
well-equipped laboratories.

and cultural activities.

We feature a college- level program for

secondary school juniors and seniors,*

as well as a DarKe Center

and special proerams in

Drama. Writing,

Ukrainian Studies,

and English

as a Second Language.

For mart informalioH return the

coupon below or call

(617) 495-2494 (24 hotir liiu)

Pltase allow 3^4 weeks

for delivery.

r D YES. please send • 1989 Harvard Summer School CATALOGUE and/or

specific information about the following programs;

D Secondary School Program D Enflith ai a Second L.an(uage

D I>anco Center D Drama D Wriling

n

Name

Addreaa

City, Slate, Zip

Harvard University Summer School

L
Dcpl. 687, 20 Garden Strwt, Cambridge. MA 02138 USA J
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SPRING BREAK CONTINUES...
MAUI GIVEAWAY NIGHT
Monday, April 3 9:00 p.m.

T-Shirts, Leis, a Beach Bag & More!!

X Beers of the Month ^
Bud & Miller Lite )f

..«.». w»».«r « . .vw Bottles $1 .00 )f^ Foster's Beer $1.50af

Drink of the Week
Maul Cooler $1.00

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Atlantis is being destroyed—
and there is onh one man e^

who can save it! ^ A Os.

Attention Graduating Seniors &
Grad Students!

1 St time buyer program available
Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadley Suburu - Rt 9 - Contact Luther: 586-6054

The King of the Seven Seas

'

returns for a frve-part

mini-series in

Standard Format A««iiabi« m ao

® Written by Keith Giffen

and Robert Loren Fleming

Art by Curt Swan
and Al Vey

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards (Jraphic Novels
acc«^^^ 586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

Student Affairs Information Services

^PbTtTps]
^KlL^

b

Call 545-1540 for TIPS about parking
and transportation. Ask for

these tapes by number:

2215

2205

2216

2206

2208

2491

2492

2200

2201

If Your Vehicle has been Towed
Long-Term Parking

UMass Transit Service

Parking Ticket Appeals
Short-term Parking

Used Car Protection

Consumer Auto Repair Rights

Commercial Bus Service

Five College Buses

see page 17 of the Student Telephone
Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)
Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)
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GEGOSr
Judge rules
man accused
of killing cop
cannot be tried

bUbllJ.N APi — The accused killer of a Boston politt-

otficer will not \w tried because members of the city's elite

antidrug' squad lied to jjet the search warrant for a druj{

bust that ended in gunfire, a judjje ruled yesterday.

State attorneys said they would appeal the Superior

Court judge's decision and try again to havi- the murder
change against Albert Lewm reinstated

Judge Charles M. Grabau told a packed courtroom that

after careful consideration he had no choice but to dismiss

the case against l>ew in. a 33 year old Jamaican accused

of shooting Detective Sherman Griffiths during the Feb.

17. 1988 raid.

"A fair trial is not possible, " Grabau said. "The Com-
monwealth's conduct was egregious... and the evidence

is tainted."

But Assistant District Attorney Paul Leary said his of-

fice planned to continue battling for the case's reinstate-

ment despite the conflicting and fraudulent evidence sub-

mitted by prosecutors and detailed in the judge's 30-page

ruling.

*We say the lie doesn't reach the level of egregiousiwss

the judge believes it cbes." Leary said. "It's in our interest

to go right to the Supreme Court"
Leary said more immediately the district att^N^iey would

seek lliursday to keep Lewin in jail without bail while

the prosecution pursued the case, which has raised ques

tions about whether police routinely lie to obtain search

warrants.

Boston defense attorneys have siiid the case proves a

pattern of police abuse in obtaining search warrants and

could result in new trials for dozens of convicted drug

dealers who were arrested after illegal police searches.

But Learv said his office set little store by the case's

AP piMMu

The brothers of slain Boston police detective Sherman Grifliths are seen during a news con-

ference yesterday in Boston. A judge decided yesterday that the accused killer could not be

tried. From left to right are Kevin Coyne, Brian Griffiths, Tommy GrifHths, and Jimmy Coyne.

broader implications.

"I'm fighting to have this case reinsUted." Leary said.

"I'm not too concerned about any other cases"

Meanwhile, the slain detective's family gathered to con-

demn the judge's ruling, charging him with making a

"gutless" decision

"We are devastated and outraged by the judge's ruling."

said the victims' brother. Tommy Griffiths.

Griffiths, a 36 year old member of the police depart

ment's elite Drug control Unit, was trying to break into

an apartment in the city's Dmxhester section when Lewin
allegedly fired a bullet through the door and killed him.

"Grabau should have ruled on the nr\erits of the murder
ca.se. It's a decision we feel should be made separate from

the charges of perjury or other changes," the detective's

brother said Wedne-sday.

A teary eyed Griffiths also dismisied as irresp«nsibl«-

what he called "personal attacks" on Francis O'Meara.

the assistant district atttwTiey who has represent GrifTilh's

familv in the case.

OPENING TONIGHT
The UMass Music Theatre Guild

Presents

m

m
m

March 30, 31 and April 1 8:00 pm
Fine Arts Concert Hall

Tici(ets available at F.A.C. Box Office

and at door

m
m

m
1

-Jre=^""lr—'Jr Mr Mr 'Ir -"It 'U

m

• HELP •
• an adult Icarn to read

• a single parent find a home

• a child learn to trust

Volunteer

a few hours a week
next semester at:

• The Literacy Project

• Homelessness Project

• Companion Project

Meet a representative

from each project.

Taesday, April 4th

Camptts Center Rm. 165
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

sponsored by the

UNIVERSITY INTERBSHIF PROGRAM
16 CURR7 HICKS 545-0727

M
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EKTORIAL/OPnsnON
I he opinions on this page aie those ol the individual wiitei oi cartoonist and do not necessarily retlecl the views ol the Collegian or the Universily unless ulhciwisc iiwieU

Behind the Iron Curtain

Inner-city target practice
The hunt The >;ame The thrill of the

chase These are words I have heard all my
life - m btx»ks, film dialo^jues, and from
people I know. How the hattle was half the

tun How the hunt itself is worth mure than
the quarry

Pamela McCarthy
Now the National Rifle Assm lation teils

me that I'm wrong.
Us not the thrill of the hunt, jt s the

ecstasy you gel from turning a deer, rab
bit. or bear into brown fuzzy swiss cheese
from blowing them away with an L'zi semi
automatic rifle. The NRA says that senu
automatic weapons are necessary for hun
ting These poor hunters need these guns
to blow most of the flesh off an animal. If

they get a recognizable head to put on their

mantlepiece out of the deal, they "re lucky.

I don't buy it. I know people that have
gone hunting Not many, mind you. but a
few. They told me they liked to track the

animal. They liked living oflT the land. They
liked sleeping under the stars, and yes.

they did like the hunt But a fair hunt. A
regular rifle adds to the challenge. Most of

these people cringe when they hear the
NRA's claim. To use an AK-47 assault tnot

hunting, assault) rifle has got to be the
wussiest cop-out they ever heard of.

The NRA is upset becau.se of proposed
bans on assault and semiautomatic rifles.

They say that criminals don't care if they
are legal or not. they'd still use the guns
So why should law-abiding citizens not
have access to them, also?

Well, for starters, I'd like to point out
that drugs are illegal, but criminals can get

their hands on them. In fact. I could get my
hands on some "gofxl" coke if I wanted to.

So should we make drugs legal? Do we
want to .send a message out to the public
that we condone the abuse of substances
that can kill you? Of course not. Should we
make guns legal just because some scum-
sucking street vermin can get their hands

on them.' I don t condone the use of violent

force.

Secondly. I know plenty of iaw-ubiding
citizens" who would turn into Mega
Snipers if they got an Uzi or an AK 47
We've had enough troubles from pistols

that were originally bought for "protec

tion" and ended up in the "exhibit A" bag
for a murder trial »And I'm not talking

about those who shot at an actual criminal,

either. I

Many people .say they feel vulnerable.

The police won't help them, so they have
to protect themselves. Those who want to

ban the lead pumpers say the cops feel

vulnerable fighting criminals with guns
that will spread them across the .stale.

The only thing this shows me is that we
should do a major overhaul on police pro-

tection. How did we ever allow these
slimebags to get the.se weapons? I realize

it's tough to stop them from getting these
killing machines. However, it takes more
to .stop drug wars and crime than to watch
news documentaries about it and wring our
hands in suburban grief It takes tough
new laws like the proposed ban, it takes a

willingness to enforce these laws, it takes
extra police protection 'read: money), and
It takes a willingness to prosecute the

criminals who u.se them. This includes the
courts, the police, and yes. witnesses who
are willing to testify (sorry, folks, but
unless someone testifies, the prosecutors
have no case, and the thugs walki.

I have to laugh when I hear the old NRA
line. "Guns don't kill people, people kill

people." Correct me if I'm wrong, but guns
were made by people, for people who want
to kill other people. I don't know of any
other species on earth that can us-e guns,
or have any interest in using them. I hate
to break this to you. but people u.se guns
to kill people. You can run away from a

maniac with an axe. You can't always run
from a bullet.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian
columnist

Thf Iron Curtain Mo-i dl us, uht-ii ui

hear these words, imagiiu' an inipi'netrahlf

Great Fortress separating Western Europe

from Eastern Europe. Few people are

allowed in.and even fewer are allowed out

We imagine a land of oppression, liniita

tion and censorship. How. we a.sk, can peo

pie possibly live under such conditions?

Scott Green
Having had the misf«irturu' of being bt>rn

into a place where freedom is greatly in

hibited, the people of the S«iviet BI«k must
he miserable people They must be carry

ing a persistent , secret wish to be

MHiiewhere ••Uc s.irnewh«Te fre<' or s<» \m-

assume
La.st semester. v<hile studying abroad, I

had the good fortune of getting a glimpse
of what lay beyond that my.stenous parti

tion which divides East fn»m West. I visited

tw(» countries. Poland and East Germany,
and despite their cic^ene^ in proximit>

they were worlds apart. Never liefiwe had
I thtmght of the Soviet Bloc cnuntru*> as

anything other than a single entity I saw-

Hungary as no different from
Bulgaria.Poland no difTerent from East

Gem my. But w hen 1 went from «»ne coun
try to the next. I was struck by the sharp
contra.sts between them Each had a per

sonality all its own.
East Germany probably comes the

close.st to how one would imagine a BI«k
country to be like:The place has a
strange.weighty kind of atmosphere, an at

mosphere laden with despondency and
gloom All of the buildings are old. redtin

dantly grey and unappealing Scores of vi-r

tical abodes.which were built in haste aftei

WWII to house the millions of homeless,

ugly the streets. The proletariat, who are
closely watched by armed German and
Russian soldiers, mill about with unsmil-
ing faces.

This. IS East Berlin, an occupied ter

rilory. the coldest, most forbidding city to

which I have ever been. This, is East Ger
many, where vestiges of the Nazi concen
tration camps .still litter the countr>side.
where Hitler committed suicide, and where
the Berlin Wall still .stands to keep the
East German rx'ople fmm lib«'ration. Try

In other news. . .

Ia-ss than a \i-iir <ifit>. t'ura^t'd aldfrman
harmed into thr Schintl <tf the Art Institute

nfChuaK*> end snatched from a wall a por-

trait of the late Mayor Harold Washmnlon
in lacy lingerie. Last week the institute was
defendmn another tnPamatory exhibit, a
work hy Scott Tyler, self-proclaimed 'siif>-

porler nfthe Revolutionary atmniunist Par-
ty ISA. " titled What Is the Proper Way to

Di.splay a US Flag? Its key comptmeni an
American Pag stretched out o« the Ptxtr.

The institute claimed that Old Glory was
positioned so ciewers would not he forced
to walk on It. But Joseph Morns, a lawyer
for several veterans' groups, said the exhibit
constitutes an "invitation to .-itep on the
flag. " The vets, however, failed to persuade

I.. 1 -c.ipe from East u> \\v^\ Berlin and if

you get past the arined guards, electric

fences and land mines, then you are

free. Here, everyone is a supporter of the

Communist Party.but not by their own
choice. This is Ea.st Germany, not Poland.

If East (Jermany is cold and forbidding,

then Poland is warm and welcoming by

comparison. Here in ihis Soviet Bloc coun-

try, smiling faces flourish amid some of the

friendliest, most romantic people in the

world They love to open up to foreigners,

especially Americans 1 was inundated
with admiring questions about my
homeland while I was there

Poland IS a fanatically pro American
country. With America as a role model,

Poles are not alien to the concepts of

capitalism and demttcracy In fact, a per-

vasive black market exists where one can
bargain for anything, from vodka to a tax-

icah ride Poland mav In- Europe's best

deal, offering most anything for U.S.

tioii.ti- A ticket to the ballet cMt me 35
letlts'

Mitst pe<^le imagine Poland to he a shop-

per's hell of long queues and empty store

counters, and they are right In Warsaw,
hundreds <»f tiny shops are crowdedwith
anxious people who are yelling for three of

these and four of thos«'" An extreme shor-

tage of ctmsumer gmids plagues Poland: To
obtain an automobile, there is a 20 year
waiting list

.'\fter having been almost completely

demolished during WWII. Warsaw now
boasts a .striking resemblence to yester-

year now that many of its magnificent
structures have been restored and
r««constructed. Ofcourse, there is a section

"1 the old city that has been left intact.

Here, the scars of the war are apparent.

Bullets and shrapnel have left their ttflltale

prints behind.

This, is Poland, a quaint little place fill-

ed with wonderous sights and surprises, a
place where people wish to be free of op-

pression, where pi>ople do not want to re-

main afraid of being people. This is not

East Germany, the Soviet Union's best

satellite buddy, where people are treated

like animals in a cage under an old line,

Stalinist leadership.

Scott Green is a Collegian Columnist

Cttok County Circuit -ludgc Kenneth (iillis

to close the show, .to it ntifx'ned to the public

Friday, after several days ofbeing viewable
only to students, faculty and staff.

Security guards alloued only a limited
number into the gallery at any one time, but
that did not stop several veterans from tak-

ing the flag off the Ptntr ami holding it up
uhile making speeches. Said James
McManus. chairman of thr schooled liberal-

arts department: "We arc trying to defend
the notion that all art. proviycative art, can
he displayed. " That is certainly true at the
Art Institute.

Time
March 13,1989

bozos and belching contests, I decided against a trip
southward. Instead I chose to visit my cousin Ken in Buf-
falo for spring break. The Buffalo Sabres and the Boston
Bruins are currently battling in the .standings for home
ice advantage in the upcoming playoffs. I am a loyal
Bruins fan from Bo.ston. Ken is a Sabres fan. On March
22. 1989, we went to a Sabres game against St. Louis at
Buffalo's Memorial Auditorium ("The Aud".l

I enjoyed the first period, since I hadn't been to a hockey
game in years. The Sabres floundered and the fans around
me grumbled. With just under five minutes to play in the
first period. St. Louis forward Steve Tuttle broke in on
goal. Sabres defenseman Uwe Krupp tripped him and they
both crashed into the net. Tuttle's right skate left the ice

and slid along the right side of Sabres goalie Clint Melar-
chuk's neck.

Initially, my attention was diverted to the two players
who knocked the net, but then I noticed the blood on the
ice where Melarchuk was .sprawled. At first, I thought it

was a broken nose, which happens to be fairly common
in hockey.

Within a second or two, it became apparent that this
was no broken nose. Blood poured down the front of Melar-

Rick Wyatt

Players from both teams began yelling and motioning
for a.ssistance from the Sabres' bench. One Buffalo player
began screaming and banging on the plexigla.ss door
leading to the Sabres' dressingr(K)m. Miraculously, Melar
chuk was now .standing with the aid of a couple of players.
Two players pulled the trainer acro.ss the ice in his .street

shoes. He applied a towel with pressure to Melarchuk's
gushing neck. A well-dressed woman behind us scream
ed, "For God's sake get him outta here!" The runway dwir
opened and two paramedics escorted Melarchuk and the
trainer out.

The whole event took less than .30 seconds. There was
a three-fool puddle of blood on the ice, trailing off toward
the runway door. The crowd around us was silent. There
was little conversation. There was .some crying and
coughing.

I suddenly felt dizzy and nau.seous. I realized that I was
hyperventilating. Ken was talking to me, but I didn't
know what he was saying. I did not want to faint from

com
takes

red
jugular vein.

A maintenance worker came onto the ice with a shovel,
an ice pick and a five gallon bucket. Was Melarchuk alive?
How would they stop the bleeding? Would a man die in
a hwkey game played for our amusement?
The Sabres gathered around the Buffalo bench, some

leaning over it. I learned from the news that .several of
the players were crying. They warmed up a new goalie
and cautious play resumed.
Clint Melarchuk survived a severed jugular vein and

partially .severed neck mu.scle inflicted through a .six-inch

long. 1.5 inch-deep gash. Had this happened in a school
or minor league game where full emergency medical at-

tention was unavailable, he probably would have bled to
death.

Clint Melarchuk will play hockey again very soon, but
his injury is likely to generate an interest in goalies in

every league to wear neck collars. I hope Clint slept bet-
ter than I during the next few nights. I kept dreaming
about buckets of blood.

Maybe next year I'll go to Florida. Belching contests
aren't so bad. There's usually no blood.

Hick Wyatt is a UMass student
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American flag

more than just

a petty symbol
The American Flag i* juat • symbol, or m contended a

group on March 14 outsida the Hatch They were trying
to inform us of a supposed pwat injustice in Chicago, .^n

artist was arrested for burning the American Flag as a

statement. They decided the l»8t way to do this was li-

taping the American Flag to the floor of the St

I'luon. This was a mistakt- on tliLii |».i!! Th. i. .i'

concerning the di.spl.i\ n! th. A-u i

M.i ' 'ell a- many id!.' inUti.iiUei
fri' covers this act ; .-y are wrmii:

a.-i well, because freedom of speech doesn't it^iutk inciti-

a riot

COLLEGIAN 9

Paul C. Norton

But enough of the legality of the matter, there is a mon
important ideal on the line. Maybe a Hag is just a symbol
for a Grand Prix driver, but not for a country — especial

ly for the United States of America From the very Ijegin

ning of our country's history, the earliest flag hjid lanri

^ill hast great meaning — remember "Don't Tread on Me

'

It was a rallying point for our country's forefathers.

It symbolized our unity and resolve to win our in

dependence for Britain. During World War II, the

American flag was displayed by families who had sfins

fighting in the war. Many of these .same sons came home
in coffins wrapped in the U.S. flag. Just a simple symbol'
I think those soldiers, and families who lost sons would
disagree. When the Marines placed the flag on Iwo Jima.
was it just a symbol? The living and the dead would argue

that pc»int, as well as those who saw it in the newspajwi -

Go to Washington DC. visit the Wall, visit Arlingtnn,

and visit the Unknown Soldiers Tomb. Look at the names.
The.se are all part of the United States flag. When you
look at the flag they are in there It is a symbol but not

just a symbol. It's the people that have lived and died for

this country and what it stands for It stands for you and
me. the pec^le of this country.

If you can treat the flag as just a symbol, you have much
to learn about symbols and their meaning. This symbol
IS lied to the very heart of our country It means
something, and it deserves the respect it should be given

I was given a new perspective of some of my fellovs

rtudent-s. The students present kne%^ and understood what
the American flag means They grew agitated and outrag

ed One brave stml attempted the liberation of the

American Flag. The rest that stood by America and her

flag — our flag — should remember that all those who
stood up for the flag in years past would be proud This

group claimed that anti-patriotism is not illegal Imt

neither is patriotism and national pride. And if it ever

dtH's become a crime to be proud of our flag and our coun

try. haul me away to prison.

Paul (' S'i'-fon is a UMass student

"ttsfaassassswecTT'eit

So much for the First Amendment. . .

The events that took place on March 14, in front of the
Hatch, prove that free speech does not exist in this coun-
try or on this campus.

Jonathan Leavitt

A group of us decided that wv would place a flag in front

of our information table, forcing students to confront their

feelings about everj'thing that goes on under the protec
tion of "flag" and "country." Needless to say some
students were less than happy about our presentation and
became vocal and physical about it At varying times dur
ing the day we had our flag stolen, we were assaulted,

our lives were threatened land have continued to be
through phone callsi, and we watched as the university

police spent all their time trying to shut us down instead
of doing (heir jobs. Eventually we were faced with a choice,

shut down or be arrested. So much tor free spet-ch.

A number of things struck me as ironic, saddening and
ultimately dangerous. The first was the venom which we
faced from members of the right wing and some ROTC
cadets. They kept telling us how many people had died

for this flag. We did not disagree since this was one of the

points we were trying to make But they also continually

talked abf>ut what the flag strxid for, as if they had
s<jmehow had a hand in preserving the freedoms that our

country has. The.se are the people who want to drug test

you, or take away control over your own body, or force

you to say a prayer before beginning school every day.

Their hypocrisy was astounding. They were more concern

(>d with protecting the flag than the principles and
"freedoms" which everyone tells me it stands for.

I stared at them as they stood in front of us waving the
American flag with their eyes closed, singing the Pledge
of Allegiance. It sent shivers up my spine. I knew I had
seen all this before somewhere. I listened as they told me
to go back to Russia and I felt .sympathy becau.se I knew
that these were either their parents' words or their drill

instructor's words. It was peculair that anger never real-

ly became my focus — at least not towards the itudents.

The police, on the other hand, showed everyone exactly
w here they sUxtd (tn the issue First by telling us to move
the flag, then by telling us that no one could step on it,

and finally by telling us that we were going to be arrested

if we didn't remove it. All this lime we were being ver-

bally and physically threatened At two points we were
assaultc>d. What were the police doing? They were stan

ding in groups and refused to di.scu.ss their actions or lack

ofactions with me. At one point they were actually going
through the motions of arresting me?
In some ways what happened on Tue.sday was expected.

In a way it is rather refreshing to .see the true colors of

all tho.se who "look part " in the event Now ask yourself

again if the real patriots in this country are the ones who
go around proudly proclaiming it

Jonathan leavitt is a UMass student

Blind flag-worship disturbing
I lake exception to Bradford A. Sprogis'

comments about the symbolism of the

American Flag ("Symbol of America."
March 17i I accept that the flag represents

different things for different people.

Sprogis says that the flag is the symbol of

the United States but not its foreign policy.

I must disagree. We can only judge the

sincerity of a government's values and
guiding principles by its actions or lack of

actions. US foreign policy is not grounded
upon such noble democratic principles,

nevertheless it is the only criteria upon
which our neighbors can judge us.

The flag is not like the dollar bill. It is

a criminal act to burn money because it is

the property of the state. A flag is the pro-

perly of the owner. The Constitution clear-

ly states that people shall be "secure in

their persons and properly " That means

all properly, flags. In addition, the Con-

stitution guarantees freedom of expre.ssion.

That doesn't mean only inoffensive expres-

sions, that means all expre.ssion — even
Sprogiss letter.

Finally, why is it that some |>eople feel

so threatened by dissent? Critical thinking

and dissent are central features of

democracy. Blind patriotism is

authoritarian and has no place in a true

democracy. I am glad Sprogis is proud to

live in America. I feel lucky to live in

America because I've .seen the alternative.

But the "love it or leave it
" argument is

the sign of one who has a poor understan-

ding of democratic values. I suggest he read

the Constitution more carefully.

J. Madison
Amherst

Hey.lets call

basketball team
'Rockets':..

fWiiuitvdi

li^

A strange addiction
Contemporary young men and women

are undergoing a crisis. Many of them
are at limes experiencing slight forms

of schizophrenia.

Being a student at the Universily of

Ma.ssachuselts, I see this happi'n all the

lime. UMa.ss is a school of enormous
size, and it is often difficult to meet so

meone who is intriguing or interesting

to you.

Minu Sebastian
Ever see someone at a party who you'd

like to meet? So, why can't you just go

up to this person, introduce yourself,

and maybe ask if you could go out

.sometime?

Well, unless you want beer spit all

over you from the person laughing so

hard, you'll probably not lake so direct

an approach.

Instead, you decide to lake a slower

plan of action. First, you try to establish

some sort of eye contact, but as soon as

he looks back at you, you immediately

look in the opposite direction. Wonder-
ing what your next .step should be. you
decide to ask your friends for their opi-

nion. Big mistake.

All of your friends crowd around you
and .start looking around for him. After

much pointing and whispering, ihey

finally catch sight of him. He looks in

your direction wondering what all the

commotion is about.

You now feel totally humiliated, but

you force yourself to say "hi," (you don't

want to seem like a fool). You carry a

casual conversation, but then leave him

to be with your friends. IxHrau.se after all.

you don't want him to think you'rr at;

gressive or desperate.

You act really cool by talking to your

friends and acting like you're having a

great lime. Always keeping sight of

where he is, you occasionally glance in

his direction.

You spend the next half hour active

ly ignoring this person. After a while,

you decide to walk past him to see if he

will say anything to your when you
walk by. As you're walking by. you

make it a point not to look at him and
act as though you're looking around for

someone else. He says "hi." but you act

indifferent, and continue your "search."

Eventually, he leaves and you're left

with this sad and empty feeling. You
wonder. . . why didn't he ask me outf

Personally, I think this guy must have

some kind of mental disability if he

didn't get the message that you were in-

terested in him. Judging by your per-

.sonality, your feelings should have been

obvious. You were friendly, aloof,

sociable, withdrawn, talkative, and
quiet. Your personality had such diverse

qualities that there is no way he could

not be intrigued by you.

Maybe next time you should try a

more direct approach. Walk up to him,

"accidentally" spill beer on him, and
then offer to wash his shirt. And if that

doe.sn'l work, tell him to go see a psycho-

therapist because he definitely has a

communication problem.

Minu Sebastian is a UMass student

who has lots ofluck in the college dating

.'fcene.

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMatts community and the Five
College Area. All submissions must be typed and double-spaced. Letters and columns
automatically become property of the Collegian and are subject to editing for gram-
mar, clarity, and space.
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AKTS&LIVINS
Monotone yuks for sure at Smith
By COSMO MACERO JR
Collegian StatT

I saw Steven Wright at Catch a Rising

Star m Harvard Square a couple of year.-

ago. ^liat a f— not It was one of t hose

Monday night open mike deals I went to

see my friend he sucked

In any case. Wright made a guest ap
pearance, along with a bunch <no, make
that a "host" i of other nationally recogni/

ed comedians. It was a damned good shou

and for just three bucks too!

Over a relatively short five or so years,

Steven Wright has reached the pinnacle of

stand-up success. His original monotone
delivery and outrageous view of the world

around us has made him a staple on both

the Tonight Show, and Late Night with

David Letterman, the two most prestigious

forums for iispiring comedians

COMEDY~
Wright's material has ranged from the

simple and witty: "Evt-rv once in awhile I

look up and smile for the satellite photo,"

to the uniquely bizarre: "I put my car key

in the lock on my front door, started up my
house, and got on the highway. I pulled

over, parked, and went out and told

everyone to get out of my driveway."

In a benefit concert sponsored by Friends

of Children. Inc . Steven Wright will per

form this Saturday night at Smith Col-

lege's John Greene Hall in Northampton.

Tickets are $15 at the d<»»>r. $13 in advance

and $11 for students with valid ID Show-

starts at 8 p m Comedian Steven Wrijjht

PatUufit On^onmation SenM
Having Diabetes: Having Children

WHAT: *Pr»wnU(iMa«tf l^tMMMaK Wlui < >C<»>Mtr' «DMi*n( tft

WHEN: Ikpi* « t«M im*m pm

WHERE: C«Mpm Cmmt >»> i

^AfHY' l**»*» «fc«r* >»p«i mM»t. and<

MO« TO «lf VOU TMtM

UWMU^ MmM \ 3! 4#»W\«^if

Hampshire College Presents

Keep the Dog with
Fred Firth and

Curlew with Tom Cora

Friday. March 3 1 doors open at 8 p.m.

Tickets available at Yesterday & Today Records

Hampshire College Bookstore. SAGA Dining

Commons and at the door

Visit our

Ni'w Showroon.
anil catch

llu* Honda
•Ht'ut Wavt"

HONDA.
Come ride with us!Walley

iMlotorsports
584-7303

tfom
Hm» re*
LONDON
PARIS
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679
SYDNEY 1128

t»m*% not intlu0t0

CM#f* pu* lorn fmchm' fmr9%

tUf^AIL CASSIS
ISSUID ON THt SPOr '

Csll lor

413-256-1261
AMMCRST

79 So. MmmmSL
AmnwM. MA OiOOa

El Grecoi
Pizza

Isle of Mykonos
We serve authentic

GREEK CUISINE

Our whole wheat
pizza is perfect for

weight watchers!!!^^
Delivery 7 days a

week to S. Amherst
from 5pm to 1am

Close to Brittany,

Southwood & Riverdalo
460 West St., Amherst
1 mile south on Rt. 116
Next to RAP Liquors

Tel: 253-9239
256-4196 yj

Through their paintings, photos,
local artists tell tales of culture
By REBECCA MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The Center for the Arts in Northampton
is now hosting exhibits by two different ar-

tists: Boundaries/ Margins, oil paintings

and pastel drawings by Chuck Stern, and
Camhixiians: Amherst and the Bronx, black

and white photographs by Leah Melnick.

Chuck Stern's Boundaries/Margins is in

the East Gallery and consists of many
brightly colored works all dealing with
human figures, both alone and interacting,

many of which took over a year to

complete.

"In some cases there's a lot more to them
than meets the eye," Stern said, explain

ing that under the surface of his paintings

are layers of images, forms, and coIcmts that

didn't work but were necessary in the

evolution of the paintings. With the oils.

Stern said, images emerge from smudges.
He claims that he had nothing in mind
before beginning any of his major pieces.

Titles Stern chooses mainly for identifica-

tion purposes. "There are stories here," he

said. "I really don't like to tell a story with

a title," he added, saying that he prefers

people who come to see his work to make
up their own stories of what's in the pain

tings. He hopes people will get something
out of it. "When you put something up
publicaily. you are saying, 'you may judge
this.'" he said.

Leah Melnick's exhibit, in the West
Gallery is quite different. Already involv-

ed in photography, Melnick became in-

terested in the experiences ofCambodians
in America while tutoring a Cambodian

student from Amherst High School several

years back who was a foster child living

with an American family. Hearing one per-

son's story sparked her interest in how
others were rebuilding their lives. Melnick
left school at Hampshire College for one
semester to take a job in New York and
made an effort to meet Cambodians there

through volunteer work.

The exhibit,Cambodians: Amherst and
the Bronx, is a result ofthe last three years'

work and has been shown previously in

Amherst, New York, and California.

Melnick, a freelance photo-journalist,

said,"I'm interested in photographing
things that I care about on a social level,"

although she said she photographs a varie

ty of things for publication.

One photograph in the exhibit entitled

"Kids Playing in Amherst" is often

misinterpreted said Melnick. The
photograph shows two young boys playing
with guns, "which is not specific to Cam
bodians," Melnick said. Rather, it is meant
as, "a remark on our culture which en
courages playing with guns," she said. "I

think people take it for granted that it's a

diverse area we're living in. This isn't just

art work. This is supposed to be telling you
something about the community we're liv

mg in " Melnick siiid she likes to, "give a

sense of what has happened to their <Cani

bodians') culture and their families."

CamhtMltans: Amherst and the Bnmx and
Boundaries. Margins will be at the Center
for the Arts in Northampton through April

9. Gallery hours are Tues. Fri. l2-5pm.
weekends 2-5pm. Admission is free. For

more information call 584-7327 or 586-7282

during office hours.

Music Theater Guild gives
the view from West Side

By MICHAEL T PUOPOLO, II

Collegian Correspondent

"And they were a pair of star-crossed

lovers ..." These immortal words from
William Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet come alive to the music of

Leonard Bernstein in the UMass Music
Theater Guild's production of West Side
Story. With a modern theme, and a rous-

ing musical score, the pride and pre-

judice of love in the ghetto are brought

to suburban Amherst with a pride of its

own

THEATER
The time is the late 1950's. where

racial tensions were high between rival

gangs in new York's Lower West Side
of Manhattan The struggle between the

resident white gang, the "Jets," and the

Puerto Rican immigrants, the "Sharks,"

prevent the ill fated love between a
white man and a Puerto Rican woman.
Tony and Maria are the unfortunate vic-

tims of circumstance in an inescapable

gang war
The performance opens with a danc

ing demonstration of the animosity that

each gang harbors for each other. Hav
mg tolerated each other's presence long

enough, the Sharks and the Jets decide

to prove, once and for ail. who's the

tougher of the two. Both gangs decide

on a fair fist-fight, but the rumble gets

out of control. By the time the police ar

rive on the scene of the skirmish, it is

clear that Tony and Maria never be

together.

I am pleased with the entire ensem
ble. It is evident that a tremendous
amount of work went into the direction

and choreography of the show. Outstan
ding performances are given by Michael
Harding as Tony, Melissa Munn as

Maria, Thomas Berry as Action, Noreen
MacDonald as Anita and Randy Elkin-

son as Riff. Fine performances are also

given by Lee Russell, Dean Lapham,
Lynn Steinberg, Bill Larkm and the

dance chorus.

Technically speaking, the lighting

design is clearly of Broadway caliber.

The set designed by Bill Stewich is very

impressive, with effective use being

made of both horizontal and vertical

stage space. It is very real, and conveys

a strong feeling of presence to the au-

dience. The production is backed by a

thirty-piece orchestra of Five College

students, and staffed by both Fine Arts

Center personnel and Music Theater

Guild members.
This production of West Side Story will

run in the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall tonight thru Saturday. All shows
begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are on sale now
at the FAC Box Office, and will be

available at the door. $.3 for Five College

students with ID and $6 for the general

public

Feel that Petrol Emotion at SUB this weekend
By JODY GABIN
Cfill(>trian Cnrr<'>jponHrnt

The start of clairaes, and this bout of almost summer-
like weather ushers in a whole menagerie of music
oriented events this week:
To start things off. catch Dusty Brown's Low Down

Blues this afternfM)n at the Hatch at 3pm.

LIVEWIRE
Tonight at the Iron Horse, catch cajun band Terrence

Simien and the Mallet Playboys, for two shows at 7 and

10pm
At the Universal Joint this evening, Chicago bluesmen

Lonnie Brooks will be appearing along with Blue
Lunch "doors open at 8:.30); Twi.sters ho.sts Little Frankie
and the Premiers; and Katina's welcomes local band
Eastern Wind.
Over at Hampshire College this evening, the

Hampshire based Ice Weasels will be performing along

with Stone Sober at the colleges Saga Dining Commons;
and appearing at Sheehan's tonight, will be the Chess
Kings
On Friday, the .Jl.si, I'Mass' Union Program Council

ho.sts That Petrol Emotion in the Student Union
Ballroom. That Petrol Emotion, hailing from Northern
Ireland, will be pt-rforming along with the female duo
Voice off the Beehive at 8pm.

.At .Smith Coileiie tonioirow night, the gospel quintet the

Dixie Humming Birds will be performing at Wright Hall

Auditorium. The show starts at 7:30, and all proceeds will

benefit the Human Services Information and Referral

Agency, First Call for Help.

Country artist Cheryl Wheeler appears at the Iron

Horse tomorrow night for one show at 8:30; Flax Pond
appears upstairs at Sheehan's from 6-8:30 (with the Ar-

thur King Blues Band following); The Working Band
will be at Twisters; and the Floating Boats and Minibus
Sandwich appear at Katina's.

Also tomorrow, Hampshire College welcomes Fred
Frith and Curlew to the Saga Dining Commons, and The
Equalites to the Red Barn; and Slash recording artists

The Zulus appear along with 8th Route Army at the

Universal Joint.

On Saturday, April 1st, current valley area favorites

Phish perform at the Universal Joint; local folk singer

Judy Polan appears at the Iron Horse for one show at

7pm; the New Orleans Radiators appear at Katina's

along with Ed Vadas and the Fabulous
Heavyweights; The icemen will be at Twisters; and Big
Bang Theory return to Sheehan's,

Over at Hampshire .Saturday night. ItKals Iron Elf will

be appearing at the Red Barn; and .Smith ho.sts comedian
Steven Wright at John M. Greene Hall at 8pm.
On Sunday. April 2nd, folk singer Chri.stine I^vin ap

pears along with Cathy Fink and Marcy Marxer at

Amherst College's campus center; Stranger and F'elony

take to the stage at Katina's; and the Chenille .Sisters

appear at the Iron Horse for one show at 7pm
On Monday. April 3rd. local guitarists Joe Belmont

and Jim Henry perform at the Iron Horse at 7pm; and
finally, on Tuesday. April 4th, Celtic singers Capercaillie

perform two shows at the Iron Horse at 7 and 10pm.

Next week: Hothouse Flowers at UMass on April 6th,

and Fishbone at Katina's on April 7th.

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

in do\A/nto\/^n Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
II CCNTtK iJ

i»* 0*73

Bring *(Hjr Own
Href or Wine

AMHERST
tl BCH nifOOO WAIK
!s»a}i7

Brrr » 11/'"'

irrvra

SPRINGFIELD
749 iUMNCR AVf
788 Oflf

Bring tovr Own
Brrr < Winr

•••••••••••*•••••••"••*******«***********************'

BRANDYWINE
AT AMHERST

Now accepting application for June, July,

August, and September occupancy.

*Sign up now and be assured of having

an apartment next semester.

Brandywine Office

Open Monday to Friday 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.nn.

549-0600

'Restrictions apply

Howard University
Exchange Deadline

has been moved up to:

April 10, 1989
For fiuther information, stop by the National

Student Exchange office, located in E 26 Machmer
Hall from 10 4,Mon Fri.

i

-• •«

'^^

'.'-.: .•« M _i! -rt̂ ^MMr

.1 '

.„_IHiilMIIiMiiiJ^.
If

• Jyi.

J- .*j>v
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<^.&*-5ti.v> ^
Howard University

l^i^ f?y;^X Washington, D.C.
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Polish dancers perform April 6 at FAC
The world famous Polish dance

troupe, Mazowsze (pronounced MazofT
shuhi will perform at the University of

Massachusetts Fine Xrt-- Center on
Thursday, April 6, at h p in in the FAC
I'oncert Hail as part of its seventh
North American tour

The colorful and energetic troupe per
forms the native dances nand aongs of

Poland's varied regions, garbed in

iiithentir folk dress Mst/owwsarf'e irtO

dancers ands singers make over 1,000

costume changes as they perform dance
'*

• • • ' »vith<>iit Djiii'^f

Mazowsze was founded in 1948 by

Tadeusz Sygietynski, a composer and
researcher of Polish Folklore, and his

wife, Mira Zaminska, once Poland's

leading actreiM, who turned to costume

and stage design They established a col-

ony at Karolin, an old estate 20 miles

outside (if Warsaw in the central plains

of Poland and called it Mazowsze after

that region.

Since 1950 Mazowsze has literally

covered the world in its performance
tours, still led by Zaminska. Critics and
audiences alike have delighted at the

authenticity, precision and style which
is so evident in Mazowsze's
performances.

Tickets are available at the FAC Box
OfTice. For more information call

545 2511

i
Siuti Amty With Bi^

Stvmqs At ii^utrs 44!!
-aSTI SPUMANTE ^?

»19»f

.'"•^ONaet/,

39

^N^'?"*

**

^ia"^

iMinrumv-

AYLOfl CALIFORNIA
CELLARS s.ti. 4r

•»,*j. .»^, sou

SALl S3.4*

wn SI.99

^^^<^ m)i\t
SAlf PMICIS
'MRU }.7«'a«

•%i.
*=^^

111!

I iminoojiA
•Neut* 9. Amh«r««NadlM Um 3S9-9344*

• 30 Lincoln St.. Matooiw U4-«SS5«
4kaMi alerM ai SUPfK stw* SHOP Ptazao

suffin^
Lesson No. 3

Lesson No. 4

See Lesson Mo. 5 next week

Students have saved much
time and money by dealing

with Northampton Honda

Always purchase from a
dealer who has One Goal...

"Customer Satisfaction"

w^^m^BBm

For people who won t consider
compromise... for people liks you

Excludes all other promotions.

586-8626 171 KING STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
1000 total maximum payments

586-8626

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Tluoughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Sludvnl Firea from

Aniherst to
Boston New Vork Cily

$20.95 $34.95
roufMi-irio round-iiip The People Professionals

Tickets and Inlormatlon avaHabl* at:

U4lla*« Hol*l AmhsrtI Hsmp«htr«
Ta< tl Of •: Ctnti CoU*^* Booh
S4S TOM SuaTarmlnal Steta

M*6000 7M443I S49 4600

Ptica Watch
Patmacy
So Hadtay

S33 71IS

NoHttamfMen
Sua Tarmlnal
Rauntfwua* d
SM 1010

PARAMOUNX
Perforniinii Arts Center JL

oTcS*" V^ WHOOIM
C.i.l liBERCi

Frida\. March 31,8 pm

CASIO
>t ; 1 : 1 1 : ;.i : i •.:

KENNY
G

rl'^e-jfeJ
nil Fi.w

Sinul.iv. April 2.

Wednesday,

April 5, 7:30 pm

An Evening of

Fear and Loathing
with

Dr.

HUNTER S.^
THOMPSON *^
Saturda\. April 15^

S pm W^

THIRD WORLD
The Wailors

Siiml.iv. April 2.'.

"..^O pin

DAVID CROSBY
Friday. April ". S pm

\/i \// ^i'» /*ri'M.'/iM//i»r)

Pekinu
Acrobats
Sunda>.

April 16.

'}<) pm

"An Oulspolcen Evening with

MORTON
DOWNEY. JR.'

Saturday, May 6

N^NN .^uA^ An Evening with

RANDY NEWMAN t\ckuvs
ON

Sunday. May 7. 7:30 pm "^
,\LE

vVHV^
},'.

I n k. Is c\ iil.ihlv- il llu- r irdiiloiinl H..\iMlK.iili -l-\ I
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TARKANIAN RESPONDS - University of Nevada-Las Vegas basketball coach Jerr>' Tarka-
nian yesterday responds to allegations that two of his players accepted money from a con-
victed gambler. Former player Eldridge Hudson, seated, and current player Moses Scurry,
standing, as well as assistant coach Mark Warkenstein, in sweater, attended the press
conference.

Moslem
leader,
aide killed
BRUSSELS (AP> - The Imam of the Brussels Mosque

and his aids were .shot and killed yesterday, police said.

The attack followed threats on the Moslems leader pro

mpted by his comments about Salman Rushdie and his

lMX)k "The Satanic Verses."

Killed were Imam Abdullah Ahdal, a 36-year-old Saudi,

and his aide, Salem Behir, 40, of Tunisia. Behir oversees

the mo.sque's .social service and library

.No arrests were made, and there was no claim of respon-

siblity for the killings.

A police spokesman said both men were shot in the head
.It about 6:30 pm in Ahdal's otTice inside the mosque,
which IS in a park near the European Community's
headquarters

The ofTicer, who spoke on condition of enonymity. said

the imam received threats afler he made a statement on
Belgian televi.<iion about Rushdie, whose novel is con-

-ideri'd blasphemous by many Moslems,
A television reporter said the station received angry

ti-lephone calls after Ahdal's Feb. 20 appearam%. Call«fs

^.iid his remarks had been improperly translated from
.\rabic

Althout;h Ahdal's remarks were cimsidered moderate,
the reporter said he had condemned th*- British author's

h<M)k

Eastern offers gift checks, expands on-time guarantees
MIAMI < API — Eastern Airlines, seeking

to lure passengers scared c^by a four-week
.strike, has expanded an on time guarantee

for Northea.st travelers and offered a $25

gift check for all passengers on the Eastern

.Shuttle and on 14 non stop flights between

Washington and Boston

The airline announced yesterday that,

beginning April 3, all travelers flying

Eastern between Boston and Washington
D.C. will have the price of their tickets

refunded if their flight departs more than
five minutes late. The passengers will

receive a $25 American Express chinrk just

for flying Eastern on thc^e routes.

Ekith the on-time and American Express

offers on the shuttle and non-slop flights

for weekend travelers

EUistem was extending a shuttle on time

guarantee that started March 20 and
would have expired March 31. and expan

ding that guarantee t4) the non stop Boston

Wa.shington flights.

Cash or a charge-card credit will be of-

fered to any passengers who qualifies for

the refund. Or the customer can choose to

receive a free one-way ticket on the same
route for future travel.

POSITION AVAILABLE

Housing Assignment Office

STUDENT STAFF
COORDINATOR

T.".e Housir.<3 Assisnment Offica has «n opening for a Student _

Coordinator. This i.idl-/idual is responsible far t.^ie day to iay operati
~.- .,,.,„,,, .— .-.,„o. :---.,-» Student staff. Specific duties incluJo

UPC PRESENTS

evi. ;.!'-

."f?sign
". rai.Ti
'ronot
. .-. t.*le

Assist
aspect
Office

..,,-,.... .,.,_:.. ..-.ing, •.- j..'.i.-^, schedali.Tg,

on-goi.ig supervisior. jf :s to :o sueotiinate student st^i

mg and implementing of Human Relations and Customer Ser--

ng program for all Housi.ig Assignment Office staff,

ing positive attitudes and be.^iaviors among suoordinatfj

area of Customer Service Delivery.
mg the Residential Support Services Office Manager :-

3 of service delivery relative to the Housi.".-; Ass. :-

and Housi.ig Telecommunications.

QUAUFICATIONS:
** Applicants must have, through previous work experience and

recommendation. demonstrated supervisory and organizatio-

abiiities.* Applicants must be highly motivated and able to work fc

•..-ideoendently and in a team setting.
Applicants must be efficient, able to handle multiple demands ••

work effectively under stress.
*' Apolicants must have the ability to write and speak effectively.
•• Applicants must have the desire to work in an environment -r.

recognizes and values diversity.

EUGIBILITY:
•* Graduate students in the SCHOOL OF EDUCATION or SCHOOL

MA.VAGMENT preferred but will consider ot.hec qualified gradua-

and undergraduates

.

•« Qualified applicants must have at least three (3) semester:

remaining at the beginning of the Fall 1989 semester.

PAY SCALE AND TERM OF EMPLOYMENT:
•« Hourly rate beginning at S7.00 with a tuition waiver available fcr

graduate students.
«" Successful candidate must be available beginning on or about

May 1, 1989. Full-time employment is required during t.he

summer/ intersession periods, 20 hours/week is required during tne

academic year.

APPUCATIONS:
«» Applications are available in the Housing Assignment Office, 23S

Whitmore Building. Applications must be returned with a cover

letter and resume.

THE UNIVERS ITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

s». • \ yK

THURSDAY
APRIL 6

8:00pm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS

16 UMASS STUDENT
$8 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER I.D.

TICKETS ON SALE AT Til UNLIMITED-
STUDENT UNION. FOR THE RECORD/FACES-
AMHERST, MAIN ST RECORDS-NOHO
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Slop Tooling around, lis lime lo gel lunilcoic abi)ul sollwarc. Willi Microsoll.

We'll give you all ihe lesoiuces you wanl Tens o\ millions in RtKiD lunJing. Along wilh one

of ihe niosl elemenlary lools lor ihinking - a door, which leads lo your own privaie olliee. All

backed by nianagenienl ihal Iruly docs speak your language, because ihey probably helped wrile il.

We're serious aboul sollware design. 11 you are Uh>. then apply right now lor one ol ihesc

pt^silions.

Software Design Engineers
We're working on everything Ironi object-oriented nictht>dolog\. conipilcrs, operating systems,

and networking to sophisticated graphics, powerlul applications sollware and more. In lad. we're

working on some truly visionary uleas we can't even reveal yet. \ou could be loo. il yt)U have

programming experience and a background that includes micn»"s. "C
' or Pascal, SOS(), 6S()(M),

UNIX^^VXtNlX' , Macinlosh" 'liH)lbo\. or MS-DOS".

Program Managers
Instant responsibility. You selecl the lealuies, you shape the pnKluct, you ilesign the user interlace

for new generations ol sollwaie. (iuide product development Irom programming tlirough docu-

mentation and testing. Keep y«>ur pioducl at the Torelronl ol technology by knowing your compe-

lilion and product trends.

There are lull-time and summer opportunities to work with our teams in applicaliiHis, sys-

tems, languages, or CD-ROM. Il you're about \o gratluate or are working towaiils a U.S. or R.A.

in computer science, math, physics, or related lield, we want lo talk to you.

Microsoll oilers you an opportunity to live ami work where the quality ol lile is high and the

cost ol living is low - the beautilul Pacilic Northwest. Along with amenities such a^ a health

club membership, workout lacililies and parcouise. plus an array ol benclits.

Begin by sending your resume TODAY to College Relations,

Dept. DP, MICROSOFT C()RIH)RAHON, 16011 Nif V)th Way,

Box 97017, Redmond, WA 98073-9717. No phone calls, please.

We arc an ci|uai opportunity employer.

Miaosott
Ihulcmaiks .iic ic^isU'icil lo Ihcir rcspcclivv conipiinics.

oil spill

continued from page 1

Natural Resiources Defense

Council in New York
"While Exxon is clearly try

mg to do everything they

can right now, the response

has really been inexcusably

slow."

Speer said the company
had "squandered" several

days of good weather and
clam seas "because the

response that was supposed

to be in place was not."

Exxon's Rogers denied
such charges
"We think we have acted

responsibly and promptly,"

he said in a telephone inter

view from Houston. "We
were mciving a g<x>d deal of

material up to the Alaska
area fn»m the very start,

and we were employing thai

equipment and material as

soon as it got there."

A New York oil induslr>-

analyst confirmed deep staff

cut.*^ at most oil companies,

but said he had no mdica
tmn that oil spill control suf

fered more than any other

area of the industry

Stephen Smith. an
analyst with Bear Sterns,

compared keeping a large

staff of oil spill experts to

buying insurance "If it's

not a here and now present

danger, those pec^le are not

essential," he said.

A spokesman for Atlantic

Richfield Co .said the com
pany had trimmed its

workfmxe by more than 19

percent started in 1985. but

insi.Hti>d its oil spill pro-

grams had not been
affected

"Obviously in the process

there we lo.st a number of

skilled people. " ARCO
qwkesman Albert Greens-

tein said in a telephone in-

terview from Los Angeles
yesterday. "But to imply

that the oil spill effort suf

fered as a result of that is

really off base."

"It's not a matter of hav
ing a handful of experts'

who know how to fight

spills," Greenstein said.

Golob said that Exxon has

been an active participant

in international efforts to

improve the response to oil

spills.

The company belongs to a

number of consortiums of oil

companies that maintain
spill control equipment and
response teams in the
Caribbean, the Gulf of Mex-
ico, Singapore and the

United Kingdom, he said.

Golob said oil spill clean

up IS no longer a growth in-

dustr>' because the frequen

cy of major spills has declin-

ed m the last few years and
career opportunities in the

field have decreased The
Coast Guard has also cut its

budget for oil spill response,

he said.

Women's Forum
Conference
Proposals for presentations are being ac-

cepted through April 5 for the Five College

Undergraduate Conference on Women
which will be held on April 22. The forum

is for undegraduate women to express

themselves and gain recognition for their

work on women. Call Vicky Stampa at

2561320 to submit written work or presen-

tation summarv

Benefit

The Aerobics Asylum in Northampton is

sponsoring an aerobics marathon Saturday

from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the club to raise

money for Necessities/Necessidades, a

shelter for battered women and their

children. Pledge forms can be picked up at

the club on King Street. Call 586 7503 for

more information

..MUSIC #eJ£?H^ .

(»n ihf parlk • nonhampion. mas!>athus«ts

ONLY AREA SHOWING 3rd WEEK
Curtain 6:45 & 9:00 daily

(please arrive 1 5 mins. early)

'H'HUMBS UP!"
- Roger Cb«M, SiSKtL & iDtRT

!J^>- iTniicii

JONG
MOGV

Based on the Awani-Winjiing Play

ANM B.lNCKm MATTHLH BKOOeKlCk.

IIARVIY HERSTEIN .« BRIAN KERWIN

HVH LINE riNLMA

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

POSITION AVAILABLE

Housing Assignment Office

HOUSING SYSTEMS
MANAGER

The Housing Assignment Office has an op«nlng for a Housing Systems

Manager. This individual will coordinate administrative computer

activities for the Housing Assignment Office. Specific duties include:

•• workl."..5 with Data Processing personnel to develop and mainitaln
mainfraine computer systems.

•• Coordinating computer activities with other student area

administrative offices.
•• Scheduling production Job runs and resolve production run

problems.
•* Progranmlng various user applications.

COJALinCATIONS:
»• Applicants must be highly motivated and able to »»ork

independently taking initiative in both assigned projects as

well as self-assigned projects.
•• Applicants must be highly organized, efficient, able to i.jnd^e

multiple demands and work effectively under stress.
•• Applicants must have the ability to work with University

administrators and students.
•• Applicants imjst have the desire to work in an environment that

recognizes and values diversity.

EUGIBIUTY:
•• Graduate students in the SCMOOL OF MANAGEMENT preferred but

will consider other qualified graduates and undergraduates.
•• Qualified applicants must have at least three (3) semesters

remaining at the beginning of the Fall 1989 semester.

PAY SCALE AND TERM OF EMPLOYMENT:
*• Hourly rate beginning at $7.00 with a tuition waiver available

for graduate students.
•• Successful candidate must be available beginning on or about

Hay 1, 1989. Full-time employment is required during the

sunwer/intersession periods, 20 hours/week is required during

the academic year.

APPUCATIONS:
•• Applications are available in the Housing Assignment Office,

235 Whitmore Building. Applications should be returned with a

cover letter and resume.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

If you love college life^

make a career or it

KAN
Of

STUDCNTS

l^»Nli)ii lt4>iiV('*('oll«'Ki' .Il \(itihf.i>i<-m I'nivt'rvity

III l^»siiiii. isllu'oiily insiiiiiiini) iiM>asifrii .Vl;i-vtit

<'huM*ii>lhai offt'tsa Ma.sUT'» m'jjnH> |>rl>^ralll in lh«'

areaof sfiuieni |H»rMinin'ls«»r\'i<'t'sin hinh«T«*du«*a-

Hon Ky sirpssinK Ixtth (-«>un.selinKaml adnunLsiraiive
skills. lht> |>n>Krani trains you tot'frrtiivt'ly provitU-

stii<l«*nls u ilh vital sup|n»rt vrMies Two<onr«'ntra
lions an- olTi'iH'il ( ( >LLK< iK .STl DKNT l'KI{S( >N.\KL
W( >KK an«l M \ I »KMIt .ASSISTA N( E C ( H NSKLI N«.
TluMOMPM'work and tlH'siiuU'nl s«Tvi<vspra(ti<um
may lMMon»|>l«'t«'«l in oiu' year of full iini«' study or

on a pari tinir hasis Many of thf full timt- students
are awardttl Kradual«> assist ant.slu|>s that arc

n'laled to the pro((ran) and whieh pmvide partial or

full tuition renussionandasli|M>nd Some of the
a.ssisiantshi|>s also include rn*e nM>m and Ixtard

For mon' information call (HIT) 4:17 27t»H, or wrile

(IraduateSchcM)!, l)ostonT)<>uvt> College of Human
Development Pn»fes.sions. U)7 I)«x'kserHall,

Northeastern I'niversilv, lioston, MA 021 15.

Boston-Bouve

College

m Northeastern

University

•ritnfi univcfMi V

^^^l: 1

College Work Study
(SCWS)

Applications
Now Available

Student Employment Office
239A Whitmore

You must have, already filed

a 1989 - 1990 FAF

Job listings from all over
Massachusetts now available
with more coming in daily

for sews
applications
May 1, 1989
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Globe responds to criticism about donation
BOSTON (AP> - William O. TayK.i.

publisher of The Bo-ston Cllobe. was ap

patently unaware of a Roup's lobbying ef

forts for the Seabrtxik. N.H.. nuclear ptiwer

plant when he approved a $10,0(W donation

to it last year, the newspaper said

Critics of the nuclear power plant Ii.im

questioned the donation, saying it mi^ht
have relleited on the paper's coverage of

the public policy battle over still idle plant.

Taylor releaswl a statement Tuesday say

ing the contribution to the Ct)alition for

Reliable Engergy was "to help...support in

itiatives to develop effective uses ot

energ;r," and '"was not made to assist in

any lobbying efforts for any purpose
"

"The decision was made as a business

decision. The Cllobt- is a business hiirhiv

dependent on la^^,•t' anunint.s ut i iui>ry and
subsfquently its effective use. It was made
without regard to any news coverage or

editorial position of the paper
"

Richard Ciulla. spokesman for the tilobt*.

said: "We were not aware of the lobbying

aspects of the organization at the time the

grant was made We didn't do our

homework as well as we should have."

Attorney General James Shannon sued

the Coalition for Reliable Energy in 1987.

accusing it of unfair and deceptive adver

t ising for failing to disclose where it gets

Its money.
The group denies breaking the law, and

the suit IS pending in Suffolk Superior

I ourt
,1 t;,\

ly di.sclosed that ind-t of its support comes
from 12 New England utilities that built

Seabrook

The group raised $1.5 million last year,

and $1.2 million of that came from utility

companies, the Globe said Wednesday.

"I'm really very upset. It is such a bla-

tant conflic-t of interest," Mary Ott, cochair-

woman of citizens Urging Responsible

Engery, said of the donation.

Her group supports permanently closing

the Pilgrim nuclear power plant in

Plymouth

"if this was going to happen, you should

have given $10,000 to the other side," she
said

"\'er\' few large papers with grxid reputa

tions become seriously involved as sup-

porters in public issues that are predictably

going to get intense coverage by their news
staffs," said Benjamin Bagdikian. jour-

nalism professor at the University of

California at Berkeley.

"This sounds like a bit of bad judgement.

But it's not enough money to make them
think they were tr>'ing to change the ct)urse

of history," said Suzanne Levine, editor of

the Columbia Journalism Review.

David McDeritt, executive director of the

Coalition for Reliable Energy, said it stop-

ped its advertising campaign in 1987 before

the Globe made its donation.

It did take out a half-page advertisement

in May 1988 about energ\- seminars it was
sponsoring.

Introducin^he^^'''^^^^™""""''"'

Route 9 • Hadley • 584-1603

Lunchtime, Dinnertime, anytime, you'll lo¥e our
authentic New York style delicacies: Homemade
Salads, Hot A Cold Subs and Sandwiches... to satlly
your appetite and budget

\
Turkey Sub

I $2.99
jI.

j Free 1 oz. Bag of NY Style Deli Chips I

I
with purchase of every sub. I

I (Expires 4-6-89) I

^ UNIVERSITY FAMILY HOUSING l.

^^ If you are a student who is married or a single parent ^^
^ with dependent children living with you. ^
^^you could quality for Family housing. Rent ranges "^

. from $313 for a 1BR, to $378 for a 2BR (prices k,

-^ include all utilities). We encourage all who meet yi
. these requirements to contact the Family Housing k

^ Office, Wysocki House. 545-3115. ^

PE.\CE CORPS SER\'1CE:

A G(Kxl Caix'cr Mtne

WHAT A
TRIP. .

.

(only two minutes)

Monday through Sunday 10 am-9:30 pm
Sundays 12 pm-5 pm

South Maple Street. Rte. 9. Hadlev. MA

/

•<*<• Ik v*n««v 1 Nwm rM'«
Tun tei CxXMnn ffl-JM
CLnlK TVMlT-««t KM* <•«'

• •rr« »«vn« OM aval* ttwf 4 ]

!•"" MM

CONSTRUC

PPACE CORPS

Talk with recruiters and ^^^^
see informational film

TONIGHT 7:30 Draper 124
9C3

WHO'S THE BEST IN

LSAT PREP?
We usually don't mention Kaplan, for we know, as

he should, thatThe Princeton Review is the best LSAT
prep course in the country. Our documented average

increase for our November course in Hadley was
exactly 13 points! Kaplan will never tell you his

documented average for any site.

Let the facts speak for themselves.

1 AflEA II KAPLAN II T.P.R. 1

rEb ;.'•."-

Only 2. They are nol actual

LSASc^wTi'j'p-cciions.

Report lor Testi only.

4 actual, released LS^Ts,

eachaccompanieabyo

personalized report.

CLASS SIZE

40 stuoents is not un-

common. He will tell you

his average but BEWARE!

Classes are closes alter

13 students. We try 10

keep it under 10.

CLASSTIME 36 hours. 42 hours.

There you have it. The Princeton Review is the

best, and when your future depends on it, do you
deserve anything less?

Classes begin April 2

in Hadley and at Smith

College.

THE

584-6849

PRINCETON
REVIEW

The LSAT Experts
ETS amt /Vincnow Uiutitnity ati not ulfiliaitj wiiM Th§ Pnm iitm Hnit»

(
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

Stop! Stop! What s that sound'' What s

that sound?

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
HOW DID lOU
MOUNT HOR
INSECTS,

OOPS T^Pt DOESN'T \NOWC

TOO WtLL. GROSS L

WOPt I CAK rji\ u\M

ON I A nc WM ^<00-R£

BORROW QOWG. MA'iBt

P^STt ^ / K sr^PtER ^

hx^-x- ^

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

i£Jm4fP JUST miS>MORN
INO THAT ye T ANOmm OiP
Nfx,m)P orMm HAbmti
(iAlMtP 09 The PlAr3(jf

THAT HAb Si/UtTT THPOUGH
IWbCOMMUMVf.

^e feoOLBM^ FACJN6 us ARa
MASf>iVB HM.7H 6AR£ COSTS
TUeLACKOflNSURANCe Pl^
fFmiNATim IPl-lk£1DfiOCl^
(IN ALL or THf.^ JONIOf'1 '-\

A NO H0LP9 PARFW PlAlir<f
ON

THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD
vaIUethek Vis nobler n the a^inp...]

ro SOFFETR THE 6LIN(^S AkJD

ARROVJS OP nict^EY

^m\)

OR To TAKE UP ARMS A6AiNJsr

A SEA O^ TROUBLES, X SAY, P.pH'1

AND BY OPPOSIMQ, Y"o.i^"'^^'''J

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

IMM

6«{

L0i
(D y^^t^sW^ ^o^ f^*^'^ e-TAcf/t/f > Hioo^d process

-'
\,ict Itad - fitel, fkey sf>/>l^ h U,^L, kea\J€t^Pl^h V.

"Common sense is the
collection of prejudices ac-
quired by age eighteen."

- Albert Einstein

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 F (H-tilig-; 'Hi .(1

Style

ft lye s kill

10 Play maie^'
14 S<s la<

t5 Stiaqgy dofl

16 AlMicun
1 1 ftigtkst 5 qt.*'^

19 Moditwiaiioati

po>i

21 liMNdNy

24 Pa^s
26 Bono acul

27 Con ':>

7i lia«M »if'i»-

32'

4.'nlt«»tM»

40 1 !

4.1 <
.

44 Lafn^nt^f

n 5Uwk» ilown

46 I. ea* baw
SO ()><Hi yoke

S t ('!#•' i ,*»!y

> In l«n>

' Irralioruu

ti4ifnl>e«

I i\)piita> name
mOsio

I Sharp
•<nmMe*

'IMC

C<IMIP0«»<

Cupiafxl
' Max )a>««>g

I Leans

36 Anwiican
novckst Hjwaid

41 Mgonquian
42 B'"a<t*ay hnv'
431'

45

46 I'easi".

4/ rn<«-.

4H I.. Al^rxiil s

49 Slaii- .

50 Anio^
A*on/(j

» •e«ilef

• s.jbisci

•T!f

60 AcweM

AMSWtR TO PRfVIOUS PUZ2ti

DOWN

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMiS (March 21-Aprii ^) Be t\-

cJustfous' A mature. consctentKxis

ottituoe wi wn you new vjoporlers

ana admirefs Know who ycxjr

friends CUB Hosty comrmtmenfs Of

endorsements wM lead to lastmg

regrets Ploy 'or tme
TAUtUS (Apri 20 May 20) Self-

mpfovement proiects and educa-

torvji studies enjoy favorable m-

ftuef<es Y<xjr chorees of mokmo
easy morwy ore sum Do not

despar" A consstentty good perfor-

mance at wo'k will pay rch

aiviaends

OIMINI (May 2lJune 20)
Romonce wiH be secondary to your

career now New responsibiities at

work will mean a fatter paycheck

Learn to delegate rr>ore auttKirity

Vounger people are eager to show

what they can do
CANCiR (June 2) July 22)

Positrve forces are on your side if

you have a new idea you want to

promote Make sure your facts and
figures are correct Legal action is

best postponed Seek a
compromise

LIO (July 23-Aug 22) A second

income could be linked to a tip

from a ckase associate Use tfie soft

sell" if trying to win on argument A
friend shares an important secret,

you benefit directly

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) The

renewal of on old friendship could

fjrove auite fruitful Distant affairs

are a source of deep sdtisfaction

Do everything you con to satisfy

Ngfier-ups' derrxands Romarice is

fun of surprises

LIMA (Sept 23-Oc» 2?> Therroil

tjfingi 'HVlK.orriB news Golden op
porturvties open up for ttxMe trytig

5to rTK)ve ahead Moke certan to

pov b*s on trr^e to protect your

cre<*t ratng Romarce a fu» of

surprises

SCO«MO (Oct 23-hkJv 21) Look

tor ways to rrxjke extra rrKiney

Mote or partner coufca come up

with practical ideas Vou might

decide to postpone a meettng wtth

cr>otd friend Ttus person wi tnders

tar--; , / -"asorK

SAaiTTARHIt (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Be more declsrve m your work Steer

clear of get-rictvautck schemes >'

you are reasonable m your

demands you are likely to get

cooperotkjn (decent worries disap-

pear Count your blessingsi

CAMHCOttM (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Sorr>ecne or sometfTing very alluring

« seducing you off the beaten path

The time may not be right for nnak

ing a rrvaior move Vour 3pontar>ei

ty brings ottiers great pleasure row

Be yourself

A«UAmUS (Jarv 20-Feb 18)

New partnerships shoufcl flourish

Pool your ideas and resources with

mate or business partner Donate

unwonted items to your favorite

ctKjrity, Use pubic transportation

whenever you can today

nSCiS (Feb 19-March 20) Con-

centration will be easier if you

isokjte yourself Vou feel more op
timlstic about tfie future Guard

against unnecessary spending

Having a nest egg will help relieve

tension wtien an emergency arisei

MENU
LUNCH

Grilled cheese sondwhich
Amercon cfxjp suey

BASICS LUNCH
Chopped beofsteok special

Fisherman's ptatter

CHCXrOLATE FANTASY WEEK

DINNER
Fettucclne with sprouts

Grilled Cheese on Wheatberxy

BASICS DINNER
Potato mushroom delight

Fisherman's ptatter

CHOCOLATE FANTASY WEEK
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Wrestlemania V
,!:"- .1 : -^nm page 20

tournament.
Hulk konked Savajif's opponent and his

own arch rival, "The Million Dollar Man
'

Ted DiBiase, over the head with a chair,

kncK'kin^ DiBiase into the middle of next

week and ^'ivinjj Savage the historic win
and the coveted WWF title belt

But after only a few months, the relation

ship iH'came strained The only thinj; bi>4

ijer than the Hulkster s biceps is his ej;o

and he obviously had trouble dealing,' with

tiuvinj; somebody else m the sp«it light

Whenever the two appeared together.

Hogan did all he cttuld to steal center stage

f'mm the new champu»n.
Before long. Hulk really overstepped ihi'

bounds of decency and hired the lovel>

ElizalM>th. Savage's main squeize. as his

manager
The Machd M.«!i ki-pt his ci»ol tor a while

but things came to .t ht-ad two months ago

m a nationally televised pnme time match
in Milwaukee Savage and Hngan. the

M«'gaF^iwirs were facing the Big Boss

Man and Akeem. a pair of.'ind pound plus

behemoths w ho call themselves The Tw iii

Towers.
Early in the fateful match. Savage was

tos.sed over the top rope and came crushing

down on the defenseless Klizabeth, who
kntR-ked her pretty little noggin on the

solid concrete lltKJr Both were dazed, but

Randy came to his feet and stumbled into

the ring.

Hogan, meanwhile rushed tn the aid ot

'Ciie Loveh One. carrying her tti the First

Aid >tation back-stage Savage saw Liz in

the Hulk's arms and became understan

dably ctmfused and enraged
Hogan's initial act may have Ix'en iioblt-,

luit t \en after Elizabeth was receiving pro-

per medical attention, the blubbering

bleach blond stayed with her tor at least

20 minutes, sobbing and caressing Liz's

h.md Meanwhile, the match went on and
the Macho .Man was left alone to deal with

two guys who could go through any mor
tal man fa.ster than a group of Spring

Breakers go through a case of Busch

At the pleading of Elizabeth, Hogan
finally went back to the ring, where Savage
somehow was handling the Towers. After

the Macho Man had tossed both opponents

out of the ring, Hulk wanted to tag in and
gain some gloiT. Stivage obliged w ith a slap

across the face, setting the wrestling world

on its ear

•Adding fuii to Sunday .-1 fire, Klizabelli

has decided to appear at the big match in

a neutral corner, implying she will leave

with the winner and confirming one
observer's view that she is, indeed, a belt

slut.

Macho .Man 1ki> mikc Inraled Hogan lor

his "grand.standing and hotdogging " and
claims Hulk has been envious of Savage's

t itle and his woman for a long time. Savage
.said he got gieat satisfaction out of clob

bering the Hulkster in a melee that en.sued

after match in Milwaukee and has not had
the fire in his eyes that he does now -nut

he won the championship
Meanwhile, Hogan talks about Savag<

betraying him w hile he carries the dreani>

of all his little Hulkamaniacs on his back.

P1p;js»« .riv»i •'« •..< l-liilW^tf.)' How manv

THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 1989

times in the past have we seen former

friends turn on Hogan (Andre the (iiant.

Haul Orndorff. to name a couple*? And the

"allniy little Hulksters" bit wore thin

vears ago
Unfortunately, ncme of this will matter

come Sundav. .Monev talks, especially in

the world of WWF czar Vince McMahon,
and .somehow the Hulk seems to have kept

his enormous popularity and marketabili-

ty after all these years It was a bold move
to take the title away from him last year,

but McMahon was surely looking ahead
•veil then at this matchup, a return to the

lop for Hogan and a windfall of profit. Sorry

wrestling fans, but it looks like we're in for

another year or two with the bumbling
egomaniac Hulk Hogan as our champion
Relieve it or not, there will be 13 other

matches on the card, any of w hich could be

a main event on its ow n on any other night.

Hut there i.sn't en«)ugh tinn in the day to

I, ilk ab<iut all of them
One very interesting twi>t woith nun

Honing, however, is the return of the ever

popular Rowdy Roddy Piper after a two
vtar hiatus

Drink Specials

Rolling Rock 99C

MeisterBraa Pitchers $3.50

Vodka Drinks $1.50

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF
MICROBIOLOGY

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY. MARCH 30, 1989

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
AUUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

This Is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important panel
discussion!

OPBN TO ALL STUDENTS IN THE BIOSCIENCES
ALUMNI PANELISTS:

David Banoch, '84

Jean Bertonis, 82

Dawn McMillan, '82

Rat Stanislovitis, 82

Research Associate
Creative Biomolecules ,

Hopkinton. MA
Stjdior Associate Ivecruiling &
Development
Biogen. Inc

Cambridge. MA
Customer Application Specialist

Duponf/NEN
No Billerica, MA
Senior Associate Research Scientist

Integrated Grapriics

FramlnghaT! MA

For more Information, please contoct
Deparlmerit of Microbiology

545 2553
Ur.iversity Placement Service Univoisity Career Center

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST . NOHO • 686-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

^i^iAAAA/VA/Ni^VWA^^^^AAA^WWWW'd

Software
Now Available

WordPerfectCORPORATION

Tandy
,AASHTC1N TATE'

HEWLETT
PACKARD

®

BORLAND
t w V "J I Lotus.

Miaosaft F^DIA/IE

us
''ilit.vnf H.irJu.irc'

^AT&T

Located In the Campus Center

«°fV".f? ,UNIVERSITY
fi^^STORED
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men's lacrosse vs. Cornell
continued from page 20

near the right circle tor a ^>Ki\

tu make it 10 7 after three quarters, and
then a jjoal from Sciudan and two more
from Codi^jnotto lied it at 10 all, still w ith

10:59 left, and the Boyden Hill crowd ot

3486 was abuzz
'One of the good characteristics is that

this team doesn't fold," Garber said. "That
was a good comeback."
But there was Cornell to kill the rally

Steve Meyer banged home one of his three
goals to make it 11-10 before Soudan's
fourth goal of the game, a side-winding one-

hopper from about 45 feet, slipped past

Schimoler under the crossbar with 7:42 to

play.

The Gorillas kept up the intensity, but
Schimoler was able to hold them out until

Snow finally gave Cornell the lead for good.

"We had a couple «if good shots and I

thought we had the go-ahead goal, but we
just didn't connect, " Garber said.

It u a- a disappointing loss for UMass,
but just the beginning of a long, tough road
for the team, and Garber w as able to keep
rverything in perspective

"This was the first major game ot our
schedule, and we would have rather won,
but it's not like thi> ua-- tlu- last game of

the season," he said.

UMass looks to rebound Saturday at St.

John's.

Gorilla (irumblings: Yesterday's game
featured two of the three active 200game
winners in the country. Garber leads with
280, while Cornell's Richie Moran now has
212 . senior co-captain Chris Zusi miss-
ikI his fourth straight game with a knee in-

jury suffered before th»- California trip.

women 's lacrosse vs. Yale
continued from pag< 20

game but Yale coach Francesca Den Har
tog was already putting the game in the

bank and in.serti>d her backup goaltender,

senior Lia Kiladis.

'Our inexperience showed up and they

just kept taking it to us," Bossio said.

The Gazelle attack also kept taking it to

Sharkey the whole game. UMass actually

outshot Yale 27-25 but Sharkey made some
big saves. Murphy ran throughout the cir

cle like a running back bouncing off

tacklers on many plays during the game
and got right in on Sharkey but her team-
mates were not there to help her most of

lh»' time

"Sue Murphy played great." Bossio said.

"But Sue Murphy can't do it all alone and
everyone is stopping to watch Sue Murphy
play."

L#J
• r A

^^^
w \ di^^^^^^HM '

11^^
yr

rnlWg>«ii pkoto bv David Hiinhigui hi

Liz Hove and the Gazelles dropped a 17-7 decision to Yale yesterday

at Totman Field.

ACTtVITICS

'AMKNIAN CLU8 MEETINC*
•THURSDAY 30 at 8 15pm-
n Campus Center 187"

ALMA ZETA MTa. lUlarch 30 6pm All

memb»f$ t>o»l •nend"

HEETINQ FOM AU. Souin-Aswn* today ax

CC OIK* tchadul* « CC dMk tor tmw and

NSA FRIOAV NIOMT VR)EO Pmti Panlh«r
StrikM Again In Ironi toun^a ol N«wman

Alll^-Camar

LECTURE CONVEliSATldMS WITH
JEWS m THE SOVIET UNION By Susan
Day 0» Boston U M.llel tomglt 7 30pm
CC904 HiMH tponiorad

HtA MCrrmO - T0M»4TI Spm Grayson
Mmo Lounga AN ara walcoma' Munchias
iMll ba sarvad Come iind out what we re

about*

PARTICIPATE IN A CULTURAL EX-
TRAVAGANZA Come 10 lt>« iniemationai

Fa" Oenerai Meeting tonigni at 8 00 >n CO
911 915

LETTER WRrriNG CAMPAKM! Stop $800
mMion aid ID the Conlras. El Salvador Drop
by the CASA labie. Campus Concourse.
Friday

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB. Mon &
Wed 6-8pm Campus Center Chec* Daily

Schedule Beginners welcome Pete or

Mike 6 7082

VIETNAMESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
To all members, please come to the

meelino tonighl at CC room 905-9 at 7pm
See ya'

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jet there tor no nnore than
$160 with AIRHITCM^f). as reported m Con
sumer Hepons NY Times Let s Go News
day. Goodhousekeeping. and national net

worK rT>orning shows For details call

212-864 2000 or write AIHHITCH, 2901
Broadway, suite 100A NY NY 10025

COMMUTER AREA GOVT NOMINATIONS
open lof President Vice President

Treasurer in 404 Student Union Due Mon-
day April 3

SAVE MONEV ON HOME HEATING OILI

Join the Pioneer VaKey Oil Cooperative CW
Campus Housing 428 Student Union

545-0865

ATTENTION; ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents

inlormed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Canlar or Call 545-3600

AUTO FOR SALE

79 FAIRMONT 4 SPEED $50 Scot
546-8562

1983 CHEVY CITATION AC am/(m low

mileage e«c condition 256 1861 evenings

1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON Excellent

condition no rust Air cond. Roof rack 50,000

miles 256-0933

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loaded must
sell .1500 00 or BO Can be seen at Lamb
da Chi Alpha call Sean at 253-9032

BAD QIUOCS"

OONT MISS UMASS' best live Rock & Rod
band All your favorite songs and more
show your suppod and rock with BAD
ORAOES at the Hatch tonight 9:00pm

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

APRIL 9 AT CAMPUS POND. Entry lorms

at Boyden Intramural Otlice, Totman Main

Otfice. SAO OHice. Student Union

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR A GOOD TIME CAU

RACKA-OiSC ENTERTAINMENT. 0«C
tocneya lights ary) large acraan v<dao
dances 2568526

FOR RENT

FOR RENT huge lour badroom apartment
on bus route pooi. hot aralar mci Can
846-7093 aflar S

SUMXr FOR SUMMBI and gat laaaa. I«M>

bedroom i w bath Toamafiouaa apt Pra(
tamatas and non-sn<oking Cad 549^228

LOOKMQ FOR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
who would litta to share a larga room m a
vary nwa apanmant Ouiat. on bua route -

nort-smottar ptaaaa 1 59 50 per parson aM
uliMie* included Avail »1 2&)-2475 (Anna
or Maggwi

m SUNOERLANO. tree bus aarvice to

UMass and shopping areas Secure and
apartment tor August and recieve August
tent free For more details can 666-3656
Stgn up eerty

POUCC COMMUMTV I

EXAMMATKIN DATE: 1$ Apnl 1966 Ttie

Town o< Amnartt Mesa • atablMhinB an
aiqiiMy kat 10 M enamg and Mura vacan-

ciea lor Community Service Otticer on llie

AfTvievai r*iMne iiia|>arpnem i ne eegvMTy
iiat w4l be eRadNe ttir appmrinieMy two
years Candidaiaa nwiM be IT years el age
on or balora June 1.1966 Send or ca« (4131

253-7107 lor an approved applicalion lorm

tpd cornplaia announoentant imchjdir^ re-

quired quaMicationa and satection pro-

cedure 10 Town MerMoer s dtica Town
Hair Amherst. MA 01002 235 1 ALL AP
Pu6kTI0NS MUST BE HECEtVEO IN THE
AMHERST TOWN MANAGER S OFFICE
BY 4 00pm FRIDAY APRIL 7 1969
Amherst « an equal opportunity amptoyer
wHh an eNMrmMMM ecbun PQUCy and erv

couragae • queWled appiicanis to apply

regarotoaa ol age, reoe creed color se«
or rMiional ongin

TO THE BEST ROOMHATESI Thenna lor

a* ttie support durmg th« crwa Whalcen
I say you are the beet Jantia

SWISS VILLAOE SETUP/CLEANUP
CNKW You gala did a great )0b we need to

tall to you about oomract eitenaiana dou-
Ha your salary' Thanks Ferdie Tim Dan
Rob

lOOOO.
OOOO. mat s what Greenough Snack Bar
food IS mmnn mmrm good*

TO THE CAST Of tWEST SIOE STORY
Breeli a leg aryl remember Wallar <( God
and Pete's doa la the anti-Chrial MorePB
6 J s. anyone'Hmm. sounds eaey Wafa7
OOOOOO, ChM'

RIPPED OFF!!'!!

HEAOINO FOR BMMVC TNIS I

lOR ANYTMKT) Jet there lor no more man
1160 with AiRHITCHirt, as raportad m Con-
sumer Rapens. NY TimsB. Let's Qo. News
dey. Good linuaakeapwg. and itaMnal net-

work mammg shows For detailB call

212464-2000 ot wnte AIRHITCH. 29Qt
Broadway suee lOOA. NY NY t0025

IT 8 NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
BUNS FOR SPMNO BREAK. ROUND
TRN> JET AMPARC TO THE CANIMEAN,
(18*'!! iWhy h«ig around and IreeM when
you can be stretched out on the send at a
oaautAjl CarCbean lesart iNand Mr a lovaly

coastel resort in Me« ice or South America)
tor only 186 bucks? Fhghis go from Logan
and/or JFK Call SUNHlTCH(mi

WANTED

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS SEEK to taM
over leaaebagrfvwig 6/89 or Mler Hyoucan
help us can Paul ii 546 52M

LOOKMO TO TAKE OVER LEAM on one
or two bedroom Amherst Apertmenl
546 7922

FEMALE LOOKMO FOR A SMGU ROOM
m an apartment m town or on Belchertown
busine slarting 6/1 or 9H Cleen. gutet,

Caa Carol S4»«766

FOR SALE

SHOGUN MT. BIKE Prairie

Steve 549 8147
Ilt200

on YOU EVER FEEL UKE JIAT taking oil

for California'' Here's your charxre 2 one-
way tix to Lan May 30 $200 or BO Can Jen
or Pam 549 7543

1963 PLYMOUTH SAPPORRO MCAJET 5
spd Cruise cassette Must sell $1600 BO

1979 MERCURY COUGAR XR7 HT Coupe
new brakes 75K runs well $800 BO
253^883

1978 VAN DODGE TRADESMAN solid

work van $1000 BO 253-0883

CARLOS 12-STRINC GUITAR. 8120 or

best offer Call Skip or Brian 6 7222

CLARION XD-5 4TRACK STUDIO
RECORDER. Great for demos and
songwritmg $475 or best oiler Call Skip or

Brian 6^7222

IBM PC COMPATimj; 1 drive monitor

$550. $750 with printer 3 rrwjnlh warranty
2530803

1979 CATALINA CRUISER $200 station

wagon great for rad Inps or just around
town Please call Shane at 549- 1 594 Thank
you

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 2S6K. 1 drive

monitor $575 with lOmeg hard drive, $699
5365006

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93.000
miles Call 256-8369

FOUND

WOMAN S WATCH FOUND outside JQA
Monday 3/27 Call and describe Jen 6-9027

KEYS FOUND 3/18/89 Machmer 3rd floor

men's room. Go lo information desk to get

them

FOUND~MONDAY~3/27/89 in Bartlen

Classroom Keycham with dorm key on it

Call to Identify 546-9545

LOST

HCLPf I lostlwo ol my Univ KeyMngw^
pink oct s«n on 3/27 if found Please call

Lynn 6 7483

LEFT BALCK UMASS DATE BOOK m
Bartlen 65 Reward Chrislma 549 6655

LOST MY OLD BROWN WALLET 3/27

Newman Cir Hills area Reward Ctf
549^383

TO THE NK;E man with Ihe VW bus who
took two enhaused people lo Sylvan i left

my backpack m your bus CaN S46-S615 or

5465876

MOTORCYCLES

1984 HONDA SPREE SOcc Eic cond only

770 true miles 256-6920

PERSONALS

HEY SIG—EPS!
Gel excited lor our semi-annual exchange
All of you better be there H should be m
teresiing" Love The Alpha Chi's

TABITHA POLLEV
To my favorite Tn-Sig' Thanks for Ihe treat

and to answer your question - I'll lake you
uptown anytime (as long as my ID works')

Vour treat or mir>e'' Love. Your favonte
Alpha Chi

ANITA S GONNA GET HER KICKS
TONIGHT. She II have her private little mix

torxght He'll walk m hot and tired, so what
Don I matter il he s tired as tong as he s hot

Tonight West Side Story Thu March 30
Sat April 1 FAC Concert Hall 8 00pm
Tickets available at FAC Box Office and at

Door Presented by Ihe UMass Music
Theatre Guild

SEAN Nl I had a great time m Daytona Fn
day night . but you still owe me dinner Love
Christina

MATT, The third "evel Is waiting lor us lo

discover il It has so many tunnels for us to

explore and share together and Ihe thought
ol doing that means more to me than you'll

ever know You are my world and I love you
more than anything B W

PJ BENSON - The game is personals lag

a you're it. you Big Galoot

HEY TOM BCMRV. Becky Boawe* and Joe
Mulligan Break a lag torxght'" Mtchaal P

SKIPPER Happy 2ist you godguzztm iai

seahorse" hope you gel a kxxisee at ttiem

funbags'"

MiV VbU WITH THE BROKEN SUBARU*
Happy tielated birthday slop banging your
head on my bad Love The guy with aM
those hands

JO Wanna wrestle ot visit Mr
Cumbertandlanns'' E>0ier wav Happy Bir

ttidey' Behave love ya noae P S Jame says
high'

ADAM ROCKMANONOFF'I Happy Birth

day Poopy Bwakahahaha' Love Stephen

JA "OUI"! Come Stai7 Hope you're having

a sweN lime' Love ya hon Vivacious

AM8ITKMI8 BUT NOTOEmNQ AHEAD?
Southwestern gi»e»i ala« expenence and
$3-5 thousand me opporturMy you need t>ut

most can't handle Paul 665 3247

LOOKING FOR THE EXPERIENCE that

Fourtune 500 companies like about
Southwestern Co Gan sales/mgt ex
pertence earn $3-5 thousand Paul
665-3247

BALLOONS. BALLOONSI Surprise a
friend Bouquets for any occasion call up. up
A away 256-8557

DEADHEADS! Need nde lo a show'' Please
ttelp me' Desperate for spring tour ticket'

(Wherever) Can I see Summer or Fall must
go this Spring' Have car willing to make
deal' Plese one extra call Anifiony leave

message 256-8167

ATTN: UMASS AND SURROUNDING
AREA • Bo Jackson Tyson Hill is coming out

of retirement The culmination of a long skjw

process Uuv Ihe Girls of Florida

HELP! Do you know anything about Anthrax

Research? i need your help Please call

Gina at 549-5184 anytime

LEGENDARY FILM IDOL, Despite my
dumb blonde ' role my lormuae are quite

sophisticated - in actuality Eternal fan
"

(April fools'")

ROOMMATES WANTED

mULC ROOMMATE WANTED to share
betlroom in Townehouse pal Starlm 6/t

Can 6^7365 leave meesage

THREE FEMALES LOOKING FOR fourth

roommate lo move oh campus lor nest year

CaH 546-9354 Ask for Lisa

BRANOVWINE Two lemale'roomfnales
needed to shata two bedroom apartment tor

next year Can Cathy or Pam at 549-6503

$3S0 N. AMHERST AVLB. NOW Ca« San
lo 549-8303 leave rnessage ot Charlie
549-2635 CM Late

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6406 or 546-6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTK:S, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer^ Call 549-1660 Oeiorge.

ROOM AVMUOUT- one or two peopia
lease starts in Aprt Pond view Fulir wr-
nished CaN 549^722

APARTMENT WANTB9 We want toUMe
Over/buy your tttrae tied'oom apadrnenl

leeae. preteraWy Puillon Can 6 7624 or

6-7673

4 BEOROM HOME AVAILABLEI Very
clean and roomy cloae to campus large

deck and backyeraiaaaeavaMbla 6/1 Gal
54*0403

LOOKMO TO TAKE OVER LIAK. Group
ol tour reipone<ile. women (starting 6/1/6^
Please can Linda or Lisa at S46-9U>162

WANTED TO RENT

SERVKES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES IN 24 hours
665^8873

SPECIAL EVENTS

P/ISSOVER SEDERS m a warm and fnend
ly atmosphere call Chabad f>ouse at

549-4094

4$ PEOPLE LOOKING lo lake over lease
lo house or apt If interested cati 546-6566

RESPONSIBLE FEMALES LOOKING lo

lake over lease of a 4 bedroom house Will

take starting 6/1 Please caM Terry al

546^7065 or Chnstine al M6 7067

IM SEEKING HOUSING/ROOMMATES on
Martha s Vineyard this summer leeds'' Cal
Joe 256 0543

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease 10 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVES

THE ADMISSIONS 0FFK:E is looking lor

dynamic and articulate individuals to belp
prospective students discover the Univer-

sity Apply lo become a part of the student

rep program lor Fall 89! Academic credit is

available /Applications are available al tf>e

new admissions center or on the concourse
Apnl 3 and i The deadline is April 7

General Information Session April 4 at 7 30
in Campus Center 166 Juniors and Seniors
preferred

TRAVn.

LAURA DONOVAN — Happy 20th birth-

day' Your way cool" r.ow Have a great

time and what you wonf Love Bessy

—CRISTOPHER DAVIES-
Library rendezvous or candlelit dinner'?

Which do you prefer?? Barbara 666-7449

TO CHRISTINE Happy 20th birthday Hope
it's a special one - Love Danny

HELP WANTED

EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAVI Assem-
ble products at home Call for inlormalion

504-641-8003 ext 598

MAKE HUNDREDS IN YOUR SPARE TIME
posters No selling Call

'SENIOR SURVEY'
Let Ihe University know what you Ihink

atxMjt It and fill out the Senior Survey ol Ihe

class of 1989 Watch for it in the Mail"

DUNCAN IDAHO DUMP the Powindah
B— You're mme' Murbella

placing ooslei
(918)33MONEY

STUDENT ACTIVISTS/FEMINISTS: New
Sane/Freeze office open m Amherst Work
lor peace Nuclear disarmameni. no U S in-

volvement m Central America, abolish Apar

theid We are committed to a |usl world and

a |usl working environment Complete
health care, paid vacation, travel, affirmative

action Pan lime, summer and career posi-

tions $180-30O/wk 256 1415.

NOVICE MEN - Had a great time over
break Let's kick butt on Saturday Love. The
Novice Women Y T W

TO The WOMEN of spring break
SAURSES, CD.FD.BP.DL Rm 182 267 279
HTFS Towel party boat Where's my chain

no I'm rxjt a drunk how's your whilen6ss Ihe

tips included luv Borno

MAMA CEE Happy birthday girl you
deserve the best love ya ow ow I I did I

did not drink tlie last of the rasfiz love

Sherlta.

SENIORSI!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!!

JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN*
' Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses calling '

other UMass seniors
' /kpply at Ihe Menwrial Hall Basement '

or call 545 3509
APPLY TODAYII

TMI STUDENT TRAVEL offers discount in-

lernalional airfares major airlines not

chargers, personalized trip planning group
discounts 24 hour line 617-3e7;3311.

LEARN SPANrSHiN GUATEMAUTln-
dividualized instruction CASA Box 11264
Milwaukee, Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

TVPIHO

CASES, PAPERS, THESIS. on«ampus, af-

fordable, grammar reviewed, dependable,
584-7924. Nancy

"WOROSMITH " Professional Typing
Papers, resumes and morel Laserprintirtg

with spellcheck 25.'»-4564

WORD PROCESSMOlasi, prbfeMiotiaL
accurate 666-4501.

VW RABBITT FOR PARTS

1977 VW RABBITT FOR SALE lor parts

new tires good body $150 or BO Call

Maureen 545-3500
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Gorillas come up short vs. Cornell, 12-11
Turnovers hurt UMass
By JIM CLARK
ColU'jjian Stafl

There was a proverbial hump in the middle of Boyden
Field yesterday, and the University of Massachusetts
men's lacrosse team just couldn't ^'et over it

The Gorillas came from behind five times, but never
for^red into the lead. And when John Snow bounced a shot

between the legs of L'M goalkeeper Siil Lt»C'ascio with 5:27

to play, the Gorillas had run out of comebacks, and fourth

ranked Cornell I'niversity '."S Oi had itself a thrilling 12 1

1

victory.

"This wasjust a great lacrosse game. L'nfortunately the
wrong team won from our persepctive. " UMass cojich Dick
Garber said.

The game brought back memories of last year's five

overtime classic m Ithaca. NY, an 8 7 UM win This time,
I'Mass had several chances to tie the game again and
force the OT, and was holding the possession in the Cor
nell end into the last minute. Garber called for a timeout
with 1:42 to play and his team with the ball.

"We set up a play and had a g»K»d shi>t . and then wv had
a continuity set up. but we never got into it.' Garber said.

"We got near the crease and turned it over We didn't com-
plete the second half of the play"
Turnovers were a major problem for the seventh-ranked

Gorillas t3-l > in the early going. Coming off last week's
Kuccessful trip West, they looked a little ten.se at the start,

and Cornell came out firing, opening the scoring ju.st 19
seconds into the contest on a goal by Tim McDevitt.
Comeback No 1 came with Pat Ix'ahy oflthe field for

holding, as Jim .McAleavey found Scott Hiller in front with
a centering pa.ss. and Hillct niu tnntd it p«M goalkeeper
Paul Schimoler at 2:08.

The Big Red, af\er surviving a t\\<nii.in ddwn situation.

<i home two more to go up. 3 1 . but Tim Soudan tied

. in a pair, including a seimatumal over the back job.

That lie didn't last, with Cornell getting gmils by Chris
MarzuUo and Vince Angotti Mon* Paul Gancis goal c\(^-

d nut the period with UMass tin the negative side, 5-4.

After the wild first period, defense took over in the se-

cond. each team ' • goal to give Cornell a
6-5 halftime ad* > - was l>f>theied by tur
no%*ers. with several scoring f»pp<jrt unities coughed up and
fumed into Cornell fa.st breaks
"We came down alniut five tini< - uid had tur

novers withfjut getting a j*hot off." Ciarber said "That hurt
us and kept Cornell in the game."
And then m the third quarter, the Big Red kwked like

It was ready to run away with it, scoring four times around
a McAleavey tally to take a 10 6 lead with 5:46 left in

the period. Garber called time to rally his troops
"We wanted to change our offensive set. We thought it

might give us a new lo<»k," Garber said.

That new look worked as the Gorillas came Hying hack.
Soudan found Rob Codignotto

continued on page 19 Senior attackman Paul Ganci scored a goal yesterday, but
to fourth-ranked Cornell, 12-11 at Boyden Field.

( »ll4>Kian ph«<<i hv .laoon Talrrman

it wasn't enough as the Gorillas fell

Women's lacrosse dumped by Yale, 17-7
By GEORCiE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

There is only one way for a player in any
sport to get some experience. He or she has
to play. The more she plays, the more she
learns.

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team is very young and
each game is going to bring a new lesson

Collrftian photo by David HigaRhiKurhi

Dolores Angulo had two goals in

yesterday's loss.

for them Sometimes, like ye.sterday, when
the Gazelles were stopped dead in their

tracks by Yale. 17-7, UMass (now 1-3) is go-

ing to have to learn the hard way.
UMass coach Patti Bossio did not even

know what the score was at the end of the
game. She was more concerned with how
her team had played and she did not have
to look at the .scoreboard to see that.

The inexperience of the UMass defensive

unit, which contains five freshmen, show-
ed all afternoon. Sophomore goaltender Liz

Keats was faced with Bulldog forwards in

all alone on her on countless occasions.

The first few, she stopped, hnt after a

while it was just too much for one
goaltender to handle. A more veteran-

oriented Yale team was one or two steps

ahead of UMa.ss throughout the game.
"One of the things that we tried to im

press on our defen.se before we started was
to not let those kids catch, step up and try

to intercept all the time and they let'em

catch and we just weren't strong enough
defensively one-on-one against that team,"

Bossio said.

As a result, .sophomore Amy Whitaker,
junior Lisa Dubbs had big days for Yale,

which is now 4-2 on the season. Whitaker
had six goals, four of them in the .second

half, when the Bulldogs broke the game
wide open.

"They weren't any faster than us," senior

co-captain Lynn Hartman said. "We just

got caught and we weren't up on them, de-

nying the ball."

Dubbs had three goals, all in the first

half. But the Gazelles were able to hang
around in the first half, trailing only 7-3

at halftime. If the attack could have con

verted on a few of those early, UMass could

have even went into halftime with a lead.

The Gazelles fell behind 30 in the first

1 1 minutes of the game. UMass had been
within inches of scoring on two separate oc

casions during the first 10 minutes when
junior Sue Murphy hit the cross bar of the

goal tended by Catherine Sharkey.

The Gazelles also got a bad break when
they had apparently tied the game at one
when Cathy Fuhrman di.shed to Murphy on
a twoon-one break. Murphy scored but the

goal was nullified because her stick was in

the goalie crease.

Down 30, UMass came back with two
goals, one by freshman Dolores Angulo at

13:00 of the first half and the next by junior

Ann King at 17:33.

Yale responded with a .spurt in which the

Bulldogs scored three goals in five minutes,

one by Whitaker and the next two by
Dubbs. The Gazelles got one back when
Murphy netted her tenth goal of the season

at 23:51.

The Bulldogs took control ofthe game in

the early minutes of the second half, scor-

ing the first five goals to take a 12-3 ad-

vantage. Whitaker had three of those goals.

By that time, Keats was getting
frustrated and UMass was on the ropes

with its opponent going for the knockout.
"Liz had an off day," Bossio said. "She

started putting it all on herself. It's going
to go in on her. It's her first year. She just

has to take those lumps and come back that

much stronger."

There were still 15 minutes left in the

continued on page 19

Hulkamania
running wild
once again
Sports fans, we are now entering a big

time of the year. Final Four college
ba.sketball. Ba-seball's opening day. Pro
hockey and hoops playoffs. UMass lax.

But one event this weekend makes all

this pale in comparison.

Steve Richards
Of course, I speak of. (drumroll please),

WRESTLEMANIA V.

Emanating from the luxurious Trump
Plaza in Atlantic City, this Sunday's
card will be "the wrestling extravagan-
za of a lifetime," promises the World
Wrestling Federation's Mean Gene
Okerlund.
This year's main event should be one

of the biggest battles in recent memory,
a grudge match to end all grudge mat-
ches. Bigger than Ty.son vs. Givens. Big
ger than Wade vs. Margo. Bigger even
than the Republican Club vs. the Spar-
ticists. We're talking Randy "Macho
Man" Savage, the heavyweight cham-
peen of the world, against former tag-

team partner, confidant and longtime
champ, the legendary Hulk Hogan.
The two bigge.st forces in pro wrasslin'

today first became allied in last year's
Trump To Do when the Hulkster came
to the aid of the Macho Man in the final

match of the championship elimination

continued on page 18

Percent chance of state

funding near zero. Dry
spell at area bars. Hot
air in Minuteman office.

People's union for a
Revolutionary Fruit-

basket invades SGA
meeting. Page 3.

Sexist, mindless adver-

tisement from a major
brewer. Let US tell

YOU how to have fun.
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yE CAN WBTTE ANYTHING WE WANT TO

Anthrax virus
wages war
on University
By GEORGE PANSY
Collegian Staff

An accidental spill of the deadly anthrax virus into the

University of Massachusetts water supply Tuesday has
killed nearly ail of the campus, officials said yesterday.

Approximately 15.000 students, administrators and
staff were wiped out by the disease, which kills its victim

within 24 hours
According to ptjiice rep<jrls, director of Hazardous

Research Bill Dufas is reportedly respcmsible for the spill

Asked to comment on the accident, Dufas said. "Ooops!"

Directw of Public Safety Arthur Hillside siiid the depart-

ment was adopting the slogan, "Don't drink the water"
during the crisis.

"We have everN-thing under control. " Hillside .sjiid "We
have several leads on the problem, and should have the

case cracked within a few days." he said.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, calling in from Hawaii, said

claaaes would be cancelled indefinitely

"I wish I could be there for this crisis; I'd like to buy
everyone left some Chinese food. I hope to be back very

soon,"he said.

Duffey said that as soon as the crisis was over, he would

remove all alcohol bans, reinstate the Legal Services Of
fice and use his $103,000 salary to have a big party at

his place.

Duffey said he was placing the campus under the con-

trol of Hillside "for a little while-

Hillside said he was placing the campus under martial

law and would be installing a police substation in the Col-

legian offices. The Collegian will not b«' published

tomorrow.
Hillside said the disease had infiltrated the entire plum

bing system of the University, tainting water and all f<Kxl

boiled in water at the DC's, which is all food.

Dufas has said in past statements on his research that

the disease fwses no threat to humans.
"I guess I was wrong on that one. " Dufas said. He add

ed that he would be going on sabbatical for a little while

continued on page 2

BECAUSE WE AfiE THE BIGGESX^SSOl

< <ilt^f()rtn phnifi h\ .).i*>on I iil»'rmi*n

SPRING HAS SPRUNG - Student Government Leader
Bob McDevitt (left) relaxes with a friend by the campus pond
yesterday.

Collegian editor abducted, executed by Miislims
By FAH RMDRAGOONN
Collegian Staff

Armed and veiled perpetrators stormed

the Collegian offices yesterday afternoon

and abducted editor-in-chief Rick Santos.

Later the terrorists, billing them.selves

"Khomeini is Righteous and Good"(KRG),
released a film to the Associated Press of

Santos' summary execution. No demands
were relea.sed prior to the slaying and the

KRG leader, as yet unidentified, termed
the execution as "necessary for the well

being of the state of Allah."

Collegian editor Rick Santos' head is wrapped in tape by Muslim

terrorists.

The KRG moved swiftly and deftly

through the Collegian security post and

proceeded toward the editor's office. San
tos was bound with heavy tape and dragg-

ed out of the newsroom via a seldom used

back entrance where the terrorists had a

1979 Ford Econline seven passenger panel

van with Iranian plates waiting for their

departure. A Collegian photographer

managed to take five photos of the abduc-

tion before he was beaten into un-

consciousness by a KRG gunman. He re-

mains in stable, though comatose, condi-

tion at Cooley Dickinson ho.spital.

The KRG film, in Cinemascope, Sen-

saround, 70mm Dolby begins by showing

Santos being bound by the neck with thick

electrical chords. Following is the execu-

tion itself, a brutal account of Santos hav-

ing his skull pierced repeatedly by a Black

and Decker quarter-inch masonry drill bit.

Following the slaying the KRG spokesman,

veiled in opaque black, delivered a brief

mes.sage explaining their choice of Santos

as a victim,

"Allah has been insulted by the Collegian

long enough. We deem Santos responsible.

The head must be terminated or else the

body does not die. Inconsistencies in

editorial policy have shamed our people

long enough. Notes from the Basement

continued on page 2

Trump
buys
UMass
By KATHERINE T GREAT
Collegian St;ir\»'d

International resort owner and money
collector Donald Trump has just br>ught the
University of Massachusetts at .^mherst
for $86 and a Wiide Boggs ba.seball card.

a source with the L'niversity said
yesterday.

Trump's purchiise of the L'niversity. now
known as UTrump. apparently brought
great relief to Governor Michael Dukakis,
an insider said, because he was seen tap
dancing on his desk.

"I'm glad to be rid of that eyesore,"

Dukakis said. "Those kids were really get-

ting on my nerves."

Board of Regents chairman Paul Tsonga-s

said, 'When I said we should run the
higher education system like a business, I

meant it It wasn't making us a profit, so
we .sold It off."

Trump namc*d his wife Ivana chancellor

of UTrump. .saying that her previous

management experience at his New Jersey

casinos were a boon to the University.

We could turn a definite profit here." he
said.

Outgoing chancellor Joseph Duffey said,

"Good luck — you'll need it." Mrs. Trump
would not comment except to say about the

campus, "What a dump."
The first item on Trump's agenda, after

changing the University's name, was to an-

nounce construction of a new Trump Tower
as an addition to the Student Union.

"We're not getting rid of the Student

Union . . . only making a new building for

whole.some. all-American RSOs like the

Republican Club." he said.

When asked for a reaction to the propos-

ed tower and name change, a nearly

speechless W.Greg Rothman could only

say. "I love waterfalls."

Just then. Jason Rabinowitz and other

members of the Young Communist League
asked, "But what about us? What about
the left wing RSOs?"
Trump snapped. "Get a job, pinko," pro-

mpting Rothman to burst into tears, say-

ing, "Finally, there's someone who
understands me!"

Actress Sandy Duncan
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Disclaimer
That's right, swiftv, this is our biannual

parody issue. That's P-A-R-0-D-Y for all you
legal types. We apologize if we've oflended
anyone who could possibly do us any harm.
Besides, we look stupid enough for publishing
this on March 31. Any complaints should be
sent to W. Greg Rothman. co the Minuternan.

Who to sue
Chief defendants will be John Swanson,

Kathy Lamothe, Cosmo Macero Jr. and Marc
Infield. Piles of thanks to Wendy Rae Nutter,

Sam Silverstein, George Francy, Christine
Ashe. Adam Lavine, Jeremy Brown, Graeme
Thomson, Pam McCarthy. Jason Talerman.
Terry Starmer. Ronn Garry. Jim Clark. Rebec-
ca Morrissey. David Mark, Meredith O'Brien,
Tom Rodiigues. Joel Solomon, Darren Garnick
and Kyle Theriault.

M Editor slain
continued on page I

(Santos' weekly column) has humiliated DC lood for the
la.st time. Exet-ution has Ixn-n dec-reed and tarried out The
Ayatollah .seemed like he wanted t<t see blood, and the
iiKiney was njjht so we did the damn than^ up Praise In

Allah I>on't buy Japanese.
"

State Department officials were able to reach the lr.»

nian consulate early this morning They deniiKl connec
tion with the tenori.Ht.s but ivlea.sed a statement from Kho
meinj's advisers in Tehran. The statement supportH the
actions of the KRG and announces a cash settlement
slated for later in the week, alonij with a ticker tape
parade, and plans for a nix part mini iieries on Iranian
cable. On the motives for the execution, the statement
says. "The KRt; is ri«ht. D(" f«Kid ain't half bad I had
a lM>ef streudel over at Beirut University a few w(>ekiiago
and I was more than siitisfied The crust was perfect, flaky
liut .still a hint of nv.istness. You have to lememlH-r.
they're conking; fjir i It nt kids They lant make everyone
happy"

FU'cau.Nf so little IS known al>out the KR(«. Secret Ser
vice officials have denied comment. Answers are promis-
ed by nightfall. No clues as to the location of the execu
tion have been uncovered Mrs Roache Santos, the slain
editors estrantjed wife, was not available for comment
Santos" position as editor has yet to b«» filled

Anthrax sucks

•onlinued on page I

ill Brazil

One student at the Universit> ^^.l•^ taking the disea.se

very seriously, and had organi/id a prote.st on the Stu
dent l^iion steps.

Will Kite, a junior Scxial Thought and Political Ecomitny
major, .said his newly formed tjr*>up- Student for a Disease
Free I'niversitv, would protest tlu- disease until it killed

hini.

Kite, the only protestor on hand for the event, said the
Department of IX'fense and the defense indu.stry had con
spired to kill olT the campus for its liberal tendencies.

"They wanna kill me just cuz I'm a commie,"8aid Fite.

"Well. I say, better red than dead by a diseatie that at

tacks your heart and head" He then began chanting the
impromptu slogan, interrupting only to .say, "Hey. I like

that."

Other students ,»t ilu- University, meanwhile, are us
ing the crisis as a time to catch up on some much-needed
partying and sleeping time.

'I sure hope the packies .stay open." said junior Leisure
Studies major Cliff Funt.
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Still from film of Santos' execution

PVTA board meeting disrupted
By SAM SPORTS.NERD
Collegian .Staff Infection

Amherst police were called to the Pioneer Valley
Transportation Authority garage last night as a braw I

erupted between the bus service's Board of Directors and
members of the UMass Republican Club

"They're communists, " charged club president W. Greg
Wrathman following the fisticuffs. "This free bu.s stuff
is for the pablum pukers . . period!"
He and fellow club members Ken Greg Ruble, O. Greg

Darling, and Scott Greg Kramer had attended the
Board's weekly meeting to voice their concerns, but were
asked to leave after complaining about the quality of the
donuts served, according to police.

When they refused. PVTA executive director Martin
OSnide pulled Darling to his feet by his right car. spark
ing the violence, according to Wrathman

'The chief pinko grabbed Brian, so I headbutted hiin.

said Wrathman "It was in self defense; I'm toUlly in
n<Kent He's not really hurt. As anyone who knows me
will tell you, my head is /io/ solid, it's soft and friendly
to the touch."

O'Snide - who was treated for a slight concussion and
acute disgust at University Health Services - has not
decided if he will pre.ss charges. "W. is a dink. " he said,
"but he's already suing me, the P\TA, the (Jeneva Con
vention. Bob Dylan, the .State of Mas.sachusetts. Karl
Marx. The courts are all booked up."
No arrests were made at the scene, though the garage

sustained $2.50 worth of damage, according to police
"There were shredded corduroy hats and "Driver of the
Year" nomination papt>rs everywhere — real gross stuff,"
described Amherst Chief of Police Don Myohmy. "And
th»' honey glazed were kinda stale tf)o. I must say."

It was unclear at press time whether the Cnlleman had
l)nthei-ed to check its facts, or cared enough to ever follow
lip on this story.

DVP PRESENTS
VICE PRESIDENT

DAN
QUAYLE

• Visiting ailed countries without
making waves

• Ignoring the homeless

• Avoiding active military service

• Making Birdy in Palm Springs

• Grooming tips

• Marrying into the K.K.K.

• The "lob"

• What I think it's all about

7 p.m. April 4 at the Central America Solidarity Associatior) located in the Student Union

LOCAL
Boston's Mayor Flynn talks revolution
By THOMAS ODDRIGUES
Collegian Staft"

"Pigs are the wave of America's future,"

said Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn yester

day to an astonished Campus Center
Auditorium crowd of seven second graders

Flynn, 47, said he wasn't sure why, but
he thinks pigs will figure prominently in

almost every aspect of 21st Century
America.

Pigs are small, pinkish mud loving,

farmland creatures and are the source of

sausages, ham and bacon. They are akin
to another small farm animal bearing the

same name of the product derived from it,

the baloney, he said.

"I look out into the world and I can see

many things. I see poverty. I see hunger
I see corruption. I see London. I see France.

I see Inez's underpants," said Flynn poin

ting to second guest speaker Inez McCor-
mack and laughing to the delight of his

audience.

Flynn, who prides himself on being the

champion of the underdogs — himself be-

ing one of them — said the world would
soon have to bow down to the humble
creatures known as pigs and would even
tually "have to change that name to

something more regal than pig due to the
pig's high standing in other sectors of the

universe."

Although Flynn's ambitions concerning
the curly tailed animal, often a breakfa.>it

sideorder. seem unattainable, unreal and
downright unbecoming of a man of his sup^

post*d intelligence, F'lynn said he is positive

the changes will take place because he had
seen the entire "pork revolution" in an
OMNI vision, technicolor, sen.surround,

surroundsound dream last night, he said.

"It was very real." Flynn said.

Flynn explained he had never believed

in past, present or future psychic emana-
tions or readings, had never experienced
deja vu, the feeling that something has
happened before the feeling that something
has happened before or had any reported

bouts of mental illness. He did say.

however, he had recently purchased Time-
Life book's series Mysteries of the

Unknown. His first book. Mystic Places, af-

fected him profoundly he said. I He kept the

book even though he could return it at any
timel

Flynn surprised the crowd while at the
microphone when he rolled his eyes, gurgl-

ed, appeared to become transparent and
dissappeared altogther.

Inez McCormack .said she was upset that

Flynn had "hogged the stage and stolen her

ideas" from her. She said she would pro-

bably sue him as soon as his physical

pr«'sence could be detected. Ray Flynn's cause.

North Pleasant St. lungy causes five ear pile-up
By CLAUD BALLS
Collegian Stag

Police said yesterday that adverse road

conditions were to blame for an accident on

North Pleasant Street early Thursday
which involved five cars and cau.sed

damages in excem of $4,500.

The accident occtirred shortly after 9 a.m.

at the crt^swalk intersection near Univer-

sity I>rive when, witnesses said, a car ap-

proaching the area at high .speed attemp-

ted to slow down but caught its tires in

what appeared to be a slippery green

substance covering the road and rear-ended

a .second car skidding over a campus pond
duck in the process.

As the driver of the first vehicle emerg-

ed from his car three other cars hit the

same green slick and collided with the first

two vehicles, police said.

Officers on the scene of the accident said

they determined the green substance to be

snot most likely put there bv a student on

the way to a 9:05 class

Police are currently investigating the

evidence in their inhouse laboratory in

Dickinson Hall and hope to apprehend the

.student within 48 hours.

Officer J.J. "slap the cuffs on 'em

Hebner, who is heading up the new Im-

possible Accident Investigation Unit at the

University, speculated briefly on what they

would be looking for

'"Because the slick was 4 feet wide, we
may be looking for a group of left -or right

wing radical terrorist students, or one stu-

dent with a very large no.se," Hebner said.

Arturo Aguila Hilsone, Director of Public

Safety, said, "Rest assured, we will clear

up this snot thing with good solid police

work."
Officer Vicki Boyle said it was too bad no

one was injured and that he was upset he

couldn't issue any speeding tickets. Boyle

had attempted to give speeding tickets to

pedestrians passing by the accident until

a senior officer told him the tickets would

never hold up in court and not to strain

himself by walking around so much. The
enraged Boyle kicked at the ground and

tluii stormed off mumbling .something

about never letting him have any fun and
sobbing because he had a girl's name
No injuries were reported, .save the duck

which was killed instantly. Police had lit

tie remorse for said duck,

"The duck was clearly out of line by be-

ing here. He deserved what he got. In fact.

I wish more of 'em got it. They don't like

us much."said Officer John Smallberries.

badge .5.3.52, of Littleton, S.S. number
014-36-5208. who requested anonymity.
Smallberries was probably referring to

an incident last month in which he and
another officer were allegedly attacked by

what he called "a .shitload of angr\' ducks"

while they were investigating stolen wood
being used in Cutback City.

"Aside from Officer Smallberries' getting

attacked by ducks, this is the funnie.st

thing I've ever .seen," said Smallberries'

partner

In other police reports:

• Police were called to Washington
Residence Hall Thursday to investigate

multiple reports of a strange and su.spicious

object lying in the middle of a seventeenth

floor hallway

Upon further investigation, the object

was found to be a textbook.

The Department of Public Safety's newly

created Strange and .Su.^^picious Objects

I)i.>;posal Unit responded and loaded the of

fensive article into a shiny silver thermal

blastprotif container.

The whole nerve-tingling episode ended

after three hours when police were able to

maneuver the offensive article into a

bla.stproof container with the aid of harden-

ed nylon tension bars.

One student remarked. "It was the

scariest thing I've ever experienced. I had

no idea what the thing was. It just sat there

and sat there and sat there. I almost wet

myself."

• A student reported his car, parked in E
lot near the .stadium, had been broken in-

to Wednesday. The student said he found

everything intact but the back seat was
loaded with stereos, equalizers and radar

detectors.

• A UMass police officer was taken into

protective custody Wednesday night after

he was found lying face down in a hox of

donuts near Morrill Science Building,
police said. The officer was later treated at

LIniversity Health Services for severe

sugared pastry overdose. Police said they
are attributing the "accident" to the fact

that it was a "slow night" and the officer

had nothing else to do. This is the fourth

case of its kind since the beginning of the

semester.

Bess Eaton Donuts in Hadlev claims

their products had nothing to do with the

incidents.

• A 19-year old Lynn man was detained

outside of John Adams residence hall

Wednesday when officers observed the man
carrying a six-pack of Lite beer from Miller

into the dorm. Officers advised the man
that all the particular brand of beer does

is give you headaches and make you fat.

The man's beer was confiscated and replac-

ed with a 12-pack of Budweiser the police

had confiscated from a professor earlier in

the week, police said.

Armed radical disrupts
WMUA love program
From Staff Reports

Tense moments gripped the studios of

WMUA yesterday as a disturbed member
of the Radical .Student Union held several

station members hostage during a con

troversial reggae program
Lefty Wingpink, a junior illegal alien

naturalization major, burst into the 'MUA
studio at approximately 3:15 p.m. Satur-

day, disrupting .Sister Washme Litte None
Radio show.

Wielding a Chinese built AK-47 assault

rifle. Wingpink t(xik the microphone from

Washme. and detailed a list of grievances

w ith the Love None program, and Bill Step-

son's Blues For Beelzebub show.

"He ju.st yanked the mike away from me,

and started screaming about the Gestapo

or something," Washme said. "I told him
to just cool out ... he obviously felt

threatened because I'm taller than him,"

she added.

Wingpink was apparently disturbed by

the neo-Nazi overtones often associated

with Washme .-^ progiam. He called for the

removal of the show from the air, criminal

prosecution of Washme and the removal of

beef.strudel from the dining commons'
menu
Wingpink al.s<i expres.sed di.splea.suie

with Bill Stepson's satanic blues show
.Stepson, who was also in the studio at thr

time of the incident, claims Wingpink
became violent when Wa.shme refused to

yield

"He just kept screaming Then
Washcloth called him a little white man,

and he flipped out, started .swinging his

gun around," Step.son said.

University and Amherst police were
notified of the incident, and in minutes

swarmed the campus center ba.sement. In

a risky move, the officers .stormed the

studio, and subdued Wingpink with only

a minor struggle. Explaining the bold tac-

tics. Director of Public Safety Art Hillside

.said, "We figured we might lose 35 or 40
percent of the hostages. You know, a

number we could live with. Looks like we
came out a lot better than we thought."

Colleifilin phftfn h\ .li.rl Sr.lipsi«m

PASSAGE DENIED - Budget cuts have brought construrtion of the

campus pond bridge to a Ntand.still.

CHOOSE EXCELLENCE COLLEGIAN

If this is 'you come down to 11 3 Campus Center tor a
complimentary high ranking editorial position,
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Burger heaven Shanties to become residential area
By D H lONKS

In a press conferentv yesifiday Governor Michael

Dukakis disclosed his intention to help the University ot

Massachusetts at Amherst conil)at problems resulting;

trom his recent cuts in the state budget

Several week.> aj^o "The Duke" visited the I'din i r>it> -

Cutback City in response to a petition si^'ned by a larj^i

pH)rtion of students at the campus inviting him to do so

Cutback City consists at present of a ^TtJ^'nt? ro^' "'

student built shacks in which some students have vowed

to reside until the state takes notice of the drastic efl'ects

the budget cuts have inflicted upon the university. The

governor, however, said he lH'lievi> the shanties are be

ing used as crack houses.

Gov Dukakis said students at UM.i-^- .u. willing to put

up svith just ab<»ut anything in order to obtain more fund>

tor the library, for classes and for the hiring of more pro

fessurs and olan^ to ii««'r'M«h.>«'li^ Ci*f k -.i «i\th residen

lal area. The money needed by the L'niveisit\ . he said,

"can be saved, in pail, through moving students into these

wonderful shacks which require no heating, lighting,

wati'r or I'scn custodial stalT"

The plan, tentatively scheduled to go into acti»tn late

111 spring, will call f(»r l>oth students and faculty help to

.lid in the construction of more shacks on both sides of the

campus pond, which will .serve as a residential water

xHirce. he said

ClKiiuellor Dutfe\ sv a> quoted as saying he anticipates

only one possible problem with Dukakis' plan: "I worry

that the Cutback City Residential .Area may cause con-

flict within the student body over the fact that those

assigned to live in the shacks shall not be required to pay

a housing fee " DufTey did say, however, that the students

would 1h' asked to contribute what they could to help cover

some of the building costs "The governor himself will be

there for half a day to help with the building of the first

tew shacks," DufTey added, "it's going to be a real rush."

Cutback City residential area

Photo* courti'sy of SnackScntc

Food Science Professor B.K. Lourse recent-

ly uncovered physical evidence to support his

theory that cheeseburgers cause positive

cognitive responses in the brain. Lourse said

that budget cuts have hurt, but that he must
"keep on truckiin.'" He has been researching
his theory since 1962.

WEATHER NEWS
Weekend forecast: Part-

ly cloudy skies continue
to grip Happy Valley. ^
Highs in the Sps^

UMass students to go to

Washington to take
part in vigil for victims

of Pan Am 103. Page 3.

Baseball: On to the

**City of Brotherly

love/' to knock off St,

Joseph's. Page 16.
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Frank calls for defense cuts
Says government spending in military 'excessive'

Callrgian pboto by Dondi Abvarn

Barney Frank

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Barney Frank last night called for a 10 percent shiA

in spending from defense to domestic, saying our "ex

cessive investment" in the military is a tired idea and
could strangle the economy.
The Nevv-ton congressman, speaking to a mostly student

audience of about 50 in the Campus Center, pulled no pun
ches in ridiculing conaervative Republicans for their

policies in areas from national security to abortion.

In the often humorous ideological talk, Frank focused

on US military spending in relation to the Soviet Union,

which he called an extremely poor country. He said the

time is now ripe, with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev

virtually forced to cut defense spending for economic sur-

vival, to pursue a steady shift in priorities from weaponrv'

to "technology we'll actually use."

"The Pentagon does enormous things technologically."

he said. "The problem is we never use what they make."
"What we've got to do is say 'let's get to a level where

we could both decimate each other but do it cheaply,'" he

continued. "A lot of my Democratic colleagues are afraid

to make the cuts they know are necessary because they

are afraid of the political kickback."

But. he added, "I'm convinced the approach is very

popular. It's an overtly correct policy."

In his second visit to the University in two years. tiM

Demrxrrat also spoke metaphorically about the United

States' relationship with its allies, comparing our protec-

tive policies to Mark Twain's novel Tom Sawyer.

"They've got the fence, and we are begging them to let

us paint it." he said of our tendency to endow our allies

militarily. He also suggested that we reduce our armed
troops in Western Europe — now at about 350.000 — to

200.000.

Our current policy in Europe is based on the myth, he

said, that Western Europe is still vulnerable to a Soviet

invasion.

"How many people would like to be the Russian general

leading the Polish and Hungarian army?" he asked. "If

the general tried to lead them in a battle they'd shoot him
in the ass."

In a quffstion-answer period following the one hour talk.

Frank addressed a bill that would provide the Nicaraguan
Contras with a final humanitarian aid package provided

they not engage in hostile activity. Although he said he
will vote against Contra aid, he called the bill a signifi-

cant admission by President Bush that 'Reagan's war
against the Sandinistas is over."

On abortion, Frank said pro-lifers will likely fM«vail in

the Supreme Court, but lose politically in the long run:

"I think the pro<:hoice side, on the whole, is going to win."

Residents, students work
for more business taxes
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Several area groups have come together

to sponsor a Town Meeting resolution call-

ing for increased taxes in the state to ofT-

set the current budget crisis.

"We're not talking about across the board

taxation, we're recommending certain

taxes that have not been made use of," said

Mary Schatzkan^er, coordinator of the Gray

Panthers of the Pioneer Valley, who are co-

sponsoring the resolution with other

groups including ^he University of

Massachusetts' Graduate Employee
Organization.

Schatzkamer said the tax increases

would fall on some 10,000 to 20,000 com
panics which pay about $450 per year each

in taxes and on luxury items such as fur

coats.

"We're not trying to penalize small

businesses and small corporations," she

said. "Were talking about businesses that

are not paying their fair share. We re say

ing a small amount of taxation on these

things could make all the difference."

Although Schatzkamer admits that the

resolution has no binding effect at the state

level and that such a stand on taxes will

be contested bitterly by groups such as

Citizens for Limited Taxation, she hopes

Amherst will set an example for other

towns.

"We're hoping that if they (town meeting

members) adopt it. others will be encourag-

ed to do the same," she said.

The idea behind the resolution, said

Schatzkamer, is to get enough towns adop

ting similar stands on the issue of taxes

and therefore sending a collective message

to the state that increasing taxes is not

taboo, she said.

"What they (state legislators] need to

know from us is there are people out there

who want to raise taxes if it is done fair

Iv. " she said.

Festa's spending examined
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The Commuter Area Government is reel-

ing in the aftermath of evidence produced

this week appearing to indict former presi

dent Jay Festa in the "blatant" misuse of

$1,500 in student funds during his brief

three-month term.

Festa. who could not be reached yester

day, resigned last month and withdrew

from the University amid claims of finan

cial improprieties after he failed to meet

full-time student academic requirements

this semester.

Laura Filkins, treasurer of the Student

Government Association, released a report

Wednesday night to the student senate

detailing Festa's expenditures and said the

former president is currently under in-

vestigation by the Dean of Students office.

Acting CAG president Robb Smith,

former vice president, .said he worked close-

ly with Fe-sta but was largely unaware of

the vast expenditures, including the $24.'')

purchase of computer games for the CAG
office.

Smith said did not think Festa was
.serious when he presented Smith a catalog

this semester and asked him to choose

.several computer games. But, he said,

Festa later filled out a purchase order for

the games and had them delivered to the

office.

"I thought he was just joking around,"

said Smith, who advised Festa against

opening the games until the CAG govern-

continued on page 4

Area bookstores
in for academia

By LISA SHAPIRO
Collegian Correspondent

Once upon a time, someone in Europe

created the bookstore, a small shop on

the corner of a cobblestone road where
intellectuals and other curious folks pur-

chased books on philosophy and history,

and discussed intellectual and curious

thoughts.

Somewhere down the line, however,

the chain bookstore was created, and
row after row of philosophy was replac-

ed with Harlequin romances. Dostoev-

sky made room for Jeane Dixon, Keynes
for Casey Kasem.
"People here buy books before they

buy food," said Albion Bookshop
manager Gary Aller, a proponent of the

old-fashioned bookstore ideal. "Amherst

is a great place to sell books."

Aller said chain bookstores all carry

the same types of books, but that isn't

the case in Amherst, where self-help

books and New York Times best sellers

are rarely seen.

Several local booksellers said they try

to stock primarily academic books, and

feel that specific subject areas have

grown strong because ofcustomer input.

"We don't see ourselves in competition

with anyone, " Aller said. "We try to

have the most complete stock and are

responsive to community demand. Ap-

proximately one-half of our current

books have been suggested by
customers."

continued on page 5

(nllrgian photo Ity Jaaon Talerman

Goliard Bookshop owners Nate Herald and Guy Spencer.
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By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts
students are organizing a trip to

Washmgton D.C. this Sunday for a vigil

and mass to mourn the victims of Pan Am
night 103.

Chris Gaboury, Mary Pat Bailey and
Tom Wiegand are gathermg a bus load of

students to represent the University as

they journey to the nation's capital at the

behest of bereaved parents.

They hope to fill a chartered bus with 47

students to attend a Monday morning mass
and 2 p.m vtgil that President Bush has
promised to attend.

But the three are going as much for

themselves as they are frw the parents. The
trio lost a close friend on the tragic Dec.

flight.

Pan Am 103. a 747 jumbo jet, exploded

31,000 feet above Lockerbie. Scotland,

vvhen a bomb planted on the plane

detonated killing all 258 of the passengers

on board and killing 17 more as chunks of

debris plummetted down on the town and
surrounding Scottish countryside

.'Xmong the passengers of flight 103,

bound from London to New York, were 35
Syracuse University students travelling

home for the Christmas holiday

Syracuse student Nicole Boulanger. 21.

was among those who died in the crash.

"Geanine Boulanger INicoles motherl

called us Monday and said representative

groups from other universities planned to

go to Washington and wondered whether
we could organize a group of our own."
Wiegand said.

"Nicole for me was an inspiration," said

Gaboury. "She was a very talented and
beautiful person, inside and out. The fact

that someone this young and with a future

like hers had to die this way is nothing

short of tragic."

Representatives from Boston University.

Boston College, Clark University and Ho-

ly Cross College have already organized

their own trips to Washington, Wiegand
said.

The three UMass students have been try-

ing since Monday to raise the $1,500 need-

ed to charter a bus, but as ofyesterday on-

ly had collected $900.

"We have contacted area govt-niiufnts

and hmise councils for support. We have
donation jars placed in the Sylvan Snack
Bar and Earthfoods which accompany an
explanation what we're doing." Wiegand
said.

If the $1,500 is not raised in time.

Wiegand said, the group will get to the ser

vices by van Right now, he said, there are

20 to 30 people committed to going.

Officials investigating the crash found

evidence of a highly

destructive form of plastic explfMsive which
was planted on board the plane in a radio

cassette player.

A warning concerning a bomb to be plac

ed on a Pan Am flight within two weeks
was received Dec. 5 by the U.S. Embassy
in Helsinki, Finland, but was not

disseminated lo the public.

i was planning on going to England to

study but I'm terrified to do it now." said

student organizer Mary Pat Bailey, who
said she is outraged that Americans have
been attacked in such a way that the air-

ways &re now un.safe.

Worthing makes students his business
By BETH OTOOLE
Collegian Correspondent

"Being in an academic setting and working with and

around students can be very rewarding," said Parker Wor
thing, asiMxriate dean in the School of Management.
Worthing moved to Amherst with his family in 1967 to

begin a career with the University of Massachusetts

School of Management. Beginning as a professor of

marketing, he was chairman of the department for six

years, and took on his current role in the fall semester

of 1985.

.\ 1962 graduate i if the University of Maine at Orono,

Worthing said that his interest in the business field evolv-

ed through graduate wor.k at Cornell and Michigan.

i became increasinj,'ly interested in pursuing the educa-

tional side of business," he said. "It is a rewarding and

fulfilling way to develop a career."

Though he never pursued a career in corporate business,

he said "it's not like you are completely away [from cor-

porate business] if you are teaching in this area."

Worthing said he feels that to overcoming challenges

New SGA president goes to work

one must trying to engage faculty, administrators and

students in a discussion of "what the problems are and,

with our resoiu*ces, what we can do to minimize the pro-

blems."

Under Worthing's guidance, the SOM program and

SOM students have undergone many changes.

PROFILE
"There is a new SOM placement uflke." he .said, "and

%ve have a new director of development. This fall we also

added a new director of minority management education."

Changes among SOM students include an increase in

the number of students who elect to go on a co-op and in

ternship placements who choose to study abroad, he said.

Worthing said he encourages SOM .students to take a

variety of courses other than in business to prepare them
for the real world.

"It will strengthen the preparation for career and life

after. They will become more skillful in terms of ap-

preciating different points of view," he said.

Worthing said that SOM here "compares very well" to

other universities. One reason is that UMass offers

degrees at three levels — undergraduate. MBA and Ph.D
- with the "selectivity of choosing a major

"

He said that another plus is that most undergraduate

courses are taught by faculty in manageable sizes. This

achievement is attributed to "a lot of dedicated, hard

working people."

Worthing said for now he intends to stay at UMass.

"There are enough imprjrtant challenges here that are

deserving of my attention. If I can make a contribution

then that is .sati.sfying. There is always more to be done,

more challenges ahead." _^^__

By MARIA SACCHE'
Collegian Staff

TI

In her first 10 days as president of the

Student Government Association, Tracy

Davis has managed to secure the purchase

of 35 revamped emergency telephones that

will also be available for non-emergency

use.

Davis, who issued her report after a two-

hour meeting this week with Arthur

Hilson, director of public safety, said the

new phones will serve as non-emergency

campus phones and will also have an

"emergency" button for direct connection

with campus police.

In.stallation of the phones is slated for

later next month, and Davis said she ex-

pects the equipment will be placed in "cen-

tralized, highly-visible areas."

Davis said her office is also working on

the establishment of a student, faculty and

staff advisory committee for public safety,

to be coordinated by student Jason Eros.

In other SGA business:

• The SGA is opening the search for a

student attorney general. Applications are

available in room 406 in the Student Union

building and the return deadline is April

14 at 5 p.m.

• Davis encouraged former candidates

for SGA president and .student trustee to

join a massive cleanup effort of campaign

posters and similar materials. Student

Trustee elect Eric Nakajima and Davis will

provide trash bags for the attempt, she

said.

• Sens. Dan Chesnicka, Jason Kofman

and Shana Corby were elected to the SGA
nominating-sub committee, which screens

applications and determines which commit-

tee each senator will serve on.

• A Presidential Advisory Council in-

volving people from all area governments

is being established. Davis said.

• Former Sen. John Dunlap, also former

co-president of the Northea.st Area Govern-

ment, was sworn in as Senate Speaker this

week, and Laura Filkins began her second

term as SGA Treasurer.

Activist criticizes press bias
By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Staff

The Palestinian Liberation Organiza-

tion's war against Israel is waged ar-

tificially through the American press, a

media activist told 30 people in the

Campus Center Wednesday night.

Dr. Charles Jacobs, director of the

Committee for Accuracy in Middle East

Reporting in America (CAMERA), said

there has been a change in the media's

approach to Middle East coverage, with

sympathies now leaning toward Palesti-

nians in the Arab-Israeli conflict.

"Over the last 15 months, the story

the world has been told has shifted,"

Jacobs .said. "The old story line was
'How can tiny Israel with three and a

half million Jews possibly survive .stuck

in the midst of hostile territory of 190

million surrounding Moslems, given

that it is blasphemous in the Moslem
religion for there to exist any Jewish

state on holy Arab soil?'"

Jacobs said this has changed, and the

perspective has "shrunk."

"Instead of the huge map of the Mid-

dle East which has tiny Israel stuck in

the middle, the focus is on Israel and the

Palestinians ... a smaller branch of 190

million Arabs who have declared that

they don't want any Jewish state."

"i think of the ca.se of Salman Rushdie

and I think that the Islamic world put

a contract on the state of Israel as soon

as it began, " he said.

"There is no time in 15-second TV
spots to do history and geography," .said

Jacobs. Without this background infor-

mation, people can attach whatever

continued on page 5
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Author's childhood tales
amuse audience at Smith
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Correspondent

Should Maurice Sendak, celebrated il-

lustrator and author of Where the Wild
Things Are, wish to change professions

and come a stand-up comedian, he could

easily do so.

Sendak and his sharp wit kept an au-

dience of over 500 people in stitches at

Smith College Wednesday night, as he

related his childhood memories, his ex

penences as a beginning wTiter and the

part his Jewish heritage has played in

his life.

"I knew from the time I was five years

old. when my sister and brother and 1

would write stories together, that I

wanted to be a writer," he said. "My
father was upset by this, because he

came to America to have a Miss
America and two football players. In-

stead, he ended up with three green
faced throwbacks to the old country who
did nothing but sit around the house and
read books."

From this beginning, Sendak got his

first break at age 17.

"My science teacher was working on
a book titled Atomics for the Millions.

He told me that if I illustrated the book,

I would get $50 and a passing grade,"

Sendak said. "So began a promising
career."

And a promising career it was. In spite

of his lack ofany technical art training,

Sendak had already had nearly a half

dozen books published by the time
Where the Wild Things Are was publish

continued on page 5

New toxic cleanup plan
uses plants, animals

M Commuter Area Government
contmutd from page I

ing board was notified of the transaction.

Smith, who has since used the games,
said Festa allegedly opened the games afler

assuring him that the games were approv-

ed and would attract mor^ students to the

ofTice.

"I trusted Jay and that's what hurts

about a lot of this stuff." he said. "Maybe
I was too much like George Bush when Jay
was around. I was too loyal."

The acting president also claimed he
knew nothing either of Festa's personal ex-

penditures, totalling nearly $100, but add-

ed that the former president of the Lesbian.

Gay and Bisexual Association was "very

poor" and under much emotional strain

because of continual verbal attacks and
death threats

"I don't know why he did some of this

stuff but I think there's psychological

reasons." Smith said "He was having a
very rough time"
Smith defended the $700 expenditure for

appliances including a "boom box" radio.

a cnfff''' mi\ifr -I rnfrii»f»rrttor and an

answering machine, claiming Festa wa.> at

tempting an "ofrice beautification" project

He also defended the purchase of a $32
batik tapestry because all of the proceeds

allegedly benefited a battered women's
shelter, he said.

But, Smith admitted that a $307.50 art

work purchase, of which he claimed ig

norance, was excessive and possibly dou
ble the amount the CAG had originally

planned to spend.

"I don't think there was malicious intent

(by Festal." Smith said. "The purchases are

questionable, not illegal They just

shouldn't have been bought."

Smith said he has been working to

stabilize the CAG during the past few-

weeks and spoke of the recent release of the

government's funds, which were frozen by

the senate pending Filkins' investigation,

as a positive event.

"I am not corrupt," Smith said of his post

tion as acting president, i've been trying

reallv hard to turn this around

By STEPHEN PANGIONE
Collegian Correspondent

John Todd's mission in life is to recreate

the harmony between nature and human
culture. He said his "revolutionary" pro-

cess of wastewater treatment is a huge step

in this direction.

The process he invented to effectively

treat wastewater, such as sewage, uses

plants and animals to purify otherwise tox-

ic materials found in wastewater, he told

200 people Wednesday night at Hampshire
College's Franklin Patterson Hall.

"Some people call this the spaceship ap-

proach to technology," he said. "Human
survival is a stake if something is not done
about it."

Todd. 49. said his system works with

nature instead of against it, he said. Cur-

rently the way waste, such as sludge, is

treated is by mixing it with chemicals that

neutralize the toxins However, these

chemicals can be deadlier to the environ
ment than the untreated sludge, he said.

"The U S has spent almost $100 billion

improperly treating waste since 1974," he
said. Todd said his technique is m<xv
economically sound because the only by-

products created are living plants.

Todd has done research on hundreds of

different types of plants and animals and
the nutrients they use to survive, and has
come up with surprising results, he said.

"Many of the toxins we extract with
chemicals can be extracted by certain

plants which need them to 8ur\"ive."

By combining many different kinds of
plants, ranging from microscopic algae to
flowering plants, in several different places

throughout the treatment process, he has
found wastewater can be almost complete
ly neutralized by the plants, he said.

The system is comprised of several dif-

ferent tanks filled with plants Wastewater
is pumped in one side of the tanks and is

filtered through each tank, he said. Each
tank is stocked with plants to take out
specific materials from the water. Once the
water has gone through each tank, the end
result is clean water.

Todd has already established his system
in New England areas.

Sugarbush Mountain, a Vermont ski

resort, uses the technique develo|}ed from
Todd. They have to deal with an enormous
amount of sewage from the thousands of

people that visit each season, he said He
built a treatment plant for them and "they

are ecstatic with the results so far," he said.

A second treatment plant is scheduled to

open in June in Providence. R.I., and Har
wich. Mass will vote in May on the con

struction of a treatment plant, he said

Todd is the co-founder of The New
Alchemy Institute on Cape Cod, which dues

research in perfecting his technique. He
graduated from Montreal's McGill Univer-

sity with a degree in agriculture and
parasitology, and received his doctorate in

Fisheries and Animal Behavior from
University of Michigan. He has taught at

several universities and has worked at

Woods Hole Institute on Cape Cod.

f
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Bookstores
omliriued from page 1

Nat Hfiald. Lunuin'r of Goliurd
Botikshop, said their stock — heavy in

p4ietrv, literature, ai1 and historv i tflects

"what is important to us
"

(iu> Spfiutr, Heralds co-owner, said

there is some overlappinj* in stock amonx
the downtown lx>okstores, but that "is

unavoidable considering how many there

are in Amherst
"

Spencer said that mall stores take away
from Goliard - Harlequin romance
business. He said he feels that being in

Amherst is an enviable position because
nobody wants to buy those types of l>ooks.

That point was echoed by H()ward
CJersten. owner of The .Jeffery Amher'it

B<x)ksh(»p

"We have a real advantage ovt-i llu>.-»f

stores in the malls." he said. "They are

glared toward the popular market Around
here we are gearetl toward academics

"

Gersten said the smalltown fetl ni

Amherst survives within the confines of his

and other non chain bo<»kstores

"We are :ihl»' to provide services such as

Media activist

continu(fti f'om page J

metaphor they choost- to the not footage.

he said.

According to Jacobs. CAMERA is a non
parti.san organization which otficially takes

"no position whatsoever on a preferred

solution to the Middle Ea.st."

"There are people in CAMERA who want
a two-state solution and people who fear it.

What we are . . united about is what we
think IS lopsided anti Israeli defamation in

the reporting

But the que.stion and answer session

following the speech rarely dealt with

media coverage. A contingent of pro-

Palestinian students debated Jacobs on a

slew of issues, comparing Zioni.sm to racism

and Israeli soldiers to Nazis.

At one point in the exchange, an elderly

woman in the audience accused Jacobs of

spreading lies and charged that the Jewish
communitv controls hith the American

press and government.

"The Jewish community only needs to

sneeze and it's news. I resent you poison

ing these young minds," she said to Jacobs

"I'll tell you why there is antt-Semitism
It's (not the fault of) Israeli Jews. It is the

American Jewish community."

"Yes, we bring it upon ourselves. ' Jacobs

replied

'.\'ii, It 1- becau.se you bought the Con
gre.ss and you bought the Senate." said the

woman. "You Jews are very clever
'

Earlier in the evening, Jacobs showed a
slide presentation dr^umenting Middle
East coverage in The B^ifiton (ilohe

"The Glohe has a continual way of show
ing Jewish brutality and Palestinian in

nocence Only one side. They never print

pictures of of Jewish children in a innocent

way. Only when they are climbing on
tanks." Jacobs said

«*!?'$ Cwkput TffMi

Come see the
NCAA Basketball
semi-finals & finals

on our new Big Screen TV

Free Food
during the games

Rolling Rock Bottles $.99

Meisterbrau Pitchers$3.50

Vodka Drinks $1.50
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special orders, mail orders and even fife

gift wrapping." he said

Another Unal bookshop is a little les.-;

traditional, its owners said, in that it is

owned and managed by three collective

members

Food For Thought Bcnik- h.i- Lhaiif^td .1

lot since the time when it was a table of

b<ioks at the .Amherst FiK>d Coop some 14

years ago. said collective member Mitch
Gaslin

The btiok.shop cui ra > m\ i\lensi\e .selec

tion of books" in such topics as woman -

studies, gay and lesbian i.ssues and en
vironmental studies, said Gaslin.

'Many otOur frequent cust«)mers are pen

pie who are politically active. ' Gaslin said.

"They u.se the store as a re.source.'

I 'niversity of Massachusetts comparativi'

literature profes.sor David Lenson said he
has loved Goliard B<Mikshop for years I

like a nice untidy IxMikstore. ' he said. "Tex
tb«K)k Annex has a way of making colossal

blunders. If Goliard makes a mistake, I can
go down there and get it fixed."

Maurice Sendak
continued 'rcn page -4

ed in imii

Sendak said that the main character

of the world renowned bcH>k. a young boy

named Max, embodied all that Sendak
had wanted to be as a child.

"Unlike me. Max could .stand up to his

mother," he .said.

Sendak said that the book was
originally going to be titled Where the

Wild Horses Are, but he ran into pro

blems when it came time to illustrate

the book.

"I discovered that 1 could not draw
liorses," Sendak .said. "But I could draw
things

'

Sendak said that after the b<K)k was
published, he came to realize that the

wild creatures in the story were really

throwbacks to his Jewish relatives. As
a child, .Sendak .said he perceived his

relatives as people who came to "eat our

fot>d on Sundays and wreck our day.
"

A lively man in his mid-60s, Sendak
continues to write and illu.strate. He
said his greatest gratification comes
from the letters he receives from
children about his books.

He said he has received many kind .i^

well as na.sty letters, but his favorite

came from the mother of a boy to whcmi
Sendak had sent an illustrateid postcard

in response to the boy's letter.

"Barr>' liked your postcard sti much ht

ate it,
" she said.

JPSTAIRS
114 MAIN ST

rsiOr?THAI^PT0N

586-0259

CQ^C^Q^l^iCQKQUQi
THE CAr^RIAGE SHOPS

9 E PLEASANT ST

Af^HERST
549-3507

y^^ Factory Outlet Sale

' To make room for our new spring line

Odds & Ends-GREAT SAVINGS!!

FRAMES - FUTON COVERS - SHEETS - BEDS

35 - 65% off selected Items

^•^^^^1 DAY ONLY******
Date; Saturday, April 1

Time: 9 - 2 p.m.
Place: Cutlery Building, 320 Riverside Dr.

^ Northampton 585-0660

egf^
Br^GOOD NIGHT BEDDINGS

4,
real ads real ads real ads real ads real ads real ads real ads real ads real ads
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SUE

Come !o think o! it we love you too'

Happy 20th Birthdaym
We lust wanted lo lei you know we i.vt- y.. li vjuJ uW: v/

the same wiihoui uui iililo 1 ouie & smile
Remember w^ve^ Umes cite head we U be Iheie loi a heo.!

,

Have A Gieat DayMi

«.''^
Love

Chijsane Terry

and
Wendy

Good Things
,i£we}m Nfl^yrql F|^gr Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
T- Shirts
Taaks

Sb»rts

:4aA Drawstrimf
Primts

oi
Earrings

Bracelets

Chains
Dresses

I
ao to sa%
off s«l«ot«d

Clothingiaidnfls
Blouses Skirts b >sses

N'hamp.t iqht
Thurs.9 P.M.^ ^ Great Gifts & Cards

MERCnNTILE -^w
Morthampton-lS Center St.

Amherst-Carriaee Shops..

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN

WE ARE LOOKING TO FILL THE POSITION OF

ASSISTANT MANAGER ON OUR
STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF.

THE POSITION REQUIRES A MATURE, ENERGETIC

AND FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD
SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND APPLICATIONS

AVAILABLE THRU APRIL 9TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN OFFICE,

CLARK HILL ROAD

LONDON 358
PARIS 458
GUATEMALA City 340
CARACAS 320
HONGKONG 769
TOKYO 679
SYDNEY 1128

r««#f ^09 trtt$u00g

€»»<» oy loot i»»ch»r '«>*>

ISSUiO ON THf S^OT '

Cmli l»'

413-256 1261
AMMCMT

^ So. >«»M«m St
Amnarvt. MA OtOM

rentAwrkj<

N«w4UMdCar«
Thaii* « vaw aim A««lMti

NorthAmherst
Rent-A>Wreck
fft. *J No. Amfwrst

^M^HgJJ^

$$ COLLEGE $$
SCHOLARSHIP
$$ HOTLINE! $$
1-900-321-4567

$3/CALL 24 HRS
3 min. recorded
msg 100% guar.

S,.|u- Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherjt!

CINEMA

Working
Girl R

$2.50
w/Student ID

AMITY ST. 253-5426

RUSSELLS
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

^ Featuring: Imported Beers at
Domestic Pricing:

Watney's Light $2.99 2iiter

(only a few left)

'i^T Foster's 25 oz. "Oil Can"$14.95
Case of 12 plus dep.

Beck's Light or Dark
12 oz. Bottles $14.99 case -hdep.

Paulaner Octoberfest
$3b99 6 pk. plus dep.; $15-95 case plus dep.

WHILE THEY LAST!!

'/^ Keg Beer Always in Stock
*JI,^»P Lowest Prices In Area -s***'^

*•*
>«e^ WE DELIVER ^^ .*^

%.* 253-5441 Off Campus
kX'-n?^

Sororities & Fraternities—Yes! ^^~—~————--T m
I DOMESTICS

I f^y
I PIELS Draft Style Bots $6.99 case + dep. ! W
I BUSCH 12-Pk. Cans $5.40 +dep. ! J^^

f^ I BUDWEISER12-Pk. Cans $6.40 +dep. ! f^^
&0j -—"——-————J f^^
^rn. Super Buys: |£Jl
HuMgl Peach Schnapps $3.99 750 ml kj^B^
^^-^ AbsolutVodka 80" $10.99 750 ml

^^^^
Sun Country Wine Coolers $2.99 2 liter

Paul Mason White Zinfandel $4.99 1.5 liter

Olen Ellen White Zinfandel 3 bots. for $10.00

/ We have just about any wine you

^"V"^ can imagine at Russell's low
^V pricing—TRY US!!!

Quantity discounts always available

mbmsmmmmmtmmm

GET READY!
6.99 LP or Cassette

12.99 Compact Disc

at

inz

Amherst's most complete store
for records, tasseltes. and compact discs

4»Q00ooooooo'oTo'8g.i8ny||fj^jtffiHi?-^'"""-'
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EDITCMAL/OPINION
i.'ie maiviauai wiilei oi caiioonisl ana do iioi .'ieces.iar;.v leilect trie v ow , ,: ine

•FORGET THIS HITTING LIKE THE MAJOR LEAGUERS!
PROMISCUOUS SEX AND GAMBLING!

LET'S GET TO THE

Just one letter could make the difference
What's in a name?
Well, for Ismail Mehmedov Hyuaeinov. it has meant

spending; the past four years in a Bulgarian prison.
In January of 1985, Mr. Hyuseinov was arrested by the

Bulgarian government for refusing to change his Islamic
name to a Bulgarian one. As if the reason for the arrest
and subsequent imprisonment of Mr. Hyuseinov isn't

foolish enough, this act is in violation of Article 27 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
which Bulgaria ratified in 1970.

Now, Mr. Hyuseinov isn't trying to change the world,
nor is he trying to make any political statements. He's
only a man who thinks that the government should not
be able to tell him what his name can, or can not be. If

you agree with him. please write a letter requesting the
immediate and unconditional relea.se of Mr. Ismail
Mehmedov Hyuseinov.
Of course you're probably thinking, what difference can

my letter possibly make? Well, the following was writ

ten by a prisoner of conscience in Uraguay, who was
released through letter writing efforts by Amnesty Inter-

national, "In this road covered with roses and thnrns. vou

represent the roses and they are .so beautiful that I don't
feel the pain that the thorns cause me. What this rela-

tionship means ... I don't think you can inuigine because
It is greater than anything you can think Every new let-

ter, every word, touches me so much that my eyes fill with
tears."

So please krMw that you can make a difference. Don't
let a man die in prison for something as foolish as a name.
Please write a letter to the Bulgarian government polite-

ly requesting the release of Mr. Ismail Mehmedov Hyu-
seinov. In that letter, mention the violation of Article 27,
but don't mention things like how this could not happen
in America, because they really don't care.

But I thank you for caring.

Send letters to: State Council Chairman Todor Zhivkov
Darzhaven Savet NA Narodna Republika
Bulgaria

But. Dondukov 2

(50 cents postage)

David Eng
Southv^est

Pro-life means helping unborn and women
This past Tuf.sday night (March 28), a debate took place

between Phyllis Schlafly and Judy Goldsmith on the con
troversial subject of abortion. We would like to express
our appreciation for both of these women who boldly
discussed an issue which, as was evident Tuesday even-
ing, threatened so many and spawned an atmosphere of
anger and hostility.

We feel that Mrs. Schlafly made a very good point con-

cerning the nature of abortion, specifically that it involves

the taking of human life. However, we were appalled at

her apparent lack of compassion for the women involved
in abortions and crisis pregnancies.
We feel that everyone should know that there are "pro-

lifers" out there who do actually care about such women.
They offer support to women with crisis pregnancies by
offering them clothes, housing, counselling and anything
else that they might need in order to carry their baby to

term. We understand that this is a very difficult situa-

tion, and ofTer our help.

Still, we maintain that we, as a society, need to come
to grips with what is right. If the unborn have a right to

life (they have just as much right as anyone else, even
though they cannot argue their own case) then we need
act on that conviction and uphold it regardless of the dif-

ficulty of our circumstances.

Based upon this stand, we need to develop programs
which do, in fact, support pregnant women and their

children. It is everyone's responsibility to act with com-
passion toward both baby and mother. Pro-lifers are not

against women or freedom, but they are against the tak-

ing of an innocent human life.

We urge all of those who would discuss the very emo-
tional issue of abortion to respect all human life, born and
unborn, and to treat everyone with sacrificial compassion.

Philip Herzing
Karen Hartman

Amherst

Dollars versus
bronze bodies

For many people, it takes months to decide just what
to do or where to go for spring break. Some people are torn
between going to Florida or the Carribean, while others
opt for Cancun or California. But no matter where in this
hemisphere they go. there are one or two major factors
to think about: getting the darkest possible Un in the
shortest amount of time without acquiring skin cancer,
and what their bank accounts will look like when the
sunsets and volleyball games subside after those exciting
seven days.

Douglas Banks

Luckily, I didn't have to worry about that This year,
when the time came to make that important decision of
where lo go. my choice was home. Yes, rather than a tan.

I wanted money. My thoughts were that by the end of the
week in Daytona or Jamaica, all I would have to show
for it would be a great tan and a higher tolerance for

alcohol.

But a fat wallet can open many ntore opportunities. I

could buy something large, or save my windfall and use
it in small, wise portions. I thought it would be fun see-

ing my family and neighborhood friends for a week, which,
of course, it was. But I forgot one small detail - work.
Between Monday and Friday. I woke up at 6 am, crawl-

ed into that familiar old shower, made a bag lunch and
headed to work.

Little did I realize the highway I travelled when com-
muting 10 miles every day to work would bejammed ever\'

morning due to construction. The city so thoughtfully
decided to repair potholes, as my car kept reminding me
just how tardy I was. Upon arrival, I was grateful my boss
Iwlieves in the old adage, "Work begins when your first

cup of coffee is empty."
So. after drinking a very slow cup of coffee, I began what

was to be forty hours of what I like to call Facilities

Specialist, a quaint euphemism for a maintenance person.
Day after day 1 clamped table tops, filled executive water

coolers, ate my favorit*' lunch ofpb &j, and .spent the after-

noons building cabinets and painting picnic tables. There
were a few good things about working, though. There was
no dress code, and the check at the end of the week dangl-
ed in front ofme like the proverbial carrot on a stick. And
I did manage to go out with my friends on a few occasions,

so my social life was not completely dead.

But now that is all over. All of us have been submerged
into our weekly routine of classes and my attitude is

changing. Two weeks ago, it was easy to ask, "What do
I need a tan for?" I was no darker, nor lighter than anyone
else and the only thoughts I had were how disgustingly

poor everyone gets before and after spring break.

At the time, I didn't think of the social value that a Cop-

pertone tan carried, nor did I realize that no matter how
much I earn during break, could it be possible to flaunt

my "riches" when I've barely made enough for the com-

ing month?
With these small thoughts meandering in and out of my

head, my vision of happiness ceased to look like dollar

signs and began to take on the appearance of bikinis and
beachballs. I now wake up every morning to the tanned
face of my roommate. While walking to class, in my
paleness, I can always daydream ofthe money in my bank
account that none of those beach dwellers have. But when
it comes right down to it, I have a strong feeling I would
trade all of the money I earned that week for a deep, dark
tan.

E. Douglas Banks is a very pale UMass student

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the
UMass community and the Five College Area. All sulh
missions must be typed and double-spaced. Submission*
automatically become property of the Collegian and art
subject to editing for grammar, clarity, and space.

Re-establishing an old friendship
My parents decided recently to sell my bedroom

furniture.

They had asked for, and received, my consent, as the

furniture was about 10 years old, and they promised

to replace it with new furnishings.

Since I was home for spring break, I decided to go

through my desk drawers and throw away as much
junk as possible. I don't know why I made that deci-

sion, other than it seemed like a "ritual" one should

perform before losing their belongings.

It was useless junk anyway.

I found my acceptance letter from the University of

Massachusetts (boy did they make a mistake) among
the notes, old report cards and other paraphernalia.

Beats me why I ever wanted to save some of these

things — except that I'm not one to empty the garbage.

By stuffing my drawers with broken Walkmans, pen-

cils and paper clips, perhaps I'm subconsciously

avoiding the task.

Under a caligraphy book I was given for my Bar Mitz-

vah, I found a pile of letters and envelopes — stationery

I had not seen since I moved to New Jersey in 1984.

Numerous letters were in the pile from someone I had
forgotten; she was a high school friend from Illinois.

DavJd R. Mark

The last of the letters from Anita was dated Oct. 31,

1984. I had put off writing back — she gave up on my
never-to-be-sent letter — and our friendship of three

years came to an abrupt end.

She was not my best friend in Illinois, just someone
I ate lunch with and worked with in the drama club.

She wasn't "everybody's best friend," and she never
went on dates, with me or anyone else. That's probably

why she kept in touch with me for nine months, and
similarly why I responded.

It was a friendship best suited for lonely people.

Unfortunately for our friendship, I moved on. By the
time that last letter arrived 4'/^ years ago, I had made
new friends, and most probably felt tied down to

writing to Illinois.

So why should I now consider writing?

I'm not sure. I feel like a heel for not returning her
message. And with 4Vi years of hiatus, enough things
have happened to me to write a decent letter.

Maybe it's because, after 4Vfe years, I've come to ac-

cept Illinois as part of my life. Something I wanted to

rid myself of five years ago, even as I longed for it, is

now a memory I can live comfortably with.

Maybe I've seen one too many ABC Afternoon
Specials. . . . Friends are hard to come by and easy to

lose. I'm writing to Anita, and I hope five years isn't

4Vi years too many.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist
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BU running Chelsea schools nears reality
COLLEGIAN 9

CHELSEA. MASS I APi - Tfaclu'i> .say it s ille^'al and
the state's top educator has callod it a tragedy, but the

School Committee in this impovirshed city has formally

embraced an unprecendented plan under which Boston
University will run its schools

The conimittee voted 4 2 on Wednesday to approve the

10 year contract, which now heads to lawmakers lor con

sideration. First the city > .ildiiinen must pass a home
rule petitum asking; the Legislature for enabling

legislation

The aldermen arc expected to give the move tlieir bless

ings and home rule petititms customarily pass muster

when there is strong local support In this case, the

Chelsea Bl' arrangement i.-. I'ully supported by Rep

Richard \'oke. DChelsea. one of the most powerful peo

pie in the Houst-

Still. Peter Gn-i r, lii an ot the BC School of Kducation

and the project's director, said Thursday it wa> pnrtiai iin-

to assume the plan will reach fruition.

'We're not counting our chickens, " Greer -aid

He cited opposition in court from teachers and concerns

raised in recent weeks by Hispanic parents worried how
their voungsters will tare under the Bl' plan llreer said

It U.I- encouraging that Hispanic parents are showing

-uch concern, and their fears will be addressed

The vote Wedni'sdav, however, followed a sturiny

iiKti iiig m which School committee member Anthony Tiro

walked out in anger and several members of the Hispanic

community chanted, "We say no."

Under the plan, BU will raise money from private

sources and use students and faculty from its Schtntl of

Education to upgrade management and operations in

Che!-.MS •?.. too pupil svstein

The contract allow.- the Sclund Committee to override

BU policy decisions by a two-thirds vote. The committee

can also terminate the contract by a simple majority vote.

Strongest opposition has come from Chelsea teachers,

the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers and the

American Federation of Teachers, who have filed a suit

to bl(K'k the unusual marriage of private university and
public sch(M»l sy.stem. They charge it's unconstitutional

TOP Of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE

MUA/CHie<

, ; >
, J ;_.

1 llh Floor Camput C«nl«r • (413) S49-6000 ait 7634

Univarvity ol Matsachuaattt at Amharst

Atlantis is being desn'oyed

—

and there is onlv one nuan ^
who can save it!

The King of the Seven Seas-,

returns for a five-part

mini-series in

Standard Format Available in Apni

Written by Keith Giffen

and Robert Loren Fleming

Art by Curt Swan
and A! Vey

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
> occomcnc 586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

AP phutu

This photograph by freelance photoghrapher Ron
Olshwanger showing a St. Louis fireman tr>ing to revive
a 2-year-old won him the 1989 Pulitzer Prize for spot news
photography. The photo was published in the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch on Dec. 31 last year.

Pulitzer Prizes
winners named
NEW YORK I AP» - The Anchorage Daily News won the 1989 f'uliizer

for public service for reporting about alcohohsm and suicide among native
.Alaskans

The prize for general news vva> awarded to The Louisville Courier
Journal for coverage of a bus ira>h that claimed 27 lives and the
newspaper's sub.sequent examination of the accident's cause.

Bill Dednian of the Atlanta Journal and Constitution won the Pulitzer
for inve.stigative reporting for an investigation of racial discrimination
by the city's lending institutions.

The Pulitzer for explanatory journalism went to npoitir David Han
ners, photographer William Snyder and artist Karen Blessen (rfThe Dallas
Morning News for their report on a 1985 airplane crash and the crash's
implications for air safety.

Edward Humes of The Orange County (Calif) Register won the prize
for specialized reporting for his coverage of the military establishment
in Southern California.

The Pulitzer for national reporting was awarded to Donald L Barlett
and James B. Steele of The Philadelphia Inquirer for their investigation
of provisions in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 that gave special tax breaks
to politically connected individuals and businesses.
The Pulitzer Board awarded two prizes in the category of international

reporting. One went to Glenn Frankel of The Washington Post for repor
tmg from Israel and the Middle Ea.st; the other went to Bill Keller of The
New York Times for coverage of the Soviet Union.
David Zucchino of The Philadelphia Inquirer won the feature writing;

prize for his series 'Being Black m South Africa."

The Pulitzer for commentary was awarded to Clarence Page of tht-

Chicago Tribune for columns on local and national affairs. The criticism
prize went to Michael Skube ofThe News and tH>server of Raleigh. .N C .

for his WTiting on literature

Lois Wille of the Chicago Tribune won a Pulitzer for local editorials,
and Jack Higgins of the Chicago Sun Times won for his editorial cartoons

In photography, free-lancer Ron Olshwanger won for a spot news pic
ture in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch of a firefighter giving mouth to-mouth
resu.scitation to a child pulled from a burning building

znmc
" Ml UHMS^

TKfcATWl.

SING

Miar t->^ » <• aC # . -Sir

Q\eris .

AIRUK\

Resume
Service

• Quali^ Copies

• Fine Stationery

• Matching F.nN-elopes

kinkoi
the copv center

2532543

Welcome Back Students

A Creative Hair Salon Specializing in:

Wave Nouveau • Leisure Curl

Care Free Curl • Weaves • Extensions

Braids • Color • Permanent Waves
Design Cuts

228 Tnangle Street • Amherst • 549-3999

139 Dwight Street • Sprinf^ield • 734-4234
Monday thru Saturday

Rtfdi lives^
>^ %te^ 'i^^ • • •% » . ^ %m

RAINMAN
* • ' !» u ", « ; n « » «•

Torvght Friday tf^ 31st

Slash Recordir>g Artists

The ZULUS
plus guests Eighth Route Army

$5 at door, must be 21.

Saturday April 1st

Don't be Fooled, this show will sell out,

so get here early. Doors open lOp.m.

PHiSH

Zappa meets Duke Ellington

Dance your brains out.

$6 at door, must be 21.

<®fVGRIZZLEYc^o49

It's shtddni Imfmeh hwermpricesml
i.

LKBIHT
t*n 1? pk cans

MAIL IN «bW99
REBATE '2""

-^oc)^
Scb.Tstinni

i099 WHITE
fc 60ML ziNFANDEL

DfP

Find
Co»t

$57^
FINAL
COSTCARLING

"1-ACK - MAIL IN

LABEL SALE»6»* REBATE M"

KELLER
GEISTER

j^A. German Wine

$039
mm 7'rOMl

\> ANDRE $^25^ . BRUT ^ ::

BEAULIEU RUTHERFORO^^gg

COKE, DIET COKE, $C99 iSti COOLFRS $ 1 6?
PEPSI, DIET PEPSI ^O . u. ^H^ 3,,, .2.. ,,g^^{^,'sVo

' gg?|

:Qms
CObLF.RS

24 12 oz cans

„.^ MAIL-IN FINAL^r^ SALE M 1** REBATE *4 C0ST|^
FLEISCHMANN'S ^

PREFERRED WHISKEY W5 L /^
SALE MO"579

9

LORD CALVERT
LordoflheCanadans$799

MAIL-IN
REBATE in *3'»«

FINAL
COST

ELDURIS
VODKA $9997')0 ML

COSSACK
VODKA 1 75 ML «849

CASTILLO RUM
SALE MAIL IN REBATE

$699
FINAL
COST

1 Til

SALE PRICES
THUR 3/30

THRU WED. 4/5

ACADEMY ^-
JIUSIC #e«#^ .

on ihe park • nonhampion. massachusens

ONLY AREA SHOWING 3rd WEEK
Curtain 6:45 & 9:00 daily

(please arrive 15 mins. early)

'THUMBS UPr
- Ro«e' E6e<t. SISKEL & tOERT

^ -i-TOIfCJI

jONGi
TUlLOGV

Based on the Award-Winning Play

AN\t BANCROFT. MATTHEW BROOERICK,

ILAKVIY nERbTEiN .« BRIAN KERWIN

H. ^;rr^^^ . new line cine-ha

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
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ARTS&LIVIISIG
Union Program Council's Emotion show tonight
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Tonight, top Ulster combo That Petrol
Emotion will be exploding into the Stu
dent Union Ballroom I lasi saw these
fabulous punk funksters last year at my
own student union in Glasgow C>t\ourse
there was an open bar then, and it always
helps you appreciate the music ityouve ad
a few before the gig. if you know wh.it 1

mean, but by the time these mothers had
blasted through a set which included
everything from the infectious groove
(manic pop thrill you could almost say) of
the early- Clash-like "Big Decision" and
"It's a Good Thing," through a tangle of
Sonic Youth style whammy bars, right to

the industrial funk hip-hop stylm" of the

likes ol "Genius Move." I knew I had seen
something mighty impressive in action.
That Petrol Emotion came into being

af^er the demise of The Undertones (the
night John Peel cried himself to sleep)
creators of such megawonderful moments
in the history of poular music as "Teenage
Kicks" and "Jimmy Jimmy"- when lead
singer Feargal Sharkey swapped his polo
neck for a Gaultier suit and a chance to be
produced by Dave "Satan" Stewart ' of the
by this time desperately ungroovy and
otherwise completely crap Eurythmics.
In comes Irish-American pop-fiend and

complete nutter Steve Mack to give the
boys the direction they needed The result
was Manic Pup Thrill an uneven, but at
times brilliant album which the British
music press hailed as one of the most im

pressive debut records of 1985.
But this was to be shortly eclipsed by the

band's second album on which they added
the forces of rap and funk to their post
punk sound, a move perhaps prompted by
the state of the independent music scene
at the time, a myriad of desperately twee
jangly guitar outfits like Tallulah Gosh
and The Close Lobsters the anorak bands
as they were sometimes called who
thought that alternative meant pretending
you were sixteen again, shopped at Oxfam
and wrote songs about flying kites and be
ing generally pathetic in the rain.

Now most of those bands have either
gone the way of my breakfast or formed
themselves into trendy acid house outfits

(what is an acid house outfit?), determined
to get their fifteen microwaves of fame in

the lower reaches of the charts. The general
move to dance culture in the UK has meant
that there are now very few bands who can
still get out on stage and crank up a noise

that doesn't sound like your mum's
dishwasher on the blink. That Petrol

Emotion are one such a band. Their new
album End of the Millenium Psychosis
Blues has added psychedelia to the list of

influences they have squeezed through the
mangier into their uniquely poppy but hard
sound. This is one band that in my opinion
does not deserve the hideous reward of
CMJ endorsement.
But don't take my word for it. Get yer

butt in gear and down to the S.U.B tonight
to hear That Petrol Emotion t(et volatile.

Believe me. this show is gonna be a com-
plete gas.

Deserving films get the shaft at the Oscars
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

I don't know why I watch all these glitzy Hollywood
awards shows. All they do is piss me off Every year I sit

myselfdown in front of the television and say, "This year,
Its going to be different. This year, those who deserve to

win are going to win."

THE
SCREENING ROOM

As 1 prepared myself to watch the academy awards. I

sincerely believed that this year would be the year. With
movies such as Working Girl, A Fish Called Wanda, and
Accidental Tourist up for major awards, it semmed that
the academy had shed its artsy, wholier than-thou image,
and begun to appreciate movies for their content instead
of their subject matter.

My spirits were lifted even higher when Geena Davis
'Accidental Tourist) won best supporting actress, and

Kevin Kline (A Fish Called Wanda) won best supporting
actor Both were well deserved, but probably would have
gone unnoticed in earlier years.
Then Rainman took over. I have no problem with Dustin

Hoffman winning best actor He is a brilliant method ac
tor Even though he plays a one dimensional character,
he has every idiosyncrasy down perfectly, and is deserv-
ing of the award.
Barry Levinson(/?o</tmani winning best diector is

another story. How difllcult can it be to direct the great
Dustin Hoffman? How difficult can it be to have Tom
Cruise play the same role he's played in every other movie
he's been in? It is much more difficult to bring out the
subtle character development and story line that
Lawrence Kasdan achieves so beautifully in Accidental
Tourist.

Rainman did not even deserve to be nominated for best
picture. Take away Hoffman's performance and the sub
ject matter of autism, and you're left with nothing more
than a string of scenes in which Hoffman demonstrates
his remarkable talents with numbers The storyline, in
which Cruise learns to love his autistic brother, is so
predictable that is insulting to the audience.
The same is true of Alan Parker's Mississippi Burning.

It deals with the controversial issue of race relations, and
is backed by an intense performance from Gene Hackman.

The movie is not as gripping as Parker's earlier effort.

Angel Heart, which was overlooked at Oscar time. But a
film that deals with the occult and shows CtMby protege
Lisa Bonet engaging in some rather kinky sex will never
be considered for an Oscar
Even Working Girl, although an excellent film that

deserves the best picture nomination, has the timely sub-
ject matter of a woman making it m a man's world, as
well as a dynamic performance from Melanie Griffith
(although she was even better in the often overlooked
Something Wild).

Today, movies are nominated on the basis of one acting
performance and on depicting a current issue in a positive
vein Movies such as Last Temptation of Christ are too
controversial But who is going to come out and say they
are against Blacks, women, or autistic people?
Movies such as the erotic Unbearable Lightness of Be-

ing, offbeat Married to the Mob, and disturbing Talk
Radio do not fit into this mold and were unfairly exclud
ed from the awards A movie such as Accidental Tourist,
which was too good to be overlooked at nomination time,
had no chance of winning best picture. But the good old
fashioned love story, in which Geena Davis slowly
unravels William Hurt's personality to himself as well
as to us, is a movie we will remember long after Ram-
man is forgotten
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Jim Beam
1.75 L

1299

Beefeaters
Gin

^^ 2099
1.75L

Smirnoff
Vodka

1.75 L

1299

Dewar's
Scotch
1.75 L

$004922
Sebastiani White Zinfandel i sl ^5^

Becks or Heineken 12 pk bottles
^7^

Coke or Diet Coke 12 pk ^3'^
Specials in store cash only.
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WHAMMY

Wine Tasting ^anyUmel

The C&Cis the only local store with a
fi)trog«(i pressurized wine dispen^
system. C6jiie in for a tastse * any^t.

CSC Liquors

Charge it!

61 Main Street. Air^herst

next to Town HaII

253-309
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H Metal rip off
warrants abuse
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Correspondent

Dirty Rotten Filthy Stinking Rich
Warrant
Columbia

In the music industr> . when an idea or sound works and
sells plenty of albums, there are many copy cat bands
waiting to capitalize on this success. This most definitely
applies when describing the debut album of the new but
cliche L.A. group Warrant They are both shocking and
insulting m the way they borrow sounds from groups like
Van Halen and the Cars. It's one thing to be influenced
by different musicians and still stay original, but it"s en
tirely another to steal ideas that have already been sue
cessfully used. It mocks the intelligence of the music
consuming public.

Record Review
'Down Boys." which has received both radio and MTV

airplay, is especially revolting. When I first heard it, I

was under the impression it was a cover of an old Cars
tune ("Bye Bye Love"i.

It's almost plagiaristic.

A.S for the rest of the album, one word that comes to mind
is predictable It follows that same type of tired commer-
cial metal formula that was inspired by the success (^ Van
Halen. Motley Crue and Bon Jovi. The lyrics are insipid

and mnane. The title track tells us: "I'm gonna have more
money than you've ever seenliaby I just want all the
frills, i'm gonna insulate my body in greenl'm gonna light

my cigarettes with hundred dollar bills." Now. isn't that

just a deep and meaningful comment on today's society?

The lyrics are only printed for this one song. The record

company must be real confident in the lyrical talent of

this band.

The guitar riffs scream, "Please don't play me anymore.
I've benn played enough times and it's getting a little

dull!"

If this wasn't bad enough, every song on the album starts

w ith the lead singer screaming "Oh yeah!!" No kidding.

To top it all off. they don't ju.st have one sickening power
ballad, but two. "Sometimes She Cries" and "Heaven."
They're sure to be hits on MT\' if they have an ample
amount of girls scantily dressed in negligees or if they
have enough people with their lighters lit in a live au
dience shot.

To .sum it up, listenint,' to this album was truly a tor

tuous but forgettable experience. Don't buy it!

COLLEGIAN 1
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THAT PETROL EMOTION plays the Student Union Ballroom tonight in a sure to be excellent
UPC sponsored show. Tickets are $5 for UMass students and $7 for the general public. Voice Of
The Beehive n|>ens up at 8 p.m.

University of Hartford
Business Scliooi, Paris

UHBS

Photo courtesy of First Call For Help

GOSPEL TRADITION. The Dixie Humming Birds will appear tonight

at Smith College on behalf of the First Call For Help referral hotline. One
of the finest gospel groups in America, the Hummingbirds have an il-

lustrious history dating back over 60 years. The show is co-sponsored

by the Smith College Office for Minority Affairs, WRSI and the Valley

Advocate. Tickets are available at Faces in Amherst, the Amherst Senior

Center and the First Call For Help office at the Jones Library.

The UHBS MBA Program is offered by the University

of Hartford's Barney School of Business and Public

Administration . This full-time MBA program offers you

the opportunity to:

EARN a 48-credit MBA degree in 11 months.

STUDY in a dynamic international environment

with students from 20 countnes.

ATTEND an American university located in Pans's

central commercial district, two blocks from the Arc

de Triomphe.

Classes are taught in English ; the majority are offered by the Barney

School's full-time faculty. UHBS students attend classes in Paris

from September to May and at the University s West Hartford,

Connecticut campus from late May to early August. For more

information about this exciting international opportunity contact;

The Barney School of Business and Public Administration

University of Hartford— 200 BloomfieldA venue
West Hartford. CT06117— (203)243-4641

University of Hartford: University of Hartford Business School, Pans

Etabiissement d'Enseignement Supeneur Pnve

UNIVEFBTTY
J HARTFORD

Enrollment at the University of Harttofd is open to

students regardless of race, color, creed, sex, age,

eitinic. or national ongm or handicap status.
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STRONG SECURITY FORCES - Two paramilitary policemen in bulletproof vests, the

left one with a submachinc^pistol. the right one with a teargas launcher, stand guard yester-

day in downtown Pristina. Yugoslavia, the capital of the riot-torn province of Kosovo. There
were clashes between Albanians and security forces.
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Sanders said
to likely turn
professional
OKLAHOMA CITY lAPi - Heismun Trophy winiur

Harry Sanders has talked with an aj4ent and likely will

turn pro, testing the NFLs restrictions against drafting

iindeiTlas<m«n. Thf AsMX'iated Press learned yesterday.

A pit! hxithail suuice said Sanders will \w represented

liv David Ware, an Atlanta hased agent, to negotiate his

mntract However, it wasn't dear whether he had formal-

ly signtni with Ware

Neither Sanders nor Int. panni> \\< rr available lor com
inent. Ware was also unavailable

Sanders, a running back, will announce In- (hciMoii .ii

news conlereiue in Denver on Siilurday

•loni Jay Siimuels. of All Pio Sp<irts and Kntertainment.

uhich called the newg conference, said she had no idea

\N hy the news conference was called. She said the

nrganization represents Sanders" brother Byron, a Nor

thwestern senior, and that their parents had asked All

I'ro Sports and Kntertainment, to arrange the news

iiinlerence

In Januai \ . the N(".\A placed Oklahoma State on four

vears probation, barring the Cowboys from bowl games
tor the next three vear-^ and live television for the next

merimm
FIBKR*I.ITK»

1500 TIFFANY
LIGHTING FinURES
SOLID BRASS AND STAINED GLASS

^CANOE
HERE'S JUST A FEW EXAMPLES

I
- #110 HONEY

7—' 12" Wide X 9" High

/ > Value 565

N

W

aiue '03

;$2488

S106 HONEYORANGE
OPAL

8' 2" Wide X 7" High

Value ^56

N
O
w

raiue '3D ^jis numci uluc unir

$18^ S'^ $4888

Pene:-.'o'/Lgo2Ai^
ADOveYouM

Pool

Tabll

HONEY DARK AMBER TocnS^Aft
15" Wide X 35" Long x 1

1

W High JJUnow I"T0

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
^^ ^^ ^^_ ^^ ^^ ^^ A ^^ ^^ ""^

BEDSPREADS
25% OFFp^c"e\i /M Wi- - PRICES . /r '>r"'^-^^iKi™

COR INSTANCE / -^T^^i . -^-y/^-^^^

WIN i
QUEEN ^U Juv^^ir^^TRiQ.

Our '23"
I

Our '29" UW, c^. "'^'icS

50% OFF
OUR LOW PRICES ^'9°

ONE EXAMPLE
Value 52^9

OUR
REG N

w5t

BUY-OUTJ'
Ruble Bought 2 Trailerloads of American Fiberllte Canoes!
Fiberglass construction with Aluminum Gunwales, Thwarts,

Ribs. Handles and End Caps. All are certified by the National

Manne Manufacturers Association. If you don t mind a

Scratch, You II Save Plenty. Here's Just a Few Examples.

12' SPORT 1

15' R/ffRIOT
Value ^630

$269

Length 12"

Width 33"

Depth (Amid) 13'

Weight 55 lbs

Capacity 425 lbs

Bow Height 18"

Value ^425

H99

Length 15"

Width 36'/2"

Depth (Amid) 14"

Weight 75 lbs

Capacity 630 lbs

Bow Height 22"

1200 COLEMAN GENERATORS

PRICES STARTING ATH99

^^d^^'

LADIES DRESSY

BLOUSES
iCCo Poly ana Poiy Conon
F'orais. Prints ano Sono

Long Sleeve

Values

525,=530
NOW
$788
)wl

LADIES SPRING

BLAZERS
P'aKl Cotton Jackets

Notched Collar, WashaDle

S38 S$7®^
UOIES SHORT SLEEVE

CATALINA
SWEATERS

Cotton Acrylic

Henley and Crew
Styles m S-M-L

Value

S25 $1299NOW ^i

UVINGROOMS
tl.HJ:^iJiiri:l.]llJI.VeT

DEN SETS

$388

PLUS SIZE

SLACKS
Pastels 2 PocKets

lOCo Poly

Sizes 32-46

Value

I3 NOW
$388
)W ^#

CARPET
CLEAR-CUT

1:31 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF 1-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

933-5468

ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

623-3358

ROUTE 184

GROTON
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

445-8581

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-6

863-4343

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9

HADLEY
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5

586-7248

ICARPETPAD^
I WITH THE
PURCHASE
OF ANY

BROADLOOMI
I

CARPET
I

SAVE
40% 60o/(

21
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THE FAR bIDt
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
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Yes, yes ... now don t fuss .

for you all.

have something

^^Oh I doubt that."

- Frank Lorenzo, answering Barbara
Walter's icebreaking comment that he
was "probably the most hated man in

America"

^ DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Tiude Michel Jaffe

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (Mofcn 21-AprK t9) You
approoch a frKncoi situation

with txjth tfepKjotwo ana hope
RoTTKince y^^i aWect the oecaions

you make the evenng Your tim

mg m txnnass s excelent look tor

a raise m the near future

TAUMS (Aprri 20-Mav 20)
Concentration wM be easier <t you
seek qmet surroundmgs You feel

nrxxe secure yyhere your ftncncoi

future IS concerned Foreign

txjsmess travel results m rugrier

profits t?enew your passport ana
pock bog'

MMINI (May 21-June 20) A
good day to discuss sensitive

issues with mote or romantic part

ner A comprorrnse will bring

peace of mma Do everything

possible to reduce office gossip

Ttie otmosptiere at home is hop-

pier more reioxea

CANCI* (June 21 July 22) Ig-

nore any signs of ill humor in your

loved ones and fhei' moods will

soon improve lnvolvefT>ent m a
community venture holds special

appeal Beware of taking on too

much, however
UO (July 23-Aug 22) Tend to

routine matters early in ttie day
Someone who works behind tfie

scenes is very supportive Mutual

resources could be a source of

dissension between you ana your

romantic partner Protect joint

funds

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) You
will find answers where you least

expect them Try to set the record

straight Good things will happen
if you allow tt«m Do not «t your

k3ved ones down keep your

promises

UmiA (Sept 23 Oct 22) The

news from afar should be en-

couraging You ana portfwr wH
have to compromise m order to

ovotd a serious quarrel Tofcthngs

over quietly if st« urKtecided get

or* independent opinton

acoa>io (Oct 23 r4ov 21)

Keep appointments on time At-

tending a social event lets you
cultivate ntiuentiai people wtx>

can he^p you career Secret tran-

$actK>ns contain many pittafc Be
cautious wt>en rryaking new com-
mitments Investigate potential

partners

SAOtTTAMUt (Nov 22-Oec 21)

Be aware ot mate's priorities as
wen as your own An argumen-
tative co-worker shouka be ig-

norea Leave any work tensions at

the office and spend a qu«t
evening 'eio'i^ig at home
CAMtlCOItN (Dec 22-Jon 19)

Keep your temper m ctieck or you
could jeopardize an important

opportunity You firid yourself

drawn into an exciting rekatlonshp

with someone you previously

overlooked The future looks

brighter ttxin ever'

AttUAMUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

You fxx3 better take stock of your
priorities before plotting future

rnoves Research orva experts'

opirnons w« help you make the
right decision vqu c?e ready to do
wtTot needs to be done
mtces (Feb 19-March 20)

Money problems begin to disap-

pear wtien you get a workable
budget Enlist the cooperation of

family members Vour faith in on
old frierid is justified Your k>yalty is

repaid in meaningful new ways

MENU
LUNCH

Reuben sandwich on rye

Quiche lorralne

BASICS LUNCH
Garden chili

Quiche lorraine

DINNER

Chopped beafsteak special

Fisherman's plate

BASICS DINNER

Potato mushroom delight

Fishierman's plate
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Softball heads to UConn
Minutewomen want to come back swinging
By SAM Sll.VERSTEIN
Collegian StatT

Whar> tlu' >aying. . ^fi i i^'ht back on

the horse, or bike, or whatever? Well, for

the University of Massachusetts soflball

team, its time to get jump back onto the

diamond this weekend following last

week's 3 13 swing through California.

Weather permitting, the Minutewomen
will travel to Storrs Ct on Saturday to par

ticipate in the third annual University of

Connecticut "Huskie Invitational."

Squads from Princeton and Central Con
necticut State University will join host

UConn and UMass in the double elimina

tion tournament. The Minutewomen are

scheduled to face Princeton Saturday after

noon in first round play.

The Minutewomen have made the trek

south all three years that the tournament

has been staged. Last season, I'Mass was

beatt-n m thi- uttkiiui - champion.ship

game 3-2 by the UConn. Both teams then

went on to post 30 win seasons, finishing'

2nd and 3rd in the NCAA Northeast

Regional final rankings. The road trip is

keeping with the Minutewomen's theme of

playing tough teams early in the season

(UMass saw enough top 20 material in

California to last a lifetime*. Princeton

enters play as the third ranked team in the

Northeast with record of 11-5, while the

Huskies (7 51 currently occupy the top spot

in the region.

Coach Elaine Sortino rested the troops

this week after the team returned from

California with a large collection of bumps
and bruises. Saturday's return to play now

becomes the Minutewomen's unveiling in

regional play, and a chance to show what

they picked up in a week's worth of work

against the best teams in the country.

C's get help for a ''Song
99

BOSTON (AP) - riif injury-ravaged

Boston Celtics wanted another shooting

guard. Otis Birdsong wanted another
chance. They both got their wish.

Birsong, out of the NBA since last

season, flew into Boston late Tuesday
night, made his Celtic debut late in the

first quarter of Wednesday night's

106-97 win over Portland and may help

the team's late-season playoff drive.

"I could have gone overseas but I

think I can still play in this league." the

third leading scorer in New Jersey Nets
historv' said. "Until 1 feel otherwise, I'm

going to give it a shot."

The Celtics' hopes of catching
Philadelphia for the seventh Eastern
Conference playoff berth and keeping
ninth-place Washington from knocking
them out of the final spot, suffered a

blow when guard Jim Paxson under
went season-ending wrist surgery Tues-

dav Forwards Larrv Bird and Kevin

McHale already were sidelined.

So for the third time this sea.son. the

Celtics looked to the continental Basket

ball A.ssociation for Backcourt help.

They previously had picked up the in-

experienced Kevin Gamble and Kelvin

Upshaw, both still with the team.

The 33-year-old Birdsong. who had

been with the Tulsa Fast Breakers after

11 NBA seasons, signed a 10-day con-

tract with Boston Wednesday. A 50.6

percent career shooter, the Celtics hope

he fills the outside shooting void left by

Paxson's ii\}ury.

"We're low in numbers right now and

I think we need as much experience and
as much help as we can get," starting

guard Brian Shaw, a rookie, said. "He's

played in the league for a long time.

He's familiar with a lot of the players

and just the NBA style Especially for

us young guys, we can learn something
from him also

"

Amherst College Presents

CHRISTINE LAVIN with
Cathy Fink & Marcy Marxer

Sunday, April 2
8 p.m. $7 public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS AT
EIGHT
In the

Campus Center
Info: (413)542-5773

Coming: Anne Hills & Michael Smith April 9th
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Happy
Birthday
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Mom, Dad, Kathleen, MaryEllen
and Lizzie
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FOSTER'SUGER
Australian for beer"

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT :ln

AtJVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
READl r-i'j PUI 1_

19 8 8
SECOND PUVCE

FOSTERS OIL CANS
FOSTERS 12 02. BOTTLES
FOSTERS SUITCASE

NooseKead
CANADA 5 Premium Beer

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2 Itrs.

(40% More Cooler than a 4 pk.)

MOOSEHEAD 6 pk.

BASS ALE 6 pk.

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT 12 pk.

HEINEKEN 12 pk.

SEBASTIANI BLUSH 1.5L

KAHLUA 750 ml

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L

2 for 2.99

6 pk. 3.99

14.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Route 9, Hadley—Just beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us m the 3est of the Valley PoH

Even though we were only open for one

month when the po« was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

m such a short tme span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee^*NO MSO
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE Si

338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

Becks e) Heineken 12 pk.

Corona 6 pk.

Coors Lite 12 pk.

Rolling Rock 12 pk.

New Amsterdam Amber from NY 6 pk.

Hope Lager from Rl 6 pk.

Sam Smith 's All varieties 6 pk.

7.99 +dep

4.99 +dep

5.99 +dep
5.99 +dep

4.69 -\-dep

3. 70 cans + dep

7.99 +dep

Mr. Boston 100 proof Pep. Schnapps 750ml 5.39- IL 6.99

Black Label 1/2 Barrel 25.00

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED <SC DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER «c WINE •

^^^^^mm ALWAYS ON HAND hih^^^hh
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Rugby team ready to knock heads is season opener
By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

Rugby, the University's best kept sports

secret and second largest team only to the
football team, goes back into action tomor-
row against the University of Rhode Island

and Maine. Looking to improve on last

fall's eight wins and four losses, the team
IS faced with numerous challenges.

The first challenge will be to get the en-

tire team m shape. Assistant coach Fran
ciH Buttle said he wants this year's team
to be "disciplined, fast, and powerful " The
larger challenge will be to tram and
educate a largely inexperienced squad on
the finer points of rugby
University of Mas.sacbusetls head coach

Rob«>rt Laurence hns In't-n coaching rugby
at UMass for 2<l ve.»rs and sees thi"* team

as being very new to the game — of the

teams 32 freshmen on the team, only three

have experience.

Despite the novelty of the game to many
of his players Laurence sees this upcoming
season optimistically, "The team is smart
. . . the team is built on support," he said.

Much of the burden will lie on key return

ing players

One «f the players who will carr\' a heavy

load is last year's captain and center, Jeff

Burrill. Burrill was chosen to the represen

tative team for the Northeast collegian

squad last year. Also returning is this

year's captain Kevin Turner, a junior

Other players expected to contribute are

back Tim Robin.son and senior Jack Macar
thy who was called ".strong and mean " by

Buttle

Two exchange students %\ ill figure in the

make up of the team; Peter Bryson is a

flanker from northern Ireland and Gary
Williams is a fly half from Wales. Both
bring valuable experience to the team.

If the team has a weakness it would be

the lack of finishing speed. With the loss

ofTom Mawinello, last year's fastest player,

the team may have to rely on power and
wit. The team does .still have some speed

and Buttle said, 'We have not come up
against anyone fasiler yet

"

Another player who stands to make an
impression on the opposition is Eric Olsen.

Laurence called Olsen, "One of the best ct)l-

legian props in the country " And look for

Olsen to be a leader on the field

Rugby has been called a mental as well

as a physical puzzle. Contrarj' to popular

belief, rugby is a spf>rt of intellect as well

as strength Of the last twenty four cap-

tains, twelve have PHDs, and two are now
MDs. In England, rugby is called a game
for hooligans played by gents."

The game is becoming more popular in

the US. There are over 25,000 players in

the states and although most of the teams
are in club leagues, more high school and
women's squads are popping up. In New
England, there are 10 high -^-htK)! teams
and 32 womens teams.

The U.S. IS even clotiing ranks in national

competition, and now finds itself in thr

class of Argentina and Rumania
The best way to find out about Rugby

would be to go see a gamt- t<jr yourself. So

head down to the lower Hoyden field tomor

row at noon and see the games, coach

Laurence promises, "you'l! st^e sonn- »'\

citing action'
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CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

ATtlNfiiON SANM: SOuirxvMl W«««
Band A(ip)<«t>ons aiadttm W SWAG
Offic*

IT WSS THIS CONCCMTt lf««»4

•

Thai PMnM Emotion ««i 'Voioa ol nw
Baal^w# TomqM mi tlia 8Uv, showtma
• 00pm. tidiai* tSOO UmaM and t7 00
Oanaral PuW« Cai»i bar «nm propar i

LOOKMO MM TMt MWWMCt mat
Foftuna 500 Companiat iiiia about
Soumwaaiam Co Qa«< Saiaa/mgi •>
parianca ••"> t3-S Ihoutand I'aul

665^3747

QNAYtON TOOA PAffTV OANCC Tomor
rowapnvlam Grayfon r««Klanls SI OtttOfS

t2 Grayaon Houaa Couol <n<tm» «a
sludants 10 anand

PASSION. EXOTEMENT, AOVENTIMC
AU ini* and ruMia' cttickant loo a) in* Jug
nCtuO' Today, 3-4 Nico l>y pond
._ y 163

OON'T THNOW THIS PAKK AWAY'
M can ba recyciad Join Univ«>».i)i

flacyclan ' Monday Tpm Capa Cod Lounge

UNIOM VIDEO CENTER OENENAL
MEETING Grand Raopanmg V<dao
worktnop Khaduia avaiiaMa maai na»
ganaral managar Thursday Apnt Ml Cam-
mutar Lounga

NSA FWOAV MOHT VIOCO Pink Panttwr
Strik«« Agam In (roni lounga ol Nawman

AH Wa«coCanle' I Watcome Fr«e

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB, Mon S
Wad S-Spffl Campua Canlar Cliack Daily

Sdiaduia Bagmnara nnaicoma Pata or

Mika«-7oa2

HEAONM FONEUNOM THIS SUMMER
(OM ANYTWK?) Jal mara lor no mora mar
tieo »«im AIRHlTCHIrt. aa raponad m Con^
(umar Raports, NY Timaa. Lal't Go. Naws-
day Goodhoutakaapmg and national nal-

work morning thomis For dataaa. caN
212-SS4-2000 or writa AlRHlTCH, 2901

Suita tOOA NY NY 10026

COMMUTER AMEA GOVT NOMMIATIONS
opan lor Prasidant. Vica Praaidant
Traaaurar m 404 Sludani Union Qua Mon-
day April 3

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HCATINa OIL!
Jom ttia Pionaar vatoy (X Cooparativa 0«t

Campua HoMtng 42S Sludant Union
S45^M66

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

iUMCmPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
araavalabto Kaap your lr«nds and parents

intormad about «itiat >9 going on at UMass
Wa can sand It almost anywnara For more
inlormalion coma down to Room 113Cam-
pua Cantar or Cat S46-3500.

AUTOFONSALI

IS if fR0E,T,7JaatBTlor »44Throogh Iha
Govammant? 0*1 Hx tacts' 1 -31 2-742- 1 1 42
a«t S931-A

7« FAIRMONT
S4«-«S«2

4 SPEED S50 Scot

IMS CHEVY OTATION AC am/hn low

mMaaga aiic condition 2S6-1861 avanMigs

1M3 FORD ESCORt WAGON Excallani

condition no rust Air ccnd Root rack 50,000

miles 2S6-0933

BMW 1974 2002 MAROON loadad mual
•an 3500 00 or BO Can be saan al Lamb
da Chi Alpha call Sean al 253-9032

CO-ED VOLLEVBAU TOURNAMENT

APRIL Tat CAMPUS POND, Entry forms

at Boydan Intramural Office, Totman Main
OfAca. SAO Oftic«. Sludant Union

•••OOO SAVERS'"

YOU SAVED MY DOG'S UFEon Mon 27/3

Please call, so Zola and l can buy you a

bear, Val 549-5196

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Diac

lOCkays, lights and large screen video

dances 2W-8526

FOR RENT

LARGE HOUSE • Fits 6 conveniani location

across from Southwood and bus stop Call

253-9127 lor mors info Lease begins June
1st

POM MMT nwgt lour Daorgom apannwni
en biM lOula. pool. M* walar aid Cau

laAarS>-nmt

aUBLCTPORI
padroom 1 '•^ bath Townaftouaa apl Pral

lamaios and non-amokmg Can 5^4220

LOOKMQ FOR > FEMALf nOOMMATES
wfto would NM to Share a larga room m a

vary ruca apanmani Ouiat on bua 'Ou*»
non-amokar ptaaaa I59 50par paraon al
uM*aa mctudad Avail «i »»^7S<AMia
or Maggia)

IN lUWOlWLW. Ma Oua mr*e» lo

UMaas and s»»oppino areas Sacura and
apartmax tor Auguat and raciava Auoual
lent free For mora MttM CAM mi-m»
S^jn up early

FOR SALE

DO YOU EVER FEEL LNCE JUST taking oK
tor Caiilorn,*'' Mere « you' cl\anca 2 one
waylttloLa* May30 S200 or BO CalJan
or Pam S49-7M3

I9«2 PLYMOUTH SAPPORRO MCAJE T S

tod Cruise cassane Wu^r «•« S1600BO

1979 MERCURY COUGAR XR7 HT Coupe
new brakes 75K 'uns oeii $aO0 BO
2S»0e83

1979 VAN DODGE TRADESMAN soixl

work van S1000 BO 253^)083

CARLOS 12-STRING GUITAR 1120 or

best olfe' Call Skip or Brian &72?2

CLARION XD—9 4-TRACK STUDIO
RECORDER Great lor demos and
aongwrilmg 9475 or beat oMar CaN Skip or

Bnanft-7»2

IBM PC COMPATISlE, 1^ drive monitor

»550 $750 with prmMr. 3 monl^ warranty

253-0803

1979 CATAUNA CMM»I >200 sWion
wagon great tor red tnpa or jual around
town PtoaaacalSHana at S49- 1504 Thank
you

IBM PC COMPATIBU MBK, 1

monitor S575. witti lOmeg hard drive. tB99
536-5006

OLD OMEGA 81 EicaMant ooridion'niobo
maaa CaN 296-8389

POUND

MMO^YEOLASSCStooridbyFTanlchn
CK Ptok i« at Campua Canter Into Booth

FOUND; Rmg in CC by restrooms on
Wednesday 3/29 1 1 00am Come to the

Collegian identify it and it s your s

GLASSES AND CHECKBOOK OF Jolin S
Hackman Can 6e5«462

WOMAN'S WATCH POUND outSNia JOA
Monday 307. Cal and dsacrfte Jan fr4Q27

HKLP WANTED

LOCAL ARCHfTECniRAL/ENQmCBIMQ
FIRM seeks interior design or angmaaring
students for pan time work Call Taylor

Quaker at 536-0455

MAKE HUNDREDS IN YOUR SPARE TME
placing posters No sailing Call
(918)33MONEY

POLKE COMMUNITY SERVKE OFFK^R
EXAMINATION DATE: IS April 1989 The
Town of Amherst. Mass is establishing an
eligibility list to fin existing and future vacan-

cies for Community Service Officer on tHa

Amherst Police Depanment The eligibility

list will be effective for approxiniateiy two
years Candidates must be 1 7 years of age
onor before June 1 1969 Send or call (4 1 3)

253-7107 for an approved application form

and complete announcement (including re-

quired qualifications and selection pro-

cedure to Town Manager s Office Town
Hall Amherst. MA 01002 2351 ALL AP-

PLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED IN THE
AMHERST TOWN MANAGERS OFFICE
BY 400pm, FRIDAY APRIL 7. 1989

Amherst is an equal opportunity employer

With an afffirmalive action policy and en-

courages all qualified applcanis to apply

regardless ol age, race, creed, color, sex

or national origin

LOST

TWO LIBRARY BOOKS mCCC'on 3/16 if

you found them please call 548-9449

REWARD FOR GOLD CLAODAH RINOl

Lost on campus 3/28 Sentimental value

Please call Slelanie 546-7443

LEFT BALCK UMASS DATE BOOK in

Bartlett 65 Reward Christina 549-6655

LOST MY OLD BROWN WALLIt 3/27
Newman C" M,ii% area Oaward Ca*
S4»«393

TO TNI met MAM w«i Iha VW bua wno
took two aahauaad paopla to Sytvan i iatt

my backpack in your bus Ca« 546-5815 or

54«.$a76

LUCKY GAINCDV

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO MY favaraa Indian

Pal Now tor a qutf We ca« her Lucky

alSlia tKft MagaDucaa
blSHo tias a 40
c|Wla can I pronounoa ner real n*irm

diOlhar
Correct raaponsa D
•' leave 4 up to your MnaginaMn lust wh«
other mean* Lom,

MOTORCYCLES

I9S4 HONOA SPMEC SOcc E>c cond oMy
770 true rtidea 2M4920

NINNY GOATS

NANCY YOU NINNY Happy b««>day and

stop mbtXing tiKiae ruiis Love Stephen

PERSONALS

SYRACUSE - HERE WE COME! del pMCfv
ed tor our roadirip R s gomg to be a btaai'

SWUTNnS-
Ridmg me good Wnea • easy,

' The hard hmae can tear you apart
• There wi« be tanea m your heart

when the lealing • gone but

you keep on bekavmg and you
keep holding on

' Baby that s wttal love « a« about
Cookie

HEY SNUOGLEPUP! Your horoscope for

today warns against bemg pmned to a wall

or woraei

CAROLINE FROM WCO. NIQHT SKI
CLASS. How was Jamawa? Caa ma. Oave.

from your ski daaa, so wa can meet
S4B-9U8

"ORCAr' -This IS total you knowttiaivou

are a beautiful wonderful sexy cute fun

ny, exotic, and lovely woman I am totally

infactuated with you' R S

HEY BABEI I'm in Boston, gwa me a cal

But. don't pay lud<rous tong distance coats'

Join Fone Home and pay five cents a

minute to anywhere in 617/508. anytime"
I can't wait to hear your voice Love.

Snookurns

DEATH STALKER, Looking tonrard to

Shirday nigM - A nigN you wont torgM -The

KEITH L. Happy 21st Birthday" Your

horoacope says that all your fantasies come
true this waakend Mayba'7

JOS -Ban Street Sorry we didn't gal to lalk

last time I was up - urould love to see you
• coming up on Saturday k>ok lor ma • MO

MELISSA — You are such the

knowiedgaWe person when it comes to

drugs and alcohol - have a great 21 $t birth-

day keep your BAC level below a 2o' HA
HA Liz

LAURA LAURA BOBAURA Bananfan-

nalolaura Ma Mi Momaura - Laura'" Hap-

py Birhtday. honey' Cheers! Love, Slavie

HAPPY 19th BIRTHOAV RONI I hope you

have a great day tomorrow, you fool I love

you' loxoxo Love always. Janine

THE ilMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB saays

'Join our club, come to a meeting on April

6 at 7 00pm Thursdsy"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PAUL. I hope its

Special Here's your first clue Tonight it a

mystery for you. not me To start you need

the card which holds the key Have funi

Lvoa always Lara

HEY LISAUSAlfhis^iio April Fool, but

you are' Have a great birthday & don't turn

red Love ya Marilyn A April

TO THE GORGEOUS BROWN HAIRED
GIRL at 46 Mam Si ii Gave a great 21st

birthday Love Your Admirer

R U NOTEWORTHY?
You bet you are, so take note you are

special Love Notonous

NAPPY 20UI BMTHOAY To the beat
toveslug or camput Thoae dark Indian

ayea dnva ma wild andiaiwayaworMMba
near you Lowe akaays Joe (liom I

CarKaO
Bw ol

USSETTE Cada dia al aaapefttr renar-
doquaaeiaa a mi ladoy aonno Oualal«
nan sido eatoa uMimua once meaaa da nv
wda Oases y i

I •OLIO HAPPY 2lal BIRTHOAV t

HMpluncaieoralmgtnabigone' You re a
graM mam Lone your daugwei. Maria

TRACV MOOCti. Hare's your personal
Jual because you're such a wonderiu) per-

son I MaugM you deear i sd one Spring «
here' Let's gel peyched tor some lun* Love
your buddy Zaggarl

—MM(E SAVIO— Hffvt ttaiMaa bmhday
Sorry I missed n" The Bardadoa Native

NAPPY B4>AV SKIPPVtl
Sorry a s Me but ai Meat wa

ledy eetaanM# Hope you aripyed'
the Cave" Love 0—n»

HEY CURLYHCAO OP SVMI You already
know me but othnously not irmmaMly Lowe
your Hex MU
PRBSCE CMARMMQ « you'l*om BlM MM
available piaasa can Staph

P.F. WE STMX respect youlor dnvaiglo
New Yorii John and Kelly

OrhS mATEO thanks FORlhaiwnder
hd trip you re tf>e est '43 jen

MARCI BLACKER: Congratulations on an
awesome Sf season You made your mom
proud Love I

CORI BOUO • HoQM 21 See you Uptown
in 3 weeaa Love Caasw

my WIKNDOI Hiart B-Ooy Make you
daaay broad* Rum or Baccardi lonight'>

Ciu're ngM - boys are ycky Low*, me outer

aura

com BOUO • my lavoma roomi* Happy
21' Have ton Love Robs

AMBmOUS BUT NOTOmiNQ AHEAD?
Southwestern gives sates experience and
S3-5 thousand The opportunily you need
but moel can't handto Paul 8W-3247

'fOTNE GUY JN^THE gray gopher hockey
sweatshirt and fall friend, we've seen you
at Franklin Commons interesied'

NXARV - Felicidadeef Cuanloa son? t»f
Son bromaa Te qulere? Y no ea maclMo
pichon

ALAN FROM HEALTH SERVICES •

Thanks for showing us how ii s done Your

time and help waa graaOy appraciaiad -Lon

and Colssn

PARANjLV,loalabiasmaaroioadaUMan!
te deseamos muchas lelcidades •n tu dia

y qua sigaa tan loca como hasta ahora Te
guieran. Lara, Sandnta, Mirti, Margarita, y
Oottie

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ALISON!! I donll need
a calendar to tell me tt«s one's a day We*
Go Nuts' Oan

TAMMY BROWN YOU START and I'll

finish' April fool's have a great birthday

tonxxrow' Love Laura

CISCO I KNOW IT'S two days late biJl hap-

py 5 monttis anyway Thanks lor everything

Especially for being there for me this paat

month I love you Audra

ROBBY DUTY! Happy 21 M< Love yal, Kal

and Kim

ANITA'S GONNA GET HER KICKS
TONIGHT. Sha'H have her private little mix

tonight He II walk m hot and tired, so what
Don t matter if he's Ixed as tong as he's hot

Tonight West Side Story. Thu March 30
Sat April 1 FAC Concert Hall 8 00pm
Tickets available at FAC Box Office and at

Door Presented by the UMass Music
Theatre Guild

SEAN N! I had a great time m Daytona Fri-

day night, but you still owe me dinner Love,

Chriatina.

AMBmOUS BUT NOT GETTING AHEAD?
Southwestern givessales experience and
S3-5 tfxxisand the opportunity you need txil

most can't handto Paul 665-3247.

BALLOONS. BALLOONS! Surprise a
friend Bouquets for any occasion call up, up
4 away 256-8557

HELP! Do you know anything about Anthrax

Research? I need your tieilp Please call

Gina at 549-5184 anytime

LAURA DONOVAN — Happy 20lh birin

day! Your «*v ooii<" now Haw* a greai

time and aAai you «anT7 Love r

MAM* CBI H«py

dM not dnnk the

Shenia

•Mhday 9*1 you
MO y* OBI ow I I Ad I

laai ol me reafu lowe

• 4«««li4***» •"••••••••

LEAVE YOUR FOOTP««NTSI!
'JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAMN*
' Earn S4 SO/hr plua bonus*! calfeng '

omar UMaaa seniors
' Apply aimeMemonal Hal Basement '

or call 546-3508
APPLY TOOAVn

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jet there lor no mora ttian

(160 Willi AIRHlTCHIr). as reported m Con
sumer Reports, NY Times. Lot's Go. News-
day Good itouaakespmg. and nahonai net

work memmg shows For dataas can
212-864-2000 or write AlRHlTCH. 2901

suns lOOA. NY NY 10025

IT S NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOOR
BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK ROUND
TRIP JET AMFARE TO THE CARIBBEAN,
tiasi!! Why hang around and fraeM when
you c«i be sirelctied out on the sand o« a

beeuBM Canbbaen reeort aland lor a tovaiy

coaslal reaorl m Maiioo or South Amencal
lor ortly 189 bucks? FkgMs go from Logan
and/or JFK CaN SUNHITCHlm)
212-a»4-2000

ROOMMAtn WANTCO

TWO NON-SMOKING MALES needed tor

Bntlany Manor starting 7/1 Call 256-0715

ROOM IN HOUSE FOR next

Less than Vt mile from campus 54941270
evenings

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

bedroom m Towr>efx>use pat Startm 8/i

Call 6-7386 leeve message

THNH RMAUn l6dlUNQ~FbRtourth
loonanato to move <0 campus for next year

can S46-9364 Ask tor Lisa

BRANDYWINE - Two female roommates
needed to share Iimo bedioom apartment for

next year Call Cathy or Pam at 5494503

9290 N AMHERSTAVLB NOW Call San
10 549-8303 leave message or Chartie

549-2635 call Late

THREE GUYS LOOKINOTo fAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 5464405 or 5464400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/2S Buy
you a beer'' Call 549-1660 George

servk:es

'POLISH YOUR PROSE7 Experienced
editor - for theses, dissertations, faculty

research propoaals. reports and books Cat
256-8249 "

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY Laser printed!

S14 Call Rick 256-0199 behwean 5 and 8,

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVES

THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE is tooking tor

dynamic and articulate individuals to belp

prospective students discover tfie Univer-

sity /^ppfy to become a part of the student

rep program for Fall 89' Academic credit is

available Applications are available al trie

new admissions center or on the concourse
April 3 and 4 The deadline is /kpril 7

General Information Session April 4 at 7 30
in Campus Center 166 Juniors and Seniors

pralarred

TO SUBLET

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER toase tor

house/apt near campus call CoNaen 6-6922

or Wendy 6-9221

TRAVEL
'

TMI STUDENT TRAVEL offers discount in-

ternational airtares 'major airtines not

charters' personalized inp planning
'group discounts' 24 hour line:

617/367-3311

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. In-

dividualized instruction CASA Box 11264

Milwaukee, Wl 53211 (414)372-5570

TYPBIO

CASES, PAPERS, THESIS, on<ampus, af-

fordable, grammar revieived, dependable.
584-7924, Nancy

WOROBMITN ' Proleasional Typutg
Papers, rssmwsi and <nor*i Lseerpnniing
wrth spoacheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESBBM teal,

accurate •86-450'

WANTED

LOORMOtO TAKE OVER leaaa on on*
O' two bedroom Amherst /apartment
546-7922

help ua cat
a«9oriai*r Myovcan

am at 546^5256

FEMALE LOOWNQ FOR A SBIQLE ROOM
m an apartment in (own or on BatLtiarlowii
bualme Martmg 6I1 or 911 Clean.
responsible Cal Carol »4»«7W

ROOM AVAILABLE - one or two peepto
lease siaita m April Poi>d wow FuBy lur

mshed Caa 549-4722

APARTMENT WANTSO - W* want I*MM
ower/buy your mrea bedroom apailwawl
•eaae pialaiaMy PuMton Caa 6 7BM ar
6-7873

4 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAILABLE! Very
clean and roomy ctosa to campus large
deck and backyard laase avaaabie 8/i Cal
549-0403

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER LEASE QiOllp

I at S46-flM
Oltour, raspons4)la,

lartLMdac

WANTED TO RENT

FOUR PEOPLE LOOKMG to laaae your 34
bedroom house Pieaaa cal Paul 8-5601 or
Chris 6-5507

CASHtu If wa dacHia to take o«*r your 4
bedroom leeae starting 6/t or 9/S M ua
know about It' Can Oave Leave i

2S3-7134

4-S PEOPLE LOOtONO to take over toaae
to house or apl If interested call 546-8566

RESPONSIBLE FEMALES LOOKING !0

taka over lease of a 4 Ijedroom house WiH
lake starting 6/t Please cal Terry at

546 7065 or Christine at 546^7067

I'M SEEKMO HOUSmomOOMMATES on
Martha s Vineyard thu summer leads^Cal
Joe 256-0643

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen al 6^9743

leLeYisJbrt

S«^'.
iS!^
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spa?rs
Baseball enters A-10 play
as it travels to Philly
Trip to St Joe's tomorrow is first league test

By MATT CiERKE
Collegian StatT

The University of Massachusetts baseball team will

jump into the heart of its schedule this weekend when it

travels to Philadelphia to open the Atlantic 10 Conference

season against St. Josephs University

UMass. 56, will square off with the Hawks in

doubleheaders starting at noon tomorrow and Sunday.

Even though it's early in the season, this is an impt>r

tant series for both teams, as each A-10 team plays four

games against each of the other four teams in its division.

The top two teams from each division make the playoffs

"When It comes to conference games, we always go in

saying we want to win four." UMass coach Mike Stone

said. "But it may be tough because we have a young

team."
No. it's xhA the same UMass team that handled St Joes

with relative ease last season, winning three of the four

games. In Tuesday's game against UConn, four freshmen

started for the Minutemen
Derrick Dana did a good job behind the plate, Glen

DiSarcina and Kevin Correa looked solid m the middle

infield, and Brian Bright contributed two hits, includint;

a home run.

But senior co-captain Dave Telgheder. UMass' top pit-

cher, lasted just 4':i innings against the Huskies, allow-

ing five earned runs.

St. Joe's hasn't been as strong as the 7-6 Huskies this

year, though.

The Hawks are 5 11. including eight games in Orlando

on their Southern trip, and are coming off an 18-4 loss

to Villanova. Their top hitter, junior outfielder Mike

Migliarese, is hitting .404.

UMass has five players hitting better than .300. led by

Brian Donovan at 571

Men's lax gears up
for the Redmen

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

All was not lost for the University of

Mas!<achusetts men's lacrosse team

after Wednesday's bitter 12-11 loss to

Cornell.

The Gorillas are using that game as

a learning experience, and will carry

over their lessons into tomorrow's clash

with St. John's University in Jamaica.

NY (2 p.m.l.

UMass feels that it has cured
whatever ails it had. and is ready to

take on the Redmen tomorrow.

St. John's comes into the game with

a 1-4 record, paling in comparison to the

3-1 mark and seventh national ranking

owned by the Gorillas. However, UMass
coach Dick Garber knows that his team
can't take St. John's lightly.

"They beat Duke (9 8 in overtime in

the season opener), which is a good

team." Garber said. "They're a young
team but they feel they're ready for

Division I play. I think we're stronger

than St. John's, but they've been in

every game at halflime. It's a team we
should beat, but not like the ones in

California."

The Gorillas do have some advan-

tages. One is their depth, especially at

attack, which became evident toward

the end of the Cornell game. Had the

game gone on another five minutes,

UMass probably could have overtaken

Cornell.

"The last 10 minutes we had them
[Cornell] on their knees. They were real-

ly sucking mud." Garber said. "With

our depth we're capable of beating

anybody."

And Garber feels that the Redmen's
one weakness plays right into UMa.ss'

lap. that being their defense in the

transition.

"In broken situations we can really

create the fast break and transition

game." he said. "Once they settle into

a 6-on-6 they're not too bad
"

One problem for the Gorillas may be

the Omni-turf field St. John's plays on.

Whereas normal AstroConcrete does

wacky things like making ha.seballs

bounce 50 feet in the air, this fake stuff

IS the complete opposite.

"The ball doesn't bounce. It's OK to

run on. but it's tough scooping the ball

and taking bounce shots." Garber .said.

"It fools the goalie because he expects

it to bounce up. but then it just skips

like a rock on water."

Which could be a big test for UMa.ss

goalkeeper Sal LoCascio. The
Lindenhurst. NY native is one of several

Gorillas from the New York/Long Island

area who will be making a homecoming
of sorts.

Opposite LoCascio in the nets for the

Redmen will be Sal LoBosco. another

Long Islander and a decent netminder

m his own right, according to Garber.

This season, LoBosco has allowed 10.5

goals per game while posting a 61.3 save

percentage.

Leading the attack for coach Bill

Miltenberg's Redmen will be Russell

Hilton (.seven goals, five assists) and
Brian Bugge (6-5).

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Erika Baxter and Kim
Grady will travel to Penn-
.sylvania State University

this weekend to represent

the L^niversity of

Massachusetts women's
gymna.stics program the the

Northeast Regional
Tournament.

Baxter averaged 36.63

points in all-around com-

petition during the regular

season, and will be seeded

fifth of seven individual per

formers this weekend.
Grady will travel and suit

up as an alternate, and
would compete only if a slot

opens up; her .36.34 average

fell .06 points shy of the top

seven.

Grady had been on track

to qualify in the top .seven

right up until the season's

final few meets. But when
Grady, who is a freshman,

slipped in the .standings, she

was unable to overcome

some stingy scoring at Tem-
ple last weekend.

('•ll^Cian |>Ihi4u I>> 'IoH Mi4»m«in

UMa88 heads to St. Jtw's tomorrow for it's first

A-10 Kame.
winter to date, and her first

invitation to the post season

tournament.
Gymnasts
qualify

Baxter and
Grady head
for NE regional

"Sometimes I think that

the best thing that can hap

pen to you is not to make
it," said coach Alfie Mit

chell. "She should be there

she hit her best routines

la.st weekend and just didn't

get the scores. It should be

a little added edge next

year. She'll be back.

"But her only question is

maturity, Kim's just a little

green and over the season it

took it's toll."

Baxter, a junior, was
thrust into the role of team
leading scorer this season

when classmate Kristin

Turmail was injured. Bax-

ter responded with her best

"I'm real happy," she

said, "though it would have

been nice for the whole
team to go. If Kritin had
been there, the team would
have had a better chance."

Baxter may has set an ex-

ample that Grady would be

wise to follow, rebounding

from a tough season last

year climb within sight of

the top this year. "She may
not have admitted it to

others, but from the begin-

ning Erika has had her eye
on qualifying for regionals."

said Mitchell. "I'm proud

of what she did this year."

"The difference this

season was attitude...

before, when things went
bad, she would give up. This

year she has much more
polish and maturity."

Baxter hopes to finish as

an "all-East" selection in an
individual event by
finishing in the top three.

Short of that, she said. "I

just hope to do my best."

Tennis teams home today
against the Aloha state
Women vs Hawaii

< ntlef(ifin photo by Jaunn TalrrmRn

The lax team is hoping to spring back to its winning ways tomorrow
when it travels to St. Johns.

By BRAD HALFOND
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team heads into this

weekend's matches looking to gain some

experience and confidence for the season

ahead.

The Minutewomen will open the 1989

campaign at home against the Universi-

ty of Hawaii Friday, and St. Bonaventure

on Saturday.

"The Hawaii match. " said head coach

Mike Husted. "will be very tough and we
look at it as a good experience builder for

us. We have nothing to lose and
everything to gain."

On the other hand, Hu.sted hopes for a

victory again.st St. Bonaventure. "We'd

like to beat them, we're really gearing up

for the match."

Although this year's team consists

mainly of freshmen and sophomores,

Hu.sted isn't worried. "All I ask," he said,

"is that my players show consistency and
mental toughness throughout every

match."

Christine Willi.se will play no. 1 singles

with Maura Foley playing no. 2. The rest

of the lineup includes this week's prac-

tices's hot player Gail Giresella (-3) and

Kerry Eddy (-4). The doubles team to

watch will be Vanessa Kirchner and
Shizuko Yamaski.

Friday's match begins at 2:30 p.m. and
Saturday's at 1:00 p.m.; both will be
played on the Boyden Courts.

Minutemen
set themselves

for Rainbows
The University of Massachusetts mens

tennis team, weather permitting, will serve

up its spring .season with the first of 10

regular season matches today against the
University of Hawaii.

The team is also scheduled to play in the
Atlantic 10 Championships at Rutgers
University April 21 22, and the New
Englands at Connecticut April 29-30.

Last fall the Minutemen were 6-2, gain-

ing wins over University of New Hamp-
shire, Central Connecticut University,
University of Connecticut, University of

Hartford, Clark University and Westfield
State University. Todays match starts at

2:30 at the Boyden courts. The team faces
St. Bonaventure at 1:00 tomorrow.

-KIM BRATER
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
I he opinions on Ihis p<iae are the pompous coniecture ol Ihe clueless slobs who have hung around lh!s dump long enough to have some say ir, thirui

Satanic, sexist

popcorn

If you knew that t part icular brand of snack food con
tributed to the oppression of women, would you buy
if Of course not.

What ifyou also discovered that this same snack food

had militari.stic. racist and sjitanic leanrngs':* NS'ould

you stop packing it in vmir children's lunch boxes'.' You
would indi>ed

To the uncon.sciout> consumer. Cracker Jack seems
like a genderless dessert. But an analysis of the
caramel coated treat expt^tes unck^rlying favoritism
While 7.' 1 ' of all Cracker Jacks are consumed
hy wonu-t. ' i! cent of the prizes are male-oriented

.Not a single plastic trinket or glossy decal deals with
women's fwrsturx

Karen Garlick

It ionu-.» a> no .^hoik thai the product's logo is a White
Anglo-Saxon Protesiant male dres-st-d in a sailor suit

.\ correspcmding female role nvjdel is non-existent. The
company could have created Jill the attorney. But they

!idnt. IK'spite the fact that there is a woman on the

supreme Court
Behind Cracker Jack's cumpiiign of male oppreiiMion

!• the US Defense Department Pentagon propagan
da has now infiltratt*d boxed |)opcorn Have they no
shame',* The Navy dupes the public with the playful

image of a boy and his dog. Conveni'.'ntiy ignored is

that these sex -starved sailor boys exploit w«»men at

every seaport. And their best friend)« are not puppy
dogs, but F 14 fighter jets

But the sexist militaryindu.strial complex is not the

only culprit. Satan has dug his greedy claws into the
-nack bowl as well. The nutritional information on the

>ide of the Cracker Jack box lists the serving size as

two-thirds of a cup. Convert that fraction to decimal
form for Satan's signature: .666

Tooth decay is not the devil's primary moti\ * It you

subject the ingredients list to the scrutiny of an elec

tron microscope, a secret message will be uncovered;

Down with the Equal Rights Amendment.
Female-bashing carbohydrates cannot be tolerated.

Unless sweeping reforms are made, chauvinistic

Cracker Jack must be pulled from the shelves. If the

following changes are not enacted within a 30-day

grace period, my only logical recourse is to detonate

the explosive device I have planted at Cracker Jack
headquarters:

• Word Choice - I demand compensation for the

testosteronic vocabulary printed on Cracker Jack
boxes. POPcorn will become MOMcorn and the pro-

duct's name will be changed to "Caramel Jill."

• Trademark • Replace the Navy poster child with the

Swiss Miss Cocoa girl. Do not worry about copyright

infringement, I shall take care of everything,

Switzerland's military neutrality represents women's
best interests.

• New Peanuts • Introduce estrogen-coated peanuts

into the snack mix to bring men up to our biological

level. They won't suspect a thing.

I am a sane rational person. I really am. If Cracker

Jack executives do what I .say. their pitiful lives will

be spared. I've had enough with educational leaflets

and seminars about women's issues. Men ju.st ignore

them. But now they'll listen. Every single demented
one of them.

Karrrn Garlick is <hrector of the Everyotheruoman's
Crnlcr

Bush tries to trash the White House
President Bush has signed a .secret agreement with the

Wa.shington Inci"edibly Manly Painter's Union < WIMP) to

prevent a massive painter's strike.

Howard T. Stud, president and founder of WIMP,
pre.sented Bush with a list of demands that had to be met
by midnight March 30th, or painters across the country
would go on strike, leaving this country's buildings and
houses half painted, and l(K)kmg pretty stupid too

Merrydeath O'Dyin

Included in the list of Stud's demands were: I'The

government must enact legislation which forces paint

^•ompanie^ to reimburst- puinters lor the paint stains on
>hirt> that have to be thrown away 2tTh«' EPA mu.st c-ome

up with a ni-vv "peanutbutter" scvnt f<»r paint *To reduce

irritation to painters' eyes and lessen headache tension >

{•The dumb looking happy face symbols that appear on
key chains, t shiit> tmrnperstickers and notepads must
lie outlawfd

And the most bizarre demand was the fourth and final

one. "Lastly, we demand that the White House be painted

with pink and blue polka dots with a large happy face

emblem on the front door with a big. black 'X' over it."

I am appalled' The White House, a symbol of our gm'em
ment, desecr,iied by some garish and demented painters!

And what makes matters worse. Bush agreed to it

Yesterday, .some shocking information was disclosed by

White Hou.>4e aide.o Apparently , .s*»cret memos were un
covered, distiosing incredible pnx>f that Bush's signing

of the WIMP agreement mav hav«- hi-rn an undercover

CIA operation beginning in 19H7

A memo from then. Vice pr»*sident Bush to Ronald

Reagan read. "I'm -sorry Ron. but I don't think that little

horses would look good painted on the i White! House But

I agree with you, we need .some color to spice up the joint."

The corresponding memo from Reagan to Bush read.

"Sorry you don't think cowboys would look good. Well

. . I guess I'll leave it up to you Georgie. Hey. why don't

I get my cousin Howard T. Stud to form a union in your

honor that will be secretly run by you! That way you can
chose the colors for the White House."

A memo dating December 1. 1988 from Vice-president

elect Dan Quayle to George Bush was found .stuck to the

Ixittom of a trash can in the CIA archives. It read, "Hey
George, I have a great idea for the White House! Why
don't we paint it green and put little figures ofme shooting

a holein-one? After all, I ihd beat you playing golf"

Can you believe that we live in what is known as a coun

try with some cla.ss?

When this country elected George Bush as president,

we didn't elect Barbara Bush's home decorator - who,

hy .some strange coinridcntf i< the sister of Nancy
Reagan's astrologer'

Don't we. the citizens, get any j^ay in the matter'.'

1. lor one, would feel humiliated if the White Hou.se were

painted with pink and blue p<ilka dots! Can you image
the foreign emis.saries visiting the 'Polka House'".' Not

only would they be c«mfused. thinking that they were in

Poland or something, but they'd take one ttjok at it and
keil over with dizziness

You know. 1 Mmt believe that the White House is just'

ttMt bland and should he jazzed up a bit It has been over

2(K) years with the same, old pasty white color But. let's

bf .serious - POLK.'X DOTS' How about a nice bright red

to symbolize the strength and power of the United States.

Eletter yet. how ab<»ut a simple mauve with pink flamingos

on the White House lawn'.' It could symbolize a kinder and

gentler nation And besides, it would go well with Bush's

complexion,

I think that the White House should be done with some
taste, and nnt conspiracies that are run by manical old

men.

Meredith (TBrien is a Collegian ntlumnist whn i

and tired of eiersitne misftelltn^ her name!

Beware! I'll be back to haunt you
There's a political th^iiry circulating among Christians

that says fringe group activists are repudiated by their

own generation, but because so much attention is focus

ed on the radicals, the next generation tolerates their

views and shifts politically toward that p<Ktition. Well, it's

worked for the godle.ss left-wingers, so I've made it my
life's objective to reverse the tide by the same strategy.

I call it. "leadership by making a spectacle ofyourself for

future generations ".

Dusty Ranting

That's right, folks, your children will grow up thinking

like me — upright, right thinking, sold-out, born again

Christians. Just think, in 30 or 40 years you'll get letters

home telling you to repent. It will be like reading the Tues

day Collegian all over again, except that by then abor

tion will be illegal and homosexuals will be dead of AIDS,

and some other issue will be hot.

Of course, I have my immediate satisfactions, as well.

Unbeknownst to the general public. I've been working on

a BDIC degree from UMass in "The Philosophy of Redac

live Evangelism and Creative Heterodoxy" (PREACH, for

short*. Half of the credits came from my weekly essays

in the Collegian during the last ten semesters. It's a uni

que degree. I've already gotten scholarship offers from a

couple of fundamentalist seminaries, and Accuracy In the

Media wants to .syndicate me for nationwide speaking

engagements on college campuses. The only thing between

me and my public speaking career now is an E-core; they

keep flunking me in the evolution course.

Sad as it may seem, the major les.son my studies have

taught me is that it doesn't really matter how reasonable

your cauM- i,- What matters is that you offend as many
people as possible while talking about it. No, really, it's

true.

Suppose, for in.stance, that you are a rabid nudi.st. You
will not win big by pfunting out that in nature, animals

are nude, and that people don't need clothes because they

spend most of their time inside away from the elements,

anyway. You will win big by getting 50 fellow nudists to

join you in the buff at Jes.se Helm's headquarters. You
will win big with the media — and ultimately bring more

nudists to your cause — by having two hundred attrac-

tive people simultaneously .strip in front of the local

clothing store to protest commercial oppression of nudists

by garment retailers.

Now this generation would reject that kind of exhibi-

tionism. But the kids — many would become experimen-

tal nudists after five or ten years of exposure to such

displays, and who know.s'.' Twenty years after that even

legislatures might come together in the altogether. Abor-

tion. f?nism, homosexuality, a truce in VietNam; they all

became the status quo after offensive protests.

I probably shouldn't have u.sed that example; the closet

nudi.sts on campus may get some ideas. In fact, maybe 1

shouldn't have told you about "leadership by making a

spectacle of yourself^' at all. You'll probably all take it

to the nth degree and .some heathen blowhard will accu.se

me of a "get obnoxious for Jesus" campaign.

It doesn't matter in the long run. Because in 30 years

or so, I'll be back to haunt you. You will have just opened

an envelope from State U. with your child's scrawl on it,

and the deja vu will begin . . .

Dusty Ranting in a Collegian columnu<<t and hasjust been

awarded an honorary bachelor's degree and one-way ticket

to Omaha by a unanimous rote of the faculty senate

Ain't no good speling Amherst tomato terrors
I am sik and tyred of theese stoopid colledge students

who can't rite or spell good. You'd think that after four

yeers of hi skool and a semestar of freshman riting,

peepole could use the proper giandma spelling and punc-

tuation Its so terrable. the.se studints can't even rite a

clear .sentance so that other decint humen beans can

under.stand it properly or anything.

When you go to skol. you shud no how to do the.se things

becau.sc if you rite run on sentincas. uncleer transishuns.

or have bad spelling and grammar, well how do you ex

pect anyone to luk at you're lesumay with a strait face?

How do theese pepule think their going to get a job if they

cant even spell or use good gramma?
this is an udder di.sgrace. and I for won am appaied by

the lack of con.sern ofer the sad shape of America's

edukashunal sistim.

We must do something about this. Are futur rests on it

Whatta Idiot

Sundirlend

Get this.

I ate a tomato, whole, ju.st yesterday with my girlfriend

in downtown Amherst.

It was my first time. I was scared. Petrified,

But she gave me a sedative, right there in the Pizza Pub,

and I ate it. In about five bites.

And I'm still here to write about it.

David Ardvark

Then we tried to think of something el.se to do. Topping

a tomato feast is difficult, you know. Rollercoa.ster rides

are out. So are big keg parties at UMa.ss. I would like to

have heard the marching band, but football season is over.

So we went to a movie.

Not a great movie, but a movie nonetheless. I looked

at my girlfriend, and as the film began, I could see her

face light up with enjoyment.

It must have been in amazement of the individual

frames creating an optical illusion that many of us refer

to today as a "motion picture."

Hmmn.
I just realized that today is April 1. I just noticed.

Pa.ssover's ju.st around the corner. Then it'll be Hanuk-
kah again.

What if I can't buy Matzoh in the Happy V^alley? Makes
you wonder if time is going by too fast, or if I've written

one too many economics papers.

I wish I had my Dapper Dan doll .still. When I was
younger, I'd sit in front of the television with my sister,

watch Grover, Kermit and Mr. Snuffleupagus on Sesame
Street and build Lincoln Log castles with my Dapper Dan.

Those were the days. . . Now I'm 21, about to embark on

a journalism career and learning to eat fresh vegetables.

Makes one wish for a simpler life of comic books and
Twinkies

If I had to map out my life, there'd be a fork in the road

But one thing for sure: there'd be a tomato garden.

David Aardrark is a Collegian pain in the

you-know-what
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ARTS&LIVING
Petroleum jelly at Student Union Ballroom

By Lmik. it's

really none of your
business who fuckin' wrote
thi»i. Just read it asshole.

Collegian StitTs

Th«- onsft ot spring; aUv.is;; brmt^s the

best m live entertainment to the Valley.

This first weekend in April is b(X)ked with

some olthe finest shows of this still young

1989

Tonight at Sheehans Cafe in Northamp
ton. Formerly Joe Crash and the

Whiplash takes the stage at 8 p.m

Formerly Joe Crash and the Whiplash

and formerly, before that, The Movers.

Formerly Joe Crash and the Whiplash play

a untqtie Style combining blues, rock. funk.

tex-me\, ie^;gae, punk, ).ty/. thrash, metal,

disco, rap. fusion, classical, soca, calypso

grass, ska. country, r&b. soul, show
tunes and Disney favorites. Prop«>i ID

rt(|uiii(l.

Tommorrow night, Katina's in Hadley

welcomes The Radiators Not to be con

fused with the New Orleans Radiators, or

for that matter, our own local Radiators,

this steamy quintet is pushing hard to

niakt .1 name for themselves. Sunday night

at Katmas, catch a d«)uble bill with

Mellow Protest, the ultimate Quiet Riot

tribute show, and Friends of the Cult

Brothers, a hot gioup made up <)f old pals

of the band Blue Oyster Cult playing all

your favorite Cult classics. Both shows

start at 9 p.m.

At the Iron Horse Cafe in Northampton

Sunday night, folk legend Pete Seeger

returns to the cofTehouse scene. All ages

are always welcome at the Iron Horse.

Tickets are $49 50 in advance, $79.50 at

the door There will be two shows at 7 and

7:30.

Tonight at the Hampshire College Red

Barn, popular Burlington Vermont band

Phitch blast ott at 9 p.m F«)rmer Boston

Celtics head coach Bill Fitch fronts this

eclectic troupe, whose unique influences

range from Frank Zappa to Guy Lombar-

di Tickets are only $3, and that includes

all the Amstel Light and Sambuca you can

drink. Finally, tonight at the Student

Union Ballroom. That Petroleum Jelly-

Like Substance, hailing from Scotland,

plays at 8 p.m The show is sponsored by

the Union Program Council. Tickets are

pretty cheap, but just try to sneak in ifyou

can That's all

More 8'track fares for the velour-minded music lover

rVM V 'Y

By JDN DKAMAMINK
Collegian Nomad

Ju.-t when you thought

t he cause was dead, more of

those precious relics of the

wide collar era have turned

up under the back seat <>t

my *72 Dart.

As any serious music fan

knows. Ktss Altve 2 is one of

those unforgettable pieces of live memorabilia. Forget the

slick, pmk skinned panstes on MT\'; Ck^ne. Peter. Ace and

Paul uiTc Kiss There's ju.st no substitute for the feeling

that comes from making oneself up like the Star Child

and biting a few blood capsules

No dice Hof
By COSMO MACERO .JB

"Special Friend" to the Collegian

A day and a half after Dustin Hoffman
won the "Best Actor " Oscar for his .stellar

performance in Rainntan. the .•\cademy of

Motion Picture .Arts and Sciences has

reneged on its awarding of the coveted

statuette

Claiming an error was made in the judg-

ing prcK-ess. Academy .spokesman Tobe
Hooper iTexas Chaintaic Massaire*
declared that the award must be returned

by Hoffman, so that a judges' re-evaluation

may be made in the controversial cate^ry.

"It was just a plain screw-up." Hof»per

said.

"Best Actor was supposed to have gone

to Dusty Rhodes."

Rhodes, also known as "The .Xmencan
Dream", is a retired professional wrestler

Fans may recall his violent WWF battles

with Fritz Von Ehrich and King Kong
Mosca. The 400 pound bleach blond

brawler starred in the 1988 film Ktckin'

Ash For Jesus, a moving tale of life on the

road for a limb-snapping bounty hunter

who doubles as a Baptist minister.

"It was just a mix up with the names,"

Hooper added, "Dustin. Dusty . . you

know, no big deal."

Contacted at his Revere beach summer
cottage, Rhodes showed little emotion in

response to the honor.

"Yeah it's nice to win it I guess, I saw

that Raindance thing on a plane I think.

It was pretty good, no tits though," he said,

Hoffman refu.sed comment when asked if

he felt betrayed by the Academy's actions.

Rainman co-.star Tom Cruise, however, had

this to say.

"I don't really view myself as a sex ob

ject. If women find me attractive, that's

fine, but accept me for what I am ... a

serious actor."

The Academy will hold meetings this

weekend to finalize the decision to award
the Oscar to Rhodes.

Rainman director Barry Levin.son was
unable to comment on the issue due to an

agreement with the Academy, however, he

was able to perform complex arithmetic

problems and simple algebra.

Cruise, whose failure with Cocktail ap-

parently motivated his solid Rainman per-

formance, made a final note on the situa-

tion. "I don't really view myself as a sex

object. If women find me attractive, that's

fine, but accept me for what I am ... a

serious actor."

When lirami lllustim was first released. .*^t> x was still

an underground movement. These street -hardened vir

tuosos knew what rock and roll hardbi»ll is all aliout

"Cttme Sail Away" has become an anthem for those of us

who choose the alternate lifestyle, if you know what I

mean Don't be afraid of this one. beneath the nmgh hewn

surface, you're btiund to find that the lyrical prowess of

this band suits your lifestyle.

Remember when UHF stations ruled the afterschcwl

scene and it was all you could do to keep yourself from

sending $7 95 to K Tel for the latest, htppest compilation

of Rick Dees and Nervous Norvus hits Disat Express is

fundamental to any dashb«»ard and should be played at

least once a week. How could you possibly go without gems

like Peaches and Herbs "Roller Skatm' Date " and "I Will

Survive" fn»m (Ilori.i (I.ivnnr lA't'> face it. this was thi-

good stuiT

Get The Knmk. for the mcwit part, defined American

music during the key transiticmal peritid between the disco

and new wave eras. "My Sharcma ' and "(lood GirU Don't

i But I Doi " Uwk the world by storm, and even former presi

dent Jimmy Carter couldn't resist the infectious beat

layed down by thes*» ultra slick pop mavens

(.>ru.-> '\ance' turned me on to The Knack I used to

crank that tape m Rosalyn's Cordoba, while I was tool-

ing around Pennsylvania .Avenue Cyrus could really roll

but those b<ns could rock," said Carter m a 1981

Hustler Magazine interview.

Next week, we'll explore the current Air Supply Men
At Work revival phenomenon: the cutting edge of Aussie

rock'

i
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JACK-OFF ALL TRADES! Popular Collegian Photo Kditor. cartoonist and music columnist Jason Talerman
spends what little free time he has as hack-up lead bassist for the metal band Y&T. A gifted songwriter, Taler-

man. with a taste for adventure, mystery and fine cognac, penned the band's upcoming hit "Young, Attractive

Children."

Thrifty milk users fear anal intrusion
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Dealer

Hey kid.s! I got a que.stion for ya. When
you woke up this morning to the .sound of

your favorite Steve Windbag song and .stag

gered down to the D.C., how .seriously did

you think about your breakfast cereal.

Usually I'm not in much of a condition to

think about anything much after yet

another night hanging out with a bunch of

skinny, anemic Hamp.shire College kids

who know as much about Marshall power
as Georgetown do about hoops (spaghetti

and otherwi.se). But from a purely objective

standpoint, such as the one I will adopt on
NCCA finals day, I would say, if I can
modify the old adage, that you are what
you eat first thing in the morning.

Now p.sycho-analysis has never been a

particular .strong point of mine; The only

piece of free a.ssociation that's ever struck

me as being of profound importance is

"Pab.st" and "good times," but when both

of those run out, and your only source of

alcoholic enlightenment is evaporated boot-

polish, you get to thinking about things

like what your preferred proportion of milk

to cereal says about your level of

psychoticism, and having been recently

forced to endure such spartan squalor, I've

been thinking about this a lot and I believe

I've come up with some ideas that may
challenge Hans Eysenck, the Wayne Coyne

of .studies in abnormal personality.

My theory is this; ifyou're the type who
normally floods your bowl, then you're ex-

trovert, but you've probably got a highly

diluted pensonality. There's an interesting

equation here: the deeper the milk the

shallower the person. I suspect the girl

from Gidget Goes to the Mall falls into this

category, though in her case the cause is

probably more a result of the effect.

The other side of the Coyne is that if

you like it dry and crunchy, then you're

most likely repressed, becau.se the way I

figure it, milk retention '^ anal retention.

You were probably the kind of kid who col-

lected matchboxes for a hobby, but don't

worry cause it also means that you're deep-

ly misunderstood and "into tension." The
point is that I have once again duped you
into reading a meaningle.ss pile of self

indulgent bilge that took me about the time
for the average crap to write.
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HAMPSHIRE COUNTY BY DAVID R. MARK

The Collegian will hold the

workshop
" 'How to Bury a Lede'

"

at 4 p.m. in the newsroom.
Counts toward stafl status. Oooo.

LUNCH
Goat cutlet

Ketchup

BASICS LUNCH
Sandtxjrgers

BroccoJi-couliflowOf

compost

DINNER
SUBURBS NIGHT

Microwaved tseef product

Chopped kxiisa specwl

BASICS DINNER
HIPPIE NIGHT

Creamed chipped NjrTwnus

Hash brownies

ASTROLOGY TODAY
By JOHNSWAN

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

Ts'v that urge to be pio-

Juc Twe <yid get a job Qthers

moy start to rx3tice that ycHj

haven't tseen bathing Avoid

Pisces

TAUBUS (April 20-Mav 20)
\.jKjr, t let poronoid mpulses
get ff^ best of you even if

e\/ervone is out fo get you
People start to take an m
ferest m you tropK:ai fish

Avoid Pisces

OfMMI (May 21-June 20)
Certain sacrifices wi be re

CMred today try a goat Be

couttous of oval objects A
chemrcal irT>txjiance may
cause your body to sprout ex

tra iimbs Disregard thiem

Avoid Pisces

CANCf* (June 21-Ju<y 22)

You meet an o<d acguoin-

tance from your days with the

Nazi party Drink only Moxie

today, for tomorrow you rrxjy

die Avoid Pisces

UO (July 23-Aug 22) Cress c3^

the green, not m t>etween

Stop and smell the roses The

tsest things in life are worth

waiting for A tjird in the hand
IS worth two in the bush Ig-

nore trite epigrams and
Pisces

VIROO (Aug 23- Sept 22)

Tact arxj understondir^ O'e

crucial to interaction today,

pnhead Money is comirvg

your was igrxjre Pisces

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Give

a Virgo some money Con-

stdergomgmtopiCBtics A love

rekitionship btcosoms with a
covirtDrkw Ott« to pay for

tM%ir)6x fries SticiJ wrth trod^
t -n-j' »ast foods Avoid Pisces

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Don tc»ive today For Gods
s<*e. STAY Off THE RC^D'
TelevisiOf> 1$ your key to

wei^t loss Don't trouble

yours^ with complex pfo-

tjiems. the rest of us con
rrKSke up for your stKXtcom
ings AvO"1 PiS'^es

SAOIHARIUS Nov 22-Dec

21) You wMi find su paper cl«}S

and a dime under the

bockseat of your )975 impoka.

significantly ifx;reasing tl^

resale value Steer clear of

Pisces

CAMNCOMI (Dec 22 Jan

19) Congrofulafionsl Your

favorite Cosby re-run is on to-

day Include pudding pops m
your pksns Don't think for a
moment ttxat you re the only

one cxnor^ your friends who
wears absorbent
undergarments Ignore Pisces

AttUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 16)

IrwtaH all-weather carpeting if

you tKive not atreody done

so. You will receive your free

copy of Electrolysis Monthly

Ix-nay on ttie Isces-pay

MSCit (Feb 19-March 20)
You will t)e very loneiy today,

but don t despair When
things really get bod,

rememtjer your astrological

symbol is a fish

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

SPARTACUS/REPUBLICAN CLUB PRO
WRESTLING Championships' Cofne DacH
yoijf tdvonte commie or root lof your righly'

Will il be the craved leftists O' the pnveleq
ed white boys'' Find out tor yourself lomor
row at 9 D m Campus Centef room 167

THE UMASS JUGCLIMG CLUB >^ currently

holding a lugglmg marathon lo breaK the

world's record lor whoops forget it

ANNUAL SCIENCE FICTION CLUB
gadget sale Taped glasses shut pocket

pen holders llannel shirts and Beam me
up. Scolly" bumper stiCKers Campus
Center Concourse Co sponsored by the

Er)gmeering Department iSnnrV'

COME JOIN the Analogy CM-' We re a

group ot studenis iiKe a ilock ol birds that

migrate together Well maybe more like a

class that meets weekly to discuss ideas

Actually it might be better to describe

ourselves as kind ot like the Metaphor Club

encepl we say like and as a lot more

THE HRTA DEPARTMENT w.ll be holding

a sheei cleaning worKshop, tomorrow in

Herte- Hall We II show you how lo pleat

and press, and how to remove the seven

most stubborn bodily fluids from satm

ANNUAL STATE OF ISLAM book review-

ng party Bring you' choices for best and
worst of 1989 along with ropes and AK-47s
Award given lor best Rushdie effigy Tues
day at 8 m Oaks Meeting Room

THE OEDIPUS CLUB will be havmg their

annual parents weekend costume baM
Bring ice picks and eye patches

ORAB ASSHOLE VERSUS IN-

TELLIGENCE ANO DECENCY will be jom
ing forces with Masturbaters Associated lor

the Recycling ol Kleenex lo hold a

demonstration of how to turn newspaper in

10 tissue by the repealed applical'on ol

bodily waste Bring your own Collegian

STUDENTS FOR UNFINISHED
CLASSIFIEDS will tie neelmg tr, ihe

SERVICES

KELLY S TYPING SERVIC OuaMy typing

ast professional 'ates The faSSS-' Lislest

typqing aournd I averagte twenty seconds
a [page/ Vou want it lasf C-'ia' You got if

PERSONALS

HEY BABY DO YOU WANT lo t f^ II you
are blonde blue eyed and Irish I'm

•available

TO MY FAVORITE HOTOOG . vt v .

SMITH COLLEGE DATING SERVICE. Are
you male single rich, self centered- into

Polo cologne bonng and rich' Vou might
|usl qualify to spend a lot of money on an
up and coming debutante Smgle White
Female (SWF) with metal detector looking
for war veteran for explosive mghts
Guaranteed to rattle your shrapnel

SINGLE WHITE MAN (SWM) with une>
ploded shells m pelvic 'egion looking for

dynamic partner with whom I can release

pent-up tension Persons seeking long-term

relationship need rut apply

AMHERST SCIENCE STUDENT on
Western International Political Enchange
looking for soft pliant partner I am a sticky

person and need an understanding pan
ner who will absorb my clinging frustrations

BUFU SPRING BRAKE WUZ AWSOME'
WASHING OUH CAR. DRINKIN YAK
PISS. GETTIN REJECTED BY BABES
BARFIN ON DUH BEACH. DOING
THOSE PENILE ENLARGEMENT EXER
CISES, SWAGGERIN . UH GRUNT! I

HAD A BLAST (I THINK) - SHLONG

TO THE TALL BLOND GUY who works
weekends m Worcester DC You gave me
herpes Die

HELP WANTED

LOOKING FOR live in boil lancer Will

supply oqq bealer and fle«ible straw E»
penence a must

UMASS POLICE DEPARTMENT looking

lor new recruits Must have the ability lo idle

in parKing lots and tx/sfies Understanding
ahitudes or large vocabularies unaccep
table Pol bellies a must Call Pigg
54"; 3,'iOO

HOUSE CLEANER WANTED FOR LEPER
Witt) bladder disorder References
preferred

FILL TOOTHPASTE TUBES at home in

you' spare time' Erisy wo'k' Encellenl pay'
Those squeezing from the center ol the
tube will be dismissed.

FOR SALE

JASON HABINOWITZ S Greatest Hits For
a lim'ied time only, you can relive those
mage moments ol yesterSGA You II get
sucfi classics as What do we wanf (Fill

in the DIanK) When do we want if Now''
and Hey hey. ho ho (Person X) has got
to go' " Available on Cassette or Compact
Discs

SLIGHTLY STAINED SATIN SHEETS
Perfect '0 HRTA ma)ors wanting extr.i

treti- '. 1', Lee Key Peters Smegma Pi

Used Eggbeater. Call Lance

LOST

LOVE'S LABORS. II found, call W
Shakespeare

SEVERAL MILLION DOLLARS n funding
If found please call J Duffy Whiimore Ad
ministration Buildmg

Ozone layer. If found, please return.

MY WIFE BARBARA if found please call

G Bush at the While House ana actual-
ly, never m^nd

SEVERAL HUNDRED AAROVARKS n

tented for animal experimentation Irom
Iree/er truck These are termife-infested

anthrax-ridden specimens and are highly

toxic If found do not eat Repeat DO fJOl
EAT'

INSTRUCTION

LEARN HOW TO BREATHE th'Ough your
ears Great tor partips Call Sukol
253 3332

NEW DINING COMMONS MENU!

SPECIAL TODAY! Aardvark melt with

cream o' anlhra* soup Just like mom us
ed to make We got a special deal and
we re passmg the savings ove' lo yOu

FOUND

ONE THESAURUS. It's rotunducalur and
lluiatosed, with an isomorphic similarity to

a phenomenoloqical lexigraph formal iden

tification system it you desire it relumed
call communicate contact or summon V R
Bose English Department

ONE FAT SKUNK ON University Drive It

looks a little iii<e a Chocolate and
Strawberry sundae Call Scaven Garr.

Public Services

SEVERAL BRICKS IN THE VICINITY ot

the Tower l ii-.'^',. Where did these tfi.ngs

come from

FOR A ^UUU riME CALL

The Party People' Smack a-Ouck for those

annoying Camo.j j Pond waterfowl Slip-a

Disc, lor those wth back pains Rack a-

Lis/t, forh- -"'1- -.1,1.1 swifh
taste atte- :s and ol

course l.ir- roublesome
running so'es Someth.ng for every
member of :f'n family'

TRAVEL

LOIN ENGLISH IN BROOKLYN We qive

ya oa how aaya say. coloke weyallisms
ana leach ya da simple sign language sc
ya can start talkin wid da natives right

aAa> Cai; i-ou riatbush
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spggrs
ez: The scandal rocks UMass

Bv J NARC
Co!Jt?gian Snoop

U had to happen >oiiutiiii( In linlas ?, wnild nl cdllfj^iatt-

athletics, it has become increasingly harder to resist the

temptation of going to outside sources for energ>'

But little could it be know n that such a widespread pro-

blem would first be discovered here at the University of

Massachusetts, The ColU-^ian. through some finagling

(and a little bribery], has unearthed possibly the biggest

scandal of all time — rampant Pv/ u^n^v among U^Iass
athletes.

For those of you unfamiliar with the substance, Pez is

a small sugary candy which is dispensed from the head

t xll- . H\ Itaadi Airhnrn

Ppz paraphernalia, confiscatrd by the Col-

leffian, and you'd better not say anything about
it to anyone. Or elj»e.

iif a sillv plastic character, such as a cart«Mni cliaractfr

or superhero The candy was thought to be out ofexisteiui-

for some time, but users have bt>en able to obtain it

through various channels.

Investigators at the Food, Drug. Sex and Other Naughty
Things Administration suspected illegal activity within

the realm of U.Mass sports But nothing was concrete un-

til someone finally decided to clean the locker room at

Boyden Gym.
i was sifting through the lockers, ya know, pickin' up

soiled jocks and stuff, when all of a sudden I come across

this bag." a janitor, who wished to remain anonymous for

obvious reasons, said. "It's got these colored pellets in it.

I didn't know what it was. so I popped one in my mouth,
and boy, what a rush. Those things were great."

Anyway, the janitor decided to contact the authorities,

who upon testing confirmed that the bag contained a largi-

quantity of Pez with a street value of approximately $5 24

This finding prompted further inquiries, which reveal

ed that nearly every UMass athlete at one time had pop
pt»d Pez.

"I just couldn't resist it." said baseball pitcher Steve
Stiffneck, who admitted to pitching a one-hitter last year
after eating 16 packages of Pez in the dugout during
warm u|M*. "When I saw that Goofy guy from Walt Disney
on top. It reminded me of that cartoon where he was pit

ching. I just had to have it Tlie stuff made me feel so much
better."

•Stiffneck also admitted tocanymg the illegal substance
with him on the mound, along with a tube of Vaseline.

>andpaper. a rasp, chisel, power drill and Stanley work
iH'nch "I never got caught, though.

'

Lacrosse player Chris Zucchini took precautionary

measures to prevent from getting caught.

"Everyone thought I had a.sthma,' Zucchini lx>a.sts. "but

1 really had a Pez dispenser disguised as a thing of

Pi-imatine mi.st. Worked great. Got it in New York City
— reeeeal cheap, ten)."

Although no punishments have been handed down as

of yet. it is unknown just what this scandal will do to the

future of UMass athletics.

The dangers
of Pez use

Once thought to be a harmless child's candy, Pez has
become a severe performance altering drug, a doctor

warns.

"It was fine when little kids chowed those things

down." .says Dr Quincy Quack of the University

Health Services. "They'd go out in the yard, get all

wound up and bang their heads against trees. You
could get the .same effect from eating just the mar
shmallow part of Lucky Charms.
"But then athletes caught onto it, and they'd get car-

ried away, dow ning whole packages at once They'd go

into a hyper state and (kid knows what might happen."

Dr. Quack als€) warns that the notorious hydrogeniz-

ed palm oil, one of the ingredients of Pez. will cause
a urine sample to test positive for drugs

Budget cuts change plans for new arena
By SAM BULLSHTEIN
Colloirian Hick

The State's budget cutting ax may fall on
the proposed $10 million "Mullins Con-
vocation Center." scheduled to be built

.sometime after c<iws hous«-d in the barn on
the arena's future site come home
Chancellor Duefee's announcement

yesterday that the legislature was con-

sidering witholding $9.7 million — or

roughly 34 percent — of the original funds
sent architects and athletic directors alike

scrambling in search of corners to cut.

"Were still committed to building a first-

rate athletic facility that will house our
basketball program and be the foundation
atop which our hockey enterprise is

poured." .said UMa.ss Athletic Director

Frank Mclnomoney "It's ju.st goini.' t<i be
a kinda sucky one. that's all.'

Mclnomoney presented a list of money
saving measures to the building's architec-

tural planners yesterday, and his sugges-
tions wander from the original plans
dramatically.

Changes would include changing the
name of the building to "Eggs' place" and
using the hockey ice surface for basketball

games: both measures are aimed at reduc-

ing paint costs.

The digital scoreboard that was to be in-

.stalled over center court would be scrapped,

replaced by a slightly modified Peter Pan
Bus arrivals and departures board. "Sorry
about that." said Mclnomoney.

"We're still committed, however, to pro

viding state of the art game information

leference services

"And the linker rooms are gonna have
to go to«i. though I feel it's important to say

that we're committed to a nationally com-
pM'titive player hospitality environment."
continued the harried AD. "We'll just ask
the crowd to politely face the other way
while the players change and stuff. We're
all friends here

"

Duefee said that ticket prices would be
hiked to $212 per event to help offset the
losses. Students and L^niversity employees
would still be admitted for free with pro-

per ID he .said, though "if that basketball

team ever gets good and the kids actually

start coming to the games, we may have
to rethink things a bit."

Players, coaches and fans reacted to the
announcement with dismay and outrage,

and began to plan lobbying efforts aimed
at making their opinmns heard on Beacon
Hill

"If this thing goes through, " fumed head
basketball coach John Calamari. "we're
considering a job action. People will know-

when it's happening — I'll have my guys
hit all their outside shots and play decent

defense until our we get our way!"
Calamaris 27 assistant coaches nodded

in agreement. "We agree," they said. "And
we don't give a crap that Talerman's got

three of the final four."

Amherst Representative Stan Rosen-
crantz said plans are underway to launch

a massive letter-writing campaign aimed
at persuading the legislature to change its

mind. "If someone would just write one let

ter on behalf ofeach athlete, we could make

Duffey*s

Final
Four

a difference. " he said.

"And if that dot'sn't work, we'll ju.st send

the guys out there to kick the shit out of

George Kevarian. He's a puke."
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Oh, no! Here's another
stupid Collegian contest

In our. The Coll-dweehian, never-ending

effort to play games rather than cover them
we have decided to hold another contest —
our first-ever Joe Duffey Final Four
contest.

The object of the contest is simple: pick

the final four fraternities which will re

main at the University (Chancellor Daffey
has promised cooperation by throwing
some more frats out within the next few
weeks). Of course the person with the most
correct choices and who has also picked The
Last Remaining Fraternity at UMass wins.

Daffey promised the contest will be full

of surprises and underdog winners. He has
handicapped the contest by, not only mak

ing beer drinking an expuLsionable offense
but by tossing any of the Greeks if

members are caught wearing sweats, talk-

ing in any incomplete sentences, or
belching in public (we expect the contest

to last two days).

The scoring system is one point for the
first round, two for the second, five for the

third, and 10 for the fifth — picking the

winner is worth 25 points.

Let's see did we forget anything . . .? Oh
yeah, the prizes!

The winner will get a free dinner at

teetotaling Joe's house/mansion
guaranteed to be filled with conversa-
tion/lecture about morality.
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If you really want to, fill this out and turn it in so we can toil endlessly
over these instead of providing you with meaningful stories.
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600 students
oppose booze
price hike
By BETH GATELV
Collegian Staff

A petition signed last week by some 600 University of

.Massachusetts students protesting a suggested increase

in liquor license fees will be presented to the Amherst
Select Board tonight, before a vote on the contmversial

increase iKcurs, according to an opponent of the increase.

Chick Delano, owner of Delano's in Amherst, said the

students did not have to i>e registered voters, "just con

cerned about the issue."

"Almost everyone knew about the issue," he said. "Most

were outraged; they thought the proposed increases were

ridiculous."

The petition will be presented by representatives of the

Amherst Hospitality Association, formerly the Commit-
tee for the Sale and Distribution of Alcoholic Beverages

in the Town of Amherst.
"We told the students who weren't familiar with the

issue what the increases were, and how they would af

feet the menu prices; food and drink prices would have

to be raised," Delano said. The increase would affect two

types of establishments in Amherst — raising the price

of a liquor license for an all alcohol restaurant from $2,500

to $5,000 and for a wine and malt restaurant from $600

to $5,000.

Some UMass students said if the price of alcohol in

Amherst is raised substantially, they would consider tak

ing their business to Northampton.

"I would go to Northampton more often because I think

the price increases would be much too high," said

Elizabeth Fotinos, a senior sociology major. 'It would be

worth travelling the extra ten minutes. Besides, it's much

less crowded in Northampton."

She said alcohol was was used as a way to increase

revenue for the town because "students will always go

to bars, and if they want to make money, they'll go after

alcohol."

"I'll probably frequent Northampton more often," Erik

Scott, a junior communications major said.

Brad Gore, manager of Sheehan's Cafe in Northamp-

ton, said he thinks bars and restaurants in Northampton

will benefit from the increases.

Chris Boulger, a UMass junior, said he hopes to see the

increases pass. "I'd like to see more people go to Nor-

thampton to clear out Amherst, this way, I won't have

to feel like a sardine in Barsies."

"Students are not full-time residents of Amherst, and

if the town wants the increase, they should have it." he

said.

roMagUii phMm hy Jsmni Talerman

A PERFECT SET - Northeast residenU take advantage of the sunny skies yesterday to

play some volleyball in the '*Quad".

Reforms may trim SGA
Speaker hopes to remove do nothing senators from rolls

By MARIA SACHETTI
Collegian Suff

The Undergraduate Student Senate risks losing one

third of its members today in the first of a series of reforms

designed to make the senate more efficient, said Senate

Speaker John Dunlap.

Dunlap, who was sworn in last week, said he will carry

out his "threat" to drop 26 senators from the roll if they

fail to submit applications for a senate committee or

University-wide committee by noon today.

Every senator is required to join a committee, but

Dunlap said many senators have been inactive since Oc-

tober, thereby failing to correctly serve their constituents.

"These are people who never did anything," he said.

"Technically, I could've walked into office and dropped

every single one of these people."

Several people who risk being dropped from the roll have

been senators for several years, citing Bob McDevitt and

Brian Darling.

McDevitt said last Wednesday that he serves on the

Chancellor's Committee on Alcohol, but Dunlap said that

committee has been defunct for some time.

Dunlap said the senate, which is notorious for its

filibusters and general inefficiency during the past year,

is stalled not by those who have a certain political affilia-

tion, but by the "Wednesday night" senators, who attend

weekly meetings but avoid the committee work involved

"It's the senators who walk in on Wednesday night and

walk out and play no role in the government for the rest

of the week," he said.

The weekly senate meetings are held to approve and

evaluate committee work and proposals completed dur-

ing the week, but Dunlap said the lack of senator par-

ticipation in committee meetings has distorted the pur-

pose of the SGA.

"I think that's why people don't feel like we do

anything," he said. "But, if they came and sat in on an

academic affairs meeting, they'd have a very different

view of what student government is about
"

continued on page 6

Metallica makes the big leagues
By PAULA HOGAN
Collegian Correspondent

The special day finally arrived after

three long months of planning and

waiting. The show had been sold-out

since January, and those not fortunate

enough to possess a credit card, or any

other viable means of obtaining concert

tickets, were left with the dreaded task

of dealing with the merciless scalpers.

Lines were endlessly long, and the

cold Massachusetts air was attacking as

everyone trudged through the tiny

opening.

Once inside, energy levels of unsur

pasable amounts permeated the smoky

air. All attention was immediately

drawn to the colossal stage which had

been effectively hidden by a large black

curtain. This was it. Within moments

the band would take the stage and life

as we know it would change for the next

two hours. This was no ordinary musical

ensemble. It was one that had come

from being an underground
phenomenon to a world-wide double

platinum recording act. It was a band

whom many claim as a major influence

on their own musical endeavors, and the

one responsible for pioneering the rigid

backbone of today s speed thrash metal

outfits. It was Metallica.

With 100 some odd shows under their

belts. Metallica's Damaged Justice tour

is one concert event that is capturing

mega-attention. Selling out shows

across the country, their first headlin-

ing performance is proving to all that

Metallica are a band who are finally at-

taining the commercial success they

deserve.

continued on page 9

History professor dies at 68
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts history pro-

fessor Dean Albertsfin died of lung cancer

in his Longmeadow home Friday. He was

68.

According to history professors and

teaching assistants, Albertson gained a

large following on campus because he

presented a unique view of American

history, but did not try to force his views

on .students.

"He was a very popular teacher, he had

a very large following on this campus,"

said History Department Chairman
Roland Sarti. "His approach was that he

wanted to challenge the students."

Sarti said Albertson also played a major

role on campus in the 1960's when he took

part in protests against the Vietnam War.
continued on page 5

Prof. Dean Albertson
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Investigators from the while<ollar crime unit of the

Norfolk County district attorney's office say Bernard als«i

laundered money through the employee bank account that

financed the office Christmas party

A Norfolk County grand jury has indicted Bernard on
two counts each of forger>' and larceny, the newspaper
reported. He is scheduled to be arraigntxi this week in Nor
folk County Superior Court.

Bernard said the charges stemmed from "a
misunderstanding" between the rompany and himself and
said he was unawan' of the indictments He .said he would
plead not guilty in court

its a multifaceted problem," Bernard said. "It's not
just cut and dried, that Dick Bernard took X amount nf

dollars I have been cooperating with everybody. There's
more than one party involved. Its not just me and New
England Card."
New England Card has filed a civil suit seeking to

recover the allegedly stolen money. According to court
papers. Bernard has repaid the company $7,204.
According to investigators, B«>rnard set up his own com

pany - New England Card and I - to purchase and sell

baseball cards.

According to court papers, when the company discovered
the alleged embezzlement last July, Bernard was fired and
he agreed to pay back the money
Since Janurary, the card collection has been held in a

Quincy warehouse while Edward Masterson, a Quincy at-

torney appointed to keep the collection, has fielded various
inquiries about it.
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DONT BRING ME DOWN - The UMass rugby
Maine Saturday at Lower Boyden Field.
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Greeks discuss
meaning ofpledging
By KATHERINE T LAMOTHE
Colle^an Stafl*

The purpose or pledging is to learn about
the history and tradition of a particular
fraternity or sorority, not to be humiliated,

according to a member of the Greek Affairs

department speaktng yesterday at the se-

cond annual Pledge Education Day.
The sefisjon, which opens the Greek

Area's annual Greek Week, began with

speeches from several members of the In-

ter Fraternity Council and Greek Affairs

staff, including assistant Greek Affairs

director Debra Valkenaar, who explained

how her department worked for the frater-

nities and sororities.

Later, on a more serious note, she

discussed the hazing problem on the na-

tional level, citing an incident in which
members of a fraternity at Cornell Univer-

sity tied their pledges, nude, and forced

them to walk back to their house.

She also mentioned a case in which a

fraternity pledge at Rutgers University

died afler being forced to consume a large

amount of alcohol. "His blood alcohol count

was .44. (A person with a count of] .10 is

considered legally intoxicated," Valkenaar

said.

Valkenaar said that hazing has also af-

fected the image of the Greek area, saying

that many potential members have been

scared away from the system.

She advised pledges that suspect that

they are being hazed to "stick together —
nobody wants to lose an entire pledge

class."

Turning her attention to pledge

educators and other active fraternity and

somity members, she emphasized the need
for respect for the pledges to keep them in

the Greek system.

"They trust you." she said. "Don't betray
their trust by making them do things that
make them Ifeel] uncomfortable."

Amy Williams, a pledge at Alpha Chi
Omega sorority, said the discussion, which
also included a role-playing ses.sion with

some pledges and pledge educators, was
interesting.

"It's nice to hear about rules about haz-

ing. In universities in the South, hazing is

(very common!," she said. She mentioned

that a friend, who wa.s pledging at a sorori

ty in a North Carolina college, had been

hazed.

Officials of the governing bodies of the

Greek Area, the Interfraternity and
Panhellenic councils, said they were im-

pressed by the high number of pledges who
attended. Deborah Broder, secretary of the

Panhellenic Council, said the event "pro-

motes a lot of unity in the Greek Area." Re-

cent external problems have made internal

unity especially emphasized, she added,

saying, "[It's a I hard enough battle with the

(town of] Amherst and the University —
why battle each other?"

The town has a history of trying to pro-

hibit Greek Area growth and the Univer-

sity has revoked charters of three frater-

nities since March of 1988.

Milind Bharvirkar, Interfiratemity Coun-

cil president, agreed that the high turnout

reflects Greek Area unity. He said the

series of programs held served in leader-

ship training. "These (the pledges) are the

future leaders of the Greek Area," he said.

Fitness buff assails
fatty fast foods
By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Staff

Fitness icon Richard Simmons perform-

ed an "exercise concert" at the Hampshire
Mall Saturday, pleadmg with his followers

to avoid fatty foods whenever possible.

"Put down that hotdog," he screamed
over the public address system before

parading through the fast food strip. Hurdl-

ing the Arthur Treacher's countertop, Sim-
mons playfully scolded restaurant
employees for preparing fried food. On his

way to the Cafe Square Stage, he pranced
from table to table confiscating ice cream
cones.

"How many people need to lose weight'.*"

Simmons asked an estimated crowd of 200
well-wishers. When the m^rity raised

their hands, he sighed. "Dear God, let us
pray."

This year there are more overweight
children and teenagers than ever before, he
said, urging parents against letting their

children "sit home all day long and watch
TV"
In an effort to encourage activity, Sim-

mons invited a dozen youngsters on stage

to join him in a Romper Room-style dance
session -

Infuriated at the sight of snacking
onlookers, Simmons started an impromp-
tu aerobics class in the sedentary dining
area. One unmotivated muncher. 13 year-

old Heidi Mantler from Easthampton,
defended her fried dough purchase, topped
with confectionary sugar, explaining she

exercises three days a week at dance class.

"We all know that fat does kill," Sim
mons said, "If you can't get motivated now,
you might as well have a nice meal, find

the nearest bridge, and jump."
Simmons, who tipped the scales at 268

pounds in high school, urged those in the

audience who needed to lose 30 or more
pounds to join him in his war on obesity.

"If I can do it, anyone can," he cried.

Dancing with the 30-plus group to the
soundtracks of Fame ("I want to live

forever") and Saturday Night Fever
("Stayin ' Alwe"), Simmons addressed some
snickering in the audience.

"You can never judge anyone by what it

says on the .scale," he said. "It takes guts
to come up here, and they need our support.

They don't need us pointing fingers and be-

ing nasty."

Simmons emphasized that exercise needs
to be complemented with good dietary

habits. "Face the facts, if you eat fried

foods, mayonaisse. oil and ice cream in

large quantities . . . you will always have
a weight problem." he said. "But more im-

portant than any of that is to like yourself

as you are now."
Jessie Korrell. 67. from Springfield said

that Richard Simmons' exercise videos

boost her self esteem. "He doesn't
humiliate you," she said.

Simmons' cheerleader enthusiasm car-

ried over to the autograpK'photo session

following his show. He took time to chat,

discuss weight-loss goals, and playfully

tease his fans. Because of the conversa-

tional nature of the session, lines moved
slowly.

Ginny Sinkoski. 40. from Belchertown,
said Simmons was "very genuine" and add-
ed that it was worth the long wait to see
him. "He's like a messiah for the world of
dieters," she explained

Other autograph hounds were not as pa-
tient. Karen Harris, a junior psychology
major from the University of
Massachusetts moaned, "I feel like I'm
waiting in line to get into a bar or
something."

Computer learning facility

opens after long wait
By SIMONE NICHOLSON
Collegian Correspondent

It took five years of planning, but the

Benjamin Banneker Microcomputer Lear

ning Facility finally opened Friday, with

a grand opening reception at the center's

New Africa House location.

"I have been hearing about this computer

center opening up ever since my freshman

year." said University of Massachusetts

junior Devita Gross, a political .science ma-

jor. "I was beginning to think it was never

going to happen."

The center includes a color monitor, four

dot matrix printers, two laser printers, and

16 Macintosh terminals, 12 with dual flop-

py disk drives and four with access to

graphics soflware and font libraries. The

technology enables the center to be "an in-

teractive, multimedia research center in

Afro-American, Afro-Caribbean and

African Studies, " said Ernest Allen, the

center's director.

A special feature of the center, according

to Allen, is a 16-level digital scanner that

will be used to continuously feed resources,

such as syllabi, into the computer for stu

dent use.

But for all its innovative technology, the

center is also a part of history, he said.

Banneker, for whom the center is nam-

ed, was a black farmer in 18th century

Maryland who established himself as an

astronomer, mathematician, almanac

publisher and surveyor.

A printer on the south wall of the center

is named the "Freedom's Journal," which

was the first black-owned newspaper in the

nation. The actual individual terminals

represent stations of the underground

railroad, Allen said.

"No student will be able to enter without

a little bit of their history rubbing off," he

said.

The center, though not yet fully opera-

tional, will for now be open to students in

Afro-American Studies and CCEBMS,
Allen said. Once totally functional, the

facility will be open to the larger Univer-

sity community, he said.

Local woman helps children of alcoholics
By MANOS STEFANAKOS
Collegian Correspondent

Women reared by alcoholic parents have special pro-

blems, and a Northampton woman is dedicated to help-

ing them overcome these problems.

Gail Letendre, a counselor at Adult Daughters of

Alcoholic Parents, said her weekly therapy sessions are

"a second step in the ongoing process of healing."

Adult children of alcoholics face problems, Letendre

said, because their childhood was a time of confusion and

a "mixed mess full of empty promises."

Children of alcoholics "look at television and movies and

books for an idea of what a normal family is," she says,

and "this causes misconceptions about relationships."

According to Letendre, children of alcoholics grow up

with three rules: "don't talk; don't trust; don't feel." The
purpose of her group is to try and get these women to share

their experiences, so they realize everyone is not lying to

them, she said. The pain of being told, "I love you," and

then hurt by the .same person, or abused, makes them
build a wall around themselves.

To break down that wall, Letendre takes six to seven

women into a six-month program with the goal of teaching

them to overcome their fears and misconceptions.

She works with all female groups because she said she

thinks this provides "a safe and supportive" environment

for the women so they talk more openly about their past.

Letendre says her group is fundamentally different from

self-help groups like AlAnon because she requires a com-

mitment of six months, and the women must share their

thought with others. In many self-help groups the shar-

ing is optional.

People in her group must apply for admittance because

"this is not a beginner group," she says, and for people

to be accepted they have to have already gone through

some individual therapy.

Letendre, who has a master's degree in education,

started counseling about 10 years ago. Initially she

counseled single women and couples; for the past five

years she has been counseling children of alcoholics.

She said she chose this field because of the extent of the

problem. There are about 10 million alcoholics in the

United States and each ofthem "affects the lives of at least

four-to-five people who are close to them."

Her group is part of the "four-to-five year continuous

process of healing," but_ only provides one part of the

healing.
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The World Trade Center
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even add days prior to your first depar-
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VIA trains

cover the country
As Canada's passenger train network,

VIA Rail has over II , 1 00 miles of track.

Our trains stop in over 4 1 6 Canadian
communities It's a rail network that

covers the country as only the train can.
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The romance
of train travel

Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains Friendly service,

freedom to move around and oppor
lunities to meet other traveling adven
turers like yourself All these unique
qualities make the train a natural
choice Don I forget to bring an address
book to record the names o1f the new
friends you'll make'

For complete details, call your travel

agent or VIA Rail in the following
states:

I 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, CO, 10, KS,
LA, MS, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
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I 800 561-3949: AL, DE, FL, GA, KY,
MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, PA, SC, TN,
VA, VT, WV.
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England seminar still open
Application deadline for summer program extended
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts English Department
is looking lor 20 students for the upcoming Oxford sum
mer seminar at Trinity College in England, said Richard
Bump, administrative director of the progiam.

The reason the openings are being offered past the
March 31 application deadline is because final figures on
available dormitory space at Trinity wen- not available
until very recently. Bump said.

A new application deadline has been set for April 20,
he said

The program, which attracts students from colleges all

over the country, is an attempt to "simulate as closely
as pos.sible. for six weeks, the English experience" of lear
ning and to give students the cultural and educational
benefits Trinity has to offer. Bump said

One of these benefits includes the u.se ot the Bodleian
Library at Trinity, which contains copies or originals of
every work ever published in England since about the ear
ly 18th century. Bump said.

The UMass program is unique because students are

taught by English profe.ssors the English way — small

classy, weekly workshops and a lot of oneon-one contact

— wher^u other pmgrams bring they're own faulty to

teach in an English setting. Bump said.

"The workload is the same if not a little more than here

(But) it's ver>' inti'iisf. it'> .i cuiiipacted six weeks," he said.

Students that go on the trip are at once exposed to the

ancient and prestigious setting of Trinity, which is located

at the heart of Oxford University, and the city of Oxford
where plays and musical events are stagged all summer
long. Bump said.

"Oxford itself is absolutely booming with music it .-;

music that ranges anywhere from classical to contem
poraiy," Bump said. "It's a city that if one wants to, he
cm no out every night and heai- live music."

On top of the nightly activity in and around Oxford.
Bump said many day trips are planned so students can
get out of the area and .see some of England.

"We call them our mystery tours l)ecau8e we're never
quite sure where we're going to go, " he said.

Some of the trips already planned include a visit to War
wick Castle, where wax figures are set up around the cas-

tle depicting life in the middle ages, and a trip to Strat
ford on Avon, the home of William Shakespeare. Bump
said.

Also, for about $200, students can take part in a

weekend trip to either Pans or Cornwall in Devon on the

southwestern coast of England, he said.

Many of the courses offered also use outside activities

to help students learn.

The Shakespeare in-Reperatory course for example will

see five plays of which one will be Shakespeare's The Mer-
chant of Venice with Dustin Hoffman playing the lead role

of Shy lock. Bump .said.

Albertson
cnntinutd from page 1

"I think that when all is said and
done, although people thought of him as

a radical, a leftist, and a Marxist, he was
a very gentle and kind person, and he
was upset when he saw that we were
less than gentle and kind."

"That was the thing about him — he
had a unique teaching style." said

Daniel Costetlo. a TA in Albertson's

Contemporary American History
course. Costello said he had known of

students who brought friends to hear
him lecture.

"More than any other professor I've

ever had. he had the best relationship

with his students." Costello said.

Albertson's wife. Eve Spangler. a

sociology professor at Boston College,

.said she was glad to talk about her bus

band because, among other things, "he

was a very distinguished man."
Spangler said Albertson was diagnos-

'•d a.<» having lung cancer two years ago,

liid had an operation a year ago lo

(•move some of the cancer. He had also

undergone '.'hemotherapy and radiation

treatments, which had little effect.

She said th»' ftn.y classes he missed

before his death were on Monda> and
Wednesday of la»>t week 'One of his on-

.> concerns '.n fu.*- ast ^<fk ',v»«(>> hi«

-tudents. she said.

.MlHTtson was Iwrn .Au^ -J. 1920 m
Denver. Colorado He later moved to

Oaki.md, California, where he attend

ed high school. He then attended the

University of California at Berkeley,

receiving a bachelor's degree in history

in 1942
He served in the US Navy as a fighter

pilot m World War II from 1943 to 1945.

and then returned to UCalBerkeley to

receive a master's degree in history in

1947. He received a doctorate in history

from Columbia University in 1955, and
also was one of the founders of the Col-

umbia Oral History Project.

He began teaching at Brooklyn Col-

lege in New York in 1959 and remain
ed there until September. 1965, when
came to UMass.
Albertson authored the books

"Roosevelt's Farmer." "Eisenhower as

President." and "Rebels or Revolu

tionaries: Student Movements of the

1960's." He was also co-author of "Main
Problems in American History with

UMass history professor Milton Cantor

and former L^Ma.ss profes.sor Howard H.

Quint He was published in magazines

.tnd journals, and was the recipient of

-overal research grants.

Albertson is survived by his wife Eve,

42 <on MarK. .'52. of San Jose, Califor

ind daughter Con.-itanl. 28. wh^

lives near Montreal. He also l('.Tve>5 m

Kfanddausihter. Sarah Eden

.\ memorial .«c»vice for Albert.Min i-

ihedulet. for 4 p.m. today .nt the First

t hurch nn the Grwn. Route "> .n

[>ongnieadow

Namibia

PlMMo by MUrkrU Furklvr

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE BALL - Senior
communications disorder major Bruce Wisen-
burn practices hi.s juggling recently.

continued from page It

meet with Botha, U.N. officials and British

members of the U.N. monitoring force.

Thatcher said a special session of the U.N.
Security Council should be called to con-

sider the alleged SWAPO incursion.

There was a tense 30-minute standoff

outside the capital when some 100
policemen confronted as many as 20.000

SWAPO supporters marching to Windheok
from the Black township of Katatura, seek-

ing to celebrate the start of the in-

dependence process.

About 400 SWAPO supporters reached
downtown Windhoek and held a rally

across from a luxury hotel. About 30

policemen watched but did not interfere as

the crowd chanted 'SWAPO. we win!"

Until November's popular election, when
Black majority rule is scheduled to be
restored in Namibia, administration of the
territory as well as law enforcement will

be held by Administor General Louis
Pienaar. appointed by South Africa. Out of

Namibia's 1.3 million, about 70,000 are
white.

SWAPO is favored in the pre-

independenv.e elections, but whether it can

gain the two-thirds support needed to have
complete control over the drafting of the

constitution is uncertain.

Ilw® §®ff ®iii©l

IfYou'reTakingOne
OfOur Competitor's

^curses,

YouCouldBe
SSB

**Yottr Choice" Coupon Specials

Buy One Get One Free

BREAKFAST
Pesto Cheese Omiette $4.95
The Italian basil favorite with mannara and
sprouts Served with toast, enghsh or muffin.

LUNCH
Veal Parmlglana Sandwich $5.45
Veal cutlet topped with mannara and cheese

Served with fries, nee or cole slaw

Coupon

valid

Monday

thru

Friday

only.

Coupon
Expires

Z DINNER
Beef Bourguignon $7.95

Sirlom lips with mushrooms and a brown gravy,

with a hint of red wine Served with tossed salad

and a choice of steak fries, baked potato, rice

pilaf. cottage cheese or cole slaw

Lastlfear's
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358 N. Pleasant St.
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STANDING WATCH - Freshmen Darren Altemose and Dakken
Abbe survey the sea of the Gay Head cliffs on Martha's Vineyard
this past weekend.

ASK US
MONDAY, APRIL 3, 1989 COLLEGIAN 7

Question: Is it normal for a man, en <>c

c.tMon. not to be able to get an erection

while being stiniulat.d"

Answer Yes. Physical and emotional

factors may interfere. A man who is over

tired or overstressed is not at his best at

anything. Be understanding and patient

Question: 1.-^ it possible to becinne arous

ed and or have an orgasm while under the

influence of alcohol?

Answer Most drugs, including alcohol,

numb sexual feelings and depress sexual

function unless taken in very small

amounts. Alcohol may loosen inhibitions or

tiii.-^Hms to make intimacy more ap
proachable, but at the same time may
diminish physical awareness and make
orgasm unlikely. Many a partygoer has
lieen dismayed to find his performance im-

paired after an evening of heavy drinking.

Question: How important
simultaneous orgasms?

are

Answer: Not very. In fact "Separate

turns" may be even more pleasureable.

especially in a new relationship where you
are getting to know each other. Most peo-

ple find they are unable to fully experience

their own sensations while trying to give

pleasure to their partner.

SGA reform
conttnued from page I

Dunlap said Sen. Scott Kramer, chair of

the rents and fees committee, and Sen.

Jessica Mitchell, who .serves on the budgets

and academic affairs committee were ex

amples of senators who are serving their

constituents and lauded them for their

hard work in recent months.

"These people are killing themselves

with the amount of work they are doing."

he said "It's not glamorous and it d<K*sn't

get them a big name, but they're doing so

much for students.
"

Dunlap urged students to become aware
of their senators' actions to insure they are

receiving adequate representation.

"It's the constituents' place to make sure
the senator is doing their job," he said, ad-

ding that people who are not informed
enough to make an educated vote should
not serve in the senate.

"It's those f)eople who are bringing down
student government." Dunlap said

For Your Information;
For Your Information is a Collegian ser-

vice to the University communit;-. For in

formation on how your press release can be

printt>d in FYI. contact David Mark at

545-3500. Because of space requirements,
not all notices can be published.

Rally
.\ rally for women's equality and

women's lives has been scheduled for noon
tomorrow on the steps of the Student Union
Building The rally is being held to "bring

attention to the March on Washington."
scheduled for April 9. For more informa
tion call 546 6918.

Committee
The Earth Day Coordinating Committee

has scheduled a meeting for 8 p.m tomor

row at the Bangs Community Center in

Amherst. The committee is "planning a

celebrational/educational participatory

festival" for later this month For more in-

formation, contact Leslie Giffen at

549 1060. or Dan Newell at 253-5092.

Reading
Maxine Hong Kingston, author of The

Woman Warrior and China Men will give

a reading from her works at 8 p.m. Wednes-
day at Wright Hall at Smith College.

Meeting
An information meeting for the summer

program in Salamanca. Spain has been
scheduled for 5 p.m. Thursday m room 601
of Herter Hall. For more information, con
tact Delsev Thomas at 545 2887.
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Sun. April 2

Mon. April 3

Wed. April 5

Thurs. April 6

Fri., April 7

Sat. April 8

Tues. April 1

1

Thurs. April 13

Pledge Education Day
10:30-4:00 (to be announced)

GREEK LETTER DAY!
Movie Niaht "Die Hard"

S.U.B. 7&9PM

Comedy Night, Hatch 9:00

m
m

Greek Sing, Pearl Street 8:00 b

Volleyball Tournament

Delta'Chi 4:00 PM

Greek Games & Barbeque

SW Fields 12:00

Greek Diversity Panel

CC804 6:00-8:30

Awards Banquet

CC 1009 7:00 PM
Invitation Only
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Welcome to the real world
So far the quote of the year has come from

the mayor of Washington D.C.. Marion
Barry: "Outside of the killings,

(Washington D.C.> has one of the lowest

crime rates in the country
"

Bob Bobala

Thank you, Mr. Barry. I will no longer

fear the idea of going to my nation's

capital. If I decide to in the near future, I

can visit historic Washington D.C.. know-

ing that I probably will not be robbed or

assaulted. The only thing I need to worry

about is being killed.

Washington D.C. is no longer just our

political capital, it is also the country's

murder capital. Last year, there was a

record 372 homicides in D.C. So far. this

year, there has been 119 killings, almost

all of them drug-related.

I can hear the new speeches that tour

guides are preparing for foreign visitors

now: Welcome. Welcome to our nation's

capital. Come and see the monuments to the

men who made this land great. See where

our leaders work so hard trying to keep it

great. . . . But dead-holt yourself inside your

hotel room after dark.

"Drugs are the problem, not Mayor
Barry." says the Washington mayor.

Obviously, Mr. Barry, you are not the

reason behind D.C.'s drug wars. One quick

question though. In December, undercover

policemen found you visiting the hotel

room of drug suspect Charles Lewis. Since

then there has been much speculation over

whether or not you are a drug user. Doesn't

this hurt your credibility in your role as a

self-proclaimed "commander general" in

the war on drugs?
"1 should not be judged guilty by associa

tion.

Fair enough, mayor. This is not just your
problem, anyway. To put away the dope
dealers and clean up the drug bat

tlegrounds, you need the help of another

one of the city's prominent citizens — Mr.
Bush. Which makes me wonder why the

President went to Pennsylvania a few

weeks ago to talk about drugs. Why didn't

he just step out into his backyard where the

real problem is?

Actually, I was there for a day last sum-
mer, and the tourist area of the city seems
safe. As long as you don't wander too far

from the White House and bump into a

drug-related gang fight, there's nothing to

fear. As Mr. Barry says, the murders are

localized in a certain part of the city. Of
course, I don't think that makes much dif

ference to a US Senator who was nearly

stuck in the middle of a shootout recently.

For some reason, I've always had this

idea that a country's capital was a reflec-

tion of the rest of the country. I don't know
where that idea came from. I don't know
who put it inside my head, but I sure wish

I could get it out.

The best television coverage of the

presidential inauguration in January was
on the network that flashed back and forth

between Bush's address and the bag peo-

ple roaming around the city. That's our na-

tion's capital. Only a few city streets

separate the most powerful and the richest

people in the world from the weakest and

the poorest. Only a few blocks separate all

of Washington's splendor from the drugs,

the pain, and the death.

Welcome. Welcome to Washington D.C,
our nation's capital Welcome to the United

States.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist

Are you tired ofhearing everyone else *» opinion, and feeling you can 7 express

your own ?

Don 't despair! The Collegian editorial desk is looking for aspiring columnists.

After five (5) columns are published in a semester, you become a columnist. If

you always find something wrong (or right) with the world, orjust want to com-

ment on current events, we 'd like to see you.

Come down to 113 Campus Center (we're in the basement) and talk to Pam.

Meredith, or Janine. We 'd love to hear from you.

Corrections
The Collegian editorial desk accidently re-ran a column by Minu Sebastian

on March 30. Minu Sebastian's column that was supposed to run is in below.

The editorial desk (and the editorial editor, especially') aiyolo^ues for the confusion.

Housing could care less
Living' on campu.s !.>< a privilege- Your

cl;i->i - an- never more than a fifteen

minute crawl, you don't have to worry
about catching a bus to campus, cooking

your own breakfast (because theJi.C. is

even closer than classes), or making friends

iH'cause you're surrounded with neighbors

What an easy life!

Alise Harfield

What more could you want away from
itme?

I thought nothing, until relations with

my roommate of this semester started go-

ing awry. So uncomfortable was living in

that room that I decided, by myself, that

moving out was the solution

I'm sure every one reading this has either

had a roommate conflict or knows sometme
who has. I have a friend whose roommate
moved out leaving her with a "double

single" - a room big enough for two but

with only one occupant. She completely

underst(Kxi, and invited me to move in with

her. She added that when her roommate
moved out a few weeks before, she signed

a form saying that she'd pay X dollars to

keep hers a single room. She didn't want
to deal with a stranger moving in, she'd

had enough misery. Since she hadn't yet

paid, we assumed there would be no
problem.

At housing I explained the situation to

a polite woman. She could see the effects

the situation had on my face, and looked

up my friend's name Then she told me I

could not nK>ve. I could move in with so-

meone I'd never met before, but not my
friend. She had to pay her X dollars, and
no one could move in, whether she wanted
me to or not.

It's not that I was left without an option

I did have the chance to jump, solo, from

purgatory to hell by moving in with a

stranger, not knowing if the situation with

her would be even worse than the present

one.

When I discus.sed the problem with my
Assistant Residence Director, he assured

me that mine was a special circumstance,

and that surely, an exception could be

made. He himself would call housing and
explain the gravity of the issue

In the meantime, 1 spent consecutive

nights with a friend, planning to move out

come the weekend I relaxed a little, remin-

ding myself that dorm life was indeed good.

After all, when I had a problem, there was
someone to turn to. someone who with his

connection to Housing could get me out of

this situation.

Hah! They refused his recommendation!
They can't do without my friend's X
dollars, ^te has to have this room to herself

because at one time, some three weeks ago,

she said she wanted it. So what that she

called and said she wanted me to move in?

So what that we are both dissatisfied? Or
that the money doesn't even have to be

refunded. ju.st not paid? It's in the ctmtrtut.

Forget that because of many Stockbridge

students graduating, there ^re over 300
empty rooms on campus this semester

Now I question whether this life is such

a privilege, having to live unhappily
because a paper says so and a computer
screen demands X dollars. If I move now,

my friend will have paid her X dollars (not

a scanty amount, either) for a single she

won't have. Is that fair to her? Or is it fair

if we split the fee?

It's ironic that Housing cares about X
dollars more than the needs of students —
students without whom 235 Whitmore
would NOT even exist.

AUse Harfield is a Collegian columnist

Gun control not the answer
Pamela McCarthy's column ("lnner<ity

target practice," March 30i was a true ef-

fort to understand gun control from both

sides, but it misses the mark. McCarthy
was very wise to point out the analogy bet-

ween illegal guns and illegal drugs, for

they are always related, but she errs with

her charge that she doesn't condone the use

of guns or drugs, so they should be illegal

Paul Del Gallo

What needs to be understood here is that

the law is not a pulpit from where we

preach, but an institution from which to ob-

tain order. The new restrictions on gun

ownership, and the old restrictions on drug

use, are an attempt by society to control the

behavior of others. Of course, there are ac-

tions we do have the responsibility to con-

trol in another person. No sane person

would defend the right to steal, kill, or

rape. These are actions that affect other

human beings; robbing them of life, of pro-

perty, or of their humanity. But the use of

drugs, though enormously stupid, is not an

action that society can or should control.

Similarly is the ownership of assault

weapons, however unfortunate that may
be.

Beyond the moral conflict of choosing

laws that restrict people's basic civil liber-

ties, let's look at the pragmatic side of gun

control. In the state of Massachusetts, the

a.ssault weapons that are proposed bann-

ed compose only three of the 808 con-

flscated weapons collected last year. All

three of them were obtained, carried, and

used illegally. It's not as if the the trouble

is the legal status of the guns, but instead

the ability to enforce the law. Above all,

this is the fact that if assault weapons are

the fad of criminals and killers, what will

we accomplish by criminalizing their

possession? Black marketers in firearms

will move next door to similar scum, the

drug dealers, and set up shop. The high de-

mand will create a high price for these

lethal weapons, and upgrading the weapon

to full automatics will be even more pro-

fitable. I hope it is understood where the

money for these now expensive weapons

will come from.

If you really want to damage the drug

scourge, and the crimes of theft, bribery,

and murder it's married to, decriminalize

drugs. The reality of their use will not

change, those who are wise will not take

drugs and those who are fools will. With

it no longer illegal, the use of assault

weapons will be a non issue; the drug kings

will be unemployed.

Someday soon, we mu.st realize that laws

like the drug laws and the firearm bans do

not affect the behavior of the lawless, only

the unfortunate police officers who must

sleep in dumpsters and ally-ways to try and

catch them. Someday we won't have many
laws we cannot enforce, but a rigid few

which we can.

Paul Del Gallo is a UMass student

Spitting — a nasty problem on the UMass campus
As I am walking through campus, I find myself dodg

ing from side to side. Why am I doing this? No. I'm not

having a seizure. Actually, I'm trying to avoid stepping

on these globs of .spit that are all over the place. I don t

know about you, but seeing spit all over the ground real-

ly gi-osses me out.
' Why are these globs of spit everywhere? I m not really

sure All I know is that I'll be walking along when all of

a sudden, the guy next to me will just .spit onto the ground.

I casually move awav from him and keep walking.

Then I see a guy coming from the opposite direction who

decides to release his excess saliva. But his spit was bet

ter than the last one. I mean this was a long-distance

mound of spit; this guy must practice a great deal because

his wad flew right past me. I'll be sure to say out of his

shooting range next Ume I see him. -

After a while I see another guy jogging. He s spitting

in somewhat of a rhythm. One spit to the right, one spit

to the left; one spit to the right, one spit to the left. . .maybe

spitting helps him keep up his pace.

What possesses people to spit all over the place? It could

just be a bad habit they ju.st can't keep under control. Sud-

denly, you get this urge to spit, so you just let it out.

Minu Sebastian

For some people, it probably dates back to their

childhood. You started spitting when you were a kid. It's

okay, I understand. I used to do it, too. When I was a kid,

we used to have contests. We'd all line up and see who
could spit the farthest. We thought it was cool; all the

tough, older kids did it. We had so much fun back then.

But as I grew older, I realized I should Stop. Fortunately,

I .grew out of it. For otiiprs, it's hot so easy.

Some kids grow up spitting all the time and whenever

the feel like it. Soon, they become addicted. They have

unexplainable urges and they get really nervous until

they finally get it out of their system. It becomes a habit;

one they need to do two to three times a day. For some.

it's more severe. They tend to spit more frequently — up
to 10-15 times a day.

What these people need is therapy. They have to get

help. It's a long, hard road through therapy, but you have

to do it for your own sake and for the sake of those around

you.

Admitting you have problem is the first step. This can

often be the hardest step, but once you realize the pro-

blem exists, you can move on. You should then try to talk

about the problem openly to others. At first, you'll only

feel comfortable talking about it with your really close

friends. But after a time, you'll be able to confront your

family, with your prpWem. .. ^

Minu Sebastian is a UMass student
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ARTS&LIVINS
Fresh new material keeps Wright's ship afloat
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Steven Wright
John M. Greene Hall

April 1

Last Wednesday night, Steven Wright was rubbing

shoulders with the Hollywood glUz at the 61st Annual

Academy Awards presentation. Honored with Best Live

Action Short for his Appmnlments ofDennis Jennings, the

Boston native added another chapter to his book length

resume of comic achievements.

There was a time when having an original delivery style

was enough (provided of course, you were funny i to leave

a lasting mark on the comic scene. But upwardly mobile

overachievers like Steve Martin and Robin Williams have

put an end to the one-dimensional nature of the stand-up

comedian, and a stint in Vegas is now only a beginning.

Accordingly, Wright has followed suit by (successfully t

branching out into film, and thankfully, it's apparent that

his unique stand-up routine has suffered nary a setback.

Saturday night at Smith College's John M. Greene Hall,

Wright's hour plus show had a sold-out audience think

ing twice at every moment. Delivering a surprising

amount of new material, his impishly twisted view of life's

more mundane aspects unfolded at a quick pace, taking

into account his methodically slow delivery.

"My school colors were clear," he said. "I would say to

people, 'I'm not naked, I'm in the band.'"

Wright most effectively finds humor in the curious

characteristics of human nature. Most funny was his

recollection of his grandfather conducting daily "elevator

practice." making the children stand totally silent, side-

byside in a closet for three minutes a day.

Included in the night's routine were some prized one-

liners which have remained staples in his act, "Hermits

have no peer pressure," but have yet to become stale or

tired. "There's a fine line between fishing and just stan-

ding on the shore like an idiot."

The show was like being on some kind of vessel, a ship

or sttmething Wright's comments kept it going He fuel

ed the atmosphere at a steady pace, and the ship just kept

moving along, no lulls in the performance, no loss of speed.

It's tougher and tougher to command an audience's at-

tention these days, especially for more than 60 minutes.

Sam Kinison screams his lungs out and Andrew Dice Clay

curses his way to the front of the line, offending whoever

and whatever on the way. While taking nothing away

from either performer, it's clear that Steven Wright's ap

proach hinges on the audience's anticipation of every

sentence. The reactions almost beat the jokes to the gate

Any performer with such control over his audience is cer

tainly on to something, in fact it's surprising that more

comics haven't tried to experiment with (i.e. steal ed.)

his style.

"I bought a decaffeinated coffee table yesterday. You

can't even tell the difference."

Top notch. And the ship's still moving.

t'^^a Cucina di

PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
(limticd dclivciy area)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupons valid lot dcbw«ry

or pich up only

549-3669

Monday*
Tuesday

& Wednesday
Night Special

Coupon
LARGE CHEESE

PIZZA
$5.50 plos tax

I No« Valid with any other special • Valid only

I
on Monday Tuesday or Wednesday • ValiH

11 in Amhertt locaiton • Valid only by phone

Auto
Glass
Center]

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
niRLACED

North Amherst
Motors

«•••« ^iiw C*»«>< C*'«« mrt^m**

Tickets
Unlimited

Tickets Now
AvallabI*

BON JOVi
Hartford June 23

HaCaRMa

Worcester April 9

All Red Sox & Bruins

& Whalers Playoffs

413-734.0770

k

CINEMA

Working
Girl R

$2.50
w/Student ID

AMITY ST. 253-5426

• HELP •
• an adult learn to read

• a single parent find a home
• a child learn to trust

Volunteer
a few hours a week
next semester at:

• The Literacy Project

• Homelessness Project

• Companion Project

Meet a representative

from each project.

Tuesday, April 4th
Campus Center Rm. 165

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Sponsored by the

UNIVERSITY INTERJffSHIF PROGRAM
16 CX7RR7 HICKS 545-0727
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Metallica
COLLEGIAN 9

continued from page 9

Comprised ofdrummer Lars Ulrich, guitarist Kirk Ham
mett, vocalist guitarist James Hetfield and the newest
member of the clan bassist Jason Newsted, Metallica
released . And Justice For All in late 1988. The album,
marking the band's new beginning, is the first studio ef-

fort since the accident that took the life of bassist Cliff
Burton two years ago.
"... And Justice For All is a natural progression since

Master of Puppets. The difference being our maturing as
people, as musicians and our growing knowledge of each
other's ideas and abilities," Newsted said.

Another area of change evident on this nine-song
masterpiece is the initial acquiring of a new producer -

enter one Mike Clink. But when things were not going
as expected, the Metallica boys switched back to old
faithful, Fleming Rasmussen, to complete the project.

"When it came down to it. Clink was just not enough
of a pusher or go getter, " Newsted said "Fleming, on the
other hand, becomes the fifth member of the band when
he comes in. He knows exactly how things are supposed
to be," he added.

One new venture for the band has come in the form of
a made for MTV video. Written about the 1971 war movie
Johnny Got His Gun, "One" is a song whose content
details the horrifying reality of a veteran's living
nightmare. Known primarily as a non image band, the
actual surfacing of a Metallica video caught many off
guard But according to Newsted, "The idea of making
a video has been talked about for a long time. The thing
that stopped us was finding something that we felt was
strong enough to represent us After writing the song, we
found out about the movie (which was a screenplay from
the book). So we watched the movie, picked out the in

dividual clips to which we bought the rights and then
spent one aAernoon filming ourselves in a warehouse jam
ming."
Starting out primarily as an experiment, the video for

"One" has done more than expected, breaking MTV re-

quest records and introducing the band to a whole new
audience, including the eyes and ears of music's largest

academy - The Grammy's
With the addition of best heavy metal/hard rock perfor-

mance category for this year's star-studded bonanza of

awarding music's beat, Metallica's current success made
way for yet another opportunity.

"Playing on prime time television was pretty weird,"
replied Newsted, "The thing that was great was that we
went there a few days l)efore the show for a dress rehear
sal As we started loading m, the people working the set

up didn't know what was going on because most of the
other band's on the agenda came in with little amps," he
continued. 'We had full stage gear. While rehearsing, I

noticed that all the seats in the hall had posterboards with
celebrities' 8x10 inch glossy photos on them. This was
where they were to sit. Right in front of us were peopK-

like Joe Cocker. Rod Stewart, Quincy Jones and Stevie

Wonder That was really weird."

With all this behind them. Metallica prepared
themselves for the evening's performance. Smoke began
to seep from the edges of the stage held captive by the

14.000 devoted fans in attendance. Feelings of anxiety and
excitement began to grow intensely. The seconds ticked

louder and louder as all eagerly awated the arrival of their

unsung heroes. With hearts pumping furiously, adrenalin

flowing like that of an angered volcano, an explosion of

energ>- was soon destined to emerge ... It was at this point

that the house lights went out.

WHAT A
TRIP. .

.

(only two minutes)

Monday through Sunday 10 am-9:30 pm
Sundays 12 pm-5 pm

South Maple Street. Rte. 9, Hadley. MA

Patient Dn^ofvnaltion SenkA

Having Diabetes: Having Children

WHAT: A Ptewntat.on and Dnctmion: What t.. Cor«d»r m Decklinf Whether

or Not to Hav<> Children: Prefn»nc)f «nd Diabelet: and more

WHEN: Apri) 6. !»«» 7:00 «:J0 p.m.

WHERE: Cimpui Center. Room IM

k/_ WHO: Pfrion* with diabetn. their pieitv roncerned friendt. and interetted

iJ health pro(es«>onal< Prejentation given by Alire Angelo. M D.. Bayltate

>; Medi'al Center

WHY: Learn. «hare information, eaperiencet. and concerns.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE.

for Wort Informatkn i49-26JI tn Itl

Alumni band is tops in Boston pop
By MARION RILEY
Collegian Correspondent

100 Holidays
The (Jiordons

Independent Expressway

The Gordons? What kmd of name is that for a band?
The lyrics say it . and the alumni sing it.

Record Review
The Gordons are a four piece band comprised of

UMass graduates. Their eight song debut CD 100
Holidays is quite impressive, and should be hitting the
airwaves soon.

Their songwriting is not the typical three lines in-

terchanged with three other lines repeated nine times
and an "Oh baby" and "Oh la la la " thrown in. There
IS considerable strength in their compositions.
The band's three part harmonies enrich the fine

music. The Boston Globe described them as being, "An
effervescent pop band with a strong 60's influence

"

Each song possess it's own definitive style and
personality.

The Gordons are big m the Boston area and at Tufts
University. Past gigs at the Hatch, and at Nightstage
in Cambridge have been well received., and the band
looks forward to traveling to New York for perfor-

mances there.

100 Holidays (on the Independent Expressway label I,

is a good choice for your collection. Tl»e Gordons are
a band to watch, and have proved that there is hope
after graduation.

WHERE
SUMMER
IS MORE
THAN A

ISRAEL PROGRAM CENTER
SIS Park Awmiim, N«w York. NY 10022

(212) 7SO-7773

I'm interested m your programs to Israel

Ptease serwj me further information on your

O Summer Programs

D Sherut La'am Peace Corp type
6 month and 1 year program

Where you can tour the ciiun-

try and reinev th*> path«

taken by yuur amt^tun. iivcr

the|MMt4,()(J0yfars Inirsue

tudy opfxirtunrtmi you rtever

dreamed exuted while y«i have

more Am than you ever thought

poaeible. Yloik the land and make it

bloafB onoe acam aa you he^ cetebrale

the 40th aMMWiary o/iu rebirth.

Address.

Oty SlMC- -2i|>-

School

Students
we will pay your firs

A

payments

For people who won't
consider compromise..
for people like you!!

Northampton Honda
Excludes all other promotions

586-8626 171 King St., Northampton, MA 586
* 1000 total Maximum Payments
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Look-out Orel, Bonecow's taking the hill
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

Bad weekend tor nu' My family lite is

spent. My sisters husband is ^,'loatin^

because he had just enou^jh self control to

lefram from chain whippin^j me over din-

ner on Siiturday night I still had that semi

viscous sweat on the small of my l>.uk

when 1 got back to Hamp. just in time to

see a fired up Wolverine scjuad humble the

Illini m the stinis. thus eliminating nu

from the Collenian p<M)l. I don't need the

money anyway I'm outta here m three

months so I figure I don't have to pay any
more hills The warm weather is just

around the corner so Cernak Oil will just

have to mellow out for a while, a long

while

There was a package, from Italy, waiting

for me when I got home. Two pre-mixed

(\impari and Sodas, complete with instruc

tions, from the old country My roomate

just bought a CD player and though he has

just two disks I settled into the ottoman for

a few hours of uninterrupted technological

genius. If he never bought anything besides

ikiydreiim Nation and ExiU' im Main Street

his collection just might b«' complete When

till s tn>i leleased Daydream 1 thought

thai Sonic Youth had ened It giew on me

though A much quieter sound but produc

ed to the hilt. The ability of ThursKm and

Lee to layer the guitar tracks continues t<.

blaze new trails and open wider the runii

ing sore that is quality rock and roll.

After 1 finished with the Campari and the

Youth 1 popped on my 15 year old copy ot

Decade. For stmie reason the hiss that has

accumulated over the years makes Neil

Young sound even better The Died Pret-

ty just released a cover of Neil's '"When you

Dance " to follow up their recent succes>

with the LP Lost I remember when I heard

my first Died Pretty Song My disfigured

friend Hot Pants and I had just finished a

fairlv brutal session with a twelve pack <.(

Meister Brau atul were struggling to get

his Impala up the hill to the solid steel

house that his father had built m order to

insure family safety. Those u«i. good

tiiiu'S (rtKid Boston based collegi' radio spit

img out the best eleven minute nK'k songs

that Australia had to offer.

The Ci>IU'^ian s<)ftball team kicks into ac-

tion ttimorrow at lower Bt>yden with yours

truly on the mound. Our catcher, and news

I'ditor, IS my favorite whipping boy at the

Newsroom but tomorrow we start our hunt,

together, for triumph, and whatever blood

we can spill on the way. Stiftball is for the

soli hearted but my nerves these days are

like the electrical cable that runs through

the fliMtr in death row at the Florida State

Penitentiarv

Malarians save Cafe from junk poets
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

Beat Cafe
Hampden Theatre
April 1

Walking into Hampden Theatre last Saturday night

was like walking; into a time machine set back thirty

years. Hampden played host to this years final install

ment of "Beat Cafe", which was headlined by Uxal rock

taves The Malarians. and included jazz and poetry

readings.

L'Mass jazz quintet Full Contact opened the even

ing with mi^ernjazz. including a sct>rcher from the pen

of Theloniuos Monk Poets John Goulding and Kell>

Everding followed (Joulding's poetry was nothing more

than intense intt-IUvtual babble about torment, while

Blue Wall
Coffee House

Offering a selection of gourmet coffee pastry

end ice cream

I

i. i
Waffle Cone special

pre>enf the

attached coupon to receive
50C OFF a freshly made WAFFLE CONE
with topping & ice cream of your choice a

Everding, though every bit as intense, was more

humorous.
Charles Carrol, suffering from larvngytis, recited the

works of beatnik p«iets. He greatly overacted and caus

ed much of the audience to walk out

By the time The Malarians took the stage, much of

the crowd had left. Thtise who stayed got a taste of w hat

It would be like if the Moody Blues merged with the

Ramones. The band, who describe their sound as "early

protosurf folk neo rock", is fronted by keyboardest.

vocalist Mai Thursday Dressed m Blues Brothers at

tire. Thursday's antics and one liners kept the crowd

in stiches. During a technical malfunction. Thursday
improvised a poem. Death of a Mauve Bat. "to keep

in the spirit of the evening"
Blending psychedelia with hardcore, and playing

almost all new material, the hand scored best on their

driving, punklike tunes, such as "Get Out of Dallas',

which Thursday introduced am his childhood fantasy

of saving John Kennedy's life.

They closed the show with two more driving tunes.

"Mighty Yighty" and "Good Time", which got the

crowd dancing for the first time all evening

MonThufs

Saturday

Sunday

" SOam-lZOOmKj
1 1 30am. 6 00 pm
CioMO . but waicn

t<y special events

3 00 pmlZ 00 m.d

Located on the Concourse Level

ol the Campus Center

BLUE WALt
COfFIE MOUSI

50« Off
nNF rniiPON pfi? cy^TOMFP

Freshly Made
Waffle Cone
EXPIRES APRIL 7, 1989

r

HAMP

Waffle Cone
SPECIAL

V
Present this coupon
to receive

gQ^ qJ|
a freshly made Waffle Cone
from Hampden Creamery

Open everyday:
1 1 -.30 am-1 1 :30 pm
Located et Southwest
Residential Area

1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER EXPIRES APRIL 7. 1989

Beat the Bondo
bores at C McD 's

By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

In Northampton, a simple and friendly "Wanna get a

cup of coffee?" would normally invariably be followed by

the back of the mind dread of the chem dep«'nd babes

quietly screaming for attention, or the angst ridden

pseudoartistes looking glamorously pathetic • in short, the

numenms and tiresome variatiorus on what paiwes fw cool

m Western Mass, known to those in the know as "hick

chic"
But there is hope for the haggard cynic who just wants

a cup of coffee and maybe a quiet chat It comes in the

form ofCafe C McD's tucked away beneath the La Ctuuela

on Old S<juth Street Little things like ver>' good and com
paratisely inexpensive cofTee. coupled with excellent

pa.stries and a friendly staff make this recently opened

business attractive. Then there's the aesthetics — very

open, well lit with art on the walls that neither merits

nor receives scorn. A good slock of newspapers, big

ashtrays, and even charming little bathrooms. But these

are things any business can acheive with a little savvy

and taste

But C McD's has the all important ingredient a clean

and pleasant atmosphere The air of sad pretentiousnetis

IS not so prevalent and if the word "nice" was not such

a derogatory term it would be well placed.

And the eclairs (all patries are C McD made) are the

best. So have it and eat it too. Enjoy.

Styles By Deborah
— 65Unlv»rslly Df.Ainh«#«l 549 5610

Do you see your future in TV?U
N
I

O
N

V
I

D
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O

J GENERAL MEETING g
N Thursday, April 6th at 7:00 p.m. n
T in the Commuter Area Lounge t

U. V. C. where vou make TV r

TIMEOUT
Busch Pitchers

$3.60

Come Watch the NCAA
Championship Game

Free Hot Dogs Ali Night

You Deserve Some Time Out rf^i^yrJ:^-'

37 N. Pleasant SI • Mass ID required

ELACKAFEMRS
The Black experience in Britain:
The historical dimension

^
*

n Ki^U:^

By STEPHEN SMALL
Special to the Collegian

The following is the third

in a series of articles to prit-

vide a historical analysis of
blacks in Britain and their

relationship tu blacks
America.

(.'aOrpan Vi\r PhuUi

Prof. Stephen Small

It doesn't make much sense to attempt an understan

ding of the black experience in this country without some

knowledge of slavery, Jim Crow segregation and the

.migration from the south. Similarly, it makes little

sense to look at blacks m England without some

knowledge of their past And over there, black history is

shaped oa much by the British Empire, as it is by our

presence in England itself

Slavery in England did not occur «m plantations; it hap

pened in the manors and mansions of the aristocracy

The most distinctive aspect of this history is the unity

we created in England, and with blacks in America and

Africa, to achieve our common goals Regardless of the

personal threats to themselves, blacks came together and

joined their brothers and sisters throughout the diaspora

to demand freedom. In this respect, the history of blacks

in England and America is inextricably entwined.

Blacks have been in England since Roman times but

little is known about their activities except that they com

manded soldiers and often held high positions. From the

1550s. blacks became more widely reported in England

and by 1596 had even caught the attention of Queen
Elizabeth I. She issued a proclamation demanding their

extradition because they were "infidels " and the countr>'

was facing economic pressures. Blacks probably watched

Shakespeare's plays, and who knows how much the

character of Othello was shaped by their presence!

Blacks ended up in Britain as slaves, and they went as

sailors. They went direct from Africa, but others first ex-

perienced the atrocities of slavery in the sugar colonies

And many went on the losing side of the British after the

American Revolution. The black community had many
dimensions Paupers and beggars, servants and domestics,

students and scholars, and even the companions and

escorts of royalty. Yet all suffered the adversities of racial

hostility.

The black contribution to the wealth of the British Em
pire has been well documented. The city of Liverpool con

sisted of a few huts until its involvement in slavery made

it the biggest port in the country. But black influence on

English life and political culture is less well known.

Most blacks in England were free. At their peak in 1715

the black population was estimated to number 15,000.

Most of the slaves were personal servants and status sym

bols to the nobility. There were no plantations and most

of the agricultural work was done by poor whites.

Though their numbers were never large, their presence

gave rise to considerable controversy. James Somersett

was brought to England as a slave. He escaped and upon

being recaptured his master tried to return him to the

West Indies. The noted abolitionist, Granville Sharp, got

involved in the case and in 1772 Lord High Chief Justice

Mansfield returned a decision that no person could for-

cibly be removed from English soil. It was interpreted as

the abolition of slavery, but m fact many blacks continued

to be held in bondage until the institution was abolished

throughout the British Empire in 1838.

Blacks had been an active influence on the Mansfield

decision. TTiey continually crfTered resistance and fled their

masters, seeking refuge in the small but cohesive com-

munities of blacks in England's ports. Together they

helped each other, offered mutual a)mfort and support,

and struggled to end slavery everywhere.

Blacks were also found in the highest courts of the land.

Olaudah Equiano, Ottobah Cuguano, Ignatius Sancho and

Job Ben Soloman were highly educated blacks that mov
ed in high circles Though they frequented the courts of

the aristocracy they never lost sight of their brothers and

sisters. All active campaigners against slavery, speaking

at meetings, writing books and inspiring (rthers. Their

fight did not end with abolition; they campaigned for

racial equality in America and against the double in

ju.stices black women faced and became a heroine as a

nurse in the Crimean war. Other blacks, too, were part

of the English working class .struggle in the Charti.st

movement, and in the formation of trade unions.

As blacks united, a network was extended across the

Atlantic and a warm welcome offered. Phyllis Wheatly.

Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Washington all visited

England. In the 1890's the indefatigable WEB. Du Bois

went to England At the turn of the century Marcus

Garvey found his way way there too. And in the 1930s

Jomo Kenyatta. Kwame Nkrumah and Julius Nyerere

each of whom later became the leader of an African na

tion came together in the Pan-African Congress fm

African liberation

"A people without o
knowledge of their history

and culture is like a tree

without roots."
- Marcus Garvey

Although few people know much about it, blacks in

England began a tradition of sustained resistance to in-

justice. From those in the most abject poverty to the

richest and educated, blacks came together in common
purpose and with united spirit. Through political activi

ty they forged international links that reverberated

throughout the British Empire. Though spread

throughout the diaspora they used innovation and in

genuity to stay alive and to sustain our community.

In contemporary America, as well as in England, we

would do well to learn from the heroism and solidarity

of our forebears. Those who went beyond our differences

to demand and defend the interests of black people as a

community.
Next week we look at the trials and tribulations of

blacks as post-war immigrants.

The author is a member of the sociology department. He

teaches courses on comparative class and racial inequality.

Director of
CCEBMS resigns
By JOSEPH L HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

Paul W. Barrows, the Director of the CCEBMS Pro

gram and Assistant Professors in African Studies has

resigned. He held this position for the past seven years.

He has accepted a position as special a.ssistant to the

chancellor at the University of Wiscon.sin -Madison. His

last day at the university will be April seventh.

CCEBMS is the oldest and largest minority program

at the university and in the state. As director, he was
responsible for the recruitment and retention of minori

ty students and in the general improving of the quali

ty of life, which according to Barrows is "advocating

across the campus for CCEBMS students."

Barrows spent his first year gathering information

and getting to know people. The needs of the program
became clear in the second year. The most immediate

need was to increase the number ofCCEBMS students.

In the Fall 1982. three months after he became direc

tor. there were approximately 400 CCEBMS students.

Two years later the number of students went up to 700,

almost double. One year later CCEBMS started its first

summer program and have had five successful pro

grams since then.

Barrows wrote the proposal for it as well as the pro-

posal for a grant from Digital Equipment Corp. The
grant was given to CCEBMS and used to set up the

Benjamin Bannaker computer facility. The grant was
worth 180.000 worth of computer equipment. Ernie

Allen, of the Afro-American studies department, col-

laborated with him. The grand opening of the center

was this past Saturday.

According to Barrows, some of the things the pro-

gram will have to look at in the near future are "the

Tillis report, (which! made some major recommenda-

tion about restructuring the program, the computer

center is now ready but we do not have staffing, we

need a coordinator, instructional educational software,

a TA and other student staff so we can get maximum
utilization out of this (program!

"

Presently, the CCEBMS Board of Directors are work

ing with the university to name an acting person and

to set-up a national search for a permanent director.

"TTie university needs to address the whole social

climate here. The number of CCEBMS freshmen is

decreasing because students see this place in the media

and they think racism is running rampant here, and

that it is a hostile alien environment, and there is some

substance to that and the university must honestly and

straight fowardly begin to better address this problem

and do something about it so Black students will feel

comfortable and nurtured and not alienated." said Bar

rows about the administrations commitment to the

students served by the program.

Barrows also said that "the next director will have

to establish a very positive relationship with the ad

ministration, (as) I have not had the kind of relation

ship with the administration that I wish I could have

had. Its been more of an adversarial kind of relation

ship."

Barrows' new job will be to implement a comprehen-

sive document called the Madison report which ad

dresses all minority related concerns on the campus

in a concise and coordinated way.

Namibia gains independence,
but uncertainty continues

BMCP holds first

communication conference

By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Stafl"

and The Associated Press

This weekend, the country of Namibia

began its transition from being Africa's so-

called last colony to independence.

At 6 a.m. yesterday, a formal cease-fire

took place between South Africa and the

guerilla group SWAPO. the South West

African People's Organization. SWAPO
had been fighting to end South Africa's

74-year rule over Namibia.

In spite of a formal declaration by South

Africa for an official end to its control and

subsequent celebrations in the streets by

Namibians. South Africa reported violent

clashes with SWAPO on Saturday and said

that it may ask the United Nations peace-

keeping force to leave.

South African Foreign Minister Pik

Botha said Saturday that 38 SWAPO
guerillas and two territorial policemen

from South Africa were killed following a

SWAPO infiltration into Namibia from

Angola on Friday evening.

SWAPO, which has waged war for in-

dependence against South Africa since

1966, is undisputed as the preeminent

political party in Namibia. South Africa,

until recently, had refused to acknowledge

the country's right of self government.

Last December, afler 74 years of rule and

23 years of active revolt by SWAPO, agreed

to a U.N.-sponsored independence plan for

Namibia as part of a southwestern Africa

accord that also requires the withdrawal

of Cuban troops from Angola.

Under the accord. South African and

SWAPO forces were confined to their bases

as of Saturday. Botha claims SWAPO has

violated the accord and, as a result, he has

complained to U.N. Secretary General

Perez de Cuellar.

Unless there is a satisfactory response

from the United Nations, Botha said South

Africa would feel compelled to ask the U.N.

peace-keeping forces to leave "until

SWAPO can be brought to its senses."

At an airport news conference, Botha

said certain South African units would be

released from their bases to provide sup

port to the police and the U.N. group would

monitor the South African movement.

British Prime Minister Margaret That-

cher, after completing an African tour, flew

into Windheok, the nation's capital, to

continued on page 5

By SHIRLEY A. JONES
Collegian Correspondent

This past Saturday 25 people were in at-

tendance at the first annual BMCP (Black

Mass Communication Project] Communica-

tions Conference. The event was held in the

Student Union Ballroom between the

hours of 11am to 1pm.

Dwight Ellis, from the National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters and the Vice-President

of Minority and Special Services was to

give keynote speaker. Pam Cross of Ch.5

(Boston] and Tanya Hart Ch.4 (Boston] also

spoke.

According to Ellis, America has

undergone a revolution, "for the first time

in 20 years a new [Black] generation is

coming of age," and they are finally on the

right side of history. He stressed that our

society is a mosaic of many colors and

cultures, and is rapidly becoming a non-

white community as we go into the 21st

century.

Black males, according to the lecturer,

are a endangered species in the com-

munications industry. Although White

women dominate the field today minorities

have made some significant inroads,

specifically Black women. Black men have

seen their number in the field decrease

significantly in recent history. Ellis urged

Black men to double their efforts in this

field. Pam Cross focused her discussion

on news and news reporting. She felt that

minorities too often focus their attention

on one aspect of the field of communica-

tions on should broaden their horizons and

investigate news reporting. Cross sug-

gested that students take internships to

help them obtain more experience in the

field.

Tanya Hart discussed the need for peo-

ple to understand the politics of the

organizations they will work for. The

politics include having good relations with

people you will be working with, especial-

ly your boss.

According to Hart, being a reporter re-

quires you to think on your feet. In the

reporting business "the medium is the

message," said Hart. She also said that "a

person should never forget who they are or

where they come from and that we [Blacks]

have a responsibility to communicate to

others what we have learned."
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BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN

WE ARE LOOKING TO FILL THE POSITION OF
ASSISTANT MANAGER ON OUR
STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF.

THE POSITION REQUIRES A MATURE, ENERGETIC
AND FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE THRU APRIL 9TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN OFFICE.

CLARK HILL ROAD

Attention Graduating Seniors &
Grad Students!

1 St time buyer program avaiiabie

Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadley Suburu - Rt 9 - Contact Luther: 586-6054

I

I

I

I Pray St Amhcrs-- 549 5403 • Open Ham
7 Days A Week • Ca! for Take Out

Kitchen Oper : night

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10$ Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
TaqvcrsY h Tonic $1.50

Driak of the W««h
Amstd Ught $1.75
B««r of the Month

FOOD GIVE-A WAYS
Tues IOC Baffalo Wtn«s 9-12

W«d 99C Nacho & Cheese Ptaiters 9 12

Sunday IOC Potato Skins 9-12

1

THE

MULil-CULiURfiL
LIviNG
Program

it In Gorman Hall for Fall 1989! •

Created by Students, for Students
Designed to Provide a More Supportive atmosphere

for African, African American, Asian, Asian

American, Latino and Native American
students that live on this campus. Including:

Academic, Cultural and Peer Support Programs.

Open House: Thursday, April 6th, 6:00-8:00 p.m.

2nd floor Gorman

More info, call Gorman Office at 545-2745
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Venture

up the

steps and
bask in the

sun at

rlafStona

serving

your favorites

from the

Bhie Wall
Coffee House

ICE CREAM CONES & DISHES • SNACKS • COOKIES
COLD DRINKS • CANNED SODA • FRESH FRUITS

WEATHER PERMITTING
OPENING: MON., APRIL 3RD / NOON-4 PM, MON-FRI

TODAY in S.U.B. 7 & 9 p.m. $2
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

"And another thing ... I want you to be
more assertive. ... I'm tired of everyone
calling you Alexander the Pretty-Good!"
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

"I like this l<id and I didn't

even i<now he was am-
bivalent."

- Boxing trainer Angelo Dundee, referring

to on ambidextrous boxer.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe
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YEASTHEAD
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SoPHOMORtC ATTEMPT AT
HUMOR, MR. TRUMP HAS
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AtWS (Morch 2)-April 19) Be
more reokstc where finances ore
cortcerned Paddle your own
canoe but seek experts advice
when necessary vom kindness

pays off in unusuot ways l?omance
gives you new hope for the future

TAUtUS (April 20 May 20)
Forge ahead with your career
plans Learning high-tech skits w«.

boost your earning potential Set

aside time to tend to on older per-

sons needs A cfi«d shares a big

secret

MMINI (May 2IJune 20) Many
cjifferent concerns w« occupy your
attention today Put business first

txjwever and use your auttxxity

wisely A work ctionge wii' irxrrease

not only your efficiency but youf

comfort Welcome innovotive
Ideas

CANCER (June 21- July 22) Vouf
firv^r^.r; .jftQifs rnoy be linked to so

meone eiies Moi^e sure you retairi

your stxjre of control Partriers are
more cooperative ttxan in ttie re-

cent post StvDw oDO'eciation for

their efo'ts

LIO auly 23 Aup 7?) Vo^
recogrwe a goioen opportunity

and pursue it A heavier workfcxjd

IS part of the picture K swamped,
do not hesitate to ask for tielp

Keep family expenses within

reasonable limits

ViaOO (Aug 23Sept 22) com-
mitments made todov win bring you
new prestige arx3 'inoncioi securi-

ty Higher-ups become aware of

your improved work performance
Return phone cans promptly to

ovoid rmssmg an unusual opportuv
ty Adventure beckonsi

liaaA (Sept 23-Oct 22)

Postpone signtng papers or travel

ir^ Events on ttie home front de-

mofxl you attention A chol^nge
IS settted. givng you o charx:e to try

your wings STiowcase your talents

to best advontoge

tCOtMO (Oct 23-Nk}v 2t) En-

pect good r»ws wefcome mvita

tons ond more romancei E«par.

dmg your social circle wi leod to

some wonderful t*T»es Do rxjt rock

ttie boat at work or you couk3

cause unneccesary proWems for

yourse"

SAOITTAaNIS(NK>v 22-Dec 21) A
new project receives backing form
an unexpected auo'te' voo arp
surprised aro delighted' Do not try

to borrow money or valuable iterris

todoy Leom to keep 'riendship

separate from txismess

CAMHCORN (Dec 22 Jan )9;

communication with an attractive

member ot opposite sen becomes
difficult cool It untu yoij are m o
more positive mood. A )ob tp could
lead to a second coreer Fo«ow up

A«UAMUt (Jar\ 20-Feb 16) A
conflict with auttiorlty figures wH re-

quire all the patience and
dipkDmacy you con must Howeve'
Oo stand your grourtd if someone
tries to take unfair advantage vouf
high standards are admirat)te

ntCIt (Feb 19-March 20) Be
tolerant if you hove to deal witri

emotional family members or peo-
ple at a distance Business will look
better tater this afternoon Enter-

fainir^ potentkal customers is a
smart move

MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on roll

Pizzo

BASICS LUNCH

Golden burgers

Pizza

DINNER
Sweet and sour chicken

fingers

Roast pork, spteed apples

BASICS DINNER
Cheese spsinach squares

Sweet and sour chicken

fingers
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baseball splits

continued from page 16
but It was

the last run which they would get.

The Hawks tuught back, and Mike
Bylone eventually won it with a pinch-hit,

two-run single in the bottom of the seventh

off UMass reliever Jerry Creamer. Rich

Graham took the loss for the Minutemen.
Graham was the second of four UMass

pitchers m the game, as starter Brian Con-

roy lasted into the fourth inning, allowing

five runs, four ofthem earned. Jeff Richard

son pitched to one batter in the seventh, is

suing an intentional walk.

men's tennis

In the first game, Ciaglo handled things

all by himself. The junior lefthander threw
a three hitter, striking out eight while
walking just one.

"It was another great outing for Ciaglo,"
Stone said.

A solo homer by Bright, a suicide squeeze

bunt by Tom Murray and a steal of home
by senior co-captain Steve Kern were all

the oftense the Minutemen needed in the

game

.

conttnutd from pagt 16

deep and down the line, all Kon Jancic

could do was lob the ball, which just made
it over the net. Gable came in and put the

shot away with a winner volley.

Chris Johnson, at the number two posi-

tion, won his match against John Sheehan.

6-1, 6-2. John-son's total concentration

evidently paid otT resulting in his top-spin

one-handed backhand, and overhead
smashes.
Paul Audet played third singles against

Rick Gacbato, and won 6-0. 7-5. Audet's

consistent down the-line and crcms-court

shots aided his second set comeback, from
down 14 to the win.

Humberto Soto, at number five singles,

played the longest match, 6-4. 7-6, winn-

ing the tiebreaker 9-7 Rich Stone at

number four and Glen Peck at number six

also added wins to the UMass victory.

The three doubles. Gable and Johnson at

number one, Audet and Stone at two, and
Lenny Levine and Matt Murphy at three,

all took straight set wins over the Bonnies'

doubles teams.

Softball sweeps two

Now with one win racketed, the team is

going to be practicing hard for the tough

matches.

"The big ones are going to be Providence.

Central Connecticut and Hai'tford. Central

Connecticut and Hartford are always

close," Roberts said. "Last year we beat

both, but that was last year.

"The first real test will be when we play

the University of Rhode Island [April 10|.

This will tell how we'll fair against the

tougher teams, and give us a good idea of

how we'll do the rest of the seasf>n,"

Roberts said.

"The team has a lot going for them."
Roberts said. "Johnson. Audet and Stone

are playing incredibly well, and Gable is

amaxing. But for us to beat Providence,

which we didn't do last season, they'll have

to play the best tennis with no mistakes.

We came in fifth at the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament with Providence ahead of us at

number four."

UMass will now face Holy Crtms Wednes-
day in Worcester.

men 's lax tops St John's

continued from page 16

continued from page 16

exited the Princeton contest to receive five

stitches above her right eye after being hit

with a foul ball, returned to hurl her second

win of the season with a strong game
against the Huskies (7-6).

UConn had jumped out to a 1-0 lead in

the second inning when with two outs and

runners on first and second, UMass right

fielder Bonnie Schilling dropped a fly ball

just inside of the foul line.

UMass immediately made up the lost

ground in the bottom half of the frame as

Jennifer Miller singled home Apnle from
second.

The Gorillas still led 6-3 after Greg
Collins scored with 3:40 gone in the

third. But St. John's got goals from

Bugge and Walt Grabinowitz to close

the gap to 6-5 and set the stage for the

tight final period.

"We didn't expect an easy game,"

Garber said. "I thought maybe we could

get a little better lead, but they put on

good full-field pressure. The first half we
had trouble clearing the ball. The man
with the ball couldn't find anyone

open."

Turnovers, which caused problems

against Cornell, were still a factor for

the Gorillas against the Redmen.

"We threw the ball away a lot on of-

fense, " Garber said. "The first half we

got a couple of goals, and 1 thought we

might blow it open, but we forced some

passes and just missed connecting on

others.

"We weren't very patient. The nature

of our game is to run and gun, but we
can't come down and throw the ball

away." Garber said.

There were several players that stood

M women's tennis
continued from page 16

season ahead," Husted said.

Following Friday's rainout against

Hawaii, UMass came out raring to go

on Saturday. The cold, windy and awful

conditions that persisted throughout the

match did not even seem to phase the

Minutewomen at all.

UMass swept the three doubles mat-

ches and reeled off five of six singles vic-

tories. Singles winners included number
two Maura Foley (6-4, 6-4). No. 3 Gail

Girasella (6-1, 6-0), No 4 Kerry Eddy
(6-1, 6-1), and fifth and sixth singles

players Shizuko Yamaski and McShane,

also in straight sets.

The best match of the day came in the

out in the game, particularly Ganci. The
senior attack's eight points padded his

.season totals to 14 goals and 11 assists.

"I know Ganci can play that way,"

Garber said. "He's probably our most

underrated and unknown player, and

he's probably our fastest. He came up

with some key ground balls."

Garber also praised Feinberg, a junior

midfielder playing again in place of the

injured senior co-captain Chris Zusi.

Feinberg picked up a pair of goals.

"Marc had a great game. He ran up
and down the field like a wild man."
Garber said.

Gorilla Grumblings: UMass will

host Brown on Wednesday in the first

of four games broadcast on New
England Sports Network this year.

Home games with Dartmouth and

Syracuse, as well as a game at Harvard

will also be featured ... it was a

homecoming of sorts for the Gorillas, as

2U of the players on the roster hail from

Long Island ... in comparison, every

player on the St. John's roster is from

New York state.

number one doubles where Vanessa
Kirschner and Yamaski squeaked out a

victory in the third set tiebreaker. Other

doubles teams to win were No. 2 Allison

Agnew and Tonya Sides and number
three Kim Morgan and Sarah Nadolny.

The Bonnies, who were playing their

first spring schedule ever, got their lone

victory at number one singles.

"We just won in all aspects, a convin-

cing win for us," Husted said.

Next up for the 1-0 Minutewomen will

be their last home match, Thursday

against the University of Connecticut.
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Munchy
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Lounge Hours:

Mon-Fri: 11:30 am-1 2:30 am
Sat-Sun: 5:00 pm-12:30 am

Quaker Rice Cakes

Skippy Peanut Butter 12 oz.
Regular & Chunky

Plllsbury Choc. Chip
Cookie Dough

SWL Apple Juice 32 oz.

SWL Beef Franks

Keebler Soft Batch Cookies

Keebler Suncheros

Sale $1.19

Sale $1.69

Sale $2.29

Sale 89C

Sale $1.49

Sale $1.69

Sale 2/$3.00

11th Floor Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Snickers 2.16 oz Sale 3/$1.00

Available In these Munchys

Hampden Worcester Franklin

Cleary, Harvard finally gain respect
Crimson get firstNCAA title in Minnesota 's own backyard

ST PAUL, Minn, lAPi - Where does one hvani to tell

thi- life story of this Harvard hockey team

'

How about with coach Bill Cleary. Ryan O'Neal s stand
in during the hockey scenes in the movie "Love Story"?
"A lot of people have questioned the coach's judgment

over the years." said freshman goalie Chuckie Hughes,
who made 33 saves Saturday night to help Harvard to its

first NCAA title with a 4-3 overtime victory over Min
nesota. "But he usually makes the right decisions It was
nice to win one for coach."
Cleary. considered one of the gieatest athletes in Har

vard history and one of the best US-born players ever, has
had many outstanding moments.
As a player, he led Harvard to third place in the .N'CAA

tournament in 1955 and skated for two US Olympic teams
— including the gold medal 1960 club at Squaw Vallev.
Calif.

In 18 years as Crimson coach. hehasa311187 21 record
and nine NCAA tournament appearances.
And, of course, he skated for the Oliver Barrett

character when "Love Story" shifted from the bedroom
to the blue line.

"That was just a fun experience, to see what it was like

to be in a movie." Cleary said. "I did all the action scenes
— the skating, the fighting - for Ryan O'Neal.
"i offered to do other scenes, too. but they wouldn't let

me do anything with All MacGraw."
Of all these moments, however, none are as sweet as

his imjst recent.

"At this moment. " he said, "this is the best
'

Cleary's best of times were Minnesota's worst of times.

Despite making eight tournament appearances in the
1980s, the Gophers didn't win a title during the decade.
•'We were so close," said goalie Robb Stauber, who

couldn't stop Ed Krayer's backhander 4; 16 in overtime,
"It's really painful when you work so hard for something
and you keep coming up short."

This was the year the Gophers were truly supposed to

win it all. It was regarded as one of their strongest teams
ever and the tournament was played at the St, Paul Civic
Center, just a slap shot from campus.

'it would've been very nice to see this place eru|H," Min

lU'Mita > Ji.n .\ndt-r.->on said. "If wed have scored (in over
timet, the roof might ve blown off. We wanted to win it

in fnmt of our fans
"

The Gophers, 34 1 13. in their 16th trip to the tourna
menl, last won the title in 1979.

Beating Minnesota in St Paul was especially satisfy

mg for Harvard, 31 3 0. which, in its 14th tourney ap
pearance. became only the third eastern school in the last

17 years to win the championship Bo.ston University
<1978) and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (1985t were
the others

After scoring twice in Thursday's 6 3 semifinal victory
over Michigan State. Krayer had hoped Minnesota would
also reach the final.

"I knew It would be a great game." he said "Playing
in their backyard, with 15,000 screaming fans. I knew it

would make the victory that much sweeter.
"We wanted to show everybody out here that eastern

schools can play hockey, too. Harvard is just as good a
hockey school as Minnesota. Michigan State or anybody
else."

"Out West, you hear the criticism." said Hughes, who
has won four straight championships including three
Massachusetts high sch(x>l crowns at Catholic Memorial

Bobby Reynolds (of Michigan State) said. 'Thank God
we're not playing Minnesota' (in the semifinals)." he said
"Lake Superior State thought they were going to beat us
to a pulp (in the quarterfinals).

"Nobody likes to be called a loser Nobody likes to be
told they're not good. We may not be te biggest team, but
you've got to catch us to hit us."

Hughes started even though classmate Allain Roy was
outstanding in the semifinals. Cleary said he wasn't about
to change his season long policy of alternating the two
goalies just becaitae a championship was at stake.

"A lot (^people questioned coach about not playing me
after (a victory over Boston College." Hughes sajd. "But
I knew that if 1 didn't play, Allain was going to do a great
job and if I did play, hopefully I would do a great job."
On Saturday, he outplayed his more heralded opponent,

Stauber, last year's Hobey Baker Award winner as the
nation's top collegian

Hoop contest
taking shape
After numerous exhausting hours of tabulation,

we ve finally figured out exactly what will happen in

iheCoIlefjian NCAA htK)p conte.st after tonight's chani
piunship game between Seton Hall and Michigan

If Michigan wins, Frederick Kleiman. who Lunent
ly leads the pack with 97 points, will be the overall win
ner Because of his high point total, Kleiman has
secured a spot in the lop three regardless of tonight's

outcome.

Following him would be Tom Sassi in second place

(89 points), who also has locked up fourth if Seton Hall
wins, and Karen Bourque(84 points), who likewise will

take fifth place Nicholas Forsyth Fandetti (83) and
Steve Kingman (80) would round out the top five.

If Seton Hall wins, the overall champion would be
Dan Lathrop. who currently has 85 points, and would
finish with 98 points, one ahead of Kleiman for the ti-

tle In second is James Clark ( not the sports editor, who
was maimed again by North Carolina loyalty), current

ly with 84 (but would win a tie with Kleiman for pick

ing the correct winner.), followed by Kleiman. Sassi and
Bourque.

Shame on the seven people who picked Michigan to

make the finals, but didn't pick a winner And al.so to

the poor nameless sole who finished with 16 pinnts

Yes. there is hqjie for some of us.

In the overtime. Stauber stopped Brian McCormack s

shot. But the rebound went to Krayer. who took one stride
to the bottom of the right faceoff circle, slid a backhander
along the ice and beat Stauber low to the stick side

"I didn't even see it go in," Stauber said. "I just looked
(goal) light's on . that was it"

After the game, Cleary briefly addressed the Gophers,
almc^t apologizing for his team's victory.

"I told them it was too bad anybody had to lose." he said.

"It was such a great game. I was sorry that anybody lost."

Obviously Cleary didn't remember the "Love Story"
script. Otherwise he would have realized that victw^
means never having to say you're snrry
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ACTIVITIES

UNIVERSITY RECVCLERS MEETINO
loniflW 7pm Cap* Cod Loung* mto
5844377

UMOC GENERAL MEETING Tonighl al

7pfn in CC 162- 1 75 Spfing into actioo m tt\»

oreal outdoors' SlideirKMn ofi trw Grand
Canyon

HAVE PUN PLAY WOMENS ULTIMATE
on M F SouthwMt fiaWi 4 00 with Zulu any
questions call Knsian S46-9330

TRYOUTS FOR THE UMASS cn«efiead<ng

team AprH 3-7 3 30 5 30pm Stodent Union
Slaps Calt Laa 6- 7334 AM UMass students
walcdfna

COEO VOLLEVSALL TOURNAMENT April

9 at Campus Pond Entry lorms at Boydan
Intramural Ottice Totman Mam ottica, SAU
OffKre SUB

TTRA • Inlarastad m travel & tourism' TTRA
- not |ust lor maiors' Corrw artd see Mon
day April 3 6 00pm in Flinl Cat*

LOOKING FOR THE EXPERIENCE thai

Fortune SOO Companies like about
Southwestern Co Gam Sales/mgt en-

perience earn t3-5 Ihouaand Paul
e6S-3247

'DOW'T TIWOW THIS PAPER AWAVI
It can be recycled Jom university
necyders i Monday 7pm Cape Cod Lounge

UNION Vll>lb CENTElT'bENERAL
MEETING Grand Reopening Video
workshop schedule available meet new
general manager Thursday April 6m Com-
muter Lour«ge

n PtkUmOMJ 4 SPEED SSO Scot
S4S4SS2

IMS CHEVY CITATION AC arrVtm low

m4eage e>c condition 266^ 1861 evenings

CO«> VOLLEVBAU TOURNAMENT

APRIL 9 AT CAMPUS PONO Entry lorms

at Boyden intramural Otice Totman Mam
Ottice SAO Ottice Student Union

FOR A GOOO TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. ~6«K
jockeys lights and large screen
dances 256-^26

in ^ ^ri FP! ' ^n ? "^•'

HtLPWiMmO (SUMMER): The Associa
Mn tor ma Help at Retarded ChMren need
mala and lamala students to work at Ihair

Summer iMep—y camp tor danelcpmen-
taly disabled cIMdren and adults Camp
Loyanown. m the C«akil> Mounuine al

Hunter NY oparalaa kom June 26 to AuguM
26 Pa«l poaMiona avaitaWe lor catxn

counselors specialty counselors WSl s

RN's. and o'lica staft Wnie Camp
Loyallown AHRC. 109 Wheattey Road,
Brookv«e NY ttS4S or c« SI6426- 1000
Mon Fri 9 30am-4 30pm Hato us give our

retarded campers arv) an|0||ilM9 vacation

ran SALE

VMDEOCAMERA IN parfea contMnn S200
256 1096

HONOA ACCORD 19M LX A/C PSPB
Rebuilt engine new brakes eiceUenl con
dition graduating $1900'BO -S4S-9960

DO YOU EVER FEEL UKEJUSf'takirtg oK
for Calilornia'' Here s your chance 2 one-

way li« to Lax. May 30 $200 or BO Calljen
or Pam 549-7543

CARLOS II^STRINC OUrTAR. f1» or

beat offer Can Skip or Brian 6-7222

CLARION XD-S 4-TRACK STUDIO
RECORDER. Great 'or demos and
songwriiing (475 or best offer Call Skip or

Brian 6-7222

LOCAL ARCMTECTUMliCMQMKMNO
FmM saeM interior design or engineering
student* for pan time work Call Tayfor

Oueket at 536 0455

MAKE HUNDREDS IN YOUR SPARE TIME
placing posters No selling Call

(918)33MONEV

LOST

LOST PEUGEOT VVATCM: Black band gold

rim. Mack fece on March I4 between Cam
pus CetMr and Alpha Chi Omega it found

pieaae caH ENen at 256 1 033'^" Reward
giveni

TWO UWIARY aOOia m dec on 3/16 if

you found them please call 54S-9449

NKWANO FOR QOLD^ilbOAF RING
LoM on caifwus 3/28 Senhmenial value

Pteaae caH Slefarae 546-7443

•r -. riAv>^

ASHLEY Thank* tor aapmg me Wedne*
day Lookirig Ion—rd to Saaing you again
I N can soom Spartcy

TO THE CNKKS. May 12 « the day I nwss
tr>a boys

TO THE OML IN OOOOeLL last Wed
rugM. I sat across from you you had a
suede coat, an umtwefia t looked Mie Deb-
bie G^son Would like to meet you Re*
pond ftere

WILUE. Why you lake the speedboat to

heN' Usta be tme' Bye boy Patti

HUM IS 21 and too njd»l^mi»T»M mat
gorgeous sntch fteene

TO JON FROM Northeeel Remember the

party at Amity Place about a rT>onth ago''

Yes, I'd tove to go lo lempte with you rou
can reach me at 6-6044 arWor respor>d

here Melissa

OH SAaE - Chartos mat** tor oHanng me
gill of k)ve". but oriy went Itie "magic

touch

"

PETER FAPPIANO To the nicest man m I he
entire work)' < " be around as long a* you
keep me Love your Dove. Anna

SEMORSil
LtAVt VOUR FOOTPfMNTSII

JOW THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN'
' Earn I* iOitti (Mus txinusei caibng

other UMasa semors
' Apply 41 the Memorial Hal Gaaewant

'

or can 545-3900
AP^V TOOArtI

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME'') jm there lor no more ttian

1160 with AiRHiTCHtr) as reported in Con-
sumer Reports Nv Times Let's Go News-
day Good iiouaakeepgig and national net-

work monwtg shows For detail*, can
212464-2000 or write AlRHITCH, 2901
Broadway suite lOOA. NY NY 10025

IT S NOT TOO LATE TO ROAST YOUR
BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK ROUND
TRIP JET AIRFARE TO THE CARIBSEAN.
•ISSm tWhy hang around ary) free/e wt>en

you can be stretched out on tfie sand of a
beauMtol Caribbean resort aland (or a tovefy

coastal resort m Menco or South America)
for only IM bucks'* Flights go irom Logan
and/or JFK Call SUNHlTCH(m)
212-S64-2000

SUMMER SUBLET

SUMMER SUaLETERS IWANTED < y Bdin
dyw>r>e aparlrrM»nl $1 72 50 month Lilly lul

nished Call 54^8287

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE'

TMEO OF LIVING ON CAMPUS? Looking
lor an apanmenfi 4 bdrm apt m Swns
Vitaga AvarfaWe Jun 1*1 AH u«4>lies md
On bu* Una Caa 2&M132

TICKET TO SAN FRANCISCO 5/26 4pm
must sell ih.s week' 546 5306

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. In

dividualiied 'nstruction CASA Boa 11264
Milwaukee Wl 5321 1 1414)372.5570

TYPING

VOianUJE SMMtn My favonto home^xV
WMtout you. ua cotorful players wouW have
no antenammartti I luv ya' From the old
neigborfiood " Palti

ROOM WANTED

SEEKING A ROOM in boarding house July

through tail semester Bin 549-5006

EXCELLENT TYPIST Pick up/deUveiy
available Dede, 296-6741 after 5pm

CASES. PAPERS. THEM, on^anvus. af^

fordable granvnar raYiawad, dapandaMa.
584-7924 Nancy

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB Mon 8
Wed 6-8pm Campus Center Check Daily

Scfiedule Beginners welcome Pete or

Mike 6-7082

HEADING^FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME?) Jet there lor no more than

$160 with AIRHITCH(r( as reported m Con.

sumer Reports. NV Times, Let's Go, News-
day. Goodhousekeeping, and national net-

work morning shows For details. cal>

212 864 2000 or write AlRHITCH, 2901
Broadway, suite 100A. NY. NY 10025

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OIL!

Join the Pioneer Valey Oil Cooperative Oft

Campus Housing 428 Student Union
545-0865

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents

mtormed about what is going on al UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down lo Room 113 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

1*79 CATALINA CRUISER $200 station

wagon great >or rad trips or just around
town Pteaae call Shane at 549 1594 Thank
you

OLD OMEGA 81 EkoetanI oondHion widOO
miles Call 256-8389

FOUND

LEFT SALCK UMASS. OATS BOOK in

Bartlett 65 Reward Chnatma S494SSS

MOTORCYCLES

THANK VOUST. JUM mf prayar* have ROOMMATES tWANTED

KAMA - The past nine months have been
wonderfuf I hope and took tonvard lo many
more I tove you' Doug

1SS4 HONOA SPREE SOcc Exc eond only

770 true mile* 2S64920

NEED CASH QUICK

GET YOUR BASEBALL CARDS out of the

closet and sell them lo me
FOUND: One umbrella in Thompson 104 on

3/29 call 6-8372. ask lor Pat

PAIR OF EYEGLASSES lound by Franklin

DC Pick up al Campus Center Info Booth

FOUND: Ring in CC by restrooms on

Wednesday 3/29. 1 1 00am Come lo the

Collegian identify it and it's yours

GLASSES AND CHECKBOOK OF John S
Heckman Call 665 8462

AUTO FOR SALE

79 VW RABBIT. good
$750 00

Newcondition

brakes, runs great $750 00 665-4460. even-

ings and early morning

HELP WANTED

STUDENT ACTIVISTS/FEMINISTS: New
Sane/Freeze olfice open m Amherst Work

lor peace nuclear disarmament, no U S
involvement m Central America abolish

Apartheid We are committed to a lusl workj

and a just working environment Complete

health care paid vacation, travel, affirmative

action Part-time, summer and career posi-

tion $180-300N»k 256-1415

PERSONALS

MACNEVIN ANOT ROLLiNS: Too many
toys, too little lime Come out and play with

us Romper Room P S - I like toast Bad
Boys Club lives lorever

woo. BOOM BOOM. ELAINA. BANANA.
AND TACO BURGER - Thanks lor a great

trip The Mexicans may try to rip us on but

with our slammers" we will be wastm
away again' Marguirita

TO THE FABULOUS FIVE AXO's in

Acapuico Thanks lor always letting me in

your group Life couldn't be liner' Peggy

PEOOY • ANYTIME'li

"DRCA Z" - TfMS IS to IM you know that vou
are a'beauttful, wonderful, seiy. cute, nin-

ny eiotic and lovely woman I am totally

mlactuated with you' R S

HEY BABEI I m m Boston give me a caii

But don't pay ludicrous tong distance coals'

Jom For>e Home and pay Inre cents a

minute to anywhere in 617/508. anytime"

I can't wail lo f>aar your voice Love,

Snook urns

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for sum-
mer in Amherst 1 badioom apartment S21S
all mcl send name and pfione to 615 Mam
St -18 Amherst. MA 01002

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 3 bedroOTi

Puffton Apartment wim 3 female* Starts

6/1 Call Tracy 549-2864 Leave measage

fwo NON-SM6klNdnMiM.EFneeded IcTr

Bnttany Manor starling 7/1 Call 2560715

ROOM IN HOUSE FOR next semester
Less than "• mile Irom campus 549-6270
evenings

"WOROSMITN" Pfolaawonal Typing
Paper*, raaume* and more' Laserprmling
wim speMchack 253-45S4

WORD PROCESSmd faii^iolaaaionM.
accurate 665 4501

WAirrao

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS SEEK to tMi*
over lease begmrtmg 6/89 or later. M you can
help u* can Paul at 546-5256

WANTED TO RENT

LEASE WANTED lor a one bedroom
menl 546-6774 leave message

THE UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB sasys
Join our club, come to a meeting on April

6 at 7 00pm Thursday
'

TRACY RIDDELL - Here's your personal
Just because you re such a wonderful per-

son I thought you deserved one Spring is

here' Let's get psycfwd for some tun! Love
your buddy, Zaggert

AMBmOUS BUT NOT GETT1NGAHEAO?
Southwestern gives sales eipenence and
$3-5 thousand The opportunity you need
but most can't handto Paul 665-3247

1980 FORD FIESTA S300/BO Must tell

run* line *unrool 585-5774

DAN FEELEY OOOH you send me, iammin
in the rush hodr love Nei and Aerdna

KRISSY BLOM - Happy 21sl birthday' I

wish you the best because you deserve it

Love Micfielle

MICHELE SMI'TH- Hi«>py 2tst to a great

roommate Love Cassia

TO THE GUY IN THE gray gopher hockey
sweatshirt and tall Iriend, we v* seen you
al Franklin Commons Interested''

SEAN N1 1 had a great time in Daytona Fri-

day mght. but you still owe me dinner Love.
Christina

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to Share
bedroom in Townetiouse pal Startin 6/1

Call 6-7385 leave message

BRANDYWINE T¥W} female roommates
needed to share two bedroom apartment tor

ne«t year Call Calhy or Pam at 549-6503

$2S6 N. AMHERST AVLB. NOW Call San
to 549-8303 leave message or Charlie

549-2635 call Late

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
VOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
WENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT—CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

EXnEIMENCED CARPENTERS SEEKING
summer house Want to exchange renova-
tions or repairs for rent Call Pete or Mark
at 549-4600 1(318

FOUR RESPONSIBLE FEMALES kx>king

to take over lease to your riouse Please cal
al 546 6247 or 546^239

LINGUISTICS, wortied Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer? CaH 549-1860 George

8ERVk;es

"POLISH YOUR PROSE. Experienced
editor lor theses. disaertalKVis, faculty

research proposals, reports and books Call

256-8249
"

FOUR PEOPLE LOOKMG to toaae your 3-4

bedroom house Pieaae call Paul 6-5501 or
Chris 8-5507

CASH!t$ If we decide lo lake over your 4
bedroom lease starling 6/1 or 9/$ let us
know about it* Call Dave Leave message
253-7134

RESPONSIBLE FEMALES LOOKING lo

lake over lease of a 4 bedroom house WiH
take starting 6/1 Pieaae call Tarry at

546-7065 or Christine at 546-7067

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743

CLASSIC 1964 CRVSLER NEWORT push
button auto, powerful engine, looks and
runs great $850/BO 253-2916 anytime

SISTERS OF CHI OMEGA - War* psych-

ed for an awesome pledge period' We love

youl Your pledge*
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SPORTS
Men's lacrosse slips by St. John's, 10-8
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

JAMAICA. N.Y. - It's called deja vu - the feeling that

somehow, somewhere, this has all happened before.

Saturday, the University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team suffered a bit of this, except it was done with

mirrors, as the Gorillas escaped St. John's University with

a 10-8 win.

Last Wednesday, UMass fought a constant uphill bat

tie against Cornell University, but could never forge

ahead in dropping a 12-11 heartbreaker for its first loss

of the season. Against St. John's, the Gorillas were on the

other end, at the top of the hill, playing King of the Moun-
tain and trying to push the Redmen over the edge.

The Gorillas never led by more than three goals and
weren't able to really breathe a sigh of relief until the final

tick had dropped off the clock.

"St. John's is coming along. They're certainly a much-

improved team," said UMass coach Dick Garber

"That was the best game we played all season. ' said

Redman coach Bill Miltenberg. "We've worked hard at it."

The Redmen came into the game with a 1-4 mark, but

hadn't been blown out of any game this year. And their

progress showed Saturday, as they had the Gorillas tied

as late as the 11 -minute mark of the fourth quarter.

<'oll««ian pboto by Jaaon JmtrTwtmn

The men's lacrosse team survived a scare by edging St. John's, 10^ Saturday in Jamaica, NY.

Softball team sweeps
Princeton, Connecticut

Down just 6-5 entering the final period, St. John's tied

it for the first time right off the faceoff as Chris Johnston

snuck downfield and bounced one past UMass goalie Sal

LoCascio from about 35 feet out at 0:14.

St. Johns, which had been tip-toeing back all game,

looked as if it finally had the Gorillas on the ropes. But

it was dealt a blow when Andrew Bolger dealt a blow to

the head of a UMass player with his stick and got whisti

ed for a minute penalty.

With the man up, UMass retook the lead at 2:39 on Tim
Soudan's second goal of the game, a rifle shot from 30 feet

out.

The Redmen would tie it one last time on Brian Bugge's

goal off a good 3-on-2 break, but that would be it. The
Gorillas finally took the lead for g(X)d on Paul Ganci's

third goal of the game at the right post off a feed from

Jim McAleavey.
They had the lead, but it was never solid, even after a

scramble at midfield resulted in Marc Feinberg breaking

in all alone for a goal off a long Ganci (five assists) pass

with 6:06 left in the game to make it 9 7.

A goal by William Cantwell was cancelled out by

McAleavey after Rob Codignotto stole an errant back psM
at midfield and flipped it to Ganci. who found McAleavey

all alone at the post for easy pickings past S.J goalie Sal

LoBosco with 1:19 left.

It should have just about been Miller lime, but a dou-

ble penalty again.st UMass with 59 seconds left gave the

Redmen a two man advantage. The UMass man down
squad, which hud to kill 12 penalties in all. shut St •lohn''^

down to finally seal the win.

"Our man down game won thi- game lor us. ' GarlHT

said. "The last minute we were two down, and it seemed
we were down the whole game

"

Despite the 12 penalties, UMass allowed only two man
down goals, and even had one uf its (»wn while

shorthanded.

The Gorillas were in much b«'tter shape in the early go-

ing, taking a 3- 1 lead after one and extending that to 5-2

at the half. It may have been more, as it seemed that about

four minutes mysteriously ticked off the clock near the

end of the first quarter. Or it could have been less, save

for a Soudan tally with 12 seconds to go in the opening

stanza and a Feinberg goal that beat the halftime buzzer.

conttnutd on pagt 14

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Nobody on this end of the country had
seen them play in California. All that was
known about this year's model of the

University of Massachusetts softball team
was that they came home with a 3-10

record, and appeared ready to yield their

traditionally lofty status in Northeast

regional play.

Now they know better. Forced out of the

scheduled "Huskie Cla.ssic" by rain, the

University of Connecticut and Princeton

Softball squads rerouted themselves to

Amherst for a three game round robin

yesterday. The Minutewomen (now 5-10)

emerged from the fray with a 20 win over

the Tigers and a 3-1 defeat of UConn.
The Huskies had come to town as the top

ranked team in the region. Princeton held

the third slot in the most recent coach's

poll.

"I don't think anybody should take us

lightly," said UMass head coach Elaine

Sortino. "We did a lot of damage."
UMass rode a fine tuned defense to both

victories; the lone run surrendered against

UConn was unearned. And just as the pre-

season hype had predicted, credit Chris
Wanner on the mound and Barbara
Meehan at the plate for much of UMass's
sudden success.

Wanner blanked Princeton (11-6) in the

first game of the day, as junior Mary Duff
bunted home twice as many runs as the
Minutewomen would need. With a team-
mate on first. Duffs bunt drew an errant
throw that rolled down the right field line,

allowing both Minutewomen to score.

Up against UConn ace Sherri Arnold in

the second game of the afternoon, Meehan
snapped a 1-1 tie (and a slight personal hit-

ting drought) with a two run triple in the

eighth inning. Freshman Holly Aprile, who
continued on pagt 14

Baseball gets a split

against St. Joseph's
Second A-10 twinhill set for this afternoon

Tennis teams net wins
• Minutewomen
off to good start
By BRAD HALFOND
Collegian Correspondent

In an unexpected early sea.son show of

power, the University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team dominated St.

Bonaventure University en route to a

season-opening victory Saturday at the Up-

per Boyden Courts.

The Minutewomen won all but one match

as they began the 1989 campaign on a

positive note. Karen McShane, the captain

and lone senior on the squad, said, "We
gained a lot of confidence from this victory,

we did what we had to do to win."

First-year coach Mike Husted was also,

happy with his team's performance.

"Our goal was to come out strong and

play really well. It was a good opener for

us and hopefully this sets the tone for the

continued on page 14

• Men sweep past
St. Bonaventure
By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
tennis team began its spring season Satur
day with a 9-0 sweep over St. Bonaventure
University at the Upper Boyden Courts.

"It was a good way for us to start the

sea.son," said UMass coach Manny Roberts.

Although the weather was cold, the men
were hot, .serving up some great tennis.

Brian Gable at first singles beat St.

Bonaventure's top player. Jim Koc Jancic,

6-1,6-1. Even though Gable is ju.st coming
back from an ankle injury his moves on the

court were solid and consi.stent.

His shots from deep and from one corner

to the other, making Koc Jancic. After on-

ly 30 minutes Gable won his match with

a beautiful last point. Hitting a bullet shot
continued on page 14

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - They didn't do it

on the day they expected, and they

didn't do it in the way they would have
liked to, but the University of

Massachusetts ba.seball team finally got

the Atlantic 10 Conference season

underway.
Paul Ciaglo threw a gem in the first

game yesterday, only to see his team-
mates blow a lead in the second game,
as UMass split with St. Joseph's Univer-

sity, winning 3-0 and losing 8-7. The
Minutemen, 1-1 in the conference and
6-7 overall, will square off with St. Joe's

(6-12 and 3-5 in the A-10) in another
doubleheader today, because rain wash-

ed out Saturday's doubleheader.

Despite a win on the road, UMass was
not happy with the overall results

yesterday, aft«r squandering a five-run

lead in the second game.
"We've got to win games like that,"

UMass coach Mike Stone .said. "We had
a chance to blow it open and we didn't.

We just didn't execute."

The Minutemen had taken a lead in

the first inning, when freshman Glenn
DiSarcina led off the game with a dou-

ble off the center field fence and even

tually scored on a fielder's choice.

In the third, RBI singles by Drew Sec

cafico. Drew Comeau and Brian Bright

and a St. Joe's error helped UMass ex-

pand its lead to 5-1.

Dave Edwards added a two-run home
run in the fourth for the Minutemen,

continued on page 14

CollfKian photo by .loel Solomon

Dave Telgheder is scheduled to pitch in today's doubleheader at

St. Joseph's.

Keep the umbrellas

handy, rain will con-

tinue today and tomor-

row, highs in the 60s.

A UMass graduate stu-

dent will commemorate
Hands Across UMass in

a new mural. Page 3.

Sox lose season opener

to Baltimore in the

eleventh, Stanley takes

the loss. Page 12.
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GOODBYE SUNSHINE - UMass junior Laura Cresta keeps her

spirits up through the gloomy weather yesterday.

Local bar owners
protest fee hike

I

By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

The proposed hike in liquor license fees,

if passed, will hurt Amherst civic and
charitable organizations, members of the

Amherst Hospitality Association told

Select Board members last night.

•*We spend more money on local activities

and teams than we do on liquor licenses,"

said Miles Washburn, co-owner of the

Spoke, a bar in dov^-ntown Amherst. "If the

proposal is pgnnrri. then we will have to cut

back, and these organizations will suffer -

the money has to come from somewhere,"

The proposed increase would double the

price of an all-alcohol license in Amherst,

from the current $2,500 to $5,000 A wine

and malt license, now $600, would alsocmt

$5,000. The same fees in Northampton are

$1,300 and $565. respectively

The hospitality industry contributes

money each year to the Amherst Girl

Scouta, Little League teams in Amherst,

the Clark House Thanksgiving Dinner,

Goodwill Industries and other

miscellaneous fund raising activities, ac-

cording to members of the Amherst
Association.

"This proposal is a vote against these

agencies," said Bob DiCarlo, of Cafe

DiCarlo. "Just because there are big lines

on Friday and Saturday night, they asmune

we have mulli million dollar businewes.

They should come down on a Monday.

Tuesday or Wednesday night. We don't

have a whole lot of people there."

At a previous Select Board meeting.

Selectman Richard Minear said the bar

owners could pass the increase on to

customers.

•'We just can't do that. Where are we go-

continued on page 4

Dunlap dumps senators from SGA roll
By MARIA SACCHETTl
Collegian Staff

Five undergraduate student senators were dropped from

the roll yesterdav in an unprecedented move by Senate

Speaker'John Dunlap, because of their failure to submit

applications to serve on senate or University wide

committees.

The senators were among 26 members of the Student

Government Association required to file a committee ap

plication by noon yesterday or face expulsion from the

SGA.
Dunlap said he expects sparks to fly at the senate

meeting tomorrow night over his actions, but said he

refuses to overturn his ruling.

Removed from the roll were: Sen. Stewart Fife, who is

also president of the Central Area Government, vocal con

servative Sen Brian Darling, Sen. Melina Sammy from

EWC to resume
counseling services
By KATERI WALSH
Collegian Staff

Counseling services at the Everywoman's Center, of-

ficially discontinued in January, will resume April 18. ac

cording to Center director Carol Wallace.

Susan Mahler, a clinical social worker, has accepted the

position of Counseling Services coordinator, Wallace said.

The center has lacked a permanent Counseling Services

coordinator since last fall. A temporary replacement,

Mercedes del Valle, was hired until someone could fill the

full-time position. Del Valle left in January because her

contract with the University expired.

Mahler will provide direct counseling and supervise a

practicum counseling program staffed by graduate

counseling students from a variety of schools nationwide,

Wallace said.

The new coordinator will supervise support groups

regarding such issues as eating disorders, lesbianism and

divorce. Wallace said. She added that Mahler will assi.st

community groups including the Eating Disorders Net

work, the Le.sbian, Bisexual, Gay Mental Task Force and

Adult Daughters of Alcoholics.

According to Wallace, many students who would nor

mally have been counseled through the program were

fielded to other offices like Mental Health.

"My guess is that in some cases, women went without

counseling, either because they didn't want to tjo

continued on page 4

the Third World Caucus and Sen. Doug Morash.

'They want my head," Dunlap said, adding that he will

remain adamant in upholding the ruling "If I don't stand

my ground, then I'm useless as speaker for the rest of this

vear."
"

Co-Sens. Michael Partridge and Stanley Drasky were

also expelled but Dunlap said Partridge may have miss

ed the noon deadline because of illness and will be

reinstated pending a doctor's note.

Dunlap said he expects .several filibusters protesting his

action, which he claims will make the senate more effi

cient by bolstering committee attendance, but added that

filibustering will stall the appeals process.

"My ruling sUnds until they appeal it, .so filibusters will

only expand the amount of time they aren't senators, "
he

.said. "If I start to alter my acts for fear of a filibuster the

whole senate might as well be thrown out the window."

A majority vote of the senate will overturn Dunlap's ac

tions and reinstate the senators, but he .said such an event

would contradict the senate's purpose.

"I would be disgusted (if the ruling is overturned], " he

said. "What can I do with a body that overturns its own

rules?"

Sen. Sammy, a freshman, said she plans to appeal her

expulsion claiming an illness prevented her from submit-

ting an application which she said she has prepared for

the academic affairs committee.

"I wasn't aware of how important it was to join the com-

mittees. " Sammy said, explaining why she failed to app-

ly earlier. "I don't want people to think I've let them

down
"

Sen. Stewart Fife contends it is "silly " that hv i> not

exempt from committee work because of his work as Cen

tral Area Government president, and added that it is

p«issible that he will simply use his presidential authori-

ty to reinstate himself continued on page 4

Town and county elections today
• Students on ballot • Where you can vote

Several University of Massachusetts students and

faculty members, along with scores of other Amherst

residents, will be on the ballot in today's town election

for numerous town and county posts.

All registered voters in Amherst are eligible to vote

in the election, which will be held between 7 a.m. and

8 p.m.

There are 10 precincts in Amherst. 24 people from

each precinct are elected to represent the district at

the Annual Town Meeting, held in late April or early

May, and at special Town Meetings the Select Board

may call at any time during the year.

Two vacancies on the Select Board will be filled in

today's election. In addition. Amherst residents will

elect two candidates to the Amherst School Commit-

tee, one to the Housing Authority, two to the Jones

Library, two to the Redevelopment Authority and three

to the County Commission. A moderator and an Oliver

Smith Trustee will also be elected.

UMass students on the ballot include Nathan F.

Moore. Kevin P. Rhines, Dan Co.stello, George Leaman.

Matthew Domenic Benelli. Michael A. Greiner, Hilary

J. Hirsch, Stuart J. Hurvitz, David S. Shulman,

Melissa Silverstein, Steve Carson, Amer Syed, Peter

B. Vaz. Milind Shashi Bharvirkar and Debra

O'Connell.
- BETH GATELY

• North Congregational Church. North Pleasant

Street, for residents of Puffton Village, Brandywine

Apartments and North Village.

• North Amherst Fire Station. East Pleasant Street,

for Orchard Hill residents and residents ofVan Meter

North, Van Meter South, Chi Omega and Chi Rho.

• Inimanuel Lutheran Church, North Pleasant Street,

for residents of the Northeast Residential Area,

Sylvan Residential Area and Delta Upsilon.

• Bangs Community Center, Kellogg Street, for

residents of the Southwest Residential Area, Delta

Chi, Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Epsilon Pi, Iota

Gamma Upsilon, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Lambda
Chi Alpha, Lincoln Apartments, Pi Kappa Alpha,

Sigma Kappa and Delta Psi.

• Fort River School, Southeast Street, for residents

in Echo Village.

• Crocker Farm Elementary School, West Street, for

residents in Brittany Manor and Southwood
Apartments.
• Munson Memorial Library, South Amherst Com-

mon, for residents living in the downtown Amherst
area.

• Wildwood Elementary Schfwl. Strong Street, for

residents in Central, Baker, ButterTield, Chad-

bourne, Greenough, University Apartments, Phi

Mu Delta and Sigma Delta Tau.
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Court denies iiyured athlete's appeal
BOSTON (AP» - The Massachusetts Supreme Court,

apparently upholding the innate violence of sport, rejected

an appeal yesterday by a Worcester State hockey player

who sued an opponent for leveling a penalty blow that

cost him his spleen.

"Players, when they engage in sport, agree to undergo

some physical contacts which could amount to assault and

battery absent the players' consent," the justices said in

a unanimous decision.

"Some of the restraints of civilization must accompany

every athlete onto the playing field," the justices said in

quoting an earlier opinion But they continued that "the

courts are wary of imposing wide tort liability on spt)rts

participants, lest the law chill the vigor of athletic com

petition."

Robert J. Gauvin sued Richard Clark after being iiyured

in a Jan. 30. 1980. hockey game between Worcester State

College of Worcester and Nichols College of Dudley

Gauvin, a center for Worcester State, and Clark, a center

for Nichols, had just been involved in a face-offwhen Clark

delivered a "butt ended" blow with the back of his stick

to Gauvin's abdomen as the puck slid down the ice toward

the Nichols goal.

As a result of the blow, the court said, Gauvin was

ho.spitalized and underwent surgery. His spleen was

removed and he missed seven weeks of school. Gauvin still

suffers from bladder and abdominal pain, the court said.

A lower court jury rendered a special verdict on six

specific questions in the case The panel found that Clark

had butt ended Gauvin. The jury determined it was a

hockey safety rule violation and that it caused Gauvin's

injuries.

The panel also found that "by playing hockey, Gauvin

did not consent to the act which caused his injury." and

It awarded Gauvin $30,000 in damages
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LOCAL
Chemical
weapon use
addressed
By C.C SANDORFI
Collet;ian Correspondent

First in a tuopart series

Dozens of nations worldwide may be developinj; the
capabilities to wage chemical warfare, according to fin-

dings at the recent Paris Conference on the prohibition

of chemical weapons.
Conference members have called for ih«- identification

of nations developing chemical warfare capabilites,

measures to control the proliferation of chemical arms and
eventual insurance that chemical weapons are banned
entirely

Gordon Burck and Charles Flowerree. members of the

Federation of American Scientists, attempted to addres>

these concerns recently during an informal conference at

the University of Massachusetts.

"The different evidence gives different people different

conclusions," Burck said.

According to data published by the Federation, only the

United States and the Soviet Union have admitted to

possessing chemical warfare weapons.
However, a Congressional staff analyst reported last

November that 40 countries were involved in chemical
weapons. Burck .said.

The data was based <m evidence that some confflder cir

cumstantial. Burck said.

The problem with establishing which countries possess

chemical warfare capabilities lies in the fact that the three

main indicators of these capabilities — open admissions
by the country involved, visible physical evidence and
open international investigating — are rarely presented,

he said.

Other types of evidence, including opinions from jour

nalists and analysts and reports from intelligence agen
cies. are far less reliable, he said.

Burck said problems al.so lie in the definition of chemical

warfare capabilities.

"Chemical warfare capability can mean much less or

much more than simply possessing chemical agents," he

said. "A chemical narfare capability, in the sense of be-

ing able to fight on a chemical battlefield, can exi.st

without having offensive components."

"The dominant Western image of chemical warfare con-

cerns a World War Three in Europe — chemicals plus Red
Storm Rising," he said. "In several key respects, it's not

applicable since war is taking place in several less-

developed countries."

But Burck said in spite of difficulties truly comprehen-

ding who is in the chemical warfare club, the potential

for production of chemical warfare agents is spreading.

In response to that, many nations are attempting to

create legal and political remedies, he said.

Tnmorrou; a liH>k at rerjiediea proposed by the Paris Con-

ference and their implications.

( ollrcian phnUi b> Jiuon Talrrmiin

PLAY BALL — Free hot dogs and opening day drew baseball fans to the Top of the Cam-
pus lounge yesterday afternoon.

Activist recalls Soviet trip
By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Staff

Though people are still followed, bags are still search-

ed and letters are still opened, Soviet dissidents are

cautiously optimi.stic about glasnost, a Soviet Jewry ac-

tivist said recently.

Susan Day, a Hillel administrator at Boston Universi-

ty, said one of the effects of her recent visit to the Soviet

Union was an exchange of information.

Issues of Time, Neusueek, the Sunday Neu' York Times

and The Economist were not confiscated, she said, adding

that in spite of hassles from customs officials, literature

on Israel printed in Russian was allowed through as well.

Similar attempts to bring Western news magazines into

the country have traditionally failed. Day said.

Day brought back booklets distributed free at Soviet air-

ports containing the Kremlin's version of the Arab- Israeli

conflict. A photo caption in one of the books reads: "An-
war Sadat, Jimmy Carter and Menachem Begin at Camp
David. The agreement signed by them became a prologue

to a new Israeli aggression — this time against Lebanon."

"I obviously missed that part of the agreement." Day
said. A Soviet map of the Middle Ea.st, which Day bought

at Moscow's only bookstore, draws Israel's borders accor-

ding to the 1947 U.N. partition plan

Day said that in 1989. Soviet Jews are not the victims

of the physical oppression they suffered a few years ago.

Jewish emigration figures under G<jrbachev are at the
highest since the late 1970s, but Day said there is cautious

optimism among those families she spoke with who wish
to emigrate.

"[T^eyJ feel that they have to get out now while they
have the chance," .she said.

Day said the KGB still makes its omnipresent nature

known. The key ladies in her hotel and her tour guides

were "bureaucratic KGB," writing reports on her

whereabouts, she said.

One of Day's students, "famous for getting lost," went
out on her own with a video camera to get footage of Red
Square and empty clothes racks in a department .store.

She returned six hours later. According to Day. a KGB
man tailed the student home, "trapped" her in the hotel

elevator and "grilled her with questioning."

Human rights activi.st Yuri Seminovsky, a veteran of

over 60 arrests and three hunger strikes, told Day, "We
do have .some glasnost. but it is not for the average per-

son. It is glasnost for politicians, journalists and for the

West."

"Only after five or 10 years, if there still is openness.

will it affect the average person," he told her.

Grad student to paint mural

Collefian photo by Dondi Ahearn

Graduate art student Jonathan Kohrman will paint a new
mural, commemorating Hands Across UMass.

A University of Massachusetts graduate
student was recently selected to paint a

mural commemorating last semester's

Civility Week and Hands Across UMa-ss.

Jonathan Kohrman, a graduate student

in painting, will complete the mural later

this year. The work will be mounted on the

concrete wall outside the Campus Center

Concourse's north exit, and is scheduled to

be on view for 10 years, according to Mar-
jorie Tuddle. program director for the

UMass Arts Council.

The mural's purpose, beyond com-
memorating the week, is to "create a per-

manent message to speak to the issue of

civility awareness on campus," Tuddle
said.

Kohrman was selected from a pool of nine

applicants in a competition held early this

semester among Afro-American, art. and
landscape architecture students, Tuddle
said.

The selection was made by a jury, in

eluding Tuddle, three faculty members and
a Physical Plant architect. An advisory

board, consisting of students from the

Third World Caucus and various ad-

ministrative representatives, offered input

on .selections and on how civility might bet-

ter be addressed in the works, Tuddle said.

Kohrmann refused to comment on his

work, opting for a discussion tentatively

scheduled for later this month.
- NATHAN KRYSTALL

Stockbridge
awards
scholarships
The University of Massachusetts

Stockbridge School of Agriculture recent-

ly presented $1,000 scholarships to 10

students, according to the president of the

Stockbridge Alumni Association.

Mark Noonan .said the awards were
awarded on the basis of leadership

qualities, contributions to the school and
contributions to the community.

"We are trying to encourage students to

be very active in the school." he .said.

• First-year recipients: Michelle Lynn
Beland, Arthur J. Brunne, Alexander
Clark, William J. Lewandowski and
Kathleen Simarowski.

• Second-year recipients: Laraine D.

Caliri, Mellisa Castonguay, George A. Ken-

ty, Christine LaPointe and Lewis Tanquin,

III.

Stockbridge also awarded a $1,500
scholarship to first-year .student Philip

Ana.stasia for high academic achievement,
said Harry Mosher, director of the
Stockbridge School of Agriculture.

- SARAH DEMASTER
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liquor license hike
continued from pag* I

ing to get customers' Most ot our

business comes from college students;

they can't afford to take on the burden."

DiCarlo said. "We don't have a well that

we can pull funds out of."

Chick Delano, owner of the downtown
Delano's, proposed a freeze on Amherst
license fees "until surrounding cities

and towns catch up with Amherst."
Washburn said the fees in Amherst

are the highest in western
Massachusetts, and the third highest in

the state.

"Boston pays less than we do, and
they have a 2 a.m. license. They (the

Select Board] are singling out our in-

dustry," he said.

"We are not singling out any one
group. Other fees are going up," said

Selectwoman Elisa Campbell. "It's cer

tainly not our intention to single vou
out."

Washburn said Amherst prices are the

cheapest in the state.

"They get $2.75 for a beer in Boston.

If the proposal is passed, we'll start do-

ing the same," Washburn said.

"The real questions for the us are

what fees do we actually have control

over? Those are few m number, and the

sin taxes are one of the few," said Select-

man Minear.

Select Board members said they would
look further into the issue, before voting

at a later meeting.

EWC to start counseling
contmutd from pagt I

theelsewhere or they didn't have

resources to do so," Wallace said.

Between October 1987 and September

1988. the EWC provided counseling for

1,178 women, the majority of whom
were students, according to Wallace.

She added that this number does not in

elude women who were referred to other

agencies.

For six years. Mahler was director of

a New York counseling program of crisis

intervention and short-term counseling

for adult and child victims of domestic

violence and sexual abuse. For the past

year, she has been a director of

Brightside. a counseling center.

She received her bachelor of science

degree from Hunter College, and her

master's in social wwk from the State

University of New York at ^onybrook.

Community groups offer

internships for students
Students interested in teaching an adult

to read, finding homes for single homeless
parents or being a companion for a child

can meet with representatives from three

area organizations at 3:30 p.m. today in the

Campus Center.

Representatives from Jessie's House, the

Amherst Resource Center and community
literacy projects have been brought to cam-
pus by the University of Massachusetts In-

ternship Program, according to Ellen Wolf,

the program's director.

"These programs give students the

chance to immediately help with social pro-

blems that affect all communities," Wolf
said.

Wolf said interested students can meet

Senators booted

with internship advisors and can potential-

ly receive as many as 15 credits for their

work.

"It's an opportunity to make a dif-

ference," she said. "Our education is

wasted unless we share it."

Helen McCarthy, a UMass student in-

volved with Greenfield's Adult Literacy

Program, agreed that education is impor-

tant to share.

"These projects are a process of self-

discovery, especially in what you are as a

learner," she said. "It is a long struggle for

the community, and student involvement

in these projects is a great part of the

answer."
- MONICA ROBERTO
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continued from page I

The 21 senators who were able to submit

applications yesterday will provide a much
needed booM to the SGA's productivity.

Dunlap said. "It's going to help them along

fantagtifally They're always understaff-

ed," he said.

The expulsions are part of a continuing

series of reforms designed to make the

senate more efficient, including several mo-
tions on the agenda to reduce the size of the

senate by more than half. Dunlap said.
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EOTORIAL/OPINION
'laeui

The stress of spring fever

To understand others, listen
In 1982, Tom Peters co-authored In

St'arth of'ExcfHence, a bestseller that said

LISTENING distinguished the IBM's of

the world from drab, run-of-the-mill, slow-

growth corporations. In 1985 he was back
with a different co-author in A Passion for

Excellence (another bestseller), beating
critics over the head with the idea that

companies need to LISTEN to customers,

low-level employees and anyone else with

id»'as or criticisms.

Rusty Denton

Somehow, it didn't surprise me to learn

that a lack of listening may be the biggest

problem in American business. Listening

is like personal generosity to the poor: it's

such an easy thing to do, everybody gives

it lipservice, and yet hardly anyone actual-

ly does it. So why should national corpora-

tions, with their thousands of self absorbed

people, be any better at listening than any
one of their individual workers?

People at universities tend to be pretty

smug about the faults of the business

world, perhaps especially about its unwill-

ingness to listen to new ideas, but things

aren't any better on campus. Last week, for

instance, Phyllis Schlafly and Judy
Goldsmith honored UMass by coming to

debate the abortion issue. It could have

been a noteworthy event, but the speakers

were only given twenty minutes apiece to

state their cases and rebut each other

(hardly enough time for them to listen to

one another). That was followed by 45

minutes of questions from members of the

audience, most of whom were less in-

terested in listening to our eminent guests

than in making public statements
themselves.

Worse yet, it was not the philosophical

or moral ideas that dominated the evening,

it was innuendos and accusations (from

both sides) about who didn't care about

women and children. What a bogus issue!

It's name<alling; it doesn't prove anything.

Besides that, pro-lifers ought to be willing

to concede that most pro-choicers genuine-

ly care about pregnant women: respect for

life includes courtesy to political opponents.

And pro<hoice accusers are on equally

shaky ground. Seated in the auditorium

that night were many pro-lifers who have

amply manifested compassion. I myself in

the last couple ofyears have given several

thousand dollars to the local poor, given

away several pieces (^ solid furniture and

piles of good clothes, sheltered a homeless

man, undertaken assistance of a .single

mother, lent out my one working car (the

other is often disfunct) for months at a

time, and devoted nights and weekends to

serving others, even though as a grad stu-

dent I have a full schedule and don't make
megabucks. The issue is not compassion.

I believe people on both sides resort to the

compassion argument when they don't

want to sort out the sticky questions of life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness that

haunt the abortion debate. In other words,

it's eaxier to accuse than to listen to one

another, easier than responding

thoughtfully.

Contrast that with the Lincoln Douglas

campaign debates on secession, racism and

slavery — issues that probed the founda

tions of law and human dignity in their

time as much as abortion does today. Their

public dialogues include some of the most

compelling speeches and most incisive logic

in history. Why? Because they listened and

meditated at length upon each other's

points and responded accordingly. They

talked to each other, not at each other.

I think that's a prerequisite for changing

history. It's a prerequisite for fulfilling

relationships and prosperous businesses.

It's a prerequisite for compassion. If you

say you care about those things, are you

listening?

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

The following is a sample of an authen-
tic diary kept by a professional student pro-

crastinator. It was found among the stu-

dent's personal belongings left in a dor-

mitory at UMass after the 1988 spring
.semester The student, who no longer at

tends this learning institution, was af
flicted with an incurable case of spring
fever ^

Jon Bowzer
Monday, May 2; Sunny out, no chance

of rain. 1 can't decide whether to blow off

classes or work. . .1 hate indecision so, after

a little thought. I blew them both off. Will

have to get the notes from a cla.'«smate on
Wednesday Remembered while playing
Hacky Sack that I have a Spanish quiz
tomorrow. Will definitely study after din

ner. . . .Dinner was gross so I had to gel

some fresh air after eating. I learned a new
way to kick the Hackey Sack today!

Tuesday May 3: Rough day today. 1

wish school was already out. Couldn't find

my Spanish book last night, so I went
upstairs to study with We watched Letter

man and prayed the quiz would be true or

false because 's Spanish book is holding

up his roommate's stereo. . . The quiz was
oral. My Professor informed me that my
average was beyond help and that if

Spanish was my major I should switch. I

was s<) hurt that I blew off my stats lecture,

Wednesday May 4: Just found out that

I have an anthropology exam on Thursday
and a ten-page paper due for English on
Friday I never get a break After classes

I started studying for anthropology, but the

sun was in my eyes. Had to move out on
the Pyramids to study with my back to the

sun. Finished half a chapter before my
friends dragged me into a frisbee game.
Finally caught the frisbee between my legs

— must write home! Started to study an-

thropology at 7 p.m. At 7:15, 1 realized that

I had no clean underwear. I had to do my
wash but I'm out of quarters. . . , Nobody
on my floor has quarters. . . . Nobody for

ten floors above me has change, I must go
to Munchy's. . . I just returned form Mun
chy's with change but Letterman is star-

ting. I can't believe that it's already 12:30

and I've only read six paragraphs of an-

thropology. Stupid pet tricks are on, how
can I skip that? Maybe the exam will be

easy. . PS — dinner was worse.

Thursday, May 5: 1 don't think I belong

in school. The exam wasn't fair. He'll have
to scale that baby fer sure. I'll write my
English paper after the Cosby Show.
Maybe if I go to dinner right after Cheers,

I'll get an outline done before the Dating

Game. . . Couldn't eat dinner so I hitchhik-

ed to McDonald's. The cashier had the

worst case of acne I've ever seen. (Later

that night • Just as LA Imw was starting,

came into my room with wine coolers Boy
was I thirsty! Everyone on my floor is go-

ing to a party in Hobart Lane. I can't go.

My mind is made up, my priorities are set.

Friday May 6: I guess I'll have to turn

my paper in late If I can get It done this

weekend 111 only lose one full grade That's

a solid B — no problem. After Hobart Lane.

I woke up with a killer hangover, so I had
to blow off class to sleep it off in the sun.

My tan is the best one on my floor: can't

wait to hit the beach. . . Dad called and ask-

ed me why I wasn't in class. I told him that

I was on my way to the library, He believ-

ed it! I thinJi if I stay in tonight, I can have
my paper done and typed by Saturday
afternoon. Still, I wonder if anyone on the

floor had the same assignment last year.

No one did. . . .Maybe I can find someone
to sell me their paper tonight at Bran-

dywine. I won't even have a drink until I

find a paper. School is first.

Sunday May 8: I slept through Satur-

day and still haven't started my .stupid

paper. I found out that my professor

changes paper topics every semester. That
slimebag! I can't believe I have to wa.ste

such a beautiful day to write a stupid

paper. It's 80 degrees outside and everyone

is blasting Guns and Roses on their stere<».

How can I possibly write a paper under

these conditions? I might as well do it

tonight after dinner. Besides. I neyrer got

any fresh air yesterday. . . Dinner was
horrid.

Jon Bowzer is a Collegian columnist

Parody issue offends Muslims
In the April Fool's edition of the Col-

legian, an article {"Collegian editor ab-

ducted, executed by Muslims," March 31)

was unfortunately printed. It was an arti-

cle that displayed extremely bad taste. I

found it to be such an insensitive and of-

fensive article, that for a moment, I

thought I was reading the Mmuteman. not

the Collegian. Will we now have to ban the

Collegian too?

The article portrayed Muslims as ter-

rorists; fanatics blindly following the will

of the Ayatollah. It was deeply embedded
with the violence and terrorism that is un-

mistakenly associated with Muslims.

Clearly, the article is structured around

stereotypical attitudes towards Muslims.

How could the Collegian editorial staff

allow such garbage to be printed? April

Fool's Day . . . humor? . . is not an excuse

to print such a callous article. If there is

anything the article does demonstrate, it

is the ignorance of the writers.

Such insensitivity should not go

unobserved. Whoever wrote this article

does not deserve the postition of a jour-

nalist. A University paper must represent

the entire population of students. It must

be sensitive to the various ethnic groups

at UMass. Such articles demonstrate that

lack of sensitivity.

Puneet Sachdev
Prince

Editor's note: two other people signed this

letter.

Abortion fight should not end in the Supreme Court
[I guess I really wasn't as informed as I thought I was,

because I incorrectly identified 7 Up as being owned by

the Coca-Cola company in last week's column. I'm not that

thirsty.]

On Sunday, thousands of abortion rights advocates will

participate in a march on Washington DC to try to per

suade the Supreme Court not to overturn Roe vs Wade,

the Supreme Court case that made abortion legal in the

United States.

The Supreme Court has consented to review a Missouri

court case that could be crucial in the legality of abortions

in this country. But is the Supreme Court the best place

to go when abortion rights are threatened?

A political science professor made a thought-provoking

comment a few weeks ago. He .said that considering the

fact that the justices sitting on the Supreme Court bench

are predominately conservative (abortion foes), would such

a "liberal" thing as a march with thousands of people real

ly convince them of anything?

The people on the Supreme Court are there for life. They

don't have to answer to the American citizens. We have

no power to remove them. I'm sure that in making their

decisions, the justices take the climate of the country in-

to consideration when rendering a decision, but there is

no source of pressure or demand there.

This professor suggested that we should, instead, place

our focus upon the legislature and law enforcement agen-

cies. After all, a law can be passed, can be on the books

for years, but if it's not enforced, it means nothing.

If the Supreme Court leaves the abortion decision up

to the states, the state legislatures are the places to be

applying the pressure. They represent us and have to

listen to us. If most of a state's citizens do not believe in

making abortion illegal, legislators would jeopardize their

political careers by making it illegal.

Meredith O'Brien

The general opinion in this country is that abortion

should be a woman's choice. Despite loud, powerful groups

like Operation Rescue, most Americans are not yet ready

to give the right to an abortion up to a group of politi-

cians and bureaucrats.

Dozens of surveys have been conducted and analyzed

to death trying to determine exactly what percentage of

Americans would want abortions outlawed.

Out of the 1,002 people the Boston Globe and WBZ-TV
surveyed. 53 percent believed that abortion should be legal

in some circumstances; such as rape, incest or life-

threatening to the mother. 25 percent of the respondents

believed that abortion should be legal in all circumstances.

Only l^said that all abortions should be made illegal.

The Los Angeles Times conducted a poll asking. "Do you
agree or disagree with this statement? 'I personally feel

that abortion is morally wrong, but I also feel that abor-

tion is a decision that has to be made by every woman
herself.'." 71 percent of the people agreed with this

statement.

On April 2, a Boston Globe article said, "A majority of

states are expected to ban abortion in all but extreme cir-

cumstances and half a dozen would prohibit it altogether

if the US Supreme Court returns the power to regulate

the procedure to the states."

That's not very encouraging, but if the Supreme Court

rules that abortion is illegal, there's not much that we
can do to them. But what we can do is put immen.se

pressure on the state legislatures. Even if the majority

of people in the Massachusetts House of Representatives

are anti-abortion as the Globe article claims, they are still

representing a liberal state that is pro-choice. They may
be popularly elected, but they should be aware of their

constituency. Voters would remember the politicians who
made abortion illegal when they go to the polling booth.

Don't get me wrong, I sincerely hope that Sunday's

march does get its point across to the justices. But I'm

more concerned with convincing our state legislature.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist
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Venture

up the

steps and

bask in the

sun at

serving ^€iQm
your favorites

from the

Blue Wall
Coffee House

ICE CREAM CONES & DISHES • SNACKS • COOKIES

COLD DRINKS • CANNED SODA • FRESH FRUITS

WEATHER PERMITTING
OPENING MON.. APRIL 3RD / NOON-4 PM, MON-FRI

Student affairs Information Services

IDB/TIPS

Call 545-1540 for TIPS about legal

services. Ask for

these tapes by number:

2 48 6 Disorderly Conduct

2 4 8 4 Eviction Process

2 48 7 False IDs

2 4 6 9 Judicial Hearings

2 4 7 Judicial Procedural Rights

2 4 2 2 Legal Services Center

2 4 8 5 Leases, Signing and Breaking

2 4 8 8 Search and Seizure

2 48 2 Small Claims Court

2 4 9 1 Used Car Protection

248 1 Warranties

IDB/TIPS is open Monday - Friday.8:30am- 5pm (walk - in and
phone - in) and 5-9pm (phone - in only)

By telephone only on Saturday and Sunday, 10am- 3 pm

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

m^i^ 1 *•

'V
'flVEmr

v

Tonight is

BUD LIGHT NIGHT
$1.25

Beer of the Month
Corona $1.50

Software
Now Available

WordPerfectCORPORATION

Dinner Specials
New York Strip Sirloin $9.95
Grilled Mahi Mahi.............$7.95

Broiled Scallops $9.95
Served with rice pilaf, salad and choice ofpotato.

.AASHTON Tate

Tandy HEWLETT
PACKARD

9

BORLAND
iNlfRNAllONAl Lotus.

Try Twister's famous delicious fries.

Come see Tim Qruise
at tlie Bar

30 Boltwood Walk—Amherst—253-2663

Micposoft I^DIME

radlis
Irui-liit-cnf H.irJuirc

^AT&T

Located in the Campus Center

!?;.UyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

OPEN
M

ABTS&LIVINS
Junkie's musical choices to kill your mom by
By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Abruptly the neon colored citrus fruits circling my head
in a low orbit melted away I had just read Thomson's
(that's Mr. Thomson to you Ed. i latest attack on my hum-
ble reviewer ways and I was chuckling over his naivete

while washing down the Cap'n Crunchbernes. In honor
of his Royal Englishness I dropped all the British bands
from my roster of things to review and decided to go after

the greater European continent. Who is he calling a com
mie anyway? I had my staff of ex-CIA thugs run a quick

background check and discovered that he used to be

known as Convade Thomson ( actually it was Domaishdov
• Ed.) and his so-called English blue blood runs redder than

the tide in Boston harbor midsummerl Besides his

anagram of my last name was completely off base. Which
leads me to note that THOMSON spelled sideways is

SNOTHOM and we all know what that means (actually

I looked It up in J.J Smith's dictionary of Old Icelandic

lex<^aphy Jon, and it said omnipotent or Godlike figure,

object of worship Ed.» Anyway if you rearrange my name
properly you get MANDLIRK which is Swahili for

Dangerous Aauinn. This is. not surprisingly, a great lead

in to today's first group

The first non-English band is called My Life with the
Thrill Kill Kult and their first full-length album is en-

titled / See Good Spirits and I See Bad Spirits. There is

very little info about the band inside, but that sort of trivia

pales into minimal significance when confronted with a

work of this magnitude It opens quietly with some in-

tricate percussion and mellow synthesizer leads coi^jur-

ing up images of a storm brewing. And brew it does,

because the quiet tone soon vanishes in a hail of crashing

DISC

JUNKIE
industrial percu^ion and Ma Ma-Ma Max Headroom style

vocal snippets, overe which the Kult members sing lyrics

that mainly deal with simple "boy meets girl; boy lures
girl into dangerous cult group; boy dismembers girl on
the Holy Altar of the Space god Zweebo" themes.
Musically the group belong to the Skinny Puppy school

of sonic assault, although there are some hypnotic and
trancelike sections which break up the intensity. Song
titles like "Heresy," "Do You Fear For Your Child?" and
"Gateway to Hell" should give you an idea of what this

band is all about. This is great stuff to listen to late at

night with all the lights off and tons of Crunchberries run-

ning through your circulatory system.

Our musical Travelogue takes us next to Switzerland,

and the latest album from Yello. it's called Flag and it

continues the duo's tradition of creating complex musical

sound.scapes, which sometimes take the form of pop tunes,

but often tend to wander around, painting the aural plat

form with broad brushstrokes. The phrase "richly

layered" springs to mind as track upon track of

hyperkinetic latin percussiion mixes with synthesizers

and the occasional guitar, while vocalist Dieter Meier, his

voice ranging from a high whisper to a booming sulfonic

bass, speaks or sings oblique lyrics.

Although intelligibiliity is not one of the high points

( lyric sheet not included i, the words are as integral to the

atmosphere as the music, conveying a mood rather than

a direct message. There's nothing else like it in music to-

day. So, if you've got forty mtinutes or so to kill, put on
Flag, close your eyes and prepare for an aural tnp of

breathtaking range.

Deep sea anti-thriller drowns itself in hopeless cliches
By DOUG MIDDLETON
Collegian Correspondent

Leriathan
Hampshire Six Theaters

This spring break I went skiing and sat

through the horror film Leviathan. Both
the slopes and the movie w«r« downhill

from the start For fans of the raoant under-

water dog Detpstar Six (all three d* you),

you will probably enjoy Leviathan

FILM REVIEW
The plot is the old monster-picks-off-

entire<ast-except protagonist-andhis-main

squeeze. I was shocked to see a third party

at the ridiculous conclusion of the film, but

he was taken care of by the monsterisn't-

dead-yet cliche.

Miners are extracting silver on the bot-

tom (^ the ocean when a sunken ship is

discovered. The ship, Leviathan,
(trar^slated roughly into Latin equals

"badius movius"), is a Russian (surprise!)

vessel that was involved with genetic alter-

ing experiments. After two miners drink

some contaminated vodka, they develop the

ultimate hangover and, hey, here's a new
cinematic twist, an alien bursts out of their

chests! The slime quotient in the film is

quite high and the only reason the picture

rates higher than Deepstar Six is the pro-

ducers had a few more bucks to spend on

the special effects.

Peter Weller tries his hardest as the cap-

tain, who is quite tan for spending nine

months in an underwater lab. Amanda
Pays is his main squeeze, though the only

interaction they have together is a

throwaway five minute scene that these

type of movies use to try to develop

characters, usually with laughable results

In this trite bit of exposition. Pays, in her

tight jogging suit, keeps asking Weller.

"Why are you here?"<WelI, believe me
Amanda, I was asking the same question. >

Richard Crenna is also on hand as the

ship's doctor who continually acts strange

for .some muddled reason the filmmakers
forget to explain.

The film borrows more from AUen and its

sequel than chest-bursting and a
claustrophobic setting. The crew members
are identical, a greedy company o4lrner

threatens the safety of the crew (a la Paul
Reiser as the sleazy Burke in Aliena\ and
the film even has the ominous computer
voice droning "

. the ship will explode

in four minutes" toward the conclusion.

There are a few tense moments. One has

Pays and Weller scrambling toward a cloa-

ing door as their walkway collapses. Direc-

tor George P. Cosmatos uses quick cuts

quite effectively to mount tension in this

and a few other scenes. Unfortunately, he

also relies heavily on the tired fake scare

syndrom, where characters bump into each

other for no other reas<in than to give the

audience a cheap scare. This manipulative

shock tactic has been beaten to death in

horror films ever aaoe John Carpenter's ef-

fective Hallowttn was released over a
decade ago.

I will probably hold the dubious di.stinc

tion of seeing all of the year's underwater
thrillers, with James Cameron's The Ahyss

due out soon. (Bad luck does come in threes

doesn't it?) But as Big last year and the re

cent Chances Are proved, both being in a

long line of body-switching comedies, if a

tired story is handled correctly the results

can be splendid. I hope Cameron fares bet-

ter than Cosmatos did in Leviathan, which

belongs in the Davy Jones locker of stupid

thrillers.

Beauty plus comfort equals
chair for modern designers

ject of lyric tenor Paul .Sperry's ma.ster

class on Tuesday, April 4 from 12: 5 to

2.1.5 p m. in Bezanson Recital Hall.

Sponsored by Opera Workshop, this

event is free and open to the public.

Paul Sperry is unique among
American singers in his dedication to

preserving the art song form.

Hampden Gallery- will pre.sent "Chair

as Hero: An Exhibition of Twentieth

Century Chairs" from April 6 through

April 25. This exhibit will feature ben-

chmark designs of this century's most

celebrated designers as well as new local

talent. An opening reception is schedul-

ed for Sunday, April 9, from 2 to 5 p.m.

featuring a lecture on Twentieth Cen-

tutry chair design by Chris Kennedy of

American decorative arts at 4 p.m.

The chair is an integral part of every

household and place of business. The
chairs for this exhibit have been chosen

for three imp<jrtant reasons: their bold

iconography, the radical technical ad-

vances in the use of materials, and their

design endurance. By way of this ex-

hibit, one will be able to decide if form

as well as function lend a chair its

"beauty" or if it is simply a matter of

comfort. Designer Philip Johnson seems

to believe the two concepts are integral:

"I think that comfort is a function of

whether you think a chair is good

looking or not."

American Art songs will be the sub-

Sophomores and Juniors
now hiring for Fall Semester 1989

COLLEGIAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

Great experience working for New England's largest

daily college newspaper

Apply Now
Come down to the Collegian Business Office in Campus
Center Rm. 113, lower level, to pick up an application and

job description.

545-3500—Collegian is an EOE

Proper Identification A Must |

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month «

I MADRAS LITE BOTTLES $1.25
*

I
$1.25 BECKS $1.50

;

DONT FORGET
DELANO'S MUNCHIE TRAY

7 DAYS A WEEK
4-6 p.m.!!

••••••••
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Deluxe blues and more
from Chicago's lucky one

By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Stafl'

Lucky Strikes!

Lucky Peterson
Alligator Records

Somewhere along the line it has to

happen. One of these days Alligator is

going to come up short, and all of us

hungry blues hounds are gonna be stuck

with a real dud of an album. But until

that fateful day arrives, just sit tight,

'cause Bruce Iglauer and the gang from

the windy city keep pumping out the

vinyl, and Lucky Peterson's Alligator

debut. Lucky Strikt's. is another winner

RECORD REVIEW

Twenty SIX year old Lucky Peterson is

an accomplished multi

instrumentalist vocalist, and this

release marks his official arrival on the

national blues scene With compositions

similar in style to the bebop shuffles of

Clarence Gatemouth Brown, and a

strong voice that flashes of a young B B.

King. Peterson touches traditional blues

bases, but more importantly, expands

his reach, and pokes his nose around

aaaorted jazz and funk tike disciplines

The title track is a forum for Peter

son's elegantly dextrous keyboard

iioodling Noticeably advanced well

beyond most of his contemporaries ( save

for labelmate and blues dinosaur

Charles Brown . maybe >. he's backed

the likes of Lightnin' Hopkins and Jim

my Reed, and done loads of session work

at Alligator's main tool shed, Florida's

King Snake Records. Peterson's tight

dixie shuffles are right from the delta,

yet he's equally comfortable with pun

ching out fusion-like ramblings and

walls of sound more remniscent of a

John Lord, or a (dare I say it?> John Paul

Jones.

(Somewhere, somebody's offended by

that statement ' Moving on, Petersoi\

plays nearly all the lead guitar on Lucky

Strikes'. His vocabulary of licks strikes

a nice balance between stuff pulled from

111. standard Chicago dictionary, and

his own somewhat unique approach

(that of a piano player who picked up a

guitar I. He does nothing really amazing,

but certainly capable nonetheless,

besides, blues guitar isn't supposed to

be amazing, it's supposed to be good

•Heart Attack" has a pleasant touch

of early to mid 70's funk. Sylvester Polk

(trumpet! and Bill Samuel (tenor and

baritone sax» create thick horn lines

that balance well with the backing

vocals ( Vyki Walls. Nadine Brown and

Donna Staplesi.

"The blues ain't nothing but a good

man feelin" bad" S<»n House'' No, Joe

Seneca opposite Ralph Macchio in

CrassnxHts. Good enough. "Over My
Head" is Peters«>n's stab at sounding off

straight from the heart Feeling bad or

not. he sounds it. and his righteous

howls are both seething, and s<»othing.

Alligator bills Lucky StnkeK.' as the

springboard for Peterson's solo career.

Makes sense. It's his first major release

In any case, it's a strong blues album,

with some pleasant surprises This label

IS on a roll but I'm still waiting

Lucky Peterson

a distinguished faculty and impressive facilities,

• liberal arts, management, education, and science courses.

morning, afternoon, and evening classes -over 400 sections.

• sessions beginning May 30 and July 17,

affordable tuition,

convenient Harbor Campus and downtown locations.

*••. *••.*•.*.'•'.* .••MaKeyour summer a UMass/Boston summer. For a free

*•.;•••.•.-•.•;.;..• summer buileltn . send in the coupon or call 929-7900.

Return to: -
* Name

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts
at Boston
Harbor Campus
Boston, MA 02125-3393 City. State. Zip

Address
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• Create tuii ^-
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film, or any COO'
document

• Change cojors and create

entirely new images
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 9

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

''Our American professors like

their literature clear and cold

and pure and very dead."
- Sinclaii Lewis

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AtllS (March 21-Apnl 19) You are

handsomelv reworded for your

past ettorts Enjoy your time m the

irneiioht eveo it a« tt>e attention

gives you some quolms New con-

tracts wi be signed, leading to a
t«fty txxus

TAUtUt (April 20-Mov 20) A

new alor>ce will ircreose profits

corwderatjiv Guard your original

Ideas Be careful wt>o you show

your work to Consult lovea ones

before giving serious corttioeratton

to a major emptoyment move
OiMINI (May 2VJune 20) Vou

will get a lucky break if you move
quickly Career and vocattorxal

discussions are favored Vou f*x3

r»w ways to furttwr your secret

agenda Vour persofxjl prestige is

on ttie rise.

CANCn (June 21-July 22) Check

into a new investment program -

ttiere are better ways to Increase

your income Joint fironces are in

the spotlight You cofx;entration Is

excellent today, enabling you to

corr^Dtete routine tasks quickly

'

LIO (July 23 Aug 22) A
teieptKine call -eveals somettung

exciting early today Proctkralitv is

essentkjl wt>en making business

choices Get o complete rundown

before making final deciskxis A
romance may be headed for the

rocks Look oufi

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Career

artd vocatioryal discussions are

favored You firxd ingerwus ways to

further your aims Friends begin to

play a bigger role in your personal

decisions Count on rorrxarxre to be

excitir^

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Yoyr

social plans coiid go awry todoy

Tackle tlxMe chores you txive been

postponing Do everything you can

t J make a good mpression on a
riew client Romonce holds severol

surprises

tCOtMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Get

/our intornxjtion tirsttxjrid. from so

meone close to the scene If you

exercise auttKxity with tact, you wm
get ttie cooperation you need to

put over an important deal

Postpone romarx:e

SAOITAmUS (Nov 22-Oec 21)

Ploy a hunch wtiere business is con

cerned or you could be sorry k3t»»r

oi You wi enjoy reversing roles

with your partner for a change Sign

business agreements ond renew

cor<tracts.

CAMMCORN (Dec 22-Jon W)

Changes at work w« be to your od-

vontoge Although parent-ctiild

rekatiortt are turbulent at times, you

are likely to make the right choces

Your social pksrw coufcJ go owry Be

flexible

ACIUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 16)

Broken pronmses ore upsettirv but

couW ultimately help you Contact

on mfkjentiol person if you need "Irv

side" inforrrotkDn Others seek your

expertise Ask for for compensation.

mSCII (Feb 19-March 20). A

pk3tor»c rekatkDoship coufcl sudderty

turn romantic If you are not ready

for o commitment, make your feel-

ings known immediately Curtail urv

necessary spending arid a dream

vacation coute) become a reaHty

MENU

/

LUNCH

Clam roll

Swiss turkey sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Garden sandwich

Clam roll

DINNER

Southern style scrod

Spaghetti, salsa con verdue

BASICS DINNER
Hi-protein spaghetti, Italian

tofu balls sauce

Southern style scrod
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BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN

WE ARE LOOKmO TO FILL THE POSITION OF
ASSISTANT MANAGER ON OUR
STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF.

THE POSITION REQUIRES A MATURE, ENERGETIC
AND FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

JOB DESCRIPTIOMS AND APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE THRU APRIL 9TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN OFFICE,

CLARK HILL ROAD

m

1
igi

• HELP •
• an adult learn to read

• a single parent find a home
• a child learn to trust

Volunteer
a few hours a week
next semester at:

• The Literacy Project

• Homelessness Project

• Companion Project

Meet a representative

from each project.

Tuesday, April 4th
Campus Center Rm. 165

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Sponsored by the

imiVERSITY INTERBSHIP PROGRAM
16 CURR7 HICKS 545-0727

1^

m

1
il

m

m
m
m
m
m

M

HEY
SENIORS:
Get Shot

!

Senior Portrait Sittings
are April 10 - 14

9 - 5 in Rms. 177/178 of the
Campus Center. Call 545-2874 or
545-0848 for info & appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

Make your checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus Center/UMass, Amherst 546-0848

Softball women's lax

continued from page 12

same blood bath we did, it hurt

them."
OK, onward. Today the Minutewomen will plunge right

into their Atlantic 10 schedule with a double date against

the Rams of URI. Rhode Island brings to town a team that

compares with the Minutewomen in its youth and ag-

gressivness. For either team, in fact, a fast league start

would stand as an important confidence builder through

the weeks ahead.

The Rams have stumbled early, however, dropping a

pair of close games to Adelphi on Sunday after being

beaten badly by UConn the week before.

"This team is not in a position to take anyone lightly,"

said Sortino of her squad. "But if the "D' holds true, we'll

be fine."

M Sox lose to Baltimore
conltnued from page 12

Stanley, who recei^d the loss,

entered after Lee Smith left with a pulled groin. It was
Boston's fourth straight defeat on opening day.

Boston's starting pitcher, Roger Clemens. 6-2 lifetime

against the Orioles, left aft«r Brady Anderson led off the

eighth inning with his second double. He pitched seven

innings, allowing seven hits and four runs, as he earned

his second no-decision in two opening-day starts.

The Orioles set a major league record last year for futili

ly — losing 21 games to start the season, so yesterday's

victorv' helped eliminate this year's potential albatross.

"It was very imp<»rtant for the players out there,"

Baltimore skipper Frank Robinson said "They're a young

ballclub and they're relatively new to each other out there

... it was a good win because now we can concentrate

on things and not have to worry about, "Uh oh. when are

we going to win one in the 1989 season.'"

Cal Ripken's three run homer in the sixth put Baltimore*

ahead 4-3. Anderson doubled, Phil Bradley walked and

Ripken sent a 2-1 pitch over the left-field wall.

Boston tied the score with a run in the seventh when
Jody Reed singled home Nick Esasky. who led off with

a double and took third on a ground out by Rich Gedman.
Trailing 1-0, Boston scored three times in the sixth in

ning. Dwight Evan's RBI double tied the score and

Greenwell hit a two-run homer off started Dave Schmidt.

continued from page 12

against Yale. It's just be-

ing poised in front of goal. We have excellent players who
have excellent shooting capability but it all comes down
to poise, poise when the pressure is on."

The attack, with the exception of junior Sue Murphy
could not hang on to the ball in last week's loss and many
of its turnovers ended up as Bulldog fast breaks. Ball con-

trol could be a key to tomorrow's game.
"This is definitely a game that we can come out with

a positive result," Bossio said. "Both teams are young so

whoever makes the fewest mistakes is going to come out

the victor."

UMass has not tasted victory for over two weeks. Their

last win was an easy one over Hofstra University March
19.

Sports Notices
Women's soccer:

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team captured the UMass Indoor Tournament Sunday
at Boyden Gym.
The Minutewomen captured their division by tying

Athlete's Corner and beating Rhode Island and New
Hampshire. In the semifinal, UMass beat Hartford 2 1

on goals by Sue Gaudette and Tracy Arwood. and then

knocked off Keene State in the final. 1-0 on a goal by

Gaudette.

Intramural baseball:

All University men interested in playing intramural

baseball should attend a meeting on Wednesday. Apr.

4 in 249 Boyden from 6:30 to 7:30 p m There will be

a $5 signup fee.

Baxter

Ap pbu<4j

President George Bush threw out the
ceremonial first pitch at yesterday's Red Sox
game in Baltimore.

The Orioles took a 1 lead in the fourth when Ander-

son walked, stole second and scored on a single by Joe

Orsulak.

Baltimore rookie Steve Finley had to leave the game
after the third inning afler crashing into the wall in rigfa|^

center field after making a catch on Esasky's drive. X-

rays on Finley showed a sprained right shoulder.

Wade Boggs, a five-time American League batting

champion, went 2-for-4.

continued from page 12

Minutewomen pushed the school scoring mark up to

180.95 at the A lO's as well. All numbers concerned are

expected to swell in the near future (aided by scoring

reforms that will be made starting next season).

"We gained respect in the league, but we'd definitely

like to crack that top three," said Mitchell, who sees next

season's league tournament to be held at UMass as a good

date to shoot for. Season's end also marked the loss of

seniors Anne Ditunno, Kim Keefe, Lou Kaufman, Audry

Roughgarden, Lisa Takorek, Deb Schiller and Assistant

Coach Alisa Spector — all key contributors to the program

both on and off the mats, accordiiig to Mitchell.

With their departure, Mitchell will lean on Baxter and

returning classmates Enya Hlozik and Kristin Turmail
— both of whom sat out this season with injuries Much
is also expected of incoming freshmen Abbey May and

Lisa Beth Cronin, both of whom are from the local area,

and New York state standout Tammy Marshall.

Marshall toured with the US National Team last sum
mer, and has averaged around 37 all-around points

through high school.

"The incoming freshmen can definitely take a .spot."

said Mitchell. 'No one is assured of anything; the program

is now moving in a direction where you really have to earn

a spot."

All of which may come as a mixed blessing to return

ing underclassmen Grady. Erin Klier, Debbie Schultx.

Elma Lagendyk and others.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

ADLiNE 2 DAY.

WORKSHOP OM RACSM VxMo The
Op'«ri Wintr«y Show OiKnmntalion
againM wack men Tuaaday Apm 4m 7pni

Room 917 CC

UNION VIDEO CENTER Ganaral maadng
video workshops schadutod wlarnihipa and
wofkstudy positiona avaitabta Thursday
April 6lh 7 OOpm Commuter Lounge by
Match

LOOKING FOR A FRATERNITY. Soroiriiyi

or Student organization that would litte to

mahe SSOO 1 000 lor I week markaling pro-

tect on campus Must be organi/ed and
hard workina Call Cheryl or JiM al

1-eoa59?Z121

ATTENTION BANDS: Southwest Week
Band applications available at S tW A G
Oflice

RESUME WWTINC WORKSHOP April b at

700 Campus Centei check mtormalion

desk lor room

THE use IS GOING to Wall St Apnl I4lh

tickets on sale in the SOM Lobby 4/i-4/7 9-4

$20 members $25 nonnwmbers Look for

details in SOM'

LOOKING FOR THE EXPERIENCE that

Fortune 500 Companies like about

Southwestern Co Gain Sales/mgl ex-

perience earn $3-5 thousand Paul

665 3247

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB. Mon A
Wed 6 8pm Campus Center Check Daily

Schedule Beginners welcome Pete or

Mike 6-708?

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OIL!

Join the Pioneer Valley Oil Cooperative Oft

Campus Housing 428 Student Union

5450865

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

APRN. t AT CAMPUS POND. Entry lorms

at Boyden Intramural 0«lice Totirjan Main

Ottwa SAO Onca Student Union

CONGRATULATIONS SHAMI

I M MFMTELY PROUD Of YOUlfNoi
you can be the world's moat tamout rebel

iMhaut a coo«' Lov«. Da*«

TOR A ObdO Tige^CALiL

• RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Ortc

lockays. Iightt and large screen video

dance* 2Se-S526

STUDENT ACTIVISTS/fEMNMTt: New
Sane/Fiee/eotticeopanin Amhent Work
tor peace nuclear disarmament, no U S
involvement m Central America abolish

Apaithe«) We ve committed to a lust world

and a |ust workirtg environment Compiele

haaHh car* paid vacalion. travel. MRnnMrva
action Part-time tunMnar and cartar pow-

tton t180-300Nirk 2S6-141S

LOOU. ANCMTECTURAUDMNBMMQ
fWm taaka mlafior dasv oi angmaenng
student* lor part time work Call Taylor

Oueker at 536-0455

MAKE HUNDREDSM YOUR SPARE TIME
placing posters No selling Call

(918)33MONEV

FOR RENT

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER lease

lor 2 bdr apt Can 665-7301 selling turnilu'e

TAKE OVER LEASE/Sublet 2 bdrm Squire

ViHage Apt 665-8959

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your trends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
inlormation come down to Room 1 13 Cam
pus Center or Call 545 3500

AUTO FOR SALE

79 VW RABBIT, good condition New
brakes runs great $750 00 666-4460 even

mgs and early morning

1980 FORD FIESTA $300/BO Must sell

runs line sunrool 585-5774

CLASSIC 1964 CRVSLER NEWORT push

button aulo powerful engine looks and

runs great $850/BO 253-2916 anytime

BROWNBIE ft REZRIE

IT WASN T EASY WAITING until after April

2nd but now i can wish you Belated Hap

py birthdays" You both hold a special place

in my diet and there's no reason we three

can t all form a love triangle Isosceles, that

is Roo and Mike can play Key Lotto over

Cuba Paul Stanley got a crew cut and Sam
Fox s command Hugs and Sobs Todd

STACEV MEYROWITZ Happy 22nd b«r

thday to the be»l friend and roommate
anyone coukj ask Kx Have an awesome
day and gal paychad lor a wild night up-

town Love. Wandia

GUESS WHAT EVERYONE! Today is RA
Appreciation day m Poet s Comer (Melville

Emerson Jamas. Thoraau) Plaasa wiah the

RA s in PC a wonderful day We ar* vary

proud of them aryl know they re ttw - 1 staff

on this campus Love Kim Attiya Janet

and Jim

FRANCIS K- Salada Says The only time

some people work like a horse is whan the

boas rides them (in bed') Kiaa, Ki** The

ignorant sluts'

BtLL, I miss you very much and I hope we
can get it together again someday my love

always Me

COOKIE - PARDON MY PROSE HARD
TIMES seems your theme You don t even

acknowledge rne' Love this is not love
'

it s depression ipoo» Ihmgi

BALLOONS. BALLOONS. BALLOONS!
Surprise a triend free delivery call Up Up
& Away 256 8557

TO THE GIRL ON CRUTCHES Friday am
who got stuck m my rear door I m wtcked

sorry' Can I buy you dinner' Reply here -

A concerned bus operator

JIM - told you - I'm a talent The way you

followed me around. I thought you had a

connection'

HEY BABE! I m in Boston give me a call

But don t pay lud<rouS long distance costs'

join Fone Home and pay live cents a

minute to anywhere m 617/508 anytime"

I can t wait to hear your voice Love.

Snookums

HONDA ACCORD 1980 LX A/C PSPB NEED CASH QUICK , „r„.»,- .uc»r.-.
Rebuilt engine new brakes excellent con _ AMBITIOUS BUT NOT GETTING AHEAD?

dilion oradualinq $1900/B0 -546 9960 GET YOUR BASEBALL CARDS out ot the Southwestern gives sales experience and

closet and sell them to me $3-5 thousand The opportunity you need

1979 CATALINA CRUISER $200 station but most can t handle Paul 665 3247

wagon great lor rad trips or |usl around .-v.;7.Tr..
town Please call Shane at 54*1594 Thank PERSONALS

SENIORS'!
'"'" ...ii i i-ii . LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS'!

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condnwn 93 000 • HEY POOH BEAR! * 'JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN

;

milps Call 256-8369 * Celibacy Subway. Lite bear ' • Earn $4 50'hr plus bonuses calling

• the couch TV Alyssa MArgatet • other UMass seniors

• P E Depi These are a lew ol your • Apply at the Memorial Hall Basement

FOUND favorite things' Hugs and kisses ' • or call 545-3509 '

• Your favorite roomies Michelle, Jim ' • APPLY TODAY!!

FOUND: One umbrella m Thompson 104 on

3/29 call 6-8372 ask for Pat ^ . ,J,.-, cai o-oj
^^1^ ^^^1^ TURNED 21 yesterday' Look

FOUND' Ring m CC by reslrooms on out UMass and Amehrst Have a drink at the RIDE WANTED
Wednesdav 3/29 1100am Come to the Pub tor me land try to remember who you

cSleoian identify it and it's yours wake up next to )ust kidding') Love Mabel LOOKING TO RIDE «;'h daily Springfield

commuters Will pay' 731-8301 eves

ATTENTION ALL MEN! KT is oHicially in

HELP WANTED the Club and is now available lor nightly HELP! Ride desperately needed to Lwig

romps' (You didnt think we'd |ust say Island on /VpriM4 Please call Cindy 6-4863

LIVE-IN HELPER lor Cape Cod beach welcome, did you'l Love the other two

house Dishwashing, cleaning e-'ands musks wantfo
Flexible hours Room board and $150 a ROOM WANTED
week JuM to September 1 For more in- UMASS COED NAKED LACROSSE I shirts

lormalion leave number and when you can and boners on sale today only in Campus SEEKING A ROOM m boarding house July

be reached on machine at 549-0876, Phone Center Concourse Rough, tough and m through tall semester Bill 549-5008

between 9am and 9pm the buff

JOBS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT Be the TO THE PERSON IWHO RETURNED MY ROOMMATES WANTED
hiahebt paid acHvisl in Mass No one beats WALLET al the Hatch Thurs nite Thank

our training and salaries We are working you' HELP! Female roommate needed to share

on crucial environmental issues and we harge bedroom m new luxurious house

want to aire the best' Work P/T now and BOOM-BOOM STACEY MYEROWITZ Washer/dryer sundeck, gas heat central

lir>e UP a summer |Ob on the Cape or m Happy 22nd B-Day' Go wild n crazy' You air, more Only $215 per month' Call Pam

Amherst Earn between $3600 4200 over deserve the best of everything' Love ya, now' 546-7318

the summer Great experience tor Com Eiien

munication and Poli-Sci Students Call

549 7450

FOR SALE

19*4 DODGE OMNI 85000 Good condition

$1400 BO 253^5270 545 4292

GRATEFUL DEAD TICKETS CHEAP! Call

5498265

19S0 TOYOTA COROLLA SEDAN
Standard-84K no rust-runs very well must

sell $1900 or BO Cathenne 545-3441 Mo-

Fr 10am-6pm

VIDEOCAMERA IN perfect condition $200

256 1096

HEY MIKE A

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! After aH these years

you re stilt my God Fare thee weM Love

Ti

HOUSE WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Want to rent two to three bedroom house

Call Matt at 549-1275

LOST

TURQUOISE ft SILVER NECKLACE
Please cal I found' t.- 1 296 $$Reward Sen
hmenta: value'

MOTORCYCLES

1984 HONDA SPREE SOcc Exc rand only

770 true miles 256-6920

FCMALC RbOWMTI WANTED lor sum
marm Amharst 1 badroom apartmam $215

aNincI sand name and pliona to 815 Main

St -18 Amherst MA 01002

ROOMMATE NEEOCO to share 3 bedroom
Puffton Apartment wilh 3 lamalai Start*

6/1 Can 'Tracy 549-2654 Laav* massage

TWO NON-SMOKING MALES nMded fO(

Brittany Manor Starling 7/1 Call 256-0715

BRANDYWINE - Two femala Toontmala*
neadad 10 *har* two bedroom iparlman* tor

next yaar CaM Cathy or Pam al 549-6503

S2S0 N. AMHERST AVLB NOW Call San
to 5498303 leave message or Charlie

549 2635 call Late

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 54&«405 o' 546-6400

Leave Massage

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer' Call 549 1660 George

WANT TO RENT AT AMITY PLACE

WnPOW—H COUCOK stuocmt*
want to i«nl an AMIy Plaoa condonwMum
vMh any mlofifMMn pMMa call MMI M
S4«-I27«.

WANTED

over laaaa baonnmg 6M9 orM
halp u* uM Paul M ft4S-ft296

10 take
«B9orlalar Nyoucan

8crvk:es

POLISH YOUR PROSE Experienced

editor lor theses dissertations laculty

research proposals reports arx) books Cal
256^8249

SUMMER SUBLET

LIVE IN OUR BRANDYWINE APT. this

summer Rem negot Call 549 8226

SWISS VILLAGE SUMMER LEASE 4

bedrooms individually o« group On bus

route 546-6005

SUMMER SUBLETERS WANTED for Bran

dywine apartment $172 50 month fully fur

nished Call 549 8287

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE!

TIRED OF LIVING ON CAMPUS? Looking

for an apartment' 4 bdrm apt m Swiss

Village Available Jun 1st All utilities incl

On bus line Call 253-9132

to sublet

1 ROOM AVAILABLE Norlhwood Apts St

June 1 rent negotiable furnished Bus Route

clean & quiet Sarah 665 3970

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. In

dividuali/ed instruction CASA Box 11264

Milwaukee Wl 53211 (414)372 5570

TYPING

EXCELLENT TYPIST Pick up/delivery

available Dede 256 8741 alter 5om

CASES, PAPERS. THESIS, on campus at

tordable. grammar reviewed, dependable,

584-7924. Nancy,

WANTED TO Norr

PLEASE HELP US! Four respons*le pa»
pis looking to take ovar laaaa lo a 4

bedroom house plaaaa cal Bath or Bntt at

549-0959 or Karen at 54^0618

MV DOG AND I are kioking to take ovw a

lease of a tKMse or an apt We want room
mates l<x> Please can 6-431

7

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease lor a 3-4

bedroom house starting 6/1 caM 549-1438

LEASE WANTED lor a one bedroom apart

meni 5466774 leave message

EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS SEEKING
summer house Want to exchange renova

torts or repairs tor rent Call Pete or Mark
al 549-4600 x3i8

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743

•WOROSMITH " Professional Typing

Papers lesumes and more' Laserpnnting

with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSING fast, professional,

accurate 665-4501

/
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SPOJTS
Baseball season says "Play Ball".

Baseball splits a pair for the second straight day
By MATT CiERKE
Collegian SlalT

PHILADELPHIA - For the second day in a row. the

L'niversity of Massachusetts baseball team began its day

by beating St. Joseph's University in the first game of a

doubleheader
For the second day \n a row. the Minutemen came away

disappointed, losing a second game that they could have

won
UMass won the first game 4 0. but lost the second 5-2,

to come away with a split of both the doubleheader and

this weekend's rain-delayed four game series.

In the first game. Don Strange threw a complete game
shutout to lead UMass, now 7 8 overall and 2 2 in the

Atlantic 10 conference, to the win.

The junior righty struck out four and walked just one

while allowing six hits.

"The split finger is my best pitch, " said Strange. "But

I threw the fastball and slider also. I felt in control the

whole way and it's always easier to pitch with a lead."

Strange's teammates gave him a lead in the very first

inning. Dave Edwards walked, stole second, and scored

on Drew Seccafico's single to make it 1-0.

The Minutemen made it 2 m the second when Steve

Kern doubled off the lefl field fence, and eventually scored

on Brian Donovan's infieled hit.

Kern struck again in the fourth, smashing a Gil Howard

delivery over the left field fence.

UMass got its final run in the fiflh, when Donovan singl-

ed and scored on a base hit to right by Edwards.

St. Joe's threatened in the seventh, putting two men on.

but Strange got Dave Leggieri to fly out and end the game

In the second contest. UMass came back from a three

run deficit by scoring a pair in the sixth inning.

Then in the bottom of the sixth. UMass appeared to end

a St. Joe's rally with an inning-ending double play. The
umpire, however, called the runner safe at first, and Matt
Ekker followed with a two run blast to give the Hawks
some insurance.

St. Joe's scored a run in the first and added two more
in the third to take its original lead

But in the sixth. Edwards got things started for UMass
with a single. Seccafico followed with a single to right,

and Drew Comeau's base hit scored Edwards. Seccafico

scored when Brian Bright grounded into a force play.

('(Jlrgian ph«>Uf h> Jorl Solomfin

The UMass baseball team came home with a 2-2 record from tiiis weekend's games in Philadelphia
with St. Josephs. I

Red Sox lose
opener to O's
in the 11th, 5-4
BALTIMORE (AP>- The Baltimore Orioles, losers

of their first 21 games last year, won their season

opener Monday, beating the American League East

champion Boston Ke<l Sox 5-4 on Craig Worthington's

llth-inning single.

The rookie came through in the 11th after Mickey
Tettleton walked and t(N)k third on Randy Milligun's

hit-and-run single.

Boston reliever Mike Smithson replaced Bob Stanley

in the to face Worthington in the 11th.

Boston manager Joe Morgan then called in Mike
Greenwell from left field to give the Red Sfjx three

fielders on the left side. Worthington's ensuing bloop

fell just beyond the reach of Ellis Burks in center field

"I thought it wiis going to be a short fly ball, but when
I turned around, then I saw the alignment." Smithson
said, i saw Greeny come in before but I thought th«'>

were just talking about how they were going to play it

"'

"The alignment didn't make any difference. I wa-
just looking for a ground ball. I got it in on his hand-

and he fought it ofT."

Brian Holton. acquired in an off-season trade that

sent Eddie Murray to Los Angeles, pitched 4 1-3

scoreles<- innings for the victory continued on page 11

By SAM SILVERSTELN'
Collegian StafT

Erika Baxter, the leading all around
sctirer for the University of Massachu.setts

women's gymnastics team this season,

rubbed elbows with the area's gymanstics

elite this weekend during the Northeast

Regional meet at Pennsylvania State

University.

Baxter averaged 36.95 all-around points

this winter to earn the invitation, but battl

ed a touch of the Hu — and a slight casf of

Baxter slowed at Regionals
Her 33. 6 is just off her season 's average

the stumbles on her fioor exercise and
balance beam routines — to post a 33.60 in

Saturday's action.

"It was not my best performance. I'm a

little disappointed." said Baxter, who is a

junior UMass coach Alfie Mitchell accom-

panied Baxter to the meet, and viewed the

results optimisitically as just another step

in her ascent to the region's top ranks.

"I think now she knows what to expect

next time she's in that situation," he said

confidently.

UMass freshman Kim Grady made the

trip as an alternate, but did not compete.

And thus came to a close the first winter

of Mitchell's reign atop the UMass pro-

gram. Led by the efforts of Baxter and an
•infusion of freshman talent, the

Minutewomen rewrote the school scoring

mark twice and brushed up against a t«am
bid to the Regional meet.

"I was really satisfied, I couldn't ask for

anything more," said Mitchell.

As a team. UMass chinned up to the

fourth slot in the Atlantic 10 tournament.

and finished with a 7-4 record. The
contii.^ed on pa^t 11

Rugby wins a pair at home
The University of Massachusetts

rugby team won both of its games this

past Saturday despite the cold and mud-
dy conditions. The Minutemen got on
the board early in the first game against
the University of Rhode Island as Jeff

Burrill carried the first try (roughly

equivalent to a touchdown but worth
four points] of the game in off a lateral

pass by Gary Williams.
Bruce Harrington followed up Bur-

rill's score with one of his own and Eric
Olsen finished off the scoring for UMass.
URI roared back late in the second with
trys by Kevin Gallager and Greg

Shulman. URI had a golden opportuni

ty to win the game on a last second kick

of about 15 yards, but the URI player

shanked his kick and the game was of

ficially over. The final score was 1210.

In the game against Maine, UMass
scored at the 20-minute mark of the se-

cond half on a try from Bob Carney. The
captain of the Minuteman squad, Kevin
Turner, added the final try of the game
to put the final score at 8-0.

The rugby team travels to West Point

for next Saturday's game against Army.

- DAN SARAZEN

The women *s lax and softball previews . .

Softball
gets set

for URI
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Not that they are short-sighted or

anything, it's just that the University of

Massachusetts softball team (5-10) has not

yet finished savoring Sunday's dismantl-

ing of two of the top teams in the Nor-

theast; Princeton and the University of

Connecticut.

"We've got a lot of stuff left to do," cau-

tioned UMass coach Elaine Sortino, "but

they were tremendous wins for us. . . I'm

going to ride this right up until the first

pitch (today vs. the University of Rhode
Island at Totman field, 3pm)."
So that while the rains yesterday forced

yet another indoor practice, and injuries

continued to chase Holly Aprile. Chris Col-

lins and Alison Foreman, the mood yester-

day in the softball corner of the Boyden
bigtop was boyant.

"It's a very young day and we grow every
day, but you could see the poise yesterday.

. . all that stuff g«)es back to the way we
suffered in California." continued Sortino.

"We had to grow up. Princeton and Con-
necticut, having not worked through the

continued on page 11

Women's
lax heads
for BC
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team is on one streak

that the Gazelles would rather not talk

about.

UMass has lost three games in a row, in-

cluding a 17-7 loss in its home opener to

Yale University last Wednesday. Patti

Bossio's crew is at 1-3 on the year but now
is no time to panic.

The Gazelles will have to keep their cool

tonight when they take on Doug Flutie's

old school (That's Boston College for all

three of you that have never heard of the

miracle man).

This will be the first and only time that

the Gazelles will get to play a game under
the lights this sea.son. UMass will head to

Chestnut Hill tonight for a 7 p.m. game on
the Eagles' home carpet.

Maybe the Gazelle offense, which hit the

strands of the Yale net just seven times last

week in its home dayview. will be a little

more awake in the later hour.

"We have to take advantage of our oppor-

tunities," Bossio said. "We had 27 shots

continued on page 11
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Get the ark ready.

More showers today, m^
tonight, and tomorrow.

High today 60^6^ ,^...™

The good, the bad, and
the microscopic: both^
sides of the anthrax^ky
debate. Page 5*.,. -jI^

Answer: Senior Kyle
Bostian. Who is this ^
UMass student on .

Jeopardy^ Alex? Page 9.
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COLLEGIAN
BDIC finds
it *honiey'
at UMass
Diversity appeals to students
By LYNDA SEGAL
Collegian Staff

Damian Raskill did not eiyoy his major at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts. He said he found engineering did

not prepare him for any of his long range goals.

Afier much searching, he encountered the Bachelor's

Degree with Individual Concentration program.

As a sophomore, Julie Clark enrolled in the BDIC pro

gram. She was led to the program after trying a variety

of other majors. Concentrating in advertising and

copyviTiting, Clark now feels confident that she is getting

the best background for her particular career goals.

Raskill and Clark are just two examples of students who
have found a new freedom in the BDIC major.

"I am really pleased with the program's fiexibility in

allowing you to do what you want with your concentra

tion." she said.

Beginning in 1970 as a pilot program. BDIC has grow n

to about 150 students. The first official degree wjis receiv

ed in 1972. and present-day majors such a.s I^egal Studies.

Environmental Sciences, and Women's Studies are an

outgrowih of the original program, according to Susan

Perschetz Malchala. coordinator of BDIC,

Each BDIC student is guided through their program by

a faculty sponsor. Perschetz Malchala said. Seven peer ad

visors, older BDIC majors oriented in counseling are also

available to the students, she said.

"The BDIC faculty gives students a sense of home." she

said. "We attempt to give students a sense of a place that

they are cared about and they're not just a number"
The 1970s were a period of change and growth, she said,

adding that people were interested in finding something

fresh and unique.

When BDIC began. Perschetz Malchala >-.ti(i. -tud. nt:-

were concentrating in business and technical areas. The

1980s have given rise to more diverse .student concentra

tions. she said, as well as an increase in humanistic and

science-related areas.

And. although .student concentrations have become

more diverse, the size of the program has remained static

over the years. Per-schetz Malchala said. Except for an oc-

casional upsurge at the end of the semester rush for

scheduling, she said.

"We are content with the size that BDIC is. and the
conr.nued on page 10

Pro-choice dominates rally
People for Choice urge

to keep abortion legal

By KATERI WAUSH
Colle^^ian Currettpondent

In yf>terday's Rally for Women's Equality and
Women s Lives, abortion emerged as the dominant
'opic when speakers said women should have the right

to choose abortion.

On the Student Union steps and under overcast skies,

more than 200 people huddled under umbrellas chan-

ting. ""Not the church, not the .state, women must

decide their fate." and "No more apathy, no more lies.

women must reclaim their lives,"

Deb Watson of People for Choice said. "Abortion is

not an act of cruelty. Abortion, as defined by me and

a majority of men and women in this country, is an act

of love and kindness." People for Choice is a pro<hoice

organization at UMass.
The noon-time rally was intended to focus on many

issues important to women, according to organixer

Leah Callahan, vice president of the University of

Mas.Hachusett.s chapter of the National Organization

for Women. The rally was al.so to call attention to the

April 9 march in Washington, DC, she added.

More than 400 LIMass students are expected to at-

tend the rally at the nation's capital to lobby for the

Equal Rights Amendment and to keep abortion legal.

Callahan said a majority of Americans oppose over-

turning Roe vs. Wade, a Supreme Court ruling that

made abortion legal in 1973. She also said the March
31 Boston Globe article "Most in US favor ban on ma
jority of abortions, poll finds" contained misused

statistics.

Marcy Lew. also of People for Choice, said George

Bush's call for a kinder, gentler nation contradicts his

call for making abortion illegal.

Jason Rabinowitz, chairman of the Young Com-
munist League, said abortions would continue to take

place even if the Supreme Court overturn.^ Roe v.<

Wade.
"For the rich, they will take place at a higher price.

"

Rabinowitz said. "For the poor, they will take place

in a back alley at the hands of butchers."

.•\rlene Avakian. a profe.ssor in the UMass women'.s

studies department who turned 50 yesterday, said she

iH'came pregnant in 1961. She said she was shattered

by the news, and she lacked options becau.se abortion

was then illegal.

"1 cant think of a better way to spend my birthday

then to sav no. no to what I had to ^'o through in deal

( ullf-Kiiin phmn hy IKinHi Ahrsrn

A pro-choice abortion rally drew about 200

to the Student Union steps yesterday by a

group called People for Choice.

ing with an unwanted pregnancy." she said.

Spectators signed petitions to uphold the right to

have an abortion and to legalize the use of a pill that

would cause an abortion (which is now being used in

France but not yet available in the US).

Ann Ferguson, a professor in the women's studies

department who began and ended the rally with sing

ing. said she had an illegal abortion as a teenager. "I

do not want my daughter to have to go through that.

I don't want anyone to have to go through that." she

said.

There were no organized pro-life groups at yester-

day's rallv

Proposed fee increases get final vote from Trustees
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

A proposed increase in the mandatory

fees of $51 for undergraduate and $34 for

graduate students will go before the

University of Mas.sachusetts' Board of

Tru.stees tomorrow for a final vote, said ac-

ting Budget Director Joyce Hatch.

Increa.ses of $107 for room and $83 for

board will be brought before the Trustees

tomorrow for approval. The board will also

decide whether or not to reinstate $230 in

curriculum fees instituted last year to off-

.set budget cuts. Hatch said.

The curriculum fee. if approved, will not

be charged to graduate students. Hatch

said, bringing their total mandatory fees

for the coming year to $662.

If all the fee increases are approved by

the Trustees, undergraduates will be pay-

ing a total of $1,065 in mandatory fees.

$1,621 for room and $1,363 for board next

year, according to figures released by

Hatch's office.

The largest increase of $22 will be for the

athletic fee bringing next year's assess-

STUDENT

MANDATORY FEES
Athletics-

Authonty
CuiTlculum •

Fine Alls Center
Graduate Senate"
Student Activities*

Student Health

nient to $134. according to Hatch's office.

Hatch said the fees are not a result of the

budget crisis UMass is currently facing but

a yearly review by tru.st fund directors who
control each account.

FEES

Undergi iduate Total

Giadua .- Total

Avg
Avg

Room Charge
Board Charge

Combined Undergraduate Totals

Combined Graduate Totals

'undergraduate, "graduate

FY 89 FY 90

Request©

$112 S134

S261 $266

S230 $230

S34 $36

S63 $68

S107 50 S107 50

S270 S292

S1.0M50 SI 065 50

$626 S662

$1 514 $1,621

$1,280 SI 363

$3 806 50 S4 049 50

S3 652 S3 876

The directors are hiking fees in reaction

to inflation, salary increases and an ex-

pected drop of 250 in the student popula-

tion. Hatch said.

Though some of the increases in fees are

due to fewer students, this only accounts

for about $1 to $2 of the total — the ma-

jority of the increases are due to inflation,

she said.

"The rest [of the fees) would be going up
anyway because of inflation. ' she said.

Hatch said the dinning and housing

directors did not even take into account

fewer students when figuring their in-

creases for next vear.

Ot the 18 fees which are not mandatory,
the administration is looking for increases

in six, including a $100 increase in

engineering fees bringing the total to $300
per year and a $3 increase of the
undergraduate commencement fee. bring-

ing that total from $33 to $36. also accor-

ding to figures released by Hatch's office.
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GRETNA 1.1 AP» - A Massachusttis loncert promoter

accused of telling a United Airline representative that he

had checked a bomb onto an airplane was held yesterday

on $25,000 bond.

John B. Colantoni, 25, of Beverly, Mass., was returned

to the Jefferson Parish jail after a brief hearing before

Judge Ernest V Richards on the charge of communicating

false information of planned arson.

He could get up to 20 years in prison if he is found guil

* r April Means Lxceptiondl '^^^-^

.Hi At Uncommon rnce;

264 N Pleasant St . Arnhefst 253 3324
3 Pleasant St Northampton 584 3324

GOIDSMITHS • GEM GAllERY

ty of telling a customer service representative that there

was a bomb in a box he had checked onto Flight 1014 to

Washington, DC.
Police quoted United Airlines representatives Monday

as saying that Colantoni made that claim after becom

ing angry because a skycap told him he could check only

six of his eight bags without an additional charge.

No bomb was found and the plane left 15 minutes late

to Dulles International Airport, said a United reservations

clerk who asked not to be identified. A flight to Chicago,

scheduled to leave a half-hour later, was delayed 45

minutes, the clerk said.

The FBI presented the case to the US attorney's office,

which decided against prosecuting Colantoni on a charge

of threatening to destroy an airplane, said FBI spokesman

Volney Hayes.

The federal charge carries a maximum penalty of five

years in prison and a $5,000 fine.

Although Colantoni later admitted no bomb was in his

baggage, federal law requires airports to detain and ques-

tion anyone making a bomb threat and to thoroughly

search the area w here the bomb supposedly was planted,

airport officials said.
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Two programs that emphasize experiential learning.

Intensive Spanish
June 10-July 8
Learn Spanish at the intermediate level from native speakers in

a totally Spanish-speaking environment. Earn up to six credits.

Social Science Field Study
July 1 -July 30
Investigate political and economic development issues in their

social context. Earn up to fifteen credits. Note: Participants m
this program must also enroll in courses at UMass /Boston's

Harbor Campus from May 30 through June 29. Knowledge
of Spanish is not required.

Both programs provide room and board for students

in Cuernavaca.

The application deadline is April 14.

For details, write or call:

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Boston
Boston. MA 02125-3393

617 929-7900
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LOCAL
Expert:proposals may
limit chem. buildup
By C.C. SANDORFI
Collegian StafT

Last in a tin -part seriea

The >piiMil lit (.hemical warfare
capabilities worldwide may soon be check-

ed by proposals made at a recent interna-

tional conference, according to a member
of the Federation of American Scientists.

The Fans Conference on the Prohibition

of Chemical Weapons was an important
landmark in the struggle to control the pro-

liferation of chemical weapons, said

Charles Flowerree, who spoke recently at

a Univ. f" Massachusetts forum.

Flow « I lid the conference, held in

Januar>', set forth four mam points in its

declaration

The first was to realTirm the Geneva Pro-

tocol of 1925. prohibiting the use of

chemical weap«>ns, he said. However.
Flowerree said the Geneva Protocol, the

sole international instrument applied to

chemical warfart>. is outdated, comparing
It to a "broadsword when it comes to arms
control."

The second aim c^ the Paris Conference
was to exhort each nation "to exercise

restraint and to act responsibly." he said.

One drawback of this goal is the absence

ofa universally recognized list of chemicals

necMMtfy for a chemical warfare capabili-

ty. Flowerree said. The United States has
imposed controls on a dozen chemicals, but

most other countries with control lists in

elude many fewer chemicals, he said.

The third feature of the Paris declaration

was a call for the early completion of efibn.->

to strengthen UN procedures for the in

vestigation of alleged Geneva Protocol

violations, he said. An expert group is try

ing to establish guideiiiu-^ for investiga-

tion, he said.

Although Great Britain suggested tht-

UN be allowed to investigate alleged viola

tions. objecting nations have stalled

deliberation. Flowerree said, adding that

as a result, the UN's power is still very

limited. The UN can only act when use ol

chemical weapons has occurred, he said.

The banning of chemical weapons toward
arms control, the final element of the Pans
Conference, is the only sure way to rid tht-

world of the threat of chemical warfare,
Flowerree said.

The current efibrt is far enough aion^
that a convention banning the develop
ment. production, stockpiling, and con
struction of weapons is feasible, he said

However. Flowerree said. "It is probably
accurate to say that a chemical weapons
convention would be the most complicated
arms control measure ever attempted."
The elimination of the threat of chemical

warfare must incorporate elements of the
Paris Convention, but also global concern,

he said.

"What will be needed, above all, is

widespread support from all concerned
governments as well as from all segments
of society." he said.

Amherst holds elections
Participation from Greeks bolsters turnout
By BETH GATELY
Collegian StafT

Town and county elections were held

yesterday in Amherst to elect members to

the Select Board, School Committee. Town
Meeting and other offices. Results of the

election were not available at deadline.

However, voter turnout was expected to be

above average, according to poll workers.

Fifteen UMass students were on the

ballot for Town Meeting.

Ten of the students were from the Greek
Area. Shashi Bharvirkar, president of the

Intrafraternal Council said he expects a

large turnout from students at precinct 10.

the Bangs Community Center.

"I have talked to the Greek Area
presidents and they are encouraging all

Greeks to vote. There will be a huge tur-

nout afler dinner," Bharvirkar said.

Poll workers said they were pleased with

the turnout for a town election.

"There's been a lot of interest in the town

elections this year. I think the fraternities'

participation may have been influential,"

said Mary Andrews, warden of precinct 10.

"For a town election, the turnout was
probably average. So far, as of 5:00 p.m.,

242 people have voted and there are 1.048

registered voters in precinct 2," said

Precinct Warden. Esterica McGill. "It

usually picks up during and after the din-

ner hour. I would guess the final tally will

be between 350-400 voters."

Turnout was above average at Precinct

3 in the Immanuel Lutheran Church, ac

cording to poll worker, Debbie March-

Riddell. "We have had 143 voters come in,

and we expect 200 out of the 1,048 by the

end of the night. It's been slow but steady."

Poll workers said the turnout was better

than expected because in the races for

Select Board and School Committee there

were two positions open and three can-

didates running for office.

UMass group, prof,
find ancient seaport
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

On the coast of Israel lies a secluded

peninsula blanketed for centuries with
nothing but yellow sand — an area so

small that it barely interrupts the

Mediterranean Sea.

Beneath the tranquil beaches of the

Tel Nami site, however, lie restless

ghosts from what was once a thriving

international seaport 4.000 years ago.

The priceless artifacts, ranging from
bronze and gold jewelr>' and weapons to

the graves of the ancient sea peoples,

were left sleeping undisturbed until

they were unearthed in a major
discovery by a group from the Univer
sity of Massachusetts last summer.
Michal Artzy. a professor at the

University of Haifa,

discovered the site four years ago. ra-

tionalizing that the area, located 15

miles south ofthe modem seaport Haifa,

was probably used as a seaport before

the construction of harbors l>ecause of

Its immediate proximity to the sea.

Artzy, who is teaching at UMass this

year and is also lecturing tonight at

Amherst College, said she leads a stu

dent expedition to Israel every summer
since the finding, but added that

previous expeditions failed to yield a
major archaelogical boon
Last summer the long-awaited

discover)' arrived when the group unear-

thed a host of 3,300 year old bronze,

ivorv. and gold artifacts, including

jewelry, incense burners, and religious

symbols, she said.

"Under the sands is a living place —
a seaport," she said, speculating that it

was abandoned by an unknown civiliza

tion because of bitter elements or

Hooding by the sea.

Pottery and complete storage con

tainers were also discovered, some fill

ed with raisins, peas and olives, leading

the group to believe the ancient people

led a healthy dietan' existence, she said

Artzy said she suspects the wealthy

seaport was aowsaed by many nations

in the area because jewelry possibly

belonging to Egyptian royalty was
unearthed, as well as pottery from the

Mycenaens and Cretians in Greece, and
artifacts from Anatolia, Babylon, and
Meaopc^amia.

"It went to sleep and waited for us."

she said of the once-hidden civilization.

"Once you start excavating, you're im
mediately transformed into time 3.300

years ago. There's only sand between

you and that."

The group has also discovered a 6.000
year-old underwater civilization off the
peninsula's coast, and will explore this

area as well as continuing research

above ground in another expedition this

summer, Artzy said. The expedition is

open to all students for three or six week
sessions from May to July.

Artzy will lecture on her di.scoveries

tonight at 8 p.m. in the Merrill Science

building at Amherst College.

Photo rourtr«y or Mirhal Artay

Pottery and artifacts at the Tel Nami archeological site in Israel.

Cnlleiriaii pholo by Dondi Ahram

WHY DO WE HAVE THIS PICTURE -
The steam and valves of the Physical Plant

at top working order^

Panel: Black history woven into quilts
Two Smith faculty members join panel of speakers
By C.C. SANDORFI
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Quiltmaking is an art that carries

many historical and cultural implications for Black

women, according to a panel of speakers Monday night

at Smith College.

The panel — two members of the Alberta, Ala.. Freedom
Quilting Bee. a Black women's cooperative rooted in the

Civil Rights Movement, and two Smith College faculty

members — said quilts were often symbolic of Black

history.

"Historically, quilts have been made from the fabric of

memory." said Cynthia Smith, a professor of literature

in the Afro-American studies department. "They were

created from odd pieces of fabric, insignificant materials

that took on larger meanings."
Some of the scraps included bits of dres.ses or shirts and

fabric from Civil War uniforms, she said.

Many pre-Civil War quilts refiect African culture, she

said. Adrianne Andrews, an instructor in Afro-American

Studies, said many slaves who made quilts for their

masters — as well as those they made for themselves —
used traditional African patterns.

The bright colors and bold designs were reminiscent of

me old cultures and helped preserve their roots, she said.

Estelle Witherspoon and Nettie Young, members of the

Freedom Quilting Bee, said they began quilting at a very

young age. Colorful quilts were abundant in their rural,

poverty-stricken Wilcox County, where both women grew
up, Witherspoon said.

However, Young .said, the quilts were made for prac-

ticality, not decoration.

"We put them on the walls to keep the wind out," she

said. The walls and ceilings were so dilapidated "we could

look through [them] at night and see the stars." she said.

In 1966 the quilts found a new use, Witherspoon said.

A young civil rights worker passing through town saw
a quilt hanging in a backyard. He was so impressed with
the design and workmanship that he bought that quilt

and several others, she said.

He sent them to New York City for sale and turned the

profits to the women who made them. Witherspoon said.

They used the money to try to counter some of the pover-

ty in the town and to work for their civil rights, specifically

the right to register to vote, she said.

The cooperative grew out of the experience, Young said.

Since then the Bee has sold quilts and used the profits

to raise the standard of living in Alberta, she said.

"We're not in it for the money," Witherspoon said. "We
do it for the benefit of the community."
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w UNIVERSITY FAMILY HOUSING k^

^^ If you are a student who is married or a single parent ^^
^ with dependent children living with you. ^
^^you could quality for Family housing. Rent ranges "^

. from $313 for a 1 BR. to $378 for a 2BR (prices k,

^C include all utilities). We encourage all who meet "^
^^ these requirements to contact the Family Housing ^

^ Office. Wysocki House. 545-3115. ji

K**
FOOD SCIENCE SEMINAR

4c^

DTFTAKY LIPIDS > CURRENT ISSUES

* Health & Safety

* Zero Calorie Fat Substitutes

* FDA Perspectives

4:

Monday. April 10. 1989
Campus Ccnicr. Room 101

8:00 a.m. -5.00 pm.

For more informaiion coniaa:

DcpL of Food Science and Nutrition

Chcnowelh L^b. 545-2276

Wednesday
s Flagstone
Cookout Day
4:30-6:30 pm

Venture

up the

steps and

bask in the

sun at

serving W^mV
your favorites

from the

BlueWaU
CoKee Ifouse

ICE CREAM CONES & DISHES • SNACKS • COOKIES
COLD DRINKS • CANNED SODA • FRESH FRUITS

WEATHER PERMITTING
OPENING: MON.. APRIL 3RD / NOON-4 PM, MON-FRI

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP">

Birthright Can Help

• MKE M«GNANC« TESTMC
Sow Dty RmuII*

S«r*icef l>i«l an
ft— ConlKt^nlfl Canng

s
549-1906

Carnag* She^
* aft aHtffnaliv* lo atxHlto^

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst
[

pmiiiHi
$$ COLLEGE $$
SCHOLARSHIP
$$ HOTLINE! $$
1-900-321-4567

$3/CALL 24 HRS
3 min. recorded
msg 100% guar.

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEM

WE ARE LOOKING TO FILL THE POSITION OF
ASSISTANT MANAGER ON OUR
STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF.

THE POSITION REQUIRES A MATURE, ENERGETIC
AND FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE THRU APRIL 9TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN OFFICE,

CLARK HILL ROAD

U
N
I

O

V
I

D
E
O

Do you see your future In TV? u
N
I

O
N

V
I

D
E
O

E GENERAL MEETING e
N Thursday, April 6th at 7:00 p.m. n

^ in the Commuter Area Lounge t

U. v. C. where you make TV r

Letter to Campus Community
Sf.-.rrnu.mlH.rs „| I iummsHv M.-mal lloalth Services wish to
-xptess our suppc.it IV.r nil cmnpus fr.ot.ps who are workinp towards
u. increased awareness of diversity issues in our community.
We are n.mi.ulc.d. as Lesbian. (Jay and Bist^xual Awareness week

app.oache.s o| (|„. valuable contribution this ^nuip makes to ourcampus culture. Hoover, w,. are also reminded ofthe
misunderstandings and fears that continue to shape our attitudes
I'-wanls l,«.sb,ans, (Jay and Bi.sexual people.

on!!!.";."'""'''''.'"''''."''
'"•"r^«^*""'«l« ••" the University, are stronglv

IS X nal Awareness week activities (April 7 14). Our hope is that
Mil' •'• w.. ran work towards building a ramous conmninity that

•".t only accepts but appreciates the diversitv of its members.

Jill Morgan, MA
Lydia Rackonberj;, M S W
Kent Poev, Ph. I)

Renee Z. Spring, 1, I
(' S W

Ron Gatsik, M.I)
Kevin Keough, B.A
Michael A. Cann, Ph I)

Susan M Winalow, MA

Stewart Ascher. M.D. Lynn Bechtel, M.Ed.
Darlene Fladager. B A Joan Gustafson, L.I.C.S.W.
.Natertia Teixeira, L.I C S.W. J,m Werrhach. MA.
B.Miiamin Levy. M.D Barrv Farher, M.I)
hdward Bruce Taub Bynum. Ph.D. Randy Ingham. L.C.S.W.
JefTrey B Her.sh, Ph.D. Elaine Fraser, M.Ed.
I'lnda D. Scott. Ph.D.
Tanva Anagnostopoulou, MA

FOCUS
Anthrax ambiguit

Militarily'funded research has
put local activists up in arms
and Amherst officials on edge
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Even the people who want to get rid

of anthrax research at the University of

Massachusetts thmk an accident is

highly unlikely.

But local activists who want the study

banned as a health hazard have taken
their case to the Amherst Board of

Health and now Town Meeting.
Because the study has received $1

mdlion from the US Army's Biological

Defense Research Program, the activists

believe it contributes to a "biological

arms race" and should be stopped.

"The threat of biological warfare is a
health hazard." said John Bonifaz. who
IS leading the campaign against the

study for the American Friends Service

Committee.
"We feel that is a concern for a local

board of health, just as much as a break
in a sewage line, or something of that

nature." Bonifaz said.

University officials have accused the

»^ivists of "scare tactics." and of

needlessly frightening Amherst
residents abmit the safety of research on
the campus.
"This is a verv- scar>' thing. We believe

that there are vtrv >«-nmi> health

threats involved with germ warfare

research." Bonifaz said "If people are

scared, they should be."

bacterium, UKiking for a better vaccine
for the disease.

The Biological Defense Research Pro-

gram funds Thome's study because
"they're interested in defending troops

and population if necessary against an-

thracis if it should be used as a
biological warfare weapon," Thome
said.

That's where the AFSC and a small
group of students, called People for a
Socially Responsible University,
disagree. The Army wants a vaccine,

they say. to use as a weapon.
"There is no way that troops can be

protected against the threat of biological

weaponry. It's really impractical to

think that we can vaccinate our troops

against every possible agent," Bonifaz

said. "You vaccinate your troops when
you plan lo use an agent against so-

meone else."

Opponents ofthe re.search don't blame
the University for biological warfare
research — that's the Army's business

and they would like to see the Army ac-

countable, they said.

They blame the University for holding

Department of Defense contracts.
* * *

Jonathan Leavitt and about five other

students started looking into military

funding at UMass about a year ago.

with the aim of discovering where the

money was being spent, and how.

Collripan pK«i<u h> Naiw\ Klingrnrr

American Friends Service Committee members John Bonifuz, left,

and Frances Crowe, believe the anthrax re.search violates a 1972
treaty banning biological warfare.

"I worked on anthrax here long before I was fund-

ed by the DOD (Department of Defense) and if I

weren't supported by the DOD, I'd still work on it."

-Professor Curtis Thorne

Deeply committed partisans on either

side of this issue see dangers all around.

The AFSC and a group of students who
first called attention to the research

believe the Army is violating a 1972
treaty banning biological warfare.

The University, on the other hand,

believes interference with its research

threatens academic freedom.

Next month, Town Meeting voters are

scheduled to decide whether Amherst
will be declared a "biological warfare

research free zone." Such a declaration,

if passed, would advise the Board of

Health to ban all research in Amherst
funded by the Biological Defense
Research Program.

*

Microbiology Professor Curtis Thorne
has been studying anthrax since 1948.

He has a lab in Morrill Science Center

like countless others, with sinks and
computers and piles of research

documents.
Thorne started publishing scientific

papers about anthrax since 1968. but

never received much public attention for

his work. Suddenly, he is at the center

of a debate on military influence on cam-

pus, and the town's jurisdiction ofthe

University.

"I thought it was too bad they had to

go about it dishonestly," Thorne said of

the people who want his lifelong study

ended. "They tell half-truths and
sometimes completely untruths to get

people frightened."

Thorne is careful to emphasize that he

is not studying the anthrax di.sease itself

— he is studying Bacillus anthracis. the

bacterium that causes anthrax.

"Non-virulent means it does not cause

di.sease, and we work with non-virulent

strains." Thorne said. 'If there was a

health hazard, why wouldn't .somebody

have brought it up previously?"

The disease anthrax is infectious, and

usually fatal in cows and sheep. An-

thrax can also be fatal to humans — but

it is rare and treatable. Thorne is stu-

dying the genetic structure of the

Their long-term goal is to get rid of all

military funding at the University, said

Leavitt, a junior history major.

"Once the University fails to be in a

position to criticize the government,

then we're in a situation that's really

scary for everybody," Leavitt said.

The students found a number of in-

fluences they didn't like, from military

funding for the new Polymer Science

Center, to political science courses

taught with a "Cold War mentality."

They also found Curtis Thorne, in his

fortieth year of studying anthrax.

Thome's contract with the Army was
one of 15 contracts the students pin-

pointed for closer inspection. They turn-

ed to the Office of Grants and Contracts.

"That's where we met our first

resistance." Leavitt said. "They
wouldn't give us access to the informa-

tion."

The office was "taking tremendous
amounts of time" and "charging exor
binant rates" for the contracts — 20
cents a page copying costs and $6 an
hour for any time .spent on the request,

Leavitt said. The students saw the bill

rising swiftly out of their range
They contacted administrators, who

didn't help them much, then found a few
faculty members, who did, Leavitt .said.

The time and copying costs were cut in

half, and the students had their

information.

They publicized their findings in the

Valley Advocate and the Daily Hamp-
shire Gazette, and came to the notice of

the American Friends Service
Committee.
"We're opposed to war. We are a

Quaker organization that believes war
settles nothing. We're deeply concern-

ed about the biological weapons treaty

being violated." said Frances Crowe, an
AFSC veteran.

The AFSC first took their case to

Chancellor Duffey, requesting him to

halt the research immediately. When
Duffey did not comply with their re-

quest, the committee turned to the

Amherst Select Board, which referred

the activists to the Board of Health.

Health Board members were reluctant

to go so far as denouncing the Univer-

sity, but scheduled a public hearing on

the issue. That hearing was cancelled,

but board member Diana Stein had
made a key suggestion: take the fight

to Town Meeting.

Next month, Amherst Town Meeting

Microbiology professor Curtis
since 1948.

Collegian photo hy Nanrjr Kllnfrnrr

Thorne has been studying anthrax

members will decide whether the town
will be declared a "biological warfare

research free zone ' If the declaration

passes. Town Meeting will advise the

Board of Health to ban all studies fund

ed by the Biological Defense Research
Program.
Thome's study has received about $1

million over the past decade from the

Army, said James Langiey, a UMass
spokesman. Langiey said that if the

research were stopped, in the middle of

a contract, the University and the town,

or both, could be sued.

"I'm not about to get into a public

debate on the morality of DOD IDiepart

ment of Defen.se] research. I'm proud to

be doing something for the DOD,"
Thorne said. "I worked on anthrax here

long before I was funded by the DOD
and if I weren't supported by the DOD,
I'd still work on it."

The town of Amherst is already a .self-

declared "nuclear-free zone," the result

of an earlier AFSC campaign. An en-

vironmental movement is moving the

town toward calling itself a "foam-free

zone," which would ban non-

biodegradable plastics from disposal in

town limits.

Now the unique road of Amherst
politics is leading the town into direct

conflict with the University. Activists,

administrators, scientists and town of-

ficials all have different views on the

struggle.

"I'm very upset at the Amherst Board
of Health. This whole thing could have
been squelched at the beginning, if they

had bothered to talk to me," Thorne
said. "I believe in equal treatment for

both sides, but there hasn't been equal

treatment here."

The struggle over anthrax research in

Amher-st will continue, even if Town
Meeting defeats the declaration. A
federal lawsuit against the Biological

Defense Research Program, brought by

a national activist group, is scheduled

to be filed today, Crowe said.

If the national group, the Foundation
of Economic Trends, wins the suit, the

UMass study would lose its government
funding, along with studies around the

nation.

The lawsuit will be a long process, but

Amherst is becoming a "test case" for

the anti-germ warfare movement — ac-

tivists arc hoping to set a precedent with

a "biological warfare research free

zone," and inspire other towns to similar

declarations.

"It would be incredible," Leavitt said.

"It would be the first in the country, pro-

bably the first in the world. But it

wouldn't stop there"
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THURSDAY
APRIL 6

8 00pm STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS

16 UMASS STUDENT
18 GENERAL PUBLIC

CASH BAR w/ PROPER ID.

TICKETS ON SALE AT Til UNLIMITED-
STUDENT UNION. FOR THE RECORD/FACES-
AMHERST. MAIN ST RECORDS NOHO

Back-A-Disc

IM^ PROPER ID

REQUIRED

DRAFT BEER $1 .00

ALL NEW
MUNCHIE MENU

EVERY FRIDAY AT 9:30 PM • 11TH FLOOR
MURRAY D LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

Summer Gxnference Housing

Si

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer Conference Housing coordinates dormitory housing

for 8.000 - 10,000 conferees during June, July and August.

Employment with SCH provides work experience in an

academic setting, an Introduction to the hospitality industry

and an opportunity to earn money.

OVER FIFTY POSITIONS AVAILABLE!!
The job titles include:

IT'S THAT

TIME AGAIN

Registrar

Office Manager
Operations Co-Supervisor

Accommodations Supervisor

Assistant Registrar

Key Control Supervisor

Operations Crew Member
Desk Clerk

Salary Range: $5.25 - $6.75 Per Hour
Work Schedules: Part & full time openings available, including

all shifts, weekdays and weekends

APPUCATIONS AND GENERAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE
FROM MARCH 27. 1989 - APRIL 14. 1989

9am-4:30pm
At The University Conference Services Office

918 Campus Center (Ninth Floor)

APPUCATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL:

4 p.m.. Friday. April 14. 1989
Th» Univwwty of M«»MChui««s i» an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

TIME WHEN THE TEXBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS

RETURNS START
APRIL 10

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS: Mon - Fri 9am-4pm

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical plant bidg

EDITORIAL/OPINiasr
Midi Vidua: wilier oi carlwun noi iiece-Sbai:;y lellect the ..ew,, .: the Coaegiar. oi the Mr.,ve[-..!v '_ir..ess oir

US foreign policy fuels fires of Cuban resentment
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev visited Cuba earlit-

1

this week in part to encourage Cuban President Fidel
Castro to promote greater political openness in the Carib
bean island.

Although the Soviet leader's reformist message has fuel-

ed the optimism of many Western observers who want to
believe in the genuineness of Gorbachev's drive for
reforms, we must remain realistic about Cuba. Castro,
who has held a giudge against the United States since
taking power in 1959, has and will likely ctmtinue to
frown on the Soviet leader's reforms. Castro has resisted
the reforms and lashed out at what he calls their promo
tion of "capitalist euphoria."
The Cuban leader's antagonism toward the United

States will likely continue. Even if he embraces Gor
bachev's philosophy and launches ;i Cuhan sersion .if

glasnost, he is unlikely to appear on the evening news
smiling and shaking President George Bush's hand.

We witnessed such a scenario with Gorbachev and
former President Ronald Reagan, even though the United
States and the Soviet Union have nurtured an intense
adverse relationship since the end of World War II, when

( "nie tcurnanifint

\ of compeUtcrs...

the arms race kicked off.

But Cuba is a different story.

The adverse relationship between Cuba and the United
States began officially m 1959 when Castro led a group
of nationalists in a revolt that toppled the US-controlled
government. Since the Spanish American War in 1898,
when Cuba gained theoretical independence, the United
States had maintained a tight hnld of the island's politics

Pedro Pereira

Congress in 1901 approved the Piatt Amendment, in
which the United States retained the s(j called right to
intervene in Cuban affairs when necessary to preserve the
island's '-ndependence " The amendment also prohibited
the Cuban government from signing treaties with foreign
powers without US permission.
Besides using the legislative weapon to bully Cuba, the

United States shipped Marines to the island when
necessary to insure the natives wouldn't get out of line.

The morally questionable US actions in the island have
dissipated from the collective memory of mm«t Americans

Today Americans are only too eager to point out the evil

inherent in the Cuban socialist regime, which has allow
ed for the shipment of Cuban troops to Angola to spread
the red.

Logic, however, would support the nmti-ntion that ("uba
owes its socialist regime to the United States Like a child
that rebels against a parent's tyranny, Cuba, with chants
of Yankee go home." adopted a political system
diametrically opposed to the United States' republicanism,
thanks to Castro's charisma and political shrewdness
Although Americans prove forgetful when it comes to

US interventionism, the Cubans remember Castro
remembers.
He remembers that his country was subjected to

American bullish rule for more than 60 years. He has
enough reasons to remain suspicious of Americans. His
improbable version of glasnost will have no room for im
proving relations with the United States.

Gorbachev's reforms did. But the United ^ates never
controlled his country's government, probably because we
never had a chance to do so

Pedro Peretra is a Collegian columnist

Which bnn^ x
"tptiiechampcnship

%

( Which airline do

vT vTl» viin?

There's nothing wrong with
man-to-man affection

Is it indeed possible for a man to have as
close a friendship with another man as

with a woman? Could a man reveal his in

nermost feelings and thoughts, wishes and
fears, hopes and dreams to another man?
Is it natural for two men to turn to each
other for reassurance and comfort in times
of trouble? Can two men kiss and embrace
each other as an expression of their friend-

ship'' WelP

Scott Green

If these two happened to be women, you
would probably not hesitate to answer with

a resounding vcs. And if it was a man and
a woman you would still probably answer
yes.

Understandably, one would be hesitant

to answer yes in the case of two males.

Society has conditioned us to view such a

scenario as a sign of weakness, weirdness

or homosexuality. Men cannot possibly be

loving, tender, feeling, receptive or giving

unless directed at the opposite sex.

In a sense, men and women have grown

up in two different cultures, with various

values and attitudes and divergent ways
to express emotion. While women can show

their friendly affection such as a hug or a

kiss, without stirring up anxieties of

homosexuality, a good natured slap on the

back or a punch on the shoulder is as far

as most men can comfortably go.

Heterosexual Robert, on a camping trip

with his best friend, feels an urge to hug
him. But afraid that an embrace will throw

them both into a what-next sexual panic,

he consciously refrains from this expression

of affection. Robert sees this urge as a wish

to express his love for his friend and not

as a wish for sexual coryunction. But his

fear, a common male fear, is that ifwe hug.

the next thing you know, we'll take off our

clothes and go down on each other.

By the time we reach manhood, the walls

have been built which make deep friend

ship unusual, and for many of us. an act

ofcourage. We are trained early to keep our

guard up. not to be tender and vulnerable

with each other "Wimp ", "faggot ". "sissy"

— these little words you hear in every cor

ridor of even.' junior and senior high .school

'and even in elementary school i are cons

tant reminders to act tough, to act like

a"man'
Remember way back when if you cried, you
were a "sis.sy? " And if you didn't play

sports you were automatically a "faggot?"

Here is one man's not untypical descrip-

tion of his relationships with his three

"closest" friends:

"There are some things I wouldn't tell

them. I wouldn't tell them about my work
because we've always been highly com-
petitive. I certainly wouldn't tell them
about my feelings or any uncertainties

with life. And I wouldn't talk about any
problems I have with my marriage and sex

life." Then he paused and laughed and
said: "That doesn't leave a hell of a lot. does

it?"

Men are hurt by the conditioning that

makes us half-human. We are hurt by our

dependence on women for support, nurtur-

ing, love and warm feelings. It is a real

struggle for heterosexual men to restore

their sense of being fully human, for them
to relate to other men (be they heterosex-

ual, bisexual or homosexual), in the capaci-

ty they normally reserve for women.
Close male friendships are rare, so ifyou

are a part of one or know of one, consider

yourself fortunate. For those of you who do

not, keep an open mind; do not allow

yourself to become a product of

stereotypical society. Contrary to popular

myth, it is possible for a man to have a close

friendship with another man and not be a

homosexual!

Scott Green is a Collegian columnist.

Say no to seventies styles
Just say no
This isn't a Nancy Reagan speech on

drugs. It is, however, a speech on your
moral obligation.

Something is happening that I never
thought could ever occur again. It may not
be something that everyone can relate to.

If your a first year student you may not
realize its implications, but maybe you can
be helped by someone who is a veteran of
the problem

Nancy Cohen
The seventies styles are coming back

again.

To many of you who might share my
mentality, this is a very scary thought
Some of you might even have nightmares

about wide collars and bell-bottoms. I know
I do
For those of you who don't understand

why this is such a horrible proposition, let

me refresh your memory.
It's 1978. Saturday Night Fever is the

number one album. John Travolta (without

the muscles) is considered a demi god. or

at least close to it. Everyone thought he
and his buddies were real sharp dres.sers.

W'ho wouldn't? I love to have men with
hairy chests, lots of gold necklaces and
shirts unbuttoned down to their navel come
up to me and ask "Hey babe, what's your
sign?"

People were taller back then, not because
the f(M)d was more nutritious, but becau.se

platform .shoes wa.s the happenm' look.

They looked .so cool, it didn't matter
whether you could walk in them or not.

Women's wardrobes consisted of shiny-

neon, skin tight spandex'polyester pants

which were real comfortable to wear while

doing hou.se work, and shopping — you
know, every day women things (at least

during the seventies they were). Tube top*
and matching berets, with glittery stuffOQ
them were always a nice touch.

For fun, people went roller discoing. and
did the hu.stle which basically consists of
a lot of pointing and shaking of one leg.

(See Saturday Night Fever.) Everybody was
shaking their booty.

Sound gfKxl? If It does, please don't read
this any longer because I will only offend
you more than I already have.

If your answer is no. I congratulate you
on your taste, good sense and style You
must have some if you don't think the Bee
Gees are really awesome driving music or

that Donna Summers was truly a
misunderstood artist.

Well here we are. the era of safe sex;

workout clubs are the single bars of the
eighties, sensitivity is stre.<wed women
wanting equal rights (and we're really not

kidding around this time), most people are
at lea.st attempting not to be oppre.ssive (if

they are. they're not very popular) and
most importantly, thin ties and tapered
legs are in style.

How. in this wonderful (?) society could
we possibly have room for songs such as

Bad Girls and Xanadu? Could we imagine
reliving the era of fa.st love and introduc-

ing yourself in the morning to some guy
named I.L. (he changed it to International

Lover)?

The fate of future generations is in our
hands. We can not sit idly by and watch
fashion designers rip a part everything we
have worked so hard for — not to mention
it's just plain embarrassing.

My solution is to just say no.

The next time your driving down the
avenue and you find yourself humming
along with Andy Gibb's Shadow Dancing,
stop yourself and realize what you are
doing.

Nancy Cnfiin is a Collegian columnist

Column only scratches surface
I would like to comment on Scott Green's

article ("Behind the Iron Curtain." March
30). His impressions of East Germany and
Poland were interesting. As a world
traveller at heart. I am always delighted

to read about impressions of countries in

which I've never been. Mr. Green's last

line, however, struck a cord in me which
impelled me to write. Contrasting the two
radically different countries, he said of

Poland, "This is not East Germany, the

Soviet Union's best satellite buddy, where
people are treated like animals in a cage
under an old line. Stalinist leadership." I

take this to imply that Soviet citizens are

cold and gloomy, as are the East Germans
described in the article.

In 1986, I visited the Soviet Union. My
impressions were somewhat similar to

Green's impressions of East Germany: grey

buildings, despondency, gloom. However,
my experiences went deeper than sight

allows. I was lucky enough to dine
(clandestinely) in a private Soviet home in

one of those buildings. I was also lucky
enough to be approached by the armed
Soviet soldiers on the street — a scary ex-

perience to be sure. But I say I was lucky
in that case because it made me aware of

the daily pressures the Soviets have learn-

ed to live with, and indeed flourish under.

Unlike the West's misconception of the
Soviets, they are actually warm, receptive

people. They, like the Poles described by
Green, were inquisitive about my home
and my life. To them. America is a mixed
bag of dreams and ambivalence that most
of them will never have the opportunity to

see first-hand.

Yes. many have cold, gloomy faces.

Wouldn't you if you had to live in those
grey buildings? Wouldn't you if you had to

stand in three different lines to buy one
item (one line to select the item; one line

to pay for it, and one line to pick it up)?

Wouldn't you if everything you did had red

tape attached (much like visiting the
Registry of Motor Vehicles every day!)?

Overall, the Soviets develop deep,
lifelong friendships among themselves
which make ours seem shallow. They've
suffered greatly and still retain a great deal

of spirituality. Oh. and one last thing: Not
all Soviets are Communists. In fact, only
six percent of the Soviet population is

registered in the Communist Party.

Maria Uzdavinis
Northampton
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TOP Of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE
Catch a» the Action!

specials and

(tee hots

jj'oeuvtes

at 9.00 pni

Boston
bruins

versus

Buffalo
Sabres

Lounge Hour*.

Moo-Pn 11 30 am-12 30 am

Sat-Son 5 00 pm-12 30 am

TONIGHT
7 30 PM

, ; > •J '

1 1th Floor Campus Cent** • (413( S49-6000 e«t 7634

Univ*r«ily of Massachusetts at Amherst

r

HAMP

Waffle Cone
SPECIAL

V
Present this coupon
to rece ve gQ^ ^J|
a freshly made Waffle Cone
from Hampden Creamery

Open everyday:

11:30 am-11:30 pm
Located at Southwest
Residential Area

"OUPON PER CUSTOMFR EXPIRES APRIL 7 1989 .

•*•'»*

CDCC SCHOURSHIPINFORMAHONFOR

rnCC STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COU£GE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships

leltowships grants and loans, representing over S10 billion in private

sector funding

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic

interests career plans family heritage and place of residence

• There s money available for students who have been newspaper ear-

ners grocery clerks cheerleaders, non-smokers etc

• (Results GUARANTEED

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

DIAMQNDWEAR
Goes With Anything You Wear

\

"borne on in and take advantage off

SCOTT'S SUPER SPECIALS!
6 University Drive at Newmarket Center, Amherst

diagonally across from UMass Staduim

OPEN
MONSAT 8 AM- 11 Pm/

T_l. C^Q-OfcOO ./
TeJ: 549-2692

S^ a^^

Strohs Regular!
and Light

30-Pack Cans

Coronoi
(.t.t

O'Keefe Canadian
24-12 oz. Bottles

112.99 $10.29
¥ dep. •» dep.

Corona Extra

6-Pack Bottles

$4.70 -dep.

iH»o*T(e
Tanqueray Gin

750 ml

$10.99

Relska Vodka
1.75's

$8.99

Jim Beam
Bourbon 1.75 s

^ $12.99

Wsa/Mastercard Accepted, also Local Personal Checks

We want to be your favorite liquor store!

designs g
264 N Pleasanf St. Amherst 253 3324
3 Pleasant St , Northampton 684 3324

G O L D S M I t H S~^ G EM G A L L E iTT

FOURTH ANNUAL
MATH COMPETITION

To be held in Room 1634 Lederle Graduate Center,

April 27, 1989 at 7:30 p.m.

The Competition is open to all Freshman and Sophomores currently

enrolled at UMass Amherst. Continuing Education Students, previous

1st place winners and relatives of Math/Stat faculty are not eligible:

FIRST PRIZE: NEC POWERMATE 1 P.C. with color

monitor and NEC P2200 Printer valued at

$2800, donated jointly by NEC Information

Systems and Validata of Amherst.

SECOND PRIZE: $700 Donated By United Technologies

THIRD PRIZE: $300 Donated By United Technologies

SIGN-UP in Room 1623-D by April 25 and Bring I.D. on April 27.

Tonight
Reggae Night

NEW HORIZONS

Thursday Night
THE CHESS KINGS

Friday Night
THE POOR BOYS

^ Saturday Night
ROGER SALLOOM & THE

STRAGGLERS

Beer of the Month
Corona $1.50

Drink Specials
CORONA $1.60
SEX ON THE BEACH $1.75

' 30 BOLTWOOD WALK, DOWNSTAIRS, AMHERST
I / 2S3-2663 ^^

103 New Africa House. Umvefsity of Massachusetts. Amherst. MA 01003 (413) S4S-0061

Nummo IS affiliated with the Collegian for distnbutior^ purposes only
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akes A Nation

of Millions

to Hold Us Back
CONTRIBUTED BY ROBIN PRATTS

On March 21 . 1960, some 69 people were killed at the

Sharpeville Massacre, arxl the ensuing incidents, where

men. women, and children had been peacefully protesting

the Pass Laws Over the next week, 22.000 people were

arrested or detained, and the ANC and Pan-Afncanist Con-

gress were outlawed Both groups called for a one day

general strike in mourning for the victims Both Mandela

and Sobukwe (PAC) had called for non-violent resistance,

until the Sharpeville Massacre This is the kind of event

which Black South Africans face on a daily basis

Why have Black people faced such brutality on a regular

basis, in South Africa? The cause is the Apartheid system

which IS designed to segregate and racially oppress Black

Africans within South Africa Apartheid m Afrikaner, means

separatness' or apartness". What it has meant for Black

South Africans is constant harrassment. degradation, ex-

ploitation, violence, and murder.

This separateness has taken the form of pass laws,

which require all Black people to carry passbooks' at all

times. These passbooks' contain an individual's finger-

prints, a photograph, and employment records, and if these

are not produced upon demand. Black people are jailed and

fined As of 1960. an average of 1 25 million a year have

been tried for trivial offences against Apartheid, including

nearly 1 .000 people a day being convicted of pass law of-

fences, since 1948.

Another aspect is the segregation program of the so-

called 'homelands' or bantustans By 1980, 3 5 million peo-

ple had been herded onto the poorest 13 percent of the

land, where the bantustans reside, with more going each

day. 81 percent of these people live below the poverty line

The bantrustans have also broken up many families

because the settlements are so far from where Black

workers go to work In KwaNdbele, Black workers can see

their families when they get home, late at night, but the time

is brief since they travel 48 hours a week for work. In other

places that are not so 'close', such as Transkei. most male

workers live as migrants in single-sex hotels near the cities.

This destroys the family structure by forcing many Black

men to leave their families.

Black people have tried to respond to Apartheid through

a variety of means. They have tned non-violent protesta-

tion and demonstrations such as at Soweto in 1976 when

21 Black people were killed and 220 injured when police

opened fire on a nonviolent student demonstration The

students were smgmg Black Nationalist songs when police

arrived, only the White officers having guns The students

taunted, but did not assault, the police, when a tear gas

bomb was fired into the crowd The students threw rocks

and the police opened fire with revolvers and sub-machine

guns, firing some 300 rounds

Those who want peaceful change have faced many at-

tacks such as this, but the Apartheid state also uses less

pHjWicized means Those who have been arrested also have

to face methodical, wide-spread torture by the police and

authorities On August 23, 1985, Bessie Nobathembu Fihia

was arrested and interrogated During which time she was
forced to crouch for long periods with heavy books in her

hands, as well as receiving electric shocks to her thumbs

and toes She was never charged with a crime Her brother.

Kenneth, was beaten and given electric shocks The courts

ignored his pleas as msufliciently urgent. Other reports

mention beatings with whips, electric shocks, and
psychological torture, such as putting pistols to detainees'

heads and prolonged sleep deprivation

In response to the torture and the organized violence of

the Aparteid State, non-violence has proven incapable of

finding a solution to the oppression of Black South Africans

Many Black people and anti-Apaartheid organizations, na-

tionalist and internationalist, have chosen to struggle in

other ways
In August of 1987. 340.000 Black coal and gold miners

went out on strike for wage increased, and the company

police and South African police attacked then with whips,

tear gas, and other weapons, killing several workers They

were cautk>us and unable to easily break the stnke because

the Black workers occupied the mines and fought back with

stones, clubs, and fire-bombs

Many organizations put forward programs which demand

the overthrow of the Aparteid state by whatever means are

most effective and result in the least bloodshed, such as

the ANC. SWAPO, and a handful of revolutionary socialist

organizations Many Black South Africans recognize that

the only way to end Aparteid is by meeting attacks with an

organized, militant fight that recognizes the need for

violence.

The violence used by the Black South Africans and

groups who represent them is not the same as the violence

of the South African state. The violence of Black people

is part of a defensive struggle to survive; it is the fight of

the slave to be free; it is the fight against oppression, ex-

poitation. racism and murder and it is for human dignity.

racial equality, and a free South Africa. This is directly opp-

posite in its nature to the violence of the slave master-

Apartheid state, which we have already shown as it occurs

daily.

In light of this, we feel it is necessary to support the strug-

gle of all Black South Africans against Apartheid and South

African state, and we fight for their right to be free BY ANY
MEANS NECESSARY

Leonard Jeffries, Chairman
of the Black Studies Dept. at

City College of New York
(CCNY) to speak at UMass 7

p.m., Thursday, April 13, in

Campus Center Room
174-176

NUMMO
NEEDS
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Banneker Openning
by Simone Nicholson

After five years of intensive planning, on Friday March

31. 1989, the Benjamin Banneker Computing Center in

rooms 411-417 of New Africa House finally opened.

At a reception in the Banneker Center on Friday, in-

terested parties had the opportunity to look the facilities

over. Junior. Political Science major Devita Gross, a resi-

dent of Southwest said '"I have been hearing about this

computer center opening up ever since my freshmen year.

I was beginning to think it was never going to happen.'"

The Center consists of 16 Macintosh terminals. 12 have

dual floppy disk drives, the remaining four have access to

graphics software and font libraries. In addition to the ter-

minals, also included are a color monitor, four dot matrix

printers, and two laser writers. A special feature is a 16 level

digital scanner which will be used to continually feed

resources such as syllabi into the computer for student use.

All of these features will enable the center to be transform-

ed into '"an interactive, multimedia research center in Afro-

American. Afro-Caribbean, and African Studies, which the

facilities three year plan, " says Ernest Allen, Director of

the Banneker Center.

The Benjamin Banneker facility for all its innovative

technology, is also a part of history. The center's namesake
was a black farmer in 18th century Maryland, who establish-

ed himself as an astronomer, mathematician, publisher of

almanacs and surveyor.

A printer on the South wall of the center is named the

'"Freedom's Journal'", which was the first black owned
newspaper in the nation. The actual individual terminals

represent stations of the underground railroad. "'No stu-

contiruud on pagt 2



Cross-Raciaf Collegiality

Trouble in Academia
contributed by: BLACK ISSUES IN HIGHER EDUCATION'

Although Black-white relations are improving in society,

resistant pockets can be found m places least expected

One of these is academe, which began recruiting Black pro-

fessors in the sixties Even though the recruitment has drop-

ped off, many of those first recruited have now taught in

predominantly white institutions of higher education for

more than twenty years Others have long since retired from

them. In general, those who remain have yet to achieve real

collegiality with their white cohorts, the majority of whom
react to them with varying degrees of fear, indifference

misunderstanding, and uneasiness

The inequality is first evidenced by the Guess Who s

Coming To Dinner critena used to recruit Blacks That is

in order to counterbalance for race, white universities search

for Blacks with superstar credentials when m fact their facul-

ty in general reflects a normal curve in terms of talent and

output The superstar search is evident everywhere, but is

generally the norm at private colleges and universities

because they are more conservative in race relations than

public institutions Biack professors at these universities are

almost non-existent on the undergraduate level This may
be because of the impact they would have on the host of

undergraduate students who are going through their

developmental formative years If you change the attitudes

and beliefs of undergraduate students at this stage of

development you change society

The relaxed affirmative action efforts on the part of the

current Republican Administration has allowed private and

public institutions of higher education to maintain the status

quo, in terms of hiring, retaining.and promoting minority

faculty, to say nothing of collegiality during their tenure So

when administrators say they are looking for Blacks, but

just cannot find them, they are m fact saying m shorthand

that they are looking for superstar scholars, who are indeed

in short supply, regardless of race or color

Strained collegiality is evident across the campuses at

the departmental level, on campus-wide committees, and

in the faculty senate There are several reasons for it First

of all most whites have never had peer relationships with

Blacks in which they recognize them as intellectual equals,

let alone superiors Secondly, whites and Blacks alike bring

a lot of historical baggage to any communication they under-

take For Blacks, It IS the sometimes unconscious and

unresolved hostility emanating from slavery, discrimination

and contemporary inequality For whites, the baggage is

the unconscious notion that Blacks are inherently inteilec-

After Accord,
to Economic

by Mark Fortune. Black Enterprise

When Angola emerged from 500 years of Portugese con-

trol in 1975, Its economic future seemed bright Its abun-
dant natural resources made it potentially Afnca's richest

nation However, the flight of the Portuguese soon after

indeperyjence-taking their technical skills and vital industnal

machinery with them-and 1 3 years of unabated civil war
have taken their toll The country's war-ravaged economy
now lies in tatters, its infrastructure decaying daily.

Once a major exporter of agricultural produce, Angola
now has to import much of its food On the outskirts of Luan-

da, the nation's capital, destroyed or abandoned vehicles

litter the roadsides Stripped for spare parts, their remains
lie slowly rusting in the African sun. The war between the

Angolan government and the US. and South African-

backed rebel forces, the National Union for the Total In-

dependence of Angola, or UNITA. has displaced hundreds
of thousands of these citizens and pushed the infant mor-
tality rate to among the highest in the world.

"The weakness of our economy is due to the war." says
Jeronimo Almeida, economic attache to Angol's U.N. mis-

sion "Acts of aggression by South Afnca and UNITA have
been destroying the infrastructure in Angola."

However, the Dec. 13 signing of a U.S.-brokered tripar-

tite peace accord involving Angola, Cuba and South Africa

has led to speculation that a resolution of Angola's civil war
is imminent. And the Angolan government has already

begun making moves to revive the nation's flagging

economy.
The accord, signed in Brazzaville, the capital of the Con-

go, calls for phased withdrawal of 50,000 Cuban troops (to

be completed by mid-1991) that have backed the Angolan
government in its war with UNITA.(Cuba began pulling its

troops in January, three months earlier than required under
the accord.) The accord also calls for the end of South
African control of Namibia, which it has occupied in

definance of United Nation's decrees since 1966. The
agreement, however, does not guarantee an end to the civil

war.

'"We believe from what has been accomplished that we
will now be able to find a peaceful solution in Angola,'" says
Almeida. '"Therefore we now turn our minds to the develop-

ment of the country."

tually inferior and dissonance created by Black peers be-

ing in the same department with them Thirdly, academe

IS an arena of intense competition for recognition by

students administrators, by local, regional, national and in-

ternational peers Superstar Blacks very often because of

their race, aare apt to get more recognition than their white

colleagues Fourthly Black scholars usually approach

problem-solving rationally and objectively For example.

Black historians record mor factually the place and impor-

tance of Blacks in An^rican history than their white counter-

parts That IS to say. Black truth and white truth often dif-

fer a fact which can contribute to a great deal of tension

m the academic marketplace

Interracial tension is a significant source of stress for

Black professors at predominantly white institutions of

higher learning However, coping strategies differ from one

fjerson to another Blacks who identify strongly with whites

or who at least identity equally with whites and Blacks are

apt to fit into white academe most comfortable They, as

do their white peers, generally deny the importance of race

as a socially isolating factor

The presence of Black professors m white academe

generates interpersonal stress for everybody Although

there IS little research indicating the attitudes of whiles

toward Black professors, the fact that Blacks are having

more difficulty today obtaining placement in tenure tracks

getting tenure, and being promoted would suggest that they

engender significant dissonance in dominant group pro-

fessors who harbor residual racism Students often get

caught m the interpersonal cross-fire, especially Black

students who seek out the Black professor as a roJe model

to emulate White professors transfer their hostility toward

Black professors onto Black students, when the Black pro-

fessors advise the minority students

Unfortunately. Black -white collegiality is not what it ought

to be on most campuses College and university ad-

ministrators who suspect that interracial relations on cam-

pus are less than harmonious should take steps to improve

them The recruitment of more Black professors is an ob-

vious s<^ution to the isolation and alienation often felt by

Black scholars Hiring Blacks for key administrative posi-

tions would go a long way toward promoting real collegiali-

ty. mainly because Black adminstrators generally strive to

treat people equally regardless of race, and thereby set a

positive example for others Lastly, administrators should

institute race relations training In any case, direct efforts

must be made to improve cross-racial collegiality It will not

happen witfwut specific intervention.

Angola Turns
Development

lo facilitate this, the Marxist government has im-

plemented an economic recovery plan known in Portuguese

as Saneamento Economic Financeiro(economic and finan-

cial clean up). To encourage more foreign investment and
stimulate business growth, the government will try to shed
the centralized Soviet-style economic model adopted by the

post-independence government in favor of a more decen-
tralized, market model
"We are trying to open up our country for foreign in-

vestments in the area of construction and other industries,"'

confirms Almeida.

The plan will also encourage cooperative ventures bet-

ween the government and private entrepreneurs. Legisla-

tion encated last year, most notably a new Foreign Invest-

ment Act, is intended to provide businesses with incentives

such as increased profit margins and less red tape
Not all are encouraged by the new economic agenda.

"The [plan] has failed." asserts Jardo Muekalia, UNITA's
chief representative in Washington, D.C.

He believes there can be no workable economic plan in

Angola until the nations political problems are solved. And
this, he claims, will not happen until the Angolan govern-
ment is prepared to sit down at the negotiating table with

UNITA as equals.

"Currently the (government's) only offer is to absorb
UNITA,'" says Muekalia '"That cannot work."'

A speedy resolution of Angola's civil war and a

strengthened Angola is in the economic and political interest

of most of the black-ruled nations that border South Africa

Though the leaders of these nations oppose apartheid, they

are forced to do business with South Africa, the richest na-

tion in the region.

Petroleum-rich Angola is potentially a cheap source of

oil to the region. Its population of 8 million inhabits an area
twice the size of Texas, leaving vast tracts of land avilable

for food production. Also, the reopening of its Benguela
Railroad would provide trading access to its Atlantic coast

and allow states such as Benguela Railroad would provide
trading access to its Atlantic coast and allow states such
as Zambia and Zimbabwe to avoid the costly and political-

ly undesirable option of transporting their exports via South
Africa.

A strong Angola '"will make the region more united and
more self-sufficient, which South Africa doesn'twant," says
Mwaza Munthali, a spokesman for TransAfrica. an anti-

apartheid lobbying organization based in Washington, DC.
'"The key to its control of the blacks within South Africa

is to keep all its neighboring states destabilized."'

EDITORIAL

Lenworth Gunther, Ph.D,
Historian, Author, Educator
and Lecturer. Founder and
President of Edmedia
Associates, Inc. to speak at

UMass 7 p.m., Thursday,
April 27, in Campus Center
Room 101

dent will be able to enter without a little bit of their history

rubbing off.'" says Allen

The Benjamin Banneker Microcomputer Learning Facility.

as It IS not yet fully operational will be open to students in

AfraAmerican Studies and CCEBMS Once totally func-

tional the facility will be open to the larger university com-

munity dunna desiqnated hours.

Black Love
by Renal Culpepper

Black man, what happened to the
love we once shared?
We survived the middle passage
together,

kidnapped from our homeland
and brought to a land

that didn't understand us.

I watched them take the joy from your laugh, the bounce
from your step,

the spirit from your body
But did they take away your love
for me too?

They separated our families.

tried to erase our heritage

Did they break us Black man?
Today, as your mental and my emotional enslavement
continues,

you don't turn to me as you
once did,

for understanding,
for love as only I. the Black
woman can give you.

The emptiness that is in your
eyes,

seeks fulfilment in the wrong,
places.

We are intertwined my love,

I can not reach the stars alone,
just as you can not break
our chains, without my
help.

Come back to Black man,
let us again find

our strength,

to raise solid families

and keep stable

homes.
Together, let us go in search
of hope, pride, and spirit.

Come back to me Black man,
before we forget how to

love.

Don't Insult The Sisters!

by Robin E Pratts

During Add-Drop about one hundred people crammed
into a lecture room in New Africa House that could, at best

accommodate fourty-five Well armed with their add-drop
forms and confident composure, zealous U Mass students
waited to be signed into a new class offered this semester
entitled 'Black Women The chattering crowd was silenc-

ed by a middle-aged white woman who stood and very tact-

fully announced that although she was excited by the great

turnout, she and Professor John Bracey simply could not

admit all the students All freshman were dismissed first

Then, all students who were not pre-registered for the class

were asked to leave except tor graduating seniors, who,
they felt should be given top priority The room was filled

with muffled voices of disappointment anger, and shock
Why was this white woman, and black man teaching a class

about black women''
How IS It that a large state school with ample resources

and networking capabilities can offer a class entitled Black

Women' and not have a black woman teaching the course''

If there was not a black woman professor at this university

able and willing to teach the class then why weren't other

measures taken to get a black woman that could? I, per-

sonally know that there are many intelligent black women

who could leach the class but what about those students

that don't? Is not the underlying, unspoken message

transmitted to the students discrediting our black sisters?

I'm sure many students, black and white, thought to

themselves, are there so few black women college pro-

fessors that the administration had to recruit a white

woman?' Hmmm. maybe there aren't any Why else would

such a prestigious institution as University of Massachusetts

fail to make the effort to obtain a black woman professor"?

Professor Joyce Berkman's credentials are impeccable

She's done her homework But that isn't the point Would

U Mass hire a chemistry professor who mastered the

knowledge of chemistry but never once performed an ex-

periment Would this school hire a dance teacher who knew

every turn and terminology of ballet but never once danc-

ed herself? Or how about this Would you go to a seminar

entitled Insight into the lives of oppressed South Africans

suffering under Aparteid and the speaker was a white

South African^ No. no one would

Based on the examples I've given you, I hope the issue

IS clear. I have no doubt that Professor Joyce Berkman

knows an incredible amount of information concerning black

women Just as the chemist, dance teacher, and white

South African mentioned earlier knew about their subjects

However, mastery on an intellectual level in this case, and

m the examples given above are simply not acceptable

We all know the employment office would laugh a so-

called chemist out of the building, who never performed an

experiment, and a soK;alled dance teacher who never danc-

ed before Then, why, why I ask is there a white woman

co-teaching a class on black women?! My sisters and

brothers, the insult is all ours We, once again are victimiz-

ed by inherent institutional racism This is an insult to the

sisters that could teach this course, and to the students both

black and white who want to know more about black women

than that which is given by a superficial level of text mastery

This level of intellectual, and emotional teaching can only

be done by a black woman who not only can talk the talk

but who has walked the walk Let's face the facts 'You can't

teach what you don't know and you can't lead where you

don't go (or haven't t>een.)

Black Agenda, A Message To Students

BLACK AGENDA

Dear students of Afnkan decent:

The Black Agenda wishes you well during this

mid-term season.

We encourage you to stay strong and resolve to

double your efTorts in your school work. Know that

you can achieve your goals and you will.

In the wake of Minister Louis Farrakhan's visit,

there emerged much confusion concerning Black
student leadership on campus.
Indeed the foolishness associated with this topic may
have caused several of you to become disgusted,

disheartened, or disengaged from the efforts to im-

prove our collective condition. Don't be discourag-

ed! Despite the ignorance, there are still strong and
effective programs on the way. The episode initiated

by many of our Afrikan-American student "leaders"

at the first Black Agenda meeting reminded many
of points made in Carter G. Woodson's "Mis-

Education of the Negro":

"If the Negro could abandon the idea of leadership,

and instead stimulate a larger number of the race

to take up defmite tasks and sacrifice their time and
energy in doing these things efficiently, the race

might accomplish something. The race needs

workers, not leaders. Such workers will solve the

problems which race leaders talk more about. When
you hear a man talking, then, always inquire as to

what he is doing or what he has done for humanity.

Oratory and resolutions do not avail much. If they

did. the Negro race would be in a paradise on earth.

It may be well to repeat here the saying that old men
talk of what they have done, young men of what
they are doing, and fools of what they expect to do.

The Negro race has a rather large share of the last

mentioned class. ..Under leadership we have been

made to despise our own possibilities and to develop

into parasites; by service we may prove sufficient

unto the task of self-development and contribute our

part to modern culture".

We hope that many of you will become recharg-

ed, ready to dedicate a small portion of your time

towards self and community development.
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Black Student Assembly

Thursday, April 13, 1989

Campus Center, 7pm Sharp

Afrocentric Lecture Series

Thursday, April 13, 1989

& Thursday, April 27,1989

Campus Center Rm 101

7pm Sharp

African Origin of Civilization: Rewriting

Human History'

Thursday, April 13, 1989

Dr. Leonard Jeffries, Chairman of Black

Studies at City College of New York (CCNY)

'In Remembrance of Struggle: Marcus,

Muhammad, and Malcolm'

Thursday, April 27, Rm 178

Dr. Lenworth Gunther



Black Agenda News Flash

Black Agenda Study Area To Open
Degree Construction Area
Every Saturday
From 4pm - 12:30am
Campus Center 8th Floor

You've finally got yourself together You're going to do
whatever it takes to get your work done: even if it is the

weekend You are confident only to be stunted when you
arrive at the library on Saturday at 5 01pm finding the good,
26 floor, library, the source keeper of knowledge, closed
for the night Well, this anti-academic closing is standard
procedure for the Tower library every Saturday
The solution is not far from sight From 4pm- 12 30am on

the 8lh floor of the Campus Center, you can get work done
The perfect study conditions strictly enforced quiet, educa-
tional study breaks, fruit, tea. and POSITIVE reinforcement

There will be a video or movie room adjacent to the study
area where students can take study breaks The video will

be used for the official study break only. 7 30pm-9 30pm
You are certainly not obligated to take a break at all.

however, the facilities are there for your convenience

WOMEN OF BREWSTER'S PLACE
By Christine Dillon

Nummo Staft

With the exception of The Co«by Show.

Frank's Plac«. A Different World, Roots.

227. The Jeffersons. An>en. Good Times,

What's Happening and Black exploitation

flick's when was the last time you saw a

taieviiion sitoonWmovte with more than five

Black wiMtainars or bener yet. the last time

you viewed a powerful Black drarria dealing

with the lives of sisterwomen?

If you are an advent tetevision watcher

with a commandabte aMity or |ust familiar

wUh the Bteck movie induatry (it there is such

a thing), you may be aWe to identity one or

two or even poaait>ly three— but that s lust

not good enough! There se^ns to be an
underrepresentation of positive, non-
stereotypical Black shows appearing on our
television screens

This winter, however, QkKta Naylors Na-
tional Book Award-winning novel. The
Women of BreWster Place will air on ABC
m a dynamic mimsenes f^ylor's powerful
and moving novel folkMvs the struggles of
seven Black women wtH>9e varyir>g paths
converge in the Brewster Place prefects
wt>ere they all come to live

'

The prominent cast of Brewster Place
consists of Oprah Winfrey, who is also ex-

ecutive producer. Jackee. RotMn Givens.
Olivia Cole, Paula Kelly. Cicely Tyaon.
benette Mckee. Phyllis Yvonne Stickney.
Lynn WhitfiekJ, Moses Gunn and Paul Wirv
fiek) among others The casts admits to their

enthusiasm for the opportunity to portray
strong Black characters m a positve drama

Despite all three networks originally turn-

ing down Brewster Place (without reading it).

Oprah Winfrey approached the "big-wigs"
of ABC entertainment with copies of Naylor's

novel, after a brief persuasive opener. tf>ey

were callir>g her on the telephorw. You aae
if Oprah wants something. Oprah gals il and

NUMMC
Kevin Siblrf

EdhoMa-Oiiar

Simone Nicholson

she was dedicated to seeing this novel pro-

duced for television

Though the mimsenes corKentrates on
Black women, it is not meant to be offensive

in anyway to men Winfrey points out in an
Essence interview, that (they) tned to be very

conscious of and sensitive to Black men:
arvJ fK)pes tfiat people understand the pains

taken to help relay why the men are por-

trayed as so The male characters are com-
plex irnJividuals who show tfieir k>ve as well

as their frustration an anger with life.

Naylor's novel received raving reviews

ar>d It IS very rare that you'll fir>d in the in-

diMtry. a Black miniseries addressing the

trials and tribuiatk>ns of Black women.

Gina Sanon Solonia Joraon Cardethia Moore

Richard DuCree
PhotographT Edller

Raniani Sripada Arthxir Jenison

SGA Repoftcr

Larovt Staff

WiUie Vick Gregory S. Thomas

NUMMO STAFF

Stizette Hunte Brett Andrews Sonja Vaughan

Lori PeriY Lorrie Ann Evanson Victoria Bell

Enjay Lowery Robin Pratts

Christine Dillon

Nicole Monteiro

Congratulation to

Kappa Alptia Psi

I

{for their

new chapter

y
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AETS&LIVINS
UMass student places his future in Jeopardy
By COSMO MACERO JR.
Collegian Staff

Who is . . . Kyle Bostian? A month from now, a lot

of people may know the answer to this question. This
weekend. April 8 and 9. taping will take place in

Hollywood, California for the first Jeopardy! College
Championship. Fifteen college students from across the
country have been selected to compete in the Champion
ship Bostian, a .senior University of Massachusetts
English major, was one of the students selected, and leaves

Friday for his appoinment with Alex Trebek
Bostian was vacationing in St.Petersburgh, Florida over

.spring break, when he and his friends decided to rent ;i

car and go to Daytima. Outside the bustling Texan Hotel,

he was approached by a representative from the

Competition.

"Some woman handed me a flyer, and I told her I was
going to go up and win." he said

"I took a written test, and played a simulated game.

They give you 20 questions in the simulated game, and
I got about 12 or 15 right," he added.

When Bostian arrived back in Amherst, there was a

message that "Some lady from Jeopardy called." A day
later he received the letter saying he had been selected

to compete in the Championship. "My roommates and I

stayed up and celebrated all night," he said.

All 15 contestants will compete in one game of the

quarter-final round. The winners of these five games will

go on to the semi-finals. In addition, the four highest

scorers of the remaining ten contestants will also advance.

The nine semi-finalists will compete in three games, the

winners of which will goon to the two-game Grand Final

for the Championship
While portions of the material will be geared toward the

interests of college students, the producers oi Jeopardy!

made clear in their letters to the contestants that most
of the questions and clues will bt» no different than those

nrs thf> r«>iri)l;^»- shows.

Fabbo Frith takes flight

while Curlew flounder

"I watch the show a lot," Bostian said. "For the most

part the questions are pretty broad based. There's some
trivia, a lot of general knowledge and a good amount of

literature. My background should give me some kind of

advantage," he added.

All contestants' expenses for the weekend trip will be

paid for. All players who advance past the quarterfinals

will receive $1000. The semi-finalists who don't make the

Grand Final will receive $5000. The three contestants in

the Grand Final are guaranteed at least $5000, plus any

money they accumulate in the final two games. "The win-

ner will go home $25,000 richer.

The Jeopardy! College Championship will be broadcast

the weeks of May 8 and 15. Bostian hopes for strong sup-

port from his fellow students.

"Hopefully people will be watching for me and cheer-

ing," he said.

"1 just want to go out there, have some fun, make the

Grand Final and hopefully come home with .some money."

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

Last Friday night's evening of music
at Hampshire College Saga Dining
Commons, while not really jazz, was
nevertheless of interest to adventurous

jazz fans. The concert featured Fred
Frith and his new band Keep the Dog
and Curlew, a more jazz-influenced

band led by saxophonist George Cart-

wright. It was a fine evening of music,

despite some questionable planning.

Valley
Jazz

So who is Fred Frith? Roughly speak

ing. he is the British equivalent of

Frank Zappa minus the nihilism that

has given Zappa his public reputation.

He is a guitarist and composer who has

been pushing the voundaries of rock for

over two decades by incorporating in-

fluences from 20th century classical,

various European folk musics and free

jazz. His music has covered progressive

rock, highly complex "avante garde
"

music, manic free-form improvisation

and "fake folk" tunes. Frith's first band,

Henry Cow, along with Zappa, Soft

Machine and the Velvet Underground,

defined the outer limits of rock in the

late 60s through midTO's; miraculous

ly, his music has never lost that adven

turous edge. Currently he lives in New-

York and is part of that city's burgeon

ing experimental "downtown" music

scene.

The band Frith brought to Hampshire

College was a pickup group that played

arrangements of material spanning the

last ten years or so. The tunes Frith

chose emphasized the melodic lyricism

that coexists with the more complex and
abrasive avante-garde tendencie«< in his

music. This was music of incredible

depth, beauty and power - one of the best

sets of music I have seen in years.

The band's ensemble playing was very

tight, especially considering that it was
their fourth gig together. Guitarist Rene
Lussier and sax/flautist Jean Derome ef-

fectively replicated guitar and wood
wind parts from the tunes' album ver

sions and added their own personal solo

ing touches. Synthesist Ted Osterburg
and multi-instrrumentalist Zeena
Parkins provided lots of color, the

former wuth his creative use of digital-

ly sampled voices and sound effects, the

latter with her unconventional in-

struments (including a homemade harp-

like instrument with several electric

guitar pickups and a whammy bar). Un-
fortunately, Frith spent a lot of time in

the background on bass, but he occa-

sionally stepped out on guitar and violin

and was his usual magnificent self

After Frith's awe-inspiring set,

Curlew was bound to be disappointing
• and they were. Playing to a dwindling

after-midnight crowd (the show started*

very late) their music was downright

conventional compared to Frith's. It was
also uncomfortably derivative of the

"harmelodic" jazz/funk rock gstyle of

Ornette Coleman and Ronald Shannon
Jackson. Although those not already

familiar with this kind of music found

Curlew interesting, I found their herky-

jerky rhythms, hyperactive soloing and

lack of melodic interest rather tedious.

The only really good moments came
from cellist Tom Cora, formerly of

Frith's band Skeleton Crew, who could

be described as the Fred Frith of the

cello.

In search of the ideal man:
the word from the
By TARA HAMMER
Collegian Correspondent

The Boyfriend School

Sarah Bird
Doubleday

How would you like to meet the man of

your dreams? This is what Sarah Bird's

new novel The Boyfriend School is all

about. While covering a romantic novel

"Luvboree" convention, Texan photojour-

nalist Gretchen Griner meets a few authors

who decides she needs help in the love

department when they find out that her

boyfriend Trout is a no-good louse who

talks in blues lyrics.

This book is no Harlequin Romance.

You'll find no throbbing thighs here. In-

stead the reader is emotionally stirred. You

cannot help but identify with Gretchen

(both men and women). She's in a rut, both

physically and mentally, but she doesn't let

it get her down. Instead she treats things

with an irrepressible sense of humor.

Amid the one-liners though is a clear

message. Don't give up. Sooner or later

you'll get that job, or that guy. or the life

that you want. Afterall, if someone with a

name like Gretchen Griner can make it,

anyone can.

Sarah hits the mark (with Cupid's arrow)

in this book. The characters are original,

yet easily identifiable. We've all met

everyone of her characters in one form or

another, from Gus Kubiak, the nerdy guy

in the Hush Puppies, to Lizzie Potts, the

writer who tells her two-year-old not to put

a greasy bolt in her mouth because, "They

dissolve our oil-soluble vitamins, which

means vitamin deficiency and disease."

The only thing better than her characters

is how she works in te romance. You're not

bored by three hundred pages of girl chas

ing boy. You get to know Gretchen before

any complications of this sort ari.se. There's

no opening chapter sex scene. Instead you

find out about her daily life. When the

romance finally does enter the picture

you're ready for it; you want it.

Sarah's book, even though it does get

romantically explicit at times, should be

read by everyone. It's funny, insightful and

it hasw a perfect 1990's ending. Happy?

Read this book and find out, it might help

your present love life.

Songs of innocence and
experience from Hampshire

declined to comment on anything what
soever, preferring to look cool. Oh and Mr
Matt Bosson also had a message for his

many fans:

"Leave me alone!" he screamed. No. that

wasn't it - he said "I love you all more than

my own life." Nice chap.

Back to Fred Frith, glimpsed through the

Saga windows. About a hundred people sat

at tables hoping they were being noticed,

while purple lights illuminated the stage.

Back at the desk the official stamp-checker

said the audiemx "looked cool" but declin

ed to give away cigarettes. A young lady

came out of the .show and said "it sort of

blew my mind." When asked on what
chemicals her emotions were dependent,

she laughed insanely and farted.

Apparently, a high spot of the Frith show-

was when, halfway through, everyone in

the crowd began shrieking. "Dicks! Dicks!

We want the Supreme Dicks!" Well,

maybe twenty people. Frith said. "Who are

the Dicks?" And that was it. as reported

by the famed guitarist Sam "the Dungeon
Master" Dylan.

The other band there. Curlew, was
described by an anonymous band member
wearing a hat as being "Post Ornette Col

eman and kinda like Captain Beefheart."

At this point Glen Hughes of Iron Elf

made his presence known with the word

"Bullshit." screamed at the top of his

T.H.C.'d lungs. When asked about the

elusive Fred "Not Johnny Winter" Frith,

it was the drugs that spoke.

"Hungarian ghoulash of fringe harmonic

adventures." He can say such things

because he's in a fine young band, as they

showed the audience the following night in

the Red Bam. It was all too much, so the

guy with the pickup and the geek with a

pen went to reggae in the form of the

Equalites, who were at the Red Bam.
A Caucasian reggae band that looked

like aged hippies but that's shallow they

were a fine old combo with six members,
who sounded like they'd been playing

together forever. It was the audience,

though. In the words of the great ex-Frook
bassist Ben Mitchell, "they were extreme-

ly uptight, trying to be mellow." Hamp-
shire in its shell-shocked rut.

The final words belong to Peter
Malatinaeo, the pajama man of the the up
and coming Morphines w-ho played a rous-

ing cover of 'Black Bird" in some spot that

evening: "What does Hampshire squat

on?" he wondered. A number of answers

were offered, some a tad rude. But essen-

tially we realised nobody cares and if they

do, they're mad.
All of which proves two things: writing

about trying to have fun is about as redun-

dant as looking for it at Hampshire
College.

Oh, "Fred Frith epitomizes both the ir-

reverent attitude and the technical ex-

cellence of the current wave of avant-jazz

guitarists." - by Matt Friedman , who also

wished he'd seen the show.

By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

Beatrice U.T.B./The Equalites/Pred

Frith.

Hampshire College

March 31

A tingle shimmied through my spine ana

gooey warm feeling softened my soul when
the news boxed my ears. Fred Frith was
coming to the valley. Today. But before I

could jump for joy I learnt he was perform

ing at Hampshire College. Oh well.

Plans concerning "That Petrol Emotion"

were thrown to the wind as I jumped into

the Saga Dining Commons with six sleazi-

ly begotten dollars and all the glee of a first

lay. And then I was hung, drawn and

quartered and all the glee of a first lay.

And then I was hung, drawn and

quartered for not having the extra two

dollars necessary for we scum of the earth

who do not proudly carry a Hampster I.D.

(or have a silly haircut - Ed.). What now?

I wanted to listen and adore and be swept

away by the magic of Fred (a million

adulatory adjectives) Frith, not to be con-

fused with Frank Zappa or Mr. Flint.stone.

With tears on my newly ironed lapels and

a melancholy heart I walked out to the

strains of laughter from the unforgiveably

hip Hampster .students at the desk.

Humiliated. I saw a beacon of hope - a

piece of paper beckoning me onwards in life

to the Tavern and joy upon joys Beatrice

U.T.B. My heart .sang, soul newly arisen.

And off I ran (Wait a minute son - is this

William James, or William Blake? Ed).

Matt Bosson, just one of the many sexy

tough guys in the band, cheered me yet fur-

ther with words of wisdom, as his bass lay

several feet away begging for his caress:

"Beatrice doesn't sound anything like

Fred Frith and we're damn proud of it, but

then again I don't know what they sound

like."

And then the aptly named Sage popped

up - the recipient of more than a dozen pairs

of Smithily soiled undies (while on stage

of course) and the disputed satyr of the

band. I wondered aloud about the conflicts

between Matt and Sage:

Sage is funnier than me, cuter than me
and taller, but I can beat him in an arm
wrestle." At this point the boys were swept

away in a tide of feminine lu.st and were

next seen up on the stage being somewhere

between silly and great.

Beatrice U.T.B. are a rarity: Sage is one

of the few local personalities who actually

has some and the band has an incredibly

original gimmick: talent. Their tape

Demolisten is available at all their gigs and

at Main St. Records, cheap. If you don't

know who they are then get aquainted. Not

only do they have talent, they also don't

take themselves so seriously unlike . .

The Ice Weasels (no relation to the Deep

Freeze Mice I hope? - Ed.) who were at the

show after an apparently good performance

at Saga the evening before. However they

Are you a hipster ivaiting to happen ? Does doing a demolitionjob on the latest

major label (nose)pick of the week, or maybe assaulting the art world sound
like your idea of a good time? Or do you just want piles of hate mail to giggle

at over lunch? Then write for arts. Come on down to 113 Campus Center and
talk to Graeme or Cosmo.
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BDIC
continued from page I

student?; art- content, " Perschetz Malchala sijid. "If the

protjram had SOO-students m it, we wouldn't be able

to perform effectively.

"

(iraduates of the program have been especially sue-

itssful with employment and graduate school.

Perschetz Malchala said. About 80 percent of BDIC
graduates are hired for a job in their field of interest

or have continued with school, she said, adding that

this IS a higher ptict-ntage than any other major on

campus.
BDIC major Bruce Ledous said the progiam has

made the difference for him at UMass. "BDIC people

take you in. (they) are excited about your ideas, and

are actively involved with you," he said. "I don't think

you can find such specialized attention [otherwise! in

such a big school."
Man*l toby Allv* dell

K*nn«<Z^*^*'"'*^''*

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-257

1

Attention Graduating Seniors &
Grad Students!

1st time buyer program avaiiabie
Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadley Suburu - Rt 9 - Contact Luther: 586-6054

Sophomores and Juniors
now hiring for Fall Semester 1989

COLLEGIAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

Great experience working for New England's largest

daily college newspaper

Apply Now
Come down to the Collegian Business Office in Campus
^Center Rm. 113, lower level, to pick up an application and

job description.
^ >^^

545-3500—Collegian is an EOE

I Piay Si . Am(iri«;t ^ I'J Min • (Jih-ii I I t\ in

7 Days A Werh • fnit fni lakr Oui
Kiklivn ()prn lill m)Hiiiglil

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 990 Nacho & Cheese Platters

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
^^x.:.:.:;vx.:W:w:W:W:-X':W:WxW

Drink of the W««k Beer of the Month
Tanqneray a Tonic $1.50 Amstcl Light $1.75
>»>:•>:•

lilFlW^l^'FOG
Men. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12
Sun. Potato Skins 10c 9-12 A

132 BelcKertown Road
Route 9 AmKcrst

Open Mon-Fri 8-7

Sal & Sun 9-6

Stop on your way

to Amkerst!

Fresh Coffee

Muffins

Sandwickes

organic Produce

Deli and Bakery

irocery

Greenkouse Cafe Area

Make kealtky eating a

lewooi

kab It.

isit Mapj

LOCATED ON THE BELCHERTOWN ROAD
BUS LINE, COLONIAL VILLAGE STOP
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HRTA students win scholarship to attend conference
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts students in the Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration program have won
scholarships to attend a conference of Black meeting plan-

ners in Memphis, Tenn., later this month.

Junior Etelvina Fonseca and senior Rhonda Miller will

have the opportunity to make job connections and learn

more about their field when they attend the annual four

day conference of the National Coalition of Black Meeting

Planners Association April 13.

The scholarship provides round-trip airfare, meals, a

tour ofMemphis, and gifts from companies in the industry.

The only cost to the students is a $40 registration fee.

The conference gives students an opportunity to meet

professionals in the hotel and restaurant industry and

sharpen career skills, according to Sherwood Thompson,

director of the Office of Third World Affairs, the liaison

to the NCBMA.
"They are very diligent students and exci'lleni role

models," Thompson said of Fonseca and Miller, adding

that the two have a chance to go to the "premier con

ference for minority professionals in the field."

Fonseca said she was proud to be chosen to represent

UMass, but noted a lack of minority professors and sup

port ser\'ice8 for minority students.

Miller could not be reached to comment

HRTA Dean Stephenson Fletcher and the Office ofThird

World Affairs recommends two Black students for the

scholarships each year based on academic achievement,

character, and motivation. Two UMass students have at

tended the conference along with students from around

the country each year since 1984
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$99 Roundtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.

PHXi
PV) n>umltrt{i

Phiientx IkrtiivT

dCM 1

$V) n)umitrtf)

Seattle

$99 nmtkUrtf)

Mutmi

$99 routuitrifi

A special offer for students,

only forAmerican Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's lime for the Ameiican

Express* (-ard

Because nov^' you can take advantage of new trawl

pnvileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-time

stiukfiLs who amy theAmehoin H.>^fress Qird.

Travel privileges that offer:

M Dw $99 roumitrtf) ttckets—^y to many of

MORTHWF5T 1*1^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^'^'^ ^^"^ *^-
^^^^'

AIRl INES ^'^^ '" ^^^ contiguous 48 United States

iJoK TO
"

^>"'y o"t? ticket may be used per six-

month period.

SpecuilQmrlerlySorthuestDestmUkmlMnunL^

throughout /<;W-up to 25% offmost available fares.

Sm^ hotius miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS*

free travel program—where only 20.000 miles gets

you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies

in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada—upon

enrollment ihrougli this special student offer

And. of course, wu II enjoy all the exceptional

benefits and personal service you would expect from

Amerian Express.

The only requirements for privileged travel: you

must be a Cardmember you must be a full-time stu-

dent, and yiou must charge >Dur Nortliwest Airlines

tickets with the Card*

Getting the Card is easier than ever beause now

you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.

Well take your application and begin to process it

riglil away Vtliat s more, with our Automatic

Approval offers,

you can qualify' novv-

while you're still in

school.

Apply now Fly later

— for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

TRAVa
RELATED

^^_^^
^^^^"^^ mair© 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

between

00)

the

An Affwncjp EipwM roTipa^v
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Be$lCh[nese Bufhi
nui I i:r cS: sdnday BiuJNrii
I,, ,. ,,r K , ,„ 'X, 'i,,. •U,,„.i ...... I

..,•..1.^ ;
'

'-

\LL YOU CAN i:at$c:
ChlMffn ui«»»r 10 (3 00 ~^

H„(i,

.

99
ChlMi

1 1 H«l jind Sow Soup
1) Chkttvn Itiiqvit

3) Ch>ck*n Wiiigl

4) Ftitd Wonlont
S\V»n Filrd na»oM
61 Brcl w<l*< Snow P«a«
Houw SpKMt Chtckr«

0) Si*pi*4 and Soul t i .. -"
9ino*>l folk Filed Rice

10) Ve««labi« Fiivd Noodi»«

Ml Cliiiirs»B8Qroit
lIlBioccolt tn 0»»l»i S»iirf

2S6-02SI

256-0252

lIRt 0«f StMICI mi COCRIMl MINII

10 ItkktiltM U . it Itt i fariwftl 2S( (2S2
ImiWi !> II II In M tl II

IMMNtnCUIt
•w M lUa !»>

SPRING
BEER BASH

AT

HANGi6
*^t)ance/tluD

500 Drafts
Starting

TONIGHT
Wed., April 5th

ComeToAFree
KaplanSeminarAnd
GetAnEducation
OnTheNewLSAT

tknun^ inu> the right Lw schoo\ take, a lot more than tu't itxum j high score on the

new LSAT It tJ^^e^ kno-Airiv' '- ' !••.- ^- •• • -vafr. .mc! kncwmt; •^<* nf— s .,- -f 'he

jppiieaiion prtKcss

That s why Stank". H Kaplan i reated thv Ijw scJhh^I ^eininar Thrw. y«Hj 11 U'am h«u 'o

iinprovf vour chanir^ '! »;ettm»i in'o the Liw Hhintl ,.f viHjr i.h<"»Ke Rimew actual 1>/TT

mM-^tions Ewn Icatn ahnit i^fitmg the highest store m y^ar 1>AT *^n a«-mg tb- Kaplan

methiMJ .\nU !nmt impt»rtantlv. you 11 learn htw to maximce vmir Lxa Nrhool appltcaini.

N» res«*nc vour sonl tixUv (or our next "n-minar \nd Ji^vmer ho\^ our atlvantrd rca*.r;ir:g

I -.. 1 •\ fs^'rt0-r%t jp hi'tp '.^HJ plan the t\f\t 'iri'c t\ir> nl mmji !iit'

fSTANLEY H. KAPLAN£ Take Kaplan Or lake^tmr C hanccs

Seminar begins at 10 a.m. on Sunday, April 9

358 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

RSVP ZtD'oTHO

For .Tcher kxanons call SOO-KAP-TTiM

smiiHS
ESI

mssm
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LA.RSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

"Money won't buy happiness,

but it will pay the salaries of a
large research staff to study the

problem."
Vaughan

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

WHAT A
TRIP. .

.

lonly two minutes)

Monday through Sunday 10 am-9:30 pm
Sundays 12 pm-5 pm

South Maple Street, Rte. 9. Hadley. MA

"Hey. Zoran! What's happenin'?! ... Give
ma six!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

XmnnCfiiLi \ A fVU. IWON.
THtS /5 ] ROfWNCe.

mmcv/ I
uM-mcK

By BILL WATTERSON
vcw. Susie got sent "To

TUE PRJHClP^LS OFRCt'
'^WME^M^ I S06£ WftS

90S\E TOR EVER'^TMlKG

.

1 ^^^,.

CDHNO.' WHM IF SJS\e
RATS ON WE " SUP9C6E

SUPPCySE SME 9:iOEM.S.'

SUPP&St SUE F\N6q& WE .'

W\|

OM. I'M SCi W.iES, VitVt

RE.UEVED.

I WftS

AFRAID 1QU

KCOa)WT

Fll£ ON CX)«i

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

Blue Wall
Coffee House

ottering a selection ot gourmet cottee. pastry

and ice cream

i i
Wafllc Cone &pecial

present the

attact^ed coupon to receive

50C OFF a freshly made WAFFLE CONE
withi topping & ice cream of your choice a

For people who won't
consider compromise...
for people like you!!

Northampton Honda
Excludes all other promotions

586-8626 171 King St., Northampton, MA 5868626
* 1000 total Maximum Payments

H/UL. HfS SPIRITS ARB
HOWS 6OOP.BUTWUMI0H7
w Fe A LiTTie sittrjcfp

j«*M5» giHiSfiPffAF/mCB

\ He^ pftemeMAOAifp

THANKS

UAFN
IN6

visum. ^^^

COTT \

HP^
JIki^
1 /^V<.S

MAK^fM UOMBN.
imS* SMXN, 3UI9 A

TMTDOeS

By al arpad

AIR-REACIAN'. pip

YOU AUTHOf^IZE
COL. NORTH To
LIE TO COMGRESS^

F055IBLE ANSWEKS
J. YES.
Z. NO !

3. I Pojg'r RE:^^E/^1BEf?.

^. 50RRY. ICAMTMEAR.
YOUR QUESTlOraS OVER THE!

J

NOISE TROM THE
MELICOPTHKS.

SAY, I OJONDER UMAT,

EVER HAPPEN El> TO^
^ALL rHOSE
MELICOPrERS -

I

NAVE IV) 'T SEEM T>^EM'

AI^OONP THE "RAWCH

LATELY.
O

Mon Thu's tl 30am-12 00m{rt

Friday 11 30am- 6 00 pm
Saturday Closed but watcti

'o' special events

Sunday 3 00 pm 1 7 00 mid

Located on Ihc Concourse Level

ol the Campus Center

BLUE WALL U*-
' COFFEE HOUSE Y

500 Off
ONd CCnjPON PFR CUSTQMFP

Freshly Made
Waffle Cone
EXPir?ES APRIL 7, 1989

YEASTHEAD

•fKe.

of:

By JASON TALERMAN

ex

L L-> J

ACNOSS
1 VWuMM »M«()

5 Arcnaaoiogtcsi

tirta

9 AnMf start

13 tMniWUii

14 Pry

16 A Oaan^ Ki tne

faiTMy auino'

17 — « on laimi

18 Grag ^torman

tor one
20Ct«*ckt
22 Prootrawwr s

23 Pro —
24 Ancrtor powtior

27 Oomm Uno»'
maffopoli!

32 Cnaars couMr
34 jardmMre
3!) RourtdiatMe

litte

36 Ttwo l»r Of

sciooimg
40 V«gg $ n«u>

41 Tr0PM:4» CUCAOO
42 Toomwss T

c«««
43 - tor » ramy

day
46 Practicas ot

Toga
47 tv» <n lt» t'"*''

Saa
4S Taaiorwtg

proOfrr.

49 Scolded Kuaii

56 Egg sn*«e-<

57 nnOaric

proOucMans
MtWDTMOt

unoarstandng
60 ^acc Nob*i<t'

m «97«
61 — on»K»

(itaoatass)

62 Farm
er<cio«ur«s

63 — r.o'se'

64 Part ot OC

DOWN
1 Aiime too!

2 Rod s partne-

3 Prati« «•'1^

4 RuMat coiorad

f> Attar and
Aieiartaar

6 Buroan
7 Part ot MVP
ITnoaa two
9 Dowa, m
Barca«na

10 Eicnar«ga

pramvim
1

1

CaRics tor on*
12Biday
IS Ma<>a-oaiia«a

ISBaMrs
contpanton

21 Criaracw m
Stias Marnar

24 Oardan msec*

25 An instant

26 ThMauru*

33 Beginners ol a

type

37 Conciuoe
36 1 7tn can

Seo«lS^
mapmafter

39 Titna of oay

44 Priasts

neckciotns

45 CummertJund
46 Roman nouaav

49 Der^ui'!.' '

Cna<«aa
50 Soiar OrK
51 Met Dtanitat

52 Ocean motiori

53 Warmth
54 Bouquet
55 Cnaas* a la

Atnens

56 V*tn It

58 Posea

27 1

26 Jowmaoi
\jaqttr tW Va

29 (MThaa-
30Typao«
wwpxofa

31 Saaaagias

mSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZU:
jiiyjo M * E . I E rrpKJt.s
SlA'tJLcJI* * i- f sMFriL
iQ.V;C:Rjr H E MIL L^N « ».

YE H SMO R rB t a 5 T EJe M SjHfillXflT tE
jM .0 rEj^MiiNxe.oHi
OS uTMD » W,A W jllu $ E R

T.I t L eJH e R GM^^E f W-L
TiQ eMc * w f r a|e jL

JF A R A oBr E C E pep
mXClr^PIl E <

AW I T R aJBDO eHf a R

if^ijMd F F N E S F Xl.fi
;*

.
sThM $ E I : eMa E.R.l.t

lilmi s T

I

hMg loss
4«/n

-r-g—

M

> r u

:5i

B 1^ H^F
B W '^r
8 '^ W'
n r —

^

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMiS (March 21-Apri! 19) You

ore recjdy to take the tng

plunge in txistness of romance
Tensions begin to disappear

Go out of yocr way to promote

a special project or ^»elp so-

meone in trouble

TAUmit (April 20-Mav 20)
Be thrifty wt^en nnaking enter-

tairvnent plans Remember
many ot the best things in life

ore tree An out-of-town visitor

starts your interest in creative

self-expression

OiMINI (May 21-June 20)
Take advantage of a ctKjnce

to travel. A romantic im-

txjkjnce coukj undermine your

self-esteem You complete pro-

jects on time, impressing

higher-ups Expect a nice

bonus
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

Letters written today will bring

excellent results A company
needs your expertise more
than you realize. Suppress an
urge to tell the world about
your plans

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Timing

IS thte key to your career or

financial success. You are able

to complete large projects

rvDw Ask yourself if a less pro-

fitable chore is more important

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)

Keep a record of your ex-

penses or you could create a
mess that leads to arguments

A good day to take tests and
apply for jobs

LIMA (Sept 230ct 22) You
derive immense satisfaction

from your work now An offer

will not be repeated, make txiy

wNle thte sun stvnes A surprise

encounter with an old friend

coukj lead to romance

SCORMO (Oct 23-Nov 21):

Powerful relatives or frierxjs

may try to manipulate you
Your creativity is at a peak Thte

requirements for a job are

altered m your favor

SAOIHARIUS (Nov 22-Dec

21): A conservative attitude

works to your advantage
wtiere joint interests are con-

cerned Guard your persorKJt

possessions Share a financial

burden later

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan.

19) You will surprise others with

your strong opinions. Soften

ttiem somewhat if you want
widespread support Personal

growth can cause discomfort

in the beginning.

ACIUARUIS (Jan 20-Feb 16)

Buy Of rent new tools and
equipment An unusual offer is

made Greet criticism with a
smile and you will blunt it A
raise or special favor is granted
after a second request is

made
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20):

Do not be shy Ctxanges In your

personal appearance will

make others sit up and take

notice TNnk twice before mak-

ing a new investment

MENU
LUNCH

Tomato torte

Deli ham on rye

BASICS LUNCH
Garden medley casserole

Tomato torte

DINNER
STEAK AND SALAD NIGHT
Sirloin strip steak

Breaded chicken breast

steaks

BASICS DINNER
Mushrooms newburg with

pattie shell

Breaded chicken breast

steaks
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I FC PRESENTS

mik?+Th? fn?ch?nic5

mike rutherford

paul carrack

paul young

peter van hooke

tim renwick

adrian lee

*

Wednesday. April 5 to Friday, April 7 r^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE<»

C NM«nCafw«aiMla«> OeCMH^equ''^

special guest THE (SCAPE CLUB

SUNDAY, APRIL 9

S:00pm FIXE ARTS CENTER-UMASS
>12 UMASS STUDENTS
$l4 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE AT F A C BOX OFFICE
ONLY OR CALL TO CHARGE 545-251 I

N

M

N

N

N

X

N

M

H

M

M

N

Every university student is eligible to attend-

No admissions process...

Easy registration - just a simple one-page mail-in form...

More than 700 courses in 50 academic disciplines over 4 sessions...

UCLA
s: ^ ^
'%j SV! !VI SESSIONS

First six-week Session: June 26 - August 4

Eight-week Session: June 26 - August 18

Ten-week Session: June 26 - September 1

Second six-week Session: August 7 - September 15

You can expect to pay about $565 for two four-unit courses, depending on the disciplines you choose. There are

no special or additional fees for out-of-state students - everyone pays exactly the same amount. Phone (213) 825-8355

anytime to place your name on our mailing list for a free Summer Catalog which includes everything you need to regis-

ter by mail: course descriptions, information and policies, a complete class schedule, and a mail registration form

complete with postage-paid envelope. We accept Visa and MasterCard payments.

Affordable on-campus housing is available to all Summer Sessions students. For housing information, call or

write UCLA Housing Office, 270 De Neve Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1367 (213) 206-8519.

STUDY AT UCLA THIS SUMMER
CALL NOW (213) 825-8355

WEDNESDAY, APRILS, 1989

baseball
connnuta rmm page .'9

• A battle for the starting catching spot

that has pushed freshmen Derek Dana and
Lou Olivieri to play extremely well. They
caught two games each against St. Joe's

and both fielded well and did a good enough

job with the bat.

• The hitting of Brian Donovan. Maybe
it's the shamrock drawn inside the bill of

his cap, but whatever it is, the junior col-

lege transfer remained hot, boosting his

average to .522.

• The play of freshman centerfielder Brian

Bright, who continued to hit well and hit

his fourth homer of the season.

But there were bad points as well. For

instance:

The negatives: Another mediocre pit-

ching performance from Dave Telgheder.

The senior co-captain could have had
more luck Monday, as a controversial call

kept a St. Joe's rally alive and allowed

them to score insurance runs to fight off a

UMass comeback.

But Telgheder (0-2, 7.33 earned run

average) is a better pitcher than he has

shown, both against St. Joe's and against

the University of Connecticut last week.

When Telgheder gets into a groove,

watch out, but it hasn't happened yet.

Hopefully for the team, it will happen soon.

• The last, but maybe most important

negative is that fact that UMass only took

two games from St. Joe's. On both days.

COLLEGIAN 15

there was a let-up in the second game that

allowed the Hawks, who can't matchup

talent-wise, to come out with a split.

It is still early, but this lack of a killer

instinct could come back to haunt the

Minutemen come playoff time.

And thanks to the rain that doused the

state yesterday, UMass had a day to give

that some thought.

let's respect the Hill
continued from page 16

All of these changes were met with

resistance, but eventually were accepted as

part of the rules.

Now the time has come to draw the line.

If it were up to the officials of this school,

people could fly blimps over Boyden if they

wanted. But the fence must be left alone.

Or else . . the games will go back to the

Stadium.
That's right. The athletic department

feels that it's only right to give fair warn

ing, and this is sufficient. If any of the slats

are damaged during today's game against

Brown, the remainder of the home schedule

will be shifted to the Stadium, no questions

asked.

Surely you don't want that to happen.

The Hill is synonymous with lax. and op

posing teams detest playing there. It's true.

Anyone who was here two years ago can

rememU'r how dreary it was playing every

game at the Stadium Granted it's fine for

football, but this dull, lifeless concrete

structure just doesn't have any of the

charm that the Hill has It's nowhere near

as intimidating on the opponents, the fans

are sitting about a mile away from the ac-

tion on pine slabs. It's way the hell out of

the way. The players hate playing there.

Face it, it just ain't nghl. No doubt if Cor

iiell had to be subjected to the Hill during

laM year's playoffs rather than the blahs

of 3 rain drenchf-H Mcr.uirk during finals

week, UMass could have been playing

Syracuse in the national championship in-

stead of the Big Red.

So for the best interests of everyone, it

would be wise to not mess with the fence

today, to have fun. but not be unruly. You
as fans have the responsibility of making
the entrance to Boyden Hill the living hell

of any opposing team. It comes with the ter-

ritory. But please be reasonable and civiliz

ed. If you indeed want this university to

have one of the best lacrosse teams in the

country, give them the support they

deserve, but don't push it.

In return, the university has agreed to

consider opening the gate at the south end

of the field inear Southwest) for easier ac

cess for students Face it. the games are

free if you're a student. Most people carry

their ID around with them There's more

than enough room on the Hill <and the part

that's fenced off will be opened as sotm as

the new sod has taken root". UMass men's

lax is not the toughest ticket in town.

If you do forget your ID. and are too lazy

to go home and get it , watch the game from

Tobin Hall, or stay home and watch it on

NESN But leave the fence alone The
Ciorillu-s appreciate your supptjrt. and right

now. helping to keep the games on the Hill,

where they belong, is the l>est support that

you can give.

ADVERTISEMENT I

On March 20. 1989, a recently published periodical carried a

parody of Anuj Bhogilal. a member of the South Asian com-

munity, based on racist and perverted stereotyping. This

"advertisement " is an affront to the dignity and values of all

South Asians.

We condemn this racist attack and refuse to tolerate such

provocative slander.

We demand an immediate and unqualified apology from the

publication.

We appeal to Republicans who do not endorse such tactics to

distance themselves from this publication.

We demand that the UMass administration publicly condemn

and distance the University from the campus periodical, and

force the removal of "The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst" logo from the periodical.

Finally we appeal to all members of the Five College Communi-

ty who share our disgust and outrage to register disapproval at

the office of the Chancellor (5-2211) and the Vice Chancellor

(5-2333). We can be contacted via Miriam Nunes (5-2517). Join

us at ameeting on possible actions on Thursday, April 6 at

Campus Center 163C at 7:00 p.m.

Concerned Asian Students

CLASSIFIEDS
)ML TC Thi :.IAN OF'

IJA»iJ^iUUiJal»lliilMfsf:liifttftMWMIgB8

AcnviTies

ARMINIAN CLUB MEETINO*
-ClWCk info c«»i» ten tocalon-

*T ISpm on Tyyunan Apfit 6"

ATUOeNT ATTOBHET OCNENAL • SGA
ri h.nng lot n«xt i»m«slef «pp«ic«tion»

vailaW* in the PrMKlent On<M 406E SU
Ou» Apra 14th

ON THE LAWN BY THE PONO: 1?'lO lo^

day *e II be landing Skydive with the

MODEL UN MEETtNO 3/S m Herte* M*l

ind now a« mlerested »lud»n» are

CLASSIC tM4 CNYSLER NEWORT putn

tMtMn auio po»wlul engine looks and

run* g>Ml SaStveO 253-J9I6 anytime

CO-EO VOLLEYBALL TOUBNAMEHT

AMHL • AT CAMmS «)N0 Entry lo»ms

M Boyden Intramural OWice Tolman Mam
Ottice SAO 0«<c«. Student Union

FOn A OOOO TIME CALL

HACKA-CHSC ENTERTAINMENT Due

lOCHeys light* and large screen video

dances ?56-«*26

ANTI MINUTEMAN MEETING Ann
Munuleman Meeting On Tnursday April 6

7 00pm Rm t6X Campus Center All urg

ad to attend

HEADING FOB EUROI»E THIS SUMMER
(or any time') Jet ttiere Ic no more than

$160 with Airhitch (r). as reported m Con-

sumer Report*. NY Times. Let s Go News-

day Godd Houaeheeptng. and nalooal net

work morning shows For details call

2 12-864-2000 or write Airhitch 2901 Broad

way Suite lOOA NV NV 10025

UNION VIDEO CENTER General meeting

video workshops elections lor caWe coor

dinalor wort(Shop coordinator and secretary

Thursday April 6th 7 00pm Commutei

Lounge by Hatch

LOOKINGFOR A fflATERHiTY, Soror.iy

or student organization that would like to

make $500- 1000 lor 1 week marketing pro-

ject on campus Must be organized and

hard working Call Cheryl or Jill at

1-800-592 2121

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP April 5 at

700 Campus Center check information

desk lor room -

THE UBC IS GOING lo Wall St April 14lh

tickets on sale m the SOM Lobby 4/3-4A7 9-4

$20 members $25 non-members Look tor

details in SOM'

LOOKING FOR THE EXPERIENCE that

Fortune 500 Companies like about

Southwestern Co Gam Salesymgl ex

perience earn $3-5 thousand Paul

6653247

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB. Mon &

Wed 6-8pm Campus Center - Check Daily

Schedule Beginners welcome Pete or

Mikp 6 7082

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING 0IL1

Join the Pioneer Valley Oil Cooperalive O"
Campus Housing 428 Student Union

5450865

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and paienis

informed about what is going on at UMass

We can send il almost anywhere For more

inlormation come down lo Room 1 13 Cam-

pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 FORD FIESTA $300/BO Most sell

runs line sunroof 585 5774

FOR RENT

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER lease

tor 2 bdr apt Call 665-7301 selling furniture

TAKE OVER LEASE^uWet 2 bdrm Squire

Village Apt 665^8959

FOR SALE

panasonk: '0«>''^TfJr»;;^922
Apple scnbe printer $75 00 283-49JM

Pauline

STEREO PANASONIC SS 3000 30 watt

per Channel amplifier matching tuner turn

laWe speakers TEAC A 350 Cassene

(Dolbv) Walnut cabinets Great condition

$290 Call Paul, Tnsh 253^7370 evenings

1SS0 TOYOTA COROLLA SEDAN
Slandard-84K no rust-runs »enr wen must

sell $1900 or B O Catherine 545 3441 Mo

Fr 10am-6pm

HONDA ACCORD 1980 LX A/C PSPB

Rebuilt engine new "'akes e.ce«enlcon.

dition graduating $1900/80 546-9960

1979 CATALINA CRUISER $200 station

waoon oreat for rad trips or |ust around

J^Ptease call Shane at 549- 1 594 Thank

you

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93 000

miles Call 256-8369

FOUND

FOUND Woman s ring by restroofits m CC

Concourse on Wednesday. 3/29 Come lo

the Collegian, identify it and it s yours'

FOUND 3/31 at Boyden Tennis Courts a set

of keys go to CC info center to claim

FOUND: Ring m CC by restrooms on

Wednesday 3/29, It 00am Come to the

Collegian identity it and it s your s

GRADUATION

JUDIES RESTAURANT IS taking resenra

nons lor May 28 Call Laura Mondays 9-5

Tuesdays 6 11 253 2670

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HEATHER! Goodbye

20 hello 21 At least one of us is legal No

more worry Do you think everyone knows

!I^re we re goi.^ looighf Love Lore (Hap^

py ?lst Heather' Love, Yana)

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED Must be ava tbte 10 work

dunno day Monday W»dne«da, « Friday

Apply m penon at Copycat Print Viop 228

Tnangla Street Amherst

POSiTKWS AVAIABLE 3 pMHions a>e

available at ine Center lor Student

Butinessc* Accountant/Graphic Ar

list/Computer Coordinator Applications

avaHiMt al 400 Sludani Union through Apnl

13 due by noon on AprH 14 at CSB
Sophomore* ancouragod lo apply'

LIVE-m HELPER tor Capo Cod beach

house Dahwaahtng dearwig errands

FleiiWe hours Room, board, and S1S0 a

week July 1 lo Soplember 1 For more in-

lomtaiion leave numbor and when you can

be r»«cfied on machine at 54»oe76 Phone

between 9*m and 9pm

LOCAL ARCMITECTURAL«NGINEER»«
FIRM seeks interior design or engineering

studerMs lor pan lime work CaM Taylor

Dueker at S36-04SS

HOUSE WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Want to rent two 10 three bedroom house

Call Matt at 549-1275

HOUSEMATES NEEDED

CAPE COD
2 Roommates needed to share 8 person

house in center of Hyannis From Memorial

Day through Labor Day For more informa-

tion contact Dave 549O068, 545-2150

LOST

LEATHER JACKET W/MAP on the lining

and keys m pocket stolen at Lamt>da Chi

on 3/31 very sentimental and causing great

problems If you have the jacket or bought

It please contact me 546-6561 $80 or what

you paid no questions asked

TURQUOISE « SILVER NECKLACE.
Please call if found' 6-1296 $$Rowafd - Son-

timental value'

to the aarti haired girl in laaisemealei*
Math 229 class i mat you outs>d« Wore

C couple weeks ago l would like lo gM
to know you better PlM*e respond here

EB

CAROLYN CALL DAVE Irom Wed Nioht

s«. class so that we can meet 546-9636

JULIANA HAPPY HRTHOAY! Hope you

t\ava a great t9th year Love Lauren

Fantasies can run tiut iney can I hide arxJ

when I find you I m gonna pou' all my

LA BELLE OUESECOISE- You rode from

Amherst to Hai»s Vou had btorfde h*» and

were with a FrerKhman and anottier

Ouatweoiae II mtereatad reply here I*

Chauleur

WEBSTER WEST STAIRWELL COUPLE
April 1 have pictures need mney reply No
k)nger innocent bystander*

HEY SUITE 803 I tove you guyV Love ya

Kim

WILL NOW YOU CAN SAY you got a per

sonal you lunny guy' See ya Kim

INTERESTED? Maybe Curious' Ves Who
are you' The guy m the grey popher hockey

sweatshirt and tall friend
'

2 REM TIX Apr 9 Worcester il interested

call 546^705

AU.OOli8rBUi.OONS, BALLOONS!
Surpnae a lri*«»d free delivery caH Up Up
« Away 256^8657

AMBITKMIS BUT NOT GETTING AHEAD7
Soulhwealern give* tam experience and

$3-5 thousand The opportunity you need

Put rnosi can I handle Paul 665 3247

SENIORS**
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS"

JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAKSN'
• Earn $4 50mr plu* Oontne* calkng

other UMm* sarMOrs
• Apply at the Memorial Hall Basement

•

or can 545 3509
APPLY TOOAY'!

RIDE WANTED

LOOKING TO RIDE with daily Spnogliald

commuters WiM pay' 731^301

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE!

TMEO Of LIVMG ON CAMPUS? Looking

tor an apartment? 4 bdrm apt m Swiss

Viiaga A mWii Jun 1st AM utilities ind

OnMMW 0*11253-9132

TO SUBLET

I ROOM AVAHlABLC Northwood Apis SI

June t renlnagpMMalurTMahed BusRoiM
dean A quwt Swah 81866-3870

TRAVEL

TMI STUDENT TRAVEL offers discount in-

tematnoal airtares 'maior airhnes. not

charters' paraofMkwd trv planmrtg* group

discounts • 617 367-3311

LEARN SPANISH IN GUATEMALA. In

dividualized instruction CASA Box 11264

Milwaukee. W1 53211 (414)372 5570

MOTORCYCLES

1984 HONDA SPREE SOCC Exc corid only

770 true miles 256-6920

NEED CASH QUICK

GET YOUR BASEBALL CARDS out of the

closet and sell them to Todd 549-6361

PERSONALS

DEAREST SOPHIA, Gina Meg. Kim, Lisa

tfiiinks for the (lower?- All my love - Baby

John

TO THE WINNERS
Listen laven'l you heard'"'' It's Adven-

ture thai Calls' It s yours From the Gypsy
Fortune Teller

FRANK FARMER Saw you in the shower

enioyed it' Fellow Pike

BRYAN - So how is duck hunting season

going watch out lor thai one with the long

brown leathers There are already two other

ducks foMowing her The girl next door

EDGAR.Tlove you ptease stop hurting me
with your infidelity Love your girHnend

DONNA, and you thought we (orgof Now
that you are 22 you II have to |Oin me and

Lis m the Lancome game Love your craxy

Kook neighbor, P S HiWegard you re next'

LOST
The lady o( my heart

11 (ound. please tell her Im in the mood to

dance!

CINDY LOUT inleded to only wade m your

big-beauliful-blue puddles but then you

smiled and I lell m Come ski w/me this

wkend Jet

MISSING: One valuable fnend Answers to

Kiersten West » found, return lo Pam or

Joanne

TO THE RED—GAIHED GUY in my endlish

class I m jusi a people watcher I don't

mean anything by it You probably think 1 m
a pain m the ass Sorry

FRANK HEILLY: You are the sexiest guy

I know A Secret Admirer

G-10 Nuestro va pa'largo' J

STEVE P- Thanks (or being such a nice guy

next lime III know not lo keep up with you

Lisa B

TO THE PERSON WHO RETURNED MY
WALLET at the Hatch Thurs nite Thank

you'

COOKIE " PARDON MY PROSE HARD
TIMES seems your theme You don't everi

acknowledge me' Love, this is not love
'

Its depression (poor thing)

ROOM WANTED

SEEKING A ROOM m boarding house July

through tall semester Bill 549-5008

ROOMMATES WANTED

THREE GIRLS LOOKING lor fourth room

male for od campus in Fall call Lisa 6-9354

2 FEMALES TO SHAHE^^m* m Bran-

dywine starting Sept 1 $175M>0 **

549-7472 Karen

HELP! Female roommate needed to share

harge bedroom in new luxurious house'

Washer/dryer, sundock gas heal, central

air more Only $215 per month' Call Pam
now' 546-7318

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED (or sum
mer in Amherst 1 bedroom apartment $215

all inci send name and phone to 615 Mam
St -18 Amherst MA 01002

$250 N. AMHERST AVLB. NOW Call San

lo 549-8303 leave message or Charlie

549 2635 call Late

THREE GUYS LOOkTrG TOTAKEOVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 546-6405 or 546*400

Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy

you a beer' Call 549-1660 George

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on-campus af-

fordable grammar reviewed dependable.

SS4 7924 Nancy

"WOROSMITH" Professional Typing

Papers resumes and more' Lasarpnnting

with spellcheck 253-4564

WORD PROCESSmC last. pm>aa«ion1.
accurate 665-4501

WANT TO RENT AT AMITV PLACE

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
want to rent an Amity Place condominium
with any mtormation please call Matt at

549-1275

WANTED

TWO FEMALES SEEK housing in Boston
for June. July possitJiy August Any info

coniaci Kate al 546-6015

TWO FEMALES SEEK HOUSING in

Boston (or June July possibly August Any
into contact Kate at 546-6015

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES. Overnight 8

same day service 665-8873

SUMMER SUBLET

SWISS VILLAGE SUMMER LEASE 4

bedrooms individually or group On bus

route 546-9005

SUMMER SUBLETERS WANTED lor Bran

dywine apartment $172 50 month (ully (ur

nished Call 549 8287

il^

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS SEEK lo take

over lease beginning 6/89 or later if you can

help us call Paul al 546-5256

WANTED TO RENT

PLEASE HELP US! Four responsible peo-

ple looking to take over lease to a 4

bedroom house please call Beth or Bntt at

549 0959 or Karen at 549-0618

MY DOG AND I are looking lo lake over a

lease o( a house or an apt We want roonv

males loo Please call 6-4317

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease (oTTW
bedroom house starting 6/1 call 549-1538

EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS SEEKING
summer house Warn to exchange renova-

tions or repairs lor rent Call Pete or Mark

at 549-4600 »318

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm

apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743
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SPOJTS
Women's lax falls to Boston College
Turnovers costly for Gazelles in 12-5 loss
By GEORIJE Al'STIN
CotWgian StafT

Turnovers, turnovers, turnovers. Perhaps

the most telling; statistic m sports U your

defense creates them, you'll more then like

ly win. But if your offense committs too

many of them, fold your hands and pray

In this young season an inability of the

the t'nu'ersity of MassiU'husetts women's

lacrosse team s attack to hold on to the ball

coupled with an inexperienced defense that

has n«>t been able to hinder the bud guys

has translated to a 1-4 record.

The fourth !o«s came yeisterday to th#

Eagles of
'

'
. over in Flutie

country. i„ i
v. ml Katie Connel

Iv showing th* (tazelli^ just how to take
• " ' ' JOUt SIX

•

VI ... unnellv

all nigh! under the light* tm Connelly

sprinted around BC s magic carpet un

molest»'d When she ^ot the ball it was all

over.

"You can I let her catch. L'Ma."-> ci«.uh

Patti Bossio said. "That is like our u t,<>i,

premi.ne on defense. D<m't let her catch

one."

For av^iiiie. jayvkay.-.. the man lu man
Gazelle defense held off the Eagles With
less than ten minutes to gr> in the first half,

ked as though a defensive stiu^ij^ie

.: n the works with BC leading just 1 U

after Kim Kiesewitter'sgoal 8:30 into the

fiiM halt

UMa.-^-- li>>t il> guard on (ieti'ii.-ie l<>r three

minutes and the freshmen oriented

backfield learned ju.-^t how much can hap

pen in the small amount of time in collt ,

lacrosse as BC beat Gazelle goalie l.i/

Keats for four goals

Kiesewitter struck a^'ain at 15:18 lo put

the Eagles up 2 zip Jeanne Highland was
next at 16:54. M 17:22 Katy Finch gave BC
another insurance goal and the end of the

spurt wa.*" finished nff by I.«-xie Denney. All

of a sudden, the Gazelles were down 5(),

If it was not for junior Ann King's g<».tl

at 19:.54. 1'Mass would have went into the

1( vker room having been shutout m the

half

What happ«'iied istheyju.-i i.iu ilu iv

h • goal, " Bossio said "We turned '..

bail t \er a million times. We can't do

anything until we can dn ih^- i-'-'c -k-"-;

unde. pressure

The Gazelles came out w ith fire in Iheir

eves at the start of the second half Two
>,'i>.«ls by junior Sue Murphy within the first

SIX minutes and another bv King brought

L'Ma.ss storming back, down H 4 with »ti!I

an eternity left in the game
The defense however did not keep tjuir

part of the partnership, this time givint; up
four goals in less than two minute>
"Our defen.s*' is si> inexperienced. " Bf)ssio

said. "Their ju.st t«x) late to help They don't

anticipate well and that - jusi Nouth "

rgian plioJohyDlTid Hieaibitfu

The women's lax team fell to 1-4 on the year with last night's 12-5 loss
at Boston Collet;e.

Brown invades the Hill for big NE clash
By .JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Nine out the last 10 seasons, either the University of

Massachu.»etts men's lacros.se team <»r its counterpart from

Brown L'niversitv has won the New England
championship
Save for the recent ri.se of schwils like Harvard and Yale,

times haven't changed much I'MiLs?. and Brown are still

two of the top teams in the region, and today at 3 p.m.

they'll battle it out on the Hill m what may be the deciding

game in who gets to reign supreme over New England
in 1989.

Right now. UMass has a slight edge. The Gorillas are

4 1 and ranked 14th in the late.st coaches' poll. Brown is

4 2. losing to national powers Virginia and Syracuse, but

fell out of this week'- rankings after being at number 13

last week
Despite what the .schedule says. UMass and Brown have

already faced each other this year — a scrimmage on

March 4 in Providence. UMass regularly scrimmages
Brown and usually loses m preseason, but this year was
different.

"It's a little scary, because the la.st five years we lost

the scrimmage, but won the regular game." said UMass
coach Dick Garber. 'We hope the trend doesn't continue."

Of course, the games aren't really connected. The .scrim

mage u.sually marks the first outdoor action UMass gets

in a given season, and this year's game, which came after

just two days outside, was played on turf — on the rfK)f

of the Brown field house.

Which obviously is quite different from the cozy and ik

casionally wild confines of Boyden. Becauseof a death on
the team. Brown didn't play here as scheduled two years
ago, .so most every member of the team has never been
subjected to the Hill.

In last year's contest, UMass tra%'eled to Providence (on

a regular field) and played a tight-knit gime for an 8-5

win. The Gorillas were forced into a zor.e in that game
to ward off a tough Brown rally. Whetl.er such a defen
sive struggle is in the offing for today r mains to be seen
Clearly it's not in UMass' plans. ^ ne Gorillas like to

run and gun whenever possible, but have had trouble in

recent games, particularly the lO-f win at St. John's in

which they were forced away rom l ne front of the net by
a tough pack defense and htd trouble hitting passes.

UMa.ss will also have to .stop a potentially dangerous
Brown attack, led by senior attack Jamie Munro. He had
two goals in last year's contest and leads the team this

year with nine goals and 14 assi.sts. Freshman attack Dar
ren Lowe (.516-211. sophomore attack Mike Marinelli
(14 1-151 and junior middie Rich Tuohey (10-2-121 follow

among the .scoring leaders for Dom Starsia's Bruins.
"They're a team that's anchored at attack. Munro is

their main offensive strength. " Garber said.

In goal IS junior Steve Ayers. who sports a .602 save
percentage and an 8.67 goals against average.
"They [Brown] are usually very physical They run hard

and hit hard," Garber said. "We're looking forward to a
major league game.

"

Gorilla Grumblings: Today's game will be broadcast
on New England .Sports Network, with air time set for

10:30 tonight . . . senior goalkeeper Sal LoCascio and
junior midfielder Tim Soudan have received an invitation

to tryout for the United States entry in the International
Lacrosse World Tournament, to be held in 1990 in

Australia.

The US team is made up of both college and club players.

The best 200 in the country get invited, and only 35 will

actually make the team. "It's a good honor to be selected,"

Garber said.

Hill is their home;
let's respect it
The following is an open plea to the students of this

campus:
Last Wednesday during the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse game against Cornell,

there was close to $300 in damages done to the new
fence surrounding Boyden Field.

Back in the days of the old, dilapitated rusty fence

which enclosed the Hill, students would go to and from
class, occasionally stopping'along the way to catch
about 15 minutes of the game before heading off to

some boring lecture. It was a common occurence to see

Jim Clark

almost as many people gathered outside as there were
inside, such as the Army game three years ago when
people were seemingly as far away as the 26th floor

of the library to catch a glimpse of the action.

Last fall, this came to a close when a new fence was
erected. In this day when big bucks rule the domain
of college athletics, this became a necessity. Because
the NCAA requires a field to be completely enclosed,

the need grew to put up a new fence in order to hold

the first round of last year's women's soccer tourna-

ment at Boyden.
However, the athletic department has shown concern

over the select group of students who saw it as

necessary to bend or pull out the slats in the fence in

order to see the Cornell game from the outside.

It's true that there is tradition is watching the

Gorillas from the surrounding areas, but times change.
It's inevitable. Gone are the days of tailgating and
bringing whatever beverages we wanted into the game.

continued on page 15

Baseball notebook

Minutemen see both good and bad

Cnllpfpan pholo by •lawon Talprmnn

Rob Codignotto and the Gorillas hope to

be doing a lot of celebrating today against
Brown at the Hill.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

For better or for worse (and probably for better) the
University of Massachusetts baseball team saw yester-

days game with Holy Cross College rained out.

Less than 1 1 hours after arriving back in Amherst from
a four-game series in Philadelphia again.st St. Josep'
University, the Minutemen would have had to load uy
equipment for a trip to Worcester.
That alone makes yesterday's rainout a benef i >

UMass. Consider that the Minutemen play five gami . n

four days beginning tomorrow, and you can .see i< \

helpful the extra day of rest mu.st have been.

The only possible negative point is that UMass als<. hi a
an extra day to think about the St. Joe's series. In eacn

doubleheader, the Minutemen won the first game only to

lose a second game they should have won.
UMass. 2-2 in the Atlantic 10 Conference and 7-8

overall, saw some positives and .some negatives in

Philadelphia.

The positives: The pitching performances of Paul
Ciaglo and Don Strange.

Ciaglo, a lefty transfer from Springfield College, threw
a three-hitter Sunday and showed excellent control, strik-

ing out eight and walking just one. On the year, Ciaglo
has struck out 37 and walked six.

Strange, who converted to starting ifter being primarily
a reliever in his first three season' at UMass, went the
distance in the first game Monday allowing six hits and
no runs.

continued on page 15

WEA M' WOMEN'S ISSUES ARTS

Drip, drip, drip, the

rain continues . . .

through Friday, temps
in the 50's.

RU-486, the ^Abortion

Pill,' still a distant pro-

spect for the United
States. Page 15.

The Collegian looks at

the Blues, including an
interview with Lonnie
Brooks. Page 13.
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Greeks dominate
in town elections
Bv BETH GATKLY
Collegian Staff

In last-minute show ofcomraderie yester-

day, the University of Massachussetts

Greek area had 1 1 of its members elected

to Town Meeting, commandeering the 10th

precinct and ousting two incumbents.

The two defeated incumbents were Lorie

Leininger and Richard Miller. Ellen Good-

win and Elissa Rubinstein, both in-

cumbents, shared a 90-vote tie with Irene

Friedman. A tie-breaking vote will be ca.st

by newly elected representatives in the

near future, according to Sylvia Stoneham.

assistant town clerk.

The vole, an above-average turnout, in

dicated a resounding desire by UMass
Greeks to have a voice in town politics. It

came just six months after Town Meeting
representatives rezoned an area along

Phillips Street, heavily populated with

fraternities and sororities, effectivelx cap

ping Greek growth there.

"We are trying to represent students and

the community." said Amer Syed. vice

president of the Interfratemal Council. "In

the past, there has been an antagonistic

relationship between the town and
students, I want to do away with this and

have students needs represented and at

tended to."

The Greeks on the ballot who were

elected include Matthew D. Benelli. Hilary

Hirsch, Stuart Hurviti, David Shulman.
Meli.ssa Silverstein, Steve Carson. Amer
Syed. Peter Vaz, Milind Sashi Bharvirkar

and Debra O'Connell. Brian Novelline of

Alpha Chi Rho was elected on a write-in

ballot.

"I am puzzled the students' desire to be

Town Meeting members." said Goodwin,
one of the incumbents in the deadlock. "I

think they are one-issue candidates, being

the Greek Area zoning issue. Town
Meeting involves a lot of time and
homework. I can't see that students are

that interested in running the affairs of

Amherst"
Three other UMass students elected to

Town Meeting were Nathan Moore, Dan
Costello and Michael Greiner.

In addition yesterday. Selectman Judith

Brooks won re-election to her seat, and
Fredrick Rice, once a planning board

member, was elected to fill former Select-

man Allen Torrey's slot. Also victorious

were William Field, who ran uncontested

for Town Moderator, and Rosemary
Sprague, who won the seat of Elector,

Oliver Smith Will.

Orchard Hill funds denied
Dreyfus requests $500 for feasting and music
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A co-president of the Orchard Hill

Residential Area Government last night

asked the Undergraduate Student Senate

for $500 for feasting and music, but the

senate turned him down.

The money, which would be transferred

from Finance Committee funds, would help

pay for Bowl Day, which according to co-

President Howard Dreyfus, is costing the

Orchard Hill government $5,600. Bowl

Day is an annual event in the spring that

includes performances by local bands and
free food.

Finance Committee Chairman James
Smack proposed the money's transfer, say-

ing the committee had approved it. He add-

ed the transfer would leave the committee
with only $300 for the moment.
But Todd Lever, a senator from Cashin

Residence Hall in the Sylvan Residential

Area, objected. He said granting $500 from

committee funds would be unfair because

continued on page 6

Student security catches an average two shoplifters each day
at the University Store.

Shoplifting costs store

thousands each year
Bv BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Approximately $75,000 worth of mer

chandise is stolen from the University

Store each year, according to the store

manager.
While on average, student security

catches two shoplifters a day. as many

as 12 thieves have been nabbed in one

day, according store manager Winthrop

Cummings.
"The University store does

$10,000,000 in reUil sales a year, and

our shrinkage rate is 1.5 percent, which

places the value of lost inventory at

$150,000." Cummings said. "I would

say half of that is a result of shoplif-

Shrinkage is inventory unaccounted

for and is attributed to stolen merchan-

dise, ca.shier mistakes, damaged items,

and mismarked items, according to

Cummings.
"A lot of little things enter into it. " he

said.

"Shoplifting is no more of a problem

here than it is in any other store of this

size." said Miles Seaver. operations

manager ofthe University Store and the

Munchies stores on campus. "Any
shrinkage under two percent is con

sidered good, and ours is well under

this."

Managers of other stores around cam-

pus, including the Munchies stores in

the Worcester Dining Commons and the

Hampden Student Center, as well as the

Coffee Shop in the Campus Center,

agree they lose money through shoplif

ting, but they could not furnish

iiiritinurd on page fi

Trustees OK $53 fee hike

rnllenian photo bv .Ihmoii I'liU'i iniin

VICTORY - The Gorillas pummelled
Brown 15 to 6 yesterday afternoon.
Story on page 24.

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Mandatory fee increases for next semester and the ap-

pointment of Paul Page as vice chancellor of administra-

tion and finance were approved yesterday at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts' Board of Trustees meeting.

The approved fee hikes will raise the undergraduate cost

of attending UMass, including room and board, from

$3,808.50 in fiscal year 1989 to $4,051.50 in FY 1990.

which begins July 1, an increase of $53, said University

Provost Richard O'Brien.

Graduate students who paid $3,422, including room and

board, in FY 1989 will see an increa.se of $36 bringing

their total bill for FY 1990 to $3,648. he said.

The Board also approved Chancellor Joseph Duffey's re-

quest that the $230 curriculum fee, instituted last year

to offset budget cuts, be continued into FY 1990, he said.

The $230 curriculum fee only applies to undergraduate

students — gi-aduate students do not have to pay the

charge, said Acting Budget Director Joyce Hatch.

O'Brien said the curriculum fee is neces.sary to the

University because without the $4 million the fee

generates, UMass' schools and colleges would have to

come up with the money.

"If it had not been approved we would have been short

$4 million. So there really wasn't much choice — and

that's assuming we get the House version of the (state)

budget approved," he said.

Hatch said the mandatory fee increases are due to in-

flationary pressures, and not on the lack of available state

funding for the University.

Every year the trust fund directors who control each ac

count review their financial situation and submit pro-

posals to the administration, where they are hammered
out and then forwarded to the Trustees for a final vote.

Hatch said.

In other business, the board accepted the appointment

of Paul Page to the vice chancellor's post he has occupyied

since the retirement of John DeNyse in July of 1988.

Page, although pleased to hear the news of his final ap-

proval said, "It feels good in some respects. It's nothing

new [because) I've been at it for a while."

In addition yesttj-day. Professo*- James 'V. Tate of the

English department anJ Professor Ring Carde of the en-

tomology department were named by the board as

di.stinguished professors of the University.

"In both ca.ses they are exceptional and distinguished

people in their fields," O'Brien said.

"We like to give the title to people of extraordinary

talents. Tate is one of the great poets of this country [and)

Carde is one of the national figures ' in entomological

research, he said.
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SpOl stirs controversy in Congress
WASHLNCJTON (AP) -

Sen. Alan Cranston and
Rep. Mel Levine yesterday

accused the federal govern

men! of hiding from the na

tion the possihility of a ma
jor oil spill and the inefl'ec

tiveness of clean up
technology.

The California DennKrats

blamed the Reagan ad

ministration for what they

called a cover up and asked

President Bush to cancel

further oil leasing off the

California coast pending a

complete review of the

RESUMES
Sii|H'r Kiish Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

program
Levme relea-nl intiiiiai

memoranda tVuin iIk'

Reagan adnunistrati<m i»n

the proposed lease sale in

northern California which

he said revealed the

likelihood of a maicr spill,

other adverse iriii)ai.Is on

the environmeiil and an at

tempt to whitewash the

information

"The federal government

refused to plan for a worst

case spill scenario in Alaska

and the result is erne of the

nalums worst enviromental

disasters." Levine said

"Now we leiu-n that govern

ment tried to deliberately

cover up information al)out

spills m California

Levine said warnings
from the Fish and Wildlife

Service about offshore drill

ing risks in California were

deleted from the final draft

of a Minerals Management
Service report

Among the deieimns,

Levine said, were warnings

that tanker traffic is at high

risk operating in rough

sea-, current technology

caiiiiiit m severe weather,

and in calm weather it is on

ly partly effect ivi- Other

allegedly deleted warnings

were that the potential im

pact of assumptions that

the> could recover rapidly

from oil inundation

1 A-vine presented a note

from Steven Clriles. then a

lop ranking Interior Depart

ment official in charge of off

shore development that said

the warnings "could prove

verv damaging to this lease

-ale."

A spokesman for Interior

Secretary Manuel Lujan.

asked for comment, said Lu

jan had said "development

would (K-cur only in an en

vironmentally and prudent

mamiei

A task f(»rce appointed by

Bush to review the three

California lease sales

.-^ hi-duled lor 199() will have

Its first meeting April 12

^f '^^% n^ r^^^"^ Ti jT^trt=* g^47ir-j;«3

Amherst Drop Zone
ARMY/NAVY STORE

!*>• only Genuine Army/Navy Store in the area'

^Thousands of SHORTS
TRAVEL BAGS

FATIGUES
EUREKA TENTS
& other camping

accessories

10% OFF
with this ad

103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
(Behind Bart's

next to Panda East)

256-0039
Open 7 days
a week
M-Sat 10-«

Sun 12-5

'-^•^
• -r^. :r«_"'-* *AVrf »rt» -w ^m^yk'7,

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Op«n For Lunch

Tuos.-Frl. 1 1 :00a.m. - 3 p.m.

All you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95—Homemade soups, salads, etc

Also Sunday Brunch 11-3
And a Now Wost Indian Bakory

and Pastry Shop
Wedding and Birthday Cakes

All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 11 a.m. -3 p.m.
Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.

Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events
206 Russell St., Hadley.

on the bus route—586-4389

TOP Of
the CAMPUS

GUNGE
a'/ fhe ^ct

Lounge Hours:

Mon-Fri 1 1 30 am-12 30 am

Catch

Boston
"ruins

versus

Buffalo
Sabres

TONIGHT
^30 P/v,

ion!

m

"Tht' task forci" mij^ht find

that the \vasf .saK*.-^ should
be stopped," said the
spokesman, who asked not

to be identified by name

Knvironmental Piotectinn

Adnunistiator William
Reilly. meanwhile, told Con-

f;fress that the massive spill

could put the brakes on
petroleum exploration there

and m other areas — at least

temporarily.

At the White House, press

secretary Marlin Fitzwater

said the president opposed

any move to close the

Alaska PipeUne. but said he

did not know if the federal

government had the legal

authority to prevent it.

Alaska Gov Steve Cowper
has threatened to shut down
the pipeline unless Exxon
and other oil companies pro^

duce a better plan to deal

with future oil spills

Visit our
New Showrtmm

unci catch
the Honda

"Heat Wave"
Sale

MONHA.
Come ride with us!

\/alley
jMlotorsports

?I6N King SI
(Ml S)Nonhaciipton 584-7303

WHEN: A|k4 *. i«w T M-« N |>

WHERE: Ctminn C*n<«r. Room Ita

WHO: Pfr^om with d>ab«t«t. thur tur<l«. ronrprnrd htrnds. wH mtrrr^trd

h»jlth protciuonah Prnrntation (iv«n by Ali<r Ang«lo. M D . B»r«'"
Mufcral Crntrr

VVMY: Li^arn. \hjr(i tn^nrmjtion. ^»p*'ripnf ^^, and con(»rnf.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE.

> m Mot into'mnmi i49 it7 1 en ISI

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Sludanl Farei from

Amherst to
,

. „
Boslon New York City ,

^^Pntmt lim

$20.95 $34.95
^=i-^^

1
i i

round-iriD round-trip The People Professionals^

Tickett and Inlormilion available at:
U-Mi«« Hold Amharst Hampshir* P'lc* WatcS Northampton
T»t f 1 or f2 C»nl«r Coll«g« Book paritis:y But Tarmlnat

545 J006 But Terminal Sior* So Hadlay
RounitvJuwW

5496000 2S6-0431 549-4600 533-7115 58f. '030
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Having Diabetes: Having Children

WHAT; A Pr7«»nt«tH>n *nd D)«ru««M>n Wh.»» • . <_ <^. *td^f m Dvcidtnf Whcth#r

^^^^^ or Not tn Hjv* CHiidrm; PrefnAncy jnd DtAbctr«. md morr

LOCAL
Prof speaks
on discovery
of hidden city
By MARIA SACCHETri
Collegian Stall

A tnajor archaelogical discovery laM summer on the Tei

Nami peninsula on the coast or Israel unearthed <i

4,000-year old "bronze harbortown" of ancient villages

and gravesites, but the origin and unorthodox customs of

the ancient peoples remains a mystery.
Michal Artzy, a professor of Maritime at the Univer.si

ty of Haifa in Israel and a visiting professor at the Univt r

sity of Massachusetts, spoke last night to an audience of

more than 60 at Amherst College about the excavation
she has been leading since 1985
Tel Nami. which juts only 300 meters into the Mediter

ranean Sea, was once thought to be a fishing village. But
Artzy and several student-volunteers have discovered

what they claim was once an international seaport fre-

quented by Egyptians, Greek Mycenaens. Anatolians, and
other Mediterranean inhabitants.

Artzy supplemented her lecture with an extensive slide

show detailing the group's excavation of the crude rem-
nants of 13th and 14th centur>' buildings and burial

grounds.

The 13th century stone constructions may have been
destroyed by the Egyptians, who used the rubble to build

a village to house mercenaries in the 14th century. Art

zy said, speculating about the inhabitants.

"These people had to constantly battle salts, winds and
•(and." she said, describing the fierce coastal climate.

They must have really wanted to he there."

Delving further into the yellow sands, Artzy .•i^aid the

group uncovered several phceles-s bronze, ivory, and gold

artifacts, as well a.«« pottery and jugs

"The amount of brrtnz*' in such, i ~ni;ill .m ,i i- miv im
pressive, " she said

The crumbling foundation of one food storage area was
.»ls>i (i <\. with stored raisins. ; in

t;u!,-i : .Vrtzy said a fire must li.. niof

til cave in, preventing the ancient peoples from reclaim

ing their provisions.

Although many of the jar-like coffins in the gravesites

were robbed of jewfle<l tributes, presumably by ancient

invaders, Artzy said the group was able tf) uncover several

rings and weapons from the .scant remains of several peo-

pie of unknown origins.

Three intricately-carved incense burners were also

di.scovered. but, according to ancient wall-carvings, may
be associated with child .sacrifices to the "gods," .she said.

Artzy. accompanied by student volunteers from UMass.
plans to lead her fifth excavation this summer, but declin

ed to predict when the project will be completed.

"The .sands are hiding many things," she said. "When
I was asked years ago how long it would take, I said three

years. I will not venture such a guess now."

<'»llr0aB photo b> Jasnn Tairrman

BOY AND HIS DOG — Mathew Ru.ss studies leisurely yesterday afternoon with his
dog B.W. on the fringes of Cutback City.

Sororities plan safe rides

UMass student
pleads innocent
to charge

A 19-year-old resident of John Quin

cy Adams pleaded inncx-ent yesterday in

Hampshire District Court in Northamp
ton to charges of assault and battery

with a dangerous weajjon.

.A pretrial conference for the student

was scheduled for May 11. According to

University of Massachusetts police, the

student was arrested Saturday at the

Southwest Mall on a warrant stemming

from a private complaint.

In the meantime, the student was

ordered to stay away from the victim,

the clerk of courts in Northampton said.

In other police reports:

• A 20-year-old Erving man and a

juvenile were arrested Tuesday on

charges of breaking and entering a

motor vehicle with intent of larceny

under $250 and malicious damage to

personal property, police .said.

• A woman reported the windshield

on her vehicle was smashed while park

ed in the Campus Center garage on

Tuesday.
• A plate glass window was reported

broken Tuesday in the Hampshire Din-

ing Commons, according to police.

Damage was estimated at $150.
- BETH (JATELY

By .JOHN SWANSON
Collegian StafT

.SiiKii itus at the Iniversity of Ma«suchusettsai< toim

in^; a sale n' for members of the (jre<k .ma,
according tc ' rs, u co founder of the program.

Meyers, a member of Di'lta Zeta s4»rority. said the Pan
Hellenic Council conducted a training .session la.st week
in conjunction with the Health Education division of

University Health Services

"I think [the program] is gom^; to allivialt tin- drunk

driving pri>blem," she said. "We shouldn't wait for a

tragedy to happen"
The inter-Fraternity Council has not yet approved the

program, but is expected to do so at its next meeting, she

said. The Pan-Hellenic Council has not .set a starting dat4?

for the program, which would offer free rides to members
of the Greek area who feel they are incapable to transport

themselves, she said

Christine Catalano, a staff assistant for the Pioneer

Valley Transit Authority, said the program would help

reduce the frequency of harassment experienc<?d by

weekend bus drivers, particularly on the South Amherst

bus route.

Ninety nine sorority members have volunteered for the

program, which Meyers said she hopes w ill In'gin U-fore

the end of this semester, she said.

Deidre Scott, a health eti it UHS, is dn the

training program. .Scott - admires th- - of

these students l>ecause giving rides is "not ihe most

glamorous thing to be doin>: on a .Saturday night." «he

.said.

Health Services could al.s<j benefit from a safe rides pro

gram, according to Margery James, an urgent care nurse

at UHS. James said .she hopes the Greek area will con

sider giving rides to people who come to Health Services

for medical care and need to get home.

Meyers said support from the fraternities would be ex

tra valuable l)ecau.se there should be someone in each car

other than one female driver.

Money for gas and publicity of the program will come

from the Pan-Hellenic Council, she said.

James .said she knows there is going to be drinking and

driving on weekends, "but if we can do something in a

positive way, do something to help, then the entire cam-

pus community will benefit."

Survey: Central loudest on campus
By KERRY HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

Where do blaring stereos and noisy

neighbors reign supreme at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts? The answer may sur-

prise you.

According to a survey conducted by Pro-

ject Pulse la.st November, Central Residen-

tial Area is considered the loudest on cam-

pus, while Southwest was found to be the

mo.st frequently noisy. Sylvan is the

quietest and least frequently noisy area,

the survey showed.
Project Pulse, part of the Student Affairs

Research & Evaluation Office, conducted

the survey by phone, contacting 279
students.

Of 262 students surveyed from all five

residential areas, 45 percent considered

noise to be a problem in their residence

hall, 52 percent said they could not study

in their dorm because of noise, and 30 per-

cent complained noise interfered with their

sleep.

Joseph Zannini, executive director of

housing services, said noise pollution is a

concern within residential areas at UMass
although attempts are made to control it.

"There are give and takes when living

in the residence halls and a lot of com-

promising needs to be done. In general,

.students seem to be able to handle the level

of noise in which they live," he .said.

Zannini did, however, acknowledge there

were "atypical disruptions," particularly

in Southwest, which present problems for

students wanting quiet.

Maura Cullen, residence director ofJohn
Adams Residence Hall in Southwest, said

the noise problem in her area is influenc

ed largely by the seasons.

" In general
students seem to be
able to handle the
level of noise in which
they live."

- Joseph Zannini, ex-

ecutive director of

housing

"When the weather .starts to get nice,"

she said, "everyone wants to open their

windows and crank their stereo. It gets to

be a problem when there are students who
want to get work done."

Desiree Russell, a Southwest resident,

said "If you don't mind constant noise and
vibrating walls when you are trying to

sleep, then I guess it's no big deal. Per-

sonally it makes me mad."
Suzanne Fritz, an resident director in

Northeast, said she does not see noise as

a concern in her area.

"There are clear expectations of the

residents and they are fairly strictly enforc-

ed," she said. "The place is not silent, but

it is a place where everyone can live and

have their rights upheld."

Sophomore Marci Sechtin, who lives in

Northeast, .said "I have lived in three dif

ferent dorms (in Northea.stJ and noise has

never been a problem. The most noisy

things that I've encountered here is loud

pipes and the janitorial crews."

Quiet hours, which are enforced in all

residential areas, take effect in the late

evening and early morning, when students

are expected to keep noise to a minimum.
Although 94 percent of the students

surveyed are in favor of quiet hours,

students indicated on the survey that quiet

hours should be more strictly enforced.

Orchard Hill resident Gerry Kimball said

"quiet hours are pretty much left up to the

residents to enforce. If they want it quiet

and it's not, then they have to speak up and

say .something."

Freshman Su.san Curry said, "When I

want it to be quiet, I go down the hall and

tell people to be quiet. It usually works."

Zannini said "there are certain con-

siderations which limit one's freedom and
fiexibility when living on campus. But it

is also a lot of fun. Students, for the most

part, comply with some normative of

behavior. The noise level depends upon a

mutual respect for others. One should be

able to have fun as well as study because

it is an important facet in life."
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Black author
urges changes

By JOSEPH L HILL Jr

Collegian Staff

Economics, drugs and -il! c^Uriii m-
three issues African Americans need to

address in the near future if they are to

sur>'ive in the next century, according

to an author who spoke m the Campus
Center Tuesday night.

Dr. Jawanza Kungufu. author of

several books on Black history and
culture, told a overflowing crowd of 200
that the future of Black America begins

in the community
"Now if you think that WEB. Du

Bois, Malcolm X and l)r (Martin

Lutherj King struggled to get you here

so you can go dow ntown to work for IBM
and Xerox, you are sadly mistaken," he
said "We want you to live here and go

back to your community and begin to

work for your race."

Kungufu said many African-

Americans ruM-d to change their

empK»yee mentality

"Wed rather work for IBM and Xtinx

and don't want to work for the race," he
said, African A-

think nlovei- n<it ,

Dr. Jawanza Kungufu

The author devoted much of hi.-' U t

ture to Malcolm X. He said the Black

Power activist "knew who he was

"Our problem is, we still do not know
who we are," Kungufu said. "We do not

know if we are Negro, colored. Black.

African-American. African or

American."

Kungufu said African Americans fan

the problem of defining who they are

"Somebody else [defines! for us what
beauty is. If America defines beauty as

light skin, long hair and blue eye>,

haven't they told you what ugly is? It

must he the exact opposite."

According to Kungufu. there is a vast

difference between African and Black

history He said the reast>n many Black

youths are embarrassed to discu.ss

slavery lies in where thev decide to start

their history

ll you start in 1619, you start on .i

plantation and end up in a ghi^tto,** he
said "If you start four million years ag<v

you <tart on a pyramid and end up be

111.

'We ai¥ the only rmx th^ SLsats oui

: h Mi.n at a dism <' " ' -'
>

' - other race St. 1

Moment of glcM^." he .said, adding that

Alrican Americans need to start their

history with the Egyptians

Kungufu ended his lecture by giving
seven points that "could change your
{African Americans! lives

"

He said African .Americans should
study .African history: understand
racism: understand diet and watch what
they ea' ul what their ialent>

are; un. nomics, how mone>
works and h<.u t^ ..tart their own
business, do a time chart fc»r themselves,

in order to find out how they spend their

time, and to put God first in their lives

r^TITTTggmgTTT»»>gT»glllfyrTT llli ifyyy
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Chariots - not kegs - roll

to support Jimmy Fund
By l-AKA DVMTHVSHVN
('(lUegian Stafl

Delta Upsilon may base leplaced a keg

with a chariot, but fraternity meml>er8 at

the University of Massachusetts said one

thing not changing is the desiiv to help the

Jimmy Fund
Tomorrow and Saturday, in conjunction

with Amherst Police. 40 menU>ers of the

Iraternity plan to roll a homemade chariot

from Boston to .Amherst, a course covering

110 miles, according to Paul Carr. the

fraternity's philanthropy chairman.

The annual event, now in its third year,

was initiated by IXmald Valade. a 1987

UMass graduate, and James O'Brien, a

UMass senior The fraternity decided to

replace the keg with a chariot this year

because it did want people aitiiociating the

fund raising ertort with alcohol.

'It d«R'^ not matter what we mil from

Bt^ton to Amherst, it is the fact that we
are out iheiv doing it ti> help uthei - les~ for

tunate. ' said fan
The fraternity has accumulated iiioie

than $5,000 over the past two years, hi-

nd Tile donations benefit the Jimmy
Fund, the primary fund rai-ing arm of the

Dana Farber I'ancer Institute, a Boston

S'.ised rej«ait'h hosipital dedicated to fight

childhood cancer, Carr said.

The Jimmy Fund was started in 1948. In
terest for it grew as a result of Ralph Ed
wards' national radio program Truth or
Consequences. The Boston Braves baseball

team, as the story goes, gathered around
a hospital bed where a boy named Jimmv
was dying of cancer. Today the Jimmy
Fund is the official charity of the Boston
Red Sox and the Ma.ssachusetts Police

Chief Association.

According to the institute, cancer is the

leading cause of death by disease in peij

pie between the ages one and 22. However,
sur\'ival rates for childhood leukemia have
jumped from five to 50 percent in recent

years, and bone cancer, which in 1972
claimed 80 percent of its victims, is now
cured in seven of 10 cases, according to the

in.stitute. In addition, childhrKid lymphoma,
once untreatable t- ni>\\ treatable m T'l

percent of case-

Amherst Police Chief Umald Maia. DU's
consultant to the chariot race, said his

predecessor first interested him in the

cause in 1967

"It tis| nice working as IX'lta I'p .. ..

consultant because unfortunately the

fraternities and the police are usually sevn

>m «»pp«»site i-nd.''.
' he siiid "It*- nice tn

«i>rk toget!)!! i<«- '. < iit!!!!i.i>! ^....j

Author recounts tales from novel
NORTH A.MI»T().\ - Author Maxine

Hong Kingstcm entered the five college

area barely noticed, but it probably will

take a lot more cover for her to leave that

way
.Appearing last night at Smith College'fi

\N ri(,'hl Hall. King.>non entertained a crowd
<>l 20U plus w ith seU'clions from her latest

novel, Tnpmtisttr Sttmkvy his fate tumk

The author explained that the title wai*

tlerived from a sixties term meaning guide
of a spiritual or psychedelic journey The
novel is. as the author de.scribed. a "series
I "(parties" shedding a new light on the con
\entional stereotype of the Chinese
.-Xmencan exfH-nence

"People" Kingston .said ii n«! n. -. . the

Chinese immigrant as a hard worker who
came to this country to make money. Ip m>
other biKiks, I portrayed characters who
were hard workers In my new book 1

wanti>d to .see w hat would happen if I u'avi-

all these hard workers a day off
"

Drawing from the history of Chinese
theater. Kingston's s«»ft spoken voice re

counted a serie- "t ic.m.du ^ketches m .i

manner liorn only to a natural story teller

Kingston, the author of yS'nmun Warrinr

and Chinamen, is scheduled to speak trxla>

at John.son (^hapel. Amherst College, at

8(XJ p m
- JOHN SWART/

[S
TONITE TONITE TONITE

^K THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN
PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

PRESENTS:

''GENDER VIOLENCE:
THE GLOBAL WAR
AGAINST WOMEN"

A talk by:

ISABEL LETELIER
Institute for Policy Studies

8:00 P.M.
Thursday, April 6

Thompson Hall, 102
University of Massachusetts

foA^lfSa^
^^ *^® '^'^^ College Program in Peace and World Security Studies

(PAWSS). This event is free and open to the public. For additional informa-
tion, call PAWSS at 549-4600, extension 519,
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
For Fall 1989

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: IMPORTANT INFORMATION

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM OR
YOUR HALL

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

IN-HOUSE
ROOM
REQUESTS
FORMS

RESIDENCE
HALL
CONTRACT

PAY FEE
BILL BY
DUE DATE

OTHER
OBLIGATIONS

QUESTIONS?

If you intend to keep your present residence hall assignment, you must sign up
with the staff on duty during the room choosing process on Tuesday, April 11.

THE ONLY DAY TO RESERVE YOUR CURRENT ROOM IS TUESDAY,
APRIL 11.

If you wish to move to another room in the same residence hall, you must
sign up with the staff on duty during the room choosing process on Wednesday
evening, April 12. All room changes will be determined by your seniority and
rank. THE ONLY EVENING TO SIGN UP FOR A NEW ROOM IN YOUR
CURRENT HALL IS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12.

If you wish to move to another residence hall, you must complete a Housing
Preference Form. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE
FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRIDAY, APRIL 12.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGN-
MENT WHILE ALSO SUBMITTING A PREFERENCE FORM YOU MUST DO
THE FOLLOWING:
1. Sign up for the same room on Tuesday, April 11 or a new room on Wednes-
day evening, April 12.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower right hand
corner is a box you must "check" if you wish to be returned to your current

residence hall if your choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED
ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a student already

assigned to that residence hall, you must together complete a green ROOM-
MATE REQUEST FORM. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOMATE RE
QUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS THURSDAY,
APRIL 13.

If you wish to become roomates with a student in a residence hall to which
neither of you is surrently assigned, you must each complete a Housing

Preference Form. These forms should be identical, (with the exception of the

"check" box) and stapled together. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING
PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, APRIL 21.

If during the regular Room Choosing Period, you were unable to secure a par-

ticualr type of accommadation (a particular single or double room), please con-

tact the Housing Assignment Office to fill out a blue In House Room Request

Form. Rooms that become available during the summer will be assigned, accor-

ding to seniority, to those residents who filld out this form and returned it to

the Housing Assignment Office.

The 1989-1990 Residence Hall Contract and Contract Card will be mailed to

you in your current Residence Hall on or about April 18 as part of the Room
Choosing process. These cards must be returnd to the Housing Assignment

Office by Thursday, May 25, 1989. FAILURE TO RETURN YOUR
RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARD BY THIS DEADLINE WILL
AUTOMATICALLY CANCEL YOUR ASSIGNMENT FOR FALL 1989.

Your Fall 1989 fee bill will be mailed to you at home in early July. If complete

payment of your semester fee bill is not received by the Bursar's Initial Due

Date (usually in early August), your assignment for the Fall semester is subject

to cancellation. Be aware of this important obligation.

If you are going to be a Junior or Senior you will be required to confirm your

Room Choosing arrangements by completing the Junior/Senior Room Confirnia-

tion Card which will be mailed to your home in late May. This card will be due

on June 23, 1989. FAILURE TO RETURN THIS CARD BY THE DEADLINE
WILL CANCEL YOUR ASSIGNMENT.

In addition to properly completing room choosing all students are required to

remain in good standing with the University at all times. Being withdrawn for

any reason after the end of the semester will automatically cancel your assign-

ment. Check to make sure you do not owe any fees to the Bursar BEFORE you

leave for the summer.

If you still have questions about the Room Choosing process, please contact the
Housing Assignment Office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

TONITE TONITE TONITE
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GO TEAM - The University
Tower Library.

<'<>llrKiiin phulo b> Juaun Tdl<'rnian

ot Massai iiuM-tts cheerleading squad braved >vsii-i day's drizzle to practice a formation next to the

shoplifters
I'tritmuiii f" 1

the amount
The most common items stolen from the

University Store are pens, pencils, greeting

cards and health and beauty aids, accor

ding to Cummings.
"Shoplifters go aAer these items because

they are easily concealed, hut they are also

the easiest to spot being stolen." he said

Store employees often find empty
toothpaste boxes or packages of pen.s with
half of the pens missing, according to a stu

dent security guard who wished to remain
anonymous.
Cummings s.iid he ha.s trouble

understanding why students steal from the

store. "They do weird things, they buy a

load of stulT, and then steal a Chapsiick.
'

he said. "Maybe they do it for a challenge
"

This IS a costly challenge, he said.

"People are playing Russian roulette
when they steal here," said Seaver "Wev»-
had students taken out ofthe store in hand-
cuffs."

The >ti>tt- inauat^i-rnent has several op
tions when a custtimer is seen stealing. The
police can be called, a complaint can be fil

ed in Northampton District Court or if the

pilferer is a student, that person may be
turned over to the Student Judiciar>'.

"Most of the time, the case is turned to

the Student Judiciary, but if we perceise

it getting out of hand, or there's resistence

by the student, we will take it to Nor
thampton." Cummings said

When the case is brought before the St

u

dent Judiciary, the student, for a first of

fense. is fined four times the co.st of tlu-

stolen merchandise, or a minimum of $:;.").

according to Chri^ McLellan. clerk <>t

courts

In 1988. the Student Judiciary collecti»d

$4,000 in fines, according to Kathy White,
assistant clerk of courts. She said the
money collected goes into a scholarship
fund

The student security guards are persis-

unt. both catching shoplifters and turning
them over to the proper authorities, the
guard said

Adands is being destroyed

—

and diere is onJy one man f^
who can save it! a Y\

The King of the Seven Seas
returns for a five-part

mini-series in

Standard Format AvailabI* In Apri

Written by Keith Giffen
and Robert Loren Fleming

Art by Curt Swan
and Al Vey

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
^_DCf^^c.i.. 586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

SGA
"'

the other

residential area governments alsti put

on events comparable to Bowl Day and
dii not resort to the Finance Committw
lor funds.

Student Government Association
Treasurer Laura Filkins opposed the

transfer, accusing the Orchard Hill

government of bad planning.
"1 feel that we should reward people

M ho plan and we should not reward peo-

ple who do not plan." she said.

Filkins added the Sylvan and Nor
theast Residential Area governments
are spending $.3,000 on their annual
spring day events. Southwest Week,
during which various bands perform, is

costing $5,000. she said, questioning
why Orchard Hill, one of ihi- smallest
areas, needed $5.B00.

Drevfus said Orchard Hill wants a big
celebration this year because it is the
area's 25th anniversary.

Commuter Area St-ii Brian Uariin^
said to Lever: "So you're jealous becau.st'

Sylvan doesn't get ($500 from the com
mittee 1"

When Darling called for a vote on tin

matter, former Speaker Robert Fadel.

who wanted to speak against the pm
posal but wouldn't be able to if Darlin^;

succeeded in moving to a vote, said,

"Brian. You're killing democracy."
"I don't like democracy." Darling

replied. The senate then voted on tht

proposal.

In other senate business:

Senate Speaker John Dunlap granted
senator status back to Darling. Melina
Sammy and Michael Partridge. Dunlap
had removed their status btnrause thfv

missed Monday's d«>adlme to apply tni

Senate committer-
Every senator must .-^erve in a commit

tee. according to the SCiA Constitution
Dunlap reconsidered his earlier deci

sion becau.se Partridge and Sammv
mi.ssed the deadline due to illne.'^s

THINK SUMMER
In The Seacoast!

Few places can match the University of New Hampshire
summer experience—the challenge ot academic excellence, in a
setting rich with nature and hisiorv'. It's a University offering over
250 summer courses and special programs. ..an easy drive from
America's most scenic mountains and beaches. It's set in the sea-
coast, about an hour north of Boston, in an area that provides jazz
festivals, rock concerts, summer theater, boat races, and art

shows...and is full of summer ]ob opportunities. It offers a wide
range of credit courses, taught by a distinguished faculty, with
expertise from marine science to international marketing to fine art.

Join us for Summer 1989 at UNH. Earn degree credits, make
up courses, or get a head start on Fall.

In class and after hours, students of all ages from around the
world. ..experiencing a great university in an unmatched setting.

Six summer terms—5, 6, W, or U weeks long. Mail Regis-
tration Begins April 17. Phone and In-person Registration Begins
April 24.

Summer Terms Start May 22 and July 5

Request Your UNH
Summer Session Bulletin Now!

Call (603) 862-4234, or Return the Coupon Below.

A UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

g SUMMER SESSION
SsIS 6 Garrison Avenue, Durham, NH 03824

(MaU to: UNH Summer Session, 24 RoawirTuBu^'Dariianv^WmU^
Pleasc send me the UNH Summer Session BuHetuu
Name

, ,
. ..

Campus AddresB

CUv State Zip
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BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
WE ARE LOOKING TO FILL THE POSITION OF

ASSISTANT MANAGER ON OUR
STUDENT MANAGEMENT STAFF.

THE POSITION REQUIRES A MATURE, ENERGETIC
AND FLEXIBLE PERSON WITH FOOD

SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE THRU APRIL 9TH AT
BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN OFFICE,

CLARK HILL ROAD

Home Address _

Qty State zjp- -UMA

Attention Graduating Seniors &
Grad Students!

1 St time buyer program avaiiabie
Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadley Suburu - Rt 9 - Contact Luther: 586-6054

POSITION AVAILABLE

Housing Assignment Office
HOUSING SYSTEMS

MANAGER
The Housing Assignment Office has an opening for a Housing System!;
Manager. This Individual will coordinate administrative compute
activities for the Housing Assignment Office. Specific duties include:

•• wor)clr..j with Oata Processing personnel to develop and mainltain
mainframe computer systems.

•" Coordinating computer activities with other student area
administrative offices.

•• Scheduling production iob runs and resolve production run
problems.

•* Programming various user applications.

COIAUnCATIONS:
•• Applicants must be highly motivated and able to work

Independently talcing initiative In both assigned projects as
well as self-assigned projects.

*• Applicants must be highly organized, efficient, able to i.mdle
multiple demands and work effectively under stress.

•» Applicants must have the ability to work with University
administrators and students.

•• Applicants must have the desire to work in an environment that
recognizes and values diversity.

EUGIBIUTY:
•» Graduate students in the SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT preferred but

will consider other qualified graduates and undergraduates.
** Qualified applicants must have at least three (3) semesters

remaining at the beginning of the Fall 1989 semester.

PAY SCALE AND TERM OF EMPLOYMENT:
»* Hourly rate beginning at S7.00 with a tuition waiver available

for graduate students.
*• Successful candidate must be available beginning on or about

May 1, 1989. Full-time employment is required during the
summer/lntersession periods, 20 hours/week is required during
the academic year.

APPUCATIONS:
•• Applications are available in the Housing Assignment Office,

235 whitmore Building. Applications should be returned with a

cover letter and resume.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Oo you see your future in TV? u
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E GENERAL MEETING ^
N Thursday, April 6th at 7:00 p.m. n

j^
in the Commuter Area Lounge t

R U. V. C. where ^au make TV r

Introducing the

PoTButvOsu

50a off Mug

ROUTE 9 • HADLEY • 584-1603

Come in and try our
delicious subs! While you're
here buy our 32 oz. refill mug

for just $1.95

(99e Refills thereafter)

Good Forever

Lunch Time, Dinner Time. Any Time...
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For Your
Information
For Your Information is a Collegian ser-

vice to the University community. For in

formation on how your press release can be
prmted in FYl. contact David R. Mark at

545-3500. Because of space requirements,
not all notices can be published.

Meeting
An information meeting for the summer

program in Salamanca, Spam has been
scheduled for 5 p m. today in riKini 601 of

Herter Hall. For more information, contact

Delsey Thomas at 545 2887.

Reception
The Council on the Status of Women has

scheduled a reception for Deputy Provost

Patrica Crosson and School of Education

Dean Marily Haring Hidor for 4 p.m. Mon
day, April 10. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. For more information, contact

Jane Kang at 545 2467 or Jennifer Hsu at

5450903.

Meeting
The Gulden Ki'\ .N.itmnal Honor S«H.it't>

has scheduled a general meeting for 7:30

p.m Tuesday, .\pril 11, in the Student

Union Commonwealth Room The meeting

will be followed by a pizza party

Lecture
A lecture has been scheduled on

"American-Israeli Relations." The lecture,

sp<}nsored by the UMass Hillel. will be

given by Dr. Gabriel Sheffer. Hillel's Five

College Israeli Scholar InResidence The
lecture is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,

April II, in room 101 of the Campus
Center. For mon- information, contact

Melinda Williams at 545 2526

Benefit
"Jest for Laughs," a benefit for "The Peo-

ple With AIDS Coalition of Western
Massachusetts" is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

Thursday. April 13 at the Northampton
Center for the Arts. Tickets can be purchas
ed in Amherst at Food For Thought Books,
and in Northampton at the Center for the
Arts Box Office, the Globe B(x)kshop, and
the Broadside B<K)kshop. For mi)re inftirma

tion, contact Nisa Zalta at 584 3842
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THE /A^CROWD
— Some spectators

at yesterday's
Lacrosse game sit

just inside the
fence of The Hill.

The Gorrillas deft-

ly handled Brown,
15-6. Story page 24.

T<Ut*rm<tn

$15,000 collected in honor ofcrash victim
By ALETHEA ODONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

The smalle$«t donation was a $1 bill fold

ed in a plain envelope with no accompany
ing note -» the largest gift was an
anonymous donation of $1,000.

In little more than thrtn- months. m«»re

than $15,000 has been raised at Hampshire
College in honor of Denice O'Neill, a
Hampshire student who died on Pan Am
flight 103

The jet, on route from I^>ndon to New
York, exploded over Lockerbie. Scotland,

in DecemlHT, killing all 258 passengers
and crew on bo.ird. ,ind at least 17 others

on the ground
O'Neill, aspiring to be a doctor, was

returning from an internship at a health
clinic in Nigeria, where she was resear-

ching women and infant nutrition.

O'Neill's mother, Anne Gillis, initiated

the fund after the college received an
anonvmous eift in her daughter« mpmnry

HEY
SENIORS:
Get Shot

!

Senior Portrait Sittings
are April 10 - 14

9 - 5 in Rms. 177/178 of the
Campus Center. Call 545-2874 or
545-0848 lor info 8c appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

I

I

Make 'your checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook
I

I

I NAME __^
I
PERMANENT ADDRESS__

I

I

[
LOCAL PHONE NO,

I

I
INDEX 103 Campus CenterAJMass, Amherst 545-0848

Cynthia Melcher, director ofthe Annual
Fund at Hampshire, said a letter was then
circulated to students and parents, asking
for donations. Melcher said it was soon evi

dent that alumni also wanted to give, and
the outpouring of money in her memory
began.

"While the majority ofthe money is from
parents, we are also receiving a lot of gifts.

which are smaller sums of $10 to $15. from
alumni and students." Melcher .said

Melcher said parents have been generous
for many reasons

"What happened is every parent's
nightmare," she said. "Also, because this
was an international incident, it touches
many people. Terrorism makes people feel

very vulnerable," she said.

"Denice was very special." Melcher said.

"It was evident that she was going to go
on and do very special things. Everyone on
campus knew her, she had a number of dif
ferent friends, and belonged to groups with
a numb«'r of Hifferent themes." she «HiH

Melcher said that students have been

very responsive to the Denice O'Neill fund,

which is not a scholarship, but rather a sti

pend for students like Denice working on

their senior thesis in the areas of child

development. anthropolog>', health <.i

medicine.

"The students have been very tn

thusiastic, as well as faculty who knew

Denice," she said.

"You can see in her friends that they've

taken on Denice's energy," Melcher .said

"They feel that she is with them, that .she

IS not dead. There is such a powerful

presence with her friends that they s:iy

that "she will graduate with us.'

Melcher said letters and donations arnvt-

at the development office ever>' day, and
staff and administrators take turns open

ing the Denice O'Neill mail.

"1 don't think anyone could have guess-

ed at the time how overwhelmin);; the

r»»spon.se would b«».
" she said

POSITION AVAILABLE

Housing Assignment Office
STUDENT STAFF
COORDINATOR

Coofi-.r.szaz

.

Assignment Office has «n op«ni.ng for a Student S'
This individual is responsible tor the day to day operat.

'5 student staff. Specific duties include:

.-%eui ,.-..in.-u-.
.

;.a^ervi.ewing, '.-Ji.iing, scheduling, evaluation ir
cose, on-goi.^g supervlsior, jf 15 to :o subotainate student staff.
Designi.ng and implementing of Human Relations and Customer Serv:;
training program for all Housing Assignment Office staff.
Promoting positive attitudes and behaviors among subordinate sta:
;..". the area of Customer Service Delivery.
Assisting the Residential Support Services Office Manager in al
"g®*^-^ °^ service delivery relative to the Housin'? Assigrjner
ottice and Housing Telecommunications.

COJAUnCATIONS:
Applicants must have, through previous work experience and
recommendation, demonstrated supervisory and organizatic:abilities. ^

and able to workApplicants must be highly motivated
independently and m a team setting.

^£?i^'^?5'^^..'^f* ^® efficient, able to handle multiple demandswork effectively under stress.
.^ppllcant3 must have the ability to write and speak effectively.
^^Pijt""''= "^^ ,»^'^« the desire to work in an environment '..

recognizes and values diversity.

EUGIBIUTY:

Graduate students
M;^»r-M=:«^

^.tuaents in the SCHOOL OF EDUCATION or SCTCCL O:^NAGMENT preferred but wil l consider ot.her qualified graduare::and undergraduates.

?^mil5!!'^
applicants must have at least three (3) semester:.emaining at the beginning of t.he Pall 1989 semester.

PAY SCALE AND TERM OF EMPLOYMENT:

ar^H.^L
"^^bejin^ing at $7.00 with a tuition waiver availablegraduate students

Successful candidate must be available beginning on or

.5TirL«;/(«i- .
Full-time employment is required durim

Semfc v»r*" " periods, 20 hours/week is required duriiacademic year

APPUCAHONS:
*• Applications

about
ring the
ring trie

Whitmore BiHinf*
available in the Housing Assignment Office, 23=

letter !nH^"^- Applications must be returned with a coveri-etter ana resume.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS TS AN AFFIRHATIVE ACTION
ggUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYKR

TAKING ITS TOLL - Richard Carnall stands at the mailbox in front of his Hatfield home in this file photo. Carnall and
his wife live in the house at right: they sought an injunction to silence the town clock bell which chimes every hour at the
church next door.

unu
R

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD I

in downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
.Ofltring Quality

Mriican foodi

NORTHAMPTON
!t CtNtm iJ

SB4.0*?)

Bfing tout Own
tierr or Winr

AMHERST
« / BOl rwOOO WALK
a* $!i7

Krrr t Win'
irrvrO

SPRINGFIELD

?g» o*tf

Bring iovf Orvn
Irrr M WInr

SALE ON
GIANT POSTERS

Regularly $12.00 NOW ONLY $9.00

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday
930-6:00 9:30-900 12:00-5:00

213 Mam Street. Northampton. Massachusetts 586-5726

1989 Fall Pre-registratlon Guides and
1989-90 Undergraduate Catalogs

Fall 1989 Pre-registration Guides will be available

at no charge at the Campus Center Concourse on

Friday, April 1. from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m., and

thereafter at Whitmore.

1989-90 Undergraduate Catalogs will be sent to

all faculty, to CASIAC and other advising offices, and

to all libraries, where multiple copies will be available

for reference, Anyone wishing a personal copy of the

catalog may purchase one at the University Store for

$2.50.
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A tale of SGA
scapegoating
Hallelujah, brothers and sisters! We have cast a sinner

from our midsti

With the publication oftwo Collegian articles last week,

the public humiliation of former Commuter Area Govern
ment President Jay Festa has begun in earnest, while hi-

is out of town and unable to defend himself I only met
him last January, but at that time. Jay had many friends

and supporter^ iii student government, not any more

Al Arpad
According to the two articles, both based on a report

issued by Student Government Association Treasurer

Laura Filkinj» at the request of the Student Senate. Jay

was involved in nearly $1,500.00 worth of "'financial im

proprieties." About half of that bought capital equipment

for the C'AG office

In student governnunt jargon, capital equipment '

is

any item costing more than $50. In this case, the equip-

ment included computer game software, a coffee maker,

and a radio-cassette player. According to Treasurer

Filkins. "wlwn even*- other RSO is suffering for funds and

the Commuter Area Government buys a boom box. it's

extravagant."

Although a memo issued last week by ^A Finance Co-

chair James Smack, who shares an office with the

Treasurer, stated that "there is quite an abundance of

funds for Capital Equipment loans and grants available

through the Finance Committee," many students will

agree that some of the CAG purchases were extravagant.

Myself. I think the 1 jrge expenditure necessary to bring

alleged comedian Dennis Miller to campus is extravagant;

I think he's a stiff But Im not publicly accusing the

show's backers of corruption

Equally interesting, however, is Treasurer Fiikins" com
panson of the CAG with "other RSO's." The Commuter
Area Government is, of course, not like most RSO's; it i»

a constitutionally recognized governmental body with a

relatively large discretionary budget (about $30,000 each

semester* and ct)nsiderabU' autonomy
Because its offices are located in the Student Union, the

CAG receives much more scrutiny than the other area

governments, as well as continual harassment from con

.'jervative students associated with the reactionary

\ftnutfman. In fact, those same conservative students in

itiated the calls for an audit of CAG accounts in retalia-

tion for Jay's persistent attacks on the vile and defamator>'

Minuteman. Expenditures for Tylenol and Nuprin, which
were questioned in the audit, should be considered stan-

dard in any organization that deals regularly with the vex-

atious and detestable Mmuteman.
Many of the purchases detailed in the report, such as

$200.(K) for magic markers, clearly warrant further in-

vestigation; but so far. Jay hasn't even been convicted by
the SGA's kangaroo court in residence, the Student
Judiciary, much less by a real court of law. As Senate
Speaker John Dunlap told me in reference to the current
controversy, "when you do an audit, you're going to find

things that look rather strange if you have no program-
ming experience."

Jay resigned his office because he couldn't afford to take
a full course load, as required by the CAG constitution.

As it stands now, he may never come back to face the right

wing head hunters and former friends who are clamor-

ing for a media spectacle I wouldn't blame him, even if

he's completely innocent.

For the record, I should point out that I was named in

the initial audit report for picking up and distributing

twelve dollars worth of posters for the CAG without pro

per authorization; that reference was dropped from the

final report. Also, in fairness to Trea.surer Filkins, I should

point out that she is about to undertake an audit of all

the other area governments, which should help put Jay's

expenditures in perspective. As she wrote in the original

CAG audit memo, "let he who is without sin cast the first

stone."

Al Arpad is a I'Mass student

Tfepe^ aPter riie-

'Yes sir.koss. Whatever
ycu say. boss. Yes, my
boss mygod. Your wish
IS ray command, boss...-

«f
^-

f/iteludcAdi

'*?!«

Self-centered people deprive society
We live in a selfish environment .Most peopk- in most

caseii will look out for numero uno before l(M>king out for

the other guy or the betterment of society We live in a

state of individualism and not collectivism. We cannot

even call what we live in a "s«Kiety", for Webster's defini

tion (if a .MKiety is Human U'lng?- colU-ctively
'

Anthony Padovano
For us to live in a .society, we have to make certain

sacrifices for those less fortunate We also havi- to put up
with inconveniences for the betterment of the communi
ty when the circum.stances call for it.

This problem of selfishness and manic individualism has
become even more acute as the $600,000,000' deficit run
up by our illustrious governor Michael Dukakis, comes
to a head. The issue of taxation .shows clearly the .selfish

attitude of most people.

Before this crisis, we could afford to look out for

ourselves because the state would pick up the tab for basic
services. But now, the .state can no longer do that.
The anti-tax lobby has forced legislatures to approach

the deficit with the attitude of "no new taxes, and cut.
cut, and cut," Legislators fear they will lose their jobs if

they support new taxation. Because of this pressure cities
and towns will, in real dollars, receive less state aid than
they did last year and the budget crisis will be transfer-
red to the smaller communities.
For the last few years, cities and towns have become

spoiled because they have received huge amounts of state
aid. allowing most ofthem to stay within the tax increase
limitations set by proposition 2 1/2. Each year, they have
received more money from the state than they were in-
itially promised and they have gotten fat. Now that there
is no meat left on the bone, everyb(xiy is crying because
they can't have what they are used to.

Unless additional revenue is found, town services, such
as road plowing, road repair, teaching services and police
protection will have to be cut to deal with the problem.
But in.stead of doing what they should, i.e.. overridinK'

2 1 2, towns an- going to cut themselves to the bone and

diminish the quality of life for their residents. All for the

sake of not paying more taxes

Thecla«w*ic example of selfi.sh iiuiividuahsm diminishing

the quality of life is the case of the town of Hull

Last year, Hull was in a serious financial mess After

numerous meetings with town members and officials the

only solution they could come up with was an override

of 2 1 2 Before the vote, it was made crystal clear that

unless the override was passed the schcMil. among other

things, would lose the ability to support any extracur-

ricular activities. The vote failed and a few hundred kids

were left out in the cold. The people in that town who voted

against the override showed how selfish they were to the

entire world. Kids who may have turned into the next Yit-

zach Perlman, or Jim Thorpe were robbed of the oppor

t unity by their neighbors who were too cheap to dish

another couple of hundred dollars a year out of their

pockets.

Another example of selfishness is currently taking place

around Boston and it doesn't have much to do with taxes.

Last summer. Boston and its suburbs decided it needed

a new trash incinerator to take care of the area's grow

ing trash problems. Mayor Ray Flynn recommended plac

ing it in South Boston. If con.structed and operated pro

perly, the environmental effect of the incinerator would

be no greater than burying garbage in the ground, as is

done now. The town that housed the incinerator was to

receive certain significant tax benefits making it finan

cially attractive. But Senator Billy Bulger, who represents

South Boston, said "You are not going to put that in-

cinerator in my backyard." Presently, everybody is

fighting to keep the incinerator out of their town while

most agree a disposal area is needed.
As residents in a civilized society, we all have a respon-

sibility to .sacrifice for others and for our community.
Otherwi.se. we will all be hurt by the lack of basic services.

Mr. Spock said it be.st in Star Trek II: "The needs of the

many outweigh the needs of the few or the one."

Anthony Padmano is a Collegian cnluninist

Controlling the right to choose isn't democratic
The time has arrived for the Supreme Court to decide

whether it should reverse its 1973 Roe vs. Wade abor
tion ruling. The majority of Americans believe that a
woman should be allowed the right to a safe and legal

abortion. However, the Supreme Court is allowing
itself to be influenced by a very vocal minority: the pro-

life people.

Most of the pro-life movement consists of zealous
Christians who feel that they can cram their beliefs

down everyone's throats. This movement is backed by
such infamous, hypocritical individuals as the
pro.stitute-patronizing Jimmy Swaggart and the
adulterous, greedy Jim Baker. The pro-life people claim
to treasure life; however, they don't have much regard

for the lives of women who may be subjected to back-

alley butchers or whose lives may be endangered by
carrying pregnancies to term.

Think about the consequences of a Roe ls. Wade
reversal. Frightening, to say the least. Making abor-

tion illegal once again vmu pi uve that the government
can control women's bodies. The government will be
able to force women to carry unwanted pregnancies to
term; women who want abortions will have to resort

Lisa Hamelin

to the dangerous and unscrupulous practices of back-
alley abortionists. A reversal of Rne rs. Wade could
pave the way for other laws which control women's
reproduction. The court could decide to adopt a one
child per couple law, such as the one in China. Or, the
government could decide who can and cannot have
children — for example: it could rule that impoverish-
ed people, or those who carry genes for hereditary
defects, cannot have any children. Sound familiar .sort

of like Nazi Germany?
Women are considered to be the equals of men in our

.society. They are in many important political positions
and the military. They are in many jobs which were
considered male-oriented not too long ago (i.e. physi
cians, engineers, attorneys, police officers, mechanics,
construction workers, mining, etc.) They should cer
tainly be able to decide whether they want to continue
a pregnancy.

My best friend is in the Marines, and she may some
day have to fight and die for this country. She wants
to fight for a democracy, not a nation which oppresses
women and denies them the right to make their own
choices. When a government denies women the right

to control the size of their families, it ceases to be a

democracy.

As a Catholic. I would not want an abortion.
However, I believe that the choice should be there for

women who do want abortions.

Lisa Hamelin is a UMass student

Civility means common courtesy Mteliiitvch

Civility, according; to my tru.sty die

tionary, means politt-ness, especially in a

formal way. There was a Civility Day back

in October that came about because <>f a

racial brawl back in '86. The idea nt a

Civility Day is nice and definitely needed
but It .seems to have been ju.st a one day
evtnt Civility does not mean accept in^^

everything that a gioup may say or preten

ding to agree with that which you oppose;

it simply means common courtes\ Wf
have all had experience with the concept

of politeness because everyone at UMa.ss
must have been in kindergarten at some
point in their lives. Back there we learned

the basic rules of social behavior We learn

ed that hitting loses its appeal when you
get hit back; we also found out that if

everyone talks at imce nobody gets heard.

The problem is that this knowledge ac-

quired so long ago ha> h^-en lost by many
students on campus
For example, there is what basically

comes down to a sticks and stones war bet

ween the liberal and conservative factions

at UMass There has ceased to be any iden

tifiable argument, it has come down to a

contest whose winner will be the side which

can out slander the other. Lack of civility

on both sides has resulted m a crippled stu

dent senate and without leadership student

rights are getting trampled across the

board.

Another example ol this problem occurs

in man> large lectures. S<>me groups of

students decide that the lecture isn't deal

iiig with anything that holds any interest

to them so they start up their own di.scus

sions. This makes it even harder for peo

pie to get anything out of what probably

IS a boring lecture. It got m. i..id in

economics class last semester that one day

someone was actually rolling iiuirbles down

the aisle. It was really humiliating to have

the teacher tell our class that we were

responsible for the worst teaching ex

perience she had t \ri luid in ten years of

teaching

The hard part is thinking about how to

deal w ith the lack of civility. Mandatory

kindergarten for all incoming freshmen

would probably be the most effective but

the university can't afford that many
ciayolas. Instituting martial law and mak
ing uncivil behavior punishable by ter

mination is always an option, as is dropp

ing the whole pretense of civility and solv

ing everything with combat The best way

of solving the problem is the most difficult.

Show some consideration That means not

sending bomb threats to Republicans or

Democrats; it means shutting up and fall

ing asleep during a droning lecture; it

means going against nature and being nice.

a

Rohert Call is a UMoms student

US should stay out of Nicaragua
While it is appealing to join the band

wagon over the recently forged bipartisan

consensus which saw close to $50 million

in non lethal aid going to the Nicaraguan

Contas. aka "freedom fighters." we
should rethink what this pact means.

Just last month the presidents of five

Central American countries, including the

two chief players in the Contra debate.

Honduras and Nicaragua, decided that by

May they would "dismantle, repatriate, or

relocate our of the area" 10,000 Contras in

Honduras and their families. Again the US
government is fanning the embers of car-

nage rather than saying yes to hopes for

a fragile peace in that region Even the

term "humanitarian aid" is something of

an Orwellism. a euphemism for bloodshed.

A respected US group. Witness for Peace,

has noted that during the last year of .so

called humanitarian aid for the Contras.

there were 98 attacks on civilian targets

bv the Contras with 147 civilians killed.

281 kidnapped and 150 wounded. This in

a country. Nicaragua, which has
undergone decades ofUS meddling in its

affairs and a triumph over the brutal

Stimoza only in 1979 with 130.000 people

killed Isn't it time the I' S. government

let the Nicaraguan people determine their

own fate'.* A Sandmistan spokesperson was
direct in a.ssessing their view of the recent

bipartisan agreement: "Any financing of

the Contras that is not directed at their

demobilization, repatriation or relocation

is illegal under the Central American
peace accords and runs contrary to area

peace efforts." Big Brother from the North

seems unable to resist manipulating a

region that has been such a passive

neighbor for so long, let's instruct our

elected officials that it's time for the bully

in Washington to become the lamb.

J. Allain

Northampton

WliEliclp^dicr

Crew team deserves better coverage
1 am a member of the University of

Massachusetts crew team. In the past, the

sport of rowing has been unnoticed at the

university; not because it has been unsuc-

cessful but because nobody is exposed to it.

One way to start giving the sport the

recognition it deserves is through better

coverage by the Collegian.

Since my arrival at the university. I have

onlv seen one article about the sport and

it didn't do it justice. The article merely

skimmed over the sport and was also inac-

curate. Increasing the public awarene.ss

of crew would be as easy as printing sum-

maries of our races. We have them every

weekend in April, leading up to the New-

England Championships and the Dad Vails

in Mav

The beauty of crew is that it's the true

essence of a team sport. It is a sport where

all eight rowers must act as one to be

successful.

Crew has been a very successful sport

here at the university. Just last year, we

had two boats win gold medals in the Dad

Vails, crew's equivalent of a National

Championship competition. When you com-

pare this to unsuccessful sports such as

basketball, (which receive a half page of

writing a dayi. where is the justice?

It wouldn't be hard to remedy the pro

blem. By printing a little bit about crew in

the paper, the Collegian could give the

sport some recognition and exposure.

Charles S. Williams
Southwest

A toxic sandwich spread
While the struggle to clean up the

Alaskan oil disaster continues, a similar

tragedy within our own bodies is being
Ignored.

Darren Garnick

Countless gallons of oil are spilled in the

human circulatory system everyday The
sludge-coated sea birds and the fish

smothered in petroleum-sauce should pity

us. When people swallow oil. it is not an

accident. It is a conscious decision.

Some salmon are lucky enough to live in

a oil-free environment But their avoidance

of pollution IS only tempt>rary. because oil

will seep through their deathbeds. Healthy

fish are caught in nets, ground up for

human consumption, and later mixed with

an oil called mayonnaise

Mayonnaise is used mainly as embalm-

ing fiuid on salmon and tuna fish sand-

wiches. The viscous substance also

disguises itself in potato salad, salad dress-

ing and party dip. Although it is a concoc-

tion of soybean oil and egg yolks, mayon-

naise is not a food It is an adhesive, a

watery paste ideal for papier-mache

projects.

I never understood why someone would

want to desecrate a slice of bread by smear

ing mayonnaise on it. So I asked questions.

The best argument 1 heard was "Dry tuna

fish sucks!" Most mayon nai.se- lovers are

just as articulate in defending the slimy

condiment.

The most apparent rea.son for drowning

a piece of luncheon meat in glue is to cover

up the taste. Mayonnai.se users don't like

to be honest with themselves, refusing to

accept food for w hat it is. By diverting at

tention away from their meals, they can

suppress feelings of inadequacy. I could

bore you with statistics linking mayon
naise use and an unhappy childhood, but

I won't.

This is not an issue of style, but of

substance. And the particular substance we
are dealing with, mayonnaise, is sludge.

Nothing more. .Nothing less. Unfortunate-

ly, "icky" and "gooey" aren't enough to

dissuade an eater with the "Try it, you
might like it" mentality. Scare tactics are

needed.

Choosing mayo is nutritional suicide. A
content analysis for one tablespoon pro-

vides mealtime entertainment:

Protein grams.
Carbohydrates grams.

Fat II grams.

With 99 percent of the calories coming
from fat, the laughs soon subside. Dr. Vin-

cent Hegarty in Decisions in Nutrition,

wrote: "As fat deposits accumulate in the

channels of the arteries, blood How is in

creasmgly impaired, depriving the heart

and other organs of oxygen and nutrients."

There you have it. Eat mayonnaise or

breathe. You can't have both.

The Hellman's mayonnais<' label reads

that with less than lOmg of cholesterol per

tablespoon, their prrniuct is a "low

cholesterol" food "The American Heart

Ass<Kiation recommends a daily intake of

no more than 150 mgs to reduce cholesterol

levels in the bUxid. Mayonnaise eaters are

obsessed with quantity. Since very few stop

after one tablesptxin, cholesterol quotas fill

quickly. Cigarettes are a low nicotine, low

carbon monoxide item, if you only smoke
one.

Mayonnai.se is culturally unappealing,

and it kills. Friends don't let friends eat

mayonnaise.
Darren Garnick is a Collegian columnist

The better part of lunch
Recently, I was debating with a Iriend

one of the crucial issues of our times —
Mayonnaise: is a .sandwich still a sandwich

without if'

Vanessa Baker
I .say no. Call me a stuffy, right wing con

servative if you wish, but I mu.st stand on

the pro-mayonnaise side of this burning

controversy. A sandwich must have a good

coating of this essential substance, or

frankly, ladies and gentlemen, it is not a

sandwich. It is a travesty. Let's take a

gander at this creamy taste sensation some

would consider an optional spread.

As a child, I was brought up on

homemade mayonnaise. My mother u.sed

to .squeeze the oil out of soybeans with her

own hands to make it. I can recall the mild,

tangy taste to this very day. That creamy,

silky smooth texture, gliding pleasantly

over my tongue, exciting every taste bud.

I realized even at my young age that this

was nor ordinary substance, but one that

deserved my respect.

Let's talk turkey (and speaking of turkey

- a couple of slices of rye, lettuce, tomato,

and a generous heap of mayonnaise is the

only way to devour this fowl). Mayonnaise

is crucial. There are many pleasures in to-

day's world, yet few attain the status of

great. Mayonnaise, however, sets the

standard.

Sadly, many people go through their en-

tire lives without realizing this, foolishly

taking for granted the gold that rests

casually on their refrigerator door. I an

ticipate some skepticism, so allow me to ad-

dress what life would he like without the

ultimate sandwich spread.

Picture a constrQction worker. ,50 stories

up, on lunch break. As she opens her lunch-

box to .see what her husband packed that

day. she is delighted to di.scover that he

made an egg salad sandwich — her

favorite. With alacrity, she tears away the

cellophane and dives in for the first bite.

As she begins to chew, she realizes there

is .something wrong. Looking back down at

the sandwich in her hands, she screams.

All the egg had fallen from between the

two bread slices. Peering over the edge to

see where her sandwich had landed, she

suddenly loses her balance and tumbles

down 50 .stories. With a splat, she dies, still

clutching in her hands two empty slices of

wheat bread. A moment later, her lunch

box falls eside her still form, spilling its

contents: two napkins, an apple, and a

small note that read: "Sorry about the

sandwich, but we're out of mayo. Love, N."

A fictional scenario? Perhaps. But let me
.set the record straight: those people in the

Miracle Whip commercial who got to ex-

traordinary efforts to garner some mayon-
naise for their late night snacks, are REAL
people. I've met them.

A sandwich just isn't a sandwich. . .

There are those who would argue that

mayonnaise, being so high in fat and

calories, is not worth the taste because of

its possible negative effects on health. To
the.se four people, I say: Stop living your

life on a scale! Enjoy being alive! Relish

those few great pleasures offered in this

world. Take a chance. Live life on the edge.

Eat mayonnaise.

Vanessa Baker is a UMass student

Think vou might want to write hut don't think you can because you've never done it beforef

Do vou have a beef vou want the students to know aboutf
. , ., _, j

You too can see wur name in print. Just send submissions to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center. UMass. Make sure they are typed, double-spaced, and no

longer than two pages. Sorry, we don't publish anonymous .submissions. - ^^^^^^
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ONE WEEK ONLY!

Help Us Break The All-Time

W^mf%$«0%M i 1

•n r«

Large Cheese
Pizza

$
Only g.75

Extra Toppings only $1 .50 each

J^JfcWB On* coupon per pina

-
r|||;|J ExpirM April 8. 89

Small Cheese
Pizza $
Only A-50

j

Extra Toppings only $1 .00 each

^^ On* coupon p*r ptz»

ElipifM April B 89

12 inch Pan Pizza

Only $i«5o5
»tra Toppings only $", .00 each

fi

On* coupon per puza

Eipires April 8. 89

All Pan Pizzas

come with a thick
buttery crust and
extra cheese at

NO EXTRA COST
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Studhnt affairs information Services

IDB/TIPSl

Call 545-1540 for TIPS about your
health and safety. Ask for

these tapes by number:

0669
2600
2657

2658
2650
2660

2630
2655

2659

2640
2645

AIDS Information

Basic Student Health Plan

Condoms and Spermicides

Genital Herpes

Kaiser Permanente Health Plan

Medical Emergencies

Mental Health Services

Problem Drinking and Drug Use
Sexually Transmitted Diseases in

Gay Men
Student Dependent Health Plan

Supplemental Health Plan

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call idb (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phono Service (TIPS)
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ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

at the University of Massachusetts
presents The .Sixth Annual

ASIAN NIGHT
April 7. 1969

6:30 p.m.-liOO a.m.
Campus Center Auditorium

Admission is Free
S[)(>i\sors: S|)ru<\l U liviirs S(i|)|)ort I niui. h(X;. Se,.\ I ii\t»iu c ()lli( o ol CnvK
.\ll<\ir^ I>(\i\hrlU-i\u ("otiiuil.
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ARTS&LIVING
Blues Imperials got the gravy on Chicken LP
By WIILIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

Li'l Ed and the Hlitrs Imperials
Chicken, Gravy and Biscuitti

Alligator Records

Something's happening and it's coming
out of Chicago on Alligator Records. Hioae
who have given us K.C. Reed, the Kinsey
Report and Hound Dog Taylor and the

House Rockers are now responsible for the

long overdue introduction of Li'l Ed and
the Blues Imperials.

The introduction actually came in 1986
after the legendary' first time recording ses-

sion that became the band's debut album,
Roughhousin', a rollicking barrel of blues

worthy of more praise than most will

tolerate.

RECORD REVEW
Chicken, Gravy and BtM-uUs is the second

album from these veterans of fourteen
years of the Chicago blues scene, and their

age shows through the fact that they've
survived without compromising
themselves. I saw them about a year and
a half ago at the Iron Horse, while dribbl-

ing phlegm on a tofu lasagna for bloated
yuppies. Li'l Ed and the Blues Imperials
actually made that musical graveyard a
thrilling place to be in, at least for a night.

They nxrked everything and everyone so

hard that the owner was seen tapping a toe.

At one point Li'l Ed who only plays slide

guitar ("I'm no picker ... I want to stay

rough and wild.") was on the shoulders

of rhythm guitarist Mike Garret, both of

them playing the blues harder than a

suicidal manic depressive. Together they

wandered around a surprised and delighted

imported beer drinking audience.

Backed by Kelly Littleton on drums,

James "Pookie" Young on bass, and Mike's

shoulders, Li'l Ed has the blues and too

much talent to communicate them. As with

most bands of this stature, a live perfor

mance is always greater than an album,

but on Chicken . . . you feel you're in some
dive on the West Side being fucked by what

a little technology and a lot of heart and

soul (and years (^ sweat) can do without the

condom of mainstream mediocrity.

All the songs blend into each other; of

special note is the cover of bluesmaster J.B.

Hutto's "2()^ Alcohol" apparently recorded

without rehearsal. J.B. Hutto is the uncle
of Pookie and L'il Ed and the album is

dedicated to this man, Ed's chief inspira-

tion and mentor.

"Can't I^et These Blues Go" and "GtJt My
Mind Made Up" tell you where this band's

at; "Face Like a Pish" shows the self-

effacing humor. But the music cries, sings

and rocks for itself.

Someone other than me described their

music perfectly; "They're dancing on the

verge of musical chaos but never falling

over the edge."

Brooks on:
blues, work
By JOSEPH McGUIGAN
Collegian Staff

The following interview took place with Louisiana-born,

Chicago-bred blues guitarist Lonnie Brooks, on March 30,

at Pearl Street in Northampton.

Collegian: Have you ever gotten a real job or have you

alway.s supported yourself as a blues musician?

Brooks: Yes, I was doing it (work) 'cause I was just check-

ing myself out. It was more like, see if I had to work

. if I had to work could I do it, really do it. And I found

out that I could work if I wanted to, and I stayed there

longer than I really wanted to. It was almost like a bet

that I couldn't work.

Collegian: Yeah
Brooks: Ya know? Cause I hadn't did nothing, I hadn't

worked since I was about 23 years old.

Collegian: And how old were you then, your 30's or . . . ?

Brooks: No, I was about 42, 43 years old.

Collegian: So you went back to work.

Brooks: < luughsi I was no baby. yeah. I tried it you know,

and couldn't you know. I proved that 1 could do it and then

I started diggin it and I stayed there longer than I really

wanted to because I got a chance to. it was a brand new

thing for me. I got a chance to meet some daytime peo-

ple. "Cause all the people I knew was night people. Peo

pie that comes out early . . Collegian: Different shifts.

Brooks: Yeah! You know, and then I got a chance to learn

... I hadn't worked since I was 23 years old.

Collegian: That's 20 years.

Brooks: Yeah, I'd say 19. 20 years.

Collegian: A man with a mission

Brooks: (nods) And then when I started recording for

Bruce, he told me. he said. "Well look Collegian:

Bruce Iglauer (founder of Alligator Records).

Brooks: Yeah, for Alligator ... He said "You want to

make records? You want to be an entertainer or do you

want to work? "

I said, "Well it don't bother me you know,"

said, "Which one is the best for me that's the one I'm go-

ing " So I decided to uh, to quit working and start back

plaving guitar.

Collegian: So when he approached you that was it?

Brooks: That was, yeah.

Valley DJ's and the blues revival
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

Everyone, at some time in their lives, sings the blues.

But today, more people are singing them than ever
before. Recent figures have shown that 2 to 10 thou
sand people listen to WMUA's blues segment from 3-6

p.m. every day. "Smokin' Joe" Roche, blues director

and host of the Smokin' Blues and Rock Show on
Wednesdays on MUA, thinks he knows why.
"Normal commercial radio gets boring after awhile,"

Roche said. "People get tired of the bull. The blues are
real. The blues are intense."

"Blue Bill" Stepchew, host of Storm v Monday Blues
on WMUA. agrees with R«Khc "There was no talent

STOP PRESS; Blues legends Bo Diddley and "Mr,

Superharp ' Nmsetf , James Cotton, vy/ill be in the WMUA
studio live at some point between 3 and 6 p.m. dur-

ing ttie "Blame it on \be Blues" stiow

Photo courtny of Alti(atar R«-ord*

Guitarist Lonnie Brooks

in popular music for awhile." Stepchew said. "No new,

interesting music coming out made people experiment

more. They decided to give blues a try and found out

they liked what they were hearing."

For Blue Bill, who sings and plays guitar for the band

Blue Lunch, the love of the blues began at an early

age. "I li.stened to Cream when I was younger, and

I realized that all the songs I liked were written by peo-

ple like Skip James and Howlin' Wolf It just felt

right to me," he said.

Smokin' Joe's love of the blues can also be traced back

to early rock acts such as Eric Clapton and Led Zep-

pelin. He liked their music, but failed to realize it wa.s

the blues. "I knew nothing about the blues," he said.

"I didn't get into the blues until I got up here (in the

Pioneer Valley). Out here is a great scene for the blues.

There's a lot of young, open-minded people who are

willing to try new things."

Roche admits that the atmosphere in the Valley has

opened him up to other styles of music besides blues
"1 listen to other stuff I never thought I'd listen to

before." he said.

.Some of Roche's favorite local blues acts include

Wildcat O'Halloran. who plays every Monday night

at Sheehans Cafe, and Sugar Ray and the

Bluenotes One of Stepchew's favorite local bands is

Ed Vadas and the Fabulous Heavyweights, who
will be opening for Bo Diddley this Friday night at

Pearl Street.

"There's several good local bands that are caught in

the Valley syndrome of being really good, but never

leaving," Stepchew said. "But that happens all over

the country."

Blue Bill, who runs the Blues Jam in which local

bands can perform every Tuesday night at Pearl Street.

thinks that the re-emergence of blues in the Valley

reflects a national trend. "You see a lot more album

releases and bands touring now." he said. "Old timers,

like Eddie Kirkland and Lazy I.«ster, are touring

and putting out new albums again because it's

economically feasible." He credits Robert Cray and

Stevie Ray Vaughn for the blues resurgance.

Stepchew is wary of the sudden blues popularity.

"There's such an upsurge and so many people are com-

ing to town, that people who support the blues can't

support them all. Clubs won't be able to bring in the

smaller acts. They'll stay with the safe, big names."

But for Stepchew, too much blues is better than not

enough. "When I started in 1980, 1 had the only blues

show on MUA. I think it's great that people can listen

to it all week now."

Bo Diddley's beat, Fishbone and Cotton's blues this wknd

F^nuMitiWiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHHiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiii^^

By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

For those ofyou craving a bit of musical entertainment,

here's what's going on around the Valley during the week

of April 6th- 12th:

Tonight, the Union Program Council welcomes Irelands

Hothouse Flowers to the Student Union Ballroom;

showtime is 8 p.m..

At Katina's tonight, catch the finals of their Talent

Search Showcase' with locals The Bowery. The Accus-

ed, and The Sane.

LIVEWIRE
Over at Sheehan's this evening will be Snakes 'n Lad-

ders; Twisters hosts The Chess Kings, and the Iron

Horse welcomes singer/songwriter Greg Brown. Brown

will be playing along with Joel Mabus, for two shows

at 7 and 10 p.m..

Tomorrow, April 7th, catch Fishbone, who'll be perfor

ming along with the Slamming Watusis at Katina's.

Appearing at the Universal Joint tomorrow night will

be the legendary Bo Diddley. Diddley, whose show was

originally scheduled for February, will be taking the stage

at 9 p.m..

Tomorrow at Twister's, enjoy a bit of R&B with The
Poor Boys; or catch the Diane Davidson Band, i who'll

be performing along with Erica Wheeler) at the Iron

Horse for two shows at 7 and 10 p.m..

On .Saturday, April 8th, the Iron Horse welcomes old

favorites Brewer and Shipley, who'll be performing one

show along with Ed Haynes, at 8:30; the Boston-area

band New Man plays along with locals The Bowery at

Katina's; King Cod and the Blues Sharks will be at

Sheehan's; Urban Blight take the stat,'e at the Univer

sal Joint after Comedy Night (8-10 p.m.). and The Strag-

glers will be at Twisters Tavern in Amherst.

On Sunday, April 9th, the Union Program Council

presents Mike and the Mechanics at the UMass Fine

Arts Center. The show starts at 8 p.m., and opening for

the Mechanics will be The Escape Club.

At 8 p.m. on Sunday, Amherst College presents Anne
Hills and Michael Smith at the Amherst College cam

pus center; L.A.-area heavy metal comes to Katina's with

Shok Paris, and Celtic harpist and storyteller Robin
Williamson appears at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m..

On Tuesday, the 11th of .\pril, Cindy Kallet performs
an early show at the Iron Horse, with guitarist Danny
Gatton following at 10 p.m.

On Wednesday, April 12th, head over to Twisters for

some reggae/funk with the New York City band Spunk,
or over at the Iron Horse Wednesday, catch

singer songwriter Brooks Williams (ala Bruce Cockburn)
for one show at 7 p.m..

For all blues fans, the legendary Chicago bluesman
James Cotton will be appearing at the Universal Joint

this evening; The West End Blues Band will be at

Sheehan's tomorrow, and King Cod and the Blues
Sharks take the stage at Sheehan's on Saturday, the 8th.

Watch for: A busy April 1,5th The Malarians, The
Vestrymen. M.D. and The Ail-Night Vigil at Sheehan's,

Bim Skala Bim at the Universal Joint, and Alternative

Tentacles recording artists False Prophets at Hampshire

College.
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Jazz-rock at Hatch Friday
Tumurrovv ni^'ht in the

Hatch, thi' WtuvesttT hastd

band Equinox will bnns^

their uniquf brand nt ja//.

rtK-k and fusion to thf

University

In addiliKii to iht'ii

original composition!;.

Equinox covt-rs aritistji such

a.s Carlos Santana and -Jot-

Jackson, as well as jazz ar

n.-is t)i lutif Coleman,
Chick Cmea and Wayne
Shnlti'l

CMass junior Chris Ciain

t> tronis the hand on ^;uitar

and vocals, Henry Dor

nut/er plays alto sax, -letf

(.ielb plavs kevbtKuds and

synlh. ami the (uiweilul

ih\thni section iscompri.sed

I if IXnis Camtv on bass and

viK'als. and Chris tireanio

on drums and percussion

The tiainty brothers. Dor

milzer and (Jelb. are all well

\ (1 <eti musicians, each hav

iiij; studied classical mu.><ic,

while Ciieamn has played

the drums since tt^v ^l

The show -tail- .11 ;• p in

Bami infiirntiiliKii prm ul-

t'll h\ Jost-ph T Dart

EMPTIES?
We'll (jiadly take 'em!

el

WE NOW
HAVE

IMEGABUCKS

Super selection

o1 Beer & Wine

We stock over

100
brands of beer

-!<:[
TlTquor

STORE

|ft# tn^ndly store

WestSt.RteHe.

S Amherst 253-9742

SHEEHAN'S
A F E

lurs April 6

SNAKES AND
LADOmS

WCST END BLUES
BAND

KING COO ANO THE
BLUES SHARKS

WILOCAT
O'HALLORAN BANO

[Coming Up
April 13 R«y Maaon Band
Apfil 14 Flight 5 05
)orm«rly Driving SN>*«r«v>

Apfil IS Th« Malarians

w/Yha Vaatrym«n
Apm 17 Wildcat O Halloran

Now's
the time

to caN...

North Amherst
Motors

7S Old Sur>der1and Rd
No Amherst $49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

|'h,tl.. I i>urti'*\ ol r ijUinnt

Worcester based band Equinox

;ed about it long enougi

Get in the act at

Northampton

Nautilus.

^^:

>*-

}

We'll help yov tatfet in on
good prices to Eorope

this summer

Yotir Partners In Travel

586-8953

i

i

if

For Healthier SIcin
FacM*

Omp Port CtMnaing ftcutt

LMh I Brow Tinting

Hflif ntniovB wNh wsfin wu
Up • Brow Shaping • Chm

Bituni Lm( * Ljgt

am Cttmctm AvaHabit

UecnMd AMttwtlcian

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

Men arid Woman
34 Mam Street Amherst

253-9879

,ORThAfVipTOI
^

^If NautIIus^ Inc.

^ » (41

NORTHAMPTON MA 0TO60
13)504 4975 10

Required

CS'NAUTIlUS'ltfrCVlCtS'TANN

Buy 1 Month $50
Get Second Month

FREE
VW E t H T

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Law Offices of

Henry Dickson

25% Student
Discount

(413) 586-3005
41 Main Street

Florence. MA 01060

Tickets
Unlimited

Tickots Now
Avallablo

BON JOVI
Hartford June 23

Worcester April 9

All Red Sox & Bruins

& Whalers Playoffs

413-734-0770

El Grecoi
Pizza

Isle off Mykonos
We serve authentic

GREEK CUISINE

Our whole wheat
pizza is perfect for

weight watchers!!!^^
Delivery 7 days a

week to S. Amherst
from 5pm to 1am

Close to Brittany,
Southwood A Rlvordale
460 West St., Amherst
1 mile south on Rt. 116
Next to R&P Liquors

Tel: 253-9239
256-4196^

WOMEISrS ISSUES
UMass
students
to march
By SHARON WILKEY
ColleKMan Stafl"

When more than 400 students from
the University of Massachusetts head
south this weekend, they will be setting
off for something much more significant

than spring break.

The UMass students will join delega
tions from more than 400 colleges and
universities across the nation Sunday to

march at the Rally for Women's Equali
ty and Women's Lives in Washington.
D.C.. according to the National
Organization for Women.
Kate Nugent, an educator advocate

from the Everywoman's Center who
helped to organize transportation, said.

"The respomie has been so great, we've
been able to fill four buses." More sign-
ed up for bus tickets, but the EWC was
unable to charter a fifth bus.

The rally was organized by NOW to
show support for the Equal Rights
Amendment and legalized abortion, the
rally is scheduled just 15 days before the
US Supreme Court is expected to begin
reviewing federal prtJtection of the right

to have an abortion The court legalu
ed abortion in 1973 with its decision on
the Roe v Wade case.

Molly Yard, president of NOW. said.

"College and high sch<K)l students - the
young — have the greatest stake of all

in this fight to keep birth control and
abortion safe and legal."

Yard added. "They're the ones who
must feel the greatest urgency to retain

the legal right to decide when, and if.

they will have children."

The local chapter of NOW. the pro-

choice group Pe<jple for Choice, and in

dividual students will repreaent UMass.
More than 300 local residents have

reserved spaces on buses provided by the
UMass chapter of NOW and the EWC.
according to spokeswomen from both
groups. The buses are scheduled to leave

UMass late Saturday night.

UMass conservative groups are not

planning to go to Washington to protest

the demonstration, according to W. Greg
Rothman. a spokesman for the UMass
pro-life group Students for Life.

Rothman said he expects pro-life ac-

tivi.sts to protest the march, but only as

individuals and not as members of any
con.servative group from the University.

"But I do think it is a very bad prece-

dent for individuals to think they can
lobby the Supreme Court," Rothman
added.

Local author to offer workshops
Leslea Newman says writing provides release for feelings
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Correspondent

An award winning Northampton author,
who will offer writing workshops for

women this April, says writing is

therapeutic.

Writing brings out feelings, said Leslea
Newman, who has received a $9,500
Fellowship Award from the Massachusetts
Artusts Foundation Fellowship Program in

Boston for her poems about violence

against women
"Many times women are surprised by

what they write," she .said

This belief has led Newman to i-stablish

two writing workshops for women: 'What
are you eating? 'What's eating you?" and
"Write from the Heart."

In the first workshop women write about
their eating disorders, which brings
recognition and validation of their diseases

to themselves, according to Newman.
The writing exercises in the workshop ap-

proach many angles of eating problems
such as body image, hunger, sexuality,

clothes shopping, anger, and having needs,

she said.

"It's a support group that uses the tool

of writing to understand feelings about
food, focusing on the feelings the writing

brings, and sharing what was brought up
through writing with the group," she said.

"We focus not on dieting or losing weight
but on the women loving themselves as
they are This is a message most women
haven't had from the diet companies and
advertising." Newman said. "I encourage

instead of discourage because I feel every
woman has a story to tell."

Newman has told her story, too. She has
published a collection of short stories titl-

ed "A Letter to Harvey Milk." and a col-

lection of poetrv, "Love Me Like You Mean
It"

Leslea Newman
"I am continually writing poetry, ^.uil

Newman, who has been published in the
magazine Seventeen.

She IS preparing a children's book.

"Heather Has Two Mommies," and an an-

thology of poetry by Jewish women about
their grandmothers, both to be published
in the fall.

Newman, who has taught workshops in

Northampton for four years, graduated
from the University of Vermont in a self-

created major of social services in creative
writing and received a certificate uf poetics

from the Naropa Institute, in Boulder.
Colorado.

She publLshed a novel in 1986. "Good
Enough to Eat," which is the story of a
25year-old bulimic coming to terms with
her problem and her sexuality.

"I write for six hours a day," Newman
said. "A teacher once told me, "If you set

aside 15 minutes a day to write, by the end
nf the year, you have a novel."

"

Her workshop, "Write from the Heart"
for women writers is scheduled to begin the
week of April 10

The workshop is for a range of women
writers. It will include writing exercises
that teach elements of fiction and poetry

"They start by unlearning what they had
learned in schools that taught them one
way to write." Newman said "I believe you
.should let whatever 's going to happen bet

ween the pen and paper happen."
She said the best way to learn to write

IS to read, write, and listen

"The most important thing is to have
faith in your work no matter what anyone
else tells you," she .said.

"You have to make writing a priority in

your life. Don't think about publishing at

all but write for the sheer joy of writing."

Letters sent to protest sexist images
By SARA GALER
Collegian Staff

A national organization, founded two
years ago in Amherst, is working to make
sexist portrayals of women obsolete.

Athletes for Equality is a movement
working to obtain fair and equitable media
coverage of women, according to AFE
President Beverly Smith.
"Athletes for Equality protests any sex

ist advertisements in general, not just

those that are sports oriented," said Beth
Berry, the Amherst AFE facilitator.

As one activity. AFE has launched a let-

ter writing campaign to Sp*}rts Illustrated.

claiming the magazine portrays women un-

fairly. Berry said the letters protest the

Swimsuit Issue (Feb. 1989». and suggest

alternatives, such as a women's sports

issue.

"There needs to be more coverage of

female athletes," Berry said.

Linda Verigan. a spokeswoman for the

magazine's letters department, said Sports

Illustrated has received quite a few letters

from AFE. Verigan added that AFE has
been sending the letters of protest for about

18 month.s to two vears.

AFE received a reply letter from Spnrta

Illustrated "The letter from Sports Il-

lustrated was very polite," Berry said.

"They said they would take the idea into

consideration"
Berr>- noted any immediate change in the

format of Sports lllustrated's Swimsuit
Issue is not likely.

"There needs to be
more coverage of

female athletes."
- Beth Berry

Verigan said Sports Illustrated
acknowledges AFE's viewpoint. "We
understand that some people don't care for

the Swimsuit Issue, and we certainly

respect their opinion. However, we don't

feel the Swim.suit Issue exploits women, or

that it's in poor taste. It's not pornographic
in any way." she said.

Sports Illustrated takes any suggestions,

ranging from more coverage of female

athletes l<i more coverage of men's awim-
suits. Verigan said.

AFE has been more successful convinc-

ing companies smaller than Sports Il-

lustrated to change their ad campaigns.

Berry .said.

Another AFE campaign involved an
advert i.sement for Palm-Aire. a Florida-

based travel company. Berry said. The ad
implied women visited executive con-

ference centers only as bored wives of

businessmen, she .said.

"In no way does it acknowledge the

possibility of women as executives." Berry

said. "In response to our protest, they

cancelled the ad and fired the advertisers

that created the concept."

"The best response I got was from my in-

surance company,'" she said. "I had writ-

ten them in protest of a specific ad. They
wrote back to me and said how they would
try to be more responsible in their adver-

tising."

Berry said companies will always res-

pond to legitimate complaints.

"It doesn't matter if it's part of a cam-

paign or if the prote.st originates on a more
personal level, " she said. "What matters

is that our voices are being heard."

France's ^abortion pilP still distant prospect
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

The pro-lifers are denouncing it as using abortion as
birth control, while the pro-choicers are hailing its ex-

istence and pushing for its legalization in the United
States.

RU-486. "the abortion pill." has been credited in several

publications with reducing the physical and mental
tramua associated with abortion by making the need for

surgical abortions unnece.ssary.

HEALTHWATCH
The pill blocks the fertilized egg from attaching to the

uterus wall, preventing pregnancy from continuing.

Carol Florence, a spokeswoman for the National In-

stitute of Child Health and Human Development in

Washington. DC. .said, "RU-486's legalization really

depends on the demands of our society in the future."

She said controversy between pro-lifers and pro-choicers

was stirred when the media first began reporting on

RU-486.
"At this point, no pharmaceutical company is willing

to put it's stockholders or its integrity on the line in order

to manufacture the pill,"' she said.

Developed in the early 1980's in France, and manufac-
tured publicly in 1986. the pill remains under patent and
is available in France only by pre.scription. Its availabili-

ty in the United States is not expected any time soon.

Susan Cruzan. a spokeswoman for the Food and Drug
Administration in Washington, D.C., said in order for

RU-486 to be manufactured in the United States, the pa-

tent must first be sold to a company in this country.

But the National Institute for Child Health and Human
Development hasn't gotten any bids from manufacturers
for RU-486, said Florence. "It's not surprising, consider-

ing the controversy surrounding the issue." she said.

And even if American drug companies choose to

manufacture RU-486. drug development takes more than
eight years, Cruzan said. Legalization depends on
RU-486"s effectiveness and safety, she added.

Florence said the National In.stitute for Child Health
and Human Development has been researching the pilTs

effectiveness for five years.

The majority of research done at the institute has
centered around the development of RU-486's effec-

tiveness against Cushing's syndrome, breast cancer,

glaucoma, and improving fertility. Florence said.

"I do know that there are other in.stitutions. like the

National Cancer Institute, testing the pill now, but I really

don"t know if it will ever be legalized." she said.

Women's Forum
Children's Fair
University Child Care is sponsoring a Children"s Fair

Friday from 9 a.m. to noon in the Southside Lounge
in Hampden DC in Southwest. Call Stacy Ives
5452466.
March
A March for Women's Equality and Women"s Lives

is scheduled for noon Sunday in Washington, D.C. Peo-
ple who wish to march with the UMass delegation
should meet at the base of the Washington Monument
before 10 a.m. Sunday.
Contest
The National Organization for Women Foundation

is sponsoring an essay contest titled "The Continuing
Struggle for Women's Equality in the United States.'"

Students enrolled in high school, college, and continu-
ing education are eligible, and the winners in each divi-

sion will be awarded $1,000 scholarships. For more in-

formation call (202) 331-0066.

Workshop
The Friends of The Jones Library will sponsor a

Babysitters Workshop for boys and girls ages 11-14.

The free workshop will be in the Jones Library Gallery
from 3 to 4:30 p.m., on April 12, April 26, May 3 and
May 10. Call 256-0246 to register.
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FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE

DENNIS MILLER

Tix on Sale Now—$8
Sponsored by The Commuter Area Government

FAC Box Office 545-2511

APRIL 7.1989 8PM

OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

If you are thinking about returning to

the Residence Halls for the Fall 1989

semester, NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY.
Applications for residence hall space are

available in the Housing Assignment Office,

235 Whitmore, and will be guaranteed until

June 1, 1989.

Questions? Call the Housing Assignment
Office at (413) 545-2100, Monday through
Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Thank you!
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Blues remain fresh
A couple of weeks ago, WMUA's Stormy

Monday Blues host Bill Stepchew raised a
question of deep concern, and one could

sense some soul-searching as the looming
conundrum passed from his mouth, to the

mike and out over the air-waves.

The question was one regarding the cur-

rent state of blues music, and its per

formers and performances

To paraphrase the question, he wondered
if people were getting sick of the blues.

Perhaps, according to "Blue Bill", "...
there's so many blues acts in the Valley

that they <the public) can't afford to got to

all of them." According to the query,

"Perhaps we've had too much of a good

thing in the past few years. People just

aren't able to go to all the shows. They
can't support the shows in the Valley."

Apparently, "It was trendy in the last 10

years, and now the trend seems to have

passed." With the current multitude of

blues artists, there is a lack of patronage
for many of the acts that are at the
forefront of the blues genre.

Those who follow blues music seriously

are ecstatic with the increase in blues per
formances at our local venues, and that in

flux has helped to give everyone exposure,
opportunity and a chance.

Joseph McGuigan

So it may .seem that blues music has
become passe. Bill But after 10 years as
a DJ, I'll bet you haven't heard a blues song
that's been played to death. The blues just
aren't on that scale Just keep on giving
them a chance.

Joe MvGutgan luves the blue*

Ik ^Sophomores and Juniors
now hiring for Fall Semester 1989

COLLEGIAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

Great experience working for New England's largest

daily college newspaper

Apply Now
Come down to the Collegian Business Office in Campus
j^enter Rm. 113. lower level, to pick up an application and

job description.

545-3500—Collegian Is an EOE

/IRTC/iKVED
-^ \ CLASS RINGS

The QuuUt} The Craftsmansfoip

The Keuard hm Desirtv

Don I miss thLs

opportunirv to !i?ft

AnCjned style and

quilitv ai an unbeut-

ablf pncc'

Wednesday, April 5 to Friday, April 7 ij .UNIVERSITY
S^MSTORE^

C t<mH Krtfjinri rJ«!w Hint*

Deposit Weauifed

MUA plays the blues
**********WMUAS TOP TEN BLUES PLAYLIST FOR MARCH

1989***********

•>.
1. Various Black Top Blues-A-Rama Volume 1 Black Top

2. Lucky Peterson Lucky Strikes Alligator

3. Sugar Ray and the Bluetones Knockout Rounder

4. The Jelly Roll Kings Rockin' the Juke Joint Down Earwig

5. Tony Williams Alien In My Gun Home Ichiban

6. James Cotton Live at Antones Antones

7 Duke Tumatoe and the Power Trio / Like My Job Warner Brothers

8 Various Black Top Blues-A-Rama Black Top

9 The Neville Brothers Yellow Moon A&M

10 Big Jack Johnson Oil Man Earwig

SMART COOKIES KNOV...

^ E It
CHINESE RITCHEN

150 KING ST.. NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

IT'S THAT

TIME AGAIN

TIME WHEN THE TEXBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERSi

RETURNS START
APRIL 10

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS: Men - FrI 9am-4pm

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical plant bidg
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AP ph<>l<>

TEACHER
of the Year,

OF THE YEAR — President and Mrs. Bush look toward Mary Vas8il*kou Bicouvaris of Hampton, Va-, the 1989 Teacher
yesterday during a ceremony in her honor at the White House.

THE HIGHEST DANCE FLOOR IN

THE VALLEY

siii^-

Rack-A-Disc

THURSDAY NIGHT IS
PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKE'S

M^^ PROPER ID
REQUIRED

DRAFT BEER $1 .00

ALL NEW
MUNCHIE MENU

EVERY FRIDAY AT 9:30 PM • 11 TH FLOOR
MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

DRINK SPECIALS
Rolling Rock Bottles 990
Meisterbrau Pitchers $3.50
Vodka Drinks $1.50

Don't Forget Mike's Famous
Friday Afternoon Buffet!
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Student paper
rates teachers,
draws fire
MEDFIELD (AP) - A pair of Medfield high School

students published a newspaper that drew attention for

its well written stories about health and drug issues and
an interview with the author of a novel that became a

smash movie "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?"

But they drew even more attention when they rated 26
teachers on a scale of zero to five in their maiden issue

last Friday.

"It hurt a lot of people; faculty, students, and pan'iu>

.. One teacher was hyperventilating. 1 thought 1 would

have to call a doctor," said Tassos Filledes, the school

principal.

Jesse Jacobs and Marcel Sarmiento created The Gravy

after John Moretti, the vice principal, refused to allo\^

Jacobs to write a story for the school paper on a survtv

<if student drug use.

But the two seniors told Middlesex News that then

survey was not intended to be a personal attack against

the faculty

"It just show.> what some kids thought about the

teachers at a particular time," Sarmiento said. "If we took

another survey today, their thoughts would probably be

diflerent. We had no intention of hurting anyone."

The lowest rating issued was a 1.4 to an unnamed
teacher, but Robert Santoro, president of the Medfield

Teachers Association, said his colleagues were not con-

cerned with their position on the scale.

"It wasn't just the people at the bottom o( the list, it

was everyone," he said. "I didn't hear anyone say, I

should have gotten more points than this guy." It was the

concept of rating teachers in public they thought was bad

and unfair."

Moretti was singled out in a story about "neurotic power

figures" who run the school and he was lampooned in an

ad that shows his picture on a beer bottle. Jacobs and Sar-

miento consulted the American Civil Liberties Union

before running the ad, which was labeled "Parody."

Moretti said he doesn't expect to win any pc^ularity con

tests as the school's chief disciplinarian, and he doesn't

lay all the blame for The Gravy's fallout on Jacobs and

Sarmiento.

"I think what we have here are two young men who are

somewhat innocent and naive, who may be getting bad

advice." Moretti said. "Some of the stories were very good,

.ind the layout was lattractive). But I think someone told

them that evaluating teachers and staff was not going to

hurt anyone."

For their part, the fledgling publishers plan to go to

press again in May, but they declined to say what sur

prises the next issue may hold.
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I
$$ COLLEGE $$
SCHOLARSHIP
$$ HOTLINE! $$
1-900-321-4567

$3/CALL 24 HRS

3 min. recorded
msg 100% guar.^1

CINEMA

Working
Girl R

$2.50
w/Student ID

AMITY ST, 253-5426

Open?
days a week

7 a.m.-lO p.m.

107 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst

SpeedWSSll) n Pray St ,
Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St., South Amherst

AP plMMo

TIROZZI REPORTS - State Education Commissioner Gerald Tirozzi, right, unveils

a report that contains voluntary approaches to quality, integrated education for Con-

necticut children at a meeting of the state Board of Education in Hartford yesterday.

RED, WHITE A BLUE $£49 ^c
24 12 o7 CANS W- OEP,—

-

Harvsy's

BRISTOL CREAM v^
SALE«7** i^fl^Q
MAIL IN

REBATE *2
«5

CANADIAN LTD
SALE MO"

IN REBATE "S"

FINAL
COST

1 75 L

Ballatoresaiiaiore $039
Spumante w/^^mi $12

SALf PRICES TMU«
4 6 THRU WED 4 1;

cs

HEAVY REVERSE WEAVE
SWEATSHIRT NOW
AVAILABLE AT:

A. J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant Street • Downtown Amherst
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Grand Opening
Saturday April 8tli

Live Broadcast
with DJ

Nicic Danger
12-3 p.m. ^^

Prizes & Giveaways

"1 WS/WVWWVW^V^MV^MVWVWV\AA^^AAA/Vb^^i^.

V0^̂
Star In a music vldeolf
* ir $21.95 <"

\\ Sing tiie Lead in your ^
, favorite song $11.95

Video Resumes, taient searcii Videos!
professionally engineered and

ready instantly

ONQ Quaiity

State of the art with dual cameras

22 exciting moving backgrounds and

special effects!

An audio library of over 100 songs!

ONQ Recording Studios
Cafe Square Hampshire Mall

586-5933

FASHION ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR ^

STYLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY IN AMHERST

AT

ring in ^
this Ad ^

t $t oM

SHOES LTD.

EST. 1897

>^ aJ^ ? 8 *^AIN ST. AMHERST 253-5598 >

ATTENTION SHUTTERBUGS!

Back by popular demand,
the "DAY IN THE LIFE" Photo Contest

PHOTOGRAPHERS, here's your opportunity to

display your PERSONAL VISION of UMass in the

award-winning INDEX yearbook. Although quantity is

limited, 100 FREE ROLLS of FILM on TUESDAY,
APRIL 11 on the CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE.

Lucky film holders will then have 24 HOURS to

SHOOT THE HELL OUT OF UMASS! Just remember...

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!

For further details, contact the INDEX staff at 545-0848.

HAPPY SHOOTING!
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
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"Zag and Thena! ... Come on in and act

uncivilized!"
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ETC.

"Sex alleviates tension;

love causes it."

- Woody Allen

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (Mofch 2t ApfH 19) Voo

tackle a new pfoiecf v>rtfti zee* m
pressing fughisf vjp* ^*®w tnends

and odrrwers ore part of ttve

pockoge Stop orw thmk before

you spend ony more rrKX»©v on a
hobOy
TAUMIS (Apr< 20-Moy 20)

Qvjt txjftxjrir^ unfeoistic ideas

olxxit nrxjney Put tt* figures

down on paper arw onafyze your

Situation before committing

youseif The woy w* become
clear Persist in bu**ng savings

OMMNI (May 21-June 20) Vou

coutd benefit siOstantloity from a
relative s new business prefects

Tensions at home ease Let port

ner take the initiative m romonce
Evenings brmgs mixed results vou

get part of wtxjt you want
CANCII (June 21-July 22)

Career projects partners»T<» and
persorxji goats ore highlighted For

tf>e next few days, compromise

and let others take the lead

Avoid serious mistakes by adop-

ting a more conservative

approoch
UO (Ally 23 Aug 22) Ptarw and

ideas char»ge auickiy, you need
to be aware ot certain limitations

Effective commurncotion con-

fifHjes to be of prme importance

Write letters and return telephor»

promptly Some opportunities

come only once
VI«00(Aug 23-Sept 22) Take

ttie ball and run You know how to

get the best out of talented peo-

ple Seize an opportunity to fotow

through and complete a major

task Prominent person applauds

your diligence

(Sept 23-Oct 22) vou
derive immense satisfaction from

yoc» work now An offer w< rot b*
repeated make hay whie ttie %r\

shmes A surprise encounter wMth

an old frieryj could lead to

romonce
SCOtMO (Oct 2^Nov 21)A

secret stubbornness couka make
waves Extend tf>e harxJ of trwrxj

sinp to a newcomer or someone
less fortufKJte than yourseW A
temporary chonge of res»dence

could lead to a permanent
arrangement
tAWnAMWt (Nk3v 22-Oec 21)

Be the peacemaker m a family

sauobble Stnkir^g a better

bakance between home and
career win restore domestic tran

cMWv finances requre careful

handling Dont bite off more than

you can ctiew

CARMCOMI (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Things may not tDe moving along

as fast as you would like Get
ckDser to ttie earth Gordemng
arx3 othe outdoor activities w*
fielp reduce terwon Use your ner-

vous energy productively

AttUAMUt (Jdn 20-Feb 18)

Vour quck wtt and charm wm new
odmlrers insurance matters and
joint financidl deoNngs require

your immediate attention Focus

on mates needs arvd desires

Learn to puH together!

nSCIS (Feb 19-March 20) The

intensity of your desires is strong

Investigate making a major pur-

ctiase. discuss options with the

credit manager Work coriditions

will improve If you get organized

Know wtx3t you want.

MENU
LUNCH DINNER

French dip sandwich

Broccoli and
cauliflower casserole

Simmered corned beef

/steamed cabbage
Stuffed shells in sauce

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Vegetable grinder

Broccoli and
cauliflower casserole

Polynesian vegetables

Stuffed shells in sauce
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Rugby team to split up squad
The University of Massachusetts

rugby team will split up Saturday, with

the first and third sides going to West

Point to take on Army and the second

and fourth teams going to North Adams
State.

Of the two games. Army is the

greatest challenge. Last year in the

season opener. Army beat a young and

inexperienced UMass team. Saturday,

the UMass ruggers will be looking for

"redemption," as coach Francis Buttle

put It

"We're looking forward to it, without

a doubt," prop Eric Olsen said Ol.sen

also stressed that the team u,i- nving
to get in better physical shape lor Satur

dav's match.
- 1)A.\ SARAZEN

Women's tennis to face UConn
THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1989 COLLEGIAN 23

The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team will be facing two

hurdles today when the University of Con

neclicut visits the Upper Boyden Courts at

3 p.m.

"The first is a p<»werful UConn team and

the second is the possible loss of No. 1

singles player Christine Willsi'

Willse. according to UMass coach Mike

Mui,'sted. is questionable with a wrist in-

jury. "If she's out, it could change

everything." Hugsted said.

The final home match will feature one of

the .strongest opponents UMass will face all

season.

UConn overwhelmed UMass in the Fall

and it won't be any easier this time around.

Hugsted's young squad needs to mature

fast today to score the upset.

continued on page 23

Come on in and take advantage of

SCOTT'S SUPER SPECIALS!
6 University Drive at Newmarket Center, Amherst

diagonally across from UMass Staduim

MONSAT 8 AM- 11 PM /
fc. Tel; 549-2692 /

liquors]

S^ oK^

Strohs Regular
and Light

30-Pack Cans

O'Keefe Canadian
24-12 oz. Bottles

$12.99 $10.29
dep. •f dep.

Tanqueray Gin

$10.99

Relska Vodka
1.75's

Corona Extra

6-Pack Bottles

$4.70 "•"

Jim Beam
Bourbon 1.75's

$8.99 ^ $12.99

Visa/Mastercard Accepted, also Local Personal Checks

We want to be your favorite liquor store!

mm
VfO

^o

mi

PAINTERS NEEDED
in the Boston Area and
inside 495 area for

summer employment.
Both interior and
exterior work. Ex-

perience preferred,

but not essential.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Call (617) 9420388

Hmmh\J—dCm9
TriMfca * VMM AIM A««iH

NorthAmherst
R»nt-A-Wr«ck
fft.*JNo.Aiii(««rst

54».RENTj

• Oeate tuis A-

coor rsg'-'-auahty

feofocauctons 0*

coiof snofos. 35mrr
fun. or ans zonr

• Change cokjts a.nc cre«e
entwwy 't«w images

• =^educe 0- eniarae images
tTorr5C"cto400%

• Get custorrKrei. t^y-cotcx

ca»es^ abii your cxj^'iess

r»eeas. wnetfter you re f\ ti^

estate aavertjsr^ or

graornc 39sigr
• Ideal TOf 3" ytxjr oersonai

COLOR!

Canon
COLORLASERCOPER

AMHERST COPY
CORNER

37 East Pleasant St. • Amherst • 540-2aS4

For peopie wlio won't
consider compromise...
for people like you!!

Northampton Honda
Excludes all other promotions

586-8626 171 King St., Northampton, MA 586-8626
* 1000 total Maximum Payments

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER

Same Day Service
FILM IN BY 1000AM / PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 PM.

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

\^

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

baseball

.:on.unued "rom page 24

UMass will also ru't*d t,'iM)d pitching,' to

day. as Hartfitrd has a some of gcxni ones

of their own, the best hein^; Keith Wiley in

Kikeman's opinion.

"They have some gieal pitchm^; " -aid

Rikeman. "They are really deep
'

Another star for Hartford is pre season

AH American Jeff Bag\*'ell.

"He is a very good hitter, " said Rikeman.

"He plays the corner well. He was a top hit-

ter in the Cape league last summer."

Overall, Hartford shouldn't present too

much of a problem for the Minutemen pro-

vided UMass competes up to its p«)tential.

The Hawks are 3-6 1 after losing four of

their last five. They are a decent team

though and for UMass to win it will require

a higher level of play than it >li(iwed at St.

Joseph's.

"Beating ihtin will give us confidtiur

said Rikeman W. will have to pla\

harder to beat them."

Contest winners named
Seton Hall gave them a scare, but the

Michigan Wolverines won the national

championship and, at the same time, decid

ed the winners in the Collegian NCAA
h(K)p contest.

The overall winner in the contest was
Frederick Kleiman, who finished with 1 10

points.

Tom Sassi finished in second place with

102 and Karen B<mrque took third with 97

Nicholas Forsyth Fandetti '961 and Steve

Kingman <93i rounded out the top five

women's tennis
continued y~3m page J-

UMass. ttMHigh, is fresh off its easy vie

tory over St. Bonaventure on Saturday.

"The opening win was g<Kxl for us, but we

will need a total team effort to beat

UConn. " Hugsted said 'The U'am is ready

to play and the morale is high."

If Willse does not play, the UMass lineup

The five people mentioned above can

come to the Collegian office, located in the

basement of the Campus Center. Rm. 1 13.

to pick up their prizes.

Pretend you're going into town and bring

an ID. because we will card you to make
sure you're really you.

To all the non winners, the Collegian

would like to thank you for your participa-

tion We had a groovy time counting your

ballots

will be altered with everybody moving up

a spot on the ladder

Hugsted notes that although its very ear

ly in the season, this is a very crucial

match "A win would really propel this

team," he said.

-BRAD HALFOND

t'ollrgian plMto b> Jori Satammm

Jerry Creamer will be on the mound today when the baseball team
travels to the University of Hartford.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITItS

NOiiSM tTUOCNTS ASSOC - UMbng
Thur«/^)nie-9pm OrMOnManUMngi
AH »wtcom«' »ii/ncrm*freqic» Bo«*0«y
Samt.fotm0 lundraiaing

MA fNIOAV NMWT VIOeO Au n««««ilaM

EfllwiH *rr In front loungt 0> Nawmtfl

CanMr Al w«<coni« Fr**

ASIAN AMEmCAN STUDENTS ASSOC
Gcnaral M»*ina lonnW al 7 30pm Campus
C«nM"Oam 80S-S(N

TMCO OF QCOMOC BUSN? Un.v«r».ly

Damocan mtut Tu«iJ»y» «?3B Slu<>^i

Un<on 7 30

TO SHELLY O • Tr«« haimt folMC* >n-

ttructor on canHHiS' Banarama or a card

pick ona Luv A puahy frmnO toravar

STONE FUNK OANCE FARTV
with Boston Funii band Slone/oo

Friday April 7 10pm-2am
• Torrey Hall Mount ^*»*y^* .Col^iR

.

,'

MOOCL UN MEETIMO 4/5 m Harlar MaH

2ml noor a« miaraslad »ludan» are

walcome

ANTI MINUTEMAN MEETING A"!'

M.nuteman MeetingO Thursday Ap'ii 6

7 00pm Rm I63C Campos Canlar All uf»

ed to attend

LOOKING FO« A FRATERNITY. Sorority

Of sludeni o'gan.jalion thai would like to

ma*« $50ai0O0 lor 1 wee* marketing pra

(•ct on campus Must be orgam/ed and

hard worKing CaU Cheryl or JiH at

FOR A GOOO TIME CAUL

RACKA-OISC ENTERTANMtNT. 0«c
lockeyt kg««u and la/ga acvan wdao
dances 2SMUS

FOR RENT

POSITK>NS AVAIASLE: 3 portions are

available at the Canter <o' Siudeni

8u»t<«««««s Accouniani.'Qraphic Ar

liWC«nipuM( Coordmalor Applcalions

aMIill 11 TTTr r TT V"-
13, dua by noon on Apm t4 at CSS

ires erKt>ura9ed lo apply'

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL - SGA
s turmg lor nasi samaalai appkcaMns

CAM SnVAK H^py birthday LOM, your

big S«

Qua Apm i4«i

AND H.VSSA Vow guy*
I ton* yeu' ' Launa

THE uac IS GOINO to Wall Si Apni I4in

tickets on sale in the SOM Lobby 4/3-4^7 9-4

»20 members $25 non-mambers Loo* lor

details in SOM'

LOOKING FOR THE EXPERIENCE Ihal

Fortune 500 Companies like about

Southwestern Co Gam Sales/mgt ex

perience earn $3-5 thousand Paul

6653247

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB. Mon &

Wed 6-8pm Campus Center • Check Daily

Schedule Beginners welcome Pete or

Mike 6-7082

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OIL!

Join the Pioneer Valley Oil Cooperative O"
Campus Housing 428 Student Union

545 0865

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKt OVBI I

•or 2 Ddf apt Can 665-7301 »a»nfl Hirmtura

TAKE OVER LEASC/SubM 2 bdrm Si^Mi
VHUge Apt 665-8959

FOR SALE

ATARI S20 ST. 20 MB W).720t< F

Onva* 12008 modem * I20cpt NLO
pnmar . daak and lolt o« »o««*are

t1S00«O wHI *a« separata 6*5 7438 Sat

ft Sun 8A »>

NEW QUEEN SIZE oak walarbed woa*
4dwr pedestal t400«O aa6-743« Sal Sun
8A3P

DENNIS MILLER TIX Fourth nom carrtar

Froay niqhi Must seM' Dave 546-40S3

PANASOMC lOiOi PRINTER nwrJJTS 00

Apple sc'.be p-mler $75 00 283-4936

Pauline

19(0 TOYOTA COROLLA SEDAN
Standard-84K no rust runs very well must

sall$1900orBO Catherine 545^3441 Mo-

Fr 10am-6pm

HONDA ACCORD I960 LX A;C PSPB
Rebuilt engine new brakes enceiient con

dilion graduating $1900'BO 546-9960

1979 CATALINA CRUISER $200 station

wagon great lor rad trips or |ust around

towT Please call Shane at 549- 1594 Thank

you

OLD OMEGA 81 E«ce«eot condition 93.000

miles CaH 256-8389

FOUND

I FOUND YOUR WATCH n grad lower

bathroom call Karen 54f. 1169

FOUND GOLD BRACELET m lower cen

tral on 3/30 Call 546-4944 to identity and

claim

FOUND' Woman's nng by restrooms m CO
Concourse on Wednesday. 3/29 Come to

the Collegian identiW il and it s yours'

FOUND 3/31 at Boyden Tennis Courts a set

ol keys go to CC mlo center to claim

LOeM. ARCHITECTURALyENQINCEnMO
PMHi aaaka mMnor daav< or ar«9ina«nng

•ludantt tor part lima worti Cad Taytor

DuaiwraHaiO^M

HOUSE WANTED

RCSPONSiaU COLLEGE STUDENTS
Waol to rartt h»o to thrae bedroom houaa

CM Man al 54»i275

HOUSEMATES NEEDED

To my lavoma Mtia tiaiar' Oai

lychad tor an ouMoaou* tprmg' Lo««

• VM m* or tf»* Chnnint - Nm» you
0W9 TW c pOfVOftvB

TOM MMIV - You wara awasoma Friday

niQM' Bob Harlow would ba proud' Con-

grats again' An aW SHS budity - Mary

SEX QOOOen. ban T«i>orry about walrus

Be happy' Gona Jam land peanut butter

too') PO

CAPE COO
2 Roommalas naadad lo share 8 paraon

houaa mearHarolHwwi* From Memorial

Day mrough Labor Day For more mtortna^

tiooconSci Oava 54»O068 545-2150

INTERESTED m VIDEO?

U.V.C. IS THE OROANIZATKJN 10 |Oin"

Union Video Carter ganarai iiiaaling ton^
in the Commuter Lounge by the hatch

700pm

LOOT

LEATHER JACKET WiiSAPon the lining

and keys m pocket stolen at Lambda Chi

on 3/31 very sanlimertlal and causmg great

problems If you have the jacket or bought

It please contact ma 546-6561 $80 or wh«
you paid • no questions asked

NEED CASH 0UK:K

GET YOUR BASEBALL CARDS Out ol the

closet and sell them to Todd 549-6361

Ell <My awaaoma roomte) its

tpnng" I was gonna say i need some
bncks' but I don't anymore" Smite smile

smtia" Just watch out lor bats' You are too

cool, and I m gonna miss ya Much love

Aimae

SHARON - Hope we're friends lorever

Here s lo Chris. Pat FraiMi Matt and the

mystery man Cool beans, huh'' Kathy

MMSTA • You re linaMy 21
' Now you are a

legal nyrrvhomaniac Happy birthday Love

Shawn

HEY KATHY STOfFEL - Happy 19th B
day' We love you CCJJTTHK

LEE MING - We have had the best ol tintes

togett>er I know there's more ahead
Thanks lor understanding me i miss you

already 143 forever Sybil

TO THE
Liaian havan t you haard<'>''> R't AAvaiv
tura thai Cans' rs yours From the Gypay
Fortune Teflar

LA MLLE OUCBECOISE- v6«rroda from

Amnard 10 HMga You had Monde ha» and
ware wim a Frenchman and another

Ouebacoaa H miaraalad reply hare le

Chauffeu'

WESSTER WEST STAIRWELL COUPLE
Aom 1 1>»¥» pKturas need money reply t*o

lortgar irtnocent bystanders

MTERESTED7 Maybe Curious' Yes Who
are you'' The guy in tt» grey gopher hockey

sweatshirt and taM friend

2 REM TIX Apr 9 Worcester if interested

call 546^4705

MISSINQ: One valuable friend Answers lo

Kiarslan Weal If found return lo Pam or

Joanne

TO THE RED—HAIRED GUV in my english

class I m |ual a peopie-watcher I don't

mean wtylhmg by It You probably thmk tm
a pam in the butt Sorry

FRANK REILLY: You are the saaiesl guy
1 (now * Secret Admirer

AMBITKMS BUT NOT GETTING AHEAD?
Southwestern gives sales aitparience and
$3-5 thousand The opportuntty you need

bul moat can I handle Paul •SS-3247

SUMMER SUBLET

NtCO 1 FEMALE TO SUBLET my had ol

ma irom in Brandywma apl Rani nagol
Caas4aB3

BEAUTIFUL AND SPACIOUS i
BEDROOM
apaninani ai aaaWa tor sxnmar sutMl Tha
apanmam Ma aacoMMonng. a larga pool,

big front and bacliyrdi and a baaaattall

court It's right on Uia bus Ima and nanutas
away from a laundrymal. raaluranlB and a
convenient store Ca8 Jed or Rick M
546-0962 or Jeff al 546^965

bedrooms indiwdu*y or group On bua
routo 546-9006

TAKE OVER OUR LEMC!

TIRED OF LIVING ON CAMPUS? Looking

lor an apartmenf 4 bdrm apt m ~

Vitaga AvailabtoJun tst AMi--
On bua kn*. Cal »34132

TO SUBLET

THE 26th IS coming up soon I m
bringing my workboots. can t wail 10 see

you' Ditto 00

ronnic, I'm walchtng you love Sabina

SENIORS!!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS"

•JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAKJN'
' Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses caHmg '

other UMass seniors
• Apply at the Memorial Hall Basemem "

or call 545 3509
APPLY TODAY!!

ROOM IN ROLLING GREEN .

1 Females ciU for details 253-7B4I

t ROOM AVAILABLC Northwood A^St
June ' rent negowftto lurmshad Bus Routo
clean & quiet Sarah 865- 3970

TRAVEL

TICKET TO SAN FRANCISCO 5/26 4pm
must sen this week' 546-5306 one way
$125

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, onxampus. al-

tordable. grammar reviewed, dependabto,
584-7924, Nancy

PERSONALS

-GREEK SING-
Is everyorie ready lor Greek Sing'

The buses will leave from

Kappa Kappa Gamma every 10 minutes

Irom 7 00-7 50pm See you there'

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

-stmscaiPTioNS to the collegian
ate available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anyvrhere For more

information come down lo Room 1 13 Cam
pus Center or Call 546-3500

AUTO FOR SALE

MERCURY CAPRI HATCH excel condition

low mileage must sell $ 1 500 or BO Fran in

Hatch Kitchen

1987 VW GTI16V red sunroof A/C 26K

$8900 Call Pete - 323 4820

1980 FORD FIESTA $300/BO Must sell

runs line sunroof 585-5774

CLASSIC 1964 CHRYSLER NEWPIORT
push button auto powerful engine looks

and runs great S850/BO 253 ?9t6 anytime

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

APRIL 9 AT CAMPUS POND. Entry forms

at Boyden Intramural Office, Totman Main

0«ice. SAO Office. Student Union

GRADUATION

JUOIE S RESTAURANT IS taking reseda

tions lor May 28 Call Laura Mondays 9-5

Tuesdays 6 11 253-2670

HELP WANTED

WORK FOR GREENPEACE ACTION - lielp

preserve endangered species, reduce to»-

Ic wastes and slop the arms race Salary,

benefits travel and advancement Full/part-

iW 2 10pm Call 2561439 Bill /Shannon

Apply now lor the summer'

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assem

ble products at home Call for information

504 641 8003 ext 598

HELP!! I need a tutor lor Linear Algebra I

must get a C Call Chns at 549-5419 eves

COUNTER HELP, atterroons and even

,ngs flexible hours, apply at D P Dough

HELP WANTED. Must be avaiable to work

during day Monday, Wed.iesday_& Friday

Apply in person at Copycat Print Shop, 228

Triangle Street, Amherst

ATTENTION GREEKS
Are you practicing your song for

Greek Sing''

Remember you will be judged on

ORIGINALITY, CHOREOGRAPHY
MOST ENTERTAINING and
OVERALL PERFORMANCE
See you at Pearl Street"

•••GREEKS ONLY-"
Hi everyone' I hope you are enioying Greek

Week' Remember Greek Week Volleyball

Tournament is on Friday April 7 at 4 00pm
al Delta Chi If you want to play please

make up a team consisting ol nine mitnbers
Irom your chapter A chapter may have
more than one team I need the list ol

players and team name by TODAY at

4 00pm in my mailbox at Greek Affairs

Thank you'
Inah Choi

V P OF Activities

Panhellenic Council

ATTENTION POETS CORNER IN

SOUTHWEST • Your house council is spon-

soring a semi-formal at Flat Street iVt

Dance Club) April 1 3 Buses and bullet will

be provided tree Signs will be posted m
your dorms lor lurltier mlormalion or call

Jason 6 7568 m James House

DEBBIE BERKENFELD - Happy 21st' See
you uptown tonight' Love Betsy and Sue

KATHY STOFFEL - To the best roomie' I

wish you the best on your birthday' Love

always, G G

KAPPAS - Keep Guessing stay tuned for

further announcements' Yippee Skippee

HEY KATIE R U—QEDDON IT! Send
Shawn over for some real women love Dee
atyj Julie

LT...Saw you Sunday mghi. and as usual

you looked totally hot' Keep those hona

muscles going strong Love Hona

SCOTT E POWERS: The other mght was
awesome Get rid of your third link, and I'll

t>e all yours

MARY BETH GEROING AND PETER
LOGES: Congratulations on your engage

ment' Love Cfhnssy. Kim Kathy and Dan

CATHY STOFFEL!!! Happy birthday sexy'

Love ya Ta pieces, from the sluoly guy

across the hall

TO THE HOT WATER QUEEN- Happy 19th

birthday Can you feel your nose' Wicked

cool hey huh'' Maria, Bill and Adam

WANTED: 2 females or males nonsmokers

to share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywme tor

next year Call Bob 549 7442 or Jeff

546 7442

CAPE COD SUMMER ROOMMATES need

ed call Kara al 549-8i9i

71 NEWTON SOUTH - I see you ve shed

the sweatshirt lor leather much to my
pleasure Do grape-nuts go stale' Respond

here

TO MY SECRET ADMIRER who came by

Thoreau last Thursday niqhi Thanks lor the

ton of chocolate How d you know' Sara

JOSH MARCHETTE - Happy birthday Love

ya. Mart Jen & Kel

FREE SEX - Contact Matt. Chris. Paul. Rick.

Harry. John. Sean, Mike. Mark. Ian. Chris

M at Greenought snack bar'

RIDE WANTED

LOOKING TO RIDE with daily SprtngtTeid

commuters Will pay' 731-8301 eves

ROOM WANTED

SEEKING A ROOM in boarding house July

through fall semester Bill 549-5008

ROOMMATES WANTED

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED for Bran

dywine apt starting 6/1 Call 546-8285

HELP! Female roommate needed to share

large bedroom m new luxurous house'

Washer'dryer sundeck, gas heat central

air, more Only $215 par monlhl Call Pam
now' 546 7318

WANT TO RENT AT AMITY PLACE

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENT<S
want 10 rent an Amity Place condominium
with any information pleaae call Matt al

5^-1275

WANTED

5 RESPONSIBLE GIRLS seeking 4 or 5
bedroom house Call 549-1372

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR I EASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT—CALL 546-6405 or 546 6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer' Call 549 1660 George

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES Overnight 8
same day service 665-8873

SUMMER JOBS FOR
ENVIRONMENT

THE

THE CLEAN WATER ACTION PROJECT
IS hiring lor part-TIME CAMPAIGN POSI
TIONS AVAILABLE NOW TO PROTECT
DRINKING WATER AND TO PASS A Mass
recycling bill Work now and line up a sum-
mer |0b that pays $4000* on the Cape or in

Amherst Call Steve at 549-7450

WANTED TO RENT

WE D LOVE TO TAKE YOUR 3-4 bedroom
lease over starting September 665-8659

RESPONSIBLE, CLEAN. MATURE
STUDENTS seek 5 <- bedroom house
anywhere Will take lease 6 1 Please call

Rick 546-4903 Bill 546 3282 or Jake
546 3285

PLEASE HELP US! Four responsible '

pie looking to lake over lease to

bedroom house please call Beth or Britl

549 0958 or Karen at 549 0618

MY DOG AND I are looking to take over a

lease of a house or an apt We want room-

males too Please call 6-4317

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease for a 3 4

bedroom house starting 6/1 call 549-1538

EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS SEEKING
summer house Want to exchange renova-

tions or repairs lor rent Call Pete or Mark
at 549 4600 x3l8

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743
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spa?rs
D is the key as Gorillas beat Brown, 15-6
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

There's an old sayin^j that ^,'<.ts. it you siinf vou may
win. but if the other team doesn't score, you'll never lose."

Yesterday the University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team took to the defensive, as goaltender Sal

l.oCascio and his supporting cast pitched a shutout in the

second half. From there, the offense took over as the

Gorillas blitzed New England rival Brown. 15 6 at the

Boyden Hill UMass has now won 21 straight again.st New
England teams, dating back to 1985

Balancing off the defensive play was a stellar eight goal

effort from Scott Hiller. The junior attack came into the

game with just seven goals in the first five games

"The beauty of this team is that we're not a one man
team." UMass coach Dick Garber said. "You try to gear

for one man and five more can kill you."

Others had been picking up the slack. But seeing Hiller.

still the primary Gorilla threat, crank it up was a big

iKXJSt.

"It's about time. I've been waiting for a go<jd game,"

said Hiller. who had his eight on just 14 shots "It had

a lot to do with my confidence. I only had a few shots

against Cornell and St John's, but I finally got it going
"

The eight goals topped the seven goals that he scored

in 1987 in his collegiate debut against Delaware It may
also be the most he's ever scored, including high school.

"They used to take me out after six goals." he said of his

pre-collegiate days.

But Hiller needn't worry yesterday. He was firing on

all cylinders, as was the rest of the team. Leading just

8 6 at the half, the Gorillas (5 li played posses.sed over

the final 30 minutes, totally haflling the Bruins t4 3».

L'Mass needed the performance to shake the doldrums

of a tough loss against Cornell, followed by an OK win

at St. John's

"Af\er the Cornell ganu- ut were down, we felt we
should have won." Garber said, "and we were shocked at

how St. John's played. We weren't that good in the first

two games, but today we said 'Let's see how we can play.'"

The Bruins got a heavy dose of what L^Mass can do when
it's at the top of its game. Brown was able to keep up for

most of the first half, as senior attack Jamie Munro got

his team on the board just 19 seconds into the contest.

L'Ma.ss rattled off three straight, the first two by Hiller

and the other by Paul Ganci <four goalst to lead 3-1 just

2:35 into the game.
The Bruins rallied behind Munro and Jay McMahon to

take a 4-3 lead after one, and it didn't look like defense

would be a factor. Goals by Hiller and Ganci gave UMass
the lead back before Munro's third goal tied it with 8:59

left in the half.

What happened next may have swung the game total-

ly into UMass' hand. On a clearing pass. LoCascio

misfired and was picked off by Munro near midfield.

LoCascio was way out of the net and Munro had a wide

open goal, but bounced it over the net.

With that, the Hill crowd of 1735 had itself a whipping

boy for the rest of the game. Cries of "Jamie, Jamie" rain-

ed down whenever he touched the ball, and Munro
couldn't have disappeared more if he'd driven back to FVo-

t'ollrfiiin phoio h\ JaBon TaWrman

Jim McAleavey (30) looks on as Paul Ganci (1 1) leaps in the air after scoring a goal dur-

ing the Gorillas romp over Brown yesterday.

vidence right then and there.

"Soudan clocked him, and then we alternated (Toml

Bonnet and (Eric) Muench to take him out of the game."

Garber said.

A pair by Hiller and a single tally by Jim McAleavey

(five assists) around a Sam Jackson goal closed the half

at 8-6.

Little did anyone know that Brown would never score

again. The defense stiffened up, and LoCascio made
.several great saves to keep the Bruins off the board.

The Gorillas turned up the physical game, with Munro
being a favorite target. When a Tim Soudan hit cleaned

Munro's kitchen on the far sideline, the Hill crowd went

nuts.

"We like the physical game. When the Hill gets going,

the team gets going," Soudan said.

Three more by Hiller, two by Ganci and single tallies

by Rob Codignotto and Vince D'Angelo finished the

scoring.

As it turned out, none of them were really needed.

LoCascio picked up the majority of his 19 saves after in-

termission, with the defense keeping the heat off for the

most part

Baseball, softball to travel to Hartford this afternoon
• Minutemen look to get back on track • Minutewomen to battle Hawks twice
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

After this weekend's disappointing

split with St. Joseph's University, the

University of Massachusetts baseball

team is anxious for a chance to prove

how good it really is. It will get the

chance to do that today against the

University of Hartford at 3 p.m. at

Hartford.

"It will be good for us to get back out

on the field against Hartford." said

assistant coach Bob Rikeman. "Against

St. Joseph's we didn't really play as well

as we should have played. We played on

their level of the competition instead of

playing on our level. Hartford should

give us the chance to play up to our

level."

Rikeman. the pitching coach, and

a.ssistant coach paul Archey might end

up at the helm today due to the fact that

head coach Mike Stone's wife is

reportedly in labor. They shoiild have no

problem if they do, since they already

have an idea of what they're going to do

today.

Rikeman said Jerry Creamer, a

transfer from the Florida Gators who
pitched in the college World Series last

year, will probably get the start for the

Minutemen with Dan O'Leary coming

in for relief

"We want Creamer to go as long as he
can go," said Rikeman. "We also want
to get O'Leary in and get him some
work."
One change might be made in the

field, moving Steve Kern to third base
and Brian Donovan to first.

"It's just a defensive move," Rikeman
explained.

Despite the 7-8 record UMass has go-

ing into the game, the Spring so far has
shown how much young talent the

Minutemen have picked up.

"Glen DiSarcina, our short-stop, has
already proven he can make big league
defensive plays and that he can hit

well," said Rikeman. DiSarcina, like

designated hitter Drew Comeau, is

following in the footsteps of an older

brother. Glen's brother Gary, a UMass
shortstop, was drafted by the Angels
last .summer.

Other entries in the pleasant surprise

catagory include freshman outfielder

Brian Bright, who leads the team with

four home runs .so far this season, and
a pair of freshman catchers, Derek Dana
and Lou Olivieri.

"Their defensive catching is ex-

cellent," Rikeman said. "They have had
problems throwing runners out but

behind the plate they are doing a very

good job."
continued on pagt 23

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The April showers have brought mix-
ed blessings for the University of

Massachu.setts softball team. When
Tuesday's scheduled doubleheader
against URI was scrubbed, the
Minutewomen smiled at the extra time
to heal a flurry of bumps and bruises.

Then again, according to coach Elaine
Sortino, softball skills are difficult to

tune in an indoor gym such as Totman.
which the Minutewomen have been call-

ing home all spring.

"Right now, we need to play," said

Sortino, whose team played some of

their sharpest ball of the year in a pair

of wins over top-ranked Princeton and
UConn last Sunday. "The longer we
have to wait, the tougher it is going to

be for us."

Well, by this afternoon, the waiting

should be over. UMass is scheduled to

travel to the University of Hartford for

a doubleheader. beginning at 2:30 p.m.

Though the Lady Hawks claimed 12

wins in their most successful sea.son

ever last year, they find themselves 0-4

and undermanned early on this spring.

First-year coach Irene Mach's roster

lists just 13 players, and is especially

thin in the pitching ranks. Tracey

Ciosek threw both losses last weekend
at Yale, a 6-5, 5-0 washout, then absorb-

ed a pair more Tuesday afternoon at

Central Connecticut State University.

Last year UMass beat the Lady
Hawks twice in Amherst, 5-0, 6-2.

The rest has given UMass freshman
pitcher Holly Aprile some extra time to

heal her right eye, which took five stit-

ches between the Princeton and UConn
contests last weekend. Aprile return-

ed, by the way, to sling a six-hit, four-

strikeout, 3-1 victory over UConn. The
effort earned her Atlantic 10 Pitcher of

the Week honors.

"She was only 60 to 65 percent," Sor

tino said of Aprile's performance Sun
day. "But she pitched an outstanding

game, I think it was a great choice."

^^^^
Extra bases: Thanks to Tuesday's

rainout. the beginning of the Atlantic

10 season was pushed back to this

weekend.
UMass will play four games at Tot-

man. meeting St. Bonaventure Univer-
sity for a doubleheader beginning at

noon Saturday and Penn State Univer-
sity for a noon doubleheader Sunday.

Weekend forecast: Rain-

drops continue to fall on
our heads — 30 percent

of the time. High 55-60.

^?:SSMinority students see

benefits of new School

of Management pro^ ^p,
gram. Page 4. ^K

Northampton's Pleasant

St. Theatre provides

fresh entertainmant for

moviegoers. Page 9.
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TALKING ABOUT WRITING - Members of yesterday's "Journalism into History" panel
discuss their works during The Art ofNonfiction: A Writers Conference, held in Memorial Hall.

The conference is scheduled to continue today at 10 a.m.

Hoyle: Many alarms ^malicious^
Amherst deputy fire chief says students must police themselves

By TOM CIAMPl
Collegian Correspondent

Nearly two of three false alarms the Amherst Fire

Department responded to last year at the University of

Massachusetts were pulled "maliciously," a trend ex-

pected to continue this year according to the senior fire

prevention officer for the Division of Environmental

Health and Safety.

Keith Hoyle said that in fiscal year 1988, 128 of 197 false

alarms were determined "malicious pulls." An additional

55 were considered "accidental pulls" (no malicious in

tent) and 14 were caused by system malfunctions.

Malicious pulls are defined as fire alarms pulled as a

prank, or with an intent to disrupt activity, he said.

"The malicious pulls are recognized by all involved to

be instituted in most cases by friends of students living

in the dormitories, not by residents themselves," Hoyle

said, adding that most occur on weekends.

Pulling an alarm "maliciously" is considered a misde

meanor under Massachusetts General Laws, and is

punishable with up to a $200 fine and/or a year in prison,

he said.

Hoyle, who is also deputy chief of the Amherst Fire

Department, said three residence halls — John Adams,

Coolidge, and Van Meter - are where malicious pulls oc

cur most frequently. He said in FY 1988 there have been

19 malicious pulls in John Adams, 16 in Coolidge, and

10 in Van Meter.

Hoyle said between July and December 1988, the first

half of FY 1989, 16 additional malicious pulls occurred

in John Adams and Coolidge alone.

Residence directors agree with Hoyle that little can be

done to prevent the pulls. Julie Elkins, John Adams RD.

said, "there are about 50 fire alarms in this building, and

little pattern of when and where they are pulled, other

than that many occur at" 3 a.m. or 4 am on weekend

mornings.

Hoyle said that the end result is students policing

themselves. "I believe that everyone knows it's not cor-

rect to pull alarms maliciously."

One fire truck, two fmlice cruisers and one physical plant

truck are required to respond to all alarms, he said.

Larry Moneta, a.ssociate director for Residential Educa-

tion, said a student caught pulling an alarm maliciously

faces, at minimum, a deferred removal from their

residence hall, and involvement in subsequent infractions

means removal from the dormitory.

Moneta said students can also be required to attend the

five-hour Fire Safety Discipline Education Program and

follow that with a project, usually a paper.

Hoyle said even in dormitories where frequent false

alarms occur, most students take the alarms seriously,

although two residents in John Adams disagreed.

Karen Heavey, who lives on the 20th floor, said, "I know
most of the alarms are false because they always seem

to occur t>n weekends." William Walsh, a resident of the

10th floor said students leave the building only "because

if they don't they are fined.i'

Rally to kick off GLB Week today
A noon rally scheduled for today on the steps of the Stu-

dent Union Building will start the sixth annual Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Awareness

Week.

The rally, entitled "20 years since Stonewall." is one

of many daily events .scheduled for the week long celebra-

tion ending on Friday, April 14. Stonewall is the name

of a gay bar in New York City repeatedly raided by police.

Subsequent protests by the gay community prompted

some of the first media coverage of gay, lesbian, and bisex-

ual concerns.

Comedian Kate Clinton is scheduled for 8 p.m. at

Chapin Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College. Tickets

are available iree oi cnarge. for more mlbrmation, call

545-4824.

Other Awareness Week events planned for today include

coffee socials for undergraduate and graduate students.

During the weekend, workshops as well as entertain-

ment will be offered. An "Anti-Homophobia Boogie" is

slated for 9 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom,

and a GLB Entertainment Extravaganza is planned to

follow Sunday's workshops.

The workshops, including ones on AIDS and the

Massachusetts Gay Rights Bill, will be held throughout

the afternoon Saturday and Sunday in the Campus
Center.

-SHARON WILKEY

UMass creates

$3 mil. reserve
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

A $3 million dollar reserve fund has been created to help

soften the blow of next year's state budget for public

higher education, according to Prov«»8t Richard O'Brien

On Wednesday, the University of Ma.ssachusetss Board
of Tru-'te*'- voted for a reduction in force at the UMa.ss
Bo.stoii Tho reduction allow.s tru.stees to eliminate non
prnression.il positions without prior notice. O'Brien told

meml)ers of the faculty senate yesterday

"The employees mu.st realize that by July 1. they may
be without a paycheck and job." he ^aid 1 hnj).' to tiiod

this doesn't happen here"
O'Brien said campus-wide, administrator tsked

to spend 97 percent of their fiscal year 1989 budgets. In

academic areas, the average reserve is 1.6 percent. The
administration was requested to disburse between 3 per-

cent and 8 percent less than they did in FY 1989, accor

ding to O'Brien.

An ambassador program has been implemented between
UMa.ss and alumni and others with interests in the

University, according to Deidre Ling, vice chancellor of

University and development.

"The program will serve as a two-way exchange of in-

formation," Ling said. "There is a vast sundry of things

to work on, (including) visibility and support for the

University."

Franklyn Jenifer is scheduled to appear at the next

senate meeting He will be asked to present the senate's

view to the Board of Regents, O'Brien said.

Minuteman
apology draws
skepticism
from students
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Minuteman staff members faced more than 100 angry

students in an open meeting last night to offer apologies

for items printed in recent issues of the conservative

newspaper, claimed by some to be racially offensive.

The meeting, held in the Campus Center, was original-

ly held to discuss ways to combat the Minuteman, was
sparked by a recent item printed by the conservative jour-

nal that featured a photo of Student Government Associa-

tion Sen. Aniy Bhogilal, a Southeast Asian. The photo was
altered so that the senator was holding a bowl and ap-

peared to be begging for assistance.

Many Southeast Asian students said the mock adver-

tisement was a "racist attack" because it ridiculed the

famine conditions existing today in many Asian nations.

Led by contributing editor Paul McGonnigal,
Minuteman staffers apologized for offending members of

the community, and said the staff is striving to become

a better conservative political journal.

But McGonnigal refused to say if he thought the adver-

tisement was racist and balked when Bhogilal called for

the resignation of its entire editorial board.

"For the degree to which we have offended people — we
apologize," he said. "We are not a bunch of racists. Call

it ignorance, call it what you want, we are sorry for that."

McGonnigal said the advertisement was an attempt to

offend Bhoghilal's political ideals, and was in no way an

effort to make a conscious racist attack. Bhogilal often

voices opposition to conservative senators' efforts in week-

ly student senate meetings.

continued on page 5
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Amherst Drop Zone
ARMY/NAVY STORE
T/ie only Gtnume Army/N»vf Stor* in the area

^Thousands of: SHORTS
TRAVEL BAGS

FATIGUES
EUREKA TENTS

ft other camping
accessories

10% OFF
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103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
(Behind Bart's

next to Panda East)

256-0039
Open 7 days
a week
M-Sat 10-6

Sun 12-5
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3 Hot Shows weekly
FRIDAY 9:30 SATURDAY 8:30 & 11:00

ADMISSION $6.00

SATURDAY 1 1 PM SHOW
2 FOR 1

ALL AGES WELCOME

DISCOUNTS AT
KATINAS

Present your Comedy Zone ticket

stub at Katinas for Discount
Admissions

DAVID R. MARK
SAM SILVERSTEIN
MARK INFEILD
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KEITH GAUMONT
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Open Stage 2nd Wed. each month
HOST: ISSIE GESSELL

• Restaurant Specials •

BUFFET $5.99
ALL YOU CAN EAT MON-THURS 8PM

SUNDAY
BRUNCH $6.99

ALL YOU CAN EAT 11AM-3PM

COMEDY OR DINNER RESERVATIONS
586-1202
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North testifies

he was told

to keep quiet
WASHLNGTON < AP» - Oliver North, testifying in his

own defense, said yesterday that Reagan administration

superiors told him "not to tell anybody" about his rule

in funneling aid to the Contra rebels in Nicaragua.

North took the stand shortly alter George Bush was

identified in court as an intermediary in President

Reagan's secret plan to aid the Contras.

North, who faces a dozen charges in connection with his

role in the Iran-Contra affair, said, i was particularly

admonished" to keep secret "that another country was
providing millions of dollars to help the Contras " Saudi

Arabia supplied some $32 million dollars to help the Con-

tras. beginning in mid-1984.

Under questioning from his lawyer, the former White

House aide depicted himself as a Marine officer with plans

to take command of a battalion at Camp LeJeune when
top officials in the Reagan administration enlisted him
to run the secret Contra operation in 1984.

North testified in his own defense after his attorneys

read into the record a lengthy account of the Reagan ad

ministrations efforts to keep alive the Contra struggle

against the leftist government of Nicaragua.

The account, a legal "admission of fact" read to the jury

with the agreement of the prosecution, said Bush personal-

ly told the president of Honduras in 1985 that extra aid

was being funneled to his country as payment for help-

ing the Contras.

The account also said a representative of Panamanian
militar>- leader Manuel Noriega offered in a meeting with

North to assassinate the Sandmtsta leadership in

Nicaragua.

ACADEM]^ _
.,MUSIC #ete^
on the park • nonhampton. massachusetts

Daily: 6:45 & 9 p.m.
No showing Sat. Evening
Film resumes on Sunday
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DELIVERING A MESSAGE - World-renowned Blues artist Bo Diddley paid a visit to
WMUA yesterday to deliver his anti-drug campaign message. He is scheduled to play at Pearl
St. tonight.

Asian festival

begins tonight
CC sight of celebration
By MARIA SACCHETTl
• ollegian Staff

Hundreds of studentti are expected to fill the Campus
( enter auditurium tonight for dancing and cultural shows
as the largest minority group on campus pr^ents its >ixt h

annual Asian night.

Deborah Lee. president of the Asian American Students
.Association, said the six hour event, beginning at 7 p m.,
1-^ a "celebration" of the many different Asian cultures,

ranging from Korean and Cambodian, to Indian and
Chinese.

"We want to show people uut cultun- u\ .1 iuii w.iv Ijfe

.>aid "It IS one thing that draws the Asian students

together and eliminates the gaps on campus
"

The talent show will feature an Indian violinLst, a
Korean dance, hula dancing by Hawaiian exchange
students, an exhibition of the traditional cwttumes of

various Asian countries and denion.<$trations ofTae Kwon
I)(i and Kung Fu by University (^Massachasetls students.

<he said.

The event will also offer a fashion show of spring
clothing donated hy local merchants. Lee said. The show
is choreogiaphed by three Asian students in an attempt
to demonstrate the variety of talents in the Asian popula-

tiun. she added.

The celebration is also an effort to u. .itt- a bond bet

ween the many Asian populations on campus because,

although they constitute the largest minority group, Lee
said academic and cultural support services for Asian
students are virtually nonexistent.

eonnnu^d on page 5

Survivors, activists tell nuclear horror stories
By SCOTT ROE
Collegian Correspondent

To most people the death and destruction

that occurred when the United States drop-

ped two atomic bombs on Japan in 1945 is

only something to be read m history books.

But about 70 people got a first hand ac-

count Wednesday night in Hasbrouck,
when they attended a talk about dangers

nuclear weapons pose. The talk was given

by survivors of the Japanese bombings, and
American "Downwinders." people living

near nuclear weapon manufacturing
plants.

Tomomasu Takeshita was a student and
soldier in Hiroshima when the United
States dropped the first atomic bomb on

Aug. 6. 1945. At times speaking with a

translator. Takeshita said he and others

suffered enormously during the day of

destruction.

"All of a sudden a sound like a shower,

and air became fire. Everything burned —
my hands burned and my face burned," he

said.

The blast from the bomb killed or injured

over 160,000 people and destroyed

buildings in a four square mile grid. Accor-

ding to Take.shita. many people were bad

ly burned and "their faces and noses were

so swollen that they couldn't even open

their eyes."

"I saw young children coming back from

the school . . . without hair and [with] all

theirs clothed burned off." he said.

Mary Butters. an American
"Dov^-nwmder," said she also felt the effects

of nuclear weapons. Butters, who grew up
in Utah, said that as a child she had to take
thyroid medication to combat the effects of

radiation that came from the Nevada
nuclear bomb test site.

"You don't need to be in the epicenter of

a bomb blast to suffer the consequences of

the bomb." she said.

Butters said that communities near

nuclear weapons plants report higher

levels ofcancer and cancer-related deaths.

She said the people who run the plants and
the government are responsible for the

safety and welfare of the people of the

United States

"I think this IS everybody's problem. . ,

because we all live downwind, we all live

downstream, or upstream" from nuclear
weapons plants, she said.

Michael Lowe, a member ofGreenpeace,
said the US Department of Energy has
poured millions of gallons of toxic waste
and radiation-tainted water into the creeks

and .streams in his home state of South
Carolina.

"We in this country must begin to ad-

vocate that we clean up the Department of

Energy facilities prior to building new pro-

duction facilities," he .said.

He said the waste from nuclear weapons
plants occasionally finds its way into water

sources that supply South Carolina with its

drinking water.

Author: Debts prevent
Latin America strength
By STEPHEN PANGIONE
Collegian Correspondent

A strong-cultured civil society is the

basis of a powerful government, but un-

til Latin American countries are able to

deplete their huge foreign debts such

strength will elude them, novelist

Carlos Fuentes said recently in a lecture

at Hampshire College.

Most Latin American countries owe
tremendous sums of money to western

nations because of their involvements in

several wars, resulting in substandard

conditions in many nations. Fuentes

said.

"The workers didn't borrow the

money, but they have to pay for it by

poor living conditions." he said.

The democratic governments that

have resulted from these battles are

jjositive efforts, but are not likely to be

eternal, he said, adding that the "debts

are eternal."

A young population boom may offer

some hope to Latin America's en-

dangered economies, he said, adding

that its population is expected to dou-

ble that of the United States by the year

2,000.

Peasant migi-ation from rural areas to

the cities is also expected to boost the

economy by increasing the production of

industrialized cities, he said.

"All the jobs in the year 2,000 are

already filled by the youth population

of today." Fuentes said. "These actions

will make Latin America a significant

part of the world economy."
Despite his optimism, however, he

said there exists a downside to Latin

America's future. Fuentes said over half

the children born during the 21.st cen-

tury's population boom will already owe
$1,000 to foreign governments thereby

increasing poverty levels.

"We have gone from a real nation to

a legal nation," he said, adding that a

country is not "real" if half of its capital

is owed to a foreign nation.

The people of Latin America must
work for political change and a prosper

ing economy by improving living condi

tions and increasing self-awareness,

Fuentes said.

"We should build houses, strengthen

forgotten citie.s. and build the first road

and hospital in a city without one," he

said. "It takes society to make decisions,

not government.

By improving the conditions of the

rural and forgotten areas, they will find

their lost traditions of prosperity and

strength, he said.

"The citizens will become actors of

what concerns them and this is good,"

Fuentes .said. "It takes society to make
decisions, not government."

Charity run tomorrow
250 to participate in 10th 'Run for Ritter^
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow morning 250 people will hit

the road for kids on the streets.

Organizers of the tenth annual Run for

Ritter, scheduled to begin at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Alumni Stadium
Track, hope to raise $10,000 for homeless
shelters across the nation, according to

Karen Klemm, co-chairperson of the run

Elizabeth Pollard, publicity director for

the run, said volunteers who sign up to

walk or run the 10 kilometer (6.2 mile)

course pay a $5 registration fee. Par-

ticipants are encouraged to seek sponsors

for each kilometer they complete. The
event is sponsored by the Newman Student

Association and, in part, by the Student

Government Association.

Klemm said money raised through the
continued on page 5

Photo rourt^fiv of llw New mnn OnUr

"Run for Ritter" participants prepare for last year's 10 kilometer run.
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New SOM program
aids minority students
By BETH OTOOLE
Collegian Correspondent

The School of Management is beginning

to see promising results from a progi'am

that prepares minority students in the

school, according to the program's director.

Minority Management Education, in-

itiated last fall by SOM Dean Thomas
O'Brien, is a program to recruit and retain

students of color in SOM, according to pro-

gram director Phyllis Lane.

"The percentage of minority students in

SOM is currently 4.4 percent," she said

'We want 10 percent by 1991 and 20 per

cent by the year 200(1
"'

The School of Management chooses 325

freshman from about 4,000 applications

According to Lane, the MME progi-am en

sures that qualified students of color app

ly for those seats

"We are interested in providing oppor

tunities and hxjking at ways m which peo

pie can overcome hurdles," she said

MME's goals include increasing the p<Hil

of aciidemically prepared students to SOM,
enrolling a larger number of minority

students, and retaining already enrolled

minority student > through graduation.

Lane said. MME recruits students through
letters and special sessions for minority

students, she said, adding that retention is

achieved through academic advising, place-

ment activities, and individual counseling.

Lane said the program also tries to work
with high school teachers to ensure that

students will be prepared for college. One
way to accomplish this is through summer
progi'ams, when high school students can

spend time in college classrooms, she said.

Sophomore Jeannette Sanchez said she

learned of the program through the mail.

"It has helped me a lot," she said. "They
are vey helpful in trying to situate you in

a job If you aren't doing well in class they

try to get you a tutor."

Senior Wayne Hosang, a general

business and finance major, said the pro-

gram aided him in his job search. "Phyllis

(Lane] gets a lot of information on com
panies that l<»ok for minority students that

would help their specific needs, such as

language competency."
Hosang said that if a company needs a

Japanese speaking accounting major, for

example, "the administration wouldn't

know which students speak Japanese, but

Phvllis would."

Man arrested on Boston warrant
Police were investigating two vehicles

that were stuck in the lawn at the stadium

Wednesday when they arrested a 26-year

old Hadley man. He was arrested on an

outstanding warrant from the Boston

Police Department, according to police.

A second subject will be summonsed after

being served a trespass notice and
malicious damage notice of property over

$250, according to police.

In other police reports;

• A bicycle that was locked in a bike rack

in the basement of Mar\' Lvon was found

with Ixnh iires slashed and the .st-at tovt-r

cut ofl'. according to police. Damage was
valued at $95.

• Two University of Massachusetts women
reported that while they were entering a

vehicle parked in lot 22, a man exposed

himself to them. Police said the man was
not identified.

• Police said an accident on Campus Center

Way resulted when a vehicle was backing

up and hit another vehicle in the process.

Damage w:i- r^timated at $1,300

-BETH GATELY

VA^SS^^ ^US^^^*^
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CLEAN AND CLEAR - Freshman music m^or Kevin Connors ap-

plies a new decal to his car's rear window yesterday. The car was park-

ed in front of Butterfield Residence Hall.

Di
-O

Atlantis is being destroyed

—

and there is only one man
who can save it!

^
O

=s Beefeaters
Gin

The King of the Seven Seas n,

retums for a five-part

mini-series in

Standard Format Avail*t>(« in April

Written by Keith Giffen

and Robert Loren Fleming

Art by Curt Swan
and Al Vey

f. DC Comics lit

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Ute. 9 Hadley

Jim Beam
1.75 L

1299

2099
1.75L

Smirnoff fa

Vodka
1.75 L

1299

Dewar's
Scotch
1.75 L

$0049 g^
Labatts Beer & Ale 12 pk .' $5.99
Becks 2 12 pks $14.99 cs.

Fosters 6 pk. bottles $3.99; $14.99cs.

Columbia Crest Chardonnay

750111 $4.99

DftBoeiif Btaujolais Villages

7fma$4.99
... «

CSPC Liquors
61 .Main Street. Amherst

ChArge it! -T Lj ,11^^^ next to 1 own ndii

255-509

1
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Run for Ritter

COLLEGIAN 5

continued from page 3

the race will be donated to Father Bruce Ritter, a Catholic
minister who runs the Covenant House shelters for

homeless and runaway children in New York City,
Chicago and Ft. Lauderdale.
"These kids really have no life," Klemm said. "They're

just left in the streets. They have no job. so they fall prey
to pimps, pornographers and drug dealers. Covenant
House serves as a shelter from these types of people."
Pollard said two years ago, the run raised $7,500 while

Klemm estimated last year's total at $7,000.
The race is scheduled to start at 9:30 a.m. for walkers,

10 a.m. for runners. Klemm said prospective participants
who have not signed up for the run can do so at the track
before the run. Pollard said participants will receive free

T-shirts and local merchants will provide prizes for the
race.

Jennifer Parent, who co<hair8 the run with Klemm and
Nicole Belhumeur, said this year's $10,000 goal coincides
with the tenth anniversary of the run.

"I definitely think we're going to make it. Everybody
is really enthused this year," she said.

Asian festival
continued from page 3

"We don't have a center for ourselves," she said, ad-

ding that existing campus support services are

dominated by other minority groups.

"Asian people have nothing and they're the majori-

ty [minority]," she said, adding that many prospective

University of Massachusetts Asian students seek her

help because they feel the services offered by Admis
sions office will not meet their needs.

"I'm only a student." Lee said, citing the need for

increased Asian representatives for the University.

"Sometimes people just don't know where to go and
they look m a brochure and the pictures aren't of Asian
minorities," she said

The event is free and is .sponsored by AASA, the Stu-

dent Government Association Finance Committee, the

Panhellenic Council, the Office of Greek affairs, and
others, she said.

Minuteman
continued fiom page I

Pratip Dastidar, a Southeast Asian, countered: "You
think we are so damned foolish that we are going to sit

here, listen to your apology and buy it? You can say what
you want but we can see right through you."
When Bhogilal asked spectators to raise their hands if

they accepted the apology, which many later said seem-
ed sincere, not a single arm was raised.

"I believe a few were sincere but I don't believe they

all were," student Owen Broadhurst said, explaining why
he refused to accept the apology. "There are a few who
want to change the Minuteman, but I do not think they
will have anv success."

ggwu^'iS'j^ofe^sHijwMC^

I

tl)avUc'j3
1 Piny St . Amhi-tst M9 M03 • < 'p.n II « m

7 Iteys A We«k • Call foi Inke l>«il

Kikl»rn Open till midiiishl

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

EsUNDAY-100 Potato Skins
9:00 PM • 12:00 AM

Drink of th« Weok B««r of tho Month
Tanquoray A Tonic f1.S0 Amstol Ught $1.75

FOO
Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12
Tues. IOC Buffalo WInqs 9-12

Wed. Nacho & Cheese Platters 99c 9-12

LEGAL PROBLElfS?
Can LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Ri^ts • Chril Rights •

Woi^ers Bights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

\Si i('t;r«*t that we can no longer ufTer legal

repreiientation to students following the

Trustees' August 31, 19H7 decision)

€811545-1995

mmmMMimwMMnmmmmMimiiMim'W uiivmimM mih m ( i mi i m 1 1 m 1 1 1 i.i i ii.i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 h hi i i n«i i i imim i i m i<m i m tmn

ASIAN AnERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

at the University of ."Massachusetts

presents The Sixth .Annual

ASIAN NIGHT
April 7. 1969

6:30 p.m.-liOO a.m.
Campus Center Auditorium

Admission is Free
.^Sponsors: Spic ial .AcUviirs ."Support luiul. bCX".. 'SCA [ inaiut\ Olluc t>t r.rtvk

AKairs. PanhclloiAk Council.

^MI(l|l|IMMlilllNIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIWMItllNIIIIUliMHIIIIHlMIIIIIIIIIIIHINIllllllllllllll>^!...>^
ltl«IMIMNIMlilllMttlllNII
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Ueberroth,
partners

agree to buy
Eastern
NEW YORK lAP) - A group led by

former baseball commissioner Peter V.

Ueberroth has agreed to buy Easter

Airlines for about $450 million in a deal

that would give the strike-crippled carriei >

employees a major share of the company,
sources confirmed yesterday.

The deal, which is subject to approval i<\

Eastern creditors and the US Bankruptcy
Court, followed lengthy negotiations with
Eastern's parent Texas Air Corp.

Eastern scheduled a midday news con-

ference in New York to announce the deal,

sources close to negotiations said.

Miami-based Eastern has been virtually

paralyzed since March 4 by a Machinists
union strike that has drawn the support of

pilots and flight attendants. Eastern filed

for reorganization and protection from
creditors in US bankruptcy court in Niu
York on March 9 aj^ its cash dried up
Ueberroth, who flew to New York lat*'

Tuesday night from his California home,
began personal negotiations with Texas
Air Chairman F'rank Lorenzo early

Wednesday morning and continued them
until alxtut 8 p m.. resuming talks early

yesterday.

Ueberroth's gioup made made a $464
million offer for Eastern last week and
them withdrew the bid after being told by
Texas Air that it had bt«en topped by
another suitor, identified by sources close

to the situation as billionaire hutcl e.\

ecutive Jay A. Pritzker.

Under the offer accepted by Texas Air,

AP plMl*

Texas Air Chairman Frank I^orenzo, left, announces yesterday that a K^^up led by former baseball commis-
sioner Peter Ueberroth, right, has agreed to buy strike-crippled Eastern Air Lines. Tom Talbot, one of Ueber-
roth's partners, joins them at the podium.

Uel>erruth s and Thomas i albot. a former

airline executive from California, would
own 30 percent of the airline. Easterns

unions would have got another 30 percent

of the company in exchange for wage and

work rule concessions. The remaining 40
percent would be held by new investors, in

eluding Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc. and
Ardshiel Inc.. a smaller New York firm.

The group also will receive a minority in

terest in Texas Air's computer reservations

system. The reservation network. System
One. IS comprised of the former systems of

Eastern and continental Airlines, also own-
ed bv Texas Air

•

HUNAN GOURMET
f-

CHINESE RESTAURANT :,

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
READLRS POLL

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the 3est of the Valley PoH
Even though we were only open for one
month when the pol was taken, we are
pleased we made such a great impression

m such a short time span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 aays a kvee/c^No MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

fl

Sophomores and Juniors
now hiring for Fail Semester 1989

COLLEGIAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

Great experience working for New England's largest
daily college newspaper

Apply Now
rpirtLl?''".?^^^^

Collegian Business Office in CampusCenter Rm. 113. lower level, to pick up an application and
^ job description. ^ ^

545-3500—Collegian is an EOE '^^^^

The

Blue Wall
(or not at all!)DANCE

DJ Dy LAZERTECH AUDIO

ominuters
Don't forget to

Saturday,
April 8
9pm- lam
Blue Wall Cafe

^
^'y

Admission: $3.00
Free for Paid Hillel Members w/ Cord

'A

g

1 am to 4 pni

in the Hatch

Tuesday, April 11

sponsored by the Commuter Area Government
iJLi^.AMUMmi

i
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Uiiipuye aie tfiobe ul tlie inaiviaua! wrilet or ccsitoonisl

Glasnost trend continues
with youth organizations

necessaiily rellect the v

*i«AAiT«i:{;

[sity urilpss otherwise noted

People to-people exchanges with the
Soviet Union and the United States have
dramatically increased over the past three
years. Americans from diverse
backgrounds including artists, physicians,
educators, and business professionals have
shared personal lives and ideas Recently,
50 university students have attended each
other's schools jn 198889 under a non
governmental consortium of New England
colleges. This month, the first high school
student exchange brought Soviet students
to 10 American host family brothers and
sisters will return with the Soviet youth
next month to live in Soviet homes and at-

tend Soviet .sch(M)ls

Craig Voter

In continuation of this growing trend of

citizen diplomacy, another first occurred
when the Samantha Smith Foundation an
nounced its summer residential youth
camp exchange with the Soviet Union's
Central Youth Organization. 60 young peo-

ple, ages 12- 15. will arrive in Maine for the
month of July. 1989. Sixty American
youths will fly to Moscow to be transferred

to youth camps located throughout the
USSR.
Another first is the estabiishment of the

Worldpeace Camp for Teens, dedicated to

Samantha Smith in Poland Spring. Maine.
Coincidentally, the property is located two
miles from the site of the tragic plane crash
which killed Samantha and her father in

August. 1985. The Worldpeace Camp w ill

provide the first summer camp that will

specialize in building Soviet and American
intercommunications. A large delegation
of Soviet teenagers will be hosted by
Worldpeace Camp fn»m July 8 and August
4 in this international camping communi-
ty of 150 teenagers and staff.

Samantha was 10 years old when she
wrote a letter to Premier Yuri Andropov
in 1982. The letter stated that "she was
worrying about the Soviet Union and the

United States getting into a nuclear war."

The Soviet Premier responded that the

Soviet people did not want war and invited

Samantha to come to the USSR to learn

first-hand the views of the Soviet people.
The Soviet people responded warmly to
Samantha and she came home feeling that
these people "were like those in her
neighborhood."
Since her death, Samantha's mother,

Jane Smith, has been instrumental in set

ting up the Samantha Smith Foundation,
whose primary purp<»e is to foster youth
exchange with the Soviet Union and the
United States.

Mrs. Smith, in announcing the formation
of the Worldpeace Camp for Teens, in-

dicated that this program and site would
form the cennterpiece of her efforts to ex
pand Soviet American youth exchanges in

the camping environment. The Worldpeace
Camp for Teens, ages 13 17. will conduct
workshops in Soviet Life and culture, con
flict resolution, citizen diplomacy, world
issues, youth effectiven^s training with ac
tivities such as waterskiing. sailing, sports,

thearter arts, modern dance, stained glass,

fabric iuls, photography, guitar, ham radio,

chess, and llama trekking. Every efTiwt has
been made to integrate the Soviet youth
with their accompanying chaperones into

the Worldpeace Camp. Campers will find
signs on buildings in both Russian and
English. Meals in the dining hall that
represent both cultures, and a large
number of Russian-speaking American
staff.

Worldpeace campers will present the
hailed Peace Child theater production on
August 2, in Lewison, Maine. An audience
of 1000 youth participating in the Maine
camps will attend the performance. The
Soviet-American Cast will be a first in

Maine.
Peace Child has been performed more than
500 times in the US and the USSR. China
is now being included in this evolving pro-

duction which was founded by David
Woolcombe of Fairfax. Virginia.

The Stagers are conducting informa-
tional meeting about the Worldpeace Camp
for Teens and the opportunity to go to camp
in the Soviet Union this summer. Informa-

tion about these camp experiences and
meetings may be obtained by writing: PO
Box 1213, Camden. Maine. 04843.
Cratg Voter is a UMass student

An exercise in poor judgment
Calling an April Fool's Day issue a
parody", does not excuse offensive
characterizations of religious or ethnic
minorities The article "Collegian Editor
Abducted. Executed by Muslims " (March
31 ) goes far beyond the limits of good taste
or even sophomoric wit, to the point of gross
insensitivity to the deeply felt beliefs of

(rthers.

Tliis shameful exerci.se in poor judgment
and religious prejudice has no place at a
university with a commitment to tolerance
and civil treatment of others.

John J. McCarthy
Department of Linguistics

DC waste reaches epic proportions
I am a worker at the (gasp) Hampshire

DC. writing about those cute little table
tents that the food service people put out.

You know the ones with the information
on how much we irresponsible students
waste and how much money it costs. Yes.
well anyway. I was wondering how much
the D.C.'s themselves waste.

As D.C. employee. I see waste on grand
scales. On one given day, I threw out about
one hundred dollars worth of food. This
may not sound all that bad but you must
take into consideration that that was only
two meals. Can you imagine the waste in

an entire year? Can someone be .so im

competent in managing that thousands of
dollars could be lo.st in waste?

Another problem I have with the DC is

the amount of people on the shift that ac

tually do nothing. There have been times
where people were being paid to eat ice

cream. Now I don't want to attack studentis

that need the jobs for work study, but on
the other hand. I don't want to have to pay
more money for increased food costs

because people in management are not do-

ing their jobs.

Robert J. Connelly. Jr.

Kennedv Dorm

The tragedy when thousands of dreams are lost
Two-thousand aspiring college students had their

dreams of college education deferred last semester.

Two-thousand qualified individuals, statewide, were
denied admission into various state colleges and
universities.

"Sorry, you're outta luck, " these jjeople were told.

'We'd like to let you in [especially because you meet
our entrance requirements] but we can't. We can't af-

ford to, because right now we don't even have the

money to takie the a.sbestos our of the ceilings, or fill

vacated faculty postitions. Maybe Bob's Citgo is hir-

ing.
"

Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sunf
Or fester like a sore —
and then run?

The dreams of many more than two-thousand are

now going to be "deferred" at the least, because the

State Legislature has firmly committed itself to

decimating our Higher Education System.

The dreams of many who are denied admission,

though qualified, are going to be worse than deferred.

Because for many, a public education i.s the only one

they can afford. The dreams of these people are not be-

ing deferred — they're being smashed, trashed, mangl-
ed, stomped and ripped into little bite size pieces.

State colleges and universities should be, are suppos-

ed to be. affordable accessible alternatives to private

institutions. By denying admittance to qualified

students, our higher educational system is failing its

primary mi.ssion.

William Gorman
It doesn't take a "Lord JefT' to understand the pro-

mise the future holds for those who are denied educa-

tions, or to understand the anger and frustration of

those denied that dream.
Massachusetts is creating a big runny sore of its

higher education system, and the polluted pond pour-

ing out of it is bound to drown the dreams and futures

of more than a few.

Does it stink like rotten meat?

Does it ever! The bad stench of carrion is filling the

air because the State Legislature tried to trim some
"fat" off the educational budget, found it already

dangerously malnourished, but went ahead and carv-

ed off a few big chunks of throbbing gristle anyway.
The proposed budget butchery is a virtual certainty.

After the devastating cuts of the past two years, there
is no more fat in higher education. There is only skin,

bones, and hair — and not much of that. The legislature

is performing liposuction on an anorexic.

Or crust and sugar over —
like a syrupy sweet?

Maybe it just sags

like a heavy load.

The dream-killers in our state legislature will be forc-

ed to bear a heavy load when this budget goes through.
So will the cold-hearted freaks who shriek "No new
taxes" like dumb and savage, life-size, wind-up dolls

at the mere mention of ruined shortfalls. The load they
will bear will be the weight of ruined educational
dreams upon their consciences. Can a conscience bear
any more than two-thousand dreams deferred — or does
it explode?

(Poetry by Langston Hughes.)
William Gorman is a UMass student

Student businesses in danger
You live ofT-campus, you get out of your

12:20 class and are starving. Where can

you go? Earthfoods, the only vegetarian

cafe on campus. You're in a dorm, it's late

at night and the infamous brownie sundae

attack hits. You can run down to any of the

various late-night snack bars(Greenough,

McNamara, Sweets n' More, or Kennedy's).

What these services have in common, is

that they are .student-run businesses af-

filiated with the university. The busines.ses

get a variety of benefits like, no paying

rent, utilities, accounting fees, etc. This

money comes from the Student Activities

Fund (SATF). which is governed by the

SGA.

In theory, the system is a great example
of a symbiotic relationship — the student

businesses provide revenue, which enters

the Trust Fund and the SGA through the

Tru.st Fund, which, in turn, subsidizes the

.student busine.sses. Because of fiscal pro-

blems in the SATF. for the past two years

a tax has been levied on all the student

businesses.

The SATF tax t(x>k l.g/of all expenditures

the first year, then 2.4'and next year, 2.^.

In the fiscal year of 1988, student

businesses paid $12,585 back to the Tru.st

Fund in tax, while only taking in $9,184

in profit. Since the tax is a percentage of

expenditures not profit, the .student-run

businesses which lost money were forced

to pay additional money in tax. Not even
the P^ederal Government levies taxes on
businesses which lose money.

The future appears frightening. The
state-wide budget cuts have only worsen-
ed the financial situation for the SGA and
the SATF. We fear that our "free ride" is

coming to an end. Perhaps, next semester,
all .student businesses will have to start

paying rent and utilities. The Student
Trust Fund is "killing the goose that lays

the golden egg." If the university applies
too much financial pressure, it will force

all student businesses to fold, digging a
deeper hole for the SGA. and the universi-
ty, which we. the students, have to climb
out of.

The SATF must realize the substantial
revenue ($554,960) the university stands to

lose. Also, student busine.sses provide hun-
dreds of jobs for students ($131,960 in

payroll). The most valuable benefit takes
form in the way of services — printing ser-

vices, note-taking, newspapers, bicycle ser-

vices to various food services. Above all,

student businesses provide an education
comparable to a medical internship — a
hands-on training.

This affects everybody. Get active. Support
student businesses by addressing the SGA.
Support UMass and help stop the budget
cuts.

Staffs of Earthfoods
and the People's Market
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MOLSON 12 packs

ROLLING ROCK 12 packs

338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

PEACH TREE SCHNAPPS $5.99 750 ml
TANQUERAY $11.75 750 ml

MR. BOSTON 100 proof PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
$5.39 750 ml $6.99 Liter

HIRAM WALKER PEACH SCHNAPPS $5.99 L

From Austrailia

RESCHS PILSNER ft? COOPER LAGER OIL CANS
$1.55 each or 2 for $2.90

COLLEGIAN 9

$7.99 -k-dep.

$5.99 -k-dep.

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED ft DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER ft WINE •

ARTS&LTVINS
Pleasant Street offers relief from summer hype
By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

It may be raining outside, but it is unquestionably the
dry season in most local movie theaters. Summer is com
ing. though, so relief is in sight. Actually, it looks to be
a particularly interesting summer, with such imminent
releases as Batman, License To Kill, the sequels to Back
to the Future and Gho.Htbusters, the new Indiana Jones (

and the Last Crusade). Expect a record epidemic oJ

deja vu: summer 1989 will bear a remarkable resemblance
to summer 1984, the year which gave us the originals to

most of this year's sequel offerings.

For now, though, I've found solace in smaller films, in

limited-showcase films that might well go unnoticed amid
the fanfare of midsummer mega-hype.
Northampton's Pleasant Street Theatre offers a steady

diet of confidently soft sold cinema. While necessarily

ALWAYS ON HAND

r^Tired of those D.C
Brunches?!?!

Come to:

Flap Jacks
& More
Cafeteria

Weekend Specials
Huevos Ranceros $3.75

Steak & Eggs $3.75

Two Flap Jacks 990;
Route 9/College Street • Hours Mon-Sun 6 a.m.-3 p.m

Photo ifiurtt i.\ I rhan Blight

DANCE! That's the cry from New York's Urban Blifiht, whose r&b, ska, horn-driven music
takes over at Ten Below (formerly the Universal Joint), downstairs at Pearl Street tommor-
row night at 10 p.m. Cover charge is $7.00.

»mm»m»w999^rr99Mr9m }JMMlM93r3 3»»3»mw,,99

varying in degree of quality, the films showcased here
rarely disappoint. Pleasant Street is now the only theater
which consistently supplies the area with film at all left

or right of midstream. The freshness and diversity of the
Theater's offerings are what make this jaded moviegoer's
life bearable.

Pelle the Conqueror continues its remarkable run at
Pleasant Street. It took the Best Foreign Film award at
last week's Oscar race. It also dominated last year's New
York Film Festival proceedings. The film is beautifully
photographed, but Max Von Sydow's performance as the
elderly father of young Pelle is the true spectacle. Some
viewers may find Pellet bleakness disheartening,
however.

THE
SCREENING ROOM

Vigil has ended its very short run in "the little theater,"
but I feel it's only right to make some mention of it, even
if posthumously. There is a lot of good stuff" in this film,
but there's also a lot that's not so good. It's about a young
girl, twelve or so, who witnesses her father's accidental
death. Gradually, she finds her child's-eye point of view
inadequate to comprehend the effects of the tragedy on
her world Like Alice in the film Dreamchild. to which
The B«).stf>n Globe has favorably compared Vtgil. she finds
herself stranded, alone, in a world of paradox and ap-
parent nonsense. The farmhand keeps ".spint.s" in bottles.
The tractor is "alive." Mother hates her lovt-r The old
man on the hill has attained a mysterious and rather
sinister aura.

The film succeeds in capturing the limited perspective
of sheltered youth. It fails, however, in offering any kind
of comprehensive .statement. While charmed by its in
nocence and earnest nes.s. the viewer may be left wonder
ing just what it was about, apart from the stock answer
"coming-of-age."

Vigil was replaced this week by The Emperor's Naked
Army Marches On. This will play until April 15th.

TONIGHT!!
FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE

DENNIS
MILLER

Rack-A-Dis.c

f^/lJ^
PROPER ID
REQUIRED

DRAFT BEER $1 .00

ALL NEW
MUNCHIE MENU

EVERY FRIDAY AT 9:30 PM • 11 TH FLOOR
MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

I

Tix on Sale Now—$8
Sponsored by

The Commuter Area Government
FAC Box Office 545-2511
APRIL 7.

1

989 8PM
I I I I I M iTi

'" ' ^

Got A Job Yet?
RECRUIT '89"Can Help!

Announcing an incredible opportunity to meet over 60 top companies
under one roof.

Including
Biogen, Inc. • Burns A Levinson • Chemical Bank • Chubb A Son, Inc.

Dana Associates • Deioitta Haskins A Sells • EDS • E.I. Du Pont

General Motors • Harvard Medical School • Hibbard Brown A Co.

ICI Americas • J.P. Morgan * Jordan Marsh • McDonnell Douglas

Merck A Co. • PC Connection • Prudential Bache Securities

Raytheon Corp. • Repligen, Inc. • Sonesta International Hotels

United Parcel Service • U.S. Coast Guard • U.S. EPA • U.S. Navy

U.S. Peace Corps • Warren, Gorham and Lament • Wells Fargo Bank

Interview with major corporations, government agencies, and non-profits.

Pick up The Guide to Employment Opportunities, full of career options and job search

assistance.

Attend helpful career seminars hosted by industry professionals and career advisors.

When: April 13-14, 1989

Where: Hynes Convention Center, Boston, MA.

Register now: call 1-800-522-3435

V-

«-^^S'

'-«k
• ^ S' m
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Rockin ' Dave & co. pay the rent with inspired Hatch show
By WII.LIAM JAMES
Collfgian Correspondent

Rockin" Dave & The Rent Party
The Hatch
March 3

On Monday. April 3rd, the Hatch ceiling
opened up and bodies and tables and floors

went swimming in the falling stars, drown
mg m beauty, flailing in wonder and mingl
ing with blood, sweat and joyful tears of
sheer satisfaction. What Mick Jagper begg
ed for in his ancient youth. Rocldn' Dave
delivered. It comes from inside.

Richard Zaft and Brian 'Lefty Harr
ington kept a more than very steady
rhythm on bass and drums respectively.

while Rockin Dave earned his name on a
Supra guitar and an accordian (though not
at the same time yet).

A sober Dave, sucking on Mou.sseys, went
through a set that was half covers and half
originals. A recently penned song, ".Suicide

Blues." IS for every Ijoy and girl that's been
there. Then there's the rap, the blues, the
little soul and the zydeco with Rob Skelton
jumping up to play washboard, moving'
from form to form with the natural ease of

something that is very naturally easy.
One of the many highlights of the show

was another Rockin' Dave original, "Free
James Brown," the only contemporary song
(With the exception of all The The music)
that makes any sense at all. It's a great
song that was played a second time becaust

N« *>x< Shipments
Good Things

Jewelr y Natural Fiber gear es

Blouses Skirts Dressp?;
T-Shirts
Tanks

Chinrsv
SiMes^e^ ij

'String
'ants

T'.*A^ Ol
Earrings

IRings
^

India Print

Bracelets
Skirts \^^

Chains
Dresses

India Pr

Happy
B'dag

ill

Cartfs

ao to 50
off select
Clothi

ed

Great Gifts & Cards

ERCnNTILE
N'hamp.Niqht
Thurs.9 P.M.

Sun 12
Daily

-5
10-6

Nortbampton-18 Center St.

I

Amberst-Carriage Shops

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtowti Amherst 253-5441
Featuring: Imported Beers at

Domestic Pricing:

HEINEKEN 12 pk. bots....$8.49 +dep.

FOSTER'S LAGER 12 oz bots

$3.99 6 pk. + dep. $1 4.95 case + dep.

Beck's Light or Dark
12 oz. BcnieS $14.99 case >dep

Swiss #1 HOPFENPERLEBEER
$3.65 6 pk. -»- dep; $11.99 case +dep.

<9 Keg Beer Always In Stock
Lowest Prices in Area

WE DELIVER
253-5441 OFF Campus

Sororities & Fraternities—Yes!

V^
^V
1
I

I

itudvur^

I DOMESTICS
I PIELS Draft Style Bots $6.99 case +dep
I BUSCH 12-Pk. Cans $5.40 + dep. .

rffj I BUDWEISER12-Pk. Cans $6.40 +dep. !

Super Buys:
Peach Schnapps $3.99 750 ml
AbsolutVodka 80° S10.99 750 mJ
Sun Country Wine Coolers $2.99 2 liter

Paul Mason White Zinfandel $4.99 1.5 liter

Glen Ellen White Zinfandel 3 bots. for $10.00
,ce' We have just about any wine you

can imagine at Russell's low
pricing—TRY US!!»

Quantity^iscounts always available

Wia'jJ,°,V

endlessly inspired Friar Ted showed up to

do vt)cals. This added some jumping ai'ound,

It'g splits and real live audience participa-

tion (in the Hatch!) that Dave was incapable

of with a guitar hanging from his neck.

Rockin' Dave expressed the general opinion

of Friar Ted with the words, "Friar Ted
sounded fucking incredible." By this time
evervone had forgotten that the 26 year old

Ted was refused admission.
It's time Rockin' Dave got the audience

he deserves, which is pretty much

everybody. His problem is that he sings
from the heart and soul in an age where to

"make it" one must sing from the groin or

head. But Rockin' Dave has made it. It's

just time for you to witness it ... it comes
from the inside.

Rent Party holds down the groove.
I'llrgMn Slalf ^hmn by Jwmib DaiuiKrr

586-6344
45 STATE STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MA.

LUNCH: TUES SAT 1 1 30^2 30
SUN I2 0(V3 00

DINNER TUES THURS & SUN
5 0(V9 30

FRI SAT 5 0OI0 30
CLOSED MONDAY

i i

The INDIA HOUSE RESTAURANT
^ Where Indian Food Is Not Just Curry

• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN COOKING • EXTENSIVE WINE LIST

if SEALS IN FRESH FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS • BEWITCHING BIRYANIS

i\ • COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU • ENTICING CURRIES

-INDMN lESTkyUNT WITH WCELLEHT FOOD I SlWICl. THE NEW ENCIANO MHIHl!

Si

IT'S THAT

TIME AGAIN

TIME WHEN THE TEXBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS!

RETURNS START
APRIL 10

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS: Mon - Fri 9am-4pm

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical plant bidg
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MILLION DOLLAR BUYOUT

SWING AND
GYM SETS

M J 1 •. f f . f :

HAND HELD MARINE RADIO
THIS IS THE FINEST HAND HELD MARINE
RADIO ON THE MARKET AT ANY PRICE

MO0a«737 FEATURES

A
. ttw^i v u m»% «»« ^mf<q^

itf'VtA" lur .,*.gwt3k«dK

All National and International Channels Included

8 Weather Channels with Channel 16 Priority

6 Watts Plus with Battery Saver
INCLUDES

FULL
BATTERY
PACK

MODEL 9600
COMPARE AT N

»399to»599 w$219
OUT LASTS
ALL OTHER
BATTERIES
BY 400%

««*HT-<

VALUE »299~l

INCLUDES VINYL CARRYING CASE- 110 V & 12 V BATTERY CHARGER

HANDHELD "-IST «0|-^
SEALAB9000 PRICE OD\J
PORTABLE
87 CHANNEL

RADIO
ITELEPHONE

iCABPBTPAD
W\THTHt
PURCHASE
OF ANY

Ibboaoloom

SALE ENDS
APRIL 13TH

:»ALVAOt.

mmm i^ if If n

UGHTWS FIXTUBSI
,«>#

Wl II 1 1m^^y^y^k^l^i^^ Chairs and

I^UPIESIS-VERANDA" fi^SL^e

STWNiB-(jimmmm^^

tl06 ,315 HONEY
GLUE CHjP^

16- X
^3"

Va»u« H

S119

RUNNING Value o ^FOR f
SHORTS »8°°*'oR*3»»E*cH

GOLFSHIRTS^Ps^^
A OAKLAND ATHLETICS!

\^l;SWEAISH|RISMl
kv N^ SHORTY
'^^^ / PAJAMAS

Value N

«13S

5 PIECE SET
^^4 HIGH BACK CUSHION

CHAIRS AND 36"x60"
GLASS TOP TABLE

VALUE 5795
NOW ONLY

• •

PATIO SET
This is a 5 Piece
Mismatched Set

4 Continental
Chairs and

Value

$149950$68
MATCHING ROLLAWAY

SERVING CART
value .$OQ
MATCHING PAGODA

UMBRELLA

»119« £^90

1&000 MORE-REPEAT OF A SELLOUT
CALIFORNIA GROWN ROSE BUSHES

'^

MAJOR RETAILER CANCELS ORDER
RUBIE BUYS 32,000 ROSE BUSHES
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF COLORS

'ir^^l^ COMPARE AT «395 TO »4«

<.7,°r*

FOR

1200 COLEMAN GENERATORS

PRICES STARTING ATH99

1989
FLOWER &
VEGETABLE
SEEDS ,

Value • _
59^ea. FOR

EMBOSSED PADDED

TOILET SEAT
VALUE

$1695

Tr .0 N

BRAND NEW SHIPMENT 3 TRAILERLOADS

8'x12' STORAGE BUILDING
FRAMING KITS

GABLE |X|T
BUILDING IV I I

Rugged alisieei framing kit Simple 8'x12' heavy duty hot-dipped

galvanized building trame m Gambrei or Gable roof styles Designed

for rio-ii-yourselfers You'll need finishing material for roof and sidmg

MATTRESS SETS
TWIN SIZE FULL SIZE

$98 IH18
^« .^-^ MATCHED
" 'vS-^ SMOOTH

TOP
^ INNER

SPRING
SETS

I OUR ENTIRE STOCK

BEDSPREADS
25% OFFp,$?c^e"s

FOR INSTANCE
TWIN QUEEN

Our *233« Our »2999

$i 799 $2249
1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF I 95
WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
IVION-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

933-5468

ROUTE 5 ROUTE 184 1 CANAL STREET
EAST WINDSOR GROTON TURNERS FALLS
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9 fyiON-SAT 10-9 MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6 SUNDAY 10-6 SUNDAY 12-6

623-3358 445-8581 863-4343

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5

586-7248

72 02. CHEER

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
WITH FREE
9 oz. LIQUID
IVORY SOAP

Value

$499

NOW$299

*********************************************
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tUciUi^ ifi^tuun^.

CASE SPECIALS
CARLING BLACK LABEL
ROLLING ROCK
MICHELOB 12 oz. BOTTLES

MICHELOB •

6.99

10.99

12.99

^i '^/{^ 4 pk. $1.99 A
ONES, FOURS, SIXS, AND TWELVES
HAFFENRAFFER 40 oz. 1 pk. 1 .49

SUN COUNTRY COOLERS 2 Itrs. 2.99

FALSTAFF 6 pk. 2.99

NEW AMSTERDAM 6 pk. 4.99

LABATTS BLUE 12 pk. 6.99

SMIRNOFF VODKA 750 ml

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75L

PEPSI 2LTR.

6.99

8.99

8.99

10.99

99$

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Route 9, Hadlev—J«st beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

-^
^i^^^-xrr-

Grand Opening
Saturday April 8th

Live Broadcast
with DJ

Nicic Danger
12 - 3 p.m.

Prizes & Giveaways

^ Star in a music video^
^ ^$21.95^

\\ Sing tlie Lead in your A
. favorite song $1 1.95

Video Resumes, talent search Videos
professionally engineered and

ready instantly

ONQ Quality

State of the art with dual cameras
22 exciting moving backgrounds and

special effects!

An audio library of over 100 songs!

ONQ Recording Studios
ionwedrj^Xaffe Square Hampshire Mail

fio'M) discount^- 586-5933
tith valid student

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

^j^^MVof^iMl ^
<6

DAY DORM

(jO0U\>6>e:

6RAMPT0N

Mackimmie

PATTERSOM

MOORE.

ZQ^^^

PICK- yp

5=30-6 PM

S50-6PM

60S-i,is

SIS'-6 PM

^••05-^:55

5'55-6PM

DEUVERY

^5m
yS^SPM

«*IB-5-lS

(^SPM

-^^SlS"

t^SPM

^^\^
tP^^^

6 UNIVERSITY DRIVE/NEWMARXET CENnR/AMHER8T/(4l3) 543-2640

/

There's more than one litter problem
in your neighborhood.

Ihl•^ iHMru>kii!u>Ntxirii Kuiiluirnioihirs

owiHT- imiiriil itu- l«H.jl.iniin.il>hilUT \mmiUI

surih Iiiivi ; Ik 111 kt'XH.! h<.mt•^

Ihfv iIkIii I rtjli/t Hull n)i>M nl ilu I ^ ^ niilli.in

iinw .inu vl .miiii.iU piii ii > iliMlh lat li \ i .ir .in

n(>I<•lr.l^> Thfv r< puppiis.ind killi.n'>(virn in

iiKi lioim* liki Miiirsih.ii h.iM in tv killiil i"

ni.iki riHiiii inr iiiurt-

ll.iMiti; voiir pit >.p.i\»\l iir Tu :iii ri
.
» Ilu mih

.. .i\ ii > ri ilui I ilu N.ivl iiuinhir i il i iw ihtU s«. »!• >!i:'>

jmli.ilNilf'.lrnvfil ihivM-Jr It will.iKniiKrr.isi

\oiir (-Kl VI lunifxit liMii);.! I<iiit;ir .iiiil lii.illhiir

liti Ih.ii rtxpimsiliilii* i-\<Mir».ii"ni NnulliKMr
viiip Muir p<ls iroir. .11 iiiij; n.iiiir.ilh Km il m'u
lirtf ilu-m xoull h.iM- ihini tiM-il

I.ilk iiiMiur MUTin.irun « tru>nl.tii ii- hn .1 lr»i

iiiiorni.iliiiii p.iikiM ontiirlhi'iiuni! tor \'>iir [-Hi

Greenfield Area Animal Shelter

155 French Kinc Hichwav
Greenfield. MA 01301"

(41 3 1 77.-3148

"War Is war. The only good human
being is a dead one."

- George Orwell, from the book Animal Farm

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalle

"Blast! . The elephants are sick again!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

9t3 flKT r «iT IH T«X)Bl£

R)ft NOT P^llVte Kni.KlV>N

IN CLASS m> R« TVJW4VWG

IN N lAST ^fmiVc INSECT

axLP:T\oM.
«wh:u I got t"^

IMM I 60iT )K 'n«:A]Bl£ RbR

Gtn\N& SR»f IH TROJBi

TU06C TVt yp'^^

7Wf/r I Q3I W TIJDUBV£

IHWQA I TX>LD MOM. m>
mn \ «)T IN TTtoftt

I Vt BtHA »H WOT IMAT^
tV«^ S»HCt t <50T U?'

WOW TIL BET HL TUl-S »AMC&

tW GET iO/d BOOIC RCK«T
FlKVSWCP RVGMT ON T^>^e

VV:
/

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

f€M THSONB. POC* IT R£AU Y

MAPf»S>.l5tUtAR.! OUY
CALL5 HOMe ANP SAYS TO

\ hl^MOTHBRANPrAIHFP'l
' cor ^^1^ OfXV NfUnJ*^ ANP

HI?S>1 Of ALL.
^-

ANPHiSMOJneR
SHfijeK<i Afa?cRje^s ANP
CARRtlS ON, ANP TmN
Ar Te/t A HiHuf, Hi^ Fmtit.

'pAi^.'SOMiAl'b THfOOOP
NEtU6rANP JHt OUY
<iA^,'THA7MA9
THeeooPNewsi"

HA.HA.HA'

HA, HA!

1 .n ' \\r'S3^*-Uuu^

eUi% AMAZING'
Hf'SHAlfPSAP f€A/i

ANPHeSTIU. n€ON£
Pl/l^MB ABOUT
AniAy ST peifR

ANP The
HAlRPf!SS6eR^

ir-ii-A^r/-. ^' H.

CHANCELLORMAN

I
CHANCtLUORMAN TMKS ABOUT HIS mSTORV.

By AL ARPAD

GOSM, OlANCELLORMA^l,
PlU Yoi>/ REALUV y
WORK FOR EU6Ff^6
McCARTHV BACK

^

Yes. BACIC IN TrtOSE GIC>T>Y

PAYS I BeurvE^ in

PEACE, JUSTICE, PREEDor^

< T^^E PIlOMiSE OF -^

(-oUUlf ^ ^

WOl^)

"But times CHA^JCE

NOVJ I BEUlFN/e IN
BiorE.tvtN0LOG,Y,
TuJTIO^J RETE»1^'0M,

< STRICV KEGOLATION
IN n<E ^ORMS. I

VmVF A KEU NERO
NOW. r-^_

WILUAM BEMMfTT 7
PAUL T^ONCAS? /

QoilN SlLBER.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

(Tel fcd/'nj^

^eO v'ct/V,

Itarnccl POI- -f-^)€i'r .

!J
Va\\Jjhy

f

ACROSS

) a»ov o"a'

1 3 C«nput hgur*

U AQuilin* moM
' 6 Small w ight

.• T#ffy ana »<•

ATMS*
yiHtinMW

19 Sa«<a matf

?OConWnd

23 PoxOgiMn
25 ^tt* • l*tHf

2«C()««*aMM
29 0MM«en
31 Anagram lor

32 Wad* a nvm*
it Wawrwnaa i

}« Autnor Umeano
39 AaMTt OtMy

S««t t««ar

«2 OrOQP
43 Awo-ran
4« MoumMaovMl
A3 Eurcosan

a Carnnai
aitracno'i

9 Florioa —
lOOraan

manuKpiacai
1

1

Not tuOttC! '.0

usual 'uies

12 Stand tor

Saural

16 Officar* •""fg

room
18 E90» -aCaio

22 Bagm *

lOuwiay

24 Traca«

25 OtIOfnan

govanion
27 Locakon
2S Mara 01

aia Cans'.

3« Anc
40 Ejg
41 Boa 'a F

inamBa'

46 Tougnars

4S Cartatn paars

SO <*0(Mar Waa«
nana

51

ANSWER TO

A^R A BHt.
o^J "Ms.

.oBa.
W E R

l" P.

A T_H I Pl

:: i >«D4ii

^j Maicr w«a
iS l-<«r«dic patiarn

S9 Mou'i" !" ia»*

eO R««<«a copy
81 Ararat, ior

»non
S4 I — Rriytrifn

4?asi
49 - MHioui

Ml
UOEA j

S4I

UConoarMig
Ul^itUII UK*!

WCtmaanaa teng
MMociwr — joiw

4? IMOr« for a

Oiuinoar

49 Af9Vfl4ev#

%9 Ciia»»
'0 ioommamen

2 SauCT

4 Trainman

•t Mott Daiancait

4 — Am«
7T<M»araina

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21 April 19) A
oomestic oaoppomtmenl coJO be
n stcxe Be neitoie Remain cautnus

otxxit OttCuMino your deolnos with

people at a dntonce Qutet at

home pursuits are favored tomgiht

Be affectionate with lovea ones

TAUtUt (Apr J 20 June 20) You
moy be concerned about a famiiv

members tieatth or a busness

obAgation Thmgs w* look brighter

later on Go out arxl pamt ttie town

red tonight invite close frienos to

jom you
•IIMM (Mov 21-JLm TO) r^oai

estate deals look especially

lucrative fX>w However you rrxiy

have to deal with a conflict wt>ere

spending is concerned Be realistic

in your expectations Stxjre the

limelight only with the deserving

CANCIt (June 21 July 22) Con-
tinue to be prudent m firvanciai of

fairs to avoid incurring serious

mistakes Comparison shopping wM
help you make good purchases

Romance thrives on gentle

gestures Plan a special outing

UO (July 23Aug 22) Vou are

more concerned about helping

ottiers ttxan pursung your own
desires Do rxat neglect your health

A good time to get involved m
community events You gain new
friends and prestige

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Your

thoughts turn again and again to

importance of succeeding Your ef

forts at work pave the way for

ctvanges that will benefit everyone
involved. Take a nnore independent

attitude in a rekationship

UMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Vou
need to obopt a rrore tolerant at

titude when aeakng with ctose

associates Make suggestions that

wiH mprove your rekatonship with

on attractive rnember of ttie op-

posite SIX Welcome other opu^ons

tCOaWO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Be

open to suggestortt ttyjt coukj im

prove ioj prospects if you find ex-

tra t»ne on your hands vokjnteer

your servces to a worthy cai»e A
kxig-tme rekjtonship & tested You

learn the truth

SAOITTAMUS (Nksv 22-Dec 21)

You ore eaget to spend rrxxe time

with companions wtxD share your in-

terests A brifcant financial ideas of

yours moy be the couse of your

happiness Choose your confidents

with care Your reputation grows
CAraiCORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) A

testy indiviOual coukJ make ttus a
difficutt ddy Watch what you say

and do The evenir>g will be
wonderful if you salvage a
romance that has begun to flicker

oix) fade
AAUARIUS (Jdn 20-Feb 18) An

affectionate and pkayfU cittitude

win moke thiS a happy ddy for you

and your mote You couka mar tr>e

mood, however, if you do
something erratic or offbeat Stick

to tradition

nSCIS (Feb 19-March 20) Dis-

tant affairs look promising as the

work week comes to a ckase Music

and dancing have special appeal
Rek3x and unwind with a small

group tonight Romance takes on o
special glow

MENU

^
v>

LUNCH
Fish In batter

Tacos

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetable tacos

Fish In batter

DINNER

Barbecued spareribs

Vegetable chow mem

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable croquettes

Vegetable chow mein
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women's lax

ir(TFMMS4
•'-^'"" 584 9153

/^^TlAlSONS I^^SUI

•ontinuea xam ~zqe .n

Mtiiitl 21 yoals and 11 assists in livf

j,aiii<> UMass senior Lynn Hartman wili

pnilnibK draw tlu' assi^'nnu'nl.

It KrasniM) beats Hartman. it will be up

lu .M)ph()nu)rt' goaltendiT Liz Keats to stop

h.T Keats has started all five gann ~ !• i

rMas> and her 12 goals atjainst average

l^ CONNELD
FUUUNCOf
BIUIARD ft

GAMEROOM
SUPPLIES

is nothing to brag about. But that stat

'"'ulH he out into a bett»»- nersoective if all

the players who have walked in alone on

Keats every game were counted.

"We end up playing one on one all the

time and we're not g<Kxl at it." Bo.ssio said.

".\> much as we do it. wt're not ^^(mkI at it."

l>ax factsilf the cloud-, di-cide to spill rain

on Amhei-st this Sunday and the conditions

of Totman are inadequate for play, the

game will be shifted to Springfield ( 'il

lege's artificial turf

men's lax
TmDAY, APRIL 7, 1989

connnuea .Tom pa^e ' -^

"It's not positive (that I'm out for the year). ' Zuni >aid.

"I'm going to have tests [today I, but the doctor in New

York thinks it's a tear. If it is, I'm done
"

Zusi popped the knee before the California trip and

hasn't played yet this year. The pt>ssibility of his red

shirting and coming back to play next season hasn't been

ruled out . . sophomore attack Jim McAleavey has 28

assists (39 points tofali, one shy of last year. He needs to

average just four per game to lie the UM rci nrd of BO held

bv Charles Hardv '1972t

RESUMES
SiifHT Kush Availabk*

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

RENT/^WRKK

Hmm k UMtf Cm
TiMlia * VSM AIM AwaMMi

North Amherst
R«nt-A-Wreck
Rt.*JNo.Am»wrst

l\ ( OXEKT TO<iETUBK

Eu?or!:CA"lSI][E[lflN'S

Tickets Now
Available

BON JOVI
Hartford June 23

NaBaRNa

Worcester April 9

All Red Sox & Bruins
& Whalers Playoffs

413-734-0770

ENT or BUY

CUMOM av CAN
OW %JLl|»lil f^f
•MB v«« tf •OWO

4/T*<

•TM.

chmt TsfMf

m .- wacMAM

CINEMA
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK

Working
Girl R

* S2.50 w/stud«nt 10

FaSsl>owtim«7t9:15
M-Th 7:30 1 show only

AMITY ST. 253-5426

A F El

WEST CNO BLUES
•AND

KINO COO AND THE
BLUES SNARKS

loo Apni 10

WILDCAT
O'NALUWAN BAND

AWE HILLS
and Miehael Smith

^ ^aac
xrrm'^m ^H ajf ^M ^^H

*r ' ' *-'<r

,Cir .-.»--. ^ -

».:*;«: Zj2. 3AfiOP>Cc»-

•» *«« Vi<"XI» -a-

, rf>oj 3aoaevar<^ :

Coming lip

April 13 Ray M—ow Bw«d
April 14 Flight S 05
tofmarlv Dfivtnq S>4««ayt

April IS The Itolariwit

w/ttt* Vaslryman
April 1 7 WUdcal O'HaMoran

ii Pt«a%Ant S! NOfthan^plon

IE.%1 %XSt llliA A.MI Hit 11AKL SMITH VS fB^l EKT.

Sunday. April 9, 8 p.m.

$6 public. $1 Amherst College

In the Campus Center

Info: (413) 542^773
BMiwmaft oixaiAi} fwetf^%P%3t ^

«!, •?'( ?1

e

•
e
e
•
B

WHOPPER
SANDWICH

990 with purchase of

fries and drink

4pm -Midnight
Mon., Tues. & Wed.

Expires 4/12/89

'offers not good with any other discount

*mu8t present coupon

CROISSAN'WICH or
BAGEL

99C with purchase of

Hashbrowns and drink.

Everyday 7 - 10:30 a m
Expires 4/30/89

Rte. 9, Hadley

B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

WHAT A
TRIP...
(only two minutes)

Monday through Sunday 10 am-9:30 pm
Sundays 12 pm-5 pm

South Maple Street. Rte. 9, Hadley, MA

^PSlC J

CtNTrtJ

^/ii.rr.^\ FALCETTI MUSIC
'^^ Celebrates

':^, National Guitar Month In April ^
'^^usic\ Guitars • Amps • Basses • Effect Pedals • Accessories ^^

(Over 600 INSTRUMENTS TO CHOOSE FROM)

J:^\ic X
CtMTff^ mw\

tLECTRIC GUITAR
PACKAGF
Irom *99.50

LLECll^lC BASS PACKAGE
rrom M49.00
40% . 50% OFF
SELECTED ELECTRIC
GUITARS & BASSES

Choose Fro-n

CHARVEL JACKSON
YAMAHA. PEAVEY
APPLAUSE. MAKO

30% OFF
Effect Pedals

• YAMAHA .PEAVEY

• BOSS • DOD

BRING IN Tl lis

COUPON
Il

ForhxWaDiscour^l
I On Morchandise With
II Cash or Check

Purchases

I

30% OFF
ACOUSTIC GUITARS

ClASSlCAl. I? SIRING
tIeclfic/rolW

• YAMAIlA* GlMl)« A»>PlAlJSf

• CAI^tOS* »AGUIL

25% OFF ALL

GUITAR ACCESSORIES

50% OFF SELECTED
GUITAR STRINGS

And /Or

Buy ISot&Ger
2n<lQn-e FjiLlLeo.

INDIAN ORCHARD •HOLYOKEMALL • WESTFIELD •ENFIELD • BERKSHIRE MALL

543-1002 538-7970 568-8855 203/745-3737 448-2085

A Creative Hair Salon Specializing in:

Wave Nouveau • Leisure Curl

Care Free Curl • Weaves • Extensions
Braids • Color • Permanent Waves

Design Cuts

228 Triangle Street • Amherst • 549-3999

139 Dwiglit Street • Springfield • 734-4234

Monday thru Saturday

baseball

have decent pitching and some good hit

ters."

The Saints are led by pitchers Doug
McGregor, 1-0 ERA in 7 innings, and Chris
Gorton, 1 start. 2.25 ERA, 7 strikeouts; and
catcher Kevin Carroll who, in four games
is batting .500 on 7 for 14 hitting. Right
now McGregor is the probable starter for

Siena against UMass.

Softball

Penn State and St. Bonaventure. Satur
day's doubleheader with the Bonnies is

scheduled to kick off at 1 p.m., and the

Penn St. games are set for Sunday at noon.

The weather in Pennsylvania has not

been much better — if that is any consola-

tion — and the Bonnies (24 1 have been able

to play just twice since returning from

South Carolina on March 21st.

Penn St. may be wearing last season's

A 10 crown around the league, but they've

suffered through a 3 17 spring thus far.

Men's tennis tops HC
By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspondent

The rain held out Wednesday until

after the men's varsity tennis team beat

Holy Cross 8-1. The weather symboliz

ed feelings of the Holy Cross team -

gloomy
At first singles, Brian Gable pulled

out another amazing win 6-0, 6-2. Chris

.'ohnson, playing second singles, won a

three set match against Chris Callohan,

6-4, 2-6, 7-6. Johnson won the tiebreaker

75.
Paul Audet, a freshman, the number

three singles won his match with an im-

pressive 6-1, 6-1 score. Audet, winning

all two matches thus far this season, has

become a definite asset.

At fourth singles. Rich Stone added

another point 6-4, 6-2. Humberto Soto,

like Johnson, played an impressive

three setter. Soto lost 4-6 in the first .st-t

,

but made an incredible comeback to cap

a 6-1, 7-6 second and third set win. The
tiebreaker score was 7-5. Sixth singles

was won by Glen Peck, 6-4, 6-2. The
number one doubles, Gable and
Johnson, and second doubles players,

Audet and Stone, both added wins to the

Minutemen 6-1 lead. Gable and Johnson
played a good doubles match winning
6-3, 6-4. Audet and Stone won their

match easily 6-0, 6-1. The only loss was
at third doubles where Soto and Peck
played a tough match against Mike
Bruder and John Collins. Soto and Peck
lost the first set 3-6 but pumped
themselves up to nab the second 6-3. In

the third set, their opponents got a

break and won 7-5.

TENNIS NOTES: The women's ten

nis team is scheduled to play at Pro-

vidence College tomorrow.
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M women's track
connnuea from page .'')

Veterans Carla DeSantis and Nancy
Laurie (both javelin specialists) will be join-

ed by a group that has improved tremen-

dously from last year. Helen Balaouras,

Simone Marisseau. Tina White, and Diane

Ozzolek all came on strong during the New
England indoors.

men's track

connnuid from page '
'i

Reinardo Flores(800m, mile), juniors Herb
Heffner (800m) and Art Smith (mile,

3000m), senior Steve Tolly ( 1000m, 1500m).

and freshman Derek Moore ( 1000m i.

Dartmouth was the indoor Ivy League
champion this past winter. "This will be

an extremely difficult meet. The two Ivy

League teams will run away from the rest,"

said O'Brien. Battling with UMass for the

3rd spot will be Maine and UNH. "I'm kind

of looking to knock off New Hampshire,"
savs O'Brien.

ACTIVITICS

HiiiblNC KW EUROM THIS SUHMCIt
(0» vti limt'l J«« fn*^ •o' no mof» man
$ieO«<«AlRM(TCM(f) asr^poilPdinCon

turner R«pOt» L»l ( Go Newsday
OoodhouMMaptftQ. VK) national natwotk

morning «no«t Fc daiaitt call

2l?a642000 Of WftW AIRHITCM 2901

Broadway Su«M lOOA NY NY 10025

VOU CAN T JUOOLET Than you mifhl a*

M««M dead' Save your Ma today* )4 pm

(MiUW MUiiC TMUTW OUiLO. the

MI9 ««W breugN you Wa« S«lc SKX> «n*

ba iwMH^ a oanarai maaiing on Monday
April 10 at 7pm m Iha Campu* CanWr AM

ara waicomt lo anartd »«• maaimg
Rammdar Thw «h« ba »<• fmal mam to pur

cKaaa lickals tor ma WSS Samt-Formal on

Apm tarn

MUN FOR RITTEM 10K ROAORACE!
Banatii nomataw chMran Salu'day April

• Runnar* 1000am walhar* • M Boydan
FiaWi T alMrts Pniaa

LEARN TO MEDITATE FI«E aiplora Mil

raalue potanbal. Campus Canl«> rm802
Man 34

NOMNATION PAVSW ara av*MMi ai Iha

SWAG oMca <n Hampdan Carttar Thay ara

dua Tuat April 1 iin at &pm Elactiont tor

PraMiani Vica-Prmdam and Tiaaaurar ara

Apr4 18th

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY • Geoaral rrwatmg Tuesday
April 1 1 7 30 Commonimeaim Room

I by Pif/ Party

UMASS MARCHING BAND information

session Wed AprJ 12 Memorial Han « 30pm
Be lt>ere or can 549-092' 'or more details

UMASS PAGAN STUDENTS OROANIZA-
rtON meets Sundays 7pm CCIor aN Wic-

can and Pagan students Into'' Can Cady
e.«293 or Aly» 1«&»3155

TONIGHT
STONE FUNK DANCE PARTY

• with Boston fund band STONEZOO '

• 10pm.2am Torray Ha» Mt Holyalie _'

NSA FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEO Au FtevOir Les

Entanti 4/7 In IronI lounge ol Newman
Center All welcome Free

THE UBC IS GOING to Wall Si April 14lh

ticKets on sale m the SOM Lobby 4/3-4/7 9-4

S20 members $25 rtorvmembers Look lot

details m SOM<

LOOKING FOR THE EXPERIENCE that

Fortune 500 Companies hue aboul

Southwestern Co Gam Sales'mgl e«

penence earn $3 5 thousand Paul

666 3247

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB Mon &

Wed 6-8pm Campus Center Check Daily

Schedule Beginners welcome Pete or

Mike 6 7082

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OIL!

Join the Pioneer VaHey Oil Cooperat:ve OH
Campus Housing 428 Student Union

S45-086S

AIKIDO

ANYONE INTERESTED IN PRACTICING
Aikido there will be a group meeting every

Saturday at Boyden Gym. or call Bill at

2532395

ATTENTION; ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more

inlormalion come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam
pus Center or Call 546-3500

AUTO FOR SALE

MERCURY CAPRI HATCH excel condition

low mileage must sell $1500 or BO Fran in

Hatch Kitchen

1987 VW GTI16V red sunrool A/C 26K

$8900 Call Pete ' 323-4820

1980 FORD FIESTA $300VBO"Must sell

runs line sunrool 585 5774

CLASSIC 1964 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
push button auto powerlul engine looks

and runs great $850/80 253-2916 anytime

CLASSIFIEDS
MON-THURS H 30-i 30 Flil jO«DE.-\DU.\T : DAYS F'RIOR TO PUBUCAT10N«CASH l.N ADVANCE 20 '.V

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

APRIL 9 AT CAMPUS POND Entry lorms

at Boydan intramural 0*tica Totnun Mam
Office SAO Office SkJdent Union

N WATT MARSHALL

SO WATT MARSHALL AMP that torgad

strong waWr* Va. cond 325 546-8858

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAUENGmEERmC
FIRM seeks interior design ex engineering

Students lor pan imte woni CaM Taylor

Ouehar at 538««&5

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS OR PRO-
FESSORS imth mtormalion aboul survivors

We naad lo talk w you tor a class protect

aaap CaM S4»«S03 or 2564)918

FOn A QOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT 0<sc

lockeys. liohis and larga scraan vnIso

dancM 256-8526

FOR RENT

AM»«raT - June isl 4 bedroom 2 bath

cape CaM 253 2309 $1100

3 BR APT S AMHERST, dupleii ranch vast

backyard caN anyiima and leave maisags
296-4827

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER lease

tor 2 Ddr apt CaM 666- 7301 selling lurmlure

TAKE OVER LEASE/SubtsI 2 bdrm Squira

ViHage Apt 665 8959

FOR SALE

YAMAHA GUITAR AMP. for sale 40 watts

clean sound with pul|.gain $150 caM Aaron
546^7212

panasonk: digital typewriter
LCD graphing memory, modem capb
typefontng t italics pert cond. new saarfne
$150 549 4205 nights Noel

ATARI S20 ST«20 MB HO > 720K F
Drive • 1200B modem « I20cpt NLQ
printer • dssk artd lots oi software

$1500'BO wMI saM separate 665 7438 Sat

& Sun 8A 3P

NEW QUEEN SIZE oak waterbed w/oak

4dwr pedestal $400/80 666 7438 Sat Sun
8A3P

PANASONK 10801 PRMTER new $1 75 00
Apple scribe pnnte' $75 00 283-4938
Pauline

1980 TOYOTA COROLLA SEDAN
Standard-84K no rust runs very well must
sell $1900 or B Catherine 545-3441 Mo-
Fr I0am-6pm

HONDA ACCORD 1980 LX A/C PSPB
Rebuilt engine new brakes excellent con-

dition graduating $1900/BO -546-9960

1979 CATALINA CRUISER $200 station

wagon great 'or rad tups or |usl around

town PleasecallShaneat549 '594 Thank

you

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93.000

miles Call 256-8369

FOUND

I FOUND YOUR WATCH m grad tower

bathroom call Karen 546-1169

FOUND: GOLD BRACELET m lower cen-

tral on 3/30 Call 546 4944 lo identify and

claim

GUITAR

IVANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUITAR
- with gorilla portable amp please call Tom
253-3470

MOUSE WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Want to rani two to thrae bedroom house
Can Man ai 549-1275

HOUSEMATES NEEDED

CAPE COO
2 Roommates needed to share 8 person

house m center d HyarwMS From Memorial

Day mrough Labor Day For mora mtorma-
lion contact Oave S4M06S. S4S-2I90.

JEFFREY "HOOKIE" OCK

JEFF Some things m life are ntcant lo be
upset about but this s not or«e of tfiem -

ttMfili ol f«er as a mechanical obiact' Smile.

and remember. Lauren loves you - even if

It's Ofily tor your camera' Love Cath X

CHELEamOt 8(15) months' (And many
morel you rne and OM lorMght then whaf"
You are my sunsftma Lowe James

HKV JMMOt Live it up ttus weekend' Have
an awesome I9lh bwttiday' Love Maryann

I STMX NEED A RnC to the prolesi m
Washington please caM 546 5636

UNOA L. • Hiwpy 2?ttd tHiay. Love Jason

TO THE PIICTTV OML W •ANTirrT 81
at to to on MW Black siiMst wUh paarts

and guess laarts - you looked great as
always Mon 4/3 I see you everywtwrc t>u<

am too shy Would like lo meet you Secret

/Wmirer

HAPPY aiRTHOAV Gla^e io>o Jen

HAPPY BMTHOAV SARAH DAVIS! I hope
Sal IS special Vou re n>a best Love. Us

JOE. SHARAO. OHMS. KAREN. AND
OCMK I know I haven't been vound but

always remember you are all m my heart

Love Jan

tMAH DAVIS: Happy brrlhday Saturday
Apm 8m Slay out d IrouWa We I make it

a lata mgpH. but don't worry, the escort

police w« be waNmg Have iun< Love.

NAAJL

TO THE RED—HAIRED GUV m my enolish

class Im (usl a people watcher I don I

mean wtyVsng by It Vou probably mmk I'm

a pam m the butt Sorry

FRANK REH.LV: Vou are «
I know A Secret Admirer

guy

WEULI MAYO

HAPPY 8IRTHOAY KELLY MAVOI Watch

OUl for Mr Right Love your roomies

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE BEST sister

anyone could have Hope your btrtfiday is

great Love Bm

NEED CASH OUKK

GET YOUR BASEBALL CARDS out of the

closet and sell them to Todd 549-6361

HELP WANTED

WORK FOR GREENPEACE ACTION • help

preserve endangered species reduce tox

ic wastes and stop the arms race Salary

benefits travel and advancement Full/parl-

lime 2- 10pm Call 256 1439 Bill /Shannon

Apply now tor the summer'

HELP!! I need a tutor for Linear Algebra I

must get a C Call Chns at 549-5419 eves

COUNTER HELP, afternoons and even-

ings, flexible hours, apply at P Dough

HELP WANTED. Must be avaiable to work

during day Monday Wednesday. & Friday

Apply in person at Copycat P'lnt Shop. 228

Triangle Street Amherst

POSITIONS AVAIABLE: 3 positions are

available at the Center for Student

Businesses Accountant/Graphic Ar

list/Computer Coordinator Applications

available at 409 Student Union through April

13. due by noon on April 14 at CSB
Sophomores encouraged to apply'

pe«

HAS ANYONE SEEN CHESWKK?

PERSONALS

-ATTENTION GREEKS-
Hope you are enioymq Greek Week'

Get psycf>ed for Greek Games and BBO
on Saturday April 8 at noon at

Southvrest Fields

RAIN DATE Sunday April 9

Same dme Same place

ALPHA CHI O. PHI MU DELTA. PHI SIG

CHI O. AEPI
DELTA ZETA, SIG EP. KAPPA ALPHA
PSI
IGU. SAMMY
KAPPA. ALPHA CHI HHO. ZETA PSI

SDT LAMBDA CHI. IOTA PHI THETA
SIGMA KAPPA PIKE
TRI SIG. PHI MU. DELTA CHI
Have you built your chariot yef

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SIGMA KAPPAI 45

years and still growing' Get psyched lor this

weekend Pledges only 36 days til

initiation'

SCOTT; SURPRISED? Its been tun hang-

ir»g out lor the past, oh month or so Happy
anniversary Love the belter half ol the

Greek Couple

ERSKINE. lo ride the stormy seas lo love

again you are windblown but you are

mine There will always tje a special place

in my heart lor you" Take care Sue-Bee

JILL THE SCHLANG' : Happy early 21st'

We invited everybody to your party tonight

see you there love Sue and Betsy

YANCEY When I saw you the other day
after a year I didn't know what to say Call

me 546-9736

CALLED COLORADO YET? Spoke briefly

with you in Library 4/4 And got impression

I should get know you belter Call Greg
548-9480 Its cheaper than Co

LORD HELP ME JESUS we re rowing m the

log' Way to stay psyched UMass womens'
varsity crew Let's crank' BD

JEFF WAKELIN those times m the shower
are why I pledged Thanx your favorite

pledge

MIGHTY l<iNOl»AVBi8: Bigus ornkus

Maximus.

KIM FOSTER

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

I tovc you

DON'T THROW THIS PAPER AWAY It

can be recycled' Jom University Recyclers

Monday 7pm Cape Cod Lounge

HEY DOUG TAKE ME TO bed or lose me
lorever Love Kara

TO MY LITTLE PEANUT You II be good 10

go now that you hit that magical age Hope
you have a great b-day

THANX TO THE PLEDGES AM) BfK)S. of

D U You give great phone I want (Moore)

Love Chris Deb Lisa

TO HEIDI N. The cute girl m the black skirt

that I rnel at Changes I would like to take

you Out sometime Respor>d here Jeff

AIMEE OVELLETTE Vou re the best little

sister anyone couM have Love your big ss
Ityssa

MOOKIE you ignorant misguided slut, who
did you sleep with lo gat ihia personal' Mr
Brownsior>e

SENIORS! Have you pledged yet' Foot

prints ol 89 Campaign

HAPPY B'DAY SPARKY Fashionable late

Messy Nutmeg Jack Twin Mopheads

HEY - WHATEVER HAPPENED TO the

Smithie and her man' Come on you guys
we loMowed your personals lor weeks - tt>e

devoted UMass personal readers want to

know' And whatever happened lb "Guy
seeking beautiful girl m UMass sweatshirt '

Does this girl even go here'' Im tired ol all

these unfinished stories Reply here' P S
French 110 Slop reading these personals

during class and do some real work"

IM KIND OF CURIOUS TOO! The Devoted
Typesetter of the Classifieds

CRAIGS ROOMMATE - Sorry Jay couldn I

resist Happy Late birthday - Jen & Meg

SCOTT - There is nothing belter than love

in the afternoon' Our secret is safe as long

as we keep it under the covers - let s keep
up a good thing'

DO YOU NEED SOME EXCITEMENT in

your life' Join the Umass Marching Band
info session Wed /Vpnl 13 Memorial Hall

4 30pm or call 549 0921 lor more
information

BEWARE UPTOWN - Anne A guy s per

sonality is all in his ass" OLeary is 21' II

you thought she was obnoxious at

20-believe us things can only gel worse'

Love. Kim, Tracy, Kirslin, and Leigh

ATTENTION POETS CORNER IN

SOUTHWEST - Your house council is spon
soring a semi-lormal at Flat Street (Vt

Oance Club) April 1 3 Buses and buffet will

be provided free Signs will be posted m
your dorms lor lurlher information or call

Jason 6-7568 in James House

WANTED: 2 lemales or males nonsmokers
10 share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywine for

next year Call Bob 649-7442 or Jefl

546-7442

2 REM TIX - Apr 9 Worcester if interested

call 546-4705

MISSING: One valuable friend Answers to

Kierslen West If lound. return to Pam or

Joanne

FRANK NBLLV you are so ae<y Sony aboul
the disease

UNOA, how's your hangowar? Happy
balalad 21st' Love ill

TO TMI CUTE BLONOE OUV I saw wortT
ir<g on me *lh floor m Rie Mxary Im out ol

tiie cloael How aboul you? Rasp hare

KOi, you are really pnsmg me off Tiw
cleaning lady

NCEL FROM BAD GRADES. I saw you m
the Hatch Thruaday NigM. and Ihouf^ your

band was HOT. I was m ma back (blond

hawWack dress) I'dMteMgellogemertor
a drink sometime soon imareslad? Res
pond fiere /UMey

PATTI - my birthday wish for you a day
witrwut either on» of getting you know
what I love you' Jik

PATTI. HAPPY 19lh BIRTHOAVI You bet

ter come back tomorrow nigfil becauae
we re celebraling' .^N

ILL Is the ofler sli* good"* Possibly m
terested Reply here, now K&A

DEAR SARAH - Sony yesterday wasn 1

your birthday check back m a month k>ve

from a multitude of friends

-( BLANK 1-
I iust can nol come up with a good one ex-

cept I love you. lor rne that is more man
good That IS exceHenC

GLENN PECK
Congratulations lo you and your luuy gaior

on winnir^ your first tennis match Good
luck for the rest ol Itie season' Love. Mare.

OJ Louis and Bit

REBECCA EWING - Hey roo' Hope you

have lf»e best bday ever' Ttianks lor all tfie

great limes' Love. Mare IPooh)

Annmous but not getting ahead?
Southweslern gives sales experience and
$3-5 thousand Tfie opportunity you need
but most can't handle Paul 666-3247

ATTENTION UMASS WOMEN: Joe
Lichtman will receive kisses for his

22r\6 birthday from 1 to 5 o clock this

afternoon If unaWe to attend, tse sure
lo call for an appomtmenl
lENJOY JOE' Love. Rick, Col. Kath
and Oave)

SENIORS!!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS'!

JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN*
' Earn $4 50/nr plus bonuses calling

other UMass seniors
° Apply at the Memorial Hall Basement '

or call 545 3509
APPLY TODAY!!

ROOM WANTED

SEEKING A ROOM in boarding house July

through fall semester Bill 549-5008

ROOMMATES WANTED

LOOKING TO LIVE IN HYANNISPORT lor

summer'' We are looking lor 3 neat room
mates lor our beachhouse' (iail now
549-7297 ask lor Enca

34 TOWNHOUSE IS SEEKING 2 females
lor next yr housing reply asap If interested

call 549-0952

NON-SMOKER FEMALE lor one bedroom
in prt apt on mam si Avail June 1

$242/mo inci Call 253-6918 leave
message

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED lor Bran
dywine apt starting 6/1 Call 546-8285

HELP! Female roommate needed to share
large bedroom in new luxurious house'
Washer/dryer sundeck, gas heat, central

air, more Only $215 per month' Call Pam
now' 546 7318

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART-
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26^ Buy
you a beer'' Call 549-1660 George

SERVICES

RESUMES, prolessianai quaMy
prmied speedy service Only $ 1 5 can Rick

2564199 Eves 5-8

SHIN HYUN

I WANTO THE WHOLE WORLD TO
KNWO iusl how much I tove you Happy Sii

monrn and i kjok forward to rnany more
Love always Oave

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET MY APT THIS SUMMER >n Bran
dywine leo/mo Nego CaH Enn 6 4726

LARGE ROOM AVAIABLE M SWISS
VILLAQE lor female Fal. option CaN Pam
256^241

BRANOYWME SUBLET STARTS JUN 1

Rem negolioable caM 549-9939 anytime

NEED 1 FEMALE TO SUBLET my ha« ol

the rrom m Branoywine apt Rem negol

Can 6 8283

SWISS VILLAGE SUMMER LEASE 4

bedrooms individually or group On bus
route 6469006

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE!

'take OVER OUR BRANDYWINE LEASE
and assure yourself a place to live m
September Call 649-1860

TIREO OF LIVINQ ON CAMPUS? Looking
tor an apartmenf 4 ixirm apt m Swiss
ViMage Available Jun 1st All utilities incI

On bus kna CaN 253-9132

TO SUBLET

ROOM IN ROLLING GREEN availabie June
1 Females call lor deta.is 263-7841

1 ROOM AVAILABLE Northwood AMs St

June 1 rent negoliatjie lurnished Bus Route
clean ft quief Sarah 665-3970

TRAVEL

TICKET TO SAN FRANCISCO 5/26 4pm
must sell this week' 646 6306 one way
$125

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on-campus. af

fordable grammar reviewed dependable
S84 7924 Nancy

WANT TO RENT AT AMITY PLACE

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
want 10 rent an Amity Place condominium
with any mformalKm please call Matt at

549-1275

WANTED

TWO FEMALES SEEK HOUSING in

Boston for June. July. Pcssible August Any
info contact Kate at 646-6015

S RESPONSIBLE GIRLS seeking 4 or 5
bedroom house Call 549-1372

WANTED TO RENT

MALE STUDENT LOOKING lo rent studio

apt or room in house or apt near UMass
campus Call Greg at 546 7203

WE'D LOVE TO TAKE YOUR 3^4 oedroom
lease over starting September 665-8659.

RESPONSIBLE, CLEAN, MATURE
STUDENTS seek 5 bedroom house
anywhere Will take lease 6 1 Please call

Rick 546-4903 Bill 546-3282, or Jake
6463285

PLEASE HELP US! Four responsible peo-
ple looking to take over lease to a 4
bedroom house please call Beth or Bntt at

549-0958 or Karen at 6490618

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease lor a 3-4

bedroom house starting 6/1 call 549-1538

EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS SEEKING
summer house Want to exchange renova
lions or repairs lor rent Call Pete or Mark
at 549-4600 x318

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
jparlment Call Maureen at 6-9743
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SPOJTS
UMass lax teams psyched up for the weekend
• Family reunion for coach Garber vs. UNH • Gazelles looking for answers, repair kit
By JIM CLARK
Collegian StafT

The University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team is planning a little family

l^t-together this weekend.
The Gorillas will attempt to travel to

Durham, NH tomorrow for a match up

with the University of New Hampshire,
and the 1 1th annual Garber reunion,

which pits UMass mentor Dick Garber
against his son Ted, the coach of the

Wildcats

(>f course, as anyone who has tvir trud

to plan a picnic would attest, weather

seems certain to cloud the festivities. Snow
was predicted for the Granite State for

tonight and tomorrow, creating the

possibility of pushing' the irame tn either

Sunday or Monday
Whenever it is pla>i*d. it will tcature the

Ctorillas i5-l). sky high after coming off

Wednesday's 15-6 tm'ing of New England
pov " . unst a New Hampshire
but 1 .t to dot the win column
(0-3> and hitsnt played m a week
Di^:* '' ' ' -"limes, the elder (i.trlwr

ssid h«" ^s much about hi.>4 >on's

Rain keeps
Softball at

bay again
A'lO opponents next
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collepian .'^taf^

During .spring break, when the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts soflball squad inhal-

ed 13 games in eight days, a few moments
of rest and relaxation would have been

nice.

But this is getting silly Tuesday's twin

date with the University of Rhode Island

was scrubbed because of rain, followed by

the cancellation of yesterday's scheduled

doubleheader at Hartford.

In the two weeks since the Minutewomen
15-10) returned from sunburn country,

coach Elaine Sortino's squad has upset

Princeton and UConn. But that's it. Those
games were staged last Sunday and have
long since been tucked away in the memory
banks.

"I'm getting weary of this," said Sortino,

echoing the sentiments of spring season

coaches throughout Boyden. "And I'm sure

the kids are too. We've used the time to

clean up some situations, but we need to

play."

If whoever is responsible for the recent

weather cooperates, the Minutewomen will

retake Totman Field this weekend for four

games — split between Atlantic 10 rivals

continued on page IS

team, but a.^wures it isn t a team that can
ever be taken lightly.

"They have a whole new cast of faces. I

know what they did early (losses to

Delaware, Princeton and Cornell), and they

were in every game midway through the

third quarter," Garber .said. "They're a
well-drilled team, but I don't think they

can match us player-to-player."

Statistically, sophomore attack Jeff

Mechura leads with 10 points, followed by

Mark Botnick with seven. The goalie will

be either Stowe Milhous or Craig Benes.

UMass always provides a big game for

the 'Cats, because it is UMass and because

of the coaching rivalr>'.

"They're always fired up, it's a big game
for them," Garber said. "If their players

had a choice, this is the one game they'd

want to win. I'd say they're comparable to

St. John's, but if we play w»-!l we should

win."

Gorilla Grumblings: Despite the Brown
win. the Gorillas did get some bad news
Wednesday when it was learned that

-I nii>i mcaplain and midfielder Chris Zusi

ni.iv !)« out for thr season.

nnr.-.ued ^n page 14

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

What's that saying, "if it's not broke,

don't fix it."

Well, University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse coach Patti Bossio is fac-

ed with the opposite dilemna. Her team is

broke and she Im- u> figure out how to

repair it.

"I'm going to move some people around,"

Bossio said. "Even try a new kind of

defense. I'm really in the process of trying

to develop something different, totally dif

ferent, because what we're doing now isn't

working."

It hasn't worked for the last four games
anyway. After winning their opener, the

Gazelles have lost their last four and have
been blown out in the last two. After Tues
day's 12 5 loss to Boston College. UMass'
record .stands at 14. not exactly the start

it wanted
But the parts may be there. Bossio just

has to figure out the instructions. Most of

those parts however are brand new and
they have not blended well with the old

ones Six of the Gaizelles' starters are

Collpgian pho«o b> Jumn Talrrman ('»llr|piin phodi by On

Nine of the 10 UMass spring teams will be in action this weekend.
(Clockwise) Men's lax visits UNH, the Gazelles host Colgate Sunday,
baseball is scheduled to play Siena today, and softball hosts a pair of
doubleheaders.

Men's track at Dartmouth for first meet
By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian StafT

At long last, the University of Massachusetts men's
track team will have its first meet of the 1989 spring

outdoor season tomorrow in Hanover, NH, and will face

Dartmouth College, Cornell, the University of Maine,
and the University of New Hampshire.
Although it has been a couple of months since the

ast meet of the indoor season, head coach Ken O'Brien
believes his team will be ready. "I've been very im-

pressed with the level of condition of the kids so far.

I anticipate a much stronger team in the sprints and
hurdles."

In the speed department. UMa.ss has a great deal of

youth, including sophomore Michael Grey (100m,

200m), sophomore Jerome Bledsoe (100m, long jump),

Kevin Walters (400m), Steve Brown (100m), and senior

Evon Walters (100m, 200m).

In the middle distance and distance events, UMass
is led mostly by a veteran squad, consisting of senior

continued on page 15

Ditto, Minutewomen join in first meet fun
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

After about three weeks of continual running,
weightlifting, and training, the University of

Massachusetts women's outdoor track team will make
its debut when it travels to Dartmouth University for

a tri-meet with host Dartmouth and Cornell Universi-

ty. On the Big Green's new track, the Minutewomen

are expected to do well in the middle-to-long distance

events and on the field, the team's depth in the throw-

ing events should also .score often for UMass. Like
the indoor season, most of the headlines will most likely

be grabbed by freshmen Lee Ann Ambrose and
Precious Hill, along with two other rookies. Amy St.

Prerre and Cheryl LeClerc, and yes, even an up-

perclassmen, Shana Smith.
continued on page 15

freshman.

"This team isn't even close to playing

what they can play," B(»isio said. "But its

going to take a great effort by everyone in

order to win."

Which brings Colgate University into the

picture. The Red Raiders will invade Tot-

man Field on Sunday (1pm. starting time).

This is definitely a game that the Gazelles

can win.

Colgate is 2-3 on the year and are slated

to play Vermont tomorrow. In the mean-
time, UMass is not scheduled to play until

Sunday. Not having played since Tuesday,

the Gazelles will be a well rested team.

Losing this game could be disastrous.

"When you lose a lot in a row, you start

to accept losing. " Bossio said. "And then

your in big trouble because then it becomes
harder and harder to win. Winning doesn't

just have to be in terms of the .score at the

end of the game. It can Ih- just doinu' bet

ter than we're doini:

The defense will have to do l^'tler than
its been doing lo stop Colgate's Sheri

KrasniK). Krasnoo has terrorized op-

ponents' (l.ftMxcs The sophonwre han

Minutemen
washed out
of Hartford
Head to Siena today
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

This week's rain has done more than
dampt^n the spirits of the student body, it's

al.so put a lot of .sporting events on hold.

The University of Ma.ssachusetts baseball
team was no exception as its game against
Hartford University yesterday was
cancelled.

"It's been a disadvantage, to tell you the
truth," said pitching coach Bob Rikeman.
"Our pitching needed the work."
UMass had been looking forward to play

ing the Hawks, before the weather chang-
ed its plans.

"It would have been a good game," said

Rikeman. "Its always a big rivalry."

The Minutemen instead spent the day in

doors practicing for the Siena College game
today. Since pitcher Jerry Creamer didn't

get the chance to throw yesterday he will

get the call today with Rich Graham, who
was supposed to start against Siena, being
put in the bullpen for this weekend's series

against New York Tech.
According to Rikeman, Siena won't be a

pushover for UMass.
"We played them last fall," said

Rikeman,"and they're a tough team. They
continued on page 15

Crew teams going
up the Conn, river
By CHARLES ABATI
Collegian Correspondent
The University of Massachusetts men's and women's

crew teams will continue their seasons tomorrow with
races on the Connecticut River. This weekend, both teams
will take on Wesleyan but the men will race the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire as well.

The team is divided into two weight divisions,
heavyweights and lightweights. Each boat has either four
or eight rowers and all boats compete on race day, from
the varsity A boat to the novice C boat. Each race is 2000
meters long.

The women are expected to do well tomorrow. In their
fall season, they had only one loss — to the Coast Guard
Academy. One of those victories included a win against
the Wesleyan team.
The men's heavyweight eight is solid and experienced.

All eight men have been on the team for three or four
years.

The women's race will begin at 10:00 a.m. Boats will
take off at 15 minute intervals. The men's race starts at
1 1 :00 and will take place at the UMass boathouse, under
the Calvin Coolidge Bridge in Hadley.

Cnllefpan photo by *Jo^l Solomon

Partly cloudy today,

high in the mid 40s.

Sunny tomorrow,
high 40 ^ 45.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Jason Talerman's
candid interview with
campus conservative W.
Greg Rothman. Page 9.

Grorillas travel to New
Hampshire yesterday,

pound Wildcats 16-8.

Page 16.
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COLLEGIAN
Pro-choicers rally
in nation's capital
By MARLA SACCHETT!
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - More than 600,000
abortion rights activi.sts swarmed U> the na-

tion's capital yesterday for the largest

march for women's rights in history.

Police deployed about 1,200 officers for

the march, which began at noon at the
Washington Monument and swelled to a
size nwre than six times that of the original

100,000 estimate. There were no mt^or con

frontations between pro-choice activists

and the handful of anti-abortionists pro-

testing the rally, police said.

Pro-choice delegations from such far

reaching states as Alaska and Hawaii were
among the multitudes that clogged the
mile-long .stretch from the monument to

the final rallying point at the Capitol

building.

Eleanor Smeal. former president of the

National Organizaztion for Women, urged
a cheering crowd to assert their reporoduc
tive rights and fight for the passage of the

equal rights amendment.
"We intend to keep on building and

building." Smeal said. "We intend to keep
moving forward and never go back"
Deleagations from 500 colleges and

universities were pre.sent, and .500 students
from the University of Massachusetts were
joined by 400 delegates from Smith College
and 300 from Mount Holyoke.
Marci Lew, a UMass junior and co

founder of People for Choice, said she and
ISother UMass students will remain here
today to lobby Congress for women's rights.

"What women do should not be decided by
the government," she said. "It's a choice
that only should be made by the women
themselves."

The march. faciliUted by NOW and 500
continued on page 6

AP
SEA OF DEMONSTRATORS - Tens of thousands i»f demonstrators

show their support of abortion rights during a rally on the Capitol grounds
at the end of their march through the streets of Washington yesterday.

Prize-winning writers discuss the business
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The non fiction writer's sole obligation is to the truth,

best-selling author Joe McGinnis told a packed Memorial
Hall audience at a conference last week featuring six

Pulitzer Prize-winning writers.

McGinnis, author of Fatal Vision and Blind Faith, was
the subject of a recent two-;wul New Yorker series by Janet

Malcolm, who held up McGinnis as an example of the jour-

nalist as "confidence man, preying on people's vanity, ig-

norance, or loneliness, gaining their trust and betraying
them without remorse."
McGinnis was sued by the subject of Fatal Vision, con-

victed murderer Jeffrey MacDonald, who .said McGinnis
had deceived him by pretending to be a friend, while
writing the book that portrayed MacDonald as guilty of

the murders.
The third and last panel of the two-day conference, "The

Art of Non-fiction," was dominated by the controversy

sparked by the Neu- Yorker series. About 300 people

crowded into the room to hear McGinnis defend himself.

"The obligation of the writer is to his own or her own
Iierception ofthe truth, and to the reader," McGinnis said.

"Ifyou write true stories about living people, some of them
aren't going to like what you have to say."

McGinnis. who lived with MacDonald during the

murder trial, .-said the relationship between a writer and
a subject "is a professional relationship, in which both
sides enter with their eyes open, each hoping to gain
something."
McGinnis spent years talking and corresponding with

MacDonald, which led MacDonald to think McGinnis
believed his story about drug-crazed hippies stabbing his

wife and two small daughters.

"You're trying to get them to reveal themselves,"
McGinnis said. "That's what you're there to do."

During the trial. McGinnis started to doubt Mac-
Donald's innocence, but never told MacDonald of his

change of heart, for fear that MacDonald would try to stop

the publication of Fatal Vision.

"What I had then was an obligation to keep him from
preventing me from writing the book." McGinnis said.

"This is a man who is the opposite of naive, and was the
personification of a manipulator."
Tracy Kidder, author of House and The Soul ofa Neiv

Machine and a panelist, also defended the journalist's

methods.

"I don't think what I do is morally indefensible." Kid-
der said. "I try to defend it all the time

"

Kidder, who recently finished a book about a Holyoke
school teacher, said journalists must allow subjects to

think they are friendly.

"There are times when a joumali.st is interviewing a

subject, when you lead that subject." Kidder said. "The
real question comes when you sit down at the typewriter

and that coldness comes over vou."

MacDonald's suit against McGinnis ended in a hung
jury, and was settled before another trial. If MacDonald
had won. McGinnis said, the case would have set a
dangerous legal precedent for writers.

"You're going to have to read a Miranda warning to

your subjects. " McGinnis said.

The conference also featured panels on "Journalism Into

History" and "The Subject and the Subject: Biography and
Memoir."

In the first panel, on the journalist as historian, the

writers agreed that journalists are qualified to write books
of history, just as much as academic historians.

continued on page 5

Hoop players guilty
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

The former captain of the University

of Massachsuetts men's basketball team
was sentenced Thursday in Northamp-

C'nllrgian fllr phnto

David Brown

ton District Court to one year in jail

after he was found guilty of breaking
and entering in an apartment on Ami-
ty St., and receiving stolen property.

According to Friday's Springfield

Union-News, David A. Brown's attorney

said Brown is planning to appeal the

verdict to the jury session of the Nor-

thampton Court.

Brown's attorney, Richard Carey told

the Union-News, "There's abundant
evidence here of bad judgement and
there's no doubt he's guilty of trespass,

and there's some evidence he may be

(,'uilty of larceny of less than $250," he
.said.

Duane Chase, a former UMass stu

dent and basketball player, was also on
trial for breaking and entering charges
stemming from the same incident.

Cha.se submitted to sufficient facts and
was found guilty.

In the early-morning hours of Jan. 3,

Brown, Chase, and basketball recruit
continued on page 6

Dorm rooms to have
cable television installed
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Correspondent

By the fall of 1990, the University of

Mas.sachusetts intends to have cable televi-

sion in.stalled in every residence hall room,

the Board of Governors announced at its

Thursday night meeting.

BOG chairperson Eric Nakajima said he
believes Housing Services is "looking to

make loads of money off the students."

"A satellite dish will be installed in

Southwe.st, and housing will have control

of the cable service," he said.

Nakajima said the in.stallation of cable
raises several questions, including the
possibility of a .student-run cable .station,

and whether all revenues will go back to

Housing Services.

Joseph Zannini, director of Housing Ser-

vices, said cable "should be installed in

1990," but that the primary site of the
satellite dish was west of the UMass Tran-
sit Bus Garage, not Southwest.

In other business:

Food Services Coordinator Barri Jaffe and
Finances Coordinator Kirk Merrow are
conducting a .student survey to determine
demand for new foods, Jaffe .said.

"Students have expressed an interest in

cotton candy, caramel apples, gourmet jel-

ly beans and fried dough," she said.

At-large representative John Harutunian
.said the BOG must hold elections again for

Greek and Central area representatives,

because of a shortage of ballots in the
Franklin Dining Commons and the
Newman Center in last month's election.

The election is scheduled for tomorrow at

the two sites from 4 to 7 p.m., and in But-
terfield Residence Hall from 6 to 7 p.m.
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SURVEYING WRECKAGE - Eric Von Wenckstern (left) and Reid GrifTin. Hermann Hospital
life pilots, study the wreckage of a life flight chopper that went dow n yesterday in the hospital
parking lot. Three crew members were injured as the craft was taking off to pick up an
emergency patient.

Want a Great NewJersey Si
Get the Rutgers Summer Survival Kit.

Coming back to New jersey this summer^ Need to pick up some extra university credits^ Want to
avoid wasting time sitting at home and watching the grass groW Rutgers has everything you need
to have a great summer

The sun-|ust a 30 minute drive from teach to beach The fun-a great campus social life and
New York City is practically around the corner

You can enioy all this and take Rutgers Summer Session udssfs loo i^ncwsc trom hundretis
4 courses in a wide variety of subjects-everything from accounting to zcxilogy And Rutgers

•lexible schedule means you can study work a fwrt-time |ob take advantage of campus services
-uch as the gym golf course and library! and still have plenty of time left over to hit the beach

. redits are easily transferrable to most colleges and universities And reas»waWe nmv] means
. lu can still afford to have fun

:,jking summer courses can help you graduate early get a lump , ;, .,,u, ....,.; .i- ••quiK-ini-ni-,
or simply learn more about something you ve always wanted Rutgers can help you survive
this summer and the rest of the year ttX)

'.

Call for your Rutgers Summer Survival Kit (also known as our -
Summer Session Catabgi

i-800-HiRUTCERS. In New lersey tall (20!) 932-7587
or write to Summer Session Office Rutgers University New Brunswick NKW^m
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High turnout
for weekend
charity race
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Twenty-one years ago, when Father Bruce Ritter gave
shelter to six homeless children m Miinhattan. an annual
10 kilometer run Wi»s probahly the last thing on his mind.

Ritter's work since that time was the first thin^; on the

minds of more than 300 people who ran or walked Satur-

day in the 10th annual Run for Ritter.

Jennifer Parent, co-chairperson of the run. said the tur-

nout was "wonderful It's more than we usually have."

Neil Faugrlo wa» the top male finisher with a time of

33:4 1 . while Kiernan Boyle <34:25) was second and Mark
Rendall took third < 35:001. according to Chris
Mascarenhas, a race volunteer.

Sidney Chastain led the females with a time of 39:54.

while Vela Wier (41:06) was second and Sandra Story

(41:11) finished third, according to Mascarenhas.

Parent said funds raised by the race will be donated to

the Covenant House shelters started by the Catholic

minister in 1972. Organizers will not know the exact

number of participants or how much money was raised

until April 21. when the sponsor sheets are due, she said.

At least $1,500 was raised from the $5 registration fee

rf?quired of each participant, she said.

Parent said about 30 volunteers were along the 6 2mile
rt)ute "directing trafTic. directinjj runners, jfiving runners

< <»llr|{l«n |>h<»lif li> .l«*on ralrrman

Runners try to establish position Saturday during the 10th annual Run for Ritter charity race.

water, yelling out times to runners and a lot of people just

out there to encourage the runners." The race started and

finished at Alumni Stadium Track. No injuries

reported, she said.

were

Karen Klemm. who co<haired the race with Parent and
Nicole Belhumeur. said the Student Government Associa-

tion donated $1,000 while the Graduate Student Senate

donated $250.

Covenant Hou.se opened its first crisis center in Times
Square in 1972. Since then, Ritter has opened centers in

Toronto. Hou.ston, Ft. Lauderdale and New Orleans, ac

cording to Elizabeth Pollard, publicity director for the run.

Pollard said the funds will be used for the daily opera-

tion of the centers.

Gay rights proponents
seek protective legislation

rnllpfrian phnin by Jafion TalrrniHn

TIGHT SQUEEZE - A Blazer and a PVTA bus sit side-by-side after

colliding near the Hampshire Mall Friday afternoon.

By ALEXANDRA RAYNOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Gay Civil Rights Bill

should be pas.sed so that Ray men. lesbians

and bisexuals will have equal rights and
protection under the law. rights they do not

pre.sently have, a gay rights activist .said

Saturday.

Mike Izdepaki. coordinator of Alliance for

Equality, said the hill would also prevent

legal discrimination ba.'^ed on sexual

preference in matters relating to housing,',

employment, and numerous other areas,

in concrete terms, the bill would simp

ly ;idd the words "sexual orientation' to ex

i.sling civil rights statutes." he said.

The forum on the bill was one of a

number of events this weekend that

celebrated the sixth annual University of

Massachusetts Gay. Lesbian, Bisexual

Awareness Week. The week, which began

with a rally Friday on the Student Union

steps, is scheduled to continue through this

week.
Amid posters and purple balloons, some

.!<>(> students participated in Friday's ral-

ly, titled "20 years since Stonewall." refer-

ring to the gay bar in New York City that

was repeatedly raided by police. Subse
quent protests by the gay community led

to some of the first media coverage of gay.

lesbian and bisexual concerns.

Izdepski said the bill has been filed and
voted on by the Mas.-^achu.sett.-- Hou.se and
Senate each year since 1973. The closest

the bill has come to pa.ssage. he said, was
in 1987. when it was defeated by the

.Senate Committee on Bills.

The committee is one of II .steps tin- hill

must go through to be pa.ssed into law. In-

said, adding that the bill is "halfway

through the process. It has been approved

by the Hou.se and is currently being

debated by the Senate Ways and Means
Committee."
Massachu.setts would only be the .second

state to pass a gay civil rights bill. Izdep

ski said. Wisconsin has such a law, and
Ohio has a gay civil rights bill in its

legislature, he added.

continued on page S

Valley foodproduction may be injeopardy,panel says
By ALETHEA ODONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Food production m the Pioneti Valley is in danger of

becoming a lost resource and valley residents mu.st take

action in order to preserve the area's farmland, said a

panel of food production experts Saturday.

"New England's land.scape is a working landscape, and

without an economic and social atmosphere that supports

agriculture, it is difficult to sustain. " said Robert Wagner,

director of the northea.stern office of the American

Farmland Trust.

The people of the state "haven't been able to support

the economic incentive to stay on farms," Wagner told a

gi-oup of about 30 listeners at the Nacul Architecture

Center in Amherst.

Wagner emphasized that attention must be focused on

farmland as a productive re.source.

"What we are l(X)king for is land protected from develop-

ment, as a sustainable re.source," he said. "Land u.sed for

agi-icultural purposes won't be sustained without the sup

port of farmers and the economy."

Wagner used Hartford County. Conn., a community

where agriculture has been replaced by urbanization, as

an example of what can happen when a community lo.ses

touch with its agricultural roots and warned of the Pioneer

Valley suffering the same fate.

"Agriculture is on its last legs in Hartford county. In

the 1978 census there were 80,000 acres of farmland, in

the 1987 census, there were only 60.000 acres left. Those

20.000 acres have been replaced by asphalt and housing

con.struction." Wagner said.

The US 1987 Census of Agriculture for Massachusetts

reported that while irrigated land increased in

Massachusetts by 16 percent between the years of 1982

and 1987, the amount of harve.sted cropland declined 1987.

"The Pioneer Valley has open space," Wagner said, "but

a lot of it is used for recreation. It is tougher and tougher

(for farmers) to compete, and this could be helped by ask-

ing 'Where do we focus our attention?' If we focus our at-

tention on development, we have forgotten the importance

of agriculture."

Clifford Kurz, a bio-dynamic farmer and owner of the

Kuest Farm in Hatfield, .said self-sufficiency in terms of

food production in the Pioneer Valley is a potential

possibility.

"Self-sufficiency means that wed still have food if the

outside sources were cut off, " he said.

But he agreed obstacles lie in the way of building local

agi-iculture.

"In the pfjlitical social economic sphere, building and

construction pressure is tremendous. The Valley is good

farmland, and we have to decide that we don't want

farmland built on " he .said.

Susan George, a Senior Fellow of the Transnational In-

stitute in Am.sterdam. said food production is a three-part

chain made up of banks, prcxlucers, and consumers.

"In the last 40 years, the whole thrust has been towards

greater concentration and control over the farmer. The
actual producing of food iUself is a tiny portion of the food

system," she said.

George said banks often dictate to the farmer what crops

he or she can grow, and because farmers are under con-

tract by large processors, the farmer is being '"squeezed."

The fate of the farmers' futures lies at the town meeting

level, Wagner said, and citizens need to take an interest.

"'Take a look around you and see what's in the zoning or-

dinances," Wagner said. "Also, buy local product."

"You can't overnight apply these (new) ideas," Kurz

said. "Any idea incarnates slowly, so take steps and plot

out the path."
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Study shows New England paying for S&L bailout
W ASMlXtiTON tAF' Nt-arK $J billidii

111 New Enf,'land tt'deral tax dollars was
tarniaikt'd last Vfur to ht-ip troubled sav
ings and loans in Texas and other parts of

the country, says a conjjressional study
critical of the government bailout>

The Northeast Midwest Con^Tessional
Coalition, a bipartisan alliance of

law makers from 18 states, complained that

New Entjlandei- mv bein^^ toned tn p.i\ lor

the "irresponsible gambling" of the Sun
Belt during the oil triggered economic
boom of the 197()s and early 1980's

The study compared each state- i,i\

burden with the $38 billion the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corp. ear
marked last year to help close, merge and
stabilize troubled institutions.

The report estimates that while the 18
si.it<~ (it the Northeast and Midwest will

shoulder marly half of the iii<»ney FSLIC
planned lo spend, the region was responsi

ble for less than 10 percent of trouble.

Ill contrast, 89 dl tin 223 savings and
loans aided by the government last year

were in Texas. That will cost the govern
ment $24.8 billion, but federal tax dollars

from Texans will cover only $18 billion.

No New England savings and loans were

aided by FSLIC in 1988, but tlu region

A Kniup of seals bobs in the oil-fouled waters of Prince William Sound as crude oil from the spill
of the Exxon Valdez continues to move through waters south of Alaska vesterdav. Shifting winds have
changed the course of the main body of oil onto a course heading for Kodiak Island, the nation's number
one fishing port.

nevertheless had to shoulder 6.5 percent of

the cost.

The report said $799 7 million in federal

tax dollars from Massachu.setts taxpayers
will go to cover part of the FSLIC bailouts.

Connecticut will account for $527.3 million;

New Hampshire $1.30.4 million; Rhode
Island $110.4 million; Maine $105.1
million; and Vermont $51.5 million, the
study said.

The figures on federal taxes devoted to

S&L bailouts were based on the assump
tion that the taxpayer will pay 70 percent
of the $38 billion, an estimate provided by
the C»)ngiessional Budget OITice.

While there is no doubt that a large

share of the blame for this disaster lies at

the federal doorstep. ..there is no reastm
that states which have unreasonably con
Inbuted to the problem should not be call

cd up«tn to make additional sacrifice." the
rep<»rt said.

"Such a sacrifice should be required ti oin

states* which have made an unreasonable
contribution to the problem through poor
regulation and have the ability to pay." it

added
Rep Howard Wolpe, I) Mich., co-

chairman of .Northeast Midwest congres-

sicmal Coalition, called for a more balanc-
ed sharing (tf the burden of cleaning up the

indu.stry

The savings and loan erisiii is a direct

c«inse<juence of fraud and mi.««management,
together with a ItMise regulatory envirfm
ment. in a few state>.' Wolpe said

The coalition blames the industr> crisis

in Texiis and other Sun Belt states on the
"anvthing gtn's" attitude of 1973 to 1986.
when «iil prices spiraknl upwaj'd. creating
an economic Ixiom in the region.

That led to "a very relaxed approach to

commercial lending by Texa.-*' S&L in

dustry." the study said ".\ large segment
of the state's thrift indu.stry strayed from
traditional home mortgage lending and
financed a speculative boom in the con
struct urn of ofTice buildings and shopping
centers These .speculative ventures were
counting on the economic activity
generated b\ ever increasing world oil

prices
'

PART-TIME CASH

$8-9/H0UR

PACKAGE HANDLERS
SHIFT HOURS: 4-8am. 5-8:30pm,

6-1 0pm, 11pm-3am

When it comes to part-time work, nobody otfers

you more than UPS. Right now. we have perma-
nent openings in all "package handling" shifts,

paying $8-9 an hour! Full benefits included.

You can start with UPS this week, and have an
excellent part-time job for the summer! Then, con-
tinue working as a permanent part-timer throughout
the school year - and help cover college expenses!

Apply Wednesday, 1 - 3pm
at

United Parcel Service
120 Wayside Ave.
West Springfield, MA

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

PSYCHOLOGY
DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 1989

TIME: 8:00 PM
LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 174-76

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their
experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important
panel discussion!

An Equal OpportumCy Employer

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Law Stucent
Suffolk University

Boston. MA

Theracist

West Springfieia Counseling Center
West Springfield, MA
Preschool Teacher
Christ Church Children's Center
Andover, MA

Assistant Director
Applied Liberal Arts Office
Bradford College
Bradford, MA

For more information, please contact-
Unlversl^ Placement Service, UniversiW Coree'r Center

545-2224

Kyle Buckminsrer, '88

Ruth Katrner. ,M S.W. '84

Kathleen " Keiley, '88

Todd Thomas, M.A. '83
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Pholii hv llvrrk FuhaniM

ASIAN NIGHT — Hawaiian exchange students perform traditional
hula dances at the sixth annual Asian night at the Campus Center
Auditorium Friday. The events, sponsored by the Asian-American
Students Association to celebrate different Asian cultures, featured
Tae Kwon Do and Karate, an Indian violinist, traditional Cambodian
music, and a fashion show of contemporary clothing.

Sorority alumni observe anniversary
About 3U Sigma Kappa alumni return

ed lo the University of Massachusetts this

weekend for the sorority's 45ih
anniversary

"Some of thf witriun have kept in touch

with each other over the years," Becky Git-

tins, a reunion coordinator, said "But for

many, this was tht- first time they have
seen each othi-i -uu. they graduated."

Prior to 1944, Sigma Kappa was known
as the colony Beta Delta. The local chapter

was formed with the intention of becoming

a national .->uri)i ity. It was on April 15, 1944
that the first pledge class was initiated of-

ficially as Sigma Kappas.
In 1944, the sorority had 30 members and

a pledge class of 12. Forty-five years later,

the sorority has 45 active members and 18

pledges.

"I think the enthusiasm within the house
this weekend is fantastic," said Melissa

Holt, Sigma Kappa president. "Although
the people in the house may have chang
ed. the love, friendship and caring hasn't."

- LYNDA SKOAL

I

I

cI)arUe'p
1 Pray St . Amhcrs« -649-5403 • Open Ham

7 Days A Week • Cal. for Take Out
Kitchen Open tili midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10$ Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Baybreeze $1.50
Drink of the Week

Amstel Light $1 75

Beer of the Month

FOOD GIVEAWAYS
Tues. IOC Baffalo Wings 9-12

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 9-12

Sunday IOC Potato Skins 9-12

Commuters

!

Don't forget to

1 am to 4 piii

in the Hatch

Tuesday, April 111

{sponsored by the Commuter Area Government

I
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conference
continued from page I

Taylor Branch, author of Parting the

Waters: Ameriea in the King Years.

1954-63 won the Pulitzer Prize for

history this year.

Throughout the great crises of

American history, you'll find discomfort
IT passionate beliefs about the race
i>>ue," Branch said.

Without common cultural btmds bet-

ui't'n races in America, "you get enor-

mous ptHenlial for mischief in history,"

he said.

Branch recounted the \va\ in which
Reconstruction had been distorted in

history, from The Birth of a Nation to

<,'.'/i. With the Wtntl

"The tools of a journalist, whatever
ynu call yourself, are more urgently
needed in this field than most," Branch
said. "It's important to record the
history while the people who can give

you access to the history arc still alive,"

he said. "Race history, more than most
history, is not only important, but it's

perishable."

J. Anthony Lukas, a two-time
Pulitzer-winner, found his love of

history fulfilled while writing Common
Ground.

The book traces Boston's school bus-

ing crisis of the early 19708 through the
stories of three families who were Irish,

Yankee, and Black.

"Each of these three families was
trailing this huge burden of history,

which propelled them toward collision

in the streets of Boston," Lukas said.

History books written by journalists
are more accessible to the average
reader than most academic histories,

the panelists said.

"There's not a footnote in Common
Ground. This was a calculated insult to

academia," Lukas ^ked, then added
more .seriously, "we wanted to prisent

this b«x)k as a yarn, as a story, and we
v<..inled to strip it of all academic
paraphernalia

Thf paiU'l on biograph> and memoir
featured a discussion al)out the blurred

lines of fiction and non fiction, and
about turning real people into literary

characters

Biography "has replaced the old-

fashioned novel as a place to escape to,
"

said Gail Caldwell, book critic for the

Boston Globe.

The panel also discussed the recent

trend in biographies to focus on the sor

did side of a subject's life, like the Albert

Goldman biography of John Lennon,
and the Arianna Huffington Ixxik alMnit

Picasso.

Joyce Carol Gates labeled these bo<>k>

"pathography" in a review of Jean Staf-

ford: A Biography by David Roberts.

Roberts, who was a panelist, said he
was sorry his work was linked with
more sensationalist books.

"I think my book is. first and last, a

celebration of Jean Stafford," Roberts
said. When a biographer finds a sub-

ject's personal weaknesses, the writer

should "face it head-on. as I did. and
don't blink at it," he said.

Pulitzer Prize winning biographer
Justin Kaplan said the "pathographies"
were popular because "biography may
be the highest form of gossip.

"We all simply love dirt," Kaplan
said. "We thrive on it, possibly more in

this era than in any other because of a

sort of 'Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous' mentality."

UMass English Professor John
Wideman, a novelist and author of the

btKik Brothers and Keepers, said he .set

out to write about his younger brother,

who was convicted of murder in

Pennsylvania
"Very quickly it became apparent tn

me that I was writing about myself

Wideman said.
Novelist Anne Bernays said she sptiii

two years working on a memoir, but
eventually abandoned the project

because she was more comfortable
writing fiction.

"It isn't until you sit down 'o write

that you realize the people in your life

ar«' viiur material." Btrnavs >.iai(l

J

LEGAL PROBLEliS?
Call LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

• Wf ii'K'ii't thai we can no lungir oHVr li'i,'al

ri'presentation to students following the

Tnisti'c-^' .\ukni.>;t .'H. 19«T dftisiom

can 545-1995

Attention Graduating Seniors &
Grad Students!

1st time buyer program avaiiable
Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadley Suburu - Rt 9 - Contact Luther: 586-6054
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U pro-choice rally
c^i!:'~.^t-d ^^—. page I

iitiu'i' pro chiuf iii'^.iiuzaticins, was
tri^j^'t'ied by an upcoming US Supreme
Court dtfision this month on a Missouri

ant i abortion tasf Tht- iiuiri > ruling

could possibly overturn Kowe v> Wade,
the 1973 decision to le^jaHze abortion,

N't)W oflicjals said.

.Activi.'Jt Gloria Stemem warned Pies:

dent Bush, a self professed anti

abort ion 1.--t , ami thr "^iip!! tn,' ("(unt.

that wonitii uill luver ^o back" to il-

k'K'al abortion, its the Supreme ("out i

that's on trial here, not ieproducti\«
rights." she said

Koiiiui presidential candidate Rev
.I.>se Jackson also spctke at the rally,

-haring the podium with such
celebrities a.s Cybil Sheppard. Su.san
S.irandon. and .Mor>,'an Fairchild

K you love college Mi
make a career or it

hoop players found guilty

DCAN
Of

STUDENTS

continued /rem pa^i 1

tieorge A Hardin were stopped by police

tor ti.iveiinu without illuminated
headlights and in the wrong direction of a
one-way street. Police found burglary t(K)ls

in the car and what was later found to be

stolen property.

Brown and Chase were suspended from
the basketball team after the incident by
coach John Calipari (Hardin was allowed
on the team and played in the final seven
games of the i^uson). Neither Bntwn nor
'"'''- ^"M not b»« reached vixfi'iH.jv for

comment.
Charges are pending against Hardin, a

recruit to the UMass basketball team. Har-
din, who is .still a .student at UMa.ss, declin

ed comment.
Calipari testified that Cha.se told him

Hardin was not involved in the theft.

Calipari could not he tciched for comment
yesterday.

CulU'fiuin staffnwrnber Runn Garry (•<;//-

trihutvd til this story.

Gay Civil Rights Bill

continued y-om pigg J

Support for the bill is substantial, he
said, citing a 1987 survey by State Rep
.Mark RcKvsevelt that stated two of every
three Massachusetts voters favor the bilj.

and a majority of representatives in the
House and Senate favor pas.sage of the bill.

Supporters face major opposition,
especially from religious organizations.
l/.depski .said. "Misinformation about the
bill i.s being spread about by the oppasition.
U is not about m<»rality. IThe opposition)
is going for the gutter, painting gay peo-
ple as abnormal and perverted." he said.

litiMon litiuvt't ollfgc. at .VorlheasitTii rniv<>rsiiy
It) lt<istnn. IS the only institution m castmi.Mu.vsa
(hti.M'tis thai «>fft>rsa .Ma.si(>r s m>Kre«> pmiirani in the
an*aof stutlent (NTsonnel s<'r\'i«-«'s m hiKherediKa
lion. Bystn*ssinMlM»th(ounM>|inxan«ia<lniinisiraiive
skills. lh«'progniin trainsyou lo«'ffe«iivi'ly pntvide
Ntutlents with vilaisupiMin mtnui's. Tworomrnlra
lions an* offenHl ( < >LLK<iK STI DK.NT VEHSi >\NK1,
Wt )KK and .ACAfJKMK ASSI.STA\( K ( < »l NSKIJNt;
Theroiirs<*work and the student mtvk e>pra<ti«um
may N-« omplcied in one yearof full time study or
on a part time basis Many of the full lime si iidents
are awardeii >{radtiale ;Lssistanishi(>s that are
relate*! to the program and \vhn h proviile panial or
full tuition remivsionandasti|M'nd .Sonieof the
avsistaiiishi|>s also include fn««' HMim an«i Iniard

For more information rail (tUT) 4 i7 J7«iH. or write
( Graduate S(h<M>l. Boston itouve College of Huiiian
iH'Velopment Professions. HC I >»h ks<>r Hall.
Northeastern I niversitv Boston M.\n_>n">

B()st<)ii-[^)U\v

College

fl/ Northeastern

'm University

Lecture:

«A

AMERICANISRAEU
RELATIONS"

Given by

Dr. Gabriel Sheffcr

*« iptWI urM\fTMI^

Tuesday. April 11, 7:30pm
Campus Center 101

Hillel 5 College Israeli Scholar-lnResidence

Political Scientist

Professor and Sr Lecturer at Hebrew University

Editor of Jerusalem Journal of Iniewational Relations

Author and Lecturer

Sponsored by (JMdss Millcl

ALL WELCOME

^<^*;> of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE
Honii

^ener
BOSTOM

'^ed Sox
vs

TONIGHT!

NHL
Hockey Playoffs

Teams to be
Announced

CLEVELAND

\ '

'

v*«-' .-T

^^/^ '

-y.^1.
Lounge Hours:

Mon-Fri 1 1 30 am- 12 30 am
Sat-Sun 5 00 pm-12 30 am

11th Floor Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Munchy
Sale

I
On Sale Now Through ^

^ April 15 <r

Quaker Rice Cakes

Skippy Peanut Butter 12 oz.
Regular & Chunky

Pillsbury Choc. Chip
Cookie Dough

SWL Apple Juice 32 oz.

SWL Beef Franks

Keebler Soft Batch Cookies

Keebler Suncheros

Snickers 2.16 oz

Sale $1.19

Sale $1.69

Sale $2.29

Sale 89C

Sale $1.49

Sale $1.69

Sale 2/$3.00

Sale 3/$ 1.00

Available in these Munchys
Hampden Worcester Franklin
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EESTORIAL/OPINION
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An ambiguous freedom
"1 believe we live in a sick and dying em-

pire that is desperately clutching at its

symbols and attempting to enforce patriotic

allegiance and obedience from the people
and suppress anti-patriotic opposition."
This was a statement made by Clregory
Johnson of New York City

Bob Bobala
A member of the Revolutionary Com-

munist Youth Brigade. Mr. Johnson was
arrested in Dallas during the 1984
Republican National Convention for
violating a state law that forbids the offen
sive "desecration of a venerated object." He
is accused of pouring lighter fluid on and
igniting an American flag while
demonstrators chanted 'America, the red,

white and blue, we spit on you." Last
month, the Supreme Court began studying
his case, which will ultimately decide what
forms of political protests are protected by
the Constitution.

In a similar incident, a Chicago art stu
dent recently gained national attention for

part of an exhibit called "What is the Pro-
per Way to Display a US Flag?" He simp
ly spread an American flag across the floor,

giving spectators the opportunity to step on
it or around it Like Mr. Johnson, he too
considers the United States to be a most op
pressive nation and he claims to be a
communist.

It's tough being an American. For 20()

hundred years the Constitution ha^
guaranteed us the freedom of .speech and
expression. As Americans, we have the
right to say what we want and do what we
want, provided its within the limits of the
law.

W'e live in a diverse society. c<»nip(iM d <»f

different cultural backgrounds and
political beliefs. We want to respect that
diversity and we take pride in the "melting
pot" we live in (Of course, I'm speaking in

the ideal here. I realize that diversity isn't

something that everyone welcomes!. But
the problem many of us have is that, liv-

ing in the same society, we have an obliga-

tion to be considerate and civil to one
another.

Now, this guy who set the flag on fire in

Dallas, and the art .student in Chicago,
they're both Americans. They're express-
ing themselves. They're exercising their
rights as citizens. It would make sense to

side with civil libertarians and artists who
feel these men have every right to

de.secrate the flag. A Supreme Court deci

sion in favor of the Texas law forbidding
the "desecration of a venerated object"

could possibly lead the way to the suppres
sion of tho.se who hold unconforming
pr)litical beliefs

However, think back al»out 10 years to

the visions of burning American flags when
the hostages were taken in Iran. I'll be the
first to admit I'm not that patriotic, but I

remember the anger I felt inside of me
How does a veteran, who may have lost an
arm or a leg fighting for this country, feel

when he sees people walking on an
American flag or burning it — and right in

the UnitiKl States itselP How d<ies a widow

,

or the children of a veteran who died while
-irving his country feel":*

The fiag may only be a .symbol, but ifyou
trash the .symbol, you trash the people who
believe in it. Hurting others isn't .1 (on
.stitutional right.

B<th Bobala is a Collegian i't>iumnist

Column misrepresents seventies
I am writing to declare my contempt of

Nancy Cohen's psuedo article ("Say no to

seventies styles." April 4). It is not the least

bit surprising to find this Nancy Reagan
mentality in her writing. She is wrong to

equate loose, ornate clothing with un-

savory dating practices. Cohen herself ad-

mits she would "love to have men with
hairy chests. lots of gold necklaces, and
shirts unbuttoned down to their navel come
up. . .and ask Hey babe, what's your
sign?'." How weak Cohen is to attack the
wonderful dancing of Saturday Night
Fever. This is obviously the ranting of one
who has never bumped or IcKomoted to a

sultry disco beat.

Would she rather the seventies never

happened? Is her soul so contorted by pop
psychology that she would not go back to

that wonder-decade? I suppose she has no
respect for Captain and Teneille, Abba,
Elton John, KC and the Sunshine Band,
Earth, Wind, and Fire, the Osmonds, or the

King himself. You can take your beefy

guys and skinny girls in their too-tight

clothes, but give me my Hawaii Five-O,

GfHHl Times, and a Suzi Quatro record any
day. And what if someone does find him or

herself humming to Andy Gibb? It would
be one example of personal enjoyment in

spite of another sen.seless, narrow minded
ukase from the likes of Cohen.

Chris Weinberg
Northeast

Some praise for the UMass police
A couple of weeks ago. I was involved in

an auto accident on the University of

Massachusetts campus. Luckily, no one

was hurt but there was damage to both

cars. Thanks to Officer Robert Thrasher
and his fellow officers, this nasty situation

was made more bearable. They were effi

cient, courteous and thoroughly profe.s-

sional. They took care of the technicalities

quickly and at the same time realized it

was a tough spot for those involved.

I found the same level of competence at

the records office. The .oiks there explain

ed the procedures cle; ly and took time out

of their work to dip jp some information

I needed for my rej orts.

This was the firs time I had to call on
the services of th> UMass police depart-

ment. Although they are not always thank-

ed for their work, JMass is lucky to have
a police force of this caliber.

George Knight
Amherst

rellect the views ni the Collegian or the University unless otherwise note
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Security thwarts terrorism
Pan American .Airlines flight 103 was

destroyed in flight with 258 pa-ssengers and
crew members aboard That was in

December, 1988 On April 3, 1989, the
families and friends of those killed in this

incident held a candlelight vigil in memor>'
of the victims They are also lallini,' for an

Adrian S. Hamblin

investigation of si-cunty measures at air

ports and trying to determine why the
public wasn't adequately warned of the
bomb threat.

There are many things which the general
public does not realize about terrorism and
bomb threats First, terrorist groups di-

pend on creating a sense of fear in the
general public. They rely on the news
media to report on their actions, thus giv-

ing them publicity. Unfortuantely, Pan Am
103 became a propaganda piece for the ter-

rorist group which planted the bomb. They
succeedt^l in broadcasting their mes.sage to

the world and caused people to fear flying

on American airlines because of the

possibility of a bomb on the plane.

Second, as the US State Department said

after the bombing, American embassies
around the globe receive many such threats

each year. It is virtually impossible to

validate each and every threat that is phon-

ed to an American embassy. If the State

Department issued a warning every time
a threat was receivt*d, American air travel

would be paralyzed to such a degree that

it would .seem as if American airlines didn't

exist. The same also goes for foreign air car

riers. Paralyzing air travel through issu-

ing a warning every time a bomb threat is

received would again give the terrori.sts the

publicity they are seeking and help them
create fear in all of us.

I'm not .saying that it is correct in not

warning the public of a bomb threat

against a particular airline at a particular

time frame. In.stead, airlines and the
federal government should improve the

quality and capability of security
measures, both at home and abroad. Isreal

has improved the security measures of its

airline. El Al, by opening and inspecting
every piece of luggage going onto a plane.

The cargo compartments of each aircraft

have armor plating as insurance against
any possible bomb that was overlooked in

the initial inspection. These cargo compart
ments are depressurized before the plane
leaves the terminal to lest for any bombs
vvhich are triggered by a change in the
barometric pressure as the plane a.scends

or descends. There are also armed men
aboard each flight disguised as regular
passengers Their job is to "neutralize" any
armed terrorist who gets on the plane.

These security measures are lime con-
suming. El Al officials suggest passengers
flying on the airline arrive at the terminal
four hours ahead of time. They have pro-

ven highly effective, however. Since they
were instituted in the late 1960's. not a
single El Al aircraft has been hijacked or
bombed.
Terrorists are not concerned with their

lives; they are willing to die, they are even
prepared to die for their cau.se. We mu.st ac-

cept this and realize the need for increas-

ed security measures. We must lie prepared
to stand again.st terrorist groups and acts

of terrori.sm. Becau.se death is inconsequen-
tial to terrorist.s; and the imprisonment of

terrorists gives their comrades a reason to

take hostages <to bargain for their com-
rades' release), we need counterterrorist

units to rescue hostages and kill terrorists

on a hijacked aircraft or ship, or inside a
building.

We cannot afford to give into terrorists

by doing what they want us to do. We can
only increase our vigilance, security

mea.sures, and intelligence against ter-

rori.sts and be willing to punish terrorists

whenever it is necessary. Pan Am 103
should serve as a reminder of what can
happen when we fall behind in the fight

against terrorism.

Adrian S. Hamhlin is a UMass student

Hunger: a problem around the globe and next door
As a youth, I befriended an elderly woman who lived

on the second floor of a three tenement house next to mine.

She was the neighborhood grandmother, and al! the

children on the .street looked forward to the time that was
spent with her after school. She'd sit on a rocking chair

tending to an assortment of flowers, all the while quizz-

ing the children on events that made up the school day.

I became one of her favorites. She had a terrible acci-

dent as a child which inhibited her present mobility, but

self-pride blinded this woman to the realities of her

physical limitations. It was raining the day I offered to

take out her garbage. It was only when it rained that she

would allow me to help her. As I took her garbage around

back, the heavy rain cau.sed the bag to tear. My heart fell

when I realized what fell from her garbage. They were

empty dog food cans. She didn't own a dog. I never forgot

what I saw and I never told anyone until now.

The problem of hunger and starvation has reached

epidemic proportions. If nothing is done, the situation will

get worse. We al know what it means to be hungry, but

what does it mean to be starving'.' The difference is

nightmarishlv simple. Go to be hungry, you wake up

hungrier. Go to bed starving, you might not wake up at

all. C'onsider these facts I got from the Hunner Action

Manual:

Between 13 and 20 million people die each year as a

result of hunger and .starvation. That's 40.000 deaths a

day and more than 25 each minute. 1 nree out of four are

children.

More people have died of hunger in the pa.st five years
than have been killed in all the wars in the last 150 years.

More than 500 million people .suffer from chronic

Pino Privitera

malnutrition. Some estimates are as high as one billion.

That's 10 20 percent of the worlds population, or more
than double that of the US.
With the exception of a nuclear holocaust, there is no

other type of disa.ster that even approaches hunger as a

threat to human life.

To argue that problems of hunger and starvation are
caused by too many people and not enough food is

simplistic and misleading. Consider these facts:

The world currently produces two pounds of grain each
day for every person on Earth. That's enough to provide
everyone with 3000 calories a day. This doesn't even in-

clude many other nutritious foods such as fruits,

vegetables, and beans.

The United Nations Food and .Agricultural Organiza
tion estimates that only 60 percent of the world's
cultivable land is actually farmed. In Africa and South
America, only about 25 percent of the arable land is under

cultivation.

Hunger and starvation know no boundaries. Consider
these facts:

A 1985 report by the Harvard University based Physi-
cian Task Force on Hunger in America estimated that as
many as 20 million Americans suffer from not having
enough to eat.

Requests for emergency food assistance have more than
doubled in many cities during the last few years. In 1983,
the US Conference of Mayors described hunger as "the
most prevalent and most insidious problem" facing them.
The US government has a stockpile of more than two

billion pounds of .surplus food. It is estimated that
Americans wa.ste more than 200 billion pounds of food
every year - approximately 20 percent of our total
production.

On April 15. students will have the opportunity to
volunteer in a "Hunger Cleanup" to do their part to fight
hunger and starvation. The Hunger Cleanup will be a
three hour program that will rai.se money for the hungry
and homele.ss through student collected pledges from local
work projects. If we can prevent one death by starvation,
or one child from going to bed hungry, then the Hunger
Cleanup will have been a success. For me. this day will
help soothe a memory of empty dog food cans.

Dino Privitera is a UMass student
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Student affairs information Services

IIDB/TIPS

COUNSELING PERIOD
BEGINS TODAY AND WILL

END 5 P.M. APRIL 14

Call 545-1540 for TIPS about your academic
options, and ask for these tapes by number:

2682 Air Force ROTC
3000 Air Force Scholarships

2900 Armv ROTC
2901 Army Sophomore Camp
1029 Five College Courses

1050 Inquiry Program

1030 Internships

1310 National Student Exchange Program
1035 University Honors Program
1045 Women's Studies Programs

1037 Writing Program

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)
Tapjed Information Phone Service (TIPS)

M^
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Some tricks they'll never learn.
If animals wvn- rrspoiisibk- (or ihiir own
birth Kiiurol ttuTc might ii<«l he .1 need to
kill 1;^ S million unwanitcl clogs and uii.n

I .K h \«ar Ihat s the- co>t of not haMiif; xour
I'ci spa>td or ntutf-rrd Rxtd
I Ml) bringing a liticrot piippir- or kittt-nMo
an animal shcittr is nogtiaranicc- thi\ 11 find a
lionu bctorr room tuts to bi made tor more
I l.iMiig vour p<t spaytd or ncuitrcd is

ih( onl\ \\a\ to rtdiKT Ihi- sad numbtr of

r>u ncrlfvs dogs and laLs di-siroytd this \ tar
And It wUl aiv) iniTcasf voiir pits ihaiui-N
olljvinj;. 'ongcr aninualilmr life Ihai
rx-s|-H)asibiliiy is voiio alone

You'll nrviT stop your pii.s from acting
iiaturalh Hut it you lo\c thcni miu'II have
ihc-m Tlxc-cI

Talk to vour •>ctcrinan;ui ( )r lontacl us
for a Irc-e inlormalion pai kci 1 >ri birth
I ontrol lor vour pi 1

«6I 1 N*'ia'
Greenfield Area Animal Shelier

155 f-rench King Highway
Greenfield. MA^ 01301
(413)773-3148
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AETS&LIVINS
Yeasthead ferments the truth
about W. Greg Rothman
By JASON TALP:RMAN
Collegian StafT

If you cut otfthe head the body dies. W.
Greg Rothman. The interview was in twu
parts. The first was question and an.swer
Three questions each the only stipulation
being that we had to answer our own as
well as those posed to us. T! id was
an open forum Siiiurday aii' a with
Greg, Brian Darling, and Steven Lutz,
courtesy of the Carling Black Label cor
poration. at apartment -5. the republican
bunker, above Kinko's Copies. Surely Greg

hiM coiwulted G<k1 on what The Minuteman
dewns is appropriate to be written about
me. I, a non believer, have consulted a far

less benign, aibiet far more entertaining,

source: modern thought.

It's tough to peg these guys. The headless

pack is a lot easier to know. According to

Lutz they are necessarily admired by
"morons" but the core is a very bright

group that is equipped with the tools to

drive you to madness. A night of fillibuster-

ing in senate with these guys is like going
down to the clmic for thirteen shots in the

stomach because the rabid squirrels in your
attic got loose and you woke up with dried
foam in the corners ofyour mouth and your
legs swollen ten fold. In 1969 General Mac
Farlane called just such modus operandi
"attrition".

At any rate, here is the than^', in ah

breviated form. Greg led off with. "What
does Yeasthead mean?" I threw the usual
disclaimers at him and then fired it up with
my treatise on violence. It's no secret that

my daily published thoughts live and die
on the shoulders of violence. Influence and
change in this and all societies comes in

one form, violence. I don't condone it, I'm
just turning its sick side Greg confused me
With legality when it came time to answer
his own query. I paid no heed "The jury
IS in," said he but listening to the jury is

like loving thy neighbor and we all know
what a good lot of b.s, that is.

Pessimism might be a dirty word with
college age free thinkers but even with this

40 lb pack of hate I carry around on my
back I still manage to get a lot done. SGA
politicos live and die on extremism, in

either direction. I don't go for idealism,

either right or left. It takes a genuine big-

ger than life role model to pull off idealism.

Without that huge voice the results are
substanceless, strewn with a lack of com
promise and endless bickering. We definite

ly have no one of the magnitude to pull it

off here, no matter how fat the cats claim
to be.

Which all leads to to my first question for

Greg, "You are hunting with seasoned
sportsmen. You bring down an eight point

buck While dressing it you slice open the
abdominal sack thus poisoning the meat.
The other hunters are standing over you,
shaking their heads. What do you do?"

It became clear that I would get nothing
surprising out of him. He mentioned
something about an NRA membership
retroactive to the womb and some other un
funny crap and then I cut him off with my

From left to right • Jason Talerman
Darling

(ine.st right wing rhetorical satire. I told
him that the best avenue would be to shoot
the other hunters, obviously an unsym-
pathetic bunch, cover the whole mess with
leaves and flee because, afterall. only real
fatty, hormone ii\jected, meat befits a man.
Predictably Greg followed up with.

"Who's better at iports, liberals or conser
vatives?" The answer seems pretty obvious
to me. Seeing migor sport in this country
is all but dominated by Blacks, it would be
hard to imagine the concensus leaning
toward the republican side of the stream.
"Besides." 1 said, turning the focus to hoop,
"Liberals are more fluid going to the hole."

At that point Greg got woozy due to the hot
flashes he's been troubled with and expand-
ed the question to the sexual arena, he
ranted and raved for the the conservative

CulUfinn pKntu ht Jaaoa Talerman

, Steve Lutz, Greg Rothman. Brian

camp; went on blabbering about some
morale binary point system. I staved him
offat that point, having it on gcxxl authori-
ty that he does not make such a spectacular
sexual role model for the right. Which
would explain why I caught him later on.
outside the SGA meeting practicing the
Dallas Cowboys' famed Flex II defense with
a new Minuteman recruit I guess all that
Freudian male on male retentive physical
humor has its place when you respect
women as little as Brian Darling told me
he did. Maybe he didn't mean to say that
but he had been drinking for four days and
the words just welled up in him. like fine

bile I dunno. maybe it was me. I was drunk
too

At any rate. The Bone Cow Nation will get
what it's got coming.

"It's Miller time" as Den's dry wit hits FAC
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Corre.spondent

Dennis Miller

FAC Concert Hall

April 7

It was a side-splitting night of laughter at the Fine /Xrts

Center on Friday. April 7 when Dennis Miller came for

a visit. The hou.se was pretty packed, and as Miller walk

ed onto the stage, the crowd greeted him with extreme

enthousiasm. "Thankyou for whipping yourselves into a

frenzy," he responded

Dt-nnis Miller has caught the- public eye with hi.>^ regular

appearances as Saturday Night Lives news commentator.

His style is similar to that of many comedians, the con

tent of his material revolving around the familiar topics

of sex, politics, media and religion. With such a style it

is easy for a comedian to become cliched. stale and bor

ing. However thanks to Miller's originality and in

telligence there was never a dull moment in his act.

An especially intelectually stimulating and sensitive

part of his performance was when he spoke about "right

to lifers" and fundamentalist Christians. Commeniting
on how some "right to lifers" bomb abortion clinics to

make their point. Miller remarkt-H. "Now there's a cogent

Christian attitude for you
The subject matter moved on to Jim Bakker and the fun

damentalists. Miller seriously berated Bakker for taking

advantage of people's faith in God. But of course he mix
ed this with humor by saying Tammy Bakker, "looks like

the joker from Batman." To finish up the religious

material. Miller portrayed the pope taking revenge on the

per.><on who shot him. To say trhis was extremely funny
is understatement.

Overall, he covered a broad spectrum of subjects. Speak
ing abou the Oscars, Miller declared. "If I appear a little

out of it. it's because I'm still trying to recover from that

Rob Lowe thing."

He told the audience that the Ayatollah has put a boun
ty on the writer of the Clifl" notes for The Satanic Verses.

He likened Marilyn Quale's hair to the Oceanspray logo

And he shared with the crowd the fact that he loves Fami-
ly Feud - "I e.specially enjoy when all the family mutants
who couldn't make the team come up on the stage."

The audience loved every minute of Millers perfor-

mance and gave him a standing ovation when he left the

stage. He came back for two encores, something comedian.-!

rarely do. His first encore dealt with .sex and relationships

He warned the audience that, "you can now get AIDS from

hoping you don't get it" In the second encore, he sumni

ed up his act by sharing with the crowd, .some of his "on

the niad" stories, and poking fun at Hare Kri.shnas in air

ports, With funny bones aptly .satisfied. Miller bid the au
dience a good night.

The opening act. a man definitely worth mentioning,

was Paul Ringman. He's a regular at such comedy hot

spots as the Improv and Dangerfields. This performance

marked Ringman's second appearance with Miller. With
his guitar, Ringman did hilarious impressions of the Bee
Gees. Elvis and a Jamaican version of the song

"Runaway."
Ringman informed the audience that "this is sort of a

homecoming for me." I used to be at UMass when happy
hour was legal at the Bluewall." Ending off his act he

played for us a song called "Back Seat of my Car," tell

ing the tale of a high school kid having his first .sexual

experience in the back .seat of his car. The crowd was roar

ing with laughter All in all. it was a very funny night.
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• SECRETARIAL SERVICES
• Letters

• Thesis
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• Term Papers

• FAX Services

I > S • TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
J T3K© A otGP In Til© J 2 • Now interviewing for full & part-time
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BUDGET TRAVEL
• Student Flights

• Railpass Options
• Visa's & Travel ID

&MUCH MORE
Tuesday April 1 1 at

3:00 p.m. HURTER HALL
RM 601

Take A Step In The
RIGHT DIRECTION

The University of Massachusetts
Minuteman Marching Sand, known as
one of the best bands on the East Coast,

is a mix of fun. hard work, and lasting

friendships. We perform at home ana
away football games as well as specia

shows at the Big E and New England
Patriots games. If you play an instrument

or want to do colorguard, come check us
out.

The Power And Class of

New England Wants You!

Information Session

Wednesday. April 12

4 30-6:00 p.m.

Memonal Hall

of call for info

549-0921

• Now interviewing for full & part-time

summer employment
• Flexible Hours
• Benefits

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

• Bookkeeping Service

" Payroll Service
• Trouble Sfiooting

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480
535-5127
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JANE ROE ATTENDS PRO-CHOICE RALLY - Jane Roe. sub-
ject of the Roe vs. Wade 1973 Supreme Court decision that gave
women the right to an abortion, is comforted by her attorney. Gloria
Allred of Los Angeles, during the pro-choice rally yesterday in
Washington. Roe is from Dallas, Texas.

•* It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.

Experience on the Collegian is increas-

ingly valued by the editors throughout the

northeast. "

Howard Ziff. UMass Professor since 1971;

Reporter & Asst. City Editor,

Chicago Daily News

Come write for the Collegian
113 Campus Center

1989 is Here!

!

Counseling Psychology
t

R-R-R-Ring
Hi! rm Scott Webber,

your AT&T student Campus
f Manager here at UMass.

f / would like to tell you how
AT&T can help answer any

f
of your long distance ques-
tions. The best time to

I
reach me is between
1:00pm and 3:00pm, but

I you can call anytime
. 546-4741

lioslonBouvt'Collt'gt' of Human Dcvclopnu'rU ProtVssions

at Northeast «'rti I nivrrsity offers part time and full time j^raduate

degree programs in the areas of ('ounselinji Psychology. Students

may work toward a Master's decree, a Certificate of Advanced
(Iraduate Study, or a Doctoral d«'^ree.

All counselinj? courses an* taught by licensed psycholo-

gists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analyt ical and I lieoret ical courses as

well as practi( ('oriented courses. In a<ldition to classroom work,

all programs irxlude applie<l experience in a su|)ervis<Ml

cliMi( alenviroruneni

.

For more information and a free brochure on the<iradual<'

Programs In ( ounseling PsycliologN call {(117) l:{7 27()S. ( )r write to

(iraduate School, Boston liouN*' ( olU'ge of Human Development
Professicms. 107 Dock.ser Hall, Northeastern Cniversity,

Boston, MA 021 If).

Rj
Northeastern

University

\||l'l|ll.ll<>|l|HI|llll>ll\

jilfirniiilHf.il tiiiin-ilur.iiiiiii.il

I nsi II til mil .iiiit i-in|i|iivt'r

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts related projects and events:

Thursday, April 26

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall, 545-0202
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7Why join the Collegian'.'

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the.journalisni field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff
members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-
ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.

y A*"/•'> '?.:

"« VBX views on ine i.u...--^ penonnai..;j;-_-^^^^^^^ Uial he

a-^
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r
SPORT MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SESSIONS
Are you interested in a career in sports?

Would you like to know more about the

Sport Management major?

INFORMATION SESSIONS
1 5 - 30 MINUTES EACH

HICKS Rm. 3

Wednesday, April 12 -10:10, 11:15, 1:25,2:30

Thursday, April 13 - 9:30, 11:15

Enmronmkmai Sc iknces

The Division or Public Health and

The Departmenl of PlanI and Soil Stiences

arejointl> expanding: Ihi-

Knvironmental Scienci-s major.

For additional mtormaiion please call or visit

Fun: arui l»oii .Svieii^c.

Dr Lawrvnce MaIlor>

\.K S!cphen Simkuis

Dr Pcicr \ encman

SiocVbndgc Hall

545:353

545-:.V47

545 2*4^/

hnvironmcnul S,.ic:Kes.

Dr Roben C'oicr

Dr Roben NXalker

Skmncr Hall

545-()h''H

545-()S"s

MONDAY, APRIL 10, 1989

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

P
^•^yy' i^»»»a»T

SHAPE UP FOR SUMMER
AT OUR INCREDIBLE 3 DAY ONLY

SUPER SALE
On April 10. 1 I . & 1 2 - MON. TUES. & WED

PRESTO holds THE BIGGEST SALE EVERI Lots of T-sf iiris.

pants, shorts & sweaters PRICED UP TO 50% OFFi

TELL A FRIEND! DONT MISS THIS GRAND EVENT!

^

l#Kt 3 I Vr 201 maIn ST nortIiampton

PASSOVER MEAL INFORMATION
All meals and seders take place in

the Kosher Dining Commons/Hampden.

Passover Meals
Through the university run Kosher Dining Commons there

will be kosher for Passover Meals served every day
beginning with April 19 through dinner April 27.

You can only sign up lor meals Troni Api il lO through
April 17 at the Franklin Dining Commons. Depending on
your particular Meal Plan, there may be a cost. Bring

your University Card. (All Kosher Moal Plan people need
only sign up for Seders and meals not covered on
their plan )

Seders
Passover Seders will be April 19 and 20 at 5 15pm in (he

Kosher D.C. of Hampden

SPACF IS I.IMITFD RKMKMBER TO SIGN MP BETWKtN
APRIL 10 AND APRIL 17!

"^•"^^ "Tj' *

ATTENTION SHUTTERBUGS!
Back by popular demand,

the "DAY IN THE LIFE" Photo Contest
Returns on Wednesday, April 12th!

PHOTOGRAPHERS, here's your opportunity to

display your PERSONAL VISION of UMass in the

award-winning INDEX yearbook. Although quantity is

limited, 100 FREE ROLLS of FILM will be distributed on
TUESDAY, APRIL 11 on the CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE.

Lucky film holders will then have 24 HOURS to

SHOOT THE HELL OUT OF UMASS! Just remember...
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!

For further details, contact the INDEX staff at 545-0848.

HAPPY SHOOTING!

Bruins 3.

Sabres 2

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

"Were hare, Eric! Antarctica! ... Bottom of

the world!

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

HOAT Do lew

-j Doing bac<

i tW 0»t)HT

til

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

•HANtC^ FOR. COMINO

rruyt !Cm

ANDY.f^WCANl
t€iP -iOU ThPOOGH
7UI9* IS TfeR^ANV-
miN6U/\NPO^

/

ASAMffmROFFAa, THOie. 19,

JOAN/F you (OULV 61VB MF
5<»WIHIN6 V£Ar FFiaOU^

PiTAL e, . . ^ ;V7 OR WONT

ANP¥ Asy
THINGA1

A0A6OF

nA/imJKseFS.

r

A?-

By AL ARPAD

N/ATHArJ

r

Moof?e.

(•>nro unon a t ime

Happy Valloy

oW

Then, Not sm 1 <mh: acn, some biR dacldies

ti-di-i Hms1,>!> ,i^.ci>!c<i t'! re -II. line f tie '.
'iw

col ler.c ., ,,„ ,
.

IF SENPIN' 'EM T/V) And it was ^.,„,,,_

AMHE'BST 1>0N'T

\^Zt? DA Kips OUTTA

TROUBLE, W

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

(Qintrnen Veasf h€^ci.

ACROSS

•tj*t s Bk*
ond leal

1" gaih
h s k*n

' .• to

an
"I*

'.<» tptttnuiliei

9 nuM»
to Po*tw
1 1 PrMid* at IM
17 S^3nsot»hi{)
I.! Pmte

it Oesf liM

.'? Mir >y Sl.lll

iJ Sloetiing

mishap

42 llu(>l uju>

47 eUi":^

Dul<'l) pa«Mt<M

44i Ar He^s
LsiiSlHMy

S0On*O«lh«
'U-iriefy Hland^

1llJH*t"»*<»ft»tt ?*

M HaNOM) * n«ai

MOaiap taf

60 To tw tf« Pmm
61 R«s or Donna
^7 Pen f»^irt<»*^»

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

(.t.t:uBs;t,o;o;i|a.t C|
C A I N|| R A.N.IHO.O L S

G R t » ^T Ri* ^

I R E I A N

C M E R S

H U M t

|m a r

I E IiWl A L I E r

AJJHC A I R N

oJBpTc I f I c

s o> e Pe c m
St E.A.ol

<6 Urn immo"
4a i\.tttji^Am

Ml lt<MiKMa<y

I* Itpi

fj9 f<«t Mw * '

'0 t>*ii t.» >.'

OOIMN
I jUt*-"*

3 Btwiq nut

4 Nut lypo

5 ^e t*ni,\' ttmttr, «a(>b. lH«c> Sta«iati 4/HMM

TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIfS •

•••i---.

'ons receive s /

V.-.,. .g ,^4^-: :iUTi on unexpected..;

source Not trie best time tc sion

ing contfoctj oi asking fof a foee

Try to setfle any dsputes eorty n the

dav

TAURUS AprI 20 May 2<

irig nxxe security wiH pleose .ou

Vcxj eriter 3 competition with a u>-

que oovontc^e Expenwxe counts

big r. the workptoce A relaticnstio
. ,r , .r,,, .. ,.. .ttfjr Q carKtid

OfMINI May ?1 June 20) Ek-

j.".<r.fc a frarxiol sitgation *ivoivng
several people vou could ena up
i-^ a disappointing rote wtiere a
-ena is concerned today's events
Qive you o rvew sense ot stabitty

CANCiR (June 2lJuiy 22) Vour

hopes fo' a relationship wiii

materiome sooner ttvan you ex

pected The rornontic side of love

IS emphosized Business travel gives

you extra cosh Be open to forging

new alhorices

LiO f July 23-Aug 27) What /ou

dta yesterday has set trie stage tor

a more settled situation today A
new environment wii! give both a
relationship and youf txtr^k account

a boost innovative laeas win you

notce

VIKOO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Vour

firxanciai responsibiiities iricreose

vou may be feeling frustrated in

your efforts to put a relationship

together Short tnps produce fine

results Be more understanding of a
child Patierce unlocks doors

LIIRA .--r^.- .. -_• .. rout

• ;
.-• may make heavier

jti(ii>j.'.vii Oh youf tm© Try to set

tte a problem with a neighbof c
co-wofket Be nn tme Of eorty for

an appantment Your <yriejnofi

cpow. '.'j«e ong range plans

SCORMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Go
that extra step m a lekjtonsho and
you will open trie door to lostmg

hoppmess Ojtaoor octivities moke
ttw a better week Money w*
become ovotobte for a pet protect

Stoy eriergj/ed!

SAOinARlUt (Nov 22 Dec 2i)

Vou J'
' ' ue more fun at work

this *©eK Although you stiH fee*

restricted m some oreos of vour We
trie end result wiH be highty satisfy

ing Time works in your favor

CAMNCORN (Dec 22 xin 19)

corr.r' .jfiir jt.ons improve and so

does your cash flow independent

action brings fantastic results Be

bok3 conaitions favor expansion of

your business activities A health

matter deserves prompt attention

AMIARtUt (Jon 20-Feb 18) Vour

responsibilities could leave you
more tirea than usual, but a larger

paychecii wiii energize you Vour

serkXiS rmndedness works to your

odvantage Prominent people (X%

impressed Entertain at home this

evening

PISCiS (Feb 19- March 20) Sorrie

bills come due fi/anage your own
rrxjney arid you w* not t>e caught
short ogam Sociateing will improve

your chances for achieving career

success or retirement happiness

Choose like-minded companions

MENU
LUNCH

Sloppy Joe

Grilled cheese sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Caponoto with pocket bread
Grilled cheese on wheatoerrv

DINNER

Pan shish kebab
Fried shrimp dinner

BASICS DINNER

Golden carrot bake
Fried shrimp dinner
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women's lax
onitnued from page 16

"1 dont think we |jot beat as much in the

Tone," Hartman said "I didn't think they

really could have done too much if they

didn't get the free positions
"

UMass fell behind 7 4 in the fust half, a

position they are starting to get used to, .is

the the tlazelles got u.sed to the new zone

But the mainly freshman defense settled

down in the second half on Springfield's ar

tificial turf field.

The game was originally scheduled to be

played at Totman Field but at the last

minute with overcast skies threatening

Amherst, the game was switched to the

neutral site.

Lax factsrit was the fifth out of six

games that UMass has played on the

cai-pet. The only game on natural glass was

played at Totman in the Gazelles' home

opener last week. UMass returns to Tot

man this Wednesday to play Harvard

University.

crew teams

MONDAY. APRIL 10, 1989

men's track

'W® S<S)ii^ (S)n®
**Yottr Choicc^^ Coupon Sp^iali

Buy One Get One Free

BREAKFAST
Pesto Cheese Omiette $4.95
The Italian basil favorite »^ith mafinara and

sprouts Served with toast english or mulfm

LUNCH
Veal Parmigiana Sandwich $5.45
Veal cutlet topped with mannara and cheese

Served m\r\ fnes. nee or co»e siaw

DINNER
$7.95Beef Bourguignon

Sirloin tips vxith mushrooms and a brown gravy.

with a hint o( red wine Served with tossed salad

and a choice of steak fnes. baked potato, rice

piiaf cottage cheese or cole slaw

Coupon

valid

Monday

thrv

Friday

only.

Coupon

Expires

4/16/89

b£NtOfl

CIT12EN

OlSCOONT

OS ANYTIME

continued from page 16

for the future. They've shown a lot of poten

tial in their last two races, having also

beaten Amherst this season.

The team's weekend success began to go

downhill from there, however. The varsi

ty lightweight boat placed second in its

race. The New Hampshire boat pulled out

a victory while Wesleyan brought up the

rear. The varsity heavyweight race was

pretty much between Wesleyan and New
Hampshire. Wesleyan won by a length over

New Hampshire. Umass hung tough but

came in third.

Next weekend, the teams travel to Hart

ford t(. facf a traditionally tough Trinity

team

connnuea ,-rom page .a

Walters took 6th in the 100 and Jeff White

had 6th in the 1 10 hurdles. Steve Brow n

and Garfield Vaughn also had a good day.

"We had some kids who finished really

well. They just finished out of the point

scoring (lst-5thi." said O'Brien.

UMass was hurt by its inability to score

points in the field events.

"We have a lot of msyor weaknesses in

the field events." said O'Brien. It also

didn't help to have tn compete against

Dartmouth.
"Dartmouth is so strong in the same

events we are. That watered down our fire

power," O'Brien said.

Indulge without the Bulge
Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and

no cholesterol.

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

MONDAY. APRIL 10, 1989 COLLEGIAN 15

Northampton
Main Street

No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - TO THE PUBLIC ONLY

ALL
CUSTOMERS

WILL BE SHOWN
BOOK VALUE!!!

cut*

Styles by Deborah
—549 5610 —- 'jbliiiivatslly l)f Amheisl

OME
SEE WHY

WE WILL SELL

40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SALE

'jrW^'

586-8626

736-1919

VERY
USED CAR

AVAILABLE WILL
BE SOLD WAY

BELOW N.A.D.A.

11

ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS I lAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY

CHECKED BY OUR EAMOUS 27 POINT CI lECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA

iniHIDRVmm

0^J^

' [)<i'*g«/4 rWlMe* (ItAjcAoit*

171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON. MA

wash
1.50

^^^. / * MONDAY- FRIDAY

8 30 AM-NOON

6 UHIWR8ITY DRIVE /NEWMARKET CENTER /AMHERST /(413)549-2640

Baseball team steals two ofthree from N. Y. Tech at Lorden Field
on Kern's ihrowint; error, third on DiSarcina's erni'

and scored while the infield was busy with a controver

sial double play that killed the rally. Tech secoii<;

baseman Bobby George was cailfd out for interferen.

vshile sliding into second and, i- i n suit, Impaglia//'

was ruled out at first Georg« ^^i»> thrown out of ih

game soon after for complaining alniut the call am
after Dave Telgheder u.t- Wrought in for UMass fo.

relief, the Bears never threatened agam. Strange ^..

the win and Telgheder the save for the Minutem.

Telgheder, whiximsn i nt>rniall> pitch relief, .said I

enjoyed the change of pace

"It was fun," said Telgheder It was good ha\iii„

the pressure you don't usually have when you start

And I needed the vMnk so it was good just to get out

and pitch"

UMass coach Mike Stone w as happy with the overall

performance of the Mmutemen and he felt that the

reason Conroy had such a rough uutmg was that he
was hurt by some bad calls in the first - which forced

him to throw a lot of pitches.

"Whenever you've got a guy that has to throw 35 pit

ches in the first inning you know he's going to strug

gle," said Stone.

One of the main problems Stone saw was the la«'k

of hitting by the Minutemen.

"I thought that this bailctub would have been bet

ter hitting then they have," said Stone "Thev lu--

haven't Hopefully they'll come around
'

con:in!.ea ,-r-jrr. pr:^e .

Inipagliazzo got a leadoff single for Tech and was sent

home on Whitman's double down the rightfield line.

Whitman took third on a sacrifice fly by Mike Fer-

nandez and scored a run on a balk by Conn)y while pit

ching to John Comer. After .striking Comer out, Con
roy gave up a single to Alex Protosow, who stole se

cond and was driven m hy .John Urcioli's single. Ur-
cioli then stole second and, after Conroy issued a svalk

to Jim Pepio, scored on Paul Bruno's single to right

Conroy loaded th> Ihm - w hen lu walked the ninth bat

ter. Dean DiRico, s\ uh two out but managed to strike

out Impagtiazzo to get out of the inning, down 4 t)

The Minutemen made up half of the difference im

mediately, as DiSarcina led off with a double and took

third with Edwards reaching second on rightfielder

Fernandez's error. DiSarcina scored on Seccafico's

sacrifice to right and Edwards came home on Comeau's

grounder to short. At the end of the first, Tech led 4-2.

Conroy cruised from there, allowing no runs and on

ly four hits in the next five innings. UMass was just

as bafTled though, as Bears' pitcher Jim O'C'onnor held

the Minutemen to five hits through the entire game,

until he was relieved by John Manfredo in the seventh.

The Bears reached Conroy again in the final inning,

getting five runs off of him with no outs before he was

lifted in favor of Jeff Richardson. The righty closed out

the frame but not before Tech had put it out of reach

UMass went quietlv in their last at bat as the New

Yorkers took the .second game, 10 2.

Sunday's game was blessed with good weather and
Ijoth teams played well in it to start. Don Strange (2 1 <

pitched for UMass against the Bears" Jack DiMaio Hit
in partial sunshine and almost no wind. The fielders

were on as DiSarcina, Tom Murray and Comeau com-

bined for a gameopening double plas Tech also started

out with a l)ig play as Bear centerfielder Protosow

made a beautiful diving back handeil stab of DiSar

cina's line to left center.

Mil r tiutt. however, it went downhill for Tech. Ed
wards kx-at (»ut a bunt for a single, took third on Sec

cafico's single and scored <m a wild pitch with Seccafico

going to second. He was driven in by Comeau's dou

ble, but the first baseman was left stranded as Kern

lined out to center and Bright struck out.

L'Ma.ss struck again in the third when Seccafico

singled, stole second and took home on Comeau's se-

cond double of the day The Minutemen added one more

in the fifth when Edwards hit a long double into the

gap in left center, went to third on third bajseman Whit

man's error on Seccafico's grounder and scored on Com
eau's long sacrifice to left. Comeau had a big day. hit

ting two of three with two doubles and all three of

UMass' RBls
That was the end of the scoring for the Minutemen

— though Tech was not quite done for the day
Whitman led off the sixth by reaching on a DiSar

cina error and was driven in by Comer's shot over the

rightfield fence In the seventh. Peter Polls took second

CLASSIFIEDS
rOMF TO THE COLLEGIAN OFnCE I 3 MON- THL'RS 8 30 ? ?0 FRI 8 30-2 30»E>EADUNE ? DAY? t:

ACTIVITIES

II TAKES A LITTLE TO OO A LOT'
Oopji,. 1.,'.,. 1 rj.HMii «t»f Pmsow«< tooo
jjn,e , n li,.' O^.f jnW «I«9B

UMOC GENERAL MEETMO Gmi up tor

•.p'.ng' Thrtfs A.ii t)«> uo<.o«T«na I'm an
nounosmenis and a sioesnow on j«n*ca
^iwm CCt72 ITS

HCAIMNC FOR eUROWE THIS SUMMER
io« jnv i,me 'i Jet in«»e ''K no mof» tfiaii

$t«0 WKK /Mf^HlTCHiO as raporlM mCon-
%ii0nm Raootis, NV Tmiat LM't Qe Nawt-
day Caood HouMhaaping. and Natonal nal-

work mivmng shovk^ For details caS

21? 664 ^000 or orrite AIRHlTCH 2901
^oa-3Aay Soite lOO* Nv NV I002b

LIARN MENTATION FREE E Kpand mmd
rtrtai Imd mnar salt Campus CanMr rm
174-1 ;6 3-5pm

UMASS MARCNMM aANO <n<ormation

session Wed Apm 12 Me«nonal HaN 4 30pm
or cad M»-09?1 »Of more in'o

UMASS MU«C TMCATRC OUH.O. tne

group who brougM you West Side Stoty w<l

be hoidtng a genefal meeting on Monday
April 10 at 7pm in the Campus Center AN
are vvelconie lo attend IIms mealing
Reminder trxs amH tie ttie fma) niolit to pur-

chase ickets tor ttts WSS Semi-Formal on
April I4ih

flOMMATION PAPERS are avaMtHe at me
SWAG oNice in Hampden CertMr They are

due Tues April 1 llh al Spm Elections lor

Prescient Vice-President and Ti««*urar are

April 18th

OOLOEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR
SOCICTV • General meeting Tuesday
April 11 7 30 Commonwealth Room
loHowrxl By P'/7a Parly

LOOKING FOR THE EXPERIENCE tnai

Fortune bOO Companies liKe aboui
SouthWeslern Co Gam Sales/mgl e«

peripnce «>arn $3 5 thoiisand Paul
66&3247

UMASS TAE KWON OO CLUB Mon i.

Wed 6 8pm Campus Cenlei Check Daily

Schedule Beginners welcome Pete or

MiKe 6 708?

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OIL!

Join the Pioneer Valley Oil Cooperative 0«
Campus Housing 428 Student Union
545 0865

AIKIDO

ANYONE INTERESTED IN PRACTICING
Aikido there will be a group meeting every

Saturday at Boyden Gym or call Bill al

253^2395

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

WMtiD: PEOPLE TO MAKE 300 Inends

IrwM Ihfoughoul the Northeast and earn

3 credits m the process" Come lo the

UMass Marching Barx) information session

Wed April 12 Memorial Hall 4 30pm or call

549-0921 lor more into

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents

inlormed about what is going on al UMass
We can send il almost anywhere For more
tnlormation come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545 3500

AUDIO

REALISTIC OPTIMUS 50 stereo 3 way
speakers 12' woolers 135 pair 548-9382

AUTO FOR SALE

75 PEUGEOT. Musi sell lor parts $100
546 4866

1982 MERCURY ZEPHYR 78000 miles

good condilion t900 must sell 256-6430

MERCURY CAPRI HATCH excel condition

low mileage must sell $1500 or BO Fran m
Hatch Kitchen

1987 VW GTI16V red sunrool A/C 26K
$8900 Call Pete » 323 4820

1980 FORD FIESTA $300/BO Musi sell

runs line sunrool 585 5774

BUGS A MAN

I NEED YOUR ENTOMOLOGV 298
PteMe rti0 me out aetgrs •>am iwrtDhi
day' Krittm M6-9St4 tea«e meings

M tWATT MARSHALL

H tWATT MARSHALL AMP "-at torged

M'wa wate'v »•: :!.>"'! V^ 546 8859

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT U >..

loc'eys li«ils and iirge sceen <naeo
dances ?Sft^!C

FOR RENT

NEED AN APARTMENT you got on«> 2
bedroom Soulhwmxl ,ivailat>le Bi'l Can
2Sfr 1 167 after 5

ONE UUIQS KOnOOM >n wurttw,,! t^,

blocks trom campus Starts June 1 t?lO per

month Call 549 3940

TAKE OVER LEASE! Three large

bet^ooms ava>a0le m a new house siarting

6/t lor inlormalion 256-4906

LOOKMO POM 1 OR 2 nonsmoamg
IsmMes lo share Putllon Apt December
graduates ateo Can L.<.,f<>i S4<»8?75

Leave message

TWO KOROOM BRANOVWINE M>e t

over' 549 083'

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE '>»• ing 6/1 tor

apiiriment 'lea' i. ar^pus 'c tour CaH
256 8^04

AMHERST - Jur>e 1st 4 bedroom 2 bath

cape Call 263 2309 $1100

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER lease

lor 2 Odr apt CaH 665-7301 seMir^ furniture

FOR SALE

GUITAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC
^/original strings i case $200 Call

.?53 73sr

SHARP CAROUSEL II microwave $1 10 Or

B/O 546 5235

PANASONIC DK3ITAL TYPEWRITER
LCD graphing memory modem captj

lypefoninq lilalics perl cond new sacrifice

$150 549 4205 nights Noel

ATARI 520 ST*» MB HO 720K F

Drive* 1200B modem 120cps NLQ
printer desk and lots of software

$1500/80 will sell seperale 665-7438 Sal

8 Sun 8A 3P

NEW QUEEN SIZE oak waterbed w/oak

4dwr pedestal $400/BO 665 7438 Sal Sun
8A3P

PANASONIC lOeOi PRINTER new $175 00
Apple scribe printer $75 00 283-4938

Pauline

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellent condition 93.000

miles Call 256 8369

FOUND

PAIR OF EYEGLASSES m case with

hydrocortisone cream by Herter Hall Pick

up al Campus Center Concourse into booth

IF YOU CAN HEAD THIS AD Ms not for

you Found pr ol glasses in SU duct tape

on arm call 6 817?

GUITAR

IVANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUITAR
wilh gorilla portable amp please call Tom

2533470

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED(SUMMER): The Associa

lion lor me Help ol Retarded Children needs

male & lemale students lo work al their

summer sleep-away camp lor developmen

tally disabled children and adults Camp
Loyallown m the Calskill Mountains al

Hunter. NY operates Irom June 26 lo

August 26 Paid positions avaiable lor Cabin

counselors. WSI s. RNs and office slalf

Write Camp Loyallown AHRC 189

Whealley Road. Brookville NV 11545 or

call 516-626 1000. mon fri ,

9 30am 4 30pm Help us give our retarded

campers an enjoyable vacation'

STIWENT AC
S*»*F»eeieir'-.r'j»"r.. .— - .. ..-*

tor pete nuclwr daanwent nouS >r\

voiywMnimCenirM Amenta aeohtfiApar

mma lll»eM« uuii iiiwHd >a»)M««oridana
a fM weiMw erwitenmerM CempMe
hea»»ca»i» p*d»«M»wn fa** aftrmeinH.

action Part-time summer arm career ;,

t«na Sia&30IVw« 2S6 1415

WORK PORON^NKiMCE ACTKM rte«>

prMMrve endawgerwl wec«s roOu<:« lo>

: wMtes and Mop thi Ann* rw* $«ier>

iieneMs mMt m» muwmimnL Fdi^iaA-

me 2 lOpm Ctf 2S« 14» B« /Shamion

4pp»y now tor the summer'

HCU>WANTEO Mu« be avwatHe to worn

dunngday Monday tWednes^iy , ft Fnday
Apply m person M CopvcM Prw« Shop 2M
Triar«gle Street Amherst

POWTIONB AVAUatE 3 poeiiions are

vtrtaWe at the Center tor Student
Businesses Accountant/Graphic Ar

twvContpm*' Coordmalor ^)pi>e«lions

aMMMe at 40» Student Unon ttwough Apnt

13 due by noon on Apnl 14 al CSB
Sophomores encouraged to apply'

LOCAL ANCMTECTIMALyENQMEDIMG
FIRM seeks interior design or engtneenng

students tor part lime worti CMI Taylor

Ouexer al 536^)455

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS OR PRO-
FESSORS * 11 intofnal ..• jtxij' Su'v vi'S

We need to ttfk to you for a ciass project

as^ CaH S49 6503 or 2560916

HOUSE WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Want to rent two to three !).Klii>3m house

Call Matt at 549-1275

HOUSEMATES NEEDED

CAPE COO
2 Roommates needed to share 8 person
hrt..«ct .rt r f*nrer o* t^aiviis From Memory

; abor Day For more mtorma
)ave 549 0068 545 2150

LOST

LONG BLACK LEATHER COAT. Rewa-a

$ call 549 0971

MOTORCYCLE

1981 SUZUKI ES450T low miles $350 00
545-2094 fUmassi 253-2233 (home)

NEED CASH QUICK

GET YOUR BASEBALL CARDS out of the

closet and sell mem lo Todd 549-6361

PERSONALS

-GREEKS GREEKS GREEKS—
Greek Week went terrifically Thanks to all

of you' I hope you had a great time Inah

—IFC/PANHEL EXEC-
GREEK WEEK WENT EXCELLENTLY'
Thank you for all your help and lor putting

up with me for the past couple weeks You

guys are great' Get psyctied lor the Awards

Banquet Inah

—JEFF GLASSMAN—
Thank you so much lor putrng the Comedy
Night together lor Green Week You are

awesome and very much appreciated'

-MICHAL MIZRACHI-
You are awesome incredible and |ust

amazing' Your tshirt and cup sales for

Greek Week were unbelievable Thanks lor

all your hard work IFC/PANHEL EXEC

-KEVIN TAYLOR-
Greek Week is over' JusI the Awards Ban
quel IS left Can you believe if Thank you

lor all your help Withoul you I would have

been lost Lei s go celebrate' Your partner

trom Panhel

-DELTA UPSfLON-
Congralulalions on your chariot pull lor the

Jimmy Fund You guys did an excellent |Ob

and we ate so proud ol your accomplish-

ment' IFC/PANHEL EXEC

CRAIO OOWIEV PAN CLUB MEE ImC

-

LOOtuMg lor tun and •K4eme«f'>
Wellloaaneiurttiar We hMe lound (he

'

•
aeterweotout wuMnca andyeMCOioo'

' Come one «m*m Get your tree *

' lulotraphad pKl«ir« ol Craig as you *e

'

'<«v«« seen lMnB«*DM*Fm 10000 '

members g« oHiOMi CraiQ Oowtey '

F«n CM>p»n QfiMta ]Mn us'

TO THE CUTE TNANSPER FROM
TRMTV- HHjp* I was »etplul let % pian iju'

Khadutas togattier Sop by same How S«s
Tuesdayr Your CASIAC studert eourtselor

AUONA A KENRV SoniMMy amtn •• aS
remnoce we * all s^ Md Mire waan'l loo
much we missed, and thrtiugh the teats

we'd smile arfien aw recall we had It ad- tor
'
juei a oiomerM Samedey guys'" I

thoee moments, dtdy leere

WhM's happening^ I Utte ytw '^utff'
Taetetop

THREE FEMALES DESPERATELY see*
ng 3 bedrooms tor neit year Pteaie can
546-4054

LISA AND LAURA- rs about Mne you guy*

XQi
a personal Happy txniKMy'''''' Love y«

ndrea

OKIPF: MaytM ttw w4i convmoe you I lo«e

»ou' P S Now EVERYONE unows' Love

TO SEKNA IN 34t Don t plot revenge
because we wiii mane your Me a hving he*'

You die Love Tak

HAPPY BELATED MITHOAY ELLEN

'

we love you
Kar< Kr« and ManOelh

TRACY DWCE OCMMO get a Ms' Play per

-rf^j".!'-. lag' Brian than«» lor tt>e atnorous
i-npsb^.jr» Love PJB

WHY THEY WA TCHING MEIN go sk«ing
rt'tr. y.* any' rr^*^

TO THE GIRLS WHICH mean so much lo

us' Happy brdhday' Km Katr<y Kathy Mary
Sharon' Love the guys ol the 20th

TO THE CUTE CIVR ENGINEER who
helped rne ou' with my survey Tuesday mor
•ing .n Bartieft Itianks a k>t' Your en
'husiasm made my day

ANNA - UMiSEMKA' Things do get better'

Remember you' iriends care Kou
Hoaaloria Lee

ATTENTION UMASS • Today is Lisa
Simili s 19th birthday' Don t worry be hap-

py today You re ttie best Love your
roomie

PRINCESS
I M MISSING YOU

143

KE SORRY SO LATE but hope you had a
jamman b day you re so tender we love ya
Kayla & Emily

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KAREN BERTINO
Happy birttxtay lo you
happy birthday to you

you make me extremely happy
and your a great kisser loo

NE

DONNA - Happy 20mi~Vou'ii« the best'

Love Jeft

EVERYONE WISH PATTI HAROOTIAN
happy birthday she s 19 and the best" Love
Kelh

SENIORS! Have you pledged yet' Foot
prints of 89 Campaign

DON T THROW THIS PAPER AWAY. II

can be recycled' Jom University Recyclers
Monday 7pm Cape Cod Lounge

WANTED: 2 females or males nonsmokers
10 share a 2 t)edroom apt in Brandywine lor

next year Call Bob 549 744? or Jeff

546 7.14?

AMBITIOUS BUT NOT GETTING AHEAD?
Southwestern gives sales experience and
$35 thousand The opportunity you need
but most can I handle Paul 665-3247

•.SH IN ADVANC

LEAVE VOUR FOOTPRINTS!'
-JOIN THE SEMOR CLASS CAMPAIGN-
' Earn $4 SOm> piMS BpnwaM eatMS '

adw UMmw lenwn
* Artrv« Hi irw, Mtfrnhrir .\\ *<Ai\ n.i%«HVM4rfl '

mOC WANTED

OESnWATELV SEIMNC RIOE ii> W«ne
ar even New Hanipthire waa sna Ol

vxvm tMi Share espense* Pteaae cad
N<k, S4«.4a«»

RIDE NCCOEO TO SYRACUSE area
weesandot 4/144^17 wa share eipenses

Stacy 54*7775

-^pn/DAY "i^^P

PLEASE SUBIET OUR BRANvyyi'
apartment c«r Sua MtM392 o
546-S397 LMM i

1 HOROOM A^AHTMntr r«nt nsgoi

bus route caa ?«3 77S0

SUNNY SPAOOUS APT m ««..-
Arrih""' ''; 1 Mopia 549 t.866

SUaUT MV ATT TMBSUHMM m B.
iitywHie i«Qmw Nago CaH Erm A47?»

LARGE ROOM AVAtABLE M S«n&<<
VajJMSE tor temats Fa* <^»>i^-\ Ca* p

1 1 mMLi TO SUSLET my ha.

llMt riom M BttMtdfMiMt apt Rertt na»^
Cali»A»3

SWIM tmXAQE SUMMER LEASE 4

bediotiii* ir»Onndu«dv or group On im;«

ROOMMATES WANTED

ONE FEMALE TO RRIT double room
luwrinous* apis ava>attie June 1 549 1449

t or * KMALES. NEAT. •espons««» non
SMOKERS FOR 'BEDROOM IN Btit^
Matttir apt Lease starting m Sept 1 teri mdi
c«li2«fr«»t

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED tor Branywme
Apt lease slam Apm FuHylunHshed Pond
view CaM 549^7??

HOUSEMATES WANTED lo share house
on buslne June to August and/or
September on Cheap' L.sa 546 8032

LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT!? 2
'oomnuNes netKled to share 3 bedroom
aptytmeiit in Pultton ViHage Male <x
t^ omaN non-smokers only can M<rhita>i

S490224

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE'

TAKE OVER OUR BRANOVWINE LEASE
and assure »our»e»l t piate to iivf n

September Cal 549-lMO

TO SUBLET

m 3 KOROOM HOUSE
dryer woodalove 5 mm waix lo

downtown 10 mmuie waM< lo UMass can
253^0707 $t95/month

TWO SCMMMMT NON MMMNO FUN
women lookmg tor two sm^ roorre m cotri

house preterably m AMherst lor FaN please
call Kristm 546-9514 leave message
Thanks

LOOKMG TO LIVE IN HYANNISPORT tor

Summer'' We are iooning *or 3 neat room-
mates lor our beachhouse' Call now
549-7297 ask tor Enca

NON-SMOKER FEMALE lor one bedroom
in prt apt on rr^m $1 Avail June 1

$242(mo inci Call 253 5918 leave
message

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED for Bran
dywine api starting 61 Call 546^8285

HELP! Female roommate needed to share
large bedroom in new luxurious house'
Washer/dryer sundeck gas heat central

air more Only $215 per nnonth' Call Pam
now' 546 7318

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART-
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTK;S. worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer' Call 549-1660 George

SERVICES

RESUMES, professional quality laser

printed speedy service Only $15 call Rick

256-0199 Eves 5-8

SUBLET

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer dryer 5 mm walk lo downtown 10

mm walk to campus $350 lor entire summer
includes an utiilies call 253-0707

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 bedrooms, house op-

posite southwest Contact Knsline
546-7470

AVAILABLE APARTMENT FOR RENT
Furnished center ol Amhe'Si call J C at

2533562

SUMMER SUBLET

2 BDRM SOUTHWOOD APT available star

ling 6/l.'89 with Fall option on bus route
Call 256 1167 ask lor Celia

SUMMER SUBLET 3 bedroom townhouse
apts available June 1 549-1449

ROOMM ROLLMO ORCet avaiiaow June
1 Femam ca« tor details 253-7841

TVPtUKS

EKCELLENT TYPIST p<k upidet<v>-

available Dede 256 8741 after 5pm

CASES. PAPERS. THESB. on<anH>u^ <

lordabie giammar rev iewed dependat."
584 7924 Nancy

WANT TO RENT AT AMITY PLACl

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUOENtS
man' 'o -fi! an Arnity PlaLi* ...^i.j. r^-

wrth any information please cM Mat' t

WANTED

5 RESPONSIBLE GIRLS seeking 4 or 5
bedroom house CaH 549^1372

WANTED TO RENT

MALE STUDENT LOOKING 10 rent studio

apt or room in tH)use or apt near UMaf.s
campus CaH Greg at 546 7203

WED LOVE TO TAKE YOUR 3-4 bedroom
lease over starting September 665-8659

PLEASE HELP US! Four responsible pea
pie looking lo lake over lease to a 4

bedroom house please call Beth or Bntt ai

549^0958 or Karen at 549-0618

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease for a 3^4

bedroom house starting 6/1 call 549-1538

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease lo 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743

Lilt ^ T.,
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SPOJTS
Men^s lax tames Wildcats
Gorillas double UNH, 16-8
By JIM CLARK
Collegian StafT

DURHAM. N.H. - Belter late than never for the

University of Massachust»tts men's lacrosse team
The Gorillas were originally scheduled to travel to the

University of New Hampshire on Saturday, but were
given a ram check when April snt)w fell on the tiranite

State. The day's wait didn't do much harm, as UMass
handled the Wildcats with m(xlerate ease. IB 8 vcstird.iv

aftermxm at Cowell Stadium.

UMass recovered from a sluggish first quarter with a

seven-goal outburst during the sjK-ond period, more than

CollrifiMn pholo h> .jM*.fin lalrrm^n

The UMas.s men's lacrosse team continued its winning ways
yesterday with a 16-8 victor>' over the University of New
Hampshire.

enough to run its record toH 1 on tht- -f.i>(>n .ind drop the
young Wildcats to 0-4.

"1 thought we played well after the first quarter. Our
team defense played really well," .said UMass coach Dick
Garber. who by virtue of the victory has once again rt

tained bragging rights in thf (larlxr housj-hold (iarher -

.son Ted is the L'NH coach

The Gorillas bounced out to a quick 30 lead on a pair

of g«>als by junior attack Scott Hiller and another by senior

attack Paul (ianci, and looked ready to coast t(» a victor>

similar to last season's 17-3 pounding here in Amherst
But the Wildcats, a foreign team to Gark>er despite the

family ties, bounced back on a pair of late goals by Mark
Botnick and Bruce MacDonald to close to 3-2 after one
quarter

UMass was also helping the cause by not

clicking to full ability in the offensive end
The tiorillas looked sluggish at limes, mis.-^

ing pas.sfs as uril as golden scoring

opportunities

"I was slightly disenchanted with our at

tack being out of position on the 4 on 3's.

Garber said "We practice those regularly.

But everything start(>d falling into piace

in the second .A quick goal by sophomore
attack Jim McAleavey, ftillowed by a John
Gonzales tally pushed it to 5-2 and got the

hall rolling By pt>riod's end. a pair of goals

by Rob Codignotlo and single goals by
Brett Jenks. Paul Ganci and Hugh
O'Callahan helped open it lo 10 4 at the

half

O'Callahan's goal came exactly at lh«

buzzer as he look the ball the length of tht-

field and connected on a give and go with

Ganci ju.st as time expired.

The second quarter was also marred by
a slight brawl when McAleavey was push
ed into the cage by a pair of UNH player>

one of whom tried lo use McAleavey s head
for field goal practice. The melee seemed
lo serve as a wakeup call the Gorillas

needed.

New Hampshire never threatened in the
second half, giving Garl>er a good chance
to gel his troops .some playing time. Gan
ci, Hiller and Codignotlo all scored to finish

off hat tricks in the second half, while Tim
Soudan added a pair and Mike Cain a
single goal to complete the scoring.

Women's lax stalls, falls 10-9
Gazelles lose 5th straight
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Well, they're not winning but at lea.st the scores are get-

ting progressively closer.

The University of Ma.ssachusetts women's lacrosse team
lost yet another game yesterday. 10-9, to Colgate Univer
sity but in the process employed a new defensive game
plan that was much more successful than in weeks past.
Now, if just the attack can gel on track, the Gazelles

might be able to win a game or two.
UMass coach Patti Bossio decided to drop her defense

back in a zone at Springfield College (yes. that's UMass'
home away from home) Sunday and it apparently cross

Looking for
sunnier days —
rain halts tennis

If this spring's rain keeps falling, the
University of Massachusetts women's
tennis team just might end the year
with a perfect record.

The Minutewomen have won their on-

ly match, back on April 1st and have
been rained out of their other three
scheduled dates.

Coach Mike Husted is worried. "The
rain has affected the girls mentally and
has got them real down."
Another problem for UMass that will

al.so affect the team mentally is the now
probable loss of no.l singles player

Christine Willse, who has severe ten-

dinitis, for the year.

This weekend's Providence rainout

has no makeup date yet. but the UConn
match has been rescheduled for April

18th at home.
TENNIS NOTES: The UMass men's

tennis team will be in action today
against Rhode Island on the Boyden
Courts (3 p.m.).

- BRAD HALFOND

ed up the Red Raider forwards for most of the day.

The Gazelles had pos.session of the ball in the waning
minutes of the first half and were threatening to tie the
game and send it into overtime. But time ran out on the
Gazelles and it was back to the locker room with its fifth

loss in a row. UMass now stands at 1-5.

"Five more seconds and we may have scored again.
"

Senior co-captain Lynn Hartman said. "We just lo.sl the
ball at really crucial times. We got possession of the ball

but we just turned it over."

The Gazelles may not have capitalized on their scoring
opportunities but Colgate did. The defense stopped the Red
Raider offense from fast breaking but were called for fouls

on a few occasions and that is when Colgate put the ball

in the net.
continued on page 14

Baseball takes
2 of 3
Gets the best of N. Y. Tech

I'aUvflaa pkMn ht .lort Solomon

Steve Kern (batter above) and the rest of the
.Minutemen edged closer to ..'500 this weekend
by taking two of three at home. U.Mass is now
9-10.

By DENNIS .MAD.SEN
Collegian Staft

After dropping a slugf«it to Siena College Friday

12 9. the I'niversity of Ma»tachusetts baseball team
headed into a three-game weekend series with lh»

Bears of the New Y«>rk Institute of Technology l«Kik

ing to pick up two or three games m the home.sland

The Minutemen split the doubleheader on Saturda\

and won a squeaker on Sunday
Saturday's first game was a pitcher > duel, featur

ing the Bears' senior lefthander Mark Hannon (1-2)

against UMass Paul Ciaglo (3-0i. When New York
Tech's Peter Impagliazzo led off with a triple and was
sent home by Jim Whitman's grounder lo third, it look

ed like it might be a repeat of Friday's high scoring

outing. But Ciaglo quickly settled down, striking out

the next two batters lo end the inning with Tech
leading 1-0.

That was it for scoring until the third when UMass
got four consecutive singles from short.slop Glen DiSar

cina, left fielder Dave Edwards, right fielder Drew St>c

cafico and first baseman Drew Comeau. Comeau's
single brf)ught in DiSarcina and third baseman Steve

Kern's sacrifice to center tallied Edwards, giving the

Minutemen a 2-1 lead after three.

That's the way it would end up as both teams made
scoring bids later on but were stified by good defen.se

and strong pitching. Hannon allowed only two runs on
seven hits, had two strikeouts and only one walk. For
tunately for UMass. Ciaglo had a better day. giving

up one run on five hits while .striking out nine and
walking four.

Unfortunately for UMass. however, the Bears got

good back-to back pitching games while the
Minutemen didn't. UMass righty Brian Conroy
struggled early in the second game, giving up four runs
in the top of the first.

continued on page 75

Men's track places 4th out of 5 in opener
By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staft"

In its first meet of the season, the Univer-

sity of Massachu.setts men's track team
finished 4th Saturday in a five-team meet
at Dartmouth, N.H.
Ivy League powerhouse Dartmouth Col-

lege was the meet winner with 134 total

points. Cornell University was 2nd with 88
and the University of New Hampshire was
3rd with 53. Next came UMass with 26
total points, and the University of Maine
finished fifth with points.

The day produced many good perfor

mances for UMass. Senior Fitz Hagan won
the steeplecha.se in 9:21.2 to the delight of

head coach Ken O'Brien. "It was his best
early season performance, a sign of good
things for Fitz."

Freshman Jerome Bledsoe placed second
in the long jump, and recorded a personal
best. The first-year jumper for UMass
leaped 22 feet lO'/z inches.

In the 100, sophomore Michael Grey
grabbed 2nd with a time of 11.3 seconds.

Grey ran a 10.9 in his trial heat. Reinardo
Flores had another 2nd place finish for

Women's crew tops Wesleyan
By C.J. ABATI
Collegian Corre.spondent

The University of Masachusetts crew
teams made a tough showing at the Con
necticut River this weekend despite the bad
weather. The women's team was successful
in defeating We.sleyan, while the men's
team had varying results.

The women's victory over Wesleyan was
pretty much expected. The varsity boat

edged their opponents by a length. The
junior varsity was also victorious, cruising

on to win by an impressive three lengths.

The novice boat, on the other hand was

defeated by the Wesleyan women.
The men's team had a bit more trouble.

Their only victory was pulled out by the

novice heavyweight boat — defeating both

Wesleyan and the University of New
Hampshire. Their victory is a positive sign

connnued on page 14

UMass. The senior ran a 14:46.0 in the

5000. a couple of seconds off his best time

in the event.

The mile relay team of Grey, Stephen

Doran, Steve Brown, and Garfield Vaughn
ran a 3:23.3, good enough for another 3rd

place.

O'Brien cited many other good perfor-

mances for UMass. Freshman Kevin

continued on page !4

Other results . . .

• Because assignment errors we are unable
to report some of this past weekend's game
stories. We do, however, have some of the
results.

The University of Massachusetts Softball

team swept all four of its games this

weekend. The Minutewomen beat St.

Bonaventure University 10-0, 10-2 on
Saturday and then eliminated defending
Atlantic 10 champion Penn State 1-0. 4-0

on Sunday.
The rugby team wasn't quite as suc-

cessful. The Minutemen's A squad lost to

Army .34 3. the B squad fell 36-0. but the
D squad did manage a victory, 31-9.

IM.
The sun will re-emerge
today, with highs in the

mid 40s. More of the

same tomorrow.

More coverage of the

pro-i^Jfioice march
Wjishington, witl

pmbm. Page 5;

R^.M. hits t^^
tnno, play|pg^r hot

g-

th^^orcester
10.
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CDLLEGIAN
PVTA rowdiness
threatens service
By ALLEN BEK.NAKI)
Collegian Suft^

The weekend night PVTA bus mrrkm is

becoming dangerous for both drivers and
passengers and the University of

Maiisachusetts Transit Authority is con

sidering cancelling the routes as a result,

transit officials said yesterday.

"What we all fear is going to happen is

that one of these nights someone is going

to get seriou.sly hurt," said Christine

Catalano. assitant operations manager for

UMass Transit

Any proposed discontinuation or

m<idification of ser\ice would not take place

until next semester because the UMass
Transit is under contract with the Pioneer

Valley Transit Authority to provide the

present level of .service through June 1.

said Operations Manager Allan Byam.
But he stressed if the rowdiness on the

weekMtd buses does not end. next seme.<rter

may see the end of this service

"People realize that nothing will happen

to them" if they act rude or menacing to

the drivers or other passengers because no

one on the bus has any authority to stop

them, he said.

"My recommendation is to stop the buses.
I don't care [about a lack of service) as long
as the drivers are iiafe," he said.

Some of the complaints drivers have
made include people urinating on the bus,
vomiting, fist fights among riders and be
ing threatened with physical violence In

one instance a woman driver was grabbed
around the neck by a male pa.s.s«*nger who
slammed her face into the windshield of the
bus, Catalano said.

Most of the incidents are not as dramatic,
.said Catalano. but dealing with obnoxious
passengers is not what the drivers are
trained for.

"It's just a case of real di«rMpect to the
drivers. During the day {pa.ssengers) don't

act like this so why is it okay to do it at

9 p.m."*" sh»» said.

Ninety percent of Transit drivers are
undergraduate UMass students, she said.

In the past, Amherst police officers rode
on the weekend routes to ensure the safe

ly of the drivers and passengers, Byam
said, hut when Amherst instituted new
laws regulating noise levels in town the
police started doubling up on weekend
patrols, taking ofTicers off the buses.

continued on page 6

International student club

draws from across the globe
By LISA MARUYAMA
Collegian Correspondent

The International Students Association

is open to more people than just foreign

students at the University of

Mas.sachusetts. according to Quynh Dang,

president of the organization.

Dang .said the Amherst chapter of the

ISA has exi.sted for 13 years as a non profit,

apolitical organization. The club's member

ship fluctuates because most of them are

busy gradute students who come and go fre-

quently, and some are more active than

others, he said.

The majority of the members are Asian,

amsisting of students from Thailand, Viet

nam, Laos, Cambodia, and Japan among

others, he said. Although there are some

students from countries like Puerto Rico,

Africa. Ireland, Greece and parts of the

Middle East. Dang said that sometimes

non Asians are hesitant to join because

they are the minority.

"We're a club that draws people together

of many nationalities, but acknowledges

and respects the individual differences,
"

Dang said. continued on page 6

<'ollrciain photo by Dondi Ah»»rT;

DO FISH HAVE SAX? - Fishbone rocks Katina's on Saturday.

Activist: Gays must see own strength
California politician speaks on community empowerment

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

The gay community will not get the rights it deserves

unless its members work to gain power, the president of

the San Francisco Board of Supervi.sors told a group of

students and activists last night at the Student Union

Ballroom.

* If we're going to make it, it's because

we're going to be in power, j

- Harry Britt

Collt'Kinn pholo hy .l««<>n Tnlfrman

Arline Isaacson, of the Massachusetts Gay

and Lesbian Political Caucus, spoke at the

Student Union Ballroom last night.

Harry Britt, who has been a member of the board for

10 years, told the audience of about 90 that many gays

do not realize their potential for power, explaining that

he felt powerless when he first realized that he was gay.

"It took me 30 years to get over it (fear) ... if I ever

get over it," he said. "Few of us learn how to be powerful."

He recalled his experiences in San Francisco's Castro

Street section, and the effect that slain city Superviso.

Harvey Milk had on the community.

"Harvey . . . was so focused, so clear. He simply could

not tolerate the fact that fundamental decisions were

made by people who did not (know) our lives," Britt said.

"We were not in power," he added. "Our wisdom and

creativity were not being listened to."

He said that political influence is important to make
any social change for gays.

"If we're going to make it. it's because we're going to

be in power,"he said.

Also speaking last night was Arline Isaacson of the

Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian Political Caucus. The

group has been in.strumental in the progress of the

Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian Civil Rights Bill pro-

hibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.

It has passed the state Hou.se of Representatives and is

awaiting passage in the senate.

She explained that the group is doing more in the

legislature than just the bill. "We take care of legislation

. . . that affects our community,"she said.

Isaacson al.so stressed the group's need for financial ex-

pansion. "We've got to be more professional, "she said.
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FIRST BALL - Harvard University hockey coach Bill Cleary is shown giving it his best

as he throws out the ceremonial first ball during festivities during opening day at Boston's

Fenway Park prior to the game between the Red Sox and the Cleveland Indians. Cleary and
members of the NCAA champion Harvard hockey team, in background, were the honored
guests yesterday.

Noted liberal economist not likely
to attend Republican fundraiser
BOSION \V\ - Whfn lift-lonK Dt'mocrat John Kenneth

(iaibraith received an embossed invitation from Vice

President Dan Quayle to jom the OOP's "exclusive"

Senatorial Inner Circle, the Harvard i»conomist h:(>-t<n

<d to accept the unexpected offer.

'But thus far we've not received his check fm $1.(J(H),

-') his acceptance sounds a little hollow, " t^uayie

spokesman David Beckwith said yesterday.

Politicians on Ixjlh sides of the fence have been chuckl
in^; over Clalbraith's wry respcmse to the apparent com
put«>r mixup that spawned his invitation to join the fun
draising ^roup, whose annual dues go toward ^:ettin^J

Republican candidates elected to the Senate
"I don't think Mr. (Iaibraith will be there. "

.said Wen-
dy DeMocker. a spokeswoman for the Republican National
Partv offsh(Mit
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DEAD AIR — Craig Desrosiers, Dave Smits, and Dave Santospago. from left, play some
Grateful Dead tunes in front of Butterfield Hall.

Toxic chemical use targeted
MassPIRGpushes for state law that would limit industrial use

By SARAH DEMASTER
Coile^'ian Correspondent

Aaron Rome, a member of the Mas.slMKCj, said he is

po.sitive that the Toxics Use Reduction Bill, de.signed to

help industries reduce their u.se of toxic chemicals, will

be approved by the Massachusetts House of

Representatives.

"We have over 100 sponsors in the House already."

Rome, a University of Massachusetts student, .said.

MassPIRG researches environmental problems and

seeks support for legislation from Massachusetts citizens,

according to chairman Dave Kaptinski, who said the

organization's latest endeavor is not being fought solely

by UMass.
"We are working with 30 college campuses across the

state," he said. "We want to get the endorsements of

several chancellors by the end of the semester, then go

up to the legislators and say 'All these people think Ithe

Toxic Use Reduction Bill] is a good idea."

Kaptinski said the bill would be more effective than lur

rent laws because it takes precautionary measures

"in the past, people have gone around after the fact to

clean up toxic waste." he said. "The whole idea |of the

billl is to cut back at the beginning."

The first step of the proposed bill involves companies

reporting the amounts and typ<'s of hazardous chi-muals

they use. Kaptinski said.

Rome said the reports are not intended to incriminate

companies, because "the point is to work with them to

find new ways to use non-toxic chemicals."

The .second step involves the phasing out of toxic

chemicals, he said.

"Alternatives will be studied for five to 10 years," said

Rome. "No chemical will be phased out unless an alter

native is economically feasible, so companies will not be

harmfully affected."

There has already been some success with phasing out

hazardous chemicals, he said.

continued on pag* S

Greeks give
barbecue
to shelter
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Stall

Representatives of the Greek Area donated more than

700 pounds of food to the Amherst Survival Center last

weekend, according to the volunteer ctnirdinator of the

center.

The annual Greek Area barbecue sr.ieduled for Satur

day was pt»stponed due to poor field and weather c<mdi

tions. The hamburgers, hot dogs, buns and condiments for

the picnic had already been purchased, and the Greeks

could not store the food, said Michal Mizrachi, vice presi-

dent of fund raising and philanlhn)py for the Greek Area.

"We figured the Amherst Survival Center was the place

that needed the food the mcwt." Mizrachi said. "The dona

tion was verv .spontaneous, it wasn't discussed or plann

ed"
The money for the Greek Area barbecue comes directly

out of the Greek Area budget. The rescheduled barbecue

will also be funded from the budget

"It was a $700 donation, right out <>i the Greek's

Imdget." Mizrachi siiid

The donation of several hundred jjounds of meat will

fifd over 1,000 people, according to Edith .Ann Esbtnsen.

the volunteer coordinator of the center

This is just wonderful. We haven't .sirved meat hen-

u>v a long time. We usually get emergency canned good>,'

she said. "We've been getting low on food, and the numbi^i'

nf |)«'ople coming in for lutuh is growing- Windfalls like

tlu> are truly needed and appreciated '

The Amherst Survival Center, Incat-

Amherst, has been in existence for aboia u u ni..i-

K.^ben.stm said. The town of Amherst donati>d the building

and pays for heating and gt lural maintenance, according

to Esbensen.
"The town has been very 8upportive,"she said. "Much

of the donations are from townspeople. They are incredibly

generous, donating all .sorts of things."

The center provides free clothing, household appliances

and food for tho.se in need. Each month, the center serves

over 2,000 people, according to E.sben.sen.

"Some are repeat cu.stomers," she .said. "We're an ad

vocacy for the people, we consider the Amherst Survival

Center a community center."

There are two paid staff people, Esbensen and

Evangeline Westcott, the director of the center They de

pend on volunteers to help run the center.

"We have between 40 and 50 volunteers, it may seem

like a lot, but they don't have a regular schedule. We
always need more, because there's so much work to be

done," Esbensen said.

Beat poet to

'howl* tonight
Poet Allen Ginsberg, who pioneered

the "Beat Generation" with Jack

Kerouac, is scheduled to speak at 8 p.m.

today at the University of

Massachusetts Student Union
Ballroom.

He has written 15 books of poetry, in

eluding Reality Sandwiches in 1963 and

First Blues in 1975. Ginsberg has

authored 1 1 prose books and produced

five films and five record albums of pro-

se The Atlantic Monthly, the New-

Yorker. Rolling Stone and the New
York Times are among the publications

to which he has contributed. He has

received fellowships from the Gug
genheim Foundation and the National

Endowment for the Arts.

Ginsberg was brought to trial in 1957

on charges of obscenity in his poem

Houl. The book was declared legal.

Parts of the text were written during

and about experiments on the effects of

Peyote and LSD which Ginsberg con

ducted with Dr. Timothy Leary during

the 1950s.

In 1967, he appeared at the first

Human Be-ln in San Francisco. That

year, he testified before the US Senate

for the legalization of psychedelics and

was arrested with Dr. Benjamin Spock

for blocking the .steps of the Whitehall

Draft Board in New York City.

The lecture is free and open to the

P^Mk. -JOHN .SWANSON

STPEC class publication breaks ground
By PAUL McALEER
Collegian Correspondent

Students in the Junior Seminar II of the

Social Thought and Political Economy pro^

gram at the University of Massachu.setts

have released their second desk-top

published book. Revolutionary Popular

Culture.

What excites class members most is the

precedent the book set by being the first

desk-top publishing by undergraduates for

undergraduates, according to Terisa

Turner, the cla.ss in.structor.

She .said the book is part of "a coming ex-

plosion in desk-top publishing" by any peo-

ple wishing to utilize it. She said writers

no longer have to go to a major publishing

company when the technology is accessible

and affordable to anyone.

Unfortunately, Turner has been laid off

in the recent .series of budget cuts. Helen

Johnson, a coordinator in the STPEC
department, said she did not think the pro-

ject would continue becau.se "it has been

(Turner's) project."

The class produced the whole book, at

under $3 each, through a "collective effort

in which each class member could choose

any number of roles having to do with the

completion of the book." said Matthew Col-

lins, a student in the class.

In the book, each student was allowed to

write about what he or she "believed and

wanted to write about," Turner said.

Topics in the book include: Tracy Chap-

man, South Africa, and an unreleast-d work

by C.L.R. James, a "PAN-Africanist and

Pholci riiuitP!»> of Ihe STEPEC drpartmrnl

Terisa Turner (bottom row, center) and students have produced their

second book, using desk-top publishing.

And the STPEC effort has introduced

others to desk-top publishing.

Turner said she has been contacted by
Amherst parents who want to publish a

new American history text for eighth

revolutionary intellectual, " .she .said.

Turner, an energy economist teaching in

the women's studies and STPEC programs,

said the entire class, herself included, had

an equal voice in planning and producing

both books.

"The more I stay out of the way, the more

they produce things that amaze me," she

said.

graders in local schools. In addition, 25
African countries are considering following

the process for textbooks in their schools,

she said.
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A DIFFERENT TYPE OF DEBUT.

(ji^WHAT^
DIFFERENCE

g9?d5
A ROMANTIC COMEDY:

Adapted from John Patrick Shanley $ ploy The Red Coot'

(author of 'Moonstruck")

directed byMichael Salat

7:00 p.m.

Tuesday. April 1

1

Blue Wall Cafeteria

FREE!!

In collaboration with the LBGA's 6th annual

Awareness Week
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Workshop
on Editing

John DiPalazzo
of the Berkshire Eagle

8:30 p.m. - Wed. April 12th
in the Collegian Business Office

MANDATORY FOR EDITORS

• COUNTS TOWARD STAFF STATUS •

PART-TIME CASH

$8-9/H0UR

PACKAGE HANDLERS
SHIFT HOURS: 4-8am, 5-8:30pm,

6-1 0pm, 11pm-3am

When it comes to part-time work, nobody offers
you more than UPS. Right now. we have perma-
nent openings in ail "package handling" shifts.
paying $8-9 an hour! Full benefits included

You can start with UPS this week, and have an
excellent part-time job for the summer! Then, con-
tinue working as a permanent part-timer throughout
the school year - and help cover college expenses!

Apply Wednesday, 1 -3pm
at

United Parcel Service
120 Wayside Ave.
West Springfield. MA

An Equal OpportuniCy Employer

Hundreds of thousands of people poured into Washington over the weekend for the pro-choice march, in a re-affirmation of the 1973 Supreme
Court case that legalized abortion.

Pro-choice marchers feelpower in numbers
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian StafT

WASHINGTON - There was an aura of power in the

nation's capital Sunday as waves of cries for justice and

equality for women rippled across the hundreds of

thousands of abortion riRhts activists assembled in front

of the Washington Monument.
It was the largest women's rights march in history,

marked by roaring chants that rang between flags and

signs emblazoned with purple, white and gold stripe.s

reminiscent of the late ISOOs suffrage movement, which

fought for women's right to vote.

Activists also wore white to symbolize the rebirth of a

passion similar to the days when women were fighting

for a different cause.

City subway stations were clogged by the masses of abor

tion rights protesters struggling to reach the sidewalk,

their shouts piercing the stale air. The march moved slow

ly to its Pennsylvania Avenue destination, a bottleneck

of generations and genders sharing one goal: freedom of

choict.

The march was triggered by the US Supreme Courts

dfci.-<i(»n to hear a Missouri abortion case dispute, WVft.s/rr

I. ReprtHluvtne Health Services. The high court s decision,

expected to be handed down later this month, could over

turn the 197.3 Y?('f i . Wade decision, which legalized

abortion.

The provisions in the Missouri case focus mainly on pro

C'ollPKinn photo hy .liiM.n l)»n/iK<T

Marchers span generations, from grand-

mothers to young children.

Protesters in Washington are concerned
about an upcoming Supreme Court Case that

they fear could overturn Roe vs. Wade.

hibiting state funding to women seeking abortion and in

creasing restrictions on state clinics and employ«'»s who

perform abortions.

The most controversial provision, however, is the

declaration life begins at conception, not at birth — a con

stant source of dissension between anti-abortionists and

pro-choice advocates.

Terisa Turner, a visiting women's studies professor at

the University of Ma.ssachusetts who attended the march,

said the declaration was "absurd " and said the provision

would force people to add the months between conception

and birth to their current age.

Turner said. "If we have to change our age, its going

to wreak havcK."

But. UMass political .science Professor Sheldon

Goldman, who also attended the march, said it is likely

the court will dismiss the provision when they hear the

case.

"They are legislating a religious view, ' Goldman said.

"The courts could probably avoid that because there really

is no legal issue or action."

Many people refused to speculate whether the march

will have any direct effect on the court's deci.sion, but

Goldman said the large activi.st turnout is likely to cause

conservative Justices Sandra Day O'Connor and Anthony

Kennedy to vote to upholding Roe v. Wade. He added that

it is possible the court will advocate more stringent state

^'uidelines. but not to the extent of illegalizing abortion.

"I su.spect the court will not overturn Rne r. Wade, he

said. "Surely if Sandra Day O'Connor votes to overturn

It. she will be remembered a.s one of the great villains in

history."

Turner said she felt "empowered" by the march and

suspects the surge of activism will spur more pro-choice

p«-ople to action.

"The momentum is very much in the hands of pro-choice."

she said.

Goldman said the march was ncH only for prtxhoice. but

also an effort to protect the sanctity of human righu.

"It wa.s not a march in favor of abortion." he said. "It

was a march in favor of human choice and a woman s be-

ing able to exercise a basic human right to determine their

own fate
"

For many, however, the march was more than a fight

to maintain freedom of choice for future generations. The

sea of wire coathangers brandished around people's waists

and necks were sobering reminders of a time before

legalized abortion when a "back alley" and a coathanger

served as a makeshift clinic

Even the nH)st ardent protester was visibly stricken by

the explicit photos of a naked and bloodied woman lying

face down in a hotel room. The woman was abandoned

and left to die after a botched abortion.

One poster brandished a child's scrawl and illustration

and read. "My mom had an illegal abortion. I don t mi.ss

the baby. I miss my mom "

Chants of "never again" and "we will nevv k
'

illu.strated a growing fear in women that the "hack alley'

may once again become the place where abortions will

take place.

•' "r^^s

CftlleiOHn phiilti h> JuAon Dun/igpr

UMass protestors Jen MacDonald, Deirdre

Haber and Ned Diver, clockwise from top.
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Stolen wheelchair
returned undamaged
Police facilitate return
By BETH ClATELV
Collegian Staff

A rt>uk'iU ol Biflt Ri'sidfiui' H;ill

ifpiiitfd his electnc whfflchaii u.i-

stolen from the bas^ement of Brett on

Saturday. Police said the wheelchair

was valued at about $5,000

Soon after the wheelchair was
repiuted stolen, a persim from the sorori

ly Siuma Delta Tau reported i

wheelchair was found near the end nl

I heir driveway dosi' to a wooded area

I if Butterfield Ten-ace. police said.

The student was notified and said the

wheelchair belon^jed to him. It was

returned to the owner undantaged.

police said

In other p*)lice reports;

• A residence hall poster was found Fn
day burned near the Thatcher residence

hall, police said.

• lA student reported his vehicle was

broken into Friday. A case with

binoculars, a flashlight and a hag of pen

nies were stolen, police said. The losses

were estimated over $155.

• A student reported a complaint that

a locksmith damaged her car Friday

while trying to open the door to retrieve

her keys, police said.

• An i8year-old man was arrested Fri-

day on Fearing St. on charges of being

a minor m possession of alcohol, police

said

• Two residents of Emerson were ar

rested on Commonwealth Ave. on

charges of being minors in pcwsession of

alcohol, police said. A complaint will be

sought against a third woman for buy-

ing alcohol for minors, according to

police.

• A man reported he was punched in

the face for no rea.son at the Blue Wall

cafeteria F'riday. Police said he was
brought to Health Services and receiv-

ed stitches to hi- i yi- Thr r;t>c is under

investigation.

• Police were called to the Campus
Center Arcade where several game
machines were damaged in attempts to

break and enter the games. Damage
w.is <'stiniated at $:iO(). police said.

• .\ male student leptnted his car was

Inoken into Siiturday w hilt- it was park

ed m Plot. His radar detector wotih

$-100 was stolen, police said

• A 20 year old woman if:.uUnt ot

Greenough residence hall was arrested

Saturday on charges of operating'

without a license after it was suspend

ed after she was stopped for speeding on

Massachusetts Ave., police said

• A man reported while he was driv

mg in lot 50 Saturday he heard and felt

an object strike the hood of his car.

Police said damage was estimated bet-

ween $800 and $1,200

• A 20 year-old Bridgewater man and

a 20-year-old resident of Washington
residence hall were arrested Sunday in

front of Washington on charges of being

minors in possession of alcohol, accor

ding to police.

• A vehicle travelling on Orchard Hill

Road Sunday hit four vehicles parked in

lot 40 and fled the scene, police said.

Damage estimates for the vehicles was
not available.

• A 20 year-old Chadboume resident

was arrested Sunday on charges of us

ing false documents to obtain a

Massachusetts license, after he was
stopped on East Pleasant St. for having

an uninspected vehicle, according to

police

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

Communication Disorders

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 1989

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 165-69

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION DISORDERS

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss this

important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

John Costello, M.A. 1985

Barbara Arnold, B.S. 1977.

MA. 1980

Mary Alice Favro, M.A. 1983

Carol Moore, MA 1986

Speech Pathologist

The Children's Hospital,

Boston. MA

Audiologist

Franklin Medical Center

Greenfield, MA

Intake/Discharge Coordinator

Valley Infant Development
Services

Springfield, MA

Speech-Language Pathologist

Wales Elementary School

Wales, MA

l'»—>»>—»•»•—•»•—•••—»•—•'

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service. University Career Center
545-2224

International Students Association

continued fnm page 1

Carole Cump.s. a foreign student advisor,

said some American students who have

^;(im' lo other countries also join the

orjjanization to maintain ties with foreign

cultures, traditions and people.

Dang said the ISA is a social organiza

tion, as well as educational. In the past, it

has held events like Thanksgiving dinner>,

trips to Boston and Montreal in the lall,

and skiing trips ui the spring, he said The

UMass chapter of ISA sometimes get-

together with the chapters from Mount

Holyoke and Smith colleges, he said.

Kvery year at the end of May. several ac

live members and the president of ISA are

selected to go to a conference held by the

National AsscKiation for Foreign Student

A(Tair> u< Uarn leadership skill-. <,iid

Cumps
NAFSA is a professional organization

c.nsi.sting of4.000 to 5.000 memlH-rs in the

field of international education, including

foreign advisors and admission specialists,

and both American and foreign diplomatic

personnel Last year the conference was

held in Washington DC, and this year, it

will bt' in Minnesota, she said.

The ISA's primary event of the year is its

International Fair, which will be on April

29, she said. In the past, more than 2.500

ptHiple have helped organize this event, and

It is here that students are able to share

a bit of their heritage. Dang said.

its our chance to show the diflerent

tountries' crafts, arts, and f<M)ds in a laid

back, friendly atmosphere, " she said, it s

open for everyone to come and check out

if you have anything you want to tun

(I iluiti- til (ir gain from"

1 he Ian is scheduled for 9 am to 5 p m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

MassPIRG
ixintinued frcm pagt >

"Computer chips that once were cleaned

with an acid wash are now cleaned with an

airbrush," Rome said, adding that the

research programs will be funded with fees

paid by companies to file toxic chemical use

reports.

Large companies — those that produce

PVTA rowdiness

over 25,000 pounds of toxic waste — w ill

pay a $500 filing fee. and small companies

who produce less than 10.000 pounds of tox

ic waste will pay a $50 fee. he said.

Kaptinski said he is as optimistic as

Rome about the bill.

"We're going to do this one way or

another." he said.

continutd rnm pagt 1

UMass Transit has been working with

the Dean of Students office, the UMass
police department and other ad
ministrative agencies to find a solution to

the problem but so far they have not been
able to, Byam said.

One idea is to put UMass police on the

buses, but the department is also short on

personnel and there is a problem with the

jurisdiction of UMass officers outside of

campus boundaries, he said.

"We understand we have a responsibili

ty to the community but that responsibili-

ty involves safe transportation." Catalano

said.

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

PSYCHOLOGY
DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL ii, 1989

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 174-76

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their
experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important
panel discussion!

Kyle Buckminster, '88

Ruth Katzner, M.S.W. 84

Kathleen T. Keiley. '88

Todd Thomas, M.A. '83

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Law Student
Suffolk University

Boston, MA

Therapist
West Springfield Counseling Center
West Springfield, MA

Preschool Teacher
Christ Church Children's Center
Andover, MA

Assistant Director

Applied Liberal Arts Office
Bradford College.
Bradford, MA

For more information, please ccntact-
University Placement Sen/ice. Universitv Career Center

545-2224
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Becoming aware
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Awareness Week began April

7 and runs until April 14. Workshops, panel discussions, lec-

tures, films, entertainment, and lectures will be featured to

inform the public about lesbian, gay, and bisexual concerns
such as homophobia, heterosexism, AIDS, and civil rights.

We encourage F>eople to attend these activities. They are not

only designed to advocate lesbian, gay, and bisexual rights,

but are also concerned with addressing the issues facing the

homosexual community and combating common prejudice

through education. Louise Godchaux, a lesbian who works with

the LBGA, said: "The purpose of awareness week is to foster

more understanding. . . it's not constructive that two com-
munities that live so close together be afraid of each other.

I've been grateful for the support I receive from straight allies."

The LBGA will have a table on the Campus Center concourse

with the schedule of events, informational pamphlets, pins,

and balloons. Ifyou support the lesbian, gay, and bisexual com-

munity, show it. If you don't know very much about the com-
munity and the issues they face, this is the time to learn more.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

In need of a history lesson
The 60 ~ uiii 7(1 - .m lypically viewnl a^

the periods ot revolt, of youthful protest, of

rebellion When the parents of HOs
teenagers remember this periml I't

American history. th<-y shudder

Meredith O'Brien

These parents think of the dreaded lonj»

hair, flower children, hippies, folk music,

violence and morals lust in a cloud of

smoke. These young adults were angr>', felt

oppresMHl and were forced to rebel against

the naive constrictions of parents who grew

up in the conservative McCarthy era.

Somehow. I really don't think that the

people of the 80"s "establishment" have

read their contemporary history, or simp-

ly brushed it aside as insignificant.

Have you noticed that the trends among
students conflict'.' There has been a surge

in 6t)'s style dress - the long hair, tye-dyed

clothes, and peace insignias <I have heard

thos*- who sport these fashions referred to

as "earthy crunchy" I.

In contrast to this, recent stati.stics rHow
that more and more conservative and ex

tremely capitalistic students are entering

the universities These are the people who
grew up in the Reagan era of conservative

dogmatism. This appears to be a conflict

between a 50"s and 60's era. within one

generation of students

Racial conflicts have dramatically in

creased and grown more intense (Miami

riots, police brutality, clanhes ttn college

campuse.s>. Conservatives are looking to

put a muzzle on the record industry with

warning label to protect the inniKence of

the young. There is a "war on drugs" that

re.sembles a religious crusade, almost like

the prohibition movement Colleges are

growing conservative. Doesn't this sound

a little like the 60's?

History repeats itself— we take that for

panted, but seldom do we ever do anything

to prevent us from making the same
mi.stakes. Ix'fs take this university for

example:

The administration doesn't seem to have

studied history by its recent actions and
policy statements. Alcohol bans, snowball

fight bans, fraternities being thrown out of

the university for keg parties, reversion to

single sex bathrooms, rigid dorm rules

(though not as rigid as the archaic Bo.slon

University curfew rulesi, these all point to

trends that would make college life like the

50's again, which is what these administra-

tions are hoping for. Do you think that it's

coincidence that every other floor in Or
chard Hill has been painted pink and blue,

after reinstating single sex bathrooms?

"Surrogate parent" is the new role that

these institutions have assumed. The ad

ministrations fear the loss of student

morality and student rowdiness (fear of

students eixjoymg themselvesi in an in-

creasingly conservative era.

Racism is the equivalent of communism
to the universities. Once charged with

racism, the university's reputation is tar-

nished, funds are Icwt. So. in the newly

founded UMass conservatism, this ad-

ministration passed an alcohol ban to solve

this racism on campus. Since, in their eyes,

alcohol promcHes racism, this was the thing

to do.

Its scary to l<M)k at all of this going on

around us. Our nation seems to be prepp-

ing for another youth rebellion. We haven't

learned a thing from history, because if we
had. we would not be reviving policies that

triggered relwllion in the 60's. Placing

more restrictions on the .students is not the

way to keep us in line.

I am glad that I will s<K>n be out of the

dorms, before the administration finishes

creating its pseudo-conservative. 1950's at

mosphere of overbearing restriction. What
I can not escape, is the inevitability of

history repeating itself, of seeing people

make the same stupid mistakes, being

blind to the repercussions of their actions.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian
cofumnist

They said it . . .

'/.SOU' mv wrinkles in their wrinkles. You knnu. "n,- lintks at herself in the mir-

mr every rnorning. and she ditesn'l see the different e, she doesn't realize that she

IS afiin/i But then she finds a friend who was young with her. and the fiends i.sn't

vnunn anymore, and all of a sudden, like a slap on her eyes, she remembers that

she. ttH). isn't younK anymore." "ingnd Bergman." The Kf:<iisrs. by Ofkuki Fallaci

UMass makes life

hard for disabled
Recently. I became temporarily handicapped aftei k

cent knee surgery and was amazed at the way the han

dicapped .student.s are discriminated against on this

campus.
First, is the Parking situation at the University ot

Massachusetts. I was shocked to find that when I ap

plied to obtain a temporary handicapped sticker. 1 was

charged a fee of $15 per month. The fact that UMass

takes advantage of a student that has no other park

ing option is shameful. I don't mind paying my E lot

fee and hiking in every day. However, when I am
physically unable to make this walk, the university

should not view it as an opportunity to make a quick

buck.

Furthermore, handicap permits are assigned to

.specific lots. If I have a permit for Boyden gymnasium.

I cannot park close to Lederle Graduate building

UMass has a large enough campus to make a system

such as this unfeasible.

Secondly, the university, has a so-called handicap-

ped tran.sportation bus. I found that this .system can

be useless. Last week, I had to get across campus for

a class. I called the bus transit office one hour prior

to my class and was met with sixty minutes of busy

signals. When 1 called the transportation department

and the PVTA office. I was told that there way nothing

thev could do. Needless to say, I mi.s.sed my class.

Lastly, there a number of building on campus that

are inaccessible to students in wheelchairs. Until you

are in that position, you do not realize how many

buildings di.scriminate. Many buildings have stairs on

every entrance that create hazards for those on crut-

ches and inaccessibility for those in wheelchairs.

While I understand that UMass is undergoing a

budget crunch, I don't find this to be a viable excu.se.

Discrimination upon any group is not only illegal, it

is unforgiveable.
* r- u -iJulie A. Fabsik

Sunderland

Double-standard for conduct wrong
This IS the sixth year now that the UMass administra

tion has oHicially sponsored Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual

Awaren .ss Week If you believe the rhetoric you'll hear

this wt k, the only rea.son such events are neces.sary is

that • opie need to be alerted to homophobia (fear of

homr jxuals or of latent homasexual feelings) and to

hetei isexism (prejudice against homosexuals).

Rusty Dentor^

I've been called a homophobe a number of times; name

calling is always easier than real dialogue, I suppose.

However, as long as they're not coming after me with a

baseball bat. I'm not afraid of anyone's sexual orienta

tion. And since I'm also not threatened by my own poten-

tial to be homosexual - a potential that I would guess

we all have — I have grounds to say I'm not homophobic.

But this issue of heterosexism; yes, indeed. I think any

government has the right and the obligation to decide cer

tain sex acts are harmful to the nation's future and to

limit the influence of those who perpetrate those sex acts.

If that is heterosexism. so be it.

When are sex acts harmful? The answer to that depends

on how honest we are about recognizing absolutes. A
relativist can rationalize s<xiomy today, puritanism tomor

row. bestiality or child molestation the next day. and

perhaps rape, incest and sadism the day after that.

Without .some concept of God, ultimate justice, and ab-

solute right and wrong, .sexual mores are just a game

whose rules change with the seasons.

Not many of us are as cynical as that, however, so I

think it's fair to challenge homo.sexuality using standards

that are widely accepted. For instance, think about ac-

tive bisexuality by married people. What significant dif

ference is there between that and cheating on your part-

ner in a heterosexual way? None. And ju.st like ordinary

adulterers, married bisexuals rob their kids becau.se one

parent is sucked dry by guilt and the other by a lost trust

I've never heard of the homosexual community telling

married persons not to .satisfy adulterous homosexual feel-

ings; why not'' Is extramarital cheating cool when it's

bisexual?

Or consider fornication (sex between singles). When
straight people are promiscuous, it is widely a.s.sumed that

they are either unable or unwilling to form lasting rela-

tionships, that they are emotionally troubled. But when
a gay man sodomizes with scores of partners in a year —
and that is not unusual — we are asked to accept it as

the lifestyle of an emotionally healthy person. It doesn't

compute.

The lesbian situation is analogous. There is a concept

in straight society that says someone "on the rebound"

(recovering from a broken relationship) does not have the

emotional capital to form mature partnerships. But les-

bians, 90 percent of whom were abused by their fathers

(resulting in the worst kind of broken relationships) tell

us the sorts of love patterns they have are normal. Nor-

mal to whom? Those who never quite recovered from

paternal abu.se during their formative years?

Perhaps because of Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Weeks,

I've come to have quite a bit of empathy for homosexuals

in the la.st few years. It's not because I think their sexual

patterns should be endorsed as a wholesome alternative

lifestyle; it's because the psychology that shapes their sex-

ual choices isn't alien.

That doesn't make those choices socially desirable. The

•homosexual community is asking for a nation that

discourages cheating, promiscuity and emotional baggage

among heterosexuals to sanction them among bisexuals,

gay men and lesbians.

Their message is that it doesn't matter, and that is

harmful.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and Five-College Area. All correspcmdence

must ho txpi'd (HANDWRITTEN SUBMISSIONS WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED!), double-spaced, and signed.

All submissions automatically become the property of the Collegian and are thus subject to editing for space,

grammar, and clarity. Mail should be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass.
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

IHJAlPlClO! AUTO PARTS
• COUNTER TRAINEES
• DRIVERS
• WAREHOUSE/
STOCK PERSONNEL
EXCELLENT STARTING WAGE

FLEXIBLE HOURS
Apply at: IHJAlPlClO AUTO PARTS

99 Russell Street

Hadley
534 Main Street

Amherst
or

Call Joseph Denno, Personnel Manager

for an interview, 1-536-2250

our Permanent Waves Are

Different. Ttie/re Redken.

Th« nicest things atwut Redken permanent waves are

the way they last and leave your hair m excellent condi-

tion All Redken perms are custonvlofmulaled lor diHereni

hair types Your Redken stylist will determine which perm

IS tiest tor you Come to our Redken salon for a headfull

of long-lasting curls

OREDKEN
by appointment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 UnlvvrsHy Dr., Amh«rst 549-5010

44Nfomsaysthe
house jiKt isnt the

same witiiout me,

eventhoi^ it's

ak)tcleaner.99 ygsh ^tV
1.50

^̂t MONDAY- FRIDAY

830 AM-NOON

6 \mmi IM/ICWMMiKET COfTER/MIBST 7(413)549-2640

Iiisilx'cauNO your Mom
IskuaW.iy Joc'Mll ilKMIl

\ou (.an ( bcclosL'. V)Luan
slill ^llaIVlhcl()\c'atul

laii.nhkT on ATcSiTI.on.n

DiMaiuvScfNia-

ll ^oslsk•^^lhan \OLI

ihink to hear dial >Ik' \\kcs

the peace andc|uit'l. hut

she misses you. So _uo

ahead. iii\e your Mom a

eall Vouean clean yttur

n )< )m laier Reach out and
touch someone'."

AT&T
The right choice.

coV>'

• Create t'jl.'i

coicy. nigr-ajaiity

ffeoroauctions oi

co>or onotos. SSmrr
film, or an\ coio'

aocument
• Change coiors anc create

entirely new images
• -deduce O' enlarge images
Trom50''=to400%

• Get customized, fjjl-coior

coDies fey all your ousiness
needs, wnetner voo re in real

estate ajvertising, or

grapnic design
• Idea; for ail your oersonal

coior cop/ing needs

COLOR

Canon
COLORLASERCOPIEP

AMHERST COPY
CORNER

37 East Pleasant St.* Amlt«>rst • 549-2854

ARTSScLIVING
Acid jazz, PVTA fill the hours of junkie's day
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Greetings friends! Bet you're glad its me this week and
not that nasty, smelly pseudo-Disc Flunkie DRUKMAN
or DRECKMAN as I have now decided to call him, after

he committed all kinds of unforgivable offenses, not the

least of which was associating my good name with the

scumbag Saesenach types that exist south of the border.

And he has the cheek to call me naive!

DISC

JUNKIE
Anyway the misunderstanding will be swiftly cleared

up (a case of the old "stitch in time" treatment i the next

time he rears his visage in this office with another one

of those flip-hip-rinky-dinky-yello'dot-matrix-

technotwaddle columns of his. But you know I actually

sometimes stoop to feeling sorry for poor ol' Dreckman.
because in the war of slick PR cliches which has broken

out between us over the past few weeks. I hold a distinct

advantage over him: Being an editor, I have what is

known in the trade as "final cut," whereas he, as a mere
correspondent, has what is known in the trade as "did-

dley squat." But hey! I've got better things to do with my
column inches than indulge Dreckman's somewhat
juvenile prediliction to petty name-calling.

I was going to spend this week ragging off on the latest

excrement from Windham Hill, but it's a soft target and
besides, their entire roster isn't worth the paper the Col-

legian is printed on. Think about it.

So instead I tossed aside the usual pile of promotional
freebie gunk that lay gathering dust on the arts desk and
set out for Main St. Records, bent on a fix of acid jazz

freshly smuggled in from the UK. In the event, I got more
than I bargained for.

The record I originally went in for was Acid Jazz &
Other Illicit Grooves Vol 2. i The Freedom Principle). If you
remember I raved about the original Illicit Grooves a few
months back, by which time Vol 2. was already available

back in Blighty, so every night I prayed to the God of im
ports that it would somehow wing its way to my turntable.

Well for thirteen bucks and a hellish busnde courtesy of

PVTA. my prayers were answered.
Freedom Principle incorporates a more diverse range of

styles and artists than the original "rare groove-

obsessive" Vol. 1. The enfant terrible of the London jazz

scene, Jason Rebello, gives us a hard boppin' keyboard

workout with "The Shrimp," while Slow Fuse strut their

Superfly stuff and infuae a groove which is hotter than
a pig with dysentery.

The Jazz Renegades pop up again, this time showcas-

ing the vocal prowess ofSarah Jane Morris (who you may
remember shared the vocals with wee Jimmy Sommer-
ville on the Communards' version ofthat mammoth disco

classic, "Don't Leave me This Way"). Well on "Mothers
of the Future" she sounds a tad like Corrine from Swing
Out Sister (another ofmy pseudo-jazz vices) but the furious

Conscious Updike tells all
But where 's the soul in these pages ?

By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

Srlf ConMcioumneBa
John Updike
Alfred A. Knopf

John Updike is a good writer. This fact is evident

from his memoir, SetfConsvutusness, a book contain-

ing six auto-biographical essays in which the author

reveals, among other things, his stuttering problem,

his sense of religion and of self, and his feelings dur-

ing the Vietnam War. in which he did not fight. John

Updike has written extensively for The New Yorker,

and has received a number of awards, including the

Pulitzer Prize for fiction.

John L'pdike is a good writer in the same way that

BOOK REVIEW
Madonna or Julio Iglesias are good musicians, in the

way that T^n Hanlts is a good actor, and in the way
Dan Quayle is a good politician. That is to say that

technically, Updike is very polished. He knows how to

write. This means he is capable of expressing himself

a great deal more fully than those of us who have not

mastered an artistic form of communication. Herein

lies the problem.

In 1945 somebody wrote, "After Auschwitz there can

be no poetry." But for a very few notable exceptions,

(including Alan Ginsberg, of the beat movement, who

visits UMass tonight), there has been absolutely no ma
jor literary movement of any force, wit or importance

in the United States since 1945. What we have had in

stead is fiction concerned with middle cla^ social and

sexual discomfort, usually repressed to great intellec-

tual depths (i.e. anal retention) and force fed by class

rags such as the New Yorker. Before the war W.B.

Yeats wrote the sadly still accurate lines, "The best

lack all conviction while the worst are full of passionate

intensity."

John Updike is one of our best writers today. Based

on this memoir, the closest we have to an

autobiography, it is plainly obvious that all he has to

offer are the thoughts and feelings of a stunningly

mediocre man, with the passion of a superficially view-

ed Steven Wright, the wit of George Bush and the vi

sion of a million middle aged (an affliction known to

begin in the late teens) middle class white suburban

assholes i a la George Bush), all to.ssed up with a hint

of the intellectual (that is, thought over action • This

mans utter lack of conviction, style or worth goes

somewhere toward explaining his critical and commer

cial success and in turn the current state of this na

tion. Tom Hanks nearly got an Oscar. Madonna gets

Grammys. Quayle is the Vice-President; so too Updike

is revered for his writing.

He is safe. He says nothing and presents it without

strength or relevance to anything other than himself.

even in his fiction. We live in a land of safe sex. safe

politics (ignorance is bliss), safe cars, safety from in

toxicants and safe art. It is ineviuble that Updike

would be the darling of most critics. Updike writes that

"... the immortality of printed reproduction was

central to my arti.stic impulse." Does this mean that

the idea of people seeing his work is more important

than what he has to say? "To be in print was to be sav

ed," Updike writes in reference to a stammering pro

blem and subsequent social/communication problem|.

This is a nice reason to write. Nothing more.

Take A Step In The
RIGHT DIRECTION

The University of Massachusetts
Minuteman Marching Band, known as
one of the best bands on the East Coast,

'

is a mix of fun, hard work, and lasting

friendships. We perform at home ana
away football games as well as special

shows at the Big E and New England
Patriots games. If you play an instrument
or want to do colorguard, come check us
out.

The Power And Class of

New England Wants You!

Information Session

Wednesday. ApriM 2

4:30^:00 p.m.

Memorial Hall

of call for info

549-0921

CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

rnCC STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings ol scholarships,

fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private

sector funding
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic

interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.

• There s money available for students who have been newspaper car-

riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc.

• Results GUARANTEED

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brocfiure " ^ft

(800) 346-6401 ^ n

fretless bass riffs, punctured with bursts of sax make this

another must.

But be^ of the bunch for me has to be Snowboy's "House
of Latin" which takes latin house to new levels of

funkability by incorporating a crankin' piano solo into the

beat psychosis. Best jazz-house record since Will Down-
ing's brilliant dancefloor transcription of Coltrane's "Love
Supreme".
So much for the old stuff. But what about Totally Wired,

a compilation of artists on Gilles Peterson's recently form-

ed Acid Jazz label, that I suddenly found thrust into my
hand by an overly helpful salesclerk. Thank God for

Baybanks.
This is even more of a melting-pot than Illicit Grooves

Vol. 2, a clubland nirvana, featuring everything from the

disturbingly Maceo-like New Jersey Kings, to the scin-

tilating steel-band sounds of Haryou's "Latin Jam." Style

fascist and no-wave beat poet Galliano turns up in live

in Tokyo with the Renegades and, in the face of "Six Sharp
Fists," a pretty silly rant called "Frederick Lies Still,"

but the back-up is pure Mayfield circa Back to the World,

and all the more welcome for it.

Totally Wired has its fair share of proper jazz too, like

the Ulf Sandberg Quartet's "Bolivia," but the best results

are acheived on tracks like The Bukky Leo Quintet's

"Olumo Rock," where radical rhythms are fused with

totally twisted playing. And to show how completely eclec-

tic the acid jazz phenomenon is, Batu Casu throw in the

completely percussive "Bangs A Bongo" whose mesmeric
pulse is just as infinitely listenable and as infinitely

danceable as anything else here.

And now I'll have to talk to the Big Guy about getting

me a hold of Playing for Real and 'Hippy House & Happy
Hop, both on the Acid Jazz label. Until then . . later.

FAC bursts with
Mazowske color
By SUSAN RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

Magnificent Mazowske
Fine Art* Center
April 6

The Fine Arts Center exploded with color Thursday

night, when the Polish dance company Magnificent

Mazowske gave a spirited and vigorous performance

before a capacity audience.

Mazowske is the national folk dance troupe of Poland,

whose founders, in the 1940's, were striving to preserve

their country's folklore, traditional dances, costume and

song. Now, fifty years later, the company entertains au-

diences all over the world.
continued on page 10

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day. .

.

MON: 25°c OFF FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

257 TRIANGLE ST. / AMHERST
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Thursday m^hi -.l^^ a >.'- uh i.mu. ..t

daiues from tnan> dittiit lU ii^iion- nt

Poland, including iht- kujavviak, tin-

krakowiak and the more famous polonai^

and mazurka, .ill of which an- natioiui!

dances.

One of lh»' inc-t pophiai il.nu < ~ u slh thf

DANCE
audience w^ "Carnival Time in the Holy

CroM Mountains." a light hearted, often

comical dance, which mvolved several par

ticipants disjjuising themselves as aninuils

ami cither fantastic creatures. 'I)aiHt>

tntin the Tatra Mountains" v\as another

favorite: this time the men performed

-killful movements and luf.ithtakinK fi';>t>

<il strength to impress their partners.

Li\ely Polish folk music, characterized b>

>yncopation and sudden chaiigi-* of tempo,

accompanied the dances It wa?- thr

costumes, ho\M'\<'i which ui-ic the must

spectacular Some of the dancers can expect

to make as many us 25 costume change^

m the course of one evening's performance.

Kach costume was Iwith intricate and col

orful. with the (Jrand Finale '. displaying

the various national costumes, being the

most memorable A quality performance

overall

College rock comes of age
By BRYAN HOISK
Collegian Correspondent

R.E.M.
The Centrum
April 9

WORCESTER - RE M is m a period of

change Michael Stipe thinks he is Iggy Pop

and Peter Buck has expanded his axe selec

tion, using a Gibson Ia>s Paul, m addition

to his trademark Rickenbacker. giving the

band a new heavy grunge sound more

reminiscent of the Stt>oges than the Byrds

Sunday night at the Centrum. REM kick

Ml butt through a «el that consisted

primarily of songs from the hand's last

three albums
Durin^^ the first hour, the band ripped

through most of its heavier S4ings The

theme of the first half s«emed to l>e under

water exploration, but most of the songs

sent the crowd into outer space. "'Turn You

Inside Out" was insane as Stipe screamed

iha chcMTU* into a megaphone while the

<(tagp was swallowed by yellow lights. They

also burned through "Exhuming McCar-

thy." "Orange Crush." "Begin The Begin"

and "Us The End Of The World As We
Know It."

Stripe prt>claimed before one s<mg. "This

song IS about a small country south of ours

and .4 M lA l>ig country north of theirs. El

Salvador is praying for euthanasia," and

then the band kicked into a rousing version

of "Welcome To The Occupation " In addi-

tion to the newer nuiterial, they also played

"Sitting Still" and "Pretty Persuasion
"

The high point of the first half was the vei

sion of "Feeling Gravity's Pull" which

Buck introduced with a few delicious

minutes of white noise feedback before the

band launched into the haunting song,

which they played enveloped m w hite light,

silouetted against the video screen behind

them, which showed eerie footage of a

swamp from above and below the surface

of the water
The second half of the show was slower

and in more traditional REM. .style They

played "You Are Everything" 'Buck on

mandolin. Mills on accordion and Berry on

bassi, "King <if Birds" and "Crazy." They

also did a few covers, Televisi<m"s "Stn- No
Evil" (which endi-d with Stripe sitting in

the lotu.s position at the front of the stagei.

and George Gershwin's "Summertimi-

They played an incredible version ".Auc

tioneer (Another Engine*." a semi acoustic

version of "Perfect Circle" and eventually

finished the night off with a cover of the

Velvet Underground's " Aflerhours." with

part of the untitled song from Green
thrown m the middle conr.nued jn pagt 11

Cullpclan photo li> Jiivl S<>l<iin<>n

FAC GETS MECHANIZED - Mike Rutherford of Mike & The
Mechanics plays to a capacity FAC crowd Sunday. The UPC spon-

sored show was part of the Living Years Tour

Summer Gmference Housing

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer Conference Housing coordinates dormitory housing
for 8.000 - 10,000 conferees during June, July and August.
Employment with SCH provides work experience in an
academic setting, an introduction to the hospitality industry

and an opportunity to earn money.

OVER FIFTY POSiTIONS AVAILABLE!!
The job titles include:

Registrar

Office Manager
Operations Co-Supervisor
Accommodations Supervisor

Assistant Registrar

Key Control Supervisor
Operations Crew Member
Desk Clerk

Salary Range: $5.25 - $6.75 Per Hour
Work Schedules: Part & full time openings available, including
all shifts, weekdays and weekends

APPUCATIONS AND GENERAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE
FROM MARCH 27. 1989 - APRIL 14. 1989

9am-4:30pm
At The University Conference Services Office

918 Campus Center (Ninth Floor)

APPUCATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL
4 p.m.. Friday. April 14. 1989

Th« Univvnity ct Mm>chuKtt» it an Affirmativa Action/EquaJ Oppoftumly Employer

Software
Now Available

WordPerfectCORPORATION
.AASflTON-TATf-:

Tandy ^ HEWLETT
PACKARD

®

BORLAND Lotus.

Miaosoft I^DIA/IE

us
Inu-Ilii.vnr fi.itJu.irc

'

^AT&T

Located in the Campus Center

'i^>§\UmVERSITY
mSTORE^

OPEN
M

No baloney from rock king Diddley
By DAMON GREENFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

Bo Diddley
Pearl Street/Ten Below
April 7

Friday night at Pearl Street, Bo Diddley had his mojo

workin'. His pulsing two hour set left no one in doubt

of who IS reigning blues linkage from old. Founder of

the world renowned "Bo Diddley beat." which has in

fluenced rock'n'rollers from Elvis to Hendrix, Diddley

proved he can slide and burn like nobody else. He had
an axL In >jrind (a custom square Kinman), and the pro

of was in the puddin'.

Running through classics like "I'm a Man" and
Roadrunner," Diddley brought the rot)ts to the sur

face. He plays the blues the way they are meant to be

raw and primitive. Bo Diddley comes on like a

runaway train, grinding and moving, giving punch to

a potent rock'n'roll me.s.-.a^f

Bo Diddley's roots run deep. His style of blues along

with those of Howlin' Wolf. Muddy Waters, Sonny Boy
Williamson and many others have shaped music like

no other musical form. Rock'n'roll is the offspring of

the angst cultivated from the blues Without the blues

what do vou have? music that is soulless, devoid of

adrenalized funk. Most blues have shriveled up to die

with their masters, but Bo Diddley is keeping his

"beat" pumping strong and bawdy.

Pure blues come from the source, not from white

trash ripoffs like George Thorogood and New Jersey

scumbags such as Bruce Springsteen. The real folk is

not in the armpits of New Jersey. Folk blues is a pro-

duct of the opression from which it evolved. It took

Elvis Presley to bring its thrash, anger and sexuality

to white America, Bo Diddley and forgotten others to

produce it.

Diddley proved its spirit is >lill alivt- lit >iatfti dur-

ing his show, he has to do it "his way" from gut to

fingertips. And that's just what Bo Diddley has done.

revolutionize music his way, unmaiiipulated by techno

trash root beer rock'n'roll. Diddley stood tall Friday

night, maintaining his integrity and rock'n'roll grit

"He IS a man" proved through duration and influence.

Diddley's guts are in his music, not in his image. To

get a two hour show today is a rarity, a vacancy without

the bogus "guitar hero " posings of t«iday's anti

innovators. Bo Diddley is for real. What you see is what

you get truth, dignity and gut-wrenching blues. No
one can slide and grind like Bo Diddley. With Elvis

dead and James Brown in jail find the living king of

rock'n'roll in one Bo Diddley
Plki*lu b\ l>i«mt>n (arrenArld

Bo Diddley at Pearl Street last weekend.

R.E.M.
Mtanued rrum pagt 10

The show was an improvement on past

tours. The band has regained the en

thusiasm that made it so popular early on.

Stipe and Buck were jumping all over the

place, going insane during the faster songs.

The band added a flAh member, the ex-

guitarist from the dB's, who filled out their

sound, playing both guitar and keyboards

Although they played the frothy "Stand.

"

m«it of the rest d"the set was heavy grunge

rock and roll. The light and video show was

excellent, bringing the band's psychedelic

nature into play.

REM. is continuing in their direction of

"non REM." sounding material, but

despite the lack of older material, the show

was one of the best the band has done since

the Ufes Rich Pageant tour REM. is no

longer the king of college radio, but it is

definitely the best mainstream band of the

1980*8

MEAT - PRODUCE - LINE FOOD

MEAT - PRODUCE - LINE FOOD

Sophomores and Juniors

'now hiring for Fall Semester 1989

COLLEGIAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

Great experience working for New England's largest

daily college newspaper

Apply Now
Conne down to the Collegian Business Office in Campus
Center Rm. 113, lower level, to pick up an application and

job description.

545-3500—Collegian is an EOE

.*«•

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

TUESDAY NIGHT 9:00 p.m.
STOLI GIVEAWAY

T-Shirts, Pens and More!!

1^

«. Drink of the Week Beer of the Month

! STOLI & TONIC or SODA LITE BOTTLES $1.25 J
$1.50 BECKS $1.50 *

4-

DON'T FORGET
DELANO'S MUNCHIE TRAY

7 DAYS A WEEK
4 - 6 p.m.!!

"Why Should I Register...

...For PUBLIC HEALTH 216?

(Peer Health Promotion Program)

Let Me Count the Whys.

1. I can cam three academic credits.

2. It can help me to meet lots of people.

3 It can help me to Improve areas of my own health.

4. It can Improve my chances of getting a Job. because I wUI represent

the University Health Services.

5 It will teach me skills valuable in any career like leading a workshop.

giving a presentation and developing marketing strategics^

6. It can really help me part of a team working to improve "Mass

7. It will teach me about important public health issues "k« /"""V
transmitted diseases and AIDS, cardiovascular illness, cancer, accident

prevention, eating disorders, stress and
""'""Y,^""^. ,. ., ^

8. In short, it might be the most important course I take while I m a

student at UMass.

more before you plao your F.ll schedul. 549-2671 «xt. 181.

Pr..r.i..Ur for Public H.al.h 216 CI... w.ll m... Tuesd.y. .nd Th-r.d.ys 2 30-3:45

0«V2l«rd.y .r.ln.n« ...s.on In ScpUmbr will r.duce ci... .i«.

,„ .^..>,,„».e>«.»-»»e—»«««»«»«*«»—«"»V_^-

LEATHER GOODS SALE
SAVE 5OO/0 - 70% OFF

Wallets Briefcases

Travel Bags

Handbags Portfolios

Plus much

>mJ

Shop now for Mother's Day and Graduation.

Campus Center Concourse
April 10-14 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

THIS WEEK ONLY!

Co-sponsored by UMASS WOMEN'S SOCCER
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Four found guilty

in one of nation's
largest robberies
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP* - <)m di-fen

dant was cleared and four convicted yester

day on charges stemming from the second

largest cash heist in US history, the $7.1

million Wells Fargo robbery

The money allegedly was used to fund a

militant group seeking to overthrow the

government in Puerto Rico.

Key defendant Juan Segarra Palmer 111

was convicted on nine charges, cleared of

one and the jury continueddeliberating on

three other weapons-related charges.

Segarra Palmer was convicted on

robbery-related charges stemming from the

Sept. i2. 1983, theft of cash at the Wells

Fargo depot in West Hartford

The only defendant cleared of criminal

charges was Carlos Ayes Suarez

Segarra. a Harvard graduate, was charg

ed in all 16 counts of the indictment and

faced up to 150 years in prison if convicted

on all counts.

Segarrra acknowledged he knew about

the robbery beforehand and received the

stolen money to finance the activities of Ixjs

Macheteros. Spanish for "machete

wielders." a group seeking the overthrow

of the US government in Puerto Rico

But Segarra steadfastly denied that he

helped plan or execute the robbery, as the

government charged

The other four defendants were charged

with conspiracy and with either helping

transport the stolen money or using part

of it to finance Three Kings Day toy

giveaways in Hartford and Puerto Rico on

Jan 6. 1985.

The government contended that Los

Macheteros recruited Wells Fargo guard

Victor Gerena to carry out the robbery,

then helped Gerena escape to Cuba, where

he is believed to live now.

The government presented 110 witnesses

and more than 700 pieces of evidence, in

eluding iap< iccoided conversations aiul

documents sei/.ed from Los Machittio^

members.

During the 5 1 2 month trial, prosecutoi -

presented evidence that Los Macheteros

were desperate for money in 1983 and that

Segarra was put in charge of getting it.

Other evidence indicated Segarra was sent

from Puerto Rico to New England more

than a month before the robbery and

returned to the island within weeks

afterward.

About $80,000 in what was believed to

be stolen money was seized by FBI agents

during searches in Puerto Rico and Boston

on Aug. 30, 1985, when 13 people were ar

Ivsted. The government contends that Los

Macheteros spent abt>ut $1 million, mov

ed more than $2 million to Cuba and squir

reled away $4 millicm in safety deposit

boxes, certificates of deposit, savings ac

counts and farmhouse cellars in Puerto

Rico

Leonard Weinglass, Segarra's attorney,

asserted during closing arguments that the

rohlH'ry it.self ws so unprofessional that it

couldn't have been planned by a

.s<iphisticated, clandestine organization

He noted that for his getaway. Geit ua

rented an old jalopy he couldn't rely on and

It look him more than an hour to move the

half ton of cash from the Wells Fargo vault

into his car's trunk

If a sophisticated group had been involv

ed, Weinglass said, other people would

have been there to help.

Two other defendants — lawyer Paul S.

Weinberg of Springfield, Mass and
Segarra's wife. Luz Berrios — pleaded guil-

ty to reduced charges before the trial began

Oct. 11. Nine others await trial while the

government appeals the judges dismissal

of some tape-recorded evidence

There s more than one litter problem
in )X)ur neighborhood.

Thfx iu\ir.i>*k«lt«)N-Nirn Kutlhi-irnii'thtr^

inM)fr»lii;iirx-il thf Imjl jninuKhtlUT \muiUI

^urt.l> tir.w ;tu 111 iJ'H'vl h^..IH^

I ht\ ilidn 1 rcaii/t imji iinct uf tin I
' ^ niillmii

unw anif tl jniinaK piii i< i ik-alh ia«. h \i-.ir ,irt

not Mra^^ JiMr\ n- piippii>.iiu! killcn^ hum in

niic home-", like \<>iir*llul tuM- 1" ih- killiil ii-

makf riMim |i>r nHirt-

Haviniixour pit >p.iM-i!<)r iifiiUTu: i«iti» "!ili

w .1'. iM rulim iht sail numbtTol ow m rli ~^ J' r^
.inc)<.afMk-Ntr<)\tit thivNcar li will also iniri.i^i

\i>ur pi'tsihann-Mit lniiij;a lon]i;ir.tm! Inallhifr

litv that rt-.piin'.ibilii\ i-\iiiir-ai<iiH Ni'iiIIiumt

Miip sour |xt» linn; m iinj; namralK lUii it mhi
li>\i thi-tn v(iu II liaM- ihtni tivril

laik iiiMiur Aviirinaruii < »rt<int.Ki ii> lor a Irti

inlormatiiin p.ii kci on tiirt!u"iiirii| i.ir \.>ur pi i

Greenfield .^rea .\nimal Shelter

155 French Kins Hishwav
Greenfield. MA [)]?^0\'

(413) 77?.? 148

\ f fttuAu

GAS PIPELINE ROUTE - Vermont's Interstates 89. pictured here,

and 91 were mentioned as a possible route as a natural gas pipeline

through the state. The federal government has never allowed such

a project, however, and environmentalists also have concerns.

m
ICommutei-s

This is vour Area Government

Tuesday, April 11

10 am to 4 pm
in front of the Hatch

Elections

r

I

Elections
This is your Area Government

Tiiesday, April IF''

^ 10 am to 4 pm i

in front of the Hatch
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
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By AL ARPAD
But the 1) i i; (ladilios looked

out over theii c n;! t i on aiul

saw that the Kidilics wcie

not haj»p>-.

ETC.

Red Sox 5
Indians 2

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle

llie KitUlit's were aiijiry, for they had been promised

many thinijs fliiit had not come to pass. The kidtly

houses were d i i
t
y little ^—.

boxes. Tlie >^iddy classes (YUCK? W^AT IS THIS ST\JFF^

OfX<r COMPLAlNlNCi^
% 6At; ^x least the.
JUmoH IS CHEAP. I^H on

were a bore. The kiddy

num-nnnis wore more fit

tDr the cow5.

^Ptf_

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

LIMA (Sept 2M>ct 2?) You t<««

teei much better about ttitngi

when you unOerstona wfxjt a hop
penng Do not try to force a deci

s«on now Do something specoi to»

ioved one this evenno Romance

SCORPIO Oct 23-Nov 2') Start

tna' e«e«ci&e program you tyjve

been postponing Self-

*Tipfovement ^yjys fovorobte irv

riuertces Keeprg your emotior^

i^>der control twips you advarx:e

"DOftant gooK Travel for ttie |ov o*

AcJventt?e bect<cr«'

SAOITTAMUS V . ?2-Dec 21) A

firar,.,..3i Sir jaticri ,s uya tOpreOCt,

Put it IS a fact that th*n^ ore get

tng better Someone betwxa tt«

scenes wm *nprove your chances

for succe» Show your apprecotion

at the appropriate time

CAMICOtN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Check accounts carefully Vou

could fiTKl ftiere is some funny

business gorig on Take core of

you t>ecSth by catctvng a rx^

wtienever you can Gooo news ar-

rives iate today Share the glad

AUARIUS ,jan 20-Feb 18) Vou

may feel unsure abut a romantic

relatorship Vour (ears ore unfourxa

ea Put your stiouiaer to the wheel

arid your career dreams will come
true Higher-ups ore curious to see

\A/hot you do next

Pisces (Feb 19-March 20) Put

your affairs in better orOer and

firorciai gams will become evident

CNdren are a source of emotional

reriewal Vou often tiove troiisie

b«ng orect with partner Resolve

to do better*

Ann (March 21-April 19) Vou
enthusiasm for a creatve idea n
aroi,dea by tt>e potential results

Take advantage of today's events

and recent economic changes Do
not gmre what Ngh technoiogv

can do tor you

TAUMM (Apri 20-May 20) vqu
find new souces of workrig capital

(teduce your pefsorxH debt <s

quciffy as possible Scim©tf*>g you
reod <n the paper w* helpodvance
your busness or ftnanck^ goals

Follow up a lead

MMNN (May 21- June 20) vou
ore able to toiiow a t^eoithy

regr^en that wi» keep you fee%ig
fit took at the reasons for firxxicicH

onxiety and leorn an irr^xxtont

lesson Love is serious business now
Persevere

CANCI* (June 21 July 22) Vou
' are able to burtd an important

bridge rnto tt« future Vour totenf

ond aspirations grow in a positrve

way Vou may find you have been
in love with love

UO (July 23 Aug 22) A hobby
can be turned into o source of ex

fro income Stay in close touch with

your ct^ldren or parents Do rxjt

make arbitrary decisions A long-

distance ptVDne call brings cosh

VWOO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Vou wm
get the recognition you desire only

if vou go after it A relotionstiip

urvdergoes deltcious changes Vou
may tvave to rob Peter to pay Paul

until you catch i^ on your bills

MENU

-t-lrv^f . Ti^e ed^e
Spcfwls Ci cross

i3 -i-l^u-^

LUNCH
Juchess meat pie

Chicken cutlet sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin and sprout sandwicn
Chicken cutiet sandwic"

DINNER
Ve3. cutlets cordc^ Dieu

Sausage pocket bread
sandvyich

BASICS DINNER
VegetoDle shepherd's pie

GreeK stvie skiiief
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men's tennis

conitnued from paf^e 16

Paul Audel, the Minutfrnen's numlHT
three singles player, began his match with

an interesting score of 7 6, winning the

tiebreaker 7 4 Somehow the cold wind

steamed up his mner energ>-, as Audet tot»k

the second set and the match. 6 2. Playing

number four singles was Rich Stone, win

nmg 6-1, 6-4

Humberto StUo played an incredible

match at the number five slot. He was up

5-2 in the first set. on serve, and hit a bulkt

women's track

TUESDAY. APRIL II, 1989 TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 1989 COLLEGIAN

.-^luit down the liiu' to win \.hv t'ir>l >il

Soto's .second set was a repeat pi'rlbrmance

Again up 5-2. he proceeded to win the next

two points with two iK'autiful pa.ssing shot

winners.

Soto's final score was 6 2. 6 2. Matt Mur
phy added another win to the Minutemen's
sct>re with a 6-3, 6 3 sixth singles match.

Because of the frigid weather the doubles

teams playtKl pro .sets rather than play out

two sets of tennis. First doubles. Gable and
Johnson played great, winning m a

10 game pro set, 10-2. Audet and Stone, at

number two doubles won 8-4 in an eight

game set and nunilH*r three doubles, Sol

.uid Murphy won 8-2.

continutd from pa/^e 16

mances were primarily dissappointing

sixth-seventhH'ighth. just out of the scor

ing column. Specifically, the hammer
throw was a place of dissappointment, as

the top UMass competitior was Tina White.

She did qualify for New Englands with a

toss of 121 feet, but she and along with

Helen Balaourasi who scored the half point

with a tie for fourth» and Diane Ozzolek.

have been throwing 15-20 feet further in

practice

The meet in general was a di.sappuml

iiu'iit. but gianted, the competition was ex-

tremely tough. The loss was particularly

hard on the throwers. LaFreniere said,

"The throwers have been throwing much
iH'tter in practice They threw hard (»n Fri

day. but we're not expecting them to be

-uperstars on Saturday. They just lost their

technique."

Esasky, Boggs help Sox
trip Tribe in home opener
BOSTON 'AP' - Nick K.sasky homered

m his Boston debut and Wade Boggs keyed

rallies with a pair of singles yesterday as

the Red Sox won their home opener '> 2

over Cleveland
Mike Boddicker. l-O. blanked the Indius

on two hits for five innings before giving

way to Mike Smithson after a two run

homer by Joe Carter in the sixth. Smithxin

finished the game to pick up h- '

->ave

The Red Sox. who returned home w itii .i

I 4 record, spoiled the major league debut

of Joe Skatski. who allowed three runs on

six hits in five innings

Cleveland, coming otT a three g.tinc

sweep of the New York Yankees, pulled to

w iihin 3 2 f>n Carters homer, which snap
ped Boddicker's scorelesss string against the

Indian.4 at I6^i innings.

But Boston scored two runs in the bottom

of the inning on Ksasky's first American
1-A'ague homer and an RBI double by Mar
tv Barrett.

Ksasky. acquired from CuKimKiii last

' -cember, also had a single in the fourth

.1(1(1 a double in the seventh

Boddicker. obtained from Baltimore last

Ju!v. improved his Fenway Park record to

'^ 1 with the Red S*)x He i-^ 10 2 lifetime

B«»ston

The Red Sox t<M>k a 10 lead in the s«"C(ind

s^hen Dwight E\ ans dciubl«*d an<i ^mnd mi

Rich Gedman's single.

Boggs singled to start the thud He look

.-second when Barrett walked, moved tt>

third cm Andy Allanson's passed ball and
scored on Ellis Burks' single Jim Rice

MKifii- It 3 w ith an RBI single alter a pair

III w.ilk.- in the flflh.

Piant and Soil Science. Stockbndge Hall Environmenial Sciences, Skinner Hall

Dr Lawrence Mallon 545-2353 Dr Robcn Colcr 545-08-'K

Dr Stephen Sinikins 545-2347 Dr Roben Walker 545-0878

Dt Peter \eneman 545-2.^4<>

"N

SPORT MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SESSIONS
Are you interested in a career in sports?

Would you like to know more about the
Sport Management major?

INFORMATION SESSIONS
15 - 30 MINUTES EACH

HICKS Rm. 3

Wednesday, AprU 12-10:10, 11:15, 1:25, 2:30
Thursday, AprU 13 - 9:30, 11:15

V.

water polo
conHnued from page 26

To make it to the final, the

Minutemen needed to get by the YAA
Club from Philadelphia. It was a tight

battle going into the fourth period with

the two teams deadlocked at 8-8. But in

the final quarter UMass "put the ham
mer down", as Yarworth put it and
finished YAA otV, 15-8

That set up a title game between two
of the strongest teams m New England,

L'Mass and Brown The Minutemen
trailed by a close margin throughout

most of the match and found themselves

down 11-y with a minute and a half left.

But the Minutemen stormed back and
with the score tied and the la.st seconds

iiinnm" ofT^^^" '•I'vW f 'Ma.s.s goalie Pete

Koback bUK-ked a shot by Brown and

quickly fired an outlet pass to Alex

Yelensky. The UMass swimmer heaved

a desperation shot the length of the p(K>l

with one second left which eluded the

netminder for the Bruins and gave the

Minutemen the trophy.

"It was a great ending," said Yur

worth. "We played well."

Yarworth did see some areas for im

provement though.

"We need to work on our team

defense," he said. "We also have to leain

to find the opi-n man for the shots I

wasn't pleased with the way we played

on Saturday, even though we won. but

we really came around on Sunday."

The Minutemen will get some more

chances to improve when they travel i<i

the Naval Academy this weekend

rugby
continued from pa^e 16

was able to hold its own with Army for

much of the half, keeping the ball on Ar

my's half of the field most of the time Still

UMass could only ama.ss three points otT

a penalty kick by Paul Usher, who
Laurence said 'played a very good game

"

At the end of the first half UMass trailed

\1 '>

As the second half started Army
regrouped and soon realized how easily

they could handle the UMans forwards Ar

my blew UMass ofl the hall no fewer than

eight times in the .second half and ran away

with the game at that point

Army is ranked by many iis the .second

strongest team in the nation And they are

expected to do well in the nationals.

There was some giKtd news from West

Point this weekend. The UMass fourth side

was able to beat Army's third side. 31 9 m
a game that featured three tn's by Tony

Tylman in what what only his second

game. "He looked like he's been playing a

long time." Laurence said.

Pat Brogan had another fine game for

UMass "He w asnt stylish or elegant, but

It worked." Liiurence .said

As for the game a North Adams, sulTict

to say that UMa.ss lost and that it should

not have happened UMass will put the

pieces together and get the team on the

field at Springfield this Wednesday

CnHripjin photo b\ .Iim-i >ol4>fiM»n

The UMass rugby team couldn't escape from Army Saturday at West
Point.

CilUilcil'Jvt'V

ATTENTION N.iiio...ir

I loiiorSociety

General Meeting on Tuesday,
April 11 at 7:30 in the Student
Union Commonwealth Room
followed by a Pizza Party.

ipi

1 Pray St . Amher<;t— 549-5403 • Open M a in

7 Days A Week • Cali for Take Out
Kitchen Open fill midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10$ Buffalo Wings
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK

I Drink of the Week Beer of the Month |

I Baybreeze $1.50 Amstel Light $1.75 i
nilllllitllllllllinillililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillllllllllllE

FOOD GIVE-AWAYS
Mon Night IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 912
Sunday Night lOC Potato Skins 9-12 I

Boggs cheered, Clemens razzed in home opener
BOSTON lAFi - The unulTicial verdict from the Fen-

way ciwvmI came without hesitation yesterday: You can
cheat on your wife, but never, ever say anything bad alxiut

the hometown fans,

Boston Red Sox thud baseman Wade Bof^gs, whose ex
iramariial afiaii with Mar^o Adams has ^jrabbt^ sports
headlines since last June, got a resounding ovation from
the packed Fenway Park crowd on opening day

"It really meant the world to me," Boggs - "'< 'f'i..( ihc

, i!ii. I've been waiting all winter for this d : dn i

know what it was going to l)e like."

But when it came time to introduce ace pitcher Roger
Clemens, the boos couldn't have been louder if a New York
Yankee had walked on the field.

The reason was simple enough to those in the stands.

Clemens dumped on the fans and Boggs didn't." said

Ken Magrath. who was watching the action from an up

per deck box seat "You know what they say about Red
Sox baseball: It's not life and death. It's more serious than

that."

Neither player could possibly be drawing bad press for

on field performances in past years. Boggs has won five

batting titles in six years and Clemens is a two-time Cy
Young Award winner and 198fi M\'P

Clemens did not pilch yesterday, but Boggs had a pair

of singles that helped fuel rallies in a h'i. victoiv over the

Cleveland Indians.

.Now, Boggs said lie uouM like the team In t;et nt)ticc(i

(ill ba.seball.

"We juslcan t be duel Im^ oil this thing all year," Bo^t;-

said, adding that his own rweption helped relieve tension

of OtT Ma-.(in trade talk "That'sune of the reasons I don't

want In i('.t\e here, 'ru-cau^e nt tl;'

('!,
I ! into the (jflsea,M)ii .-.p<jUight with stmie

\ .i^K' I ait how unhappy he was in Boston, how
the area did not aflord the family atmosphere he valued

in life and how he did not feel the team did enough to pro

tect his family at the ballpark from rowdy fans.

Clemens has a policy of not talking to reporters unless

he's pitching, and Manager Joe Morgan seemed un
concerned with the fans' reaction to his pitching ace.

'That's up to the fans." Morgan .said. "All I know is they

clapped for me."
To be sure, the Bc^gs saga was not entirely ignored by

the a.ssembled crowd.

Outside Fenway a pair ot enterprising and unlicensed

T shirt salesmen were hawking shirts that referred back

to his claim that an all-chicken diet helped him on the

field

The shirt bore the mes.sage: '.356 lifetime avg. And you

thought it wa.-- th»- chicken." They were selling fast at $5

a piece.

We just came up with the idea sitting m the shop the

nther night," Jim Davi> - '
i \u i\^Av(\ mil the -huts

Ironi a shoppuij,' cart

Not all tht I. Ill- VMM i'.i,i\ 1(1 t(irui\'' Hn^;^- Ins

trespasses.

"It's a .sad commentary on the moialii> <>! nur coun-

try, "' said John McCoy, who was attending his 35th con

.secutive opening day yesterday.

McCoy's friend, Chris Dohtity. nffend another
explanation.

"Clemens basically offended and insulted a city, a group
of people. Boggs hit more of a non-local group — he did

it to women and women around the countrv. " f)<iherty

said

A police officer escorting Gov. Michael Dukakis through
the crowd had a theory perhaps closer to home — home
plate, that is The officer, who preferred to keep his name
out of the papers, noted that Clemens has no wins in two
starts prior to yesterday's home opener. Boggs, mean-
while, is batting 429.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITICS

VOTE FOn TIM MOU.V 4 Mai 2a>MnM
«or CommuW) ArM C<lPr«SXMnl today at

!tw Mafch baton « 00pm

EASTSnC CONCetT NECOS VOU' I!

you i» wHmMd « mortuno «acuf<y aaand

UK: MaaMtg ttinigN at • So m EartMooM

WALL STREET TICKETS STItL
AVAILAaLEI L»n<a<J waMa. nfln up « »•
SOM U)M>y «Ma tiMy lalt Manaw* 120

„U,BH»nit>t> - iaS %M IHVM at ran on

UK IIEETIHO TOHIOMfMO E»rt»«to«»

HoViouaa *ottm% nM"

PASSOVER MEALS Apf>l 19 27

maala/aadan Koati*r OC Sign up by Apnl

1 7 m Franki.n Spac* li rrotafl (OuacMma

ran RENT

SUNDERLAND FRU SUS SfMVICC to

UM.ass and sftoppiflg waas Sacura an
apafimani kx Augu«t and racaiwa Augud
rani hm Foi mora (Mats caM fl6^3fe6

ONE HOMOOM M TWO BEDROOM apt

SJjSamonwCaKL'MS-m-ig'ft M»y Kt

2 BR IVt BATH apartmani avail Juna i m
To«na«iou«« 'igM '^•"t lo <>u* *'°0 '*"

549-B22e

WANT TO LIVE Ml BMANOYWINE n««t

yaar'' Sacu'* an apannwl now t>a«l ttM

•taxing list' Avail «1 Cal S4»7S13

NEED AN APARfMMr yoy 9» ono> 2

bodroom Soutb«NiOd aMMMt fl Cat)

2S«^l167alMrS

STUPCNT ACTnnST»WMIIIHTS: Htm
Swta/FfMMoHvaapwiinAniiwrM Weik
«0« p—D^nucfar (Marmaam no U S m
volvamanlxCaniralAmanca abalNl«Apa>

moid IM«araconMntMdloa|u*)«iertdand
a juti ooKinQ aiwwonmant Compiaia

iwaw can. pan vaoPon. nwai attomMma
action Part-tuna st^nmor and caraofpok
liona t1«&300/«rti 2M^U1S

IS HOT!!
Coma aaa Meay Nancy Amy S Amy R
OvM Lauran Jaan Kamy B Haaitwr
K««n Jul* Jan Kara Wandy Tahk KaViy

W and Ba«i icoop Evanrday 3pm M

.. MARCHINC BAND
nWadApm i2Mamonai nan* 30pm

or eal MM921 Hji mora >nto

NOMBaTION PAPWS ara a.a^aWa at Bia

SWAG oti«:a in Marflpdan Cantar Tftayara

duaTuat AprU 11mat 9pm Eiactiona lor

Prawdani vicaJ»iaartaniandTraaaorwara
*pr.l 19IH

LOOKMO FOR THE EXPERIENCE tnal

Fortuna SOO Companiat l>ka about

SouthWatiam Co Gam Saiaa/mfli a»

pa'ianca aarn S3-5 iheuaand Paul

SAVE MONCV ON HOMi NfATINQ OIU
jo»itr>»PionaarVa»ayOCooparaliva Of
C«npus HoutMa 428 Sludtni Union

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

WANTED PEOPLE TO MAKE 300 triand*

travel truougtiou! if>« Nortnaa»t and earn

2 ciadiis in ina procaas" Coma to the

UMaM Mwctwng Band mlormaiion Mtfion

Wed April 12 Mamonai Had 4 30pm or can

M»^>921 lor moM niR

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCWPTKJNS TO THE COLLEGIAN
<ire avaitablo Kaop your tnands and parents

.ntormed about wftat i» going on at UMass
We can send it almost any»*are For more

inlortT»alion coma dOKrn to Boom 1 13 Cam
pus Canter or CaH S4S-3&00

AUDIO

REALISTIC OPTIMUS 50 stereo 3way
speakers 1 2 woolers 1 35 pair 548-9382

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VOLVO 2 OR Good cond $500 or B
1 467 3993

75 PEUGEOT. Must sa« tor parts $100

5464866

1982 MERCURY ZEPHYR 78000 rriiles

good condition 1900 must sell 256-6430

1987 VW GTI16V red sunroof A/C 26K

$8900 Call Pete ' 323-4820

1980 FORD FIESTA $300780 Must sell

runs tine sunroof 585-5774

BUGS a MAN

I NEED YOUR ENTOMOLOGY 226 notes'

Please help me out before enam ne«l T!>urs-

dayi Knstin 546-9514 leave message

COMMUTERS

•••VOTE FOR TIM & ALEX"'*
For Commute' Area Presideni today at me

Hatcfi before 4 00pm

SO WATT MARSHALL

SO WATT MARSHALL AMP lHal lo'ged

strong waters exc cond 3?5 ?>46 8858

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys ligWs and large screen video

dances 256-8526

ONi LANOC BtPftffOHI in apowniii lou'

MD0«lioni campus Start* June 1 $210 par

monm CMI 549 3940

t*Kt OVER LEASE! Tnraa larga

badreoma avaiaMa m a naw nousa starting

S/1 lor mlonnalion 296-4906

LOOKMQ fCm 1 cm > nooamomng
lamtfaa » fitara Pulllon Apt OtcmrrOMt

ifaOumm alao Can Laoran 54*6275

Laava massaga

TWO BEDROOM BRANOYWINE take •!

over' 549 0831

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE starting 6;1 tor

aparlmeni n»»' campus Ic lour CaH

25^8504

AMHERST • June isl 4 bedroom 2 ban>

cape Call 253^2309 $ii00

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER lease

lor ? bdr «>l Can 665-7301 salNng tumitu'e

FOR SALE

GUITAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC
*'or.g.nal strings S case S200 Can

253 7387

SHARP CAROUSEL H m«fO<*i»a$l10or

BrO 54&5235

ATARI S20 ST 20 MB HD. 7?0K F

Drive- 12006 modem . 120cps NLQ
printer desk and lots ol software

$1500'BO will sen seperale 865 7438 Sat

6 Sun 8A 3P

NEW OUEEN SIZE oak waterbed w/oak

4dwr pedestal $400'BO 665 7438 Sal Son

8A3P

PANASONK 10601 PRINTER new $175 00

Vpple^r!^ pnnter $75 00 283-4938

Pauline

OLD OMEGA 61 Encellenl condition 93 000

miles Call 256 8369

!ACTION-nalp
prasarva endangered spacwa reduce lei

< wMlea and slop the arms race Salary

baneMi. »a««i and advancemam Fui^part-

Mna 2-IOpm CaS 2M-1436 B« /Stannon
Apply now lor tfta summer*

HELP WANTED. MutI be avaiaPle to mot*

dunngday Monday iWadneaday^ FritJay

A(«ly m person M Copycat Pnm Shop tm
Tnar>gie Street Amnefai

POSITK)NS AVAIA8LE: 3 poemona ara

available at ine Center lor Student

Businesses Accounlant/Graphic Ar

ti*«/Computer Coordtnalor Applicalioos

avariapie ai 409 Smdam Umon ihrou^ ApN
13 due by noon on teril 14 ai CS8
Sopnomores ancouraBad 10 applyl

AMY. since 6a your ttWtdi I ««eNgt« ro

Se you two penonak Happy 2til b«in

y I love you Ricli

AMY R VOU'NE FBtALLV 21 Happy bir

ttiday Hope you anfoyal your gMs and your

anbieday Loo* Ion—

r

d lom* oaakand m
AHanbc Cny Happy B-Oay Love Riek

nUNKKPANMCN
Rubadubdub
2inalub

I

you ne rope
-FeOow Pike

MTINCSTEO^ Maybe curious'' Queaa not

Wtwl l\appened lo you guys7

THANK YOU ST JUOE lor prayers

HEY ROACH'

•••TO THE KINDEST FRIENDL«ST •

•

'

Big sa' It s you Cnris' Vou ra Iba best arvl

I love you' The tun ttas |u«t begun' -Kirt>y

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS OR PRO
FtSSORS witn mlormaiion aboul survivors

We need to taMi to you for a class prcqect

asap Can 549-6503 or 2i6^»18

HOUSE WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Want lo rent two to inree bedroom nowse

Call Matt at 54»1275

HOUSEMATES NEEDED

CAPE COO
? Roommates needed lo share 8 person

f»ou5e in center of Myannis F'om Memorial

Day throuqn Labor Day For more mforma

tion contact Dave 5490068 545 2150

JANEL

TASTES GREAT. LESS FILLING, and on

ly two calories Bobby

LOST

AT THE PUB on 4/6 Ougaree lacket It Has

sentimental value Please return to owner

Call 256 1859

FOUND

FOUND' Block of bus tickets in Tolman

Gymnasium 4/6 Please contaci Kurt at

5464258

PAIR OF EYEGLASSES n case with

fiydrocortisone cream by Herter Hall Pick

up at Campus Center Concourse into bootn

IF VOU CAN READ THIS AD it s not lor

you Found pr ol glasses m SU duct tape

on arm call 6-8172

MOTORCYCLE

1961 SUZUKI ES450T low miles $350 00

545 2094 (Umass) 263 2233 (home)

NEED CASH QUICK

GET YOUR BASEBALL CARDS out of the

closet and sell mem lo Todd 549-6361

GUITAR

IVANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUITAR
- with gorMla portable amp please call Tom

253-3470

HELP WANTED

LIVE IN HELPER FOR CAPE COD beach

house Dishwashing cleaning errands

Flexible hours Floom board and $150 a

week July 1 to September t Fbr more m-

tormalion leave number and when you can

ti7eached on machine at 549^0876 Phone

between 9am and 9pm

SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS: The Ad

missions Oflice has an opcn.ng lor a Sum-

mer admissions assislani Responsibimes

include inlerviewing prospective students

leading campus lours and handling public

relations related duties Job descnplions

are available m leh University Admissions

Center located ne«t to Gorman Residence

Hall Applications deadline April 21

PERSONALS

MARK lOELSON — Noticed your black eye

last week and tound that it |ust added more

character lo your beautiful lace DonI tell

Pooh I wrote this Faithfully Gorbechev

BETSY, my beautiful brown eyed one. so-

meone in DC lobes his baby Im lonely

without you - lobes you endlessly LJB

VOTE FOR TIM REILLY and Alex Zarqanes

lor Commuter Area CoPresidents on Tues-

day al the Hatch before 4 OOpm

GIGI KARRAS Happy Birinday (yesterday)

Sorry il s late but we love you anyway love

Kel, Jen and Cyn

T SCHNEEWEIS ARE YOU involved with

anybody special Laxman 24 How old are

you'' II over ?1 please respond

DANNY FROM MANHATTAN the besi

borough interesled'' Call me -Michelle

CHRISTINE, where is my nurse lorm the

Bahamas' I need your address Call or wnle

me Remember Nassau Beach sunrises

and the Celtic Tickets "Missing you m
Rochester. Dave S

KWS KEOUOH Thank you tor be«»g the

best o' my lri«n<ts You're one m « miNan'

C*i t wait til you le my s«S' I love you' Kirby

HAPPY BMTHOAV 8WILLA! WHAT DO
YOU DO WHEN VOO WANT A RIO€'
Yeayah'

PICA I had a graal uma IMI wle Thank*'

Love The DorMier

CHOCOLATE CHIPS., been oNerad lemp^

ling positions nearby Steaks may turn

favorably R Uppers

TO PCmON M ANTHRO 234 who found

my wMlel 12M Pieaae can I have n back?

4ant 546-6536

MISSISSIPPI DAVE remember me'' Mel

vou al an Am(,«fsi house party last April

j^olorcycle ride drawing Jerusalem

Thought i saw you Bluewail 4/6 Respond
here

SEX KITTEN • Lookmhg lorward to ice and
handcuffs and a whole lot more
Ungabunga Sexy green eyes

LOVEY DOVER Lets go to the Ou«>bm I

love you Mjshy Monsta

DEB. SHELL. SHER. AND ALYSSA - To
mylnends we ve come a tono way lets go

out in style' Good luck always Love Sam

LA LOVE K L. MISSINO: Very special

Iriend' Can t deal without you anymore

Have 10 make amends please respond

KAREN W. I m sorry Please give me a

chance Don I throw away everything we
have Love Tom

REDMAN! Dude Happy b day hope its as

incredible as the trip Love your Tendor

Tramp

TIM GOLAND Happy birthday' One more

year until you II be legal Oh no' Have an

awesome day' Love ya. Jen

PHOTOGRAPHERS- Don t forget to pick up

day in the life film on CC Tuesday. April 12

Happy shooting'

JAM VOU BABY! This day wiH be a venla

ble mess' Now the game is over nappy

bday' Killer

LET YOUR WILDEST FANTASIES come
true Molly and Nancy are wailing at

Greenough Snack Bar lo serve your every

desire"

TO THE CUTE TRANSFER FROM
TRINITY- Hope I was helplui let s plan our

schedules together Slop by same time this

Tuesday' Your CASIAC student counsetoi

THREE FEMALES DESPERATELY seek

ing 3 bedrooms lor next year Please call

546 4054

TO SERENA IN 341: Don t ptol revenge

because we will make your life a living hell'

You die Love T&K

AMSmOUS BUT NOT CETTWC AHEAD?
Southweitorti gwea salea eopenence and
$3^5 inouewid The opportumly you need

but moat cwi'l handM Pat4 666^3247

SENMMS!*
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS"

•JOM THE SOMOM CLASS CAMPAKM •

• Earn $4 50mr ptoabonutatcMkng •

other UMaas seniors
' Apply al the Memorial Ha* Daaemani '

or cai &4S^3609
APPLY TOMYtl

PHOTOGRAPHERS

OCT YOUR FILM FOR DAY «< the Ule to^

day on me CC nappy shootirtg*

RK>E WANTED

DESPERATELY SEEKING R«E to M»oe
or even New Hampsiwa weekend o«

4/14^9 Wi6 snare e«pen*e« PiMae can

Ncky S46 4969

RIDE NEEDED TO SYRACUSE area

weekend o* 4't4 4/i 7 wi« share eipenaas

leave message Stacy 546^7775

AVAILABLE APARTMENT FOR RENT
Furrashad center o« Amnerst can J C at

263^3562

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EXCELLENT OUTDOOR SUMMER
Enipioynwnt opportunities'

m Lowea. MA area

AdvanMmanl oopoilunMa
Can Scon C M y^MBMn

TO THE GIRLS WHICH mean so much to

us' Happy birthday' Li/, Kalhy Kalhy Mary

Sharon' Love Ihe guys ol the 20lh

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KAREN BERTINO
Happy birthday lo you

happy birthday lo yOu

you make me extremely happy
and your a great ktsser too

NE

SUMMER JOBS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

TMC CLEiM WATER ACTKM PMXJECT
is hanng tof pari lima campaign paa«ora
avaMUe now to prawci dnnkmg waier and
wpaaeaMaaaracyckngb* tMorknowand
line up a summer loto «ul pays S4a00 phw
on ttie Ci«e or m Amherst CaH Sieve M
54*7450

SUMMER SUBLET

ONE BEDROOMM MCE MOUIC neat Bm
lam lor summer laN oplion Ed 25>OB0O

1 SINGLES m FARMHOUSE on buaraule

Great summer Hxat'on $t60/rTWrtth in-

clusive ?b3 9047

ROOMMATES WANTED

AMrrV PLACE CONOO Room available

lemaW> prelerred nonsmoker call 5499916

ONE FEMALE TO RENT double room

townhousa apis avaialbe June 1 54fr 1449

1 or 2 FEMALES. NEAT, responsible non

SMOKERS FOR ' BEDROOM IN Briflany

M«»r^ Lease slartmg in Sep1 1 len mlh

caM 2566301

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED 'O' Branywme

Apt lease sian-i Apm ^uilt lumished Porxl

view Call 549^4722

HOUSEMATES WANTED to share house

on busline June to August and/or

September on Cheap' Lisa 546-«)32

LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT!? 2

roommates needed lo share 3 bedroom

apartment m Putfton Village Male or

Female non-smokers only can Michael

549-0224

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
w»her dryer woodstove 5 mm walk to

downtown 10 minute walk lo UMass can

2530707 $195/month

TWO SEMI-OUIET NON SMOKING FUN
women looking for two single rooms m cool

house preferably <n AMherst for Fall please

call Kristin 546-9514 leave message
Thanks

LOOKING TO LIVE IN HYANNISPORT lor

summer'' We are looking tor 3 neat room

males for ou' beachhouse' Call now
549-7297 ask lor Enca

NON-SMOKER FEMALE lor one bedroom

m pn apt on main st Avail June t

$242/mo inci CaM 253-5918 leave

message

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED lor Bran

dywine apt starting 6/1 Call 546-8285

HELP! Female roommate needed to share

large bedroom m new luxurious house'

Washer/dryer, sundeck. gas heat, central

air more Only $215 per month' Call Pam
now' 546 7318

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546*405 or 546 6400

Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/28 Buy

you a beer'' Call 549 1660 George

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES. Overnight

and same day service 665 8873

SUBLET

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer dryer 5 mm walK to downtown 10

mm walk lo campus $350 lor entire summer

includes all uthlies call 253-0707

SUMMER SUBLET, 2 bedrooms house op

posite southwest Contact Krislme

546-7470

2 BORM SOUTHWOOD APT 1

tmg tiyttn with Fal option on bus route

Call 296-1 167 ask tor Celw

SUMMER SUBLET 3 bedroom townhouse

apts available June t S49 1449

PLEASE SUBLET OUR BRANYWMC
apartment can Sue 546-6392 or Inger

546-6397 Leave meaaag*

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTmtn^ On
bus route can 25>77e0

SUNNY SPACIOUS APT. m downtown
Amherst lor 4 people 549-5866

SUBLET MY APT TMS SUMMER in Bra»
dywine t60/mo Nego Call Enn 6-4726

NEED 1 FEMALE TO SUBLET my hall ol

the rrom .n B'andywme apt Rent negot

CaH&e283

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE!

TAKE OVER OUR BRANOYWINE LEASE
and assure yoursell a place io live m
September Call 549 1860

TO SUBLET

ROOM IN SO AMHERST HOUSE Rt 116

available June t 1 or 2 older persons Rent

negotiable 253 2880

ROOM IN ROLLING GREEN available June
1 Females call tor details 253-7841

TYPING

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, oo-campus. M-
lordable, grammar reviewed dependable,

584-7924. Nancy

AMITY PLACE CONDO WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
want to rent an Amity Place coivlominium

with any mlormaiion please call Matt al

549-1275

WANTED TO RENT

4 OR 8 UMASS FEMALES looking lor a

house 10 rent 546 8122

MALE STUDENT LOOKING to rent studio

apt or room m house or apt near UMass
campus Call Greg al 546-7203

WE D LOVE TO TAKE YOUR 3-4 bodroom
lease over starting September 665-86'

PLEASE HELP US! Four responsible

pie looking lo lake over lease lo d

bedroom house please call Beth or Brill m
549-0958 or Karen al 5490618

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease lor a 3 4

bedroom house starting 6/1 call 549 1538

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease 10 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen al 6-9743

'WARNING!

THE SURGEON GENERAL has delermin

ed thai the consumption of ware cooler is

hazardous lo Ihe health and well being ol

certain incividuals. not lo mention the

severe dam bramage"
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SPORTS
Softball sweeps through A-10 weekend
Aprile tosses no-hitter; UMass dumps Bonnies, PSU "^^^^"^

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The Minutewomen returned from their early season

California tune up a couple of weeks back with a 3 10

record, a tally which stixid out against their claims of con

fidence and experience gained in getting beat by the l»est

out west The Minutewomen had plavtd themselv.- into

a hole.

But not a deep one. The Minutewomen stand this mor-

ning at 9 10. and the .500 plateau is only as far off as

Thursday's contest iigamst the University ofConnecticut.

IMass IS also 4 m the Atlantic 10 after sweeping St.

Bonaventure and Prnn St in a pair of doubleheaders this

past weekend
UMass handed the Bonnies < now 2 5> a pair of 10 0. 10 2

poundings, then scrapped past Penn St to the tune of 1

and 4-0 on Sunday.

•'These ktds are a tough group. " praised coach hiaine

Sortino. "There were a lot of things that could have

unsettled them, and they girt the job done We played great

defensive softball
"

The bats came around a bit as well. St. Bonaventure

arrived on Saturday with a weak record and a short roster,

and the Minutewomen met them with 24 hits on the way

to stacking up their 20 runs UMass hurlers. meanwhile

allowed just two hits

Freshman Hollv Aprile threw a no hitter in the opener.

fanning five along the way "the game was called after

seven innings thanks to the leagues 10 run "say uncle

rule).

Aprile also jumped into the middle of things oft^ensive

ly in the third inning, leading off with a single before scor

ing on a two run single from Barbara Meehan The

Minutewomen went on to score seven runs m the frame,

much more than Aprile would ever need.

In the second game of the afternoon UMass' Jen Devlin

emerged with her second win of the season, though she

struggled to throw strikes at times. In the top of the Tirst

the Bonnies took advantage of a walk and a misplayed

force at second to take an early 2 advantage

Devlin cut the rally short with a pair of strikeouts, good

for the second and third outs of the inning, with the bases

loaded.

The Minutewomen rebounded in the bi>ttom of the first,

opening up with consecutive singles from Aprile. Chene

DellAnno and Alison Forman All three eventually scored

thanks to a series of defensive miscues. as the

Minutewomen assumed a 3 2 lead they would never give

buck.

Against Penn St the following day. the runsdidnt come

as easy. Penn St. is the defending Atlantic 10 champion,

and still possesses talent enough to test the league s elite.

They left town, however, with a 5 21 record.

Aprile battled Cathy Kaminski on the mound through

nine scoreless innings UMass rewardi-d her with the win

by rallying in the bottom of the ninth to win the game

Devlin, batting for the injured Mary Duff, reached on a

fielder's choice, and stole second base Jenn Vaillancourt

singled her fellow freshman home to win the game.

In the final contest of the weekend. Chris Wanner toss

ed a solid shutout, as her teammates cracked open a 10

duel with a three run sixth inning, sealing the win The

rally centered around a run scoring double from

Vaillancourt.

( ullriH*" photo H> l>a«ui HiK«>hiKu< hi

The UMass softball team is on a roll, having

won six straight including a four-game Atlan-

tic 10 sweep this past weekend.

Baseball team ready for IWomen's track places

rematch against UConn a disappointing third
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.'ssachusetts

baseball team faces only two non

conference teams more than once this

season, and the second meeting with one

of them, the University of Connecticut, w ill

take place this afternoon.

The Minutemen. who are in the middle

of a slew of non-conference games, head to

Storrs. Conn, today for a 3.30 p m date

with the Huskies

For UMass. 9 10. this will be the fifth

non-conference game in a row. and two

were rained out last week. After today, it

will play Boston University Wednesday

and the University of New Hampshire

Thursday before returning to Atlantic 10

competition this weekend with a series

against the University of Rhode Island.

The Minutemen need to use the three

games this week to tune up for the Rams.

UMass went 2 2 last weekend, losing to

Siena before winning two out of three

games from New York Tech.

It's been two weeks since the

Minutemen's first game with UConn. and

in that game, freshman Sal Tinnerello

ruined UMass' home opener with a ninth

inning homer to give the Huskies a 10^

win.

Tinnerello is currently the second leading

hitter for UConn with a .385 average, and

leads the team in homers with five.

.Xnother freshman, first baseman Todd

Rosenthal, leads the team with a .388

average.

The Huskies. 12 10. are coming off a Big

East .series with St. Johns. After winning

the first game 7 1. UConn lost 112 and 4 2

The pitcher the Minutemen may likely

face today is senior righthander Jim Allen,

who is 2 3 with a 3.86 earned run average

With three saves. Tim Cain is UConn's

top man out of the bullpen.

Extra innings: Brian Donovan, who

didn't see action against N.Y. Tech. re-

mains the Minutemen's leading hitter with

a .429 average.

Drew Seccafico (.369) is second while

Dave Edwards (.346) is third.

Seccafico also leads the team in runs bat

ted in with 18, and freshman Brian Bright

leads in home runs with five.

By RICK SETO
Collegian Correspondent

The new look of the University of

Massachusetts women's outdoor track

team did not impress, as the words that

best describe the Minutewomens
lackluster effort this past weekend were

'not competitive."

UMass finished a distant third with

only 26.5 points, behind w inner Cornell

(81) and host Dartmouth (68.5).

The shining star was once again a

familiar name - I.ee Ann Ambrose, who

picked up two first places in the 200 and

400 meters. Her times of 25.92 and

58 01 respectively were good enough t<t

qualify her for the New England Cham
pionships. Coach Julie Lafreniere said.

'Lee just blew the competition away.

Her 10 points were nearly half of the

team's points."

Besides Simone Marisseau and Sue

McFadyen. the other performances were

simply not competitive.' Marisseau, a

sophomore, finished third (two pis.) with

a throw of 37 -feet 11 in the shot.

LaFreniere said, "She was the one who

seemed to be able to concentrate and be

more consistent with her throws in prac

tice. Jim [Girouxl was very happy with

her."

McFadyen. a freshman, scored three

points with a third in the 100 dash and

a fourth in the 400 hurdles. 'Her time

of 71.41 (in the hurdles) isn't bad for the

amount of practice time. ' .><aid

LaFreniere.

Senior Carla DeSantis came up with

her usual first place finish but her New
England qualifying throw of 128 feet 3

feet was not up to her usual high level

of performance The only other jave

thrower, Nancy Laurie, finished third.

Precious Hill played the part of Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde as she ran a good

half-mile (second) but just totally took

herself out of the 1500 early Her slow-

start cost her a probable first place

finish, according to LaFreniere.

The throwers as a group did not im-

press Giroux, the assistant coach who is

in charge of the throwers. The perfor

continued on page 14

'Rugby team
falls at Army
By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts rugby team didn't

fare well when it traveled to Army this weekend. It

was a greatly disorganized team that showed up at

West Point, and the proof was in the proverbial

pudding.

After dealing with bad directions and a breakdown

of their own, the first match got underway 20 minutes

late. And the team that did go on the field was minus

Eric Olsen, one of the team's most powerful props.

Olsen's spot was filled by Dave Williams, who did a

good job but was under continuous pressure.

The UMass ruggers began well, but being outweigh

ed by as much as 20 pounds per man began to have

its effect at the start of the second half. UMass coach

Robert Laurence said they were "pounded and pound

ed."

The first half of the game went fairly well. UMass
continuer on page 14

1 Men's tennis sweeps past Rhody
By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the freak blustery weather - snow squall in

eluded — the University of Massachusetts men's tennis

team swept a 9-0 win over the University of Rhode Island

yesterday at Boyden Courts.

Each player should be congratulated for their perfor-

mances, considering the outdoor elements they were up

against. The wind gu.sts were so strong at times that the

nets bellied out because they lack the crucial center straps.

The Minutemen showed their true athletic abilities in this

match.

Brian Gable, the number one singles player, defeated

Carl Briggs. 6-1, 6-1. Neither the winds nor a broken

finger stopped Gable's How on the court. His cross-court

and down the line shots cut through the wind like a hot

knife through butter.

At the number two position, Chris Johnson won his

singles match against Sean Draunick, 6-1.6-1. His incredi-

ble topspin shots ignored the wind. "In weather like this

you just have to stay focused on the game. You can't lose

concentration," Johnson said.

continued on page 14

Water polo captures tourney crown
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

The University of Mas.sachusetts men's waterpolo teai..

showed just how much they are improving by winning the

tournament they hosted la.st weekend in more than con-

vincing fashion. The Minutemen swept all four games

they played and beat regular season champion Brown

University to take the title.

"I was pleased with the weekend," said UMass coach

Russ Yarworth. "We played good polo."

UMass opened its tourney schedule against the Newport

Waterpolo Club, out of Rhode Island, and won going away,

16-3. The next victim was also from the Ocean State, the

Little Rhody Club, which fell 2212.
continued on page 14

Today: mostly sunny,

high 45-50. Tomorrow:
partly cloudy 40 percent

chance of rain or snow.

Student Fimds . . . Who
has them? Who wants
them? Who took them?
Page 5.

The Bruins win it! Tak-

ing last night's game
and the series both by a

4-1 margin. Page 14.
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Commuter elections marred by accusations
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Election officials said turnout for yesterday's Commuter
Area Government elections was average, and. according

to presidential candidates, so was evidence of negative and

misleading campaigning.
Flyers acx'using presidential candidates Robb Smith and

Ted Chambers of stealing C.AG funds, preventing the

scheduled May 7 Union Program Council Pond Concert

from taking place, are "blatant lies," according to several

students.

Reilly, Zarganes win
Tim Reilly and Alex Zarganes defeated Robb Smith

and Ted Chambers. 192 188. in yesterday's Commuter
Area Government elections, according to Jennifer

MacNeish. election coordinator.

Other results: Clarinda Rose Turner defeated write

in candidate Corey Schuer for vice president, 211 82.

while Steve Gardescue is the new treasurer, defeating

write in candidate Ashley Gauther, 191-45.

The following students were elected to the govern

ing board: Jason Rabinowitz. Michael Greiner. Stacey

Kinnamon, Tim Smith, John Trudeau, Eric Renaud,

Shari Silkoff, Mark Wilkin.son and Eric Nakajima.

"There's absolutely going to be a pond concert this

spring — on May 7," said Ari Weinstein, production

manager for the Union Program Council.
' "et no funding from the CAG." he said. "We never

.4 a moot point whether they allegedly stole any
money as far as the pond concert is concerned We fund

the concert ourselves."

Numerous students, including Student Government
Association Senators W. Greg Rothman and Brian Darl-

ing, and former SGA presidential candidate Josh Gordon,

have been accused by Chambers and others of working

on the production and placement of flyers.

.Mex Zarganes. who along with Tim Reilly was runn

ing against Smith Chambers, denied any involvement

with the flyers, which were seen in numerous off campus
apartment complexes.

"It stinks because it's negative," Zarganes said, adding

that he feels the people involved with the election realize

his campaign has "nothing to do with [the flyers)."

Chambers said the reason the flyers — five different ones

since last Thursday — were distributed directly relates

to the March issue of The Liberator, a newspaper both he

and Smith helped write.

Chambers said members of The Liberator have charges

against three students, Rothman, Alan Brynolfsson and
Doug Dratch, relating to an alleged assault against

members of the newspaper. A show cause hearing on the

four charges — assault, assault and battery, assault and

battery with a dangerous weapon and violation of civil

rights — is scheduled for April 28 in Northampton DtiArict

Court, Smith said.

"What can I say (about the flyers] except I'm not sur

prised, " Chambers said. "These are the people who give

the SGA a bad name."
Rothman said he thought it was "wonderful" the flyers

were put up, and that he had "nothing to do with it."

He said Smith and Chambers were "getting what they

daterved," after The Liberator wrote an "untrue" story

about former SGA presidential candidate Guy Glodis.

Rothman said the story, calling Glodis the "David Duke"
of the University of Massachusetts, was as "much a lie

as the (flyers)." Duke is a former Ku Klux Klan member
who won a seat last month in the Louisiana legislature.

Darling refused to comment on whether he was involv-

ed with the flyers, but agreed with Rothman that "tur

nabout is fair play."

Gordon said he would not^eny being involved in plac

ing and;or producing the flyers.

Eric Nakajima. student trustee-elect and press agent for

Smith/Chambers, said the entire series of events was 'un-

fortunate, since students will be making a decision bas-

ed on blatant lies."

Nakijima said he did not feel another election would

take place, unless "you could link [a Zarganea/Reilly) vic-

tory with Jthe flyers)." a link he said would most likely

not occur.

UMass to install cable TVandphone system

University gets wired
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Correspondent

Cable television will be available to

University of Massachusetts students by

the fall of 1990.

But that's not all.

In addition, an advanced phone system

will be in place and student access to the

main computer system will be a reality by

the fall of 1990, according to Randy Salem.

UMass telecommunications manager.

"UMass has been working for the past

five years on a plan to bring in a phone

system with features that other colleges

already have," Salem said. "All residence

halls needed to be rewired [for the new

phone system), so it only made sense to in-

clude computers and cable as part of the

telecommunications project."

Salem said the estimated $400,000 need

ed to complete the project will come from

savings in the telecommunications trust

fund, and the money saved from the new
AT&T personal security code service begun

this year.

There are several advantages to the new-

phone system, he said. It will not only allow

students to have call-waiting, call

forwarding and conference calls, but the

calls will be transferred over the wires at

a much quicker rate, he said.

Another advantage to the new wiring

system, he said, is that students will be

able to make phone calls while they are

continued c n page 6

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahparn

There will be more than three fuzzy channels in the dorms after the

fall of 1990 when the University plans to have cable TV capability install-

ed in all dorm rooms.

Beat poet Ginsberg
'Howls ' in Ballroom
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Allen Ginsberg rocked in his chair as

he shouted recollections of his fellow pa

tients at the Columbia Psychiatric In-

stitute "who broke down crying in white

gymnasiums, naked and trembling

before the machinery of other skeletons;

who bit detectives in the neck and

shrieked with delight in police cars for

committing no crime but their own wild

pederasty and intoxication."

"Howl," which the 62-year old poet

wrote in 1956, was among the selections

he read and sang in the University of

Massachusetts Student Union Ballroom

last night. The silent capacity audience

of about 900 was occassional ly moved to

laughter as Ginsberg read from two an-

thologies of his poems.

Alongside Jack Kerouac's On The

Road, 'Howl " ushered in the bohemian

literary movement of the 1950s. Known
as the "Beat Generation," this move-

ment gave rise to the massive counter-

culture of the following decade.

The poet's deep voice and graying

beard presented an image more in keep-

ing with his tenured professorship at

Brooklyn College while his poetry re-

sounded of the radicalism he has ad-

vocated for three decades.

Parts of "Howl" were written under

the influence of peyote, he said. In the

1950s. Ginsberg and Dr. Timothy Leary

conducted the first experimental

analysis of the mind-expanding effects

of hallucinogens. Since then, the poet

has advocated the legalization of these

drugs in the United States along with

the practice of transcendental

meditation.

"While there are hundreds of millions

CollrKian Photo by David HiKaiihi|0><'hi

Allen Ginsberg

From this theory, Ginsberg composed

the upbeat and lighthearted tune "Do
The Meditation," which persuaded the

listener to seek a higher plane of con-

sciousness. He sang: "Let your breath

out and open your eyes / Sit there steady

and sit there wise ' Follow your breath

right out of your nose / Follow it out as

far as it goes."

Among the other pieces he read were

a eulogy to his mother, entitled "Kad-

dish," and "Whom Bomb," a chant

which criticizes US foreign policy of the

last 20 years.

In 1967, Ginsberg took part in the

Human Be-In in San Francisco and was
arrested while protesting the draft. At

a press conference before the reading, he

said right-wing movements of the 1980s

do not arise from those movements.
continued on page 6
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Nurse Waltraud Wagner and three col-

leagues are in custody after confessing to

the "mercy killings" of at least 49 patients

in Vienna's Lain/. Hospital. Authorities

doubt the motive.
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Gay speaker
asks gays
to face up to
challenges
By MEREDITH O ERIEN
Collegian Stafi'

Gay men, lesbians and bisexuals face struggles in socie-

ty, with their families, and with themselves, a member
of the University of Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian

Alumni As.sociation said yesterday.

"Life begins after graduation," Rob Ranney said dur
ing his informal lecture to a crowd of five in the Campus
Center, one in a series of events scheduled in celebration

of UMass' sixth annual Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Awareness Week.
"The closet is just so much damned work, I just couldn't

stand it anymore." Ranney said "It hurts It's a heavy
thing to carry. People respect the energ> that it takes to

be openly gay."

Having been married to a gay Black man for over four

years. Ranney said he experienced difficulties with both

homophobia and racism

"There's always going to be trouble," he said. "There's

always going to be racism and homophobia, but I'm not

going to put it (the pressure) on myself anymore. Being
interracial is harder than being gay."

He said his marriage to another man was featured in

The Daily Hampshire Gazette. "We are challenging the

sexist roles of 'who does the cooking.' Straight couples

could learn from this because we ignore the sexism. We're

starting from scratch," he said.

He said there are benefits to "coming out" to family

members. "I came out to my stepmother when I was in

college. It was tearful. We fought about it. I told her that

I didn't choose to be gay. I just am. Then she told me that

she .still loved me."
"When you're not opt-n to family, you get separated from

your natural supptirt system," Ranney said.

Because of the powerful impact of the AIDS epidemic,

Ranney said it is essential for gays and lesbians to pull

together as a family unit.

"People have started accepting people, reaching out

because they don't have much time left," he said.

Ranney said it is important for gays and lesbians to par

ticipate in social and political organizations that facilitate

strong and lasting relationships. "From ju.st having gay

friends, the networks happen," he said.

Cities were the best places Ranney .said for gay or les-

bian couples to settle in. "There are lots of great places

(for gays and lesbians] to live." he said.

"(Butl there are many little pockets like Amherst and

Northampton, especially around colleges." he added.
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THE WALKING HEAEKs) - Kate Dupre of

Mount Holyoke College walks to her Hamp-
shire class in Franklin Patterson Hall.

CaMvglM piMta by Vk„M Akram
THIS IS UN-BaahlJEVABLE. WOOL YOU CUYS LISTEN TO ME -John Rardana. a STPEC

major, enlightens area .sh<>ep <ii) the pro.spectN of nuclear war.

Puerto Rican culture promoted
AHORA sponsors Puerto Rican Awareness Week
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Puerto Ricans at the University (^Massachusetts feel

they are misrepresented at UMass. several memlxTs «)f

a campus Latino organization said

"Hispanic concerns tend to get squashed by the greater

concerns of the UMass community, other minority groups

have concerns that are considered more important." said

Felipe Barreda, an AHORA member.
The second annual Puerto Rican Awareness Week is

slated for April 23 through April 28. The week will

highlight Puerto Rican talent in the arts and emphasize

the positve aspects of Puerto Rican culture, Barreda said.

"We're not only emphasizing campus talent, but also

alumni talent," said Fraces Ramos, vice president of

AHORA. "University talent past and present will be

represented."

Organizers of the awareness week said they hope to

"raise the level of awareness on the community as a

whole" about Puerto Rican culture and unite Latin

Amerirnn students struft'Hng to bt» heard on campus.

"It's essential for AHORA to promote the political and
economic aspects of Puerto Ricans so English-speaking

people and non Latinos understand our culture," said

Elliot Monlevido, an AHOKA member.
The Week is "an attempt to unite the whole Latino com

munity and be heard at the highest levels of the ad

ministration on campus and by students, " .said Barreda

"Our concerns are placed on the back burner of the cam-

pus."

The Week was organized with the endorsenicut of the

residential areas on campus, the chancellor's office, the

Student Government Association and the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate.

AHORA was established in 1974 m an effort to better

represent Latinos on campus, according to Roberto Chris-

tian, founder of the Week. The organization has about 500

I^atin American students, the majority ofwhom are Puerto

Rican, Christian said.

Last year's Week brought over 2..'>00 people from UMa.ss

and surrounding areas, Barreda said, adding that AHORA
hopes to reach more people this year.

'Stolen' car found at Amherst Towing
Owner discovers car was towed for violation

By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

A vehicle reported stolen on April 3 was located at

Amherst Towing Friday. The owner of the vehicle

discovered it had been towed for a decal violation, police

said.

In other police reports:

• A rug was reported stolen Monday from the lobby

of Kennedv residence hall. Police said the rug was worth

$385.
• A window was reported smashed and a radio stolen

Monday from the vehicle parked in E lot, according to

police. No estimate of damage or the value of the radio

was available.

• A vehicle was reported involved in a hit-and-run ac-

cident Monday in lot 49. Police said the damage is

estimated at approximately $1,500.

• A vehicle attempting to turn around Monday became

.stuck in the wet ground on Stadium Road, p<3lice said. An
estimate of damage was not available.

• Police said a vehicle knocked over a "Keep Right"

sign on Commonwealth Avenue Monday. Officers follow

ed a trial of transmission fluid which leaked from the vehi-

cle that allegedly hit the sign. They followed the trail until

it .stopped at Puffton Village.

• A mirror on a car parked in lot 46 was reported

damaged Monday. Damage was estimated at $100, police

.said.

• A broken window was reported Monday in Hills

South. The damage was e.stimated at $50, according to

police.

• Two vehicles parked in lot 22 on Monday were broken

into, but nothing was reported stolen, police said.

• A security guard discovered a chemical storage area

open in the Graduate Research Center, police .said. The

staff was notified and secured the area, according to police.

• A 29-year-old Springfield man was arrested Monday
on a warrant from Hingham, p<jlice said. The man was

bailed out so he could appear in Hingham.

Juveniles suspected
of campus break-ins
summoned to court
University of Massachusetts police have implicated

two juveniles believed to be involved in at least 10 cam-

pus break-ins in recent weeks.

Lt. John O'Connor said the youths, whose names
were not released, will be summoned to court as a

result of a police investigation. He said police deter-

mined on Friday that the two were connected with re-

cent car break-ins in Lot .34, and break-ins in the Young
Stock Barn Office, the state-owned Farm Shop Barn,

and the Grounds Shop.

Arthur Hilson, executive director of Public Safetey,

said yesterday that catching the individuals will give

police "a couple less cases to worry about." He said the

investigation is ongoing and additional juvenile

charges will be .sought.

-RICK SASSON
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DIVISION OF CO\TI N U I NG EDUCATION

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your lime —
but conveniently ottered

'da\ or night) so you don"t burn

yourself out. Now is the time to >alisly a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.
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New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month

BaYl>r«*s« ^^^^ Aostcl Light $1.75

:^%.v.v;v:-.vxv.v.v:..v--vx-.;:;::.:::;s:x:»:':-x-:^

r?iT.i HTrivnawH'Xi
Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12

Sun. Potato Skins 10c 9-12
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Siockbndpc Hal! Fnvironmcnlal Sctcaces

545:35

•

hen CoJcT

545-2.^" I': K>^hfr Walker

545 2^4*»

Skmncr Hall
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COLLEGIAN
Experience is a must

to be successful in gaining a
competitive edge in

today's wold.

APPLICATIONS FOR

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

are now accepted.

Ill

m
m
m
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This position requires Responsibility, Dedication, and
Time Commitment—the qualities that future
employers are looking tor.

Come down to the Collegian Business Oflice in the
Campus Center (Rm. 1 13) to pick up a job
application and submit it no later than

Monday, April 24th.
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Student Funds . .

.

Who has them?
Who wants them?
Who took them?
By PEDRO PERKIRA
Collenian Staff

Three and a half years ago, the University of

Massachusetts administration, citing budget deficits

and other fiscal problems, attempted to take control

of the Student Activities Trust Fund.
The move ignited protests from student leaders and

culminated in the arrests of four students during a

demonstration at the Whitmore Administration
Building on Dec. 5. 1985
The students' indignation had roots in the nature of

the $15 million trust fund, generated from student fees

on semester bills The students, whose will proved

stronger than the administration for they still control

the trust fund, felt they should control student funds.

Since then the Universit> has gone through three

sets of Student CJovernment Association «»fficers. and
the relation.ship between students and administrators

appears to have improved

What the administration

attempted to do was to

control the student's funds

. . . Students have proved
over the years that's not

something they want.

-Bob McDevitt

Some student leaders partly credit Student Activities

Office Director Irene Carew, who took over the office

last year, with the improved relationship. The office,

which oversees the fiscal transactions of student

groups, had the late Randy Donant as director until

November. 1987.

Carew took over Donant's position, taking it upon

herself to patch up the relationship. Her background

in coun.seling services came in handy when she began

to improve cooperation between her staff and a student

!(>adership su.spicious of administrators.

Donant. who died in August, had earned much
criticism from the students, and. after the Nov. 19

takeover attempt, was asked to resign by the

Undergraduate Student Senate, the SGA's legislative

branch. His popularity hit its nadir when he and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Mad.son signed

the memorandum informing students the administra

tion would a.ssume control of the tru.st fund.

"Randy (Donant I
was more of an admini.strator," said

SGA Treasurer Laura Filkins. Carew. she added, "is

much more of an advocate for students."

Donant's absence and Madson's keeping out of con-

troversial confrontations with the students has led to

grtMt< I cnniplacency amonj^ stuilfiU U-adt r- m regards

to another possible attempt by the administration to

control the trust fund.

Even occurrences of misuse of trust fund monies by

student leaders, including the recent scandal involv-

ing former Commuter Area President Jay Festa. give

many student leaders no reason to fear another

takeover attempt.

But should students feel they have reason to fear?

"1 don't think so." says Filkins, who .shares the opi-

nion with other student leaders such as Student

Trustee Stefanie Orefice and student Sen. Holly Brod

that the administration recognizes a few SGA members
only, not all, are corrupt.

Public Policy Committee Chairman Michael Greiner

says the threat is not as great now as in 1985, but he

urges caution.

"It's always possible that (adminiiitrators) could take

the (trust fund) away," he says. "It may be something

that we haven't been concerned about enough lately."

Commuter Area Sen. W. Greg Rothman says he has

no doubt another takeover attempt is possible because

rfrecent .scandals. "Were in grave danger of something

like that happening." he says

According to Carew. the students have nothing to

fear. She says she has heard no talk of a takeover

among administrators so far.

If anyone knew whether the admin.stration were

planning a takeover, Mad.son would, but he could not

be reached.

Although students disagree on whether the ad

ministration is awaiting the first chance it gets to pull

the reins of the trust fund from their hands, they agree

on one point: the administration should stay away from

the .student<ontrolled portion of the tru.st fund.

"What the administration attem|Aed to do was to con-

trol the students' funds." says Commuter Sen. Bob
McDevitt. "Students have proved over the years that's

not something they want."

^udent leaders feel it's bad enough that the Student

Activities Office claims about half the $2.2 million

trust fund mostly for staff payroll. The trust fund grew

from $1.5 million in 1986 when inflation-conscious stu-

dent leaders, in coloration with the University Board

of Trustees, increased .student fees from the annual $88

to $100.
• « »

Student leaders say the potential always exists for

a .student who has access to trust fund monies to misu.se

money. But the system provides enough checks and

balances so that when corruption occurs it is quickly

detected, they say.

Festa, w ho resigned from the Commuter Area presi-

dent's seat last month, is one of the people whose ap-

parent improprieties were detected. A report that

Filkins prepared and presented to the senate shows

that Festa spent about $1,500 in such questionable

items as computer games, books, magazines and pills.

In addition, sources say that a $625 grant to the

Massachust'tls Free Press, a campus periodical, was us-

ed to fund the Uherator, a newspaper published last

month containing attacks on campus conservatives

that linked the conservative newspaper The

Mtnuteman to Neo-Nazi groups.

The senate, reacting to outcries of corruption in the

Commuter Area Government by McDevitt and conser

vative SGA members, charged Filkins with preparing

the report.

Filkins also prepared reports on the other area

governments, and is now compiling a report of finan

cial transactions by the Sylvan and Greek residential

areas. The SGA allocates close to $100,000 from the

tru.st fund to the seven area governments.
Filkins has questioned certain expenses by the area

governments, including large telephone bills and
payrolls in the Central and Southwest residential

areas.

Other occurrences of apparent improprieties include

former Budgets Committee Chairman Nate Moore's

running up extensive bills at Stop & Shop and his suc-

cessor, Gil Penchina, buying unnecessary items for his

office at the University Store and putting extra hours

on his pay slips. Although the Moore affair has been
kept mostly secret, which Orefice says is preferable to

publicizing the scandals, the Penchina incident made
headlines.

Penchina claimed he misu.sed money because he

wanted to prove how easy it is to do.

But Filkins maintains Penchina was able to do

misuse money because his position as Budgets Com

I'ollrgian filr pholo

Stephanie Orefice and Michael Greiner in action.

r<>IU>gian f\\r ph<»ta

Former Commuter Area President Jay
Festa

mittee chairman allowed him.
Other .student leaders say blanket purcha.se orders,

which .some student groups u.se. allow for misuse of

funds. Purchase orders are forms student groups use

in local stores in place of cash. Some purchase orders

are for a specific purchase, but blanket orders be used

for various purcha.ses until the limit of money is

reached.

"I think our system is set up where abu.se is very dif-

ficult on a grand scale," says Orefice, noting most cor-

ruption ca.ses have involved small amounts.

Orefice and her colleagues note that no preventive

measures can be taken again.st students who have ac-

cess to the purcha.se orders. She says sometimes

University Store clerks will not allow a questionable

purchase, but this is rare.

Brod points out that everyone involved in the scan

dais has left student government. Festa. as well as

Moore and Penchina. resigned after their appar* rit :m

proprieties were uncovered.

'"rhere's a sense that corruption is wrong, and cor-

ruption should be caught." says Brod.

McDevitt agrees. "No .system is foolproof, but this is

the be.st sy.stem." he says.

There are some pro-

blems with ignorance . . .

Any group with a large

amount of money is a
potential problem.

-SAO Director Irene Carew

Student leaders say that although the .scandals have
caused little monetary damage, they have damaged the

SGA's reputation. But, because the SJGA comprises dif-

ferent factions, members of one faction police members
of another, which in turn keeps the corruption to a

minimum, says McDevitt.

Says Carew: "There's always been investigations by
one student group against another student group." She
adds that Filkins' findings "don't really come as a sur-

pri.se, and that's unfortunate really."

She and some student leaders speculate that money
is misused possibly more often than is known. Filkins

says she has caught about two misuses per semester.

"There are some problems that are made out of ig-

norance." she says, adding that at least 600 .students,

including members of student gioups other than the
SGA and area governments, have access to purchase
orders.

"Any group with a large amount of money is a poten-

tial problem," she notes.
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Attention Graduating Seniors &
Grad Students!

Allen Ginsberg
COLLEGIAN 7

conr.nutd from page 1

"They |conservati%'e activists] are fund-

ed by the white supremacists, which is to

say the upper-class whites," he said.

"They "re a mirror image of the Stalinists,

I think. They believe in book burning and

state control of private feelings and
thoughts."

(Jinsberg. who dedicated two poems to

Gay. Lesbian, Bisexual Awareness Week,
said each poet's writing is unique to his or
her individual situation.

"The fact that I'm gay has certainly in
fluenced my writing," he said. "The fact

that I'm Jewish has influenced my writing,
the fact that I'm a white American has in
fluenced my writing."
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SUPPLIES

1st time buyer program avaiiable
Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadley Suburu - Rt 9 - Contact Luther: 586-6054

BROWN'S

MlMiaBIMUoSH.|»K

Earn a Free
Master's Degree
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Cable TV

hiKiked up to the main computer system, whereas in

the past lx»th operations required the same wires.

hi spite ofthe.se advantages, Salem said the students

111- has talkt*d to seem to be more enthused about cable

teles i^loll

Mil--! siudeiu^ say. 'Do we ha\1" to wait two years

for It'" he said.

Salem said a committee comprLsi-d of students, facul

ty and administration will decide what channels the

.students would most like to have, and that every dor

mitory ro<im will be wired st) that any student with a

television can hook up to cable.

"The initial idea is to make this as inexpensive as

possible (for students]," he said. "Everybody will get

the same package."

Salem said all students will probably pay an added
$5 to $10 per semester fee. regardless (rf whether they

want the cable.

'The problem with direct fee services is that it is hard
to keep track of who has TVs and who does not." he
said. "Therefore, we want to provide the ser\'ice to all

students, and keep the price low."

Salem said cable television brings about several

poasibilities for UMaas students and faculty, including

broadcasts of lectures and classes by student organiza

tions and professors, and student assistance in a possi

ble cable station on campus.
UMass radio stations will benefit as well, he said,

because stations previously shut down, such as Orchard
Hill's WOCH. will be able to broadcast again over the

new svstem

BIM SKALA

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS
CHECK PLEASE
THE DISCO GARAGE BAND
SHOWTIME 10:00 p.m

BIM SKALA BIM
All Ages Show 7

p.m.

413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST N HAMP

^Jow's
the time
to caN.„

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.
No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Take A Step In The
RIGHT DIRECTION

The University of Massachusetts
MInutemen Marching Band, known as
one of the best bands on the East Coast,

'

IS a mix of fun, hard work, and lasting
friendships. We perform at home ana
away football games as well as special
shows at the Big E and New England
Patriots games. If you play an instrument
or want to do colorguard, come check us
out.

The Power And Class of
New England Wants You!

Information Session

Wednesday. April 12

4:30-6:00 p.m.

Memofial Hall

of call for info

549-0921

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Our international love affair ewaw
The United States and the Soviet Union

have long maintained a secret love afTair,

but it wa.sn't until now (because the red

giant IS changing his ways* that either

country admit it.

This Romeo-and Juliet afTair flourished

at the end ul World War II as a result of

the official coldness with which the two
countries opted to treat each ither

Pedro Pereira

Like the two rival families in the
Shakespearean play, the governments of

both countries failed to prevent their

children — the people — from nurturing
mutual admiration, which impelled them
to .seek information other than the olTicial

government view about each other.

The admiration is evidenced by the

Soviet youth's craving for American and
other Western countries" rock 'n roll and
blue jeans. It is also evidenced by
Americans' travelling to the U.SSR and
craving for documentaries and books about
the Soviets

Jane and William laubman, professors

at Amherst College, spent six months in

1988 living in a Moscow apartment where
they interacted with Soviet intellectuals

and some blue-collar people. When the
Taubmans returned la-t -iimmtr. they

followed a fruiul s su>,'),'t'>tion to write a
book about tlu- Mici.tl, [M>litical and
economic changes taking place in the
Soviet Union because they felt Americans
have an insatiable 1I111-.1 (or knowledge
about the Soviets.

The Taubmans, as other scholars iiui

journalists who have spent time in the
Soviet Union, discovered that the Rus.sians

are just as curious alxiut us as we aie about
them.

And. thanks to a short, round Soviet man
who ascended to power in 1985. the curiosi-

ty has become easier to satisfy Piesident

Mikhail Gorbachev's (jlastutsl (political

openness) policies have allowed the Soviet

pefiple to get a more candid kwk at the rest

of the world and at themselves.

GlasnosI has ahso benefitted the United
States, for it has allowed us a more candid
look at the Soviets. News, such as the

Soviet nuclear submarine's sinking off the

coast of Norway last week, would have
been kept secret from the rest of the world
in the past for as long as the Soviet elite

could manage. But the accident made
headlines almost immediately, which in

dicates the Soviets have come quite a long

wav since the Chernobyl Nuclear Power
Plant spill in 1986.

Americans who feel the eflfects oiglasnttst

have begun to alter their views about the

Soviets, whom they looked uptjn as the "red

menace" for almut 40 years.

Jane Taubman pr)inted out that b«ioks

about the Soviet Union published in the
United States until recent times usually

had red and black covers and often featured
the sickle and the hammer. Now the
covers, including that of the Taubmans'
book Mo8it>w Spring, have acquired the
rainbow tones, she noted.

But the change of attitude by Americans
toward the Soviet Union, once labeled bv

Ronald Reagan as the "Evil Empire," ex-

tends far beyond b<K)k covers, as evidenc

ed by Reagan's signing the INF treaty with

Gorbachev last year.

And, thanks to all the changes, the secret

affair between both countries won't have

to remain secret very long. This love .story

has the potential of ending up differently

from Romeo's and Juliet's.

I\'(ini PiTfiru IS n Collegian culumnist

Short-sightedness hurts in the long run
Money has always been a powerful force within our

realm of consciousness No matter how truly free we
believe we are. as long as we need money we're powerless.

School systems are no different. They need money to

educate. Somewhere along the way people in many com
munities forgot about this

Nancy Cohen
People want better education and teachers. We are just

beginning to hear about illiteracy. It has now become the

new disease among educators. When we find out that our

children have the capability to gi-aduate high school and
not read a single word; we get angry. We blame the

bureaucracy of the school systems and of course, the

teachers.

It does appear easy to blame them. After all, isn't it their

job to educate our kids?

So people get angry, yet when they have the opportuni

ty to improve the system (becau.se it ts up to them), they

don't want to spend the money. It's okay to lay off

teachers; they're the ones who probably passed Johnny
even if they knew he couldn't read.

What are we left with'.'

Just as many students and less teachers. W'hich means
that teachers have larger cla.sses. Which means the

students become a number or a last name.
Teachers test the students, and if they pass all the tests,

they pass onto the next grade level.

Is mis the way to ueai with illiteracy?

After all, parents are complaining and are busy suing
sch«R)l systems for the very thing that they are in

advertently promoting.

Then there are the people who have no children, or who
send them to a private school.

Why should they pay for someone else's kids education?

Maybe because those kids are a part of their communi-
ty They are the future, the community's future.

In the long run, these opposers of paying for schooling

will have to deal with the very students they apparently

didn't care about in the past.

We all live in communities and to attempt to alienate

yourself from a large part of it makes no sense. Belter

students, better communities.
Does this make sense?

This society is ba.sed on the every man for himself at-

titude. Now I'm not saying everyone is like this, but that's

the general feeling I get. We are also slaves for in.stant

gratification. If it doesn't effect us now; why worry about

it? Maybe it will eventually go away.

Sometimes I wish it could be that easy. Unfortunately,

short sightedness has proven to be a failure for this coun-

try; economically as well as socially.

We have to think about our future, whether we're per-

son; ily involved or not.

F lucation is like .stocks and bonds. If you invest in it

nf A . it could prove quite profitable in the future.

Sancy Cnhen is a Collegian columnists

Teachers who don't answer to students
The Boston Globe ran a story on Friday, April 7 about

two Medfield High School seniors who published the

results of a teacher evaluation poll that they had con-

ducted in an underground school newspaper called the

Graiy.

According to the Globe, the paper caused quite a stir

in the ranks of the Medfield faculty. Vice Principal John

Moretti was quoted as saying that, "Reputations have

been questioned," and that the publication of the poll "put

an unnecessary strain on many of our faculty members."

Some teachers are presently consulting attorneys as to

the po.ssibility of libel.

Robert Fesmire

Libel?! Since when is the publication of a public opinion

poll considered libelous? 1 find it intriguing and madden-

ing that so much controversy could be generated from two

student.s exercising their First Ammendment rights. What

Jesse Jacobs and Marcel Sarmiento did was hardly

libelous. They asked 75 out of 47."! students to rate their

teachers using a to 5 .scale on ability, relationship with

students, and fairness in grading. They reported the fin

dings of the survey, dropping all zero scores because it

"is unrealistic for a teacher to be an ab.solute zero."

There was no mention of any subjective interpretation

of the poll or any other form of malice. But what irks me

even more is the fact that administrators and teachers

que.stioned the propriety of -such a poll.

As a UMass student, I have the privilege of evaluating

my courses and instructors at the end of every semester.

Granted, .some professors take these evaluations more

.seriously than others, but for the most part, I hope they

carr>' some weight. The point is that we have an avenue

for redress.

Why then, are high .school students not given the same
privilege? Are they too inexperienced or reactionary to

be effective evaluators? I .suppose during that summer
before freshman year, .some metamorphosis comes the stu-

dent to make them more responsible. Or is the problem

that school administrators and teachers are afraid there

just might be some truth in that survey?

It is a common complaint that teachers suffer from an

acute lack of accountability. Evaluations of instructors

are limited to .school officials, other teachers and perhaps

parents. All too often we hear of competent teachers be-

ing axed while tenured dinosaurs are annually allowed

to bore .students into apathy.

While it is both unfortunate and disturbing that

teachers do not receive as much attention as other ot

ficials, the fact remains that they are public .servants If

a teacher has a particular problem whichiiinders hisher

performance, or a skill which improves it, who is going

to notice it first'' The students. Who will he most .strong

ly affected? The .students. And yet. it is the students who
lack the means for evaluating their instructors.

I applaud the efforts of Jacobs and Sarmiento. They
found out what students thought. I hope more high school

.students follow their lead in tr>'ing to correct the problem

of accountability. In the end, teachers and students alike

stand to benefit.

Robert Fesmire is a UMass student

An imperfect
connection

Adam, Bob, Getjffrey. Jaryl, Jennifer. Lance, and
Tammy — Who are the people we call our friends?

Well, let's see — our friends lend us the lecture notes

when we miss a class or seven. They give us a lift when
our car breaks down. They buy us liquor when we are

underage. These are our convenience friends. W'e don't

get too clo.se to the.se friends or tell them too much.
We'll talk about being overweight but not about be

ing depre.ssed. They know when we are pi3.sed off but

not blind with rage.

Scott Green
Then there are the special-intere.st friends, our

ba.sketball buddies, Tuesday -doubles friends, in-

tramural yoga friends.our pro-choice pals. We meet to

participate jointly in knocking a ball acro.ss a net or

.saving the world.

We also have friends who knew us "way back

when"— when we got detention for writing na.sty

things on the blackboard, when we got caught drink-

ing in the cemetary by the cops, when we lost our

virginity, when (fill in the blanks). The years have gone

by. you have gone your separate ways and have little

in common, but still remain an intimate part f)f each

other's pa.st. And so whenever we go back u, imr

hometown, we always go to visit this friend who knew
us before our teeth were straightened, before we ate

spinach, who knew us way back when.
What about the cros.sroads friends — when we room-

ed in Southwest together, were in ROTC together, went

to camp together. Our crossroads friends are important

for what was, for the friendship we shared at a crucial

time of life. We feel a strong bond that is maintained
with not much more than a once-a-year Christmas card.

There is a special intimacy, dormant but always ready

to be revived on rare occasions when we meet.

Clo.se friends. These are the individuals to whom we
reveal our innermost feelings and thoughts, wishes and
fears, hopes and dreams. These are the friends who
come when you call at two o'clock in the morning. We
turn for reassurance, comfort, for come-and-save-me
help, not to our family but to our intimate friends.

Close friends like us when we act grouchy and not

ju.st when we're nice. If we worry about .spiders, they

understand. When there is a booger hanging out of our
nose, they tell us. When our hamster died, they were
there. When we broke our wrist, we called them first.

If we were kidnapped they'd find us, and if by chance
they didn't, they could have our bottle cap collection.

We need our friends — all of our friends. There is no
such thing as a perfect connection, when all I need is

you. and all you need is me. People need pt'opU. This
old proverb is in the plural for a reason. No two in-

dividuals can sati.sfy each other completely. Even it we
are lucky enough to have one l>est friend, we learn they
are, at best, an imperfect connection.
Scott Green is a Collegian columnist.

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass community and Five-College Area. All cor-

respondence must be typed, double-spaced and signed. Mail
should be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center-
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SUMMER JOBS
FREE HOUSING FREE HOUSING

HOUSING SERVICES
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
ASSISTANT-$5.00 PER HOUR

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR-$6.00 PER HOUR

QUALIFICATIONS:
Must be a student with experience in one or

more of the following areas: light maintenance,

cleaning, grounds, office work and/or furniture

moving. Supervisory experience required for

supervisory positions.

DUTIES:
Assigned to one of four Housing Services

Maintenance and Operations residential area of-

fices to perform a variety of tasks in campus
residence halls. Duties may vary, as indicated by

the above listing. Summer work performed by

students contributes to Housing Services'

maintenance and cleaning programs and to the

preparation of residence halls for conferences

and fall opening. Complete description of duties

from offices listed below.

HOURS:
Eight hour work day (7-1/2 hours paid, 1/2 hour

unpaid lunch). The earliest starting time will be 7

AM and the latest finishing time will be 4 PM;
May 29 through September 1 . Some half-time

positions available.

FREE HOUSING available for individual student

employees in good standing for the period of

employment, subject to University and Housing
Services' regulations and policies. A dining com-
mon will be open for meals during the summer at

the student employee's expense. If vacation time

is authorized, the employee must pay the dally

rate of $6.05 for housing each night of the vaca-

tion period.

TO INQUIRE OR TO OBTAIN AN
APPLICATION, PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF

THESE OFFICES:

Maintenance & Operations
103 Berkshire House
5-1960

Orchard Hill/Central Area Office

B30 Baker House
5-1333

Southwest/South Maintenance Office

101 Cance House
5-0439

Northeast/Sylvan Area Office

103 Johnson House
5-0403

Southwest/North Area Office

1 Kennedy Tower
5-0392

Family Housing Office

Wysocki
5-3115

OR: Visit our table on the Campus Center
Concourse April 24, 25, 26.

Housing Services Is an equal opportunity employer.

FREE HOUSING FREE HOUSING

COLLEGIAN

Workshop
on Editing

John DiPalazzo
of the Berkshire Eagle

8:30 p.m. - Wed. AprU 12th
in the Collegian Business Office

MANDATORY FOR EDITORS

* COUNTS TOWARD STAFF STATUS •

The COINS 1988-1989

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

presents

Dr. Allen Newell
Carnegie-Mellon University

The Problems of Building Integrated Intelligent Systems

4:00 p.m., Tliursday. April 13, 1989

102 Thompson Hail

Dr. Newells work is held in the highest record in the Al.

computer science, and cognitive science communities,
both for his pioneering research and his on-going studies.

He was the first president of the American Association tor

Artificial Intellicence (AAA!) and is a current member of
the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy
of Engineering, and the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.

Dr. Newell will discuss his work on the Soar Project, an
attempt to construct a computer s\ stem capable of a full

range of intelligent action and able to interact with the
external wcmUI. As he will explain. Soar is not onlv an
architecture capable of many intelligent actions, but
also a theory of human cognitit^n -- the wav in which
Soar tackles its assigned tasks agrees with wliat is known
about human behavior.

AKTS&LIVIISIG
Jazz fest hits Horse
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

During the next several days, the Iron

Horse in Northampton will host the biggest

concentration ofjazz talent wihin one week
likely to take place this year - at least

befiore this July's Bright Moments Fetival.

The Horses "Spring Jazz Festival" features

a remarkable diversity of musical styles,

and every show is well-worth seeing. The
space allotted to this column is nowhere
near enough to do justice to all four artists.

Valley

Jazz
Oregon the most famous, gives two

show.s tomorrow night. Unlfortunately

these guys have been tagged with the "new
age" and "world beat" labels. But make no
mistake - Oregon's music goes far beyond
the cliches ofthese genres. Their music has
evolved considerablly during their ex-

istence of almost two decades; it has much
depth and sophistication. All four members
are virtuoso muksicians; guitaristikeyboar

dist Ralph Towner being perhaps the most
qMctacular. They do draw on the music of

several world cultures, including American
(Jazz) and European (classical), as well as

African and Asian, and their music is

usually subtle and introspective, but they

are innovators in a Tiled of imitators.

On Friday night, the BUI Barron
Quartet provides an evening of

mainstream traditional jazz. Tenor sax-

ophonist Barron was an elder statesman of

the Philadelphia scene in the 50's, thereby
influencing such greats as John Coltrane,
Jimmy Heath and Benny Golson. His
relative lack of fame results trom his desire

to stay around Philly, and not from any
lack of talent. Nevertheless, he has put in

short stints with cecil Taylor, Donald Byrd
and Charles Mingus. Currently he lives in

the Hartford area. Joining him on piano is

his better known brother Kenny who is cur-

rently a member of the Monk and Parker
repertory group Sphere. Exxpect this

quartet to expound on the bebop tradition

with authority and grace.

More adventurous listeners will especial-

ly enjoy Saturday night's concert by The
Fringe, a Boston-based trio who nopt only

have an audacious name, but actually live

up to it. The saxA>ass/'drums lineup is

hazardous territory; Sonny Rollins claim-

ed it and Henry Threadgill's Air tamed it.

The Fringe, featuring monster saxist

George Garzone, explore it too. and I do
mean explore, they are near-legends on the

Boston club scene. Raw, gutsy stuff!

No "jazz festival" would be complete
without a contribution from Latin Jazz.

The Afro-Latin connection was first

established by Dizzy Gillespie, when he col-

laborated with Cuban Congero Chano Pozo

in the 1940's. and its a vital, often overlook-

ed aspect of jazz. Accordingly the Iron

Horse's mini-fe.stival concludes next Tues
day night with congero Pancho Sanchez
and his eight-piece Latin Band. Sanchez'

infectuous music combines equal parts

Salsa and jazz; his conga drumming is

fiery. He and his band have t)een known
to cover such Latin Jazz classics as Dizzy's

"Manteca." Those of you who saw Tito

Puentes's excellent show at the FAC last

year should know what to expect.

Photo hy ('hn« ( uffaro rourMfy 'rf Portrait R'»cor«U

>artOregon, who will be playing two shows on April 13 as p
Jazz Fest at the Iron Horse.

The Iron Horse should make this Spring

Jazz Festival an annual tradition. Four
shows in one week, and I repeat all are well

worth seeing. They have managed to bring

together four bands whose general stylistic

of the April

areas cover much of what is giwat about
jazz and none ofwhat isn't. In other words,
this festival is a welcome antithesis to the
pathetic state of "jazz festivals" (e.g.

Newport* today.

Discovering the art ofthe computer age
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian staff

If you thought Earthfoods Cafe was nothing more

than alfalfa sprouts and tofu, then you are sadly

mistaken. Earthfoods is also an art gallery.

From April 6th through April 14th. the graphic

works ofThea Kearney will be displayed at Earthfoods.

Kearney is a senior art major at the University of

Massachusetts with a concentration in computer

graphics.

"I got into computers by chance. "Kearney said. "It

seems that almost everything has been done in pain

ting. It's hard to come up with something new. And

although new isn't always necessarily good, it seems

to be really important in the art world. With com-

puters, it's easier to come up with something new. It's

easier to change and experiment with your work.

There's a lot more freedom."

Three of Kearney's works on display deal with eyes.

'I have an obsession with eyes," she said. "They're in

teresting. There's so many hidden messages in them.

They're the center of things, how people deal with each

other. They'reViysterious and scary at the same time.*

The rest of Kearneys works on display were original-

ly done in pen and ink, then transferred to the com-

puter. The works demonstrate a surrealistic approach

in the Jean Miro vein. "The whole surrealist thing real-

ly appeals to me,"Kearney said. "It helps to make
things clearer in my mind. If you think about it, your

mind's being bombarded through MTV, newspaper

ads. billboards - with messages all the time. This is my
way of sorting it all out."

All of Kearney's works have a red, white, and blue

color scheme. She explains that this is for two reasons.

"The works are very confusing, so I didn't want too

many combinations in color," she said. "Also, the im-

ages are very American in a lot of ways. Messages and

ads are very American."

Computer graphics is a new major at UMass, but

Kearney thinks that it has already come a long way.

She said, "They're really trying and there's a lot ofgood

teachers, but it's still new and there's a lot of kinks

to iron out. But in the last three years, there's been

a lot of improvements."
Kearney also works with video and music in some

of her other computer art. Some of this will be displayed

in the Fine Arts Center in May along with the works

of two other computer graphic artists. You may want

to check out what promises to be the art of the future. A sample of Thea Kearney's work.

Sensitive Stephenson blows away Flowers hot air

By BOYD HILTON
Collegian Correspondent

Martin Stephenson/Hothouse Flowers
S.U.B.

April 6

Last Thursday's concert at the S.U.B

varied wildly in mood from the utterly sen

sitive strummings of Martin Stephenson
to the pomposity of a seemingly endless

Hothouse Flowers drum-solo. Having

witnessed many a joyous performance by

the former (with his band The Daintees)

back in Our Native Land and having

glimpsed the odd video by the latter, the

very decision to have Stephenson backing

up the Flowers seemed perverse. However

Stephenson told me before the show that

the Flowers had requested his support afler

meeting him at a club in Ireland. Realis-

ing that they were "nice blokes" our Mar
tin decided to grace their U.S. tour with his

presence, which is fair enough. And grace

he did . . .

Bathed in blue, alone with his guitar and

his hat, in 45 minutes Stephenson took us

through a greater variety of styles and

moods than the massed ranks of the

Hothouse Flowers managed in nearly 2

hours. Much of the audience, kitted up in

black leather, seemed rather bemused by

this lone figure oozing a quiet intelligence

during his slow songs, and then sparking

with spirit in songs like "Nancy" and

"Running Water".

Stephenson is not concerned with the

.showbiz pomp of Rock'n'RoU. he is a nor-

mal, quiet kind of guy who sings songs

about the things that affect normal, quiet

kind of people. He explained that he bases

his songs on matters of "the self. Family

and Community" and in keeping to this

personal realm he avoids cliche^s com-

pletely as the Hot house Flowers avoid

subtlety.

This guy may stand on stage singing solo

with an acoustic guitar, but, he is at pains

to point out, he does not wish to be merely

the latest in a long line of worthy "protest

singers" plunging politics into pop with a

sledgehammer. Stephenson knows that

politics is right there, deep in the Self, deep

in the Family and deepest in the

Community.
The awareness is clear from a song like

"Wholly Humble Heart," about a gay

friend whose loneliness is bound up in

society's treatment of homosexuality.

When released as a single in Britain,

Stephenson wrote a protest on the cover

against Thatcher's obscene crackdown on

the "promotion" of homosexuality by Local

Authorities. Stephenson spoke out when it

was important. And he sang out as he

played, showing that he meant every word.

Martin Stephenson's manager told me
that his American record-company are

marketing him in the "alternative"

bracket along with Skinny Puppy. Well,

Stephenson is not alternative in the Skin-

ny puppy sense of the word. His honesty,

rawness and wit are the alternative to the

reactionary dross that passes for being

alternative on U.S college radio stations.

When Stephenson walked off to the

shouting and screanming of the Scottish

and Welsh contingent, it was time for the

leather-clad Bono lokalikes to have their

fun. And everyone seemed to be verging on
having an orgasm when the final crash of

the drum-solo eventually came along. I was
pondering the difference in calibre between
this semester' two Irish bands. That Petrol

Emotion were full of Irish fervour, a dark
and powerful Guinne.ss. Hothouse Flowers

are your average generic rock band, more
like your average generic American beer
- a Budweiser or maybe even a Bud Light.

I went home, the champagne of Martin
Stephenson still bubbling within me.
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Big Italian dining at small area restaurant
By TRACY iKrRVELS
Collegian i Hi i i>pt>ndt'nt

Cafe DiCarlo
Amherst

Tucked a\va> uiulii lualh the Ciahtui' and Evelyn store

at 71 North Pleasant St. \n Amherst is a small, casual

yet pleasant restaurant. Many ot you may have walked
right past, not even aware of its presence. Next time
you're strollinj: through town, looking for somewhere to

tat. try Cafe DiCarlo. Its just a tow >.ti|)> down the ramp

to the front dtK)r.

Cafe Dicarlo opened its dwirs just about seven month>

ago when the owners transformed their former restaurant,

a pizza parlor called the I'pper Crust, into a truly elegant,

authentic Italian restaurant, with a wide variety of ex-

quisite dishes.

Your dining experience here will mo.st definitely l>e a

pleasurable one The atmosphere is very comfortable, with

soft music playing in the background, local art work

decorating the walls, and a vi-ry new. very clean interior

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum 1.0

It's another week off

SCOTT'S SUPER SPECIALS!
6 University Drive at Newmarket Center, Amherst

diagonally across from UMass Staduim

a
&
JH Smirnoff Vodka
^•^^ 1.0

Southern
Comfort 750ml

$8.49 m $6.99 P9$8.49

Coors Light, Regular,

Extra Gold Suitcase Cans
O'Keefe Canadian

Beer 24-12 oz. bottles

Becks
12 pack bottles

$7.49
•i-dep.

$10.99 ^^«p $12.99 +d**p

Visa/Mastercard Accepted, also Local Personal Checks

We want to be your favorite liquor store!

•".•. ••-•

Summer at UMass/Boston means

m a distinguished faculty and impressive facilities.

liberal arts, management, education, and science courses,

morning, afternoon, and evening classes -over 400 sections.

sessions beginning May 30 and July 17.

• affordable tuition,

convenient Harbor Campus and downtown locations.

• . • •
.' '^3*^6 your summer a UMass/Boston summer. For a free

! • ; • • summer tsuiletin. send m the coupon or call 929-7900.

Return to; -
* Name

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts
at Boston
Harbor Campus
Boston. MA 02125-3393 Cty. State. Zip

Address

"Mis .lavfiisernpni .icB'^.l'^ Jl no cosl tO 'tie Commonweallfi UMASS A

Youf Public Universiiv

(

The food IS wonderful, but 1 must point out that many of

the items on the menu are hijjhly seasoned with ^(arlic-

Cafe DiCarlo is a little on the expensive side, but com

parable with any restaurant of this calibre, and is definite-

ly worth the money Appetizers ran^'t' m price from $2 25

for t^arlic bread to $8.00 for antipasto. Also available are

calimari stuffed with shrimp and chei'ses served with sun

dried tomato and black olive sauce for $7.00. There are

Caesar salads for $6.25. and many other delicious items.

Kntrees ran^e m price from $7.50 for a^'lio olio e pep

peroncichi. which is past sauteed with fresh garlic, virgin

olive oil and peppt-roncini. to $21 OO for the Sicilian Con

nection. which consists of jumb<i shrimp ami scallops m
a lemon ^,'arlic cream sauce served with tilet mijinon

Many pasta, lasagna. chicken, duck, veal and seafcRKi

dishes are also available There is a lot to chmtse from on

this menu .so be prepared to read it over a tew times.

The waitress took our drink order and then brought over

fresh, warm rolls alon^; with a re^'ular and an herb but

ter which was especially tasty. Cafe UiCarln offers an ex

tensive wine list but does not have a bar Sodas and

Orant;in.i uf also availble, but no juice

DINING OUT
The waitress told us about the daily specials One pro

blem with the menu was that everything' sounded ><i

delicious that 1 couldn't decide what to order 1 opted for

the specials, veal cooked with feta cheese and sun dried

tomat<»es for $14.50. I also sampled the rack lA' lamb which

sells for $15.75.

Both entrees came with salads, which could Ik* topped

with such unique, tasty dressings as gorgonola or tomato

basil vinaigrette One thing that I thought to be .strange

was that the rack of lamb came with two side <»rders of

vegetables while the veal special came by itself. I thin it,

too. should have come with vegetables because it was a

bit boring by it.self. but delicious mmetheless

After dinner we enjoyed desserts which were a bit ex-

pensive at $3.50. For you sweet tooth's, the riccotta

cheesecake and the amaretto mousse pie were both

outstanding.

Cafe Dicarlo is open daily for lunch and dinner You
should definitely stop by before the end of the semester

to enjoy a wonderful meal.

BE A PART OF THE
SOLUTION

U.itk on «'x< ilinK fumlriiisinK lampiiinns for SKNA lOR .I(»HN

KKHRY S KK KI.ECTION COMMITTKK. THE NATUINAI,
AHOKIIUN HHJirrS ACTION LKACarE. CKNTER FOR
MARINE iO.NSERVAIION. THE NATIONAL WOMEN S

lol.nUAI. < Ali<i;s. MADRE. nitEAI) FOR THE WORLD
WII.DERNF.S.'^ SIMIETY and SrF.CIAI. OI.YMIMCS INTER
NATIONAL Tho ProRrrssivf (iimip i- now hiring nialiirr.

iilirtilali' caiululi.ilfs rommitfi-d In .1 hiini.-im-ilir \ 1*1011 of «4k i.il

poliiKiil nn<l ciivironmental chnnn*- to fill Iclfplxinr fundrai^mk;

|H><:itton< Ifi liour*w»>«>k. evniinj; iinH »«fk«'nH hours. Tall

1% imiiiiiil i.'iMfififiOOl or <»lo(i liv I'tll lit Stillisiin S»|iiiirr on

Now Soiilli Sin-i'l. .Norlliiiin|iloii. lo fill oiil nn iipphrnlioii
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TOP Of
the CAMPUS

GUNGE

Wind Ensemble to perform at Campus Center
Fans of the University of Massachusetts Wind Ensem

ble and Symphony Band will not want to miss their final

concert of the 1988 89 season on friday, April 21 at 8 p.m.
in the Campus Center Auditorium. This concert will open
the University's Music Alumnl'ae Weekend and the public
IS invited to attend free of charge.
Symphony Band will open the concert with Hanssen's

"Norwegian March", conducted by Malcolm W. Rowell,
Jr., Director of Bands. Works of Hoist and Bukvich will

follow, conducted by graduate student Marisa Weinstein.
After a brief intermission. Wind Ensemble will take the

stage, under Rowell's direction, for performances of Gra-

inger's "The Duke of Marlborough" Fanfare, Milhaud's
"Suite Francaise" and Ives' "Old Home Days".

Malcolm W. Rowell Jr. is Director of Bands and
Associate Profe8,sor of Music at the University of

Massachusetts. A frequent guest conductor and clinician

at state and regional festivals throughout the eastern

United States, Rowell is also the Musical Director of of

the Metropolitan Wind Symphony in Boston.

De Camera Singers, a 26 voice chorus based in Amherst,

will present two performances of its spring concert of

works by Purcell, Brahms, Tarlow and Montiverdi. The
first will be at the Whately Congregational Church, at

8 p.m. on Sunday, April 16, sponsored in part by the

Whately Arts Lottery Council. The second performance,

on Friday, April 21 at 8 p.m. is part of the "Music at South

Church" series at South Congregational Church on the

Amherst South Common.

Conducting the singers will be Gregory Hayes, the
group's resident conductor since 1987

AV^^

^^XS^m^^A,,
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HADLEY
PUB

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION WEEK'

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

Communication Disorders

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 1989

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 165-69

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION DISORDERS

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss this

important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

ALL Week Starting Monday April 10th

y//ym/////////////^^^^^^

DJ 7 Nights a week

Free T-Shirts

Game Room * Hats
MUNCHIES

Syxx«ioseoK«vv» vxji^x^^^r^^/'^^^^^^^JVtMM/Mf^.rxx^^^^^

RT. 9 HADLEY next to CAMPUS PIZZA • 586-4444

John Costello. MA 1985

Barbara Arnold. B.S 1977.

M.A. 1980

Mary Alice Favro. MA. 1983

Carol Moore, MA 1986

Speech Pathologist

The Children's Hospital.

Boston. MA

Audiologist

Franklin Medical Center
Greenfield, MA

Intake/Discharge Coordinator

Valley Infant Development
Services

Springfield. MA

Speech-Language Pathologist

Wales Eiementa'-y School

Wales, MA

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service. University Career Center
545-2224
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Tonight
Reggae Night
SPUNK
Thursday

JOE CRASH and the WHIPLASH

W^

Friday
UNITED SNAKES

Saturday
THE RAHMIES

Drink Specials

Beer of the Month
CORONA $1-50

BOMBAY GIN & TONIC $175

Barbecue Bob is back-

Saturday, April 22! d
30 BOLTWOOO WALK, DOWNSTAIRS, AMMBBST

253-2663

i I II I ii
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|||| | | | | | | || ||
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

IHJAIPICIOI AUTO PARTS
• COUNTER TRAINEES
• DRIVERS
• WAREHOUSE/
STOCK PERSONNEL
EXCELLENT STARTING WAGE

FLEXIBLE HOURS
Apply at: injAjPlClQ, AUTO PARTS

99 Russell Street

Hadley
534 Main Street

Amherst

Call Joseph Denno, Personnel Manager
for an interview, 1-536-2250
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SnART COOKIES KNOV...

m HI
CHINESE KITCHEN

150 KING ST . NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-257

1

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

^'

TONIGHT IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
ALL SHOWS $2.50 7, 9, 11 p.m.

KEEP VOUft TICKET STUB TO WIN A U2 PRIZE!

44
I I I'9«wwHOWlMADESia

FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKDIGWEEKENDS ^^

When my friends and I graduated
from high sch(X)l, we all t(K)k part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-

canes and il(K)ds. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through sch(X)l.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash

bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,

thanks to the New Gl Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Amiy
(]uard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $ll,OfK) over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

it all adds up to $18.()00-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

TI Ii: GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU TI IROUGI \ C0LL1:GK, TOO.
SEi: YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DE:TAILS, call TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*lii Haw.iii 7;t7 fi^'ir., riM-rt- Ki(i> 12\ J^fiO Cniani 177 W.S7, V irRiii Klanrts

(Si C'toixi 77.Tfii;j« Nr« jcfifv M(M» 4ril' S7MI In Alaikn, omsult yoiii lical

phoiu' <1irc< l<irv

c I'lHfi I'liiti'il Sla(p><(i(ivriiimrnl .t; trptc-ipnlrrf hv the Srtrelaiv if 1 >ffrnse.

All tlRlltS tCSCIMtl

I

MAIL TO Army National (Juard. IM). Box «XK). Clifton, NJOTOI?"!
|
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ClTY/STATE/Zlf

I
AREACOliE I'HONF.

I
SOCIAL SECt'RITV MIMBF.R

I

I
(H.tt'»'ATK)N

' SICUKNT I lllK.H SCHOOL [ICOLLtCt

I

PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE [3 YES G NO

' BRANCH RANK AFM'MOS

IS CITIZEN DYES UNO

BIRTH DATE

NalloiialOuanl

A1CLJC10049NP

Army National Guard
A nicHcans A f Their Best.

"I don't know which one of you is doing it

but at the end of the symphony, we shall

refrain from playing 'shave and a haircut.'

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
Acrwuth
(jONPlWNtS

C
y

liUH0UXmn€M0liSTi¥^N60N
Jf^LONGe^T At^PAlieHTS
M-iOUOO HBALIH^ CAN PK)P
PBADlH-Afm^UIUi'S THINGS

AftBN^ AUAifff^mAi nei^em

MARP

BLOOM COUNTY By BERKE BREATHED

f^XeUP'5 PVe IN

MNe. you f?£ftu/e.

, Wf^RKfiNOe =' J f^fiAPY

'N\

^r

iMiJ
^>^j^>'^»>>-^

ETC.

W. C. Fields, when asked why
he never drank water: "Because

fish fuck in it."

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

<.r * >

ACROSS
' Easy gait

j A good Qu««n

9 Engag*
1

3

Mrtpptfig

!4 Mafo<ng«f
•6 iamo*fl s<yi
•3 Cifcuii

'
' Emanation

It B^OOk
19 Big n»n« in

Monia Carlo

jj To ma raaf

24 Bayrauttt

•nractMSn

?S Sac^att
2? va.

14 Mameatt ^ an

•ma'
35 «»ia»wfigBT

Anhur MMtg
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39 May ^.a*
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• '••od
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^i Aonar
•>5 ica %t»m''>
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5 Siaa o» a 4f»>p

0) OM
6 0ul6ac» Oi'd

7 Ca(a«tiai be<r>g

8 Trap
9Sy"«0tol
F'anea

iO Ramayama
• 9

11 Foundation

piaca

12 Robuat
1 3 noat Taas<]ai»

20 Lura

22 Foaow
24 VWiara 2na 1%
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26 Sooai #!»ect

28 Actor Rcna'fJ

29 Tnaratora

30 Rogars arvj

Aculf

31 w«unad
32 Fmranca -.

33 Muaicai

3' S*'Ti©C''C

E"i3ii$nman

39 R««aranc«
41 P'naari<

44 Q««rioO«

4% Cisfiefso

46 Zoic^'7^

48 Ba.i
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; 1 a&v Seoul
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63 JumtM
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21 April 19) A
friero s or partner s unpredictable

behovor wf keep you on your toes

jorw^ a health club 8 a oood Idea

or*f If you wi use If regularly Other

wise worV ouf at ftome

TAUtUS (Apr« 20 l^y 20) Vou

hove abundant energy now Lay

the grouTKlwork for future success

Travel could leod to more excitmg

romorte Cirt> emotional outbtrsfs

or (armiy ties w* suffer

MMHH (May 21- June 20) Vour

past coUd com© back to tvaunt

you Be fully aware of trie possible

consequences before signing a
contract A pcrent may need more

of your time Be a good listener

CANCER (June 21 July 22) A

heart-fo-heart to* proves very

satisfyir>g Extra cash win moke cer

tain aecisions easier Students enpy

a remarkably good day Try to put

a persortol touch on your work

Creative ideas abound!

LEO ;July 23-Aug 22) f^t a

tovoroDie day for an argument with

your boss or landtofO You will rot

win Be patient Time will help turn

fhmgs around tor you ''av attention

to your innermost feelings

VIROO (Aug 23Sept 22) (m-

aginatioo, iove and joy will keep

you in higr gea^ today Creative

projects tieip you return !o your old

self Vou may be in a hokJing pat

tern wtiere cash fkaw is concernea

LISRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Vou will

nave to orrange a compromise if

you hope to end an impasse arv3

move on Vour nvoJyement with a
dominant odivtOu** couk3 work

ogorist you Chart an irxiepenaent

course

SCOMMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Be

more wiing to work with people

who do not necessarily stxjre your

Ideas Yoj wiS profit horxssomeiy

from a deal you make before noon
A ckjse rekjtionship is deepty satis

fymg now

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Something tnat happens provkies

a weteome emotiorxji release

Economic trends favor wtxit you
want to do fMew empkDyment
doors swmg open You are m ffie

right place at the right time.

Cetebrafe qmetiy

CAHHCOtN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

I isten to someone wfxj realty knows
the business A hobby could
become profitable Obtain up-to

date mformatcm twfore reaching a
tirxjl decision Travel lifts your spirits

Vou see tfie past with rnew eyes

ACIUARIUS Jon 20 feb 18) A
tost pacej day lies ahead
Vigorous physical activities leave

you tired but filled with excitement

Satisfy a whim Try to avoid a bat

tie of wm with someone, suggest in-

telligent compromises

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) A
long triendsl^D coukJ turn into a
marriage CompornonstMp is your

main goal today Consider tfie

tirxjnckpl repercussions of making a
arastic move it might be better to

stay put for now

MENU
LUNCH

Tri-county fair sandvylch

FIshburger on roll

BASICS LUNCH
Flat bread sandv^ich

Fishburge' on roll

DINNER

Cheese lasagna

Turkey divan

BASICS DINNER
East yyest lasagne

Turkey divan
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Bring on Montreal: Bruins eliminate Sabres, 4-1

BOSTON t AP» - Randy Bumdne broke

a scoreless tie with a shorthanded jjoal in

the second |>eriod as the Boston Bruins

wrapped up their Stanley Cup playotV

series with a 4 1 victory over the BulTalo

Sabres last night.

In winning the first round Adams Uivi

sion st'nes 4 1. the Bruins earned a berth

in thf division finals starting Mondas

night in Montreal. The Canadiens clinch-

ed their series Sunday night with a four

^aiiu' sweep of Hartford.

Burridge's third goal of the series at 8:39

launched a three-goal spurt m five

minutes. Kay Neufeld scored at 11:26 and

Cam Neely added a power play goal at

13:04. Craig Janney got Eloston's final goal

with 5:28 left in the game.

1.

2

3

4

8

''WhY Should I Register...

...For PUBLIC HEALTH 216?

(Peer Health Promotion Program)

Let Me Count the Whys.
I can cam three academic credits.

It can help me to meet lots of people.

It can help me to improve areas of my own health.

It can improve my chances of getting a Job, because I will represent

the University Health Services

It will teach me skiUs valuable in any career like leading a workshop,

giving a presentation and developing marketing strategies.

It can really help me part of a team working to improve UMass.

It will teach me about important public health issues like sexually

transmitted diseases and AIDS, cardiovascular illness, cancer, accident

prevention, eating disorders, stress and consumer health.

. In short, it might be the most important course I take while I'm a

student at UMass.

Grant Ledyard broke goalie Andy Moog's

bid for his first shutout in 47 NHL career

playoff games at 5:23 of the third period on

a 40 f<K)ter after Buffalo's John Tucker won

the faceoff.

The Bruins were 7 1 against Montreal

during the regular .season. But they were

6 3 against Buftalo after losing the series

opener. Then they won four games in six

days. The Sabres lost their fifth consecutive

series since last surviving the first round

in 1983

Bo.ston. 4 m plasotl .^tric.- ugalu^t the

Sabres, beat them 4 2 in last year's open-

ing round. Then the Bruins beat Montreal

4 1 after dropping the opener and New
-Jersey 4-3. In the Stanley Cup finals they

lost to Edmonton 4

Bun idge began the .scoring for tiu- third

straight game last night In his previous

30 plavnn* contests, he managed ju.st three

goals.

Glen Wesley had the puck along the left

boards in Boston's zone and fired it across

the ice to the streaking Burridge, who col-

lected it behind the defense as he crossed

the red line. He skated in alone and fired

a low 10-footer from the slot that went by

goalie Jacques Cloutier's left sulf

Bobby Carpenter .set up the second goal

with a pass from deep m the right corner

of Buffalo's zone. Neufeld got it at the top

of the right circle and slapped it by

(Moutier's right.

Neely, who had the game-winning goals

in Boston's two weekend victories at Buf-

falo, made the score 3 at 13:04. Janney

carried the puck from behind the Sabres'

net and shoved it into the slot to Neely. He
fanned on the backhand attempt, but the

puck slid to his forehand and he scored as

he was being knocked down

5{u»i«H (garden

MANOARIN/SZLChKJAN CUISINF

It ro« ar* cr«ativt and no<iva««<l iladcai. call lh« Health EdvcaUoa DIvislea l« lUui Ml
mort b«ror« yon plan yoor t^aH •chcdaU 549-2671 cxi 181

rf«-r«gls<«r for P«bUc Haaitli 216 CUaa wUl in««< Tactdays and Thdradays 2.30-3 45

Om Satarday iralBlng Mttlon In S«ptaab«r wlU r«d«ct cUaa ttm«

The Best Chinese Buffet

hUl I IHiV SUNDAY lUlUNdl
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No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - 10 THE PUBLIC ONLY

All.

CUSTOMERS
WILL BE SHOWN
DOCK VALUE!!!

:p' v
1 S9/6 OFF I

Any one item (except swimwear)
Sale Items Included

Must have this coupon.

I

EXPIRES 4- 1 7-89

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst
j

Mon— Sat 10-6; Thur & Fri III 8:30; Sun 12-5 !

, COME
SEE WHY

WE WlU SELL

40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SALE

586-8626

736-1919
n

VERY
USED CAR

AVAILABLE WILL
BE SOLD WAY

rBELOW N.A.D.A.
RETAIL VALUEr

TW^^'
ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS I lAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY

CHECKED BY OUR FAMOUS 27 POINT CI lECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts related projects and events:

Thursday, April 26

Guidelines and application forms
are available at the Arts Council
office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council
125 Herter Hall. 545-0202

* r>i«r«9tr4 rT^tg* iMurteii*

171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA

Our

\(DUl
Ireasures Are

Specially Priced In April

264 N Pleasant St . Amherst 253 3324
3 Pleasant St., Northampton 584-3324

GOLDSMITHS • GEM GALLERY

V\^EDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 1989

Gorilla grumblings

COLLEGIAN 15

conr.nnec ,Tor: pa^g .$

besting his total of 29 from last year. With
his nose for finding the open man from his

perch behind the goal, the UM record of 60
assists by Charles Hardy ( 1972) is not a fai

fetched idea.

Junior midfielder Tim Soudan, predicted

by UMass coach Dick Garlx-r to he a

premier player for the (iorillas thi.s year,

has lived up to the billing. His 17 goals and
five assists top his 13-4 totals from last

season, and his physical presence and
flashing moves have made opponents
weary.

Junior Rob Codignotto. the fourth at

tackman in a three-attack offense, hasn't

let that bother him. already scoring 1

1

goals and five assists, far ahead of last

year's 8 1-9.

But the biggest jump has been by senior

attack Paul Ganci. A transfer from Nassau
Community College, Ganci is in just his se-

cond year with the Gorillas. He had modest
totals of 7 9 16 last season, but has explod
id thi> Star with a team-high 21 goals,

along with 16 assi.sts. Guess that junior col-

lege trend doesn't only apply to basketball,

dtn-^ it.

• * *

The Aftershitik i>f tfu- Week award goes

to Brown's senior attack Jamie Munro.
During last week's 15-6 l<»s to the (Jorillas

at Boyden, Munro became the adopted
whipping boy of the Hill faithful after blow
ing an open net goal in the first half He

had a hat trick at that point, but subse-

quently crawled into the Grand Canyon
and didn't score again.

It seems no one bothered to throw poor
Jamie a life preserver. In an 8-7 overtime
lo.ss to Adelphi Saturday. Munro pulled an
oh fer. getting no goals or assists. It's pt)ssi

ble he was still seeing constellations after

getting his toilet flushed by a vicious
Soudan ihtck in the fourth quarter.

* • *

From the This has nothing to do with

['Mass, but I thought it uas interfsttng

anyuay Dept.: Hofstra has a freshman who
is aptly named — Mike Lacrosse. Guess it

wouldn't be right if he played, say. shuf
tleboard. He was the Eastern Collegiatt-

Conference player ofthe-week recently

And no, he isn't from Lacrosse. Wise.

Sports at a Glance
4.4.jf.^.tf)^tf.tf)t.)Hf.>f.4.tfif4.if.tf.]i^.4.jf

Today: Women's lax vs. Harvard.
at 3 p.m.

Baseball vs Ho^ton C
,

at 3 p.m.

Rugby at Spniiglield,

at 12:30 p.m.

Tomorrow: Softball at C unnecticut

it. 3 p.m.

Friday: Women - tenru.s .it .-X lUs

^^.^n^.^^.^.4.l^.4.>^.»^^.1^^^^^^^.l^^^.^$.^^>^.t^.

MaVOUMAVINGAPARTV,iunction vM:

ndwMcMnd FLAT STANLEY ttwnaw
MnMMMi in roc* ana mynwi and Wua* «N
•toctrrty your 0w«ni l» irMn iMd ftm»m etH
Man M» tea? or Ktm S46-aaOS

ACTIVITIES

U2 RATTLE AMO HUM TOMtOMT CCA
7 9 npfii A8 sttoiiM S2 &C SaveyourMub
lo ann • U? priM'

HilMG QUOMO CLUB • H you r* taking

totaon* itus owttand you muM com* to rm
9>iCC »I 7pm Tiiu>s<la>

psroiOLoar (».ua socuu.! w«d Apr n

1? Toe«n S21 MiwMfl 3 30 ami 4 30 m»m
faculty and clu6 meinOBfi tWfaihmanw

HEAOtNO FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
Ml any !im«''i J»t iriei* tof no mo'e mtn
f t60 with Aitiiiicn<ri ai rapoted m Con
»um«f Reports Let 1 Go ^4•«l»clay Good
HouMK»opinn and NMional n«ft«orli mor
ntngixaw* Fot dMaiift. caM 2l3-as«^2000
or wrM AirM^ 290t Broadway Suit*

100A NV NV 10026

CLUB MANAOERS ASSOCIATION
MCMKIttl Plaaac nop by mint Cala
lonignt twtwaan 5 30-6 00 to pen up raffia

lickats Tr\anits

THE MARKETMO CLUB INVITES iMi

UnivarMy man and woman 10 atland a
Quest laciura with Proctor A QamtM
Caraars m Satoa MM opporturuim tn mav
neaith and bMuly <t>va<on mm ba dactiaa-
ad Wadnaaday April 12 at 8 30pm m room
803 in ittv Campus Caoier

THE UMVERSITV PLAVERS WILL tyUd a
ganaral maatmg today at 6 30pm in CC
1744 Coolnau

PASSOVER MEALS Remember to sign up
Frankhn OC by Friday I4ih iMiMtad ipaca'

VOTE FOR TIM REILLV • Aim Zarganas
tor Commute' Area CoPresadeni today al

ttM Hatch tielore 4 00pm

WALL STREET TICKETS STILL
AVAILABLE! Limited sealing sign up m the

SOW LoODy while ihey last' Members S20
nonmembers $25 Bus leaves at 7aiT< on
April 14th

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING OH.!
Join ir>e Pior>eer Vatley Oi Cooperaiive On
Campus Housing 428 Student Union
544-0665

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

THE COLLEGIAN IS ACCEPTING AP-
PLICATIONS FOR AdvMNing Itccouni E>
ecutives Pck i^ an application at ii3
Campus Center Oeadiino for submwsion is

Monday April 24 The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents
intormad about what is going on at UMass
We can sand it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

AUDIO

REALISTIC OPTIMUS SO stereo 3^way
speakers 12' woofers 135 pair 548-9382

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 RABBIT S100, back wheel broken but

runs good. 546.7471

72 VOLVO 2 OR. Good cond SSOO or B O
1-467-3993

1962 MERCURY ZEPHYR 78000 miles

good condition 1900 must sell 256 6430

19R7 VW QTI16V red sunroof A/C 2eK
$8900 Call Pete ' 323 4820

1980 FORD FIESTA S300/BO Must sell

runs line sunrool 585-5774

BUGS a MAN

I NEED YOUR ENTOMOLOGY 226 notes'

Please help me out before exam next Thurs
day' Kristin 5469514 leave message

COMMUTERS

•••VOTE FOR TIM ^ ALEX*"
For Commuter Area President today at (he

Hatch before 4 00pm

COUNSELORS WANTED

GIRLS CAMP IN MAINE. Excellent salary

room & board travel allowances Beaulilul

modern laciiuies must love children & be
able to teach one of the following

swim(WSI) sailing, canoeing, walerski.

dance, drama ropes, campcralt. gym-
nastics computer Call the Directors of

Camp Maloaka at (407)488-6363

CLASSIFIEDS
MON-lhui.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OiSC ENTERTAINMENT One
lockeys. iignts and large scraan vidao
dances 256 8526

FOR RENT

WE GOT A GREAT »in^nm» ctaan aum-
mar suorel with FaM option Vary cfiaap"
Call 256-1160 lum^ure inc^jded"

tUHMOl »IBLrr 2 BfONOOM Bran
dywtne apt 549-8154 conveniant (ocaUon
pool bus

3:5 BEDROOM HOUSE near town 900 a
mo taxe ove- ou' lease 253 231 fi

SUWOCTLAWO nCE BUS SCRVtCC ta

LMAaas wid swooping waM Sacura an
apanmenl tor Auj^ist and reearvc Auguat
rem tree Fo' mcx: details : ali 665 3856

ONE BEOROOH IN TWO BEDROOM a0l
S225 a monlti Ca* Lisa 54»097t May t«

2 BN 1«^ BATH apartmani avarf Juna 1 «>

Towrntwute right na>1 lo bus slop caR
549-8228

WANT TO LIVE IN BRANOYWmE 'Wxl

year'' Secure an apartment now beat the

wartmg Mat' Av«l 6/1 Ca« 549^7543

NEB) AN APARTMeiT you 901 one' 2
bedroom Souihwood avaKabia 8/1 CaN
256-1167 after 5

ONE LARGE BEDROOM >n apartment lour

blocks from campus Starts June 1 t2i0 per
monlti Call5^3M0

LOOKINO FOR 1 OR I nonsmoking
females lo share F>uflion Apt December
graduates also Call Lauran 549-8275
Leave maasaga

TAKE OVER Otm LEASE starling 6/1 tor

apartment near campus lor four CaH
256-8504

AMHERST Juna i« 4 badroom. 2 bam
cape Call 253-2309 $1100

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER I

for 2 bdr apt Cat 886-7301 liling turratwa

FOR SALE

NEON LKMTS! Limited quantity Miller

Lowenbrau & ntore 546 7070 call now'

COMMODORE 64. monitor 1541 d«kdrive
and "messenger module asking $475 Call

after 5pm 549 105

1

UNITED AIRLINES S/22 Bradley to

Eugene Oregon Via Chicago Oerivcr

$190/BO 584 1711

APPLE MACINTOSH 512K memory Apple
Imagewriter printer security system $1000
549-2781 Anne

FOR SALE: 12 speed touring tike good
condition asking $250 or B O 549-6422
leave message muM sell"

FUJI 19 12 SPEED BIKE Mack exc cond
Doug 508 544 2067 $150

86 BIANCHI VELOCE SGCM 12 .speed

campy pans great cortdilion $475 or BO call

Fernando eves 549-4269

4 TRACK RECORDER Tnscam porlaooa
$420 8 Matt 253-9131

1973 DODGE DART. Needs some work

$300 or best offer CAII 546-5955

QUITAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC
w/onginal strings & case S200 Call

253^7387

SHARP CAROUSEL II microwave $1 10 or

BIO 546 5235

ATARI 520 ST + 20 MB HD 720K F

Dnve 1200B moderr < 120cps NLO
printer desk and lots of software

$1500/80 will sell seperate 665-7438 Sal

& Sun 8A 3P

Niw' QUEEN SIZE oak walerbad w/oak

4dwr pedestal $400/BO 665-7438 Sat Sun
8A3P

OLD OMEGA 81 Excellenl condition 93.000

miles Call 256-8369

FOUND

CAMERA IN WHITMORE call 6 6960
Describe 1' and ils youis again

I FOUND YOUR WATCH on Sunset Ave

About one week ago Its definitely a guys

watch For inir Call .loan al 546-1459

FOUND: Block of bus tickets in Totman
Gymnasium 4/6 Please contact Kurt at

546-4258

GUITAR

IVANE2 ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUITAR
- with gorilla portable amp please call Tom
253-3470

.'Ui'Jt ^ UAib PlvlUl^ U

»4ELP WANTED

THE JCWISM COMMUMTY OF AMHERST
needs History and Hebrew teachers pa<d
poamon* tor Fat 80 ca* 54»0»3 tor

GAIN EXPERSNCE ANO EMW MONEY
BY WORKING ON Fortune SCO companas
markatmg proorama on campus 2-4 nm>-
Ms hours MOi iMak Appacaiiena bawg
taken tor imrttadials and Fan 80 opantnga
Can 1800-821 1543

UVE IN HELPER FOR CAPE COO beach
house Otsltwashmg. doanmg errands
Flaiibte hours Room board and $150 a
weak July 1 to Saptambar 1 For more in

tormation laava nun*ar and wtian you can
t>a reached on mactsna al 5490876 Phone
between 9am and 9pm

Tha Ad-
rwaaiona OWca f>a» an opamnB tor a Sum-
mar adwaaaton* isaistant Raaponalblltiai
mduda intarviewing prospective students
leading campus tours and handling public

ralationa-ralalad dutiaa Job dascnplions
ara a»a<Mlla m lali Umvarsity Admiaaioni

Canlar locatod nest to Gorman Raaidarwa
Hall ApplicafN>ns deacfine April 21

WOUK FOROnaNMACC ACTION • help
preearva andangarad tpacias raduca ton-

ic wastes and stop Iha arms race Salary.

banaMa. travel and adi^noamar^ Fui^part-

lima MCpm CaH 2Se-1439 Bai /Shannon
Apply now tor the summar<

POSITKMIS AVAIABLE: 3 poe>tior» are
available at the Center for Student
Businesses Accountant/Graphic Ar
tist/Compuler Coordmalor Applications

avaMMe at 409 Student Union through toni

13, due by noon on April 14 at CSB
Sopttomoraa anooufaaad to apply'

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS OR PRO-
FESSORS with inlormalion about survivors

We need to talk to you tor a class protect

asap Call 549-6503 or 2S60918

HOUSE WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE tTUOCNTS
Want to rant two to Itirae bedroom house
CM Matt at 54»1275

HOUSEMATES NEEDED

CAPE COO
2 Roommates needed lo share 8 person
house in center ol Hyarms From Memrxial
Day through Labor Day For more mtorma-
hon contact Dave 549-0068 545-2150

LOST

PLEASE HELP ME, I tost a very special

bracelet on tfie way from Moore (SWi to

Thompson on Mon April 10 9am It is a

heavy siver link chain Very large reward
thanks lor help 6-5366 6-8927

LOST BLUE LEATHER WALLET
in Berkshire Dining Commons on 4/ 1 89
If found please cal Kaith or leave message
al 546-5117

GAP JEAN JACKET W/3 keys on Baybank
keycha'n on 4/8 M F>hi Sig $$Reward please

caN 546-8672

MOTORCYCLE

JET BLACK 81 Suzuki GSS50T Low
milage, excellent condition $650 BO Call

Glenn 323-6509

1981 SUZUKI ES4S0t low miles^$35b 00
545-2094 (Umass) 253-2233 (home).

NEED CASH QUICK

GEf YOUR BASEBALL CARDS out Of the
closet and sell them to Todd 549-6361

PERSONALS

liANDY JANIS
I lust wanted to tell you how special you are

to me Thanks lor being such a great friend

I cant ever imagine UMass vulhout you
fiere Will you marry me'' Love. Melanie

LUPPY, I MISS YOU,

MR. BROWNSTONE alter all we ve been
through' Are you going lo destroy the only
thing we have lefi? Our friendship The
Rose

TO THE GUY IN GOOOELL who wrote me
a personal 4/3/89 I II be there again tonight

Debbie Gibson

DEB FERNANOES - f didn^Think you
should marry anyways think how confus-
ed I wouW have been' Have a ternlic birth-

day let's put It on plastic Love, Sam

JILL: Happy 22nd Birthday' Have a great

day love, Meredith. Patty & Allison

CARTISPIVAK HAPPY BELATED 19th!
We'll parly m Montreal' Love. Kim

JENNY THANKS FO*^

»t$i> Hi

STUDENTS SEEK TO TAKE OVER you'

lease m Juna or Saplamba r lor your tour

trve bedroom houaa piaaaa can Dan
546-8457 or MUCh 54«.9O80

TO THE NOT BLONDE QUV m Crtrnmotavy
w«) CMMon - WIMK s the slory7 Lai ma know
wiiai s gomg on so we don 1 juat hasp star-

mg al each ottiar We both have batter
things to do Rasporv) here or in person

BRETT MANrrOLU vour work
rewarded Errwiy

wMbe

MCV BUOOV! Look' Your very own per
sonal' Just say i<f»>»' We lov* you low*
from your 3 roomtas Angela Johrt and
Jess

EVAN
Here s your personal I promaad I've never
dslnrered pi/2aa before Thanks tor 0«a ride

last Fr Nighi Signed a soaking wal blond
hilchhitei

EB FROM MATH Z3»- Id- tove to get

together sometime Call me 546-6963
Kareri

YOU: To m the Aa«n Nignl

FaatMon Show models tor domg a ftaal lOb
H was a pleasure workmg with each and
everyone o< you ThMik you agam lor mak-
ifig us vary proud Rita and Paddy

CONGRATULATIONS SKiMA DELTA
TAU on Greek Smg" Vou guys are tttc

greatest'

CONORATULATIONS SOT! Thank you
everyone tor partcipating a>y| "lakirMi

Greek Sing such a success" 1 kwe you a#
Love Tie!

•SEAL OF PROPAOLANDA •

Any Klaa ol US maaning777 C'mon^ (Real-

ly nowl

AMY JOY I ve been wMchmg you I Ihmk Im
laMing in tove (Don t we all wish) Love AB

HEVt Saw you at Mechanics Sun Nile front

section between bands Mack shiri/ian

pants can you toai if Plaasa respond tmm

CUMOSO S MMEE SUE Bncks'' How
about bouldars'7 1 love you guys'
Remember. Sal niias nakt semester's on
me' VivacKMS

KELLV BOVNE Congratulations on your
engagement lo Chuck' We love you'

Oorene Ivno Donna Jen Soph

THANKS FOR THE WEEKEND. I had a

great time I tove you' Lynn Thanks 'or

everything love ya Beth

OUENTINS BUY ONE get one free sale

Thru May Isl

GOOB - Get a real birthday' Oh. wail* This

IS the big 21
' Now we don't have to worry

at»ul getting the booze Love ya TY

TO NETTY ANOTHER YEAR OLDER
anolfier year wiser and another year
togther Happy 20lh birthday Love always
Pete

PETE A JOHN Happy b-day mari Are you
happy now Pele'' Don't move out yet John.
Thursday will be fun' Have a great one
guys' Steve

ATTENTION ALL WOMEN OF UMASS
and Amherst college Be leery of Greg
Slaine Pyne He is a smooth talker wtio gets

around KM

to THE GIRL IN BLACK at the Fishbone
concert who was standing on the stage
because she was from New York. I would
like to meet you again Interested^

R S V P -Graceland

to THE TWO GIRLS from HeiM«rSonr^
but I can't take credit for Goofy (he was here
wfien I moved in) but woukj like to meet you
Reply here or pay a visit Love. Eric

MICHAEL THE DRUMMER — jusl found
your note in my wallel how about 1 2 April

8pm

SANDY. ANGEL. JESS Thanks for the sign

(and the ego") Baby John

KARA - 1 would rather lose you> Doug

98.8
Sure you're alright '7 I'm |usl outstanding

in some fields

TO OUR CHI-O LITTLE SISTERS, Rachael

and Kara-Congrats on your exchange ac

ceplances' We love you and we'll miss you
- so reconsider Love, your big sisters PS
We expect lots of cards and gifts

1416 I love you'

TO THE GIRL WITH short pinK hair hown

about having my babies?

TO THE BARTENDER at DeFanoV^Thanks
lor Sunday thur Saturday morning • EM

BILL — No more Pub tosers' Thanks for be-

ing normal - MM

CA;.H i;i AUVAJ-JCL 20 mOUD^DA :JDENTS

GIGI KARRAS Happy Birthday (yesterday)
Sorry it s late but we tove you anyway love
Kef Jen and Cyn

DANNY FROM MANHATTAN the best
borough mieiesied'' Can rne Mchaae

HAPPY BWTHOAV tWILLA! WHAT DO
YOU DO WHEN VOU WANT A RIDE'
Yea^yahi

DAVE
you at an Amhers* nous* party toal Apm
MotorcycW nda drawing Jarusalam
Thought I saw you Btoewal 4A8 Raapond
hare

KAREN W. I'm aorrv Ptoaii gwe ma a
cftanca Don't throw away everything we
fUNe Love Tom

THREE FEMALES DESPERATELY seek
•ng 3 bedroom* tor net' year Pteaae caH
546 4054

TO THE QMILS WMCM mean so much w
usf Happy bettidayt Lo. Kaviy. Kamy Mary
Sharon* Love the guys o< the 20lh

WANTED: 2 Ismatos or malas nonamokars
to share a 2 badroom apt m Brandymme to
I next yaat CaH Bob 54»5»22 or Ja«f

546^7442

SENIORS*'
LEAVE VOUR FOOTPRINTS"

•JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAKiN'
* Earn $4 bOrhi pki* bonuMi* caning '

other UMaaa seniors
- Apply at the Memorial Hat Basement '

or call 545 3509
APPLY TOOAYIt

RIDE WANTED

DESPERATELY SEEKING RtOEMMMna
or even New Hampalwe - waakand of

4/14/80 Wi8 shwa espanaas Piaaaa call

Ncky 546-4809

RIDE NEEDED TO SYRACUSE area
weekend of 4/14-4/17 win share expertses
leave message Stacy 546-7775

ROOMMATES WANTED

TWO SINGLES OPEN IN HOUSE $ 1 87/mo
MKludes heal and wate' can 253 3860
(PrelersMy rnalel

AMITY PLACE CONOb' Room avariable

temale preferred nonsmoker call 549-9916

ONE FEMALE TO RENT double room
townhous^ apts avaialbe June 1 549-1449

1 or 2 FEMALES. NEAT, responsible non
SMOKERS FOR BEDROOM IN Brittany

Manor apt Lease starting m Sapt 1 ten mth
ca« 256-8X1

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED for Branywine
Apt tease starts /^pnl FuHy furnished Pond
view Call 549-4722

TWO SEMI-QUIET NON SMOKING FUN
women tooking lor h»o single rooms m cool

fiouse preferably m AMherst for FaM ptoase
call Kristm 546-95 14 leave
Thanks

LOOKINO TO LIVE IN HYANNISPORT for

summer' We are tooking lor 3 neai room
males for our baachhouse' Call now
549 7297 ask lor Enca

NON-SMOKER FEMALE for'one bedfooiT)
in prt apt on main si Avail June I

$242/mo inci Call 2535918 leave
message

TWO ROOMMATeS NEEDED tor Bran-
dywine apt starting 6/1 Call 546-8285

HELP! Femato roommate needed to share
large bedroom in r>ew luxurious fiouse'

Washer/dryer, sundeck. gas heal, central

air. more Only $215 per month' Call Pam
now' 546^7318

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF '89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400
Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, wiorked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer'' Call 549-1660 George

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES. Overnight
and same day service 665 8873

SUBLET

TAKE OVER SOUTHWOOD APT lease 6/1

2 bdrm lownhouse Call ?56-6718

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer, dryer 5 mm walk ;o aownlown 10

mm walk to campus $350 for enure summer
includes all utiities call 2530707

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 bedrooms, house op
posiie southwest Contact Krisline
546-7470.

AVAILABLE APARTMENT FOR RENT,
Furnished center ol Amherst call J C al

253-3562

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EXCEUENT OUTDOOR SUMMER
Emptoymeni opportuniiies'

m Lowe* MA araa
Advancamanl appertuMMa

Cal Scon C al l^«04a-SS7»

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE! m Brandyaena
>en< legoliaoto 5499939 Starts Jun 1

2 BEDHOOM apt $300 avaMile Juna 1

pool, new carpel garden ptol Sunderland
886-4530

PUPFTON ONE BORM. Mma turn, rant
negot Cal 549 7762 Soon

SUBLET IN NONO nca 2 badroom mv
center '^< •-n*'- S5/5 5860958

SUMMER SUBLET AMHERST CENTER 3

bdrm apt rem negotiable 549 7198

3 BEDROOM CONOO. comptolely lurmsh
ac along bus mtaa wn»i naoatiabto . t

^ad students or older Call29e<»0t

LOOKING FOR TWO PEOPLE to siAtol
room in a house tor Ms summer own badvm
huge Wi doaat 8 saparMa anbanoa tocaiad
namt Brunos on niiidin fani araund S380
caM Amy ?56^08at.

1 SMMILISM PANHHOUaC on busroule
Giaal summer kxatian $l6<Vmonih m
elusive 263^9»i47

2 BDRM SOUTHWOOO APT t

Una ari/W eiilh Fall option on bus rouW
Cat 298-1 167 aak tor Calia

imWiEB SUBLET 3 bedroom lownhouae
apu available June i 549-1449

PLEASE SUBLET OUR BRANVWME
apartment cak Sue 546-6392 or Inger

546-6397 Leave rnessage

1 BEDROOM APARTMOIT rani nagol On
bus route call 253-7780

SUNNY SPACKMIS APt m downtown
Amherst for 4 peopto 549 5866

SUBLET MY APT THIS SUMMER " Bran
dywine 160/mo Nego Call Frm 6 4726

NEED 1 FEMALE TO SUBLET my half of

tfie rrr>m in Brarxlywine apt Rent
Call &8283

TO SUBLET

ROOM IN SO AMHERST HOUSE Rt 1 16
available June 1 1 or 2 older persons Flent

negotiable 253 2880

ROOM IN ROLLMO GREEN avanaUa June
I Females call for details 253-7S41

TRAVEL

TMI STUDENT TRAVEL offers discount in^

ternational airfares 'mafor airlines, not
charters' personalued trip planning* group
discounts' 6I746B4187

TYPING

' WORDSMITH " professional typmg
Resumes papers and rrtore Laserprinting
with spelteheck 253-4564

CASES, PAPERS, THESIS, on<ampus af^

lordaMe. grammar reviewed, depandabia,
584-7924. Nancy

AMrTY PLACE CONOO WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
want to rent an Amity Place condominium
with any informalK>n please call Matt at

549-1275

WANTED TO RENT

HOUSING/ROOMS NEEDED this summer
call SBMC 256.8615 9am 5pm

RESPONSIBLE. CLEAN MATURE
STUDENTS seek 4 plus bedroom house
anywhere Will take lease 6- 1 Please call

Rick 546-4903 Bill 54fr3282 or Jake
546 3285

HELP - Repsonslble students tooking to

lake over lease for 2 bdrm apartment Ca''

Sue at 546-8983

S RESPONSIBLE GIRLS seeKing 4 or 5
bedroorri house call 549-13'?

4 OR 8 UMASS FEMALES ng lor a
house lo rem 546-8 '?2

MALE STUDENT LOOKING 10 rent studto
apt 0' room m house or apt oi»ar UMass
campus Call Greg al S-ie^PC'i

WE LOVE TO TAKE YOUR • 4 bedroom
lease nve' starting Septembe' 665 6659

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease lor a 3-4

t)edroom house starling 6/1 call 549-1538

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease lo 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen al 6-9743
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WEATHER NEWS SPORTS

Connecticut throws a blank at UMass
Tinnerello owns Minutemen in 11-0 blowout

i'ollrKiiin phobt h> Jorl Solomiin

Derek Dana and the Minutemen dropped an 11-0 decision at Connec-

ticut yesterday afternoon.

By MATT CiKRKK
Collegian StulT

STORRS, Conn. - If University of Con
neclicut freshman Sal Tinnerello had one

wish, he probably wouldn't uae it for a new
car, or even to turn 21 a couple of years

early.

Tinnerello might very well use his one

wish to ask for another game with the

University of Massachusetts baseball team
this season. Quite simply, he has owned the

Minutemen this year.

Yesterday at J.O. Christian Field. Tin

nerello went 5 for 5 and drove in five runs

to lead the Huskies to an 11-0 pounding of

UMass.
The win gives UConn a sweep of the two-

game season series and drops the

Minutemen to 9-11 on the seastm

"We're just trying to be consistent. ' Tin

nerello said. "I've played pretty wtii

against UMass. but I think it's just coin

cidence."

P(»8ibly. but not likely. Tinnerello's

single, three doubles and home run yester-

day gave him some impressive .season

totals against UMass: 8-for 10 with six ex-

tra ba.se hits, including three homers.

The Minutemen can concentrate on to-

day s game with Bo.ston University (3 p.m ,

I^rden Fieldi knowing that Tinnerello is

more than two hours away, helping his

team against the University of Rhode
Island.

"I cant explain why I'm so hot right

now, " Tinnerello said. "I've just been -!•.

ing good pitches and I feel good at the

plate."

But Tinnerello didn't supply all the

UConn offense yesterday. The Huskies.

13-10, knocked four ITMass nitrhers around

fur 16 hits.

"After our top four pitchers, you never

know what's going to happen. " UMass
coach Mike Stone said. "The pitching

wasn't good today and no one helped them
out."

Starter Bill Vickers lasted five innings

for the Minutemen and gave up five runs.

Only one of the runs was earned, though,

and it came on a bizarre play.

With one out in the bottom of the .second

and UConn's Craig MacDonald on second,

Tim Cain sent a fly ball deep to center

Brian Bright made a nice catch near the

fence but fell, and McI3onald .scored all the

way from second to give the Huskies a 1-0

lead.

In the fifth, two physical errors and one

mental error allowed UConn to add four

unearned runs, three on a Tinnerello

homer, and by the time Vickers left, the

Minutemen trailed 50.

Rich Graham, Rob Graziano and Doug
Dubiel each pitched an inning to finish the

game for UMa-ss.

The Huskies, on the other hand,

complete game from Pete Walker. The
righty gave up just five hits, struck out six

and walked four.

In the first meeting l)etween the teams,

Walker pitched .'J and 1 3 innings of relief

and allowed only a .solo homer to Bright.

"Walker did a real good job la.st time

against UMass," UConn coach Andy
Baylock said. "Actually he's pitched well

for us every time out this year."

And his teammates, led by Tinnerello,

made sure he had a cushion to work with

"We have some holes and they were
seriously exploited," Stone said. "I thought
we had better talent than this."

Men 's lax notebook

Gorillas rise

to 13th in poll
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University d" Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

has climbed one spot to 13th m the latest United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association poll.

Apparently those in the know still are unimpressed

with the level of competition the Gorillas (6-1, but the

New Hampshire win was too late for consideration)

have faced thus far this season. There are no less than

SIX teams ranked ahead of them that have already lost

at least two games.
Of course, the poll has never been too scientific

anyway. UMass was ranked fifth by the poll in

preseason, and then the fir.st week of the sea.son had

dropped out because it had not played any games to

date. Question is, how can a team see its presea.son

stock dropped that fsu* just because it ha.sn't played yet?

If the sea.son were to end today, the Gorillas wouldn't

even be guaranteed of making the NCAA playoffs. On-

ly 12 teams get in from Division I, including the top

1 1 teams in the land along with an automatic bid from

the "West." This will assure that .some team like

Sonoma State will be rubbing elbows with the big boys

come the middle of next month while more deserving

teams will be out in the cold.

But UMass will have plenty of chances to make an
upward climb. Yale, the teams next opponent (Satur-

day in New Haven, Conn.) is ranked ninth with a 6-2

record. No. 7 Harvard (5-1 ) comes up April 26 in Cam-
bridge, and No. 2 Syracu.se (6-1, with only a one-goal

loss to top-ranked Johns Hopkins) invades the Stadium
May 6.

After Hopkins and Syracuse are Loyola, Maryland
and Navy in the top five, followed by North Carolina,

Harvard, Penn, Yale and Cornell in the top 10. Towson
State, Hofetra, UMass, Adelphi and Virginia round out

the poll.
* * *

It may still be reasonably early, but several Gorillas

have already pa.ssed last year's point totals.

Sophomore attack Jim McAleavey picked up three

assists (and a 15-round split decision after being push-

ed into the net) in the team's 16-8 win over New Hamp-

shire Sunday. This gives him 31 for the season, already

continutd on page IS

Women's lax to see Crimson today
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse coach

Patti Bossio is not waiting for any approvals from the

Amherst Zoning Board Commission.
She'll set up shop on Totman Field today (3 p.m.) with

a new look defense in an attempt to trap Harvard

University

It may be hard to start from scratch seven games into

the season but in the midst of a 1-5 year Bossio needs to

find a remedy for her struggling Gazelles.

Now. here's a little basketball lingo. UMass will employ
a 31-2-21 zone on the Crimson. Bo.ssio calls it an eight-

meter fan.

The Gazelles had been matching up man to man for the

first five games. However, four losses in a row prompted
Bossio to make some major changes.

She started by implementing this zone Sunday in a

game against Colgate University. Things started out a

little shaky in the first half as UMass fell behind 7-4. But
the Gazelles only needed one half to get accustomed to

the new game plan and limited the Red Raiders to three

goals in the second half.

The new strategy has also benefitted the attack.

"I think one of the reasons why we weren't scoring a

lot is because our best shooters were running around, ex-

hausting them.selves on defense," Bo.ssio said. "When they

got the ball and took the shot, they were just so tired that

they couldn't take a real good shot."

"This way, with a zone, I think we save them a little

bit. Cathy Fuhrman's not running all over the field. She's

in one spot and she's able to get out quickly on the

breakout."

Every defense does have its weaknesses though. In

lacrosse, there's a rule called obstructing free space to the

goal. No player's body or stick can be in the free space

at the eight meter mark when the opponent is attemp-

ting a shot. Violation will result in a free position shot.

That call hurt the Gazelles on Sunday.

"It's a crucial call because you give up a free shot on
goal," Bossio said. "If a team can work the ball around
the zone quick enough, they can get that shooting space

call. That is .something we ju.st worked on now to iron out."

Harvard may be the toughe.st club that the Gazelles

have run into this sea.son. The Crimson are 4-0, ranked
No. 1 in New England, and are on a mission after getting

knocked out of the semi-finals at the NCAA's Final Four
by Temple University last year.

Most of the defense from last year's squad is still intact

for the Crimson but the good news for UMass is that the

Ivy Leaguers are only averaging just over nine goals a

game. Most of their scoring comes from the midfield and

defense where Karen Everling is the leading scorer with

six goals and three assists. Bossio said that she wants to

keep the score under double digits and slow the tempo on

the offensive end.

"We're not fast enough man to man and Harvard is just

blowing everybody away," Bossio said. "We have to

minimize the shots taken on Liz (sophomore goaltender

Liz Keats)."

"If we have the fast break, great," Bossio said. "If not,

let's run our offense and keep running it and running it

and take time off the clock. Wednesday against Harvard,

I ju.st want to hold on to the ball."

Cloudy today in the

40's, with rain tonight.

Tomorrow, clearing and

in the 50's.

UMass professor wins

$18,000 Common
Wealth Award for

sociology. Page 3.

Pinch hitting gives

UMass a 6-5 victory

over BU in extra inn-

ings. Page 24.
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Talk of another hike
irks UMass students
Jenifer proposes a $108 tuition hike

t ntlvsmn photo by JaMin Oaiulcrr

SMOOTH SAILING - A member of the University of

Massachusetts Parachute Club comes in for a safe landing

yesterday during a demonstration near the campus pond.

By ALLEN BERNARD
with MARIA SACCHETTI
CollekTian Staff

Lniversity of Massachusetts students

reacted with mdignation yesterday to the

prospect of a $108 rise in tution for next

fall.

i don't think I'll be coming here next

semester." said sophomore Judy Dorato "I

can't afford it."

Under the plan, recommended Tuesday

to the Board of Regents by board

Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer, tuition at the

Amherst and Boston campuses would rise

from $1 .404 to $1,512. The board will vote

on the proposal during its May 9 meeting.

RegenU spokesman Terry Zoulas said an

increase at the Amherst campus would be

subtracted from the $230 emergency cur-

riculum fee approved by the L'Maas

Trustees last week, in eflfect. nullifying the

hike. "My understanding is that (the feel

is going to be reduced dollar for dollar for

the tuition increase. So in effect, it won't

make any diflference for (the Amherst cam-

pus). " he said.
,, r j

But Paul Page, vice chancellor for ad-

ministration and finance, said yesterday

the University 'has made not overtures
"

to absorb a tuition hike with the cur-

riculum fee.

•'That's not to say that won't happen,"

Page said. "But we'll juat have to wait and

see what the budget is. Any discussion

right now is just premature" Page added

that Zoulas' suggestion of a dollar for dollar

absorbtion "is the first I've heard of that
"

Jennifer Matusiewicz. a first year stu-

dent, said of the propoMl: "Not again! I'm

very angry about that. There are so many

extra little bills - these fees are just in

credible. It seenu every semester they're

pushing the cost up"
Junior l>oug Miller said, "It's going to

make thin^ more difficult for me. There

are a lot of people where every increeae

makes the difference between whether they

come back next semester."

2U>ula8 said those studenU in tight spots

will be helped through leas stringent finan

cial aid fjuidelines regarding the family

contribution towards tuition.

Under the present guidelines if the fami

ly contribution is determined to be greater

than $3,000. no state financial aid is

available to the student. Under the new

guidelines, that cut off point will be upped

to $3,500 enabling 1.400 more students to

qualify for assistance, Zoulas said.

eoniinued on page 8

Survey: Less drinking, more tripping

ColleKian photo by Da\-id HiRaxhifrurhi

The women's lacrosse team looks to end a four-

game losing streak when it hosts Harvard today
at Totman Field.

By REID YOSHIDA
Collegian Correspondent

Undergraduates at the University of Massachusetts

claim to be less "drunk " and more "tripped " than in

previous years, according to a survey conducted by the

Student Affairs Research and Evaluation Office.

The 1988 SAREO survey, which asked 280 randomly

selected undergraduates numerous questions on alcohol

and drug use, showed that drunk driving and alcohol in-

toxication has slightly decreased, while hallucinogen use

has nearly doubled from 1986 figures.

"Students are a lot more conscious and aware about

drinking too much and getting behind the wheel," said

David Kraft, executive director of the University Health

^^I*Vices

Kraft said his department is more concerned with

alcohol abuse and has stepped up the amount of alcohol

awareness programs to educate students on alcohol and

I fc AfTipcts

"As far as hallucinogens go, that (statistic] may be a

variation," he said. 'Use patterns change over the years,

but [a hallucinogen] is a risky drug."

The survey reported that 49.5 percent of UMass

undergraduates have used marijuana at least once in the

past year. That figure is alwut the same as in 1986, while

cocaine use is nearly half of what it was in 1986, the

survey said.

In another recent survey, UMass sociology professor An^

thony Harris found that female students have decreased

their cocaine use and drunk driving, while male students

have increased in both areas.

"Females seem to be more deterred by the negative

publicity surrounding drug use in general." "arris said.

While alcohol use on campus has decreased, UMass

police statistics show that the number of alcohol-related

arrests has steadily increased in the past two years^

Police records show that in 1986 there were 282 alcohol-

related arrests at UMass, compared with 373 arrests in

1988
"Many calls are from students wanting us to assist them

in helping control other drunk students," said John Luip-

pold, deputy chief of Public Safety.

"I think students are making a big difference and have

a real desire to help make UMass a fiagship school." he

said.

Most students, however, see no difference in the amount

of alcohol or drug use."It's not seen as much now," senior

Linda Dalton said. "When I came here in '84, if you were

legal you could drink on campus. Now you can't even

drink in the halls with a Coke bottle"

Julie Elkins, residence director in John Adams Tower,

said students have not changed their drinking habiUs. but

alcohol and drug use is not as visible as before, because

of new programs and stiffer penalties administered by

police and school officials.

CoUrgian file photo

Alcohol appeal among students has

diminished somewhat, a recent survey

suggests . . . but more students admit us-

ing hallucinogens.

CAG election

losers plan
to protest

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Infuriated by what they call a dLfcat "caused by

negative campaigning and blatant lies, "
presidential

candidates Ted Chambers and Robb Smith plan to for

mally protest Tuesday's Commuter Area Government

election today. Chambers said last night.

"We estimate more negative campaigning was done

than positive campaigning, " Chambers said. "There

were literally thousands and thousands of posters that

said that there wasn't going to be a spring concert

because Robb and I stole funds."

Chambers and Smith were defeated by Tim Reilly

and Alex Zarganes by four votes, 192-188, in the elec-

tion. According to election coordinator Jennifer

MacNeish. it is "very possible" the victory was caus

ed by the onslaught of misleading posters, taped up in

several off-campu.s apirtment complexes.

"I think it's very possible." she said. "People were

talking about the completely fabricated information at

the ballot boxes. I feel it may have swung the elortinn

by the four votes."

MacNeish, who said she had not talked to either set

of candidates since the election results were announc

ed, said she wants to sit with both parties and members

of governmental affairs to "get everyone's opinion

before making a decision."

She said that it was difficult to say at this point

whether another election would occur, although that

is possible.

"I wasn't really happy with the way the election

went." she said.
continued on page 8
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Sugar Ray Robinson

Former champ
dies at 63
CULVER CITY. Calif < APi - Sugar Ray Robinson,

a rive-time middleweight champion considered by

many boxing experts to be the greatest pound-for-pound

fighter ever, died Wednesday at Brotman Medical
Center. He was S3

"It appears to be (tf natural causes," said Los Angeles
County coroner's spokesman B<»b Dambacher. The cor-

oner's ofTice was involved because it had been some
time since Robinson had seen his doctor. Dambacher
said.

Robinson, born Walker Smith in Detroit, won the

welter-weight title in 1946. He went on to win the mid-

dleweight title an unprecendented five times from
1951. when he knocked out Jake LaMotta, to 1958
when he beat Carmen Basilio.

He lost only 19 of his 202 professional fights.

Judy Davis, a spokeswoman for the hospital, said

Robinson was brought to the emergency room by
paramedics at 9:55 a.m., accompanied by his wife.

Millie. He was pronounced dead at 10:09 a.m.. Dam
bacher said.

Ms. Davis declined to described Robinson's
symptoms.
"We will be investigating the circumstances surroun

ding his demise and taking care of the cause and man-
ner of death." Damdacher said.

"It does not appear at this time there will be an
autopsy. We will know more tomorrow.

In Las Vegas, boxing promoter bob Arum said Robin-
.son had been in poor hc.ilth for some time.

SHfEHIirS
A F E

Thurs April 13

RAY MASON
BAND

Fri ADril 14

FLIGHT 5:05
formerly

Driving Sideways

at April 15

The
MALARIANS
with the

VESTRYMEN
on. April 17

WILDCAT
O'HALLORAN

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash a Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Wann Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chin

BiKim Line • Legs
Gift Certificates Available

Licensed Aestheticianmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

for
Men and Woman

34 Mam Street, Amherst
253-9S79

London
Frankfurt

Oslo
Madrid
San Jose, C.R.
Tokyo
Auckland
Some reslrctions apply Taxes not
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spof FREE Student Travet Catalog
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79 So Pleasant St

Amriersl, MA 01002

413 256 1261
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COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst
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in the Boston Area and
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Equal Opportunity Employer

Call (617) 942-0388

LOCAL
Burgers —
not lobsters
for Central
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian StaiT

This year's Central Spring FUdk will be all turf and no
surf. The Undergraduate Senate last night rejected a

plea by the Central Area Government for a $3,500 transfer

so it could serve lobster at its annual celebration. Instead,

the senate awarded the area $950 for hamburgers, hot-

dogs, condiments, charcoal, ice and soda.

The event, one-day festival for Central area residents,

has been held as a clambake in the past, offering lobsters

and other seafood for a feast.

The money CAG requested belongs to Central residents

but is regulatt?d by the senate through the Student Ac
tivities Trust Fund. Student Government Association

Treasurer Laura Filkins said a slight deficit in Central's

revenue account, resulting from poor programming dur-

ing the year, changed the menu to barbecue fare.

Several senators charged Central Area President

Stewart Fife, who did not attend the meeting, with caus-

ing the deficit by neglecting his programming duties and
opposed the transfer claiming it is unfair to other area

governments.

"It was an exorbitant amount," said Sen. Todd Lever,

"They were supposed to program during the year.

Fife could not be reached for comment last night.

Filkins. who opposed the transfer calling it a "shortcut."

said area governments are supposed to use their SATF-
al located funds to hold programs, such as movie nights

or other activities, and then deposit profits from these

events into the revenue account.

"I don't think they did the amount of programs they

should have," she said. "I think $950 is plenty."

Sen. John Silveria, who petitioned the senate in place

of Fife, attempted to shave $2,000 off the original request

but this refined proposal also met opposition on the senate

floor.

Several people claimed the entire proposal waived the

Student Government Association by-laws, which normally

prohibit such transactions to insure that governments will

provide programming for their residents.

"You don't need $1,500 for a one-day event." said

Stephanie Orefice. student trustee. "In reality, we
shouldn't be giving them anything because we're waiv-

ing our by-laws."

"It's the students' money and it's their decision to have

this food," Silveria said, adding that the senate should

not "punish" Central residents because their area leaders

"messed up."

In other business, the senate unanimously moved to

thank Gerry Grady, who has served for 30 years as direc-

tor of community relations, for his fine service to the

University, students and the community.

<'€>llrgian photo by *la*on Tttirrmmn

MODEL STUDENTS - Students of Art 260, a clay sculpture class, put the finishing
touches on their mock shanty yesterday near the real Cutback City.

Prof honored with $18,000 award
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts sociology professor Alice

S. Rossi has been selected as a Common Wealth Award
recipient for excellence in her profession.

Rossi, who has taught undergraduate and graduate

courses at UMass since 1974. will join prominent figures

such as former Secretary of State George P. Schultz and

broadcast journalist David Brinkley in Wilmington. Del.

later this month at a reception to honor the winners.

"The award is absolutely well -deserved for her. and she

is travelling with the type ofcompany she should be," said

Gerald Piatt, chairman of the sociology department at

UMass.
The American Sociological Association nominated Rossi

for the award, citing her analysis on the status of women
as compared with men in modern societies, and her

research on how work and family roles intertwine and ef-

fect socities.

The awards, an $18,000 cash gift and a sculptured metal

trophy, will be presented on April 28.

"I will give the money away, partly to my children and
grandchildren, and part to a public purpose." Rossi said.

Rossi has taught Human Sexuality and Feritilty.

Sociology and Parenthood, Adult Developement, Study of

Lives and Family Theory and Research at UMass.
The Common Wealth Awards recognize outstanding

achievement and serve as incentive for future contribu-

tion to the recipients' field. The awards, which have been

in existence since 1979. were established by the late Ralph

Hayes, a philanthropist who dedicated much of his life

to raising and managing charitable funds.

In his will, Hayes left a trust fund under the direction

of the Executory of the Bank of Delaware. Members of

the bank's board of directors select winners each year.

"If there were anything that got me reading and think-

ing seriously, it was sex discrimination," Rossi said.

"A personal experience of extreme sexual discrimina-

tion at the University of Chicago" influenced her career

objectives, she said.

After her experience at the University of Chicago, Rossi

spent six months writing her first major work on sexual

continued on page 5

Recycling effort slated for fall
By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Correspondent

A campus-wide recycling program at

the University of Massachusetts
scheduled to begin next semester will

encompass residence halls and ad-

ministrative and office buildings, accor-

ding to John Findley. co-chair of the

'Jniversity Recycling Committee.

The program was instituted because
of a new town regulation under which
the Amherst landfill will no longer ac-

cept recyclable material from UMass as

of next year, Findley said.

Committee co-chair Marty Smith,
senior architect for the physical plant,

said the committee had hired Ear-

thworm, a Boston- based consulting

firm, to help set up the program.

Student forms recycling group
Tonight, like every Thursday night this semester. Randy Bray will drive to But-

terfield Residence Hall and sort out the paper and glass the residents there leave

for him.

And then it's off to the recycling center at the Amherst Landfill to recycle them.

Bray, a natural resource studies major, also collects material from Brett House

and his home, Field Residence Hall.

Bray said he feels recycling should be a top priority for everyone. "We have to

strive as a society to be as least impacting on the environment as possible." he said.

Along with Sherill Baldwin, who wants to create a major through the Bachelor's

Degree with Individual Concentration program combining solid wasted manage-

ment, recycling and education.

Bray has formed a group named the University Recyclers which presently con-

sists of 25 students and will hopefully soon be an RSO. he said.

"We've submitted a constitution and are waiting to hear from the [the Student

Government Association] on our status," he said.

Baldwin said that when the campus-wide recycling effort starts next semester.

University Recyclers will concentrate on student education.

"A lot of people want to get involved with recycling. If we set up a solid base on

this campus for recycling, we can keep it going forever," she said.

NATHAN KRYSTALL

Earthworm will make proposals

regarding recyclable materials, such as

where materials are to be taken, and

estimated costs of the program, he said.

Findley said the recyclable materials

will include newspaper, white pajser,

computer paper, glass and, possibly,

cardboard and aluminum.
One focus of the program will be

educating students, faculty and ad-

ministrative staff about which material

can be recycled and where to put them.

Smith said.

He said students may be hired

through the program, possibly as work-

study positions.

"But all plans are contingent on the

availability of funding," Smith said.

Some organizations have already

begun recycling programs at the

University.

The Recycling Department, which

employs one full-time worker and three

students, collects white paper and com-

puter paper for recycling from 51 office

buildings on campus, according to Bill

Barrett, assistant director for ad-

ministrative services.

Also in existence is the University

Recyclers, a student recycling

organization.

"The University Recyclers are our

link with the students," Smith said.

NPR show
examines
racism
The second part of a National Public

Radio show about racism at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts will air today at 5:30

p.m. on "All Things Considered" on WFCR,
88.5 FM.
The show is "an opportunity for Black

and White students to talk about their ex-

periences with race and race relations at

UMass," said producer Michael Fields.

Fields said UMass was chosen for the

show because of the racial incidents that

have occured on campus in recent years

and for the University's size.

"It's a campus that's had some problems

with race relations in the past," he said.

Field believes UMass' large size will

enable him to make the program relevant

to other large universities across the

country.

The show consists of three panel discus-

sions held at UMass. One panel was mix-

ed with Blacks and Whites talking about

the racism issue, one panel was composed
of only Black participants and one panel

of only Whites, he said.

"Basically we try to give the student

perspective," he said, "not the expert's."

-ALLEN BERNARD
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The Coordinating Dean of Arts and Sciences, Dr. Frederick Byron, Jr..

and Nu Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa are pleased to announce new members
elected from the Junior and Senior classes. Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest
and most prestigious American honor society in the Liberal Arts. It was
founded at the College of William and Mary on Decemtter 5, 1 776. Yale's
chapter was formed in 1780. Harvard's in 1781. During the next century
additional chapters were added and in 1983 a national organization call-

ed the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa was created. At present, only
237 liberal arts colleges or universities have been accredited by the na-
tional organization and permitted to form chapters. In New England only
six public institutions are so recognized.

Candidates do not apply for membership nor is application made on their

behalf They are nominated by the chapters faculty members on the basis
of their academic records as shown on their transcripts. Candidates must
be majors in one of the three faculties of the College of Art and Sciences

CLASS OF
Mark D Alves

Erika A Bach
Ian Beatty

James L Black. Jr.

Terry J Brennan

Jennifer M Callahan

Joanna Carp

Enn J Desmond
Andrew F Grant

Cathenne B Lotnonte

Susan M Rosa

Vaughn G Valcourt

Veronica M Welch

CLASS OF
Constance L Attendge

Jean E Ayers

Elizabeth M Bieda

Jeflrey W Blanchard

Kyle A Bostian

Holly B Brod

Anne L Buechler

Kimberly A Burke

Jennnifer A Cabranes

Nancy M Callahan

Lisa A Collins

Lucille M Collins

Kathleen A Coyle

Paula A Cecconi

1990

POLSCI
GERMAN-UH
PHYSICS-HR
POLSCI-HR
MATH-UH
HISTORY
COMM-HR

ENGLISH-HR
COMM

POLSCI-HR
ENGLISH-HR

ENGLISH
SPANISH-HR

1989

LEGAL STU
ENGLISH-HR
COMM-UH

POLSCI
ENGLISH
BDIC-HR
SOC-UH

LEGAL STU
COMM-HR
HISTORY

MICRO-UH
ZOOLOGY

ZOOLOGY-UH
ENGLISH

Kerry J Craven

Samba Diop

Yianni R Doulis

Matthew J Draghetti

Janice K Dunlop

Carolynn Fairley

Alice L Ferguson

Gregg M Gartin

Susannah W Gearhart

David A Gold

Michelle W Guboia

Robert K Handelman
Kurt G Hard

Steven L. Howland
Davtd B Jacobson
Linda D. Jarmulowicz

Brett S Jenks

Brenda S Jones

Matthew J. Jorgensen

Nar>cy J Klingener

Michael P Kowaleski

Eleanor Lacey

Karen A Licciardi

Matthew J Longhi

Sheila L Meehan
Mane M Morgan
Thomas O Moriarty

Michael J Morytko

Glenn D Moses
Brian T Murphy

JS/ENG-UH
COMPLIT

PHIL

ZOOL-HR
ENGLISH
PSYCH
MATH
GEOG
PSYCH

ZOOLOGY
STPEC-HR

PSYCH
PHIL

ENGLISH
SOC

LING/PHIL-UH

ENGLISH-UH
PSYCH
PSYCH

ENGLISH-HR
BIOCHEM

ENGLISH-HR
BIOCHEM
HISTORY

SOC
PSYCH
POLSCI
CHEM
PSYCH

ENGLISH

LANGUAGE SUITES
For Fall 19 8 9

A Living/Learning CREDITED experience in

Sylvan residential area providing an opportunity to

speak the language and learn the culture

German
Japanese

Spanish

Students at all levels of German, Japanese or Spanish are
encouraged to apply. Required courses are credited through
appropriate language departments.

Information and registration meeting for all students interested
in living in the Language Suite(s) for next year:

Tuesday, April 18, 1989

8:30 PM
Brown House Lounge

Housing assignments and registration for the program will take
place only at this meeting. Please plan to attend if you are
seriously considering the Language Suite(s).

Formore information contact: Residential Academic Programs
Rm. B-35 Brett House 545-2882 Hrayr Tamzarian or Joe Battista

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nu Chapter of Massachusetts

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

and must satisfy certain grade-point, foreign language, and distribution

requirements set by the national organization. Approximately 4% of

Seniors with the strongest academic records are elected each year; one
half of 1% of Juniors are selected.

For information on Phi Beta Kappa and its chapter at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst, visit the Phi Beta Kappa display near the card

catalogue in the Tower Library.

Lisa A Neill

Maura B Nison

Carrie Nobel

Diana E Noble

Robert G OLeary
Sean P OLeary
Eric R Ossing

Donald R Parker

Meaghan J Ouigley

Christian J Rataj

Deborah J Ritter

Tirrwthy J Robins<yi

Jennifer Rooks
Scott R Ru^ell

Adam C Schlosser

John V Scigltano

Kenneth T Slovm

Elizabeth M Smith

Erica Mane Swanson
Bryan P Symington

Patricia A Tyrol

Philip O Webb
Ann H Wiedie

ENGLISH
ZOOL-HR

BOIC
ANTHRO-UH
POLSCI-HR
POLSCI-HR
JAPANESE
PHYSICS
CLASSICS

POLSCI
BDIC-HR

CLASSICS
CLASSICS-UH

POLSCI
PHYSICS
SEESTU
PSYCH

COMPLIT-HR
CLASSICS

POLSCI
PSYCH
SOC
MATH

Lisa D Bernard

Scott T Campbell

Gregory J Fink

Peter B Gawienowski

Lisa A. Gwirtzman

Jana E Hasten

Peter R King

Heidi E Landry

Eric R Lea

Priscilla H Mark

Lisa M McKean
David R Medeiros

Marco F Monoc
Joseph Occhipinti

Amy N Teare

Giselle E Torres

ZOOLOGY
POLSCI
POLSCI

BDIC
ARTHIST

POLSCI-HR
ENGLISH

BDIC
ENGLISH-HR

CHEM-DH
JAPANESE

CHEMISTRY
POLSCI-HR
STPEC-HR

ENGLISH-UH
COMM

Honorary Member
Prof Lynn Margulis BOTANY

CLASS OF 1988

Nedil Aldarondo-Antonini ZOOL-DH
Steven A Aterding ENGLISH-DH
Katrina L Banks JAPANESE-HR
David R Baron POLSCI-HR

I

I

I

I

HEY
SENIORS:

Last Chance to
Get Shot is

Fri., AprU 14
9 - 5 in Rms. 177/178 of the

Campus Center. Call 545-2874 or
545-0848 for info & appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime

!

Send coupon to address below.
I

Make your checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus Cenfer/UMass, Amherst 545-0848
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Rossi

Alice Rossi

-.ontinued from page 3

equality. "Equality between the Sexes: An Immodest Pro-

posal," appeared in Daedalus in the spring of 1964.

"Her publication in Daedalus was pace setting for peo-

ple, both men and women, on equal rights for women,"
said Piatt. "She has been a force in the department and
brought light to the university."

"When a person takes a position as 1 did (in Daedalus],
a natural flow of events follows," Rossi said. "One thing
leads to another."

One thing led to a number of things for Rossi. Rossi is

one of the founding members of the National Organiza-
tion for Women. "In 1966, a small group of people got

together in Washington D.C. and established the by-laws,

and formally launched it," she said. "We served as the
board of directors until chapters were established."

As a member of the Advisory Board of the Committee
on Marriage and Divorce from 1968 to 1971, she served

as a consultant to the National Conference of Commis-
sioners of Uniform State Laws when the commission wrote

the no-fault divorce law.

Rossi, a mother of three, said she used her experiences

as a parent in writing her new book. OfHuman bonding:

Parent-Child Relations across the Life Course.

"I drew upon my own experiences watching the transi-

tion of my children through adolescence and adulthood.
fViw /•Hmik»*»>» ^•nve contribiiteH to rn'- ^>onk," «he e^irf

The new book is expected to be on the shelves in the fall.

The status ofwomen is improving in some respects, and
is still grim in others, Rossi said.

"There's been a radical change in the occupational

choice of women. Women are moving into jobs that pay
better and they stay in the labor force for a longer time,

with only short absences," she said.

"Women are now considered co-bread winners. This is

better for all, there's less pressure on the man to make
the money, because there's a partner to bring money in,

they share the responsibilty. The mother works, so the

father doesn't have to overwork," she said.

Children also benefit because they see more of the father

Rossi said.

Despite the advancement of women in the workforce,

there is an increasing number of women and children in

poverty, she said.

"There are too many single headed households. It's a

long battle ahead of unsolved problems," Rossi said.

Rossi's husband Peter, also a sociology professor at

UMass. received the Common Wealth Award in 1985.

Alice Rossi said. "It took the edge off being the recipient

this year. Ifyou believe your spouse deserves the award,

and only you are honored, it takes away some of our

pleasure."

lOOKWHAT'S
GOIIIGDOWN

WUIEMDW.
Now at Taco Bell , load up with our sixty nine cent Value Menu. Burritos,

Tostadas, Original Tacos, Soft Tacos and more. Just sixty-nine cents each.

And at this great price, its easy to get your fill. The sixty-nine cent Value

Menu. With so much to choose from, theres always something going down

at The Border

TACOOVEIL
MAKEARUH FORTHE BORDER.

Hampshire Mall

South Maple Street—Hadley

Cards For All

Occasions!
Whatever the cxcasion

I lallm.irk prolwhly has |usl

the right card

to celebrate it.

In |ust your style.

Hallmark
When you care

enough to send
the very best

ROCKY HILL RD., HADLEY
586-6908

DON'T WAIT - - CALL NOW TO RESERVE
YOUR SPACE

YOU STORE IT... YOU KEEP THE KEY

WE HAVE STORAGE UNITS OF ALL SIZES!

" FURNITURE
* STEREOS
* GARAGE OVERFLOW
* CAR

• RECORDS
• EQUIPMENT
• CLOTHES
• REFRIGERATORS

STORE ANYTHING YOU WANT-
SAFELY & INEXPENSIVELY

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ACROSS FROM SIDE ENTRANCE TO
UMASS FOOTBALL STADIUM

* JUST ACROSS STREET FROM THE MAZE
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FUTURE UMIES
campus.

CalkclaB pikoto by Jaaoa Taivniua

Hundreds of children from local elementary schools converged at Haigus Mall yesterday for a tour of the

Women's Forum
March Against Pornography

There will be a march protesting por-

nography on Saturday down Pleasant

Street m downtown Amherst, beginning at

11:45 am wjth an assembly m Amherst
Commons. The Coalition for Non
Oppressive Sexuality invites marchers to

bring banners and signs to the rally and
march

indMGSA Women's Workshops
Luncheon
The Minority Graduate Student Associa-

tion is sponsoring six morning workshops
Saturday on increasing social awareness of

those issues currently affecting Native
American. African-American. Latino
American, and Asian-American women
The workshops will be from 9 a.m. to 12
noon in CC Rooms 162 and 173. and will

be followed by a luncheon buffet at 12 noon

Contact Toya Wyatt, chair. Luncheon com
mittee at 256-1046 or Donna Goodleaf.
treasurer. MGSA at either 545-0327 or
5493203.
Lecture on Pornography
Andrea Eh^orkin, feminist author and

Anli-Pornography Activist, will be speak-
ing on Pornography and Civil Rights this
Sunday, at 7:30 p.m. in Stoddard
Auditrium at Smith College. Elm Street.

Northhampton This free event is

sponsered by the Women's Resource Center
and the l^esbian and Bisexual Alliance of

Smith College in conjunction with the Ad
Hoc Anti-Pornography Committee of

Northampton.
Move-A-Thon
Necessities 'Necesidades announces its

4th annual Fund raising Move-A-Thon on
Saturday. May 13th at 12 noon at the

Unitarian Church in Northampton. The
event will help raise funds and awareness
of Necessities-Necesidades so that ser\-ices

can be maintained for battered women and
their childres. People of all ages are invited

to seek sponsors for the 5 km Move-A Thon.

Student affaiks Information services

COUNSELING PERIOD
ENDS TOMORROW AT 5 P.M.

Questions about Academic Procedures'^
Call 545-1540 and ask for
these tapes by number:

1026

1012

1020

1009

1031

1032

1033

1317

1038

Access to your Academic Records
Auditing Courses
Changing your Major
Credit Load
Graduation Requirements
Pass/Fail Option
Repeat Option
State Residency and Appeals Process
Study Abroad

REMINDER: WEDNESDAY APRIL 19
IS A MONDAY SCHEDULE

see page 17 of the Student Telephone
Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)
Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

THE MASSACHUSE7T? DAILY

fll

m

COLLEGIAN
Experience is a must

to be successful in gaining a
competitive edge in

today's world.

APPLICATIONS FOR

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

are now being accepted.

This position requires Responsibility, Dedication, and
Time Commitment-the qualities that future
employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the
Campus Center (Rm. 1 13) to pick up a job
application and submit it no later than

Monday, April 24th.

M/F - EOE

IMPORTANT ROOM CHOOSING
INFORMATION

THEME COMMUNITY ASSIGNMENT
INFORMATION

Looking for an alternative? Consider one of our Theme Communities. These are smaller communities within residence
halls which bring residents together around a common interest.

Butterfield Coop Information Meeting
Students interested in living in the Butterfield Coop for the Fall 1989 semester must attend the Butterfield

Informational Meeting. This meeting will be held:

Wednesday, April 19
at 8 p.m.

Butterfield Main Lounge

Brett Student Diversity Corridor
Students wishing to move to Brett to live on the Student Diversity Corridor, which brings students together through
discussion of social issues, must attend the information meeting. This meeting will be held:

Tuesday, April 18
at 6:30 p.m.

Brett 4th Floor Lounge

Study Intensive Communities
Residents looking for an envirenment which places emphasis on creating 'quiet space' for academic pursuits should
attend an Information seesion at:

Tuesday, April 18 Thursday, April 13
at 7:30 p.m. at 7 p.m.

Brooks Main Lobby Lounge Baker Main Lounge

Wellness Corridor
Wellness Corridor is an option designed for students committed to a sober lifestyle. Anyone interested in participating

in this corridor community must attend the Informational meeting. This meeting will be held:

Thursday, April 13
at 8 p.m.

Greenough Main Lounge

Older Students Communities
These communities in Wheeler and McNamara will feature a mature environment and activities designed for older

undergraduates. Anyone who is 23 or older interested in moving to this community must attend an information meeting.

These meetings will be held:

Thursday, April 20 Thursday, April 20
at 7p.m. at 8:00 p.m.

Wheeler Main Lounge McNamara Main Lounge

Spanish, German and Japanese Language Suites

If you are interested in living in one of these language suites, you must attend an information meeting. This meeting

will be held:

Tuesday, April 18

at 8:30 p.m.
Brown Main Lounge

Human Kindness Community
This community is seeking to foster a spirit of human kindness and service. Anyone interested in living in this

community must attend an information meeting:

Wednesday, April 19

at 7 p.m.
Lewis Main Lounge

International Community
This community provides for exposure to a variety of cultures and philosophies. Anyone interested in this community

must attend an information meeting:

Wednesday, April 19

at 6:30 p.m.
Thatcher Main Lounge

Gorman Multicultural Living Program
Providing a positive living environment for students of color, this community intends to focus on the diverse academic,

social and cultural interests of its members as well as providing residence hall leadership opportunities. Anyone

interested in this community must attend an information meeting:

Thursday, April 6
at 6 p.m.

Gorman Main Lounge

Anyone interested in living in one of these Theme Communities but is unable to attend the meeting should

contact the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore, 545-2100. Thank you.
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CAG election
continued from page 1

Reilly said last night that Chambers and Smith
should not protest the election.

'The ballots were counted three times," Reilly said,

adding that negative campaigning is an unfortunate
part of every election.

"That's just politics." he said. "We cannot control
negative campaigning. I watched people ripping down
my posters and I didn't say anything. That's just part
of the election."

"Four votes is the same as 200. We won, and that's

it," he said.

Reilly said negative campaigning could have hurt he
and Zarganes as much as Chambers and Smith, since

voters may have either avoided the ballot boxes, or

voted for Chambers and Smith assuming the posters
— five different ones in the past week - were placed
by Reilly and Zarganes

"People were talking about
completely fabricated infor-

mation at the ballot boxes."
- Election coordinator Jennifer

MocNeish
According to MacN'eish. however, election ortlcials

do not believe Reilly and Zarganes were at fault. Both
Zarganes and Reilly have denied involvement in plac
ing or pn>ducing posters.

However, several other students, including Student
Giivernment Asscxriation Sens. W Greg Rothman,
Brian Darling, and former SGA presidential candidate
Josh Gordon, have been accused by Chambers of pro-

ducing and placing flyers.

Rothman denied involvement, while Darling refus-

ed to comment and Gordon said he would not deny be-

ing involved in the production or placement of posters.

Reilly said another point to consider is that a second
election would not necessarily mean an end to negative
campaigning.

"It will be worse than the first election." he said.

"There would be more accusations of ballot stuffing and
illegal voters — it would just be a new can of worms
and another distasteful election."

Still. Chambers and Smith say they were nothing
short of robbed of victory.

"If students understood the extent of negative cam
paigning [in the election], I believe they would be
outraged, and I believe they would want another elec-

tion," Chambers said.

Classroom heterosexism discussed
COLLEGIAN 9

By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Correspondent

Pseudonyms have been used in some canes to protect the

identities nf students

There is an assumption by University of Massachusetts
professors and students alike that gays do not exist in the
classroom, according to Tony, a gay student.

This and other instances of homophobia and heterosex-

ism have been the common experience of several lesbian,

bisexual and gay students who spoke yesterday in the
Campus Center on the "Let us teach you" panel, part of
the UMass" sixth annual Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual
Awareness Week.
The meeting of 35 people, organized jointly by the facul-

ty staff group for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Concerns and
the Office of Human Relations, gave faculty, students and
staff a chance to hear the students' experience
"The individual stories give us concrete examples lot

heterosexism and homophobia], and help us in develop

ing strategies on dealing with it." said University Om-
budsperson Howard Gadlin, who moderated the forum.
Several students cited examples, particulary from

foreign language classes, where teachers ask individuals
students to describe their boyfriend or girlfriend, assum-
ing the students are involved in female-male
relationships.

"Much of the heterosexism in the classroom is subtle
and therefore its hard to openly confront it," said Susan,
a bisexual student. Fears of the reactions by teachers and
other students are other reasons that these issues are not
confronted, students said.

Mar>', however, said there ha.s j^enerally been a worsen-
ing attitude toward the gay community and that students
feel more empowered to speak in a heterosexist manner.
"We have to make teachers feel they have a responsibili-

ty to address homophobia," she said.

Felice Yeskel, program director for lesbian, gay and
bisexual concerns in the Office of Human Relations, said
she was concerned that so few faculty showed up consider-
ing all the individual invitations that were sent to them.

Student assaulted, car reported stolen
A woman told police she was assaulted Tuesday night

while walking on campus near Baitlett Hall She said a
tall, slim man with a dark complexion approached her
tVom iH'hind and giabbed her

The as.sailant ran off when other people arrived to the

vicinity, according to police. Police are investigating the

incident.

A 1982 Toyota Corona was reported stolen from E lot

Tuesday. An estimate of the vehicle was not available

In other police reports:

• A chemistry reference book was reported stolen Tues
day from a lab in Hasbrouck.
• Two vehicles parked in lot 40 were hit Tuesday by

a third vehicle, police .-^aid Witnesses are working with

M tuition hike
continued from page 1

"In all cases [financial aid] will cover the proposed in-

creases. It is geared to help middle to lower income
families," he said.

Zoulas said the average amount of aid for the L400 new-

recipients will be between $200 and $300, he said.

This tuition increase will be the second such raise in

as many years making for a total increase of 15 percent
over 1987 levels.

This increase, as with the last, will fall under the tui

tion retention plan instituted by the Regents last year to

aid state colleges and Universities in raising funds, Zoulas
said.

police to identify the vehicle Damage was estimated at

$400
• A woman reported damage to the side mirror and

taillight of her vehicle parked in lot 22 Tuesday.
• A man reported his vehicle parked in E lot Tuesday

was broken into and a radar detector and stereo were
stolen. There was also extensive damage to the interior

of the vehicle, police said. Damage wase^imated at $300.
• A 28-year-old Amherst man was arrested Tuesday

on an outstanding warrant from the Massachusetts State
Police after he was stopped for a wrong way violation on
Sylvan access road.

- BETH GATELY

Provost Richard O'Brien said the tuition increase is a
necessary evil that must be considered to insure that the
campus has enough money to provide students with a
quality education.

"We are in a very delicate pcMition," O'Brien said, "it

isn't that we're well off— we're pretty much on the edge.
If it turns out we need it to provide a quality education,
then I'm in favor of it."

There is concern among some on campus such as the
Massachusetts Society of Professors, that an increase of

tuition while a tuition retention plan is in effect allows
the Legislature to cut an equal amount from public higher
education's budget

y.

Sophomores and Juniors
now hiring for Fall Semester 1989

COLLEGJAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER
Great experience working for New England's

largest daily college newspaper

Apply Now
Come down to the Collegian Business Office in Campus
Center Rm. 113, lower level, to pick up an application and

job description.

545-3500—Collegian is an EOE

Choose Excellence

COLLEGIAlSf
maRHn

AP piMMu

SKYLINE ART - Artist Paul Shea of Waltham paints the
downtown Boston scene yesterday along Franklin Street, where
the retired art teacher set up his easel.

ANNUAL SPRING SALE
(FINAL DAYS SALE ENDS SATURDAY 15th)

Don Gleason's has "kicked off " the 1989 camping season, with
it's "Annual Spring Celebration Sale" This is our largest sale of
the year and selected items throughout the store will be on sale:
Tents, Sleeping Bags. Air Mats, Foam Pads, Coolers. Stoves.
Lanterns. Camp Sets. Dimng Flys. Back Packs. Daypacks. Propane
Tanks, etc. Shop early for best selection.

Don Gleason's has been serving campers & backpackers for over
31 years with coorieous service, helpful advice, lowest competitive
prices and the best camping gear to be found. We are fully stock-
ed with the widest selection of quality gear all on display.

FREE COPY OF OUR 1M« CATALOG WITH A COPY
OF THIS AD

L V f'. >^> «**i^ X^ CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC
9 Pearl St

, Northampton. MA 564-4895
Store Hours Weekdays 9-5 30, Saturday 9-5

Friday Nights till 9 p m (April & May)

" It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.
Experience on the Collegian is increas-
ingly valued by the editors throughout the
northeast.

"

Howard Ziff, UMass Profaaaor sinca 1971;
Raportar 8, Asst. City Editor,

Chicago Dally Nawz

Come write for the Collegian
113 Campus Center

TIMEOVT
Busch Pitchers

$3.60
.- ^--

SMART COOKIES KNOV...

Bud Light $1.25

Hats - T-Shirts & IMore!!

You Desenfe Some Time Out

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

Attention Graduating Seniors &
farad SfuflAnfttl

^

m E
CHINESE KITCHEN

150 KING ST,, NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

1 St time buyer program avaiiabie
Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadiey Suburu • Rt 9 Contact Luther; 586-6054
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
COLLEGIAN 1

1

'Dinions cr. th;s oaae aie those ct the '.r.div.duql oriifit arid do r.ot necessarily lellect the views c! gmaonBaEBsaaai

Election

reflections
The Student (jovernment Assocation election is

history at this ptiint, but I can't help wanting to voice

some of my reflections and raising questions I've had
on the race. I am just conceited enough to think you
may want to heaj" my thoughts and questions.

Reflection -1: Nightmare on my floor. (The night
before election day) I wrap myself in a modest towel
adorned with colorful pictures of Mickey, Pluto and
Goofy. As I step into my hall with only a thm piece
iif quality fabric to protect me from the world, stimeone

Jon Z. Bowzer
grabs my hand and pumps it with vi^jor. "Hi, I'm Josh!"

I scream.

Reflection -2: Lunch m the Berkshire Dining Com
mons. I'm cornered by a "Jay Miller wanna be" that

advises me with much emotional arm waving to vote

for Guy Glodis.

"Why?" I asked, keeping my queries short and

simple.

"Because he's the only one running that's going to

-•*&-ing do anything." He hands me a leaflet.

"Says here that Guy is going to flght the alcohol

policy," I remark. "Don't you think he's wasting his

time? I'll bet you the remaining meals left on my meal

plan that the policy gets stricter before it becomes more
lenient."

"Yeah, but, well he's the only one running that's gon

na -'A-mg do anything " At every question I ask. this

campaign manager repeats the same phrase. I briefly

imagine myself running for office with this bozo as my
right hand man But only briefly, because it's only fun

ny at first.

Reflection -3: (A dream' I'm watching the speech of

an SGA candidate that has had the whole campus a

buzz. The Student Union Ballroom is packed, awaiting

the pre-election address. I claw my way to the front

punching and kicking.

The man of the hour strolls to the podium, surround-

ed by supporters and led by his mom. "I'm not going
to beat around the bush," he begins modestly. "If

elected this will look great on my resume. Thank
you and good night."

Seeking the Opinion of the Unwashed Masse.s: I

decided to go out and see the reactions of the average
working-class student on the past election. I polled 257
people under the age of 25 at random, of the 257 peo-

ple polled 32 percent thought that SGA stood for the
Sylvan Gay Alliance.

When asked if they thought the candidates address-

ed the various issues that had direct influence upon
the social and educational .status of this institution and
those students who attended this institution, 28 per-

cent said "yes", twenty-two percent answered "no",
while a whopping fifty-three percent said, "Please
repeat the question."

When asked if the election were re-run with the same
candidates today, would you still vote the same way:
67 percent said they would if they could remember who
they voted for. 14 percent said that they didn't unders-

tand the question.

When asked if they were surprised that Tracy Davis
controlled over 60 percent of the vote after the
Minuteman predicted in their March 20th edition that
".

. . the average UMass student is not taking the Davis
campaign seriously," 41 percent polled admitted that
they do not read the Minuteman. 29 percent answered
that they do not take the Minuteman seriously, and
30 percent were undecided.

When asked if they thought that the majority of the
candidates ran for the SGA seat in order to beef up
their resumes, 50 percent said "Can't be!," 30 f)ercent

said "yes" and the remaining 20 percent refused to

comment.
When asked if they cared if they were ever polled

again, 60 percent said, "no," 35 percent answered "yes"
and five percent said they'd get back to me.
As a final thought, I'd like to say that I'm glad the

election is over and that I'm elated that all of those

flyers are gone. And although I'm not especially bright,

I think that the best person won. Which just goes to

show you that America isn't all that bad.

Jon Bowser is a Collegian columnist

They said it . . .

"We do not know what immutable differences in

behavior, nature, ability, or possibility exist between men
and women . . . But it is clear that, until social expecta-

tions for men and women are equal and just, until equal
respect is provided for both men and women, our answers
to the questions ofummutable differences, of "true" nature,

of who should he the scientist and who should be the

secretary, will simply reflect our prejudices.

"

Naomi Weisstein
* * *

"The emphasis must be not on the right to abortion but
on the right to privacy and reproductive control

"

Ruth Bader Ginsberg

MikEhj:J(vich ^

SelP-portrdlt in dd.

BeniDrandt.

Sunflovfere in dl
Van Gogh

.

Alaska in oi

EbCKon.

The search for a realistic magazine
I cant read women s magazines anymore
I used to. Just for a laugh The things they'd tell me

were hilarious. This year, it's in style to perm your hair,

and dahling. you must wear that coral ha.sed makeup.
Slim and sleek is in. Join the millions. Itmk like everyone
else does, but remember, you are your own woman. Even
if "real" women (according to the advertisers* wear eight

tons of makeup, moui«e their hair until they go bald, wear

Pamela McCarthy
clothing that makes breathing impossible, and wear shoes

that were created by the CIA for spy-torture.

They'd tell me how to snag a man. how to marry a man.
or how it was OK to not want commitment (as long as I

had a slew of casual boyfriends, i Of course, I'd have to be
painfully aware of the time left to me by my biological

clock. According to many of these magazines, there is

something wrong with a woman who doesn't have a child,

and doesn't feel incomplete because of it.

I don't read many of these so-called "women's
magazines" anymore. They aren't for women. They are
for fashion designers. They are for Vidal Sasson. They are

for cosmetics and perfume. There is nothing wrong with
these things. Makeup, nice clothes, and pretty hair are
wonderful things to have. There's only one problem.
There's more to being a woman than clothes, makeup, and
glamour.
In magazines such as Good Housekeeping, tips on how-

to get your laundry at its brightest, how to decorate your
home, how to clean your house in only a half-an-hour, and
how to seduce your husband are also featured. They have
a few token stories about single women, but they are
almost always love stories. "Jane, even though she has

Preventing abortion
Over the last few months the topic of abortion has been

spotlighted in the news. First off, I can be classified as
pro-choice, although I do feel that abortion is unnecessary.
Abortion is the symptom of a larger problem — the lack
of, or the improper use of, birth control.

I understand that birth control methods are not 100 per-
cent effective, but proper use would drastically reduce the
number of unwanted pregnancies, thereby reducing the
need for abortions. If the amount of energy spent of pro-
testing the issue was spent educating our children (and
adults) about birth control methods and sex. the problem
would be alleviated within several years.
Of course, this education will be wa.sted if contraceptives

are not made accessible to all who request them regardless
of what their age. (Over 1 million women under the age
of 18 became pregnant last year.)

The perceived immorality and the uncomfortable feel-
ings that surround the use of birth control are our big-
gest obstacles in changing peoples' attitudes. I understand
•that the world is not perfect and there will still be cir
cumstances in which abortion is necessary, such as when
a woman's life is in danger or when a woman has been
raped. A law will not change the attitudes of the people
or give people a sense of responsibility for their actions.
The answer is not to make abortion illegal, but to make
sex education and the use of contraceptives the norm.

Mark Robinson
Amherst

a successful and rewarding career, good friends, and a
close knit family, feels something is missing Bob .swt»efw

her off her feet and makes her realize that all she wanted
was a husband and kids."

Any woman who wants a husband and kids has my sup-

port . If it makes you happy, you should do it . I'm just get

ting sick of every magazine I read assuming that I want
a husband and kids, that I want to stay at home and that

I live for looking like the women in their ads. I don't

I get tired of hearing about how I should dress, how 1

should wear my hair, how I should wear makeup (God for

bid a woman doesn't want to wear makeup), and what per

fumes are the best choices. There's more to my life than
this crap. I haven't seen a woman's magazine that accepts

this. Sure we are liberated, we can wear string bikinis

without arousing any strong disapproval. Please.

Why is it that I've never seen a magazine that addresses
things like jobs, family, and health in a realistic way** In

stead of telling me how to dress for success in every issue.

give me tips on career strategies. Why can't magazines
stop assuming that all women either stay at home with
the kids or at least are obligated to do most (if not all)

of the housework if they have careers? Instead of dieting,

concentrate on how to stay healthy.
I've listened to too many average-sized, healthy women
tell me they are "sows" to enjoy seeing dieting tips in

every magazine.
I like looking good. I am all for a woman having a hus-

band and family, if that's what she wants. Dieting is fine,

if it's for health reasons. However, there is more to my
life than being a pretty, thin, "liberated," woman-who-
needs-a-man. According to many magazines, that's

abnormal.
Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Posters misleading
This is to assure the entire university community,

and residents of the Commuter Area specifically, that
there will indeed be a Union Program Council Spring
Concert on the pond on May 7.

It seems that someone, while campaigning against
two candidates for the Commuter Area co-presidency
distributed a flyer accusing them of stealing money
that should have been used to fund the pond show, and
subsequently preventing the show from happening.

This is simply not true. First, the Commuter Area
Government does not fund the pond concert, the UPC
pays for it all. Secondly, this implies that UPC is

behind the defamatory negative campaigning. We are
not. UPC is not a political organization. We do not en-

dorse anyone's cadidacy, nor do we slander anyone's.
We simply produce concerts.

We at UPC are incensed that anyone would link us
or our show to the Commuter elections, and that we
have been drawn into this ridiculous situation, simp-
ly because someone wants to prevent people from be-

ing elected — even if they have to fabricate an out and
out lie to do so.

The UPC staff

Student Union
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Discovering what we want
Did you ever wonder what you were sup

posed to get out of college? Math majors

know how to solve equations (among other

things). Science majors know about plants,

animals, chemicals, and how the human
body works. Business majors know how to

run a business, how to make the most pro-

fit, *tc. But what does this mean? What
hayg we really learned''

Minu Sebastian
Being in college involves a lot of pressure.

Trying to get papers in on time, cramming
for exams, and at the same time trying to

determine what to do with the rest of your
life. All this stress can make you wonder.
What am I doing here'' What is this all

for?

Some choose minors which will make
them a great deal of money. Others choose
a field where they feel they can make a dif
ference or change the world. And there are
some people who don't know what they
want or why they'd want it.

Trying to decide on a major is a difficult

decision. Most people spend a great deal of

time trying to figure it out — at least I

have. First, I thought I wanted to be a
business major. I started to fulfill the re-

quirements such as Econ 103, Econ 104,

Math 121, and Accounting 221. I wasn't
sure if business was for me — the whole
process of going into the School of Manage-
ment seemed so restrictive. I also thought
about psychology, learning about the
human mind seemed so fascinating. Then
I thought about a COINS major. . . that

thought came and went very quickly. After

it took me twenty minutes to figure out

how to turn the computer on. I decided to

take another route.

It seemed like I was looking for a career

where I would make a lot of money Money
is important, but it's not everything. None
of those careers were really for me.

Moet of the classes I've been taking have
been trying to fulfill certain requirements

for a prospective major or u Gen Ed require-

ment. But, this semester. I decided to take

Legal Studies 250. It doesn't teach you for-

mulas, facts, or how to make money.
Professor d'Errico has opened my mind

to question issues and events that I never

used to think about. I've learned about the

legal system, violence in our society, and
terrorism. I've also learned about human
nature and the power of authority in our

society. But, most important. I've learned

to think for myself. Now I really question

what goes on around me. I try not to take

my rights or the power I have for granted.

I am still not sure what career I want, but

I know what I don't want. I have learned

about myself and what is important to me.

With that knowledge. I think I'm heading

in the right direction.

So, next time you feel stressed out or

frustrated because your GPA isn't high

enough or because you can't find the right

career, be patient. Keep trying different

courses and try not to lose sight ofwho you

are and what you can offer. Keep the faith

and remember. . . it's not all in what you

know, it's what you've learned.

Minu Sebastian ix a UMass student

Heterosexuals promiscuous also
I would like to point out the irony of Rus-

ty Denton's assertion that this nation

discourages cheating on your partner

("Double-standard for conduct wrong,"
April 1 1 ) in light of an article in the same
paper reporting the "resounding ovation"

received by unfaithful Wade Boggs on Fen-

way's opening day ("Boggs cheered,

Clemens razzed in home opener", April 11).

And what do the ever-increasing reports

of date-rape, not to men ion the apparent
popularity of Spring Br' ak in Florida, sug-

gest about how heter.tsexuals view pro-

miscuity? Contrary to Denton's message,
it is too often the heterosexual community
that promotes double standards for the con-

duct it encourages for itself and condemns
for others.

Valerie Moore
Hadley

Animal rights go too far
I must admit that I love animals. I have

a cute fuzzy dog named Morgan who's been
my constant companion since I was eleven.
When I have a place of my own, I want to
get a couple of horses and run a kennel
where I would breed dogs, and train them
for police work. I enjoy working with
animals, and intend to make them a part
of my life.

Lisa Hamelin

Though I care about animals, I also care
about people. Were it not for animal ex-

perimentation, people would be unable to

get organ transplants, blood transfusions,

coronary-bypass surgery, and drugs to con-

trol conditions such as depression, diabetes,

and epilepsy. If there was no animal ex-

perimentation, we'd have to forget about
cures for dread conditions like cancer and
AIDS. I'd rather the world lose a few rats

and guinea pigs than lose someone I'm
close to. Animal experimentation has made
several advances in veterinary medicine.
As for fur coats. I have to agree that the

means of obtaining them are rather cruel.

I would never get a fur coat. I don't care
for the style to begin with. If I had two
grand, I would put it towards the purchase
of a new car before I'd buy a coat with it.

I don't need any more coats, but I'm in dire

need of a car.

I don't wear fur, but I do like to wear
leather, suede, and wool. Some of the
animal rights people are beginning to pick

on those who wear leather. This is absurd.
If a steer or hog is going to be slaughtered
for meat, then its hide might as well be put
to use. too. Some animal rights people are
beginning to protest the wearing of wool,

claiming that sheep are frequently nicked

when they get sheared. There also happens
to be thousands ofmen who get nickea from
shaving.

If the animal rights people had their way,
we wouldn't have a large choice of

materials to wear. The choice would be
limited to cotton, polyester, and rayon.
Then again, the animal rights groups
would probably blast the wearing ofcotton
on the grounds that millions of cute little

boll weevils die in agony when cotton
growers spray pesticide on their fields.

We'd either have to wear synthetics or
become a five billion strong nudist colony.

Animal rights activists frequently harass
sportsmen. They traipse around the woods
during the hunting season, .screaming in-

sults at hunters and trying to take their

shotguns or longbows. The hunters become
more than a bit irritated, and justly so.

They paid for hunting licenses and want
to use them.

It's a well-known fact that good sport-

smen despise poachers and nimrods who
fire on any movement they spot. Responsi-
ble hunting is a good wildlife-management
tool. People who think that hunting is cruel

should stroll through a deer yard at the end
of winter when "Bambi" is emaciated and
near death because there are too many deer
and not enough food.

During World War II, millions of inno-

cent people iierished in Nazi concentration
camps, yet few raised their voices in

outrage in this country. No one cared when
little Lisa Steinberg was beaten senseless
by Joel Steinberg: people didn't want to in-

tervene, for they felt it wasn't their

business. However, millions of people are
willing to rally and take action against the
killing of mink, deer, and rabbits. This
shows what sad shape we're in as a society.

Lisa Hamelin ts a UMass student

Morality not exclusive to straights
Rusty Denton is wrong ("Double

standard for conduct wrong," April 11).

There can be "morality." or standards of

appropriate sexual behavior, which in-

cludes gay or lesbian sex and love. The
standard is simple: it's one of consent. Us-
ing consent as a standard rules out ac-

tivities such as bestiality (animals can't

give consent to have sex with humans),
child molestation (obviously this is against
their consent), and of course, by definition,

rape and sexual assault. If two adults con-

sent to be involved, even if it is for a limited

time, it must be their choice. We give that
choice to heterosexuals; it must be present

for gays and lesbians.

It is obviously the sexual behavior gay
people engage in that concerns Denton. If

this is true, he'd better direct some of his

energy at heterosexuals. Heterosexuals
engage in anal intercourse (sodomy) and
oral sex. They also hug, kiss, hold hands,

and talk, just like gay people do. Contrary
to his assertions, opinion polls don't show
that sexually active people are considered

emotionally troubled. Especially if they are

men. Men are still socialized to view sex

as a less emotionally-situated experience

than are women. It is not surprising that

some gay men (and fewer lesbians) are pro-

miscuous, so are some straight men (and

fewer straight women).
His discussion of lesbians is unclear.

Where did he get the figure that 90 percent

of lesbians were molested by their fathers?

They don't mesh with a growing body of

research on lesbians (and gay men.) Les-

bians come from all backgrounds — some
abused — most not. If women become les-

bians because they're freaked out by sex-

ual abuse as children, why aren't all the

women (millions more than the total

number of American lesbians) who have
been sexually abused, lesbians?

It's convenient for heterosexuals to think

that gay people are somehow different from

themselves, but it's not true. Lesbians were

raised, just like their straight sisters, by

the same culture and families, with basical-

ly the same values. Gay men were likewise

raised by the same culture and families.

Cheating and promiscuity are not desirable

in any situation, that is not what we're ask-

ing for. What we want is not double stan-

dards of morality — we want a legal

guarantee that we won't be fired or harass-

ed without recourse, simply on the basis of

assumptions that people make about our

morality.

Jennie Eichstedt
Melissa Herbert

Belchertown

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and Five-

College Area. All correspondence must be typed, double-spaced and signed (Hand-
written or anonymous submissions will NOT be printed'!!) Mail should be sent to

the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass.And what do the ever-increasing reports Hadley f/tg Collegian, 113 Campus Center. UMass.

A tale of living with his opposite — and surviving
A common complaint at UMass is that the enormous lends further credence to my charge that X is a psuedo- X prefers little girls' games. Exper;A common complaint at UMass is that the enormous

undergraduate population makes students feel like a

statistic. I'll go one .step further and reduce my roommate

to an algebraic variable: X.

X is the generic roommate, the one assigned to you at

random and must tolerate until someone better comes

along. X and I have little in common besides our phone

number. Our incompatible personalities eliminate any

possibility of lasting friendship, yet we manage to share

a few transient laughs about our differences.

The fundamental rift between us is well advertised.

Looming over X's bed is the Soviet flag. Proudly exhibited

next to mine is a 24" by 36" glo.ssy print of Batman and

Robin. I need not go any further into which one of us

values individual freedom.

But the decoration dispute runs deeper. Next to my
"America's First Family" group shot of Fred, Wilma, Peb-

bles and Dino, hangs a gloomy grey-and white Picasso

print. Nostalgic photographs and postcards adorn my cor-

ner of the room. Tacked to his wall is a Vincent Van Gogh

calendar and a poster commemorating a We.st German

butterfly museum. I dwell on memories of friends and ex-

periences; X reminisces about dead painters and moths.

Not surprisingly our heroes do not overlap. I strive for

the ideals of Marty Barrett, Lee Montville, Ted Koppel,

and Martin Short. He cowers to the dogma of William

Shakespeare aird Karl Marx. A glance at his bookshelf

lends further credence to my charge that X is a psuedo-

intellectual. Occupying the entire lower tier is William

and Ariel Durant's The Story of Civilization series, a ten

volume set. Not once has X opened one oftho.se books; they

are for show. His shameful motive is clear. X uses

reference materials to attract and impress psuedo-

intellectual women.

Darren Garnick

To X's credit, the scooping strategy has worked. A
female character named Peach has been haunting the

premises. Yes, that is her real name.
When my roommate isn't snacking on Peaches, he is dig-

ging \f\ on some other type of Yuppie delicacy. I once

caught him spreading pomegranate pre.serves on wheat

crackers. If that isn't atrocious enough, he was listening

to classical music during the process. My favorite mun-
chy, cold cereal straight from the box, would classify as

too blue-collar for X's tastes.

Contradiction inevitably resurfaces during our leisure

time. X abhors exercise, whining that he "can't stand the

stress." I get a dirty look whenever I invite him to go run-

ning. My tennis racquet and swim goggles symbolize pain,

for X finds no joy in sports. He had the nerve to dismiss

soft,ball as "a little boys' game."

X prefers little girls' games. Experimenting with dif-

ferent style ponytails is his idea of fun. My roommate
spends more time on his hair than I do on my homework.
Putting rubber bands in his anti-e.stabli.shment long hair,

X quietly congratulates himself for his courageous social

statement.

On occasion, our minor differences do spark conflict.

My aerobics class has instilled in me a strange affinity

for top-40 music. The lyrics of Paula Abdul and Debbie
Gib.son make my roommate cringe. Armed with this

knowledge. I have a few key songs stored on tape for

harassment purposes. Using Paula and the Debster are

much more effective than traditional swear words. When
insulted. X will mutter something pretentious like "Your
anger only serves to strengthen me."
A quote tacked to X's bulletin board summarizes our

roommate relationship: "We cannot change anything
unless we accept it. Condemnation does not liberate, it op-

presses." - Carl Jung.
I am pointing out our differences, not condemning them.

Despite the fact that my roommate is a card-carrying

Marxist liberal pacifist, I like him. Together we show how
two people from opposite sides of the cultural spectrum
can live together peacefully. For one semester anyway.

Dxirren • Oarnick is a Collegian columnist
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ABTS&LIVINS
DA: Killer was suffering from paranoia

Lonnie Gilcrist

AP photo

BOSTON iAP» — Lonnie Gilchrist was not criminally

responsible when he shot and killed his boss at a

downtown Merrill Lynch office last year because of a deep

paranoia that he was the victim of prejudice, his attorney

argued yesterday.

Defense attorney Norman Zalkind said Gilchrist's

troubled childhood in a south End neighborhood with an

abusive alcoholic father framed his client's later life and

left him feeling powerless and blaming racism for his

failures.

Zalkind also told the jury in closing arguments that the

nature of the crime reflected Gilchrist's mental state on

the day after he was fired from the firm, and urged jurors

to find Gilchrist not guilty by reason of insanity.

"He was out of control, with no plan of escape in front

of literally dozens of people, and what did he say? That

'No billionaire is going to do this to me!" " Zalkind said.

But Assistant District Attorney Ronal Moynahan said

Gilchrist behaved normally the morning he killed George

Cook, a regional vice president for Merrill Lynch. He said

Gilchrist canceled a dental appointment, complete

$125,000 bond transaction and told co-workers he was go

ing to teach Cook a lesson before the shooting.

The defense "wants you to disregard all of that and

believe for the moment in his lifetime he had a brief reac

tive psychosis. It reactive psychosis typically affecUi young

men inn catastrophic or combat situations.

"He was fired at 6:30 the night before, why didn't he

do It then?" Moynahan said. "It's because he didn't have

his gun with him."

A tall black man with a strong build and thick glasses,

the defendant sat with his hands folded and listened in

tently tohis defense attorney's summation.

Jury deliberatons began later yesterday.

Gilchrist, 42, is a graduate of the University of Penn

sylvania's Wharton School who Zalkind said strove for

success but failed to hold down jobs at a major Boston

bank, a Chicago commodities firm, and a msyor computer

manufacturer before he joined Merrill Lynch, where he

worked for two years.

After each failure, Gilchrist claimed he was
discriminated against his employer, Zalkind said.

"Why did a man so intelligent fail so often?" Zalkind

said. "Was that because he was a bad guy. or was that

a result of his illness?"

On April 7, 1988, the day after he was fired, Gilchrist

entered Cook's office, "went over as Mr Cook was sitting

in his chair, put (the gum up as close as he could to him
and shot him three times," Moynahan said.

As Cook crawled toward his door crying for help,

witnesses .saw Gilchrist fire two more shots as he kicked

and beat the executive.

"It's a murder in the absolute coldest of blood,"

Moynahan said.

Zalkind never contested the evidence surrounding the

shooting,

Gilchrist had gone to the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People to file a complaint against

Merrill Lynch in anticipation of his being fired. But

Zalkind said in his opening statements that Cook actual-

ly "spent a lot of time with Gilchrist" and tried to help

him. but "the reality was he was a total failure, he was
making no commissions, practically."

Wellesley College receives $10 million gift
WELLESLEY (APi - Wellesley College

will use a record $10 million gift for finan-

cial aid and expansion ofcampus facilities,

• ipcdMSWoman said Wednesday.

"This is an enormous gift," said Ann
O'SuUivan, noting that the gift is the
largest in the history of the women's
college.

The donation was pledged last weekend
by Elisabeth Kaiser Davis, who graduated

from the college in 1932, and her husband,

Stanton W. Davis, at the beginning of the

school's $150 million fund-raising cam-
paign, O'SuUivan said.

The money will be used for financial aid

for continuing education students, expan-

sion of the science center, dormitory

renovatons and for a new student dining

hall to be named after the Davises.

Both the Davis' daughters also were
graduated from Wellesley. Their son went
to his father's alma mater. Dartmouth
College.

"Wellesley is terribly important as one

of the top liberal arts colleges in the coun-

try, and we are going to support it," Davis

said.

He established a philanthropic founda-

tion when he sold Shaw's Supermarkets to

a British chain of food stores in 1987.

At a fund raising dinner at the college,

Mrs. Davis said she hoped the gift would

be u.stxl to enrich the quality of student life.

SURPRISE SALE! f'^
3 days only

Thurs • Fri • Sat

April 13,14,15

FANTASTIC FOOTWEAR
from Joan & David, Bandolino.
Via Spiga. Paloma, Unisa, Jazz,

What's What, and MORE!

ALL AT 20-50% OFF

STRUT
SHOES FOR WOrvlEM
137 Mam St:. rskDPthamptxjn

]|MMM3MEIMMMMMMPM^MMMEM^M^M^

GREAT
MEXICAN

in downtoyMi Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
}i centtK jr

5M-M7J
tttng row Own
trrr or WInt

AMHERST
' ' BOl TWOOO WALK
2i»Ht7
$err A WInr

SPRINGFIELD
>*9 iUf^HtK Ave
TttOftf

Bring rour Own
Brrr M WInr

Tired of regular dorm living?

Want to live in a JewisK

environment next fall?

—one block from campus
—refurbisked rooms

—an exciting new opportunity

Call tKe Hillel office from 10 a.m. -4 p.m. for details.

545-2526 or stop by Student Union 302.

Selected T-Shirts
1/2 Price

Monday-Wednesday
9.30-6;00

Thursday-Saturday
9:30-9:00

Sunday
12:00-5:00

213 Main Street. Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726

The Brides are blushing as Wargasm approaches
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

This evening, start your weekend off ear-

ly with the Easy Payment Plan, who'll

be performing a 6 p.m. show, upstairs at

Sheehan's Cafe.

WMUA night returns to the Blue Wall

Cafe this evening, with Drivin' and
Cryin', ex- 10.000 Maniacs guitarist John
Lombardo's new project The Hopheads,
and Even the Odd. Doors open at 8 p.m..

Also at Sheehan's tonight will be The
Ray Mason Band, Winston Grennan
will be at Ten Below" Pear! Street I, Katina's

hosts the Blushing Brides, Twisters

welcomes Joe Crash and the Whiplash,
Oregon appears at the Iron Horse, and Ed
Vadas and the FabuiouH Heavyweights
perform at the Hampshire College dining

commons (showtime 9 p.m.).

Classical guitar
L.A. style
By BRYAN HOUSE
Collegian Correspondent

Last Saturday night at Bowker Auditorium, the Los
Angeles Guitar Quartet, made up of Anisa Angarola. John
Dearman. William Kanengiser, and Scott Tennant
displayed their unique sound which has made them
America's premier guitar ensemble.
Formed in 1980, their repertoire ranges from

Renaissance dance conscHls. to flery Spanish ballet, to no-

ble baroque concerti and comtemporary works.
The quartet played five pieces, Gustav Hoit's "St. Paul's

Suite", Bach's "Brandenburg Concerto No. 3", selections

frt>m Copland's "Rodeo", Manuel de Falla's "El Amor Bru
jo", and a new piece, commisioned by the New England
Presenters (composed by David Leisner), based on, and
named after a Rudyard Kipling short story The Cat Walk-
ed By Himself, which was the centerpiece of the perfor-

mance. For an encore to end the evening, they played
"Turkey in the Straw".
The Bach and Copland pieces were excellent, with the

performers displaying their tremendous talents in a tor-

rid fury of spiraling ecstasy. The "Brandenburg Concer-

to" allowed each instrument to step forward from the tutti

texture, which was ideally suited for the four guitar ar-

rangement. Copland's "Rodeo", drew upon Western folk

tunes to capture the pioneer spirit that characterizes the

work, from the portrait of peace and beauty of dusk settl-

ing over the plain in "Corral Nocturne" to square dance
amidst hollers and gun shots of Saturday night festivities

after the frontier rodeo "The Hoe-Down".
The only disappointment of the evening was the new

work be Leisner, "The Cat Walked By Himself. Overly
pretentious, the work lacked a steady rhythm to pull it

through the continuous changes in the story. Although
the piece showcased the ensembles incredible talent, it

lacked suspense and a climax, and became monotonous
towards the end.

However, the followed "The Cat Walked By Himself
with "EI Amor Brujo", a more interesting piece of music
composed by Spain's most celebrated 20th century com-
poser, de Falla. It focused on the flamenco style, which
is the staple of classical guitar work. A rousing piece about

a young gypsy girl named Candelas who is haunted by

the ghost of her dead lover, it ended the show on a spirited

note. The followed it with "Turkey in the Straw", a classic

folk song in which the ensemble blended old Western
themes with other various novelties, closing the evening

with an enthusiastic rave-up.

Although the performance got caught in a rut in the

middle, the virtuosity of the performers and the strength

of the beginning and ending material made the perfor-

mance an excellent showcase for the meticulous precision

of America's leading guitar quartet.

Tomorrow night, catch jazz artists The
Bill Barron Quartet at the Iron Horse for
one show at 8:30 p.m., blues band the
United Snakes perform at Twisters, and
the Boston area Fools take to the stage at
Katina's.

LIVEWIRE

Also tomorrow, The Tom Principato
Band appears along with The
Boogeymen at Ten Below, over at

Sheehan's, Flax Pond play from 6-8. with
Flight 505 following at 9, and locals the
Lonely Moans appear along with Super

Smile and Mr. Softy at the Hampshire
College Tavern.

Saturday, April 15th, Alternative Ten
tacle recording artists False Prophets,
perform at the Hampshire College dining
commons. Doors open at 9:30, and bands
Shudder To Think and The Eels will be
appearing as well.

Also on Saturday, Bim Skala Bim per
form at Ten Below, playing an all-ages

show at 5:30, and an over 21 show at 10;

Sheehan's hosts a triple-bill with The
Malarians. The Vestrymen, and M.D,
and the All-Night Vigil, Katina's
welcomes The Sighs and Telepath.
Twisters hosts rockabilly band The
Rahmies, and The Fringe perform an
8:30 show at the Iron Horse.

On Sunday, April 16th, Amherst College
presents folksinger Bill Morrisey. The
show takes place at the Amherst College

campus center, doors open at 8 p.m., and
appearing along with Morrisey will be
John Gorka.

Also on Sunday, Josh White Jr. per-

forms a 7 p.m. show at the Iron Horse, and
heavy metal locals Wargas-n will be at

Katina's.

On Monday, the 17th, Celtic harpist
Patrick Ball appears along with Canadian
folksinger Eileen McGann at the Iron
Horse at 7 p.m.; On Tuesday the 18th, the
Iron Horse welcomes Latin jazz artist Pan-
cho Sanchez for an 8:30 show, and final

ly on Wednesday, April 19th, the Horse
hosts bluesman Little Ed at 8:30.

Next Week: Sweet Honey and
Rock on April 23 at Smith College.

the

BE A PART OF THE
SOLUTION

Work on exciting fundrai.iing cnmpaiRns for SENATOR .JOHN

KERRY'S RE ELECTION COMMITTEE, THE NATIONAL
ABORTION RIGHTS ACTION LEAGUE, CENTER FOR
MARINE CONSERVATION, THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S
POLITICAL CAUCUS, MADRE, BREAD FOR THE WORLD.
WILDERNESS StK'IETY and SPECIAL OLYMPICS INTER
NATIONAL. The Progressive Group is now hiring mature,

articulate candidiates committed to a humanistic vision of social,

political and environmental change to fill telephone fundraising

positions 16 hours/week; evening and weekend hours. Call

Perwxinol (.'iSfi B6()0) or stop hy P(!l nl Stillivnn Square on

New S4>ulh Slnvl. Norlhnniploii, to nil out an npplicnlinn

98.60 - $9.05 PER HOUR
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES

MUA freebie is sure to be top notch
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

Drivin'n'Cryin's new album. Mystery- Rttad ftheir

third disc in less than three years) on Island records,

is worthy of more praise than I can come up with ad-

jectives for. Their music is described as "metallic

rockers with introspective country inflected ballads"

but it's the fusion of these two styles, coupled with such
points as the solid muscal craftsmanship of all the band
menfbers and the vocals especially that make
Drivin'n'Cryin stand out.

Kevin Kinney, the frontman, has admitted to being
"called a folk singer with long black hair." But what
happens here is those often thought provoking folky

lyrics are not backed by hazey lovey dovey Iron Horsey
guitars, pulling the words back into themselves in a
dreary desert of musical futility, but by driving and
crying guitar work, courtesy oi Kinney and Buren
Fowler. The drumming and bass playing, from JefT

Sullivan and Tim Nielsen respectively, is also very
solid, and together the whole combo seems to give Kin-
ney the ideal forum for expression.

"Ain't It Strange" is reminiscent of the Pogue's
musical miish-mash. while "Toy Never Played With"
escapes comparison with R.E.M. only because of its

ever mounting pasion/anger. "Malfunction Junction"
is plain raunchy, at a time in great need ofraunch, and
"Straight To Hell" is somewhere between pretty and
sad The absolute stand-out on this album, the album
Kinney describes as being "the one that sounds most
like us," is "With The People." The title is not preten
tious so much as to think it is to be pretentiously

cynical. The song is simply beautiful and should be
bathed in often.

In two days. Drivin'n'Cryin will join REM on their

Green tour, but tonight, they play with Even The Odd
and The Fortunetellers at the Bluewall. The show
starts at 8 p.m.. is sponsored by WMUA, and . . . it's

free.

The Best Way Off Campi

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
Service Throughout New England

with Connecting Service Nationwide
Sludvnl Fsrat from

Amr-erst to
Botlon N«w York Clly

$20.95 $34.95
round-irio rotind-irip Tlie People Professionals

TIckaU and Informallon avaUabl* at:

U Maaa Hol»l Amhcrd Hampihlra Pric* WatcS Nonh*mp«en
Talflarfl C«>M*r ColUg* Book *'irma:y But Tarmlnal

S4S-20M •utTarmlnal Slera So Hadtay a««i««euMn.

•4»4000 2M-0431 S4»-4«00 Sn-711S SS6-1030

Open?
days a week

7 a.in.-10 p.m.

(^^^H^tU^ ^4%UC Ofr
107 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst

Speedwash, 11 Pray St., Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St., South Amherst
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Reggae original rocks on
Tonight at "Ten Below" at Pearl St. Nightclub, top

reggae drummer Winston Grennan (right) takes the

stage for an evening of native Jamaican music.

Grennan. who boldly (and somewhat bitterly ) claims

to have created reggae music, has backed the likes of

Bob Marley. Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh with his rock-

steady beat.

Now a resident of Woodstock. New York, Grennan
went through a period of unhappiness when he first

moved to the US, forced to cope with frigid Chicago

winters, and random crime in New York City. The reg

gae percussionist now tours the country with his Ska-

Rocks band.

Tonight's show begins at 8 p.m.

"A Killer

ofa Bio...'*
—Lois Lane , DiiJv Plinet

:m_

A one issue special in DCs Presrige Format

A\-ailable at:

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

Available

m May

Ml a^tlma»rt and DC Bu««i •>• traaamarM o< DC Conxi mc : 1969

Winston Grennan

Monday. April 17th, 3PM-7PM

at The Harkness Lounge

Yale University Medical School

Corner of York & Cedar Street. New Haven

Spring IS the high energy season and the perfea tinne to perk up /our career Pon t miss

this unique opportunity to see for yourself the pnde. prestige and professionalism that

characterizes the Yale New Haven environment.
t

As an internationally recognized teaching and research hospital, we have the resources to

offer fou the professional development and achievement you seek. If you share our com-
mitment to exce'lence. we have challenging, high visibility roles for the following

• New Graduates and Experienced RNs • Pharmacists

• Clinical Nurse Specialists • Respiratory Therapists

• Nursing Managers • Medical Technologists

• Radiation Therapy Technologists • Pharmacy Technicians

• Radiologic Technologists & Specialties • Physical Therapists

• Nuclear Medicine Technologists

Come to our Reception your SPRlNGboard to success:

• MEET our managers and your fellow professionals
• INTERVIEW with the departments of your choice
• TOUR our facilities

• EXPLORE the opportunities m our unique environment
• ENJOY the rewards of an excellent compensation program

For more information/directions call (203) 785-5083

rentAnreck

N«w A UMd Car*
Inttk* a V«w AIM A^a^abto

|

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Amtterst

54»-RENT

CINEMA
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK

Working
Girl R

* $2.50 w/stud«nt ID

FASshowtim«7ft9:15
M-Th 7:30 1 show only

AMITY ST. 253-5426

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Opmn For Lunch

Tuos.-Fri. 1 1 :00a.m. - 3 p.m.

I'l you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95—Homemade soups, salads, etc.

Also Sunday Brunch 11-3
And a Now Wost Indian Bakory

and Pastry Shop
Wedding and Birthday Cakes

All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 11 a.m. -3 p.m.

Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.

Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events
206 Russell St.. Hadley.

on the bus route—586-4389

• Refreshments will be served

• Free parking available m our
York Street air rights garage

Yale New Haven
'Hospital

RESUME
Send us yours.

And we'll include it in our

National Hispanic Resume Database.

We're looking for pre-professionals and pro-

fessionals in the fields of engineering, com-

puter science, finance, management, busi-

ness, accounting as well as other profes-

sions. Your resume will be made available

to corporations, including the Fortune 500,

seeking Hispanic candidates.

So go ahead. Mail us yours today!

There's a $5 processing fee. Make checks pay

able to Hispanic Business.

NHRD/Hispanic Business
360 South Hope Avenue
Suite 300C, Department C

Santa Barbara, California 93105
"**

Ph 805 682 5843 Fax 805-687 4546

Major League bats far less than 1,000
By DOUG MIDDLETON
Collegian Correspondent

Major League
Mt. Farina Theater*

Major League is an amiable baseball

comedy, but unfortunately, amiable
does not carry the film. This is one of

those films where you know all the fun

niest bits from the television commer-
cial, so when they arrive on the screen

they tend to be a letdown.

FILM REVIEW
The plot concerns the take-over of the

Cleveland Indians by an owner who
desires her team to continue their

woeful losing streak so she can move
them to Miami. She assembles a squad
of misfits only a Hollywood sports film

could acquire. This motley crew includes

an over thehill catcher Jake Taylor

(Tom Berenger), a shortsU^, Roger Dorn
(Cwbin Bernsen), who does not want to

dive for grounders, in fear of messing up
his face, and a recently paroUed pitcher.

Ricky "Wild Thing" Vaughn, played by

Charlie Sheen.

The main problem with this film is

that it is too predictible. This is movie
baseball with slow motion swings and
characters who aren't really people, just

set-ups for gags. Any movie-goer knows
that the film will end with the "big

game", and though the Indians playoff

against the Yankees is expertly and
realistically filmed with the stadium
filled with fans, it is about as
su.spenseful as an episode of "Gilligan's

Island"

him at his ex-lover's fiancee's dinner
party, where he tells off a sleek lawyer
as he leaves the party with a most
memorable line.

The majority of humor is derived from
typical baseball hijinks. with the

players bumping into each other, or any
other scenario you may have caught on
a Marv Albert "'Wacky World of Sports"

segment on Late Night With David Let-

terman. The funniest dialogue and gags

are provided by Bob Uecker. who downs
Jack Daniels while providing his own
crowd noises when their aren't any to

be heard.

You've seen this all before. It's The
Bad News Bears minus the teen-agers

and a sorely needed Walter Mathau.
There are far better sports-oriented

films you can rent for the VCR. Since

it is baseball season, try last summer's
Bull Durham with its strong
characterizations, or take a swing at

Barry Levinson's mythical The Natural,

starring Robert Redford. For hockey
fans, Slap Shot with Paul Newman as

an aging player is one of the raunchiest

and best sports films, or try North
Dallas Forty starring Nick Nolte as a

football player on a thinly disguised

tmua resembling the Dallas Cowboys,
which scores points for its adult humor
and fine performances. And if basket-

ball is your game, try Httosiers with the

always reliable Gene Hackman.
As for Mofor Legue, it's not totally ofT-

baae. but compared with the above men-
tioned films, Mmor seems very minor.

Sheen and especially Berenger. do a
credible job. Berenger has the thankless

job of carrying the trite "love interest"

story sub-plot (chasing an old girlfriend i.

but he comes out of the film unscathed.

One of the film's best scenes in fact, has

PtMi«e rcNiHMqr af Paraaavat Ptctum

Charlie Sheen, Corben Bernsen and Tom Berenger star in the
Paramount Pictures release Major League, which premiered in

theaters last week. Box office returns have been in the millions
of dollars, while reviews have been mixed.

There's more than one litter problem
m your neighborhood.

Tho ncMra>kci1ii)bth<irn Hunhcirnn)thcr>
(TO ntT> hijurfct iht- Uk-jI jnimal •ihc-Ucr v\<mld

Nurili Jiiiu '.hi 111 li.xiJ ht.iif ?>

Iho Uidn I riaii/f liiJt iih»i nt tht 1 * S million

iinwanicil animals put tuJcathc-aih icar-irc

not str4\ > Thcx re piippii-s jnil kitten-, born in

mil- honu-s like \ourMhai h.isi- to ih- killtil tn

make room lor more

Ha\in(! vour pel spuxed or neinerni islheonlv

\\a\ to reduce the sad numher ol o\k nerless Uoj;-

and i-Jts dcMrrncd «hi<, vcar ll w ill alvi mcrea-se

\ ourpet > chances ot Imnp a loneer aiul healthier

hie Thai re<ip<insihilir\ is \ ours alone ^ou II ik xer

stop \ our pcLstriMTiaclinjjnaturallv Bui il \oii

love them \(>u'll ha\f ihem fixed

lalk ti.xourxeterinarian Oriontati iislor a iret

inlormalion packet on birth lomri'l tor mkit pii

Greenfield Area Animal Shelter

155 French Kins Highway

Gnsenfield. MA ol301

(413)773-3148

ALL Week Starting Monday April 10th
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SUMMER JOBS
FREE HOUSING FREE HOUSING

HOUSING SERVICES
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
ASSISTANT-$5.00 PER HOUR

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR-$6.00 PER HOUR
QUALIFICATIONS:
Must be a student with experience in one or

more of the following areas: light maintenance,
cleaning, grounds, office work and/or furniture

moving. Supervisory experience required for

supervisory positions.

DUTIES:
Assigned to one of four Housing Services
Maintenance and Operations residential area of-

fices to perform a variety of tasks in campus
residence halls. Duties may vary, as indicated by
the above listing. Summer work performed by
students contributes to Housing Services'
maintenance and cleaning programs and to the
preparation of residence halls for conferences
and fall opening. Complete description of duties
from offices listed below.

HOURS:
Eight hour work day (7-1/2 hours paid, 1/2 hour
unpaid lunch). The earliest starting time will be 7
AM and the latest finishing time will be 4 PM;
May 29 through September 1 . Some half-time
positions available.

FREE HOUSING available for individual student
employees in good standing for the period of
employment, subject to University and Housing
Services' regulations and policies. A dining com-
mon will be open for meals during the summer at
the student employee's expense. If vacation time
is authorized, the employee must pay the daily
rate of $6.05 for housing each night of the vaca-
tion period.

TO INQUIRE OR TO OBTAIN AN
APPLICATION, PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF

THESE OFFICES:
Maintenance & Operations
103 Berltshire House
5-1960

Orchard Hiil/Centrai Area Office
B30 Baiter House
5-1333

Southwest/South IMaintenance Office
101 Cance House
5-0439

Northeast/Sylvan Area Office
103 Johnson House
5-0403

Southwest/North Area Office
1 Kennedy Tower
5-0392

Family Housing Office
Wysocki
5-3115

OR: Visit our tabie on the Campus Center
Concourse April 24, 25, 26.

Housing Services Is an equal opportunity employer.

FREE HOUSING FREE HOUSING

Indulge without the Bulge
Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and

no cholesterol.

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

Northampton
Main Street

"Why Should I Register...

...For PUBUC HEALTH 216?
(Peer Health Promotion Program)

Lei Me Count the Whys.

I

1

2
3
4,

I can cam three academic credlu.
It can help me to meet lots of people.
It can help me to improve areas of my own health.
It can improve my chances of getting a Job, becaase I will repfescal
the UaWersity Health Services.

5. It wUI teach me skills valuable in any career like leading a workshop,
giving a presentation and developing marketing strategies.

6. It can really help me part of a team working to improve UMass.
7. It will teach me aboat important public health issaes like seznally

transmitted diseases and AIDS, cardiovascular illness, cancer, accident
prevention, eating disorders, stress and consumer health.

8. In short, it might be the most important course I take while I'm m
student at UMass.

If To« art crtattvt ui<t moUvaicd ttadcat. can the HuHk Bdvcallea Dtvisloa to Had Mrt
more b«fer« 70* pUa yomt Fall schcdate. 54»-2671 «rt. 181.

Pra-r«gls«cr for PabUc Htaltb 216 CUm wiU a««« T««adaT« wid ThandaT* 2 30-3 45Om SatardaT trafalag mmIob ia September will redact claaa Hw
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DEATH SHACK — This is a shack on the ranch near Matamoros, Mexico, where authorities found the mutilated bodies of at least
12 victims, including the body of University of Texas student Mark Kilroy. Authorities the killings are linked to drugs and satanic
worship.

Harvard takes record number of minorities
BOSTON (AP) - Har>ai^ University

had accepted a record number of minority
students for the class of 1993. including 2
percent more Asian-Americans, to 15.3 per

cent of the 2.150 students admitted, is not

a response to complaints ofdiscrimination

at the nation's oldest university.

Since last fall the U.S. Department of

Ekiucation has been investigatin gwhether
Harvard and the University of California

at Los Angeles used illegal quotas to

restrict the number d" Asian-Americans ad-

mitted. Both schools have denied using

quotas for any ethnic group.

"This is the twelfth year in a row that

we've set a record for Asian-American ad-

missions," said William R. Fitzsimmons.

dean of undergraduate admissions and

financial aid.

Fitzsimmons attributed the increase to a
steady rise in both the percentage of Asian-

Americans in the applicant pool and the

quality of the students applying.

The U.S. population is only about 2 per-

cent Asian. But because Asian-Americans
tend to be high academic achievers, they

represent a much higher percentage on the

campuses of many top universities.

Asian Americans leaders, however, have

said the real issue is not how many Asians

are on campus, but what percentage of

qualified applicants are accepted.

About 14.6 percent of Asian Americans
who applied to Harvard were accepted in-

to the class of 1993. compared with 13.3

percent last year.

That is likely to mean that 16 to 17 per

txnl of next fall's freshmen will be Asian,

because Asian Americans admitted to Har-

vard tend to attend at higher rates than do

other ethnic groups, including whites. Fitz-

simmons said.

Overall, 32.3 percent of those admitted

were minorities, the highest ever, he said.

Black student accounted or 9.6 percent, vir-

tually unchanged from last year, and

Hispanic students for nearly 7 percent, he

said.

Roughly 13 percent of those admitted

were the sons or daughters of Harvard

alumni, down slightly from previous years.

"Our policy has always been, all other

things being equal, we would try to tip to

'wti's and daughters of alumnaeand alum-

ni," Fitzsimmons said.

Applications to Harvard dropped 1 1 per-

cent this year after a record surge last year.

Fitzsimmons attributed the drop to a

decline in the total number of 18-year-olds

in the Atlantic states, from which Harvard
draws the most students.

"This year there will be somewhat fewer
students from New England because of the

demographic changes," he said. However
the university accepted more applicants

who planned to major in computer science,

engineering, physics and mathematics.
Tuition at the Ivy League school next fall

is $13,544. and room and bfiard is $4,835.

The average scholarship is $13,500. Fitz-

simmons said.

JUST STOP! WAIT!!
KEEP GOING

Smith Corona Portable Word Processor

$100 OFFon Personal
Word Processor

Typewriter Service on all makes
and models

Supplies, Ribbons. Correction Tapes. School
& Office Supplies tor Projects, Reports &

Term Papers or tor any Type Job!!!

Repairs Done On The Premises • Repairs
You Can Trust and That Are Done Efficiently

WASN'T THAT WORTH IT!

TVPcwRrrcR scrvice

«S N. n*OMn« SI.. Amltertt 2S3SOC7

We'll help yotf ta^et in on
good prices to ciirope

this sttmmer

UMass Arts Courxsl

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts related projects and events:

Thursday, April 26

Guidelines and application forms
are available at the Arts Council

office arxj the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall. 545-0202

Yottr Partners In Travel

586-8953

Visit our
New Showroom

and catch

the Honda
"Heat Wave"

Sale

(jtcKjyv* ffjonal D>5tnt)irtc« tor

W CONNELLY
l> » I MU I MAM fV II KIM .

FUUUNEOf
£L^ BILUARD ft

J^M GAMEROOM
SUPPLIES

BROwrrs

Ml FARMS MAUo 584-0916

HONDA.
Come ride with usi

Walley
jMlotorsports

216 N King St

(Rl 5)Norlhampion 584-7303

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Amherst 549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

DOWNSTAIRS
Thursday April 13th

HEGGAE. REGGAE. REGGAE!
From Jamaica

WINSTON
GRENNAN

AND THE SKAROCK BAND
"King of Reggae Drums"

Only $5 at the door

Friday April 14th

THE
TOM

PRINCIPATO
BAND

Washington DCs Blues

Guitar Powerhouse plut

THE BOOQEYMEN
Boston's wild young hellions of

Rockabilly—$7 at the door

Saturday. April 15th

The Best SKA To Be Found"

BIM SKALA

PLUS SMdCIAL GUESTS
CHECK PLEASE
THE DISCO GARAGE BAND
SHOWTIME 10:00 p.m. (

BIM SKALA BIM
All Ages Show 7

p.m.
413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST. N HAMP
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S3C SZ arc az 33

Mtirtmiytim^.sk9fisit/etHifm44ll

m
ICHELOB and

MICHELOB LIGH'

$1199

1
Cds« of 24
12 02 tattles

GROLSCH $
•Mot24 i2o; bottles

rnium Win«s

$2991

.3 Liter

Pr«m1
8ALEM.9S

^REBATE '2 cost
'

chabiis • bufgundy • rhme • vin rose • red
'ose • pink criabiis • biusri

STOUCHNAYA VODKA
\^ SALE $17.99^^ ilQQ

MAIL IN ^^^»»
' REBATE $3.00 1 75L

LIQUORS 44 GIN

«1579
^Jse o' 24 12 oz bottit

MARCUS JAMES
WHITE ZINFANDEL ^^ COST

l*.^».
rii£MaM

FALSTAFF and
FALSTAFF UGHT
case o» 24 i2oi earn

PEPSI and QQe 9
DIET PEPSI^^ -^

Riunite

$399
dCMO, lot*
IXuSA, txaiKo.
p««ch, larrtbrusco
raspberry

SCOTCH WMNKV

^SALEtll.M MAIL-IN
REBATE >3 w^i

1 5 i>te»

WIDMER

EXTRA DRY CHAMPAGNE

i_lW5*l|M2-
$099 W pARCARDieo
^0 I PREMIUM BLACK 'P-^

750 mi

69
COST M«*TI t3 00

COLLEGIAN

WANTS

YOU

We ctre looking lor

writers
Come dovm to 113
Campus Center

SK 3S 2S

No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - TO THE PUBLIC ONLY

mwimnmm wompa's

p^ Amherst Drop Zone

ALL
CUSTOMERS

WILL BE SHOWN
BOOK VALUE!!!

SEE WHY
WE WILL SELL
40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SALE

586-8626

736-1919

./iii

i USED CAR
,
AVAILABLE WILL

/ BE SOLD WAY
^BELOW N.A.D.A.

RETAIL VALUE

r

ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS HAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY
CHECKED BY OUR FAMOUS 27 POINT CHECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA
* niir«gar4 rr^m»g9171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA

Ttf only Qftuin* Aany/Navy Ston m tff mrti" vi

OPEN 7 DAYS
I

A WEEK! I
M-W 10-6 ^

• THURS & FRI 10-8 ^
SAT 10-6 |l

• SUN 12-5 ^
103 H. PiMMnt St.

i5 Amherst
(Behind Bart's

256-0039
10% OFF ^
with this ad ^S

next to Panda East) Kl

ŵ

COLORf• Create full *
color, htg^-quality

reproductions of

co*or pnotos. 35Tim
film, or any color

document
• Change colors and create

entirely new images.
• Reduce or enlarge images
from SO'c to 400%.

• Get customized, full -color

copies for all your Dusiness
neeos. wnether you're in real

estate. aaverTiS4ng ex

graphic design
• Ideal tor all your personal

color copying needs.

Canon
COLORLASERCOPIER

AMHERST COPY
CORNER

37 East Pleasant St. • Amherst • 540-2S54 I

Choose Excellence
H\>^7,r:e^S

COLLEGLftJSr

•.V*-*

•*l always recommend to incoming
students that they write for the Collegian,

both because the Collegian should

always look at fresh talent and because
the work is good preparation for study-

ing journalism."

Jim Boylan, Professor ot Journalism,

UMass sirtce 1979;

Fouffding Editor, Columbia Journalism Re¥l9w

Come write for tl^e Coilegian
113 Campus Center

DRINK SPECIALS
Rolling Rock Bottles 99C
Meisterbrau Pitchers $3.50
Vodka Drinks $1.50

Don't Forget Mii<e's Famous
Friday Afternoon Buffet!

THURSDAY NIGHT IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKE'S

PRINCESS ANNE - Britain's Princess Anne, daughter of
Queen Elizabeth, after opening a parish church hall in Windsor,
west of London, yesterday as Britain's royal-mad tabloid
newspapers continued to speculate her 15-vear marriage to Mark
Phillips was on the rocks. Navy Commander Timothy Laurence,
the royal aide whose stolen letters to the princess sparked rumors,
stayed on duty behind the walls of nearby Windsor Castle.
Phillips was on a trip to Spain.

THE
AFROCENTRIC LECTURE SERIES

m

"African Origin of

Civilization: Rewriting the

History of the World

Leonard Jeffries, Ph.D
Chairman of the Black Studies

Dept. at City College of

New Yorl< (CCNY)

"In Rememberance of

struggle Marchus,
Muhammad, and Malcolm"

Lenworth Gunther, Ph.D
Historian. Author. Educator

and Lecturer. Founder and
President of Edmedia

Associates, Inc.

Thursday, April 13, 1989 Thursday, April 27, 1989 |§

Campus Center Room 174-76 Campus Center Room 101 ^
7:00 p.m. Sharp 7:00 p.m. Sharp '^

lU

fU

m
m

Sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors Program
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

m
m

^0 1
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_ _-^__-____^ AP photo

I IFE OILY CONTINUES - Sea lions swim in the southern bay of Naked Island yesterday afternoon, as the cripled oil tanker

Exxon videz site at anchor offshore. The tanker, which spilled 10.1 nullion gallons of crude oil into these southern Alaska waters

20 days ago, is awating temporary repairs to its damaged hull. ^ ^ _

—

HOW IMADE SlimOO
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKHieWEEKENDS

tt

When my friends and I graduated

from high sch(X)l, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and

hamburger joints, putting in long hours

for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one

weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our

state during emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an

important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such

an important job, they're helping me
make it through sch(X)l

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash

bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,

thanks to the New Gl Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Anny
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more

—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH C0LLI:GE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•Ill Hawaii 737 5255. Tuert" Rico 721 4550. (iuani 477 9<t57, VirRin Islands

iSl Cr(Mx> 773 6438; New Jfm-y; 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult your local

phone directorv
, , ^ „ , j .. <

c |<t85 I'nilcH Slates {".ovcmmeni as represented by the Secretary oJ Defense.

All rights reserved

T

MAIL TO: Army National Guard. P.O. Box 600(). Clifton. NJ 07015

j
D M t) F

I
NAME

I
ADDRESS

I

CITY/STATE/ZIP

I
AREA CODE I'HONE

I

US CITIZEN D YES D NO

S<KIALSECt)RITV NUMBER
I

I
(KCIIPATION

' STUDENT umr.HSCH(K)L C] COLLEGE
I

PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE YES O NO

BIRTH DATE

BRANCH
I

RANK AFM/MOS NattonalOuaid
A1CLJC10049NP

ArmyNational Guard
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

*-'•« 0* ."••»%* f>-*w i,nn tarn

'Just keep him calm for a couple of days ....

he's got lockbody."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
BtCAUSE. REMMN& T\C
BEDTlMt STORy IS M.

V

AND W AWEM2S TO Bt Wt
OMLY 'QU>S JOB' ffOJm VCRE

HjiC mow

T0N»6MTS STO8S

ISCftlLED.'WHl

nilNC^ 04AGMIKG
STMtD S»N6l£.'

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
iCANiau/ava

DOCTOR HOUICAN
t€»d306LIB
ABOUT t^i^JNPI'

I'MNOT
Sunt,

JOANie-...

3UT1 POmOUIT'S NOT
UXay TDOOONINPCFINITBLy.
HIS SUFFmNO MIU. BeCOMB
TOO M0NSTKOU9 I'M GlAP -
ANQlk\SUf^HtSaAP-yOU
SAW HIM AT THIS STAGB

LATtR. HB COULDOOBUNP, LOSd
HtSHAlR.O(!SHR]^l.UPLlKeA
RAISIN FKOMHeHfPRAVOH AiPS
PAVetiT^ CAHBVm Pt^EiOP
FUNOAL iNFSCTtONS NOKMAuy
POUNPmCMKXBNS ANP rATS > BUCK'

0070
suep,
ANpyi

MOORE, PART 3 By AL ARPAD
So the word went out

throughout the land:
What shall we do with
the angry kiddies?

(f
MOVI LOIU; 'TIL

CAM MOVE OFF
CArtPOS ?

There is no

41 Z PAYS,
. (, HOURS

/IINUTt^

Ho HALLSPORfS

MO ALCOHOL
No \xm wm\^
No HAVING FOhJ

.

Soon a wise daddy appeared and said: /^

reason for this unhappiness. The University is

the best of all possible worlds . If the kiddies are

angry, we should put them in a room and let them talk

to themselves. At least they

won't hassle the dnddies

inymore; they'll only

hassle each other."

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

COLLEGIAN 21

ETC
"Basically, Joseph Hazel-

wood got drunk and hit a
state."

- New York Daily News columnist

Mike McAlcry
J

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Tnide Michel Jafle
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21-Aprt 19) A
good day to look mto the true

state of your rnancm affairs

Close tt>e txx>t(S on on ok)
romance and go smino rt pmut
of better times The future holds

wonderful surprises

TAINHIt (April 20-Mav 20)
9Jki savings and stay m the black
Keep your aedit cards m you
pocket Showing more affection

wH creote a better cHrrxjte for

ck^se rekjtionshcis Loved one
needs your ufxaerstoryirig orxl

support

MMiNI (f^ay 21-June 20)
Short- term erriotional in-

volvements rTKjy be too com-
oKcoted to be satisfying Look for

new worlds to cofxjuer in your
career fiekj Do rot gnn m to

pressure from overly cautious
ossoctates Thnk boka"

CANCn (June 21- July 22) You
ore occountoble for your own oc
tons, but not for anyone else's As
your personal resources grow, so

aoes your happiness Try to com-
plete whatever you start today
FolkDw-through s vttol

tlO (July 23-Aug 22) Accept
We OS It arrives on your doorstep
Good fortune is on t^ie way A
porent-chitel relationship takes on
o new dimenson This coutel be o
day of surprisng revekjtions Know
yourself

VltOO (Aug 23-Sept 22)
Alttough early morrxng may be
unsettling, by evening you wHI feel

good about almost everything

Postpone both travel and laun-

ching new pxpiects Be extra
careful it you work with heavy
machinery No daydreaming!

LIMA (Sept 23 Oct 22)
CtKmces ore you wl get mpor-
tont new responsibikties Moke
sue you alio get poK] for what
you w* be domg A spiritual

reowokenng b part of the pcture
You feel a new opfmam

l«)eHO(Oct 23-Nk>v 21) Sfoy

tn the saddle at work and show
iK^xit an effective leader you are
Outdoor activities provide a
voluaoiectxjngeof pace Inviteo

ctose fnend to loin you Educa-
tkDnol endeovors dbo poy off

SAOITTAmit (Nov 22 Dec 2I>

Somethng txipperts that raises

your expectations vou wi need
to be extremely dipkxratc with

higher-ups for ttie remoirxJer of

the week Be cwefui not to

Overstep your authority Go
ttvough chorvieis

CAPtlCOMI (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Business deal wi be complicated.
Rely on expert advice and you
couka see higher profits m the near
future Pay attention to your intui-

tion. Gong agamst your instincts

woukj be o big mistake

A«UAmUS (Jon 20-Peb ») Lit-

tle wii: starid between you and
success toooy vour persistence is

rewarded Good luck affects your
money supply The worst is over
where a rekatxansMp is concerned
You will find happiness again

nSCiS (Feb 19-March 20)
Listen to your peers, but moke
final decisions based on your own
experience and knowledge Treat

children like individuals. Get
skeletons out of closet

MENU
LUNCH

Top-your-own txjked potato
Giant hot dog on roll

BASICS LUNCH
Top-your-own baked potato
Chicken fronk on roll

DINNER
Roast top round of beef
Cheese spinach strudel

BASICS DINNER
Mixed bean casserole

Cheese spinach strudel
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AP photo

BUSH — President Bush shields his eyes from lights as he addresses the American Society of Newspaper Editors in Washington
yesterday. Bush called for stricter ethics in government.

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER

Same Day ^GrvicG
FILM IN BY 10:00 A.M / PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 P.M.

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Law Offices of

Henry Dickson

25% Student
Discount

(413) 586-3005
41 Main Street

Florence. MA 01060

2 miles West of

Northampton on Rt J

Meeting Notice
Top of the Campus Inc.

(TOC, Inc.)

will hold its annual
meeting and Elections in

Campus Center
Rm. 804, May 11, 1989

at 3:00 pm

V^HATA
TRIP...

(only two minutes)

Monday through Sunday 10 am-9:30 pm
Sundays 12 pm-5 pm

South Maplf Sin-.-t, Htc 9, Hiullcy. MA

Grecoi
Pizza

Isle off Mykonos
We serve authentic

GREEK CUISINE

Our whole wheat
pizza Is perfect for

weight watchers!!!

Delivery 7 days a

week to S. Amherst
from 5pm to 1am

Clos* to Brittany,

Southwood A Rivardal*
460 Wast St., Amharst
1 mlla south on Rt. 116
Naxt to RAP Uquors

Tel: 253-9239
256-4196^

EMPHES?
We'll gladly take 'em!

WE NOW
HAVE

MEGABUCKS

Super selection

of Beer & Wme

We stock over
100

brands of beer

R:l
) LIQUOR

-^ STORE

'Ihe friendly store..

West St. Rte 116,

S. Amherst 253 9742

Bruins want to forget history as they take on Montreal
BOSTON (AP> - The Boston Bruins, students of hockey

and not history, believe present performances are more
important than past failures to their future success.
The Bruins have made a habit of beating teams they

hadn't beaten in a long time. Their next chance to to that
comes Monday night in the opener of their second-round
NHL playoff series at Montreal.
In the regular season, the Bruins played Montreal eight

times. They had seven losses and one tie.

But in that same season, Boston had five losses and

three ties in its eight games against Buffalo. Then the
Bruins beat the Sabres four games to one in the playoffs.

And last season the Bruins beat Montreal 4-1 in the se-

cond round after losing 18 consecutive series over the
previous 44 years to the Canadiens.
"We were 0-5 3 vs. Buffalo and we felt pretty confident."

said Randy Burridge, who had the first goal in each 6[
the last three games against the Sabres. "We feel confi
dent aft«r this series and we'll feel confident going into
the next series."

The second game of the best-of-seven Adams Division
final is scheduled in Montreal Wednesday night. The next
two games will be in Boston the following Friday and Sun-
day nights.

Montreal is a much better team than Buffalo, eliminated
in a 4-} loss Tuesday night. It also has improved since last

season when Boston went all the way to the Stanley Cup
finals before being swept by Edmonton in four games.
Montreal had a 115-88 point advantage in the final

Adams Division standings this season.

AM VOU HAVmC A PARTY ,
tunclKyt Mc

and want a Dana flat STANLEY inaneo
aatwMon m root anS rtiytlun and Mum awt

•iacMy your vvanl H mHrMlad piMM cal

Man S4»l6a2 or *Ur> $464805

ACTIVITIES

NSAIWOAV MONT VOCO Thra* Mwi
and a Baby 4/U m Front LOMnga ol

Krwrwan Camar A* «Miconw Fiaa 7 aOpm

SCAVtNGER HUNT APMl i^ Win am
cartrfcMaa tJ«ap>a Spaa WatdanbooM.
SedaO«v f^m Cali»«-i«e« ScwnaonM)

by Scianca Fiction Sooaty

READ OUR Vff% REP CONTEI No Contra

A<d' Come M me CASA taMa CC Con^

couraa and aand hen poatcwd*. Frcday

VKfMMii VOLLCVSAU. PCAVMS: I

coiM amaa the cup guys' Lai t ua as and
gal 4 mia Saturday Go haal' LINH

PASSOVER SCDCRS AT CHABAO
HOUSE. DoilngMonPWMSIiNiaM'CaH
S4»4094

CATCH THE WINb "tomgN «Mh AttanU

GA 1 ORIVW N cnviN'. tt t lrw> CaaH
bw |Paia(Buckilawo«inlaban«i)WMUA
91 IMi

nteCH CUJS tmu. at atwrnng Enira

Nou* Owactor Kurya, tomoM Maatmoi
««iai 7pm m Martat 30t ntrMNniib

KOREAN STUDENT ASSOaATION
genaral mealing MnNa • S 30 m trie CC rm
101

PASSOVER MiALS Ramambar lo lagn up
Frvuitin DC by Friday I4n> limited space'

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATING ONJ
Jom the Pioneer VaSeyO* Cooperative Of
ClHtipus Housing 4?8 Student Uokxi

S464iM6

ATTENTION; ALL UMASS STUOEMTS

TM COLLEGIAN IS ACCEPTING AP-
PLICATIONS POR AdvertiKng Account Ei
•culivas Pell up an applicatan at ii3

Can^MiSCaniar Oaadkna tor subnuaaion

•

Monday. Apm 24 TheCalag«niaanai|ual
oppottuMiy amployar

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SuaSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
areavaMHa Keep yourlnandi and parents

inionned about what IS gomg on at UMata
Wacanaandilalmoatany«itiare Fornwre
mtoonabon coma doamlo Room 1 1 3 Cam-

PMS CanMt or Cal 54fr<»00

MORTAR BOARD APPUCATIONS are

due m Student Actr»!l«8 Cice on Monday
at S 00 gel triem m'

AUTO FOR SALE

19W BUICK CENTURY encellenl cooditioo

ne« branes, shocks, tires $1300 PHNEG
54»«483

1im CAMARO VS S^spead T-tops kwdad.
asking 1 1 .500 or best o«er Call 54«-9727

1«7a RABBIT S100, back wbeel broken but

runs good 546 7471

72 VOLVO 2 OR. Good coo«l1»00 or B 6
1-467-3993

19M FORO FIESTA $300/80 Must sell

runs bne sunroof. 586-5774

CABRANES AND JUUE

I THINK ITS TIME TO pull myselt logeltwr

and communicate' I'm sorry lor the silence'

I miss you guys' Your psycho roommale

Oarnly

COUNSELORS WANTED

WRLS CAMP IN MAINE. Eicellent salary,

room a board, travel allowances Beautiful

modern lacililies. must love child'en & be

able to leach one of the (ollowmg

swim(W3l). sailing canoeing walerski.

dance drama, ropes, campcraft. gym-

Mi^nc- coiTipute' Call the Directors of

Camo Maloaka at (407)488^363

POR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-blSC ENTERTAINMENT.
lockeys. lights and large screen

dances 256-8526

CLASSIFIEDS
•M REWARD) To laM OMT IMMI Mf I

bdrm apt in Cotontal VMaga CMiCMMlM
256- 1 482 alte' 9pm

3 BDRMS IN AMHERST HOUSE tar up 10

5 people, bus route 2 kiiclVbalh 2&3-2321

TAKE OVER 0(M XJSMM. io 3 bedim apt

6/1 Griggs Apartnwnis 549-7783

1M GOT A ONCAT ATT- naal. ciawi aui»
mar aubiat w«i Fal opbon Vary i

Call 256 1 160 furniture mdudad*'

SUMMER SUKXT 2 BEDROOM Biarv

dywfta ttM 54»8154 con<ia«»ani locatart

3:S BEDROOM HOME near tonwi 900 a
mo tjKe L.>ve' our lease 253-2315

SUNDERLAND FREE BUS S0IVICC M
UMaas and snapping araaa Sacur* an
aparmartt lor Auguai and I

r^pt Iraa For mora I

ONE BEDROOM IN TWO BEDROOM apl

S225 a month Cal! Lisa 5490976 May isl

2BR1V1 BATHi«artmanlavwlA«ial n
Tommetiouse right ne«l to tun algp cal
54»6228

WANT TO UVC M BRANDVWME n«H
yoar? Secure an apartment now beat ••
wMMig lisf Avail W1 Ctf 54»7543

NEEOAN APARTMENT you got one' 2
ft#<|yOOW SOUltlMKKMS 9^t90ltlO/)9 V^ C4fl

2M-lt«7anarS

fAiK OVER OUR LXASE stamng Wl tor

apartment nmv campus tar tour Cal
2S6«04

NBCO STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER I

~
tar 2 bdrW CMI M6-7301 aaRng tomlwa

FORSALC

UMIVfOA ALPMA ULTMA M" dsoM M
rm 20 s e«ciisnl condWon Cltria 25MS79

77 VOLVO 242 Very good condfUon 2.500

or best oflei Scott 259- 1674

19M AUDI 4000 95 000 miles no rusl< No
dents' Looks and runs IM new Only 61900
549-5926

NEON LiQHTin LMiMd qMnMy MBar.
Lowenbrau ft rnore 546-7070 cal now*

COMMODORE M.monnor. 1541 diaiidrwa

and messenger module, asking t47S Cal
after 5pm 5491051

APPLE MACINTOSH SIZKmonwry Apple

Imagewriler printer tacurily syalam tlOOO
549-2781 Anne

POR SALE: 12 speed lounng b*e good
condition asking t250 or B O 5494422
leave rnessage must sefl"

FUJI 19 ' 12 SPEED BME Mack •
Doug 506-544-2067 SI 50

•• aUNCHI VELOCe SOCH 1?«PMli
campy parts graal carKMwn S475 or BO cal

Fernando eves 549-4269

4 TRACK RECORDER Tascam portaoM
(420 BO Matt 253-9131

1973 DODGE DART. Needs some work

$300 or best offer CAII 546-5955

GUITAR WASHBURN ACCOUSTIC
w/onginal strings & case $200 Call

253-7387

SHARP CAROUSEL iTrtMcrowave $1 10 or

B/O 546 5235

POUND

CAMERA IN WHITMORE call 66980
Describe it and its yours again

I FOUND YOUR WATCH on Suiwet Ana

About one week ago It's definitely a guys

walch For info. Call Joan at 546-1459

AN ANKLE BRACELET, near Boyden

Gym fwlonday4/l0 Call Karen to describe.

546-7482

Disc
video

FOR BENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE DOUBLE ROOM
lease avaiable June 1 Close to bus & laun-

dry $285/monlh Includes gas. heal. & hot

water Call 549-0840

GRADUATING NEED MY ROOM TAKEN
OVERI! June 1st Sunny room near cam
pus and downtown Rent negotiable fall op

tion Call Heather 253-0977

TAKE OVER OUR TWO BEDROOM
Southwood apartmeni call 256-6761 lor

information

BOA COMMUNICATIONS « hmng an ol

kce diraclor lor nakt yMr Appkcant mutt

baaMa to work owarthia summer Appica
not* al 304 SU AA/EOE

ATARI 520 ST + 20 MB HO*7aOK F

Drive* 1200B modem 120cpa^NLQ
printer desk aiMl lots of soNwara

$1SOO/BO wiH sail saperaM 865-7438 Sal

& Sun SA-3P

HKW OUEEN SiaToak waterbed wtoak

4dwr pedestal $400/BO 865-7438 Sat Sun
8A3P

OWTAR

IBANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRK: GUITAR
- with gorilla portable amp please cal Tom
253-3470

WORK TO PRESERVE OUR RIVERS and
lakaa Tlie Clean iM«ar Action Protect <*

ialling «uiiiwiaron>winQ poa*onatolH>i«
tor recycling; alap paMic iJM conlammMion
ol toed Trawig. banaWa Hrs 130-10 30

Salwy $27SMIi plu* bonuaoa Cal Sieve

5467450

CAM COO SUMMER RENT FREE S«i^
moVtar »i Hyann* seeks studarM to walch

5 yr oM aen Own room car avaMHa. nigMs

a« Ci« Janmlar Taylor |508)790«754(

THE JPWBH COMMUIITY OP AMHERST
naadi tiiaiery wid Habraw wacnars - paid

tor FM 88 cal S4B4223 tor

HELP WANTED

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assem

bie products at home Call lor information

504-641-8003 ext 598

GUIDO MURPHYS. Cape Cods hol^
restaurant-bar compteK Intennew vreekend.

Saturday. April 22 11-6. Sunday Apnl 23.

noon-5 Season May 26 Sept 4 and more

Corner of West l^ain and sea streets. Hyan-

ni9. MA Come on down

EARN W"tO^il0rtir Student Storage

wants you to be part ol Ihe team Super-

visory and loading positions available

Hours flexible Call Paul (617)479-8740

SOPNOMORES AND JUNKMS: The Ad
m«aiona OKkw has an opanmg tor a Sum-

induda wiarviaawig preapacbwa Mudato

dubaa Job ttaacfipilona

J in tab Umvararty AdmiaaMna
Camar tacMad msn to Gorman Raaidanca
Hal Appfecanona daadfcna Apm 21

( POR OREB^CACE ACTION • help

t endangarad specie* raducaloi'

ja and atop ma arms Iace Salary

s lra»M and ad»i*ncamani Ful/pan

Mna 2 lOpm Cal 29B-1439 B« /Shannon
Apply now tor H«a *umniar<

POBITIONB AVAIABLE: 3 y

a»wlaM* at the Canter lor Student
Accountant/OraplMC Ar-

Coordnalor AppKabona

r« 408 Bludar* Union thioufl»iApr4

13. due by noon on Apm 14 at CSS
Sopbomora* encouraged to apply'

HOUSE WANTED

COUJOE STUDENTS
War* to rani two to Hwoa bedroom house

CMI MMI M S4B-12TS.

kTES NEEDED

CAPE COO
2 Roommalaa noadad to share 8 paraon

houaa « camar ol Hyanma From Memorial

Day mraugH Labor Day For more mlorma

bon contact 0»ia 54»0068 545^2150

LOST

LOST: BLUE LEATHER WALLET in

Oartisliire Dmng Commons on 4/10/89 If

found plaaae call Karth or laava maasage
al 546-5117

PLEASE HELP ME. I lost a^ special

bracaW on Ihe way from Moore (SW) to

Tbon^MOn on Mon April 10 9am It « a

heavy sner knk chain Very large reward

thanks for help 6 5366 6-8927

GAP JEAN JACKET W/3 keys on Baybank

kaycbam on 4m ai Phi Sig $SRawa
C4N 5464572

MOTORCYCLE

JET BLACK 81 Suzuki GS550T Low
milage excellent condition $650 BO Ca*

Glenn 323«509

1981 SUZUKI ES450T low miles $35000
545-2094 (Umass) 253-2233 (home)

NEED CASH QUICK

GET YOUR BASEBALL CARDS out of the

doeet and sell them to Todd 549-6361

PAM MADMAN A KATIE BARRY

WHAT HAVE YOU TWO DONE with

Cheswick' He better not be in Daytona

dnnking Pesi or you'll both be hekl respon

MH

PERSONALS

BJK
HAVE A GREAT 22ndi

SURPRISES AWAIT YOU.
Love you SBG

UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS • General

meeting Thurs /^ril 13th that is today' al

6 30pm m Earthloods Special Guests in

elude Rep Stan Rosenberg and Jean

Pelkey

ROSES AHEHEO Violets are blue Happy
Birthday Steve Wilkins a big surprise is

waiting lor you' Guess who'

SUZAiNNE ALPER, ha«)y birthday' Friends

forever' Love always, Kim

KAREN PAR/IDV: Happy 21sl b-day

Oelanos awaits your arrival Love Deb

JEFF SINCE OCTOBER 13 1988 it s get

ting better all the time' Love. Helaine

WHOEVER STOLE MY HOODED UMASS
CREW sweatshirt Irom the womens locKer

room in Totman. at 8am Tuesday April 1

1

I know who you are Return it to the cage

and no questions will t>e asl<ed II it is not

returned. I will have the heavyweight man
hunt you down' COXN.

TO THE BABES ol apt -1 Another Thurs-

day night' Uh oh'

TO THE HEAD BIMBO ol Ihe Index - our

deadline is when?!? Don't you know
Claiboume is out of style?

MT HOLYOKE BABY d«1 you Shake gene
aInigM long* HaLyr

MICHAEL, READY FOR A steamy
oeenend Bub'> Happy 20lh DKitiday i love

you sooo much* Love Maryann to

HAPPY BIRTHOAV DOTTY! Congrats on

your |0b Houalon wil never be Iba same'
LoveNAS

JOHN OCONNOR HAPPY ANMVEII-
SARV! Wow two wonderful years have
paM.M«Mnoha*ganobyaota« >m*mM
laaniiPd to much wgatnar and avaryday it

only gats banor' I tawe you FAA Balb

NANO W0W1 Luv Oia byparacbwa ch4d

BARBIE Hwpy 21 SI btfUtdPy* iMAng tor-

ward to bana roomnusaa nest samailsi

Lowe Maura A Karri

LOB'TdliOANiC CHEM BOOK 4j10 M
GRC C^ Yolanda 54»i925

DEAR MrrCH Be pabanl. your haw w4l

grow I emioyad our b iaaaaonai gai

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE.
yyasher. dryer woodslove. 5 mm wall to

downtown 10 mm wait to UMaaa CH
2S>0707 $195rtnon»i

1 ar fPKMALES. NEAT. ratponatMa non

SMOKERS FOR ' KOROOM IN Brmaity

M«wr^ Laiaa staring in Sapl 1 wn m8i
cal 2564301

TWO Sa»OUMET NON SMOMNO PUN
women lookM) tor two smgla roonw in ood
bouae pnatoraBii w AMhaiM tar Fal pMll*
cal IWiMin 546-9614 toM* mailtga
Thanks

NOIMHMKBI FEMAU lor one bedroom
in prt apt on mam si Avail June 1

t242/mo inci Call 2535918 leave

message

THREE OUYS LOOKMC TO TAKE OVi^
YOUR LEASE M ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 88 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 546-6406 or 8464400

8 BEDROOM HOUBC. Amherst. 2 kit

cbana/balh on bus roul* room tor 5-7

BEAUTIFUL AND SPACIOUS I

BEDROOM apailmani tor subM This

apanmant ha* a pool. aucondMonwg.
haatiattiif court, and large frorM and back

ywda tlNmmulaaawaylnjmalaundrymat
conyawam Mora, and raataurants This

apartmam baa wal to wal carpabng and «
m partad oonddton Pick up your otana
riM now and cal fbck or JaM at S4MB62
or Jan at 546-8888

NflJ>MSP UBMlt ol cuibac« criv< Neat

M auMM our tmmtmt. peeMtda B-Wme
apartn«nl diww Ml Bniea 54B4S31

. VOU gawa mm
01 two Cal ma

RICH - AMA28IQ WHAT VOU can town
hom tatemsion" Love youi OoBbm

to MATT FROM WASH
mraa Cat's hckets «iatoad
25»3S62

CHRIS, do you lememeer me from the party

fii n^hl at the Wue house on Mam st > We
workad the door togeifier men you warn to

help your sKk roommate Sorry I d«ap-
pMrod Can i explam Cbrw

ANME BANAME, way to'go*~C>»i«» ona
moral Good kjdt. you can do r La«a 1^ An-

araa and Laura

DAVE BELANOER - Oh my god' Happy
21sl' Trynottohorrilythebarsol Amnarsi

We Iowa you* -Amy and KaM

LBMMMTKS. worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a baar-> Cal S48-1880 George

S4B-968

SUBLET OUR BHANOVWBIE APART
MENT tks summer dm cheap 54»819l aak

tor Kan. LMBI. Sabma

SERVCES

RESUMES prolesawinai quaMy, laaar

ly S75< Cal Rck 2S84i98 awe*

54

173;

TO SUBLET

ROOM IN SO AMHERST HOUSE Rt 1 16

avaiMtH June 1 1 or 2 oUar persona Ram
negotiabto 253-2880

|2»^7B41

TOMCNMBE

TMaOMMBOUtHWOOO APT
2 bdmi Mamhouaa Can ?5667i8

ICY TOM CNUNSi ai« you

iaMe6/i or •• I •!• baor?? NaBy.

-

1

IhurWig
your nock wnan I alammad you on your bod
wid m al sartouanaaa I warn to make n up
to you Oa»«

BEDROOM Ml I BEDROOM HOUSE
washer dryar 5 mm wall to dowf«iwn 10

mm wNk 10 carapua 8360 tot anare summer
mctudes al ulMNa caf 2S34707

SUMMER SUBLET, 2 tNRkoome houee op
poaile southwest Contact Krisline

S48-7470

THAVtL

LEARN SPAJii*nrQUAtiHALA. In-

dwidueltied mslruction CASA Bom 11264
«VI 53211 (414)372 5570

ZAO - You'ra m No
lOtifBI 8oor

baeirt Tit*

na STUDENT TRAVEL oMan daooum m^

•amabonal airlarae 'mapir aUhnm. noi

diartars' parsonalnd Mp ptanmng' group
" 8I748B4I87

u»rv. H iVOU.

FumMltad canter ol Amherst calJ C al

2634662

QUBITBtB BUV ONE 9M Otto *•• M*
Thru May IN

(MTKAiiiAS HappyB«i*»*'y (yeM»«»«y>

Sorry us lato but wo love you anyway kjve

-Kal. Jen. and Cyn

HAPPY BimiOAY SWILLA! WHAT TO
VoU OO WHEN YOU WANT A RIDE?

Vaa-yah'

SUtMIER EMPLOYMENT

EXCELLENT OUTDOOR SUMMER
Employment ooportunibee'

m Lowell. MA w«a
Adwancemam opporlun*ie»

CMI Seen C « 1400^922 5579

SUMMER SUBLET

THREE FEMALES DESPERATELY SMri^

ing 3 bedrooms 'o' next year Please caa

5464054

WANTED: 2tamaMaor malw noiiamokars

to share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywme to

r ne»l year Cal Bob 549-5922 or Je«

546-7442

T/kKE OVER OUR LEASE! in Brandywme
rent negoi.aoie S49^9939 Siarts Jun 1

2 BEDROOM APT $300 avsiUMe June 1

pod riew carpet garden pkx Sunderland

665-4530

WOROSIMTN" proleasional typing

Resumes. p«iers «id more Laaarpnmmg
with spelcheck 253-4564

CABBB. PAPERS. THESM. on«ampua. al

lordaMa. grammar reviewed. dependaWe.
564-7924. Nancy

AMITY PLACE CONDO WANTED

(^SPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
warn to ram an kmtti Place condommwiir
with any mtonnatwn pliaai cal Malt at

54»-127%

WANTED

SEMORSt!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!'

•JOIN THE SENKW CLASS CAMPAKJN*
• Earn $4 50/hr phiS bonuses calling

other UMaas seniors
• Aooly at the Memonal HaM Basement
• or call 545 3509

APPLY TODAY!!

PUFFTON ONE BDRM, some Mn. fWl
negoi Cal 549-7762 Soon

SUM.rr IN NOHO. mce 2 bedroom noir

center of town $575 586-0958

8100 REWARD

STUDENTS SEEK TO TAKE OVER your

lease m June or September lor your four-

five bedroom houaa Ptoaee call Dan

S46-6457 or Milcb S46-9080

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO SYRACUSE area

weekend of 4/14-4/t 7 will share expenses

leave message Stacy 546-7775

SUMMER SUBLET AMHERST CENTER 3

bdrm apt 'em negotiable 549-7198

3 BEDROOM CONDO. completely furnish-

ed along bus route rent negotiable prefer

grad students or older Call 256-0301 after

LOOKING FOR TWO PEOPLE to suWel

room m a house lor the summer own bathrm

huge Wi doaat 6 separate entrance tocated

near BrurxM on bualina rant around $360

caN Amy 256-0682

3 SINGLES IN FARMHOUSE on busroute

Great summer kicalion $160/nrwmh in-

clusive 253-9047

WANTB) TO BUY caravan relabta tor tang

tripa mu $2000 Martm 5494443 morning

PUFFTON RENTERS LOOKING TO t«e
over your lease 6/ 1 /89 please call Lynne al

67282

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMm
Campus or on bus route Please cal Jac-

queline 546-5050

2 BDRM SOUTHWOOD APT available star

ting 6/1/89 with Fall option on bus route

Call 256-1167 ask for Celia

ROBERT CASSESSO

THANX FOR^^OPiArWEEkENb I en

(oyed every minute of it I look fonward to

our naxt annivaraary. I towe you! Love. Kim

SUMMER SUBLET 3 bedroom lownbouse
apis available June 1 549-1449

PLEASE SUBLET OUR BRANYWINE
apartmeni call Sue 546-6392 or Inger

546-6397 Leave message

WANTED TO RENT

MARTHA'S VINEYARD. Woman wrth

friendty dog needs room m Summar houaa
566-1629

HOUSING/ROOMS NEEDED this summar
call SBMC 256-8615 9am-5pm

RESPONSIBLE. CLEAN MATURE
STUDENTS seek 4 plus bedroom house
anywhere Will take lease 6- 1 Please call

Rick 546-4903. Bill 546-3282. or Jake

546-3285

HELP - RapaenalMa students looking to

lake over lease lor 2 bdrm apartment. CaN
Sue al 5464903

ROOMMATES WANTED 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT rem nagM On
bus route call 253-7760

BRANDYWINE We need tvyo female room-

mates lor next year Call Pam or Cathy at

5494503

WE^RE LOOKING for" fWO^dlRLS to

move to Brittney Manor m Fall call Lisa

69354

LOOKING FOR 2 NON-SMOKER girls to

move into a Brittany or Southwood Apt with

us Call Loraine. 546-9625 or Cindy

5469695

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apt m
Northampton $300 per month plus '?

utilities call 585-0542 Ask lor Michael

SUNNY SPACIOUS APT. in downloi«m

Amherst lor 4 people 549-5866

S RESPONSIBLE GIRLS seeking 4 or 5

bedroom house call 549-1372

4 OR 8 UMASS FEMALES looking toTa
house to rent 546^8122

SUBLET MY APT TH» SUMMER in Bran-

dywme 160/mo Nego CaH Ehn 6^726

PUFFTON VILLAGE: Large single avaiaWe

lor summer sublet Close to bus laundry.

? UMass $125/month Includes gas. heal.

? hot water Call 549-0840

2 SINGLES IN PUFJnrbN available end of

May/$100 each per month call 549-0768

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED for

Southwood apt starting 6/1 call 256-8745

TWO SINtSLES OPEN IN HOUSE $187/mo

includes heat and water call 253-3860

(Preferably male)

AMITY PLACE CONDO Room available

female preferred nonsmoker call 549-9916

FEMINIST HOUSE ONE OPENING from

6/1 to 8/1 or 8/30 depending -549-7174

APT TO SUBLET 7 bdrs on bus route quiet

area for summer months 256-8380

SUNNY 4 BEDROOM HOUSE 2 minute

(rom Whitmore 5 minutes to town complete

kitchen, laundry available please call

549-6925 Fall option

MALE STUDENT LOOKING 10 rent studio

apt or room in house or apt near UMass
campus Call Greg at 546-7203

WED LOVE TO TAKE YOUR 3-4 bedroo-
lease over starting September 665-861

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease for a j>

bedroom house starting 6/1 call 549-1538

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen al 6-9743

ONE FEMALE TO RENT double room

townhouse apts avaialbe June 1 549-1449

1 ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM APT next 10 Brit

lany rent nego Call 256-4191
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SPOJTS
azelles scare No. 2 Harvard but fall, 8-4

Fuhrman scores three goals in losing effort

Junior Ann King brings the ball upfleld i

to Harvard yesterday at Totman Field.

Collrcian photo by David Higanhlfurki

n the Gazelles' 8-4 loss

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian StafT

Who says history is important?

If you looked at the recent history of the

University of Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team and that of Harvard Univer

sitys, youd think that the Crimson would

have blown the Gazelles off the face of the

earth yesterday.

That didn't happen though. UMass gave

the No. 2 team in the country all that it

could handle at Totman Field yesterday

afternoon. The final goal uUy was Harvard

8. UMsBS 4 but despite the loss, this game

could have a lot of positive ramifications

on later dates for the Gazelles.

They know now that they are capable of

playing with the best in the country. Before

this game that was not the caae. UMass
had lost five games in a row and the teams

that were walking all over the Gazelles

were not of the highest caliber

Yale pounded UMass into the ground.

17 7 at Totman a few weeks ago. And just

a few days ago. Harvard whomped Yale,

16 4 What was UMass coach Patti Bossio

to think coming into this game?
What she was thinking about was slow

ing down the ball on attack and dropping

back into a tight zone on the defensive end.

For most of the game, it worked.

"My hat's off to them for the strategy of

the game," Harvard coach Carole

Kleinfelder said. "We are a running team

and they stopped us from doing that real-

ly effectively"

One person who had a big hand m shut-

ting the Crimson down was sophomore

goaltender Liz Keats. Keats had 21 saves

in the game and a majority of them were

of the tough variety.

Keats is a sophomore that transferred to

UMass from Keene State College because

Keene does not have a women's lax team.

This is her first collegiate season and she

had been having a tough time, but yester-

day was a big turnaround.

"I just felt good. " Keats said. "I've been

playing a different style of goalkeeping

than in high school. Today I just combined

it."

Keats and the rest of the Gazelles got a

big lift when senior co-captain Cathy

Fuhrman put UMass up 10 at 7:21 of the

first half.

But unfortunately it might have awoken

the sleeping giant. Junior midfielder

Charlotte Joslin came right back for the

Crimson at 7.57 to tie the game at one.

That tie lasted for a few minutes before

Harvard exploded for three goals in less

than 60 seconds to gain control of the first

half Juniw Julie Clifford started things off

for the Crimson at 10:30 with the first g<«l

of the spurt.

Then, at 10:53, Harvard's leading scorer,

junior Karen Everling scored her seventh

goal of the season to put put the Crimson

up 3-1. Joslin added her seventh goal of the

year at 11:10 for a commanding 4 1 lead.

UMass appeared dead moments later

when Lisi Bailliere gave the Crimson a 5-1

lead The Gazelles were not in awe of Har

vard, though, and were not about to pack

it in.

Fuhrman netted her second goal of the

game at 13:42. cutting the lead to 5 2

Junior Sue Murphy got UMass right back

into the game at 5 3 lew than three

minutes before the end of the period.

The Harvard defense, however, was

superb in the second half. Fuhrman scored

her third goal of the game at 1 :56 but that

would be the only one of the second half for

UMass who fell to 16 on the year.

The undefeated Crimson (5-0> finished off

the Gazelles with goals by Joslin <1:32».

Carroll Clark (12:15). who also had two

aasista. and Bailliere (24:16).

"In the second half we got a little

flustered, " Bossio said. 'We definitely had

our opportunities to score and the younger

kids just looked to the older kids to do

everything and they have to become more

of a part of what's going on."

Yesterday the Gazelles had an upper

hand in much more than in recent weeks

If they can play as well as they did again.st

Harvard yesterday, it will be enough to

beat most teams.

Softball
to play two
at UConn

the Gazelles' 8-4 loss playing a different style of goalkeeping Harvard yesterday, it win oe enougn v

than in high school. Today I just combined beat most teams.

Baseball slips past BU, 6-5
Donovan's lOth-inning suicide squeeze scores Card to win it

^^ winning run scored when Donovan laid down i

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Coaches are always downplaying rankings and

ratings (remember Seton Hall?), but a date with

number one is undeniably something to get excited

about. And when the team in the first slot happens to

be regional rival Universtity of Connecticut, that's

cause for some all out hype.

The University of Massachusetts softball team will

travel to Storrs, Conn, today for a doubleheader with

the Huskies (first pitch scheduled for 3 p.m.). UConn

enters the game as the top ranked team in the Nor-

theast according to the NCAA while UMass occupies

the third slot.

If it all sounds a bit familiar, you're probably recall-

ing the April 2 battle these two squads waged on Tot-

man field. UConn came to town then with the top rank-

ing, and left on the short end of a 3-1 decision.

That win launched the Minutewomen on their cur-

rent six-game winning streak. The Huskies, mean-

while, have won five of their last six, including a pair

of 6-0, 10-0 poundings of the University of Rhode Island

on Tuesday.

Coach Elaine Sortino's squad will head south firing

on all cylinders, with the exception of Mary Duff who
was hobbled following a collision at second in Sunday's

game vs. Penn State The UMass bats seem healthy

enough, having pounded out 25 runs in four games this

past weekend (to raise the team average to .201).

"Our problems (at the plate) aren't technical," ex

plains Sortino "they're between the ears." The recent

outburst has to have helped in that respect.

"We always get excited for UConn," she continued.

"This is one of those games where I have to do very

little motivating."

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

If there was one key phrase in the University of

Massachusetts baseball team's 6-5 win over Boston

University yesterday, it was 'pinch hitting.'

Drew Seccafico, Brian Donovan and Jack Card all

entered the game against the Terriers as pinch hitters and
combined to go 6-for-6, with a double, a triple, three RBIs
and and four runs, including the lOth-inning run that

made UMass' Brian Conroy a winner.

After BU scored off of a wild pitch in the top of the ex-

tra frame, UMass came right back when Seccafico doubl-

ed to left center and took third on Derek Dana's fly to

right. He crossed the plate when Ceu'd split the gap in

right-center for a triple.

The winning run scored when Donovan laid down a

suicide squeeze bunt, and Card sprinted home to improve

the Minutemens record to 10-11 going into today's 3 p.m.

game at the University of New Hampshire.

UMass would not have had to pull off the thrilling finish

if it were not for some shaky fielding early on. Five UMass
errors in the first six innings helped BU establish a 3-0

lead.

However, after starter Gary Stewart was knocked out

in the .second, Dan O'Leary came in and pitched five

strong, scoreless innings. This gave the Minuteman of-

fense a chance to get the team back in the game. They
gradually pecked away, getting a run in the sixth and the

seventh and a pair in the eighth to send the game into

the decisive extra inning.

Mostly sunny, windy,

and, [gosh] springtime

temperatures! High:

60-65.

MM
SpringTasHionsTiave

not changed much since

1988, and most students

are happy. Page 3.

E. Douglas Banks on

the escalation of

senseless school-yard

violence. Page 5.
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COLLEGIAN
Activist's
death
saddens
students
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian SUff

Abbie Hoffman, the radical 19608 activist who led

massive anti CIA protests at the University of

Massachusetts three years ago, died Wednesday in his

Pennsylvania apartment, the Los Angeles Times reported

yesterday.

Hoffman, 52, who co-founded the YiiH)ie8 and later spent

seven years underground after being indicted on drug

charges, was found dead in Solebury Township by Michael

Waldron. his landlord and friend, after Hoffman's wife

asked Waldron to check on him because Hoffman was not

answering her phone calls, the Times said.

Police said there was no sign of forced entry or foul play

but added that a routine autopsy was scheduled for yester

day to determine exact cause of death.

Hoffman and Amy Carter, daughter of former President

Jimmy Carter, were notorious on the UMass campus for

organizing demonstrations against CIA student

recruitment.

On Nov. 24, 1986, the pair led a takeover of Munson

Hall. Police arrested 59 people and charged them with

disorderly conduct and trespassing.

The arrests led to a highly publicized court trial in April.

1987. in which 15 defendants, including Hoffman, Carter

and several UMass students claimed the CIA was com-

mitting crimes both nationally and abroad and should be

banned from campus.

The defendants were later acquitted aft«r a trial that

lasted more than a week and drew attention from all over

the globe.

Several defendants in the trial gathered yesterday in

the Radical Student Union to trade anecdotes and

memories of the man one student called "his idol."

The students said they remember him as a flamboyant

"patriot" who used theatrics to draw attention to his

cause, but never allowed the seriousness of his efforts to

wane.
Former UMass student Jennifer Johnston said this

sense of humor was the driving force behind Hoffman's

"tireless efforts."

But, she added, "he took what he was doing extremely

seriously. What he stood for and what he said was very

continued on page 3

('ollr|{lan phlHo b> J«n<»n Ii4l*rn).,n

SQUARE IN A CIRCLE — Frank Janovitz, freshman communications m^or.

studies yesterday amidst the renovations by the Curry Hicks Cage^

Harassment hearing underway
Rothman, others, deny charges stemming from March incident

During a judicial hearing last night, three members of

the University of Massachusetts Republican Club denied

charges of harassment stemming from a March incident

against two staff members of The Liberator.

The campus newspaper's writers. Commuter Area Sens.

Robb Smith and Ted Chambers, said at 2 a.m. on March

7, W. Greg Rothman, Alan Brynjolfsson and Doug Eh-atch,

along with Brian Darling, allegedly followed Smith's car

to Lot 49 near Van Meter residence hall, where Smith and

Chambers were distributing copies of the newspaper.

Rothman and Dratch allegedly attempted to get the pair

to talk to them by pulling on the doors and beating on

the car. Chambers said.

Dratch, he said, also yelled at Chambers, saying. "Are

you scared?" while Brynjolfsson jumped on the car.

The plaintiffs brought three witnesses to the hearing:

former Student Government Association Budgets commit-

tee chairper-son Jessica Mitchell, whose testimony was

later dismissed for irrelevancy to the case; CAG Sen. Shari

Silkoff. whose testimony was challenged by Rothman as

"hearsay. " and Van Meter resident Carey Feldman. who

said she heard the incident from her window.

Rothman said in his defense statement that the "fun

page" of The Liberator, which portrayed him as a Nazi

stormtrooper. upset him because "I and close friends of

mine have lost relatives [to the Nazis]
"

He said when he. Darling, Brynjolfsson, Dratch and

Steve Lutz went out to find the creators, "We were upset

... we all agreed this (name-calling) has got to stop."

A decision is not scheduled to be handed down until next

week, according to Celia Lyon, co-judicial advisor for the

hearing.
-KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE

Collegian photo by Joel Solomon

The University of Massachusetts baseball team, shown here in a game earlier this

season, yesterday eeked out a 10-inning wir ' -^n University.

Ginsberg: The man, the myth, the interview

[ian photo by David Higashifurhi

Allen Ginsberg

By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

Art is a saving grace of a nation that is

dying politically, according to Beat poet

Allen Ginsberg.

But Ginsberg, who spoke earlier this

week in the Student Union Ballroom, delv-

ed into several other spectrums during a

press conference prior to his Tuesday night

lecture.

He said drugs are a positive force that

have inspired his life and his writing.

"I've written a lot while under the effects.

A Whales's Visitation (written in 1967) was

written in the fifth hour of an acid trip.

About five percent, not 50 percent now but

five percent ofmy poetry was written while

I was on some drug."

Ginsberg said he thought drugs were a

positive but not absolute force in reaching

the subsconcious. He cited other positive

drugs in his life, such as meditation,

especially Buddhist meditation.

The poet said he has deeply felt convic-

tions that have not changed over the years,

adding that he does not enjoy the ever

growing con.servative movement today.

"The movements of the sixties were not

funded by Coors beer," he said, adding that

the United States political business struc-

ture is becoming more and more like "big

brother," with the government creeping in

to all facets of Americans' personal lives.

Turning to literature, Ginsberg cited

three major human infiuences: "(Arthur]

Rimbaud, because of his spiritual thirst,

[Walt] Whitman, because he asked for can-

dor, and (Jack] Kerouac, because of his

spontaneity."

He said that being "Jewish, gay, white,

American and a practicing Buddhi.st" in-

spired him to write, though he .said,

laughing, "my career started by my not

wanting to have a career."

"Television is a bad drug." he said. "It

doesn't present reality with the news and

it rarely presents emotional reality in

drama. It dehumanizes."

Turning again to literature, Ginsberg

said poetry is just the imagination. "I'm

very interested in the nature of con-

sciousness and with poetry being a way to

get to it."

Asked what he thought of the connection

between the Symbolist movement, sur
continued on page 8
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W%M» FmiW Serious About Fun...

'COMEDY
ZONE At

Pekutf
Gttrdem

3 Hot Shows weekly
FRIDAY 9:30 SATURDAY 8:30 4 11:00

ADIMISSiON $6.00

SATURDAY 1 1 PM SHOW
2 FOR 1

ALL AGES WELCOME

DISCOUNTS AT
KATINAS

Present your Comedy Zone ticket

stub at Katina's for Discount
Admissions

Our
yyUjVU? Treasures Are

Specidil) Pnced in .April

sirverscapi

264 N Pleasant St . Amherst 253* 3324
3 Pleasant St Nortriampton 584 3324
GOLDSMITHS • GEM ^ITl l E RY~

"Peoples' Choice"
COMPLETE PU-PU PLATTER Bq. 9
1 COCKTAIL EACH ^0^^^^
COMEDY SHOW $24a95

FRIDAY SPECIAL
20% OFF Any Dinner

with Comedy Show ticket stub

COMEDY
EVERY WEDNESDAY 8PM

STARTING MAY 3
OPEN STAGE MAY 10

Open Stage 2nd Wed. each month
HOST: ISSIE GESSELL
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LOCAL
MFA to

celebrate
25th year
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian StafT

The curriculum for the University of Massachusetts
Master of Fine Arts in English has not changed
significantly since it began 25 years ago. according to Pro-

fessor Emeritus Joseph Langland, the program's founder.

"We put the stress on reading the literature itself rather

than just the writing aspect," he said.

Today and tomorrow, the program will be celebrating

its silver anniversar>' with panel discussions, a book sale

of alumni titles and a dinner to honor Langland.
Elizabeth Berry, secretary for the program, said Pulitzer

Prize-winning poet John Ashber>' and American Book
Award-winning novelist John A. Williams will be reading
their work at the celebration.

At the time of its inception, the program was the only
one of it« kind in New England, said Langland. a poet and
occasional lecturer at the University. Since then, it has
been imitated by colleges and universities throughout the
nation, he said.

"The University of Iowa has the most prominent MFA
program, but we're definitely in the next group," he said.

MFA Director Dara Wier said approximately 250 poets

and writers have graduated from the program. About 100
of them will be returning for the celebration, she said.

Registration for the events is scheduled to take place

from 5 to 7 p.m. today in Memorial Hall, where Ashbery's
reading will follow at 8 p.m.

Stacey Chase, spokesperson for the Office of Public In

formation, said distinguished alumni include novelist Bret

Lott, author of The Man Who Owned Vermont and poet

Dorothy Barresi, who won the Devil's Millhopper Chap-
book Contest for The Judas Clock.

Works by MFA alumni will be sold tomorrow^ in

CaUvctan ph4i«e by Jsmmi Talmuui

THEY'RE BA-ACK — A family of falcons recently returned from a their southern
winter homes to set up house on the roof of the Campus Center. The falcons feed
on squirrels and pigeons on campus.

Memorial Hall from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Langland said among
graduates of the program, at least 40 books have been
"published by first-rate publishers." while 60 to 70 works
by MFA faculty have received the same honors
Panel discu.Hsiuns are scheduled to lake place tomorrow

from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Williams will read from 8
to 9 p.m.

Berry said all events are open to the public except the

dinner. For more information about panel discu&ttons, call

the MFA program at 545 0643.

Wier said the quality of writers produced by the Univer-
sity distinguishes the program from others of its kind.

"The writing program's support has enabled young
writers from all over the country to write the books which
celebrate the diversity of the American literary land
scape." she said.

Puerto Rican women struggle
Activist says problems today have historic roots

By TAMARA FORT
Collegian Staff

The reason Puerto Rican women struggle in the

United States today is a continuation of the lives they

led in Puerto Rico centuries ago, a Latin American ac-

tivist said recently.

Dr. Carmen Aponte, a professor from the State

University of New York at Brockport. gave a lecture

early this week on the topic as part of Latin American
Week.
As native indians on the island of Puerto Rico in the

1400s. women were powerful, she said. However, when
the Spanish conquered Puerto Rico, women's roles

changed, Aponte said.

To increase the population on the island, Spanish
women were brought into the country to reproduce, she

said. African slaves were also brought to Puerto Rico,

she added.

"This brings in our mixed culture, composed of

African, Indian, and Spanish," Aponte said.

As a result of three cultures on an island, the popula-

tion rose dramatically, and a program of population

control began, she said. The most widely used approach

was sterilization, she said.

By 1960, 33 percent of the women who had children

were sterilized without knowing it, she said.

Aponte also said since that time. Puerto Rican

women have continued to have decisions made for

them.

She said Puerto Rican women have a specific place

within the family structure. The woman keeps the

family together, but the man makes all the decisions,

she said. "She is the spinal cord of the family," Aponte

said.

Abortion and adoption are not options for pregnant

teens, she said. Females have been conditioned to raise

children, which accounts for Puerto Rican single

mothers being the poorest in the country, Aponte said.

Aponte said female Puerto Ricans with AIDS are

helpless victims even more so than other groups. "If

a woman's husband is an AIDS victim, she will be car-

ing and supportive, but if a woman is a victim of AIDS,
her husband will throw her out," she said.

Aponte said most Puerto Rican women as well as

Blacks and other Hispanics are not followers of the Na-

tional Organization for Women. "NOW is an organiza-

tion of mostly middle class white women," said Aponte.

"Puerto Rican women feel their issues are not

represented."

Hoffman dies
continutd from page I

serious and very important." she said.

Joe Rubin, a UMass senior and a defendant in the trial,

said he met Hoffman at the Munson Hall takeover and
joined efforts with the activist.

"He was a very dedicated person." Rubin said. "He was
one of those people who kept up his commitments for years

and years."

Hoffman was "instrumental" in gathering key
witnesses for the 1987 trial. Rubin said, citing former at-

torney generals and ex-CIA agents as being among those
who testified for the defense.

Rubin said Hoffman was seen by many as a "rebel." but
was actually striving to give the power of politics back
to the people through a participatory government.
"He used to talk about his dad taking him to town

meetings in New England," Rubin said. "I think that's

the kind of government he strived for."

Johnston said Hoffman would probably want to be
remembered as a patriot who worked to better the nation

as a whole.

"I think he felt the most patriotic thing he could do was
to continually challenge America to be better," she said.

Senior Nancy Callahan remembered a quote once penn-

ed in a book written by Hoffman: "The spirit of the move-
ment is victory or death."
"He's got death now — but did he have victory?"

Callahan said. But, she said, "I think he was victorious

in continuing the effort to reconstruct the nation. He was
one man who could work for the larger cau.se while work-
ing for the smaller causes, like the trial at UMass."

Mall fashions to remain the same this year
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

It's that time again.

Time for many of us to reach into the

recesses of our wallets and shell out what
little money we have to replenish our

spring wardrobes.

And what do the stores have to offer us

this year?

The selection is pretty much the same as

last year, according to Pam Toohey, assis-

tant manager of The Weathervane, a

clothing store in the Hampshire Mall.

"There's been no extreme transition,"

said Toohey. "Stonewashed jeans and
clothes with emblems on them are still in

style."

Senior Chris Rushton said he thinks the

current trends are fine.

"I like to see what's in fashion," said

Rushton. "I wear a lot ofJams (shorts) and
tank tops [in the spring]."

However, other UMass students said

they hate some of the current trends.

"Companies putting logos on clothes real-

ly annoys me," said UMass junior Jennifer

Urban. "I don't want to pay to be their

billboard."

Junior Tom Reilly said that surfer shorts

really bother him. "We are 130 miles from

the ocean here," he said.

So what are the options?

Bright colors, especially fuscia, neon
green and orange are hot this year, accor-

ding to Erin Martin and Sandi Sachs,

employees at Ups 'N Downs, another

clothing store at the mall.

Prints are a big item this year too, accor-

ding to Chess King employee F.J. Ventere.

"People are buying a lot of busy-looking

clothing this year," he said.

If students are looking for something dif

ferent in pants, they may be seeing an in-

crease in leg width, said Ventere.

Will this eventually lead to the return of

bell-bottoms?

Ventere said he doesn't see this happen-

ing, but freshman Shawn Cotter said he

would welcome it.

"I would wear them," he said. "Along
with platform shoes, which I think will

make a comeback."
Most students agreed with Urban,

though, that if bell-bottoms returned they

will "boycott" them.

Accessories, such as scarfs, suspenders.

jewelry, and hair clips are always in style
as well, she said.

Freshmen Genie Bush and Jessica Midi
said they like to wear a lot of silver jewelry,
including "ear clips and nose rings."
As far as fashion for the feet goes, most

students said they look for a low price and
comfort.

"The $5 white, flat sneakers from K Mart
are great," said Urban.
Although many students are annoyed by

certain styles, most agree with freshman
Marcello Antifonario that it's not really im-
portant to them what they wear.
Pointing to his black and white

checkered pants, Antifonario .said, "The on-
ly reason I have these is my parents in-

sisted on buying me some clothes for

school."
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25% OFF SELECTED
WOMEN'S SPRING

FLATS
9 West • Zodiac • Reebok

Alto on Mte, boota and
••f«c(*d man » stylma

HAMPSHIRE MALL • HADLEY • MA • 413-586-6775

tliavlic'js
I Ptny Si . Amhfi«;t 549 5403 • i}\^n I I « in

7 Days A Week • Call foi lake Out

Kilthen Ojien (ill midiiigitt

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

SUNDAY 10$ Potato Skins

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

8

Drink of th« W««k
Baybr««z« S1.S0

B««r of tho Month
Amstol Ught SI.75

I
FOOD GIVE-AWAY

Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo WInqs 9 12

Wed. Nacho & Cheese Platters 99c 9-12

.

I , ,
.

I I I 1 ^
. . I I I I I I

Spiritj§w^
338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

MOLSON 12 packs

ROLLING ROCK 12 packs

$7.99 -^dep.

$5.99 -k-dep.

From Austtailia

RESCHS PILSNER a) COOPER LAGER OIL CANS
$1.55 each or 2 for $2.90

PEACH TREE SCHNAPPS $5.99 750 ml

TANQUERAY $11.75 750 ml

MR. BOSTON 100 proof PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
$5.39 750 ml $6.99 Uter

HIRAM WALKER PEACH SCHNAPPS $5.99 L

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED A! DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER A WIIIE •

M^MH^^H ALWAYS ON HAND ma^mtmamm^

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT^
ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY

19 8 8
SECOND PIACE

RESTAURANT
Thanks to the AdvocalB Readers for voting

for us m the Best of the Valley Po«

Even though we were only open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great mpressKXi

n such a short tine span.

ft

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parldng

Open 7 days a we^tcMO MSO
TAKE OUT SCRVICC AVAHJiMlE

Sophomores and Juniors
now hiring for Fall Semester 1989

COLLEGIAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER
Great experience working for New England's

largest daily college newspaper

Apply Now
Come down to the Collegian Business Office in Campus
Center Rm. 113, lower level, to pick up an application and

job description.

545-3500—Collegian is an EOE

*i^T*

«?2L€ONmot

Some tricks they'll never learn.
If animals were responsible for their own
birth control, iheri- might not be a need to
kill 1 3 S million unwanted dogs and cats
each year. That's the cost of not having your
pet spayed or neutered Fixed.

Even bringing a litter of puppies or idnens to
an animal shelter is no guarantee they'll find a

home before room has to be made for more.

Having your pet spayed or neutered is

the only wa\ to reduce the sad number of

ownerless dogs and cats destroyed this year
And it will aLso increase vour pet's chances
of living a longer and healthier life. That
responsibility- is yours alone.

You'll never stop your pets from acting
naturally But if \'ou low them, you'll have
them fixed.

Talk to your veterinarian Or conuct u.s

for a free information packet on birth
control for your pet

Greenfield Area Animal Shelter

155 French King Highway
Greenfield, MA 01301
(413)773-3148

This a! pmvidrd hv thr Muuchusnts Sockk lur inr PmnKMi of Cnirlt\ lu Animak
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EDnOOAL/OPINION
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Some advice to radicals

A problem caused by boredom
In regard to the front page article appear-

ing on 4/10/89 entitled "PVTA Rowdineaa
Threatens Service." and unfortunate state

of afTairs is txrcumng that ha8 resulted in

abuse to bus drivers, passengers, and the

bus itself. I believe, however, the fault does

not lie so much in the riders, but in the

restrictions placed on the students by the

university, town, and housing s<>rvices.

Jeff Grabelle

In other words, the main problem can be

found in the fact that people 18-20 have
very little to do on weekends and must
resort to "searching" for parties. Since

most off-campus complexes are not within

walking distance to the residence halls,

and a number of these same people do not

have their cars up here, they must depend
on the free public transportation of the

PVTA. The students, who are just looking

for something to do, may become the vic-

tims of university and town policy.

Since entering the university in the Fall

of 1985, 1 have seen many students' liber-

ties either restricted of totally removed,

leaving the student little to do on a

weekend besides go for ice cream, or a

movie. Fraternity parties, once a haven for

underage partiers, have become so restric-

tive due to town and university policy, that

unless you are on a guest list, you as well

forget about even trying; to get in.

And as far as partying in the dorms, even

people who are of age aren't allowed to

drink in public space. So what is one to do

except look for an off-campus party, if one

isn't old enough to spend half of hiS'''her

night waiting in lines in town to get into

bars? The answer is simple — either stay

in and watch television all night, or risk

drivmg drunk to parties, or ride the P\TA
Granted, ifyou are not 21, you should not

be drinking (it's the law plain and simple)

I am not here advocating underage drink

ing, but this does not excuse the universi-

ty or town from providing some kind of

entertainment/altcmative for the underag

ed on the weekends.

Why not have a dance club where 18-20

year olds can enter legally just to dance or

hang out with their friends who may be of

legal age (unlike some establishments

where fake ID's are allowedl? If clubs are

worried about underage drinking, maybe
they should sue a bracelet or stamp system.

This has been attempted in other college

towns around the nation, and has had suc-

cessful results.

Overall, instead of cancelling valuable

bus services, I believe that the university

or town must move to allow someone to pro-

vide some kind of service for underaged

drinker, preferably close to the university.

If this entertainment were provided on

campus, then less people would have to

travel on the buses. But if no alternative

can be found to off-campus parties, then it

appears that students will have to resort

to driving — possibly drunk - back and

forth to the complexes.

University and town policy is leading the

PVTA to "just say no" to rowdiness on

weekend service, and the students who are

already limited in social activities

available to them, will t ice again see liber-

ties stripped away by ne administration.

Jeff Grabelle is a f .Vfas-s student

On Tuesday, March 28. I attended the

debate on abortion sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program. What I

have to say here, however, has nothing to

do with the issue of abortion. Neither did

the debate. Or at least that's the way I'll

remember it.

Eric Keisman
The debate, which I presumed would be

a civilized display of concern and interest,

turned out to be an opportunity for the pro-

choice advocates to show me. and the rest

of those in attendance, that they could be

as rude, stubborn, and unwilling to listen

to anyone else's ideas as the staff of the

Minuteman. Not to say that every pro-

choice person was like this, but the boos,

hisses, and profanity shouted was not a

demonstration of civilized, educated
behavior. But wait' There's less! After their

savior, Judy Goldsmith, made her closing

remarks, easily half of the audience took

their leave while Phylis Sthlafly was mak
ing her closing statement A demonstration

of raw maturity and sophistication. I was
truly impressed

Unfortunately, such incidents are not

isolated. Radicals, not mat. .>r what their af-

filiation, have a tendency to abandon com
mon courtesy, the rights of others and all

too often, the truth, for the sake of further-

ing their cause. It is for this reason that I

have some realistic advice for all of you
budding young radicals out there. First,

make siu'e you know what you are talking

about. And I mean make sure YOU know,
not whoever organized the protest, or

recruited you to hand out pamphlets. Go
to the library (the big tall building in the

middle of campus) and read, yes read about

the subject. Find out the foundations for

the opposing arguments and consider them
with an open mind. You just might discover

that there is more to the issue than meets

the eye. There almost always is.

Next, tell the truth. Don't twist,

manipulate, and misquote the facts to

make them suitable to your cause. An ex-

ample: KhadafTi was not make public

enemy number one of protecting his coun-

try. He was made public enemy number
one for providing sanctuary to the terrorist

group that was responsible for gunning
down innocent civilians in a Christmas air-

port massacre. Nobody likes to be lied to,

and no one listens to a sensationalist. This

is a good way to get your cause ignored.

Finally, calm down. No one ever reach

ed an agreement by yelling accusations.

People organizing a student tour de force

all too often are of the mentatlity, "Yeah!!

We're gonna make them lake notice!" OK
So you went to a rally You screamed. You
cheered. You raised hell. Congratulation!

You've been noticed. Now, try this. Get a

petition. Get some signatures. Now, in a

civilized manner, go present it, along with

your ideas to a person of importance, or to

the public. Whomever you like. Now, guess

what. You've been heard. There is a dif-

ference. Which would you rather be, notic

ed, or listened to? I assure you, the latter

will get you much further. You may even

learn something abut the other argument
that will change you mind, or at least make
you reconsider.

If you must make a scene, go ahead. Put

your fingers in your ears, jump up and
down and yell, "I'm not listening!" People

will treat you as you are acting. Like a
child.

Eric Keisman la a UMasa student

A useful transportation service

Abandon the outdated myths
Why is Rusty Denton so preoccupied with

lesbians and gay men if he finds the sub-

ject so distasteful? As a lesbian, I simply

would not bother to write article after ar-

ticle about what I presumed to be the

lifestyle of heterosexuals. Denton must feel

that he benefits in some way from publiciz-

ing myths about lesbians and gay men as

though these myths were scientific facts.

C'mon Rusty, even the American
Psychological Assoc ation abandoned those

outdated myths more than a decade ago.

It would be helpful to the university com-

munity if you would stick to subjects that

you know a little something about — I, for

one. will be looking forward to it.

Karen M. McKee
Florence

This is in response to the letter publish-

ed in the CoUeffian on Tuesday. April 11,

"UMass Makes Life Hard for Disabled."

The writer of that letter complained that

she "called the bus transit office one hour

prior to her classes" and got only busy

signals. From this, she concluded that the

van service is "useless."

I would like to point out that the reason

the phone line is constantly busy is because

the van service is constantly busy and is

far from useless. The Disabled Transpor

tation Service here at UMass is one of the

largest and most comprehensive services

offered by any college or university in this

country. We covert^ almost 53.000 miles

last year and do up to 1600 rides a month.

There are more than 50 pefjple with per

manent disabilities who use our van ser-

vice regularly and up to 40 temporarily

disabled people at a time who use the ser-

vice for as little as a day or as long as

several semesters.

We provide door-to-door transportation

for doctors appointments, job interviews,

food shopping and more, as well as to

classes. TTie service is available from 7 a.m.

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community and Five-College

Area. All correspondence must be typed, double-spaced and .signed. All are subject to editing

for space, grammar, and clarity. Mail should be sent to the Collegian, / 13 Campus Center,

UMass.

to 11 p.m. weekdays, and until 1:30 a.m.

on Friday and Saturday nights. All but two
of our nineteen drivers and dispatchers are

UMass students.

Yes, there are many buildings on cam
pus that are very difficult or impossible for

people with disabilities. And yes, the van

service is not able to accommodate
everyone's needs 100 percent of the time.

However, planning ahead and calling in

advance to arrange a needed ride frequent

ly works wonders.

If Fabsik had called us even a few hours

earlier, we would have had a chance to ex

plain the system to her and schedule the

rides that she needed. One hour's notice is

completely unrealistic. I would suggest to

Fabsik that blowing off steam by criticiz-

ing a system that she knows nothing about

does little good for anyone but her.self Her

energy would be better spent by lobbying

for additional funding for the services on

campus that work so hard to make a good

education a real possibility for people with

disabilities.

Cathi Turner
Coordinator of Disabled

Transportation

Escalation of senseless school-yard violence
Recently, a high school student in Worcester died

from being stabbed in the throat. Both he and his killer,

another high school student of the same age, had fought

previously before taking their aggressions to the

.school's hallways.

Both knew they would "have it out " once and for all

during the day. One carried a knife and the other wield-

ed a stick. Needless to .say, the stick didn't help very

much, as the wielder was eventually killed.

But what would have happened if the stick wielder

had brought a machete or a gun? There would have

been a different teenager in a casket.

What happened to the days when people fought on

the same terms, without weapons? When fists flew un-

til someone stepped in and broke it up?

At Oklahoma University, more than one drunken,

gun-wielding football player has risked everything he

worked for liecau.sc he pulled the trigger.

This hostile and violent aggression that people

possess has led them to act in ways they regret later.

In order to prove a point or save face, there is no tell-

ing how far a person's temper will go, nor does it allow

for what the opponent will do when an apparent threat

becomes real. This is when people should realize that

although it is sometimes necessary to fight, it usually

solves nothing.

E. Douglas Banks

A classic example of u.sele.ss violence is the gang-

related shootings in area like Roxbury and Dorchester.

Every day the Boston Globe has and article describing

the death of another fourteen year old. These teenagers,

who are afraid to walk to school, seem to have just as

much to worry about once they do arrive safely. With

all the violence that surrounds teens in some

neighborhoods, it becomes clear that they feel safer to

"fight fire with fire." The result is knives and guns

being found in lockers and back pockets.

The real question is, why must this senseless escala-

tion of violence occur? If you ask someone at the high

school level their reasons for carrying a weapon, they

might say, "protection." But who is being protected?

As a student, I was involved in a dispute between

a close friend and a neanderthal athlete. The neander-

thal never seemed to have enough cash, so he beat on

the weaker students to pay for his lunch.

After a week of .senseless brutality, we got wise and

made alliance with larger, more muscular friends. It

didn't take long for the "bully" to get the picture and
leave the defenseless alone. However, we were lucky

because it is just as pos.sible that he could have entered

school with a weapon to increase his chance of winn-

ing, causing one more school-yard statistic.

It's clear that one death does not push an end to

school-yard violence, but would one hundred deaths?

Probably not. People will always fight, and the easiest

way to win a fight is to be "one-up" on the opoonent.

The escalation is like a never ending ladder, w.th both

rivals striving to get the upper-hand, when eventual

ly, the knife or the bullet will be buried in someone's
flesh.

E. Douglas Banks is a UMass student
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Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered ^^^^^^^^^^^^^™

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven t had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

cat! the Division ofContinuing Education at

545 2414.

\M THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
Experience is a must

to be successful in gaining a
competitive edge in

today's world.
m

APPUCATIONS FOR

m ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

^ are now being accepted.

This position requires Responsibility. Dedication, and
Time Commitment—the qualities that future

employers are looking for.

m

O/ ( I I \ I I \ (, I 1)1 i \ I

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (Rm. 1 13) to pick up a job

application and submit it no later than

Monday, April 24th.

M/F - EOE _
_ -1

^ainii/KHgaii
CASE SPECIALS

CARLING BLACK LABEL
UTICA CLUB 12 oz. BOTTLES
ROLLING ROCK BAR BOTTLES

ORIGINAL

SPICEDRUM

6.99

6.99

10.99

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT
12 pk. $5.99

HAFFENRAFFER 40 OZ.

GRIZZLY 6 pk.

FOSTERS 6 pk.

SAM ADAMS 6 pk.

1.29

3.69

3.99

4.99

MATT'S BEER BALLS AVAILABLE

CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 ml
FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L
FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L
2 LITER PEPSI

5.99

8.99

8.99

99$

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Roate 9, Hadley—Just beyond Burger King
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m. • 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

ALBIOn

iK.ll

ALBION BOOKSHOP ALBION
BOOKSHOP C • A • F • E USED BOOKS
A n H E K S T NOKTHAMPTON A H H E R S T

Professor Robert Ackerman
on Piano
and

Professor Stanley Lewis *
on Tenor Sax

Friday the 14th of April
at the

Montague Mill

Admission is free
Call 367-9206 for directions

A once in a lifetime opportunity for

Philosophy and Jazz

Auvion iJooi^sMor. aniicksi (nnw books): 25G 122

1

ALIMOh USr.D liOOI\5, AMMCUST: 253 5013

ARTS&LIVING
Hunter reveals the hard realities of love
By THOMAS H
Collegian Staff

GAGNON

Between Home And The Hunter
Curtain Theater
April 11

Between Home and the Hunter, by Dudley

Stone, takes an intense, at times frighten

ing, but always intelligent look at three

friends' love triangle and the impact it has

on their relationships with one another.

Although it IS under two hours, the ten-

non between the characters makes the play

eem longer— in a good way, thanks to the

carefully constructed story, excellent per

formances by all three actors, an evocative

setting, and clever staging.

Angie, David, and Stevie are three

friends. Angie (Pamela Ksurp) is a suicidal

would-be writer. She loves both David, a

seemingly sensitive loner, and Stevie, a

seemingly carefree jock (Anthony
Maestrone, Michael Riseberg). The story

follows the changing relationships of the

three friends to an uncertain conclusion.

Despite the loose appearance <^the play's

episodic structure, the story is tightly con-

structed. In a series of episodes, playwright

Dudley Stone, a student in the UMass
Theater department's M.F.A. program,

builds the tension betwt'en the characters,

at the same time that he subtly reveals

their complex inner nature.

The action reaches a surprising but

believable climax and ends, appropriately,

without resolution. In his dialogue and
characterization. Stone mixes the banal

and the sophisticated in intriguing ways.

We hear ordinary exchanges ('I want to

help you." 'You can't.' 'I can if you let me.')

and then we hear dramatic monologues, in

which the character uses highly charged

and often symbolic language.

The characters are presented to us first

as types— jock, loner, tormented artist—

but by the end of the play they have emerg-

ed as complex human beings. Although a

Amherst College Presents

BILL MORRISSEY & JOHN GORKA
SUNDAY, APRIL 16

8 p.m. $6 Public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS AT EIGHT
In the Campus Center
Info: (413)542-5773

Coming:
Sally Rogers & Claudia Smith

April 23

little schematic, the character transforma-

tions that occur are convincing and give

emotional depth to the play.

One major reason for the success of the

characterization is that all three perfor-

mances carry conviction. Particularly

outstanding is Anthony Maestrone, who
both evokes and provokes strong emotion

as the high-strung David.

Pamela Karp, as Angie, has to cover the

widest emotional range. Although she

makes the emotional transitions smoothly,

she is somewhat better at portraying

Angie's insecurity and anger than her love

for the two men. With the least complex

part, Michael Riseberg manages to convey

an undercurrent of deep feeling in Stevie.

The minimal setting reflects the

characters' insecurity. The staging makes
good use of the setting, which consists of

two platforms, sparsely furnished, and an

open space between them. In one effective

scene, David is standing on one platform,

Stevie on the other, and Angie in the space

between them, and they are coaxing and

deceiving each other from their separate

spaces. This staging conveys both their in-

dividual isolation and the complexity of

their relationships to one another.

Between Home and the Hunter can be

hard to watch at times, but the difficulty

is well worth it.

586-6344
45 STATE STREET
NORTHAMPTON. MA.

LUNCH: TUES SAT II 30^2 30
SUN 12:00^300

DINNER; TUES THURS & SUN
500^930

FRI SAT 5 00^10 30
CLOSED MONDAY

A i t I

E^lRST CI

saw?

The INDIA HOUSE RESTAURANT

Where Indian Food Is Not Just Curry

• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN COOKING

SEALS IN FRESH FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS
• COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU

• EXTENSIVE WINE LIST

• BEWITCHING BIRYANIS

• ENTICING CURRIES

"INDIM RESTUUNT WITH EICELUNT FOOD 1 SERVICE. THE HEW EHGUIHD MOHTHIT.

Only $2.50 w/*tud«nt ID

Accidental
Tourist PG

F-S 7*9:15
M - Th 7:30

AMiiY SI. ^53-5'l26

ACADEMYoMUSIC
on the park • noMhampton. massachusetts

HELD OVER A 5th RECORD WEEK CURTAIN DAILY 6:45 & 9:00

(Please arrive 15 minutes early for good seating)

THUMBS UPI
It's a very powerful human story and I liked It...

'Torch Song Trilogy' Is a good movie!"
- Roger Ebert. SISKEL & EBERT

"•Torch Song
Trilogy' Is funny,

touching, heart-

breaking and
heartmending.
Harvey Fierstein

and Anne
Bancroft are
excellent!

YOU SHOULD
SEE IT!"

Di«rWI<.lMpy AT IHF MOVIES ,^rm^^^ W^kT^^^^^rv- V

"OUTRAGEOUS,
ENDEARING,

LARGER-
THAN-LIFE!

VIIIAGF VOICF

B**d on Ute AwanJ Winning Play

NKW LINE (INT,MA «.,.«^ . HOWARD WrrTFRIEIlRdNAlU K. UKR-STFIN r«..,.^

. PMi i«k;art .... . -KWdi sof«i trji.(x;v"^ ANNF. B-VNlHOn. MATTIIKW KRCUmH. HAKVKV FIKR.STKIN « RWAN KERWIN

.,>.„..,^ KAREN VOI'Nf, . ......m,... m\i». MAT7, .."-.«.«-.. MARIE fANTIN

.«™r-.„. mm) K. ElER-STEIN . .».«.... "^"Vh^ EIUCSTEIN -.«.-

nVK LINE CINEMA

VISIT OUR OPERA HOUSE AND VIEW A FILM

AS IT WAS MEANT TO BE SHOWN

Jim Beam
1.75 L

1299

Denaka
Vodka

from Denmark

750 ml

1099

Beefeaters
Gin

2099
1.75L

Dewar*s
Scotch
1.75 L

$0049
i

22 r'-NC

Labatt's 12 pk
*5»»

Becks 2-12 pks •14'' case

Fosters 6 pk 'S*' n4»» case

Wine Tasting -anytime/ ^

Tht CiCit^on^localsli»|«iai a

CS^C Liquors

ChMTgaHl

61 Main Street. Amherst

next to Town Hall

253-3091
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"A Killer

ofa Bio..."
—Lois Line, DiiJy Plinet

A one issue special in DCs Prestige Formal

Available at:

Same Bat Channel
.1// your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

Available

in May

Ae c»fci»n »na PC BuiMW »rt »aaiw«fii« at DC Canc% inc t i9a»
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Ginsberg interview
continued from page I

realism, and modernism m relation to the Beat movement,
he said, "It's all one relay — each movement descended

and integrated with into the next."

Ginsberg said unfortunately the Beat movement, sym-
bolized by "anti-modern society" poetry that asks its

readers to work with the subconscious and spirituality

through art and literature, may be overcome by
conservativism.

"But where there's writhing flesh, there's hope." he said

of the movement's chances

BE A PART OF THE
SOLUTION

Wi.rk on exciting fundraism^ i .i!ii(..nKn> lut SKNATDR JOHN
KFRKY S RK l-XK(TION ( OMMI riEK. THE NATIONAL
ABORTION RUiHTS ACTION LEA(;UE. CENTER FOR
MARINE CONSERVATION THE NATIONAL WOMEN S
IHH.mCAL ( Al'Cl'S. MADRE, BREAD FOR THE WORLD
WILDERNESS SIMIETY and SPECIAL OLYMIMCS INTER
NATIONAL Th«- I'rourt'ssivp (Houp i« now hirinj» mature.

iirticulat*- caiidtdiiilf-i ciimmilted In a huiiiHinstu' vi.nioii nTiuK-iiil.

pnlitical and i-nvironmpntal change to fill leleplHine TundraminK
p<i«ilMinH 16 hours week, evening and weekend hours Call
I'lrwinn.-I triAA(t64M)l or slop hy HU hI Sullivan S«|uiiro on
New South Sirwt, Northiunpton. in rill out iin fippliinlion

$6.60 $9.06 PKK ilOlK
FLEXIBLE SC'HEDDI.eS

I I I'9«vwwHOW IMADE $ia
niRCOLLEeE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS. f^

-:?iv

/,

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the Ne\yGI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH C0LLI:GI£, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii 7,17 5255. 1'uerlo Rico 721 4550. Guam 477 9957, Virgin Islands
(St Croixl 77.T 64.18. New Jersey: 800 452 5794. In Alaska, consult your local

phone directory
« 1985 I 'niled Stales Ctovemnient as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rifihls reserved

MAIL TO; Army National Guard. P.O. Box 6000. Clifton. NJ 07015

NAME

I

.DM DF
I

I

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

AREA CODE PHONE

S(KIAL SECURITY NUMBER

OCtlPATION

STUDENT IJHI(.HSCH(K)I. UCOLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE U YES UNO

US CITIZEN n YES D NO

BIRTH DATE

BRANCH RANK AFM'MOS Nirtlonal Ouaid
A1CLJC10049NP

Army National Guard
A mericam A t Their Best.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 9

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

"There are two sorts of women, ttie

female and the broad. The female

marries for security, the broad is

more forthright. I'm a broad."
- Betty Davis (03/04/85)

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

"Now over here. Mom and Dad, is what

we call 'The Rack,' and I'll show you how
it works.

"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

1 -pouy impfsotr

)

\,CUPCAKB.y/

!

^ -^
3

"i^"
4>'

5nJ (^

^s-l? -'^f T-sS
N

vr^ I'm srfci

Neep udCL

^^^^^ ^'^"w

By BILL WATTERSON
IWt BEtH TVWW«NG SUPPOSt

1 GBDW OP TO BL out Of

THE VfAVDS GREWtSV MtH
CF WX TIME . SJPPOSt My
NM4E Will St AH IHSPlRAJVON

TCi «OMAK\r< «* eoHS ^
TCi COME '. J .

*WkT WU THE. mSTOR^
Bocks sm =* TVtra sm,
"MVJCM OP MIS CH\tOMDOD

W^S SPtNT UKWILWSU
IK THE BMWTIJB

Vft«VT AN \NDK5H\T1 TM\S

BMU IS .' IS TM\S SITUKTIOH

VlOtrnvt OF QNt OF T^fc

G8EA.TtST MtHQf AIL

TlMt ?<->

Ml UKtUl ^ HOUO) tW
HISTORICAL

S\SK\flCAHCt

IS Pk T^8»\»\I.

RNMtRTVEl
SAID ^OkjC.

CUILWOOO
WAS OlRTy

ANDSMtU-l'

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

Xmitt.. lA/HAf -iOUH/m. ID

UNPfftSJANP /» mBfit^ A
lOTCfANd&i ON THISU/MP

I FOU /HO&T WT/e^T^, AlPS IS
' A STIGMA ON TOP
'.. OFAillQMA.
. 5ouerfHA^

i

•^M?y f5c5 HUMOH W 'yOFKN
7HS- KASe hePeti-J ATIP TO

HUP »iM Mce. rmAByy^
1 etJCOUM^ IT. gecAus^
AlPS CAUt 19ABOm netPINb

f^fopie coce. neipukj rue^i _
flC U/ITH PlONin

t^'^y iV\i loC !fJ TO S^ liND^:

ANl> H3 MAft£^ 90Mt Tt^RilHb
X»^A0OUTHl9l£:SIONi'.AHPI
PLAy 9Tf<Ai6tfrMAN, ANPiUe'l^
BOTH ^atBAffilHH IN^Oe, BUT
IT-^ BemH. THAU oaNCtMAPm

ANPON

OFF*

lUNMINQ
HOlOUP

CONVSNieNO:
5TOK^ THAT
9OKT0FTHIN6

THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

And the room full of kiddies was called the Student Senate.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

AW co^ll^cl hi»^ ^,,

GRE/TTOT HITS

j<£?i<i»'H goNe COVA/ X~*ATioaJ V^^^"

1
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (Morch 21-Apfil !9) Allow

rtoffwig to itond n yoc» way todov

vou wf ao|Ov good luck m a new
love reiatonsrip Peserve tome
time for acquiring speciali^eci

knowtedge trwoug^ stuoy ono
research Divefrfv voor nvestmeois

TAUtUt (Apni 20 May 20) Go
ariead and expose a secret fear to

the fam*y circle Loved ones offer

reassurance Better commi«cation
w« soMify fomiy ties Your abMty to

corcentrate mproves and so does
your cosh fkaw

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Savor

a victory, txitdcnotuseitasonop-
porturity to Qus^ others around or

you wi pay the consequefKes
Travel and romance go twrxl-irv

horxl today This is not a good day
to take risks

CANCIR (June 21-Juty 22) Those

in authority see that you are domg

a good job fMew rewards ore on

the way Someone rrxjy come into

your Me. turnir>g everything topsy-

turvy Your ksyolty wins you tug

bucks.

UO (July 23-Aug 22) You have
never feared higher-ups before so

do not give m now A very good
day for reveoNng your thoughts

You will end up in the drivers seat

if you how your grourd

VieOO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Get
serious about acquiring specialized

krxjwiedge, Partr^erships prosper

f>tow is not the best time to cfxinge

jobs Act aware of your worth arxl

important people win take notice A
promotion is possible.

(Sept 23-Oct 22) Loved
ones are wiir>o to help you in any

way they can Do r»t try to force-

decisions on ttwm or you coiid

hove a reoelon on your harvSi Use

sweet reason

iCOaWO (Oct 23-Nte>v 21) An
rnpoftont frnncial matter deserves

your persorxji attention You find a

new retdtionsh«3 both ctxalsnoing

and fulf»ng vour gfft tor bringrg

opposing parties together is o

tremendous asset Use it

tAOITTAMUt (t<4ov 22 Dec ?')

Repay a few favors before gomg
off for the weekerva Your travel

plans rrKiy have to be altered due
to unexpected deveteipn>ents Do
tt*ig$ tfx3t hove a noble purpose

Generosity wir>s adrrwation

CAMICOeN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Your emotional detachment works

to your advantage in a famly mat-

ter Relax and let ottwrs see you as

you really are tMew eatmg habits

help you gam weight Watch the

AOUAMUS (Jan 20-Feb 16) Be
more seif-reiKjnt arid you wi be
able to achieve almost anything

you desire. Sometimes you say

things ttxjt you do not remember
saying k3ter on. Check you records

If chalenged

nSCIS (Feb W-Mcirch 20) Those

in psychoiogv or other types of

courweUng enjoy special success

now Focus on earning a
newcomer's trust Your eye for col-

or serves you well today

MENU
LUNCH

Hot turkey sandwich

Hamburg on roll

BASICS LUNCH
Pineapple yogurt stuffed

pepper

Hot turkey sorxjwlch

DINtJ£R
Ravioli

Baked haddock

BASjeS'DINNER

Tofu ixit loaf

Ravioli
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CftBPE^

SALE ENDS
APRIL 20TH

^^^^^^^^^^^ DAILY

lcM>ew***' 'o*^

^ANMKS

[Sa^^o»^ njus

S

HOLLAND
BULBS
VALUES *1«™«3«

kZ
X

Gladiolus

BegcMiia

Caladiums N
Dalia O
Cannas W pkg

4 CUBIC FOOT BASE

SPHAGNUM

PEATMOSS
Nature s best for garden
planters and a must for

tree planting

Value »895

$599

CALIFORNIA GROWN
SPECIAL PURCHASE

Value 5395 to 5495

BUSHES

Ci^

'^'

^^'

YOUR CHOICE

COW
MANURE
Adds organic nutrients

to lawn, flower ar)d

vegetable gardens

TOP SOIL
All purpose lawn.

flower and vegetable
garden corKJittoner

Value »2»»

motSlilGEiiEREfORS 1500 TIFFANY

TURCO SWINGSETS

AT$199
IMATTRESS SETS

SOLID BRASS AND STAINED GLASS

TWIN SIZE . FULL SIZE I
Pertectjor \,|602^
Above VourL TWIN SIZE FULL SI

M98l^1l

/ >.

MATCHED
SMOOTH
TOP
INNER
SPRING
SETS

n.oto'*^

MODEL
»73I

:-ii'-.v

\aoo5'

SAVE 50%

;^..

VALUE »299^
ARTIFICIAL

GRASS CARPET
Value

$C95w sq.yd 330|°

poo\
Tab\e

ii
'^•

HONEY/DARK AMBER rocA$4^fi
15" Wide X 35" Long x 1 1 Vi" High ^J^Un^ I"T0
^prHONEY
8V2"Widex7"High^^O^

Value <56

N

w

#110 HONEY
12" Wide X 9" High

Value '65

N

9000 CASESpSboFLOOR TILE
Value
$1600

N CASE
OF 45
SO. FT

ws^m

WORV

POLYESTER FIBER
OVERSIZED GRANNY

PILLOWS

72 OZ. CHEER
WITH FREE 9 OZ.

IVORY LIQUID SOAP

YOUR
CHOICE
STAND.
QUEEN
KING

NON ALLERGENIC
EASY CARE

MILDEW RESISTANT

S$525
^^^^ STWPCTIC

BLUEVmiTE
STWPE TICKING

1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF 1-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

933-5468

SPECIAL GROUPr^ COTTON
b^RUGS

NICE
ASSORTMENT
OF COLORS

YOUR 9i''v36"
CHOICE 24''x36"

IF PERFECT
SUGGESTED

LISTM 495 N

To*26»5
o$688

ROUTE 5
EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

623-3358

ROUTE 184
GROTON

CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

445-8581

MENS SPORT SHIRTS
100% Cotton, 3 Button Po
Knit Collar & Cuffs in Navy,

Red, White with Contrasting

Wide Stripes

""" o$788$16

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-6

863-4343

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5

586-7248

MENS BETTER

SLACKS^
Choose from Linens I

Poly Cotton Blends

Embroidered & More

Made for tfie Top
Mens Shops

Sizes 30 to 40

Value ^90-

MOO NOW

fPAIR ((

.\
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Softball
conanutd from page 12

plate on the play, preventing further
damage.
From there. Wanner settled in a bit

(warmed up, more appropriately), holding
firm through a third inning bases-loaded

threat, before allowing the day's final run
in the fifth on three consecutive singles.

The season's series between these two
clubs now stands at 2-1 in favor of UConn,
but isn't over yet. Both teams will travel

to Garden City, NY this weekend, joining
Penn St. and nationally ranked South
Carolina at the "Adelphi Tournanient."

baseball
concinu^d from page 12

ed as Comeau drove him in with his first

hit of the day, a double, and then scored
himself after going to third on Steve Kern's
grounder to second and making the final

stretch on Bright 's .sacrifice

COLLEGIAN 11

Minuteman coach Mike Stone was very
happy with the performance of his players
yesterday, citing an all-around effort as the
cause.

Said Stone, "We played a couple of not-

ches above the way we've been playing
lately. Things started to click a little bit

easier for us"

CLASSIFIEDS
j^saai

ANf you HAVMC A PARTV, HmOHm. Me
•no want a bane Flat STANLEY thanaw

I rock am rtiymm and biuaa «•#
ravam W

i

rHaraaiaa

p

laaaa can
M6a2 or Kart S4»«t05

tayyouri
S4».16«

Acnvmtt

HEAOtNC FOR EUAOPC THIS SUMMER
(or any time'') Jal thora lor no mo<e than
S1«0<MmAIRHITCH(r| M rapodad m Con
smnarRapons Nv Tima* Lat'tGo Naw
day. GoooHouta>aap«ig, and naUnal nm
wck mommg atawa For daWla. can
?12-aS4-2000 or wriM AIRHrTCH. ?g01
Broadway Suite lOOA NV Nv I00»

ASIAN AMERICAN STUOCNTS ASSOC.
Ganaralwa«inq on Tuaaday 4-2S«l Cam-
pua Camar I7& al 6 30pm Elactuna" Aa
membari piaaaa anand"

KAWA PLEOQCS - Thanks lor at
Hera's 10 a monde«<ul lemaster The

WILLAM? VACANT CUfMOUS'T Umaaa
Paoan Siudani* Organuation maaU Surv
4ms 7pm CC Cal Cady »«S«3 or Alyu
1-MS-31&S tor mora into

NSA FWOAV NMNT VIDEO Thraa Man
and a BaOy 4/14 m Froni LOunga ol

NawmanCanHr Al aatooma Fraa T'Apm

MaSOWMMMLS nsnwmbar to •«< 4V
Frankhn 00 Dy Fnday I4«h limaad apaea'

SAVE MONEY ON HOME HEATMO ON.t
JOKimaPionaar VaMayCMCooparanwa Of)

CamotM Housmg 42» Studani U«MOn

AU. MORTAR BOARDERS

AU. HONTAN BOANOERS Mandaiory
aalaclan maalwg lonrgN cr<eci> Campus
Car«iar axanis tcrwOuW tor room numtw

ATTENTION AU. UHASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
araavailaPto Kaap your Inandt and parano
inlormad about ottttt is go<ng on al UMass
Wa can aand H almoal any'vynara For mora
MitoriHallon coma dCMvn to Room 113 Cam-
pua Camar or cm MS-3S00

milas

AUT-> FOR SALE

1M0 PLYMOUTH CHAMP. 4
sunroot lapadack 140.000
1-773-»4S6aaliin«|SaO

19M 8UICX CENTURY atct»»nl cond<T>or>

new bfaxes shocks tires $1300 PRNEG
S49«483

IMS CAMARO Vt Mpaad. T^opa toadad.
asking 1 1 500 or basi odar Call S4«-9727

IMS POND PliStA S300«O Muat aal
nma torn aumoo* 9S6-S774

CATS TICKETS

•••I NEED YOUR EXTRA CATS***
UckaU. Will take any nighl Call anytMta

COUNSELORS WANTS)

OIRLS CAMP IN MAINE. ExcaNant aalary
room A board, travel Nlowartoaa Baaulrtul
modem faciMias. mum lova cMdran • be
able 10 leach one of the following
swtm<WSl) sailing canoeing waterski
dance drama ropes, campcraft. gym-
nastics, computer Call the Directors of

Camp Matoaka at (407)4M-e363

DAVIO PATTERSON

HAPPY BIRTHOAV TO MY tavorlta Irttle

brother Oon't worry about the tact that n

has been is days sir<ce my birthday and
you haven't found the time to walk from
Field to Van Meter to give me my gift I still

love you and always will Have a great day
on Saturday <ru be sura to aaa you ) Love.

15 MINUTES WITH YOU

I WOULDN'T SAY NO..." B I've slept

with your t-shirt. so now houw about with

you? P

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. D^
jockeys, lights and large screen video

dances 250-6526.

FOR RENT

ONE OPENING IN feminist household star-

ting in May 549 7174

LUXURIOUS PENTHOUSE APARTMENT
in Downtown Amherst lof ?-3 people lake
the initiative Call Phil 256-0169

LOOKING FOR 1 NONSMOKING female
to share Townehouse Apt Call llyssa

546-7396 Leave a message

PUFFTON VILLAGE DOUBLE ROOM
lease avaiable June 1 Close to bus S laun-

dry $285'monlh Includes gas. heat. A hot

water Call 549-0840

GRADUATING NEED MY ROOM TAKEN
OVER!! June 1st Sunny room near cam-

pus and downtown Rent negotiable fall op-

tion Call Heather 253^)977

TAKE OVER OUR TWO BEDROOM
Soulhwood apartment call 256-6761 lor

information

rBORJMSlN AMHERST HOUSE for up to

5 people, bus route. 2 kitch/bath 253-2321

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE to 3 badrm «<
6/1 Griggs Apartments 549-77S3

WE GOT A GREAT APT- naal ctow) sum-
mar aubtot w«h Fai option Vary cha^'
CaM 256- 1 160 turniAira irtdudad*'

SUMMER SUBLET 2 BEDROOM BrarT'
dywine apt 5494 1 54 conyanient tocatton.
pool bua

SUNDENLAMO PWBt BUB WPIWat to
UMass and SMpptng a>«aa Sacura an
apartmarM tor Augual and raoarwa Augual
rent tree For mora data* cal 66S-3SiM

I BRm BATH apKlmam avail June l m
Tmniahouaa ngM naitt to bus stop cai
54S422S

NEED AN APARTMENT you got one' 2
bedroom Southwood m ailitia m CH
2SS-it67aAar»

TAKE 0V» OUR LKAMalwtMaVI lor

apatmani near campus tor tour Cal
2S»«04

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER MMa
lar2Mri^CalM6-7301l

FOR SALE

SIMTH CORONA TYPEWWTBI 1 yr eU
ancaaanl condnnn SSOrB O 54»«4S3

I lOa NOTES for quu three ch^lar
ouOmw o« 10 and 1 1 contact 346 C«iea
6-S0B9

SALE: S4 MUSTANG. grMt
aurwtwl hatch powar locks MMrval wtpars.
tm ca»a»n» t3300 or B O 6-4471

UMIVEOA ALMNA ULTIMA 20 daora it

rm-20 s aicalant conation Chns 2534679

77 VOLVO 243 Vm OMd oondMon 2.S00
or best otler Scott 299-1674

19Se AUDI 4000 95.000 milas no ruat* No
dents' Looks and runaHwnWB OnlyStSOO
549-5926

NEON LraHTBI Lamlad MMnMy MMar.
Lowanbrau A mora 546-7070 cal noar*

COMMODORE 64. montor 1541 diaMlnwa
and messer^ga' rnodute aakmg S475 Cal
after 5pm 549 1051

FUN 19- 12 SPEED BWE btoek aacoond
Doug 506^544 2067 tl50

66 BIANCHI VELOCS
canpy parte gi«« ooncHen $475 or

Fernando avas S4»4M9

If ipaad
80 cal

4 TRACK RECORDER Taacam ponaona
$420 BO Matt 253-9131

OUiTAJPWASHBURN ACCOUSTIC
w/original strings A caaa $200 CaM
2S3-7367

SHARP CAROUSEL JTitucrawiyariTOor
B/O 546 5235

rauND

LOSE MONEY? Leave how rnuch wid
phone number at into desk at Concourse

CAMERA M HVNITWORB cal 6-6960
OascnlM It and its yours agatfi

AlT ANKLE BRACELET, near Boydan
Gym. Monday 4/10 CaM Karen to c'

546 7462

iT PART-TIME OPPORTUNITY

QAM EXPERIENCE AND EARN MONEY
by working on Fodune 500 companies
marketing programs on campus 2-4 flexi-

ble tHjurs eacn week /Applications bemg
taken for immediate and Fall 89 openings
CaN 1-600421 1543

GUITAR

IBANE2 ROADSTER ELECTRIC «HtAR
- with gorilla portable amp please call Tom
253-3470

HELP WANTS)

GUlOO MURPHY'S. Cape Cod's hoNaat
restaurant-bar complen Interview waakand.
Saturday April 22 116 Sunday /April 23.

noon 5 Season May 25-Sepl 4 and more
Comer o< West Main and sea streets. Hyarv
nis, MA Come on down

EARN UP TO $IO/hr Student borage
wants you to be part of the team Super-
visory and kHidirtg positions available

Hours flemble Call Paul (617)479-8740

SGA COMMUNICATIONS is hiring an of-

fice director tor next year Applicant must
have al least two semesters remaining and
be able to work over this summer Applica-

tions al 304 SU A/A/EOE

CAPE COD SUMMER RENT FREE'SmgJe
mother in Hyannis seeks student to watch
5 yr oM son Own room, car available, nights

oft Call Jennifer Taylor (508)7900758

THE JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
needs History and Hebrew teachers - paid

positions for Fall 89 call 549-0223 tor

application

SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS: The Ad
missions Office has an opening lof a Sum-
mer admissions assistant Responsiblilies

include interviewing prospective students

leading campus lours and handling public

relations related duties Job descriptions

are available m leh University Admissions
Center located next to Gorman Residence
Hall Applications deadline April 21

WORK FOR GREENPEACE ACTION - help

preserve endangered species, reduce tox-

ic wastes and stop the arms race Salary,

benefits, travel and advancement Full/part-

time 2-10pm Call 256 1439 Bill /Shannon
Apply now lor the summer'

HEY BRUISER!

to 1iv' mOHEAOEO CREW-BIMBO
roorma Show tham wtiat you'ra made of

tomorrow m Harttord - good kx^ at TnrHty

A keep your spiritt up because you'ra

awaaome" Lova ya. DEE

HOUSE WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Want to rent two to thiaa badroom houae
Can Mad at S4S-I27S

LOST

FLAT LINK GOLD BNACLET Vivcmity toi

66 Sentimental vakje Raward 5-2693

LOST: BLUE LEATHER WALLET m
Berkshire DifwigCammortt on 4/1one If

tound piaaai emit Kaahoriaawai
at 5464117

. I loM aiwty jpicni
brsealat on 6to aoy 9tMi lloowa ItBW) to
Thompaon on Mon Apnl 10 Sam R • a
heavy swor knk Cham Vary laiga raiard
ttianks tor help 6-5366 64K7

GAP JEAN JACKET W/3 -

kaydian on 4M at PN Sig I

cal 5464672

MOTOnCVOUt

JCT BLACK 61 Smuki QSS50T Low
Miaga, ascaaent condawn $660 80 Cal
Qlann3?»4509

19S1 SUZUKI EBASSr tear inAas $360 00
546-2094 (UmMs) 253-2233 (home)

MEED CASH QUICK

PITVeW BASEBALL CARDS out ol the

GiMal aM aal them to Todd 5494361

TdMkvou
ahi»ir» -LT

AOMIKR

QO STATE U CNEWI Show your stuff m
Harttord Bua waakand Put hard and croas

HAPPY BMTHDAV (

ODD NUMBER IS MCI
From all the Ka Ki Nang

/Audrey. Aalhar. Joaaph . Oarwn • Aique'
••aeeaaaaaeaaeeaeeeaaaaeiaaeeaeee

PHOTOGRAPHERS • Remember to return

your day in the kle film Friday /Apnl 14 on
CC from 9-4

bOOOOOAAAAAAHA^^IVIAflyeu
bag apa I k>va you* Lo«6 your CawMioman

TBI FBI MANN traa day Ml 21 UMMa
avan made your batttday a twMay I wish

you an aacaMnl ona Lova Janny B or iwiy

TOM NOSCirrSON HAPTV and BBTTH-
OAV I Wa'R rmaa you whan you graduate
Don't be a stranger Love Maura 6 Kern

USA CARRABINO Hypy 20th Hope you
emioy the novacaine' Have a great day, A
ramantoar no geeks" Mary Ann

TO CJ HAPPY BOAV Love Gary

DU HAPPY BIRTHDAY have a swall one
but don't gel too druh - DA SM.

DIANE HAPPY 21al May yoursMrcfi ba a
successful one JAB

BAOLE EATING BEAUTY m Corns 121

12 20 U have good style Like to help you
with your technique Few rows up

HEWY OELINA JOYdErUmMS iTcancaii^

ing classes m honor of your 21 si binryJay

Have a great day you deserve it' Love
your ex-roommate Out permanent friend

Oiane

CAPJW^fiil - Stand on your owrTtwo feet

stop letting Jeane Dixon run your lite

TO PERSON IN ANTHRO 234 who found
my wallet 12/88 Please can I have it back?
Jane 546^6535

CONGRATULATKMS HADOMI How couW
Amherst resist someone like you? Have a
great birthday Mike I love you' XOXO
Eileen

CRASH - I'H stop making mountains ouTof
mole hills if you stop being a stuntman"
Thank you for putting up with me I luv

u'-Di

MICHELLE CHANDLER you're a brick!

Good luck on your thesis and get ready for

NYC" Are we good to go'' One more week
and we re bass ale bound and breeding
through the semester Venn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE h h-h in the
pink poncho' Irene we hope you have a
wonderful day Love Nancy and Stephanie

DEB MCELLIGOTT • Happy 21' I hope you
have an awesome birthday Saturday Love
your little sister, Oebi

KRISTIN BRADLEY - Ctieer up' No'one
likes a mama s boy anyway Let s find some
real men' Love JoJo

SB - you - Tinally got a personal* Looking
forward to the weekend my consent' -

Andrea (Nancy)

MARLA OREENBERG - W* about Ume
HRTA aooaplad you" Now you can atofi
feeling Hue We know you'll be a succaaa,
ao wa al wwh you the baat F'n' A' you'ra
m HRTAi Congrats* Lova ma tounh Moor

HEY OJ JAZZY DARC AND FRESH LOM-
BAROOI Did you target about that quarters
aama you cowards? Challenga The toga
MM at Siawa Nals Tim Dan Fardte and
Rcb How's your Ho? -Scrubbamafca wid
theRefuoae

TO THE PERSON WNO SENT Aporaonal
to the girt w«i pmk h«r hrsi ol al sfw
IS not a g>n but a woman, secondly, lorgai
N we are happrfy engaged I tove you KK

Gat paydiad lor the
lemgMf I lava you Myaaa

SCOTT
Sammy tormal

great rooraia your
youra a

BMAH KMW. hMp 4- 174$ open bacauaa
lamauMMdlDioaimaonaptcnic Ipve

SPITTERS ANONYMOUS CKrw and
Fnanda I tiavo coma to haar ot your pro-

Mam You era al laady tor the nasi step
I tuggam pmnq your local SA (Sptttars

Anonywiouaai group From someone who

* TO THE NEWEST MEMBER OF THE *

' PIQ tomay Vou do not reafcze how '

*payGlWdl am to have you as my kma '

*aimrt Tli« « |uat ate bagnmng ot an *

'MoadWa Maama at Mpita On Omega*" *

Uwa fOur Bif S«

SEAN PARKM. Sorry i mtssM Valantmes
Oay Your secret admirer sM a*«ls irv

NEVER TARDY
YOUR HOUSE PLANTS ARE A MT

WfTH tWHEEPMG FMS
BOSTON FERNS

UNDER WHICH WHICH KITT
LIKES TO SIT

HAPPY 23rd JNMIV HUBSELU Ldf* go
ung to caiabrato ~ '

lianr Lova PAL
uaniB iiig to catabrato P S wno a i«My

ONRVI Happy brrthday to you
You ara tfw b<g
Hera's Iwpmg mat you
become toucny-toely
(Dave wroM tfiat)

Happv t9llt* Maybe It you gat kicky Mai w<l
play IMS acaordian tor you' -ConManca.
Gerge and Jaf>a. Too

BEAT DOWN ON TMS BABY I dMjn I put
thai ad m the paper arv] I don't know who
dto - so chM - and stop threatening my
anavNKing macfuna

TO THE PRIMO DUDES OF 3 SOUTH-
Whoa' How bout the thing? Where s ours?
-The Pitch Bitct>es

TO MATT FROM WABH. you
ItMwe Cat's tickets mslead ol two Cal rna
»3-3662

$100 REWARD
STUDENTS SEEK TO TAKE OVER yotir

laaas m June or Saplambar tor your four

fiva bedroom house plaaae call Dan
5464457 or Mitch 546-9060

QUENTINS BUY ONE gat one free sato
Thru May 1st

GIGI KARRAS Happy Birthday (yaslerdayl
Sorry it's late but we k>ve you anyway tove
-Kel. Jen and Cyn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWILLA! WHAT DO
YOU DO WHEN YOU WANT A RIDE?
Yea-yah'

THREE FEMALES DESPERATELY seen
ing 3 tMdrooms for next year Please call

546-4054

WANTED: 2 femaies or malaa nonsmokers
to share a 2 bedroom apt in Brandywine fo
r next year Call Bob 549-5922 or Jeff
546-7442

SENIORStt
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!!

'JOm THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN*
* Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses calling "

other UMass seniors
Apply al the Memonal Hall Basement •

or call 545-3509
APPLY TOOAY!!

ROOMMATES WANTED

WANTED: two female, non-smoking room
mates to share a double in Townehouse
For further info, Ctfl 549-9925

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer, dryer woodstove 5 mm walk to
Downtown 10 minute walk lo UMass call

253-0707 $195/monlh

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED for Bran
dywine apt Fully furnished Pond view Call
549-4722

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apt in

Northampton $300 per month plus '?

utilities call 585-0542 /Ask for Michael

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED lo'

Soulhwood apt starling 6/1 call 256-8745

ONE FEMALE TO RENT doubie room
townhouse apts avaialbe June 1 549-1449

1 or 2 FEMALES, NEAT, responsible, non
SMOKERS FOR ' BEDROOM IN Brittany
Manor apt Lease starling in Sept I ten mth
call2S6-6301

TWO SEMI-OUIET NON SMOKING FUN
wtimen tooking lor kao ain0a rooma n cod
houaa prataraoly in AMhatH tor Fal plaaae
cal Krabn SA646I4 laMa -TTTlflT
Thanks

NON JMOKBI FBiAU tor one bedroom
•n prt apt on mam st Avaa June l

$242/mo ind CAS 3i»-tS16

THREE GUVS lSOMNOWTAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 69 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CAU 5464406 or S464400
Leave Maitaga

UNOUIStlCS. workMt Sunday 2/26 Bt«y
you a baar^ Cal S4S1SS0 QaovBa

ROOMMATE WAWT^ PON Ctfi COO

$ FEMALES WANTED to rant houaa in

1

SAMMY B.^mOMS

COMORATULATMMS TO TNK
etecwd oHKara e> Sam* J

Mark. Sam A MM - Wl»-(* Mtmd you m
ma ««yl Th* Ban Mma

protosswnal quaMy
prmiad only $7V Cal Rck 2964196
$4

ST JUOE

THANK VOU FOR YOUR PRAVENB. Once
agam you have helpad in my moat crucial

needs Your i ntoreaasion « vary peawrkl
I m truly)

hot

iiantq.
Him 293-3404haal A

LAUn* LDRRLLC: Juat wanMym 10 taa
your r«ame in prmt botore you leaira You'ra
Via graatoal tnand evar* Have fun m Oregon
wim the Man m PlaNl ' arto have a better
time torugMo I'l rmss you" Lova. Dee

MFFER: Happy bulhday to the bast room-
male ewar* Lova akeays. Bongo.

SUBLET THE RED HOME
Summer Sublat

One second walk to campus
Waigl* room and Jacuw opton

varyi

Ivng

Craig 54» 1949

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUiMMfiR
BaauaMhouae )nNoimAirtiarat$17Vmo
up to atrae rooms may ba open tor Fal
$464616

TAKE OVER ibUTMWOOO APT teaaaVJ
2 bdrm townhouse Call 2564718

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
waahar, dryer 5 mm wal< to downtown 10
mm wall to cantpua $360 lor arMaa aummar
includes alt utMias call 2934707

SUMMER SUBLET, 2 badrooma. heuaa op-
posite southwest Contact Kristine
546-7470

AVAILABLE APARTMENT FOR RENT.
Furnisfied center at /Amherst cal J C at

253-3662

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EXCELLENT OUTDOOR SUMMER
Employmeni oppoiumties*

in Lowell MA area
Advancement opportunities

Call Scott C at 1400-922-5579

SUMMER SUBLET

2 BEDROOM APT. $300 available June i

pool new carpet, garden ptol Sunderland
665-4530

PUFFTdNONE BOHM, some fum rent

negot Call 549 7762 Soon

SUBLET m NOHO. nice 2 bedroom near
center of town $575 586-0958

3 BEDROOM CONGO, completely furnish-
ed, along bus route rent negotiable, prefer
grad students or otoer Call 256-0301 after

LOOKING FOR TWO PEOPLE lo sublet
room in a fxxise for ttie summer own bathrm
huge Wl closet i separate entrance kxa'ed
near Brunos on busline rent around $360
call Amy 2564662

SUMMER SUBLET 3 bedroom townhouse
apts available June l 549-1449

PLEASE SUBLET OUR BRANYWINE
apartment call Sue 546-6392 or Inger
546-6397 Leave message

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT rent negot On
bus route call 253-7760

SUNNY SPACIOUS APT m
Amherst for 4 people 549-5866

SUBLET MY APT THIS SUMMER in Bran
dywine 160/mo Nego Call Erm 6-4726

PUFFTON VILLAGE: Large sin^ avaiabte
for summer sublet Close to bus laundry
? UMass $l25/month Includes gas heat
? hot water Call 549-0840

2 SINGLES IN PUFFTON avariable end of
May/$100 each per month call 549-0768

FEMINIST HOUSE ONE OPENING from
6/1 to 8/1 or 8/30 depending -549-7174

APT TO SUBLET 2 bdrs on bus route quwl
area for summer months 256-8380

SUNNY 4 BEDROOM HOUSE 2 minute
from Whitmore 5 minutes to town complete
kitchen, laundry available please call
549-6925 Fall option

1 ROOM IN $ BEOnOOM APT next to Bnt
tany rant nago Cal 296-4191

$ BBOWOOM HOUSE. Amherst 2 M
chtntlbuiti on bus rouW room tor 5-7

263-2321

BEAUTIFUL AND SPACIOUS 2
BEOWOOM apartment tor sublat Th«
a$>aiuwa»a has a pool.

yaids mamaiulaai
baakalbal court, and laraa Iron

taaaymmal
. and raatauranM TIim

apanmanl Kaa wal to wal caipaang and •
m partad eondlMn Pick up your pha>«a
nghi new wid cal RKk or JaK « $464962
or JaWat iNJ iSae

USOUToicutbaekcMt
our turraanad. poeMida B-Wma
citoap cal Bruca $4S652t

SUBLET - 't room m Brandi^aato Otaap
Cal Rotxn 549-5967

I SUBLET - 2 aai^MWMMiaM
Mn St Apmni rem nagocd Aabm or Ha6y

SUMXr OUR BnANDYtmNE APART-
MWT Bi« st«wnar on cheap 54»6t9t aw>
•ar Kan. Unda. r

TO SUBLET

Bl SO AMHERST
la June 1 lar2

293^2660

Rin6.

TOM CRUISE

HEY TOM CRUSE.M you
or ««a I Ma aaar?7 Kaly

"SrOMOSMITH " prolaaaronal lypmg
RMuntM. pspttt And ito^V iMutifptwiknQ

CASES. PAPERS. TNESa. orvcampus al

lordabto. grammar
564-7924. Nancy

AMITY PLACE CONDO WANTED

COLLEQE STUDENTS
«MM to rant an /Am«y Place condominium
mm an* adermaien plaaaa cal Matt ai

546-127%

WANTB)

TAKE OVER MY LEASE bedroom
Branywine apt available on June 1st Cal
6464157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM neer UMass
Campus or on bus route Pteaae can Jac
quakna 546-5050

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING TO GIVE UP VOURLEASEA 4
to 6 responsibto lamalaa tooking tor a 3 to
4 bedroom, and 2 baaia, houaa near cam
pus Wl* take over laaaa 6/1 plaaae cal
Suzanne 546-1446 or Matissi $464961

$90 REWARDI To take over toase lor t

bdrm apt m Cotonttf VHage Cal ChrMma
256-1482 alter 9pm

M/kRTHA S VINEY/ARD. Woman with
friendly dog needs room in Summer house
566^1629

HOUSWKVROOMS MEEOEO this summer
calf SBMC 256-8615 9am 5pm

RESPONSIBLE, CLEAN MATURE
STUDENTS seek 4 plus bedroom house
anywhere Will take lease 6- 1 Please call

RiCk 5464903 Bill 5463282. or Jake
546^3265

HELP - RepeonslMe students kxAing to

take over lease for 2 bdrm apartment CaN
Sue st 5464963

5 RESPONSIBLE omU seeking 4 or 5
t>edroom house - caM 549-1372

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER lease for a 3-4

bedroom house starting 6/1 call 549-1538

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 bdrm
apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743

VBAAMN

DEAR STEVIE. the man o( 1510 Brittany.

my oM Patterson friends, and everyone alaa
The party was amazing' Thank you* /Alao.

happy birthday Mitch ar>d early birthday
Marcus' Love. Loraina
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SPOJTS
By SAM SILVERSTKIN
Collegian Stall

STORRS, Conn. - Both teams, of course, were play

ing on the same slu^jgish field, under the same sunless

sky and against the same bitter wind But only one

team seemed to mind, as the University of

Massachusetts softball squad dropped a pair to the

University of Connecticut vesterday afternoon.

Minutewomen drop
a pair to UConn
The Minutewomen. now 9 12. fell prey to mental

lapses and frozen bats on the way to their 1-0, 2

winless afternoon. UConn, which entered the game as

the top ranked team in the Northeast, extended its

season record to 14 8.

"You can't use anything for an excuse," cautioned

UMass coach Elaine Sortino, "it can't be the cold

because the other team is playing in the same weather.

But I felt we were a half a step off everything we did

today"
In the opener, the Minutewomen stranded seven

baserunners. leaving the tying run on second base at

game's end and the bases loaded in both the fourth and

sixth innings.

The Huskies capitolized on their one true threat to

UMass* Holly Aprile <5 7i, as Jennifer Tyler led the

home half of the third inning with a sharp single up

the middle, then moved to second on a single. Vicki

Bartolluci eventually blooped a single to right under

the outstreched arm of fielder Bonnie Schilling to load

the bases.

UMass second baseman Catherine Pugliese then

robbed Julie Sherman of some fat RBI numbers with

a diving stab of her ground ball headed up the middle;

Tyler scored easily on the play. Pugliese keyed an in-

ning ending double play on the next pitch, sealing the

score at 1-0

In the top half of the seventh, UConn starting pit-

cher Sharon Arnold fanned Aprile on a fastball across

the outside half of the plate, as UMass's Lauren Rubin
— the potential tying run — watched from second base.

"We had big poeple at the plate in key situations,

and we just couldn't get the hits," described Sortino.

The second game was more of the same, as even the

sun's brief, but well received, appearance could do lit-

tle to thaw the Minutewomen's bats. UMass managed
just two hits and five baserunners against UConn's Sue
Rybczk (7-41 — Pugliese was the only Minutewoman
to see second base in the contest, reaching on an error

and then advancing on a single in the third inning.

UMass teams
fare differently
on the diamond

Collrcijin photo by DavM Hi(a>hiKurhi

The UMass softball team was dumped in
both games of its doubleheader yesterday
against UConn.

The Huskies jumped on UMass starter Chris Wanner
(3-5t in the bottom of the first inning, scoring two runs

on a bases-loaded double by Chris Wfyda. A sharp

retrieval of the ball from deep right caught Westra at the

continued on poft 11

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N H - If the University of

Massachusetts baseball team beat Boston University

Wednesday in spite of how it played, then it beat the

University of New Hampshire yesterday because of

how it played.

The UMass pitching trio of Jerry Creamer. Jeff

Baseball squashes
New Hampshire, 11-2
Richardson and Don Strange combined to allow only

two runs on six hits with eight strikeouts between

them. This, combined with sharp fielding on the part

of the Minutemen and a lack of it on the part of the

Wildcats helped UMass to an U-2 blowout.

UMass led early after Dave Edwards (2-for-3, four

runs scored* singled, took second on Drew Seccafico's

fielder's choice, third on Drew Comeau's grounder and
went home on a wild pitch. UNH answered in the hot

torn of the first with a run from Mike Varano, but

UMaas took the lead for good in the third.

Tom Murray singled and went to third on a single

by Glenn DiSarcina down the right field line As DiSar

cina stole second, the throw went into center field,

allowing Murray to score and DiSarcina to reach third.

Seccafico then delivered DiSarcina for the first of his

three RBIs on the day.

UMass made it 4-1 in the fourth when Murray singl-

ed, took third on DiSarcina's double and went home
on an error by the center fielder. By this time Creamer
had settled m and was pitching a near perfect game
The Wildcats did not get their other run until the sixth

inning when Dave Stewart singled, and came around
on singles by Jim Lucci and Sean Ashley.

Thai would be the end of the scoring for New Hamp-
shire. while UMass added insult to ir\jury in the later

innings. The Minutemen added a run in the seventh

on a triple by Edwards and a Seccafico sacrifice fly. and
two more in the eighth without hitting the ball out of

the infield

Steve Kern walked, and Brian Bright followed with

a grounder to third. The throw to first went into right

field, and when the first baseman retrieved it and
threw home there was no one there. This allowed not

only Kern but Bright to score.

The Minutemen added three in the ninth to close the

scoring Edwards drew a walk from Wildcat pitcher

Scott MacDonald. then stole second and crossed the

plate on Seccafico's single to left. Seccafico soon follow-

eonanutd on pagt 11

Lax teams in action this weekend

Gorillas want to make a
with 9th-ranked Yale

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow, as procrastinators frantical-

ly rip their hair out while trying to file

their income tax claims at the last moment,
the University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse will be looking to file a different

type of claim.

Despite a 6-1 record, UMass hasn't been

highly regarded by the experts whose

prim6U7 purpose is to compile the weekly

rankings. The 13th-ranked Gorillas will

look to improve their stock as they travel

to New Haven. Conn, to face ninth-ranked

Yale, in what may be the team's biggest

test to date.

This isn't a new scenario for the Gorillas.

Last year the Ivy Leaguers came to

Amherst sitting pretty on a 9-0 record and
a sixth ranking. UMass took note, then spit

in their face while running up an im-

pressive 20-13 win at the Hill.

This year the Elis won't be any easier to

beat. They currently sit at 6-2 with their

setbacks being to Navy (12-6) and Penn
(14-8), ranked fifth and eighth this week,

respectively.

"They're a good team. Obviously they're

having a good year," UMass coach Dick

Garber said. "I didn't think they were as

strong as last year, but they're balanced."

Yale can also boast an 11-10 win over

Cornell, the team responsible for the only

UMass loss, but had to rally from a 7-2

halftime deficit to beat Brown 9-8 Wednes-
day. UMass handled Brown, 15-6 just nine

days ago.

But enough with compsirisons, tomorrow
it's just head-to-head. Garber saw the Elis

beat Princeton 10-8. and assistant coach
Steve Kirkpatrick scouted the Brown win.

Both agree the teams match up closely.

"They're strong at every position."

Garber said. "They didn't use much depth

[in the Brown win), and even though they

won it in the fourth quarter, I thought they

were very tired."

The Gorillas, with their depth at attack

and in the midfield. will look to exploit

that.

"It should be a good match-up. but we've
got a little more depth and team speed,

"

Garber said.

UMass will also have to avoid cheap
penalties. The Elis run an effective man-
up offense, and are adept at cashing in on
the opposition's mistakes.

"A team like that, if we eliminate the

man-down we should win handily," Garber
said.

UMass can keep in mind that it hasn't

lost a game to a team from New England
in its last 22 efforts. The last team to do
it - Yale, back in 1985.

Gazelles to mature a little more at UNH
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Okay, the University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team played well on
Wednesday against the No. 2 team in the

nation 'Harvard Unversity).

But still, no win. The Gazelles, 1-6 have
not won since March 19. They are current-

ly on a six game skid, yet the loss to Har-
vard may have been a positive turning
point in the season for this young team.

"I thought we played the best we played

all year," UMass coach Patti Bossio said.

Harvard coach Carole Kleinfelder said:

"I think UMa.ss was one of our tougher op-

ponents. They effectively rattled us," after

Kleinfelder's team had escaped with an 8-4

victory at Totman Field Wednesday.
What UMass showed against Harvard

was a sign of maturity. With six freshmen
in the starting lineup, this team can only

get better with time.

"We played with the best of them,"

Bossio said. "And we didn't fall apart and
we played relaxed and we finally took con-

trol of what we were doing."

They know what it's like to lose in the

college ranks. The next step is for them to

learn what it takes to win. Tomorrow, the

Gazelles will have a chance to hopefully

find out what that winning feeling is like

when they travel to Durham, N.H. for a

date with the University of New Hamp-
shire (1 p.m.).

As was the case on Wednesday though,
the Gazelles will be the underdogs. UNH
is also a national power at 5-1 on the season

and the Wildcats also have a more ex-

plosive attack than Harvard's.

Anna Hill has scored 19 goals for UNH,
Liz Brickley 1 1 to go with nine assists, and
Lynne Abbott 13.

"I think we can carry it over to New
Hampshire," Bossio said of her team's solid

play Wednesday. "It should give us a lit-

tle bit more confidence."

A very busy sched:

All UMass teams
in action over
long weekend
Due to space restrictions in today s paper,

we are unable to preview all of the UMaM
sports teams. The following, however, is a
quick glance at this weekend's action.

Saturday, April 15

Men's track: UMa.ss heads to Durham
N.H. this Saturday to take part in a quad-

meet against Maine, UNH, and New
England Indoor Champs URI.
Women's track: The Minutewomen will

take a little trip to Northampton to par-

ticipate in the Smith Invitational this

Saturday. Umass will be one of seven

teams in the field.

Rugby: UMass will take part in the Pro-

vidence Tournament this weekend against

currently unknown opponents.

Men's and Women's Crew: UMass will

head to Hartford Saturday to face Trinity

College in a sink oar swim match. Last

weekend the crew teams rowed against

Wesleyan, where the women won and the

men lost.

Men's Lax: At Yale [See adjacent story).

Women's Lax: Also on the road: At UNH
(See adjacent story).

Baseball: At Rhode Island on both Satur-

day and Sunday [See story above).

Softball: At Adelphi on both Saturday and
Sunday [See story above).

Sunday, April 16

Men's tennis Winners of their only two
matches this season, the Minutemen will

play Hartford University Sunday (12 a.m.)

Women's tennis Despite playing only one
mtach thus far, the Minutewomen head to

Penn State for the A-lOs on Sunday.

Temperatures in the

50s today and tomor-

row, with a 70 percent

chance of rain today.

Meredith O'Brien on^

why women's Tashion'

magazines miss their

market. Page 9.

Men's lacrosse takes the

road south to New
Haven and defeats

Yale, 13-8. Page 20.
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Protesters opposed to pornography march through downtown Amherst Saturday.

50 rally against pornography
Protesters call for boycott of 'adult magazines'

By KATERI WALSH
Collegian Corespondent

About 50 people, many carrying signs and banners,

walked through downtown Amherst Saturday after-

noon in a "March Against Pornography
"

Chanting "Support women's liberation, not sexual

exploitation." and "No more porn, no more rape, no

more phallic woman-hate," the marchers paused in

front of the Amherst Newsroom to protest the shop's

sale of what the protesters consider pornographic

materials.

The North Pleasant Street store, which sells more
than 80 different "adult magazine" titles, has been the

site of several protests by local ant i-pornography

groups.

"They have every right to state their opinion," said

Donna Rose, store manager.
Cars passing the marchers beeped their horns and

some drivers gave thumbs-up signs. Other motorists

yelled obscenities in passing.

In a rally at the Amherst Common following the

march, Helen Harrison, a member of the Coalition of

Nonoppressive Sexuality, organizers of the march and
rally, called pornography "sexual images in literature

that exploit, dehumanize, or slander women."
The coalition opposes state censorship because it con-

siders the state "complicit — even active — in the op-

pression of women." and therefore opposes increasing

state power, according to a flyer distributed by the

group.

"Any action against pornography must further em
power women — not those already in power," the flier

stated. 'Protesting pornography is not an act of cen-

sorship, but an exercise of First Amendment Rights."

Jennifer Fasulo, a member of the coalition and a

University of Massachusetts student, said the anti-

pornography movement does not advocate violence in

trying to stop the .sale of pornographic materials.

"We would like to see people's awareness raised

around the issue of pornography and have people

realize how damaging it is," Fasulo said.

She said she would like to make pornography un-

profitable by organizing boycotts against stores sell-

ing pornography, but added the group has no pickets

scheduled.

Bonducci's
gives up
cigarettes
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Without changing a physical detail, Bonducci's will>in-

vic'l a whole new atmoshpere when it opens for busine.ss

this morning.
As of today, smoking is prohibited at the North Plea-

sant Street cafe. Employees and clientele of the Amherst
cafe yesterday had a mixed reaction to the change.

"The decision was pretty straightforward, resulting firom

the frustration over not being able to control the smoke,"
said George "Jeb" Bailey, owner of Bonducci's. "We have
tried having half the cafe for non-smokers, but the room
IS Just too small. We can't ventilate the space effectively."

Bonducci's in Northampton will continue to allow smok-
ing on one side of the room, Bailey said. But the Amherst
cafe has lost business because of the problem with smoke,
he said.

"There's a portion of the clientele, most of whom are

smokers, who tend to sit around for a long time smoking,
but not drinking coffee or buying anything," he said. "I'm

in business, and I can't pay bills if people come in here

for two hours and only have one cup of coffee."

"I think it's good for the cafe. When you work here for

.'^ix or .seven hours at a time, the smoke is insufferable."

said Sarah Scott, an employee behind the counter at the

Amherst cafe. "There's poor ventilation in here, and we
can't open the door because it's a health violation.

"

But not every employee supported the decision.

"I smoke and work here, and I think this is a big drag,

'

said Chris Morris. "It's going to be hard for Bonducci's

to be a cafe without smoking. Myself, I came here for the

atmosphere, and now it's going to change."

Employees agreed that the new smoking policy is part-

ly aimed at the group which "sits around for three hours

at a time, and only buys one cup of coffee."

"Maybe now the high school element and the 'phudsters'

won't hang around here as much." said Amerin Falk. also

a Bonducci's employee.

Falk said phudsters are a group of five or six Amherst
locals who hang around Bonducci's for hours every day.

but only buy a cup of coffee.

A majority of clientele voiced objection to the policy.

Employees said a common remark from customers was,

"You guys are gong to lose a lot of business."

"If they tell me to stop smoking, I'll go to another place,

most likely to Classe' Cafe," said John-Paul Maynard, as

he took a drag from his hand-rolled cigarette. "I'd say

more than half of the people who come here smoke.

There's going to be a lot of hassles. I say the cafe will lose

approximately ten percent of it's business."

"I'm totally psyched. This is another small victory in

the war against pollution," said Rob Johnson, a UMass
senior in the Inquiry Program.

Conservatives unhappy withjudiciary
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

In the aftermath of Thursday night's

hearing of charges against members of the

University of Ma.ssachusetts Republican

Club, two of the defendants have accused

the board overseeing the case of bias

toward the plaintiffs. Robb Smith and Ted
Chambers.
W. Greg Rothman, who is charged with

verbal harassment, assault and violation

of civil rights, and Doug Dratch, who is ac-

cused of verbal harassment and jumping on

a car. have claimed that members of the

judicial board, including the chairperson,

repeatedly refused to listen to Rothman's

testimony.

At one point, Rothman said, she rolled

her eyes at him as he was making his

statement.

The chairperson of the board could not be

reached because Celia Lyon, co-procedural

advisor for the hearing, refused to give

board members' names to the Collegian,

pending approval by the area coordinator.

Dratch agreed that the board was unfair.

"They were not willing to look at the

evidence," he said, adding that the use of

the plaintiffs' newspaper, The Liberator,

was relevant in the defense testimony.

Chambers did not agree with Dratch's

contention, saying. "That's absolutely ab-

surd. Just because he (Rothman) is conser-

vative, it doesn't give him the right to ter-

rorize people."

During his closing statement, Rothman
compared his situation to that of members
of the civil rights movement of the 1960s,

who were arrested on trumped-up charges.

"The comparison to Martin Luther
King's plight is . . . offensive. I don't see

him as having a plight," Smith said.

Rothman was not available for comment
yesterday.

Smith, when asked about whether the

defendants would be punished, said, "I

would be very surprised (if they got off)."

Dratch said he was optimistic about the

outcome, saying that if they lost, they

would successfully appeal.

Family flees 1

apartment fire
A fire swept through a two-story

residence in Southwood Apartments
yesterday causing smoke, heat and
water damage, said Amherst Fire

Department Spokesperson Paul
Lalonde.

Lalonde said there were no injuries.

Four engines, a ladder and a squad car

were sent to 32 Southwood at 1:56 p.m.,

he said. Firefighters were on the scene

for a total of 93 minutes, he said.

Fire Chief Victor Zumbruski said the

fire was caused by careless disposal of

smoking materials.
continued on page 6
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AP photo

THE WHEELING WINNER - Phillipe Couprie of France yells as he crosses the finish line

yesterday to win the men's wheelchair division of the Boston Marathon. His time, a record,
was 1 hour, 36 minutes, 4 seconds. More marathon coverage page 8.

LOCAL

( ollrglMi pttaUm by Ja

FLOWER POWER — Freshman Laura Silver sits in the center of a ring of blooms on the lawn near the Campus Pond.
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Pint of order: Ivies square off
By PAUL MORRIS
Collegian StafT

NORTHAMPTON - A Yale University student ad

vocated a reinstatement of prohibition against alcohol

Sunday — as he argued for his assigned side in the final

round of the American Parliamentary Debate Associa-

tion's national championship at Smith College.

"What appears to be an individual choice is really a

societal choice and the government is responsible to pro

tect its citizens from behavior that is unavoidable," said

.John Wortheim, one of two members on the Yale debate

team. Yale was battling Harvard for the championship.

Matthew Wolf, the other Yale debater, said alcohol is

addictive. Once people are addicted they no longer have

a choice, he said.

"That's why the government prohibits cocaine and not

credit cards," he said.

The debate was set up with Yale representing the

government. Harvard the opposition, and some 250 Smith

College audience members as parliament, according to

Donna Marsh, a member ofthe Smith College debate team

who helped organize the event.

According to Marsh, the "government" wanted to con-

vince the parliament that the United States should

reinstate prohibition. Two members of the "opposition"

wanted to convince the group to retain the status quo,

Marsh said.

Harvard's Patrick Bannan told the crowd that alcohol

always has been, and always will be. part of the American

life.

"

"Drinking a beer at a football or baseball game is part

of the American culture. " he said. "If this law is passed

wine tasters will have to ask themselves, is sipping this

glass of '29 Burgundy worth going to jail for?
"

Bannon said he was brought up as a Catholic, and "Wine

at church would be illegal — which would violate freedom

of religion. How would they celebrate Mass? There would

be unemployed priests wandering the country."

Harvard's Nicholas Alpers said the "government" was

saying citizens have a choice as lonjj as it doe.sn't affect

society.

"Maybe choosing not to bite your fingernails doesn't,

but most other decisions people make do affect society.
"

he said.

He said the "government" assumes that people will .stop

drinking, but shows no proof they will.

"Cocaine and heroin are banned today and the 'govern-

ment' can't control the use and supply of either," he said.

Wolf said because alcohol will be more diflTicult to ob-

tain,

many people will use it.

"When you turn 21 it becomes a lot easier to drink,"

he said. "If the drinking age were lower people probably

would have drank more when they were younger"

Wolf said if alcohol is removed from society industr>- pro-

duction will rise and prices will go down.

He said the "government" makes laws to protect the

people and should not concern itself with enforcement,

"We have laws for murder that some people ignore."

he said. "People are murdered every day. Should we get

rid of the laws?"

Bannan said that enacting prohibition would cau-s*- the

closing of breweries and the loss of hundreds of thou.sands

of jobs.

"Who's to say that if production does go up prices will

go down," he said. "How do we know that the rich won't

get richer and the poor poorer."

The "parliament" sided with the "opposition," 151 85,

and Harvard was voted the champion by the Smith Col-

lege judges.

Candidate protest has
CAG election unsettled
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The fate of the Commuter Area

Government presidency remains uncer

tain in the wake of an angry protest fil-

ed last week by co-candidates Robb

Smith and Ted Chambers who claim

"negative campaigning" and alleged

personal vendettas caused their defeat.

The pair, who were defeated by co-

presidents-elect Tim Reilly and Alex

Zarganes by a four-vote margin, said

yesterday they are calling for a new
election.

Smith, who is now acting-CAG presi

dent, said misleading posters that were

circulated on and off campus damaged

their campaign for the presidency.

The posters alleged the Smith and

Chambers would halt spring concerts at

the University.

"I think we would have won," if the

posters had not been distributed, Smith

said. He added that the allegations were

unfounded because it is the Union Pro-

gram Council, not the Commuter Area

Government, that oversees spring pond

concerts.

Rumors were also circulated claiming

that money allocated for LBGA
festivities were draining concert funds.

Smith said, adding that all allegations

were false.

"They were playing on homophobic at-

titudes," he said. "It's pretty rotten."

Smith maintained that he has proved

his advocacy for concerts by giving

$8,000 for Eastside concerts and about

$11,000 for comedian Dennis Miller,

who performed at the Fine Arts Center

continued on page €

Speedy cartoonist tells

her own colorful tale
By RONALD AGRELLA
Collegian Correspondent

Pauline Comanor, dubbed the "world's

fastest cartoonist, " displayed her record

breaking talent Saturday at the Hamp
shire Mall.

Comanor claims the ability to draw

almost any character or person in a mat-

ter of seconds. Her caricatures include

Popeye, Betty Boop, Laurel and Hardy, and

a wide array of her own creations, in-

cluding Chunky Monkey and Cookie

Clown.
"People use cartoons to get away from

life's pressures, when they need to escape

for a while," she said. "Cartoons are

timeless."

Comanor has brought her "Cartoon-In"

show to mall audiences across the United

States for more than 15 years, she said.

"I think of an audience as a person I like

to meet," she said.

The road to cartooning began for Com-
anor when she won several art awards at

Philadelphia High School. At 15, she said

she began teaching cartooning in Gimbles
Department Store in Philadelphia.

The following year, she said her work
was discovered by Max Fleischer, owner of

Fleischer Studios, a division of Paramount
Pictures in New York. Fleischer, who once

worked with Walt Disney, invited Com-
anor to his studios, where she became his

protege, making public appearances for

him and the studio, she said.

Comanor later became an animator for

the studio, receiving instruction from ar-

tists who designed the cartoon character

Popeye.

"It was difficult at first," she said. "At
the time, it was a world where girls were
not considered good artists."

Television also sought her talents, she
said, and Comanor became a "celebrity,"

continued on page 7
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Advocate for homeless:
Situation is urgent
By JENNIFER GARVIN
Collegian Correspondent

Americans have stereotyped the

homeless at a time when they should "act

like those people are our brothers and
sisters, mothers and fathers." an activist

for the homeless said last week at Amherst
College.

"Have some sense of urgency about

what's going on around you." Mitch
Snyder, a member of the Committee for

Creative Nonviolence, told about 100 peo-

ple in Johnson Chapel.

Snyder said he left his Park Avenue
career and home in 1969 to become an ac

tivist for the homeless. In 1970 he helped

form the committee, which runs a soup kit-

chen in Washington and a shelter for the

homeless. The committee now claims more
than 50 volunteers.

News coverage of the homeless and
public opinion polls suggest homel c igmM
is an issue at the top of the nation's agen-

da, Snyder said. However, the numbers are

lower in government statistics than in

reality, he said.

This redui^ preasure on the government

to do something, he added.

Snyder said just because the government

doesn't count the homeless, doesn't mean
they aren't there

"Vou can't step over the broken bodies

ofyour neighbors without implications," he

said.

Snyder said people have stereotypes of

the homeless as "dirty, lazy, drunken bums
that are homeless by choice."

"Nobody lives that way because they

want to." he said. "They're comforting
stereotypes," but inaccurate.

Snyder said most homeless people are

unemployed or unqualified for anything
other than minimum wage work, veterans,

single women with children and the men-
tally disabled. He said the United States

has growing numbers of homeless because

of unemployment, cuts in affordable hous-

ing, and the closing of mental hospitals

without back-up housing.

Within 15 years, Snyder warned, another

16 to 17 million people will be without a

home, many of them children, unless there

are "massive infusions of aid."

"We have to act like those people are our

brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers,'"

he said.

In the fall of 1980 Snyder hit the street?

of Washington, taking up residence over a

heat grate until spring. He recalled a par

ticularly cold night, when he was talking;

to a police ofTicer near Lafayette Park and

a man walked m front of them, took ofThi.*-

shoe, and smashed a window in a neurb\

building.

His motive, Snyder said, was to be ar

rested so he could spend the night in jail

instead of freezing to death. The scene oc

curred 50 feet away from the Washington
monument, he said, and with a turn of tht

head one could see the White House.

"That contradiction was most difTicult tc

swallow," he said.

Global festival feeds, educates
SOUTH HADLEY - About 350

students, faculty and area residents had a

chance to eat. drink and be merr>' Satur-

day, as the International Club at Mount
Holyoke College sponsored its sixth annual

Festival of Diversity.

People attending the festival walked
along tables divided by regions of the

world, and filled their plates with
everything from Jamaican saltfish to Scot-

tish shortbread. Along with the variety of

food, the 21 countries represented offered

native songs, dance and poetry.

Lavinia Salmon, coordinator of the

festival, said all of the food was prepared

by students in the International Club, and

the reaction by theme in the audience was
favorable.

"The people were amazed by the food,"

she said, adding that "the festival is the

best way to make people aware of the many
countries that are represented."

The performances, also put on by the

students, followed the food presentation.

Featured were dances from Pakistan,

Nepal, and the Phillipines, songs from In-

dia, Czechoslovakia, Japan and Sweden,
and poetry from Holland and England. The
performances ended with a "Song of Uni-

ty," in which the audience particiapated.

-TOM CIAMPl

WHAT HIGH-
TECH ADDSTO

PERSONAL-TOUCH
NURSING.

Hi^h-tech will never replace

the care and kindness ot per-
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accurate treatment, treeinu

vt)u up tor wouT perM)nal care.
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respected member ot a topflight health care team. .And never

lose your personal touch.

For more mtormation on Army Nursing, call:

203-291-8/492

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BEALLYOU CAN BE.

Student volunteers clean

to raise funds for charity
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

About 50 UMass students rolled up

their sleeves and held a spring cleaning

to raise money for the homeless and

hungry over the weekend.

The volunteers cleaned up four com-

munity centers in Northampton and

Amherst last Saturday.

The cleanup crew raised over $1,500

for the hungry and the homeless, accor

ding to Stephen Hurley, hunger relief

coordinator of the UMass chapter of

MassPlRCJ
The volunteers painted, raked leaves,

and yardwork at the Amherst Center for

Children, the Amherst Shelter for

Adolescents, the Unitarian Society of

Amherst, and the Tri-county Youth Pro-

gram, based in Northampton.
The Hunger Cleanup was organized

locally by students from MassPlRCJ and

the UMass Hunger Task Force. The
event was part the national Fifth An-

nual Hunger cleanup sponsored by the

National Student Campaign Against

Hunger.
Half of the money raised Saturday

will be given to the Amherst Survival

Center and the Western Massachusetts

Food Bank, the other half will go to the

National Campaign Against Hunger,
said Mark Sciarrrotta, co-coordinator of

the UMass Hunger Task Force.

"The Hunger Cleanup is similar to a

walk-athon, but instead of walking, we
did work to help the community. We
were sponsored for the hours we clean

ed," Hurley said. "The Hunger Cleanup

goes one step further than walk-athons,

it raises money, but at the same time,

work for the community is done on the

spot."

"It was very successful, we raised

three times more money than we did

last year," Hurley said. "The fact that

half of the money goes to the homeless

and the hungry in this area has a big

impact, because when the weather is

warm, people forget that there are still

homeless out there who suffer no mat
ter what the weather is like."

ASK US
Question: What is a dental dam and what

is it used for?

Answer: If this were a dental column we
would describe how this product is used in

dentistry (its original purpose), however
the same very thin 5-inch by 5-inch rubber-

like sheet is used to practice safer sex. The
dam is placed over a woman's vulva

(vaginal opening and surroundings) during

oral sex and during any oral-anal contact.

This is done in order to protect primarily

against passing an STD (sexually transmit-

ted disease) through vaginal fluids and
feces. Dental dams can be purchased at the

University Health Services Pharmacy, but

not in area pharmacies. If you don't have
a dam. pla.stic wrap cut to the proper size

or a latex condom slit up the side with the

end cut off can create a similar barrier.

Quentum: Would I know if I had a sexual-

ly transmitted disease?

Answer: It is possible that you might not

know if you have a sexually transmitted

disease This is possible for a couple of

reasons. The first is that some sexually

transmitted diseases may not exhibit symp-

toms, the second reason is that symptoms
may be present but go undetected. This is

especially the case in females since symp-

toms may not be obvious becau.se they are

inside the vagina. Some symptoms that

may indicate a person has an STD may in

elude: a burning .sensation when urinating,

an unusual discharge from the penis or

vagina, strong unusual odors, uncon
trollable itching, rashes or rai.sed tissue in

the areas of sexual contact (including in the

mouth). These are but a few of the symp-
toms of STDs. If you want more informa

tion regarding STDs, you can go to the

Health Services Health Education Division

and pick up a series of handouts that

describe the various sexually transmitted
diseases in more detail.

Ask Us is a column submitted to the Col-

legian by the Peer Sex Education class. If

you have any questions, call 549-2671, ext.
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Drink of the Week
Rum & Coke or

Diet Coke

Beer of the Month *

Lite Bottles $1.25 *

Becks $1.50 t
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DON'T FORGET
DELANO'S MUNCHIE TRAY

7 DAYS A WEEK
4 - 6 p.m.!!

BLACK AFEIURS
The Black experience in Britain:
The immigration debate

Editors Nfite: The following

is the fourth in a series ofar-

ticles to provide a historical

analysis ofBlacks in Britain

and their relationship to

Blacks in America.

STEPHEN SMALL
Special to the Collegian

Sometimes the essentials

(it a complex relationship
» ..iirKiun Kii. I'hoi..

^.^^^ y^ captured m a slogan.
Prof. Stephen Small Between the 1950s and
19708, when Black people migrated to Britain in un-

precedented numbers various pieces of immigration and
'race relations' legislation were introduced. Though they

are remarkably complex, both sets of legislation are united

in a common theme.

A popular phrase developed m the 1960s that captured

this relation.ship and revealed the "Catch 22" situation

facing Black people: "Love thy neighbor who shouldn't

be here in the first place!"

The immigration legislation was designed to keep non

whites out of the country. The "race relations" legisla-

tion was designed to promote racial harmony for those

already there. But there was a major contradiction

because the very presence of Blacks was defined as a pro-

blem. The consequences of this contradiction reverberate

throughout the 19808.

Prior to 1962 there was one passport shared by all

citizens of the United Kingdom and colonies. Today, there

are three: British Citizen. British Overseas Citizen and

British Dependent Territories Citizen. Only British

Citizens retain the right of entry, work and settlement.

Many of those who posMM the \tal type of passport are

stateless.

These distinctions are based on the idea of "patriality,"

or closeness to the UK. "Patrials" are people who have

a parent or grandparent bom or naturalized in the UK:
all the rest are "Non-patrials." Patrials" can come and
go as they please. Non-patrials, cannot. The vast migori-

ty of patrials are White. The majority of non-patrials are

non-White. If it sounds remarkably like the grandfather

clause of the 1890s in the US south, that's because it is!

The effects of the legislation have been discriminatory,

disruptive and divisive. It is not uncommon for a Black

family to have members that each possess different type

of passport. Some of them free to come and go, others not

so.

While the immigration legislation was primarily aim

ed at stopping minority men, minority women have suf-

fered most. West Indian women numbered highly among

the early migrants, settling in Britain, locating work and

sending for their families. Wives have been prevented

from bringing in husbands, and the legitimacy of mar-

riages has been questioned beyond all rea.sonable

measure. Initially marriages were presumed genuine un-

til the immigration service demon.strated otherwise; now

they re presumed false until the couple proves otherwise.

With much discretion left to officials, this has often been

impracticable.

Indian women have been subjected to the greatest

humiliation. In 1979 it was revealed that Indian women
who came for 'arranged marriages " were being medical

ly inspected by the immigration officials to ensure they

were virgins. These "Virginity Tests" were immediately

terminated once they became public knowledge.

In the face of adversity, and even as they face the dou-

ble discrimination of racism and sexism, minority women
continue to affirm their dignity and strength.

Successive governments defended the immigration

legislation as valid, claiming labor shortages and an ex-

cess of immigrants required control. But such claims were

blatantly false. Large scale migration continued, but this

involved whites from the Irish Republic and Europe. And
Britain continued to be a country of net emigration lit lost

a total of one half million people between 1971 and 19831.

Governments also claimed that race relations problems

were being exa^rbated by high levels of immigration. A
classic case of blaming the victim.

In reality the expressed racial hostility of many whites

was exploited by politicians. In 1964 the Conservative Par-

ty won a decisive victor\' in a parliamentary by-election

by arguing that the Labour Party was soft on immigra
tion control. The Conservative candidate willingly con-

doned the slogan. "If you want a nigger neighbor. Vote

Labour!"

Before 1962, the Labour Party took a principled stand,

arguing that immigration fulfilled the country's economic

needs and claiming "we are categorically against im
migration control.

'

After its electoral defeat in 1964 it did a u turn. It

declared "Effective control is indispensable, we havv

always accepted that."

While the immigration legislation has posed immense
obstacles to thoae trying to enter the country, it has done

irreparable damage to those .settling there It severely

disrupted Black families, causing distress and anguish as

spouses were separated from each other, parents from

children.

And it communicated the message to White English peo^

pie that racial harmony could only be achieved by keep

ing Black people out of the country. The less there were

the better.

This meant that once immigration control had stopped

the immigrants • and it did so effectively by the mid 1970s

the only option left was to get rid of the Blacks already

there.

During the 19708. several Members of Parliament in

troduced initiatives to repatriate Blacks - that is. to return

them to their countries of origin. Voluntarily at first, for-

cibly if necessary. In Britain in the 19808, the idea that

a viable solution to "race relations" problems can be

achieved by reparation is still publicly entertained and

advocated by some Members of Parliament.

Britain had also introduced several anti-discrimination

acts in the 19608, largely influenced by legislation in the

USA. But many of the problems that most adversely af

feet Black people are those arising from immigration

legislation. Yet, immigration law was made exempt for

the requirements of the anti-discrimination laws.

A clear message was broadcast: "Do as I say, don't do

as I do." It has made government demands for racial bar

mony immoral in the eyes of the majority.

Immigration legislation in Britain represents the most

disgraceful discrimination of its recent history. Motivated

by economic interest and electoral expediency it con

stitutes the total abandonment of principle for the pur

pose of political gain.

The vast majority of non-Whites who were full and equal

citizens in the 1950s have had their citizenship stripped

from them And the present Black population is viewed

as constituting a problem just by its very presence in the

country.

Many of the lessons from this are obvious. But other

more imporUnt ones are less evident. A few weeks ago,

in a different context, internationally acclaimed

sociologist. Professor Stuart Hall, conveyed one of these

lessons very persuasively, he pointed out that when we

seek to understand a message, we should look beyond its

actual content to what is implied, or left unstated. These

elements often have even greater impact.

Britain managed to close access to Blacks without ever

mentioning the word "race." At a time when racial

discrimination has become much less visible, but no less

virulent, we ought not fail to learn from the American

past . . . and from the British present.

Prof, discusses
miseducation
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

Black students need to reevaluate the importance of

the "million dollar white boy education" obtained in

Eurocentric institutions, according to Dr. Leonard Jef

fries, who spoke recently in the Campus Center.

Jeffries, chairman of the Black Studies department

at the City College of New York, told about 100

students that they are being miseducated as to the true

nature of African contributions to civilization. He said

that history is exactly the sum of the two words that

comprise it: "his" "story"- "his" referring to the Euro

pean man. Jeffries said that the European has

deliberately tried to hide and minimize the overwhelm-

ing abundance of factual evidence which shows
Africans and not Europeans as the "mother8"and
"fathers" of civilization.

Profes.sor Jeffries cited the concept of Greek frater-

nities and sororities as an example of one which has

been attributed to Europeans but which in reality is

African in origin.

. . we have to rewrite history— we have to turn

it upside down and we have to put that 'African fac-

tor' at the center.If I did not put the African factor at

the heart I would not know that that obelisk that was
my grandfather's tombstone and symbolizes that lodge

and comes directly out of the tradition of fraternity and
sorority that Africans laid the foundation ofnot

Greeks.The tradition of brotherhood and sisterhood is

the key pillar of African development of leadership

leadership which understands that they have a sacred

responsibility to the spiritual development of their peo

pie; not having Greek fraternities who are responsi

ble to themselves and their Greek brothers and si.sters.

African fraternal and sororotal orders meant that you

had a responsibility to the development of your people

now and in the hereafler-and to the yet to be bom. Not

this little diddly s— that we are into now. So we have

to begin to relate our history to history . .
."

Dr. Jeffries made reference to the monumental im-

portance of African symbolism in Euro-American

society.

"If most of us took our youngsters down to

Washington D.C. we would say 'look at the Washington

Monument they built for George the slaveowner. We
don't have the knowledge and understanding to make
reference to the African factor in that monument in

Washington D.C. And because we have not

sophist icatedly studied the history of our people with

the intensity that we should have we can't make the

analysis of what this monument means even if we
know It's African. We would not be able to know that

the form of the monument represents the male princi-

ple, the penis, but that the essence of the monument
represents the power of the female to generate life;nur-

ture. sustain it and regenerate life. This symbol of

George Washington is your symbol,Black woman. It

is the symbol of the African woman's power to

regenerate life. But you don't know that-it's been kept

from you-they don't want you to know your history. If

you had any idea of the significance ofyour history you

would be able to transform yourself, transform your

families and your children,transform your com-

munities, transform the world."

Dr. Jeffries urged Black students to gain the hunger

for understanding which would propel them to search

out the truth about their existence. The truth and

brilliance, he admonishes, will be kept hidden and

obscure unless Blacks make the attempts to find them.

Professor Jeffries' lecture was sponsored by members

of the Distinquished Vistors program.

Black or African-American, what 's the difference ?
By JOSEPH L HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

Coloured. Negro and black are all names that have been

used to describe people of African descent throughout the

ages. Recently, Jesse Jackson upon returning from a trip

to Africa, urged Black Americans to reject the terminology

"Black " and make a conscious effort to refer to themselves

as African-Americans.

The issue of exactly how Black Americans should refer

to their ethnic group is not new. From slavery to the pre-

sent. Blacks have struggled with this issue. Stokely Car-

micheal [well-known black power advocate], in a recent

interview aired on channel 13, urged Black Americans

to disregard the labels Black and African-American and

instead opt for the term African. Carmicheal, in support

of his argument, asked "how can a person originate from

a continent. Africa, and no longer be African?"

Also present during the interview was John Wynton,

copy editor for the Wall Street Journal. Wynton, who

echoed sentiments most commonly expressed by today s

young professionals, maintained that Blacks should con-

sider themselves strictly American; as the culture of

mainstream American is essentially the same as that of

of Black Americans.

'The issue of how Black Americans

should refer to their ethnic group is not

new. From slavery to the present, Blacks

hove struggled with this issue.'

He also said that Blacks should "stop worrying about

the name on the container," and concentrate on obtain-

ing those liberties that America is so fond of offering to

the different peoples of the world.

At the heart of this conflict of changing labels is the

significance of changing the labels. According to Edward

Smith, "changing the terminology used to describe the

ethnic group is a positive first step toward a reaffirma-

tion of a seemingly lost cultural heritage."

Like the issue, the strategy is not new. many gi.

that find themselves as a minority in this country, attempt

to change their "label" in an effort to create a more

positive atmo.sphere. Rick Townes, A.ssociate Dean of

Students, recalls rebelling against the term Negro, "Negro

meant uncle torn," said Townes. Many people hold feel

ings similar to Townes. who is not satisfied with Black

either. He rejects this usage because "it is a color and does

not symbolize us."

In view of the amount of discussion that this issue is

now being given, a new "movement" seems to be on the

horizon. Afro-centrism is on the rise, Africa is now being

used as a cultural base. In any movement, a redefinition

of the names and issues plays a key role in shaping the

direction of the movement.

Where this redefining of issues will take the Black com-

munity is unknown. Perhaps it is best that people follow

this advice given by Wynton, who said " we [the Wall

Street Journal] will wait to see how the Black communi-

ty defines itself and then we'll use whatever term becomes

common."
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Southwood fire
connnuea -rom pa^e

The apartment was occupied by a

mother and two older children, he said.

The one child who was home at the time,

was alerted by a smoke detector,

escaped safely and reported the blaze.

Lalonde said.

Lalonde said the entire unit received

smoke damage, while the second floor

suffered heat damage and minor water
damage occurred on the first floor.

Zumbruski said the apartment com-

plex is providing the family with tem-

porary housing while the apartment is

being repaired.

- Bv JOHN SWANSON

^ CAG election
consinued from pa^t

last week.

"It's easy to make an accusation like

that when people don't know what's go-

ing on," he said, citing student confu

sion as part of the defeat.

CAG elections coordinator Jennifer

MacNeish said she has reviewed the

protests and will attempt to resolve the

situation with the Student Government

Association Governing Board tonight.
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Students *convinced' to use seatbelts
By KERRY HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst High School students realized the importance
of seat belts last Friday when "the Convincer" came to
town.

University of Massachusetts fraternity Alpha Chi Rho
and the Amherst chapter of Students Against Drunk
Drivers (SADD) brought the machine, which simulates
a six to eight mile per hour crash, to the high school.

The demonstration was the second part of a drinking
and driving forum sponsored by the fraternity. Early last

week students were shown a film about the dangers of

drinking and driviing.

Jan Saulsberry, coordinator ofSADD, said the machine
brings a mare practical angle on the issue because it

allows students to actually experience a car accident.

"The issue is one that needs to be presented on a con-

sistent basis," he said. "If you bring it to the students'

attention they do lots of thinking about it. Unfortunate-
ly, it is easy for them to forget. This machine hopefully
will keep the idea in their heads a little longer."

Student reactions to "the Convincer" ranged from "sud-

den" to "pretty rough."
"I felt like my chest was going to cave in," said

sophomtH'e Morning Harris. "I usually wear my seat belt

unless I am lazy, but I don't want to go through anything

like that again. I'm convinced."
Officer John Grano of the Amherst Police Department

said he is involved with all facets of public safety, bat he
believes this demonstration is one of the most effective.

One student asked Grano if he could ride "the Con
vincer" without a seat belt. Grano replied, "Just run full

speed into a brick wall if you want to do that."
If the demonstration can save even one life, then it is

worth the effort, Grano said.

"Wearing a seat belt is more of a habit than anything
else." he said. "It's a lot better to have it on and not need
it than need it and not have it. That's what we're trying
to get across here."

Alpha Chi Rho president Jeff Russo commented that this

community service program is beneficial because it pro-

vides information about the consequences of alcohol abuse.
"Alcohol abuse in relation to driving is an issue that

we as a fraterniity feel should be strongly dealt with,"
he said.

. Craig Griffin, head of Alpha Chi Rho's community ser-

vice committee, also said this demonstratiion is

worthwhile.

"By showing the students what can happen in a small
crash," he said, "we can give the message that it can hap-
pen and the chances are increased ifyou drink and drive.

We believe you shouldn't drink and drive ever and
hopefully we got that point across to the students."

Indulge without the Bulge
Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and

no cholesterol.

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

Northampton
Main Street

Want a Great NewJersey SflBRner?
Get the Rutgers Summer Survival Kit.

Coming back to New lersey this summer'-' Need to pick up some extra university credits' Want to

avoid wasting time sitting at home and watching the grass grow'' Rutgers has everything you need

to have a great summer

The sun-|ust a 30 minute drive from teach to beach The fun-a great campus social life, and

New York City is practically around the corner

You can enjoy all this and take Rutgers Summer Session classes too Choose from hundreds

of courses in a wide variety of subjects-everything from accounting to zoology And Rutgers

flexible schedule means you can study work a part-time job take advantage of campus services

Isuch as the gym, golf course and library) and still have plenty of time left over to hit the beach

Credits are easily transferrable to most colleges and universities And reasonable tuition means

you can still afford to have fun

Taking summer courses can help you graduate early get a |ump on your course requirements

or simply learn more about something you ve always wanted Rutgers can help you survive

this summer and the rest of the year, too
the state university of new jersev

Call for your Rutgers Summer Survival Kit (also known as our |^| |"Ty^^ F" fS^
Summer Session Catalog) - IvU I xJlIv^^
l-800-HI-RUTCERS. In New lersey call (201 ) 932-7587 * ^^^ ' -wjfc^a -w^
or write to Summer Session Office. Rutgers University New Brunswick N| 08Q03

speedy cartoonist
continued from page 3

making appearan^s on the

original DuMont network in New York and later in

Florida and Philadelphia.

Comanor claims one of her major problems is the

thefl of many of her ideas by corporations.

Theff is not uncommon, she said, adding that she
once sent some sketches to a corporation that soon us-

ed her ideas. She said the company refused to pay for

her services, sending her a letter claiming the idea was
in progress before she sent the samples.

"If I had the money from all my stolen ideas, I'd be

another Donald Trump," Comanor said.

Comanor also criticized the use ofcartoon animation
via computer. She said cartoon drawers are professional

artists, and added that at Fleischer Studios, cartoons

were all drawn in great detail by hand, and not by
machine.

"Computer cartoons are too mechanical," she said.

"Creativity comes from the mind, something a miurhine

can never duplicate."

Cartoon drawings are not only for entertainment,

Comanor said, adding that she tries to convey a lesson

through her work.

"Cartoons have . . . saved some lives by causing peo-

ple to laugh," she said. "I see the same smiles on peo
pie's faces today that were there when we had the older

cartoons. No matter how lighthearted, they play an im
portant role."

44

WARD CHURCHILL
speaking on his latest book

Agents of Repression"'
about

FBI repression of the

American Indian Movement (AIM)

and the Black Panther Party

Wednesday, April 19, 1989
8:00 p.m. Campus Center 162

Sponsored by: Radical Student Union. UMass Solidarity, and
Graduate Student Senate.

IfVbu'reTakingOne
OfOur Cornpetitor's

LSAT Prep Courses,
YouCouldBe

Last'fear's

If you re noi taking Stanif%- H Kaplan to prepare for the new LSAT you could be

'^vasung vour time studying for an exm that ;> alreadv outdated

Thats because uniike most test prep companies, our research department acts on

test changes before others even know thev exist And with Kaplan, vou 11 benefit from

our 50 years <if expenence. >mall classes and superior teaching methods

So when '.t comes to prepanng (or the new LSAT study with the one test prep

Lompanv that alwasv diies its homewirk

SSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
<m Take Kaplan OrTake Your Glances

LSAT CLASSES BEGIN
APRIL 20th

Amherst Kaplan students may transfer to
any other Kaplan branch.

358 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
549-5780

For 'Jther locations call 800-KAP-TEST
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AP photo

AND THE WINNERS ARE— Ingrid Kristians«n of Norway, left, was the top woman runner in yesterday's Boston Marathon, flnishing in 2:24:33.

Abebe Mekonnen of Ethiopa, right, won the men's race in 2K)9:54

fA hot hit from IBM!
On top of the charts with IBM PS/2 Model 50 Z

A straight up deal that is simply irresistible. The IBM Personal SvsteiTi/2*

Model 50 Z delivers top of the chart quality and value. This powerful
performer comes with IBM Micro Channel Architecture with extra speed
to help you organize your notes, write and revise papers and produce
high-quality graphics. Right now. your campus price saves vou more than
ever. So, stop in and see us todavl

The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb memory, 8513 Color Display,

80286 (10 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette drive

(1 .44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse. IBM Micro

Channel Architecture^^ DOS 4.0, Microsoff'Windows/286,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows Express^".

OPEN
MON.-FRI. 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

•This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21 , 8550-031 or 8570-E61 on
or before June 30, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges. Check with your school
regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.

IBM P«f»onai Syst«m/2 and PS/Z are registerafl trademarKs o* International Business Machines Corporatior IBM Micro Channel Architecture is a trademark o1 IBM Cofporation Microaoft

w a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation hDC Windows Express is a trademark ot the hOC Computer Corporation. .«

EnrORIAL/QPINION
The opirii' paqe are those ?1 the ;r.' .>[ caitoonist and do not necessarily rellerl the v.e >! the ": otherwise noted

Political movie madness

Ads for women sell short
When I pick up a "fashion" magazine. I

do so for my amusement. Maybe I'll see a

new product or dress style that I might like

to try. Maybe. Since these magazines are

written for and by women. I don't unders-

tand the advertising philosophies they

adhere to. I despise them. Why? 11 1 show

you.

Meredith O'Brien

The Jovan Musk advfrtt»ing campaign:

In this perfume ad 'trying to remember
that it IS advertising perfume), there are

six photographs on the page. The photos

depict: a man and a woman lying on top of

each other at the beach, a couple dancing

(nothing wrong so far), a couple kissing, a

peach with what looks like milk on the top

of it, a woman leaning over in a thin

camisole with a bare man's chest in the

foreground, and the lower halves of a cou

pie pressed together with their hands on

one another's rear ends. Gee. that's just

what I look for when purchasing perfume,

a peach with milk on it!

The latest Reehtik magazine ad: I'm a

pseudo runner (trying to jog when I can

manage to get up before my 9:05 classes

with lime to shower) therefore. I'd be in

terested in running shoes. This four page

ad features physics equations, trying to

persuade me that if I bought these new

shoes my body would become physically fit.

The strange thing is that the two center

pages feature pictures of a woman in

lingerie, with no sign of the sneakers

anywhere. This woman is leaning and ben-

ding over with her hair in her face. (Fun

ny, after I run, I really don't feel much like

walking around in lingerie and bending

over in strange ways.)

This ad did not tempt me to buy their

sneakers, nor did it excite me. In fact, it

struck me as peculiar that a woman in an

ad for sneakers was posing the way a

Playboy bunny poses.

Why did they do this? Did they hope I'd

say. "I want a body like hers"? Maybe mart

women do wish to have better, firmer

bodies, but not certainly not because of ads

like this one.

The Reebok TV ad: It had a woman with

Just a g-string. Reebok sneakers and socks

on, with a man wearing shorts, Reeboks

and socks. The woman was shown m
various sexual positions on the man. sitting

on his shoulders (giving the illusion that

she had nothing on) and was generally por

trayed as the sex toy of the man.
What I am trying to say is that most

women do not enjoy and are not enticed by

the advertising we see in these "women's

magazines." In fact, it is insulting and

degrading to women in general. And to

have these type of ads in a magazine

geared toward women is an insult to our

intelligence. I don't understand these

ivfimen who work in the advertising agen-

cies and own these magazines. They are ex-

ploiting themselves.

Women are not sex objects. We don't

spend all day lounging around in sexy

lingerie. We have faces. We actually have

identities. We don't like to be portrayed as

subservient to men. Who do these adver

tisers think they're selling to?

The Boston Globe ran an article about

these sexually degrading ads in an article

entitled. 'A New Era of Eros in Advertis-

ing." A new era all right, not only are

advertisers still exploiting women, they are

taking advantage of the new sexual liber

ties that have been a''awed to be printed

and run on televisior They can explicitly

show women at a man's foot wearing

nothing but lingerie or even sneakers,

socks and a g-string.

I'll try to pull myself out of bed tomor-

row and go jogging — in my Reeboks. But.

I don't think I'll wear a g-string or don any

sexy lingerie afterwards. Call me un-

sophisticated, but I would much prefer a

hot shower when I'm all sweaty.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist

Don't hide just because your god is Lyn-

don LaRouche. At the University of

Massachusetts there is a home for you,

your opinions and beliefs. And if you can't

find an organization to join that thinks the

same as you, grab nine others who agree

with you and start your own

Alise Harfield

You have to appreciate that kind of op

portunity in a school. Spending two years

at an arch-conservative state university. I

felt politically naive when I first transfer

red here. Hearing about the Radical Stu

dent Union, the University Democrats, the

Republican Club, seeing rallies, pickets,

vigils — the list goes on and on — has

heightened my political awareness tremen-

dously It's great! I am happy to partake

in debates about abortion or Bush, and at

tacks on budget cuts and Quayle. Such op

portunities do not exist at every other

college.

But there is a limit.

While I feel it necessary that each

political group maintain their identity and

continue to work toward whatever their

causes. I cannot understand the constant

efforts amongst themselves to hurt other

groups in the process.

Last week I was all set to see my absolute

favorite band, the only one I have ever seen

live, in their movie. "Rattle and Hum." I'd

seen this U2 film before, and loved the live

footage. It was like experiencing the con-

cert at Sullivan Stadium again.

But I never made it inside the Campus
Center Auditorium. Call me a wimp. All

day before the showing I was bombarded

in the CC and Student Union by people

who refused to identify their affiliation (I

asked repeatedly i as they hung posters say

ing to boycott the movie because it was

sponsored by the Republican Club (the

posters, too. were unsigned); and because

U2 is .such a liberal, leftist band, this was

hypocritical I shouldn't give the Repub

Club any money in their hypocritical cause.

A few questions: was every kid. student,

teen, man, woman and pothead at Sullivan

Stadium that night wildly liberal? How
about the people, the hundreds of

thousands who go to see U2 and listen to

them and buy their albums? Do they ex-

pre.sa their political views by the rock

bands they like? Or the movies they go to?

By wanting to attend Rattle and Hum' last

week, was I making a statement about my
political opinions? Was I supporting the

Republicans on campus?
I have news for that unidentified group:

the answers are all nu. And while I can't

speak for anyone but myself and my circle

of friends (however small), the answer is

still a resounding NO.
And no. I am not a member or remote

supporter of the Republican Club.

I just wanted to see a movie for aesthetic

enjoyment. Is this so bad? Isn't this what
Hollywood is for — to make movies and
T.V. for people's pleasure? Should people

boycott every Lou Grant rerun because

they don't agree with Ed Asner's policies

on Central America? And should people

throw out every album, cassette, poster,

button and T-shirt affiliated with anyone

who ever worked in or helped produce Live-

Aid, Band-Aid, Farm-Aid or U.S.A. for

Africa just because conservatives think all

those artists are a bunch of nutty liberals?

Should people stop drinking Pepsi, as the

conservatives want, because it helps the

Soviet Union? Or, should people stop drink-

ing Coke, as liberals want, because it hel|»

South Africa?

Since when is entertainment so darn

political?

Maybe these poster-hangers and others

whose only "political" goal is to thwart ef-

forts of other groups should concentrate on

their own ends, and leave the moviegoers

alone. Don't they realize all they're doing

is giving the groups they hate more

publicity?

AUse Harfield is a Collegian columnist

Gorbachev betrays movement
In response to Pedro Pereira's column

("Our international love affair." April

12): Yes. there seems to be a love affair

going on between the East and the

West, the USA and the USSR. One
thing is clear, the two are no longer

enemies. But the change is not due en

tirely to the changes Gorbachev has

brought about. The ruling classes of the

entire industrialized north have come to

far-reaching conclusions; socialism and

capitalism are not doomed to eternal

strife. Within 10 years, the US will have

a much smaller military industrial com-

plex. It will have socialized medicine in

stead. The USSR will face unemploy-

ment, a rising middle class, a free

market, and a rise in the standards of

living.

So why aren't I happy? Because the

prospects for revolution around the

world are diminished. Sorry Gorby, but

I was happy you were in Afghanistan

helping the Afghans' revolution. I

wanted you to supply weapons to the

ANC, the FMLN. Nicaragua and other

countries and national liberation

movements. I wanted the communist

movement around the world to prepare

for the demise of capitalism. When I see

you smile with Reagan and Thatcher. I

want to puke.

I will still defend the USSR. It is un

doubtedly better there than in the US.

But let it be known that I have my
doubts. I will always be for socialism —
with you, or without you, Gorby. And I

will always be against the imperialistic

United States (not its people), and the

social divisions for which it stands. No
"love aff"air" between the two countries

will blind me to harsh reality.

Charles Lenchner
Southwest

The answers of science produce ethical questions
I was in Dallas last week at a convention of the

American Chemical Society. I realize the activities of

7,000 nerds may be of limited interest to this audience,

but I think some of the things reported there would catch

almost anyone's attention.

A biochemist announced the discovery of a human pro-

tein that seems to attack certain types of cancer cells and

the sorts of viruses that cause malaria and AIDS. He syn^

thesized and concentrated the protein, and demonstrated

its potency in mice. He says it may kill both infected

human cells and viral agents.
. ,

Then there was nuclear fusion. On Sunday, chemists

speculated on a showdoNN-n between the nuclear physicists

(who had not obtained fusion even with million.s of degrees

of heat) and the man who claimed to obtain fusion at room

temperature by running a weak current through a less

than exotic solution with a palladium electrode. By

Wednesday, new reports from Texas. Georgia and Moscow

indicated duplication of his results, and the entire con-

vention packed itself into an arena for a tutorial on

nuclear physics and elettrochemistry. Mo.stly they jtist

wanted to .see the man who may win a Nobel prize for

room-temperature fusion. n r

And there was the biotechnology section. Dozens of

groups demonstrated plastics that could be safely eaten

by bacteria, slugs, and/or crickets. Other groups showetl

research on bacteria: some could take acid rain-causing

sulfur out of coal; some could harvest minerals, such as

gold, from rock; some could destroy pollutants. They

revealed rain-proof insecticides and genetically engineered

plants and microbes. Some people talked about ways to

grow human organs in test tubes for potential transplants.

Rusty Denton

There were the expected presentations about super-

conducting ceramics and semi-conducting plastics and

plastics that don't burn, but there were also three papers

that reported making magnets from plastic materials con-

taining no metals. Hearing about that was my particular

interest in going to Dallas.

Some of the science reported in Dallas was dramatic,

obviously, but it was more than speculation. In ten years,

maybe less, quite a bit of it will show up in commercial

applications. We're in a time of intense changes in

technology. The pace of research is accelerating at an un-

precedented rate, and new scientific journals are being

started up every month. The amount of technical infor-

mation available is staggering.

Part of this is due to the computer revolution; it's so

much easier to search the literature these days. It's also

due to international affiuence; even developing nations

have major research programs. Unfortunately, while

technlogy is accelerating, American companies are cut-

ting back on anything that doesn't bring immediate pro-

fits — a comment I've heard everywhere — and fewer and

fewer Americans are learning even the fundamentals of

science, much less pursuing higher education in it.

That spells disaster; it means our society is going to be

less competent to govern our burgeoning technical pro-

gress. Science is like a government revenue officer; it on-

ly tells leadership what amount of treasures it is possi-

ble to collect; it cannot tell how to spend them or even

if it is always wise to collect them. The decisions don't

get any easier: fossil fuels, nuclear fission power, genetic

engineering, surrogate mothering, sex-change operations;

tho&e things are just the beginning of issues we'll have

to sort out.

As a scientist, I was excited by what I saw in Dallas.

As a citizen, I have to wonder what potential disasters

are buried in the technology. And I have to wonder if we'll

be ready for Ihem.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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REGION
Gilchrist convicted of first-degree murder
Former Merrill Lunch employee receives life sentence for shooting boss

BOSTON (API - Lonnie Gilchrist was convicted of first

degree murder yesterday for shooting his boss at the

brokerage firm of Merrill Lynch the day after he was fired

from the firm. Gilchrist was immediately sentenced to life

in prison.

The jury rejected defense attorney Norman Zalkmd's

argument that Gilchrist's troubled childhood with an

abusive an alcohol father left him feeling persecuted later

in life and blaming prejudice for his failures

Zalkind had urged the jury to find Gilchrist not guilty

by reason of insanity, claiming that Gilchrist was in the

grips of a paranoid psychosis when he shot and killed

George Cook, regional vice president of the brokerage

firm.

On April 7, 1988, the day after he was fired, Gilchrist

entered Cook's office and shot him three times with a

.22-caliber pistol as the executive sat behind his desk.

As Cook crawled toward his door crying for help,

witnesses said Gilchrist shot him twice more, beat and

kicked him, and yelled "No billionaire is going to do this

to me!"
Before the morning shooting, Gilchrist completed a

$125,000 bond transaction, took a walk, canceled an ap

pointment with his dentist and told co-workers he was go-

ing to leach Cook a lesson.

Suffolk CountV Assistant District Attorney Ronald

Moynahan said that Gilchrist's business-as-usual manrer

prior to the shooting showed he was in control of his ac

tions at the time.

Gilchrist had gone to the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People to file a complaint against

Merrill Lynch. But Zalkind said during the trial that Cook

actually spent time trying to help Gilchrist succeed.

Steven R. Lively, another Merill Lynch employee and

a former Boston College football star tackled Gilchrist in

Cook's office and held him until authorities arrived. Live-

ly, who is black, quit the firm three months later and fil

ed a complaint with the Massachusetts Commission

Aj,'ainsl Discrimination
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San Jose, CR. 175
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Interim US attorney
takes oath of office
BOSTON Al": - Wayni liudd liM-k ihu uath of iifTae

yesterday to become the new interim US attwney in

Massachusetts a» friends and coUea^es touted his string

character an*i sen;*e of fairne.-is.

US Disiriti Court Judge David Nelson administered the

oath to Sudd, a long time friend and colleague whom
Nelson praised for his integrity and leadership

"Wayne and I go back a long way, so it's a ver>'. very

great honor thai I have this opportunity to participate."

Nelson said.

Budd was nominated in February to replace former US
Attorney Frank L McNamara, who left office amid allega

lions that he lied during an internal Justice Department

probe and used his office for political gains.

Budd, whose nomination to the full post is pending

Senate approval, has said he hopes to bring stability back

to the US attorney's office that McNamara left in turmoil

Yesterday, he promised the nearly 50 assistant US at

lorneys who will work for him that he will bring "all the

energy I can muster" to the office.

Crew believed to have survived

sinking of cargo vessel
BOSTON lAFi - A fi52 foot car^'o

vessel carryin.4 a load of cement aj>

parently sank about 400 miles southea.-

off Cape Cod yesterday, but all 25 crew

membiers aboard were either rescued ot

sighted in a life boat, said a Coast Guard

spokesman.

Another merchant .ship called to the

scene by the Coast Guard sighted the

life rafts from the foundering SDtar of

Alexandira several hours after the first

Mayday call was heard in New Yore at

about 9:05 a.m., according the Coast

Guard officials.

One raft, contaioning 23 crew

members of the freighter, was picked up

by the 713-foot cargio vessel

Ravenscraig. said Petty Officer Randy

Midgett of the Coast Guard in Nev.

York.

The second raft, believed top contain

till ifinainiu.; ivMitii-^ lufimitic^. ».i>

.spotted but not yet picked up a.'i » f

v.sierday aliernoon. Midgeit saiii.

The Star of Alexandria was bound lor

New York City irom Athens with a load

of cement. Midgett said. Members of the

crew reported the vessel began takingo

on water in 12-foot seas and winds of

between 30 mph and 35 mph
The cuase of the sinking was not im

mediately known. Midgett said.

Visibility ion the rough seas was .")

miles to 8 miles yesterday afternoon

with winds ranging from 30 mph to 35

mph at the scene of the apparent sink

ing, said Coast Guard Petty Officer Jeff

Crawley.
A C 130 plane from Elizabeth Cily.

N.C., was able to drop a radio into tne

water neat the raft carrying most of thi'

crew members and ihev were able ti

establish communicaiions. Miugett said.

Rent from Hertz Penske
and be a Road Scholar

10% OFF
Whtn you pivMnt diaoount coupon
t any Mithortzod Hortz Pwwho location.

S— coupon tor •ddttional 09fU*.

The be%l way to move your possessions home is to move-it-yoursell in a clean, smooth running

Hertz Penske truck. Load everything you have and you vi^ill probably have room for one or two
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ARTS&LIVIISIG
Sagacious Junkie's salute to the sublime 70's
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian StafT

Hi there kids! It's me again. Drukman's gone AWOL
this week, probably something to do with last week's

character assassination. Okay, I admit I went a wee bit

OTT on him, but it was a question of national pride.

Anyway he's left me with a bit of a problem - all these

column inches and nothing except PolyfiUa and peanut

DISC

JUNKE
butter to fill 'em. So today I've decided to try somei.ai.j;

a wee bit different by way of contrast to the usual "thts

IS fabbo - so buy it matey!" school of Disc Junkie column.-.

It has come to my attention that there is a Krowmg move-

ment of cynical pseudo-intellectuals and "cultural critics"

who have jomed together in the hopes of crushing the

revival of "the golden age of classical antiquity" other-

wise known as the TO's. Let's face it friends. These peo-

ple are obviously just "not knowing." Its time to set the

record straight.

True, the 70*8. like any other decade, produced a hell

of a lot of bilge - a.k.a James Taylor, The Doobies, Cat
Stevens, The Eagles, Journey -just think of anything in-

volving White, middle-class hippy jet trash that justifies

the moniker "Classic Rock" ad infinitum. Strangely,

none of this is ever mentioned by the anti-70'8-i8t8, I

suspect because you'd probably find many of the above

proudly nestling among their tape collections.

But what about the Stooges, who influenced every great

80's sonic trash-rock band worth the name • weren't they

70's?. Or T-Rex, Bolan's blueprint for perfect pop, rising,

propelled by its exquisite nothingness light years away
from the blow wave of no wave pretty boy fart students

who tried to ape its style, sass and sex, only to sink into

the ignominity of pre-pubescent wet screams. And just

what about the "rare groove" phenomenon, perfect mar
riages of real jazz and real funk, as perpetrated by the

likes of Maceo and the Macs, Fred Wesley and the JB.->.

the Fatback Band and Byron Morns - what about Jame>
Brown himself? Or how about the wondrous "ch k-u!.

wank" of the wah-wah pedal, perlecied lo a fine art <> :

Isaac Hayes' Shaft and Curtis Mayfield's Super

f

I wonder if these anti-7t; s-isis ever actualiy danct i

if so. what il is they dance to. Houae music, perhaps"' Yo'.

know, that "oh so eight le.s" super hi-tech some boom ba.-.-

stuff with all the nifty sampling, which to the best of my
knowled(;e possibly predates disco, beginning wav back

in 1975 when a couple of DJs at Chicago's now defunct

Warehouse club started mucking about with Kraftwerk's

Trans-Europe Express album
And what about disco itself, which seems to bear the

brunt of the criticism from the anli-70'8 mob. probably

Pinski: poetry of supreme importance
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

Tonight at 8 p.m.. poet Robert Pinski will speak at

the University of Massachusetts' Memorial Hall. The
event is free to the public and is co-sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program and the L^a.sa Poetry

Society.

So what? So it's poetry. No flashing lights, artificial

noises, stunning visuals or funny haircuts. Just the

English language used to express one person's feelings

as honestly and as simply as possible. By its ver>-

nature there can be no pretense in poelr>', but for the

contradictions of the heart. "Poetry simply is," said

Malarme. It is the purest form of artistic expression

known to man and there's no cover charge.

Robert Lowell wrote that "Robert Pin.ski belongs to

that rarest of talent - a poet -critic." This dual capability

is exhibited in Pinski's most recent book, a collection

of essays titled Poetry- and The World, published by Ex

CO Press. He writes with a subtle passion that makes
the pages deserve such grandiose a title. He explores

the written word in relation to our 'worldly world* and

vice-vers.i.

Read these words: "It is good to read a poem that su;;-

gests that poems are supremely important, " Pinski

writes about Czeslaw Milosz's poem "Incantation."

"Human reason is beautiful and invincible and

poetr>*, her ally in the service of the good"

Pinski writes "I would like to write poetry which

would contain every kind of thing while keeping all

the excitement of poetr>'" He succeeds. Experience it

for yourself; the purifying effect of poetr>-. at absolute

Iv no cost, but for the irrelevance of timo

Bone Cow Nation opens reader's forum
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

My roomates watch me sleep. I get home at midnight;

fall asleep to Bobbi Battista and Headline News. They say

that I shake uncontrollably, breaking ground in the still

unresolved area of rapid eye movement research. The ten-

dons contract behind my knees and I wake with silent

screams. Pretty dramatic stuff. It's not like I want to sleep

though. I don't trust dreams and, besides, I'm young and

strong and should do as much as possible now, before my
body starts the ever-tricky decomposition process.

I'm well aware that the Bones column started out in

the realm of commentary on progressive music. I've lost

my patience with that lot though. I'm sure it'll come back

to me but all I can manage these days is Exile on Main

Street accompanied with anything over 75 proof

(equivalent chemical substitutes are evaluated informal-

ly, with an emphasis placed on the ex post facto statute.

.

At any rate, it might be safer to say that my column has

simply broadened its scope. Indeed I have even bastardized

local politics in recent issues, something I will not do

again, unless provoked. I might have spread myself too

thin though. Anybody that knows me knows that I'm just

about at the breaking point. My skin crawls, my arms and

hands are blue and veiny, I feel like my only recourse is

going to be through real grade A violence, physical or

otherwise.

So, alas I've come up with an interim solution. From

this point on, the Bones column will take on a question

and answer format. This will put the pressure on you and

leave the vengeance up to me. Any questions are fair

game, science, love, pyrotechnics, anything. Address ques-

tions to J. Talerman, c/o Collegian, 113 Campus Center.

Dead serious. Try me

I

.J

USAF
HEALTH

PROFESSIONS

The Air Force can make

you an attractive offer— out-

standing compensation dIus

opportunities tor professional

development. You con have a

challenging practice and time

to spend with your family while

you serve your country Find out

what the Air Force offers. Coll

41 3-557-3898

I

because to them disco means nothing more than Wooiies

bargain basement Bee Gees tapes, Kelly Mane and Hook-

ed on Classics. I wonder if they've ever experienced the

cosmic moog rapture of a Buddy Miles reoHHl, or the power

of Don Myrick's Phoenix Horns (who sound so much bet-

ter punctuating the "Boogie Wonderland" of Earth Wind
and Fire, than they do suffering the pseudo-Motown in-

eptitude of crafty cockney Phil "Bob 'Oskins" Collins.

I wonder if they know that trenctv club faves Cameo
started life in flares and afros on the disco express, or that

just about every hip-h6p track released these days samples

heavily from the FunkaParliamentadelic mob, surely the

most outrageously inventive musical outfit ever to funk

the face of the planet. Which in itself is another story Do
these people seriously think that Prince would be where

he is today if it wasn't for the eccentric genius of George

Clinton < who. for example, challenged Freud's conception

of anal retention on "Promentalshitbackwashpsycho8i.>>

Kn^'ma S<iuad 'the Doo Doo Chasers*" back in '78»^ Or Sly

lugeiher with the fashions; the flares, wide<»llar shirt:>.

waistcoata etc. which seem to be returning to the war-

drobes of style hounds everywhere, this music celebrates

d culture that was a culture, that revelled in its outian-

dishness. iu sexualtty, a culture that provided the perfect

antithesis for America's post Vietnam leltschmerti. Sure,

like today, the kids had now here to go. But at least they

were all dressed up. I'm glad there's a 70's revival going

on It's about time the young uns woke up from their state

of MT\' anaesthesia, and started wearing some real

clothes and listening to some real music.

Photo omrtMy of VaUrto Hi

Poet Robert Pinski

THE SCOOP ON
APRIL!

AAAKE YOUf^ OWN SUNDAE.
ADD TEMPTATION TO
AN OLD FAVOWTE!!!

(One Free Topping of your choice)

April 17-21 19S9

(Avoiloble only in smell size)

Monday-Sunday:

3:00 pm-12:00 midnight

Located in Southwest Residential Area

Blue Wall
CoKee House

Monday-Thursday: 11:30 am-12:00 midnight

Friday: 11:30 am-6:00 pm
Saturday Ctosed - but watch for special events

Sunday: 3:00 pm-12:00 mid.
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The The hippest from Youth
and hop from De La Soul
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondfnt

The The -The Beaten Generation
(singled C.B.S. Records
Ciccone Youth- The Whitey Album -

Knigma Records
De La Soul- Three Feet High and Ris-

ing - Big Life Records

Outside of the general staple of

underground muaic for Yuppies«i.e. college

radio I are a few boys and girls who make
noise with words worth listening to for

reawms beyond social acceptance.

RECORD REVIEW
The first single I ever bought is the new

The The song Starting out with the

brilliant depiction of adolescent angst on
"Soul Mining." maturing to a youthful and
healthy unconditional disgust on "In

fected." The The's new album Mimibomb
18 a welcome headbutt after the two
aforementioned body punches. However, at

this point all that's available to most is this

great song, ridiculously overpriced at

$4.29.
The lyrics are Matt Johnson's usual

• almost taken for granted) pow-erful slap of

reality: "freedom lives in the barrels of a

warm gun" To quote anymore would be

out of context and make things seem a tad

silly. They're great, trust me. What's odd

but wonderful is the way the music is so

catchy, so damn poppy a definite radio

song. Johnny Marr is now a part of the

band so all of Morrissey's drippy worship

pers can develop a new interest. And Mr.

Marr plays a fine harmonica on top of his

always good guitar work.

"And our youth . . are being seduced,

by the greedy hands of politics and half

truths."

I bought this single at Main Street

Records and was told that "All of British

music is self-absorbed and neurotic." by an
obviously way hip sales clerk. He was refer

ring especially to The The. who.se pronun
ciation he was kind enough to correct me
on. "American music's where it's at. pal."
firpnrTr>» •r>.i

Well . . .Ciccone Youth are Yankee folk

and their The Whitey Alburn is where it's

at. The album itself is a melody of slut i

noise that puts 80's |X)p through a meat
grinder before blowing it up and pissing on
the remains. One great achievement of this

album is on the track "Two Cool Rock
Chicks Listening to N.E.U.," wherein J.

Masics actually plays something of value,

Mr. Masics being one of the major pro-

ponents of Yuppie underground rock in the

sadly popular American group Dinosaur Jr.

But even more than this, Ciccone Youth
also manage to regurgitate "Addicted To
Love" by Robert Palmer and twoof Madon
na's smellier farts: "Into The Groove" and
"Burning Up" into music. Amazing, that.

Then there's the very best rap song m the

universe. "The Tough Titty Rap" and the

joyful "Hi Everybody." a pleasant contrast

to Guns N Roses' first mega shit. And then,

"The Needle Gun" which is silence, and
damn fine silence at that.

It all makes sense. They say it in "Mak
mg The Nature Scene": "Fragmentation is

the whole, unity is not taught in school .

the order of decay "

And it Ix-ars repeating, ihey ve made the

shit (the now) Miss Ciccone (over> produc-

ing something strangely beautiful. Some
day this band's interpretation will be all

we remember of Madonna. One can hope.

I hope.

Back at Main Street Records, being told

The The suck, I was also told that De La
Soul are "the newest hip thing." Well, The
The are better than De La Soul but De La
Soul are grrreat. In fact, they're too good
and too origianl to be hip.

De La Soul have jumped into the over-

trodden dead-end street of rap and have
taken the form up, up and away. Or at least

"Three Feet High and Rising," far enough
to get out of the choking dust of gold chains

and bullshit machismo so associated with

hip hop.
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Campus summer
employment

Visitors Center
Student Affairs Information Services

QUALIFICATIONS: Public relations and

communication skilk; comfortable and adept in dealing unth

the public; knowledgeable about campus facilities, programs,

and services.

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate, preferably College Work
Study eligible, with at least two semesters remaining at the

beginning of the Fall Semester 1989.

PAY RATE: $5.00 per hour

WORK SCHEDULE: Must be available for at least

three consecutive hours at least two days per week; Monday-Friday;

June, July, August. Weekends option available in August.

STARTING DATE: June h 1989.

APPLICATION PROCESS: Application and

detailed job description are available at the Visitors Center.

Deadline is April 28, 1989. An interview xvill be required.

For additional information, contact Angie Wilkes or

Robert N. Brooks, 545-0306.

I'h<>lu r<iur1r<> uf Pinr Arte OiMrr

TAKING A BOW - The Saint I^uis Symphony Orchestra who will

be performing works of Stucky, Haydn and Shostakovich under
the direction of Leonard Slatkin at the UMass FAC Concert Hall
on Friday, April 28 at 8 p.m.

It's over an hour long with twenty three

tracks that make insane sense out of

nothing and everything. It's ver>' fresh and
wonderful, "three is the magic number

"

And if 1 >ay anymore I'll be suspected of

unconditional love. Suffice to say . . .

there are people doing something of worth
.somewhere

COLLEGIAN 13

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER

^annG DaLj Service
FILM IN BY 10 00AM / PRINTS OUT BY 400 PM

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO A/AiLAOi

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

^ TIA\EOUT
Busch Pitchers

$3.60

Bud Light $1.25

Hats - T-Shirts & More!!

you Deserve Some Time Out

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

k^DOVE
RESUMES

• SECRETARIAL SERVICES
• Letters * Dissertations

• Thesis • Term Papers

• FAX Services

• TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
• Now interviewing for full & part-time

summer employment
• Flexible Hours
• Benefits

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

• Bookkeeping Service

• Payroll Service

• Trouble Shooting

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480
535-5127

L

Sam enjoys
walks in the park^

playing ball

with the boys,

and casual sex.
And hes only three. He's probably fathering some of the 13.5

million unwanted dogs and cats that must be put to death

each year.

You can't stop your nets from acting naturally. But if you

love them, you'll have tnem spayed or neutered.'

Talk to your veterinarian. Or contact us for more

information. _
Greenfield Area Animal Shelter

155 French King Highway
Greenfield, MA 01301
(413)773-3148

This ad provided bv ihe Missachuwlts Socieiv for Ihf Prewntmn of Crueliv lo Animals

The white shirt has returned
with a vengeance.

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St. Amherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St. Northampton • 586-6336

Mon.-Sat. 10-6. Thurs. till 9

B & W OF COLOR FOOD
An education for those who can't look the other way.

If you gain sati.sfat tion

^y ^^H
Northeastern I'niversitv, • F^xeri-Lse Stiences

frurnrt'iu'hingiKJl uiui li4iMon MA02I1P> Athleiit IVaining

hflpiiiK «>lh«*rs. .Sorth«-asi Manter of Education Riomei lianu s

em I nivi-rsity has .i ^\»< liI PrograniN ('liniral Kxenise Physintof^

pU( « fi»r you Al lto,sti>it •( ouits«>ling • PhysM'al Fldwaiion
liouv*' ( 'olk'gt> of Munuui • ( < titsulting Teai l»er i>f

• Ke<Teation, Sport &
1 ))'v<-iopini>nl IVof(>s.sioa«> KeadinM F'ltwss Managi-ment
><tii I ail li'itrt) (<> assist • ( umculuin and • Kehahilitation Couiusi-ling

uther?> realize th<'ir full Instru( turn • .Speeih [.-anguaxe

potent iai • K«lu« nil •lull kfM'itrih P:itho|o);> ^ .\uiliol<>^\

Most of our profp-ams are •liiini.iii |)< vi'lopnu'nt Nondegree Ortidratiun
f)< Ml< Wl - 1^ M i\°e

offered on a part tinx* and •Hehaliililalion Pro«rans
Colk'Ji*'

full tinw' hants aiMl tiimhim' .Ailiniiustration •i'ounseling

< lassr<Mim lhe<ir> with •.SjHHial tlduialiim • Kk'nK'niary & Se«-on<lary mm
HoniisQsiefii

UMvarsity
prat' tit at. handson Master of Sriencc .S4-hool TVachjT l»rt-paration fvf
expeneme • Special tUlueauon **
(all («17) 4:17 2708 or writ* • ( ouiLvling INyihology
touaatl06[)ockH(YHall. -

Give the kid some credit
If you're smart, and you're going to be in

New York this summer, you'll check out

The New School.

The New School is an academic

division of the New School for Social

Research, one of this country's most

distinctive universities.

This summer, more than 500 New
School courses are on tap. They range

from American History I to some of the

best writing workshops around, from

a Milce Nichols film retrospective to

Advanced Rock and Blues Guitar.

Credit and non-credit courses are offered

and are scheduled so that there's plenty

of vacation time before— or after—you

finish. Some courses begin in late May,

many start in early June, others get

going in mid-July.

The New School's at home in

Greenwich Village, close to every major

subway line and the PATH train.

We would t>e happy to give you some
credit (if you earn it). For your free copy

of the New School Summer Bulletin,

just call the toll-free number.

l-800777'5797, Ext46
For a freeNew ScIkk)! Suinnier Bulletin

TlieNew School
l|ft| A New York phenomenon.
1 ill 66 West 1 2th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 1001

1
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Children's lit conference has American flavor
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

At 9 a.m. Saturday, April 8, nearly 500
people filled Mahar Auditorium to begin

the 18th annual Perspective in Children's

Literature conference. The choice ofaward
winning poet and author Lucille cliflon as

the keynote speaker made it clear to

anyone familiar with this artist's work that

the predominant theme was the often un-

conscious but nonetheless active presence

of racism within children's literature.

Lucille Clifton spoke with the strength,

truth and clarity that the subject deserves:

"I have an American point of view." she

said, making the point that this country is

made up of many different cultures, all of

which deser\'e respect.

"For some reason we think ignorance

protects us," she said. It was stressed that

a person's language is a very personal part

of one's identitv and that histor>- has

misrepresented how diverse a culture we
live in. "Native American youngsters don't

know why they were only at the first

Thanksgiving," Clifton pointed out.

"This is a planet of color, not just a white

planet." she said, "It's important that the

children's literature of America reflect the

children of America."

Clifton said she was not reflected in

children's literature in her own childhood,

and worse still, she didn't even know it

But she wanu» that to change ... in the face

of what she sees today: "I think we have
a generation that is almost lost ... I am
frightened because we seem unable to save

them now. It is a disservice to White
children that there is little but their own
reflections in children's literature."

Clifton gathered momentum with words

that called for action: "There is hunger for

people for what is not in their hands . . .

William Staft^ord said that to know what
has occurred and to do nothing about it is

IB

I

t!)arlie'j5
I Pray St Ambers'— 549-5403 • Open I 1 a m

7 Days A Week • Ca!. for Take Out
Kitchen Open till midnight

iMq

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10$ Buffalo Wings
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

IlllllllllllllllilllllNIHIIIIIimilllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIg

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month |
. Bacardi 8t Coke $1 75 Amstel Light SI 75 i
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FOOD GIVE A WAYS
Mon Nip.hl IOC MozzarelU Slick-, 9 1?

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 9 12

Sunday Nighl IOC PoUlo Skint 9 12
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COLLEGIAN
Experience is a must

to be successful in gaining a
competitive edge in

today's world.

APPLICATIONS FOR

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

are now being accepted.

This position requires Responsibility, Dedication, and
Time Commitment—the qualities that future

employers are looking lor.
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one of our greater crimes . . . but one per-

son can make a difference . . . one teacher,

one librarian ... we roam in groups but

we teach one by one. 1 believe that civiliza-

tion will be judged not for what we do. but

for who we are."

In response to her impassioned plea for

humanity on the part of we human beings,

Clifton received a more than (feaerN-ed stan-

ding ovation.

These words lingered as the conference

wheeled on with about a dozen workshops

ranging from the techniques of illustration

(from author/illustrator Eric Carlei to the

helping of children to deal with emotional

l<^s.

The conference was a worthy literary

event, directed by UMass Professor of

Education Marsha K. Rudman. The majori

ty of the attendees were professionals in

elementary education, children's book

publication and library science. Most were

parents and, it has to be mentioned, white,

whirh made their response, and the general

m
m
m
m
m
m
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mood of the conference all the more
encouraging.

The second speaker was Brother Blue. A
man full of wonder and color, he is a "story

teller," and as such he kept the Mahar Au-

dience spellbound for more than an hour.

"Story telling is God playing peekaboo
through your rainbow eyes - your rainbow

skin," he said. No matter how racist or

homophobic one may be. this man has a

way of touching you. He says what he

wants to be doing is "Trying to tell it like

it 'be* in the MIDDLE in the middle of the

middle of me! Soul singing to SOUL - to the

middle of the SOUL!"
Brother Blue is wonderful in that he is

full of the wonder of life and he is gifted

with talent, and just as important, the

desire, to share that wonder, at the most

base level ofconununication - person to per-

son. He is a colored man who has color in

his soul las we all do). He wants to rejoice

for that color we all share, and he does so

beautifully.

Photo court**) of Kinr Arta CviMvr

DR. OKTAR THRLIK - who will be guest conductor for the Five

College Symphony Orchestra when they play at Chapin Auditorium,

Mt. Holyoke College on April 26 and J.M. Greene Auditorium, Smith
College on April 30.

Software
Now Available

WordPerfectCORPORATION

Tandy
,v4AshtonTate

iL^ WA':M HEWLETT
PACKARD

9

BORLAND
\IIDNAIlONAt Lotus.

NScntsolt I^DIME

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (Rm. 1 13) to pick up a job

application and submit it no later than
jg

Monday I
April 24th.

M/F - EOE

radus ^ATsT
Irui'llnjcnr HiirJw.iro

Located in the Campus Center

S:rf.,&.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

UMass track teams show improvement over weekend
• Minutemen take fourth in New Hampshire • 10 Minutewomen qualify forNew Englands

By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

In track, as in all sports, one shouldn't

judge a team by its place in the final stan-

dings. Saturday, the University of

Ma::isachusetts men's track team finished

a mediocre fourth in a five-team meet in

Durham. NH. Host University of New
Hampshire was winner on the day with 87

points. The University of Rhode Island was
second with 71 points, and the University

of Vermont was third with 61. Then came
UMass with 40 points, and the University

of Maine was last with 35.

Despite the results, coach Ken O'Brien

was very impressed by his team's perfor-

mance. "A gigantic improvement." .said

O'Brien. "A ISO-degree turnaround. I was

really excited about our performances"

The previous Saturday at Dartmouth the

team finished fourth in a field of five, as

they did this past Saturday, so how could

there have been any improvement?
"Every event we placed in." said O'Brien.

In most events UMass was able to get at

least two people into the finals, and conse-

quently score more points than at Dart-

mouth, where UMass finished with just 26
total points. So Saturday's production of 40
total points was a 14-point improvement.
Although they didn't get many firsts,

seconds, and thirds. UMass often came
away with a fourth, fifth, or a sixth place.

In the 5000, for UMass Fitz Hagan finish

ed third and William Wallace was fourth.

In the 800 and 1500 Reinardo Flores and
Steve Tolly teamed up to score points for

UMass. In the 1500, Flores finished third

and Tolly was fifth. In the 800, Tolly grabb

ed fourth while Flores finished sixth. "We
continued on page 16

By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

What's that saying, "April showers bring

May flowers."

Well, it seems that the April showers

Saturday at the Smith Invitational brought

out the fruits of the flowers a little early

as the University of Massachusetts
women's outdoor track team had an excep-

tional day, proving that last week's let-

down at Dartmouth may have been just a

Huke.

Coach Julie LaFreniere said, "We had
better weather la^ week, but I don't think

that there's any comparison. We had 10

New England qualifying performances,

three personal bests, one school record, and

an ECAC qualifier.

"It's only our second meet, but the kids

responded and looked 100 percent better.

There was a big improvement."

Junior Tina White had the biggest day,

as she pulled off a personal best and a new
UMass record. Though she qualified for the

New England in the hammer throw last

week with a throw of 121 feet, throwing

coach Jim Giroux was nevertheless disap-

pointed. White came back Saturday and

threw 129-8, breaking the old school stan-

dard by 10 feet, while vaulting herself in-

to the ECAC meet What was doubly

amazing about White's record was that it

was under very poor weather conditions.

"For the throwers, especially the hammer,
weather is crucial." said LaFreniere.

"When they throw the hammer, in their

spin, they have to have the four kilos

rotating with your body and at the same
time keep their balance.

"When the concrete (circle in which the

continued on page 16

Qasses Tauj^ht

by Brandeis Faculty

Qose to the Excitement ofCambridge/Boston

.

Information, catalog and ai^lication:

Brandeis University

Summer School
Waltham. MA 02254. (617) 736-3424

BE A PART OF THE
SOLUTION

Work on exntinK 'u-iHrawng cnmpaigns for SKNATOR JOHN
KERRY'S RF, KLKlTIO.N COMMITTEE. THE NATIONAL
ABORTION RKJHTS ACTION LEAGUE, CENTER FOR
MARINE CONSERVATION. THE NATIONAL WOMEN S

IHILITICAL CAUCUS. MADRE. BREAD FOR THE WORLD.
WILDERNESS S(KMETY and SPECIAL OLYMIMCS INTER

NATIONAL The Progrwwive (iroup i« now hinnn malur*-.

Hrticulatp cnndidi.iU's committwl Ui n humanistic vi.sion of social

political and i-nvironmental chanRP t.. fill telephone fundrai^smK

poxitionH 16 hours we<»k: evening and weekend hours Call

IViaoiiiMl (RHfi 6<»(K)I or Mop hv IV.l at Sullivan .S<|uarp on

New S*Milh Stnvl. NorthHiiipioit. lo nil imt an npplicntion

$6.60 $9.05 PER HOUR
FLEXIBLE S( HEDULES

r^^
• Create full ^

color, higri-auality

reproductions of

color o.iotos. SStmti

film, or any cotor

document
• Change colors and create

entirely new images.

• Reduce or enlarge images

from SCTe to 400%.
• Get customized, full-color

copies for all your oustness

neeas. wnettier you're in real

estate, advertising, or

graphic design
• Ideal for all your personal

color copying needs.

COLOR

Canon
^LOFLASERCXJPER

AMHERST COPY
CORNER

37 East Pleasant St. Amherst • 54»-2854

Student Affairs Information Services

Position Available

GRAPHICS SPECIALIST

Information Data Bank (IDE)

and

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

^'^

QUALDF'ICATIONS: Graphic arts, design, and layout experience: creativity:

initiative

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate, preferably Work-Study eligible, with a minimum of

two semesters remaining at the beginning of the Fall Semester 1989

Pay SCALE: $ 4.75 per hour minimum, 810 hours per week

Starting DATE: On or about August 28, 1989 (not necessary to be on campus)

DEADLINE: May 1, 1989

RESPONSIBILITIES: The Graphics Specialist, IDB/TlPSJs responsiblefor

design, layout, and placement of2-3 ads per week in the "Collegian" concerning services

oflDB/TlPS (previoiLS adfiles availablefor review) andfor preparation ofother materials

in support of Student Affairs Information Services (e.g., posters, pamphlets. Student

Telcplumc Directory layout , etc.). High level ofgraphic arts and desigh skills required

as well as an ability to proof-read. Must be self-directed and willing and able to

adhere to rigid deadlines.

APPLICATIONS/PORTFOLIO: Applications are available at the Information

Data Bank, 227 Whitmore. Submit sonnies ofwork with application. Material will be
returned.

IDB is a telephone and walk-in service which maintains information on University

administrative and academic policies and procedures: bus, library, athletic, and other

schedules; listings of current campus events such as seminars, movies, lectures, concerts,

etc. ; as well as a variety ofother reference materials.

TIPS is a library ofpre-recorded tape cassettes with information about academic rules and
regulations, administrative policies and procedures, health and safety issues, housing and
food services information, student organizations and activities, and other relevant concerns.

For additional information, contact Nancy Pepin, EDB/TIPS Student Manager, 545-1555,

or Robert N. Brooks, Director, Student Affairs Information Services, 545-3480.
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men's track
women's track

fiiri'iiiiil f'lim /)<!>,'« /."I

didn't get into the front of

tlu' pack. We got outgunned in terms of quality per

formances."
Freshman Steve Brown probably had the best day

for UMrass. Brown won the 400 m 48.8 seconds, and

then anchored the mile relay team of himself, Clarfield

Vaughn, Mike Grey, and Felix DeLaRosa to a first

place finish Brown ran his leg in 48.4 seconds.

Other notable performances for UMass included

sophomort' Jun Corsos third place in the 10000, and

the third place of the 4x100 relay team of DeLaRosa,

Vaughn, Grey, and Brown
Hopefully for the Minutemen. they will continue to

improve as the they prepare for Saturdays meet in

Dedhain. MA against Brown, Northeastern, and

Southern Connecticut

ii,iitititt>'J from pane lf> throwers have

to throw from! is wet like that, it makes it that much

harder. The shot has to go across the circle and the disc

also involves movement, too. For these techniques, the

rain can sometimes be disastrous."

Another thrower. Simone Marisseau, broke the 40foot

barrier in the shot put for the first time with a throw of

40 4, upping her New England throw by almost three feet.

This really surprised Jim, who didnt think she would

hit 40 [Saturday!," said LaFreniere. Helen Balaouras

took third in the discus and the shot. The senior has

qualified for the New Englands in the disc and is ap

proaching the ECAC standard in the shot, where she im

proved by two feet from last week with a throw of 35 4.

Northhampton's Diane Ozzolek, who had sort of a

homecoming competing at Smith, just missed qualifying

for the New Englands in both her events She finished

fifth in the disius and sixth in the hammer with tosses

yiuferoW;
Only $2.50 w/student ID

Accidental
Tourist PG

Jt.a tt g > n ti

F -S 7ft 9:15

M • Th 730

AMilYSr. '.>53-5426

ARE VOU

PREGNANT
4MICEDOFHCLrT

TBTX6

1 fi
S4f-1Mi

v^^
>-^

:*tt*«aC:MB*««

RENT/^WRKK

N«w A UMd Ctr%
Tr>jcti» A Vans AIm A^savM*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.6i No. AmHcrtt

549-RENT^

RESUMES
Si |K I Kusli Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

(28 Triangle St., Amherst
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of 1 13-9 and 116-9. respectively, missing the NE standard

in the disc by three inches and in the hammer by fifteen

inches. "She's right there and she has two more meets

to do it," said LaFreniere. "She's a lot stronger (from the

indoor season), she's doing well, and she's only a

freshman."
Though the rain was not a factor in some events, it

probably

was in the javelin. Carla DeSantis finished second despite

an excellent throw of 130 feet and Nancy Laurie was

fourth with a 113 2.

Lee Ann Ambrose won the quarter mile in 57.8 seconds

and was the runner up in the 200 with a time of 25.8. In

the 200. LaFreniere said "she didn't have a good start.

but her strength is in the longer distance anyway. That's

where after running the 400 and the weather comes in.

You've got to have nice weather, when its cold, the

mu.scles are cold and it takes longer for them to react."

Shana Smith and Sue McFadyen were among the New
England qualifiers which emerged from the Smith meet.

Both had cut their times. Smith running a 4:48 1500 (a

big 10 second cut from la.st weektand McFadyen took two

seconds off her 4t)0 hurdle time, down to 69.7 seconds.

The other new qualifiers. Stinja Vaughan and Amy St.

Pierre, are just starting to get back from injuries .sustaine<i

during the indoor sea.son Vaughan. one ofNew England's

iK'st half milers last vear, ran a 2:21 for second place. "She

was out all indoors, pulling a hamstring," said

LaFreniere. "She doesn't have the strength to carry

through the 800 yet I was happy was that she was com

petitive and that she hung in there."

St. Pierre, a freshman, captured second in the 5000 with

a 18:39.09. Her teammate m the 5000, Kathy Holt, ju.st

missed the NE mark of 18:40 with a personal best 18:42

HOW IMADE $UMIOO
FQRCOLLEGE
BY WORKDIG WEEKENDS.

^f

When my friends and I graduated

from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and

hamburger joints, putting in long hours

for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one

weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our

state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an

important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such

an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced

Training, the Guard gave me a cash

bonus ot $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,

thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college k)an, the

Guard will help me pay it back-up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000 -or more

—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

THH GLIARD CAN HEI.F PUT
YOU Tl IROUGH COLLHGI:, TOO.
Sr^i: YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAII.S, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•Inli-iviau 7 57Si?ro I'm rto Kiro 721 1550, (".uani 477 91»57, Virgin Islands

'Sl Cn.ix) 77ri6i:J8. Now Jrrsry BOO 452 57<M In Alaska, ronsult your local

[)hi>np j|ir«-clorv
, . . _ . / 1 , »

c 1985 Unile-d States (Mpv.ninu-nl as represented by the Secretaiv t.l Detense.

All iijlhls tcservfcl

1

MAIL TO: Army National Guard. I'O Box 6000, Clifton. NJ 07015
I

.UM OF
NAMF.

ADDKKSS

. CITY/STATE/ZIP

I
AREA CODE I'HONE

US CITIZEN DYES D NO

I
SCKIAISECI'RITY NUMBER

I
DCCUPATION

' STUDENT U HIGH SCHOOL G COLLEGE

I

PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE O YES D NO

I

BIRTH DATE

rrnx

AFM/MOS NattonalGuaidBRANCH RANK

I r,r~J?S?;S.C;~-';?^"-S:5.i'«'r^-ii' A1CUC17049NP

ArmyNational Guard
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

^5, wrnvr..

"So there he was - this big gorilla just lying

there. And Jim here says. Do you suppose

it's deed or just asleep?'"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

ETC.

They say that travel broadens
the mind 'til you can't get your

head out ot doors.'

Elvis Costello

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle

By BILL WATTERSON

\:

HELP ME CWC)

GET CmO RIO OF

(HlO MSt WkRN

IHIO Hie, CU\C)

MKKLOPS

! :

MBlk

OUR OCEANS ARE HUiD
M\n^ GARBAGE , ^HEVE CSEAIH)

A MOL£ IK TVE OZOKE TMATS

FC1WG TVt PLANET. NUCLtAR

WASI^ IS PIUHG UP IrtlTHCWT

AHi SAFE WAi TC) QET R\0 Of IT

i/V^t

^i«M <>^^M«flir*««a Vfx«»>sM

CHK.U
MEAK.

SWW/5f
Kit (UlC)

TWAT OOESNT?/
ftrt. KjUVE aWCAL

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

SOMR BeuOU/5 TAKBSm AUPe AUD SAib ' This

l^n.MIKB THIS lb V^d-

ACCOUNT THAT BUf^VS YOU
ONTO me FAil TRACK !'

ANPiTSA WMUOCOMPfiM,
0FAU.THIN6^i Th^y IMAtfT
M^TOPncMaeAn^rrESio
Tm '^NTPy-LSVeL" SMOKBR. I

^>^^^0^^

ek/

THE BEACON HILL GANG

HJHAT ABOUTkTf
setee OF SOCIAL
R^SPONSIdlUTi-*
MYSUf fte^ftCT'

jj-.duouu^you
P0SUCMATHIN6'

/

ws

MKHAtL.yOU'Ra
vuKiNOTDsa^ieoNe

i^» UJW JUSTFINI5HBP
PAINTIN6 POUALQ
VtUMR^ BATHROOM

> (fig'^Au.

By AL ARPAD

A reu sMOKT
WCCKS A<iO,
U)E LEPT

DOYDLM BALBOA
WALKIN(i UP
Route, hu -.

I f.^Hr »ct»fvr

.BErvaEth4 SOWTM MAOLEV
<: GRANBV. 3uT SOME.
PARnCULARLV ASfOTE
OBSFRVEIRS (AiKi MAVE
Noticed Boyden AT
TiiE A105T RECErar
STUDEMT SENATE
/^EETINCi.

WHAT KIUD OF Tu)ISTtp VATH
COULD HAVE. UED A NORAVAU
AMEKlCAtJ BOY NOT MERE-LY
T^> THE Ut4WERSITy OF
MASSACMUSETTS, "BUT TO
THIS, THE Veev HEART OF
rouiTlCAU FeRVERSITY, ANfiST*

7&t>vy\
\T0f4ED;>>'^

^fm

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

proOuCt

» Dm* 'cy <y>«

'' Souu

30 D*.'.:

c

14
-

M MM* « 'Vf
•n on*

MOwMor

•*eiamu>ox
40 Ifcidg* 0*"
42So*pap*<3

48 _ 4>c.>,

4t Ouyiaqs
H««en

MCaMor and

St iWiWirr now*
ttaoM

UC««ictt

Ml
M Owe •» a>****

59 L-i« "o:

••*n«l*
W «»rt*e» rwng

PflEVIOUS PUZZLE
A F T sB f A.t,

0.1 PJ^IJiJ!.

*t\%m

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ASMS (MofCfi 21-Apr( 19) Coot*-

tions ore nghf for changrig )Ot)S or

mokino a move to help ofhofj Ad-

vice from people at a distance pro-

ves verv useful Opposition to your

plans evaporates Reach out to

new ohes

TAUIUS (April 20 May 20)

domestic proWems can be solved

Dv talking things over with mate

More mor«y w* be commhg m
ttxjn gomg out this week Put $ofT>e

msovlr^ Eating nutritiously boosts

your ef>ergy level

MNHNt CMoy 21-June 20) A

lucky day lies ahead A rekationshci

moves closer ot your idea'

Recognize that o business venture

may not pay oft for a long tme

Travel proves gratifying Vou rrvake

important contocts

CANCiR (June 21- July 22) A

family rr>ember may be ready to

make a move He^D a* you con You

always work riard but can r»w play

hard, too You find a better way to

use on imagirxative idea

LIO (July 23-Aug'22) Draw fuKy

on your energy reserves so that you

con make hav wNle the sun shines

your enthusiasm is contagious

Count on greater cooperation ^^n-

work associates

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Go
that extra step arx3 you will attain

what you really want Get updates

and ttie latest reports before finoliz

ing your plans Avoid any involve

ment m a oower struggle in the

workplace

(Sept 23-Oci 22) If you

hove to rrxake a purchase todoy.

but sure it Is the best rrxxiey con

buy A romantic nterluoe a a

source of in$p»ation Qjve partner

rrore emottorol support Listen

attentively

tCOaWO (Oct 23-Nk>v 21) Look

forward to a fast-paced schedule

this week Although trove* appeals

to you arxa your partner you wi
gam more by staying norr»e

Romance heats up Know your owf
hieort

SAWTTAMUS (Nov 22-Dec 21.

Love IS o grarid adventure! Take

advantage of certain changes be
mg maoe row to feattier you* own
ne$t Save criticsm tor another time

The emphasis this week is on satis

fymg the boss

CAraiCOtN (Dec 22 Jan 19j

Progress wiH come eosier today

Yesterdays worries recede

Business optiorw wi be plentiful Be

sure vour finances ore m good
order Travel is best prostporwo

Contact on influential frierid who
mav 'ee neglected

A«UA»IUt (Jan 20-^eb 18)

Moke the most of tn© spec:*

benefit'- ovoikabie to you Stretc

your imogriation arx3 look 'O' riew

outlets tor your taients Higne' .4^5

are lOOKirig for a real go-getter r)*»

tho* oersoni

PISCIS (feb 19-March ^O) The

pace will pick up as the ao>, cx'

gresses t^riends wiH ask fc fuv .

Do rto* 3Sk tor something ir 'e'r.,'

Vou will reap a bigger rewo'd if v c "

,

wait awhile

MENU"
LUNCH

Turkey divan

Deli ham on v^^ater roll

BASICS LUNCH
Rice frittoto

Turkey divan

DINNER
Baked ziti

New England style scod

BASICS DINNER

Baked ziti

New England style scrod
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PART-TIME CASH

$8-9/H0UR

TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1989

DIVISiO\ OF CO\TI\il\G EDIJC \ TIO\

PACKAGE HANDLERS
SHIFT HOURS: 4-8am. 5-8:30pm.

6-1 0pm, 11pm-3am

When it comes to part-time work, nobody offers

you more than UPS. Right now. we have perma-
nent openings in all "package handling" shifts,

paying $8-9 an hour! Full benefits included.

You can start with UPS this week, and have an

excellent part-time job for the summer! Then, con-

tinue working as a permanent part-timer throughout

the school year - and help cover college expenses!

Apply Wednesday, 1 - 3pm
at

United Parcel Service

120 Wayside Ave.

West Springfield. MA

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. L'Mass Summer Session is divided into two

^ections. enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone ( 545-3653 1 through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more infortnation, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.

1)1 \ or ( () \ I I \ I I \ (, I 1)1 i \ I I ()\

Miltiple choice.
Now there's more in the .\pple* Macintosh* JL

family to choose from th^n ever before, with slx

computers to meet e\'er\- personal computing need.

Sun with the Macintosh Plus, the .Macintash SE.

and the .Macintosh SE 30. These integpted

s\-stenis otfer the affordabilitv-. ease of use, and

consistency of applications traditionally associated

with .Macintosh.

.And their compaa design makes them ea^y to

transport. where\er you go.

Now meet the modular side of the family: Lhe

.Macintosh 11. .Vlacmtosh ILx. and the newest member,

the very versatile .Macmtosh Ila. These expandable,

high-perfomiance computers can be configured for

viiTually any task. You choose the amount of R.\M.

the type of momtor. and the storage capacity- of the

hard disk, which means you can build a system to

handle everything from desktop publishmg to

scientific and engineenng applications.

But no matter which system you choose, you re

still gettmg all the advantages of a .Macintosh.

See us today; well help you choose wisely.

.MaamiKi

.\bcnotfiIIc\

MacTimshll
Macintosh Ex

< i « •- *..

'<.'\>'^'\''/'f'f-i^fS\^^'!^\^^i'^
'ti):t•«^AU;i^

OPEN
Mon.-Fri. 9-5

Choose here.

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

TkiMaimKsti'if.imi'fJ^Oi.uiwvhaCP' moue. ami tnult-mnrntr Ijjoii.umpiiltrmUifntiularilacmlosh'itmityamawilliaCPltmlmMar Hin^mnli una mimilcm urr soU tDunuitv Aulhorued DralCT

See store
for details
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women's lacrosse

COLLEGIAN 19

continued from page 20

this was all in the last two games.
"They beat us to ever>' ground ball," Bossio said. "They

won every draw except for one."

The newly employed zone which was so effective in stop-

ping the running game of Harvard was picked apart by
UNH. and in particular Courtney McKown. who burned
the Gazelles for five goals.

"We weren't moving our feet," Bossio said. "So we were
coming over the shoulder and over the head

"

The flat-footed Gazelles committed foul afler foul all

afternoon and the Wildcats took full advantage as they
scored on five of 1 1 free position shots

The Gazelles were shut out 5-0 in the first half. Bossio

did not fault the attack. The defense just could not get

the ball away from the Wildcats. Bossio could see it com
ing, though.

"The minute I walked into the pregame huddle, I knew
we were in trouble because of the blank faces they (the

Gazelles) had on," Bossio said.

UMass cannot afford to come into today's game wiin

blank faces. Dartmouth is in the exact opposite situation

of the Gazelles. The Big Green has won its last seven

games since losing its opener to Ncarthwestern University.

Dartmouth is ranked No. 7 in the country by the Brine
Coaches Poll and is the third top- 10 team that the Gazelles

have run into in their last three games Dartmouth is also

ranked No. 2 in New England behind Harvard.

"Whatever it was they (the Gazelles) had for the Har

vard game, that's what we have to do," Bossio said.

One thing they will have to do is deny senior forward

Anne Moellering the ball. Moellering has been unstop-

pable this season, netting 41 goals and three assists.

"We need to play a gritty game, " Bossio said. "We need

to get down and dirty."

At 17 with five games left, the Gazelles cannot even

reach the .500 mark. There is no hope of any post 8?ents.

All that is left is to erase the hopes of other teams. UMass
has nothing to lose. The Gazelles can afl"ord to take a lot

of chances Bossio said

"We're in the spoiler's seat," Bossio said. "Dartmouth
right now is in a good spot to make the NCAAs A loss

to us will knock them out."

ACTIVITICS

Ut MOVIf MSTEN MnNNER lcM( 2S2290

I
stuD to 3?? S«.JB 10 claim pfi/«

SCAVCNOER HUMT AMUL 21 Win g.n

ciuhcMa* uiopid Spas Matdanoooiis

SodaCMy FtM CalS46^l»24
by Sc«nc« Fction Soc«lY

STUOCNTS COMC 8KMOM PFTmONt
Si^sport ASL cyi Ou' campus Ty«^ ISIfi

Campu* C*ni*' Councou'M

MIAN AMtmCAN STUOCNTS ASSOC
mnum nwKing and fctiom MnigM at

iTjOpm CampiM C*nm t7S • nmmUmt
ifteiyj"

ATTENTION UMMTG UeWmg ictwdutM
•oc 4/19 wm tm haW MragM « Campus
Canw NomMMhon* tor Fa* itoar wA tw
taiien'

WOMCN! e«« ciMM club pf«»«lanl gm
II Hill t^lwl haa Tuaaday NqM 7 OOpm
Mm—m catatana aM lavati oT play <raa

mambartiup

AN AMCmCAN GML SCOUT, plannme to

ra«a aducalienal luppiiai tot povartymcaiienai luppiiai i

Nearagua «* (haw
lonaa CCS11

HCAOINC FOM EUnOPC THtS SUMMER
(or iK>y tima^) Jai Vwa •c no mora lltan

tiaO aMVi AWHiTCHio aa rapolad m Co>v

sumat Rapon* NV Tnnat La« » Qo Na«
cuy Good iiciuaaiiaaping. and national nm
work morning lAow* For dataM. can

?t2M4-2000 or wrila AIRHITCH 2901

BioMway Suila lOOA NV NY 100»

ATTENTION: AU. UMASS STUDENTS

SlWSCm^TIONS TO THE COILEOMN
^•H dva-labie Kaeo your fnand» and patsnts

miormaa aboul «rhal n goirtg on al UMaw
Wa can land "1 almoal anywtiara For mora
intormalion coma down 10 Room il3Cam
pua Camar or CMI S^-3900

APARTMENT FOR RENT

BRANOVWME - Taka our apartmani tor the

Summei and its yourt nail yaar CaN
S490M7

AUTO TON SALE

1»T? OLM mT- Loadad wtopliorw

3S0-S4S0 or 80 - PIz laava msg SaS-0901

AUTO F0R"8ALE mO HONDA Accord

IXO Gary 6 8541

NISSAN PULSAR 93 ask S2900 aicaltont

condition new iires brakes, clutch eihaust

call Brian 549 5440

19M FORD ESCORT Red with Qrey m
lanor 4-«paed. slerecxassette. fogiamps

always wall mainalamed Sharpest
claanasi Escort around Won i laM long al

S299S Call Laa 6-4629

19M PLYMOUTH CHAMP,~4~spe«l.
Sunrool. lapedeck 140 000 miles

1 773-9455 asking $850

19M BUICK CENTURY
new brakes, shocks, tires $1300
549-6483

PRNEG

19M CAMARO V8 5-speed T lops loaded

asking 1 1 500 or best otter Call 546-9727

19M FORD FIESTA $300/BO"Mo«r»a«
run* line sunrool 585-5774

CATS TICKETS

•••I NEED YOUR EXTRA CATS'"
tickets. Will lake any niflht. Call anytime

549-6387.

OAVID LOWE

OH, DAVIOrHappv 2^*1'
'
"*»" '

'^°*^ 9"*
you the present you really want' I love you'

- Punkin

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT.
lockeys lights and
dances 256-8526

large screen

Disc

video

CLASSIFIEDS
COROOM IN NtCE HOUSE near Bnllany
avaitaMa S-l»«8 Fa* opaon S2»

ONE OPEMWG M tommal houaataW mm
ling m May 549-7174

LUXURIOUS PENTHOUSE APARTMENT
n Downtown Amrwsi lo' 2 3 p«opt« lake
trw initialive Call Phil 256^1169

LOOKMiO FOR 1 NOMSMOUMO toraate

to aiiara Townaiwwaa Apt Cai dyaaa
S48-73te Laava a maaaaoa

PUFFTON VILLAGE 0OUW.E ROOM
leaae avaMbte Mtn» i Cio«e to bid t laun

dry ta6>motM> todudassas haal. thM
CMisaMSao

QunO MURPHY 8. Cape Coa i nutie^t

FOR RENT

CHALET LIKE APT FOR RENT as ol June

t located on NE SI oft Mam St m big blue

house $700 a month plus utilities Skylights

in bedrooms large bath with sauna, grea'

condition Call 253-5781

BEDROOM IN TWO BEDROOM ? story apt

one month Iree 665 7751

SOUTHWOOO TOWNEHOUSE AVLB. b

call anytime leave message 253-2349

TAKE OVER OUR Southwood townehouse

June 1 253-2320

1 SPACIOUS DOUBLE IN HOUSE 10 mm
walk to campus 5 mm walk to lown summer

sublet with lall option 175mo Lisa/Kim

253-2712

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION 2 bdrrn

Squire vill apt on bus rte Rent negol Call

GeoH or Aaron 665-7904

3 BONMS m AMHERST HOUSE tor tai to

Spaopla bus route 2 inicrvbath 2S3-2371

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE lo 3 badrm wl
6/1 Gnggt Apartments S49.77S3

WE OOT A QNEAT APT- naal. daan Sum
rrtar suOlat w«i Fall option Vary clwapl'
CaM 256-1160 lumrture mcludedfl

SUMMER SUBLET 1 EOWOOM timn
dyw>n« api S49at54 convanwrM tocMion
poo txis

SUNDERLAND FREE WM SERVICE 10

UMaaa and siwppmg araa* Sacwra an
pannwtf tor AupuM and laeaiwa AuMi
ran* trea For more daiaits cal eS&-3iM

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE starting 6<1 tar

aparttnarM near campus tor tour Cai
2$6^H«4

NEED STUDENTS TO TAKE OVER laaaa

tor 7 bdr apt Can 665^ 730 < saamg lumrture

FOR SALE

I HAVE BEDROOM FURNITURE and large

couch For more irtto call Tammy al

54^4024 (Laava i

ENTREPRENEURAL BUSINESS huge pro-

phils encoHen' etpe'e^ce call Brian

549 5440

LEATHER JACKET, citocolala browrTaita

40 $75 00 o< B O MS-S74t

ta-BANOEOUALIzSF
$70 00O6O Can Bob 6-4630

CHEM 102 NOTES tor qua mraal:l^0ar
outline ol 10 and li contact 348 Cance
6-5069

SALE:" 64 MUSTANG, great shape
sunrool. ItaKti. power kicks, mlarval wvar*.
Im cassette t&OO or B O 6-4471

UMIVEGA ALPINA ULTIMA 20 deoraTt
rm 20 s eiceiieni coriditon Chris 253-9679

77 VOLVO 242 Very good condition 2.500

or best otter Scott 259-1674

1980 AUDI 4000 95 000 miles no rust' No
dents' LOOKS and runs Wia new Only S1900
549-5926

COMMObOWEMrmonaor t54t dafcdrtva

and messenger module asking $475 CaM

aAar 5pm 549-iOSi

POUND

RING IN WOMEN S BATHROOM Of lowar

LGRC Call 546-5592 identity and it's yours

LOSE MONEY? Laava how much and

pliona number at into desk al Concouraa

AN ANKLE BRACELET, near Boyden

Gym Monday 4/10 Call Karen to describe.

546 7482

GUITAR

IBANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRK GUITAR
- with gorilla portable amp please call Tom
253^3470

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED (SUMMER): The Associa-

tion lot the Help o) Retarded ChikJren needs

male and female students to work at their

summer sleep-away camp lor developmen

tally disabled children and adults Camp
Loyaltown m the CalskiM Mountains at

Hunter NY operates Irom June 26 lo August

26 Paid positions available lor Cabin

Counselors specialty counselors, WSI s.

RNs and otiice stalt Write Camp
Loyaltown AHRC, 189 Wheatley Road.

Brookville NY 1 1 545 or call 5 1 6 626- 1 000

MonFri 9 30-4 30pm Help us give our

retarded campers an enjoyable vacation

ATTENTION- excellent income lor home

assembly worn Into call 504-646- 1700 Dept

Pi 307

STUDENT NOTE AND PRINTING SER-

VICE IS now interviewing lo' a position as

Business Manager ana Assistant Note

Manager Business ma|ors encourage but

not required Apply 403 Student Union or

call 545 2271

STUDENT ACTIVISTS/FEMINISTS: New
Sane/Freeze ollice open in Amherst Work

lor peace nuclear disarmament, no US in-

volvement in Central America, abolish Apar

theid We are committed to a |ust world and

a lusl working environment Complete

health care/paid vacation/travel/altirmative

action Part-time summer and career posi-

tions $180-300/week 256 1415

Saturday^ Apm 22 ll« Sunday April 23
noon-5 Saaaon May 2S-8apl 4 and mora
Comar el iMaM Maai and saa tiraaM. Hyarv

MS MA Coma on tumn

EARN W to" tHWir Sludani teraga
•anto you to be part a< «ta laam Super
Maary and toadng posiMfw a n iaaWi
Hours aaatoto Cal Paul (617)47»«740

SOA COMMUWICATiewi • hmg an ot-

tea OHtaoi tor neid yaar AppteaM must

MK»«LE A OCB mat you at Barsias and
than Tmaoui wa d kka to krtd out wAai itia

big H « so wa can loaai to il too* Same
itffias. same places''

QLUEY13! Saa you anarysrttara Do you

aaama^

WOULD THE BEAUTVUL BnUNETTE
wtio caugM my aya i«i Wadnaarlay aNar

noon «Ma I was drwng my MHa a*iar car

down Mam SI Mm » MM MMiarV

LOM* Dave

be ibto to worti over MM summer Apphca-
iMVis al 304 SU AA/EOC

CAM COO SUMMER RENT FREE Smgto
I HMnraa aaaks student to watdi
» bwriKK

faNMMngwid AaMay Paul and MMa

M wa drtn't gat « loucn tn«

aaaand maat ma Tuaaday M TOO w the

iCitna

5 yr oH son Owri raom. car mutttUm. nafas
oA CaM Janntor Taytor |S06|79(H)7S8

SOPHOMORES AND JUMORS: The Ad-

misiiona OMea baa an opamwg tor a Sum
RaaponatoMies

JVP - Your day« MMiyM«NMBV '°>1M~

birthday I to«a you Laum

TO MV PONV Kaap an foakn ma baby'

LSK your bumty

lours and handhng puWc

I Mb Unrvaraiiy Admaaiens
Center toc atod nasi to German nasidanee
HaM Apphcations deadline Apm 2i

WORK FOR GREENPEACE ACTKM - help

praaarva andangarad apaciaa. reduce ua
c aaatoa and Mop P«a arma race Saiary

banaltk. »a»al and advancamani F««p«T
wna 2-tOpm Cat 29S-143S 641 /»annon
Apply now tor Ibe summer*

ttOUSE tWANTEO

>WSPON8«LE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Want 10 rent two lo miaa Padtoam Itowaa

QMI Mim al 54» 1 275

LOST

LOST am YBJ.OW WALLET wuh velcro

laslentnga $25 reward No questions aak-

ad Talk to Sara or Rolt « 2S»1669

ra SO SAOt I tost rny Inend Marci s waNat
m the Student Union I haven t tow her yel

so bapatuBy I won t have to itiound(

caa Karen 546-8846 Reward'

LOST - Rectangular goto t«naii-quart2

«

black band pJaaii cal 546^74^1

DO YOU lOtOW WMAt «PMl MBlWASt
It was Haytoy Hantaan s btfthday Hayi Hap^

py 20m lOM tba 'Toads

OB.TA CM PROM EMQLaM CLASS •

TttwMs tor the roee' Who are you''

Ctvisline

KATIE LUOER Of 06 OMEGA: Th. tun

haa laut slartad< Love your big siaiar Jen

KATY OOWLMO I naranl HnguRain you
Love Jerwwler

LOST OROAMC CHEM BOOK 4/10 at

one Can volanda 54»1925

USA M WMEELEa Paul said you don t

have a boytnand wouW kke to meet «
iarasietf> Reply. Paul s Inand MkMmh

DEAR AMY, are we reaMy a pav o> Apm
loots'' Happy anrm Love, Me

MS CRNMNOLOOY: I be lieve m Ladws
betore genUeman Ptoaaa identity yoursaH

in soma way. abapa. or tom Mr Btonde

CrunmatogMI

TO TONY K. I MW you not to dnnk « slraigM

from lokicotogial ware coolar malRary
Enc A M*a dran bramagad
1816 JPK

BLACK HENS WRISTWATCH in

phonaboolb m SOM 4/1 1 santimantal value

reward plaaao caM 5494064 Dan

A SHARP CALCULATOR at appron 5pm
on Tues. 4/11 caM Man 5a54780

MOTORCYCLE

JET KACK 81 Suiuki G^SOt Low
nulage. excaNam condilion 1660 BO Cal
Glenn 3234909

DOF: WELL 4 tooks kka we ntade if Hap-

py anmvarsary I maa ^lu Itoveyou -MLP

: Y. Keep your ctun up and I pro^

mtaa no more pn stops' i L Oderao

MISS HAMILTON FROM KAPPA I tove

you Your Brown Dot

BAGEL EATING BEAUTY in Corns 121

12 20 U have good slyto Like to help you

wuh your tacbmque Few itw* up

SEAN PiMMUN. Sorry I miaaad Vatammea
Day Your sacral adnwar aW aiaia m-

R. WONDERFUL

IT WAS FUN WMLE IT LASTEDI I'll be
masmg you -Bumybaar. PS Don't toigat

visa 6 Vuamaia

$100 REWARD
STUOBITS SEEK TO TAKE OVER your

leaaa m June or September tor your lour

live bedroom house plaaaa caH Dan
5464457 or Milcb 546-WBO

MUSKIANS

FEMALE GUITARIST LOOKING lo^ other

female musicians to form rock band Dana
296-1369

PERSONALS

OUENfms BUY ONE gal cna kaa aata.

Thru May Isl

GKM KARRAS Happy Birthday (yasterday)

Sorry it s late but we kjve you anyway tove

-Kel. Jen. and Cyn

QRACELANO - Wbata Oracaland?
Which girt? With drads? There were 2 of

us. RSVP - NYC.

W»4AT? DAVE'S HAVING A BIRTHDAY?
Vou |ust can't do that" Happy Belated b-

day< Love Oarcy and Belay

'TO SEAN MOORETa dippy brunette, new
bike, pina coladas. and Hampton Beach
What do ya think »

TOTfHE GIRL IN PROF. COHEN^S TuTh
2 30 Music 100 class you used my book dur-

ning exam to write on and never returned

It T need it back please call Ann 6-8642.

leave message'

WANTED: 2 lemaias or mataa nonamokara

to share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywine lo

r nent year Call Bob 549-5922 or Jelt

546-7442.

CHRIS FROM NORWELL - Mel Thurs
night you requested sneaking Sally thru tfie

alley lost your number' Call me. Kate
6-846?

ALRIGHT TrrO (3tl Wheeter)7 here's The
deal I m intatuated w/you What should I

do aboul if Respond here A

CAROLINE HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY
love Chuck

ALAN GUESS WHO!? This is The lirst

move you make the second' N

THAT CAPTIVATING BLONDE I saw you

at the TOG Tuesday Niqhl 1 1 April 89 we
first met in Spanish 1 1 Spr 88 I wouW love

to get together and talk please respond
Patrick 256-8105

TO SEXY KEVIN SMELLIE -

TACKLE ME ANYDAY - DC
You caN

SENIORS!!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS'!

•JOIN THE SENK)fl CLASS CAMPAKW
• Earn $4 5a/hr pkis bonuses calling

oltier UMass seniors
• Aoolv at the Memorial Hall Basement '

• or call 545 3509
APPLY TODAYII

ROOMMATES WANTED

CAPE COD ROOMMATE WANTED. Call

Diane 546-1082

HOUSEMATE WANTED immediattey own

bedroom $177 50 plus Call 549-6232

BRANDYWINE - 1 female nonsmoker need

ed starling June l Call 549-5167

ONE ROOMMATE WANTED • Colonial

Village lease slans June 1st have fun and

study loo' Call Steve 256-6608

WANTED: two female non-smoking room-

males lo share a double m Townehouse

For lurther mlo Call 549-9925

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer, dryer woodstove 5 mm walk lo

Downtown 10 minute walk to UMass call

253-0707 $195'month

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED lor Bran

dywine apt Folly lurnished Pond view. Call

549-4722

ROOMMATeTO SHARE 2bedroom apt m
Nortnampton $300 per month plus ' >

ulililies call 585-0542 Ask tor Michael

TWO Roommates wanted lor

Southwood apt starting 6/1 call 256-8745

TWO SEMI-OUIET NON SMOIUNG FUN
I tar kao smgM rtnms m cool

I m AMhersi tor Fal plaaaa
cal Knaan »«SW14
Thanks

liWN SMbKBI PWIAii tor'owa bedroom
in pn apt on man M AvaM June i

$242'mo incl Call 253 591| leave
mess age

THREE OUYS LOOKMO TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LE/LSE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FAU OF 86 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CAU 54»«406 Or 5466400

LMQUISTICS. worked Sunday 2/36 Buy
you a baar? Cal »4»l6ao Gaotge

ROOIWiATI WANTS) PON CAPE COO

3 FEMALES WANTS) W ran) house m

SAMMY CHAPTER MSTILLATKMI

SAMMVtl CongraMabona 10 the 52 nawty
' bnMbars ol Sigma Alpha Mu

You're on your way'

SERVICES

FAST. MEXPENSIVE TYPMO Call Uari
•1 5464725

PROTCSSWNAL RESUMES Ov«m.gM
and same My serwce 6^-8673

preaad only

58

proto^Mnal quaMy
S75< Cal Rick 256011

ST JUDE

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRAVEM. Once
agam you have helped « my mow crucial

needs Your imarcasaon is vary pwnarim
I'm iMy flMMM MK&

SU0LET

AMHERST CENTER FURMSHEO ROOM
huge yard. BBO p«. piano 1 Dtock from

Town Orad or upper year prat 253-0643

TAKE OVER LEASE FOR I bedroom
presidential apt with lali option CaM
253-2515

TAKE OVniUMK starling June 1 2 bed
rooms Southwood Apis 253-3404 heal 6
hot walar included

SUBLET THE RED HOUSE
Summer Sublet

One second waM to campus
Waighl room and Jacuizi oplon

very maspaniiive

Mveat smglaa avaMabto
Ivng room, bMh, and kitchen

cal immadiataly
Neal549-»36
Craig 54»1949

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER
Beautiful house In North /kmherst $175/mo

up to three rooms may be open lor Fan
546-9916

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EXCELLENT OUTDOOR SUMMER
Emptoymant opportunities'

m Lowel. MA tr—
Advancemem opportunities

Call Scott C al 1 -800-922 5579

MIMMER SUBLET

BEAUTIFUL FARMHOUSE m Sunderland
bust stop m driveway Sunny room 200/mo
all inc call Jason 665^4627

APARTMENT NEAR CAMPUS tor tour Star

ting 6/1 Call 2564504

3 BEDROOMS IN SWISS VILLAGE. Rent
neg 253 5249

ONE BEDROOM IN MODERN HOUSE. 10
mm Irom campus On bus route
208/month neg CaH Sheila aller 7pm
256-0256

2 BEDROOM APT. $300 available June 1

pool new carpel garden plot Sunderland
6654530

PUFFTON ONE BDRM. some furn' rent

negot Call 549 7762 Soon

SUBLET IN NOHO. nice 2 bedroom near

center of town $575 586-0958

SUMMER SUBLET 3 bedroom lownhouse
apts available June 1 549-1449

PUFFTON VILLAGE: Large single avaiable

tor summer sublet Ctose to bus. laundry

''UMass $125/month Includes gas hea!
-> hot wate' Call 549-0840

2 SINGLES IN PUFFTON available end o'

May/$100 each per month call 549-0768

FEMINIST HOUSE ONE OPENING Irom

6/1 lo 8/1 or 8/30 depending 549 7174

APT TO SUBLET 2 bdrs on bus route qmal
area for summer months 256-8380

SUNNY 4 BEDROOM HOUSE 2 minute
Irom Whitmore 5 minutes 10 town complete
kitchen, laundry available please call

549-6925 Fall option

I ROOMM a BEDROOM APT nairt to Bm
lany rant nago Cal 256^191

t SEOWOOM HOUSE. Amharsl 2 kit-

ChanaAMtfh on ttus route room tor 5-7

253^2321

BEAUTIFUL AND SPACIOUS >
ttffWW?** if^tnmm tar suOM Thia

iparbaam has a poM> am
Basketball court, and tana fet

yarA k • mewias away aiam a L^
ainvoiMnI More and rMtatwas Tb«
«iariment ha* wal to wa* carpaang and •
« parteel oondaion Pck up your pMene
n^ now and cal Riek or Jafl M 54Mi62
or Jolt al 5464966

NKPKOr US OUT Ol CM»aMiMy Naal
iMi tubtM our lufMMiad. poelNda §4Wma
i^artmam cheap cad Bnica 5 «SS82 t

SUBLET • '7 room m Brandywme Cheap
Ca» Room 54»5ae7

SUMMER SUBLET - 2 L ..

tMn Si Apmm ramnagocalRebwerHaly
54»5667

SUBLET DUN BNANDYWINS APART-
MENT thastanmarOrt cheap 54»8i9i as*

•or Kara Lmda. Sabma

TOM CRUISE

tCVTOM
or was 4 ihebaar^Kaly

TRAVEL

1 TIX TO LA FROM BOST V30 be
drtcovered* Run away' Sip margarkaa on
die be«0 1S6 each CaA now 546-7543
pm

TYPINO

EXCELLENT TYPIST p<k up/delnrery

avariaWe Oede ?56-874t aher 5pm

"WOROSMITH prolesstonal typing

Rasume i p^wrs and more Laserprnting
wkh speNcheck 253^4564

CASES. PAPERS. THBS«. onxampus al

tordable grammar tamawad. dapandaWa
564 7924. Nancy

AMTTY PLACE CONDO WANTED

RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
want lo rem an Arrwiy Place condommium
with any intormaiKm plaaaa cal Man at

546^1275

WANTED

TAKE OVER MY LEASE bedroom
Branywma i«)t avaSabta on June 1« CalBranywma i

5494157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTKNt

LOOKINO TO RENT A ROOM neer UMass
Campus or on bua routo Ptoaaa cal Jac-

queline 546-5050

WANTED TO RENT

FEMALE LOOKING FOR SUMMER HOUS-
ING on Cape If you Know a place or are

looking tor one. plaaae caN Jessica.

253-2»4

HELP LOOKING FOR 2-3 BDRM apt near

campus Call 549-8244 for 6/1 or 9/1

HOUSE OR APARTMENT IN AMHERST
center June 1st Call 253-2320

WE WANT YOUR LEASEI Starting in Sept
call 64945 leave mesaaga'

$50 REWARD! To take v»9t toaso tor I

bdrm apt in Cotonial Village CaM Christine

256-1482 alter 9pm

MARTHA'S VINEYARD. Woman with

friendly dog needs room m SumrT>er house
586 1829

HOUSING/ROOMS NEEDED this summer
call SBMC 256-8615 9am 5pm.

RESPONSIBLE. CLEAN MATURE
STUDENTS seek 4 plus bedroom house
anywhere Will take lease 6-1 Please call

Rick 546-4903. Bill 546-3282. or Jake
546-3285

HELP - Rapaortaible students looking lo

lake over lease for 2 bdrm apartment Call

Sue a; 546 8983

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 :

apartment Call Maureen at 6-9743

WE NEED VOU

FOR OUR TWO BEDROOM cute apart

ment' low rent rigni .jn ous route 15 mm
lo campus. 10 lo town Call Gayle 256-1250
today"
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SPORTS
Late surge propels
Gorillas past Yale
By JEFF PRICE
Collegian Correspondent

NEW HAVEN. Conn - On a day more
fitting for ducks than lacrosse, the Univer

sity of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team
utilized a seven-goal fourth-quarter out-

burst to tame ninth-ranked Yale 13-8,

Saturday afternoon at the Yale Soccer and
Lacrosse Stadium.

Going into the final stanza the Gorillas,

currently 7-1 and ranked eighth in the

country, trailed 7-6 and looked in need of

an urgent wake-up call to get on track.

That call was answered just 35 seconds in-

to the quarter, however, when midfielder

Tim Soudan found attackman Rob
Codignotto alone in front of the net to even
the score at seven.

From that point, UMass put on an ofTen

sive display that left the Elis wondering
what had happened to their once
comfortable 7-5 advantage.

"I was glad to see we kept our compo6ure
when we fell behind," said head coach Dick

Garber. "We had been standing around all

day, but finally m the fourth quarter we
began to swarm around the loose balls

That type of play is very contagious."

It certainly seemed contagious over the

next 14 minutes as the UMass attack pep-

pered Yale netminder Anthony Guido with

an unending barrage of shots. At the 5:55

mark, sophomore Jim McAleavey netted

his second of three goals on the afternoon.

McAleavey circled from behind the left side

uf the net and deposited Paul Ganci's pass
into the Yale goal putting the Gorillas

ahead for good, 8-7.

Junior Scott HiUer then added his fourth

goal of the day just 50 seconds later on an
isolation dodge move from the left side. The

onslaught continued with McAleavey,
Soudan, Ganci, and Codignotto each adding

goals in the fourth quarter to account for

the final score.

"Yale is a very good team." Garber not«d.

"But over the course of the game we had
used more players and they (Yale) were
simply fatigued. I knew things would
change in the fourth quarter."

In the early going it seemed as if the poor

conditions (steady rain and a slippery field)

and a sluggish start by UMass was going

to reduce this match-up between two of

New England's top teams to a rout. Yale

jumped out to a quick 3-0 lead on tallies by

Mike Reilly, Peter Pace and Herb Allen

The Gorillas battled back in the second

frame with two goals by Hiller, an in

dividual move off the face-off by Josh

Schimmel and a spinning goal in front of

the net by McAleavey The goal by

McAleavey put UMass ahead for the first

time in the contest, 5-4. with just 49
seconds remaining in the half

The half did not end without controver-

sy, however, as Yale's Mike Babcock tied

the score from the top of the box with no
time left on the clock. "The officials had
told us before the game the clock did not

work properly in the last 30 seconds."

Garber said. "Thus there was really

nothing we could say."

With that shift in momentum. Yale then
came out of the blocks strong in the third
quarter on goals by Reilly and Allento take
a 7 5 advanUge. With just 21 seconds re-

maining in the quarter, freshman attack
Michael Cam set the stage for UMa.ss"
fourth-quarter offensive outburst with a
diving scoring bid in front of the net that
cut the deficit to one.

< itUrfliin |>bo<i> ht Jmuh ralrrman

Paul Ganci and the Gorillas defeated eighth-ranked Yale, 13-8. Satur-
day in New Haven. Conn.

GazeUes faU to UNH, 11-2
By GKORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Yesterday may have been a holiday, but

University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse coach Patti Bossio was not giving

her troops the day oft" from practice.

Not after Saturday's 11-2 rout of the

Gazelles by the University of New Hamp-
shire and not with Dartmouth coming to

town today (3 p.m.. Totman Fieldi.

"We played probably one of the worst

games we played all season." Bossio said

of her team's loss on Saturdav. "We had no

spark and New Hampshire was so fired

up."

UMass will have to get fired up today if

it wishes to match points with Dartmouth.

The Big Green is one of the top 10 teams
in the country as was UNH.
The Gazelles have lost seven games in a

row and have won only one all season.

They've gone from a peak, when they gave
Harvard (the No. 2 team in the nation) all

that the Crimson could handle, to a new
low when they played horribly against the

Wildcats in Durham, NH on Saturday. And
irtn tinued <>« pa^e 19

Minutemen split four Atlantic 10 games with Rhode Island

C'ollefian photo by Joel Solomon

Junior Paul Ciaglo threw a no-hitter Saturday only to see the
Minutemen lose, l-O, on a pair of errors.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I - Now matter how
hard it tries, the University of
Massachusetts baseball team can't crack
the .500 mark
This weekend the Minutemen had a

perfect chance to not only do that but to im-
prove their chances of making the Atlan-
tic 10 conference tournament next month.
But UMass could muster only a split of the
four games it played against the Universi-
ty of Rhode Island, enough to keep its

records even across the board.
The Minutemen, 13-13 overall and 4-4 in

the A- 10, will host Vermont in a
doubleheader today a 1 p.m. at Lorden
Field.

The disenchanting factor is that UMass
could have, and probably should have
^wept the ready-to betaken Rams. The
.Minutemen blew a late two-run lead in

yesterday's final game, and also lost the
weekend opener despite Paul Ciaglo's
no-hitter.

"We need to be more consistent," said
UMass coach Mike Stone. "A lot of it is

team chemistry."

Yesterday, although a day late after rain
washed out Sunday's action, things started

out right as Dave Telgheder hurled a four-

hitter and the Minutemen exploded for five

in the seventh to take a 6 1 win. Brian
Donovan, despite a broken wrist, drove in

the winner with a pinch-hit sacrifice fiy,

and Drew Comeau followed with a three-

run blast to left, his first of two on the day.

Don Strange carried a 5-3 lead into the
sixth of game two, thanks to Comeau's two-

run job and a clutch two-run double by
Dave Edwards. But Strange and relievers

Dan O'Leary and Jeff Richardson combin-
ed for four walks, a single, an errant pickoflf

and a sacrifice fly in the sixth as the Rams
scored four to win it, 7-6.

Saturday's action started with Ciaglo
matched with Rhody ace Steve Birkett.

They might still be pitching were it not for

back-toback throwing errors in the sixth

that led to an unearned URI run, enough
to dampen Ciaglo's gem, 1-0.

Ciaglo fanned 10 and walked just two.

The Minutemen had a bid to tie it in the
seventh, after Comeau singled. But pinch
runner Kevin Correa was thrown out at the

plate trying to score on Brian Bright's

single and the ensuing outfield error.

In game two, UMass got a split behind
the pitching of Brian Conroy (a four-hitter,

three walks and six K's) and a pair of

dingers by Steve Kern to take a 6-1 win.

Softball drops one before tournament gets washed out
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Before the nasty rain cloud that has dogged this spring's
schedule made its way to Garden City, NY over the
weekend — washing out much of the planned Adelphi
Tournament — the University of Massachusetts softball

squad drizzled through seven innings against the host
school Saturday.

Adelphi sent the Minutewomen home with a 5-1 defeat
to remember the weekend by, as UMass' scheduled games
against Connecticut, nationally-ranked South Carolina
and Penn State were lost in the rain.

The Minutewomen will leave their bags on the bus for

tomorrow's doubleheader with Atlantic 10-rival Rhode

UMass sunk, 5-1
' '".nd. .\ d^,auieneader between these two squads a cou-
ple of weeks back was, you guessed it. rained out.

Saturday's loss dropped the Minutewomen to 9-13, and
stretched their recent losing slide to three games, while
Adelphi improved to 13-11.

Adelphi hurler Chris Gage allowed the Minutewomen
their only run of the game on a pair of hits in the top of
the first inning. Cherie DellAnno singled, reached second
base on a sacrifice, and scored on a Chris Wanner single.

From there however. Gage took over, no-hitting UMass
through the remaining six innings while her teammates
retaliated offensively for five runs and the win.
"It was just a sloppy first inning," described Adelphi

assistant coach Jane Ficke. "It was very difficult playing
in the rain, and UMass just couldn't get a hit after that."

Adelphi siezed the lead for good in the bottom of the
third, playing a UMass error and four singles into a 3-1

lead. Les Perkins was the most damaging Panther, knock-
ing in two of those runs with a ba.ses loaded single.

The score stood frozen at 3-1 until the seventh, when
a similar error-single-single flurry settled the score at 5-1

(and gave Perkins her third and fourth runs batted in of
the day).

Tomorrow's opponent, the Lady Rams, have managed
to sneak in 23 games this season, losing 15 (URI stood
at 2-2 in the A-10 heading into a double date with Rutgers
Sunday). Outfielder Rubina Carver has carried the club
offensively with a .345 average.

Today, a mix of sun
and clouds, high 50-55.

Tomorrow, clear and
pleasant, high 60-65.

UMass
who don't feel

represented by the

Minuteman, Page 5.

Major talent on the way
— UMass sports teams
land seven top high

school recruits. Page 16.
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CDLLEGSAN
CAG Board votes
to hold new election
Last week*8 election invalidated

K. ollripAn phoiu b> J. Dttaxif^r

Students at the rally for Palestinian rights on the Campus Center
steps yesterday.

Palestinian rally

divides students
By MARIA SACCHETTI
and JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

The Palestinian-Israeli conflict issue

divided more than 100 University of

Massachusetts students who attended a

rally yesterday for Palestinian rights on

the steps of the Student Union building.

The demonstration was sparked by

Israeli attacks on Palestinians in the

town of Nahallin last week which claim

ed several lives. Arab-Jewish relations

have been strained for thousands of

years, most notably since 1947 when the

United Nations partitioned western

Palestine into Jewish and Arab states.

The rally was punctuated by shouting

matches in the crowd and a

counterdemonstration organized by the

UMass Student Alliance for Israel.

Jamal Aruri, a University student

who spoke at the rally, said he was

angered by the counterprotestors, who
brandished signs and an Israeli flag.

"I have relatives in the occupied ter-

ritory who are tortured, shot at, and im-

prisoned," he said, addressing the

counterprotestors. "Don't tell me about

your Israeli democracy — there's no

democracy for Palestinians."

Student Senator Jason Rabinowitz

said Israeli forces are killing people in

the name of Judaism.
"Some call me a selfhating, anti

Semitic Jew," he said. "I'm for black

rights. Does that make me a selfhating

white? I'm for gay rights, does that

make me a selfhating straight man?"
continued on page 10

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Suff

The Commuter Area Governing Board

voted overwhelmingly yesterday to in-

validate last week's elections for commuter

area president, citing procedural

technicalities as the basis for the decision.

Of the 15-member board, eight attended

yesterday's meeting and voted unanimous-

ly with two abstentions to schedule a new
election for next Thursday from 10 a.m. to

4 p.m. in front of the Hatch cafeteria.

Last Tuesday. Tim Reilly and Alex

Zarganes defeated Ted Chambers and Robb

Smith by four votes, which appeared to

clear their way to the CAG presidency.

However, the Smith/Chambers campaign

immediately contested the election They

claimed negative campaigning, which in-

cluded allegations that the pair denounc-

ed spring pond concerts, severely damag
ed their bid for the presidency.

"There was a massive amount of

negative campaigning based on blatant

lies, " Chambers said. "There are people

who are out to get us." He added that the

Reilly/Zarganes campaign was not linked

to the negative events and blamed a third

party for the situation.

Chambers and Smith petitioned the

board for a new election but their opponent

Tim Reilly said a second vote is unfair and

would not halt the negative campaigning.

"The negative campaigning is just going

to get worse," Reilly said, adding that

members of his campaign were also vic-

timized by a third party, who he said call-

ed him a "fascist" and his campaign

workers "bimbos."

Reilly's co<andidate Alex Zarganes did

not attend the meeting and could not be

reached for comment.
Senate Speaker John Ehinlap urged the

board to dismiss claims of negative cam-

paigning, which he said was a "non-issue"

because it has no consitutional basis and

instead focuses on technical errors made
during the voting process.

Brian Crawford, a board member, said at

least one person fi'om the Greek area.

which is not included in the CAG district,

voted in the election. Election workers also

failed to check the credit status of voting

continuing education students, who must

carry at least 12 credits to be eligible to

vote, he said.

Board members said the errors coupled

with the slim margin of victory compelled

them to order that a new election be held.

Members also cited past events where

dubious results prompted a second election,

and added that these precedents must be

upheld.

"If there were any tinge of issue in an

election, I'd say, 'get a new one,' " said

member Liz Hart. "There's more than a

tinge here."

Passover celebration starts tonight
By BETH O'TOOLE
Collegian Correspondent

Passover, the celebration of the Jewish

escape from enslavement in Egypt, begins

tonight and lasts seven days. According to

Yehudit Heller, a spokesperson for the

University of Massachusetts Hillel Foun-

dation, Jews were slaves for 400 years

before fleeing Egypt and then enduring a

40-year exodus in the desert.

Passover begins with the Seder. This

celebration is a meal on the first and se-

cond nights of Passover, when families eat

special foods and tell the story of being

slaves and becoming free, said Hillel Rab-

bi Saul Perl mutter.

One of the foods is matzoh. or unleaven-

ed bread. Matzoh symbolizes the fact that,

in fleeing Egypt, Jews wanted to take their

bread with them, but could not allow it to

rise. Heller said.

"The theme (of Passover) is still very im-

portant and very current," Perlmutter said.

"Many people, for example* connect

Passover with the enslavement and

murder of the Jewish people in the

Holocaust and the subsequent establish

ment of the state of Israel - where those

continued on page 8

Coroner rules Abbie Hoffman's death a suicide
By the Associated Press

WORCESTER - Activist Abbie Hoffman's death was

a suicide caused by an overdose of barbiturates mixed with

alcohol, a coroner said yesterday.

As many as 50 phenobarbital tablets and alcohol were

found in Hoffman's system, his brother. Jack Hoffman,

said at a hastily called news conference at El Morocco

restaurant in the activist's native city.

"He was asleep before he went into a comatose stage,"

he said. "He felt no pain."

He said it was not yet known whether the combination

was accidental or intentional. "Abbie, as many of you

know, was somewhat careless wnth pills and we always

warned him about this kind of thing," he said.

But Bucks County, Pa., coroner Dr. Thomas Rosko rules

the death a suicide.

Rosko said Hoffman, 52, killed himself with a "massive

overdose of a prescription drug" in his New Hope, Pa.,

apartment on April 12. Friends and family members had

said that Hoffman had been in pain from a recent

automobile accident.

The coroner also said laboratory tests showed that two

other drugs were present in Hoffman's system. Rosko said

they were in small amounts and had no connection with

his death.

Phenobarbital is a long-acting sedative and also an an-

ticonvulsant commonly used to treat epilepsy.

Friends both famous and obscure were headed to this

industrial city today to mourn HoflFman in a memorial ser-

vice at Temple Emanuel. The service will be preceded by

a noontime peace march. Jack Hoffman said.

"He loved Worcester," said his brother. "I could never

understand why. He used to argue about it."

In the week since his death, newspaf)ers have editorializ-

ed about the antics that scandalized and tickled

Americans, such as burning money at the New York Stock

Exchange and naming his book "Steal This Book." Van
dais .spray-painted "steal this courthouse" on a building

where he underwent a celebrated trial with Amy Carter,

daughter of former President Carter, for their arrests dur-

ing a 1986 demonstration.

His family has been flooded with letters, telegrams, and

condolence calls from entertainers, the Carter family, even

foreign embassies, his brother said. "I'm not going to say

which (embassies)." he said. "Let's just say some of our

NATO friends."

In keeping with his career. Hoffman's family has plann-

ed a noon peace march today from his mother's house to

the synagogue he attended as a child, where a memorial

service will be held.

"I want it to be a celebration." Hoffman said. "I want

everybody to be singing and swinging and swaying."

Folksinger Pete Seeger volunteered to lead the march

and sing protest songs, he said. "This is so fitting," he

said. "It all began in a basement here on Ruth Street

listening to (Seeger)."

Hoffman cut his political teeth in this central

Massachusetts city, helping to found a now-thriving social

services agency in a storefront and leading black workers

in job-discrimination marches.
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THURSDAY. APRIL 20th

ROLLY GRAY and
SUNFIRE

SOCA, ROCK-STEADY REGGAE FROM TRINIDAD
DESIGNED TO MAKE YOU DANCE $5 00 at the door,

Doors open at 8 30

FRIDAY, APRIL 21st

SUGAR RAY & THE
BLUETONES

THE HOTTEST HARMONICA ON THE EAST COAST
A BIG BAND FOR SOME BIG FUN $7 00 at door

SATURDAY, APRIL 22nd
from Africa

SONNY OKUSUN
AND THE OZZIDDI BAND
Eleven piece Nigerian HighLife Band with 3 Zulu

women dancers. Percussionists hits include "Fire in

Soweto". "Pompous Land ' & "High Life '—featured on
movie soundtrack to the film "Something Wild"—

THIS IS WILD—Only $7 00 at the door; doors open 10 pm
SUNDAY, APRIL 23rd

Direct from the Bayou's, lusl outside New Orleans

MARSHA BALL
AND HER SOULFULL BAND
A RAUCOUS AND SPICEY MENU OF NEW ORLEANS

SOUL—Only S6.00 at the door

LOOSEN UP FOR SPRING

DANCE FOR FREE
Come and finish the weeic and
the year at our upstairs dance
club any Friday 'til the end of

semester with this ad.
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Tonight
Reggtie Night

NEW HORIZONS
Live 5-8 come nee Twister 'h mural

take on a new look.'

Thursday Night
Rythm & Blues

THE POOR BOYS

Friday Night
From Cape Cod
THE CYCLONES
Saturday Night

^ BARBECUE BOB & A,
THE RYTHM ACES
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Drink Specials

CORONA $1^
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LOCAL
Red light an
alternative
to pesticides
Bv ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

With pesticide and other chemical use coming under in-

creased scrutiny in US food production, a University of

Massachusetts professor may have found a way to replace

some of those growth regulators by using light.

Since the early '70s Lyie Craker, a plant physiologist,

has been using different wavelengths of red light to con-

trol the "break strength" of fruit and leaf stems, he said.

Break strength is defined as the amount offeree need-

ed to cause a stem to separate from the parent plant, he

said.

"We're tr>ing to develop alternate technologies for con

trolling plant gi'owth so we don't have to use chemical

compounds on the plants," he said.

Craker has been experimenting in his Rockbridge Hall

laboratory with small, two-branched plants and has found

that the break strength of stems incr^MM when exposed

to visible red light This means the leaves, or fruit, .stay

on the parent plant longer, he said.

If the plants are exposed to far red light, invisible to the

human eye, the break strength decreases causing the

leaves to fall off the main plant earlier. Craker said.

These findings are important for produce farmers

because growth-regulating chemicals such as Alar may
be rendered obsolete, he said.

"The writing's on the wall that pesticides and growth

regulators won't be allowed anymore. That doesn't mean
I think they're harmful, but the public will demand it -

that's how I read the papers." Craker said.

This is especially encouraging for apple growers in New-

England who have been forced to stop using Alar (which

causes ripe apples to stay on the tree longer allowing for

more economical harvesting) because processing com
panies like Very Fine will no longer buy apples grown

with Alar, said John Clark, a UMass pesticide toxicologist

Craker. whose original research was aided by a grant

from (iTE laboratories and also by Dr. Duane Greene from

the department of plant and soil sciences, said he and his

team are ready to go back out into the field to continue

experiments using apple trees but funding has become a

problem.

If the money does appear, Craker believes that two or

three more years of experimentation would be all that is

required to prove the technology works, he said.

Until then. Craker will continue working in the lab to

determine more precisely which wavelengths of light work

best to both cause and prevent fruit drop and how much

time these wavelengths need to be applied, he said

iullrflan phcrto b\ l><>ndl Ahrarn

RF^/>a.vING — Amherst 9th graders in a lacrosse game against the Eaglebrook Jayvees on
Monday. Amherst won 3-1.

Flasher arrested for lewdness
Man cited in two separate incidents
By BETH (iATELY
Collegian Staff

A 28-year old Farmington, Conn , man was arrested

Monday on charts of open and gross lewdness, police said.

The man allegedly confronted two women in E lot at

the Stadium and exposed himself to them. The women
were able to give police a description of the man and his

vehicle.

He was stopped on Massachu.setts Avenue and subse-

quently arrested. Police linked the man to the incident

on April 5 when two women reported a man approached

them in lot 22 and exposed himself to them.

The man was also arrested on charges of operating a

vehicle after his driver's license had been .suspended,

police said.

In other police reports:

• A student reported the tailgate was stolen from his

pickup truck Friday while the truck was parked in lot 22.

The tailgate was valued at $500.

• A vehicle pitrked in Fraternity Sorority Park Friday

was broken into and an attempt was made to steal the

stereo system, police said. Damage to the vehicle was
estimated at $300.

• Residents of Cutback City reported derogiUMry remarks

wpre spraypainted on the shacks Friday.

• A representative from the Legal Studies Center

reporteu cash and bags (^ candy stolen from a desk drawer
Friday
• A woman and a man, both 19year-oJd residents of

Washington residence hall were arrested Friday on Fear

ing Street on charges of being minors in possession of

alcohol, police said

• A 26-year-old resident ofJohn Quincy Adams residence

hall was arrested Saturday on charges of operating while

under the influence of alcohol after a vehicle check was

conducted by police in lot 26, police said.

• A Coolidge resident woke up late Saturday night and

noticed the lights were on in and .saw a man leaving the

room. The victim said the room had been "rifled through"

and $110 had been stolen. The victim was able to provide

police with a description of the intruder.

Pornography criticized

by radical feminist
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Pornography, a business that grosses

$8 to $10 billion dollars a year, increases

bigotry, violence toward women and

peoples' inability to see rape as a crime,

said Andrea Dworkin, a leading radical

feminist, in a lecture recently at Smith

College.

In 1984, Dworkin co-authored a piece

of Indianapolis legislation defining por-

nography as a violation of women's civil

rights, which was later found un

constitutional by two judges, she said.

"One judge said he agreed that por-

nography increases rape and violence,"

Dworkin said. "But he said that shows

the power of pornography as a form of

speech, and therefore it is protected by

the first amendment."
Dworkin said the problem with por-

nographic magazines and films is that

women are pictured as enjoying

whatever violent or painful acts to

which they are subjected.

"A woman is hurt in every way im-

agined and unimagined (in por-

nographic materials)." Dworkin said.

"She becomes an active participant of

her own degredation."

Dworkin, who has studied the impacts

of pornography on women for the past

18 years, cited cases of Black women be-

ing portrayed as enjoying assault.'^ deriv

ed from their skin color, but .said that

probably the cruellest pornography in

the United States uses Asian women.
"(This pornography! starts out where

other pornography ends," .she said.

"There's a giant market of boys who
went to Vietnam and came back losers,

and are out to show these women who's

boss."

Dworkin said pornography has con-

tributed to an increase in marital rape

and an increase in crimes of violence

against women in the streets, through

movies like Deep Throat, which
Dworkin said treat rape as a form of

entertainment.

"Today, a rapist [who films a rape] is

not afraid of punishment, because he

has a commercial item, not evidence of

a crime."

Dworkin, author of Pornography: Men
Possessing Women and Woman Hating,

said the answer that society gives to peo-

ple who claim that pornography is

destructive to women is "prove it."

"What do you (society] consider proof
Dworkin asked. "If not atrocity, battery,

rape, assault, objectification, murder,

and torture, then what?"

Dworkin said the only way to reach

pornographers is to change the world

around them.

"They are going to have to contend

with the voices ofwomen who have been

pro.stituted." she .said. "We will do it."

Marine research gets OK
UMass receives $50,000 for research program

By BRIAN I'UKC hi..

Collegian Correspondent

After four years of negotiation, the

University of Massachusetts recently

became the site of a marine research pro-

gram that will enable faculty and graduate

students to pursue projects in marine

biology.

According to Dr. Joseph S. Larson, direc-

tor of the UMass Environmental Institute,

the reason for the lengthy negotiation with

the National Marine Fisheries Service was

a reduction in federal agency spending on

smaller programs under the Reagan

Administration.

The NMFS. part of the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration under the

US Department of Commerce, gave ap

proval for the program on March 13.

"The marine area is one that has tremen-

dous opportunity at the University," Lar-

.soii . ilw new program will involve a

wide range of research possibilities in the

fieid of marine biology, including resource

economics, statistical analysis, and com-

puter programming, he said.

The NMFS is scheduled to provide an an-

nual fund of $50,000. allowing University

researchers to gain experience through pro-

jects designated by the NMFS, Larson said.

The NMFS should benefit financially

because the cost of hiring private resear-

chers would be high, Larson said.

"Somewhere between 35 and 45 faculty

members here are involved in marine-

related research," he said.

In addition to faculty involvement, there

are a number of students involved in

research at the NMFS Northeast Fishery

Center in Woods Hole, Cape Cod, Larson

said.

continued on page 8

Sexual Awareness Week begins
Pi Kappa Alpha, in conjunction v ..

University Health Services, is sponsoring

Sexual Awareness Week, held today

through April 22, according to Srivinas

Gainedy, co-philanthropy chairman for the

fraternity.

Activities planned for the week include

information tables on the Campus Center

Concourse today and Friday. Gainedy .said

that brochures on STDs and AIDS will be

handed out and condoms given for a small

donation. The proceeds for the donations

will go to DigniLife of Westfield, which has

a home for local AIDS patients, according

to Gainedy.

On Thursday night, from 6 to 8 p.m., the

tables will go to the lobbies of John Quin-

cy Adams, Coolidge, Van Meter and Cashin

residence halls, he added.

-KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
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IfYou'reTakingOne
OfOur Competitor's
LSAT Prep Courses,

YouCouldBe
SrnR

LastYear's

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiiiUK' students for concert security and site

work at the Bright Moments Jazz Fentival during the month of July.

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July

13, 20, 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from

9 a.m. -5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AA EOF. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich

or Mary (Jannon, 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable

atmosphere.

U vtM It ikn tdktru; Stttiln H Kjpitn to preparr lor the nrw LS.AT . <«u a^uid he
utetSi^^HMjit •.txnt ^x-:

'••:' • - •>•• -t--- .1-.., outdated

That > -v^ JU1.- njf res«ran:h ikeanmi-

SSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
cd Takt' kapUn Ox lakc\i>ur C haiKis

LSAT CLASSES BEGIN
APRIL 20th

Amherst Kaplan students may transfer to

any other Kaplan branch.

358 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
549-5780

PHOTO CENTER
UMASS/ AMHERST

545-2298

Get your audieiKe's anention.

and focus it on your koy issuesl

Our new computer graphics ser

vice otters you aisp. dynamic
slides in vibrant color This new
technology givofi you

QUICK TURN AROUND
LOW COST

HIGH QUALITY
LEGIBILITY

For everything

photographic -

check with the

Photo Center!
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The Collegian is

looking for

typists.

INTERESTED?

Come down to

the newsroom
and talk to

Yana.

STUDHNT am airs INFORMATION SERVICES

IDB/TIPS

TODAY IS MONDAY'S SCHEDULE!
PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS ARE DUE ON

FRIDAY, April 21!

Call 545-1540 and ask for
these tapes by number:

1020

1009

1029

1316

1031

1032

1012

1325

Changing your Major
Credit Load
Five College Courses
Pre-registering for Courses
Graduation Requirements
Pass/ Fail Option
Auditing Courses
Withdrawal From and
Re-Admission to UMass

sec page 17 of the Student Telephone
Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

IF YOU HAVE FURTHHR QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)
Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Sorvico (TIPS)

FOCUS
What is and isn't

right with the right
Some campus Republicans don *t like the Minuteman
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian StafT

Registered Republican Michelle Ruby doesn't think
the Republican Club represents the opinions of most
conservative students at the University of
Massachusetts.

"Their intent may have been good, but as far as their

actions, I feel that they get carried away," Ruby said,

'it's a good idea to get together for party ideals, but
the far, far right has taken over."

Many Republicans on campus feel their views are not

accurately portrayed or heard by either the club or the
conservative newspaper The Minuteman. Though
Republican and conservative views are outnumbered
at UMass, there is much attention given to them.
Recently, fights between the Republican Club, the

Student Government Association, the Spartacus
League, the Ltheratnr, and The Minuteman have drawn
campus attention to this edge ofthe political spectrum
Ruby said she believes the image of republicans on

this campus is not positive. "You say you're a
Republican and everyone flinches. I'm not a (W.) Greg
Rothman or an OIlie North. I just have Republican
viewpoints. I'm not evil," .she said

"We try Qn6 just be controver-

sial enough so people will read
us to see what we stan(d for. The
way we write sometimes offends

people, but we wouldn't have as
much of a readership if we
didn't."

-Brian Darling, contributing editor of the
Minuteman

Brian Darling, a member of the Republican Club and
the Minuteman staff, said conservative views are stifled

at the University.

"I always thought that people were more tolerant of

conservative views." he said. "I thought this was a
liberal, open-minded campus, but there is no acceptance

of conservative beliefs."

The Republican Club itself has several counts of

assault and harassment pending against them. It has
been condemned for its violent and extreme reactions

to other political organizations on campus. Last year
the administration officially removed them from their

office in the Student Union and revoked their status

as a registered student organization.

Doug VanValkenburg, a selfproclaimed conservative

United States officer, was dissatisfied with some of

these events and their effect on the Republican
students on this campus. "(Members of the Republican

Club] don't act as true conservatives would act. They
have degraded themselves to the extent that they

mimic radicals in tactics."

Republican Club member Scott Garstka defended the

club's poor campus image, saying, "We are viewed un-

CollFKlnn pholo hy -laiton Talprman

Republican Club member Scott Garstka

justly. The Republican Club is a persecuted group that
has to defend itself Most liberals don't like Rothman
because he comes off as too intense."

Darling agreed the club is not received well by
Republicans and other students.

"Our image isn't as good as it should be. Some of our
tactics haven't been too popular. The press hasn't done
anything to help the situation by sensationalizing"

The Minuteman publication has also received bad
publicity for its parodies and articles which have been
viewed as racist and homophobic On April 4th.

Minuteman staff members apologized, at an open
meeting organized by a Southeast Asian student group,
for the racially (tensive items that appeared in recent

issues.

VanValkenburg said the material printed in the
Minuteman is a poor reflection of the views of

Republicans on campus
"If the Republicans wanted to create a newspaper

with conservative news to counteract the Collegian's

slanted views, they should have created a paper .similar

to the Collegian, with a more serious manner It's not

taken seriously because of the way that it's written."

he said.

Ruby said she does not give the Minuteman much
credit.

"It's very unprofessional, too radical, unbelievably

crude and socially unaware," she .said. "They may have
the right to print anything, but they slwuld have some
tact."

Not all Republicans feel the Minuteman lacks jour-

nalistic integrity. Pete Kozel, a UMass con.servative

student, said, "The Minuteman has original and well-

wTitten articles on national and international news.

It deserves to be read because it expresses other points

of view."

Darling said the Minuteman is well-read even though
it frequently contains controversial material.

"We try and just be controversial enough so people

will read us to see what we stand for," he said. "The
way we write sometimes offends people, but we
wouldn't have as much of a readership if it didn't."

Another stumbling block for Republicans on campus
has been their relationships with other political groups.

There have been many well publicized run-ins between

the Republican Club members and the Spartacus

League members, the Young Communi.st League, the

Radical Student Union, the Liberator writers and the

Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay Alliance.

The Spartacus League and the Republican Club fil-

ed assault charges against each other after a clash at

a Spartacus League discussion forum on Feb. 9. A pre-

trial hearing was scheduled for March 28.

On March 14, Republican Club members were involv

ed in an incident where club member Paul McGonnigal

removed the flag that the Radical Student Union had

taped to the floor symbolizing their protest of a

Supreme Court case. The case questions the right of

a flag to be desecrated.

"If the Republicans wanted to

create a newspaper with con-

servative news to counteract the

Collegians slanted views, they

should have created a paper
similar to the Collegian with a
more serious manner.

//

-Conservative Doug VanValkenburg

Ex-LBGA president Jay Festa threatened to tile

charges against the Minuteman, which has many
Republican Club members on its .staff, for allegedly

threatening him in a publication. Festa later dropped

the charges.

The latest in a series of incidents involved charges

of harassment filed by Ted Chambers and Robb Smith,

the creators of the Liberator against Republican club

members. Chambers and Smith claimed to have been

threatened and harassed while they were distributing

their publication. A deci.'sion is expected to be reached

this week.

Darling accounted for the number of incidents involv-

ing the Republican Club and the Minuteman by say-

ing, "We're the only conservative group on campus. We
receive much animosity and provocation. It's a natural

effect. We are the focal point of their anger."

All of these incidents do not do much for the

Republican imaj^t- on campus. What do some
Republicans think of these other political

organizations?

I ii<l>glili fhata b> Jm iTalrra

"IThe actiwii.- ».(j the Radical Student Union are ab
solutely despicable. 1 despise it." VanValkenburg com
menled. "But the Republican Club ju.st lets lU agen-
da be done by its reactions to liberals."

Ruby said that. "The Liberator was ju.st as unprofes*
sional as the Minuteman
(]arstka described the Young Communist League and

the Spartacist League as "ultra-liberal. Most
Republicans are worried about America and hate to see
things like the Spartacus incident, though everyone
should and does have their own opinion," he said.

Said Darling. "Only at UMam would we have
organizations like the YCL lYoung Communist
League). They probably have eight followers in

Massachusetts and seven of them are probably from
UMaas. They are reactionary and violent I don't have
a problem with the RSU or the existence ««f the LBGA.
though I don't agree with honioM-xuHJif v TTn-s*- grr>up8

have every right to exist"
Though other Republicans that were intt-rviewed dif

fered in their opinions on other political groups <»n cam-
pus, they all agreed that the faculty here is overwhelm-
ingly liberal

VanValkenburg said the faculty should reserve its

political views and teach with facts rather than opi

nions. He also said many profes.sors harbor a bias

against the military which was reflected in the liberal

teaching.

"The faculty reflects the liberal majority on campus.
Even the chancellor is liberal," Garstka commented.
Brian Darling was the most vocal in expressing his

dismay with the liberalness of professors.

"I've had so many teachers who are crazy, who aren't

espousing main.stream views." he said. "Every depart-

ment, except for maybe the Department of Sports

Management, is way, way to the left. I attribute the

liberal campus image to its professors."

Not all Republicans agree with the repre.sentation

they receive through either the Republican Club or the

Minuteman. On the other hand, members of the

Republican Club and the Minuteman claim that they

have to act as they do. simply to have their conser-

vative viewpoints heard

C'olleKian phulo by .laiton Talrrman

Minuteman Senior Editor W. Greg Rothman
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WARD CHURCMILL
speaking on his latest book

Agents of Repression''
about
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FBI repression of the

American Indian Movennent (AIM)

and the Black Panther Party

Wednesday, April 19, 1989
8:00 p.m. Campus Center 162

Sponsored by: Radical Student Union. LMass Solidarity, and
Graduate Student Senate.
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Easy financing for graduating
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Bad press hurts city's effort to rebuild
NEW BEDFORD - This city has seen better days. The

glory of the fishing port that Herman Melville used as

a setting for his masterpiece about seafarers has ex-

tinguished with the whaling industry.

Where once rugged, brave whalers traded anecdotes
about year-long sea expeditions, residents conscious of the

headlines of the day now share whodunit theories.

Pedro Pereira

The craft of a suspected serial killer, whom authorities
believe is responsible for the eight female corpses that
have recently turned up in highways outside the city, has
sneaked into conversations at downtown bars and out
doors hangouts.

But by no means is it the only or the major topic of con
versation. City dwellers have carried on their lives

unaltered in spite of the killings, in spite of the t>old

headlines from all corners of N'ew England that have
splashed black ink on the Southeastern Massachusetts ci-

ty that 100.000 call home
A headline that reads "Seventh body found outside New

Bedford" could easily persuade one to believe city

rendents are walking around kK>king over their shoulders.

One could easily be persuaded that this dangerous city

should remain at as much of a distance as one can keep it.

Like imagining that strolling through Wa.shington DC.
"the murder capital." means risking one's life, picturing

New Bedford as a gloomy, sinful place gives a certain

sati.sfaction. A sati.sfaction borne of a need to believe that

out there life just isn't as rosy and the world just isn't as
attriurtive.

We all need scapegoats.

Sure we the residents of New Bedford, at least those who
care enough to, resent the bad publicity that plagues our
hometown. And we say so. And the outside newspapers,
out of duty, sprinkle their coverage of the murders with
feature stories quoting neighborhood activists who say the
publicity has driven them to distraction.

And residents have good reason to feel resentment.
We're conscious of the city's struggle in recent years to

rise from the post-industrial age coma in which the
technolog>' era has left older US cities. New Bedford has
made a valiant effort to recover.

Boarded-up brick structures that once housed textile and
clothing factories have been converted into outlets for such
renowned molders of fashion as Alexander Julian and
Calvin Klein. Condominiums have emerged in

rehabilitated old two-story buildings and in fields where
yellow grass once grew tall. The city has in recent years
been able to boast of being the country's most productive

fishing port

New Bedford certainly does not qualify as a paradise,

but one ought to keep in perspective the city has fallen

victim to a non^icriminator\- disease After all. serial kill

ings have .stained better reputations, including that of San
Diego and Seattle.

The spotlight enlightens, but it al.«.o burns And .New

Bedford residents learned this some five years ago in the

aftermath of a highly sensationalized gang rape.

Other unflattering headlines will probably run. for the

appearance of a ninth cadaver is possible But for us it

will be just another headline marking another day

Pedro Pereira is a Collegian itilumnist

Saying ''buy" to the shopper's high
I'm sitting here in my brand new, chic black jacket with

the gold buttons and hip high waisted skirt. 1 look great.

I feel as brand new as my outfit, like I could go out and
snag any man I wanted. I'm still under the influence. I'm

high as a kite. I'm flying. But don't go calling the

Ha-elden Clinic. It's not alcohol.

Julie Kotsifas

I have Shopper's High.

A couple of months ago, I was feeling really low. I'd go

shopping every weekend, as usual, but being the requisite

Dirt-Poor-CollegeStudent, I never had enough money to

buy anything. I could only stare longingly in the window
at all the latest fashions, sighing and growing more
depressed as I beheld my (fashionably) ripped jeans. I'll

tell you. it hurts.

Then. I got my credit card. A whole new world opened

up for me.

Of course. I could never get a credit card of my own. Oh.

I've tried, of course. Rejection. Visa just won't give a $1000

spending limit to a student with $1.21 in her savings ac-

count. The only card I was able to acquire was a Sears'

card (And we all know what a wealth of haute couture

Sears has. The Cheryl Tiegs line is so cool.i

So, faced with all this intolerable stress and depression,

I begged Dad to get me some plastic. "For emergencies,"

I said. "Every college student needs one," I added.

Well, that perfectly fitting pair ofjeans is an emergen-

cy isn't it? That gorgeous silk kimono at half price is a

college necessity, right? And those really great cowboy
boots? How about the one-of-a-kind leather skirt?

Having a credit card has really improved my attitude.

Just seeing that green (American Express card, not cash!

Cash is so passe!) puts a smile on my face. Picture the

scene: You're on North Plea.sant St. taking a harmless.

window-shopping stroll. You see a beautiful sweater at

Benetton and your face falls. Then you remember —
American Express. Oh, you do have money! You have the

card. "Charge it," you tell the salesperson ecstatically.

Everjrthing was going great until I started getting the

bills in the mail. Oh, you mean I have to pay for all of

these clothes? W-W-with mm-m-money?
I know that having a credit card isn't good for me. but

clothes are my fix. Some people do drugs. Some people are

addicted to alcohol. I do clothes. And I do them well, as

American Express can tell you.

A credit card is like my own little pocket-size boyfriend.

"Oh, I love this Calvin Klein skirt!" I think as I twirl

before the dressing room mirror.

"Buy it," my pocket AMEX Amour answers, peeping

his engraved plastic head outside of the Gucci wallet he

bought me. "I'll buy it for you." he tempts me.

That's all I need to hear.

A few days ago, my "boyfriend " said he'd buy me a

sweater I had to have, so I took him out of the Gooch and

gave him to the clerk, settling back to ei\joy the ensuing

high.

"I'm sorry Miss," the salesperson broke through my
reverie, "but your card's over the limit." Then she gave

me a look like I was the person who had hijacked PanAm
103.

Oh d* ir. how embarrassing. "Wow, I guess that Porsche

cost n" re than I thought," I reply gracefully, once again.

broki

Oh well, at least I look like I have money. That's the

important thing right?

B it now I'm looking for a new love. My "boyfriend" is

no pood to me now. Especially since my father cut him
into a million pieces, all the while lecturing me about the

hazards of American Express. Hey, how about Master

Card? Visa? I wonder what kind of limit I can get?

Julie Kotsifas is a Ul^ass student

aswss^iC

A friend v^^ho

is out of her
element

I think I need to find a new crowd. It's not that I don't

like the people I hang out with now. they're great

friends and are fun to go out with. The problem is —
they're engineers. I'm a communications major.

Sometimes, we just don't mix well.

Take dinner for example. I'd go down to the DC with

a group of my engineering friends. The conversation

would start, and my problems would begin

Aimee S. Tesney

They'd look at each other with devilish gleams in

their eyes and start talking about, ugh. calculus. Or
physics. Or. worst of all, some alien thing known to

me only as "thermo." I was confused at first. I didn't

think winter underwear was so complex that it nt>ed

ed all those strange equations and stuff.

After a semester of boggling my brain while attemp
ting to decipher dinner conversation, I gave up. I began
to bring books to entertain myself. I tricked them this

semester though — I got oft" of the meal plan. Now I

eat with an education m^r who plans to teach

kindergarden. Now thal'n more my level.

Another problem with engineers is that they keep
\ try odd hours. My r(x>mmate, the Engineering Queen,
gets up at sunrise to go to class. I loll about in b««d "til

nine. She doesn't come home until after dinner. I'm

back after my ten o'clock and there I stay. She goes

up to the library until twelve. I read Stephen King
novels until I nod off at eleven If I want to talk to her,

I make appointments.

Sigh. Those poor, overworked engineering students.

When people come into our room, they have no trou-

ble figuring out whose stuff is whose. My side of the

bookshelf is crammed with books. Real books, Madame
Binary, Farenhett 415. Calrin and Hohbes. HER side

IS smothered with textbooks; AUTOCAD. Fundamen-
tal of Engineering Thermodynamics, 1001 Physics

Equations for All Occasions.

Yuck!
My laundry creeps threateningly out of my cubby.

Her clothes are precisely folded and put away. The on-

ly place we have them fooled is where the computer

is concerned. That's mine. 1 u.se it only for word pro-

cessing, when I must. I despise the thing. I'm willing

it to her when I die.

They do have a quality I envy though, they have no

problem making conversation. Like. "You're in Physics

987 too? What did you think of the la.st test? . . . Yeah,

that question about the rotation of the imaginary cylin-

drical object in a vacuum was really hard. I think the

answer was three to the negative fifty-seventh over six

z."

They may not talk like normal human beings, but

it's a great way to make friends and meet guys. I don't

know, guys just aren't impressed when I start talking

about hegemonic theory or the social construction of

reality. There may be some communications majors out

there who know what I'm talking about, but I sure the

heck can't find them.

Hmmmmmm. Maybe there's an opening in Fluid

Mechanics. It's worth a shot. At least I'd be able to

figure out what my friends are talking about.

Aimee S. Tesney is a UMass .student

W£ Barely acknowledging Judaism
This week marks the start of Pa.ssover,

which means I'll be celebrating a centuries-

old Jewish holiday (commemorating
Jewish freedom from slavery) with family

an friends, as I have every spring for the

past nineteen years.

At UMass though, any Jewish holiday

means something else as well — missed

classes. Even though I can't be punished

for missing class for religious reasons (it's

an excused absence), no technicality can

make up for crucial discussions, notes and
explanations — especially those near finals

time.

For the near 4,000 Jews at UMass who
have the nerve to want to be with their

family on Rosh Hashana, Yom Kippur and
Passover. UMass barely acknowledges
their right to practice Judaism. Is this

religious discrimination? Ethnocentrism?
Ignorance?

In any case, it must stop. Passover
celebrates freedom and family, but here, we
don't even have the freedom to celebrate

with family.

Alison Buckholtz
Orchard Hill

Not all students want cotton candy
In a Collegian story (April it), uoii..

rooms to have cable television in.stalled")

Barri Jaffe, Food Services Coordinator,

stated that she was involved in a survey

determining demand for new foods. JafTe

said students expressed interest in, "cotton

candy, caramel apples, gourmet jelly beans

and fried dough."
What is this place a carnival? Maybe we

could have a ring toss and duck shoot next

to t'vury catetena. She should take a look

at the line at Earthfoods. It rivals registra-

tion! As a person who can not tolerate long

lines, I usually venture into Food Service's

domain. How about some good, ole non-

fried potatoes, rice, baked chicken,

anything decent for less than four bucks a

meal.
David Styles

School of Education
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Program receives $50,000 grant
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Labor/Management
Workplace Education program has received a $50,000

grant for their "Next Step" initiative.

Fred Swan, manager of staff training and develop

nient for the division of human resources, said the Next

Step program is designed for all UMass employees who
have a high school education and wish to expand their

learning further.

"We are calling the effort Next Step because

employees now have the chance to build on basic

[remedial] skills," he said.

The money, which was awarded by the Federal

Workplace Literary Partnership Program, will be us-

ed to conduct workshops on such topics as creative

thinking and problem solving, communication skills,

self esteem, goal setting and motivation and personal

and career development. Swan said.

Swap ^.i"* ' -'••"'- Mu»ht in the workshops are im-

portant because the workplace is becoming increasing-

ly complicated and employees need more education

than they did in the past.

"The workplace is changing such that those skills

(taught in Next Step) can now be defined as basic skills.

The labor intensive areas are primarily impacted by

our programing." he said.

Swan cited a joint study by the American Society for

Training and Development and the Department of

Labor's Employment and Training Administration

that said the skills similar to those taught in Next Step

should now be considered basic skills in the workplace

and not reserved for upper managers as they once were.

The grant, which will be matched by $15,000 from

the University, was a joint effort between labor and

management on campus and Swan applauded this

action.

"Historically labor and management have been

adversaries. Now you have a situation where labor and
managment are saying what's good for the goose is

'"w»d for the gander," he said.

Passover
continued from page I

who were in concentration camps could rebuild their lives

in freedom."

"We think of the exodus in our own time of the Jews
of Russia," he said.

Alison Buckholtz, a UMass sophomore and member of

Hillel, said she spends the holiday with her family. "I go
to a relative's house and there are about three or four

families that get together," she said, adding that the Seder

is a time for the entire family to ei\joy their religion and
tradition.

M marine biology grant
continutd from page 3

The program will be administered by the Environmen-

tal Institute, and will be guided by a joint UMass/NMFS
Coordinating Committee. Larson said, adding that he and
Vice Chancellor for Research Samuel F. Conti are the

scheduled UMass representatives.

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Can LSC serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rigbts • Civfl Rifi^ts •

Wox^ers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

Wf regret that w«? can no longer offer legal

representation to students following the

Trustees" Auitust .11. 19S7 decision!

can 545-1995
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Drink of the Wc«k B«cr of tlic Month
Bacardi a Coke $1.75 Amtttl Ugkt $1.7S

Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9-12

Sunday IOC Potato Skins 9-12

Rent from Hertz Penske
and be a Road Scholar

10% OFF
Wh«n you prM«nt dtooount coufton
at any MtlMKtMd Hartz Panalia locattait

S«« coupon for MMWona/ tfataWL

The best way to move your possessions home is to move-rt-yourself in a clean, smooth running
Hertz Penske truck Load everything you have and you will probably have room for one or two
friends with their possessions to share the cost No matter what size truck you use, you II gel the
one that s just right for you Plus you II get the Hertz Penske promise of;

• Low Rates

• Rent It Here - Lesi/e It Here

• ?4 Hi Emergency
Road Service

• E?sy to Drive Toicks

Hertz
REMSKE

THE WINNING TEAM:
HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU

Northampton 586-8391
Chicopee 594-5186

Packing Materials Available

Air-Conditioned Trucks Featured

Many Trucks with Auto
Trans

, and Loading Ramps
Unlimited Mileage <j'' One-Way Rentals
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ARTS&LIVING
Jazz trio takes Iron Horse to Fringe of improv
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

There have been so many great concerts recently that

I hope I don't run out of superlatives (or credibility, for

that matter). Last Saturday's performance by the Boston-

based trio The Fringe at the Iron Horse joined recent gigs

by Steve Lacy and Fred Frith as some of the best live

music I've ever heard. I left the Horse completely ex-

hilarated, my voice hoarse and my palms red from drum-
ming on my chair.

Like Henry Threadgill's Air, The Fringe is a
sax/bass/drums trio that explores as much musical ter-

ritory as possible with that small lineup. However, instead

of Air's historical homages and more delicate sensibilities.

The Fringe emphasizes controlled tension and raw energy
- enough to power a major city. Most ofThe Fringe's music

is totally improvised, relying on the musicians' virtuoso

skills and telepathic communication rather than on pre-

arranged tunes or arrangements.

Typical of their pieces was the last one in the first set.

which was introduced simply as "John." It started with

drummer Bob Gulotti and bassist John Lockwood im-

provising together, creating a pensive mood. Once the

mood was established, tenor saxophonist George Garzone

entered slowly and established a melodic frame of
reference. Playing strongly and searchingly, he built up
the tension. Gradually, the trio collectively turned up the
intensity until, after ten or fifteen minutes, it reached ma-
jestic, cathartic proportions. They maintained this incredi-

ble energy level for awhile; finally, Garzone revealed who
"John" was by climaxing the piece with the theme from
John Coltrane's "Suite: Prayer and Meditation." The en
suing break between sets was much needed - the audience
was as exhausted as the musicians.

/'

Valley

Jazz
In addition to working the crowd into a frenzy (literal-

ly: they were screaming during the Albert Ayler-like en-

core). The Fringe demonstrated how wide a range of

sounds can be coaxed out of relatively few instruments.

Lockwood used occasional echo effects with his baas, and

Gulotti played Chinese gong and African slit drums in

addition to his drum kit. Even with this spare instrumen-
tation, they produced a great variety of colors and tex-

tures, sometimes through unorthodox means (such as
Gulotti using Lockwood's bass bow on his gong). Although
they used their auxiliary effects throughout the evening,
they were especially effective on Gulotti's brooding "St.

Lorenz Bay," one oftwo actual "tunes" the group played.
The Fringe's music could be called "avant-garde," but

that term carries an unfortunate connotation of "nobody
can understand it." However, they demonstrated a
masterful ability to start each piece relatively accessibly,

slowly draw the audience in and only take them into space
when they are ready. Thus, the "out" passages had more
meaning because they contrasted with the more "in" ones.

The group's rapport with an audience (and amongst
themselves) undoubtedly results from having played
together for seventeen years.

This gig was easily the highlight of the Iron Horse's
spring Jazz Fest. Ifyou missed it (or ifyou saw it and want
to hear more), you can catch them any Wednesday night
at the Willow Jazz Club in Somerville. Also, they have
a CD scheduled for release this summer: the title is

Neanderthal Man, and it will be over 70 minutes of music
on one disc.

Lunch a specialty for local Chinese restaurant
By TRACY CEURVELS
Collegian Correspondent

Panda East
Amherst

Panda East is an excellent, if not the best

choice for Chinese fare in the Amherst
area. The food is always delicious, the ser-

vice is quick and attentive, and the

restaurant always makes for pleasurable

dining.
One of the best reasons for going to Pan-

da East is the luncheon specials, which are

served Monday Saturday 11:30 3:00 The
specials include a main dish, a choice of

brown or white rice, and a choice of won-

ton, hot and sour or egg drop soup accom-

panied by what I call fried Chinese noodles.

Two people can easily ei\joy a wonderful

lunch for about $8.00 as the luncheon

specials range in price from $3.50-$4.75.

Included on the lunch menu are such en-

trees as chicken with broccoli, beef with

garlic sauce, sweet and sour shrimp and
some vegetarian dishes like Buddhist

delight or broccoli with garlic sauce. Two

DINING OUT
of my personal favorites are shredded beef,

szechuan style and the shrimp and chicken

combination.
Dinner at Panda East is also excellent

and is served from 2:(X)- 10:00 on Sundavs.

3:00-10:00 Monday Thursday and from
3:00-1 IKX) Friday and Saturday evenings.

The appetizers range in price from $1.25

for a spring roll to $5.95 for 6 barbecue

spare ribs. The wontons with hot sesame
sauce ($3.50) is a hot and spicy dish that

is very tasty. Six different soups are

available including a delicious crab meat
and chicken aoup for two which costs $4.50.

As far as the main course is concerned,

there are many dishes to choose from.

There are 17 poultry dishes including moo
shu chicken for $7.75 and chicken with
spicy tea sauce for $7.75.

There are also a wide variety of pork, beef

and .seafood dishes. Seafood dishes include

shrimp and scallops with garlic sauce for

$9.50 and lobster cantonese for $1*2.95.

Vegetarian dishes, health food meals and

ctf course fried rice and lo mein are also

served at Panda East.

Panda East offers 21 Chefs specialties.

These are great if you want to try

.something a little unusual such as the Pek-

ing duck <$24.00i or the golden stuffed ham
which is filled with a delicious fresh crab

meat stuffing for $10.25.

All of the food at Panda East is delicious

and the team of waiters works together

wonderfully to offer great service. It is also

very affordable, especially for lunch. Pan-

da East is located at 103 North Pleasant

St. in the center of Amherst. You won't be
disappointed.

Little bluesman
makes it big
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Staff

The folks at the Iron Horse said it: LU' Ed and the

Blues Imperials are "the wildest most electrifying blues

band to play the Horse in some time." Thanks to the kind-

ness of Lil' Ed, I was able to speak with the man as he

and his brother Pookie practiced in a hotel room in

Philadelphia, awaiting a gig.

I had to ask Lil' Ed why he plays at a place like the Iron

Horse, as opposed to one of the bluesier venues in

town."The company picks the club," he said.

It took Lil' Ed ten years to make it, working at a car-

wash by day, playing the blues all over Chicago by night.

Up tillpast the bands first album, Ed was still working

therdthe car wash)."It was a battle but now I feel great,

you know like Tony the Tiger. I mean grrrreatbut I don't

know. .it all happened so suddenly, " he said.

When Ed was growing up "there weren't nothing but

the blues" and his uncle, the late J.B.Hutto, was a strong

influence.

"There wasn't a nicer man you could meet, the one thing

I always remember him saying is stay at it never stop,'

and I didn't."

Advice for other musicians? "Yeah, stay at it. Ifyou let

yourself down, nobody can pick you back up. No matter

what you're playing, stay at it . . . someone will notice

you," he commented. "It took us 10 years. You gotta use

your own style, you have to play what you know. Most

people are looking to copy, but the record companies aren't

looking for copies. They want you, as you are."

Lil' Ed and the Blues Imperials were signed by Alligator

Records, in particular Bruce Iglauer, who asked them to

record a track for a compilation album. Hearing that one

song, the Alligator founder knew he was on to something.

The Imperials' live show is hot. "Im just having tun,

Ed says, "but I get a little scared sometimes "cause Mike's

a little wild." (referring to to the portion of the show where

he climbs up on rhythm guitarist Mike Garrett's

shoulders).

"I'm trying to keep the people moving around. When
the audience moves I get crazy. I need them to get crazy

like they need me to get crazy . . . if you want some good,

gut-bucket blues, check us out."

Lil' Ed and the Blues Imperials play the Iron Horse Cof-

feehouse tonight. Show starts at 8:30. All ages welcome.

PhoU) by William Jamrs

STORYTELLER - Brother Blue had a Mahar Auditorium audience spellbound April 8, as

he spent over an hour weaving colorful tales drawn from his lifelong experiences. His talk

was part of the Perspective in Children's Literature conference.

Music you can see

I'hotj rourtrsv AlllKalor Rpi'orda

Lir Ed

The Residential Arts Program will pre-

sent the works of Boston artist Ellen Banks
from April 27 - May 7 in the Hampden
Gallery in Southwest. A reception will run

from 5 to 7 p.m. on May 4. This exhibit is

in conjunction wth the UMass Black Musi
cians Conference which will be held May
1-6.
Ellen Banks uniquely incorporates the

compositions of Bach, Beethoven, Debus.sy

and others, and reworks them into a visual

reality on the canvas. The notes and scores

of the compositions are translated in the

form of geometric shapes and strongly

detined lines.

Banks studied with Hans JafFe in 1983,

who is a scholar of the early 20th century

De Stijl art movement which highlighted

the work of Modrian's restricted composi-

tions of rectangles and primary colors.

Banks' art has been exhibited at the Boston

Antheneum, Wellesley College, Akin
Gallery in Boston, The Museum of Fine

Arts in Boston, Simmons College and
foreign countries such as Brazil, Bulgaria

and Ireland.

Gallery hours are 3 to 7 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
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Palestinian rally
Li<n::nued from p^ige I

At one pi»int m the rally, an unidentified

pt'ison tore down \hf Palest iman fla^'that

"Don't tell me about
your Israeli democracy
-there's r^o democracy
for Palestinians."

- Jamal Aruri

was taped tu the pillar beside the pi)dium,

but It was soon retovered and replaced

AUsa Berkowitz an alliance member.

said those who support the state of Israel

do not necessarily denounce the Palesti-

nians' claim to self determination

"The situation that Israel is in ri^'ht now
IS a very dilTicult one," she said. "In Israel

Itself, there are so many people who don't

support what the Israeli tjovernment is do-

ing, but they do support the rijjht of a

Jewish state to exist."

The rally was sponisored by the UMass
Palestinian Solidarity Committee, the

Third World Foreign Students Opinion, the

Black Agenda, the Young Communist
League, and Jews Against Zionism, a

newly-formed student organization.

( )ni' Palestinian student, who refused to

give his name because he feared repercus

sions from anti Palestinian groups, said

Israeli ofllcials will never find peace unless

they consent to negotiate with the

Palestine Liberation Organization, head
ed by Yasir Arafat.

During his speech, the

counterdemonstrators began to sing

"Hatikva," the Israeli national anthem,

their voices growing louder in an attempt

to drown out his words.

Aaron Silverman, another alliance

member, said "Zionism i- Jewish na

tionalism. They (supporters of Palestine)

hav»' twisted the meaning' of the word, say

"Some call me a self-

hating, anti-semitic Jew.

I'm for block rights. Does
that make me a self-

hating white?"
- Jason Rabinowitz

ing we don t want a Palestinian state, and

that's just not true."

$99 Roundtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.

LAX
S*)*) nmndlrip t*f) nnouitri/>

Ik'fiifr

fORDi I MIAil
StiMU-

S9'J nmfuJtrip

Stuimi

$99nmndtnp

A special offer for students,

only forAmerican Express Cardmembers.
If you vkant to go places, it s Ume for the American

Expres" Card

Because no* wu can lake a(hanlage of nev^ travel

pri\1leges on Northwest .Airlines onlvjorfull time

stiuienLs who atrry theAmertcnu Exftress (Umi

Traviel privileges that offer

^ Di r> ^99 mutuitrif) lukeLs— fly to many of

NORTHWEST ^^^ "^"^ ^^*" '^ ^'^'^^^ ^. >ionh

A IDMMCC west in the contiguous 48 1 nited States.

LOOK TO US Only one ticket may be used per six

-

month period.

!^)edalQimrterly Siwttni'esiDestnmtum FHsctmnLs

throughout/9W-up to 2S% off most available fares

5,000 honws miles in Northwest s W0R1J)PERKS*

free travel program—where only 20,000 miles geLs

you a free roundtrip ticket to an\where Northwest flies

in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada— upon

enrollment through this special student offer

And. of course, you II enjoy all tlie exceptional

benefits and personal service yx)u would expect from

American Express.

The only requirements for privileged travel: you

must be a Cardmember. wu must be a full time stu-

dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines

tickets with the Card
*

(letting the (-ard is easier than ever beause no*

you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX

WW take your aj^lication and begin to process it

right away VHiat s more, with our Automatic

Approval offers, ^^^^mmmmmmmm^
you can qualify now ^BSBBm^^^^^^i^^
while you're still in

school

Apply now Fly later

—for less.

M»>

lt*i.-

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

•Rare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest ,\irlines Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations Fares are non-refundable and no itinerar\ changes may be
made after purchase Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call Travel must be conjpleted by certificate expiration date and may not be available between

^R;^^ cities to which Northvwst does not have direct connections or routings City hjel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2 SO), Chicago ($S (K)) and Florida cities ($2 (H))

^^^ Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply For complete offer details, call 1 «00 9^2AMEX Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 voucheis in the

mail © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company Inc
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Venture

up the

steps and

bask in the

Wednesday
is Flagstone
Cookout Day
4:30-6:30 pm

sun at • • •

serving W^Mtf
your favorites

from the

BlueWUl
Coffee House

ICE CREAM CONES & DISHES • SNACKS • COOKIES

COLD DRINKS • CANNED SODA • FRESH FRUITS

WEATHER PERMITTING
OPENING: MON.. APRIL 3RD / NOON-4 PM. MON-FRl
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COLLEGIAN
Experience is a must

to be successful in gaining a
competitive edge in

today's world.

APPLICATIONS FOR

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

are now being accepted.

This position requires Responsibility, Dedication, and

Time Commitment—the qualities that future

employers are looking tor.

Come down to the Collegian Business Oflice in the

Campus Center (Rm. 1 13) to pick up a job

application and submit it no later than

Monday, April 24th.

M/F - EOE
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WnHANY
$10 PURCHASE
AND THIS AD
WFLl GIVE YOU
APOSnRBIG
ENOUGHTO

?.

\
\

ROOMMAIL^
Arc you tired of k)t)king at the same four walls? Do you go to

class just to get away from your room? If so. then Record Town

wants to help. Simply bring yourself, this ad, and y«)ur

appetite for music to Record Town and we'll give you a giant

45" X 60" poster! (while supplies last) Choose either a l'2/Rattle

& Hum poster or a (iuns N' Roses insignia poster. Perfect for

covering an entire wall or for covering up any unwanted

blemishes (like your roommate). Oi course you have to make a

$10 purchase to get the p<ister. so we're even making that easy

by offering you these top college hits for the super low price of

just $6.88 for cassette or IP and S 11.88 for compact disc:

\m Fixx
WW »MMM">

iTin
ROBYN HITCHCOCK
N THE EGYPTIANS

Owcen Ei>is

Cassette or I P %bM
Compaci Disc SI 1.88

CaNNCiic or I
(' S<i H«

Compact Disc $11.88 Compact Disc $1 1.88

COWBOY JUNKIES
TMc Triflilv SciliM

THE WONDER STUFF
((III lt«fH GfMM MKkiM

Cassette or I P $6.88

Compact Disc $ 11 .88

i;assette or I P $<).H8

Compact Disc SI 1.88

1!
^j^f^j^MpjlMMlllMMMMMlIPPMMPMUH

record town(music • V I D e o )

Hadley, Hampshire Mall, 586-6351

Sale Prices Good Thru 4/23.
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REGIOSr
Coast Guard
searching for
two sailors
BOSTON (AP>— Long-range search planes flew low

over the Atlantic Ocean as 2'\ rescued sailors nursed
minor bruises and awaited word on the fate of two
crewman still missing yesterday, a day after their ship

sunk in stormy seas.

Three of the US Coast Guard's long range aircraft

and several merchant vessels fanned out over 480
square miles of ocean about 400 miles southeast of

Cape Cod, where Britain's Star of Alexandria went
down early Monday.
"We feel they're still out there or else we wouldn't

be seaurhing." said Chief Petty Officer Joe Gibson of

the Coast Guard's New York headquarters

Meanwhile, Gibson said a Coast Guard cutter arriv

ed midday at the search site to collect the rescued

crewmen from the Ravenscraig. the British freighter

that plucked them from 12foot seas.

"We'll make the transfer as soon as weather allows,

but for right now it'.s still pretty rough out there," Gib
son said.

The sailors were to be brought to an undetermined
port in the United States once the search ended, which
Gibson said likely would be tomorrow
"The crew will be interviewed as to what happened

on the ship and then the company that owned the ship

will take care of it from there." Petty Officer Gary
Rives said.

He said it still was unclear what caused the sinking,

in which the 23 multi nationl rescued crew members
sustained minor injuries

College trust fund rules approved
BOSTON (AP' - The Education committn mnmmend-

ed legislation yesterday under which state college

presidents and administrators would face fines and risk

losing control of college trust funds if they violate fund

guidelines.

The bill, a combination of measures proposed by
lawmakers, is a response to the perceived abuse of state

college trust fund money. One case cited occurred in 1986
when a trust fund at Westfield State College was used
to buy the silence of a student who had accused the col-

lege president of sexual harassment.

Other examples of alleged trust fund abuse include

charges that the funds were used for private travel by ad

ministrators and their spouses and to make contributions

to political causes.

"What wr 1 1 liter is to provide the flexibility in the use

of those funds within very clear, strong guidelines and
in the event of violation of those guidelines, very clear

accountability and penalties," said state Rep. Stanley

Rosenberg, D-Amherst
Under the R<xsenberg bill, a college faculty member,

dean or president could pay a fine of up to $2,000 for

violating rules governing trust funds. The rules

themselves have been put together by a special commis
sion appointed by the state Board of Regents in Higher
Education.

In addition, anyone found after a civil court action to

have violated the guidelines could be required to pay dou

ble damages. For example, if an administrator charged

a $2,000 trip to a trust fund in violation of rules, the ad

ministrator could be required to pay $4,000 in damages

Court rules Paramount not liable

for murder committed by film viewer
BOSTON (API — Paramount Pictures and a UkuI movie

theater are not responsible for the death of a teen-ager

w ho was knifed by a young man who had just seen the

1979 film "The Warriors." the state's highest court rul-

ed yesterday.

The victim's family had filed suit against Paramount
and the Saxon Theatre Corp.. seeking damages on the

grounds of wronglul death. They charged that Paramount
and the theater knew that "The WarricM^" wa« inciting

violence around the country

In Superior Court. Judge Harold Flannery dismissed the

suit on the grounds that the movie-maker and theater had

no "special relation.ship" to the dead youth and therefore

had no dutv to protect him from his attacker

No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - TO THE PUBLIC ONLY

ummMimmmmm

All.

CUSTOMERS
WILL Bt SHOWN
DOOK VALUE!!!

COME
SEE WHY

WE WILL SELL

40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SALE

586-8626

736-1919

VERY
USED CAR

AVAILABLE WILL
BE SOLD WAY
BELOW N.A.D.A.

ni
li

ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS HAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY
CHECKED BY OUR EAMOUS 27 POINT CI lECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PEREECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA
* f>a'«g«r4HW«j« d><Watv«

171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA

When the family appealed, the state Supreme Court

decided to hear the case. In a unanimous ruling written

by Justice Francis O'Connor, the high court upheld the

dismissal but added that the defendants were protected

by constitutional rights

"Although the film is rife with violent scenes, it does

not at any point exhort, urge, entreat, solicit or overtly

advocate or encourage unlawful or violent activity on the

part of viewers." O'Connor wrote. "It does not create the

likelihood of inciting or producing "imminent lawless ac-

tion' that would strip the film of First Amendment pro-

lection."

The suit was filed in 1981 by William Yakubowicz on

behalf of his dead son, Martin, against Paramount and
Saxon.

The complaint charged that ISyearold Martin died

from a knife would infiicted on the night on Feb. 15, 1979.

by Michael Barrett, who was returning from seeing "The
Warriors" as Saxon's theater on Tremont Street in Boston.

According to court records, two other youths has been

killed near theaters showing "The Warriors" in Palm
Springs and Oxnard. Calif., just three days before

Yakubowicz was stabbed in Boston. That same week.

Paramount officers advi.sed theaters showing the film to

hire security guards and offered to pay for them
On Feb. 15, 1979, Barrett and two friends bought liquor

and smuggled it into the Saxon theater They sat through

two showings, and Barrett became so drunk that he passed

out during the second showing.

Afterward. Barrett and his friends headed home to the

Dorchester section of Boston by way of the Park Street

subway station. At the station, they encountered another

group of Dorchester teenagers, including Yakubowicz.

As the subway approached the Fields Corner stop, Bar-

rett began taunting Yakubowicz and said, "I want you,

I'm going to get you." imitation a line from the movie.

At the station, a melee broke out. and Yakubowicz was
fatally stabbed.

After viewing the film themseh ts, the Supreme Court

justices rejected the family's argument that "The War-
riors" was an incitement to illegal violence. For that

reason, the court held Paramount blameless in making
it and Saxon blameless in showing it.

our Permanent Waves Are

Different. They're Redken.

The nicest things about Redken permanent waves are
the way they last and leave your hair in excellent condi-
tion All Redken perms are custom-formulated for different
hair types. Your Redken stylist will determine which perm
is best for you Come to our Redken salon for a headfull
of long-lasting curls.

OREDKXN
by appointment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Dr., Amherst 549-5610
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.
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"You can't imagine the extra

work I had when I was a god."

-Emperor Hirohito while on a visit to Lon-

dori. as the band played 'God Save the

Queen.'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

"Listen ... this party's a drag. But later on,

Floyd, Warren and myself are going over to

Farmer Brown's and slaughter some
chickens."

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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10 Haktan

^^o.a —
H StOC
12 Natm*

tmmfKmn
OPinola

<9 Oack .ift-ts

24 jofw or ji -

25 BcMC ar<a

^ Marti«<ptaca

2' S)«arc aacwia

Tun
29Zo*- l^»

^iMMr

30« -e' ,

3' Mi> I

32 -c."-.
35

36

3a .w. -

<or«cai'

N Mart!*'

41

42 -.

»4 0<« to *om#
45 tfVat -n MM
46 wrvinia

*y Scnooi o«»
MryHor CmM

it P'Mcnpnon
unit

50 Ananiic trM«y

ar-g

51 MarganMT
53 Harmt —

1979 '.w

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
jTj A rM^ a l'mVM_a s h|
CO P tlBt I nBa C h f :

MA W C N < \Jt gK « a M I

t I iBP'ro TwM t f m p I|l A N £« I S E S

.T.A f"T SMO «.| A.Ml

42 ESP
pr«

43 COl^M«0-Oul
Wyma MOrd

44 arax•llar^

Mapon
45 uiiu ar«>

Ho^^a
48 «»»ioa

49 tjtcna*

52 8M01
$4 S«*ii*na

5« Canvas notoar

57 Ha»iual
procMura

jSRatuM
59P««MM
60Maain«r oKyd

DOWN
1 TtMc
2 'It cacrtai 't

AiarKori

3 f^MMafO

TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS , Mofc^ 21/^3rt W) There is

''lo Detter time 'o 30 a''e'

vomettvr^ vou corwder specicD'

Gooa n©w$ corries n a sttk*

package Be prepared to make
cfxyiges ona try new ideas Pre$h

cAonces ore favored

UUtttI (April 20-Mav2C '
*itr any frustration m a p^

monne' CoN people wtyj cor. z-S'

rvough recj tope A casn payou*
conies trorr an unexpected source

voj couia be terripted to refeo'

OlMINi -.'3v 21-June 20:
_

^'
_ • % much prigfitef riOw

-c>?" j.nties t^a» pfogued iOj

eorter fxj>'e osoppeo'ed vou ?>'V3

yovxseit tempted m 'omance Avoo
taking unnecesiary ctvances with

your reputation Stay rom© tomght

arva read a good book
CANCta (June 21-july 22) So

meone cnanenges vou 1" the

wofkpkjce Vou emerge from the

fray with extra cash ana
widespreaa respect vour popuksri-

ty IS at o peak f>rivat© information

gr^es you a special adyantage use

it wisely

HO (July 23-Aug 22) The Kxe of

travel s strong now f\j0*city can be
a stepping stone tor you Showcase
your talents Vou might fxjt rove
the full story on a money matter

Check it out yourself

ViaOO (Aug 23- Sept 22) Finan

cioi affairs continue to reaui'e trie

lions share of your time Guara
against your emotions getting bet-

ween you arid o kagicoi solution

You con negotiate a good business

deal today Moke intelligent

concessions

(Sept 23-Oct 22) i^o**

puPkc mage m ef^xjnced when
you make the right move A riew

tetotionjhp w« put you on the fast

track Not everyone s receptive to

vour Ideas i>^use to be deterred

»COaWO 'Oct 23-Nov 21) With

.Our erormous energy arva en

rnusiosm you wi t>ave to guoro

against trying to do too many
tr»n^ at one tane vou ore in a
mooa to party tt« evenr>g

SAOinAtNIt (UcN 22 Dec 21;

• j^ *i -Teea to work oouWe-time
to hanote evsrythtng that comes
your way today A voKXJbie reki-

tcnshc « on a much firmer fourxja-

ton Concentrote on sving up to

youf soe of the bdrgo«^

CAMHCOaN (Dec 22 xm 19)

vou are heoded m the right oirec

ton Financial suppcxt will be there

when you rieed it Vour behina the

scenes strategy wt pay off vou are

a source of special insptfotion to

ottiers

AttUARIUS :Jan 20-Feb 18)

Beautify your apartment or fxxjse

You w* gam an advantage if you
make a ptx>ne coll Program your

Subconscious to expect good
things Others wilt live up to your

expectations

nSCiS (Feb 19-March 20) Let

you' psyche oOjust ana you wiH

hove no trouble moving forward in

a new environment Business

associates ask probing questions

Hanaie money more carefuDy or

bear the consequences Keep
detailed recoras

MENU
LUNCH

Chicken Durnto

Boston burger

BASICS LUNCH
Italian tomato and
egg sandwich

Chicken burrito

DINNER
stir fry beef and vegetables

Sliced kieibasa

BASICS DINNER
Rice arid cheese
stuffed cabbage

Stir fry vegetables and tofu
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baseball splits again
continued from page 16

Correa stopping at third. Correa then

got his second run of the day on DiSar

cina's grounder to second.

The Catamounts made no serious

threat alter that, geltmg only one more

run, that coming m the seventh on a solo

dinger by Steve Mammola. UMass

wound up with a 9 4 win in the first

game.
The second game was simuwhat

predictable in that the Minutemen, if

they lost, would remain .500 In the

spirit of averageness, L'Mass dropped

the tail end of the double header to log

a record of isurpnseli 1414.

Vermont struck early and often, rack

ing L'Mass starter Rich Graham <0 .1.

7.71 (for eight runs in the first three in

nings. He was ivplaced in favor of Bill

Vukers with two out in the third.

Vickers managed to hold the line until

giving up a one run shot m the sixth,

but the deficit proved to Ih- ttni much

ground for the Minutemen to cover.

They did try, however. UMass got one

run in the first when Dave Edwards was

hit by a pitch from Catamount .starter

Dana Perrotte and scored on a Seccafico

triple They added two more in the se-

cond w hen catcher Lou Olivieri got his

first collegiate four bagger. The
Minutemen chipped in three more in tin

fifth when Seccafico scored on a fielder's

choice, followed by Comeau on a double

by Chambers who also scored, on a dou

blf by Olivieri.

L'Mass missed on many opportunitu--

to close the gap, like when they had run

ners on st'cond and third with one out

in the third, but they failed to take ad

vantage of them.

Timiorrow the Minutemen will bt> fore

fd to break their tendency toward .m

even record as they play a single game
at Springfield College Hopefully for

L'Mass. they end up on the positive side

iif .'lOll

women's tennis
coniinued ,Tvm pagt IS

The losses might also have been at-

tributed to the fact that several A 10

schools offer as many as six scholarships

to players while UMass offers none.

"We were disappointed," said senior

Karen McShane, "but we knew we were

not on the same level as many of those

teams."

In yesterday's action, UMass ran into

another tough team, as UConn helped even

thf Minutewomen's record at 3-3.

UConn came away with a 6 2 victory and

besides a forfeit, the lone winner was the

surprising Gail Girasella.

"Gail played well at the A-lO's and she's

been a definite bright spot for lis," said

Husted.

The rest of the squad, including new
number one player Maura Foley all lost in

straight sets.

UMass next travi-ls t(> Providence for a

match on Friday.

recruits
cmr.nutui "^om page 16

question about that," Hewelt said. "She's

.1 first cla.ss individual."

Kri.stofik had 19.5 points and 11.9 re

iMiunds per game at Morris Central School,

while Ireland chipped in 21 points and 16

rebounds for Broad Ripple HS.

"Kim and Lisa are very versatile. They

can play inside and out and are quality peo-

ple," Hewelt said Both are able to fill a

number of different needs."

Women's socx-er coach Jim Rudy has sign

ed forwards Kim Eynard of Endicott, NY
and Robyn Holzman of Swampscott.

Eynard holds the national record for career

goals w ith 158, and was an All New York

state player. Holzman is a three-year Nor

theast Conference selection.

'They both have a lot of speed," Hudy

said. "I like the looks of Kim, and Robyn

is a leftv, which we dont have now"

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllB^^^^
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APPLYING FOR FY91 SATF
BUDGET

PICK UP PROPOSALS IN

420 STUDENT UNION

I FORMS DUE NO LATER THAN

I MAY 17

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii^

Explore Your Options
for Contraception

Contraception Education
Workshop

Date: Monday, April 24

Time: 7:00 p.m.

Place: Univ. Health Services, Rm. 302

Brought III v*»u hy the Cunlraveptum Eiiuintum

Priigram and the Peer Sexuality Educators

I nwernity Health Senuva
I'ntitrsity of StasxachunettH at Amherst

\« NT Ftom Nn> tfe

London $189

Frankfurt 219

Oslo 269
Madrid 245
San Jose, CR. 175

Tokyo 340
Auckland 514

Sane resmctons avchr *»<•• "«
.rYAjded ExitttQimm mumi or t»
spoP P>RK SiudsnllaMt C«Mog

<oiincil1lraiwl

#1

Sophomores and Juniors

now hiring for Fall Semester 1989

COLLEGIAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER
Great experience working for New England's

largest daily college newspaper

Apply Now
Come down to the Collegian Business Office in Campus
Center Rm. 113, lower level, to pick up an application and

job description.

545-3500—Collegian is an EOE

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.

[)i\ isK)\ Oh c()\ Ti \ I I \ (i i:i)rc\ri()\
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Rugby team drops two games
By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
rugby team traveled to Rhode Island

last Saturday for the annual Providence

Tournament, only to find two tough
losses waiting for them.

The first game against Brown kicked

off amid cold, raw and windy conditions.

UMass scored on tri's by Mark Casey
and Tony Piro. UMass also scored a con-

version, but that was just not enough as

Brown escaped with a 12-10 win.

In the second game against Central

Connecticut the wind played havoc as

ffusts up to 35 miles per hour hindered

the UMass effort. "The wind was a huge
factor," UM's Jeff Burrill said

Central Connecticut used the windy
conditions to its advantage by kicking

with the wind and keeping the ball in

UMass territory. Casey had another tri,

but again it wasn't enough as UMass
lost. 15-6.

On the bright side of the weekend, Ho-

ly Cross made the mistake of playing

the B and C teams and got stomped like

a narc at a biker rally. The final score

of that game was 38-^.

Next weekend the team will visit

Tufls University in a game scheduled
for a noon start.

Crew teams race against Trinity -

By C J. ABATI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
and women's crew teams packed up Satur-

day and traveled to Connecticut to race a

powerful Trinity team. The race took place

on Rainbow Reservoir, just over the Con-

necticut border, and again the teams had
varied success.

The varsity women's team continued on

its winning path. They have yet to lose this

season, and are looking tougher as the year

progresses. In this race the women out

distanced their opponents by two seconds

in a victory that was a rea! morale booster

for the team. Trinity i.s always fast, and
won a silver medal at the Nationals last

Fall.

The jayvee women were also victorious

w<»H 3 four iAonnd vjctorv, but the novice

team came up short in its effort.

On the men's side there was only one

winning boat — the lightweight eight. They

blew Trinity out of the water with a very

impressive eight second victory, more than

expected against a team that had beaten

some fast boats in the past.

The heavyweight boat raced hard, but

again came up on the short end of the stick,

losing by about two seconds. The boat's on-

ly win on the year came again.st Amherst

College.

In an interesting strateg>', the jayvt-f

team broke its eight-man boat into two

four-man units. The plan backfired,

however, as both boats lost. The novice men
were also unable to pull off a victory

This Saturday the Coast Guard Academy
will travel to UMass for races set to begin

at 10 a.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTivmcs

•ATf niNOMM OmOC/FINANCIAl.
MUCKS now a««IM>M RSOiMwMHd
nSQAIundvis Pick ana i« « 48) SU Pixy

i du* no •at*' Itian May 1 7 Spm

SOUTHWEST Rcsioerrs
HaM you baan documariMd or naad adwca
on laoil pracadurat'* Cal Judicial tmonna
Hon Caniar 6-0636

UK MCrriNO TOOAV e 30 EMMooda.
«td daipila Boyd. HoOKiuaa Flowart aM
fluia'

SPmNG SCAVENOCR NUNT

WM GIFT CCMTmCATCS al UlopM Spa*
Watdanoook*. Soda Cny Fou> pocion

laama Fraa to pubic Apr« ^^ Cm
S4S-1024 or via* teeCC lor dataDa Spon^

aorad Oy Scianca Fiction Soc«a«r

MCAOMO>OM CUMOM TMS SUMMCW
(or arty tana^i J*< tuf tor no mora mm*
Si«0 «Hm AlRHiTCHif ) a* raportad m Con^

•umar naeorti Nv tima*. La< * Go Naw-
day. Oooo HouaaMapmg. and nabonal nal-

work mortMng ahowi For daiaMa. ca«
2124642000 or wraa AlRMITCH 2901

Broadway SuKa lOOA NV NV 1002S

ATTENTION: AU. UMASS STUDENTS

SUMCMPTKMS TO TNi COLLEGIAN
waavtfaWa Kaap your Mandi and parants

mtormad abowi wnal « gomo on ai UMaat
WacMtaandMrinwaianywiiara For mora
mlonnaMn coma down 10 Room 113 Cam-
pus Cartlar or CaM MS 3500

APARTMENT FOR RENT

8RANOVWME - Taka ouf apanmeni tor Ifi*

tummar and li't yours naxt y«ar CaH

S4»0«>7

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE rahaWa V6
AMFM siereo 4?S Call S49 2606

AUTO FOR SALE 1980 HONDA Accord

$200 Gary 6-8541

NISSAN PULSAR 83 ask $2900 eicetleni

condition naw liras. brakes clutch anhausi

caM Brian 549-5440

19S6 FORD ESCORT. Rad with grey <n

leno 4 spee<l slarao-cassette to9-tamps

always well mamalamad Sharpest

cleanasi Escort around Won't laa( tong at

$2995 Call Lee 6-4629

1980 PLYMOUTH CHAMP. 4 speed
sunioot lapedeck 140.000 miles

1-773-9455 asking $850

19*0 FORO FIESTA $300/BO Musi sell

runs fine sunroot 585-5774

BRIAN COTE

HAPPY 21al!l One more to balance out the

oddilies uptown Your first weekend at

UMass hope its a Wasl Don 1 forget your

taddy bear' Love Heather, Deb and Aimee

SUMMER SUBLET/PALL OPTKM 2 bdrm
Squva •41 apt on bus ne Rant nago* Gal
Qaon or Aaron 88^-7904

LOOKING FOR 1 NOIMHtOKING iamata
to snar* Townaftouaa Apt CaM Myaaa
546^ 7396 Laave a maiiaga

PUfPTON VNXAOC OOUSLC ROOM
laaaa awaiabia June 1 Ctaaa to bua 4 laurt^

dry t28SM«onm taidudaa gaa. haal. A Iw
water CaH 549.0840

WE GOT A GREAT ATT- na«
mar lublat wiiti Fa* opiion Vao
Can 256^1 160 lurmlura mcludad'

SUMMER SUBLET 2 BUMOOM Bran
dywine apt 549-81&4 convanionl tocafton.

pool bua

CATS TICKETS

• • • •! NEED YOUR EXTRA CATS *
*

"

ttcfcats Will tak* any nigW CaH anytime

549-6387.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys. lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

2 BDRM SOUTHWOOD APARTMENT
Call anytime 256 0791 available 6/1

ONE ROOM IN NORTHAMPTON $?25

Female prelered 6/1 bB6 1761 (l^ichole)or

549-4600 exi 334 lEncai

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR LARGE duu

ble room in Pultlon VillagrJ loasH available

June 1 close lo Bus and laundry

145/monlh Include qas heal and hoi

water Call 549 0840 or 546 748.1 Summer

sublet also available

SOUTHWOOD TOWNHOUSE: 7 bdrm

1Vj baths lake over 6/W8M rail ?56B701

SECURE AN APT. lor next year Take over

our Soulhwood lease 6/1 On bus rv heal

and hot water included Call 256 1 16?

BEDROOM IN TWO BEDROOM 2 story apt

one month tree 665 7751

SOUTHWOOD TOWNEHOUSE AVLB. 6/1

call anytime leave message 253 2349

fAKE OVER OUR Soulhwood Townehouse

June 1 .
253-2320

apartmani lor AuguM and raoaaia AuauM
rant tree For mora data* cai SSMHS

TAKE OVER OUR LIASC «arMigiin~tor
aparlmanl naar campua tor lour Cal
m«04

1981 HONDA S«.VERWINQ GL500 Fair

ing sterac trunk helmet $1450 or B
527 0994

I HAVE BEDROOM FURNITURE and inga
coucn For mora mto can Tammy M
54^4024 (Leave maaaaga)

BTTREPRENEURAL BUSINESS huge pn>
phits eicelleni experience caM Brian

549-5440

LEATHER JACKET. checolMa bwamaaa
40 $75 00 or B O 546 9749

12-BANO EQUALIZER - Raahahc M»now
$70 00/OBO Call Bob 6 4630

CHEM 102 NOTES lor oui2 three chapter

outline of 10 and 11 contact 348 Canca
6^5069

SALE 84 MUSTANG, graal ^hape
sunroof, hatch power kKks. inlenral mpm.
Im caasMta $3300 or B O 6-4471

UMIVECA ALPMA ULTIMA 20 deore xl

rm 20 s eicelteni corxJilion Chris 253-9679

77 VOLVO 242 Very good condition 2 500

o' best o«er Scott 25*1674

1980 AUDI 4000 95.000 milea no rual* No
dents' Looks and runs kka new Only $1900

549^5926

COMMODORE 64. monitor 1541 diskdrive

and messenger module, asking $475 Call

after 5pm 549-1051

FOUND

RING IN WOMEN S BATHROOM of k>wer

LGRC Call 546-5592 identify and it's yours

AN ANKLE BRACELET, near Boyden

Gym Monday 4/10 Call Karen to describe.

546 7482

GurrAR

IBANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRW GUITAR
- with gorilla portable amp please call Tom
253 3470

HELP WANTED

WANTED RELIABLE, ENERGETIC
babysitter lor my 2 boys 6 and 2 yrs in

Leverett 6 mi Irom campus hrs Hex mm af

rroon Lindsay 548-9485

ATTENTION: ExcellenI income for home
assembly won. Info call 504.646- 1 700 OepI

P1307

STUDENT NOTE AND PRINTING SER-

VICE IS now interviewing lor a position as

Business Manager and Assistant Note

Manager Business majors encourage but

not required Apply 403 Student Union or

.all S-IS 2271

GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Cods hotlesi

restaurant bar complex Interview weekend.

Saturday. April 22 1 1-6 Sunday April 23

noon 5 Season May 25 Sept 4 and more

Corner o( West Main and sea streets Hyan

nis MA Come on down

EARN UP TO $)0/hr Student Storage

wants you to be pan ol the team Super

visory and loading positions available

Hours flexible Call Paul (617H79.8740

SGA COMMUNICATIONS is hiring an of

lice director tor next year Applicant must

have at least two semesters remaining and

be able to work over this summer Applica

tions at 304 SU AA/EOE

CAPE COD SUMMER RENT FREE Single

mother in Hyannis seeks student to watch

5 yr old son Own room, car available, niohls

o« Call Jennifer Taylor {508)790-0758

WORK FOR QREENPEACC ACTKM help

praaarva arMiangarad apacias reduce tcu

ic «MHi and stop »» arma race Salary

baiiaMa . iranal and adwancamant Ftivpan
ima 2 lOpm Cat 258-1439 B4I /Sfiannon
Apply now tor the summer'

LOST
Uack band

LOST

Racttngular. goto. timn.auart7

«

and pieaM ca« 548-7421

A SMARP CALCULATOR 81 appro* Spm
M Tuaa 4/1 1 cat Man 5860780

MOTOMCYCLK

JtT ILACK 61 Su/uki GS590T Low
rmlaga e«ct8inl corHtmon $650 BO Cal
QMnn3SO«908

PEMALE GUITAMST LOOKMO tor oHiar

lamato muaciana to torm rock bandOana

ALPHA CHI OMEGA As Mr* Broaa put

I YOU ARE IT» Goldan Cliapter E>
caaenca Scholarahip. Spim Gamma Qarrv

ma. ate Ju*l kaap domg wtw you va baan

IO • 8a. < you dacida to picli iMIowar

ttio $10 000 fma Joiaphlna and i promiaa

to vis4 you at laaal onoa a moMtt Mayba
wel a¥on bnng you aomaltang toaal to you
don't gal borad with itia same ol' btaad and
wator Don I worry I tttrnk Mack and wIMa
mpod IS definitely you ""f

BLUE TOOTH CLUB
9pm Wear red

Sits POR COUCH, bed 3 chair* ?labias

kactian labia and large plant call JiH

S4»«7»4

SCOTT ARONSON Happy fi«« monltis It

)usl keeps getting boltar IN tt$m/t love

you Hyssa

SCOTTA AG-REC MAN ha^dev"era»ure

head we all wish you a happy birirtday 7th

NOONANIf* - ROO- Cosmo called Announ
cing Room came home at 3 20am on
Thurs nite' Mike, I hala your dad. I said 'I

first K s no secret BowtM/Bantotflrownby
wasl to a new man altar graduatnni Mytes

Mr AAtoy said 4 bast
* 'Lashe' ' Starr

mg « Barsie's II Commg soon to a ho»p4»i

ntat you Al' ' SentefK;ed lo 3 yrs m Han
lord Jan Diesel D 8 or CPA'' Your NWA
fwi Todd

HAVE ANY EXTRA CATS TKKETS? I II

take any night Please call 549-6387

CONGRATULATKMS CHI OMEGA Goto

Chapter Award of ExcellerKaV Lova, you'

great white o«rl

JOHN WANTS TO BOP m
any offers'' That 5 dirty"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY - To the biggetst

iroubiemaner m the business school We
love you anyway Love CneswKK, Pam.
Cathi Brenna Mary Lirvla Amy Micrieaa,

Alyssa. the boys next door, the boys
downstairs the boys tor Eaat Boaton, An-

drew Dice' CLAV itie Aocoitf«ng Depart-

ment, Todd ttvough trie year* and tf» stafl

al the Hawaiian Inn

ROMEO - Just caqn t help oamg wKked.
but you t'u^ are the 'airesi pnnc»w all ifw

Valley and vour mine' Juiaa

HEY! 6th ihxy axe wounds here 4 s Shake
^ur things' Aaow do what you wanna do
The primo dudes of 3 south

BEZDELNK:k - Te ne znaiesh naklo' 21 st

reservation suspended until Iwrttter contact
- Glooni

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EMBULBa^TUNA!
Hope your I9lh bnngs a lot of criteria •!'

You're that much closer lo your dream'
Love always, Kern and Kayla'

KEITH — Happy birthday, have a great day
love the Moustache Lady

STEW • Next time you bett«» use two of

them )ust to be on the safe side love Kat 6
Joey

DEB NEXT TIME don t use your leath when
putting ii on Love Joe & Kal

CASSIE DONAHUE Happy 2 1 St' Let s go
uptown lor a strawberry daiquiri' Luv ya
Con

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEWLY
elected members of Sylvan Area Govt We
did It love your former Secretary (New Co-
Vice President)

ROOMIE. Happy birthday ' Thanks for a

great two years, Hooligan help, and the late

nighl advice Here's lo life off-campus with

a lovepump and more sheer bliss' Love
Toboggan and Gabby

THAT CAPTIVATBIG BLONOC i saw you
ai the TOO Tuaaday NigtM 1 1 Aprn 89 we
tirii mat M Spwvan 1 10 Spr 88 1 IMUU IO¥a

to get logatiiar and la

Pamck 2SMI06

TOMCnUME

WOUiO TMt MAUtWW. NUNCm
•ho caugM my ay* la« Wadnaaday aRar
noonwIMa I araa drwmg my MM Vtwar car
down Mam St hha to have dMnar^

LOST OMOANK CMtM BOOK 4/10 al

one Can Yoiwida M» 1925

USA m WHKLER, Paul said you don I

have a boytnend. wouto hke to meal, mv

Wiailid7 Rapty Pauls friend Michaal

MM HAMH.TON FROM KAPPA I to«a

you. Your Broam Dot

$100 REWARD
•TUOENTS sen TO TAKE OVER your

laaaa m June or Saplamber lor your lour-

A«a badroom houta piaaaa can Dan
S4S-S467 or MMcn S4S^a80

OUENTMS BUY ONE gM ana Iraa Mia
Tnru May I SI

OMI KARRAS H^jpy Bintiday (yesterday)

Sorry it s late but wa lova you anyway love

Kei Jan and Cyn

WANTeO:2lamMa«orf
to tttara a 2 badroom apt m BtandywMa to

r nairt yaar C4« Bob S49-S922 or Jatt

S4S-7*e

SENIORS"
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS"

•JOM THE SCNKW CLASS CAMPAIGN-
' Earn $4 so/tw plua bonuaaa caWtng '

other UMaaa aamora
* Apply M ma Mamonal Hai Baaamant '

or caN 545^3009
APPLY TOOAYf!

ROOMMATES WANTED

HOW CAN YOU PASS UP this opportum
ly'' Fall Single $190/mo plus. Ctoaa to cam
pus Carol 256-1735

CAPE COO ROOMMATE WANTED Can
Diane 546 1062

HOUSEMATE WANTED mmediailey own
bedroom $177 50 plus Can 549-6232

WtANDYWME - 1 female nonsmone' need
ed starting June i Call 549-5167

WANTED: tiwotamaM. non-smokmg room-

males to share a douOto m Townabouaa
For further into. CM 549-992S

BEDROOM IN 3 KOROdiTHOME
washer dryer woodsiove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 minute walk to UMaaa can
253-0707 $195/month

ONE ROOMMATE NETOEO'^ Bran
dywine ipt P^'^ tumtsned Pond view Call

549-4722

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apt m
Northampton $300 per month plus ';

utilities call 5650S42 Aak for Michaal

TWO ROOMMATM W/kNTED tor

Soulhwood apt starting 6 1 call 256 8745

TWO SEMIOUIET NON SMOKING FUN
women looHing for two single rooms in cool

house preferably m AMherst for Fall please

call Kristin 546-9514 leave message
Thanns

NON-SMOKER FEMALE for one bedroom
in pn apt on main st Avail June 1

S242/mo incl Call 253 5918 leave

message

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

UNGUISTK:S. worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer' Call 549-1660 George

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR CAPE COD

3 FEMALES WANTED to rent house m
Hyannis great location call 546-9021

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES Overnight

and 9ame day service 565-8873

RESUMES professional quality, laser

printed only $151 Call RiCk 2S6-0198 eves
5-8

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRAYERS. Once
again you have helped m my most crucial

needs Vour intercession is very powerful
I'm truly grateful MKS

AMHERST CENTER FURNISHED ROOM
huge yard BBO pit prano 1 btocx from

Towi Qrad or upper yaar prat 2S3X>B43

TAKE OVER LEASE PON' i badroo-

ptaaidanliai apt with tall option CaH
2S3-2515

fAKE OVER LEASE (tarlmg Junal >Md
rooms Soulhwood Apis 2S)-3404 haal •
ho< water includad

HEY TOM
or waa « i

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR
Baaublul houaa inNorVi Amnar«$i7Vmo
up to thraa rooma nmt ba opan tor Fa*
S48-g91«

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM IN SO AMHERST HOUSE.
avaMaUa June i t or 2 oUar persons Ram
negoliabM Bruce 253-2880

8148 eeMnonHt 2aingtoa Fy8y lumiMiad
kvmg room/kiKtian 8fe^2S^2527

SUMMER SUBLET ROOM M
HOUSE Garden spacious quiet

houaaltoW $2<X>monlh on 2 bus roulaa

Aak lor Marcy M»«792 10 mmuM walk to

campua

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 t>drm apl

diracHy on bus route Very reaaonabie pnce
Calf soon' 5464665

TAKE OVER OUR 8RANDYWINE lease
6/1 W4h Fall opaon 549-5987

BEAUTIFUL FARMHOUSE m Sunderland
Ouat lUp in drivaway sunny room 200/mo
all mc can Jason 885-4627

APARTMENT NEAR CAMPUS for lour fllar-

i.nq 6/1 Call 256 8504

3 BEDROOMS IN SWISS VILLAGE Rem
neg 253S249

ONE BEDROOM IN MODERN HOUSE 10

mm from campus On OuS route
206/month neg Call Srieila after 7pm
256 0256

2 BEDROOM APT $300 avaiiabia June I

pool naw carpet garden ptoi Sunderland
665^530

PUFFTON ONE BORM. some fum
negoi Can 549 7-'62 Soon

rent

SUBLET IN NOHO, nee 2 bedroom near

center of town $575 586-0956

SUMMER SUBLET 3 bedroom lownhouse
apts available June i 549^ '449

SUBLET THE RED HOUSE
Surnmer SoOleT

One second wai> lo campi^s
Weight room and jacu22> opl>on

very inexpenxive

sweet Singles available

hmg room bath ana kitctian

can immediately
Naal 549-3536
Craig 549 1949

PUFFTON VILLAGE: Large single avaiable
lor surnrner suDlel Ctose to bus laundry,

'UMass $i25/mon!n Includes gas heal
' not water Can 549-0840

2 SINGLES IN PUFFTON available end ol

May/Si 00 each per month call 549-0768

FEMINIST HOUSE ONE OPENING from
6.1 to 8/1 or 8/30 depending -549-7174

APT to SUBLET 2 bdrs on bus route quiet

area for sumrrier months 256-8380

SUNNY 4 BEDROOM HOUSE 2 minute
from Whilmore 5 mmutes to town complele
Kitchen laundry available please call

549-6925 Fall option

1 ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM APT next 10 Brit-

lany rent nego Call 256-4191

5 BEDROOM HOUSE. Amnersi 2 kit

Chens/bath on bus route room 'or 5-7

253 2321

BEAUTIFUL' AND SPACIOUS 2
BEDROOM apartment for sublet This

apartment has a pool airconditionmg
basKetball court and large front and bacx
yards I! IS minutes away irom a laundrymat
convenient store and restaurants This
apartment has wall to wall carpeting and is

in pertect condition P,cx up your phone
right now ana can Rick c Je" a; 546-8952
or Jeff at 546-8965

HELP KEEP US OUT ot cutDac" ciiy' Next
fall suDiel our furnished ooolside B-Wme
apartment cheap call Bruce 549-6521

SUBLET -
' J room in Branoywine Cheap

Call Robin 549-5987

SUMMER SUBLET - 2 singles available in

Mn St /^pmnt rem nego call Room or Holly

5495987

SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE APART-
MENT this summer dirt cheap 549-8191 ask
tor Kara. Linda. Sabina

ar« you Raky Bucmaas
' Keay

TRAVEL

1 TU TO LA FROM BOST V30 be
dtocowarad' Run away' S« rnargantaa on
tna baach i85 each CaH now S4»7V43
pm

PMt. MCXPENSIVE TYPMQ CaH M.4 t

MS46-6725

CXM'T rVPC IT V0URBELF1 OuaMy itv^t

nigm lypMg - CtM Barry 54»9436

"WOROSMITH" professional >ip "i
Resumes, papers ar<d nvye Laserprm' ng
waMpaachecx 253 4564

SBBCpaPCRB. THEBIB. onjeawy^ al-

^Qffjtt^ QvvvMfMf (VviMfSd, tfsp^ndsbiVi

584 7924 Nancy

WANTED

TAKE OVER MY LEASE badroom
Branywtna apt avaMWa on June isl C4K
5494157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTKM

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM naar UMasa
Campus or on ous route Piaaaa caM Jac-

queline 546-6060

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING TO GIVE UP YOUR LEASE*) 4

to 6 responaibto lamalaa toofcmg tor a 3 to

4 bedroom and 2 batti* house near cam
pus Wik lake <fft lease 6/i Pieaae caii

Suzanne 546-1448 or Melissa 546-9619

FEMALE LOOKMO FOR SUMMER HOUS-
ING on Cape If you know a place or ,i e
kx>king lor ona. piaaaa can Jaa*«.a
253^2M4

HELP LOOKING FOR 2-3 BOMM apt near
campus Call 549^8244 lor 6/1 or 9/1

HOUSE OR APARTIMNT IN AMHERST
cente- June 1st Call 2532320

$50 REWARD! Tq take Over lease for t

tjd'm apt in Cotonial Vinaoe Can Chrm.ne
256-1482 atlar 9pm

MARTHA'S VmEVAW). vnoman win
''•endiy dog naadi room in Summer house
586 1829

HOUSING/ROOMS NEEDED this summer
can SBMC 256 8615 9am-5pm

HELP - Rapaonaiaia sludenta tookma to

take over lease tor 2 bdrm apartment Can
Sua at 546-8983

LOOKING TO TAKEOVER lease to 3 od'm
apanment Ca" Mau'een at 6-9743

WE NEED YOU

FOR OUR TWO BEDROOM cute apan
men!' tow rent right on Bus route 15 m,n
10 campus, to to town Call Gayte 256- 1 250
today"

1/':^

•-
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Women's lax falls again, 13-8
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Fifty minutes is not such a long time. But don't tell that

to the University of Massachusetts women's lacroaae

team. To the Gazelles, \l feels like an eternity.

For one half anyway, the Gazelles played like super-

women. But in the other they were manhandled by yet

another national power Right now it looks like it would

have done the UMass some good to schedule a few pat-

sies. The Gazelles need the confidence.

Unfortunately for Patti Bossio's crew, the Gazelles

couldn't find the phone booth until the first half was over.

Final score: Dartmouth College 13. UMass 8.

After what happened in the first period, even super

human strength couldn't have brought the Gazelles back.

The Big Green scored the first eight goals of the game
while UMass was somewhere olT in la la land.

Junior Sue Murphy finally got the Gazelles on the board

but ncrt until 21:54 of the first half. Senior co-captain

Cathy Fuhrman followed with two minutes left in the half

to make the score 8-2

But after Holly Allen scored her third goal of the half.

25 seconds later for Dartmouth, this game was already

turning into a laugher Ha, ha, 9-2

"They are better than us," Boasio said "There's no ques-

tion about it. Player for player, skill, they're better than

us."

The Big Green (8- 1 ) certainly proved that yerterday by

winning their eighth game in a row. UMass. (1-6) lost its

eighth game in it.e last eight tries.

The game was just about iced after the first half.

However, the Gazelles still had a shred of hope left with

forwards as dangerous as Murphy and Fuhrman.
TVi..y hroiMfh» UMass back in the second half but could

not do It all by themselves. Each ended up with four goals

and their second half performance carried the Gazelles

to actually outscore the Big Green. 6-4.

The first half problems that UMass experienced were
not all matchup and skill problems. The Gazelles did not

come to play yesterday and when youre playing the No.

7 team in the nation as UMass was yesterday, you have
to be mentally prepared. UMass was not in the first half.

"There was just a spark there (in the second half) that

just wasn't there in the first half." Murphy said.

Still though, the Gazelles could not solve Allen. The
junior forward scored three more goals to up her total to

six for the afternoon.

Bossio even tried shifted from the zone that UMass was
playing in the first half to a man-to-man which was
somewhat more effective.

"I iMreferred the first half to the second half," Dartmouth
coach Josie Harper said. "That's why you can never take

a UMass team for granted because they're such com-

petitors."

Anne Moellering was another player that the young
Gazelle defense (five freshman i could not stop But that's

not a bad sign. Nobody has been able to stop Moellering

After adding five goals and one assist to her totals yester

day, the senior forward has scored 46 goals and four

assists.

She and Allen were a nightmare for UMass netmmder
Liz Keats who ended up with 16 saves.

C«a»«Uii photo by David Hl«aakl(uchi

The women's lacrosse team lost its eighth
straight game yesterday.

Baseball team settles for another split
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

It had been (Swerved before yesterday's double-header

against the University of Vermont that the University

of Massachusetts baseball team had achieved the pinnacle

of mediocrity.

The Minutemen were 13-13 overall, 5-5 on their

southern trip. 8-8 up north and 4-4 in the Atlantic- 10.

Staying true to this form. I'Mass split a pair ofgames with

UVM. winning the first 9-4 and dropping the second 9-6.

In the first game the two teams tried very hard to give

away the match by totalling eight errors between them.
The pitchers in the leadoff were Jerry Creamer '1-0, 6.55

ERA) for UMass and Chris Rousseau (0-4. 5.63) for the
Catamounts.
The Minutemen started the scoring in the first, after

UM teams ink recruits

Chrew Seccafico (2-for-3 with 2 runs scored in the first

game) doubled down the left field line and came around
on Drew Comeau's single to center. Vermont answered
quickly in the top of the second when Steve Taylor walk-

ed, stole second, took third Tom O'Hara's double and cross-

ed the plate on a balk by Creamer.
The score remained 1-1 until the bottom of the fourth

when Seccafico singled, went to second on Comeau's
grounder to third, stole third and was batted in on a single

by Brian Bright (l-for-2. 1 RBI and 1 run scored).

Tlie Catamounts turned around and took their first and
only lead of game one when Creamer hit the leadoff bat-

ter, Pat Bose, allowed him to steal second and then walk-
ed the next batter. Rob Diestel. The runners both advanc-
ed on catcher Derek Dana's error and Creamer was pull

ed in favor of Dan O"Lear\(0-l. 9.35). O'Leary retired the
first man he faced, looking at strikes but Bose scored on

a fielder's choice and Diestel went home on Pat
Culumovic's slow roller to third, putting UVM up 3-2.

The lead didn't last long though as Dana (l-for-2, 1 RBI
and two runs scored) was issued a walk to start ofT the
bottom half of the fifth and moved to second on a single

by Kevin Correa <2-for-3, 1 RBI and two nine scored), took
third on a sacrifice by Glen DiSarcina, Correa to second,

and both he and Correa touched home on an error by the
pitcher, giving UMass a 4 3 lead.

The Minutemen broke the game open in the sixth, star-

ting with Steve Kern's one-out solo homer to right. Bright
followed with a walk, taking second on a second-baseman's
error which gave Mike Chambers first base. Dana came
up and singled Bright home and Chambers to second.

Chambers scored and Dana went to third on Correa's
single and Dana came around on a catcher's error with

continued on pagt 14

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Stafi*

Good news came in droves yesterday as

three University of Ma.ssachusetts teams
received letters-of-intent from pro.spective

athletes for next season.

The women's basketball team was the big

winner, picking up three new signees,

while the men's hoop and the women's soc-

cer teams each got two.

The men's hoop team got a couple of bad-

ly needed big men, signing 6-foot-9 Ken-
nard Robinson from the Bronx and 6-10

Gary Hughes of Naugatuck, Conn.
Robinson, while at Long Island

Lutheran, averaged 14 points and nine re-

bounds per game last season, and was a
first team All-New York state, second team
All-Long Island and an honorable mention
Street and Smith All-American. He was
also recruited by F*rovidence, Rutgers,

North Carolina-Charlotte and West
Virginia.

Hughes averaged 12 points and 12 re-

bounds for Milford Academy. The two join

Tony Barbee of Indianapolis and Tom Pace
of Denver, who signed during the Fall sign-

ing i>eriod.

"liiey're pretty good players. Collectively

as a group they will help us," said UM
coach John Calipeu'i. "We're excited we got

good kids who love to play basketball.

They're the kind of kids we want to build

the program around.
Women's basketball coach Kathy Hewelt

filled several needs with her three signees.

Nancy Foster, a 5-10 guard from Union
Community College, along with a pair of

6-foot forwards — Kim Kristofik from Mor-
ris, NY and Lisa Ireland from Indianapolis,

will help out the Minutewomen with their

versatility.

Foster averaged 19.8 points and 8.7 re-

bounds for Union last season, as well as 7.8

assists and 4.7 steals. She is a first team
Kodak All-America and a two-time New
Jersey Player-of-the-Year.

"Nancy Foster is a blue-chip recruit, no

continued on page 14

Men's lax entertains Dartmouth
JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse coach Dick Garber says he really

doesn't know much about today's opponent,

Dartmouth College.

However, that may actually turn out to

be beneficial for the Gorillas when they
take to the Hill at 3 p.m. Not knowing what
kind of talent the Big Green has, it won't

be easy for the Gorillas to take their opposi-

tion lightly.

What is known is that Dartmouth comes
in at 4-3, having just played nationally-

ranked Penn to a tough game before fall-

ing. 12-8. The Green is 4-3 on the year and
ranked fifth in New England.

UMass meanwhile has better numbers
on paper. The Gorillas are 7-1 and ranked
eighth nationally, as well as number one
in New England. That there would tip the
scales to the home side. But Garber isn't

taking any chances.

"They've made signs of progress. They're
well-organized and playing better," Garber
said. "They don't have the depth to match
us, but it should be a decent game."
Leading the attack for the Big Green is

junior attack Chris Bates with 18 goals and
1 1 assists. Senior middie Pete Turk (8-10),

sophomore attack Brett Morrison (1 14) and
Chris Nicholas (8-7) and sophomore middie
Todd Gibby (11-3) are all capable.

Dartmouth will be looking for only its

third win in 21 tries against UMass.

Tennis teams upended
• Minutemen fall to Hartford, PC
By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
men's tennis team played two incredi-

ble, tough matches, only to take two
straight losses.

Monday, while thousands were runn-
ing in the Boston Marathon, the
Minutemen had a marathon of their

own against the University of Hartford.

The men took their first loss of the
season, falling to the Hawks, 7-2.

"The team was closer to beating Hart-
ford than the score reflects. Four of the
singles went to three sets, unfortunate-
ly to Hartford's favor," said UMass
coach Manny Roberts. "Every year it's

a flip-flop in scores between Hartford
and the guys. This year Hartford played
just a little better."

The wins for the Minutemen were
from third singles player Paul Audet,
who took a three-setter 7-5, 4-6, 6-1, and

the doubles team of Humberto Soto and
Matt Murphy, which won 10-4 in a
10-game pro set.

The second tough meet was yester-

day's match against Providence College.

The match was over after the singles

play, with Providence taking five out of

the six games. The one win for UMass
came again from Audet. After 2:40 and
three sets, Audet nabbed the match with
a 0-6, 6-4 7-6 (7-5) score.

Brian Gable, the number one singles

player, played through a tough three-

setter against Fernando Romero, a Pro-

vidence recruit from Peru. Gable lost

the first set, 2-6, but came back full force

to win the second, 6-3. In the third

though, after some great points Romero
outplayed him and won the match.
Rich Stone, at fourth singles also

played a long and grueling match to

three sets. He lost the first, 1-6 and
rallied to take the second, 7-5 before

dropping the match.

Women 7th in A-lOs, lose to UConn
By BRAD HALFOND
Collegian Correspondent

For once, the problem for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's tennis

team this weekend and yesterday

wasn't the weather — it was the

competition.

UMass was overwhelmed and outmat-

ched at the Atlantic 10 championshps
this weekend and yesterday things

didn't change against the University of

Connecticut.

The A-lO's at Penn State first saw
UMass get swept by a dominating West

Virginia squad and then blanked by
another powerful school, Geroge
Washington University.

"I didn't realize there was so much
talent there," said UMass coach
Michael Husted.
Husted had hoped for his team to

finish as high as fourth, but the
Minutewomen instead settled for

seventh. UMass rounded out the tour-

nament with an 8-1 victory over a St.

Bonaventure team it had already beaten
this year, and a forfeit decision over St.

Joseph's.

continued on page l4

I WEA M* NEWS
Sunny, low in the 60's

today. For tomorrow,
showers late in the day,

temps also in the 60's.

Video de-mystifies

library resources for

foreign students. Page
3.

SPORTS

Gorillas beat Big Green
11-10 in overtime.

Codignotto saves the

day. Page 24.
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Six arrested in lab protest
Students demonstrate against military research

Colltigiaa photo by Jason Talcrmaa

Police arrested six UMass students
yesterday after a 6-hour takeover at Mar-
cus Hall to protest military-funded
research on campus.

By BETH GATELY and
SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Six University of Massachusetts students last night

were arrested for trespassing after they took over a cam-
pus laboratory to protest military-sponsored research at

the University.

Two students were treated and released from Health
Services for soreness after being dragged from Marcus
Hall by campus police at 7:15 p.m. following the six-hour

takeover. Arrested were UMass students FVank E. Bowrys
III, Loyda Guzman, Laura J. Morrisette, Diane Ditmore,
Andrew J. Sirulnik and Hampshire College student Ran-
dolph L. Viscio.

Some of the demonstrators screamed as they were
physically removed from the building.

People for a Socially Responsible University, along with
the Central American Student Association, organized the

event on the "national day of action" called to protest US
funding of the ongoing conflict in El Salvador, according

to PSRU representative Joe Rubin.
"We think that Department of Defense research taking

place on this campus is a serious issue that a/Tects our
>Aitures and the productive research that is done at this

university," said Rubin following the occupation.

Originally, about 20 students, some wearing tattered

fatigues and gas masks and carrying plastic rifles, poured

into the Microwave Remote Sensing laboratory in the

building's basement around 1 p.m.

Afler about two hours of protest, UMass police arrived

to the scene and gave protesters the option to leave on
their own accord, or stay and face th«' possibility of fur-

ther police action.

Nine people chose tc remain in the laboratory, without

food, water or the uae of a bathroom. Jonathan Leavitt,

22, of Northampton, left the laboratory later in the after-

noon to call the parents of the protesters and to inform

the authorities of recent developments.

"The police condensed the laboratory to a small area.

Some people went to the bathroom in a trash can," Leavitt

said.

He said there were six or seven police ofTicers in the

laboratory watching the protesters.

Rubin was one of the protesters who ch(Me to leave the

laboratory. He remained in the basement of Marcus with

five or six other people displaying support for the cause

by banging on a door to the labratory chanting, "End the

war, end the war."

Ricardo Townes, associate dean of students, entered the

laboratory to read the eight remaining occupants the rele-

vant parts of the Code of Student Conduct and warned
them that any violation of the code may result in expul-

sion from the University.

The occupants remained in Marcus after the building

officially closed at 5 p.m.

Arthur Hilson, executive director of public safety, met
with Vice Chancellor ofStudent AfTairs Dennis Madson,
Chancellor Joseph DufTey and several faculty members
and five student representatives to decide the course of

action. Hilson announced at 6:35 p.m. in front of the lab

that the demonstrators would be arrested.

After Hilson informed the protesters of the imminent
police action, one more left the room.

Hilson said DufTey and Madson were adpniantly against

continued on page 5

Students petition
to ban Coke machines
By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Correspondent

A petition drive to have Coca-Cola ven-

ding machines removed from the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts is underway, pro-

mpted by student opposition to the com-

pany's continued investment in South

Africa.

Christine Robinson, a first year student

who is organizing the drive, said she held

an information table last week in the Stu-

dent Union building to educate students

about Coke's involvement in South Africa

and has since collected 2,000 signatures

supporting a machine ban.

to divest in South Africa to encourage the

end of apartheid, but actually only

relocated its syrup plants to Swaziland, a

country that is economically dependent on
South Africa, Robinson said.

The company's 15 bottling plants were
then sold to independent owners who now
buy their syrup from the Swaziland-based

plants, rendering the move useless because

neither the government nor Coke sales

were affected, she said.

By removing the machines from campus,

Robinson said that UMass will be sending

a strong message to both the Coca-Cola

company and to the South African

government.

^^Don't drink Coke, because if you do, you're

drinking the blood of a dead South African."

-Student Christine Robinson

"Don't drink Coke because if you do,

you're drinking the blood of a dead South
African," Robinson told a student who was
putting money into a Coke machine on
campus.
The Coca-Cola company produces several

soft drinks including Sprite, Minute Maid
and Canada Dry, as well as Very Fine

juices.

South Africa's apartheid system legalizes

segregation, allowing the country's 4

million Whites to politically and
economically dominate 22 million Blacks.

"They don't treat (Blacks] as if they were
human," she said.

The Coca-Cola company agreed in 1986

Ashtok Kranjuli, director of Auxiliary

services, said UMass receives 17 cents from
every dollar acquired in Coke sales.

Robinson called this stipend "dirty

money," adding that the University should

"stop using dirty money to build our

buildings."

Larry Lindahl, senior purchasing
manager for Auxiliary Services, said the

University's contract with the Coca-Cola

company will expire on June 30.

"If someone gets enough names, it might
make a difference," he said.

The massive response to the petition is

helping to boost the drive for the removal
continued on page 4

AP nie photo

USS IOWA EXPLODES — An explosion took place yester-
day in one of the ship's 16-inch gun turrets during gunnery
practice about 330 miles northeast of Puerto Rico. This un-
dated file photo depicts the Iowa firing practice shots. At
least 47 US sailors were killed during what officials are call-

ing one of the nation's worst naval disaters since the Viet-
nam War. Story on page 15.
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Hoffman's death mourned
WORCESTER. (AP) - About 1.000

people packed a synagogue yesterday to

remember Abbie Hoffman as a gladly of

historic reknown who stood up to bullies

and handed out advice to basketball

players and governments alike.

"Thank you. Abbie," basketball star

Bill Walton told the congregation at

Temple Emanuel. "Thank you for help

ing me and many, many like us."

Walton was among the hundreds who
marched from Hoffman's childhood

home in a drizzle to the synagogue the

activist attended as a child.

Folksinger Pete Seeger led the way,

singing, "Abbie's spirit is still alive," as

the first line to the Gospel hymn "Down
by the Riverside."

Walton recalled how he met Hoffman
several years ago during a Celtics los

ing streak. He said immediately began
giving advice, saying, "You know, Bil

ly, you've got to do this with your game
and you've got to do that."

Outside the temple, which seats 900,
an overflow crowd of more than 100
listened to newspaper columnist Sydney
Schanberg reminisce about his cousin's

activist antics and indomitable spirit.
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Hooters
slated for
Pond show
Stevie B. also lined up
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

A myriad of musical talent — ranging from new wave
rock to rap reggae — is scheduled to rock the campus pond
during spring concerts next month, the Union Program
Council announced at last night's Undergraduate Student
Senate meeting.

The Pond concert is scheduled for May 7 from noon to

6 p.m. and will feature The Hooters, who have frequented
the pop charts in recent years. Stevie B, who sings pop
and dance music, Shinehead, a rap reggae group, and The
Tom Tom Club, made up of two members of The Talking
Heads
Student Sen. Bud Verge, business manager for UPC.

said the council expects a large turnout for the event,
which is free to UMaas students with proper University
identification.

"We're looking for a very successful show, " Verge said.

"It's a very diversified show — it will appeal to anybody"
Verge refused to give the amount of money each band

will be paid for their performances, but said "we spent
considerably less than we were looking to spend"

In other Student Government Association business last

night:

There was debate circulating in the Senate over whether
the SGA should advocate the removal of Cutback City,
a mock shantytown erected more than two months ago
to protest state budget cutbacks against public higher
education.

Sen. W. Greg Rothman smnounced he is preparing a mo-
tion to ask City residents to remove the shacks and re-

focus their energies on lobbying and writing state
legislators because the protest is losing its effect.

"It was a good protest at one time, but it has really

outlasted its stay," Rothman said. "Right now it's just an
eyesore."

The city has fallen prey to vandals twice this week, ac-

cording to police reports, which said profanity was spray-

painted on several of the shacks, including some
derogatory remarks directed toward "liberals."

Police also reported yesterday that a sleeping bag
belonging to the city was vandalized.

Mark Russ, a City resident, said in an interview earlier

this week that the City has not lost its focus and has ac-

cumulated about 2,000 signatures on a petition to state

representatives.

Senate Speaker John Dunlap, however, said 2,000
signatures in two-and-a-half months is not a great ac-

complishment, and encouraged residents to join forces and
lobby with the SGA.

« t>lMlo by OavM Hl«a>hicurlu

ANY BODY GOT A BONE? - Hudson da cool dog takes a skateboard ride near the
Fine Arts Center in yesterday's sunshine.

State may compensate for slavery
By JOSEPH L HILL JR
Collegian Staff

African-Americans a>uld receive state reparations

because of the sanctioning of slavery by the United States

government, if a proposed bill in the Massachusetts state

senate is enacted.

State Sen. Bill Owens, who sponsored the bill, spoke to

more than 50 people at the Campus Center this week and
said Black Americans deserve some form ofcompensation

because they helped to build the United States.

"No other group of people have contributed as much to

American shores as African-Americans, yet we are the on-

ly people who have not been paid," Owens said.

Owens asserted that he was "not a racist" for propos-

ing the bill, and maintained that he typically represented

people not represented by sUte government, regardless

of race or sexual preference.

The issue of reparations is not a new one, Owens said,

adding that the US government has a history of providing

compensation to ethnic groups that it has committed
crimes against.

"The case for reparations is a well documented one,"

he said, citing US government aid to Europe for

reconstruction after World War I to a more recent bill,

which provides monetary reparations to Japanese-
Americans forcibly relocated to internment camps dur-

ing World War 11.

Owens said this legislation is not the first of its kind
in Massachusetts, which was the first state to abolish

slavery when, in 1783, the rtate Supreme Court ruled that

the practice violated the state Constitution.

Thaddeus Stevens, an early 20th century legislator from
Massachusetts, co-sponsored a bill after the Civil War to

provide ex-slaves with forty acres of land, Owens said.

The bill was passed by Congress but was later vetoed

by the president, thereby preventing its passage, he said.

Although the bill does not state specifically wtiat form

the proposed reparations will take, Owens said it is possi-

ble that special educational or health care provisions will

be offered as compensation.

When asked if he thou^t the bill would succeed, Owens
said he was optimistic for its enaction: "It may take a long

time but it's going to win."

Student maKes video to

teach library skills
Foreign students learn through 'mystery'

CnlleKian pholo by .Jaiion Talcrman

Graduate student Robert Bearce's new video will help foreign

students familiarize themselves with resources at the Tower library.

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Sherlock Holmes is perhaps best known
for his incredible ability to solve mysteries,

but Robert Bearce has transformed the old

detective's talents into a means for

teaching English as a second language.

Bearce, a 37-year-old non-traditional stu-

dent, has recently completed a video in

which descendants of characters from the

books of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock

Holmes series solve a murder mystery us-

ing the University of Massachusetts

library.

The video is designed to teach foreign

students how to use the library facilities

and how to write a research paper, he said.

Bearce, who is a masters degree can-

didate in English as a second language,

said he came up with the idea of mystery

story because he "wanted to incorporate

some way of making teaching entertain-

ing.

Teaching students the skills needed to

use the library could have been produced

more easily in a lecture type offormat, said

Bearce, but he thinks his way is more

entertaining and better at conveying the

meaning of words.

"Through video you can actually see peo-

ple interacting so you can make some

guesses as to what the conversation is

about. Ana uns guessing pan is very im-

portant to language acauisition." he snid

oearce .>.aiu tne viaeo will be used at tne
American Cultural Center in Taiwan,
where he worked for a year teaching
English, to help United States bound pro-
fessors and students to better understand
our system of research and paper writing.

"The Asian standard ot teaching is

basically lectures. To question the opinion

of your professor just isn't polite," he said.

Many Hsian students have no idea about
plagiarism, or how to footnote, because
they are not used to proposing and suppor-
ting their own conclusions in research
papers, he said.

Bearce aiso suggests that when people

see the language being acted out they are

more tuned to what is going on and learn

better from whatever they are viewing.

"This (video) could be usee to leach
foreign students about culture and
language, slang and idioms," he said.

Bearce hopes tnis project win lead to

other opportunities in video but he would
like to work in film more than video, he
said.

With video you can practice and make
all your mistakes and then go on to film,"
he said.
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Coke ban
continued from page 4

of Coke products. Robinson

said.

•If (the administiationj sees that ihf

inajonty of students want this, then

they'll feel that they have to make a

chanye," she said.

To the common assertion that pulling

out of South Africa will hurt the coun

try's Black population more than it will

itV(>r» 'h*' i>.«..»-»ir.w.nt RoKinson said.

THURSDAY, APRIL 20 1989

"It 1- l)i'tter for a people as a whole to

have a .social and economic say in the
f,'overnment than for a few to benefit

Ircim the oppressive system."

"South Africa relies heavily on foreign

investment," she said. "If Coke pulls
out, it might get other companies to do
the same and make their government
think about change.'

Christine Kubinson is telling students to Just Say No to
Coke.

Motorcyclist hurt in accident

(ollrKtMi phiXo h\ Al .Arpail

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY - Extra
Collegians sit in the Batcave before they are sent to be
recycled.

A c.n .i.i\ 111^ 1 laii4is Mali i^nKk a motor

cycle travelling east on Mass. Ave., poli'

said. The op*»rator of the motorcycle wa*
transported to C(K»ley Dickinson Hospital

by ambulance, police said. Operator of the

sinking vehicle was cited. p<ilice said. Total

damages were estimated at $1.7(K). police

said.

In other police reports:

• \ homeless man was arrested by
Holyoke Police yesterday on an outstan

ding University (rf" Manachusetts Police

warrant,
• A van hackini; out of the acee$» ar^n

;«t Cance Residence Hall struck a car parV.

I at the meters at Fearing Street, police

said. The van left, apparently unaware of

striking the car. Police said they will con
tact the driver of the van.

• A parking meter in lot 45. valued at

about $320. was damaged beyond repair,

police said

• .X wallet, found by ajan
ed several packets of what is i"

a class B substance, police said. A com
plaint is expected to be sought against the

owner.

IMMMMMMMMMM^M^MMM^M^M^MME
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• Deferments
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April 24, Campus Center 81 1 , 3:00 pm
April 25, Campus Center 811, 3:00 pm
April 26, Campus Center 805, 3:00 pm
April 27, Campus Center 811, 3:00 pm
April 28, Campus Center 805, 3:00 pm
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M students arrested
continued /rnm oas' I

providing food to the protesters, but Hilson took it upon
himself to bring the protesters two one-gallon bottles of
water.

Finally, at 7 p.m., the removal began. Most of the pro
testers surrendered peacefully, but two resisted.

The uprising began when the protestors, drawn trom the
five college and local community, marched from Whitmdre
around noon yesterday, pausing on the steps of Memorial
Hall to write the names ofstudents killed or declared miss-
ing in El Salvador's recent unrest, to the Student Union,

where the protesters staged "guerilla theater."
About 150 students lounging in the sun watched as a

demonstrator dressed to represent the military distributed
"more money than you could ever need" to mock represen-
tatives of the computer .science, biologj' and engineering
departments, as fellow protestors passed out free "An-
thrax vaccine" pills.

The march continued past the giaduate towers reaching
Its ultimate destination, Marcus Hall
Protesters disrupted class in the laboratory when they

began the occupation
"Though the research going on here 'the occupied labi

is particularly insidious, the point is not to protest this

Come on in and take advantage
off this weeks Super Specials!!
6 University Drive at Newmarket Center, Amherst

diagonally across from UMass Stadium

Foster't Lagsr
e Pacit BottlM

COLLEGIAN 5

lab specifically, but all military research labs on campus,"
Rubin said.

According to graduate students based in the occupied
lab however, their home base was an unfair target for the
protest. "My project measures humidity in the at-

mosphere, to predict the weather," explained student
Philip Langlois. "The military uses weather forecasts, but
so do boaters and people going on picnics."

All of the work done in the lab is "basic research, ' with
the results available to the public, agreed graduate stu
dent Jim Mead. "Our research is out there for all to use."

$3.99
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ROLLY GRAY and
SUNFIRE

SOCA. ROCK-STEADY REGGAE FROM TRINIDAD
DESIGNED TO MAKE YOU DANCE $5.00 at the door,

Poors open at 8:30

FRIDAY, APRIL 21st

SUGAR RAY & THE
BLUETONES

THE HOTTEST HARMONICA ON THE EAST COAST
A BIG BAND FOR SOME BIG FUN $7 00 at door

SATURDAY, APRIL 22nd

from Africa

SONNY OKUSUN
AND THE OZZIDDI BAND
Eleven piece Nigerian HighLlfe Band with 3 Zulu

women dancers Percussionists hits include "Fire in

Soweto". 'Pompous Land" & "High Life"—featured on

movie soundtrack to the film 'Something Wild"—

THIS IS WILD—Only $7 00 at the door; doors open 10 p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 23rd

Direct from the Bayou's, just outside New Orleans

iMARSHA BALL
AND HER SOULFULL BAND
A RAUCOUS AND SPICEY MENU OF NEW ORLEANS

SOUL—Only $6.00 at the door

LOOSEN UP FOR SPRING

DANCE FOR FREE
Come and finish the week and
the year at our upstairs dance
club any Friday 'tii the end of

semester with this ad.

No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - TO THE PUBLIC ONLY

m nmM'$
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READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA
Dws^Sf«fWM9# i

171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON. MA
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ARTS&LIVINS
Katina's gets Physical twice this weekend

COLLEGIAN 7

By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspt>ndenl

This evening, start your musical week off

at Ten Below (downstairs at Pearl Street

lormeriN the Universial Joint*, with
soca reggae artist Roily Gray, who'll tx

appt'aiing alon^ with rock-!»ieady reggat

band Sunfire
Led Zeppelin cover band Physical Gral-

fiti. appears at Katina » thi? evening
Twisters^ welcome* The Poor Boy».
Sheehan s hosts Bing Sparbidu, and
singer-songwriter Tom Chapin perlorms
a 7 p m show at the Iron Horse, along with

David Wilcox
Tomorrow night. Sugar Ray and the

Bluetones perform at Ten Below. The
Cyclones return to Twisters. Sheehan's
welcomes The Radiators, Rory Block

Fellow poets
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian SufT

Something went wrong at the UMasa Poetry Society
organued event featuring the poet Robert Pinsky on Tues-
day night at Memorial Hall. Somebody forgot to turn on
the microphone and hence no tape exists of the evening's
poetr>- readings, which is a great shame because other
than that everything went beautifully

Before the reading started Mr. Pinsky spoke with me
about poetr>' and poetic influences. He cited Ben Johnson,
William Carlos Williams. Yeats and Ezra Pound's "An
A.B.C. of Reading" as early influences. He was also en-

thuaiaatic about Allen Ginsberg "because he's Jewish, he's

working class and he's fTx>m New Jersey like Williams and
me."
He said also that to make it as a poet one has to "want

it badly enough." and for the right reasons, those being,
primarily, the desire to express something artistic . . . even
as a child ... to act. to play music." He did. in fact, "play

entertains at the Iron Horse at 6;30. ami

Physical Graffiti will be performing at

Katina b again.

.•\is<! or Friday. Guv Yarden and

LIVEWIRE
Spongehead perform at th** Hampshire
College Tavern at 10 p.m.

On Saturday the 22nd, Pearl Street and
WRSI welcome the llpiece African High
Life band. Sonny Okusun and the Ozzid-

di Band to Ten Below, Twisters hostb

Barbecue Bob and the Rh>'thm Aces,
and L'il Frankie and the Premiers
return to Sheehan's.

Also on Saturday, Gothir .Street m .No

thampton hosts an all-ages show with The
Malarianti. Gidget Goes to Hell, and tht

Thrashing Scumz l)(H>rs open at M:3U

At Katina ^ on the 22nd will tn- John
Butcher Axis». and over at tht- Iron Horo.

Cliff Eberhart performs at 83'

On Sunda\ , April 23rd, tnt women-
acapella group Sweet Honey in the Rock
perlorm an afterntxin show at Smith Cm
lege s John M Greene Hall. Doors open at

330 p.m

At Amherst College Sunday night, folk--

inger Sally Rogers and Claudia Schmidt
perform at the college's campus center at

8 p.m.. and over at Hampshire Sundav
night. The George Cooke and Doug
Raneri Duo will be appearing at the Ked

Barn at 9

In the clubs on the 23rd, locals Plastic

X appear alont; with Kyrus at Katina .-.

New Orleans soul artist Marsha Ball wil

t>e at Ten Beiuw , and Ellen Mcilwanie
performs a 7 p.m. sho\\ at the Iron Hor-
with the Czechoslovak lan hand Piasiii

People of the Universe following at lo

On Monday April 24th, Ten Below sp<i<

sors a Hatian Medical Relief benefit wn
Futu Futu. New Horizon, and Kim Zum-
bik Sheehan'^ welcome.- Wildcat
O'Halloran. and the Holiday Clocks
return to the Iron Horse for a 7 p.m. shov

On Tuesday, the 25th of April. WRSI
sponsors afropop artist Kanda Bongo
Man at the Iron Horse at 8:30 p.m., and
finally, on Tuesday the 26th. reggae band
New Horizon returns to Twisters.

that's Pinsky with a Y
saxophone when I was younger, but when I realized I

couldn't achieve technical excellence with music, my
dreams turned into poetry in my youth I was a bit

directionless."

Pinsky said he used to cure himself from the rejection

letter blues by "realizing I wasn't the only one getting

them . . . that some people who didn't want to make it

badly enough would quit, and that I wasn't going to be
one of those people. Otherwise it'd be too easy."
He also admitted to being a bit of a "poser" in his col

lege days and picked up on the word "Bohemian," with
a humorous candor that pricked the silly earnestness of

yours truly.

Writers worthy of a glance today include post

modemisu such as C.K. Williams and Frank Bidart, both
ofwhom "use language in an almost documentary style"
Pinsky also mentioned Charles Berstein and the "rather
precious" Michael Palmer as well as Anne Winter. He did

not seem as enthusiastic about these writers as he did on
his earlier mentioned influences, but he also expressed

dissatisfaction with my attempts at labelling writers/poet:*

into groups. "It s just not that simple," he said later that

night "Poets are poets in their own right"

. . this art of ours doesn't
moke money, it's a personal art,

but a social one because It uses
everyday words.

-Robert Pinsky

Pinsky proved this at the reading that evening. John
Hunt, a professor of English at UMass applauded what
Linda Woods has achieved with this event iwhal she's
done is a minor miracle) and with the publication of TVov
Magazine. He then introduced four poets who are also
students. The first, John Purin, read a number of poem.s

continued on page 3
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"WCMElSrS ISSUES
bulimia

Nutritionist says awareness leads students to seek help
Rv .SHAROV WIl U't^V ;.;_ . l . _ , . .By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

Women suffering from an eating disorder need not feel

alone.

An estimated 1 1 to 20 percent of college-age women are
victims of some type of eating disorder, according to
Arlene Thomson, a nutritionist at University Health
Services

its the American way." Thomson said. "When you're
American and you're a woman, you're obsessed with
weight and body image."
Caj^es of bulimia, one type of eating disorder, have more

than tripled at UHS in the past four years, according to
UHS statistics.

But this increase may be a positive reflection on the
number of students who recognize that they have a pro-
blem and are seeking help, Thomson said.

Although men also are victims of eating disorders,
Thomson said. 95 percent are women. Societal pressures
on women to look like thin fashion models help explain
this trend, she said.

Persons who have bulimia, which is also called "the
bmge^purge syndrome." become [^ychoiogically addicted
to a cycle of hinging on mass amounts of food and then UHS nuu

Professor says her taking
risks led to her success
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

A symbol of hope resides in the long, nar-

row halls of Tobin Hall.

Psychology Professor Bonnie Strickland,

52, gazes upon the northwest portion of

campus fipom her sixth-floor office, in which
awards and pictures of her and Ted Ken-
nedy and Silvio Conte plaster one office

wall.

The opposite wall, an over-stuffed

booluhelf, shows she did not become presi-

dent of the American Psychology Associa-
tion in 1987 without work.
In 1973 she came to the University of

Massachusetts to be a psychology professor,

and in 1976 she served as the department's
chairwoman, lasting five years. She says

her research studies are commonly cited in

psychology, a field increasing in

importance.

"As people tend to use psychology, it

becomes more credible," she says.

Strickland, who says she believes women
are under-valued in our society, helped to

establish the Section of the Clinical

Psychology of Women, of which she became
the second female president.

In a recent report by Strickland, she says
women are receiving half the doctoral

degrees in psychology. She says, "Ifcurrent

trends continue, we will be the first among
the major sciences to have a majority of

women."

vomiting or abusing laxatives to riu oneselt of the food.
Often started as a way to lose a few pounds, the behavior

becomes obsessive and disrupts normal living, Thomson
said. Those with the disorder usually try to hide their
behavior because they feel guilty and embarrassed, she
added.

Physically, the behavior can lead to .serious and even
life-threatening conditions. Tooth decay caused by ex-
posure to stomach acids during vomiting, dehydration,
and potassium imbalance leading to heart malfunctions
are some consequences.

In a film entitled "Fear of Fat, ' bulimia is described
as a way of stuffing down and throwing up not food, but
emotions.

"It is ideal to be in therapy and be seeing a nutritionist
because food is only the symptom," Thomson said. "A lot

more goes on beneath that emotionally and psychological-
ly-"

Services on campus provide information and counsel-
ing for bulimia and other eating disorders free of charge
or on a sliding scale fee.

A group formed by a UMass .student, focu.ses on self help.

The informal, confidential discussion group is held at 7

p.m. on Mondays in Campus Center Room 902.

UHS nutritionists lead an informational drop in session

CASES OF EATING DISORDERS
REPORTED TO UHS

• ulimio: as so 133 253 288

Anor»xio: 42 26 33 41 64

Y«or: 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Tuesdays in UHS Room 304, and
welcome students to make individual appointments for

nutritional counseling.

The Everywoman's Center Counseling Program is

scheduled to begin counseling for persons with eating
disorders in May.
Psychologists at the Counseling and Academic Center

in Berkshire House provide counseling and welcome
students between 1 and 4:30 p.m for an interview to
assess that person's needs.

"People need to realize that we don't need to waste so
much time talking about food and the size of our thighs."
Thomson said. "We don't have to choose this very nar-
row perspective on life

"

"I think to be creative and
successful, one has to be
willing to take risks."

— Bonnie Strickland

Although shf says this projection is

hopeful, she says it does not put to rest

women's struggle in psychology' because in

the past when women have moved into a

man's profession, the profession has

become devalued.

Society's behavior is entrenched in

"We've always done it this way," she says,

grabbing a sign from her desk piles that

has these words crossed out and noting this

attitude blocks the progress of women.
"Women's work is just devalued. I think

women just have to struggle a little more
to be successful and be recognized," she

says.

Society's recognition of women's value

has progressed as evidenced in the grow-

ing number of books that do not use sexist

language, she says. Also women are not ex-

pected to grow up and have kids, says

Strickland who has never married.

"If anything the expectations are too

great for women. But that's a very different

dilemma than just having one option

open," she says.

Prof. Bonnie Strickland

Keeping her options open is how
Strickland has achieved her success, she

says. Her achievements are not a fulfill-

ment of a childhood dreams but rather a

reward of her willingness to take risks and
work hard, she says.

"Who would have dreamed it? I still don't

believe it." Strickland says. "I think to be

creative and sua:essful one has to be will-

ing to take risks."

A high school teacher prodded Strickland

to attend Alabama State College for

Women, where Strickland graduated with

a degree in physical education and was na-

tionally ranked as 16th in tennis, she says.

Her liaison with psychology occurred

while playing tennis with a psycholog\- pro
fessor. Dr. Herbert Eber. and a psychology

majoring friend, she says. These two used

Strickland as suoject for their experiments,

which led Strickland to doing research for

the professor, she says.

Even though her undergraduate years

lacked physical science, mathematics and
statistics courses, she had displayed

enough interest in psychology work to have

Eber urge her to apply to graduate school,

she says. "It was sort of a risk to go to

graduate school. Nobody else lefl home."

she says.

After Eber helped her arrange the

finances, she entered Ohio State Univer-

sity, she says.

"Let other people help you. Don't be

afraid to ask," she says.

With many classmates from distinguish-

ed universities such as Harvard at Ohio

State she realized she didn't "speak the

language" of the former undergraduate

psychology majors, she says.

"Uh oh, Strickland. You are way over

your head," she recalls, noting names such

as B.F. Skinner and Carl Rogers sounded

only vaguely familiar to her.

Strickland has come a long way from her

graduate years, and she credits those who
have helped her. Now as a professor, she

says, she tries to be the giver of hope.

Porn censorship debated
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

This 18 the first article in a two part
series on pornography.

While Andrea Dworkin, a nationally-

known feminist, has called for the il-

legalization of pornography, most local

anti pornography activists say they are
against censorship.

Dworkin spoke Sunday night at Smith
College.

Gail Keilsen, a spokeswoman for one
of the recent pickets of the Amherst
Newsroom, said censorship is not rele-

vant to the issue of pornography. "I real-

ly want people to stop buying [por-

nographic literature]."

She said her group aims to draw at-

tention to stores that carry por-

nography, to encourage people to

boycott these stores, and to heighten

awareness about the effects of por-

nography on individuals and society.

In effect, Keilsen has asked the public

to decrease their demand for por-

nography so that the stores will

decrease their supply. She says she does

not want to prevent publishers to stop

distributing pornography, but wants to

convince people to stop buying it.

A flier distributed by the Coalition of

Nonoppressive Sexuality states, "Pro-

testing pornography is not an act of cen-

sorship but an exercise of First Amend-
ment rights."

Dr. Roger Libby. a sociologist and sex-

ologist disagrees, saying that the local

groups are trying to censor what types

of literature are sold.

"They claim to be against censorship,

but when you go out and boycott stores.

what else do you call it'/" Libby said.

He said trying to limit the sale of por-

nographic material is a violation of the

First Amendment.
Libby attributes society's conflict with

pornography to the negative view of sex

that he says our society holds. "We are

a sexually repressed society, we censor

sex more than we censor violence." he
said.

"Protesting pornography
is not an act of censorship

but an exercise of First

Amendment rights."

As the argument continues, national

anti-pornography activists and
organizations have formed task forces to

analyze the psychological effects ofview-

ing pornography, according to a

spokeswoman for Concerned Women for

America, a national organization that

focuses on issues important to women.
The studies have shown that por-

nography encourages violence against

women, she said.

San Francisco Women Against
Violence in Pornography in 1985 view-

ed 26 pornographic films over a three-

month period in 1985 and found: 21 rape

scenes. 16 scenes with bondage and tor-

ture, two films of child molestation, and
two films featuring the killing ofwomen
for sexual stimulation.

But Libby said. 'Studies have shown
no connection between pornography and
violence.

"

"As a society, we've lost our sense of

humor. " he said. 'It is very important

to have one in order to view any issue

objectively.

Women's Forum
Undergraduate women's conference
The second annual Five College con-

ference about w-omen will be from 9 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m. on Saturday at the Betty

Shabazz Cultural Center at Mount
Holyoke College.

Undergraduate women will present their

poems, short stories, academic papers,

films, and slide shows throughout the day

at the conference which is free and open to

the public. Call 542-4228.

Brown Bag Lunch
The Women's Studies department is

sponsoring an informal lecture by

Charlotte Hains, Elizabeth Lambert, and

Martha Ackman, entitled "The Founding

and History of Legacy: A Journal of 19th

Century American Women Writers." Par-

ticipants are encouraged to bring a lunch

to the event, which will be from 12:15 to

1:30 p.m., Wednesday in Campus Center

Room 904-908.

Women of Color Luncheon
April 29, the Minority Graduate Student

Association is sponsoring an event titled

"Issues Affecting Today's Woman of Col-

or.

Six morning workshops at the Campus
Center will be led by campus and communi-

ty speakers. A luncheon at noon will be

followed by a keynote address by Joyce

Ladner of Howard University.

For more information, call 545-0327 or

549-3203.

Move-A-Thon
Necessities/Necesidades, an organization

for women ex[>eriencing emotional and/or
physical abuse, will hold its 4th annual
Move-A-Thon May 13 to raise funds and
awareness to help maintain the organiza-
tion's services for battered women and
their children.

People of all ages are invited to seek
sponsors to support their "moving;" par-
ticipants may run, walk, bike, wheel,
skate, or creatively locomote.

Registration will begin at noon at the
Unitarian Church in Northampton, and
the "moving" will begin at 1 p.m.

The route, 5 kilometers, is wheelchair ac-

cessible. Child care is available.
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Robert Pinsky
continued from page 6

including "'poem for a femme fatale" about the
late great Nice: "her reflection is not survival."

Christine Joyce was next and she recited her "Snap-
shots of Belchertown," allowing the words to overcome
her nerves. Then came Connolly Ryan who later said

"I try to shake people up a bit." He succeeded with
poems such as "Blood. Drool and Semen" ("not to be
confused with the band of a similar name"). The final

student poet was Damian Roskill who read "No We're
Not Hungry, We're American."
These were good poets, expressing themselves strong-

ly to a gathering of about seventy people, and were a
fine "response to the lack of adequate representation
of undergraduate student creativity," (from the forward
of Troy Magazine).

Pinsky was then introduced as "a walking testimony
that there is a constituency for poetr>' in America." He
spoke: "I'm happy and impressed by Linda and Chris,

this art of ours doesn't make money, it's a personal art

but a social one because it uses everyday words." He
said Judaism is "the most boring religion in the world

and It's inevitable that we will have blasphemy
as long as we have the sacred "Thank God.'

As for his poetry reading; he read, among others,

"Window." which he "just finished this morning" and
"The Want Bone" which will probably be the title of

his newest poetry book In a letter to the Distinguish-

ed Visitors Program thanking them for funding this

event. Linda woods wrote. "The result of (Pinsky 'st

sincerity is an evening with a poet who makes you feel

as if he candidly and trustfully whispered his heart-

felt sorrows and joys into your ear." In the words of

Oscar Wilde, 'i wish I'd said that."

Hugh Kenner has said "Pinsky has found the idiom."

and he has It just has to be experienced.

Damian Roskill wrote "I banish you for you make
our greatest seem petty"

Poetr>' is due for a tidal wa\'e ofresurgence v«y soon,

if this evening was a taste of things to come. And soon
we will all know that the glaring lights of MTV et. al.

are nought but the Siberia for those of little faith, of

little soul

Milestone production for N W Theater
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Correspondent

The New World Theater has in the past brought us ex-

cellent plays from many diverse cultures, including the

Hispanic culture. However, never before has this group
put together its own production of a Spanish Language
Play. That time has finally arrived. With the combined
efforts of the New World Theater group, the Latin

American Theater Project and the play's director, UMass
professor Jaime Martinez-Tolentino, Encrucijada will be
performed for the masses of the five-college area.

Encrucijada is a comedic play dealing with the social

and political concerns of the Puerto Rican community of

the IQSO's. The island, a former colony of Spain was freed

from its oppressive bonds by the United States in the

Spanish-American war of 1898. The people were promis-
ed their freedom, however, the United States reneged on
its promise and today Puerto Rico remains in the posses

sion of the United States. While some feel grateful that

America saved the island from the crushing clutches of

Spain, others feel resentment that they have yet to receive

their freedom.

In the 40's and SO's, the once farming nation was in-

troduced to the technology and industry of the 20th cen
tury. While the intellecutual and social elite were able

to adapt to these sudden changes, the unskilled laborers,

employed on farms that were closing to make way for in

dustry, had nowhere to go Searching for new oppor-

tunities, these people migrated to America. Encrucijada
centers on one such family.

In the ghetto of Spanish Harlem, Don Alfonso, his wife

Dona Patricia, and their children Felipe, Mario and Mar
ta, struggle to make ends meet. Alfonso is a former school

teacher who helped the American troops in the Spanish-
American war, and prefers the American occupation. He
likes America, a view that is shared by the rest of his fami-

ly except for Mario, a pro-independence revolutionary who
hates almost ever>'thing about the US.

In Spanish "encrucijada" means "crossroads." This
family faces the crossroads of the old ways and traditions

of their Puerto-Rican heritage and the new way of life in

America. Their decisions on which road to stay on, their

beliefs and convictions, their struggles to make their own
way. in the end tear them apart.

Encrucijada was written in 1958 by the much respected
Puerto Rican author, Manuel Mendez Ballester. Ballester
has written a novel, several shwt stories and numerous
articles for Puerto Rican newspapers such as El Nuevo
Dia, but he received most of his recognition through his
plays.

The New World Theater group, according to Professor

Martinez-Tolentino, hopes to paint a realistic portrait of

the Puerto Rican experience in the New York ghettoes

of the 1950's.

This play has caught the attention of the Hispanic com-
munities of surrounding areas, especially in Holyoke, and
hopefully there will be a large turnout from these com-
munities. All concerned with this production are very ex-

cited, especially since it will be filmed and televised by
WGBY TV Channel 57 Springfield.

The play opens tonight at the Hampden Theater, begin-

ning at 8 p.m. Admission price is $3 for students and
senior citizens and $5 for the general public. The show
will run from April 20 to April 22 and April 27 to April 29.

Photo rourtr«\ of N»t> Wf>rid Thr»»^r

Encrucijada author Manuel Mendez
Ballester

THURSDAY NIGHT IS
PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKE'S

PS/2 - top of the charts!
For a liniitfd time, you have your choice of three IBM Personal Svstein/2'
models at a special campus price. These PS/2 models are on the top of the
charts in quality and value. So, stop in and see us todav!

DRINK SPECIALS
Rolling Rock Bottles 99C
Meisterbrau Pitchers $3.50
Vodica Drinlcs $1.50

Don't Forget Mike's Famous
Friday Afternoon Buffet!

PS/2 Model 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes l Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette dnve
(1 44 Mb). 20 Mb fixed disk dnve.
IBM Mouse. 8513 Color Display.

DOS 4.0, Microsotr* Windows/
286. Word and hDC Windows
Express'** Software is loaded
and ready to go!
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PS/2 Model 50 Z
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) proc-

essor, one 3.5" diskette dnve
(1 .44 Mb). 30 Mb fixed disk dnve,
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture'". 8513 Color Display,

DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/286,
Word, Excel and hOC Windows
Express Software Is loaded and
ready to go!
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PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb
memory, an 80386 (16 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive

(1 .44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive.

IBM Mouse. IBM Micro Channel
Architecture. 8513 Color Display,

DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386,
Word. Excel and hDC Windows
Exoress Software is loaded
and ready to go!

or t^.o"e JunrT>989 Pn^'™'^^ -"" °""" '" '«" ^^ ^ Model 8530.£2l
.

8550.03, or 8570.E6, or
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Student sculptors display themselves at Wheeler exhibit
n„ MADTrkXT DTI fv _
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By MARION RILEY
Collegian Correspondent

"We" is a collective pronoun, "myseir'
a singular pronoun and "us", again a
plural pronoun. We Myself and Us,
Wheeler Gallery's first spring exhibition

,

i?s in the new show evoke a self-

questioning atmosphere and explores the
inner feelings of artist's Brian Tanner and
Tori Arpad inviting the observer into their
mind and life. "A lot of them deal with me.
emotions that I've had because of certain
things," explained Tanner. The initial

stages of the art work began as ideas,

"when I'm caught in my own thoughts and
feelings when nobody else is there," said
Arpad.

Tanner catches the passerby with simple
yet significant titles and the distorted, wry
figures. His work is a clear image of
himself, "twisted yet balanced." He pulls
many of his ideas from hisjournal writings,
thoughts that at one time were private; "I

take my emotions and pull them out and
put them into three dimensions."

Gallery

One of his own favorites is 'In memory
of the one I never met," a sculpture of a
tombstone. On the top there is the head of

an angel with wings. A look of question is

seen on the face.

Other works depict unsymmetrical male
figures, faces twisted into expressions of in

tense emotion.

Where Tanner is obsessed with contorted
bodies, Arpad concerns hferself more with
the colors of her sculptures. These are an
indication of Arpad's emotions. "They are
spontaneous kmds of things, how I feel

about it and how I want others to feel about
it."

Oneof her sculptures is entitled, "Rhap-
sody of Aurora Borealis." A female and
male are intertwined as if dancing. One
hand is wrapped aroundeach other's waist
and the other hands are clasped together,
pointing upward. The bottom third of the

figure is purple which blends into green in

the middle and then merges into yellow at

the top.

Another fantastic sculpture is, "Birth of
Autonomy: She finds Herself" This in
itself is an amazing creation. There is a
man kneeling on one knee. Arpad chooses
to use the colors purple, yellow and tur-

quoise and then implant striking blue eyes.

Across his shoulders the man is carrying
a lifeless woman of lavender and light blue.

Emerging from her side is an angel, yellow
and white with glittering blue eyes.

The exhibit is thought provoking. Seeing
someone's inner thoughts in three dimen-
sions makes one wonder what dwells
within their own conscious and
subconscious.

r

• .^reate tji ~

cotor, rugn-quality

rt5proc3uctons o*

cotof pnotos, SStrn
film, or any COKX
oocument

• Change cstars ana create

erTtrWy new irnages

• Reduce or emarge images
from 50»'e to 400%

• Get OLStonuzed, fuii-coior

copies tor ail your ousmess
neeas. vvnetr»er you re in real

estate, aavemsing. or
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COLOR!

Canon,
COLORLASERCOPBJ

AMHERST COPY
CORNER

3T St.»Amhi »l • S40-2a»4

SAME DAY FILM
PROCESSING
FILM IN BY 10 AM / PRINTS BY 4 PM
1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

A Different Money-Saving

Special Every Day . .

.

MON: 25% OFf FILM & ALBUMS

TUE: LARGE SAVINGS ON REPRINTS

WED: 2 PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

THU: 1 FREE 5x7 PRINT WITH EVERY 3

FRI: SAVE ON 5x7 SUPER PRINTS

EVERY DAY: A SECOND SET OF PRINTS

AT A SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Opmn For Lunch

Tuos.-Fri. 11:00a.m. - 3 p.m.

Al'l you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95—Homemade soups, salads, etc.

Also Sunday Brunch 1 1 -3

And a Now Wost Indian Bakory
and Pastry Shop

Wedding and Birthday Cakes
All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 11 a.m. -3 p.m.

Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.
Authentic Caribttean Catering—All Events

206 Russell St . Hadley.

on tf>e bus route—586-4389

257 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST

STUDY ABROAD with a DIFFERENCE

Out of the Classroom
Into the Culture

COSTA RICA ENGLAND ISRAEL

KENYA INDIA JAPAN CHINA

>1
^^AT
LANGUAGE HOME STAYS INDEPENDENT STUDY
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED FIELD WORK INTERNSHIPS

SEMESTER OR ACADEMIC YEAR FOR CREDIT

FRIENDS WORLD COLLEGE
Box C Hunfington. N Y 11743 Tel (516)549 1102

"Education for a Small Planet"

Meet the two toughest cops in town.

One's just

a little

smarter than

the other.

JAMES BELUSHI

K-9
AND INTRODICINCJERRY LEE .AS HIMSELF

C011D0\«Ww .1!0DD\\E,.W \Um "^SIRBSIEGE.SCOTT.M

-^fflliSGOODUtt ,«mN SIEGE sDO\\^M'-;Lm(IGOIIDO(i»

CRffiSGOM -^ RODDMl^^SE t»M*--»^ 'l »
•(maiannBK

OPENS FRIDAY XT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

amherst/northampton '
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Public higher education: a key element
Editor's note: the following is testimony delivered by
Michael Greiner to the Platform Committee of the

Massachusetts Democratic Party of April 4.

Public higher education is a key element in the search
for a society that is fair and prosperous. The Democratic
Party has long believed that the goal of equality of op-

portunity is best served by a system of public education,
and Massachusetts has been a shining example of the
benefits of an educated citizenry. In this current time of
budgetary stress, we must not lose sight of the benefits
that public higher education has brought to each of us.

Greiner/Nakajima
New England is the foundry of American democratic

practice — the town meeting bespeaks the value of par-
ticipation — and education makes that citizen involve-
ment possible It is important to remember that most of
the students in the public system of colleges and univer-
sities stay in the commonwealth — over 70 percent of the
graduates from the University of Massachusetts system
contribute to our towns and communities.
For many families in the commonwealth, public higher

education is their only available option. It is important
to criticize federal financial aid policies where they have
reduced access to higher education, but we must face the
awful consequences of increased rates of tuition and fees.

60 percent of the students of the University of
Massachusetts at Boston are the first generation in their
families to re<»ive a college degree, and 70 percent of their
students don't rely on parents or family for support. These
and other students in the commonwealth can't be expected
to carry the burden of a government in financial turmoil
The poor and less well-off in our cities and towns must
not be locked out of the benefits of our region's economic
growth.

The blessings of public higher education don't accrue
only to the disadvantaged. We often overlook the contribu-
tion that public higher education makes to the economic

health of our society. Reports show that '42 percent of
the economic growth in the United States since 1929 can
be attributed to the education of the work force and ad
vances in knowledge " No state better exemplifies this
contribution than Massachusetts.
Public universities and colleges provide a multitude of

benefits. High technology granU and research bring need
ed money and knowledge into the commonwealth — and
universities concentrate an unusually high number of
trained individuals near the growing industries. Reports
have calculated the additional monies generated by the
University of Massachu.sett.s system as between 151 and
324 million dollars.

While return of investment alone u. not a compelling
reason to invest public money into higher education, it

must be understood that investments in public colleges
and universities are, in a deeper sen.se, a commitment to
the values of our community. Polls show that 63 percent
of Massachusetts citizens find public higher education to
be essential to the economic health of the commonwealth,
while 59 percent are sure that young people will have a
more difficult time going to college in the future.

It is our belief that the people of Massachusetts will sup
port increases taxes, if tied directly to support for public
education and other programs Other states have invested
nearly twice the amount of state money into public higher
education that Massachusetts has during 1987 and 1988.
In American of the late 20th century, post-secondary

education has become an essential entry point into the
middle class. Education and research is also a key element
in the economic growth of our region and country.
Massachusetts has always been a leader in the effort for
a just society, and recently it has let the nation in high
technology. The Massachusetts Democratic Party can
demonstrate its continuing commitment for a just and pro-
sperous society through its support for public higher
education.

Eric Nakajima is the Student Trustee and Michael
Greiner is the Public Policy Chair

The Collegian Editorial Desk is looking for an associate editor for the rest of this semester through next fait.
The position is time consuming and requires much effort and enthusiasm. Experience is not essential.
Come down to 113 Campus Center and talk to Pam or Meredith for more information regarding this position.

Reacting to

reactionaries
I'm not sure ifmy parents could handle the politics here.

I'm not afraid that the radical liberals will shock them.
They grew up in the sixties. Even though they are
Republican, they are used to liberals.

It's the campus reactionaries that worry me.
I can just picture it: My dad and my mom turn wonder

ful shades of red as they listen to the views of the
Republican Club, or read about them in the "Cheers and
Jeers" section of the Minuteman. Anti-Alcohol policy. Pro-
snowball fight, and anti-Christmas carolling. Anti-
communist (okay, so the folks will agree with that). Anti-
campus pornography sales a few months ago, yet pro-
pornography sales when Allison Decker came to town.

Pamela McCarthy

Historic plight
I am an Armenian and I'm sick and tired.

How many of you reading this know about
the Armenian Genocide committed by the
Ottoman Turks in 1915? Sure, some ofyou
may have heard about it, but a majority
don't know anything about it. I don't mean
to blame you. The fault doesn't lie with the
people who know nothing about the first

genocide of this century. The blame is on
the shoulders of this country and others
who deny the historical documents expos-
ing the planned extermination of the
Armenians simply to keep their ties with
the government ofTurkey in good position.

Nearly two million Armenians were
viciously and brutally slaughtered in 1915.
The Ottoman Turks felt that Armenians
were getting in the way of their political
master plan to create a homogenous
Turkish empire. The realization of this
plan meant the total liquidation of all

Armenians since the Ottoman empire oc-

cupied a large portion of historical
Armenia.

Men, women, and children were iierded
like cattle and killed by the indifferent
hands of Turkish soldiers. The Armenian
nation crumbled and the remaining
fragments dispersed to the four corners of
this earth only to reassemble in a unified
determination to remind the Turkish
government that we are alive with the
tears of our grandmothers in our hearts
and the strength of our grandfathers in our
fists.

And now I write this hoping that so-

meone's eyes have opened and someone's
conceince is shaken.

I am a part of the Armenian people. Since
our beginnings, we have been massacred
and oppressed by those around us. We have
been driven to the point where we can no
longer passively resist those who try to

erase our history. We refuse to be robbed
of our identity and denied justice for the
genocide of our ancestors.

The time has come for this world to lift

its veil and clean the blood stains of 1915.

Arthur Payaslian
UMass Armenian Club

To all ofyou members of the Republican Club who call

yourselves true Republicans; Can it. I grew up in a
Republican family. My neighborhood is Republican. I live

with real Republicans in my dorm. I am friends with real

Republicans. You people aren't real Republicans.
I thought Republicans liked civilized behavior. I thought

that Republicans liked to be consistent.

Republicans aren't supposed to approve of lawbreaking
and rowdiness If there was a snowball fight in my
hometown that ruined property and landed one poor stu-

dent in the hospital, most of the conservative residents
would be screeching for the cops to haul the butts of the
idiots who participated in jail, not encourage it in a
newspaper.

I was always under the impression that pornography
was considered immoral by Republicans. The Republican
Club also held this position, until the Playboy bunny
Alison Decker came amidst the feminist backed anti-pom
protests. Suddenly, they became the advocates of the First

Amendment, and show their approval of Playboy in

"Cheers and Jeers" "You can't do that' To ban magazines
is immoral and impedes on our freedom of speech!" Yet
a few months before, they said in the same section of the
Minuteman that it was ironic the University Store
couldn't sell cigarrettes. but could still sell pornography.
Pornography, they asserted, was immoral, and should not
be sold.

My parents and my Republican friends would never
smear someone in a publication. They would never hang
up misleading posters. They would never approve of go-
ing to a meeting just to pick a fight — especially if the
meeting was held by a radical Communist group In fact.

I'm willing to bet money that most of them wouldn't go
to the meeting period, simply because they know they
couldn't hold their tempers for that long. Assault charges
weigh very heavily on the consciences of most
Republicans.

Then these guys have to bash on the alcohol policy.
While I. too have my problems with it, I think it rather
ironic that they'd prove how worthy we are of respect from
the administration by acting like a pack of hyperactive
two-year-olds. Sure, that's how you get respect. I was
always told by my very Republican family and neighbors
you had to earn respect. It's not something you get from
throwing a temper tantrum. Please, please, don't claim
to represent me in this battle. It makes me look bad.
There are decent Republicans in this world. Yeah,

they're conservative, and they won't apologize for that.
Some are more vocal than others. Some are more conser
vative than others. They have beliefs, and we have to ac-
cept the fact that they hold them. Many non members are
pretty embarrassed about the conduct of the mutants who
dare to call themselves true Republicans.
I'm definitely not conservative. I'm certainly not a

Republican. But I have grown up with them. I know them.
The members of the Republican Club aren't Republicans,
they are just a bunch of obnoxious brats.
Pamela McCarthy is a Collegain columnist

Unable to observe holiday
The other day, I was waiting in line

to get a ticket for the Passover Seder.
Before long, I di.scovered that this would
be impossible because the Seder was
"sold out." I found it difficult to accept
this. This was not something I had just
decided to attend because I felt like it.

This is part of my religion. I was denied
something I grew up with.

I later learned the nature of this pro-
blem. It seems that there are only about
204 places for people at the Seder and
first preference is given to people on the
kosher meal plan. There are approx-
imately 191 people on this meal plan.
There are 4000 Jewish people on this
campus. Only 13 people who aren't on
the kosher meal plan are able to attend
the service. Somehow, this doesn't seem
right.

This wasn't the first experience I have
had with the university's unfeeling at-

titude toward the Jewish religion. This
past year I was unable to be at home
during Chanukah. an important holiday
for family, because it was during finals

week. It's also extremely difficult to go
home for most religious holidays
because they usually fall during the
week.
As far as this Passover goes. I suppose

I'll just have to do without or find so-

meone to observe it with. One solution
to this problem would be to pen another
E)C for the Seder. It just doesn't seem
right that the university's feeling
toward us is either go home or tough it

out.

Brenda Daniels
Northeast

Raspberry award winners
Raspberry iroi-ber-ee) n. (pi -ries) 1: An

edible sweet red conical berry. 2. The bram-
ble that bears it. 3. A vulgar sound or ex-

pression of disapproval or rejection.

The raspberry (definition - 1) has always
been one of my favorite fruits to adorn my
Kellogg's with at breakfast Save the

Jon Bowzer

banana, it is the best fruit to blend with
your morning cereal. It turns the milk
pink. I admit that I have no use for the se-

cond definition of raspberry offered in the
Oxford American Dictionary, but the third

and final definition is a very useful one in-

deed! I believe it originated in either the
Bronx or perhaps somewhere in Clinton,

Massachusetts. I'm sure you'll recognize
the sound. phhhtt! You know, it has oc-

curred to me that there are some people out

there who are fully deserving of a few well-

placed raspberries. In fact. I bet there are
some people and organization out there just

begging for a good phhhtt!

First of all. to whoever pulled the false

fire alarm on the 10th floor of John Adams
at four in the morning on Saturday. April

1. . phhhtt!

Hey North Amherst Towing Company .

. . phhhtt! . . . phhhtt! You guys get two
because you towed me twice.

To anyone who slows down as if they
were going to pick me up while I was hit-

chhiking, then speeds away while I run to

catch up . . . phhhhhttt!! (Of course, if my
car wasn't towed. I wouldn't be hitchhik-

ing anyway!)

To everyone that came back from spring

hreak looking like Al Jolson . . . phhhtt!
To any slob who can't take a second to

pick up their tray at the DC, leaving a
childish mess for others to deal with . .

phhhhttt!

To those groups of mental midgets who
decided UMass was in desperate need of

budget cuts; we weren't and never have
been in need of budget cuts, so . . phhhtt!

To any professor who denied a student a
point on their average in order to pass the

class or graduate . phhhhttt!!

To anyone who forces us to inhale their

cigarette smoke in a designated NO
SMOKING area (especially an elevator) .

. . phhhtt!

When I was four years old, I began to

count down the years before I would be
allowed to drink at an outdoor concert. Now
at the advanced age of 22 I won't for the
second year in a row. be permitted to drink

a six pack at the Southwest Concert. Here's

to the system . . . phhhtt!

To the new AT&T long distance, $75 dial-

ing limit . . . phhhtt!

"To whoever took my wet laundry out of

the drier minutes after I started the

machine, dried their own clothes and put
my still wet laundry in back in the drier

as if I wouldn't notice anything . phhhtt!

I don't believe for a second that all these

raspberries are going to do much to change
an imperfect world, but this article has
make me feel a whole lot better. I'm sure

it makes you feel better too. If it doesn't .

. phhhhhttttt!!

Jon Bowzer is a Collegian columnist

Fire and First Aid Unit always there
The UMass Fire and First Aid Unit is a

division of the Emergency Medical Techni-

cians and First Responders which is spon-

sored by the Division of Environmental
Health and Safety. This Unit is comprised
of students who are trained in fire ex-

tinguisher usage. They are employed at

large events such as in the Fine Arts
Center. Student Union Ballroom and
Bowker Auditorium.
In addition to those events, this unit is

present at football games and the Spring
Concerts. The role they play is to provide

initial emergency care while the Amherst
Fire Department responds with an am-
bulance to take over care.

Fire prevention is an' ther key role of the

unit's members, ensur ng that fire exits are

adequately maintaii ed and marked.
We at the Environmental Health and

Safety thought the University community
should be aware of this unit and its

function.

Paul O'Connell
Fire Inspector

Nationalism is not racism
"Zionism is a political movement

organically related to world imperialism
and hostile to all movements of liberation

and progress in the world. It is a racist and
fanatical movement in its formation; ag-

gressive, expansionist and colonialist in its

Darren Garnick
aims; and fascist and Nazi in its means.
Israel is the tool of the Zionist movement
and a human and geographical base for
world imperialism..."
— Article 22 of the Palestine National

Covenant. " Jewish monsters, using Israel

as its power base, will take over the earth
and establish a Nazi-Racist Empire.
Reinstating both the Nuremburg and Jim
Crow laws is the Zionist Dream. That is the
message being perpetuated in the United
Nations and on this campus.
Tuesday, in front of the Student Union,

there was a rally "to end all aid to Apar-
theid Israel." One of the three members of
"Jews Against Zionism," cried that "Israel

must end the most brutal occupation of the
20th century."

It would be stretching it to suggest that
the West Bank and Gaza is suffering the
most brutal occupation of April, 1989.

Because TV camera people aren't allowed
to carouse around most other war zones, we
see only violence m nations granting access

to the press. As Jerusalem mayor Teddy
Kollek put it. "Because Israel allows access

and Iraq does not. a stone thrown in

Jerusalem will get more coverage than
5000 Kurds killed in Iraq." We cannot con-

demn what we cannot see.

Simply put. Zionism is nationalism: the
right for a Jewish state in Israel to exist.

It is the belief that Jews must have control

over their own deAiny. Israel stands for the
survival of Jewish lives, tradition and
culture. Therefore. "Jews Against
Zionism" makes as much sense as "Blacks
for Apartheid."

There are. however, some Zionists who
are racists. Meir Kahane. a politician who

ran a "deport all Arabs" campaign, was
banned for life from the Israeli Kenesset.
But to equate all Zionists with racists is as

fair as equating all Arabs with terrorists.

Extremism exists on the fringes of all

societies.

Israel is involved in a political struggle,

not a racial one. No Palestinian rioters

have died because of the color of their skin

(6(yof Jewish Israelis su-e of Arab descent).

The curfews, the identification cards, etc.

forced on the Palestinians are military ac-

tions. West Bank and Gaza are not part of

Israel. They have been "occupied ter-

ritories" since the 1967 war.

It has been 22 years. Why is stubborn
Israel still hanging on? Because giving up
the West Bank would reduce central Israel

to a nine mile wide strip. Residing in that

narrow region is 75^of the Israeli popula-

tion. Picture hostile troops in

Northampton.
For a moment try to forget your sym-

pathies in the current conflict and focus on
the m^gor point of Arab-Israeli debate for

the past 41 years:

Israel's right to exist.

After 20 plus years ofvowing to liquidate

Israel. Arafat tells the United Nations that

the "PLO was just kidding" and the world
wonders why Israel may be a little skep-

tical. Why can't the Jewish state be nice

for a change?
The reason for refusal must be that the

Israelis are racists. Israeli 18 year-olds

can't wait to graduate high school and go
on vacation to the West Bank where they
can beat up some Arab babies. Such a
scenario is common in Israel, the South
Africa of the Middle East.

The possible propaganda evolving from
such an argument would make historians

cringe. I can see the new pamphlets now:
Yasser Arafat's picture superimposed over
Martin Luther King's.

Both, asjrou know, advocated non-violent

mass protest to overcome the evils of pre-

judice and racism.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columtuMt

Column misrepresents activists
I am writing to correct some misinforma-

tion that Lisa Hameiin presented in her

column ("Animal rights go too far." April

13).

As far as animal research is concerned,

it should be noted that it is not just animal
rights activists that are opposed to this

practice, but also a growing number of

scientists. They object on the basis of two

basic fact: 1) diseases in animal
laboratories must be artificially and

violently induced in the test subjects, and

2) animal systems don't approximate the

human system.

Violently and artificially induced

diseases don't behave as naturally induc-

ed diseases do, and in fact, most of the ex-

isting data on diseases has been developed

through the study of human case studies.

Concerning human and animal
anatomies, even preliminary research will

show numerous examples of drugs and

treatments that performed adequately on

non-human subjects but caused disastrous

effects when applied to human beings, for

instance, the pregnancy drug Thalidomide

was safely tested on mice, but caused birth

defects and underdeveloped limbs on

human subjects. Clioquinol, purported to
cure diarrhea, often caused diarrhea (in ad-

dition to roughly 30.000 cases of blindness
and/or paralysis and thousands of deaths).

Concerning AIDS research, animal
research has not provided any conclusive
data, whereas epidemiological examination
of trends in the incidence of AIDS and the
consistent isolation of the virus from
human patients yielded much information.

Mathematical and computer models,
statistical analysis, human case studies,

tissue cultures, bacteria cultures, radioim-
munoassay, quantum pharmacology, and
in vitro testing have consistently lead to

better and more accurate results than
animal testing.

I bear no animosity to Haonelin, as she
is a product of our society. All I ask is that

individuals learn the facts concerning an
issue so they can make an educated deci-

sion. If one examines the issue of animal
experimentation, reason will undeniably
lead to the conclusion that this practice is

essentially untenable.

Marcello Antifonainio

Amherst

The Road to Riches has an ''iron clad" guarantee
I have the secret. I sent my $12.95 to John Wright

Publishing and he sent me his guaranteed money-
making secret, documented in The Royal Road To
Riches.

Are you ready? The way to gain everything you want

in life (wealth, success, peace of mind) is to sell infor-

mation by mail — just like John Wright has been do-

ing, at least since the publication of his book in 1981.

First off. let me say that John Wright Publishing is

a legitimate business based in Santa Monica, Califor-

nia. He didn't take my money and run. For my $12.95

I was sent a 123-page book that was, for the most part,

filled with double-spaced print.

The Royal Road To Riches outlines the basics of how

to start your own mail-order business. It includes in-

formation on marketing techniques, writing ads, and

the legal aspects of the business which I'm sure would

be valuable to anyone who is really interested and

motivated to make money by selling people literature

through the mail.

Mr. Wright suggests we research and write a small

"how-to" booklet, such as "How to Lose All the Weight

You Want in 10 Days," or "How to Plant Geraniums

that Never Die," or, of course, "How to Make Up to

One Million Dollars in 9 Months." This will be the pro-

duct that we'll be able to sell through the mail to an

information-siarveu puf/uicttiuii.

But, even better, Mr. Wright suggests that, instead

of spending all the time and energy writing our own
booklet, we should send him $36 for his "Books-By-Mail

Business Kit." This kit contains 10 already-written

"how to " books (None of these "books" could be more

than 20 pages in length. Someone who had already

bought the kit gave me the opportunity to fiip through

them. I and a permanent copyright license allowing the

purchaser to reproduce and sell the material by mail

for as much and as long as he or she wants. Here a few

of the titles:

—How to Accomplish Anything You Want in Life

-How to Make Up to $750 Next Weekend

—Secrets of the Richest People

—How to Sell Information by Mail (I'm sure one of

the hottest sellers)

Bob Bobala

His reason for giving others his own books to sell for

themselves is that the market for this material is so

big that it would be much too great a burden for his

small publishing company to supply the nation's needs.

Of course, we know the real reason. It's not that he's

trying to earn a living by conning people into buying
his material, giving them the false hope that they too

can sell it themselves and be as successful as he has
been. The real reason is that, in essence, Mr. Wright
is trying to reproduce himself He's an egotist who
would like to create a whole generation of people in

his own image — people who try to make a living by
selling information through the mail. Some
psychological counseling might be a good idea.

I suppose I shouldn't knock him. After all, if he can
afford to take out page length advertisements in dif-

ferent magazines and he has a business in Santa
Monica, he must be making some decent money. But
I won't believe that someone else can do just as well

as he has until I meet the person. And I don't believe

I would make $1 million in 9 months by selling 20-page

booklets for $5 a piece like the original ad I saw
guaranteed.

Funny thing about that guarantee in the first ad.

Once I got the information I sent my money for, the

"iron clad" guarantee (in his newsletter) went down
from $1 million in 9 months to $25,000 in 30 days,

which is only $225,000 over a 9-month period. My pro-

fits from selling information by mail seem to be shrink-

ing before I even get started.

Bob Bobala is a Collegian columnist
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fMcDonalcrs fMcDonaicrs

UMass Bicycle Club Presents

EASTERN COLLEGIATE
CYCLING CHAMPIONSHIPS

AprU 22 & 23

SAT:Peace Pagoda Road Race
1:30 pm Start/Finish at Leverett Elementary School

52 mUes through grueling terrain

with an 8 mile hill and 50 mph descent.

SUN:Connecticut River Team Trial

8:30 am Start/Finish at Route 47, Hadley
Finals: Southwest Campus Crlterium

1:00-5:00 pm Start/Finish on Sunset Street

A fast action, multiple lap race
on a 1 mile circuit course around Southwest.

Overall Champion is determined by points accumulated
in all three races.

SPONSORED BY:

Bicycle World Too
The Mountain Bike Czars

THE SPOKE
in Amherst

McDonaldis
Your AT&T

Campus Manager
ROSS Bicycles

UMASS SKI CLUB

Come Cheer UMass on to another Victory!
for more info, call 549-3767

McDonald's id^

Special Thanks to:The Dean of Students, The Collegian, SGA, SAO

ESG^3®^
Only $2.50 w/*tud«nt ID

Accidental
Tourist PQ

F-S7«9:1S
M . Th 7:30

AA/.liV s( ','53 5426

EMPHES?
We'll gladly take 'em!

WE NOW
HAVE

IMEGABUCKSI

Super selection

of Beer A Wine

We stock over
100

brands of beer

R'l
TUQUOR

STORE

"lfi« M0naiy ator:..

'

W9StSt,Rle11tf,

S. Amherst 253-9742

El Grecoi
Pizza

Isle of Mykonos
We serve authentic

GREEK CUISINE

Our whole wheat

pizza Is perfect for

weight watchers!!!»
Delivery 7 days a

week to S. Amherst

from 5pm to 1am

Close to Brittany,

Southwood & RIvordalo

460 Wost St., Amhorst
1 mil* south on Rt. 116
Noxt to RAP Uquors

Tel: 253-9239
256-4196^

Explore Your Options
for Contraception

Contraception Education
Workshop

Date: Monday, April 24
Time: 7K)0 p.m.
Place: Univ. Health Services, Rm. 302

Brought to you by the Contraception Education

Program and the Peer Sexuality Educatora

Univeraity Health Servicea.

Unweraity of Uassachusetta at Amherat

The Best Way Off Campus

Hourly Express Service, Dally to

New York City & Boston
Serving: Springfield • Worcester

• Newton • Hartford • Albany

Bradley & Logan Airports
S«rvlc« Throughout New England

wHh Connecting Service Nationwide
SlwtfMil Far** lr««ii

Amherst to
Botlon Ham Vork Cliy

$20.95 $34.95
reund-irie round-irip T7)g People Professionals

Tldwl* and Inlennalion avaUabl* at:

UMaw Holai AmtiMM Hampthit*
T«l «1 ar fl] Camw CoU«9« Soek

•ua Tarmlnal Slof*

2M-M31 M»4M0

PHc* Wa4cS

So Hadlav

su-rns

Sua Terminal

SM-1030

'^

^

Tonight
Rythm A Blues

THE POOR BOYS

Friday Night
From Cape Cod
THE CYCLONES
Saturday Night

BARBECUE BOB &
THE RYTHM ACES

Call i
256-891

1

Each Domino's Pizza Store Is

Independently owned and operated.

Large Cheese
Pizza ^./{)
Only Q
Extra Toppings only $1.50 each

Expires April 29. 1989

12 inch Pan Pizza

Only f.50

Extra Toppings only $1.00 each

Expires April 29. 1989

Store hours:
4:00 p.m.-2 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
4:00 p.m.-3 a.m. FrI.

11 a.m.-3 a.m. Sat.

11 a.m.-l a.m. Sun.

Every

Pan
Pizza

comes \nI thick,

buttery crust &
extra cheese at

no extra cost!

New Domino's Pan Pizza'.

DINNER SPECIALS
Bab's BBQ Sandwich. .....$3.95

NY Strip Steak. 1^.95

Baked Scrod. ...$7.96

Char-Grilled or Blackened
Swordfish— .$10.95

DRINK SPECIALS
Corona oeer.«..M..........................^A^vv

Bombay Gin & Tonic^.... ...$I.'inS

Paaeii Mai^farita............... ..4^2.78

<^l

ACADEMYorMUSIC
on the park • northampton. massachusetts

a 6th & FINAL WEEK-This film is being attended by more people
than the following films that we have played—La Cage Atix Folles,

Diva, A World Apart, Salaam Bombay, & Women On The Verge Of
Nervous Breakdown. CURTAIN DAILY AT 6:45 & 9:00—erKis Apr. 27

"'TORCH SONG TRILOGY* IS A WINNER!"

WARM, SENSITIVE AND
FUNNYT'

-CBS-TV LOS ANCaES

30 BOLTWOOD WALK. DOWNSTAIRS, AMNKRST
853-2663

"Passionate,
sincere,

funny and
honest."

-John H RicnarUson
LOSANGELESOAIUTNEWS

"THUMBS
UP!"

-Roger Eoe'!

SISKEL 4 EBEPT

"Funny and
touching.
Harvey Fierstein

and Anne
Bancroft are
excellent.

YOU SHOULD
SEE IT!"
- Ome 'Vnaiiey.

AT THE MOVIES Torch SONGMoGY
Based on the Award-Winning Play

NEW LINE CINEMA mon . HOWARD GOTTFRIED ROMALD K. FIER.STEIN rmmcm,

. PAn. BOCART ™^ . -TORCH SONG TRJLOCV"

ANNE B4NCR0eT. MATTHEW BKOWJOO.. H.AR\IV FILTCTTEIN « BRJAN KERWIN
utnu>« KAREN VOLfNG . .«.»«•. PETER MAH . „^^,mmn, MARJE CANTIN

.un-mip^i. RUMAU) K. FIERSTEIN . now.,.. HARVIY FIERSTEIN uu.m»n„
.. HOWARD GOTTFRIED . «.m>,j_PAlJL BOCART

.^ ..^.•. HlVi LINE QNCMARr^^T-^ aa.?r.rser

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLfclifc
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Jenifer to address Faculty Senate
By BETH GATELY
Collegian StafI'

Franklyn Jenifer, the state's highest

education official, is scheduled to address

the University of Massachusetts Faculty

Senate today.

Jenifer plans to discuss his proposal for

restructuring Massachusetts" higher
education system and the counter-proposal

oflfered by UMass trustees, said Terry
Zoulas. spokesman for the Board of

Regents

Under Jenifer's proposal. UMass/Boston
rHrnnni «

' -^ ^•" '•-•^arated from
UMass/Amherst. allowing Boston to have

The proposal also calls for the consolida-

tion of the University of Lowell and
Southeastern Massachusetts University in-

to a single university system. ULowell's

name would change to UMassl^owell, and
Southeastern Massachusetts University

would have the option of keeping the SMU
title, or changing it to UMasaDartmouth.

A question and answer period, where
Jenifer will field questions concerning the

proposed $108 tuition hike and the con-

straints of the proposed 1990 budget, is

scheduled to follow his speech, Zoulas said .

Also on the agenda:

(bulletlThe election of a new Faculty

Senate Secretary.

[buUetlA vote to approve the new courses

recommended by the Academic Matters
Council. The four courses up for approval

include History of the Earth; Pricing and
Markets in the Hospitality Industry; In-

dustrial Robot Design, Selection Land Im-

plementation; and Soviet Culture.

Ja

TONIGHT

DANCE ^CLUB

' SO^^ Drafts '

No cover charge
before lOpm
WITH THIS AD

Get your

Frisbees,

Whiffle Balls

& Bats
at:

Fire on USS Iowa causes
explosion; 47 killed
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - A huge gun turret

packed with gunpowder exploded in flames on
the battleship USS Iowa near Puerto Rico yester-

day, killing at least 47 sailors in one of the worst

naval disasters since the Vietnam War.
The death toll from the accident, which hap-

pened during a gunnery exercise, "could go
higher, but we don't know at this point," said Lt.

Cmdr. Steve Burnett, a spokesman for the Atlan-

tic Fleet, based in Norfolk.

He said the number ofcrewmen ii\jured had not

been determined.
Two ships participating in the same exercise

collided yesterday afternoon about 500 miles east

of Jacksonville, Fla., causing one minor irvjury,

said Archie Galloway, a civilian public affairs of-

ficer at Norfolk.

Neither the USS Piatt, a fleet oiler, nor the

frigate USS Tripp was in danger of sinking,

Galloway said. The ships were not in the same

area as the Iowa.

Iowa crewmen put out a fire inside the forward

turret, which supports three of the ship's nine

16-inch guns, flooded several compartments
holding explosives as a precaution, and declared

the ship no longer in any danger, said Lt. Cmdr.
Chris Baumann, another spokesman fw the fleet.

The Iowa rendezvoused at midaftemoon with
the i^arby aircraft carrier USS Coral Sea, which
carries three doctors and has full medical equip-
ment to the Iowa, and transferred some of the in-

jured to the carrier.

The Iowa will proceed today to Roosevelt Roads,

a Navy base in Puerto Rico, said Cmdr. Robert

Franzmann of the Atlantic Fleet. The 48-year-

old ship, one of the four largert in the fleet, is

based at Norfolk.

Navy ofllcials were notifying family member*
personally of the deaths, Baumann said.

A-l-HastingsJnc
"Coovnimntfy located in ihm cmnfr of Amhmnt"

45 South Fimotont Str—t

OPEN: W««kdov» 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.. Sundays. 5 o.m. to 1 p.m.

oi c()\n\ii.\G t:i)ic\ii()\

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered ^^^^^^^^^^^^^"

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

m and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.

/;/i/s/o\ Of (()\ri\i i\(. i:i)i( \ri()\

I p'Suno^

Complete
Foreign & Domestic

Auto Repairs

on PVTA Bus Route

Vic Robinson
Manager

Phil Jenkt
Mechanic

Rte • 116
Sunderland. Mass

01375

Mount & Static

Balance Summer
Tires $14.95

Lul>e, Oil & Filter

(Up to 5 quarts)

$18.95

Tune-Ups
$30 plus parts

Sam enjoys
walks in the park,

playing ball

with the boys,

and casual sex.
And he^ only three. Hes probably taihering some of the 13.5

million unwanted dogs and cab that must be put to death

each year.

You can't stop your net*; from acting natural!). But ifyou

k)ve them, you'll have ttiem spayed or neutered.

Talk to your veteruianan. Or contact us for more

information. _
Grea^Kki Aita Aaiaul ShcUcr

ISS Fmch Kmg Highway
Cfwtfield. MA 01301
(413)773-3148

•nw ad lOTPwted t*T*p»la«ri«aot5>««fr! Jpf tt)f hWTOhnn uf Cnirtiv » Ammk

hundreds of

USED CDs
in stock

We buy, sell & trade

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday

9:30-600 9:30-900 12:00-5:00

213 Mam Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 586-5726

PROPER ID

DRAFT BEER $1 .00

ALL NEW
MUNCHIE MENU

EVERY FRIDAY AT 9:30 PM • 11 TH FLOOR
MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 253-257

1

Indulge without the Bulge
Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and

no cholesterol.

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

IBa\NaVNa\IBaVMA
naUi/oui ^toien

>TOQDirr< Northampton
Main Street

STUDENTS!

# - » »

1st time buyer program available

Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadley Suburu - Rt 9 - Contact Luthefi 586-6054
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SCARY AND HAIRY, BUT THE GORILLAS PULL IT OUT
Gorillas topped Dartmouth 11-10 in overtime yesterday.

CoUegUn plM>«4> by JsMtn TaterauM

In one of the better lacrosse games UMass has seen in a while, the

Sometimes

lead is

Mr:ji^ ll/JL

^adislbetter.

•-: "-W

^^#^ ^. ^

BASED ON THE BEST SEUJNG THRILLER
PAHAMOUNI PICIUefS PflfSfNIS A flICHAflO P ROBINSIflN PflflOUCIION A MAflY lAMBfRI fllM

PflStMAlAfiY <„r«»^.MIMlGA[IN SlIIMMMANN '^"^''^'SUPHlNKlNGrJoT

"^;>^fllCHAflOPflUBmr*"i3MARYlA)yiB[RI A IMAMOUNl PICM .i'""

SVTIHCtft* O

r
Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and sit*-

work at the Bright .Vfoments Jazz Festival during the month of July

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July

13. 20. 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from

9 a.m.-5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AAEOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich

or Mar\- Gannon. 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable

atmosphere.

Food and Body Image
Awareness Days

April 25 & 26
Happenings:

Information Tabid Campus Center

Concourse—Tues. April 25 9 a m -4 p m
Drop-In Group: University Health Services

Rm 304—Tues.. April 25 4 p m -5 p m
Movies and Discussion: Fear of Fat

Why Diets Don't Work
Wed , April 26 Campus Center Rm 168c

7 p m -9 p m

RESUMES
Super Kush Available

549-3040

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

OI=»EMS AFMRIL 21 ATA THEAXFJE NEAFt YOU

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD!

in downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMFTON AMHBnST
II CCNTtHiJ

tring Your Own

« I »Ol TWOOO WAIK

Brer 1 Wtnr
invrd

Brtng Yovr Oiati

Brrr t WInt

•.-•
'rmr^^^-rr^l^

"y^

Opportunities lor Computer Science Graduates

Jtoirw ffrto an emnf-feve/ career

that i¥i// fake you iilaoes at EOSL

Sale

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

I No. 4mherst 549 2880

Expert Repairs &
Recondrtionifig

ON SELECTED
WOMEN'S

SPRING FLATS
9 West • Zodiac • Reebok

Also on sale, boots and

selected men s styles

Champion Classic Fleece

95% Cotton. 100% Authentic.

Crewnecks
$30

Reg. 39.95

(with this ad)

HAMPSHIRE MALL • HADLEY MA 413-586-6775

V^-^<*1:U
^' Behind Bart's—Thur . & Fri. Til 8 p.m. ^^

For Healthier Skin
Facials

Deep Pore Cleansing Facials

Lash & Brow Tinting

Hair Removal with Warm Wax
Lip • Brow Shaping • Chm

Bikini Line • Legs

G/ft Certificates Available

Licensed Aestheticianmm
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

for

Men and Women
34 Main Street, Amherst

253-9879

In an EDS deveiopmenlal program, your career potential

can reach new heights You II gam the rewarding on-the-iob

experience you need to move your career years ahead —

experience you can only gam from the world leader m the

computer and communications services industry

EDS IS looking tor achievers - people who malte things

happen It you are interested in applying your talents m the

mformation processing services industry, you won't find a

t)etter place to grow than EDS

Our highly- respected developmental programs are

nationally recognized as models lor the industry They provide

technical challenge, professional expertise and the business

savvy you'll need to become one of the industry's best-

prepared professionals

Reseanh Systems Engineering Development (R SEO)

Proflram

A bachelor s degree m Computer Science with a

minimum 35/4 overall GPA preferred

Willingness to relocate

Excellent written and oral communication sicills

The R-SED Program offers you a rare entry-level

opportunity to conduct advanced research and development for

an mdustry leader During a brief six month preparatory period,

well provide the perfect mix of classroom and m the field'

mstruction to put you on top of our latest procedures and

technologies Afterwards, you'll vwrk at the very heart of our

mtensive R&D efforts - creating the techniques that will keep

us ahead tomorrow

Positions also require excellent communication skills, a

strong record of achievement and flexibility to relocate

nationwide.

Take the first step toward achieving your highest career

potential

Call Monday -Friday

8:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

1-800-233-0029

Send your resume to; Harold Aderholt

EDS Developmental Recruiting

13600 EDS Drive

Dept, 2CMD1109

Herndon.VA 22071

Principals Only An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H
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SUMMER JOBS
FREE HOUSING FREE HOUSING

HOUSING SERVICES
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
ASSISTANT-$5.00 PER HOUR

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR-$6.00 PER HOUR
QUALIFICATIONS:
Must be a student with experience in one or more of

the following areas: painting, light maintenance,

cleaning, grounds, office work and/or furniture

moving. Supervisory experience required for

supervisory positions.

DUTIES:
Assigned to one of four Housing Services Maintenance
and Operations residential area offices to perform a
variety of tasks assisting painters, carpenters, electri-

cians, and plumbers in campus residence halls. Duties

may vary, as indicated by the above listing. Summer
work performed by students contributes to Housing Ser-

vices' maintenance and cleaning programs and to the

preparation of residence halls for conferences
and fall opening. Complete description of duties

from offices listed below.

HOURS:
Eight hour work day (7-1/2 hours paid, 1/2 hour
unpaid lunch). The earliest starting time will be 7
AM and the latest finishing time will be 4 PM;
May 29 through September 1 . Some half-time

positions available.

FREE HOUSING available for individual student

employees in good standing for the period of

employment, subject to University and Housing
Services' regulations and policies. A dining com-
mon will be open for meals during the summer at

the student employee's expense. If vacation time

is authorized, the employee must pay the daily

rate of $6.05 for housing each night of the vaca-

tion period.

TO INQUIRE OR TO OBTAIN AN
APPLICATION, PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF

THESE OFFICES:

Maintenance & Operations
103 Berkshire House
5-1960

Orchard Hiil/Central Area Office

B30 Baiter House
5-1333

Southwest/South Maintenance Office

101 Cance House
5-0439

Northeast/Sylvan Area Office

103 Johnson House
5-0403

Southwest/North Area Office

1 Kennedy Tower
5-0392

Family Housing Office

Wysocki
5-3115

OR: Visit our table on the Campus Center
Concourse April 24, 25, 26.

Housing Services Is an equal opportunity employer.

FREE HOUSING FREE HOUSING
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l)iir college degree

has already started

topay off.

College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back

on any of these new Ford cars and trucks.

Yi)ur New England Ford Dealer think \ou should be rewanJed for

ihose countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care

ti' remember. That's why \\e'\e mtroduced a hassle-tree way for

college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.

We'll give \(>u pre-approved credit and S400 cash back to be

used as a do\\ npaymeni on one of the new Ford cars or trucks

featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available.

But you must take delivery by Dec. 31.

To qualify, you must earn a bachelor's degree from a four-year

college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,

between Oct. 1, 1988 and Jan. 1, 1990.

Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive ofthe value

of an education.

See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more

information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.
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Ramon Salcido

Source: Salcido
arrested in Mexico
MEXICO CITY (AP» - Ramon Salcido. a California

winery worker wanted in the slaying of seven people, in

eluding his wife and two of his three little daughters, was
arrested in Mexico, a US Embassy source said yesterday
The source, who spoke on condition of anonymitj , saiti

Salcido, 28, was arrested in a rural area around Ciudad
Obregon. 900 miles northwest of Mexico Citv in Conora
stale

H«' IS in the custody of the Federal Judiciary Police

Salcido was arrested in a rural area around Ciudad
Obregon, that's my understanding We have no other
details," the source said.

US Embassy spokesman Bill Gra\ • >.i, t had no
details around the arrest and didn't Know if Salcido is an
American Citizen "We don't know lor thf moment what
his citizenship is." he said

X'icente Mendoza a spokesman loi the attorney

fjeneral's office, said he could not confirm or deny the

report. The Federal Judiciary Police is a branch of the at

torney general's office.

"We have no information for the time being," he said

Ciudad Obregon is 120 miles north of Salcido's hometown
of Los Mochis
The arrest came a day after California authorities

reported numerous possible sightings of Salcido.

Services were being held in Glen Ellen, Calif, today for

some of the six members of Salcido's family who were kill

ed. About 300 people attended a memorial service Tues
day for another of the victims, Tracy Toovey. Twenty
sheriff's deputies attended to keep an eye out for Salcido.

Police capture
Norfolk jail
escapees
DEDHAM. tAP' - Only one of 13 men who broke out

ofjail earlier this month remained at large yesterday,

officials at the Norfolk Countv House of Correction

said.

Two inmates were captured 1 uesday , one in Boston

and the other in SaugUA. said a jail spokesman who
declined to give his nami
Saugus Police Sgl. Arthur P. Cook apprehended

Robert Louis Aiizaione, 20, of Chelsea on Tuesdas after

a witness spotted the escaoee and his girlfriend alleged

ly trying to steal a car

Cook chased Anzalone through a stored before cor-

nering him m the parking lot of the New England
Shopping Center, where the arrest was made, police

said

Anzalone could receive the maximum 10-year

sentence in state prison, said Lucille Cassis, a

spokeswoman for Norfolk County Sheriff Clifford

Marshal!
Also recaptured was James Melton, 18, of Dorchester.

The remaining escapee was Antonio Celester, 26, of

the Roxbury section of Boston

Anzalone was awaiting trial for breaking and enter-

ing when on April 7 he and 12 other inmates cut

through window bars at the Norfolk County facility in

I>«Hiham and climbed over a fence to freedom.

u MADE $18
FOR COLLEGE

I I I^WWW

When my friends and I graduated

from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and

hamburger joints, putting in long hours

for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one

weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our

state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an

important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helpmg them do such

an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

W

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,

thanks to the New GI Bill

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

Fm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii; 737 5255; Puerto Rico; 721 4550; Guam: 477 9957: Virgin Islands

(S( Croix) 773 6438; New Jersey 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult your local

phone directory.

< 1985 United Stales Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.

All rights reserved

I

MAIL TO; Army National Guard. P.O. Box 6000. Clifton. NJ 07015

I
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. NAME

I
ADDRESS
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I
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I
AREA CODE PHONE

I

CITY/STATE/ZIP

US CITIZEN DYES D NO

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

(KCUPATION

STUDENT UHIGHSCH{)OL DCOLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE DYES D NO

BIRTH DATE
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BRANCH RANK AFM/MOS

A1CUC17049NP

ArmyNational Guard
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REGION
Another victim feared in highway killings
NEW BEUFORU AP^ - A .\ew ttedtord woman who

'iisappeared last summer may be the 11th victim of a

serial killer or killers. Bristol County authorities said

yesterday

The remains of eight women between the ages of 25 and

36 have been found since July along highways near this

port city 40 miles south of Boston.

A total of three other women are missing and also feared

dead.

Bristol County District Attorney Ronald Pina had

previously identified two of the missing women as

Christina Monteiro. 20. who vanished last May. and San

dra Botelho. 25. who disappeared Aug 11

"We are looking at the possiblity of there being another

victim," Pina's spokesman. Jim Martin said yesterday

The Boston Globe, citing unnamed sources, reported

yesterday that the third missing woman was Marilyn

Roberts. Martin would not confirm the identity but said

the woman's familv had been providing information to the

district attorney.

"The family has said they have not seen or heard from

her since last summer." Martin said. "They filed a miss-

ing person report with the New Bedford police."

Since then the family has heard reports that their

daughter had traveled to different locations, but none of

the sitings could be substantiated, he said.

"We do not have any concrete evidence right now either

way, which is why we have to take the posture of the

worst -case scenario," he said.

The Standard Times of New Bedford reported that

34year old Marilyn J. Roberts, the daughter of a retired

New Bedford police oJTicer, was initially reported miss-

ing in April, but then seen in the city again in June. Her
family reported her missing again in December, and her

father, Robert Cardoza. asked police to keep an eye out

for her after reports of the highway killings began.

The Globe and the Standard Times reported that

Robert'^ had ties to citj''s drug aimmunity . as did the eight

victims and the two other women.
The Standard Times said Roberts was a heroin addict

and had been arrested on drug charges in 1984 and 1985.

but unlike some of the other victims, she had no record

of prostitution.

A squadron of police dogs trained to detect the scent of

decayed human flesh was sent out for a second day yester-

day to search the highways for corpses.

"They've got about 25 miles of roadways of southeastern

Massachusetts they're going through," Martin said.

"They're just going to keep working until it's done."

By tomorrow, the dogs are expected to finish scouring

the main highways on which bodies have been found in

the past, Martin said. Investigators will then decide where

else to search.

A grand jury, which was first convenced in February

to hear evidence in the case, is scheduled to recovene on

April 27.

Committee: doctors can
legally use fetus tissue

Search continues for
two remaining crewmen

L

BOSTON <APt - Doctors can ethical-

ly use tissue from aborted fetuses for

research and medical treament. a com-

mittee at Stanford University concludes.

The guidelines, drawn up by an ethics

committee at ^anfords Medical Center,

are similiar to rules proposed by a

federal committee last December
Some experts believe it may be possi-

ble to treat a variety of diseases by

transplanting tissue taken from aborted

fetuses.

The Stanford guidelines, published in

Thursday's New England Journal of

Medicine, include:

• Women who undergo abortions

should not benefit directly from the

medical use of their fetuses. They should

not be reimbursed for their abortions.

• Medical personnel who perform

abortions also should not profit from the

use of the fetal tissue.

• Fetal tissue should be treated with

the respect given to cadavers.

• Fetuses should not be aborted for

the specific purpose of using their tissue

While noting that abortions remain

"intensely controversial," the rep«rt

concluded that human fetal tissue can

be used for medical purposes "subject to

certain important considerations."

BOSTON (AP) - The search for two
crewmen swept to sea after their ship sank
continued for a third day yesterday, with

rescuers holding out hope that the

temperate waters of the Gulf Stream might

help the men stay alive.

Aiding in the search was a long-range

plane and a US Coast Guard cutter carry-

ing the 23 sailors who were rescued after

the Star of Alexandria sank m stormy seas

about 400 miles southeast of Cape Cod
Monday morning

"It's planned to continue throughout the

day and at that point they will re-

evaluate," said Petty Officer Jeff Crawley.

Spotters aboard the plane were directing

the cutter, Chilula, still carrying the other

survivors, he said.

Tuesday, rescuers aboard a search plane

reported spotting one of the missing

crewmen, but found no further signs.

Crawley said.

"Both crewmen are being presumed to be

alive," he said. "They're near the Gulf
Stream. The water temperature isn't that

cold."

Survivors said one of the missing men
jumped overboard from the sinking ship

and appeared to be ii\)ured. The other was
wearing a life jacket when he washed off

a life raft.

Tuesday, three of the US Coast Guard's

long-range aircraft and several merchant
vessels fanned out over 480 square miles

of Atlantic Ocean where the Star of Alex-

andria went down.

Multiole choice.
Mxinia4i

11-as

Now there s more in the Apple' .Macintosh* JL
famiK- to choose from than ever before, with six

computers to meet ever\- personal computing need.

Stan with the Macintosh Pius, the .Macintosh SE.

and the .Macintosh SE 30. These integrated

s\'stems offer the affordability. ease of use. and

consistenq of applications traditionally associated

with Macintosh.

.\nd their compact design makes them easy to

transport wherever you go.

Now meet the modular side of the family; the

Mjcrinsh

—0>

• rfi.'tijeXtS

.\lacintosh 11. .Macintosh IL\. and the newest member,

:he very versatile .Macintosh 11a. These expandable.

hii?h-Derfonnance computers can be conllgured for

.muaily any task. You choose ihe amount of R.\M,

;he tvpe of momior. and the storage capacity' of the

hard disk, which means you can build a system to

."i.ndie everythmg from desktop publishing to

'scientific and engmeering applications.

3ui no matter which system you choose, you're

still genmg ail the advantages of a Macmiosh.

See us today; we'll help you choose wisely.

OPEN
Mon.-Frl. 9-5

'^kuiiOM"! li :,

.Manntoshll

^'~ M^^ .^^^^ Jf^k.-— M^^^
i»«»

' " """ ^
.. ...

• -t^^
'ni^^f^

,'"';>''' Ml

Choosehere.

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

See store
for details

7V/te«to(iJi7iJ^30co«iii«*«CPr;.««««iift^^^
.^iJthnnzed Dealer
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

*ilO

"My project measures humidity in the

atmosphere to predict the weather . .

.

the military uses weather forecasts, but
so do boaters and people goir>g on pic-

nics."

-Graduate student Ptiilip Lar\glois, commenting
on yesterday's protest in his laboratory

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

CUM...

THBWHOU

^(Cft^U^

CALVIN AND HOBBES
WESt («k)
WCCOPS MS. a^^M

By BILL WATTERSON

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD
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Nice. "Bur I sriLi->0MT
HAVE ANYWH£«E TO LIVE.. I

A??LiEt7 Too late: to qet
A T>09.t^ ROOM t TM£RE ARE,

(SJO DECENT AT^ARTMENTS
AROOMD MERE..
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YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (Mwch 21-Apfii N) Yowr

pfoctcoi clppfooc^ couW conflict

witn an autfKxrtv itguei tvag/ra-

ton Hong m the^e but keep a low

protie Do more kstenmo and leu

tokmo Emplovnnent oflefs w» ise

plentiful later on

TAUtUS (April 20 May 20)
".fjTi fXJ'ison shopping pays oft m
wonderful baroans Ctxxwe ciotties

ttxat ore a Wtie more aarng Vou wi
attract admiring glances from

tlxse wtn ixjve ignoreo you m the

post Your confidence grows.

I (May 21-June 20) A pef
project fmoly con be put in motion
Keep a close watch on details and
you WI* come m urx3er budget So-

meone nnay make unreosonodte
demands Remove yourself from a
negative situation

CANCi* (June 21-July 22) Do
whatever is necessary to improve

yoix cofKentration Seek a auiet

environment Partner couk3 be on
the irritable side Learn the fine art

of compromise

UO (July 23-Aug 22) Important

contacts devekDp at lunch or dur-

ing a chance rr^eetrng ignore a

diversion created by the opposition

Partner is more supportive than

ever Choose your confidants with

core

Vl*«0 (Aug 23-Sept 22)

Choose your options carefully ar>d

work will go better Too many
choices con be worse ttxan too few

The ability to speak and write a se-

cond language will help your

career.

I (Sept 2iOct 22) Guard

you health as the seosorw cixange

Stck to prescrtoed exercse and
diet Money concsms coiM moke
you seem a bit detached today

vour body iar>guage is more
'eveokng than you reakze

SCOBMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Get-

ting better orgor«ed wi increase

yoi* creativity AuttKxity figure s m-

pressed A special relationship

r«eds mrn/r^ if it « to thnve Moke

a temporary sacrifice

tAWTTAMUt (Nov 22Dec 21)

Corxrentraton comes eosly when
you focus on your top priortty Lun-

cNrxj with a pleojont companKjn
boosts your ego in romance folow

the dictates of yot# t«art TruekDve

conquers all opposWon

CAMNCOmi (Dec 22-jan 19)

You ati'oct the atlentton of people

with wealth and poy/er Be wary of

lavish spending Listen to a good
friend even "f you get more advice

than you can use Repay favors

AOUAMUS (Jon 20-feb 18) Pay

attention to your mner voice Take

small risks and you wHi win btg* A

career move affects a persorai

rekationstiip in a poslttve way The

fires of an old romance are

rekirxJIed

nSCiS (Feb 1<?-N^ch 20) Over-

'

confidence couk3 leaa to over-

indulgence Hotel on to your cash

News from a distant place affects

your finarx:es in a favorable way
Let ckjse associates kr»w how they

con a»d in your plan*.

3 cJUyS.-

p.rKid ?-8 f^ a.
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AP photo

RUBIN AT HOFFMAN FUNERAL - Former political activist

Jerr>- Rubin makes his way up the stairs at Temple Emanuel in

Worcester yesterday for fellow former Yippie leader Abbie Hoff-
man. Story pa^e 2.

rentAnreck

N«w A UMd Cl
True** A Vara Alao A»a««bta

NorthAmherst
Rcnt-A-Wreck
IN. 6J No. Amhfst

549-RENT

PAINTERS NEEDED
in the Boston Area and
inside 495 area for

summer employment.
Both interior and
exterior work. Ex-
perience preferred,
but not essential.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Call (617) 942-0388

LANDSCAPER
New England's most innovative and dynamic

convcmence store chain has a great summer

oppommity for a horticultural student. This

is a full time Landscaper position available

Memorial Day through Labor Day. Respon-

sibilities include mamtainmg New England

stores by cutting grass, trimming trees, pull-

ing weeds and seleaing and planting shrubs.

Ideal candidate must be knowledgeable in hor-

ticulture, able to read and follow blueprints

oflandscape designs, and have a valid driver's

license. A company vehicle and tools are

provided. Hours are Monday through Friday,

7:00 am - 3:30 pm, with a salary up to

SlO/hour.

Please contact Denise Richards at

(617)891-8880, Store 24, Inc., 184

Riverview Avenue, WalthamMA 02254.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Law Offices of

Henry Dickson

25% Student
Discount

(413) 586-3005
41 Main Street

Florence. MA 01060

2 miles West of

Northampton on Rt. 9

State high court rules

against trooper
BOSTON ( AP) - A sharply divided state

Supreme court upheld yesterday an award

of nearly $1 million in damages to a Ver-

mont motorist who underwent years of

psychiatry after a state trooper yelled at

him, locked him up and deprived him of

medical treatment.

The court majority found the trooper and

four high ranking police supervisors liable

for damages, while the three conservatives

on the high court sided with the police

officials.

The civil suit arose out of a Sept. 4, 1978

incident involving Robert Dobos, a self-

employed dental technician from Stow, Vt.,

and former state Trooper Paul Driscoll, his

>uperiors and the state of Massachusetts.

Dobos, who claimed to suffer from an

acute case agoraphobia and became near

ly house-bound after the incident, sued for

emotional damages and diminished earn-

ing capacity. As a youth in Hungary. Dobos

suffered child abuse and spent three years

in a communist labor camp traumas that

he .said were revived by his encounter with

the Massachusetts trooper.

Hes thrilled," Dobos' attorney, David

Casey, said of the court ruling. "This inci

dent had a profoundly devastating effect on

him. The jury didn't give him a lot of

money because they thought he was fak-

ing it."

According to Casey, the court's ruling af-

firmed the $400,000 jury award. With a

decade's worth of interest, the lawyer said

the judgement would be worth more than

$900.0(X) Casey said he expected the state

to indemnify all the individual defendants

and pay Dobos with taxpayer funds.

Court records recount that on Sept. 4,

1978. Dobos was driving with his wife and

daughters on Route 128 in Boston's

western suburbs when the driver of

another vehicle began harrassing him.

Dobos forced the other car the roadside, and

both motorists stopped.

Dobos' wife flagged down a pa.ssing State

Police cruiser, and a few minutes later,

another cruiser driven by Driscoll pulled

up. Driscoll helped take statements, then

issued citations to both drivers.

According to the court, Driscoll began

screaming at Dobos: "You are not the law.

I am the law. You don't pull nobody off the

road." Driscoll jabbed Dobos in the chest,

then handcuffed him and tossed him in the

cruiser.

Dobos was placed in a cell at the Fram-

ingham barracks and denied medical atten-

tion. When his wife asked for help, Driscoll

told her: "We don't ask doctors to come
here. If you insist on medical help, we're

going to .send your husband to a mental

hospital in a straightjacket if necessary. .,"

Later, Dobos fainted in his cell.

At trial, Dobos testified that he was born

in Budapest and that he was physically

abused by his military- father. When he was
"21, he was taken from his parents' home
by secret police and placed in a labor camp,

where he was also abused.

After the roadside incident, Dobos began

to fear going out of his house and received

weekly pisychological therapy for years.

His civil suit sought damages from

Driscoll and the state. Also named as defen

dants were the state of Massachusetts and
four men who were Driscoll's supervisors

at the time: Robert Hunt, a troop com-

mander; James Canty, a lieutenant colonel;

Frank J. Trabucco. a colonel; and John F.

Kehoe Jr., the commissioner of the State

Police.

All of the individual defendants have

since retired from the State Police. Driscoll

left the force in December 1986 on a

disability pension and now lives out of

state.

Evidence |H«sented at trial indicated that

Driscoll had been the target of previous

civilian complaints and that his superiors

had recommended that he be removed from

field operations and "have no direct con-

tact with the public."

Police threatens

future of Boston Marathon
BOSTON (AP) - The police chief in

suburban Framingham has threatened to

hold next year's Boston Marathon for ran-

som, denying a permit for his two mile

stretch of the route unless someone pays

the overtime for his officers.

But other officials overseeing security

along the way of the venerable 26.2-mile

footrace, as well as the race director

Meeting Notice
Top of the Campus Inc.

(TOG, Inc.)

will hold its annual
meeting and Elections in

Campus Center
Rm. 804. May 11. 1989

at 3:00 pm

You can get therefaster at Store 24

himself, say they hoped to settle a money
matter they all share.

Monday was the 93rd running of the

marathon, founded and still organized by

the Boston Athletic As.sociation. But it was
only the third year in which corporate spon-

sorship, totaling slightly more than $1

million this year, made money available to

the state and the eight communities that

previously donated services.

"I do assume the BAA will be picking up more and more
of the expenses incurred here." said state Secretary of

Public Safety Charles Barry, who is trying to get the

towns and the BAA to .sort out the money matter.

"I'm sure that we will negotiate out something." he said

in an interview Tuesday.
Corporate spon.sors provided a bit more than $1 million,

said race director Guy Morse. Of that pot, $140,000 was
set aside for public services, he said.

"We anticipated that when we got into this (spon.sor-

.ship) arrangement," Morse said, "the towns should share
in this because of all they do for us."

Morse said Boston. Newton and the state each will

receive about $22,000.

EUROPEAN BARGAINS
Campus Travel Center
Campus Center, UMass 545-0500

Central Travel Bureau
27 S. Pleasant St., Amherst 256-6704

Resume
Service

(^ualitv- txipies

Fine Stationery

Matching Envelopes

kinkof
the copy center

253-2543

mw mm
lOam-Upm Dally

'til Midnight

Fri. & Sat.

BROWN'S

MI FARMS MAUo 584-0916
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men's lax
continued from page 24

the start, much to the visitors' advantage.
The score stood at 2-2 after one and 4-4 at the half, a

big change from what many had expected to be a Gorilla

coast.

"We surprised ourselves, we came out flat." Codignot
to said. "We're a better team, but we should have had
more control."

UMass took an 8-€ lead after three, as the second line

of Bill Begien, Chris Tyler, and Mike Cain again provid-

ed the jump start as it did last Saturday against Yale.

Begien and Tyler each scored late in the third to give UM
the lead.

It grew to 10-7 in the fourth as McAleavey (two goals,

four assists) and senior attack Paul Ganci (three goals,

two assists) set each other up, giving UM its biggest lead

with just 8:57 left. But the Green came storming back,

tallying three times in less than four minutes to deadlock

it.

The rally pumped Dartmouth up, and it had .several good

bids to win. But senior goalkeeper Sal lx)Cascio <20 saves)

rrae to the challenge in the end. stopping Brett Morrison's

game-winning bid in tight with a minute left, and then

forcing a turnover to flush Dartmouth's last golden

opportunity.

Ciaglo
connnued from page 24

Route
9 toward Noho, they will see a declaration of such painted

on the roof of the Ciaglo barn), had decent numbers while
at Springfield. But he was a little wild, with 58 walks and
11 wild pitches in 94.3 innings.

A sununer with the Bourne Braves of the Cape Cod
League taught him to relax more, and the change of

scenery to UMass brought better training and better in-

struction. Ciaglo attributes much of his success to pitching

coach Bob Rikeman.
"The difference is in pitching coaches. Springfield didn't

have one, and the workouts weren't anything like they
are here," Ciaglo said. "Here I'm getting into good work
habits. It all has to do with being in shape and being men
tally tough."

The results have been positive, as Ciaglo has gained bet-

ter control (just 21 hits and 13 walks in 37 innings), and
with it, better notoriety.

"I knew coming here I'd get noticed a lot more," he said.

"I would have had attention this year (at Springfield] but
not as much. I still think I would have had a following,

but I thought I could help UMass out."

And he raised a few more eyebrows last Saturday when,
on a rainy and raw day in Kingston, RI he threw the first

no-hitter for UMass since Ralph 'Lefty' Lumenti did it in
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1957. Despite the gem, UMass lost the game to Rhode
Island, 1-0.

"I'm glad I threw the no-hitter, but my goal was to stay
undefeated," said Ciaglo, who is now 4-1 with a 1.95 earn-
ed run average. "It was tough to lose that game. It's still

a no-hitter, but that takes a little away from it."

If anything comes out of the no-hitter, it will be that
Ciaglo improved his chances to be drafted in June. The
Atlanta Braves and Toronto Blue Jays are among the
teams he has heard from already. Pro ball is his ambi
tion, but he doesn't know if he'd answer the call a year
early, as several Minutemen did last season.
"That's my goal, but I'd still like to get a degree," Ciaglo

said. "It would depend on my future chances, and 'what
do they think of me'. I'd rather stay because I eiyoy play-
ing here, but if someone is willing to give me a decent
offer, who knows."
Right now though, today's game against his former

mates is Chief in his mind. Ciaglo is not scheduled to
pitch.

"I wouldn't mind it. but I'm glad I'm not pitching
because I'd be pitching against my friends." he said "But
it would be down to business They'd want to hit a home
run just like I'd want to strike them out."
Whether he pitches today or not. Ciaglo will be in the

other dugout, knowing that his move to UMass was one
that worked out well for both he and his team

CLASSIFIEDS
wm-

ACTIVtTICS

NSA FfM>AV WQHT VOCO
aom 4/21 m Iron! loung* o*

CanMr 7:00pm - All aralcam* ftm»

UMAM TAE KWON OO CtUa Uon t
W«d 6-apm Camput C«nl«> Cn«ck dMy
scliM)ul# St^nf^^n vMlcointf PMs of IMw
6-7012

IM^ROVC VOUR tOCtALUW Meenw •
Lamooa Cn. Alpha MM* iMMf eom* down
10 ni« nous* Fn Apm 2lii 4om lo tpo
«•frM^m•nl• lo M wvad

WANTED
STUPID HUMANS

I »»—mom Ciutt Partir

Apnl Mh al ClwnsM
tlSOaHipni*

To «gn up act. cal S4*^«M9

VMWMS: Woman otQiMnougn SnacM Bm
arc lookina tor wnofwl lo««"" mqutra*
coniaci Qf—nough Snack Bar

VIETNAMESE STUOCNTS ASSOCM-
nON. Elacnon and o«wm '"••OnO »>»9«
ai 7pm. CamptM Camar 103 Z"*

tt* importani'

SPRING SCAVENGER HUNT
WM Qirr CERTIFICATES al Utap« Spaa
WalOartDooM Soda Citv Four paraon
taam* Fraa to pubK Apm 21 Ca*
M5-1024 or vwit 16800 tor datarH Spor>

•orad bv Scianca fKtton Soctaty

HEAOINO FOR EUNOK THIS J

10' any lim«'>| Jat ttwra tor no mora than

t160 with AIRHITCHIr) a* raponad M Con-
aumor Rapom. NV Timaa. Lai* Go. Now-
day. Good Houaakaaping. and nahonal nal-

work momirtg ahowa For aa tadi. caM
212-664 2000 or wnM AIRHITCH. 2001
Broadway. Suda 100A. NV. NV 10026

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUOCNTS

SUBSCfMPTIONS TO THE COLLEOIAII
Kaapyour Inandi and pararaa

lit what II w oomg on al UMaaa
tcanaartdiialmoaianywhara For mora

intormaHon coma down lo Room 1 13 Cam-
pus CanMr or Cal 646-3600

APAfrmtNT FOR M9IT

BRANOVWMC - TaM our apartmanl tarlfia

aummar and «'• yourt noxt yaar CaN
S4»O607

AUTO FOR SALt

1tS2 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK,
automalic, many naw parts $1800 or BO
664-5136 a«aa

79 SAAB AM/FM/CAS. naw Iron!

tiras/brakas. plus other work done Dave •

549-7938

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE rallabia V6
AMFM stereo 425 Can 549-2606

TAKE OVER LKASf ON tour badraom

ki
aurMo June l. wdhMapaan
I2»

AUTO FOR SALE I960 HONDA Accord

6200 Gary 6-6541

NHMANPULSAR '63 ask S2900 excaliem
condition new tires, ixakes. clutch, exhaust

call Brian S49-S440

IMOTORO ESCORT. Red with grey m
tenor 4-speed. stereo-cassette, log-lamps,

always well mamalamed Sharpest,

cleanest Escon around Won't last k>ng at

S2995 CaN Laa 6-4629

M PACES

TO STEPH AND KRIS IN BAKER: You two

win do anything lo parly' I saw you guys
climbing through a window d1 a Fraternity

house in order lo get into their party. Do you

have something against doors^ Pick up Qu-

ia and caH mo aomaltma Wim

CATS TICKETS

••••I NEED YOUR EXTRA CATS'"
llckats. Will take any night Call anytime
549-6367.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-biSC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys, lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

I VSXJMIE 4 odrms take tor Via aum-
mar IMaphonH 263-2*64

YOUR WORRKt ARE OVER, take o»ar

Our Branywina laapa bag 6ft 2 bdrm .
lac

<na pond haai mci . on bus routo Can
649-8189

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT Swiaa \ftiao*

summet laaae w«i laa opw>n 263-2376

AMHERST CENTER, beautiful apt, 1-2-3

bedrooms, w/garaga, avail May 26. rent

neg . 253-2356

APARTMENT ON MAIN ST $275 00 mon
tNy on bus route caH Dave 256-1588 after

10pm.

CLOSE
TO

talJUNE
S2S6 MONTH PLUS ELEC.
649-1366

TAKE OVER LEASE 2 bdrm SowllMiiood

apt c«* 253-9552 leave musaps

TWO BEDROOM SOUTNWOOO' APT.
AVAILABLE 6/1 rent negot CaN 2S3-9197

3 BORH SOUTHWOKOO APARTMBlf •

Can wtylime 2664791 avaMaUa Wl

ONE ROOM M NORTHAMPTON S22S
FamMapiatorsa 6/l 586-l76i (Mtchatalor

549.4600 aid 334|Er>cai

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR LARGE dou

Wo room m Pumon V«age leaae avaaabie

June 1 cioaa to Bus and laundry

lavmonm Inekida gas. ha«. and hot

walar Call 64S0S40 or 646-7463 Summer

__„__: AN APT tor next vaar Takeover

our Southwood lease 6/1 On bus rt. heat

and hot water included Call 256-1162

BEDROOM M TWO BEDROOM 2 Story apl

one month free 666-7751

SdUTHWbOO TOWNEHOUSC AVLB. 6/1

ca* wiylima laava maasapa 263-2349

TAKE OVER OUR SoUhwood Townahouaa
June 1 253-2320

LOOKING FOR 1 NON-SMOKING tomMa
to share Towrwhoose Apt CaM Hyaaa

546-7396 Leave a massage

PUFFTON VMXAAE DOUBLE ROOM
toaae avMbto June 1 Ctoaa to bua A toun-

dry $265/monlh Indudaa gas, haM. t hoi

water CaH 5490640

SUNDERLAND FREE BUS SERVICE to

UMaaa and siiapp<ng areas Secure an

ipartmani lor August and receive August

rent tree For more details call 665-3856

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE starling 6/1 tor

apartmam near campua lor tour Call

2S6SS04

FOR SALE

NAUTILUS EOUIPMENT. bKaps, hiprt>ack

machines $250 tor both 584-5135 r
-

1961 HdNOA SILVERWPKJ GL500 Far-

ing stereo, trunk, helmet $1450 or BO
527-0994

I HAVE BEDROOM FURNITUWE and largo

couch For rnore into call Tammy al

549-4024 (Leave message!

EHTREPHENEURAL BUSINEM fwgapro^

phits excellent experience call Brian

549-5440

1 2-BAND EQUALIZER - Realislk: lika-naw

$70 00/OBO Call Bob 6-4830

SALE: 64 MUSTANa 9^1 shape.

sunroof, hatch,power tod* intajval wipers,

tm cassette $i300 or BO. 6-4471

1 960 AUDI 4000 «^000"n^'no^i«V^
dents' Looks and runs lil<o new Only $1900

649-5926.

FOtJNO

AJT ANKLE BRACELETT^noarBoyden

Gym, Monday 4/10 Call Ksren to descnbe.

546 7482

GUITAR

IBANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUITAR
- wilh gorilla portable amp please call Tom

253-3470

HELP WANTED

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYI Assam

ble products at home Call lor information

504-641-8003 ext 598

WANTEO^^RELIABLE. ENERGETIC
"abysmer (or my 2 boys 6 at^ 2 yrs In

Leverett 6 mi from campus hrs Hex mrn al-

noon Lindsay 548-9466.

ATTENTION:
Maimbti work Into c* SOUM 1700 Dan
Pi 307

EARN UP TO tlBMr
warrts you 10 be part oi •« laa
vMory artd toading puadicws
Hours llaiitlte CM Pmi (617>47»6740

SOA COMMUMCATMMS • hmg an ol-

tmdwacior tor next yaar AppacaM mual
have al laaai two lamasla ri lamammg and
ba aMa to work owar Ma I

tionaM 304SU AACOE

•orhema haRTH* - Tmai ma aM

WORK FOR QRPWPCACEACnONhato
praaarve end«v*'aO spaaaa. raduce loa

c wastes and stop aw anna rata Salary

banaais travel and aa»awciawani FuWpan
Mie 2 lOpm CaN 256-1439

1

Apply now tor Itie aummar*

UMunumam
TMS SUMMER SutM ow tomiBhadaiJMV
meni w<ih a pool and /UC Cliaap CaN
Bruce 54MSi1

IMT
mrsnsmwinmnsm

I64S41S4

NOTEBOOK MHERTER on Tuos 4/11/69

•or ghosts and J^ipar Plaaae caN 6-6450 if

lound

I LOST MY CAUFORNM B al •» Lamb-
da Chi party 3 frOays ago Name Ehiabaoi

Helen Huniar big big rewatd 566- 7669

LOST: GOLD NECXCHAM, Sunday 4/16

al Time Out (i think) extreme sentimental

value I have to gat « back, writ pay huge
reward'" Plaaae pliais caN 2S6-t187

LOST Hectangiiar. goto, hmax-quartt ««h
black band plaaae caN 546-7421

A SHARP CALCULATOR al MpSTSpm
on Tuaa 4/11 caN Man 5a6«7in

mroncvcu

JCT BLACK 61 SuniM QS660T Law
milaoa. excaaent condWon 1660 BO CaN
Glenn 3236509

FEMALE GUITARMT LOOKMO tor other

lamaie muaacians to torm rack band Dana
256-1369

PATH

CONQRATULATIONSin For dotog so weM

VMS paat week-end m the Boalon Maialhon'
You re the baati! Lowaf! Mary, KMn. Bath,

Sharon, Kim, Stiaito and Shan.

PERSONALS

LOM - you ara tw baal. -M.

TOTHEMENOFTHETACHIwtiowantW
UMama this weekend Tliaru tor an amaz-

ing Uma! El Cheapo's was tbe best - may
wo do ma aame uptown aoonl Lova, your

chapter adviaor

WEBSTER PREPPY - She'R be back in

Wacti soon (on the banislar)

RKH L. - 1 hope I've answered your ques-

tion Happy 20lh k>ve Elizabalti

ROB ON 22 COOLJOQE - H'a not over til

it's over ya big fag* II you gal us back it'K

hA waf*r warilbe water war'*

LORRI DORRI LESLIE OESLEY - Happy
late late late late 19th birthday - Love, Nen

BRAD SULLIVAN I toya you > Happy an-

niversary love Lynne.

CASSIE DONAHUE - Ha«a a super 21sl Wr-

Ihday' Love Robin

JEFF FROM BRAINTREE: Mai you at

Mike's Mon nighl )playing pool) WoukI like

to see you again Please respond here

Debbie

BETH W, - Saw you at Tolman working

Found out your name - want to see more
of you Respond here -Sectal Admirer

MARTHA, did you think that I woukJ forget

your b-day'' You know I'm always late,

whats a week or so Micheto

fOTHEOUYONTHEnmTFLOORotJA
f4ext time you decide to "spank the

monkey " please pull down your shade' -

Patlofsoo South

COME PARTY Wrm US - Friday nite tCHxti

- 2am - Beer and band north Mandelle Hall

Mount MandeNe Hall Mounte Holyoke Col-

toga 536-2946

BfTtLLaCT I'M a
Natian bombahaa Got wtiai a Miw

-SUSAN SNATZm-
CongrMulaaana on Via School of Educaion

Usa/JolM

tK. Happy bii««tay< MOW ainuiplar
ing aomoiTiore 3-m«> Tkianka tor aalurday

'
I w« navar toraat *

LES. I

know thai

YOU. I luai naadad you to

TO THE OUY IN THE UMAJNE SWEAT-
BIHRT wMh mo helmet and h« friends at

Woicastoi C on Sunday We mHw you
ara hoi" tWould like to meet you Respond
hare From the Wmdowatioppars

VO VO BABY VO The bucket bngada hves
on ipinnakars aN day reunion tor mora into

caN 649-5690 Be prepared to laN us wtiais

WfMsn on th9 buCiiCC

MATT. IMSiMJM UMASS SWEATSHIRT
at McManus Sunday, looking t: you
brigManad my day Karan

COME OUT VNMML. Oon1 IM aw aM.
Ci^aic boys start mucfi tooMa Wli
aa waN be me one

CONORATULATmNS TO THE NEW ex

ecutive board of Sigma Oeta Tau Eimly

Laura. HEamar. Liaa T use S Caaaia
Mictiato, Maro and Randri Congrads m
Ekzabam tor Siandanla' Gat pndiad lor an

Mir' Love SmN n Myla

STEVIE MCKS • Thank you tor bomg me
stardual n our niM sky You ara our muae,
ourgoddaaa Nobody baiiavaa mat you are

wNft ua SUN. you waHi ganUy through our

itibllnai Saa you wtian Itie sun goes
down MyiHcNIy, Or Doe and ma Tywi Man

MARO - Let's mink about ma praaant and
have as much fun as possibto m me next

tow montha DFMWIG k>ve forever Gussy

LMJC rwrlEiaTObAY ILaarMd slot in

66 hrs I kka ma Liaulanant and truat you
wim me doctor - I'm not going anyway* 4

RAOiEL xTSMnmon's Psy^iOOa OOam
I think you're beautiful

t1 29 FOR COUCH, bad, 3 chaa*. 2 IMitoa.

kitchen tabto and large ptam caN JM
5494794

SCOTTA AiO-REC MAN hardey erasure

head we aN wish you s happy b«lhday - 7m

HAVE ANY EXTRA CATS TICKETST 11

take any night Please caH 5494387

HAPPY 'BMrTHbTTv — To ma biggaiin

troubiamaker in the bualnaaa achool We
tova you anyway Love, Chawalck , Pam,
Cathi. Brenna. Mary, Lmda, Amy, MtoheNe,
AJyssa. the boys next door, the boys
downstairs, the boys for East Boston. An-

draw "Dee" CLAY the Accounting Oepart-

mant. Todd through the years and the staff

al the Hawaiian Inn

HAPPY BIRTHOAY EMStiLBEE TUNAI
Hope your 19th brings a tot of cnteria at'

You're tttat much ck>ser to your dreami

Love always. Kern and Kaylal

THAT CAPTIVATING BLONDE I saw you

at the TOO Tuesday Night 1 1 AprH 89 we
first met in Spanah 1 10 Spr 88 I wouM kjve

to get together and talk please respond

Patrick 256-8105

LOST ORGANIC CHEM BOOK 4/10 at

GRO Call Yolanda 549-1925

$100Reward
STUDENTS SEEK TO TAKE OVER your

lease in June or September lor your four-

five bedroom house please call Dan
546-8457 or Mitch 546-9080

Oldi KARRAS Happy Birthday (yesterday)

Sorry it's late but we tove you anyway love

-Kel. Jen, and Cyn

WANTED: 2 females or males nonsmokers

to share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywine fo

r next year Call Bob 549-5922 or Jeff

546-7442

SENIORS!!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!!

'JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN'
• Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses calling '

other UMass seniors
' Apply al the Memorial Hall Basement '

or call 545-3509

APPLY TOOAYII

ROOMMATES WANTED

SUMMER ON VINY/MO Tyro roommsTws
needed lo share cottage wtm great ocean
view CaH 5464177.

HOUSEMATE(S) WANTED TO
Hadley home on Farm pond
own room and bam Prator grade Rem
negoiiaUe 584^5136 avaa

VINEYARD HAVEN ~- OouWe room
avaaabto June i Labor Day $3200 CMI
Chrwtme 546-7067 or Sue 546-TOn

Bl PUfVtON.''aiiwa

•fl S4S-147S

OMAT HOUSE ON VINEYARD
Jun I Sept t Caa

Amy 6-9314

HOW CAN YOU PASS UP m« opportum
ly?FaNsmgto$19QMto|
pus Carol 266-1736

CAPE COO ROOMMNTE WANttP C4Ni

Otona646-10S2

ad starting June t CaH 549-5167

WANTED: fwo lemale norvamokmg room-
mates to stiare a doubto m Townatwuaa
For lurttiar into CaN S494926

BEDROOM M 3 BCOROOM NOME
waaher. dryer, woodstova 6 mm waMi to

Downtown tO rrwwto waNi to UMaas caH
253-0707 $t9Vmomh

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apT*)
Northampton $300 par monm plua Vt

utiMiaa caH 5660542 Aak tor Micltaal

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED lor

Southwood apt starting 6/1 caN 2566745

TWO SEMMXNET HON SMOKING Pm
woman tookjng tor two smgto rooms m cool

house praterapl» m /Uylhorst tor FaH ptoaae
caN Knalin 546-9614 toeva maaaage
Thanka

THRK OUVS LOOKNtO TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY MOOSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 69 PLEASE HELP
US OUT—CALL 5466406 or 5464400
Laava Masiage

UJMQUISTICS. worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a baar? CaU 549^1660 George

ROOMMATE WAMTH) FOR CAPE COD

> PIMALn WANTED to rant houaa m
HywwM graai tacalton eai 64SS021

servk;es

PROFESSKMAL RESUMES. OvarMgM
and same day aamoa 666-6S73.

RJHUMES professionat quality, laser

printed only VV Call Rick 256-0199 eves

54

SMMA DELTA TAU

CONORATULATKINS to the naw exac-

tioard Emily. Laura. Lisa, Heather. Liaa.

Randi. Marci. Micheto. and Cassia Best of

luck

^JM1RATULATK)NS PfWMDENT EMU)
Just because your moving into a single

don't think mat you can get rid of Lisa and
I that easy Love. Randi (Alias Jill)

TO THE NEWLY ELECTED PRESHMEHT
EMILY COFSKY — Congralutotons! Get
psycfied tor a real bad, you daeerve it Now
wtio wiH dean ma room'? -Lwa.

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRAVatS. Once
again you have helped in my most crucial

needs Your intercession is very powerful

I'm truly grateful MKS

SUBLET

tAKE OVER LEASE JIME 1 1 bdrm, apt
call for info 665-4740

AMHERST CENTER FURNISHED ROOM
huge yard. BBC pit. piano 1 titock from

Town Grad or upper year pref 253-0943

TAKE OVER LEASE FOR 1 bedroom
presidential apt with tall option Call

253-2515

TAKE-OVER LEASE starting June 1 2 bed
rooms Southwood /Kpts 253-3404 heat &
hoi water irKluded

SUMMER SUBLET

PUFFTON. Double and single room
Availabto for summer Ctoan and airy

Beside bus stop 549-4883

2 ROOMS IN HOUSJEToT (emate7couple
Pelham 15 mine to UMaaa $250 Nick
546-0789 2S6-1334.

PUPPTOM OIK aOfW ATT. Maal tor 2.

some turn rant nagot CaS S4S-77SS

SUBLET TMil

Oiw

vary maapansMa

caH wimediaiaiy
Naal 549-3536
Craig 546 19«B

neon TO SUBLET PON BUMMBI
BaauMul houaa toNoimAiimarai$i7Vnio
up to three rooaw may ba opan tor ftti

546-9916

I Ml SO. AWHIT NOUSi.
iJunet 1 or 2 older persons RaM

Bruce 2S3-2860

$140 OO/monttl. 2 smotoa FuNy
kvirtg 'oom/kecnen 6e6-2r~k-2S27

RENT FOR lUMMER A graai 4 bdrm apt

dkacVy on bua rouM Vary laaaonat

'

CaHsooni 5464866

TAKE OVER OUR BRANOYWME
6/1 wMh FaH opaon 5495967

BEAUTIFUL FARMHOUSE m Sunderland
Dual slop m drivaway sunny room 2<XVmo
aN inc call Jason 866-4627

a BEDROOMS Ml SWMS VHXAOE. Ram
nag 253-5249

ONE BEDROOM Ml HOOERN HOUSE. 10
mm Irom campua On bus roula
20a/monm nag CaN Shaia aAar 7pm
26642S0

PUPFTON ONE
negot Can 54»7762 Soon

TAKE OVER OUR LEASSI

StmSS VILLAOS APT AVAILABLE June
tal 4 bdrm, on ma bus routo. -mtoresiad?
Can 2634132

TIMVB.

Tn TO ST, LOUIS. Misa S/2»«B
roundlrto caN Aza 253-2964

a TIX TO LA FROM BOST 5/30 be
diacovered' Run away' S« margaritas on
iha baacn 1« aacb Cal now S4S-7S43
pm

TVPMQ

FAST , INEiCFOWVi TVPBIO . CaNlSry
at 5464725

DON'T TYPE rr VbURSB^ OuaWy. ovar^

night typing - Call Barry. 546-9436

"WORDSMITH" profeaaional typing
Raaumas, pa<iars and mora I aaarpriinting

wtth speNcheck 253-4564

CASES, PAPERS, THESIS. on<anipua, af-

fordable, grammar reviewed, i

564- 7924. Nancy

•••«•••«• 9 ••••••••••••••••*«•

VNIEVARO HAVEN

* Live and work on paradlaa - Marttia'a

'

'Vineyard We ara Ihraa lun UMaaa'
'students who have an extra douiito room'
'availabM in our rented house, Irom June'
'lunlH Labor Day Located appraxknaMy'
*ona mae from town, it's a super area, and'
'the most awesome place to spend the'

'summer Tfie room is $1600 per person
'

'CaH Chnstine 546-7067. Sue 546-7063 or'

'Wendy at 566-2406. 545 3500 PLeaae'
leave a message if we're not in '

WANTED

TAKE OVER MY LEASE bedroom
Branywine apt available on June 1st C^ll

5494157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMaaa
Campus or on bus route Pleaaa call Jac-
queline 546-5050

WANTED TO RENT

fWO^FUN. SEMI-QUIET NONSMOKING
WOMEN looking tor two single rooms in

cool house/apt lor fall preferable m Amfierst

Please help us out - call 546-9514 ask tor

Kristin or leave message Thanks!

DESPERATELY LOOMNG FOR a ptaca to

live on the Cape this summer CaN Kaiy
546-4819
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SPORTS
Gorillas win m
Codignotto gets a redeemer
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

All things considered, the University of Massachusetts

men's lacrosse team is very lucky to have pulled this one

out.

The Gorillas (now 8-1, ranked eighth in the nation) had
been pushed into overtime by unheralded Ivy League foe

Dartmouth College (4-4). before senior attack Rob
Codignotto's goal 1:21 into the extra period finally settl-

ed matters much later than most people would have

preferred, giving UMass a hard-fought 11-10 win yester

day afternoon at Boyden Hill.

UMass had watched the Big Green, who played bigger

than life all afternoon, rally from a 10-7 deficit midway
through the fourth quarter to tie it. Both teams had

chances at the end of regulation and in overtime to put

it away.
But it was Codignotto. the fourth attack in a three-

attack offense, who finally stuck the fork in the cake as

he rolled off a defender on the left side and broke in on

net, bouncing a shot past goalkeeper Rob Hollister just

under the right crossbar.

It was a pay-back goal for Codignotto, who had missed

a chance to win it with 10 seconds left in regulation when
he rushed into traffic in front of the net and dropped the

ball.

"It was an lOU," Codignotto said. "I felt I had the short

stick, [Jim] McAleavey drew his man behind the net and
they were covering Scotty (Hillerl, so I took the opening."

Just moments earlier, Dartmouth had a chance to win
it with a restart from the top of the box. But midfielder

Peter Turk, who had a pair of goals already, fanned on
a shot. Defender Tnm Bonnet cleared it and UMass set

t n^n pKo4o b> i ^l^rmaa

Welcome to the Jungle: The UMass men's lax team was just that one goal better than
Dartmouth College yesterday at the Boyden field.

up for the winning tally.

The Gwillas also could have taken it just before the end

of regulation. Coach Dick Garber called a time out to set

up a final shot, but Codignotto missed on his initial

chance.

"We were hoping to get it inside, to draw everyone in,

and then get it out to [Codignotto]." Garber said. It didn't

work out, and Dartmouth cleared, setting up the sudden-

death frenzy.

UMass sloshed around in the first half, unable to shake

a ball-control Dartmouth tempo that sucked up the UMass
fast breaking ways like a sponge. The Green succeeded

to take the Gorillas and the crowd out of the game from

continued on pag* 23

Softball heads to Boston College
after splitting a pair with Rhody
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Softball team will get

reacquainted with Totman field this afternoon, hosting

the Eagles of Boston College (7-4-1) for a pair of games
beginning at 3 p.m. UMass has not played in front of the

home folks since sweeping Penn St. and St. Bonaventure
in a four game stand 11 days ago.

Since then, the Minutewomen ( 10-14 > have played five

consecutive road games, slumping to a 1-4 record, in-

cluding Tuesday's split at the University of Rhode Island.

UMass busted what had been to that point a three-game
slide with a 3-0 win in the opener, then fell in the second
contest of the afternoon 21.
Holly Aprile took the decision at both ends, throwing

a complete game shutout in the opening match, then
relieving starter Chris Wanner in sixth inning of the se-

cond game with the score then tied at 1-1.

The Lady Rams broke through in the bottom of the

eighth to hand Aprile the loss. It began with a walk to

The UMass women's tennis team will

be on the road again today. The
Minutewomen travel to Hartford for

their second-to-last scheduled meet of the

season. This past weekend the
Minutewomen finished a disappointing
seventh at the Atlantic 10s at Penn State

and then lost to UConn on Tuesday.

Michelle Leach — a wild pitch then sent Leach second

base.

URI's Lisa Payne singled Leach to third, and Kathy
Tewey ended the ball game with a single.

Throughout the second game. Tewey spent the afternoon

defensively on the mound for the Lady Rams and allow-

ed nine hits and 11 baserunners, only one of which crcms-

ed home plate for the Minutewomen.
UMass scored the first run of the ballgame in the top

of the second frame, as Chris Wanner singled and advanc-

ed on a sacrifice bunt. Another hit and a bunt loaded the

bases for Jen Devlin, who delivered Wanner with a solid

single.

Tewey avoided further damage by stabbing a ground

ball by Jen Miller that was headed up the middle, then

keying a pitcher-to-home-to-first double play that ended

the inning.

After the Lady Rams knotted things up in the bottom

half of the .second inning, the game cruised along scoreless-

ly until Tewey's offensive heroics in the eighth.

Aprile fanned four without issuing a single walk in the

first game of the afternoon. URl threatened only in the

first inning, when it had runners on first and second with

no outs on the board. Aprile recovered to retire the next

three batters, and threw zeros the rest of the game.
Teammate Barbara Meehan provided all the offense

Aprile would need, driving in two runs with a double in

the top of the first.

Bicycle Club hosts
cycling championship
The University of Massachusetts Bicycle Racing Club

is hosting the Eastern Collegiate Cycling Championships
throughout local towns this Saturday and Sunday.

The race will consist of three stages. On Saturday there

will be a 70 mile road race in Shutesbury. On Sunday
there will 15 mile time trial race on route 47 in

Sunderland and finally a 40-mile criterium race later that

same day. Each stage has four seperate categories: men's
A varsity, men's B jr. varsity, men's C novice, and women.

More than 400 racers are expected to participate in the
event from 40 different schools including Cornell, New
Hampshire, Harvard, Rutgers, and Penn State among
others. There will be former national team and Olympic
caliber riders such as Peter Vollers, Doug Tanner, and
Chuck Lawrence. Former Pan-am team member Dick
Ring will be starting the races and acting as an
announcer.

Presently UMass is the defending E.C.C.F. champion
because of last year's victory at Cornell University in

Ithaca NY. UMass rider Burt Jones finished as the overall

men's champion and Stephaine Roussos finished 2nd
overall for the UMass women's team.

UMass' Ciaglo

Photo ro<irl<>ay of SporU Information

a move up the road

Collrgian photo by Jo«l Solomon

pays dividends
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Today's non-league game at Springfield College will

be more than just a "middle of the week" game for at

least one member of the University of Massachusetts

baseball team.

Junior lefthander Paul Ciaglo played for the Chiefs

during his first two collegiate seasons before transfer-

ring to UMass last Fall. It was this move that has pro-

mpted him to become one of the best pitchers around
in 1989.

Ciaglo has no regrets about his decision to start his

collegiate career at Division II Springfield, or his move
up Route 91 to UMass.
"I wanted to play in college instead of sitting

around," Ciaglo said, "but I had it in my mind to move
up. I knew this program was much better, and I wanted
to step up the ladder, to get more games and better com-
petition."

The Hadley native, who pitched Hopkins Academy
to a state championship in 1985 (if one treks down

continued on page 23

Don't like the weather?

Wait! Sunny and warm
today, rain tonight,

cloudy tomorrow,

Jim Cole looks at a big

film with a small cast

that's everything bi|t

calming. Page 9. 'jg/^

Softball triumphs in

both halves of their

%ouble dip with Boston

College. Page 16.
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COLLEGIAN
Jenifer asks
faculty to

back plan
Wants UMass to be competitive

By BETH GATELY
Cnllt'gian Staff

The state's highest public education official addressed

the University of Massachusetts faculty senate yesterday,

vowing not to make a rash decision in restructuring the

public higher education system in Massachu.setts

"We're not going to rush into things we haven't looked

at fiscally.' Franklyn Jenifer, chancellor of higher educa-

tion in Massachusetts said to about 100 UMass faculty

senators. "I don't have any intention of rushing into it"

"It's a good strategy to move forward, we need tremen

dous momentum to do .something now," Jenifer said "We
must be careful not to move too fast that we make errors,

but move we must." He said competition between public

universities and colleges in Massachusetts will improve

the whole system. "If you're the best, prove it, and you

will get the money you deserve," he said. "Greatness and

quality don't come cheap."

He urged faculty at UMass to engage in the "Challenge

for excellence."

"We must compete for money, and show that UMass
deserves it, " he said. "If you are capable, you'll get it."

"1 believe the system of public higher education in

Massachusetts can and should be one of the best systems

in the nation," Jenifer said.

He said the "Saxon Plan." recommended by the board

of trustees at UMass. will not allow UMass to take the

lead, but his plan, the "Jenifer Plan. " can achieve this

goal.

Jenifer used the address as an opportunity to lobby the

Jenifer Plan to the senators. The proposal would make

UMass-Boston a separate entity from the UMass-Amherst

campus and the UMass-Worcester medical school. Both

would have separate presidents and boards of trustees.

He said concentrating money on individual campuses

improves the structure of the entire higher education

system.

The trustees' plan would combine the three UMass cam

<'nllr(ian photo by JaMn Talvraian

REACH FOR THE SKY
yesterday.

- Brothers of Phi Mu Delta play disc in front of their house

puses with the Universtiy of Lowell and Southeastern

Massachusetts University. The five campuses would be

governed by one president and board of trustees.

He said the trustees' plan will not allow higher educa

tion in Massachusetts tp accomplish excellence because,

"You don't build it by a peanut butter budget."

"That's when you spread it all over the bread and

everybody gets a bite and it all tastes nasty, " he added.

He said most of the changes made in restructuring the

system will require some form of change and aid from

Massachusetts legislators.

Jenifer commended Stan Rosenberg. D Amherst, for his

work for funding for higher education.

"He put forward (the Rosenberg Amendment] that I

didn't think would go anywhere until the votes started

coming in." Jenifer said. "He made political moves, he

came very close."

The Rosenberg Amendment, asking for $20.7 million

to be put back in the budget, was defeated in the House

by five votes.

Military protesters
to be arraigned today
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

The seven students who were arrested

Wednesday on charges of trespassing

and disorderly conduct will be arraign-

ed today in Hampshire District Court,

Tammy Jones, the procedures clerk said

yesterday.

Six University of Massachusetts

students, Frank E. Bowrys III, Loyda

Guzman. Laura J. Morrisette. Diane

Ditmore, Andrew J. Sirulnik and John

S. Langford, and one Hampshire College

student, Randolph L. Viscio, are

scheduled to appear in court today at 9

a.m.

The students were arrested yesterday

after a six-hour takeover of a laboratory

in Marcus Hall. They said they were

protesting military-sponsored research

at UMass.

Several students and area residents

are expected to show their support for

the demonstrators outside the cour-

thouse before and during the arraign-

ment, according to Bowrys.

"We're going to mobilize people to be

there at 8:30 a.m.," he said. "We're hop

ing for at least two dozen people to show

their commitment to our cause."

The demonstrators are planning

another rally for Monday at 12 p.m. to

"get the word out that the battle is not

going to stop." said Jonathan Leavitt,

a representative from People for a

Socially Responsible University.

"We're going to present our case on

Monday to the administrators that they

drop the charges," Leavitt said. "We are

also going to insist that a student board

is set up that has binding power over

police."
continued on page 8

Negative posters
mar CAG campaign
Gordon passes out posters to friends

n >.AT>T. o * /~i<^UI7f*rT „^,.^ rr,r,no» ^r. all of the I.Rr;ABy MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The first of what is expected to be a long

line of negative campaign posters surfac-

ed this week, targeting a recent decision

to re run the Commuter Area Government

presidential election.

The poster, which was produced by an

unknown source, was apparently directed

at co-candidates Robb Smith and Ted

Chambers, who were defeated by four votes

on April 11 by co-candidates Tim Reilly and

Alex Zarganes. Voting discrepancies in the

first election were cited as the reason for

a second election, according to CAG elec-

tions coordinator Jennifer MacNeish.

The poster read: "WAAAHHHH!!! We
want a new election. We lost and we
wanted to win. We wantred (sic) to spend

your money on all of the LBGA socials in-

stead of concerts [.] once again, VOTE
AGAINST CORRUPTION."
The poster was the second to be cir-

culated claiming the Smith/Chambers

camp denounces spring concerts, which

both sets of candidates said was untrue.

During his term as acting CAG president,

Smith said he gave $8,000 for the produc-

tion of Eastside concerts to be held this

.spring.

The day of the first election was marked

by considerable negative postering directed

toward the Smith/Chambers campaign,

which the co-candidates said may have

been largely responsible for their defeat

because there was no way to inform

students that the claims were false.

The pair immediately contested the elec-

continued on page 5
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HALF MAST — A sailor aboard the guided missile destroyer Lawrence stands below the
ship's flag lowered to half mast of the ship at the Norfolk Naval Base in Norfolk, Va. yester-
day. The base's flags were lowered in memorial for the dead from the USS Iowa, a battleship
which exploded yesterday killing 47 crew members near Puerto Rico.
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STUDY ABROAD with a DIFFERENCE
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LOCAL
Homophobic note's

scars now healing
Close knit Smith students working together

By LAURA KLIVANS
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - More than two
months af\er a homophobic not« was left

on a Smith College student's door, the stu-

dent and other Hubbard House residents

have "moved on" from the incident that all

considered upsetting.

According to house Head Resident Leslie

Morton, on Sunday. Feb. 12. a first year

student and resident of the house found a

homophobic note outside her door. She at

first thought the note, which read "Les

bians are the curse of God," was a joke

because of the way it was worded, Morton
xaid.

News Analysis

She pinned it on the door and assumed

the writer would come forward and take

responsibility for the note, Morton said, but

when no one did, the student gave the note

to Morton.

At the house's Feb. 13 lunch, the reci-

pient made an announcement and said if

the note's writer stepped forward the mat

ter would be dropped. Morton said, adding

no one did. A house meeting was then call-

ed, she said.

Again the perpetrator was asked to come

forward, and again no one did, Morton said,

adding she then turned the note over to

Associate Dean for Student Affairs Carol

Weinberg.
Weinberg began an investigation of

anonymous notes and messages, she said.

Morton said it was determined that the

note was left the night of Feb. 12. She said

that student security records indicated the

note was left by someone within the house,

rather than a visitor.

Weinberg said there was no way of know

ing positively whether it was an inhouse

incident.

Morton said she asked house members

what they did the night of the incident, and

gave this information to Weinberg.

Weinberg said she also asked students,

especially those near the recipient's room,

to come speak to her.

Morton said the note was checked for

fingerprints but none were discernible. The
note was sent to a handwriting specialist

in Boston who determined that the hand-

writing w£is disguised. According to Mor-

ton, nobody within the house was pin-

pointed and some residents were dis

qualified. The investigation into the iden

tity of the writer was finally closed last

month, more than a month afler the initial

incident, she said.

Weinberg said closing the investigation

was frustrating for house members because

residents "want to have some resolution to

things."

Morton said Student Affairs' involve-

ment did not end with the failure to find

the writer. "(Student AfTairsj did not just

turn their backs and go." she said.

"Everyone at Student Affairs is concern-

ed with the aftermath."

Morton said the house has about 50

residents, many of whom are friends.

"It is a very close-knit house, people care

a lot about each other." she said. The house

atmosphere is "almost familial," she said,

which is why the incident was "a blow to

some people. . . . You realize you don't real-

ly know everyone as well as you think you

do
"

Morton said because of the students' rela-

tionships, it was easier for students to be

supportive, adding this might have been a

reason the recipient of the note plans to re

main in the house next year.

"It's encouraging that people m the

house cared enough to move on from it,"

Morton said, adding that people deal with

problems in different ways.

She said she tried to create a forum in

which people could ask questions about the

incident and about homophobia. After the

incident, workshops in lesbian awareness

were scheduled, as well as an ongoing

series of informal talks.

"Anything like this has a real mtyor ef-

fect on people." Weinberg said. As far as

dealing with future problems similar to the

February incident, Weinberg looks to

education. "I view myself as a educator

rather than an investigator," she said.

She said, however, that the "prevailing

mood should be clear that some things

are not acceptable."

Collrgiaa plMto by Jaaon T«i#rm«n

University employees answer questions during a press con-

ference held yesterday morning. The employees wish to join the

Service Employees International Union local 509.

UMass employees
look to join union
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Professional employees at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts have petitioned to

unionize, hoping to join Service

Employees International Union local

509. representatives announced
yesterday.

More than 650 professional

employees, of about 1.300 on the

Amherst and Boston campuses, signed

cards supporting the petition, said Tom
Coish. a staff attorney with the Legal

Services Center.

The professional staff organizing com-

mittee petitioned the state Labor Rela-

tions Commission to authorize a vote to

approve or reject the union, said Tom
Goodkind. a representative from

UMass/Boston.
"The support in Boston is absolutely

solid for local 509," he said.

Organizers hope a voting date will be

set for no later than the end of May.

The professional staff, which includes

employees such as nurses, engineers

working in the physical plant, lawyers,

research machinists and academic ad-

visors, are organizing because they have

no representation with the UMass
Trustees and are therefore being sub

jected to lay-offs and merit pay

holdbacks, Goodkind said.

"Right now, the professional staff has

been singled out." as the place to make
cost saving cuts, he said.

Goodkind said a layoff policy approv

ed by the Trustees for the Boston cam
pus at their last meeting is already go-

ing into effect and between 3045
employees, about 10-15 percent of the

total professional staff, have received

their pink slips.

If the vote goes in favor of the union.

Coish said representatives will im-

mediately begin to develop a platform

to present to the University Board of

Regents.

In order for the union to be accepted.

50 percent of those voting plus one have

to vote in favor of the proposal, said

Goodkind.

No official position has been declared

by the regents but the organizers have

"heard some rumors that some high

level officials have said it would be

stupid not to unionize at this point,"

Coish said.

BOG passes
motion to

aid RSO rights
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors passed a resolution last night

that would prevent the Board from kicking student

organizations out of the Campus Center/Student Union

complex solely because of a viewpoint expressed by the

organizations.

The resolution, presented by Gov. Steven Sinofsky,

was passed in response to recent incidents involving

Registered Students Organizations including the Spar

tacus Youth League and the Republican Club, both

denied use of office space in the Student Union after

a February altercation, said Sinofsky.

"[The BOG's] function is to serve the students,' he

said. "We should not be the people to judge student

organizations' actions."

Sinofsky was met with some debate by Gov. Jason

Kofman who said, "Would the resolution hinder the

BOG's ability to prevent groups such as the Ku Klux

Klan and the White Supremacists from coming to cam

pus?*

Gov. Stephen Bayer, a representative of the Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gay Alliance, said he is concerned with

the BOG's ability to prevent campus visits from groups

intending to harm lesbian, bisexual and gay students.

In response, Sinofsky said, "I would be more comfor-

continued on page 8

Poll: Budget cuts hurt students
But students wouldn Y dissuade others from enrolling

By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students overwhelmingly

agreed budget cuts have negatively affected their college

careers, but balked at saying they would dissuade others

from enrolling here, according to a poll conducted this

week by the Collegian.

Students answered five questions in a random telephone

survey, 82 of the 100 students polled said their college

careers have been "negatively affected" by budget cuts,

while only 18 said their careers have "not been affected."

Yet. when asked what they would do "If a friend or

relative was considering enrolling at UMass," 74 respond-

ed they "would warn them ofthe effects of the budget cuts,

but not dissuade them from enrolling." 17 said they would

unconditionally recommend enrolling at UMass, while

nine said they would suggest enrolling else.

Students cited deteriorating classrooms and buildings,

overcrowded classes, and the lack of experienced pro-

fessors most often when explaining in what ways the

budget cuts had affected them.

Some students said recommending enrollment at the

University was dependent on the prospective student's in-

tended major. One mechanical engineering student said,

"If the person was enrolling in this department, I'd say

'definitely,' but if it was English I might not say that."

One disgruntled student, a sophomore communications

major, said "I'd never recommend this school to anyone.

I spend the first two weeks of every semester begging pro-

fes^^ors to let me in their classes, just so I'll get enough

ci edits."

Students were also asked if their chances of receiving

a "quality, college education" had been diminished by the

lack of available classes. Sixty four of the 100 said their

education has been "negatively affected," while 36 said

their education had not suffered as a result of the class

shortage. That the University is still regarded as a

favorable learning institution is further confirmed by a

closer look at the student responses: 55 students said they

have been negatively affected by both the lack of classes

and the budget cuts in general, but 89 percent of those

said they would still recommend the University to others.

Eleven percent said they would not recommend enroll-

ment at the University.

None of those responding to the poll said their educa-

tion was "positively affected" in any way by either the

lack of classes or by the budget cuts in general.

The poll, which coincides with the second week of pre-

registration, also asked students what they felt their

chances were of receiving the courses they wanted next

semester. More than one-third of the students said they

had a "good" chance of getting their classes, and nine

students boasted that they had an "excellent" chance. 31

said they had a "fair" chance, and 18 said they stood "lit-

tle or no chance" of receiving the classes they wanted

most.

One student, a BDIC major, said his success in secur-

ing classes is a result of his expressing interest beforehand

to professors who will be teaching the courses he wants.

Nearly two-thirds of the students polled said they plann-

ed on registering for extra classes this week to assure

themselves of getting more of the classes they want.
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negative posters
continued from page 1

tion, citing the negative campaigning and procedural

irrors during voting as grounds to invalidate the

results and hold a new election.

MacNeish said at least one vote was cast by a stu-

dent from the Greek area, which is not considered part

of the Commuter area, and cited 13 other errors where

student voter's credit eligibility was in question.

The CAG Governing Board voted earlier this week

to invalidate the election because of the procedural er

rors and dismissed claims of negative campaigning

because there was no Constitutional basis for the

complaint.

A new election is scheduled for Thursday from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Hatch, but Sen. Robert Fadel said

the plans could be stalled ifsomeone appeals the Gover-

ning Board's decision, which he said is likely.

The originator of the posters remains a mystery, but

several .students said they saw Josh Gordon, a former

Student Government Association presidential can-

didate, distribute negative campaign flyers during the

first campaign.
Gordon said 50 posters denouncing the

Smith/Chambers campaign were slid under his door

and he distributed them to his friends in class and dur-

ing his spare time spent at the Hatch, where the CAG
elections were held.

The negative campaigning was "payback for the

Liberator." Gordon said, claiming the newspaper, cir

culated in part by Smith and Chambers, "slandered"

( uttfiptin rUe piMMu

Josh Gordon

him during the SGA presidential election.

Gordon said he has used the MacInUwh computer lab

in Herter Hall to print out 'funny things" about Smith

and Chambers, but said his sheets have not been used

as poster material.

"I was doing the same thing they did to me." he said.

"I negatively campaigned on them. I told (my friendsl

not to vote for them."

COLLEGIAN 5

Student revived after

suicide attempt
at Newman Center
A 26-year-old University of Massachusetts student may

have tried to hang himself in the Newman Center

Wednesday, but the rope apparently broke and police were

able to revive him, according to UMass police.

Police said the man was sent to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton and then to Baystate Medical

Center in Springfield, where he is recovering.

According to police, several people walking by the

Newman Center saw a man lying in the driveway and

called police at about 11:30 p.m.

When police arrived, they found the man lying face

down in a pool of blood in the driveway. Police found a

clothesline rope tied in a noose fashion around his neck,

with about 18 inches of rope attached to the nooae. A piece

of clothesline rope tied to the second floor balcony of the

Newman Center was also found, police said.

CPR was administered until an ambulance arrived.

In other police reports:

• Graffiti was reported scrawled on the Fine Arts Center

walls Wednesday Reference was made to military

research in the writing on the walls, police said.

The vandalism was related to Wednesday's protest of

military research funding.

A gas can caught on fire Wednesday when a physical

plant employee was pouring gas into a tractor at North

Village, police said. The Amherst Fire Department
responded, and no ii\iuries were reported.

-BETH GATELY
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Red Sox topple Indians, take third straight
Bv The Ass(xiated Press

and RICK SANTOS

CLEVELAND - Nick Esasky and Jim
Rice each hit two-run home runs and Den
nis "Oil Can" Boyd pitched 6';) scoreless

innings yesterday as the Boston Red Sox

handed the Cleveland Indians theii sixth

consecutive defeat. 5 2

COMMENTARY
Boyd's success came two days after his

comments about Red Sox Manager Joe

Morgan's attitude toward him after his

start was pushed back to allow Roger
Clemens to pitch.

Imagine being Morgan and having to

deal with the egos of cry babies like Boyd.

Clemens, and Rice.

Yesterday, Dwight Evans added a solo

homer for the Red Sox. who have won three

straight and seven of their last nine since

beginning the season with four losses.

Their 7-6 record makes them the only team
in the American League East over .500.

This doesn't say much for the East, does it?

Boyd, I-l. allowed six hits, struck out

three and walked one before Bob (the slob)

Stanley came on to get Oddibe McDowell

AP pboto

Cleveland's Oddibe McDowell, right,

first baseman Nick Esasky tagged out
Thursday.

looks to the umpire after Red Sox
McDowell on a 3rd inning pickoff

and Andy Allanson with two men on in the
seventh.

Boyd had allowed 10 earned runs in his

first two starts and entered the game with
an ERA of 11.25.

Mike Greenwell doubled off Rich Yett,

1-2, leading off the Red Sox fourth and
Esasky hit his third homer off the upper
deck in left. Esasky was 4 for 4 with the
homer and four RBIs in Boston's 8-4 win
Wednesday and is 9 for 19 against
Cleveland this season with all of his home
runs and seven of his eight RBIs earned
against the Indians.

Greenwell had his second double and
third hit with two out in the Boston eighth,

and Rice followed with his second homer
of the season. Rice has hit in 13 consecutive

games, his longest streak since he hit in 15
straight in September 1983.

Cleveland's Keith Atherton relieved Yett

and was greeted by Evans' third homer
The Indians got two runs of Stanley in

the eighth on consecutive two-out singles

by Joe Carter, Pete O'Brien and Cory
Snyder and Dave Clark's run-scoring

double.

Lee Smith came on to strike out Brook
Jacoby and allow one hit in the ninth, strik-

ing out two more batters, for his first save
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Concert Security Workers-Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and site

work at the Bright Moments Jazz Festival during the month of July
Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July
13. 20, 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from
9 a.m. -5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AA,EOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich
or Mary Gannon. 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable
atmosphere.

GRADUATING IN MAY?
HAVE STUDENT LOANS?

We've got information about

• Deferments
• Consolidation

• Repayment

April 24, Campus Center 811, 3:00 pm
April 25, Campus Center 811, 3:00 pm
April 26, Campus Center 805, 3:00 pm
April 27, Campus Center 81 1 , 3:00 pm
April 28, Campus Center 805, 3:00 pm

AVOID THE AGONY OF DEFAULT

EDITQRIAL/CaTNION
Remembering Abbie Hoffman

I was recently stunned to learn of the

passing of Abbie HofTman, a friend and
renegade who embodied so much of the

idealism and zaniness of the GO's.

The Hindus have a proverb that reads:

"When the student is ready, the teacher ap-

pears." For me and several hundred
students at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst, Abbie Hoflfnian

transformed an otherwise moody
November morning into a lesson in dissent

and empowerment as he spoke of the

policie.s of the CIA

Jay Allain

litludwdi

Engineers are people too
In response to the article by Airace

Tesney on the engineering world ("A
friend who is out of her element". April

19), if your knowledge of the subjects

with technical emphasis is limited, you
should not put down the people who
discuss them. People in this world have
enough stereotypes to deal with without

having to deal with the fabricated ones

given by a person who is probably afiraid

to listen.

David Paratore
As engineers, my friends and I do not

expect people who are listening to ap-

preciate the topics that we are discuss-

ing. These topics may seem a bit out of

reach for some, but they make up a good

portion of our time on this campus. The
discussions are very useful in giving us

a chance to let off some steam caused by

our classes.

Very few days go by without me hear-

ing from someone about how hard it is

to be an engineer. From day one of

orientation, we are force fed the idea

that we have the hardest major on cam-

pus and that we are the smartest peo-

ple here. The idea of one major contain-

ing the brightest students is absurd.

This is just another generalization about

a group of people that should not be

made.
The idea is simple, don't generalize.

Don't make stereotypes. It hurts

everyone in the end.

Like every other migor, the per-

sonalities of the people in my major are

very different. We have people like the

one's you discussed as well as you do,

I'm sure. We also have people who don't

do much work, who go out, who prac-

tically live up town, and yes, even peo-

ple who go out on weeknights. On
almost any Friday night, you can go to

Mike's Weatview and find quite a few

engineering majors there.

Everyone m this place is different.

That's the whole idea of diversity. Be-

ing a Resident Assistant as well as an

engineer, I have been exposed to many
things, some technical, a lot social. I try

to avoid using stereotypes. Sometimes
I catch myself making fun of a Com-
munications m^jor, by saying that he or

she is stupid, but I realue that it's

wrong.
The major someone decides to enter is

not the only thing that a person should

be judged on. Judging someone by their

major is as superficial as judging them
by the clothes they wear, or the color of

their skin. It's wrong, plain and simple.

So do yourself a favor and go out to

lunch with those old engineering bud

dies. Strike up a conversation, one

which you would like to discuss.

Chances are you will find that they have

opinions on many other topics. These

people may not get a chance to express

them, or they may not be the first things

on their minds, but they do have them.

You probably could teach them a few

things. Maybe then you can do your

share of enlightening someone or mak-

ing someone more aware.

If everybody tried to do this, the peo-

ple of this campus might be a little more

sympathetic to the ne< is of others and

realize that words a .i hurt someone.

They sometimes can hurt more than

sticks and stones, because words do not

only hurt the person they are meant to,

they also hurt the speaker by showing

his or her ignorance.

Oh, by the way, I wouldn't suggest sit-

ting in on Fluids. I'v been a Mechanical

Engineering student fo three years

along with my friends, and we're all

clueless in it.

David Paratore is a UMass student

With a keen grasp of their covert in-

terventions — Guatemala and Iran in the

early 50's, Vietnam a decade later — Hoff-

man's eloquence ignited tl^ quieted flames

of righteousness that lay in our hearts. We
marched with our leader to occupy the sym-

bol <^campus power, the mam administra-

tion building.

Finding it barred, the aroused multitude

seized an adjacent site, a buc»lic brick

building which ironically housed the

Department of Information, a title Orwell

would have relished. Prior to his oratory

and mere presence, the campus had
already been stung by controversy concer

ning the right of the CIA to recruit college

students there. Abbie was the match.

A freewheeling occupation followed, an
event which lasted for hours and included

the visitation of Amy Carter, but finally

the authorities had had enough. Close to

fifty remaining protestors were handcuff

ed. Some had to be physically removed
from the building. Even Abbie, the veteran

himsett, was shocked to find attack dogs

and fully clad riot police waiting outside

on the otherwise rarefied campus.
This was a scene he later compared to

assaults on the Civil Rights marchers in

Alabama, a true exaggeration. But that

was part of his style, a persona which
transcended itself when the circumstances

and the media called for it. It was if he was
saying, "Look, of course this is inflated

rhetoric but I got your attention didn't 1?

Now listen to what's really happening."

With a youthful zeal, he believed

whatever cause he advocated, everyone

must encounter. His commitment and vi-

sion forced him into being arrested close to

fifty times. One can imagine the man who
seemed a cross between Gandhi and
Groucho Marx sitting in jail telling jokes

and stories.

His closing statement to the jury in the

subsequent trial against the CIA is a clear

distillation of his mature political thinking.

He believed democracy itaelf was subver-

sive — not something you believe in,

something you do.

Increasingly concerned about t<iday*s

youth, he ended his speech by appealing to

them and evoking a Revolutionary war
hero: "A verdict of not guilty will say what
Thomas Paine said: Young people, don't

give up hope. Ifyou participate, the future

is yours."

After a few hours of deliberation, Abbie

and his cohorts wee found not guilty — the

CIA was deemed involved in more serious

acts than sitting in.

Now almost two years to the day since

that people's victory, Abbie is gone. He
would want us to continue the good fight.

Jay AUain is a UMass student

Separating politics from the music
Alise Harfield has obviously missed the

whole point concerning the "Rattle and
Hum" so-called controversy ("Political

Movie Madness", April 18). The issue is not

whether all U2 fans should be liberals, but

that people don't like what members of the

Republican Club and Minuteman do to

other members of the community.

Recently, there have been a number of

stories about these people allegedly

assaulting members of various left-wing

organizations. These allegations are not

unfounded, nor are they surprising. It is ob-

vious just by looking at the Senate, the

lacking effectiveness of simple debate when
some of these people are involved.

This year I've seen W. Greg Rothman
waste time asking speakers at Senate

meetings for their ID cards and asking

Michael Greiner and Mark Wilkenson if

they could prove their manliness —just two

examples of the silliness surrounding the

conservatives, and their alleged agenda.

This is why people are opposed to the

Republican Club, not because of ideology.

Obviously, the Republican Club knows

this, and subsequently defied the request

from the Student Activities Office to put

their name on all advertising materials for

"Rattle and Hum. " Clearly, this is a group
that knows how people feel about them,

and their unwillingness to support them.

Nobody told anyone they couldn't see the

movie, or that one was a jerk for going. Peo-

ple going to the film were simply asked to

think about whether or not they wanted

their $2.50 to fund the Republican Club.

Many people chose not to endorse the club,

while others had no problem with it. By
spending your money that night, you were

absolutely supporting the Republican Club.

As for the affiliation of the protestors,

there were none. This was just a loose coali-

tion of students, not an RSO. Apparently,

Harfield doesn't want to believe people can

act without the structure of an organiza-

tion behind them.

Most U2 fans understand the band's

politics, as you can't separate them from

their music. You don't have to boycott

anyone, or protest whatever you disagree

with, but you are supposed to have the

right to express what you want in this

country, which is all anyone did that night.

Hopefully, no one felt threatened by the

protestors.

Ari Weinstein
Conunuter Senator

Here comes the sun — and there it goes • • •

Ahhhhhh — it's Spring again.

And yet, I sit in front of a computer terminal, spending

endless hours writing a seemingly endless number of term

papers, book reports, and short essays.

On top of that there are the countless hours of editing

and writing for the Collegian — hours spent in the base-

ment of the Campus Center, where there are no windows,

no fresh air, no glimpse of life outside these four concrete

[and corkboard] walls.

I'm not complaining; I'm just suffering from lack of

sunshine.

There seems to be an equation — something

mathematical at least — that suggests that the warmer

the temperature and the sunnier the day, the more like-

ly I am to be inside, typing an 8-page paper.

In fact, you can tell who writes for the Collegian just

by looking around you on campus — you won't find any

of us. We're all down here, missing classes, missing sun-

shine, missing Spring, and writing for hours on end.

If you were lucky enough to find a Collegianite in one

of your classes, note the pale skin, the clamminess, the

tired expression. No Collegianite has the time to get a tan,

and many of us haven't seen daylight [except early in the

morning] since the last snowfall.

I still get exercise, mind you. I just shoot my nour .s

worth of jumpshots at 11 p.m. There are advantages to

this, such as the empty court, and the fact that when you

throw an airball, many times it's too dark to see how far

off the shot was.

Weekends were made for sleeping. After waking at 1

p.m., I gather my quarters to do laundry. Afterward I go

shopping, then head to the library and then back to my
apartment. Total time outdoors [not including driving or

busriding] is about 30 minutes.

David R. Mark

No wonder everyone thinks I'm sick

And grumpy.
And tired.

Yes, I realize we come to a university to receive an

education. I'm aware of the great importance of my work-

ing at the largest college daily in New England. Un-

doubtedly I'm aware of how every hour of work I do now

will pay off after I graduate.

I just want to take an afternoon walk. Is that so wrong?

I'm the starting catcher on the Collegian softball team.

I figured, naively, that this would mean many an hour

of fun-filled afternoons at the ballpark, allowing me to en-

joy the warmth of the sun.

We've been rained out twice and have yet to play our

first game.
In this a conspiracy? Or am I the only one at this school

who has not yet seen the sun hit the campus pond — minus

the ice?

This summer I'll be interning in New Jersey. Like this

Spring. I'll spend the overwhelming majority of my
daytime hours indoors. Beyond that I'll be confined to a

shirt, tie and slacks, so even if I do go outside, I won't get

a tan.

Makes me reminisce for yesteryear, when summer was
the time I'd hit tennis balls with my Louisville slugger

until dinner, from April 'til October.

This past summer, the best tan I got was the time I

covered a fire at a train station. The heat from the fire

made the skin on my face and arms reddish.

Nowadays the only red on my body is around my pupils,

a side-effect of my life indoors and in front of my
monochrome computer.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist
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resolution passes

continutd from page 3

table not banning someone because they

might do something, because of their free

speech, than banning someone because of

their free speech, as repugnant as [a

Roup's statements] may be."

In other business:

• The BOG elected Charlotte Carter and
Lisa Balentine to replace Eric Nakajima
and Joe Casali as chairperson and
treasurer on next year's Board. Vice
chairperson Liz Hart was re fleet t-d for

next year's Board

• VJMass will begin construction of a

sprinkler system in the Campus Center on

Dec. 13, according to a report by the

University Conference Services, presented

by Campus Center administrator William

Harris.

As a result, the music'listening room and

meeting rooms on floors 8 and 9 of the Cam-
pus Center will be closed to the general

public from Nov. I, 1989 until Feb. 1, 1990

• Gov. Angela Paquin sprayed the outgo-

ing ofllcers with whipped cream in what
Gov Bonnie LeMadeleine said was a "long-

standing BOG tradition"

M arraignments
continued from page i

'We are going to find a way that

.students can regain control of the

University," Leavitt said.

Leavitt and Bowrys said they foresee

the possibility of at least one more oc

cupation of the military' funded research

lab<jratory following Monday's rally.

"Wo ,..it >.»> M-'.'H h»>rT> bi'forp and

we'll be more prepared this time,
"

Leavitt said

Bowrys said some d* the protestors

may consider taking legal action

against at least two of the police officers

involved in the arrests. He said two of

the protestors sustained injuries as a

result of police brutality

Recyclers to collect papers Mon.
The University Recyclers are asking the

UMass community to bring any

newspapers (preferably tied or bagged) to

the Student Union lawn Monday.
The pa|MMs will be collected from 9 a.m.

to 4 p.m. and stacked to represent the trees

needed to make the papers. At the end of

the day, they will be taken to a recycling

center.

-RICK SANTOS

\r Ne>»^ Shiipments \(

Good Things
Jewelry Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
T-Shirts
Tanks

Chinese'
Shoes

^^1

IBZB

Sb0rts

Priat* Pants

Mm ()k /"!2«*\mm L/® fr^i
:^S«:45 Earrinas l\^ ^1
Skirts

India Print

if^f^

ngs
, Bracelets

Chainsi.ii I^ i^
Dresses

Happi
Bill

Print ^r»»
\ ^P

Bedspreads Rugs Cirds

I

SO to 5
off saisc
Clothi

Q%
tttd

Great Gifts & Cards

ERCDNTILE

N'hamp.Ntqht
Thurs.9 P.M.

Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

DIVISl()\ OF CO\TI.\LI\G EDlC\TIO\

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 1 8-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.

1)1 \ I SI OS or (()\/i\i i\(. ini ( \rfo\

Northampton- 18 Center St
Amherst-Carriage Shops

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring: Imported Beers at
Domestic Pricing:

"-^ MOOSEHEAD 12ozbots$3.956pk. +dep.

^ FOSTER'S LAGER 12 oz bots

$3.99 6 pk. + dep. $14.95 case + dep.

s^i Beck's Light or Dark
12 oz. Bcnies $14.99 c«M ^dep.

MOLSON'S 12 pk. bottles $8.49 -»-dep.

"your choice"

'y^ Keg Beer Always In Stock J^*"
*^-9^*9m Lowest Prices in Area x^*^^^**.©^

***A*eA WE DELIVER ^^.**^*^
%.* 253-5441 OFF Campus *%***

Sororities & Fraternities—Yes! ^

I domestics'"""'""
J

P|
I BUSCH l2oz. cans (suitcase) $9.99 case +dep. | ^J
I BUDWEISER 12pk. cans $6.40 + dep. ! ^^^

^ -. I KNICKERBOCKER 16oz bots $8.95 case +dep. ' dB|

^ SUPER BUYI k^
WINE COOLER BALLS $8.95

5 1/6 ga\.— "While they last"

^^ (c«- We have just about any wine you
^*jo«t"*^ can imagine at Russell's low

pricing—TRY US!!!

Quantity discounts always available

ARTS&LIVIISIG
Dead Calm: a storm amidst worthy new releases

By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Finally it looks like the early spring doldrums are

coming to an end. The crop of films lately have been
abysmal, but it seems hope may be in sight.

Dead Calm wins my award for having the smallest

cast and sets in recent memory, mainly since the whole
film takes place at sea. John and Rae Ingram (Sam
Neill and Nicole Kidman) are taking a long, restful

vacation on their sailboat. It's not long before the quiet

SCREENING ROUM

seas and .solitude are shattered with the arrival of

Hughie Warriner (Billy Zane), a panicked American
escaping from a derelict ship the Ingrams diKover.

He claims to be the only survivor of the crew, all vic-

tims of food poisoning, but John, and even the audience.

know better. The minute he rows over to the ship to

investigate, leaving his wife alone with this unstable

guy, it's obvious where the film is headed. The nice sur-

prise is that there is still suspense, as Rae tries her

best to outwit Hughie with nowhere to run, and John
ends up stranded on the sinking derelict

The actors shine in a film that depend.s on gmnl per

formances. Sam Neill (most familiar to American au
diences as the adult Damien in the third Omen film

The Final Conflict) is an actor I'd like to see more of

since he does much more than use his good looks. He
effectively conveys the frustration of one tr>'ing to stay

alive himself, while dealing with his inability to save

his wife. Nicole Kidman, looking slightly like a young
Sigourney Weaver, has difficult scenes that she handles

well, and is a promising newcomer, and Billy Zane is

the perfect psychotic, immediately making me uncom
fortable from his first appearance.

Unfortunately, this great premise doesn't explore all

the p(M8ibilities. There are numerous times where Rae
could clobber Hughie, but submits instead When he

finally gets it, the film cops out with him not being dead

when you thought he was. Though it is adapted from

an original 1963 novel, screenwriter Terry Hayes still

could have done more with the material.

Despite the weaknesses, Dead Calm is still a welcome
change of pace from most mainstream films, and still

has its' share of chills. Check it out.

There are other films of merit that have opened
recently. Say Anything is a well received teen com-

edy. It stars John Cusack, who always seems to be play-

ing jilted teens, as a guy competing for the affections

of lone Skye. Though 1 haven't .seen it, it's clear its'

success is due to an intelligent, honest script. M^jor
League is another baseball film, not nearly as witty

as last year's Bull Durham, but entertaining never-

theless, while She's Out of Control is one I'm trying

hard to avoid Tony Danza is not my idea of a great

film actor, and his part as a dad looking out for his

"loose" teenage daughter does not sound like Oscar
material. Spare yourself

Torch Song Trilogy is still at the Academy of

Music. It stars Harvey Fierstein and is adapted from
his play. The story of a gay actor's struggles, it also

stars Anne Bancroft as his overbearing mother, and
Matthew Broderick (!) as one of his lovers. See it before

it leaves the area.

The Amherst Cinema is featuring New York
Stories, the compilation film by Martin Scorcese, Fran
cis Coppola, and Woody Allen. With their renewed stu

dent discount of $2.50 with valid I.D., it's a great deal.

La.stly. there is a good crop of films opening today

Pet Sematary, is yet another film based on a Stephen
King novel. This time. I have good expectations, as the

preview actually raised hairs on the back of my neck.

Newcomer Dale Midkiff moves his family to peaceful

Maine and meets kindly old Fred Gwynne (best known
as Herman Munster), who teaches him the secret of the

"Pet Sematary." a makeshift graveyard where children

bury beloved pets. Those pets return to life, sort of, and
when Midkff wants to try it with a human, Gwynne
advises him; "sometimes dead is better." If the film

measures up to the book, audiences will agree

wholeheartedly.

See You in the Morning is a romantic comedy about

the effects of divorce and remarriage on two families.

Starring Jeff Bridges. Farrah Fawcett. and Alice Krige.

it sounds promising, but K4I, starring cop Jim Belushi

and a German Shepherd . , . sounds like a dog. Sorry.

Photo rotirtmv of Warner Bro«

GO AHEAD MAKE MY DAY - Billy Zane is given a convincing ultimatum from Nicole Kid-

man in the Warner Bros, release Dead Calm

^3®^
ACADEMYorMUSIC
on the park • northampton. massachusctts

a 6th & FINAL WEEK—This film is being attended by more people

than the following films that we have played—La Cage Aux Folles,

Diva, A World Apart, Salaam Bombay, & Women On The Verge Of
Nervous Breakdown. CURTAIN DAILY AT 6:45 & 9:00—ends Apr. 27

"•TORCH SONG TRILOGY IS A WINNER!"

"•***!
WARfM, SENSITIVE AND

RJNNYT'
-CBS-TV LOS ANGELES

I

:

"Passionate,
sincere,

funny and
honest."

-John H RichatOson

LOS ANGELES OAia NEWS

"THUMBS
UP!"

-Rlger £5?".

SISKEL i EBEPT

"Funny and
touching.
Harvey Fierstein

and Anne
Bancroft are

excellent.

YOU SHOULD
SEE IT!"
-Oi»ie Whatley.

Al THE MOVIES TORCH SONG IKlLOGY
fc

Based on the Av^ard-Winning Play

MW LINT CINEMA ««m. HOWARD COTTFRErvROMALD R. FIER.STEIN nmn»

. pAii, m\m •» . -TORCH sov; trilogy"

no- ANM BANCROH. MATTTltW BKOOERJO.. HARMV FIUCTEIN - BWA.N KERHIN

u^„^ KAREN VOlINfi • -«...n.., PETER MAH . uwur,^™ MARIE aNTlN

^Z^n. RONALD k. FIERSTEIN . «nn.,.- HARVIV FIERSTEIN .«»..«-».

.«i., HOWARD GOrmUED . «.r™i. PAILBOCAKT

ULlii^-^3S .•T* UNI QNEMA

NEW YORK
STORIES PG

Woody Allen

$2.50 w/student ID.

AAv'liY SI ;31-'vl26

ItJIU'l^

rentAnreck

N«w A UMd Cars
Tnich* A Van* AIm A^a'abto

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT^

Su(>er Rush Available*

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

Frankfurt

Oslo
Madrid
San Jose, C.R.

Tokyo
Auckland
Some resiriclions apply Taxes not

included Eurailpasses issued on the

spof FHEE Student Travel Catalog

Couiicinhaydi
79 So Pleasant St

Amherst MA 0100?

413 25&1261

So what's the hoM-up'!' ^
Disorganized *

Crime
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FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

workout FREE for one month!!

at

THE BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTERS

Sign up for next year and receive a discount:

10% off a regular Fall Membership of $50
or

15% off a Fall/Spring Membership of $100

Plus!!

Sign up before May 1 and get May FREEH
Plus!!

First 75 receive a Free Body Shop tank top!

Sign up TODAY at our convenient

ON CAMPUS LOCATIONS:

THE BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTERS

Totman Gym (Lower Level)

Kennedy (12th Floor) J.Adams (18th Floor)

HoursMF 7f30-9:00am, ll:30-l:30pm, 3:00-9:00pm

For more info call 545-4665, 3270 or 3269

OPEN TO ALL UMASS UNDERGRADUATES,
GRADUATES, Faculty and STAFF

Student affairs information Services

IDB/TIPS

PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS ARE
DUE TODAY !

Call 545-1540 for TIPS on
Student Services and Organizations,

ask for

these tapes by number:

2450

2700

1410

2680

2681

2689

2428

2355

2465

2362

Craft Shop
Dyslexic Student Ogranization

Everywoman's Center

Hillel

Lecture Notes
Office of Third World Affairs

Outing Club
Student Activities Office

Textbook Annex
UPC (Union Program Council)

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Infonnation Phone Service (TIPS)

I nivrp.it\ Siorc Prt^cni.>

Apple Craduatfon Special

Only Full Time Undergrad, Graduate, Faculty and
Staff of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
are Eligible.

$150 to $300 off Already Low
University Store Price on

Mac Plus & Mac SE

OPEN UyUNIVERSITY ^J^^'^p^^'l^
M-F9.5 MSTORE^ %entr

Sophomores and Juniors
now hiring for Fall Semester 1989

COLLEGIAN
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER
Great experience working for New England's

largest daily college newspaper

Apply Now
Come down to the Collegian Business Office in Campus
Center Rm. 113, lower level, to pick up an application and

job description.

545-3500—Collegian is an EOE

^i?
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Local talent no joke for Valley funseekers
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Staff

Sometimes the words local talent

aren't just an in joke, as several bands
proved last weekend. Local talent

means you don't have to pay a lot to see

a good band that'll either make it or

break up and start selling real estate.

You can have a good time and not be
broke for the privilege

So in brief. The Tavern, Hampshire
College, Friday night: Mr. Softee, just

starting up are Hampshire boys trying

to play hardcore, but leaving potential

slammers unsatisfied; they should learn

to turn up the volume. Super Smile are

kind of like The Cowboy Junkies on acid

and are well worth watching, they've

got that special something thing down.
The Lonely Moans are like Dinosaur

Jr. without the self importance and with

a lot more muscle The drummer is ex-

ceptionally powerful, especially in com-
bining vocals with some monster
thrashing.

Saturday at Sheehans Cafe, a benefit

for a compilation album of local talent:

The Vestrymen have a lot of energy
and were well into their noise. To make
another cheap comparison: kind of like

early REM..
Beatrice U.T.B What to say?

Well, they make fun of most everything

(especially Petuli wearing folkettes),

they make you laugh and usually make
you dance (though not this night) with

ever good solid loud music and
ridiculously sensible lyrics.

The Malarians, who always seem to

headline, always make the crowd dance
which is all a band should want besides

girls, drugs and credibility. Certainly

the best of the bunch, if only because of

all the time they've been together.

Black turtle necked psychedelic thrash,

loud pumped up fun. These boys should

not break up before everybody gets a

chance to see them. And . . .

They're playing at Club Soda on
Gothic Street in Northampton this

Saturday April 22nd. Show starts at

8:30p.m. with Gidget Goes to
HeU(featuring Tim Eagan on a wailing,

beautiful guitar) and The Thrashing
Scumz body lining.

Club Soda opened recently (see feature

next week in The Collegian » and is a non
- profit club with a very good sound
system and great accoustics. The club

also welcomes all ages and is worth your

time, especially with The Malarians
headlining.

Finally the celibate but ever brilliant

Supreme Dicks played to an open
crowd at Joel's Speakeasy on Sunday for

the 4th annual Bagel Celebration. They
transcend mere words. The facial ex-

pressions in response to seeing them
says part of it but these guys have to be

experienced to be believed.

Dave Taub, the spiritual guru of the

boys and all-round supreme man, is also

partly reponsible for the Phurst Church

ofFun, occurring at Hampshire College,

Saga dining commons, Saturday night.

"A ceclebration exploring the art of

multisensory, multidisciplinary im-

provisation", this promises to be an orgy

of sensory overload (call 584-6317 fo

more info) and the perfect antidote for

anyone who is, by now, sick and tired

of local talent.

P.S. - from the Iron Horse: Tickets

bought for both March 22 shows by the

Plastic People of the Universe will be

honored for one show only at 10 p.m. this

coming Sunday, April 23 at the recently

enlarged Iron Horse Cafe in

Northampton.

Amherst College Presents

SALLY ROGERS
& CLAUDIA SCHMIDT

Sunday, April 23
8 p.m. $6 Public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS AT
EIGHT
In the

Campus Center
Info: (413) 542-5773

Coming: Jonathan Edwards - April 30
Buskin & Batteau wlAztec Two Step - May 7

Three top hits from IBM

This offer is simply irresistible!

If it's value thai counts, and it usual!)

(l<M*s, you ran'l afford to miss (his oIT«t

on these IBM Personal Syslem/2* miMlels.

Now— at a special cuinfMis price— )om

have your «'hoi<-e of three hit couiputers

) with hif^h quality {^aphi<s to help you

organize your <"lass notes and write ami

re\i.s«' pajK-rs. (!heck it out . . . three ;;reat

computers . , . three fantastic prices! And

selected software that's loaded and ready

to pi. So, come and see us Icxlay!

Mml. I :l<l 2Mb MihI. I 5<l /. M,hI. I 70 :IH4i

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

June 30, 1969 P"C« 3;;|>;i2*J»nn<*^^»^^^ .„^ „„, „,J„, ,„„^ ^^

t^)£9 cc^«'"^a4P 4c^c*"^at* ftc^ca""*:*** cc^'c&'^aa* cc^w^sa* 9£^^'

:^^rif^ntts
I

^ 338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

I

i

CORONA 6 pk $4.99 ^dep.

HEINEKEN a) BECKS 12 pk $7.99 ^dep
SAMUEL SMITH all brands 6 pk $7.99 +dep.

PAUL ANNA OCTOBERFEST 6 pk. $3.99 ^dep {teg. $6,901

NEW AMSTERDAM-PHILADELPHIA 6 pk. $4.99 +dep.

BACARDI UTE 750 ml $7.49

SOUTHERN COMFORT ISO ml $6.99

KAHLUA ISO ml $1199

SMIRNOFF RED 1/2 gal. $13.99

ALL COCA COLA PR0DUCTS6pk $2.30 ^dep., case $6 80 ^dep.

• MEOABUCKS •

• IMPORTED «r DOME.ST1C KEGS, BEER * WINl •

ALWAYS on HAND
I tf7%:ki^<P..tf7» tfVC^,.Q£>.^:7» ^^:^>Qg.^g» tfyt:^.Qg.i^:y& tfgv>».Cg.,^a^ tffffc^y.^^»tfft^.Oi

i

I

5

(^
Show your appreciation this week

April 24-28, 1987

NATIONAL
SECRETARIES' DAY

TOP of the CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11th Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Reservations
549-6000

ext. 7639

LUNCH: Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Open
DINNER: Tues.-Sat. 5:00-9:00 p.m. Iq ffj^

Closed Holidays PubUc

^
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No golfshots or tears atMUA night
By WILLIAM JAMKS
Collegian StaiT

Last weekend, drivin'n'cryin*, the headliners of the

WMl'A bash at the BluewalL shared a few words of

wisdom before shooting off to join REM. on the third leg

of their Green tour

They said it was "about tht- 27th iiitt r\ uu ut- vt- doin-

in 36 houi- ' .mil requested that 1 not In- ion st-nous.

So. m the lobby behind the bank machines they talked

about their hometown. Atlanta. Georgia, saying "Us the

capital of the South, the music melting pot of America,

a good place to go home to. and the music scene is friend-

ly, not competitive." That's 27 interviews in 36 hours.

The band doesnt appreciate attempts to label them.

"Label us under 'D'."' says Kevin Kinney. "We're

psychedelic, folk, rock and gospel and consciously friend

iy . . . our tapes are like a collection of my favorite 45*8,"

the frontman added.

Any messages? "Try to make people assume the

positive, to have fun and go crazy . . we like to see peo

pie having a good time . . going out of control. We like

loud music and bowling." Kinney said

Tim Nielsen, the bassist, pointed out his t-shirt, graced

by the face of Michelle Malone who shares vocals on the

band's wonder song "Straight To Hell" among others.

"She's the most beautiful woman I know I'm a les-

bian trapped in a man's btxly. " Nielsen said. 27 interviews

in 36 hours

Alcohol and philosophy: "Vodka makes you a soldier,

bourbon a gorilla, rum I'm a happy pirate, and beer'.-^

just a social beverage ... we like people to have a few

it makes them loosen up, let it hang out more," said

Brian Fowler, guitarist and former guitar tech for R.E.M.

All in all, though pretty tired, the band seemed friend-

ly and interested .1 think they asked more questions

of me than I did them. "We're just trying to say that peo

pie should be more interested in some things other than

themselves," Kinney said. Based on how they played later,

they were obviously saving energy for the show.

Preceded by The Fortunetellers, who were not annoy-

ing, and by Even The Odd, wh(^e new self-titled album
is just out on the Wanga label (a good effort produced by

Mitch Elastert, in the words of WMUA's Jen Hughes,

drivin'n'cryin' were "fuckin magnificent." It was also pro-

bably the last chance to see them for free. Too bad.

('<>ilp(iiin ph€i<u by

drivin'n'cryin' guitarist Brian Fowler at the

Blue Wall

Complete
Foreign & Domestic

Auto Repairs

on PVTA Bus Route

Rte • 116

Sunderland. Mass
01375

Mount & Static

Balance Summer
Tires $14.95

Lube, Oil & Filter

(Up to 5 quarts)

$18.95

Tune-Ups
$30 plus parts

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE RESTAURAhfT .'in

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY
-•FADFRS P<J\ !

19 8 8
SECOND PLA.CE

RESTAURANT
Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us n the Ses! of the Valley Pol

Even tfxxjgh we were only open for one
month when tfie pd was taken, we are

pleased we made such d great impressKX)

in such a short time span.

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a week^fiO MSO
TAKE OUT SCRV1CC AVAILABLE S

CASE SPECIALS
MILLER LITE SUITCASE
MICHELOB DRY 12oz BOTTLES
ROLLING ROCK BAR BOTTLES

10.99

12.99

10.99

A MARGARITA KIND OF WEEK-END"
CUERVO GOLD 750ML 9.99

CUERVO WHITE 750ML 7.99

CUERVO MARGARITA MIX 2.99

SALT AND FRESH LIMES AVAILABLE

ocnio ^tt\i£ lOSE CUERVO

iMPMMlMMlMMmUMMMlMMlPIMMll
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

®

SUPERIOR 4 p»^.

GROLSCH 2 pk.

DOS EQUIS 6 pk.

MILWAUKEES BEST 12 pk.

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L

1.99

2.99

3.99

3.99

m

Ira

m
m
m

8.99

8.99

m
m
m

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUK SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Route 9, Hadley—Jast beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

[U

m

m

COLLEGIAN
Experience is a must

to be successful in gaining a
competitive edge in

today's world.

APPLICATIONS FOR

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

are now being accepted.

This position requires Responsibility, Dedication, and
Time Commitment-the qualities that future

employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the

Campus Center (Rm. 1 13) to pick up a job

application and submit it no later than

Monday, April 24th.

M/F - EOE

m
1
m
m
m

m
m

m
pf^IM^MMMMMM^IMMMMM
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

RBWTB

"No! No! Not that! Not the pit!

CALVIN AND HOBBES

M.1 UNMLM WENT ^y«^'<

A fiEUEF/

By BILL WATTERSON

3^.,

0»D I SCARE «XJ ' 0© r

CURE. ICXJR. WCQUPS ? _>

•o>^
~'^^\A \ / '^

T^V^y *^ Mfc

tf[*^ .
"^^^

^Sj??^

«Bi mm, '^vr*^ .,.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

COOieF-JHANA
li-yeAKOUP
lUALKIHOPOWN

Aodfitterm'

61 '"

CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

WITH NO 7LACE ELSE
To GO, BoYPEfJ BALBOA
^^oveS into

CUrBACK CITY
mW77777rrm-nr~

To

CITY

rwe ruTUne

YEASTHEAD

BUT RUMOR \\hS IT THAT
THE SruPEMT CWVeRN^^ENT
IS ?o»&Et> TO CONDEMtJ
COTHSACK CITY FOR ALLEqtP
Sloth, imepfectiv/ewess,
< FOLiliCAU MAIVETE.

/UlWE'«?e HOT
PoLiricAtuy
maive! we read
poonesburv'ahd
"Bloom couNty"I/

^50
UJHILE BoYDEM SUJMBERS

IHMOCEMTLY IM A RAMSHACKLE MoT.

All.

GUI

All. Il4 FAVOR OF
AMKINC^ IMF. NEW Klt>

,OUR REPRESEMrATI

e@/\KPAP.

HE JMWUTlNGL/ BF.COMES THE tlEU)E5r
f>^E"MBER or THE SIUpENlr SENAtF,
FROf^ THE CVTBACtC CHY ReSlPEHriAL ARE^

By JASON TALERMAN

, i>^rij'for -f^/i^ y^

''(The Washington Pro-Choice

March) is a turning point. It's a totally

new ball game. It's given us the con-

fidence that we are the majority."

- Eleanor Smeal, president of the Furxj for the

Feminist Majority, on the fight to prevent the

overturnir»g of Roe v. Wade

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARMS (March 21-Apnl 19) vou
rodtafe star" quaiifv toaoy
Memtw of opposite sex s oozzied

Romance could bloom this

weekerxa Returr^ cols pfomptty

and write overdue letters Some op-

portunifies come ordy orice

TAURUS (AprH 20-May TO) A
good weekend to travel Do rot

give m and buy sometfung ttxjt wl
rrxike a large dent r your budget
Deal with reiotksnshC) problems n a
rrxDre rnatv^e way Avoid petty

squabbles
Mini (May 21 June 20) Vou

wi be in a more subdued mood to-

day, makmg rt easier to cofxrerv

trote on work that needs to be
cleared up betore trie weekerxJ

Look on tt« bright side Cash is on
the way
CANCIR (June 21-July 22) vou

could recerve news from someone
you love at a distarces A legal bat-

tle involves you in something

positive Set your sights on Impor-

tant goals Deterrntnotion and hdrd

work WI* take you to the top

UO (July 23-Aug 22) Try wimng
and dining someone you dreamed
about romancing Vour confidence

IS m good shape The success you
have been strrving for is within your

grasp Sociall/e with influential

people
VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) A long-

weekend getaway would do
woriders for your spirits You may be
tempted into spending more
money on yourself thon your

budget allows Do not get in over

your head

UMA (Sept ^J^uct ^^) so-

meone you eve counting on for

r>eip B more than cooperative to-

day Use yoa powers of persuatksn

to convince a chid to folow thie

right course A ctX3«xe erKOUfvter

sparks exciting romance
SCORMO(Oct 23-r>tov 21) impa-

tience w« oriy skDw you down Get
better control of your feelv^ A
rekjtonsho could come to a sur-

prising dmoK Whatever happens
w« be for tne best The future kx)ks

brtghter than ever

SAOmARNIS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Your fmorces wi improve if you
moke the nght choice toddy Do
not postpone somettTing until Morv-

doy Do it nowi A "wtirte elephant"

purchase turns out to be a great

buy
CARRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) A

money-makmg ided begr« to take

wing Secrecy and good tmmng are

of utmost mportonce Ctxxise your

confiddnts with care Be willing to

take cak:uk3ted risks n business ond
romance
AAUARIUS (Jan 20-Ceb 18)

Move ahead with confkterx:e A
fironcial situation is turning around
in your fovor Marriage is on ttie

' minds of many Wait until June to tie

' the knot Travel later in the year

RtSCiS (Feb 19-March 20)
Tangled commumcotiorvs coUd
cause a work sk>wdown today
Honesty helps you sort out any reka

tionship problems, putting you back
on the rood to happiness again Be
confident and others wi folteiw your

lead

MENU
LUNCH

Pizza

Corned beef on rye

BASICS LUNCH

Humus vegetable pocket

Pizza

DINNER

Roast top round of beef

Tuna noodle casserole

BASICS DINNER

Cheese nut loaf

TurKi noodle casserole
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High seas: crew vs. Coast Guard
By C.J. ABATI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts crew

teams will race tomorrow morning against

teams from the Coast Guard Academy and

Worcester Polytechnical Institute at the

Sportsman Marina in Hadley

The women's team will race only against

WPI
"We should roll over them." said coach

David Trond. The novice women have yet

to win. and are looking forward to racing

this weekend.
As for the men, they should have a

tougher outing battling both teams. UMass
crushed WPI last sesaon, while Coast
Guard should prove to be a struggle.

The lightweight race is the big one for the

UMass squad. They are coming off a big

win agamst Trinity, a team that beat Coast

Guard.

tl)avlie';3
H 7 Days A Week • Cnli Un Inkr CHil

^1 Kikheii Oprn till iiiiditt(;ht

5 New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

I SUNDAY 10$ Potato Skins

5 9:00 PM • 12:00 AM

Rugby looks to get Tuft(s)
By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

"We will beat them." Strong words
coming from the mouth of University of

Massachusetts rugby coach Francis But-

tle, especially since the team has lost 3

of its last 4 games but when UMass goes

east to meet Tufts University there is

reason for optimism. First of all the

team is healthy. Tim Crowley, the club

chairman, is back with the team after

being sidelined with a fractured rib.

Crowley was able to practice Wednes-
day, and sporting a flak jacket, seemed
t huv, f:.'- "mobility. Eric Olsen also

seems to be recovered from the ear in-

fection that sidelined him from the Ar-

my game. The team is also disap-

pointed about its showing in last week's

tournament and the sentiment is that

they should take it out on Tufts.

The team has been working on the

speed of the games it has been playing.

The weather has also been a factor.

UMass plays a fast running game, and

the weather has been very cold and wet.

which has been slowing the team down.

"The team is improving," said Buttle.

"There has been a dramatic shift in the

game." Kickoff is at noon at Tufts.

_ -^^rmmmi^ffmmm

Drink of the W««k B««r of tho Month
Bacardi A Coko $1.75 Amstol Ught SI.75

FOO riuj^rm^

Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12
Tues. IOC Buffalo Winqs 9-12

Wed. Nacho & Cheese Platters 99c 9-12
BmI

Resume
Service

QualitN' G)pies

Fine Stationery

Matching Envelope

11111101
the copv center

253-2543

men's track
continued from pagt 16

Ken O'Brien.

This was a gcxxi meet for us last year." says O'Brien.

Perhaps the men will experien^ dejavu tomorrow, and
.surprise the competition "

It may seem like wishful think

ing, but the Minutemen are coming off u solid meet in

Durham. N.H ' I ' k we had 95 percent improve-

women^s track
eanttnutd from pagt 16

"They've had a hi^ory of not being very strong. They've

got a new coach (Sherman Huntl, and thingn are chang-

ing quickly. He is now utilizing their scholarships."

"NU will be strong in the sprints and jumpers, where
we're weak at. Brown will probably have Home<me good

in everv event."

m^gW^^^m<y% OVER 20 MODELS IN STOCK

Us^rbmrmats
MILLION DOLUR BUY-OUT

GASOUNE POWERED,

GENERATORS
RUBIE BOUGHT 4 TRAILERLOADS • 1200 UNITS

I Here s One Example
5000 Watts Surge

|_4000 Watts Rated

jT Tnp fTtosi po*»e' 'of yoo'

I
Ti^-py.'T: •- ;:t fifea^efS pro

WHY SO CHEAP'
^h.s ,s a combmai.on of

*

"oor samples demc sand
_;n.t.a. fa,.u.e un.",r

«« « '*'"anufaciured
!gPAY WARRANTY

VVKNMai

WHILE 500 LAST
V r AMPHf t , *VE

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTtCUT
W 'fj SAI 10 ')

'load -Heavy
p tfHif cycle

( no
I roliiiy

i;tol»>(lS

RODlt ', III MJIt tR/1

EAST WINDSOR GnOTON
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT
U< It J SAI Ml < MON SAt 10 t

SUNUAy 10 <> SUHUA. 1(1 6

6?3 J3M **•} BS8I

MAMI'SMIHF MAI 1.

HOD'f ')

HAOtEY
MASSACHUSETTS

MflU SAT Ifl <)

SUNDAY 1? S

1 'ANAL SfREET
TURNCnS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON SAT 1() 4

SUNDAY 12 6
8634343

SliKWL PURCHASE • UGKTWBGHT

RUFFLED PHSCUAS

1989
J ifiim

r 1 «(i^i[r?.i:Mj:n:MJH:M:i.MJj:ii:[t

DMMGflOOMBUYW FURNITURE
SAVE40%"80%

4V2
TRAIUN
LOAM
OVtR
1500

IN STOCK
HOW

it

STAMtO GLASS SOU) BMSS

TIFFANY'S
Ruble Bought a Warehouse Full

0( Flrsl Quality Tiffany Lighting

FI«tufM to S>ll «t Over 60;^ OFF
.T... inn urubitv :

DRESS UP YOUR HOMEVOIHUNlSbs

WINDOW SHADE CLOSEOUT
_ -TOP OF THE UNT

• STAWOST ^$OM

^-*A.V^

,$788

••

•••«*.*•> •*r<^.'(*Mi^4 OS'S- #M'( .1 HAWft.-^ iccicvn
SALE SHAMS CUT TO TOUn SIZE AT NO CNANQC _
SCALLOf AMD FWNGC OnOM SMADCS 't* MOItt

I

3^'

^^'*

•1"j75*

CLOS_&OyTS„,ss^

BUNKE MATTRESS »38

u^|MyCAMELBACKLJVIIO^

VWue *i95

I -.I$288

10 SEAT PIT GROUPING

moiiON

^88
MATTRESS SETS

^388
Ml*

*i58

PATIO FURNITURE BUYOUT

42- Round
Gtnstop TiMi
i4S«nlM
CiMhtonad m

Cfl*fl Yi..>.J

I nuetE BOUGHT OVER
^{t7TRAILERL0ADS
^ l^ Ml aiiiniui

'M^HjNGPATIOUMI
o*«T son |CO**TiJil

VAl liF •AQQ

[LAWN MAT

:<

lANTwbbb
CUTOUTS

baseball
continued from page 16

Springfield coach Charlie Roys said. "At
the beginning of the season, I felt we had
the hardest working team we've ever had.

But I wasn't sure if that would compensate
for our lack of pitching depth but things

have worked out well."

Springfield pitchers Sean Keating and
Jim Woods held the Minutemen in check,

and UMass' only real rally came in the

third. Trailing 2-1, leadoff batter Brian

Bright drew a walk and was sacrificed to

second.

Drew Seccafico followed with a double to

right to tie the game and, after a groun-
dout, and a pair of walks loaded the bases.

But Keating got Derek Dana to line out to

second to end the threat.

Woods allowed another run in the ninth,
but picked up his first win ofthe season and
give the Chiefs their first win over UMass
in Roys' 10-year career.

"We're real happy," Roys said. "Our four

seniors have given us tremendous leader-

ship and things have materialized well."

Softball

continued from page 16

"We're a come from behind team, we
really hold together," said Miller. "Even
though the hits haven't been coming, our
defense has been real strong."

Holly Aprile pitched the entire game,
allowing two hits and striking out six on
the way to her seventh win of the spring.

Only one of the three BC runs was earned.

Miller saved the second game from the

chilling prospect of extra innings. With
UMass up 21 and the tying run on second

for BC, Nardone slapped a two-out ground
ball towards right field which Miller in-

tercepted on the fringe of the infield dirt,

then shoveled to teammate Jen Vaillan-

court at first base to end the ballgame.

"That was a great play," complimented
Sortino.

ACIIVIIIU

nOV OWHOW SMTHOAV TRtaUTC on
MwtiwimaKt (Wmemtie> Wn*n shoo
Sunday mornmg lO • m until 12 noon
91 IFU WMUA

COUCQUTC CVCUNO oomM to tJMMa'
TIM* wnMna UMaM CycHna Tam tmm
VwEMtomOannMnal^pa Fmalittartai
1 00 pm Sunday m Southwest

NCAOMQ FON EUMOM THIS SUMMER
lor any imm'f) Ja< ih*«* io< no mo^ tfian

|iaO M«i Aim«TCM(r). a* (Wportad « Con
•uma> napofi NV Tmaa. LM't Go Nmut
day Good iiomaliaap«ig and nawnal na«

won morning show* Fof daiala cal
212-M4^3000 o> «nla AMHITCH 2901
Broadway SuHe lOOA NV NV 1002S

WICCANT ^AOAN? CUMOtT UMaaa
Pagan Siudanw Organuaiion maaa Sun-
day«7pm CC CaMCady »«2n or Alyn
l-«S»-3l56fa( mora into

NIAOMO ran lUMOM TMt SUMMCR
(or anyiaW) F«id out how you can
^J«« there anylMie tor no mora than t160
'Jal Dack anytime lor no more than liw
*J«t there May 23 lor |ual 999>"
*J« IMace May 23 and baeA amiaw IM end of June lor |u« S24nt
'Jet there May 23 ar

luwrner lor (ual SM*"'

There muai be tome
ngMt MTrong' T>iere * not'" To

IB youraaV about how we do <. go get

Conetimer Weporti Travel Letter June
IMS. pp 29-30 Irom tt«e Mxary. or cafl u»
««y weekday 10 am«pm at 2t>«B4-2000
or wnw AMHITCH 2901 Broadwey. Suee
100JM2. NV. NV 10029

UMASS MUSIC TMCATNE GUItO
lyiEETlNO-4/24 al 7 00 pm in CC
Manoan w4t vol* on neirt a*ma*l*r'i ihow
Meniber«h<p tiatu* queeuon* ihould be
relerred to E -board ASAP

JUQOLE TH. VOU PUKE1 Wei. mMtonol
lt\ai much Club meet* today 3 to t Nice

day by pond Vucny CC 1B3

NSA FRIOAV NIGHT VOCO Rear WIrv
dow 4/21 m Iron! lounge of Newwian
Center 7'OOpm - AH welcome Free.

MMPMOVE VOUR SOClAi. UFE become a
iCM Alphai

to the houae Fn Apm 2tM 4pm to 9pm
refie*hment» lo be served

MHNO SCAVENGER HUNT
WM Orr CEMTinCATES at Utopia Spe*.
WaMenboolis Soda City Four per*on
team* Free to pubkc AprH 21 Can
946-1924 or vm* 19600 tor delaM Spon-
•ored by Sctonce Fictwn Society

MEAOMO FOR EUROM Tm SUMMER

J

or any time?) Jet there lor no more than

(190 with AMHTTCHIr) a* reponed m Con-
•umer Reports NV TimM. Let t Oo. New-
day Good Houeekeepmg. and natnnal net-

work morning shows For detaili. caN
212-964^2000 or wrM AIRHITCH. 2901
Broadway Surte 100A, NY. NY 1002S

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are avaiiaoie Keep your friends and parents

informed about what » going on al UMass
We can send It almoat anywhere For more
inlormalion come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
put Center or Ctf 54S-3600

APARTMENT FOR RENT

BRANOVWINE - Take our apartment tor the

summer and it's yours next year Call

649^)607

AUTO FOR SALE

1910 PLYMOUTH CHAMP.' SPEED.
SUNROOF TAPEDECK, OVERDRIVE
Well maintained $850/BO 1 773-9455

197$ MERCEDES 290 fully equipl muM sen

cheap call 323-4256

19S2 TOVOfA^EnCEL HATCHBACK,
automatic, many new pens $1900 or B O
584-5135 eves

79 SAAB AM/FM/CAS. new front

tires/brakes. plus other work done Dave •

5497936

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reliable V6
AMFlut stereo 425 Call 549-2606

AUTO FOR SALE 1980 HONDA Accord

S200 Gary 6-8541

CATS TICKETS

• • • •! NEED YOUR EXTRA CATS' *

"

tickets Will take any night Call anytime

549-6387

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lOCkeys, lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

BRANDYWINE FURNISHED 2~b9droom
available June l with Fall option rent neg
549-4037

TAKE OVER 2 BDRM Brandywme apt

begin 6/1 549-8296

2 BEDROOM APT IN COLONIAL VILLAGE

available June 1sl $435/mo Call 256-6467

on bus route

CLASSmEDS
AMHCRST CENTER, beautiful ^. 1-2-3

bedroom*, w/garao*. avail Mtm 2S. rant

neg 2S3-239S

A^AirTMBrr ON HMN ST S27S 00 mon^
iMy on bu* rouW cal Oawe 254^ 1 589 alter

lOpm

TAKE OVBilLiAaC ON four bedroom
apartment siarMo June 1. «Mh Mi Opaon
Call2S6-l2S6

SIMM MtUMX 4 b*in* IMW tor 81* SMit.
mer tat opbonai »»-29S4

CLOM
TO

talJUNI
n3S MONTH PLUS ELEC
949-1399

lan OVER LEASE ? bd'm SouBiwoad
a^ eafl 2S3^96M leave message

SOUTHWOOO ATT
AVAILABLE 8/1 'eni negoi Can 253^9197

2 BORM SOUTHWOOO APARTMENT -

CaN artytime 2S«-079t avarlaOK 6/1

ONi JIOOM M NORTHAMPTON S225
Famal* p»*torad ft/i 599^1791 (Mcnatolor

I e«t 334 (Ericai

M TWO BEONOOM? story wt
hee 995-7751

SOVTNtafOOO TOtWNENOUSE AVLB 6. i

call Miytme tea** Timiui 253^2349

TAKE OVCR OUR SoilBMnod Townehouee
June 1. 2S3-2330

LOOKMQ PON 1 I

to share Townehouee Apt Can iiyaaa
546-7399 Leave a msasag*

PUFPTON VRXAOC OOUNLE ROOM
leaae awaiaWe June t Clote KOutt laurv

dry S2B6Mionth Includa* ga*. heat. 9 hot
water CallS4»«S40

BUS servk:e to

UMa** and itwpptng areas Secure an
apartment lor Auguet and receiK* Auguei
rent free For more detail* caN saS-SfSS

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE starting 6/1 lor

attamnetii near campus tor tour CaN
29M90*

1979 CHIVY NOVA «0N.6cyl auto Ken-

wood cas/stereo. new tires. S9K
mile*—91300 RKh 54&7009

CASK) HZ900 KEYBOARD tor *ato S375
or best oTter cal 549-7834

MACINTOSH PLUS WITH LOTS OP
STUFF CALL $4*4136

ROUND TRIP OR ONE WAV ANTWHCME
m continental U S —will beat any airline

price by tar Cal Sharon 256-4916

NAUTILUS EQUIPMCNT. biceps hip/back

machines $250 lor both 584-5136 eves

1991 HONDA SILVERWINQ GLSOO Fair

ing. stereo, trunk, helmet St4S0 or B O
527-0994

SALE: 94 MUSTANG, great shape
survool. hatch power locks, interval wipers.

tmcaaselM 93300 or BO 6-4471

FOUND

QML'S TENNIS TEAM JACKETm FtarMn
DC II It's yours, call 546-1292

FOUND LADIES WATCH Swatch Swiss
found in GoodeN Library between ten and
twelve odock you were blond with red nails

I wa* in typing room wilh copper colored

sweater contact Collegian immediately and
I will return watch intact

AN ANKLE BRACELET, near Boyden
Gym, Monday 4/10 Call Karen to descnbe.
546 7482

GUITAR

IBANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRK! GUITAR
• with gorilla portable amp please call Tom
253-3470

HELP WANTED

FOREIGN AREA SPECIALISTSII Several

multi-national corporations currently seek-

ing mid career foreign graduate
students/researchers as associate advisors

on scientific, economic, and political

developments in their home countries For

info call 1800-628-2828 Ext 516 or send

cover letter/resume to International Invest-

ment Analysis Group 40 Wall Street Suite

2124 New York. NY 10005

MAKE $300.00 OR MORE al one group

meeting student organizations, fraternities

sororities needed to conduct marketing pro-

lecl at your nent meeting Call

t -800-932-0528 Ext 110

WANTED RELIABLE. ENERGETIC
babysitter for my 2 boys 6 and 2 yrs in

Leverett 6 mi Irom campus hrs Ilex mrn al-

noon Lindsay 548-9485

ATTENTION: Excellent income lor home
assembly work Info call 504-646-1700 DepI

PI 307

EARN UP TO $10/hr Student Storage

wants you to be part of the team Super

visory and loading positions available

Hours flexible Call Paul (617)479-8740

SOA COMMUNICATKMIS is hiring an ol-

lice dvecior hx next year Appiicant mual
haw*M laaai NM> *aiiia*tats reiiMMung and
be aUa to worli over Km* Mimmer Appbca-
lion* at 304 SU AA/EOE

WOMC FOR GRONPCACE ACTKM - hatp
preeerve endangered specie*, leduea los

< waste* and stop the arma race Salary.

beneM*. travel and advanoamam FuN^part-

tim* 2-10pm Can 29e-1430 BiN /Shannon
Apply now tor ttw aummerf

UVIUPI

Bruce
Mti a poet
S4»«S21

and »K Cheap CaN

Locr

SET OP FOUR KEYS witn I

need them desperately' 5464164

NOTEBOOK IN NEUTER on fue* 4/1 1«9
tor ghoat* and Ammt PIimic—

9

»490i«
tound

I tdit MVCAUPOIiHUO at the Laii»
daCh<party3lnday*agoName EJuatwIlt
Helen Hunter b« big rewerd $66^7999

LOST: OOLO NECXCHAJN; Sunday 4/16
at Tme Out (I thmti) ealianta wntwtonlal

value t have to get « baeli, wN pay hug*
reward'" Pieaa* pHwi ctf 9SB-1197

MUStOANS

FEMALE OUtTARIST LOOKING tor oMiar
tomato muecian* to torm rock band Dana
256-1369

PCRSONALS

mrOULO THE OUV in THE Mtl* s4v*r car

plaaae be more specAc? tMwre on Mam Sl
did you see tttia baautitui brunetto? l thmk
I know wtio ttou mean

OR. DOE AUK) THE THM MAN—your

mmd* are my piaow. and I sleep wrttun youi

dream* Even wtton my leel no longer touch
HM* eerth. my hantto w* always touch you

ClamaBy. The tWetoh t^fttch

SAilA^fNAMKS POR THE NIOff to

R E M we are etornaNy wdeWad to you
Here's your peraonal. ao pN* offi't Lova
A.LJ t M

iiOWTACHi LADY M»py birmday to

you too Hope you got ttw IroMmg out ol

your whMkers Love Keith

TO THE BROTHERS OF SKMA
ALPHA MU

The Beta pledge da** wouW hk* to

congralulato you on
your initiation'

Bambi Ctieecn Ducky Elmer
Flidb and Moose

CONGRATULATK)NS TOTHE WINNERS
of the 1999 Greek Award* Banquet' Best
Fraternity Chapter Preaklent Thomas
Chew—Zeta Psi Best Sorority Chapter
President I toalher Hartmann—Kappa Kap-

pa Gamma. Most Improved Sorority

Chapter Sigma Kappa, Most Improved
Fraternity Chapter /Upha Chi Rho Outstan-

din Philanthropy OeNa Upaiton. Scholarship

Award /Upha Chi Omega Alpha Epsilon Pi

Greek Man ol tlie Year Steven llmrud—
Lambda Chi Alpha Greek Woman of the

Year Inah Ct>oi—Sigma Sigma Sigma
Silver Chapter Excellence Award Delta

Zeta. Pi Kappa Alpha Gold Chapter Ex
cellence Award Alpha Chi Omega. Alpha
Chi Rho Chi On'>ega, Brad Ringquist

Memorial Award Kevin Taylor—Delta Up-
sikin, Debra O'ConneH—lota Gamma Up-
siton. Gamma Gamma Greek Honorary
Award Elisa Bergar—Alpha Chi Omega.
Thomas Chew—Zeta Psi. inah Choi—
Sigma Sigma Sigma. Jeffrey Glassman -

Alpha Epsilon Pi Ten Grealey— lota Gam
ma Upsilon. Lisa Ha/nar-Sigma Kappa.
Kalhy Horigan~Phi Mu Steven llmrud—
Lamtxia Chi Alpha. Stacey Meyrowitz—Chi
Omega, Debra O'Connell— lota Gamma
Upsiton

JOHN WILLIAN RUSSELL tumes 21 April

17 You're legal, big guy Get wKked. wick-

ed trashed

TO OUR BIG STUD ON 2nd FLOOR ken-

nedy Have a Umpa-Lumpa birttiday' Luv
Your Loveslaves

HEY DAVE—HAPPY 21 at one day early

You're not as cM as you think, but you're

older than you act' — Deb

FOR MEN ONLY—Contraception Educa-
tion Program Monday April 24 7 00 p m
University health Services Room 302 All

men Welcome

A COSMIC SUMMIT SALUTE 10 Andi for

the big 2 1st.

ARCADIA, I KNOW YOU DIDNT WANT
ONE TOO BAD' Rocky

LARYSSA ROD-HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY

One down three to go

Love the Baby' ol the House

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TIM & MAY YOU
NEVER GIVE BIRTH TO A LITTER OF
ONE LEGGED LILIPUTIAN MOUTONS
DAN ROB. Ferdie

CHRIS KROL
Happy Birthday" Hey old age is not so bad'

Love ya Michtiel

GOEFF-SUHPRISEI! Happy 21st"^Hope

you have a great birthday I love you' love,

Wendy

JtmLiHtn HEyl It s your b»thday-Have
a graal one, even though you can t eat

C*M I owe you one" Thanii tor putlmg up
wMi me— You re awesome' Good luck
tomorrow and don'l toaa your vowall Lo«e,
Marb

CMM8 N- Happy 21st* Hope we c«>
cetobr at* toon- 1 miss ya' Love Cl«n* I

PAT MKNME-The French Army i

Be sure to writo' Moe A Jean
lyouHi

TO THE QINL WHTH THE ONEAT SMM^
m^w was readwg Ocken* on Tueeday m ¥nt

SU, I wouW kke to meet you again RSVP
11 bring the popcorn

(AREREO. VKX.ETSARE
I an montt^, i\ave been the

beat with you Happy Amtivarsary. Love
Deb

I TO THBBC THAT the mo«
leandatM gin on campus has never recew
ed a per«onal Every mato wontup* the
ground you waHi on—a reaNy nice guy

KNOWnNG YOU! JEFF-SHOIUN CRACK
Knew fOu d be kxiking riere today' Walcn
tnoaa bucnats' Lom ytiu. CaM.

LOM you are the beet -M

TO THE MEN OP THETACM wtio went to

UMame ttus weekend Ttiani tor an amat
ing time' El Cheapo's was the best may
we do the same uptown soon' Love your

0«apier advisor

JEFF FROM BRAINTRa: t4et you M
M*e s Mon mghl tptoymg pool) Would kke

to aee you again Pwaae respond her*

COME PARTY WITH US - Fnday n4e tOpm
- 2am Beer and band north MandeMe Han
Mount MandaN* Ha* Mounw Hoiyoke Cot-

tage $3»'2»49

LES. I MtSS YOU. I fuel needed you to

kr<ow mat

YO YO BABY YO The bucket brigade lives

on spinnakers al day reunion lor more mtc
caN S49-5690 Be prepared to WN us what*
wntl*n on ihe bucket

RACMO. m Simoneon s PsyCtTldO SOOam
I Ihirtk you re beeutiful

HAVE ANY EXTRA CATS TK:KETit~l'JI

take any night Please call 549-6367

HAPPV~iirrHOAV - To the IMggelst

troublemaker m the buam*** •chool We
love you anyway Love. Cheewick. Pam,
CaffH. Branna. Itnry. Lmda. Amy. MicheN*.

Alyiea. the boys next door, the boys
downctairs. the boys for Eaat Boston An-

dn*w ' Owe ' CLAY the Aocounbng Depart

ment. Todd ttwough ttie years, and ttte stall

at ttie Hawaiian inn

LOST ORGANK: CHEM BOOK 4/10 at

GRC CaU Yoianda 549 1925

$100 REWARD
STUDENTS SEEK TO TAKE OVEN your

toMe m Jurte or Septomber lor your four

five bedroom house please call Dan
546-6457 or Mitch 546-9060

GKM KARRAS Happy Birthday (yeeterday)

Sorry its late but we tove you anyway love

-Kel. Jen and Cyn

HEY LAMBDA CHI
CHIRP CHIRP CHIRP

HA HA HA HA

BRIA ROSS— Happy birthday' TH take you
to Ihe zoo No you have white pants on'

Let s can cars instead Love. Kerry

CHI OMEGAS BEST BK2 SIS: April, I m
Psyched' Love ya Gummy Bear (Jennifer)

FRAN. STU, TERRY. JEFF^TSa" M.
Thanks for your support and patience—ttiey

fumbled and I picked up the ball and scored

Thanks a miMion—the Moi—

FRANNVO
It has been an interesting 2'/i years We
have to take the good w/the bad Lets make
It last forever—thanks-Your big tKOlher

forever—Moi—Dave!

WANTED

INEEDVOUR EXTRACATS tickets will take

any night' Call 549-6387 Leave message on

machine

STEVEN COHOi HAPPY 22nd Birthday

and good luck next year! VH navt forget

you' Your secret admirer

TO THE PERSON WHO LEFTFlTOWERS
Fn Thank /ou but how atx>ut a clue'' Dan
R 424 Owight

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MIICHES. remeber
BYOT' Your roommate Sharon

TODAY IS ELIZABETH MS BIRTHDAYI'i

Be sure to wish her a happy one" We tove

you elle"' Love Ali & Kar

MARC GREENGRASS-You didn I think

we d let your birthday go by without notic-

ino It, did you'' Hope you have a good day'

Love ya, Kim and Andi

DENNIE—THANKS FOR PAPER— Think

inq basebalf

WUBBS YOU STUD! C MON TELL 1907

FUNKY COLD ^ ERIN
ANOMcCAMADINAFFREV— Let's all gat

married'" — Mike

TO DIPPY BRUNETTET I^THAT about

Hampton Beach? Who are you?—SeanM.

Reaching emeromg wander
sail on *«wer girl

H^ipy 21a|i

Lowe Mom. uaa. Amy and RandaN

«nr MAN OP STEEL-iWhal you do^MMoul
actuaNy domg is mcredMe' Let* keep «
Mwntanaou* Your Boo-Boo Kitty

JAPAN. HAPPY 22nd Birthday
Good kick after graduation Love SAM

AMV-I ATE CLEVQJMD. .JM* Tokyo too
heath

CALL HER MMA. OR CAU her Cher bi^
whatever you ca* her. noke sure you wnh
her a happy 2l*t< Lowe. Kir«an and Wendy

K1 EBICtAIR Aayouknow iIhs « per
sonal* tag and you have to team to kke n

and kve with it became it can't be
xMed'-Duke

MARTHA WRMHT IS LOITEO and hoW
dear by Carhse Spencer who IS loyW « that

love YCOBSOYA

BABY JOHN—Hope your tNithday « ever
Ihtr^ you want it M I

Sotia

WAMTD: 2 Ism st** or mai** nonamoket*
to shar* a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywme to

r neit year CaN Bob $49-988 or Jeft

546-7442

SENIOAS"
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTStl

JOIN THE SCMOR CLASS CAMPAKM'
' Earn $4 $Offir piu* bonuae* caNing '

Apply al the Memorial HaN B asement
or caN $4»-3S09
APPLY TOOAVtt

ROOMNIATES WANTED

MALE ROOMATE WANTED— Fun kjvmg
bui responsibto—live with me and 3 women
m Squ«e ViNage. Sunderland On bu* rouW
$14(Vmo pkiS util Dan $46-5296

LOOKING FOR FEMALES interested m
reniing a house down the Cap* CaN
$4*3?97

SU9NIER ON VmVARO Two roommates
needed to share cottage with great ocean
view CaN $464177

HOUSEMATE(S) WANTED TO SHARE
Hadiey home on Farm pond nvoodheat,

own room and iMth Pretor grads Rent
negotiable 564 5135 eves

LARGE SII4GLE IN PUFFTON. Share
smaller two bedroom with one other mato.

Non-smoker senior or grad prel AvaitoMe
6/1 549^1476

GREAT HOUSE ON VINEYARD
Housemates wanted Jun 1 Sept i Can
soon Dak 6 9264 Amy 6-9314

BRANDYWINE - 1 lemale norwnoker need^

ed starting Jur«e i Call 549-5167

WANTED: two larnale, non-smoking room-

male* to share a doubto m Townenouse
For turther mto, CaN 549-9925

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer dryer woodstove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 minute walk to UMsss call

253-0707 $195/month

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apt in

Northampton $300 per month plus ''j

utilities caH 585-0542 Ask lor M«hael

TWO ROOMMATES WAHTEb lor

Southwood apt starhng 6/1 can 2S6-8745

TWO SEMI-OUIET NON SMOKING FUN
women looking lor two single rooms in cool

tiouse preferably m AMherst for FaH please

call Kristin 546-9514 leave message
Thanks

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART-
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 546-6405 or 5464400
Leave Message

LIN0UISTK:S. wonted Sunday 2/20 Buy
you a beer? Cal 549-1860 George,

servk:es

RESUMES professional quality, laser

printed only $15' Call Rick 256-0199 eves
58

ST. JUOE

THANK VOU FOR YOUR PRAYERS. Ortce

again you have helped in my most crucial

needs Your intercession is very powerful

Im truly grateful, MKS

SUBLET

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNETTbdrni; apt

call for mlo 665-4740

"Jf; A, ,

USE
i^c IN RUi

•nooa 549 7880

PUFTON SINGLE AND DOUBLE 6 8261
fridge and dishwasher

TAKE OVER LEASE FOR 1 bedroom
presidential apt with fall option CaU
253-2515

TAKE OVER LEASE starting June 1 2 bed
ooms Southwood Apts 253-3404 heat &
hot water included

SINOLES<8) m PUFFTON 5 mm tan
campus Pool, Tanni*. An 541^1479

UMQC BUiMV ROOirPOR RBftJn

make a deal* CaN Joe 2S64S43

SUMMER SUBLET one room me* houae
near 6r>naMy Cheap Ed 2$3-0B00

PUFFTON. DouWe and wngto
Available lor summer Claan and airy

Beside bus Stop $4»49B3

2 ROOMS m HOUSE lor

Pelhwn 1$ mma to UUaa* $350 Nick
$45-0799 259-1334

PUFFTON ONE BDRM APT. ideal tor 2
some lum rent negol Cal 54» 7762

SUaiET THE RED HOUSE
Summer Sublet

One second waNi to campu*
tMeight room and Jikuz^i option

very meiveraihie

ivng room. bath, and kitcfton

can immadiaietii

NaalS4B-3639
Craig $4»t949

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER.
Beautiful house to North Amherst $l7$Mio
up to tfwee room* may be open lor FaN
548 9916

1 BEDROOM m SO AMHERST HOME.
avalabto Jurx t i or 2 oldar peraort* Rant
rtegolieMe Bruce 253-2990

$140 00/month. 2 smotoa Fuly'iuirnliliad

living room/kiichen 6SS-2937

RENT FOR SUMMER A greet 4 bdrm^
directty on bus rout* Very r

CaN soon! $46496$

TAKE OVER OUR
6/1 with Fan opkon 54»^$«97

3 BEDROOMS IN SWISS VILLAQE. Rent
neg 253 5249

ONE BEDROOM IN MODERN HOUSE 10
mm Irom campus On bus -oute
206/monlh neg CaN Sheaa after 7pm
256-0250

PUFFTON ONE BDRM, some lum, rent

negot Call 549 7762 Soon

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE!

SWISS VILLAGE APT AVAILABLE June
tsl 4 bdrm. on the bu* rouM, -inletaalad?
CaHSSMlSE

TRAVEL

TIX TO ST LOWS, Miss 5/254I« $200
roundtrip caN A^a 253-2964

SUMMERM EUROPE Irom $259 each way
on discounted scheduled airknes to Europe
Irom Boston Call (800) 325-2222

TYPINa

FAST. INEXPENSIVE TVPMa Cal Mary
at 5464725

'WORDSMITH " prolessional typing
Resumes papers and nKxe Lasarprinting
with spellctieck 253^4564

CASES. PAPERS, THESIS, on<ampua.a«-
fordable grammar reviewed dependabto.
584-7924 Nancy

• i»«*«RRaBR***«****«««***

VINEYARD HAVEN
• •

* Live and work on paradise Martha's '

'Vineyard We are tfwee fun UMass*
'students who have an exn doubto room'
'available m our rented houae, from Jurw*
' 1 until Labor Day Located approximaMly'
•one mile from town, its a super area, and"
' an awesome place to sperxl the summer '

' The room is $1600 per person CaM '

' Christine 546-7067 Sue 546 7083 or
'

'Wendy at 586-2405, 545-3500 PLe
leave a maiiaga if we're not in.

WANTEO

TAKE OVER (HV LEASE beoro..
Branywine apt. availabto on June 1st. Call

5494157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMass
Campus or on bus route PIfease call Jac
queline 544-5050

WANTED TO RENT

FEMALE LOOKING TO RENT room in

house or apartment Please call Jill at

665-4029 after 5pm

5 GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
LEASE in house preleribly near camous caH
546-7563 or 546-9654

TWO FUN. SEMI-OUIET NONSMOKING
WOMEN looking lor two single rooms in

cool house/apt lor fall preferable m Amherst
Please help us out - call 546-9514 ask lor

Kristin or leave message Thanks'

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place to

live on the Cape this summer Call KeHy
546-4819
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SPOJTS
Women 's

tennis edges
by Hartford, 5-4
By BRAD HALFOND
Collegian Correspondent

In their most competitive match to date,

the University of Massachusetts women's
tennis team ended its two ^ame slide with

a narrow 5-4 victory over Hartford

"The team spirit was the highest I ve

ever seen it," said coach Mike Husted.
"The team reallv wanted to win this one
bad"
The match itself was decided during the

wcond doubles Up to that point both teams
had spilt the other eight matches.
Shizuko Yamaski and Vanessa Kirchner

were thrust into the spothght as their

pivotal match became the aft«Tn(X)n's

^nter of attention

Yam - 111 Kirchner won the tirst set

in a di 1 . tiebreaker They captured
the tiebreaker with 10-8 score and then
cruised to a 6-4 second set victory to asMir i

the Minutewomen of the win
"Thoae two played inspirational tennis

and that is what clinched it for us," said

Husted.

Other singles winners were no.3 Kere
Edde (6-4.6-31 and no.4 Yamaski (6 3.6-2).

Uruum also registered two default wins on
their way to the victory m Hartford.

On the l(»ing side for UMass in singles

play was no.l Maura Foley <6- 1.6-0), no.2

Gail Girasella <6-3.6 li and no ."i Karen
McShane lost a heartbreaking three setter

6-3, 5-7. 6-4. The other loss came at the ex-

pense of the no.l doubles team Girasella
and Edde (7 5.7 6i.

"Our team had much more depth. And
emotionally the girls were realUy keyed
up." said a happy Mike Hu.sted. the win
puts the Minutewomen 's record at 4 3 with
three matches remaining.
Today UMasK visits Providence to tangle

with the powerhouse Friars. The key to

winning this match will rest with the play
of the top three singles players. If they can
produce victorip>^ then the burden will be
lighter on the rest of the squad.

TENNIS NOTES The mens tennis team
will be looking to rebound from two suc-

cessive defeats this weekend as they travel

to Rutgers University for the Atlantic 10
Championships. The men need to place
well in the A lO's to boost their sagginir

morale

f'olrgian phnlii by David Hignhigwrhi

The UMass softhall team and Mary Duff (above) didn't let

Boston Cullei;e slide by yesterday.

Softball says
see ya to BC
Minutewomen win two
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Toss Jen Miller a couple of game balls for her trophy

case; the sophomore second baseman pushed aside a flu

bug yesterday afternoon to key a sweep of visiting Boston

College for the University of Ma.ssachusetts softball team.

Miller transformed the opening game from a 1-1 tie to

a 4-1 win for the Minutewomen with a bases-loaded dou-

ble in the bottom of the fifth inning, then she lent a little

leather to the effort in the second half of the doubleheader
to seal a 2 1 win.

UMass will take its newly improved 12- 14 record into

this afternoon's doubleheader with the University of

Maine 1 17- 19) beginning at 3 p.m. at Totman field, then

head west to Adelphi for a pair more •»n Sunday. "When
we needed to string some stuft" together. . . we came
through with the hits to win the ballgame," said UMass
coach Elaine Sortino of her squad, which came from
behind in both ends of yesterday's action. BC jumped
out to a 3-0 lead in the third inning of the opening game,
riding a couple of defensive gaffs and a key Stephanie Nar-

done single on the way.

But in the fifth. UMass loaded the bas^ with a single

and a couple of crafty bunts. BC pitcher Lori Salvia — who
pitched a couple of years back for UMass before taking
her game up Chestnut Hill — walked Jen Pugliese to force

m the game tying run, before Miller yanked a deep drive

inside the left field foul line to empty the bases.
continued on page 14

Springfield pounces on Minutemen, 6-2
By MATT GEHKE
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - If you look at a

baseball player's statistics, you won't find

any category that measures leadership

But the ability to fire a team up when it

needs it, or calm teammates down when
that's what they need, is as important as

the number of home runs he hits or his

earned run average.

Yesterday, after seeing his team lose to

Springfield College. 6-2, University of

Massachusetts baseball coach Mike Stone
was quick to point out the lack of leader

ship from his seniors.

UMass. 14 15, mustered just seven hits,

two of them infield singles, against the

Division II Chiefs.

"It wasn't just the hitting," Stone said,

it's a lack of leadership. We have no com-
petitors among our seniors. I knew coming

into the season that that might be a pro^

blem, and it has become a problem. We're

sloppy and we don't have discipline."

That was evident in the four errors the

Minutemen made in the field, which helped

.Springfield pull away from a 2 1 lead.

The Chiefs had just seven hits off three

UMass pitchers, but managed to get four

of them during a fifth-inning rally.

Paul Marchetti and Matt Maguire open-

ed the inning with singles, and that was
enough to chase UMass starter Rob Gra-

ziano. Jeff Richardson entered and inten-

tionally walked Gavin Sheridan to load the

bases.

Singles by Chris Lagos and Sam Gillen

made it 4 I. and an error by Tom Murray
and a bases loaded squeeze bunt put

Springfield well on the way to improving

to 17 9
"Our success is a little bit of a surprise."

continued on page 14

Collegian photo h> Jorl Solomon

There were very few of these hap-

py scenes yesterday.

Women's lax hosts no.2 Temple
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

If ever there was a time for the University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team to catch a giant

in a vulnerable position, it will be on Sunday.
The Gazelles just may be catching Temple Universi-

ty, the Brine Poll's No. 2 team in the nation (1 p.m.,

Totman Field), at the best possible time. This is a
crucial point in the season for the Owls.

When Temple arrives in Amherst on Sunday it will

be the third game in four days that the Owls will have
played.

Two games and then one long day of traveling. The
Owls should be nice and tired for a Gazelle team that

also mu.st play on Saturday.

But the Gazelles will have the luxury of sleeping in

their own beds on Saturday night after playing Rutgers
over at Totman (1 p.m. gametime).

"We're sitting in the same position we've been sit-

ting in all year, the spoiler." UMass coach Patti Bossio

said.

UMass has a chance to spoil a lot for the Owls who
are tied for the No. 2 spot in the country with Harvard
University. Temple was 8-1 before yesterday's game
with Lafayette.

To make things even more interesting, the No. 1

team in the country, Penn State University lost to

Princeton on Tuesday. Rankings have not been voted
since that time and will not be until next week.

So the Owl's have a shot at the No. 1 ranking next
weekend. But the Gazelles can spoil all of that. A good
start may be key.

"Once the other team's ahead, they (UMass) feel more
comfortable. It takes them a while to get going," Bossio
said. "Throughout the season, they've played better in

the second half."

ready to march on Army
The University of Ma.ssachusetts men's lacrosse team

(8-1 and ranked eighth in the country) looks to keep
its winning ways going when it travels to West Point,

NY tomorrow for a battle with the United States

Military Academy (4 p.m.).

In years past this has been a monumental game for

the Gorillas. Twice in the last three years Army has
gone overtime to beat UMass, with the Gorillas reboun-

ding for a win in last year's contest, 13-10 at Boyden
Field.

This season, the Cadets don't look to be quite as

powerful, mustering only a 4-6 record to date. They've
been embarassed by national powers like Cornell, Navy
and Johns Hopkins, but were unbeaten at home before

Wednesday's 13-(i loss to Yale.

Still, the t» idition of the rivalry may be enough to
spark a decent contest.

"They play a zone, ball control defense, because
they're not quick enough to stay with you," UMass

. coach Dick Garber said of the Cadets. "They take you
out of the running game."
Sound familiar? Dartmouth did the same thing

Wednesday, forcing the CJorillas to overtime before suc-

cumbing, 11-10.

Leading the charge for Army is sophomore attack
Tim deLoe, with 14 goals and 10 assists, followed by
freshman Ed McGuire (13-6) and junior Scott Frank
(10-4).

Minutewomen to race
Northeastern/Brown
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's track team
will travel to Boston to participate in a tri-meet with Nor-

theastern University and Brown University this weekend.
Last weekend Northeastern easily won a quad-meet,

which included an extremely to'igh team in Boston
University, who surprisingly finished dead last.

Sherry Harris is NU's multi-talented throwing threat.

Last weekend, she won all four of the throwing events.

UMass will counter primarily with Tina White in the
hammer, Helen Balouras in the discus, Carla DeSantis
in the javelin, and Simone Marisseau in the shot. Others
providing quality depth are Diane Ozzolek in the ham-
mer and the discus and Nancy Laurie in the jave, who
are both very close to qualifying for the New Englands.
Head coach Julie LaFreniere said of Northeastern,

continued on page IS

Men's track heads
for NU for quad meet
By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

It has been out of the frying pan and into the fire for

the University of Massachusetts men's track team this

year. Tomorrow the men travel to Dedham to participate

in a quad-meet with host Northeastern University, Brown
University, and Southern Connecticut.

Brown was the 1989 Ivy League indoor runner-up to

Dartmouth while Northeastern was the 1988 New
England indoor champion, and remains quite a powerful

team in '89. Southern Connecticut is no patty-cake team
either. "The quality of our opponents is once again tough.

We have no soft spots on our schedule," said head coach

continued on page 15

Today, great softball

weather. Mostly sunrf

high in the 50s. More of

the same tomorrow, ^^

Grorillas use three

fourth-quarter goals to

slip past Army, 9-7.

Page 16.

Smith College officials

battle a minor outbreak

of the measles on

campus. Page 3.
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Student
protesters
arraigned
Pre-trial date scheduled
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Seven students who were arrested

Wednesday on charges of trespassing and disorderly con-

duct were arraigned in Hampshire District Court Friday.

University of Massachusetts students Frank E. Bowrys

111, Loyda Guzman, Laura J Morrisette, Diane Ditmore.

Andrew J. Sirulnik and John S Langford. and Hampshire

College student Randolph L. Viscio appeared before Judge

Salvatore Polito Friday morning. The case was continued

to May 25 at 8:30 a.m. for a pre trial conference.

Attorney Cristobal Bonifaz is representing the six

UMass students fir^ of charge. A court appninUtdiaw y^tr

will represent Langford. Bonifaz said he advised Langford

to apply for a public attorney so there would be two

lawyers to work on the case.

The seven students were arrested Wednesday night

after a six-hour occupation of a Microwave Remote Sens-

ing Laboratory in the basement of Marcus Hall.

About 30 people ventured to the Hampshire District

Court Friday with the two fold purpose of showing sup-

port for the demonstrators being arraigned inside the cour

thouse and protesting militar>' funded research at UMass.

The protesters arrived to the front of courthouse at 8:30

am. waving banners and signs which said Keep mindless

milUerronsm out ofthe University and Stop the guns, fund

the future to the early morning passersby on Main St.

"A bunch of my students were arrested, and I came here

to support them," said Sandra Morgen. a professor of

women's studies at UMass. "I think Imilitaryl research

CnllrCiaB pba«a by JaMm Talrmuin

People protest outside Northhampton District Court Friday, showing support for the seven

students arrested in an occupation of a microwave research laboratory in Marcus Hall.

on campus is highly problematic."

"I'm impressed with the number of people who mobilized

themselves to Northampton on a days notice and at such

an early hour," said Jonathon Leavitt, a representative

from People for a Socially Responsible University.

The protest against military-funded research is schedul-

ed to continue today, with a rally at 12 p.m. at Whitmore.

V'iscio said he hopes that .students from the Five College

fet^
(°nl|Pf(ian photo by .loel Solomon

BASEBRAWL — The University of Massachusetts baseball team

squares off with Rutgers Saturday in the first of two bench-clearing

brawls during this weekend's four-game Atlantic 10 series.

community. Boston and other colleges and universities

in the region will participate in the rally.

Members of PSRU said they plan at today's rally to

refuse the Department of Defense funding on campus, de-

mand that the adminisration drop the charges against the

students who were arrested, demand the administration

declare opposition to the US support of the government

in El Salvador and to stop police brutality.

Sen. petitions second
CAG presidential election

Ex-UMass hoop player guilty
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A former University of Massachusetts basketball player was

sentenced Thursday for breaking into an Amherst apartment on Amity Street in January.

Duane Chase was given a two-year sentence by Northampton District Court Judge Ed-

ward Shea. Shea chose to have Chase serve 90 days in jail and spend the remainder of

the time on probation.

Chase said he is planning to appeal the sentence to a jury session of the Northampton

District court.

Fredric Bartmon, assistant northwestern district attorney, recommended that Chase

continued on page 4

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

An attempt to block the Commuter Area

Governing Board's decision to hold a se-

cond presidential election this Thursday is

underway, bolstered by claims that there

is no proof of voting descrepancies or errors

in the first election.

Undergraduate Student Sen. Bob
McDevitt said yesterday he petitioned the

Student Judiciary last week to halt plans

for Thursday's elections and instead ratify

Tim Reilly and Alex Zarganes as Com-
muter Area Government co-presidents.

Nearly two weeks ago, Reilly and

Zarganes defeated co-candidates Robb
Smith and Ted Chambers by four votes, but

the losing campaign immediately contested

the results, claiming several voting

descrepancies were grounds for a new
election.

Elections coordinator Jennifer MacNeish

said at least one vote was cast from the

Greek area, who are not considered part of

the CAG district. She added that election

officials also discovered 13 write-in votes

that were unable to be confirmed.

McDevitt said the board's decision to hold

a new election was incorrect because the

Smith/Chambers campaign failed to pro-

duce the names of the people who were

allegedly ineligible to vote, meaning that

there is no viable proof that these errors

were made.
Instead of immediately voting to schedule

a new election. McDevitt said the board

should have postponed ratification of the

new president until they investigated the

validity of the charges.

If the charges were true, he added that

the entire CAG election, including the vice

presidential and treasurer races, should

have been invalidated.

"Either an election is a good election or

it's bad. There's no gray," he said.

MacNeish said the CAGGB approved the

scheduling of a new election because of past

instances where "lesser" elections were in-

validated because of dubious results.

The elections for vice-president and

treasurer were not thrown out because they

were uncontested, she said, adding that

such action would further damage CAG's
state of "disarray."

The names of those who incorrectly cast

votes have not been released, but are pro-

of that a new trial is nece.ssary, she said,

adding that the li.st is being stored in the

Student Government Association office to

prevent tampering by any party, she said.

Clerk of Courts Chris Mclellan said he

will review the case today to determine the

validity of McDevitt's petition.

I
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American to plan reconstruction

of Soviet earthquake-torn city
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CAMBRIDGE (AP' -
An American expert in

earthquake reconstruc

tion said yesterday he

had agreed to draft u

master plan for

Leninakan, one of the

Soviet Armenian cities

leveled bv a quake last
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December
Eduardo Lozano (pic-

tured above holding con-

tract with the Soviet

Union I, a former pro-

fessor of urban planning

at Harvard who had
helped rebuild

devastated cities in Peru

and Nicaragua, said he

worked out the agree

ment last week with '»f-

ficals in Moscow and
Armenia, a Soviet

republic

"I wasn't -uie i! ^.iid

exactly what it was sup

posed to say, because it's

in Russian." he said of

the document "But as

s(X)n as I got hack I took

MARKETING OPPORTUNITY

STARTING FALL 1989

S*J««-ori«nt«d. lndu$tt1oo$ indviduaJ with ttrong mitiativ*

•ought lor pr9»tgiotis mArkttir^promotions position with

top Fortun* 500 firm. Student must commit to 20 hour$ p»r

w««k tor iht tntirs 1989*90 school y9«ir.

Exo9ll«nt salary and bonusM. FlaxiMa hour«. All work l«

on campus.

Applicant should hav* axparianaa/strong interest in sales,

marketing, promotions, management ard/ot public

speaking. Internship o-edit possible.

For rmre information, oontACt Campus Oimensk>ns

ReauHment at (800) 592-2121 or send resume and oover

letter to C0(. 210 W. Washington Sq., 11th Hoor, Phila.,

PA 19106.

NEW YORK
STORIES PG

Woody Allen

$2.50 w/student I.D

AMIIY Sr. ?53-5426

it over to be translated,

and it turned out to be

exactly what I thought."

Lozano. 52. said money
for the planning and
much of the reconstruc

tion are being raised by

.Armenian relief agencies

m the West.

He said his Cambridge
based architecture firm,

Lozano White &
Associates Inc., expects

to spend about a year on

the project, beginning in

June with an aerial

survey of l.,eninakan.

The city, which had
220.000 residents before

two enormous tremors

and several smaller ones

toppled most of its

buildings on Dec. 7, is

half destroyed buildings.

"The most haunting
sight-I'll never forget it-

was an old Byzantine

church cut open, right in

half, as if with a saw."

Lozano .said.

Because the quake
struck in the middle of

the day. many children

were at school, and hun-

dreds were left orphans,

he said.
continued on page 6

Explore Your Options
for Contraception

Contraception Education
Workshop

Date: Monday, April 24
Time: 7:00 p.m.

Place: Univ. Health Services. Rm. 302

Brought III yiiii h\ the Contrnci-pttDn Kducatiim

Pri>f<r(tm and the Peer Scxualily Educaliirn

University Health Services.

CniivrKily i>f Massarhiisclt^i at Arnhcrstl

Food and Body Image
Awareness Days

April 25 & 26
Happenings:

Information Tabic : Campus Center

Concourse—Tues., April 25 9 am. -4 p.m.

Drop-In Group: University Health Services

Rm. 304—Tues.. April 25 4 p m -5 p m.

Movies and Discussion; Fear of Fat

Why Diets Don't Work
Wed.. April 26 Campus Center Rm. 168c

7 p m.-9 p m

STUDY ABROAD with a DIFFERENCE

Out of the Classroom
Into the Culture

COSTA RICA - ENGLAND ISRAEL

KENYA - INDIA - JAPAN CHINA

LANGUAGE HOME STAYS INDEPENDENT STUDY
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED FIELD WORK/INTERNSHIPS

SEMESTER OR ACADEMIC YEAR FOR CREDPT

FRIENDS WORLD COLLEGE
Box C Huntington, NY 11743 Tel (516) 549-1102

"Education for a Small Planet"

LOCAL
Smith fighting

measles outbreak
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Health onkials at Smith College

are attempting this week to fend off the threat of a minor

outbreak of measles on campus, claiming they are op-

timi.stic their eflbrts will prevent the virus from spreading.

Dr. Andrew Mackey, acting director of the Smith Col-

lege Health Service, said during the past two weeks two

measles cases have been confirmed. In addition, one per-

.son suffering from the virus' early symptoms is being

quarantined until medics are able to identify the illness.

Mackey said early symptoms of the virus include nasal

congestion, a persistent cough, and eye redness during the

first two weeks of contact that later develops into a red,

blotchy rash that covers the face and body of the infected

perwjn.

The virus is transmitted through "respiratory secre

tions," such as coughing, he said, adding that in rare

cases, pneumonia or encephalitis, inflammation of the

brain, is known to occur.

It is unlikely that the small outbreak will escalate into

epidemic proportions. Mackey said, adding that the source

of the virus is probably a student who was infected dur-

ing a Spring Break trip to New Mexico.

People who have not been immunized since they were

12 to 15 months old should be wary of exposure to measles

and seek medical attention if they develop symptoms after

being exposed to an infected person, he said.

Those who are over 30 years of age or have been im-

munized will probably not be infected, but should exer-

cise caution because the vaccine is not absolute. Mackey
said.

( uUrgian |>bul- l>v J.>~>M ralvrntan

BREAKING AWAY - Races take part yesterday in the 'B' Division of the the Easterns

bike race, which took place in the Southwest Residential Area. People competed in four

divisions, racing a one-mile loop around Southwest.

Future election credibility shaken by current process
By DAVID R MARK
Collegian Staff

Years from now, when University of

Massachusetts student politicians look at

how campus elections were run in the late

1980s, they will probably react in one of

two ways.

News Analysis

They will either adopt the all negative

campaign style of this year's Commuter
Area Government presidential election, or

they will find that style bruti.'ih, child like

and irresponsible.

Laugh hard when you hear this: The

Commuter Area Government presidential

election. Originally scheduled to coincide

with the March Student Government

Association elections, the CAG election

was "postponed" until April 11.

Robb Smith and Ted Chambers were on

one ticket, and Alex Zarganes and Tim

Reilly were un the other Meanwhile, lurk

ing in the shadows of the Brittany Manor,

Southwood and other sundry apartment

complexes were several unknowns. These
unknowns. SGA Sens. W. Greg Rothman.

Brian Darling and Bob McDevitt, and

others, allegedly plastered the apartments

with posters laden with false accusations

about Smith and Chambers.
The posters and the posterers

The posters, which both sets of can

didates, other Commuter Area Senators

and the Union Program Council all called

"blatant lies," may have played into the

four-vote Zarganes/Keilly victory. They ac-

cused Smith and Chambers of stealing

CAG funds and giving some of the funds

to the Lesbian. Bisexual and Gay Alliance,

thus preventing the scheduled May 7 UPC
Pond Concert.

Rothman, Darling and McDevitt have

denied placing or producing the posters,

but several senators told the Collegian the

three were seen separately with or near

posters during the week before the election.

However, former SGA presidential can
didate Josh Gordon refused to deny his in

volvement in the ongoing postering. He
told the Collegian last week that he receiv-

ed, and then distributed negative posters

to friends in the Hatch and in cla.ss

One wonders how many friends Gordon
has. Gordon's "eye-for-an-eye" style has

made him Mr Unpopular in many circles,

although Rothman appears t«» have taken

him under his wing, said an SGA insider.

CJordon said the reason he handed out

pf»sters was "payback for the Liheratnr,"

the one-time campus newqiaper Smith and

Chambers helped produce that Gordon

claims "slandered" him during his

presidential campaign last month.

Yes, Josh, two wrongs do make a right

at UMass.
The "slander" in question includes three

quotes in the newspaper's "Quotables ' sec-

tion. The first quote, attributed to Gordon,

makes no sense to this or many other

readers the Collegian asked. The other

quotes, both reading, "Politically, I think

he's slime, aon t seem slanderous con-

sidering Gordon's recent actions.

The CAG election: Round Two
Smith and Chambers, citing negative

campaigning and some "questionable"

votes by non-commuters, protested the elec-

tion to CAG Election CcK»rdinator Jennifer

MacNeish. who granted their wish and

called for another election, scheduled for

this Thursday.
MacNeish and the 15-member CAG

Governing Board may have been correct in

calling for the new election, but at least

they cited the questionable votes, rather

than negative campaigning as the main
reason for the new election.

However, McDevitt and others have

questioned the Board, claiming bias in the

decision based on very little "evidence."

But there will be another election, and

before anyone had much ofa chance to cam-

paign, posterers, Gordon allegedly includ-

ed, plastered apartments with:

"WAAAHHHH!!! We want a new election.

eoniir.uid oi pagt 4

Ordering out: Saving graces of latenight delivery
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

First in a 10-part series on life at the

University of Massachusetts

It's 1 a.m. on a Saturday. You and

your friends have just returned from

bar hopping in Northampton. You're all

starving, but you have no food, and no

desire to find an all-night convenience

store. So what do you do?

You call for pizza, of course.

Ursula Askins, a senior Spanish ma-

jor at the University of Massachusetts,

has been helping students battle mun-

chie attacks for the past three years as

a driver for Andy's Super Pizza in

Amherst. She's just one of dozens of

UMass students driving at all hours of

the night for local pizza, chicken and sub

shops in the area.

"It's late hours," Askins said. "But if

you \\\"^ t" HrivA, and flon't mind d^al-

j «• ilh the public in various states of

intoxication, then it's the job for you."

Askins said she started working as a

driver for Andy's the summer before her

sophomore year at UMass, then decid-

ed to stay on in the fall.

'I didn't expect I would enjoy it as

much as I do," she said. "I get to meet
a lot of neat people."

People who see her on campus say,

"Hey, you're the pizza lady," she said.

Askins said she works a lot of night

shifts, from 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. on

weeknights and until 3 a.m. on the

weekends.

She said her friends always ask her if

working alone that late at night scares

her.

"I always say no," she said. "I can

handle myself, and I think people

realize that [when I'm delivering piz-

za]."
continued on page 4

Domino's
the area that

Pizza on Route
offer late-night

Collegian photo by Jaaon Talerman

9 is one of the many food businesses in

hours and free delivery.
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latenight delivery

conttnuea from page .3

"Going into frats late at night i> >cai> .

Askins added. "But I never feel like I'm m
danger Most people know their bounds,

and know there will be consequences for

their actions, like in \ii ^'ettiiij,' a pizza

delivered again."

However, Askins said she did have a

minor problem once, when a student at

tacked her as she delivered a pizza to a

residence hall in Southwest.

"A guy grabbed the pizza,"' she said 'But

1 chased him to James House (in

Southwest], cornered him, and made him

the give the pizza back."

Askins said she has had several funny ex-

periences while delivering pizza as well.

"I delivered [pizza) to a room where peo

pie were stoned." she said. "They had to

gather all their pennies to pay They told

me not to remember the room, so of course

I did
"

Askins said she once had to deliver piz

za in the middle of a "huge snowstorm."

"It was to a guy named Ken, who was

from Kenya," Askins said "He was very

apologetic [about the snow), I told him I lik

ed the bracelet he was wearing, so he gave

it to nie as a tip That's the nicest thing any

of the people I've delivered to has done "

Askm> said people are not always as

generous about tipping, t -incially around

the end of the semester. A good tip for

L'Mass students is to tip around a dollar,

although the average is below that. In an>

case, Askins said the tips are better here

than in her hometown of Concord. N H

Mii<iker> ale u.-^uallv generou.-, .\.-kin.-.

said, if you do them a favor like picking

up cigarettes,"

Askins said the busiest times are

"around dinner lime, if something's bad at

the DC. " she said, and "around 10 pni

when people get the munchies"

"And around finals time. " she added.

Askins said the public is generally

understanding if a pizza is late

"Most (students) have probably worked

in some kind of fast food place before, and

know what it's like dealing with the

public." she said.

Askins said the biggest problem she faces

is being late because the last person she

delivered to was lat^- to meet her.

"It's a chain reaction," she said, "People

think. Last time, the driver was late, so

I'll go down a couple of minutes later.' Then

I'm late for the rest of the rounds."

Ex'UMass plai/er guilty
continued from page 1

be sentenced to -i\

months m the Hampshire County House

of Correction with the rest of the time

on probation. Judge Shea chose the

longer sentence

Earlier in the month. Chase submit

led to sufficient facts to breaking and

tillering with the intent to commit a

telony and receiving stolen property, ac

cording to Friday's Daily Hampshire

Gazette. His lawyer, Meade Burrows of

Northampton, requested that -^entenr

ing be delayed

"Chase is not a criminal and he's not

.1 thief. He made a very big mistake,

which he paid for dearly, " Burrows said,

asking the judge to be lenient with

sentencing Chase. "He is basically a

sweet, good natured kid who, when in

the wrong element, is led astray. When

in the right element, he prospers and

does well "

Early in the morning of Jan. 3. Chase,

David Brown, who was sentenced on

April 6 to one year in jail and one year

on probation, and basketball recruit

George Hardin were stopped by police

for operating a vehicle without il

luminating their headlights and driving

in the wrong direction on a one-way

street.

Police found burglary tools and what

u as later found to be a stolen microwave

oven and stere<j in the car.

Chase and Brown were suspended

from the basketball team by coach John

Calipari. but Hardin, allegedly only a

passenger in the car. was allowed to

play in the last seven games of the

season

news analysis

continued rom page 3

We lost and we wanted to win We wantred

(sic) to spend your money on all of the

LBGA socials instead of concerts i ] once

again. VOTE AGAINST CORRUPTION
Which brings you up to date The Univer

sity is beset with conservative (or non

conservatives that denounce the LBG.A!

posterers who can't spell and can't stand

the sight of a Smith Chambers victory.

In any case. UMass has on its hands a

campaign where mudslinging is more im-

portant than making points, and irrespon

sibility comes before issues. No matter who

wins the Commuter Area Government

presidency, the election process at this

Universitv has reached its nadir

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security anti ^it.

work at the Bright Moments Jazz Festival during the month of July

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July

13. 20. 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from

9 a.m.-5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AAEOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich

or Man. Gannon, 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable

atmosphere.

IN COMMEMORATION
ARMENIAN MARTYR'S

DAY
AprU 24. 1915

We ask UMass students and Faculty

for a moment of reflection today, in

memory of the 1.5 million Armenians
massacred, in the genocide committed

by the Turkish government 19151918.

• Armenian Club at UMass •

Resume
Service

Sam enjoys
walks in the park,

playing ball

with the boys,

and casual sex.
And hes onlv three. Hes probably talhenng some of the 15-^

million unwanted dogs and cats that must be put to death

each vear.

You can't stop vour nets from acting naturalh. But if you

love them, you'll ha\e tnem spayed or neutered.

Talk to your veterinanan. Or contact us for more

information. _
Greenfield Area AnunaS Shelter

155 French Kmg Highway

Greenfield. MA 01301
(4l3;f73-3148

This ad pfwided bv the Mwsachu'.rr.'. <x>ctef. (or tfi? PrumiKm of Crueltv to Anitnak

• (^uali^ (>)pies

• Fiiie Stationery

• Matching Enveli^)es

kinkoi
the copv center

253-2543

presents

HOSPITALITY NIGHT!
A party for you, because you deserve

to be served!

50$ Coors Drafts
Rack-a-Disc DJ • Dancing 9-1

Free Munchie Buffet

Start your week off right...

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT!
Route 9 • Hadley, MA
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Earth Day observed in Amherst
By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Staff

Environmental activists and concerned citizens brav

ed Mother Nature's high winds and brisk temperatures

Saturday to commemorate Earth Day on the Amherst

Town Common
Earth Day which was first held in 1970. brings

together people that have concerns about the environ

ment with people that are doing things within the en

vironmental movement," according to Leslie Giflen,

organizer of the event.

Political action and environmental education groups,

along with other groups adv(Kating alternative

technology, lined the common with tables, speaking

with area residents and among themselves. Each group

offered literature and information about their respec

live concerns and agendas.

Throughout the day, local artists sang, danced, told

.stones, read poems, and performed music that com

plemented the theme of Earth Day
According to Giffen. different groups were invited to

Earth Day to encourage an exchange of thoughts and

ideas.

•'We're all coming from different places, so we all

need to get in touch with each other, because we're all

working toward the same end — to stop environmen-

tal degradation and reverse it where we can," Giffen

said.

Rep. Stanley Rosenberg (D-Amherst • spoke about the

Greenhouse Effect and ozone layer depletion, and told

the 100 people present of legislation pending that

would phase out the use of chloro-flourocarbons (CFCsf

in Massachusetts in the 1990s.

Daniel Newell, an Earth Day coordinator, said the

event "informs people about particular environmen-

tal problems and informs them about ecologically

sound alternatives to their current ways of living."

The environmental group Greenpeace was one of cnei-

30 groups that participated in Earth Day The group

asked passers-by to sign petitions, two of which called

for a moratorium on nuclear weapons testing and the

enforcement of a treaty prohibiting industrialized na-

tions from oil and mineral development in Antartica.

The Massachusetts Rainforest Action Group staged

a rally at the end of the day in support of Malaysian

tnbespeople and against Japan. The group alleges that

Malaysians have been arrested while attempting to

prevent the destruction of their rainforest homelands.

They also claim that Japan is the major exporter of

Malaysian hardwood.

The 15 members present urged the audience to write

to world leaders and express their concern.

ASK US

Multicultural Seder celebrated
By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Staff

More than 60 students and staff from different ethnic

backgrounds gathered m Memorial Hall last night for a

multicultural Seder

The Seder, a traditional ceremony of Passover, the

Jewish festival of freedom, was co-sponsored by Hillel and

the Third World Caucus.

Alison Buckholtz. an organizer of the event, said that

while the historical Seder specifically commemorates 430

years of Jewish slavery in Pharoah's Egypt, it is also a

reminder "of the experiences of all other oppressed

peoples.

••This self-identification with the past stirs in us an ap-

preciation of the freedom that is ours, and an empathy

with the plight of our brothers and sisters who still dwell

under the shadow of modern day Pharoahs." she said.

Hillel President Alisa BerkowiU set aside an empty

chair at the table to "represent all victims of religious and

cultural oppression who can't be here in freedom."

The Hagnadah. the text (rfthe Seder, was compiled from

contributions from the UMass community Groups in at

tendance read an appropriate piece regarding their strug-

gles as a reminder "of the indestructible links that exist

between all thoee peoples who are touched by oppression."

Specific references were made during the Seder to cur-

rent worldwide human rights violations, historical in-

justices, sexism, racism, homophobia, economic inequity,

the destruction of the environment, and the threat of

nuclear war.

Participating in the seder were represenUtives from

Afrik Am. the Asian American Student Association.

Ebony Productions, the Everywoman's Center. Hillel. the

International Student Association, the Korean Students

A.ssociation. the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance, the Na
tional Society of Black Engineers, Nummo News, the Pan

African Students Association and the South Asian Stu

dent Association.

Adam Stein of the Third World Caucus, sai^ a (»alition

of •'historically oppressed and underrepresented" RSO's

will grow out of the Seder "to act as one in the face of op-

pressive incidents on campus."

QUESTION: I've heard men should do testicular exam
regularly. Why should they do this and how is it done?

ANSWER: A testicular exam is a self examination of

the testes in order to detect the first signs of testicular

cancer. Surprisingly, testicular cancer is one of the most

common cancers m men 15 to 34 years old. It accounts

for 12 percent of all cancer deaths m this group Early

detection and prompt medical attention are the key fac-

tors in treating testicular cancer effectively.

The testicular exam is easily done and only takes about

three minutes. It should be performed at leasf once a

month, if not more. The best time to do the exam is after

a warm bath or shower when the skin covering the testes

(scrotum) is most relaxed. Start the exam by rolling each

testicle gently between the thumb and fingers of both

hands. Thoroughly check each testicle looking for any

hard lumps or nodules, swelling (enlargement), or a

change in these symptoms you should see a doctor pro

mptly for a diagnosis. Most importantly, many of these

symptoms will only be noticeable if you do the examina-

tion regularly m order to establish what feels normal for

you.

QUESTION Do men and women really enjoy giving

oral sex, or do they do it just to please their partner?

ANSWER: Some men and women enjoy oral sex and

some do not. Since it is a personal preference, it could be

something that you and your partner should talk about.

Talking about oral sex (and other issues of sexuality) can

be important in learning about your partners feelings.

Why don't you ask them how they feel? Also, think about

how you feel and be ready to answer your own question.

ASK USua weekly column put together by the Peer Sex-

uality Program. Ifyou have any questions, call 549-2671,

ext 181

m J'ifmr

IfYou'reTiakingOne
OfOur Competitor's

LSAT Prep Courses,

YouCouldBe
STmS

LastYear's
If vou re not ijkm« Stanle%- H Kjplan to prepare- for the nr*- LSAT you could be

v»«inc vour fiiTte -,tudMn« tor .in exjrti that s alrcadv outdated

That •i ix-cjuse uniike mmt test prep comptiies, our research department acts on

test changes belore .xhers even know rhe% o.xist And *-.th Kaplan, sou 11 benetit irom

,nif V veats ol expcnencc, .null . la.v«> .ind supenor teachmii inethixLs

So when It comes to prepartnc lor the new LS.aT stiidv vm'
; •

•<!<' prep

.omoanv tnat .ilw-.iv .i.-es ils homework

gSTANLEY H. KAPIAN
£ Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

LSAT CLASSES
FORMING NOW

358 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
549-5780

For other iocitions , jll 800-KAP-TEST

Venture up
the steps

to the 3rd floor

terrace outside the

Campus Center

to the

Enjoy your

) favorites from the

' Blue Wall
Coffee House

while basking

in the sun!

ICE CREAM CONES & DISHES • SNACKS • COOKIES

COLD DRINKS • CANNED SODA • FRESH FRUITS

WEATHER PERMITTING

MONDAY-FRIDAY: 12:00 NOON-4;00 PM
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Blue Wall
Coffee House
Monday-Thursday ll 30 am-12 00 midnight

Friday 11 30 am-6 00 pm
Saturday Closed
Sunday 3 00 pm 12 00 midnight

thi^

Hlufuatl Onl>

i^r
«e>

cref'"

( <>(ikir»

BulHK
ONLY
$1 25

city rehuilder
continued from page 2

"A lot of the population was housed

in pre-cast concrete apartment buildings

that crumbled like matchsticks," he

said, i knew they were bad. but until

you see them, you don't know how bad.

They were instant concrete graves."

Soviet officials have estimated that

the quake killed 40.000 to 55.000 peo-

ple in the cities of Leninakan. Spitak

and Kinivakan and in up to 100

villagt ~

Lozano said he plans to bring Soviet

archittvts to Cambridge in late suninui

for training in urban planning,

computer aided di si^'n and methods ot

making buildnii^> resistant to

I arlhquakes.

He >aid his master plan will call lor

iecon>tructing the 75 to 150 year-old

tune buildings m the city's centir.

\\ hich withstood the quake much belter

than the newer apartment b!iK*ks on the

nlllskirtr

He said he would like to see a new ci

ty hub built north of the city, with

athletic facilities, schools and shops

Instead of large orphanages, Lozano

said he will call for dozens of small

group homes linked to schools.

"Those kids should not be in an in

stitution, and they should not be torn

from their roots and sent to other cities,"

he said.

A native of Argentina, Lozano came

to the United States in 1962 to study ar

chitecture and urban design. After

receiving a dtK'torate from Harvard, he

taught at Harvard and Princeton

universities and then founded Lozano

White & Associates with partner Lmd
say White in 1974.

the firm, which has 20 empl- .

planned the reconstruction of a univer

pus outside of Lima. Peru, and

(ll , master plan lor Managua, the

Nicaraguan capital, after il was hit h\

.1 lum»- quake in 1972

Charlie?
1 Pray Sj , Amhers* -5-; • : <

7 Days A Week • — ; .j.-c

Kitchen Open tili midnight

m

HAMPDjEM
Open everyday

11 30 am-11 30 pm

Southwest Residential Area

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10$ Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Tcqvina Sanrisc Sl.SO

Drink of th* Week
Amstcl Ught $1.75

B««r of the Month

iimm^^

DIVISIOS OF COSTIMJISG t DLL AT I OS

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

FOOD GIVE A WAYS
Tues IOC Baffalo WtoKs 9 12

Wed 99C Nacho & Che«s« PlaMers 912
Sunday IOC Potato Skins 9 12

anal (^uiiarlOorti^kap

i

Over 200 courses to

burn up your lime —
but conveniently offered

I day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to aalisty a requirement

or ta4<e that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

5452414.

1)1 \ I SI () \ () I COS r I \ ( I s a i: ni c \ r to \

(Inventory Reduction Sale)

All guitars on sale
April 24 - April 29

Bring in this coupon for an extra 10%
discount on all guitar strings

233 No. Pleasant Street • Amherst, Mass 01002
Tel. 413-549-1728

Indulge without the Bulge
Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and

no cholesterol.

I,

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

IB/xNMaVM/\IBaVH/\

Northampton
Main Street
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EiaTORIAL/OPINION

Join the party at the Tower
The place was hopfHn '. I could barely find

a seat, it was sooo crowded in that base

ment. And the band and keg hadn't even
arrived! I mean, the crowd was staggering
— pt^ople standing, groping one another
with all the tact orSam Kinison. chatting,

whispering, gum<racking, bubble blowing,

belly-laughing, reminiscing about the last

time they were here (**Oh, was it last ntfihf?

Seems like last week!"), and who they met
— "She said shed meet me here, yeah, in

the seat you're in"

Alise Harfield

I was glad they weren't talking to me! 1

wouldn't have heard anyway — my nose

was attached to the Oxford English

Dictionary.

Oh. yeah. I didn't mention this party was
at the Tower — the Tower Library

basement.
Or hadn't you noticed it has become the

choice place to go on those off- nights when
the Pub and Time Out are less crowded.

(This is what I'm told by those oteragers

who get to go to town. ) But I have news for

them! The Tower is just as wild.

Check out these attractions: no cover, no

bouncers (unless you count the two
librarians who expertise is in reference

materials), choice location, 26 — count

them — 26 floors to choose from, free water,

restrooms on every third floor (real partiers

stay on those), big tables, unlimited chairs,

great views (have you looked down from

the 26th lately?) — the list goes on and on.

If you love to bother others (who have the

gall to study) by whispering and giggling,

this is your element! You've invariably

seen me there: I'm the geek with the grit-

ted teeth, gripping mounds of crumpled

Lies run rampant
The remark.s of commuter Area Govern-

ment presidential candidate Ted Chambers

and other leaders of the United Students'

Agenda, in regard to the false aspersion

that were woven into the recent e'ections,

are hypocritical and almost ludicrous.

True, the use of fictitious innuendos in

campaigns is a tasteless and malevolent

manner in which to run an election.

However, remember the cliche, "he who
lives by the sword, dies by the sword." Dur-

ing the Student Gk)vernment Association

presidential elections, U.S.A. blatantly lied

about their opponents through the use of

a poster crusade of fallacies.

Presidential candidate Guy Glodis was

The truth hurts
How very sick the negative campaigning

by Smith/Chambers opponents; so confus-

ed is the "justification " of such tactics by

the former presidential candidate who

believes negative campaigning did him in.

Is it not true that this person had problems

describing his political orientation to peo-

ple during his campaign? He told liberals

he was a liberal, he told conservatives he

was a conservative, and was laughed at by

both groups. Is it not true he threatened

one of his opponents? Is it not true that

violence was initiated by the candidate,

papers, flashing dirty looks, writing papers.

My usual night is Thursday. My entrance

never varies: bang the head on the revolv

ing door, hip check the turnstile of my
choice, laugh at the idiot abusing the "up"
button of the elevator, then hop downstairs

to the basement where I wave to the two
blank-faced librarians If they like me,
maybe they'll shush" the noisemakers or

give them a detention. Oh. yeah. This is col-

lege not high school.

I spread my jacket, knai^ack. and can of

VeryFine as far as they will go atop the

four seater near the reatroom. A choice

table; I'm happy. So far. so good.

A few minutes pass. Loners walk by, peer

at the three spaces at my table, then decide

<upon looking at my friendly, welcoming
face) to join me. Their knap.Hacks loom
above the table, waiting until my belong-

ings get thrown on the floor, then they are

slammed down without grace, their zippers

torn apart, notebooks, pencils, slide rules,

thesauri falling out helplessly onto the

table. The table / found. Wads of pink bub-

blegum brush again.st the tip of my no.se.

then POOF I are popped in my face. I look

up from the Oxford, set my magnifying

glass aside. Sure, they've disrupted my
thesis, but now that they're settled down,

we can all get to work.

Then the whispers start. Minutes later

they're invariably joined by a friend who
has spent the last hour talking to the guy
who jumped out of the quarter keg last

night at Wanda's surprise party. I get to

hear all about it. Free gossip, without even

evesdropping one bit. How lucky I am! And
I came here to do a paper? Maybe I should

try the Pub . . .

Alise Harfield is a Collegian columnist

falsely accused of being a racist, that he

would not appoint minorities to camuu»
positions, and that he worKed tor Amherst
towing. Yet while all the other campaigns
were riddled with accusations of illegal fun-

ding and questionable tactics, not once was
the Glodis campaign questioned in regard

of ethical behavior

Josh Gordon was also on the end of

vicious personal attacks, all fabricated in

the work.shop of the U.S.A. followers with

the aid of the Liberator, a paper written by

a group of corrupt zealots. Again, I don't

condone running a negative campaign, but

U.S.A. along with the agitated co-

candidates should remember that when
one plays with fire, one usuallv gets burnt.

Micheal G. T. Bakas
Central

who now has been distributing lies among
is friends about Smith/Chambers?

No one ever lied about him. He was
defeated by the revelation of facts relative

to his campaign. Yet he lies about someone

and claims it was justified. Never was con-

cert money diverted to the Lesbian. Bisex-

ual, and Gay Alliance. This is fact. It is a

fact that $80(X) was invested in springtime

concerts. This negative campaign against

Smith/Chambers should stand revealed for

what it is. It is a homophobic campaign

perpetrated by people who do not like to see

the truth printed about them.

Owen Broadhust
Orchard Hill

ihe v'.ew /eisily urilesi oiheiwise n

No place for police torture
On April 19, seven student protesters

were arrested at a University of

Massachusetts at the Amherst weapons
research laboratory. Putting aside for a mo-
ment the moral issue of electronic and
biological weapons research at the univer-

sity, I would like to discuss the issue of

police conduct.

Andrew Sirulnik

It IS important to understand that when
the student protestors occupied the
weapons research laboratory', they stated

to the police their intent to commit an act

of strictly nonviolent and civil disobedience

that would be non destructive of property
— by their physical presence the student

protestors were halting weapons research.

At about 2:00 p.m . Director of Public

Safety Arthur Hilson announced to the ap
proximately 30 protestors and reporters

that arrest was imminent and that all

reporters and protestors who didn't want
to be airested must leave. After the room
had'been cleared of all but nine protestors

and nine policemen, Mr. Hilson told the

protestors that they would have to wait for

someone from the Dean of Students ofllce

to arrive and recite relevant pa^iages fn>m
the University Code of Conduct prior to

arrest

.'JO minutes later, when this was finally

accomplished. Mr Hilson ordered a mock
arrest. Police surrounded the group as a

police video camera was swiftly moved in

to position Mr Hilson then stepped into

the middle of the anxious group of pro-

testors and said, in a disinterested tone,

that he and other university officials had
decided not to arrest them, and that they

were being let off easy just this once, ex-

pecting the group to utter a muffled sigh

of relief, shrug their shoulders, and leave

the building. None of the prote.sters left

Inside, the students were confined by

police to a small area of the lab. They were

not permitted to use a toilet, and women
and men alike wee forced to urinate in a

wastebasket while the all male contingent

of police were present. A police officer told

one protestor that he hoped that he would

mak»' •* fal>sp move so th/if h<' uniild h.tvc

an opportunity to beat him.

Mr. Hilson returned at 6:(X) pm and said

that the Chancellor h&d changed his mind
and the students were to be arrested im-

mediately. He finally allowed water to be

delivered, which had been provided by

other protestors and not by Mr. Hilson a.>>

some reports read. Mr. Hilson's announce
ment of probable disciplinary suspension

from the university convinced one more
protestor to leave, and the arrests began.

While none of the protestors offered any
active resistance to being removed, those

who did not offer to walk out voluntarily

were intentionally subjected to the severe

pain of being dragged by their wrists,

which were handcuffed behind their backs

and forcefully twisted. One man was
targeted for special treatment by a device

that IS specifically designed to cau.He one's

handcufTs to imbed in the ulnar nerve, in-

flicting excruciating pain.

As he was being dragged out of tht

building, that protestor's screams were not

of indignation or anger, but of physical

received agony. At least one newspaper
reported that protestors received medical

care for "soreness." The young woman who
was carried by one arm while both were
handcuffed behind her back, and who now
has one of her arms splinted and one in a

sling, would u.se other words to describe her

injuries.

After the prot^'stor^ who were treated at

the University Health Services were
returned to the University Police Station,

all .seven were released.

The university is an institution of higher

learning, and not a .seething inner-city

di.strict While I met several University

police who acted sincerely and with

decorum, many were blatantly cruel.

Physical and psychological torture by

police, as well as research on developing a

more efficient technology of death by scien

lists, have no place at the University of

Ma.s.sachu.setts. and should be actively

challenged by all who are blessed with a

conscience.

Andrew Sirulnik is a UMass student who
was involved in Wednesday's demonstra-

tion. All of the protestors contributed to this

McCarthy no Republican
Pamela. Pamela. Pamela. I'm quite

sure that your parents couldn't handle

their lovely daughter's politics ("Reac-

ting to reactionaries." April 20). I have

been a Republican for six years now and

I have attended conventions as a

delegate, held statewide positions with

Teenage Republicans. College

Republicans, and Young Republicans,

and even received a salary from the

Republican National Committee, as

well as the Pennsylvania Republican

State Committee. Guess what honey. I

know what a Republican is, and they

are not all alike. The Republican Party

has just as many factions and individual

interests as the Democratic Party.

But. let's define conservatives. Por-

nography, we've asserted, should not be

sold by the state. Since the university

is state-run, it should follow that the

store should not sell smut. Not that you

care about morality or smut, (I've read

your high school year book). HA, HA.
the Minutenian is against Christmas

caroling. Oh yeah, well we are not

against Christmas. Christians, or Chri.s

tianity. Can you say the same for

yourself?

For Pamela McCarthy (no relation to

Uncle Joe) to criticize the Republicans

for throwing "temper tantrums" is like

Pete Rose attacking gamblers. Come on.

Pamela, your columns are always whin

ing cranky temper tantrums about

whatever ridiculous and irrelevant

cause you've .stumbled across in bet

ween your soap operas.

I am a conservative. I am a

Republican. I'm not a journali.st. But

I've grown up with them. Pamela
McCarthy is no journali.st. she's just an

angry and frustrated liberal. Perhaps

she should li.sten to her parents.

W. Greg Rothman
Amherst

Republican Club needed
Pamela McCarthy's column ("Reac-

ting to reactionaries." April 20) was a

viaous and an unprovoked attack on the

Republican Club.

The Republican Club is the only con-

servative organization on campus. It is

the only outlet for the conservative stu-

dent to voice his/her opinion. This cam-

pus is full of left-wing organizations that

seem to think they own the university.

The Republican Club is very vocal and

sometimes controversial, but it is truly

needed on a campus that has an ad-

ministration that will not accept the fact

that everyone on this campus does not

have the same twi.sted, evil ideology as

they do.

People like W. Greg Rothman and Ted

Maravelias are working hard so that the

conservative .student has a place on this

campus. Ifthey indeed compromise their

position, then the con.servative move
ment on this campus will die and this

campus will become a liberals" asylum

u.sed to spread their ideology.

You may not agree with their ideolog>'

but you must admire their persistence

and their commitment to the cause.

No apologies, no compromise, and no

excuses. "Extremism in the defen.se of

liberty is no vice "

Le^j^ Randall
Southwest

The Collegian Editorial Desk is looking for an associate editor for the rest

of this semester through the fall semester.

Come down to 113 Campus Center and talk to Pam or Meredith for more in-

formation regarding this position.
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Chemists
Discover
a career
at FMC!
FMC Corporation is a Fortune 150 leader in the

field of Agricultural Chemical Research. To

maintain and enhance our leadership position

we are currently hiring motivated chemists for

our Synthesis Group You will use your Knowl-

edge and expertise m the discovery of biolo-

gically active compounds using state of the art

technology and equipment. Our fnendly. enthu-

siastic working atmosphere will enable you to

mane a positive contribution as you learn about

the latest synthetic techniques.

These positions require a BS/MS in Chemistry

with ACS certification and a good working

knowledge of modern synthetics, spectro-

scopics and chromatographic techniques We
welcome all UPCOMING and NEW GRADU-
ATES to apply for these positions and offer

you an opportunity to gam top-notch ex-

perience at the cutting edge of agricultural

chemical research.

FMC offers an R&D center in a prime location,

challenging work, and excellent benefits and a

salary commensurate with your experience

Pifase forward your resume to- Melody Evans,

Dept. 88-03. FMC CORPORATION. Chemical

R&D Center. Box 8, Princeton, NJ 08543.

Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F.

-FMC®

Sound&Nusic

INVITES YOU
TO THE RRST

CD PLAYER CLINIC

AND.../7'SF/?£E/

It v^as Sony that first launched the digiul revo-

lution with the compact disc— and changed the was

the world listens to music.

Now . we're proud to join with Sony for

another first: the first CD pltner clinic And you re

invited

Digital technology experts from Sons ES will

be in our soundrooms to evaluate your CD player—

regardless ofbrand You'll even get a printout list-

ing critical performance factors such as linearits.

S/N ratio, frequencs response, separation and

distortion.

And. ."if you're among the first 50 people at

the clinic, youll gel a free test demonstration disc

so you can keep tabs on your CD player in sour

own home!
But there's more. Your visit will also proside

an opportunity to audition the latest, extraordinary

components from Sons, the Leader in Digital

Audio,^"

Don't miss this opportunit> I

-tfA-Cftftftftr-fr-tftr-tftfttiftr-tftfffti-tftftr-tr-ei-tftftftr-tftftftftfttit

No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - TO THE PUBLIC ONLY

immmMi

ALL
CUSTOMERS

WILL BE SHOWN
BOOK VALUE!!!

Our CD Player Clinic will take place:

Wednesday, April 26th
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

PHONE APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED
(413) 584-9547

SONY
THE .xa:cr in mcsta- ajmo

Sound&Music
Milltunk Puce • 351 Pieasani • Noflhampton • 5W-9547 • VISA & MasterCard accepted

vHW Soii» Cwponlra" o' Anwiti Sony «no ^l>t itxn' m &.g.iji i.m«. <•-
1
jr^ j.. ..• ',ooy

SEE WHY
WE WILL SELL

40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SALE

586-8626

736-1919
If

USED CAR
AVAILABLE WILL
BE SOLD WAY

BELOW N.A.D.A.
RETAIL VALUE*

ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS HAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY
CHECKED BY OUR FAMOUS 27 POINT CI lECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA
* Il>i'««v4 n*—f dtdiM»ont

ARTS&LIVING
R.e.s.p.e.c.t, find out what it means to Bones
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

One nation baby, of the Bone Cow variety. This is it.

Here it is. My column is fusing with the people. This is

as close as I'm ever going to come to intercourse with my
readership. The much awaited new format is now at hand.

Your questions, my answers, no bullshit. It is the science

of Bones.

"Is res/Hit

Northampton
moral issued"— C. Fingeruood.

Hey, the more subjective, the better. I've got the flinir

I have two feet down, solid, and a week of research behind

me. so bend an ear.

Answers are tough to find for something as subjective

as morality. I figured the best place to find firm info would

be with the pre-war Germans. Prideful mofos like Freud
and Hitler knew the importance of respect and went to

great page lengths to express their absolute convictions.

It turns out though, that everything this sordid lot wrote

was so riddled with a myriad of psychoses, that I felt bet-

ter answers could be served up at such bastions of critical

thought as the Bellvue Mental Fitness Ward. By his end
Freud had decided that all answers to all questions were
rooted within the female genitalia. Somebody definitely

had cut his heroin with rat poison one too many times.

Rumor has it that Hitler never got laid. The little bastard

was so goddamn skittish around women that he couldn't

possibly be qualified to comment on respect. Eva Braun
was 30 feet tall next to Adolph. ^e scared the living crap

out of him.

Clearly, I would not find my answer among the Ger
mans. I turned to the 19th centur)' French for inspiration.

For one they gcrt better smack than most. Four or five

them together in a dark wood panelled room sipping thick,

viscous absenthe, pure liquid opium. Baudelaire,

Huysmans, Gide,... the Aor-s-f dragged them all down ear

ly but they shined bright while they lasted. They couldn't

stand the sun for more than 15 minutes at a lime. They
travelled at night and wrote during the day. Sleep was
not a high perogative. In 1860 Gustave Flaubert wrote

to de Maupaussant, "What is beautiful is moral, that is

all there is to it."

Bearing that in mind, I jump ahead a century or so to

Apocolypse Now, a source that has yet to fail me, no

matter what the argument. I'll set the scene. Marlon Bran-

do is facing his certain end at the hands of Martin Sheen.

Sheen is faltering at this point He's already been driven

half mad by the riv»>r "'•'' ' " «»ot to excute a man

he tiearJy holds m all consuming awe. Keeping Flaubert's

words in mind we can definitely separate morality from

the chaos that Brando's Col. Kurt* has created. There's

not t<x» much beauty in Kurtz's world. Those who have

betrayed him are hanging from the trees. Giant bovines

are sliced in half with mighty native blows, all in the

honor of Kurtz. Hitler should be so lucky Yesiree, respect

abounds m Brando's Camlxxlian nightmare but with the

lack of apparent beauty, it's hard to place morality (unless

you consider the exposed chest cavity an object de art).

To further drive a stake between respect and morality

Brando warns Sheen just prior to execution. "You have
the right to kill me but you don't have the right to judge

me" Pretty heady stuff considering Sheen was about iipill

the Colonel's brains all over the malaria infested bam-
boo compound. In effect what Kurtz is doing with his state-

ment is splitting morality and respect into mental and
physical categories. The lack of morality in Kurtz's world

will allow him to accept the physical; a bludgeoning at

the hands of Sheen. The mental giant in the crazed Col-

onel is going to force Sheen to a>gnitively respect him
while in the very act of execution Indeed his own execu-

tion sealed respect for Kurtz, just moments before the air

strike, a gratuitous moral verdict based totally on

physicality. You betcha, req;>ect and morality, differem

as night and day.

Bones i< empty without you. Send questtona to J. Taler-

man. Collegian, 113 Campus Center, ASAP.

Elvis gets the royal switch from soft boy Hytch
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Suff

Queen Elcia

Robyn Hitchcock n' the Egyptians

Blaze of Glory
Joe Jackson
A&M
Ten of a Kind
RCA

Li.stening to Robyn Hitchcock is the

equivalent to journeying into the surreal.

Trying to understand what he is talking

about is more fun than listening to the

songs themselves. Therefore, his latest ef-

fort. Queen Elvis, is sure to provide hours,

if not years, of enjoyment.

It all begins when you pull out the record

sleeve (yes. some of us still buy Ips) and are

faced with a story about death and the

aflerworld. Or maybe it's not about that.

I can't be sure.

Then the music begins and, as usual, the

album is full of mystical, quirky, and often

humorous tunes. In "The Devil's

Coachman," Hitchcock sees the devil not

only when he looks in the mirror, but also

when he looks in his scrambled eggs. And
"Superman" is nothing more than a crun-

chy little man he found in a box of corn

flakes.

But it's the music that makes this Hit-

chcock's best album since FegmantaJ He
covers everything from the dreamy
"Madonna of the Wasps" and "Swirling."

to the carnival sounding "The EXevil's

Coachman." to the driving "Freeze" and
the whiny, hypnotic "Superman"
The stand out is "One Umg Pair of

Eyes." a beautifully melodic, totally incom

prehensible love song as only Hitchcock

could write it.

RECORD REVIEW

Joe Jackson, whose musical career has

spanned from the ska sounding Look
Sharp, to the swinging jazz o{Jumpin ' Jive,

to the Latin intrumental Will Power, has

covered even more musical territory than
Hitchcock. So when Jackson calls his latest

album. Blaze of Glory, "a synthesis of

everything that I've done." you would ex

pect it to sound like a muddled hodge
podge, which, at first listen, it is. But with

each additional listen, the intricacies,

themes, and musical styles all blend

perfectly to form a very well crafled album
about what it is like for a rocker to grow
old.

Some things don't work, such as the

string filled ballad "Sentimental Thing."

(in which Drew Barfield sings lead) tne

Chaka Khan sounding "Discipline," and
the obnoxious, bubble-gum voice of female

singer Joy Askew, who shares vocals with

Jackson on many cuts.

The rest of the album is a gem. The Latin

instrumental, "Acropolis Now." leads in-

to the slow burning "Blaze rfGlwy," which
concerns the death of a pop star. The song

starts acoustically and slowly builds. The
same is true of "The Human Touch," which

reaches an emotional peak similar to that

of the classic "A Slow Song." on Night and
Day.

The album rocks with the likes of

"Tomorrow's World" and "Rant and
Rave," but also includes ballads, such as

"The Best I Can Do" which sounds as if it

came right out of Body and Soul, and the

acoustic "Evil Empire," which could very

well be a Big World outtake.

There's something on this album for

every Joe Jackson fan. And for those ofyou

who have liked everything this man has

done, you may consider it his crowning

achievement.

A much more uneven album is Ten of a

Kind. It is a compilation album of the ten

best unsigned bands in America according

to ('.\[ .\suif liorn that, f h.— I..indi« have

nothing m common. The music ranges from

the sugary shlock of Lablanc's "Turn to

Me." to the pop meUl of Kid Crash's
"Contact".

Kid Crash is one of four Boston bands on

the album. The others are the Titanics

("Clowntown"). Lazy Susan ("Faith has

Ant^her "». and Circle Sky I'W^hen the Life

that I Lead Doesn't Lead Anywhere"). The
Titanics sound exactly like Del Fuegos.

Lazy Susan is a harmonizing female folk

duo that you could probably catch playing

in the streets of Harvard Square. (That's

not an insult. You could catch Tracy Chap-

man there just three years ago. ) Cicle Sky
is an intelligent pop band that may make
it big in the college scene, but will never

make it to top 40. (That's a compliment.)

But the best band reigns from Chicago.

They are Material Issue and, if "Valarie

Loves Me" is any indication of their talent,

they are a name you will hear a lot from

in the future. Disregard the geeky picture

of the band on motorcycles on the back

cover, these guys are for real. The song is

a driving, melodic tune with clever lyrics.

And when lead singer Jim Ellison screams

out "Valarie loves me," you believe him.

You may not want to buy Ten nfa Kind,

but when the first Material Issue album is

released, run out and get it.

TOP Of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE

171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA

MT Permanent Wbves Are

Different. They're Redken

.

Thie nicest things about Redken permanent waves are

the way they last and leave your hair in excellent condi-

tion All Redl<en perms are custom-formulated (or different

hair types. Your Redken stylist will determine which perm

is best for you. Come to our Redken salon for a headfull

of long-lasting curls.

OREDKEN
by appointment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Dr., Amherst 549-5610

k^DOVE
RESUMES

• SECRETARIAL SERVICES
• Letters • Dissertations

• Thesis • Term Papers

• FAX Services

• TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
• Now interviewing for full & part-time

summer employment
• Flexible Hours
• Benefits

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

• Bookkeeping Service

• Payroll Service
• Trouble Shooting

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480
535-5127
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Andy Warhol: Pop Art as Def-con, icon, con!
By BRYAN HOUSE
( ulU'tiian Correspondent

NEW YORK - Ami} Warhol. A Ri'(rostpi-c(ni\ at the

Museum of Modern Art in New York City is the first

full scale exhibition of one of the best known artists

of the last 30 years. The exhibition spans Warhol's en-

tire career from early designs of the fifties to his last

paintings of the eighties, including man\ wmk- that

have never been shown before.

Most of the early works revolved around adver-

tisements, cartoons, and newspapers, culminating in

his "CampbeU's Soup Cans'" (1962* and "210 Coke Bot-

tles" il962>. Warhol made famous the use of "serial

imagery", a group of artworks conceived as a series or

the repeated or sequential use of similar or identical

units within a single artwork. His first works that were
products of this style, "S & H Green Stamps," (1962)

and "192 One-dollar Bills ", (1962i set the stage for

Gallery

some ol his most famous works

Warhols familiar images were products of modern
culture, images derived from television or newspapers

that, once on canvas, were isolated and treated as ob-

jects His Marilyn Monroe portraits, "lite Six Marilyns

Marilyn Six Pack*" and "Marilyn X 100", both from

•962. Uwk her most famous feature, her face, and

presented it in serial fashion, retaining her striking

beauty, but presenting her as she really was, a

marketable commodity. He was obsessed with stars,

Marilyn, Elvis, because they were the embodiment of

glamour and fame, but also tragic figures who were
destroyed by their much-envied su|>erstardom.

However, what interested me most was Warhol's

obsession with death and destruction. Warhol's pic-

tures of car crashes, racist violence, electric chairs and
atomic bombs presented products of modern culture in

ominous, deadly ways "White Car Burning III, " ( 1963>,

presents a car demolished and in fiames, upside down
in front of its driver. The driver is impaled on a spike,

hanging from a telephone pole, looking down on the

wreckage. The person is a Christ figure, perishing over

the car, a representation of modern industrial society.

The morbidity of the pictures leaves you numb, wonder-

ing what all this death means.
The best of the series, and the most powerful was

"Atomic Bomb (in red)" (1965! which has five clear

prints of a mushroom cloud across the top. In each row

down, the number of prints increases and the prints

become darker and less well-defined. The bottom row-

is almost completely black and shows only sparse

details of actual clouds, symbolizing the totally destruc

live nature of the bomb and of mankind, its creator.

The exhibition has many of his later works which he

began m 1972 after his retirement from painting in

1965. Featured were his Mao portraits<and wallpaperi,

celebrity portraits, his reversal series, skulls, oxida

tion paintings, camouflage paintings and his religious

paintings, A devout Catholic. Warhol painted his own

"Last Supper" in 1986. A huge black and white sten-

cil of Michelangelo's "Last Supper, 10' X 22', it has

big GE and Dove logos printed on it and a big 59c price-

tag in the corner.

Warhol's art focused on the visible aspects ofcontem-

porary American life, reflecting what was often

disregarded or ignored, and illuminating what was not

yet commonly perceived. Andy Warhol: A Retrospec-

tive presents a complete picture of this anonymous man
whose art was much more important than he would

ever admit.

"If you want to know all about Andy Warhol, just

look at the surface: of my painitng and films and me.

and there I am. There's nothing behind it."

The exhibit runs until May 6.

S^ e-AWAY
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When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

tt

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,

thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

THi: GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii 7.17 5255; Puerto Rico: 721 4550. Guam 477 9957. Virgin Islands

1452 5^

phone directory.

(St Croix) 773 643«;Ne» jersey: 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult your local

c 1985 United Stales (iovemment as represented by the Secretary of Defense.

All nghls reserved

I
MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O Box 6000. Clifton. NJ 07015
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SUMMER JOBS
FREE HOUSING FREE HOUSING

HOUSING SERVICES
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
ASSISTANT-$5.00 PER HOUR

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR-$6.00 PER HOUR

QUALIFICATIONS:
Must be a student with experience in one or more of

the following areas: painting, light maintenance,

cleaning, grounds, office work and/or furniture

moving. Supervisory experience required for

supervisory positions.

DUTIES:
Assigned to one of four Housing Services Maintenance

and Operations residential area offices to perform a

variety of tasks assisting painters, carpenters, electri-

cians, and plumbers in campus residence halls. Duties

may vary, as indicated by the above listing. Summer
work performed by students contributes to Housing Ser-

vices' maintenance and cleaning programs and to the

preparation of residence halls for conferences

and fall opening. Complete description of duties

from offices listed below.

HOURS:
Eight hour work day (7-1/2 hours paid. 1/2 hour

unpaid lunch). The earliest starting time will be 7

AM and the latest finishing time will be 4 PM;

May 29 through September 1 . Some half-time

positions available.

FREE HOUSING available for individual student

employees in good standing for the period of

employment, subject to University and Housing

Services' regulations and policies. A dining com-

mon will be open for meals during the summer at

the student employee's expense. If vacation time

is authorized, the employee must pay the daily

rate of $6.05 for housing each night of the vaca-

tion period.

TO INQUIRE OR TO OBTAIN AN
APPLICATION, PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF

THESE OFFICES:

Maintenance & Operations

103 Berkshire House
5-1960

Orchard Hill/Central Area Office

B30 Baker House
5-1333

Southwest/South Maintenance Office

101 Cance House
5-0439

Northeast/Sylvan Area Office

103 Johnson House
5-0403

Southwest/North Area Office

1 Kennedy Tower
5-0392

Family Housing Office

Wysocki
5-3115

OR: Visit our tabie on tlie Campus Center

Concourse April 24, 25, 26.

Housing Services is an equal opportunity employer.

FREE HOUSING FREE HOUSING

STUDENTS!

1989

SUBARU
X>"

1 St time buyer program available

Easy financing for graduating
seniors and graduate students

Hadley Suburu - Rt 9 - Contact Luther; 586-6054

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Can LSC serving the students

afUMass

Hoosing • Fanuly • Student

RiC^ts • Cml Eifi^ts •
.

Workers Bights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

(We regret that we can no loncer offer legal

representation to students following the

Trustees* August 31. 1987 decision)

can 545-1995

PART-TIME CASH

$8-9/H0UR

PACKAGE HANDLERS
SHIFT HOURS: 4-8am, 5-8:30Dm,

6-1 0pm, 11pm-3am

When it comes to part-time work, nobody offers

you more than UPS. Right now. we have perma-

nent openings in all "package handling" shifts.

paying $8-9 an hour! Full benefits included.

You can start with UPS this week, and have an

excellent part-time job for the summer! Then, con-

tinue working as a permanent part-timer throughout

the school year - and help cover college expenses!

Apply Wednesday, 1 - 3pm
at

United Parcel Service

120 Wayside Ave.

West Springfield. MA
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continued from page 16

It was the same stor>' in Saturday's second game, when
Rutgers pounded out 16 hits on the way to a 16-3 win.

In the first game, UMass had ridden Paul Ciaglo's left

arm to a 9-5 win to open thf stries.

Ciaj^lo thu'w 170 pitches m gusty weather that includ

ed a snow squall, and improved to 5 1 The junior allow

ed seven hits, striking out eight while walking eight.

men 's lacrosse turns back Army
continued from paije 16

Also, it must be remembered that teams get up for

UMass, especially the ones that aren't among the na-

tion's elite. Army coach Jack Emmer was able to draw

up a strategic battle plan similar to the one employed

by Dartmouth, one that clogged the crease with a zone

defense and stressed a controlled passing game on the

other end

That zone really forced some bad passes. We were

lorcing the ball and we weren't connecting," Garber

said

When the Gorillas (9 1 • finally did get going, things

btgan to take shape After a frustrating first three

quarters that saw UMass playing right into the Cadets'

laps, the fort collapsiKl on the home front. Junior at-

tack Rob Codignotto took a feed near the right p<«t and

beat goalie Rob Salter just 27 seconds into the final

ti.iim tu put UMass up for good, 7-6.

I'd ihai point goals had been coming sporadically for

the Gorillas, but sophomore Jim McAleavey got the

111 xt one at 1:48, dodging a defender near the left post

and then flipping an over the shoulder beaut past a

stunned Salter. It was the first lead of more than a goal

for the Gorillas in the game

Seni'.r Paul Ganci got the final UM tally at 4:16 on

a cut across the crease from Chris Tyler. Army's Tim
deLoe ifour goals) finished the scoring late for the final

margin

There was little doubt from the start this would be

another interesting contest for the Gorillas. They dug

themselves a huge foxhole to climb out of, as the Cadets

rattled home their first three shots to go up, 3 just

4:28 into the game.
Garber called time out to talks things over, but

sometimes all it takes is a little break to shake the

cobwebs. UMass got that as junior Scott Hiller stole

an errant pass behind the net intended for Salter, and

curled out to find a wide-open ca^v

1 hat was the jump start they needed, as successive

goals bv McAleavey, Greg Collins and Hiller gave the

Gorillas the lead, 4 3, Army drew to a 4-4 tie after one,

and the score was knotted at each stop (5-5 at the halO

before UMa.ss put it away in the fourth.

Gorilla Grumblings: Among those in attendance

was senior co captain Chris Zusi, who had reconstruc

tive surgery performed on his knee at a New York

hospital last week. Zusi watched from a wheelchair on

the sidelines . . . UMass has won two straight, the first

time that it has won back to back games against the

Cadets. Army still leads the series, 7-5.

Once again, there was a sizable UMass traveling con

tingent on hand was equal to the .\rmy crowd ... In

the latest national .stats released by the United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse A.s8ociation (through eight

games), McAleavey would be second in assists at 4.0

(32 in eight games), and third in points at 5.875 Sal

LoCascio's 645 save percentage is good for ninth

Softball sweeps

Cullrgian phij4u b* Jnri Sotnmoa

Outfielder Brian Bright (39) scores a run dur-

ing Saturday's action with a little help from
Brian Donovan.

conitnued from page 16

The bats have warmed a bit as well. Though mental

blunders undermined Friday's offensive outburst ("we

snuffed our own fire. it was ugly," said Sortino). the

Minutewomen circled the bases efficiently yesterday, to

the tune of six runs.

UMass took its irretractable 3-0 lead in the fourth inn

ing of yesterday's opener, as both Aprile and Chris Col

lins chipped in RBI singles with the bases loaded Adelphi

hurler Chris Gage had forced in the first run of the game
earlier m the inning, walking Barbara Meehan (4-for 7

on the afternoon) with the bases loaded.

The first frame of the second game recycled the same

script, as both Collins and Aprile came to bat with run

nerson first an second and delivered run scoring singles

UMass picked up the third and final run of the day in

the fourth, when CoUins srored Cherie DellAnno from

a distinguished faculty and impressive facilities,

liberal arts, management, education, and science courses.

morning, afternoon, and evening classes -over 400 sections.

sessions beginning May 30 and July 17.

affordable tuition,

convenient Harbor Campus and downtown locations.

•*••.••.
. . 'Mane your summer a UMass/Boston summer For a free

•. •.*••.•.'• summer bulletin, send in the coupon or call 929-7900.
' • - • * . • •

Return to:

Division of Continuing Education

Unlvarslty of Massachusetts
at Boston
Harbor Campus
Boston. t^A 02125-3393

Name

Address

City. State. Zip

'^'his advertisement appears al no cost to ih« Commonw*allh UMASS A

UMass j:foston
Your Public University

third ba.se with a sacrifice fiy.

Great pitching allowed the Minutewomen to get away

with some poor baserunning agauvst Maine In the opener.

Aprile did not allow a runner until the fourth whe she

walked Laura Methot. Methot then broke up Aprile's no-

hit bid in the sixth, squaring to bunt and then slapping

a short single over the charging third baseman.

Aprile (a combined 4 for -6) made her presence felt of-

fensively as well, tripling in the third inning and scoring

on a Bonnie Schilling sacrifice fly UMass scored its se-

cond run of the game in sixth, when Collins singled home

Miller from second base.

In the second game, the Minutewomen tagged Maine's

Sherri Bridges for three runs on nine hits, including a solo

home run by Meehan that cleared the 210 foot sign hung

on the left field fence by a good stretch.

men's track
en tinned from pige 16

Herb Heffner w«»n the event r» 9:25 9.

Fitz Hagan was on his heels with a time of 9:27 1. follow-

ed by Jim McDonald with a 9:28.5 Meanwhile Jerome

Bledsoe won the long jump for UMass with a leap of 23'

3 4". a half inch margin of victory over the second place

jumper
The thriller of the day was probably the 1.500 Using

a sensational kick, Minuteman J^eve Tolly edged the pack

of front runners and broke the tape in a come from behind

victory, it was a tightly packed race all the way." said

UMass coach Ken O'Brien. Tolly's time of 3:.56.7 was less

than a second faster than his teammate Reinardo Flores'

fourth place time of 3:57.5, an indication of how tight the

race was. The UMass 4x100 relay team of Felix

DeLaRosa, Garfield Vaughn, Michael Grey, and Kevin

Walters took second with 43.6, their fastest time of the

year.

UMass cooled off after the quick .start, but still receiv-

ed some notable performances throughout the rest of the

meet. Jeff White, Joe Lachiatto. and Bob Gillis took .se-

cond, third, and fourth in the 110 high hurdles. Walters

ran his fa.stest time outdoors in the 200 with a 22.6. tak-

ing second place. In the 100, Walters picked up fourth

place and DeLaRose ran to fifth. Both were timed in 11 .8

seconds. In the 400, Vaughn placed fourth in 50.3. Another

notable performance was Chris Axford, who ran to a se-

cond place finish in the 5000.

Next weekend UMass .sends it.s top athletes to

Philadelphia to compete in the Penn Relays, a national

collegiate invitational meet which attracts top college

athletes around the countrv.

EUROPEAN BARGAINS
Campus Travel Center
Campus Center, UMass 545-0500

Central Travel Bureau
27 S. Pleasant St., Amherst 256-6704
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

STILL ALIVE!!!

Bruins 3.

Canadiens 2

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

'Oh, Sidn«y! Look! I wasn't snagged on the

bottom!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
COMlt ON.

-.4 CAL^lt4'

I 'J* I

vtycRt
'^^ "^ S«W«05tO TO

\^i^ l£FT

KV4fklF-M0UR

Hi. GO\H& »
I imt , ME.be. QWN6

TO k IMEDO^NS

MOWGer INTVfe

ff I fO««JT

QNWMVGMT.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
/Me n/rrs /$ -4 imanHtNe.

ZONK ICANTTPOme^
5M0K.IH6 CAMMI6N.
e\/eN If nMtANS
LOSING MY

i4/at. I APMtf^ YOUR.

(XINVICTKNS MIKB, BLfT

IP THJNK mice BBfOftB

t/mJUN6 AMAf FROM

iouHmt RtsPONsm^nieSNCW
'iO/ll^ NOTA FfBeAOMT Af4Y-

MOIt£.,MIKe iOUHAVt TO PO
UHAT^ B£ST POP. THe BABY'

f€WiOU60'
THE PROK* CAKfUL.
BABi^ \ ste'smeTi

CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

LAST gCEK: "BoVPEM BALBOA WAS
Electe? To the stupeNT
SElrJATe: FROM THE CUTlVlCK
Ciry -RE&lPEMTlAL AREA
vr.
YOU KMOVJ, 'BOYPeti. SOME
FeOPLE HAVE BEEN WONDERING
WHY CUTBACK CITV LOOKS SO
DESERTEp LATELY.

^ SOME ?e:ople have:
EVEN STARTED A
VICIOUS KuMOK THAT
NOBODY LIVES HERE)
ANY/*AORE. / ^

60 BEPORE YOO <;0 TO THE
NE/T SENATE MEETlNQ. I

HAVE TO sHovo yoa what
WE'VE. 3EEN POINQ FOR THE
FAST Tuoo A>ONTHS. ^

r^EAN 3ESIPES
hackv-sack?^

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

fWI'i™

po>04/,li^HMks of

I Salad tMT nam
i Kkm tm%\

lOOnaollha

4* Raapond
$0 C'npioywai*!

tiammo act

t«Qloo>ny
IS FniNa lorti

ta Tha \om-\H

iivaad
U Oppinad
It LtMlrout l«r»ie

It

70Ma«rs««and
n Anoam I«lantii4

74 nwkot ynda
M PiufKHInn
n Hnal^a moautk
II Hxd a* |a»

tS Oanaal wtai

V »>ouil

MMy<a«faianrK«
3t Saa «» ActcMH

«Allnina >un

41 Damon and

47 Sm> *S Ac««H»
44 rn

44
«< n Acinaa

4« Slag* tatMig

4> Patvniai laatt

49Cnn«nan<l la
3S Acitrt*

SO tki) rt \Mt*

h\ B4«i««n inrat

t7Shn>« rod

t3 SKoH fH 'inan

•I Mtrm\

M H«ig ol *•
lli«i

tS S«»*
6t S* ig* Aiacmn
ft/ f1««wn m 4 ra^a

OtOMt
I MM I

«I.||M

7 IV jirmf\K

Atiila>siin

•HW* ••• lliilii Ikan 1H<li«M 4/t^W

TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS MofCh 21-Apf(l ») Vcxj Oo
not hove io rake a txKksoot to

anyone now GfOD tne reins ond

show you nave the at>*ty to leod

Tend to a retatonship motlef wtide

yoci st* con
TAUtWt (Apm 20-May 20} An

outstondtng day tof domg txjsmess

and t>u**ng tjp your savmos ac

count Oo what you con to devetop

better understanding witNn a

special relationship Loved one

needs your support

OiNNMI (May 21 June TO) Take

advantage ot the lucky trends you

ore encountering vour post ex-

periences help you solve a

domestic dilemma Use the

tetephone to spur sales Someone
at a distarx:e is eager to hear trom

you
CANCit (June 21-Juiy 22) Be as

kjgkrai about your rekatiorwhps as

you ore about your job ond rrxxiey

vou need to stretch yoursett at

work Vour excellent memory is o

tremenctous asset Remember past

lessor^s

UO (July 23-Aug 22) Firm up a

plan you deveksped earlier Cash

fVDw Improves You can recapture

an oW tove it trot is your desire

Travel will help you find important

answers Vou make new frierxjs

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Vour

future may be affected by the way

you handle a simple matter now
Get down to brass tacks quickly

orxa you will hove thie advantage In

negotk3tior« Emphasize the bot-

tom line

i(Sepf 23-Oct 22) The time

IS right for mcreosmg savingj Curb
hormfui spefKling habits Other

people s problems begm to get to

you Contwxje to have faith Your irv

ner resources wit lead you to suc-

cess very soon
SCOtOMO (Oct 23-lsiov 21)

Vour interest m outdoor protects

grows Birdwdtctung IS one optkx^

Do not negtect a chSds spinturt

training Be methodical m your ef-

forts to earn extra money Trom

travel tx3k3 specKil cH^peai

tAOITTAMUt (Nk3v 22-Oec 21) »

you fina yourself m the public eye.

moke the most of it Put your per-

sorxjUty to work tor you A good day
for reviewing your security re-

quirements Avoid taking un-

necessary ctvances

CAMHCOMI (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Foorxral devekapiments are twrd to

predict now Take a conservative

approach to speixling and travel

tview friends compicate the growth

of a special relationship Be true to

youf hiqr ideals

AaUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 19)

Contraction is followed by expan-

sion Business grows by leaps arv]

bourxJs Tackle paperwork and
budget mdtters early in ttie morn-

ing so you can concentrate on
more creative work kater on
PISCIS (Feb 20-March 20)

Love IS a much spiritual as emo-
tional now Partner will ctxjltenge

you to do your very best Get in

shope for summer by exercising

Ctxjnging your eating habits will

bring quick results.

MENU
LUNCH

Barbeque beef on bun

Grilled cheese sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Carrot and cauliflower pie

Grilled cheese on whole

wheat

DINNER
CNcken wings

Pineapple ham steak

BASICS DINNER
Potato mushroom delight

Chicken wings
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Pats reach
high for help
FOXBORO (APi - With a fleet of widi- n'ctivti.s

under six feet tall, the New England Patriots reached

fur tht sky yesterday and grabbed lanky Hart Lti-

Dykes m the first round of the NFL draft

rhe 6 foot -4. 218-pound Dykes is expected to answ ii

the need for a tall wide receiver who can catch the short

passes that quarterback Tony Eason favors

"He's just an unusually big receiver." said Dick

Steinberg, the Patriots' player development director

"Guys like him can be covered and you can still com-

plete a pass. He complements our other receivers

because of hs size"

Steinberg said two other players were being con

sidered before the Patriots made Dykes the 16th player

taken m the draft He refused to say whether one of

those players was Andre Rison, a shorter, faster wide

receiver from Michigan State.

But Patriots receivers coach Harold Jackson said

Rison was considered but that the Patriots went with

the taller Dykes "because he makes a lot of things hap

pen" _ ~

Dvkes. about five inches taller than the other

members of the Patriots" receiver corps including Irv

ing Fryar and Stanley Morgan, holds nearly all of the

pa«»<atching records at Oklahoma State During four

years he caught 203 passes for 3.171 yards and 29

touchdowns and added 21 more catches for 339 yards

and two toilchdowns in three bowl appearances

Follow The
Signs 9 mm

TOURNAMENT

Monday

Nights

BROWN'S

Gamble pays,
C's in playoffs
BOSTON (AP> - Kevin Gamble, a survivor of the hard

life of the Continental Basketball AsstKriation and the

NBA bench, kept the Boston Celtics' season alive

yesterday.

In his sixth NBA start, the rookie guard scored 23 of

his career high 31 points in the second half as the Celtics

beat the Charlotte Hornets 120 110 to clinch a playoff

berth on the final day of the regular season

"He's paid his dues for so long this season." Boston coach

Jimmy Rodgers said "Then, to ask him to play a big role

in your drive to the playoffs, he's done a tremendous job."

Boston, the wmningest franchise in NBA history, need

ed a victory or a Washington loss at Philadelphia yester

day to beat the Bullets for the final Eastern Conference

playoff spot. Washington. 40 42. lost 115 106.

The Celtics. 42 40 after breaking a three game losing

streak, play at Detroit Friday night m the opener of the

best of five first round series. Boston was 14 1 m its last

15 home games but didn't Iwat a winning team on the riu»d

alt season and the Pistons have the leagues best record

Rodgers is proud that his team, plagued all season by

injuries to kev players, simply made the playoffs.

"This team has faced a lot of difficulty." he said "They

never quit."

Neither did Gamble, who rarely complained about his

limited use as a substitute.

He was the CBA's leading scorer when Boston signed

him Dec 15 and placed Larry Bin! on the injured list

following surgery on both heels. Then Dennis Johnson

sprained an ankle April 13. and Gamble, who had played

only 140 minutes for Boston, finally got his chance He

started the final six ((ames. averaging 22 8 points.

"I'm happy that I got the opportunity and the chance

to make the best of it.
" said (;amble. whose previous

career highs were 27 points as a starter and six as a

substitute

women's lacrosse

continued from page 16

This no doubt threw a monkeyvn-ench into Temple

coach Tina Sloan Green's plans. Get this: she actually

had to slow her team down to prevent the Gazelles from

scoring. Temple reverted to their motion, half court of

fense which moved the ball around the perimeter.

UMass managed to get possession back inside the

two-minute mark and went into their version of the

half-court, depending on quarterback attacker Murphy

to try and find a cutter in the eight meter fan in front

of the net.

The Owl defense was extremely tough in keeping the

area in front of second irtring goalie Stacie Brandt clear.

Murphy, surveying the field, found an open Andrea

Goldman at the lop of the circle. Ckildman t<K»k the pass

in, penetrated, and fired, but Temple managed to get

a piece of Goldman's stick as her shot fell to the giound.

along with UMass" chance of an upset. B«)Ssio felt that

the 9 5 final was "great" compared to 1 »st year's 24 3

trashing As for her stars of the game. Bossio says.

"Cathv Fuhrman has been playing out of her mind

lately. She's really taken charge of herself and the

team. Lynn Hartman has done the same with the

defense, and Ann King had her best game"
When asked about her inexperienced group ol

starters. Bossio replied, "They're much better than in

the l>eginning but they still have a long way to go. I

don't care as long as there is improvement and m>i

regression."

The Gazelles picked up their second win of the year.

over Rutgers. Bossio said. "We playi-d hard right from

the first whistle and we were never behind We riallv

put it together"

UMasa' tough schedule doesnl .stop, as it ha.s two top

10teams(Brown and Northwestern* to close the season

Bossio feels that 'if we play like we did [yesterdayl.

we can take both games"

s

^
.lUIR

MT.FNnilSNMLL^SS4 0916

Learn Bartending this

Summer... can uui.iv

5
M-%vi.n>.uiiMi (617)247-1600
liiirkMM k'rs ^i , iviyuitw stnvt

Bt>slon, MAt»21l6.S< ImmiI

Lie bv<^<'ini»< »>( M.iss IXMparlmi'nt o( Ediic.HMin

McmUf Mass. Aswk of rnvalc( .mvr Sih«H>h

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
fOfl STUDENTS. Tt»CHtRS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RocMMlsr Plan
Htm Vbrk. NY 10020

Ptwna (212) 501-3040

Mail mis ad for Special
Stud«nt/T*«ch«r TariN.

D NENTM. J LtA«t PUaCMAtl

RESUMES
Sii(K>r Kush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

(28 Triangle St., Amherst

t^
Show your appreciation this week

April 24-28, 1987

NATIONAL
SECRETARIES' DAY

^ Rent from Hertz Penske
and be a Road Scholar

10% OFF
When you present diecount coi^xm

et eny authorized Hertz Peneke location.

See coupon tor •ddtVonml dete^

TOP of the CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11th Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Reservations
549-6000

exl. 7639

LUNCH: Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Open
DINNER: Tues.-Sat. 5:00-9:00 p.m. fQ f^j^

Closed Holidays PubUc

^ y

The best way to move your possessions home is to move-it-yourself in a clean, smooth running

Hertz Penske truck. Load everything you have and you will probably have room for one or two

friends with their possessions to share the cost No matter what size truck you use, youll get the

one that s iust right lor you. Plus you II gel the Hertz Penske promise of

• Low Rates

• Rent It l^ere - Leave It Here

• 24 Hr Emergency
Road Service

• E?sy to Drive Trucks

Hertz
l*£MStC£

• Packing Materials Available

• Air-Condilioned Trucks Featured

• Many Trucks with Auto
Trans , and Loading Ramps

• Unlimited Mileage o" Qne-Way Rental:

THE WINNING TEAM:

HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU

Northampton 586-8391
Chicopee 594-5186

lUM
discounP

I

10%
czsa COUPON
Id. L,irt(in»'i'Miul»aliil*ilfi jttyolhiit ut'tt .-itijrmi',1

Ite pfe^ritc'l *\ l»nc ut knjl ni utir wjy U\kM triil^l

twiuie .liilf I l*M9 OneiOti(H)npt!i itrnU)«i()liu(>s

u* ^iib|ccl lu 4Wilitb<l>ty Dfln a|>pli«-s In lO 14

18 afxl ?4 liiimliitf vAiis (jiilv

AH itnUls vub/ccr to MviU Pf'tsAr U4oa*iti i§nm
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women's track
continued from page 16

Senior Helen Balaouras made the most
of her opportunities, throwing a personal

and school record 142 feet, 8 inches in the

four-kilo hammer. The dry cement circle in

which the hammer, discui^, and shot put

people throw off of was the biggest boost

in the distances. Balaouras had been
throwing in the 120s, but she suddenly ex-

ploded, throwing in the high 130s and low

140s.

Simone Marisseau extended her personal

record in the shot with the winning toss of

40-5, one inch better than last week's

result. Diane Ozzolek qualified for the New
England discus with her throw of 117-2,

which was good enough for second. Tina

White took a third in the hammer (131-1)

and a fourth in the discus (110-4).

The javelin duo of Carla DeSantis and

Nancy Laurie finished 1-2 with DeSantis

winning with a distance of 133-10 and

Laurie the runner up with a 114-9.

The story for the runners was once again

freshman Lee Ann Ambrose. She won the

400 (57.6) and took second behind Tern
Smith in the 200. Smith, Brown's indoor

AU-American, won with a time of 25.2 in

a headwind and Ambrose had a 25.9.

The other scorers for UMass came in

pairs of third and fourth places in the half-

mile (Sonja Vaughan and Michelle

Pearlstine) and 400-meter hurdles (Sue

McFadyen and Amanda Norvell). A single

point was rei?i«terf»H Kv fourth nl'i'*>

.\ . V Si. Pierre in the ;MMH)

COLLEGIAN 15

The teams finish could have been better

if freshman 800 and 1500-meter runner

Precious Hill had been in the lineup, but

unfortunately, she is out for the season.

But life does go on after Precious, and the

team will have to work that much harder

to make up for the loss of this superb

athlete.

The Minutewomen will have one more

meet the Fitchburg State Invitational —
to qualify for the New England and

Eastern Championships, which are the

first and second week of May. respectively.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIfS

START SPAING RIGHT! Jo<n lh« UMw*
Outing Club 'iweling 4/24 al 7pm m CO
1 ?*^% S<ide Stkm on New Zealand"

WANTED STUMO HUMANS F.n«nc* >n

ixliwnl ctuD Party Apm 2«t« al CnangM
ttSO CASH PRIZE 10 ugn up act, ca*

S46-96S9

MOOCL UH UCETMIGr » pm MmgM .n

H«r4af ttk mtfttua itudam* watcoma

LARGE TWO KONOOMCondo two or

mraa peopla tuity aquippad KMchan Laun-

Or> lacilitiM CaM 2&3-3923

TAKE OVER saatfoom fmnnahouaa Apt

Surma tl\ Ouaclty acfoaa biiS ikip

549-3iS7

RANOVWME FUWMSHEO 7 bwfoom
tvit^M Juna 1 with FaN option rani nag

M9^4037

HELP WANTED

••••••••

MCAOatQ PON CUnOK TMt
|0> WM Mna^) Ja< mar* kx no mora than

SIM ««i AtRHITCH(r| aa raporlad m Corv

•mtiaf Ratiorts. NV Tmaa Lai s Qo Na«»-

day Good MouaataapinQ and nabonal nal-

MOfk momma ihowt For daiaiia can

113 Ml TOOT or wnW AlRHiTCH »0i
. SuMa 100A. NV NY tOO»

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
tor anyluna'') Fmd out no« nOu can

•J* mora anylima lor no mora ttian ttW
' Jai back ai«ylima Kir no mora ffmr SIM
'Ja« tfiara May ?3 lor |u« IW"<
- Jdl mora Hay 23 and bMk amuma ealara

ma and ol Juno tor wat (249"*

Jal itiara May 23 anb back anynma al

tkKnmar tor |ual t2W**'
NowvMaak you are oiata raiaa any laaa

man MnaatMnaC Thara muai ba loma
caicti nghr» WfonQi Tharet nol'" To

aducata youraalf about now •• do n 90 gal

Cortaumar Rapom Traval Laltar Juna

1M6 PP 26-30 from ma MKary or call ta

arty Maakday iO anve pm al 2124M-2000
or «f«a AIRHITCH 2901 Broadu^. SuM
100-M2. NY NV 10025

UMASS MUSIC THEATM OWtD
MEETING—4/24 at 7 00 pm m CO
Mambar* w* «aM on neit samaalor t show
I4amba<ship datus quastion* slKwId ba
'alanwl to E board ASAP

l«A0«N0 FOR EUROPE TMS SUMMER
(0« any lima''! Jai "w* io< no mora man
$160 «wm AIRHlTCHlr). a» raportad m Con
sumar Raporta. NY Timaa. Laia Go. Htm
day Good HouaaMapmg. and naUoo* nal

«MXi< morning ahowt For datailB can

212864 2000 or «fila AlRHITCM 2901

Broadway, Suna lOOA. NY NY )002S

ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
MaaMatMAe Kaap yom Inandi and parants

miormad about wltat • gomg on at UMaat
We can send It almoat anywSara Formofa
inlormation coma down to Room 1 1 3 Cmn-
put Canter or C«H S4S-3S00

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly

$70 00 Call Pete at 546^6400

TAKE OVER 2 MMM Biandywina apt

begin 6/1 V49-6296

,,,,JI APT In COLOiiM. VMXAOE
• Juna Itl t435/mo Can 2S6-6467

onbua route

amnbwt dDrrarMMMVM wi,~i4^3
badrooma woaraga. avail May ?« rem

neg 2S3-236e

APARTMKMT ON HAM ST %3n 00 mon
miy on bus roule cai Oaxe 256^ 15S8 i*ef

lOpm

TAKE OVER LEASE ON tour Dadroom

wwtmant starling Juna 1. w<m ta« option

Call29«-i2S$

tWKS VILLAQC 4 bdrms taM tor the tunv

mar laN optional ?U 2964

N006IS
CLOSE
TO
UMSS
1s« JUNE
$33$ MONTH PLUS ELEC
S4«-13$«

TAKE OVER LEASE 2 Bdrm Soutnwood

apt can 253 95S2 laava message

TWO KOROOM SOUTHWOOO APT
AVAILABLE 6/1 rent negot CaH 253^9197

a SORM SOUTHWOOO APARTMENT .

Can artylime 256^791 available 6/1

ONE nOOM M NORTNAMPTON $225

Female pratorwl 6/1 566-1761 (Mchele) or

549-4600 e>t 334 lEncai

aconooM m two KDROOMFiiioni^
one month liee 665 7751

SOUTHWOOO TOWNEHOUSE AVLS 6/1

call anytime leave message 253-2349

TAKE OVER OUR Soulhwood Townenouse

Juna I 2S3-23Z0

PUPrrON VHXAOE bOUiLE ROOM
lease avaiable Juna 1 Cloaa w bus S laun-

dry $26S/monm Includes gas he« S lot

water CaH 549^)640

SUNDERLAND FRCI MM SERVK:E io

UMaas and shopping areas Secure ari

apartment lof Augu« and f^^v* /igy?'
ram tree For more details can 665-3856

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE starting 6/1 Iw

apartment nea' campus tor lour Can

256^8504

• TALKM MUT A REVOLUTION *

AdrnW* * Siudams' Educate * campaign

tai 8ANE/FMEE2E tna oldeai 7 largaat'

•citiaarw tabby tor d«armaman». no aid 10'

' El Salvador Soum Alrica Sanctiorw

Work lor a |ual world m a lust work
- anvtronmem AHmnabya action, paid

'

vacation haaWi c»ie. irawai

$180-300 wk 296-1415

POLITICIAN OROAMZEN NVPubte ir»-

lereai Raaea«*i group aaeks wSage
ji iikiatii lu luwrtnats mril nttk-a« arrrrw

RyC RacnutfOigtMHM'nm atudania and

ciltfon marabara « actNlat siuM Oayatop

car>v«gw *«> Praiecis to> anvwonmantai

preservation clkid care oonaumaf protec

ton student nghls CoiwiMmeiM to social

change, sfong communication sM6s. sMr-

tyioworkindapandanayraquawi Trammg
provided Send resume and cover totlar to

Gern Foudy NVPIRG 9 Murray St 3rd

Floor NY NV 10007 or caM 212 349*460

THE JEWISH COMMUNITYol Amhersl

neads history and labrew iaache<s_paid

poaitiona FbrFMI19e9 CaH 5494)223 tor

Appticabon

HELP WANTED (SUMMER): The AsaocMS

i«n lor me Help ol Retarded Chadren needs

Mala and FemMa students w work at itterr

summer iMap mumt camp tor davatopmen

iMy dMWad dMdran and rnhMt Camp
UMMtown ml ha Catan* Mountams at

Hunlar NY oparatoa Irom Ju** » »
Auguat 26 Paid poa«M«ty a»a<abts tor

^SUTcounrnXn. W8I-8 and RNS andoi

l«e stall Wnta Camp LoyaSown MfC
189 Whealley RCAP Brookvile NY 1 1545

Of call 516-626-1000 Mon Fn

9 30am 4 30om Help g<v* our retarded

campers an entoyabie vacation'

LOST ORGAMC CHEM BOOK 4/10 at

GRC Call VoUnOa !>49-l92b

$100 REWARD
Students seek to take over you* laasa «
Juna or Sapiamber tor your loui live

bedroom houaa ptaaaa cat ban 546-8457

or Mrtch 546-9060

ONH KARRAS Happy Birlhday lyeeierdayl

Sorry 4 s Mta but we (oira you any««y love

Kal. Jen and Cyn

HANK STEMBERO HAPPY 2ist SMWday*

I've got a surpnsa tor you Hope you have

a great day' Lo»e you »«•' Ottitxs

MY SECRET ADHMNER Ms oh you can

make it up to me Sean P.

THANKS PIKE FOR a veal laci% MMl
The satars ol Sigma Kappa

CONGRATULATK)NS S«MA KAPPA on

3rd place al Gree* Sing Moat Improved

Soromy m the Greek area and to uaa
Hatnar on her Gamma Gamma award

S^ma Kaps your the betW

SHAWN FROM EXSa 130We ve stared M
each other tor weeks Why noi make a

move7

JUHIMinir PARTENHEIMER HAPPY B«
Mtay you're tmally 21 Hope you re B Day
was awesome your roomia

FLORIDA FEMALE W/NOBE Oualr Saab

900S License CFX 648 Would Mie to meet

you •nierested'' Beply M>m The guy

wibtack Saab 900 Tuitw

BEEF- YOU PERSONAL Jun««
knew It was me Gotcha' Happy i9m'

aHoween'' S«Ti4ar summer
I M caaiat Lo«a. idy«tyidyah

AUTO FOR SALE

1962 OATSUN SIOHalchback New Brakes

New t9)ition lock and starter new timing

ban. automatic transmission $1300 00 or

best oiler CaM Bruce at 549-5324 Behween

5PM and "PM

I960 PLYMOUTH CHAMP.' SPEED
SUNROOF TAPEDECK OVERDRIVE
Well maintained $850/80 1 773-9455

1975 MERCEDES ZtO luHy equipl must sei

cheap caM 323^'»25€

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK.
automatic many new parts $1800 or B O
584-5135 eves

79 SAAB AM/FM/CAS. new front

tires/brakes D*us other work done Dave

549 7938

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reliable V6

AMFM stereo 425 Call 549 2606

AUTO FOR SALE 1980 HONDA Accord

$200 Gary 6-8541

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. t>sc

lOCKeys lights and large screen video

dances 256-8526

, FOR RENT

TOWNEHOUSE IN SOUTHWOOO Apts

Starting 6 1 with Fall Option Call 266-4903

4 BEDROOM APAHTMENTSwiss Village

Summer lease with Fall Option 253 2375

THREE BEDROOMS INHouse North

Amherst 177 50»/monlh each 549-6232

HAOLEY- GRADUATES. NON-
SMOKERmwo spacious furnished/unlurnis

ed bedrooms share apartment 10 minute

drive $400« 5866203

TAKE OVER OUHLease In Btandywine

June I SI 5490951

SUMMER SUBLET/FALLOplion 2Mrm
Squire Village apt on bus rte Rent

negotiable Call Geo" O' Aaron 665 790'!

TWO DOUBLE ROOMSLarge 140p'r

medium I25p/p non smoners pleasr-

available 6'1 12 mins by bus every 10

minutes Call ASAP anytime 665-4431

FOR SALE

ONE PAIR OFBose 601 Stereo speakers

$550 or B« For into caH 67625 Ptease

leave message

PEAVEY CLASSK; AMP 60 Watt 2 12in

spurs Reverb Phaser SS pre amp Tube

post Nign/tow gam Foot switch HeaMy loud

Call Adam 546-5743 Leave message

250 00 Firm

MODEM- 1200 BAUDEnternal Works w/

any clone New Jack 5-4762

APPLE IP WITHPnnler/Sollware price Neg

CaH Brian 565-7042

1979 CHEVY NOVA 4 OR.ecyl auto Ken-

wood cas/stereo. new tires 59K

miles-$1300 Rich 546 7008

CASIO HZ600 KEYBOARD tor sale $375

or best ofter can 549 2834

MACINTOSH PLUS WITH LOTS OF

STUFF CALL 549-4135

NAUTILUS EOUIPMENT,"bice^ hip/baek

machines $250 to- both 584-5135 eves

FOUND

GIRL S TENNIS TEAM JACKET m Franklin

DC I' It's yours call 546-1292

FOUND LADIES WATCH Swatch Swiss

tound in Goodell Library between ten and

twelve oclock you were talorid with red nails

1 was in typing room with copper colored

sweater contact Collegian immediately and

I will return watch intact

AN ANKLE BRACELET, nea' Boyden

Gym Mondav4/10 Call Karen to describe

546-7482

GROUP WANTED

UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION OR
GROUP To work a Fall 1989 National

Mari-eiinq Promotion Gain valuable e-

perlence working lor a top fortune 500 ^rrn

while earning great pa> & Donjses Cal.

Pelra'Eiieen 800-592-2121

GUITAR

IBANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUITAR

. with gonlia portable amp please call Tom

253-3470

TEMP OR ANVPart time or tuH time help

rweded m an aHamativa high school tor

amoik>nai!« irouOMd adotaacantt PotMhon

to Stan ASAP CaH OaMne al 253^9270

days or 665-8642 evM

SUMMER HELP: CAFEDCarto s now ac

ceotmg applications tor end ol summer

•^pto^t All poaHwnsavaiiaWe Apply

m person only 71 North Plaaaant Street

FOREKiN AREA SPECIALISTS!! Several

muili-national corporations currently seek-

ing midcareer foreign graduate

itudantaAeaaarcnars as associaie adirtsors

on scianlilic economic and political

developments m iheir home countries For

into call l-60O«»-2e26 E.I 516 or sand

cover letler/raaume to "«•'"«*«*«' "2^
ment Analyse Group. 40 Wa« StraM. SWM
2124 New York. NY 10006

MAKE 6900.06 «» MO«^i onagiw*
meeting student organttalions. Iraiemitws

soronties needed to conduct marketing pro-

lect at your ne«l meeting t^aii

1«)0-932-«28E»l 110

WANTED RELIABLE ENERGETIC
baOysittei lor -ny 2 boys 6 and 2 yrs n

Leverett 6 mi from campia hrs Be* mrn al

noon Lindsay 548-9485

ATTENTION; 6«celient income lor home

iiilllblyWk mo call 504-646-1700 Dept

P1307

SOA COMMUNICATIONS is hiring 3'^ o*

lice director lor next year Applicant must

have at least two semesters remaining and

be aWe 10 work over this summer Applica-

tions at 304 SU AA/EOE

WORK FOR OREENPEAdTACTION - help

preserve endangered species reduce tox-

ic *astes and stop the arms race Salary,

benefits, travel and advancement Full/pan-

lime 2-10pm C* 256-1439 BUI /Shannon

Apply now lor the summer'

UVE LIFE LARGE

THIS SUMMER. SuWel our furnished apart

mem A-;n i Pool and A/C Cheap Call

Bruce "349 6521

L V YOUR WONDERFUL' Thmgs w* be

« Be Happy' GG

WOULD THE REAL Hot blonde

Criminologist pioese stand up' Interested

BEENER YOU NEED A IflhIOuto or a

bottle ol wmo or some cheese«:rackers and

a bull-oul by the tgM ol the fui moon Only

One More Month UnW Summer"'

MICHELE HAPPY 22NO BOay to my
bestest d'mking buddy' Mow about a waa

waa or you need a corkscrew don't you?

What lifeguard station' \We Riusl go to the

Bahi Hut t(w a maitai Love. Beverly

VENNIPER we are delinately good to go

causa everyone here is awesome We are

Bass Ala bound - us a nnral imperrtnM'

neva. neva run out ol ice cream' Say hi to

BambiS Mchale

PUFTON VILLAOE%jaLrrOoubie Rm
available June isi Fully lumished can

S4M063

MALI NOOMAtt WAMT»- Fun tovirtg

but reaponaOta 4i»e wim me and 3 woman
m SQwre Vilma Sunderland On bus rotAs

$140/mo plus util Dan 546-5266

LOOKMO FON FCMALK mlereawd m
renting a hoiMe down the Cape Cal
54*3»7

HOUSEMATE(S) WANTED TO SHARE
Hadley home on Farm porv], woodheal.

own loom and bam Pralar grads Rent

negotiabte 564-5136 cvea

LANQE SMOLE M PUFFTOH. aMr*
sma8er two bedroom w«h one oBiar mato

Non-smoker aaraor or grad prel A.ariiBls

6/1 54»-147e

WANTED two lemala non smokmg 'oom-

males to share a douWe m Townehouse
For further mto, Cal 549-9925

BconooM m 3 bedroom house
•aslier dryer woodstove 5 n«n walk to

OoMniown to minute walk to UMaaa cal

253-0707 $195/month

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED 'o-

Suuthwood^ tianmg a/i can 25fr8745

TWO aSMMBWET NON SMOKMQ FUN
woman loolung tor two sm0a rooma m (»il

houae pretorafcy ^ AMnarsi tor Fal ptoaae

ca« Knstm 546-9514 toave maaaaoi
Thanks

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
VOUn i-EASe IN ANY MOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF N PtEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 546-6406 or 54^6400

Leave Ms ssaga

LMOUISTICS. workad Sunday 2rt» Buy

you a Ottri Cal »4»'I660 Gaerv*

SERVKXS

RESUMES prolessK>nal quality laser

primed only $15' CaH Rick 2564199 eves

5-8

PUFFTON ONE
negoi CMI 54«-77e2 Soon

TO THE LAQgB 0« 92 sony *ouljha kii^

Chen table Hope you re not mad Signed

the Klepto Party goers

BLOND BLUE-EYED Broken hearted'"

Romamic. smears sophmore from Cape

Cod wants to meet a wonderful young lady

Plese respond here

KEVIN CASEY REMEMBER you can I Be

twenty on Sucpr mountain have • great ov

thday' Love CKana

ELIZABETH
CONGRATS TO •"» room* Credit Union

V P ' (sorry so lato) Pmod ol you' Love espy

SUBLET

TAKE OVBI LEASE JUNE 1 1 bdrm. apt

cal tor into 665-4740

2B0R APT AVAILABLE IN RUSTIC FAR
MHOUSE lols ol wood 549 7880

PUFTON SINGLE AND DOUBLE 64261
tndge and dishwasher

TAKE OVER LEASE FOlf TbeSoSn
presidential apt yith tali option Cal
253-2515

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CL4S0. 1971 Orange and black

awesome first bike'" $400 or best oKer Call

Rob at 549-0203

MOVING?

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR lease/securi

ly deposit deductions'' Questions about

subletting/assigning leases'' Questions

about me conditions ol your new house or

apartmenf Contact the Legal Services

Center 922 Campus Center 545 1995

HEY LAMBDA CHI

CHIRP CHIRP CHIRP
HA HA HA HA

WANTED

I NEED YOUR EXTRACATS tickets w* take

any night' Call 549-6387 Leave meaaaga on

machine

WANTED: 2 females or maiss nonsmokers

to share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywine fo

r next year Call Bob 549-5922 or Jeff

54fr7442

SENIORS"
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS"

•JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN'
• Earn $4 50/hr plus tonuses calling

other UMass seniors
• AdoIv at the Memorial Hall Basement
• or call 545-3509

APPLY TODAY!!

SUMMER SUBLET

SUiWIER SUBLET BK> house center ol

town low 'em call Sue 549-1893

BRANYWINE 2 BDRM Summer SuWet

furnished cheap all 549-8190 Now leave

message

SUMMER SUBLET WITH A.rcondrtiorwng

and swimming pool Available June 1st Cai

665-4111 Cheap'

STUDIO APT IN Amherst center alter 10pm

253-2366

NORTHAMPTON SUMMER WITH taN op-

tion 108L isngle $475 Mo 584 1874

SPACIOUS ROOMS IN 'he Sunderland

Farmhouse with Sito Abundance oi Proper-

ty Bus Stop at driveway no utilities

665462?

LIVE IN NEW Amity condos cheap' Walk

ing d'Siance to campus 549-5316

2 SINGLE BDRMS m farmhouse on

busroule Great Summer location 160/mo

inclusive 253-9047

BRANDYWINE 2BR RENT negotiable no

reasonable offer refused 549-7543 call now'

OPPORTUNITY

MOBIL ICE CREAM Shop-Scoop ice cream

and frozen yogurt sell novelties and soda

Lease the truck Call Barts 'or details

413.77J ^438

LORI

PERSONALS

you are the oest-M

TO THE MEN OF Theia Chi who went to

UMame this weekend Thanx lo' an ama?

ing lime El Cheapo s was the best-may we

do the same uptown soon' Love your

chapter advisor

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE WANTED TOto share double

room in Large Townehouse apartmenl lor

fall 549 144l

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE TOshare room in

Brittany Manor 10 mons lease nice apt Call

Bonnie 256 8987 leave message

NON-SMOKER FEMALE NEEOEDdor 3 bdr

apt on Mam St $175/mo call Julie 6-9086

EDITOR: CHANGE THATB* average to an

A' Eliminate grammatical errors and

strengthen your papers $1 00 per page

Mail Service or delivery available 585-01 86

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BDRM Stan 6/1

W/Option 10 lease lear bus stop $440 call

256-8987

TAKE OVER OUR LEABB

SWISS VILLAGE APT AVAILABLE
tsl 4 bdrm on the bus route

Cal2&34132

TRAVEL

rot to ft. LOUW, Mj* .

roundtrip cal A/a 2SMM6,

on dMoiunted scheduled aalMMMeipape
CMi«6ooias^aBt

EXCELLENT TVPItT PICKuplOMhianf
avaMbie Deda 2S*«74I atar 96«

FAST. INEXPENSIVE TVPINa CH Mary

at 5464725

prolessK>nM typirtg

Resumaa papora and rrtore Laiarprintmg
with spalcheck 2&3-4564

I. Pi

tordsMe grammar reviewed

564^7924 Nancy

WANTED

2-3 BEDROOM APARTMENTneedadlar
taa in Northamplon call 546-6376

LOOKMO FOR 2-38adraom apt mtttm^
6/1 or Wl 5464630

TAKE OVER MY LEASE bedroom
Branywme 0>l availaoie r>n juna isi Cal
S4P4t»7

WANTED FOR FALL OPTK)N

LOOKING TO RBUT A ROOM na« UMasa
Campus or on bus 'Out* Pieaae cal Jae-

quebne 546-5050

WANTED TO RENT

FEMALE LOOKING TO RENf^OOnTin
house 3r ^anment Please cal JH M
6664029 altor 5pm

$ GUYB LOOKMO TO TAKE OVER
LEME «i houaa prelenbly new camous cal

546 7563 or S46-9654

TWO FUN. SEMM2UIET NONSMOKMO
WOMEN looking for two smgto rooms m
cool housWapt lor fal m aiar sbta m AmIiaiat

Plaaae help us out caH 546-95K aak tor

Knatm or leave message Thanks'

rjESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place to

live )n the Cape m s iummer Call Kelly

19

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE!

SWISS VILLAGE APT AVAILABLE June

tst 4 odrm. on the bus route interested'

Cal2S»-9t32

TRAVEL

TIX TO ST LOUIS. Miss V256« $200
roundtnp call A/a 253-2964

SUMMER IN EUROPE irom $259 each way

on discounted scheduled airlines to Europe

f'om Boston Call (800) 325-2222

TYPING

SINGLESIS) IN PUFFTON 5 mm Irom

campus Pool Tennis. Air 549-1476

LARGE, SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amherst Possible fall option Willing to

make a deal' Call Joe 256-0543

SUMMER SUBLET one room nice house

near Brittany Cheap Ed 253-0800

2 ROOMS IN HOUSE for female/couple

Pelham 15 mms to UMass $250 Nick

545 0789 256 1334

PUFFTON ONE BDRM APT, ideal lor 2

some 'urn rent negol Call 549-7762

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER
Beaulilul house In North Amherst $ 1 75/mo

up to three rooms may be open for Fall

548 9916

1 BEDROOM IN SO AMHERST HOUSE.
available June i 'or 2 older persons Rent

negotiable Bruce 253 2880

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 bdrm apt

directly on bus route Very reasonatjle price

Call soon' 546-8665

TAKE OVER OUR BRANDYWINE lease

6/1 win Fall optior a4c> 598"

3 BEDROOMS IN SWISS VILLAGE. Ren-

neg 253-5249

WORDSMITH" prolessional typing

Resumes papers and more Laserpnntmg
with speltcheck 253-4564

CASES. PAPERS, THESIS, on-campus. al-

fordable grammar reviewed dependabto,
584 7924 Nancy

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMass
Campus or on bus route Please call Jac-

queline 546-5050

WANTED TO RENT

FEMALE LOOKING TO RENT" room Tfi

house or apartment Please call Jill at

665-4029 after 5pm

5 GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
LEASE in house preteriWy near camous caN

546-7563 or 546-9654

TWO FUN. SEMI-OUIET NONSMOKING
WOMEN looking lor two single 'ooms ir

cool house/apt lor tall preferable in Amherst

Please help us out call 546-9514 ask loi

Kristin 0' leave message Thanks'
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SPORTS
Women's lax splits a pair
Gazelles defeat Rutgers
before falling to Temple
By RICK SETO
("ollf^ian StatT

HemenU)er thai timeold story of David defeating

Goliath by hurling a stone with a slingshot and then

decapitating his head with Goliath's own sword? Well

yesterday, the University ol " -husetts women'<

lacrosse team almost cut down <! i^' national chani[i

Teniple with a couple of swings of the lax stick as the

Gazelles' late second half surge just fell short. 9 5

The weekend was not a total loss, however, as UMass
(2-9> crushed Rutgers 13-5 on the Totman green Saturday

to end what was an eight game losing streak.

After the Ow Is" Katie Clemmer scored with 9:06 left to

extend Temples lead to 8-2. the Gazelles just went off as

they scored thrw goals in a five-minute span. Senior co-

captain Cathy Fuhrman i2 goals. 1 assist i led the charge,

responding by depositing her st«cond goal 35 seconds later

UMass went into its familiar half court game, letting

Fuhrman or junior Sue Murphy ( 1 goal. 1 assist* run the

point behind the Temple net Their patience paid off a>-

freshman Andrea Goldman shocked everyone with a nil

ty turnaround shot that found the lower right hand cor

ner. Junior Ann King closed the gap to 8 5 as Fuhrman
found her cutting through the fan with 3:17 left.

Head coach Patti Bossio said. "One of our game
strategies was to just slow it down. If we did that, we could

slow the clock down and run our plays."

That was not the case in the first half as the quicker

Owl team raced off to a 4 lead after only eight minutes

of play. Temple showed the stuff champions are made of

on the fourth goal, as they looked more like the Lm
Angles Lakers on a fast break, with length of the field

runs and sharp passing until the score.

Bcwsio elected to slow the pace down as she switched

out of the man-to-man defense into a 3-1-2-21 zone. This

definitely helped sophomore netminder Liz Keats (13

saves I. who was peppered early and often but kept L^Mass

in the game "We were fine once we got set up. but we're

a little slow reacting to the transition. Liz has been play

ing >:reat but they got to her down low"

Softball hits

grand slam
over weekend
By SAM SUAKHsl
Collegian StatT

KIN

Freshman Catherine Moran and the Gazelles
defeated Rutgers Saturday before falling to

Temple yesterday at Totman Field.

The second-half pace was quite suitable as UM.iss
played Temple even 4 4. after the Owls took a 5 1 lead

into halftime. "We rose to the occasion," said Bossio.

"We're definitely a second half team." This slowdown
allowed for the three-goal rally, which whipped the small

but rowdy crowd into a frenzy at the possibility of spoil

ing the Owls' bid for the top spot in the polls.

continued on page 1

1

I t unn two wifks back v\as the low point. TtKi coki.

11(1 hits, shaky defens« ,tiui pitching, and a pair of

shutout losses.

But that was (ice) ages ago. These days, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts softball squad is soaking up the

sun. piling up the hits, pitching golf balls and most mi

portantly, winning.

Yesterday at Adelphi - which was ranked at oiu'

point as the third best team in the Northeast and was
rolling off a pair pair of wins over mighty UConn on

Siiiurday ~ the Mmutewonien swept two games by the

-ame score of 3-0.

The wins followed a 2^. 3^ destruction of the Univer

sity of Maine in Amher.st on Friday. UMass has now-

won six straight to improve to 20-18, and has not been

scored on in its last four contests.

"These were by far the biggest wins for us since we ve

been back (from California)." gushed coach Elaine Sor-

tino after conquering Adelphi.

"This really makes the region a mess, and we're right

in the middle of the mess."

UMass will attempt to further muck up the local soft

ball scene during a pair of games at the University of

Hartford this afternoon (a makeup forced by this

spring's forty days and forty nights of raim

The 12 starting pitching combo of Holly Aprile and

Chris Wanner had a lethal weekend. Aprile has stret

ched just three hits over her last two starts, surrender

ing a pair yesterday. Wanner meanwhile, has match-

ed Aprile stride for shutout stride, unvieling her best

stuff of the season against Maine.

continued on page 12

Gorillas
outgun
Army, 9-7
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

WEST POINT. N.Y. - Nothing comes
easy in life anymore —just ask the Univer

sity of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team.

For the third straight game the Gorillas

found themselves entangled in a good one.

as the United States Military Academy
defended its territory admirably for most

of the game before UMass finally prevail-

ed. 9-7 Saturday at Michie Stadium.

It seemed the Gorillas had dug into the

round file of recently-discarded scripts for

this one. When the two teams had battled

through 45 minutes to a 6-6 deadlock, it

was an all too familiar scenario.

Would it be like the Yale game, when

UMass exploded in the fourth to turn a 7-6

deficit into a 13-8 win? Or more like Dart

mouth, a down-to-the-wire grind that

w asn't .settled until an overtime goal .spell

ed an 11-10 win?

Fortunately for the Gorillas, it was more

of the former. UMass opened the final

quarter with three straight tallies and then

held on down the stretch to take its first

ever win on the enemy's home
battleground.

"It was another barnburner, a typical

UMass-Army lacrosse game," agreed
UMass coach Dick Garber. It could have

been easy to take the guys in uniform for

granted this year. After all, hadn't they

been humiliated by their rivals on the

water Navy (12-1), and later spanked by

top-ranked Johns Hopkins (17-4)?

But Army has traditionally been a

monster game for the Gorillas. The Cadets

had worked double overtime to knock off

UMass here two years ago, and the year

before also took a win in overtime at the

Hill in front of arguably the biggest single-

event gathering since Woodstock (well,

maybe not that big).

continued on page 12

Baseball wins only l-of-4
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
ba.seball team has a habit of putting itself

in a precarious position with regard to the

Atlantic 10 Conference playoffs.

Each year, the Minutemen dig

themselves a hole in the standings and re-

ly on their ability to come up big in the

final series of the year.

This season is no exception. UMass got

swept by Rutgers yesterday at Lorden
Field, 5-3 and 1 1-3, to give themselves a 1-3

record against the Scarlet Knights over the

weekend.
But there is one thing that may be dif-

ferent between this season and the past

two. In each of the pa.st two years, the

Minutemen were able to rally in the final

A- 10 series to make the tournament.
UMass is now 5-7 in the conference and

15-18 overall, and may vii > well have to

sweep the Owls this weekend to have a shot

at the playoffs.

And to do that, the Minutemen will have

to hit a lot better than they did yesterday.

UMass managed just five hits in the first

game, which wasn't enough to support

Dave Telgheder, who took the loss despite

a decent performance.

The Scarlet Knights jumped out to a 4-0

lead and held off a sixth-inning rally in

which the Minutemen pulled within one

run.

In the second game. Rutgers came back

from a 2-0 deficit, and eventually explod-

ed for five runs in the seventh to put the

game out of reach.

Cleanup hitter Sean Ryan went 3-for-4

with three doubles for Rutgers, driving in

two runs and scoring another. The Scarlet

Knights totalled 11 hits in the game.

continued on page 12

Rugby gets split at Tufts
Men's track third in quad meet
By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

On what was a cold

and windy day in

Dedham, the University

of Massachusetts men's
track team took third in

a four-team meet Satur-

day with Brown, Nor-

theastern, and Southern

«. oninjciicut.

Saturday's results held

no surprises as incoming
favorite Brown tallied 76
points, good enough to

take first and beat se-

cond place Northeastern

with 66 points. UMass
finished with 39, and

Southern Conn, ended

with 34 points.

According to coach Ken
O'Brien the Minutemen
had some "eye opening
performances to start the

meet oft", storming out

of the gate and winning
three out of the first four

events, including a

sweep of the top three

spots in the steeplechase.

continued on page 12

Women's track a close third
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

Though the throwers had another

superb effort scoring two-thirds of the

team's points, the University of

Massachusetts women's track team
finished last in a tri meet Saturday.

The Minutewomen finished with 45

points, just 4Mi points behind host Nor-

theastern. Brown won the meet hands

down with 86 1/2 points.

-iiuulu have beaten
Northeastern," said head coach Julie

LaFreniere. She is referring to an
unsportsmanlike tactic by the part of

the Huskies, who knowing the fact that

UMass didn't have a 4x400 meter relay

team, ran one anyway just to get an
easy three points. UMass didn't field a

team because of too many injuries, but
could have to get the three points for se-

cond place.

continued on page 15

By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

MEDFORD - Missing Jeff Burrill with
a separated shoulder, and Mike Toohey
with a bad back and cracked ribs, along
with Peter Bryson, Paul Usher and Gary
Williams, the University of Ma.ssachusetts

rugby team gained a split at Tufts Univer-
sity yesterday.

UMass suffered a frustrating loss in the
first game, 14-6 as Tufts was able to con-

trol the tempo and field position
throughout. Tufts scored first on a tri by
Bill Holmes midway into the second half
to put the score at 4-0. UMass was forced

to play a more offensive-mided game, at

which point Tufts scored another tri by
Sting look-alike Eric Garrison.
Tufts made the kick after and the score

was 10-nill. Tufls would score one more tri

before Rich "Beef Daley would run in

UMa.ss' only score of the game in the final

minute.

One bright point of the game was the
play of Mike "t'opper" Commerford. In the

first Aside game of his career, Commerford
showed a couple of moves that impressed.

In the second game, the B-side shut out

Tufts, 8-0 on tri's by Chris Mclssack and
Rob Singleton.

UMass will play Amherst tomorrow.

Also, UMass was happy to announce the

selection of Williams, a exchange student

from Wales to the Northeast Collegiate All-

Star squad.

Soccer inks
four more
The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team has signed four

more players, bringing its total number
of signees for the 1989 season to six, ac-

cording to coach Jim Rudy.
Among the latest signees are Skye Ed-

dy, a goalkeeper from Reston, Va;
defenders Holly Hellmuth, from Fairfax

Station, Va.; and Carrie Koeper, from
Danville, Calif.; and Lisa Mickelson, a
midfielder from St. Paul. Minn.
The four will join forwards Kim

Eynard of Endicott, N.Y. and Robyn
Holzman of Swampscott, who signed
letters-of-intent earlier last week.

Temperat
little wS*
tomorrow,

around
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Anti-military protesters occupy Memorial Hall
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

After a day long occupation of Memorial Hall by about

90 people. 3*7 activists opposed to military-funded research

on campus settled in to spend the night, with food and

entertainment.

A noon rally at Whitmore, organized by a group called

People for A Socially Responsible University, brought

about 50 people out. The protesters then marched to the

Student Union chanting, "Money for tuition, not for am
munition."
The proceasicm {mused at the ^udent Union so speakers

could voice opposition to the research on campus, and

gather more supporters.

"There is a point beyond which we. as students, can no

longer allow the administrative apparatus <^the Univer

sity to determine and control the direction and substance

of our education," said Diane Ditmore, one of the seven

people arrested last Wednesday for trespassing and

disorderly conduct afUsr they occupied a laboratory in Mar-

cus Hall.

"This university is linked with the military and in-

dustrial forces which actively intervene in Central

America," said Loyda Guzman, another UMass student

arrested last week. "This is a racist policy that will con

tinue mutilating the pec^le of the Third World."

Jennifer Johnston, a representative of People for a

Socially Responsible University, outlined the demands the

demonstrators were making to the administration.

They demanded that UMass immediately stop all

Defense Department research, grant free access to public

documents regarding research on campus, reform the

Board of Regents and Trustees, give students binding

power over UMass police, reestablish the enrollment of

4,300 freshmen with no tuition or fee increases, a stu-

dent/faculty study on the effect of military research on

the University and a statement from the administration

promising not to cooperate with the war in El Salvador.

After Johnston said the protest would continue back to

V hitmore so the demonstrators could present the ad-

Ministration PSRU's demands in person, about 90 peo-

ple poured into Memorial Hall.

"We will stay here until we are arrested," Marc Kenen,

a UMass graduate student said.

Memorial Hall was chosen as the site of the occupation

because it "was a symbolic gesture of those killed in wars.

Vietnam is a prime example. We don't want another war

added to this memorial, " said Frank Bowrys, represen-

ting PSRU.
The protesters came prepared for a lengthy occupation,

with several bags full of garlic and wheat bagels.

The protesters spent the first few hours of the occupa^

tion getting acquainted with one another. They all stated

their names, where they went to school, their majors and

('oUrgtan ptxMa by Jwton Tmlrrmmm

About 100 protesters occupied Memorial Hall yesterday, and 37 prepared to spend the night.

the reason for participating in the take-over.

"I preregistered for 21 credits and got six because of cut-

backs," said Eric Wotidman, a senior communications ma
jor. "I think the big reason why me and everyone else in

the College of Arts and Sciences got shortchanged is

because the college is funded by the federal government

and they don't have an interest in us because English ma
jors don't build bombs."

The protesters listened attentively as each person spoke,

several nibbling on bagels.

The number of protesters slowly dwindled to around 60

after Rick Townes, assistant dean of students, read the

occupants the picketing code and the consequences if the

code is violated.

He warned them that if they remained in the building

after 5 p.m., they would be in violation of the code, and

they would face the possibility of suspension from school

or arrest.

Access to bathroom facilities was denied at about 4:30

p.m. The protesters set up a makeshift toilet in the cor-

ner of the room. People relieved themselves in a trashcan

as others blocked them behind a banner.

At 5 p.m. Townes declared the students were violating

the picketing code.

Dean of Students Joanne Vanin posed an oft^er to the

protesters. She said Provost Richard O'Brien. Chancellor

Joseph Duffey, Vice Chancellor of Student Aft'airs Den-

nis Mad.son, Research Chairman for the Faculty Senate

Peter Rossi, student leaders and one additional faculty

member agreed to meet with five of the protesters at 9

a.m. today to discuss the demands of PSRU.

After a group discussion, Rubin said the demonstrators

would participate in the forum if it were held in Memorial

Hall and with all the protesters and the press present.

He said the administration would decide this morning

if it would accept the counter offer.

Hilson said police and "impartial observers" would re

main with the protesters in Memorial Hall as long as the

protest continued.

He allowed food to be brought into the room. Peanut but

ter, bread, matzoh, potato chips, fruit, water, mar-

shmallow fiuff, and a large box of freshly baked warm
chocolate chip and nutty peanut butter cookies were pro-

vided by supporters of the protest.

The protesters requested guitars, casette tapes and a

portable stereo also be provided, Hilson agreed to the

request.

A rally is scheduled for today at 10 a.m. outside

Memorial Hall. Rubin said.

Students maintain vigil

for victims of genocide

CnllpKinn photo by .Ibhoii Talcrman

Armenian students John Harutunian, left, and Claudia Muradian,
right, hold a vigil next to the Student Union yesterday.

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Junior Roy Chatalbash stood stone-faced

as he held the red, orange and blue ban-

ner of his ancestors yesterday near the Stu-

dent Union building.

"The reason for this vigil is twofold," said

Chatalbash, president of the University of

Massachusetts Armenian Students
Association. "First, we're giving respect to

those Armenians who died in the first

genocide of the Century. Second, (the vigil]

is in remembrance of man's inhumanity to

man — universal oppression."

Chatalbash said the vigil commemorated
April 24, 1915. when the Turkish govern

ment ordered the execution of 254 Arme-

nian religious, political and intellectual

leaders. In the three years that followed.

he said. 1.5 million Armenians were kill-

ed under Ottoman rule.

For seven hours, menjbers of the group

took turns holding the a brass cross and the

Independent Armenian flag, under which

the Independent Armenian nation existed

from 1918 to 1921. About 10 members of

the club took part in this, the fifth annual

vigil.

Wooden street barriers surrounded club

members who held the symbols. Other

members handed out flyers with informa-

tion about the vigil.

Chatalbash. who was taking part in his

third vigil, said students were receptive to

the event, but increasing student

awareness takes time, he said.

"We're catching people between classes,"

he said. "They're going to lunch and so

continued on page 6
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Report: Harassment declining
13 percent decrease attributed to education
By KATERI WALSH
Collegian Correspondent

Sexual harassment of female students by male faculty
and staff at the University of Massachusetts has decreased
overall since 1983 — but more explicit sexual advancea
by the same group have doubled m the past three years
from 4 to 8 percent, according to a recent survey.
The report, issued by the Student Affairs Research and

Evaluation Office, states that sexual harassment of female
students by their male peers has also increased since 1986.
Grant Ingle, director of the office of human relations,

attributed the decrease in overall harassment by faculty
members, from 25 percent in 1983 to 12 percent in 1989,
to educating University faculty and staff.

*it is clear that we've had an impact, but we still have
a problem." said Ingle, who commissioned the survey.
"We've had victints of sexual harassment come forward,

go through the grievance procedure, and prosecute," he
said. "That stays in people's minds and has an impact."
Project Pulse, a division of SAREO, interviewed 301

female undergraduates by telephone on Feb. 22. Ten levels

of sexual harassment, ranging in severity from negative
remarks about females to "repeated, unwanted or inap-

propriate sexual attention" were identified in the SAREO
survey.

The interviewers asked if students had experienced any
ofthese levels ofsexual harassment at UMass. either with

faculty and staff, or fellow students.
Ingle said the increase of actual sexual advances by

faculty may be attributed to younger faculty, "just out
of grad school," who may be taking a more direct approach
by asking female students for a date.

Nearly 60 percent of the respondents said they had been
sexually harassed by male students. Seven percent said
they had experienced all levels of sexual harassment iden
tified on that part of the survey.
The high incidence of student-to-student harassment in

dicates a need for increased educational efforts in the dor
mitories and throughout the student body. Ingle said.
The Everywoman's Center was named most often as the

campus office that respondents would contact with com
plaints, with 48 1 percent naming the center.
The percentage of students utilizing the UMass Police

Department for sexual harassment complaints has in
creased dramatically from 14.5 percent in 1986 to 37.1
percent in 1989. according to the report
Police Lt. Mike Grabiec said this was partly due to im

proved public relations, and the department's efforts to
"increase trust and awareness within the community."
The vast majority of students questioned (94.3 percent)

said they were aware sexual harassment is illegal. Ac
cording to the report, 65.8 percent said they were aware
of the UMass policy prohibiting sexual harassment, and
39.9 percent said they were aware of the grievance pro-

eontinued on page 6

'(ian photo by Doiwli Abeam
STUMPED - Karyn and Kyra, of Holyoke

I Community College, relax by the Connecticut
I River earlier this week.

UMass student has
come a long way

By DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Staff

Second m a 10-parl series on life at the

University of Manaachusetts

When Boreth Sun was nine years old.

the Khmer Rouge came to power in

Cambodia. That was the year his

childhood ended.

Collpipan photo by .JaNon Talrrman

UMass student Boreth Sun

Now a University of Massachusetts

student and a US citizen. Sun
remembers life in his native land dur-

ing the violent rule of Pol Pot and the

subsequent invasion by the Vietnamese
in 1979.

"I lived in the jungle for about eight

months." he said. "I was trying to

escape the Khmer Rouge. My father had
died in a concentration camp. I saw my
brother get shot. There were so many
executions.

"I couldn't find the rest of my family.

I was arrested by the Vietnamese
because they thought I was Khmer
Rouge, even though I was only about 13

years old."

Sun eventually made his way to a

refugee camp in Thailand where he

stayed for two and a half years. In 1982,

under the sponsorship of the Lutheran
Church, he came to Amherst to live with
foster parents.

Sun's experiences are typical. Of the
34 UMass students who are Cambodian,
virtually none has been left untouched
by one of the worst holocausts of this

centur)-.

"The Cambodians are a very special

population," said Lucy Nguyen, a
counselor in the Bilingual Collegiate

Program. "They don't just have
language and academic problems. They
bring with them the scars from seeing

their parents and family members kill

ed before their eyes.

"Some have no idea if their relatives

are still alive," she said. "When you live

in that kind of situation how can you
concentrate on studying?"
The Khmer Rouge wiped out nearly

half the population, particularly the in-

tellectuals and urban professionals.

That left a void in the ranks of the elite

that this generation of college-educated

refugees must replace, Nguyen said.

"We have to get them educated and
back into their communities," she said.

"There is a crucial need for people train-

ed in social services, human services

and bilingual education."

"The Cambodian communities in this

country are in crisis. In Lowell, the
population is already 29,000. The city

is not ready for them." Nguyen said.

Sun, who will graduate in May with
a degree in human services, plans to

work with refugees in this country and
in the camps in Thailand and the Philip-

pines. While at UMass he has tutored

at Amherst High School and been a
translator for the Bilingual Collegiate

Program. He also serves on the
Chancellor's Commission for Civility.

"The greatest difficulty that a Cam-
bodian student has here is not enough
education." he said. "When the Khmer
Rouge first came, it was too dangerous
to go to school, and then they closed

them all anyway.
"In Cambodia I had four years of

schooling. I got here when I was 17 and
had three days before I had to start high

continued on page 4

UMass students dig for
Israeli archeological gold
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

During an afternoon stroll through

Herter Hall one year ago, Anthony Sac-

cavino happened to glance at a poster hang-

ing innocently on a bulletin board.

A few weeks and several phone calls later

he was sifting through sand on the coast

of Israel, searching intently for ancient

treasure.

Saccavino. who made his second journey

to Israel last summer, is one of about 25

students and faculty who camped in

bungalows and participated in an annual

expedition to Tel Nami, a tiny secluded

peninsula on the coast of the Mediterra-

nean Sea.

"I like to dig and I had a lot of questions

to ask." he said. "The next thing I knew
I was landing at the airport [in Israel]."

The area is the site of a major ar

chaelogical boon — an ancient interna-

tional seaport discovered by Professor

Michal Artzy, who leads faculty and stu-

dent volunteers on an annual summer ex-

pedition to unearth ancient artifacts, some

dating back 4,000 years.

Artzy has been working on the site for

the past four years, but she said last sum-

mer yielded the biggest find, citing several

storage containers discovered still full of

raisins, peas and grain. She said the city

was probably destroyed by the elements

during a coastal storm.

Janel Bisacquino, a UMass senior,
journeyed from Greece to Israel last sum-
mer to attend the program, said the expedi-
tion begins with removing "tons" of sand
to reach the now buried seaport but added
that her callouses were well worth her first

discovery of a brass bowl attachment to an
incense burner.

"I've contributed to history," she said.

"It's a great feeling."

Students were able to travel throughout
Israel and neighboring countries and ex-

plored several of the nation's museums, she
said.

"We kept saying, 'Hey we have one of

those at the site,' " when students eyed the
museums artifacts. Bisacquino said. "It's

extraordinary. Not only do we have them,
but we found them."
Saccavino said the site is far from the

sites where Palestinian and Israeli conflicts

continue to rage.

"I felt safer walking around at night in

Tel Aviv than I would in New York city,"

he said.

Artzy said although both Saccavino and
Bisacquino have direct interests in ar-

chaeology, it is not a prerequesite for the
program.
"There are people who had nothing to do

with archaeology and still wanted to go on
a dig," Artzy said, adding that applications

are currently being accepted in the Judaic
and Near East Studies Department.

This is UMass

^Ambassadorprogram

'

promotes University
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials

have recently unveiled a program to help

raise public awareness and promote the

University in communities across the state,

using alumni to do the job.

Deirdre Ling, vice chancellor for Univer-

sity relations and development, has been
working for about two years on the develop-

ment and coordination of the "Ambassador
Program," in which alumni are recruited

to act as local representatives of UMass in

their home communities, she said.

"It's an attempt to build a grassroots

organization," she said. "We really need
this type of organiztion whether there is a

budget crisis or not."

Ling said the "ambassadors," as they are

called, will help promote UMass through
lobbying efforts, community awareness
programs such as interviewing accepted
.students to encourage their attending the
University, and making their home towns
aware of the benefits they receive from
UMass.
"One ofthe things we hope [ambassadors]

will do, is WTite opinion/editorial pieces for

their newspapers." she said.

The program is starting small with about
20 initial ambassadors but Ling hopes they
will recruit more people to the University's
cause.

There are a total of 120,000 alumni to

call upon, Ling said, but parents and
friends of alumni are as much a target of

the drive as anyone.

"We are hoping they will recruit friends

continued on page 6
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long journey

continued from pagu 3

school. I knew almost no English.

i had no idea what was expected of me," he said. 'I

said to myself 'what am I doing here?' But within a year

I was speaking English pretty well.

Nguyen said Cambodian students need special en-

couragement to finish their schooling because many come

from illiterate peasant families where there is no tradi-

tion of higher education. Others are orphaned and no

longer have parents to give them the push they need.

"There's not enough outreach to the young Cambodian

population from the University." she said. "I am the on-

ly Asian counselor here, and I don't even speak their

language."
According to Irwin Staub. UMass psycholog>' professor,

another challenge Cambodians face is coming to terms

with the horrors they have been through.

"When you experience so much fighting, chaos and

danger." he said, "you begin to question the goodness of

the world. You come to see other people as dangerous and

to fear them.
"Also, these people had no control over what happened

to them The feeling of having control over events is pro

foundly important to human beings."

These are some ofthe symptoms of post traumatic stress

disorder, an affliction common to Cambodian refugees.

Nguyen added that an additional problem is the natural

reluctance Cambodians have to talking <^nly about what

bothers them.

"In the Asian cultures you don't expose your pn^lems.

she said. "They won't tell you too much about the hell

they have been through. They have submerged their

sadness and bad experiences in order to get on with their

lives."

"Most ofthem know this is their second home They are

here to stay. That's what drives them to do well. They

have no choice," she said.

Sun said he doesn't Ulk too often about what he went

through in Cambodia because it brings back bad

memories. ,

"I don't really know how I got through it." he said.

"Sometimes I try to forget it. but it's in my subconscious.

It takes me awhile to trust people"

"But. " he said, "some of the things I've been through

have motivated me to become a stronger person."

Culture and tradition are very important to Cambo

dians, Sun said, and being reminded about the good things

of home helps them to adjust to their new lives in America.

"New Year's celebrations and other festivals bring the

community together. " he said. "It's good for the second

generation to know about them."

Sun's mother and four surviving brothers and sisters

are still in Cambodia. Because the political situation there

is still far from stable, he worries about them and would

like to bring them here. Right now that seems imp<»8ible.

"The refugee camps are officially closed." he said. "Even

if they could make it to Thailand they would only be con

sidered displaced persons. Very few refugees are being ac-

cepted these days."

Nguyen said those who have made it to America still

have a hard time getting into the mainstream Sun

agreed, saying a lot of hard work is required to break the

barriers.

"Because of our educational and economic background,

we can't compete." he said.

Nguyen said. "I tell them: the fight is on and it's on for

many, many years." she said. "Be strong and be prepared.

They're lucky not to be under the Communist regime, but

life is still hard."
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TODAY 7PM
Student Union Ballroom
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NOTICE
MR

The UMass Transit Service is now
accepting applications for its

SUMMER TRAINING
PROGRAM FOR STUDENT

BUS DRIVERS
We operate all of the PVTA buses that serve UMass
except for the Northampton buses. ALL of our 180
expert drivers are UMass students just like you.

We Offer:

• Starting pay of $5.00/hr. with raises each
semester.

• PAID Training

• Reimbursement for license fees.

• A work schedule set-up around your class
schedule.

• Excellent resume experience

• A FUN AND REWARDING JOB

You can train this summer at your convenience and
begin work immediately, or train this summer and
start work next fall.

For more information and an application come to

our info, session on

Wednesday, April 26th, at 7:30 p.m.
in room 905 Campus Center

EOTQRIAL/OPINION
MikElDcbich ^

Law-breaking judge disregards justice
Wouldn't it be logical to assume (even though society

shuns assumption) that a judge who carries out the law

would know better? The duty of a judge, especially a

Massachusetts Superior Court judge, is to try to make sure

the legal system functions. That the law is enforced. That
favontes aren't played.

Meredith O'Brien

Judges should know the tremendous difficulties that the

police endure when trying to make arrests stick. At least

judges should . . .

On April 20. Judge Joesph S. Mitchell Jr. was acquit

ted of the charges ofdrunken driving. Mitchell had refused

to take a breath analysis test. He claimed that the

breathalyzers were inaccurate, that they could be "fixed"

by policemen. Mitchell called the sobnety tests a sham.

By his refusal to allow a breath analysis, his license was

revoked for 120 days rby Massachusetts law).

Many defense lawyers applauded Mitchell's acquittal,

stating that they too were against the breath analysis

machine's ineffectiveness. They want "really good blood

testing" to be conducted by policemen when making a

drunk driving arrest.

Charles V. Barry, Massachusetts's public safety

secretary, stated that the machines used by Massachusetts

police are tamper-proofand that those who administer the

breathalyzer must be certified by the state.

Mitchell's victory represents a dangerous threat to

drunk driving convictions. It has been stated time and

time again that we have a problem with drunk drivers.

The number one cause of traffic fatalities stems from

drinking and driving. What we need is tou^/ier drunk driv-

ing laws, not lax ones.

The only means police have of arresting a driver who
is suspect of driving under the influence is either by road

block or the breath analysis. Even though road blocks,

the random stopping of cars to assure that the drivers are

sober (i.e. — New Year's Eve road blocks), are questionable

when it comes to a right to privacy, the breathalyzer test

is not an invasion of privacy.

If you take away the right of the police to administer

a breathalyzer test, what means could they use legitimate-

ly to charge someone with drunk driving? A driver has

to drive recklessly or weave on the road to be suspect for

breath analysis. Without this test, how could an officer

arrest a suspect? Bring along a mini, pocket blood

specialist to measure one's blood alcohol content?

Somehow, I think that a driver would be more conducive

to a simple breathalyzer machine rather than a devilish

nighttime Dracula who wants to stick a syringe in your

arm to extract some blood.

Take a look at the Mitchell incident: He was arrested

on January 18th on Commonwealth Ave. (Newton, MA)
after police had reported that his car had been weaving

on the wrong side of the road, had straddled the double-

yellow line, and had a shredded left front tire Perfectly

sober driving, huh?
Police also noted that when they accosted Mitchell, he

smelled strongly of alcohol.

Granted, though these facts logically point to some

degree of alcohol consumption. Mitchell could not be

assumed to be drunk. But then thisjudge refused to take

a breathalyzer test. Why? Could it possibly have been the

fact that he did indeed have more than he claimed to have

had — three-quarters of a scotch and water and an ounce

of wine?
Mitchell should know that it is very difficult for police

to attain drunk driving convictions. By challenging their

right to give a breathalyzer, he is destroying any chance

that they might have to try and control the number of

drunk driving accidents — to try to save some lives. Mit-

chell's case gives incentives to other fellow drunkards to

refuse the test and get off scott-free.

Maybe Mitchell needs a little lesson in ethics. Perhaps

he would rest easier with a few more drunks on the road

standing up for their right to refuse a breathalyzer . . .

Bad conduct
I am not one who is easily angered,

but the scene I witnessed last Wednes-

day while coming out of my afternoon

COINS class deeply disturbed me and

many others.

What first caught my attention was a

middle-aged man, whom I suspect was

and Engineering Professor, yelling at

someone on the other side of Marcus

Hall. He was telling them to stop

writing on the side of the building and

that the University was private proper-

ty, that he was going to call the police.

I decided to walk around the side of the

building, expecting to spot some vandals

with cans of spray paint. To my surprise,

I only discovered 10 or so people pro-

testing the research of Anthrax on cam-

pus. It took me a few seconds to realize

why this professor was in such a fran-

tic state, as I rounded the corner to get

a better view of what was going on.

It wasn't the protestors, or the signs

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

Speaking upthey held, or the video camera that was

apparently recording the whole fiasco.

What outraged the professor, and

myself, was the scribble obscenities on

the side of Marcus Hall. The obscene

statements, which were written in

brightly colored chalk, were degrading

to the University of Massachusetts as a

whole, and singled out the Engineering

Department in particular.

The professor told the protesters that

they had no "pride." I would add that

they also had no class. If their intent

was to create an impression on the

students and faculty on this campus,

they certainly did so. Unfortunately, it

was an ugly one. The protestors' cause

may be noble, but their methods were

insulting and inexcusable. They have

lost my silent support and sympathy

towards their cause, as their rudeness

and disrespect for this University over-

shadowed any point they were trying to

convey. Catherine Cellucci
Amherst

"It doesn't make a difference. Nobody

will read it."

I heard this as I sat at the table in the

Student Union trying to coax passers-by in-

to writing letters to their representatives

protesting further budget cuts to the

university.

OK, things look bad. By now we all know

about the horrors we can expect to face: los-

ing classes, professors, TA's, books, and any

number of other essential elements to a

basic education. Now the question burning

in all of your minds is, "So what the hell

good did it do that I spent ten minutes

writing a letter to my representative?! We
got screwed over anyway. Mumble grum-

ble."

This is what difference it made: The

Rosenburg Amendment was an amend-

ment to the State Budget that proposed to

add back $15 million to higher education

plus library funds. This was our great hope

in the State House of Representatives for

Wanted: some
self-reliance

Recently British prime minister Margaret Thatcher was
asked whether she thought Gorbachev's reforms would

survive. She replied that new Soviet freedoms of speech

were already a success, but that liberties for personal in-

itiative would take more adjustment because people not

accustomed to making decisions are insecure about being

on their own. She could as easily have been talking about

UMass students as about Soviet citizens, because her idea

of being on one's own is self-reliance: financial in-

dependence, personal liability, career responsibilitie.s

Rusty Denton

Thatcher is a champion of self reliance. She has been

proving its potency by shaking British government out

of industry and letting commercial ventures stand or fall

without subsidies Newly privatized industries that lost

money for decades when run by government have sudden-

ly discovered ways to sell decent products at competitive

prices and still turn a profit. Unemployment is down,
taxes are down, spirits are up and Thatcher has been re-

elected twice. Schools are being turned over to local com-

munities, and hospitals are next in line for privatization.

It is ironic that Thatcher has come to symbolize what
was once called "The American Way" while we in

America steer toward the kind of bloated socialist govern-

ment the British are glad to shed. We're abandoning self-

reliance wholesale by discouraging personal responsibi-

ty and squelching individual initiative.

Think about it. When someone is at fault in a major auto

accident, what do they do these days? They hire a lawyer.

Their lawyer goes out and finds someone, anyone, who has

deep pockets — a mechanic, a property owner, another

driver, a local township — it really doesn't matter who
Then the lawyer sues deep pockets and soaks their in-

suran<« company for everything she/he can get, not

because of any real guilt, but because Americans love to

have a scapegoat. Every defense lawyer looks for one.

I call it the politics of blame. It has caused insurance

premiums to skyrocket; qualified doctors, retailers and
truck drivers have found that insurance bills make it too

expensive to be an entrepreneur. I recently read where

a middle-aged Massachusetts doctor closed his medical

practice and opened a laundromat, not because he'd ever

faced malpractice suits, but because his insurance cost

close to a hundred grand a year.

Maybe I should call it the politics of security instead,

because that is what so many people want: government

guarantees against AIDS, poverty, ignorance, accidents,

childbirth, disappointment. Even now the Supreme Court

is preparing to review the Webster case bearing on the

"right " to an abortion. Such a "right" is just government

security against pregnancies that, more than 99 percent

of the time, are conceived during entirely voluntary sex-

ual acts.

It strikes me that abortion on demand and so many other

coveted government guarantees are just the kind of in-

surance someone would ask for if they were insecure about

selfreliance - a kind of federal safety net where, no mat-

ter how irresponsible you were, you wouldn't have to bear

the consequences.

That's immature. Maturity is about prudence and

courage, about facing the unknown and not bailing out

during difficulties. It's independence whenever possible.

I don't know that America should ape Margaret That-

cher's Britain, but the power of personal grit is univer-

sal. Embracing self-reliance is a rite of passage. Some, like

the Soviet government, have come to it only recently.

Others, like UMass students, have to decide how long

they'll put it off.

Don't put it off too long. As the British and Soviets are

proving, the longer you postpone it, the harder it is to get

weaned from the ministrations of authority figures.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

alleviating the budget crisis to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and other state col-

leges. The bad news is, it failed by a vote

of 73 yea and 78 nay. The good news is that

before we wrote those 'ZUOO plus letters and

before 700 public university students (98

from UMass) went to lobby in Boston on

March 8, there were only 16 represen-

tatives who had publicly expressed support

for the Rosenberg Amendment.
The House of Representatives State

Budget proposal is being reviewed by the

Senate. We still have a chance to amend
the budget to provide more for public

higher education by voicing our concerns

to our Senators. There will be a hearing in

Springfield on the education-related parts

of the budget on April 27 which students

will attend to testify. (Starting at 9 a.m.,

buses will leaving for Springfield Thurs-

day.) The Student Trustee's office is look-

ing for students living in the Boston area

who are willing to lobby to congress

through the summer.
Leslie J. Abbott

Member, Public Policy Committee
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Armenian vigil

continued from page 1

forth. They're putting the

flyers in their backpacks and forgetting

about them."
Since the Soviet Union took control of

Armenia in 1921, Armenians have

sought their own free and independent

nation, said sophomore John

Harutanian.

•'The purpose of the vigil is not just to

mourn the events of 1915." he said, "but

more a time to educate and inform

UMass students of the 8 million person

(Armenian! population that seeks to pro

mote its culture and its history."

Chatalbash said in 1921. when the

Soviet Union and the Ottoman Empire

were fighting lor control of Turkey.

Armenia "had the option of being con

quered by the Soviets or the Ttirks." The

Armenians decided to live under Soviet

rule, he said.

Harutanian said since the Soviets took

control, "reforms haven't been substan-

tial. In fact, it's been so slight that it's

almost been negligable
"

Chantalbash said the bitterness that

still exists between Turks and Arme

nians became apparent m last year's

battle in the streets of the small town

of Karabagh between Armenians and

Azerbaijanis.

"Two years ago no one knew where

Armenia was Now they have an idea,"

he said.
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alumni ambassadors

If you core,toke the time to listen.

t^

Are you looking for a challenging, rewardinji profession?

You'll find it. and more, while learning to help people with speech,

language and hearing disorders.

Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers

two exciting master of science programs in .Speech Language Pathology

or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the [iostr)n area) Roth

programs are accreditc<l by the American Sjjeech- language Hearing

Association.
You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in

our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include

clinical practice in many of Boston s prestigious medical institutions.

Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available.

Call (617) 437 2708, or write (Graduate School, Boston Bouve

College of Human Professions, 106 Dockser Hall. Northeastern University.

Boston, MA 02115. Because some peoples problems are worth listening to

continued from page 3

and neighbors who have sons and

daughters that are going to the Universi

ty If each (ambassador) recruits two other

people we don't know about we'll have 60.

That's how we're trying to expand," she

said.

Recruited ambassador Kevin Burke

graduated from UMass in 1982 with a

degree in economics, said he has two

reasons for joining the program.

First, I know that UMass has given me
a great deal I received a great education,

so any time I can give back to the Univer

sity a token of my appreciation I do it. Se

cond. its a way of letting the people in the

commonwealth know about our school," he

said

"Through this program we can reach out

and generate some of the pride that is evi-

dent at other schools," he said.

Burke said many people in the com-

monwealth don't realize the economic im-

pact UMass has on the state as a whole and

they need that information.

"So much of the work at UMass really

impacts on the economy," he said.

"Research at UMass benefits cranberry

farmers on the Cape."

William Rex, class of *52, put five

daughters through the University and feels

a great appreciation for his alma mater, he

said.

'The prime reason (for becoming an am-

bassador) is I'm a believer in the Univer

sity of Massachusetts, " Rex said.

harassment reports decline

continued from page 3
cedure,

which those who feel sexually harassed can

use to file a complaint without fear of

retaliation.

A majority of students, 69 percent, rank

ed fear of retaliation as the reason most

likely to discourage them from reporting

sexual harassment. More than half the

students cited embarrassment or

hopelessness about solving the problem as

discouraging factors. All three of the

reasons have increased in importance since

1983. the report concluded.
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CD PLAYER CLINIC

Mm...mSFREE!

It was Sony thai first launched the digital revo-

lution with the compact disc—and changed the wa>

the world listens to music.
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another first the first CD player chnu And >ourc
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be in our soundrcxims to evaluate \our CD player—
regardless ofbrand. You'll even get a prinioui list-
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S N ratio, frequency response, separation and

distortion.

And. . if you "re among the first 50 people at

the clinic. >ou"ll get a free test demonstration disc

so you can keep tabs on your CD plascr m vdur

own home'

Bui there's more. Your visit will also provide

an opponunity to audition the latest, extraordinan.

comfxinents from Sony, the Leader in Digital

Audio.'**

Don't miss this opportuniix I
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ARTS&LIVING
Jello and Lardx ingredients in fudge from hell
By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

"A wee bit OTT?" Yeah, I guess so. OTT.
for those that don't know means Over The
Top and I suppose that is an accurate

assessment ofThomson's behaviour of late.

Anyway, it doesn't faze me. I know the sad

truth: that he sits there in his basement,

hmmtti§mmmitl§immmi^t0m
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knees twitching, blasting the Saturday

Night Fei*r (Actually. I'm more inclined to

Cafi '/ Stop the Music Jon Ed. t soundtrack

on his 8-track. while thinking up new
slanderous bile to dump on my columns.

You can't win against a personality like

that, especially when it gets to edit your

copy. Check this out: Thomson is a com-

plete SWELL PERSON." You see? The

race is Anished before it even begins. But
enough bickering, lets just review some
records, shall we?
Today's parcel of musical wealth comes

to the Disc Junkies's ears courtesy of Peter

Lee, host of the infamous radio show Non
Sequitur Theare. Evey Monday night from
9:30 to Midnight on WMUA, he spins the
kind of music covered in this column and
much more. So if you've been wanting to

investigate some of the stuff mentioned
here but prefer to audition the material

before dispensing the hard-won greenbacks
then tune in!

First up is a collaboration that will have
Dead Kennedys fans drooling. What do you
get when you couple DKs vocalist Jello

Biafra with Alain Jourgenson, the man
behind Mininstry? Answer: Lard. No,
that's not a judgement call, that's the name
of the band.

They have released a three-song EP call

ed The Power ofLard, although one of the

songs is 32 minutes long, bringing the

package to album length Still, it sell for

less, so the bottom line is: You win.

When I first learned of this collaboration.

I was hoping for the industrial dance attack

of Ministry combined with Biafra's

politically hip vocals, but what I got was
basically another DKs record. The title

track is something special: crazed

thrashings, Biafra's witty lyrics and the

ultimate scream-along-with-Mitch chorus.

Biafra asks rhetorical questions like

"Which came first Max Headroom or

Gerald Ford?" while the band lays down
some incredible grungework. Unfortunate-

ly the other two track.s do not measure up.

*'Hellfudge" is a nice swipe at

televangelists, but that subject is really tir-

ing now. The real lo.ser is "Time to Melt":

For over half an hour you get to hear a

droning, repetitive piece of sludge. It oozes

out of your speakers as if played by a se-

cond rate blues band that has no concept

of timing, singing or when to stop. To sum
It up, DKs fans will need this reaird, hard-

core fans will want this record, ami the rest

of us might just like it.

Next up we have the second solo album
from Keith I^Blanc called Stranger than

Fiction. LeBlanc, as you may know, is the

drummer for Adrian Sherwood's industrial

funk band Tackhead. Although this par-

ticular record does not bear the Tackhead
label, there's little reason for it not to. as

it features all the members of that band at

various points.

I'he recipe here is simple: take LeBlanc's

powerful rhythms, add lots of seriously

funky guitar and bass to taste and serve

LOUD. There's a lot of atm<»phere in here

as well. The ambient piece "Men in Cap-
sules" reminds me a lot of the film Blade
Runner. The music swirls and dives while

a bass voice recites some cyberpunk lyrics,

and just as you are getting seduced by the

synths, it suddenly moves into the next

song, a blistering funk number called

•Dream World"

I really like this album a hell ofa lot It's

inventive, with thoughtful, rather than

gratuitous use of the found vocal pieces.

First rate musicianship and interesting

production doesn't hurt either. It's got a
sense of integrated style that most bands
can only dream about. One of my faves of

the year, so far.

Plastic People show a universal approach toward thrash
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

Plastic People of the Universe

Iron Horse
Sunday. April 23

They were billed as "the most important show this

year" And on Sunday night. Czechoslavakian band

Plastic People of the Universe proved that they were at

least one of the best shows this year at the Iron Horse.

The political, progressive band was arrested in Prague,

Czechoslavakia in 1968 for disturbing the peace during

one of their shows. They have been in exile from their

native land ever since. The postponement of this tour due

to state police harassment, and the fact that this was their

only New England appearance only added to the interest

in this band. But could they live up to the hype?

The answer is a definitive yes. Through their twelve

song set, including two encores (the second of which was

unplanned* the seven member band proved that they could

rock with the best hardcore bands that America has to

offer. Led by Karel Jancak's scorching lead guitar, the

band kept the sold out crowd ofyoung and old completely

satisfied.

Beautiful lead singer Michaels Nemcova. although six

months pregnant with twins, was nothing short of incredi-

ble Dressed in black overalls and a black jacket, the in-

tense Czech, who sounds like a cross between Kristen

Hersh of Throwing Muses and Kate Bush, hit every note

in the entire musical scale. Her eyes were more often clos-

ed than open and her hands were either tightly gripping

the mike stand or shoved deep within her jacket pockeUs

She oaen turned her back to the crowd or simply walked

offstage when .she wasn't singing But her genuine smile

and occasional "Thank you very much " made it easy for

the crowd to connect with her.

Bass player, and one of the three original members.

Milan Hlavsa, occasionally shared in lead vocals With

his sunglasses. Billy Idol sneer, and loud gum chewing,

he was obviously the personality of the band. His harsh,

angry voice brought back memories of Iggy Pop in his

prime.

The songs ranged from driving hardcore to the haun-

ting, chantlikc sound of "Song for Nico." Even though

none of the songs were in English, the energy and inten

sity of the band led the crowd to iU feet after the first en

core to demand a second one.

Plastic People is a band that, because of their political

reputation, would have pleased the crowd just by show-

ing up. But they played their hearts out anyway.
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When it comes to part-time work, nobody offers
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You can start with UPS this week, and have an
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Sematary buries itself in a shallow grave
By DOUG MIDDLETON
Collegian Correspondent

Pet Sematary is the first film based on one of horror

master Stephen Kings' novels that King himself wrote

the screenplay for. Sounds promising, eh? Well I can recall

the same optimism in the back of my naive mind when
King helmed directonal chores for his self admitted moron
movie' Maximum Overdrive . The results are of a similar

caliber to that "truck goes amock" turkey

FILM review"
For years film makers have blown the chance to adapt

succesful films from King's novels. A talented director

such as Brian De Palma and his 1976 version of Carrie,

or a standout performance by Christopher Walken in The

Dead Zone, have provided some of the exceptions. All of

Kings' novels have the potential for an excellent scare

flick but most such as Cujo and now. Pet Sematary have

more bark than bite.

Pet Sematary concerns a family moving into a house m

Maine with a winding path leading to a pet cemetry in

their own backyard. Miles behind the graves of canines

and kitties of yesteryear lies an Indian burial ground
where animals, when buried, come back from the dead.

When the nauseatingly cute daughter of the family loses

her cat to a mac truck, the father of the family uses the

grounds to revive the feline. Soon this feat is used for other

purposes - reviving dead humans- and things go awry.

Director Mary Lambert .with past cinematic disaster-

piece Siesta and a number of Maddonna videos to her

discredit, ruiins one of Kings most effective tales, refus-

ing to make the film believable or. worst of all, scary.

One of the worst elements of the film is the descent in-

to insanity of the central character, the father, played with

all the zest of plain yogurt by Dale Midkiff. I had a similar

problem with Jack Nicholson's interpretation of hotel

caretaker Jack Torrance in Kubrick's The Shining. In

King's novel. Torrance is an ordinary guy turned into a

creep. In Kubrick's film he is a creep from scene one. In

Pet Semaetary Midkiff is agreeable enough, but like

Nicholson his character does not go through any drastic

personality changes. Whe the dead start to arise, his reac-

tions are laughably out of context with his portrayal.

The rest of the cast are similarly bland. Only Fred

Gwynne leaves much of an impression as the odd
neighbor, but it's not his performance that is so great, it's

just that, well, he's Fred Gwynne.
Lambert filmed the tale in King's home state of Maine

but she does not create the atmosphere that is so essen-

tial to a King story (the recent Dead Calm uses its en-

vironment to much greater effect.) And as with Cujo, a

lot of sub-plots are needlessly kept from the novel. Pet

Sematary leaves these intact via some ridiculous

flashbacks. Remember Griffin Dunne as the talking cor-

pse in American Werewolf in London - well this film has

one too, and the results are unintentionally humorous.
The final father-son showdown is admittedlly tense, but

this is the only nail-biting section in a film otherwise

devoid ofsuspense. I realize the book is usually better than

its filmed version, but this trend of King movie clinkers

has gone on too long even if all the prints of Pet Sematary
were buried in the movie's Indian burial grounds, it would

not do any good: Nothing could bring this dog back to life,

realize the book is usually better than its filmed version,

but this trend of King movie clinkers has gone on for too

long. Even iif all the prints of Pet Sematary were buried

in the Indian burial grounds in this film, it would not do

any good: nothing could bring this dog back to life

I
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^iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiui

FOOD GIVE A-WAYS
Mon Ntght IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9 1?

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Plalier-^ 9 12

J

Sunday Night I OC Pofalo Shins 9 12

The U niversity present
Players

I
ifNTIfCTAIN/HICN

^

A Musica Extravaaanza

a tribute to the f\Qf\ musicals of the "^O's & 40's
April 25. 26. 26—6 p.m.

bovker Auditorium — S5.00/$3.00 with I.D.

Tickets available at FAC &o\ Offur and at dtM>i

Rent from Hertz Penske
and be a Road Scholar

10% OFF
WIlMfl VOU ItfttftMlt Jti^J'rfMm^ COIlDOn^vv^^vw wws pn^Pi^^m* ^^s^n^^wv* ^n^wiy^v^va

t Sfiv aiftliortxMl llaiti PmibIm loeallML

S0% coupon tor addMofml dta^h.

The best way to move your possessions home is to move-rt-yourself in a clean, smooth running

Hertz Pentka truck. Load everything you have and you will probably have room for one or two

friends with ttwir possessions to share the cost. No matter what size truck you use. you II get the

one ihat s just right for you Plus you'll get the Hertz Penska promise of:

• Low Rates

• Rent II Here - Leave It Here

• 24 Hr Emergency
Road Service

• Easy to Drive Trucks

/iertz
RENSKE

• Packing Materials Available

• Air-Conditioned Trucks Featured

• Many Trucks with Auto
Trans , and Loading Ramps

• Unlimited Mileage on Qne-Way Rentals

THE WINNING TEAM:

HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU
I

lUM
Hertz 110% discount]

Northampton 586-8391
{

Chlcopee 594-5186 i

I
CZSSI COUPON I

I

I

I
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hamp^hire Mall

Hadley

."''. '^liml'^ • •
'

ision
owcase.

36 State St.

Shelburne falls

liiiiiiiM
•:--;a

Buy one pair of prescription

eyeglasses at our regular

price and get the second pair

of the same prescription

from our special selection...

absolutely FREE.

Choose from hundreds of high

quality frames in all of the latest

styles, colors, shapes and sizes.

Eye exams on premises by Or.

Robert E. Delaney, Independent
• Doctorof Optometry 584-6888

(Hampshire Mall) • 625-2370
(Shelburne rails)

Offer precludes previous discounts and expires May 27, 1989.

WITH THIS coupon

i FREE f^l^ EYEGLASSES i

(WITH PURCHASE Or A COMPLCTt PAIR)

Buy one pair of glasses at our regular price and get the second pair of the

same prescription from our special selection, AfiSOUJULY nUB

Includes first quality frames and single vision, clear, uncoated, 1st and 2nd

division lenses. Offer precludes previous discounts.

Hampshire nail

(aatus from K-nart)

Hadley

5848324
• Coupon expires May 27 1989

36 Stalest

(aear Bridge ofFJowen)

Shelburne Tails

6259898

'.iMnMtn Iff(re uta mtf^tifr rru'^Yi .
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 9

• <• CwaMM ><r

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

"I am womaa* I am proud/'

- Theresa Liedtka

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trud© Michel Jalle

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
TURN \axjHD.' Ht WRtoT
^0B8ES.' STQpmCCMJ'

V£ CANT TURN

ACREADI.

90T
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

yOtfUt NOT
ACOPTING
T>eAcaxjmf

I
MiK^. BeiUMB

I
KNOUI

BUT IM FACBP
iurrNAkU<JOH.
kKJRAL PllSMMA
HCK.. MAKCIA...

IFI PO THIS CAM-
PMN.l'MANACOOM-
Piice^TomaJNeA
PftUS THAT OA/^IS
OVBH 300,000 LiVf-S

AYBAR!

ONTmOTH^
HANPMeinAuy
NEePANttU
*'****/*^- IV 60
^^5»v^ tUlTHTHt
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CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

q05H, IT SURE
DARK IN THIS
SHANTY

!

we

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

(Morc^ 21-Aprtl W) Vou

find It easier lo oet aiorg wim
others tcx3av Wina up current pro-

jects JO vou coo launch a new verv

Use Research * anexcelertt rwest

rhent of t»T>e Make Ji^nmef trovei

pwns

TAUMIt (Apri 20-May 20) Oet

ana exercise oecorr^ critical tor

gooa health vou wid have no trou-

Ue occumuWtng extra rrKX»v

ovef the next few weeks if you put

vou shoukjer to tt» wheel ignofe

OotToctorw

MMHM (MOV 21-Juv 20> Guard

against friends who moy be taking

advantage of your good natijre A
fir<xx:ial pton begns to work n you
favor now Career octivities are m
the spotlight Showcase you'

special talents

CANCM (June 21-Juiy 22) Vou

good sense and appreciation of

beouty help you make a profltcoie

business deal Trdvehng on short

notce gives your spirits a boost A

re«ations^i*3 improves after a pnone

call Be affectionate

IIO (July 23-AuQ 22) Vour en-

tfxjswsm may exceed whdt is possi

bie Bock off a bit and take a se

cond look at o project Be sure yoo

con afford the risks involved Get

out and about ttvs evening

VIMO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Make

inaut'ies and set appointments

before heading for the airport Cor-

rect a tendency to make excuses

Honesty is trie best policy txith at

home and at work. Give credit

wt«re it is due

(,iept /j-v.x:t 22) Do
nottw>o at work that could lead to

problems wtth the boss Moke sue
you' every action is above
reproach vou need to get o fresh

perspective or a rekjtonship Corv

sut on expert

SCOimO (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Moderatx^n ts ttie key to good
health Let partner know how
deeply vou feei about you reia-

tKxuhp New business contacts

move you career forward Job op-

portunities abouna Consiaer every

reasonable offer

SA«ITTAnM (Nov 22-Oec 21)

The emphasis toooy is on wKhfU
thinking A certain amount of

doydreaming « fine Cortceotrate

on pksces rather ttxjn on people

Partner heps you find the right wdy
to finance a specxal proiect

CANICOtN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Underneath your brovodo coufcl

Kjrk a feeing of insecuity Vou

shoUd fx3ve no doubts about you
abilities Vou have greater spiritual

strength tfxjn rrost people Draw on

If

AaUAMUS (Jon 20-Feb 18)

Business will produce mixed results

Make the best of a sensitive sutia-

tion Jealousy of a peer or authori-

ty tigue coUd affect you abikty to

move forward

nSCiS (Feb l9-Morch 20) Try

rvDT to riave anythmg to ao with a
couple of gossips Creotivifv is your

best route to success Chiid-rekjted

activities are favored Postpone

signing legal papers unt« more infor-

mation IS available

MENU
LUNCH

Broccoli and cheese boboli

Hamburg on a roll

BASICS LUNCH
OatDurgers

Broccoli and cheese boboli

DINNER

Breaded scallops

Roast lamb

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo cheese loaf

Breaded scallops
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Y(m college degree

has already started

topay off.

College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back

on any of these new Ford cars and trucks.

Your New England Ford Dealers think \'ou should be rewarded for

those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than \ou care

to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for

college grads to buv a new Ford car or truck.

We'll give you pre-approved credit and S400 cash back to be

used as a downpa\ment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks

featured below. Other purchase mcenti\es may also be available.

But vou must take deliver)- by Dec. 31.

To quality, you must earn a bachelor's degree from a four-year

college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,

betweenOct. 1, 1988and]an. 1. 1990.

Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value

of an education.

See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more

information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.

Ll

Softball
continued from page 12

The second game was tight through
seven, as UMass clung to a 1-0 lead behind
starter Chris Wanner. The Minutewomen
opened up a 4-0 lead in the top of the final

frame, when Miller tripled and scored on

an errant throw. Meehan and Collins

followed with singles, setting the stage for

a two-RBI double for Wanner.

baseball
continued from page 12

lege [in an 11-3 loss]," Stone said.

"Hopefully, he'll get in a groove. We
need a good mid-week pitching perfor-

mance."
But most of all, UMass will need hit-

ting. The leading hitter, Brian Donovan,

has been plagued with wrist and back

injuries. And among the regular

starters, only two, outfielder Drew Sec-

cafico and first baseman Drew Comeau,
are hitting over .300.

Seccafico is at .358 and leads the team
in hits with 39. Comeau is hitting .306

and is tied for the team lead in home
runs with five. Seccafico and Comeau
lead the team with 28 runs batted in

each.

COLLEGIAN 11

U women's tennis
continued from page 12

ed together and gave 100 percent."

Yesterday's weary losers included no.l

Foley 6 1,6-0, no.2 Girasella 6-0,6-1, no.3

Kere Eddy and no.6 Allison Agnew 6-1,6-2.

Umass will try to salvage a .500 record

record when they visit Dartmouth in their

season finale next Wednesday.

Acnvmu
LANGUAGE SUITES - Qarman Jutwrnu
Spanish II s not loo laM lo hv« m Browm
HOUM StMlM tor Fat MmM*' Can S^2M?
lor tntormaiion

Stupid
Fmanoa liin—imant Oub Party

April 2S<h « ChangM
tm caah prtM

T« sign up act. cai M6-96M

KASTtm NOM VOUn H your* <n-

tarama w worteno fcunty tor »» Aprt 30

cw^.imna UPC mmtmq Tuaa • 30

harfiwfBiT>iiiiiim am^i^-
tiamnanTa tonoM al tpm m ao«iiar

AudMorium 16. Kl tM>. aMMMa al FAC
and door

UMMMTAtkWOMOOaJUaUoritWM
»«pm Campu* C«nlar Choc* darfy

acMaduia bagMnar* •ateomo P«M or Miko

SATF FUMOniO OUWt/nNAMMAl
POUCIES now avuabia to RSO» .niaraalad

n SGA fur«)ir«g Pcti on* up in 420 SU Pro-

poaalt duo no lator than May l7Spm

UK MemNQ TOOAV %M EanMood*
Oon'l lorgal ipnng concart< Joan ua or Ml
lor sua. coma atorh with ua! Ha hm'

SENATOA EOWAM) M.
Thura al 7 00pm m SUB
Oamocraia Oon'i miaa *

on
byUniv

MCAOMO FOM EUnOK TIM I

(or any bma?) Jet ther* lor no mora mtn
|1M Mpi AiRHITCHIrt aa raportad m Con
Mimar Aapon* NY timas Lars Go N»m
day Good Houtahaapng and national nat

oorti mommg ahonirt For dotads. caM

21 7464-2000 or mif AlRHITCH. 2901

Broadway. Suaa lOOA nv nv 10026

ATTemOM; MX UMASS STuoeirt

SUaSCM^TIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
araava^abla Kaap your inondi and paranta

mlormad alxiui what » gomg on at UMas*
Wa can aand a aknoat anyvihara For mora
irtlomiallon coma down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pua Canlar or Cal 64S-3600

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJONS

MP MC CALCULATOR tSOOO raoularty

STO 00 Caa Paia al 6«SS«

AUTO FOn SALE

•S CNtVCTTE OOOO CONOmON mual
aal 1 700 BO S4»&S35 Blua Radio (AM FM)

7i BMCK WAGON took miias aacaNant
runnrng condNton S800 or BO can 2S6- 11 87

1M3 DATSUN SIOHatchbach Maw Brakes

Naw Ignition lock and slanar ntm timing

ban automatic tranamisawn $1300 00 or

baal oflar Can Bruca al 549-S324 Batwaan
5PM and 11PM

1Me~^VM0UfH OiMtf.' SPEED
SUNROOF. TAPEOECK, OVERDRIVE
Wall mainuinad SSSWBO 1 773-»45S

ItnMBtCEOES ZM> tuRy aqwpt nHMM sal

chaap can 323~«2S6

1662 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK.
automaK many naw pans StSOO ck B O
S84-S13S evM

76 SAAB AM/FM/CAS. naw Ironi

lires/tyakas. plus othar work dona Dave
549-7938

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reliaWe V8
AMFM slereo 425 Call 549 2606

AUTO FOR SALE~19eO HONDA Accord

S200 Gary 6-8641

COTTAGE AVAILABLE IN

CAPE COO

RENT COTTAGE IN FALMOUTH
HEIGHTS up 10 3 females for only $2500
from Memorial Day to Labor Day CaN
508^788-1367

DONNA FUHRMAN

IXL MAKE THTS SHORT AND SWEET:
Vou ve come to mean so much lo me in the

past year and a half I guess us Forest Hills

girls have to stick together Look al all the

damage we do' Happy Birthday Love.

Michal

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-biSC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

lockeys, lights and large scraan vidao

dances 256-8526

FOR RENT

CONOO TWO BEDROOM. End unit,

available July on bus route. $600$. call

1-593-6183 leave message, please

BEDROOM IN 4 BEDROOM spacious, fur

nished new house quiet location 10 minutes

Irom campus $219 a month plus utilities

avaiable 6/1 summer discount Available

female nonsmoKer call Rhonda 256-6613

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1 2 bdrm Squire

Village apt 665-8959

BRANDVWINE 1 BDRM. Take over our

lease 6/1 Sunset view Call Kristin or

Michelle 549-5669

2 BDRM HALF HOUSE loTrem Skyiighl

woodstove private parking 10 mins lo cam-

pus bus route call 665-7468

HUGE 2 BEDROOM 2 bath apt avail 6/1.

w/lall option On bus route 10 min Irom cam-

pus 665-3483

CLASSIFIEDS
TOWNEHOUSE IN SOUTHWOOO Apis
Starling 6 1 with Kali Oplon CaN 256-4903

4 BEDROOM APARTMCNTSwiaa ViMaga
Summer laasa with Fan Optton 263-2375

THREE BCOfWOMS INHouaa. North
Amharal 177 50>/month each 54»«232

HAOLEV- GRADUATES. NON-
8MOKBI:lwo tpacMua lum«hadAjnlumia-
ad badrooma ahara apartinatw, 10 mmuM
dnva $400* 5664203

TAKE OVER OURLaaaa in Brandywma
June ISI 5490951

SUSLET/FALLOptien iMrm
Squira ViNaffa ifit on bua IH Rani
naaoiiabia Can Qaoit or Avon 666^7904

TWO DOUBLE ROOMSLarga 140p/p
mMium I25p/p non-smoaar* plaaaa
avadaWa 6/1 i2 mna by bus avary 10
imnmaa Ca« ASAP anytima atS »31

LAMOE TWO BEOROOMCondo^wo or

ihraa paopla fuwy aquippad Kitchan. Laun
dry lacdWaa Cat 263-»23

avaHaMa Juna 1 w«h Fat opaen rara nag
546'4037

TAKE OVER 2 BORM Brwatywaw apt
begin 6/1 549^8296

2 BEDROOM ATT M COLONUM. yiLLAGC
avaMabto Juna Isl »43S/mo Can 2564467
on bus rouM

AMMERST CENTER, beautiful apt 12-3
bedrooms w/
neg 253 235
bedrooms w/oarage avad May 26 rani

356

APARTMENT ON MAM ST >27S 00 mon-
thly on bua lauw Ma Oa«a 296'iS68 aliar

tOpm

TAKE OVER LEASE ON tour bedroom
aparlmanl slartirtg June 1 with taR opton
Call256-12S6

S1MSS VMJJUX 4 bdrma Mt
mar. tan optional 253-29SA

iMrawtUW'

ROOMS
CLOSE
TO

talJUNE
$235 MONTH PLUS ELK.
549-13S6

TAKE OVER LEASE 2 bdrm Southwood
apt call 253-9552 laava massage

TWO BEDROOM SOUTHWOOO AP'r
AVAILABLE 6/1 rent negot Can 253-9197

TAKE OVER OUR SoiAhwood Ti

Juna 1 . 253-2320

PUFFTON^VILLACE DOUBLE ROOM
lease avataMa June 1 Cioaa to bus 6 laun-

dry $2es/monlh Inctodas gat. haal. 6 rtoi

water CaM 54S4640

suNOERLANo'niiii bus servk:e to

UMaaa and thopptng araaa Secure an
apartmant for Auguat and racaiva Auauat
rant (raa For mora datailB cal 66S-JiS6

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE Marltng 6/1 I

apartmant naar campua lor lour C
2Sfr«S04

FOR SALE

ONE PAIR OFBose 601 Stereo speakers
$550 or B/O For inio call 6-7625 Please

leave message

PEAVEY CLASSIC AMP 80 WattlHahl
spkrs Reverb Phaser SS pre amp Tuba
post NigrVkMr gain Foo) switch RaaKy kxid

Call Adam 546-5743 Laava manage
250 00 Firm

MODEM- 1200 BAUOE«1emal Works w/
any ctone New Jack 5-4762

CASIO HZ600 KEYBOARD lor sale $375
or best offer call 549-2834

MACINTOSH PLUS WITH LOTS OF
STUFF CALL 549 4135

NAUTILUS EQUIPMENT, bicapa, lMpA>ack

machinas S2S0 tor both 564-5136 avaa.

FOUND

AN AMCLE BRACELET, near Boydan
Gym Monday 4/10 Call Karen to deacribe.

546 7482

OMXm WANTED

UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION OR
GROUP lo work a Fall 1969 National

Marketing Promotion Gain valuable ex-

perience working tor a lop Fortune 500 firm

while earning great pay & bonuses CaN
Pelra/Eileen 800-592-2121

GUITAR

IBANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUITAR
- with gorilla portable amp please call Tom
253-3470

HELP WANTED

MARATHI SPEAKER WANTEOTlo occa

sionally help translate lor adopted chiW Irom

Pune. payment avaiable, call Bob Brooks
549-0520. 9-3pm weekdays

TEMP OR ANYPart time or lull time help

needed in an alternative high school for

emotionally troubled adolescents Position

to start ASAP Call Debbie al 253-9270 -

days or 665 8842 eves

CAPE COO CAMP COUSNELORS The
Cape Cod Association ol Children's Camps
IS represented by 17 resident and day

camps, all offering rewarding summer
employment opportunities lo male and
lemale applicants For individual camp m
formation and brochure call (508) 255-0377

or write CCACC. Camp Namequoit. Box
306A. Orleans. Ma. 02653

HOMECLlANMa • TMa a«ar leb«
riouaa in Amharal SlQAw 1 day
weak Stan Mid-May or Fal Ca*

SUMMER HELP: Expariancad paraon to

provida chadc«a tor dakghMU 9 monVi old.

N Amharal/Sundartand Un». bua rouia
iai5 houraNMaa Haattla 5464474

TALKIN- BOUT A RCVOLUTKW '

'Aenyiala 6 Siudanisi Educate t campaign
*lor SANE/FREEZE, iha oldaat 7 largaat*

'omana lobby tor dwarntamam. no aid to*
' El Satvader. South AInea Sanctiona

'

* Worii tor a |uat wertd HI a |u« went *

SAMInV ho CongrMutaUona tor accap^
lanca to the PhD program at WPI You're
Iha bate Paddy

RAMISN SMGS FOR MANUA: All I want
to do •- Eal comDakaa with you' on your

brrthday Falu navidad' ((XX>PS'I

AMYII OH NOtt Vou re daAnaMyiaBPii now-
dalmaialy' Datmalaly no ptoblawi with Ilia

ABC minaiiH not

AMVWONCN*
Happy 21 Si bHthday" Have a
we lova ya" Jon. Jaan. Janai. Carolyn
Karyn

$180-300 wtt 2S6-14IS

TNK
Id habraw toachara < oaf

paaaatna For Fal 1966 CalS4»<»23'
Applicahon

HOBTCiS TO WORK LUNCHES and d»
nar thilia Wiiaanda a ptus Ca* batwaan

2-4 ask tor Tim Joan or Claudu 566- 6313

I HjEL»: CAFE OICARLO a now
accapang applcaliuna tor and ot lamaaiar
awiptoymani Al poaMona avadabto Apply

FONeON AREA SRCCIAUSTStf SawarM
muNi-naltortal corporationa ajrranPy laak-
ing mid-caraar toraign graduate

on tcmnuhc. aconomtc. and poMical
davatopmania m ttiarr homa oouninaa For

mtocMI 14004aB-2SaS Eat 516 or tarid

covar laoarfraauma to toiamabonal ini^at-

mani Anatyaa Group 40 WMI Sitaal. Suda
2124 Naw York NV 10006

wanted' reliable. ENERGETIC
babyamar tor my 2 boy* 6 and 2 yrs m
Lanaralt 6 mi from campua hta Haa mm al-

noonUndaay 546-9466

I ACTKM help

ptaaarva andangatad apacwa. reduce Mi-
le waaiaa and itop itia arm* race Salary.

biiialM. irawai and adirancamam FuVpatt
tana 2-l0pm C«l 256-1436 B* Shannon
Apply now tor tha Mimmaft

I LOVE YOU

I CAMT HUCVI WMATt baan happen
a«l ANar •«« hal IMk wIPi my iMhar. 1 hope
you now can wndaraland what I've baan try-

ng to aaplan to you tor Iha paal tn rnonih*

I'm tony ihalyouhadtorindoutNkalhal
I Iowa you *o much - a«atw« flovar changa

LOBT

GOLD DOME RMG 4/9 m hbrary (i thmk)
if lound please caH 546-8347

: Thuraday evarwig m Slave * loa

Craam arraa. half frames, dark gray N

found, contact Adam at 5494452.

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CL460. 1971 Orwiga and Mack
awesome Drsi bike'" $400 or bad ollar Cal
Robal54»0»3

MOVING?

OUesnONS about your toaaaMom-
ty daposn deductions'' Quaahon* about
suMatting/assigning leasaa? Ouaations
about ttie conditions of your naw house or

apartment^ Contact the Legal Sarvtces

Caniai. 922 Campus Center, S45-1995

PAM MADKMN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO PAM with Iha nice

tan You are a good kid excafM wtien you
riciousiy create the pinaappto head Wow
you are 21 (like it makes a dlffaranca) Love
Alyaaa. Cheswick. Kalie. Branna. Calhi.

Mary. Linda. Amy and MichaWa

ORRORTUNITV

MOBIL ICECREAM Shop-Scoop ica craam
and iro^en yogurt, sell novettia* and soda
Lease me truck Call Bart's for details

413-774-7438

PERSONALS

DONNA FUHRMAN
Happy tiirthday from your Siatars

Pledges
and

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DONNAI*
I hope vou have an AMAZING b-day
(especially wince I'll be spending it with

you'l I love ya'" Luv. Stephanie

DONNA — Happy birthday baby' Hope ya
have a great one' I love you" Luv. Felice

MARC - (IDDY) Do you know how much
we love you? • Love always your favorite

AX*. P.S. I have a really good (oke for

you!

CATHY - I'm so pysched that you are my
imia ststar - gel pysched for some amazing
times at AXO- Love always, Paige

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BETH A JEAN From
your prehistoric suite.

KATHY VOGEL I hope you're reading the
paper today because there's a personal in

here lor you' Congratulations' Pat

HEATHER GIRARD
HOPE YOU HAVE A SPECIAL 20th

BIRTHDAY
REMEMBER I LOVE YOU DEARLY

KEEP TODAY OPEN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

LOVE, BRIAN.

SUE COLLYEH - Happy^latTNo mora
hassles Love. Betsy .

NAP^MRTMOAV
blaha to«a. Holy iiioo

No

-TNC COLOR PUNPtr'; Brawn a»ad
brunana You fmanad 4 Thuraday m^m
man Itoor tttrary Had Houaa ol Bou^
and aanda i would towa to aaa again In-

la ratlad? Guy m graan

GLUEY DISMsaaMiu Thwal^^ Tana
out luke boi B E &n mayba youl aaa
m*

TO THE SEXY OUV >i 1 1 2 panaraon I lava

Iha Nowar and avarylhing eiaa Were
rMMMy aiara, I aww wa'ra gong to make r

«BV. PBHALE SOCCER PLAVW. wear
MgMdMalFrwikkn Thursnaghl Vouhave
Iha bat legs' Oibbs in Wheetor

WMOOWSMOPPERS. SHOP FRANKLMi
On Tuaa or Thuraday* 4 30-5 » Youmghl
piCk up Mww h#knx -wvwt ofot

SECRET ADMMER. There are probably

many Bath Ws al Totman I m one What
do I taoa Wia7 -Poaatii ma one

AllinOW POTOMAT SHORMRS: EM*
haa laA Iha budding thanfc you and happy

a graai t9th. Mika' Lova
ItnRai

BETH W. - Happy baihday» Too bad
about tanm* na«t Mna try a dmarant warm
up maand' You can gat your praaani m 510

Oickmaonm' -Pat* (Hawy)

debwe'^jeff from braintrees
brother Maia raapono aitd laava number

CASTMO CMEW of TNATS ENTER-
TABBMNT1 Braaa a teg andremambar
Ihar* no buaina** Ma SHOW BUSINESS'
Bath. BoTMMa and Elan

DR DOE AMD THE TMM HAN - Foigal

Stnrta I am tha real gypay goddess - Dnra

MARUA USE Hl«py 21M^ You>a~iw
greales' Love Nummy

DOMINIQUE I appraciata al the hard work

you do you re alway* on top ol things >

couldn't do it without you Joarvte

SmLA T^ilARk - KYLE - STEVE -
LAURA You ara al aw*lomi mdividuala'

NAPrv BIRTHCMV - to Iha baoMt
WuMamakar m the bminaa* achoal Wa
lova you anyway Lova. Chaawick. Pam.
CaPM. Branna. Mvy, Lmda. Amy. Michali.
Alyaaa. iha boy* next door, tha boys

downstairs the boy* Eaat ol Boalon. An-

drew Dice Clay the Accounting Oapatl-

meni Todd through the year*, and Iha alall

ol the Hawaiian Inn

LOST ORQAMC CHEM BOOK 4/10 M
ORG Cal Yolanda 549-1936

tioe REWARD
Student* aaak n take over your lease m
June or Saptambar tor your tour-ltva

bedroom house plaaaa cal Dan 546-6457

or Mitch 546-9060

OKU KARRAS Happy Birthday (yesterday)

Sorry it s lale but we love you anyway tove

Kel, Jen and Cyn

MY SECRET ADMIRER 11* Ok. you can
make it up 10 me Baan P.

SHAWN niOM EXSa 1 30wave slarad at

each other lor waak* Why not make a

mova?

JULES-
Happy Btrthday* Wlahmg you many mora
dacaoa* wid many many more night* like

Sunday mghl
I lova you-

WANTED: 2 females or males nonsmokers

to share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywme lo

r next year. CaM Bob 549-5922 or Jeff

546-7442

SENIORS!!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!!

•JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAKW
• Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses calling •

other UMass seniors
' Apply at trie Memorial Hall Basement '

or call 545-3509
APPLY TOOAYII

••••••••••d aaap«a«a«**6a

ROOMMATES WANTED

WE'RE LOOKING FOR ONE FEMALE to

share a room m Brandywine starting 6/1 call

549-6150

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES 'fO live in Brit

tany Manor next year Only S1 40 each! Call

Julie/JEssica - 253-2394

SINGLE AVAILABLE Butterlield Terrace

30 seconds lo campus Two full baths

washer, dryer 549-6981/5494166

WANTED: one female, nonsmoker lor

lownehouse apt Call Marianne al 546-8055

leave message

BRANDYWINE 1 lemale nonsmoker
ed starting June 1 call 549-5167

FEMALE WANTED TOto share double
room m Large Townehouse apartmenl for

fall 549-1449

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE TOshare~roo(t7rn

Brittany Manor 10 mons lease nice apt Call

Bonnie 256-8987 leave message

EDITOR: CHANGE THATB* avarap* to an
Al Eliminate grammatical error* aiMl

Mcangthan your papers $1 00 par page
Ma4 Sarvica or dahvary available 5964166

COLONIAL VILLAOE I ONM Start 6/1

W/Option to laaaa naar bua Mop 6440 cal
2564967

2 SMOU BORMS in larmhouaa on
buaroula Ciraat Summar location IBOnno
mclueiva 253-9047

RANDVWINE MR RENT

PUrrON VtLLAM StMLKTOeuMa Rm
avMMbto J««ia tat Fuiy lumiahad ca*
S4B4063

WIEMRRCNT nagoiMbia
oBariaiuaadSaB-TBAciim

MAU NOOMATI WAMT8»- Fun loving

liiil iaa(Miiia<ila line allti ma inrtl iin^t-
in Squira VRaga Sunderland On bu* route

$i40^mo plu* uM Dan 546^5286

LOOKMO FOR FKHALU •nianwad'in
ranimg a houaa down Pw Capa Cal
54»3?»7

HOUSCMATE(S) WANTED TO SHARE
Madlay homa on Farm pond, woodhaal.
own room and batti Prater grad* Rant
negotiabto 5B4-5136 avaa

LARGE SMQU Bl PUrrTOM.

Nt PUPFTON S MM bom
Tannt*. Air 549-1471

LAMC. SUNNY ROOM FOR RmTM
Amharal PoaaMa lal option WMMg la

make a deal* Cal Joe 2SB4643

' BnRwty Chaw Ed 2S»4a00

fmoomWmimli
Paaiam 15 mma to UMaaa tiOO Ndi
545-0780 256-133*

puFFToit ONiSMrAi^ mm tm a.

some furn, laM nagol Cal 94B-7TM

ROOM TO SUaLET FOR SIMMER
BaauMX houaa InNorVi AmharsttlTVmo
up to Piraa rooma may ba open tar Fal
S464916

6/1 549-1476
ergradp>al Avadabto RBIT FOR SUMMER A t

*aoPy on bua muto Vanr*
Cal soon' 5464866

WANTV: iwo tarnMa. nonamplung reom^
maiaa to ahara a douMa in Toananowaa
For further mto Cal 549-M2S

•EONOOM Nt 3 iCOliOOM »«6USE
waahar dryar, woodwova 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 mmuw wall to UMaa* cal
2534707 $195/rnonlh

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED lor

Southwood 4pi starting 6^1 can 256-8746

PUPFTOM ONE
nagM CH S49-77B2 Soon

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAND CARDS

TWO tEMIQUgT NOM SMOIUHO FUN
women tooking tor two tai0i looma in cool

houia pratarabiy m AMhatat tor FMi plaaaa

cal Knatm $46-9614 leave ma»*aga
Th«**

THREE OUVS LOOIUItQ TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL Of 69 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 5464405 or 5464400
Leave I

LOOKMO FOR HNIH ENERQV
Sludents to work m free torm hgl em-
Irapreneurial atmoaphare SUNS—LASH
FAMOUS BRAND CARDS naada sMa* 6
dakvory paopto to dalrvar hoi naw graaang
cards promoliona to local Nora* laavar** lar-

*ion*, earn
140fr446-S667
1413-6364963

up lo SOKplua/yr

TAMI OVER OUR LEASe

SWNt VBXAOE APT
isi4bdn«. onltabus
CMI2S»«1»

June
intaraalad''

LM«0UlBTlCt. wartwd Siaidar m. tuy
you a bear? Ca« S49-1690 Qaofta

ROOM WANTED

UltlOUE MAU - took tor smoM
prefers house (Fal) Cal Joe 546-9405

thaml

tft td ir. LouHirMM
roundtnp cal Axe 253-2964

I Bt eUNOPE aom $9S9 each way
on dMOOuniad achaduled airkna* to Europe

, CMi (soo) y^*???

HOUSE CLEANING OR OFFICE CLEAN-
ING. Raaaonabto rata*, cal April al

323-4213

COTTAGE IN CAPE COO AVAIABLE -
Falnouth Haunts tor up to 3 i«mala« From
Memorial Day lo Labor Day tor only $2600
Call 506-766-1367

2 BEDROOM APT central Northampton
modem co/y 586-2307 Fal Opton pals'

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNE 1 1

caH for info 665 4740

TAKE OVER LEASE FOR 1 bedroom
presidenual apt with laM option CaN
263-2616.

FAST. laiEXPENSIVE TYPING . CLL Mary
« 6444736

pvMiHn0OMy
ttS cal Rick 5 0O4 00

•FAST. MEXPENSIVE TvPiMS. Cal ktary

at 54B4725

"WORDSMITH' professional typing
Resumes papers and more Lasarpnniing
with spalcheck 253-4564

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, orvanvui.il
tordatM grammar raniewed. depandaMe
564 7924 Nancy

••*••••••••

VINEYARD HAVEN

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET: closer than walking d<9tanca to

campus $190 month sort of furnished No
fall opton Can Sam 549-3536

SPAOOUS TWO RM STUDK) ctoaato

UMass - rent neg CM 549-7222 aflar 7pm

SWISS VILLAGE Three bedrooms
avaiable Rent negotiable Females only

253-5249

THREE BEDROOMS (one w/laH ofMon) in

furnished apt Rent neg Evening*
2534901

StWOLE BEDROOM - FumMhad. pool.

laundry, bus route, cheap CaN Joanna
865-4832

SUMMER SUBLET - Butterfield Terrace. 3
bedrooms, 30 seconds to campus. Iwo full

baths, wahaar. dryar 5494961/5494188

TAKE OVElTOUR^SOUIRE VILLAGE
LEASE 6/1 with fall option Townhouse
setup 2 bedrooms, it/? tiathrooms. lully

equiped kitchen For more information call

665-7793 or 665-4363 Ask lor Miguel

LARGE ROOM FURNISHED. Swiss Village

house Female Bus route 1/2 June and /or

July August $180/mo Must see" pam
2564241

SUMMER SUBLET CentVic 2 bedroom
aplmnt on N Pleasant St on bus route

parking place, great place Plaaaa caN tor

info 546-8920

* Uwa and work on paradlia Martha s
'

'Vmaywd Wa ara awaa fun UMaa*'
' student* who need one more housamato

'

' to liva m our ranted houaa, horn Jui>e

'

'lunM Labor Day Located appronimataly'

'ona mto from town, ii'* a «up*r area, and'
' an awaaoma place to spend the aummer

'

- Tha room I* $1600. hall due up Ironi Cal'
Chrialina 546-7067, Sue 544-7063 or

'

Wendy at 566-2405. 545-3500 PLaa**'
leava a maaaaya if wa'ja ^fwf/p.

WANTED

2-3 BEDROOM APARTMENTneedad lor

fal m Northampton call 5464376

LOOKING FOR 2-3Badraom apt Marting

6/1 or 9/1 5464630

TAKE OVER MY LEASE bedroom
Branywine apt available on June 1*1 Cal
5494157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTKM

LOOKING TO RENT A R(X>M near UVUm
Campus or on bus route Please caM Jac-

queline 546-5050

WANTSD TO RENT

mUL PAY CASH TO TAKE OVER LEASE
of 4 to 6 bedroom houaa CaU John 64740
or Jim 64953

SUMMER SUBLET BK3 house center of

town low rent call Sue 549-1893

BRANYWINE 2 BDRM Summer Sublet

furnished cheap call 5494190 Now leave

message

SUMMER SUBLET WITH Aircondilionmg

and swimming pool Available June 1st Call

665-4111 Cheap'

STUDIO APT IN Amherst center after 10pm

253-2366

NORTHAMPTON SUMMER WITHTairoi>:

lion 1DBL isingle $475 Mo 584-1874

SPACIOUS ROOMS IN the Sunderland

Farmhouse with Sito Abundance of Proper-

ty Bus Stop at driveway no utilities

665-4627

LIVE IN NEW Amity condo* cheap! Walk^

ing distance to campus 549-5316

HELP!!! We want your lease' June 1*1

house/apt 3 plus bdrms Call Lisa or Sue
253-7230

TWO FUN. SEMI^UIET NONSMOKING
WOMEN kioking for two single rooms in

cool house/apt for fall prelerable in Amherst
Please help us out call 546-9514 ask for

Kristin or leave message Thank*!

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place lo

live on the Cape this summer Call Kelly

546-4819

RIDE WANTED

NEED A RIDE TO NYC or Long Island'lhi*

weekend share expenses call Laura 6-4975
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SPOJTS
Minutemen falter

against Tufts
7-2; 6th in A-lOs
By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspoiuitiit

The University of Massachusetts mtn s tennis team

swallowed some pride yesterday with a disappointing 7 2

loss against Tufts University.

"The wnd was a factor." said coach Manny Roberts but

both teams had to contend with it. These guys are still

bent up from this weekend at the A 10s
'

The Mmutemen's two fantastic wins came from seniors

Brian Gable and Humberto Soto.

Gable, the number one singles, played a great match

against. David Ober D«spite the winds chilling gusts.

Gable took the match 6 4. 7 6 (8 6».

Soto, no 5. won in an incredible three .setter 7 5. 2-6, 61

i reallv wanted to win my last home match," said Soto

The Minutemen went into the doubles down 2 3 but still

had a chance to take the match. However, all three

doubles teanu lost. At number one. Gable and Chris

Johnson l<«t. 7-6. IS Paul Audet and Rich Stone gave

in to the number two doubles, and walked away with a

6 3, 6 loss And. at third doubles Soto and Matt Mur

phy made a valiant attempt, but their opponents took the

win 7-5. 6-3.

In this past weekends matches (the Atlantic IDs at

Rutgers University). UMas.« nabbed the 6th place position.

Gable won his first round match against his URI oppo-

nent in straight sets. In his second round, he IcMt to the

number one seed Paul Mancini from West Virginia.

Audet. no. 3. beat his St Bonaventure opponent and

Tennis teams winless in 3

CoUrflan pbotu by Janon TalrrmaB

UMass' number 1 singles player, Brian Gable.

then advanced. Unfortunately he met with the number

one seed for third singles, who again was from West

Virginia, and lost.

Stone, no. 4. also won his first round match. But, in his

.>«econd round match lost to the fourth singles player from

Rutgers.

Although number five singles player. Soto, lost his first

round match against his Rutgers opponent, he made a

great comeback and won the entire fifth singles consola

tion round,

Matt Murphy lost his sixth singles match to Penn State,

however, he redeemed himself with a third place finish

in his consolation round.

The Minutemen meet up with Springfield today to try

and turn their 3-3 record to their favor.

Minutewomen
lose a deuce
Fall to Central Conn, PC
By BRAD HALFOND
Collegian Correspondent

Just when things were looking better for the Universi

ty of Massachusetts women's tennis team, they ran into

a pair ot powerhouse teams this past friday and yesterday.

On friday. UMass dropped a 7 2 decis on to Providence

and yesterday Central Connecticut State humbled the

Minutewomen 8-1.

The Providence affair featured several close matches

that could have easily made the situation a bit more un

comfortable for the Friars.

Number two singles. Gail Girasella was again involv

ed in a three set match which this time she lost 7-5. 5 7.

6^3 and the third doubles squad of Maura Foley and Tonya

Sides also suffered a tough three set loss 5 7, 6 3. 6 3.

"We gave them a scare, " said Foley commenting on her

teams performance. "We were knockin on the door." add

ed UMass coach Mike Husted.

Friday's two victories came from no.4 Shizuko Yamaski

and no'e Vanessa Kirchner Everyone else on the team

fell in straight sets

Before yesterday's match against Central Conn Husted

stated, "this is one match we don't want to let get by us."

Needless to say. things didn't quite work out as planned.

With the exception of a victory by third doubles. Foley

and Sides, the rest of the team was handled quite easily

the more efficient Blue Devils.

"The team is worn down and we're tired of traveling,

said Husted. "but I'm still somewhat disappointed with

these two Iosms. Despite the defeat though, the squad pull

continued on page 1
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Crew teams torpedo Coast Guard at home
By C J ABATl
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday morning, the University of

Massachusetts crew teams raced

against teams from the Coast Guard

Academy and Worcester Polytechnic In

stitute on the Connecticut River in

Hadley. It was a mixed day, but overall

UMass had a good outing.

The women's varsity eight did not

have work hard to remain undefeated.

as they crushed WPI They won by a

huge margin, outdistancing WPI by

about five lengths.

"The results were pretty much as ex-

pected. Things are looking promising for

the New Englands and the Nationals,"

said UMass coach Dave Trond. The

jayvee boat had little trouble, winning

by four lengths. The novice team's first

victory of the season rounded out the

day for the UMass women. Their B-boat

finished ahead of Coa.st Guard's. They
also raced a four that was victorious.

The men's races included both the

Coast Guard Academy and WPI. The
lightweight-eight was the most exciting

race of the day. The Coast Guard boat

is always one of the fastest in the area,

and usually wins a medal at the na-

tionals. Saturday morning however, the

UMass lightweights edged Coast Guard

*

.. •'.-

.— >
.

Collrgian photo byDavldHigaalil(urhi

The UMass women's varsity team after they took first on the Connecticut River this past weekend.

by a half a length.

The race was neck-and-neck all the

way, with UMass pulling ahead in the

final seconds. "We had a great sprint in

the end that won it for us. Most crews

time themselves by how well they do

against Coast Guard. This victory shows

in the New*we should do well

Englands," said Trond.

The heavyweight men had a disap-

pointing day. The team is still looking

for its first victory. The boat from Coast

Guard won the race by several lengths.

UMass came in second, with WPI

finishing a distant third. "Our season

has been frustrating so far. We can't

seem to finish on top. I haven't decided

if I'm going to break up the heavyweight

eight, and make the best four." said

Trond. The novice eight also had a run

of bad luck, losing by a large margin.

Softball wins 8th straight with sweep of Hartford
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Maybe they're better off without any time off — the

University of Massachusetts softball team has played

eight games in the last five days, including yesterday's

psir at the University of Hartford, and has won them all

to improve to 22-18.

The Minutewomen will play two more tomorrow, play-

ing host to Central Connecticut for a doubleheader fTot-

man, 3 p.m.).

UMass swept Hartford 7-3. 4 1 yesterday, drawing on
its reborn bats and sufi'ocating starting pitching in both
wins. Mary Duff led the UMass offensive attack with a
5 for-7, two RBI afternoon that earned a complimentary
intentional walk at day's end.
"She was a total offensive weapon for us today," said

UMass coach Elaine Sortino. "They had a really tough
time with her."

UMass pounded Hartford starter Tracy Ciosek in the
opener, erupting for five runs in the third inning to break
open what was then a one run game.

Cherie DellAnno, Jen Miller, and Barbara Meehan

(3-for-4) strung together consecutive triples to open the

inning. Ciosek broke the string by allowing Chris Collins

a double, before Holly Aprile (3-for-3) homered deep over

the leftfielder's head to clear the basepaths. "They were

all shots," said Sortino. Aprile meanwhile, pitched well

at either end of a relief appearance by fellow freshman

Jen Devlin to record her ninth win.

continued on page 11

Baseball; looking the Blue in the face — CCSU
Collegian StalT

The University of Ma.ssachusetts baseball team will gc

back to the drawing board this week for perhaps the last

meaningful time when it uses three mid-week games to

tune up for the final Atlantic 10 Conference series of the

year.

The Minutemen. who have lost five of their la.st six

games, will open things up today with a 3 p.m. game

against Central Connecticut State University at Lorden

Field.

UMass, 15-18 overall and 5-7 in the A-10, will be look-

ing to find the key to success that has eluded it over the

weekend against Rutgers, which came to Amherst and

won three of four from the Minutemen.

"We need to get back on track," UMass coach Mike

Stone said. "I've tried to shake things up but what we real-

ly need is to wear our hitting shoes."

UMass was hot and cold with the bat against the Scarlet

Knights, and has not supported its starting pitchers well.

Stone said Jeff Richardson •. ;1 get the start this

afternoon.

For Richard.son, a senior righthander, it will be the first

start of the season. He is 0-1 with a 6.57 earned run

average.

"Jeff didn't pitch well last week against Springfield Col-

continued on page 1
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MoslJJ^ sfflffly today and
tomorrow, highs 60—66;
Tonight, partly cloudy;

temperatures in the 30s

Budget Snt have raised

fees and questions — is

Tuition Retention the

answer? Page 5.

C, l^FOU
Baseball clobbqrs QCSU
11-3 at Lorden neld^
Yesterday. Page 1^^H|
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Memorial Hall sit-in ends; 52 arrested
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

After a two-day occupation of Memorial

Hall, 29 protesters who all later identified

themselves as Abbie Hoffman, were ar

rested early yesterday evening inside the

building. Another 23 people were arrested

outside the building.

10 people cooperated with police and

walked out of Memorial Hall, but 19 peo-

ple were dragged from the building into a

University of Massachusetts schoolbus.

UMass police, clad in riot gear, made the

initial arrests. Amherst town police,

UMass-Boston police and several dozen

state police officers were on hand to assist

the campus police, said Jeanne Hopkins, of-

fice of public information director.

The ^aie police officers surrounded the

entrances of Memorial Hall. They stood

erect tightly grasping their billy clubs

while about 200 onlookers chanted. 'No

Kent State, no Kent State."

State police arrested 23 people outside

Memorial Hall after the initial arrests, said

^acey Chase, a University spokeswoman.

They sat and laid down behind the bus to

prevent the bus from leaving.

John Langford. a 49 year old student,

was the only person arrested yesterday who

was also arrested for the Marcus Hall

laboratory takeover last Wednesday.

A little before 5 p.m. yesterday, the pro-

testers were warned by Dean of Students

Joanne Thomas-Vanin. Vice Chancellor of

Research and Graduate Students Sam Con-

ti and Director of Public Safety Arthur

Hilson that if they chose to remain inside

Memorial Hall after 5 o'clock, they would

be violating the picketing code and would

be arrested for trespassing.

Conti told the graduate student pro-

testers that in addition to arrest, they

would be suspended from the University

and, if they were teaching assistants, they

would lose their jobs.

Hilson said if the protesters chme not to

cooperate with the police, they would be

charged for disorderly conduct as well.

"I have called the five jails in the area

to make sure there's room to accomodate

everyone who is arrested," Hilson said.

The protesters formed small groups in-

side the building to decide who would stay

and get arrested and who would leave the

building and act as supporters for the

others. As supporters, they would post bail

and take responsibility for the belongings

of those arrested.

Soon after 5 p.m., several protesters left

the building.

"I left because it is important to have

some people on the outside to support those

being arrested," said Jason Rabinowitz, a

UMass senior.

"It was a very solemn place when we
left," said Diana Ditmore. also arrested last

week. "The people inside are extremely

serious about the iasuM. I sensed fear when
I left, but it wasn't the overwhelming sense

CoU»cian photo by Jaac

Timothy Belknap (above) and 51 others were arrested yesterday after !

hours of occupation at Memorial Hall.

in the room. I think devotion was the over-

whelming feeling."

There was speculation that the arrested

protesters would be brought to Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium to be booked.

Associate Dean of Students Ricardo

Townes said unofficially. Spokeswoman
Chase could not confirm this, as she did not

know where the booking took place.

At 9 a.m. yesterday the administration

offered to meet with five of the protesters

in Whitmore to discuss their demands.

The demands were: that UMass im

mediately stop all Defense Department

research, grant free access to public

documents regarding research on campus,

reform the Board of Regents and Trustees,

give students the binding power over

UMass police, re-establish the enrollment

of 4,300 freshmen with no tuition or fee in-

crease, a studentfaculty study on the ef-

fect of military research on the University

and a statement from the administration

promising not to cooperate with the United

States funded war in El Salvador.

The protetsrs refused to meet in Whit-

more and instead said they wanted to meet

as a group with the administration in

Memorial Hall.

"The University does not respond to stu-

dent demands." Hopkins said.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey issued a state-

ment regarding the research policy at

UMass yesterday. It said the Research

Council, composed of faculty from all areas

of the University, endorsed a policy in

1972. The policy .said UMass would enter

into a grant or contract only when the

University has the freedom to fully disclose

the purpose, methods, scope and results of

the research.

Dtiffey asked the Research Council to

continued on pog' ^

Mineral named for professor
Jaffe 's former student finds new calcium in Namibia

By LISA SHAPIRO
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts geology professor Howard

Jaffe describes himself as a marathoner, and now he will

not have to run far to find out about the mineral named

in his honor.

Jaffeite was discovered by a former student during

Jaffe's 1971 stay as a visiting professor at the University

of Geneva. Recently, Halil Sarp, assistant curator for

minerals at the Swiss Museum of Natural History wrote

Jaffe to tell him the new name of the calcium silicate

hydroxide mineral he discovered from a rock from

Namibia [which borders South Africa].

"He was recognizing my work and honoring me for it.

Naturally I was pleased," Jaffe said.

"When one discovers a new mineral, it must be proved

unique. In order to gain approval by the International

Committee on new minerals, it must have a definite

crystal structure, a definite chemical composition and cer-

tain optical properties which may be determined through

x-ravs and microscope work." Jaffe said.

Inaddition, Jaffe said the most important thing is that

the mineral be naturally occurring, or found in nature.

"There are probably about 3.000 discovered minerals

today - which is not that many," he said. "There will be

more found, but the ones that will be discovered will never

be very abundant; they have all been discovered a long

time ago."

Jaffe said that a new mineral is most commonly named

for a person, but can also be named for a locality or be

given a euphonic name by combining the names of the

elements it contains.

Jaffe received his Ph.D. at the University of Geneva

following graduation from Brooklyn College. Since 1965

he has returned to Geneva three times on sabbatical dur

ing which he worked and taught classes at the universi-

ty in French.

On his most recent leave, 1985-86, Jaffe completed two

books entitled. Introduction to Crystal Chemistry and

Crystal Chemistry and Refractivity, which were both

published in 1988.

"I got into geology primarily because ofmy love for the

outdoors, but I can see myself as a forester or a botanist

just as easily as a geologist," Jaffe said.

Jaffe also co-authored a book with his wife Elizabeth,

also a geologist, on the geology of the Adirondack moun-

tains. Jaffe said he and his wife have done geological field

work there since 1970 and have published papers and jour-

nal articles. Recently, he said, they completed a geological

map of the Mt. Marcy Quandrangle.

"Geology begins in the field and the maps we make are

the starting point of research," Jaffe said. 'The different

colors we use on the maps outline the different types of

rock within the area."

Jaffe said he uses a geological hammer to break off

samples, weighing usually one or two pounds. Back in the

lab, he said, "we are able to slice those samples very thin

and study the minerals under the microscope.
"

In 1951 Jaffe discovered a new magnesium certium car

bonate mineral in a rare earth mineral deposit.

Sahamalite, which was named by Jaffe for Finnish

geochemist Thure Sahama, has not been found anywhere

else in the world [scientists are unable to name the new

minerals after themselves).
continued on page 12

Budget cuts

won't affect

transfer students
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Although many groups at the University of

Massachusetts will be hurt next fall by the budget cuts,

transfer students will not be among them, said Timm
Rinehart, director of admissions.

Rinehart said UMass will be accepting nearly 1.200

transfer students for next fall, about the same number

accepted this year.

However, the cutbacks in state funding have forced

the University to "cut 300 students [from the freshmen

class]," he said.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said that in the past the

freshman class at UMass has ranged from 4,000 to

4,300 students.

In spite of the cut in the freshman class, the total

undergraduate enrollment is expected to remain at

about 20,000 students, because the University gives

priority to transfer students.

Rinehart said one reason they're cutting freshmen

as opposed to transfer students is that "freshmen use

more curricular resources."

"They u.se up courses, like freshman writing, that are

in short supply," Rinehart said.

Rinehart said the second reason is demographics.

continued on page 4
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Duffey urges attendance at hearing
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

The Senate Ways and Means Committee has schedul-

ed a hearing on funding for public higher education Thurs-

day at Central High School in Springfield, Chancellor

Joseph Duffey said yesterday.

Duffey said he is encouraging University of

Massachusetts students, faculty, alumni and parents to

attend the meeting, scheduled to begin at 10:30 a.m.

He said the hearing will be the only chance students

have to voice their concerns over current and proposed

budget cuts.

This hearing is ver>' important, because the budget for

the University so far (in the House of Representatives]

represents another cut," Duffey said.

"I began meeting two weeks ago with various groups

on campus - the SGA, the Graduate Student Senate, the

PrnfosainnHl Association, the Faculty Senate Rules Com-

mittee — and we discussed a strategy for this week," he

said. "All the groups are planning some kind of activity

to try to get members there to show their support."

Letters have been sent to hundreds of alumni and

several thousand parents encouraging their attendance

at the hearing, he said. In addition, the Student Govern-

ment Association has drawn up a ledger, in which those

present at the meeting may sign to show their support

for higher education, he said.

"There is no funding in the budget at all for libraries

or books ... it could also mean substantially crowded

classes," Duffey said. "This past semester, there were

more students denied access to classes than in any time

in recent history."

Shuttle buses are scheduled to run all day from Haigis

Mall to Central High School, starting at 9 a.m., so that

students and faculty can be easily transported to the hear-

ing, he said.

Panel endorses BU-Chelsea pact
LAWRENCE (APi - A wary state Board of Education

yesterday endorsed a controversial 10-year plan for Boston

University to run Chelsea schools, attaching strings to

make the private university more accountable.

The 7-4 vote followed two hours of passionate argument

from the public. Chelsea officials and parents said their

impoverished city needs BU's rescue Teachers and

Hispanic groups protested that the 300-page plan, as writ

ten, runs roughshod over constitutional rights.

Roard members also discussed the matter for another
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hour. Several expressed dismay at the complaints. Others

said they were confused about how BU will function as

both defacto school committee and manager of the schools.

"It is a flawed agreement and this board is going to be

haunted by it for years to come," said board member Sol

Kolack, who voted against the plan.

But in the end. a majority apparently agreed with board

member Theodore Sylvester, who said, "It's too important

a vision to let ga."

Earlier, during public comment before the board, which

held its monthly meeting here in an elementary school,

backers of the plan pleaded for the board's blessing.

"Boston University represents a hope, a dream for us,"

said School Committee member Bruce Henderson.

"Boston University is our salvation," said PTA leader

Rosemary Carlisle.

But Juan Vega, a 1986 Chelsea High School graduate

who is now on the Chelsea Commission on Hispanic Af-

fairs, was among Hispanics who complained that BU and

city officials have ignored requests for more information

and a Spanish translation of the plan. About 50 percent

of Chelsea's 3.300 public schoolchildren come from homes

of Hispanic origin.

"TTie picture has been painted ofa grinning people ready

to go into this plan. ' Vega said. "But n<^ everybody's real

haw>y."
Others are worried about the meaning ofBU president

John Silber's statement last month in a speech that a JM»-

school daycare program would reduce "the size of the bil-

ingual problem in Chelsea."
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LOCAL
Everywoman's Center
loses program
WWP director leaves
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

Even as staff at the Everywoman's
Center celebrates this month's reinstate-

ment of the Counseling Pn>gram, they say

they regret the cancellation of another

program.
The Working Women's FVogram was ter-

minated indefinitely with the April 7

departure of Kathy Alexander, the pro-

gram's coordinator, said EWC director

Carol Wallace yesterday. A hiring freeze

Wallace said the EWC Resource and

Referral Program will refer women to cam-

pus and community agencies, especially

regarding counseling and advocacy for vic-

tims of sexual harassment. But, she said,

the loss of the WWP will create a void.

As iat the program's reinstatement,

Wallace said, "What I've been told is that

the position will remain frozen for now
because the condition of the (riscal year

19901 budget for Student Affairs is not yet

known
"

"In some ways the Everywomen's Center is particularly

vulnerable because we may rot be seen by the administra-

tion as beir>g critical to the central mission of the University."

- Carol Wallace. EWC director

prevents the EWC from filling the position,

she said.

The WWP provided women with educa-

tion and support services such as labor

education, occupational health and safety

education and information and advocacy

about affirmative action, job stren and sex

and race discrimination.

"I think this is a difficult time for the en-

tire campus. Many programs have been

unable to fill positions because of the hir-

ing freeze, " Wallace said. "In some ways
the Everywoman's Center is particularly

vulnerable because we may not be seen by

the administration as being as critical to

the central mission of the University."

A recent report by the Student Affairs

Research and Evaluation Office states that

most female students report cases of sex-

ual harassment to the EWC as opposed to

other campus offices. Wallace said the

WWP handled the.se complaints.

"Other services on campus provide infor-

mation and advice about sexual harass-

ment, " Wallace said, "but the

Everywoman's Center is the only agency

on campus which provided counseling and
advocacy."

She said "A problem (with possible

reinstatement of the WWP] is that we're

perceived by the administration as primari-

ly a community, not a campus, service."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson, who made the final decision

to cut Women's Admissions and General

Education Services, was not available to

comment on the administration's position

yesterday.

The WWP and WAGES were the two pro^

grams at the EWC through which com
munity women often entered the Univer-

sity, Wallace said WAGES was cut last

semester.

Eighty percent of the women served by

the EWC are UMass students. Many com
munity women served by the now-defunct

programs eventually entered the Univer-

sity, she added.

Wallace said Alexander resigned from

her position to become the director of the

Victim and Witnes.s Assistance Program in

Northampton.
Wallace said two departures in two

semesters is not unusual. "At this point,"

she said, "I don't think we have any more

turnover than any other organization."

Collcclaii photo by Jaaea Talcraan

NO, I WON'T BITE THAT APPLE - Mandy Leone, a senior art

miuor, with a friend at Butterfield residence hall (Eden).

Senators to move to relocate Cutback City
By MARIA SACCHETT!
Collegian Staff

An attempt to relocate "Cutback City " is scheduled to

reach the floor of the Undergraduate Student Senate

tonight because several senators claim its influence on

state budget cuts decision-making has waned.

The City, which was erected near the campus pond three

months ago to symbolize the effects of state budget cuts

against public higher education, is comprised of 11 ram-

shackle huts covered with plastic sheeting and blankets.

Five senators are proposing to rec<^nize and offer

thanks to "city" residents for their "commitment and

zeal," and move the it to the Statehouse in Boston or

elsewhere because it has servx-u n--. ^.^..^ooc.

The senators claim many students see the city as an

"eyesore" and a "hackneyed expression of protest," a con-

trast to the earlier reaction of curiosity and appreciation.

Former "city" resident AI Arpad, who also ran for stu-

dent trustee last month, said he left the city because cur

rent residents are too disorganized in their efforts to fight

the cuts.

"They're having trouble focusing their energies on any

kind of act that is likely to reach Boston," Arpad said.

Some residents have switched causes to join the ongo

ing protest against military funding for University of

Massachusetts science projects, he said.

"I hate to crush the hopes of the left-wingers, but I think

that gives some indication of what their commitment to

state budget cuts really was," Arpad said.

City founders, many ofwhom have abandoned the city,

predicted before Spring Break that the city's population

would expand greatly with the advent of warmer weather.

The population, which one peaked at nearly 20 people.

has declined in recent weeks to four or five residents.

No one at the city could be reached for comment yester

day afternoon but resident Mark Russ said in an inter

view last week that the city's fight against budget cuts

remains firm, claiming residents have collected more than

continutd on pagt 4

Living off-campus turns
students to spaghetti
By TERENCE EGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Third in a 10-part series on life at the

University of Massachusetts

For many University of

Massachusetts students, off-campus liv-

ing is a time of experimentation and

learning, and for many, the first time

to come to grips with the necessity of

planning their diets and eating

schedules.

Junior economics mtyor Mary Murd-

zia IS just one ol many UMass students

who have found their eatii.j Habit.s

change drastically after moving off

campus.
"I eat more when I'm at home," she

said. "I eat more regularly at home. I

snack more at home because the house

is stocked. Here, I don't have the time

or money to eat that way."

Murdzia said that in spite of the dif-

ficulties of eating off campus, it is

preferable to the dining commons. "I

didn't enjoy the atmosphere, cost or food

at the dining commons," she said.

continued on page 12
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transfer admissions
continued from page 1

"There are fewer high school students ap
plying to UMass," he said. "Therefore, it

is easier and less painful to cut them."
On the other hand, Rinehart said the

number of transfer students applying to

UMass has remained constant.

As far as future cuts, Rinehart said the

targets for the fall of 1991 or 1992 have not

yet been determined.

"One possibility is to reduce the size of

the [freshman]

class for the next two or three years," he
said.

Rinehart said there has also been some

discussion about no longer enabling enter

mg freshmen to pick a specific major m the

College of Arts and Sciences.

He said that students would have to go
through a more difficult application pro-

cess, similar to that of the School of

Communications.
"The advantages have to do with the in

ternal reallocation of students into par-

ticular courses," Rinehart said. "It's a way
for students to be better processed in the

system."

He added, "This is still in the early

discussion stages."

SGA
continued from page 3

2,000 signatures on a petition for the

Statehouse.

He added that plans to send the

signatures to state legislators have not

yet been finalized.

In other business:

• The senate may discuss a proposal to

restore the UMass varsity men's and
women's golf teams, which have been

defunct for three years.

• An effort to remove more than 450
defunct Registered Student Organiza
tions. which the proposal said stalls the

admittance of new organization.s
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By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

As most everyone on campus knows,

the Massachusetts public higher educa-

tion system is under economic siege

because the state is in a fiscal crisis of

epic proportions.

Funding for the 29 colleges and
universities has been cut and reversions

imposed, sending many schools back to

1987 operating budget levels.

Admissions at many schools are being

reduced to ofTset some of the loss and
emergency fees being imposed to keep

the schools afloat.

Adding to the problem, in the eyes oi

many faculty and student leaders, is the

Board of Regents' tuition retention plan.

Under the plan, tuition at all state col-

leges and universities is increased and

the money generated by the increase, in

tead ofgomg mlo the general education

cetera of the state, is returned to the

campus where it was generated, accor-

ding to Terr>' Zoulas, spokesman for the

Board of Regents.

Under tuition retention, students pay

their bills to the University as normal

but when the money gets to the state

treasur>- it is separated into different ac-

counts, one for general education funds

and one for tuition retention dollars, he

said.

Schools then receive the portion (^the

tuition retention account they

generated. The money is paid to the

school as it is paid into the ac(»unt, he

said.

The Tirst tuition increase to fall under

the plan was last year's 8.3 percent hike

which generated about $3 million in

revenue for the University of

Massachusetts, said Jim Leheny,

associate chancellor

This year's proposed increase of 7.7

percent, if approved by the Board at

their May 9 meeting, is expected to

create about the same amount, he said.

The regents and UMass ad

ministrators see this in a positive light,

saying that the extra money will help

state funded school.^ continue to provide

quality, affordable education.

But Stephanie Orefice, UMass student

trustee, says the whole issue of increas-

ing tution and retaining it sends the

wrong message to state legislators, giv-

ing them a git>en li^'ht to under fund the

University.

She contends that legislators see the

money generated by tuition increases

going to the campuses and they then feel

freer to cut additional amounts from the

higher education budget.

"For all intents and purposes, the

state is using (tuition retention] as a

substitute for state dollars," she said.

\ . . this institution has a
public mission. It is a land

grant institution, not an
institution for the privileg-

ed ... we think tuition

retention serves the in-

terest of two groups and
does not serve our

Interest.'

- Vice President of the

Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors Bruce Laurie

Last year, the state cut about 4.1 per-

cent from higher education's budget

after the tuition increase was approved

by the Board of Regents, Zoulas said.

Zoulas said this was not normally the

way things are done but because Gover-

nor Dukakis was to be nominated for

president that coming Saturday,

legislators were under additional

pressure to balance the budget quickly.

"If it were any other year, we would

have gotten our state appropriation and

the tuition retention," he said.

FOCUS
Retention
plan sends
tuition fees
through
detour

But Orefice is concerned the practice

will be continued indefinitely,

regardless of the political and economic

conditions in the state.

"The administration was selling us on

tuition retention because it was going

to give us all this extra money," she

said. But "if the legislation goes through

— we get tuition retention in bad times

as well as good. It's very hard to get it

repealed once it gets institutionalized."

"So, if you're talking five or six years

down the road and the state is in good

times, the state is not going to say okay,

let's overturn the tuition retention law."

she said.

Bruce Laurie, vice president of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors and

a labor historian, recently drafted a posi-

tion statement, which the MSP adopted

at their March 28 meeting, arguing

against tuition retention .

The MSP consider tuition retention

"unwise and harmful to the Universi

ty" because "(it] encourages increases in

tuition, thus threatening access to the

University. ..(and) becomes a substitute

for state appropriated funds and a

pretext for cutting support of the

Universitv."

Tiie buaid ol' Hv^iL-nts refute these

claims, saying the tuition retention plan

is part of an overall strategy to raise tui-

tion to .30 percent of the cost of

educating a student. Zoulas said.

The .30 percent figure was not pulled

out of a hat but taken from a Carnegie

Foundation report which said students

in the public higher education sector

should pay this amount, Zoulas said.

This plan would have been im

plemented regardless of the budget

crisis, he said.

"What happened because of the

budget crisis is the state said we are go-

ing to use some of this money to fill in

the gaps," he said.

Laurie has doubts about how much
the budget crisis affected the decision to

use this money to make up the dif

ference in the higher education budget,

he said.

The normal tuition allocation

He said the MSP adopted the position

because "we think (tuition retention]

serves the interest of two groups and

does not serve our interest," he said

referring to private colleges and Univer-

sities and the legislature.

"It serves the legislature because it

lets them off the hook. Legislators are

looking to save money and they think

they can pass that off onto parents and
students." he said.

Graphics by Al Arpad

There are people at this

school who are working

almost full-time jobs

because the fees are

going up so much. At

UMass/ Boston, it may
be the amount of their

welfare checks and they

may not be able to feed

their children for the

week.'
- Stephar>ie Orefice

"This IS an invitation to the

legislature to underfund the Universi-

ty," he said.

The reason he believes the privates

"want tuition to increase (at public

schools] is to decrease and possibly

eliminate the public's competitive ad-

vantage " they have when recruiting

students, he said.

Orefice also argued against tuition

retention on philosophical grounds,

claiming the duty of the state is to pay

the educational costs of public

institutions.

Laurie said, "this institution has a

public mission. It serves the interests of

the commonwealth. It is a land grant in

stitution, not an instituion for the

privileged."

Orefice is concerned that UMass will

go the way of other public schools, such

as the University of Vermont, which has

tuition retention and an out of state

population that makes up 60 percent of

the student body.

Orefice also points out that of the top

ten most expensive land grant institu-

tions, the top nine all retain tuition, she

said.

She is worried that the state's higher

education system will become too cost-

ly for those it was set up to serve.

"There are people at this school who
are working almost full-time jobs

because the fees are going up so much,"

she said. "At UMass^oston, it may be

the amount of their welfare check and

they may not be able to feed their

children for the week."

Zoulas said there are provisions in the

plan to help those students who cannot

afford the tuition increases through

relaxed state financial aid guidlines.

Right now, he said, UMass is about in

the middle of the cost scale for schools

of equal caliber in the Northeast with

the University of Vermont at the top

with a tuition of $3726 and University

of Maine at the bottom with a tuition of

$1936.

UMass' tuition used in this 1988-89

comparison, was $2467. The proposed

7.7 percent increase of $108 would raise

the cost to $2575.

All the above numbers include fees at

the schools, he said.

All in all, Leheny said, no one in ad-^

ministration is in favor of raising the

cost of attending the University because

a tution program is in place but he

pointed out that money needs to be

generated somewhere.

"I don't think that there are many
people on this campus that think tuition

retention is a gold mine [of revenue],

Leheny said.

"I'm not for increasing tuition and tui-

tion retention, but I think the situation

we find ourselves in is a necessary one."
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The UMass Transit Service is now accepting applications for

its Summer Training Program for Student Bus Drivers.

We operate all of the PVTA buses that serve UMass except

tor the Northampton Buses. All of our 1 80 expert drivers are

UMass students just like you.

WE OFFER:
Starting pay of $5.00/hr. with raises each semester.

PAID training.

Reimbursement for license fees.

A work schedule set-up around your class schedule

.

Excellent resume experience.

A FUN AND REWARDING JOB.

You can train this summer at your convenience and begin work

immediately, or train this summer and start work next fall.

For information and an cq;>pUcation

come to our information session on

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26TH, AT 7:30 P.M.

IN ROOM 90S CAMPUS CENTER

OR CALL 545-0056

EARN GREAT MONEY
THIS SUMMER WITH

U
R\cuurY
LECTURE SERIES

Excellent Pay

Referral Bonuses
Bonus Pay

flexible hours

Industry Experience

Radio/Television

Banking/Brokerage

Advertising/Publishing

Computer Communications

Retail/Law

Locations throughout MA, NH, and Rl

Come sec us April 26 and 27

on the Campus Center Concourse

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Dena F. Dincauze

of the Department of Anthropology

entitled

''The Gardeners of Eden
"

Mcxiern understanding of the deletenous effects of civilization on the

environments of this planet has fostered nostalgia for "wilderness."

Prehistoric archaeology reveals the complexities of human relationships

to biological and physical systems through a million years before cities.

Long-term perspectives demonstrate that human evolution is

inextricable from the dynamism of the planetary systems.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bowker Auditorium, April 27, 1989

8 p.m.

Reception immediately following, 10th Floor, Campus Center

Sponsored by contributions from alumni of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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Everyday
hazards
There is a certain amount of risk involv-

ed in many activities people do on a daily

basis. Take eating, for example. People
must worry about getting cancer from con-

suming apples, high cholesterol from con-

suming steak, botulism from consuming
grapes, etc.

When you stand in a schoolyard or in line

at a fast food resaurant. you don't know
when some psychopath is going to cut you
down with an AK-47.

Lisa Hamelin

You can't go on a plane trip any more
without having a queasy stomach. Surely,

the outdated and ill-maintained airliner

will fall apart like a '70 Oldsmobile Star
fire or be the target of some terrorist.s'

plastic explosives.

However, none of these activities entail

as much risk as driving an automobile
There are cautious, law-abidmg motorists.

but there are also an alarmingly high
percentage of drivers who make me wonder
if the registry is far too lenient in driving

licenses. These drivers include those who
run stop signs and red lights, pull out when
oncoming cars are very close, pass in no
passing zones, tailgate, and generally risk

the lives and raise the ire of good drivers

No matter how vigilant and quick a good
driver is to stamp on the brake or swerve,

there are some accidents that can't be
avoided. Witness the case of my cousin in

New Jersey. She put on her signal and
slowed down to turn into her driveway.
Suddenly, she was back-ended by a Buick
sedan. Had she not been wearing a

seatbelt, she would have been hurled
through her windshield.

As it was, she ended up with severe

whiplash and a totalled car. The woman
who hit her was not the slightest bit intox

icated or drugged. She was busy gabbing
with her husband and wasn't paying atten-

tion to her driving or the car in fV'ont of her.

The back end of my cousin's car bore a

striking resemblance to an accordion. For-

tunately, she didn't have her children in

the care with her. I hope that stupid

woman who hit her learned a lesson.

While drunk driving causes many tragic

accidents, many can also be attributed to

pure stupidity.

Once, on my daily trip from Ware to

Amherst, I decided to count the number of

traffic violations I witnessed. My results

were alarming. Six people ran stop signs,

four people ran red lights, and three peo-

ple passed other cars in no passing zones.

To top it all off, a guy in a pickup truck

was tail-gaiting me through Ware and
most of Belchertown — even though I was
going about 10 miles above the speed limit.

One of the drivers who ran a stop sign

made me leave a rubber strip about thirty

feet long and made my heart do 140 beats

a minute.
Had I been a cop in an unmarked car, I

would have made quite a fortune for the

state of Massachusetts.

Lisa Hamelin is a UMass student

A neceisaukV-ieileci iiih; vi<

MtelUbcfi

The tragedy of neglect
Tell a foreigner about the United

States, and he or she are likely to envi-
sion skyscrapers, crowds waiting for

traffic lights to turn green so they can
cross the street, and yellow taxis cruis-

ing up and down four lane boulevards

Pedro Pereira

Although the big-city picture is ac-

curate, foreigners usually can't envision

that which we can but have learned to

ignore: poverty, crime, homelessness.
and dilapidated buildings.

Since the first half of the 20th century,

moving up the social ladder has meant
relocating to the suburbs. Many jobs

have followed the residents out of the ci-

ty, leaving behind boardedup, empty
buildings and low-income people who
give in to hopelessness.

Although unemployment affects

whites, it disproportionately hurts
Blacks, Hispanics, and other minorities

who fill the central cities, where pover-

ty abounds. Minorities find moving out

of the cities especially hard, even when
they become able to financially, because

of discrimination. Those who move to

the suburbs have insured that the

"lower classes" don't follow them, by us-

ing zoning laws (which in many cases

are disguised legalized racism).

In addition, abandoning poverty has
become an apparently impossible pro-

spect. While in the 1970's, people were
rising out of poverty at a 37 percent

rate, in the 1980's t^e rate has declin-

ed to 23 percent.

The obstacles cause hopelessness,

which in turn causes crime and violence.

Inner-city youths who feel they can't

better their lives and get an education,

find comfort in the abuse and traffic of

drugs.

1 i -•sun -»,l'hi» p< iNUiccs diiias,

the 6 o'clock news proves just about
every day. Washington D.C., followed by
other big cities such as Chicago and Lo«
Angeles, faithfully illustrate the violent

and criminal results of inner-city

hopelessness.

Although urban conditions are
reaching crisis proportions, the federal

government still fails to come to the
rescue. Aid to the cities in 1980 was
$91.5 billion, but the package has
decreased to $70.6 billion.

As if that weren't enough, subur-
banization, besides causing unemploy
ment and poverty, has ruined the cities'

tax base. Municipalities acquire
revenue mostly from the property tax,

based on the assessed value of proper
ty. But when so much property has so

little value in the inner cities, and en-

tire commercial districts in downtown
areas are boarded up, the cities are leff

without revenue sources.

Hie fiscal crisis has proved particular-

ly acute in large cities, which depend
heavily on commercial districts and in-

dustry for revenue.

In the 1970's, New York City faced a
precarious situation as a result of the

decentralization of the garment and
printing industries. The city ran up a

large deficit, for which it tried to com-
pensate by borrowing money. But when
the city paid for the borrowed money
with more borrowed money the situa-

tion worsened.

Unless the federal and state govern-

ments begin cooperating with local

governments to find ways to improve
the cities' financial situation and make
them attractive again, homeless, pover-

ty and all the accompanying problems
will likely continue to grow.

Pedro t^reira is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian ediioriai detk ia looking for an aaaoeiate ettitor for the rest ofthis semester
through next falL

Come down to 113 Campus Center arui talk to Pam or Meredith for more information

regarding this position.

;veisiiv '.t.

Nothing to

be proud of
About two weeks ago on a damp, dreary

morning, I stood in front of Memorial Hall.

The stone and brick building usually goes
unnoticed. Yet as the cold wind blew and
others hurried by, I stopped to look.

As I read the names of American battles
and wars inscribed above the windows, the
names of Normandy, Argonne, Saint
Mihile, Guadalcanal. Korea and Vietnam
did not bring to mind the soldier fighting
to save this great nation. Instead. I thought
of history class.

Gayle Long

History does not teach compassion,
remorse or grief War teaches these things
- after they happen. The 24,330 American
deaths suffered at Guadalcanal during
World War II in the Pacific, and the 33,720
fatalities tallied in the Korean War are

facts.

The grief and sense of loss faced by each
of these soldier's families are not thought
of or discussed in a history class.

I looked again at Memorial Hall Maybe
I hoped for some sense of feeling Patriotic,

solemn, some definite emotion. Yet,
nothing was there but em|Kiness. I did not

hear the ticker-tape parade for the war
heroes, nor the final breath being taken by
a dying midier in a deserted foxhole. There
were no tears to shed for the family and
friends of the GI who fought for the love

of country or cheers when a couple was
re united.

Along the top of this monument is the

saying, "We will keep faith with you that

lie asleep." To remember the dead is a
tradition. Honoring the dead with a
memorial is likewise, a tradition. The
symbolic value of Memorial Hall is vague.
Are we only to keep faith with the dead?
Are we to glorify war, those dead because
of war, and war itself? If the hall was not

built to glorify war, then why does it not

believe in the living?

Memorials will continue to be erected in

memory of the war dead. Perhaps, even-

tually the purpose of recalling past glories

will be forgotten. War is nothing to be pro-

ud of. The next war will not be fought with

conventional weapons, and will most like-

ly destroy the world as we know it. Ex
istence of the human race depends upon the

push for peace by all people, not war by
those who will not compromise.
There may even be a way to remember

the past and hope for the future while

walking past Memorial Hall. Look closely

at the building. There are still windows
above which nothing is wTitten. These win-

dows are not transparent as most panes of

glass are. The future is clouded to th<»e

that fought and died.

I doubt that should another war take

place, the survivors will engrave the bat-

tle sites above the windows.

For that matter, I doubt that there will

be a Memorial Hall, or anything else to

look at.

Gayle Long is a UMass student

Different realities to different people
"I was beamed up to the spaceship and was told an

urgent message from a visitor." "They operated on my
brain and forced me to have sex with them."

These startling yet true accounts of alien beings can be

quite convincing. In the New Age climate of the 1980's,

Whitley Strieber's Communion and other true best sellers

have fueled the acceptance of the pervasive myths ofUFO
visions and alien abductions.

Such tales arise not from the extra-terrestrial world but

from the inner depths of the human psyche. Those who
write and accept such accounts as truth possess fantasy-

prone personalities. They are highly suggestible and im-

aginative and can fabricate in vivid detail. These people

believe in what they are thinking and saying can be ex-

tremely convincing.

This phenomenon can be extended to non-extra-

terrestrial situations as well. Take for instance your

chronic liar — his truth is simply the result of his

manipulation of the external environment to fit his

perception of reality. He does not know he is lying. For

him, he speaks the truth.

Beliefs in UFO's or other "realities" are not damaging
by themselves, but when those beliefs are transformed in-

to self-destructive or other-destructive actions, something

is amiss. Fantasies tend to express what, we have civiliz-

ed, harnessed, transformed and tamed, and for good

reason!

The consequences can be astounding when one cannot

sepcu-ate fantasy from reality, fact from fiction.

How many of us remember George Reeves, the original

Superman character who could not separate his real iden-

tity fi-om the Superman identity and ended up commit-

ting suicide? Remember Charles Manson who imagined

innocent people as being his anti-establishment enemies,

eliminating them before he was eliminated? Remember
Adolf Hitler, a man-god, who spoke the truth about the

inferiority of non Aryans? ^^^^^^

Scott Green
It IS clear that our subjective truth can be used as a

means ofjustification for our actions. Misunderstandings,

quarrels, divorces and wars are the result of the my truth

is better than your truth syndrome. This is a spin-off of

the because my friends say so, my nation says so, because

God is on our side -just look in the revisionist history books,

look in the Bible - it's all right there in black and white

syndrome.

We may find justification for our personal realities

through interpretation of the outside environment-
Have you ever asked witnesses of a car accident what

happened? You would receive numerous descriptions of

the incident. Individuals who have read a book or have
met a certain person will each give you a distinct account
of the experience. It is the same accident, same book, same
person, yet existentially different.

Justification can also be found internally. Socialized at-

titude and beliefs, internalized parental values, past ex-

periences and future expectations all fuse together to form
a world of truth "according to Garp".
Everyone's reality is their own truth. My truth may be

different from yours, but I am not right, and you are not
wrong. What is real for you does not make my reality any
less truthful.

As healthy adults, we should discover that the opposite

of a very important truth may be another important truth.

If you are a fisherman, become the fish, if you are the

fish, become the fisherman. Learn to look at life through
a different lens.

The next time you tell me that your grass is greener,

your flowers are brighter and your garden is healthier,

catch yourself. One day, you will come to the conclusion

that your soil is not in fact richer — it is just dirt, like

mine.

Scott Green is a Collegian columnist.
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UMass police and protesters just before yesterday's arrest.

Mazda thinks the
dass of '89 deserves

abt ofcredit
Isn't it time you rewarded yourself with a sporty

new Mazda car or truck?

Mazda American Credit has a First Reward

program that makes it

easier for college

graduates

to qualify

for new car

Mazda 323 financing. And
right now, special incentives will save you hundreds of

dollars which can be applied to your down payment.

Get ^^400 cash back on Mazda 323, or ^750

cash back on a Mazda
MX-6 or any 4x2

or 4x4

Mazda
truck.

The
Mazda MX 6 choice is yours,

and the selection is great, but time is short: cash back

incentives end Aprii 30. See your local Mazda Dealer

or call our 800 number
today. And
piCK up the

graduation

credit you so

richly deserve.

Call 800-424-0202, Ext. 741
See /ouf ptticoating Mazda OeatCf lot program dela>^ Oeaiet partK-ipanon may alteci tnal negolialed fniLt 1989 Majda Mo<a> ol Anwfir a In

Fifty-two arrested at Memorial Hall
continued from pagt I

review the guidelines in light of questions

which have been raised about some

research projects. He said the Research

Council would report back to him at a up-

coming meeting.

He said the research funded by the

Defense Department will not be negotiated

as long as "the scope, methods and results

of such research can fully and freely be

disclosed."

There were several new faces in

Memorial Hall that were not there at 7:30

p.m. Monday.
"They broke into a window in the rest

room, they could have been arrested for

trespassing," said Hilson.

The protesters invited faculty members
from UMass, Hampshire College, Mount
Holyoke College and other people who had

a vested interest in the issue to a meeting

;^f niion vesterdav. Sara Lennox, Ann

Ferguson, Terisa Turner and John Brentl-

inger were among the UMass faculty to at-

tend the meeting. Turner, a part-time

women's studies lecturer, stayed
throughout the day and was arrested.

A little before 1 p.m. yesterday, bathroom
facilities were denied to the protesters, and
food could no longer be brought into the

building.

"Our vein of communication has been

cut," said Pierre LaLiberte. "If they can't

use the bathroom in five minutes, we're go-

ing in."

After a countdown, more than 12 people

rushed into the hall.

The 52 people arrested will be arraigned

today or tommorrow. A public meeting is

scheduled for 8 p.m. tonight at the Bangs
Community Center. Anthrax research at

UMass will be discussed.

TIMEOUT
Rolling
Rock
$1.25

Come watch the games here!

FREE POPCORN
You Deserve Some Time Out

37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

HEach Domino's
Pizza Store Is

Independently owned
and operated.
Call 256-891

1

nLarge Cheese
Pizza $ 2*75
Only 3

Extra Toppings only $1.50 each

s Expires April 29, 1989

12 inch Pan Pizza

Only $ 0.50

Extra Toppings only $1.00 each

Expires April 29, 1989

Store hours:
4:00 p.m.-2 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
4:00 p.m.-3 a.m. Fri.

1 1 a.m.-3 a.m. Sat.

11 a.m.-l a.m. Sun.

Every

Pan
Pizza

comes w/ thick,

buttery crust &
extra cheese at

no extra cost!

^
New Domino's Pan Pizza".

AKTS&LIVINS
Coltrane's legend lies dead but not remembered
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

Taking a cue from some friends of mine who visited

Elvis' grave at Graceland during Spring Break, I decid-

ed to visit the grave of my favorite musician: John Coi-

trane. Rather than being a huge tourist attraction like

Graceland, Coltrane's grave is a simple metal plaque in

the ground at Pinelawn Memorial Park, Farmingdale,
Long Island. The people in the cemetary c^ice had no idea

who he was or why I should want to visit him.

This is yet another example of the neglect of Blacks who
have contributed so much to American music and culture.

Europeans treat their musical giants with much
reverance: the annual Mozart festival in Salzburg,

Austria, and Beethoven's birthplace in Bonn, West Ger-

many, both attract visitors from all over the world. In

America, great Black music is not accorded the "institu-

tional" acknowledgement that European and White
American music is.

I observed another example of this last July 4th on the

Esplanade in Button. The Boston Pops played a concert

of Irving Eterlin's music, celebrating his 100th birthday.

The concert was free, financed by the contributions ofcor-

porations, government and the rich \^Tiite establishment.

and was heard by a quarter of a million people over an
expensive, elaborate sound system. Meanwhile, several

blocks down from the Hatch Shell, a small ja«z group wail-

ed away, playing to a few dozen onlookers and people stan

ding in line for sno-kones. They passed the hat.

Of the millions of dollars corpwate America contributes

to the arts each year, only a small percentage is given to

Valley

Jazz
jazz and other Black-originated art forms. Jazz programs
at colleges and universities are still small in number. Most
acknowledgement of jazz nowadays is ephermal and/or

relatively unknown. Examples of ephemera include the

movie Bird, celebrating Charlie Parker, and various pro-

grams on this country's few jazz radio stations commem-
morating Duke Ellington's 90th birthday this month Re

cent developments such as New York's American Jazz Or-

chestra and Philadelphia's Duke Ellington Youth Or-

chestra are neither firmly established nor widely recogniz-

ed. Coltrane's house in Philly has been made into a

makeshift museum, but it's not even listed in the phone

book. The overall situation is slowly improving, but it's

got a long way to go.

Of course, John Coltrane was one of the most influen-

tial American musicians ever, but his contribution went
far beyond mere entertainment; some have equated his

social and political influence with that of Malcolm X. He
didn't talk much, but his music and lifestyle sent a strong

message to Blacks that they could aspire to a better ex-

istence. His clean living and spiritual orientation did more
than anyone else to help dispel the stereotype of the Black

musician as junkie or "low lifer." There is even a church

in San Francisco where Coltrane is worshipped as a god.

Despite his enormous influence, institutional America
has not seen fit to memorialize John Coltrane. All we have

left by which to remember him are some recordings that

are produced by companies who are more interested in

making a profit, a museum in Philly that no one seems

to know about, and a small metal plaque in Farmingdale,

Long Island that reads, simply, "Coltrane. John W.,
1926 \967

"

.<a*S.**5i**«Ji!a«P5BSi^i>»« -^fSifi-tefifif/fif'Kffi'if.

^i^j:.^t^t^>^t%@AR^T ^
<-c;->5i5i«SWS9«8«*i«»ft5!jS9-5<i«i<P&*5^^

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and aite

work at the Bright Momenta Jazz Festival diuring the month of July.

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July

13, 20, 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Haiibrouk Lab from

9 a.m.-5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AA/EOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich

or Mary Gannon, 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable

atmosphere.

A Cross Section of the Hatch
Appearing at the Hatch this l-iiiiuv

will be Cross Section. Specializing in the

rock music of the 60's and 70's. the band
is comprised of saxophonist Dave
Kaskoun currently studying at the

prestigious Berklee School of Music,

"garage" guitarist Rob Guidis and Ron-

nie Moms a colorful solo musician who
plays in upstate N.Y. bars.

Dave and Rob formed X-Section and
have played in small bars in and around

Albany for two years. The two gained

popularity and have played together at

Saratoga Winters and other large con-

cert areas in New York

On bluuiday May 6, the Fine Arts

Center will close the '88- '89 season with

an 8 p.m. performance by Odetta in the

Concert Hall. A dynamic force in the

American folk music scene for more
than 35 years, Odetta rose to pro-

minence during the 1960's and 60's. She
IS the recipient of numerous honorary

degrees and awards for her

humanitarian acheivements. In 1987

Odetta received the Lifetime Acheive-

ment Award of the Federation of Protes

tant charities and in June of this year,

she will be presented the American
Eagle Award of the National Music
Council.

Venture up
the steps

to the 3rd floor

terrace outside the

Campus Center

to the

L'nivgrttry Store Prcxcncs.

Apple Graduation Special

Enjoy your

favorites from the

Blue Wall
Co€£ee House

while basking

in the sun!

ICE CREAM CONES & DISHES • SNACKS • COOKIES

COLD DRINKS • CANNED SODA • FRESH FRUITS

WEATHER PERMITTING

MONDAY-FRIDAY: 12:00 NOON-4:00 PM

Only Full Time Undergrad, Graduate, Faculty and

Staff of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

are Eligible.

$150 to $300 off Already Low
University Store Price on

Mac Plus & Mac SE

OPEN
M-F9-5 ^

UNIVERSITY Located in

STORED ^e'Lrr
J
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Resume
Service

QualilN' Copies

Fine Slalionery

Matching Envelopes

jdntoi
the copy center

253-i2543

m
*U9

SraPENT/yOVTH TOUU

SOVIET UNION
'One-Week Leningrad & Moscow

CouncHTiwd

74 So PiMtanlSl.
An*<wM.UA 01002

413^2«frt2«l .

Now's
the time

tc caM...

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. Xmherst 549 2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

FREE
SUMMER STORAGE I

• COATS
• SWEATERS

• COMFORTERS
• BLANKETS

• ANY WINTER GARMENT

YOUR CLOTHES WILL BE EXPERTLY
DRYCLEANED AND PRESSED

AND READY TO WEAR IN THE FALL

YOU PAY ONLY NORMAL
DRYCLEANING CHARGES WHEN
YOU PICK THEM UP IN THE FALL

^ NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED ^
Main Street Cleaners

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON
ON BUS ROUTE

l<a MAIN STRfET NORTHAMPTON S86^59

7 Diys A We«h • fall fni Inke IHit

Kiklifit Of>rty till midnif{ltl

21 New Gam? Room with 2 Pool Tables

Jj Tonight 990 Nacho & Cheese Platters

I 9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
$(rtWx-:-xX':-:'X':-::-:-:-x-::v:-:v:::;':--:

Drink of tht W««k
ii; TequilU Sanrtsc $1.50

.•.•;';*;%vX!W!;vXv>K">MS'-"%v >;•:•.•.•.•...•

B««r of the Month
Amstcl Light $1.75 |
^:•^^x•^x•x•x^•:•:•:•xx•:•x•:•:•x•$

I
FOOD GIVEAWAYS

Mon. IOC Moiiarclla Sticks 9-12

Tucs. IOC Bullalo Wings 9 12
Sun. Potato Skins 10c 9-12 e

SnART COOKIES KNOV..

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

HEY
SENIORS

:

Back By Popular
Demand!!

Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held from May 1 - May 1

2

9-5 p.m. in Rms. 177/178 ol the
Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for inlo

& appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

]
Make youi checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

I

I

I NAME

I
PERMANENT ADDRESS

I

I

j
LOCAL PHONE NO.

I
INDEX 103 Campus CenterAJMcass, Amherst 545-0848

^^^'^

^oNs ^*^;i^i;;^''f/^//,^

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION
WEEK CONTINUES

$1.00
VODKA & MIXERIi

ALL WEEK
FREE

MUNCHIES

RT. 9 HADLEY next tO CAMPUS PIZZA • 586-4444
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News from the
By JACK THOMPSON
Collegian Correspondent
What if you knew an artist who was help-

ing another artist paint an old school bus?

Wouldn't that hit you with some flash of

Cowboy Neal at the Wheel? What if the

mailman brings you the latest Golden

Road, and there's an extensive article

about Neal Cassady? What if that same ar

tist mentioned above wanted you to read

Didion's Slouching Towards Bethlehem.

COLLEGIAN

heavy Dylan dose in early shows
and the Yeats poem at the beginning

describes your life exactly at that moment?
Wouldn't you feel like the vibes were echo-

ing, just a touch?

A few years back, some friends and I had

tix to a Providence Dead show. My friend

had a semi-band together, and they were

covering Dead tunes. At a pre-show party,

they played a long, weird, full-of-feedback

"Truckin." We do the trip down to Pro-

vidence, and of course, the Dead do a long.

strange, three-dimensional-feedbacky

"Truckin." Too much. Another example of

vibes, and all the various levels at work on

the scene.

Moving closer to the present, according

to a recent Billboard Magazine Concert

Boxscore, the Dead were tops for the last

week of March this year, with two shows

each in Atlanta and Greensboro N.C.

And, according to the most recent Golden

Road, the Oeiid hn> '
"

; "«j a LOT

of Dylan tunes. Here's just a few: "Queen

Jane Approxiamately," "Stuck Inside of

Mobile (with the Memphis Blues),"

"Knockin' On Heaven's Door." Of course,

if you've heard the Dylan/Dead release,

then you know some of what they're doing.

By the way, the rumor mill says outdoor

shows this summer at SPAC and Foxboro,

so keep your ears open for mail order datas.

The GD East Coast Hotline is 201 777-8653

. . . Dead ahead.

MARKETING OPPORTUNITY

STARTING FALL 1989

SalM-ori«rTMd. Induttrteuf iodvidi*! >t^ rtroog nitiativ*

tough' Sx pr9»lgi<Xis m«rk«ting/prorTX}t)on« positen fM\

top Foftin* 500 «rm. Sftid«nt mu* commit 10 20 hoon p«r

w«tk lor t*9 trdrs 19e»>90 school yMr.

Exortant s^ary and boiHMM. F\»abf fwn. All work ••

on campus.

Appficam shoukJ hava aipartanoa/ifrono \tmtt m talas,

markattng, promotions. manaQomant wdfcr puWic

spMMng. Intarrwhip oaeSt possibta.

For mora informitfian, oontact Campus Otman«ont

RaouHmant at (800) 592-21 21 or sand rtutm and oov«r

lanar to CW. 210 W. Washington «q.. 11th floof. P»»ila.,

10 penRL ST Vtr_>^ ' NonTHnmPTON.fnn

</j5»r ;//i

& TEN BELOW LIVE MUSIC CLUB
Thursday. April 27th

BOP HARVEY
SKA KAT. WORLD BEAT BIG BAND A Skankm good rocK

steady party band Uom Ann Artx)f Michigan Only $5 at th« dow

Fnday April 28th

WMUA FM 91.1 Presents
W C Handy Award Winner
Best Contemporay Blues

EDDIE KIRKLAND
"Mr. Energyman"

This IS the rough edge of the blues, on the shank end. close to

the bone You know from the nwment you first hear it that this

IS the real thing This is not blues for the faint of heart

AusMi Chronicle

Doors Open 8 30 Only $7 at door

ur3Sy!Tprir2Stfr

A Fabulous 9-Piece R&B Dance Band
that will wear out your soct(S

STEVE SMITH
AND THE NAKEDS

Straight after Comedy at 10 00 Only $6 at the door

Sunday. April 30th

WMUA FM 91.1 Presents

DELBERT
McCLINTON

,
Fiery-Hot, Texas. Hoe Down, Blues Harp The "Man and nis

rtupendous 8-ptece Texas R4B hot band from Lubbock. Don't miss

this one Adv Tlx $8 Doors open 7 00

Show at 8 00 Opening the Show

THE YANKEE RYTHM BAND
Monday, May 1

ALL AGES SHOW
PHISH

An eclectic mix of unpredictable grooves and

mindbending jams—Long show! Doors open 7:30

Show at 8:30 Sharp

LOOSEN UP FOR SPRING

DANCE FOR FREE
Come and finish the week a

the year at our upstairs dan^w
club any Friday 'til the end of

semester with this_adi_

AutoR)PtSanrcd8ak!

Guaranteed Against Leaks
For as Long As You Own
Your Car!

Deluxe 15 x 30 classic black
• New flush-look exterior

frame and glass • Our finest

quality sunroof.

On SaleNow!
"We go all out for you

for all your glass needs"

plus installation

PC
PoillandBiass.
50 RussHI Street

(Near Hadley Subaru)
Hadley • Tel. 584-8055

MANUFACTURED BY STR€TCH FORMING CORP.

No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - TO THf ?\m\C ONLY

m MOMPA'S

ALL
CUSTOMERS

WILL BE SHOWN
BOOK VALUE!!!

/i.i
,

' COME
SEE WHY

WE WILL SELL

CARS DURING
THIS SALE

586-8626

736-1919

USED CAR
AVAILABLE WILL

. BE SOLD WAY
^BELOW N.A.D.A.

ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS HAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY

HECKED BY OUR FAMOUS 27 POINT CHECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA
' ntitf^ii rr*itf

171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA
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off-campus eating
continued from page 3

the Jaffe mineral

"At home everyone always ate together and at the same

time," jvmior English major Sue Rosa said. "It didn't mat

ter if you were busy. Ever>thing else stopped It's accor

ding to convenience now."

"I usually eat while I'm walkmg or studymg." she said.

"I cant remember the last time I sat down just to eat."

Like other students. Rosa said she frequently ate

spaghetti. "Its quick, it's easy, nutritious and it's cheap,"

she said.

Easy to prepare meals are the most popular with

students, and because of affordability, most students

prefer packaged products, such as oriental noodle soup and

macaroni and cheese

"I usually don't eat spaghetti." said senior psychology

major Lisa Robarts, "because then you have to heat two

things up You have to heat the sauce
"

Robarts said she favors simpler, one burner foods, such

as oriental noodles and macaroni and cheese.

Students said their food shopping budgets ranged from

$10 to $30 per week. Chicken, hamburger and bagels are

among the items most commonly purchased, but students

said they had to learn to prioritize the way they spent

their low incomes.

"My budget is very low," said senior marketing major

Chris Johnson. "I'm trying to spend my money on bills

instead of food."

Most students said that they cooked with pots and pans,

but the few who did use microwaves to cook relied upon

them heavily.

"I use the microwave for almost everyting but meat,"

said fashion marketing major Lisa Rodrigues. "I even heat

water in it."

Many off^ampus students said they often ate lunches

on campus for convenience because they did not have

enough time to go home between classes. While many
students said they brought fruit and other snacks from

home to eat on campus, few brought entire lunches.

In fact, students said they have a hard time including

nutritious foods in their diet, no matter where they are

in the area. Living off campus, many students said they

include more junk food in their diets than they would nor

mally at home.

"I can't pass up cheese doodles," said senior HRTA ma-

jor Loui Roughgarden. " I'm graduating, and when I go

home, my mothers going to kill me I've got to change

my eating habits."

continutd from page I

Jaffe said he was also the first to describe how the

element yttrium exists in garnet. Jaffe said he devis-

ed a recipe which led to the development of YAG (yt-

trium aluminum garnet), a synthetic garnet (silicate

minerals used as gemstones or abrasives). Today, it is

used in the YAG laser, which is used for eye surgery,

he said.

"Many years ago YAG was sold as a synthetic gem,

as it resembles the diamond, but has since been replac-

ed by the less expensive cubic zirconia," Jaffe said.

Though YAG and another synthetic, YIG - widely

used in radar devices — have found their way into the

marketplace, Jaffe said the scientist doesn't make a

profit for explaining the science of the discovery.

Jaffe, who celebrated his 70th birthday several weeks

ago. said it was important to be in good physical health

when climbing the mountains he surveys.

To keep fit, Jaffe began running marathons 13 years

ago By 1984, Jaffe had run 30 marathons, with a per

.sonal best of 3:07 at the Swiss Championship race.

"I could have retired, " he said. "If I had. my wife said

I'd be underfoot around the house. I like what I'm do-

ing and the students keep me from growing up too

fast "

^{^naH (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BuHet saved 5 8 p m . Mon Thut« • Bn«ich served Sundav 11 30am 3pin

ALL YOU CAN EAT $ C 99
Children under 10 • S3.00 <-^

1

)

Hoi and Sour Soup
2) Chicksn lingers

3) Chicken WIngt
4) rned Wonlont
5) Pan Fried Ravioli

6) B*«< writh Snow Paaa
7) Houae Spicad Chlckan

8) Sweet and Sour Chicken
•>Roast Pork Friad Rica
10) Vagatabia Fried Noo<Ne«
11) ChinasaBBO Pork

12) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

2$6-02S1

2S6'02S2

TME OUT SEIVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
II Mckcrltea II. at Itt. I. tmkmnX 2SM2S2

•fOTtiLlte tl tl.lnM.lltl
UMonMiKoaum S<t lit.* )».«.

W0

GRAPHICS
SUPERVISORS

Don't forget - Graphics Board is

Wednesday at 4:30. Be there . .

.

Please call Marc or Wendy
if you cannot make it.

Student affairs information Services

IDB/TIPS

Call 545-1540 for TIPS about
continuing education,

ask for

these tapes by number:

1608

1703

1600

1022

1706

1704

1609

1708

1606

1040

ACT (Adult Career Transition)

Alpha Sigma Lambda
Arts Extension Service

Continuing Education Center
Energy Education Center

Individualized Study
Insurance Program
Liberal Arts Program
Part-time Second Bachelor's Degree
University Without Walls

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

'DMir .... Have you seen the b>ef brains I

bought for supper toni(^tit?"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
HMtK \S n<iS IXjMB >€DOiNG
G0iN6 TlJ 8t OiER " I OONT

9IEN XMIOflf TWESt PEOPLE

.

mS WO0U> eC A, LOT
H0(£ PUN )F V40BSES WAS
^€RE. I OW BEUEVt
WE LEPTHIM « MOME

I HOPE V4"S OK. mKlS HE
GOING TO EAT ' ^ 0€HT
LEAME kt<i R»0 oar. AMD
WElL BE GONE Al>*OSr TVlO

<NMCX£ DAIS ' HQB8ES MU.
BE STAAVING.'

I TUINK. 1-U. LET CAD GO
INTt) TV£ HOOSE FKKT.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
M/Ke, I KMM irS A MAT-
WKOf^PfWCJPie. BUTIF

TfoupoNi jAKi rmJOB,
j YOU axAP0eFiKa> /^jp-^^^

' If TH^YFiFB ¥0U.

TWYUPKt^-
ABLYflfte

PtSASB ieAH
HBCON HAVa
sipeff^ AHUm.

I KJPI

MAKJA.IM
AFMIPI'V^
MAPeMY
P^CfSfON

BUT Bin ^
/ \

NOBUTS!

1^ Jl Bunm
l^m BUTTS'

f^^' IM SORRY...

/ I HAVeNj
Been
MYSUF
LATU.Y..

THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD

U0VJ-TJ<iS IS
A/v\AZlMC,l

Yes, this is twe
NERVC ceNTcii or
CUTBACIC ciTV .

F(?0/v\ MERE. ViE CAN
COORPINATE A VAST
NETWORK OF
TReMZ-lEP ACTlVITV
tovJarp a
CO/v^MON QOAL.

WWV POhJT you THEM ?,

-HtAT LISTLESS
INDOLENCE OM THL
SUKPACE IS ONLY
A RU&E. pou)N
HERE WE'RE
VJORKIMO T1RELES5LV
To FlC,HT THE.
BuouET curs.

3ur uJHO IS THAT,
HUt>PUM(i INTENTLY
OVER AN OMINOUSLY
CLOWlNQ CONSOLE^
CHUCKLlNQ QUIETLY
TG MIAOSEILF ?

OM ,
BUT oOE AP;e.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

1^ n»+ *^<6f T^«^

2 f

Mae West upon hearing lO
men vs/ere waiting for her at

her house: "I'm tired, send one
of them home."

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffa
ACMOU

1 HMimy
SF«<ony
lO^rtumad

14 Emmy't lun

iSMmgnns
teowat

17

l«Tw*araMar
201
11

22Sm» AcrOM
24 ComK hmnf
25 r^iw^y —
2«Qrwl
2t SM««n«on MM.

aM«i 23 ACTOM
33Ha<n ilup

J4 ^touttm

MCoMcanw
Ml

SAuator
OFlaMrty

4 E«MIV« on*

5 snow (av
• MdyacDon
7 An snap

• A Slooo*
• Co«npMMn*M
10 KoMT pUy«'i

30 EncouragM
31 TittM irxMn

32 n«<«aMS
34 LontMfdi.

«M on*
37 Naar. tio«M«r

MC
41 T*frtlc<

43 Moraovw
44 a«n> for

31 Do«»n

46 Orov*
47 TaparM nM
4a LMurgy
4«C»Vin
SOOwagrMfMM
SI NoimOOM
&2 Harrow nval

S3 Anglo-Saaon
laooror

S6^MM•d panod
S7 stooa

11 Owvict
l2Bwik

airmgamani
13 lOng or quaan ,

lor aiampla
It Mhota m fVi«

23 Vaatnaai

24 So(|.aoapng
2SOWhat
26 Franon iag«

27 Early

2aAia»ran
2t Ounwia

iMo-im
37Sagnmad
31 VadK Hr* goo
3« To — (pracaaai

40Conn*e*cui
utMariMy

41 Tru . ^^____
42 Ocy SIM o« Loa p V I P

4SCra«K along

4>Ca*nga
47 ThaMMdOna

AWSWEH TO PWEVIOUS PUZZlfc
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nnfi [wnn nnnni
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nnnri ranna nunn
nnnnn nnnnn nnn
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nnn rmnn
nunorvi rinniid
innnnnnnnrinnnrir
innnn nnnn nnor
innn nnnn none

S0TlGli*do«1
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TAUtUi (Aprs 2CM^av 20) A
good tme for Ooing business over

the phone or by nroil Vou rmx

txisr>ess ana pleasure with unusual

success Good luck helps you rr>eet

financial oerronds

OffMINI (May 2)June 20) Per-

sonnel decisions go "^ yo^ fovor

Avoid bfoggmg Sorrtetfung you do
to please o parent or cNU wi brmg

you enormous joy Go out of your

way to cement relationship ties

CANCil (Ajne 21-July 2<;) This

con be one of the best days of the

month for you Vou seek to please

onottier and end up pleasing

yOLTseffi Most work decniorv shoiid

be to your kklng now.

LIO (July 2J-Aug 22) Keep your

emotions in check and you will do
wen negotiating a deal or winnmg

someone's tieart Do not rock the

boot at work SockjHy. ttungs go
wen

VIIOO (Aug 23-Sepf 22) New
ocquaintances inspire you to do
some great things Ignore

neighbort>ood gossip and make
your own analysis Let ott)er people

go their own way for a wNle - you
are on \t>e right course

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) A com-
pulsion involving nrxaney is rooted in

other areas of your life. Get in step

before the rest of ttie workj passes

you by. You krow what you must

do Move quickly.

9COWH> (Oct 23-Nov 21) A
casual approoch may not work to-

day Vou bring a sense of statMttv

to the fam«y c»cie Loved ones

benefit from your odvce if sirx|le

piov ttie field m rorrarx;e

SAmnAMIIt (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Vou learn or teach an important

lesson today Sudden changes lor

you mto matung some positive deci-

sions Trovei IS favored

CAMIICOMI (Dec 22-Jon )9)

Money and travel are highlghted n
your plans today Someone wtxj

really cores about you will go ttiof

extra mile to ensure that your cash

i\ow Improves Repay favors en

soon as possit>ie

AttUAMUt (Jon 20-Feb 18) Do
not let anyone bring negative

forces Into your persorxil life No
relat<>nship buNt on false promises

is worth pursuing The economic
outkx)k improves

ntCM (Feb 19-March 20) Vou
wi moke the lorgest gams by rrxjlrv

taming a low profile in the
morketpkace today Have lunch

with someone who generates both

)oy and good ideas Be generous
with a parent or child

AMIS (March 21-April 19) Do not

worry if you have to walk a
tightrope today You will tKive no
trouble keeprig your bokance! Vou
tyjve ttie freedom to rrxjke your

own decisksns row Cfxxjse wisely.

MENU
LUNCH

Hot pastrami on rye

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
Summer salad, pocket bread

Quict>e Lorraine

DINNER
Veal pxarmesan

Baked chicken

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant parmigkana

Baked chteken
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Canadiens eliminate Bruins, 3-2 Softball

MONTREAL (AP) - The Montreal Canadiens avenged

last year's playoff elimination by Boston, riding the

goaltending of Patrick Roy and a strong defense to the

Adams Division title with a 3-2 victory over the Bruins

last night.

Montreal, which was 11 1 1 against Boston in the

regular season and playoffs, advances to meet the Patrick

Division survivor. Pittsburgh leads Philadelphia in that

series, 3-2.

Elach result in this five-game series was by one goal. Roy

was the winning goalie in the four Montreal victories and

now is 30-0-4 at the Forum since losing to Boston in the

1988 Adams playoff clincher He made 22 saves last night

as the Canadiens re-established their dnmination of the

Bruins in the playoffs — they have won 21 of the last 23

postseason matchups.
Stephane Richer got the winning goal at 4:14 of the third

period when he took a rebound off the stick ot goalie An-
dy Moog, spun around and put in a backhander. That
made it 3-1 and was enough to withstand Bob Joyce's se-

cond goal of the game, at 7:31 on a 25-footer.

Joyce had given Boston a 1-0 lead in the first period,

completing a 2-on-l break with Craig Janney by scoring

on a 20-foot shot.

Chris Chelios tied it 4:13 into the second period when
he came out from behind the net with the puck and,

through a screen, beat Moog between the pads from short

range.

lacrosse
conttnutd jrom page 16

cant team thmt. hint: the Gorillas are ranked sixth this

week, which pretty much fits the job description).

Throw in the fact that Haahvud thrives on sticking its

noses high at the expense of the ol' state school, and you've

got a recipe for a great match even Julia Child couldn't

top.

"We are one of their chief antagonists. There's no ques-

tion they'll be ready," Garber said. "UMass-Harvard is

an intense rivalry, particularly since no one (from New-

England] has beaten us in four years"
But then again, UMass isn't exactly about to stand

anmnd like cardboard cutouts. The Gorilla offense hasn't

betn clicking like it should in the past few games, trying

too hard to fast break and pressing the ball in the offen-

sive end

"1 tell the offense they've got to try and control the ball.

They're always pushing for transition," Garber sais. "If

we don't have it we force it and then we're back on defense.

We're playing too much defense."

But today's game may be enough inspiration for them
to knock the hosts right out of their izods. The grapevine

has told Garber that freshman goaltender Chris Miller

(.590 save percentage, 8.8 goals against) can be had easi-

ly, which may be the wake-up call the offense needs.

Leading the attack for the Crimson are attackmen Mick
Cavuoti and Steve Lux. each with 1 1 goals and 15 assists.

Quality players, but the only serious threats as Harvard
uses primarily 10 players. Garber is hoping the depth of

his team will be enough to make the difference, and bring

the trophy back to Amherst again

continued from page 16

Aprile proved it to be more than enough.

Throughout the rest of the game Aprile was in control.

Central Connecticut never got a player farther than se-

cond as Aprile struck out seven batters while giving up

just two hits and two walks. Freshman Jen Devlin came
on with one out in the seventh to get the last two batters.

The first game also saw some nice defense as catcher

Cherie DellAnno threw out three would-be stealers and

Barbara Meehan made a sliding catch.

Game two was a much closer affair, as UMass was forc-

ed to eight innings to get the win. In the top of the third,

the Blue Devils made a big threat to score. Chris Wan
ner walked three batters to load the bases, but then

escaped damage by getting Lori Emunson to fly to right

to end the inning.

The game would stay scoreless as Aprile came on in the

top of the fifth to relieve Wanner, who pitched four good

innings, giving up only one hit and three walks Meehan
made another nice diving catch in the sixth to help keep

Central at zero.

There were plenty of small threats in the seventh and

eighth innings, but UMass would get the job done in the

bottom of the eighth Miller led off with a single to the

hole between third and short. Kathy Pugliese ran for

Miller and Meehan sacrificed her to second, but the Cen-

tral catcher threw the ball into the dirt. By the time they

finished throwing the ball around, Pugliese stood on third

and Meehan on second.

On the next play, third baseman Chris Collins hit a

ground ball to short and when the CC first baseman
couldn't handle the throw, Pugliese came home with the

winning run for UMass

44 IMADESUI
FOR COLLEGE

I I I
fmrnmrnmrn

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

^J

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,

thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii: 737 525.S; Puerto Rico 721 4550; Guam: 477 9957; Virgin Islands
(Si Croix) 773 6438; New JetTsey 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult your local

phone directory.
t 1985 United Stales Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All nghts reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard. PO. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
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I
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CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITMS

THURSOAV NIQMT AT SWAO w Itm
movw ni(^t kdyslic Pizza 9:00pm tn

SoulhsMl* Room

I SUSLET* WITH OR wilhoul ia«

option it you havo or art looking, com* to

OCHO 42* StudMtl Union

STUDYING M nUNCC NEXT VEANT Th*
Francn Club win th«r« aiipananoM tontghl

i7pminHa(W30l HalrMhmonl* Mrvwj

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT at Itta CAR WASHi
Sat 4/29 only S2 00 N«>t to the I4*wman
Cenie<

TRANSFORW SOCIETY: Attond pro-
arastiv* Utilization Theory (PHOOT)
Seminaf by socially aclive monk Dada K
Avadhuta Thursday or Friday Eiacl time
TBA

UIMOERGRAOUATE BUSINESS CLUB
MEETING lonighl 7 00pm SBA LoOby All

memoers wrelcome Senio< msigni rtight.

career day W planrtirig

UkNQUAQC sums • Oerm«i
' SpanNh K's nol loo lata lo kwa m Brown
Mouae Sua— to Fa> aamalir C«ll»-aSS2
lor MtormsMm

WANTtB
Stupid Human*

Financa tnvaatmarfi Club Party

Apnl2Slti alChanoaa
S190 ca*n pnze

To si^ up acl can 5 «6 WSS

SATF FUNOINO QUM^FINAMCIAL
ROUaa now avalaw lo RSO* inHiMWd
in SGA funding Pick one up m 420 SU Pro-

iduanoMtar man May I7 Spm

! THIS i

(or WW WHO?) Jal thara lor no more man
tiao w«i AlRMITCMm. a* raportad in Con-

Mjmer n*po«li NY time*. Lei t Go. New-

day Good HouaiMapmg and national nei

Mork mormng ahowt For delaa*. can

212-M4-2000 or wnl* AIRHITCH. 2901

Broadway SuMa lOOA. NY. NY 100»

ANOnCA GILAROC

one Iowa ma guy* iRim 4 ahort Jama*

ATTBfTIOM: ALL UMASS STUOINTS

FtMM TO THE iTOLLCaUN
Keep your

m wttai « goMW on at UMaa*goinaona
I a atmoal anywnara For mora

iccnw<oawlDRoomii3Cam-

AIIIMIIOM

m mC CALCULATOR S50 00 H9ulw<y
tra 00 Oaf ^M* al S4B4400

AUTO ROR BALE

FORD FAMMONT 1979 Run* good Good
lira* 1700 cm Joan S4»4063

RELOCATMQ MUST SELL. I9S7 Honda
4doerciv«c S0600 nagolwM* SBM873

IBBSAII RULSAR NX 'SS. Graal car.

GREAT PRICE $2400 rim> E«o*9anl oondi-

Hon can Brian S49-5440

SSCMEVifTC Qbob CONDITIOiN muM
•a* 1 700 SO S4»^S836 Blue Radn (AM FU)

70 BUICK WAOON kx>k maa* excellent

running condann MOO or BO cal 290-1 187

1BS2 OATSUN 9ieHalcfiback New Brake*
Naw Ignition lock and starter new limmg
belt, automatic tiansmisaion $1300 00 or

beat oner CtU Bruca at S49-5324 Between
5PM and 11PM

(ZSOhilyaqMPlmuaii
(diaap caN 323-4250

19*3 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK.
aulomMc. many naw parts $1900 or BO
SS4-S136I

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE raHatila VO
AMFM stereo 425 Call 549-2606

CAPE COO RENTALS

FALMOUTH S BEDROOM HOUSE. Walk
to Town bike lo beach available May
15-Labor day $5500 Pay as you work"
506426-4218

COTTAGE AVAHABLE M
CAPE COD

RENT COTTAGE IN FALMOUTH
HEIGHTS 1^ to 3 females tor only $2500
from Memorial Day to Labor Day Call

506-788-1367

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

Jockeys. lighU and large screen video

2S»«526.

FOR RENT

ONE TWO AND THREE BEDROOM apart

ments available June 1st All with a tall op-

tion Please call Sue at 413-665-2203 tor

information

AMHERST APARTMENT AVAILABLE
near Brunos on Busroute three bedroom
apartment to sublet or lease Can 253-2382

3 BEDROOM MAIN ST APT: 3 or 4 peopis
- 6/1 Call 256-1007

FOUR BEDROOMS IN nVE bedroom
house in Amhrwst 253-9624

ONE BEDROOM EFFICIENCY to sublet lor

summer with option to take over lease 85
Amity St apt 105 Phone 253-5808

CONDO TWO BEDROOM, End unit^

available July on bus route. $600$. call

1-593-6183 leave message, please

BEDROOM IN 4 BEDROOM spacious,lur-

nished new house quiet location 1 minutes
Irom campus $219 a month plus utilities

avaiable 6/1 summer discount Available

lemale nonsmoker call Rhonda 256-6613

BRANOYWINE 1 BORM. Take over our

lease 6/l Sunset view Call Kristin or

Michelle 549-5669

2 ROOMS OPEN FOR SUMMER in

baautitui 3 STORV HOME 30 SECOOS
FROM TOWN A campu* SM47S2 K««« t
Dave

TAKE OVER LEASE June I 2 bikmSqwra
VMage apt 86S-S869

2 mmm half house lor ram Skyigttt

woodMova prtvala partung 10 mm* 10 caM-
pus bus route call 665-7468

HUGE t BEDROOM 2 bam i^ awa* Sn,
w/tMopnon On bus route 10 mn Irom cam-

pus 665-3463

TOWNEHOUSE M MUTHWOOO Apia'

Startins 6 i with Fall OptNm Cal 2S6 4S03

4 •EOndOM~APARtMENTSw«ac VMaDa
summer lease with Fall Oiition TSA-Zin

HAOLEY- GRADUATES, NON-
SMOKERrlwo apaoou* lumahadAmluni»
ad bedroom* share aparVnanl. 10 minula
drive S400> 586-6203

TAKE OUR LEASE 2 bedroom in Pultton

549-7875 Jeff leave message

NICE 4 B^ROOM HOUSE on bus route 4

mi from campus max 5 occupants avail

June 1 $1200/mo 253-2644

3 BDRM HOUSE AVAILABLE^ay~rSo
Amherst on Bus route 253-8827

TAKE OVER OURLeaaa m Brawdywn*
June 1*1 549-0951

TWO DOUBLE ROOMStaige IMp/p
medium I25p/p non-smokers ptaas*
avaOaMe 6/l 12 min* by bu* ewaty 10

minutes Call ASAP anytana 886-4431

LARGE TWO BKOnOOIICondo tan or

three people luRy equipped KNctian. Laun-
dry laciMies Can 253-2923

availabii June i wdh Fal optHn mm nag-

5494037

avaiiaMe June Isl $436Mio CM 2Sfr«4*7
on bu* rouM

TAKE OVER LEASE ON lai«

apanmani starling Juna 1. wiBl k
Cal 256-1256

mar. IMI optionai 2»3-aB«

TO

tat JUNE
nSC MONTH PLUS ELEC
949-1388.

•ouTMWooo «rr.
AVAKAaLEVliatMnaBM Caa»>«lS7

TAKEOVlBiOUin
June t.2S3-2320

PUPrrOM VILLAOE OOUME ROOM
laaaa avaMMa Jtme 1 Oaa lo bu* 8 !•»>
dry $286/monm Indud** gaa. haal, t hot

water Cal 54»OB40

apartmartt

»Me04

•tafUnaa/l tor

tat toi«. CMI

KEG ON TAPM HOURS A OAVI Buy my
kag macmna and kaap ma UMaaa MdHon
Tim at 549-4274 BO

FURNITURE, STEREO.
REFRIGERATOR, bookcase.
549-7423 John/leave i

luton

APPLE ik: with
nog Call Beril Sa»-7D42

ROLLERMOB. ROLETO
Typaatar S rttbon caMaaia SI JO
5844145

Tka

1 8 INCH COLOR TV Sony
cai>le ready aacond wcolor
nog 584-3839

TOSHIB 4 HEAD VCR
546-9953 before 9pm

$200

TWIN BED;
al*o de*k and
54»0316

ONE PAIR OFBose 601 Slarao
$550 or B/O For info cal 6-7S3S.
leave message

PEAVEY CLASSIC AMP 80 Walt. 2-12m
spkrs Reverb. Phaser SS pre amp Tut>a

post NigrVtow gain Fool switch Reat^f loud

Can Adam 546-5743 Leave maiiaga.
250 00 Firm

NAUTILUS EOWPMENT, bcepa, Npta^
machines $250 for both 564-5136 avaa.

HARD LUCK? Looae your sweatsftirt? I

found It Cal Lisa 6-1293 ID H and V%
yours once again

AN ANKLE BRACELET, near
Gym. Monday 4/10 Cal Karen lo

546-7462

GROUP WANTB)

UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION OR
GROUP to work a Fal 1969 N^ional
Marketing Promotion Gain valuable ex-

perience working for a top Fortune 500 firm

while earning great pay & bonuaa*. Cal
Petra/Eileen 800-592-2121

GUITAR

IBANEZ ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUtTAR
• with gorilla portable amp pleaaa cal Tom
253-3470.

HELP WANTED

ADVERTISING/SALES. Gam the best col

lege business e«perier>ce ar>d large finan-

cial benelits by selling ad space with tfie

most respected national college magazine
Campus Connetction wants a k)cal sales

rep with the energy and time to work and
learn about the ad business on your cam-

pus in the next 2 months We provide train-

ing and support You receive large $$ com-
missions and power house your resume I

need a driven and dependable student Cal
Jay Wilkinson ASAP before 5 OOEST
(201)866-1971

ARTIST NEEDED TO DRAW T-shirt

designs call Davison at 585-0776 (eves.)

BARTENDERS: P m e Grove Golf Course
call Shirley 584-457U tor interview.

MARATHT speaker wanted to occa-

sionally help translate lor adopted chlM from

Pune payment avaiable, call Bob Brooks

549-0520. 9-3pm weekdays

HOSTESS TO WORK LUHCHES and tlFn

ner shifts Weekends a plus Can between

2-4 ask lor Tim Joan or Claudk> 586- 6313

GROUNDS WORKERS: Pine Grove QoM
course cal 584-4570 lor mlarviaw

THE JEWISH COMHUMTVol Amherst
naads htatory and habraw teachers - paid
poaition* For Fal 1989 Cal 5490223 lor

I HELP CAFE OICARLO « now
J applications lor end ol ismeslsr

employment All posaiort* availatM Apply
m parson only 71 North Pleasant Street

AREA SPCOAUBTStl Sawa>«

mg mid-caraar loraHn frkduate
atudanta/r*aaafct»at» MaiaoeiM*advaors
on •cianlrtic, economic and political

davatopmarw m Ihatr home countries For

nlo cal 1-80&428-2820 Ext 516 or aand
cower lallar/reaume to InternMwnil lm>a*l

mam Analysi* (jroup 40 Wal SiraM, Suila

2124. Naw York. NY 10005

EACnON-hatp
preaarve ei«dangared spacia*. reduce lox

ic ii>**t*i and slop lb* arms race Salary.

lianeMs. travel and advanoamerv FuWpan-
time 2 lOpm Cal 256-1430 Bat /Shannon
Appty now lor ma aumnian

LOST

WAYLAND TRACK SWEATSNIRfRoddy
on Ml liaave cal 253-2320

MOWN LEATHBI JACKET wWi purple

krang Irom Hoitan Lane Sal mghi aani

valua big reward 549-5371

I on 4/21 thai

Hyoulound
itar a largea. piaaaa nMum a m i

rmMd* Cal S4S.73S7

GOLD DOME
llound

4A m Kwy (t mtnitl

Cream arraa. halt irama*. dark gray It

lound. contact Adam at 54»«462

MOTORCYCLES

MSI KAWASAKI 880 • Mual m*. BO
S4S-7423 JohnAaava I

NONDA CL 1971 Orange and Mack
awaaemelintB*a<S400orb*aioMar Cal
RabaiS4»«a03

OPPORTUMTV

I yoQurt, a
•la Ifucti Cal Batr* tar

413-774-74M

NEV ALL VOU ALPHA CHI'S and data*
Gal paycfiad lor ma ama of your Ms on Sim-

Happy 2i« Don't lorgatataul ma now mat
Uptown m gomg lo know you paraonaPy
Vou'r* vary spacaai to ma towa atawy*.

TO MV PAM MAEMNTliai ila tar a graal

waat>and Let's do M a^Mn real soon The

NEV • LITTLE PWK SNOW
ataiays love you'

11

SHANNON FOtMLiR I Happy UftMay •

Hav* a great day love Oawn

gga aalurtlay aRamoon AMion.

JM — Nicaragua shouMnt be big enough
to coma between our fnendah* lm«ayou
Lara

HEY MMTIE Howwy. you war* wondartal

laal nigM W* *r* al so pround ol you. ma
•ral theater 140 graduaie"' Braek a leg tor

tiaraMollherun You can do anyttwig b«-
tar . Lova Michaal P

PAH- Happy 20mbirmd*y< and congraia

on your wm mM the Board o< Oowamor* lov*

Usal

SCOTT ARONSON Congratulations it s

your21slb«thday Gel psyched to celebraw
MnigM Love elways, Hywa

HAPPY lit BIRTM Av1jBA<«. - 8 wota
days' We'N be back'

BRANOYWINE - two lemale roommate*
needed for next year Cal Cami or Pam
5496603

HFfSiOMA KAPPA Sqaak Oquaafc Shriek

Ek Ha Ha Ha Ha

XRI , Juat wanted to *ay "hi! ' Sara PS
Miss you muchal

COREY, thanks lor Iha picture! Karan PS
it was awesome!

KRISTIN SHAW - You are SO hot' HAVE A
GREAT 20TH BIRTHDAY'

TO THE GUY WITH THE POPCOWM; I m
usualy there until 2 00 on Thursdays See
ya. -M.

JB— Met you at the Pub Sun 4/23 Aaked
about Laker's game You gave a great tip

WouM like to see you again Respond here

-Tom.

BEAUTIFUL BRUNETTE you ware walkiiig

up Mam St by /Kmherst Crossing 1 30-3 30

DEB BABY! Happy 20lh" What could be
tiefter than a birthday on Tuesday'' Right'

An anniversary on Sunday Happy one year
- hope It was incrediblei l love you -Ev

TO JULIE, THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE of

82 Townehouae. had a blast Sat night with

you! Lata go out respond here David

NEAL SULLIVAN: Thanks for the rose It

was tMautiful

SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE The Blonde War-
rior and her companions, call only what
they see You play detective We're oughta
here

MKHELLE F, CONGRATULATIONS on

your induction now you can take me out lor

dinner your main squeeze Robby.

PS, DONT TAKE THIS the wrong way but.

I kwe you Tyger

HEY BROKEN HEAR-TED FH6iW~CAPE
COD Cheef up' Everything is lemporary-

Broken-hearted romantic brunette

TO THE COOLIDGE PIMP - Thanks for

escorting me to my semi You really know
how to show a girl a good time' The
Challenge

JOOI HUBBERMAN HAPPY 19th BIRTH-
DAY TO THE BEST ROOMMATE - HOPE
THAT YOUR DAY IS GREAT Love Anne.

KMJCNOW ANVMDY NEEOMOTdiir^
lackar? Glad wa mat up Fn >John

•STUaXHAPUN. So you la d*8wilat> ttP-
MW to Amancan Waan*! a worth Mta mSt
Mana

ADP< Luv
Congrai* toiha
ivOAE

new praarJTnt vt

TBB( — Hara'a to one yaar N aa
Looking tonaatd to the second Ldwa y*

KM R. HAPPV ISBli Hava •
Juda

SUE, HAPPY tial BNITNDAV Love. Roto

REB Rah wialhing Twee thed'^VMwpyb-
day Lowe, Jack P

HEY TW - My head! Yeu'ia one i

cool dude and one hoi dancar every lamata
towaa the way you move moaa tup* - a real-

ly nice giri

KARA A AL H^py ItBl
Nancy

NAPPY BMITNOAY ANDREA OBJMOS to

the best roomie ina iriend I couM aak to>

be prepared lor one roctun' weakand io»a
T«

SNUPPV • One yaar already Nwaaabum-
py nito. but you ve goi great suapenaMm i

kwe you' Tink

UZ M MCNAMARA You aaam to ba a
rugged cno bui ia lame you (.ova HM

DEAR SECRET AOMMMER OiOP
I W

taw Lena Daddy

M

MKE HOWARD

TO THE REDHEADM WMTE, oidySBMM
Thanka lor Sunday Love i

TO THE BLUE-EVBO
"•ondar^il Muna ladM
your pigtM Btond*. bnmaRa, or redhead
laM your PC* Raapondhata

to ma HoBWi
achoel Weiroubiamakar m the buameaa

love you anywmi Love, Cheeiwca . Pam
Cami. Brann*. Mary, Unda. Amy. Mich*as,
aiyaa*, ma be** n*al doer, the bey*
downeiair* the My* Eaal Ol Beaton. An-
drew Dice " Clay, the AooounMig Oepart-

Todd mrough me year*, and ma MMI
I Hawaiian Innotthe I

L08T ORGAMC CNBM BOOK 4^0 «
QRC Cai Yeianda 54»i9as

SiaS REWARD
to take over your i

orMMim
houee plaaaat
546-9080

Mur
itkm

tour-Mwa

QWI KARRAB Happy BttSKiy Q aitaiHan
Seiry «*• lata but aw tana you aitfMay la«a,

KaL Jan and Cyn

IfVLA-li.limal. H mat you M fMaa7 Op you hai«
a numBar I aNmi M MR ta K

green,
imeeimeen? Iota tova ya' Janet.

LAURA HALLOV - Have an amaamg wna
"

' Remember. FO.
Lov* ya. a taiow

at your tormal tamgfn' Remember. FO.
mat's al, nommg alar' f

beammester /kndy

OAYNA SCOTT TMM NABOOmN out Of

hwHl tot's INk GaBa

HAPPY SH MONTHS to the saklaM man
on campual It |uet keeps getting better' I

tove you |u*t tlie way you are

WANTED: 2 tamatas or malas nonemoker*
to share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywme to

r next yaer Cal Bob 549-5922 or Jeff

546-7442

• LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!! '

JOm THE SEHHOR CLASS CAMPAMN*
' Earn $4 50^*h pkja bonuees caNmg *

oihe UMaaa sanwr*
* Apply at the Memorial Hal Biaamanl *

or cm 545-3609
APPLY TODAYtl

RIDE WANTED

NEED A RBE TO NVC or Long Island thi*

IO*ILaura»4S75

ROOMMATES WANTED

NEED 3 RMTS FOR BSTN APT in Kanmor*
Sq Mik* 665-3155

NEED 3 ROOMMATES FOR CAPE COD
contact Millaia 546-8529'

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED FOR SUM-
MER on the Vineyard $1500 lor summer
1/2 down includes electnc Near Edgar-

town Cal Melissa 549-7579 keep trying

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE APT next

fall 150/mo call Lisa 6-9354

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR CAPE COD
house call Alethea 546-7053

two FBHALES TO SHARE IN Brandywme
apartment call 549-6503

NON-SMOKING FEMALE WANTED to

share a large room Walking dialance to

campus i200/month plus utilities

549-6689

WE'RE LOOKING FOR ONE FEMALE to

share a room in Brandywine stalling 6/1 cal

5494150

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES TO live in Brit-

tany Manor next year nly $140 each! Call

Julie/JEssica 253-2394

SINGLE AVAILABLE~ButtertieW Terrace,

30 seconds to campus Two full baths,

washer, dryer 549-6981/549-8166

WANTED: one female, nonsmoker for

townehouse apt Call Mananne at 546-8055

leave message

BRANOYWINE - 1 female nonamoker need-

ed starting June 1 call 549-5167

FEMALE WANTED TOto share doubto

room in Large Townehouse apartment lor

tall 549-1449

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE TOshare room in

Brittany Manor tOmons lease nice apt Call

Bonnie ?Sfi-«oo-"

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 Buniw oian o/t

W/Option to lease near bus stop $440 call

256-8967

EDITOR: CHANGE THATB awar^atoan
A' Eliminato grammatical arrora af«d
strengthen your papers $1 00 par paoa

5864118Mad Servwe or dahvary

MALE ROOMATB WANTED- Fun tovmg
Pta raaponalbta liii*wahm*and3woman
in Squiia VRaga. Sunderland On bu* ipuM
•laOhne pkM uta Dan 546-5286

LOOHNQ FOR FEMALES intaraatad m
ranang • houae down me Cape Cal
546-a»7

HbUSiilATE(S| WANtoT TO SHARE
Kadley home on Farm pond, woodheal .

own room and bam Prater grad* Rant
nagotiabto 584-5136 evea

WANTED: two lemale noo smoking room-
mate* to Share a doubto m Townahou**
For further ««to. Cal

!

BEDROOM Nt I

to
S83-0707 $t95/monlh

S mm
to

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED lor

Southwood VI starting 8/t cal 28B4746

NON SMOWNa FUN
woman IoqIum ^ot two tinglv rooms m oool
houae pi*taii& i m AMherai tor Fal i

cal Knatm 546-9614 Maw
Thanka

E OUVB LOOKBtO TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY tOUSEyAPART
MENT FOR FALL OF 88 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 5464408 or S48«400

UNOMtnCt.
'^ CM SIB-1S80

WAMTW

UMOUE HALi~^ioak tar aMM^ roex

nouae |Ftf) Cal Joe 5«8«406

NK#f STATS rt TUTOR NKOCD I

ICMII

HOUSE CUAIBNO OR OPWCE I

Sl»4»13

NAVE A Vnv NAPPY BBITNOAV. Lava

TAKE OVER LEASE/SUBLET 1 br

apt on bua rouM Laundry,

OOTTAOE m CAPE COO AVAiAtU -
FalmoumH*ight*.torupto3l*m*l** From
Mamonal Day to Labor Oay tar only S2900
CH S0S-7SS-13S7

t BEDROOM APT, canM I

madam, oozy SS6-2307 Fal optton - pota!

TAKE OVBI LEASE JUNE 1 I bdrm. apt

ctf tor into 88fr4740

PUPFTON VNXAOE SUBLET Ooubta rm
avaaabto June let Fuiy ium«iiad cal
54»4063 Leave massage

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. Partialy fumialiad

and haa cabto and an conditioning
549^)025

9 BDRM FURNISHED AMHERST HOUSE
2 bathM* b* rie Fit 5 7 25>232i

PUPPTONTONi ROOM. OWN BA-fH. air

cond aiao. •hora VkbdmWbalh Cal
549-7432

StMNIER SUBLET OUR BRANDVWINi
APT call S49 7736 rent negotiabto

StWLET SOUTHirOOO
mahad cal 253-3292

Hit-

great LOCATKM SUMMER SUBLET 2

twdroom apt, in house 5464063 or

54B-7186

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE for Bran
dywine apt call 549-6503 Pam or Cathi

AMITY PLACX CONOO one room avaMMe
330'mo Wash/dryer Non smoker
549-9916

SUBLET: ctoeer than waMno dMlanceto
campus $190 month - sort of ^umiahad No
laH option Call! Sam 549-3536

SPACIOUS TWO RM STUCK) ckiee to

UMass rent neg CaH 549-7222 after 7pm

SWISS VILLAGE Three bedroorna
avaiabto Rent negotiebto Females only

253-5249

'THREE BEDROOMS (one wflal optton) in

furnished apt Rent neg Evenings
25^0901

SINGLE BEDROOM Furnished, pool,

laundry, bus route, cheap. Cal Joanna
665-4632

SUMMER SUBLET - Butterfield Ten^ace. 3

bedrooms. 30 seconds to campua. two full

baths, wahser. dryer 54»«96 1/549-6 166

TAKE OVER OUR SQUIRE VILLAOE
LEASE 6/1 with fall option Townhouse
setup 2 bedrooms il/2 bathrooms, fully

eguiped kitctien For more information call

665-7793 or 665-4363 Ask lor Miguel

LARGE ROOM FURNISHED. Swiss'village

house Female Busroute 1/2 June and /or

July August $180/mo Must see'l pam
256-6241

SUMMER SUBLET Centric 2 bedroom
aptmni on N Pleasant St on bus route

parking place, great place Please call for

info 546-8920

SUMMER SUBLET BK> house center of

town low rent call Sue 549-1893

SUMMER SUBLET WITH Aircondittoning

and swimming pool Available June 1st Call

665 4111 Cheap'

STUDIO APT IN Amherst center after 10pm
253-2366

SPACIOUS ROOMS IN the Sunderland

Farmhouae wtth Site Abundance of Proper-

ty Bus Stop al driveway no utilities

666-4627

LIVE Bt NEW Amity condos chaapl

!

mg dialanoa to campua 549-5318

) IN PUPFTON 5 mm
Tenni*, Air 549-1476

makeadeafCal JoatSBOSia

m
tMRitB ta

mm Bfttany Chaw Ed 253O800

a ROOMS Bl NOUBE tar tamHWcoupta
PalhMii IS mm* to UMaaa SaSO Nick

5464780 256-1334

PUPFTON ONE BORM ATT, idaal tar E.

seme turn, rant nagot Cal 54B-77S>

ROOM TO BUiLET TOR SUMWt
BaauHU houae m North Amhaiai$i7Sftno
up to m>aa roam mmi ba opan tar Fal

A QMlt 4 bdnn apt
pnoe

studarM to awrti m boa tarm not erv

irattranaunal ipaioaphaia
FaSiOUS BRANOCAROS I

aetiiiery peopto to deknar hat naw giaabns
cards promtMama to tocal ataMalamMiallar-

-msHsmnsmwrn-
I VUuAOBAPfAVSAfiijM

«ai4l
CaaasMias

BOUTNWOOO ATT. LEABS

*0H JULY toH
2ba*aomaat oraat

*S18S a manm (Tlial-a

'Qfmt laeakow ngM on bua roulal

'You won't ba dwappnintoiF
•Ci8 Miytaiia SSS-fiSS

TB TO ST. LOME. Mm
roundtnp cal Aza 263-2884

cmmoii

FAST.
ai»4»«7»

TVRBO. CUliiv

RCBUMBB PtotaaalanM taMt pMiMB aafef

SIS cal Rick SOfrAOO

PAST.
al54B«73S

.Col Maty

"WONOBHITH-' pretaa*iBn*l ly|NnB
Haai^vtaa. papat ano mam
wWiapelcheck 2S34664

CASES, PAPERS. THEB».o»vcawpiR.M-

OnlySSSOO 54»«72t

t FEMALES NEEDED; Graal tocoWn. rlgM
uptmrn to stiare large bedroom 2nd Iwar
house tow rent Don t itm** ma' Cal Bam
54»«724

VBCVARONAVBi

* Live and work on p»r*dto* • Marltia'*
*

'Vmeyard We are three furv UMaaa*
' shidents wfio need two houa*mates '

* to live in our rented houee, ^rom June *

' t until Labor Day Located aptKoximaialy*
'one mto from town. It's a super erea, and*
'anaweeomeptacatostiendmesummer *

'The room $1600 each, halt up front

-Cal Chnabne 546-7067, Sue 546-7083 or*

-Wendy at 586-2405 545-3500 PLo
leave a moasage if we're not m

WANTED

2-3 BEDROOM APARTMENTneeded tar

fal in Northampton cal 54»«378

TAKE OVER MY LEASE bedroom
Branywme apt avalabta on Juna tat Cal
549-6157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTKM

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM new UMaaa
Campus or on bus route Pleaaa cal Jac-
qualna 546-5060

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKINQ FOR ONE ROOM FOR MAY.
possible June urgent 253-0706

RESPONSIBLE, NONSMOKING FEMALE
wants lo rent room in apartment tor next

Sar upper rent hrmt SITO/mo. Call
6-7387

I AM LOOKING TO RENT an apartment lor

June, possibly July Call 253-7742 leave

message

HELPlll We warn ! Juna Is*nl your
house/apt 3 plus bdrms Cal Lwa or Sue
253-7230

TWO FUN. SEMI-QUIET NONSMOKING
WOMEN looking tor two single rooms m
cool house/apt lor fall pretsrable m Amherst
Ptoase help us out - call 546 9514 ask lor

Kristin or leave message Thanksi

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a^Hace lo

live on the Cape this summer Call Kelly
546-4819.

WE WANT YOU

TAKEOVER OUR LEASE for a~2 bedroom
apartment wall to wall carpet air cond heat
included, dishwastier. garbage disposal,
washer & dryer downstairs on bus route,

bus stop in front ct apartment Or^ $166 00
per month per person What are you waiting
lor'' Call 256-1165 and get out of the
dormslll
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SPOJTS
Diamond teams turn back Central Conn.

Minutemen explode from slump
topost 11-3 win over Blue Devils

By MATT GERKE
Collegian StafT

All the frustration that had built up inside the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts baseball t«ani over the past eight

games exploded yesterday at Lorden Field, and the

unlucky team to be facing the Minutemen at the time was
Central Connecticut State University.

UMass, losers of six of its last eight going into yester-

day's game, responded by banging out 14 hits against the

Blue Devils to improve to 16-18 with an 11-3 win.

"It feels real good to get a win against them," UMass
coach Mike Stone said. "They are one of the top six teams
in New England and we were struggling."

CoUrftan photo by Jaaon Talrrman

Senior righty Jeff Richardson pitched a com-
plete game to lead the Minutemen past Central
Connecticut, 11-3 yesterday at Lorden Field.

UMass will try to keep the hits coming today in its 3

p.m. game at Amherst College. All nine players in the

starting lineup had hits against CCSU, and the

Minutemen got nine of their hits in the third and fifth

innings, when they rallied for four and six runs,

respectively.

Most of the damage was inflicted on Blue Devil starter

Joe Rich, who dropped to 3-1 with his first loss of the

season.

"Their guy wasn't worse than any of the other pitchers

we've faced this year," Stone said. "For some reason, we
just started hitting today."

UMass made five errors, but Kevin Correa, playing out
of position at shortstop, made two of them. Correa had
to play short since starter Glen DiSarcina was ejected after

instigating a brawl with Rutgers on Sunday. A player
ejected for fighting is automatically suspended for his

team's next game.
But yesterday's hitting more than offset the fielding,

and gave UMaas' Jeff Richardson a win in his first start

of the season.

"We needed a good pitching performance and Richard-
son did the job," Stone said.

The senior righty scattered five hits, two of them solo

home runs, struck out one and walked one, while improv-
ing to 11.

CCSU's Mike Sciortino tied the game 1-1 with a home
run down the rightfield line, and two UMass errors helped
the Blue Devils go up 2-1 in the third. But afler the

Minut<?men"s third-inning outburst, Bruce Ferrone's blast

to right in the eighth meant almost nothing.
With two outs in the third. Steve Kern tripled to right

center to get things going. Afler Drew Comeau walked,
Brian Bright beat out an infield single to score Kern and
send Comeau to second.

Singles by Lou Olivieri and Dave Edwards scored Bright
and Comeau, and moments later, Kern scored on the back
end of a double steal to give UMass a 5-2 lead.

The Minutemen improved on that performance in the
fifth when they rallied for six runs.

Comeau reached on catcher's interference to begin the
inning, and Bright and Olivieri followed with textbook
hit-and-run singles to right and left, respectively, to score
Comeau.
A bunt single by Edwards loaded the bases, and Tom

Murray then singled to left to deliver Bright No. 9 hit

ter Correa's single to center scored Olivieri and Edwards
to make it 9-2.

Murray scored on a wild pitch and Correa eventually
scored on a Drew Seccafico sacrifice fly to finish the UMass
scoring.

"It was a real important win for us," Stone said. "We
did some things well and got some confidence."

Softball team
gets sweep in

douhleheader
By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

When you're hot, you're hot. That is the feeling on the
University of Massachusetts st^ball team these days.
Yesterday, under sunny skies and with a light wind,

UMass won its 10th in a row and I5th of its last 19 by
shutting out Central Connecticut State University for a
5-0, 1-0 douhleheader sweep at Totman Field.

The team will look to continue the streak today against
the University of Rhode Island. The teams will play a pair
of make up games at Totman, the first one scheduled for

3 p.m.

"We're a very young team ... we knew it was a matter
of time if we kept doing things well, if we continue to ex-
ecute," said UMass coach Elaine Sortino.

In the first game. UMass scored all its runs in the se-

cond inning. Holly Aprile, the UMass pitcher, helped her
own cause by leading off the inning with a blast over the
lefl fielder's head for a double She was sacrificed to third,

and remained there as Mary Duff reached on the first of
her four bunt singles on the afternoon.

Chris Wanner's two-strike singlf .scored Aprile, and
afler a steal of second and a walk, Jen Miller stepped up
to the plate and knocked a grand slam that landed in the
grass over the lefl field fence. UMass had a 5 lead and

continutd on pagt 14

Men's tennis downs Springfield
By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspondent

The sun shined brightly

on the University of

Massachusetts men's tennis

team as it swept a 6-3 win
under the rug against
Springfield College
yesterday.

The Minutemen had a 3-3

score afler the singles play,

with the three wins coming

from numt)er one Brian

Gable, fifth singles Humber-
to Soto and sixth singles

Matt Murphy.
"It was touch and go at

first, but we came off with

three of the singles. We
needed two of the doubles in

order to take the match. We
took three," said UMass
coach Manny Roberts.

The Minutemen poured

on the energy and mental

toughness and snagged all

three doubles matches from
Springfield.

Gable and Chris Johnson,
at first doubles, played a

grueling match winning
with a score of 4-6, 7-6 (7-5),

7-6 (7-3).

"These guys were our
total rivals. We lost to them
last year in the New
Englands. My goal was to

beat them today," said

Gable. "We were down after

the first set, but came back.

"Chris played well in the
second and third sets, in fact

the best doubles I've seen

him play this season,"
Gable said.

With a boosted morale,

the Minutemen hope to add
another win today as they
travel to Storrs, Conn, to

face the University of

Connecticut.

CollpKian photo by David Higaahiffuchi

Freshman Holly Aprile picked up the win in
both ends of yesterday's douhleheader sweep
of Central Connecticut at Totman Field.

Men's lax at Harvard, looking to clinch NE title
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The silver cup sits atop University of Massachusetts
men's lacrosse coach Dick Garber's desk.
Engraved on it are the past winners of the New England

title, a sort of generic moniker decided merely on the basis
of a team's regular season record against common New
England opponents. But upon close scrutiny, it can be
noticed that the champion for the la.st four years is miss-
ing from the trophy.

"That's because we've had it here ever since," Garber
quipped.

Well, not exactly. UMass is the last name that can be
found, having taken the pot of gold in 1984. Brown
University stole it in 1985 before UMa.ss rallied to sweep
the last three years.

Today, the cup will make the journey with the
Minutemen to Harvard University for a 3 p.m. clash in

Cambridge, and the scenario is simple. With a loss, UMass
could possibly forfeit its stranglehold on the regional

dominance, but a win safely tucks the prize away in

Boyden for another year.

It won't be a matter of Gorillas hoisting it high over head
and prancing around the field, a la Mark Messier or Mike
Bossy circling the ice with the cherished Stanley Cup in

hockey. But it is a nice sidelight, and good incentive for

Gorillas jump to sixth
Despite a couple of close wins, the Gorillas were able

to move up to a tie for sixth in the latest United States
Intercollegiate Lacrosse A.ssociation Poll.

1. Johns Hopkins
2. Syracuse
3. Loyola (Md.)

4. Maryland
5. North Carolina

T6. Massachusetts
T6. Adelphi

8. Navy

9. Pennsylvania
10. Cornell

11. Virginia

12. Hofstra

T13. Brown
T13. Towson State
T15. Duke
T15. Yale

UMass.
It's possible that UMass can take it even with a loss to-

day, as Harvard still has to face Ivy foe Yale (seems they
always manage to slip that game in at the end of the

schedule, no matter what sport' it is), but it's safe to say
the Gorillas would like to solve matters once and for all

this afternoon.

To do that they will be facing a Crimson team that, simp-

ly put, confuses the mind. They broke out of the block like

gangbusters, taking five of their first six games including

a 13-9 upset of league rival Pennsylvania, and reached

as high as seventh in the national poll.

But somewhere in there. Harvard got its face slapped

by a 10-9 loss to St. John's, which kicked the horse out

from under them. That setback was the start of a string

of four losses that has the Crimson at a less-than-

appealing 5-5 record and a di.sappearance from national

consideration.

In order for Harvard to have any iota of a shot of mak-
ing the playoffs, it would have to rebound against a signifi-

continued on page 14

UVEA %A' NEWS spoms

Sunny today, 65-70.

Cooling tonight in the

40's. Outlook for tomor-

row same.

For Art Hilson, higher

values motivate police

authority at UMass.
Page 3.

Lacrosse beats Harvard
12-4, captures New
England championship.

Page 24.
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40 protesters arraigned;

21 more to follow

CoUagUs pkato by Jmob Duulflvr

WINDOW BREAK - Freshman CASIAC msuor Catherine

McKusker smokes a cigarette during her lunch break from Ear-

thfoods last Friday. ,

Body found near stadium
A man's body was found yesterday at

around 11:30 a.m. in a thicket near the

main entrance of Warren McGuirk Alum

ni Stadium, said Arthur Hilson, director bf

Public Safety at the University of

Massachusetts.

Two physical plant ground crew workers

were collecting paper when they discovered

the body. Hilson said. The workers notified

UMass fwlice.

A medical examiner was called to

transport the body to Muncipal Hospitel in

Springfield where an autopsy was perform-

ed at 4 p.m.. police said.

An investigation is being conducted by

UMass police and the Hampshire County

District Attorney's office, according to

University spokeswoman Jeanne Hopkins.

The man was identified by police, but

they cannot disclose his name until the

next of kin is notified.—BETH GATELY

By BETH GATELY
Collegian StalT

Afler spending the night in jail. 40

demonstrators were arraigned yesterday

morning in Hampshire District Court for

charges stemming from their two-day oc-

cupation of Memorial Hall at the Univer

sity of Maaaachuselts Pre trial conferences

have been scheduled for September.

UMass police arrested 61 people early

Tuesday evening following the occupation,

a prtjtest of militaryfunded research at the

University The number of detainees,

reported at 52 yesterday, was misstated by

University officials because of confusion

during the initial arrest, said UMass
spokeswoman Jean Hopkins.

Judge Alvertus Morse, who presided over

the arraignment, ordered a court officer to

clear the hallway outside the courtroom

because supporters of the protesters were

cheering and making too much noise.

The remaining 21 people are scheduled

to be arraigned today and tomorrow.

Assistant District Attorney Fredric Bart-

mon suggested that the pre-trial conference

dates be scheduled for September because,

"of the unpredictability of availability of

students during the summer ref*^
Everyone has more time to organize."" "I

am very grateful with assistant District At-

torney's decision, he was acting on behalf

of the students," said Cristobal Bonifaz,

who is defending the 61 protesters free of

charge, in addition to the seven who were

arrested last week in a similar takeover of

a laboratory in Marcus Hall.

Twenty four of the protesters were charg-

ed with trespassing. 16 for being disorder-

ly persons and one was charged for a be-

ing a disorderly person and for assault and

battery to a police officer, according to court

documents.
Thirty-two of the people arrested are

UMass undergraduate students. 26 are

non-students and three were UMass
graduate students, Hopkins said. She said

the three graduate students have been

suspended from the University.

The 61 protesters who were arrested were

brought to Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium and booked The 29 demonstrators

arrested inside the hall were charged with

trespassing and 32 others were charged

with being disorderly persons, according to

Hopkins.
Tuesday night, the pnAesters who did not

post $15 bail were transported to Hamp-
shire County House of Correction. Hopkins

said.

The 40 who were arraigned yestotlay did

not post bail and spent the night in jail, she

said.

"We were Uken to jail on a PVTA bus

that said it was a "Special Tour." said

Jonathon Leavitt, one of the people ar-

rested. "We continued our "Special Tour"

this morning to the courthouse. Our
"Special Tour" was alive and full of spirit,

it was great, we helped lift the spirits dl

those who were starting to get down."

The demonstrators said they would pro-

test until their demands — including an

end to all Department of Defense sponsored

research on campus — are met by the ad-

ministration. "I can see a lot of mischievous

activity on the part of our group," Leavitt

said. "We started as a group of seven do-

ing the research, and then seven more got

arrested. Now 80 are radicalized, if we're

arrested again, who knows, maybe there

will be 100s."

Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for stu-

dent affairs, said: "We have a policy that

we don't do classified research at UMass."

Madson called one of the demands, re-

establishing 4,300 freshmen with no tuti-

tion increase, ironic. "I want the freshmen

enrollment back up too, but we were forc-

ed to use state money for the use of state

police. You can't spend money more than

once."

Protesters disrupt SGA meeting
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

About 150 activists protesting military-funded research

at the University of Massachusetts and a recent proposal

to relocate "Cutback City" launched a five minute

demonstration at last night's Undergraduate Student

Senate meeting.

Holding signs and raising their fists, the protesters

chanted "organize and mobilize, save Cutback City," a

shantytown erected three months ago to protest state

budget cuts to public higher education. The demonstrators

then marched to a hearing at the Bangs Community

Center on Anthrax research.

The protest marks the third in a series of student out-

bursts against military-funded research on campus, in-

cluding last week's occupation of a Marcus Hall

microwave laboratory and Monday's sit-in at Memorial

Hall.

Diana Ditmore, a City resident who was also arrested

during the Marcus Hall occupation, said relocating the

City would only weaken protests by separating the inter-

related issues of state budget cutbacks and military-

funded research.

"They want the University to run off grants more

like a business," Ditmore said. "The University will simp-

ly become a branch of the military if that happens."

A proposal to commend City residents for their efforts

and relocate the shantytown either to the State House

steps in Boston or another "fitting place, because its ef-

fect on stalling state budget cutbacks has waned, never

reached the senate floor.

Sen. W. Greg Rothman, who sponsored the proposal

along with four conservative senators, said the senate will

postpone action for one week so City residents can "get

their act together" and focus their energy on fighting state

budget cuts.

"My idea isn't to punish anyone; what they did was

good," Rothman said. But, he denounced linking budget

cuts to military funding claiming "It's not just to build

bullets and tanks."

A few minutes before the protest, members of the senate

sat quietly listening to former Amherst state rep. James

Collins, who served for a short time as chancellor of the

Board ofRegents, urge them to continue the fight against

the cuts and attend today's hearing in Springfield. (See

related story.)

Collins, a UMass graduate who served as president of

the Student Government Association, denounced the tui

tion retention plan, which proposes to increase tuition and

return a portion of the money to the school through

reserve funds.

However, Collins said tuition and fee hikes will only pre-

vent the University from providing an education to all

people regardless of wealth or status.

"The UMass banner should be in the poorest and worst

street comers in this state," he said.

CAG election
postponed
one week

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The second Commuter Area Government presiden-

tial election scheduled for today has been postponed

until next Thursday so students may attend a hear-

ing in Springfield on state funding for public higher

education.
. . i j

The Senate Ways and Means committee scheduled

the hearing for 10:30 a.m. today at Central High school

to hear testimony from parents, faculty, alumni and

students.

Acting CAG president Clarinda Rose-Turner, who

was elected CAG vice president two weeks ago, said

state budget cutbacks take precedence over the elec-

tions and urged students to attend the hearing.

"The hearing affects the future of UMass," Rose

Turner said.

"Someone will eventually hold office [as CAG presi-

dent), but if we don't do anything about the budget cuts,

continued on page 4
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YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Op«fli For Lunch

Tuos.-Fri. 1 1 OOa m - 3 p.m.

M you can eat mult»-curtural cuisine buffet

$4 95—Homemade soups, salads, etc
Also Sunday Brunch 11-3

And a Now Wost Indian Bakory
and Fastry Shop

Wedding and Birthday Cakes
All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 11 a.m. -3 p.m.
Dinner 5-10 p.m lues. -Sun.

Authentic Caribbean Catering—Alt Events
206 Russell St , Hadley.

on the bus route—586-4389

.m»kt iwtM litshkm Uiilrmvnl-

Styles By Deborah
I 8SUnlv«r»lty Df .Amh«f« !549 5610

LANDSCAPER
New England's most innovative and dynamic
convenience store chain has a great summer
oppommity for a horticultural student. This
is a ftiU time Landscaper position available

Memorial Day through Labor Day. Respon-
sibiUties include mamtaining New England
stores by cuttmg grass, trimnung trees, pull-

ing weeds and seleamg and plantmg shrubs.

Ideal candidate must be knowledgeable in hor-

ticulture, able to read and follow blueprints
oflandscape designs, and have a valid driver's

license. A company vehicle and tools are
provided. Hours are Monday through Friday,

7:00 am - 3:30 pm, with a salary up to

$10/hour.

Please contact Denise Richards at
(617)891-8880, Store 24, Inc., 184
Riverview Avenue, Waltham MA 02254.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

You can get therefaster at Store 24

«^-"(sSS

EIGrecoi
Pizza

Isle of Mykonos'f
We serve authentic

GREEK CUISINE

Our whole wheat
pizza is perfect for

weight watchers!!!»
Delivery 7 days a
week to S. Amherst
from 5pm to 1am

Clos* to Brittany,
te«ftliwoo«l A Rlv«rclal«
460 Wast St., Amharst
1 mil* south on Rt. 11«
Nait to RAP LkNors

Tel: 253-9239
256-4196^

[^ CONNELLY

RJUUNEOf

GAMEROOM
SUPfUES

BROwrrs

Ml. FARMS mi S84-0916

NEW YORK
STORIES PG

Woody Allen

$2.50 w/sludent ID.

^MHY SI ?51'^'126

JiiriHmiiiimiiim iiiin imn iimmmiiii/iimnir i im iiirtiiim iiiim iiHiiiiH iiB

AL-BUMS
Don't forget we

BUY • SELL • TRADE
used LP's-Cass-CD's

Now 20% OFF
High Quality/Extra Sturdy
WOOD FURNITURE

t>ookcases, LP cases, entertainment
centers, desks and more!

181 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-7137

ailllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIimillliiiiniiiiiimimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJ

^^^^/6^^^»^ ^^
107 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst

Speedwash, 11 Prav St.. Amherst

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St., South Amherst

LOCAL

^olWgiaB pltato by Jaaon TalrnMn

Arthur Hilson, executive director of Public Safety ai UMass, motions to
demonstrators at this week's occupation of Memorial Hall.

Hilsonplans to make a difference
By THOMAS RODRIGUES
Collegian Staff

Fourth in a l&-part series on life at the IJntrfr'iitx of
Massachusetts

The character of Arthur Hilson as topmost law enforce-

ment Tigure at the University of Massachusetts seems odd-

ly displaced in a position usually reserved for the crusty,

hardened and tightlipped.

A crucifix hangs adjacent to a picture of his favorite pet

cat upon the wall next to his desk. Along the shelves

around the room, on the desk, practically everywhere you
look in the office, you will see countless mementos given

him by those he has helped out over the years.

He proudly sets forward a folder to anyone who asks him
what is rewarding about his job as top cop. The Tile is stuff-

ed with postcards, notes and letters expressing thanks that

he was there for them.
Hilson, 53, assumed the job of interim director of Public

Safety in April 1986 when, he said, students, faculty, and
administrators at the school deemed the department
ineffective.

Despite having no previous police experience, ad-

ministrators later offered him the position of executive

director.

But having no experience in a position is nothing new
to Hilson who. before coming to public safety, attained

the title of director of Placement Services in 1978, beating

out applicants with several years seniority in the field.

The turmoil Public Safety was going through presented

Hilson with one thing he says he thrives on: "I love a

challenge."

"I am hopeful my tenure here will help make a dif-

ference in public safety at thi.s campus A difTcrcncc in

the way our people are perceived," Hilaon said

It could be said that Hilson is working on the percep-

tion problem by starting at the top withm his own sphere

of influence by being as receptive as he can to any com-

plaints that may come his way. He says he wants to dispel

the image police have received as uncaring tyrants who
want to clamp down on living life itself.

Hilson. who vows to make real and lasting changes to

the department, sets his own stage and directs every

scene. Not one to bandy his words, it is his passion for

God and his ideals which dictate his lifestyle and

demeanor.
"On April 6, 1990 it will be my third year here in this

position. If this department is not turned around in my
three year tenure, I will leave," Hilson said.

Hilson's policies are as direct and steadfast as his words.

"I make my decisions on what I think is right, not what

is popular," said Hilson, following an axiom of the Rev.

Martin Luther King. "That," Hilson says pointing to

the crucifix on his wall "is my first love." He was ordain

ed as a Baptist minister in 1982 and has served a parish

in Holyoke as associate minister since 1979.

"My .38 is in there," said Hilson pointing to the drawer

where his gun is kept. "But my bible is on top."

However, he said, religion was not always a strong fac

tor in his life.

"I was a sailor. I travelled. I drank with the best of them.

I ran with the best of them," he said laughing heartily.

"But somewhere along the line, early in the late 70s, I

became realigned with the church." He said once he is

through with the administrative arena he will take on

a full-time parish of his own.

Hilson spent the first 18 years of his life in Cincinati.

Ohio. He later joined the US Navy and served for 20 years

on six different ships, from the end of the Korean war on

into Vietnam. continued on page 4

Fraternity
barkeeps
fined $250
NORTHAMPTON - Three members of the defunct Beta

Kappa Phi fraternity charged with operating an illegal

bar last year have agreed to pay $250 toward the cost of
the police investigation in exchange for having the case
continued without a finding.

Edward Kennedy, 22, of Saugus, Bradford Mulder,22
of Brooklyn, N.Y., and Joseph Orlando, 20. of Franklin
were among seven fi-atemity members who were indicted

in connection with the bar in the basement of their house
at 388 North Pleasant Street.

Two weeks ago, charges against fraternity's corpwation
were dropped in exchange for the corporation's promise
to donate $3,000 to a community alcohol education fund
in Amherst, pay $5,200 to the state and local police for

it.s investigation, and to use the estimated $100,000 pro-

ceeds from the sale of the fraternity house to establish

a scholarship fund for the relatives (^fraternity members.
The bar was shut down when state, UMaas and Amherst

police raided the house on April 7 of last year, finding 100

beer kegs — 84 empty and 16 full. During the raid, which
was filmed, police found 100 underage drinkers among
a crowd of 1 12 party goers. Also confiscated at the party
was a 30-foot horseshoe bar

The day following the raid, the University cancelled

re«>gnition of the fraternity, the first in a series of three

fraternity expulsions since that date. I^st fall. Alpha Tau
Gamma had its charter revoked amid reports of alleged

hazing, and this semester Theta Chi lost fi-atemity status

after violating probation within the Greek Area.

Assi.stant District Attorney David Angier told Hamp-
shire Superior Court Judge John F. Murphy Jr. that the

BKO fraternity has paid the $3,000 into the alcohol educa-

tion fund.

Under the agreement, Kennedy and Orlando will be on
unsupervised probation until they graduate or for one
year, whichever is less.

Sen. Kennedy
to speak tonight
us Sen. Edward Kennedy is scheduled to speak tonight

on a variety of political issues, ranging from national ser-

vice to funding to public higher education, according to

the University Democrats.

Kennedy, a veteran senator who was re-elected last year

in a landslide victory, is expected to discuss plans for his

next six years in office, said Bob Johnston, co-president

of UDems.
Johnston said the club is expecting a massive turnout

for Kennedy's speech, and referred to the veteran senator

as "the patron saint of the Democratic party."

"(Kennedy) is vocal on all of the major issues the

Democrats are concerned about in this era," he said. "This

will be a big event for the UDems."
Johnston said he is expecting several demonstrations

by right-wing conservative groups on campus to coincide

with Kennedy's arrival.

Last November, during the week before the presiden-

tial election, about 300 students and protesters showed

up to hear Kennedy speak, but the senator cancelled at

the last minute because of helicopter difficulties.

- MARIA SACCHETTI

Alcohol influential in university environment
• students say they drink at least 3 times a week # Greek Area tightens up alcohol policy
By BETH OTOOLE
Collegian Correspondent

Pseudonyms have been used in this arti-

cle to protect students' identities

The majority of University of

Massachusetts students drink alcohol at

alarming rates, according to a 1988 Project

Pulse survey. Nearly 43 percent of students

polled said they drink three to four times

a week, and 10.9 percent said they are in-

toxicated two to three times a week.
Those statistics are not surprising, accor-

ding to Karen Jacobus, coordinator of the

Alcohol and Drug Education Program, who
said college is a place where heavy drink-

ing is accepted as the norm. The Universi-

ty environment creates drinking problems
because it allows students to test their

limits, she said.

"The biggest problem on campus is

alcohol," Jacobus said. "Alcoholism is a

combination of physical and psychological

dependence on alcohol. There is a compul-

sion to use [alcohol] and a loss of control

when the person does use it."

Alcohol is a depressant drug that affects

the brain, she said, by reducing a person's

judgment, decision-making, reflexes and
reactions. Fatty liver, cirrhosis, and scar

tissue can develop from excessive alcohol

consumption, she said.

Peter, a recovering alcoholic, said the col-

lege environment accelerated his addiction.

"My feeling is that (alcoholism] would have

come our sooner or later, though. I believe

it is genetic," he said.

Signs of alcoholism include blackouts,

changes in behavior, drinking to cope with

stress, and increased problems (arguments,

hassles, iryuries) caused by drinking,

Jacobus said.

continued on page €

By BRIAN PURCELL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts'
removal of Theta Chi after it violated their

probation by holding a keg party on March
2 has had a marked effect on the Greek

Area in regards to alcohol policy and
awareness, according to several Greeks.

Liability at social functions is now more

of a concern among Greek members. Accor-

ding to Sean Byrt, president of Lambda Chi

Alpha, liability has become a bigger issue

in the last two years, with the loss of Theta

Chi highlighting the problem even more.

"If someone comes in our house, and

walks on our roof or drives home drunk, we
could be held liable and our charter taken

away," he said. "We would be closed down
instantly. This scares the hell out of us all

the time."

John Cunningham, a senior brother at

Zeta Pal and Intertraternity Council
member, recalled how the Beta Kappa Phi

(BKO) incident heightened the seriousness

of illegal fraternity activity. The fraterni-

ty was closed last spring when police found
an illegal bar-like operation and 1.5 ounces
of cocaine.

"What happened at BKO scared us a lot,

we were right across the street when it hap-

pened," Cunningham said. "The whole
thing made us realize that the whole Greek
Area had to pull together and take care of

things that were wrong."
Before the BKO shutdown the Greek

Area had virtually an open party format,

but the increased pressure has led to a
stricter policy on social functions, said Scott

Princer, a brother and former social chair-

man at Pi Kappa Alpha.

Registering all parties with the Amherst
Police and the Greek Affairs Office is stan-

continued on page 4

I
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commuter elections
continued from page I

^,^. ^^^,^^^, ,^^,, j,^,,^. ,

university,"

Shuttle buses are scheduled to run from

Haigi-s Mall to Central High School star

t mi; ,il H ,1 111

The t'At; pnvsidential election is being

held again because of errors made during

the first elections two weeks ago, in which

Tim Reillv and Alex Zarganes defeated

Robb Smith and Ted Chambt^rs by four

votes

Ihf errors stem from ballot b«ix workers'

failure to check several voters eligibility

and the discovers- that at least one student

voted from the Greek area, which is not

considered part of the CAG district.

Smith and Chambers immediately con-

tested the results and the Commuter Area
Governing Board ruled to hold a second
election last week.

Sen. Bob McDevitt, however, petitioned

the Judiciary earlier this week to reverse

the board's decision and ratify Reilly and
Zarganes as CAG co-presidents.

The Judiciary agreed yesterday to hear
McDevitt's petition during a public hear-

ing scheduled for Tuesday night, according

to Clerk of Courts Chris Mclellan.

Mdellan said a tribunal, consisting of

three justices including presiding Justice

John Sijnchez will hear the case. Witnesses

for both parties will be subpoenaed this

week, he said.

CaOrfiaii photo Jaaon Daiuiirr

PASSIVE RESISTANCE - Police walk over a demonstrator
Tuesday just prior to the arrest of 61 people protesting
military-funded research at the University. Story page 1.

Hilson

Greeks
continued from page 3

dard practice, along with checking ID's and
avoiding the sale of alcohol, which places

the fraternity in the categor>' of an illegal

bar, Princer said.

According to Carlene Riccelli. director of

Greek Affairs, in addition to a stricter

alcohol policy, alcohol awareness is being
addressed by events this semester such as

a Greek Leadership Weekend Retreat in

Williamsburg, at which alcohol was
discussed, and workshops on alcohol at

several fraternities and sororities.

Other programs include the Greek-run
Bacchus Alcohol Awareness Group, which

set up alcohol displays in the campus
center earlier this semester, Riccelli said

Greeks also worked with Amherst High
School's Students Against Drunk Driving

to display at the high school the "Con
vincer." an automobile crash simulator

that illustrates the effectiveness of seat

belts and reinforces the danger of drunk
driving, she said.

Cunningham said that educating the in-

coming pledges on both alcohol policy and
alcohol abuse is now being stressed, so the

pledges do not have to learn the hard way
later

"As long as one house is an Animal
House, the rest of the Greek Area will be

looked on that way." he said.

vrtttnued f^om pagif 3

While in the navy, he put together a band

to which he lent his name and trumpet

Meanwhile he got undergraduate work

done at six universities.

"We were called ,\.L Hilson and the Blue

Notes. When rock was getting big we
played clubs and nightspots in Maryland
and Virginia. We started by playing what
they wanted, but by the end of the night

we had moved onto jazz," Hilson said.

Acting as tension moderator for disputes

which frequently occurred between Blacks
and Whites. Hilson counseled many of his

fellow servicemen, which provided the

backdrop for his first position at the

University of Massachusetts.

•i came here in 1973 on the G.I. bill to

do my graduate work for my masters and
doctorate, in Management and General
Systems Theory. For the better part of a
year and half I wouldn't even talk about
it (Vietnam). At that time there were a
number of veterans on this campus who felt

the same wav," Hilson said.

When he finished his studies in 1975.

culminating in an dissertation on the Viet-

nam veteran and their impact at the

University, he heard that the University

was creating a new position — director of

Veteran's Assistance and Counseling Ser-

vices. He applied and was appointed to the

position.

"1 designed a program which would help

a veteran in every conceivable way, loans,

counseling, everything," Hilson said.

Since that time Hilson has spent a con-

siderable energy with a number of local

and national associations aimed towards
easing the burden on veterans and aiding

them whenever possible.

"I feel close to the men and women who
have given so much for this country,"

Hilson says, each word potent with
concern.

"As long as I can see that I have helped

someone then my living has not been in

vain," Hilson says echoing a small prayer

he keeps by his desk.

You are cordially invited to meet

Senator

Edward M.

Kennedy
Thursday April 27

Student Union Ballroom

7:30 p.m.

Sponsored by the University

Democrats
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Workshops to focus on
women of color
By SHARON WTLKEY
Collegian Staff

Women of color, considered by some to be

a "double minority," will have an oppor-

tunity Saturday to discuss social concerns

affecting certain minority groups.

"Issues Affecting Today's Women of Col-

or," a symposium to be held in the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Campus Center, will

feature six morning workshops focusing on

the concerns of Native Americans, Asian

Americans, Latinas, and African
Americans. The hour-long workshops, in

Campus Center rooms 162-175, will be held

from 9 a.m. to noon.

Toya Wiatt, a member of the Minority

Graduate Student Association and a chair-

woman of the event, said, "The purpose of

the event is to bring together minority

women on a social level, and also on an in-

tellectual level."

A luncheon with keynote speaker Dr.

Joyce Ladner, professor of sociology at

Howard University, will begin at noon in

CC Room 1009.

Ladner, a noted author and social-

psychologist, is scheduled to lecture at

12:30 p.m. on Black women and their

families.

Ladner is considered an authority on this

topic, and has lectured and published her
writings on such issues as teen pregnancy
and trans-racial adoption.

Paula Eliott, a graduate student in the

School of Education, will provide musical
entertainment after the luncheon.

Planning for the event began last year,

Wiatt said, in reaction to the type of en-

vironment the University (/Massachusetts
provides minorities. "(UMass) can be an
isolated environment for minorities," she
said, and "sometimes even doubly so for

minority women."
The event, co-sponsored by the Graduate

Student Association and the
Every^woman's Center, is free and open to

the public.

UMass students receive
anti-Semitic notes

STUKNT/TOUTH TOWS

SOVIET UNION
'On«-VVe«k I ^ningrad & Moscow

Council Tlavd

3ff/np?Y l\mwi r#e f)^

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Conservative senator W. Greg Rothman
and Collegian staff member Jason Taler-

man have recently received threatening
mail from a source known only as "The
Real Right."

A letter sent to Rothman and Talerman
last Wednesday said,"It is really too bad
you f—king Jew boys wernt {sic) a little

older and Lived in Europe. Just
Remember—The Real Right—Doesn't want
any Stinking Jews. Kill All Jews." At the

bottom of the letter was a swastika and the

name "The Real Right."

On Monday, Talerman received a copy of

a photo he had taken for the April 10 issue

of the Cullegian, featuring an interview

with Rothman. The photo featured Taler

man, Rothman, Steve Lutz and Brian Darl-

ing, posing near a framed photograph of

former President Reagan. On the clip was
the swastika and name, along with the

words,"KILL ALL JEWS"and a false quote

ttom Reagan, saying "I Went To Bitsburg

isic) because I Hate Jews." Finally, on the

caption, the names of the four were cross

ed out, replaced with the word "Jew".

Rothman, who is one-fourth Jewish, said

that his controversial actions may be a

reason for the threaU. 'No doubt, I have

enemies on campus . . . but I don't think

there's any justification for this." Taler-

man, who is Jewish, added that he has no

idea who could have written the letter.

Alisa Berkowitz, president of Hillel, call-

ed the incident "completely disgusting"

and said that the mail "poinU out, in a

crude way, that anti-Semitism does exist,"

and added that the timing of the mail, bet

ween the beginning of Passover (sundown

Wednesday) and the upcomingon
Holocaust Memorial Week, was ironic

On Thursday, Arthur Hilson, director of

the Department of Public Safety, said that

the investigation may be closed because of

jurisdictional problems regarding the sen

ding of the letters. The investigation was

put on hold yesterday.

7«So.PlMMnlSL
AntwnlWAOIOOe

413-?W-13«t .

Resume
Service

Qualit\ Copies

Fiiie Stationery

Matching Envelopes

kinltof
die copy center

253-2643
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FOOD !

In downtown Amherst
beer & wine served
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DEATH
TIMES TWO!

UEsna
ANNUAL #2

By Dennis O'Neil and Bill Wray,

with Shea Anton Pensa.

Faceless killers stalk Seattle, leading

Green Arrow to seek out The

Question for answers answers

that reveal the untold origin of

The Question and uncover a plot to

destroy the population of Hud City!

Availaoie m Mav

,.o*

ANNUAL #2

By Dennis O'Neil. Ed Hannigan,

Dick Giordano. Frank McLaughlin.

The Question is left to an uncertain

fate as Green Arrow pursues a

mad visionary - a man connected

to the Question s beginnings

- who holds the kev to the lives

and minds of millions' PLUS The

secret of Black Canary s missing

Suggested for Mature Readers. powers' AvdilaDle in June,

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels

58G-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley
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For Your Information
For Your Information is a servace of the Collegian to the

University of Massachusetts communjty Space is limited,
so the Collegian cannot promise an FYI will run. For more
information, contact David at 545 3500.
Symposium
Issues affecting today s women of color is the topic of

a symposium, sponsored by the Minority Graduate Stu
dent Asstxriation. The keynote address, "Black Women
and the Family," is scheduled to be delivered by Dr. Joyce
Ladner at 12 p.m. Saturday, April 29, in room 1009 of the
Campus Center For more information, contact Toya
Wyatt at 256 1046. or Donna Goodleaf at 545 0327 "

Workshop
Potential and current aerobics instructors "will learn

exercise science, injury prevention, basic nutrition and
low impact and high impact aerobics" in a one dav

workshop co-sponsored by the Smith College Department
of Exercise and Sport Studies, and the National Dane.
Exercise Instructor's Training Association. The workshop
is scheduled for Saturday, April 29 at Ainsworth Gym ut

the college. For more information, contact Barbara Cur
tis at 585-3978.

Forum
The Women's Studies Department h;i> scheduled a

showing of the film Not A Ltne Story at 7:30 p.m. Tues
day. May 2, in Herter 227. The documentary, told through
the eyes of a stripper, "addresses the connection between
pornography and violence against women." Following the

presentation will be a discussion- workshop led by the
Educator Advocate Program of the Everywoman's Center
For more information, contact Chantal Pierrat at

545 1922.
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alcohol
continued from page 3

Alcoholics may deny their problem, i drank and
drugged for nine years. Out of that nine years, I didn't

even think I had a problem until the eighth year,"
Peter said.

He .said he realized his problem three years ago. "I

knew I had a problem because I kept flunking out of

school." Once a person determines they have a drink
ing problem they can contact Jacobus for information,
have an assessment done at UMass Mental Health Ser-

vices, go to Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, or go in-

to an in patient program at a hospital, said Jacobus.
*i tried to do it [recover] on my own first, for about

six months I went crazy. I was really confused," said
Peter. "I didn't know how to live sober."

Peter said he learned to "live sober" through therapy
and A. A. He said he now attends meetings four times
a week.
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WISHFUL THINKING -> Genevieve Rivera of Pennsauken, NJ reads the front page of the
Philadelphia Daily News, which offers advice for the winners of the Pennsylvania lottery while
waiting for tickets. The jackpot is expected to be a North American record — $100 million.

US backs
changes
in USSR
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bush ad

ministration came down yesterday on the
side of the changes Soviet President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev has engineered in

the Communist Party leadership and said

It hoped the result would be a strengthen-
ing of democratization and openness.

In a statement, the administration

described Gorbachev's purge of 74 Central

Committee full voting members and the

promotion of several of the Soviet leader's

proteges as dramatic and stressed they

were a matter of internal Soviet policy

But the administration then went on to

express hope that "whatever changes oc

cur, their effect is to strengthen and pro-

mote the reform process in the Soviet
Union toward greater democratization and
openness."

The statement was read by Margaret
Tutwiler, the State Department
spokeswoman, in response to questions at

the department's daily press briefing.

Secretary of State James A. Baker III will

hold talks in Moscow May 10-11 with Gor-

bachev and Foreign Minister Edward A.

Shevarnadze.

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?
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A kNIer is back on the streets.

The only one who can stop him

is the lawyer who set him free.
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Mazda thinks the
class of '89 deserves

a lot ofcredit
Isn't it time you rewarded yourself with a sporty

new Mazda car or truck?

Mazda American Credit has a First Reward

program that makes it

easier for college

graduates

to qualify

for new car

Mazda 323 financing. And

right now, special incentives will save you hundreds of

dollars which can be applied to your down payment.

Get MOO cash back on Mazda 323, or V50
cash back on a Mazda

MX-6 or any 4x2

or 4x4

Mazda
truck.

The
Mazda MX 6 choice is yours,

and the selection is great, but time is short: cash back

incentives end April 30. See your local Mazda Dealer

or call our 800 number

today And
pick up the

graduation

credit you so

richly deserve.

Call 800-424-0202. Ext. 741

I
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FRIENDS - Alison Colbeth, 2, on Minturn. Maine, and her
friend's mouse get a chance to size up one another yesterday.

Doctors find worm
in man's appendix
BOSTON (API - Doctors removing a

young man's appendix wert? surprised

when the real cause of his pain wriggled

into view — a two-inch long red worm that

he had eaten with his home-made sushi.

When the patient came to the hospital in

pain, the dtxtors assumed he had appen
dicitis. But his appendix looked normal
during the operation. .And as they were
about to sew him up, the worm slithered

out of his abdominal cavity and onto the

surgical drapes.

After he awoke, the man remembered
eating raw fish the night before at a
friend's home in New York City.

There is a clear danger involved in

eating raw fish. This underscores that

danger." said Dr. Murray Wittner. a

parasitologist at Albert Einstein College of

Medicine who was sent the worm by the

astonished surgeons
While worms have been a long-

recognized hazard of eating raw fish, ex-

perts say most cases of worm infection oc

cur when people prepare it at home. At
restaurants, sharp-eyed sushi chefs are pro-

bably adept at keeping wormy fish from
reaching customers.

In the latest case, described in Thurs-
day's New England Journal of Medicine,
doctors identified the culprit as a larval

nematode known as eustronglides. The
adult form of this creature is a parasite of

fish-eating birds, while the larvae are
found in the flesh of fish that live in

brackish and fresh water.

In an editorial in the journal. Dr. Peter

M. Schantz of the US Centers for Disease
Control noted that until now. only four

cases of human infection with this

nematode have been reported. All of them
were fishermen who swallowed bait min-

nows whole — "a practice not likely to be

widely imitated."

The victim in the latest caae recovered

uneventfully after the doctors plucked the

worm from his incision. However, the

episode caused a few moments of disbelief

for the surgical team.

"He looked like anybody else with appen-

dicitis," recalled the surgeon, Dr. James W
Turner of Booth Memorial Hospital, i
operated, and much to my chagrin the ap
pendix was normal. I was getting ready to

close the abdomen, and I &e«i this little

thing, and itn^Ofilt^hke tt'tkfVf^irv-

"I said, 'Wait a minute. There's

something wrong. I'll be damned It's a

worm."'

The worms most commonly «u;quired

from raw seafood are larvae of the family

Ani.sakidae Between 25 and 50 US cases

have been documented, but experts believe

that most cases are not recognized <xr

reported to health officials.

Often the worms pass harmlessly
through the digestive system or are cough-
ed up a few hours after the meal Doctors
have even described a condition known as
"tingling throat syndrome," which occurs
when the worms get stuck in the ba^k of

the throat.

Sometimes, however, tl» worms burrow
into the wall of the stomach or the in-

testines. They must be removed with a tube

that is pushed down the victim's throat

Schantz noted that many commercial fish

are commonly inl'ected with worms. These
include mackerel, herring, rockfish,

salmon, and cod. The parasites are also

more common in fish taken from the Pacific

Ocean that from the Atlantic

RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT SIGNING
INFORMATION

IMPORTANT, Please Read Very Carefully

The University requires all students living in the residence halls for the Fall 1989 semester to sign
a 1989-1990 Residence Hall Contract Card. Any student wishing to live in the residence halls for
next fall should be aware of the following:

•• Residence Hall Contracts and Contract Cards were mailed to you in your residence hall on
or about April 18, 1989.

•• Contract cards must be completed, signed and returned to the Housing Assignment Office,
235 Whitmore, no later than Thursday, May 25, 1989.

** Assignments will be cancelled for any student falling to return a signed Contract Card by
May 25, 1989.

•• Students returning Contract Cards will receive a "Contract Receipt." Keep this receipt for your
records. It is strongly recommended that students NOT return Contract Cards Dy mail.

If you still have questions about Contract Signing procedures, call or stop by the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore (545-2100). Thank you.

High PCB level found in Hoosic River fish
NORTH ADAMS (AP) - Trout taken from the Hoosic

River have shown the highest contamination levels of tox-

ic PCB's of any fish tested in the state's 6-year-old river

testing program, according to a state report.

But while state Public Health Department officials

pondered warning ajjainst eating fish from the river, state

Fisheries and Wildlife officials went ahead yesterday with
plans to dump hundreds more young trout in the river.

The stocking was part of an experimental program aim-

ed at restoring a recreational fishery in the once nearly

dead stream that cuts across the northwestern corner of

Massachussetts and southwestern Vermont before flow-

ing into the Hudson River, north of Albany, N.Y.

Tests completed on 13 brown trout taken from the river

here last fall showed that 12 of the fish contained between
3.1 parts per million and 19.4 parts per million of PCBs,
polychlorinated biphenyls, according to an internal

Department of Environmental Quality Engineering memo
obtained by The Transcript in North Adams.

Federal limits for PCBs in food fish are 2 parts per

million.

"I don't have any records of any higher readings in the
state," Peter Otis, assistant director of the division of
Fisheries and Wildlife, told the newspaper. The average
PCB level in the 13 fish, including one trout that had a
reading of 1.1 parts per million, was 8 parts per million,
according to the report.

"Right now we are reviewing the information," said

Ruth Taylor, a spokeswoman for the state Department of

Public Health, which has issued warnings against eating
fish in other Massachusetts waters afler lower levels of

PCB contamination was found.

She said yesterday that department officials had receiv-

ed a copy of the test results on Monday, but she had no
immediate indication when department officials might
respond to the findings.

Roland Dupuis, assistant regional director for the state

Department of Environmental Quality Engineering, said

the fish tested had all been taken from a 1.5 mile section

of the river below the Sprague Electric Company's Brown
Street plant, but he declined to speculate whether that

was the source of the contamination.

The electronics manufacturer used PCBs before they

were banned in 1976 and small deposits of the chemicals
have been found in various locations, including an old mill

complex, no longer used by Sprague, that the state wants
to turn into a $72 million contemporary art museum.

Biologist Joseph Bergin said Fisheries and Wildlife had
been aware of "fwtential problems," and had expected the

report to reveal high PCB levels, when it decided to pro-

ceed with the program to stock at least 200 fish in the

river. New York has also found high levels ofPCBs in fish

it has tested downstream from Massachusetts, he said.

But, he said, ofTicials were still interested in seeing
whether at least a catch-and-release program for recrea-

tional fishing could be developed on the river, which was
so polluted it was almost devoid of animal life a decade
ago.

"There has been a remarkable improvement in the
water quality," he said. "In 1978, there were 2,000 pounds
a day of pollutants pouring into the river. By 1984 that
had been reduced to 200 pounds a day."

Although some anglers had reported catching trout a
few years earlier, he said, the division first began seeing
trout in the river at North Adams three years ago.
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No mudslinging, please
Once again, our so-called student leaders have shown that

they are not deserving of such a title.

This year's Commuter Area Government election was rul-

ed invalid because students who did not live in the Com-
muter Area voted. Also, election workers did not check the
number of credits continuing education students had (they
are supposed to have at least 12 to be eligible to vote). The
second election, which was supposed to be held today, was
postponed because of a hearing in Springfield over the
budget cuts.

The real concern behind the outcome of the first election

was negative campaigning. Posters with blatant lies about
Robb Smith and Ted Chambers were hung up around cam-
pus, falsely accusing them of stealing CAG money and giv-

ing it to the Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance. Tim Reil-

ly, a co-candidate for CAG president, claimed he and his run-
ning mate Alex Zarganes were called "fascist" and their

campaign workers "bimbos."
Now, new pesters, still making the same false accusations

of Robb Smith and Ted Chambers, have been hung. Former
Student Government presidential candidate Josh Gordon ad-

mitted to distributing the first set of posters to his friends,

claiming revenge for the Liberator, a paper which gave him
bad press. He claimed this ruined any chance of him winn-
ing the election.

It is time we grow up. The students want a sincere, hard-
working body of leaders. They do not want mudslingers or
petty vengance seekers. Some of our student leaders should
wipe away the mud they've slung and get down to real

business.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Col-
legian board of editors.

Jenifer Report is bad news
Chancellor Jenifer's address to the Facul

ty Senate on April 20 was an attempt to

convince our faculty members to accept his

report on "The Reorganization of Public

Higher Education in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts," commonly referred to as

the "Jenifer Report." In his speech, Jenifer

commented on the talent of professors here

on campus, the flagship university. While
he commented on our professors, on the

quality of their work and contributions to

the Commonwealth. Jenifer stressed the

need to become competitive with other

Massachusetts universities. "We must
compete for money, and show that UMass
is deserving," he said. "If you are capable,

you'll get it." I don't believe that public

higher education should become a competi-

tion between colleges and universities

Tracy Davis

Chancellor Jenifer forgot to mention that

his plan will increase the red tape that

already exists within the budgetar>' review

process for institutions, by giving each com-

munity college, state college, and univer-

sity their own Board of Trustees. It would
also combine the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst with the

Worcester (Medical School) branch to serve

as one institution. UMass-'Amherst and
UMass.Worcester are two distinctly dif-

ferent schools. The combining of these cam-
puses will hurt UMass even more than the

budget cuts.

The Jenifer Report will change the

names of the University of Lowell and
Southeastern Massachusetts University

(SMU)to the University of Massachusetts
at Lowell and the L'niversitv of

Massachusetts at Dartmouth, respective

ly. It would give the Board of Regents more
power over the university than it already
has.

A report of ad hoc Committee of the
Faculty Senate highlighted the main
points in the Jenifer Report. Members of

the committee noted the lack of time (ap-

proximately three weeks to prepare) and ef-

fort (no consultation from the universities

in question before) into developing this

plan. Another major issue is the vague
definition of powers between the Board <^

Trustees and the Board of Regents.

In essence, the Jenifer Report was
developed to coincide with the release of

the Saxon Report, which was another
report relating to the reorganization of

public higher education. The students are

again, caught in a power struggle between
the Regents and the Trustees. Maybe some
people forgot they are determining the

future of students and our education
rather, than the restructuring of buildings

on paper.

During this difficult time of a state

budget crisis, I don't think that energy
should be spent concentrating on reorganiz-

ing public higher education. We should
unite our efforts to lobby state represen-

tatives and senators, impressing upon
them the importance of funding all public

higher education institutions, not par-

ticular sections.

My main concern is the University of

Massachusetts, and more specifically the

Amherst branch, but an education is an im-

portant right to all.

Tracy Dauis is the Student Government
Asstxtalinn president

Symptoms of idealistic activism

Don't blame the victim
"I can't believe the ne\\ - r(>ii.i\. I can't

close my eyes and make it go away . .

."

A 28-year old woman lies in a coma at a
New York hospital, her skull fractured by
a metal pipe She was beaten and raped
Wednesday night, when she was jogging in

Central Park. One of her eight attackers,

who range in age from 14 to 17, said, "It

was fun"
Now some of you might be thinking.

"Well, its her fault, she shouldn't be jogg-

ing alone at night.' But that's an inex-

cusable attitude to have, that would be like

blaming a 12-year old victim of molestation

for looking "sexy*, or like blaming a
girlfriend of a man who beats her up
whenever he's drunk for saying the "wrong
thing."

These are just cop-outs They are our way
of ignoring the problems of society; a socie-

ty that raised eight teenagers who could

laugh about their rape and attempted
murder of a woman.
Perhaps the source of the problem is the

violence in television and movies, or

perhaps it is. as .some suggest, por-

nography. But I don't know. I don't have
an easy answer.

But I do know that we must stop blam
ing the victim, and start blaming
ourselves. We have created an atmosphere
in our society where such appalling acts of

violence are seen as excusable and
understandable.

I pray that some day we will see an end
to this violence, but until that day, I'll shed
a tear for each victim, and hope that he or

she will be the last.

David Eng
Southwest

A recent Collegian article detailed the ef

forts led by first-year student Christine

Robinson to fight apartheid in South Africa

by banning the sale of Coca Cola products

on the UMass campus (April 20, "Students

petition to ban Coke machines"!
Robinson also advocated ending the use

by UMass of what she calls "dirty money."
the 17 percent stipend received from the

sale of these products. We think that this

campaign, and especially Robinson's com-

parison of consuming Coke to "drinking

the blood of a dead South African" is an ill-

conceived way ofcombatting South African

racism and a rabid, preachy attack on

anyone who has the misfortune not to know
which soft drinks are the politically correct

ones.

In the midst of a severe budget crisis at

UMass, Robinson recommends abandoning
this source of revenue in hopes that doing

so will stop people from drinking coke on
this campus, that the boycott will spread
widely enough for the Coca Cola Corpora-

Trivializing the Holocaust unjust to all

tion to pull out of Swailand. That this drive
will signal other companies to pull out of
South Africa, and that the South African
government will then, in response, end
apartheid.

As much as all of us are opposed to apar-
theid, this seems to be an awfully long
chain of events to expect from the banning
of Coke here, especially when UMass is in

such dire need of funds. Every action mu.-^t

be weighed by its potential to bring about
the desired result. It is not enough to resort

to merely symbolic actions or to succumb
to emotional sloganeering.

Robinson's .statements are symptomatic
of the idealistic political activism which
seems so rampant on this campus — a
desire to be "radical, " to make inflamatory
and controversial statements — than to ef-

fect substantive change.

Craig Hepworth
Catherine Goepfert

Northeast/Sylvan

Hitler's Third Reich, stronger than ever, has temporari-
ly relocated its headquarters to Amherst, Massachusetts.
For the most part, a story like this remains confined to

the supermarket tabloids. But ifyou paid attention to the
political climate on this campus, you'd think a racist

Darren Garnick

Skinneaa was in me White (Supremacy) Hou.se. Left
leaning UMass activists routinely compare Republican
Club members to "Nazi stormtroopers" and "Hitler
Youth." A recent Spartacus League flyer went as far to

suggest that these conservative students consider
Heinrich Himmler their role model.
Comparing people you don't like to mass murderers can

be dismissed as ignorant rhetoric. This trendy tactic,

however, lends itself to the distortion of hi.story.

Of course, tragic events have occurred which do have
legitimate parallels to the Nazi Holocaust. The murder-
fests in WWI Armenia and Pol Pot's Cambodia are chill-

ing examples. But the media's overuse of genocidal
metaphors slander millions of corpses who cannot com-
plain about unfair comparisons.
Any thug is a Nazi. Anyone who suffers is a Holocaust

victim. With each and every inane comparison, the ultra-
evil connotation of the word "Nazi" loses significance.
A USA Today headline about the Exxon Valdez oil spill

described the disaster as Alaska's wildlife holocaust. The
story goes on to discu.ss the possible threat to the lives

of 10,000 otters and .300,000 birds. Prince William Sound
is not Au.schwitz. And the problem with linking the two
has nothing to do with the number of lives at stake or

whether those lives are humans or birds.

The oil spill was an accident, fhe Holocaust was a
deliberately designed Death factory which processed peo-
ple like hamburger patties. The butcher metaphor was
one the Nazis were proud of The Iron Guard, Hitler's
stormtroopers in Rumania, once dragged 200 Jews to a
Bucharest slaughterhouse, chopped off their heads and
hung their naked corpses on iron hooks. The bodies were
later stamped: "Came Ko.sher." Kosher meat.
The USA Today comparison was likely made with no

ill intent. The ulterior motives of those who blatantly
trivialize the Holocaust should be the focus of alarm Jor-
danian immigrant Sirhan Sirhan said he murdered Robert
F. Kennedy because of the presidential candidate's sup-
port of Israel (a threat to the Arab world). In a recent
David Frost interview, he "clarified" this point: "Imagine
if you were a German or a Jew in Hitler's Germany and
you had the opportunity to as.sassinate Hitler. I'm sure
that you would have tried to do that."
Sirhan's Hitler/RFK comparison is not the simple rav-

ings of a deranged lunatic. It reflects the Arab world's
charge that the Holocaust is blown out of proportion by
crybaby Israel in order to gain political sympathy. Thus
evolves the campaign to compare Israeli military prisons
to Nazi concentration camps, claiming the Jews are do-
ing to the Arabs what the Nazis did to them. Accusations
in the Arab press that the Holocaust is one big "Zionist
lie" are common.
On the home front, prosecuting attorney John Keker

joined the Nazi-labeling spree in his closing arguments
at the Iran Contra trial. Keker said that Ollie North and
Adolf Hitler shared a similar strategy of achieving their
goals through lies. Defense lawyer Brendan Sullivan shot
back "[Anyone] who links Colonel North to Adolf Hitler
is not credible and should not be believed."

Exactly. Question the credibility of anyone making a

Hitlerian comparison. He made other mass murderers
seem angelic. An East German government newspaper
recently banned a Soviet magazine article comparing
Hitler and Stalin (a mass murderer by any standard), say-

ing it was an effort "to cleanse Hitler." Hitler's image
doesn't need any further cleaning.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columnist

In other news .

Right-wing groups in West Germany have grown increas-
ingly visible recently, hut authorities last week drew the
tine at how far such movements may go. Bonn banned the
1 70-member neo-Nazi National Assembly political group,
confiscating ammunition, knives and swasticas during na-
tionwide raids on offices and members' apartments. "This
strike against neo-Nazis should be seen as an unmistakable
warning signal, " .said Interior Minister Friedrich Zimmer-
mann. "West Germany will not be a playing field for right-

wing extremism."

The raids came only ten days after the new-right party,
the Republicans, won a startling 7.5 percent of the vote in
West Berlin city elections. Zimmermann said the ban on
the National Assembly did not affect the Republican Par-
ty, because it is not considered "extremist. " As for the Na-
tional Assembly group, leader Michael Kuhnen. who re-

mained free despite the ban, announced the formation of
a new neo-Nazi party.

— Time, February 20
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A tragedy we could have prevented
The oil spill in Alaska is now larger than the state of

Delaware. 10 million gallons of crude oil were spilled in

to the pristine waters of Prince William Sound. For a

week, everyone cried about how horrible it was for such

an accident to occur. Then it seemed that it waa simply

forgotten. Meanwhile, 80 birds die (per mile > a day It has

been killing even the animals at the top of the food chain,

such as whales and deer. _^

Kathleen Osowski

The fact that an oil spill occured is a tragedy, that fact

that it was preventable is even more discouraging. The

captain of the ship had been drinking - a stupid reason

for such devastation.

Captain Joseph Hazelwood has a history of many past

shipping accidents and had been arrested for drunk driv

ing in New York He should have never been in control

of a ship with his history. The area he had to steer through

was 10 miles wide which is not exactly demanding.

Ironically, a week before the spill, the Senate Energy

and Commerce Committee voted 12 7 to approve drilling

in a 15 million acre costal animal refuge in Alaska (one

of the last pure places on Earth).

President Bush's first comment on the accident was that

he was still in favor of the drilling there. The accident

had not changed his mind, and the drilling should start

"as soon as possible." The president also stated that the

Federal government's help was not needed because he

believed in Exxon's clean up effort. Currently, there are

only 800 people working to clean this imrredible spill of

575 square-miles.

Exxon waited many hours before taking any action,

wasting valuable time. The more time that elapsed, the

thicker and tarrier the oil became, and the deeper it sank

In the effort being made to clean up the spill, machines

called skimmers are being used They act like vacuums

to clean the surface of the water Much of the oil has sunk

far too deep for this to make even the slightest impact.

The other technique being used is detoxizin agents as

chemical dispersals. They work in a way similar to

dishwashing detergent does in breaking up grease, and

like a detergent, they work best when the oil is fresh.

So it seems the spill has already happened, there isn't

much we can do at this date to clean it Things will just

continue as before. The best we can do is pray that it won't

happen again. It appears that oil is more valuable than

the planet from which it is obtained. Accordingly, the oil

companies must be more powerful than the United States

government in environmental issues.

It could also be that Alaska is just too far away to think

about. Hey, no one lives there anyway Well, at least not

anymore.
The people of Valdez and the surrounding communities

will have to leave their home is severely polluted, but their

primary livelihood was fishing. Now the fish are dead. If

this spill had taken place off the coast of Miami Beach,

do you think cleaning action would have been so slow or

as feeble''

Since November, there have been six oil spills in Alaska

and two in Hawaii from Exxon Houston. There were 1.600

oil spills in the United States last year alone. What are

we doing to this planet? It used to be enough for me to

know places existed where nature was still untouched.

Now I am very discouraged in our world.

The Boston Globe printed a cartoon that captured what

I am trying to convey. An oil<overed seal said to her mate,

"Remember when they just bludgeoned ua?"

Kathleen Osowski is a UMass student

Taking action will help make the grade
Did you ever feel upset or disappointed because you

worked hard in a class and your grade didn't show the

effort you put in? Have you ever felt frustrated because

you have a hard time understanding your professor in

lecture?

Minu Sebastian

If vou have felt this way, it is important to realize you

can "do something about it. If you have received a lower

grade than you expected, question it^ Try to find the pro^

fessor or go to the department to find out who could help

you. And if you have a hard time grasping what your pro-

fessor is trying to teach you, then go see h.m or her. Many

professors enjoy talking to students in their office

especially if the class size is really large, where it is

es^^ially hard to get a sense of how the students are

*^^Mo"t oeople usually procrastinate seeing their professors

ortestTn^ng a gradYl usually do the -m. but l^t year

I was disappointed with the grade I got in my College

WHting class. I felt I was treated unfairly. I knew other

stidenfs in the class who did less work and got worse

grades, but received a better grade than I did.

^I went down to the College Writing Program office and

told them my situation. They said that I first had to get

in touch with the professor and tell him how l telt. bince

my teacher (he wasn't a professor) lived in Chicago, I had

to write to him. In my letter, I told him how I felt and

gave him my address. He never responded to my letter.

Aaer a month and a half, I went back to the Writing

Program office. I told them that I was not getting a

response. Pat Zukowski, director of the writing program,

was very helpful. She took copies of all my papers and sent

them to my teacher. She also called him a few times.

In the next few months, we waited for a response. None

came. During this time, I was becoming increasingly

frustrated because I thought I was wasting my time and

nothing could be done.

Because I was persistent and pursued the problem, 1

eventually got some results. Pat Zukowski reevaluated

my papers and came to her own estimate of my grade. It

was one grade higher than my original mark. I was hap

py that my grade was changed, but more importantly, I

felt that I had been treated fairly.

So next time you have doubts about your grade or you

have a question about your professor, don't hesitate to look

into it. You are paying money for your education. You can

benefit more out of your classes if you talk to your pro-

fessors and try to understand their concepts of the course.

As students, we have a say in our grades and our classes.

Don't take you power for granted. Aaer all, it's your future

which is at stake, not your professor's.

Minu Sebastian is a UMass student

COLLEGIAN 11

Do not forget

our sympathies
Last week's editorial by Darren Garnick ("Nationalism

not racism," April 20) represents exactly the kind of think-

ing we are trying to counter in our new group Jews

Against Zionism. As one of the "three members" of the

organization (there are more like 15) I feel I must respond

to his ill-informed opinions. I may not have taken the time

to respond to Garnick's piece which I feel would be seen

in the light of its tired pro Israeli bias by any awake, in

telligent reader, if he hadn't made the absurd and

altogether obscene statement connecting Jews against

Zionism with "Blacks for Apartheid." How ironic it is that

someone who supports a regime in the Occupied Ter-

ritories whose separation of Jew and Arab under the law

is a direct for of apartheid, has the gall to accuse Jews
who oppose such a regime of "making as much sense as

Blacks for apartheid."

Boyd Hilton

uarnick is gracious in admitting that "there are some

Zionists who are racists" but then tells us that "to equate

all Zionists with racists is like saying that all Arabs are

terrorists." Garnick's own racism obviously precludes him

from realizing that any analogy between Zionists and

Arabs is ridiculous. Arabs do not choose to be Arabs.

Zionists do choose to be Zionists Any generalizing state-

ment about Arabs is racist. A general statement about

Zionists is a comment on the political ideology they follow.

Don't make the mistake that Zionists are a "people." They

are not "the Jews."

Zionism is the movement that tells us there must be a

state of the Jewish people where all other peoples,

ethnicities and nationalities are not entitled to be equal

citizens under the law. I find it interesting that Garnick

can't respond to the fact that Israel's law of Return grants

citizenship to Jews and Jews only Is there something

special about people like Garnick and myself that we

should be granted such a right over a people who have

been living in Palestine for centuries''

That Garnick doesn't bother to keep up with Israel's ac

tivities in the conflict is clear from his outdated claim that

"the West Bank and Gaza are not part of Israel." Accor

ding to him they are only, harmlessly, "occupied ter

ntories In fact, according to official Israeli figures at the

beginning of 1987, over half the West Bank has been con

fiscated bv the Israeli state This land is now the proper

ty of the Jewish sUte for permanent, exclusive Jewish use.

At the same time there were 60,000 Jewish settlers in the

area among a million Palestinians. Over half the land goes

to I 15 of the population purely on the grounds that they

are Jewish What is this if it isn't South Africa style

apartheid?

But Garnick's most hilarious burst of rhetoric occurs

when he patronizingly tells us to forget our sympathies

for a moment ' As if he, an extremist Zionist who doesn t

even want Israel to end its occupation, can ever begin to

forget his svmpathies. He explains the "focus" of the last

4 1 years of conflict has been -Israers right to exist." The

focus of the conflict is the fact that the Palestinians were

disposessed of their land 41 years ago and have been try

ing to get some of it back ever since.

I never try to forget my sympathies, because to do so

would be like Garnick. who forgets the Palestinians who

are being beaten up, shot, tortured, and incarcerated

without charge in concentration camps right now. Wake

up, and see what the state created in our name is doing.

Boyd Hilton u a UMass student

Skirting the issue

Stop calling it "leather"! I'm tired of people skirting

the issue, and calling it something other than it is. The

object is cow's skin — the dried up, beaten and dyed

skin of a once living, free moving, sentient being

not dissimilar from ourselves.

The present fashion of animal skin jackets and skirts

is revolting. It illustrates humankind's complete

disregard for any species other than itself

Maybe you like your cow skin jacket? Maybe you

think it's sexy or chic? Well, what is so sexy about

wearing the hide of a dead animal? Leather is not sexy

or chic ... it is sadistic!

Why do we call it "leather"? Do we purposely

distance ourselves from the grizzly truth? Could it be

that we don't want to be reminded of what leather real

ly is?

Cows are chained by the ankles and hoisted into the

air so that their blood will rush to their heads. A knife

is then thrust into its neck so that its blood will rush

from its body through a ripped jugular vein. That same

knife later slices their heads ear-to-ear and their skin

is peeled back, exposing the muscle still glistening with

blood.

No life should be so blatantly brutalized. This perver

sity can no longer be tolerated. Leather is a violent

assault on life and needs to be recognized as such.

Matthew V. Jaquith
Northampton

,„ *« „ .nlumnM this semester, butjust didn't hme the time? Are you thinking about writing for us on a regular basts? Or, has the thought

P>d you warn to be acolummstthis se^^^^

"
WuJelr'Jit wrarelZyriook7ngfor7olumnits. Been though US too late to beeome a columnist this semester, you can stM do ,t next semester.

JusttldZnZ Talkt Pam or Meredith for details. Or call us at 545-3500.
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ARTS&LIVING
Burning Spear set for untouchable eastside show
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

For those of you looking for musical

entertainment this week, start off your

week by heading over to Katina's in

Hadley this evening to catch the 8-peice

band Tower of Power.
CKer at Sheehan's tonight will be The

Footnotes, Ten Below hosts world

beat ska artist Bop Harvey, Little

Frankie and the Premiers will be at

Twisters, guitarist Preston Reed plays a

7 p m. show at the Iron Hearse, and Mister

Softee and Heatmiser will be appearing

at the Hampshire College Tavern at 9 p.m..

Tomorrow evening, the Hami^hire Col-

lege Alternative Music Collective presents

Eugene Chadbourne and Danny

Mydlack. The show starts at 9 p.m., and

will be under the solar panels (next to the

Music and Dance Building).

LIVEWIRE

Over at Smith College tomorrow. Ann
Reed and Erica Wheeler will be perlbr

ming at the Helen Hills Chapel at 8 p.ni

Elsewhere on Friday, bluesman Eddie

Kirkland comes to Ten Below,

singer songwriter Patty Larkin performs

an 8:30 show at the Iron Horse along with

Pat Donohue. and Ed Vadas and the

Fabulous Heavyweights return to

Sheehan's.

Also tomorrow night, R&B band the

Crome Bones appear at Twisters, and the

Michael Gregory Band appear along

with the Ray Mason Band at Katina's.

On Saturday. April 29th. the

Tillis Holmes Jazz Quartet play an 8:30

show at the Iron Horse, 9 peice R&B band

Steve Smith and the Nakeds perform at

Ten Below, the Mitch Chakour Band will

be at Katina's, Combo Limbo will l>e at

Sheehan's. and blues band Blue Thumbs
t-ntertain at Twisters.

On Sunday, April 30lh. the Eastside

spring concert takes place behind the

Worcester dinmg commons. The show is co-

sponsored by the Commuter Area Govern-
ment, and features Miles, Miracle
I.,egion. The Untouchables and Burning
Spear
Also on Sunday, Texas native Delbert

McClinton will be at Ten Below, Precious
Metal and Hellfire will be at Katina's, the

Atlantic Clarion Steel Drum Band will

be performing a 7 p.m. show at the Iron

Horse, and Johnathan Edwards appears

at the Amherst College campus center at

8 p.m..

On Monday, the 1st of May, the Cowboy
Junkies return to the Iron Horse for two
shows at 7 and 10 p.m., and Phish return

to Ten Below for an all-ages show (Doors

open at 7:30).

Next Week: Nanci Griffith at Smith Col-

lege on May 4th.

Garage punk masses inspired despite thin crowd
By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

Themasses
The Hatch
April 24

The beer was a little warm, the turn out was poor, the

band started late, but . . . ladies amd gentlemen, we believe

we have a winner!

1 had the privilege of seeing Themasses. at the Hatch
on Monday night. Garage rock at its tightest, Themasses
were the epitomy of punk with brains, thrash with a sense

of humor, ballsy rock'n'roll without a false sense of

machismo, and a good sense of self-parody the way punk
was meant to be.

But before I noticed any of that. I was struck by how

perfectly tight this group was. Reluctant front man Tom
Merchant later told me that they, minus drummer James

Dean had been playing together for over seven years

which explains the tight sound. They sound<hecked with

'Last train to Clarksville," which, if nothing else, was
a hilarious thing to hear, and then broke into a fierce sped-

up version of Neil Young's "Cinnamon Girl."

The show was terribly underpromoted. and the small

audience consisted primarily of various "phudsters,"

members of the defunct Velvet Jesus (to whom the show
was dedicated) and members of the band's family. Not
unlike Husker Du. Themasses are a group with a harsh,

abrasive sound underneath which are some pretty

righteous hooks, and all around good songwTiting. Almc»t
every tune featured nice, sloppy background vocals from

brothers Jim and Anthony Frogameni on guitar and bass

respectively, which always adds to a tune's catchiness. It

was clear that Themasses influences included hard bands

like the Stooges and The Who. but also very melodic bands

like early Floyd as well as the Beatles. In fact they ojvered

two Beatles songs. "Sun King" and "Birthday", and Pink

Floyd's "Corporal Clegg," which not only is a song that

I still can't get out of my head, but also featured a witty

kazoo solo by Merchant.

Themasses have enough worthy material of their own

for a fantastic first album, and it's frustrating to see them,

hear them play these songs, knowing that they don't even

have a demo tape All their originals were tight, high

strung and angry sounding, from the silly but vicious

"Mean Mr. Main Vein." to the lonely, Floydean "Wrong,"

to the chilling "My Gun Too." Themasses' answer to Lou
Reed's "Heroin."

All the songs were perfect slam dancing material, but

those at the Hatch knew to stay collected, keeping in mind

that such actions might mean a swift end to the show

However, the electric level of energy never subsided and

I am still impressed with the originality, wit and tightness

of this band.

Tom Merchant didn't seem to share my enthusiasm

about his group. Before the show, he admitted to having

severe stage fright, and seemed almost ashamed about the

lyrical content of some of the songs lone especially tight

number was about porn star Ron Jeremy). Talking with

Tom about Themasses was like being with a beautiful girl

who thinks she's ugly. They have no gigs in the inunediate

future, mostly because they haven't looked. In any case,

be sure to keep an eye out.

^<^'
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CUSTOMER APPRECIATION
WEEK CONTINUES

Each Domino's
Pizza Store is

independentiy owned
and operated.
Call 256-891

1

$1.00 ^"W^
VODKA & MIXERl

ALL WEEK
FREE

MUNCHIES

Large Cheese
Pizza $ B-75
Only Q
Extra Toppings only SI .50 each

a
s

®

Expires April 29, 1989

'xx^A/yxyy/y/AvyAwyyyyyxyyzyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy/yyyyyy///yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyA

RT. 9 HADLEY next tO CAMPUS PIZZA • 586-4444

12 inch Pan Pizza

Only $ 0.50

Extra Toppings only $1.00 each

Expires April 29, 1989

Store hours:
4:00 p.m.-2 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
4:00 p.m.-3 a.m. Fri.

11 a.m.-3 a.m. Sat.

11 a.m.-l a.m. Sun.

Every

Pan
Pizza

comes w/ thick,

buttery crust &
extra cheese at

no extra cost!

New Domino's Pan Pizza'

Physical humor and creative props spice Ubu The King
By MICHAEL T. PUOPOLO. II

Collegian Correspondent

Did you ever do something really weird and also
hystencally funny? Well, that's what Ubu the King is like
It is a French play written by Albert Jarry about the con-
quering of Poland by an incompetent king and his
overbearing wife. Although it may sound strict, militant
and dramatic, Ubu the King is extremely irrational
nonsensical, illogical, and hilariously funny.

I have never seen a production quite like Ubu, and must
admit that I am impressed with it. There were few slow
spots in the production, the directing is interesting and
quite unique, and there is just as much physical humor
a.s there is verbal.

The set is simplistic, yet effective. The three mobile
ramp-platforms are adequately used in the 8<»nes, and the
props (rubber gloves, pin pong balls, arms, legs, magic

wnnds) are all funny representations of actual threaten
ing objects

THEATER
The lighting design is nothing fance, but it gets the job

done. At times, is seems that the actors have trouble fin-

ding their exact light spots, and were sometimes left in
shadows. The special effects, including a flying fourteen-
year-old, and more smoke than the R.J. Reynolds company
produces in one year, complement the overall design of
the play.

The most interesting and creative technical aspect of
the play were the costumes. The designer put a great deal
of time and effort into the look of the costumes relative
to the play Although the sound design was unique, it has

the tendency to be noisy an annoying, and can be quite
distracting to the audience as well.

The acting itself was curious. Outstanding performances
were given by Shea Salyer aa Buggerlas, Monica Stancil
as Mama Ubu, and Anne Von Herrman as Barbage. These
women all had a great deal of presence, and were con-
sistently amusing throughout the play. The more minor
characters played by the chorus also deserve a mention,
for despite the size of their parts, they provided quite a
few amusing moments.
Overall, Ubu the King is way off the beaten path but

is funny once one becomes engrossed. A production this
unique will probably not be performed in this area for

some time, so treat yourself to a little weirdness.
Tickets are available at the Theater 14 Box Office befmre

the show. The show completes its second week April
26th 29th, all performance times are at 8 p.m.. and tickets
are $2 As Papa Ubu is famous for saying. "Shitski!"

Thirty books later Burgess
still hasn Y had enough
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Staff

Any Old iron

Anthony Burgess
Random House

Anthtiny Burgess has a new book out.

This is a big deal because this ridiculously

pn^icient whter ia so good at finding enter-

taining ways to express his fascinating

ideas While John Updike and his ilk are
firmly established as the Top 10/Madonna
type of literature, Burgef^s is actually do-

ing something of worth with words. And
what's amazing is that he gets recognized
fur it and. he's been doing his thing for

vears.

BOOK REVIEW
"After some thirty novels, people say

'isn't that enough?' . . . But there's nothing

else to do .. . the form is so difFicult, one
is never satisfied," Burgess says. And he's

off again Best known to we kiddies for his

masterpiece of a virtually contemporary
s<Kiety A Clockwork Orange, Burgess has
long been interested in the position of the

individual in society. But in Any Old Iron,

his first ma^r novel since Earthly Powers

in 1980, he pits the individual against

history; and the desires of the individual

against himself.

Forty years of European history, in-

cluding at least three wars, are the canvas

of the book. The colors he employs through

the characters of David Jones and his

subsequent offspring perfectly express

Burgess' well thought out ideas and heart-

felt convictions.

The journey the book demands that we

take through the author's subconscience
begins with David Jones surviving the
wreck rfthe Titanic, described as "a perfect

exhibition of the modern blind trust in

mere material and appearances." This
could be a nod towards Updike, if an author
as important and as good as Burgess were
to waste his time on such paltry matters.

The charcter correctly views the disaster

as a "judgement on the rich." Jones goes
through the First World War in an attempt
to find something. He is not satisfied by his

experience.

This is a book about human appetites

for the tangible (i.e. food especially, and of

course, sex) and for the symbolic. On educa
tion, Jones says; "I wanted an explanation
... of the kind of world we are living in

. . . and I did not get it."

The book continues with Jones' offspring

going through the Civil War and the Se-

cond World War as well as the Welsh na-

tionalistic cause. The Any Old Iron is sup
posedly the sword of Excalibur, though this

is not believed by the characters. The sword
is, however, a symbol for justice and truth

and beauty. Here's a quote from the book
that captures the main point; "Food's what
matters, people will always eat and always
have done what history's kindly permitted
them to. Melt the sword down and make
knives and forks out of it."

While our desires for the intangible are

generally unanswered, they do spur us on.

But the character of Reginald, great ap-

preciater of food, loses the sense of smell,

and thus of taste, through searching for

some meaning; and he ends up sinking the

two major symbols of the novel, including

the sword.

"I don't think there's any optimism in the

book, except the scent of oranges and
tangerines at the end," Burgess has said

continued on page 16

Pboto rimrtny of ML Holyolir Cnllrgr Dane* Dvpt.

GRACE - and beauty characterize dancers Jeff Fiedler and
Martha Mason, who are part of the Mount Holyoke College
Dance Department's Spring Student Dance Concert which
begins tonight at 8 p.m. and runs through Saturday at the
Studio Theater, Kendall Hall in South Hadley. Tickets are $3
for adults, $2 for students and $1 for senior citizens and
children.

'" ^iLmherst Drop Zone
ARMY/NAVY STORE
at 103 N. Pleasant St. • 256-0039

(behind Bart's next to Panda East)

'
i 10%
J Oil anything In

the store with
this ad.

S Open 7 days a week pj

a * Mon-Sat 1 0-6 Sun 1 2-5 A^

Get your thesis binders
from us:

1 in. capacity 7.69

1 »^ in. capacity 7.79

2 in. capacity 7.99

Put your things on the bestpaper

Cranes Thesis Paper
$29.19/500 sheets

A*I-HastingsJnc.
Xonv*nl«ntlY located In th« cmntf of Amh«r»K

45 Sovth Mmasant Str—t

OfEN: WMkdoys 5 o.m. lo » p.m., $«indoy», 5 o.m. to I p.m.
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Semester \^NORTHAMPTON
Indulge without the Bulge

Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and
no cholesterol.

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

Northampton
Main Street

V

/:
•*•,

ACADEMY-MUSIC ,_l^mjf§ase

?^
('

1
>

7th Wi':KK-I>ravrk May 3

Curtain 6:45 & »H10 Nu Showing Friday

•TMUMBS U^
*illLARIOUS

AND
NEARTFELT'

Torch

DULOCV
«• iM osun ..». . Ni»uui urrmajtMKUf k. nOBTDN <••.«

. rti I Mur « . 'nwit mm. nii<K.\
'

iiM VM uxmrt mtnwt mnja\ nam tuatm .m^ um^
«•>• iuH> MUX . ..»~> rn» i)«n »..^ mjb itsny

m,^,m^ MKUJi Ik na^Tu> .....^ Hont ntx\Tm .•....,

.... itii>kKi>uiT7niUi . »-»> r«ii HfcAit

'Funny and
touching.

Harvey Fler«teln

and Anne
Bancroft arc
excellent.

YOU SHOULD
SEE m-
•f 'Hi I

*

Btfedor

• • • At THE GATES Of SMtTW COLLEGE

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT .^In

ADVOCATEBEST
Of THt

VALLEY

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the Best of the Valley PoH,

Even though we were onJy open for one

month when the pol was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202'Ample Parking

Ooen 7 davs a tvee^«NO MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

lamps
buttons

bendys
key rings

nite lights

tee shirts

boxer shiorts
amherst/nofttMiniMon

a.T.B.
(Quitting Time Buffet)'

FREE Buffalo Chicken
Wings

FREE Cheese &
Crackers

FREE Veggies & Dip

And More and it's all

I^^^^FREE^^^^
Monday thru Friday

4:00 - 7:00

X^^ restaurant ^^ ^ bar

23 Main Street, Northampton 584-8666

(

J

MAY SALE
our May Sale helps the seasoned camper, backpacker, travetor.
or the begmner get their camping gear ready and save some t$t.
Selected items throughout the store will be on sale tents, sleep
ing bags, air mats, loam pads, coolers, back packs, daypacks. travel
packs, etc.

Not 9pm^mtt LIMITED QUANTITIES
Sleeping Beg (USA) 3 lbs Holofil 806 Nylon cover &
nMlon tlanr>el lining Value $44 95 Special $34.94

2 for $67 88. 4 tor $127 76

Don Gleeeon'e hM been serving Campers & Backpackers tor over
31 years with courteous service, helpful advice, towest compelilive
prices ar>d the best camping gear to be found We are fully stock-
ed with the widest selection of quality gear all on display
FREE COPY OF OUR 1969 CATALOG WITH COPY OF THIS AO

*^^ ^V^ CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC
9 Pearl St., Northampton. MA P»K)ne: 584-4895

Store Hour*: Weekdays 9 to 5:30, Saturday 9 to 5
Friday Nights till 9 p.m. (April A May)

1
^i
iW

Visit our
New Showroom

and catch
the Honda

"Heat Wave"
Sale

Simple Casual Elegance or The Tailored Look

Fashions for the Spring & Sanuner of 1989
will be shown by us at 2 p.m.

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON April 30th
In Association with Mary Kay Cosmetics

Benefit United Cerebral Palasy.

PICCADILLY STREET
ONE WAY ST. TO FASHION

2nd Floor, Tliorn«s Market • Northampton
584-4896

NEW!
IMPROVED!

COMPACT DISC
SELECTION

Thursday-Saturday
9:30-9:00

Monday-Wednesday
9:30-600

213 Mam Street, Northampton. Massachusetts 586-5726

Sunday
12:00-5:00

f '%

alley
otorsports
216 N King St
(Ri 5)Nonh«fnpion 584-7303

Thursday, April 27th

BOP HARVEY
S»<A BEAT, WORLD BEAT BIG BAND A Skankin good rock

steady party band trom Ann Artmr Michigan Only $S at th« door

rrlday. April »tK

WMUA FM 91.1 Presents
VV.C. Handy Award Winner
Best Contemporay Blues

EDDIE KIRKLAND
**Mr. Energyman"

This IS tt>« rough edge of the t>lues, on the shank er>d, close to

the txjne You know from the moment you first hear it that this

IS the real thir>g...This is not blues for ttia faint of heart
"

Austin Chronicle

Doors Open 8 30 Onty $7 at doorOpen
%.

alurday. Apnl 29th

A Fabulous 9-Piece R&B Dance Band
that will wear out your socks

STEVE SMITH
AND THE NAKEDS

Straight after Comedy at 10:00 Only $6 at the door

Sunday, April 30lh

WMUA FM 91.1 Presents

DELBERT
McCLINTON

Fiery-Hot, Texas, Hoe Down. Blues Harp The Man" and his

stuperxlous 8-piece Texas R&B hot band from Lubbock Don't miss

this one Adv Tix $8 Doors open 7:00

Show at 8 00 Opening the Show

THE YANKEE RYTHM BAND
Monday, May 1

ALL AGES SHOW
PHISH

An eclectic mix of unpredictable grooves and
mindbending jams— Long show' Doors open 7 30

Show al 8 30 Sharp

LOOSEN UP FOR SPRING
DANCE FOR FREE
Come and finish the week ana
the year at our upstairs dance
club any Friday 'til the end of

semester with this ad.
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book
connnuea from pagt 13

of the book. He wTites: "The citrus fruits

outlived them (the individuals* as they

would outlive the law of Moses, It was a pi-

ty that Reg had lost his sense of smell."

The main point of this novel is stunning-

ly apparent in bold color, the author's

philosophy coming close to creating a

masterpiece of art. He misses by the lack

of coheren^'p in the nnv»») thrnMt»h thp fact

that his philosophy takes the book over, at

the cost of character and plot. But, while

the Updikes of this world have such

technicalities down pat, they can't put a

finger to the brilliance of Burgess'

remarkably clear perception. "What is

history but slashing the innocent with a

sword?"

W§9^jl99wmkifPfM»*»ifufi^44ll

GALLO WINES
$399

French Cclombard
Chenin Blanc
Chablis Blush
1 5 Liter

Rhine. Burgundy, Rose, Chcbli:
Blush, Blanc de Blanc$B99
SUN COUNTRY
COOLERS
— i\\ flavors —

$269
AUL MAJ

Seagram'sVQ |

1,751.HIRAM WALKER
? VODKA *8®*

S&^ /^ ^.tA \ S -f £99
1.7M.

?LITEP

GR0LSCH$i^49| WHITE GRENACHE $
. ..s.- • :4 12 0: Dotiies IW- DEP| SALE »3,39 MAIUN REBATE MSO '

'»''L C9<t

rIOHNNIE WALKEI
BLACK LABEL '^'^

$3^99

ROSS UNIVERSITY
Guaranteed student k>ans (or both schools

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

> Amwtean UmdkM School cunlculum
. High past r«U on ECFMQ Quwanlood cMcW rotefcm*

_

• U S M«dk;«l SchooJ* «• accafitng Rom ttudor* witi a^oncod alandnB.

UolodkiWHO.

Anwttcwt Valwlnwy Schoot cunteutum

Uo«*4 In AVMA Okoclwy. Onty tofiign «•<

U & V*« School* accaftng aturfwMi «< oAri

C*, .^H»t-*on, to. fco* .diooi. lof 8|»«n» Frf -Id »**« M^**-'

fUmlii »<« . ••• Wool M*i Sl

M»« Ve*. M. V . tOOO I (J 1 2) r

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

>tir,

Chinese Restaurant

'Szechuan and Hunan Cuisine

Announces

ALL YQU CAN EAT BUFFET

^irir^ir

No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - TO THE PUBLIC ONLY

mmm
Choose from 6

dishes

Lunch Buffet

Mon.-Sat.

12 noor)-2:30 p.m.

4.95

Choose from 8

dishes

Dinner Buffet

Mon.-Thurs.
5:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

Fri.Sat.

5:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

7.75

Plus soup, appetizers and dessert

$1.00 Off with this ad
Effective through May 6th

13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-0286 256-0287

ALL
CUSTOMERS

WILL BE SHOWN
BOOK VALUE!!!

:J«ii

SEE WHY
WE WILL SELL

40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SALE

586-8626

736-1919

USED CAR
AVAILABLE WILL
BE SOLD WAY
BELOW N.A.D.A.

, RETAIL VALUE*

—S^

COLOR

ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS HAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY

CHECKED BY OUR FAMOUS 27 POINT CHECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

• Create tul. ^
color, htgn-quality

reproductions of

cotor pnotos, 35mm
film, or any color

document
• Change coiors and create

entirely new images.

• ^duce or enlarge images

trom5Cr/oto400%.
• Get customized, full-color

coptes for all your ousiness

neeas. wnether you're in real

estate, aovertising or

grapfiic design

• Ideal for all your personal

color copying needs.

Canon
COLORLASERCOPER

NORTHAMPTON
AMHERST COPY

CORNER

•bit

171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA 7----

^^r-ir-tfCr-tftr-tr-tr-tr-tr-tftftftftctftr-tfCftt'tffe-trir-tr-tfftitiftftfttl

3T St.•Amherst • S40-2854

baseball Habs await
next opponent
MONTREAL (APi - Bobby Smith, the Montreal Cana

diens center, watched hockey on television yesterday, and
relaxed. It sure beat practicing at the Forum and travell-

ing to Boston.

That was a reward for the Canadiens after they had
eliminated the Bruins a night earlier to win their Adams
Division final in five games.

Montreal next will play either the Pittsburgh Penguins
or the Philadelphia Flyers in the Wales Conference finals

starting Monday night at the Forum, and coach Pat Burns
told the players that practice would not start until today.

"I'm just looking forward to sitting back and relaxing."

Smith said. "There are things we can work on. like the

power play, while we're waiting for the Patrick Division

to sort itself out."

Like Smith. Bob Gainey. the Canadiens captain, said

he has no preference as to the team's next opponent.

"My mind can't flip over that fast," Gainey said when
asked about the next round. "I just wanted us to be well

rested and ready to play Monday."

Burns, repeating a comment by his assistant coach Jac-

ques Laperierre that "the most difficult thing in the series

is getting out of your own division." said he expected a

different style of play in the conference final.

Softball
continued from page 24

field for an extra two runs.

UMass made one weak attempt at a rally in the
eighth when Bright deposited his own shot into the
crowd beyond the left field fence. But two base runners
after him were left stranded. That took whatever wind
out of the Minutemen's sails and they fell quietly in

the ninth.

One of the few bright spots of the game for UMass
was the play of Chambers, who was putting his first

start at first base. He contributed error free ball and
played the corner smoothly, making several good stops.

But Stone would have to look long and hard to find

much else to smile about and he wasn't doing much
smiling yesterday.

While Amherst College is no slouch as a ballclub,

Stone attributed the problem to his own team.

"We stunk. If we played well, like wf re capable of

playing, we should beat them. But if we play lousy and
we can't get anybody out and you don't hit the ball,

you don't win. It doesn't matter how good you are or

what kind of talent you have."

One problem which has been a recurring theme this

season has been the Minutemen's lack of leadership.

"its tough." said Stone."because these people who
we ask to be leaders have never been in a leadership

role before. They aren't coming through."

Hopefully for UMass, they learn the role soon.

continued from page 24

her at second on another Duff bunt. After Wan-
ner was forced at third. Duff scored on a single by Jenn
Vaillancourt. Miller walked to load the bases and with

two out. Meehan singled to right, scoring Bonnie Schill

ing and Vaillancourt.

That was more than enough of a pad for freshman
phenom Holly Aprile. who allowed just one hit while
striking out six. Rhode Island scored a run off when
freshman reliever Jen Devlin hit the first two batters

she faced and the third reached on an error.

This prompted coach Elaine Sortino to bring Aprile

back in from left field and with come nice defensive

help from the infield. UMass was able to regroup and
end the game.
The second game started with a Rhode Island scare

as the first two batters reached on singles. But Aprile

turned a hard line drive into a double play and struck

out the next batter to end the inning.

UMass got a run in the first but did most of its

damage in the third, when it scored five times.

Singles by Dellanno and Miller starts the rally off

and after one-out singles by Collins and Aprile. UMass
had already scored one run and still had the bases load-

ed for Wanner. Wanner hit a sacrifice fiy that brought
Miller in from third. Duffcame up and, dei^ite a sore

^^back that demanded ice thft)Ughout the game, singled

up the middle to score Collins and Aprile. Schilling

brought in Duff with a single of her own to make it 6-0.

The real story was the pitching of Aprile. who didn't

allow a hit between the second and sixth innings

LIQUORS

Come in and see us for another
week off SCOTT'S SUPER SPECIALS
6 University Drive at Newmarket Center, Amherst

diagonally across from UMass Stadium

Rolling Rock
6 pack bottles

$3.29
-fdep.

lg\ Becks
12 pack bottles

$7.79
•t-dep.

Old
Milwaukee

Suitcase Cana

$8.99•t-dep.

Tanqueray Gin
750 ml

$10.99

A
h^
Sl
^

Kimnoff Vodka
1.75 Ltr.

Peachtree

Schnapps
750 ml

$8.49 $5.99

Visa/Mastercard Accepted, also Local Personal Checks

We want to be your favorite liquor store!

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER
1 Hr. Color Service Available

Same Day Service

FILM IN BY 1 0:00 A.M. / PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 P M.

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

FACTORY DIRECT
TRUCKLOAD SALE

SWi^i^
Factory

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST
549-6490

Bald^viri
Pianos - Organs

DON'T MISS IT!

Savings of up to 409^ ^"^ ^"'V

while the Baldwin truck is here.

New
Organs
From

$1588.00

DO€mpmiSj
SOUOBIMSSI

CLOCK
($52.00 V«feJ«t

FALCETTI MUSIC

New
Spinet &
Console
Pianos
From

$1888.00

SATURDAY APRIL 29, 1989—10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

HOLIDAY INN, HOLYOKE, MA (Exit 15Rte. 91)
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connnuad from page 24

"Its the basics that are killing us. Haitinan said " It s

throwing and catching and everything. And we all have

the basics We don't know why we can't execute in games

because we do it all the time in practice. It's frustrating,

but now we can hopefully turn into the spoilers, maybe
upset a few teams down the line."

With the graduation ofAmy Robertson and Posy Seifert

as well as goalie Pam Stone last year, the defense was

left with some major gaps to fill

Then junior Michele INtko went dt)wn with a knee in

jury during basketball season and was lost for the entire

year It was a big blow to Bossio's defense.

Pytko had picked up a lacrosse stick for the first tmu-

last year, but she quickly learned the game and worked

herwlf into the starting lineup by the end of the season.

"Michele plays with the same mentality as Lynn, tough

on defense, aggressive to the ground ball," Bossio said.

"She worked really well with Lynn. Her and Lynn really

were the mainstay of our defense last year."

'it would help having her back, " Hartman said

"Towards the end of the season, she wai> really picking

it up and she understood what she had to do."

With Pytko gone. Hartman was the only defender left

from last year's .squad. Bossio was forced to field five

freshmen and Hartman as her defense.

There have been a lot of rookie mistakes and it's fair

to say that they have cost the Gazelles some games. Hart

man is patient though. Her leadership off the field as well

as on has held this team together.

"She's always willing to help," Bossio said. "She's

always giving people confidence, patting them on the

back, helping them with the little things. She'll always

take time for people "

She's the consummate team player. But sometimes,

Hartman tries to give too much and that has taken away
from her own play. Hartman plays a vital role out there

but when she needs to come to the rescue of another

player, the defense breaks down.

"Lynny has always gotten by toughest assignment,"

Elossio said. "I usually put her on the toughest attack

player. Sometimes, Lynny does a great job at it. Other

times, she worries too much about what's going to hap-

pen behind her that she's not able to do her jobs."

The defense has been stingy in some games and non-

existent in others. That's a sign of youth. Hartman is a

step ahead of the others. Her real talents really have not

been displayed.

"She hasn't played her best only because she's concerned

about what's going on around her." Bossio said. "She

would be so much better with an experienced defense

around her."

men s track
continued from past 24

would be taking a chance of reinjury

by sprinting in the shorter races. However, O'Brien

.said Brown will be okay to run a leg in the 4x400, con-

sisting of the same team as in the shorter relays, and

will replace Grey.

Brown will also run the 400 leg in the distance

medley. In the other three legs, Jim McDonald will run

the 800, Steve Tolly will do the mile, and Herb HefT

ner will run the three quarter mile. The sprint medley

consists of four legs, an 800, a 400, and two 200s.

Fitz Hagan will do the 800, with Vaughn running the

400, and Grey and DeLaRosa each doing a 200. UMass
should perform very well in the short relays, in which

the men are consistently strong, but may have trou-

ble in the longer relays and the medleys, in which they

are not as balanced.

Along with all the advantages of competing in such

a top-level meet comes a disadvantage. The Eastern

Track Championships take place the next weekend,

followed by New England Championships the weekend

after. By going to Philadelphia, UMass loses the op

portunity to qualify more athletes in events for

Easterns and New Englands. ^^

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST.. NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 253-2571

Dinner & Comedy Special
Thursday Night • Ful Menu Available

$14S5

Professional Nationaiy Known Comedians

David Feinman Johnny Lampert Mike Drena

Monday Night Hospitality Party
All Invited

50C Coors Draft & Free Munchies
Dancing to the music of

Rack-a-DIsc 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

Carbur's • Rte. 9, HacMey • 586-1978
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^^^ 'and (^tiiiar^tOork^op

(Inventory Reduction Sale)

All guitars on sale
April 24 - April 29

Bring in this coupon for an extra 10%
discount on all guitar strings

233 No. Pleasant Street • Amherst, Mass 01002

Tel. 413-549-1728

RESUMES
Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Prim Shop

228 Triangle St., Amhent

PAINTERS NEEDED
in the Boston Area and
inside 495 area tor

summer employment
Both interior and
exterior work. Ex-
perience preferred,

but not essential

Equal Opportunity Employer

Call (617) »42-03a8

<S^-
rentAvwkk

N«w A UMd Car*
TrMckt A Vam AIm A»a«*«

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. AmHcrst

^ 549-RENT ^

TONIGHT

fl6W fllHH<»HKlfl flflfl0flHflft61ft06ftflfl68flflflfl66ft06fl6fl0Mflfli

FINANCIAL AID SERVICES/STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THE WINNERS OF

THE STUDENT EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR AWARDS PROGRAM

OUTSTANDING STUDENT EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR

Lisa Gingras University Internship Program

Nominated by Ellen Wolf

STUDENT EMPLOYEES OF THE YEAR

Cheryl Carboneau

Christopher Davies

Hengameh Esmaieli

Michael Kardamis

Ellen Krause

Denise Lau

Atindra Malaviya

Carrie Nobel

Roberto Ortiz

Angela Pinto

Development Office

Nominated by Eric Snoek

University Library
Nominated by Betty Brace

Environmental Health & Safety
Nominated by W. D. Fitzpatrick

Athletics/ Intramural

s

Nominated by Dr. Zulma Garcia

Plant & Soil Science
Nominated by Joseph Sincuk

Psychology Department
Nominated by Linda Reynolds

Housing Services
Nominated by Dr. Karen Lee Shel

Veterinary & Animal Science
Nominated by Kristen Whittle

Bilingual Collegiate Program
Nominated by Maria Voorhees

Hampshire Dining Commons
Nominated by Thomas Hotz

ley<

DAriCE ^CLUB

' SO^^ Drafts '

No cover charge
before 10pm
WITH THIS AD

ROCKY HILL RD., KAOLEY
586-6908

DON'T WAIT - . CALL NOW TO RESERVE
YOUR SPACE

YOU STORE IT...YOU KEEP THE KEY

WE HAVE STORAGE UNITS OF ALL SIZES!

FURNITURE
STEREOS
GARAGE OVERFLOW
CAR

• RECORDS
• EQUIPMENT
• CLOTHES
• REFRIGERATORS

STORE ANYTHING YOU WANT-
SAFELY & INEXPENSIVELY

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ACROSS FROM SIDE ENTRANCE TO
UMASS FOOTBALL STADIUM

* JUST ACROSS STREET FROM THE MAZE

I UH f rEse.ntb

imtmdflflflflPPoooooooooQO^

Meet the two toughest cops in town.

One's just

alitde

smarter than

the other.

JAMES BELUSHI

K-9
\N0 INTRODICINGJERRY LEE AS HIMSELF

m(,mm -^sibbkiei .s;Dora»inn-^LmaGoiiDo.N«

iflM TOM CLUB
SiEvIEB.

iHE HOOtErb
SHiNEHEflC

I

PG-l3|>Mam
CRmL^(;ORDO\

-^^ RODDM
OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

I WE NEED YOU!
I HOSPITALITY
I STAGE CREW
I SECURITY
I no previous experience

I required!! call us for more

I information at 545-2892
M PLEASE HO ALCOHOL. PETS. FRISBEES. riTESS BirES. CLASS OR OPEI COHTAIBERS AT TBE
m COKERT ALL COOLERS ARE SUBJECT TO SEARCH

I UMASS l.D. REQUIRED
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HEY
SENIORS:
Back By Popular

Demand!!
Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held from May 1 - May 1

2

9 - 5 p.m. in Rms. 177/178 of the

Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

& appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

Make youi checks payable to INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO

INDEX 103 Campus CenterAJMoss. Amherst 545-0848

FREE

Saturday April ^9. IQftQ

1 1 a.m. to 5 pn\.

CRAFTS.
GOURMET FOOD.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT,
FILMS.

Campus Center Auditorium

Sponsored by International Students Assn.

The university presentU Players

J THAT* L

rNTrEIMNMEN
A MusicQ Extravaganza

a tribute to the f\Gf\ musicals of the ^O's & 40's

April 25. 26. 26—6 p.m.

bovker Auditorium — S5.00/$3.00 vith I.D.

Tukct^ available at fAC tM\ OffUe and at door

r

E\CULTY
LECTURE SERIES

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Dena F. Dincauze

of the Department of Anthropology

entitled

'*The Gardeners of Eden'^

\Iodern understanding of the deietenous effects of civilization on the

environments of this planet has fostered nostalgia for "wilderness."

Prehistoric archaeology reveals the complexities of human relationships

to biological and physical systems through a million years betore cities.

Long-term perspectives demonstrate that human evolution is

inextricable from the dynamism of the planetary systems.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bowker Auditorium, Apnl 27, 1989

8 p.m.

Reception immediately following, lOth Floor, Campus Center

Sponsored by contrtbutions from alumni of the Untverstty of Massathusetts at Amherst

EARN GREAT MONEY
THIS SUMMER WITM

Excellent Pay

Referral Bonuses
Bonus Pay

Elexible hours

Industry Experience

Radio/Television

Banking/Brokerage

Advertising/Publishing

Computer Communications
Retail/Law

Locations throughout MA, NH, and Rl

Come sec us April 26 and 27
on the Campus Center Concourse
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 21

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

'God h«lp us all."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
UE1. HOK. HOH DO «X) M^kK£ PONT PLM V(WM PMQNt, CM'^W

tikJ «MMT TO CKL?

MOBBES

I W*hT
lOHAXi
SURE

GOIM6 10

RCH*E OokT

KXJU SEE

BUT HE'S

ML lONEli'

7

m suet vt^ I MOPE UE

tSHT RENTIH6

TO SEE

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

FIKST lt£;5P0NSl»UTY t5 TO
I .MYfAMilY ICAnTAF-
iFOHPTOLOiaMy

'^ X)BfiJ6HTNOW

MMN IT'S NOT HARP TD

HATIONAUZB. MYamOUTOF
THIS, BUTOTUHAl TBHRlBL^

PKCe TO I^Y PKJNCIPLS5 '

/ UCmtR If- *500
TO Tt^CANC&t
soaerftuouLP

CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

So you're the
^^

TWlSTEp CENJIUS BEHINO
CUTBACK CITY .'

YOO PIONT IDEALLY
THINK I'p Aaova
INNOCeNT 6TO0E14T5
TO be: PEPKiveD Of
SEVERAL LEVELS
OF BEKiEVOLEMT
BUREAUCRACY,

.PIP VOO ?

r BOT
HOlO t>IP YOU QET

RAPICALS L»P IM THE
SHACViS To SuPPoRf^-
YOU? "DonT they PESPiSE

V^^YOOR EMPrr, PROFiriATORY FRAC(^^TlSf^

OH, WE'RE rjor
^

REALLY YOUNlC,
,

RAPtCALS AT ALL I

THESE ARE JU&T
CLEVER t)»5GUlSES

\'t*^ REMe CARE**), PiREcroR

OF Tk^E 5T0PEMT
ACTIVITIES OFFICE.

4 I'M ARTHILSOM,
PiRECTOR OF PUBLIC

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

Wis res^i^Q , Ti^e Carles /^c^/\so/).

"We went from the

Massachusetts miracle to the

Massachusetts fiscal basket case
overnight."

- Northampton attorney James Collins, a former
SGA president and Amherst selectman

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TAMHM (Apri 2aMov 20> Pro-

lact you health by watchng you
d«t ana keoomg madcoi ap-

pontmaoti ooue(»<hscfc sum-

mer travel reservotioru Rorrxyice

ofx3 tun t)eckof> tN$ everung Pgt

your bett fc»» forwara

MMINI (May 21-Jurw 20)
Alth<xlg^ money proWerm k3om_

/oo have rry^re chocej than you

mognea Do w/hot you con to

ciitivote new Cxorieu corttocts

Romance is a many-sptenaorea

thng Wear yur heart on your

sieevei

CANCn (Xjne 2)Xity 22) Vour

beliets ore rnost mportont row
The company of a good tnend ifts

your spirits A secret agreement

helps you tmoncolly Be discreet

IK>fX*y23-Aug 22) vouorer^

the mood to surround yourseW

*ffri a cfowo tooay This is not a

good tme to gombte. espeicaiy

on reoi estate Make eiecelent use

of your toients

VIMO ^Ajg 23-Sept 22) Be

sure /Our partner or tam#y is

horxSng yoij rroney coretuly Do
rnore than your Share if hoping to

'irxa success m a relationship or

txainess Others may not meet

you hcMtwOy

UMA (Sept 23-Oct 22; Set

aside time to honcSe a rr,or>ey

matter persorxjlly Travel w* not

bring the results that

telemarketing w^ Take advori-

•age o' ^^*/ technok^gy

sco»mo roct 23-nov ^,
MTomonce will piay a particularly

mportont rote in tooay s events

concentrote on clearing up
paperwork before it becomes on
rritant Hghar-vjpt are co^ntmQ on

you to do a ttKjrough lOb

SAOnrTAMM (Nov 22-Dec 21} %

Vou coukS dacover ttnt your are

m a stronger barganing positksn

than you thought Do not try to

txtn the candte at both ends Pro-

tect your tieotth otkJ productMty

by getting odeouote rest

CAMHCOMI (Dec 22-Jan 19)

^ou are on a roi where making

rTKjney s concernedl Assistance

comes from a fam«ar source

Private tme « vital now Vou need

to pkan afieod Ctieck with your

allies before making

commitments

MMAmin (Jon 20-feb I8)

Social nvftatlons perk up you day

Try to be more iridependent n
your ttiir*tfig Vou rieed to solve a

persorK3i problem before ti-ie

weekend Be open with mote

confide vom tiopes

nSCIS ''Feb 19 Morch TO) t

Vour persorai magnetism helps

/ou leap some high fences Unex-

pected visitors rryay Slow you

down Avok3 dispkaying mpo-
tief<:e Vour psychic perceptioris

will be right on ttie dme this

AMIS (March 21Apr« 19) A
good time for dealing with

oversees busif^ss or a fmarKiioi

matter ttot involves someof*e tor

away A secret transaction of

great magnitude captures your

attention CtxxMO yoj confidants

^itn care

MENU
LUNCH

Fishburger on row

Monte Cristo saryjwtch

BASICS LUNCH
FisnDurger on roli

Soybean, corn, tomato
casserole

DINNER
Broccoli and cheese strudei

Chinese beef and peppers

with snow peos

BASICS DINNER

Broccoli arid cheese strudei

Souteed tofu and snow peas
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.

Journalism is a competitive field and it pays

to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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ACTivirm

:Kur<s 6 -tu-j .iu JN'L ^ DAYS FIvlOL lO HUbLlC/-

SENATOM KENMEDV TONtGHTtI /pm
Sludenl Uruon Balliooni SponsorM Oy

Univervly Democrals

THIS FRIOAV SOT LITTLE WtOTHERS
RivwsKM Trip mMl • 4 4& mttw dan Qa<
psyctMK}' > s Can LiM T or SOT

KTTV BLltf WILL K SHOWN by the

Ffencn Club lonight ^pm Henaf 301

NSA FWOAV MQHT VIOCO Plann. Tramt
and AulomotMlas 4/28 m troni kmnga oi

Nawman Camat 7 00pm All oalcoma Iraa

HOMON STUOBITS AMOC MOTING.
Tmm Aprn 27 9pni Gravaon Mast Lounga
All Walccma' Munc^haa' Topes Boad Day
Rivacwda. Elactan >nto

TNANWOMI tOCKTVI Haai tooal ac
bvtal Monk Oada K Avadhula't aammar on
Prpui ' an acanofiMC. aocial and apmlual
phiioaopAy Payond communiam and
capMkam Campua Cania' Tnday 6 X pm

HMNTMAKCM FAM SUNDAY AMWl M
I -4pm coma buy oogrnai *rt«o>k Amhant
CammuM^ Galtary d>agonal hem Cteay*
naaiaufani

NAVMMt TMMMU FILLMC OUT VOUN
SATF Oudgaf Coma lo BudQal MXMnopa
May 1 7pm room lOt m Hay 2. 7pm.

Room8<&CC All RSO t apply^ Id' <un-

dmg ara «raicoma lo coma

CASA AND AM) AM lalMO riMa eckala

tor tl IP aand tcXoi* tupptaa to NcanQU»
CASA labta CC Conoonmt Friday

KONEAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
oatwai maatino Thu't Ap") ?7 • CC
6 00pm Rm tItMIS

THUnSOAV MQMT AT SWAG >* )ra«

movia nigM UyMic Piua 9 00pm in

SoumaidaRoam

CLEAN U^ VOUN ACT al tha CAR WASH'
Sal 4<'?9 only S? 00 Nan lo (ha Nawman
Cantar

SATF FUNDING GUIOE/FINANCIAL
IKKJCKS now awataMa to R90a ntoraatad

mSGAhjndmg Pica ana up «i 420 SU P^
poaaH due no latar than May 17 Spm

HEAOmO FOM EUNOM THIS SUMMEN
lor any tima''l Fmd oul how you can
' Jm ifwa «tyMna lor no mora than SICO
' Jal tMca anytvna tor no mora man $l«0
' J« ttiaia May 23 tor |«MI MS
' J« ifiara May 23 and back any«ma nataia

ttiaand ol Juna tor jual SMS
' J« Mwa May 23 and oaiHi anywna «a
•umniar tor iual t299"'

tt\wi ianaatwnir> ^ iwa muai ba toma
caKI», iflM' Wrong' Tharaa nql«» To
adunto yOHTMa about noai «ra do iL go gat

Cwwumar naponi Travat Lanar Jurta,

1985 pp 28X )rom the i4Ka'Y or call ut

any aroakday 10 am 6 pm al 212484-2000
or MTM AIRHITCH. 2901 f
I0O-M2 NV NV 1002S

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUnCNtPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
araavaiabla Kaap your fnanda and paramt
ntormad aboiri what « goMig on al UMaia
Wa can land 4 almoal anywhara For mora
mlonvialton coma down to Room 113 Cam-
pus Camar or Call S4S-3e00

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

l# ISC CALCULATOR SSOOO ragutarty

STO 00 Call Pat* at 646^400

AUDIO

SOUND REINFORCEMENT EQUIPMENT
I patr ELECTROVOtCE li12ER-2Way Pro^

Loud QpiaM ri WOO > 1 ASHLEY
SCO W«1 MOSFCT Powar ArrwMiar S800
Bolt) in aicaaam corvMion. graat for

BANDS 0> OJ's CALL Malt al 323^7801

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 SUBARU HATCHBACK. 4WD 4

apaad S T cracitad wmdshiald. $1KXVB O
1 774-5239

1983 HONDA PRELUDE. 5 sp«ed AM-FM
Cass pwr moonri well •nainlainad. runs

great' $1750/8 O H/tartin 5-3506 283-7419

FORD FAIRMONT 1979 Runs good Qood
tiras $700 Call Joan 5464063

IKLOCATING MUST SELL t987TiorK>a

4 3oor ccvic $6500 legoliaMe 584-6673

86 CHEVETTE GOOD CONDITION must
sell 1 700 BO 549^5835 Blue Radio (AM FM)

78 BUICK WAGON look miles excellent

runnirig condition S800 or BO call 256- 1 187

1982 OATSUN SIOHatchback New Brakes

New ignition lock and starter new timing

ban automatic transmission $130000 or

bast ofler Call Bruce at 549-5324 Batwraan

5PM and 11PM

1975 MERCEDES Z80 luHy equipl must sail

cheap call 323-4256

FOR RENT
NAUTILUS EQUIPMENT. Dcaps. hipn>ack

macninei $250 'or Doin 584-5135 9>t9%

• THREE BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE. '

Kiicnafl, tuati. etc

Summar S44ilM JMm l to Sapl t

Orto to lour paopto
Ptoasacaaimmadiataly Sto«a 546-5360

'

Stuart 8-7612 Leave Maaiiago

LUXUfMOUS 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
available S/i Call 253 0883 Leave

LINDA V. nai gamoiaio la mia vMa' i can
show you how baaui^ ganuma lova «' if

you want Palwrtca yaiwhoo)

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT IN HOUSE
located on 30 NE St on Main St Dy B&S
Glass tor ram u of June i wim tail option

$700 tnontfi plus uMMs leaiures skylignis

porch and Sauna can 253^5781

HOUSE 3 BORM SUMMER SUBLEASE.
taM option Partially lumisnad I im to cam-
pus Call 54»«129

NORTHAMPTON SUMMER with fiiraptan
' dtM I single $475 mo 564 1879

HELP 2 BORM APARTMENT in

Southwoodava4abia6/1 253 n67 call any

HARD LUat? Loose your sweatshirl^

lound n Caw Lisa 6 1293 I D <t and i ^

yours onM aga«i

AN ANKLE BRACELET, near Boyden
Gym Monday 4/10 Call Karen to descr«>e

S467482

OWTAR

IBANE2 ROADSTER ELECTRIC GUITAR
- wrth goriNa portabia amp piaasa can Tom
253-3470

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK,
automatic, many new pans $1800 or B O
584-5135 eves

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reliable V6
AMFM starao 425 CaU 549-2606

CAPE COD RENTALS

FALMOUTH 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Walk
to Town, bike lo beach available May
15-Labor day $5500 Pay as you work!'

508-626-4218

COTTAGE AVAILABLE IN

CAPE COO

RENT COTTAGE IN FALMOUTH
HEIGHTS up to 3 females lor only $2500
trom Memorial Day lo Labor Day CaU
508 788-1367

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

HCirWAMTW

AOVgRTISIWO/SALES Gain the best (^
lege busmasa CMpariance and larga linan-

ctal banaMs by saNing ad space wnn iha

laapac toii naiwr<ai co8ags magaii
a locM SI

HOLLY TUOtER Vou'ra an amazing hitte

sister Gat paychad tar SaKjrday"' -Oanata

ROBERT — It s AprH 27 agaun Rob and you
unow what tttai maarw lh« tima Ava years
i^ove you. you Wtow' Happy aimivarsary'
Love always, Lynn

SENIORS - Oo you have to stick around an
axira samaalar bacausa you couldn't gat
your clMtati7 H so. Id hka to talk to you
lor an arlicla I'm writing Ca* 6-1299 allet

7pm

TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS, thanks lor

making this weak special' Lrnwood A
Statama

CELMA FROM IRISH EXPERIENCE You
are much praow whan you snMa - a Sacral

2 MMUTE WALK TO CAMMB • 2
bedroom apanmani call 2$3>7134

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. Disc

jockeys, lights and large screen video

iances 256-8526

Campus Connalcbon waiw i

rap wall Oto anargy and Mna to work and
iMm aboi4 Iha aa buamaas on your cam-
pus in Ota nam 2 moniha Wa prowida trairv

ing and support You rocatva large tt com
nMMwns and powar house wour raauma i

naad a dnvan wid dapamMM Mudsm Cal
JM WMkinaon ASAP balora 5 00EST
|201)888-l97t

ARTIST NEEDED TO DRAW T.«hwt

dasigna caN OavMon m M6-077S (awaa I

HCV WCi BUCKET - AreM lashonably
lata anought or what?' Happy ibaUted)
22nd birthday (4/22) We hope you had a
great day' Did you gal any otters from that

days ever«t7 How s your new eopAit?
Thanks tor being ihars tor us ovar the years

Lova akniays. vaggia aiH] librartan

PRBICEIITA LNOASoto guana raootdarta

qua le amo Tuyo Gabo

TAKE OVBI OUR LEASE n Brandywina
caa now ask lor Jamat 549-8478

TAKE OVER OUR BNANOVWBK ATT
Summer suWat with la« option 50 yards to

bus stop rent neg can 549-4837

SOUTHWOOO TOWNHOUSE.
8/1 2 bdrm I'ibaths 256-8701

PnrKa Grove Oo* CoufW
SS4^570lor mtervtaar

WHOEVER STOLE MY BROWN I

JACKET f riday *il\ from manda«e MHC
14 I know Who you are Suaandwnae

sound lanMtar^ No quaahons

JOHN ON IB JPK

I

E ATT AVAKJkBLI June 1«
taka our toaaa* Can »4»0967

SO WOOD t6WI«MOUSE AVL 8/1

?56 49'7 leave i

Pina Oroya QoH
course ca« SS4.4S70 tor mMrviaw

MARATM SPEAKER WANTED to oc^
sonaay help iranslals tar adopted ch4d Irom

Pune payment avaiabte. caM Bob Brooks
549-0520 »3pm<

ONE TWO ANO THREE BEDROOM apart

menis available Jurw <st Aii «iiin d ' all op-

tion Piaaaa caB Sua ai 4IM65 ^?03 'or

inlormaMn

HOBTESIt TO WORK LUNCHES and dn-
ne< srufis Weekerxts a plus Cal bataaan
2 4 ask tor Tim Joan or Claudo 566- 8313

THE JEWISH COMMUMTYot Amherst
naads history wid habraw laachars - paid

For Fa* 1989 Ca« 54»«223 tor

MipMaN
Respond hata.

WS Rah w« mng I waa viad" H^py b-

day L0»a. JackP

MEVTM^My haad* You're ana aicvadtoiy

cool duda and one hol dancer evarylamale
towas the iway you mowa ttnaa huM - a laal^

ly n<e girl

LAURA MAiXOV • Hawa Ml wttMing nma
at your lormal lontghH Rsmarnftar. FO.
thai* an. nolhtng alaaf Lova ya. a taaow
baammaslar Andy

TAKE OUR LEABK 2 badroom m Pufflon

549 7875 Jalt I

MCE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE on bus 'OtM 4
rm from camp^i^ -nai 5 occupanis avaa

June 1 $120a"K. ?53?644

POUR BCOROOMS IN FIVE
nouaa m Amherst 253-9624

I NILP; CAFE DICARLO « now
accapiing apQiraihona to. and ol lamaato r

ant AH poaibona awadabto Apply

I onty 71 North Piaaaam Street

OAVNA SCOTT TM8 HASOOnm QUI 01

hand let s talk Gaba

••••••«««««aa***8»*a«««aa'* •

3 BEDROOM MAM ST APT 3 or 4 people
6/1 Call ?56 '007

2 ROOMS OPEN FOR SUMMER "^

beautiful 3 STORY HOME 30 SECOOS
FROM TOWN A carapua 5490792 Kavm 8
Dave

ONE iaMboMEnnaBicv 10 sum tor

summer with ophon to lake over laaaa 68
Amrty St apt 106 Phone 253-5808

CONOO TWO BEDROOM. End un,t

ivtilabto July on bus rouW. $800S, ca«
t-SBMiSS toa«a maasaga.

BEDROOM IN 4 BEDROOM spacious, fur

noshed riew rKX;s« v)u«i location 10 nwiulas

from cwnpus $2i9 a month ptos ut44ias

avaiabto S/l - summar d«coun< AvailaMa

lamMa nonamokar cal Rhonda 2564813

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1 2 bdrm Squire

Viiaga apt 6«5 8959

I ANEA SMCIALSTWI S*»aral

fHiA-nabonal corporMions curtaiMy saak-

ng mid'Carear foreign graduate
iiudBnia/raaaarchers aa asaoc iaw adwsors
an sciantitic econortuc and pokhcal

davaUpmants m tha* iwma counuiaa For

ntoeall i«Xy«2e-2B2B E«t 516 or sand
c««ar totlar/rasuma to inlamaadnM Innaal

ment Analyse Group 40 Wall Street Suda
^124 New York. NY 10005

LEAVE YOUR POOTPRMTS'I
JOBI THE SENMIR CLASS CAMPAM2N
Earn $4 MMtr pfeM bonuaaa caamg

oviar UMhs aamors
Apply ai the Memorial Hal BMamant

v cal 545-3509
APPLY TODAVfl

WORK FOR GRKNPEACE ACTION - nelp

preserve endangered species reduce to>

ic wanes «id slop the anna race Salary

banaWs. iraMi and aiKaneamant Ft«^pan

bma 2-i0pm Cal 29»t43S BB /Stiannan

Apply now tor the tummarf

REFORM JEWISH CHAVURAH

BiOEL BRUNCH SUNDAY APRIL JOIh .11

1 1 30am >n Campus Cantor t66-M '«i0i

Nancy Kelly-Klaiman a torwiar nun who
converted to Jud«am A* •

RIDE WANTED

LOST

LOST ORGANIC CHEM BOOK4/10~M
GRC Call volanda e>49 1925

HCLPf I lost a goto necklace on 4/21 that

haa extreme sentimental vatae il you lound

I. please return it .n eichange tor a large

eward' Cal 546^7387

TMia oirar our
Cal Krwtin or

BRANOVWINE t

laaaa 8/1 Sunaat
Michade 549-5689

2 BORM HALF HOUSE lor rent Skylight

woodsiove private parking 10 mms 10 cam
pus bus route can 665-7468

TOWNEHOUSE IN SOUTHWOOO Apts

Starting 6- 1 with Fan Option Call 256-4903

HADLEY GRAOUATES. NON-
SMOKER:two spacious furmshed/unlurnis-

ed bedrooms sfiare apartment. 10 mmule
<^ive $400* 586-6203

TAKE OVER OURLeaaa w BiWtdywiwa
June 1st 549-0951

MOTORCYCLES

1983 KAWASAKI SSO Must sal. BO
549-7423 John/leave Tiessage

HONDA CL496. 19TlOr«iga~and t*m*
awoaome first B4(a' $400orba8la«Br Cal
Rob at 149-0203

OPPORTUNITY

MOBIL ICE CREAM Shop^Scoop -ce cream

,ind frozen yogurt sell novelties and soda

^»»M the truck Call Bart's for details

413-774-7438

TWO DOUBLE ROOMSLarge 140p/p

medium 125p'p non-smokers please

available 6/1 '2 mms by bus every 10

minutes Call ASAP anytime 685-4431

LARGE two BEOROOMCondo -wo or

three people luHy equipped Kitchen Laun

dry lacililies Call 253-2923

2 BEDROOM APT IN COLONIAL VILLAGE
avariable June tsl (435/mo CaM 256-6467

on bus routo

PERSONALS

PAUL SILVA
AND THE COUNTDOWN BEGINS

TO THE 22 YEAR OLD THETA CHI

BROTHER. I rnet at the riouse Sat night

Had a good time would like to see you

again' Respond here

NEED A ROE TO NYC or Long Wand fh«
weekend share expenses cal Laura 64975

ROOMMATES WANTED

WANTED: 2 females or males nonsmokers

to share a 2 bedroom apl m Brandywine lor

next year Cal Bob 549-5902 or Jeff

546^7442

NON-SMOKER FEMALE NEEDED tor 3

bedroom apt on Main St $i75/mo cal Julie

6^9086

PUFTON TWO MALES WANTED for dOU^

We room ava4able 6/1 $150 each includes

heal 549-8011

CAPE-COO WATERFRONT COTTAGE.
lOmi from Hyannis Need 4 roommates for

aaaaon $1250 includes security CaM
WMInoy 549-4441

NEED 3 HMTS FOR BSTN APT in Kenmore

Sq Mike 665 3155

NEED 3 ROOMMATES FOR CAPE COO
conlaci Melissa 546 8529'

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED FOR SUM-
MER on the Vineyard $1500 for summer
1/2 down Includes electric Near Edgar-

town CaH Melissa 549-7579 keep trying

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR CAPE COD
house call Alethea 546-7053

TWO BJEDROOM SOUTHWOOO APT
AVAILABLE B/1 rent negol Call 253-9197

TAKE OVER OUR Soulhwood Townehouse
June 1 253-2320

PUFFTON VILLAGE DOUBLE ROOM
lease avaiable June 1 Ctose to bus iii 'aun

dry $285/month Includes gas. heat. & 'x>t

water Call 549-0840

SUNDERLAND FREE BUS SERVICE lo

UMass and shopping areas Secure an

apartment for August and receive August

rent free For more details call 665-3856

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE starting 6/1 lor

apartment near campus for four Call

256-8504

FOR SALE

BEOROOMFiiRNITURE AND LARGE
COUCH. For more mlo call Tammy at

549 40?4 (Leave message)

FURNITURE. STEREO. TV.

REFRIGERATOR, bookcase, futon

549-7423 John/leave message

ROLLERSKIS. HOLETO TRAINING $60

Typeslar 5 ribbon cassettes $1 50 each Tim

5840145

DEB. meet ma « Mika's tri al 8:00 Jan tarn

Braintree
'

TO THE BROKENHEARTED BLOND with

ihe Olue eyes I'm a freshman and also from

Cape Cod interested m Knowing more

about you From a wonderful woman with

light brown hair and green eyes

ANN - 1 HAVE YOUR book that I borrowed

at Prof Cohens exam Can Karen 6*253

LAURA AND PATTI, why do you need lo

use a condom it you're going to skull (Wank)

DANA EDELHERTZ - You'd better be wear

ing your Jamaica face today" Happy Birth

day love the State Street Guys plus 1

STEVE (2M1mKER) Youre^beutilul Mue
eyes are intngumg - a hazel-eyed admirer

TWO FEMALES TC SHARE Bl Brandywina

apartment call 549-6503

NON-SMOKING FEMALE WANTED lo

share a large room Walking distarKe lo

campus $200/monlh plus utilities

5496689

WE'RE LOOKING FOR ONE FEMALE 10

share a room in Brandywine starting 6/1 caM

549-6150

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES TO live tn Bnt

lany Manor next year Only $ 1 40 each' Call

juhe/JEssica - 253-2394

SINGLE AVAILABLE - Bunerfiold Terrace

30 seconds lo campus Two lun baths,

washer dryer 549-6981/549-8166

WANTED: one lemaie. nonsmoker for

townehouse Brandywine apt Call Marianne

at 546-8055 leave message

18 INCH COLOR TV Sony Trinitron remote

cable ready excond wcolor anlannaa $200

neg 584-3939

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LIZI I

remembered even without the test'

Jennie

SPUDS HAPPY 22nd There's never a dull

moment with you I love you very much
Mike

TRAV JUST GOT YOUR V.D. CARD Ta
DAY. Sorry for not believing you" You know

that campus mail Thanx' It made my year'

Love you Beth

P.A.llAPPV 20th BIRTHDAY BABWi We
love you' Washington 6th

BRANDYWINE • 1 lemaie nonsmokar need-

ed starting June 1 cal 549-5167

FEMALE WANTED TOto share double

room in Large Townehouse apartment lor

fall 549 1449

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE TOshare room in

Brittany Manor 10 mons lease nice apt Call

Bonnie 256-8987 leave message

TOSHIB 4 HEAD VCR never used must sell

546-9953 before 9pm

TWIN BED; Irame. box spring, mattress

also desk and dresser best oHer call

549-0316

KAREN HAPPY 2-01! Have a great one!'

Remember you're never too old lo regress

(Savanah 4-ever)" Luv Sue

BENJI. hang in there whatever happens
Elwood and I love you Graceland

TO THE GUV IN IGU tharfound~iti7bani<

card, thanks' Raechel

-iH IN ADVANC
MALE RtXJMATE WANTED- Fun loving

but raaponaMa—irva Aith rna and 3 woman
m Squire Vilage Sunderland On bus rouM
$140/mo plus util Dan 546-5266

EDITOR: CHANGE THATB' average lo an

A' Eliminate grammatical errors and
strengthen your papers $1 00 per page
Mail Service or delivery available 5850186

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BORM Start 6/1

W/Option to lease near bus stop $440 call

256-8987

VINEYARD HAVEN — We are three lun

UMass students who need Nvo people lo

share our rented house, from June t until

Labor Day The room is $1600 each, hall

up front Call Christine. 6-7067, Sue.

6-7083. or Wendy. 5-3500, 566-2405

LOOKING FOR FEMAUS inK

renting a house down the C
546 3297

in

Cal

HOUSEMATE<S) WANTED TO SHARE
Hadley home on ^arm pond woodhaat
own room and bath Preler grada Rant
nagoliabto 584-5135 eves

WANTED: two lamale norvsmokmg room
males lo share a doubto m Townatwuse
For lurthar into, CHI 549-9925

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer dryar woodstova 5 nun walk to

Downtown 10 mMwto walk to Ultaas cal
253-0707 $196/monlh

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED for

Soulhwood apt starting 8/1 cal 2S6-8746

TWO SEMt-OUKT NON SMOKINO nm
woman looking tor two seigto hwtta in cool

house prslarrfty m AMharw tor Fal piaaaa
caAk Kristin 546-9514 leave mosaaga
TTianks

I OUVS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FAU OF 80 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 548«406 or 54»«400
Leave I

BuyLMtOUIBTICt, workad Sunday 2/26

you a Mart Cal S46-1660 Qaofga

MTOIfcCHANaiTHATBPLUii
to an A* Ekmmale gramatcal errors and
sliartglhan your papers $1 00 par paoa
M«l sannca or dsbwary avsMba SB&^liS

HELP1 STATS 211 TUTOR NEEDED li»
msdiatoiy Cal Andrea 6-5245

SUBLET

ISUBLETM
2 or 3 bedrooms <n graal
Irom Ihe Pub Rent
253-9117

nagotiaWa can

TAKE OVER LEASE/SUBLET 1 br
Sunderland apt on ->us rouW Laundry,
pool. lerHua courts -laai. utiktiaa indudsd
Cal 965-4710. leave missaBS

APARTMENT NEXT TO KMIKOB CORKS
avaiable tor ujbleting end ol May Cal

Rich or Andy 256«)58

COTTAGE M CAPE COO AVAIABLE -
Faknoutfi Heights, 'or jp to 3 lamalas From
Memorial Day to Labor Day for only $2500
Call 508-786-1367

2 BEDROOM APT can»al NorWtampton
modern co/y 586-2307 Pal option pals'

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNE 1 t bdrm. apt

CMI tor into 6664740

SUMMER SUBLET

2 SBMLE R006M IN HOUSE graal toca-

tton ctoaa to campus watMnamiainad
good almoapharo waahar 8 dryar. hard-

wood floors cal Christy or Launa 549-4793

SUBLET-PELHAM SINGLE m
housawarags/wsaharirtryer must aae< Sua
545-23521253-9178

NAKEDI Amazing famihouaa m AmharM
Bus acces 3 rooriM for suntmar - 2 Ig 1

smaltor Rent nagot 2584315

BRANDYWINE, FULLY FURNISHED 2

bO'Ti apt best oher 'akes it' 549-8145

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON APART-
MENT Call Tracy 549 2654 Rent
negotiable

TWO BEDROOM APT IN MAM ST. Can
256-8743

SUBLET OUR BRANOVWNIE ATT. Fully

tutn lacing pond cM Sue 546-6392 or Man
54fr7102

TWO BOR, 2 PEOPLE. 5 rm from campus.
rem negotiable 256-' 183

ROOM IN 2 BDRM APT, Pool lamaM
220/mo neg 549-0608

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. ParliaNy lurrMshad

and has cable 'ind air conditioning

Reasonable rates 'i49-0025

S BDRM FURNISHED AMHERtST HOUSfc
2 Dalh/Kit bs rte i^l ->^ 253-2321

PUFFTON. ONE ROOM. OWN BATH, air

cond also share '?bdrm/bath CaH
549 7432

SUMMER SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE
APT call 549-7738 ent negotiable

SUMMER SUBLET 30UTHW00D - fur

nished call 253-3292

GREAT LOCATION SUMMER SUBLET 2

bedroom apl. n lOuse 546 6063 or

546-7165

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE lor Bran-

dywine apt call 549-6503 Pam or Calhi

AMITY PLACE CONOO one room available

330/mo Wash/dryer Non smoker
549-9916

liking I

tofftircampus $190 month sort of furnished No
fall option Cain Sam 549-3538

SPACIOUS TWO RM STUOK) ctoaa to

UMass rant nag CaH 549-7222 attar 7pm

SWISS VILLAGE Three bedrooms
avaiable Rent negotiable Females only

253-5249

THREE BEDROOMS (one wi/tall option) in

lurnished apt. Rani nag. Evenings
253-0901

SINGLE BEDROOM - Furnished, pool.

laundry, bus route, cheap Call Joanna
665-4632

SUMMER SUBLET - Bulterfield Terrace. 3

bedrooms. 30 seconds to campus, hwo full

baths, wahser. di>er 549-6981/549-8166

TAKE OVER OUR SQUIRE VILLAGE
LEASE 6/1 with 'all option Townhouse
setup 2 bedrooms 1 1/2 bathrooms, lully

equiped kitchen For more information call

665-7793 or 665-4363 Ask lor Miguel

SUMMER SUBLET BIO house center of

lown low rent call Sue 549-1893.
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ijAY {-^^'1

STUDIO APT IN Amharai caniar altar lOpm
253^2366

UVE IN NEW Amity condos cheap' Walk
ing distance to campus 549-5316

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR l«ENT n

Amharst PossiWe fal option WiUing o

make a deal' Cal Joe 2S6<>543

SUMMER SUBLET one room mce house
near Brilta<iy Cheap Ed 253-0600

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER^
BeautituI house in North /kmhersi $1 75,'mo

up 10 three rooms may 0» Open tor Fal
548-9916

RENT FOR SUMMER A graal 4 bdrm apt

deacfly on bua routo Vary r

CaM soon' 548M65

PUFFTON ONE BDRM, soma Mn, ram
negol Cal 54*^7782 Soon

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAND CARDS

LbOUNO FOR NMirBiNEROV coMage
%MBanls to work m Iraa term hol m\-

irapranaunal awtoaphata SUNS—LASH
FAMOUS BRAND CARDS naads salaa 8
delivery paopto to dalivar hot naw gtaaling
cards promobons to local storas (aawaral tar

sions. earn
IB00-446-S687.
I-413-53B0663

up to 50KpluS/yr

TAKE OVER OUR
•OUTHWOOD APT LEASE

ON JULY latt
'2 badroom apl gM« Nllpal
'$156 a month IThal's mctodtog naatf)

'Graal tocabon right on bua rouw*
'You aon't ba iliiaupoinlaitt

*Ca8 wiybma 2S»7lS3

TRAVEL

IMCUnOPEItomSSSB each way
on dtocauniad aohi^uiad aMmas to Europa
from BoaRM CMI WK»I3^~

PAST
« 5464725

TYMM.CUMafy

RnUMES Prolsaaional laaar pnnbng only

$15 cal Rck 500400

FAST. INEXPENSIVE fVPMO. Cal Mary
at 5466725

WOROSMITH" professional 'ypmg
Resumes, papers and more Lasarprmbng
with spalchack 2S3-4S64

CASES. PAP0IS. TMO*. oivcantpuB. M
lordabto. grMTwnar ramawad , dapandabto.
564-7924. Nancy

UMCVCUE

SCWBM UMCYCLE. btwid naw conttbon
Only $55 00 5484721

UPTOWN HOUSE

2 KMALES NECDO: Qraal tocaMnTi
uptown - to shaia large badroom 2nd I

house tow rant Don I imss Hms> Cal i

549-0724

UPRIGHT PIANO m vary poor condWon cal

542 3470

TAKE OVER MY LEASE badroom
Branywine apt available on June Isl Cal
5494157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKINC TO RENT A ROOM nam UMass
Campus or on bus routo Piaaaa cal Jac-

quanna 54^5050

WANTED TO RENT

StOO REWARD
StudMH aaak to lae over your leaae n June
or Saplambar tor your four-live bedroom
houaa piaaaa cMI Dan 546-8457 or Mitch

546-9060

RiSMfMNM^ MALE^HENKW SEAR-
CHING for I bedroom for next year Wilt pay
summer rent Call Bruce at 253-2348

LOOKING FOR ONE ROOM FOR MAY,
possible June urgent 253-0706

RESPONSIBLE. NONSMOKING FEMALE
wants ro rent 'oom i apartment or :iexl

year Upper rent 'imit 5170/mo CaH
546 7387

I AM LOOKING TO RENT .in apartment for

June. possiWy July CaM 253-7742 leave

HELPIfl We want your lease' June 1st

house/apt 3 plus bdrms '3all Lisa v Sue
253-7230

TWO FUN, SEMI-QUIET NONSMOKING
WOMEN looking lor 'wo single rooms m
cool house/apl for fall preferable m Amherst

Please help us out - call 546-9514 ^sk tor

Kristin or leave message Thanks'

DESPERATELY LOOKINO FOR a place to

live on Ihe Cape this summer CaN Kelly

546^4819

WE WANT VOU

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE for a 2 bedroom
apartment, wall to wall carpet, air cond heat

included, dishwasher, garbage disposal.

washer & dryer downstairs, on bus route,

bus stop in Iron! ol apartment Only $165 00
per month per person What are you waiting

for? Call 256-1185 and get oul of the

dormsf!

"AMP A W'f^
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SPORTS
Defense leads Gorillas, 12-4
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - It was only fitting that, in defense of

the New England championship, it was the defense that

rose to the task.

The backliners. those guys who rarely get the credit

because their names are usually absent from the scoring

column, stood out loud and clear yesterday as the Univer

sity of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team thwarted Har

vard University. 124 at Ohiri Field

CoUrcian photo by David HkcaahifurlU

Sal LoCascio made 17 saves yesterday to

lead the Gorillas to a win over Harvard and
the New England Championship.

The victory makes the Gorillas the first team in the

countr\' to reach 10 wins (10-1). They have now won seven

in a row since their disheartening one goal loss to Cor

nell. and are unbeaten in their last 25 outings against

New England teams. Yesterday's win also assured UMass

Its fourth consecutive New England title.

And it all stemmed from an all around defensive effort

that left the Crimson (5-6) shaking their heads after their

fifth straight loss.

"Our defense was great," said UMass coach Dick

Garber. "Sal (goaltender LoCascio) had one of his best

games, and Ricky Mullms was superb
"

Mullins, a freshman, had the honor of shadowing Har

vard's leading scorer. Mick Cavuoti. Drawing the Steve

Kasper like assignments of guarding the opponent's best

players, Mullins responded by holding Cavuoti without

a point.

i just tried to play him conservative, " Mullins said.

Harvard coach Scott Anderson moved Cavuoti to mid

field in the second half to try and shake him free. But the

other defenders, like Tom Bonnet, Eric Muench. Hugh
O'Callahan. Adam Rodell. Shane Kielmeyer. Mario Lopez

and Jeff Salanger. all were equal to the task against

C8VU<Ai and his suppcnting cast. Most of the shots Bar

vard got off were forced, and its goals came primarily in

transition.

Only junior middie Perry Dodge (isn't that part of the

Daffv Duck Robin Hood routine - perry, dodge, spin,

thrust, thwack"* anyway . .i slipped through the cracks,

getting a hat trick.

But his offense wasn't enough, as the Gorillas finally

cranked up the offense, firing 59 shots on goal.

It wasn't evident after the first half, when the Gtirillas

only led, 4 3. Paul Ganci scored twice and Scott Hiller and

Rob Codignotto once each in the opening 30 minutes. But

that would all change in the second half There were no

riling halftime speeches from Garber, just some words of

encouragement.
•We could have been up 10 3 if we were hitting our

shoU." Garber said. 'Once we started hitting the net we

were fine."

"He just told us to be patient, to keep doing what we

were doing," said LoCascio. who finished with 17 saves.

So they kept firing, and soon the Crimson were only an

afterthought.

Tim Soudan rifled a shot under the croasbar off a Ganci

feed 2:46 into the half to make it 5 3. Dodge responded

23 ticks later for his third, but from there LoCascio and

Co. barred the door.

Soudan broke free for another shortly thereafter, and

a pair of patented behind-the-head goals from Jim

McAleavey and a Hiller tally made it 9-4 after three,

Minutemen
thrashed, 11-5
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

As University of Massachusetts baseball coach Mike

Stone walked off the field yesterday after his team

dropped a game to Amherst College, 115. he could on

Iv shake his head.

On Tuesday against Central Connecticut, the

Minutemen looked as sharp as they had in a while. But

yesterday was a complete turn-around as UMass fell

to 16- 19 on the year.

"I'm so frustrated right now. " said Stone. "One time

we show up. we play hard, we play well The next day.

we stink.
"

At the start, the Minutemen looked as though they

would continue their success from the day before. Drew

Seccafico (3 for 5 with a double and a run scored) led

off the game with a sharp liner into the right center

gap for a double, took third on a wild pitch and cross

ed the plate on Mike Chambers' grounder to short

The success was not to last long however The Lord

Jeffs jumped all over UMass starter Rich Graham (04,

9.30 earned run average) in the bottom half of the same

inning. Amherst got five runs on three singles and a

pair of doubles and the Minutemen quickly a.ssumed

the role of playing catch-up.

They began to work on the lead in the next inning

when Brian Bright (2 for 3, a home run and two runs

scored) drew a lead-off walk and took second on Glen

DiSarcina's bunt single. Both runners advanced on a

wild pitch and Bright came around on Derek Dana's

grounder to second. DiSarcma followed on a grounder

to third by Tom Murray
After Dan O'Leary replaced Graham in the second

and temporarily stifled the Jeffs, UMaas added another

in the third. Chambers reached first on a fielders

choice, stole second and went to third on the catcher's

throwing error, and scored on a sacrifice fly by Steve

Kern, pulling UMass within 5-4 after three frames.

But just as the Minutemen were clawing their way

back into the game. Amherst came up with another

big inning, this time scoring four runs in the fifth. The

Jeffs tagged O'Leary for four consecutive singles and

were helped by a big error by Bright in left field.

That would provide all the scoring Amherst needed

but it added some inuurance in the seventh. After giv-

ing up a leadoff single, O'Leary then watched an of-

fering placed ungently over the fence in right<enter

continued on page 17

I A veteran Gazelle. . .

Senior Lynn Hartman
anchors the back six

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

She is the old veteran field general.

She answers only to University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse coach

Patti Bossio. For four years, she has had

to verbally direct the defense in front of

her.

After last season however, all of Lynn

Hartman's troops were either discharg-

ed or injured in battle. She was the sole

survivor. This year she was sent fresh

troops to command, right out of high

school.

Hartman has had to teach them the

ropes. Each game brings a new lesson.

Each practice, a new solution is sought.

But even the four-year starter has not

seen everything.

"It's a learning experience for me too

because everybody's from all different

high schools and different coaches so I

have to get used to what they unders-

tand," Hartman said. "Sometimes I

don't think they hear me on the field."

This season has brought a lot of

frustration to the Gazelles. UMass has

lost more battles than it has won. Its

record now stands at 2 9 going into the

last weekend of the schedule."

But the Gazelles are still standing and

a big reason for that is Hartman. Her

corps knows that and has nothing but

respect for the Boyertown, Pa. native.

"She's always positive with us,"

freshman defender Cindy Dolce said.

"She always makes us feel that we can

do it. She's very patient against her op

ponent. She takes her time and she

knows what she's doing."

Hartman is not used to losing. In each

of the previous three seasons that she

has worn the Gazelle uniform, UMass
won at least as many games as it lost

With two games left in the 1989 season

though, the Gazelles cannot reach the

500 mark.
Hartman will end her career at

UMass on Sunday when the Gazelles

take on Northwestern University. There

are no post season tournaments on the

line for UMass but a win would be sweet

for Hartman.
continued on page 18

Softball sweeps Rhode Island
By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

And on it goes. The University of

Massachusetts softball team swept its se-

cond doubleheader in as many days with

a pair of 7 1 wins over the University of

Rhode Island to improve its record to 22 14

on the season.

In the first game. Cherie Dellanno led off

with a single off the Rhode Island pitcher's

shin. Jennifer Miller tried to sacrifice

Dellanno over to second, the Rhode Island

firstbaseman opted to try for second and

when the throw was late, both runners

were safe.

Barbara Meehan sacrificed both runners

over tand Dellanno scored on a sacrifice fly

by Chris Collins for a 1-0 UMass lead.

The second inning saw the UMa.ss bats

do more damage. Christine Wanner led off

with a lash to right field and Mary Duff got

a bunt single to put runners on first and

second. With two out, Dellanno walked to

load the bases for Miller, who hit a grand

slam in the first game of Tuesday's

doubleheader.

With the wind blowing in, nobody was

thinking of a homer but Miller delivered

something almost as good, a bloop single

to left field. When the left fielder threw the

ball over the backstop, all UMass runners

scored and Miller went to third.

The Minutewomen scored three more in

the sixth and again it was Wanner who
started it off with a single. She was safe at

second when Rhode Island could not force

continued on page 17

Minutemen head south
fts to run in Penn Relays

Sporta InrorinHlion phuiu

Lynn Hartman J

By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

Starting today and running through

Saturday, around 10 thousand track com-

petitors from all over the United States will

congregate in Philadelphia to take part in

the University of Pennsylvania Relay Car-

nival, better known as the Penn Relays.

How much racing is done in 36 hours of

competition? They say that on the average

there is one race every six minutes.

The Penn Relays is an annual meet open

to any male or female high school, col-

legiate, or amateur track athlete who can

qualify. The University of Massachusetts

men's track team will send 11 athletes to

race in Philly, and coach Ken O'Brien sees

this as an opportunity to compete with the

best. "It's basically the highest level of

high school and college competition" said

O'Brien, "We try to go down and give

ourselves as much competition at that level

as possible."

Reinardo Flores and Jerry Squires will

be the first men to compete for UMass, both

running in the 5000 meters. Flores, whose

flexibility allows him to compete in any

distance event, from the 800 on, should be

able to hold his own. Squires placed third

in the 5000 in New Englands during the

indoor season.

Tomorrow is the final day of competition

for UMass, which has no one competing
Saturday. UMass will run in five events,

the 4x100, the 4x200, the 4x400, the sprint

medley, and the distance medley. In the

4x100 and 4x200 O'Brien will go with the

team of Felix DeLaRosa, Garfield Vaughn,
Mike Grey, and Evon Walters.

The Minutemen will be without anchor-

man Steve Brown in the shojrt relays.

Brown is nursing a sore hamstring, and
continued on page 16

Weekend forecast: It's

SPRING!!! No snow in

sight, just sunshine and
warmth. High 70.

Rick Santos notes Cut-

back City, W. Greg
Rothman's wallet and
Campus Pizza. Page 9,

Baseball hits 20 losses,

but that's about all

they're hitting. Hartford

4, UMass 3. Page 20.
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COLLEGIAN
Kennedy criticizes Bush
commitment to education
Urges students to fight for affordable education

''oUvKian photo by Dondl Abrarn

Sen. Edward Kennedy

By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

US Sen. Edward Kennedy brought more than 500 peo-

ple to their feet last night after a rousing speech in the

Student Union ballroom where he blasted President

Bush's policies on domestic issues and urged students to

fight for an affordable education.

After a brief introduction by University of

Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Kennedy, a

veteran senator who was elected to his fourth term last

year, said his visit was "five months late." referring to

"his failure to attend a UMass Democratic party rally last

November
Six UMa.ss police officers and Kennedy's bodyguards

maintained security for the event, but only a handful of

protesters from the UMass Republican Club sttKxi outside

of the ballroom during the hour long speech.

Kennedy said the nation's commitment to education has

declined significantly in the past eight years under Presi-

dent Reagan, and added that little improvement has been

made by President Bush, who increased the budget by on-

ly two percent.

•it's difficult to believe that in a trillion dollar budget,

only three percent of that budget is education." he said.

"I think the citizens of our .state wouldn't understand it."

The burden of college loans forces graduates who would

otherwise be committed to community service, teaching

or nursing, to focus on attaining highly paid positions.

"We've gone from grant programs to loan programs.

That has had a profound impact on our s<iciety." Kennedy

said. "Out of every dollar that is spent at the local level,

the federal government pays only six cents of that dollar."

"Until we're able to change the attitude and atm<*sphere

on that issue, we are not going to be able to re^jain our

competitiveness, at home or overseas." he said.

Kennedy criticized the Bush administration's failurt- lo

approach domestic issues, such as increasing tl.«-

minimum wage, focusing more attention on other affairs

including aid to the Nicaraguan Contras and savings and

loan programs.
continued on page 6

With cuts looming, senate committee grills Jenifer
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian SUff

The Senate Ways and Means Committee yesterday grill-

ed Board of Regents Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer for over

an hour, in what many say was a missed opportunity to

further public higher education's budgetary cause.

"There were some [college] presidents there who felt he

didn't answer some questions as well as he could have."

said Richard Conners, assistant director of state relations

for the University of Massachu.setts.

"I was not ena)uraged," said Student Trustee Stephanie

Orefice.

One criticism was Jenifer's lack of specific knowledge

when answering direct questions, such as how many staff

members would be laid off if the current state House of

Representatives' version of the budget was approved by

the state Senate.

"How could you not have the figures on layoffs based

on the house budget," asked Committee Chairwoman
Senator Patricia McGovern (D Lawrence).

Jenifer, who went before the audience of college

presidents and chancellors for some answers, defended the

12 more protesters arraigned
Massachusetts will be arraigned this mor-

ning in Northampton.
Sixty-one people were arrested early

Tuesday evening by UMass police follow-

ing the protest. Forty protesters were ar-

raigned Wednesday and pretrial con-

ferences were scheduled for September.

There were three graduate students ar-

rested Tuesday, but only one of the three

were arrested inside the building, said

Jeanne Hopkins, office of public informa-

continued on page 6

Regents, saying the situation was still under study by

many colleges and Universities and the figures were not

available yet and the Trustees only meet once a month.

"Somebody say to the Trustees 'could you please have

a special meeting," McGovern retorted.

Jenifer, who was part of the first of three speakers

panels to be heard, said sometimes the best interests of

the board are not served by giving exact figures.

"It's niy experience that if I come before this commit-

tee you want answers that I can live by. If I say x number

of people will be cut next year, you want to see them

gone," he said.

"The committee is in a tough situation," said Conners,

who was present for the hearing at Central High School

in Springfield. "According to the (state) constitution they

can't raise taxes." he said. "The only revenue they can

work with is what they see right now. They need us to

come up with specifics."

Jenifer did say that if the budget is cut accessibility will

be hurt for the second year in a row.

"Massachusetts in its history has never turned down

students. And for the first time. Massachusetts turned

down 2.900 [students] last year - that is a disgrace," he

said.

He said al.so that la.st year's budget cuts caused 375 part

time faculty throughout the system to be laid off and .'iOO

courses at UMass to be eliminated.

The question of financial aid was dealt with swiftly by

Jenifer who said there will be no shift in aid from private

college students to public.

Thirty two percent of the $84 million in sUte financial

aid is earmarked for public institutions, said Senator Mary

Paudula (R-Lunenburg).

"I am calling the shots and the answer [to that ques-

tion] is no." he said.

Jenifer also spent time apologizing for the amount of

effort expended on the UMass reorganization plan dispute

between the Trustees and Regents.

"Unfortunately Senator, we have spent to much time

on studying the organization of the University of

Massachusetts," he said.

The issue of where revenue is to be generated was put

forth by Senator Lou Bertonazzi (D-Milford) who wanted

to know the connection between tuition retention, fees and

the present budget situation.

continued on page 8

By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Twelve more protesters were arraigned

yesterday morning in Hampshire District

Court for charges stemming from the ar-

rests made after the two day occupation of

Memorial Hall. A pretrial conference is

scheduled for early October.

The other nine people who were arrested

after the protest of military-funded

research at the University of

Body of UMass alum identified
The body of a University of Ma.s.sachusetts alumni that was found in thicket near the

entrance of Warren McGuirk Stadium Wednesday was identified yesterday.

Thomas F. Sullivan Jr.. 57, had been dead since mid-Novemlier. according to Thomas
Smith, Springfield medical examiner, who said Sullivan was last seen alive at a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football game at that time.

No evidence of foul play was found. Smith said. "Sullivan died of a long ongoing illness,"

he said.

Sullivan had eight addresses in Amherst and Northampton, Hopkins said.

Sullivan was enrolled at UMass from February 1964 through May 1969 and again from

September 1970 through January 1971. His file was reactivated in February 1987 when

he received a Bachelor of Arts in education, according to Stacey Chase. UMass
spokeswoman. —BETH GATELY

Debate on Anthrax ban
continues at hearing
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The debate over military-funded

research at the University of

Massachusetts this week moved from

campus demonstrations to a town Board

of Health hearing.

The board is considering a ban on all

research funded by the Biological

Defense Research Program, a Depart-

ment of Defense project that supports a

study in the UMass microbiology

department.

The health board made no decision on

the ban at the Wednesday night hear-

ing, but will meet again at 5 p.m. May
11 and will then issue its ruling, said

board member Diana Stein.

At the hearing, representatives from

the groups opposed to the research and

from the University spoke to a standing

room only crowd at the Bangs Com-
munity Center.

The audience of about 100 had been

listening to arguments from both sides

for an hour, when about 50 protester.s

filed in and raised their fists, many of

them the same people involved in the oc-

cupation of Memorial Hall.

Representatives from the American
Friends Service Committee, which peti

tinned the board for the ban, said the

.study is a health threat because of its

military funding.

"The Biological Defense Research Pro-

gram is interested only in those

microorganisms that are potentially

useful as biological weapons," said Dr.

Richard Novick, director of the Public

Health Research Institute and a

continued on page 8
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Campus supports
fashion designer
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

•'Carlton's last show was great," said UMass sophomore
Derrick Washington, referring to "C. Omar," the designer

who will once again showcase his acclaimed designs at

7 p m Sunday in the Student Union Ballroom.

"It was a real breakthrough in terms of getting members
of the Third World community together to create

something beautiful. I'm sure that this year's show will

be at least as good," said Washington.

Carlton Omar Spence, whose stage name is C. Omar,
is a 21 year-old senior fashion marketing m^yor. Sunday's

fashion show, which features 23 UMass student models,

a hair show by Helene's HairUm, an African dance piece

and two vocalists jjerforming an original piece, will be

Spence's third fashion show in three years.

"The campus has definitely given me its support," he

said. "I appealed to different RSO groups, including Afrik

Am. the main sponsor" Other .sponsors include: the Com
muUM Area Government, the Board of Governors, the Stu

dent Government A.ss<Kiation Finance Committee, the

Fashion Marketing Department and the Special Activities

Support Fund.

Newman seeks
$1 mil. new look
By JOHN HICKEY
and SUSAN WHEELER
Collegian Correspondents

The Newman Center is trying to raise $1 million to give

Itself a much needed facelift.

"The funds will refurbish the Newman Center and make
it more handicapped accessible," according to Sister

Mildred Marengo. The Capital/Endowment Fund was

launched by the Newman Center staff because of "ap

parent need" Marengo said. She said the funds will make
the present space more useful and usable.

These changes will include an elevator for the handicap-

ped, handicapped accessible bathrooms, refurbishment of

the lounges, chapel and ofTices ofthe Newman Center, ac

cording to the resident director, Father Joseph Quigley.

Quigley also said expanded parking facilities are being

considered.

Marengo described the drive as a gesture of goodwill and

appreciation on the part of the supporters of the Newman
Center. The drive has already collected $80,000 in pledges

from the Amherst community and Catholic University of

Massachusetts faculty, and is now asking for student sup

port in the sum of a $20 donation. The drive for this dona-

tion is this Sunday, April 30, Marengo said.

"The Newman Center has existed for over 25 years to

meet the spiritual, psychological, and emotional needs of

persons here," Marengo said. "The Capital Drive is an

effort to continue this through the 21st century."

Quigley said, "The greatest contribution we make is not

academic, it is that we are a center of warmth."
"The Newman Center is truly an ecumenical center."

he said. "There are students, support groups, and other

religious affiliations that depend on the Newman center

as a home."

This drive is expected to last five years, with ongoing

renovations that are expected to last a decade, said

Marengo.
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Drew Flatwood, a University of Massachusetts English msuor, reads F. Scott Fit-
zgerald yesterday, outside of the Worcester Dining Commons.

UM studentspressing China for reform
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian SufT

Wibo Gong wants to help keep the people of China
informed.

Gong, an assistant professor in the University of

Massachusetts Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, is one of about 10 Chinese students and
faculty at the University trying to raise funds to help start

the first independent newspaper in their homeland.

Gong said although Communist theory dictates that the

government represents the interests ofthe people, this is

not the case in China. Government control of the media
distorts the student call for democracy, he said.

"Corruption (in the Chinese
government) results from the
foot that they don't carry out
political reform."

-Wlbo Gong, UMass assistant

professor

"Corruption [in the Chinese government] results from
the fact that they don't carry out political reform," he said.

"They don't let people have freedom of speech, so there's

no one to check the government's actions."

Liang-Gong He, a graduate student in the UMass
Department of History, said the effort began last week
when a resurgence of student protests occurred in Beij-

ing. Tens of thousands of students demonstrated yester-

day in the most recent wave of student protests. The

resurgence began 1 1 days ago as students were mourn-
ing the death of Hu Yaobang, a reformist and former party

leader Protests in Beijing have been nonviolent while
demonstrations in the cities of Xian and Changsha have
led to riots, mc»tly among nonstudents
Gong said the students, who support a democratic

system, have been trying to raise money for a non
governmental news publication.

Jun Liu, a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of

English, said the student protests are the most significant

support for the installment of a Chinese democratic
system in over 40 years.

"This is different from the Cultural Revolution led by
Mao [Tse-Tungl," he said. "This time the whole thing was
initiated by the students before the workers joined in."

Several other universities in the United States. like Har-

vard and Purdue, are also gathering donations for the stu-

dent publication, according to Matthew Huang, a Ph.D.
candidate in the UMass Department of Biochemistry.

Huang said the fundraising effort here at UMass has
been complicated by technical problems, the fundraisers

have had a difficult time setting up a foundation savings

account for the funds they receive, he said.

Two days ago, the Chinese government issued a state-

ment that stated the aim of the protesters was "to poison

people's minds, create national turmoil and sabotage the

nation's political stability."

Ben Xu, also a Ph.D. student in the English Depart-

ment, said the student movements are merely a non-

violent attempt to "pluralize" the political structure of

that nation.

"This is a reform initiated by the people, not a particular

sector within the government," said Xu. "This time it is

a grass-roots political movement."
continued on page 5

UM measles
spread
unlikely
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts should not

fear an outbreak of measles, said Dr. David Kraft, direc
tor of Health Services at UMass.
"We've had only one case reported (at UMassj," he said.

"And, knock on wood, the incubation period passed
(yesterday),"

Krait said he does not consider one or two cases to be
an outbreak.

"There are usually one or two camm reported each year."
he said.

However, KraA said people who had the measles when
they were 12 months to 15 months old should consider
being reimmunized, because this early immunization may
not last them for life.

"Recent research of people immunized at a young age
show a significant portion of them don't have enough an-
tibodies to fight measles," he said.

In spite of the three cases reported at Smith College ear-

ly this week, Kraft said the UMass case is probably related

to cases reported in Boston, which were contracted by
students on spring break in Florida.

Kraft said he is not worried about the virus spreading
from Smith to UMass because "it's !«omething that's been
pretty well contained there."

Kraft said the only time UMass was concerned about
an outbreak was in 1985, when a number of cases were
repented in Boston.

"We have been lucky enough not to have the number
of cases that other schools have had." he said.

Senate approves
allotment for UVC
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

A $5,500 allotment from the Undergraduate Student
Senate is helping the University Video Center clear the

first hurdle toward securing a cable television channel in

the campus system, scheduled to be installed in 1990.

After considerable debate during Wednesday night's

Senate meeting, the SGA agreed to finance a video

camera, which will allow UVC to update its equipment
in preparation for the student-run channel.

Sen. Scott Lever, assistant to the student trustee, said

yraterday that financial assistance from the senate is

rasential to insuring the station's existence in the system.

"It's important that we show the administration sup-

port for a student channel," he said. "If they don't see the

support within the senate, they won't assign us one."

Lever said the Telecommunications Project is a three-

part process, involving a new telephone service featuring

call-waiting and a less expensive long-distance service.

The system, costing $21 million for installation, will also

provide computer hookups for dormitory phones, he said.

continued on page S

Speaker interrelates
forms of Black thought
By JOSEPH L. HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

Black nationalism. Black separatism and

all other forms of Black political thought

are connected, and should be viewed as

such. Dr. Lenworth Gunther said last night

to a packed house in the Campus Center.

Gunther, founder and president of

Edmedia Associates Inc., a consulting firm

specializing in communications and multi-

cultural awareness, told 200 people that

the different political ideologies of Black

leaders throughout history are

interrelated.

The United Negro Improvement Associa-

tion, founded in the 1920s by devout Chris-

tian Marcus Garvey. and the Nation of

Islam, founded by Elijah Muhammed, are

historically seen in two different lights

because one is considered to be a Black na-

tionalist organization and the other a

religion, he said.

But the two are directly related because

Muhammad, who once participated in the

UNIA, modified Black nationalism with

some of the practices ofthe Islamic religion,

he said.

"Highlight the continuity, not the dis-

jointing of thought" of the ideologies of

Black political leaders, Gunther said.

Gunther said the unparalleled populari-

ty of Martin Luther King caused many to

overlook the contributions of past Black

leaders who "were never given their

historical due," since their efforts are rare-

ly documented in American textbooks.

"To understand that is to understand

that we have unfortunately borne the ex-

cising of our history by others," he said.

"We are products of their teachings, pro-

ducts of the world they attempted to

create," Gunther said. "We must unders-

tand who they were as Black leaders."

Gunther is a four-time Columbia Univer-

sity graduate receiving his doctorate in

American History with concentrations in

Afro-American, West African and Russian

Studies.

Chancellor Duffey looks
for fairness at UMass
By COSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Fifth in a 10-part series on life at the

University of Massachusetts

University of Massachusetts
Chancellor Joseph Duffey is ap-

proaching his seventh full year as top

administrator of the state's largest in-

stitution of higher learning. Duffey, who
has been chancellor since October, 1982,

spends nearly everyday burdened by a

chunk of the state's financial woes, and
is challenged by the prospect of pro-

viding a quality education with con-

tinually shrinking resources.

A graduate of Marshall University,

Duffey holds graduate degrees from

Yale University, Andover Newton
Theological School and a doctorate from
Hartford Seminary Foundation. A
career educator, he has taught at both

Yale and Hartford Seminary, and .serv-

ed as Assistant Secretary of State for

Educational and Cultural Affairs in the

Carter Administration.

Mired in perhaps the most troubling

financial crisis in its history, UMass,
under Ehiffey's direction, is struggling

to cope with both existing and pending
budget cuts.

While tuition hikes appear inevitable,

Duffey said the key to affordable state

education is adequate scholarship pro-

eontinued on page 6
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MAY DAY
DEMONSTRATION

in sympathy with
Graduate Employees Organization Teach-Out

Unity in the face of:

1. Budget Cuts

2. Lay-offs, Wage Cuts

3. Tuition and Fee Hikes

NOON. MAY 1st

North End ol Whitmore and
Munson Hall

Sponsored by the Graduate Student Senate

TEACH OUTi
Mon, Tues May i oc z

The Graduate Employees Organization

is sponsoring a TEACH OUT to protest

1. Budget Cuts

2. Layo/ts, Pay Cuts

3. Tuition and Fee Hikes

TEACH YOUR CLASS OUTSIDE AT

HAIGIS MALL OR INSIDE

WHITMORE TO SHOW YOU CARE!

Endorsed bv the Sroducrte Student

Senate and the Student

Government Association.
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with Shea Anton Pensa.
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By Dennis O'Neil. Ed Hannigan.
DicK Giordano. Frank McLaughlin.

The Question ,s ert to an uncertain

fate as Green .-irrow pursues a

mad visionary - a man connected
to the Question s beginnings

- who holds the kev to the lives

and minds of millions' PLUS The
secret of Black Canary s missing

Suggested for Mature Reacers. powers' Avaiiaoie in June.

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Basol)alI Cards Graphic Novels
586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Ric. 9 Hadley

BOG approves Republican space
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Gov. Scott Jordan's prediction of a "a lot

of debate" came true last night at the
Board of Governors meeting, as governors
discussed whether to allocate space to the
Republican Club.

The space allocation committee's initial

decision to deny space to the Republican
Club was due in part to W. Greg Rothman's
presentation of wine and cheese to commit-
tee members at the March hearing, Jordan
said.

Although the Board questioned whether
Rothman was a Republican Club represen-
tative, several governors, including Gov.
Stephen Bayer, made the point "the
representative of the Republican Club (at

the hearing] did not disavow Rothman's ac-

tions."

Gov, Bill Hewitt led the fight for the
Republican Club.

"I don't feel the Republican Club has got

a fair shake, to say the least, " he said. "As
a conservative student on campus, I would
like to be able to find an alternative view-
point. [The Republican Club] is a group
that needs representation on campus."
In response. Gov. Angela Paquin said, "If

[the Republican Club] was serious enough
to ask for space, they shouldn't have
treated the process as a farce."

Lisa Liipo, treasurer of the Republican
Club, said she wanted to extend her
apologies for Rothman's actions.

"I've come here tonight to show you that

there are responsible people in the club,"

she said.

In a follow-up to Lupo's statement, Gov.
Abigail Glodis said, "How can you judge
a group ofover 300 students on the actions,

of a handful of people who are going to be
graduating this spring?"

After more debate, the Board decided to

allocate Student Union 322 to the
Republican Club, with the stipulation that
the club would be subject to review on Nov.
1, 1989.

In other news:

• Gov. Jason Kofman said he wanted to

express his disaf^wintment with the small
showing of students at the hearing yester-

day in Springfield of the State Senate Ways
and Means Committee.

"There were only 10 people when I got

there that afternoon," he said. "That's very
unfortunate, because this is our future
we're talking about."

SGA
continued from page 3

adding that several phones will be
reserved for access by off-campus
students.

The highlight of the plan, he said, is

that all on-campus students will have
cable television installed in their rooms,
which will be covered by a mandatory
fee costing approximately $90 per

semester.

Lever said the student channel will of
fer invaluable career experience and op-

portunities to students interested in the
television broadcasting sphere.

"The biggest media is video and it's

only going to continue," he said. "I

think it will open up a multitude of op
portunities for (students)."

UM students support Chinese
continued from page 3

Huang said donations can be sent to him
at 27 Pufllon Village, Amherst, MA 01002.

The group, which Huang said does not yet

have a name, will hold an open meeting

tomorrow at 8 p.m. in room 1020 of the

Graduate Research Center.

Liu said the money will be taken back to

China b> a University student who must

remain anonymous since the project has

been outlawed by the Chinese government.

"This is being done in absolute honesty.
We're not trying to take advantage of

anyone," he said.

Shihsiung Fu, a graduate student in

ECE, said radio news programs by the
British Broadcasting Company and the
Voice ofAmerica are the only reliable news
sources in China.

"In a country like China, there is no such
thing as an independent newspaper," he
said.

Puerto Ricans saluted as Week ends
By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Staff

Puerto Rican artists, musicians and
writers were .saluted this week as the Latin

American student organization AHORA
sponsored Puerto Rican Awareness Week
at the University of Massachusetts.

Most of the artists featured were .students

attending the University and area
residents, according to Frances Ramos,
'ice-president ofAHORA and a coordinator

of the week.

'We wanted to highlight the work that

F"uerto Ricans of the area have been doing

in the arts," she said. "We hope that we
can raise consciousness beyond this week,
and create a lasting awareness among
faculty, students, and in nearby com-
munities."

As part of the week's activities, which in-

cluded art exhibits, speeches, and musical
festivals, the New World theatre produc-
ed Encrucuada (Crossroads), a play portray
mg the Puerto Rican experience in Harlem
in the mid- 19508.

The play examines the conflict between
a father thankful to America for freeing the
country from Spain in 1898, with his son
who resent 'j the strong American influence
in Puerto Rico.

Ivan Mesnil Fernandez, who plays the

role of the father, said most hispanics in the

United States can easily identify with the

play, and Americans can now better

understand Hispanic life.

"The play discusses the pros and cons of

both goverments and gives reasons why we
should stay or leave," he said.

AP plMMa

Jubilant student marchers, arms linked, pass under a bridge
lined with local suppoters in Beijing yesterday.

TREE
ENTRANCE

Saturday April 2<). 1969
1 1 a.m. to 5 P";^-

CRAFTS.
GOURnET FOOD.

LIVE ENTERTAINnENT.
FILMS.

Campus Center Auditorium

Sponsored by International Students Assn.

Amherst College Presents

JONATHAN EDWARDS

1.^

SUNDAY. APRIL 30
8 p.m. $7 public

$2 Amherst College

SUNDAYS at EIGHT
In the Campus Center
Info: (413) 542-5773

Coming: * Buskin & Battey wl Aztec Two Step—May 7

ADVANCE TICKETS A VAILABLE
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7 Days A Week • Cali foi lal'p t)iil
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New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

SUNDAY 1 0$ Potato Skins

9:00 PM • 12:00 AM
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Drink of the Week Beer of the Month
Tequilla Sunrise $1.50 Amstel Light $1.75

B»hI
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Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues. IOC Buffalo WInqs 9-12

Wed. Nacho & Cheese Platters 99c 9-12

338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

SAM ADAMS DOUBLE BOK $4.99 6 pk. + dep.

HOPE BOK from R.I. $5.69 6 pk. +dep.

SAM SMITHS TADDY PORTER $7.99 6 pk. +dep. Reg. $12.50

NEW AMSTERDAM $4.69 +dep.

FOSTERS LAGER $4.49 6 pk. cans only +dep.

HOPE LAGER $3.69 6 pk. cans only +dep.

ROLLING ROCK $5.99 12 pk. +dep.

HEINEKEN e) BECKS 6 pk. $7.99 + dep.

STOLI 750 ml $11.99

1.75 L $19.99

GLEN ELLEN WHITE ZINFANDEL 2 for $8.99

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORfED & DOMESTIC KEGS. BEER Ar WINE
ALWAYS ON HAND ^ma^mmm
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M protesters
continued from page 1

tion director.

"This means the suspension only ap-

plies to the one person arrested inside

the buUding," Hopkins said.

John S. Langford, 49, a non-degree

graduate student, was arrested inside

Memorial Hall and consequently

suspended. Langford said he has concen

trated his studies m physics math and

other math courses

"Langford was informed Tuesday by

me and the Vice Chancellor personally

that he was in violation of the Univer

sity picketing code and would be

suspended," Robert Swasey. graduate

registrar said. "He was suspended the

next day
'"

Swasey said Langford appeal the

suspension through a grievance pro-

cedure if he feels the actions were
unjustified.

"Of course I'm a little disappointed,

and I think it's a little unfair," Langford
said. "I will appeal if I hear it will be

likely I'll win the appeal, if I hear I don't

have a good chance of winning, then 1

won't appeal"
"If I had known ahead of time that I

would be suspended, I would have
thought twice about getting arrested."

Langford said.

The "Marcus Hall Seven," the seven
people arrested last Wednesday after

the occupation of a laboratory in Mar
cus Hall were mailed letters from the

Dean of Students Office informing them
that they had until tomorrow to

schedule a preliminar>' hearing with the

ofTice. Hopkins said.

Kennedy
continued from page 1

Restoring purchase pciwer ut tho»f in

dividuals at tive bottom of the ladder — that

Item will be vetoed (by President Bush],"

he said

The United States is the only industrial

nation m the world that does not provide

parental leave for employees, he said, ad-

ding that he is backing legislation that

would allot 10 weeks of unpaid leave with

health insurance for employees who have

spent more than one year at a company but

must leave to care for a sick or newly

adopted child.

"We're talking about a choice the person

has to make between a sick child thev love

and a job they need." he said

Kennedy called Bush's day-care program
"meaningless" claiming that out of 15

million children, only three percent of those

under 15 will be eligible for care under the

president's standards

Health care m the United States is also

lacking compared to other nations, m spite

of more than 1 1 percent of the Gross Na
tional Product is invested in this area.

"Half c^ever>- senior citizen in a nursing

home is bankrupt within six months," he

said

Kennedy urged students to participate in

a national service program, where students

engage in community service projects for

scholarships and college credit

Mazda thinks the
class of '89 deserves

abt ofcredit
Isn't it time you rewarded yourself with a sporty

new Mazda car or truck?

Mazda American Credit has a First Reward

program that makes it

easier for college

graduates

to qualify

for new car

Mazda 323 financing. And
right now, special incentives will save you hundreds of

dollars which can be applied to your down payment.

Get HOO cash back on Mazda 323, or ^750

cash back on a Mazda
MX-6 or any 4x2

or 4x4

Mazda
truck.

The
Mazda MX 6 choice Is yours,

and the selection is great, but time Is short: cash back

incentives end April 30. See your local Mazda Dealer

or call our 800 number
today And
pick up the

graduation

credit you so

richly deserve.

Call 800-424-0202, Ext. 741
See youf pariiLipdling Ma/da De»l« loi ptagiaoi UelaiW Ue<>ie' pjlx paiioo ina» attet i linai negodaled pcne C l'i«S Md/ilj Mot>» ol *rrK>i« a Ic

Duffey
continued from page 3

grams, not low tuition.

What's affordable obviously is different

for people according to their financial situa

tion. The state has a responsibility, but

higher education can't be free," Duffey

said. The students and their families

have a responsibility . . . and the question

IS what the mix is," he said, i think we're

seeing the state back away from its respon

sibility, but I don't think its responsibility

just includes low tuition. If you took that

p(Miition, then you'd have to say the tuitions

should be low for everybody whether they

could afford U) pay — a ver\ unfair system."

The fair awarding of scholarship funds

should be based upon family income.

numl>er of students in the family and of

course the quality of the student, he said.

"I don't think that it's realistic to expect

higher education to be free That's very un-

fair because some people can afford tt» pay

more than others," he said

The present budget crisis in mind.

Chancellor Duffey's ongoing concern is

keeping UMass a school that provides the

best education pt»isible. and seeing that the

school remains open to people based upon

their ability, not their income.

"For the last two years the basic probifni

has been whether the quality of education

was going to decline because of the budge)

cuts.' he said 'We have lo do the best joi)

we can with what resources we have .

the quality of education is not »«»meihing

that just depends on dollars, you can spend

lots of money and not get better quality
'

A problem that has arisen in recent year><

has been incidents <»f uncivil behavior oc

curring within the University community
- a community that stresses civility and
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social awareness. "We talk a lot about

civility . . . being tolerant of differences,"

Duffey said. "I think that the situation that

you confront continually on the campus is

extremism ... a good preparation for the

society that's out there."

"People who take extremist positions on
the left or on the right sometimes create

problems for communities," he said.

The 1986 Southwest riot raised the ques

tion of a mandatory civility course being

instituted into the curriculum. The lesson

of civility is ongoing, said Duffey.

"Some people think we can teach a course

and have the problem behind us. I think

we always struggle ... I don't think it",-.

a White problem ... I think it's a human
problem."
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Chancellor Joseph Duffey

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and site

work at the Bright Moment* Jazz Feativat during the month of July

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July

13, 20. 27. Applications are available in Room "207 Hasbrouk Lab from

9 a.m. 5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AAEOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15 Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich

or Mar>' Gannon. 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable

atmosphere.

Labatts

12 pack

Bttd

Sttitcase

$10.99

$5.99 •¥ 4«p.

_

Fosters

6 pack
$3.99

$14.99 case
•f dcp.

Glen Ellen White Zinfandel $3.25
1985 Ch. Greysac $6.75
Sommeliere (French White 1.5) $4.99

NEW! Denaka Vodka
From Denmark $10.99 750 mi

Wine Tasting -aflyUme/

tlii CftCislbccm^ locilMomwifii a
tiltfogBi wmmfari ^rtftt<ii|iiiMM

CSrC Liquors
All specials In store—cash onlY

61 Main Street. Amherst
^^*»^* "^ next to Town Hall

253-3091

Crew tries to raise
sunken robot sub
BOSTON (APi — The team that used an unmanned

submersible to explore the Titanic wreckage tried yester-

day to raise the robot's younger brother from choppy seas

where it sank during a live $7 million satellite hookup
to a dozen US cities.

The little explorer is scheduled to be the star of the show
Monday when student audiences in 13 cities will gather

at local museums to watch the robot explore the ruins of

a Roman ship wrecked off the coast of Italy in 300 AD.
About 2.000 museum ofTicials, teachers and technicians

were stunned Wednesday when they tuned in to test their

international hookup with the Star Hercules, and saw on-

ly some dismayed scientists holding the severed cord that

had been Jason's lifeline,

Jason and its 8,000-pound mobile garage, Argo, disap-

peared as engineers at Turner Broadcasting Systems, Inc.

in Atlanta were coordinating with control centers at 12

science museums nationwide and one in Canada.
Dr. Robert D Ballard's crew was lowering the $1 million

exploration team into 2,100 feet of water when suddenly

rubber-booted marine biologists began scratching their

heads and conferring just out of the canMta's view.

The frayed cable came up and the crew looked on. first

shocked and then increasingly pale: Jason and Argo were

gone.

But a spokeswoman at Woods Hole Oceanographic In-

stitution brushed off the mishap, chalking it up to the

spirit of exploration.

"This is just part of the risk and excitement in

oceanography," Shelley Lauzon said from her office on

Cape Cod. She said the marine explorers planned to

launch a second mobile submarine to retrieve Jason and
Argo.

Lauzon said the robot had fortunately fallen while in

an upright position and appeared undamaged on the

ocean's soft, silty floor. She said it had been located and
likely would be retrieved as soon as the 3-to 4-foot waves
subsided.

"The show will go on," she said. "We know these things

happen at sea and are always prepared."

Paul Fontaine of Boston's Museum of Science said the

science project participants were calm and that even if

Jason and Argo were not recovered by Monday, a slight-

ly less state-of-the-art backup team would be used.

Ballard — the sea explorer who in 1985 claimed the in-

ternational limelight with his role in locating the Titanic

— was talking live by satellite to concerned colleagues and

Doctors say lasers

can remove tattoos
BOSTON (AP» - By zapping tattoos with a laser, doc

tors believe they have the first way to erase fire breathing

dragons, old girlfriends' names and other better-forgotten

mementos without leaving scars.

The technique uses an intense lightbeam called a ruby

laser that destroys the tattoo colors but does not harm the

skin.

"I think this is the first truly non-scaring therapy for

tattoos," said Dr. R. Rox Anderson of Massachusetts

General Hospital.

Dr. Charles Taylor, a member of Anderson's research

team, planned to present the results of the laser treatment

today at a meeting of the Society for Investigative Der-

matology in Washington.

Tattoos are drawn by puncturing the skin, usually with

needles, and inserting pigment that remains after the

wound heals over.

REGOSr

AP plMMO

Paul Fontaine, right, of the Boston Museum of Science confers with a technician about

the missing robot submarine.

sponsors back in North America within an hour after the

robot sank.

"We've had a burp," he said, broadcasting live to North

America after the pair sank Wednesday. "The cable

separated and we dro^>ped the vehicle. We have to go down
and pick it up but we know pretty well where it is."

Ballard sat, legs crossed and clearly comfortable in the

satellite spotlight, reassuring his audience and chatting

with technicians in Atlanta as they checked the hookups

between his ship's control room and the participating

museums, which spent about $180,000 each on the project.

Museum officials said the project, whose sponsors in-

clude Turner, Woods Hole. Electronic Data Systems and

the National Geographic Society, would go on as scheduled

between may 1-14.

The participating museums include the Boston Museum
of Science; the Museum of Natural History in Denver; the

Detroit Science Center; the Discovery Place in Charlotte,

N.C.; the Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago; the

Science Place in Dallas; Memphis (Tenn.) Pink Palace

Museum; The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia; the

Rochester (NY) Museum and Science Center; Mote Marine

Laboratory in Sarasota. Fla; National Geographic Socie-

ty Grosvensor .Auditorium in Washington and Dallas: and

the Royal British Columbia Museum in Victoria. British

Columbia.

^ $6.00 PER HOUR! $

I FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

I
IN HUMAN SERVICES

I Relief staff positions available in group home

^ model mental health treatment program on bus

I route in Sunderland and South Deerfield.

S FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES DAY/EVENING/

^
OVERNIGHT SHIFTS AVAILABLE. Orienta

I tion. training, supervision provided. Excellent

* opportunity to gain experience in mental health

^ or human services. Full-time employment

« possible or part-time diu-ing school year. Resume
$ to: Sunderland House c/o Valley Programs

X 98 Main St. Norhampton MA 01060

li$ HUnherst Drop Zone
ARMY/NAVY STORE

|!5«ei;J»fSfe»-!WS-5f5*^^

at 103 N. Pleasant St. # 256-0039
(behind Bart's next to Panda East)

10%
Off anything in

the store with
this ad.

Open 7 days a week jil

» * Mon-Sat 1 0-6 Sun 1 2-5 lU

I « THURS & FRI 10-8 bj
K^f m*^ *.» «,

-k-* *••••*••******

(

^-Jl TITIJ.^^ »-

B>^lfi.T.J J'^H »^rAJkTu^a^^B *
^^^^^nr^^^^^^^B »

M :i:'V<xi 4-

*
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^W
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r »
^^^^^^^^^^^^ •
H RT Fiwn H&H llnfc _ ._ — »

London $189 *

Frankfurt 219

Oslo 269 »
Madrid 245 »

San Jose, C.R. 175 4-

Tokyo 340
Auckland 514

1^

Some restrictions appty Taxes not 4-

included Eurailpasses issued on the 4-

spof FREE Student Travel Catalog _
1 ^ _ "^^^^ — -^fc.^^.^^

l'*^JMinnflKHIftulOHIIUI 11Clw%iI4
79 So Pleasant St

Amherst MA 01002 f
411?fifi-J361 •

I ^Congratulations^

Congratulations to the following Juniors for their

acceptance to Mortar Board. Mortar Board is an

honor society for seniors based on academics and

extra-curricular involvement. All candidates have

above a 3.2 GPA and have demonstrated leader-

ship in the University. They were selected from a

large number of highly qualified candidates.

Christine Martell

Susan Morgan

Nancy Nyman
Sharon Hyun Park

Shari Jill Schindel

Erick Seda-Toro

William Sheean

Melissa Silversteln

Amer Syed

Janice Ann Thayor

Sara-ines Farina Var Buchwald

Mark Wilkinson

Karen E. Willard

Michael Berland

Christian Carino

Juanita Chen
Laura Davis

Paul Del Gallo

Randi Dubno
Laura Filkins

Richard Formato

Joshua Foster

Pamela Rena Jordan

Celina Joyce
Fredrick Kleiman

Jason Kofman
l^J^rrAvTV"********** v;*i*

Cooperative Education Summer Positions!

May On-Campus Interviews

Company Time Majors

WANG Summer COINS
BAYSTATE MED. CNTR. Summer Acctg, MBA
STRATUS COMPUTER Summer EE, CSE

ADDITIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES!

Bull Worldwide, Marketing majors • Stellar Computer, COINS, CSE

majors • Strathmore Paper, Chem E majors • Gateway Design, EE

majors • Calendars Plus, All, Marketing majors • Shereton Boston,

HRTA majors • Oxfor Pickle Co., FS&N, FD Eng, Chem, Biochem,

Zool., MicBio m^ors • Heritage NIS, All m^ors • Old Sturbridge

Village, All majors • ...Plus Many More!

For information call the Office for Cooperative Education, 545-2224,

today!
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budget

continued from page 1

Jenifer said the 1989 budget was
livable until $18 million in reversions

was imposed by the state causing many
schools to initiate emergency fees

"We are now working in terms of what
the campuses are doing in fiscal year
1990." he said

"We need a margin of excellence,"

Jenifer said referring to tuition reten-

tion, but "we are in a situation where
those dollars are not for excellence but

just to get by,"

Jenifer said tuition retention came
about as a means of sharing the cost of

educating a student m proportion to the

benefits received by the state and the

student.

Since the state benefits the most, it

shoulders 70 percent of the cost leaving

the student to make up the remaining
30 percent, he said.

board of health discusses anthrax

\\

continued from page 1

molecular biologist.

The UMass study headed by Professor

Curtis Thome, which uses non-infectious

forms of the Bacillus anthracis bacterium,

is aimed at developing a better vaccine for

the potentially deadly anthrax disease.

"[Anthrax] is the ideal biological weapon,

and none better has been found," said

Novick, who is an advisory board member
of the Committee for Responsible Genetics.

But University representatives said the

UMass policy of accepting money only for

research that can be "freely and fully

disclosed" guarantees the study is ethical

"Nothing about this research is secret, no

secret plans, no secret motives. To suggest

otherwise is irresponsible and just plain

wrong. said James Langley, associate vice

chancellor for University Relations and
Development.

"The campaign against the University

has been one of shooting first and asking

questions later," Langley said. "The facts

must be respected, even if people are not."

Out of four danger levels for biological

research, the anthrax study is classified at

level one — the safest — as research with

"little or no possibility ofcausing disease,"

said UMass environmental health and
safety ofTicer Valerie Steinberg.

Debbie Heemskerk, a graduate student

working with Thorne, said a vaccine is

needed for Third World countries, where

anthrax kills hundreds of people and farm

animals each year.

"This research is definitely in compliance

with the (1972 biological weapons] treaty."

Heemskirk said. "We are not conducting

germ warfare in our laboratory at the

University of Massachusetts."

After each side had spoken i->. 30

minutes on the issue, members of the au

dience were invited to comment.

Mary Wentworth, a 16 year resident of

Amherst, compared the protest to her own
activism against nuclear power plants

"We were accused of trying to incite the

public. We were accused of being

hysterical." Wentworth said. "We know
that as citizens we must question what is

going on in our society at every level."

A former UMass employee and 27-year

resident of Amherst, Dean Allen, said

citizens cannot trust the defense depart

ment's assurances that the project is meant

to help people.

"The American people have been misled

for 20 or 30 years by the Pentagon." Allen

said. "I haven't heard anything here

tonight that convinces me this is a wor-

thwhile project."

But Grace Rollason, a retired UMass
zoology professor, said she was "delighted"

the defense money was going toward an an-

thrax vaccine, rather than a project like the

Strategic Defense Initiative.

"I am in complete agreement that the

Department of Defense has backed some
horror stories, and is still backing some
horror stories. I do think their backing of

Dr. Thorne is among their more benign pro-

jects," Rollason said.

"If we could develop vaccines against all

diseases, biological warfare would go down
the drain," she said. "If the Department of

Defense is willing to use some of its funds

decently, all power to Dr. Thorne for accep-

ting them."

While the health board will now
deliberate about the proposed ban,

Amherst Town Meeting has also been ask-

ed to consider the issue.

The last article on the 67-item May Town
Meeting warrant proposes that Amherst
declare itself a "biolo^ncal warfare research

free zone."

If that article is approved. Town Meeting

will advise the health board to adopt the

proposed ban.

44 IMADESHI
FOR COLLEGE

I I Iywww

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Amiy
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

^f

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus or $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the Ne^y GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU throuCh college, too.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii: 737 525.^; Puerto Rico: 721 4550; Guam 477 9957; Virgin Islands
(Si Croixl: 773 6438. New Jersey: 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult yourlfical
phone directory.
c 1985 United Stales (jovemment as represented by the Secretary of Defense
All nghls reserved.

I MAIL TO: Anny National Guard. P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
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EEXTORIAL/OPINION
A prayer is answered

"7 am walking much better these days .

. . like about how everybody walks, prac-

tically. I am quite healthy now, " Benjamin

Charny told a visitor recently as he fairly

sprinted across the campus of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

where he has a temporary research job.

Then, savoring the sharp, cold air of an

early spring day — "the air offreedom, " he

vailed It — Ben Charny said. "America is

such a wonderful place tn he. I am ao

grateful, so lucky.
"

-Boston Globe. April 19

I said a prayer for Charny when I was a

freshman; 1 said many prayers. I prayed to

God that the Soviet Union, the 'Evil Em
pire" that held Charny hostage while he

waited for an operation only the West could

provide, would allow him to emigrate.

David R. Mark
These were the days before I was a jour-

nalist. They were days when somewhere,

deep in my heart, I wanted to be an activist

But most important, these were the days

I spent organizing a march and rally for

Benjamin Charny.

I had obviously never met him; he knew
not of my existence. But there was a

greater tie between the two of us. We were

both fighting for human rights, and we
were both Jewish.

However, though I could freely practice

my religion, he could not Though I was

praised for my activism, he was condemn-

ed. I gave interviews and hoped for press

coverage; he shunned the idea because he

feared a prison sentence.

These were the days before Mikhail Gor-

bachev allowed an exodus of dissidents

from the Soviet Union. That would not oc-

cur for another six months. No. in the David R Mark is a Collegian columnist

Pollution, accepted in society?
weeks. It can still be observed clogging the

dam in the campus f>ond.

The irony of it all is this plastic trash was
brought onto this campus by a group of peo-

ple who would have you believe that they

have a monopoly on social responsibility —
something they probably can't even spell.

These people claim to have built these fire

traps to protest budget cuts, and now that

this cause isn't as trendy as getting ar-

rested in research labs while urinating in

the trash cans there. Cutback City has

become ghost city. And its residents will

most likely leave their mess for the UMass
administration to clean up.

When I think of the self-proclaimed

radicals of phony student politics here at

UMass, I wonder if they got off their sorry

butts and spent as much time being produc

live as they do sleeping in the Cape Cod

lounge and needlessly destroying the lab

projects of hard working students, they

might actually accomplish something

positive before they head to the Cape for

the summer.

Robert Bright
Hadley

spring of 1987 those of us who were in the

Student Coalition for Soviet Jewry did not

believe Charny would be released from the

USSR. And yet we worked for just that.

The march and vigil did not look promis-

ing. Because of time constraints, there was
only one Sunday we could hold the event
— the same day as the Southwest concert.

Sure we'd compete with the concert. No
problem.

But I worried when we had defectors.

Soon our committee of 12 was a crew of

four, and I asked of them more than I ask

myself on many days. We bought blue

balloons and white balloons with Charny 's

name printed on each. On each balUx>n was
a message, asking the recipient of the card

to write on our behalf to the Soviet Union
— to Gorbachev for Charny's release.

I think no one, including the leaders of

SCSJ. believed more than 20 people would

attend our march and rally. Previous vigils

and rallies had small attendances, and
with our small organizing group, and the

Southwest concert

The march was scheduled to begin at

noon. At 12:15. 15 people had arrived at

Haigis Mall. Channel 40 and a handful of

newspapers were there, but I was concern-

ed no one else would walk with us to the

Amherst Common. Little did I know. . .

Seventy-five people showed up for the ral-

ly. Those who had .said we had no chance

were now congratulating us. telling us they

knew all along we would be successful.

1 kown Benjamin Charny did not know
ofmy ^orta, or the efforts of similar groups

across tlw country. Knowing he is in

Boston today is thanks enough
Somewhere a voice — perhaps God's —

said "you're welcome" in my heart.

Exxon isn't the only villain destroying

the oceans, atmosphere, and forests. Pollu-

tion is an accepted part of our society. This

is unfortunate but true.

This does not mean that all pollution

should be accepted. I am referring to the

needless, careless, and callous polluting of

the world we live in. Examples of which are

much closer at hand than you may think.

You don't have to count the dead seals

in Alaska, dead people in Bhopal, or

miscarriages in Love Canal because the

villain is right here on this campus. It's

that leave-it-forsomeone-else attitude.

Just look at the empty beer bottles on the

grass around any dorm on a Monday mor-

ning, or the Soho bottles encircling the the

Student Union any time. If that's not

enough, take a look at the thousands of

campaign posters left all over campus by

meatheads who, only a few weeks ago, pro-

mised you the world.

Recently, however, something caught my
eye. A large sheet of clear plastic, big

enough to cover your car. had broken free

from the dump known as Cutback City and

found a new home in the campus pond

where it has since floated for several

Notes from the basement
Some things have to be said. I'm going

to graduate. I've been hired, so I'm going

to say them.
• For those of you who haven't seen

Cutback City, it is a neighborhood of

shacks constructed next to tha Campus
Pond.

The builders and inhabitants of the city

say it exists to protest state education

budget cuts — hence, the name. The con

spicuous poor condition of the dwellings is

supposed to represent the condition of

public higher education.

Rick Santos

The cause behind Cutback City is most
noble, but everything else about that dump
is disgusting. Simply put. it is by far the

most ugly non-living thing I have ever seen

on campus, including the men's bathroom
on the concourse level of the Campus
Center.

The slum is not just ugly, it is located in

the wrong place. Why not erect a mock
ghetto outside the Statehouse or on the

lawn in front of the governor's house? The
construction of an eyesore on campus hurts

those who live and work on campus, not

those who decide the state's budget.

• Earlier this month, the well-known,

outspoken, campus conservative W. Greg
Rothman was seen at the Top of the Cam-

pus Center lounge watching the NCAA
basketball final, and twice was observed

purchasing a 75 cent drink.

Who cares? Why should you keep

reading? Because the story gets better.

On both occasions \a asked the server to

give back to him the '25 cents in change.

He may be a tightwad, but he's not a

cheat. After Seton Hall, his team, lost the

game Rothman was reported to have paid

in full a small wager.

• What's the deal with this place on
Route 9 in Hadley called Campus Pixza?

Maybe I'm wrong, but it seems the place

isn't near any of the Five College campuses

in the area. As a matter of fact, the

establishment probably isn't too far from

the geographic center of the Five College

Area. Maybe that's the point.

• Going way back to before spring

break, we. the Collegian ran an adverti.se-

ment informing students that they could

sell back their books to the Textbook An-

nex to earn money to spend during break.

I personally am apologizing for our accep-

ting of the ad. But I cannot apologize for

the University employees responsible for

selling the ad. and worse encouraging

students to sell their books mid-semester.

It's asking students to trade their educa-

tion for, most likely, alcohol poisoning and

skin cancer. Congratulations to the state's

flagship university for this move.

Rick Santos is a Collegian columnist

They said it .

/ think knowing what you can not do is more important than knowing what you

can do. In fact, it's good taste.

LucUle Ball

The Sixties, ofcourse, was the worst time in the world to try and bring up a child.

They were exposed to all these crazy things going on.

Nancy Reagan

Resident Assistant hopefuls should think twice
For those of you anxiously awaiting to hear from

Residence Directors as to whether you have been selected

for a Resident Assistant position, I ask you to think twice

about the job you might be accepting.

I hope you realize that the actual job is much different

from what you have probably been hearing. Meeting lots

of great people, being the foundation of a dynamic floor

environment and getting a weekly paycheck, plus a free

single room are all the benefits of the job. But have they

told you about the double standards that exist in the

system, the ease at which RA's can be fired, or the part

of the contract that reads, "other duties assigned?

When I was hired as an RA, I was really excited about

the job and looked forward to assuming the RA role. The

job I accepted last year, is much different from the job 1

hold today. j * j

Although the compensation has remained steady at

$26.88/week, it has been my added responsibility to at_

tend an additional meeting per week, along with my statt

meetings, to put hours in for the RA selection process, to

work "opening duty" for the halls after breaks and to put

time in on various weekend nights to assist the RA s on

duty (helping them enforce university policy).

Although additional duties vary according to specific

clusters, the story is usually the same. By the way. these

are all in addition to my weekly responsibilities which

take up an average of 18 hours per week.

The largest discrepancies in the job are those enacted

by the system itself. Upon being hired, it was my
understanding that Residential Education would provide

a support network to back up RA's when carrying out

their duties. I must have been mistaken because I have

yet to notice anything of the sort. It is common knowledge

that RA's will be fired for not upholding certain aspects

of the contract like "serving as a positive role model by

abiding by all University, Housing Services and Residence

Hall policies at all times."

Jason Kofman

Yet residents are allowed to have quite a few rule in

fractions before any serious action is taken against them.

Problematic residents are almost never kicked out of the

halls for their actions. This is perhaps the biggest double-

standard in the system. Res. Ed. sees to it that the

residents get more of a fair shake than their own fellow

employees, the RA's do.

This is not intended to be a gripe session, but rather a

direct warning to those considering accepting a position.

I enjoy being around my floor and I really like all of my
fellow staff members. If Res. Ed. would just let me do my
job, I feel that their system would run smoother and more

RA's would keep their jobs longer than two semesters.

With all these double-standards in the system, it is no

wonder that there is going to be an average 80 percent

turnover rate in Southwest South. Applications have been

down, more RA's are leaving and Res. Ed. now finds itself

in a difficult situation.

One of the biggest reasons for this drop-off is a basic lack

of job security. The system in which I work is outdated

and outmoded. It needs some serious revamping. This, I

believe, is the general consensus with RA's across this

campus, but a thought which has yet to be accepted or

even considered at Res. Ed. or in Housing Services.

If you are on the verge of accepting a position, I en-

courage you not only to reconsider, but to turn the offer

down, especially if you have other time commitments out-

side of academics.

The position demands many hours that are not part of

the formal job description, as well as strict attendance at

two semesters of RA class (which truthfully, is not that

thrilling).

I was once bright-eyed and excited about the job, but

after my experiences inside the system, my enthusiasm

has greatly paled. It would sadden me to see another cnop

of quality recruits brainwashed into taking a job that had

so much potential at the start, then have them brutally

manipulated by the powers that be.

Jason Kofman is a UMass student
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ASTS&LIVINS
Classy Cusack can say anything and do no wrong

•^
. . . i. . 1 . . T-i :^. a /.Kai-aftor in th(^ film olaved bv James

By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

There will be a preview of Field of Dreams this Satur-

day at the Hampshire Six cinemas. Go see it. This is one

of the finest, most satisfying films since E.T. Kevin

Costner might be accused by many of going a bit over-

board on "baseball movies" i after Bull DurhamK but it

must be said that this is not just a baseball movie. It is

much more than that It's a film about magic, about the

power of dreams, about the child in the man

Centner stars as Ray Kinsella, a man whose unresolv-

ed relationship with his late father hangs like a shroud

over his life. One day, out in the cornfield that is his

backyard, he hears a mysterious voice. It says. Ifyou build

it. he will come." The remainder of the film sees Kinsella

in dogged pursuit of an impossible dream.

You know, it's really difficult to talk about this film.

I don't want to give anything away, but I want to tell you

enough to get you interested Take my word for it. See

the preview oii Saturday and tell all your friends. The

distributor is relying primarily on word of mouth to sell

this film.
, . L A

Some interesting anecdotes about the film: It s based

on a novel called "Shoeless Joe " by W P. Kinsella (yes

it's the same last name as the protagonist) Director Phil

Alden Robinson fought with the studio to keep the book s

title, but the powers felt that audiences would think it

was a film about a hobo. So they came up with the title.

^^^ * . i
^

Field ofDreams. When Alden sought out Kinsella in hope;

of finding a partner in comiseration, he discovered that

"Shoeless Joe" was not in fact the author's choice of ti

tie. The publisher gave the book that name. Kinsella's

original title was "Dream Field."

Also There is a character in the film played by James

Earl Jones His name is Terence Mann, and he is suppos-

ed to be the man who coined the phrase, "make love, not

war." Well, this is not the same writer Kinsella portrayed

in his novel. The character was changed for the film after

Kinsella was approached by the lawyers of another con-

troversial writer of the beat generation. J.D. Salinger. Sal

mger is a prominent character in the novel, so any "Cat-

cher in the Rye" fans out there might want to check out

•Shoeless Joe " for supplemental reading.

Another notable film playiing m the area is Say

AnMhmg. This film immediately calls to mind Rob

Reiner's romantic comedy. The Sure Thing, for more than

one reason. Both starred John Cusack. Both had as the

central conflict a romance between two unlikely lovers,

the free spirited Cusack and The Brain.

This film, however, takes the theme and elaborates on

it with remarkable candor and creativity. Charming as

The Sure Thing was. it might have been a first draft for

Say Anything.

tne preview on oaiuruay anu i«rii an j""« ...>-.—- • ." CI

Adams' new Dirk novel only gently funny
By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Long, Dark Tea-time of the Soul

Douglas Adama
Simon & Schuster

The arrival of a new Douglas Adams
novel IS an event which millions of readers

greet with anticipation ranging to such ex

tremes that it borders on the manic. For-

tunately for those manic hordes, the man
responsible for, among other things, the

brilliant "Hitchhiker's Guide To The

Galaxy" series, has finally seen fit to grace

our world with another of his highly im-

aginative literary expeditions.

Adams' last novel. "Dirk Gently's

Holistic Detective Agency" introduced us

to the character of Dirk, and his unique

style of "holistic " detection, wherein Mr

Gently attempts, using methods that may

seem bizarre or irrelevant to the untrain-

ed eye. to solve the whole crime (messy

divorces and missing cats a specialty i.

BOOK REVIEW
Mainly, he uses his Holistic Detective

Agency as a means to divorce old ladies

from large amounts of their money. In any

event. 'The Long Dark Tea Time Of The

Soul "

is the second Dirk Gently novel, and

very odd it is too.

This is all very well and good, but the real

question that liners is : "Is Douglas Adams

still funny?" The answer is a hesitant yes.

Certainly, he still retains his flair for jux-

taposing odd ideas Norse gods carrying

around Coke machines and worrying over-

ly much about having clean linen is just

one exapmle of his warped mind that sur

faces in this current novel. A calculator

that performs the I Ching (and delivers

very odd translations of the hexagrams as

well) and a green eyed giant waving a

scythe and demanding mysterious con

tracts also appear. Ultimately, the story

takes a back seat to the wonderful descrip

tions and Adams' purple prose.

On the down side, it seems as if Adams

puts all his energy into making Dirk Gent-

ly the most charmingly weird person he

could, and the rest of the characters pale

into cardboard insignificance when con-

fronted with Gently's great panache. Cer

tainly. the Gently scenes are the m<wt

readable and humorous bits. Also m the

balance department, Adams seems to en

joy creating the situation much more than

resolving it. and thus the Ungled and com

plex plot is tied up much too quickly, leav-

ing a few loose ends and probably more

than one reader scratching his or her head

in confusion.

It's somewhat disappointing to see a man

who produced a series of science fiction

books that made millions of people laugh

hysterically and brought a whole new

meaning to the phrase "Don't Panic " turn

out a book that is less than side-splittingly

funny

DI\ISIO\ OF C 0\ TI \ r I \G EPIC \ Tl()\

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1989

Each Domino's
Plua Storo Is

owned

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

Juiy 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.

oi ( () \ r I \ I I \ (. i:i)t ( \ r I ()\

Surrender to the throbbing
gristle of the Love Hoagie
By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Staff

The interview began, and Andy "Rockin'

Kid Charlegmage" Stewart nursed his

lukewarm beer in 127 Butterfield, Hoagie
Headquarters. The place was littered with

shattered bottles of Piels and Knicktr

bocker, and the windows vibrated as

"Thunderball," one of the most tasteless

songs ever written (more on that later),

blasted through a low-end stereo system.

"We wanted a sound that would make
people jizz in their pants" said Stewart, his

voice frayed and slurred, "What jizzes in

your pants? The Love Hoagie. Uh, you

don't really have to u.se that do you?"

The Love Hoagie formed in late 1988, and

will probably split up when school ends. No
matter. In their four months of existence

the band has taken the smallest dorm on

campus by storm.

Well, at least they think so. and they are,

if nothmg else, the most offensive band in

recent memory. And they're damn pro-

ud of it.

"I have to be a vessel for all these shitty

lyrics." said vocalist Jason Malfatto. who
goes by the stage name Mufaddo. "I

basically don't like music; I'm just out

there to piss people off."

"I oinsider myself like background noise,

in a way." said drummer Richard "The

Lion Hung " DelVechio. "That's the most

important kind of noise because you're

really kmd of fucking it up for everyone
else. It's taking the drums by the balls and
bashing it out, and that's what I think do

best as far as really fucking up everyone

else's sense of rhythm."
If the band has any sort of caUning

presence it's to be found in Ned "Nuge"
Diver, the bassist. Diver's the only member
with short hair, and he rarely speaks above

a whisper.

He was recruited because he happened to

have a bass lying around in his room.

"I think bass was right for me all along,"

Diver said "I had the look, I had the

moves, and I had the bass."

Then there's the songs. Take "Thunder-

ball," for example.
"Thunderball" was written about an ar-

ticle that Rock Kid Charlemagne had had
read in Hot Rodder magazine," said Ber-

sani. "It a fit of Piels, Rock Kid and myself

came up with some lyrics about this man
who had iryected cocaine into his penis, got

a three day hardon, and then had it fall

off"

Bersani and Malfatto then discussed the

last Butterfield Coffeehouse, where they

performed "Chi-Puck fever." The song - a

cover ofTed Nugents "Cat Scratch Fever"
- was inspired by those scary chicken

cutlets most of get at the DC. "There

were chicken pucks sewn onto that bra and

onto my crotch." said Malfatto. indicaing

his girlfriend Megan Noonan's brassere

that dangled from the Hourescent ceiling

(; \•1

I -J^ts^^ J
Butterfield gods of rock. The Love Hoagie

lolivgian pto(o by Jaaoa t)aiui|rr

light.

"Dxiring the show, it was eaten off by one

of our groupies," said Bersani, who also

wore chicken pucks. "We just call her

metal chick. We don't even know her

name."
"Sometimes I think they take themselves

a wee bit too seriously," said WMUA disk

jockey Scott Limanek, who gets routinely

mocked for playing the band's songs on his

show. "I get scared when they use phrases

like "big arenas" and "Chi-pucks" in the

same sentance. You're not quoting me, are

vou?

"'In five years, we're gonna be in arenas,"

Bersani said.

"I can see the Love Hoagie in five years,

well, in the same place that they are now,"

Lamanek said, "please don't use my name
on any of this." The Hoagie just came off

a triumphant concert at a debutante ball

in Sunderland last Saturday, and their last

concert will be at the Butterfield Coffee

House next Saturday (May 6). To go is to

either experience rock and roll history or

be very, very offended.

The choice is clear.

Getting to grips with a of modern music
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Mark Mulcahy believes there is room in music world

for Miracle Legion.

The singer frontman for the New Haven based band is

scheduled to perform at the Eastside Concert '89 on Sun-

day along with Burning Spear, the Untouchables and

Miles. Mulcahy said modern music is divided into levels.

"Each level lias a group of people that are into that par-

ticular type of music." hs said. "I think there are enough

p€H>ple interested in what we do to make what we're do-

Lose yourself in the king of cool

ing worthwhile."

Mulcahy and guitarist Raymond Neal have been the

core members of the band whose most notable personnel

change occurred in the last year. In 1985, with the help

of bassist Joel Potocsky and drummer Jeff Wiedershall,

the two longtime friends produced The Backyard, a

delicious morsel of extended play acoustics which failed

to raise many eyebrows outside the Northeast. Potocsky

was soon replaced by Steve West and in 1987. their first

LP, Surprise, SurprLse. Surprise, came out.

Last July, after producing another EP entitled Glad,

Wiedershall and West went their own way, leaving

Mulcahy and Neal to their own devices. A tour with

Iceland's Sugar Cubes followed, which provided new ex-

posure for the two musicians, Mulcahy said.

Last fall, Mulcahy and Neal recorded *Me and Mr. Ray
at Prince's Paisley Park studio in Minneapolis. A
February date at the Hatch gave UMass a taste of the

Legion's sweet minimalism.
This Sunday's show will include a new rhythm section,

Dave and Spot, whose last names are being witheld until

their next of kin are notified.

By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Staff

Lets Get Lout

Chet Baker
RCA/Novus

Chet Baker was a junkie with a voice; a truly beautiful

clear voice filled with that smoky, ethereal void and

specific heart piercing that is jazz. He also played a mutha
of a trumpet and did a lot of drugs He's due for a

resurgeance in popularity due to Bruce Weber's new-

biographical film appropriatly titled Let's Get Lost. Weber
!.•- the man responsible for pushing Calvin Klein to the

forefront of superficial advertising (a double negative) and

one can only hope that Baker's voice survives Webcrs

empty technical clever cleverness. But then, that voice

somehow managed to survive the life of Baker 'including

getting his teeth knbcked out by vengfuU drug dealers);

so it's doubtful that Weber's shallowness will effect it.

RECORD REVIEW
That voice can be found on the album of the movie and

it promises to be Baker's absolute final album (except for

the inevitable reissues) due to his oh so romantic death

in May of 1988, falling from a balcony in Amsterdam. Ask-

ed what his favourite high is by Weber he answers :
'The

one that scares people to death - they call it a speedball

a mixture of coke and heroin, you know ... but not too

much coke.' Ooh how scary, talk about living on the edge.

Yes it's easy to make fun of a junkie but Jesus, with a

voice like his Baker should have had the ultimate high

au naturel. but the spike was the high and the voice enabl-

ed it. The point is that Baker didn't even touch on what

he could have done; he was too fucked up. He fiies above

and beyond the current standard for mediocrity and yes.

his life and art do capture the superficiality of jazz

beautifully but

Don't see The Cowboy Junkies show next week. Just

say no because whatever those preening comatose pseudo

musicians think(sic) theyr'e trying to do. Baker does much
better on this album Chet Baker was the original cowboy

junkie, for better or worse he lived the life, instead of ac-

ting it. And this, being an ambiguous review for vague

reasons it must be stressed the voice from that life from

the album from the movie cuts through all bullshit by

touching the listener, by affecting YOU.
Recorded in Hollywood and Paris during the making of

the film and mixed in New York (eerily perfectly timed

for commercial relea.se by his death i. Baker sings and

plays trumpet on such tracks as Cole Porters" EverN' Time

we say Goodbye' and Duke Ellingtons* Daydream'. A
standout on tliis album is his cover of Elvis Costello's

'Almost Blue' the 80s taken back to the 50s.

I would urge you to at least listen to this album. It's

called 'Lets Get Lost' and its pretty effective. Don't listen

to those jazz snobs who think (instead of listening/danc-

ing/something) Baker was nothing more than west coast

'cool' - he was much much more.

'I'll always remember his heart pouring through those

well chosen notes, and the warmth I felt inside as I listen-

ed to him play,' Herbie Hancock has written.

Just listen to this album or check out Strollin' on the

Enja label, or Chet in Paris Volumes 1 and 2 on Barclay

- Em Arcy. or Chet Baker Sings on the Riverside label.

You will not be disappointed unless you think what might

have been if he'd thrown the needle away and lived for

that high he creates in his listener, the ultimate high of

his trumpet and voice^

RESUMES
Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst
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New York
Stories

Held over!

Mon-Thuf« 7:30 1 show only

Fri-Sun 7 & 9:20

$2.50 w/student 10
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'til Midnight
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A meal a day at Mr K keeps money blues at bay
By WAYNE XING
Collegian Correspondent

MrK's
N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Enjoy a full Chinese meal for the price of one dish.

Sounds crazy, bu it's true. Mr K's Chinese restaurant in

downtown Amherst has just announced a daily AU-you-

can-eat buffet for both lunch and dinner. For $4.95 or

$7.75 you will be able to choose from six to eight Szechuan

or Hunan style entrees sunch as General's Chicken,

Crispy Beef with Orange Flavor, Shrimp with Broccoli.

Mixed Vegetables and V'egetarian Tofu.

For the same price, you may start your meal with a

choice of soups: Hot and Sour, Wonton or Egg Drop, plus

a number of delicious appetizers: Spring Rolls, Fried

Dumplings, Fried Wontons, Chicken Fingers and Chicken

Wings, the hand-made dumplings and wontons are real

ly tasty.

DINING OUT
Despite the feeling of being stuffed after the appetizers

and the main entrees, you might still be tempted to try

some dessert: butter-flavored banana fritters or a choice

of fruit. And then you can relax over hot, fragrant Chinese

tea and read your fortune from inside the fortune cookie.

"The purpose of introducing buffet lunch and dinner,"

said Mr. Juan, owner and chef of Mr K's, "is to cater for

the needs of the college students as well as local residents,

for a quicker and relatively inexpensive Chinese meal."

Mr. Juan, who also owns a Chinese restaurant in

Williamstown, opened Mr. K's Chinese Restaurant in

downtown Amherst (13 N. Pleasant St.) a year ago, after

he bought over and renovated the former Empire

Szechuan.

Over 28 lunch specials, 70 regular dishes and 12 chefs

specialities are available in addition to the buffet. Mr K's

regular hours are 1 1:30 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. Fndays and Satur

days, and 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Sundays.

h^t.
Chinese Restaurant

'Szechuan and Hunan Cuisine

Announces

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET

Choose from 6

dishes

Lunch Buffet

Mon.-Sat.

12 noon-2:30 p.m.

4.95

Choose from 8
dishes

Dinner Buffet

Mon.-Thurs.
5:00 p.m. -9:30 p.m.

Fri.-Sat.

5:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

7.75

Plus soup, appetizers and dessert

$1.00 Off with this ad
Effective through May 6th

13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-0286 256-0287

Loitk for UK Sunday. April 30 at 7:00 p.m. in

the Student I'niun Haltrotun Fauhion Shour

A Creative Hair Salon Specializing in:

Wave Nouveau • Leisure Curl

Care Free Curl • Weaves • Extensions
Braids • Color • Permanent Waves

Desif^n Cuts • We have ethnic make-up

228 Triangle Street • Amherst • 549-3999

139 Dwight Street • Springfield • 734-4234

Monday thru Saturday

CATCH THE TOP
AT THE TOP!

8:00 PM
Fri., Apr. 28th

BOSTON

CELTICS
vs

DETROIT
DON7 FORGET MURRAY D'S 9:30 PM

TOP of the

L If

OlINGE

Menday-Frtd«y

11:30 .m. le 12:30 • m

Saturday * Sunday
5 00 pm lo 12 30 a m

lltti FtOOn CAMPUS CCNTER

mm . c) c; aust memo k ( at . weex wm
.WmLW tVlAY 4

SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - THURSDAY MAY 4
FILM: SHOAH

9 1/2 hour documentary, one part each evening
CC 903; 6:30PM

SUNDAY, APRIL 30
JEWISH AND GERMAN DIALOGUE

MEMORIAL HALL; 7:30PM

MONDAY, MAY 1

SAMUEL NATANSOHN, HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR
MEMORIAL HALL; 7:30PM

TUESDAY, MAY 2

COMMEMORATION SERVICE
IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT UNION; 12:00 NOON

WEDNESDAY, MAY 3
'WHO SHALL BE EXALTED"

BY JENNIFER JUSTICE, STORYTELLER
MEMORIAL HALL; 7:30PM

THURSDAY, MAY 4
''ART AND POWER"
BY ALLAN MIETLA

MEMORIAL HALL; 7:30PM

ILL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

CASE SPECIALS

CARLING BLACK LABEL BAR BOTTLES 6.99

PIELS 12oz BAR BOTTLES 7.49

MICHELOB 12oz BOTTLES 12.99

OPENING WEEKEND FOR THE
"VODKA AND TONIC SEASON"
GILBEY'S VODKA 1.75L $10.99

SCHWEPPES TONIC AND
(1 liter) ^ FRESH LIME 99C

NEW PRODUCT WATCH...
SAM ADAMS DOUBLE BOCK 6 pk. $4.99

MOLSON EXPORT ALE 6 pk.

BASS ALE 6 pk.

LABATTS BLUE 12 pk.

3.99
4.99

6.99

CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 ml

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L
CffaMtagv

SPICEDWM

6.99

8.99

MONTE VERDE 1 Ltr. 5.99

CHARDONNAY & WHITE ZINFANDEL

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Route 9, Hadley—Just beyond Burger King
OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

rROCKLO^o SALE ENDS
MAY 5TH

:»ALVAOg;
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OVER 20 MODELS IN STOCK

^MilL

FiyyOVER 20 MODELS IN STOCK I

rbmrmaie
MILLION DOLU^R BUY-OUI

GASOLINE POWERED

GENERATORS
RUBIE BOUGHT 4 TRAILERLOADS* 1200 UNITS

'^"T so CHEAP!

J"'l'? '«""re units all
'iMiMPjilml

78 MWEL PM500
OUR LOWEST PRICED
MODEL AT JUST

r.^ 11° '^^manufactured '

|£MJ«arranty

-D O) I

• The mosl power for your

money 'Circuit breakers pro-

tect against overload • Heavy
duty, dependable, four-cycle

Briggs & Stratton engine
• 1(K)% copper wound rotary

field design • Full perimeter

wrap-around carrier protects

unit from damage

LIST «815 NOW

Here's One Example
5000 Watts Surge
4000 Watts Rated

$333

5000 Watts Surge

INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL
Model 454002

Cast iron sleeve

Dual stage air

cleaner

Lol one muffler

CALIFQ GROWN ROSE
MAJOR RETAILER CANCELS ORDER
RUBIE BUYS 46,000 ROSE BUSHES

BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF COLORS

COMPARE AT $385 TO5^

$10
28,000 <=<^Hr JUNIPERS-ARBORVITAEEUGNYMUS

• •
• SHRUBS • •

•

EUONYMUS RArCANS
EUONYMUS AUHEA VAR

ILEXH01L)ND(f(XIA

GOLDEN ARBOHVITAE

WILTONI JUNIPER

SAN JOSE JUNIPER

ANDORRA JUNIPER

SHORE JUNIPER

PRINCE Of WALES JUNIPE

• • • AZALEAS • • •

AMOENA (PURPLE RED|

STtWARTSIONIAlRED)
DELAWARE (WHITE)

HIND CRIMSON |R£D|

j MOTHERS DAY IHOSe RED]

WO

NO. 1 GRADE
POTTED
CALIFORNIA

HOME AND GARDEN CART
Handles iiKe a baby carnage

bPERFORMS LIKE A TANK!

' So pertedty balanced moves

300 pounds »«lf) Ihe louch ol

a linger" Holds nxxe Itian

^^ ^ 30 galloos ot i^kJs

>r.
Value »99»*

mm M* uu«>u*'B»ai*M<nM

1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF 1-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

933-5468

Clvn«tol
F <fSI Pnrn

rfLLOW

^ttrtrnft SijrtRh«o^

TWO TONE
ri»-<)#K> Puny

OAANGC ACQ
1(OpiC»««

LItAC

WNITC
Pr»»«*»n( John f

T'^^^^^ji

HYBRID TEA
GRANOIFLORA
FLORIBUNDA
AND CLIMBERS

4 CUBIC FOOT BALE
SPHAGNUM

PEAT MOSS
Nature s besi fof garden.

planters and a must (or

tree planting

riOMCUMO*
noses
Angw* ft*

Gafiwite

Ookl'locki

ClIMBIMO nOSES
Biazr
Don Ju»n
CI OucanEluMM*'
GoW^n Sr^w9>4
JOWphtCoM

ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

623-3358

ROUTE 184
GROTON

CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

445-8581

COMPOSTED

COW MANURE
AdM oiq»n*c nu»i«ffn lo lawn flow**

•nd v«g«tabi« qmdtmt

TOP SOIL
Ian puipose )«<**> flowref and vpgefaot*

gardar condttionw

•OTM
I

PACKIO
IN 40

l*OtiM0

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5

586-7248

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

863-4343
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Get down and burn to the
sheer power of the Spear
IVv WILLIAM .lAMLS
Collegian Staff

Get nd of the booze, the pets and the

frisbees and hunt down a decent copy of a

5 college LD. because Burning Spear are

playing live at Eastside Sunday April 30th

and those are the rules. Starting up with
the Boston based band Miles at 12 noon,
the concert also features Miracle Legion
(see feature on page lli and Los Angeles
ska band The L'ntouchables ( who appeared
in the film Repo Matt as well as on MTV. ).

Burning Spear will be gracing an already

smoking stage which will no doubt be scor

ched in flames by the presence of the

masler of reggae and the reggae band
among reggae bands: Burning Spear and
his remarkable nine piece band The Burn
ing Band.
Winston Rodney, a.k.a Burning Spear

has a lot more on his mind than just mak-
ing you dance, but his vocals combined
with the rhythmic intensity of the band de

mand your movement, no matter how
ridiculous you may look. Sitting or stan

ding still IS not an option. His shows have
been described as inspirational, spiritual

ly uplifting ,as being an almo^ religious

experience But at the same time these

guys rock out or at least reggae out.

Still renowned as one of the great legen

dary reggae recordings (as it is) Burning
Spear is responsible for Manns liun «-v titt

ed after the name (»f the Kastafarian
founder and the major inspiration of

course) of Rodneys' life and work
Other credits include Man Frufn the

Hills, an album of a capella vocal chants,
inspired in part by Burning Spears* disen-

chantment with the chaos of success that

followed the popularity o( Marcus Garvey;

his solo performance in the cult film

Rmkers. and his first gigs in London in

1977 backed by Aswad.
Two of his albums, 1984 's Hesistani-e and

1986's Peaplenfthe World, were nominated
for Grammy's, proving that Burning
Spear's anti oppresionist expression is done
in a firmly polished style (the Grammy's
appreciating nothing but a polished style*.

Sponsored by the Commuter Area
Government this show .starting at noon on
the Worcester D.C. field promi.ses to be
everything you ever wanted out of life .or

at lest out of education, 1 think. So throw
thrrae bone cows down, get off your asses
and have some real fun; you'll know the
difference

FREE
SUMMER STORAGE

•COATS
• SWEATERS

• COMFORTERS
• BLANKETS

• ANY WINTER GARMENT

YOUR CLOTHES WILL BE EXPERTLY
DRYCLEANED AND PRESSED

AND READY TO WEAR IN THE FALL

YOU PAY ONLY NORMAL
DRYCLEANING CHARGES WHEN
YOU PICK THEM UP IN THE FALL

^ NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED ^
Main Street Cleaners

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON
ON BUS ROUTE

193 MAIN STREET NORTHAMPTON SU-43S9

Resume
Service

Qualit\ Copies

Fine Statiofierv

Matching EnN^elopes

kjnkm:
the copy center

253-2543

GRADUATE EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

An Open Letter to Chancellor Joseph Duffey

April 24. 1989

Dear Chancellor Duffey,

This is to inform you that all day Monday and Tuesday,
May 1 and 2. graduate-student teachers will be teaching their

classes and discussion sections in the hallways and in the

courtyard of the Whitmore Administration Building. Teachers
and students are taking this action to remind you of the scope
of the worl< graduate students perform for this University and
of the University's need for graduate students. Without us,

the University would not be able to provide the courses that

undergraduates need for their degrees. Furthermore, we do
not believe that levying curriculum or emergency fees on
students is a fair solution to the problem of providing an
adequate number of classes for undergraduates.

At no time will our Teach-out prevent workers and visitors

in Whitmore from completing their tasks. Nor will our presence
create a hazardous situation. We will not block hallways, door-

ways or elevators. We will not teach in stairwells. We intend

to be in unarguable compliance with the picketing code.
Members of the Graduate Employee Organization, or their

delegated spokespersons, will be located in front of the main
entrance of Whitmore across from Haigis Mall at all times

during the demonstration. Please contact these people if you
have any questions.

Th^ GEO Coordinating Committee

|cc: Arthur Hilson, Dept. of Public Safety

Phirtii ruurtrs) uf Slash

Burning Spear headlining the Eastside concert Sunday

L^rn Bartending this

Summer... can today

N4U I n^laiMl (617) 247-1600
liiirkMMk'rS m, iviylslon Slrccl
^'"*"'

Boston, MA 021165
Lk by(<»iitii< i>( M-ts^i I'V-p.irtnK'Mlof Ediicilmn
Mcmocr - Mass ^ssik oi riiviilc Career SchtK>l$

^y>-
rentAvwreoc

Hmw A UMd Car*
Trwcii* A Vm AIm A'a«tbw

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Amherst
_ 54t-RENT .

Can we build one for yoti?

Serving—Sandwiches, Foot Long Subs,
Bagels & Lox, Fresh Soups & Salads

• DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314
^ In the Carriage Shops

((

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
presents its

Ist Annual Last Lecture Titled:

Living in the Material World
Given by Professor Albey Reiner

of

The University of Massachusett's
Microbiology Department

Open to the General Public

Free Admission

Campus Center Auditorium, May 4 at 7:30

FREE RECEPTION TO FOLLOW

»
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WORLD&NATION

AP ptiola

A villager breast feeds her daughter amid the rubble left by a tornado that hit the Manikganj

district of Bangladesh.

Tornado
kiUsSOO
Hits Bangladesh
MANIKGANJ. Bangladesh (APi - A tor

nado killed at least 500 people and
devastated more than 20 villages m cen-

tral Bangladesh, the government said

yesterday.

The tornado Wednesday night blew awa\

people, houses and animals as it whirled

at 100 mph through the Manikgatxj area

25 miles northwest of Dhaka.
Survivors said the funnel cloud raged for

10 minutes and flattened everything, in

eluding buildings."

"I saw black clouds gathering in the sky

In moments we found we were flymg along

with the house," said Sayeda Begum, a

30-year old homemaker in Satuna village

near Manikgai\j.

Another tornado hit the Narsingdi

district. 25 miles east of the capital, kill

ing five people and injuring 500. the

English-language newspaper New Nation

said.

The tornadoes followed a two-month

drought that has threatened to destroy

more than half the rice crop in this im-

poverished nation. The storms hit hours

after President Hussain Muhammad Er-

shad ordered nationwide prayers for rain

US official to conceal airline security alerts
LONDON (AP) - US Transportation

Secretary Samuel Skinner said yesterday

he will no longer tell Congress about

airline security alerts for fear of leaks and

is considering a bill to make unauthorized

disclosure a crime.

Skinner also said the passengers on US
airlines may be barred from taking elec-

tronic devices such as portable computers

on aircraft following the Pan Am Flight

103 air disaster over Scotland.

Speaking to American reporters in Lon-

don on the last leg of a five-nation Euro-

pean tour, Skinner said he was adamant

about not discussing publicly intelligence

gathering or unannounced airline securi-

ty bulletins.

"I have just sent a letter to the US Con

gress advising them that I will no longer

disseminate information to them regarding

security bulletins until I am absolutely

sure that they have a mechanism in place

to protect that information,"he said.

He said he plans new regulations about

leaking airline "security-type informa

tion," adding: "I may seek legislation mak-

ing it a crime."

Last month. Skinner criticized a London

newspaper. The Daily Express, which

reported a security bulletin sent by the US
Federal Aviation Administration to air-

ports and carriers March 16 about the

possible hijacking of an American airliner

in Europe.

Skinner said public disclosure of all war-

nings would mean they would be taken for

granted.

After the Pan Am disaster, British

Transport Secretary Paul Channon was ac

cused by critics in Britain of bungling the

dissemination to airlines of warnings from

West Germany that Palestinian terrorists

had devised a new radio cassette bomb.

Flight 103, bound for New York from

Frankfurt via London, was blown apart by

a tiny bomb hidden in a radio cassette

recorder. It crashed on the Scottish village

of Lockerbie, killing 270 people.

Skinner, who met Channon later today,

also said he expects the latest US bomb-

detection equipment, thermal neutron

analysis, to be installed at several Euro

pean airports by year's end. the machines

can find plastic explosives missed by

X-rays.

In a $60 million program, the United

States accelerated development of thermal

neutron analysis after the Flight 103

disaster Dec. 21. The first device is due to

be installed at John F. Kennedy Airport.

New York, in July.

"Ever>' place I have gone, everyone

wants to do more." said Skinner, who ar

rived in England after meeting govern

ment officials in Italy. West Germany.
France and Switzerland

On electronic devices, Skinner said that

unless a sure means of examination is

found "the ban of such devices is an option

that will be looked at
"

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

TONIGHT

DANCE >?^GLUB

500 Drafts *

No cover charge

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring: Imported Beers at

Domestic Pricing:

MOOSEHEAD i2ozbots$3.956pk +dep

FOSTER'S LAGER 12 oz bots

$3.99 6 pk. + dep. $1 4.95 case + dep.

Hopfenperle 12-Pack Bots $7.00 + dep

'<9

MOLSON'S 12 pk. bottles..

"your choice"

Keg Beer Always In Stock
Lowest Prices in Area

WE DELIVER
253-5441 OFF Campus

Sororities & Fraternities—Yes!

$8.49 -i-dep.

I

I

I

I

DOMESTICS

BUSCH 12oz. c5^s (suitcase) $9.99 case +clep

BUDWEISER 12pk. cans $6.40 + dep

PABST -Blue Ribbon" Suitcase $9.99 +dep.

SUPER BUY!
WINE COOLER BALLS $8.95

5 1/6 gal.— "W^//e they last"

We have just about any wine you ^^^ <>^^

can imaaine at Russell's low ^ mKacan imagine at Russell's low
pricing—TRY US!!! ^

Quantity discounts always available_
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays

to get experience early. So, what are you

waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC

iHjS IS -mm

"Get 'em up there!"

"The University does not respond

to student demands."

- Jeanne Hopkins, University spokeswoman, dur-

ing the takeover of Merrtorial Hall.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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TODOn. Y^SlK THANK

CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD
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VICIO«fS LIES ABOUT
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMS (Marcn 21-Aprt »r ^'ou

CCHX3 »•* tom t)«tw«eo two

rrxasfers it may M tme to jump

of OOB bonowooon ono onto

onothef A tmonciai plurn couW

drop nto your lop SaUcagoueo
oppoftunrtv

TAUMIt (Apni 20Atov 20) A

txismess troraocton para out

putting you in a rnooo to

ceteprote vou leorn rrvxe ooou^

the gornes some people piov crc

<ye at)te to counter on opponent

Be a Qfocious wwvier

MKNNI (May 21-Jtx« 20} Be

preporea tor any number o* vjr-

prises today Deal with on erTx>

toroi issue oetofe it hurts o ckMe

retotionship BeMer not put ott im-

portont oecsons until next week

Moke up your mtrxl now
CANCIR (June 21-Juiv 22)

Others thinn you have pointed

yourseit mto a corner, but you

know better Fotow your mtuitJon

orKl you will be o big winner Trust

your mstlrcts in firvar^cioi matter

too Protect your savings

IfO (July 23-Aug 22) Avoid a

power struggle it you con This is

no time to ontagomze people

Your deepest emotions are m pkjy

and you must be very careful

when rTKJking decisions. FolkDw

your conscience

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Get-

rch quick schemes will leod orMv

to greoter debt The sure way to

moke money now is the old-

fashioned wdy Be cdrefui not to

moke any impulsive moves at

work

LIMA :Sept 23-Oct 22) A

trxxKta- reouest w* get a gooo

hearing if you put ol you cords

and debts on the table EKmtnote

some I OfI e«ientqii from yo^ *e

Romance is o ttwg of beauty

•COtMO (Oct 23-f^ov 21)

Lost-mnute opportunities could

moke trvs a doy to remember

Orx:e ogotn you ftna it difficult to

fotfus on work Update vou'

resune ana looic for a |Ob you

woUd reoiy en»oy Advenfjre

oeckoTtt

SASmAIHIS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

r*3t a good time for asking for o

raise or promotion Vour day wi

come, however Use o lul at work

to catch up on detoifs Do some

reseorch before attend«g mpc-
fant meetings

CAMNCOtN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Laten to your partners ar>d you wi

fifKJ a way to irx:rease your in-

come More rest and better-

balorced meals will grve you

greater stamina Tensiorts fose.

Tackle "top priority" projects first.

AttUAMUl (Jon 20-Feb 18)

Sort out your feelings arv3 a reka-

tionship wUl develop in o pleasing

way You rnay feel o rieed for

more solitude Plan a quiet

weekend dt home ana meditate

on the future

RlteiS (Feb 19-Morch 20)

Jeakjusy couka rear its head

tor^ht or tomorrow Ot^iers will

turn to you tor help with spiritual

questions Trust a child to moke
the right decision about love. Your

faith will be rewarded

MENU
LUNCH

Franklin sandwich

Chicken cutlet sandv*/ich

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel pocket sandwich

Chicken cutlet sandwich

DINNER
RcK3st turkey

N.E. style scrod

BASICS DINNER
Potpourri

N.E. style scrod
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UMass bicycle racing teams remain no. 1 in the East
The University of Massachusetts bicycle

racing club remained the top team on the

East Coast after winning the Eastern Col-

legiate Cycling Federation championships,

held in Amherst.
"it was our honor to host the champion-

ships and our duty to win," UMass club

president Greg Swinard said.

The ECC is the largest conference in the

nation with more than 70 schools par-

ticipating. The competition was divided in-

to three races, with four categories for each
race: men's A varsity, men's B junior var-

sity, men's C novice and women's.
The scores in bicycle racing are base on

points gained by individual team members
which are added up to obtain an overall

team score.

The first stage was a 10-mile loop road
race with an eight mile uphill climb. The
three-lap men's A race was won by Peter
V'ollers. UMass had four top placers in the

two-lap men's B race: Andy Graves, Sean
Morrissey, Tim Stewart and David Pollack.

Patrick Brandon placed first in the one-

lap men's C race and Kim Morris placed

fourth in the one-lap women's race.

The second stage was a 15-mile team
time trial. UMass took first in the men's
A and B divisions, second in the men's Cs
and fifth in the women's.
Swinard said, "One of the top reasons

UMass is so successful is because we work

well together as a team."

The final stage was a criterion race

around Southwest Residential Area. The
men's A race was won by Vollers. Vollers'

led the 25-lap race right from the beginn-

ing, and said, "! was out there putting out

a maximum effort while the rest of the

team worked hard blocking for me in the

pack."

All six of the men's A team finished in

the top 15.

"

baseball

conlinued from page 20

"We had a lot of chances," said Stone,

"like when we left Seccafico on third in

the first inning, we ju.st didn't follow

through"
UMass had better get into some more

batting practice before the weekend
because they face a very important test

Atlantic 10 rival Temple University will

be visiting to play a pair of double

headers and in order for the Minutemen
to entetain any hopes of post -season play

they must take three of the four games
from the Owls, who currently hold the

second place spot in the conference.

UMa^ would like to have a difTent land

mark to talk about instead of the *20' in

the loss column.

^
'' Af
(' m-^ .- /

4

•

CoOvglaa pltoto b> Dondt Abvarn

J

Softball

men's lax women's lax
continued from page 20

The Syracuse loss was the last of four

losses to Top 15 teams for the 8-4 Knights.

They've also fallen to Navy, Johns Hopkins
and Towson State, but the 'Cuse game was
the killer Rutgers led 4-2 in the first

quarter before the Orangemen went on a
17-1 roll that blew it open to 19-5 at the

half Ouch.
So they've been licking some deep

wounds all week. And one can only guess
what that will mean for them when they
take to Boyden for tomorrow's game.
But rest a.ssured the Gorillas will be

ready. They played their best overall game
of the year in beating Harvard. 12-4

Wednesday. The defense was solid and the

offense unleashed 59 shots to shake what
had been a mild slump.

One thing that could play into the

visitor's favor is its size. The Knights are

a rugged crew, carrying several players in

the 6-foot, 200-pound range. They like to

use their size as well, playing a solid,

physical game.
Andy DeCicco leads a high-scoring

Rutgers cast with 29 goals and 22 assists.

Pete Tortorella adds 24-20-44 numbers and
Steve Luciano 15-29-44. All American Greg
Rinaldi leads in goals along with DeCicco
with 29.

In the net is John Schmunk (not

'Schmuck', Hill faithful, but close enough
— go nutsi, yielding only 7.6 goals per game
with a .633 save percentage.

According to UMass coach Dick Garber,

this is an important game for his team as

far as rankings for the postseason are con-

cerned. A win may give the Gorillas

enough stock to move up into the top five

in the country.

continued from page 20

games though. It has taken them almost

an entire season, but the attack and the

defense have finally found themselves.

"We're playing so much stronger,"

UMass coach Patti Bossio said "I wish we
could start the season at this point. We're
peaking."
Now is a good time to be peaking with

Brown University waiting for the Gazelles
down in Providence, R.I. (12 p.m gametime
tomorrow*. Brown is the No. 10 team in the

country right how and though the B; jins

don't have a good shot at the NCAA
playoffs (which fields the top six teams), a
little personal satisfaction is on the line for

the Ivy Leaguers.

The Bruins are 9-4 this season. 4-3 in the
old Ivy League. A win tomorrow would tie

a school record for most wins in a season
for a Brown women's lax team.
"We're not really looking to the playoffs

at this point." Brown coach Wendy Ander-
son said. "We are Just looking forward to

winning ten games which would tie a

school record."

Anderson sounds pretty confident. That
has been the case with a lot of teams that

have played the Gazelles this season. They
think its money in the bank. But as

Rutgers found out last weekend, when
UMass trounced them 13-5, it's not.

"We played well and I also think that we
tocjk Rutgers by a little bit of surprise,"

Bossio said. "Because everyone is

underestimating us"
After the Gazelles play Brown on Satur-

day, they will have to bounce back and play
Northwestern on Sunday.
"We have to do it for ourselves," Bossio

said. "Now there is nothing. There is ab-

-solutely no kind of competition after this

weekend so we just want to end on a good
note."

i-ontinued from page 20

The Minutewomen are coming oH a stag

gering stretch of 10 games in eight days.

Though injuries to Jen Pugliese and Mary
DutT teamed up with a cold and Hu bug to

thin an already bare bones roster, UMass
is playing its best ball of the year streak-

ing into the final third of the regular

season.

"Everybody thinks I'm crying wolf . . but

the truth is we're hurting bucks. . . all I

pray is that we get through this weekend,"

said Sortino.

She attributes the recent wins to a

Italanced diet of pitching, defense, hard hits

and attitude. "They're together," she said,

"they play tough. Everybody's pulling their

own weight, it's not one or two kids carry-

ing the team."
Indeed. Offensively, Duff, Chris Collins.

Jen Miller. Barbara Meehan and Holly

Aprile have all been Hattening the ball of

late. And in the field, the fact that no team
in the last week-and-a-half has scored more
than one earned run ofTthe Minutewomen
reflects tough team defense and spotless

starting pitching efforts from Aprile and
senior Chris Wanner.
"The pitchers are doing a great job," said

Sortino, "and I think we've got a good
defense. Mentally, with a few exceptions,

we've been making the right plays.

"And (the hitting surge) comes from the

fact that we're swinging at good pitches.

We've done a lot of work, that was the focus

of practice," she continued, adding that the

experience gained over the season's haul
is paying of in patient plate appearances
as well.

All phases of the Minutewomen's game
will be drawn on this weekend if their go-

ing to stretch the winning streak into the

last two weeks of the season. Temple, as

Sortino well knows, gives no ground at

home, and the Minutewomen have played

to a 9-11 record on the road this season.

"They're very, very tough to play in

Philadelphia. They've got good hitting and
defense, the whole nine yards. . . we're real-

ly going to have to play our best ball."

crew teams

Collrcian photo by David HiKashiKuchi

continued from page 20

as they are still looking for their first vic-

tory of the season.

Little is known about ULowell and Mer-
cy Hurst. Lowell's crew is unpredictable;
t hey are good one year and bad the next.

Mercy Hurst is relatively new on the scene.

"They recently pumped a lot of money in-

to their program, so we don't know what
to expect. " said Trond. All races will be
close, so anything can happen.
The races will take place Saturday mor-

ning in Williamstown, and will begin at

10:00 am.
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ACTIVITtrS

JUGGLING CLUB MEETINOI Hava you ex-
perienced il? Since loday is nica. n will be
by the pond Today 3-€pm

CHESS CLUB WANTS MORE female
members Free membership Learn the
game We want to teach Bhjewall Cafelaria
tonight 7 00pm

BEYOND NO CAPITALISM AND COM-
MUNISM: Come hear social activist monk
Papa K Avadhuta lecture on Prout A
social, econorrw: and spiritual theory
transtorming arMt of the work) Friday Cam
pus Center Rm 811.

SYLVAN DAY N this Saturday Itve bands
tree food ^reat pn^es 12 30 to 6 00 a Sylvan
Area Gov I productions

UM or MIST

NSA FWDAY NIGHT VIDEO Planes. Trains
and Automobiles 4/?8 In tront lounge of

Newman Center r 00pm All welcome free.

PRINTMAKERS FAIR SUNDAY APRIL 30
1 4pm oome buy original artwork Amherst
Community Gallery diagonal from Daisy's
Restaurant

HAVING TROUBLE FILLING OUT YOUR
SATF budgef Come to Budget workshops
May 1 7pm. room tOl or May 2. 7pm
Room 81 5 CC All RSOs applying tor lun-
ding are welcome to come

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT at the CAR WASH'
Sat 4/29 only $2 00 Next to the Newman
Center

SATF FUNDING GUIDE/FINANCIAL
POLICIES now avalable to RSOs interested
in SGA funding Pick one up in 420 SU Pro-
posals due no later than May 1 7 5pm

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or any lime)'' Find out how you can
* Jet there anytime for no more than S160
' Jet back anyl.me for no more than $160
Jet there May 23 lor |ust $99

' Jet there May 23 and l>ack anytime before
the end of June lor |ust $249
' Jet there May 23 and back anytime all

summer for just $299"'
Now we ask you are these rates any less

than sensational'' Thhere must be some
catch, right? Wrong' There's not'" To
educate yourself about how we do it. go get
Consumer Reports Travel Letter. June.
1985 pp 26-30 from the library, or call us
any weekday 10 am-6 pm at 212-864-2000
or write. AIRHITCH. 2901 Broadway. Suite
100M2, NY. NY 10025

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents
informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly
$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400.

AUDIO

SOUND REINFORCEMENT EQUIPMENT
tpairFLECTROVOICE 1512ER 2 Way Pro
fessional Loud Speakers $900 & 1 ASHLE'V
500 Watt MOSFET Power Amplifier $600
Both in excellent condition, great lor

BANDS or DJ's CALL Matt at 323-7801
leave message

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 BUICK SKYLARK GREY 4 door Ve
body and interior in good condition Needs
starter asking $125 253-7126

1979 TOYOTA COROLLA excellent coiidf^

tions four speed $950 00 call 256-6024

1981 SUBARU HATCHBACK, 4WD 4

speed S T cracked windshield, $1500/6 O
1-774-5239

1M2 HONDA PRELUDE, Mpe«). AM-FM^
Cass pwr-moonrf well maintained, runs
great' $1750/BO Martin 5-3506 283-7419

FORD FAIRMONT 1979 Runs good Good
tires $700 Call Joan 546-6063

RELOCATING MUST SELL. 1987 Honda
4 door CIVIC $6500 negotiable 584-6673

86 CHEVETTE GOOD CONDITION must
sell 1 700 BO 549-5835 Blue Radio (AM FM)

78^ BUiCK WAGON look miles excellent
running cor>dition $800 or BO call 256- 1 1 87

1982 DATSUN 310Hatchback New Brakes
New Ignition lock and starter new timing
belt, automaiic transmission $1300 00 or
best offer Call Bruce at 549-5324 Between
5PM and 11PM

1975 MERCEDEiS Z80 fully equipt must sell

cheap call 323-4256

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK,
automatic, many new parts $1800 or B O
584-5135 eves

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reitabie'V6
AMFM stereo 425 Call 549 2606

BELINDA

SUNDAY BEGINS A NEW DECADEt Hap-
py Birlhday Love. AJ.

CAPE coo RENTALS

FALMOUTH 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Walk
to Town bike to bpacti available May
15-Labor day $5500 Pay as you workli
508-626-4218

COTTAGE AVAILABLE IN
CAPE COD

RENT COTTAGE iM^FALJibUtH
HEIGHTS up to 3 females for only $2500
from Memorial Day to Labor Day Call
508^788-1367

DONNA LANNI

are the chocolasaurus! Love
f - enioy
ya, Ro)losy
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FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DiSC ENTERTAINMENT Disc

lOcHeys lights and large screen video

dances 256^526

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOO LEASE
1 Ddrm. 1V1 oMM Tonmhouse etyle witn

sb^ng QiaM door oM kUctien 2Sfr06S9
keep Irytng MS pkis

ROOM IN SMALL HOUSE tlMpm low uli'

house furmehed Queen sue bed outatde
PuHton on bus route ciean. privMe Marc or

Karen 54»«2$1

AMITY PLACE AVANJMLE SEIPT. 1 Look
ir«g tO' 3 reliabte norvemokars to rent 3

bdrm condo lOnto Maaa For mto cat*

54H379

SWISS VILLAGE 4 SEDMOOM APT for

Sumnw' «/tall option Call 2M 1912

LAMCE 2 BEDROOM ATT 1'^ BATH
WALL-WALL CARPETING. WALK-IN
CLOSET. DISHWASHER On bu* route

SuMWtMd »ratf 8-1 866-7778

Summar MiHal June 1 to Sam 1

One to tour paopte
'Plaaaei^mnadMMy SMn«S4S-M80-

8MM S-7SI2 La»ra lllliiBl

UHOIWOUS tlEDWObM TOWNl iO<^
availabie 6/1 Citl 253 0883 Leave

HOUSE 3 KMW SUMMER SUSLEASE.( option PamaR* tummhta t rn lo cam-
pus Ca«»4»«i2B

NOMTMAMrrON SUaiHCN with w
1 dbt 1 vn^ t*n mo M«^i878

»4ELP 1 MMW A^ARTMCNT tfl

SouttMwod avwiabia Sn 2901 1<7 eaa anr

t HMUTK WALK TO CAMPUS • >
bedroom aiMrtmant cal 2&3-71M.

HUOE NOOai M MOUSE MEAN Pufkn
Pond avM June m AMo avariaMa - 2
roema tor Sapi C«l 110 88BIT

TA» OVm OUR UUtt « Srandywina
ca« now aak lor Jamaa M»«47e

TAKE OVEN OUn MUNOVWINE ATT
summer sublet with lal apl»n 50 yards lo

but stop rent nag caM S4V-4837

SOUTNWOOO TOWNHOUSE.
6/1. 2 bdrm iv^baiha 2SSS701

Take our • CM 54»0857
t8L

SO WOOD TOWNHOUSE AVL «1
2M-4917 leave message

ONE TWO AND THREE BEDROOM apart

menis avartaMe June ts< AM with a Wl op-

tion Plaate cal Sue al 4^y^6t^2?0^ lor

inlormalion

TAKE OUR LEASE 2 bedroom in PtiMon
549-7875 Jeff leave i

E 4 KDROOM HOUSE on bus route 4

im Iram carTH>us max 5 occupant* avail

June 1 t1200/mo 253-2844

POUR BEDROOMS M nVI
bouse in Amherst 253-9824

BRANOYWmE 1

lease 6/1 Sunael
Michelle 549-5669

TAKE OVER OURLease
June isl 5490961

BEDROOM FURNITURE AND UMOt
COUCH. For rnore into call Tammy at

549-40?4 (Leave message)

FURNITURE STEREO. TV,
REFRIGERATOR, bookcase futon
549 7423 Jonnfleave mata^ia

3 BEDROOM MAIN ST APT: 3 or 4 people
-8/1 Caa 258-1007

t ROOMS OPEN FOR SUMMER m
beautiful 3 STORY HOME 30 SECOOS
FROM TOWN 8 campus 54»<)792 Kevin 8
Dave

BEDROOM IN 4 KDROOM spacious fur

nisned new house quiet kx:ation 10 rrarHrtes

from cainpus $219 a month plus utiMies

avataMe 6/1 - tummar (tacount Avarfable

lemate nonsmoker caM Rhorwla 258-8613

IS INCH COLOR TV Sony Trmlron ramiMa
caMe ready excond wcolor anMrmaa 8200
n«g 584^3939

NAUTILUS EQUIPMENT, bicepe hipAack
machines $250 'O' DOth 584-5135 eves

GAG - ME!

JENNIFER GAGNON HAS JUST BEEN
SIGNEO lu' another year' Happy binh-

day to ouf tave pool snark You ttiouM
hold a cuttirtg the pool board sanunar al

Mike s Wastviaw tome nite Sorry Mika ft

Todd can't be hare thw weekend, daaaai -

We II be ihirwing ol you at we try lo hold

down the piei«*'~ Consider this your b-day

card and yH Good kick cramming kv CPA
LovaSmaSi

GUITAR

Take over our

CM Knatm or

3 BORM HALF HOUSE for rent Skylight

woodstove private parking 10 mtns to cam-
pus bus route call 665-7466

TOWNEHOUSE IN SOUTHWOOO Apts
Starting 6- 1 with Fall Option Call 256-4903

HADLEV- GRADUATES. NON-
SMOKER:two spacious furnished/unfurnia-

ed bedrooms share apanment. 10 minute
drive $400* 566-6203

tn BfVKlywm9

LARGE TWO BEDROOMCondo h»o or

three people fully equipped Kitchen. Laun-

dry facriities Can 253-2923

2'WORbOM APTM COLONIAL VILLAGE
available June 1st $435/mo CaU 2564467
on bus route

WANEZ ROADSTER ELSCTMC OWTAR
- with goriHa portable amp plaaaa call Tom
253-3470

CAPE COO CAMP COUNSEtORS The
Capa Cod AaaooMMn of Chidran t Campa
w rapmai<ad by 17 raaidaiw and day
canwa. al oHarmg raaarding aummar
amploymant oppomjmbaa lo mate and
lamala applKam* For mdwidual camp «-

tormaaon «4 brochure cat (SOS) 29M377
or wnia CCACC. Camp Namaque*. Bob
306A. Onaana MA. 02863

TWO BEDROOM SOUTHWOOO APT.
AVAILABLE 6/1 rent negot Call 253-9197

TAKE OVER OUR Southwood Townetxxtse

June 1, 253^2320

PUFFTON VILLAGE DOUBLE ROOM
lease avaiable June 1 Ckise to bos 4 laun-

dry $285/month Includes gas. heat. & hot

water Call 549-0840

SUNDERLAND FREE BUS SERVICE to

UMass and shopping areas Secure an

apartment lor August and receive August

rent free For more details call 665-3856

ATTNrORAOUA'nNQI
eaicoma. ideal tor buamaaa/acon

ta avMaWe mN»ajt*m Vit

Ba*lonk>w20s For marvtow sand raauma
to SAS Asaoc 477 Beacon St M. Boalon
MA d02l1Sorcall817-3S0-20S4

LOOMNO POR A PRATMMTV.
TV. or ahidaM organiaiian MM aRMM l*a

to make tSOO tlOOO tor a one weak on-

eantpua marketing protect Mualbaorvvw
ad Wtd hwd working Cal JH or Corme al

1-600-SB2-2121

ARTIST NCnCO TO DRAW T shirt

daaigna cal Oavwjn at 5654778 (evas |

•ARTENOERS: Prmce Grove GoM CoiMa
ca« Shtrtey 584-4570 for interview

GROUNDS WORKERS: Pine Grove GoM
course cak 584-4570 lor mlerview

MAJUtMl SPEAKER WANTED to occa
aoniSy help irwiaie lor adopted ch4d from

Puna, paytnant avaiaOta. ca« Bob Brooks

S4S4620. t-apm weekdays

HOSTESS TO WORK LUNCHES and dm
nar tlulu Weekends a pkiS Can between
2-4 aafc tor Twn Jow< or Claudw 588- 8313

TME^iiwiiH" CbMMUWnYol AmherM
naidi hialorv and habraw taaehara - part

poartiona For Fa« 19S8 Can S4M223 tor

Appkcation

I HELP: CAR OICARLO la now
accepting appkcaUona tor end ol aamaalar

employment All poaawna available Apply

Ml paiaon only. 71 North Ploaaani Street

WORK FOR QRKNPEACE ACTKM - help

praaerve endangered species, reduce toi

IC waaiaa and «lop the arms race Salary

banaMs. travel WK) advancement FuWpan
irnia 2-10pm CaM 256-1439 BW /Shannon
Apply now tor ttia aummar*

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

APPLE II PLUS with printer/sofMrare price

neg Call Benl 585 7042

ROSS EUROSPORT 10 SPEED 26 m
Good shape $100 549-0047

CHEVY ASTRO 88 5 spd sunroof Spass

66K 6900 549-6215

SCUBA GEAR. 2 aluminum tanks, regulator

lacket B L and more Call lor info after 4pm
549-6231 Keep trying

1983 PLYMOUTH RELIANT - K WAGON,
excellent condition, standard. 82.000 miles.

$1995. 586-8416

STAO GOLDSTEIN ANO
THYME MURPHV

HAPPY BIRTMMY You delMvMy picked

the ngN weekend lo be bom This weekend
IS going to be SK^K' Love. Your Sislers

and Pledges

WAY TO GO SUZANNE! We are all so hap
py tor you Have a great time m London next

semester You H delinitefy be missed'

HAPPY BtRTHOAV TO STACI • Our

favonle roome You know that we kive you,

your music, candas and ounchy corner o<

the room Love always your Roomiac

KARYN WERNER - Happy 22nd Birthday

to Our oM but beautiful roommate We kwe
you' Susan and Beth

STACI

LOST

LOST GOLD PUFFED tKAKf OiiUm
4/25 call 549-0014 reward

LOST ORGANIC CHEM BOOK4/10l«
GRC Call Votanda 549^1925

HELPI I lost a gold necklace on 4/21 ihat

has extreme sentimental value If you found

It. please return it in exchange for a large

reward* C0I 546-7387

MOTORCYCLES

1963 KAWASAKI 950 - Must sen B O
549 7423 John/leave message

HONDA CL4M, 1971 Orange and Mack
awesome first Bike' $400 or best offer Call

Rob at 549-0203

Gel ready lor a wiM birthday

_w-.^.. Looks hka you mighl hit a triple

- caimol waM' We tove you to much We
can't stand it' " Love trie other two

CONGRATULATKMS SUZANi4E! Good
luck m London nasi semeater' I am going

•o reMy rniaa you* Love, your M v Penny

PAUL SN.VA
H^ipV 21st Birthday*

* How thw gwea you even more of a '

'
. taaann to drmkl Have a qood one'

'Lowa your InandsalAlptia Chi Omega '

*aeaa«aaeaeeaaeeeeeee*e*e>**k«e***

OPPORTUNITY

MOBIL K;E cream Shop-Scoop ice cream
and frozen yogurt, sell novellies and soda
Lease the truck Call Bart's for details

413-774-7438

MICHAEL SHAFRAN
Looking (Onward to a great time Saturday

Nita Your Formal Date

dOOb LUCK ON MCATS PENItVrBeisy
Penny Jo good luck Sat Love Paula

MOE • Ceasar, special, deBeoul chard. 8 00

Tuesday Lets have dinner together some
time rsvp re

TO MY FAVORITE TIME OUT BOUNCER
I think you're wonderful' Thele past three

weeks have been great' Love Sarah

RUBIN - Happy B Day since this is a per-

sonal I'll tell something persnal • How are

those rug burns' Boush

HAPPY lat BUNCHY This makes the best

year of my life I hope there wili be many
more love, 'Vour Teddytjear

BEAR BLOND BLUE-EYED, I m also a

blond blue-eyed broken-hearted romantic

sincere sophomore from E MA • How can

I meet you'' Your wonderful young lady
"

OAiTa - laughing in the sun, always hav

ing fun what happened'' I miss you

-Smiles

TOOUYMI
aliheFAC Tuesday mghi How do you
latow ma?

foliii.~aibMcouimrr award: vou
are a iMdMcha M>iaugh someone alaa may
not raahie « Buck up MM campar<i

BUTTHEAD HERE IT IS your very own per-

sonal' Happy birthday dude Let s go up lo

Vermont with your newly acquired legal

status Maytie this lime we can get a keg

N/B Bullwindle and the rest ol 284

MARC CLERMONT We've lotpiiil ll yu

kom Graaas m ttiMiM to THai'a EMar-

tammant
" and we aank you're i

Your Ian dub. Dana and Mag

TOMV: A year ago I tent you a
- rand I'm I

I adore you*

brought ua togathar and Im to gtad i drt

DAN MiXBI - Happy t«h BMTHOAY'
I hope vou gal everything your heart

ARM, I had a groal wna on wedneaday but

M«a • not my tavonia tMould you Ma to

try oll-campua nma bme?

•MRK W - Happy now'" Get paychadtor

wt ama/mg weekand* Shal

TO BILL LARKW. Thais Entertam-

me>M s ptfrasi extraorttmaire - Thanks'*

Wectve*

iVSSAORANT-rniai
gel paychad lor your tonnM loragM* Lets

mMa « a mgtit to lamamber* Good kick on
your es«n you can do 4 Thank* tor Iha

boat birthday ever I love you. Scott

OH MV1 Bonne. Elen and BaOi K sKmoat
over' Thanks so much tor (8 your lime artd

energy Love, the wandarHi caM ol 'That's

Entertainment

'

El I m Em#y Broadhead and my bir-

thday s tomorrow but I i be m NYC (Hap-

py 20in Roomie)

TICKETS STILL AVAMJkBLE
lor

THE BOOSH
VIRGIN TOUR'

THE TOURS BEEN GOING ON
ALL SEMESTER
ANO IT WILL

SURELY CONTINUE
TILL THE END

OF MAY

RAJ iS >1 *o nomoio Bilan Camon or

Change* Japan

TO THE ONLBITHEp^aridwhllailierti
whotalinHarterat 3X onTuaadaywho
read another guy's watch jusi thought I'd

let you know you are vary cute Maybe in

•e you agam' -The guy raacing m the white

shirt

LIL LAURW H»py '«•»«••»»*' <>*«*
ly be a good one - delinitaly« Love ya* Beth

ANA MARIA - AT LAST! Somebody have

the dignHy ol »and»ig you a personal tt»nks

lor being such a great frieryJ »»d keep m
touch after graduation your friend N C

MCil GET PSYCHED for an awesome time

tomorrow night it's going to be a roghl to

rememiier

TAMMY — can you believe it's been six

months since slrawl)erry met telephone

man'' Speaking of sirawberne* Love,

Tom

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUE! To my best friend

and tf>e best roommate' I hope chi-o knows

how lucky they are to have you I know I

do' Luv ya O'B

TO THE SIGMA KAPPAS I FORGOT lo

send personals to Maria Beth, Alison

OebM SusanH. Sue. KimF. Katie. Kim

Rachel. DebW, Tammy. JenW Cheryl,

JenM. Karta. Can. Lisa. Paula. Lucky,

RachelM. Linda and Cara Happy birthday

Love, Church

WHOEVER STOLE MY BROWN BOMBER
JACKET Friday 4/21 from mandelle MHO
return It I know ¥»fio you are Blue and white

oxford sound familiar'' No questions

5484603 Into appreciated

REB Hith WIS ihl^ng I wee thed" Happy b-

day Love. Jack P

TO THE CUY Wrm THE WO NOSE m con

trots US babes have been scamming you

How about some nookie''

YIANNI! DONT DO ITI

JIMS. PROM JAMES -IvebaanwatoWng
you lor days I m pretty tired of |ust

watching B«<h

JTH — I caaa you don't know « you are one
hot stud 19

SWEETHEART, happy one year anrtwer

sary I love you always' Ker

PETE ANO STEVE - Get psvehad lor the

limo ride of your live*' Here * to another
great formal with you' favorite Alpha Chi s

Love Eh*a and Sue PS Pete - Sorry, there

are no Mexicans at Chez Joaaph Steve
I even bough a new razor lor the occasion

PINO-WING Who need* them enyway!
Here's lo the hner thinge* Mee. Im not
your Maa' Putting on my pa|amaal Love
tons. tl«c cr^gineering Quiten

TO THE BEAUTIFUL BRUNETTE m the

Uack coat searching Itw computer m klxary

hisament tuaaday nite Vou caugM my aye
and I cauglM yours Reply back the ^uy m
the btacfc jacket

WELL WE ARE BOtH OOUNTMO DOWN
the day* it won't be tong belore scfiocH «
over at you know wtto « gone Love you

KAREN - POZZV - BAILV - DALEY -

-

Hwpy belated 20th buVMay' Party it up ihs<

weekend and Jon't be alraid to leave a shoe
tM^nd' Love the Kanrtady craw

fcTlBMOM IT MM COWC—» • I iual

wataadtoaayi
who

H^y TIM — My heed" You're one incredibly

cool dude and one hot dancer every female

toves the way you move those hips a real

ly nice girl

TWO SEMI-QUIET NON SMOKING FUN
women kxjking tor two single rooms in cool

houae preferably m AMherst for Fall pleaae

call Kristin 546-9514 leave maaaaga
Thanks

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FAU OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

LIN0UI8TK:S. workaO Sunday 2/28 Buy
you a beer'' CaH 549^1660 George

servk:es

EDITOR: CHANGE THAT B PLUS average

10 an A< Eliminate giamalical errors and
strengthen your papers $1 00 per page
Mail servca or dekvery avaMtoe 5854188

SKiMA PHI EPSILON

HAPPY BIRTHOAY SK2MA PHI EPSILON
77 years O* tradnion continues

HEY SIGMA KAPPA ugly boutiniers are

back in style Don't forget yours for formal

ATTENTION ALL CHEESEHEAOS - Today

IS Daniel s birthday Show you' support and

give him some provole for the ripe old age

of 19 Congratulations Daw your

awesome'" Also, happy 21 to Tone my new

buyer and best friend for life Smile

Michael P

ENYA HLOZIK s now officially 21' buy he'

a drink and w»h her a belated happy

birthday*

I WAS HAPPY BEFORE YOU CAME.
NOW YOU'RE GONE. ITS JUST NOT
THE SAME AS HARD AS IT IS: FINE

YOUNG CANNIBALS.

luieall - Vou knew

NANAKUMA ^ JuM SwikiM Moul you •

Leva, Colas

OML B« PEACH : Siaa you Tuaaday nigM
aaKii^ M UbrMy Lobby (8 30) would kfca to

moat you totaraMed'' Raphr hare Talman
m Hack pant* wAehiia tadial

LAURA MALLOV - Have an amafmg time

al your tormal lonigMf nawiantftai. FD.

that's al. nooung tia> Lowe ya. a ladow

111

LEAVE YOUR POOTPRINTSt!
JOm THE SB80R CLASS CASPAMM

Ewn 84 SOAir plua banuaa* caamgir plua I

UMaaa
' Apply al Iha Memorial Hal Baaamant

or cat 545-3609
LVTOOAVN

a • •• ••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••

REFORM JEWISH CHAVURAH

BAGEL BRUNCH SUNDAY APRIL 30lh at

It 30am in Campus Cenle* 165«9 with

N«Ky Ka8y-Kla«nan, a tormer nun who
con»artad to Judaiam Al are waiconw

ROOMMATES WANTED

MAUI ROOMMATE. SMOLE m puffMn
r, orad or S' preterad

54S-I4Wl or 9/1 1478

WANTED: 2 lamatas or matia nonamoliar*

to share a 2 bedroom apt « Brandywme tor

next year CaH Bob 5494923 or JeH
546^7442

NOM«IOKER FEMAU NKtOa tor 3
bedroom apt on Mam Si ti 7S/mo cal Juh*
6-9008

PUFTON TWO MALES WANTED for dou
ble room availabto 6/ 1 $i SO each include*

heat 549-6011

CAPE-Cdb WATERFRONT ^OTTAOB.
lOmi from Hyanms Need 4 roommates lor

•eaeon $1250 includes security Call

Whitney 549-4441

NEED 3 RMTS FORMmiAPT in Kanmon
Sq Mike 665-3155

BRANDYWME 1 female nonsnxiker need

ed starting June 1 can 549-5167

SUMMER SUBLET BIG house center of

town km rent call Sue 549-1893

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR CAPE COD
house call Aiethea 546 7053

TWO FEMALES TO SHAREM Brandywme
apaTneni call 549-6503

NON-SMOKING FEMALE WANTED to

share a large room Walking distance to

campus $200/month plus utilities

549-6689

WE RE LOOKING FOR ONE FEMALE to

share a room in Brandywine starting 6/ 1 call

549-6150

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES TO live in Brt-

tany Manor next year Only $140 each' Call

Julie/JEssica - 253-2394

SINGLE AVAILABLE - ButlertieW Terrace.

30 seconds to campus Two full battw,

washer, dryer 5494981/5494186.

WANTED: one female, nonsmoker for

lownehouae Brandywine apt Call Mananne
at 546-8055 leave message

FEMALE WAN'TED TOM Share doubt*

room in Large Townef>ouse apartment lor

fall 549 1449

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE TOshare room in

Brittany Manor 10 mons lease nice apt CaH
Bonnie 256-8987 leave message

EDITOR: CHANGE THATBeaverage to an

A' Eliminate grammatical errors and
strengthen your papers $1 00 per page
Mail Service or delivery available 585-0186

COLOHiAiT'VILLAOE 2 BORM Start^l
W/Option 10 lease near bus slop $440 call

256-8987

MALE ROOMATE WANTED— Fun loving

but responsible—live with me and 3 women
in Squire Village. Sunderland On bus route

$140/mo plus util Dan 546-5286

HOUSEMATE(S) WANTED TO SHARE
Hadley home on Farm pond woodheal
own room and bath Prefer grade Rent
negotiable 584-5135 eves

WANTED: two female non-smoking room-

mates to share a double m Townehouse
For further info. Call 549-9925

BEDRdOM~IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer dryer woodstove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 minute walk to UMass call

253-0707 $195/month

STEREO FOR SALE

TECHIMCKS MEGA STEREO SYSTEM*
S Individual oomponentt 24 chennel pr»
eat lunar, dolby double caaeette deck.

190 wall ampMlar, tracfclng tumlabta. Mg
2S0 well >peacfra 2 yeora old - 8900 or

beat oNer caa Jaaon or Darren at

OOUU IT K ANV CMAMRI 2 br

SlttSOaacMtho tor ain(^* Cal immad
Carol 2SS-1 736

SUMMBI SUBLET M AMHERST CENTER
2 or 3 bedroom* m grael tocalion aero**

from trie Pub Rent negotiatMe call

253-9117

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED for

Southwood apt starting 6/1 call 2564745

TAKE OVER LEASE/SUBLET t tf

Sundartand api on bua rotM Laundry,

pool, tanma courts, heal. utMia* mctodad
Cal 865-4710 leave wiwagi

APARTMENT NEXT TO KMKOS COPCS
avaiabte lor subietirM end ol May Cal

Rich or Andy 2584056

COTTAGE Ml CAPE COO AVAIASLE -
FalmouX Height*, tor up to 3 tomaHs From
Memonal Day to Labor Day tor only 82500
Cal SOS-TSS 1387

3 BEDROOM APT. ooMtM Norttwmplon
modem cozy 588-2307 FiM option pelB'

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNE I 1 bdrm apt

C«l tor into 865-4740

SIMMER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VH.LAGE
very reaaonabte rent 5494291

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE tor the summer
for tour Can 256-8504

SUMMER SUBLET ONE ROOM n a heoaa
ISO/month Call Seema 256-6241

BRANDYWINE 2 BORM APT - tu»y torn

che«>' Cal 54^6190 leave me**aga

3 BORM APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS
54S4079 S minutes walking distance

2 SINOLE ROOMS IN HOUSE great k>ca

tion cto»e to campus well-maintained

good aimoaphare washer & dryer hard-

wood floors cal Christy or Laurie 549-4793

SINOLE
houeaMaraga^irasher/dryer must eee' Sue
545-2»2/2&91

7"

SUOtBT-PELHAM
ashi
178

NAKEDI /^mazing farmhouse in AmherM
Bua acca* 3 rooms for summer - 2 Ig 1

•mMlar Rent negot 2584315

BRANOWnNE. FULLY FURNISHED 2

bdrm apt tjest offer takes <V 549-8145

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON APART-
MENT. Call Tracy 5492654 Rem
negotiable

TWO BEDROOM APT M MAM tT.^Eal
2564743

STUOK) APT IN Amhdral cantor I

253 2366
rlOpm

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR MENTm
Amherst Poesible fal option Wiling to

make a deal' Call Joe 2S6-<»43

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER
BeauMm houae In North AmherM S175/mo
up to diraa room* may be open tor Fai

54S4S1S

SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE APT Fully

furn lacing pond call Sue 546^6392 or Matt

546-7102

TWO BOR, 2 PEOPLE, 5 m. fro'" campus
rent negotiable 256 1183

ROOM IN 2 BORM APT. Pool femato

220/mo neg 549-0600.

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 bdrm ap!

tfcrocily on bu* routo Very leaaonabie prwa
Can soon' 5484885

PUFFTON ONE BORM, aome lurr. rent

iwgM. Can MB-77M Soon

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. Partialy fun>i»had

and haa cabto and a" conditioning

Reaaonabto rates 549O025

SBORM FURNISHED AMHERST HOUSE
2 batWKit bs rte Fit 5-7 253-2321

PUFFTON. ONE ROOM, OWN BATH, air

cond also, share '/^bdrm/bath Call

549-7432

SUMMER SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE
APT call 549-7738 'em negotiable

SUMMER SUBLET SOUTHWOOD - fur-

nished call 253-3292

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAND CARDS

LOOKING FOR HMH ENCRdV colage
students to work m traa lorm hot an
irepreneunal aimoaphare SUNS-LASH
FAMOUS BRAND CARDS need* *ato* A
dalnery peopto to dekver hot new groMing

cania ptomotiona to tacal Moraa (aavoral tor

monea avalatito) Baae slaary and comm»
••on* earn up lo 50Kplus/yr
1400^446-5667
1-413 536-0063

TRAVEL

LEARN SPANISH M GUATEMALA. In-

dnndudued nelrudon CASA Box 11284
U4waukee Wl 5321t (414)372 5570

SUMMERM EUROPE Irom K50 each way
on dMCounlad achodulad aattnea to Europe
IromBoalon Cal (800) 325-2222

GREAT LOCATION SUMMER SUBLET 2

bedroom apt, in house 546-6063 or

546-7165

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE lor Bran
dywine apt call 549 6503 Pam or Cathi

AMITY PLACE CONDO one room availabto

330/mo Wash/dryer Non smoker
549 9916

FAST. MEXPCNSIVE TVPRW. CU.
at 5484725

PAST, BKXPENSIVE TVPBM. CMI
MS4S473S

•WOROMHTM" profoaaionM lypM«
wmaa, papers and mora I aaainikaing

ispaichOCk 253-4584

THESM. on«ampu*. al-

8B«-79t«. Naney

UNICYCLE

I UNKVCLE. brand new oan«kon
Only $55 00 5464721

UPTOWN HOUSE

2 FEMALES NEEDED: Great location ngM
uptown to sfiar* large bedroom 2nd Itoor

houae tow rent Don't mia* thi** Ca> Bath

5494724

WNEVARO HAVEN

UVB ANO WORK ON PARAOMS • mm-
thaji Vweyard We are three ton UMMa
stud*nt* wtto need orw mt>re houaamato to

fcva m our ranted houee. Irom June 1 unW
Labor Day LocaWil ippiokimaiatii one mito

Inxn town, n't a super araa. and an
aweaoma place to spend the aummer The
room I* 81800. haN due up front Call

Chnalme 546-7087. Sue 548-7063 or Wen^
dy at 568-2405 545 3500 PtoMe toave a

I if we re not in

WANTED

URGENT - Need inexpenaive room isu'r

mer) near Umass Cal 548-5050

UPRMHT PIANO m very poor condition c^
542 3470

TAKE OVER MY LEASE bedroom
Branywina apt availabW on June iM Cal
5494157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTKW

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMaM
Campus or on bus route Pleaae can Jac-

quekne 546-5060

WANTED TO RENT

SERKMJS STUDENT SEEKS EFFKIENCY
or one bedroom apt Close to Untass lor

summer and fall Call Bryce at 253-2018

WANT TO RENT 3 BROOMAPTTprel in

house near campus/town CaH 256-0179

SWISS VILLAGE Three bedrooms
avaiable Rent negotiable Females only

253-5249

THREE BEDROOMS (one w/fall option) m
furnished apt Rent neg Evenings
2534901

8100 REWARD
Students seek to tae over your lease m June
or September lor your four-five bedroom
house pleaae cal Dan 5464457 or Mitch

546 9080

RESPONSIBLE MALE SENIOR SEAR-
CHING lo' 1 bedroom for next year Will pay
summer 'ent Call B'uce at 253-2348

LOOKING FOR ONE ROOM FOR MAVi
possible June urgent 253-0706

I AM LOOKING TO RENT an ^MrtmerMtor
June possibly July CaN 253-7742 leave

message

HELPI!! We want your lease' June 1st

house/apt 3 plus bdrms Call Lisa or Sue
25^7230

TWO FUN. SEM-(MIET NONSMOKINQ
WOMEN looking fo' two Single 'ooms m
cool house/apt for fall preferable in Amherst
Please help us out call 546-9514 ask for

Kristin or leave message Thanks'

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place to

live on the Cape this sumnner Call Kelly

546-4819

WE WANT YOU

SINGLE BEDROOM • Furnished, pool

laundry bus route, cheap Call Joanna
6654632

SUMMER SUBLET Butterfield Terrace 3

bedrooms, 30 seconds lo campus, two full

baths wahser. dryer 5494981/549-8166

TAKE OVER OUR SQUIRE VILLAGE
LEASE B'l with fall option Townhouse
setup 2 bedrooms, 11/2 bathrooms, fully

equiped kitchen For more information call

665-7793 or 665-4363 Ask lor Miguel

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE for a 2 bedroom
apartment wall lo wall carpet an cond heat

included dishwasher garbage disposal,

washer & dryer downstairs, on bus route,

bus stop in front of apartment Only $165 00
per month per person What are you waiting

for'' Call 256-1185 and got out of the

dorms'"

WEEBLE MANDELI

Congrats on tuftal Youre Chi-61ittto *i* *
proud of you!
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Despite yesterday's warm weather, the Minutemen's bats were ice cold in their 4-3 loss.

Hartford slips past Minutemen, 4-3
UMass hitting woes continue; team manages just six hits
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian StafT

Yesterday was a landmark day in the season of the

University of Mass^i> '
*'> baseball team After losing

to the Hartford Unn- i lawks 4-3 at Lorden Field the

struggling Mmutemen got their 20th loss of the season

to 16 wins.

UMass' hitting woes continued as they only managed
six hits and batted in three runs.

"It's no secret." said UMass coach Mike Stone. "We
didn't hit today. We haven't hit all year."

Hartford didn't do to much better, only collecting eight

hits agaiiU!t an impressive performance b\- Jerry Creamer.
However, they did benefit from a pair oferrors by UMass
second baseman Kevin Correa and some clutch hitting

Both pitchers struggled early. In the top of the first.

Creamer left the leadoff batter swinging at air but then
gave up a single and a walk, leaving runners at second

and third with two out after a fielder's choice. But
Creamer got the next batter to roll it back to the mound
to escape the inning.

His Hartford counterpart. Gary Gallagher, also squeezed

out from behind the eight ball after seeing leadoff hitter

Drew Seccafico take a walk, steal second and go to third

on Steve Kern's grounder. But he was stranded aft«r a

struggling Drew Comeau (O-for-4 for the day) flied to

center.

First blood was drawn by the Hawks in the top of the

second. Leadoff batter Mike Scrapchansky walked and
took second when Correa hobbled Greg Centracchio's

grounder, leaving men on first and second with none
away. It looked like the Minutemen might get out un-

touched when they doubled up Centracchio and Al

Tolomeo, 5-4-3. Scrapchansky to third, but Joe Bellino end

ed those hopes after parking a Creamer pitch over the

right field fence for two runs.

Hartford added another run in the 6th inning when Cen-

tracchio reached first on another Correa miscue and mov-

ed over on a bunt by Tolomeo. He continued on to third

on a wild pitch by Creamer and came around on a single

to right-center by Mike Desjardins. giving the Hawks a

3-0 lead after six.

The Minutemen ended Hartford hopes for a shutout in

the 7th and looked as though they were making a bid to

win the contest. Brian Bright led off with a single, which

was followed with one by Lou Olivieri and Glen DiSar-

cina, loading the bases with no one out. Gallagher was
removed after walking Tom Murray to score Bright. His

replacement, Tony Franco, got Murray at second on a

fielder's choice which allowed Olivieri to score. DiSarcina

crossed the plate soon after on a long pop-up to first by

Seccafico. That left the score tied at 3-3 going into the 8th

inning.

The Hawks took the lead for quickly good though when
Centracchio got a single to start the 8th. He went to se

cond when UMass catcher Olivieri lost a pitch in the dirt

and went to third on a single from Tolomeo. Bellino got

his third RBI soon after, scoring Centracchio on a single

to right. At this point. Stone gave Creamer the hook in

favor of Brian Conroy, but the damage was done.

Conroy stifled Hartford for the rest of the way but the

Minutemen could not muster up the offense to come back

and the game ended with UMass one run down and

another mark in the loss column.

Stone saw a lot of the problem in the game being the

lack of timely hitting on the Minutemen's part.

continued on page 18

Minutewomen
gear up for
Philly series
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

If this is what they can do when they are sick and tired.

. . up against a rampaging flu bug, the University of

Massachusetts softball team has won 10 straight games
including Wednesday's 7-1, 7 1 poundings of the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island. Their season's record has swelled to

22-14, and in the Atlantic 10, UMass stands in second

place with a 7 1 record.

After packing away 48 hours worth of rest and vitamin
C, the Minutewomen will travel to Philadelphia this

weekend to face St. Joeseph's for a pair on Saturday, and
league-leading Temple for a second doubleheader on
Sunday.
The Owls were 25-15 overall going into yesterday's

game with Rider College and 9-1 in the A-10, while the

Lady Hawks are locked in the league's basement having
struggled to post totals of 7-24. 1-7. The four best records

in the league will travel to the A-10 Championships at

Rutgers May 12-14; this years' young UMass squad has
optimistically been keeping that weekend free.

"All I pray is that we get through this weekend, " said

coach Elaine Sortino. "It Uwo days off following I'RI) was
welcome rest, we're banged up, sore and sick."

continuca on page 18

Will face A-10 rivals

St. Joe's and Temple

('oMegian photo by David Hi(aiilu(urhi

The Minutewomen travel to Philedelphia
for two consecutive doubleheaders this
weekend.

UMass crew
in Valley Girl

race tomorrow
By C.J ABATI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts crew
teams will close out the regular season

tomorrow, by participating in a five crew
race against: Williams College, the Univer-

sity of Lowell, Tufts University, and Mer-
cy Hurst from Pennsylvania.

The varsity women are striving for an
undefeated season. They have been strong

all year, and are hoping it will carry over

into tomorrow's race. The Williams College

crew should be the only team to pose a

threat. "I believe our women will win
Saturday, but it will be a tough race," said

UMas.i coach Dave Trond.

UMass has another undefeated squad,

the men's lightweight-eight. Their prime

foe will be the boat from Tufts University.

The lightweights are coming off a strong

victory over the Coast Guard Academy,
and are expecting to win tomorrow. "This

race will not be easy, and should indicate

how well we'll do in the New Englands,"

said Trond.

The heavyweight men will have their

hands full. They are under a lot of pressure,

continued on page 18

Lax teams: the host ofthe party
Gorillas hoping to continue winning ways

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Looking back, the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team can

be a little weary of what happened last

weekend in the Carrier Dome in

Syracuse.

What transpired was a total shellack-

ing by the Syracuse University
Orangeman of Rutgers University. Not
only is Syracuse on the horizon for the

Gorillas, but the Scarlet Knights,

whiplash victims of a 27-15 pasting,

haven't been on the field since that

dismal day.

Therefore Rutgers could be a little

angry when it comes to the Hill tomor-

row for a 1 p.m. contest with UMass.
Given the fact that UMass and Rutgers

are usually good for a tight battle

anyway, tomorrow's game should be a

beaut.
continued on paije 18

• Gazelles wrap up
season at home
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

After the season that the University
of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team
has had, you'd think that the Gazelles

would be happy to pack it in after this

weekend.
At 2-9, it has not been a very fun

season for the young UMa.ss squad. The
season will mercifully come to an end
on Sunday when the Gazelles host Nor-
thwestern University (1 p.m., Totman
Field).

UMass would like to play a few more

continued on pa^e 18

UMass track, tennis in action

C'olleKian photo hy .Jason Talrrman

The Gorillas match-up with
Rutgers at the Hill tomorrow.

Also in action this weekend will be the
UMa.ss men's tennis team, and the men
and women's track teams.
The Minutemen, 3-3 on the year, will

be at the University of Connecticut for

the New England Championships on
both Saturday and Sunday.
The track teams however, will be com

peting in the Penn Relays. The
Minutewomen will be in their final day

of competition today, while the men will

be racing both today and tomorrow.

Again, also in action ... is the UMass
rugby team. The Minutemen will be

hosting Brown University tomorrow.

Sunny and warm today,

high near 70. More sm
tomorrow, temperatu:^L
in the 60s.

Baseball team loses four

games to Temple, won't
;

go to the A-10 playoffs.

Page 16. M lH^

Bulimic student tells

about her fight to

overcome her problems

€md help^yHffi& Page 3.
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COLLEGIAN
Brandywine blaze
ruins two apartments

CoUrfian photo by Jmos Tater

Wreckage surrounds one of the two Brandywine apartments gutted

in an early morning fire yesterday.

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian StafT

An early morning fire yesterday gutted

two apartments in the number 10 building

at the Brandywine apartment complex and

caused smoke damage in six others, an

Amherst fire department spokesman said.

No injuries to residents or firefighters

were reported, he said.

The blaate apparently started in the

ground floor apartment and spread to the

one above, but the exact cause of the fire

is still under investigation by state and

local authorities, he said.

The Amherst Fire Department started

receiving calls alerting them to the blaze

at 2:36 am and dispatched two pumper
trucks and a ladder truck from North Sta-

tion, located near Tilson Farm, at 2:39 a.m.

Additional vehicle were dispatched firom

Central Station in downtown Amherst

shortly after, including two more pumper

trucks and three support vehicles, the

spokesman said.

When the firefighters arrived at the

scene at 2:44 a.m. they "observed fire in

volving two apartments, one on the first

floor and the one above." the spokesman

said.

Residents of the building could not be

reached for comment on the fire.

Residents living near the building said

they were awakened by people banging on

their doors and screaming about the fire.

When they went out to see what was hap-

pening, flames were shooting out of the

rear of the building.

Charges linger over Republicans
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Criminal charges may be brought

against four members of the Republican Club later this

week, stemming from the March 6 confrontation between

publishers of The Liberator and members of the club.

At a showcause hearing Friday. Second Clerk

Magistrate of Northampton District Court Mrs. Keller

said she would give her decision Friday after thoroughly

reviewing and researching the evidence.

Keller can dismiss the case, continue the case or file

criminal charges against the Republicans.

Ted Chambers and Robb Smith filed charges of assault,

assault and battery, assault and batterv- with a dangerous

weapon and a civil rights violation against Alan Bryn-

jolfsson, Doug Dratch. Brian Darling and W. Greg

Rothman in Northampton District Court on March 6.

Both parties said they were inclined to think that the

clerk would continue the case for six months.

"If the court doesn't deal with it, the university did, and

that was appropriate," Chambers said.

"Based on Mrs. Keller's comments, I think she will

postpone any decision until the end of the school year,"

said Les Black, attorney for the Republicans.

"It may hurt my clients to have criminal charges filed

against them," he said. "My clients are very much a part

of a two-party system."

Chambers and Smith have a lawyer, but did not bring

representation to the hearing "We didn't think we need-

ed one. I don't know if it would have done us any good.

"

Chambers said.

The Judicial Board at UMass already heard the case and

found Rothman, Dratch and Bryryolfsson guilty, according

to Rothman In the early hours of March 6. Smith and

Chambers reported they were confronted by members of

the Republican Club after 2 a.m. outside Van Meter

Residence Hall. They said they were about to leave their

car to drop off copies of The Liberator when a car pulled

up beside them.
continued on page 4

Last 9 protesters
arraigned Friday
in Northampton
NORTHAMPTON - The last nine people who were

arrested last week afler the occupation of Memorial

Hall were arraigned Friday in Northampton District

Court. A pre-trial conference was scheduled for October

by Judge A 1 vertus Morse.

Sixty-one people were arrested at the University of

Massachusetts last Tuesday afler a two^iay occupation

of Memorial Hall protesting miliUry funded research

at UMass.
A rally against the research is scheduled for Wednes

day outside the Student Union, according to Jonathon

Leavitt, one of the protesters. He said Mel King of the

Boston Rainbow Coalition is expected to speak at the

rally.

The protesters have held several meetings since the

arrests to organize themselves and plan the next course

continued on page 4

Conditions ideal for sunsplashed Eastside concert
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Everything fell into place. Marshall amplifiers towered

above a sea of bobbing scalps. Bubbles, hacky sacks and

occasional wisps of garya smoke filled the space between

about 2,000 partly clad bodies.

What turned out to be a cloudless, 70-degree day prov-

ed an ideal setting for the University of Massachusetts

Eastside Concert '89. The show consisted of performances

by Jamaican reggae artist Burning Spear, Los Angeles'

hip Untouchables. New Haven's Miracle Legion and

Boston's Miles Dethmuffen.

The grassy hill near Worcester Dining Commons was

surrounded by plastic fencing. Thousands of feet of the

orange barrier were broken only by small entrances where

security volunteers checked for frisbees. alcohol and recor

ding devices. Vendors of overpriced concessions catered

to sweaty consumers in the parking lot near North Plea-

sant Street.

The emergency medical technician said he had

distributed one Band-Aid in the course of the day. Police

officers said the crowd was "peaceful" and reported no ar-

rests. In short, it was the kind of concert promoters dream

about.

The show began at 12:30 p.m. as Miles played for a few

continued on page 9

Collegian photo by Jason Talcrman

A member ofthe Untouchables performs yesterday at the East Side Concert Three other bands

played the concert as well.
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Linda Kozlowski. left, co-star of the "Crocodile Dundee" films, has bought a house in the

Hollywood Hills from Craig T. Nelson, second from left, who plays the lead role in the TV series

"Coach." Rita Coolidge, second from right, proved Saturday that she is not afraid to be upstag-

ed, sharing her New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival stage with Jimmy Buffet and others.

Cutback City floundering
Protesters adamant despite threat to dismantle

CaBbgiwi photo by Joai SoImbimi

Loyda Guzman speaks Friday afternoon to a crowd near the pond side

of the Student Union steps about UMass' involvement with military-funded

research.

By COSMO MACERO JR
Collegian Staff

About 30 students gathered at "Cutback
City" Friday afternoon, protesting the pro-

posed dismantling of the three-month-old

shanty-town, and calling for a change in

the general trend of increasing military-

funded research on campus.
Chanting, "organize and mobilize save

Cutback City," the protestors expressed

their concern with a proposal by student

senators W. Greg Rothman, Brian Darling,

Steve Lutz and Doug Dratch to relocate the

1 1 ramshackle huts and shacks.

"The student senate plans to tear down
Cutback City, and we're here to show our

support for the people in Cutback City, and
join them in fighting the budget cuts," said

MaryAnne Antonellis, a member of

Students For a Socially Responsible

University.

The budget cuts will reduce the incom-

ing freshman class by seven to 15 percent,

Antonellis said.

The freedom of education at UMass is

also in jeopardy, Antonellis said. The
general trend has been toward the physical

sciences and engineering, while funding for

languages and the arts has decreased. The
military funds research in the science and

engineering departments, and students

studying languages and arts get left out,

she said.

"The ramshackle condition of these huts

is symbolic of the ramshackle state oS

public higher education in this state," said

John U. Davis, a protestor. "It's also im-

portant that people realize that there's a

coherent link between cuts in the past

eight years, and human needs across the

United States, of which education is one,

and the drastic increase in military fun-

ding and military research . and that's

what we're all about."
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Kitchen Open till midnight
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Monday May 1

Lecture by Samuel Natansohn
Holocaust Survivor

Memorial Hall, 7:30PM
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bulimic student overcomes problem
continued from page 3

For four months. Sara said she follow

I'd a strict diet and lost the weight she

had gained She dropped to 125 pounds,

a healthy weight for a woman with her
5-foot -6 frame

"But I wanted to lose fne or 10 more
pounds," she said. "I just was never

satisfied. I've always been on a diet."

But unhappy depriving herself of foods

she liked, Sara said a friend told her she

lould eat whatever she wanted if she

threw it up afterward

"If you have such an intense desire to

be thin," Sara said, "you will do it at

any cost."

When Sara stepped losing weight e%'en

as she continued to eat and purge, she
began to exercise excessively. "In one
day I would go to classes in the morn-
ing, teach aerobics, run across campus
to a karate class, jog four or fi%'e miles,

and then waitress at night, eat my one
meal of the day and throw it up."

She said she was able to hide her

behavior from her friends by only get-

ting sick late at night, at honif <>! at

work.

She reached her lowest point one
night when she could not concentrate on
studying for an exam because all she

could think aboii» w;»-; t.>orl

Her recovery took more than a year,

.she said. "Recovery takes a long, long

time, because you have to reevaluatf

why you think you hav»- tn lost- weight,

she said.

"Siimething would happen that would

upset me and I would eat a lot and get

sick," she added. "Then I could worry

about my bulimia and not about

whatever problem was bothering me in

the first place
"

Today. Sara said, there are days when
she wants to get sick, but added that she

has been free of the eating and purging

cycle for six months.

"I do believe you can get 100 percent

reco%'ered, but you need to give it time,"

she said.

The one part of her recovery she has

yet to reach, she said, is throwing out

her bathroom scale.

"Having a scale kind of goes against

the trust I have with my own body." she

said. "If I trust myself with fo<id. I don't

need numbers to reinforce that trust

Sara paused and said she will throw

It away "within the next month
"

A few minutes later she said quietly.

"I'm throwing it away tonight. It's gon<-

I'm getting rid of it."

Republican Club hearing

continued from page I

Smith and Chambers said Brian Darling,

Doug Dratch, Steve Lutz and Alan Bryn

jolfsson got out of their car and started

banging on the hood of Smith and

Chamber's vehicle.

A chase ensued and ended at the

Amherst police station, where the

Republicans allegedly continued to harass

publishers of The Liberator.

"I think it's very unfortunate that cam

pus politics end up in court. " Black said.

"They couldn't beat us in the elections,

TA 's to protest

continued from page 3

While tuition and fees at the University

are rising. Rothberg said "the quality of

live and the capacity to educate has gone

down."

"TAs have not been able to .speak for

themselves about what kinds of planning

Brandywine fire

on the Senate floor or in public opinion, so

they are attempting to do it in court,"

Rothman said.

The legal battle between the Republicans

and the Spartacus League, a Cambridge
based Trotskyist organization, ended Fri

day when the both parties dropped all

charges in Northampton District Court.

The charges and counter charges, were
brought after the February 9 confrontation

between the Spartacist League and
members of the Republican Club at a

meeting of the Spartacist League.

the University needs to survive," he said.

"(The administration's) solutions have

taken their toll on those people who could

least afford it."

The demonstration is sponsored by the

(Graduate Employees Organization, the

(iSS, and the Student Government
A.'isociation.

protesters arraigned

continued from page I

Amherst fire officials said that the smoke

alarm system of the number 10 building

alerted residents to the fire, who then

evacuated.

While the Amherst fire department was
involved with the two-hour blaze, the

Hadley fire department stayed on alert tak

mg Amherst calls, the spokesman said

"If people can go back to number 10, I

don't know That's for the Brandywine peo-

ple to decide." he said.

Whether or not residents will be able to

return to their apartments today is

unclear, the sptikesman said.

continued from page I
of ac-

tion. They have not yet decided their next

move, but they said protesting would con

tinue until their demands, one of which i.s

an end to Defen.se Department research at

UMass. are met by the university

Cine hundred and fifty people have been

at the meetings." said Randy Viscio, .»

Hampshire College protester "The next

time arrest.s are made. I can see 100 peo

pie getting arrested." The seven people

arrested two weeks ago following the (k

cupation of a microwave labcn-atorv in Mar

cus Hall were notified by the Dean of

Students that they were to schedule

prelimtnar>' he.u-ings by last Friday, accor

ding to Jeanne Hopkins

"The first of the .sc\ en is scheduled for

Monday at 1:30 p.m.'" said Andy Sirulnik.

me of the .seven. "We are all going to the

meeting with our lawyer (Cristobal

Bonifazi. Because they (the dean of

students office! refused to lei u~ meet

together, as a group." he .said

- BETH GATELY

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
presents its

Ist Annual Last Lecture Titled:

"Living in the Material World"

Given by Professor Albey Reiner
of

The University of Massachusett's
Microbiology Department

Open to the General Public

Free Admission

Campus Center Auditorium, May 4 at 7:30

FREE RECEPTION TO FOLLOW

v» HT Fiwn Naw '
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HOSPITALITY NIGHT!
A party for you, because you deserve

to be served!

500 Coors Drafts
Rack-a-Disc DJ • Dancing 9-1

Free Munchie Buffet

Start your week off right...

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT!
Route 9 • Hadley, MA

Indulge without the Bulge
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LOCAL
TAs to protest
UMass economy
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Coilegian Staff

Graduate student teaching assistants are

planning to activate the first stage of a two-

day protest against economic turmoil on
campus today by holding classes inside

Whitmore Administration Building or out

side Haigis Mall.

More than 100 claoes are expected to

participate in the "teach out," which will

be held today and tomorrow during

scheduled class times.

Gita Van Heerdan, president of the

Graduate Student Senate, and a former

teaching assistant in the Philosophy

department, said the demonstrators will

focus on state budget cutbacks, tuition and
fee hik^, and TA layoffs and pay cuts.

"We do an awful lot of the teaching down
here," Van Heerdan said. "If we aren't paid

more, we're simply going to go elsewhere."

The average salary for teaching
•asistants at the University of

Maas^husetts is less than $6,500 a year.

one of the lowest stipend rates in the nor-

theast, she said.

"They simply aren't competitive rates,

which means the University is going to

have much more difficulty attracting good

students," Van Heerdan said. "The amount
we're given simply isn't enough to live on."

Seth Rothberg. an organizer of the event

and a teaching assistant in the English

department, said 260 discussion classes,

which are taught by TAs to supplement

professors' lectures, are scheduled to be cut

for next semester

"Discussion sessions are the livelih(X)d of

TAs and the way undergraduates get an
education," Rothberg said.

Rothberg said several TAs are working
to form a union on campus to acquire some
petition ofpower against further cutbacks

in salary and positions.

"TAs make much more where they are

part of a bargaining unit," he said. "The
better organized |TAs| are, the better off

they will be."

continued on page 4

CoUrgimn photo by Jaaun Tafenaaa

The remains lie scattered of a lO-foot tail tepee which burned down
over the weekend in Cutback City, cutting the numbers of structures

in the city from 12 to 11. Nothing was reported to the police or En-
vironmental Health and Safety, but Rick Mears of EHS said the fire

is under investigation. Mears also said there were several safety

violations at the city, including non-fire retardant paint and a lack

of smoke alarms and fire extinguishers.

Victim helps others with eating disorders
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

Sixth in a tO-part serieg on lifie at the

University of Masaachusetts

A pseudonym has been used in thin story

to protevt a student's identity

A University of Massachusetts student

who said she wasted two years of her life

being controlled by an eating disorder is

now turning her anger and .sadness into

positive energy by aiding others who suffer.

"I can relate," she said, "because I've

been there."

Sara said two years ago she began to

vomit most of the food she consumed
because she wanted to lose weight.

"I knew that getting sick all the time was

wrong." she said. "But I thought I was in

control."

Throwing up once a week grew into three

times a day. and the cycle of eating and

purging began to take over Sara'a life, she

said.

But food, she said, is only the symptom
of the disorder, not the problem itself

"You're stuffing down so many feelings

that you want to express and you can't,"

she said. "It all gets so confused."

She said, "I can't believe now how I was

falling so deep, diving, and I couldn't get

out."

With the help of a University of

Massachusetts nutritionist, Sara. 21, said

she was able to begin the climb to recovery.

"I cried and I couldn't believe I was final-

ly telling someone," she recalled.

Her past despair enables her to unders-

part of her own recovery is being able to

talk about her bulimia.

"It's such a secret disease," Sara said.

"You think you're the only one and you're

not."

According to University nutritionist

Arlene Thomson, an estimated 1 1 to 20 per

"Every woman should know that she doesn't have
to be thin to be well-liked, respected or successful."

- Sara

land the pain of other victims of eating

disorders. Sara leads a confidential .self-

help group for bulimic students on Monday
nights in the Campus Center.

"Every woman should know that she

doesn't have to be thin to be well liked,

respected, or successful," she said.

She said the 10 women in the group help

her as much as she helps them, because

cent of college age women are victims of

bulimia. At UMa.ss, that could mean as

many as 2,000 women who go through the

same daily ritual Sara endured for two

years.

Sara tells those in her group that, like

her. they must learn to accept responsibili-

ty for their actions. "Even if .someone's

throwing up once a month, they've got a

Collrgiiin photo by .laxon Talerman

DOMINICAN DANCE — Dancers perform an authentic dance from the Dominican

Republic Saturday at the International Fair in the Campus Center. Story, page 11.

problem, and they can't deny it because it's

going to get worse," she said.

She also tells them help is available at

UMass, but what works for one person may
not work for another.

"For each individual, an)rthing that

makes that person recover is the best

thing," she said. "For me. the thing that

helped the most was education, reading

and studying about the disease."

Last year, Sara changed her major from

physical education to 'Women's Health

Isssues," a major she created through the

bachelor's degree with an individual con-

centration (BDIC) program. Her self help

sessions are part of an independent study.

Focusing on eating disorders for her ma-
jor, she said, she also took cla.sses such as

"Women's Magazines" and "The
Psychology of Women" to learn the ways
society pressures women to be thin.

Sara said after receiving her diploma, she
hopes to attend graduate .school, and
perhaps become a counselor for women
with eating disorders.

She said when she arrived at UMass, the

size of the school overwhelmed her and she

turned to food to relieve her stress. "I not

only gained the freshman 15," she said, "I

gained the freshman 20 or 25."

continued on page 4

Second series

of racial notes passed
at Smith College
By LAURA KLIVANS
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - Four Black women at Smith Col-

lege received racially harassing notes last week, the se-

cond time this semester that discriminatory notes were
passed at the college.

The notes were delivered to South African student

Siphokazi Koyana, Kenyan student Wanbui Mwangi, and
African-American students Jennifer Knight and Shannon
Snead, all residents of Chapin House at the college. The
notes came in one envelope but were individualized for

each of the students, according to Diane Rowe, president

of the house.

School President Mary Maples Dunn has called an all-

campus meeting for today at 1 p.m. to discuss the inci-

dent. The meeting effectively closes the campus, as classes

are cancelled.

Last Thursday, some 600 Black students, many wear-

ing black clothing, reacted to news of the notes by mar-
ching from the house to College Hall, the school's ad-

ministration building. The students spoke with Dunn,
presenting to her a "statement of solidarity," Rowe said.

Koyana read the statement, signed by representatives

continued on page 1

1
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Dukakis aide
to be investigated
BOSTON. (AP) - Top Dukakis ad

ministration aides Paul Pezzella has
stepped down on an unpaid leave while

a federal grand jury investigates

whether he profited after helping a

Worcester developer win approval for a

$106 million project.

Pezzella, Gov. Michael S. Dukakis"

director of personnel, acknowledged lob

bving on behalf of the Worcester

developer but said he was not paid for

his efforts and would be exonerated

"I have done nothing wrong and 1 am
certain the investigation reported by the

news media will completely exonerate

me." Pezzella said in a statement releas

ed by his attorney. Max Stern

Pezzella and all five members of the

Worcester Redevelopment Authority

have been subpoenaed to appear before

a US District court grand jury next

week Pi-osecutors are expected to ask

Pezzella whether he lobbied the WRA
on behalf of developer Angelo Scola,

selected over two other bidders to build

a 30story office tower across from the

Worcester Centrum

Holyoke— home offirst legalpad
HOLYOKE, ( AP) - About a leiituiy ago.

according to legend, a judge asked a local

paper company to come up with a lined pad

with a margin on the left where he could

jot down notes. With that the legal pad. and

a multi-million dollar business, was born

in this Connecticut river mill city;

The plant, now one of three making legal

pads for the Ampad Co., is still churning

them out. at a rate of about 5000.000 a

week, according to Michael Ginley. produc

tion manager.
His Honor's moniker and the exact date

has been lost and versions of the story vary

as to whether he was a Holyoke jurist or

penned a letter from his Baltimore. Md.,

home
'But he was ajudge and that's where the

term legal pad came from," said Peter

Bishop, divisional production manager for

Ampad. which is still the nation's largest

producer of notepads "If he had been a

train engineer, it probably would have
been called the engineer's jjad.'"

By conventions, a legal pad has a ruled

margin either 1 or 14 inch from the left

edge. Bishop said. It can be lined or unlin

ed, pasted, perforated or sewn and it does

not need to be canarv vellow The ver\ first

"No one really knows why canary

yellow." Bishop said. "It may be that

yellow, like green, is easier on the eyes. Or
it maybe just that it was what was
available at the time."

Recently Ampad has blossomed forth

with legal pads in eight colors, including

"orchid" and "dusty rose."

But if the prospect of a lady lawyer arm-

ed with a lavender legal pad has a chilling

effect, take comfort. The nation's top

female attorney. Supreme Court Justice

Sandra Day O'Connor, still scribbles on

traditional yellow in the 14-inch length.

So does President Bush and a host of

lesser bureaucrats. In fact, the federal

government get its legal pads by the

tractor-trailer load.

"It's precedent," said Judge Nancy
Dusek-Ciomes. who was sitting temporari-

ly in Holyoke District Court "There are

some days I'd like to wear a lavender robe

and write in a lavender legal pad. But you

won't ever see it. For some reason, no one

really knows why. we always wear black

robes and write on vellow legal pads in

black ink."

Although the federal courts, faced with

having to provide file cabinets in various

sizes- a side industry spawned by the legal

pad-standarized legal papers at the 8V^ by
11 inch size in 1982. the Supreme Court
still orders legal pads in both large,

medium and small sizes for the justices, ac-

cording to court spokeswoman Toni House.

The differing sizes stemmed in part from

regional prelerence, said retired Ampad ex-

ecutive Henry A. Fifield. Attorneys in New
England and New York took to the pasted

11 -inch size, he said, while those in the

Midwest and West preferred the perforated

14-inch size. And Philadelphia lawyers, for

reasons that are not quite clear, stuck for

years to an 8-by-l2 12-inch legal pad.

"What has the legal pad meant to me,"
pondered noted defense attorney William
Kunstler, who goes through about 20
yellow 11 inch pads weekly.

"It provides ample room to doodle during
boring moments in the courtroom." he said.

"An when you stride up to a witness snap-

ping though the pages, stop, look the

witness dead in the eve and say 'Didn't you
testify

"But unfortunately not even the largest

are quite large enough to wrap even a

medium sued founder," Kunstler said. "So
I have tr> fall back on the local newspaper.""^^-—^^""^^^^"^ were white sizes a side industry spawned by the legal i nave u) laii nacK on me locai newsp

Exxon curbs overtime to justify smaller crews
BOSTON tAP> - Exxon Shipping Co. has been private

ly instructing its captains and ship engineers to eliminate

overtime for unlicensed engine room workers so it can

show the Coast Guard that reductions among those

workers are justified, according to a published report.

Exxon plans to reduce the size of engine room crews in

order to cut the costs of operating the company's fleet of

19 oceangoing ships, the Boston Sunday Globe reported,

baaed on Exxon memos it obtained.

Manpower cuts on huge ships like the Valdez have been

widely criticized hy both shipping unions and ship cap

tains as endangering ship safety and operating pro

cedures. The Coast Guard and the company say the cutj*

do not jeopardize safety

In a memo la^ year from S. W McRobbie. Exxon fieet

coordinator. Exxon captains and engineers were in

structed to reduce "unlicensed engine room overtime to

zero., in order to establish the tv-pe of vessel overtime pat

terns which will deomonstrate to the Coast Guard that

the vessel can be safely operated without" unlicensed

workers.

The Exxon seamen s union say elimination of overtime

i> not feasible and cites cases where engine room workers

have worked up to 100 hours overtime in a 15-day period.

Despite union complaints that the crew levels on Exx-

on's ships, especially automated diesel ships like the Ex-

xon Valdez. are unsafe. Exxon vessels have continued to

obtain Coast Guard certificates allowing reduced crews,

the union says.

The certificates permit crews to be cut to 15. including

officers. Before the reductions. mt»st ships carried crews
of between 20 and 25

DIVISION OF COSTIMISG EDlC\TIO\

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 cour->:- •/>

burn up your tsmf- —

but conveniently oii'.-.''-;':

(day or night; so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to >>atisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections. enabUng you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.
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Venture

up the

steps and

bask in the

sun at ...

serving ^m€SKm
your favorites

from the

Blue Wall
Coffee House

ICE CREAM CONES & DISHES • SNACKS • COOKIES
COLD DRINKS • CANNED SODA • FRESH FRUITS

WEATHER PERMITTING
OPENING: MON.. APRIL 3RD / NOON-4 PM, MON-FRI

EKTORIAL/CMNION
The opinion^ '^\'\ thi? page are tncse :t the LIMJ.ULLIJIU..IA...L.J.I.Jl.i,^,^ll..y^fjm^

Have hope —
don't freeze

I clipped these statistics from Parade magazine in

January of 1988. They've been tacked up on my
bedroom wall ever since.
• Cans of soda that Pepsi must sell to recoup the cost

of its Michael Jackson advertising campaign:
192.307,692
' Number of Americans currently frozen in the hope
of one day coming back to life: 13
' Percentage of Americans who think the afterlife will

be boring: ^
All three of these stats are related. By the time he's

40. Michael Jackson most likely will freeze himself to

prevent his old age. And anyone who freezes him or

herself in the hope ofcoming back to life once medical
tt-chnolog>' conquers death must think the afterlife will

Bob Bobola
be pretty boring. But what about us normal folk who
might drink Pepsi, but certainly can't afford to be part

of some frozen experiment in a cryogenic lab? Do we
have any hope?
A recent Newsweek poll recorded that 94 percent of

Americans believe in God. Of that 94 percent. 77 per-

cent believe that there is a heaven and 76 percent of

those persons think they have a good or excellent

chance of making it there.

If three quarters of the population thinks it's going
to heaven. I figure that makes Americans either op-

timistic or egotistical. Whatever happened to divine

justice and the idea of the saved living in paradise

while the unsaved roast in eternal hell fire? Fifty-eight

percent of Americans believe there is a hell, but only

6 percent think they have a good chance of going there.

Gone are the days of stout and stem preachers instill-

ing the fear of eternal damnation into the body of

believers.

In mainstream Christianity at least, the burner has

been turned down to a low simmer. The Roman
Catholic Church still oftlcially preaches the possibili

ty of everlasting damnation, but during the 60's,

Vatican Council II produced hundreds of pages of

documents and hell was never mentioned. Conser
vative evangelicals who, in part, preach that there is

no purgatory, even for those who have never heard the

Gospel and have had no opportunity to accept Christ

as their personal Lord and Savior. They are also begin-

ning to have trouble swallowing the notion of hell. In

one study, evangelical theology students were asked
if they thought Gandhi was in hell. The question made
them "extremely nervous," and now, more and more
evangelicals are speaking of hell as a "soul-sleep,"

rather than an agonizing punishment.
If the concept of hell is slowly disappearing, we have

to wonder how long it will take for heaven to disap-

pear along with it. Rabbi Terry Bard of Boston sums
up what he believes to be the predominant Jewish
stance on the issue: "Dead is dead." Period.

Newsweek's poll also indicated that 24 percent of

America believes in reincarnation. Lama Wang Chen
of Rime Dakshang Tagyu, a Tibetan Buddhist

organization in Los Angeles, teaches that after death

we are in a state of suspended consciousness for three

days. Then, after a period of 49 more days in which we
wander the universe as spirits, the unenlightened souls

are reincarnated as animals or slaves. However, the

enlightened, or Bodhisattva, may return to life as

teachers, artists, or anything else they desire.

The afterlife, Pepsi, and Michael Jackson—issues
that we have to deal with every day. But the only peo-

ple who appear to have no doubts what the hereafter

has in store for us are the most conservative fundamen-

talists. Here's what one Southern Baptist from Atlan-

ta believes heaven will be like: "Everyone has met the

standards of God's entrance requirements, which

means that we all should be very much alike." If that's

the case, then maybe that 5 percent who think the

afterlife will be boring have a point.

Bnh Bnhala is a Collegian columnist

If you have class, 'why not use it?
Cozy classes are the best. You know, the ones with a

comfortable number of classmates (35 is good) in which
to have informative, intellectual discussions — ones where
the teacher promotes interesting, controlled discussion,

and doesn't take attendance.

Alise Harfield

One of my English classes is cozy. About 35 or so

students faithfully attend every Tuesday-Thursday from
9:30 until 1 1:00 a.m. We read great novels, and have am-
ple opportunity to speak our opinions. If you're a liberal

arts major you know that such an opportunity is hard to

find lately.

But the strangest thing happened a few weeks ago dur-

ing our first midterm. The class was invaded by ghosts!
— at least 30 of them, pencils poised, ready to fill

bluebooks. creating a near-standing room only situation.

Was I in the wrong room? I thought I'd never seen theae

people before, 30 more ofthem. I'm hardly a math major,

but it seems to me the population of the class doubled for

the occasion of the test.

Strangely enough, the teacher was prepared for the m
vasion. She'd brought enough bluebooks for all 60, and
hardly seemed surprised at all.

Then I Hashbacked to February, the first class: I'd ar-

rived late, having spent the first waking hours of the mor-

ning in an Add Drop line for another English class I walk-

ed in, the seats were all full, so I sat on top of the radiator

where my rear burned for an entire hour and fifteen

minutes. I looked at all 60 faces present. Half stared at

their syllabus with a *will I be able to finish nine novels?

look, (they were the lucky ones, already "in"), another
dozen stared helplessly at the teacher wearing a / hope
ahe signs my add form before theirs look, another dozen
looked nervously around, trying to count how many HAD

the class, still others found comic relief from looking »
my face, that was trying to stifle an "My butt it burning,

give me a c/iair" expression. These latter groups were the

UNIucky ones, not yet "in."

It wasn't hard to figure out that these phantom students

had skipped important lectures, avoided discussions of the

novels, then conjured enough nerve to show what they'd

"learned" by taking a midterm.
The mentioned class fills an upper- level requirement for

English majors Those who got into the class are darn
lucky, given budget cuts. Those who did not are suffer-

ing, probably with a smaller credit load, or in a class that

they despise but had to take just for the credit of it, so

they'd perhaps graduate on time.

Ofcourse it is tempting to "blow off' a class where the

teacher does not take attendance, where you don't have
to worry about your grade being adversely affected if you
sleep late a dozen times. I admit to missing this very claaa

on occasion. (Not the entire semester, but a few, yes.) This

may come as a surprise to the phantoms, but missing the

class doe$ impede your performance overall. You really

are missing a lot — what the teacher has to say on the

subject matter, fm- instance. What your peers have to say.

Heck, you probably don't even know what the heck you

think about the material.

What can you learn by showing up 3 times — once for

syllabus accumulation, once for a midterm, once for a

final? Why sign up and pray and PAY for classes at all?

Why go to college at all?

I used to think teachers who took attendance regularly

and after 3 absences took away from final grades treated

us as if we were still in high school.

Too bad we aren't — we could stay home every day, not

waste money, and those who wanted to learn would have
the chance to do so.

Alise Harfield u a Collegian columnist

Empress' new clothes are dangerous
Andrea Dworkin was introduced a half hour late to an

extremely large crowd at Smith College as being one of

the "foremost feminist thinkers ofour time." If this is true,

and audience response proved it might be, then feminism
couldn't be in worse hands.

William James

arK-i

We were told 'to respect Andrea's personal space" and
also that we were "very lucky" to be seeing her for free;

that if this event were not being spon.sored by a number
of women's resource centers (as well as by such luminaries

as Smith College president Mary Maples Dunn) we would
all have to pay $10.00 to hear Dworkin. This was said in

context of Dworkin's supreme impfirtance, but also rais-

ed an important question regarding her motivation.

Early on, Dworkin stated that "Pornography is about

rape . . . not sex." She later said "Pornography is nothing

more than money and pleasure." Not only is this an
almost sickening contradiction, but the latter statement

is also parallel to a widely held view of Dworkin, that she

is, quite simply, in it for the money. Through redundant
rhetoric calling itself radical thought, she touches on an
extremely sensitive spot in human consciousness in order

to fill her coffers.

Dworkin's argument on pornography is by no means
mainstream. She expressed outright contempt for women
with masochistic tendencies, saying "this is not normal

and we suspect she doesn't want to be there." On this point

as with several others, she drew on the example of

"women dangling from meathooks" saying "we need to

cut her down."

A line that received a great deal of applause was
"women are safer on the street for 24 hours . . . don't go

home ifyou live with a man." Seething with unconditional

hatred for half the world's population, (the male half), she

then told us that all men feel hostile towards women, in-

cluding "you men in the audience."

"The defense of pornography is declaring war on the
powerless." Who is actively initiating this war? What
about all the women involved in the business side of por-

nography'' What about Christine Hefner? What about
Yellow Silk magazine? What about women who watch por-

nographic video tapes? A recent survey by Adult Video
News cited that 33 percent of adult video renters and
buyers are male/female couples, eight percent are women
with other women, 21 percent are women alone. Then
there's the piece of hard-core pornography, "Ice and Fire."

Is this OK because she is "one of the foremost feminist

thinkers of our time?" What is pornography? Does the
Venus de Milo count? Just who is qualified to judge?

"Pornography doesn't bother me. the pornography of

reality is what's terrifying It's more obscene than any

sexually explicit periodical or film I've ever encountered.

Look at the incredible poverty in this country. Look at

the pollution, air quality, the money situation and who
has it," said Lydia Lunch, the actress, singer and poet,

who is a human being first and a woman second.

A world without pornography would be a world more
heavily censored than today's. If pornography is declared

illegal, then with a shift in power, feminism could be
declared illegal. We live in an age whose only appropriate

description is "f—ked up". But to look for scapegoats for

our anger and hatred causes nothing but more anger and
hatred with people like Dworkin jumping in the centuries

old bandwagons. And while Sandy Goddman awaits a
possible five years imprisonment for expressing her feel-

ings (by pouring glue on pornography at the Amherst
Newsroom), Dworkin continues to make money for ex-

pressing her views, just as Penthouse publisher Bob Guc-
cione does.

The empress' new clothes are more than just ridiculous,

they are downright dangerous. Read, listen to and watch
some Lydia Lunch instead.

William James is a Collegian staff member

Bring problems to the teacher
While I applaud the message of Minu

Sebastian's recent editorial ("Taking ac-

tion will help make the grade." April 27).

and appreciate the recognition offered me
by her piece. I must clarify a couple facts.

First, I am an assistant director, rather

than the Director of the Writing Program.

Charles Moran is. has been, and will con-

tinue to be the director. Second, the change

in Sebastian's grade came about not

through re-evaluation of her papers, but

through recomputation of the grades

already assigned by her instructor.

In short. I determined an error in

arithmetic. As Grievance Officer of the

Writing Program, one of my respon-

sibilities is to adjudicate difficulties bet-

ween instructors and students including

grade disputes.

But a simple re-evaluation of papers

previously graded by instructors is not a

method I use to come to a happy resolution

of the problem.

I urge students with questions about the

grading policies to address those questions

to their teachers — that is where I would

first direct them. That is also where

students are most likely to find satisfactory

answers to their grade inquiries.

Patricia Zukowski
Assistant Director
Writing Program

Even though it's too late to become a columnist this semester, you can still

write for next semester's Editorial page. Just come down to 113 Campus Center
and talk to Pam or Meredith for details, or call us at 545-3500.
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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ARTS&LIVING
Musical diversity jazzes up Eastside concert
continued from page I

dozen spectators under an

overcast sky. The four-piece act from the

Boston club circuit doled out easy-tempo

rock and roll through tastefully distorted

guitars. "Mike Foley's AU-Night Party"

was among the day's more notable musical

ventures.

By the time Miracle Legion hit the stage,

the clouds had broken and the crowd had

reached about 1.000. Entrance security

weren't even asking for Five-College IDs

at this pomt. The five-year-old Connecticut

band's sweet resonance drew only quiet ap-

plause, but did manage to draw some dan-

cing. The four musicians opened with a

moving version of "All For The Best" and

moved into a set which included cuts from

their latest LP, Me and Mr. Ray.

The Untouchables drew a legitimate

throng to the foot of the stage. Their latest

album, Agent Double-0 Soul, moved the

band from an exclusively ska format to a

more eclectic mixture of funk, rap, reggae

and TV crime^irama themes. Their set end-

ed with a rousing version of the Monkees'

"I'm Not Your Stepping Stone."

Burning Spear played a soulful set of reg-

gae tunes from his albums Marcus Garvey,

Resistance and Man From The HilUi. Spear
— bom Winston Rodney — was accom-

panied by his seven-piece Burning Band
As the sun descended over Goessmann

Laboratory and the crowd began to thin,

students responding once more to the late

April call of exanis and papers, abandon-

ed the hill, exposing an assortment of tit-

ter and other debris. Astoundingly, the daf-

fodils planted on the hUl by the Greek Area

survived.

The concert was sponsored by the Cen-

tral, Northeast. Orchard Hill, Sylvan and

Commuter area governments. Miracle

Legion's Mark Mulcahy smiled at a less-

thanreceptive crowd.

"Did I hear someone say we were l^a

than good?" he asked. "Isn't it nice,

though? Isn't it nice to be outside?"

More wisdom from
the bone-cow
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

Hasten Jasun. what does it take to buy a one way ticket?

— Luvaa, Northampton

Another broad quene The more leeway the better My
mind wanders. My parents thought I was mildly retard-

ed. I sat in the yard unmoving for hours. The profesBionals

gave me a clean slate; said I had an active imagination

but was too young to utilize it. I found the key though,

and now I stare into this goddamn self contained radia-

tion tube writing for my life With reasonable accuracy

one could guess our friend Lucas to be a young, casual

to senous drug user who just wants to skirt the truth; take

off, Kerouac style, into the expanses of this great land.

I would also assume that he is not of legal drinking age

for if he was. chances are, he'd not feel the need to move
around too much.

Miracle Legion's Mark Mulcahy eigoyed the beautiful weather at

CoUr(ian photo by Jaaon Talrman

yesterday's Eastside Concert.

INTRODUCING

CHIK'N
G'RILLAS
A juicy chicken patty

grilled and served

on a grinder roll.

Includes lettuce

and tomato with

duck sauce on
the side.

No Grease or Deep Frying

1a^

When Kerouac discovered he had a chronic illness he

got on the horn with his agent at Greyhound, cancelled

all travel plans, switched from reefers to hard liquor, and

became determined to drink his way into the grave. Booze

is non discriminant. Anywhere, anytime. Drink enough

and you won't have to travel because the visions will come

through, fine and clear. 1 was on the bus the other day

talking with one of the conservative alliance's finest. His

bad political disposition was overshadowed for the mo-

ment by his fiery eyes. He was attending the Kennedy
lecture and had a full night of heckling to look foward to.

He was all hopped up. We had a brief conversation about

our vices. He talked of his longtime friend, the bottle, and

I spoke of my two or three favorite non addictive narcotics,

we came to the conclusion that the main difference bet-

ween liberals and conservatives might not be as heated

an issue as everybody thinks. We broke it down to raw

physiology, basic wants and desires. The difference, as we
discussed, could be as simple as this: Conservatives lean

on alcohol while liberals like to dabble in the mysterious

dark world of drugs.

Now, the implications of this hypothesis are con-

siderable ifwe are to shed light on Lucas* question. Status

quo is the crux of the republican dialectic. These boring

freaks can be found in dark corners of every bar around,

mouthing off while dribbling flat Bud draft onto the best

continued on page 10

Coffee Shop
ON THE CONCOURSE

Monday-Friday
7:00 ain-3:00 pm

ONLY ...

*2.55

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and site

work at the Bright Moments Jazz Festival during the month of July.

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July

13 20 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from

9 a.m.-5 p.m. The Fine .-Vrts Center is aji AA.EOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara .\ldrich

or Mary Gannon, 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable

atmosphere.

J
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continued from page 9

flannel shirts and blue suits in town. Of courst-. Im
>,'eneraliziny but it st-ems that these folks don't have to

travel too far to uncover the prevailing opinion. Im not

saying they're right or wrong but idiots are a dime a dozen

while you have to travel far and w ide to uncover genius

in this world So good ole freemmded Kerouac hit the open

road in search of good hearts, big brains, poppin' jazz, and

the best dope around. Oh yeah. Jack was into the womens

too. He talked a good game but if interpretting poetry on

a bus bound for the coast could get him laid by some cute

lil farmhand then to hell with knowledge

Which brings me to another piece of the puzzle. Are

these road trips just a rotted out vehicle for escape. I want

to travel, and learn, and see different peoples etc. but on-

ly if it's going to prolong the agony of finding a job that

I can stand for more than fifteen minutes. Don't confuse

this with taking time off because taking a one ticket is

not the same thing as spending a week in vacationland

So. Lucas, what does it take to buy a one way ticket?

1 might have done nothing but confuse the issue but if

you can keep a clear head, handle your LSD, and think

about the matter at hand instead of your penis than you

just might make it dow n the road and not to palookaville.

And stay away from parasites because once the disease

is in your system, the liquor cant be too far behind.

V'ti, brvtht-rs and smters. I need wur questions. Please,

don't as* me about Yeaathead though. There is a painful

sidk of my peraonality. and my comic strip serves just to

cent It. The favt that the poisonous gas fitters down on you

u not my problem. Once that crap leaves my hands it

becomes public domain. The Bones column i« the hardcore

thinker in me. Less emotion, more fact. Ifyou want to reaii

more about my personal problems then keep it up. Hou'ever,

if it u knowledge that you seek then let me try to lead you

down the path. There I go. sounding all self important

again. But Jesus Christ. 8 photos, 84 lines, and Yeasthead

later I give you the Collegian. This might not be such an

achievement though because right now I feel more like

"Sybil" than aJournalist. Send questions to J. TaUrman.

Collegian. 113 Campus Center, UMass. Amherst Ma,

01003
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Photo coortMy of NiHui HaUy

SCHLOCK! - That describes the cosmic art works of painter, sculptor and master lithographer

E^. Gold, pictured here. HoHo's Gallery in Holyoke is currently featuring Gold's latest works

along with new photo/art from area photographer Nona Hatay. The show runs through May 21.

No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - TO THE PUBLIC ONLY

SUMMER STORAGE
. COATS • COMFORTERS
• SWEATERS • BLANKETS

• ANY WINTER GARMENT

YOUR CLOTHES WILL BE EXPERTLY
DRYCLEANED AND PRESSED

AND READY TO WEAR IN THE FALL

YOU PAY ONLY NORMAL
DRYCLEANING CHARGES WHEN
YOU PICK THEM UP IN THE FALL

^ NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED ^
Main Stieet Cleaners

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON
ON BUS ROUTE

1 93 MAIN STREET • NORTHAMPTON 586^4359

SEE WHY
WE WILL SELL

40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SALE

^T^r^'

586-8626

736-1919

USED CAR
AVAILABLE WILL
BE SOLD WAY

BELOW N.A.D.A.
RETAIL VALUE*

ur Permanent Waves Are

Different. They're Redken;

ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS I lAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY

CHECKED BY OUR F-AMOUS 27 POINT CHECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA
171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA n.^^.*^^.^^

The nicest things about Redken permanent waves are

the way they last and leave your hair in excellent condi-

tion. All Redken perms are custom-formulated for different

hair types. Your Redken stylist will determine which perm
is best for you Come to our Redken salon for a headfull

of long-lastmg curls.

OREDKEN
by appointment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Dr., Amherst 549-5610

BLACK AFIAIES
Lecture held on Black
women and the family
By JOSEPH L HILL JR.

Collegian Staff

Issues that affect today's women of color, was the focus

of a symposium that took place this weekend from 9am
to 2pm at the Campus Center. During the morning,

workshops were held by women who discussed the con-

cerns of their own particular ethnic group.

The keynote address, entitled Black women and the

family, was delivered by Dr. Joyce Ladner. Professor of

Sociology at Howard University.

It is important for women " to be able to combine their

activism with scholarship, "said Ladner. citing her own
experience as a member of a generation she called "the

Emmitt Till generation." Till was a young African

American, 14 years old, who was murdered in the 19508

for calling a White woman "baby."

In the mid 19708 certain trends began to develop in the

Black family such as the decline in family income, the

number of female headed households was increasing, and

an increase in Black on Black crime, accordmg to Ladner.

People how were raised in this era "had fewer structural

supports than any generation," hence there "increasing

became no space for them in the economy ."said Ladner.

These trends led to an increase in the number of teenage

mothers, according to Ladner who told of a woman who

was a grandmother at the age of 27. These young parents,

still in the workforce could not "offer the same child care

that they perhaps obtained from their own parents," said

Ladner.

The political, educational and economic institutions of

this country have a profound effect on poor Black women,
and how they perceived these institutions is critical to

understanding the aspirations of poor women of color.

"The intellectual rigors of scholarship and the uncom-
promising belief that social action must compliment
scholarship," moved her to gather information on Black

women in an "attempt to understand how they perceived

Black womanhood And how they are trying to achieve

womanhood behavioral and attitudinaly."said Ladner.

Many of the poor women of color maintain a positive

outlook on life despite their harsh environment, "they saw
their environments as places they wanted to change,"said

Ladner.

There is a need to view poor women of color as

"resourceful, normal women who are trying to cope with

some of the harshest conditions of life," as opposed to view-

ing their "methods of coping as a weakness or

apathy,"said Ladner.

The symposium was spon.sored by the Minority Student

Association, and co-sponsored by the Bridge Program of

the Everywoman's Center

CoUcslan photn hy Dandi Abeam

Dr. Lenworth Gunther delivered a lecture on the

need to view Black Thought as a continuous cycle

of ideas.

Photo coart«y of Richard A. DuCr.e

John Bracey, Professor of African-American

. udies, reminisces the Civil Rights Movement
next to a picture of famous activists Martin L.

King Jr. and Malcolm X.

CoUegiui photo by Jaxin Talerman

Dr. Joyce Ladner, Professor of Sociology at

Howard University discussing some of the issues

that affect todays woman of color.

Gunther discusses Black thought
By THUMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

"We must not make the mistake of failing to recognize

the continuity of our history". Dr. Lenworth Gunther ad-

monished recently at a lecture in the Campus Center.

Dr. Gunther, the recipient of four degrees from Colum-

bia University, including a Phd in history,two Ma.degrees

and one Ba.as well as a Ford Foundation Fellowship,

teaches at Essex County College in New Jersey

Dr. Gunther premised his lecture by saying that Blacks

have a tendency to compartmentalize their leaders and

their leaders' ideologies rather than recognize the con

tinuity of the Black

struggle in the African diaspora.

Professor Gunther gave as an example the popular

tendency on the part of some to percieve Marcus Garvey

and Booker T. Washington as being of dramatically dif

ferent mind-sets regarding Black enterprise. Gunther

asserts that the only real difference between Washington

and Gar\ey was in Washington's willingness to accept the

contributions of White patrons. Gunther emphasized that,

regarding the publications that were a principle source

of revenue for the organizations of both men,this was

especially significant. Garvey felt that advertisements

reflecting White Euro-American features and values

would be detrimental to the already existing poor self-

image of Africans in America of his time.

racism at Smith
continued from page 3

of seven different campus cultural organizations and 546

other students. The statement said the organizations sup

ported the four women and "everyone else who experienc

ed racism on this campus."

"We . . . demand that immediate action be taken and

no excuses will be accepted by the women of color on this

campus. We are positive in our belief that you (the ad-

ministration] know what to do," Koyana read from the

statement.

Dunn joined the group outside of the administration

building and said the college has tried to take a stand

against racism but that wicked people exist. She said that

these wicked people were trying to destroy the college

community.
"I can work very hard to educate the educable, but I

can't eradicate wickedness," she said.

Before Dunn spoke, Koyana read the notes aloud: "Do

you want a banana, little African monkey? Nigger go

home"; "One nigger plus one nigger plus one nigger plus

one nigger equals four apes in Chapin House"; "Having

problems nigger, why don't you go back to the jungle,

ape?" The fourth note mocked what each woman would

do next year, ending "then there was one left."

"No one has ever called me nigger, and I'm going to

make sure no one will ever do it again," Koyana told the

group.

A candlelight vigil was held at midnight Thursday

night, at which about 600 people attended. On Friday, in-

formal meetings on racism were held throughout the

campus.
Last semester, racial notes were passed on the campus.

According to Rowe, the administration investigated the

incident, but no one was found responsible for the notes.

Early this semester, homophobic notes were passed in

Hubbard House. An investigation into that incident was

closed last month, with no one found responsible.

Dunn said an investigation into the most recent inci-

dent was begun Thursday. No answers are expected in

the immediate future, she said, although Koyana and

others said they are hoping for immediate action.

"We are suffering here," Koyana said.

Washington, on the other hand,felt that the it was the

economic condition foremost that should be addressed in

Black efforts.

Gunther said that Booker T. is rarely credited with his

Pan Africanism. The eminent historian reminded the au-

dience that Booker T was present in London,the birthcite

of the first international Pan-Africani^t conference, at the

turn of the century, and that it was in his quest to study

under Booker that Garvey came to America.

It was.in tum,Garvey that heavily influenced the

Honorable Elijah Muhammed, his leadership and struc-

ture of the Nation of Islam and hence Malcom X in their

respective struggles.

Gunther pointed out that Elijah Muhammed had serv

ed as a corporal in Garvey's Universal Improvement

Association It was after this organization that Muhamm
ed fashioned the Nation of Islam, which bred elements

of the UIA with elements of orthodox Islam.

Corresponding with Malcom while Malcom was in

jail, Elijah developed in him a pupil who later'taught the

teachings of Elijah Muhammed;the separate program

Garvey's program, adding in the equation of race..."

Gunther then added that,regarding Martin Luther

King, who was Malcom Xs principle contemporary .the

two men were opposed only in their strategies, not their

goals. He said that a thorough analysis of history indicates

that the successes of each should not be viewed in isola-

tion but in the context of one another and their times.

International fair held
this weekend
By THOMAS MAMBANDE
Collegian Staff

This weekend student representatives from over thirty

nations gathered together in the Campus Center

Auditorium for the International Fair. Student groups

from each country sponsored exhibits which presented a

cross-section of cultural aspects;from food and clothing to

photography to rare artifacts.

Norman Hiza, president of the African Students Associa-

tion which sponsored an African exhibit, said that he was

extremely pleased with the outcome of the Fair.which, for

his organization as well as the others, was the culmina-

tion of much work.

"Basically we've been doing this the whole month. Of
the 53 countries we managed to represent here about 20

of them."

Among the cultural aspects displayed were sub-Saharan

sculptures, masks, animal-skinned cases; including a

Zeper skinned briefcase from Tanzania, a Nigerian Talk-

ing Drum, Zulu bracelets, woodcraft from Somalia and

many other items.

The most visited of the African cultural offerings,

however, was the food, which included Zulu-style curried

chicken and rice, and beef patties.

According to several students who attended the fair,like

sophomore David Grirnes, the food was by far the most

attractive addition to the event.

"Tasting the great variety of food from all over the world

without even leaving campus is an excellent opportuni-

ty. And it's great food!"

Included in the diversity of food was Bangladeshian

chicken fried in the combination of ginger, curry, garlic,

and butter, Dominican Came de Puerco Guisado.pork

cooked in tomato sauce with vinegar,garlic, onions and
peppers.Norwegian smoked salmon, Malaysian peppered

beef and tomatoes and Ibo-Nigerian Okara balls.
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men's lax
continued from page 16

But at that point, Rutgers made a curious

move that may have swungs things

around. Totally fired up and with all the

momentum in their direction, head coach

Tom Hayes called time out The Gorillas

took the free rest and put it to good use.

"You only get two tmie outs in a half, and

we didn't want to call one too early,"

Garber said. "And then they did it for us
"

UMass came out of the time out in full

gear. Junior Rob Codignotto's first goal

started a four-goal flurry that drew the

Gorillas back to a 6-all tie. McAleavey had
a pair of goals and Tim Soudan one during
the stretch, before Rinaldi answered to give

the Knights a now-shaky 7 6 halflime edge

"Give Rutgers a little credit, they came
out smoking," LoCascio said "They knew
it was their last chance to make tht-

NCAA's, but we showed a lot of character

"We came out ready to play, and kept our

composure. " McAleavey said.

And the composed Gorillas continued to

push onward. Chris Tyler took a

McAleavey feed in front to tie it 8:02 into

the second half and Codignotto gave UM
the lead for good a minute later. Soudan
and John Gonzales each scored to put

UMms up 10-7 aAer three, an 8-1 swing in

the right direction.

The Gorillas, unintimidated by the big-

ger Knights, had stepped up the physical

"game, challenging the ball on most every

occasion. Soudan and T>'ler each had
Richter scale, crowd-pleasing hits.

"We're instinctively not a hitting team.

We rely more on speed, but we get the ball

rolling when we get good hits." Garber

said.

Rutgers had one last gasp as Rinaldi and
Pete Tortorella sliced the UM lead to 10 9
with plenty of time left. But UMass held

the fort as goals by McAleavey (a patented

behind-the-head job after a goal-crease

scramble), Hiller and Gonzales in the late

stages helped put the game away.

baseball swept by Temple
continued from page 16

start out slowly, then make a comeback
only to fall short.

The Owls built a lead early, starting

in the first inning. With one out, Tem-
ple right fielder Bob Higginson reach-

ed first on .second baseman Brian

Donovan's error and then stole second.

He went to third on a passed ball and
there were runners on second and third

after Brian Yoder walked and stole se

cond. Higginson then scored on a wild

pitch and was followed by Yoder on a

single by designated hitter Steve

Floirendo.

They struck again in the second on a

two-run blast over the fence in right

center by Palys, his third dinger of the

series. In the third Temple added to its

lead on a solo shot by Floirendo. mak-
ing the score 5-0 after three

UMass ruined the shutout bid in the

fourth when Comeau scored on a dou-

ble bv Lou Olivieri and added another

in th'r??r'^ke Chambers.
That made it 5-2 going into the final

inning and it looked like the Minutemen
were going to die quietly when the first

batter. Drew Seccafico. struck out look-

ing. But Glen DiSarcina drew a walk

and and crossed the plate a little ahead
of Steve Kern after Kern deposited a

pitch into the grass outside the left field

fence. That made the score 5-4, Temple,
with two out but Comeau lined out to

right to end the game.
Saturday wasn't much better for

UMass. Paul Ciaglo pitched a five-hitter

for the Minutemen and dueled his Owl
counterpart, Joe Schall to a 4-4 tie to

send the game into extra innings.

After giving up walks to the first two
batters in the ninth (college

doubleheaders only have seven-inning

games). Ciaglo was lifted for Jeff

Richardson, who soon after watched a

pitch to Palys get knocked over the fence

ibr a three-run homer and another run
after hitting two batters and giving up
a double. UMass couldn't make up the

difference in the bottom half and the

game ended 8-4. Temple.
The second game of the day was worse

as UMass starter Dave Telgheder was
tagged for three homers and the hitters

were shut out in a 7-0 beating

"I had expected to do better than
this." said Stone. Now all he can do is

wait to get another chance next year.

women's lax

eontinutd from page 16
NU's Sue

Novack and UMass' Cathy Fuhrman were
on the board as the teams traded the first

two goals.

After Fuhrman's goal, the Gazelles got

possession of the ball and went into their

slowdown game. UMass held the ball for

over 10 minutes before the W'ildcats were
able to regain possession. But all that pass-

ing did not do much good for the Gazelles

as they came up empty on the few shot at

tempts that they created.

"It was tough because they (Nor-

thwestern i were really swarming the goal,"

UMass coach Patti Bossio said. "We real

ly couldn't get in there."

When the Wildcats seized possession of

the ball, they did something with it. In fact,

the turning point in the game came at

HEY
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16:10 when Maureen Mullen bounced one
in from the perimeter to put the Wildcats

up for good just after NU had finally taken

the ball away from the Gazelles.

That goal ignited the Wildcat.s as Sara
Pickens picked up the ball on the ensuing
faceoffand drove half the length of the field

and flipped a little backhander pa.st UMam
goalie Liz Keats. Less than a minute lat«r

Mullen got free a few feet in front of the

net and knocked another goal home to put

Northwestern well in command, 41.

Murphy got one back for the Gazelles a

few minutes later when she rifled a free

position shot past NU goalie Brenda
Schumacher But the defense just could not

stay with the Wildcats when they started

their fast break. When Antoinete Lucas of

NU was tripped with about two minutes
lefl in the half the refs called foul and
I.uc" <>ok th»' ball right down the middle
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Wk women's track
..ontir.ued -'mm p^ge 16 ^U the track

and got in the blocks for the next event, the

quarter-mile. With almost no rest, Am-
brose won easily in 58.35 seconds and she

has qualified through her indoor times,

which are carried over to the outdoor

season.

The team also had several New England
qualifiers over this past weekend. Kathy
Holt and Kristin Peers qualified in the

10.000 with St. Pierre, Amanda Norvell

shaved five seconds off her best time in the

400 hurdles to qualify, and Diane Ozzolek
broke the New England hammer with a

toss of 119 1

Sonja Vaughan ran well, breaking the

2:20 barrier with a 2:18, and then she,

along with teammates Shana Smith, Cathy
Crocker, and Michelle Pearlstine, qualified

their 4x800 relay team for the New
Englands. According to LaFreniere, their

second-place finish was an excellent and
respectable showing in that type of

competition.

LaFreniere said, "We're a small team,
but we were pretty noticeable out there to-

day
"

The team will now prepare for the meet
that they've been waiting for — the New
Englands. Although some have qualified

for the next step up, the ECACs, the New
Englands will be the last competition for

most,

of the field unmolested and btmnced a shot

past Keats.

It was a complete turnaround from tlM

day before when the Gazelles had virtual-

ly shut down the No 10 team ( Brown i in

the countr>' for most of the game
"Our defense played the best they have

all season," Bossio said.

Fuhrman scored two more goals in the se-

cond half and Jodi Hubberman one for

UMass but the Wildcats were in control the

whole way. At least in control of the score,

not of their tempers though.

The NU defense decided to get a little too

aggressive after Fuhrman cut the lead to

6-3 and Rosie Sealaus was thrown out of

the game for her second infraction.

After NU went up 9-5 with just a minute

left on the cU>ck. Sara Weisfeldt picked up

her .«i*H:ond card and was giving the exit

sign by the officials.

Are your Summer Plans on hold
Because you're short on cash...?

Then get on the line for UMass!

UMASS TELEFUND

Work 3 shifts per week for 3.5 hrs

and you can nfiake over $200 by the

end of the semester.

TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW,
call 545-3509

or stop by Memorial Hall TODAY
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THE FAR SIDE
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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LIO (July 23-Aug 22) A financial

breakthrough is near Keep your

hopes high Romantic overtures

from a charming mature membe'
of the opposite six lift your spirits

krx)w your own heart

VIROOfAug 23-Sept 22) Familv

relationships improve when you put

yourself on the lir^ with no strir>gs

attached Find a way around a ban-

ner involving school or work
Specialized training may be part of

the answer
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MENU
LUNCH

Tri-county fair sandwich

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Hannus vegetable pocket

sandwich

Pizza

DINNER
Simmered corned beet.

Steamed cabbage
Fnea chicken, cranberry

sauce

BASICS DINNER

Cheese spnach squares

Fried chicken, cranbBrry
sauce
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Crew teams have rough weekend
By C J ABATI
Collegian Correspondt-nt

The regular season ended on a disappointing note this

weekend, for the University of Massachusetts crew

teams.

The two boats carried an undefeated record into the

weekend, and unfortunately, both boats lost. Saturday,

both the men's and women's teams participated in a

five-crew race against Williams College, Mercy Hurst,

Tufts and the University of Lowell.

The women also raced on Sunday in the Valley Girl

Regatta. Their opponents were Amherst. Smith, and

Mount Holyoke. Saturday morning went pretty much
as expected for the women. The varsity eight had a big

win in Williamstown. They had an impressive

1 1-second victory over Mercyhurst. Williams and Tufts

followed. The jayvees were also victorious this

weekend. Both of the novice boats that raced on Satur-

day lost. The A boat came m third behind Williams and

Tufts. The B-boat lost an oar and finished last.

•-Yesterday's Valley Girl Regatta took place in near

by Hadley. on the Connecticut River. This is a tradi

tionally big race for the women. Next year it will ap-

pear even bigger, as it is the only race that the varsity

women lost. It was a tough close race, as the Mt.

Holyoke crew edged UMass by a tight four seconds.

Smith College finished third and Amherst was fourth.

The rest of the team didn't fare too well either on

Sunday. The jayvee boat was soundly thrashed by Mt.

Holyoke by a huge 20-8econd margin. Smith College

finished third in the race. The novice A-boat also rac-

ed and finished third.

The lightweight men ended their season on a sour

note. After beating fast, quick boats all season, they

finally met their match. The Tufts crew finished eight

seconds ahead of UMass. Mercyhurst finished third in

the race.

The heavyweight eight finally finished its disappoin

ting season. Their race ended with a UMass protest,

after the crew was pushed oft* cour.se and hit a buoy.

They were given a second chance when the race was

repeated, but couldn't pull oft" a victory, finishing se-

cond behind Williams College. Mercyhurst came in

third and ULowell finished fourth. They went the en

tire season without a victory.

The men's day wasn't a complete failure, as the

jayvee lightweight boat beat Tufts by about eight

seconds.

Despite the losses this weekend, both the men's and

women's teams had several boats qualify for the New
England Championships — which take place next

weekend in Worcester

men's track
continutd from pagt ift*

of the day for UMass was the 4x200. in which Garfield

Vaughn. Felix DeLaRosa. Mike Grey, and Evon Walters

of UMass put together a time of 1:30.2. grjod enough for

5th place in their section. O'Brien described the race as

an "icebreaker" for his team, "ll shakes out the jitters

of running in front of 35.000 people ' said O'Brien

Next came the mile relay The UMass team of Walters.

DeLaRosa. Steve Brown, and Vaughn had a solid perfor

mance. posting their fastest time of the year, with a 3:20.4

However O'Brien thought they could have run about three

seconds faster (closer to the winning timet •( It was) a lit

tie less than what we are capable of running." said

O'Brien.

In the distance medley on Friday UMass turned in some

good times, but wasn't able to cash in. Herb Hefl'ner

started the race ofl lor the men, running the^4 mile in a

time of 3:03. the best performance of his life, according

to O'Brien. Heffner passed the baton to Brown, who ran

a 48.8 400. matching his excellent time m the mile relay

that day. Jim McDonald was next to run the 800 leg. He
pi>sted a 1:56, his best time of the year Steve Tolly took

the baton for the last leg. the mile. Somehow. UMass was

15 yards behind the front at that point, and Tolly found

himself running alone Playing catch up. Tolly ran the

first half in a grueling 2:02. and consequently finished

in a time of 4:16. way off his best time in the mile. "It's

awful tough to run a mile all by yourself." said O'Brien.

UMass finished the distance medley in a total time of

10:04.4.

The sprint medley was the weakest performance of the

day for the men. according to O'Brien. "We don't have

any margin for error We have to have four guys run their

maximum performances."

Summer Session Courses at

Western New England College

Call our Summenirpv
College Courses Hot

Line todav

Dial 782 1249
(Springfield ,\rea).

1-800-442-1025
(Toll Free in Mas.>i ). or

1-800-325-1122
(Toll Free Ouisic!M)f

Mass.).

Ask for complete
details of class dates

and times or let us

mail vou our Summer
Session 1989 Catalog.

•_ :>* l>hK«JrR.\DUATE

3-wctk da>>.

Courses begin May 15.

.\n of Film

Economic Conirovcretes

MrxJern Short Story

Cultures Past & Present

Hebrews md E Germany
Manageriii Commumcaiion
Managcmem S;mulation

:nuochicuijn lo Psychology

6-wcck Coursrs.
first session:

DAV^(hcKln.Ntay M))

Modem Biology I

General Chemi.siry 1

Principles of .Markeung

.\nalvuc Geometry & Calculus II

Inuoducuon to .Meteorology

Stausucs I

Collcxjuium in Human Sexuality

EvcNLNCs (begin .May 51

)

Principles of Accounung
Legal Aspects of Bu.siness I

Busmess Computer System.s

Business Applicauon Software

Cnminology
Pnnaples of Economics I

Intro to Electrical Engineenng I

Corporation Finance

Physical Geology (with lab)

L' S History, 18T8-1932

Pnnaples of Management

.Analysis for Business and

Economics I

Physics of Energy I (with lab)

Psychology of Art

Intfoducuon to Soaology

Tax Structure Fundamenuls

.Art of Film

Business and Governmeni

English iS a Second Language

English Composition

Wnting Vtorkshop

Journews Tops Across Country

A Travels Through Time

Introducuon to Computer
Programminj^ k Fortran)

Inuo lo Probability and Sutiatics

Labor Reiaiioas

Stress m Organizauons

Sales and Sales Management

.Algebra fundamentali

Pre Calculus Math

.Analyuc Geometry & Calculus 1

DitTcrenual Equations

Linear .Algebra

Engineenng Analysis I

Mechanics I (Staucs)

.viechanics 11 (Dynamics)

Biomedical Ethics

Concepts in Physics

Electricity and Magnetism

Child .Management Theory and

Practice

Stausucs II

InL'oducuon to Interviewing

6-week courses, second
session. BeginJuly 10.

Days

Modern Biology II

General Chemistry

Corvsumer Behavior

Analytic Geometry & Calculus III

Stausucs II

EVGWHAS

Pnnciples of Accounting II

Legal Aspei ts of Business II

Pnnaples of Economics II

Analysis for Business &
Economics U

Phvsics of Energy II

11-week c^'cnlng courses.

Begin .May l'
Computer Security and Control

Topics in Current Manufacturing

Systems

GRADUATE
1 1-week.s, one o-ening per
week. Begin .May 15

Kinancial .\ccounung 1

Managerial Accounting

Informauon Svstenxs

Decision-Making with

Microcomputers

Topics in Current .Manufactunng

Sysierrvs

Financial Management
Management Theory and

Concepts
Organizauonal Behayior

Business Policies

Stress .Management
Communicauon in Business

Markeung Concepts

.Markeung Management
Applications

Applied Stausucs

Quanuiauye .Methods with

Computer Applicauons

8-weck course, Monday
evening, begins May 31-

Applied Finite Element Analysis

School of Cooiinumg Higher EJucaucn

I21S WUbnhunRoad
Spnngfwld. MAOni<>

MONDAY, MAY 1, 1989

Men's tennis
sixth at NE's
By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspondent

After a dog fight between the top-ranked teams, the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis team return

ed home with a sixth-place finish from this weekend's New
England Conference tournament.

"Everyone played well, especially [Paul] Audet," said

UMass coach Manny Roberts. "Sixth place is repsectable

out of 35-team draw. We probably could have done better

if we had won the close crucial matches which would have

given us a few more points."

The New Englands, like the Atlantic 10 tournament,

works on a point system. Each player faces his opponent

who is at the same level of play. For example, number

one singles from UMass plays the number one singles

players from the other participating teams in the draw.

Each win constitutes a point for the team. UMass end-

ed up with a total of 18 points, tying with Franklin Pierce

College, and only missed fifth place by two points and

fourth by three.

Audet was the star of the team, making his way into

the semifinal round of the tournament. He defeated the

number three singles player from Rhode Island College.

4 6. 6 1,6 2. in a long three set match Then in the second

round won an easy set 6 I. 6-1 against Western Connec

licut College.

In the third round, Audet met with his Franklin Pierce

opponent and beat him. 6-0. 7 5. His winning streak end-

ed in the semis where he lost tn Central Connecticut, 60,

62
"Audie was mentally spent more than anything else.

'

Roberts said.

All of the Mmutemen players made it to the singles

quarterfinal round, including the number one player

Brian Gable, who was seeded fourth Gable won his mat-

ches against Southern Maine University and Franklin

Pierce, both in straight sets In the quarters he lost to his

New Hampshire College opponent. 6-0, 6 1.

Roberts said that after two rounds and four sets of ten-

nis. Gable was hurting from his recently-recovered ankle

injury

The Minutemen's three doubles teams all advanced to

the quarterfinals. At number three doubles Humberto

Soto and Matt Murphy were seeded number two. They

received a bye in the first round, giving them extra rest.

In the second round Soto and Murphy took an easy 6 0,

6 1 win from Br>ant College, but lost in the quarters to

Bentley College in a close 7 5, 6-3 match.

The Minutemen are scheduled to meet Central Connec-

ticut tomorrow . but the match may be cancelled becau.se

of a measles epidemic on the Central Conn campu.s.
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I $6.00 PER HOUR! $

I FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
I IN HUMAN SERVICES
V Relief staff positions available in group home

^ model mental health treatment program on bus

Ji route in Sunderland and South Deerfield.

S FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES DAY/EVENING/

^
OVERNIGHT SHIFTS AVAILABLE. Orienta

^ tion, training, supervision provided. Excellent

^ opportunity to gain experience in mental health

^ or human services. Full-time employment
)< possible or part-time during schtx)! year. Resume
X to: Sunderland House c/o Valley Programs

X 98 Main St. Norhampton MA 01060

J»rSWs!«->!!««!«««<*?!r

hit.

•r.-'.-!>-i-5-5ff5^5-SfSf

Chinese Restaurant

Szechuan and Hunan Cuisine

Announces

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET

Choose from 6

dishes

Lunch Buffet

Mon.-Sat.

12 noon-2:30 p.m.

4.95

Choose from 8
dishes

Dinner Buffet
Mon.-Thurs.

5:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
FrI.-Sat.

5:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

7.75

Plus soup, appetizers and dessert

$1.00 Off with this ad
Effective through May 6th

13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-0286 256-0287

CLASSIFIEDS
Acnvma

UMASS TAE KWON IX> CLUB Mon & Wad
e-Bpm Campus C»nlet • Ch«ck daity

tchadute bagmnars watcoma Pale ch Mika

6-7082

BUOQET WORKSHOP TONIGHT al 7pm
in room lOlCC tor all RSO » palilioning rol

SATF monias. or lomorrow at 7pm m room

81SCC

NOOM AVAILABLE HAY OR JUNE air

cooditioned bus routa pool c^ota lo campus
266^)9S8 2S«-4270

WHAT M VEQETAWANISMrr
By rfulristtonisl Karan McVa«gh

«M>rks»iop May «. 7 30pm
CommonwaaWt Rm <Earthlooda)

. - .- — _aBBaAA«*B*aa«aa*

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOO LEASE.
1 bdrm, 1 '/I baths Townhousa- style with

sMtng glass door oft kKchan 266-0569

kaapUymg 406 plus

RObiin SMALL HOUSE SIM pm lo«r util

house luri>ishad Ouaan sua bad outsida

Putlton on bus roula dean pfivala Marc or

Karen 54»-6261

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITV: Paintirig

company wants stuOenis 10 work in North

An<to«ar and Andovar WM tratn CAIl Rai

549 <e96

ATTN GRADUATING SENIORS ALL MA-
JORS welcome, ideal lor bu&ine&s/econ

jobs availabia w/sacuribas turn d/tomm

Boalan low 20's For inlarviaw send rasuma

to SAS Assoc 477 Baacon Si M. Boston

MA d021 16 or caM 617-360-2084

VILMARIE: Hope you had a great birthday

Sorry it s lala> Ta quaramoa mucho. carman

y waMy

MY OAJJiCEBT OflWII BWtAMB-l lorw

lor the breath ol your daapast passions I

am yours"! (I ww«t you) PMi konaas wtth

scorpto-rising

COULD IT BE ANY CHEAPEN1 2 br

St 42 60 each/mo lor singles' CaK immad
Carol 266-1736

PROFESSIONAL TVPINO. Accuracy
guaranteed Gtoria 323-6140

AMITY PLJkCE AVABLAMJISerT. 1 Look-

ing lor 3 raltabla. norvsmokars lo rant 3

bdrm condo tOmo laaaa lor mlo call

S4S-1379

VAN MITER SCMt-PORMAL Gal your

tickals Irom Janaen. Lisa. Caroln or Tom
a s a p Don't lorget it May 14lh

TENANTS tHrORKSHdr • 4pinCC Wad
May 3 Sponaorad by Maas Pialam SoMiy-
Group maating tnay 2 7pm CO

UNIVERSITY RECYCLER8I Earthworm

May 1 7pm slideshow Meal cape cod

tounn gartiaga can be lun w«h tha Umvar-

sity Racydart

SWttS VtLLAOE 4 BHMOOM ATT fur

summar wHti lal olion Call 2S6-1912

-LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE,'
Kitchen. bath etc

• Summar subM June 1 to Sept 1

Ona to lour people

PlaasacalimmadUHaly S«a«a 646^360*

Stuart 6-7612

BARTENOERS: Prince Griwa Goll Course
call Shirley 564-4570 tor interview

QR0UN08 WORKERS: Pine Grwra Golf

course caM 664-4570 lor interview

HOSTESS TO WORK LUNCHES and din

ner shifts Weekends a plus Call between
2-4 ask lor Tim Joan or ClaudK) 686- 6313

WORK FOR OREENPEACE ACTKW help

praaarva arwlaivarad apaciaa. reduce ton

ic waslae and slop the arma race Salary,

banails. Irawal aiM adtiancameni Ful/part

tima 2-10pm Can 266-1430 BiU /Shannon

Apply now tor Ota summar'

HAPPY BMTHOAV Ouaan B Traoay Laa

M- MMMAYBi^W^ SHOULD IS'i^s
drawer here The grocery shopper

Mk»IELLE WEMSTEW - Happy Otfthday

Irom your bestesi friend coma home soon
- Love. Winston

LA BELLA LUNA (hanks lor making Ma
past month an extremely memoraMa ona
Wendy

MO«LLE - Happy IWi btrthday** Have a

super day' Love. Vour broltwr an6 your

future stsier - m - law

SUMMER MJBLET «l AMH»8TCerm
2 or 3 bedrooms m great kxation across

Irom the Pub Rem negotiable call

263-9117

APARTMDITNCXTTOKINKOBCOMn
avaiaUa tor sublating and o« May Ca*

Rich or Andy 266-8068

COTTAGE IN CAPE COO AVAIASJ^
Filmoulh Heighls. lor up lo 3 lamalsa From
Memorial Day to Labor Day for only $2500

CaM 606^788-1367

HEAOINO FOR EUROPt THIS SUMMER
(or any lime)'' Find out how you can
' Jat tttara anydme lor no mora than SI80
' Jal back «iylima for no mora than ti60

Jai ttiare May 23 for juat SM
Jal «we May 23 and bw* anykma batora

ma and ol June tor |us« $249
Jal mora May 23 and back anyima aH

summar lor |usl t29B"'

SOUTHWOOO
TOWMHOUBK an

Leave

a BEDROOM
Mi «1 CaM 2630883

maaaaga

UMTTCUZAMM

HOUSE 3 BORM SUMMER SUBLEASE.
Itf option Partiaky turmshed i rni lo cam
pua Cal64»«129

HfLP. >
Soulhwaod

APARTMENT m
6/1 263-1167 CaM any

Ml Cwlo Racuardas al dia an qua por

pnmera voz le di|e. le amo^ Espero qua al

igual que yo hoy saaa tan Mu como an

aquella pnmera noche de mayo
Fekcidwlas en sala nuaairo pnmar armar

sano y sianHxa Te adora. Padro

LMMO Bl •OBTON TM8

MOE • CoMar, ^laciai. deBeoul chard. 8 00

Tuaaday Lai's have dmnar togathar some
Mna ravp re

EAR BLONOHLUE-EYCO. I'm aMo^a
blond blue^eyad t>rokent>ear1ed romanbc

smoare sophomore from E MA How can

I maa« you? Your wonderful young lady'

> IEOROOM APT. central Northampton

modem co/y 566 2307 FaH option patt!

TAKE OVER LEASiTJUHt 1 1 hBmi. apl

caM lor mle 686-4740.

SMMMER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Sundartand-Lanlom Cl ap«s 2 bedroom
(460/mn right on bus route caM evenings

665 4 729

than aanaabonM' Thhara muM be sorna

calch. nght? VWongl Tharas not'" To

educate yourasM about how wa do It. go get

Consumer Reports Travel Lehar June.

1966 pp 26-30 from tha hbrary. or caMua
any weekday 10 am-6 pm at 212-884-2000

or write AIRHITCH. 2901 Broadway. Surle

I0O-M2. NY. NY 10086

HUGE ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR Puffers

Pood avail June 1st Also ava4able 2

for Sapl CaM 649-6660

ATTENTWW: ALL UMASS STUOBMTB

SUBSCRIPTK)NS TO THE COLLEGIAN
araavaMMMa Kaap your fnands and parents

««ormad abootwltai • gomg on at UMaaa
Wacwisandrtaknoalartywhere For mora

mtormahon coma down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-

pus Camar or CaM 646 3500

ATTENTION 8CICNCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR S50 00 regularly

S70 00 CaM Pale at 5464400

AIHMO

JVC RX-t AMFM COMPUTER CON
TROLLED ra^rvar Wflh ramoia l«kko

ND 550 coMal deck ma8tan«rorti speakers

$250 BO Contact Matt 546^1043

SOUND REINFORCEMENT EQUIPMENT
1 pa« ELECTBOVOICE 1512ER 2 Way Pia

laasMnal Loud Speakers 8900 & 1 ASHLEV
500 Watt MOSFET Power Ampkfier 8600
Both m a»caMsnt coodmon Mat for

BANDS or DJs CALL Mall al 323-7801

leave manage

AUTO FOR SALE

n VOLKS BUG. Engine in eacaNant corv

dition Very little 'ust max need brake ad-

usimant Noheat HasaMolhaart S900
802 2675829

87 PONTIAC SUI«iii0"AWfM Stereo

automatic transmtssion power steanng ac

4600 BO 4df»dn 549-5836

1979 RABBIT n6h HWY MLS good

MchaMintKas new banary struts dak bralws

axhauM muffler and front tenders am fm

elarao great angneekliamalywalmawtain-
ed by en-loyola owner $1450 bo contact

Matt 54^1043

1980 BUK:K SKYLARK GREY 4 door V6

body and interior in good condition Needs

starter asking $125 263-7126

SOUTHWOOO TOWMMOUBE. avertable

6/1 2 bdrm 1 '.* baiha 256-8701

BRANOYWME APT AVAAJkBlJANW IM
Take our lease' Call S490967

KonOOM IN 4 BEDROOM spacious lur

ratfwd new house quiai kicat«n 10 mmutas

from cwnpus 8219 a month pkiS ut*baa

avaMabIa 6/l summer disceunt Available

female nonamoker caM Rhoda 356-6613

THREE FEMALES LOOKING FOR
BOARDER to rant angle room on Mam Si

lor 1 semester na«t lal Near town on bus

route $165 phis uHMias Ctfl 253-2347

Keep trying

BRANOYWINE 1 BORM. Take over our

lease 6. i Sunset *iew CaM Knwm or

Michell* 549 5669

2 BDRM HALF HOUSE for tl« Skykght

woodslova P"vaia parking tOmtntocanv

pus bus route caM 666-7468

TOWNEHOUSE M SOUTHWOOO apts

Starting 6^ l with tall option caH 256-4903

HADLEY - GRADUATES. NON-
SMOKER Two spacious turnished'un'ur

nisheo oedrooma share apartnwni lO

minule drive $400 plus 6864203

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE m Brandywine

June lit 549 095'

PAROE TWO BEDROOM CondO two or

three people tuHy equiped kilchan. laundry

laciMies Can 263^2923

tWE NEED YOU TO SHARK OurMO
bedroom apartmarM wtlh ua Cal Cliartaiio

64fr«427 or ingar al 6466397

LOtT

WHOEVER STOLEMV BMlMMMMR
JACKET Friday 4/21 from mandaaa MHC.
latuiii 4 I kmw who you are Bkia and «MMa

oalord sound tamihar'' No quaations

546-6803 Into appreciated

TO OUV Bl
sh«tallhaFAC Tueaday night How do

you know ma''

MWT«i-MyheadiY«'faonawidit*y
cool duda wid ona hoi dancer every Mmala

tovaa tha way you move thoaa hipa a raat-

ly mcagin

TOTHiOUVWITNTMiBnNOBiinoen:
troM us babaa have bean scammmg you

How about some nookie'*

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO (Itara ona

bedroom apartment m Puffton VAaoe tor

the summar CalJoe after Bpm 6464794

rcaiNEED A ROOM FOR THE
5464290

SOUTHWOOO a MOMOOM
TOWNHOUSE aian Wi caM 2«8-iit7

I ROOMS M Bio OLD HOUSE Amhajt
Center $i90/rmmw Fumahad 266-1880

TAKE OVER LEASE STAMTBM I

houae I'^mMa
i220pkiauMMnaiaMaP'

i**»fj»
ona badioom in houae I'^mMaa ram

LOST ORGAMC CNBB MOKa/lO al

one CM YolMlda 649-1926

MARTNA'S VBCVARO

LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRB«TS«
•JOIN THE SEMOR CLASS CAMPAWN'

Earn $4 50mr plus bonuses caMir^ *

other UMaaa sartiors

* Apply aliha Memorial HaM Baaement
'

or caM 646-3609
APPLY TOOAYf!

ton 649 7226

ifiWKR SUBLET PUPJFfONViU.AOi
vary raaaonabla rent 6494291

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE lor tm mummt
lor four CaM 2664504

• MALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO *

• rent house m Edgartown this summer
•Nice place great location amMelokiwn'
- and lo the ocean availablo May 19 » *

- Sapl 5 $1500 (nckidas alacl) Lota of
*

loba are st« avaMabla-maM tone d '

money Hthwaounda good to you

c« Veronika 64441 Ooug 64781 or

'

Jann64427

OPPORTUNTTV

MOBN. K:E CREAM Shop-Scoop ca craam

and tro^en yogurt saM novehiaa and soda

Laase the truck CaH Bart s tor
-—-^

413^774-7438

RIOE WANTS)

LOOWNG FOR 2 SPACES « a lar laawna

lor Northern CaMorma Ihia June caM Jan

6^9329

ROOMMATES WANTED

IN 3-BORM PUFFTON APT
juTM isl Nonamokmg Ca«

n puffton

Avertable

PUFFTON VILLAGE
lease availalbe June t Ctose to bus and

laundry $285/month Indudaa gas, heat,

and hot water Cak 5494840

SUNOCRLANO FREE BUS^iBiVNX to

UMaas and shopping areas Secure an

apartmam for August and recerve August

rani lioa For mor dalaMs call 665 3866

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHOAY SUE YACKER<
Have a graai day Love your sisters and

pledges

SUSANNA-BANANA: Happy 22nd bwthday

you oW lady Look out Boston here we
come Vou are the greaiaai What wouW I

do wHhoui you I tova you- Ekaa

UNBorMIBT

S4B474B

MALE ROOMMATE
nonsmoaar gradorSr
6/1 or W1 649-1476

WANtn>: 2 laiiiMBS or miiaa^ionwnokers

to share a 2 bedroom apt m Brandywine tor

nem year Cafi Bob 6494922 or Jen

546 7442

NON-SMOKER FRIALE NCEOEO for 3

oedroomapt on Mam 81 SiTSMiecaAJirtM

6-9086

RAMA. IF MA OOCSNt care enough and

you befceve m her sfrtl. (Wank) hari Move on

to somaone who wrti Hs ok -From your

19T9 TOYOTA COROLLA exoe8en1 condi

tions lour speed $960 00 call 2564024

1981 SUBARU HATCHBACK. 4WD 4

speed ST cracked windshield. $1500/8

1 774 5239

1982 HONOA PRELUDE. 5-Speed AM-FM
Cass pwr moonrt ¥vell mainlained runs

great' $1750/8 Martin 5^3506 283^7419

FORD FAIRMONT 1979 Runs good Good
Irres $7(X) Call Joan 546-6063

86 CHEVETTE GOOD CONDITION must

sell 1 700 BO 549-5635 Blue Radio (AM FM)

1 975 MERCEDES 280 luMy equipl mu« sell

cheap call 323-4256

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK.
automatic, many new parts $1800 or B O
584-5135 eves

COTTAGE AVAILABLE IN

CAPE COO

RENT COTfAOE^IlT FALMOUTH
HEIGHTS up to 3 females lor only $2500

Irom Memorial Day to Labor Day Call

606-788-1367

MUSTSEEtl
Luxurious 4 piece contemporary oml m
dudes sofaw/bed. tove weat plus 2 mar

chmglMNas aaking $800 or best oler Adam
or Jeff 5494239

ALL EXCELLENT CONOfTION 3 seat

couch $50 big easy chair 'ocker $60 twin

si/e bed $60 Call Susan 549-5990

ZILDJIAN 16 INCH HOCK CRASH cymbal

$60 excellent condition 6-6383

BOXES FOR MOVING. SHIPPING.
STOiRAGE all shapes and sues also UPS
Shipping with rates cheaper than rriailboxes

etc 13 Railroad St Amherst 253-3435

APPLE II PLUS with printer/software price

neg Call BEnl 565 7042

ROSS EUROSPORT 10 SPEED 26 m
Good shape $100 5490047

CHEVY ASTRO 88 5'^ sunroof 8paM
66K 6900 549-6215

SCUBA GEAR. 2 aluminum tanks regulator

lacket B L and more caH for mlo after 4pm
5494231 Keep trying

HAPPY BIRTHbAY STEPHAN ALEX-
ANDER THUM! A toast to oW friends new
)Oi>*s and to a wonderful future

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PRINCESS
STEFANIEI LOIS of tove. your feltow

princesses' (C.P.AAE)

KARMA OEMBW: BeJMad Congrats on

Taiwan/Bei|«ng Now we can pierce our

heads (aftor Wednesday night) gonna mss
ya. scud' (Maybto) yer toving room* WT

LARA DUSTON: Don I despaw. now you

can devote the summer to fraanig pnaony
24601 ' Who wants a smaty furbai anyway"

KELLY BIKE • I'm so lucky The past 6

months have been the best and Im look,

ing forward to our future together Itoveyou'

John

AMY E, I watch you Vou watch me H's

love! -Siecret Admirer

PUFTON TWO MALES WANTED tor dou

We room avertable 6.' 1 1 1 50 each metodas

heat 54»80t 1

CAPE-COO WATERFRONT COTTAGE.
lOm. Irom Hyannis Need 4 roomrnalos lor

season $1250 includes security CaM

Whitney 549-4441

TWO FEMALES TO SHARE IN Braodywne

apwtmeni call 549^503

WrlE LOOKING FOR ONE FEMALE to

shwa a room m Brandywine starting 6/1 caM

6494160

SINGLE AVAILABLE • Buttertiekl Terrace

30 seconds 10 campus Two lull baths,

washer dryer 5494981'5494188

na
TM/monih Ca* Saama 868 8841

BRANDYWINE 1 BORM APT - My Jum
cheap' Can 5494190 leave iiaaiBS

2 BOm« APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS
5494079 5 rmnutas walking d«unce

3 SBIQLS ROOMi M »«bUBE greatIwa-
lion ctaaa to campua waM mawtamad
good awnoaphaia washer « dryar. hard^

wood Moors caM Chnaly or Laona5aM7»3

SUBLET -PELHAM SINGLE m
nousa/gwaoaMiaaharMiryar most see" Sue
545^2352«3-917e

BRANOVWBK. RNXY PURMBNEO 2

bdrm mn bast olfar takes 4* 6494145

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON APART
MENT Call T-acy 549 2654 Rem
neqotatMe

TWO BEDROOM APT M MAM ST CaM
2664743

BUBLET OUR BRANOYWBIE APT FuM,

turn facing pond caM Sue 5464392 or Malt

546^7102

TWO BOR. 2 PEOPLE. 5 mi from campua.

lem negot'abie 256-1183

ROOM M 2 BORM ATT. PooTtomato
220/mo n«g 549-0808

TOWNEHOUSE APTS PartiaMy furnished

and has cable and air conditioning

RaaaonaWe raiaa 5494025

SUMWER SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE
APT call 549 7736 'eni nego'iablp

GREAT LOCATWN SUMMER SUBLET 2

bedroom apt. >n house 546-6063 or

546-7186

WANTED: one femato. nonsmokar lor

Hwnahouaa Brandywine apt CaMManwwe
at 6464056 toava maasage

BRANOYWME - 1 female non»noker nee*

ed starting June 1 call 549-5167

EDITOR: CHANGE THATB» average lo an

A' Eliminate grammatical errors and

strengthen your papers $1 00 per page

Mail Service or delivery available 585-0186

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BDRM Start 6/1

W/Option to laaaa near bus slop $440 call

2664987

SUMMER SUBLETVVAILAIU for Bran-

dywine apt call 549 6503 Pam or Cathi

AMITY PLACE CONOO one room avertable

330'mo Wash'd'yer Non smoker
549^9918

I To our favorlM viking May he rest

in peace

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer drye' woodstove 5 mm walk lo

Downtown 10 rninute walk to UMass call

2634707 $196/monlh

1983 PLYMOUTH RELIANT - K WAGON.
excellent condition standard. 82 000 miles

$1995 586-8416

MS CRIMINOLOGY Your 9nt tnesaMe was

shown how about showing yourself Mon-

day night to 00 at the Hatch Bar The Blond

Criminal

FOR RENT

T BORM IN QUIET 3 BDRM HOME. v. mi

from bus rt 10 mm from UMass Pelham

$242/m0 plus util 253-7215

SOUTHWOOO TOWNHOUSE TAKE
OVER our lease/June is tree call late

266-4610

BEDROOM FURNITURE ANO LARGE
COUCH. For more mto call Tammy at

549 4024 (Lease messagei

18 INCH COLOR TV Sony Trinitron remote

cable ready excond wcolor antennae $200

neg 564 3939

HELP WANTED

JOHN MIDURA Thank you lor reiummg my
lapes/walkman You are awesome -Lisa

TO R.A.. CHE'S STUDENT on black lop

and grey pants at the Lahn Party You kjok-

ed hot Would like lo see you again

LILLY OF 69: No more raisins and nose

playing" We love you - Lighthearted, lurtle.

and nose

fWOSEMfOUKT NON SMOKING FUN
women tookmg for two smgto rooms m cool

house prefara&y in AMherst for Fall please

call Kristin 546-9514 leave message

Thanks

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
VOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP

US OUT-CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

LINGUIStiCS. worked Sunday 2«6 Buy

you a bear? CaM 649-1660 Gaorga.

SWISS VILLAGE Three badrooms
avaiabie ftent nagoiitfrta Famaias only

253-5249

SUMMER SUBLET - Bulterfieid Terrace 3

bedrooms 30 seconds to campus two fuM

baths wahser dryer 549 6961 '549-8166

TAKE OVER OUR SOUIRE VILLAGE
LEASE 6/1 with tall option Townhouse

setup 2 bedrooms 11 '2 bathrooms. luHy

equiped kitchen For more information call

665-7793 or 665-4363 Ask lor Miguel

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amherst Possible fan option Willing to

make a deal' Call Joe 2564543

ROOM TO SUBLEr'FOR "SUMMER.
Beautiful house In North Amherst $17Vmo
up to three rooms may be open lor Fall

548 9916

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 bdrm apt

directly on bus route Very raaaonabla pnce

Call soon' 5464665

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ALVXXt Lova. Lanca.

NIGEL and 'Food"

WAIT ITS NOT TOO LATE! 2 Mrm
Southwood Avail 6/1 hun^^ 263-2369

MARTHA S VINEYARD^ Edg estates,

looking lor roommates prel girls low rent

call anytime 546-8670

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION 1 bdrrn

in a Squire VIg Townehouse call 665-2428

leave message

3 ROOMS AVAILABLE JUNE 1 or sooner

In house 30 seconds Irom campus Call

549.4441

SUMPTIOUS SO.WOOD APT AVL W1 2

bedroom MS-cheap you can't afford not to

call' Mark 256^4921

LEASE 6/1 AM CROSS 1 br 430 util inci

Sue 2634749

• TALKIN' BOOT A REVOLUTION ;

Activists and studenis'

'Educate and campaign lor Sane/Freeze
'

•the oldest and largest citizens lobby 1or_

• disarmament, no aid lo El Salvador _

•South Alrica sanctions Work lor a |usl_

• world in a )usl work environmeni
• AHirmalive Action, Paid vaca^ health

;

• care, travel $\80-_300;wk _256- .1 4 1
5_

HELP WANTED(SUMMEH): The Associa

tion for the Help of Retarded Children needs

male and lemale students to work al Iheir

summer sleep-away camp lor developmen-

lally disabled children and adults Camp
Loyallown. m the Calsklll Mountains al

Hunter NV. operates from June 26 to

August 26 Paid positions available lor

Cabin counselors specialty couselors

WSI's RNs and office staff Write Camp
Loyallown AHRC 189 Wheatley Road,

Brookville. NY 1 1 545. or call 5 1 6 626 1 000.

Mon-Fn. 9 30am-4 30pm Help us give our

retarded campers an enjoyable vacation

ERIC REFRIGERATOR REPAIRMAN con

qrats on being an RA love the Corner room

Bimbos

HAPPY POTENTIAL 21«l ANNIVERSARY
Elvis You were a fool to divorce her

DINA GOODMAN - Happy birthday babe'

I hope It was amazirig. you deserve the best'

(Sorry this is late) 8ITV' Love Margo

TO THE CUTE REDHEAD m thephysical

library last Wednesday Irom the PVTA dnver

who always says hi I wouW gladly drive my
bus into the campus pond lor you

UNIVERSITY RECYCLERS! Earthworm

May 1 7pm slideshow Meet Cape Cod
Lounge

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SIGMA PHI EPSILON
77 years of tradition continues

STEREO FOR SALE

•TECHNICKS MEGA STEREO SYSTEM'
5 Individual components; 24 channel pre-

set tuner, dolby double cassette deck.

350 watt ampltfier. tracking turntable, big

250 watt speackers 2 years old $500 or

best offer call Jason or Darren al

546-9306 (late)

FAST. MEXPENBIVE TYPBIQ. Ca« Maty
at 5464725

PUFFTON ONE BDRM. some turn rent

negot Call 549 7762 Soon

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAND CARDS

LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY college

students to work m free form hot en-

trepreneurial atmosphere SUNS—LASH
FAMOUS BRAND CARDS needs sales 6
delivery people to deliver hoi new greeting

cards promoltons to tocai stores (several ter-

ritories available) Base slaary and commis-

sions earn up lo 50Kplus/yr
1-800-446-5667
1-413-6364963

•WORDSMITH" protaaatonal typtafl

Raaumaa .
pi^mn and mora Laaarpnntina

wMhipaMchack 263-4564

BETH W- Tell the basement guys lo keep

Iheir heads out of this -Socrel Admirer

SUBLET

FREE SEX - Actually, summer sublet 2

bdrm on busroule by Amherst Commons
Price negotiable More mlo 253-5365 Leave

message'

ROOM AVAILABLE JUNE. Fall option

$250 part furnished Close to campus, town

256-1987

TRAVEL

SUMMER IN EUROPE from $259 each way

on discounted scheduled airlines to Europe

Irom Boston Call (800) 325-2222

TYPING

CAaCS,PA
iofdabie. grawwiar raviawad. dapandaWa.
SB4-7M4. Nancy

UNKVCLE

temm UMCVCLE. brand na*
OniySS6 00 6464721

UPTOWN HOUSE

uptown - to ihara laraa badroom 2nd
house tow rant Don! niNa Mai Cal
5494724

WMEVARO HAVEN

LIVE ANO WORK ON PARAOME - riMT

ttia s Vineyard We are three lun UMaaa
Students who need one mora houaamMa to

kva m our rented houae. from June 1 unH
Labor Day Loc atort appiu«»iiala>> ona mia

town, as a super area, and an
ama olaca to spend the summar Tha
• $1800. haM due up Irom CaM

CMiaana 646-7087 Sua 648-70B3 or Wan-
laa»a ady m MS240S. 646-3600

I M ««'<a aM M

FEMALE ORAO BEEKMO
SUBLET PufNon/naai«y apartmam oMy

TAKE OVER MV LEASE badroem
Brwiywwia am aMMMHa on Juna lA Cat
64fr«IS7

WANTED FOR FALL OPTMM

LOdWNO TO RENT A ROOM near UMaaa
Campus or on bus route Ptoaae caM Jac
quetina 646-5060

WANTED TO ROfT

NCWANO FOR ONE BEDROOM apartmam
with pata aflowad. $36(M00 starting Juna
or July CaM Maureen |817)643)7939

WANT TO RENT 2 BEDROOM APT
prakaraWy m nouaa near nmpuaAown Can
2664179

FIVE PEOPLE LOOKBM TO TAKE OVER
lease ol a tour bedroom houee starting «ri

Lisa 546^9162 Donna 546-9163

SBBOUSSTUOEim
or one bedroom am Ctoae to Umaaa for

Id m CaM Bryca « 263-2018

8108 REWARD
Students aeek to lae over your laaae

or Sap«ambar tor your lour k»e bedroom
houaa plaaaa caM Dan 64S4457 or MHch
64S-90BO

ROPONSIBLE MALE SEMOR SEAM-
CMBIO tort bedroom tor nael year IMIMpay

summar rent CaM Bruca al »3-2348

TWO FUN. SEMI-OUIET NONSMOMNG
WOMEN kxMing lor two smgto rooma m
cool houawapl for faM proterabto « Amham
Plaaaa help ua oul caM 546^9614 aak tor

Kristin or leave mate age Thanks'

DESPERATELY LOOKMO FOR a plaoato
live on the Cape thw summer Caa Ka8y
546^4819

tMTE WANT YOU

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE for a 2 bedroom
apartment wak 10 waM carpet, air cond heal

mctoded. dishwasher, garbage diapoaai

washer 8 dryar downalaira. on bus route

bua stop m from of apartmam Only $186 00
par morWi par parson What are you waftng

tor'' CaM 266-1186 and gat out of the

EXCELLENT TYPIST pickup/delivery

available Dede 256-8741 after 5pm

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTlbN.~Faat.
accurate 263-WORD
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SPORTS
Gorillas rally to knock off Rutgers, 13-10

CattegUw ptuito l»y David H>g«iMg»rlri

Sophomore attack Jim McAleavey had three goals and an assist as the Gorillas downed Rutgers,
13-10 Saturday at the Hill.

Gazelles drop final two games
Losses to Brown and Northwestern end UM season at 2-11
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian StafT

Bad Boys? Bad who? The way the University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team and Nor-

thwestern University were playing yesterday at Tot-

man Field, they made Bill Laimbeer and Rick Mahorn
l(X)k like angels.

The Wildcats scratched and clawed all the way to a
9-5 decision over UMass after having two players

thrown out of the game for misconduct in the second

half Junior Sue Murphy. UMass' leading scorer, was

thrown out by the officials after receiving a red card

for misconduct with about seven minutes to go in the

game.
But what the heck. It was the last game of the season

for the Gazelles who finished up at 2-11 after losing

to Brown University, 7-5, the day before.

"I think next year, we'll be better," sophomore Liz

Hoye said. "It was the last game. We wanted to get

a lot out, we wanted to win it."

For a while it looked like the Gazelles had a good shot

of pulling this one out. Within the first three minutes,

rontinued on page 12

Four-goal hole not enough
to keep men's lax team
from eighth straight victory

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

There is a reason they play four quarters in lacrosse.

Saturday, Rutgers University learned the hard way that

It takes more than 15 minutes to beat the Gorillas. The
University of Massachusetts men's lax squad dug itself

a 6-2 hole and then turned on the jets to potst an impressive

13 10 win at the Hill

Most of the late-arriving Hill crowd showed up to find

the Gorillas in a heap of trouble as the Scarlet Knights,

a strong first-quarter team, let loose on UMass in the early

going. But UMass put forth a solid effort from start to

finish in winning its eighth consecutive game.
"I honestly think we're a 60-min ite team. We've got

a lot of veterans and we didn't quit," said UMass senior

goalie Sal LoCascio.

The Gorillas can thank their All-American netminder

that the deficit wasn't larger. LoCascio, who finished with

20 saves in another marvelous effort, held back several

Rutgers chances to blow the game open.

Then the defense, which played so brilliantly m the win
over Harvard, picked itself up and kept the Knights in

check.Jhe work of the defensive midfield helped to over-

come a 23-4 Rutgers advantage on faceoffs

"We got the ground balls and hustled. We wanted to

win." said sophomore attack Jim McAleavey, who had a

hat trick.

Most (rf* the credit for that should go to players like

freshman Mario Lopez and senior Kris Cuozzo, who fore

ed a lot of Rutgers turnovers and started the break on
several occasions.

But in the beginning, it looked as if Rutgers was going

to come in and embarass UMass in its own yard. The
Knights rattled out to a 3-0 lead and stretched it to 6-2

before the Gorillas began the comeback.
Greg Rinaldi started the scoring just 1:28 into the con-

test with his first of three goals, and scores by Lou Fusilli

and Scott Moore made it 30 just 5:11 into the game.
Junior attack Scott Hiller (three goals) got one back on

a break started on a steal by Cuozzo. Marc Feinberg fed

Hiller with the pass for a bounce shot to get the Gorillas

on the board.

Rutgers would get two more sandwiched around another

Hiller tally to go up 5-2 after one. And things looked bleak

when Fusilli rolled out from the left and scored his second

goal to make it 6-2 at 4:05 of the second.

UMass wasn't playing badly, but Rutgers pounced on
a couple of simple mistakes and cashed them in.

"We weren't flat. But three of their first five goals I'd

call gift goals," said UM coach Dick Garber.

continued on page 12

Baseball's A-10 hopes swept away by Temple
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

Well, it's final. The University of

Massachusetts baseball team will not be

going to the playoffs this year. The
Minutemen had to take three out of four

games from Temple University over the

weekend in order to qualify for post-season

play but instead was swept in both

doubleheaders at Lorden Field.

On Saturday, the Minutemen lost the

first game 8-4 in extra innings and drop

ped the second 7-0. The following day they

lost 1-0 in the first half and 5-4 in the se-

cond game.
The UMass offense struggled all

weekend, getting shut out twice and scrap

ing up an average of only seven hits in the

other two games. Coach Mike Stone iden-

tified one of the major problems easily.

"Clutch hitting," he said. "We had oppor-

tunities, consistent opportunities, we had
people in scoring position with less than
two out and we didn't deliver."

The first game yesterday was typical of

the Minutemen's problems. Brian Conroy
hurled a one-hitter, giving up only one run
when he walked Temple third-baseman

Dave Hallen, who took second on a fielder's

choice and scored on the only Owl hit of the

game, a single by center fielder Mike Palys.

Unfortunately for Conroy, his teammates

at the plate were shut out. They had the

bases loaded in the third with one out but

a struggling Drew Comeau (3for-l 1 for the

weekend with four strikeouts and only one

RBI) popped out to short and Brian Bright

(O-for-13 with three strikeouts) lined out to

center, stranding all three. They also left

two more in the sixth after having men on

first and .second with one out.

The second game saw the Minutemen
continued on page 12

Men's track team faces
big-time at Penn Relays
By ROBERT SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

There's an old saying they use in sports

(and in life in general): 'pressure is self-

inflicted'. Yeah, well that's really easy to

say when you don't have to run in the big-

gest race of your life. again.st the best com-
petition, and in front of 35,000 spectators.

The University of Massachusetts men's
track team spent last Thursday and Friday

facing pres.sure in the Penn Relays, the big-

Editor's note
Because of deadline restrictions, the

results of this weekend's University of

Massachusetts softball action were
unavailable last night.

The results of these games will be in

tomorrow's Collegian.

gest track meet in the country, in

Philadelphia, and were introduced to big-

time track.

"The best way to teach is for them to ac-

tually see it," said Minutemen coach Ken
O'Brien. 'The final touches are to put them

in that kind of lab experiment so they can

see what's involved."

The men's strategy was simple: run the

best race of your life. "For us to compete

successfully down there we have to have

personal best performances." .said O'Brien.

On Thursday senior Reinardo Flores

finished seventh in his section in the 5000

meters. Flores, one of UMass' many flexi-

ble, talented di.stancers, ran in a time of

14:32.2.

Friday would have meant five relay races

for UMass, but O'Brien, believing five

races in one day was too much for his team,

decided to drop the 4x100. The first event

continued on page 14

Minutewomen qualify
at Fitchburg St. race
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

For a while, the University of

Massachusetts women's track team was
on a roller coa.ster. They had done poor-

ly in their scoring meets, finishing last

both times, but sandwiched in between
was an excellent non-scoring meet at

Smith College.

The Minutewomen continued that
trend as they did well again in their last

regular season meet, a non-scoring one
at Fitchburg State. Two Minutewomen
had their best performances to date
while another kept motoring her way to

first-place finishes.

Carla DeSantis threw a season-best
142-3 in the javelin, which qualified her
for ECACs, but even that is still far

short of her school record of 158-8, which

she set last year. "I think she's starting

to come around," said head coach Julie

LaFreniere. Part of DeSantis' shortcom-

ings can be attributed to senioritis,

which makes it tough to concentrate on
things like track.

Freshman Amy St. Pierre won her

first race of the year, as the distance

finally suited her pace. The phrase. 'The

longer, the better,' suits St. Pierre. In

her first race at 10,000 meters this year.

St. Pierre won and qualified for ECACs
with a time of 37 minutes, 47 seconds.

"It was an outstanding performance
considering she had nobody to run
with," said LaFreniere.

As usual, Lee Ann Ambrose was a

double winner back-to-back in the 100

and 400. After winning the 100 under
the ECAC standard in 12.38, she stayed

continued on page 12

Rain, rain will go away
tonight, mostly sunny
and breezy tomorrow.

High 60 to 65.

The ways to education

funding turn out to be

pretty mean at last

week's hearing. Page 7.

The men's tennis team
will court measles in

search of victory at

CCSU. Page 16.
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COLLEGIAN
TAs hold
classes at
Whitmore
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Teaching assistants, claimmg they are desperate for uni-

ty in light of impending budget cuts, taught more than

75 class sections yesterday in the halls and outskirts of

the Whitmore Administration Building.

More than 150 graduate student teaching assistants, of

the 1.700 employed by the University of Massachusetts,

have registered for the "teach out." which will also run

from 8 p.m. to 5 p.m. today during scheduled class hours.

Undergraduate students in classes ranging from

Spanish sections to political science were strewn about

the building's hallways as well as beside signs on the lawn

and walkways of Whitmore's east side, protesting the

state budget cuts.

Renee Heberle. a TA in political science, said the ongo-

ing "teach out" is an attempt to demonstrate heavy

workloads and insufficient wages, which she said are

among the lowest in the Northeast.

"We do a good amount of the teaching on campus,"

Heberle said. "The protest is a symbol showing the

necessity of TAs on campus. I think it's going to be effec-

tive across the state."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Provost Richard O'Brien and

several students addressed the TAs during a noon rally

at the north end of Whitmore.
"We need to try to carry the importance of graduate

education as an important aspect of the future of a great

public University, " Duffey said, urging students to con

tinue fighting against the cuts.

Despite a 103 percent pay increase for TAs over the past

seven years, "we still lag behind an adequate level of com-

pensation for TAs," Duffey said. "We clearly have a long

way to go."

Heberle said a miyor roadblock for TAs is their lack of

ColWgtan pboto by Jiwl S!»
Rosemary Weston, a teaching assistant in the Spanish department, leads her classes in the

halls of Whitmore Administration Building yesterday.

protection from random cutbacks and layoffs because of

their failure to organize as a unit.

'TAs are vulnerable because we don't have a union,"

she said. "|The administration) can level our .stipends and

cut positions within departments. Our future is literally

on the line."

"Teach out" organizers said several departments are

gearing up for position layoffs and pay cuts when the state

senate releases its budget this summer.
Bruce Tull. a TA in economics, said of the 62 TAs in

his department, nearly 40 will face a one-third cut in pay

of their current average salary of $6,500.

"You can't live on it. We just go farther into debt every

year," Tull said. "Rent is $3,600 a year, that's a two-thirds

stipend right there."

Undergraduate students observing the rally and par-

ticipating in classes offered support for the TAs' efforts,

but remained skeptical as to the effect it will have on

cutbacks.

"I don't think the administration really cares." said

UMass junior Scot Hawthorne. "They're in such a posi-

tion where they don't have to. they still have their jobs."

TAs have collected hundreds of signatures on three peti-

tions circulated throughout classes participating in the

"teach out." The petitions demand higher pay and better

work conditions and will be sent to Chancellor Joseph Duf-

fey, the UMass Board of Regents, and the state legislature,

organizers said.

Racist incidents at Smith
continue over weekend

By LAURA KLIVANS
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - Another racial

ly harrassing note — the fifth in six days

— was passed on the Smith College cam-

pus over the weekend. Director of Affir-

mative Action E. Shelton Burden an-

nounced yesterday at an all-campus

meeting.

"I am here to give you the facts and

bring you up to date," she said.

"Another note was passed on this cam

pus over the weekend. Pleased be

assured we are dealing with it."

College President Mary Maples Dunn

called the meeting, which effectively

closed the campus, to discuss the four

racially harrassing notes passed to four

Black female students last week. The

students, two African-American, one

Kenyan and one South African, are all

residents of Chapin House on the

campus.
Burden said the school has contacted

and consulted with the Federal Bureau

of Investigation. The case has been turn

ed over to the Hampshire-Franklin

County District Attorney.

Dunn told the assembly that Ginetta

Berloso, chair of the Hispanic organiza-

tion Nosotras, called her last Wednes-

day to "tell me about the outrage at

Chapin House," and said to Dunn, "this

is my home."
"And indeed it is the home of many

of us," Dunn said. "When I went to

Chapin on Wednesday. I wept so much
I could hardly speak."

Sophomore Cheryl Coward read a list

of six demands and asked for "im-

mediate implementation." The demands
include: the immediate expulsion of the

perpetrator; a class dealing with racism

and means of combatting it; mandatory

racial and cultural awareness
workshops in individual houses on cam-

pus; increased space in the college's

Cultural Center to meet the expected 20

percent minimum minority population

by 1998 99. and that the college find

.space for its admini.strators in a building

other than the center.

Coward, on behalf of Black students

at the college, asked for a response from

Dunn by May 14.

Student Government Association

President Farah Pandith told her peers

that "nothing I can say will alleviate the

frustration and anguish. [The notes)

continued on page 5

VigU recalls all Holocaust victims

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Suff

Jews were not the only victims of the

Holocaust. Today's memorial service and

candle lighting will focus on the variety of

groups who were killed by the Nazis, ac-

cording to the president of Hillel.

Alisa Berkowitz said the University of

Massachusetts Jewish students association

is planning a noon ceremony, which will

take place on the Student Union steps. The

ceremony will observe Yom Hashoah, the

May 2 commemoration of the Holocaust

victims, which included homosexuals,

blacks, Jehovah's Witnesses, political

di.ssenters and mentally and physically

disabled people, she said.

The ceremony is part of Holocaust

Memorial Week, which is taking place now
through Saturday. Cincy Spungin,

chairperson of the observance, said today's

ceremony will be led by Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter. Activities will include

speeches by Provost Richard O'Brien and

Judaic Studies Department Chair Shmuel

Bolozsky. a poetry reading by Hillel

member Celeste Krochak and singing by

Judaic Studies Professor Julius Lester, she

said. Spungin said each speaker will light

a YarUheit candle as part of the annual

tradition.

"Normally we light six candles for the six

million Jews [who died in the Holocaust],"

she said, "but this year it's 13 for all of the

13 million victims, not just the Jews."

Also included in the week's activities will

be a slide presentation by Allen Mietia, a

son of a Holocaust survivor. The program

will take place in Memorial Hall tomorrow

at 7:30 p.m. The six-part documentary,

Shoah, will be shown throughout the week,

one part each day, at 6:30 p.m. in Campus
Center, room 903. All events are free and

open to the public.

Sponsors of the week's programs include

Hillel, the Student Government Associa-

tion, the Chancellor's Office. Central Area

Government and the Office of Third World

Affairs.

Duffey calls meeting to discuss research, cuts

Chancellor Joseph Duffey has .scheduled

an open meeting for today to discuss

military funding for science projects at the

University of Mas.sachusetts and impen-

ding state budget cuts.

The meeting, which is open to all

members of the campus community, is

scheduled from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the Cape

Cod lounge.

Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson said the

meeting is expected to be attended by

University faculty and staff, as well as

several campus organizations.

- MARIA SACCHETW
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*7 think lust is great. . . it is not sexist to be sexy

Sex educator sees
change in roles

>>

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Stafl

The sex roles nrien and women follow

should be more open to interpretation and
modification — and just because a man
comes on to a woman he should not be con-

sidered .sexLst, said controversial "sex-

ologist" Roger Libby.

"I think sexual initiation and asking peo-

ple out on a date should be more fifty fifty

PROFILE
I think women should not wait for the guy

to initiate," said Libby. a former UMsM
professor

Libby. who holds a doctorate in socMdogy,

feels many men and women are too timid

about sex and sexual matters and should

have more fun with their sexual urges, he

aaid

"I think lust is great, but I think people

ought to be caring and honest. It is not sex-

ist to be sexy." he said.

The Pioneer Valley is too heavily in

fluence by feminist groups who call men
sexist because they like attractive women,

therefore creating a stifling atmosphere

that is not conducive to healthy sexual

behavior. Libby said.

Libby also asserts that the distinction

between sexual harassment and flirtation

IS very unclear.

"It's the crazy valley. To say that it's the

happy valley is the biggest joke alive. " he

said. "Its the common thing to call a guy

•exist here."

Peg Aloi. a graduate English student and

Valley Woman's Voice organizer, said Lib-

by s statements are painted with too broad

a brush for the valley because of the diverse

population of faculty, residents and

students present here.

"You can't judge an entire group of peo

pie because of one small part of it," she

said.

"Roger Libby wants to say that this is an

example of very healthy attitudes in men
to idolize this woman's body," she said

referring to the Playboy centerfold model

who recently visited the Amherst News
Rooom.
'IWomen] see it as exploitation by men."

she said.

Simone Rinaldi, the assitant coordinator

of the Educator Advocate Program for the

Everywomans Center at the University of

Massachusetts, said that people need to

understand the larger societal issues to put

Libby's statements into perspective.

"It's very, very important to talk about

the environment we are in. When women
are brought up and they are complimented

they are expected to say 'oh, thank you.'"

Rinaldi .said However, when they are ap-

{HToached and decline the compliment they

are called frigid, she said.

Rinaldi believes that because societal

teachings say women are inferior to men
and are sex ob^ts. this continues the cy-

cle that causes rape, pornography, sexual

discrimination and abuse.

"When a woman stands up for herself

and says 'I don't appreciate this (atten-

tionl." instead of saying this woman is a

human being and this offends her. she is

seen as frigid and that's not fair." she said.

Rinaldi said that feminists are not

against sex. but are labeled as being so

because they postulate equality for women.

"The bottom line is that men and women
have the right to live in a society where

they are not made into victims.

"That is why rape and pornography ex

ist. Because women do not have the same

power as men," she said.

rollrglan plio4a by Jason TaWrman

RIGHT AGAIN — Jeffrey Helfont speaks at a conservative-
sponsored rally yesterday at the Student Union, while student
Senator Ted Marvelias, right, looks on.

Despite cuts, library

lands key collection

By JENNIFER GARVIN
Collegian Correspondent

In a year when budget cuts have hurt the school's

ability to acquire books. Portuguese studies at Univer

sity of Massachusetts will be strengthened by the re-

cent acquisition of a 900-volume collection of Por

tuguese works, said Siegfried Fellers, chief

bibliographer and director of collection development.

"We've been working very hard to build a Portuguese

collection since 1970; this is a great help ' said Pauline

Collins, bibliographer for Spanish. Portuguese, and

Latin American Studies at the library.

State funding for library acquisitions at all 29 ol the

<;tate colleges and Diversities has been cut completely

for next year. At UMass-Amherst. this means library

acquisitions will be cut by two-thirds from this year

- a loss of $2 million - according to Richard Talbot,

University director of libraries.

Talbot said the library would have to cut is periodical

subscriptions in half, and would buy approximately

8 000 books, down from 45,000 this year.

All of which makes the library especially lucky to

have received the collection, Collins said.

UMass Portuguese Professor Frank Fagundes said

that the collection's works will be "very useful for the

faculty and our students, including visiting scholars

Fagundes said the collection is an exceptional gitl to

the University, not only because of the benefits for

students in the Portuguese studies, but because some

of the more ancient and rare volumes are extremely

expensive and the University could not acquire them

otherwise. ^ ^, .q.. „„„
The collection's two specific focuses are the 19th cen-

tury and the contemporary period of Portuguese

^
At' present, Collins, with the help of UMass Por-

tuguese major Rodrigo Soto, is processing the collec^

tion and it is expected to be on the shelves later this

''^The books will be identifiable by a Susan C.

Schneider bookplate, Collins said.

Two Leach Hall larcenies reported
r^ _ . I ^.:»^ »»I1« *Un* VkoifA VkA^n rA/^oiv^H nvf>r A

By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Two separate incidents of larceny were reported in

Leach Residence Hall Sunday. University of

Massachusetts police said yesterday.

A woman reported $210 worth of clothing stolen from

her room over the past few weeks. Another woman
reported $100 stolen from her room, police said.

In other police business:

• Student Security stopped two people Friday who were

walking on cars in lot 49. The owners of the cars were

contacted and they reported no damage to the cars. One

person, who was a non-student was charged with trespass-

ing, police said.

• A student reported his car parked in lot 22 was broken

into Friday. The stereo and speakers, valued at $300 were

reported stolen, police said.

• A resident ofWebster Residence Hall reported $40 was

stolen Friday from his wallet.

• A man reported his car parked in lot 62 Friday was

broken into Friday. A window was broken and there were

pry marks on the car door, police said. A car stereo was

stolen and other damage was done to the car. The loss was

valued at $500.

• A license plate was reported stolen Friday from a vehi-

cle parked in lot 62, police said.

A student in Northeast Residential Area reported

Saturday annoying calls that have been received over a

period of time.

• A motorcycle was vandalized and an attempt was made

to steal the battery in the Southwest Residential Area

Sunday, police said.

• Two people reported they were assaulted at a dance

Saturday at the Campus Center. Police are investigating.

• A 23-year-old Burlington, N.J. man was arrested Sun-

day on charges of operating under the infiuence of alcohol

after he was pulled over for erratic operation of a vehicle

on North and East Pleasant streets, police said.

• A 1979 Toyota was reported stolen Sunday from North

Village. The car was valued at $1,000.

• An 18 year old Northampton man was arrested Satur-

day on charges of operating under the influence of alcohol.

He was stopped for speeding on Massachusetts Avenue

and subsequently arrested, police .said.

• A 10 speed bicycle was reported stolen Saturday from

the lounge of Brown Residence Hall. The bicycle was

valued at $300.

• UMass police assisted Leverett police Sunday on a com

plaint of indecent exposure at Cranberry Pond.

• UMass police and the Environmental Health and Safe-

ty Unit were called Sunday to investigate a fire which

burned a teepee at Cutback City.

• A vehicle was stopped Sunday on North Pleasant

Street, for leaving the parking garage without paying,

police said.

In Smith lecture, actress discusses refugee crisis

By PAUL McALEER
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - Children in refugee camps need

immense amounts of love and help, actress Liv Ullmann

said during a discussion on refugees recently at Smith

College.

The lecture was part of a three-day symposium at the

college, titled "Teaching Ethics: The Issues of Refugees,

"

which ended Saturday.

Ullmann, known for her roles in movies such as Cries

and Whispers and Autumn Sonata, is a goodwill am-

bassador for UNICEF and vice president of the Interna-

tional Rescue Committee, an organization involved in

helping and resettling refugees.

She said one child dies every other second. "All human

beings are not born free," she said. "Today, most children

are not born with rights, but with threats."

Ullmann told the audience of 150 stories ofchildren she

has encountered all over the world, quoting what the

children said. One boy in Cambodia said "Sometimes I

cry, but only when it rains, so the other children will not

see it."

She talked about a little girl, also from Cambodia, who

was playing with a hat and bag Ullmann given her, but

gave the things away when she saw that a little boy was

in need of help. She said she was moved by the fact that

a ch'id who had so little would give away what little she

had. continued on page 6
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"Sometimes it pays to be different"

Hartford Mayor speaks
on women in politics
By LAURA KLIVANS
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - Combining humor
with life experiences, the first black woman
mayor of a Northeastern city told Smith
College students, administration and facul-

ty that she "didn't realize the implications

of being a first."

Hartford Mayor Carrie Saxon Perry, 56,

spoke to about 70 people in the Neilson

Library Browsing Room Sunday night for

her lecture in the college's Women, Public

Policy and Social Change lecture series.

jump totally into the fray," she said, call-

ing for a "shift from passive roles to hard-

ball politics."

Perry said she originally became involv-

ed in politics as an activist in Connecticut

in the 19608.

"I was marching and crying and laying

down in front of stuff," she said.

In 1976, she said she ran for the state

legislature because she "believed leader-

ship should reflect the composition of the

community," with her neighborhood most-

ly "people of color."

As a legislator, she said she "looked

"The day has come when women should

cease being involved in politics . . . and jump
totally in the fray."

- Hartford Mayor Carrie Saxon Perry

"Sometimes it pays to be different," she

said, referrmg to her race and sex, adding

that American women have had a long

struggle to acquire full participation in the

nation's economy, but still face "enormous

roadblocks."

She said women are still in need of an

equal rights amendment, and must "brace

against the antics of rightto-lifers."

Perry said she is concerned with teen

pregnancy in her city, which 136.000 peo-

ple — more than half minorities — call

home. "We must reduce the numbers of

babies havmg babies," she said, adding

that she is also alarmed at the infant mor-

tality rate in Hartford.

"The skyrocketing figure of infant mor-

tality rate in the city of Hartford is similar

to Third World countries." she said.

Perry said the way to right many of the

wrongs she fac«! is through the political

process, adding that more women must

enter the process to "further their own
agenda and that of humanity as well."

"The day has come when women should

cease being involved in politics . . . and

around and said. There's never been a

Black woman mayor.'" She ran for mayor
and in her first bid for the office was elected

in November, 1987.

She is running for re-election this year.

"I opened up the windows a little and let

a little sunlight in," she said of her office.

As mayor. Perry has led the way to the

homeless acquiring the right to vote. She
said she tried to accomplish this legislative-

ly, but when that failed, had an attorney

draw up a "declaratory ruling" that set

guidelines to allow the homeless to vote.

"Our country must learn the difference

between a right and a benefit." she said,

citmg housing and voting as rights.

She spoke of a photo exhibit featuring

famou.s Black women, including Perry. She
was not humbled "because politicians can't

be humble," she said, of seeing her

photograph with Coretta Scott King, Lena
Home and others.

"Women don't like to use the word
power," she said. "First, we have to accept

the responsibility of being powerful. Se-

cond, we have to eiyoy it."

CORRECTION
Due to a typographical error in an arti-

cle in yesterday's Collegian, it was reported

that 600 Black Smith College students at-

tended a march protesting racist notes

passed at the college. The correct number

of marchers was 60. The Collegian regrets

the error

Follow
The Signs

Collegeplan would draw
on community colleges
By JOHN SUTTON
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - Smith College

has recently made a proposal that would

encourage community college students

to continue their education at the col-

lege during the summer.
The proposal is part of "The Smith

Design for Institutional Diversity," and
will join Smith with the Greater Hart-

ford Community College. Smith College

is scheduled to recruit 25 students who
will become part of a five-week residen-

tial exchange program in the summer
of 1990.

"The idea is to bring them to campus,

take courses and get them excited about

a liberal arts college," said Debra

Bradley, news director in the college's

Office of College Relations. 'The

students will get a sense of what the

four-year college is like even though it

is summer."
Smith College President Mary Maples

Dunn said the college believes the pro-

gram has a great chance for success.

"We are both very enthusiastic about

the benefits of such a summer program
for our institutions, and we see

possibilities for further collaboration in

other areas," she said.

The proposal, approved last October,

cited studies indicating that students of

color do not transfer to four-year schools

at the same rate as white students. "As
a result. Blacks and Latinos remain

racist notes

underrepresented in baccalaureate

degree programs and, therefore, in pro-

fessional fields for which such degrees

are required," the proposal states.

Students who participate in the pro-

gram are selectied according to their

academic ability and interest in the

liberal arts, Bradley said, adding that

students will take two three-credit

courses, which will be team-taught by

faculty members from both the college

and GHCC. Professional development
opportunities are offered to faculty

members who engage in this program
by working with Smith's Center for

Academic Development to plan and
teach courses, she said.

Smith is one of the five liberal arts in-

stitutions receiving grants through the

Vassar/Association of American Col-

leges National Project on Community
College Transfer, Bradley said. Vassar

College was the first institution to have
the exchange between four-year schools

and community colleges, she said.

Although the program is expected to

cost $70,000 for its first year. Smith Col

lege has received a matching $25,000

grant along with funding provided by

the Ford Foundation. AT&T Foundation

and Chase Manhattan Bank, she said.

School officials have said they hope to

strengthen its bond with GHCC. where
49 percent of the students are from

minority groups, 31 percent Black and
12 percent Latino.

cvntinued from page t

have no place on this campus."

"Those who hate without cause are

my enemies," Dunn said. "At the march

(last Thursday from the house to the ad

ministration building), somebody told

me I was accountable. I'm here to tell

you that I will be held accountable."

Dunn said 'there won't be any talk

about suspension," because it is "not

enough to reject the wrongdoer, we must

demonstrate that her kind will not

prevail." Dunn called for an "alliance

not only against racism but for a better

society."

"Are we going to allow a racist and
cowardly enemy to undermine our

future? I say no," she said.
1
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Liv Ullmann
continued from page 3

She also told how, 10 years ago, her life

was changed during a visit to a refugee

camp in Thailand. It was there, amidst the

lepers in the camp, that she met a person

who reminded her of her grandmother.
This sight made her realize she had to help

refugees. "Someone else's pain is . . . my
pain," she said.

She also urged students to do what they

CLARIFICATION
could to help. "We live in deeds, not in

years," she said. "The human rights of

children . . . hinge on what they [the

children! mean to us."

She said we must help people in need
everywhere. "To be a refugee is to be a per-

son who has no home," and homeless peo-

ple everywhere "are never bums, bag
ladies, or creeps."

The quote on the comics page
of Friday's Collegian, attributed to

UlVlass spokeswoman Jeanne
Hopkins, was taken out of context.
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EDITa?IAL/C»TNiasr
There is no color in brutality
Let me present a hypothetical situation:

Say that your sister, girlfriend, best

friend, mother (a female person whom you
are close to or are friendly with) is an avid
jogger. This female loves to jog so much
that it really does not matter to her what
the weather is like or what time it is — she
is going to jog when she feels like it. This
woman has a stressful job and a full life,

BO she squeezes in her jogging time when
she can.

Meredith O'Brien

The woman dei'ides to go jogging in her
neighborhood one night because she had
had a very long day. She decides to jog by
the park, where she usually jogs. No big

deal.

But then, while teeUng herself unwind as

she takes peaceful strides by blooming
trees, she is grabbed from behind. Her
calmness is shockingly disrupted by a stab-

bing sense of fear.

She realizes that she is surrounded by a

group of eight young boys who don't look

like they are older than 15. and do not look

like they want to know the time.

This strong, self-assured woman strug-

gles and these children start to beat her in

the head with a pipe. The boys hold her

down, while four of them take turns rap-

ing her. all the while still trying to keep
her submissive through beatings, and stab

her in the head and thigh.

After the boys are through, they leave

her lying on the ground bleeding profuse-

ly. They think she is dead.

But this woman that you know is not

dead She is found alive and is rushed to

the hospital Her life is presently being
preserved through the aid of a life-support

system. If she recovers, she will most like-

ly havf permanent brain damage
Later, the boys are ai^rehended and they

brag about how fun their "wilding" was.

They, the group of 13-17 year old boys.

show no remorse. They could really care
less. It was only a woman that they were
having their fun with.

Not only does this violence make
everyone sick and horrified, the youngnetB
and attitudes of the attackers is equally as
shocking. You really would not care what
the color of the attackers' skin is. It does
not matter what color you female
friend/relative is.

An innocent woman was brutally beaten
and raped by young hoys. Period. "The end.

Color has nothing to do with that fact

Granted, maybe those boys did not think

that they were doing anything wrong.
Maybe the root of their problem lies in the
fact that tliey live in a violent area and that

they have no place to turn to but the streets

for their amusement. There is a problem
because children are thinking like violent

criminals. We need to understand why this

IS happening in the minds of children.

That does not make this a separate issue.

It is horrifying, as is any act of violence.

Young boys show no regret for cnrnmitting

such vile atrocities.

People should not label the coverage of

this sensationalized incident racist. The
publicity isju>-t what it needs Maybe if this

country realizes what life in the ghettos
does to children <as young as 13!),

something will be done to try to help the
children of the ghettos, to try understand
why incidents like these are happening
Maybe it will get people thinking. Maybe
this incident should be thought of as a
motivator for people to start doing
something about the ghettos and stop talk

ing about it.

But color is not the central issue, the
woman lying comatose in a hospital bed is.

Her life is being used as a political weapon.
The color of her attackers is being used in

the same way. She won't jog again —
regardless of her color.

Meredith
columnist

O'Brien is a Collegian

Boycott Exxon to make a stand
Today has been designated as the ho.st

day for a boycott of Exxon Oil in response

to the Valdez disaster in Alaska's Prince

William Sound
The MassPIRG Student Board of Direc

tors, USPIRG, Ralph Nader, legislatures

and environmental groups are organizing

this boycott to demonstrate to companies
and individuals who use or produce
dangerous products and materials that

they are accountable for any damages to

public health and the environment as a

result of their actions, and failing to

assume the financial and political re.spon-

sibility will not be tolerated. This boycott

will encourage better and safer policies con-

cerning oil transport, and in the case of a
spill, cleaning up damaged areas.

By boycotting Exxon Oil. the student
body can demonstrate their disdain of harm
to the environment generated by disaters

that were preventable.

Aaron Rome, Bonnie Sammon
MassPIRG co-chairs

Show support for a UHS bus stop
You have just .sprained your ankle play-

ing basketball and the pain is so intense

that any form of pressure on it is

unbearable. Your concerns of adapting to

crutches and your road to recovery take an
immediate back seat to the concern of the

Health Services journey. Not everyone has

the luxury of an automobile to escort

him/her to get medial attention. Also,

Health Services is about a quarter mile

from the nearest bus stop. The need for a

shuttle bus is evident (ambulance services

and student security are for emergencies

only). Not only will students, but

employees and families of the Five College

Area will benefit from this community ser-

vice. Yet the University of Massachusetts
Transit has rejected the addition of a

Health Services bus stop in the past.

These organizations should be doing
everything possible to alleviate this public

health hazard. We urge your support for a

shuttle to Health Services. Please visit our

table and sign our petition on Wednesday,
May 3 in the Campus Center Concourse.

Student Health and Advisory Board
(SHAB)

.fiA ie liole

The military in perspective
If you've been here awhile, you'll have

noticed that every spring students stage a

major protest 'usually silly » against the

UMass administration. One year they
decried the ban on coed bathrooms.
Another year they protested alcohol restric-

tions. This year it's research funded by the
Department of Defense (DODi.

Rusty Denton

I suppose spring fever among militants
requires a cause, but their ideas about US
militarism are a myth. Fewer than one per-

cent of Americans are in the military.

Unlike third world countries, we have no
history of military coups. Unlike the peace-

loving Swiss, we have no mandatory
military ser\'ice. Unlike the peace-loving
Soviets, we don't supply nerve gas to Iraq

and send our youth over the border with
"toy bombs" to annex our neighbors.

Unlike the peace-loving communist
Chinese, we rarely send in the army to beat

up on demonstrators, although we have
been known to call out the National Guard
to protect them.

Oh, it's true, US military expenditures

were 27 billion dollars in 1987 —just over

a quarter of federal outlays. But that's a

small amount compared to Soviet military

spending. And unlike some taxes and social

programs we're all familiar with, federal

spending for the military was explicitly

licensed in the Constitution by the foun-

ding fathers.

That money doesn't just buy tanks, ships

and aircraft. It is spent building bridges

and power plants stateside at the request

of local communities. It pays for pensions,

hospitals, a medical school, college benefits

for veterans, and several excellent

undergraduate academies. US military

money has backed pioneering research in

computers, semiconductors, solar power,

cold weather research, communications,
astronomy, the ozone layer, malaria and
AIDS, to name just a few projects over the

years. A great deal of that work has been

published and widely used by the civilian

public On this campus, more than a few
professors get most of their grant money
from the DOD — and by the way. part of

the university overhead portion of those
grants is used to help pay the real c(»t of

running undergraduate lab courses here.

But suppose you still think military

budgets take money that would be better

spent on social programs. Consider that in

1987 we payed 19.5 billion dollars in in-

terest on our burgeoning national debt —
interest payments that rival military

outlays in magnitude. That's significant for

two reasons. First, budgets for social pro-

grams don't suffer because of the defense

budget; Congress just borrf)ws more money
to keep both going Second, the interest on
that borrowing is fast becoming a bigger

sink for dollars than the Pentagon.

Now I'm not saying that the US military

isn't an overfunded Goliath; I think it is.

However, neither is it the monster that

campus protesters would have us believe.

It is presidents, not the military, who start

and end wars. And a more dangerous group

than military is the "peace at any price"

pacifists.

Pacifist intellectuals sided with Hitler as

he claimed after each successive annexa-
tion that it was his last. They disbelieved

reports of genocide. Even after the war
those pacifists excused Stalin's murderous
occupation of eastern European nations

that never invited him in. In a form of

cultural suicide, western peace-mongers
these days use the same phrase coined by
failed pacifists in the last generation —
Peace In Our Time — as they applaud every

time aggressive despots from Africa and
Central America accuse our nation of im-

perialism, conveniently ignoring com-
muni.st expansionism using bullets as
doctrine.

But don't expect anti-defense protesters

on campus to be any different; the lessons

of history have been lost on them. Maybe
when spring fever has passed they'll come
to their senses.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

McGovern shows no mercy at a political bloodbath
Not that Pat McGovern begins each morning on Beacon

Hill with a glass ofOJ and that day's Collegian ed/op page.

. . but it's worth a shot. Even a cheap one.

By way of background, McGovern (D-Lawrence) is the

enormously frazzled chairperson of the Senate Ways and
Means Committee, a body currently charged with spon-

taneously generating enough dough to bail out those

public agencies of the Commonwealth that are short for

cash. Which is roughly all of them.

Last Thursday, McGovern and a few fellow committee

members showed face in Springfield at a public hearing

designed to give those of us on the receiving end of state

education funds a good chance to plead our case.

Following a few cameo photo-ops from local politicians

concerned enough about education to spend two minutes

fondling the issue in public, the committee turned its at-

tention to the testimony of Franklyn Jenifer, chancellor

of the Board of Regents of Higher Ed. Basically the Big

Cheese, and a pretty well spoken guy, Jenifer gave them

the usual "save our schools" rap then stuck around for

a little Q and A from the committee. That's when things

got ugly.

With Jenifer hauling the immediate fate of our state

university system on stage last Thursday, McGovern and
friends turned to that time-honored psychological tradi-

tion known as blaming the victim. You know, the attitude

that says "how could she have been jogging alone in Cen-

tral Park that late?"

Sam Silverstein

McGovern attacked Jenifer first for not knowing ofl'the

top of his head the vital stats for every person, place or

thing under his jurisdiction. The carnivorous committee
wanted to know the number of layoffs that would result

from the thin budget produced by the House of Represen-
tatives last month, and he whiffed. Sorry 'bout that, Pat.

But she really snapped, interrupting her rude, personal

attack only to interject "I don't mean to be rude," or "this

isn't to single you out personally."

Smelling blood, the other members of the committee

spanked Higher Ed for, among other things, paying its

professors relatively well, granting financial aid and ac-

tually having trust funds and administrators. Jenifer left

the stage doing a passable Calvin Schiraldi '86 Series im-
personation, head down, cap in hand.

It seems that our state legislature, especially its Ways
and Means best and brightest, is paralyzed by the thought
that George Bush sidestepped the election with his "read
my lips" stand on taxes. The political rush around here
to hop on that callous bandwagon has looked like gate A
at an English soccer match.
Even if the taxpayers of this state have been studying

the fine details of George Bush's lips, taxes must be rais-

ed. Money must be found (see: taxes), schools must be fund-

ed, and legislators must show some semblance of spine
through all of it. Elected people are, well, elected as leaders

in providing the services of the Commonwealth, and not

as fearful slaves to political or financial self-interest. And
not to be rude.

Sam Silverstein is a Collegian staff member.
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and
staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff
members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-
ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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ARTS&LTVING
Exhibit takes a look at long-repressed culture
By COSMO MACERO JR
Collegian StafT

Living in a society that encourages
cultural diversity and allows for the

unabridged freedom of thought and expres-

sion, it is difTicult for most Americans to

understand the frustration and anger of

those whose talents are continually

restricted by repressive governments.
The 1980s has been a decade of martial

law in Poland, and as a result, a vibrant

assortment of literary, artistic and educa-

tional culture has been forced
underground. It is through this indepen-

dent movement that Polish writers, artists

and educators have been able to flourish.

Independent Culture In Poland: An Ex-

hibition, is an exhibit of underground
Polish culture, and is on display today and
tommorrow at the Student Union
Ballroom. The exhibit is comprised
primarily of underground books,
newspapers and magazines put together on

primitive presses and mimeograph
machines since martial law was declared

on December 13, 1981.

Even after martial law was lifted, the

risk of arrest and imprisonment was ge-

nuine. The touring exhibition of indepen-

dent culture represents a victory not only

for the people of Eastern Europe, but for

those all over the world who have been

repressed, said Andy Soborski, a graduate

student in environmental engineering.

"... people are seeking a movement
toward justice, both economic and social.

Things have become a lot more open in the

past few months," Soborski said.

In recent years, Polish authorities have

employed house searches, imprisonment,

employment denial and heavy fines as

means of halting the progress of those seek-

ing freedom of expression. The
underground publishing movement,
however, has now become a fixture in

Polish life, and the government no longer

holds a monopoly on the printed word.

"The government in effect has lost,"

Soborski said. "They need popular support.

The resistance has forced the government
to come to agreement with them."

The Exhibition is being hosted by M.

Kerry Kennedy, Executive Director of the

Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Center for

Human Rights, and Pawel Bakowski. an
Amherst resident and Curat^H* of the

Exhibition.

"This is a very timely exhibit," Soborski

said. "We're seeing the political changes

in Eastern Europe. Everything at the ex

hibit will be updated ... it will be very in-

teresting."

In addition to the Exhibition, there will

be a panel discussion tonight at 8 p.m. in

the SUB. Professor Stanlev Blejwas, from

Phulo ruurt«<y at ZygmuM Mainooaki
Exhibit curator Pawel Bakowski. his family and Kennedy Center direc-

tor, M. Kerry Kennedy

Central Connecticut State University will

moderate the discussion, titled Solidarity

Looks At Perestroika. Featured speakers
will be Dr. Andrxej Bryk, from Jagiellonian

University, Cracow; Michael Kaufman,
former New York Times Warsaw cor-

respondent and Ewa Kulik, from the

Solidarity Trade Union in Warsaw. Clos-

ing remarks will be provided by Rep. Ken-
neth Lemanski.

Preceding, and immediately following

the panel discussion, pianist Gian-Franco

Ricci will perform selected pieces from

Chopin. Both the Exhibition and panel

discussion are free and open to the public.

4/^.Mil^it^-itiitf^±^%1t4^^vf^i/ini'if^
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Summer at UMass/Boston means
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affordable tuition,
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Local hand looks to break
with underground sound
Bv MICHELLE MELLMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Yet still iinother underground rock sound
IS hitting the Pioneer Valley music scene

The Sane, a four month old alternative

rock group who classify themselves as an
"all-American band," appear monthly at

both Katina's in Hadley and Sheehan's in

Northampton.
"We'd like to let people m the Five-

College area know what we're all about,"

said Randy LaBelle. the band's lead

vocalist and guitarist. "We see a lot of real-

ly good talent coming out of this area in the

future
"

The drummer. Don Dodge, and bassist

Ray Neades also hope the music scene

opens up more to the underground sound
•>f local unsigned groups.

"Although were not commercially accep-

table on FM radio right now. we hope to

be within the next few years. ' sind Neades.

The band considers itself a crosM between
The Smithereens and Husker Du. influenc-

ed heavily by the Boston rock .sound

"We have different musical tastes within

the ^loup." Dodge aaid. "I think that's

what gi\

'

;ch un unusual sound and
great p<>v ^ ential, ' he added.

In spite of The Sane's underground rock

ur.d iV ' •' Iraw cross all lines

Ti i\ . il fH^erences. "It's

uetrd It all depends on the club . . like

when we play Katina's. the crowd tends to

be more mainstream," Neades said. "But
no matter what type the crowd is, it's pret-

ty important that they like loud music, we
love volume."
The Sane plans to cut a compilation

album with other local groups to benefit

the Western Mass independents (unsigned
groups). The album, which includes tracks
from The Lonely Moans and The
Malarians. is scheduled for release this

summer by Chunk Records.

In addition to giving support to other
local bands. The Sane hopes the record will

help them get signed with a record label.

"Hopefully this summer, after cutting the
demo tape, we will get signed." said

LaBelle "We'd like to be on the Boston
scene by early fall."

There will be u promotional benefit held
for the album this Friday night at the Elks
Club in Greenfield. D«xjrs open to the
public at 7::J0 p.m. Admission is $5.

The Sane also plans to release an album
of their own bv the fall. The tentative ti

tie. SITOSAPOTATOPANOTIS was
chosen because it may be read from left to

right or vice versa The band members are
currently producing a video for a cut offthe
album titled "Familiar

"

The Sane will be playing with The Ray
Mason Band at Katina's on May 18. In

formation about upcoming releases and
show dates can be obtained bv contacting:

The Sane, c o Randv LaBelle.RFD 1 . Box
65. Charlemont. MA 01339. The Sane

( oUrCtaa PlMita by JawMi Talrnaian

But you don't have to give up

theAT&TLong Distance Service

you've come to depend on.

Just follow these instructions:
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It's only right that Frogs deserve an Ex rating
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Drukman's dementia praecox is beginning to get on my
nerves. He claims that I've been abusing my position,

altering his "subversive" columns for mass consumption,

when the fact of the matter is I wouldn't touch his stuff

with a ten foot bargepole and usually leave the chores of

correcting his creative spelling and grammar to some of-

fice^enial. ^ ^_ ^_ _ ^_

DISC JUNKIE

I've already told him that he should seek professional

help, but all I get in response is some incomprehensible

gibberish about "enforced 24 hr. listening to "Yes Sir. I

Can Boogie"". Now I'm no Freudian baldness and poin-

ty beards don't run in my family but Drukman's pro-

blem sounds suspiciously like castration anxiety to me.

Which is something that could never be said of today's

first band The Frogs, whose new album It's Only Right

And Na/t<ra/ (Homestead » rams its musical statement of

gay supremacy up the arsehole of contemporary society,

and in particular the obsessive-compulsive "squeaky

clean" (no communicable diseases) music scene that has

arisen out of 80's AIDS hysteria.

The Frogs are like no gay band you've ever heard.

Forget the watery political statements of The Com-
munards, or the casual nihilism-chic ofThe Pet Shop Boys

(although I do like P.S.B.), these boys tell it like it is. This

record is about love, sex, drugs, perversion and depravi-

ty in the gay community, and it presents its manifesto

in hard, plain langugage refreshingly free from the ner-

vous rhetorical safety devices of conventional gay pop. I

mean, can you seriously imagine Erasure coming up with

a song like "Been a Month Since I Had a Man"? They're

not adverse to subtlety either, as displayed on "Homos"
where brothers Jimmy and Dennis Fleming explain to

Mom why they were always "into sports."

And musically the duo eclipse most of the pretty-boy

brigade, coming out of the plastique synth pop/HiNRG
cl(^et, with a sparse twisted folk'rock style that owes more

to Daniel Johnson and Eugene Chadbourne than it does

to Soft Sell. Check out the eerie, shivering strings on

"Thank God I Died in The Car Crash " which may or may
not be about Teddy Pendergrass, or the chiming guitars

of the hopelessly catchy "Dykes Are We" reaching new
levels of lyrical wonderfulness with the line "You know

damn well what I do on Saturdays." The Frogs celebrate

their sexuality, carving a gloriously sensual poetic realism

out of innuendo and dirty words, a flying fuck in the face

of a repressed and homophobic society. Gay power begins

here.

Also still grinding out uncompromising music and

ideology are Dutch indusrial punkthrash'noise terrorists

(dontcha just love these labels kids?) The Ex. possibly the

most unrelenting band in the universe. Listening to these

happy go-lucky pbliticos* new album Aural Guerrilla

(Homestead* like having your skull bashed in by

thousands of people with machine hammers, who don't

understand that there is only so much you can do with

a person's head by way ofreducing it to tomato puree. This

is where Test Department meets Big Black. Forget noise

"trips." To The Ex, drugs are just more bourgeoise mid-

dle class self-indulgence.

Aural Guerrilla will not disappoint anyone who "en-

joyed" Too Many Cowboys. Ifyou're one of the uninitiated,

be warned. Its incredible sonic machine-gun assault will

pin you down, drill its way into your head forcing you to

listen, until you forget you ever had a choice in the first

place.

And once again we have a case of form matching con-

tent. The Ex's words are just as hard as their music, stom-

ping all over self-obsessed American white brats looking

for cheap thrills on "Meanwhile at McDonna's" and rip-

ping up the ignorant masses of shallow style-fascists on

"Fashionation," kinda like the Daydream Nation in fact.

The Ex have no interest in identification. They push

themselves further and further away from the accepted

bounds of alternative music. Like the Fall before them,

their weapons are repetition, scrambled messages,

economic facts and figures, corporate profit margins that

become insanely meaningless in the midst of the

cacophony, the sound of an absurd self-destructive socie-

ty propelled towards extinction by its owm mindlessness.

The Ex challenge the listener to think, to regard personal

decisions as political ones. Their ability to convey

capitalist madness through the intensity of musical im-

age is worth a thousand R.E.M hippy symposiums on U.S.

foreign policy. All you've got to do is open your ears, and

the mind will follow

44 IMADESm
FOR COLLEGE

When my friends and I graduated

from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours

for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I loined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our

state during emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such

an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

J^

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,

thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back—up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGI I COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii: 737 5255. 1'lirrlo Rico 721 4550 Guam 477 9957; Virgin Islands

(Si Croix): 773 6438; New Jersey 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult your local

phone directory.

C 1985 United Stales Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.

All rights reserved.

I

MAIL TO: Amiy National (iuard. P.O. Box 6000. Clifton. NJ 07015 i

DM or
I

I
I

NAME

I
ADDRESS

I

. CITY/STATE/ZIP

I AREA CODE PHONE

I

. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

I
OCCUPATION

I

I

' BRANCH

L

STUDENT DHICHSCHOOl, O COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE DYES D NO

US CITIZEN DYES D NO

BIRTH PATE

RANK AFM/MOS
'oiM*noMruu»ni<^<*Mt.'MK»w mcluomo •out KxtM mu0*rrm

t> fn tMHtn mwMm to n«l ad «utMOMr* ouk loi
A1CUC01059NP

Army National Guard
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Less revenue worsening state budget deficit
BOSTON (AP) - Confirming reports of sluggish state

tax collections during April, the Dukakis administration's

top budget officer said yesterday that the drop of 1 per

cent in revenues will add about $100 million to the cur

rent budget deficit.

Edward Lashman, the state secretary of Administration

and Finance, insisted that the Massachusetts economy re-

mains healthy, but said lax receipts are falling because

consumers are saving rather than spendmg.

Largely as a result ofthe 1 1.3 percent drop in sales taxes

compared to last year, the monthly revenue from all taxes

combined fell $108 million short of projections. According

to Lashman. the news means that the deficit is more likely

to be about $250 million rather than $150 million.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who has been pressing the

Legislature for four months to pass a $131 million tax

package to cloee the deficit, promised to keep cutting spen

ding but said the April figures underscore the need to raise

"It's not going to be done with smoke and mirrors We've

got to stand up and be counted. We cannot do what's been

going on in Washington for eight or nine years, we keep
running up these massive deficits," Dukakis told reporters

at a news conference.

The governor, who met yesterday morning with House
Speaker George Keverian and Senate President William
Bulger on budget issues, said he was "pleased" with the

progress made by Democratic leaders.

Lashman told reporters that he pressed the case for

taxes during the morning meeting, but he refused to

describe the legislative leaders' response.

With two months remaining in the fiscal year, tax

receipts have grown 4 percent ahead of the pace of April

1988. Lashman said he now expects to end the year on

June 30 with a growth of about 6 percent, rather than the

official forecast of 7.4 percent.

As a result, he said, the government will have to revise

Its forecast for tax growth in the coming fiscal year as well.

With a smaller opening base of taxes and a slower pace

of increase, Lashman said, taxes will be below the levels

assumed in the $12 3 billion "no tax" budget for next year

that passed the House.

James Braude. head of the liberal Tax Equity Alliance

for Massachusetts, said a tax increase was now inevitable,

because even the pared-down House budget would require

one.

But Richard Manley, who heads the business-oriented

Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation, said the message

of flagging revenues is the need to reduce the size of

government. 'Either you face up to it now, or you have

major tax bills every other year," he said.

The April tax figures contained some sobering news.

Overall taxes fell 1 percent below April 1988, which was

considered a "soft" month. Corporate taxes last month fell

by 13 percent, and withholding taxes from earned income

dipped by 2 percent.

In addition. Revenue Department officials noted that

the sales tax would have fallen by more than the 11 p)er-

cent posted if not for a 5 percent increase in the cigarette

tax imposed last year and stepped-up enforcement of tax

laws.

Lashman said the administration was considering an
array of more than a dozen options for closing the current

budget gap, but he refused to provide details other than
to rule out layoffs and long-term borrowing.

CHOOSE LIBERTY MUTUAL,
AND WE WILL GIVE YOU

MANY CHOICES

Entry Level Accountants and Auditors

At Boston Headquarters

As one of the largest property and casualty insurers in the nation, Liberty

Mutual has an exceptional variety of opportunities to offer you. We pro-

vide internal advancement, leadership in computer techrK>logy, educa-

tional programs and an environrrwnt in which you will be exposed to a

broad range of accounting challenges. Along with a competitive salary,

you will also receive comprehensive benefits including medical arxl life

insurance, tuition reimbursement and a pension plan.

We seek graduating Accounting majors, with a strong educational rec-

ord, effective communication skills, and computer proficiency. If your

goal is a varied accounting opportunity, join us at our corporate

headquarters in Boston's Back Bay. These positions will be available

June 1989.

To apply, please send a cover letter, resume and cbtiege transcript to

Tom Barbaro, Technical Employment Recruiter, Liberty Mutual

Insurance Groups 175 Berkeley Street, Boston MA 02117.

LIBERTY
MUTUAL
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group
Equal Opportunity Employtr
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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bloom county
By berke breathed

"If Wade Boggs were hitting

behind Wade Boggs, then Wade
Boggs would hit 30 homeruns."

— Wade Boggs

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafie

CALVIN AND HOBBES
TME POL\Ct SM TUtlli SEND
SDMEOMt 0«R . UME tJO
r»GV»ED OOT y»4M ML \S

MQBSES.CALMMS

I FtEL k ^ OOM-I v«pe
UWlt WfSlW.- TMt W*.\a GET
w>l Wf*l5 JMtfiE <X)4CK.

By BILL WATTERSON
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD
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curBAcK ciry
ON FlREl lEKKlFlEP,

HE /lANAqes 10
LOCATE 1X6- SECRET
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UNPERQROUHP
NCRVE CE-NTER
WHE»4Ct CriAMC£lLOR/«^AM

i HIS LOVAL CRONIES
WACE A NE\/El? ENlI>lMQ

BrtTTLf AQAINST THE
FORCES or eiviuf

QUIET^
You LiniE I

Fool I u^ i

BLOCKS LIKE THE WOl?K

I OF TXAT ARCH-FIENP
\ CHAMCELLOK Jt\k\^^.\

HELP.'
CHIfr- Foor4t> UP THE
OSUAL SUSPECTS.

RiQi^r BOSS' rne
KEfUStrCAK) CtoB
CAN take: TME
FALL roR THIS.
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pE.srRorep in
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SHACK - /*10f?e

I IKE A TEEPEEy
ACTUALLY..
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TAUtUt (ApfH 20-Mav 20) vou

are Oeepiy offectonate. foitnfu

and inciirwa to be teaious

rt^ecogrwe trot owners tvtn not

wont as much too»Wwrrie« as

you do Bemg too possa«(v« couio

ieopard«e a farrtsTQ retttons^c

Bock oft

OIMINI ;iVta¥ 21-June 20, Ter*-

iKXi auiofves when you toe© the

trutn atxxit someone A clear.

Dfeaif may be Dest Dottgf>ttu'

triwxis give you o al»T^>se ot wtxat

nfe » recNiv otxjut Be ooen to new
©xpefieoces

CANCII (June 21-Juiv 27,

Romontc t»es started now may be

diftci^ to put out Do not let a >oe

opportunity pass vou by Discptin-

ed work w* leoo to both emotiorxji

and financial rewords Meet

deadlines on time

UO (July 23-Aug 22) A restless

streak could cause confusion arid

disenctxjntment within o relaton-

%t%> A promising oilKjrice connes to

a starvastm issuing ultimatums win

only make things worse Let others

feel free to come and go
VIMO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Tie up

kx>se ends early toddy so you can

concentrate on on exciting

business venti/e Vou are in line for

special consideration at work A

fxomotion or raise is possible

UMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Vou

coukd receive exceptionally good
tirxirxridi news soon Looi< for if

Move ahead with an idea to con

vert a hobby into a business Con-

sult marketing experts before mak-

ing and final decisions

SCOIPIO (Oct 23-Nov 2t)

Donate items you no longer neea

to use and you wi receive ds mucf
pleasure <» you g^e Vou M'
yo«xseif an mpotHtte tat* wnen

vou try io ctxxMe betii»een twc

suitors overrnght

SAOmAMM (Nov 2? :«c 21)
'•

« fw ic ask others for advice or

tinonco matters ou» omv lete-

mined effort on your par' wi- ^\ji<

ttVigs around tor you Bui»3 iO^>r>g

fo' investment ixirposes ''c'do'v-

bu..^H

CAMtlCOSN (Dk 72 .

Assert yourself arxS you w# win

Kang-overdue benefits *'ou rnoy

even get a raise or r«w positiorv

vour reputation grows attracting

wider public recognition

AttUAMUS .Jon 20-f'ec 18) A

powertu' romantic rekjtonsriip wii

survive rx3 matter what you do row
Orce you make a busir>ess deci

son stk;k to your guns Trovei is best

postporied (Jemam cksse to home
base

nSCit ':Feb 19-March 20) In

dicotions ot what you coulo

become ore stmuteiting Vou rnar

shal your energies to tockie wor*

projects tixjt will bring you p'estige

as well OS cosh Ottiers are eager to

see you in action

AMIS (March 21-April W) Busmesi

tx3s its ups and dowrw but continues

to prove rewarding fotow your

own instlrcts no matter wtvat ottiers

suggest A good evening f.

socialize with old friends Stroll dowr.

Memory Lone

LUNCH
Dell ham on rye
Broccoli and cauhllowei
casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato, egg. cress sandwich
Broccoli and caulillower
cassero!''

DINNER

CavateUi Supreme
Fried clam strips

BASICS DINNER

Garden medley casserole
Fried oJam strips
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NAME SOUNDS
oTTLi pmcii

r . y /jjij.v:

WASHINGTON 399

AIWA'
CTX 3600 299

XR6150
nsuilad 259

^ SAMYO
ffu"" *1 59

.USTOMI
CAR(o

SOUND
141* DAMON ROAO
NORTHAMPTON

RENT/^NRECK

N«w A Us«d Cars
True** A Van* AI»o A«a««t>i*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
IN. 63 No. Amtterti

549RENT

ISB^3^
New York
Stories
H*M ow«r!

yo«-Thur» 7:30 1 thow only

FrI-Sun 7 A 9:20

S2.S0 w/»lud«nt ID

A/\.MTV ST. 753-5426

AP photo

FLYIN' FIDO - Three-year-old Pawcolo snatches a Hying disk as the dog sails over owner

Manny Rodruguez at New Mexico State University in Las Cruces, N.M. recently.

AT THE BUUEWALL COFFEE HOUSE ...

WE'VE GOT FROZEN YOGURT THAT

COULD EVEN TICKLE A HIPPO PINK!

;
/

/IRTC/iKVED/ ^ X^ CLASS RINGS

0)f0<^

y
V.

OfftSAVBw^
S^ef

L
iir

IT'S LOW IN CALORIES AND COMES
IN A VARIETY OF FUN FLAVORS ...

VnCjOfd. the ven finest

in tiiiltm' rinip*. i!> nffipnng

fXtraNavintis Ortkrnow

i»pi t<ir Vuuusi ik-iivei^ and

\imtan>axfupt<>S"Siin

anAnC.ar\td««)lilrini4

\nd v^tiat makfs this a injl\

vj)kkn opportunitN is that

\(iud()ntha\etopa\ for

\iiur ring until It arnvfs in

August! K\ir> \rt(;aned

rini; is e\penl\ tratted and

backed hv .i Full Lifetime

VlarrantN Stop bvut find the

^t\k that >perteii for \ou

rheQiitility

We Craftstmimhif)

Jlje Remird )<ui Desenv

//

:\

>*>

••^i

Blue
Wall
Coffee
House

HOURS: Mon-Thurs:

Friday;

Saturday;

Sunday;

11:30 am-12 mid.

11:30 am-6:00 pm
Closed

3:00 pm-12 mid

^t^^
/HJGVSt

Located on the Concourse level of the

Comput Center

QnmVERSITY
§mSTORE^

May 1-May 3 9:30-3:30
Deposit Required

«al>J ..nil Jwrtftfl J*m i •fiiUII i^""

H \tn .r-.,l » .JM H.nii
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Softball
rontinued from page IS

ed the lead for keeps. Wanner led the frame with a single,

then moved to third on a single from Deb Schilling.

Vaillencourt scored them both with a double, then cross-

ed the plate herself on a single from Jen Miller.

As UMass ran up its six run total, Temple kept pace,

scoring single runs in the fifth and sixth and rallying for

a pair more in the seventh.

Club Sports
The University of Massachusetts rugby team split

a pair of games with Williams College this past

weekend. The varsity A team beat the Ephmen by four

points, 28 24. The B team, however, lost by two trys.

Last week, the Minutemen dropped a pair of games

to Amherst College. The A team lost 23 9, and the B

team fell 13 0.

Correction
There were two factural errors in yesterday's story on

the UMass crew teams [page 14). For the record:

There were three undefeated teams going into the

weekend's races (not two), two of the three did lose but

the third, the women's varsity eight, won on Saturday and

Sunday. And, the jayvee women won their race, beating

Mt. Holyoke

CLASSIFIEDS
ACCS

trt ANE LOOKING F0« TALBIT -

ALL KINDS

Singars. clowns, bandft, dancan. OJ't
-
- "-- mo»«

COTTAGE AVAILABLC M
CAPE coo

RENT COTTAGE IN FALMOUTH
»«IOHTS up to 3 IwnalM tor onty (2500
from Mamofni Day to Labor Day Gal
S0e-7I»1367

VyeM'iw em 9m tan

AcnvmES

aMafa-ai««pna«rto>May 11 andiaal
oaRiMHarbahwiamada CoraadVwSU
am map M6-aoM

mu
viaaan and conwaxion

•I apm « RM 301 m

>TOiMHTL
•15CC at Tpm Igrm RSO'a paMiowng lor

SATF

(OrCMM>TVaM)0«.«MM<e
•Hand mamonal l>aa ptanbng at 6r«Mi
HouM 1 00pm Sal. May 6

UPC MitTNin TOOAV 6 30pm Ear

itBom Spnng Concart « (ual around tfw

eoraar* Ma naad yau<

•••••*•••••• ••••••aaa

WNAT M VEOKTAMANMHItn
By nutnauonm Karan McVo^

aMWkaliap U» 4 730pm
CuiiMiiowaam Rm lEartMooda)

MKAomo ran EunoM THIS suimcw
(or wty lima)'' Ftnc out how you can
' Jat mara anyima tor no fflOf* titan 1160
* Jat bacti anyoma tor no mora than flOO
Jai Ihara May 23 tar luat WO
Jal Wiara May 23 and bad! anyama Mtora

Iha and ol Juna lor luat (34*
• Jat mata May » and bac* anyntita al

aumma* lor |ual %iW"

lttw« aa«taalionir> Thara muat tm aoma
ealcn. ngnt? wrong' THara* nof*> To

younrn about now wa do «. go oat
Cona«iinar napotw Tra«at LaMar. Juna
1906, pp 20-30 Irom tha kbrary or cal ut

any aaaliday lO anv4 pm ai 212 004^2000

or wme AmHITCH. 2001 Broadway . Suaa
1«MNa. NV. NY lOOM

ATTENTION: MX UMASS STUDENTS

SUnCMPflbM to TME COLLEGIAN
waavaMsia Kaap your trwndi and parar<is

mtormad about wtial • gomg on at UMaaa
Wa can tand « almoal anywhara For mora
ntormanon coma down to Room 11 3 Cam
pua Cwiiar or cm 040-3800

ATTBinON SCICNCS HAJONS

N^ nC CALCULATOR tSOM ragutarly

170 00 cm Rata at S4ft«400

JVC Rx-1 Amm coimotER cot»-

TROLLEO racamar with lamota Nikko

NO 550 caaaat dack manarwork ipaakars

$250 BO Contact Malt S40-1043

1 pMrELECTROVOCC 1S12ER4WMPro-
la!m«m Loud Spaman MOO A 1 ASHLEY
500 W«t MOSflT Powar Ampmar tOOO

Both in axcallanl condHion. graat tor

BANDS or OJ't CALL Malt al 323-7801

AUTO FOR SALE

1000 RENAULT ENCORE 31K mi no sm
IromTaxastiaSOorBO Ej«ea8ant cond

caN 256-6024

IMC DELTA M OLDSMOBILE Mly
equipt A/C new li'es looks nrxS runs like

new $650 or BO 549 4430

TAKE OVER OUR LEAM m Seulhwood
lewntouaa atartmg Ori Cm 2SMM2
Laa«a maaaaoa

ORCAT DEAL: 4 bedroom apanmam. t by
0/1 w« Mcura It lor Itf 2 rooma avariaWa

2&3-U16

1066 BUICK LESABRE HUGEI
340cumV8. 4-door, autotrans. good shape

$900/BO Call Mike 11am 10 11pm
546-4905

71 VOlKS sua Engma in akcallant con^

dition Very litHe rust, max need brake ad-

lustment No heal Has a tot ol heart $900

802-2575829

07 PONTIAC BUNMRO AM/FM Stereo

automatic transmlssior power staanng ac

4600 BO 4drsdn 549-5835

I NICE, new houaa Fm

irom bua n to mm Irom UMaaa PaOiam
K42ftn0 phia uW 2S3-7215

SOUTHWOOO TOWNHOUSE TAKE
OVER our iaM«auna • tree cm Wa
2s»mio

WAlfIrfNOT TOO LATtI t bdnn
Southwood Avail «1 hurry* 2S3-2300

MARTNA-S VMCVARO - Edg lililir
tootling tor roommataa pral gKts low rani

- cm anytime 546m70

MNMKR SUBLET/FALL OrnbNTtmm
M a Squaa Vig Townahouaa cm 000-2420

UMRTIOUB taWOOO APT AVL 6/1 2

bedroom MS ehaap you can 1 altord not to

cm' Mark 256-4021

LEASE 0/1 AM CROBB 1 W «B uM am
Sue25»«749

1979 RABBIT TlSti HWV MLS good

MichoHin tires new battery struts disk brakes

exhaust muffler and front fenders am tm

stereo great engirw extremely well matnlain-

ed by ex-loyota owner $1450 bo contact

Matt 546-1043

1979 TOYOTA TOROLLA excellent condi-

ttons lour speed $950 00 call 256-6024

19«1 SUBARU HATCHBACK. 4WD. 4

speed S T cracked wmdshieW. $1500/8 O
1 774 6?39

1982 HONDA PRELUDE. 5-speed AM FM
Cass pwr moonrf. well maintained, runs

great' $1750/BO Martin 5-3506 283-7419

FORD FAIRMONT 1979 Runs good Good

tires $700 Call Joan 546-6063

86 CHEVETTE GOOD CONDITION must

sell 1 700 BO 549 5835 Blue Radio (AM FM)

1975 MERCEDES Z80 fully equipt must sell

cheap call 323-4256

l^goa^OVOtiTTERCEL HATCHBACK,
automatic, many new parts $1800 or B O
584-5135 eves

ROOM AVAUtSLE MAY OM
oand*anod bus roma pod doaa to campus
2S»«960 266^270

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOO LEASE
1 bdrm. t'.jbalha Townhouaa-styte w4h
tkdmg glasa door oM kactian 2S»4>550
kaapirymg 406 plua

ROOM M OMAU. HOUSE 81 90 pm km uM
houaa lurmahad Ouaon lua bad outa«la

PuWIon on bua roula daan prwala Marc or

Karen 54»«61

AMmr PLACE AVA«>aLE S9T. 1 LOOti

mg tor 3 retiaMe non-smotiara M rant 3
bdrm condo lOmo toaaa tor into cm
549-1379

SWM ViLUUX 4 BEDROOM APT fur

•ummar wm Ml oton Cm 256-1912

•LARGE i HMOOM TOWNEMOUSE.-
Kachan. baih. ale

Summer sublat Juna 1 to Sopi 1

Ona to lour poopia
Ptaaaacalinwnadwlaly Slava 546-5300'

Stuart 0-701^ UNya maaaa
f
ja

^ _ J

SOUTHWOOO 2 BEDROOM
TOWmHOUSEavaaaMa6/1 Cal253<]0«3
Leave message

HOUSE 3 BORM SUMMER SUBLEASE^
fa* oplK>n Partially turmahad t mt to cant-

pua Cm54»«t2g

HELP. 2 BDRM APARTMENT in

Southwoodavaitmie 6/1 256-1167 Calany

HUGE ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR Pirflors

Pond avail Juna itt Alao avaiaMa 2

rooms for Sapl Cm 54940SO

SOUTHWOOO TOWNHOUSE. avaNaWa
6/1. 2 bdrm l"i balt» 256-8701

BRANDYWME APT AVAILABLE June 1«
Take our toaae* Call 549^)957

THREF FEMALES" LOOKING FOR
BOARDER 10 rant amgto room on Mam Si

for I semester next fall Near town, on bus

route $165 plus utiMiaa Call 253-2347

Keep trying

BRANDVWINE t BDRM. Take ovat our

lease 6/1 Sunset view Call Knstin or

Michelle 549-5669

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE m Brandywtna

Juna 1st 549-0951

PAROE TWO BEDROOM Condo two or

three people fully equiped kitchen, laundry

lacilities Call 253-2923

PUFFTON^VILiJkOE DOUBLE ROOM
lease availalbe June 1 Close to bus and

laundry $285/month Includes gas, heat,

and hot water Call 549-0840

FOR SALE

1 WV^'TKJKET TO SEATTLE (5/20) NW
Airlines $150 B/O (over$200 value!) Call

Caroline 538-3178

WATER BED (OUEEN) headboard frame

heater and pump $100 549-0128

STEREO JVC L-AIO TURNTABLE $75

Akai AAR22 receiver $125 OnKyo TA-2027

tape deck $125 Genesis 1 loud speakers

$175 or all lor $400 549-0128

NEON SIGNS, bar mirrors, video games

etc Call 549-7423 John/Message

•79 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK good

condition Must sell $600 Price negotiable

Call Susie 253-5534

MU8T8EEII
Luxurious 4 piece contemporary unit In-

cludes sofaw/bed, tove seat, plus 2 mar-

ching tables asking $900 or best offer

Adam or Jeff 549-8239

ALL EXCELLENT CONDITION 3 seat

couch $50 big easy chair rocker $50 twin

size bed $60 Call Susan 549-5990

BOXES MM MOVtNO. SNIPPING

.

STORAGE rt shapaa and atios alao UPS
Shippng wdh raMa chaapar Oian mariboaaa
etc ISRwbOOOSi Amharst 253^3436

10 SPEED 20 n
Good sh^M $100 S4O4047

CNCVY ASTRO 00 » wd auMWI I

OSK 0000 549421S

10B1 PLYMOUTN RELIANT - K WAGON.
oaoalarM cor»d»on, standard. 62.000 miaa
$1905 5064416

BEDROOM FURMrruRE AND LARGE
COUCH. For mora into cm Tammy at

54»-4024 (Laaaa maaaage)

m TItornpaon 104 on 4/20
CmP«*«372

HELP WANTED

PUFFERBELLICS CAPE COSW
MgM duB « ow hmng tor Via 00 iaason tor

an(m»4»<x)ao

GROUNDS WORKERS: Pino OroM Om
course can 584-4570 lor intarviaw

WORK FOR ORONPEACE ACnON help

praaarva andangarad apacias. raduca loa-

!c waalaa and atop tha arma race Salary.

banaOli. irai^ and advanoamant FUi^art-
fima 2 10pm CaM 296-1430 Bi« /Shannon
Apply now tor ttta suriHnar'

UVMG IN BOBTON TMB

WE NEED VOU TO SHARE Our two
bedroom apartment with us Cal Charlana
54fr«427 or Ingar at 5464397

LOST

LOST PRESCRtPTKW SUNGLABBIt

«

Dickinson ladies room it lourvl. plaaaa cMI
6654200

WHOEVER STOLE MY BROWN I

JACKET Friday 4/21 from maridaMa MHC,
return it I know nvfio you ara Blua and wImM
oxford sound familiar'' No quasttons
546-6603 Info ifiprecialed

LOST ORGANK: CHEM BOOK4/10 at

GRC Call Yolanda 549^1925

MOTORCYCLE

iOOO HONDA CXMO CMMn rurtsaxoillant

firsi SSOO takas M Mtdtaal 504-4709

MOVING?

OUESfiOHS^ ABOUT YOUR
LEASE/SECURITY deposit deductions''

Questions about subletting/assigning

leases'' Questions about the conditions ol

your new house or apartmenf Contact the

Legal Services Center, 922Campus Center,

545^995

NORTHWOOO APARTMENTS

WHILE THEY LAST: ? or 3 bdr apartments
for rent Sign up no*i for Itv? Fall and receive

the month of August Freal Can 665-3856 lor

more details.

PERSONALS

HAPPY BDAY JANET party it up" I L

Christine

JAY PIROG Dude thanks lor getting up with

me. makir>g me hjnch and dealing with me
I appreciate il and I love you but don't tell

anyone Better Happy anniversary Kathy

HAPPY 21 BIRTHDAY PORTERI Are you
ready for your second set ol breakdarKin
lessons'' Live it up love ya Dee-Oee

to tHE PERSON WHO FOUND my letter

on 4/1 7 and mailed it to ttie stitchery I wouki
like to thank you please call Elizatielh

5-3808

HAPPY 21 al BIRTHDAY JEFF have an
absolut-ly graat day* Thanks for the best 2
years I've ever had Love Lisa

TO WHO DARES SPEAK MY HEART 1

cw'IMliirmlaugrMngorachad You dare

ttMa. so WIN you spam tor your haarf Juat

•noOiar apullarmg eodliah

S WATERS W SONRV

niOM TNE SLONO. Mua«yad romamc
Mora into. I'm an adventurous, paasionaia
daaply-c^wg aducauon maior Irom SouOi
Yarmouth who d Iowa to draas up. have a

nca dmnar wan you and taOH H you ra

sanoualy iniaraalsd. plaaaa laava a noM on
any buOaim board in Brad HwNa Thanks
tor raapor<dmg

ITAHT FOR TEACHER TRAINING
worttahop at /kmrtarsi cmaga Errands
word proeaasirtg. aK Dnvar * kcanaa.
lalaiancaa raquwad Ful hma. July 10-20.

Panama aailwr m summer Cm Prplaaior
BMtWhaim. 546-3007 or 263-9402

* TALKM- BOUT A REVOLUTION '

Activ«a and studams'
'Educate and cartipaign tor Sana/Fiaafa.*
•tha BldSit and largaat cilaan s tobby tor'
' diaarmamarM. no aid to El Salvador. '

'South AInca sancMna Work tor a lusl'

world m a jual worli arwironfiMrM
' AmrmaBva AcMn. Paid vaca. haa«h '

' c«e. travel ttOO-SOOtaik 290-1415 '

OUMMCR JOB OPfCWTUMrTY: Pammy
company wants alutfants 10 work mi Norin
Andovor and Andovor WM lr«n CAa Ra|
549-4096

ATTN : GRAOUATWO I

JORB welcome, idaal tor buaaiaaa/aoon
aba avaaabto w/sacunuaa Arm dAown
Ba8tontow20's For wtarvww aand laauma
toSASAaaoc 477 Beacon St «6, Boaton
MA d0211S or cm 617 360-2004

BARTENDERS: Pnnca Orova Gotf Couna
call Shirley 584-4570 lor ititoniiaiiii

BLUE EVfB Bl >«PMM JQA Wa ara m
toy* wad your amda and loca ' now at you
have to do • iMki Lowa. «ia gins wm
highachooi cruahaa

k ON t1 COOUMi - H«py Mp^
m bMfhday have a good one, love Jan

fJudy)

LEE S- Jual waiaad to aay Ni m wa waca
ngfn guys and gwls dant undamiartd ona
aiwthar-tual laantad ba Inands

ILOVi VOU EVAMHappy annwaraary
ThMh you tor the baai I yaar ol my Ma*

Lova you atwaiia. OsBOii

braM wi|> hair again

WNAT DO VOU MnUNTI TlM MMar •
211 Nicai HMpy brrthday* Lova, Sua, Jann
Amy. Mar Cara

EOOC V Sorry but It ein»Mr too lata to Ml
you happy birthday' Happy 27" I lova you"
Your birthday girt

ANN THANKS FOR baaig a graM Mandt
Looking tomard to a great aunwiarr Lo«a
Lara

HEY MARK. JO»m, DUNNV. STEVE.
LORAWE. Csav. KIM. AND everyone

alsa, Ihanka tor tha BBO And tufoon tor

tha sh4M human tridis ad Andtolhagal
who sacrtltoad har baai ihanlrs 1 owe you

ona' John hava a bm m Euruope
PSI

TO TME ONTNISOtflaarolOtot

MOO 4/27) cara to gat together Mr
Cfoaaword (raapond hare)

I AMik (BEAUTIFUL?) BRUSIETTE. I kve

at Amharsi Croasuig. and ohan walk on
mam Straat Am I tha ona? Reply hara

LVN ALiatrrHaMra'graat21N bithdi,

your auch a wMd and craiy chick and a

graai Inand aa wal« Lowa La. KaOy and
NMiey

STjOOE- Thai* you tarm your nalpLH

BUDDY T- 1 guess you ware senoua whan
you s»d you wouU torgst about ma by no*
I (usi want you to know that I miaa you

MKMELLE. GAIL. UNOA- A laugh, a sport.

a boytnarxf Mowdy

to THE CUTE RED HEAD who >s alwsvs

m Educational Psych early Thanks for

passing m my paper on 4/27 iMrayouona
(coOact anytime)

• ••••••••••• • •«••••••••••

SCNIORSf!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTSI!

•JOm THE SEMOR CLASS CAMPAMM'
* Earn $4 SO/hr plus bonuses cming '

other UMaas sanrors
' Apply at the Memorial Hm Baaamarti

'

or call 545-M09
APPLY TODAYII

ROOMMATES WANTED

TWO SINGLES AVAILABLE: in lour

bedroom ftouse. acroaa from townhouse
Looking lor two laaponaiUe females to rent

the two. large smglaa Alao. ona single it

large enough to baa double II dasliad Rant

$200 per month If mlaraslad. ca« Tanta or

Kelly 5494192, leave meaaaga

ONE OR two FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed for Puffton Apt ASAP' Call

5464206

1-aORM M 3-BDRM PUFFTON APT.

avaHabto June 1st Nonemoking Call

54»074e

WANTED: 2 lamalaa or males nonsmokers

to share a 2 bedroom apt in Brandywine tor

next year Cal Bab 549-5922 or Jeff

546-7442

NON-SMOKER FEMALE NEEDED lor 3

bedroom apt on Main St $1 75/mo can Juhe

6-9086

PUFtON TWO MALES WANTED lor dou
ble room availabie 6/1 $150 each includes

heat 5494011

TWO San-OUKT MON MMMM MM
wonwn todung tar two smgM rooma in cod
houaa pretermir in AMhersi tor Fal plaaaa

cm Knstin 640-9614 toave maaiags

TWO FEMALES TO SHARE M Brandywine

apartment call 549-6503

SINGLE AVAILABLE • Bunertield Terrace

30 seconds to campus Two lull baths,

washer, dryer 5494981/5494166

WANTED: one lemale, nonsmoker for

lownehouse Brandywine apt Call Marianne

at 546-8055 leave message

EDITOR: CHANGE THATB* average to an

A' Eliminate grammatical errors and
strengthen your papers $1 00 per page
Mail service or delivery available 585-0186

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BDRM Start 6/1

W/Option to lease near bus stop $440 call

256-8987

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
wasfier. dryer, woodstove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 minute walk to UMass call

253-0707 $195/monlh

TMNEE GUVS LOOIUMO TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL Of 09 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 64O4406 or 6404400

UIMMMtlCS. worked Sunday 200 Buy

you a baar7 cm 54»i000 Oaorga

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAMO CARDS

LOOKMC FOR MOH ENERGY collage

sludanta to work m tree term hot an^

trapreneurial almoyhara SUNS-LASH
FAMOUS BRAND (fAROS neada satoa t
delivery poopto to deliver hot new greeting

c«ds promotena to tocal sMraa (aawaral lar-

ntonaa avaaaMa) Baaa slaary and oomm*-
sions, earn up to 60Kplus/yr
t 800 Its 6007.
1-4l3-63»«0Si

fiuvE
••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••

•BKXjOOV MAJOR LOOKMG POR TWO-
sludarNa to accompany on mp into '

'CoaU Racan Ramtoraat tor Oiroe 1

IN June coal m tOOO Contact
6404764RaM^J

ROOM AVA&AaLf JUNE. Fa« opbon
SJSOpartluiMiltad Ctaaatocampua.lown
250-1907

BHUnOMIromf
on dMOunlad schadulad airlmaa to Europe
Irom Boaam cm (000) S6-2K3

COULD IT BE ANY CMUMM t Or

|l4?50aachMio tor amglaa' Cm enmad
Card 2541735

fV»BM. TAPE TRANSCiW^nOH. NM.
MlMMi 26>WOR0

ISUaLETBII
2 or 3 fdiooma
from tha Pub Rant nagoiiaWa cm
2634117

APAWniiNfNEXT to KMKOS COPIES
. a aisKi tor luWasmg and of May Can
Rchor Andy 29040et

COTTAGE M CAM MO AVAIABLE -
FdwMu»>Wa^y<ls.terK>to3tsmdai From
Mamonal Day to Labor Day tor onty (3600
Cal 500 7061367

RWOWSSIONAL TYPING. AccufOey

guaiartlaad Qtona. 3234140

PAST. liiXPENBRfE TYPJNO. Cal Mary
at 6404729

WOROSMtN" professional typing

Ftesumea. papers and more Laaarpnntmg
with ipaachecu 263-4604

CAS«S.PAPeWt. TMW*. on campMI . #-
lOftliMs. y#niBi*' fVWWBd,
504-7024 Nancy

modem, co/y 500-2307 FaO ophon pats*

TAKE OVM LIAM JUNE 1 1 bdnn. apt

cmtorintoOS»4740

SUHMBI SUBLET

MAHTMA^ viMEYANO
Stoapaaiii.,2 batfirooms wawrvwai Cm

BRANOVbM 1 BORM APT. Fuly fumah-

ad AC Sunad vww Ca« Knsfm <i I9 SOOO

riEORObM. i STORY APT m Mi^
Green i«ils Ouiat on bua roiM Rant

UPTOWN HOUSE

1 nMALES NEEDED: Great tocat«n ngnt

uptown to Share large bedroom 2nd Roor

houaa low rant Don't mNa IMtf Cm 8a««

64B4724

T0SUBLET2I
Ha m house oepoaoa
640-7407/540-7470

I SUBLET WITN PAU OmON
Sundartand-Lamam Ct apIs 2 bedroom
S400/mn nght on bus (OuW cm avannga
066-4729

LOOtUNOPOR TO
bedroom ipartmanl m Pirfhon ViNaga tor

the summer cm Joe aRer 0pm 5444794

NEED A ROOM POR THE SUMMNT cm
5444290

SOUTHWdoO i BCDROOM
TOWNtlOUSE start 6/1 cm 2541 107

TAKE OVER LEASE STARTING MavJO
one bedroom in house f'jmiles from

UMaaa alwnwMlios 220 ptos utiMiesM op-

tion 549-7226

SUMMER SUBLirr PUFFTON VILLAGE
vary reaaonaWe rent 5494291

.___rsuaLET ONE ROOM n a houaa.

150/month Cal Sawna 2644241

BRANDYWINE 2 BDRM APT - fuly fum
cheap' Call 649 8190 leave meaaage

2 IMNGLE ROOMS IN HOUSE great toca

lion close to campus well maintained

good attnoaphere washer 8 dryer, hard-

wood Boors cal Onsty or Laune 549-4793

BRANDYWINE. FULLY FURMaHED 2

bdrm api best offer takas it' 5494145

TWO BEDROOM APT m MAM ST. Cm
2564743

SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE APT. Fully

turn faang pond call Sua 5444392 or Man
5447102

ROOM IN 2~B0RM APT. Pod tomato

220/mo neg 549-0608

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. Partially furnished

and has cable and air conditioning

Reasonable rates 549-0025

SUMMER SUBLEt OUR BRANDYWINE
APT can 549-7738 rent negotiable

ORJEAT LOCATION SUMMER SUBLET 2

bedroom apt in house 546-6063 or

546-7165

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE for Bran

dywine apt call 549-6503 Pam or Cathi

AMfTY PLACE CONDO one room avaHabto

330/mo Wash/dryer Non smoker
549 9916

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amherst Possible fall option Willing to

make a deal' Call Joe 256-0543

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER.
Beautiful house In North Amherst $1 75/mo

up to three rooms may be open for Fall

548-9916

LRU

VMtEYARO HAVEN

WORK ON PARAMBE - mar
'8 Viwaywd We ara three ton UMan

„lanM who need or>e more hounmaw to

kva M aur ranted house, from June t unM
Labor Day Located approaimataiy one mle

as a super area, and an
plaoe to spertd the summer Ttie

..^.. , liooo. hm due up from cm
Chrome 6447007. Sue 6447003 or Wen
dy m 5042406, 646-3500 Ptoasi tamn* a
mesaage if we're noi m

WANTED

LOOKMQ~tO PURCHASE two ticketo to

Cats' Any nights n svsilat>to, cm
504-3456 or 546-4109

FEMALE ORAD SEEKING SUMMER
SUBLET, Pumon/neartoy apartment only

253-9672

UPRNIMT PIANO M vary poor
642-3470

TAKE OVER HV LEASE badroom
Brafiywina apl. •mMHa on Juna l« cm
64M1S7

WANTED FOR FALL OPTKM

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMass
Campus or on bus route Pleaae call Jac-

qualna 6445050

WANTIOTOMMT

J REWARD to take over a I

tor a 2or3 badroom apartmartt m Pufhon
Vilaga plaaaa cm 5404247 or 263-3060

ELDERLY (OS COUPLE kMkmg tor piece

for month of Jufy 549-1178

REWARD FOR ONE BEDROOMapWimenI
with pets altowed, $350-400. starting June
or July Call Maureen (617)643)7939

eveninga

WANT TO RENT > BBMOOM APT,
protoraMy in houaa new campus/kMin. Cm
2540179

$100 REWARD
Students aaek to lae over your leeaa m June
or September for your four-live badroom
houaa pleaae call Dan 5448457 or Mitch

5449000

TWO FUN, SEM-QUIET NONSMOKING
WOMEN kxiking for two single rooms m
cod houaa/apl for fall preferable m Amherst

Please help us out call 546-9514 ask for

Kristin or leave message Thanks'

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a ptaoe to

live on the Cape this summer Cal Kelly

54&4819

WE WANT YOU

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE for a2^edroom
apartment wall to wall carpet, air cor>d heat

included dishwasher garbage disposal

washer & dryer downstairs on bus route,

bus stop in Ironi ol apartment Only $165 00
per month per person What are you waiting

for'' Call 25&1185 and gel out of the

dorms!!'

RENT FOR SUMMER A graat 4 bdrm apt

directly on bus route Very reasonabto pnca

Call soon' 5464665

PUFFTON ONE BDRM, some furn. rent

negol Call 549-7762 Soon
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SPORTS
oftball splits a pair with Temple

Owls snap UMass'
11 game winning streak
R.. QAM "511 VP'RSTIi'rN

ColWcian photo by David Hiiimlugwriri

UMass' Holly Aprile (above) was as hot on the mound as

at the plate, registering her 14th win this past weekend.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

This team has not had the luxury of looking past

anything, not the next game, inning, or pitch Anything

Meanwhile, the University of Massachusetts softball team

<23 15i has played itself into position to bully through the

Atlantic 10 tournament a couple of weeks down the road,

and dare we say. earn a bid to the NCAA's?
Ask catcher Cherie DellAnno, who put it succinctly, "wt-

want to get back."

The Minutewomen stand this morning at 23- 15, and in

second place in the A-10 with a record of 8-2 following a

Sunday split at Temple. UMass dropped the Owls 6-5 in

the opener to extend their winning streak to 11 games,

then lo.st the second game of the day 2-1.

After standing in a slight drizzle through two innings

on Saturday, a planned doubleheader with St. Joeseph's

was scrapped. The Minutewomen then came out a bit rus

ty against the Owls the next day. according to coach

Elaine Sortino.

"It took U8 a while to get going. . . it showed up mostly

in our defensive execution We were not sharp," she said.

Be it fatigue, the team's adopted flu bug, nerves, rust

or whatever. UMass carried a 10 lead in the final inning

of the second game before giving the win away With one

out. Temple's Lauren Walko singled l.^fty Deb Swantek
ripped a triple to right field, tying the score.

The next batter put the ball in play to third base, where

Chris Collins sc(M>ptd it up and threw the ball acn^s the

diamond to teammate Jen Vaillencourt at first base.

Swantek scored the game winning run as the bail was in

flight

"As soon she (CollinsI threw the ball, the kid broke

home." described Sortino

Holly Aprile threw the opener for UMass. improving to

14-8. Temple had jumped out to a 1-0 lead in the bottom

of the first off Aprile. sandwiching a pair of singles around

a sacrifice bunt. But in the top of the second. UMase seir-

•vntttutd on pagt IS

Softball
to host
Vermont
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

This afternoon's planned
doubleheader with the University of

Vermont (Totman, 3 p.m.) finds the

University of Massachu-setts softball

team entering the last lap of its home
schedule. Following today's pair,

Adelphi's visit a week from now will

close out the regular season.

The Atlantic 10 tournament follows,

assuming that UMass will still be stan

ding at that point as one of the top four

teams in the league Since it's current

ly 8-2 in the league, a tourney berth is

a pretty good brt.

The bigger prize is an at-large bid to

the NCAA tournament. UMass is peak-

ing at the right time, heading into to^

day's games as winners of 11 of their

last 12 But to see the light of NCAA
play, things are going to have to break

thier way through the final two weeks

of the season.

The first step, of course, is to win. To
day, this week, am! thereafter ("we can't

lose to them" said coach Elaine Sortino*

The Lady Catamounts bring a 16-14

record to Amherst, having most recent

ly split a doubleheader with the Univer

sity of Maine on Sunday.

Vaccinate not evacuate: men's tennis will

travel to CCSU despite measles ^outbreak*
By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspondent

Measles anyone? Instead of tennis, this may be what

the University ofMassachusetts men's tennis team will

be asking when it walks onto the courts today to face

Central Connecticut State University. Apparently

there has been a recent outbreak of the measles on the

CCSU campus.
"All of our tennis players and all of our athletes have

been vaccinated." said Brad Bower, assistant athletic

director at CCSU.
According to Bower, as a precaution, "the only spor-

ting event to be cancelled was a softball double-header,

this past Saturday. (But), there have been indoor

cultural events that have been cancelled as a result

of the outbreak."

UMass coach Manny Roberts said measles are not

be the factor. "We will be heading down to Connecticut

today, weather permitting. The doctors and trainers

have done their check ups and all players have their

immunizations."

The 'outbreak* is not as big as it may seem, but it

is serious and CCSU is taking precautions to prevent

it from spreading.

"UMass is ready to come down and play. As for the

measles, it won't come into it." said Bower.

UMass will travel to the Blue Devil's home turf for

today's 3 p.m. match.

The Minutemen's record thus far is five wins and

three losses.

Gorillas can't forget their a,*B,C*s
Lesson No. 17 in sports: never look past an opponent.

With those machines from Syracuse on the horizon, that

is the talk of the University of Massachusetts lacrosse

world. How good is Syracuse? Can we beat Syracuse?

Syracuse, Syracuse, Syracuse.

But the Gorillas can't afford to make any early prepara-

tions for Saturday, because Boston College comes to town

this afternoon for a 3 p.m. clash at the Hill. It would be

easy to overlook the Eagles, but the sixth-ranked Gorillas

can ill-afford to jump the gun on the weekend.

UM coach Dick Garber has assured that his team's sole

focus today will be on the Beagles, victims of an 18-4

bludgeoning last year down in Flutieville. But this is a

different BC team.

"This is the best BC team in quite a while," Garber .said.

"But we have too much firepower for them."

At 5-7, BC has at least one gun in senior attack Bryan

Stenberg, who has an eye-catching 43 goals and 1 1 assists.

Junior Jim Bleakley, senior Chris Pascale and freshman

Mark Gaffney are others to watch. Sophomore Mike

Holland will be in net.

One side note is that the Birds haven't played before

a raucous UMass crowd since 1985. Rain forced 1987's

scheduled Amher.st visit to be switched to EC's AstroCon-

crete field.

Gorilla Grumblings: There was a little jockeying in

this week's USILA poll. Maryland dropped to .seventh with

a loss moving North Carolina and Adelphi up a spot to

fourth and fifth. Hopkins beat Navy, 7-5 to hold the top

spot, and the Orange people ignored national power Penn

— get this - 22-1 (yikes) to solidify number two. Loyola,

at a weak-sistered 8-0 is third. „„ ^^ a dlt—JIM CLAKIv

Collegian photo by Oavld Hi||««hi|{uchi

Junior attack Rob Codignotto

Baseball goes
Bear hunting
Minutemen travel to

Maine for doubleheader
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team may be

out of the playoffs but it still wants to play the rest of its

games with as much effort as it normally would.

After getting swept by the Owls of Temple University

this past weekend, post-season hopes were dashed, but the

remaining nine games for the Minutemen will be played

in an effort to earn some respectability and end the year

on a high note.

UMass will be travelling into Black Bear territory to-

day in a doubleheader against the University of Maine.

This is provided, of course, that it does not get rained out.

Maine Sports Information Director Leonard Harlow said

that the weather forecast was for rain all day but that

the decision to play would be made by 7 a.m. today.

If the Minutemen do play, it will be against a team that

has already locked up the ECAC championship with a 12-0

conference record and a 27-21 record overall. The Bears

are led by a pair of hard hitting outfielders in freshman

Mark Sweeney (.379, 6 home runs and 36 runs batted in)

and senior Don Hutchinson (.378, 31 RBIs) along with

some excellent young pitching.

If UMass is to stand a chance, there are a number of

things that must improve. One that has been gnawing at

coach Mike Stone's mind has been hitting in the clutch.

Over the weekend the Minutemen left 29 men on base

in four games. This may not sound like much but it was
often the case of multiple men, often in scoring position

with one or nobody out. Missed scoring opportunities kill-

ed UMass and wasted some good pitching performances,

namely Paul Ciaglo's five-hitter and Brian Conroy's

one-hitter.

One thing that also must improve is to cut down on the

amount of errors committed, especially in the infield. The
Minutemen had a string of 21 straight games with at least

one error — which, thankfully, was broken during Con-

roy's game la.st Sunday. In 40 games UMa.ss has 98 er

rors as compared to opponents' 60 errors and a subpar .927

fielding percentage. The infield has had no regular starter

at any position other than freshman Glen DiSarcina at

short.

Hopefully for UMasa things will improve soon because

Maine this time of year is a very inhospitable place.

Windy and cloudy to-

day, high 60. Tomor-

row, sunny and plea-

sant, 70s.

The Ma^amusetts Free
^^Press: a political journal

that has gone apolitical.
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Duffey defends research
Refuses to abandon defense projects

CoUvgUn phNi<(i by Jaaen T«liii««

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey addressed

students and faculty in the Cape Cod lounge

yesterday concerning the Defense Department
research controversy on campus.

By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey met with about 150 students,

faculty members, and administrators yesterday in the

Cape Cod Lounge of the Student Union to answer ques-

tions concerning the controversial military-funded

research issue at the University of Massachusetts.

Duffey said the administration and the Research Coun-

cil of the Faculty Senate have reviewed the policy of the

administration regarding military funded research on

campus.
He said the administration remains firm on its commit-

ment to employ Defense Department research as long as

it complies with the policy endorsed in 1972 by the

Research Council.

The policy states the University will enter into a grant

or research project when the purpose, scope, and results

of the research can be fully and freely disclosed.

"I don't negotiate with students (on the research issue)."

Duffey said.

Protesters posed several demands to the administration

last week. Among them was the demand that all Defense

Department research on campus be abandoned.

"Some things are not negotiable with studenU, and the

research policy is one thing," Duffey said, as the clouds

lifted and the first signs of sun appeared after a miserably

rainy day. "We can listen and consult with students, but

we won't accept demands."
"We don't want to end research on campus, but we don't

want it to be tied to the D.O.D.." said Frank Bowrys. one

of the seven protesters who was arrested in Marcus Hall

two weeks ago.

Duffey said a lot of people in the community are con-

cerned about the conversion question. He said he would

suggest to the Research Council ofthe Faculty Senate that

some awards to faculty and graduate students be granted

by the University for research in conversion.

Conversion refers to a change firom military funded

research to more socially responsible subjects like solar

power, «:cording to Terisa Turner a UMass faculty

member in the women's studies and social thought and

political economy departments.

continued on pagt 8

TAs call two-day protest at Whitmore a success
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The halls of the Whitmore Administra-

tion Building yesterday were clogged by

about 120 class sections which were held

held in tl» culmination of a two-day pro

test by teaching assistants opposing heavy

workloads, low wages, and state budget

cuts.

The "teach out," which was held from 8

a.m. to 5 p.m. during scheduled class hours,

forced all classes indoors because of rain,

but organizers said the 200 TAs and hun-

dreds of undergraduates were undaunted

by the conditions.

"We fit everyone in the corridors. There

was plenty of room," said Seth Rothberg,

a TA in the English writing program.

New UMass
croquet club
'wicket' fun
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

When you hear of croquet, what do you think of? Oh yes.

that fine lawn sport played at picnics, barbecues, and the

like. But nay, nay, croquet is indeed quite a serious sport,

and our school even has a team.

The University of Massachusetts croquet club was form-

ed over a "social," one of those classic dinner conversa-

tions at our distinguished dining commons. After reading

a Collegian article on the ground-breaking ceremonies of

the Smith College croquet court, freshmen Jonathan

Wilker, Willie Delker, Mary Muckenthaler and Michael

Beeltje kicked around the idea of forming a team.

"The funny thing was that we wanted to break into cro-

quet, but we didn't know that we could," said Delker.

Wilker's correspondences with Xandra Kayden, vice-

president of the American Croquet Association and

founder of the New England Collegiate Croquet Associa-

tion (NECCA), made the possibility of having a croquet

team a reality.

After getting RSO status and SATF funding, the team

joined NECCA and received a croquet set of mallets,

continued on page 8

Although only 15 percent of the 1,700

graduate student TAs turned out for the

inrotest, philosophy TA Angela Curran said

the demonstration was successful because

many TAs do not have classes scheduled

on Monday and Tuesday.

"We think we could've doubled the

number (of classes held)" if the protest was

continued throughout the week, Curran

said. "We felt there was a lot of goodwill

among staff members."
TA salaries, which average below $6,500

a year, are among the lowest in the Nor-

theast, Rothberg said, ridiculing

Chancellor Joseph Duffey's statement

made during a noon rally on Monday that

TA stipends have risen 103 percent in the

past seven years.

"103 percent of nothing is still nothing,"

he said, adding that the stipends remain

low while the area's cost of living is on the

rise.

Rothberg said the threat of losing 260

discussion class sections next semester

because of budget cuts demonstrates the

need for TAs to form a union to protect

themselves from pay cuts and layoffs.

"The administration now knows we are

not happy with the situation." he said.

"They can't come up with these hair-

brained solutions to problems without con

suiting us first."

The 600 member Graduate Employees

Organization, which largely sponsored the

protest, is part of an ongoing attempt to

unionize the TAs, he said.

The undergraduate students who rallied

behind TAs during the protest

demonstrated the united front existing on

campus against state budget cuts,

Rothberg said.

"TAs and undergrads themselves, they

could do something about this. We can

stand up for ourselves." he said. "Part of

the problem is that the people at the bot-

tom of the pile have to do 90 times the

amount of work (as higher ups) to get

something done."

The TAs continued to collect hundreds of

signatures in three separate petitions

directed toward Chancellor Duffey, the

University of Massachusetts Board of

Regents, and the state legislature, he said,

adding that they will be sent this week, he

said.

CoUcgian photo by jMon Talrrman

Members of the newly-formed croquet club.
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HouKe Speaker Jim Wright of Texas holds a news conference at the Capitol yesterday.

He was reported to have used the Congressional Record to tout a videotape program sold

by the company that employed his wife.
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THE SOUTHWEST CONCERT COMMITTEE is looking for people

interested in helping with SECURITY and other fun and

exciting jobs. There will be a Security Meeting on Tuesday,

May 9, 1 98Q To volunteer your time to an unforgetable day,

call the SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT OFFICE AT 545-0960

and leave your name and number. Operators are standing by

so call now!

THE SOUTHWEST CONCERT IS SUNDAY, MAY M, 1989.
Scheduled to perform are:

CANNED HEAT. THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS, PHISH.
AND THE ATLANTIC CLARION STEEL DRUM BAND
NO ALCOHOL, PETS, BIKES. GLASS OR OPEN CONTAINERS CAMERAS OR
RECORDING DEVICES

FIVE COLLEGE ID REQUIRED FOR ADMISSION

LOCAL
80 commemorate
Holocaust victims

( ollrgian |>bu(<> b> Jiuun Talerauui

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter at yesterday's Yom Hashoah In the Cape
Cod Lounge, the annual commemoration of the Holocaust.

Voting against racism:
Smith responds to racist notes
NORTHAMPTON - Smith College

students began voting yesterday on a set

of five proposals, initiated in response

to racially harassing notes sent to four

female Black students last week.

If passed, they would not be ratified,

but instead would be used as a recom-

mendation to the college's Committee
on Academic Policy, according to Farah
Pandith, president of the college's Stu-

dent Government Association.

With voting scheduled to continue to-

day, the five proposals ask for the im-

mediate expulsion of the notes' writer(s).

the creation of a mandatory class deal-

ing with racism, the creation of man-
datory racial and cultural awareness
workshops, more space in the Mwangi
Cultural Center for the campus' minori-

ty population, and a response from

President Mary Maples Dunn by May
14 informing students of the progress of

the criminal investigation.

"If this recommendation passes, it will

serve as a unified expression of student

support of the needs of the concerned

students." said Brooks Campion, SGA
vice president. "It will not be binding

and it will not be engraved in stone

and it is subject to considerable

negotiation."

Five racially harassing notes have

been passed to students in Chapin

House in the past week, the last note be-

ing passed over the weekend. E. Shelton

Burden, director of Affirmative Action

at the college, said Monday
-LAURA KLIVANS

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Forty-three years after it was written,

Richard O'Brien read a poem by a Terazin

concentration camp prisoner:

"When a new -trial comes, everything

seems strange to him. I What, on the ground
I have to lie? l Black potatoes? No. not I. I

I've got a stain that's dirty. 1 1 look at the

dirt that's here. I I'm supposed to sleep on

It — I'll get all dirty I Here, the sound of
shouting, cries /And there are so many flies.

I Everyone knows flies carry disease.
'

Siomething bit me. wasn't that a bedbug? /

Here in Terazin, life is Hell.

"

O'Brien, provost for the University o€

Massachusetts, spoke at a ceremony com-

memorating the victims of the Holocaust.

About 80 people attended the service,

which was held in the Cape Cod Lounge
yesterday and included speeches, songs and
poetry by University faculty and students.

The event marked the third day of

Holocaust Memorial Week.
Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, director of the

University Hillel Foundation, spoke and
led a mourner's Kaddish (prayer) in ob.ser-

vance of Yom Hashoah, the annual com-

memoration of the Holocaust. Perlmutter

said one-third of all Jews were killed dur-

ing the reign of the Third Reich.

"Hitler destroyed the spiritually

strongest Jewish community — the Jewish

community of Eurc^w," he said. "Because

so many of my people went up in smoke in

the ovens of Hitler's crematorium, because

they never received a proper burial, I'm

here to make a tombstone for them in my
heart."

Each speaker lit one of 13 Yartzheit

candles, which represented the 13 million

people killed by the Nazis. Cindy Spungin,

chairperson of the Holocaust Memorial

Week Planning Committee, said six

million of those victims were Jews.

Homosexuals, Blacks, Jehovah's
Witnesses, political dissidents, and the

mentally and physically disabled represent

the other seven million, she said.

In an emotional baritone. Professor

Julius Lester sang three prayers in honor

of the Holocaust victims. Celeste Krochak,

a University undergraduate, read a poem

she had written for them.

Perlmutter said the Holocaust paved the

way for the bombing of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki.

"Holocaust Memorial Week is a somber

warning that the possibility of another

Holocaust, a nuclear Holocaust —
unimaginable though it may be - must be

taken very seriously."

The week's events include the showing

of Shoah, a six-part documentary, which

will be shown one part each day at 6:30

p.m. in Campus Center, room 903. Today

at 7:30 p.m , author Jennifer Justice will

(fescribe the experiences ofwomen who sur-

vived the Holocaust.

The service was sponsored by Hillel, the

Student Government Association, the

Chancellor's Office, Central Area Govern-

ment, the Office of Human Relations, the

Special Activities Support Fund, the In-

stitute for Advanced Study in the

Humanities, Faculty of Hunuinities and
Fine Arts, the Office of Third World Affairs

and the History, German and An-

thropology departments.

Christine Robinson, a member of the Of-

fice of Third World Affairs, said oppression

still exists despite the events that occurred

less than fifly years ago.

"Oppression is a oarrier (toj love, peace
and understanding," she said. "It is a dai-

ly routine and we are all survivors of it."

"Hispanicpeople sometimes feel that they can 't say anything

Latinos silent victims
>>

By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Staff

Many University of Massachusetts Latino students vic-

timized by racial discrimination are not always inclined

to seek help or speak out, and instead tend to suffer in

silence, according to the president of AHORA. a student

organization for Caribbean and Latin American students.

"In reality there are a lot of cases
where students have been oppress-

ed andi stereotypes have come to life

and they haven't said anything."

-Agnes Quinones

Liza Gallardo, a UMass student who has been AHORA's
president for the past year and is a resident of Puerto Rico,

said that many native Puerto Ricans come to the United

States "when they are 18 to 20 years old" and have never

before experienced racial discrimination and have a

harder time confronting it than do Puerto Ricans born in

the United States.

"Puerto Ricans who were born here have a better idea

of what they can do to get help. They have a better idea

about what discrimination is because they have lived here

a long time," Gallardo said, admitting that before she

came to the United States she had "little idea of the racial

separation that exists here."

Agnes Quinones, associate director for the Committee

for the Collegiate Education of Black and other Minority

Student9(CCEBMS), agreed that many Latino students

are not coming forward to take a stand against

discrimination.

She said while many become vocal against oppression,

"In reality there are of a lot of cases where students have

been oppressed and stereotypes have come to life and they

haven't said anything."

One example of the Latinos' reticence involves a female

Puerto Rican student who said in an interview recently

she took no action after a professor in a Hotel, Restaurant,

and Travel Administration lecture lu-ged students to take

Spanish as a foreign language because "you're going to

have a lot of minorities working for you."

The student, who asked that neither she nor the pro-

fessor be identified, said "Hispanic people sometimes feel

that they can't say anything, that they should just shut

up because that's the way it is."

Quinones,29, who lived in Puerto Rico until she was 20

and now holds a master's degree in organizational

development from the University, said that Latin

American schools generally teach students not to

challenge authority. "You were told to just comply with

the system and be quiet in a classroom,' and this cultural

socialization carries over to Hispanics in this country.

The vice-president of AHORA, Frances Ramos, said the

statement by the HRTA professor was stereotyping

Hispanics.

"He's saying that the people who are going to be cook-

ing in the back will be Hispanics, not that there will be

a Latino owner or manager."
"It doesn't sound like he said. There is a growing com-

munity of Latinos here in the [United States], and it's good

for you to learn the language so you can learn your co-

workers' culture.'
"

Ramos said she finds too much emphasis on "getting

ahead" in the United States.

"It seems to me to be part of the capitalistic mentality

that it helps you earn money ifyou know two languages.

Everyone needs economic stability, but that should not

be the central part of your life. There are other cultures,

and it is to everyone's benefit to look beyond the [United

States] and learn about them."

Quinones said the statement by the professor "is a very

clear example of how stereotypes about different groups

get to be very sophisticated and subtle. Racism is so in-

grained in the fiber of this culture that many of these com-

ments come out just like that."

Gallardo, Quinones, and Ramos agreed that a lot of at-

tention is given to racism directed toward Blacks, and that

Blacks utilize various support networks on campus, like

the Ombudsman's office and the Legal Services Center

because they feel more confident in speaking out against

discrimination. But many of the approximately 700

Latinos on campus feel, as Quinones said, "that the issue

of racism excludes them — that everything that happens

on this campus is a Black and White issue."

She said claims like this should alert professional staff,

faculty, the administration, and students that any

strategy for improving minority services must "assess and

examine the needs of all our students of color."

'Right now there is a lack of numbers in terms of minori-

ty faculty and staff, and the ones that are here are over-

worked and overburdened by the lack of resources to pro-

vide adequate programs and services," Quinones said.

Senate to review
UVC funding
The Undergraduate Student Senate tonight is

scheduled to review a second effort to allot $8,000 to

the Union Video Center to fuel its preparation for a

student television channel in 1990.

The University of Massachusetts is in the primary

stages of a $21 million project to install cable televi-

sion and a renovated telephone system including call-

waiting and a less expensive long distance service, in-

to campus residence halls.

Last week, the senate approved a $5,500 allotment

to UVC to assist its preparation for a student channel

to be included in the cable system, claiming the center

will be unable to secure a channel without updated

equipment.
In other business:

• An attempt to create an ad-hoc ethics committee

to investigate Student Government Association mat-

ters is also scheduled for review, claiming the SGA is

"plagued by mal-administration, scand&ls, and finan-

cial improprieties."

The proposal, if approved, will establish the "Right

Commission", which will be comprised of the Senate

Speaker, the SGA treasurer, four members of the

senate and the chairperson of the Government Affairs

committee.

Mount Holyoke bans
Coke for month
SOUTH HADLEY (AP) - Mount Holyoke College ad-

ministrators, under pressure from students to boycott

Coca-Cola products, announced yesterday a month-long
ban of the company's soft drinks from the campus.
In a one-page release that gave no explanation for the

move, the college outlined immediate steps it is taking

to replace Coke products with beverages from companies
with little or no business interest in South Africa.

Students at Mount Holyoke and several other colleges

in western Massachusetts have pressed administrators for

two months to remove Coca-Cola products because, they

claim, the company is reaping profits that benefit racial-

ly segregated South Africa.

"I think it's a monumental step. I think it shows some
responsibility on the part of the administration in terms

continued on page 4
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oflistening u» students.' said Kushusu Wanzu. a memtH.'r
of the Coke Campaign at the American Friends Service
Committee m Atlanta, which organized the campu>
boycotts

The action by top school administralor> came alter two
days of demonstrations by some 60 students, who shouted
anti-Coke slogans outside the office of President Ehzabeth
Kennan on Monday and then chased a Coke delivers truck

down the street.

Mount Holyoke is one of five area colleges that has been
touched by the issue

Following a March 3 relerendum at the South Hadley
schcK>l, at which more than half of the 1.532 students poll-

ed supportea a Coke boycott. Amherst College students
voted 381 to 304 in their own nonbinding referendum to

ban Coca-Cola product> from campus Administrator>
there say they probably will abide by the majority vote

Smith CoKege students in nearby Northampton and
University ol Massachusetts students in .Amherst say they

are tr>ing to organize a similar vote

Hampshire College in Amherst already has a l^

of Coke product* m its dmmg hall, and Mount Gr<... .....

Regional High School in North Adams and a high school

m Cambridge have canceled contracts with Coke bottl

mg plants, according to company and boycott otTicials

The demonstrations and petition drives were guided by
the Quaker group m Atlanta, whose Coke Campaign
leader. Tandt Gcabashe. is the daughter of the late black

South African Chief Albert Luthuli. a Nobel Prize win
ner who was assassinated in 1967.

She described Coca-Cola's 1985 disinvestment from
South Africa bottling companies from its new plant in

Swaziland and Coke is still the mo«t popular drmk m the

racially segregated countr>'

"As long as the product syrup is still available, even
from Swaziland, that means Coca-Cola is still making
business profits from apartheid and apartheid is profiting

from Coca-Cola's presence in South Africa." she said.

But a Coca-Cola spokesman in Atlanta called the

students misguided and quoted from a letter from South

Mount Holyoke protestors.

Africa Archbishop and ant i -apartheld leader Desmond
Tutu that praised the company

'I am sorr\- to hear that Coca-Cola is running into some
trouble over its alleged dishonesty about the manner of

its disinvestment from South Africa and that it is being

accused of aiding and abetting the apartheid regime."
Tutu said in the April 10 letter, according to Coca-Cola
Media Relations Manager Mark Preisinger. "Nothing
could be further from the truth."

AP photu

The letter continued: "You have sought by your man
ner of disinvesting to empower blacks economically and
to help us prepare manpower for the post-apartheid South
Africa,"

And in an apparent shot at the Coke Campaign
organizers in Atlanta, Tutu wrote: "It is easy to sound
more radical from the safe and comfortable distance rf
10.000 miles than those who bear the brunt of the
viciousness of the apartheid machinery close at hand."
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FOCUS
By COSMO MACERO JR.
Collegian Staff

In the late summer of 1988, former
University Democrats President
Michael Greiner was looking for some
help. Envisioning the development of a
progressive political journal, Greiner
was in need of technical advice. Enter
Mark Wilkinson. A junior history and
French mtgor, Wilkinson had publish-

ed the Course And Teacher Evaluation
Guide (CATE), and was intrigued by the
prospect of putting together a news
periodical.

Essentially, the Free Press was
founded by Michael Greiner," Wilkin-
son said.

"... he had in mind that he wanted
to start a political journal of the lefl .

. . and basically he needed someone with
some oS kind of technical experience put-

ting together a publication."

Wilkinson said Greiner asked him if

he was interested in being an editor, and
making sure the paper was <tf high
quality.

"I was comfortable with the technical

aspect, he (Greiner) thought I could do
it . . . and it sounded like a good time,"
Wilkinson said.

The debut issues ofthe Massachusetts
Free Press, as was Greiner's intent, were
peppered with leftist political commen-

ly news reporting, nw is that our goal

. . . obviously, we'd get our asses kick-

ed, that is something the Collegian does
extremely well. It has enormous
resources, and a huge staff . . . and that's

the way the Collegian brings people in

. . . with its good reporting," he said.

Recent Free Press feature stories have
provided poignant insights into issues

such as the destruction of the world's

rainf(Nrests, animal research and the na-

tion's space program. Wherever possi-

ble, Wilkinson said, the Free Press at-

tempts to feature five college students
who in some way are relative to par-

ticular national concerns.

"The "Barren E^rth' piece wasn't just

a story about the situation with our
rainforests, it was a story about a Hamp-
shire College student who got involved,"

he said.

• « •

The Free Press is created entirely on
a Macintosh desk top publishing
system. With only two computer ter-

minals, scheduling conflicts arise
around deadline time when writers are

scrambling to get their stories in, said

Jill Stoddard, an English nugor. and
editor-in-chief of the Free Press.

"When stories have to be in on a
Thursday, everybody's trying to
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The crowded Free Press office in the Student Union
an Twitwman

tary and socially progressive attitudes.

In the months since, however, with
Wilkinson moving into the top executive

position (Publisher), the Free Press has
shifted its focus to timely news and
lifestyle features, and left all its biases

for the editorial page.
"... back then, the Free Press was a

political journal, now it's a news
magazine," Wilkinson said.

The Free Press comes out about every

three weeks, Wilkinson said. Eventual-

ly, the goal is to become a weekly
magazine, coming out each Thursday,
and providing the most in depth listings

of weekend events available at any of

"So many (papers)

come and go . . . this

is something we want
to last. It's hard to find

committed people .

.

. and that's what we
need."
-Massachusetts Free Press

E(ditor-ln-Chief

Jill Stoddard

the five colleges, as well as feature-

length news items.

"Ultimately, we'd like to be used as

sort of the weekend events guide for

students," Wilkinson said. " We already

provide an extensive club listing . . . and

we print weekend highlights of the Five-

College Calendar, which most people

never get anyway ... as a weekly I

think we'll be able to fit into that role

fairly well," he said.

"As a news magazine, it won't

behoove us so much to report news, as

much as it will to run news features and

lifestyle pieces," he said.

"We don't have the resources for dai-

schedule time on the terminals. A lot of

times I end up typing stories in while

I'm laying out," Stoddard said.

The small space allotted to the Free

Press upstairs in the Student Union has
been restrictive, but next semester, the

magazine will have bigger space, when
they take over the Alpha Phi Omega of-

fice, Stoddard said.

'•Right now we have two offices, one
at Mount Holyoke, and one at UMass,"
Wilkinson said. "Hopefully we'll even-

tually have an office at each of the five

colleges, although some of the schools

will be tougher to make good ties with
than others."

By establishing a bureau at Amherst,
Hampshire and Smith Colleges, the
staff of the Free Press feels they will bet-

ter be able to develop pertinent features

of interest to students at all the five

colleges.

"It's hard for any paper on this cam-
pus to get their anchor down. There's so

many that come and go . . . and this is

something that we want to last. It's ex-

tremely hard to find committed people

. . . and that's what we need," Stoddard
said.

On March 6, a publication titled The
Liberator was distributed throughout

the UMass campus and the town of

Amherst. The paper made specific

references to the conservative UMass
newspaper. The Minuteman, and made
allegations linking prominent campus
conservatives with the Ku Klux Klan
and Neo-Nazis. The Free Press funded

The Liberator, Wilkinson said, but the

staff had no editorial input whatsoever.

''The Liberator was a response to The
Minuteman . . . precisely. That's never

been don^ before . . . nobody's ever

countered Tfie Minuteman . . . nobody's

ever really tqed to.

I think the people who wrote it (The

Liberator), and this is why we supported

them, had some things that

Freedom Of
The Press
Originally conceived as a
leftist political journal,
Massachusetts Free Press
has evolved into a timely
news and feature magazine,
addressing a legitimate
need at the ftve-colleges
be said . . . they had some points that

they felt were important, and we
agreed," Wilkinson said.

"We didn't agree with everything they

said . . . the Chairman of the Board of

Time Inc. doesn't have to agree with
ever3rthing Time Magazine prints . . .

they still print it. We didn't agree with

all of their methods . . . but if we had
gone in and rewritten their paper, it

wouldn't have been their paper, it would
have been ours . . and we've already

got ours."

• • •

The Free Press's news magazine for-

mat affords students the luxury of hav-

ing a well prepared source of in depth
features relating to their respective com-
munities. Still quite young, the paper
must plant its roots deep before it can
be expected to grow.

"We're new, we have to prove
ourselves, " Wilkin.son said. "People
who read our paper know . . . time will •

prove us."

Editor-in-Chief Jill Stoddard is confi-

dent in the Free Press staff, its content

and its staying power.

"We're going to be around for a long

time."

"We didn't agree
with everything they
(The Liberator) said .

. . the Chairman of the
Board of Time Inc.

doesn't have to
agree with everything

Time Magazine prints

. . . they still print it . .

.

if we had re-written

their paper. it

wouldn't have been
theirs, if would have
been ours . . . we've
already got ours."

-Massachusetts Free Press
Publisher

Mark Wilkinson

Mark Wilkinson, Jill Stoddard and Free Press Art Director Monte
Morin
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Student Affairs Information Services

P^
Call TIPS at 545-1540 for

some study break ideas,

ask for

these tapes by number:

2639 Coping with Exam Week Stress

2800 Art Galleries

2685 Body Shop Fitness Centers
1509 Concert Information
1515 Daily Events
1504 Fme Arts Center Events/Tickets
2453 Gym Schedules
2428 Outing Qub
2459 Pool Schedules
2471 Racquetball and Squash Court Schedules

see page 17 of the Student Telephone
Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)
Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

Choose Excellence
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COLLEGIAN
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**l always recommend to incoming
students that they write for the Collegian,

both because the Collegian should
always look at fresh talent and because
the work is good preparation for study-
ing journalism."

Jim Boylan. Prof9S9or of Joummlltm,
UMas9 t/nca 1979,
Founding Editor, Columbia JoumMllam Rowlow

Come write for the Collegian
113 Campus Center
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$1.00 'Wi
VODKA & MIXER!

ALL WEEK

I

RT. 9 HADLEY next tO CAMPUS PIZZA • 586-4444

Albion will buy your

schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.

ALBION

ALBION BOOKSHOP ALBION
BOOKSJjOP C-A_-1_E USED BOOKS
L" HjJLLI HOKTHAfiPfON AMHERST

ALlilOh liOOKSMOP, AMMCRST (fir.W B(X)KS): 25G 1 22

1

AiniOM USED BOOKS. AMHERST: 253 581
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Fraternity helps out at
Amherst youth club
By LISA SHAPIRO
Collegian Correspondent

Each spring Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity

Iwothers bounce basketballs to raise money
for the American Heart Association, and
now they've adopted another cause that
stimulates the heart.

The newest fraternity on campus spent
a full day earlier this semester renovating
the West Street Club, part of the Amherst
Youth Center, according to Peter Eisen,

SAM philanthropy chairman. The frater-

nity also plans to chaperone dances for area
youths at the club, he said.

Eisen said the club, which is a place for

teens to relax and meet each other, was
started two years ago. The club sponsors

drop-in hours two nights a week, for which
Eisen said fraternity brothers plan to begin
training.

SAM's national philanthropy is the
AHA, for whom brothers raise money in an
event called "Bounce [a basketball] for

Beats," he said.

"Sure, it's our national philanthropy,
every Sigma Alpha Mu chapter does it. but

1 thought, 'That's just a one day thing. This
way, our guys are active directly in the
town of Amherst," Eisen said.

With the assistance of the Amherst
Chamber of Commerce, Eisen said the
West Street Club was agreed upon
unanimously by the chapter as the club

that needed repairs and because "some of

the kids don't have brothers or sisters; our
brothers can be there to hang out with the
kids and to be a special friend," Eisen said.

In March, a group of about 20 fraternity

members and pledges participated in a ma-
jor renovations workday, he said. Brothers

did painting, plastering, and made elec-

trical repairs.

Fraternity pledges are raising money for

the club via a bottle collecting and return-

ing drive, and Eisen said another renova-

tion work day is scheduled for later this

semester.

In the future, Eisen predicted SAM would
be "interacting with (the kids] on a week-
ly basis."

"We plan to volunteer for as long as we
and they are around," he said. "I want us
to totally blend into the whole program."

8 win UMass math competition
Eight University of Massachusetts

students were named winners of the 1989
UMass Mathematics Competition, math
and statistics professor Henry Jacob an-

nounced yesterday.

Sean O'Neill, a sophomore math and
statistics nuyor, won first place in the com-
petition, garnering him a NEC computer
package, including a color monitor and
printer. The value of the prize is about
$2,800, Jacob said

First-year engineering majors Jason
Stevens and Ares Chak Yung Ho took se-

cond place and split a $1,000 prize from
United Technologies, Jacob said.

Victor Ng, a sophomore COINS major,

took third place and will receive a $300
prize from the mathematics and statistics

department, Jacob said.

Sophomore physics nuyors Ronald Gor
don. Karen McClure and Glenn Fawcett,
and sophomore engineering major Peter
Lam received honorable mention, Jacob
said — each earning a $25 prize, he said.

-DAVID R MARK

AT THE BLUEWALL COFFEE HOUSE ...

WEVE GOT FROZEN YOGURT THAT
COULD EVEN TICKLE A HIPPO PINK!

/
•^

IT'S LOW IN CALORIES AND COMES
IN A VARIETY OF FUN FLAVORS ...

Blue
Wall
Coffee
House

HOURS: Mon-Thurs:

Friday.

Saturday:

Sunday:

11:30 ann-12 mid.

11:30 am-6:00pm
Closed

3:00 pm-12 mid.

Located on the Concourse Level of ttie

Campus Center

^5b^SJ^c5b^

HEY
SENIORS:
Back By Popular

Demand!!
Sonior Portrait Sittings

will be held from May I - May 12
9 - 5 p.m. in Rms. 177/178 of the
Campus Center. Call 5-2874 for info

& appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below

.

Make your checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

NAME
PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus Center/UMass, Amherst 545-0848
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ASK US
Question: I've heard that you can put a condom on with

your mouth, how do you do it?

Answer. Yes, you can put on a condom with your

mouth. For those of you that are wondering why you

would want to put a condom on orally, it can make us-

ing a condom more fun and less inhibitive, given the

fact that it is suggested that you use a condom during

oral sex to prevent the spread of sexually transmitted

diseases, including AIDS. A quick note before explam

mg the "how to's." Putting a condom on orally is

something that definitely takes practice. It also should

be done carefully, making sure that the condom is not

damaged m the process fhint: teeth)

In order to put a condom on with your mouth we sug-

gest you use an unlubricated condom. If you don't like

the taste of latex you can use flavored condoms or add

non-oil based flavorings (be imaginative*.

Start by checking the condom package for its "air

cushion" in order to make sure the condom has not

been damaged or tampered with. Then take the con-

dom out of its package and unroll it about 14 inch

Pinch this part between your fingers to remove all air,

then twist about 2 to 3 times. Fold the twisted part of

the condom over once or twice and place this part in

your mouth. Gently hold it with your lips, teeth while

placing the condom on your partner's erect penis. Then,

using your hands and mouth guide the condom down
the shaft of the penis until it is unrolled completely

These directions might not be that clear, but practice

may be the only solution.

Question: Why should women use a douche?

Answer. First of all, for those people who may not

already know, douching is the process where a woman
Hushes the vaginal canal with either a mild water solu

tion or a prescribed medicated solution

However there are some valid reasons why a woman
would want to douche. These reasons may include: after

menstruation if prescribed by her doctor for a
diagnostic infection. Ifdeciding to douche it should only

be done with over-the-counter douches, prescribed

douches or douches suggested by a clinician. It should
also be noted that douching after sex is not a birth con-

trol method!
Bathing regularly using a mild soap is usually the

best prevention against common vaginal infections.

Ask Us IS a weekly column compiled by the Peer Sex-

uaUt\ Program. If you have any questions, call

549-2671. ext. 181

U Croquet, anyone?
continued from page I

wickets and balls, which was the first step toward get-

ting into collegiate play. With invitations to two April

meets, the team recruited several new members and learn-

ed the fundamentals and the rules, according to Wilker.

Croquet is not as simple as one might think, he said.

First of all, one does not swing a mallet from the side;

rather it is swung from between the legs. And to make
things a little more interesting, there are two balls, not

just one. One can gain additional strokes through preci-

sion and skill. Delker said.

There are two sets of rules to play by: American and

British. "The basic rules are the same but the strategies

are very different, " said Delker. The British emphasizes

defense, knocking your opponent's ball away from the

wicket, while the American is more high scoring. A point

IS scored when a ball goes through a wicket — play lasts

for an hour, when the players get their last turns. Both

are played on a six wicket court, which may be either in-

door or outdoor.

The team's first meet was April 14 and it was a big one
— the American Croquet Collegiate National Champion
ships at the Lenox Croquet Club. The club had a very

respectable debut despite winning only one match. The

telling statistic: In seven of nine matches. UMass lost by

a total of 12 points or wickets.

Wilker, the team's No. 1 singles player, won the school's

first match. 8-7. beating his counterpart from J<>hn.<!4>n and

Wales. It was an unbelievable shot that helped Wilker

to victory. "Going for the second wicket, I got a ball

through the wicket from 45 feet out," said Wilker "My
mouth just dropped to the ground."

Chancellor Duffey

One person who was a tremendous help in the develop-

ment of the team's skill was Alisa Morris of the Smith

College team. "From what others told me, they did real-

ly well for their first time out," said Morris. "They manag
ed to hold their own."
With their first-game jitters out of the way, the club sent

two doubles teams to the Smith College Annual, which

was played by British rules. Again, UMass suffered close,

heartbreaking defeats. They were victims of getting beat

on last turns, as they lost to Smith 5-2 and Brown 5-4,

but the match that hurt the most was the sudden^ieath

overtime loss, 3-2, to Smith's No. 2 team. The two teams

continued neck and neck in the extra session for six

rounds, but Smith managed to run the first wicket

This past weekend, the team was invited to its third

tournament in as many weeks at the Harvard Wei lesley

Annual. Though the team was without the services of its

top player, Wilker. both of UMass' doubles teams tied for

fourth place.

UMass picked up all four of their wins at the expense

of their distinguished hosU. The No. 1 team of Delker and

Beth Englander defeated Harvard and Wellesley and the

No. 2 team of Geoffrey Zassenhaus and Jennifer Head

defeated Wellesley twice. One of their losses was to Brown,

who has the nation's second ranked singles player. Scott

Kindall.

Slowly but surely the team is improving with each

tourney, team members say. What is even more im-

pressive besides their progress is how they got there. Mor-

ris said, "They were basically self-taught and they taught

themselves inside. We just helped them out with the finer

points of the game and the strategy."

continued from page I

Turner asked Duffey why there were no arrests in last

year's week-long occupation of the New Africa House and
why the administration negotiated with the

demonstrators.

Duffey said the protesters in the New Africa House did

not violate the picketing code, and the administration did

not meet all the demands posed to it.

"There are places on campus people could occupy, and
we'd have no problem leaving them alone," Duffey said.

The manner in which police handled the recent arrests

at the University was also a topic of heated discussion

"The decision to call in the state police was the right

decision," but it was unfortunate, Duffey said. "I would

like to not have to face this decision again."

Roland Chilton. profes.sor of sociolog\ at UMass. said

police use "pain compliance" when people being arrested

don't cooperate with police.

"Sometimes police take a small rod. the size of your

finger, and place it between two fingers and squeeze un-

til you comply," Chilton said. "I think this is the tjrpe of

compliance Chancellor Duffey is endorsing."

"I don't endorse the use of pain compliance," Duffey

said. "The police are in a tough position."

Protesters said the outcome of the meeting will not

lessen the impact of the rally scheduled for 1 p.m. today.

"I think it hurt them a little, more people were inform-

ed today about what's going on at the University." Laura

Morrisette. a protester said. 'More people will probably

come listen to Mel King speak and take part in whatever

follows."«¥
••a
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Venture

up the

steps and

bask in the

sun at

serving ^mSKA
your favorites

from the

Coffee House
ICE CREAM CONES & DISHES • SNACKS • COOKIES

COLD DRINKS • CANNED SODA • FRESH FRUITS

WEATHER PERMITTING
MONDAY-FRIDAY: IT 00 NOON^4:00 PM
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Lack of sex education leads to desperate decisions
Shelley had an abortion. She was 17. got pregnant ac-

cidentally and wondered whether she was ready to raise

a child.

"I wasn't sure if I wanted an abortion," she says. "I

thought about it a lot, and I still do.

"My mother said it was OK. She said it was a difficult

choice to make, but I didn't really have much of a choice,

you know. She tries to comfort me. But I still think about

whether I did the right thing.

"And I still don't know."
She pauses, drops her head, stares at the ground. Then

she looks up at me. as if waiting for a comment, waiting

for comfort.

"You probably did the right thing," I say. "I mean, at

this age you probably wouldn't be able to raise a kid."

"I think I could," she says, contradicting herself. "Or
maybe I could have given it up for adoption. I just don't

know if I did the right thing."
• •

»

I haven't seen Shelley since I had this conversation with

her two years ago. A troubled teenager, she had tried to

commit suicide at least five times, lived in several foster

homes because she couldn't get along with her member.

and spent some time at a state boarding school for "in-

corrigible" teenagers.

Moving from place to place, she met other teenagers,

many of whom as troubled as she, but she didn't really

make any friends. She loved some of the teenage boys she
had met, but she never really learned to love them.

Pedro Pereira

She got careless. Her ignorance led to making a deci-

sion over which she has lost sleep night after night. Many
a tear she has shed for making the decision she had a

chance to ponder at length only ailer acting on the

decision.

And she'll continue to ponder. And she'll continue to

debate with her conscience about which is the "right

thing." And each time the debate ends she may come to

a different decision. But to no avail.

Most of us know a Shelley. Or at least we have seen one

on TV, or read about one in the newspapers.

There's been a lot of talk about Shelley lately. People

are saying she murdered a child. But I know Shelley. SIm's

not a murderer.
Sure, she's tried to kill herself, but only out of despera-

tion. And desperation is what led her to abort her fetus.

Had she known that ways to prevent pregnancy besides

abstinence exist and had she known how to use them, she

probably wouldn't have had to make the decision out of

desperation.

Had she known.
But she didn't. Because the same people who say Shelley

committed murder say we shouldn't teach kids how to use

contraception. Learning to use contraceptives will make
teenagers promiscuous, they say. And school is certainly

no place to teach teenagers about birth control, they say.

And that's why sex education m schools is optional. That

is, in the schools that have it.

And because sex education is optional, some parents opt

to pull their children from sex education classes. But they

themselves don't teach their children about birth control.

So children make mistakes. And when the children

make the "wrong decision," they're called murderers.

But I know Shelley. She's no murderer.

Ptd.ro Ptreira is a Collegian columnist
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A grab for more power
On the agenda for tonight's Student

Senate meeting, in what may be the first

substantive debate of the semester, are two

proposed revisions of the Financial Policies

Act, otherwise known as Chapter 8 of the

Student Government A.ssociation bylaws.

Arpad/Moore
Despite important differences, the two

documents have drawn little attention

from our conscientious and vigilant student

senators. The Grovernmental Affairs Com-

mittee voted unanimously last week to ap-

prove the version presented by SGA
Treasurer Laura Filkins, apparently

without having read either proposal.

Although we would not expect many
senators to actually read the motions they

vote on, we would like to point out several

reasons why the Senate should ignore the

arbitrary recommendation of its Govern-

mental Affairs Committee and approve the

version of Chapter 8 presented by SGA
Budgets Chair Karen Talbot.

In 1973, Board ofTrustees document No.

T73-098 accorded the student government

broad discretion in the expenditure of stu-

dent activity fees. Throughout the ISSO's,

the university administration has been try-

ing to reverse that action and regain con-

trol of those funds. Recently, that struggle

has been led by Rene Carew.

Operating within the sphere of the

formerly obscure SAO Council, Carew has

succeeded in hiring a full-time director for

the Union Video Center in direct contradic-

tion to provisions of the Senate Budget Act

for fiscal year 1990, at a cost to students

of approximately $12,000. She has also

sought to add an additional staff position

within her own department, and cut one

authorized position from the Office of the

Third World Affairs, again without the con-

sent of the Senate.

Of six vacancies recently filled within the

SAO, none was best reviewed by the

Budgets Committee. Carew best express-

ed her attitude toward the role of the

Budget Act when she referred to former

Budgets Committee Chair Jessica Mitchell,

'Who does that little Barbie Doll think she

18?

The SAO Council in itself is an extraor-

dinary example of administrative over-

reach. Initially formed to give student

govemoMnt more control over SAO person-

nel policies, it now serves to give Rene
Carew more control over the student

government. The Council recently discuss-

ed formalizing Carew's role as its co<hair,

even though the SAO director is, by the

Council's own charter, limited to non-

voting, ex-officio membership.

Rene Carew is certainly not to blame for

all the 5 problems confronting student

government today. She is at least an im-

provement over the previous Director, Ran-

dy Donant. But given the current person-

nel trends, recent projections from the

Budgets Committee show that by 1993, no

money whatsoever will be lefl in the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund for student ac-

tivities. The SAO budget is already larger

than the total of all funds for Registered

Student Organizations and Area Govern-

ments put together.

Simply put. Treasurer Filkins' proposed

version of Chapter 8 seeks to simplify the

budget process by eliminating all language

referring to student control over the Stu-

dent Activities Office. The Budgets Com-
mittee version seeks to strengthen student

control. Tonight, the Student Senate will

have an opportunity to scale back the im-

mediate prospect of a Vichy student

government, empowered only to rubber

stamp the decisions of the SAO Director

and Student Affairs Czar Dennis Madson.

If the SAO Council does not like being

subject to the will of the Student Senate,

they can individually or collectively take

a pill.

Nathan F. Moore is former chair ofSGA
Budgets Committee and Al Arpad is a

UMass student

You can just buy more fish
When I was a little boy, I loved to stroll

through the aisles of the local pet shop. It

was an escape for me. I would spend hours

upon hours in there, cuddling the kittens,

chatting with the birds and annoying the

hamsters by doing that which was forbid-

den — alternately tapping on the glass,

blowing on them and squeezing the water

bottles so that their furry little bodies got

soaking wet iOh, and you didn't enjoy

bothering the rodents too)?

Scott Green
Then of course, there was the fish section.

These critters intrigue me the most. They
are so intelligent — fish do not get the

credit they rightly deserve. They are under-

rated as animals and as pets. They have,

after all, found a way to breathe under-

water without having to wear all that gear,

such as oxygen tanks and wet suits We
humans have been trying to accomplish

this for ages.

Fish are so smart, they have managed to

live a work-free life ofease and enjoyment.

They just kind of hang out in the tank and

look cool doing nothing. They have no

pressing deadlines to meet, places to be or

problems to resolve.

Fish also happen to be pragmatic. They

don't build all these elaborate and expen-

sive transportation systems to go from one

place to another, but rather simply, wig-

gle their behinds.

As pets, fish are terrific. They will not

give you the pn^lems other pets present.

In fact, they won't give you any problems:

You don't have to take them out for a walk

or to go to the" little fish's room," you don't

have to worry about where they are all the

time — it is not like they are going to leap

out of the fish bowl and hide under the

refrigerator or run out the front door every

time you open it. And they are a cinch to

feed — a few shakes of the fiakes, and you

are good to go for the next few days. If, by

chance, you do forget to feed them, they

will eat each other.

Fish will not annoy you like other pets

will. They won't jump on you early in the

morning and lick your face to wake you up

They won't claw or bite you, unless of

course you have pirhana and are foolhar-

dy enough to try to pat them. Fish don't in-

fest your home with fleas or ticks or tear

apart your furniture, and you will not find

little fish scales on your clothes and in your

food.

Fish are not loud pets either. They pret-

ty much keep to themselves. If they do yell

or scream, you cannot hear them anyway
(though those tiny air bubbles may be an

indicator).

Fish are also great listeners. If you need

to talk, they are not going anywhere, but

if you are busy, fish won't make you feel

guilty for neglecting them — they don't

care. If you have a bad day and become
frustrated or aggressive, you can always

come home and create a whirlpool or tidal

wave in the tank, and your pets will live

through it. If, by chance they die during

these natural disasters, you can always run

out and buy more fish — cheap.

Scott Green is a Collegian columnist.

RA position worthwhile
For those ofyou who are awaiting RA

hiring announcements, I greatly ad-

vocate disregarding the discouragement

from Jason Kofman ("RA hopefuls

should think twice," April 28). Instead,

I invite you to jump wholeheartedly in-

to this job. Hopefully, your new, vital en-

thusiasm will overshadow or even

spread to the otherwise disillusioned.

Of course, an RA has extensive duties:

s/he is an integral part of a residence

hall's fimctioning. Perhaps this is why,

during the hiring processes, that quite

a bit of energy is directed toward ex-

plaining the varying level of time com-

mitment and inquiring into the
potential-employee's capabilities of time

management.
Perhaps this is why RA's are provid-

ed with special classes which eiducate

them about relevant issues, staff

meetings which serve as an opportuni-

ty to voice floor-oriented concerns and
provide an outlet by spending time with

staff members.
And if this isn't enough of a support

system, we have a seemingly infinite

network of Resident Education pro-

grams, counselors and conscientious

RD's and ARD's — all of which are con-

stantly at our disposal.

An RA is a campus resource, a

guidance person, a mediator, a pro-

gram/activity organizer, a crisis in-

terventionist, a facilitator of floor com-
munity and order. Without us, the

residence hall system would not exist.

Obviously our jobs are among the

safest from being axed on this campus.
Being an RA, even if your floor is not

among the best, is a truly gratifying,

learning experience which offers per-

sonal growth as well as an opportunity

to positively interact with, and help,

fellow student-residents.

Personally, I qualify the RA position

as being one of the best experiences I've

had — time consuming and aggravating

(periodically) — but always enlightening

and rewarding. Ifyou, RA "would-be's,"

have the belief and confidence in

yourself to accept such responsibility,

then, YES, please do accept the position

offered to you!

HoUy Curtis
JQA Stair

Though U M too tote to become a eolumniat this semester, you can write for the

Editorial/Opinion page next semester.

Come down to 113 Campus Center or call 545-3S00 to talk to Pam or Meredith for

more information on how you can become a columnist next fall
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ARTSScLIVING
Threadgill in the band is worth two in the bush
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

Astute readers mkay have noticed that the name Henry

Threadgill. has popped up from time to time in this col

umn Well, now I have an excuse to devote an entire arti

cle to him: the release of his excellent new album. Rag,

Bush and All on RCA/Novus.
Saxophonist/composer Henry Threadgill has been

known as the leader of Air, a trio that played collective-

ly, improvised music combining the the mnovations of the

60*8 "free" period with older styles of Black music. Their

best known album. Air U^re is a collection of Scott Joplin

ragtime pieces and Jelly Roll Morton tunes that critic Bob

Blumenthal called "unsurpassed as a statement of

historical homage from the perspective of the frontiers
"

Thus Threadgill was one of the first musicians to give the

he to the notion that "free" music is not part of the Black

music tradition.

Now that Air has broken up. Threadgill is concentrating

on his Sextett (purposely misspelled and actually a septet

i

Rati. Bush and All is the group's fifth release, although

the personnel has changed a bit over the years. He uses

the medium sized lineup in the tradition of Charles

Mingus. who had a knack for writing material that

balanced stringent arrangements with plenty of room for

the group members to express theselves < Mingus in turn

was influenced by Duke Ellington in this manner).

Another Mingus-like element in Threadgill's music is his

reference to styles from throughout the Black music con-

tinuum, as the tile of the new album suggests.

/>

^-

Valley
Jazz

li^
Threadgill's music is easiest to describe in terms of the

ambiguities that make it consistently fascinating. Most

importantly, his writing has a classical complexity and

harmonic density, but this never gets in the way of the

blues feel and swinging rh>thms. His group has the ability

to move effortlessly between composition and improvisa-

tion. Also, he manages to iryect a mournful mood into even

his most exuberant, up-tempo tunes.

Similarly, the Sextett's instrumentation balances the

conventional with the unusual. In addition to alto sax

(Threadgill) and trumpet (Ted Daniel), the front line in-

cludes cello (Diedre Murray) and bass trombone (Bill

Lowe). For me, Murray and Threadgill himself are the

standout soloists. The rhythm section includes bassist

Fred Hopkins (from Air) and two drummers. Newman
Baker and Reggie Nicholoson, who play so sympathetical-

ly it's like hearing one drummer with eight limbs.

Hopkins' playing is brilliant, acting as a bridge between
the foundations of the tunes and the other pllayers' solo

excursions.

Threadgill seems to be particularly fond of New Orleans

styles. Thus. "Off the Rag" the album's opener, begins

as sort of an off-kilter parade march and quickly evolves

into a framework for a series of solos. And no Threadgill

album is complete without a slow, mournful ballad like

this album's "Gift" which features some beautiful en.sem-

ble playing.

Unfortunately, there are only four cuts on the album,
so the cut-to-cut variety is not as great as on previous

albums. Nevertheless, Threadgill is emerging as one of

the most important writers in jazz today. His music ab-

sorbs the entire Black muisic tradition as well as the in-

dividual styles of the band members, yet it all comes out

sounding like Henrv- Threadgill. Ran. Bush and All is yet

another great album from this unique musician.

Sand is the man on how not to do the wild thang
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

Httat to Subntitute for Sex
Barry Sand
Bantam Books

Sex. Americans are doing it less than

ever before. Pe<^le are afraid (^disease, ap^

prehensive about performance, or. in to-

day's yuppie world where a meeting for a

good screw must be penciled in the appoint

ment book a week in advance, people just

don't have the time for it.

Was sex really just a passing fad? Barry

Sands, who has written for SCTV and

David Letterman, thinks so. He says the

Nonsexual Revolution is here and we'll

know everything we need to know about

it if we just read his book.

Sand lays out everything possible to keep

us from engaging m what used to be

America's pastime next to baseball. He
gives us role models such as Jesus Christ

("Much is known about his Second Coming
nothing is known about his first.") He

gives us diversions, substitutes, and turn-

offs so that we will never crave sex, and
nohodv will ever crave sex with us, again.

BOOK REVIEW
Sand has produced a well researched

book full of the world's most unromantic

places (including the Tupperware Museum

in Kissimmee, Florida), and activities to

take the place of the time and satisfaction

that sex occupied in our lives. For instance,

next time you're feeling a bit horny, just

call the toll-free Butterball Turkey Hotline.

(I'm going to to call the Ho Ho Hotline as

soon as I finish writing this.) And what

could be more satisfying than writing to

Maytag and receiving a free stain removal

guide? Certainly not a little (or big) orgasm.

Sure, there are tired jokes and old sex-

ual innuendos in here, but the cooking

recipes, (eating is better than sex), and lists

of toll-free numbers to call and groups to

join, make reading this book almost as good

as sex.

TONIGHT

DANCE ^GLUB

500 Drafts

All Schnapps $1.50
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"WE SHALL BE EXALTED"
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MEMORIAL HALL, 7:30 PM
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Anthrax bringing thrash
metal to the masses
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Correspondent

What do you think of when one mentions
the word "Anthrax"? Do you think of

disease, pestilence, or perhaps dead sheep?
Well, if one mentions the word to a metal
head, that person will think of something
different. Your average Joe metal head will

think of the group, a metal quintet from
New York known for their thought provok-

ing lyrics and mosh inducing riffs.

Although new to mainstream audiences.

Antrax the group, not the disease, is not

new to the thrash metal scene. They form-

ed in 1981 and. once they decided to get

serious, pestered Johnny Z.. founder of

Megaforce Records, to listen to their demo
and give them a chance. He did just that

. and in early 1984 their first LP. Fistful

of Metal, was released.

Anthrax has undergone many lineup

changes since their birth. It wasn't until

late 1984 that their present lineup of Scott

Ian and Dan Spitz on guitars, Frank Bello

on bass, Charlie Benante on drums, and
Joey Belladonna on vocals, was complete.

Soon after this, their EP. Armed and
Dangerous, was released.

In 1985. they signed on to their present

record company. Island Records. Their
popularity increased with the release of

Spreading the Disease in 1985, and Among
the Living in 1987.

But it wasn't until they released the EP
I'm the Man in late 1987 that the general

public started to stand up and take notice.

Their current album. State ofEuphoria, is

their most successful to date, reaching the

top 50 of Billboard's album chart.

The increasing popularity of Anthrax
and thrash metal in general is being

greeted with mixed reactions from long

standing fans. On the one hand, there is a
feeling of elation that the general public

and the music mdustr>' is finally taking the

music seriously.

On the other hand, there is a paralyzing

fear that the industry will try to commer-
cialize thrash. Before you know it, there

will be articulated Anthrax dolls, Anthrax
lunch boxes, and Anthrax videos on MTV
50 times a day. This is the most horrific

nightmare for a metal head. But as An-
thrax drummer. Charlie Benante puts it,

"You have to expect that with something
that's successful. That's the way it is. Peo-

ple are gonna want to milk it for all it's

worth."

If such a tragedy did occur, Benante said,

"It would bother me. I wouldn't understand
it. But if there was a demand for Anthrax
dolls or lunch boxes then we should be tak-

ing care of it. Why should we let someone
else take credit for something that rightful

ly belongs to us?"

Anyone familiar with with MTV's Head-
banger's Ball knows that, more often than
not, thrash videos are basically ignored so

that commercial metal videos, which
already recieve more airplay than one can
stomach, can be given the most attention.

Therefore, it is a shocking, and somewhat
frightening, surprise to learn that MTV is

sponsering the current Anthrax tour with

support groups Helloween and Exodus.
When asked how all of this came about

and what the group hopes to accomplish on
the tour, Benante responded. "MTV came
to us to put a tour together. At first we
weren't sure, but then it sounded better

and better and we agreed. We are hoping
to reauch a larger audience, and maybe with
MTV we can do that."

There is the possible danger that the old

Anthrax fans will feel that the group is sell-

ing out because of the MTV deal. But
Benante claimed, "If they feel that way
then they are not really die hard fans. It

doesn't matter who is sponsering the tour.

It could be Jovan Musk, but that's no
reason not to come and see us."

Perhaps the most exceptional quality

about Anthrax is their use of poignant and
intelligent lyrics. They have covered topics

such as suicide, the plight of the Native

Americans, drug abuse, world peace, and
fighting to be a person in your own right

in a world of conformists.

Charlie Benante feels that the bands

$io.oo
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Anthrax

New York City background has influenc-

ed their songwriting. This is apparent in

two songs off of State of Euphoria. One,
"Who Cares Wins", which the group has
just completed a video for, deals with

homelessness. The other, "Schism*, deals

with racial tensions.

Benante, in desa-ibing how Anthrax pro-

duces a song, said, "I'll bring an idea and
show it. Scott will apply lyrics to it. Frankie
and Joey will give it a melody line. Danny
will figure out the lead guitar riffs. Then

we get together and make some noise."
This noise has certainly paid off for An-

thrax. The MTV Headbangers Ball Tour,
which is coming to the Orpheum in Boston
on May 4 and the Springfield Civic Center
on May 11, has been a great success. Their
home video, N.F.V. (Nice F ing Video),

tops the Musicland video sales charts. So
perhaps soon when one mentions the word
"Anthrax", instead of thinking about ques-
tionable military experiments, people will

think about the metal thrashing mad
group from New York.

Divisios OF (()\n\ii\(. hi)ii\n()\

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and
staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff
members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-
ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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A once in a blue moon chance to catch lone star Nanci
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Wow! Two great country shows in the

space of a matter of months, I'll tell ya, we
really are spoiled here in the Haf^y Valley.

First, swingin' Lyle Lovett and now fellow

Texan, Nanci Griffith who will be appear-

ing tomorrow night with the full Blue

Moon Orchestra at John M. Greene Hall,

Smith College, strummin' and singin' her

way through some of the most wonderful

tunes ever to be committed to vinyl.

Believe me, this one is not to be missed.

She looks like she's just graduated from

high school, but her wistful, literate tales

of life and love were keeping the peace in

some of Austin's more disreputable clubs

and bars since before m(»t ofyou was past

listening to Fisher Price music.

Although Nanci Griffith has only really

come to prominence in the past couple of

years at the forefront of the "New Coun-

try" movement, a reaction to the LA
Roger&l'arton pop/shlock/dreck school of

country, she started out as more of a folk

singer. Her first album was the part-live

There's a Light Beyond These Woods whose

title track, a story about a childhood friend,

remains one of her most enduringly

popular tunes, cropping up again on 1986'8

Lone Star State of Mind.
Following this came Poet in my Window,

which included one of her own personal

faves "Working in Comers" and then Once

in a Very Blue Moon the title track of

which, penned by Pat Alger, was adopted

as the theme song for the newly formed

Blue Moon Orchestra.

1985's Last ofthe True Believers yielded

such classic moments as "Love at the

Five'n'Dime" (with Lyle Lovett on backing

vocals), "More than a Whisper", and "The
Wing and the Wheel". The aforemention-

ed Lone Star State of Mind was another

gem, containing Nanci's now legendary in-

terpretation of Julie Gold's anthemic

"From a Distance," and last year she turn-

ed in some of her best work to date on Lit-

tle Love Affairs, with wonderful songs like

"So Long Ago". "Anyone can be
Somebody's Fool" and "Gulf Coast

I
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Highway."
Fresh from the success of the recent live

acoustic album One Fair Summer Evening,

where you'll find an exquisite cover version

of Bill Staines' "Roseville Fair" she is cur-

rently touring with the Blue Moon Or-

chestra whose lineup includes the for-

midable presence of Philip Donnely on

guitar and former Winwood keyboard wizz

James Hooker. I last saw Nanci almost a

year ago to the day, and she was, quite

simply, incredible, interspersing her own

material with unusual covers like John
Prine's "Speed of the Sound of Loneliness."

Prine is an admitted big infiuence on her

own work, and its obvious she shares his

gift of the garb.

I could tell you a hell of a lot more about

this brilliant Lone Star songstress down to

her shoe size, such is the extent of my devo-

tion. Suffice to say that tomorrow night

there will be a light in these woods. Go see

what makes it shine.

Board of Governors
Program Council

Presents

Hypnotist
John Sacco

and

Jugglers

Guild

Wednesday, May 3

Show starts 8:30pm at
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REGIOSr
Town may close tiny school for nuclear power plant
MONROE BRIDGE <APt - Hard times couldn t force

this little mountain community of 140 people to give up
their nine-pupil school.

But they've had second thoughts since a nearby nuclear
power plant offered to lease the building, which houses
both the town hall and school, to set up a training center
for its workers.

Monroe town residents voted 50-2 at Monday's town
meeting to authorize selectmen to begin negotiations with
Yankee Atomic, which operates a nuclear power plant in

neighboring Rowe. Yankee Atomic would not say how
much It was willing to pay for the space.

Any proposed deal would still need the approval of

residents at a special town meeting, according to Helen
Lacey, who was elected to a school board seat, upsetting
a longtime incumbent who had fought fiercely to keep
open the school.

"If the people should decide to accept the offer, we would
have to close the school, because we wouldn't have a
building or any place to hold classes, ' she said in a

telephone interview yesterday.

Voters approved a $76,000 appropriation for the school
as part of a $1 19,950 town budget Monday, but if the town
opts for Yankee Atomic's offer, it could tuition out its

elementary students to neighboring towns in either nor-

thwestern Massachusetts or Vermont, she said. High
school students are bused to north Adams.
William McGee, a spokesman for Yankee Atomic,

declined to reveal the utility's offer, but said the school
building is one of several it is considering to house a
simulator to train control room operators. It would con-

tinue to provide space for the town offices and library, he
said.

"We thought a decision had already been made to close

the school," McGee said. 'Were not asking them to shut
down the school so we can use the building."
Residents have been debating, but deciding to hold on

to the little two-teacher elementary school ever since the
^nly industry in town • a mill that made glassine windows
for envelopes closed in 1984. Even before that, it didn't
boast either a general store or a church.
Following the shutdown, young families began moving

out. The population dropped from 179 to 140 and the
school enrollment fell from 19 to 9 The only smaller school
m Massachusetts is on Cuttyhunk Island,
Ms. Lacey moved to Monroe Bridge two years ago with

her husband. Glen Crane, who works at Yankee Rowe.
"because we could buy a house here for about half of what
It would c<Mt in more accessible towns ' Their oldest son
is in third grade and his younger brother is to enter
kindergarten in the fall.

Medical waste found on beach
BOSTON (AP)

Authorities said medical
waste, including two syr-

inges, washed up on Carson
Beach in the city's Dor-

chester section is the first

such sighting this year.

In addition to the syr-

inges, three medicine bot-

tles, six rubber gloves and
plastic tubing were among
the waste found, but

authorities said none of

these items showed signs of

blood or other infectious

material.

"They seemed like old

wastes: there were no traces

to indicate that they had
been dumped there," said II-

yas Bhatti, head of the

Metropolitan District Com-
mission, which runs the

beach.

"If they washed up from
the beach, they could have
come from sewer storm
drains or from a boat." he
said.

MDC workers discovered

the waste Monday. Last
summer, medical waste
washed up on beaches along

the Atlantic Shore.

"It does raise some con
cerns," Bhatti said of Mon
day's find. "It gives you a

warning signal."

CHIK'N
G'RILLAS
A juicy chicken patty
grilled and served
on a grinder roll.

Includes lettuce

and tomato with
duck sauce on
the side.

No Grease or Deep Frying

Coffee Shop
ON THE CONCOURSE

Monday-Friday
7:00 am-3:00 pm

ONLY

$2.55

Ban on state trooper overtime
may hurt highway killings probe
NEW BEDFORD <AP) - The Dukakis

administration's call for a halt to over
time pay for state troopers could hinder
the investigation of the deaths of nine
women. ofTicials said yesterday.

The overtime ban waK issued Monday
after the House passed a supplemental
budget that cut the $2 million needed
to underwrite the state police overtime
account for the remainder of this year.

That move could hurt the already
rinancially strapped Bristol County pro-

be into the slayings of the women, whose
bodies have been found along area
highways since July.

Bristol County District Attorney
Ronald A. Pina told the ^andard Times
of New Bedford that Monday he feared
the overtime account for the state police

investigators assigned to his office could

run out as early as this week, resulting

in "a real problem" in the murder
investigation.

The overtime ban has not hurt the
highway killing probe yet but could
cause |»t^lems later, Pina's spokesman.
James Martin, said Tuesday.

"I have seen no evidence of any
slowdown to this point." Martin said.

"We're not going to wait until we see

what happens today. It has not caused
any problems yet. If this situation con-

tinues, it may."
The newest financial crunch marks

the third time the lack of overtime
money threatened the murder investiga-

tion since the first of the year, the
Standard-Times reported.

State troopers investigating the slay-

ings were ordered in January to stop
working overtime after a $170,000 over-

time account - and $35,tX)0 from the
district attorney's accounts — ran out.

On Jan. 26. Gov. Michael Dukakis
pledged additional money that did not

come until two months later. At that

time. Pina's office had already pumped
an additional $50,000 into the state

police overtime account to pay wages.
TrtK^rs were paid in March for over

time accrued from Jan. 4 to March 1

with money from the district attorney's

operating budget. Troopers had worked
1.773 hours of overtime during that

time.

The bulk of the overtime costs was
linked to the highway slaying case and
other homicides.

Working overtime without compensa
tion is a violation of state and federal

law, as well as the state police union
contract. However, troopers had assign-

ed to the Bristol County district at-

torney's office had worked without over-

time compensation between January
and March on the promise they would
be paid later

The impact of the newest overtime
crunch is expected to his state police

unites across the state, affecting

homicide and drug investigations and
drunk driving crackdowns

PARTY!
FREE FOOD!
FREE

EN^TERTAINMENT!
Meet Students From Other Campuses!

Wednesday, May 3
8:00 p.m.

CC 168C
Hear from students who were on exchange!

Bring pictures! Tal(e pictures!
Warning: do not come if you are not prepared to

have lots of fun!

\

TV star complains about $50,000 tax bill
MONTPELIER. Vt. (AP) - Vermont has been courting

movie makers to its mountains, but the state's latest

move, sending a tax bill to one of the movie stars, could
cast a chill on the relationship.

Don Johnson, the star of "Miami Vice," received a bill

in February for more than $50,000 from the state Tax
I>epartment. The assessment was for the money he earn-
ed in 1987 while filming the movie "Sweetheart's Dance"
in Hyde Park.

Johnson, who has not paid his lax bill, has told the Tax
Department that, "if they are serious about taxing movie
people, he would spread the word in Hollywood and there
would never be another film made in Vermont," accor
ding to a state tax official

"He was upset kjecause he felt he was being singled out,"

said Don Lyons a spokesman for the state film bureau,
which promotes Vermont as a location for movies "He
pointed out that if something did occur, he'd be letting

people know that they would be taxed if they made films

in Vermont
Johnson's complaints have apparently paid off in the

form of a proposed income tax exemption for movie stars
and film crew members
"Governor Kunin actively supports the proposed retroac-

tive exemption for movie companies," Vermont Tax Com-
missioner Norris Hoyt told the Senate Finance Commit
tee on Monday.

If approved by the conunittee, the exemption would be
made retroactive to Jan. 1, 1986. Thus, anyone having
made a film in Vermont after that date — including
Johnson — would be relieved of his or her tax burden.
But the exemption does not apply to all. If passed by

the Legislature, the tax break would not be extended to

Vermonters who appear in films made in their home state.

"This would only exempt any out-of-state residents who
are in Vermont for less than 120 days for the purpose of

making a motion picture or a television show." Hoyt said
during testimony in the Senate Finance Committee.

Ho>'t's statement elicited an incredulous question from
one member of the committee
"You mean (Vermonters* who get the small parts — the

extras—would have to pay taxes, and the stars wouldn't?"
asked Sen. Stephen Reynes, D-Windsor
"That's what's called the Golden Rule" Hoyt retorted
Though the Tax Department assessed Johnson's film

first, the state could stand to gain about $300,000 in in

come taxes from his film and four others made in the state

during the same year, according to Tax Department

estimates.

"But that's in abeyance until we see what the

Legislature does with this bill," Hoyt said.

The administration has given support to the tax exemp-
tion because it believes the money the motion picture in-

dustry brings to the Vermont economy far exceeds that

which could be raised through the tax collections from the

stars and crews of films made here.

"The administration believes it would be financially ad-

vantageous to enact this exemption to continue to en-

courage the motion picture industry to continue their

work in Vermont," Hoyt said "Plus, the administration

sees it as a good public relations point."

In 1987, the year Johnson made his film, four other
movies were shot in Vermont, reportedly injecting about
$4.7 million into the state's economy.
The states of Colorado and Iowa have similar tax ex-

emptions for movie fjeople.

Those who would benefit the mcmt from the Vermont
income tax exemption if it were to pass, would be people
who live in states such as Florida where there is no per-

sonal income tax. In states where there is a personal in-

come tax, movie people working and paying taxes in Ver-

mont would receive a tax credit

SMART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST.. NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-257 1

"DO I HAVE A CASE?**
•t tent U«Kl SuvioM OsatK (L.S.C.I aw m

eriaiaal. aaivwsltr rmUxmtdm Tiimtta, ooMMW. labor rala-
lB)«cy, tad tmiXr Imt

UM.C, la

TX) I NEEDA LAWYER?**

oaU S4S-IMS Cor m
eirst Mare* of law ralataA

f aArlos or lotwraXt
uttk a loval —tt—t/attor—f

la tte iMart of tta* t

922 of tka Cavos Osatu
:matu la liaiirtirsppw-,^,.—.,.^,

aad la opaa aadar throooh Prldar, 9 a.a.
veil S p.B.
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fjoin
us in the fun and laughter

^^^ The 2nd Annual

^^^Festival
iy Morris Dancers Ti- Hay Rides 12-1 & 3-5

T^ Local Magician Fran Ferry 2:00

^ Farm Tours 12-1 & 3-5 i^ Kids Games

Ti- Fabulous Maplewood Farm Food

T^ Barbecue Foods & Picnic Area

^ Thirst Quenching Beverages

^ FREE Balloons for kids of all ages!

Make healthy eating a habiL.May 6th

a day offun and laughter to remember.

Visit Maplewood Organic Farm
Serving the communityfor 10 years.

'

BCP GRADUATION AND
AWARDS CEREMONY

Friend and Family of Students enrolled ^
with the Bilingual Collegiate Program are

^-^

invited to attend our Graduation and
Awards Ceremony. This activity will be

held at the CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM ON MAY 5TH from

^ 7:00 pm through 1:00 am. For more
y information please contact 545-1366.

132 Belchertown Rd., Rt 9 Amherst 256-8384

Open Monday-Friday 8-7,

Saturday & Sunday 9-6

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
presents its

1st Annual Last Lecture Titled:

"Living in the Material World

Given by Professor Albey Reiner
of

The University of Massachusetts
Microbiology Department

Open to the General Public

Free Admission

Campus Center Auditorium, May 4 at 7:30

FREE RECEPTION TO FOLLOW

»
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Gardner testifies he wanted to hurt victims
. ARWICK R.I. (AP) Richard Gardner,

who IS charged with kidnapping three

Rhode Island boys and molesting one, said

Tuesday he was sick and wanted his vic-

tims to feel the same hurt he did as a child-

niotestation victim.

On cross-examination, however, pro-

secutor Jeffrey Pine chipped away at Gard-
ner's insanity defense, suggesting Gardner
was not the poor student he claimed and
did not suffer the beatings or taunts he
claimed were administered by his

schoolmates and parents.

Gardner. 22, of Weymouth, Mass., daim^i

he suffered nightmares after an adult

leader abused him at a Bristol, N.H., Boy
Scout camp when he was 12, and that the

nightmares led him to kidnap a Providence

boy and to kidnap and molest two Warwick
boys, one of whom was snatched at knife-

point from his bedroom.
All three boys later were returned, and

Gardner was caught July 30 following a

police chase after dropping off one of the

Warwick youths. He had been free on bail

in Massachusetts after pleading guilty to

charges he molested a boy there.

Gardner said he was driving aimlessly

and fantasizing June 18. 1988, when he
spotted Thomas Shearman, 10, of Pro-

vidence walking home from the grocery

and "wanted to physically hurt him... cause
pain." He did not explain, although he
admitted hitting Shearman in the head as

the boy struggled. Gardner said that while

they rode around for several hours, he told

Shearman "I was sick, and I needed help

and I needed (someone) to talk to."

During Gardner's two day of testimony
Superior Court Judge John P. Bouncier
would not allow him to answer numerous
questions about his motives. Bouncier has
warned public defender Richard K. Corley

that he later may deny the insanity

defense.

Gardner also said his fantasies led him
to break into Michael Sykes' home July 29
and threaten the 10-year-old with a knife.

He said he took the boy to his car and

molested him, but became remorseful after

noticing the boy had a physical handicap

and returned the youth after about two

hours.

Adam Gil, 6. was taken from outside a

Warwick library later that day, driven to

a Massachusetts park, tied up, molested

the next morning and then returned home
after they spent the day at the beach and
an arcade. Gardner said.

While they were at the park, "I told him
that the same sort of thing had happened
to me and I was just a sick person who 6
needed help, and I told him I didn't want
to do what I did and was very sorry," Gard
ner said.

Gardner said he telephoned his girlfriend

to delay their date, then went with her to

a club while Gil was tied up. He returned

later with a sleeping bag for the boy.

Gardner has not been charged in Rhode
Island with molesting Gil, only with

molesting Sykes Gardner faces a total of

TONIGHT IS REGGAE NIGHT
From Boston-THE SHAKERS

Thursday is

ROLLING ROCK NIGHT
THE ICEMEN

Rock 'n 'Roll—Rhythm & Bluen

Friday
WAIL'IN DAVE ROBINSON

& THE BLUE DOGS

Saturday ^
THE UPSETTERS

1 1 counts of kidnap, sexual assault, assault

and other charges, several of which carry

potential life in prison.

Pine challenged Gardner's story of a tor-

tured childhood, noting that he had
downplayed it to a counselor and had fail-

ed to tell anyone of his own molestation un-

til his arrest. Pine also noted that while
Gardner said he was in special reading
classes most of his school years, his records

did not reflect that.

The records also showed no discipline pro-

blems or decline in grades after Gardner
allegedly was molested. Pine said.

Gardner clashed with Pine, said he was
forced by his parents to maintain good

grades and saw no connection with what
had happened at the Boy Scout camp.

"Your defense is that it affected your con-

duct 10 years later. I'm simply asking you
whether it affected your conduct in the
.seventh grade." Pine said.

FREE
SUMMER STORAGE

• COATS
• SWEATERS

• COMFORTERS
•BLANKETS

• ANY WINTER GARMENT

VOUR CLOTHES WILL BE EXPERTLY
DRYCLEANED AND PRESSED

AND READY TV WEAR IN THE FALL

YOU PAY ONLY NORN4AL
DRYCLEANING CHARGES WHEN
YOU PICK THEM UP IN THE FALL

^ NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED ^
Main Street Cleaners

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON
ON BUS ROUTE

H3 MAIN STREET • NORTHAMPTON S86-4359

• AT

• >u.t|i«ai

/S^.
cNn

'^:u?

"^"-^i;:;^^-

MUSIC W:

Beer* of the Month

Beck's
Corona •0%%mm» ••••«*•••»•• »•*««••«<

COMING SOON
TWISTER'S TERRACE

30 BOLTWOOO WALK, OOWNSTAJUS, AMHERST
253-2663
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Hypnotist
John Saco
Tonight

8:30 p.m. at
The Hatch
BOGPC

IF TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE
You can earn 3 credits this summer in

just four or seven weeks.

Register now for an accelerated day or evening
course in one of the following fields:

D Accountancy
D Computer Information Systems
D Economics/Finance
D Liberal Arts

D Management
D Marketing

Seven-week courses begin
May 22 & July 10.

Four-week courses begin June 5.

Call (61 7)891 -21 35 today for a complete
schedule and registration materials in just

48 hours.

I

Bentley

College
School of Continuing and Professional Studies, Waltham, MA 02154-4705

^^^\Cln garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet
ituriirr & sunday hkuncm

RiilM ^rn,«( 'iH |, in Miai lli<ii< • IIiiiik lurrusl SmuU 1 1 lll,im Ip'"

ALL YOU CAN I:AT$c:99
Children und»r 10 S3.00 ~^

i ) Hoi »nd Sour Soup
7) Chicken tlngvii

3) Chlclian Wings
4) Fried Wonlont
S)Pan Fil»d Ravioli

•) B»»l with Snow P«ii«

7) HouM Spiced Chicken

(I Sweel erid Souc Chicken
•moe^l Poik riled Rice
10) Ve«#lable Filed Noodles
11) Chinese BBOPoik
1 2) Broccoli In Oyster Sauce

2S6-02SI

2S6-02S2

1ME MT SEIIICE ~ nil COCRTIIlMM
II Itkkertteii U. it ll< i. lM»mt\ 2M 1252

•stsSM ll« II II. In III 11 II

IIMMN SntlMIn M II • >»a

Dtlh*r

S-9:30f.m.

jsSP Ki

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and site

work at the Bright Moments Jazz Festival during the month of July.

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July
13, 20, 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from
9 a.m. -5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AAyEOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich
or Mary Gannon, 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable

atmosphere.

:^^
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1 HE FAk SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

,ajM.

"To be human should be
considered a privilege, not an
excuse."

-Imogene Fey

5rmi5 nw Hf5 m^/TE
i

"Well, Mr. President, let's see ... carry the

one, take away three, carry the two ... that

would be fourscore and seven years ago."

CALVIN AND HOBBES

I
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By BILL WATTERSON
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD
BOVPEKJ BALBOA,
"BOY DEMOCRAT,
5ee:k,s advice
PKOM A VETERAN
STUDENT SENATOR...

AS> A SENATOR, I

HAVE To JOIN A
ConniTTEE ?

^ORPER \)

iU

-BUT WHICH COnAllTTEE
IS riOsr IMPORTANT?

I'D HAVE TO
SAY THE
IT OX..

RCTRICVAL
CX)rOMlTTEE...

They BRiMq senators
BACK F«?OAA THE LOuMQE:
OM VAJEPMESDAY NIGHTS .

To TWRTICIPATE IN /
occa&io>4al "ROu. call

)

VorES < OTHER WirAu /
SENATE "BOSIMESS. /

I
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YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffa
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21-Aprt 19} Vou hav«

an •Kcatont chance Ol increasing

your nrorrw if you make the rigr>t

rrxjve toOay vour ieodenh«j may
t>e chalengea Dy the old guara

Stona you ground

TAINNIt (Apru 20-V«ay 20) Vou
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ters take a tur' for tne betfe'
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MENU
LUNCH

Swiss turkey sandvi/lch

Hamburg on roll

BASICS LUNCH

Golden burgers

Swiss turkey sprout sandwich

DINNER
Pork and snrimp

with snow peas
Breaded chicken tenders

BASICS DINNER

Brazilian rice casserole

Breaded chicken tenders
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WORLD 8cNATION
Bush nears decision
on subsidizing
grain sales to Soviets
WASHINGTON lAP) - President Bush, who has argues

for eliminating trade subsidies, neared a major trade and
foreign policy decision yesterday on whether to approve

US subsidies for the the sale of 3 million tons of grain to

the Soviet Union.
Senior Republican leaders of the House and Senate said

they strongly urged the president in a White House

meeting to move ahead with the subsidies, amid indica

tions Bush would approve at least a partial subsidy plan.

The subsidies have been suspended while the Bush ad-

ministration reviews both the budget impact of the pro-

gram and overall US relations with the Soviet Union.

Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole. R Kan., a staunch

supporter of the program, said Bush promised a decision

by day's end.

Dole said Bush did not indicate which way he was lean

ing during a breakfast meeting with GOP leaders. White

House aides reported divided views on the subject among
Bush advisers.

Speaking with reporters after the meeting. Dole said,

"strong pitchers" were made by lawmakers, "the point

being, if we're going to trade with Soviet Union, which

we are. then we have to be competitive, we have to meet

world price."

It would be Bush's first approval of a major agricultural

subsidy.

The export enhancement program involves subsidies to

US exporters in the form of surplus government-owned

commodities. The exporters are able to sell grain to a

foreign buyer at a reduced price and then collect govern

ment surpluses as 'bonuses' or subsidies to make up the

differences.

The Bush administration, following the lead of the

Reagan administration, has called for eventual elimina

tion of all export subsidies. But Bush has said he would

not 'unilaterally disarm' and call for doing away with such

supports for US crops so long as other trading nations sub-

sidize their exports.

The Agriculture Department has promoted the sale, but

skepticism has been voiced by the Office of Management
and Budget and the National Security Council.

After a sale of subsidized grain to Egypt earlier thi.s

year, negotiated by the Reagan administration. Budget

Director Richard G. Darman suspended use of the export

enhancement program while the review was under way.

Last month. Bush said in a broadcast interview with

farm radio stations that his administration intended to

use the subsidy program to try to help US farmers gain

new markets. "We are rebuilding confidence in America
agriculture in terms of reliability in foreign markets and
we're going to have to continue to do that."

Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.. chairman of the Senate

Agriculture Committee, said that he had urged the presi-

dent to resume the sale of subsidized grain.

The Soviet Union and China have been major buyers

under the program, with the Soviets buying more than

4 million tons ofUS wheat for delivery in 1988-89. In ad

dition, the Soviets have bought about 14.6 million sub

sidized tons of corn for 1988-89.

According to the Agriculture Department, since the sub-

sidy program began in 1985 it has helped sell more than

81 million tons of grain to all foreign recipients, including

about 60 million tons of wheat, plus assorted other pro-

ducts such as frozen poultry, eggs and dairy cattle. In all,

the sales are valued at about $8.14 billion, with the sub-

sidies costing more than $2.5 billion.

AP photo

Space Shuttle workers, Jim Matthus, left, and Bill Cairn.s exercise yesterday at the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida. The shuttle is scheduled to be launched tomorrow. Friday's launch
was scrubbed with 31 .seconds left on the countdown clock.

CLASSIFIEDS
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ACTIVmES

ELECTIONS • Commutef Area QcM Thurs-

day May 4 10-4 in from of the Hatch - vol*-

but just once

RALLY AT THE UMASS STUDENT UNION
today at 1 00pm against Military-funded

research on campus Mel Kir<g will speaK
at the rally

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS MEETINQ. elec

tions. lonighl. 7pm, Campus Center check
camendar for room number Oh my

THIS WEEK ON DAMAOE INCOR-
PORATED tune in tor Dream Theater'

Wednesday at »30 only on WMUA

CRAFT FAIR VENDORS - Students^nd
ottters ' sign up now lor May 1 1 and 1 2 all

crafts must be handmade Contact the SU
craft shop 545-2096

FRIENDS OF CHRISTY SPOERL invited to

attend memorial tree plantir^ at Brown
House 1 00pm Sat. May 6

1WHAT IS VEGETARIANISM??
By nutrislionist Karen McVeigh

worKsriop May 4, 7 30pm
Commonwealth Rm (Earthloods)

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(Of any timel' Find out fiow you can
' Jet there anytime lor no more than $160
' Jet back anytin'>e lor no more than $160
' Jet there May 23 for |ust $99
' Jet there May 23 and back anytime before

the end of June lor {ust $249
' Jet there May 23 and back anytime all

summer for )ust $299'"

Now we ask you are these rates any less

than sensational? There must tie some
calch. right' Wrong' There's not'" To
educate yourself about ttow we do it. go get

Consumer Reports Travel Letter. June.
1985. pp 26-30 from the library, or call us
any weekday 10 am-e pm at 212-864-2000
or write AIRHITCH. 2901 Broadway, Suite

100-M2. NY, NY 10025.

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
•re available Keep your friends and parents

Informed about what is gotng on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS AUDIO
19S8 BLACK JEEP tiVRANOLER loaded 5

•peed, alarm, am/tm cassette etc Low
miles meticulous care 546-5178

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS:
Earn $6000-8000 this summer Work in the

Springfield area as a protect manager
Manage appro 1 people on one site pairv

ling condominiums For ntore infocall(617)

964-7020

ATTENTION MAUREEN JONES

Ha^py 20th birtliday. Only one more year

to go - but not really Have a great day and
a great year and an especially great night

Lova, Your Big Spender. Tony

JVC RX-1 AM/FM COMPUTER CON-
TROLLED receiver with remote Nikko

ND 550 cassel deck mastenwork speakers

$250 BO Contact Matt 546-1043.

AUTO FOR SALE

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly

$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400

•79 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK good
condition Must sell $600 Price negotiable

Call Susie 253-5534

CHEVY ASTRO M 5 8pd~8unroof 8pBSS

66k 6900 549-6215

1983 PLYMOUTH RELIANT - K Wagon. e<

cellent condition, standard 82,000 miles,

$1995, 586-8416.

1986 RENAULT ENCORE 31K mi no saH

from Texas $1850 or B O Excellent cond

call 256-6024

1M0 OELTXIm OLDSMOBILE fully

•quipt. A/C, new tires, look* and runs like

new $850 or BO 549-4430

1968 BUiCK LESABRE -HUQEI
340cuinV8. 4-door, autotrans, good shape

$900/BO Call Mike 11am lo I1pm
546-4905

71 VOLKS BUG. Engine in excellent eon-

dition Very little rust, max need brake ad-

lustment No fieat Has a lot of heart $900
802-257-5829

1979 RABBIT 11 Sk HWY MLS good
Michellin tires new battery struts disk brakes
exhaust muffler and front lenders am fm
stereo great engine extrerT>ely well maintain-

ed by ex-toyola owner $1460 bo conlaci
Matt 546-1043

1 979 TOYOTA COROLLA excelleni condh
lions four speed $950 00 call 256-6024

1981 SUBARU HATCHBACK, 4WD. 4
speed S T

,
cracked windshieM. $1500/8.0

1-774-523^

1982 HONDA PRELUDE. 5-speed. AM-FM-
Cass pwr-moonrf, well maintained, runs
great' $1750/B O Martin 5-3506 283-7419

1984 VW JETTA. 65000 miles, brand new
Perrelli lires. excellent condition very

reasonable 586-5674

87 PONTIAC SUNBIRD AM/FM Stereo

automatic transmission power steering ac

4600 BO 4drsdn 549-5835

FORD FAIRMONT 1979 Runs good Good
tires $700 Call Joan 546-6063

86 CHEVETTE GOOD CONDITION must
sell 1 700 80 549^5835 Blue Radio (AM FM)

1*78 DODGE ASPEN FOR PARTS.
or best offer Call 546-5955

$150

197S MERCEDES ZM lully equip! must sell

cheap call 323-4256

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK,
automatic, many new parts $1800 or BO.
584-5135 eves

WEDNESDAY, MAY 3, 1989

•OV WOfMCR

' OCAR mtm, ThHtt tor tfw bM! mghi
' of my lite' i kwe you and akways will

' CongratuUilionc vid good tuck m aM

you do' I kM* you- Morodnh

COTTAGE AVAILABLE IN

CAPE COD

RENT COTTAGE IN FALMOUTH
HEIGHTS up lo 3 femalM tor only $2500
from Momorial Day to LaOor Day Cal:

50fr7a«-i3a7

PORRENT

•UMMBI MMLCT FALL OTTION 3
mayOo 4 bodtoonw m houae N Amlwrsl
on buabne large ya«d tSO/mo plus om
OUmi rnature poopia pref CaK SopTua
54»-sae3

SOUTHWOOD TOWNHOUSE
AVAILABLE 6/1 mrtiM option 256491"

SOUTH YARMOUTH COTTAGE av'

Memorial Day-Labor Oay 3 bdrm ocean
>«• $4500 00 plus (500 00 tacuritv

deposit Call 1508)537 0733 days
(508)537 7113 nighta

I KMM ATT ON MM ROUtC. t«H
monm cal Mu«p»i «aS«874

LOOKMGPORONI
TON? Call

MPUP^

IT etUV SMm 3 pMWie 1 mi-

wfaM no*m Opken uW*
net cabte sane turn* 'Sa^tOM'

'

SW«S VtLLAOE 4MR Arr 2 bMh I

•arts «/l cal 253^3863

OOUaiC ROOM AVAILAMLC tl^m «vy
ctoaa 10 Amriarti Camar tor ««nmar or )«ar

laaaa 29iy<nnm Ca« Can « 2S3-»4i f

LARGE 2

•as carpalmg. i

On bus rouM
eB6-777»

A^. 1V«M««IM»

•1

•IMIMa Juna 1 «iMHar MiHM e«h I

TAKE OVCR
v«age apt

TAKE Wm LCAM « our 2 Mtfroom
SeutfMMOd wi 1SMS62

I OUR LEASE <n Souir>«ood
Maning frt Can 753^9112

OWiAT OUkL: 4 ba*eow ponwani. $ by
6/1 »m tacura N torW 2 reoma awaaaHa

2S»S3i«

JMMeS.iwaiWMaa fm
opMn Am« (WN iiMf Joa a»OS43

1 MRMMOUKTS
from bus rl 10 man from Ul

S242/m0 pkM uW 25>7215

souTHWooo townhousFTake
OVER ou' leaea/juna <s 'ree caM iate

25»4«10

mrAH rrt not tooTatB~2 bdnn
Souttiwood Avail e/t hurry' 253-2389

SUMMER SUaLET/FALLOmON 1 bOrm
in a SQuwa VIg Townanousa caM 866-2428

SUMPTIOUS SO WOOO APT AVL 6<1 2

bedroom MS-cha^ you can't afford not to

caM' Mani2Se-««l

ROOM AVAILAaLE HAY OR JUNi av
condHionad bus route pool Ooaa to campus
258-0868 256-4270

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOO LEASE
1 bdrm I'^batfis Townhouaa-sMa with

sMing glaas door off kitchen 29*46W
keap trymg 495 phis

SWtSB VILLAGE 4 BEDROOM APflur
aummar wNh M obon CaK 258-1912

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNBMMMC.*
Kitchen, bath, ale

Summer subM Juna 1 lo Sapl i

Ona to tour paopla
PtoaaacaRimmadlalaly Slawa S4»«3a0'

Stuart 8-7812

•OUTHWOOO
TOWNHOUIE
Laava

2 BEDROOM
a/1 Cal2S3<»83

massage

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE in Brandywine

June 1st 54»0961

FOR SALE

CLASSIFIEDS
AIRPLANE TICKET FOR SALE Hartford

to San F-aneisco May 2* oesi offer' CaM
Ceba 586-8852

MOTORCYCLE

WHO TICKETS - B«M oltor la

549-4758

HUGE ROOM M HOUSE NEAR Puffers

Pond avail Juna i*t Alao avariabia 2

rooms lor Sapt CaM S4»«eS0 laava

message

SOUTHWOOO TOWNIKHWE, avaHabla

6/1. 2 bdrm r/i baths 256-8701

IF

1 WY TK:»(ET TO SEATTLE fUm NW
Airlines $t50 B/O lOverSaOO valua') Call

Caroline 538 3 1 78

WATER BED (QUEEN) headboard Irama
neate- and pump $100 549-0128

STEMO JVC L-AK> TURNTABLE $75
A«ai AA-R22 racanar 8125 Onkyo TA 2027
tape oack $125 Gmnmttt i k>ud speakers
SITS or Ml lor S400 54»0128

aRANDYWME ATT AVAaABLE Juna lat

TMca our toaaai Can S4»0957

THREE FEMALES LOOKING FOR
BOARDER to rent single room on Mam St

for 1 semester next faU Near town, on bus

route $165 plus utHAies Call 253-2347

Keep trying

MUBTSEEI!
Ltwunout 4 »•€» comamporary una av

dudaa tola/bad k>«e saM, plus 2 maKhmg
taWaa aakmn $iOO or oaal oHar Adam or

Jaff M^'KW

ALL EXCELLENT CONDITION 3 saM
coucn $50 big easy chair rocker SSO kan
si/e bad $50 Call Susan 5495990

BOXES FOR MOVING. SHIPPING.
STORAGE tf sh«ies and »um also UPS
Shvpew iMlh raia« chaipar Bian

aK 13 Railroad St

ItBO HONDA CXSOO cuMon runa oaealani
hrsi S&OO lakes H Mchaal 584^706

MOVWO?

OUESTldit ABOUT YOUR
LEASE/SECURmr dapoMi daducbona?
Questions about tublatting/aaamning
ieaaa«7 Quaabons about itie corvtitions o*

your new houaa or apartment 7 Contact tlw

Legal Sarvcaa Carter . 922 Campus Center
54&1986

NORTHWOOO APARTMOITS

IMMLE THEY LAST 2 or 3 bdr apanmwus
torrent S91 up now tor the Fai and recane
na mofWt ol Au0jal Froa< Ca8 865-3866 tor

PERSONALS

KAREN Thanks torrnakmg my lormal

graal I'm glad ««'ra o**iin9 lo biOw
Ene

AmnarM 2&>3«36

IS ««CN COLOR TV Sony Tnrabon rwMM
I (Mdy aicond lacotar aiMnnaa tan
SB4-3n«

PAROE TWO BEDROOM Condo Mio or

three people fuHy equipad kitchan, laundry

facilities Call 253-2923

PUFFTON VILLAGE^OUBLE ROOM
lease availalbe June 1 Close to bus ana

laundry $285/month Includes gas, heat,

and hot water CaM 549-0840

BSR 2(KI WATT SPEAKERS under warran

ty must sell $200 6-4636

FENDER JAZZ BASS excelleni condition

with hard-shell case $550 00 ask lor Nathan

586-6918

THE WHO - July 12, grilt aaat*. Bart of

far 549-4597, Mike

FOUND

PIMIH CAT POUND on
shai wng hav S46-I2M

FOUND: ONE OVmOOAT
in Thowpaon I0« on 4IM

CMIPMMSn

MARTHA'S VBIEVARO:
' Ona tomato naadad to share house m '

' Oak BMto Cttav rent, convaniant '

tacabon Can Lon 5a»-l479

ESTELLAI tlMRka tw Ma flPbat WL
SALVAOORUN toed I am hoping to maat
you ananf Plaaae anaiMT hara Tlialnaniay

, maninMB afa
. talk Ml Via bars tor Happy Hour* Hap-

py 2l«LJBa

• LAMOTHK I tound your 1

L««n2S3-Sf7>

4 WHO TIX 6/12 FOXBORO call 253-3663

best offer

UMASS COED NAKED LACROSSE tshirts

and boxers on sale today only in campus

canlar concourse.

PUNMmjRC
•••••••••••a §••»••••••

•WIREONAOUATBM (VEAI) ANDWf
'muet(a«a«orymno Furrature tor anary*
' room bails droaaar*. couch, kacban

'

•»m mt Can 546-7712 «•«••

ONI BADVOOLL ONI
IgoloHal youwani*
You 901 what 1 need'

Why sbouU we avok) if

Lata not bght daauny'
ConoraluNbana on the big Nav<

Youri*. buitodbH

MKPWANTIO

DELIVERY PERSONB(naad your own car)

andcovtarhato Sacura a lOb no* tor nart

i^ply al P dou^. doawiloawi

GOVERMHENT JOM $15.400472.500
now n,<,ng eaceltant baitalits CaM
1 312 742 1142 a«1J-S63tA

BREAK WEBUM;. laprapanng «• 1960
Spnng Braak aiMmauM cMandar and v lav-
cbmg tor fuMtma coMa^a woman studarts

to ippaar m iha catondar M you art a

MHima aiuaani, anftiaan yaara oi age or

oWar, inia««d W ba m Flonda dunng Spnng
Sraaa i960 and woutoWw to appear«•»
catondar sand a photo, name and ianriii

to BWl PC Bon 172125 Tampa Ft

336720125 Thoea ciM>aan wdl be
prtMographad during the aummar, ba pa«i

and eTigibte fo< profil •harmg

AFTER SCHOOL CARE. 5 7 10 years M-
" -TM 3 15-5 15 Minutes from camp«a,
own iransortation start May 15 253-5206

afte" 5pr^

Im wtonitofl Art you? Jan

KATV D HartVdrmfc on ma -C

TME Mbit RMUUiT'wdMM in the

worU. Suaan J my heart hanos haavy at

»ia«iou^olkto without you Oaaparatoly
laatong your dental plan Mother wM you
marry ma al 5 o cMck aW inaUji yowrs
Father PS Bart needs ua'

FARTI WAS DANCING at mtamalional
worth batng vcW i^athtoiw O Graano 4

NET EVES-.TMa • NMigh

HEV ALAN R? Sandy Wend hair, blua
al ttia Bkiewall 1 -

TOAOM—Jl FROM IIVSH EXPERIENCE.
Why saooT' Oon'l oe anonymous' (leeoond
hare, or m class -Ceana

HEY CMOV M. Friday nigM «•• lan-

Mbutoua' Thank* lor gom ouH LaTs flat

PUPPEMELLIES CAPE COOt MigaM
mght club « ow hinna lor thaM saaaon tor

mort mformation call 549^X166

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY Painting

company warns students to work m North

Andover and Andover Wi« Umn CAI Rai
549-4695

BARTENDERS: Prince Grove GoH Course
call Shirley 584-4570 for interview

JANET FROM KMJ. happy birthday' We
kiva you the pledges

KMA YOU LUSTY VIXEN! You d«)n I think

rdloi9Mdtoyow<7h«ipyb<lay< Love. Iha

RON E: the big day a around the corner

-

hart your rocks ready" P S You took great

GROUNDS WORKERS: P^ Oram Go*
course call 584-4570 for intaryiai

WORK FOR GRONPEACE ACnOW'- hOlp

preaanrt andangarad species, retfcioe loi

ic w aala» and atop Iha ams race Salary.

banalNi. travel and advancement Fullpart

lima 2-IOpm CHI 256^1439 B* /Shannon

Apply now for the summer'

NiV

tOWNEMOUSESINQLE AVMLAILE lot

faH nonsmokar. neat person a muall Cal
quckly Heather at 549-4908

STAVnCE. OAVaAR. KERMrr. AMY -
Bitarre tove Iriangto (squara)7 -Too

awaaome tor words and to sleep wilh-

nwaba? Keep la raithtoraver' The neurc«K

tut

TO TIC OUT M THE BH.V0I CAR •

vtwrt's Amharal croaatng'>

HEV ANDY, don't grve up on Amy She tove

•, even though you toM here to

latealaiit

ever as Svnmy and ttie Screaming Qinaa

ia the group ready 10 rage w us on Sat?

JENKRANCER

fHANKS~FOR OEmNQ HE Owougfl

hrst year at school yourt the beat big

a guy could hart Lorn Joah

Admired you from afar at chapel

party Saturday nigfit WouM like lo get to

know you better Interested? Apply hert -

Norvbendo

OBBBTIANJONES SIX MONTHS is onki

I you 1,2, and 3 PSthe beginning I adort you 1

wteM. asrtaoma, payched

UVNia m BOSTON TMS aUMMCR? sharan

MAUREEN O'LEARY happy bkthday »
yaw* old and nertr bean kneed (missed'?!)

h*o weeks lefl- gat m itMae last few-scoop

am up «e tort you Amy, Mary. Janmler,

WE NEED YOU TO SHARE our h«o

bedroom apartment with us CaH Cliarlene

5464427 or Inger at 546-6397

LOST

STOLEN FROM SUNSET Jean jackal ai

least return wallel and key 546-6602

LARGE REWAROI Goto necMaoe toat 4/21

please call 546-7367

MISSING TWO OENJM JACKETS from

Pike 4/29 please return key if nothing more

no questions call Deana 546-1468 or Julie

546-9668

ALPHA CHI RHO JACKET, toat al Pike on

Fridays party 4/29 Says Dart on sleeve,

keys in pocket Reward' Call 6-8601

LOifSETOF KEYS ON a bron/e UMass
keychain in campus center restroom on

Saturday Please call 546-7849

calculator please call Nancy 253-2303

LOST PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES at

Dickinson Ladies room if found, please call

665-8200

WHOEVER STOLE MY BROWNl^
JACKET Friday 4/21 from mandelto MHC,
return it I know wtio you are Btoe and whae

oxford sound familiar? No quesMn*.
546-6603. Info appreciated.

LOST ORGANIC CHEM BOOK4/10 al

GRC Call Yolanda 549-1925

ONE PEARL EARRING: Sunday afternoon

at Eastside concert Very sentkneotal itom.

If found pteaaa call Terry at 546-7086.

KMA - MKi— PECKER - BECKERI Have
ttia beat 20th birthday' Get psyched to hart
a blaall We tove ya< The Kennedy Crew

RAFAEL. ROB • SEAN Congratulations"
I am very proud o' you guys and I am glad

thai you proved so many to be wrong Baal
ot luck' Love always Sigrid

TO THE N06E-RMGED cheM kMaaTT^
I have one too''

HAPPY 21 BIRTHDAY PORTERI Are you
ready lor you' necono sei ot txeakdancin
lessons'* Live it up tove ya Oee-Oee

EOOME V. Sorry but it « n^vf too law to tali

you h^ipy birthday' Happy 27" 1 tort you"
Your bt^iday girl

LYN ALBERT • Have a great 2tsl bkthday
' your such a wM and cra/y chick and a

Seat friend as we** Lort Liz. Kaly and
ancy

* SENIORStI
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS"

JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAKM*
Earn $4 50/hr pkiS bonusae cdlkng

other UMaasaafHoni
* Apply at ma Memorial Haa Baaamant '

or call 545 3609
APPLY TOOAYII

JOE. JASON. COREY. MARC. DAVE: TIM
ia WW* Ptok up a note m 1 702 tor mora due*

iwho7f

HEV — 117 art you liee tor another lato

nigfM *!? If so wear your tove shirt and you

nertr know Knhat might happen a ctose"

HEV JENMPER LVNNE GARVIN Its May
3rd Happy 21st< Lisa

MIA ALWAYS CARED, I'm Iha one who
wasn't there Stay out of our business -

Rama

MATT AND ERKA - Thank you for starling

a wonderful relationship Love Tracy and

Dean

HARYELLEN M. tooking lonvard lo spen-

ding some time together and falling in love

again' Love Zonk

TO THE PINK-SPANOEX GOO of Sylvan

Day. pick me' Pck me' Pick me! I can make

LOST EYEGLASSES IN Mack caae and you see god

GO STATE U CREWI Take It at the New
Englands this weekend No marcyl!

BROOKE AND BECCA - Met you friday on

CC let's go out -don'tuvorry. I'm a nice guy
raaportoWel

TO THE ADORABLE BOUNCY green-

EYED BLONDE IN 226 Grayson can I take

you to dinner? Reply here- intereatad.

MiV VOU POdPI You'M loMiy euM
Thanks tor • wondartui ona year I tort you
very much Big kiaa Big Hug F C

DIANA B. - The captivating, k>vely btonde

I saw you Frklay in D C , you wore white

pant*. Mar It spots. You're on my mind
> you don't know?

RNX WANTV

RIOE TO S-P. CA UfPtRU). L« May 30
cak Tory 536-3732

RUE NEEDED TO ANN ARBOR Ml, on
May 25 PtoaaecaBJiAaii you art heading

ROOMMATES WANTED

MARTHA'S VMEYARO:
' One tomato needed to shan houaa w '

' Oak Blufto Cheap rent, convenient '

tocakon Call Lon S46-1476

CAPE ROOMATES NEEDED for tow rent

house cak Cath> 546-5036

NON-SMOKING FEMALE WANTED lo

share room m New trwee bedroom cortdo

Ctoaa to campus and town $200/monlh

SUMMER SUaUET Ml BOSTON. 2 Smole
rooms availabto $750 tor ttie summer On
Tufts U campus CaM Steve 256-8608

ONE FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE apert

ment on Bnttany Manor aiarting nmn fal

Ca« Nancy al 546^052

NEED 2 ROOMMATES TO SHARE toroe

bedroom m nice house >n Sunderiarv) On
bus iMie Meaow undergradt 546-6829

LOOKINC FOR TWO RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN to share 4 bedroom house CaM
61148

NO CASH FOR SUBLET? 1 or 2 relatively

sludtous females tor established Bnttany

apt Sept 69 June 90 Joaee 256-0809

THREE >U«r NONUiOKINO ROOM-
MATES 1 mato 2 tomato* tor 3 bedroom m
awaaome 5 bedroom house 1 mito from

can^Mia $215-236 plu« uliMies 549-7666 or

5464403

2 FEMALES NEEDED to share 2 br Bran-

dywine apt Call now 546-7618

SINGLE MOTHER SEEKING an apartment

wid/or roommaM for this coming fan My
daugMar«« ba 8 monlha oU in September
(415^664753 Aak tor Marta

BRANDYWriNE FOR 2 tooking lor 2 or 1

tomato noonsmokers 10 share apt startmg

6/1/69 Call 549-5187

TWO~SINOLeB AVAILADLE: in lour

bedroom houaa, acroea from townhouae
Looking tor Nw raapon»ibto IsmMM to lanl

the two, large amgla* Alao, one Mngto •
toige anoughto ba a doubto H dasirad Rant

$200 par month If inlereaiad, call Tenia or

Kelly 5494192. toart measaga

0NE~6r TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed for Puffton Apt ASAP' Call

5464266

1-BDRM M
availabto Juito

5490748
let

PUPFTON APT.
NonamoWng. CaM

WANTED: ona femato. nonsmoker for

townehouee Brandywine apt Call Mwianne
at 546-8055 toart message

EDitdR: CHANGE THATB* average to an

A* EMmlnala grammatical errors arto

strengthen your papers $1 00 per page
Mail Ssnnca or dekvery availabto 5854186

OOTONIAL VILLAGE 2 BORM Start 6/1

W/Oplion to lease near bus slop $440 call

2564967

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer, dryer, woodstove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 minute walk lo UMass caU

2534707 $195/month

TVVO SEMI-OUIET NON SMOKING FUN
women looking lor tyvo Single rooms m cool

house preferably in AMfierst tor Fall ptoase

call Krislin 546-9514 leave message
Thanks

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF '89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT—CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer? Cal 549-1660 George

SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED -

clean/furnished Puffton apartment available

reduced rates 549-7483

ROOM AVAILABLE JUNE. Fall opbon
KiSO pwt torn«nad Ctoee to campus, town
256-1967

COTTAGE IN CAPE COD AVAMBU -
Faknoulh Heights tor up 10 3 tamalas From
Memorial Day to Labor Oay lor only $2500
Can 50678»1367

2 BEDROOM APT central Northampton
modern co^y 586-2307 Fall option . pals'

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNE ill bdrtl. a«il

ca» tor mfo eeri-s'*'

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT BRAN-
DYWINE. AvaUabto Juna 1M 549-7157
Pool in front

SUMMER SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER Lg apt 2 3 bedrooms
iuin«hed 550'mo neg 253-2356

SUBLET PUFFTON VLG- next to laund^
nn and pool 2 bdmi rent • negoi 5464316

EXCELLENT LOCATION NtXt to bay
tiann 3 bedroom house I

SUBLET PUFFTON APARTMENT 3
bedroom pwtialv fumahed 5466067 TodO
or Dave

DIRT CHEAP. Sublet 'aur2b«droom apt

m Squire Vttaga Irom June 1 - Sapt 1 Fur-

niahed.anbusrauto Make ua an oitor< Cal
John or Start 253-9187

SIMIMER SUBLET Bl AMNMBT - 4

bdrm*. 2 bath. yard. daOi, Minny, on bus
rouM 6/14/31 Call Janndar 5464206

Amiiarti Siwn adBi toUntaH tontflMS Af^
na 253-73S>

ONELROHMi'JMMM4fe*rt*.
Amherst houaa Juna 1 Sept 1 20Qfmn6«
negot can Bnan 256-li98 belore 8 30am
^ter 1 1 OOpn^

FREE SEX - Actually, summer sublet 2
bdrm on busroute by Amherst Commons.
Price negotiabto Mort into 2534386. Laeva
meaaagai

2 BEDROOMS 1 Vi BATHS tog
$1000 tor summer 5464447

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE start June 1 nor-

thwood apH Sudnertand bu* rouM. qmal
and fumiahad only $6»iiiiuiwii lai epbon
sarah 665 3970

ONE MALE TO SUDLET ROOM to iraa

l50/mo uM ind Ca« 665-74S5

AT PUFFERS PONDI Amherst summer
sublei 3room apt for $l5(Vmnih 5011 from

bua cal Bruce 546-5436 Plsaai toart your

number

AVALIAM.E JUNE tat Northamptor^
Center 5 bedroom apt 995 plus 564^1059

PUFFTON -3 BDR APARTMENT 2 btoha

cabto pool lanns. air-condanrang. 1Qn«n
waMi to campus can 549-7S62

lUMMEW SUDLET FOR 4caM MeathwlB
5464906 townahouse apts

S BRMB m AMHERST HOUSE bus rt

singlaa doubles avail Cheap 253-2321

SUMMER SURLET LO ROOM Share
w/malure woman responsibie^kxiii'ng fo^

sar»>e Celt 253^5279 for rrwrt mte

ONE BEDROOM AVAIL 6/1 m spacious

claen aouthwood wl on bus rouM lOmm
to UMa** rem $175 ptos elec and
phone/mon Cak Jerry at 66962 or 6-6651

MARTHA S VINEYARO
Sleep* SIX 2 bathrooms wtferview CaU
506-4364583

BRANDYWINE 1 BDRM APT. Fu*y lumls^

ed AC Sunsef view CaH Knstin 549-5869

3 BEDROOM. 2 STORY APT m Rolling

Green apis Ouiet on bus rouW Rent

negotiabto 546-9422 toart maaaaga

TO SUBLET 2 BEDROOMS 1 ain^ 1 dou-

bto in house oppoaaa •outhweat Can
54fr7467/546-7470

SUMMER SUDLET WITH FALL OPTKM
Sundedand-Lantem Cl apM 2 bedroom
$4eormn right on bus rouW cal avenmgs
865-4729

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO share one

bedroom apartment m Puffton Village lor

the summer Cal Joe altar 8pm 5464794

SOUTHWOOO 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE start 6/1 cal 256-1 187

TAKE OVER LEASE STARTNIO May 29
ona bedroom m houaa IV^mHaa from

UMaa*M wnanNlea 220 ptoa uHMaa lal op-

tion 549-7228

SUMMlRSUaLCT PUFFTON VILLAGE
vary reaaonabto rent 54»«29i

lUMMfn iiim FT mr nnriM n * i »»

ISO/month Cal Seema 256-6241

BRANDYWINE 2 BDRM APT - fuHy "hjoT

cheap! CaM 5494190 tM^ maaaaga

TWO BEDROOM APT M MAR! ST. CaH
2564743

SUBLET OUR BRANOYWHC APT. FuHy
fum facing pond cal Sue 5464362 or Malt

546-7102

ROOM IN 2 BORM APT. Pool tomato

220/mo nag 5494608

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. Partially furnished

and has cable and air conditioning

Reaaonabto rates 5490025

SUMMER SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE
APT call 549-7738 rent negotiable

GREAT LOCATION SUMMER SUBLET 2
bedroom apt, in house 546-6063 or

546-7165

AMITY PLA^ CONDO one nxxnTvailabto
330/mo Wash/dryer Non smoker
5499916

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTm
Amherst Possible fall option Willing to

make a deal' Call Joe 256-0543

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER.
Beautiful house In North Amherst $1 75/mo
up to three rooms may be open for Fall

548 9916

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 bdrm apt

directly on bus rouM Very reaaonabto price.

CaH soon' 5464665

COLLEGIAN 19

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAIW CARDS

LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY coltoge

students to ywirk in tree lorm hot en
irepreneurial Mmoaphare SUNS—LASH
FAMOUS BRAND CARDS need* sale* A
dekvery peopte to dekver hot new greeting

card* promotions to tocal store* (•everil tor

ritories availafitoi Base slaary and comrms-
sions earn up lo 50Kplus/yr
1 400-446-5667
1-413-5364963

TRAVEL

EXPLORE AUSTRALIA - Travel camp ana
discover irw outback ttus summer Remain
mg W6086 dtoooumad a* pan of a special

hMi ariMidurt pholo dOGumanlary proiKt
^SO Can National liMMMa tor Eiptora-

lion tar mort mtarmalien 800-461-3665

-BIOLOGY MAJOR LOOKING FOR TWO'
' students to accompany on inp mio
'Coaia Rican Ramtaraal tor three weeks'

IN June coat « 1600 Contact
RaiM^S46«7»i^

I IN EUROPE from $256 each way
on dtooounlad sctieduwd airknas to Europe

Can (SOO) US-2322

TYPING

TVPWW, TAPE TRANSCRIPTKM Fa«.
253^WORD

PWOPISSIONAL TVP«NO.
Qtona. 3»-514e

Accuracy

FAST. InEXPEMSIVE TYPMQ. Ca6 Mary
al 5464725

"WORDSMITH' professional typing

nasumes, p«>ers aito more Laaerprmting
ck 253^4564

tofdabto. grammar reviewed dependabto
SB4-7«a4. Nancy

UPTOWN HOUBI

2 FOIALES NEEDED: Qrtal tooiken;n^
uptown 10 sitart torge bedroom 2nd r

houee tow rent Don i m<ss this' Can C

54»«724

WANTED

BISCANCMOPWHO nCKEO tor July I2th

or 14(h al Sutovwi contact Man 546^9633

liiWARb FOR KONOMKS 366 NOTES
Boyco 25 doMars tor the semester CaM
256-8196 253-5510 253-7195 toart name
and number

FRttOE-APARTMENT SOI «« pay no
more than $100 5494066

2 BDRM APT m Pun-
VMgatornimmerandtol $300 mean-
Cal Minis* 546-1166

2
w
tnre

LOOKING TO PURCHASE IWO NckaM to

Cats Any mghis H avalabto. cak
i or 5464109564-3456 1

FEMALE GRAD SEEKING SUMMER
SUBLET PyihorvnearOy apartment oni,

253^967?

UPRMHT PIANO m very poor conMan ca.

542 3470

TAKE OVER MY LEASE bedroom
Branywineapt availabto on Juna 1st Ca.

5494157

WANTED FOR FALL OPTKM

LOONNQ TO RENT A ROOM near Uk
Campu* or on bu* rouW Plaaaa cal Jac-
queline 546-SOSO

WANTED TO RENT

RNPONSiaLE. NONSMOKING FEMALE
tooking tor room lor next year Rem limit

$170 Call 546-7387

SMO REWARD FOR YOUR >•$ BEDROOM
toaae m Puffton Cal earty morning or late

ertning 546-10O9 Dart

WILL PAY CASH TO take over toaae of 44
bedroom houee CaM John 64740 or Jim

64653

QENeiOUS REWARD totaka over a tmm
for a 2or3 bedroom apartment in Pufflon

ViNage pleaea cal 5494247 or 253-3866

ELDERLY 60'a COUPLE kMking lor place

tor month of July 549-1178

REWARD FOR ONE BEDROOM apartmam
with pets slowed, $350-400, starting Juna
or July CaH Maureen (617)643)7939
everHngs

2 BEDROOM APT,
naer campua/toiwi. Cal

wwrr TO
prelarably in

2564179

$100 REWARD
Students seek to tea ov your lease in June

or September for your four-five bedroom
house ptease call Dan 546-8457 or Mitch

546-9060

DESPERATELY LOOkTiWFOR a placelo

live on trie Cape this summer Call KaNy
546-4619.

WKWANTVOU

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE for a 2 bedroom
apartment wall to wall carpet, air cond heat

included dishwasher, garbage disposal,

washer A dryer downstairs, on bus route,

bus stop in front of apartment Only $165 00

per month per person What are you waiting

for'' Call 256-1185 and get out of the

dormsMI

PUFFTON ONE BDRM, loma him, rant

negoi Call 549-7762 Soon.

HOT DOG PLATE
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SPOJTS
Gorillas hold on to beat Boston College
Tim Soudan 's three goals

lead sixth-ranked UMass
to an 11-7 win on the road
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL - This was supposed to be the

easiest game on their Eastern schedule.

But the University of Massachusetts men's lacr(»se

team turned what most people felt would be a breeze into

an adventure before beating Boston College, 117, last

night at Alumni Stadium.

The Gorillas, 12 1, were forced to make hasty plans

yesterday after rain washed out what was supposed to be

a home game at friendly Boyden Field. The game was

moved to BC's AstroConcrete (at least this stuff is good

for one thing) under the lights.

And whether it was the shift in time, the change of

venue, bus lag, or whatever, the Gorillas simply didn't

play well.

"We should be able to fall out of bed and play better

than this, " UMass coach Dick Garber said.

In short, it was a lackluster performance against an

Eagle squad that isn't even in UMass' neighborhood as

far as talent is concerned. And that's a good thing, or the

Gorillas may have been staring straight down the barrel

at an embarrassing 'L' heading into Saturday's crucial

battle royale with second-ranked Syracuse University.

"This team has to realize that it just can't show up and

win games 15-2," Garber said. "They also have to realize

that after the middle of the season, we are the biggest

game on every team's schedule."

The Eagles treated the sixth-ranked Gorillas that way

right from the opening faceoff. But after BC's Chris

Pascale got the game's first goal after just 48 seconds,

UMass rallied to score the next six.

Junior attack Scott Hiller tied things at 3:59 on a two-

on one from Greg Collins and then UMass poured it on

with consecutive goals by John Gonzales, Tim Soudan

(three goals). Marc Feinberg, and Hiller again to take a

seemingly cozy 51 lead after one quarter.

And when senior David Avidon scored an easy goal from

Jim McAleavey 1:11 into the second it looked as ifL^ass
would coast. But the Gorillas turned sloppy and got out

of synch, and the Eagles beat back up goalie Ted Keller

man three times, the last coming from Bryan Stenberg

with two seconds left to cut it to 6-4 at the half.

After that, UMass could never shake the pesky Eagles.

Goals by Soudan. McAleavey and freshman Mike Cain

helped UMass to a 9-5 lead after three while the teams

traded pairs of goals in the final quarter.

"This IS just the opposite ot how we've played this year.

The Gorillas knocked ofT Boston College 11-7 last night in Chestnut Hill.

CalkgUui m» pbolo

We usually fall behind and then come out on fire at the

end." Garber said. "Tonight we came out on fire and then

fell apart."

Gorilla Grumblings: This is the fourth straight year

the two team.', have played at BC. In 1987. the 40 days

and 40 nights of rain also forced that scheduled UMass
home game to the turf of Alumni Stadium . . . here's a

look at the UM progress on the all-time scoring ladder

before last night's game — McAleavey currently has

career toUls of69 assists (10th) and 113 points ( 15th). and
season totals of 64 points (17th) and 40 assists (eighth).

Hiller meanwhile, has 97 career goals (tied fifth) and 129

points (13th).

Games rained out
Because of yesterday's rain, several University of

Ma.HsachusetU sporting events were postponed or

cancelled

The UMass softball team was washed out of a home
doubleheader against Vermont, and the baseball team

a doubleheader at the University of Maine. The men's

tennis match at Central Connecticut was cancelled.

Also, this Saturday's baseball doubleheader against

Providence was cancelled by mutual agreement so that

the Friars can make up a Big East game.

Inexperience proved fatal for Gazelles
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

There are a multitude of factors that one

can take into account when trying to ex-

plain why the University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team went 2-11 this

season.

There were injuries. There was a tough

schedule. The weather was lousy. The refs

made bad calls on occasion.

But UMass coach Patti Bossio knew the

Gazelles were not going to win many
games this year and she knew why.

"It was a new team, it was a brand new
team," Bossio said.

Before this year, UMass had not .seen

many of the players that took the field for

the Gazelles. Six freshmen won jobs in the

starting lineup before the season began,

five of them as defenders.

Those freshmen have talent. But the one

thing they didn't have is something you
cant substitute for, experience on the col-

legiate level.

Most of UMass' opponents were two to

three years older and it showed. As the

year wore on, however, the Gazelles learn-

ed. Each game and each practice brought

a new lesson, a new experience.

With the exception of its first game, a

16-11 win over a weak Hofstra University

team, UMass in its first five games was
blown out of each contest. The Gazelles fell

into an eight-g£ime losing streak.

Losing is something that has not been

A young defensive corps was part of the

season.

Collegian photo by David HigaahlKuchi

reason for UMass' first losing

associated with the women's lacrosse team

at UMass. In 13 previous years, the

Gazelles did not have a losing season.

Never had UMass lost more games than it

won. So how were they to cope?

"It injures your pride." Bossio said. "But

I was impressed how they took it in and

chalked up the learning experience. They
never really got down."
Bossio was searching for answers the

whole way. The defense was switched from

a manto-man to a zone six games into the

season and then back to a man-to-man on

occasion.

Sophomore goaltender Liz Keats was
bombarded with shots every game. Early

in the year it was frustrating but by the

end, Keats settled down and ended up with

a respectable 10.1 goals against average.

"I think switching to a zone helped them

play a man," Bossio said. "In the Brown
game they played the zone great because

they were so alert and they were so ready.

The only time we really got in trouble was

transition."

Senior co-captain Lynn Hartman was the

lone veteran defender. Keats just transfer-

red here from Keene State because Keene

did not have a women's lax team. She has

three years of eligibility remaining and

Bossio is excited about her.

Keats faced 303 shots this year as com-

pared to the 205 that her opponents faced.

Her save percentage though was .564. Her

opponents was just a hair better at .566.

So what does that tell you? The defense

in front of her must do a better job if the

Gazelles are to win a few more games in

the future.

It looks like there could be hope though.

In the Gazelles' last three games, the

Gazelles have limited opponents to less

than 10 goals. Two of those teams, Temple

and Brown, were the No. 2 and the No. 7

teams in the country at the time.

The young defense is maturing slowly

but surely.

"The zone was better for them (the

freshmen) because they had one specific

thing to do, " Bossio said. "They didn't have

to chase someone all the time."

The zone ended up benefitting the attack

as much as the defense. Without the man-

to-man. the offense was not as winded.

But Bossio also decided to change the

strategy on the offensive end from a semi-

fastbreak to a slowdo>vTi offense. The
Gazelles only scored in double figures in

two games all year and those just happen-

ed to be both wins over Hofstra and

Rutgers (13-5).

"I had the attack just hold on to the ball

because the more we had the ball on attack

meant the less time we were down on

defense." Bossio said. "We just wanted to

keep the score low to stay in the game so

we'd have a shot."

Junior Sue Murphy led the Gazelles in

scoring for the second year in a row with

27 goals and 18 assists. Senior co-captain

Cathy Fuhrman was the leading goal

scorer with 35 goals

"Cathy Fuhrman really came into her

own this year," Bossio said.

But what about next year. The five

freshman that started will only be

sophomores next season, which is still

relatively young compared to most teams.

"I think we're are a couple of years

away," Bossio said of her team being com-

petitive with some of the top teams in the

country.

This team got better as the year progress-

ed. Now, they are at least one year closer.

SPORTS NEWS WBA i:^'

Softball sweeps two
from Vermont, comman-
ding 14th win at home.
Page 24.

Women to *take back
the night,' protest re-

cent rapes on campus.

Page 3.

Warming and sunny,

with temps in the 60's

But who's to say? We're
0-3 this week.
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75 take over Grad Center office
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

About 75 people stormed an office com-

plex in the Graduate Research Center

yesterday, marking the third occupation in

a series of protests calling for a halt to

military-funded research at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.

As of midnight this morning, there were

no arrests.

After a rally on the Student Union steps

ye^erday aflemoon, about 250 people mar-

ched to the GRC chanting. "Hey. hey, ho.

ho D.O.D. (Department of Defense) has got

Collegian photo by Dondi Alivum

Former Boston mayoral can-
didate Mel King yesterday of-

fered his support to the pro*

testers. Story page 5.

to go.
"

The cheering crowd forced aside a small

UMass police blockade at the building's

back entrance and started toward the se-

cond floor offices, one of which houses

Samuel Conti. vice chancellor of research

and graduate students.

Only 75 people managed to occupy the

area because UMass police officially clos-

ed the building and blocked access to the

offices by chaining hallway doors shut,

leaving the remaining demonstrators m
the lobby outside.

The protest against military-funded

research began more than a year ago when
a small group of students decided to in-

vestigate the funds UMass receives from

the Defense Department for science pro-

jects. The group discovered that UMass
receives $11.6 million annually in finan-

cial support from the department.

Opposition to the funding increased as

more people were informed of the group's

discovery, sparking last week's occupation

of Memorial Hall, in which 61 people were
arrested, and the takeover of a Microwave
laboratory in Marcus Hall two weeks ago,

in which seven people were arrested.

Protesters issued a single demand, call-

ing for administrators to halt all military-

funded research on campus. The statement

was accompanied by several suggestions

for the implementation of the demand in-

cluding free access to research documents

and the formation of a student-faculty com-

mittee to discuss alternative sources of

funding.

"The demand is more focused than the

Collrslan photo by Jaaoo I>uuiavr

Seventy-five students hold a sit-in last night at an office in

Graduate Research Center, the third such demonstration against

Defense Department-funded research at the University in three

weeks.
previous statement." said Jo-Anne Thomas
Vanin, dean of students. "It is clear the

group has done a lot of homework. The

demonstration highlights the issue, but

they aren't taking the next step toward

discussion."

Students waiting to enter the GRC
physical science library voiced some anger

to a group of protesters standing outside.

The building's occupants repeatedly asked

Executive Director of Public Safety Arthur

Hilson to reopen the center to allow

students to enter the library, but officials

chose to keep it closed.

The protesters were allowed to use

bathroom facilities located outside the of-

fice and roam around the north comer of

continued on page 5

Students condemn Coke
Speakers urge UMass to follow Amherst, Holyoke colleges

By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Staff

A rally to promote a boycott of Coca-Cola at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts attracted 50 students to the steps

of the Student Union Building yesterday.

Organized by the Free Southern Africa Coalition, the

rally was part of a drive to have the campus terminate

contracts with the Coca-Cola Company because of the cor-

poration's continued involvement in Southern Africa.

For several years there has been growing pressure on

US companies to divest from South Africa. In 1986. Coca-

Cola sold its South African bottling plants and relocated

its syrup processing plants to Swaziland, a country that

CoUcgiaii photo by Dondl Ahcara

A student passes out information about
apartheid yesterday as 50 people gathered

to promote a campus ban on Coca-Cola
because of its ties to South Africa.

is economically dependent on South Africa.

Jason Rabinowitz, a student senator who spoke at the

rally, said Coke is still the largest selling soft drink in

South Africa, providing tens of millions of dollars of tax

revenues for the South African government.

"If there is a national movement to boycott Coke as one

of the strongest supporters of the South African regime

then this university should be involved," Rabinowitz said.

"We have been shown up by the other schools who have

moved to ban Coca-Cola from their campuses."

Students at Mount Holyoke and Amherst colleges

recently passed non-binding referendum votes to have

Coca-Cola products removed from their campuses. Of-

continued on page 6

Student group pushes
for campus Coke ban
By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Staff

If the Free Southern Africa Coalition has its way, the

"real thing ' might become the scarce thing on campus.

Citing the Coca-Cola company's involvement in

Southern Africa, the newly formed group is pressing for

a University of Massachusetts boycott of Coca-Cola

products.

"We are tentatively pushing for a referendum vote in

the fall," said Jeremy Levenson, a co-founder ofFreeSAC.

"Right now oui^emphasis is on educating people about

what is going oti in South Africa."

A referendum would allow students to say whether or

not they would support a ban of Coca-Cola products on

campus. However, Ashok Ganguli, director ofUMass aux-

iliary services, said new contracts with the company will

continued on page 6

Cats claws
into UMass
for short stop

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

CATS, the celebrated musical written and directed

by composer Andrew Lloyd Webber, is finishing up a

4-day stop today at the University of Massachusetts,

in what has been a 2-year tour of the United States.

In between word processing and fielding questions

from stage managers and wardrobe, stage manager
B.J. Allen found time to talk about what goes into pro-

ducing a $2 million dollar Broadway musical.

"This is a hard show to do. " said Allen. "It's hard

to travel all the time."

Allen said the stage managers have an especially dif-

ficult job. because they must keep track of all the new
people who enter the show.

"For the first year, we had basically the same cast,"

he said. "The second year, people dropped out and had
to be replaced. Now we get about two people every

month."
"For each new person, you have to make sure they

have a wig and makeup, and they get all their costumes

and shoes," he said. "Just to put one person in is a long,

drawn-out process. It usually takes three to six weeks."

The 36 cast members, including 11 understudies, are

only a small portion of the CATS ensemble, he said.

The group also includes 14 orchestra members, 1 1 stage

crew, five wardrobe members, two company managers,

three stage managers, five trucks and four buses, for

which there are nine drivers, and two concession

people.
continued on page 4
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CARIBOU RELEASED - Two of twelve caribou held at Baxter State Park (Maine)

for the past month walk yesterday past fencing that was used to contain them.

Biologists released the animals as part of a project to reintroduce the caribou herd

to the state of Maine. As many as 90 animals are scheduled to be released during the

next three years.
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REGGAE DOWN
WITH

NEW HORIZON
Featuring Chris Newland from "Arrow"

Need a Job After Finals??

Workforce, Inc. can help!!!
• We have all types of temporary

office jobs with
GREAT COMPANIES!!!

I

• TOP PAY

• Call Workforce, Inc. today at

617-890-7474

235 Bear Hill Road Suite 405 Waltham. MA 02159

Only S5.Q0 at the door
Friday May 5th

th^breakWwn
Power DanceRock-PoD Band

Doors open 9 OO P m $5 00 at the door

Saturday May 6th atty Comedy"

SLEEPY
LA BEEF
Don't Miss This Big Guy Eh"

Only $7 at the door.

Doors open 10 GO p m

•SEN UP FOR SPRING
DANCE FOR FREE

Come and finish the week and the year at

our upstairs dance clul» any Friday 'til

^heen^of«eiQ£Ste^jfltl^hisjdj^^^^^^^^

Ettrope
ITS A GOOD BUY

4P~'*^ NO MATTER HOW YOU SAY IT!!
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LOCAL
Senate quiets
long enough
to laud itself
By PEDRO PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The traditional shouts and bickering marked last night's

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting, but members
succeeded in keeping order for about 20 minutes to pat

themselves on the back.

Speaker John Dunlap led the senate in honoring the 15
senate members scheduled to graduate this semester.

Dunlap read lists of their accomplishments in student
government and presented them with certificates.

"It's so quiet in here," said Sen. James Smack, a reci-

pient. "I've never had this much order when I'm speak-

ing, ever."

Those honored included outspoken conservative senators

W. Greg Rothman and Brian Darling, and former co-

presidents-eiect Jason Rabinowitz and Shari Silkoff.

Student Activities Office Director Irene Carew took the
podium to congratulate the seniors and to advise the other

senators to join senate committees.

Carew's office helps students program entertainment
and educational events and helps with student manage
ment of the $2.2 million Student Activities Trust Fund.
The fund is generated through fees on semester bills.

Senators applauded the recipients, but some booed
Rothman, Darling, and their conservative peers Lisa Lupo
and Steve Lutz.

"I wouldn't expect anybody to boo anyone," Dunlap said.

Most recipients took their seats upon receiving the cer-

tificates but some, including Rothman, spoke.

"The senate's done a lot of stupid things," he said. "It's

done a lot of smart things, too." Rothman said he trusts

that those in student government believe in what they
are doing.

Sen. Todd Lever, another senior, warned his colleagues

about student apathy. He urged the .-senate to mobilize stu-

dent support for such causes as the fight against state

budget cuts, which have caused a hiring freeze and the
reduction of classes on campus.
"We don't need hundreds of people at rallies [against

cuts); we need thousands of people at rallies," he said.

The other recipients were Leslie Abbott, Karen
Flanagan, Michael Greiner, Stacey Kinnamon, Bob
McDevitt, Stacey Meyrowitz, and Jessica Mitchell.

Lever, who chairs the Governmental Affairs Commit-
tee, earlier in the meeting noted that the Central Residen-

tial Area Government has not yet held an election this

semester. The area's constitution states, "In the first week
of March, Central Area shall elect three (3) officers to the

Central Area Council."

However, Smack, who has served as Central's treasurer,

said he believes Central updated its constitution to state

that elections must be held in May.

C'i>llrgiaii phcito by [>ondi Ahram

SMOKED OUT — An Amherst College student received da boot yesterday from
Bonducci's for violating the cafe's new no-smoking restriction. The rule was in-

stituted last month in part to prevent patrons from hanging out for hours on end
without making a purchase.

Summer session to offer more gen eds
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Spring is here, summer is fast approaching, and for most

students this means heading home to earn money for next

year. But for about 2,500 University of Massachusetts

students, summer means cioases.

Registration for summer session at UMass began April

18 but sign-up lasts as long as there's enough time lefl

in the course to earn credit, said Kevin Aiken, ad

ministrator of the division of continuing education.

Aiken also said the first fee increase in two years will

take effect this summer raising the cost of a course from

$65 to $70 per credit hour.

The increase is a result of inflation and not the fiscal

crisis at the University, he said Continuing education is

self-supported and does not receive any state funding.

"We use the same fees we charge continuing education

students in the evening," said Miriam Williford, associate

provost for continuing education.

This year's offerings will consist of more general educa-

tion classes because of the number of students who could

not fill their schedules and requirements during the

regular semester, she said.

A total of 95 general education section will be offered

this summer, she said.

"Frequently, if you're not majoring in the department
you can't get a course. So we're offering courses that

(students] may not be allowed to take during the year,"
she said.

Because of the number of students not able to get the

classes they needed, Aiken said, he expects enrollment

will be up over other summers. But forecasting attendance

levels accurately is very difficult, he said.

"I think there is a possibility (of more students) and I

say that because of the problem with the courses offered

in the spring and the fall. If I expected an increase this

summer it wouldn't be from outside it would be an in-

crease in UMass students. But when we increase our fees,

enrollment goes down." he said.

Summer session is broken up into two main sections the

first of which runs from June 6 to July 14, and the se-

cond which begins July 18 and ends August 24.

Board advocates bus stop at UHS
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

A new bus route is necessary for the

University of Massachusetts Health Ser-

vices because students who are sick or in-

jured need an easy access to help, said

Charles Walker, co-chair of the Student

Health Advisory Board.

"I see a lot of problems with the transpor-

tation, which people need. Like the very

sick and disabled who have trouble getting

(to UHS], " he said.

Walker said the board, which acts as a

liaison between students and UHS, is hop-

ing to either get a new bus route and stop

( ollfieiun ph<)U) by Oondi Ahearn

Students in the Campus Center solicit support for a new bus

route that would stop in front of University Health Services.

at UHS or at least a feeder system where

a shuttle van would pick people up at stops

and deliver them to UHS.
The board held a petition drive that

gathered 600 signatures yesterday in the

campus center to show the administration

and UMass Transit that students support

the idea, he said.

"With enough support 1 figure it will be

done," he said.

The idea is not a new one but for one

reason or another service has never been

provided and the board is just starting were

other people have left off, Walker said.

"I've received a lot of support. Most of the

people I talked to [at the table] are like

'that's a really good idea and why hasn't

there been one there all along'," Walker

said.

Alan Byam, operations manager for

UMass Transit, said groups have petition-

ed in the past for a bus stop, but it would

be difTicult to install one because of the

physcial make-up of the area.

"When we answered their inquiries last

year we told them that it was physically

impossible to get a bus up there" because

of the tight turn in front of the Newman
Center, Byam said.

The board has not yet talked officially to

anyone at UMass Transit, and an editorial

in Tuesday's Collegian was the first they

had heard of the idea this semester, he said.

But Byam said UMass Transit is all for

the idea and is willing discuss the situation

and work out a plan of action.

March tonight
to protest
rape increases
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Staff

Just weeks after the gang rape of a

woman in Central Park, students at the

University of Massachusetts have
planned a march to demonstrate that

women should not have to alter their

lives in order to be safe.

"Women are tired of being victims,

and we don't want to take it anymore,"

said UMass freshman Ali Woolwich,

chairwoman of public relations for the

the local chapter of the National

Organization for Women.
The "Take Back the Night" march,

scheduled to begin at 7 tonight with a

rally on the steps of the Student Union
Building, was organized by the Amherst
NOW as a reaction to an increasing

number of rapes being reported at the

University, she said.

Deb Levy, the volunteer coordinator

of the Counselor/Advocate Program at

the Everywoman's Center, said 29 rapes

were reported to the EWC from
September 1987 to May 1988. From
September to March of this year, 26

rapes were reported, she said.

Woolwich said the march was organiz-

ed to combat fear and empower women.
continued on page 4
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march
u-.".u... - "-. pc.^e 3

It IS scheduled tor I'vening beciiust . ^tu-

said, "thf minute it becomes diuk. thai s

when we hecome victim>
"'

Men and women are welcome to the

rally preceeding the march. Woolwich
said, but only women are invited to par

licipate in the march around campus.
"We want to show that women are

strong by themselves," she said, "which
i.s iu)t It) .^ay that we are against men

"

She said excluding men from the

march is a symbolic act designed to give

women the control and power they lost-

when raped or assaulted Because men
are 97 percent of all rapIst^. she said, the

march will allow women to symbolical

ly blame the perpetrators of rape in

>lead of tne victims

Women are encouraged to bring

flashlights or candles to the march, to

symbolize the actual taking back of the

night, she said

Cats
continued from page I

"That's about 80 people who are living,

working, and sleeping in hotels together,"
he said "On some tours, this creates con
flicts. This tour has been unique in that
there are not many conflicts. We get along
well."

Allen said that in addition to the regular
CATS crew, they picked up about 60 local

people to help with sets and wardrobe.

In it.s iwoyear tour, CATS has made
abtiut 150 stops.

"Probably our most favorite is Hawaii,"
he said. "We were there for two weeks, and
we deliberately didn't do rehearsals."

The musical was adopted from T.S Eliot's

Old Possum 's Bnok ofPractical Cats, a col-

letion of poems about cats. Through his

musical scores, Webber strings the poems
together Allen said that CATS is plann
ing to tour the United Sutes for at least

one more year.

Coilrgian pbutu by Dondi Akmra

The Musical Cats was in town this week for three shows.

Lunch Buffet

Monday - Friday 11-2

$4.25

All You Can Eat

Sunday Brunch

11:30-3:00

$7.95

^/^
CHINESE

'j- CUISINE

50 Main St.

Northampton
586-5708

GREAT
LUNCHES

AMAZING
NIGHTS

37 N. Pleasant St. — Proper ID Required

UPC PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS
IN PARTICIPATION WITH:

THE
CAROLYN Rin

TRIO f I

Tiller i a 3 Mny 4
7:30PM HAMPDEN THEATRH
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTIAL

AREA UMASS

FREE and open lo the
public

An Evening of Song

with

the incompcirable

folk, gospel, blues at more

jnd speciiil guests

THOHOZIl
Zulu choral singing

Saturday, May 6, 8pm
Fine Arts Center

Conceit Hall

Tickets: $16, 14, 12

Call: 545-25 11

[^THK FINK AinSC:HNTER

protesters
continued from page I

of the second floor of the building.

Students proceeded to use the office

xerox machine, typewriters, coffee

machines, donuts, and a facsimile

machine. Some protesters leafed

through the "Sponsored Handbook,"
which explains the how the University

promotes externally funded activities.

Andy Sirulnik, a UMass protester, us-

ed the facsimile machine to send press

releases listing their demands to local

and national media agencies.

Hilson, Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor for student affairs, and Pro-

vost Richard O'Brien held an emergen-
cy meeting in the Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building to discuss pro-

testers' demands with student leaders

and faculty representatives.

After the meeting, Vanin and Harlan
Sturm, chairman of the Faculty Senate
rules committee, met with the pro
tester** in th»» r»»s*»Hrrh nfTic-p Sturm fold

the demonstrators that research
documents would be available in the

library for examination.
The research council of the Faculty

Senate reviewed the University's policy

concerning research funding last week,
per order of Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

An emergency meeting of the Faculty

Senate is scheduled for next Thursday
at 3:30 p.m. to report on the research

council's findings, according to Sturm.

Sturm also said the possible formation

of the commission or an ad-hoc commit
tee of the Faculty Senate will be discunis-

ed at Thursday's meeting.

After nearly two hours of deliberation,

the protesters refused the offer. Sturm
said the administration would meet
with the protesters this morning in the
Campus Center, if they ended the sit-in

The protesters did not accept and chose
to continue the occupation

ColWclaii photo bjr Jaaoa Daiutivr

Demonstrators make their way to the Grad Tower yester-
day where they remained through press time.

Whitmore closed in fear
of possible takeover
BY TERENCE EGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Security measures were taken yesterday
at the Whitmore Administration Building
to insure that demonstrators, who had
gathered at the Student Union steps to pro-

test military-funded research on campus,
would not occupy the building.

A sign in front of the main entrance to

the building read "Building Closed," and
access was possible only at a slide loading

dock entrance University employees were
admitted, while students were asked what
their business in the building was and
assigned an escort if they were allowed to

enter.

Larry Holmes, associate director of

Public Safety, said no problems occured at

Whitmore as a result of the protest.

"What we're doing here appears to be
working," Holmes said. "It's a precau-

tionary thing because of the protest. We're
here in numbers sufficient to provide

security."

University spokeswoman Jeanne
Hopkins said that security measures were
also in effect at Munson Hall. Memorial

Hall, and at several of the laboratories

associated with military-funded research.

"There was a rumor that they (the pro-

testors) might occupy a building, and Whit-

more's usually a target." said Hopkins.

"Munson and Memorial Hall have already

been targets. TTiat's why the security is

there. They don't tell us which buildings

they're going to occupy."

Jim Langley, associate vice chancellor for

Relations and Development, said yester-

day: "there has t)een no decision made so

far" as to whether security measures will

be in effect at Whitmore today. Langley
said Public Safety will make the decision.

"Business wasn't interrupted," Langley
said of yesterday's measures. "But we can't

pretend that people weren't inconvenienc-

ed."

"I was waiting to go to the coffee shop,"
said senior education major Laurie Fran-
cis. "I didn't get in. There were a lot of

students with official looking documents in

hand. Most of them got in. People going to

the Bursar's ofTice or to Financial Aid got
in, but you didn't get in unless you had a
damned good reason."

King supports protest of research
The ongoing protest against military-

funded research at the University of

Massachusetts gained support from a pro-

minent figure in Massachusetts politics at

a rally yesterday against the research.

Mel King, former mayoral candidate in

Beaton and founder of the Rainbow Coali-

tion told a group of about 300 on the Stu-

dent Union steps, "The true meaning of

academic freedom is to be in an academy
that uses its work and creativity in pursuit

of freedom." "It's not academic freedom
when you act out of fear," he said.

King, wearing a rainbow-striped bow tie,

told the audience to give thentselves a
round of applause for continuing the legacy

started in the 1950s and 19608 of fighting

racism and attempting to focus the coun
try's attention on social issues.

"It's not academic freedom when the on-

ly way to pursue the research you want is

to take ntoney from the Department of

Defense when you well know the research
is used to create weapons for the domina-
tion and perpertration of fear," King said.

"Our government should be free of coer-

cion and full of compassion, it should push
creativity, and not cocaine," King said.

He said ours is a government of chance
supported by the lottery, not the political

will of the people.

- BETH GATELY

m^THE HIGHEST DANCE FLOOR IN

THE VALLEY

iTHEnCOMRACTi

DRAFT BEER $1 .00

ALL NEW
MUNCHIE MENU

M
MUSIC MACHINE

Mii^
/%'4^ PROPER ID

REQUIRED

EVERY FRIDAY AT 9:30 PM • 11 TH FLOOR
MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
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Coke
continued from page I

ficials at Holyoke this week
bowed to the students' concerns and an-

nounced a month-long ban of the soft

drmks.
Another speaker. Sekhulumi

Ntsoaole. said that apartheid is the "op-

pressive domination of one race by

another" and that "it can never be

reformed but must be destroyed."

"Why don't you listen to the South

African people's leaders like (Rev. Des
mondt Tutu and (Rev Alan) Boesak? It

js a lie that they are against economic

sanctions." said Ntsoaole. a South

African student.

Ntsoaole compared Coke's relocation

to Swaziland to "moving from your

bedroom to your lounjjf
"

Michael Thelwell, a professor fi-om the

Afro-American studies department,
gave a brief history of Coke's involve-

ment in South Africa.

"Divestment has not occurred without

pressure from people like you." said

Thelwell, addressing the listeners."and
will only occur with more pressure."

John Dunlap. undergraduate student

senate speaker, said he would support

a ban on Coke and that he doesn't think

it would infringe upon the rights of

other students.

UMass student Eugene Barros. sup-

ports the proposed ban on Coke.

"We're talking about human lives

here," said Barros.

boycott
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continued from page 1

be signed this summer.
"I've heard different things on when the

contracts are being renewed," said
Levenson.
Jason Rabinowitz, a FreeSAC member

said, "I want the freedom of this universi-

ty to decide that we don't want Coke on thi.s

campus, democratically by the will of the
students."

"We're targeting companies that are
strong supporters of South Africa." said

Rabinowitz. "When they pull out it will

have an effect on other companies there."

Levenson said that the Coke boycott is

part of a national movement. Rabinowitz
said that there is alst) a movement to

boycott Shell Corporation products
Sekhulumi Nt»o«ole another FreeSAC

member 8aid,"We are strongly asking Coke
to express its highest degree of moral judge-

ment and set an example by refusing to

mix its products with the blood of South
Africans."

Levenson said that a boycott on Coke
would not be an encroachment on the
rights of students.

"If you want to talk about rights, we
don't have a right to support a corporation
that provides tens of millions of dollars to

the regime in South Africa," said
Levenson.

"What kind of individual choice do
students have when, at 1 1 o'clock at night,

they have to walk all the way to the S.U.B.
to buy a soft drink other than one made by
Coke." he said.
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RESUMES
Siiper Rush Avaitabk

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

220 Triangle St., Amherst

EMPHES?
We'll gladly take 'em!
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IMEGABUCKS

Super selection

of Beer & Wine

We stock over
100

brands of beer

Rm ) LIQUOR
-^ STORE

'lh» Mtiaiy alore...

West St, RIe 116,

S. Amherst 253-9742

ELGrecoiV
Isle off Mykonos
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GREEK CUISINE<••
Our whole wheat
pizza is perfect for

weight watchers!!!»
Delivery 7 days a

week to S. Amherst
from 5pm to 1am

Clos* to Brittany,

SoMthwood A Rlv«rdal«
460 Wast St., Amharst
1 mila soutli on Rt. 116
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Tel: 253-9239
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FULL TIME AND PART TIME"
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Residential Support Services

HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE
Position Titles: Floorplan Coordinators

Special Projects Coordinators

The Housing Assignment Office is looking to hire 12-15 full time summer employees.
A written application and interview is required. Applicants must have excellent

communication skills, be interested in and to working in a service oriented office,

have the ability to work independently and in a team setting, attend to detail and
to follow through on assignments. Applicants must also be highly motivated and
able to work well with the public.

These are FULL TIME positions only.

Applications: Available in the Housing Assignment Office, Room 235 Whitmore
Pay: $4.65/hr.

Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Term of Appointment: Monday, June 5, 1989 through Sunday September 3, 1989
Position Title: Special Assistant to the Housing

Assignment Manager
Functions in a staff capacity to the Housing Assignment Manager. Acts as a liason
to other administrative offices and serves as an intermediary between residents and
other offices to resolve housing situations. Assists with planning, researching and
implementing policy changes, as well as develops knowledge of computer systems,
including personal computers. Must have the ability to work independently,
communicate effectively in oral and written form and to work effectively with diverse
populations.

A written application and interview is required.

This position is FULL TIME during the summer and PART TIME during the fall.

Applications: Available in the Housing Assignment Office, Room 235 Whitmore.
Pay: $5.40/hr.

Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Starting Date: Monday, June 5, 1989

HOUSING SERVICES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Position Title: Telephone Repair Technician

We are looking to hire a number of Telephone Repair Technicians. This position

will involve the repairing of broken phones which have been returned from the

residence halls. Applicants should be technically oriented and possess a strong desire

to learn. Also, they should be responsible, and have the ability to work independently.

Pay is $4.65 per hour.

Hours are full time during Summer.
Applicants must be able to start work on May 15, 1989.

Applications may be picked up at the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore.

Position Title: Telephone Inventory Personnel

We are hiring to fill a number of positions as Telephone Inventory Personnel. This

position will involve removing phones from individual student rooms, cleaning

phones, checking wall jacks, checking and making phone cords. Applicants should

be energetic and self motivated and have the ability to work independently as well

as in a team setting.

Pay is $4.40 per hour.

Full and part time shifts available. Must be able to begin work on May 29, 1989.

Applications may be picked up at the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore, .^^^^^
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Exhibit displays Polish culture
BY BETH OTOOLE
Collegian Correspondent

Members of a panel Tuesday analyzed

the relationship between Polish and Soviet

reforms.

In connection with the discussion, which

drew an audience of 300 to the Student

Union Ballroom, an exhibit titled "In-

dependent Culture in Poland" displayed

memorabilia of the Polish under^jround.

The exhibit, on display Tuesday and
yesterday in the SUB, described the story

of Solidarity, a trade union and social

movement in Poland that was forced

underground when Martial Law was en-

forced in 1981

As a result of Martial Law, many publica

tions were closed and people were arrested

without a trial. On exhibit were
periodicals, posters, satirical cartoons,

stamps and memorabilia. Last month
negotiations were made between Solidari-

ty and the Polish government.
Perestroika is a policy by Soviet leader

Mikhail Gorbachev to restructure or

modernize the Soviet Union.
'*J>f»rir».tv' /•U-|pTr,<' 4?««om %Q K^ talrincY nl*0#*

both in the Soviet Union and in Poland.

Gorbachev calls it Petestroika and Polish

President Jaruzelski calls it socialist

renewal," said professor Stanley Blejwas

of Central Connecticut State University,

who moderated the panel.

Michael Kaufman former Warsaw cor-

respondent of the New York Times, said he

saw Poland during the rise in Solidarity.

"It was a time when consciousness was
changing radically," he said. "The people

who broke communism were precisely

those who did this (the material in the ex-

hibit), some of them nameless, and organiz-

ed a social force, a social movement".
Solidarity member Ewa Kulik said that

Polish people organized together non-

violently and broke the communist system.

"In Poland there was an organized society

and it was putting the pressure on the

authorities," she said

One of Solidarity's enemies, according to

Dr. Andrzej Bryk of the Jagiellonian

University, is Perestroika. "However
paradoxical it may sound I think it is this

danger and this particular potential that

Solidarity has to be aware of. " he said.

CoUrctan photo by Handi Ahram

A student looks at the exhibit ''Independent Culture in Poland."
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Forensic anthropologist unearthing murder mysteries
NEW BEDFORD (AP) - Doug Ubelaker used to ex

amine skeletons for clues to the way people lived
thousands of years ago. Now he's trying to figure out from
bodies found along highways how eight women died just

months ago.

Using calipers to measure bones and clay to reconstruct

faces, the Smithsonian Institution anthropologist brought
here by a frustrated prosecutor has helped identify the
victims, women between ages 25 and 36 with histories of

drug use or prostitution. A ninth body was sent to

Ubelaker last week.

His work has not led to the arrest of a suspected serial

killer. But he may have cleared an innocent man: sources

close to the investigation say his conclusion that two of

the women were murdered between mid-summer and late

fall led prosecutors to rule out a suspect who had been
in jail on other charges.

An expert in the emerging field of forensic anthropology,

Ubelaker, 42, is one of about 40 U.S. anthropologists who
work regularly with police, applying knowledge of ancient

skeletons to the grisly business of solving murders.

"Anthropologists like myself spend their careers look-

ing at the bones of people who lived long ago, trying to

figure out what diseases they had, how tall they were, who
they were related to, what problems they had, how well

they were adapted to their environment," he said. "It

turns out, though, that the techniques that we use to study
these past populations are the same as those needed to

analyze modern remains in criminal cases."

Few anthropologists are willing to make the switch from
cold science to cold blood, which takes "tremendous in-

testinal fortitude" as well as keen observational skills,

said Walter H. Birkby, a professor of forensic anthropology
at the University of Arizona in Tucson.

Birkby, a pioneer in the field, got hooked when police
found a decomposed body and took it to a University of
Kansas laboratory in 1962. At first, he was repulsed by
the body, which was "so ripe the officers couldn't put it

in their car; they wrapped it in a plastic bag and tied it

to the bumper."

He and other graduate students boiled the remains to

the bone, carefully measured the skeleton, and conclud-

ed i* wan a vonna woman who hnrf "^nnarently been

murdered. Birkby doesn't remember if the killer was
caught; he does recall thinking, "This is real detective

work."

In cases in which a body is found mostly intact, police

usually call in a forensic pathologist, a physician trained

in crime-solving techniques. But if the body has decom-

posed and little is left but a skeleton, they increasingly

turn to someone with a doctorate in physical anthropology.

"Other people may be better with fiesh, but when it

comes to bones, we're the experts," said Alison Galloway,

a forensic anthropologist at the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville.

Forensic anthropologists can measure the width of pelific

bones to determine sex, use microscopic pieces of a thigh

bone to calculate age, and make a clay model of a face

based on the shape of the skull.

£)ental records still are one of the surest ways to iden-

tify a body, but they often are to available. So Birkby and
others developed skull-photo auperimposition, in which
they project a photograph of a missing person onto a skull

to see whether it fits.
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"ART AND POWER"
LECTURE AND SLIDE PRESENTATION

BY ALLEN MIETLA

MEMORIAL HALL 7:30 PM

Wl AM ALL SIIMVPftMS

Indulge without the Bulge
Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and

no cholesterol.

C^\N

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

iulouiAxo\m

'OQciirr Northampton
Mam Street

^vUSTNAT^Vr.

x^

ACNU-XXV'III

CARBUR'S COLLEGE
Openirig HiemarlQ

Steamers with drawn butter
Carbur's Shrimp Cocktail

Fruit and Cheese Plate

Commencement "Epcercises

New England Ciappino
Fresh blue mussels, scallops, shrimp, scrod, swordiish and

crayfish, cooked in a flavorful tomato sauce, seved over linguini

Roast Prime Rib of Beef
A Black Angus rib-eye, slow-roasted to perfection, topped with au jus

Scallops St. Jacques
Fresh sea scallops sauteed in a mushroom cream sauce, then baked en

casserole

Oriental Stir-Fried Delight
Boneless chicken strips, tender pieces of sirloin and tiger shrimp sauteed

with oriental vegetables and our famours stir fry sauce

Baked Boston Scrod
Fresh Boston scrod topped with white wine, butter and delicately seasoned

crumbs baked to perfection wUh red wine herb buttpr

Call For Reservations

Route 9, Hadley 586-1978

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA presents its

1st Annual Last Lecture titled:

*
'Living in the Material World"

Given b\ Professor Albev Reiner,
of

The University of Massachusett's

Microbiology Department

i

Open To The General Public
Free Admission

Where: C.C.A.

When: May 4 at 7:30 pm

Free Reception to Follow
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Support for peaceful critics

A great educational rip-off
The administration has control over the

weather It must be true There is no other
way to explain Tuesday. The day of the
teach-out in front of Whitmore was rainy
and cold. The ground was muddy and
slimy, with puddles roughly as deep as
Lake Erie I pictured my public .^peaking
class huddling outside in the pouring sheet
of water. "Maybe." I thought, "Susan (my
instructor] changed her mind and held
class in Machmer Or mayt>e it's inside of
Whitmore

"

Pamela McCarthy
With that thought, I saw Susan with a

flock of the eight a.m. public speaking claas

• don't ask me how I m.in.ige to speak
publicly at that hour — I didn't even know
I could functton publicly at eight a.m.)

causjilly strolling into the building. We sat

in Whitmore. in a circle f>f chairs, with our
visual aids we had to bring for the class.

I was given a rock. Great Eight a.m., and
I have to somehow think of a speech using
a rock as a visual aid. I used the budget
cuts as my subject. I can't remember what
I said, or how 1 said it. It was early in the
morning, it was rainy, and ae blandness
of Whitmore was seeping to my brain,

which is mush at eight in t^.e morning to

begin with. It suddenly struck my instruc-

tor how no one gave us any encouragement,
the way people would have in the sixties.

One of my classmates replied. "Yeah, but
this is the eighties. People are apathetic."

I guess they are. When my cla^ was held

in front of the cash office, no one took
notice. The employees shrugged it off. Peo-

ple walking through the hall didn't even
turn their heads. People were holding
classes in front of their faces, and they
didn't take notice. I was tempted to stop

people and check them for a pulse.

Maybe we are numb to the fact that the
cuts are severe Maybe ever>'one here is

numb to protests, rallies, and teach- andor
sit-ins. Maybe it hasn't occurred to us that
next semester, we'll be lucky if we get one
class. I was alternately depressed and
outraged. We wrote letters We lobbied. We
protested. We editorialized We held rallies.

Still, nobody cared.

Franklyn Jenifer is quick to tell us we
should earn our education. I've got a hot
news flash for you, I did work for my educa-
tion. I busted my butt in high .school. I have
a pathetic excuse for a social life so I can
get good grades this semester. I work and
save money so I can go to school. I have it

all over you pampered bureaucrats who
make enough money to treat your kids to

Harvard.
We've been proving that the school is one

of the best. We can't .stay that way without
some form of funding. Do they actually
believe that we can pull supplies out of thin
air? Do these people actually think that
professors. TA's, faculty, and staff will

work for free? They earn their living, like

anyone else Oh. wait, I forgot to mention
that I'm supposed to pay more money for

less classes, professors. TA's and supplies.
I might be strange, but I'm not stupid. I

know a rip-off when I see one. I'll be
working two jobs this summer to pay for

a year long exchange to ShefTield, England.
Don't tell me I didn't earn it, Mr. Jenifer.
At lea.st in Sheffield, I'll get my classes.

And that is very sad. The Massachusetts
system of public education has not earned
the money I have been foolishly paying in-

to it. Mr. Jenifer, don't tell us that we are
apathetic and lazy. We've done more to stop
this than the folks in Beacon Hill or the ad-
ministration ever dreamed of
Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian

columnist

We faculty in the university support ft»r

the demonstrations on campus in protest

of militar>' funding of research We call the

students and faculty to educate them.selves

on the issues, and take part in the debate

being generated by these demonstrations.

The probable consequences of this re.search

are dangerous and inhumane.

John Brentlinger

The university is caught in the twisted

priorities of a society that is ignoring

human needs while it is spending billions

on useless and harmful weapons. The
university should lead the society toward
the ideals of peace, justice and human
development. It should no sell out. It should

not lie and deceive. It should not be com
plicit in militarism as a solution to world
problems.

The People for a Socially Responsible
University have made some important
demands. The first is for elimination of

university research supported by Depart-

ment of Defense funding. While we support

this demand, we believe that furthe??nd a

second group with the permanent function

to publicize government or corporate fund-

ed research on a yearly basis.

We don't consider this an undue infringe-

ment of academic freedom, a freedom that

has limits that need careful definition. It

does not include the right to design
weapons without consideration of their

uses or misuses. We support the demand
for an "economic conversion study" to find

non military forms of support for projects

that are peace loving and ethical.

Another important demand of the
demonstrators is for the university to

revoke its budget -cut decisions — we
shouldn't cut enrollment, raise fees and tui-

tion, or lower the meager levels of finan-

cial support that exist for students and
teaching assistants. These cuts would most
afliect low-income and minority students. It

is irresponsible and unethical for the
university to deprive the most needy of

education and resources while the highly
paid faculty receive no cuts in salaries. We

join the students in calling for a reversal
of this disgusting decision. We call for no
cuts in student support or in educational
services.

The i.sMues of military funding and reduc-
ed funds for education are related. In the
Keugan BuMh era military funding has con-
sistently increased and funding for human
needs, such as student loan programs, has
decreased. Taxes on corporations and the
rich have been cut, and the people have had
to choose between budget deficits and
reduced social programs. The situation we
are facing at UMass needs to be addressed
on all levels of our society and the univer-
sities are the places to begin to change
these priorities.

In occupying the buildings the
demonstrators violated the universities'

picketing code. Yet there was no damage
to persons or property caused by these non-
violent actions. Their purpose was to

awaken a community that is lazily accep-
ting disastrous, unjust policies. We com-
mend the students for serious moral com-
mitment. We wish we could say the same
about the administration, which tried to

block research into military funding (in

violation ofthe spirit of free and democratic
university), and acted disrespectfully and
violently toward the demonstrators.
We demand all punishments against the

demonstrators be refoked, to recognize their

seriousness. If punishment is necessary, re-

quire them to hold educational discussions
with science researchers and interested
members of the university community,
publishing the results of the discussions.

This punishment is worthy of an institu-

tion of higher learning, not banning or ex-

pelling its critics.

We oppose a university that serves the
the dictatorship of money, and uphold the
value and the goal of a free, independent
university dedicated to the development of
all people, to peace, to knowledge and
culture, to social progress, to critical

inquiry.

John Brentlinger is a professor of
philosophy. Sei'en other faculty members
signed this editorial

Inherited culture neglects hunger
I learned something from the Interna-

tional Fair at the Campus Center
Auditorium last Saturday. I would like to

share it with studnets on campus.
Besides the food, art, crafts, music, songs

and dance displayed in the international

(cultural) fair last Saturday, I found a

brochure, displayed on the African table,

equally interesting. The brochure is titled

"In a world of abundance, why hunger?"
and is published by the Oxfam America.
This brochure taught me something.

I used to consider food, art, crafts, music,
songs and dance etc. as culture. I never con-

sidered hunger as an aspect of culture. I

was schooled to feel proud of my inherited

culture. I was never taught to question the
consequences of my inherited culture, for

example — hunger.
My inherited culture says nothing to me

on causes of hunger and how to help the
hunger to become independent. This
brochure educates me both on causes and
how to help.

If the new generation never reviews and
refines their inherited culture, hunger will

always be around. The new generations are

just as primitive as the older generations,
at least as dealing with hunger is

concerned.

Siu-kau Chan
Amherst

There is no doubt that everyone is feeling the budget
cuts. When people become accustomed to getting all

the classes they request and finding themselves in lec-

ture halls with less than 2000 students, they becomes
a bit spoiled.

We are New Englanders. Just because we lose a few
privileges we shouldn't whine about it like a bunch of
Florida senior citizens caught in a snow storm. Sure,
things have changed around University
Massachusetts, but the ability to cope with change may
be the most important lesson we learn from the univer-
sity. I am not going to cry when I don't graduate on
time because there are no classes in my msyor that I

can get into. So what? I'm young.
I'll relate to you here the minor changes as a result

of the budget cuts. Budget cuts do not affect everything,
they only pick on classes, unimportant stuff. They don't
me.ss with the really neat stuff like cable t.v. and
Visitors Centers.

On the South Amherst Bus, I noticed the man sit-

ting next to me who looked a bit lost. I'm a nice guy
so I said, "You look a little lost. Can I help you?"
"Well I graduated from here three years ago and I

thought I'd be able to locate my old fraternity house.
Do you know where BKO is?" he asked.
"They closed it down sir." I replied.

"Wow I heard you guys were having budget cuts hut

UMass is certainly no Harvard
I didn't know that they were that severe!"

As the bus rambled by the campus pond the man next
to me pointed to Cutback City. "What are those
things?" he asked.

"It's a new hou.sing format the university is work-
ing with." "They look like shacks, they're practical-

ly scotch taped together," he said in amazement.
"That's okay they're pretty sturdy. Besides the

university promises to pipe in cable T.V. next fall."

"Oh. I guess that's O.K. then."

I visited the circulation desk of the Tower Library
recently.

Jon Z. Bowser

"Hi," I said in my friendly manner, "maybe you could
help me. I'm doing a research paper but I'm a little con-
fused. I can't decide whether to do it on 'Governmen-
tal Intervention in Third World Countries' or 'United
Nations Assistance Programs for the Development of
Post Natural Disaster Nations'. If I just flip through
the microfilm I could look at which subject . .

."

"I'm sorry sir, but the university sold all of the
microfilm and projectors at the University Auction last
weekend. I believe the microfilm and projectors were

purchased by Trump Industries for thirty thousand
dollars."

One day at the Berkshire Dinning Commons I had
a nice chat with a cafeteria worker. "Excuse me, but
can I please have seconds, that was the best casserole

I've ever had!"

"Sorry Charlie, the university can no longer afford

to serve seconds. Says so right here in the Budget Cut-
back Handbook, 'No seconds, no exceptions'. Order out.

Next!"

There was a Monday morning nightmare on my floor.

I saw the custodian pushing his cart onto the elevator

as if to leave.

"Excuse sir, but when you come back could you . .
."

"Come back? I'm done for today."

"But the stalls are all messy. You didn't even touch

them!"
"Listen kid, all I do is fill toilet paper dispensers.

That's all the university can afford to pay me to do."

"You only fill toilet paper dispensers?!? That's it?"

"Look kid, what is more important to you having
toilet paper or having a clean stall? This isn't Harvard
you know!"

Jon Z Bowser is a Collegian columnist
[Edit, note: Bonnie Slone contributed to this column
also}

Playing the
waiting game

Time. What a popular word. Everyone is either look
ing for some, wanting more of it, or wonder how they
spent it all. Not a day goes by when I don't hear com
plaints about needing more time.
How do most people spend their time? I would think

(since we are in college* going to classes and studying
takes up a good chunk of it. But according to a recent
study, this theory has been proven incorrect.

I decided to conduct an study on my.self to tr>' to figure
out how I spend my time

Minu Sebastian

It was Monday morning. I got up and looked out the
window Rain, hail, and sleet on one side of Southwest
and sunny and warm on the other. Typical New
England weather. I put on my robe and went to the
bathroom. I waited 15 minutes for a shower (they were
all occupied at the time). After my shower, I got dress-

ed, grabbed my books, and ran out the door. I waited
10 minutes for the elevator The elevator finally ar
rived I looked at my watch, five minutes to get from
Southwest to Totman.

I arrived at Totnian five minutes late, and had to wait
another 10 minutes for my teaching assistant. After
one more class, I went into the D.C. to eat lunch. It

took me about 20 minutes to finally get what I wanted.
First I took a grilled cheese sandwich and asked for

some tuna with it I was told that I couldn t have grill

ed cheese and tuna at the same time, so I would have
to come back. I sat down, took the grilled cheese off

of my plate and went back to get some tuna The whole
process was so time consuming.
After lunch, I went back to my dorm Waited at least

10 minutes for an elevator About 20 people piled in

and we stopped on every floor. Eventually, I got to my
room. It suddenly dawned on me that I had a stats ex-

am later in the day I grabbed my stats book and
notebook and rush out the door again. It was at least

a 10 minute walk to the library.

Once in the library, I had to make a big decision:

What floor should I go on? I got in the elevator As soon
as It started to move. I felt as though I was in a rocket
that was being launched. I could feel the food in my
stomach come up, so I got o(T on the nearest floor. I tried

to find a seat and all I saw around me were big, yellow
stats books. Communal cramming, I love it. I stayed
at the library for the afternoon.

Rushed home for dinner, went into the DC The line

for dinner went all the way out the door. I figured it

must be Italian night. I finally got a plate of spaghet-
ti, and then I asked for some sausage, but was inform-

ed that the same policies for lunch exist for dinner.

Since I have meatballs I cannot get sausage at the same
time. The DC. woman gave me an annoyed look that

said "You actually want two selections from the meat
group at the same time?!" Sinful. I know.
After dinner, I went to my dorm and waited for an

elevator to get to my room I went to my room, grabbed
my ID, a number two (as opposed to a number three)

pencil, and a calculator and left. Waited again for an
elevator to get out of the dorm.
Finally arrived at Mahar to take my exam. I made

it just in time, they were passing out exams. I found

a teat. I had my test, calculator, and pencil. I was ready

But, there was one problem. The lights were so dim
that I couldn't see my paper. They must have been fix-

ing the lights. So, I decided to sit back, relax, and wait

until they brightened the lights . . . I'm still waiting.

Minu Sebastian is an impatient Collegian columnist

Ev9n though it '$ too late to become a columnist thi»

Btmttter, you con $tiU write for next aemeater '$ Editorial

pogt, Juat come down to 113 Campus Center and talk

to Pum or Meredith for details, or call us at $45-3500.

Professor remembered
I am very disappointed in the university's science

department. We have suffered a great loss and no one has

recognized it.

To those ofyou who may not know, Eh-. William Rosenau

passed away two weeks ago today. He was the head of the

Plant and Soil Science Department and the professor of

many introductory science classes for both the universi-

ty and Stockbridge School of Agriculture.

Dr. Rosenau, in my eyes, is and was a legend at this

university. I can only speak for myself, but he always

made himself available to his students. The first thing

you would see when you got to the top of the stairs of

French Hall was an open door. This door led to his office

where morning chit-chat would be exchanged. Dr.

Rosenau would be perched on his stool in the comer drink-

ing his morning coffee and sporting a pair of fashionable

suspenders, and he would always call you by your first

name.
At the beginning of class. Dr. Rosenau would recognize

students who were involved with sports teams and con-

gratulate them on their victories. He really cared about

his students. He is one person I will always remember.

We miss you Dr. Rosenau . . .

There will be a memorial service held in honor of Dr.

Rosenau tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom. .. _
Maura Corcoran

Sunderland.

Invest in some UMass life insurance
Dear UMass Administration,
Looking for some new ideas in the realm of money

making? Long-term or short term plans can be arranged.
All you have to do is take out life insurance policies on
the students here at UMass. Alumni too, ifyou really want
to carry this venture to its fullest potential. It's all up to
you, and of course, them.

Gayle Long

For each life insurance policy of $5,500 the University
will collect $350,000 when the individual dies. Not bad,
huh? Consider the student death rate per 1,000 students
is 1.7 per year, the university will at least get a couple
nickels and dimes every year.

Still unsure about the short term benefits of such a plan?
However unethical they may seem, here are a few solu-
tions. One solution is to figure out who is in danger of fail-

ing out of school. There is sure to be a number of students
who are not doing well, and will probably be killed by their
parents for not raising their GPA. Look and see who is

on overload. Those people are surely going out of their
minds trying to get everything done. Contact the pro-

fessors, and let them know these people need some extra
pressure on them. If these students have an accident and
fall out of the Tower Library or Lederle Graduate
Research Tower, no one would think that you are respon-
sible. Why would you with these people any harm?
Another group of unsuspecting victims are the party

people. Convince them, after about eight or nine beers,
that the real party is outside the twentieth story balcony
of JQA They will never be able to prove that it was the
administrators who gave them the alcohol and the quick
trip to the pavement. It could also be a new way to en-
force the drinking policy, if there is a sudden rash of
alcohol-related jumpings occurring all over campus.
There are others who should have insurance taken out

on them. For instance, when the Republicans and Spar-
tacists decide to have wrestling matches in the Campus
Center, you might be able to collect for damages. Doctor
Thome and his graduate lab technicians could also bring
in money if they all die from some sort of anthrax bacteria.

The premium on these people might be higher, but the
later reward will profit the University.
Taking out life insurance is just like betting. You are

wagering that because of the undue pressures and social

adjustments that students undergo while in college, they
will not make it. When you are "helping" these students
on to their final road trip, it is kind of like point shaving
in basketball and football. Face it, the life insurance policy
implies that you do not care whether or not the future
leaders of America stay alive long enough to be successful.

Remember, all you want is the money. Who cares when
the students kick the can, or where they kick it? As long
as the university has a safe, sure investment.
Who ever said the main reason to have insurance is to

protect those you love? The university can consider every
one of its students as a member of its family, can't it? Afler
all, everybody loves everybody here on campus, don't
they?

So go ahead, what are you waiting for? John Silber at

Boston University is doing it. There is a man whose in-

vestment ideas are never questioned, never criticized. And
he really believes that it is an O.K. thing to do. He wants
those on financial aid to remember that aid is not free.

They should realize the debt they owe BU, and let them
feel they ought to be first on the volunteer list of insured
students.

I have a feeling that you too could do a wonderful job
in recruiting aid recipients into the insurance program.
Remind them that the state has made it possible for them
to be so well cared for here at UMass. So what if their
names is on an insurance policy? It is not as if their lives

depended upon it.

Gayle Long is u UMass student

A semester's scrapbook of scribbles
The following is a semester scrapbook of the scribbles

m my notebook margins. It .serves as a tribute to students
who entertain themselves in self-defense against pro-

fessors who refuse to juggle or tell jokes. The underground
doodling movement against lecturing drones will not be
silenced.

• Housing Service's latest public relations scheme is the
creation of "Theme Communities"; formalized cliques in

the dorms "which bring residents together around a com
mon interest." Some of the proposed UMass Utopias beg
to be ridiculed.

Darren Garnick

The Wellness Corridor is an "option designed for

students committed to a sober lifestyle " People who don t

like beer can live in a atmosphere of "wellness." Converse-
ly, those who choose to use alcohol in a responsible social

setting are obviously SICK. How pretentious.

Model citizens may choose to live in the Human Kind-
ness Community next semester. The messianic floor is

targeted towards those who seek "to foster a spirit of
human kindness and service." Naive idealists.

(bullet) The most likely site for the next Radical Stu
dent Union sit-in is the Cape Cod Lounge. The CCL is

laden with luxurious sofas, has easy access to a snack bar,

and has a piano for protest songs.

• Feminists condemning advertisements for blatant sex-

ual imagery usually focus their rage on the cosmetic and
clothing industries. The provocative packaging of sta-

tionary supplies remains unnoticed. Recently, I purchas-
ed a pen from the prestigious "Sea Island Collection." I

caved in to promises on the label. How could I turn down
"sensual sun-bathed ink colors?" Women writers may be
tempted by its "soft, sensitive rubberized barrels. Last

night I tried "Manganese Blue" for the first time Pure
pleasure.

• Wonder what those wacky, zany nuts at Hampshire
College are up to? Read their course caUlog Tabloid titles

are being used to attract enrollment. Where else can one
take a class called "The American Century: What Hap
pened?" or "New Guinea Tapeworms and Jewish Grand-
mothers: Natural History of Infectious Disease."
• Those who religiously read the personals know that
sorority sisters never use periods or question marks when
they write. The exclamation point is the only way to end
a sentence.

"Greek Week went Excellently.' Get psyched fur the
Awards Banquet'"
"You are awesome, incredible, andjust amazing.' Your

T-shirt and cup sales for Greek Week were unbelievable!"

These are actual entries from the Pan Hellenic Coun-
cil, the sororities* government. Are there people who really

talk like this? How much phony enthusiasm can the
female immune system take?
• Speaking of personals. I'm starting to feel sorry for

George. Over the past few months, the following ad has
run at least a dozen times: "Linguistics, worked Sunday
2/26. Buy you a beer? Call George."

It's May, George. Give it up. She is not going to call.

She does not want a beer — even a free one. You deserve
better, George. Go out and meet people. People who would
have the common decency to answer your note (either way)
within 60 days.

• The distinction between social and political activities

at UMass is blurred. Events like the "Pro-Choice Dance"
and the "Anti-Homophobia Boogie" could spark a trend.

How about an Ozone Layer Semi-Formal or a PLO Bake
Sale?

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columnist

Appreciation by those who know best
Last week, 52 protesters were arrested after occupation

of Memorial Hall. Before being arrested, the protesters

discussed their demands. Occupying a building was the
wrong way to gain attention.

I mean, they could have done something really flam-

boyant, such as wading into the campus pond while
holding hands and chanting.

Or, they could have scaled the side of Lederle with pitons

and ropes and shouted at the onlookers below. That type
of display would have brought media running from such
far-away places as Japan and Thailand. That would have
gotten their attention, alright.

Lisa Hamelin
One of their demands was outright ridiculous. They

wanted to give students binding power over the UMass
police. This was a call for anarchy. Sure, let's not have
any authority on this campus.
Students can take over buildings, disrupt studies, van-
dalize properties, and not expect to be arrested.

Pom-reading misogynists could gleefully rape and
pillage the village without worrying about police interven-

tion. Students can get stoned in DC, drag-race down
Massachusetts Avenue, spray-paint peace signs of
Chancellor DufTey's back, do whatever they wish, and not
be arrested. This campus would become every extremist's
dream and every law-abiding citizen's nightmare.
As for police brutality, what are the police to do when

they go to arrest someone and that person resists arrest?

The protesters certainly wouldn't move ifthe police gave
gentle little tugs on their shirtsleeves and said "Now, now,
you must ccompany me to the squad car. You're under
arrest, you've been a bad boy/girl, and you know it." It

isn't exactly easy to move a recalcitrant 140 or 150 pound
person without using some force. These protesters are>
fortunate that their confrontation was with the UMass
police instead of with the junta in South America or the
Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. Otherwise, they would have
received far harsher treatment than twisted arms and pin-

ched shoulders.

The police have a tough job as it is. They must frequent-
ly deal with far worse types than unruly protesters. They
are condemned when they must carry out unpleasant
tasks, such as arresting and dragging away protesters or
shooting someone in self-defense. Yet, they are rarely
praised for the heroic and unselfish deeds they perform,
such as saving drowning children or pulling injured peo-
ple from burning wrecks.
The police are every big as human and subject to

mistakes as those in other professions, such as doctors,
engineers, plumbers, mechanics, executives, journalists,
carpenters, etc. The same police officer who arrests pro-
testers must protect the public from many threats, rang-
ing from drug dealers to rapists. It is not fair to condemn
them over one incident. Most cops are fair, honest, and
hardworking people who are feared and despised by those
who reject authority in all forms, but appreciated by those
who know them best.

Lisa Hamelin is a UMass student
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INTRODUCING

CHIK'N
GORILLAS
A juicy chicken patty
grilled and served
on a grinder roll.

Includes lettuce

and tomato with
duck sauce on
the side.

\o Grease or Deep Frying

Coffee Shop
ON THE CONCOURSE

Monday-Friday
7:00 am-3:00 pm 2.55

M
v^^
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When
you
want
more
than
just a
greeting

card!

Send a Shoebox*

Mother's Day is

Sunday, May 14.

THtS IS fAO^JE.

THAN ^UST A
MOTMeR'S DAV CARD.

Inside message:
"Its a hug with a told in the middle."

A.J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

253-2840 *> 19W Ma»mar»i Cards if»c

We're Celebrating One year
Under New Ownership

"Thank You" g
Call 256-891 1

^
Driven W«nt«d Pays S«0-f f00 pt shift

9

j
Large Cheese

I Only ^6.75

"«r

Cirtni Toppings
ONLYSIM taeh

ExpirM May. i960

I Small Cheese

Cxtr* Toppings

I

ExpirM May, 1089

—4

By Dennis O'Neil and Bill Wiray,

with Shea Anton Pensa.

Faceless killers stalk Seattle, leading
Green Arrow :o seek out The
Question for answers answers
tuat reveal the untold ongm of

The Question and uncover a plot to

destroy the population of Hub City!

^ailatjie in May.

Suggested

\ ANMLAL #2
^ By Dennis O'Neil. Ed Hannigan,
Dick Giordano. Frank McLaughlin.

The Question is left to an uncertain
fate as Green Arrow pursues a

mad visionary - a man connected
to the Question s Peginnings

- who holds the key to the lives

and minds of millionsi PLUS The
secret of Black Canary s missing

for Mature ReacTers. powers' AvaiiaDle in June.

.O'

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rtc. 9 Hadley

12 inch

Pan Pizza

oniy$5.75

e
extra Toppings
ONLYSLOOi

Expires May. 1089

New Domino's Pan Pizza:

Ail Pan Pizzas come witii a
tiiiek, buttary crust and extra

ctieesa at NO EXTRA COST.

Hmt-THUm. 4 p.m..2 «.»!. • FfU. 4 p.m^ m.m.
•AT. 11 ajw.-a mjn. • SUM, 11 a.111^1 a.111.

ARTS 8cLIVING
Shiny heads & Tom Toms at pond concert Sunday
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

This evening at Smith College's John M. Greene Hall,
you can catch country/"folkabilly" artist Nanci Griffith.
Doors open at 6:15. the show starts at 7. and opening ar-

tist will be singer/songwriter Chris Smither.
At the Hatch tonight. Dusty Brown's Low Down

Blues will be performing an afternoon show at 3:30pm,
and Flat Stanley will be appearing at 9.

Elsewhere tonight, CUve/Greggson and Christine Col-
lister perform a 7pm show at the Iron Horse. Iron Elf
will be at Sheehan's. R&B band The Icemen entertain
at Twisters, reggae band New Horizon will be at Ten
Below, and Animal Farm and Tight Play play a benefit
for Multiple Sclerosis at Katina'.s

Tomorrow night. A New Machine play a 9pm show at

the Hatch, blues band Walin' Dave and the Blue Dogs
appear at Twisters. The Breakdown perform a 9pm show
at Ten Below, and Homestead rt-cording artists Salem 66

will be appearing at Sheehan's.
Also tomorrow, Humble Pie will be at Katina's, and

Guy Clark, Bob Martin, and Towns Van Zandt per-

form at the Iron Horse, beginning at 5:30.

LIVEWIRE
On Saturday, May 6th, Texas rock a-billy artist Sleepy

La Beef performs a 10pm show at Ten Below, jazz artist

OefTeayo Marsalis appears at the Iron Horse for an 8:30

show, and Time and Again play the Hatch at 9pm.
Elsewhere Saturday evening, Max Creek entertains at

Katina's, R&B band The Upsetters will be at Twisters,

and Band of Crows will be at Sheehan's.
On Sunday, May 7th, UPC sponsors the annual pond

concert. Scheduled performers include the Tom Tom
Club, Stevie .B., The Hooters, and Shinehead.
Also Sunday, Ten Below hosts a concert/recital/poetry

reading from Latin America with Gladys Garbo,
Graciela LeCube, and The Havana Midnight
Ensemble.
Jazz duos Ross Traut and Steve Rodbey and George

Cook and Doug Raneri perform a 7pm show at the Iron

Horse Sunday, Sweet Cheater and Terror Shock ap-

pear at Katina's, and Buskin and Batteau will be ap-

pearing along with Aztec Two Step at Amherst College's

Buckley Recital Hall

On Monday, the 8th of May, WRSI sponsors Youssou
N'Dour at the Iron Horse for two shows at 7 and 10pm,
on Tuesday May 9th the Iron Horse welcomes a capella

group the Bobs, and on Wednesday the 10th, country duo
Foster and Lloyd Perform one show at the Iron Horse
at 7pm.

Tireless Cuban poet lectures tonight at CC
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

For the past couple of

days, Cuban poet and
essayist Nancy Morejon has
been on the University of

Massachusetts campus
leading workshops and
seminars, and lecturing on
poetry and the importance
of croM-cultural translation.

If you have not yet

witnessed the poly-lingual

poet, there is still time. This

Thursday afternoon,
12:30-2:00, Morejon will be

at the sixth floor of Herter
Hall for an informal brown

bag lunch entitled.

"Women's iMues From a
CrosaCultural Perspective."

At 8:00p.m. Thursday night,

she will be at room 168C in

the Campus Center, where
she will lecture on the im-

portance of bilingual
language to establish
dialogues between people of

different cultures. The title

of the lecture is

"Writing/Reading
CrossCulturally." Spon-
sored in part by the UMass
Comparative Literature
department, both the lunch
and the lecture are open to

the public and free of

charge.

According to Dr. Irma
Allen, assistant dean in the
College of Arts and Sciences
at UMass, Morejon is "one
of the most renowned young
poets of Cuba." She has
written seven books of
poetry, one of which Where
the Island Sleeps Like a
Wing, has been translated
from Spanish into English
by Black Scholar Press, and
is currently available at

Odyssey Bookstore. Her
works also include an award
winning study of Cuban
poet laureate, Nicolas
Guillen.

Because the United States

has an embargo against

Cuba, only cultural workers

are granted visas. Dr. Allen
explained that it was "very

difTicult" to get Morejon
here, and although she will

not talk openly about the

politics of Cuba, "she will

talk about her work in a

political and social context."

Morejon has a very firm

belief about the role of an
artist. "Literature is a vehi-

cle that permits dialogue

with the community," she

said.

Morejon has a position of

resident fellow at Cosa de la

America which allows her to

perform diplomatic rela-

tions through arts. Foiu*

years ago. she headed a
seminar in Cuba on the
status of Blacks. Chinese.
Puerto Ricans, Asians, and
Carribians in the United
Stat^ She has also worked
as an editor for the National
Union of Writers and Ar-
tists of Cuba (UNEAC).
This tireless worker is

currently in the process of
putting together an an
thology of poetry by women
of color, including works by
Dr. Allen, and translating
them into Spanish.

You can be a bartender.

5
N«*\vl-.n^l.nMl

liiirKMKlCTS
StlWMli

call today

(617)247-1600
811 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02116

Lkr. by Comm. o( Mass. I)ppartmcnl of Kducaiion

Mompcr - Mass Assoc, oi Private Career Sdxx»ls

rmmi

PAINTERS NEEDED I

in the Boston Area and
|

inside 495 area for!

summer employment.

!

Both interior and
xterior work. Ex-

perience preferred,

but not essential.

Equal opportunity Employvr

CaM(ei7)S43-03««

^jiM

RtNT/\WRECK

New A Uaed Car*
Tfwck* S Vam AIm A»aS«Ma

North Amherst
Rcnt-A-U^reck
IN.4J No. Amherst

54f-RENT

P^tstNrs

<S^y\ /S^.
otet.

^•M»tD

New York
Stories
N«M evert

Mort-Thurm 7:30 1 shew onty

Frl-Sun 7 S 9:20

$2.S0 w/ttu4«nt 10

Ar/JTY ST ?53^J2^:

Follow
The Signs

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Op«n For Lunch

Tuos.-Frl. 1 1:00a.m. - 3 p.m.

you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95_Homemade soups, salads, etc.

Also Sunilay Brunch 11-3

And a Now Wost Indian Bakory
and Pastry Shop

Wedding and Birthday Cakes

All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 1 1 a.m.-3 p.m.

Dinner 5-10 p.m. lues.-Sun.

Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events

206 Russell St., Hadley,

on the bus route—586-4389

TONIGHT IS

ROLLING ROCK NIGHT
^ Rolling Rock $1.33 ^
LIVE DANCE TUNES*

Free give-aways

Opening Friday May 5
Cinco de Mayo

Twisters Terrace

M aOLTWOOO WALK* DOWNSTAIIIt, AMNBUST
2S3-36S3

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

• in the area using

KODAK PAPER
1 Hr. Color Service Available

Same Day Service
FILM IN BY 1 0:00 A.M. / PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 P.M.

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAIU\8LE

257 TRIANGLE STREET INAMHERST
549-6490
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Cats gets puurrrfect score for song and dance
By Michael T. Puopolo, II

Collegian Correspondent

CatB
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
May 2

Simply spectacular! Those two words describe the en-

tire range of performances in Cats. Cats is a song and
dance musical based on Old Possum's BiH>k of Practical

Cats by T.S. Eliot. The music is provided by one of the

musical geniuses of our time, Andrew Lloyd Webber
^Phantom of the Opera, Starlight Express. Eiital The loose

story is about a group of cats all wishing for nine lives.

Before the night is over, and after the cats have had their

annual ritual and histor>', the Jellicle leader will pick "the
cat who can now be reborn and come back to a different

jellicle life."

This play has something for everyone - music, singing,

dancing (ballet, tap. Jazz and modern!, magic, comedy,
drama, audience participation, mystery and thrills. It all

comes together wonderfully for three hours of high energy

and entertainment.

THEATER
Underneath all the make-up and costumes, there are

certain standouts in the cast. Bradford Minkoffas "Rum
Tum Tugger" has a great character, Alice Lynn has an
incredible soprano that's a pleasure to hear, and Helen

Frank also has a great voice. Of course, the song that

makes the evening is "Memory." Rosemary Loar does the

song justice ai> "Grizabella." It's a very moving song, and
Loar can really belt it out. However, there are certain

times when her voice needs to be a bit more passionate

and intimate. The entire ensemble is very cohesive and

a pleasure to watch. Very rarely does a member of the

cast fall behind the others, and in the few instances, it's

hardlv noticeable.

Sometimes, when there is a touring company, after be-

ing on the road for a long time, the energy level of the

cast begins to wane. Not this cast though, they maintained

a high level of energy throughout the entire production.

They are definitely professionals. All the members of the

cast definitely act like cats and are amazing in their

capacity to sing and dance at the same time. Another

strong point is that Cats is a show for people of all ages.

Children enjoy the production as much as the elderly.

Outstanding numbers include the •Prologue," "The

Rum Tug Tugger." "Mungojerrie and Rumpleteazer,"

"Memory," "Mr Mistoffeless " and "The Journey to the

Heaviside Layer" "The Jellicle Ball, " at the end of Act

I, is perhaps the most spectacular dance number I have

ever seen.

Unfortunately, tickets for tonights show, as well as the

previous two, were sold out months ago. Cats is a wonder

ful play and the winner of seven Tony Awards. The set

is completely different from the Broadway show, and

Gillian Lynne's choreography is altered a bit to work

around the new surroundings. There's no kitty litter in

this production . . you might say it's puurr-fect!

SMART COOKIES KNOV...

PI E ^
CHINESE KITCHEN

150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

LMASS
MUSIC
THEATtE

GUILD

wilT DC presenting

EVITA
Dec. 7, 8&9, 1989

in the

TAC Concert Hall

UMMTG is taking applications for the positions of

Director, Music director, and choreographer for this falls

production until Monday, May 8.

Any five college student may apply.

For more information, please call our office at 545-5368

or leave a message at 256-0569 or 586-53^.

TONIGHT

DAWCE ^GLUB
•• 50<* Drafts ••

All Schnapps $1.50

GREAT
MEXICAN

in dovirntovirn Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
NOmHAMtmON
11 CfNTtlUT

trmg rour Own
•rrr or Wine

AMHCnST
*t tOlTWOOOWAUt
littllT

»rer t WInr
5OTvrtf

TBtOfI*

•r«n^ raur 0«wn

MAY SALE
our May Sale helps the seasoned camper, backpacker, traveler,
or the beginner get their camping gear ready and save some $$$.
Selected items throughout the store will be on sale: tents, sleep-
ing t)ags, air mats, foam pads, coolers, back packs, daypacks, travel

packs, etc.

Sup«r Hot Sp«clal: LIMITED QUANTITIES
Sleeping Bag (USA) 3 lbs Holofil 808 Nyton cover &
cotton flannel lining Value $44 95 Special $34 94

2 for $67 88, 4 for $127 76

Don Gleason's has been serving Campers & Backpackers for over
31 years with courteous service, helpful advice, lowest competitive
prices and the best camping gear to be found. We are fully stock-

ed with the widest selection of quality gear all on display

FREE COPY OF OUR 1989 CATALOG WITH COPY OF THIS AD

^^^ ^\^ CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC
9 Peart St., Northampton, MA Phone: 584-4895

Store Hours: Weekdays 9 to 5:30, Saturday 9 to 5

Friday Nights till 9 p.m. (April & May)

'^mm

condo golf games
exploding golfballs

golfball bottle openers
dice golf games ..^

towels and mugs .jf
floating golfballs ^

ryy - wacky golfballs ^
• much more ^

WOMElSrS ISSUES
Women's Studies major
offers diversity to grads
By KATERI WALSH
Collegian Correspondent

The Women's Studies Department at the

University of Massachusetts prepares

students for a diverse number of career

choices, said Arlene Avakian, a professor

in the department.

Graduates of the program enter a wide

range of fields, from law, teaching and jour-

nalism to battered women advocacy,

counseling and business, she said.

"Since it's such a new field, things are

just starting, so there's a lot ofexcitement,"

Avakian said.

She said about 30 percent of the students

choose to attend graduate school, and that

Women's Studies m^rs have maintained

a 100 percent rate of acceptance to

graduate school.

Women's Studies is similar to a liberal

arts major in its diversity of opportunity,

Avakian said, but their students tend to

have more of an interest in social issues.

Many graduates go into the human ser-

vices field, she said.

Jennifer Glover, a senior completing an

internship at the Everywoman's Center,

said she plans to look for work in social ser-

vices when she graduates in May.
The Women's Studies major emphasizes

critical thinking and a large input from the

student, Avakian said, adding that "the

students can really take charge of their

education."

One alumnus, Martha Kegeles, said that

in 1975 she chose the Women's ^udies ma-
jor because "the professors were willing to

have us think and create and question the

world around us."

Now director of recruitment for the

department of Food and Natural Resources,

Kegeles said, "Eleven years after

graduating, I never go two weeks without

thinking about something that I began to

think about in those days."

Leah Callahan, a sophomore Women's
Studies major and founder of the local

chapter of the National Organization for

Women, said focusing on the women's
perspective has made her a stronger per-

son. "If someone is going to discriminate

against me," Callahan said, "I'm going to

have a lot to say."

The Women's Studies Department was
established in 1974 because of a high de

mand for the msyor. according to Avakian,

who served on a faculty committee that

helped establish the department.

All students in the department are

female, said Avakian, adding that she does

not foresee this changing in the near

future.

She does however, see an increased in-

Sun's effect can be harmful later
By MEREDITH CLELAND
Collegian Correspondent

Yes, it's that time of year again.

Spring at University of Massachusetts

means time for fun in the sun. But as

you're throwing that ultimate disc,

shooting hoop, or just lying in the sun.

have you thought about what the sun

is actually doing to your skin?

According to the Food and I>rug Ad
ministration, there are more than

400,000 new cases of skin cancer

reported every year.

HEALTHWATCH
However, that statistic is often ig-

nored by students at UMass, as it is by

most young people.

Dr. Thomas McBride, Director of the

Medical Division at University Health

Services, said although skin cancer is

not prevalent among young people, their

behavior now can cause skin cancer

later.

"It's those bad weekend burns short

exposures to high intensity sun - that

add up to the real thing later," McBride

said. "What people don't realize is that

it really kills people."

McBride said that in the past, two

UMass students died from melanoma,

the worst type of skin cancer.

But the amount of sun one can

tolerate depends on that person's skin

type and how susceptible they are to

burning, McBride added.

"There are six types of skin ranging

from skin that always burns and never

tans (type U, to skin that never burns

and ne»ds little to no protection (type

61." he said. McBride said that people

with skin types 1 and 2 have to be more
careful to protect their skin when out in

the sun, than do people with skin types

4. 5 or 6.

"It's the blonde-haired, blue^yed, fair

skinned person that should not be in the

sun between 11 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

without a sunscreen of at least 15 S.P.F..

a hat and glasses." he said.

McBnde added that there are many
hazards of ultraviolet radiation, not only

skin cancer and burns, but also perma-

nent damage to the skin.

"Wrinkling and broken blood vessels

later in life are caused by sun exposure

now," warned McBride.

There is also evidence that the chance

of contracting cataracts is made much

worse by sun exposure, he said.

Perfumes, certain types of medicines,

and cosmetics like acne cream, can

make your skin more sensitive to the

burning rays of the sun. McBride said

Severe skin burns, rashes, and itching

can result from these photosensitizers,

he said.

McBride urges students to buy sun

protection at the pharmacy at Univer

sity Health Services.

"The pharmacy sells all types of

sunscreen, and at a very reasonable

price," said McBride. "If you want

your skin to look good when you're in

your forties and fifties, you have to take

care of it now."

Women's Forum
March
A Take Back the Night March sponsored

by the Amherst chapter of the National

Organization for Women will begin with a

7 p.m. rally tonight on the steps of the Stu-

dent Union Building.

Women are asked to march with

flashlights or candles.

Brown-Bag Lunch
Nancy Morejon. a Cuban poet and

essayist, wili speak at a brown-bag lunch

today on "Women's Issues from a Cross-

Cultural Perspective" from 12:30 p.m. to

2 p.m. in the 6th floor lounge of Herter

Hall.

Lecture
Morejon will also lecture on

"Writing/Reading Cross-Culturally,

tonight at 8 p.m. in Campus Center Room

168C.

The program is sponsored jointly by the

Department of Comparitive Literature, the

Chancellor's Office, the Utin American

Certificate Program, and the Women's

Studies Department.

Move-A-Thon
Necessities/Necesidades, an organization

for women experiencing emotional and/or

physical abuse, will hold its 4th annual

Move-A-Thon Saturday, May 13 to raise

funds and awareness to help maintain the

organization's services for battered women

and their children.

People of all ages are invited to seek

sponsors to support their "moving;" par-

ticipants may run, walk, bike, wheel,

skate, or "creatively locomote."

Sponsor forms are available at the

Necessities/Necesidades office, or by call-

ing 586-1125.

Registration will begin at noon at the

Unitarian Church in Northampton, and

the "moving" will begin at 1 p.m. The

route, 5 kilometers, is wheelchair accessi-

ble. Child care is available.

CoUcctaa PHoto by Jakon Titirrmaa

Professor Arlene Avakian discusses the Women's Studies m^or
with a student.
terest in the women's perspective among
younger male faculty just entering the

University. And although the department

has no male professors, there are a number
of men who teach Women's Studies

courses, such as Robert Wolf who teaches

"Men and Women in Literature
"

"I think that in every discipline.

Women's Studies has made a significant

impact," Avakian said.

Over the past five to eight years, she said,

faculty in other departments have shown
an increasing interest in listing their

courses in the Women's Studies booklet,

making them applicable to the major She
said this illustrates that Women's Studies

is now known as a rigorous and respected

major.

"It's no longer something you can just

laugh off," she said.

Censorship discussed
Activists disagree on pornography 's effect

By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

This is the second article in a tw»-parl

series on pornography.

While anti-pornography activists are con-

cerned about the negative effects of por-

nography on society, their opponents say

that censoring pornography is a violation

of the First Amendment.
Yet some organizations claim that

neither side addresses the real problem.

Lisa Duggan, a founding member of the

Feminist Anti-Censorship Task Force,

(FACT), says problems such as sexual

violence, child abuse, sexism, and racism,

need to be addressed directly.

Legislation Eigainst pornography is unfor

tunately seen as a solution for these pro-

blems, she said, adding that the issue is be-

ing used to generate public hysteria.

"Legislation and laws against por-

nography aren't going to solve the pro-

blems of violence against women, rape, and

sexism in our society." said Barry Lynn.

Legislative Counsel for the American Civil

Liberties Union in New York City.

Lynn is one of the many anti-censorship

"This perspective is quite different from

a traditional censorship perspective," says

Leanne Katz, Executive Director of the Na-

tional Coalition Against Censorship.

There are at least four positions on sex-

ually explicit expression, or pornography;

the pro-decency position, taken by such

groups as the National Coalition Against

Pornography, which claims pornography
leads to violence; the feminist anti

pornography stance, held by such groups

as Women Against Pornography, which

focuses on pornography's degradation of

women; the classic civil liberties perspec-

tive, held by the ACLU, which sup|}orts the

right to buy and sell sexually explicit

material; and finally the feminist anti-

censorship position, taken by such groups

as FACT.
Katz said anti-censorship feminists are

against the censorship of pornography
because they feel pornography itself does

not harm society, it is only sexually explicit

material.

Kate Ellis, a professor of English at

Rutgers University and an anti -censorship

feminist, agrees with Katz. saying, "It

doesn't seem to me that pornography has

destroyed societies humanity."

"Legislation and laws against pornography aren't going to

solve the problem of violence against women, rape, and

sexism..."

- Barry Lynn, ACLU

activists who have spoken and written

against the findings and recommendations

of Attorney General Edwin Meese's 1986

Commission on Pornography.

The Commission determined that a

cause-and-effect relationship between por-

nography and violence exists and recom-

mended that high priority be given to pro-

secuting offenders of obscenity laws and

that penalties be more severe.

Lynn said. "I think the only honest thing

you can say about the Meese Commission

report is that there is a short term effect

on some people's attitudes after viewing

large amounts of certain kinds of por-

nography."
Unlike feminist Andrea Dworkin, who

says that all forms of pornography degrade

women and should be censored, Duggan
belongs to a group of feminists who say

laws against pornography will not solve the

problems that the Meese Commission and

others claim are caused by pornography.

Ellis said, "I just don't think that social

change will come about if we begin to take

freedoms away from society — in order to

rehabilitate humanity, you have to trust

society's opinions and give it choices."

Summing up the position held by most

of the anti-censorship activists, Katz said.

"Any attempt to suppress pornography is

itself a violation of our civil rights."

Many studies have evaluated the effects

of pornography on individuals and society,

and both sides claim that the studies con-

clude in their favor.

The majority of studies were not resear-

ched in a realistic setting, said Lynn. "If

you think about it, sitting in a room, be-

ing watched by researchers, is not the way
most people view pornography," he said.

"I think that pornography is protected by

our First Amendment," Lynn said. "It's

nothing more than pictures and words

about sex, and it has a right to exist, even

if it isn't good for society."
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Local band flat out
guarantees a smile
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

In a time when bands either try to hit you

over the head with their political message,

or make your ears bleed by cranking their

amps up to 1 1, it's refreshing to see a band

that just goes out there to have fun. Flat

Stanley is that band.

Getting their name from a children's

book about a little kid who gets squashed

by a bulletin board, Flat Stanley is com
prised of five University of Massachusetts

students. Carl Von Cris is lead singer,

keyboardist, and flutist. James Eastman

also chips in on vocals and plays rhythm

guitar. Matt Coffy is the lead rhythm

guitarist. Pete Childs. who came up with

the band name, plays bass, and Eric Dublin

is the drummer.

The band formed in January under the

name Greenhouse Effect They changed

their name last month after they decided

that their old name sounded too serious and

enviromental.

As Flat Stanley, the band has already ac

quired a large following by playing local

parties, where they play anything from

blues to rock to funk and reggae.

At a recent party, girls were rushing the

stage, much to pleasant surprise of

guitarist Matt Coffy. 'I was saying to

myself. This is great, but this only happens

to real bands Why is it hapening to me?
"

he said.

Flat Stanley will be playing at the Hatch

tonight at 9, (John Bowaer from Strong

Waters will make a guest appearance!, and

they already have gigs booked for Cape Cod

and the Channel in Boston this summer.

Coffy started the band after he heard a

horrible band at the Hatch. He and Von
Cris had been playing on and off for a cou

pie of years and "everybody else just kind

of knew everybody else." Pete Childs was

picked up after he answered their ad for a

bass player.

Coffey credits the bands success to their

happy-go-lucky attitude. "Were not out

there to be like rock the jungle, or let's be

the next Guns 'n' Roses. Were just out

there to have fun. We're not worried about

making it big time. If it happens, great. But

we're just having a good time. People dig

us and we have fun."

When you go to see the band, you can ex

pect to hear covers from the likes of Robert

Cray, Jethro Tull, the Rolling Stones, and

Jimmy Cliff. The band has also begun to

pen their own tunes and will be perform

ing two of them, "E Funk, " and "Five

Years Past the Mark." Both are funky

tunes with a reggae feel.

Coffey's hope is that the band will slow-

ly ease out their covers as they write more

originals. His guarantee is that if you go

see them, you'll leave smiling.
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ALEX TREBEK - eiyoys a laugh with University of

Massachusetts senior Kyle Bostian during the taping of the

Jeopardy! College Championship, which airs May 8-19. Bos-

tian was chosen as a contestant earlier this spring while he

was vacationing in Daytona, Fla.
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18-year-old argues before state's highest court
BOSTON (AP) - An 18 yearK)ld Harvard freshman ser

ving as his own lawyer argued before the state Supreme
Judicial court yesterday in protest of what he believes was
a violation of the state's Open Meeting Law.
Josh Gerstein, believed to be the youngest person to

argue before the state's highest court, contended the

Weston School Committee violated the law when it hired

a new superintendent in May 1988.

Gerstein said he spent more than 100 hours preparing

for the case. He submitted a 20-page brief His arguments

before Ave jurists took about Ave minutes but he said he

was "a lot more nervous" than when he argued the case

before a lower court last year.

"It's an interesting issue — it's dealing with how much
access the public has to government," said Gerstein, who
spoke to reporters in the hallway after the hearing, clut-

ching a briefcase.

He said he was forced to skip a class in Russian at Har-

vard in order to appear before the court.

Gerstein filed his complain in March 1988. He was later

in the complaint joined by the Middlesex County District

Attorney's office. An attorney from the DA's office also

argued on behalf of the complaint yesterday.

Gerstein is now a Harvard freshman msgoring in govern-

ment. He was a senior at Weston High School when he

first protested what he saw as insufficient student input

in the selection of a new superintendent.

At issue is a section of the Open Meeting Law which
has not yet been interpreted by any Massachusetts ap-

peals court.

Weston school officials contend that they were entitled

to close three rounds of screening, including interviews,

to the public.

Gerstein and the district attorney claim the law only

allows the first round of interviews to be closed.

Attorney Mary Marshall, representing the Weston

schools, said the school committee was following state

guidelines that permit some of the superintendent selec-

tion process to be conducted in private.

Gerstein said he has nothing against the superintendent

chosen by the school committee, Meredith Jones. But he

said he did not know if she is more or less qualified than

the other 100 original candidates since he and other

students were excluded from the appointment process.

Jones' office said she would not comment and referred

all inquiries to Marshall.

The court is expected to issue a decision within four

months.
Suffolk County Court officials said there was nothing

on record to indicate the age of the youngest person u>

argue before the state Supreme Court.
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LANDSCAPER
New England's most innovative and dynamic

convenience store chain has a great summer

opportunity for a horticultural student. This

is a full tunc Landscaper position available

Memorial Day through Labor Day. Respon-

sibilities include maintaming New England

stores by cuttmg grass, trimming trees, pull-

ing weeds and selecting and planting shrubs.

Ideal candidate must be knowledgeable in hor-

ticulture, able to read and follow blueprints

oflandscape designs, and have a valid driver's

license. A company vehicle and tools are

provided. Hours are Monday through Friday,

7:00 am - 3:30 pm, with a salary up to

$10/hour.

Please contact Denise Richards at

(617)891-8880, Store 24, Inc., 184

Riverview Avenue, WalthamMA 02254.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

You can get there faster at Store 24
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Group says waste law not used
BOSTON »AP' - A public interest

research group charged the Dukakis ad-

ministration yesterday with dragging its

feet in implementing a 1986 hazardous

waste cleanup law overwhelmingly approv-

ed by the voters.

The Massachusetts Public Interest

Group, which sponsored ballot Question 4

in 1986, said hiring freezes imposed by

Gov Michael S Dukakis have prevented

known hazardous waste sites from being

cleaned.

In a "white paper" released yesterday,

the group credited the state Department of

Environmental Quality Engineering with

meeting its mandate to identify some 2,000

hazardous wastes sites.

But two hiring freezes imposed by the

^vernor have held the agencies staff work

ing on the issue to 200 when DEQE has

said It needs 460 to do the job, according

to MassPIRG.

The state has a legal and environmen

tal mandate to quickly clean up con

taminated sites." said Stephen LeBlanc,

MassPIRG's environmental policy analyst.

DEQE Commissioner Daniel Greenbaum

blamed the Legislature for failing to back

up the 1986 law with adequate funding.

"The rea.siin that DEQE has not been

able to meet the mandates is not because

of a lack of desire on the part of the agen

cy but because we just have not had the

resources to do it," Greenbaum said. "The

funding proposal that was in the governor's

budget would give us the staff to meet the

mandate of Question 4."

The Dukakis administration in its fiscal

1990 budget proposal sought $21.2 million

to identify and begin cleaning hazardous

waste sites. The House budget passed this

spring cut that proposal by $7.2 million.

Question 4 was passed by an overwhelm-

ing margin on the November 1986 ballot.

The proposal was put to the voters by

MassPIRG after the Legislature failed over

two years to enact a similar law.

The law required the administration to

seek out and identify 2,000 hazardous

waste sites in the first three years of the

law and 1,000 each year thereafter. The

law also required the DEQE to prioritize

the sites.

The DEQE has identified 1,061 confirm

ed hazardous waste sites requiring cleanup

and 1.665 suspected sites. The agency

estimates there are 25.000 leaking

underground storage tanks and 700 solid

waste landfills that require state attention.

State proposes boycott
of Eastern Airlines
BOSTON iAP» - The Dukakis ad

ministration backed legislation yester-

day calling on a state government

boycott of Eastern Airlines as long as

workers remain on strike over the

policies of Eastern head Frank Lorenzo.

The legislation, which supporters

acknowledged was largely symbolic,

would extend to the Legislature and to

state contractors restrictions Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis has already placed

on his subordinates against flying

Eastern.

Dukakis Labor Secretary Paul

Eustace was joined by legislative spon-

sors of the bill and about two dozen

Eastern pilots, machinists and flight at-

tendants at a news conference in front

of the Statehouse.

"This is not likely to break the camel's

back, " said state Rep. Stanley
Rosenberg, D-Amherst, a sponsor of the

bill. "But whether it's one ticket or

1,000 tickets, this makes it clear that

it's wrong to give that company money."

Rosenberg; warned that if Lorenzo is

allowed to have his way in the labor

dispute. "All that will be left of Eastern

will be a skeleton."

Eastern pilot Skip Orr said the

legislative proposal is similar to

measures enacted in other states across

the country.

"The action we took on March 3 was

absolutely necessary to save our

airline," Orr said. "We're the ones that

will rebuild Eastern
"

Eustace said he was unsure how much
air travel is done by state employees,

legislators or contractors. But he said

that no one under Dukakis has been

traveling on Eastern in the two weeks

since the governor issued an executive

order covering state employees.

The legislation would extend the

restriction to legislators and contractors.

It would also cover travel on any of

Eastern's sister airlines.

Dukakis has expressed his concern

about the strike in letters last month to

President Bush, noting that some 1.400

workers in the Boston area are impacted

and urging Bush to call for mediation
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University of IVIassachusetts

Undergraduate Childcare Voucher Program
Applications for Fall 1989 available May 5 in the Commuter Area Government Office. 404 Student Union

Building.

The money for this program comes from a negetive check-off on the undergraduate semester tuition

bill. Applications are reviewed by a committee on the basis of family need and availability of funds.

You must be an undergraduate in order to apply.

Vouchers are awarded for 50% of childcare cost or up to $750 per family per semsester. Money is dispurs-

ed in the form of vouchers directly to licensed childcare providers only.

Applications for Spring allocations will be available Sept. 4, 1989. Giving money for the fall does not

guarantee the receipt of money for the spring, as you reapply each semester.

Universisdad de Massachusetts
Programa de Certificados a Subgraduados para

Cuidado de Ninos
A partir de Mayo 5 estaran disponibles en las Oficinas de Comuter Government, 404 Student Union.

las solicitudes para cuidado de niflos para el Otono de 1989.

Los fondos para este programa provienen de las contribuciones de estudiantes indicadas en sus pago

de matricula. Las solicitudes son evaluadas por un comitee. A base de las necesidades familiares y

de la disponibilidad de recursos. Usted debera ser un estudiate sub-graduado para poder solicitar este

servicio.

Los certificados seran validos por el 50% del costo de cuidado de ninos o $750.00 por familia por cada

semestre. El dinero es desembolsado en forma de certificados a los proveedores del cuidado de ninos

directamente.

Las socicitudes para la Primavera estaran disponibles a partir del 4 de Septiembre de 1989. El recibir

el dinero durante el otono del 1989 no es garantia de que podra recibir dinero para la primavera del

1989. Por esta razon usted debera solicitar cada semestre.
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BU-Chelsea plan sent to state lawmakers
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CHELSEA (AP) - Boston University's controversial

plan to take command ofChelsea's dilapidated schools was
sent to lawmakers yesterday, with supporters confident

the promised renaissance will dispel doubts about putting

a public concern in private hands.

•'This is the happiest day of my 45 years in Chelsea,"
said Mayor John Brennan, who forwarded the
Maissachusetts Legislature a home rule petition which will

enable the installation of BU as managers of its school

system.

the proposal has the backing of Chelsea Democrat
Richard Voke, chairman of the powerful House Ways and
Means Committee, and is expected to pass.

But other signers were less enthusiastic.

"I can only hope that good comes from it because I have
had concerns and I've expressed them," said School Com
mittee Chairwoman Elizabeth McBride, who voted

against the proposal citing concerns that BU would cut

out parents, teachers and admmistrators.

Supporters say the plan is Chelsea's last chance to

escape the trappings of poverty: shabby buildings, low test

scores and a high school dropout of 17 percent that is one
of the state's highest.

Opponents, including teachers and Hispanic groups, say

the proposal would turn Chelsea into a experimental

education laboratory for BU students. They fear the

university would skirt open records requirements.

BU President John Silber said he would heed concerns

raised.

"We are not going to privatize the achools," Silber said.

" we are going to manage the public schools and they are

going to remain public."

The contract calls for taking Chelsea from its present

state to a "national model of urban education," but Silber

didn't cast BU in the role of fairy godmother.

"Boston University does not have a magic want that we
can pass over Chelsea and transform the schools over-

night. We have to work," he said.

Silber said between $30 million and $40 million would

have to be raised over the 10-year period, with abut $4

million needed this year.

Outside, on the steps of City Hall, a small band of op-

ponents said they planned to fight the proposal through

the courts and legislature.

"It's not a partnership. It's been superimposed on us,"

said Juan Vega of Chelsea Commission on Hispanic

Affairs.

The Massachusetts Federation of Teachers criticized the

signing ofthe contract before lawmakers act as "indicative

of the private and arrogant manner in which the entire

process... has been conducted."

Chelsea teachers have filed a lawsuit, chau-ging that

ceding authority of the school system to a private univer-

sity is unconstitutional. School committee members would

need a two-thirds vote to overridethe contract.

Hispanics also are opposing the contract, saying univer-

sity officials have ignored requests for more information

about bilingual programs.

Chelsea, a city of about 25,000 with a sizable immigrant
population, has seen its tax base shrink and faces cuts

of about $2 8 million in next year's school budget due to

a statewide budge crunch.

Silber said he would lobby for funds from private donors,

the federal government and the state, advertising the

reforms of Chelsea as a possible road to reviving the area

a few miles from Boston.

"Chelsea is a city waiting for a renaissance to happen,"

Silber said. "If we can improve those schools, people will

move back into Chelsea."
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Vote inches Seabrook closer to low-power license
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nuclear Regulatory Com

mission, in a vote that places the Seabrook. N.H., plant

a step closer to a low-power license, ruled yesterday that

low-power tests could take place even though plant of-

ficials don't have a place to dump low level radioactive

waste.

In a 5-0 ruling, the commission dismissed a request by

Massachusetts officials to hod Atomic Safety and Licens

ing Board hearings on the waste issue.

The ruling removes the latest in along sries of

regulatory and legal obstacles that for more than two

years has stood in the way of a low power testing permit

for the $6 billion plant.

Commission officials say the next step will be whether

the NRC staff is satisfied that the plant's owners have

properly guaranteed that they could raise $72.1 million

to cover added dismantling costs in case the reactor is

tested with radioactive fuel but never operates

commercially

If the staff approves the decommissioning plan, the NRC
would then consider petitions by Seabrook opponents to

impede a stay on the low-power license.

The license would be granted immediately if the NRC
votes against a stay. That could come as early as 10 days

after the staff's certification, which could be announced

at any time, according to company and commission

officials.

Opponents likely would challenge the license in court,

but their time would be limited. Seabrook spokesman

Ronald A. Shur has said plant operators are ready to begin

a 10 day "warm-up " period, a precursor to low-power

testing, within 24 hours of receiving the license. Ten days

of testing would start immediately after the warm-up. he

said.

A low-power license is critical for bothe sidesw in the

war over the Seabrook plant.

Plant owners need the low-power permit before receiv

ing a commercial operating license. Seabrook opponents,

meanwhile, say a possible conversion of the plant into

other energy uses could be lost if the plant is contaminated

by low-power testing.

The request for hearings on the low level waste issue

was filed in March by Massachusetts Attorney General

James Shannon on behalf of the state, the Seacoast Anti

Pollution League and the New England Coalition on

Nuclear Pollution.

The opponents argued that the lack of an agreement by

New Hampshire to haul its low-level waste to a dump site

could increase the project's cost.

New Hampshire had been denied access to low-level

dumps in South Carolina and Washington state and has

yet to reach an agreement with a Nevada facility.

In a five-page order, the commission said the opponents

failed to demonstrate how the $72.1 million guarantee

would be inadequate to cover "the limited additional

potential costs of continued onsite storage" until New
Hampshire becomes responsible for the waste in 1996 in

accordance with federal law.

"This shows how the NRC refuses to acknowledge the

consequences of even low-power testing at Seabrook and

is willing to stick the pe<^le of this region with a needless

cost of radiation." she said

Seabrook officials estimate that the plant would

generate about 36.000 cubic feet of low-level waste if the

plant runs at low-power then has to be decommissioned.

44 IMADESm
COLLEGE

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours

for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

JJ

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash

bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and books,

thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back—up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii: 737 5255. 1'lierto Rico 721 4550, Guam 477 9957. Virgin Islands

(St Croix) 773 6438; New Jersey : 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult your local

phone directory.

e 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.

All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army NaJional Guard. P.O. Box 6000. Clifton. NJ 07015
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON ETC.

HQBBtS " ACE YOO KMH
HERE' IQUWEGOT TD
BE SWfWHERE.'

- 1
'

HEREHEIS.OLVIN.'

I FOUND HOBBES / "Consistency is the last

refuge of the unimaginative."

-Oscar Wilde

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe
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THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD
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CUTBACK CITY...
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

(Marc^ 2J-Apf« ») Vou

or* rrxxe tsegulng and magnetc
hori ev«f now Better concerv

trato on getting yocr pnortttei m
order or yoo could miM out on
tome wonderfvJ opportLTHtles Put

work ahead of tun

TAUlUt (Apm 20-Moy 20) To-

day $ event» will t>eip turn

negative factors mto positive

ones Not a good tme tor tokmg

rokJ with yoi/ tnarces or retotion-

st^>s Stick to the tned-ond-true A
conventorwl opcoocri works

best

I (May 21-June 20) Pay

bfc on tirne to protect your credrt

rating Fortunate financial

developments mean ttxit you wi
tvjve funds tor tuitioa home
repairs AvoW scatterir^ your

energ«s, tockle one project at a
tme

CANCiR (June 21-July 22)

Courage w* help you overcome
a barrier today Look carefuHy

and you wHi find t>k3den beriefits

in a project ttxat goes sour

Something you thought lost

forever is found Count you'

blessings'

LfO (Xiiy 23-Aug 22) Spruce up
your wardrobe if job-hunting or

pursuit of a member of the op
fXDSite sex voo wont to please

everyone but shoukJ realize that

is impossible Be true to your hugh

principles

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22): it is

OK to indulge some of your whims
now Your partner or cfWdren wiH

er>joy your new tvabby There ore

no shortcuts when it comes to

paying Mk Review you accounts
UMU (Sept 23-Oct 22) Vo^

tend to fret wtwnever lovea orw
shows signs of discontent Mori
tain a positive attitude ar>d

everytting w« eventually stp mti*^

ploce Ottwrs kxsk to you for

reosturorce

tCOVMOCOct 23-Nov 21) vou
ore mw able to penetrate the

uriighteO areas of your hfe v(x^

quck maxl comes up with alter

native soMtons to a variety of pro

blems Shore your hopes wlt^

ttose ckssest to your heart

SAOmAMUt (NK>v 22-Oec 21)

A commitnnent you mode some
time ogo could turn your Hfe top-

$y turvy now Do not fret; it could

oiso leod you mto a detcous new
reotionshp Know your own heart

CAMNCOMI (Dec 22-Jan 19

You tKJve a mandate to ac-

complish something mnportonf

Stop waiting for others to maxe
up their minds, if necessory move
forward on your own. Your mgh
ideals CUB source of ir«p»a» '

A«UARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Be
patient m buikaing a sigrvticrjnt

rekjtionship ond you will eveniuot-

ly get what you have been lOO*'

ing tor Do rvDt be so sece'
about your plans Frienoi r .

family members want to fiets

nSCiS (Feb 19-Marcr /

Family tensions will mount unfi. vO'.

odmit a problem and start to ->* .

with it openly You gam an ir^"

,

font ally at work Cherish j
-

partnership Teamwork proa j

highe' pro*'*?

MENU
LUNCH

ChiCken cutlet

Mea'ball grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Squash bake
Chicken cutlet

DINNER

'<oast top round of bee?
Ctiow mem & egg roils

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable crogueues
Chow mein A egg rolls
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don 't throw oranges
i.onUnued from page 24

I was appalled at how much disregard the

Gorilla-maniacs had for their own team.

Oranges (lew every time there was a goal,

a bad call or a drop m the temperature.

Sparing you any more details, the

Gorillas were put on the man-down for

several minutes, which is like a millenium

in lacrosse. Syracuse scored several con-

secutive goals, took command and won the

game.
To make matters worse, a former Col-

legian sports editor had written a quasi-

humorous column about the orange

throwing ways of Syracuse opponents

before the game. In it. a SyTacuse assistant

talked of how it was difficult having a fruit

as a mascot.

From there it went on. saying that the

fans were planning to throw oranges, and

the coach finished by saying "we're used

to it . . . the way we're going to play will

be incentive for fans to get involved."

The wTiler later denied that the column

had an effect But while it didn't directly

tell people to bring oranges, it didn't make
any attempt to deter a potentially

dangerous problem.

And now, that's where I come in.

People haven't forgotten that incident.

I'm constantly asked abimt it Letters have

been written to me. The subject even pop

ped up in one of my classes the other day.

Well, it's been two years and some things

have changed. The alcohol policy has

dampened some of the cha(» that used to

accompany UMass lacrosse.

But then again, there hasn't been a game
like that on this campus since. But the

waiting is over. Syracuse and UMass meet
again Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Stadium.
By now, you should get the gist of my

message. There aren't going to be many
people this Saturday who are going to take

too kindly to drunken fans with a fruit

fetish.

Plain and simple — don't throw oranges.

Or orange juice, orange life preservers, or

orange plastic street hockey pucks. Don't

eat orange M & M's, suck orange lollipops,

or wear orange underwear. Don't paint

your hair orange. Don't even drive to the

game in an orange car.

For that matter, don't throw bananas. Or
watermelons, artichokes, mangos, kiwi or

any type of tropical fruit. Don't throw
rocks, bricks, hamburgers, cups, frisbees,

etc. Just don't.

For the safety and the happiness or

everyone concerned, be on your best

behavior tomorrow. I'm certainly not try-

ing to spoil anyone's fun. don't get me
wrong. But there's a fine line between be-

ing downright supportive fans and being

obnoxious, drunken jerks. Even throw
selfish in while we're at it.

There are 40 players and three coaches
who would probably get a lifetime's worth
of thrills out of beating Syracuse Yes. it's

that big of a game. And believe me, I

wouldn't want 40 some-odd angry stick

wielding lax players banging down my door

Saturday night if the fans cost them the

Softball sweeps
continued from page 24

ing with a pop up. On the play the
UMass second baseman, Miller, and
right fielder Schilling failed to com
municate and the ball fell in for a error.

Fritz would later score on a fielder's

choice.

"They should not have had that run
across," said Sortino. "We have been
waiting for that play to happen. I am
just glad it happened here where it did

baseball loses

Christine Wanner pitched well and

not hurt us. We ironed it out."
improved her personal

mark to 8-7.

Today the UMass softball team will

travel to Providence to take on the

Friars. "We always have a tough time

against them."
said Sortino. "Their scrappy and up for

us."

continued from page 24

Dartmouth rebounded in the bottom
of the fifth, as Mahoney reached on an
infield single, stole second and came
around on a blooper to left by Rich
Mazzola.

In the sixth. Drew Comeau collected

his sixth home run of the season, driv
ing a change up through the pine trees
directly beyond the foul pole in left.

Extra Bases: Ciaglo dropped to 5 3.

his second straight loss. UMass, mean-

while, has now dropped seven straight

contests . . . Saturday's scheduled

doubleheader against Providence Col-

lege at Lorden Field has been cancell-

ed. According to a mutual agreement

between the teams, the games would be

cancelled if either team needed a day to

make up league games. The Friars have

to make up a crucial Big East twinbill.

game again.

But don't let this crusade scare you off.

If anything, this should also be an open
plea to attract people to what may be the

biggest game on this campus in a while.

UMass, on a large scale is full of people

who don't give a damn about what happens

Saturday. But fortunately there are those

who can put off campus politics, protests

and writing term owners to p»»t themB*>lve«

engrossed in the drama of an athletic con-

test. This part of the sermon isn't directed

at them.
Maybe you've never seen a lacrosse

game, and chances are fair you wouldn't

understand it ifyou did. That doesn't mat-
ter You might just yell when we score, or

boo when Syracuse scores, and jeer the refs

when they make a bad call.

Grounded Bird spelled early exit from playoffs for C's
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

BOSTON - The hallowed hall, filled so often with

sounds of celebration, was silent and almost empty. From
the balcony's shadows, one lingering fan's pained plea

echoed mournfully through the gloom.

"La-reeeee. La-reeeee, La-reeeee."

Where were you. Larr>' Bird, in our time of need?

The wail bounced off Boston Garden rafters still

AP nir photo

Larry Bird watched in street clothes as
the Celtics were eliminated from the NBA
playoffs by Detroit this week.

decorated — like Christmas lights left up after the holi-

day has passed — with 16 championship banners,

reminders of happier times.

Boston's worst season in a decade had just ended. Bird

spent the final game - a 100-85 loss to Detroit Tuesday
night — in a sweater at the end of the bench instead of

in a Celtics' jersey in the middle of the action.

Forget about the Celtics' (rther injuries and inex-

perience Forget about the improvement of NBA rivals.

The fan's cr>' cut right to the heart of the proud franchise's

problems
Without Bird, the Celtics are ordinary With him.

they're outstanding.

Wait 'til next year
"You take Michael Jordan away from the Bulls, you

take Magic Johnson away from the Lakers, you see where

they are." Boston center Joe Kleine said

When Bird is healthy and in playing condition again,

"I would think that he will be what he's always been,"

Coach Jimmy Rodgers said, "A great player."

Until Bird goes through training camp without a recur-

rence of physical problems and shows his skills didn't

wither during his lost season, there will be doubts that

he can be the dominant player he once was.

He had surgery to remove bone spurs from both heels

Nov. 19 and didn't play again. In a sport that requires

so much running, jumping and changing direction, there

is no guarantee that his repaired feet will carry him to

his previous heights.

Bird played in only six games this season. He missed

the next 79, including all three in the playoffs.

Boston was 42-40 during the regular season, its worst

record since 1978-79, the last time it missed the playofl's.

It lost the opening series to the Pistons. .3-0. marking on-

ly the fourth time it had been swept in the 82 playoff series

in franchise history.

But Bird's absence wasn't all bad. It accelerated

Boston's already planned transition from an aging squad

with a halfcourt offense to a younger team that could run

and leap.

Had Bird been healthy all season, the Celtics might

have an entirely different look.

Reggie Lewis, who took his starting spot, wouldn't have

had as much opportunity to emerge as an offensive force

in his second NBA season.

Kleine and Ed Pinckney, who both filled Boston's need

for frontcourt depth, might not have been obtained from

Sacramento for Brad Lohaus and Danny Ainge.

Kevin Gamble, a rookie guard who averaged 22.8 points

in the last six regular-season games and showed he could

consistently hit outside shots and drive aggressively to

the basket, might not be on the team. He was in the Con-
tinental Basketball Association when Boston signed him
on Dec. 15 to take Bird's roster spot.

Another injury knocked veteran guard Jim Paxson out

for the season following wrist surgery. On March 28.

another CBA refugee, guard Kelvin Upshaw. replaced

him. Upshaw showed skills at filling in for starter Brian
Shaw as the point man for Boston's uptempo ofl'ense,

although he tailed off at the end of the season.

In the playoffs, two veteran starters were hobbled —
center Robert Parish by knee and elbow tendinitis and
guard Dennis Johnson by a sprained ankle — and Gam-
ble missed the last two games with a groin injury.

"We had a lot of physical problems this year," said

Rodgers, who constantly had to make adjustments with
so many players joining the team in midseason. "There
was a lot of adversity.

"I couldn't be prouder of this team in terms of hanging
together through all that's happened this season. They
worked hard, they scrapped. We have something to build

on and look forward to next season."

Upshaw and Gamble must prove they can produce over

the long haul and Johnson, who will be entering his final

pro season, has slowed down defensively and still can't

hit shots consistently. But Shaw, a poised rookie, looms
as the man to orchestrate Boston's offense in the '90s.

Once Bird reclaims his starting spot, the Celtics could

use Lewis as a sixth man who could provide much need-

ed outside shooting. Kleine and Pinckney are talented

backups who can give Parish and Kevin McHale needed
rest in the twilight of their careers.

Bird's absence "gave some younger guys time to play
and show what they could do," Shaw said. "Everything
happens for a reason. Who knows what would have hap-

pened if all those guys were healthy for the entire season.

"The younger guys have some experience ... so it's on-

ly going to get better from here on out."

"It was a rebuilding year for us," Lewis said.

"Everything that could go wrong did go wrong."
The Celtics lost the decisive game to Detroit on their

homecourt. where they had won 15 of their previous 16

games.
They scored only 30 points in the final half of their

season.

They were knocked out in the first round for the first

time in 33 years.

The same problems that plagued them throughout their

season were there at the end — an inability to sustain

their offense or make big shots with the game on the line.

"La-reeeee, La-reeeee, La-reeeee."

CLASSIFIEDS
OME TO TUL

ACTIVITIES

THREE MEN AND A CRADLE shown by
French Club tonight, 7 30pm. Herler 301
Membars, Please come at 6 30 for

elections

THE MARKETING CLUB Spnng Fling is

Thursday May 4th at 6 00pm in the Cam-
pus Canter 1001 Enioy a great buffet dm
ner. A good lime to meet marketing lacul-

ty. members and friends Members $1
nonrT>embers S6 All are welcome

ARTISTS. THEATRE. DANCERS AND
MUSICIANS. Voo have tr>e creativity and
talent we have the references and inlorma

tion to make it work for you in tfte real world

Visit the artists business library, located on
the sixth floor of Goodell. in the Arts Exten-

sion Service Weekdays 9 00-4 30

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR'S
SCAVENGER HUNT: Jo4n in the excitement
of finding our four leaf clover Clue ask inen
of Greenougti

CRAFT FaFr VENDORS Students and
others sign up now for May 1 : and 1 2 all

crafts must be handmade Contact Ihe SU
craft shop 545 2096

FRIENDS OF CHRISTY SPOERL invited to

attend rneirojnal tree planting at Brown
House 1 00pm Sal. May 6.

WHAT IS VEGETARIANISM??
By nutristionisl Karen McVeigh

workshop May 4. 7 30pm
Commonwealth Rm (Earlhfoods)

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or any time)'' Find out how you can
• Jet there anytime for no more than $160
• Jet back anytime for no more than $160
• Jet there May 23 for |ust $99
• Jet there May 23 and back anytime before

the end of June for just $249
• Jet there May 23 and back anytime all

summer lor |ust $299!"

Now «ve ask you are these rales any less

than sensational? There must be sorne

catch, right? Wrong' There s not'" To

educate yourself about how we do it, go get

Consumer Reports Travel Letter, June.

1965 pp 26-30 from the library, or call us

any weekday 10 am-6 pm at 212-864 2000

or write AIRHITCH, 2901 Broadway, Suite

100-M2. NY. NY 10025

ATTKNTION: AU. UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPtrOMS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on at LlMass

We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3600

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS:
Earn $6000-8000 this summer Work in the

Springfield area as a protect manager
Manage approx 10 people on one site pain-

ting condominiums For more mfo call (617)

9IB4-7020

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP~i8C CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly
$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400

Aumo

JVC RX-1 AM/FM COMPUTER CON-
TROLLED receiver with remote Nikko
ND-550 casset deck masterwork speakers
$250 BO Contact Matt 546-1043
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COMt lo

AUTOFOMtAU

19M PLVHOUTH CHAMP runs mM w*th

sun rool twfmttack and owenlnve ask>r>g aoo

7t CCUCA OT ac amMm CM»»Ha axcrilent

condition $1400«0 546-5324

'7t HONOA ACCORD HATCHBACK good
condition Musi sell $600 Prce negotiable

Call Susie 253 5534

OIEVV ASTRO M S spd sunraet
eSk 6900 549-6215

IMO m.VM(MITM NiUANT K Waaon «
caHanl concMion. Matwian) 82 000 milea

$1M6 sae«416

1M4 VW JCTTA. 65000 mtiM brand iwm
PerreMi iifM. akcattani coniMion very

reaaonaW* &86-S674

IMS SLACK JtfP WfUMSUW loacM 5
speed alarm am/fin caiMNa ate Lo*
rTMtet meticulous care S4M17>

1M« RENAULT ENCOM 91K nM DO aiM
from Texas 11650 or 8 O EaoaMaM eoiM
caN 2664024

IM6 SUICK LCtAM(E-HUOE'
340cuinV8 4<Joo( autolrane good snape

iSOUBO Call Mike nam to iipm

71 VOLK* MM. Engma m aacaHenl con
diiion Vary MUa rual, may naati braha ao-

malmant Nohaal Has a lot ot heart MOO
I02 2S7S829

•T MNTiAC ttmrnmo Aumt smm>
auloitiWK iianawaaion poia r aiaanng ac
4600 BO 4<tFadn MS^aaS

itn NAaarr mhi mwv ma good

tm»\mm muMar and irom isndan am
Mareo graai angmo OKWimaiy Ml

ad by ei loyou oonar >l4S0
Man 546 1043

I bo contact

IflTt TOYOTA COtlOLLA«
lione lour spMd S950 00 ea» aMM4

M CHCVCTTE OOOO CONOtTraNrnual
•a* l700 8O549-5S36aiuafla*O(AUFM)

1*7»MnCSMSOS tuty

Owap cat 323-429S

COTTAGE AVAILABLE IN
CAPE COO

RENT COTTAOC l»t FALMOUTH
HEMHTS up to 3 lomalM lor only USOO
from Mamonal Day 10 Labor Day Call

sos-TM-iaa?

CnUSH THEOMANQK

* OCT VOUN MMSS LAOWMBC '

•loiaia ai itia wg game ttw Sal May 6
'

'Coma on down and auppon your team'
«Mn a i3«i6iowailar only tS Ba '

'praparad foi me playoNs - you can Iwwt'
* em. hang am. sit on 'am. but you ha««'
' to gal am Sal May 6 - Oonaas will

'

poam

PALL OmOM 3
mayba 4. badiooma m houaa N Amherst,
on busleto large yard ISOAno plus balls

Oldar. mature people pra« CaM Sopn>a

549-SS63

SOUTHWOOO TOWIWbUtC
AVAILABLE 6/1 w/tall option 29S-4»t7

SOUTH YARMOUTH COTTAGE avi

Memorial Day Labor Day 3 bdrm ocaan
via« >4S00 00 plus $500 00 security

dapoail Call (508)537 0733 days
(S0«|S37-7ii3raghla

2 BOMI ATT ON BUS ROUTS.
month can Murph 6es«74

mpvff-LOOKMOPORONS
TON? CMI 54»«24Q allar 7pm

•CHECK IT 0UT1 3bdrm 3 people 1 mi*

'from campus sut>let now laH option uM*
•inci cable some furn"549-6064"

SWISS VILLAGE 4 BOR APT 2 bath

•arts 6/1 can 253-3683

CLASSIFIEDS
hlkgia:: cffk

DOUBLE BOOM AVAILABLE 6/149 very

doaa» Amhoral Camar tor summer or year

lease 290'mnth Call Carl at 253-541

1

LARGE 2 BEDROOM APT. 1'/jbath wall-

wall carpeting, walk-in closel. dishwasher

On bus route Sunderland avail 6-1

665 7779

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 2 bdrm apt lor

rent starting June 1 summer sublel wth faH

option aSOTmo caM 2S»«707 or 6«S'4205

TAKE OVER LEASE 6/1 2b«»rm Squire

Village apt 665-8959

TAKE OVER LEASE m our'2 bedroom
Southwood apt 253-9552

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE^n Southwood
townhouse starting 6/1 Call 253-9112

Leave message

QREAT'OEAL: 4 bedroom apeitmem. S by

6/1 will secure it for fall 2 rooms available

this summer leave message 253-5316

LARGE SINGLE IN NICE, new house Fall

option Aug rent free' Joe 256-0543

1 BDRM IN QUIET 3 BDRM HOME. v< mi

Irom bus n 10 mm from UMass Polham
$242/m0 plus util 253-7215

WAIT ITS NOT TOO LATE! 2 bdrm

Southwood Avail 6/1 hurry' 253-2369

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION 1 bdrm
In a Squire VIg Townehouse call 665-2428

leave message

SUMPTIOUS SO.WOOD APT7fVir6/1 3

bedroom MS-cheap you can't afford not lo

call' Mark 256-4921

ROOM AVAILABLE MAY OR JUNE air

conditioned bus route pool close to campus

256-0958 256-4270

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOO LEASE.
1 bdrm I'lbalhs Townhouse-siyle with

sliding glass door olf kitcfien 256-0559

keep trying 495 plus

'LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE.'
Kitchen, bath, etc

Summer sublet June 1 lo Sept 1

One to lour people
'Please can immetliaialy Slave 546-5360'

Stuart 6^7612

TOWNHOUSE)
Leave

»«i cmanma
massage

HUGE ROOM Bi HOUSE NEAR PuHars
Pond avail June 1st Also available 2
rooms lor Sapi CaM 54S4860 leave
maasage

BRANOVWBIE APT AVAILABLE June 1$t

Take our iOMe' Call 54»«957

THREE FEMALES LOOKING FOR
BOAROER lo rem single room on Mam St
lor 1 sam^iei neat lal Near Mwn. on bus
route $165 plut utiMias CaM 2S3-2347
Keep trying

TAKE OVER OUR LI

Juno 18! 549^»5i

LANQE TWO BEDROOM Contfe Mw or
nwaa people luHy aquiped mtdtan. lautvlry

tacMias CaM 253-2S23

PUFFTON VILLAGE DOUBU ROOM
lease •va'aioa June 1 Cloae lo bus and
launory tZ^monih Mdudas gas haat
andhot waiar CaM SaMBIO

HCV UMASS LEGALIZE IT T shNtt on sMe
untrf Sunday at 244 C^man or caM Tom
545^X>46 lor delivery

WHO TKXETS - QlMI I

caM 2S3-2314

WHO TICKETS PORSMt • 4 or 1

1

2 bas) otter 546-4914 MM*

MOOCRN BEDROOM SET mdutkng daak.

doeat dreaser cabwai and stait - S4S0
WMI break up Alao M sua onho maHi aas
wtd boasprmg $150 CaM Rob 54»-44«3

dOINO TO CAL APTER GRAO Must sal
bad Bedroom tumMure two arm chaa^ and
sleeper/couch B^ oHer CaM MgheMs
5490961

FURMTURE AND large sac
lional couch CaM Tammy al S4»40M

B8R 200 WATT SPEAKERS undarMRW-
ty must tell $200 6-4636

PENOER JAZZ BASS etcaNam condition

•«) nw^shaa eaaa $880 00 aw tor NMhan
IS

ler 549-4S97
iuly 12
mm

4 WHO TW Sna POXBORO caM 2S3-3883
best otter

AIRPLANE TKKET FOR SALE - HarIM
10 San Franciaco May 24. bast oNarf cm

WHOnCKETS-BlMoBi
549-4 758

rWV TICKET TO SEATTLE (S«K>) NW
Airtme* $150 B/O (Overt200 value') CaM
CanilHie538-317B

WATER BED (QUEEN) haadboaitf Irania

haatar and pump $100 549-0129

STEREO JVC L-AK> TURNTABLE $75
Akai AA R22 recanar $128 Onkyo TA^2027
lapa dock $I2S Qaneais 1 loud ipaifcars
tITS or al lor $400 54»«12S

MUST sail
Luxurious 4 pMce contemporary urMt in-

cludes sota/bad, k>vo seal, plua 2 matchmg
tables asking $900 or beat oHar Adam or

Jeff 549^239

ALL EXCELLENT CONOmON 3 seal

couch $50 bM easy chair rocWr ISO twin

MM bed $50 Can §usan 549-5990

SHIPPINO.
•oUPS

BOXES FOR MOVING
STORAGE all shapes and
St)ipp«ig with rates I

mc isRaNroadS AiiihMit ^^3436

•WE RE GRADUATING (YEA!) AND WE'
•must sell everything Furniture lor every'
• room beds dressers, couch, kilctian

'

•set. etc Call 549-7782 leaver

GOING ABROAD

HELP ME, HELP ME! Looking tor students

going abroad need apt or house for next

semester desperately, Jon or Jim 549-4274

HELP WANTED

DEUVERV PERSONS (needyour own car)

and couter help Secure a )0b now for next

semester Apply at D P dough, downtown

Amherst

/kFTER SCHOOL CARE, 5 7 10 years M-
T—TH, 3 15-5 15 Minutes from campus,

own transonation. start May 15 253-5208

after 5om

PUFFERBELLIES CAPE COOS largest

night club is ow hiring lor Ihe 89 season for

more information call 549-0068

BARTENDERS: Prince Grove GoH Course

call Shirley 584-4570 for inlenriew.

GROUNDS WORKERS: Pine Grove Golf

course call SS-s-tSTO lor interview

WORK FOR GREENPEACE ACTION - help

preserve enflangered species, reduce tox-

ic wastes and slop Ihe arms race Salary

benefits travel and advanoemant Full/part

time 2-10pm Call 256-1439 Bill /Shannon

Apply now lor the summer'

HEY

TOWNEHOUSE SINGLE AVAILABU; tor

laM nonsmoker neat person a must' CaH
quckly Heather al 549-4906

UVBKS IN BOSTON THIS SUMMER?

WE NEED YOU TO SHARE our two
bedroom apartmani wMh us CaM Charlena
5464427 or htQir al S4»«397

KAREN R. Hope you gal a lawn moiMor tor

your btrttiday Did you |ust loae your per-

sonal" virginily? Love carl

TO 'hit SEXIEST BLONO m Wheeler Jelt

ttiank heaven tor imle boys Mie you Love
Juba

klMBERLY HAI^NEVrGoodlucli' Braak
aiagiWalDwayaul-Tliai
of KKQ

SUMMER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTKM
one latga room 2ml Irom campus clioap caM

266-0078

HAPPY BIRTHOAY STEVE OARaAl
Some txjnny kyves you'

LOST

STOLat FROM SUNSET Jaan jachat at

least return waNel and key 546-6802

LARGE REWAROI Gold nacUmcm lost 4/21

please caM 546^7367

LOST EYEGLASSES IN black cMe and
calculalor ploaae caM Nancy 253-2303

MOTOnCVCLf

1IM HONOA CXSOO custon runassBMtiWt
first $500 take* H Michael 584-4700

NEB) AROOMT

liomaworti ant^aay*

mm yOMf - JOM

KM L. Haras toohm al you' You paranoMl
strumpet How marfy people tiave you SMK)
mia to and now many ttmaa They're aiar-

ingaima ' No one • as vain or agooanirK
aayou The world doaa not ravolva around
you Grow up! You're not thai good tooking

And pleese do somalfMtg aob«M your
racadmo hairtma' Ara you raaMy engaged
what's me story'' Your Adnurat

POUM)

FOUND: Rnig outside FerruM hail idettlify

It at Campus Center mlo booth And be
more carelul'

FESUiJaiiT POUND on campus tortotaa

stiaM. long hatr 548-1224.

FURNITURE. FURNITURE. FURNITURE mho?

TO THE aSB. BINimiAN ON TUESDAY
you «!•••M Sia oa#i plus machine you were
waanng a Hack jachat I'm itie guy m the

tad smsMllwrt H you'd Mia to meel come
10 Mawman on Thursday or Friday at ipm

1 OR t ROOMMATES WANTED. M/F
Room in Seeaa VWage AvarfJuneisi CaM
253-9132

NORTHWOOO APARTMENTS

WtmS THEY LAST 2 or 3 bdr ^Mtnmlm
lor mrt Son uf> now tor •« FaM and racarna
•w aionSt ol Auguai Free' Cat 886^1868 tor

PERSONALS

BRAMt I'm imarsilad Am you? Jen

FARTI WAS OANONd at international

worm batng ttek'' -Kathleen Q Oraono 4

BBC OSTERMANN SonwMdy tonaa yoM
in a big rnrnt

MM • I hadn't pMnnad on thm eematfy oert-

nection Man NM N was too aaiiy tor

SHARON MAJEWStO
CongralulaMns on your RA aecapianca'
Oood tuck naal aamaalar Lova. your

oonias Irom 4W. Branda. Km. Radial, Kel-

ly. Enca. Knalan. and Lynna

P.H (THE REAL GROCERY SHOPPER),
maybe you ihoiid have drewar Love. B W

HAPPY 21 at JENN ttte countdown is over

Thanu tor bemg me Oasi roomie a person
couW have Toragm the ton begms*

-^JmI'-NOTHBIGI You want to taMi. you
know how Lova you cuM. The Talent

AMIKRST CROBJiiO^iiUNETTE it you
wodi in ihaUnivanay Store An department

you arattaona

"Wffwn Ota (ftoon tios your ayaa
Nkaa "youaraanaKapnonaltnandand
a good kaianar We have baan very good
at toding our tamd altair bwl probably noi

flffyvnof^. Low 9MVS

PM>I- A fXMigh lima Fnands above Ml Da-

pand on ma Nee guys hmsh first Love,

your tavonta

DAVE MCKEEN is 21 happy birthday boy

we you hating Ma lorMgM Your special

(hands Jack OanisN oto grandad and
Johnny WaOiar blacfc

TW SKUIAS THANKS tor all your support

in helping me deal with mis reaMy ap-

I It Cindy

GATOR HAPPY BELATED BNTrHOAYI
Cheers to your never ending chubby' Wan-
na see our racks '' For a good time caM us

We tove you lots' Love, the tour girts who
get nee et 37

SUE S. Ara you happy now Quaes

MOLLY ANN O'.
The nights in Orlando are hot But my heart

wiH be COM with out you Love you always,

RKk.

JUDY HAPPY 19n«. It's bean good so lar

and It's getting better all tfie time You're

really special' Have an awesome day Love

Jay

to THE PERSON AT THE LATBt PARTY.
you wiH have a chance lo see me Meet me
Friday at the BCP party in the Campus
Certter Auditorium R A

SCOTT - 1 really care about you. Lova Jen

JEN - I've enjoyed everyday of this past

year You're a special part ol my life now
Let's continue Love Matt

KAREN RYDER — Happy 19lh ya
bonehead tove - M,T.J.C.A.M,D

BOB SURABIAN • I know monday was a

hell day. but have a great birthday today

-Just a bimbo

II

LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!!
*JOm THE SEMOR CLASS CAMPAIGN'
* Earn $4 50/h> plus bonuses caMir>g

other UMass seniors
' /Kpply at tfte Memorial HaN Baserrtent

'

or caM 545^3600
APPLY TOOAYI!

RBE WANTED

LOOMNQ FOR A RIDE TO AMJTi
W ai and ol sawsiiii caM Julia 548-5409

20RBE TO S F CA OFFERED. Lv I

caM Tory 538^3732

ROOMMATES WANTED

MARTHAS VWIEYARO
'One tomals needed lo sitara house in'

OaM Blufto Citaap rant, convaniant
tocatwn C«a Lan MS-1479

NONSMOKMtO FEMALE TO SHARE
bedroom m Brandyanna two bedroom apt

0/1 $172 50 54»4037

a NON-SMOKER FEMALES NEEDED lo

OfTi m IM tauM 1 OKlcfc fptvn

54fr«442.

JENA - WOO! Psyche' No more
yoyomhage songagi boMing soup and danca
imitabons boohoo' Good luck at Risd Love
oil gamers

JOHN T. • When was the last time i told you

how worwjertui you are'' Feel belter wooks
loves. K

SYBIL - You make a great cowboy You're
beautiful LM

Umess Crew: Good Luck in your fieats.

Take those crews down seat by seal

CRANK at the New Engtands'

MUNCHkl»nrOU'RE FINALLY 21.

Get psyched' Happy birthday love, Jeana

SARAH FROM QRAYSONYo<7were at my
party Sat I forgot your number Marc

TO GUY wIth EARRTnG at H Hall ^

Thanks, we found it'

TO IRON HORSE "STAFF " at Carroll.

Junkies spilled laco sauce on anyone late-

ly'' -Blateni admirer

campus CaM

1 OR f GIRLS TO SHARE a house in West
Yarmouth tor SOtO tor the summer CeMPal
ti at 546^7631 or 546^7633

2 FEMALES TO SHARE LEASE on large

3 bedroom house 1 5 itHns lo IMMaaa Hack
545-0780 day 256- 1334 eva

NOW
~
SliOK <G FEMALE WANTED to

sitara room m New three bedroom condo
Cloaa to campus and town $200/monlh

I SUBLET IN BOSTON 2 Smqia
Me $750 lor Ihe summer On

Tufts U campus Call Sieve 256-6808

ONE FOIALE WANTED TO SHARE apart-

ment on Bmtaity Manor starting nait lal

CaM Nancy at 548-4082

NEED 2 ROOMMATES TO SHARE laroe

bedroom m nice house m SundwMndJjn
bus Ime MeMow undergrade ! 18 8SW

LOOKING FOR TWO RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN to share 4 bedroom houee Cal
6^1148

NO CASH FOR SUBLET? 1 or 2 relatrvely

studious lemalas tor established Brittany

apt S4vt SO • June 90 Joaae 29frO809

THREE FUN NONSMOKING ROOM-
MATES 1 mato 2 tomstos tor 3 bedroom m
awesome 5 bedroom houee 1 mito from

campus $215-236 plus utiMiee 549-7886 or

S494403

TWO SEMMMMET HON SMOKING FUN
women looking tor two singto rooms in cool

house pretoraMy in AMherst tor FaN please

call Kristin 546-9514 leave message
Thanks

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

LINGUISTICS, worked Sunday 2/26 Buy
you a beer? CaM 649-1660 George.

SUBLET

PUFFTON: 1 LARGE BEDROOM in a 3

bedroom apt Available June 1 w/fall option

$246 negotiable (female) call Mimi
549-8443

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED -

clean/furnished Puffton apartment available

- reduced rates 549-7483

(HNQLinOIMLE 8180/200 m larmhouae
on bua route 253-9047

TWO BEDROOM BRANOYWME APT. Ful-

ly turnished, cable, ac plus VCR CaM
549^5883

TWO BEDROOM APARTMDIT souW Yar

nKMjth cape Two tomalee only $2600 tor

Summer Kevin 1-533-1800

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTKM Ig 2
bdrm townhouse apt on bua route 10 ittMW

from campus 808-3613

2 FEMALES NEEDED 10 share 2 br Brarv
dywine apt Call now 546-7618

SmOLE MOTHER SEEKING an apanmant
and/or roommate for this coming faM My
daugMar wiM be 6 months oM m September
(415)908-8753 Ask for Merta

iRANDYWINE FOR 2 kioking lor 2. or t

.

lemale noonsirnikers to share apt starting

6/1/89 CaM54»-S187.

WANTED: one lamMe, nonawokar tor

lownehouee Brandywme apt CaMManarwie
at 546-8055 leave maasage

EDITOR: CHMUQE THATB* average 10 an
A' Eliminate grammatical errors and
strengltian your papers $t 00 per page
MaMServWa or dekvory available 5S50186

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BORM Start 6/1

W/Oplion to lease near bus slop $440 caN
2S»O907

BEDROOM IN 3 MOROOM HOUSE
waahar, dryer, woodstove 5 mm walk lo

Downtown 10 mmule walk to UMass call

25*0707 $195/month

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT BRAN-
DYWINE. Available June isl 549-7157

Pool in front

COTTAGE IN CAPE COD AVAILABLE
Falmouth Heights, for up to 3 females From
Memorial Day to Labor Day for only $2500
Call 508-788-1367

2B£DR06m APT^ cenlraT Northampton
modern, cozy 586-2307 Fall option - pets'

TAKE OVER LEASE^UNETi l)dmi7 apt

call for info 665-4740

2 BOR APT BI FARMHOUSE nioa yard

wood floors charnwrtg and rustic FaM op-

tion 54»7680

AMHERST CENTERTg apt a-atsadrooms
lurnisheo bbO/mo nag 253-2356

SUBLET PUFFTON VLO. next to laundry

rm and pool 2 bdrm rant IS nagol 54»«3t8

EXCELLENT LOCATION NEXT lo bay
bank 3 bedroom house 549-9065

SUBLET PUFFTON APARTMENT 3

badroom p««aay lumshed 5400087 Todd
or Dave

DMT CHEAPrSuMaTour 2 bedroom apt

in Sqmra V«age from June 1 - Sept 1 Fur

niehad. on bus route Make us an oMar* CaM
John or Slava 2S3-9167

SUBLET BI AMHERST 4

bdrma. 2 bath, yard deck sunny on bus
routo 8/1401 CaMJenmtor 5464206

ONE LRG BORM AVAIL m 4 bdrm S
Amherst houee June i Sepi i 200/mnlh
negot caM Brian 256- 1 190 batata 8 30am
aHar 11 00pm

1H BATHS big apartmentt
81000 tor

2 ROOMS AVANJkBLE start June 1 no<

ihwood VMS Sudnertand bus route qmal
and furnished only 800/iiiMi4l i taR option

sarah 865 3970

ONE MALE TO SUBLET ROOM m three

bdrm house Sunderland oon bus rt

150/mo util mcl CaM 685^7465

AT PUFFERS POND! Amherst summer
sublet Sroomapl tor$l5tfmnlh SOU irom

bus caM Bruce S40'6436 Ptaaae Mava your

AVALUBLE JUNE lal NorWtampton
Center 5 bedroom apt 995 plus 584- 1059

PUFFTON 1 BOR. APARTMENT 2 bams
catlto. pool, wrtnia. ao-condNioning 10 mm
walk to campus caM 549-7882

SUMMER SUBLET FOR 4 caS HiMNlt al

549-4908. townehouse apis

rwrnHTm AMHERST house bus n

amglsa dcutiss avail Cheap 253-2321

SUBLET LG ROOM. Share
w/mature woman. iaeponi<ile kxiking tor

same CaM 2834279 tor rrtore into

ONE BEDROOM AVAIL 6/1 in spacious

clean aouttwrood apt on bus route 10 mm
10 UMass rent $175 plus elec and
pt>one/mon CaM Jerry at 6 0982 or 64951

MARTHA'S VMEYARO
Sleeps SIX 2 bathrooms, walerview CaM
S0S4384683

BRANDVWBC 1 BORM APT. Fu8y (umMt-
ed AC. Suneat view CaM Knsim 549-5009

3 BEDROOM. 2 STORY APT m RoHmg
Qraan apis Ouiat. on bua roiM Rant

nagotiabto 546-9422 leave massags

'fO^SUBLET 2 BEDROOMS 1 singia 1 dou^

We in house oppoaiie iuuthwaal CaM
546-7467/548-7470

SUMMER SUBLET WITH PAU OPTKM
Sundenai>d-Lantern Cl aptt 2 bedroom
$460/mn nght on bus route caH avanmgs
665-4729

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO share one
bedroom apartment m Puftton VHIaga lor

tt>e summer CaN Joe after 8pm 546-9794

SOUTHWOOD 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE start 6/1 caM 256^1187

TAKE OVER LEASE STARTING May 29
one bedroom in tiouse t '/Smiles from

UMass Ml amemuee 220 pkis utMies laN op-

tion 549-7228

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VMXAGE
very reasonable rent 549-6291.

SUMMER SUBLET ONE ROOM n a
150/month Call Seema 256-6241

BORM APT. Pool tomatoROOM IN 2
220lmo nag

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. Partially furnished

and has cable and air conditioning

Reasonable rates 549-0025

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTIn
Amherst Possible fall option Willing to

make a deal' Call Joe 256-0543

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER.
Beautiful house In North Amherst $1 75/mo
up to three rooms may be open for Fall

548-9916

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 bdrm apt

directly on bus route Very reasortabto price

Call soon' 5464666

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAND CARDS

LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY college

students to work in Iree form nol en-

trepreneurial atmosphere SUNS—LASH
FAMOUS BRAND CARDS needs sales &
delivery people to deliver hot new greeting

cards promotions to kxal stores (several ler

ritories available) Base slaary and commis
sions. earn up to 50Kplus/yr
1 -800-446-566

•

1-413-536-0963

TAKE OVER MY LEASE

FEMALE: 1 Ig bdrm in 4 bdrm apt $240
per/mo . includea util ^'^ baths Sun ter-

race Avail June 1 After 5 2564225

COLLEGIAN 23

TAia OVW OUR LEAS!

SWISS VILLAGE APT AVAH. JunTliri
bdrm. Ml uMiMa met CiO 2ft>«lS2

THE WHO

TRAVEL

PIAME TICKET HTFO to

$100 (508)887 3324
May»

EXPLORE AUSTRALIA - Travel, camp, and
diacover the outoack ma summer Ramairt-

ing spacaa dMCounlad as part ol a special

high adviKHura photo documentary prefect

82350 Cal Nalcnal Institule tor Exptora
tion tor mora etIonfiMlion 000451*3608

on dNCOunlad adiaduled airimee lo Europe
from Boston CaM (000) 325 2222

TVPIN6

PROFESSIONAL TYPING Accwraey
guaranteed Giona 323^5140

FAST, INEXPENSIVE TYPING. CaM Mary
at 5466725

WOROSMITH protaaaWNM typwig
Resumas, papers and mora LaaarprMimg
wall apeOcheck 2S3 4584

CASES. PAPERS, THESIS. on-caiii^l»
tordabto. grammar revwwad.
504-7IS4. Nancy.

UPTOWN NOINt

«—*'—llWini n-iN'nraTTt- -tf"
upMien 10 ahaia laiga badroem 2nd Moor

houaa taai rant Ooni naaa Mi«> Cal BaBi
8400734

WAIT PEOPLE

EXPERIENCED FUU TRIE/PART TMIE
summer empioymeni inquire alterrxMne

12 00-5 00pm Delano s Restaurant
/kmhorsi

M SEARCH OF WHO TICKET tor July 12m
or 14th al SuMivan coniact Matt 546-9033

REWARD FOR ECONOMICS 300 NOTES
Boyca 25 doMars tor me lemaeWf CaM
3SM196 283-5610 2537196 Mave nana
and number

FRBIOE-APARTMENT SIZB •• p^f lie

more than $100 54»4008

2 FEMALES SEEK 3 BDRM APT n PuB-
lonVBne tar summer atotaM 8300 Inoan-

tive CdlMekaaa 546^1180

FEMALE GRAO
SUBLET PutnonmaaiBr
2634872

542-3470

TAKE OVER MV LEASE badroont
Branywine apt avaMabto on June Isl CaM
5404157

WANTB) POR PALL OPTION

LOOKBIG TO RBfT A ROOM near UMOM
Campue or on bua route

quekne 546-5080

WAMTIDTORBNT

TWO ROOM APARTMENT - deeignad tor

two can fit three ceM 256^169

RESPONSIBLE. NONSMOKING FEMALE
tooking lor room lor next year Rant bmit

$170 CaM 548-7307

8300 REWARD FOR YOUR 3-3 BEDROOM
leaae m Puffton CaM eerty morning or lata

averting 546-1009 Dave

WU. PAY CASH TO take over toaae ol 44
bedroom houaa CaM John 04740 or Jmi
64983

ELDERLY OO's COUPLE looking tor place

lor monm ot July 549-1178

REWARD FOR ONE BEDROOM ^Mrtment
with pels allowed. $360-400. slartmo June
or July Call Maureen (617)643)7939
evenings

WANT TO RENT 2 BEDROOM APT.

pistol ably m house near campus/lown CaM
25*4179

DESPERATELY LOOKBM FOR a place to

live on the Cape this summer Call KeNy
546-4819

mmrAfni*'—
i'
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spggrs
Minutewomen sweep Catamounti$

UMass remains undefeated, 14-0, at Totman Field
By DAN SARAZEN KnH|[H|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H ed Schilling to third. The next playBy DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

As It was for Dorothy in the Emerald Ci

ty, It IS also for the University of

Massachusetts Softball team There is no

place like home.
The Minutewomen swept the Universi

ty <rf Vermont in a doubleheader yesterda\

.

1-0 and 41. In doing so they improved their

record to 25- 15 and also won iheir Nth
home game without a loss.

In the first game the story was once again

the pitching of freshman Holly Aprile

Apriie stifled the V^ermont batters, allow-

ing ju.st five hits while striking out seven

In doing so she improved her perstmal

record to 16-8.

Aprile had found herself in a minor jam
in the top of the second. Kristen Shaeffer

led of Vermont's half of the inning with a

bloop single that dropped in front of Bon-

nie Schilling. Aprile then made a nice play

on a sacrifice bunt attempt by Joey Fritz.

Aprile came in on the bunt, grabbed it.

spun around and fired to second to cut

down the lead runner. She then struck out

the next two batters to retire the side.

There would be a scare ofa different kind

in the top of the fourth. With a runner on
first the Vermont batter drilled a line drive

that cuaght Aprile on the pitching hand.

The ball bounced to catcher Cherie DellAn-

no who gunned the runner out at first.

Aprile was in pain but was able to stay in

the game She proceeded by getting the

t'olW(lan phf>(u b> I>a«id HilMKIfurhi

Cherie DellAnno (left) and the
Minutewomen swept Vermont
yesterday at Totman Field.

next two batters out to end the inning.

UMass would get its only run in the fifth

as Mary Duff reached on a bunt attempt

that turned into a three-base error when
the Vermont third baseman. Shaeffer.

threw the ball away. Schilling would then

come through with a clutch single to score

Duff.

UMass had an opportunity to do more
damage in that inning as DellAnno singl-

ed Schilling to third. The next play was
supposed to be a double steal, with DellAn-

no breaking for second, but Schilling never

moved off third, and DellAnno was out

easily.

"I was not really happy with the things

we did today," UMass coach Elaine Sortino

said.

There would be one last scare by Ver

mont in the sixth. After Aprile had gotten

the first two battors she walked Marcia

Dion. Sheaffer then followed with a single,

moving Dion to third. Aprile ended the in

ning quickly by striking out Fritz.

Schilling also made a nice backhanded
catch in that sixth that help avoid an ugly

situation from developing.

The second game was much more chaotic

than the first. In the UMass first the

Minutewomen scored two runs on no hits.

It all started with a lead dTwalk to DellAn-

no. Miller sacrificed her over to second.

Meehan walked and then DellAnno and
Meehan combined for a double steal. On
the play DellAnno was slightly shaken up

as she sustained a cut on her hand between

the forefinger and middlefinger She played

the rest of the game with no apparent

effect.

A wild pitch brought in DellAnno and
when the catcher's throw hit the scoring

DellAnno. The miscue allowed a heads-up

Meehan to score.

Vermont scored its lone run ofthe day in

the top of thesecond. Fritz led off the inn-

continued on pagt 22

Tennis falls to Dartmouth in season finale
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

Losing seven out of nine matches may
seem like a blowout on paper, but when
there is four matches that can go either

way. such as there was at Dartmouth
yesterday for the University of
Massachusetts women's tennis team, it's

not so bad.

The Minutewomen dropped four matches
in the third and final set to their Big Green
counterparts yesterday to drop a 7-2 deci-

sion up in Hanover. N.H. UMass fell to 5-6

on the year in its last match of the season.

"The team has not been involved in a lot

of three-settors all year," UMass ccach
Michael Husted said.

One other factor that also plagued
UMass' efforts was the absence of Gail

Girasella who did not make the trip.

Girasella is the No. 2 player for the
Minutewomen.
"If she were here. I think that would

have helped." Husted said. "She was sore

ly missed."

Freshman Vanessa Kirchner helped
make up for the loss of Girasella though by
taking her singles match over Dartmouth's
Linda Chung. 6-2. 6-4.

"She played very solidly, very well,"

Husted said. "She was a little nervous
toward the end but she pulled it out. As the

year has passed, she has got progressively

stronger."

Senior co-captain Karen McShane finish-

ed out her collegiato career at UMass, los

ing to Hilary Jones 6-2. 6-3.

Freshmen Shizuko Yamasaki and
Allison Agnew both dropped tough mat
ches. Yamasaki pulled out a tie breaker in

the second set (7-4) to even her match with

Kristen Daily at one set a piece but was
edged in the third set, 6-4 to drop the

decision.

Agnew had Wendy Morgan on the ropes,

winning the first set, 6-4 but Morgan battl-

ed back to take the last two sets, 6-4 and
7-5.

The Minutewomen didn't let the tough
losses get them down though as freshmen
Tonya Sides and Lynn Gualtieri won their

doubles matoh, 8-4. in the last game of the

four and a half hour match.

Put a squeeze
on the orange
tossing antics

It's Friday, May 8, 1987, a warm and
sunny day in Amherst. Nary a cloud in

sight, yet things were still falling from
the sky.

The University of Massachusetts
men's lacrosse team was playing na-

tional power Syracuse University at

Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium. The
Gorillas, in their biggest game of the

year (is it ever not the biggest of the

year?t, surprised the visitors by storm
ing to a 3-1 lead in the first quarter

Jim Clark

And then the faithful fans, those

maniacs who follow the Gorillas' and
are supposed to prove a boost — a kick

in the butt, instead g^ve them a kick in

the groin.

The fans, in a visibly-high state of

drunkenness, showed their dislike for

the Syracuse team by hurling oranges
onto the field. Of course, there were no
points for originally — this sort of thing

follows the Orangemen everywhere they

go.

But in this game, the officials took

serious objection to the naughty
behavior of the McGuirk assembly. And
for good reason. The safety of the

players on both sides, the coaches and
officials was je<^ardized by the throw-

ing of any objects on the field.

So the officials took matters into their

own hands, promising to penalize

UMass every time an orang«? hit the

field. UMass coach Dick Garber and
then co<aptain Neil 'Fuzzy' Cunn-
ingham proceeded across the field to the

visitors" stands, where the UMass crowd
had congregated.

"You're getting us a penalty every

time you throw oranges." Garber plead

ed. while Cunningham, a little more
bluntly, said, "We're playing our heart's

out here and we're winning. Don't blow

it for us."

I was a freshman at the time and was
at the game. To me the speech seemed
to be a moving one, and 1 thought the

UMass fans would comply and refrain

from their juvenile conduct.

Make that a naive freshman.
continued on page 22

Baseball continues slide, falls to Big Green, 4-3
Struggling Minutemen drop seventh straight
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

HANOVER, N.H. - Both teams are struggling to climb

back to the .500 mark. Neither is in the hunt in the respec-

tive league title chases.

With flu bugs and cold breezes taking their toll, who
would have predicted such a good baseball game. The
University of Ma.ssachusetts baseball team and Dart-

mouth College nip-and-tucked through nine windy inn-

ings yesterday with the Big Green prevailing, 4-3.

UMass (16-25) had moved the tying run as far as second

base in each of the last two innings and threatened

seriously in the ninth.

With one out, Drew Seccafico reached on an infield

single. Coach Mike Stone sent in Jack Card to run, who
moved to second on a botched pickoff attempt. But Derek

Dana flied out to left and Dartmouth center fielder Bob-

by Jones collected Tom Murray's long fly ball to center

to end it.

"I don't know the last time we drove somebody in from
second with less than two outs." Stone said.

Dartmouth jumped on UMass starter Paul Ciaglo for

three runs in the first inning on a collection of, in Stone's

own words, "walks, bleeders and errors." Brendan Lesch
reached on an infield single and then consecutive walks

to Brendan Mahoney and Mark Johnson loaded the bases.

John Owens drove a 2-2 pitch down the right field line,

scoring two runs. A sacrifice fly scored John.son before

Caglo recovered with consecutive strikeouts to end the

inning.

Ciaglo couldn't respond to the second inning bell, fall-

ing to the flu.

"He struggled in the pen and just couldn't continue,"

Stone said.

Righty Dave Telgheder pitched a one-run ballgame

through the filial eight innings. UMass scrapped back into

it meanwhile, scoring single runs in the second and fourth

innings to draw within 3-2.

In the second inning, Brian Bright raked a Chris
Hildebrand fastball over the 316 marker in left, giving

the freshman outfielder his team-high seventh home run
of the season and putting the Minutemen on the board.

In the top of the fourth, senior Steve Kern led off with
a double to right-center, and Bright followed with a
ground out to short with Kern moving to third on the
throw. Freshman Lou Olivieri, the designated hitter, then
plated Kern with a sacrifice fly to right.

continued on page 22

Weekend forecast: lime
to begin creating tan
lines. Sunny and warm.
Highs in the 70s.

Ldministrators,

students differ on why
area colleges recruit

more minorities. Page

In Providence, Softball

continues winning, tak-

ing two from the Lady
Friars. Page 20.
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35 protesters arrested at GRC
Refuse to negotiate with administration
By BETH CJATELY
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts State Pol ici ^t <•

testers aside with billy clubs ye.slt-rday,

knocking some over, as they attempted U>

clear a path for the bus carrying 35 ar

restt^d protesters, ending the 24 hour ck-

cupation of an office in the Graduate

Research Center.

Thirty-two people, protesting military

funded research on campus, were wheeled

out of the GRC in wheelchairs, and three

others arrested outside the building were

loaded on to u Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority bus

Th«' p<ilice formed a wall around the front

of the bus to allow it to pull away from the

building without intervention from pro-

testers. A group of about 200 people walk

ed in front of the police in an attempt to

slow or potentially stop the bus.

As the police and the PVTA bus were

heading .south on North Pleasant St.. the

^ate police broke into a jog and began wav

ing their clubs. Several protesters running

along side the bus. in front of the bus and

on the sidewalk were hit. forced on to the

sidewalk or knocked to the ground

The procession continued pa^t tlu-

Newman Center and turned right on to

Ma.'isachusetts Aw The bu.'^ headed to

Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium. wh«¥
protesters were booked and arraigned

Police blocked ofT North Plea-sant St. from

the intersection at Governor'.^ Drive and
North Pleasant St. to the Ma.ssac

'

Ave intersection until the area w.i

i cannot deny or confirm there was
police violence," Dennis Mad.son. vice

chancellor for student affairs said "It was

the primary responsibility (of the slate

police) to surround the bus and help get it

away. From what I understand. 40 state

police officers had to push people and us*-

the sticks. I think they may hav«- hit some
})eople," he said.

"The whole thing turn.s my stomach,
"

Madson said.

Attempts to arrest the protesters at dawn
were made, but the .**tate police could not

be mobilized at that time, said Arthur

Hilson. director of public safety.

The 32 protesters arrested inside iht

building were arraigned with charges of

trespassing and the three outside with

disorderly conduct, according to Jeanne

Hopkins. University .spokeswoman. Pre

trial conferences are .scheduled for

September
The protester- wtic inside the Office of

the Vice Chancellor for Research and

(itaduate students since about 2 p.m

continued on page 4

Stymied students exit Duffey's office

after failed 90-minute takeover effort
By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Staff

A 90 minuti t.ikecM r of University of Ma.ssachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffeys of

fice by 15 students yesterday led to an impromptu meeting between the occupiers and

Provost Richard O'Brien.

The students, part of People for a Socially Responsible University, marched into the

Whilmore Administration building office at 12:4.5 p.m. demanding that admini.strators

drop all di.sciplinary charges filed against people involved in the last two weeks of pro

testing against military research.

An hour after OBrien told the occupiers that they would be arrested in 30 minutes

and, under "emergency regulations" automatically su.spended. the protestors left the

building.

Jonathan Leavitt. one of the students, .said. "(The administration] isn't willing to do

anything for us and to get arrested would have be*-ii a waste of my time at this point."

The students apparently caught the adm; lustration unaware as UMass police and
continued tw page 4

(ollrKinn photo by .lason DniuinKrr

Police carry Ralph Reed, one of 35 protestors arrested yesterday

after a 24-hour occupation of the Graduate Research Center. Related

photo essay, pages 10 and 11.

Glen DiSarcina and the Minutemen lost at Dartmouth yesterday
Collagian Photo by Joel Solomon

North guilty

on 3 charges
Fiiitii the .'\.ssociate(i i'lc.--

WASHINGTON - Former White House aide Olivei

North was found guilty yesterday of illegally destroy

ing document.*, accepting an illegal gratuity and aiding

and abetting in the obstruction of Congress in the first

trial resulting from the Iran-Contra afTair.

North, the Marine who was at the heart of the

Reagan administration effort to arm Nicaragua's

rebels, was fully acquitted on nine other counts.

North sat impassively as US District Judge Gerhard

A. Gesell read the verdict. After the judge and jury had

left the room. North walked over to his wife, who was
sitting nearby, smiled and ki.s.sed her.

North lo.st his pen.sion as a retired Marine officer

when he was convicted yesterday and he won't get it

back unless the verdict is overturned on appeal, said

continued on page 7

Gorillas ready to peel the Orange
UMass to square off against No. 2 team in the nation
By JLM CLARK
Collegian Stafi"

Not a whole lot more needs to be said about tomorrow's

men's lacrosse game between the LIniversity of

Ma.ssachusetts and Syracu.se University.

All season long, the Gorillas have been building their

way up to this climactic finish. Save for one small detour

against Cornell. UMass has done its share to make sure

that tomorrow's game (1 p.m. at Warren McGuirk Alum
ni Stadium) will live up to its expectations.

The Gorillas (12 1) are ranked sixth in the nation and

have won their last nine games since the Cornell .setback

on March 29. And with the exception of Tuesday's night

sleepwalk win over Boston College — which they have

done their best to totally forget — the Gorillas have been

playing well.

But the real story here is the opponent, No. 2 Syracuse.

In short, the Orangemen are downright scary. Every so

often there is a team with so much talent and firepower,

you just have to sit there and shake your head. Syracu.'^e.

last year's national champion and a decent bet to win it

again this year, is one of those teams.

"They're the best offensive team I've ever .seen. " said

UMass coach Dick Garber, who has seen many a team
in his 35 years of coaching.

UMa.ss found out how good the Orangemen were last

year, when they tried to be a roadblock in 'Cuse's

unbeaten drive to the national title. The Gorillas travel-

ed to the CarrierDome with high hopes of derailing the

high-flying Orange train, but in.stead returned home with

a deflating 23-8 loss.

Last year's game was not an isolated instance. This

season the Orange have racked up four 20-plus goal

games, and all against legitimate teams. They've hit that

bonus mark in their last three outings, against Cornell

(20-12), Rutgers (27-15) and Pennsylvania (22-1).

continued on page 20
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DASL will be acknowledged on May 8. 1989 OASL (pronounced dazzle) stands for Day
of American Sign Language On that day students, faculty and staff will be asked to

practice sign language or finger speilmg as part of the regular communication process
A table will be set up in the Cmapus Center Concourse with information about "signing"
Pnor to DASL. beginning April 24. 1989. signs and finger spelling will appear in the

Collegian for people to practice On May 5. 1989 and May 8. 1989 the entire American Manual
Alphabet will be published A public meeting to discuss various aspects of ASL relevant to

the University will t>e held on May 9th m CC Room 81 lB-15 from 7-9 p.m.

DASL follows other events on campus to increase the campus community's awareness about
this form of language and the need to offer sign language courses on a regular basis DASL
is also part of an attempt to highlight the fact that May is Better Hearing and Speech month
This event is being sponsored by the Communications Disorders Club, the Committee to

Institute American Sign Language, and the Department of Communication Disorders Anyone
interested m participating on the committee should contact Sandra Lmdberg at 5-0131

Ljondon
Frankfurt

Oslo
Madrid
San Jose, C.R.

Tokyo
Auckland
Some restrictions apply lanes not

included Euraipasaes osued on trie

'<iof ftlBE Siudett 1fa«t Cattloq

Coundniravd
Amhe«» MA 01002

. 413 ?56 1361.

$189
219
269
245
175
340
514

University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Childcare Voucher Program

Applicatic --; for Fall 1989 available May 5 in the Commuter Area Government Office. 404 Student Union
Building.

The money for this program comes from a negetive check-off on the undergraduate semester tuition
bill. Applications are reviewed by a committee on the basis of family need and availability of funds.
You must be an undergraduate in order to apply.

Vouchers are awarded for 50% of childcare cost or up to $750 per family per semsester. Money is dispurs-
ed in the form of vouchers directly to licensed childcare providers only.

Applications for Spring allocations will be available Sept. 4, 1989. Giving money for the fall does not
guarantee the receipt of money for the spring, as you reapply each semester.

Universisdad de IVIassachusetts
Programa de Certificados a Subgraduados para

Cuidado de Ninos
A partir de Mayo 5 estaran disponibles en las Oficinas de Comuter Government, 404 Student Union,
las solicitudes para cuidado de niHos para el Otono de 1989.

Los fondos para este programa provienen de las contribuciones de estudiantes indicadas en sus pago
de matricula. Las solicitudes son evaluadas por un comitee. A base de las necesidades familiares y
de la disponibilidad de recursos. Usted debera ser un estudiate sub-graduado para poder solicitar este
servicio.

Los certificados seran validos por el 50% del costo de cuidado de ninos o $750.00 por familia por cada
semestre. El dinero es desembolsado en forma de certificados a los proveedores del cuidado de niftos
directamente.

Las socicitudes para la Primavera estaran disponibles a partir del 4 de Septiembre de 1989. El recibir
el dinero durante el otono del 1989 no es garantia de que podra recibir dinero para la primavera del
1989. Por esta razon usted debera solicitar cada semestre.

LOCAL
Women
*take back
the night'
Bv SHARON WILKEY
Collegian Stafl

About 80 wniiun l.i.-,t nij,'ht. in a demonstration of uni-

ty and empowfrment, marched across the University of

Ma.ssachusetts to "take back the night
'

The L'Ma.^!> students, huldinh' candles and chantm^ such

slogans as "Gay. straight, black, white, safety is a

woman's right," walked across campus as the sun set to

show that they should not have to fear walking unescorted

in the dark

Thev said lhc> inarched from the Campus Center to a

path between Sylvan and Orchard Hill known as "rape

road." and later to each of the residential areas, to in

crease student awarene^rfthe danger women face when

walking alone

"I'm sick and tued of not being able to take a walk at

12 o'clock at night, at 8 o'clock at night, at 1 o'clock in

the afternoon." shouted Joanne Gray, co-founder of the

Amherst chapter of the National Organization fw Women
Gray was also an organizer of the event

Gray and others spoke to more than 100 men and women

at a 7 p.m. rally preceeding the march, to •"heighten

awareness about violence against women." Gathered on

the steps of the Student Union Building, participants sang

and recited poems.

One rape survivor was cheered by the crowd when she

said a year after her rape, she was learning to take back

her self esteem. "That man didn't take anything away

from me, and I'm no less of a person than I've ever been."

she said.

Gray and others said they were angry because they did

not feel safe walking alone on the UMass campus. "We
won't lose this anger because we can't." she said "Our

lives depend on it."

Every three minutes, a woman in the United States is

raped, said Katharine Daube. an Educator Advocate at

C ftllrgiM plMto by jMoa UanuBgvr

Protesters, with musical accompaniment, voice their concern over campus safety before

yesterday's "Take Back The Night" march.

the Everywoman's Center "Its about time we started

making a scene, loudly, proudly, and yes. angrily, " she

said during the rally.

"Are women not supposed to get angry that because of

their gender, they have to live life in fear?" Daube said.

Men present at the rally were asked not to march with

the women "We thank you for your support because this

IS not a woman's issue, this is a people issue." said All

Woolwich, a member of NOW.
Woolwich said men were excluded from the march to

symbolically blame the perpertrators of rape, who she said

are 97 percent male, instead of blaming the victims.

One of the more than 20 men at the rally. UMass
sophomore Chi Leung, said. "Women need, at this point,

to feel that they have this type ofcommunity, and I'm not

offended bv that at all."

Chanting "Mourn Central Park. Take Back the Dark."

the women said they were marching in reaction to the re

cent gang rape of a 28 year-old woman in the New York

park.

Andrea Delgado. a UMass freshman from New York Ci

ty. said at the rally. 'What if it was me?"

Delgado. a member of NOW. said she came to the march

because "I'm fed up with those damn double standards.

. . I have as much right as anyone else to walk at night

to get some fresh air."

But concern for the safety of all women, not just those

whose attacks make national headlines, was echoed by

the group.

The women were harassed by three men shouting pro-

fanities fi-om Leach residential hall, but the incident did

not prevent the continuation of the march

Race relations upset area colleges
Schools attempt to boost recruitment and enrollment of minorities

By CC. SANDORFI
Collegian Staff

and STEPHEN PANGIONE
Collegian Correspondent

Race relations on campuses in the

Pioneer Valley have become strained dur

ing the last three years, and colleges have

tried to address this problem in part by

stepping up the recruitment and enroll-

ment of minority students, officials at the

colleges said.

The most recent incident occurred at

Smith College, where several racially

harassing notes caused an uproar on cam-

pus and in the community over the past

week.

The University of Massachusetts and the

other colleges in the Five College system

have had their .'^hare of problems, too.

In 1986, UMass made national news with

the Southwest brawl, which was deemed by

many as racially motivated, and accounts

of last year's occupation of New Africa

Hou.se appeared worldwide.

Amherst College reported racially

derogatory notes scrawled on residence hall

doors this year, according to Ana Martinez,

associate dean of admissions at the school

In March of 1988. a group of minority

students occupied Dakin House at Hamp
shire College to protest racism on campus.

And Mount Holyoke College, though it

has reported fewer racial problems, is not

unscathed; last year. anti-Black slurs were

written on a building wall, according to

students at the college

The Five colleges are actively recruiting

more minority students to promote diver

sity and understanding on their campu.ses.

Smith College has created a document to

specifically address racism and minority

recruitment. "The Smith Design for In

stitutional Diversity" emerged from a col-

laboration between students and ad-

ministrators. The goals set in the Design

include the establishment of a civil rights

policy, and the attainment by 1998-99 of

a .student body of traditional age that

reflects the racial composition of the na-

tional pool of college students in that age

group, according to Debra Bradley, news

director at the college.

Smith College has made strides toward

enrolling more minorities, she .said. In

1986. 11 percent of the freshmen class were

minority .students. In 1988, the figure was

up by 19 percent, according to Bradley.

"Estimates are that by the year 2000.

one-third of school children will be minority

.students," said Bradley. "We want Smith

to reflect this diversity."

She said that by increasing the numbers

of minorities enrolled at the college,

students of color will have more support

while other students will benefit by learn

ing from other cultures.

Amherst College is also attempting to at

tract more minorities, using what Martinez

calls a "multi-pronged fork."

"We're making a very, very deliberate at-

tempt to get more minorities to apply and

to encourage more campus visits." she said.

The college is expanding the recruitment

process by increasing its efforts in areas

with a high percentage of minorities, such

as Miami, the Southwest, and Southern

California and metropolitan areas like St.

Louis and Washington, she .said^

Martinez said the schools recruiters

follow up on the recruitment process by

tracking all mailings to prospective minori-

ty students and encouraging them to

enroll.

She said Amherst College is concerned

continued on pagir 5

Racist notes
continue to

harass Smith
By LAURA KLIVANS
Collegian Correspondent

and the As.sociated Press

NORTHAMPTON - At least 30

anonymous racist notes have been

received bv students, staff and faculty

members at Smith College in the latest

of several such incidents at the school,

a spokeswoman said yesterday.

News Director Debra Bradley said the

identical notes were discovered Tuesday

and have been turned over to the district

attorney's office, which has advised the

college against revealing their content

or characterizing the race of the people

who received them.

The notes were found nearly a week

after a set of racist letters were pinned

to the door of a black student's room.

The incident prompted 100 students lo

march across campus to the office of

President Mary Maples Dunn, who de-

nounced the letter as "cowardly and

despicable."
continued on page 5

Hart: BOG has gone far to deal with problems
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Under the leadership of Eric Nakajima, Joe Casali, and

Liz Hart, the Board of Governors has come a long way

in separating itself from campus politics, said Hart, Board

vice chairperson.

"When I came on two years ago, [the Board of Gover-

nors) was a tremendously political group with a left bias,"

Hart said. "We forgot our true mission of getting concrete

and physical problems dealt with in the Student Union

and the Campus Center."

"We changed that by encouraging the governors to be

more concerned with basic issues, like handicapped

facilities and food services," she said. "Not enough praise

can be given, primarily to [Nakajima], for that."

Hart said that credit also needs to be given to several

governors, including Bruce Ledoux, Joe Cutrone, Kirk

Merrow, Ban Jaffe, Jeff Glassman, Bonnie LaMadeleine.

Katherine Byrnes, and Scott Jordan for their "initiative."

As a member of the Undergraduate Student Senate,

Hart said the primary difference between the two groups

is the Board can overcome its political differences.

"We have staunch conservatives and burning liberals,

"

she said. "But there is a mutual level of respect of each

ideology no matter what the issue. I feel sometimes the

Senate does not have that, which is unfortunate."

"It's that which makes me most proud of the Board of

Grovernors," she said.

Newly-elected chairperson Charlotte Carter agreed with

Hart.

"I'm optimistic [about the Board] because of the en-

thusiasm that's been shown," said Carter. "Most gover-

nors are interested in new projects. They're not just here

to show their face on Thursday nights."

Cnrter said she sees the Board working more closely in

the coming year.

"To be good externally, you have to be good internal-

ly," she said. .

In other news:
• In what Gov. Joe Casali said was a surprising move,

the Graduate Student Senate informed the Board that

they want to withdraw their usual contribution of $29,400

to the Board budget.

In a memo to the Board, the GSS listed more space, a

tuition waiver for graduate students working on the

Board, and a statement from the space allocation commit-

tee as to how groups practicing discriminatory acts, such

as the Republican Club, will be dealt with as reasons for

the pulling of funds.

Casali said the withdrawal of GSS funds is a "breach

of contract," and will be addressed by Board members at

next Tuesday's GSS meeting.
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Woman says officer kicked car
during military protest
A woman whose car received damage

during yesterday's anti-military
research protest said she rep(»rted to

campus police that an officer kicked her
brown Toyota Tercel.

Xuefei Zhang was driving northward
on North Pleasant Street when a crowd
ol shouting people, state troopers and a

bus transporting 32 arrested protesters

approached from the opposite way, she
said She tried to make a three-point

turn, but was not quick enough and a

trooper kicked her car's fender, she said.

At the time, I was very scared,"

Zhang said. "My wheel was already
touching the curb and I could not back
up"
.\sked whether a complaint had been

filed, a campus police spokesman said
it sounded familiar. That's confidential

information between her and us," he
added.

Kurt Wise, a bystander, said he saw
state troopers roll Zhang's car back as
police and the bus approached. But Wist-

said he did not see a trooper kick the
vehicle.

The Tercel's right-hand side front

fender has a dent with marks that
resemble those of a rubber sole.

Zhang, who emigrated to the United
States from China two years ago, said
she was driving home from her job at a
nursing home.

-PEDRO PEREIRA

students leave Duffey 's office
lunttnued from page I

various other officers were busy arresting

the occupiers of the Graduate Research

Center.

"Fifteen minutes ago I was watching peo-

ple get arrested," said Leavitt, once inside

the Chancellor's office. "I figured this

would be a better step in meeting our

demands."
At 1 p.m.. Pro>'08t O'Brien walked in and

said, "If you've got any message I'll be hap-

py to hear it. If not, w^e've got problems.

What are you doing here?"

Leavitt, seated m the chancellor's swivel

chair, proceeded to read the students'

demands.
O'Brien said that the students "have full

democratic rights to dissent, not to take
over otTices."

A discussion followed concerning the con

irol the administration has over Depart

ment of Defen.»t funded research on

campus
O'Brien said the Board o! Tru.-ittes ap

proves policy regarding research and sets

restrictions on what campus research can

be funded.

"The faculty can add to these re9trlctlon^

It is a faculty decision, not mine," said

O'Brien "Research grants are in our do-

main and we are willing to address them

in a spirit of non-coercive discussion."

The students were locked in the office

after the provost left.

"They will be arrested with whatever
police available," O'Brien said.

Daria Casinelli, an occupier, said she and
others presented another set of demands
concerning "police and administrative
misconduct" before leaving the building.

She said O'Brien refused to discuss these
demands.
Outside the chancellor's office, 40

students gathered and chanted in support
of the occupiers, shouting "We want Joe,"

Jonathan Frank, a supporter and former
president of the Graduate Student Senate,
said he believes the occupation was a good
way of meeting the demands.
"(The students] have to keep pressing.

Ccmtinual escalation is the way to go. (The
administration) doesn't know what to do,"

said Frank

Brian Hams, an undergraduate who was
sitting in the lobby of Whitmore, said that

the University "can't drop the charges if

the protestors obviously broke the law '

"1 have nothing against the cause, but if

they take action like that, they have to be

willing to suffer the con.sequences," said

Hams

protesters arrested

Continued from page I

Wednesday. The group presented a

modified demand and suggestions for the

implementation of the demand to the

administration.

The demand was a halt of Defense

Department re.search at the University. Ac
companying the demand were the sugges-

tions to make all research documentation

accessible in the librar>', to form a student

faculty committee to di.scuss alternative

sources of funding and to give the police

training in how to deal with non-violent

protesters

Administrators, faculty and student

lepre.sentatives and Arthur Hilson met in

the Whitmore Administration Building to

discuss the protesters' demands
Harlan Sturm, chairman of the rules

committee of the Faculty Senate, told the

protesters that research documt nts would
be available m the library.

He told them the formation of an ad hoc

committee of the Faculty Senate or a com-

mission to explore the possibility of

economic conversion would be discussed at

yesterday's emergency meeting of the

Faculty Senate.

The protesters refused the administra

tion's offer. Sturm told them the ad-

ministration would meet with the group
yesterday morning in the Campus Center
if they left the building. The protesters

declined, and said they would meet with

Paul Tsongas and the administration in the

research office.

"It is not appropriate for the administra-

tion to make demands for the faculty," Pro-

vost Richard O'Brien said. "It is up to the

faculty to decide whether it should or

should not make funds available for the

research."

The protesters chose to remain in GRC
overnight They did not have access to fcnxl

until about 4:30 a.m. Arthur Hilson said

he would bring in food provided by 40 sup-

porters camped outside the building if the

demonstrators made concessions.

"I wanted them to be cooperative," he

said The group did not make concessions,

but "i decided to let them have food,"

Hilson said.

"It was an extraordinary' request and one
we didn't seriou.sly pursue," Jim Langley.
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vice chancellor for relations and develop-

ment. "Our intention is to be as lenient as

possible."

Jo Anne Thomas Vanin, dean of

students, read the picketing code to the

UMass undergraduate protesters, and told

them they were violating it. She then ex

plained that if they chose to remain in the

building and were arrested, they would be
immediately suspended from the the

University. She said they had 24 hours to

contact the dean of students office to take

the necessary steps toward reinstatement.

"It is highly likely a fee would be assess-

ed by the bursar's office to cover the cost

of the arrests and calling in additional

forces from the town of Amherst. UMass*
Boston and the state polic**," Hopkins said.

.She said it is also possible the group would
be fine for the use of the Xerox, facsimile

and other machines in the office.

Samuel C-onti, dean of gi-aduate students,

told the graduate students who were pro-

testing that they too would be suspended

if they were arrested.

The protesters who were not UMass
.students were informed that they would be
banned from UMass if they did not leave

the building. Madson said the cost of the

occupation of Memorial Hall was over
$25,000

The use of wheelchairs to remove the pro-

testors is a new concept at UMass, for both

the demon.strators and the police. Univer-

sity Health Services loaned the
wheelchairs to the administration, Madson
.said.

Student leaders at the University were
outraged when they heard the protesters

would be suspended from the University.

"We couldn't stay and let them be
su.spended without due process," Tracy
Davis, president of the Student Govern-
ment As.sociation. "We don't agree with the
decisions by the dean.'"

Several students outside the building

were extremely upset by the occupation.

"My life revolves around this building and
these people are screwing it up." said

Kevin Bedard. a senior COINS major.

"There's work I have to do in the building

and professors I have to see. and I can't get

in. There are better ways to get their point

across than occupying a building, they're

putting people »mt of the building who
aren't involved."
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area colleges increase minority recruitment
continued from page 3

with providing an equitable distribution of

minority students.

"If a liberal arts college [like Amherst!
is going to be representative of this nation,

it should have the population to reflect

this," Martinez said.

As a result of the school's efforts, minori-
ty enrollment this year was up 12 percent
from last year, although the total number
of students enrolled was lower than usual,

she said.

Mount Holyoke College is using a similar

strategy by recruiting students in areas
like Memphis and New York City, accor-

ding to Gloria Maxwell, assistant director

of minority recruitment. School officials

also utilized public television in their ef-

forts by broadcasting a tape promoting the
Five-College area in general and Mount
Holyoke in particular. Maxwell said.

The plan has had some success. Maxwell
said; minority applications this year are up
11 percent from last year, she said.

Maxwell said it is now more important
than ever to recruit minorities.

"People thought the racial problems of

the 60s were over, but the last few years
indicate that racism is still around," she
said. "People have to realize that everyone
is equal. If we bring more minorities into

school, there will be more interaction and
people will [better] understand each other."

The college is also working more active-

ly with minority alumni to secure more
leads, she said.

The school is also offering a special stu-

dent orientation for incoming minority
students and their parents, she said.

Hampshire College has taken an even
more personal approach to recruitment.

Kendall Clauson, the minority recruit-

ment director at Hampshire, has visited

"scores" of high school nationwide to

recruit minority students. Clauson said

most of the schools she visited had minori-

ty enrollments of at least 30 percent.

The approach is working, said Clauson.

Last ycMur. 188 minorities applied; this year,

the mid-season total of minority applica-

tions had already reached 206, she said.

"We want to get minority students the

opportunity for an education." she .said

"There's diversity in the world, and there
should be diversity in school."

UMass is also actively recruiting more
minority students, according to Timm
Rinehart, Director of Admissions. The
University has generated new leads by pur-

chasing the names of 14,000 East coast

minority high school seniors who are col-

lege bound, he said.

In additior., UMass hosted a three-day

colloquium of high school guidance
counselors from across the country to

discuss minority issues and the recruit-

ment of minority students, he said.

Rinehart said UMass followed up on
every lead by sending each accepted
minority students a special brochure and
by speaking with each student over the
phone. The students were also invited to

an open house, he said.

"Our goal is to attract more minority
students. I would give minority students a

fair chance to get educational access on
campus and [to promote] diversity," he
said.

M racial notes
continued from page 3

College administrators told 2,800
students at a meeting Monday that

District Attorney Judd Carhart was in

vestigating the notes, to be sent to the
state crime laboratory for handwriting
and fingerprint testing.

At another campus meeting Tuesday
at a student dormitory, a note from
President Dunn was read that said in

part: "Remember, we must not let these

people control us. Show them we are

stronger than they are."

In a related story, the campus gave
their stamp of approval to a set of recom-

mendations to the .school's Committee
on Academic Policy. The recommenda
tions, proposed by minority students to

curb racism on campus, were approved
by 68 percent of 2,430 students. The two-

day vote concluded Wednesday.

Although administrators are optimistic

about their programs, students reaction is

split.

"I'm very concerned about whether the
college will live up to its commitment,"
said Michelle Mance, co-chair of the Black
Students Alliance at Smith. "The issue is

that the implementation of a policy like

[the Smith Design] is the only proof in the

pudding. We'll see in five years whether
the college will live up to its promises."
Some students at UMass are even more

critical. "I think it's a bunch of baloney,"
said Monique Taban, a worker in the Third
World Affairs office at UMass said, "I don't

think [UMass] will try to make a conscious

effort."

Taban said she thinks the school is more
interested in recruiting middle-class
students who can afford college than in

recruiting minorities, who often have more
financial difficulty.

"1 think UMass is catering to suburbia,"

she said. "I don't think their concern is for

minorities. Because they often have lower
incomes and poorer high school educations,

they can't compete (with middle-class ap-

plicants)."

Taban said she thinks minority recruit-

ment efforts at UMass are made simply to

appease people who are questioning low
minority enrollment.

Although some students may criticize the
efforts of their administrations, most agree
that more minority recruitment is

necessary.

Lena Gamble, a student at Mount
Holyoke, said she supported her school's ac-

tions. "There are not a lot [of minority
students] here now, but I do believe (Mt.

Holyoke] is making a good effort," she said.

"I think it's a great idea. They should try

to recruit more minorities, because a lot

don't believe they have the opportunity to

go anywhere."
The colleges are all planning to continue

increasing their efforts, according to the
administrations.

Mance said she'd believe the promises of

her school when she saw an increase in

minorities on campus. Until then, she said.

"What we have to do is have great expec
tations."

Changes for

Cuban women,
poet says
By SCOTT ROE
Collegian Staff

About 50 people gathered in Herter

Hall yesterday to listen to Cuban poet

Nancy Moirejon tell about the dif-

ficulties women writers from her coun-

try face.

Morejon, who was born in Havana,
said that when she began to write and
become accepted as a poet in the 1960s
most of her fellow writers were male.

But as changes took place in Cuban
society and women began to become
more educated, the number of female
poets increased.

"Now I think there are more young
female poets in Cuba than male poets,"

she said.

The new, younger female poets of the

1980s are more aware of issues concer-

ning women than Morejon and her
fellow women writers of the 608 were,

she said. But according to Morejon the

younger poets risk reducing their poten-

tial as writers by focusing solely on
women's issues. They should approach
literature from both a women's and a

universal perspective, she said.

Obvious differences exist in the ways
male and female Cuban writers ap-

proach their work, Morejon said.

"I think that male poetry is more con-

formist, and female poetry in itself is a
challenge," she said.

Morejon said she believes she and
other female Cuban writers share a
common historical bond with minority
women in America, in the ways in

which they have been treated historical-

ly. Her country, its history, and the

political and social changes that have
taken place, have been influences on her

work, she said.

"I do feel I am part of the Caribbean,
and I feel that I am part of the Carib-

bean as a women." Morejon said.

1989 SENIOR LEADERSHIP AWARD
The following menfibers of tt>e Class of 1989 were norrunoted by faculty, staff and students as outstanding leaders on campus. The Alumni

Office and the Office of the Vice CtKmcellor for Student Affairs would like to acknowledge these seniors for ttteir contributions to the
|

University comnrHinity while undergraduates at tt>e University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 1

Michael W. Abeil John M. Doherty Nancy J. Klingener Ann Marie Pelosky

Meredith Lynn Adorns Jennifer J. Dugroo David S. Koenig Mary Beth Pelosky

l>3vid W. Archey Joel Edward Dumont Arati R. Korwar Julie A. Peralta

Bart W. Bolocki Lori A, Edmonds Michael P. Kowaleski Lourdes M. Perez-Vinos

Jeffrey D Berber Jocelyn R. Fein Christine LaPointe Michael R. Petrocelli

Joyce E. Barry Todd M. Fruhbeis Lisa Marie Lawler Juliet L. Primer

Holly L. Bellemore Gregg M. Garfin Charies V. Lawson Meoghon J. Quigley

Nonci L. Berger Andrew D. Gershoff Beth A. Lazazzera Suzanne M. Riendeou

Javier P. Berrios Samuel J. Ginzburg Jody S. Lester Frances M. Rodrigez

Kimberly Betts Eileen A. Gordon Karen A. Licciardi Keith M. Rogers

Scott R. Bloho Jeffrey E. Grabelle Elizabeth L Locke Todd R. Rossini

Jodi-Lyn Blanche Lisa M. Gray Ana D. Lopez Nancy B. Roy

Andrew S. Blonkste>in Jonathon A. Gray Linda J. Lorantos Amy J. Seybold

Lorraine N. Bombard Terri A. Green Alba M. Lugo Tracy L. Shaw

Brian K. Bredvik Michael A.Greiner Lisa K. Lyford Dahlia Siff

Holly B. Brod Martha M. Grier-Deen Attiya Malik Shori Silkoff

Tomora L. Callahan Alicia M. Hart Wendy V, Martens Devi D. Silverman

Cheryl A. Carboneau Charies G. Hatsis Ellen Jeanne Martin Kenneth T. Slovin

Kim C. Cormel Patricia C. Haviland Amanda L. Maxim Sarah Steinltz

Theresa Carroll Alicia G. Hickey Kristen E. McCarthy Elizabeth Mary Sullivan

Rabin F. Chandror James M. Higgins Charies Mclntyre Brian P. Symington

Tomara E. Cheyette Christine Ho Stocey 1. Meyrowitz Deborah C. Thompson

Samuel D. Cleavej. Susan Marie Hope Bruce J. Mitchell Peter J. Tremblay

Paul M. Cobb Francis D. Hopkins John J. Monaco Todd H. Usen

Stephanie C. Cohen Mlho Hosobuchi Ronald E. Monette Bruce J. Weissgold

Lisa Anne Collins Scott W. Idol Molini Visalom Narayanan Paul L, Westro

Erica E. Cushna Charles M. Interrante Diana E. Noble Ann H. Wiedie

Edward A. Davey David B. Jacobson Walter Ng Elizabeth A. Wilbor

Michael E. DeRosa Robert 0. Johnson Joyce E. O'Connor Heide M. Wilcox

Bhavit S. Desai Seth 1. Kamil Donald J. Olbris James C. Wilson

Linda J. Dixon Matthew F. Katz Stephanie Orefice Helen M. Wuscher

Bhavit S. Desai Robert S. Kennedy Chystala J. Poschalidou Amy E. Yeostros

Provost Richard O'Brien will address ttie recipients of the 1989 Senior Leadship Award and their parents at a special brunch in their

honor on Sunday, May 7, 1989. By invitation only.
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SALE ENDS
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1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF 1-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

933-5468

ROUTE 5 ROUTE 184 1 CANAL STREET
EAST WINDSOR GROTON TURNERS FALLS
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9 MON-SAT 10-9 MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6 SUNDAY 10-6 SUNDAY 12-6

623-3358 445-8581 863-4343

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5

586-7248

ARTIFICIAL

GRASSCARPET
Value

S495;$999

VINYL FORTIFIED

FLOOR TILE
Value

«18
N

w
$888
^0 case

REGINA VACUUM CLEANERS
REGINA HOUSEKEEPER PLUS
6 AMP MOTOR
2 POSITION CARPET
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

SAVE 46%
ON FACTORY
RECONDITIONED UNITS

OSCILLATING
SPRINKLER

REGINA HOUSEKEEPEI

FEATURES

POWERFUL
7 AMP MOTOR
5 POSITION CARPET
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
ANTI CLOG FEATURE

TIRE CORD REINFORCED

GARDEN HOSE
Value N

S1795 $^099

COVERS APPROXIMATELY
2250 SQUARE FEET
Value N

VEGETABLE SEEDS
Value J #% N C^

59c ea iZS'l

$399

DEN SETS
,«—=— ALL SIX •

i
PIECES ^- ^

>^C^

LIGHTWEIGHT
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PRISCILLAS
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OF COLORS
54" TO 60" WIDTHS
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»ir^ToM5'^
J-u_.UJ-*^

JPSTEVENSTrElENSEMBLE

H'

I

BLUE • WHITE • ROSE • BEIGE • YELLOW

J A BATH TOWEL ^K:^
^

VALUE S3" ^249 o

N
O
^ ^- SJ59

t)
$268 WASH CLOTH

Value N
o
w $j28

SAVE OVER 45% ON REGINA VACUUMS

2 MORE TRAILERLOADS

15,000JUNIPERS
ARBORVITAE • EUONYMUS
•WILTONI> BLUE RUG 'SAN JOSE
• ANDORRA • SHORE • PRINCEiDE WALE!
• GOLDEN ARBORVITAE
• ILEX ROTUNDIFOUA
• EUONYMOUS & MORE

J^-^.

'd

2^o\'VgD'EXBURY AZALEAS
'GJI-BRALTOR Value N
•KLONDYKE SinosO

• MOLLES ORANGE I ^ w$599
#1

GRADE
POHEDROSEBUSHES

THESE ARE THE
I
LARGE POTTED ROSES

VALUE ^^795

MATTRESS
SETS

TWIN
SIZE
SET
FULL
size;
SET w
These are Innerspring
2 PC Mattress Sets

$98

118

FRUIT^«'"f'12

TREES S

RAZOR BA(

SHOVEL,
VALUEA^ am'S1795$Q88
NOW

#iy2
GRADE
POLYBAGROSE BUSHES
WE'VE SOLD OVER
40.000 THIS YEAR

lUJE^-MK

RUBIE BUYS OUT LUCKY TOPS
2 Trailerloads of Ladies Sportswear •30,000 Garments

[MANY MADE TO COQRDINATTgHm^
VESTS AND

SLEEVELESS BLOUSES
VALUE A ^^ J^^

LONG AND V.

SLEEVE BLOUSES
VALUE
S1Q00

TO N
SI poo O

W

SLACKS • SKIRTS

AND JACKETS
VALUE
SI 500

TO N
spnoo O^" w

^E BLOUSES AND JACKET

$400 T.$^
nr ^2000 Q ^
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North guilty on 3 counts

continued from page 7

Arni>' Lt. Col. Lindu Dumoulm, a Pentagon
spokeswoman.
North, who retired as a lieutenant colonel

in the Marine Corps with 20 years of active-

duty service, has been drawing an annual
military pension of roughly $23,100 since

leaving the corps almost exactly a year ag«>

At the time of his retirement. North said

he was leaving the service in order to bet-

ter prepare his defense against charges of

misconduct stemming from the Iran-Contra

affair.

Upon the conviction becoming legally ef-

fective — when the secretary of the Navy
IS formally notified of it and the pap)erwork

is completed — North will lose his pension,

she said. If North wins on appeal, he will

get the pension back and will be given pay

retroactively, she said.

The jurors in the North trial did a "lot

of bickering and arguing ' but finally

agreed to convict the former White House
aide on three counts after a "strong

prayer," one juror said yesterday

"It was tough to come up with a deci-

sion," Earl F. Williams told reporters.

Most of the jurors declined to discuss the

deliberations, saying they were tired and
wanted time with their families. The jury

had been sequestered since April 20.

Juror Justine Newell Parrish said that

reaching a verdict was the hardest decision

she had ever had to make.
Now, she said, "I just want to be with my

family
"

Williaiii>. d tuniu I security guard, said

the jury did not agree on the guilty counts

until yesterday, the 12th day of delibera

tions. although some of the acquittals had
been decided earlier.

"The jury was split a %vhiie on some of

the counts, and in a case such as this there

is a lot of bickering and arguing," he said.

"It was touch and go all the way
"

The 12 charges and the jury 's verdict

W'ASHINGTON ( AP» — Hire iu-e the 12 felony charges against former national Security

Council aide Oliver L. North and the jury's verdicts on each.

All carry five year prison terms and fines up to $250,000 except a« noted.

1 Obstruction of Congress in Sept. and Oct 1985: Not guilty

2 False statements to Congress on Sept 5, 1985: Not guilty

3. F'alse statements to Congress on Sept. 12, 1985: Not guilty.

4 False statements t« Congress on Oct. 7. 1985: Not guilty

5. Ob.struction of Congi-ess in Aug. 1986: Not guilty

6. Aiding and abetting obstruction of Congress in Nov. 1986: Guilty The jury did not

And North guilty of obstruction of Congrem on this charge, but did find him guilty of

the subsidiary charge of aiding and abetting.

7. Obstruction of a presidential inquiry in Nov. 1986: Not guilty.

8. False sUtements on Nov. 23, 1986: Not guilty.

9 Destroying or falsifying government documents, three-year imprisonment and
$250,000 fine: Guilty.

10. Receipt of an illegal gratuity, two year imprisonment and $250,000 fine: Guilty.

11. Conversion of traveler's checks to personal use, 10-year impri.sonment. $250,000
fine: Not guilty.

12. Conspiracy to defraud the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service: Not guilty.

I tillrglan pbiMu !•> JsAun TMlrrman

DON'T MESS WITH ME - A University cop awaits action before
yesterday's orcupatinn and arrests.

DOS EQULS

^t f-t f-i

The beer Brewed
for food *

AAA£
1^ 11^ x-x x-x

CASE SPECIALS
CARLING BLACK LABEL
ROLLING ROCK

6.99

10.99

CELEBRATE CINCO DE MAYO
DOS EQUIS 6 pk. 4.49
CORONA 6 pk. 4.99

CUERVO GOLD 750 ill 9.99

NEW PRODUCT...
BARTLES & JAYMES BLUSH COOLER

(; Bartl£SW£I
k^ JAYME.S '^

4 pack 2.99

C BAR7X£S€£;|

5^ jAYMES '^

MOLSON GOLDEN 12 PACK 6.99

FOUR SEASONS GIN 1.75L 8.99

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L 8.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75L 11.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS-ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Route 9, Hadley—Just beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

DIVISI()\ OF CO\T/\iI.\G EDI C \T l()\

Sizzle this

summer with

some reallv hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you to finish a two-semester course

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.

I)I\ISI()\ or CO\TI\ll\(. EDI i \llO\
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We've collected the world's

finest arra> of talent tor

you to enjoy during our

1989-90 season.

Experience

wonderful evenings

with artists like the

Royal Winnipeg Ballet,

Dave Brubeck Quanet, Ballet

Folclorico de Mexico, National

Theatre of Great Britain and many,

many more. N^Tiatever your pleasure,

our lineup of preeminent performances

will surely receive your w holehearted

stamp of approval.

Call 545-2511 For Your Free Brochure!

^^^
sG §|p(§eDg] D

o

2 Eggs, Homefries, Toast or 2 napjacks

— Served Mon.'Fri. 6 a.m.-il a.m. —
Open Mon.-Sot. 6 a.m.-3 p.m.

Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Weekend Specials! Check *em Out!

FLAP JACKS
&MORE
RESTAURANT

308 CoUege St., Rte. 9, Amherst 253-2558

gjl THE FINE ARTS CENTER
^i^'

I DIVERSITY OF MASSAC HISETTS AT AMHERST

COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

BUD m) BUD LIGHT SUITCASES $10.99 ^dcp.

CATAMOUNT GOLD. AMBER. X PORTER FROM
WHTTE RIVER JCT IN VERMONT $4.69 6 pk. ^dep.

SAM ADAMS DOUBLE BOCK $4.99 6 pk + Jep.

BECKS 12 pk. .fr5>^nl • S7.99 ^dep.

SEAGRAMS COOLERS $2.99 4 pk. +dep.

SOCO 80 proof 750 ml
NAPA RIDGE WHITE ZINFANDEL
XINGU BLACK BEER FROM BRAZIL

$6.99

$7.49 1.5 L

$1.95 750 ml

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED & DOMESTIC KEGS. BEER fit WINE •

ALWAYS ON HAND

Univfrsit> Store Presents:

Soft^firare on the Concourse

Educational Discounts

*From 1 0% to 75%

r2 DEATH
TIMES TWO!

Microsoft,^ Lotusj, Ashton-Tate Borland

WordPerfect'^ and More

'Only Undcrgrad, Graduate, Faculty. And Staff of The

University ot Mavsachusetts at Amherst are F'ligible.
Mon. — Fri

9-5

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

By Dennis O'Neil and Bill Wray,
with Shea Anton Pensa.

Faceless killers stalk Seattle, leading
Green Arrow -.o seek out The
Question 'or answers answers
tnat reveal :Me ijntoid origin of

The Question and uncover a plot to
ciestrov the population of Hub City'

Avaiiacie n Vlav

ANNLAL 't2

By Dennis ONeil. Ed Hanmgan.
Dick Giordano. Frank McLaughlin.

The Question is lert to an uncertain

fate as Green Arrow pursues a

mad visionary - a man connected

to the Question s oegmmngs
- who holds the key to the lives

and minds of millions' PLUS The

secret of Black Cjnarvs missmf
Suggested for Mature Reac'ers. power'^,' -..niaDle ^n June.

Same Bat Channel
All your favorUc coniirs

Poslors nas< l){ill Cards (Jiapliio Novo
580-8775 Uanipshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hatlk

Is
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
iidi'v'iduai wi.iei ui cijilooiiibt ana do

Punishment will not pacify
On Wednesday, yet another building on our campus was

taken over by students from People for a Socially Responsi-
ble University. The Graduate Research Center take-over
marked the third in a series of protests against the military-
funded research going on here at the University.
When students were arrested last week after occupying

Memorial Hall for two days, they were grossly mistreated
by the administration. The administration threatened to fire

all Teaching Assistants involved in the protests and to sus-

pend those graduate students involved.

During these protests, the plumbing had been turned off

in these buildings, all toilet facilities shut down, and once
the protesters were in the buildings, the doors were locked.
These protesters should not have been threatened with ex-

pulsion from the University, nor should their jobs have been
threatened. They have been protesting peacefully and have
been treated like animals locked up in cages.
The administration has shown a lack of cooperation and

fairjudgment during these protests. It has been thin-skinned
in its ability to withstand criticism. Instead of trying to

understand the reasons behind all of this outrage that has
lead to building occupations, the administration is attemp-
ting to simply punish the protesters. This will not solve the
problem, it will anger people more.
We support the right of the students to protest. The pro-

testers must be regarded with respect. Civil disobedience can
not be treated as simply an inconvenience by the administra-
tion, but an affirmation of the seriousness of these protesters'

concerns regarding where our funds are coming from.
The administration must deal with the protesters instead

of punishing them and acting like a parent.

Unsigned editorials are the majority opinion of the Col-
legian board of editors

El-en though it 'h tint late to become a columnitit thin nementer. you can »tiil write for
next sementer > Editorial/Opinion page.
Junt come down to 113 Campus Center and talk to Pom or Meredith for detail*, or

call UA at 545-3500.

In successful company
Donald Trump, Roger Clemens. J. P.

Morgan. Abbie Hoffman. George Bush.
Mikhail Gorbachev, Axl Rose, Robert
DeNiro. Henry David Thoreau, Hunter S.

Thompson, Lawrence Taylor, David Letter-

man and F. Scott Fitzgerald all have one
unifying factor in common . . . success.

Cosnno Macero

The desire to (fueled by the pressure to)

succeed is fundamental to our popular con-

cept of the 'American Dream,' ideally defin-

ed by Trump, Morgan and the like. So what
are Abbie Hoffman. Hunter Thompson and
Mikhail Gorbachev doing in the same
paragraph as these overtly capitalistic,

semi-jingoistic larger-than-life type fellas?

Measuring success can be done at multi-

ple levels, from different angles, with vary-

ing standards. The Cy Young Award is the

pinnacle achievement for Msyor League pit-

chers, while an Oscar rewards excellence

for an actor or actress. Leaving aside the

fact that disgusting sums of money usual-

ly follow the awarding of such an honor, it

must be understood that success is not sole-

ly measured by monetary gain. Fame and
fortune don't always go hand in hand, ju.st

ask Mother Theresa.

How we measure success is determined
by what we deem important. To an aspir-

ing poet, success may be an unpaid publica-

tion in a literary journal, while a budding
screenwriter may shoot for a major studio

production of his script, and the lucrative

contract deals that come attatched.

A political activist like the late Abbie
Hoffman would most likely be pleased with

the fact that he had done his part to see

that an iryustice be exposed, and an at-

tempt had been made to right whatever
wrong was being addres.sed.

While we're on the subject of Hoffman,

the banning of CIA recruitment on campus
(for better or, to be honest, for worse) was

a successful undertaking by student ac-

tivists. By the same token, it would be un-

fair to deem "Cutback City" anything but

successful, because it has addressed
perhaps the most pertinent issue affecting

students, and those involved have ex
hibited a genuine devotion to the cau.se.

Success is specialized, and in many ca.ses,

individualized. The Superbowl Champions
succeed through teamwork, but within the

team, are 22 successful individual
performances.

Becoming successful is usually the result

of concentration in a particular discipline

Very few people are known merely for who
they are, but rather for what they do. When
Patrick Ewing was heralded as 'the next

Russell,' the reference was clearly to Bill,

not Nipsy.

Is there a formula for success? Probably
not. If you're good at something, that's

what you'll most likely succeed at. Then
again, if you suck at something, you ju.st

might receive as much notoriety as the

next guy. Cases in point: Sylvester

Stallone, Bon Jovi, Ted Kennedy/Dan
Quayle/Barney Frank, Bob Uecker . . .

think about it, there's a whole slew of

chumps turned champs. Remember the Sex
Pistols? Heck, they were four downtrodden,
disgusting smacked-out punks, yet they

produced probably one of the greatest

albums of all time. Somewhere along the

line, they did something right.

Should we all strive to achieve success?

Of course. Nobody wants to be a loser their

whole life. Define your goal. Chairman of

the Board at a large multi-national cor-

poration, Editor-in-Chief of a big city dai-

ly, high-school math teacher, environmen-
tal scientist, night manager at 7-Eleven .

. . whatever. Success, on any level, will put

you in good company. And that's where
most of us belong.

Cosmo Macero Jr. is a Collegian staff

member gunning for an upper-level

editorial position

HELP WANTED:
PVTA DRIVERS

* IMPRESS YOUR
FRIEMPS

• TRANSFORT
POLITiC/\L r<5(S0N£:(?5

F^r/J: /r's /wr j(J5r
4 JOi.^ /r'5 AN

Losing support and grade points
Military research on this campus is

wrong. I truly believe that. Having
students research and work on substances
that could cause their own annihilation is

a warped act.

Budget cuts should be protested. The
louder the plea, the greater the chance for

funding. More funding will create a better
university to educate future leaders. To the
people fighting for these issues, my heart
goes out to you.

Yes. I still have a problem with the pro-

t«^ that took place Wednesday evening.
I went to the Physical Science Librar>' to

find the building closed. It seemed that the
police locked the building after protestors
occupied a hall in it.

When protestors took over Memorial Hall
last week, I was proud of them and the
.spirit they were representing at this

university. I was encouraged by the em-
pathy and the courage of the people whose
generation I am a part of.

Last year, the New Africa House was oc-

cupied by minority students demanding
their rights. I was awed by their intensity

and strength. I prayed for them to ac-

complish their goals.

When you are left with no other option,

civil disobedience is the only choice you

have to make yourself heard. When
buildings such as the New Africa House
and Memorial Hall are occupied, those of

us not directly involved can stand aside and
watch, learning from our peers. Yet, when
an entire library is shut down, it is not the
administration nor the decision makers
that feel the wrath of protest. It is the
students.

Students needed books for research
papers, computer time that is already dif-

ficult to attain, and some just needed a
quiet place to study. That is the main
reason to be here at UMass, studying.

A man that was at the Physical Science
Library yelled at a protestor, asking her
why she had to do this, why she had to close

a library. She told him to talk to the police,

they were the ones that locked the doors.

I think she was mistaken. Her protest,

as pa.ssive as it may have been, closed a
library. It was her actions that deprived
others of a resource they nt?eded

I wish the protestors luck in their causes
and their positive beliefs, but I ask them
to choose their stage, their soapbox, their

building, more responsibly. They may lose

support when others lose grade points.

Kathleen Osowski
Central

Can vitamin C help players?
The Setting: Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium. The Teams: the University of

Massachusetts Gorillas and the Syracuse
Orangemen. The Problem: oranges flying

across the field. I remember when UMass
played Syracuse in McGuirk Stadium two
years ago. and I also remember the Gorillas

jumping off to an early lead. Unfortunate-
ly, we were unsuccessful.

One of the most important factors in any
game is the crowd. After the Gorillas

started to take off, the crowd began to cheer

them on in more ways than one. Besides

the usual razzing of the opposition,

numerous oranges were thrown onto the

field, aimed at Syracuse team members.
This may have been funny and had good

intentions for UMass. but it only resulted

in disaster. Because the referees had to con-

tinuously stop the game to clean the field

and warn the fans, UMass lost all of its

momentum. Also, after repeated pleas from

the officials to stop, UMass was penalized

for each "orange" infraction. The Gorillas

wound up losing the game.
Tomorrow, the Gorillas have the chance

to not only become the number one or two
team in the nation, but to also avenge this

lo.ss at home to Syracuse. What I'd like to

see tomorrow (and I'm sure the team would
agree) is an energetic game both on the

part of the players and by the crowd. Cheer-

ing UMass and heckling Syracuse will

help, but please leave the oranges in the

D.C. — they will only impede the efforts of

the Gorillas and annoy everyone on the

field. Yell all you want and have a good
time. All I ask is that we prevent a repeat

of the la.st home match with Syracuse by
saving the fruit for after UMass wins.

Vitamin C can help the players, but not

when it's airborne.

Jason F. Erdos
Central

Faculty challenge administration
We support student opposition to military weapons research on campus and their ac-

tions against the degradation of the University due to budget cuts and tuition increa.ses.
We oppose the use offeree to stop dissent and have grave concern about administrative

threats and summary punishment of students, faculty and staff.

Should any students be suspended or expelled, as faculty members, we will continue
to teach these students and challenge the authority of administrators to punish students
for political actions against weapons research and budget cuts.

Arlene Avakian, Terisa E. Turner, Sandra Morgen: Women's Studies
Ann Ferguson, Robert Wolff: Philosophy

Dan Clawson, Peter Park: Sociology
Sara Lennox: STPEC/German Studies

Franklin W. Houn, John Brigham: Political Science
Brian Schultz: Nat. Science, Hampshire

Julie Graham: Geology/Geography
Ruth F. Hooke: Univ. Without Walls

Alvin Winder: Public Health
Tom Roeper: Linguistics
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Taifrnittn Tal«maii

Talrrman

TafarraMui

Talerman

OCCUPATION

A H
E.

C.

UHinnn

A. Dr. Hilson ponders his

next move.

B. Temporary takeover at

Whit more.

C. Arrest awaits those who
block the bus.

D. Dawn at the Graduate
Research Center.

E. Student protest is

quelled.

F. The question of police

brutality.

G. An ofTicer falls in line of

duty.

H. A path is cleared for the

bus.

I. Hilson takes an early

morning break.

Talerman Danzinger Talerman Danzinger
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Judge denies

injunction in

Sai^owicz suit

'Tb By JENNIFER DEMPSEY

houru. Tune:. SUIT
JOfiy

cerned the

Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and
staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff
members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-
ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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APTS&LIVING
Heads that talk and shine featured at UPC show
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

As the prospect of heaps of term papers and finals looms

ominously on the horizon, and considering that most of

you lot only work on Sundays, the campus pond concert

is perhaps the last place you want to be this weekend. But

you know, sometimes you've just got to say "fuck it" dis

your duties and follow your inclinations, and when we're

talking about a lineup that includes the funky half of

Talking Heads, and one of NY's best dub rappers, its pret-

ty much obvious that you're not going to take the road

"less travelled on" unless you're a complete prat.

While the name Shmehead might conjure up images of

Yul Brynner and The Three Stooges to the "not know-

ing," all you trends bastards will recognize him as the

guy who raps oh so cool on Sly and Robbie's fantabulous

"Boops (Here to Ooi." His current solo LP Unity includes

the .skankin' single, "Don't Give Me No Crack" and receiv-

ed mucho critical acclaim on it-< release, especially from

the British Music Press.

Headlining the show will be the Tom Tom Club, the

band formed by the husband and wife rhythm section of

Talking Heads, Tina Weymouth and Chris Frantz. Their

first single, "Wordy Rappinghood" was released in 1980.

Taken from the band's selftitled debut album it was a

big fave in European clubs, and was closely followed by

the brilliantly trippy groove of "Genius of Love" which

was accompanied on release by an innovative animated
video pnxluced by Rocky Morton and Annabel Jankel. The
creative partnership went on to direct Mcix HeadrtH^m and

the stylish 1988 remake of DO. A. They also released a

cover version of "Under the Boardwalk" in this year.

In '81, Tom Tom Club hit the road initially with Heads
musicians Alex Weir and Bernie (Parliament! Worrel in

tow, but on the European leg. Worrell was replaced on

keys by Tyrone Downie.

Taking a break frrjm the project in 1982, to record Spt^k-

tng in Tongues with fellow Heads David Byrne and Jerry

Harrison, The Club returned to the studio in "83 to record

their second LP, Close to the Bone which, though not as

successful as the first, was nevertheless consistently

quirky and interesting.

Chris and Tina then shelved the project for three yeare,

working on Talking Heads albums Little Creatures and

the now legendary concert LP/video, Slop Making Sense.

1986 saw the band working on Mar>' Lambert's vacuous

thriller. Siesta for which, if you remember. Miles Davis

and Marcus Miller wrote a pretty unmemorable score. One
of their songs "Challenge of the Love Warriors" would

later turn up on the band's third LP, Bintm Boom Chi

Boom Boom in '88. which was in turn rereleased with new

tracks when the Club switched labels from Island to

SireKeprise in early '89

The band are currently on a club tour ofN. America with

a new lineup featuring Mark Roule and Gary Pozner And
you can catch 'em on Sunday aftern(Mjn at the campus
pond, along with the aforementioned Shinehead, The
Hocrtera and Stevie B. The concert is sponsored by UPC.

Bad crop of
spring films

By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

I've racked my brains to try to come up with a de-

cent topic for this week's column. The offerings in the

film world are so abysmal lately that it ends up a good

topic after all.

Truly, the pre-summer doldrums are upon us With

the exception of Field of Dreams, Kevin Costner's

magical film that should not be missed (and which is

now playing locally', the first three weeks in May are

a frightening time Here aif -onu' i<\ the inspiring

titles:

THE
SCREENING ROOM

'^^

Loverboy Patrick Demp.sey (Can't Buy Me Love)

stars as a Beverly Hills Pizza boy who, after being

dumped by his girlfriend, suddenly brings romance to

the lonely lives of gorgeous housewives — just by

delivering a large pepperoni. Featuring heavyweights

like Kate Jackson. Kirstie Alley, and Carrie Fisher,

and director Joan Micklin Silver, who scored previously

with Crossing Delnancy, it still sounds like a must

miss.

Ijsten to Me This (lick looks into the exciting world

. . . of debating. That's right, debating. The film, set

at college, follows the lives and loves of three students:

Kirk Cameron. Jami Ctertz. and Tim Quill. Each has

some horrible secret from their past, and each wonders

if they have the skills and guts to make it in the pro-

fession. Honestly, the plot does sound original, but I

just can't deal with Kirk Cameron, and the film's

presskit states that "he exhibits his talents in a more

serious, sensitive, and dimensional light." Sure. The

real crime is putting a TV. actor like him up against

Roy Scheider as his debate coach.

The film might be worth the price of admission, but

that's up to you. Right now, I don't have the money
to risk it.

Horror Show. Yes. another gorefest. There aren't

really any actors worthy of mention starring in it. In

fact, the best indication of how bad it must be is the

credits themselves. The film was co-written by Alan

Smithee. There is no .such writer. "Alan Smithee" is

the pseudonym real writers use when they don't want

their name left on the film credits; usually because the

final film butchered their script, or the film is just tern

ble, or most often, both. Spare yourself

K-9. I already mentioned this one a while back. It

sounded like a dog. and reviews proved me right. It is.

Jim Belushi isn't funny enough to save this one. Avoid

at all costs.

continued on page 14

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
SUMMER TERM 1989

Join us as we celebrate

our 150th year.

Choose from over

400 courses.

Day or evening

classes.

Summer I classes

begin May 23.

Summer II

classes begin

July 5.

Registration for both

terms begins April 18.

Call 617/353-6000.

Or write

Boston University

Summer Term 1989

755 Commonwealth Avenue

Room 201

Boston. MA 02215

An niMdi opportuMrx

Mother's Day
Sunday, May 14th

We have

Cards

Gifts

for your
mom!

amherstynortHampton^
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spring flicks

continued from page 13

Winter People. It sounded good, combin-

ing' Kurt Russell and Kelly McGillis in a

love story set in the poor Appalachian

Mountains in the "iJO's, but it's supposedly

cliched and simplistic, and hasn't been a

critic's favorite Wait for the videocassette.

On the >ul)|tit (if video, some worthy

titles you iiui> have missed an- now on the

shelves:

Parents Set in the '50's, a horror

lonieds aUmt a youn^ boy convinced his

FRIDAY. MAY 5, 1989

ail-American parents are cannibals.

Interesting.

The Wizard of Loneliness. Another
period piece set in 1944 Vermont, about

spoiled Wendall Oler (Lucas Haas) ad-

justing to country life. Beautiful locations

and terrific acting make the simple story

memorable.
Danny the Champion of the World.

This one was never in the theaters, but it

is on cable; the Disney Channel, to be
precise. Based on Roald Dahl's 1975
children's book, it was filmed in Scotland

and stars Jeremy Irons and his real life

.son, Sam. It premieres May 7th
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Rov Scheider star!« in Listen To Me
PiMatOfuuri. H> ..I I rthunbia INrtitrv*

clmvUe'?
I Piny St ,

Amhci-tt n,^t, e,./j„, , ,,j,p,i | | , ,„

7 Days A Week • Cult foi lake n-n

KiUltPO Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

SUNDAY 10C Potato Skins
9:00 PM • 12:00 AM

Drink of th« WMk
Fuzzy Nav«l$1.50

B«*r of tho Month
Amstol Ught S1.7S

'

; I

< Mlla-Hiau |>kii4u lit Jurt liuluaMtu

GONE FISHIN' • Hypnotized student hauls in a big one courtesy of

hypnotist John Sacco at the Hatch Wednesday night.

rtTn^ni^

Men. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12
Tues. IOC Buffalo WInqs 9-12

Wed. Nacho a Cheese Platters 99c 9-12

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring: Imported Beers at
Domestic Pricing:

MOOSEHEAD i2ozbots$3.956pk. +dep.

FOSTER'S LAGER 12 oz bots

$3.99 6 pk. + dep. $ 14.95 case + dep.

..t?"

>?^ %
^ Life is a Party

Let us Cater it!

The Amherst Delicatessen

%
\

Order Party Plalterr for graduation early We Do Barbeqties

Hopffenperle 12-Pack Bots $7.00 + dep

MOLSON'S 12 pk. bottles $8.49 +dep
"your choice"

Champagnes & Sparkling Wines
From $2.29 up to $100 plus

WE DELIVER
253-5441 OFF Campus

Sororities & Fraternities—Yes!

I DOIMESTICS

I BUSCH 12oz cans (suitcase) $9.99 case -t-dep.

I BUDWEISER I2pk. cans $7.00 +dep.

I PABST -Blue Ribbon" Suitcase $9.99 +dep.

SUPER BUY!
WINE COOLER BALLS $8.95

5 1/6 gal -"Peach Only"

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and sitt-

work at the Bright Moments Jazz Festival during the month of July.

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenmgs of July

13. 20, 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from

9 a.m. 5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AA-EOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldnch
or Mar>- Gannon, 545-0190. Earn money and experience m an enjoyable

atmosphere.

HUNAN GOURMET

^<.'
.c^-

SS^
S^^

We have just about any wine you
can imagine at Russell's low

pricing—TRY US!!!

Quantity discounts always available^

^ CHINESE RESTAURANT :in

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
READP;?:^'^ POL L_

19 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocate Readers for voting

for us in the 3est of the Valley Poll

Even though we were only open for one

month when the poll was taken, we are

pleased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton*585-0202•Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee><*No IWISG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE £

Comedy group does requests
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

I never considered Susan B. Anthony
to be much of a commedienne, and
neither do the performers in the Susan
B. Anthony Improv COMEDY Troupe.

So why the name?

COMEDY
"It just kind of happenned," explain

ed troupe member Susan Pasquantonio.

"We had a gig to do, but we didn't have

a name. Susan B. Anthony's got this

quote, 'Failure is impossible', which we
all liked so we named ourselves after

her. Then we lived on after that gig so

we had to keep the name. We're not a

feminist group or anything."

Two of the original six members left

after that first gig at a coflfeehouse in the

University of Massachusetts Theater

department. The other four members,

Jonathan Duquette. Katie Edwards,

Eric Martelhni. and Pasquantonio. are

still going strong They will be perfor

minK this Fndav night at 8pm at the

Southside room in Hampden Commons
in Southwest. Admission is free.

If you've st'en this talented young
group before, at the Hatch or the Iron

Horse, it will bi- worth your while to see

them again. Their skits are different for

every show. "We take suggestions from

the audience and form a skit around

them," Pasquantonio said, adding that

the skits may also include singing.

The group of UMass theater majors

has been together for about a year. All

but Martellini are seniors, but he is go-

ing to take a leave from school so that

the independent group can take their

act on the road "to see what the scene

looks like."

Pasquantonio explained that many of

their skits resemble those you may see

on SCTV or Saturday Night Live. "We
don't lean towards political humor, it's

just comedy," she said. "It depends on

the stuff the audience gives us. If we get

raunchy stuff from them, we'll take it.

usually it's just clean comedy."

Response to the group thus far has

been positive. Even the usually ram-

bunctious Hatch crowd was very recep

tive to them. Check them out . you'll

at least get your money's worth.

in downtown
Amherst

All leather footwear

by Graphique
One visual representation of

our fantastic Spring

collection.

north pleasant street, amherst 253-2563

daily 10-6 Sunday 12-5

SJPJRTJVOFESTIVAI.
Sat., May 6 12:00-5:00

Morris Dancer's 1 :00 P.M.

Local Magician Fran Ferry 2:00 PM.

;

HAYRIDES
1 2:00 2:00 Si 3:00 5:00

FARM TOURS
1 2:00 1 :00 «i 3:00 5:00

FABVIOVS MAPLEWOOD FARM FOODS

Barbeque Foods Si Beverages

mmffood
3GANIC F%X.

132 Bekhcrtown Kd. iHt . 9) One mile cast ot Amherst Center

256-8384
Open Mon.-Frl. 8-7. Sat.. Sun. 9 b

Cinco de Mayo: an excuse
for a major fiesta
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

Looking for a little fiesta? Then Twister's

Tavern is the place for you this Friday

night. Twister's will be celebrating the

Mexican holiday "Cinco de Mayo" (5th. of

May).

"It's kind of a Mexican Independence

Day," explained Twister's owner Mark
Forsyth.

Forsyth is originally from California,

where, along with most southern states,

the holiday is celebrated with great

festivities. "We're trying to educate the

public and introduce the holiday to the

area. There seems to be a large Latin

American population in the area, and
hopefully we'll turn this into a yearly

thing," he said.

He quickly added, "Any excuse for a par-

ty
'

"Cinco de Mayo" is celebrated to com-

memorate the day in 1862 when the poor-

ly armed Mexican army won a surprise vic-

tory over the invading French in the town

of Puebla.

In Mexico, the day is celebrated with an

all out party, or fiesta. Streets are closed

off and decorated lavishly People eat,

drink, and dance. Tortillas and margaritas

are the main staples, as people dress up in

colorful traditional Mexican clothing and

flamenco dance. The holiday makes our

New Year's Eve look like nothing more

than a pajama party.

At Twister's, the event will mark the

opening of their new outdoor terrace which

has a full bar and dining room. Mexican

food and beer (Corona and Tecate) will be

on special, as will margaritas. In the caae

of rain, the event will be held in their

downstairs room. There will be no cover

charge, so you have no excuse to not head

over there and flamenco the night away.

For students planning to take English 112
during Summer Session 1989

Test will be administered

THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1989
7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (1st session)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28
7 p.111., Bartlett 61 (2nd session)

No on« wM IM admitlMl into En^ish 112

without ttiis to«t Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This test Is administered free of charge.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

aO to BQlt off
Natural Fiber

Blouses Slcirts Dress

^S.Eiing-.Saii'^'

es

T-Shirts
Tallies

gg T":-r-':-

Ckiiiese
Shoes^ psiai

fttS

pi (8
EdrnngS Bracelets

XII "^
4^1 9 Chains
Candles ^^2vJ>iresses

India Print ^•^
Bedspreads Rugs Cards

Mugs Papet
Laropshades

M Great Gifts & Cards

EKCRNTILE

N'hainp.Niqht
Thurs.9 P.M.

Sua 12-3
Daily 10-6

Northampton- 18 Center St.

Amherst-Carriage Shops .

\ n
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Crew teams head to Worcester
By C.J. ABATI
Collegian Correspondent

This weekend, teams from all over New England will

travel to Worcester to compete in the New England

Championships. A team does not have to qualify for

the Championships, as it is an open meet; but, in order

to qualify for the Nationals in Philadelphia, a crew

must do well here. UMass will have all their boats in

attendance in Worcester, and several should prove

competative.

The women's varsity eight is looking to do excep

tionally well. They have been quick and powerful all

season, and plan to continue on Saturday. "They have

seen all the competition they're going to get this year.

They're looking to win," said coach Dave Trond.

Their only loss came to Mt. Holyoke college last

weekend. Beacuse Mt. Holyoke races in a different

league it will not be present, the women were looking

for a rematch and unfortunately will not get it.

The men's light weight race should be the most ex

citing for the UMass crews. Three or four of the top

lightweight crews in the country come from the Nor

theast. These lightweights are one tough team. "It

should come down to a rematch between us and Tufls,

but I think we'll win." said Trond.

Tufts is the only crew to beat the lightweights all

season.

Trond is implementing a new strategy; he has broken

up the heavyweight eight and made a strong four. "I'm

really excited about the debut of our four. I think we'll

hold our own, coming in at least in the top three."

The championships take place in Worcester and

begin at around 9:30 and last all day.

baseball

pmtinutd from page 20

A symbol of the Minutemen's subpar season has been

the play ofjunior power hitting first baseman/designated

hitter Drew Comeau. So far this year Comeau has col

lected only six home runs. You may not think that that

is a terrible number but consider the fact that in half a

season last year he collected twelve and broke the UMass

career home run record with 21 in only two years. His

fielding has been below average at first but that's r«ally

When You're Serious Abomt Fuh...

COMEDY
ZONE At

Peking
Garden

3 Hot Shows weekly
FRIDAY 9:30 SATURDAY 8:30 & 11:00

ADMISSION $6.00

NO SHOWS FRIDAY
May 5 and May 12

Shows will resume May 19

DISCOUNTS AT
KATINAS

Present your Comedy Zone ticket

stub at Katinas for Discount
Admissions

"Peoples' Choice"
COMPLETE PU-PU PLATTER For 2
1 COCKTAIL EACH ^0>i AC
COMEDY SHOW ^^•».5fO

FRIDAY SPECIAL
20<Vb OFF Any Dinner

with Comedy Show ticket stub

COMEDY
EVERY WEDNESDAY 8PM

STARTING MAY 3
OPEN STAGE MAY 10

Open Stage 2nd Wed. each month
HOST: ISSIE GESSELL

ir Restaurant Specials ^

BUFFET $5.99
ALL YOU CAN EAT MON-THURS 8PM

SUNDAY
BRUNCH $6.99

ALL YOU CAN EAT 11AM-3PM

reflective of the entire team.

Pitcher Paul Ciaglo js painfully aware of this fact when

he recalls a Saturday aflemoon at the University of Rhode

Island. Two errors caused Ciaglo to get a loss while pit

ching a no-hitter.

"I knew we had holes." said Stone, "but 1 didn't know

they were this big."

Perhaps the big guy above could do the Minutemen

another small favor and send them Jody Reed.

$6.00 PER HOUR! $ |

FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
'

IN HUMAN SERV(CES
Relief staff positions available in group home
model mental health treatment program on bus

route in Sunderland and South Deerfield

KLKXIBLE SCHEDULES DAY EVENING
OVERNIGHT SHIFTS AVAILABLE Orienta

ti<m, training, supervision provided Excellent

opportunity to gain experience in mental health

or human services. Fulltime employment
pos.sil)lt' or part time during school year Resume

to: Sunderland House c/o Valley Programs

98 Main St Norhampton MA ()106<)

^V,.>^:siii!9^

COMEDY OR DINNER RESERVATIONS
586-1202

^Peking Garden!
A MAMDARIN * SZtCHOAM nbSTAUNANT

•« Rauu •, M»<ur ;||^ .Y* re) •*•"* '• •**""«>' *»«>"«•

STUDY ABROAD with a DIFFERENCE

Out of the Classroom
Into the Culture

COSTA RICA ENGLAND - ISRAEL

KENYA INDIA JAPAN CHINA

LANGUAGE HOME STAYS INDEPENDENT STUDY

INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED FIELD WORK/INTERNSHIPS

SEMESTER OR ACADEMIC YEAR FOR CREDIT

FRIENDS WORLD COLLEGE
Box C Huntington. N Y 11743 Tel (516)549 1102

"Education for a Small Planet"

UMMER IN

NEWYOIOIY
Are you interested in studying and

living in New York City this sunnmer?

New York University pro-

attractive housing and

;tanding academic pro-

rams. Located in

Greenwich Village,

NYU is only

minutes
away from

New York

City's excep-

tional intern-

ship and
work oppor-

tunities and

cultural re-

sources.

Call or Write...

NYU Summer Housing
14A Washington Place

New York, N.Y. 10003

(212) 998-4621
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"The Can" can't:

Boyd put on shelf

with new blood clot
BOSTON (AP) - Dennis 'Oil Can" Boyd of the Boston

Red Sox was admitted to University of Massachusetts

Medical Center in Worcester yesterday for treatment of

another blood clot near the right shoulder.

Dr. Arthur Pappas, the team physician, said an

angiogram showed the blood clot was "in a similar loca-

tion" as two clots which sidelined the right handed pit-

cher last August.

Pappas notifled the club that Boyd had been admitted

to the hospital and enxyme treatment had begun to

dissolve the clot.

Boyd was placed on the disabled list effective May 1,

when he pitched seven innings and was the winner in a

13-6 victory over the Twins in Minnesota.

General Manager Lou Gorman said he was considering

his options in replacing Boyd on the 24-man roster. The
Red Sox could move veteran Mike Smithson from the

bullpen to A starting role and recall a reliever from

Pawtucket of the International League. They also could

call up rookie Eric Hetzel as a starter.

Boyd, 2-1 with a 5.72 earned run average in five starts

this season, left the Red Sox in Chicago and flew home
Wednesday night. He complained of pain in the arm when
he attempted a routine between starts warmup.

The Tied Sox reported that the blood clot was detected

when Boyd went to the hospital yesterday. It was confirm

ed by the angiogram.

Resume
Service

• Qualin Copies

• Fiiie Stationery

• Matching Lnvelofies

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543

i
FREE

SUMMER STORAGE I
• COATS • COMFORTERS
• SWEATERS • BLANKETS

• ANY WINTER GARMENT

yOUR CLOTHES WILL BE EXPERTLY
DRYCLEANED AND PRESSED

AND READY TO WEAR 11^ THE FALL

YOU PAY ONLY NORMAL
DRYCLEANING CHARGES WHEN
YOU PICK THEM UP IN THE FALL

^ NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED ^
Main Street Cleaners

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTDN
ON BUS ROUTE

193 MAIN STREET • NORTHAMPTON 586-4359

A Creative Hair Salon Specializing in:

Wave Nouveau • Leisure Curl
Care Free Curl • Weaves • Extensions

ttraids • Color • Permanent Waves
Design Cuts • We have ethnic make-up

228 Triangle Street • Amherst • 549-3999

139 Dwight Street • Springfield • 734-4234

Monday thru Saturday
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

"What? No tartar sauce? You'd forget your

own head if it wasn't bolted on!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

TlLfc\JlSi<aKS

QC)NE,U»
I
TO HKtt "Wt

S£R1AL NVJMBUl'

lUBtTM

SCARtO OfF

»l€NTMr<SJk^

ntLKk W»S^
UGtfc IN TOE

MQfOSt' MQBSb

ClkLMIN, NOT

NOW. 0*1:'*

r

DOONESBURY
fOPAY THt miTe. House,

VlSlBuny dAF. STiPPW
UPtTS efFOKJS 10JHAf(£

HU^PS ONA RBTAIL

ISVU.

POOMSOf-lttPOfOeJ^SitJetB]

INVITO TDAmWA FAMILY

BAR»LUt. ANOMRW5H
f>ptNi ine-BuJifieoAy

WFJTINO THANK YOU NOTB5
AW JAKJt^ fVLAROlPS OF-

SUPfV/U^J^W 7H£ LINCOLN

Bepwan

,SJ.

THE BEACON HILL GANG

LiSTCN "BOSS,
WHOEVER BORMEt)
That sha*ck
a>ust h/sve ,

KMOWM UHAl'S
GOING, OtJ ^— ^ .

bloom county
By berke breathed

By BILL WATTERSON

^•tENmstts

Mi«o»eits Of

MM».T HOBBES

T cjght

lQO«)Tta

MK1S UOBBES

CkN >lt Crfi TO

By GARRY TRUDEAU

$0 STAitsfePFcn. public
^FdCriON 9eeA1S>AW BUSH
THAT NOTeVBN Vl5lTOftS

ON THB tUHlTB. HOUSd- 70U^

ARB CON^VeffBQ SAFe^

FROM HIS BONHOMtB •

M.fOWS' '^OAP!

NtXUiiBaUT MO^SB- XXISAlP

y 5fz

By AL ARPAD

^OU MEAN somebody)
FOOHP 0\JT THAT \aJE.I

HID TOP SECRET /
RCSEARCH AtODELS \
IN THE SHACKS OF
CUTBACK CITY TO U,
PROTECT THEM FKoM A
SropEMT -PROTESTERS .7

•PURPOSELY STARTEP
THAT FIRE TO
"DESTROY THE MEwJ
XJ-1 PEYICE ?

^ICiHT.

TpAf^N. WE'LL

_jL

HAVE
povOt4
CiT/
AWAY

To TE^R
COTB^CK
RiaHr

BET
\r WAS
THAT

BALBOA
Kit). HE
KlJOCOS

Too nucH.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

J\' \)J\\\ u7 '\y\
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"The Palestinians . . . can't proclainn and
fight a civil insurrection and still expect
to be treated as if it were all taking place

on a movie set."

-Martin Peretz, on a Palestinian who complain-

ed to the New York Times that Israelis treat

Palestinians as if "it were a war

"

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Ja«e
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TAUmit (Apr! 20-Mav 20) Voo
w* hove to come to terms wrtti

ceton KrrMtafions betore you coo
score new coreer triumphs Vour

work gets more ceotr^e ond in-

teresting OS ttie week wrxls down
Give you' iTTxagration free rem

MMmi (May 21-June 20) Look

forwafO to new D'ofesstonoi

triumphs in ttie near future vou

may receive important financial

r»ews over ttie weekerx) Be
prepared to travel on short notice

Someofw at a distance needs

your support

CANCit (June 21-July 22)

Itiere IS sometfung mysterious

abouit your attraction to a
newcomer, making your rekjtion-

ship an the more exciting The out-

doors inspires you Go horsetxjck

riding or campttxj Regukar exer-

cise helps reduce tension

LfO (July 23-Aug 22) Vouf htgh

kJeals are sometimes tX3rd to live

up to Rekationstups of all kinds,

from cosual to very intimae, find

expresston ttiis month Take a sfxxt

trip to revisit a favorite pkace

Vl»00 (Aug 23-Sept 22) AvoW
undercooked foods or over-t^ie-

counter drugs ttxjt might upset

your system Greater finarxiai

freedom kes Just atieod Romance
affects almost every decision you
make now. Do not act too
dependent
UMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Stop

c"~ think twice before sigfTing a
; tCiB ana moving to o riew

roiidence Return phone calls pro-

mptly or you could miss a gokjen
career opportunity Influential

people have no time to waste

SCORmO (Oct 2Wtov 21) A
conc*ation attempt wi probob^
succeed today vou are better

eQuipped to deal with a financial

Of career matter than m ttie past

Stand up for your rights

SAOmAMUS (Nk3v 22-Oec 21)

Ott>er$ are mpressed with your

creative talents Vour ambitkan

grows-ond so does your corv

fkJence vou accomp»shment$
win recetve wider public recognt-

tkxi in tfie riear future Enjoy ttie

tmelight

CAMHCOtN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Greater peoce of mind wi be
yours wtien you accept the fact

ttxit It B impossible to please

everyone Take children on a stxxt

trip and stxsw triem another side

of lite

AttUAKIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Constantly criticizing a ctiik3 is

counterproductive Focus on
wtxjt ttie youngster is doing right

DivkSends accrue Continue to

buika savings New investment of-

fers deserve carefii scrutiny Rely

on experts odvlce only

nSCIS (Feb 19-March 20)
Your contiderice gets a boost
wtien you meet a ctxjllenge

tiead-on and emerge victorious

Travel produces a delightful r^w
attilkatkxi Keep in touch with peo-
ple wtx3 stxjre your interests and
ideals

ARIIS (March 21-April 19) Vou
will be content to watch from ttie

sidelines at a sporting event A trip

ttxjt IS beneficial for business will

also bring you new friends Write

follow-up letters

MENU
LUNCH

Chicken cutlet sarxjwch

Meatboll grirxler

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken cutlet sandwich
Squash bake

DINNER
Roast top round of beef

Vegetable chow mein

BASICS DINNER
Creamed vegetable croquettes

with sauce

Vegetable ctiow mein
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men's track
continued from page -0

19 other teams. Tomorrow's meet is as big

a meet as any other to UMass, although

Easterns can seem to be just a prelude to

the big New England championships.

"You take your team up and try to win

the conference championship, and if you

qualify for New Englands in the process.

that's fine, ' said head coach Ken O'Brien.

O'Brien predicts that the University of

New Hampshire and Southern Connecticut

will battle for the top two spots m the meet,

while UMass will try to get 3rd "We usual

ly t*ini.sh in the top three or fivt- " said

O'Brien
UMass is looking to Mike Grey and JetT

White in the short sprints and hurdles.

Grev has had sutx-ess this season in the 100

iiutt r.s. while Jeff White is steadily improv-

ing in the 1 10m hurdles, placing '2nd in the

event in a quad meet two weeks ago.

Garfield Vaughn and Steve Brown will

run in the 400m for UMass. Both have run

around the 4849 second range the entire

season, and will be contenders for 1st place,

according to O'Brien.

The end of the spring football season

means the release of Jerome Bledsoe onto

FRIDAY, MAY 5. 1989

the track, or rather, the long jump pit

Bledsoe, who has placed 1st and 2nd in two

regular season meets in the long jump, has

a good shot at taking the title.

Other athletes to look for from UMass
will be Jerry Squires in the 5000m, Jon

Corso in the 10000m, Reinardo Flores and

Steve Tolly in the mile, and Herb HefTner,

Fitz Hagan, and Jim McDonald in the

steeplechase.

women 's track at the New Englands

continued from page 20

ly, my team is thin m many places, but we do have quali-

ty"
Besides DeSantis. several other athletes are looking

to score points and the ECACs are still a goal for many.

l.ee Ann Ambrrese and Simone Marisseau. the teams two

pillars of consistency. Amy St Pierre, and Helen

Balaouras will most likely be the primary point getters

Ambrose, the heralded freshman from Gardner, will

be seeded according to her indoor tune of 56 7S seconds

in the 400 meters Her chances in the quartermile will

largely depend on what event BUs Semetra King will

enter She has qualified for the NCAAs in the 400

hurdles and can enter and win any of the f«mr sprint

events. In their first encounter. King, a fifth year senior.

defeated Ambrose in the iruUxir New England champion

ship. In any event, this will not be her last meet, as she

has qualified for the ECACs from virtue of that same

indoor time.

LaFreniere says Ambrose should place in the top three

m the 200 She has been very steady, her slowest time

being 25.92 and her fastest time of 25 8 - on the Smith

track in her second meet. Because this event could af

feet her chances in the 400 (the quartermile finals will

be run in between the 200 trials and finals i. LaFreniere

feels. "Basically, we're aiming at the 400 and anything

else is gravy."

Marisseau has been extremely dependable in the shot

put. as she has cracked the 40 foot barrier twice. Last

weekend at Fitchburg. she managed to please her

coaches with her series of throws in the high :38s low 39s.

but she wasn't pleased with herself LaFreniere said.

"She should be right up there with the rest of the field

She does concentrate very well " Marisseau figures to

score high as her personal- and season-best of 40'-5*

would have placed her second in last year's field. At this

meet, she can also qualify for the ECACs. where she is

about seven inches short.

St. Pierre won't be running alone in the 10.000. as

Kristin Peers and Kathy Holt have also qualified. Peers

will almost certainly run faster than her time last week,

as she had no warmup time. The plan for the trio will

be to run in a pack and try to spur St. Pierre onto vie

tory. "Aniy fell off the Isixminutel pace a little bit at

Fitchburg but she held on for four miles." said

LaFreniere "If she holds that pace, shell have a chance

of placing
"

Like DeSantis. Helen Balaouras will be attending her

last New England competition. She will toss the ham
mer. she placed sixth m the discus last year Balaouras

has thrown a school record 142' 8" this year, but her

absence last week really leaves LaFreniere guessing as

t<i how far she'll throw this weekend. Her teammate.

Tina White, has also qualified up to the ECACs and did

hold the previous scho«)l record of 131' 1". Freshman

Diane Ozzolek will have an outside chance, according

t.) LaFreniere. of placing in the discus.

In the middle distances, UMass has Sonja Vaughan

and Shana Smith in the 800 and 1500. respectively, and

they will also make up half of the 2 mile relay Last year

at this same event, Vaughan ran a 2; 14 for fourth place,

but that was when she was healthy This year, a hamsti

ing forced her to miss most of the indtKir sea.son and an

Achilles problem has hampered her outdoors. Last week

had to be encouraging, though, as she ran a 2:18 half,

her best to date

About Smith. LaFreniere said. "Shana's been hot and

cold all season. It'll be hard to predict where she'll go.

Physically, she is capable of placing " LaFreniere says

part of her problem is being tense "She needs to stay

relaxed. Sometimes the more she tries, the more she ends

up defeating the purpose."

Completing the relay team will be halfmilers Michelle

Pearlstine and Cathy Crocker. LaFreniere feels that her

relay team will have a chance to score, and said of

Pearlstine and Crocker. 'They'll be fresh. They have to

have their best that day."

UMass' only two 400 hurdlers. Sue McFadyen and

Amanda Norvell, ran their best limes last weekend

Norvell. in particular, broke out of mediocrity with a

blazing 68 8 and McFadyen ran a 69 2 Td like for them

to break 69. " said LaFreniere. "But the problem is that

to place in New Englands, you need to run a 65."

Finally. LaFreniere said. "We just have to pull

together, wait until the smoke clears, and then see where

we stand."
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ACTivmcs

MARCH NORTHAMPTON. Gay
pndt May 6ih 12 noo" Lampun Pafk Be

SHABSAT SERVICE WITH Juhus and
Carotyn Lester tonight 7pm CC91 7 a very
special service' Hiilei sponsored

BOWL OAV IS HERE! Grayson House
CoufKit in Orchard Hill invites you to |Oin

us Saturday 'c the festivities'

UMMTG MEETING - MONDAY 5/8 at

7 00pm in the Campus Center Elections will

be held and director applications will be
taKen

CHANNEL 57. Waikamerica NSF deliver
ing books thanks Alan Tony, Julie, and
all others tot rnaking service protects work'
Blon'lie

UMASS PAGAN STUDENTS ORGANIZA-
TION meets Sundays 7pm CC (or all Wic
can ar 1 Pagan students Into Cady e-6?93
or Alyx* 1-659 3155

WHAT 13 VEGETARIANISM? How should
we know' We re the Juggling Club' Meet
us today at CC163 or the Pond' Cheers'

FILM: LATE SUMMER BLUES Landmark
in Israeli cmema CC101 7 30pm Sunday
May 7 tree Hillel sponsored

SOUTHWEST WEEK SECURITY
MEETING Sunday 7pm Hampden anyone
interested please attend Free tshin

FRIENDS OF CHRISTY SPOERL invited to

attend memorial tree planting at Brown
House 1 00pm Sal. May 6

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or any time)' Find out how you can
Jet there anytime (or no more than $160
Jet Sack anytime (or no more than $160
Je' there May 23 lor jusl $99

' Jet there May ?3 aivl back anytime belore
the end o( June for just $?49
' Jet there May 23 and back anytirne all

summer (or just $299'"
Now we ask you are these rates any less
than sensational' There must be some
caich 'ight' Wrong' There's not'" To
educate yourself about how we do it go get
Consumer Oeports Travel Letter Jurw
1985 pp 26 30 from the library, or call us
any weekday 10 am-6 pm at 212-864-2000
or write AIRHITCH 2901 Broadway Suite
100M? NY NY 10025

ADAM R

ADAM, I heard that your presentation on

homosexuality was great' i am sure that you

opened some eyes Sorry I missed ii With

all of my love and support Beth

APARTMENT IN BOSTON AREA

1 LARGE ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM APT in

Brookline female only walking disl to the

T Prime location Sublet June 1 -Aug 31

Please call Randi 617 739-927« ASAP

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS:
Earn $6000 8000 Ifiis sumrne' Work m the

Springfield area as a project manager
Manage approx 10 people on one *iM pain

tit^ condomimuns For more into can (61 7)

964 7020

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR $50 00 'egularly

$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400

AUDIO

ACOUSTIC LINEAR SYSTEM custom built

dynamic speakers Brand new cheap'

3-way 200 watts call 545-0015 and leave

message

JVC RX-1 AM^FM COMPUTER CON-
TROLLED receiver with remote Nikko

ND-550 casset deck masterwork speakers

$250 BO Contact Malt 546 1043

AUTO FOR SALE

19<0 PLYMOUTH CHAMP runs well with

sun roof lapedeck and overdrive asking 800
call (1)773-9544

1966 BUICK LESABRE -HUGL
340cuinV8 4-door aufolrans good shape
$900'BO Call Mike nam to 11pm
5464905

71 VOLKS BUG. Engme m e«ceilenl con
difion Very tittle rust may need brake ad-

lustment No heat Has a lot of heart $900
8022675829

87 PONTIAC SUNBIRO AM/FM Stereo

automatic transmission power slearing ac

4600 BO 4drsdn 549-5835

1979 RABBIT 115k HWY MLS good
Michellin tires new battery struts disk brakes

exhaust muMler and front fenders am tm
stereo great engir>e extremely well maintain

ed by extoyota owner $1450 bo contact

Matt 546^1043

1979 TOYOTA COROLLA excelleni condi

tions lour speed $950 00 call 256-6024

S6 CHEVETTE GOOD CONDITION must
sell 1 700 BO 549 5835 Blue Radio (AM FM)

BOSTON SUMMER SUBLET

APT IN MEDFORD. 10 min to Boston 4

bedrooms priced 150-333 May 15-Sepl 01

clean quiet semi furnished William at

617396-9066

ATTENTION

TO ALL OF MY FAMILY IN THE LBOA.
I love you you make my days brighter

Always your friend. Hope Leigh Boofer

Mom Extrodinaite (P S Ten years from

now. turkey baster in hand. .

)

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are ivailatila Keep your fnendi and parents
Informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

79 CELICA GT ac ain/fm cassada exoeWanl
condition $1400/BO 546-5324

'79 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK good
condition Must sell $600 Price negotiable
Call Susie 253-5534

19*4 VW JEtfATesdOO miles, brand new
Perrelli tires excellent condition very
reasonable 586-5674

1988 BLACK JEEP WRANGLER loaded 5
speed alarm am/fm cassette etc Low
miles meticulous care 546-5178

19M RENAULT ENCORE 31 K mi no salt

from Texas $1850 or B O Excellent cond
call 256-6024

COTTAGE AVAILABLE M
CAPE COD

RENT COTTAGE IN FALMOUTH
HEIGHTS up to 3 females for only $2500

from Memorial Day lo Labor Day. Call

508 788 1367

CRUSH THE ORANGE

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM. 4 ROOM APARTMENT on
bus route Ouiet spacious 1 mile from
center Avariable early June 253-3406 after

6pm

TWO ROOMS IN THREE BEDROOM l«>art

ment (or summer'lali call 'i49 7163

TAKE OVER LEASE. Apartment near cam
pus starting 6'1 Fall option 256-8504

2 KEGS ON US if you sublet our 2 bedroom
Southwood apt this summer Fall option

Also-rent negotiable" Call 253^9197

SUMMER SUBLET JUNE - AUG W/fall op
tion 2 bdrm apt w/skylights and sauna
$700/mo plus utilities Located at 30 North

East St off Mam St by B&S Glass Call

253-5781

BOSTON APARTMENT
1 bdrm on Comm Ave near B U and T

$666/mo heat included Jennifer 253 3053

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTION 3.

maybe 4. tjedrooms in house N Amherst,
on busline large yard 150/mo plus bills

Older, mature people prel Call Sophia
549-5863

SOUTHWOOD TOWNHOUSE
AVAILABLE 6/1 w/lall option 256-4917

SOUTH YARMOUTH COTTAGE avi

Memorial Day Labor Day 3 bdrm ocean
view $4500 00 plus $5(X) 00 security

deposit Call (508)537-0733 days
(508)537 7113 nights

LOOKING FOR ONE BEDROOM IN PUFF-
TON? Call 549 6249 alter 7pm

TAHE OVER LEASE m our ? bedroom
Southwood apt 263 9552

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE m Southwood
townhouse starting 6'1 Call 253-9112
Leave message

LARGE SINGLE IN NICE, new house Fall

option Aug rent Itee' Joe 256-0543

WAIT ITS NOT TOO LATEI 2 bdrm
Southwood Avail 6/1 hurry' 253-2369

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION 1 bdrm
in a Sguire Vig Townehonse call 665-2428
leave message

SUMPTIOUS SO WOOD APT AVL 6/1 2
bedroom MS-cheap you can t allord not lo

call! Mark 256-4921

ROOM AVAILABLE MAY OR JUNE an
conditioned bus route pool close to campus
256-0958 256 4?70

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOD LEASE
1 bdrm. V'jbalhs Townhouse-slyle with
sliding glass door off kitchen 256-0559
keep trying. 495 plus

' QET YOUR UMASS LACROSSE
'towels at the big game this Sat May 6

"

•Come on down and support your team"
• with a 13x16 towel lor only $5 Be
'prepared for the playoffs - you can twirl

•

''em, hang 'em, srt on em, but you have'
' lo get em Sal May 6 Gorillas will

'

peel the orange

'CHECK IT OUT! 3bdrm 3 people 1 ml'

'from campus sublet now fall option ulH'

•inct cable some turn" 549-6064 '
•

SWISS VILLAGE 4 BDR APT 2 bath lease

sans 6/1 call 253-3683

TAKE OVER LEASE sTl^bdrm Squire

Village apt 665-8959

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE,'
Kitchen, bath etc

Summer sublet June 1 to Sept 1

One lo four people
'Please call immediately Steve 546-5360

'

Stuart 6-7612 Leave message

TOWNHOUSE available 6/1 Call 2530883^
Leave message

THREE FEMALES LOOKING FOR
BOARDER lo rent single room on Main St
for 1 semester next fail Near town, on bus
route $165 plus utilities Call 253-2347
Keep trying

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE in Brandywine'
June Isl 549-0951

TAKE OVER OUR Squire viLLAoi
LEASE 6/1 with fall option Townhouse
setup 2 bedroomr., 11/2 bathrooms, (ully

equiped kitchen For more Inlormalion call

665 7793 or 665^4.163 Ask lor Miguel

FRIDAY. MAY 5. 1989

LARGE TWO BEDROOM Condo two or

three people lully equiped kitchen laurMry
tacilities Call 253-2923

FOR SALE

CAMERA - MmoRa Maxxum TOOOi w/SOmm.
brand new $350 8-8261

HEY UMASS LEGALIZE IT T^twtt on sale
until Sunday at 244 Gorman or caH Tom
545 0046 for delivery

WHO TK:kets— OiMlawM tMlh ahows
call 253-2314

WHO TCKETS FOR SALE • 4 or 2 IMS of

2 best otfei 546-4914 Mike

MODERN BEDROOM SET including desk
close! dresaar. caixnai and s>i«n - $450
WiN break up Alio - luN size odtio manreat
and boxspring $150 CaH Rob 54»-4493

COtNC TO CAL AFTER GRAO. MmMm*
bad Bedroom lurniiure. two arm cftan. and
slaapar/couch Best offer Call Mchalla
549096I

BEDROOM FURNITURE AND large lac
tional couch Call Twnmy al S4B-4024
(Leave message)

BSR 200 WATT SPEAKENB under iwwran-

ty must sell $200 6-4636

FENDER JA2Z SASS axcelteni condilwn
wHh hard-snail caae S6S0 00 aah tor NaStan
5ae-asiB.

TNEWHO-Jolrlt. oraMaaalt BM of-

fer 549-45«7 Mke

4 WHO TIX S/12 FOXBOMO caM 253^3683
best o«er

AINPLANE TICKET FOR SAU - Hartlord

to San Francisco May 24 best oMer* CaM
Ceiia 5a»«S52

MUST SEE!I
Luxuriou* 4 piece contamporary unit m
chidaa lola/bad. love aa«, ptua ? matchmg
laWaa aakmg MOO or best oner Adam or

Ja«f 54»«23b

ALL EXCELLENT COMOtTION 3 seat
couch $50 txg easy chair rocker $50 fwtn

%\te bed $50 Call Susan 549 5990

BOXES FOR MOVING. SHIPPING
STOMAOC all «M«MS and sues aito UPS
Snvpmg wNTi rMaa ctiaapar Ihan maMioiiat
aic 13 Railroad St Amherst 253 343ft

POUND

I FOUND YOUR GLASSES Orw pair ol

women s glasaaa with chatn balwaan New
Atrica ana HeaWi Center parKtrig apacws
can Uaa ^7104 and Iwwa meatage

FURNITURE. FURNTfURE. FURNITURE

'WE RE GRAOUATINC (YEAI) AND WE*
•m.is: sell oveiylhing Furniture (C every'
* room beds dressers couch, kitchen

'

'set etc Ca« S40-77S2 leave measaga '

GOING ABROAD

HELP ME. HELP ME! Looking for students

gomg abroad need apt or house for next

raetparalaly Jon or Jim 549-4274

QREEN EVES

FOREVER IN MY HEART, you make rne

smile irtside Thank you for your love your
friandtnip and your ertdlesa attitude'

Bluaeyes

HAPPY BIRTHOAVIt

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOO. Happy biHh
day to you happy birtrtday dear Aiita. hap-

?y birthday lo you" See you m Barsie s

ime Out. Ihe TOO the Spoke. Ihe Pub.
Twister s the HMch. the Liquor store and
you knowwtiere" Happy 21st. Love Oavid

HELP WANTED

CAPE COD CAMP COUSELORS The Cape
Cod Association of ChiUren s Camp is

repreiamed by 1 7 resident and day camps
an oNarlng rewarding sunwner employmeni
opportunities 10 male and female ap-

plicants For individual camp mlormation
and borchure call (506)755-0377 o< write

CCACC Camp Namequoit, Box 306A
Orleans MA 02653

EARN $3000-$6000 THIS SUMMER While

you get a tan working lor College Pro

Painters Softball and barbaques loo' Posi

lions available throughout Mass and New
England Call today' 1800 424 2468

EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRIVERS needed
lo make pick ups for summer business

S1 15 00 per day to start Call 508-653-7422

or 508 653 1744

AFTERSCHOOLCARE. 5 7.10 years M-
T—TH, 3 15-5 15 Minutes Irom campus,
own transortalion. start May 15 253-5206

after 5pm

PUFFERBELLIES CAPE COD S largest

night club is ow hiring for the 89 season for

more information call 549-(X)68

BARTENDERS: Prince Grove Golf Course
call Shirley 584 4570 lor interview

GROUNDS WORKERS Pme Grove Golf

course rail 584 4570 for interview

WORK FOR GREENPEACE ACTION - help

preserve endangered species, reduce lox

ic wastes and slop the arms race Salary,

benefits, travel and advancement Full/part

time 2 10pm CaN 256 1439 Bill /Shannon
Apply now lor the summer'

HEY

TOWNEHOUSE SINGLE AVAILABLE lor

fall nonsmoker, neat person a must' Call

quckly Heather at 549-4906

LIVING IN BOSTON THIS SUMMER?

WE NEED YOU TO SHARE our two

bedroom apartment with us Call Charlene

546-8427 or Inger at 5466397

CLASSIFIEDS
LOST

MA<tS LIQUOR ID lest at Delano s 4/27 If

found please call Robin Lopaler at

5465029

SMALL ntO PURSE TUESDAY May 2 on
Second Noor o« hfirary Please caH Carolyn
546-7349 or 54»^7919 Leave message
Reward" No questions"

GLASSES IN RED CASE Ruth S-3S18 Or
chard Hill area

STOLEN FROM SUNSET jMn |M*« al

least return waUel and key 546-M02

LARGE REWARD! Gold naeidaoa loat 4/21
please can 546-73S7

MOTORCYCLE

IBM HONDA CXSOO custon runs excellent
lirsi $500 takes it Michael 584-4709

NEED A ROOM?

i OR 2 ROOMMATES WANTED. Mi/F

Room m Swiss ViHage Avail June 1st CaN
2&3-9132

NORTHWOOO APARTMENTS

WHIU THEY LAST: 2 or 3 bdr «kartmenls
for rent Sign up now tor me Fa* ai«d receive
OW month ot August Free< Cal 666-3866 tor

more details

PERSONALS

Good G -' in that dress tH lova Vou
beautiful Sunday NigM

'"LAN"'

ERIC MEAN ERME) Sorry about Sunday
Forgive me Cyndie ino Suranrie i

WOODY TO MY KMOHT M SHINING AR-
MOUR Vou are truly Special because oi you
I krMMi letial trua tnaridaMp « Thanks for

com«ig to (ny rescue KRYS

•TO • Pretty dutch personal, huh? Nice
alarm ckxk Jerk Love JAXO

SUSAN DER8HOWITZ. Happy birthday'

You re an old lady* I le«* you. MieliMi

TO THE CUTE QML I %mit m Baaics Love
your hair and you) combal booi» Signed
The Sexy SapphMl

TO THE CUTE GUY who helped me with

my Coins 123 Pro) Wani to get together
sometime' VKKe

- Because rxj ve become such a dear
friend Im really looking lorward to sharmg
my summer with you' Lowe Mark

TONY t. Te qu«ro muchisimo por ser un

amigo Eres un hombre faniastico edemas
de una boolah" especial Richardo

MRK DITTO. Only 1 month more and we
will be ?gether miss U OLC

DINDI - Juntos seguiremos vnriendo este

inmance tan intenso Te quiero'

JENIPER - Oen1 MONK around this

vveexend show'am up al nahonals' Good
luck Rantfy

TO THE GUV IN THE BLACK Laredo teep

saw you with an attractive bk>nde does she
nwan anything to you' i hope not Curious

GREG TO MY ONLY HOME BOY I II always

love you' Your special Ron. Erin

MICHAEL MACCAFFREY KATHLEEN
CALNAN and Co How s your loos'' Last

Pike formal please don t horrify' Love you
all Ruthie AKA Anne Yikes

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LAURA QTRIN ! Love
your awesome friends. JiN Kim. Heather

and Patti

BEN - I'm glad we're mora thai lUSt good
Iriends I love you Troy

. MANE GATTO I Nol only are there

no Classes but a .roncerl on your birttiday'

And in |ust 48 hours il wiH be |usl you and
I arMj that gal from Colorado at the T C
Happy 21sl No one deserves t nwre
Always your friend Love, (^ina

MR KEOHANE can you believe it' Three
months already How time flies wfien you're

having fun Love you Michele

TO MY SWEET LONG ISLAND GUV in

JOA The past two months have been
awesome There's no expiration date" Get
ready (or Bowling Surprises' Love BG

CRAKS H. - 4th (toor Cance Been watching

you but want to get lo know you Make sortie

time m your busy schedule I promise you

won't regret it An admirer

JOAN Already one year together but I still

love you like Ihe first day Happy anniver

sary Te Amo Will

ZARKA • It gets better every day Love
Diana

ADAM- Let s play master arid servant'"

Come on" Slave boy

ADAM THE RAM - I want your luscious

loins' Bumbles Bounce'

PAULA M S. Hope you feel better Love
Rocko

JEAN M IN ORCHARD HILL. Do you still

believe m magic' I let a friendship fade that

should have grown Call me JSP

ZARKA — We all stumble, every one of

us That s why it's a comfort to go hand in

hand " Thank you tor being you Love Tara

ALAS- Vou are my life I will love you all of

my life Chou

JEFF L • your fencing technique is oh so
magnifique. your hairy chest is among the

best, and your big wazoo is up there too

but wo refuse to cavort with one so short

Several sexually repressed dames m Van
Meter South

WHO'S THE HOT redhead driving Pofste?

TO THE 2 BLONDES IN Geology 107

We've noticed you loo Greg and friend

MAX—A—MILLION I love your strength. I

love your character. I love your charm and

you love my nose' Have a g5>od day and
I'll see you in the slammer -PWSS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CYNTHIA V.

TO THE UTTLE LEPRECMAim. Brian S
We are going lo have a lolaHy out ol con
tioi time this weekend, that's a promise
Question where is my pot of gold' BiMy

TO THE BEAUTIFUL BRUNETTE IN

Sociotogy ol Law Wednesday with the Cats
sweatshirt I m mlaluated' Would k>ve to

have dinner Saturday Please say yas P S
Happy birthday

ALICE - Happy 22nd birthday Love lorever.

Bradley

ATTENTION CLAMSI (And you know who
you are'i t t^a^e only one thing lo say lo you
SKAHl

JIM - ilTaiap MgMng H - H you ^m im
another chance Magawoman

KRiSTA - DUCK) You're beuig mvadad by
UFCS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY FOR VESTIROAV lo

the ijii> ikitn ine extended memory and the

miernai hard drive Love tfom ttia gM Mlio's

craiy about your bytes'

RAY - Our itfst yaar logelhar has been
M«ndarful I love you. Brad

TO MY GAY FRIENDS ON CAMPUS, you
r\n9 taught me so much' Thann you Love
Stieiia

HI MUFFIN. THRH.LEO thai you OMnario
tea me dunng your vacation I'm looking

lorward lo a graat summer Love Aiexa

TO ADAM — 7 love you and don t let peo-

ple ever Ml you thai you aran t wonh be-

ing loved Beaoa. Jack

KIMJERLY liALONiVI Good luck* Braaii

a lag' We love you' The s«Mrt and ptadgaa
ol KKG

TO THE QMIL «l NEWMAN ON TUESDAY
you were « Ihe cash plus macn-ne you were
wearing a Mack jacket I m the guy m me
red sweatshirt ii you d kke lo meat, coma
to Newman on Thuraday C Fnday « 1pm

BRIAN I m interested Ant you"* Jan

FROM BOW TO STROKE you lire me
BEST
Come on 8 Boat you are on a QUEST
to 'ind 'he QokJ to '.I all NINE
All I 'skes IS first across i»»e LINE'

NEW ENOLANOB 'W - Let s Crank'

Love 3 Seat

NANCY HAPPY B-OAY Vou re me best

tove Soapdiah and the gang

Tn PLEDGES - vou d>d K' congrats Get

psyched for 2 night Kim B

STILL CONFUSED? Te* her about H'

Adv«:e ('om an anon CatalySl

HEY cor Th«ii again tor bemg rny source

of sanity moni'l owe you on» (dtrwer

sometime'") let rne know XO -Kara

TO THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM
SYLVAN You got on Ihe campus shuttle

Wed 5/3 at 9 oiam wearing a long green

leathar lacket tan pants, red shoaa How
about mealing or dmnar' I mink you look

very baaulilul and sweet Plaaae respond

hare Don't worry I'm a nee guy Hint Wack
sweatshirt and i was dnving you to Haigus

Man P S I think you went into Hener HaM

PAULA It s great lo have a lover hke you'

Love Karen

TROY MAPPV a MONTH ANNIVERSARY
I love you Ben

STEVE AND KGRRI thanks lor all your

help We II all be ime PIN

DAVE MACKEEN IS NOW 21 '. bu( i think

he m«» be dead drunk Irom playing orinx

that

I HAVE A OUT FEELWtO that "honaaly is

not tf>e best policy

KIRSTEN hT Lei's do the iNd thing this

weeiiend Big A

MENDEL - Happy 3rd year Never thought

we d make it did you'? i did Love Mike

SEEN Tkova you MaaBiar

S TYRONE Do you want lo lake m a movie
tonight caH me' Scrumly

SWEETIE - You have ttw^uMM. waM you
know I luv you Princaas

HEY EM: Ikftow ydu (ton'Tlinoikbtll IH take

another Saturday ragM no obiei^Kins Love

Dave

UMASS LTWT»7jV. VAR, WOLFPACK,
CRAZV EIGHT War* a rag tag lugitive

neat We row mornings and win on
weekends We doni |u*l do K, we do it wilh

open water Ymgooyac Yahbo

AJiV •. — Lai ma ba ma OM you *Mm
ol M mgM. P.

SENIORS"
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS!!

XMN THE SEMOR CLASS CAMPAIGN'
* Earn $4 SOfhr plus bonusae calling -

other UMaas sariiori
- Apply al me Memorial Ha* Basement '

or can 545-3600
AMI.V TOttAVIt

ALIINA I LOVE VOU • K.

THIS PERSONAL S for Hope - The woman
with the most men wfio love her

DIANA - It has tievn a great semester This

summer is going to be a blast i kive you

Zarka

A BIRTHDAY WISH TO THE topless

dancer from the Pub - DAVE MACKEEN
Have a great day" MK

ROB I HOPE YOU ARE happy and comfor

table Your best pal HoMa.

LISA NEITLK;h — Happy 21 si' Be good
told you I d send you a personal so there'

Love Frannie

ROSEANN BRIEN you stress bag, relM

and gel psyched for an awesome summer
Congratulations you (mally made it i still

have some medma Love Sievie C

HEATHER THANKS FOR THE DANCE
Saturday night You lake rtiy breath away'

Mr Generic

KAREN • Though there will be miles

seperaling us this summer remember that

I love you Paula

TO THE LBG COUSELING COLLECTIVE
get psyched (or the pnde march this Satur

day I love you all Love Dena

HOBIT How about a little double breasted

mattress thrashing JPM

ADAM, I heard that your presentation on
homosexualtiy was great' I am sure that you
opened some eyes Sorry I missed it With

all o( my love a support Beth

BECKY - You're a beautiful womyn' I love

you Helene

BOOFAHS! I m gomg to miss everyone

sooooo much next year Watch out Madrid'

Love Adam.

DEAR STEPHEN. I love you dearly Love
Adam BWAHAHAHAHA'

EVERYiONE IN THE LBGA Lets all make
It a laaaabukius semester Mark and I can't

do It alone Love Max

ARIES - You will receive massive amounts
of Money, boo2e, and sex today

GO STATE U. CREW- Show them who s

the fastest m New England'

(SIDE BY SIDE)
I (Kjpe you enjoyed the homestyle bean curd

and the play now I want you lo give Ihe man
nearest you a hug and a kiss

Te ttw ROCKBT J-V- We'd see who gett

thrashed this weekend

ROOMMATES WANTED

MARTHAS VINEYARD
* One lamala needed to snare house i

' Oak BhiNo Chaw rent convenient

tocahon Ca« Lon »4g-l4;«

HOUSE IN HYANMS POR SUMMER
Three spots open Can jesSKs 2532394

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for Southwood
Apts Startng 6" ?56 8^45

FEMALE NONSMOKER NEEDED to share

Brartdywirte Apartmeni c aH ilyssa 6 7309 or

Aimee 6-8130

LOOWNO POR 2 ROOMMATU to share

a bdrm in a 2 bdmt api $150 piua uM«ea
can 25«<76i lor mlo

NONSMOKING FEMALE TO SHARE
bedroom m Brandywirte two bedroom api

9/1 $172 50 549-4037

2 NON-SMOKER FEMALES NEEDED K>

Share large Ttom m big house t tiiock from

campus Call 546-8442 leave message

2 PEMALES TO SHARE LEASE on large

3 bedroom house 15 mins to UMass N'O
545-O7S0 day 256-1334 eve

SUMMER SUBLET m BOSTON 2 Smole
rooms available $750 (or the summer On
Tufts campus Call Steve 256-6008

NEED 2 ROOMMATES TO SHARE lanie

t>edroom in mce house m Sunderland On
bus line Mellow undergrads 5464629

LOOKING FOR TWO RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN 10 share 4 bedroom nouse Can
6-1148

THREE PUN NONBMOKWM ROOM-
MATES 1 male 2 females tor 3 bedroom m
awesome 5 bedroom house 1 mile from

campus $215-236 plus utilities 549-7606 or

549-0403

BRANDYWINE FOR 2 KKwmg for 2 or V
'emaie noonsmokers to share apt starting

6.1 '89 Call 549-5167

WANTED: one femala nonamoMr lor

townehouae Brandywine api CafMananoe
al 54«40S5 leave message

EDTTOR: CHANGE THATB» average to an

A' Eliminate g-ammat'Cal errors and

strengthen your papers $1 00 per page
Mail Service or delraeryavailawe 585^186

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BDRM Start 6/1

W'OplKjn lo lease near bus stop $440 can

.?56 89e7

BEDROOiTiN 9 BEDROOM HOUM
washer dryer woodstove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 rninute walk to UMass call

253-0707 $195/''>onth

TWO SEMI-OUCT NON SMOKING FUN
women tooking lor two single rooms m cod
house prelerably in AMherst for Fall please

call Kristin 546-9514 leave message
Thanks

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL Of 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6406 or 546-^400

Leave Message

SERVICES

YOURS FREE! Job Hunter s video catalog

Improve interviewing resume, career plan-

ning skills Revealing new techniques

Tested proven results Runsgood. depart-

ment SF Box 3236. Skokie. Mlinow 60076

SUBLET

PRESIDIENTIAL ONE BEDROOM.
spacious apt some (urn $225/mo plus elec

549 0435 eve

N. AMHERST: Room m house near Puffer's

Pond on busline washer-dryer Call

256-6049/253-7196 Leave message rent

negotiable

PUFFTON: 1 LARGE BEDROOM in a 3
bedroom apt Available June 1 w/fall option

$246 negoliat>le (female) call Mimi
549-8443

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED'
clean/lurnished Pufflon apartment available

- reduced rates 549-7483

COTTAGE IN CAP^ C06"AVAiLABLE
Falmouth Heights (or up to 3 (emales From
Memorial Day to Labor Day for only $2500
Call 508-788-1367

2 BEDROOM APT. central Northampton
modern cozy 586-2307 Fall option pels'

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNE H bdrTrT,^!

call tor into 665-4740

BUMMER SUBLET

UNBELIEVABLE!
There la sctually one
more aweei. luiurtoua

aMe leh in the
Red House of Love!

Fully furnished beautilul

"Mwlng room, balh and gourmet Ulctian*
SIralegtcelly pieced on campua

near town! *

Call Cratg or Mark »4»-1t49.

ATTENTION SUBLETTERS 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt Available 6/1 256-8745

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD APT. Sum
mer sublet (an option Free couches
2632314

UBJJER BUiUlt Wanted RaM our 3

badioom townatiouae apt June. July/or Aug
open Rent negotiable call Laura Marianne
546«)65 leave message

3 BDR. PUPFTON APT 10 aubM near pool

laundry, bus cal 549-5S4«

SUMMER SltBLET SOUTHWOOD -

prelarablv female fuinisr«ed apt rent

negotiable 2533202

SUMMER SUBLET IMTM PMX^PTKM
ewe large room anl itom campus cheap can

2SB<X>>8

SINOLEAKHIBLE t1«0/2M m farmhouse
on bus route 253-9047

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWBiETUFT. Ful-

ly furnished caote »c pkis VCR Odl
549-5M3

TWO BEOROOH A^AMTMBIT MMiM Yar

mourn ca<>e Two lemalee only $2600 tor

Summer Kevin 1 5331600

SUMMER SUBLET/PALL OPTKM Ig 2
bdrm lowrthouse apt on laua route 10 mirts

Irom campus 00o-JDl9

llJOR ATT Bt FARMHOMMTntte yard

wood Ooors Charming and rustic Fan op
•on 549-7980

AMHERST CENTER lq «>t 2 SOedrooms
furnisr^ed 550'mo Teg 253-2390

SUBLET PUFFTON VLO. ^mA to laundry

rm wKi pool 2 b«m rem « nagol 54M3I6

EXCEU.ENT LCCJlfKM~NiD(t 10 bay
bank 3 bedroom house 549-9065

SUBLET PUFFTON APARTMENT 3

bedioom pernaHy furruthed 549406? Todd

V Oave

DIRT CHEAP. SuWol our roadraom apt

m Squire Village from June 1 Sept 1 Fur

rushed on but route Make us an ollar' CaS
John or Sieve 2539187

ONE LRO BDRM AVAIL »ri~Mrliiir

Y

Amherst house June i Sept 1 200«nmh
negol cM Bnan 25»lt96 belore • 30am
aher 1 1 00pm

2 BEDROOMS 1 ^ BATHS Dig apartment

$1000 (CK Summer 546-6447

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE start June i -XK

thwood apis Sudnertand bus route, quiet

and furnished only $99/monm fan option

saran 665-3970

ONE MALE TO SUBLET ROOM >n three

bdrm house Sunderland oon bus rt

tSO/mo uM mcl CaN 065-7455

AT PUFFERS POND! Amherst Summer
Sublet >oo<" apt 'o'$l50<mnth 50h^om
bus call Bruce 549-5436 Please leave your

number

AVALIABLE JUNE let Northampton
Center 5 bedroom apt 995 plus 584-1059

PI^FTON - 1 BDR APARTMENT 2 bihs
c^Me pool tennis ar'<ory3itionir>g 10 mm
walk 10 campus call 549-7802

SUMMER SUMLET FOR 4 caR HaMhar «
549-4906 (ownehouse apis

S BRMS IN AMHERST HOUSE bus"rt"

singles doubles avail Cheap ?53-232l

SUMMER SIJIlET LO ROOM. Share

w/mature woman -esponsible-iooking for

same Call 253-5279 'or -nore mlo

6m. BGDROOH AVAIL. 6/'rifrspaciOus

clean southwood apt on bus route - 10 min

to UMass rent $175 plus elec and

phone/mon Call Jerry at 6-6962 or frOOSI

MARTHA S VINEYARD
Sleeps SIX 2 bathrooms waterview CaN
506435-6583

3 BEDROOM. 2 STORY APT in~Roll7ng

Green apis Quiet, on bus route Rent

negotiable 546-9422 leave message

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Sundertand-Lantern Ct apis 2 bedroom
$460/mn right on bus route call evenings

6654729

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO Share one

bedroom apartment m Pufflon Village lor

the summer Call Joe after 8pm 546-9794

SOUTHWOOD 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE start 6/1 call 256^1187

TAKE OVER LEASE STARTING May 29

one bedroom in house fjmiles "om
UMass all amenities 220 plus utilities fall op-

tion 549 7226

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VILLAGE
very reasonable rent 549-6291

SUMMER SUBLET ONE ROOM n a house
150/month Call Seema 256-6241

ROOM IN 2 BDRM APT. Pool temale

220/mo neg 549-0608

TO'ilVNEHOUSE APTS. Partially furnished

and has cable and air conditioning

Reasonable rates 549-0025

COLLEGIAN 19

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAND CARDS

LOOKING FOR HKSH ENERGY coHoge
students to work m free form hoi *n-

Irapreneunal almosptiere SUNS—LASH
FAMOUS BRAM} CARDS needs sales A
delivery people to deliver hot new greeting

cwdi promotnns lo local storaa (am«ral lar-

rilonaa availabla) Base slaary and commts-
sions. earn up to 50Kplus/yr
1-800-446-5667
1-4I3-&3S4>963

TAKE OVER MY LEABC

FEMALE: I Ig bdrm m 4 bdrm apt 1240
per/mo includes utii i '^ baths Sun ter-

race Avail June 1 Aher 5 256-822S

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

SWISS VILLAGE APT AVAIL June IM 4
bdrm all utilities inci CaM 253-91 32

THE WHO

IMUBO; S4S440S • leave wiiiiBT

TRAVEL

PLANE TWKET MTFO to SmMM May »
$100 (M0)aS7-3324

EXPLORE AUBTRAUA • TimM. <

dacovar the outbadimM summer Remain-
ing spacaa dNcouiMad as pari of a special

highadvaniuraphoiodocuwianiaryproiact
tOM cm HtiKinm inaMuM tor Wtora-
iMNi lor more mtormainn iOO-491-3MS

JUMMERM EUROPE from tHB MCh woy
on d«counied scheduled airiMiee to Europe
from Boston Gal (800| 32^^2222

TVGER

TO MY TVQER I love you land^ know
ill you k>ve rne (an I nrHMk 4) we love eech
oiher (and don I we know it) manfeatoryou
rtor«e«y. your trust and Ol couraa mur
love Heve a good day Peace love always
PauiE

TYPING

PROFESSIONAL TYPING Accuracy
guaranteed Gtorn 323-5140

FAST. INEXPENSiVE TYPINa CaB Mary
at 546^725

WORDSMITM " proiaM^ai t;^<«g

Flesumes papers and more Laserpnnhng
wim spaachack 2S3-4564

CASES. PAPSW. mum, orMMmpua. M-
lordable grammar ravnwad ,

SB4-7«24. Nwcy.

WAIT PEOPLE

EXPERIENCED FULL TIME/PART TIME
summer emptoyment inquire aMernoons
12 90 5 00pm Delano s Resiau'ant

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TONIQHTT

REREAOtNC WAR AND PEACE? ^ear

ranging your sOCk drawer' Walzhng
reruns' WeN tune into the WMUAiating
Qame-tor«ght at six on 91 1FM ani add
some spice back <n«o your lite

WANm
2 FEMALES TO SHARE 1 bdrm n 3 bdrm
house furnished ctoae to bus n. campus and
town caN Paula or Kmi 2S3-9S17

URaENf~^Naad roomTsumnwr) near

Umaas call Rohan 546-5050

REWARD FOR ECONOMICS'SM NOTES
Boyce 25 ioMars for the semester CaN
2Se-«196 2535510 253-7195 leave name
and number

2 FEMALES SEEK J'BORM APT n Puff-

lon Village (or »umm«r and tall $300 ncerv

've Cat) Mahssa 546-1189

WANTED FOR FALL OmON
LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM neer UM^
Campus or on bus route Pleaae ,'al Jac-

queline 546-5050

WANTED TO RENT

I WANT TO RENT AN APARTMENT (or

June Call 253-7742 Leave message

2-3 PEOPLE NEEDED To fHI npacklua

house in South Amherst singles available'

Rent reasonable' on bus route' 256-6439

Call anytime'

WANTED: Apartment for visiting parents

May 27-28 $75 per night Call Jon
5490314

RESPONSIBLE, NONSMOKING FEM^kLE
looking (or room lor ne«t year Rent limit

$170 Call 546-7387

$300 REWARD FOR YOUR 2-3 BEDROOM
lease m Pufflon Call early morning or late

evening 546-1009 Dave

ELDERLY 60 s COUPLE looking for place
for month o( Juty 549-1178

REWARD FOR ONE BEDROOM apartment
with pets allowed. $350-400 starting June
or July Call Maureen (617)643)7930
evenings

WANT TO RENT 2 BEDROOM APT,
prelerably m house near campus/town Call

256-0179

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place to

live on the Cape this summer Call Kelly

546-4819

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amherst Possible (all option Willing lo

make a deal' Call Joe 256-0543

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER.
Beaulilul house In North Amherst $175/mo

up to three rooms may be open (or Fall

548-9916

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 bdrm apt

directly on bus route Very reasonable pnce

Call soon' 546-8665
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SPORTS
Softball sweeps P.C.

under the rug
By RONN GARRY
Collegian StafT

Thf person who created the University

of Massachusetts softball team's schedule

must have been one of thos»' kids who pu!!

ed the legs oJT insects and shot his dog with

a b b. gun — this pt>rson is a masochist.

The Minutewomen played their 16th

game in 14 days and. despite the fatique.

won yesterday's double header in Pro

vidence 9-2. 10 over the Lady Friars

Rip Van Winkle was drowsy, and J«Kin

Benoit was "winded* after the marathon,

but the UMass soft ball team is dead tired.

The Minutewomen are battling injuries,

the flu. and fatigue, accordini: to I'Mass

coach Elaine S«rtino.

"We really need some rest, and we real

ly son^ good practices Tell me how we can

do both." she said

I'pping its record to 27 15, L"Mas> used

some ver>- stong hitting in yesterday's first

game, and some equally strong pitching in

the second to wipe-out tli<' Fi i.irs on their

own home turf.

The Minutewomen used a six run cxplo

sion in the sixth inning to take their ont

run lead into a run away. L'Mass loaded

the bases early in the sixth and. after a

Cherie DellAnno single, a Jen Miller dou-

ble, and a Barbara Meehan sma.»ih that

sent the center fielder sprawling through

the fence, the Fnar-later was complete.

With the victory. UMass pitcher H(tlly

.\prili- IxMKsted her recc»rd to 17-8.

In the second game. UMiiss wasju.st one'

better — .scoring the lone run with one

more hit (UMass had 7 hits, whlie P.C.

clubbed 6t.

The lone run was scored in the bottom ot

the seventh inning by Meehan. after suc-

cessive hits m«»ved her into scoring posi-

tion. Aprile singled her home.

The Friars had one lasi crack at the

Minutewomen. Sort i no substituted Aprile

for Wanner, who had a six-inning shut out

going, hoping the lop of the PC. order

would be thrown off balance. The strateg>

must haVe worked because Aprile retired

the side — giving Wanner her 10th win vs.

only .seven defeats

De.spite the twin-bill sweep. -Sortiiio

wasn't completely .satisfied with vester

day's performance

"We're doing enough to |u>i .:t't by a

mediocre team. " she said.

Much to Sortino's dismay, the
Minutewomen remain on the road this

weekend to face Rutgers and St. Jo.sephs.

The exhausting weekend stretch
represents one-third of UMa.ss' Atlantic 10

schedule

Baseball looks sky-ward for

help against Central Conn.
Hv DKN.MS MADSKN
(nllf^i.in .Staff

This week ha-^ pmvt'ti that thi-rt," is a

(Jod in Heaven
The Univt'r>il> of Massachusttts

b.iseball team has received help from

above during' the past few days but not

I •tU«-|ci,in photo h\ Utrl Hitlomon

There haven't been many hap-

py faces in the UMass dugout
lately. The Minutemen have lost

seven straight but are hoping to

change their fortunes this
weekend against Providence.

as one might expect. The Minutemen
have been in a very heav\' slump recent

ly. at last count losing seven-in a-row

and working on getting another long

streak of games with at least one error,

after having one stretch this season of

21 games containing a blunder.

But the gcM>d Lord has been kind and
not only did He open up the skies to rain

out last Tuesday's double-header
against a very powerful L^niversity ol

Maine team but he alstj .sent them a

blessing undi.sgui.sed in a cancellation

of Saturdays scheduled double header
against Providence College. The Friars

backed out of the duel in order to make
up a conference match
Instead. L'Ma.ss will face only Central

I tinecticut State University for a late

game on Sunday, giving them all da%

Saturday to lick their wounds and trs

and get into a rtate of mind to salvage
.1 few from the end of the seas«»n

rhe .Minutemen have struggled all

\ tiu- losing to teams they shouldn't have
and not living up to expectations all

around
The Minutemen have lost to the like?-

of Dartmouth College, division two
power Springfield College and our
favorite cross town rival, the Lord Jeffs

of division three * three, for crying out

loud!» Amherst College.

continued on pagt 16

Gorillas, Syracuse prepare for stadium showdown
continued frnm page I

For comparison sake, the Gorillas Icwt to

Cornell. 12-11 and beat Rutgers. 1.3 10
They both have al.so played Brown, with
UMa.ss winning. 15-6 and Sjracuse prevail-

ing. 154.

The killer has to be the Peni. The
fact that Syracuse was able to absolutely

abuse a nationally-ranked team like the
Quakers is a true attest to just how good
this team i-

And now L'.Ma-ss has to find a way to stop

that machine. Most people think it would
be good if the (Jorillas could keep things
respectable, but (Jarber doesn't think vie

tory is beyond his team.
But there are .several things that have to

be done. The key to the Penn win for the
Orangemen was their ability to \\\u

faceolTs and hold the ball. At one point m
that game. Syracuse kept the hall away
fri>m Penn for a stretch of 17 minutes.

UMass lacrosse coach Dick Garber
tollegian file pholn

Faceoffs will definitely be a key to tomor
row's clash. The Orangemen have a fair

faceofT man in Kirk Pratt, who has sue
ces.sfully drawn on 159 of 244 attempts
' 652). Pratt also had a field day with Lou
Fusilli. the faceoff specialist from Rutgers
who was able to win 23 of 27 draws from
L?Ma.ss opponents last Saturday.
Garber is trying some new things, but it

will be es.sential for Josh Schimmel. Vin-
ny D'Angelo. Tim Soudan or whoever is

taking draws against Pratt, to at least win
their share, or the game may be over very

'A. i.ui beat them, but we have to be
•h\e to hold the ball." Garber said

Once the Or.mge get the ball on on"ense.

they have several different avenues to put-

ing the ball in the cage
Leading the way is the fraternal duo of

Gary and Paul Gait. The two twins hail

Horn Canada, along with freshman Tom
Marachek, and all three have a good nose
for hitting the twine. It stems from their

background of playing box lacrosse in the
Groat White North, where the goal is only
4 X 4. A standai'd lax goal is 6 x 6. more
than twice the size.

"Their eyes must light up after seeing
that 4x4 goal." Garber said "And they
all can shoot.

"

And how. Each posse.sses an array of

shots, including Gary and Paul's knack for

leaping over the crea.se from behind and
.stuffing the ball under the cro.ssbar while
in mid-air. Gary pulled the trick twice in

last year's national championship win over
Cornell. Don't be surprised if he fries it at

least once tomorrow.
Marechek leads the British Columbian

trio in points with 52 on .'{6 goals and 16

assi.sts. followed by Gary (39 11 50 1 and
Paul (27-21481. But the team leader is

.><enior attack John Zulberti. 'Z'. as they call

him at 'Cuse. has 23 41 64 numbers this

year. He also has over 100 career goals and
is .second nationally in a.ssi.sts.

On defense the Orange are still good, but
they can be scored upon. In net is Matt
Palumb. who is allowing 8.0 goals per
game with a save percentage of .621.

With the forecast for rain, the fast-paced

t)rangemen may be slowed down by the
wet McGuirk turf But UMa.ss has no in-

tention of slowing it down, which could lead

to an entertaining game nr) matter who
wins.

Gorilla (irumblings: We can't stress

this enough — please do not bring oranges
to tomorrow's game. You can only hurt
UMa.ss by throwing them on the field. Let-

ting the Gorillas run around without hav-
ing to wear chain mail armor would be a
good start. But if you could show up and
simply yell your fool heads off and get

laryngitis for a gcxnl cau.se, well, that's

what sports should be all about.

On the lighter side, if you can't make it

to tomorrow's game (which would be a
shame), it will be broadca.st live by
WMUA91.1 FM, with Mike Fagerson.
Randy Krutzler and Tim Ashwell. NESN
will also show the game on tape delay at

10 p.m. . . Junior Scott Hiller's first goal
tomorrow will be his 100th career . . ,

Syracuse wears a black patch with a white
'103' on it to symbolize the SU students
who died in the crash of Flight 103 in

Lockerbie, .Scotland. "Maybe we should
wear a 'BC on our shirt.s." Garber joked
in reference to Tuesday night's nightmare
win.

Track teams ready for Championships this weekend
Women at New Englands
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

For the last three years, Carla DeSantis has performed
at an extremely high level of competition. Part of her
acheivement as a two-sport athlete at the University has
been garnering almost every imaginable award in soccer,

the top being named the first team AllAmerican goalie

her senior year. In track, she was New England Cham
pion in the javelin as a sophomore and runner-up the other

two years. Now as a senior, she will enter her la.st New
England Championship this weekend at Colby College in

Waterville, Maine.
This year, however, DeSantis' throws have been down

considerably compared to her school record of 158'-8',

which she set last year. But she still has qualified for her

fourth ECAC. and she is peaking around the right time.

De.Santis attributes her slump to being "hesitant and very

cautious at the beginning," but in recent weeks, she has
been "attacking the javelin a little more than in the begin-

ning."

As for the team, it is also having a down year compared
to last year's results, but it is also peaking now, with 13

New England qualifiers. At la.st year's New Englands,

UMass finished second out of 23 schools, but this year,

the projection by head coach Julie LaFreniere will be

around eighth to tenth.

"This is it for a lot of the girls and this is where we take

all of our hard work to," said LaFreniere. "We've been
aiming for this since the beginning of the year. Obvious-

ccnlinu'.d on page IS

Minutemen EIAA bound
in Burlington, Vermont
By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

Squeezed between the Penn Relays (last weekend) and
the New England Championships (next weekend) is a
weekend in Burlington, Vt., where this Saturday the
E.I.A.A.tEastern Intercollegiate Athletic As.sociation)

championship meet will be held.

Tomorrow's meet will be no vacation for the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts men's track team, who will be com-
peting for the Eastern Championship in Burlington with

continued on page IS

Mostly cloudy ibday,

with a 40 percent

chance of rain.
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COLLEGIAN
Gorillas drop tough
contest to Syracuse
UMass unable to overcome six-goal deficit

('(illripwn photo h> .l»«on Tnlrrman

Senior goalie Sal Ix>Cascio (2) turned back 19 shots Saturday in the

Gorillas' 10-9 loss to Syracuse University in the Stadium.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

If there can ever be any consolation in

losing, this may have been the game.

The University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team, showing incredible

character and will, rallied twice from six

goal deficits and extended arguably the na

tion's best lax team to the final ticks of the

clock before second ranked Syracuse

University came away with a heart-

stopping 10-9 win Saturday afternoon at

Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

As they say, a loss is a loss, no matter

how cl(Me or how much of a blowout . But

the Gorillas (12-2) were predicted by m<wt

"m the know" to be routine practice dum
mies for the high flying Syracuse
machinery. The Orangemen til 1) had

scored 20-plus goals in each of their last

thr-e gankes and were the country's leading

offe isive force, with 194 goals coining in

to the game.
Instead, UMass battled .ts guests tooth

and nail until game's end. stunning the

Orangemen, thrilling the immense gather-

ing of 12,143, and most likely sending a

strong mes.sage to the lax world that this

team will be heard from before the

shouting IS over.

"In the rankings it's another loss, but it's

nothing to be ashamed of." said UMass
coach Dick Garber.

"We needed to prove to ourselves that

when we're playing well, we are one of the

top teams in the country." said UM senior

goalie Sal IxiCascio.

And now, Syracuse wt)uld have a hard

time defeating that case

But the Gorillas couldn't be siUUsfied with
i-ontinatd on pagt 16

Pond concert a success despite muck and mire
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian SuiT

In spite of the mud, thousands of people swarmed the

pond area yesterday to hear Shinehead, The H<K)ters.

Stevie B., and The Tom Tom Club at the Spring Concert

Some people brought lawn chairs and plastic garbage

bags to keep from getting .soaked, but several people, in

eluding freshman marketing migor Denise Hunt, said that

they didn't mind the mud.
"Shoes are wa.inable," Hunt said.

Shinehead got the crowd dancing with songs that com-

bined rap and reggae.

"I'm not a big reggae fan," said freshman biochemistry

major Neil O'Brien. "But they were fun to listen to."

Afler a short intermission, the crowd rushed toward the

stage to welcc.e The Hooters, who played for more than

19 protesters
suspended
from University
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Nineteen University of Massachusetts students were

suspended from the University Thursday after being ar

rested following the occupation of an office in the Graduate

Research Center.

Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin, dean of students, told the

UMass student protesters Thursday morning that if they

did not leave the office they would be arrested, immediate-

ly suspended from the University and fined by the bur

sar's ofTice.

The fine will be assesed to compensate for the cost of

the arrests and mobilizing the outside police forces, ac-

cording to Jeanne Hopkins, University spokeswoman.

The arrests in the Memorial Hall occupation cost the

University over $25,000, said Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor for student affairs. The demonstrators will also

be fined for the use of the office's facsimile, xerox and cof-

fee machines. The fees have not yet been determined.

Thirty-five people were arrested Thur.sday after a

22 hour takeover of the Office of the Vice Chancellor for

Research and Graduate students. The occupation was the

continued on page 2

an hour
"So this is UMass and friends. " said The Hooters'

keyboard player. "Well thanks for having us. This looks

like a good day."

They played mostly new material, but finished out their

set with their hits "Johnny B, " "Satellite, " "Day By Day."

and "And We Danced."

Due to problems with their bus, Stevie B., a dance band

from Hawaii, did not appear onstage for close to an hour

after The Hooters.

ost people seemed not to mind, taking the time to play

hackey sack, talk with their friends, or stand in line to

buy food.

Police said the crowd was very low-key, and they found

no instances of people trying to bring in drugs or alcohol.

At about 5 p.m., Stevie B. ran onstage and shouted,

"This will be the most partying 30 minutes you've ever

seen.

Michele Smith, a junior human services migor, .said the

group's dance routines "got everybody in the crowd in-

volved."

The crowd began to clear out after Stevie B., but about

half stayed to hear The Tom Tom Club, a group consisting

of former Talking Heads members.
"What about those BBoys Pretty studly, huh?" said

the lead singer, taking a moment between songs to poke

fun at the group.

"(The Tom Tom Club) was pretty good," said Dave Mad-
son, a senior economics major. "But they were fairly

redundant." '

Several people, including Justine Fiore, a sophomore
legal studies major, said "it turned out to be a good day."

"You didn't need to know the bands to have a good

time," Fiore said

Collegian photo by David HiRanhiipichi

THE ONLY WAY TO STUDY - Lara-Renee Induye, a junior art history m^or, studies ou^
side Butterfleld recently,^ ^
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Student protesters suspended

continued from page I

third in as many weeks m protest of military-funded

research at UMass. There have been 103 arrests in the

takeovers.

Student leaders were irate with the administration's

decision to suspend the students without a hearing. Eric

Nakajima, student trustee, John Dunlap, senate speaker,

and Tracy Davis, student government association presi

dent, were inside the office as impartial observers from
Wednesday afternoon to Thursday morning.
They left when they were toid by members of the ad-

mmistration that the protesters would be suspended from
the University by the implementation of an interim sane

tion. This permits the administration to suspend students

without a hearing if there is a clear and present danger
to the University. A hearing follows the suspension so the

students can apply for reinstatement,

"The interim sanction clause was negotiated last sum-
mer. Examples of clear and present danger are arsonists

who are caught throwing a lighted match into a bucket

full of paper," Davis said.

"We left because they (the protesters) were denied due

process, they (the administration] are stretching out the

clear and present danger rule to cover themselves," Davis

said. "If they aren't reinstated, second semester seniors

may not graduate, and they face the threat of expulsion
"

The students who were suspended were given 24 hours

to schedule a hearing with the dean of students office. The

hearing is the first step toward reinstatement,

"It isn't as if we dropped due process, * said Hopkins.

"The administration has the option when there is a viola-

tion of the picketing code to declare an interim sanction."

She said the dean of students office would start the hear-

ing process immediately.

"The administration clearly violated our rights, there

was no due process," said Frank Bowrys, a UMass stu-

dent who was arrested and consequently suspended. "The

administration used us as a scare tactic to stop our move-

ment from growing."

Twelve Hampshire College students were arrested

Thursday following the takeover. The Hampshire students

were informed by Trey Williams, dean of students at

Hampshire, that they were banned from taking classes

at UMass.

Follow
The Signs

Protester conduct ires secretaries
Secretaries who work in the Graduate

Research Center office taken over Wednes-

day are irate with the behavior and lack

of respect the protesters displayed during

the "peaceful" sit-in.

"Ycm hear so much about the studenU'

side of the story, it's about time someone

listened to the clerical staff's side," Mar
tha Martin, a secreUry in the Office of the

Vice Chancellor rf Research and Graduate

students said.

"125 students came storming into the of-

fice, they might as well have (xmsidered us

pieces of furniture." Martin said. "They
totally disregarded the employees in the of-

fice and had total disrespect for everything

in the office."

The clerical staff in the office said it spent

hours cleaning up coffee stains on the file

cabinets and reorganizing papers on their

desks that the demonstrators shuffled

through,

Barbara Krawczyk listed the items mi»-
in( or damaged in the office as a result of

the sit-in. Coffee, doughnuts, hot chocolate,

sugar, paper and a sweater were among the
articles missing.

"They insisted it was a peaceful protest,

but they came in screaming, moving the

furniture around, jumping on our desks."

Jeane Powers, a secretary, said "That's nai

what I call a peaceful prote.st There wasn't

peace in their eves."
- BETH GATELY
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LOCAL
Gay rights supporters march to show pride
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian StafT

NORTHAMPTON - Despite a rainy start, nearly 1.500

people celebrated the eighth annual Lesbian Gay Bisex-

ual Pride March on Saturday. The streets were lined with

spectators while approximately 30 groups and organiza-

tions marched through town beneath a large rainbow arch

of balloons.

Many marchers carried signs with slogans like,

"Freedom, " "Homophobia is Uncool, " and "Gay Teachers

Nurture Self Esteem."

A group called the Peacekeepers marched alongside the

marchers to assure them that there would be no physical

harassment during the parade.

Lisa Johnson, member of the recently formed UMass

Lesbian Bi nexuai Womvn's Union, said. "We want to tell

the community that we're here, to go out and be proud

of being gay. It's good to get together and march as a sign

of unity. Despite all threatening letters and phone calls,

we still exist."

Joanne Gray of the UMass NOW Chapter brought a con-

tingent of about 20 UMass members. "(Gay rights] is an

important part of feminism. There's no way to be a

feminist and not support gay rights." Gray said.

Pat Griffen of the UMass Faculty support group said.

"It's a wonderful day. Everyone gets support for who they

are. There's a tendency to think that there aren't any les-

bians or gays in this community."

She continued to say that the group supports the Gay
Rights Bill that is in the State House. "It's way past time

we had civil rights."

Jennifer Kates, a UMass teaching assistant, marched

with Daglow, a Dartmouth community support group.

"It's important for people to see their own community.

Gays and lesbians have a real presence here. " she said.

Many heterosexuals also showed support and marched

in the parade, calling themselves allies. Hope Moore, a

UMass ally, said, "These people should have the freedom

to love who they want to love. They are are very

courageous and brave."

A handful of people protesting the parade gathered out-

side ofCity Hall, among them were members of the Faith

Baptist Church from Florence They held up signs say-

ing. "Sodomy is a sin against God" and "Woman was

created for man."

The half hour parade ended in Pulaski Park where the

marchers celebrated the success of the "Pride and Rights"

march with a concert and rally.

(ollrgian ptio<o by Jason Talrrmaa

CATCHING SOME RAYS - Chris Coburn, 28, enjoys the sun in

downtown Amherst Saturday.

Higher awareness transcends physical surroundings

Prof: More to the world
than meets the touch
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian SUff

There is more to life than what is at-

tainable in the material world.

Microbiology Professor Albey Reiner told

about 500 listeners in the Campus Center

Auditorium Thursday night.

In the lecture sponsored by the Alpha

Lambda Delta freshman honor society at

the University of Massachusetts, Reiner

spoke of gaining a higher sense of

awareness through a union with the non-

material world that transcends one's

physical surroundings.

"This lecture is swimology," Reiner said.

"We are the material world, that's a given.

We have bodies and material laws [of

nature), but it doesn't have to be that way.

In my life experience the material in-

tersects constantly with the non-material

world. That's the swimology - how to swim

back and forth" between the two worlds.

Often times, an intersection is created by

outside forces such as a near-death ex-

perience, drugs, spiritual teachers or a par-

ticularly stressful situation where the per

son involved suddenly feels different, he

said.

Reiner told the story of a pitcher trying

out for the major leagues. When the young

man started throwing, a game of catch

started up among the other players and a

group of scouts sat down behind home plate

to watch.

The pressure was tremendous, but as the

prospect began throwing fast balls, the

sound of the ball hitting the catcher's mitt

boomed around the stadium, Reiner said.

Those playing catch stopped, watching in

amazement but the young man was so in

tensely involved in throwing he didn't

notice, Reiner said.

Reading from the young man's account

of what happened, Reiner said "It was as

if I too was standing out.side myself and

watching myself throw. Nothmg mattered

but watching myself throw."

The scouts were so impressed they sign-

ed him on to their triple A farm team but,

unfortunately for the player, he was never

able to repeat the performance, Reiner

said.

The moral of the story, said Reiner, was

the young man's inability to understand

what had happened, and therefore "he

didn't know how to do it again."

"You're offered a way to experience

things and make the most of it." he said.

"This isn't about getting high once in a

while — it's about being high."

He told of his own experience as an

undergraduate at Princeton University

when he saw "this blue thing hanging in

the sky — it was a frisbee."

Although a common sight in the 1980s,

the event was particularly relevant to

Reiner because there were few frisbees

around in the 1950s. What keeps the ex-

perience fresh is Reiner's level of

awareness, he said.

"If there's no past then that frisbee is just

as beautiful. The thing that changes it is.

. .'oh well, there's a frisbee.'" he said.

"The moment is not in time and it pro-

vides the intersection between these two

worlds. You are on the edge and you get

to see a frisbee every day. If you make it

a priority you can live on the edge. Life is

not interstate 80 going through Kansas."

he said.
, j . «continued on page 6

Amherst book sale offers

inexpensive novel cache
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Dealing is pretty serious business. And
we're not talking cocaine or marijuana

here. We're talking books.

The annual Amherst League of Women
Voters book sale, held this weekend on the

Common, attracted students, faculty and

the rest of the reading public, who realize

they could get incredible buys.

But at 8:30 a.m. Friday, before the sale

opened, the professional dealers were

ready, with boxes and an eye for the

saleable.

"The dealers know that we have some

wonderful bargains," said Carol Gehlbach.

co-chair of the sale.

A line of about 75 people formed Friday

morning. Gehlbach estimated, waitmg for

first crack at the books - 1.000 cartons of

them.

The Amherst sale, in its 39th year, is

well-known becaase "people are getting rid

of good books" here, Gehlbach said.

The dealers rushed in when the sale

started promptly at 9 a.m.. eagerly looking

for the titles and editions they want. About
15 tables stood loaded with every kind of

book, firom romance novels to mathematics

texts.

In the Saturday morning storm, a tent

flap blew open and some books were soak-

ed. The sale would probably have been call

ed because of the weather m any town but

Amher^, Gehlbach said.

"It's a wonderful community basically

because people love books here," she .said.

By Saturday, the book dealers had

cleared out and the tent was less crowded,

with the casual readers and families check-

ing the tables.

Emily Todd, an Amherst College student

browsing the history section, said she has

attended the sale for four years.

"I think they're amazingly cheap, and it's

a really good section," she said. "There's

always something that pops up."

Older undergrads find

knowledge desire keener
By MICHELLE MELLMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Seivnth in a 10-part series on life at the

University of Massachusetts

For many students, the first day of

school can be exciting, but for the ma-

jority of older undergraduate students

at the University of Massachusetts, it

may be frightening.

Going to college directly after high

school may be impossible. Or, maybe

beginning college is possible but

finishing it is not. But deciding to go

back to college 10 or 20 years after high

school requires courage and determina-

tion, students said.

For Kim Lambert, a 33-year-old senior

with a concentration in human services,

college has been an on-going process

since she graduated from high school in

1975.

Working in a factory after graduation,

Lambert said she earned her associate

degree at Middlesex Community Col-

lege. She said she then transferred to

UMass to study plant and soil science.

"It didn't take long to realize that

plant and soil science just wasn't for

me," Lambert said. "I left school for a

while. I just needed some space. I had

very unrealistic ideas about what I

wanted to study and how to narrow my
interest."

After working for some time, Lambert

resumed night classes at UMass part-

time, a long but necessary process due

to financial difficulties, she said.

Lambert who began night classes as

an older student, said she was surpris-

ed by the overall attitude ofthe younger

students toward learning.

"In the night classes I took there were

a lot more students my age and there

was a great deal of dialogue, a lot of

questions were asked, and just a high

level of interest in the material being

taught," Lambert said. "I was shocked

when I sat in my morning and afternoon

classes last semester. I was very excited

to start school and I thought the subjects

were really interesting. But my younger

classmates seemed really bored. They

didn't have much to say."

"I once had a professor who played a

very authoritative role in the classroom

and he completely turned people off,"

she said. I've never had a hard time

speaking up but for some people it's

more difficult. The classroom is a perfect

place for students to practice speaking

their minds."

Lambert, who is researching graduate

school, said she would like to continue

working in the human service sector

after graduation.

"I'd like to work with the elderly,

somewhere I could practice social

continued on poge 4
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older students at UMass
conltnued from pag* 3

policy," said Lambert, who hopes to
gj'aduate this month.
Not knowing exactly where one's interests lie may be

a reason a student does not earn a degree in the standard
lour year period, some students said. But for 46 year old
Bonnie Fritz, marriage took precedence.

Fritz, who attended New York University after high
school, finished three semesters, but then married and
started a family.

i always had the idea of going back to school in thi-

back of my head but the time just wasn't right," she said.

Now, after 20 years. Fritz plans to finish her college

career with a University Without Walls degree, with a
concentration in Native American culture.

"It was a big decision because I knew how much time
It would involve," she said. "I knew it would be difficult

on my family also They would just have to understand
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why all of a sudden I had to spend so much time away
from them."

F'ritz said the greatest obstacle to overcome in getting
back into the college scene was the age difference and the
perception of her professors toward her as an older stu-

dent. She said the participation levels among the younger
students was somewhat lower than of older students.

"I think some younger students are not quite sure how
to relate to an older student." Fritz said. "I try not to talk
ttM} much in class because I do not want to seem in-

timidating to anyone. I feel [younger students] look for

the older person to be the spokesperson. I don't want to

be that. I want them to get as much out of the clasH as
I do-
According to Fritz, it can be just as intimidating for the

older student when you are only one in a class of 50.

Fritz feels having the extra years of life's experiences
works to her advantage in the classroom.

"I feel that they (professors) generally tend to like hav-
ing older students in their claisses because people who
return to school after so many years appreciates educa-
tion so much," she said. "We know that if we don't do it

now we may never get such an opportunity again."
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In the future Fritz said she hopes to work in a job where
she may apply the skills she acquired while in college.

She said she also hopes to do some writing on the side.

Fritz plans to graduate next May alongside her eldest

daughter, an interior design major.

Sharon While, a 34-year old senior, was forced to put

her college career on hold when her mother's emotional

state required most of Sharon's time.

i went to school for two years in Vermont after high
school." White said. "But because 1 was from a dysfunc-

tional family my concentration level and self esteem were
ver>' low. I was at school physically, but that was about it."

After leaving school, White received a job as a health

inspector in Haverhill and stayed on for eight years un-

til she decided it was time to finish her education.

"I often said to myself during those eight years, if I could

stop time, the one thing I would love to do is finish my
college career," she said.

"The hardest thing about going back to school was giv-

ing up my support system, my friends, my family, and my
pa^," White said. "I also found it very difficult to get back

into writing term papers again."

White, unlike Lambert and Fritz, does not feel the levels

of interest differ between the older and younger students
at UMass.

'I can't generalize," said White. "There's been clasaas
where I've been 12 years older than most of the students
and they have made me feel ageless. Most students have
impressed me with what they have to say. I've learned
a lot from them."

However, she said she feels she has an extra edge over
younger students when it comes to life's experiences.

"I think being an older student is an extremely rewar-

ding advantage, being able to take your experiences and
knowledge of the outside world into the classroom," she
said. "Professors seem to enjoy this."

White said she is proud of her accomplishments. "I can't

tell you how happy I will be on the 28th of May I've done
ver>' well here My self esteem is so much higher than
when I started here." she said, adding that she plans to

graduate in May with a University Without Walls degree,
with a concentration in family and community
intervention.

White said her ultimate goal involves working with
dysfunctional and abused children, tying in with the
metaphysical and astrological aspects of the home and
family.

Although they all have different interest and goals,

Lambert. Fritz. White and other older UMass
undergraduates said they hold a common bond in the true
desire to better themselves.

"I came full circle from the life I was leading and it will

be rewarded with a college degree." White said.
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Concert Security Workers-Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and site
work at the Bright Momenta Jazz Festival during the month of July
Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July
13. 20. 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab frotn
9 a.m.-5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AAEOE. Applications will
be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich
or Mary Gannon, 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable
atmosphere.

tliarlie'p
1 Pray St

,
Amhersi -549-5403 • Open ! 1 a m

7 Days A Week • Cai; for Take Out
Kitchen Open til! midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 1OC Mozzarella Sticks

9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
I Mallbu ft Pineapple $1.75 Amstd Light $1.75 I

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month
i ;i

FOOD GIVE-A-WAYS
Tu«s IOC Buffalo Win^s 9-12

Wed 99C Nacho & Chet-se Platters 9-12

Sunday lOC Poiato Skins 9-12

UMASS
MUSIC
THEATRE
GUILD

Will be presenting

EVITA
: Dec. 7, 8 & 9, 1989

in the

FAC Concert Hall

UMMTG is taking applications for the positions of
Director, Music director, and choreographer for this falls

production until Monday, May 8.

Any five college student may apply.

For more information, please call our office at 545-0415
or leave a message at 256-0569 or 586-5368.
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D
President David C. Knapp

and

Chancellor Joseph Duffey

cordially invite you to attend

A Tribute to

Frederick S. **Barney" Troy
1909 - 1988

A lumnuSy Professor of English,
and Member of the Board of Trustees

on Thursday, May 11, 1989, at 3 p.m.

in Memorial Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

a
Reception following

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Rent from Hertz Penske
and be a Road Scholar

10% OFF
Wh«n you pr»Mnt discount coii^Mn
•t any authoriisd H«rtz P«nslw location.

S— coupon for tiddttional daCa/f*.

The t)est way to move your fxjssessions home is to move-it-yourseif in a clean, smooth running

Hertz Penske truck Load everything you have and you will prot>ably have room for one or two

friends with tt>eir possessions to share the cost No matter what size truck you use, you II get the

one (hat's |ust right for you Plus you'll get the Hertz Penske ^omise of

• Low Rates

• Rent II Here - Leave It Here

• 24 Hr Emergency
Road Service

• E?sy lo Drive Trucks

»ertz
g'EMSt€E

• Packing Materials Available

• Air-Conditioned Trucks Featured

• Many Trucks with Auto
Trans , and Loading Ramps

• Unlimited Mileage on One-Way Rentals

THE WINNING TEAM:

HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU

Northampton 586-8391
Chicopee 594-5186

|UM
Hertz discountJ

I

10%
tkVMH COUPON
\Xwa (.uMpu" <^ tiut v^iid witti ji)y tith«t oliL't i-nd inirti
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IF YOU'RE LOSING HAIR,
EVERY DAY YOU WAIT IS A MISTAKE

WE RECOMMEND VIVAGEN "

HAIR ENRICHMENT
TREATMENT FROM REDKEN
VIVACEN Treatment and Shampoo

are proven to extend and enhance

the lite ot thinning hair. 79% of those

testing VIVACEN Treatment noticed

results within two months ot use.

Vh/ACEN Treatment removes the calcium

build- up found harmful to the hair's growth

cycle. VIVAGEN Shampoo enhances

Treatment benefits and adds strength tor fuller,

thicker looking hair with no build up. While there

IS no known cure for baldness, there is hope for

thinning hair with the VIVACEN program.

Don't lose another minute.

REDKEN
Styles by Deboraiv

65 Universitv Drive. Amherst 549-5610

Some semesters just seem to last a year. And
some years — well...

But now it's over. Time to kick back for a while,
maybe, or to jump right into something else.

Whatever your plans, we hope you'll think ofus.
When you travel. WTien you celebrate. When
it's time to start your career.

Again, congratulations from all ofus at Marriott
Corporation. You'll always be welcomed here.

For more information about careers with
Marriott, call our College Hotline

1-800-638-6707, ext. 82500 8am-5pm EDT.

Or write: Marriott College Relations
Marriott Drive, Dept. 835-CAP,

Washington, DC 20058.

i\>^arriott
An equal opportunity employer, M/F/TW.

Reiner's lecture
continued from page 3

in a question-and-answer session after

the lecture, Reiner clarified his position on
the use of drugs to attain awareness say

ing alcohol is "the opposite of awareness.
Drugs are more complicated. They give you
a view, then you come down land] it takes
away your long term ability to be there."

One of the more popular ways to access

the non material world is through
repetetive acts such as chanting or medita-

tion, but there is no formula to achieve a
connection, Reiner said.

"For any of these experiences whether
it's taking drugs or going to a great

spiritual teacher or a near-death ex-

perience there is a group that gets it and
a group that doesn't. If there is a formula,

people would be following it." he said.

Reiner's own experience with the non
material world started alx)ut 20 years ago

and has only grown stronger with passing
time and the help of a .spiritual teacher who
"without words. . taught me to access [the

non-material world]. He just made me very

familiar with it," he said.

Even though his awareness of the non-

material world is high, Reiner does not

believe there is anything wrong with the

material world except that people need to

look for life's deeper relationships and not

BMWs, he said.

"I have no problem with the material
world, it's just that science's experimenta-
tions are limited to the material world. I'm
quite comfortable experimenting with
things that can't be explained by science,

he said

"Even though .science is closed-minded to

much of this stuff, I feel I approach it as
the scienti.st I have always been — I observe
and trv to understand," he said.

State rep opposes toxin usage
State Repre.sentative Stan Rosenberg

joined representatives from the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts chapter of MassPIRG
Saturday in support of a state bill that
would reduce the number and volume of

toxic chemicals used in industry and
research.

Rosenberg iD-Amherst) said although
130 legislators are listed as co-sponsors of

House bin 1929, "they have only agreed
with the principle of the concept; the
specifics have yet to be worked out"

He said this is because ofthe "serious and
rather -ostly changes needed (by in-

du.stnesi to abide with the bill"

Aaron Rome, co-chairperson of the
I' Mass chapter of MassPIRG, said of the
four steps developed to eradicate toxic

materials — stopping illegal dumping,
cleaning contaminated sites, preventing
contamination and making reparations to

victims — only the first has had much
succesii

"Although a 1986 referendum question
showed overwhelming support for the
c!<.an-i>p of the worst sites, the continued
pmc'.uction and vae of these matertatg
makes cleaning up a temporary step." he
said. "What we need is prevention, and
prevention is the purpose [of the bill]."

Rosenberg commended Ma.ssPIRG's ef-

forts, but said their e(Tort> would not speed
up the bill's passing. The bill is in commit-
tee hearings, Rosenberg said, adding that

he could not speculate on a timetable for

the bill becoming law.

- MANOS STEFANAKOS

Indulge without the Bulge
Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and

no cholesterol.

IBaVNANaKIQaVMA

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

iUUlOUi KtOltA

rOQORT
Northampton
Main Street

Mother's Day
Sunday, May 14th

We have

Cards

Gifts

for your
mom!

amherst/northampton
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Harsh facts about anthrax
As a fornwr soldier in the US Army In-

telligence Corps, current graduate student

and teaching assistant at the University of

Massachusetts, I have been disappointed

by the reference by UMass administrators,

faculty, and grad students to the anthrax
research as either "benign " or "peaceful".

David Helper

During the public hearing before the

Amherst Board of Health on April 27, one

graduate student (who is working with Dr.

Thorne on his anthrax research! even went
so far as to state that anthrax had been con-

sidered as a potential biological weapon
several years ago but had been dropped

because of the difficulty researchers found

in obtaining lethal concentrations of

spores, or Hnding toxic enough strains.

Both of these points are nonsense.

An anthrax bomb was tested in the ear-

ly 1940's on the island of Gruinard. This

test left the island uninhabitable. Accor

ding to the Department of Defense's 1987

book entitled "Soviet Military Power"
(from which the following material is most-

ly quoted or rephrased to include as much
relevant material as possible). In 1979
there was an accidental release of anthrax

within the Microbiology and Virology In-

stitute (a military facility) in Sverdlovsk

City that "caused many casualties and
most likely a very high death rate among
Soviet citizens who were exposed." U.S. in-

telligence sources noted the following:

As much as 10 kilograms of dry anthrax

spores were released from the Institute and

contaminated an area with a radius of at

least three to five kilometers. Within two
weeks (the expected time for the disease to

develope) a significant number of deaths oc-

curred. Residents and workers within the

contaminated area contracted pulmonary
anthrax through inhalation, skin contact,

or possibly from ingesting contaminated

food (caused by the fallout of spores). Initial

disinfection and decontamination pro-

cedures were largely ineffective.

The heavy military involvement follow-

ing the incident, along with early military

casualties, total militanr control within two
weeks, plus rooftop spraying of decon-

taminating solutions firom aircraft, were in

no way consistent with the public health

control measures necessary for dealing

with anthrax acquired by eating bad meat,

as the Soviets claimed.

The reported aerial spraying activity and

disinfection with steam and hypochlorite

solution around the military facility were

clearly intended to decontaminate surfaces

affected by an infectious aerosol.

The DOD authors also point out that an-

thrax can be dispersed in either a liquid or

dry form. It is a non-contagious agent, and
can be killed with strong disinfectants or

high temperature.

"TTie number of anthrax spores required to

kill 50 percent of exposed individuals

(lethal dose 50 or LD50) is between 8.000

to 10,000. Even though such high concen-

trations of anthrax are required to be

delivered over a target population, the

Soviets have no technical difficulties in

achieving this."

Anthrax research may appear to be a

benign cause which the UMass re.searchers

and administrators feel will only be used

to assist Third World nations with com-
bating anthrax in domestic animals, but

the reality is that it's not. Both the Soviet

and the American defense establishments
covertly or overtly acknowledge anthrax as

a weapon.

Although Dr. Thorne may feel anthrax
"does not support biological warfare in

terms of offensive biological warfare," he
seems unaware that a biological agent is

almost of no use on a tactical battlefield

without a vaccine.

The DOD is paying both faculty and stu-

dent sat UMass to develop a vaccine that

will make anthrax useful on a

nuclear/biological/chemical battlefield. To
think less is to deceive yourself into a lie

that is spiritually as toxic as anthrax itself.

David Holper is a UMass graduate
student

Some peaceful research ambitious
I have a problem.

I'm an engineer.

I wish to design hydro, solar, and wind

energy sources for rural regions.

I'm an engineer. I wish to develop high

.strength building materials and synthesize

new drugs.

I'm an engineer.

I wish to design advanced radar systems

to make the skies safer.

I'm an engineer.

1 wish to design alternative waste reduc-

tion and recycle programs.

I'm an engineer.

I wish to obtain funds for my'research

from a university plagued by budget cuts.

My "peaceful" research ambitions have

military applications or are spin-offs from

military technology.

Would you force the Wright brothers to

abandon their dreams of flight at the pro-

spect of defense applications?

One-third of all grants, including Depart-

ment of Defense grants, fund the entire

university. The.se grants are used to pay

faculty and TA's, in.stall new buildings and
facilities, cap tuition, and increase

available class sections. Elimination of any
of these funds poses grave consequences to

my research and the survival of a budget

crunched university. DOD grants are for

general, unclassified education. Protesting

DOD grants is attacking the best applica-

tion of military spending-education.

Who has the problem?
I encourage the People for a Socially

Responsible University to examine the

research undertaken, weigh its social and
militaristic applications, and then act

responsibly. Awareness is a two-way street.

Scott R. Blaha
Amherst

Making life easy for wimps
'Please get the help you need."
"You'll never know how much I love

you."

"I wonder ifyou know how happy you've
made me."

Alise Harfield
Sounds like an open, real-live mature

conversation between bold, outgoing
humans. Fooled you, didn't it?

It's really a peek at the headlines of

Hallmark's new line of greeting cards,

"Between You and Me" Honest Words.
Real Feelings — Cards that are SO ge-

nuine, they sound like humans talking.

They eradicate that everyday burden of

saying how you feel and what's on your
mind.
People without .spines, take heart. The

cards really work if you are too shy to say
nearly anything about absolutely
everything to anyone. If you haven't seen
them yet in card stores, you may have trou

ble believing their existence. So, here is

Holly and Mark's story. They were for-

tunate enough to win Hallmark's promo-
tional contest that awarded them a
lifetime's supply of "Honest Words, and
Real Feelings."

Their correspondence began when they

met in line at Sackett's when Mark finish-

ed paying for his Big Bird to complete his

Sesame Street miniature figurine atllection.

In his haste to open his mouth and speak,

he left behind some ofhis "Real Feelings.

"

Holly read one. forgetting that the card said

"Hallmark"not "Holly." It was definitely

star-crossed love, but neither knew what to

do, until Mark sent his first card. My Love
is Waiting Just for You.
HOLLY (opening a decorative card),

reads: There is Something You Ought
To Know, (inside) I wish I could tell you
in person, but I don't know how. I never
knew how to love until I met you. You came
and opened my heart, showed me the col-

ors of rainbows, the flight of a bluejay in

winter. Thank you, my sweet pilot.

MARK (removing trifocals), reads: I'm
Not Sure I Should Tell You This, (inside)

I just want to be your everything. I never
knew love before I accidentally met you.

You glided into my life like a gilded swan
via some predestined fate. Now I'm forever

yours, my innocent one!

HOLLY, (peeling skin of a pomegranite)
reads: I Hope I'm Not Being Precocious.
(inside) But I feel we're at a point in our
relationship where I can trust you,
sweetest. So. I need to know of all your past

relationships. It's not that I don't trust you!

Oh, no! I feel the knowledge would bring
us as close as two petals of a rose. Let's

talk, love.

MARK (choking on tofui I'm Not Sure
How To Broach This Topic. It Is So Per-
sonal, (inside) You see, my flighty swan,
you need help. And I'm not qualified to give

it to you. I'm not a professional, not train-

ed to help you, my honey. Please get to a
psychiatrist.

HOLLY (pacing to and fro in her flat),

reads: We .Need To Talk Again. It Has
Enlightened Me So To Your Ways, (in-

side): Let's find each other once again,
and forget all that's happened in the
past. Call me very soon.
MARK (who notices the cards are

becoming shorter and shorter) reads:
Saying Goodbye Is Never Easy, (inside)

You've been wonderful, always there to

talk to whenever I needed you. So verbal

So convincing. But the time has come for

us to fly our own separate ways, to spread
our wings.

Fall. I9M: After a five-year au--mail rela-

tionship, post office engineers stumble on
the idea of laser stamps, and the entire

mailing system goes awry.
Spring. 1994: Holly and Mark break up.

So does Hallmark.
Alise Harfield is a Collegian columnist

Ignoring the chance for dialogue
We feel compelled to express our outrage

at the events that siuTounded the takeover

of the Graduate Research Center on May
3 and 4. We agreed to a.ssist as observers

to ensure the safety of everyone involved.

We worked in good faith with the students,

police and administration throughout the

night to make the situation a little more
bearable. At one point during the night, it

became clear that we had ceased to receive

any significant information regarding the

options under consideration by the ad
ministration. As observers, we didn't ex-

pect any formal role in decision making,
however, the lack of communication was
alarming.

As elected student leaders, our job is to

bridge the gap between students and the

administration. On the morning of May 4,

we found that task to be impossible. The
decision to impose interim suspension upon
the protesting .students is outrageous, but

even more so given the lack ofcontact with

our group.

The interim suspension clause of the

Code of Student Conduct was abused by the

administration. Negotiations with the

Division of Student Affairs last summer led

us to understand that this disciplinary

sanction would only be adopted in cir-

cum.stances involving imminent danger.

Imminent danger had been understood by

all to involve situations arson or students

wielding guns. It was certainly never im-

plied tiiatanonAfiolent^occupationo^

fice would qualify. In fact, it was implied
that student protests couldn't constitute

imminent danger.

This occupation didn't present a threat

to any University property or to individual

safety. The protesters were courteous, and
indeed requested garbage bags and a vac-

cum cleaner to neaten the office. The
students inside the office prevented a

volatile situation by requesting their sup-

porters outside to stop pounding on the

GRC windows.
While we may not support the particular

demands of the protestors, we strongly ad-

vocate the immediate lifting of the

students' suspensions. The quality of

dialogue on this campus doesn't match the

tenor of our times. The administration still

has the opportunity to challenge the stu-

dent protestors to participate in a respon-

sible forum for the discussion of Depart-

ment of Defense research. Such debate is

consistent with the highest ideals of a

public university, and charts a realistic

course for the resolution of funding issues

on this campus. We don't ask miracles of

ourselves or others, we merely wish the

sincere satisfaction of our common desire

for a community founded by law and bound
by mutual respect. This, surely, isn't

beyond our reach.

Stephanie Orefice

Editor's note: Five other Student Govern-

ment Association officers signed this letter.

Protest hurts students
We, as students in technical majors,

are outraged by the recent occupation

of the Lederle Graduate Research
Center. These protesters, many of whom
do not even attend this University, have
cut off hundreds of students from the

resources that we need to complete our

studies. While some of us support their

right to protest against something that

they don't believe in, we don't support

their actions.

The Physical Sciences library, a

library which may technical majors use,

has been closed because of the pro-

testers. The students who use this,

mainly Engineering, COINS,
Chemistry, and other technical majors,

use it for the resources available and for

its location close to many of our classes.

By denying us access to it, they are

abusing our rights. Many of our pro-

fessors are unable to prepare for their

lectures or hold office hours because

they are unable to get to their offices.

Many students who work in the LGRC,
not all of which are involved with

military research, are unable to go to

work. 'The protesters have affected the

lives of fellow students more than the

administration and should thing again

about what they are doing.

Chistopher M. Curtin
Sunderland

Editor's note: 29 other students signed

this letter.
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Judge denies

injunction in

Sakowicz suit
'ncr,

pB. By
'»Ouf/y Tunes SUIT

JENNIFER DEMPSEY
JfSTed the matter is ftmshed.

rkvpr."

Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and
staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff
members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-
ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette.
Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.
Journalism is a competitive field and it pays
to get experience early. So, what are you
waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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Cap fits Shinehead at the pond
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Shinehead/The Hootera/Stevie BJThe Tom Tom Club
Campus Pond
May 7

I get my wakeup call earlier than usual this morning,
seeping imperceptibly into the crevices of my brain, the
terrible thud of a snaredrum banging incessantly, echo-

ing between buildings, and then a song which seems to

waft more out of memory than the cool gusts which are
blowing my papers ail over the room. My faculties reluc-

tantly drag themselves from the soft folds of sleep and I

recognize it as "(lenius of Love." Conclusion: the Tom Tom
Club are soundchecking for this year's spring concert.

Perhaps I should go see them now before the herd arrives.

That's the last thought in my head before I drift off to sleep

again.

Spring Concert is carefully (or badly, depending on your
point of view) planned. Like New York Stories, it sand-
wiches the crap in between the two respectable acts. If

The Hooters would get their clumsy, vacuous stadia-

dross out of the way first, then I could get at least another
hour's sleep, and would it be asking too much if Stevie
B. followed them, whining like an overheated hairdryer,

merchandising dance-dreck faster than the enlightened
ear would care to follow. Then perhaps I could ei^joy a
leisurely lunch as well. But it's not to be. The opening
act is Shinehead. He goes on at 1 p.m. sharp and, as usual,

Tm late.

As I had previously suspected, thing are pretty quiet

down by the Nuremberg-like FAC wall for Shinehead's
set. His band are tighter than the spandex on the legs of

the girl in front of me. There's no "Boope", but everything

else about the show is well up to par, from the slow-fuse

of "If the Cap Fits" to a rousing "Don't give me no Crack."

There's also an interesting cover of the underrated
Junior's "Mama Used to Say," slowed down to a skankin'
swagger, which kind of misses the point of the original's

hyperactive groove. "Mama used to say, don't you rush
to get old" shinehead sings in his inimitable cool tones.

You needn't worry about that pal most of this crowd left

the larger part of their minds back in junior high.

Predictably the rest of the New York raggamuffin's
message, stuff about racial inequality, ghettoization etc.

is lost on the waves of muscle-brained prat-boys, who're

too into their bodies to care. I have a momentary vision

of a mushroom cloud rising over fraternity row, but it's

just wishful thinking.

Shinehead's set ends too quickly, and, with this crowd,
raising an encore is like raising the dead.
As I wander back to Campus Center, the herd begin to

descend in droves from Southwest for the Hooters. This
is the kind of stuff America was built on, the stuff that,

if you look at it too hard and pose the question "What are
you made of, mate?" will crumble away into dust like the
California coastline, sinking into deep blue oceans of
ignominity.

I could almost take it if I'd had a good few double vodkas
to think about, but at the gates they're checking people's
towels, no doubt to see if the fiends have saturated them
in Michelob, something to suck on when things start to

suck.

Which is about exactly the moment that Stevie B. steps

on stage, looking like a Strawberry Daquiri, and soun-
ding like the result of an immaculate conception between
Paula Abdul and Taylor Dayne. "Party, oh party" he
sings, inviting an all too willing crowd to come join him
in drum machine nirvana. I must admit. I'm amazed by
his astonishing range, both musically and lyrically. Cries
of "Party over here" accompanied by a duh-duh-ti-pow
rhythm, are juxtaposed with "Get up on this!" to an in-

fectious duh-ti-pow-pause-duh-duhti-pow beat. The crowd
go wild. At the end Stevie B. reveals that he "loves the
hell" out of us guys, and suddenly my life has meaning.
Bobby McFerrin was right. "Don't worry, throw up!"
After the vision in dayglo pink has left the stage, the

crowd rapidly begins depleting It seems that the Tom Tom
Club are just too "alternative" for most, including the sun,

who decides to call it a day with the t inky-bop Casio riffs

still bo'uncing in his head. Soon enough the haircuts of

Hampshire College students begin popping up in the
throng like unusual trees.

When they finally take the stage, its obvious that Chris
and Tina are out to piss off the animal rights activists.

The entire band is clad in black leather, except Tina who
is clad in brown leather. Their first number sounds like

Voice of the Beehive, and my expectations, like my feet,

begin to sink slowly into the mud.
They recover momentarily with "Genius of Love", a

funky trip in anyone's book. But Chris's rappin' is grow-
ing increasingly ridiculous as the years go on. "Don't
believe the hype!" he yells at one point, for no apparent

Shinehead
CoUvgUa photo by Ju.

reuson other than to say "Hey look everybody, I'm cool.

I listen to Public Enemy." Every time he laughs and ut-

ters something inane like "Hey, let's rock this out" he
reminds me more and more of the "fat-old-geezer-in-the-

disco" syndrome.
Much of the Tom Tom Club's new stuff sounds like the

Heads circa Speaking in Tongues, i.e. they have failed to

learn the lesson that if you stay in the same gear all the
time, you'll "use it up and wear it out." Of course there
is the trendy house turn of "Call of the Wild" and some
stuff that sounds vaguely Enoesque. but in general you'd
be pretty much ideologically correct if, like the people I

was with, you left afVer "Cienius of Love."

They're still playing as I walk away from the debris.

Grey realty sets in like quick-dry cement It's like the
aftermath of some huge party that was dead before it even
got off the ground. And that, to modify the words ofJonah
Lewie 'is why you'll always find me in the bathroom at

parties."

Brain has it over bone in the mind of Yeasthead
By JASON TALERMAN
Collegian Staff

Thank that ole bast id above that I had the presence of

mind to change the format of the Bones. Otherwise I'd

be doing irreversable damage to my self image by trying

to find a thousand different ways to say how incredibly

bad the Pond concert was this year. Yes, once again, that

ridiculously convoluted organization known as UPC has

wasted valuable tax dollars by hiring useless one hit has

beens to send synth drums cascading all over the valley.

There was a lot of flooding this weekend. As sound travels

far over water, there are inpatients at the nursing homes
for ten miles mistaking that crap echo bass drum sound

for defribulator trouble. D.O.D. nuthin. UPC spends

enough money outfitting their friends with tee shirts to

put the entire town of Roxbury through college, including

computer fees. But now to the matter at hand.

There are two kinds ofpeople: one lives life, the other is

considering life, while at the same time inadvertently liv-

ing it. Which would you say, Talerman, w living life more

fully? — Rebecca and Tammy, Northampton.

I'm a big fan of the brain. We don't understand a thing

about it, it has the same general appearance as tripe, and

it's grey but yet it is the one thing that has caused us to

excel, and, at the same time, drive us to the brink of cer-

tain doom, you'd have to go back to Lyndon Johnson to

find living tissue that could claim the same
characteristics. I mean in the five million or so years that

man has been scuttling about physicality has determin-

ed the main hunk of evolution. But about 10.000 years

ago, or .1 of said time, things began to take a change. Peo-

ple began to use the brain to ease the pain of evolution

and to create shortcuts where simple brute strength did

not have the savvy to lead us. This is about where the

brain and the body began to part company evolution wise.

It seems that Rebecca and Tammy are asking if people

should live life in the "devil may care" mold or if they

should spend time analyzing life at every turn. They seem

to be implying that the problem with the latter is that

if you spend your time dwelling on the questions of life

then you might let some of it whizz by you. This is a valid

point, one much debated in the folk scare of the late 50's

and early BO's, but in my mind it is also a good lot of horse

shit. I'm not lobbying to be overcautious but the mind is

so goddamn fast and powerful that we always have time

for a thought or two before we act. To prove my point, let

us consider a scenario. A high scool dropout, not too much
of a thinker anyway, begins to experiment with PCP to

pass the time at the shoe insole factory. Dust is notorious

for sending incredible vibes of spontaneity through a per-

son. So this young man neglects to eat breakfast and takes

a bigger dose than usual. On an empty stomach his body

becomes totally gripped by the drug. Without a care in

the world he leaps head first into the mammoth gearing

of the 72 inch press, end of story.

Evolution of the mind is parabolic in nature. Physical

Darwinian growth grinds on and on but the brain has ex-

panded its scope so hard and fast that we can hardly keep

up. Christ. I didn't even have a VCR in high school and
now I don't even have sex anymore because I can rent the

likes of Blood Simple (sorry Em, I forgot about this one)

every night and get the same approximate sensation.

There's something about murder when in the hands of a

quality filmaker that just gives me that awful feeling in

the loins. I dunno though, maybe It's that old hernia com-

ing back to haunt me.

Thanx for all the submissions. Keep them coming.

Though there's only a week left it is possible that I may
be able to sell my soul to some ridiculous arts and enter-

tainment rag in exchange for a few lines a week and enough
change to buy those dried out husks ofdough that we all

know as Stop and Shop english muffins.

I do have enough space left this week to touch base on

one more question. Steve, from Southwest wants me to tell

him who is better, the Beatles or the Stones. Well, it's ex-

actly this type of question that I would expect from
somebody who signs their letters in such an amorphous
light. Steve, you should definitely use up those 10 free

counseling appointments that Health Services provides for

all students because you definitely have a problem. I went
to the lacrosse game on Saturday and saw about 2000 guys
just like you. Incidently, the Stones kick mighty ass on the

Beatles. J. Talerman, 113 Campus Center, UMass,
Amherst, Ma, 01003.
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The brilliance of a true

believer at Smith College
B> (JKAEMK THOMSON
Collegian Staff

Nanci GrifTith

John M. Greene Hall
May 4.

I wasn't expecting this, stepping off a par

ticularly harrowing ride on the PV'TA in

Northampton, only to be confronted b> a

line of people the length of which I haven't

seen since Star Wars opened in my
hometown. I waited in line along with the

weatherbeaten faces of what seemed like

thousands of No Ho-pers. The sight of so

many bearded men and women in (lannel

shirts discussing house prices in Western
Mass was depressing to behold, but I was
cheered by the thought of witnessing, for

the second time in two years, the genius ol

Nanri Griffith.

But of course, first of all I had tu >ii

through the support act, sorry support acts,

as we were informed by an enthusiastic,

but unbearably stupid geek from WRSI.
the same one who was at the Lyie Lovett

concert in fact.

First up then, was Chris Smithers. who
turned out to be a perfecly amiable chap
who told funny stories and sang Dylan-

esque songs about life, love and pain.

Nothing wrong with that. I thought, bet-

ween micro sleeps.

Next we had the genuine treat of Franke
and Hudson. Nanci's backing singers,

who played and sang some pretty crackin'

tunes of their own. moeitly gorgeous, lilting

country ballads with exquisite harmonies
about life, love and pain It seems that

merely hanging around the wondrous Tex-

an waif is inspiration m itself.

And then, the moment I'd been watting

for since the lights went up in Govan Hall

on May 12. 1988. Nanci GrifTith and the

Blue Moon Orchestra with a new bass

player to boot. It seems nothing ever
changes. Al.so. no James Hooker (he was on
paternity leave, Nanci told us). His replace-

ment looked suspiciously like a Nashville
sesh muso, but I decided not to hold it

against him

Jumping .straight into her oldest "new"
song. "Listen to the Radio, ' Nanci lookin'

way cool in a baggy suit, led us on a perfect

ly enchanting through some of her finest

moments including a "funky" "Last of the

True Believers" a stompin' "Working Girl"

(lookin' for the time' and a dreamy "Once

m a Very Blue Mtwn.
"

Eric TayloiV devastating "Deadwood.
South Dakota" movingly captured the

plight of Native Americans, while the new.

"Back Seat Driver of America" revealed a

new political edge. Nanci quite rightly, con

centrated on material from her forthcom

ing album. As she puts it. "New songs are

like pennies in my jXicket. I have to spend

"em." So offered the wonderful poppiness

of "Drive in Movies and Dashboard
Lights, and the powerful Everlyslike

"You Make this love a Teardrop Waiting

to Fall" 1 clutched them to my chest, the

nearest thing I could acquire to the roses

she wasted on a couple of little brats to

keep them quiet (unruly children are one

of her pet peeves), I'll tell ya, if one of thcMe

stems had come my way I would have had
It cryogenically frozen.

Inevitably many of my favorite songs did

not find their way into what was. at any
rate, a mesmerizing performance, but

that's the problem with Nanci. Every ones
a winner. She ended with a rockin' version

of "Let it Shine on Me" which left me
delirious with happiness, at the end of what

had begun as a very trying day. But that's

how It IS with Nanci Griffith Out of gre\

skies she has the miraculous ability tt>

create fair summer evenings

CnlWctun phf>«» by Jawtn Daiuigrr

ART ATTACK - the mural errected for a day by UMass art students
on the wall of the FAC as the culmination of a project to copy an old
ma<;ter. The painstaking work was done in sections and then pieced
tofjether for the final effect.
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men's track Softball
condnutd from page 26

in times of 49.0 and 49.84. "That 400 field

was probably the toughest field in the
meet. Steve did a great job and Garfield did
a great job." said O'Brien.

Jerome Bledsoe placed fourth in the long
jump for UMass. Bledsoe, hampered by a
strain in his quadracep, and facing bad
weather conditions , was limited to a leap
of 21*10 3/4', well below his personal best
of 23'3 4-

Other notable performances for UMass
included Joe Edgerton's fourth in the shot

put with a throw of 48*4', four feet farther

than his previous best. Jeff White ran his

fastest time(15.51) of the year in the 110
high hurdles, taking sixth. In the 5000,
Jerry Squires, struggling with allergies,

took third in 15:25.2, followed by teammate
Billy Wallace who was fifth in 16:24.73. In

the 100, Mike Grev ran to sixth place in

11.5.

conttiuud from pagt 16

ed her way out of a bases loaded jam in

the botttom of the seventh.

Aprile relieved starter Chris Wanner
early on in the second contest as UMass
fell behind 4-1, then mashed a three-run

homer in the top of the third frame to

tie the score. In the bottom of the

seventh, however, Rutgers reached

Aprile for the game winning run on a

hit batsman, a pair of bloop singles and
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a two out shot.

The Minutewomen rebounded yester-

day in Philadelphia with a 7 2. 9-0

sweep. Wanner and Jen Devlin teamed
up in a no-hit effort in the second game
after Aprile picked up her second win
of the weekend in the opener.

Wanner pitched five no-hit innings
before giving the ball to Devlin, who
completed the washout, while Barbara
Meehan (2-for-3, two runs scored), Jen
Miller (2-for-4) and Aprile (3 3) pound
ed away at the plate.

AS SEEN IN NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS
VECTOR
MARKETING
CORPORATION

lU&Viot^ Up^p<>UAA/yy^^

$11 05 ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

. NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

. INTERVIEW NOW - BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

. GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME

. BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

• INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

. FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

. DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

V rFOR EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

MANAGER'S AD LINE NUMBERS SUMMER 1989—BOSTON SUBURBS- 1-800-966-5555, 617-449-4362 • NASHUA,
NH./LOWELL MA. AREAS- 603-891-1545 • WORCESTER COUNTY-1 -800-966-3692

• RHODE ISLAND AREA- 401-946-0150 • PORTSMOUTH, NH./NEWBURY PORT, MA.- 603-964-8997 • WAKEFIELD,
MA./NORTH SHORE AREAS- 617-246-5308 • SOUTH EAST MASS. AREA- 508-947-1006 • SOUTH SHORE/

PLYMOUTH, MA.- 617-826-0640 • WOONSOCKET, RI./BLACKSTONE VALLEY AREA- 401-769-2429 • SOUTHERN
RHODE ISLAND/WESTERLY AREA- 401-596-6155 • PORTLAND/SOUTHERN MAINE AREA- 207-773-2233

Who says summer storage has to

expensive?

Or inconvenient?
Not The Student Storage Company.
Store one of our 4.3 cu. ft. t)oxes for the entire summer for just $16.00 (including
the box). Refrigerators, rugs, and other Items stored at low prices, as well.

Insurance is available.

Bring your belongings to one of our three convenient on-campus locations, May
22-25. 11am-5pm.

Central: Courtyard between Baker arxj Green'ough.

Southwest: Basketball courts.

Northeast: On lawn between Dwight and Johnson.

For more information, k»k for our flyer in your mailbox or come to our table in The
Student Center, May 15-17. Or call 800-6-STORAGE.

This service offered in conjunction with The U. Mass. Office of Housing
Services.

RESUMES
Super Rush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

PARENTS
Rated R

Starrinii Randy Quaid,
Mary Beth Hurt A
Sandy Dennis

ONLY 92iM w'Student ID
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Deli ServiceSinging Telegram K Balloon

Forget the old Standbys—No'

more stale chocolate or dead

roses—Be different—order a.

Balloon In A Box for

your mom!

15% off regular price

with dds ad.

CaU 549-1430 .

233 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Summer Session Courses at

Western New England College

Call our Summen;rpv
College Courses Hot
Line todav
Dial 782-1249
(Springfield Area I.

1-800-442-1025
( Toll Free in .Mass.). or

1-800-325-1122
(Toll Free Ouisicl-^ ot

Mass.).

Ask for complete
details of class dates

and times or let us

mail you our Summer
Session 1989 Catalog.

•_ XOtK«jKADLATE
3-week days.
Courses begin .May 1 5.

Alt of Film

Economic ControverMCS

McKlern Short Storv

Cultures Past & Present

Hebrews and E. Germany
Managenal Communication
Management Simulation

introducuon to Psychology

4week Courses,
first session:

Days (begin .May }0)

Modern Biology I

Gef>eral ChemisiA' I

Pnnaples of Markeung
Analvuc Geometry & Calculus II

Introducuon to Meteorology

Statistics I

Colloquium in Human Sexuality

EvEWscs (begin .May 31)

Pnnciples of .\ccounting

Legal Aspects of Business I

Business Computer Systems

Business Application Software

Cnminology
Pnnaples of Economics I

Intro to Electrical Engineenng I

Corporauon Finance

Physical Geology (wiih lab)

US. History, 1878-1932

Pnnaples of Management

.Analysis for Business and

Economics I

Phvsics of Energy I (with lab)

Psychology of An
Introducuon to Sociology

S-wcek evening courses.
Begin .May 30.

Managcmq/ii .Accounting and

Conuol

Tax Scructure Fundamenials

Art of Film

Business and Government
English as a Second Language

English Composition

^K'rltlng ^3^orkshop

Juumevs Tnps .\cross Country

& Travels Through Time
Introducuon to Compwter

Programming ( Fortran

»

Intro to Probability and Staustics

Labor Relauoas

Stress in Organizauons

Sales and Sales Management
.Algebra Fundamentals

Pre-Calculus .Math

.Analvuc Geometry & Calculus I

Differenual Equatioru

Linear Algebra

Engineenng Analysis I

Mechanics 1 (.Staucs)

Mechanics II (Dynamics)

Biomedical Ethics

Concepts in Physics

Eleancity and Magnetism
Child .Management: Theory and

Pracuce

Stausucs II

InL-oducuon to Interviewing

6-week courses, second
session. Begin July 10.

Days

Modern Biology II

General Chemisuy
Consumer Behavior

Analyuc Geometry & Calculus 111

Stausucs II

EVCKINCS

Pnnaples of Accounting II

Legal /Vspe^ ts of Business II

Principles of Economics II

Analysts for Business &
Economics II

Phvsics o( Energy II

1 1-week evening courses.
Begin .May 17
Computer Security and CofHrol

Topics in Current Manufactunng
Systems

GRADUATE
1 1 -weeks, one evening per
week. Begin May 19
Financial Accounung I

Managerial Accounting

Information Svstems

Decision-Making with

Microcomputers

Topics in Current Manufacturing

Svstems
Financial Management
Management Theory and

Concepts

Urganizauonal Behavior

Business Policies

Stress .Management
Communication in Business

Marketing Concepts
Markeung Management

Applications

.Applied Statistics

Quanuiatjve Methods with

Computer Applicauons

8-week course, Monday
evening, begins May 31-

Applied Finite Element Analysis

School of Conunuing Higher Eduuuon
12IS WUbrahamRoad
Spnngfieid. .MA0I119

CWMlSWTf MAJORS

am $10^r This Summer
Doing researcfi interviewing for the

U S Environmental Protection

Agency on community right-to-know

database Hours are Monday - Fn-

day. 9 - 5pm Positions availatjie

starting June 1 2 Call today for an
interview We re in the Mountain
Farms Mall which is a stop on the

Free Bus Line Call 9 00am - 5 00pm,
Monday - Friday. 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

Teiepnone Research! Center

Mountain Farms Mall Rt 9 Hadlev WA 01035

k^DOVE
RESUMES

• SECRETARIAL SERVICES
• Letters • Dissertations

• Thesis • Term Papers

• FAX Services

• TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
• Now interviewing for full & part-time

summer employment
• Flexible Hours
• Benefits

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

• Bookkeeping Service
"• Payroll Service

• Trouble Shooting

79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-1335 • 253-7480
535-5127
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Successful year marks
end for Gable, Soto

women's track

By KIM BRATER
Collegian Correspondent

As the warm weather descends upon us,

the kind of weather most conducive for ten-

nis, the University of Massachusetts men's

tennis team wraps up its season with five

wins and three losses.

"We had a good season overall, with a 5-3

record and sixth place at both A-lO's and
New Englands. Everyone played well,"

said UMass coach Manny Roberts. '(Brian)

Gable's ankle hampered him a bit, but I'm

happy with our record and the

performance.

"Two out of the three teams we lost to

this spring, we beat last semester. It goes

back and forth."

Two of the Minutemen players will be

leaving the squad Both Gable and
Humbert© Soto are ^aduating in a few

weeks. Gable, the number one singles

player for the team during his entire four

years here at UMass. will be heading out

to San I>iego to work for Pitney Bowes. But

his racket will not collect dust as he plans

to play in weekend tournaments m hopes

to earn extra income.

"Mv four vears here went well I was a

bit disappointed this spring because 1 felt

I held back due to my ankle," said Gable.

The other senior on the squad is number
five singles player Soto. "I had a good

season and I'm happy with my six-win, two-

loss finish. I liked playing for Manny, he's

a great guy. Hopefully the tennis program
will get better in the years to come," said

Soto.

"Soto played well for the team. Consider

ing he started as a sophomore, he brought

in some big wins for us. Gable always

played well. As far as I know, he's the first

athlete to receive MVP four years in a

row." commented Roberts.

Although the Minutemen will miss the

playing of Gable and Soto, the team seems
to be building up.

"We have a good incoming recruit class

for next season, plus all our returning

players," said Roberts.

Coming to play for the Minutemen are

Barry W' adsworth who plays on the strong

Penn State team Wadsworth is transferr

ing to UMass and is expected to play

number one. Jeff Hesham from Andover
was ranked in the top 20 in NELTA. and
Scott Amerault hails from Long Island.

continued from page 16

a bad starting position — lane eight — on

the outside and she said, "the windy con-

ditions hurt me on the corners." She cross-

ed the line in 25.9 seconds, just nosing out

the third-place runner.

The multi-talented freshman has
qualified for next weekend's Eastern
Championships in the 100, 200. and 400.

but she will solely concentrate on the

quartermile.

Another ECAC qualifier is Amy St.

Pierre, who finished third in the 10,000

under extremely horrible weather condi

tions. She completed the roughly six-mile

race in 39 minutes, but she could have won
the event, as the winner ran a 37:47, St.

Pierre's best time.

For the throwers, Simone Marisseau had

an excellent day, as she threw a personal

best in the shot put, 42 feet. 11% inches,

for second place. She has also qualified for

the Easterns.

Another qualifier, senior Carla DeSantis

continued to slump as she finished third in

the javelin, but the alarming fact was that

she was beaten by two girls who had
previously never thrown better than her.

In other results, the 4x800 relay team of

Shana Smith, Sonja Vaughan, Cathy
Crocker, and Michelle Pearlstine ran well,

finishing fourth, and Smith finished sixth

m the 1500 race. Also, freshman Sue McFa-
dyen ran a nice 69-second 400 hurdle race.

What's left for this season is the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Championships next

weekend at George Mason University in

Fairfax. Virginia.

Hockey player may be extradited
MOSCOW (AP> - Soviet military

authorities may seek the extradition of a
Soviet hockey star on charges he deserted
the Red Army when he defected to the
United States, a Moscow newspaper said

yesterday.

Lt. Alexander Mogilny disappeared
Thursday in Stockholm. Sweden after help-

ing the Soviet National Team win the
World Hockey Championships.

The 20year-old forward, considered one
of the country's best prospects, arrived in

the United States a day later on an airline

ticket paid for by the Buffalo Sabre»» the

National Hockey League club that had
chosen him in last year's player draft.

His story was recounted yesterday in the

newspaper Sovietsky Sport under the

headline. "The Golden Calf and the

Horsethieves from Buffalo."
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\ I IHOW I MADE $18,

FOR COLLEGE
BYWORKDIG WEEKENDS ff

When my friends and I graduated
from high sch(X)l, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and lx)oks,

thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Anny
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.

And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18.000-()r more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.

THK GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU Ti iKouGi I coij j:gi:, too.
SHE YOUR LOCAL RIXRUITLR
FOR DETAILS, CAIX TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii 7:»7 5255. I'lierloKifo 721 4550. Gu^m 477 9957 Viiein Islands
(Si Crmxl 773 643«. New Jersey WM) 452 5794 In Alaska, consul! your local
phone directory.
C 1985 United Slates (invemmeni as represented by the Secretary of Defense
All rixhts reserved.

r 1
I

MAIL TO; Amiy National Cuard. P.O Box 60(X), Clifton. NJ 07015
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NAME

I ADDRESS " ~~

I

I

I AREA CODE PHONE

I

I

I
(KC I (PAT ION

I
. STUDENT UHK.HSCIKK)!. G COLLEGE
I

PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE G YES D NO

I

L

CITY/STATE/ZIP

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

US CITIZEN G YES G NO

BIRTH DATE

RANK AFM/MOS

•Mti«u«tctTOM«M'n mSWMM •onoSM) NjrxMr* miv ^u^
A)CLJC01059Nr

Anny Natioiial Guard
A mericans A t Their Best
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

««

6-»

"Nothing yet . ... How about you. Newton?"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

"It's all very well never to do
what's expected of you, but
what do you do when the
unexpected is what people
have come to expect?"

- Alan Bennett

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

By BILL WATTERSON
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SLEEP
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I

F^L SWt WTU.

I GUESS A 2) VWM DO
tWU MWTE. I J GET TO
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

;sso^3n-
Dip yOUH£AR PR£SlPem
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MK PRtsiDem' I see
A BUPP^ PICTURB
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CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

WE FOUND THE
KID vgHO BURMEP
POWM Tf^E SMACK,
BOSS.

V^

CONFESS'. u/My Pip
YOD T>0 \V? UiMY
Pip You DESTROY THE.
XJ-7 ? IaJE CAhi MAKE
You TA«-K !

MEY IaIHAT^) ^^
T-MAT7

fe^...^-^

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

ACROSS
1 Shaw « — •nd

tti« Man
5 Rmy
9 Racofdad
14 Maandaf
1

5

Pdai MMay
16 — and kictimg

17 — mala>
18 AmtwaciM
19 Gai gomg
?0 fathng p>cat

on Wall Si>aa4

23 Bank ion)

24 Uptigm
25 VocafcW
27 MudAy Of Eltial

30 - 0«Man
3? Kmg Cola

3; Mawaai
36 Leg |0MI»

}7 Ha«ia«
38 MaacKxn
Vomo

39 Spou«a«
40 MmuM opanaig
4* NVC am*
42 Sotamn

ptmnwai
43 Sunywaai

Harold
44 — «io. Tasa«
45 Yaw tof ona
46 Rapid
*r Higrtway (ign

49 Stmwt
i< fti« up a pKiufa

S3 inWigawca

S8 Ttia Maniaga
oi FtQa»o.

kw ona
60 Spaca agcy
61 Staggar

3 Baby t drat

we'd
4 Mott ciava>

i Pm mgradiamt
eScann
7 Hiddan manaca
8 m gooo naaim
9 Rastaioani Mt
10 On m« looooul

1

1

Oa»» compen
mani loi

buraaucati
12 Satanic

iSRaMa
21 NottHng mora

than

» Swnaa
26Bandwadar

Bfowft

27 watiad m waM>
28 AwaM
29 Kmd o< *wariar

31 Noaem
33Sroadca«
34 MM
as Ona ei Via

Jaekiorw

3S Swamp
40 Kaap (ram harm
42 Basaba* • Mai
43 Copwt
46 Aspaiagut

»arving»

48 Saa aya lo aya
SO Proparly ag

51 Bratt iwMKl

mstrumani
52 Samoan capital

54 Burdan
55 Raquuta
56 WHnarad
57 Impatixnity

59 Say lurmar

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE:
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tmt*

63Contuwa»
64 Actra«sMi«a«

65 Au natural

66 A« ctotMr*
67 nrall

DOWN
1 Natna o«

Kuwait

2 Actor squad
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE

By JEANE DIXON
AtMS (March 21-Apnl 19> lodov

finds you fun of roneweo erv-

ftxiiiosm fof We end your love reta-

tonsNpj Concertrote on listening

ond leofmng Contoct with on
outhonty floure Increases Promote
clever ideas

TAUtUS (AprN 20-May 20) Vou

get o chance to impress those

whose influence can help you
reakze a dreom Nothing w* stop

you now if you re<*y concentrate

Vour game plan comes off like

clockwock Shore the opptouse

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Better

let ft» object of your affection

know how you feel If interested m
devekDpoing a fu»er rekjtonship

You can create your own finarcial

opportunities if you keep your eyes

open

CANCiR (June 21-July 22) Guard
you image but Oo rwt rest on your

k3urels Pocus on kx^g-term goals

while handling doy-to-day ctiores

That IS the way to become a win-

ner" A personottY conflict comes to

on end

LfO (Jviy 23-Aug 22) Vour ex-

troordinarv stomina helps you face
challenges giving you a big advan-
tage in both your rek3tionships and
business New friends can be rnode
this evening You wtW feel rorrxantk:

arid shew it,

VI«"'.K) (Aug 23-Sept 22) New
rec jOhition for past performances
boc:,ts your spirits Forget oW hurts

and get on with your life True haf>-

piness wHI folkDw Money matters

need your personal attention. Do
not delegate critk:al deciskxis.

UMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Short

trips oryj phone cans ore very pro-

ductive now An educatonal pro-

lect wl have a big payoff Students

tirxl srryxither tiOllng. Postporw sigrv

ir^j documents untu onottier day.

better terms con be negotiooted.

SCOVMO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Your

phikjsophy becomes clearer to

others mporovng you chances for

expanckng a retatfcjnship Your mmd
teems with practk:x3l ideas Stay in

touch with former assocotes You
may wont to team up again

SAOITTAMUt (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Good health depends kjrgety on
reducng the tension n yocr life Bet-

ter financial opportunities lie just

orour>d ttie corner CkDse retatkxv

ships are strengtt»ned by a surpris-

ir^ revetatkx* Show your terxJec

side

CAPMCORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):

Make a special effort to get ahead
of schedule so you avoid kast-

minufe work pressures Personal

decisions ore easier to make than
in the past Be true to your high

ideals

AttUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 16) A
portnershp improves after you both

kjy your cards on the table Today's

events hove a postive effect on
your finary;es You find riew ways to

increase savings Start o vocotkan

fund

nSCiS (Feb 19-March 20) A
cooperatrve and positive attitude is

tt>e secret to success Travel with

mate if you want to mix business

and pleasure successfully Cash
flow improves Set aside funds for In-

vestment purposes

MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Hot pastrami on water roll

Grilled cheese sandwich

Pan shish kebab
Fried shrimp dinner

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Capanota with pocket bread

GfHied ctieese on wheattDerry

Golden carrot bake
Fried shrimp dinner
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men 's lax edged by Syracuse

continued from page 16

first quarter, things were

considerably brighter for UMass.
"We went in at the half and we felt like

we were winning." said Hiller. who had

five assists. "We just said we've got to get

them back one at a time
"

It was one thing for UMass to score, but

another story to keep Syracuse off the

board. LoCascio and his stellar supporting

cast of defenders took care of that task,

shutting down the Gaits brothers,

Marechek and crew to the point of

frustration.

"I've always said 'so goes LoCascio, so

goes UMass'." Simmons said. "He's rare-

ly off and he came up with the big saves."

LoCascio was so strong after the first

quarter that the Gaits brothers, Gary and

Paul, both went up to him and hugged him
after the game. They weren't the only SU's

players impressed

"We got off to a quick start, but then we
ran into a hot goalie." said SU's Greg

Burns. "Our shots were in good spots, but

I think he (LoCaacio) was setting us up
"

LoCascio finished the game with 19

saves, many of them of the spectacular,

game-saving variety. But the shift in

momentum and the strong all-around

defensive eftort also played a big role.

"We came out stale in the second half,

and they were up for us," said Gary Gait,

who had two goals.

"We were fresh in the first quarter, all

pumped up, but they had a great midfield

defense. They were taking the ball away
a lot." added Paul Gait, who like his iden-

tical twin had two goals.

It was Paul who scored the first goal of

the second half, matching SU's biggest lead

at 9-3. But from there, Syracuse would go

on a 19:10 dry spell, allowing UMass to

make its run.

Soudan nailed home a sidewinder from
Hiller at 3:46, and then McAleavey went
behindthe-back in front to make it 9-5.

And when Jamie Bergan found Chris Tyler

back-door down the middle, UMass was
within 9-6 and eyebrows were being raised.

"We were down 7 1 and we could have
folded," McAleavey said.

"This team's got too much character to

fold," LoCascio said.

Scott Hiller's man up 15 yarder at '2:55

of the fourth gave him his 100th career goal

and cut it to 9-7, before Gary Gait got what

would be a huge goal, bouncing off three

defenders and beating LoCascio point-

blank in the top right corner.

Tyler's serond goal from long range made

it 10 8 and Soudan completed a hat trick

on a bouncer with 6:40 to go. The McGuirk

crowd was elated and UMass looked prim

faceoffs and fans

MONDAY, MAY 8. 1989

ed to take over.

But Syracuse went on the defensive and

was able to avert any final chances, in-

cluding Soudan's last-second bid.

Regardless of the outcome, this was the

type ofgame that UMass can carry through

a hopefully-successful postseason ride.

"We beat them for 45 minutes. This is a

big boost for the playoffs," Hiller said.

( i>llripi>n photo by JaMin T«lerra«n

Scott Hiller scored his 100th career goal and added five assists Satur-

day against Syracuse.

eoniinued from page 16

Not to say that football players couldn't

play lax. Jim Brown was highly regarded

for his skills on the gridiron, but most peo

pie don't realize that he may be the

greatest lacrosse player of all-time. It

wouldn't be the first such case.

Come game day McKeown and MacRae
were dressed, McKeown wearing the in-

jured Chris Zusi's number 16, while

MacRae had freshman Bruce Linson's

usual 35.

Here was a guy (McKeown i who had been

an All-America inside linebacker for the

UMass football team, and had seen his

share of the limelight in his four years with

the Minutemen. And MacRae had played

a key role as a fullback for UMass during

its Yankee Conference title drive last

season. What were they doing here?

"They asked my roommate, Joe Cullen

(a UMass noseguardi if he wanted to do it,

but he couldn't." McKeown said. "The next

day coach Garber called and asked me."

"I didn't know what they wanted, but we

practiced all week." MacRae said "It was

a great week. I was thrilled to be asked."

The experiment finally came under

scrutiny at the start of the second quarter,

as Garber inserted McKeown to square off

with SU's Kirk Pratt with the Gorillas

trailing. 7-1.

McKeown won his first faceoff before los

ing the next two. It would be the only ac

tion he or MacRae would see in the barn

burning 10-9 loss to the Orangemen
Saturday.

They had only been part of the team for

five days, but that was enough for them to

fall for their new sport.

"I love it, but I never thought Id play it.

In fact. I hadn't seen it before I came here

five years ago," said McKeown. who hails

from that lacrosse hotbed of Biddeford, ME.

"I wsis excited. I'd never played organiz-

ed before, but my brother and cousins

played and I used to throw the ball around

with them," MacRae said. "For us to come

in this last week, the team wasn't upset.

The guys worked with us and helpeid us

out."

"The team's been great. They brought me
in like I was one of them," McKeown said.

Garber had said before tlie game that, if

his experiment decided the game it would

be "the coaching move of the year." It

wasn't really a factor, but it may before the

season is over. McKeown plans to stick

with the team through the playoffs and

MacRae also said that he would if he was

asked.
* • *

McKeown has played at McGuirk more

than anyone else who was on the field

Saturday, and he said he has never seen

a crowd like the throng of 12.143 that was

on hand for this classic.

"Lax crowds are incredible." McKeown
said. "Usually at football games people are

just hanging out."

But this wasn't even a typical lacrosse

crowd. With cooperation from Mother

Nature, a crowd the like that has never

been seen on this campus filled the

Stadium. The fans went wild as the

Gorillas chipped away at Syracuse, and

were nailed to the bleachers as UMass
went down to the final .seconds before

falling.

Even then, the crowd rallied to give their

team a great ovation for a superb effort.

But the most satisfying factor of the

whole day was the crowd's behavior. Two
years ago the Syracuse game was an ugly

scene with orange throwing stealing the

show Saturday the fans gave their team

a big boost by .staying under control and let-

ting them play

Albion will buy your

schooibooks backany

day ofthe week.

ALBIOri

DIVISIOS OF CO\TIM l\G EDI C \ I I O \

Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

ALBION BOOKSHOP ALBION
BOOKJHOP C • A • F • E USED BOOK]

yiiiAlJ NOyHAMftON OiiiiJ
ALlilOn ISOOKSIIOP, AMIIEHSI (fir.W KOOKS): 256 122 I

ALOIOn USEDbOOKS, AMMKHST: 253 5813

Over 200 courses to

burn up your time —
but conveniently offered

(day or night) so you don't burn

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabling you tc finish a two-semester cotirse

in just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14; second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fit into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register by phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a free course catalog,

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

545-2414.

or ( () \ r I \ I I \ (. f ni ( \ i i ()\
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CLASSIFIEDS
NO MOOtNG: We rMNy want you If you v*
good and kxMung tor gigi Stftgan ctoom*
sloryWHafS, DJ's. Artisis Bands Etc

Juggters GuM sae-6«6a

ACTIVITIES

BOSTON AFAMTMCNT
1 bdrm on Comm Av« n«ar B U and T

sees/mo haal >nc<udad Jannitw 253^3053

TAKE OVER IMJOt m our 2 badfoom
Soutnwood apt 263-9662

SUMMtN iU«LEt/VMi OrnMTbdrm
in a Squw* Vig TownalKiuaa cai aS6-242S
lMv« ntMMQt

WONK FOR ONHNPCACC ACTION
praMTv* andannfad ipacia«. '«duc« u»
>c waataa and aiop iha arm* raca Salary

UanaWa. lr«»al and atf»ancamar< FuVpaii
tima MOpm CaN 26ft-143eM /Shannon
Aiiply now lor Iha atMnmarl

THE UNDERONAQUATE^MlSifiR
ClUa prasenis Sanior InaagM Night

"

Talk to gradualtng lanrora arMJ laam how to

mafca Iha moat 01 your coiaga caraar Tip*

on maiora, couraaa .
protaisora. caraar

palha. iwid much mora* Don i mm it'

Wadnaaday May iO rpmOpm CCiSS
Compiamantary Hors D oauvra*

UMASS TAEKWON 00 CLUa Mon t Maid
6-Spm Campul Cantai Chacii daily

•chadula baginnars watcoma PataorlMka
6-7082

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOC.
Laat oenaral maatmg Iht* ««mastar' Tuaa-

day May 9th at 6 Xpm CC rm 91 1 a*
walcoma to anand'

UMMTO MEfTMO - MONDAY sm at

roOpmmViaCanipuaCaniar Elachonaw*
ba hatd and Arador appteMiaM «nI ba

NOOM AVAHABLE MAY OR JUNE f
contMwnad bu» routa pool doaa to campus
266^)868 266^270

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOO LEASE.
1 bdrm. IWbatha Townhouaa-ityta with

siKkng glaa* door oO luKhan aS4(68
kaap trying 496 phM

-UMIQE a SEOnOOM TOWNENOUSE
Kuchan. bath ale

* Summar suMal Juna t 10 Sapl I

Ona to lour paopla

, Gaa nniaiiiwy oivm 9^^3i^h#
8ktaii6-7«i2 Laa«a

Laawa
»«l CalSSMSSS

maasaga

TAKE OV»l OUR LEASE m Brandywrna
laL S4S«Ht.

ATAIITMDIT M aOCTOM AREA

rtAROE ROOM M 3 KOROOM AFT m
BrooMirw tamala only, walking d«t to Iha

T Prima localion Sublat Juna t -Aim SI

Piaaaa cM Randi 817 7384274 ASAP

TUnNSratlOOKyBO 666-4740 Slacay

HEY HEV. NEED SOME FURNITURE. I

maM>nicalurMlura'>Wat. wagota Couch
taWas ale Cal tor mora mto 298-4906

8/12 FOXBORO 4 Wno i» sai

ATTBmON: AU UMASS STUDENTS oHar CaH Andy U 2639680
111

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COttEOAN
araavaaaua Kaap yoi« inands and pai«r«s

mlormad about what » going on at UMaa*
Wa can aand H atmoat anywhara For mora
mlomialMn coma down to Room tlSCant-
pu* Camar or CaN 646-3600

ATTENTKM EIFERIENCEO PAMTERS

ATTENTKM EXPEMENCEO PAINTERS
Eam$6O0(K800Oth«tumma< Workinma
Springfiatd araa aa a pr«)act martagar

iut»taga apprea iO paopla on ona «la paw
img condommHima For mora Mto cal (61 7)

964 7020

ATTENTKM SCIENCE MAJORS

HP OC CALCULATOR %bQ 00 mfieiii
STO 00 Cal Paia at 64fr«400

Auno

ACOUSTK LINEAR SYSTEM custom buM
dynamic spaaliars Brand naw chaapi

3way 200 waits cal 546^16 and laava

APARTMBIT FUMSTUNE FONSAU Cal
lor dataiis Randy or Mifc laava i

649-0483

1987 SUZUKI SAMURAI convartAla Sapd
Low m.les \3 700 268«024

APPLE BC COMPUTER w/prmtar AH toh

«af« MOO OBO 6860699 Duncan

FOR SALE OBL KO and
nag CM Susan 6494S91

nUANA CUOOLV and vary haMiwYMTM
you about c»* SI SO or BO Cal886-7005

12 SPEED CENTURKM MOfMaiiMtaHka
23' tohiwrnght naw SSSO ralML INM aal

$250' BO 41325353S1

CAMERA • MmolU Iwlanum TgOOl wOOntm.
brwid naw U60 6-8281

imO TICKETS FOR SALE - 4 or 2MM ol

2 bast Ohar 646-4914 U*»

I BEDROOM SET including daafc

doaat. drasaar cabmat and shaH - S4S0
Wiibraaiiup Also tui sua onhomantaaa
and boxaprmg ttSO Cal Rob 649-4483

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 PLYMOUTH CHAMP runs wal wMh
sun root tapadack and owardnva askmg 600

cal (1)773-9644

79 CELICA OT ac anVtm i

condition $1400«0 646-63>4

79 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK good
oondinn Mustsaaseoo Pnca nagottaWa

Caa Suaw 2636S34

1986 RENAULT ENCORE 31K mi no sal

from Te«as $1850 o' B O Etcalanl cond
call 26fr«024

1988 BUICK LESABRE -HUGE!
340cuinV8, 4-door autotrwis, good shapa

S900/BO CM) Mika 11am to 11pm
546-4905

BibWbOM FURNITURE AND lafga sac-

tionri couch Call Tammy at 6^-4024
(Laava maaaagai

FENOBI JAZZ BASS iwealant condition

with hardahal caaa K60 00 aak tor NMhan
S88-891S

luty 12
(•r 64»4697

MNIST SEEM
Luauhoua 4 piace contemporary uM m-

dudas sola/bad ktveseat phia2inMchaig

tablas asking S900 or best oHar Adam or

Ja«t 64»-8?»

BOXES FOR MOVING. SHIPPING.
STORAGE al shapes and s«as aiao UPS
Smppmg with rates cheaper than ma*0MS
ale l3Ha*oad

87 PONTIAC SUNBKO AM/FM Slarao

automatic transmission power staarmg ac

4000 BO 4drsdn 549-5635

I St Amharst 263-3436

FOUND

BOSTON SUMKKR SUBLET

APT IN MEOFORO. 10 mm to Boston 4

bedrooms priced 1S&333 May 15-Sopt 01

clean quiet sami turnistiad WiMtam al

61 7-396-9066

I FOUND VOOR GLASSES Ona pair ot-

women's glasses with chain oatweeo Naw
Atnca and Health Center parking spaces

<M Lm* 8-7104 and leave maasaga

FURNITURE. FURNrrURE. FURNITURE

COTTAGE AVAILABLE M
CAPE COO

RENT COTTAGE IN FALMOUTH
HEIGHTS up 10 3 females tor only $2500
from Memorial Day to Labor Day Call

506-788-1367

WE RE GRADUATING (YEAI) AND WE*
•must sell everything Furniture for every*
• room - beds, dressers, couch, kitchen

*

"set ate Call 549-7782 leave message
'

FOR RENT

TWO'BlbRtXMI APT AVAILABLE 6/1

Fall option, furniture included Call

25&1814

PRESMDENTTAL fall OPTION'cloae to

campus large rm »210 545-0442 Xinlel

CAPE COO 1 BEDROOM available in South

Yarmouth tor the summer $1500 close to

beach and bars Call Mike (508)760-2760

BRANOVWINE APT AVAIALABLE June

1st 2nd lloor Pond View call 549-4837

TAKE OVER MY LEASE 2BR Colonial VIg

$440 per month quiet buMing nght near bus

253-2965

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE In SwiM VWaga
Starting 6/1 253-5316

1 BEDROOM, 4 ROOM APAHTMENT^n
bus route Quiet, spacious 1 mile Irom

center Available early June 253-3406 alter

6pm

TAKE OVER LEASE. Apartment near cam-

pus starling 6/1 Fall option 256-8504

2 KEGS ON US it you sublet our 2 bedroom

Southwood apt this summer Fall option

Also rent negotiable" Call 253-9197

SUMMER SUBLET JUNE - AUG W/fall op-

tion 2 bdrm apt w/skylights and sauna

$700/mo plus utilities Located at 30 North

East SI off Mam St by BiS Glass Call

253-5781

HAPPY BIRTHOAY
ELIZABEHT TIVNAN

BETTYI Happy birthday' 22 and we love

you' We'l cetebrate and party' Sorry this is

belated from the weekend but you know we
are bad with deadlines From your room-

mates'" Chrissy. Donna and Lisa

help wanted

i:poLitk:alorganizers-
Work with Mass SANE/FREEZE to stop

military funding in our state' Campaign (or

legislation lor a peace-time economy No

nukes, no US War in CA. SA sanctions

Eduate and activate your fellow citizens

Apply now lor summer and career positions

Complete healthcare travel, paid vacation,

allirmalive action I80-300/wk
256- 1 4 1

5

LOST

ILAOC gym bag WITH grey aTm strap al

Boydan Monday Mommg at 10 30 Call

6 4218 or 6 4224 (leave maaaafla)
Ganaraous reward ottered

SMALL RED PURSE TUESDAY May 2 on
Second floor ot kbrary Plaaae cal Carolyn

548-7349 or 648-7919
Raward*' No quaalnnaM

LANQC REWARD! Gold nacklaoa loat 4/21

ptaaaa cal 646-7367

MOTOnCVCU

KAWASAKI K37$0 Runs great Must «M
laOCVBO Paul 666-0804 or 686-0648

NEED A ROOHT

1 OR > ROOMMATES WANTED. M/f

Room m Swiaa VHaga AinMiJyiM laL Cal
263-9132

MOWTHWOOO A^AWTMEMTI

WHNJE THEY LAST: 2 or 3 bdr apartmanla
torrent Sign up now tor the Fal and laoaiva

tha mot«i 01 Auguat Fraai Cal 686-3866 tor

PERSONAIA

THANKS FOR TNI SWNMmd
tflHWt. tor dmnar and tor an ovaral

gtaal una I iMad up to my promaa it I had
Enow a wouM and Ma 4 dKl (•urpnam)^ not

naurohc). I mig^ have ralMad and amioyad
tt«a viaw< namambar it takaa tour Vk s to

equal a wtMita

TO OARREN TOODUMMBt Why muM
you be such a jark'i"""""""!'"""'!*'"*'"

TWO VEAMSI Who wauW'va imagiitadl^
I lova you. JaK Moraoa Happy annrvaraary

Love alwaya. Carolyn

PETER: In your eyas I am comptate. I K>ve

you. thaniis lor the laM 3 moniha - Jannilar

HEV MR. CLEAN TEETH.TS^.'^ilirbair*
ANMugh your 26 yaan old today you'l

awMya be wat bahmd Iha ears to ma Love
yeur tavoma wat back

MKHACL. \MlMifriMl~iara rubbad togalhar

wid a Wua ptaoa of papar • rifipad

undamaaih, a lira « aiartad ffiat wH la« a

Malima Tha paat 2 yaan hava baan the

beat and thara are many rnora to coma' i

tovayout Oabbw

NANCY PETROCELLI Hppy MIMaygiP
little one love Kara and Al

J0« L. AND MARYSa (Baker R A si Held
wa saw you whould we talk about tha

waathar? Two Northantpton Quya

LOOK OUT AU. YOU ravanoui UManna
fiends" Today is your laadar'a binhday
Happy birthday Nancy Sai Ouaan"
Petroceli One year paat legal and still go-

ing stror>g

SEND YOUR GOODBYE KISSESIIII

COME TO THE CC CONCOURSE
TUESDAY - THURSDAY
SPONSORED BY AASA

NUMBER 10 POOLBALL lost in

Whealer /Brooks sat rumad* Vary aantiman-

tar Reward' Chris 6-4923

CHERT DUOOY hope your anMa gaM bat-

ter Tom Lm

arnTwmME? JIm S trom Jama*

SWAMP YANKEE FARMER saalcs young
woman with perfect toenails tor breeding

purpoaas 6-4802 Ask tor Jack

TO THE GML WHO CALLED ME about a

gotd neckalce on 5/4 Please call me back'

Walked through Bartlett too' Also have pc-

tures' 546-7387

HEY ALAN Rt Sandy blond hair. Wue eyes

hangs out al the Bluewall I think you're

beautiful' Secret Admirar

KEVM C Congratulatiorw on Ireland! f

knew you d make it - Cayr

SUMMER JOBS LABOR, clearical.

hospitality in SpnngfieW, Northampton, and

Greenfield areas Call Reliable 527-0701

EARN $3000-86000 THIS SUMMER While

you get a tan working lor College Pro

Painters Softball and barbaques loo' Posi

tions available throughout Mass and New
England Call today' 1800-424 2468

EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRIVERS needed

to make pick-ups tor summer business

$1 15 00 per day to stan Call 508-6537422

or 508-653 1744

HYPNOSIS - Chris? (Yelow shirt) do you
often take your dotfies off lor rooms lull of

people''

NANDO • Melba toast may have gnren you

a rose but I've given you tour years of friend-

ship at>d Thanks tor the other night(mor-

ning7) and for regiving me the ring Happy
anniversary Remember. Lina the Psychic

THANKS • To the concerned guys (Wed
night) would like to meet you Girls leavir\g

SUB

SUE DERSHOWITZ To a former Bahama
mama and luture Dr Ruth, have an amaz-
ing 22nd birthday! We love you Beht and
Kay

1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE 7n Amherst
$100/month w/fall option on bus route

microwave VCR washer/dryer and puppy
Call Tom 549-4242

CRAKS H. - 4th Hoor Cance Been watching

you tHJt want to get to know you Make some
lime in your busy sctiedule I promise you
won't regret it An admirer

JOAN - Already one year together but I still

love you like the (irst day Happy anniver-

sary Te Amo Will

ADAM- Lot's play master and sarvantlli

Come on'! - Slave boy

BARTENDERS: Prince Grove Qotf Course

call Shirley 584-4570 lor inlennew

GROUNDS WORKERS: Pine Grove Qoil

course call 564-4570 lor interview

ADAM THE RAM - I want your luscious

loins' Bumbles Bounca!

PAULA M S. Hope you faal batter Lova
Rocko

JEAN M IN ORCHARD HH.L. Do you SUM
behave in mage? I let a Iriandahip lada that

should ttava grown CaH ma - JSP.

JEFF L - your lartcing lachniqua la oh so
magnitique your ttairy chaat « among the
bast and your big wuoo is up thara too.

but wa lafuaa to cavort wrth ona so short

-Savaral aanualy rapraaaad dames m Van
Malar South

WHO'S Tl« HOT radhaad drMng PoMia?

'fO^'THE 2 BLCMMXS IN Geology 107
Wa'wa noticad you too -Grag and fnand

MAX^—MILLION llovayour~MrangHi. I

lo«a your characlar. I love your charm ai¥l

you Iowa my noaa? Have a good day artd

11 aaa you in 0ia alammar -PWSS

to THE iiAIITIPUt anUNCTTi Bl
Soiaotogy ol Law Wadnaaday wMi Ma Can
laaMihin I'm inlMuaMd' Would lova to

have dmnar Saturday Piaaaa aayya* PS
Happy bHthday I

SERVICES

RESiNMES. Overnight and same-day ser

vce Pioneer raauma service 666-6873

SUBLET

TAKEOVER OUR BRANOYWWE LEASE
2 brm. new carpal. 2 bua stop* 2 im to cam-
pua 549-7472

FREE AUGUST RENT 2 bedroom fiwuin-
mer sublat lal option partly furraahad

665 7930

SUBLET LO ROOM. Share
w/mature woman, raipons itoto looking lor

same Cal 263-6279 tor mora mto

ONE BEDROOM AVAIL. 8/1 m apaaogi.
daan aouVtwood apt on bua louM - 10 mm
to UMaas rarH ti76 phia alac and
phona/mon Cal Jarry at 64882 or 84881

MARTHA-SVNIEVAND
Staapa au. 2 balhroama. matttMm. Cal
SCS 136 8683

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO share one
bedroom apartmanl m Pulflon Vilaga tor

the summer Cal Joe after 6pm 648-8794

SUMMER SUBLET PAU. OPTION 2 bdrm
naar campua cal 6494186

ATTENTION CLAMBI (And you know who
you ara<) I hava only ona ttung to say to you
SKAH'

jiM • If Mop RaMMB • - » ym B)»* "*a
another ctwnca Magawoman

KRMTA OUCKI You're bamg mwadad by
UFCS

HAPPY BMITMOAV FOR VEtTBVMV to

ttia guy wMh the amended memory and the

iraarrtal hard drive Lovafrtim tha gm who's
craiy about your bi^aa l

SINOLE ROOM IN HOUSE Dwntwn
Amharat 6 mm walk to UMaae lumMhad An-

na 263-7382

ONE ROOM IN THREE BEDROOM APT
naet to Bnttany on Bus route clean, chaap.
lal oplwn cal 268-4191

PRESiDiENTiAL ONE BEDROOM.
spacious apt some turn t226nno phis alac

648043& ava

N. AMHERBT: Roomm houaa naar Mlar's
Pond on bualina. waahar-dryar Cal
2584049/263-7198 Laava wililBl rant

nagohabla

PUFPTON: 1 LARGE BEDROOM m a 3
bedroom apt Ava4able June 1 w/tal option

8248 negotiable (lemale) caU Mimi
649-8443

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED -

clawvtumaahed PuWon apartmanl avalawa
- taducad raiaa 64»-7483

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VNXAQE
vary reaaonable rant 549-6291

. I
ROOM IN 2 BDRM APT. Pool
220/mo nta 64»060S220/mo ntq 64f

TOWNOMUSE APTS. ParSMly lumiahad
and ha* caWa and air eondmoning

iralaa 6484026

SUMMER SUBLET Bl AMNBIBT 4
bdrma. 2 balh. yard. deck, sunny, on bu*
rouM 8/14/31 Ctf Jannilar 6464380

LARQE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RBTTm
Amharat PoaaMa lal option Wilng to

mMia a daMi Cal Joe 2584643

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR lUMMMI.

BaauMUhouaa mNortt Amharat tl7SMw
up to three rooma may ba open lor Fal

16

RENT FOR
dMClyonbu*
Calaoon) ' '

A
Vary

LY MALONEVt Good tuckf Braak
alag'Wetoveyou' Thei
oIKKQ

rm AfayouT Jan

COTTAGE Bl CAPE COO AVAHJkBLE
Falmoulh HaigMa. lor i4> to 3 lamaia* From
Mamonal Day to Labor Day tor only 82900
C«« 508^788 1367

SUN SPLASH FAMOUS BRAND CANOS

LOOMNG FOR HIGH ENERGY ooitoBe

to work m free lorm hot en

TO THE LBO 00U8SJNO COLLECTIVE
gat payehad torVw pnda march this Salur.

day I love you al Lova Dana

HOarr How about a iMa doutoto braaalad
I ihraahing JPM

' 2 BEDROOM APT. oantrM Northantpton
modern co/y 586-2307 Fal option pou'

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNE 1 1 bdnn. apt

cal lor info 665 4740

almoaphara SUNS-LASH
FAMOUS BRAND CARDS need* aala* •
dahwary paopto to dahvar hot naw graabrtg

cards piumoaona to local Store* (aavarai tar

nlonaa avalabto) Baaaalaaryandoommia
siona. earn up to 60Kplus/yr
140 448 5687
t-413

AOAM. I heard that your
I'

I

aalMlyau
opened soma ayaa'Sorry I naaaad « wmt
al ol my love a auppon BaMt

SUMM0I SUBLET

BOSTON 1 rm in 5 bdrm hou*al»at1ung
tree Call Regma 617 787 1970

BECKY-Vou'faa
you

GO STATE U. CREW- Show them who s
Iha laaleat <n Naw England*

. — Happy »d year Never thought

we'd make it did you'? i did Lova Mike

SUNNY SPACIOUS APT ctoaa to town and
campus lor tour paopto 649-6888

1 SMO^TOOUiLE Mam Si Amherst
Juna 1-Sapt t cal Carolyn 648-1128

PUFFTON VNXAOE APT douWa bdrm
avail for Summer cal 646-8814

TAKE OVER MY LEME

FHIALE: I Ig bdrm m 4 bdrm apt $240
per/mo inckides util t ''> battts Sun ter-

race Avail June 1 Ahar 5 2984226

SENKIRSI!
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS'*

JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAK3N'
* Earn $4 50/hr plus tx>r>uses calbng '

other UMaaa sarMors
' /Kppiy al ttie Memorial Hal Baaamant *

or call 546^3509
APPLY TOOAYII

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION 2
bdrrri* m a 3 bdrm apt Sundrtand on bus
routa chaap 666-7386

SUBLET SINGLE OR DBL mia
Mn St apt 546-5967

ROOMMATES WANTED

LOOKING TO MOVE OFF CAMPMT We
want you to sTiara our laaaa m SwMa $240
per month Everything ndudad ona room
Call Mike 6444198

SUBLET PUFFTON HALF Mraa
alone moat of summar wtth Fal
$l4l/month avaaabto June 1 Cal 54»4798

SPAOOUS 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT on
Amity St Great tocation perking phone
648-4904

TAKE OVER OUR LEAM

SWISS VILLAGE APT AVAIL June IM 4
bdrm. al utMw* md Cal 2634132.

THE WHO

S4844M: 648440S - Mava

TRAVEL

PLANE TICKET HTFD to SeaMa May 20
8100 (508)887-33M

HELPI We need IF to thara room or 1 or

2M tor a room in 3B t-house w/girta Chaap
rant 5494966

MARTHA'S VmEVARO:
' One female needed to share house m *

' Oak Shifts Cheap rent convenient '

location Cal Lori 549^1479

HOUSE IN HYANNIS FOR SUMMER.
Three spots open C:al Jessica 2532394

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED foTSouthwood
Apts Starting 6/1 ?56-8745

FEMALE NONSMOKER NEEDED to Share

Brar>dywine /^panment call llyssa 6-7369 or

Aimee 64130

LOOKING FOR 3 ROOMMATES to share

a bdrm in a 2 bdrm apt $150 plus utilities

cal 2564761 lor info

NONSMOKING FEMALE TO SHARE
bedroom m Brandywine two bedroom apt

W1 $172 50 549-4037

LOOKING FOR TWO "RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN to share 4 bedroom house Call

6-1148

THREE FilN NONSMOKING ROOM-
MATES 1 male 2 females tor 3 bedroom m
awesome 5 bedroom frouse 1 mile from

campus $2 15-235 plus utilities 549-7686 or

549-0403

WANTEO: one female, nonsmoker for

tovmehouse Brandywine apt CaH Marianne

at 546-8055 leave message

EDITOR: CHANGE THATB« average to an

A' Eliminate grammatical errors and
strengthen your papers $1 00 per page
Mail Service or delivery available 585-0186

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BORM Starl^ 6/1

W/Option to lease near bus stop $440 call

2564967

I BEDROOM DUPLEX CONOO m South
Amherst to sublet $e75/month PotaibiMy
of taking our lease over AvailaWe 6/1/89

GREAT APARTMENT Fuly furmshed bus
route Naar campus. 263-7780

UNBELIEVABLE1
There ta actually one
more sweat, luxurtows

alrtgle left In the

Red Heuae o« Loval
Fuly turmahad beautiful

'IMngroom. bath and gourmet kllehan *

Strategically placed on campua
naar townt

CaH Craig or Mart 549-1948.

ATTEimON SUBLETTERS 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt Available 6/1 2664745

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD APTT Sum-
mer sublat fal option Free couches
253-2314

SUMMER SUBLET Wanted ReniTour^
bedroom lownehouse apt June. July/or Aug
open Rent negotiable call Laura. Martaivie

546-6055 leave message

EXPLOREAUSnWUA • Travel, camp, and
d«oovar the outtacli IMa summar Remain-
ing apacaa diacounMd a* pan of a special

high advantura photo documanlary protect

$2250 Cal National InaMula tor Enplora

lion tor more mtormabon 800-461-3585

SUMMERM EURbPiE'iromt29» each waiy

on dtscountad scheduled airlmea to Europe
from Boston CaN 1800) 325^2222

TYPINO

EXCELLENT TYPIST Pickup/delivary

available Oede 256-874 1 after 6pm

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Accuracy
guaranteed Qtona. 3235140

"WORDSMITH" prola**ional typing

Raaunta*. peper* and more Laaarptinting
v>/ith apalchack 2534564

CAWS. PAPERS. THESIS. on-cwnpuTat
fordable. grammar >^viewed. dependaUa.
584-7984. Nwtcy

WAIT PEOPLE

EXPERIENCED FULL TIME/PAMT TIME
summar employment inquire aflamoon*
I2 00-5l>0pm Delano s Reataurant

3 BOR. PUFFTON APT to sublM naar pool.

laurMlry bus call 549-5548

SUMMER SUBLET SOUTHWOOD -

preferat>ly female - furnished apt - rent

negotiable 253-3292

WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTKM
one large room 2ml Irom campus cheap can

2564076

TWO BEDROOM APAATMBlfsoutfTYaT

mouth cape Two females only 82500 lor

summer Kevin 1-533-1600

2 FEMALES TO SHARE 1 bdrmin3bdnn
house furmehed ctoaa to bus rt. campua and
town cal Paula or Kim 253-9617

2 FEMALES SEEK 2 BDRM APTTn^PufT
ton VMage lor summer and fal $300. Inoarv

live CaN Melissa 546-1189

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION Ig 2
bdrm lownhouse apt on bus route 10 mins
Irom campus 665-3513

SUBLET PUFFTON VLG. next to laundry
rm and pool 2 bdrm rent is negot 5494316

EXCELLENT LOCATION NEXT 10 ^y
bank 3 bedroom house 549-9965

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

Looking to rent a room near ummm
Campus or on bus route Please call Jac-

queline 546-5050

WANTEO TO RENT

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT looking to rent

single room lor fall Pref m Amherst call

5464347

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
wasfier. dryer, woodslove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 minute walk to UMass call

253-0707 $195/month

TWO SEMI-QUIET NON SMOKING FUN
women looking tor two single rooms in cod
house preferably in AMherst for Fall please

caH Kristin 546-9514 leave message
Tttanka.

SUBLET PUFFTON APARTMENT 3
bedroom partially furnished 549-6067 Todd
or Dave

I WANT TO RENT AN APARTMENT for

June CaN 253-7742 Leave massage

THREE GUVS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART-
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT—CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE start June 1 nor-

Ihwood apts Sudnerland bus route, quiet,

and furnished only $99/month fall option

sarah 665-3970

ONEllArE TO SUBLET RCk>M in three

bdrm house. Sunderland oon bus rt

150/mo util inci Call 665-7456

2-3 PEOPLE NEEDED To fill spacious
house in South Amherst singles availablel

Rent reasonable' on bus route' 256-6439
Call anyliiTie'

WANTEO: Apartment for visiting parenla.

May 27-28 $75 par night Call Jon
549-0314

AT PUFFERS PONDI Amherst summer
sublet Sroomapt lor$150/mnth 50ft from

bus call Bruce 549-5435 Please leave your

number

AVAUABLE JUNE 1*t Northampton
Center 5 bedroom ayit 995 plus 584-1059

REWARD FOR ONE BEDROOM apartment
with pets allowed. $350-400. starling June
or July Call Maureen (617)643)7939
evenings.

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place to

live on the Cape this summer Call Kelly

546-4819.

-• notl"»»«E?-i; .>.<*i«»*
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spggrs
Syracuse holds off Gorillas, 10-9
conttHutd from page 1 coming oh

so-close. They had their chances to win the game, but just

couldn't pull it out.

Syracuse had the ball, holding a 10-9 lead with under

two minutes left. UMass had the ball deep in the Syracuse

end, but turned it over. The Orangemen, by now frazzled

by the closeness of the game, went conservative and tried

to kill the clock.

"When was the last time Syracuse had to stall?" Garber

asked.

It looked as if the Gorillas would go down without a final

chance, the Orange playing a smart Dean Smith-like four-

corner drill to keep UMass from getting one last shot.

"Obviously they had the fire going. The crowd was in

it and they could smell victory." said SU coach Roy Sim-

mons, Jr.

And UMass got its chance The officials decided they

didn't like the Syracuse stalling ways and called a delay

of game with 18 seconds left. UMass called time out to

Faceoffs and
football players;
fans and fruit
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

It was a scene best set for April Fools' Day, but this was
serious busines.«.

The nation's second-best lacrosse team was in town,

ready to give the University of Massachusetts its biggest

test of the sea.*«on. So what were these two football players

domg parading the sidelines of Warren McGuirk Alum-
ni Stadium — in lax uniforms?

Call it the "Great FaceofT Experiment" of L^as8a>ach
Dick Garber Staring at the prospect of getting blown out

by the powerful Orangemen, who utilize their strength

un faceoffs to hold the ball for ridiculous amounts of lime,

Garber decided to summon some help to bolster the UM
chances on the draw.

Hello. John McKeown and Duncan MacRae.
The idea of football players playing in the biggest

lacrosse game of the season was almost too funny to be

true. But there they were, McKeown and MacRae, work-

ing out along with teammates Allen Williams and David
Mitchell, practicing faceoffs last week.

continued on pufir N

set up one last effort.

On the play, the ball crossed midfield to Brett Jenks,

who fed Tim Soudan as time was running down. Soudan,

who had already tallied three times, crossed to the right

and let one go that goalie Matt Palumb got a stick on as

time expired.

"We were lucky, they had the ball and the clock was

ticking down." Simmons said.

"All week, all we wanted was to be in position to win.

and we were," LoCascio said.

The shocking factor may have been that UMass was
even in telescopic range of winning, given what transpired

in the first 15 minutes. The Orangemen, like they had

to so many opponents this year, exploded for seven first

period goals to take a 7-1 lead.

The Gorillas were all too familiar with Syracuse's

firepower. And their worst nightmare was coming true

as the Orange rattled off the game's first six goals. Some
people may have been wondering just how bad the final

outcome would be.

Soudan got the Gorillas on the board with 1:48 left in

the period before Kirk Pratt won the ensuing faceoff and
bolted downfield to beat LoCascio and make it 7-1 after

one.

At that point, anyone bold enough to say that Syracuse
would be limited to its worst offensive production of the

year, would probably have been hauled off by the guys
in the white coats.

But the Gorilla defense finally decided that enough was
enough, holding the Orange to one goal in each of the last

three quarters.

Jim McAleavey and Greg Collins each converted Scott

Hiller feeds to cut it to 7-3 before Tom Marachek, the third

part of the great Canadian Connection, picked up a re-

bound of a Gary Gait shot and show-timed it behind his

back, giving the Orange an 8-3 lead at the half
They trailed by five, but given the prospects after the

cuntinued 'm page 14

(ollrgian photo b> Jaion TBlrrman

Tim Soudan had three goals, including this one in the fourth quarter, but the Gorillas fell to

second-ranked Syracuse, 10-9 Saturday at the Stadium.

Softball picks up 3-of-4
By SAM SILVERSTELN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team wrapped up its Atlantic 10
regular season schedule this weekend
south of the border, splitting a pair at

Rutgers on Saturday and pounding
Saint Joseph's during two more
yesterday.

"We're getting a lot of hits," said

coach Elaine Sortino. "We're putting

good hits together and scoring runs."

In so doing, UMass clinched the se-

cond seed in this weekend's A-10 tour-

nament with a 9-3 league record, and
improved to 30-16 overall. The

Minutewomen will finish their regular

season at home Tuesday with a

doubleheader against Adelphi, current

ly the second ranked team in the Nor
theast. Both teams are chasing at-large

invitations to the NCAA tournament.
The Minutewomen blanked the

Scarlet Knights in Saturday's opener
behind Holly Aprile (19-9i. 10, then fell

in the second game 5-4. UMass scored

the lone run of the first game in the fifth

inning, when Mary Duff singled, stole

second base and scored on a single fron-.

Cherie DellAnno.
In tossing a patented four-hit shutout,

Aprile stranded six runners and pitch-

•.jntinued on page 11

UM track teams run well
in championship meets
• Minutemen capture third in EIAAs

Baseball gets 10-8 win
By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

NEW BRITAIN, Conn. - The Univer
sity of Massachusetts baseball team sur-

vived some wildness last night to take

a 10-8 win from Central Connecticut

State University at Muzzi Field.

With the win, the Minutemen snapped

a seven-game losing streak and improv-

ed to 17-25 on the season. They hadn't

won since beating the same Central

Connecticut team, 11-3 on April 25 at

Lorden Field.

UMass escajsed with the victory as

senior righthander Dave Telgheder

worked out of a bases-loaded jam in the

ninth inning by striking out the final

batter of the game. Telgheder had come

on in the fourth inning in relief of

starter Paul Ciaglo, and gave up just

two hits while striking out seven.

Ciaglo ran into rough times right

away as ne walked five batters in the

first inning, allowing the Blue Devils to

take a 3-1 lead.

UMass rallied to tie it at 3-3 in the se-

cond and went ahead 6-4 after three.

Central Connecticut finished Ciaglo in

the fourth with a pair of runs, aided by

three of Ciaglo's five wild pitches on the

game. In all, he also yielded eight walks,

but allowed only two hits himself

UMass went ahead for good in the

fifth inning as freshman shortstop Glen
DiSarcina smacked a single down the

line in right field to bring him Brian
Bright and Derek Dana. DiSarcina
finished the day 4-for-5 at the plate

while driving in five runs.

The Minutemen added single runs in

the sixth and seventh to go up, 10-6

before CCSU got two in the seventh to

end the scoring.

Dana was l-for-4 with three runs
scored while Dave Edwards added four

runs to the UMass offense.

By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

track team was in fine form at the Eastern

Championships Saturday, taking third

behind the University of Vermont and the

University of New Hampshire amongst a

20-team field in Burlington, VT.

Host UVM was a sort of surprise winner,

grabbing 137 points, while second place

UNH totaled 121. UMass finished with 81

points.

"We did a little bit above what I an-

ticipated," said UMass coach Ken O'Brien,

"I think the kids really responded to the

championship thing well. We had 10 or 15

potential scorers. Every one of them came
through."

Things looked good at the beginning for

UMass, as Joe Livorsi and Jon Corso took

first and second in the first running event

of the day, the 10,000 meters. Livorsi's

time of 32:06.2 was just ahead of Corso,

who crossed the finish line in 32:10.0.

Livorsi, an unexpected winner, went from

dark horse to Kentucky thouroughbred. "It

was a surprise to other people. We certainly

knew of his ability." said O'Brien.

In the steeplchase. UMass' Jim
McDonald chopped 10 seconds off his best

time, taking first in 9:14.4. Also for the

men, Fitz Hagan was third with 9:18.1, and
Herb Heffner took fourth in 9:21.9.

Steve Tolly finished second for UMass in

the 1500, running a 2:02 split and then

pouring it on to finish in 3:50.4. Tolly, who
was last year's New England champion in

the 1500, ran very well.

"He looks the best he's looked in two
years." said O'Brien.

The relay teams also looked good. The
4x100 team of Felix DeLaRosa, Evon
Walters, Mike Grey, and Kevin Walters

placed fifth in what was a very competitive

race, according to O'Brien. Their time of

42.94 was their fastest time of the year by
a full second. The 4x400 team of DeLaRosa,
Evon Walters, Steve Brown, and Garfield

Vaughn took .second in 3:18.4, just a second

behind winner Southern Connecticut.

The 400 meters was perhaps the most
competitive race of the day. Brown and
Vaughn placed third and sixth in the race

continued on page 11

Freshman Ambrose grabs NE crown in 400
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

Sprinter Lee Ann Ambrose was the
highlight of this weekend for the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts women's track team
as she was crowned the New England
Champion in the 400 meters. She won the
event easily and in addition, was the
runner-up in the 200.

Ambrose won the quartermile with a

clocking of 55.9 seconds, .setting a personal

record. Though the day was filled with

rain, she said, "The track was fast, and I

had a really good race." On the first

straightaway, she had a Vermont girl on

her tail, but by the halfway mark, the race

was over.

Fifty minutes later, Ambrose got back on-

to the Colby track for the finals of the 200.

Though seeded third, Ambrose was given

continued on page 12

Sunny weather today

will disappear tomor-

row, with a 70 percent

chance of rain.

Next year's lihrary

budget from4be |tate

looks like depressing

reading. Page 3.

Opinions abound on re-

cent campus demonstra-

tions against military

funding. Page 5.
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Police search pond
for missing student
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Amherst police and rescue workers from

the Hadley Aquatic Unit combed Puffer's

Pond in North Amherst yesterday looking

for the body of a University of

Massachusetts student who has been miss

ing since Saturday, police said.

Paul W. Ryan, the missing student, and

his friend David Lennon were swimming

early Saturday evening when Lennon went

over the dam at one end of the pond, said

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia.

Lennon, who is still hospitalized, was

found near the base of the dam, bleeding

from the head and mouth.

According to witnesses, Ryan was seen

as Lennon went over the dam. but vanish

ed immediately afterward.

Lennon was listed in fair condition with

internal injuries yesterday at the Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton, after

being transferred from the intensive care

unit to the orthopedic wing, a hospital

spokeswoman said.

There is some confusion as to how many
people were actually swimming with Ryan
and Lennon. Eric Bronner. who was near

the dam but not in a direct line of sight.

lakl he thought he heard numerous people

in the area.

After Lennon went over the dam, Bron-

ner saw "what looked like three of four of

(Lennon'sl buddies come down. It looked

like (they were friendsl because they were

all wet."

Maia said the search will be resumed to-

day and police are hopeful the water level

will recede, making the search easier.

Yesterday, the force of the water was
hampering the divers" efforts to tell what

they were touching with their search poles,

he said

Suspensions spark hunger strike
Students vow to continue until anti-military protestors are reinstated

By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Six University of Massachusetts students started a

hunger strike at midnight Sunday, vowing to continue

until the students who were recently suspended from

the University for violating the picketing code are

reinstated.

Five of the hunger strikers said yesterday they will

go on indefinitely without food, and one striker,

Charles Lenchner. said he will go as long as possible

without food or water.

"I've tried fasting on Yom Kippur many times, but

I never succeeded," Lenchner said. "This time I'll make
it. This is stronger than religion, it's a fear of the

military." "The admini.stration is misusing the in-

terim suspension clause in the Code of Student Con-

duct, and suspending us without due process," David

Eoll, a striker and suspended UMass student.

Under the interim suspension clause, school officials

can suspend students without a hearing if the students

pose an imminent threat to themselves, other people,

or University property.

"Although we may have been annoying, we haven't

posed any threats in any of the peaceful protests." Eoll

said. "They don't have a right doing what they did -

infringing our democratic rights."

Student government leaders at UMa.ss disagree with

the administrations decision to suspend the protesters.

"I think it's grossly unfair to suspend the students

without a hearing. " Stephanie Orefice. student trustee,

said. "It is a violation of due process."

Several protesters tried to meet with Dennis Mad-

son, vice chancellor for student affairs, in his office

yesterday, but he was at a meeting and could not talk

to the students.

"Since Dennis Madson refused to Ulk to us to justify

his actions, our next step is a civil liberties suit." An
dy Sirulnik. a UMass suspended student said.

At least eight students are temporarily fasting to sup

port the people in the hunger strike and to protest the

suspensions. The people said they will fast for a few

days, and when they decide to eat, others will start

fasting to continue the ritual.

The strikers and fa.sters sat in the lobby of the Whit-

more Administration Building yesterday, as the

students who were arrested in the Marcus Hall and

Memorial Hall occupations had hearings with an im

partial hearing board in the Dean of Students office.

The hearings dealt with the charges brought against

students in the first two occupations, and not with

continued on page 2
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Divers from the Hadley Aquatic Unit search Puffer's Pond yester-

day for Paul W. Ryan, a UMass student who has been missing since

Saturday.

Anti-homosexual
harassment prompts
LBGA rally today
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Members of the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance say

it is neither anger nor fear that will drive them to rally

on the steps of the Student Uni«>n building today - but

a need to respond to escalating accounts of homophobic

harassment on campus.

LBGA president Billy Curtis said yesterday the noon

"speakout" was prompted by the return of part of the

LBGA's banner last week.

Six hunger-striking students sit in the Whitmore lobby yesterday.
(nllegian photo by Jason Talerman

"I know they're trying to strike

fear into us, but it only mokes
us very strong."

"LBGA President Billy Curtis

The banner, which was decorated with a charging

lavender rhinoceros symbolizing the gay, lesbian, and

bisexual civil rights movement, hung from the second floor

of the Student Union for barely three months before it

was stolen last February.

Last Tuesday, a wrinkled white envelope, addressed to

the LBGA in block print, arrived — containing only the

rhino's head marked by a simulated bullet hole punched

through its brow, Curtis said. The hole was outlined with

red marker, apparently signifying blood.

"I know they're trying to strike fear into us, but it only

makes most of us very strong," he said, adding that no

one has claimed responsibility for sending the envelope.

The word "UTOPIA" was inscribed in place of a return

address on the envelope, which Curtis said may represent

an underground group that existed on campus five or six

years ago. The group advocated the removal of all minori-

ty groups on campus.
"It's a mentality I cannot even understand." he said.

"You cant get rid of the LBGA community. That's like

saying "let's get rid of all the left-handed people.'
"

Curtis said verbal as.saults on members of the LBGA
community have increased since he received the letter.

He added that he does not know of any physical assaults

being reported.

Ben Eder. an LBGA member who made the banner, said

it is possible that members of UTOPIA are resurfacing

but added he is not ruling out the involvement of other

groups.
continued on page 2
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charges resultmg from the Graduate Research Center oc

cupation last Thursday, said CJladys Rodngues. asst)cmte

dean of students. .

The people who were arrested after the occupation ol

an ofTice in the Graduate Research Center met separate

ly with members of the Dean of Students staff yesterday

The staff decided whether the interim suspensions would

be lifted or removed.

•The protesters who were first offenders were removed

from temporary suspension, pending review." Madson
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said Tf a person involved m the last situation had a

history of discipline problems at the University, they re

mained on suspension."
j , j ^

"Chancellor Duftey. Provost O Brien and I made the

decision to use the interim suspension because we couldn't

tolerate the continued disruptions, and because we didn't

want to have people arrested." Madson said.

Madson said he does not want to infringe on the

students' rights to demonstrate - provided they do not

violate the picketing code.

harrassment
continued from page I

It's horrible to think there are people out here with

this kind of mentality." Eder said. "You just have to feel

sorry for the person who's going through all this trouble

to send such a message out
"

The majority of the LBGA community is not alarmed

by the "message," Eder said, but instead they consider

it "a slap in the face" after last month's LBGA awareness

week, which featured education about the community

"I s«e it as a message of hatred but I don't fear for my

life," he said. "This realTirms what it is we're trying to

fight - what it is we're trying to end."

An additional effort is underway to enhance awareness

bv registering a course on campus about lesbian, bisex-

ual and gay awareness to fulfill a general education re-

quirement, he said

"The only thing you can do is try and raise the

awareness of people in hopes that it will do something.

"

he said.
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Reading this
could

save your life.

Motor vehicle accidents are the leading cause

of death for people ages 44 and younger.

Wearing a safety belt greatly increases your

chances of surviving a serious crash

The University Health Services cares about

saving lives ..yours and your family's. So wear

your safety belt, and encourage those you care

about to wear theirs. Help save lives and

prevent miuriesl

This message is brought to you by The Peer

Health Promotion Program, Environmental

Health and Safety Division. The Governor's

Highway Safety Council. The Registry of Motor

Vehicles and The Amherst Hospitality Assoc.
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LOCAL
Faculty panel
to talk funds
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

A panel discussion of the pros and cons of military-

funded research at the University of Massachusetts is

scheduled for 8 p.m. today in Mahar auditorium

The Faculty and Staff for Human Rights and a Respon

sible University is sponsoring the forum, "Should there

be Department of Defense-Funded research at UMass.'

William Adrion. faculty in the computer information

sciences department and Ronald Archer, chemistry are

scheduled to speak in favor of the research. Michael Klare.

a Five College professor, and Robert Wolff, a philosophy

professor, are slated to voice their opposition to it. The

professors will field questions from the audience

"This IS primarily an educational venture, said l*ro-

fessor Gerard Braunthal, an organizer of the event. We

want to educate the University community on the issue^

Provost Richard O'Brien is scheduled to moderate the

event. , ,

it will not be an informative session if an employee

of the University of O'Briens caliber is facilitator. Emily

Kate, a Hampshire College student said. "He has t«) much

vested in the crackdown by the administration on students

to do anv kind of reasonable job as moderator

•We are trying to bring the administration and students

together, trying to bridge the gap between both parties.

Braunthal said. "A forum will serve as that bridge.

Faculty and Staff for Human Rights and a Responsible

University as a group is critical of the degree of funding

on campus. Braunthal said.

1 he forum is free and open to the public.

HEADING OFF BUDGET CUTBACKS
a victim of vandalism.

( ull*(l*n pb€>io by JaM>n liaiuigrr

A sculpture at "Cutback City" is decapitated.

Sign language
campaign begins
A campaign to introduce American Sign Language

as an alternative to standard foreign language re

quirements at the University of Massachusetts is

underway, sparked by the combined efforts of student

groups on campus.

A meeting to discuss the issue of adding ASL to the

curriculum is scheduled for at 7 p.m. today m Campus

Center 81 IB 15

Student Mart Boulerice said many people on campus

do not realize English is a second language to deaf p«)-

ple and they should not be required to fulfill an addi

tional foreign language to receive a degree.

"If they would offer classes (in ASLl. it would be so

good for the school." he said, adding that a class to cer

tify interpreters for the deaf would meet a serious need

on campus.
Boulerice said a bill is pending m the state

Legislature which, if passed, would require state col-

leges and universities to incorporate sign language into

their curriculum.
_ ^^^^^ sACCHETTl

Library fights for funding

as state budget cuts loom
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts library is under siege

because the state Legislature has completely cut funding

for book and periodical purchases - so library offurials

are organizing a letter-writ.ng campaign to fight back.

Director of Libraries Richard Talbot said yesterday.

•Time is of the essence because Ithe Senate Ways and

Means Committee! will probably finish its deliberations

on Thursday," he said.

Information, including the names and addresses of com

mittee members, will be made available to students in the

Tower library, he said.

The situation is so desperate because the part ot the

state budget that funds all 29 state university and col_

lege libraries was eliminated by the state House of

Representatives Ways and Means Committee, he said.

History Professor Louis Greenbaum. chairman of the

faculty senate library committee, said any reduction or

elimination of funds to the library erodes the quality of

the University and the ability of faculty and students to

do meaningful research here.

"The library is essential to higher education. The library

is the metaphor for quality education. Once you start

eroding it then you can kiss it away." he said.

If the senate committee does not restore funding, the

library will have to cancel 55 percent of journal and

periodical purchases and reduce book acquisitions by 66

percent, Talbot said.

Massachusetts ranks 51st nationally for library support.

3ut of all states and the District of Columbia, Talbot said.

And the UMass library ranks 53rd out of 107 research

libraries, including 12 in Canada, he said.

"If we don't get this funding we will fall very sharply

n the national standings, he said.

Commuter Area Government still without a president

Student Judiciary blocks

second CAG election
By MARIA SACCHETTl
Collegian Staff

The Commuter Area Government will re-

main without a president until the ques-

tion of whether errors by ballot box

workers during the first race w-arrant a se-

cond election is resolved, the Student

Judiciary ruled last week.

"They cannot hold another election said

Student Attorney General Robert Fade 1.

"There will be an injunction until the issue

is resolved."

The ruling stemmed from Commuter

Area Sen. Bob McDevitt's petition, filed

two weeks ago, asking the court to block

the Commuter Area Governing Board s

decision to hold a second presidential

^
The board based its ruling on ballot box

workers' failure to check voter eligibility

in at least 13 instances during the first

election and the discovery that at least one

person voted from the Greek Area, which

is not considered part of the Commuter

In^the first elections held nearly one

month ago. co-candidates Tim ReiHy and

Alex Zarganes defeated co<:andidates Robb

Smith and Ted Chambers by four votes in

an election marred by negative campaign

ing by outside parties.

The Smith/Chambers campaign im-

mediately contested the election results,

citing ballot box workers' errors and ad-

ding that false posters were circulated both

on and off campus claiming the pair oppo.s-

ed spring concerts in favor of channeling

all funds into the Lesbian, Bisexual and

Gay Alliance.

The board dismissed the negative cam-

paigning complaint, claiming it "didn't

hold water ' and nullified the elections bas-

ed on procedural errors.

McDevitt petitioned the court to block the

second election, which was scheduled for

last Thursday, but later postponed so

students could attend hearings on state

budget cuts in Springfield.

The petition requested the court to im-

mediately install Reilly and Zarganes in of

fice as CAG co-presidents, but was dismiss-

ed by the student justices, who said it was

filed incorrectly.

Fadel said a second complaint has been

filed by McDevitt. who could not be reach-

ed for comment.

Student with learning

disability makes the grade
:^.r tn naaA anmct stv>ciAlized attention.

By KERRY HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Eigth in a series on life at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts

A pseudonym has been used for the stu-

dent discussed.

Lynne, a University of Massachusetts

student, insists that she is just like

everyone else, despite the obstacles she

has to face every time she enters a

classroom.

Lynne entered the University last

semester like many others. Yet, the

thing that makes Lynne different is her

learning disability which has shown up

repeatedly in standardized testing.

Since she had academic problems in

high school, she knew that she was go-

ing to need some specialized attention.

This prompted her to seek out counsel

ing at the Learning Disabled Student

Services last fall.

"My disability has not really had an

effect on me because I have gotten help

and it is definitely under control,"

Lynne said. "I don't feel I have a learn-

ing disability, but it is there in my
testing."

All students who indicate they have

a learning disability are contacted by

the LDSS when they arrive at UMass.

There are about 300 students who seek

counseling at one time or another. These

students are assigned a case manager.

Learning-disabled students can take

tests without time constraints, and take

them in a separate room from the rest

of the class.

continued on page 6
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Beacons
of peace
Militant. Liberal. Self-centered. "Social

ly aware." It's easy to describe Amherst

politics in a few words. My favorite sum-

mary of it is a 1960's slogan: "Make love,

not war." an amalgamation of the sexual

revolution and the peace movement.

Rusty Denton

One would think that after all these

years of political enlightenment, the

Amherst area would be a radiant beacon

of love and peace. We have more civility

training than probably any other area in

the nation We have myriad programs to

affirm people of both conventional and

alternative sexual orientations: in fact, sex-

ual activity on campus is so prodigious, it's

a wonder students have any time to protest.

We have an amazingly large population of

professional counselors with hundreds of

techniques to help you become a more lov-

ing, more peaceful, more fulfilled person.

We have more than our share of "spiritual"

resources; several major cults own proper-

ty in the area, and representatives of oc-

cult groups and Eastern religions are as

common as political activists.

But love and peace? There isn't much of

that. Local faculty and student* alike have

a reputation among retailers as being some

of the rudest, most obnoxious and least

responsible customers in New England.

And whenever there's a protest on campus,

what you see is not love; it's hostility

toward anyone who disagrees. That kind

of enmity is seen in local marriages, as well

— by the time their kids get to high school,

almost all couples in Amherst are divorc-

ed, and the kids will do anything for affec-

tion. Does that sound like people who know

how to build a loving society?

I don't think so. I think it sounds like peo-

ple whose estimation of their own impor-

tance is so exalted that they look down on

the mere mortals they have to put up with

in their daily routines. It sounds like peo-

ple who have expectations that others find

difficult, if not impossible, to live with.

Now I'm not saying such folk have no

compassion for their fellow humans. These

arc the same people who are shocked and

outraged whenever there's rape or racism

or gay-bashing or an otherwise inhumane

incident on our Utopian campus. Being

from Amherst, they're the kind of people

who will readily adopt a cause for the less

fortunate and press it until some kind of

concession is gained from the powers that

be.

But maybe their willingness to be sur-

prised by the depravity and selfishness of

human nature is part of the problem. I'm

not shocked by the hate and prejudice that

keep cropping up in our little paradise. I'm

surprised if it doesn't show up.

It's a real commentary on someone's

naivete and pride when they believe

human nature is basically good and ra-

tional. People who believe that must

likewise believe that they themselves are

naturally loving and have no need to bri-

dle their own unreasonable expectations of

others. They believe nothing they do is

selfish; therefore they never muzzle their

selfish tendencies. With a campus and a

town full of people who think that way, it's

not surprising that all you ever hear about

in Amherst is their rights and the failures

of others to observe them. They're bitter.

If people can't make their ideology of love

and peace bring those things into their own

relationships, then they don't know what

they think they know. In my book, personal

character is even more important than

ideology, and I don't take lessons on love

or peace from selfish, hostile and bitter

people.

The issue may bear on our immediate

future. I hypothesize that movements

repeat themselves in every generation —

a cycle of thirty years or so — and that

means America in the 1990's could be very

much like America of the 1960's. still

represented by the Amherst area today.

The ideology of that prospect may thrill

you. The selfishness and arrogance that go

with it appall me.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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Research isn't just for war
As a graduate student at the University

of Massachusetts for the past six years. I

continue to be shocked at the lack of scien

tific literacy in the general undergraduate

population. Recent letters to the editor

show there are professors who could cer-

tainly benefit from a subscription to Scien-

tific American, or at least a course in the

histor>' of science.

Margaret A. Rokas

Fallacy number one: The DOD sponsored

research on campus is responsible for

atrocities committed in Central America,

and helps make more efficient killing

machines for the U.S. Military.

Truth: Has anybody looked up the

number of security clearances held by

graduate students on this campus? I doubt

any of us have one. That means we don't

do classified research, we don't have access

to classified documents, and anything

significant that we do can be published in

the open literature. Where does real

military research go on? At some of the na-

tional labs and at some military labs —
where everybody has a security clearance.

When the military wants killing machines

built, the details won't be published in the

Journal of Chemical Physics.

Fallacy number two: There are relative-

ly few civilian spin-offs from military

research.

Truth: I suggest you avoid flying. Those

great guidance systems (like radar) that

enable the plane to land safely even at

night, or in a storm, were developed with

DOD money. Plan to drive a car? No way,

baby. Those tires were made with synthetic

rubber compounds that were (gasp!)

developed with DOD money, due to pro-

blems in obtaining the real thing during

WWII. Your grandma has glaucoma but

laser surgery will restore her sight in an

operation that's relatively painless and

risk-free? Tell her she's got to live with the

glaucoma; all that laser technology was

developed with nasty DOD money. Pray to

God you're never badly burned and require

artificial skin grafts because you have so

little skin of your own left. That pioneer-

ing research was paid for with Army
money. Much of this research was carried

out at universities, by graduate students

and professors.

Fallacy: We should be exploring conver-

sion research.

Truth: There is a fair sized program stu

dying wind and power in the Mechanical

Engineering department. There is a low

degree of nation-wide interest in exploring

alternative energy. This is reflected in the

popularity of the bigger cars. The govern-

ment and Joe Random don't believe there's

any reason to worry. Scientists are not hap-

py with this attitude, but Americans only

seem to be able to handle one crisis at a

time. We look for the short term gain,

whether it's in the stock market, our in-

come tax refund, or the ease of not

separating our trash for recycling. Beyond

that, are you going to dictate to professors

what they can and cannot work on? Are

you going to force an electrical engineer-

ing professor to build wind mills, just

because s/he works with robotics that could

fire a gun or help a paraplegic live better?

I've met very few people who don't con-

sider the ethical implications of what they

do. We are not robots, nor are we heartless.

There are people who do work that I could

not do and still sleep at night. Besides some

scientists, these include the people who
mount cigarette advertising campaigns,

people who create an insatiable appetite for

consumer goods (thus consuming natural

resources, money, and electricity), and junk

bond traders.

I don't understand why someone in the

administration hasn't explained that DOD
money (or any research money i helps fund

resources all over the campus. For every

dollar of outside research money that

comes into UMass, half goes directly to

UMass. This portion does not pay the

graduate student doing the work, or pay

the professor, or buy supplies. It pays the

salaries of TA's. or helps pay operating

costs for the libraries. Nationwide, univer

sities are scrambling to get -government

and industry-supplied research dollars,

because graduate-level research is what at

tracts the best professors, the bestucademic

reputation and helps universities financial-

ly. While the leftists are screaming about

how terrible the DOD-sponsored research

is, W. Greg Rothman will be proclaiming

how wonderful it is that UMass has the op-

portunities to defend our shores by produc-

ing death machines. The truth is nowhere

near either of these extremes.

Margaret A. Rakas is a UMass graduate

student

Protesters want communication
It is shocking, but not surprising, to con-

sider the way the University of

Massachusetts security and administration

have reacted to the recent demonstrations

about military-funded research on campus.

Protesters occupied a couple of offices in the

Graduate Research Center low-rise; in

response, the security forces locked the en-

tire low-rise building, including the science

library. The protesters had never been in

or near the library. In fact, anyone who
.spoke to the demonstrators outside the

building would have found out that there

was no intention of destruction of proper-

ty. The intention was to get the Universi-

ty to discuss whether and how research

here contributes to warfare. In principle,

a university is concerned with analysis and

thought (which then imply understanding

and prediction). When a question is raised

Support
suspended
student
protesters

Last Thursday, 35 students were arrested

for occupying an administrative oiTice in

the Graduate Research Center, protesting

the Defense Department funding at this

university. _^
Meredith O'Brien

in a non-violent (if forceful) way, we can

respond with analysis — in this case,

serious discussion amongst students, facul-

ty, staff, and administrators about

military-funded research.

Instead, when approaching the science

library, I found that the doors had been

chained by police, and that the windows

were covered with paper. Twenty-four

hours later, a university bus with police

dressed in riot gear drove up to the GRC.

They entered the building and guarded the

entrance. About 45 minutes later, they

started arresting students.

The issues being raised are not

"academic." Warfare, whether nuclear,

biological, or "low-intensity" is a serious

real-world issue for those affected.

Dr. Jennie Traschden
Department of Physics and Astronomy

These protesters occupied administrative

offices — not the library and not th«

facilities used by students.

It was an administrative decision to close

down the Grad Center — which caused an

inconvenience for students. The protesters

were trying to disrupt the lives of the ad-

ministrators, not the lives of the students.

These students selected the offices m the

Grad Research Center because that par-

ticular office handles the funding that is

received from the Department of Defense.

This was the location that acted as the

forum for the protesters' outrage.

The administration has been ignoring

the due process ofthe law. It has threaten

ed to take away the protesters* status as

students as a direct result of their arrest

for occupying buildings on campus.

The status of "student" was legally defin

ed as property in a 1970 Supreme Court

case that ruled that all entitlements, i.e.

student status, are property. Without due

process, property can not be legally taken

away. It is my understanding that these

protesters were simply told that they would

be expelled if they did not leave the

buildings that have recently been occupied.

That is not due process. Tlie administra-

tion said it would expel these students upon

their arrest. They did not wait for a

show/cause hearing. They did not speak to

the protesters individually to enable them

to defend themselves. They simply told the

protesters that they would be suspended,

before there had been a formal hearing.

What ever happened to the democratic

ideal of innocent until proven guilty? Since

when can a student get thrown out of the

university for peacefully protesting? Since

when does the Code of Student Conduct

supersede the US Constitution?

Regardless of the student body's /iews on

Defense Department funding, it should

back the rights of the students to protest.

Everyone needs to realize that any

building that is taken over will disrupt the

normal flow of campus life. Protesters

won't take over an empty building that

nobody cares about. If people want to pro

test, they want to do it publicly, not in some

obscure part ofthe campus — to do so would

be missing the whole reason why buildings

are taken over. The students of this

University should, despite their views on

the Defense Department funding, support

and defend the rights of their fellow

students to criticize this Univer 'y.

Not only would the student »dy be

defending the rights of these prote. rs, but

the rights of all of the students that attend

this University.

Some time in the future, different groups

may find that they are outraged by the ac-

tions of this University. These groups may
want to protest. They may find it necessary

to take over buildings to display the

seriousness of their anger.

It would be comforting to know that this

group would have the full support of the

UMass community behind them and their

right to publicly protest, despite how the

entire University feels about the issue.

If the students continue to argue among
themselves about what building should be

taken over or what issue is of importance

to this campus, the administration will be

able to continually abuse student rights.

All of the students should set aside their

views and their short-term goals to look at

the long-range implications of the slowly

eroding rights of students.

Meredith
columnist

O'Brien is a Collegian
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learning disabilities

continued from page 3

Patricia Gillespie-Silver. head of the LDSS. said the ser

vice provides a "small, safe environment" for learning

disabled students who are qualified.

'The students who seek counseling with us have been

admitted to the University on their own merit. They all

have good transcripts and GPA's. We just provide services

that will help tliosf >tud<iu.- adapt to the new -it nation."

she said.

But the LDSS can only do so much. It is the studeiii.s

who have to acknowledge they need help and take the m
itiative to get it, according to Lynne
"UMass doesn't cater to me. If someone needs help, they

need to go get it themselves," she said.

Gillespie-Silver acknowledges that many students with

learning disabilities may deny that they have a problem.

They try to make it on their own, when it is obvious they

need academic help.

"There are so many students here who think, 'I can do

it on my own. I don't need you ' Then they fail and see

they can't do it Unfortunately, it is usually after they

fail, they see they need our help," Gillespie-Silver said.

Lynne correlates the term "disabled" with "handicap

ped," but she doesn't feel either of those terms apply to

her.

"I am not restricted from anything at UMass because

of my learning disability. In fact, most people don't even

know that I have a problem. I tell my close friends about

it, but I don't flaunt it. I really don't see the point because

I'm normal in every other sense," she said.

Like many other non-disabled students at the Univer-

sity, Lynne feels her biggest problem is balancing her

priorities of school and other activities. The thing that
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makes it more difficult is the fact that she has to spend

more time studying than other students.

"I have to take more time out to study because I cant

just cram for a test the night before. 1 have to reread

things many more times than someone else. Instead of stu

dying two days before an exam. I have to start a week

before. But, I can do just as well as anyone else and it is

reflected in the grades I get," Lynne said.

Gillespie-Silver said that the most important thing the

LDSS does is provide a link between the student and the

faculty member. When the professor is aware of the

students' problem, the professor is more likely to ac

comodate the students' needs.

Basically, we provide consistent, personal monitoring

and support. Since all our students are mainstreamed, the

LDSS IS a place where students can come to get specializ

ed attention that they couldn't get from other places,"

Gillespie-Silver said.
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GETAWAY

Sponsored by Delano's & Hotel Sales and
Marketing Association

Win a weekend at one of these world
renowned hotels:

Copley Plaza, Boston
Sheraton, Boston
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Vista International, NYC

Omni Shoreham, Washington, DC
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Drink of tlie Week * Beer of the Month ^
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363 Main Street, Amherst, MA
corner of Triangle Street
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Special Salad Bar Assorted Desserts
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Sunday, May 14, 1989
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$10.95 adults

$5.50 children under 10

Call today to reserve

a table for your family.

549-6000 ext. 7639
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1 1th Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
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Fire up the plastic cash, a case of Visa-abuse

*^ *
r'..^ ;..„ ~.*...„^ fr«,« a .^«rti,-..larlv arHiioiis hniit of Visa- Barry Adamson's Moss Side Story. I must ai

By JON DRUKMAN
Collegian Correspondent

As the end of the semester draws near and stress levels

fly through the roof. 1 can think of no better way to blow

ofl steam than to charge up ridirulous amounts of money

buying compact discs Then, to justify- my rampant expen

DISC

JUNKIE
diture (out of'my own pocket no less none oJ this "ex

pense account" pussyfooting herei I write about it here,

and pretend that it was a necessary exercise Thomson's

laughable attack on my testicular fortitude ( I think you're

being evasive. Jon Ed.) doesn't even deserve a response,

anyway. I've had enough of this stupid junkie in fighting.

I've just returned from a particularly arduous bout of Visa-

abuse and I've got bigger fish to fry.

It's been a while since I've indulged my personal

weakness for industrial dance music a la Skinny Puppy,

Ministry et al. The slab of aluminum that currently has

my delicates in a twist is the latest single from Canada's

excellent Front-Line-Assembly The group features ex-

Skinny Puppy member Bill Leeb (who used to appear

under the alias William Schroeden. and sounds a lot like

you'd expect a band containing ex Puppy members to

sound. To elucidate, there's percussion enough to demolish

a building, nightmare voices and sinister synths This par

ticular relea.-*, entitled Digital Tension Ihmentia suffers

from what aome people (yours truly NOT included! con

sid^ a mtuor pitfall of many industrial 12's in that the

tUHM run for a long time. Personally like 8 minute tunes

with hvpnotic grooves If this is your cup of tea as well,

then check this out Ifyou tire easily, you may find earlier

releases such as the album "Disorder" or the mini LP Cor-

rmion more to your liking. Any way you cut it. this band

is worth investigating

"In a black and white world, murder brings a touch of

colw." So says the quote on the front cover ofex Bad Seed

Entertainment: not bad for amateurs
Bv WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian Staff

That '« Entertainment - A Municat Extravaganza

Bowker Auditorium
AprU28

The University Players presented That's Entertain-

menl - A Musu-al Extravaganza last week at the

Bowker Auditorium The title is a lot to live up to.

especially for an amatuer effort. While the show did

not live up to everything it .seemed to want to. it cer

tainly tried, and witnessing the energy of these at-

tempts was worth seeing the show. The production also

had a number of wonderful performers and Well,

THEATER
to get the bad news out of the way . . a main problem

was a lack of projection from the singers. It was actual-

ly hard to hear the voices a lot of the time This is a

problem for a musical revue. Worse than this though

was that the most sparkling performers of the show

were terribly underused, while those who graced the

stage most often lacked something; a certain^i- ne sats

quois, I think.

out. the good news. The costuming was especially

good, dre.ssing the cast of twenty five and changing

costumes for every number, while sUying faithful to

the spirit of the 1930'8 and '40'8 Both the set and the

lighting were done simply, leading the focus of the

show to the performances.

'Anything You Can Do " was the standout piece of

the evening. It revealed the Ulents of two performers.

Bill Larkin and Krtstie Tincher. who were also sUn
douts from the enst>mble cast Marc Clermont. Andrew

Shreiver and Kimberly McDonough i who pulled off the

impossible; singing "Somewhere Over the Rainbow"

without making anyone squirm) were also bright apot9

in the show.

The cake has to be handed to Miss Tincher. however,

who made more of her limited time on stage than

others made with too much time.

The orchestra was composed of Bill Stewich on drums

and Bill Larkin again on piano They played all 44

songs extremely well, and while they did on occasion

drown out the singers' voices, this had more to do with

the aforementioned volume problem of the cast. Larkin

also jumped up to do a very fresh and original work

ing of Abbott and Costello's "Who's on First?" comedy

routine with Jeff Johnson playing the straight man.

All in all. the University Players presented an

amateur, yet effecting homage to the classic M.G.M

musicals. And if at times there was a slight deja vu

feeling concerning high school, the sheer energy of Bon

nie L. Borremo's work shattered such cynical convic

tions. A valiant attempt filled with potential that it

occasionally lived up to. I'm glad I saw it.
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Barry Adamson's Moss Side Story. I must admit that

I initially found the idea of a wordless concept album

rather bizarre, but once I actually listened to it, I knew

that this was something unique Basically, it's one of tlwae

hard boiled detective stories replete with bombshell babes

and square jawed private dicks. Sex and death this album

has It all. That it manages to convey all these impressions

without recourse to anything so mundane as lyrics speaks

highly of Adamson's sonic technique. You might call it

a soundtrack album except for the fact that the movie only

exists in Adamson's imagination Musically, it owes a lot

to swing and jazz of the 1940*3, although Adamstm does

introduce an 80's element via industrial sound effwt loops

and heavy rhythms. Amazingly the debt to the past does

not detract from the freshness and originality of this

album in the slightest I can find no fault with any facet

of this album, be it playing, production or otherwise. I do

wish that adamson had provided more clues as to the ac-

tual details of the plot, but the blame lies in my own bar-

ren imagination, rather than a failing on the composer's

part. My highest accolades go out to Adam.son. I suspect

this will be the year's big sleeper <read much critical ac

claim, much less actual sales). Don't miss out take a walk

on the Moss Side.

MTV metal fest

is pretty good
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Anthrax. Helloween. Exodus
Orpheum Theater
May 4

BOSTON • "The heaviest tour ofthe season, the heaviest

night of your life," claims the ad for the MTV Head-

banger's Ball Tour. Considering the lineup of Anthrax.

Helloween. and Exodus, one would expect that such a

claim would be true. However, judging from last week's

Orpheum show, it could be said that perhaps the recent

Queensryche Metallica tour was a little heavier, more in

tense and more energetic. But nevertheless, as tours go.

this one is pretty good

The first act to perform was Exodus, a thrash metal

group from the San Franciso Bay area. They were nothing

short of incredible. Their sound was clean, tight and crun-

chy. Their stage presence was magnetic and powerful. The

crowd cerUinly eiyoyed this band, especially when they

played "Toxic Waltz. " a song which they have just releas-

ed a video for and which is off the latest album. Fabulous

Disaster. Their spectacular performance came as no sur-

prise since Exodus was one of the first thrash bands on

the metal scene and one of their founding members was

Kirk Hammett, now lead guitarist for Metallica Though
continued on page 8

FREE
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U headbangers
continued f^om page 7

their set was short, the crowd still roared in appreciation
with the strength that could cause a sizeable tremor.
For a metal band to put on a successful show, the energy-

level must be high, which it was that night, and the in

tensity level of the band must be higher Sadly enough,
the second act. Helloween. a progressive metal group from
West Germany, lacked stage presence and command over
the crowd's attention. With the exception of the first song,
technically, the performance was superb. However, the
only real powerful moment of the show was when the band
played their last song. "How Many Tears. " from their

first album. Walls ofjenco. And this moment was only
intense because the song itself was intense. CKerall. Hella
ween's performance was not a big disappointment, but a
disappoinment all the same.
The same cannot be said for Anthrax. As the lights

dimmed, the crowd rushed to the front. The Orpheum wa^i
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turned into a moshing madhouse, with people slamming
in their seats and in the aisles, and even stage diving. The
crowd hungered for powerful melodies and pounding
rhythms and Anthrax fed them a pleasant diet of old and
new songs. Above all. Anthrax was fun to watch. Their
stage was set up the same way as it appeared on MTV.
When they played "Indians," lead singer Joey Belladon
na donned his indian feathers and moshed up and down
the ramps and all around the stage. Actually it was sur
prising to see Anthrax put on such a good show since their
latest album, State of Euphoria, lacks the raw energy
found on their earlier vinyl.

Outside of the theater after the show, while nobody ac
tually seemed speechless or blown away, most appeared
content in the fact that they had gotten their money's
worth If you get a chance, I suggest you catch the MTV
Headbangers Ball tour when it comes to the Springfield
Civic Center Judge for yourself if this is the heaviest tour
of the season, and the heaviest night of your life.

Cuhir Traps, a play developed, written and perform
ed by students from the University of Massachusetts
will be presented this afternoon at Bartlett auditorium,
Rm. 65 in the basement of Bartlett Hall. Show begins
at 1:15 p.m.

The play is not "just another song and dance" about
racism. Using humor, music and scenes from students'
lives at UMass, the play explores the complexities of
the issue. Color Traps asks such provocative questions
as "Do white people have rhythm?" "Are there big
cities in Africa?": "Are Asians genetically superior in

math?" : "Is Spuds Mackenzie a racist dog?" and
"where do people get these crazy ideas from anyway?"
Students and faculty will be available following the

performance to talk with audience members about the
play, and issues that it may raise.

There will be a further performance of the play this
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in the main lobby of Whitmore.

ipni
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

I

1 Pray St Amherst— 54W:-4w.>« • Open 1 I a m
7 Days A Week • Cal. for Take Out

Kitchen Open till midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight IOC Buffalo Wings
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

flllilllHIilllllUIIMUIlUIIIIIMIIIUIlllMllllllillllllllllillllllllMlllllillllliMIIUIIINMflttllttmttt

g. Drink of the Week Beer of the Month 1
I MaUlm at Pineapple $1 75 Amstcl Light $1.75 i
niiiiH.iuiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiml

FOOD GIVE A WAYS
Mon Nieht IOC Mozzarelld Stick:. 9 I?

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 9 12

Sunday Nighl IOC Potato Skins 9 12

BITtt^fr

ARE YOU

e PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• H«t ^«tG>i*«IC» rtSTmc

Sum Ow Mnum

fmt CoMManhw Cann«

St Ht>lptul

549-1906
Ainn«rst

Camay* tHo^a

*igi^»!n a g g u 41

RESUMES
Sii^Hv Rush Availabk*

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

You can be a bartender.
call today

|

(617)247-1600
811 Ikn Istun SirtH't

Btwilon. MA(»211ftf
>4*\» I ii\*(.iimI

li^irk iHk'rs
S< ImmiI

I.K bvC«»nim {>! M.iss tXnMrtriH'nt <>l Hiliii.iiioii

MiiwWr M^tsK A>S(K- n( rnvjlctrfftif SttxH'U

esg£3®^'
PARENTS

Rated R
Starring Randv Quaid.
Mary Beth Hurt «
Sandy DennU

ONLY $2.50 w Student II)

A^.MTY ST ?53-542fc

AS SEEN IN N K W S W E E K ON C A M P H «;

VECTOR
MARKETING
CORPORATION

$11 05 ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

• NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

• INTERVIEW NOW - BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

• GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME

• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

. INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

. ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

___^ . DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

iWpFOR EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
"I VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

MANAGER'S AD LINE NUMBERS SUMMER 1989—BOSTON SUBURBS- 1-800-966-5555, 617-449-4362 • NASHUA,
NH./LOWELL MA. AREAS- 603-891-1545 • WORCESTER COUNTY-1 -800-966-3692

• RHODE ISLAND AREA- 401-946-0150 • PORTSMOUTH, NH./NEWBURY PORT, MA.- 603-964-8997 • WAKEFIELD,
MA./NORTH SHORE AREAS- 617-246-5308 • SOUTH EAST MASS. AREA- 508-947-1006 • SOUTH SHORE/

PLYMOUTH, MA.- 617-826-0640 • WOONSOCKET, RI./BLACKSTONE VALLEY AREA- 401-769-2429 • SOUTHERN
RHODE ISLAND/WESTERLY AREA- 401-596-6155 • PORTLAND/SOUTHERN MAINE AREA- 207-773-2233

"I've tried fasting on Yom Klp-

pur many times, but I've never

succeeded. This time I'll make
It. This Is stronger than religion.

It's the fear of the military."

-Charles Lenchner, hunger striker.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Tiude Michel Jaife

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

MV HEART JUMPS AT Wt
SLIGHTEST SCXM) IT^

ALMOST 2, AND I'M

WUtH a>ME0H6 BREAKS
INTO 100R rtOME, IT SHATiyJS

tOUR LAST ILLOSlON OF
SECURITY. IF lOORE NC5T

SAFt IK KWR OWN HOME,

>toURE NOT Sfrfl Am>«<ERE

A MAHS WCiMt »S H\S
CASTL£ . BUT IT SHCMlDHt
HAlt TO Bt A FORTRESS

.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
A«e f>fi£5iP£Nr. IF youM saRi-
0(JSMXn6BTntt6BACKIN-
TOrm BUSINGS, iOU GOTTA

\
Move NOMWHUe iO/li^ HOI,
HOI. HOT' A YeARFROMNOM.

/ youMI6HTHOT ee^

ABiemeeT
ARflBSTBPi

605H. YOU
THINKS'

TRUSTMB. SiRi LOOK,
UHiPOfrmooLOn
OVf^ TO YOUR PlMB
HOW. MP YOUANQ >* « ,;>-

HOMe NOW' ~~ ^.i

NM*Ci* WHB^'S
NO.SHe^ 5H5
0UT5H0P- pua
PING. BACK'

THE BEACON HILL GANG By AL ARPAD
Trie Tower library collapses om coTBftcic cirv:
INSTANT -REPLAY lr-1 SUPER SLO-MO*

Wi

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

ACROSS
I Country *ing*r
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1
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TAURUS ( Aort 20-M0V 20) Vou

And It easier to communicate
row Put your personal interests

oheod of tXMiness for o change
Group actMties he^ you reach

some of your goals Vou attract a
new orKl influential oudterce

OiMINi (May 21-June 20) A
new trerxJ m yew personal rela-

tionships txxMts your spirits The

future looks rrnjch brighter A
relatively stress-tree perod hetps

you sort out yoi» prioritiw Go
aftef vyryit you wanti

CANCi* (June 21Juty 22) Get
things movrig forward by makmg
the first move yourself Business

keeps you busy, even beyorid

quitting trne Work projects must

be completed on schedule if

necessarv ask co-workers for

assistance

IMO (Jufy 23-Aug 22) Eryjy your

t»Tie m the spot*gtit tt vt* be good
for both you and business Use

your leadership skills to straighteri

out a family matter Romonce is

htghlighted Go for iti

VI»00(Aug 23-Sept 22) SrrxjH

purchases win fielp cement a rela-

tionship Stay in touch with so-

meone who played a special role

in your life Open new lines of.

commur«cation with ottiers in your

workplace Vou need allies'

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) A
busir^ess portrtership needs re-

juverxation You better take ttie

first step Computers begin to pkjy

a more Important role in your life

- ofKl in your eventual success

Welcome technological
advances

tCOaftO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Vou
can move forward guCfcty now
tfiot you hove ekninated doubts

that clouded your decision-

making obiNei Explore travel op-

portunmes. Those at a dlistar>ce wi
be impratsad by wtx3t you rove
to offer

tAOITTAniM(Nov 22 Dec 21)

Vou run the risk of upsetting others

with your enthusiosm for faraway

sights and sounck Vour energy

and experience open many
doors for you Co6at>orative ven-

tures do great

CAMNCOtN (Dec 22 Jan W):

Vou find proctical applcotions for

your ir«piratiofX3l ideos Marty

people benefit Postpone travel

and concentrate on a special

project Look for ways to tielp an
associate

AQUARIUS (Jon 20 Feb 18)

Thir^ ot what you txjve achieved,

not of post disappointments.

Clarify a situation before it

becomes agonizing for both you
and your partner Check bUls for

possible errors before paying

ttiem

mClS (Feb 19-fvtarch 20> vou
con correct mistakes if you rrnave

qmckly Taking certain risks is

necessary to move forward

Good bck wKI favor you in many
ways

ARliS (March 21-April 19) Vou

can take o giant step forward in

a relationship by just showing

more patience and otfectkDn

Travel and romantic opportunities

capture your attention Keep a
ckDse eye on details at work

MENU
LUNCH

Duchess meat pie

Chicken cutlet sorxjwich

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin and sprout sandwch
Chicken cutlet sandwich

DINNER
Veal cutlets cordon bleu

Sausage pocket sorKlwich

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable st>epards pie

Greek style skillet
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baseball
continued from pagt 12

infielder Jimmy Caeran (.336) and
shortstop Dana Olive (.328).

Sophomore outfielder Pete Charpen-
tier, last week's co-Player of the Week
in the East Coast Athletic Conference,

is hitting .314

"We're taking these games seriously,

"

Rikeman said. "We want to win our last

three"

men 's lacrosse
ccntmued from p<uie 12

hold true to form and do

something totally off the wall. That's a

chance you have to take when you're deal-

ing with a bureaucracy such as this one.

Like the MIAA here in the Bay State, they

tend to stare with tunnel-vision at the bot-

tom line, or how much greenbacks they can

get

Looking at potential first-round op-

ponents, the Gorillas will more than like

ly play someone low in the tournament
seedings. Ifthey get the fifth seed, they will

most likely play the automatic bid from the

West region, which right now looks to be

a battle between Michigan State and Notre

Dame, with Whittier (Calif.) as a

darkhorse.

Wouldn't that be someone then, if UMass
were to host Notre Dame? Past history has

shown that the.se teams are nowhere near

the calibre of the rest of the field (last vear.

Loyola beat Air Force, 19-8 — not really a

playoff tyj)e game, is it), and the mere
thought of UMass rolling over any
Fighting Irish team might be a fantasy

come true for some people.

But UMass can't forget it's postseason

history. Since the tournament's inception

in 1971, the Gorillas have made it seven

times, including the last three seasons, but

are just 17 with the only win coming over

New Hampshire here in 1986.

KC Jones at center of Hall of Fame festivities
SPRlNCiFlELD, Mass. *AP>-K.C Jones,

who played and coached on championship

teams with the Boston Celtics, Lenny

Wilkens, who spent 15 seasons m the NBA.
and William "Pop" Gates, a pioneer of pro-

fessional basketball, are scheduled to be in

ducted into the Basketball Hall of Fame
today.

Jones played nine seasons, including

eight NBA championship teams, for the

Celtics and then coached Boston to the

1984 and 1986 championships He stepped

down as Celtics coach following the 1987-88

season Jones played on consecutive NCAA
championship teams, along with Celtics

teammate Bill Russell, at the University

of San Francisco in 1955 and 1956

Wilkens, cuntntly the coach of thf

Cleveland Cavaliers, led the Seattle Super

Sonics to the NBA championship in 1979.

zHe graduated from Providence College in

1960. and went on to average 16.5 points

a game during an NBA career with St.

Louis, Seattle, Portland and Cleveland,

Gates, 71, turned professional after

leading Benjamin Franklin High School to

the 1938 New York City championship. He
was a member of the 1939 New York Rens,

which won 68 straight games and the world

professional championships in Chicago.

Gates was the only player to appear in all

10 world professional basketball tour

naments made up of barnstorming teams.

Gates went on to a successful career as

a player and coach in the old National

League and American League. As player-

coach, he led the Scranton Minors to the

American League championship in 1950,

before winding up his career as player

coach of the Harlem Globetrotters in 1955.

Several collegiate awards were schedul-

ed to be presented during the awards ban
quet at the Springfield Civic Center.

Sean Elliot, a two-time All-America and

the all-time leading scorer in the Pac 10.

was to receive the Joe Lapchick Trophy,

sponsored by St. Johns University m
memory of the late coach.

The Francis Pomeroy Naismith Award,
given to the nation's most outstanding

senior woman collegian under 5-foot -6 and

male player under 6 feet, will also be

presented at the luncheon

The women's honor will be received bv

Paulette Backstrom. a 5-foot-3 guard at

Bowling Green State. She lead the MAC
Conference for the past two seasons in

assists with a 7.3 average. She was voted
the most outstanding player in the 1989
MAC Tournament, averaging 17.5 points,

9 assists and 6 rebounds in two games.
Tim Hardaway, 5-11, from the Universi-

ty of Texas-El Paso, will receive the men's
honor. Hardaway became the first UTEP
player to be named Western Athletic Con
ference Player of the Year. He is the

Minors' all-time scoring leader with 1,586

points in 124 games.
The John W Bunn Award, named for one

of the founders of the Basketball Hall of

Fame and given to a person who has made
outstanding contributions to basketball

and sports in general, will go to George E.

Killian.

•* It ain't perfect but it's the only game in

town. And it's an important game for

students who seek careers in journalism.

Experience on the Collegian is increas-

ingly valued by the editors throughout the

northeast.

"

Howard Ziff, UMass Professor since 1971;

Reporter & Asst. City Editor,

Ctiicago Dally News

Come write for the Collegian
113 Campus Ceriter

Student affairs Information Services

Call TIPS at 545-1540 about

your end-of semester concerns,

ask for

these tapes by number:

1026 Access to Your Academic Records
1008 Figuring \'our Grade Point Average
1027 Incompletes
2882 Math Tutoring Program
1033 Repeat Option
7000 Residence Hall Closing
2420 Transcripts

1435 Tutors and Tutorials

1325 Withdrawal from and Readmission
1607 Writing Center and Workshops
2639 Coping with Exam Week Stress

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call roB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

CLASSIFIEDS
(-ot t ^'~;IA*-! ^fff'^F 5C fl 7Q.7 :> in»nrAP! vu Pimi ICATIOJ'CASH IN ADVAXCF 20 /WORD/DAY FOR STUDEN

ACTIVITIES

SUMMER JOBS FOfI THE ENVIRON-
MENT work with MASSPIRGs Stan of

students and professionals to reduce to«ic

chemicals use Call Sam 256-6434

SOM UNDERCLASSMEN^ Senior insight

nnjht IS lomofrow' Don't miss it' 7pm CC165
Complimenlary Hors D'oeuvres'

WELCOME BACK SPRING CRAFT FAIR
May 1 1 and 1 2 on the South side steps of

the Student Union Handmade crafts only
- reasonable prices' Ramdate May 15&t6

ASIAig AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOC
last general meeting tonight' at 6 30pm
CCrm9l 1 All welcome to attend

VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED TO WORK
security lor Southwest concert Meeting
tonight in Southside Room at 7 30 lor train

ing session

SO.M. UNDERCLASSMEN—Senior in

sight night is tomorrow' Don't miss Ihcs op-

portunity to talk with graduating seniors

about maiors in SOM 7 p.m. CC165 com
pllmentary hor d'oeuvrMi

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or any lime)'' Find out how you can
Jel there anytime lor no more than $160
'Jet back anytime for no more than $160
JetlhereMay23. June2of 9, for)ust$139
•Jet there May 23. June 2 or 9. and back
any Saturday belore the end ol June for just

$289
Now we ask you are these rates any less
than sensationaf There must be some
catch, righf Wrong' There's not'" To
educate yourself about how we do it, go get
consumer reports. Travel letter, June 1985,
pp26'30 Irom the library, or call us any
weekday 10am-6pm at 2I2'864'2000, or

write Airhitch. 2901 Broadway, Suite
100-M2, NY. NY 10025

UPC MEETING TODAY, 6:30, Earthfoodt
Did you an|oy the pond concaft?!

APARTMENT IN BOSTON AREA

1 LARGE ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM APT in

Brookline lemale only: walking dist to the

T Prime location Sublet June 1 Aug 31

Please call Randi 617-739-9274 ASAP

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents

inlormed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
iniormation come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS:
Earn $6000-8000 this summer Work in the
Springlield area as a project manager
Manage approK 10 people on one site pairv

ting condominiums For more info call (617)
964-7020

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly
$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400
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CLASSIFIEDS
AUDIO

ACOMTiCUNEAR SYSTEMcuttom bui
dynamic speakers Brand n«w cheap'

3-way 200 waits caH 545-0015 and leave

message

AUTO FON SALS

igS4 RAiait SI ^200 cared lor 32344M

i«77 PLYMOUTH VOLARE ^naiwe
transportation AM FM stereo 400 00
540-2606 leave mMsaoa

1MO PLYMOUTH CMAMP runs well has

sun rod lapadeck and overdrive askmg 600

call(1)77>«644

MtV NIV. NEED SOME FURNITURE, I

ffltan nice furniture? WeM, we got il Couch
tabias etc Call loi rnore into 256-4906

«/t 2 FOXBORO 4 Who ti> sect 1 1 1 Best

ofter Call Andy at 253-9880

APARTMENT FURNITURE FOR SALE Cat

tor details Randy or Marc leave message
&4»04«3

1N7MmiiUSAMUfUtcanMr«W»S*pd
LOW milas $3,700 256-6024

APPLE lie COMmitin w/pnciMirAil so«

ware $600 DBG 5864)699 Duncan

NEEDANOOMT

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES WANTCO. M/F

Room in Sw»s ViHaga Avail June I SI CaH

253 9132

WHO'S THt HOT ladhMd driving Patmf

TO THE 2 BLONOiS
We've noticed you too

IN Geology 107
Greg and Riartd

N. AMHERST: Room in house n«ar PuMer's

Por>d on busline, washer-dryer Call

2Sfr«)49/2S3-7l96 Leave maasage rant

nagoiiabia

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUI
Beaulilul houaa In North Amherst $l7S/nio.

up to three rooms may be open lor Fill

546^9916

MOHTHWOOO AFANTMCNT*

WHILE THEY LAST: 2 o> 3 bdr aparlmanls

torrent Sign up now tor the Fa» and lacanie

the monihSl August Ftaa' Gal a86-3S66 tor

mora details

MAX—A—MN.UON I love your strength I

love your character I love your charm and
you love my noaa? Have a good day and
I'H saa you in ttia alanvnar PWSS

Tt CQJCA QT ac am*n
condrtion $1400/80 544-S324

79 HONDA ACCOM) HATCHSAOKgood
condition Musi sal 1600 Prioa nagoliatile

Can Susia 25>S634

IMS MllCtC LltABRE-HUOE!
340cumV8 4-door autolrans good shape

$900'BO Call Mike 11am to 11pm
546^4905

FOR SALE DBL BIO and drawwr pnoa
neg CaU Susan 54M831

IGUANA CUDDLY and vary haalthy Willtell

youaix>ulca/e$i50orB0 Call 6657005
laava message

12SMEO CCNTUWON sport-tourmg b«e
23' h^Mwaitftl. new t3M> retail WMsaN
$250 r BO 413^253-5361

BEOnObM FURNITURE AND large sec

tional couch Call Tammy at MiM024
(Leave message)

PERSONALS

TO THE BEAUTIRJL BNUNETTE IN

Sociokigy ol Law Widnaaday with the Cats

twaatalwl I'm inlluMail* Would love to

havaiftnnarSMurday Plaaaasayyes PS
Happy bifthday aaaaiia

AUOT-i^Vpy^rtd bMiday Lm* toiMar.

PUFFTON: 1 LAME BCOMbOM in a 3

bwjroom apt Avatfabte June l wMa« opiton

$246 negotiable (lemale) call Mimi

54^6443

SUMMER SUBLETTJENi IWANTEb -

ciean/turnishad PirfMon apartmant avaMHa
reduced rates 549-7483

RENT FOR
diractly on bua
Ca* sooni

4 bdrm apt

prica

. OOMT WOlWtH ~
EUSA - Ive set up interviews at Columbia,

Epc Warner and Sire Raraxds Throw your

hnance books away and gat your demo
t^Msraady Smging career haraweoxna
Signed Your Managar

87 PONTIAC SUIIBBW AMffM texao
automatic naivtmission poa - --'

4800 BO 4drsdn 549-583S

BOSTON SUMKKR SUBLET

APT IN MEOFOnO lO mm lo Boston 4

bedrooms prced 150-333 May l5Sapt Ot

dean quial safm lurnishad WHMw* K
617 3«6-40i«

BOUNCE FOR BEATS!

• SIGMA ALPHA MU FMATEMMTY <s
'

BOUNCING FOR BEATS A baakatsal'
rnaramon lor the American Heart

' aaaacMMn Today and lunwnoriow -

• Southwest Pyramids

COTTAGE AVAILABLE IN

CAPE COO

RENT COTTAGE IN FALMOUTH
HCNINTS up 10 3 lamales tor oniy $2500
Iram Mamonal Day to Labor Day Caa
508-788-1367

THE WHO - July 12, great

ler 549-4597 Mike

MUST SEE"
LuMmoua 4 piece contemporaiy uM m
cludaa sotelbad, lova saai, plus 2 maichif«g

tables asking t900 or beat o«ar Adam or

Ja«t S4»«238

BOXES FOR IMVtMr. SHIPPING.
STOHAOE aa atiipaa and sxaa aiao UPS
ShippoM —» raiaa LHanpar ttwn nuMbyai

etc 13 Ra*oad St Amharat 2S3-3436

FOUND

LWHTED EXPRESS POUCH m SBA 105

IdviMy contanii and us yours Cal Jodi

2S»-«M

HJJMY — 7 montba • Ta amo mucho
mucho muctusHTW

STASMA: I'm glad wiTgol a*a«y«»»nO

straighianad out i wouM miss m>s pig and

cow noiaaa and especially your Inends nip

Kaap « touch ihia summer, you pol«h

datactor IBTU Lowe SlaaKu

Man ZOLA- Happy un leenaga buthday*

We tove you Your roomiea

CAROLYN PADOOOt Happy B*ihdair to

a truly da//ling person and li^nd" Leva

Kalic

• I'l stop HgMing II • If you glM ma
anootar chanca Maga«Miman

KWBTaToMOOYou'wi bawig tmmm* by
UFC8

HAPPVBimiOAV FOn VtBTCNOAV to

the guy with Ida eataiMlad mamory and lf«a

iniarnai h«d drive Lova Iram ata gat atfiQ'*

craiy about your bytaa*

COTTAGE IN CAPE COO AVAaABLE
Falmoutfi Haflhis. tor up to 3tomalaa From

Mamon* Day to Labor Day tor only $2500

CM S0B-7SS^13*T

J fgffff^^ftM AT rmMnt Mumiamolnw
modem, cozy 58^2307 Fan option patti

SUMMER SUBLET GREAT LOCATION

MLMLY ON CAMPUB-aCST L0CAT10M.
$200 OOfmonlh lor a room m la«ga, lurnialt-

ed house (in pay your utMwa) Raaponat-

Me parsons Cat soon and laava mniiBi

546^7888

LY MALONEYI Good luckl Break

a lag* We love you' T^e I

otiwG

CONQNATUUTliOMB TO TMC MMtV m-

«aMd MMra at Sigma Daitt Tauf Anqeia

Joanna M«ia. Laumn Dawn Martina QaH
Nikki Pam Je« M Nadine Akaon Uaran

Roeanna Janet Jen R TiMany Sue Kr»ta

Manaaa Juke Elaine' You guys are the

greatest tWa tove you

PSVCMO JKLLO ObOOEBB • You we
tagged it takes time to figure out ifw vc
iims From Kimbarty S

FURNITURE FURNITURE FURNITURE SKINNY BLOND • You mav hava U*anpa«
r..ii wrui H r^wwf oel uS- Mark and Jetf

WE'RE ORAOUATtNO (YEAf) AND WE

-

'must saN avarytthng Furniture tor every'
• room • beds, drasaars couch, taienan

•

•sat etc Ca«54»7782 laatiai

FOR RENT

1 BDROOM IN HOUSC Ml AMlwnt
ilOOMwnffi wrtaH opHon on bus route

nwcfowava VCR waanarldryar and puppy
Can Tom 54»4242

ST0P1 REAOI CAU.I 256-1062 tor a great

apt' 2 large badrooma. «ia« to wa* carpal,

modem appmnraa. new dWiwaahai , gar-

bage diapoaal, washer and dryer haal m-

cluded. on bus route' Call now)

•ONMI FUEE MONTHS RENT (7S0S)

Take over our laaaa m brandywme more into

549-1529 June 1

RVE BEDROOM HOUSE AMHERST . rmle

to campus $12250 Joe evenings
(6l7)237-674a

TAKE OV Ell ^UFT^SOUTHWOOD
TOWNHOUSE July free call 253-2320

AMHERST CENTER — one or two bedroom
apt Available June 1st 253^7572

TAKE OVER LEASE ON OUR 4 bedroom
apt beginning June 1 with laV option Call

256-1»5

GREAT PLACE TO:

UVE! ONE FEMALE NEEDED <n our

2'l>ed)oom reaHy cule apartment 10

imnuMs Irom campus. 5 to dowmwm Rant

Ttiawi run I lain t"*" T"** Ptaasa

cMi Oayia. 2SS-129& or AIM. 6-3274

MIWH

Out you H r»«ve« gat us- Mark and ,

CONGRATULATIONS MKMELE SMITH
on you pmningi W«i much tove The snM'S
alibi

CONORATULATK)NS GAM. HAWK8LEY
on your engagement" We wish you much
tock and Mppnaaa M me future Love the

SialarsoiSOT

MKHELLE LACHANCS • Happy 20th txr

ihday' Have a great day you deserve i

peup Remember to wake up. aaLaaik. ate

(hahal Love ya JUlas (PJC)

MARC FROM SAT NITE, saw you at

Franklin DC be there today M 5 30 Sarah

BRIAN I m I'nia rs tiad Aia yeuV Jan

TO MY THUMPING OEMI-GOOf Thanks lor

rnakmg this semester so special' You are

truly the gisaiasi tovor in badit I lova you*

Your icumpuppy

HEY JENN DEUBLE! vou re stil a cheas»
need but monoey* hke bananas m high

piacas so don I toigat to baapt Happy 2lsi

So wtian s 8ia imi packy^ 1A^ la raa^ Luv

Sue and Marc

TO THE LBC COUSCLMHC COLLECTIVE
gat psycned for the pnde march in« SMur-

day I k>ve you all Love Oena

HOMT How about a Mtie doubta B iiaaim
manrees thrasnmg JPM

AOAM, I heard thai your presanlainn on

homoeatuallry wasyaaf lamsurathalyou

opartad soma eyas Sorry i imasad « W«h
all ol my lova a support Bam

BECKY - You raa baauJM womyw' • kwe
you

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNC 1 1 bdnn. apt

can lor into 665-4740

SUMMER RENTAL

ilST LOCATMJNt av«l tof sunvner subM
4 rooms on Fearing St Bet Campus and

town Call Andy 549-4859

SUBUrr SMMMJE OR Obi Rms avaMiia

in MN St Apt 549-M87

5 BOM AMHERST »«OUSE •^; :»-..<.!<ed

tMrte $ll0'mnm smgles dbts 253-2321

TAKE OVER MY LEASE

mudJi: T ig M"" *" * BC™ *"' *^*°

par/mo., ndudaa uM tvk baina Sun wr

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

StMSS VILLAGE APT AVAIL June 1st 4

Ukm. aa utriities mcl Cal 253-9132

MENOCL - Happy 3rd year Never Itau^
wedmakaii*dyaui7idid Loea MM

irmr.
SCMMRSft

LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTStt
•JOM THE SCMOR CLASS CAMPAMN-
* Earn $4 50ff>r plus bonuses caang -

other UMaaasamors
Apply M ta MamonM Hal Basement

or cal S46-3S0S
AfM-V TOOAVt!

HELP WANTED

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUMITY
Jewish »urTirT>et lesKlential camp aaa

counselors ipeciakal i and nurses CapM
camps IS tocaiad m tie scamc CaMdm
Mounlams one hour Irom Waahmoton. D C
We have over 300 acres ol baauM toiaM
trarfs and lakea M you are mlaraatad m the

ctMHangaa and ekcMmant ol working wMh
^mpers m grades 3- to we want you on our

Man Good salanas. groat lun Forinlonn»

hon ctf COllecl {301)656CAMP'

•a'KOapent together

fm^adweremore
Love Susan

STACCY - The
have been
man just good

TOBMrr. oduQ. lo. johnny, scott.
Cleon Ferdie Dan, Rob, Tim thanks tor

m^ing my hrst year a laarmng aspenenee

Good luck m the h/ture Love Sandbag
Thanks tor the knckname loC

CHRISTINE Tt

••••••••••I

SUMMER SUBLET

BEST LOCATKMI Avail tor summer aublal

4 rooms on Feanng » Bet campus and

town call Andy 549-4859

SUDLET6-t 1 bdr lemaie $l8(ymo Fa*

option 549-3840

SUIHKR SUBLET 3 brm apt « town up
to5peapte S4»«272

ONE LC BORM AVAIL « 5 MrmihOMM m
Amherst on bu^ ri 6/1*1 Cal Kaion

54*1477

BOSTON 1 na in S bdrm house Parking

»ee Can Ragma 617 787 1970

SUNNY SPACWUS APT ctoae to town and

carr«>us tor tou» people 549-5888

3 SMOLIS I OOUM^ Mam St Amharsi

June I Sept t cal Carolyn 546-1128

SUMMER SUBUT Wmt FALL OPTION 2

bdrms in a 3 bdrm api Sundrtand on bus

rout* Cheap 665-7386

SilBLET PUFFTON HALF large double

Mono rnoal Ol summer with Fa» op»ion

SiatMnMh avWMto June i Cal 54»47M

SPAOOUS 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT on
Am^ty St Great kx.alion parkrtig phone
5494904

TNAVB.

ROUND TRIP HARTFORD LA 23 May 1

June $238 549-1617

HEMORML DAY WEEKEND TO MOW-
TRCAL May 26^28 $«• 00 mckKM round

trip motor coach and 2 MgMi
ttSOBtntf« Broafcaway tours 42fi Boaton Turn-

paie Shrewsbury UA 01545 1506442 7336

PLANE TICKET HTFO to Saatito May 20

$100 (508)687 3324

CIPUMiAUBTRAUA- Travel camp, and

McowarWaouBaditMS summer Remairv

ing spaoaa dMCOumad as pan ol a spooM
hM|t adwamura pboM documentary prcaca

$^50 Ctf NaMnal MMwle tor Eiptora-

lion lor nure mlemiabon 8IX> 451 3686

SUMMERM EUROPE trom $259 eOLhway
on dMcouniod sciiadulad airknes to Europe

tram Boalon Cal (8001 325-2322

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Accuracy

guaranteed Gloria. 323-5t40

WOROSMITH'
rtesumas . papers _ -

wMi tpalohaoli 2S»4M4

CASES. PAPBIS. THE»«. an<ampua. al

lordable grammar reviewed depandable.

S»«-7«e4. Nancy

FBSALI W^ACC AVAMBLE - June 1
.
tor

8B40 Brandywine call now 5496190 (huge

summer discount)

-POLITICAL ORGANIZERS—
Work with Mass SANE/FREE7E 10 Slop

military lunding in our stale' Campaign loi

legislation lor a peace-time ecorwmy No
nukes, no U S War m CA. SA sanctions

Eduale and activate your feaow cMtfana

Apply now tor summer and career poaauns

ComplaM haaRhcaia. travel, paid vacabon.

alfirmalive action t80-30QAM(
2S6-t4tS

ROBBIE I tove you alwoya Good toe* on

linals PUOT

SHARON LAFONO Happy 2bth and good

luck in Hawaii' Love Kirslm

SCOTT W - Thanks tor i

weekend Love Anihorty B

ROOMMATES WANTED

SUMMER SUBUrr CHEAP and doae
PresMlenMI ApisW op«n $136 »4»«a08

LOOKING TO MOVE OFF CAMPUS? We
want you 10 share our lease in Swiss $240

per month Everything inctoded one room

Cal Mike 5464196

HCLPI We need IF to share room or 1 or

2M lor a room in 3B l-house w/grfts Cheap

2 BEDROOM DUPLEX CONOO « South

AmbarMlosubMt l67Vmonth PeawbMy
ol taking our tooae ovw A\ailabla8/t/W

GREAT APARTMENT Fulyfui

route IMar campus 253-7780

WANT TO TRAVEL?

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO
BACKPACK throu*! Europe or croas Wun^
try th« summer Gary 2S3-5007

JRO NICE EYEI You shouMnt hava baan

looking' Quido

TtHfO BEDROOM ATT AVAILABLE 6/1

Fall option, lurmlura mcludad Call

256-1814

PRESIDENTIAL FALL OPTKW cloae to

campus large rm $210 545-0442 XINLEI

CAPE COD 1 BEDROOM available m South

Yarmouth lor the summer $1500 close to

beach and bars Call Mike (506)780-2760

BRANDYWINE APT AVAILABLE June 1st

2nd floor Pond View cal 549-4637

TAKE OVER HVLEiUC 2BR CoioiM VJg

(440 par monlh quNI bunding ngM near bus

2S3-2965

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE ifTSwisrviliage

Starlmo 6/1 253-5316

SUMMER JOBS LABOR, claancal

tnaprtaMy in Spnn^Wd. Northampton, and

Greenfield areas Cafl RekaWe 527-0701

EARN S3000-(600C THIS SUMMER Whito

you gat a tan working tor Colage Pro

Paintar* SoibaN and barbaouaa tool Posi-

tions availabto throughout Maas and New
England Call lodayf 1400-424-2468

EXPERliNCEO TRUCK DRIVJm'mMdad
to make pick-ups for summer business

$1 1 5 00 per day to start Cal 506463-7422

or 506453-1744

MAMIR G. bo you iMnk itia woitd « ready

lor you to be an RA?

MOLLY- Through iMck and mm. comBalds

and completing the map you're the best

Look out Orlando hare we come' Love

Karen

EiTELLArHopa to ma« »«>«;.
•»*"'

Wednesday noon lunch at the Bluawaa?

RA

MARTHA S VHIKVARO:
•One lemale needed to share house m'
• Oak Blutts Chei«> rent, convamant '

tocation Cal Lon 54»-t47»

HOUSE M HYANNIS FOR SUMklER
Three spots open Call Jessica 253-2394

a ROOMMATES NEEDED tor StMOtwood

Apts Starting 6/1 256-8745

UNBELIEVABLE*
There * actually one
more sweet, luiunous

swgle toft in Hie

Red Houaa of Lovai
F iHy tumlalted beautMul

*llving room, balh artd gourmet krtchon*
• Strategically placed on campus

neer townl

Cal Craig or Malt M»-t848._^^*

2 KEGS ON US if you sublat our 2 bedroom
Southwood apt this summer FaH option

Also-rent negotiable" Call 253-9197

BOSTON APARTMENT
1 bdrm on Comm Ave near B U and T

$665/mo heat included Jennifer 253-3053

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION 1 bdrm
in a S<quire VIg Townehouse call 665-2428

leave message

ROOM AVAILABLE MAY OR JUNE air

conditioned bus route pool close to campus
256-0958 256-4270

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOD LEASE!
1 txirm I'ibaths Townhouse-style with

sliding glass door off kitchen 256-0559

keep trying 495 plus

BARTENDERS: Pina Grove Golf Coursa

call Shirley 584-4570 tor intannaw.

GROUNDS WORKEWiT Pine Grove Goff

course call 584 4570 for interview

WORK FOR GREENPEACE ACTK)N - help

preserve endangered species reduce tox

ic wastes and slop the arms race Salary

benefits, travel and advancement Full/part-

time 2-10pm Call 256-1439 Bill /Shannon

Apply now lor the summeri

YOU CANT BEET THE FEELING at -5

lowneTKiuee Three cheers for great room-

males, great times and a great future

CVNOi, JOANNE AND CHRIS life with you

guys « a bowl full ol popcorn' You're great

neighbors but we're better'

DOUG G^rSufprised? CouWnt let you walk

away without a $m«e' The real lab star

HEY JOC. Have a smokin" binhday' Let's

go to that greek restaurant in the deep

woods of Leverett Steph

FEMALE NONSMOKER NEEDED to ihara

Brandywine Apartment caa llysaa 6-7388 or

Aimee 64130

LOOKING FOR TWO RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN lo share 4 bedroom nouse Call

6-1146

WANTEOTona lamMa. nonsmokor tor

lownehouee Brandywine apt Cal Mananna

at 5464055 leave message

EDITOR: CHANGE THATB» average lo an

A' Eliminate grammatical errors and

strengthen your papers $1 00 per page

Mail Service or delivery available 5850186

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BDRM Start 6/1

W/Option to lease near hus stop $440 call

2564987

ATTENTION SUBLETTERS 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt Available 6/l 25*4745

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD AJPT. Sunv

mer sublet lall option Free couches

253-2314

3BDR PUFFTON APT to sublet near pool.

laundry bus call 549-5548

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT south Yar-

mouth cape Two lemales only $2500 lor

summer Kavm t-633-t80O

WANTED

2 FEMALES TO SHARK t bdrm m 3 bdnm

house lumMsd dose to bus It. camptM and

town caa Paula or K.m 253-9817

WANTED FOR FALL OPTK>N

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMaia
Campus or on bus route Ptaaae cal Jae-

quaana 548 9060

WANTED TO RDIT

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE WITH two
cMdren seeks Itraa or tour bedroom ho«Me

lor week. pretaraWy July 9 or 16. whito at

landirtg tenn« camp Pretor near campua
Call (212)534-5470 (evenings) or

(212)552 2566 (days)

KINKY SEX

NEED 2 PEOPLE TO SHARE room in

awesome house m Sunderland On bus

route 5464829 or Steve at 665-6462

Mellow undergrads

LOST

KELLY • Tu sei il mio mondo' Buon'anmver-

sario 5-6-89 amo le -Scott

"SEND YOUR GOODBYE KISSESIII!

COME TO THE CO CONCOURSE
TUESDAY - THURSDAY.
SPONSORED BY AASA.

NUMBER 10 POOLBALL lost m
Wheeler/Bfooks set ruined' Very senlimen

lal' Reward' Chns 6-4923

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer dryer, woodstove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 minute walk to UMass call

253-0707 $195/month

TWO SEMI-OUIET NON SMOKING FUN
women kxjking lor hvo single rooms in cool

house preferably m AMherst for Fall please

call Kristin 546-9514 toave

Thanks

LARGE 3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE.*
• Kitchen, bath, etc
• Summer sublet June 1 lo Sept 1 |

One 10 tour people
• Please call immediately Steve 546 5360*

Stuart 6-7612 Leave message^
|

TOWNHOUSE available 6/1 Call 253-0683

Leave message

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE in Brandywine

June 1st 549-0951.

LARGE REWARD: For any information

leading to retrieval of stolen Apple lie com-

puter Panasonic KXP 1091 printer,TEAC

A655 Receiver and over 200 compact

discs All of these have my name. KEITH

GAUMONT engraved on Ihem so check it

someone tries lo sell any of this to you With

into contact the UMASS Police or me at

546-5117/421 Cance Hse

MAROON, MASSACHtJSETTS CREVr
windbreaker Irom Totman Social Dance

classroom, last week Please return' Call

Nina, 256-4198 •REWARD-

BETH WHO ME? Jim S Irom Jamas

TO THEOIRL WHO CALLED ME atajut a

gold neckalce on 5/4 Please call me back'

Walked through Bartlett too' Also have pic

tures' 646 7387

CRAKi H. 4th Boor Cance Been watching

you but want to get to know you Make some

time in your busy schedule I promise you

won't regret it An admirer

JOAN • Already one year together buri still

love you like the first day Happy anniver-

sary Te Amo Wil

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART-
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT -CALL 546-6405 or 5464400
Leave Message

SERVKTES

RESUMES. Overnight and same^ay ser-

vice PK)neer resume service 665-8873

SUBLET

ORANGE LONG HAJFtED CAT from Butter-

lield Terrace Reward 549-1068
ADAM- Let's play master and aarvantl'*

Come on" Slave boy.

FOR SALE

PLANE TICKET Rd trpTlartlofctfBaltimore

$100 546-4662

BIKE^FUJI SAGRES12spd-sport$20dcafl
Chris 546-5344 leave message

MUST SELL TWIN BED. 2 Inireous w/mlr-

ror and couch, best offer call 549-0014.

LOST GLASSES IN BLACK' CASE •

Hasbrook or CC $ lor return 545-0878 days.

772-6526 eve Simon

DID YOU FIND A KEY in Iroof o« Lewis on

5/4'' Tan string? Yes? Call me-il's mine BrI

6-5475

LARGE REWARD! GoldnecKlace k»r4/21

please call 546-7387

ADAM THE RAM • I want your luscious

loins' Bumbles Bounce!

PAULTTm STHope yoiTleel better Love

Rocko

JEAN M IN ORCHARD HILL. Do you still

believe in magic? I lei a Iriendship lade that

should have grown Call me - JSP

53 TOWNHOUSE 2 bedrooms A/C June 1

thru Aug 546-9246 Dennis or 546-9252

Scott

FREE AUGUST RENT 2 bedroom apt sum-

mer sublet lall optKjn partly furnished

665 7930

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTKJN 2 bdrm

near campus call 549-8185

SUMH&I SUBLET/FALL OmON Ig 2

t)drm lownhouse spl on bus route 10 mins

from campus 665-3513

EXCELLOrr l6CATK)N next to bay

bank 3 bedroom house 549-9965

SUBLET PUFFTON APARTMENT 3

bedroom partially lumished 54»4087Todd
or Dave

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE start June 1 nor

thwood apts Sudnertand bus 'oute, quiet,

and lurnished only $99/month lal Option

sarah 665^3970

ONE MALE TO SUBLET ROOM in three

bdrm house Sunderland oon bus rt

150/mo util inci Call 665-7455

AT PUFFERS POND! Amherst summer
sublet 3roomapt tor$150/mn1h SOU Irom

bua call Bruce 549-5435 Please leave your

number

AVALIABLE JUNE 1 at Northampton
Center 5 bedroom apt 995 plus 584-1059

SUMMER SUBLET LG ROOM. Share

w/malure woman, responsible-looking tor

same Call 253-5279 lor more into

ONE BEDROOM AVAIL, 6/1 m spacious

clean southwood apt on bus route 10 min

lo UMass rent $175 plus elec and
phono/mon Call Jerry at 6-6962 or 6-6951

MARTHA S VINEYARD
Sleeps SIX. 2 bathrooms, waterview Call

508435-6583

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO Share one
bedroom apartment in Pultton Village for

the summer Call Joe after 8pm 546-9794

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VILLAGE
very reasonable rent 549-6291

"Pool female

TWO MALES LOOMNO FOR 2 roomo In

house lor lal. wil take tor summer Reward
Who tickets Dave or Mike 253-9125

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT tookmg 10 rent

single room lo« tall Prel m Amherst caB

54iM347

2-3 PEOPLJE NEEDED To « spadoua
house m South Amherst singles availabie'

Rant reasonable' on bus route' 2564439
Call anytime'

WANTED: ApartmanTtor vtsning parwua

May 27 28 $75 per night Call Jon
549-0314

REWARD FOR ONE BEDROOM apartment

with pets allowed S350 400 starting June

or July Call Maureen (617)643)7939

evenings

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place lo

live on the Cape this summer CaH Kelly

546-4819

TWIN BED $100kx 8 666-4740 Slacey

MOTORCYCLE

KAWASAKTiUTM Runs great Must sell

$800/BO Paul 585-0604 or 585-0548

JEFF L • your fencing technique is oh so

magnifique, your hairy chest is among the

best, and your big wazoo is up there too.

but we refuse to cavort with one so short

-Several sexually repressed dames in Van

Meter South

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE Ownlwn
Amherst 5 mm walk to UMass furnished An-

na 253-7382

ONE ROOM IN THREE BEDROOM APT
nest to Brittany on Bus route clean, cheap,

lall option call 256-4191

ROOM IN 2 BDRM APT.
220/mo neg 549-0608

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. Partially lumishad

and has cable and air conditioning

Reasonable rates 549-0025

SUMMER SUBLET IN AMHERST - 4

bdrms. 2 bath, yard, deck, sunny, on bus

route 6/1-8/31 Call Jennifer 546-6260

LARGE, SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amherst Possible fall option Willing to

make a deal! Call Joe 256-0543
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UMass takes opposite positions on diamond
Softball shoots forNCAA berth • Baseball ''sets tone for next year 99

By SAM SIIAERSTEIN
Collegian StafT

UMass wants to go to the NCAA's. To do

so, it needs to impress the judges enough

in this final week of action to earn an at

large invitation.

In esMence. then, the playoffs begin today.

Here and now. Tlie Atlantic 10 tournament

kicks off this Friday at Rutgers, but in the

minds of the University of Massachusetts

soflball team, the final two games of the

regular season, to be staged this afternoon

against Adelphi on Totman field <3 p.m.i,

are part of the playoff scene.

"These games are tremendously signifi-

cant." understated UMass coach Elaine

Sortino. "We can't leave them (the NCAA
selection committee! with any doubts in

their minds, we've just got to beat "em."

Adelphi has been ranked as high as se-

cond in the Northeast region; UMass third.

They'll both be somewhere around the top

five when the latest rankings are announc

ed this morning. The no. 1 ranked team at

season's end gets one of those automatic

type bids, and after that, it's all brownie

points.

Wins today, and at the AlO's (where

they'll face a couple more top-ranked teams

in Temple and Rutgers i would go a long

way towards helping the Minutewomen
reach their p<»t season goal.

"It's coming down to the last week of the

season, and we're right where we wanted
to be." said Sortino.

UMass faced Adelphi in foreign territory

in mid-April and came away on the losing

end of a 5-1 score, as hurler Chris Gage
plowed through the Minutewomen un-

touched except for a shaky first defensive

frame. At that time, the loss dropped the

Minutewomen to four games under .500.

extended their losing streak to three

games, and threatened to push them out

of the playoff picture.

Since then however, UMass has been hot,

winning 21 of its last 24 to elbow its way
back to within striking distance. Most
recently, the Minutewomen took three of

four contests on the road at Rutgers and St.

Joseph's this past weekend.

"They're tired." Sortino said of her

troops, "but they're going to do what they

need to do. They're a tough minded group.

"We've been under a lot of pressure, and
playing well against good teams, under the

microscope." descrih^ed Sortino.

Adelphi was in action over the weekend
as well, splitting a doubleheader with the
University of Rhode Island 4-3. 4-2. Its

overall record now stands at 25-18. 20-8

against Northeast regional teams.

Gage has pitched on from where she left

off in April, racking up a 18-9 record while
protecting a 0.71 earned run average (Gage
has allowed just 16 earned runs all season).

She's a pretty good bet to throw both ends
of today's doubleheader.
Second baseman Doreen Lumbra leads

the team offensively with a .300 average.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

For the numerous freshmen on the

University of Massachusetts baseball

team, the past month had to be a very

frustrating time.

To join a New England championship

team that finished second in its conference

last season, and find yourself with a 17-25

record after 42 games and no chance of

making the playoffs has to be very disap-

pointing indeed.

But mercifully, the Minutemen have on-

ly three games remaining, starting with a

ColWgian pkolo by Jorl Sotoaton

The UMass baseball team will

play a doubleheader with Nor-
theastern at Lx)rden Field today.

1 p.m. doubleheader against Northeastern

University today at Lorden Field.

But according to UMass assistant coach

Bob Rikeman, the freshmen are not dwell

ing on their past, but looking ahead.

"They want to make a statement,"

Rikeman said. "They want to set the tone

for next year and let people know they're

ready to come back and play next year."

Both of today's scheduled starting pit

chers are new to the Minutemen this year.

Brian Conroy, a junior transfer from Nor-

theastern, will start against his old team-

mates in the first game. In 1 1 appearances,

the righthander has a 34 record and a 4.02

earned run average.

Dan O'Leary. a freshman lefty, is

scheduled to get his first start of the season

in the second game. O'Leary is 11 with a
7.13 ERA
Offensively, freshman catcher Lou

Olivieri leads the team with a .357 average

and senior Drew Seccafico is second at .352.

Freshman centerfielder Brian Bright leads

UMass with seven home runs, and Sec-

cafico has driven in 32 runs.

"Some of the freshmen have been doing

real well," Rikeman said. Brian Bright.

Derek Dana and (sophomore) Dave Ed-

wards have all played well. But some of the

seniors have been just playing out their

time."

Northeastern has no playoff hopes,

either, coming into the game with a 16-20-1

record. "

Northeastern is led offensively by a

quartet of sophomores Infielder John
Carelli leads the team at .357. followed by

co-'tinutd on pofv 11

Gorillas "drop" in poll, tournament announced Sunday

(ollrgian phcXo by .luon Talrrmnn

After Saturday's loss to Syracuse, UMass fell

into a tie for sixth with Maryland in the USILA
poll.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Just when we thought we had this whole poll thing down
to a science

The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team
entered last week as the sixth-ranked team in the United

States Intercollegiate Lacrosse poll. And despite the fact

that the Gorillas slumbered through an 117 win over

Boston College Tuesday night in Chestnut Hill. UMass
wasn't expected to drop.

Especially after the Gorillas sent the Orangemen of

Syracuse University back to upstate New York late Satur-

day with a huge load in their pants, people were saying

that they could even move up in the poll.

Well, proving that the picking of these things has no

concrete set of guidelines, those responsible for this week's

Top 15 list weighed everything, thought carefully and

came up with a rational decision. The result is that UMass
"dropped" from sole possession of sixth to a tie for sixth.

Maryland, which has a sterling 9-6 win over Cortland

State to its credit for the week, lifted itself into a tie with

the Gorillas. The Terrapins had been in fourth just a week
ago before losing to Duke in the Atlantic Coast Conference

tournament. After dropping to seventh last week,

Maryland beats a not-so-superior Cortland team.

To make matters even more confusing, the Baltimore

Sun, which conducts its own lax poll every week has

UMass in fourth place, or one spot up from last week.

This only shows that picking a poll is about as exact a
system as pulling names out ot a hat And it really is

nothing but a barometer for argument - like this one -
because in the end. as UMass coach Dick Garber has been
saying all season, "the polls mean nothing."
As far as playoffs are concerned, the only decision that

matters is the one made by the NCAA selection commit
tee next Sunday. They will ultimately decide where to
seed who for this year's postseason party.
As a leftover thought from this weekend, Syracuse has

jumped to the top of the poll after Johns Hopkins, which
had been number one, lost a double-overtime clash with
Towson State. 9-8. Which can only leave Gorilla players,
coaches and fans alike wondering where UMass would be
had it beaten Syracuse.
But of course, none of that matters. Next Sunday is what

does.

So UMass shouldn't worry. Barring a scandal or some
really outrageous upsets, the Gorillas will be seeded at
least in the top eight and will play their first game at
home. That's the common sense approach. But then again,
common sense isn't something the NCAA deals with on
a regular basis.

If they are seeded five through eight, the Gorillas will
host someone next Wednesday, and if they manage to
sneak into the top four, they will get a first-round bye and
wait until Saturday before hosting.
However, there is always the possibility the NCAA will

continued on page 10

Winds blow New England crew teams off course
Races halted over weekend; but not before women win N.E. title
C.J. ABATI
Collegian Correspondent

Due to harsh winds this weekend, the New England
Championships, held in Worcester, were unable to be com-

pleted. About half of the races were run Saturday morn-

ing, before being forced to stop around midday.

The races were rescheduled for Sunday, but again harsh

winds forced a cancellation. "The wind was so strong, that

some of the boats were actally blown off the course."

UMass coach Dave Trond said.

Despite the calls from mother nature, some very impor-

tant races concerning the University of M«ssachu.setts

were finished.

The women's varsity eight, with no surprises to anyone
in the boat, was crowned New England Champs.
Throughout the season, the women sailed through their

opponents as if they didn't exist. The same thing happened

in the championships, by literally crushing the field. Their

closest opponent was Wesleyan, and to say that is a gift.

There was nothing but open water between the two boats.

"We've been expecting this victory all .sea.son, and

they'll be our big guns at the Nationals in Philly," says

Trond.

There were two other finals that UMass had boats

entered in, the men's novice and lightweight eights. The
novice-eight had a really good row. "They were fourth

with 500 yards to go, and finished up with a really good
sprint," Trond said.

They finished second behind the Coast Guard Academy.
"I was really pleased with this boat, they blew past teams
that had beaten them before, especially WPI."
Unfortunately, there was one upset for UMass. The

lightweight crew finished last in their event. "They just

didn't row well. It was more of a mental problem than

anything else," Trond said.

"The weather was terrible, but that didn't make a dif

ference becau.se everybody else was in the same position,"

Trond said.

Tufts University won the race, followed by Coast Guard,
the University of Rhode Island and finally UMass.
Hopefully, they can bounce back and do well in the

Nationals.

The other crews on the UMass squad, did well in their

heats, but had their finals cancelled. The men's varsity

heavyweights cruised through their heats, coming in first.

It was their debut as a four, and first victory of the year.

Because the bad weather forced the cancellation of

several races, all UMass boats will head to Philadelphia
for the Nationals. The races will take place on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday. The women's eight, and if they can
get back on track, the men's lightweight eight, should be
the .strong: hdats for UMa.ss

Globe columnist to
speak today at CC

Will McDonough, National Football League columnist
for the Boston Globe, will speak today on "Sports Writing

'

at 1 p.m. in Campus Center rooms 174-176.

Also, Carl Hirsh from Spectacor of Philadelphia will

.speak tomorrow on "Facilities Management". That
seminar will begin at 1:25 p.m. and will aLso be in CC
174-176.

Both seminars are sponsored by the Department of Sport

Studies. For more information call 54.') 0441.

It'll prob^ly be sunny
finals week... but rain

is expected for today

and tomorrow, 50s.

UMass has found itself

embroiled recently, but

is student activism real-

ly on the rise? Page 5.

Controversy engulfs tl

UMass baseball team,

seven players kicked

off/quit. Page 20. ^
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Student's body found
by uncle in river

CoUagiaa ^koto by Joel Solomon

Mill River, where the body of UMass student Paul W. Ryan was found

yesterday.

500 attend forum
on military research
Afterwards, 30 occupy building
By BETH GATELY
Collegian SUff

More than 500 people attended a forum at Mahar
Auditorium to discuss the pros and cons of military-funded

research at the University of Massachusetts.

"They are doing work for the Army, and the Armys
business is to kill," Wally Nelson. 80. said. "In my opi-

nion, they are using the wrong language."

(As the forum wrapped up, about 30 protesters left

Mahar and took over Memorial Hall again.]

The six-member panel spoke for an hour before ques-

tions were heard from the audience. Many people from

the audience said if the Defense Department is funding

research then they must be interested in using that

research for war.
continued on page 7

Students push for ASL
as a second language
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Mart Boulerice and his younger brother both attend the

University of Massachusetts. So did their parents. But

Mart said his other brother, Colin, will not even consider

coming here when he graduates from high school.

"English was my first language and American Sign

Language was my second," said Boulerice, whose brother

is completely deaf. "For (Colin), American Sign was his

first language while English was his second."

Boulerice, a senior English msgor, has organized an ef-

fort to urge the University to establish a more extensive

curriculum in American Sign Language (ASL), which

would satisfy the language requirement.

Boulerice said the University's reluctance to recognize

this, the nation's third most commonly used language,

arises from a common misunderstanding about ASL. He
continued on page 7

By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The body of University of Massachusetts

junior Paul W. Ryan was found yesterday

at II a.m., 200 yairds downstream from the

Puffers Pond dam where rescue teams had

been searching smce Monday. Amherst

police said yesterday

Ryan had been missing since Saturday

when he and David Lennon. a UMass
alumnus and resident of Amherst, were

swimming in the Amherst pond.

Lfnnon went over the falls at the west

end of the pond, and was taken to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton with

a fractured pelvis and internal iryunes. but

Ryan could not be found. Some relatives

said they believe Ryan died attempting to

save his friend.

Rvan. 22. was found west of the dam
under a submerged log in the Mill River

by his uncle, according to Amherst Police

Chief Donald Maia.

The area had been covered several times

previously, but because of poor light con-

ditions. Ryan was not seen. What alerted

the uncle to Ryan's position was the sun

gleaming off Ryan's white shorts. Maia

said.

Rvan was identified at the scene and

medical examiners from Springfield were

summoned, police said.

The cause ofdeath is listed as accidental

drowning, a spokesman for the examiner's

office said.

Ryan was a landscape architecture and

regional planning major from Lowell who

lived in Mackimmie Residential Hall in the

Southwest Residential Area.

His aunt described him as a man who had

"millions of friends" and who would always

help thoee around him. "(Paul was) loving,

caring, gentle, witty. Just a beautiful kid

that's all . . . special, very special." she said

choking back tears.

Ryan graduated from Lowell High School

and then came to UMass to pursue his

landscaping major, she said.

During the summers Ryan worked on

Cape Cod building houses, she said.

"Paul was very outgoing, very loving,

very gentle and full of fun. He just loved

life, he wouldn't hurt a flea. Everybody lov

ed Paul, everybody," she said.

Another aunt, Mary Ryan. said. "He was
such a very eiyoyable person to be with and
always lifted the hearts of people."

Ryan is survived by his brother William,

his parents, Bart and Joan Ryan, and

several other relatives.

8 arrested in Duffey's office
By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

Eight people including two University of

Massachusetts students were arrested last night in the

Whitmore Administration building by University

police for trespassing after hours in the building.

The people arrested had been sitting-in in Chancellor

Joseph Duffey's outer reception area since early in the

afternoon because "they were concerned about (Depart-

ment of Defense] funding and concerned about the

discipline procedure." imposed on students who were

arrested last Thursday, said Jeanne Hopkins, Univer-

sity spokeswoman.
(Over the past two weeks, more than 80 students

have been arrested for trespassing in various buildings

while they were protesting unclassified military

research being conducted at the University)

Last Thursday, 19 students were arrested by police

then suspended from the University following the oc

cupation of an office in the Graduate Research Center.

Those arrested last night were protesting the Univer

sity's implementation of interim sanctions on those 19

students, which allowed the University to suspend

those students without a hearing. Suspended students

can appeal.

According to Hopkins, nine of the suspensions have

been lifted while 10 remained in place.

Those arrested were transported to the Hampshire

continued on page 6

Collegian photo by Jason Talemian

Students and concerned community members occupied the reception area outside

Chancellor Duffey's office yesterday. Eight protesters were arrested in the early evening.
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PRIME-TIME TV
Top Ten Programs

1

.

Roseanne

2. The Cosby Show

3. Cheers

4. A Different Wortd

5. eOMtomles

6. Golden Girts

7. HimMr
7. Woixlec Years

9 Empty Nest (R)

10. Witness (CBS Sunday Movie)

23.8 35 ABC
21.7 39 NBC
20.8 33 NBC
20.7 35 NBC
19.8 38 CBS
19.5 35 ntJO

19.2 36 NBC
19.2 30 ABC
19.0 34 NBC
19.0 31 CBS

Rattngs points are ttw percent of

90.4 miMon TV households: st^ares

are tt^ percent of households wit)

sets on. (R) - rerun

OVERALL RATING
NBC CBS AB
13.7 12.4 11.

AC Ca
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586-8626

736-1919

USED CAR
AVAILABLE WILL
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BELOW M.A.D.A.
RETAIL VALUE

r

Tw^
ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS HAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY

HECKED BY OUR FAMOUS 27 POINT CHECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION
READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA
171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA ^^•^^'^'''^
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LOCAL
LBGA, allies

*speak-out*
on attacks
By DAVID R MARK
Collegian Staff

For 90 minutes yesterday afternoon, about 300 lesbian,

bisexual and gay students said they felt secure at the

University of Massachusetts, as they and their "allies"

spoke out against campus homophobia.

The students, joined by several faculty and staff, rallied

because "we're not going to cower in the comer of the

fourth floor of the Student Union," according to Mark
Atkocaitis. co-president-elect of the Lesbian, Bisexual and

Gay Alliance.

Departing LBGA president Billy Curtis said recently

that the noon speak-out was prompted by the return of

part <^ the alliance's banner last week.

The banner, decorated with ' a charging lavender

rhinoceros symbolizing the lesbian, bisexual and gay civil

rights movement, hung from the second floor of the ^u
dent Union for three months before it was stolen in

February.
Last Tuesday, a wrinkled white envelope addressed to

the LBGA arrived at their office. Curtis said. The envelope

contained only the rhinoceros' head, with a simulated

bullet hole punched through its brow, he said. The hole

was outlined with red marker, apparently signifying

blood

"This rally is directed to people responsible for provok

ing this harassment," Atkocaitis said "No matter what

gender, race, religion or sexual orientation you are. (we)

won't tolerate any harassment at UMass "

A statement from Chancellor Joseph Duffey was read

at the speak-out by Ben Eder. an LBGA member. Duffey

said UMass is not one community, but a collection ofcom-

munities that must learn from each other.

"Most people have some difficulty — at one time or

another — appreciating what may be unfamiliar to them,"

the statement read. "Yet a stjcial mosaic like ours requu'CT

— even encourages — interacting with a broad qiectrum

of people, their values and their life styles"

Adam Stein (above), speaking to onlookers at

yesterday.

Felice Yeskel. coordinator of the program for gay, les-

bian and bisexual concerns, said it was "wonderful the

chancellor decided to speak out and show administrative

leadership," though she said some students said the state-

ment, made a week after the initial incident, should have

been delivered sooner.

Linda Marchesani, a member of the faculty and staff

group for gay, lesbian and bisexual concerns agreed the

administration, along with other "allies" have an impor

tant role "so we can take action against harassment of

any group."

The protesters held signs reading "Homophobia is UN-
COOL," "Love is love " and "Fight back." and circulated

a petition calling for the creation of courses on the history

of gay people and issues regarding the gay community.

According to one student, 350 people signed the petitions.

< oUvglaa plMte Jmos T^vnwui

an LBGA rally on the Student Union steps

which asked that such courses fulfill "general education

requirements in order to insure enrollment."

Ralliers also became verbally combative with a member
of the Republican Club, as he waved an American flag

and recited the Pledge of Allegiance.

Ted Maravelias, president of the club, began to recite

the Pledge, but was drowTied out by several other students

who stressed the word "all" in 'liberty and justice for all."

Maravelias said he wanted students to realize that there

was an "alternative to their lifestyle ... to homosexual!-

"(The Republican Clubl believes it represents the

mainstream views of the country, and of UMass." he said.

"Our views are biblically based, and based on the foun-

dations of our society. Homosexuals have rights based on

continued on pagt 4

Driving a PVTA bus
has its ups and downs

By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

Ninth in a 10-part series on life <it the

I'niversity of A4assachusetts

At one time or another, we all have ex-

perienced a Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority bus ride. Sometimes, it's a

pleasant ride on a half-filled bus that

gets you where you want to go on time.

Other times it's a ride from hell.

For student bus drivers, the ex-

periences can be similarly good or bad.

Preston Huckabee. a University of

Massachusetts sophomore and civil

engineering major, was a bus driver for

PVTA last semester, driving the five-

college route Friday nights.

He said he enjoyed his passengers.

"The people were usually friendly.

They'd come up and talk to me,"

Huckabee said. "And the ride is really

relaxing when you get out of Amherst."

What Huckabee did not like about his

job, and the reason he quit, was the

administration.

"They're really strict with the treat-

ment of buses and drivers almost to the

point of Big Brother watching over your

shoulder," he said, adding that because

UMass leases the buses, they are

responsible for everything that happens

to them, "including the littlest scrat-

ches, and they pass that responsibility

down to the drivers."

Huckabee also said he did not like

that if a driver got a class two license

(required to drive the bus) through

PVTA. that driver was required to work

for two semesters. If the driver does not

do that, he or she must reimburse PVTA
for the training "I didn't get my class

two through them, so I could quit after

one semester," Huckabee said. "But if

I did get it through them, I would have

had to pay them $100 for leaving a

semester early. People who go through

the training and decide they don't want

the job have to pay $200."

Shaun Darragh, a UMass senior mass

communications major and PVTA bus

driver for almost a year now, said he has

had no trouble with the administration.

"Drivers don't have too much contact

with the administration," he said, ad-

ding that the people he did come in con

tact with he liked.

Unlike Huckabee, Darragh said he is

not fond of college passengers. "People

in the Amherst area, especially on the

campus shuttle, are (asses]," he said.

"They're just annoying. They do things

like (not ringing) for a stop and get

[upset] when you don't stop, or they start

complaining if you're late."

But Darragh did say he liked people

outside of the college area. "The people

in the outreach routes [Belchertown and

South Deerfield] are really nice. They're

friendly and and really appreciate hav-

ing any free bus service at all," he said.

Both Huckabee and Darragh said they

chose the job because they feel it is one

of the best-paying jobs in the area and

the hours are flexible. "Like any other

job, it has its ups and downs," said Dar-

ragh. "But ... I like it."

Students, faculty outraged by eviction

Bookshop, other stores

get the boot from building
Collegian Staff Report

The thought of Goliard Bookshop disap-

pearing from its Amherst home has provok-

ed anger and sorrow among area college

students and professors. The bookshop and

two other stores are scheduled to close later

this month.
The bookshop. Ritz Camera Shop, and

Collective Copies all received eviction

notices last month after their building was

bought by Peter P. Grandonico, an

Amherst real estate agent, according to the

Springfield Union-News. The three stores

are scheduled to be replaced by more

upscale stores, the newspaper reported.

"Many books are here for sale on a daily

basis," said Guy Spencer, co-owner of

Goliard Bookshop. "Many books are here

for the individuals who request a rare ti-

tle."

Spencer said the upscale shops are bet-

ter able to afford high rents. If Goliard

Bookshop is replaced by another bookshop,

that store would most likely be a chain, he

said.

"Stocking priorities become more based

on thoroughness and depth, which les.sens

the distinction between books in Amherst

and in the malls," he said.

Letters decrying the ousting of the

bookshop are being circulated to local

newspapers and to Grandonico, according

to Sura Levine, an art history professor at

Hampshire College. "Amherst has extraor-

dinary resources in its bookstores," she

said. "To lose one of them diminishes the

scope of Amherst as a cultural center of

bookstores."

No one from Ritz Camera could be reach-

ed for comment.
Carol MacColl, one of several owners of

Collective Copies said the owners were

shocked when they given only 30 days to

move out. "We're concerned with rents get-

ting prohibitively high," she said. "It

seems (Grandonico] is more interested in

Benetton -type stores and we feel there

should be a diversity of stores in the

downtown."
Grandonico could not be reached for

comment.

Cyclist to cross country
for lung association
By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Stafl"

When University of Massachusetts music

major Michael McKendry tours the United

States this summer, fans will sing to the

tune of an unusual instrument — his

bicycle.

McKendry, a freshman, is one of 400

cyclists participating in the American

Lung Association's 1989 TransAmerica

Bicycle-Trek, which is scheduled to run

from June 5 to July 21.

The cyclists, who are expected to raise a

minimum of $5,000 each to benefit ALA,
begin their journey in Seattle, Washington

and plan to cover 3,359 miles before they

reach their destination in Atlantic City,

New Jersey.

"Actually, this is all a big hoax," McKen-
dry said jokingly. "When we get to Atlan-

tic City, we're going to take all the money
we raised and spend it."

Pushing their healthy lungs for those

who can't, the trekkers said they expect to

complete their trip in 47 days. With a

diverse itinerary spanning 12 states, the

continued on page 4
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Cross country cycling

continued from pagt 3

bikers will cross mountain ran^t'.-' and prairies, breathing

city smog and fresh farm air alike. Planned stopover sites

vary from the urban areas of Milwaukee and Chicago to

the leB> populated Baraboo, Wisconsin and Delphi,

Indiana.

McKendry. who said he prefers pedaling through the

small towns, added that he is looking forward to visiting

one in particular: "warm and friendly" Makoti, North

Dakota — fmpulation 150.

"The whole town shows up to cheer us on," he said

"Three times as many bikers las the town's population]

will pass through."

The finish line is the only image he savors more than

Makoti. "On the last day, we all will congregate 10 miles

outside of Atlantic City," he said. "A swarm of bicyclists

will flood the Boardwalk."
McKendry, who has dreamed of biking across the coun

try since age 16, said that he heard about the ALA trip

on a radio talk show last summer. "It's the only thing I

knew I really wanted to do," he said.

Most trekkers, said McKendry. want to bike across the

country anyway — the fact that it is for a worthy cause

is an added bonus. "The Lung Association is simply play-

ing off the motivation of the trekkers." he said.

To train for the trip. McKendry has been logging 125

miles a week. He frequently tests himself on a one-mile

hill at Mt Sugarloaf Reservation in Sunderland.

The TransAmenca Bicycle-Trek has been an obsession,

McKendry said, "permeating" everything he does. "I've

been a lot more serious lately." he said. "I've joked around

less with friends because I'm always thinking about this"

"It is not the question of whether I can ride 80 miles

a day or raise (5.000 . . . even though those are my im-

mediate goals," McKendry said. "It's a much deeper ques-

tion."

McKendrv added that the trip will be one of self-

discovery, a time to see how he responds to challenges

So far McKendry's most formidable challenge has been

the fundraising. He has sent out form letters asking for
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Michael McKendry and his bike will travel cross-country this summer to raise money for the
American Lung Association.

donations lo frienos, relatives, and "people in [his] parents'

address book." "Basically, everyone I've ever met in my
life has been sent a letter." McKendrj- said.

"With so many people supporting me and backing me.
I'll put my own money on the line if I come up short (of

the minimum $5,000 needed to participate]." he said.

Contributions can be sent to TransAmenca Bicyclf-TYek.

c/o Michael McKendry; 6 Parmenter Avenue. Maynard,
MA 01754 Checks should be made out to the American
Lung Association.

CORRECTION
In yesterday's front page

photo, the students were In-

correctly identified as hunger
strikers. They ore supporters of

the strikers.

L

LBGA rally
ronnnutd from page 3

the Constitution, but they have to pay the price for their

illegal, promiscuous acts"
Maravelias, who said he was the lone club represen

tative at the rally, said in spite of the gay community's
"sinful" behavior, the people who destroyed the LBGA
banner are equally "sinful," and the act should not be
tolerated.

Yeske! said she could appreciate Maravelias' respoi.

sibility in defending his beliefs Others, including those

responsible for damaging the banner, promoted
"anonymous hate." she said

"We came together to say the community norm is to

tolerate all peoples and not to harass," she said, adding
that she hopes the "positive atmctsphere here . . . will have
a ripple effect" leading to more tolerance of gay students.

Summer
*

Jobs
The bookstores at the following

colleges will be hiring help during
the summer:

Bentley College 617-891-3107

Bristol Community...508-675-2647

Northeastern 61 7-437-2286

Providence College..401 -865-21 81

Salem State 617-745-5300

Tufts University 617-381-3468

For further information, contact
the director at the above locations.
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$1.00
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FOCUS
Rally, Protest, Strike

Compared to the '60s when
students closed universities,

today's student activism
is dead — sort of

By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

The recent arrests of more than 80 demonstrators pro-

testing military research at the University is reminiscent,

on a smaller scale, of the student protests of the late 19608

and early 1970s.

As America entered the 1970s, the country was being

wracked by social unrest, led by students, stemming from

US involvement in the Vietnam War.

Then, like today, student protests made for good

headlines. Hardly a month would pass in that period

without some kind of student protest being splashed on

the front page.

As a result of all that attention, when most people think

about student activism, they think of it beginning in the

60s. But in truth, student activists have been around

almost as long as the system in which they matriculate.

As far back as 1870. when two students from

Massachusetts Agricultural College (eventually named
the University of Massachusetts] led a successful student

strike to end required manual labor for students, students

have been involved in activism.

Ever since, with only a few exceptions, there has been

record of various student protests with varying amounts

of participation at UMass
In 1934. students at Massachusetts State College mar

ched for world peace and disarmament up Pleasant St.

in Amherst, and in March of 1964. several thousand

UMass students rallied to protest the administrative

denial of the traditional day off for spring.

"Like everything else at Univeraities, student activism

moves in waves, just like light and water, the high tide

was in 1970. but it started going downhill soon aflerward."

said Carl Davidson, a Students for a Democratic Society

national officer from 1966 1968. in a recent telephone in

terview. SDS was the largest student organization in

American history.

RT. 9 HADLEY next tO CAMPUS PIZZA • 586-4444

"It's priorities. That students are

here to get on education is the

number one priority . . . The idea

of rallying and screaming for a
cause is foreign, (students) just

don't feel comfortable."
- W. Greg Rothman

The high point in 1970 Davidson was talking about hap-

pened after May 4th, when nervous National Guardsmen

at Kent State University fired into a crowd of students

protesting US involvement in Southeast Asia. The four

students who were killed became the rallying point for

student activists from coast to coast and immediately led

to a nation-wide student strike which brought the coun-

try's educational system to a grinding halt.

But it seems the massive student protests of the '60s

and '708 were an anomaly and were doomed to live a strik

ing but short life. Soon after the strike, the energy and

fervor of student activism began a slow decline, occasional-

ly sprouting up in events like the anti CIA protests in

1986, but never lasting for an extended period. Today,

most student protest organizers around the country say

they have been successful if more than 200 people show

up to support a cause.

The status of student activism depends on who you talk

to.

Dead or Alive?

Colleen Fink, a senior journalism/psychology major as

well as senior editor for the Daily Targum at Rutgers

University, said "Apathy levels at Rutgers are obscene-

ly high. . . . People who (attend Rutgers] are most in-

terested in making money when they graduate. They come

here to learn what they have to and leave."

Eric Beasley, a senior political science/Pan-African ma-

jor and a member of the Black United Students organiza-

tion at Kent State University, said "The numbers of

students involved are small ... students don't become in-

volved until it affects them directly."

On the other side of the fence, W. Greg Rothman, noted

campus activist as well as the recipient of the 1987 Col-

lege Republican and Students For America Activist of the

Year Awards, said "The fact that there are so many ac-

tive political organizations on both sides shows activism

isn't dead."

Geoffrey Zoeller, a junior biochemistry/music m^r who

is also the vice president of Public Aff'airs for the Rutgers

Coikcian pKoto by Jaaoa Daasigvr

University students surround a bus loaded with 35 protestors of military research last Thurs-

day on North Pleasant St.

Governing Association said "Activism was dead for a long

time, but more and more people know about (issues that

affect them). The downward swing [in student activism)

is beginning to reverse itself. It's a slow process, but I

think it is changing.

It's hard to tell which of the two groups has the proper

perspective.

The fact is that students still do rally, protest and strike,

but not on the scale of the ^Os and '70s. But those who
say activism is alive seem to accept, and expect, less from

students.

At UMass. a recent rally to protest cuts in the state's

education budget drew more than 150 students to the steps

of the Student Union building. A letter campaign pro

testing the cuts sent 1.500 letters to legislators and a trip

to the statehouse attracted 100 students. The campaign

was considered a succes.^.

During a similar coordinated protest in April of 1975.

1.500 UMass students rallied on the Boston Common and

11.000 students signed a petition protesting the cuts.

Compared to the student movement of the '60s and '70s.

student activism is dead, but 'To say the student move-

ment is dead is lo say that it is nonexistent, which it isn't.

... The movement of the '60s was unique. Since the '20s

and the '30s. with the exception of 1940 1955, there has

always been a student movement, though usually small."

said Gabe Gabrielski, scholar m residence at the Western

Gateway Heritage Park in North Adams and a partici

pant of the '608 movement
"A lot of the social forces that helped generate a stu-

dent movement in the '60s are just not here," he con-

tinued. "(Today) there exists a feeling 'If I just keep my
place things will change.' That wasn't the case in the '60s.

. . . The organizational infrastructure (for united protest)

does not exist today. It's hard to figure out where to join

up."

Davidson said students are not as active because of

economics.

"When I was in college at Penn State, it only cost me
about $1,500 a year so I could afford to screw around for

a couple of years. With college education costing what it

does today, you can't afford to screw around for a couple

of years because you're up to your ears in debt," he said.

Differences between '60s and 'TOs and the 'SOs

According to Davidson, one reason activism swept across

the country like a tidal wave in the '60's and '70s was

because students were being directly affected by national

and international issues. He said when students

graduated from college they faced being sent to Vietnam;

they saw people of color being beaten up for their color;

administrators were acting in the place of parents; and

universities were working in connection with the military

to kill people on the other side of the planet.

Another reason the movement caught on was because

there was a national body directing the movement towards

clearly defined goals, goals such as the abolition of the

draft, civil rights for minorities and abolition of in loco

parentis (in absence of parents] policies.

As soon as changes were made, activism began to

subside.

"A lot of the issues that mobilized students around in

loco parentis were abandoned," continued Gabrielski, "As

far as the civil rights movement, by 1973 segregation by

law had been broken The war was winding down and

the war was a great source of energy for students. When

the draft was ended, it took the wind right out of the anti-

war movement."
According to those interviewed, the major issues facing

the country and students today are abortion, environmen-

tal issues, homelessness. South African investment and

political and economic issues, all of which are things that

do not directly affect most students.

Said Rothman: "Mcwt students will say (about protests)

'Big deal. If it does not affect me or my roommate, I'm

not going to get involved.'"

Marklein echoed Rothman "People may support tfeese

issues but they don't have enough time between classes

and other things" to get out and actively protest, he said.

John Hutchins. a junior engineering major at UMsiss,

said there are things he supports, such as environmental

issues and abortion, but there are not many things that

he would go out of his way to protest.

Ben, a Jewish economics junior who did not want his

last name used, said there are some things he would ac-

tively protest, such as the Klu Klux Klan or the neo nazi

party, but he won't normaly make an effort to get out and

protest.

But according to Rothman, the reason activism is

widespread is not because of apathy.

"It's priorities. That students are here to get an educa-

tion is the number one priority. . . The idea of rallying

and screaming for a cause is foreign, they just don't feel

comfortable," he said.

He added that a small number of vocal students, like

the Republican Club on campus, can create a lot of interest

and controversy, sometimes more than a large and quiet

group.

"It's inevitable a new student

movement will arise. I don't know

where, when, how or why, but

students will be involved

because of their youth. Idealism

and strength."

-Gabe Gabrielski

Robert Lash, a freshman labor relations major and stu-

dent senator at Rutgers University, agrees with Rothman.

"Quantity is not as important as quality," he said, "You

can have a relatively small but vocal group who can claim

representation for the rest of the student population and

you can achieve a lot with that. As a matter of fact, a small

group can be better than a large group," because a better

working relationship with administrators can be

developed.

"There is active support and passive support. There isn't

overwhelming active support but there is a lot of passive

support" as witnessed by large turnouts in student govern-

ment elections, he said.

Davidson agreed. "Students are still finding ways to get

involved in progressive politics," he said. "They are get-

ting more into electoral politics, in student government

and general elections, by way of the Rainbow Coalition,

the women's movement, etc."

(UMass student government elections in March had the

largest voter turnout of the 80s.]

Minority Organization
All the students interviewed agreed that in order to get

students active, an issue has to affect them directly. This

may be the reason most agree minority groups seem to

be more united and vocal in their protests than any other

group.
continued on pa^e 8
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Whitmore occupied
continued from page 1

County Jail. Hopkins said those arrested would probably

be arraigned tomorrow in Hampshire District Court.

(After the arrests, about 30 students, who were atten-

ding a forum last night in Mahar Auditorium about

military research on campus, left the forum to occupy

Memorial Hall when they heard the arrests were made.
Details were unavailable until today.]

Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson had no comment
on the arrests or the sit-in.

Police, some wearing |X)lice-issued riot gear and others

not, carried seven of the protesters through the loading

dock entrance at approximately 9:15 p.m. on the West side

of the building and into at least three police cruisers park-

ed in lot 71. The eighth protester, Margaret Holt who is

in her 70s, was wheeled out of the building in a wheelchair

and helped into a police car.

Hopkins said the protesters were arrested at about 6:30

p.m. Police spent the almost three hours between the ar-

rests and the removal of the protesters booking them and

processing the initial paperwork. Hopkins said booking

the suspects at the scene is being implemented as stan

dard procedure by University police.

The two students arrested were Sue Gordon, chair-

woman of the Board of Governors finance committee, and
Andrew Sirulnik, one of the suspended students. The other

six people arrested, though not fully identified by press

time, are members of local communities. The arrests of

the protesters were watched by a group of as many as 10

impartial observers, chosen by the University.
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New grad senate prez elected
Castillon vows organized fight against budget cuts
By TOM CIAMPI
Collegian Staff

Catalina Castillon, the newly-elected president of the
Graduate Student Senate, has declared she is ready to roll

up her sleeves and work to protect the University of
Massachusetts from further state budget cuts.

Castillon, a graduate student teaching assistant in the
Spanish and Portuguese Department, said she will utilize

many strategies to fight the cuts, ranging from urging
students' parents to contact their state representatives
to 'if ring someone to research the politics of the higher
ed ..cation system.

"We can organize ourselves at parents' weekends to in-

form parents of the effects of the budget cuts." she said.

During such weekends, she said graduate students could
organize a "half-hour information meeting" to ask parents
to phone or write state legislators in protest of the
cutbacks.

Castillon said hiring a researcher to investigate state
and campus education policies would enable students to

plot the most successful strategy toward fighting the cuts.

A TA for two years, she is also an elected graduate
representative for the UMass Arts Council and is a
member of her department's International Programs Com-
mittee. She helped organize last year's two-day "No
Business As Usual" moratorium, when TAs suspended
their classes and urged students to attend ad-hoc educa
tional workshops about sexism and racism.
Castillon, who defeated opponent Marc Kenen two

weeks ago for the prraidential seat, ran a progressive cam-
paign which included fighting racism, sexism and

homophobia, increasing the availability of affordable
housing and child care tor graduate students, creating a
graduate student center and lounge and regaining litiga-

tion power for the Legal Services Center.
The president-elect will take office on June I, replac-

ing outgoing president Gita van Heerdan, who did not
seek re-election. Castillon will receive a salary of $6,700
for the one-year term, which is the average leaching assis-

tant stipend, according to Wendy Farley, GSS staff

assistant.

Castillon, who was born in Cleveland but lived in Spain
until the age of 22, last year served on the Committee on
the University of El Salvador. She said the committee met
with that university's faculty and administration, respon
ding to requests for educational support by not only sen-
ding books and pens, but also UMass graduate students
with expertise in computers and the sciences.

Although she admits she has little experience m
negotiating with administrators. Castillon said she
believes that beginning with a clean slate will help her
relations with the administration.

"I look forward to working with the administration. 1

have no anim(wity toward them, and they should have
none toward me," she said, adding that she is optimistic

about improving the predicament uf graduate students on
campus.
"I am an idealist." she said. "1 still believe that the

world can be changed a little, and if I can change things
around for graduate students, I'll be satisfied."

Castillon declined to reveal her opinions concerning the
recent protests of Department of Defense funding on cam
pus and the threats of the GSS to withdraw it's financial

Military research
continued from page 1

Louis Quin, chairman of the chemistry department
used an overhead projector to show that while his

research is funded by the Defense Department, it is not
limited to military applications.

"My research is by no means related to defense ef-
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forts alone," he said. "My research has nothing to do
with the materials of warfare

"

"The mobilization of militarization at American
universities results in the perpetual preparedness tor

creating war," Michael Klare, a five-college peace and
world security studies professor, said "We must think
about peace conversion and convert military institu

tions to peace institutions."

He said more money should be spent on AIDS
research and preserving the environment. "Much less

money is spent on peace resolutions than on conflict

resolutions."

Following the forum in Mahar, more than 30 pro-

testers rushed to Memorial Hall, marking the second
takeover of that building in two weeks and the fourth

(xrcupation in as many weeks. The first sit-in

culminated to 61 arrests.

The number of demonstrators quickly grew to 50.

Supporters of the protest brought food and blanket.«i to

Memorial Hall. The protesters blockaded the entrances

to the Hall with tables, chairs and boxes of computer
paper.

"I think the administration is going to be a lot more
reluctant to come in here and arrest us." Peter
Richards, a protester said. "The group has gathered
support from the faculty and community and the ad-

ministration has noticed the growing support."
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Newly-elected Graduate Student Senate
President, Catalina Castillon.

contribution of $29,400 from the Board of Governors
budget.

"I am not president yet, and I will take my position

when I am in charge," she said, adding that the topics

will be under discussion at upcoming senate meetings
Castillon. who is pursuing a master uf arts degree in

Spanish literature, said she participated in last week's
graduate student teach-out, conducting her Intermediate

Spanish II classes in the courtyard of the Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building.

Sign language
continwtd from page I

said most people don't understand that Amer. .an Sign is

"an independent, visual, gestural language and does not

correlate directly with English." Unlike Braille, in which
a set of raised dots represent English words. ASL is a com-
bination of hand gestures, facial expressions and body
movements, he said.

Last March. Boulertce and the University's department
of communication disorders formed the Commitee to In-

stitute American Sign Language. Boulertce drew up a
petition demanding that American Sign satisfy the foreign

language requirement Yesterday, members of the com-
mittee and Theta Chi fraternity solicited signatures on
the Campus Center Concourse. Boulerice said the peti-

tion now has more than 3,000 signatures, but it will be
a while before the University will even consider the
change.

"To make a curricular change here is like moving a

mountain. " he said. "It took me over a month to find out
how to write a petition that was legitimate."

A survey conducted by the Student Affairs Research and
Evaluation OfTice revealed that out of 400 University
students surveyed. 87 percent said ASL should satisfy the

language requirement. Sixty-one percent of those

surveyed said they were interested in taking a course in

ASL and 44 percent indicated they were interested in tak-

ing courses up to a level of proficiency.

Sandra Lindberg of the department of communication
disorders, said ASL courses are too big and do not go
beyond the introductory level. There are only five inter-

preters for the 15 deaf or hearing impaired students on
campus, she said.

Lindberg said that because the College of Arts and
Sciences does not recognize ASL, these students have to

be proficient in three different languages: English, ASL
and one that does satisfy the requirement.

Boulerice recently testified before the Massachusetts
Legislature requesting that all state colleges and univer-

sities establish classes in ASL and have those classes

fulfill language requirements.

"If UMass could produce, say, 100 people a year who
know sign language, it would have an incredible impact,

not just on an academic level, but on society as a whole.
'

he said.
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Student protests
continued from page 5

Eric Beasley of BUS at Kent St. said the reason
minorities in general and African-American students in

particular are so highly organized is their problems are
more acute than other groups.

"Women have problems on every college campus, but
they don't have the degree of problems blacks have. . .

. For black students, you can generally see what the pro
blems are. You can be on campus for two weeks and see
the problems" while it takes longer to see other groups
problems. Blacks have differences between each other but
they will put them aside to address the bigger problems
first — like survival, he said.

His points were echoed by UMass junior communica
tions major Kevin Mitchell, who is also the program direc

tor for WMUA
*'A movement unites common people, sometimes for

culture, patriotism, honor or focus, into a bond because
they have to be aligned and working in unison. We [blacks]

share a common experience, a common oppression, and
we can all be affected by the oppression." he said.

"By working in unison," he continued, "we get a feel-

ing of group security."

Mitchell said some of the problems blacks must face are
not having more minority students on campus.
Eurocentric-based courses, stereotypical icons, white
students not giving them a chance and not being respected
as men.

The future of student activism
Gabrielski thinks another movement is out there

somewhere. "It's mevitable a new student movement will

arise. I don't know where, when, how or whv, but students

WEDNESDAY. MAY 10, 1989 WEDNESDAY MAY 10 1989
will be involved because of their youth, idealism and
strength. Students have always been the shock troops of
the movement. They might not be the intellectual force
behind it but they will be the physical strength behind
it because they have the time." he said.

The issue that many feel could be the rallying point for
future activism could be in locu parentis policies. As the
decade has progressed, the University administration has
become more paternalistic.

Residence hall policies that have long gone unenforced
have begun to be enforced, policies such as single-.s*x

bathrooms and event weekend guest policies.

The president of Boston University implemented a gu^t
pxilicy that does not allow non university overnight guests.
The announcement of the policy sparked a numerous pro
tests by thousands of BU students
University officials banned the sale of cigiirettes on cam

pus because they were deemed unhealthy to students. And
students who are of legal drinking age are no longer allow-
ed to drink in public. After the drinking policy was an-
nounced, a week of protests ensued, capped by a rally of
about 2,000 students outside the Student Union building.
According to Robert Lash at Rutgers, student activism

"comes from a feeling that students are looked down upon,
that students are second class citizens. Students don't
want to be treated by the administration or the govern
nient like children. ... Empowerment gets you respect and
you want to be asked for input with policy decisions that
affect student life."

What lies ahead for student activism, whether it comes
together into another mass movement or goes the way of
the hula hoop, is as yet unclear.
Said Gabrielski. "There's a feeling 'If I just keep my

place, things will change" Its up to students to decide
if they will accept the change.

COLLEGIAN 9

Massachusetts students protest budget cuts in
Boston last February.

XIOOD NIGHT BEDDING
Northampton

".i Wa.r S:.

sc-ia^nctcn, VIA

01060

(41358»0259

Amherst

Carnage Shoos

Amherst. MA
01002

1413) 549-3507

Futons
cotton

Twin $95
Double $120
Queen $130

Maple Combo Frame
Twin $145
Double $165
Queen $175

Free delivery within 30 mi. of
\orthampton

Sate 13% if

ordered by May 31

Oak Studio Sleeper
Twin $289
Double $309
Queen $319

Attention Students
Order A'oir for

Fall Semester

Call iM about thipping direct.

4l3:iH3-OtiliO

The Top of the Campus Restaurant

presents

!A 9sioiher^s Day *Buff^
featuring

Standing Steamship Round Baked Ham Seafood Newburg
Broccoli Spears Patty Shells Sweet Potatoes

Bread Basket • lello Molds Fruit Basket

Special Salad Bar Assorted Desserts

Complimentary jXower for 9Aom

Sunday, May 14, 1989

11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

$10.95 adults

$5.50 children under 10

Call today to reserve

a table for your family.

549-6000 ext. 7639

Top of the Campus
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

1 Uh Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Tickets {.'Jadly validated for pari^ing in attached C •'^ Garage.

-•f:
^ m * )*&

^unan garden
Qaiciurant

MAhOAf^N/SZEaWAN CUIS»^.

The Best Chinese Buffet

2S6'02S1

256-0252

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Birite iKTwl i* p m ,

.Siui ThuTj • Brunrh atTYrd >iun ll30iiB.3pai

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5 99
I'l Him »na Souf Soup
(21 Chen*) f ing»,»

(61 Bm< imUi Srom Pmi

0\ S/e«.hu^'> SpKvo ch'Oe
(8) bA«ut Amy S*.„f 1 h.»l.«n

(»i «ix»i fu<n f.«a H,^!,

(101 VcgwMito FiMd Nooikn
(KlCtMWMBKtPi/ck
lU) Bioccaai >n Oys(« Sjuc*

OBlhfer

BfBff Oaf!
S-9:30p.m.

I«« WT SEIVICC - roil COCKT«ll [««
II l(lck«tt*ai If. at \\t J Dmlif,,! ;st i;$2

••nin rte II l« In Sat II II

l»IK«l«ll<«C«(Jh ttl Ilia 3 ^ a.

SNACKSENSE
RAFFLE DRAWING

AND THE WINNER IS
LAUREN GREEN!!!!!!!!!

CLAIM YOUR GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR
DELANOS

AT THE SNACKSENSE TABLE ON THE
CONCOURSE WED., MAY 10, 1989.

EEXTORIAL/OPINION

Institutionalized discomfort
Oh, where to sit?

I am never fully awake for my 8 o'clock
clasis until I sit in this chair. You know the
kind, institutional. As I walk into the room
my body wants to turn back around, back
to the box -spring environment it just came
from.

Gayle Long
But I have to stay. The aluminium chair

has a wooden desk top decorated with
names of heavy metal bands on these
deteriorating slabs of unfinished wood. The
sitting apparatus on these putrid pieces of
furniture are slipper>- and rigid. Every few
minutes I find myself falling on the floor.

It is not as if the University contains on-
ly chairs of such an unscrupulous discom-
fort. There are a few escapes. The mustard
yellow upholstery on the easy theatre seats
in Herter Hall have a firm, supportive
back. I love to sink down into them as a pro-

fessor start.s to babble in what sound.s like

Greek to me but is actually contemporary
history.

Hasbrouk Laboratory's Lecture Hall 20
provides yet another plea.sant reclining ex-

perience. The dim lighting plays a cata-

mount role and the demurely painted
chairs are easily conforming to individual
bodies. Smart students realize that if the
lecture is a boring one, they can take a nap.

Yet. a walk upstairs in the same building

can be a nightmarish experience. Hasbrouk
134 has row after row of harsh, blue plastic

seats that are not only are torturous to the
buttocks, but the backs of these irksome
pieces of furniture are not tall enough to

sit in any human position. Many times I

have left thi.<5 auditorium feeling like the
Hunchback of Notre Dame.
In Thompson Hall, the auditoriums on

the ground floor are a bit more enticing.

These chairs have a comfy cushion. Most

lecture goers find themselves fast asleep in

a crowded hall, even if they are seated in

the front row or watching a Jaques Con-
steau film.

One neighbor in my Oceanography class,

annoyed at my ability to keep my eyes clos-

ed and take notes, slipped me a note
reading, WAKE UP YOU - HOLE!' I

guess that the fact that I was directly in

front of the professor disturbed him.
The Reading Room and Cape Cod

Lounge, located in the middle of campus,
are nice places to relax and study. The
Reading Room has a tranquil atmosphere
and the box chairs which are well worn
from the number of people who, despite

their good intentions of studying, rest up
for the remainder of the day's activities

The Cape Cod Lounge, on the other hand,
is a noisy, sunny room with a hodgepodge
of couches, chairs and tables. The place has
a constant stream of traffic, and by the end
of the day the carpet is covered with old

newspapers and popcorn boxes. But the

couches have styrofoam cushions and
students are known to become oblivious,

aware only of their dreams when "study-

ing."

But the best place to sleep on campus is

undoubtedly Memorial Hall. The general

ly empty room contains expensively-

upholstered firm couches that have padd-

ed arm rests. The hall is a little-known

hideaway for a minority of nap
connoisseurs.

During the Memorial Hall occupation, its

regular nappers wandered around campus,
looking as if they had just been evicted

from a Park Avenue penthouse.

The majority of you must think that the

main reason I go to class is to sleep. That
is not entirely true. Comfort is important.

Being uncomfortable causes irritability

and is a literal pain in the ass.

Gayle Long is a UMass student

Blah, lukewarm politics

I I J ( I V >i

«.*' Ot^ ;, f''9;»l I I . <'.••,>'»,'.

This is the end. After a year's exchange
at UMass, and a semester as Arts editor on
this illustrious organ, I am bidding my
goodbyes to the University of

Massachusetts. It's funny, but now I can't

remember what I expected before I came
here; something along the lines of a univer-

sity, I expect. You know, that place where
you go to learn, improve your mind and
your perspective on the world. Well I came,

I saw, and I suppose I even learned quite

a lot, but none of it was in class, and very

little of it was good.

I've learned what it's like to live in a

police state, with the constant flash of blue

lights on the roads; some cop no doubt

wondering how many underage drinkers

he can pull in that night, himself intox-

icated with the thought of all that juicy

commission.
I've learned the futility of trying to pre-

vent a reactionary administration from tur-

ning the university into a bomb factory,

when confronted by the fascist bullyboy

tactics of the authorities and the fact that

the miyority of "students" are walking

around in the self-induced soma-coma of

their own parochialism, more concerned
about their stupid grades and sordid little

social lives than the safety of the environ-

ment in which they live. Will it take
another Kent State to make these people

wake up?

Graeme Thomson

I've been depressed by the increasingly

conservative attitudes and aspirations I've

seen in students, the prime concerns in-

evitably being getting a good job, house,

family, yawn! The fallacy of the American
dream still exists even as the walls of US
imperialism and isolationism are crumbl-
ing before the emergence of a new global

consensus of Third World nations. It just

kills me to watch Burning Spear singing
about freeing Africa in front of a bunch of

inane yuppie wannabes who will become
part of the same corporate capitalism

which deals with South Africa, and which

Plausible majority support
Organizers of recent anti-military

research protests seem to be having a
harder time gathering support from the
student masses than the demonstrators
who denounced the Central Intelligence
Agency two years ago.

Pedro Perelro

Anti CIA protesters focused their anger
on such CIA atrocities as waging wars in

Central America and overthrowing govern-
ments throughout the world. Their demand
was to halt CIA recruiting on campus, and
although the administration hasn't yet
complied, we haven't seen CIA recruiters
since November 1987.

The anti-CIA group succeeded in per-

suading a good number of students and a
trial jur>' that the agency's waging wars in

Third World countries behind the
American public's back is unacceptable
behavior for a democratic society.

Although the student population seem-
ed to be evenly divided on the question of

barring CIA recruiters, getting about half
of the students to support the ban is a
respectable accomplishment.
Furthermore, banning CIA recruiters

was a concrete, realistic goal, as opposed
to the extensive lists of demands the anti

Department of Defense protesters have
made to the University of Massachusetts
administration.

Until last week when they narrowed the
list down to one demand — halt all

military-funded research on campus — the
list included restructuring the state Board
of Regents of Higher Eklucation, which the
UMass administration has no power to do.

Such a demand steals credibility from a
group the students would otherwise respect

more. After all, whether to ban military-

funded research in a higher education in-

stitution deserves .serious consideration,

especially since the protesters are charg-

ing that some research will be used for

chemical warfare.

NATO and Warsaw Pact members have
agreed to outlaw the use of chemical war-

fare, although the research itself has not

been prohibited. Should the University

take part in research for weapons whose
use has been prohibited?

Or should the University redirect its

research to serve the purposes of improv-
ing the economy and health?

Such valid questions have been clouded
by some of the miscellaneous and probably
unreasonable demands and by the univer-

sity's decisions to call in the state police to

arrest the protesters who executed three

building occupations in two weeks.

The administration probably made a
strategic blunder in its harsh decision to

suspend the 19 University students who
participated in last week's takeover of

three offices in the Lederle Research
Center. The suspensions and their direct

outcome — a hunger strike by some of the
protesters — have re-focused the public's at-

tention from the real issue.

The protesters too have made strategic

blunders Occupying Lederle, which hous^
the Physical Sciences Library, didn't sit

well with library useiv. Some students who
said they sympathized with the protesters

changed their minds when they tried to get

into the library and police officers told

them they couldn't.

In addition, persuading people that a
secretive agency is undemocratic is ob-

viously easier than to persuade national

security-conscious people to condemn
military research. Besides, the research is

documented in unclassified papers.

Nevertheless, though the prospect seems
implausible, the protesters could con-

ceivably gather support from the students'

majority. After all, critics of anti-Vietnam
War demonstrations said the protesters

would fail.

Pedro Pereira ia a Collegian columnist

Real issues of protests ignored
The recent building takeovers pro-

testing military-funded research on
campus has become a less-than-popular

movement with the student body. The
protest against the Department of

Defense has not stirred interest on cam-
pus. In fact, there's much student op-

position to the movement. Bystanders
cheered state police officers as they
entered Memorial Hall to arrest over 60
students occupying the building.

Students fumed outside the Graduate
Research Center Library when they
couldn't study and do research there last

week. Radical demands to the ad-

ministration, such as an ending to all

DOD funding on campus and stopping
any tuition hikes has forced more than
the campus conservatives to wonder if

this group has a grasp of the issues.

The issues at hand have been obscured

among the scuffle, and the mes.sage

never reached the students. The move-
ment to resist being consumed by the
military-industrial complex is the real

issue. The military is an important in-

stitution and can be appropriate in

educating students — provided its in-

fluence upon the University of

Massachusetts is limited. Unfortunate-
ly, it has a profound influence here.

Over the past eight years, the Pentagon
has increased its funding to UMass by
more than 2000 percent. The 13 million

dollars the DOD will give UMass this

year to fund its research is almost a

quarter of all outside funding the
University gets. Taking into account
that the state is slashing UMass's
budget, it's plain we are losing control

of the school we attend.

The military is rich and
Massachusetts is poor, which means
that the military can provide us with a
financially stable program. It also

means the balance of power will swing
toward the DOD unless the administra-

tion refuses to let it happen. The
students and faculty should decide what
their university produces and offers its

students.

Chris Berger
Northeast

has ueen screwing the developing world
royally since the dawn of time.

Everywhere I've gone I've been con-

fronted with open (and closed) racism, sex-

ism and homophobia, all deeply-rooted pro-

blems which are either quietly brushed
under the carpet, or flashily scapegoated
to other things. As a good friend of mine
recently pointed out, when things aren't

running smoothly, the solution is in-

variably to take away more individual

rights. Hence, from 1986 Southwest brawl,

racism caused by drunkenness: solution -

ban alcohol on campus! Excuse me Mr. Duf-
fey, but to the best of my knowledge, the
ingredients of a Bud do not include a cou-

ple ofgrams of racism. This is typical of the
administration's shallow, basically uncar-
ing attitude. Looking good is the name of

the game.
I am comforted by the fact that the tide

will eventually turn, and, thank God,
Tracy Chapman will not be the catalyst for

the revolution. Finally the ineffectual

white, middle-class drippy-hippy, drug-
induced sixties nostalgia haze Zot;eulu-

tionaries are being replaced by people who
realise that peaceful protest is about as

useful as a chocolate teapot, that you've got

to fight dirty if you want to win. Luckily,

unlike Rothman and the headless chickens
who make up the Republican Club, they
are also blessed with intelligence.

If Rothman claims to represent the
mainstream, then let him. As has been pro-

ven time and time again, "mainstream,"
whether it be in politics, music, art,

literature - anything, sucks.

Well hey! I've said my piece and I'm hap-

py. I'm set to go back to a University whose
students actually care, a Univesity where
student empowerment can bring down a
dodgy administration at the drop of a hat,

where the right-wing is "Universally"
ridiculed. Your chancellor is Joe Schmoe
Duffey, ours is Winnie Mandela. Think
about it.

Anyway, even if you can't drink, have
fun, and demonstrate — in fact, all the
things that make being a student wor-
thwhile, UMass will still be a "gas."
Graeme Thomson is outta here
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'^ Amherst Drop Zone
ARMY/NAVY STORE

tl at 103 N. Pleasant St. « 256-0039
li (behind Bait's next to Panda East)

1^ ^^«>^ '^ 10%
J OH anything in

the store with
this ad.

Open 7 days a w—k
Mon-Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

___ * THURS A FRI

•OSlli

Can we build one for you?
Serving—Sandwiches, Foot Long Subs,
Bagels & Lox, Fresh Soups & Salads

• DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314
^ In the Carriage Shops

Cool. Cukured. Haid-P^cked & Deticious!

Afflhem NoftnamfMa FROZENYOGURT Yankee Cantfle. S. Deerfleid

-St-;'

About

shoes, clothing and accessories

We won't disappoint you!

Bargains & fun!

north pleasant street, amherst 253-2563
daily 1 0-6 Sunday 1 2-5

Sidewalk $aie Specials

Shirts: S995 . 1995

Sweaters: ^1995 . 3995

Trousers: 519««

plus

Special Savings on Selected Items
Thurs., FrI., Sat., May 11, 12, 13

(Sidewalk Sales are In Amherst Store only)

plus

20% Off Storewide
in both the

Northampton & Amherst Stores

3 Days Only

J-RICH
CLOTHING RDR MEN

191 N. PlMMfM St. 22 MMonIc St.

Amh«rM 2S3-2013 OPEN SUNDAY Merthampton 5M-4336

TONIGHT-REGGAE NIGHT %
New Horizons ^

^ THURSDAY
NO COVER CHARGE

Dance Tunes ^
FRIDAY-LIVE JAZZ

South End Jazz Band

SATURDAY
^ Joe Keenan & the

Band of Crows ^
Drink Specials :

:Becks $1.75:

: Rolling Rock Bottles %IM\
•Twister Bister •l.ll;

30 BOLTWOOO WALK, DOWNSTAJIIS, AMNERST
2S3-2663

Running Into Town

Trying to loosen way down

1 got 7 places on my mind

4 that have a crowd

2 that are too loud

1 that has both but

I like it anyway!

TIME OUT—^-^
37 N. Pleasant St • Mass ID required

G)meoiien
G)meaU!n

to Amherst's

''"'''''''''''"'''''"'•'''"'"'•''''*''^'''^ "''-'''''••'*'''•''' •••'•'•^

^IDEWALKSM
and Community Fair

Thursday through Saturday

MAY 1 1th to 13th

Mother's Day
Sunday. May i4tti

We have

Cards

Gifts

for your
momi

Albion will buy your

schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.

ALBIOn

ALBJ.ON BOOKIHOJ ALBION
BOOKSHOP C • A • F ' E USED BOOKS
AH H E KST NOKTHAHPTON A f1 H E K S T

ALDlOn BOOKSHOP, AMIICRST (MCW BOOKS): 256 1 22

1

ALBIOri USED Boons. AMIICRST: 253 5813
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Students try to bring
sick mate's mom to US
BOSTON (AP) - Students at Boston Col

lege High School are rallying around a sick

classmate, raising more than $4,300 to try

to arrange a visit from his mother, who has

been unable to leave Vietnam.
Tommy Truong, a sophomore who will be

17 on May 21. is in a coma and on a life

support system at Massachusetts General
Hospital. He suffered a burst aneurysm in

his brain April 23
Eight years ago, his father, Joseph

Truong, carried Tommy and his younger
brother, one under each arm. in a walk to

a boat to get them out of Vietnam, said the

Rev. Charles F. Kelley, school chaplain.

They were separated but reuniteid at a

refugee camp in Thailand. But Tommy's
mother. Thuy Thi Le Truong. is m Saigon.

School officials have asked the offices of

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and Rep Chester

Atkins, both Massachusetts Denii>crats,

and the Red Cross and State Department
to help-

The fund drive was proposed by Chris

Nichol, 15, a sophomore from Quincy, who
organized it with classmates John

Callanan, 16. of Belmont, and Dan Hart.

16, of Hingham.

They make use of a mite box, a tradition

in Jesuit run institutions in which weekly

collections are made for a good cause.

Students gave their lunch money and
savings from jobs. Some parents wrote

checks for $50 and $100.

"Tommy is a quiet boy, and not many of

the kids knew him, but that didn't make
any difference," said Lawrence Blake,

principal.

Joseph Truong is an electronics techni-

cian. He and the boys live in the Charleston

section. He has been trying without success

to get his wife out (rfVietnam for years. The
needed documents from the United States

have been obtained, Kelly said, "but get-

ting her out of Vietnam has been the hard
part."

Kelley said Tommy had rheumatic heart

disease in Vietnam, and one year ago suf

fered a seizure from a blood clot. The clot

was removed, but the youth returned to the

hospital March 25.

Charles Ffolliet.

Automotive Dealers
mont, says his group
air conditioners start

ed by Gov. Madeline
ly two states whose
measures. CFC's are

Vermont representative of the National
Association at his Subaru dealership in Ver-
didn't oppose a ban on CFC use in automobile
injj in 1993 models in a bill expected to be si^-
Kunin. Vermont and Hawaii are so far the on-

legislatures have approved ozone protection
linked to the destruction of the ozone layer.

WED E S

OVERSEAS

Looking for people

with contacts in

Thailand and Japan
to help expand a
growing business

Large pi'ofit potential!

A.C.T. Enterprises

call collect

(413) 586-2126

Resume
Service

Quali^ (Copies

Fiiie Stationery

Matching Envelopes

kinkof
the copy center

253-2543

Now's
the tinie

tc call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.

No. 4mh«rst 549 2830

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and site

work at the Bright Moments J<i2Z Festival during the month of July.

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July
13, 20. 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from
9 a.m. -5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AA/EOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich
or Mary Gannon. 545-0190. Earn money and experience m an enjoyable
atmosphere.

CELEbR|T£ D/vERSlly
The retaining wall opposite the east entrance of the Campus Center wUI

soon be the site of a mural to commemorate last years Civility Week

and create a permanent message that addresses the importance of

continued civility awareness and progress. The klea for a civility mural

carrw from Environmental Design nnajor Jon Satz. A competitksn

among students in the Art, Landscape Architecture and Regiorial

Planning, and Afro-American Studies departments was conducted by

the Arts Council, the Graduate An Students Association (GASA.) and

DARTS, the Art Department's undergraduate art students organlzatton

Design proposals were juried by students from the Art and Landscape

Architecture departments and the Third WofkJ Caucus, faculty, and

staff. The design of a graduate art student. Jonathan Kohrman. was

selected He will start to paint the mural in early May A series of

scenes will depict University community memt>ers from many
constituencies socializing, working, and learning together. University

meml)ers may actually serve as models for some of the figures in the

mural. During its creation we encourage you to stop and speak with

the artist.

For further information, contact the Art* Cotncil, 125 Merter Hall, 545-

0202.

I SMART COOKIES KNOV . .

.

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

For students planning to take English 112
during Summer Session 1989

Test will be administered

THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1989
7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (1st session)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28
7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (2nd session)

No one WIN be admitted Into English 112

without this tost Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This tost Is admlnlstorod froo of charge.

Divisor J OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ARTSScLIVINS
Black music suffers in a black and white world
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

"It was the music that fueled the engines of our strug-

gle." That statement, by Black writer/activist Plythell
Benjamin, summed up the theme of last Thursday night's

panel discussion on Blaik Music and StH'ial Change, which
took place at the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union.
The discussion, featuring four noted Black music activists,

was part of the week's annual Black Musicians Con-
ference. Dr. Frederick Tillis. music professcH- and Fine
Arts Center director, moderated the discussion.

The first of the speakers was Vernon Reid, a guitarist

be.st know as a member of the all-Black rock band Living
Colour. He spoke ofan experience the band had when they
appeared with Big Audio Dynamite, a White rock band,
as a last minute opening act. "People were assuming that
we would play rhythm and blues, or dance music, or rap
music," Reid said, but when they played rock, "people

surprised to say the least." He added that rock is

as the music of White America, even though it was
created by Blacks, and that Living Colour is "trying to

reclaim our own culturak heritage, something that has
been ours."

Playthel Bei\)ainin followed by giving a colorful

historical summary of how Black music has influenced
the Black struggle for equality He said that "the message
in the music" of Negro spirituals kept the slaves going,

and credited the singing of spirituals as an impetus for

Nat Turner's slave revolt. He said that the music of the

Black church "created much of the appeal of Dr. Martin
Luther King's Southern ChriMian Leadership Conference,

and sustained the soul of the entire Civil Rights move-
ment."

Ber\iamin went on to diacuas the positive image projected

by jazz. "(It] has become a living example of the great

Food, thought
at Marcie 's
By ANDREA HARTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Creative energies were flowing in

Amherst last Saturday when the Reading
In A Restaurant series continued at Mar
cie's Place Restaurant. This was not a

typical poetry reading, but a combination

of poetry, music and letters placed in an

unusual setting. The two writers who were

featured were Northampton residents Josie

Rawson and Shawn Vernon. Their

backgrounds both include an MFA in

poetry from the University of Iowa

Creative Writing Program, and various

published works.

The main idea behind the writer's series

was to extend the possibilities of a

restaurant to include the arts and become
more of a gathering place. The food frying

in the kitchen, casual atmosphere and
friendly service proved to be just the right

setting for the event. Poetry readings are

unique. The writer has to relate directly to

the audience. He becomes a type of per-

former and gives the piece a more personal

feeling.

Josie Rawson read some of her poems
that revealed personal events from her life

and family. The poet's presence and her in-

tense descriptions about certain places

made it easy to become involved in the

poems. Rawson used original, vivid im-

agery that placed the listener in another

place and time for a brief moment.
Ranging from ghost stories to communal

farms in Israel, both Rawson and Vernon
explained their inspirations before each

piece, greatly enhancing the audience's

understanding.

The sense of deepness created by

Rawson's poetry was lightened by the

music of Shawn Vernon. Vernon played

original folk pieces on guitar and har-

monica. Some of his songs originated from

the work of other writers such as

Shakespeare and Robert Frost. Vernon also

read some letters that he had written, one

specific example being a letter to his high

school librarian. The subject of this amus-

ing note was the discovery of some books

that had been overdue for 17 years. Ver-

non provided suggestions on how the school

could .spend the several thousand dollars

in fines he paid.

Rawson and Vernon complemented each

other's works very well and there was a

good variation in their alternating perfor-

mances.

American ideals of freedom and equality," he said. "Jazz
musicians were elegantly dressed, serious Black men who
seemed in charge of things and gave the impression of be-

ing really free." He added that jazz was a perfect paradigm
for the radicalism of the 1960s, and that most Black
political activists were jazz lovers.

Patti Brown, a pianist, composer and satirist, was the
next speaker. She concentrated her remarks on the lack
ofexposure to Black music history given to Black children
by this country's educational system. "I performed in
junior high schools all over New York City, and I was as-

tounded that most students did not know the name Duke
Ellington," she said. She condemned the notion put forth
by music educators that European classical music is the
only "good" music, and blamed the media for its neglect
of Black music.

Va ey'
Jazz

Brown also called for the formation of a national

organization to promote Black music, saying that it should

foster awareness through educational programs, libraries

and so on. She said that films and videos should be made
"that stress the importance and creativity of the musi
cians, rather than exploiting the personal problems of

their lives." thus alluding to the recent movie. Bird, about

saxophonist Charlie Parker. She added that symphony or-

chestras should introduce the music of Black composers
into their repertoires, and that Black churches should

"embrace the complete spectrum of Black music," in-

cluding jazz and blues in addition to spirituals, gospel and
hymns.
Applause from the audience fi-equently interrupted the

powerful speech of celebrated author Amiri Baraka, the
panel's final speaker. He began by condemning im-

perialism as a force that "removes art from humanity,
making art a mysterious, marketable commodity that

must reflect the patholog>' and philosophy of imperial i.sm

to be valid." He said that the struggle for freedom inherent

in Black music has always been surpressed by Whites,

from slavery times, when the slave masters banned the

use of African drums, to the present: "Jazzy Jefl" is given

the music awards, and not Public Enemy, because silliness

and cliche is always preferable to truth under the rule

of White supremacy." said Baraka. referring to two con-

temporary rap artists.

He said that the White establishment has kept Black
music down in order to preserve the status quo. "since

art glorifies and valorizes the life of the artist and the peo-

ple. If the art is allowed to exist, it will influence the peo-

ple." For example, he asked, "Who could enslave Duke
Ellington or (pianist) Art Tatum? Could you seriously

believe someone who told you that (composer/bandleader)

Sun Ra or (saxophonist) John Coltrane were infericH'?,"

implying that these musicians' positive influences are
anathemas to White domination.

Baraka concluded by reiterating the principal themes
of the discussion: that Black music innovations have been
spawntHl by social change movements, because the most
sensitive artists' work reflects what is going on around
them, and that the music has often actually contributed
to the struggle. He also agreed with Brown that the in-

troduction of Black music (particularly jazz) into the
schools is an effective way of bringing about further social

change.

N'dour, a chord of hope at Horse
By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

YousHou N'Dour
Iron Horse Music Hall

Mays

Youssou N'Dour toured the world last

year with Tracy Chapman, Peter

Gabriel, Sting and Bruce Springsteen in

the Amnesty International tour.

Although the tour did give him much
deserved publicity in the United States,

the international star participated in

the event because it is something he

believes in.

"Music is the one aspect of culture

that can really and truly pass a message

on," N'Dour has said. His message got

across Monday night at the grand open-

ing of the newly expanded Iron Horse

Music Hall in Northampton. An Amnes-

ty banner hung behind the stage. Peo-

ple from Amnesty circulated petitions

for patrons to sign to free political

prisoners, and Amnesty spokesperson,

Sanat Majumder. introduced N'Dour

after asking people to join the fight to

free prisoners of conscience.

The Senjegalese N'Dour then took the

stage with hi.s eight piece band. Super
Etoile du Dakar. Clad in a colorful shirt,

faded blue jeans, and navy blue cap,

N'Dour seemed almost bored at the

outset of his first of many upbeat Afro-

pop tunes. This could be due to the fact

that this was the band's second show of

the evening.

The band slowly warmed to the crowd.

The thin, wiry N'Dour began shaking
his rubber legs and cracking a few

smiles. People in the crowd of all ages

and etnic backgrounds began to get up
and dance. Soon, everybody in the band
was smiling and playing off each other,

clearly enjoying each other's

performances.

You would have to travel a great

many miles to find a band much tighter

than this one. Despite the cramped con-

fines of the stage, fdancer Marietou Kote
was unable to perform) the band blend-

ed brilliantly. Babacar Faye on the

sabar drums was particularly outstan-

ding. He kept the most complicated

beats, and his hands moved faster than
the human eye could follow on some in-

credible solos. The same is true of

Assane Thiam who was on talking

drum.

Keyboardist Alain Ehlrich and sax-

ophonist Therno Koite added a nice

melodic touch to many of the songs.

Peter Gabriel, whom N'Dour has
opened for on his last two American
tours, has said of N'Dour, "The voice

sent shivers down my spine. It was one
of the most extraordinary I've ever
heard." If anything, that was an
understatement. N'Dour proved that his

angelic tenor voice can pack more emo-
tion and range than that of Bono of U2.
The 12 song, hour and a half show did

seem to drag for a bit in the middle, but
only for a short while. For the most part,

his upbeat music, cool dance moves, and
infectious smile kept the crowd moving,
especially in his white hot encore
numbers which featured a sabar drum
solo by Faye that was too amazing to

describe.

A new album by N'Dour, Shaking the

Tree (Virgin) will be out soon. TTie title

track, which urges women's liberation

in Senegal, was co-written with Peter

Gabriel. The album, like the concert,

will not be in English, save for a line

here and there. But the music and emo-
tion promises to make any listener

stand up and take notice.

Visions of life, both light and dark
By BRYAN HOUSE
Collegian Correspondent

Two Masters of Fine Arts candidates,

Cynthia Guild and Nancy Haver,

presented their thesis exhibitions at the

Herter Art Gallery last week. Cynthia

Guild's There's No Place Like Home was an

inten.se. gripping portrait of childhood.

Gallery

Most of Guild's paintings are dark pic-

tures of houses or rooms, possibly referr-

ing to her own experiences, that suggest

and portray the oppression and horrors of

childhood. Guild uses two and three pic-

tures for most titles, each portraying a dif-

ferent scene but conveying the same eerie

feel as the others. Her brilliant titles: such

as "We Don't Talk Anymore," "She's

Afraid of the Dark," "Where Have You
Been" and "I Know You Can Do Better"

present the messages her paintings il-

luminate so clearly.

"She Wanted to be a Princess" consists

of two paintings, the first of which pre.sents

a somewhat faint, dream-like mirror image

of Cinderella's carriage over a dark blue

background. The second is a picture of a

one story house, lightly colored but with

black windows. Guild relates the work to

the Cinderella story, and the longing to

escape from the drudgery and oppression

of authority figures.

"Who Will Watch the Children" is a

dark, grim work of three paintings. The
first is the ceiling view of a dark room with

menacing shadows, but with a window
with light coming in. The second is a pic-

ture of a large two story house, the facade

of which resembles a skull, watching over

the house. The painting is very dark, most-

ly dark blue and black, and at the top of

one of the windows, the mouth of the skull,

there are a few small, white skulls which
probably represent the children the house
is watching. The third painting is just

black paint smeared almost completely
over a lighter background. Guild's ex-

cellent use of color and imagery convey the

horrors her titles suggest.

Nancy Haver's exhibition, Variations:

Recent Prints and Drawings, featured five

subjects: "The Farm," "Father," "River,"

"Kate" and "Self-Portrait," interpreted in

v£u-ious media, including woodcut, intaglio,

charcoal, pastel and monotype, which
transform the tone and focus of each

subject.

The "River" series displayed very well

the changes due to variation. "River I," us-

ing aquaint, is an impressionistic view
across a river at a forest on the other side.

The trees are dark and lack definition, and
the use of shadows is heightened. "River
II," done with graphite, is the same view,

but it is very light, almost completely gray.

There is more definition to the trees, but
the picture is still very soft and
impressionistic.

"River V" is an example of the woodcut
technique, which presents a very stark,

precise view of the river. The picture is dif-

ferent, we see the edge of the river and a
row boat. There is a heavy contrast bet-

ween black and white, and the picture is

almost haunting.

Each of Haver's subjects undergo the

same type of transformation as seen in the

"River" series. The changing contrasts bet-

ween black and white are what add mean-
ing and life to her superb presentation.
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Canned Heat and fresh

Phish. That describes the

top acts at this spring's

annual Southwest Con-
cert, which takes place

this Sunday afternoon at

the Southwest fields.

The classic sound of

Canned Heat irightl

should be complemented
well by the classic-rock,

jazz, funk and
psychedelic influenced
Phish.

Canned Heat dinger

Bob Hite. and guitarist

Alan Wilson have kept

the band's original spirit

alive, despite the deaths
of two key bandmates.
Their boogie-blues style

was rocking staple long

before ZZ Top or Stevie

Ray Vaughn.

Phish have proved
themselves time and
again, and their
Southwest appearance
will no doubt bolster

their already substantiad

and loyal following.
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AS SEEN IN NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS
VECTOR
MARKETING
CORPORATION

$11 05 ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

. NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

• INTERVIEW NOW - BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

. GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME

. BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

. INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

. FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

. DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

-1#^^R EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
f VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

MANAGER'S AD LINE NUMBERS SUMMER 1989-BOSTON SUBURBS- 1-800-966-5555, 617-449-4362 • NASHUA,

NH./LOWELL MA. AREAS- 603-891-1545 • WORCESTER COUNTY-1 -800-966-3692
• RHODE ISLAND AREA- 401-946-0150 • PORTSMOUTH, NH./NEWBURY PORT, MA.- 603-964-8997 • WAKEFIELD,

MA./NORTH SHORE AREAS- 617-246-5308 • SOUTH EAST MASS. AREA- 508-947-1006 • SOUTH SHORE/

PLYMOUTH, MA.. 617-826-0640 • WOONSOCKET, Ri./BLACKSTONE VALLEY AREA- 401-769-2429 • SOUTHERN

RHODE ISLAND/WESTERLY AREA- 401-596-6155 • PORTLAND/SOUTHERN MAINE AREA- 207-773-2233
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Sizzle this

summer with

some really hot

classes.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Over 200 courses to

burn up your umt —
but conveniently offered ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

(day or night i so you don't bum

yourself out. Now is the time to satisfy a requirement

or take that special course you haven't had time for in

the past. UMass Summer Session is divided into two

sections, enabhng you tc finish a two-semester course

m just 12 weeks. First session runs from June 6-

July 14: second session runs from July 18-

August 24. Some courses also have variable dates to

fir into your summer plans. Registration starts

April 18. Register "oy phone (545-3653) through

May 31. Register by mail through May 19. Or just walk

in and register through June 1.

For more information, or a frte course cataU^

call the Division ofContinuing Education at

345-2414.
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Rent from Hertz Penske
and be a Road Scholar

10% OFF
wnQn youpfvsvm
ftt any MrtlMMlMd Hsftz

The best way lo move your possessiors home is to move-it-yoursei( m a clean, smooth running

Hertr Pcntke truck Load everything you have and you will probably have room tor one or two

friends with their possessions to share the cost No matter what sire truck you use, you li get the

one that s |ust right for you Plus you li gel the Hertx Penske promise of

• Low Rates

• Rent It Here - Leave It Here

• 24 Hr Emergency
Road Service

• E?sy 10 Drive Trucks

f/ertz
fEMSKE

• Packing Materials Available

• Air-Conditioned Trucks Featured

• Many Trucks with Auto
Trans . and Loading Ramps

• Unlimited Mileage on One-Way Rentals

I

THE WINNING TEAM:

HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU
^

Northampton 586-8391
j

Chlcopee 594-5186

Hertz 111

ffMSxr
% oiscount]

COUPON I

I

twtoif July I I9t9 Urt t.ou{iort pe' iiMiut tnd uudQ

ait MbfKi lu avariMHitii onr> appi«» )o 10 14

IS »nd ?4 tuimtufc nn% guty

SOIGOL
li - tinal c\am time and vtiu'fc techno' a littU

unpu-pari-d h(\au»c ihv «»nK thing mhj'v.'

read all semester was \t>ur spnng t^rcal^

itincrar\ and the onK atienibni.c rtxord

sou have i> at happ\ hour So vou ve '

/

decided to UKk yourscit in yinir rrwm //

(

and cram a semester's worth of work

into one weekend WHI. Record Town

appreciates vtmr diligence s»> we've

decided to help you take a break.

'if
oiiie into Record lown iM>w and

mt an\ of ihevc Ul top hits for the

special low pncr ot lust ^.HM lor

cassette or 1
1' and lust SI 1 M8 tot

compact disc Not onh will vou he

liettinK great music, hut on the wav

yuu tan stop and pick up those tern

books you've been meaning to buy

Hurr\ in sale ends 5/I4/8H

SANDMEN
WCSTCItM SLOOO

^

IM Ml Vitf M>* * a*

TM6
PROCLAIMERS
SUNSHINE ON LEITM

BONNIE RAin
Nick Of Time

1

( \SS irSc, HN. ( I) SI I rtK ( ASS, IP t<>R« (OSIl «« t ASS'|PS<.8« (,:D ill «»

i\iM(;o (;iKi..s

CASS/LP U>M. CI) S 1 1 «« CASS/ IP J6 88. CO 1 1 1
KK

THE CULT
SONIC TEMPLE

CATERWAUL
P I N & WEB

ASS l.PSo.88;(n$ll SK ( AsS I P So K«; CP il I 8H ( :SS I P S<. 8H (DSIISH

LARRY CARLTON
On Solid Ground

CASS IPS(..88, CDSII 88 CASS/LP $6.88. CI) $11.88

wgQfd town
Q M U 9 I C t, V I M O )

Hadley. Hampshire Mall, 586-6351

y,^ ^^ ^^H ^^M
asi»^>«4
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British chemist ordered to serve additional 10 years
Already sentenced to 16 years in federal prison for related drug charges

WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 1989

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

CHESAPEAKE, Va. lAP) - A British chemist known
as "I)r Spet'do" yesterday got a 10-year state prison

sentence added to the 16 years he has been ordered to

serve in prison for trying to make methamphetamine.
Circuit Judge William L. Forbes gave Francis Ian Ton

ner the maximum senttncf for possession of

methamphetamine.
Commonwealths Attorney Robert E Kuwalsky said

Tonner wjll serve the state term before he reports to

federal prison on a 16-year sentence imposed Thursday

for attemptmg to manufacture methamphetamnine.
Tonner. 59. still has a parole violation charge pending

in Massachusetts. Kowalsky said.

Tonner, a native of Liverpool. England, pleaded guilty

to possession of methamphetamine that he had in his

pockets when police raided a drug laboratory on

Thanksgiving Day.

A companion. Andrew McConaghy. killed himself by

taking cyanide as police entered, Tonner also took a

cyanide dose and recovered after hospitalization.

Kowalsky said Tonner was prosecuted under federal law

because the Drug Enforcement Administration assisted

in the probe and Tonner was likely to get a stifTer sentence

than he would in state court.

•'Under federal law they serve a greater percentage of

that time than they get." Kowalsky said.

Tonner, a research chemist with doctorate level train-

ing who also was known as "The Wizard" by police, has

faced drug charges in Massachusetts, Scotland, and

Canada since the early 1970's.

He told authorities he started the Chesapeake lab last

November to produce high-quality designer drugs that

would become a legal substitute for crack cocaine.

Tonner has said he set up his first lab when he was 13

and got interested in psychedelic drugs with Timothy

Leary and others at Harvard University in the early

1960's. before many of the substances were made illegal

$99 Roimdtr^ Airfares

On Norftiwest Airlines.

tVJ wunJtrip 199 ruumUrip

IJfmvr

$99 roundtrip

flwiiri
p]f) niuniitrtp /W rouH(J/rip

Muttnt

P)9 roundtrip

A special offer for students,

only forAmerican Express Cardmembers.
Ifwu want to go places, it s lime for tlie American

Express' Card

Because now wu can take ad\ antage of new travel

privileges on Northwest Pdrhnes onlyforfull time

students who carry theAmeriam Exfrress Card.

Travel privileges that offer:

_ 7ko $99 roundtrip tickets— fly to many of

NORTHWEST ^^^ "^^^ ^^^" *^ ^'^'^^^ ^-
^^^'

AIRLINES ^^^ '" ^^^ contiguous 48 United States.

lOOK TO US Only one ticket may be used per six-

month period.

.y)edalQuarterlyNortfmestDe^ination Discounts

throughout19H9-up to 25% offmost available fares.

5.000 bonus miles in Northwests WORIDPERKS*

free travel program—where only 20,000 miles gets

you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies

in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada—upon

enrollment through this special stucknt offer

And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional

benefits and personal service you would expect from

American Express

The only requirements for privileged travel: you

must be a Cardmember. you must be a full-time stu-

dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines

tickets with the (>ard.*

Getting the Card is easier than ever because now

you can apply by phone Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.

We II take your application and begin to process it

right away What's more, with our Automatic

Approval offers,

you can qualify now

while you're still in

school.

Apply now Fly later

— for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

•Fire is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservatioas. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be

made after purchase Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between

TRAVEL cities to which Northwet does not have direct connections or routings City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00)

'^^'^^
Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the

SERVICES
mail © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
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UMT

"Sustaining an occupation
of space with demands goes
beyond a peaceful protest it's

Intellectual terrorism."

-UMass Chancellor, Joseph Duffey
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TODAY* S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TAUtUt I Apr! 2aMov TO) Keep
ycxjr faith itroOQ LOve refatiofv

shps take on odded color and py
A change of scenery v^ouW do
wofoers tor your disposrtoo A
financial srtuotion turns cvound m
your favor Reward your frierxSs

MMINI (May 21-June 20) A
heorf-to-heort folk will bring

peace of mirya Solutions come
with better communtcation Keep
m touch with family members and
business associations at a
distance vou need the» mput

dANCI* (June 21-Juty 22) Check
with your doctor before starting a
strenuous exercise program or

special diet vou need to do
evoryttung you can to strengthen

a relationship Chonges at work
prove beneficial for you

UO (July 23-Aug22) You may
soon get the good fortune you
have been waiting (or Ask ksved

ones to be less selfish and trunk

about what is best foi you fo' a
change You need to alter your

course

VIROO'Ajg 23Sept 22) Usetr*-

pihone instead of travelling ana

vou wil! oe cneered bv the resuf;

Be more g'oc ous witn you' co-

workers Show special foe* w"
peers o' tne opposite se^

flippant commen*;

LIBRA (jeor 230ct 22) What .

ui^i lo u oone :9top dwelling on a
mistake arva move on' Do no'

aeclir>e an o:ter without firs' ex-

ploring what it could mean fo yo j

both emotiomllv and fimncio^

,

SCOffMO (Oct 23 f*>v 21) Stop

worrying about vytxit others thmk

and fdow your best nstmcts Do
everything you can to stobltee a
work or fr«ry:tai situatkxi it is rot

a cnme to change your mmd
Heed your corwcience

SAOinAMUt (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Stop fault -firK*ng arx3 search for

ways to turn negatives into

positives Clear up o
misurxserstarvaing before real

harm IS done A great day for

negotiating business deals Put

your best foot forward

CAMHCOmi (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Recent events make it posstole for

you to pursue a Sfetong dream
Yoo need someone new to help

you run a business Brmg in a part-

nen you can trust to protect your

interests

AttUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18)

Although your honesty improves

VOU' chances for success you

may be too outspoken for you'

ovyn gooa Listen to a friend s o<j

vce, but mite vour own deci-

sions

vouf oeterminaiion will be
rewarded
mSCit ^Peb 10-March TC- '

vise a frierva who vou know ";
»'^'

insecure fo move forwO'j •.•

upoec ana oositive

Mognificen' trerxas onn'i w •

romoniic Domestic arv3 financ>a

soiutiorij Pa?_i' UO " i j t

wi'hou' fu'Tie* oeia

.

ARliS Mo'cri 2i-April 19i A lar'-^

, rrip f-'-.oe' wii nave a Dos-fiw^

fiuence on your career anj
finances you will not goir^ voj:

obiective without taking ij"*?

calculated nsks Strike while »'^<»

Kon IS hot

MENU
LUNCH

Beef fajit-13

Fishburger on roll

BASICS LUNCH
Flat bread sandwich

Fishburger on roll

DINNER

Cheese lasogna

Turkey divan

BASICS DINNER

East west lasagna

Turkey divan
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M seven players
continued fronx nage 20

Vickers and Richardson maintain they
were not allowed on the bus to Dartmouth
because they were wearing white stnrks

rather than dress socks.

"He wanted us to have colored socks and
he said we had eight minutes to get them,"
Vickers said. "I don't know where he ex-

pected us to find them at Boyden at 7 in

the morning."
Chambers said, "I think it was bad feel-

iHijs between some of the players and the

WEDNESDAY MAY 10 1989

baseball

coaches."

Stone has stated throughout the season

that he was not pleased with the leadership

of the seniors.

"When we tried to be leaders, we were
called 'too cocky' and 'too good," Chambers
said.

"I think Coach is frustrated," Vickers
said. "I didn't see it coming [getting kick-

ed off the team] but when it happened, it

didn't surprise me."

Softball

continued from page 20

only walk of the afternoon was his mistake
but he committed one of baseball's cardinal

sins — walking the leadoff hitter. NU's
Peter Charpentier scored the winning one,

as he was bunted over to second and mov
ed to third on second baseman Dave Ed
wards' error. Charpentier was then squeez-

ed in by Olivo.

"Conroy did a spectacular job," said

Stone. "But we didn't hit the ball We had
a chance with the suicide squeeze, but we
just didn't execute."

Stone is referring to the ."Similar tactic us-

ed by the Minutemen to try and score Ed-
wards from third in the fourth, but he was
tagged out at the plate.

Perhaps an indicator of what the day
would be like was when Drew Comeau was
the victim of a bad hop in the first inning,

as he required 35 stiches to close up the cut

in his jaw and mouth. He later returned
late in the second game.

The Minutemen will play out the season
against Harvard tomorrow aA«rnoon (3

p.m.) at Lorden Field.

continued from pug* 20

"This will be one of the days I

remember." Meehan said.

The sixth would provide a little con-

troversy. Jean Cardone started the inning
off and appeared to make contact outside
the box on a bunt attempt. "He said no.

What are you going to do?" Sortino asked.

With new life Cardone singled and one

ner looked tike she would escape on a
groundball up the middle to Duff at short-

stop. But her throw to first on the double-

play attempt was high, allowing Cardone
to score. The Panthers would add another
run. and with the top of the order coming
up, Aprile came on in relief and got the

final four batters for her second save of the

McDonough

out later Lori Mongillo also singled. Wan- year.

continued from page 20
baseball don't have the gumption to do
that, but the crowds would still come out
and you can bet the strike wouldn't last

long."

McDonough made three predictions

about the NFL, which he has covered for

the bulk of his career.

He said the responsibilites of the NFL

commissioner, a post Pete Rozelle held
from 1961 until his retirement this year,
will now be broken down into four posi-

tions. He also predicted Paul Taglibue. cur-

rently the NFL's lawyer, will be named the

next commissioner, and that the league
will expand by six teams in the next
decade.

Three inducted into hoop Hall of Fame
SPRINGFIELD ( APi — K.C. Jones and "It's the icing on the cake for everything summer between nigh school and college had to learn the fundamentals if I warSPRINGFIELD (APi - K.C. Jones and

Lenny Wilkens. two all-star guards who
played and then coached against each
other, were inducted into the Basketball

Hall of Fame together yesterday

Also enshrined was William "Pop"
Gates, 71. who played with the New York
Renaissance and other teams during the

game's barnstorming years in the 1930s

and 1940s.

"I'm really happy to be being installed

with K.C." said Wilkens. one of the game's
smoothest shooters, prior to the installation

ceremonies. "Playing against him was like

going to war. He was a great defensive

player and would give you no edge."

"My Way." Jones said, displaying a
warm tenor singing voice and a smile when
asked if he could put a theme song to his

career. "This was a complete surprise, It

isn't the sort of thing that's supposed to

happen to people who can't shoot "

"It's the icing on the cake for everything
and everybody who touched me down to

junior high school when the coach called

me off the playground and asked if I

wanted to play basketball." Jones said.

"Each one had a hand in pushing me up
a little and up a little bit more. And now
I'm through the air."

Jones, the 18th person associated with
the Celtics to be installed in the Hall of

Fame, played nine seasons for Boston, dur
ing which the Celtics won eight NBA
championships, and then coached Boston
to the 1984 and 1986 championships. He
stepped down as coach following the
1987-88 season. Jones played on con
secutive NCAA championship teams, along
with Celtics teammate Bill Russell, at the
University of San Francisco in 1955 and
1956.

It was at San Francisco that he first turn
ed to defense "I grew three inches over the

summer between high school and college

and all of a sudden my shot was just gone,"

Jones recalled "I had no idea what the pro-

blem was, but I knew I had to adapt if I was
going to stay on the team."
"Lenny was a great pleasure to play

against, because he was such a challenge,"

Jones said. "He kept you off balance all the

time. He never looked like he was doing

anything and he'd have dozens of points

and steals."

Wilkens, who coached the Seattle Super-

sonics to the NBA championship in 1979,

was able to make the enshrinement
ceremonies after his Cleveland Cavaliers

were eliminated from the playoffs by

Chicago. 101-100. on Michael Jordan's

jumper at the buzzer.

"The pain's beginning to go away, but it

will still be there for a while." W'ilkens

said.

His thoughts also travelled back to his

boyhood in New York and the Rev. Thomas
Mannion. the parish priest who got him in-

terested in sports.

"My dad died when I was quite young
and it was Father Mannion who tried to

channel my energies and those of a lot of

kids into something worthwhile." he said.

"I was nine or 10 at the time. And when
I got interested in b.i.'^keth.TM he told me I

had to learn the fundamentals if I wanted
to get really good and he helped me with
drills. I still stop in and see him whenever
I get back to New York."

After graduating from Providence Col-

lege in 1960. he went on to average 16.5

points and 6.7 assists a game during a
15-year NBA career with St. Louis, Seat-

tie, Portland and Cleveland.

"I never thought about the pros. I went
to college for the education and was all set

with a graduate assistantship and then a

job teaching economics at Providence,"

Wilkens said. "
I didn't even see a pro game

live until my senior year in college. But
then I felt I could compete and why not try

it
"

"I'm just happy to still be here and be
able to smell the roses," said Gates, who
turned professional after leading Beixjamin
Franklin High School to the 1938 New
York City championship. He was a member
of the 1939 New York Rens, which won 68
straight games and the world professional

championships in Chicago. Gates was the

only player to appear in all 10 world pro-

fessional basketball tournaments made up
of barnstorming teams.

He wound up his career as player-coach

of the Harlem Globetrotters in 1955.

AP photo

From left, K.C. Jones, Lenny Wilkens and "Pop" Gates were inducted
into the Basketball Hall of Fame yesterday in Springfield.

Reid to leave Tarheels
CHAPEL HILL. N.C. lAPi - North

Carolina junior forward J.R. Reid said

yesterday he will turn professional and
give up his final year of college

eligibility.

"I have to do what's best for J.R.

Reid." he said at a news conference.

Reid said he convinced his mother
that turning pro was best for him after

he promised her he would obtain his

degree next year.

Playing he senior year at North
Carolina under Coach Dean Smith
would have been fun, Reid said, but he

had to do what was best for him. He said

he wanted to be available for the NBA
draft next month.
Reid, a 6-foot-9 junior from Virginia

Beach, Va., must declare in writing by

Saturday that he will enter the June 27
draft.

Reid will become the fourth UNC
junior to go to the NBA a year early.

Previously, Michael Jordan. James Wor-
thy and Robert McAdoo all went early.

Like Reid, Jordan and Worthy did so

after being advised by Smith.
Reid played on the 1988 U.S. Olym-

pic team, was a consensus All American
as a sophomore, a freshman All-

American and a consensus high school

All American at Kempsville High
School in Virginia Beach. However, he
failed to make the AU-ACC team this

past season.

Reid missed nine games with an in-

jury. When he returned, he did not start

until late in the season.

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADl.INF 2 DAYS PRIOR T

ACTIVITIES

UMA8S CfCW - Go tor the 90W at»w vailt.

The tima « now • Just do i1<'

SUMMER JOBS FOR THE ENVIRON-
MENT vvork with MASSPIRGs staff of

students and professionals to reduce toxic

cftemicals use Call Sam 256-6434

UMASS UPRISING!
Tftis your last chance 10 get your UMass
Uprising/La< Shtrts Loo*( tor ttiem all

Southwest Week and during the Concert
Sunday

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS WILL HOLD their

last meeting of the senfester tonight 7pm
- Campus Center Check calendar lor room
number A show lor next semester will be
picked Debbte Qibeon is the Anti<;hrist

SOM PRESHMEN-SOPllbMORES-
JUNIORS Come to Senior Insight Nigh! for

advice on your future' Tonight- 7pm-
CCt6S<^omplimentary Hor 0-Oeuvres

ISRAELI INDEPENDENCE DAY celebra

tions balloons games Israeli FoUrdancing.

foods S U Ballroom 1 2noon today free

HiMel sponsored all welcome

WELCOME BACK SPRING CRAFT FAIR
May 1 1 and 1 2 on the South side steps of

tfie Student Union Handmade crafts only
- reasonable prices' Raindale May tSAIS

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or any limej'' Find out how you can
Jet Itiere anytime lor no more Ihan $160
•Jet back anytime lor no more Ihan $160
'Jet there May 23, June 2 or 9. lor jusl $1 39
'Jet there May 23. June 2 or 9, and back
any Saturday before the end of June lor |usl

$289
Now we ask you are these rates any less

Ihan sensationaP Tfwre must be some
catch right' Wrong' There s not'" To
educate yourself about how we do it. go gel

consumer reports, Travel letter. June 1965
pp26-30 from the library or call us any
weekday lOam-epm at 212 864-2000. or

write Airhilch 2901 Broadway. Suite

100.M2, NY, NY 10O25

APARTMENT IN BOSTON AREA

f LARGE ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM APTin
Brookline female only, walking dist lo the
T Prime location Sublet June 1 Aug 31
Please call Randi 617 739 9274 ASAP.

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP~nC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly

$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400

•6 CHEVETTE BLUE good condition am/fm
radio $1500 549-5835

76 BUICK REGAL good condition naa^
work $400 Call Dave 256-10S4

ATTENTION: AU UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are availabto Keep your friends and parents
informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down lo Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or CaM 546-3500

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS:
Earn $6000-8000 this summer Work in the
Springfield area as a project manager
Manage approx 1 peopto on or>e site pain-

ling condominiums For more info call (617)
964 7020

AUOlO

ACb08Ti<fLINEAR SYSTEM cuslorTTbuTlt

dynamic speakers Brand new cheap'

3-way 200 watts call 545-0015 and leave

message

AUTO FOR SALE

1M6 MALIBU WAGON - 79K air. sportwhls
fm cassette $1250 Call 549-2982 Mike

1982 NISSAN STANZA 4 door hatchback

5-speed, excalleni cortdilioni Asking S2300
call 253-3362.

88 SUBARU JUSTV QL red am/fm radto

$4800 549 5835

S8 PONTIAC LEMANSE SEpower steanng

am/fm radio $4950 549 5835

1M0 BUICK CENTURY V« excellent con-
dition new brakes, sfiocks, muffler, tires

$1300/pr neg 549-6483

19S4 RABarr t1,aOO carKl lor 323-44»^

r977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE~ reliable

transportation AM FM stereo 4(X> (X)

549-2606 leave message

BERNARD FRANCIS RYAN III

BERNARD FRANCIS RYAN III

Strut your stuff

walk proud
8 months

totally wow'

BOUNCE FOR BEATSI

19*0 PLYMOUTH CHAMP runs well has
sun roof lapadeck and overdrive asking 600
call (1)773-9544

SIGMA ALPHA MU FRATERNITY Is

'BOUNCING FOR BEATS A basketball'
' marathon (or the American Heart

association. Today -

Soulhwaat Pyramids.

79 CELICA GT ac arrVfm cassette excalleni

condition $1400/B0 546-5324

'79HmOA ACCORD HATCHBAargood
cor>dition Must sell S600 Price negotiable
Call Susie 253-5534

87 PONTIAC SUNOmD AM/FM Stereo
automatic transmission power steanng ac
4600 80 4drsdn 549-5835.

COTTAGE AVAILABLE IN
CAPE COD

J«NrncdrfAOFnN""FAi:SlOOTH
HEIGHTS up to 3 females for only $2500
from Memorial Day to Labor Day Call
508- 788- 1367
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DESPERATELY SEEKING:

TWO ROOMMATES FOR FALL 99 lo share
1 0(lrminPu>llonrT\/lap($l55^monlhaach

Can Tma MS-7233

VCRYTHMG MUST GO

EVCRVTHIMO MUST OOI

SENKWS LOOKING TO SELL ALL TYPES
of iMsi quaMy tumtura couchas. bade.

daaks, ilraasari. Mclwn labte and mora
I oltor C«i MB-7H6

FONNCMT

PACSIOCNTIAL OOUBIC MOM
avatfaWa Jun» l Fwa mwulaa to campus
$160 > 2 paooia. indudas haai and hoi

water CM 549^1023

CAPE COO. NOMTN TRUflO
two bedroom apanmoM-walk to baach
Naar Provmcatown a graat ptaeo to work

and have fun

(203H43-7W1-isotmr-oay

AUbuffT NOOMMMOUiE lal apuon 3
mi UMass No smoking lamats tiSO Mo
2&>2933

SUMMER SUBLET HHTN FALL OTT Sun^
ny tour bad hcusa 1 mn to campus 10 mna
to town PIsass cat S4SM2S

MMM WUlAOC 4 bdn nHMhtM «i

. tor 9/1 2
1167

MBJM Take o»«r our

coMOOM w a wamoom att
» June 1 $230 par monm Ml I

I2S3-7189

SOUTHWOOO TOWNSMMM apt 2 bdrm
1 5 balh avail June i CaR Ols»Hania

25fr«9a6

PARTIALLY FNNSMKO HOUSE FOR
RBfT. IbadRMma I'tbtfha LogtownRd
pn bua rouW 2S34367 anylma laava

amharsi avaitabte 6/1 cat 2S*«ia9

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR large room
(1 or Ipaopteimhouse $290 pkjs uMMaa
torankraroom Avsaitin 6/i Calnas^Uaa
54«-9032

FOUR KOROOM HOME 4 mees from

campua on bua fOuMnm yard IM Mutfanls

maa naad good rsksrsncaa can aMar S
2S3-2S44 or »9hOB14 1 yaar IIMI BipWH
>r>g June 1

ESCAPt OONM um LaMO our ^t^Ml»•

ed Soulhwood Apt Summer subM «MliM
option lS6/«nonlh inekjdMig haaf 29S4)S12

SWiOLE M HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS. Sum
mar wrak option $2i 7/monlh Jm 549-9382

1 aOROOM m HOUSE m Amharst
$100'montn w/tali option on Ous rouia

microwave VCR wasnar/tfryar and puppy
CM Tom 5494242

STOPf RCA01 CALLt 256^1062 tor a graal

nm' 2 large bedrooms , wak to wan carpet

modern i^pkancas. naw dMhwashar gar

oaga diapoaM waanar and dryar, haal m
cKidad on bus rotAa' Cai now*

•ONUSI FREE MONTHS RENT fTSOS)
Take o»«r our laaaa n brandywme more into

549 1525 June '

nVE BEDROOM HOUSE AMHERST, mite

10 campus $12250 Joa evenings
(617)237-6742

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOD
TOWNHOUSE July free call 253^2320

IT CENTER — one or l«w> bedroom
pl Avakabte June 1st 253 7572

TAKI OVER LEASE ON OUR 4 bedroom
apt beginning June i witit Ml opMn CaS
2S6-I2S5

FOUALE »ACt AVAIABLE - June 1 tor

B9-90 Brandywma call now 5494190 (huge

summer discount)

tWI3 BEOnOOti APT AVAILABLC 6/1

Fall option, furniture included Call

2S6-1814

PRESIDENTIAL F/UJ. OPTKM ctose to

campus large rm $210 545^)442 XINLEI

CAPE cob 1 BEDROOM avaiUMe in South

Yarmouth for the summer $1500 ctoee to

batch and bar* Can Mika (508)760-2780

2 ROOMS AVAtLAOLC mSmm \n^
Starting 6/1 253-5316

2 KEOS ON US if you suWat our 2 badniom
Southwood apt this summer Fall option

Also-rent negotiaMe" CaM 253-9197

CLASSIFIEDS
PLANE TICKET Rd up Harttord/Baltimore

$100 546-6662

IHIST SELL TWIN BED. 2 bureaus w/mlr-
ror Mid couch, beat oHar caU S49-0014.

fimaiD StIXXy bo 66»-«740 SUMy

9/12 FOXBORO- 4 Who fix sect iTf Bast
otior Cak Andy at 2534680

APARTMENT FURNITURE FOR SALE CM
tor details Randy or Marc leave message
S4»04«3

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION 1 bdrm
in a Squire VIg Townehouse call 965-2429

leave maaaage

ROOM AVAILABLE MAY OR JUNE air

conditioned bus route pool close to campus
256-0958 2S6-4270

'LARGE 3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE.'
Kitchen, bath etc

• Summer sublet June 1 lo Sept 1 ]

One to tour people
' Please call immediately Sieve 546-5360'

Stuart 6-7612 Leave message

198TBU»iia tAMUIMMeaiwa»9bto5apd
LowmkMS3.700 29S4024

APPLE HC (MMPUtER w/prinier Ak soft

ware $600 060 586-0699 Duncan

BEDROOM FURNITURE AND large sac
lional couch Can Tammy al 549-4024
(Leave message)

•ORES FOR MOVING. SHIPPING.
•TOMAOE al shapasand sims alsoUPS
ShippinQ wtfh rstos cttMpsf thttn mMlbOKM
etc iSRaitroadSi AmiwiW a6M436

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE in Brandywtna

June Isl 549-0951

FOR SALE

WASHER AND DRYER"- Qood condition

$200 or BO also bed, desk, bar, and mora

Denise 253-2854

FOUND

I FOUMO YOUR WATCN Sunday Ca9
Deborah al 588-2136 (VIOpm) to ID

RMMrrURE. FUMMTURE. FURNITURE

IME-RE ORAOUATNM (VEAI) AND WE'
*mu8tsakawarylt«ing Fumauratoravary'
* room bade, draaaara. ooucii, loieiiafi

*

SKI EQUIPMENT - knee surgery can't ski

atomic racing sic with marker M46 used

twice 15000 Langa Til sua 9 10000
256-1187

• (•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t**

UVr ONE FEMALE
2-boan>om leaiiy cute
mmMWs from campus 5to
• chaap roommatos are ton

ca« OayW 258-1250. or Akaa 6-3274

mtLPwmmo
CAN COO LOWBR CAPE AREA earn
$7mr waahang wmdowi call Mine 549-5 1S9

KT JOBS $15 40&73 500 now
hinng eiceiieni benefits Call

1-31f 742 114? e>t J 5«3tA

ONCAT SUMMER OPPONTUNrPT'
Jawiah summer raauantial camp soaks

tw soanic Catdctw
Mouniama one hour from WaM«ngton. D C
Wa ha«a o»ar 300 acraa of baauliM totaais

Iraka and lakes if you are mlaraalod m the

cM8w<gas and excaamant of workMtg with

campers in grades 3- 10. wa want you on Our

team Qood salanaa. graal ton Formtorma-
lion cak coltoci O01)856<:aMP>

EARN 88880-99000 THIS SUMMER Whke
vou gat a tan working for Cowege Pro

Pwntars SoNMI and barbaquaa kW Posh

none aiakabis ttwougnout Maaa and New
England Can today* 1800 4242468

EXKRKNCEO TRUCK DRIVERS needed

to make pck-upa tor summer buamass
$115 00 par day to start C:al 508853-7422
or 508*53^1744

WORK FOR GREENPEACE ACTKW - hato

prasarva endangered species, reduce »-
iC wastes wid stop the arms race Salary

banaMs iravai and a»<ancamani Ful/part

time 2 10pm Call 256-1439 B4I /Shannon

Apply now tor ma summer'

RMKVSEX

NEED 2 PEOPLE TO SHARE room m
awasoms Iwuaa m Sundertar>d On bus

rouM 5488S29 or Slave at 665-8462

LOBT

LOST WAUCiiM /u«bl(Evi^arsoM
I call 6-7967 Sylvia important'

LOSti BLUE HANDBAG: glassm, makeup
makle ptoaaa caM Miachaks 2S»«756

S28 REWARD Lost MongKono Tb Card -

H334164 Name Ting. Yuet Terry Please

CM 54»2994 549-0386

SET OF KEYS LOST dunng weekend in

Southwest call 5464869 Reward

JUNO-106 SYNTHESIZER Mint condition

updated sounds $425 Noel 549-4205

BAR HANDMAOirporfsct for dormroom
call Bill 6-6550

NEW BALANCE LEATHER WALKING
SHOES. Saucony Shadow VS running

shoes Both pairs Size 11. unworn $25

each 546-9931

O.K.
CM

ona fiKira chanca

L.J. THANKS tor hanging m Mara tO«a
TJ

TOLEY-Gtodwe'to not you SMwa and Gary
my bed rtext tima Bruca Bath wet latolyf

/Uny-Big hands, b^i toat, big Taoalop
whiruiw she was ugly Lisa-Who's toll?

Taath Onasa-Hmrrvni Feel <

From 369- •>

I gukty Bai>go kil

NOBYN K YOU ROMANTIC BABCI Thani
for Sal Nighr Can you baliaea it's baan a
month already? Wow, )usl wow

LARGE REWARD: For any intormation

leading to rotnaval of stoian Appto Ik com
pular. Panaaonk: KXP 1091 pnnter, TEAC
nau Racatvar. and over 200 compact

diaca All of maaa have my name. KEITH
QAUMONT engraved on them so check if

someone Iriee to sell any of this lo you With

info contact the UMASS Police or iT>e al

546-5117^421 Cance Hse

MAROON, MASSACHUSETTS CREW
windbreaker. from Totman Social Dance
classroom last week Please return' CM
Nina, 256-4198 'REWARD'

Oib VOUiFINb^W'rinlronUH Lewis on

5/47 Tan stnng? Yea?CM ma-its mine Bn
8-5475

LARGE REWARD! Gold necklace lost 4/21

please call 5467387

Movwia?

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR
LEASE/SECURITY deposit deductions'

Questions about subletting/assigning

leases'' Questions about Ihe conditions of

your new house or apartmenf Contact the

legal services center, 922 Campus Center.

545-1995

NEED A ROOM?

rORl^ROOMMATES WANTEa M/F

Room in Swiss Village Avail June 1st. Call

253-9132

NOHTHWOOD APARTMENTS

WHILE THEY LAST: 2 or 3 bdr apartments

for rent Sign up now for the Fall and receive

the month of August Freel CM 665-3856 for

more details

TAMA Z- Happy 20m (wtwopa, I mean 2isD
birthday' Hope you have an awesome day
and nighi Love ya. J«iaa.

TO THE OUY I SAW«>M at the Haigus
bus stop You wata —anno a silver hoop
eamng ar<d 0aaaaa and you nave btoa eyas
and bbck hair You took the bus to NoHo
wid want to ma bank and man to Bagal DM
I Ihmk you are a baautiM man Who are

you7 Mftiai « your name? CMJS

THANK YOU SAINT JUOE NCM

RUBBER AND FLANK, Lata •«
skiwly and The Mayor

GREG IN SMiCP ThanU tor makmg ma
snwie Someone m JQA who doaan'l want

PERSONALS

MARK if you persist with these games, vou

wll be truly resentful Skinny Btond and Abe

Lincoln

STEVME B. Fanatic you can rkla

stnuUan anyama Wanna kaaii '

KATNAMMH Vou have baan the greataat

iwnMMlaf Thank you LoisM toek and toee

VMan

TO TMi BIBCUITHEAOW 1881 . mank you
tor bamg my friend

AMER^OOE MAN OF TME YEAR. Your tor

mat was great Thanks tor bamg such a
graal tnervl Love Siacey

COACH QARBCR AND THE OOMLLAS
Graal game on Saiurday< UMaas tovaa you
good kiCk m the NCAAS We're M baftmd

you"

HiVNOTUPtWArmiQatMyciwdtor
frtday* A hoi mama kom Ok O

YO MIBtlKA. VaronHiue, and SMf Scan-
dakta with Lane lh« Fnday' Get fired up'

Love. Lena

APML (GREAT APE) happy Mayottoday
Me tove your cneermg par«wr

HTT PQRS- H«ipy anravaraary Thai* you

tor 3 wonderful months /km tookmg kvward
to matty mar«y mors I tove you loio

JGN NO I'M NOT BITERESTEO. I IWMP a
yrltnand WMe up' Brian

JEFF N. PBLTHI I thmk you're na«
T anna Wendy

PSYCHO-ANALVST- Im graduating Wa
real world buddies or what?'

Remember Chem«try

TO THE SISTERS AND PLEDGES OF CHI
OMEGA: The couldown continues only 2
days tik formal" Gal paychad*

UMASS CREW: Crank al the dad and bnng
back ma goto

IJJOMOnMMBfc Were still hunory and
won't be sauaAad Ml Ihe vail Soieisdoit'
Yours truly

LAURA O. Here you go! To a wondsttol par-

son who's fun 10 be with You stways know
how to make us fell better We like your

music love. The three musketeers

DUCK- Saw MM at DU Sahirday NigM I

went tookmg for you but sonw jerk woukmt
leave me atone (too bad) no regrets? See
you around somatima?-JQA

DONNV- I'm vary sorry about Saturday I

was so drunk and am so ambarasaad
Hopatuky I II 'un into you whan I'm sober

and gat a chance to redeem myaaH -From

the girt •vtK) had a Mtto too much to drmk
arvl said a Mtto too much

SKtMA KAPPA PLEDGES- (^et paycttod

You will be sisters in three day*

SK - 3 yaars' Prepare to be ndden like the

waves ol me ocaant I k>va you* FM

HEY RKH L. BAKN RA • Saw you al

Southwood I mink you're sexy wanna
nieeP Respond here I'H be waiting

WAYNE: Happy six months annwersary"

Thanks for everything I kjve you the way
you are'" Maggy

KATY /MD PEGGY: Thank you SO much
torM of your hard work. Bacauae o( you the

PigOut was a sucaas You guys are the

beat! North East Area House Councils

MATT HAAPPY BIRTHOAY hope you have

tun (see I lold you I would remember)
Rhonda

CECI Happy 8 monttis honey" You're the

most beautiful woman I've ever seen and

you know I'll always need you' You're my
Beebeii and I love you always' Jon

SEND YOUR GOODBYE KISSESIIII

COME TO THE CC CONCOURSE
TUESDAY - THURSDAY.
SPONSORED BY AASA.

SENIORStt
LEAVE YOUR FOOTPRINTS'!

-JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN'
• Earn $4 50/hr plus bonuses calling '

ottier UMass seniors
' /kpply at the Memorial Hall Basement '

or call 545-3509
APPLY TODAYII

PLEASE PLEASE:

! SUBLET MY 2 BORM APT, Fully

lurniihad Rant real cheap June rent free

CM 5^7233.

dm. STATE STREET/WHITE HOUSE
(4/30)lce cream truck Sunday WouM hkato

meet you fteply here

TO JEFF OF BASI^: thegood witch of

Brett says you can ride his broomstick

anytime

LISA PATTERSON AND ANDREA
PICARLO- The birthday countdown has

begun-the days are few til twenty-one

LISA^ Guess the greatest American hero

isn't so great Don't give up Can't wait for

next semester Keep smiling - Your future

roomie

MOKWANTiO

RIDE TO SF CA OFFERED Lv May 20 cM
Tory 536-3732

ROOMMATES WANTH)

SQUIRE 2 BR APT need 1 male and 1

female nonsmokers to share roorrM $130
and 15a/monm Check us out CM today*

666 7433

HOUSEMATES WANTED lor house m Yar
mourn Memorial day to Labor day cM Kel-

ly 6-7238

I NMDXcaPE COO ROOMMATl NOW!
M/F CM Dianne S46-1082

LOdONQ FOR FEMALE NONSMOKER to

NWfa Amity Place Condo LEase starts

Sapl t unW June CM Oarcy S7729 Laava

NEV NOW Two oMs naadad tor house on
Marmas Vinayafd- naal to soum beach and
Etkwtown-cai Man 88670 or Chnstme

N00MBIN0MC\4 mkaa Irom campus
availabto JtMte i cM 5494270 evanmgs

CAPE COO ROOMMATE NEEDED rnale

naar Hyanms $1000 Jon 6-5258 Dave
S7860

ONE COOL FE8UU WANTO) to ah^
mca 2 bedroom Brandywma apt wah 3
omars starting mSapt CML«aM»8013

LARGE BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt in

town slarting June 1 cM 545-0197 9104

IMIPtorZbr apMum-
mar only 237 SOMno • CM M4S7

CONDO
Seeking orte tomale mvaie for Tambrook
Condo banmd BSartks 206/month start

June 1 CM Beth 549-0958 or Nikki

5488421

CAPE COO nMMiMED oiiBaga naaTPro-
iiii skmii alliiiiMlils iissil T iiiiiiiin islai rM

Julw 6-4755 or Tamson 506-529-3327

SUMMER SUBLET CHEAP and cioee

Presklenlial Apis IM ap«n $136 5490809

LOOKMO TO MOVE OFF CAMPUtT We
want you to share our laaaa m Sw«a S240
per monm - Everythmg
CM Mike 5464198

HELP) We need IF to share room or 1 or

2M tor a room m 36 t-house w/gwis Cheap
rent 5490956

HOUSE IN HVANNIS FOR SUMMER.
Three spots open Cai Jessica 253-2394

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for Southwood
Apis Starting 6/1 256-8745

FEMALE NONSMOKER NEEDED to share

Brwidywme Apartment cM Hysaa 6-7369 or

Aimae 6-8130

LOOKING FOR TWO RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN lo share 4 bedroom house Call

61146

WANTCOTona tomals. nenamokar tor

townahouaa Brandywma apt CMMananna
at 546-8055 toava message

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BDRM Start 6/1

w/Option to toase near bus stop $440 caM

2568967

BEbROdM~IN S MOnOOM HOUSE
waalier dryer woodslowa 5 mm walk lo

Downtown 10 minuM walk lo UMass call

253-0707 $195/monm

THREE GUYS LOOKMO TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT—CALL 5464405 or 5464400

PUNCTILIOUS TYPING Papers, resumes
Laaer pnnting, dekvery available CM Kevm
5490116

ROTUMCS. Ovamight and sama^y saT-

vtoa Pioneer raauma service 666-8673

SHEILA

HAPPY MRTHDAY AND ANNIVERSARY!
You're not a teenager anymore, but you re

Still my girtfriend after M those yoarsi I tove

you so much' Peter

SUBLET

ON BUS ROUTE

SINGLE BEDROOM 1-3avaiiabto June 1st

FM option exceltont bus route Steve

253-9131

GREAT 3 BEDROOM QRKXIS APART-
MENT Amherst Center $200/mo each room

Call Joanne 665-8462, Laura 54641 20. An-

na 549-0614 nights, toave message

SINGLE BEDROOM 1-3 /AVAILABLE iun«

Isl fall option exceltont bus route Stieve

253-9131

S3 TOWNHOUSE 2 bedrooms A/C June I

thru Aug. 546-9246 Dennis or 546-9252

Scott

rnif AUGUST RENT 2 bedroom apt sum-
mer sublet fall option partly furnished

665 7930

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTION 2 bdnn
near campus call 5494185

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE Dwnlwn
/^mfierst 5 mm walk lo UMass furnisfied An-

na 253-7382

ONE ROOM IN THREE BEDROOM APT
nest 10 Brittany on Bus route clean, cheap.

fall option call 256-4191

NrAMHERST: Room in house near Puffer's

Pond on busline, washer-dryer Call

256-6049/253-7196 Leave message rent

negotiabto

PUFFTON: 1 LARGE BEDROOM m a 3
bedroom apt Available June 1 w/tali oplnn
$246 negotiable (tomale) call Mimi
5494443

TAKE OVER LEASE JUNE 1 1 bdrm. apt

cM lor mio 665-4740

NBITAL

BEST LOCATWNI avM tor summer suMal
4 rooms on Fearing St Bat Campus and
town CM Andy 549-4859

SUBLET SINGLE OR DW Rms availabto

in MN St Apt 549-5967

S BOM AMHERST HOUSE fully furnished

bsile $1lO/mnth singlee, dbto 253-2321

SUBLET

SMGLE/DOUBLE- $1 75/360 graM heiMa
in great tocation Walk to town and claM
Tom 253-2352

SUNNY BimNbOM IN SOUTH AMHERST,
I negotiabto CM Vicx 2564162. even-

, 5^1345 Iinga. days

) BORM TOWNEHOUSE spadous. on
buakne 1 ''^bathrooms great deal $$ cM
now Ans Mach 5494234 June t Aug 31

SUMMBI SUBLET THREE BEDROOM
condo on bus routo more into cM 5494243

BRANDYWME FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM
avM June 1 rent neg call anytime 549-4037

BRANDYWME SUMMER SUBLET IM op-

tion M ippkancas ftily furniahad Two
bedrooms, terrace, pool $500/month
negotiabto Maria 549-5004

SUMMBI SUBLET Famato 2 noma« toigs

glass house Wooded area Ptonlyotpark

5)
Wrai

90075
mg Wriw around deck $30Qrmo or BO
549-

SUMMER AT PUFFERS PONDI1 1 nil n 4
bdr house 549-5435

RESPONSIBLE NON^MOKERWANTD
to share fumMwd two bedroom apartment
in preskienlial hM a mito from campus
Rant negotiabto CM Tom 5484661

SStNOLESI DOUBLE Mam St Amharsi
June 1 Sept 1 CM Carolyn 544 1128 Jen
nitor54»«l83

ROOMS FOR RENT- t btock from can^Mis
Call ana leave message 546-0442

DESPERATELY SEEKING SUBLETTERIel
(or a Southwood apartmeni WMmg lo of

fer generous deal tor reni caU /kl 548-3267

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $125 plus

utMies/month CM Regma and Slave at

5441239

BEST L0CATK3N1 AvM tor Summer twUM
4 rooms on Fearing St Bat c«npus and
town cM Andy 549 «868

SUBLET 8-1. t bdr femato SlSOftno FM
option 549-3940

ONE LG BORM AVAIL m 5 bdrm house in

Amherst on bus rt 6/1-9ri CM Karen
546 1477

BOSTON 1 rm m 5 bdrm heuaa Parking

"ee Call Regina 617 787 1970

SUNNY SPACIOUS APT ck>se 10 town and
campus lor four peopto 549-5866

SUMMtR SUBLET WITH FALL 0PTldN2
bdrnw m a 3 bdrm apt Sundrtand on bus
routo cheap 665-7366

SPAOOUS 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT on

Amily Si -Great tocation - parking phorw
549-4904

GREAT APARTMENT. FuMy fumshed bus
route Nesr campus 253-7760

ATTENHON SUBLETTERS 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt Available 6/t 2564745

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD APT. Sum
mer sublet fM option Free couches
253-2314

ROOM IN 2 BORM APT.
220/mo neg 549-0608
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SUMMER SUBLET - GREAT LOCATKM

NEARLY ON CAMPUB BJTSt LOCATWN.
$200 OOfmonm tor a room m large, lumialv

ad house (I'll jiay your uhMiaa) Raaponai-

s4s-7aoo.

'(5^1

TAKE OVBI MV LKASE

FOIALE: 1 If b*iii m 4 bdrm apt 1240
par/mo . inctodas uM 1 ''^ baths Sun tor-

race AvM June l Mm 5 256-8215

TAKE OVOI OUR LEASI

3 BOR. PUFFTON APT to sublet naar pool.

laundry bus call 549-5548

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT south Yar

mouth cape Two females only $2500 tor

arlilavin 1-533-1600

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTKM Ig 2

bdrm lownfiouse apt on bus route 10 mins
from campus 6ti5-3513

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE start June 1 nor-

thwood apts Sudnertand bus routo. quiet,

and furnisr>ed only $99/month fall option

sarah 66S-3970

ONE MALE TO SUBLET ROOM in three

bdrm house Sunderiand oon bus rt.

150fmo uW ind. CM 685-7456.

AVALIABLE JUNE Isl Northampton
Center 5 bedroom i^ 995 plus 584. 1059

ONE BEDROOM AVAIL. 6/1 m spacious,

ctean southwood apt on bos route 1 mm
lo UMass rem $175 plus elec and
phona/mon CM Jerry al 6-6962 or 64951

MARTHA^^INEV/kRD
~

Sleeps SIX 2 bathrooms waterview Call

508-4354563

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO share one
bedroom apartment in Pulfton Village for

the summer Call Joe after 8pm 546-9794

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VILLAGE
very reasonable rent 5494291

Pool tomato

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER.
Beautiful house In North Amherst $1 75/mo

up to three rooms may be open for FM
548-9916

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 bdrm apt

directly on bus route Very reasonable price

Call soon' 546-8665

SWISS VILLAGE APT AVAIL Juna laL 4
bdrm. M mHitHi mol. CM 2SS4ia2.

TNI«M<0

TNAVB.

ROUND TMPNARTFOND LA 23 May 1

June $236 549-1617

MEMORIAL DAY WCEKOID TO MON-
TREAL May 26-26 $89 00 Indudaa round
trip motor coach and 2 nrghto dowrMwn
fiolel Breekaway tours 420 Boaton Turrt-

pike Shrewsbury. MA 01546 (Sa844^73^6

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. PartiMy lurnishad

and has cable and air conditioning.

Reasonabto rates 5494025

SUMMER 'sublet IN
~ AMHERST 4

bdrms. 2 bath. yard. deck, sunny on bus
route 6/1-8/31 Call Jennifer 546-6260

LARGE, SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amherst Possible fall option Willing lo

make a deal' Call Joe 2564543

PLANE TCKET HTFO to

$100 (506)687 3324
May SO

SUMMERM EUROPE ftoml^
on dtocountod sdwdulad aMnaa to Europe
from Boaton CM (8001 32S-2222

ty. faal sarvwa cM 5484648

vmua Bv TOMOwwow- t,

rasumas Call Barry,
lOam-lipm

PROFESSIONAL TVPINO. Accuracy
guaranteed Otoria 323-5140

"WORDSMITH' professional typing

Resumes papers and more L sserprmting
with SpaHCltoCk 253^564

CAiCt.PA
fordabto grammar lavtowed, dapandabto.
584 7924 Nancy

WANT TO TRAVEL?

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO
BACKP/^CK ihroutfi Europe or croaacaun-
try m« summer 0«y 253-5807

WANTED

ARE YOU GRADUATMO OR MOVMO
OFF campus'' Id like lo buy your used
refngersior large si/e pr<«torad CM Jaiai

Bl 64427

WANT TO TAKE OVER YOUR 1
BEDROOM APT for FM (summer ,1

necessary) 350-400 plus Call Pam
5484065

2 FEMALES TO SHANE I bdrm in 3 bdrm
tiouae furr>ished ctoee to bus rt campus ar«)

town cM Pauto or Kmti 253-9817

WANTED FOR FAU OmON
LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMaaa
Carrtpus or on bus route Pleaae cM Jac-

queline 546^5050

WANTED TO

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 6/1 or aummar
sublet 5494791 real cheap

ADVANCED GRADUATE STUbGNTnaads
todgmg FM 1988 ismsaiar W* houses it or

pay rent Contact Kevm (Vanagnmo c/o

RonaM Story. Dapt History. Hertor 618

TWO MALES LOOKMO FOR 2 rooms In

house for fM. wM take tor summer RawSid.

Who tickets Dave or Mike 2534125

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT tookmg to rent

singto room lor fall Pref m Amharst cM
54M347

i-t PEOPLE NKBICO To fM apactoua
house m Soum Amtiarst smglas avaHabto'

Rant reasonabto' on bus routo' 256-6439
CM anytime!

REWARD FOR ONE BBMOOM apartment
«rim pets altowed, $360-400, starting June
or July Call Maureen (617)643)7939
evenings

DESPERATELY LOOKMG FOR a ptace to

liva on the Cape thta summer. CM Ka8y
546-4819
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SPC^TS
Softball team enjoys
sweep of Adelphi
Last home games a success for two seniors

l'f>llv(ian pboKi h> David Higashqpirlu

The UMass softball team swept Adelphi yesterday at Totman Field, cap-

ping its unbeaten home season at 16-0.

By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

Who says that you can't win them all?

That's exactly what the University of

Massachusetts softball team did yesterday

at Totman Field.

By sweeping Adelphi University. 1-0 and

4-3, the Minutewomen finished their

regular season unbeaten at home in 16

games. They also set themselves up for this

weekend's Atlantic 10 tournament at

Rutgers University starting Friday. UMass
is seeded second.

"Our magic number is three," said

UMass coach Elaine Sortino. referring to

a possible NCAA playoff bid.

Game one saw a class pitcher's duel bet-

ween freshman Holly Aprile and Adelphi's

Chris Cage. Neither team had anything

that amounted to a threat until Adelphi

managed to load the bases in the top of the

seventh with none out. Aprile was able to

extricate herself as she got out of the inn-

ing unharmed.
With one out in the bottom of the eighth,

Jenn Vaillancourt reached on an error by

the Adelphi right fielder. Cherie DellAn

no sacrificed her over to second and a single

by Jen Miller put the winning run at third.

Senior Barbara Meehan, playing in her last

home game, bounced a single over the head

of the Adelphi third baseman to score

Vaillancourt with the winning run.

The win was Aprile's 20th of the year,

which tied the UMass record set by Lynn
Stockley in 1986. Her record now stands at

20-9.

In the second game Christine Wanner
started her last game for UMass at home
and the co-captain pitched well, going five-

plus innings for the win to put her record

at 11-8.

UMass drew first blood in the bottom of

the second. With two out Wanner reached

on an error and moved to third afler Mary
Duff reached on a bunt single and the

throw went over the head of the first

baseman.
Wanner then scored on a wild pitch with

Duff moving to second, and Meehan
delivered Duff with a blast over the center

fielder's head to make it 2-0.

Wanner had defense behind her in the

top of the third as Vaillancourt snagged a

line drive headed for right field and again

in the fourth as Meehan made a nice div-

ing catch for one out and on the next pitch.

Miller also made a great diving catch.

Adelphi scored its first run of the day in

the fifth as Val Muller tripled and scored

when Lisa Bellacosa fiied deep to center.

On the play Meehan made a great throw

and almost got the runner at the plate. "It

came in at the same time," said catcher

DellAnno, but in the collision with Muller

it became impossible to hold the ball.

UMass added two more in the fiflh. Bon-

nie Schilling led off with a single up the

middle. With two out Miller singled to left

to move Schilling to second. A wild pitch

advanced both runners and set up Meehan
again. Again she came through, doubling

to the fence in center and scoring both run-

ners to make it 4 1.

continutd on pa§t 18

Problems continue for UMass baseball
Minutemen swept by NU; final home game today against Harvard
n<, DTnV CITTrt in »K>a <uwnnni4 crams nftho tu-inKill tho Miniitomon hiiillBy RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

You figure that at the end of a long, frustrating season,

the big guy above could give the University of

Massachusetts baseball team a break or two.

Maybe a nice little three-game winning streak to close

out the year? But nope, it was not to be as the Minutemen
(17-27) continued to pile up the losses, dropping a

doubleheader to visiting Northea.stern University

(18-20-1), 1-0 and 7-6, yesterday at Lorden Field under sun-

ny skies.

Seven players gone
from UMass team
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team was
noticeably short of players during yesterday's

doubleheader with Northeastern University, as seven

players either quit or were kicked off the team in the last

week.
Seniors Steve Kern. Mike Chambers, Bill Vickers, Jeff

Richardson and Gary Stewart, sophomore Doug Dubiel

and freshman Shawn Phillips are no longer on the UMass
team.

UMass coach Mike Stone said he kicked Kern, a co

captain, and Chambers off the team for disciplinary

reasons, and red-shirted Phillips. It was the second time

this season that Kern was kicked off.

"The first time he kicked me off, after the Springfield

loss, he said I didn't care and I wasn't trying." Kern said.

"The way he was running us lately, it seemed like he was
trying to get people to quit."

According to Stone, Richardson and Vickers missed the

bus last Wednesday travelling to a game at Dartmouth
University and haven't been seen by the team since.

Stewart missed practice Saturday and hasn't shown up
since, and Dubiel has a bad arm, according to Stone.

"Things got bad and they jumped ship," senior co-

captain Dave Telgheder said. "But we don't need them
around."

The players involved, however, disagreed.

"We didn't jump ship. We were thrown off the ship,"

Chambers said. "I was told by Coach that he didn't like

my attitude. I ran for 45 minutes last week because I was

one minute late for practice. I could have quit then but

I didn't."

continued on page 18

In the second game of the twinbill, the Minutemen built

a comfortable lead as they crossed the plate five times in

the first three innings, but excellent relief pitching by

Rick Deraney and Dave Barnard kept UMass at bay,

allowing one run in the final four frames, while Nor-

theastern was able to rally against Dave Telgheder.

"Deraney did a nice job of setting up Barnard," said

Huskie coach Neil McPhee. "and our bats woke up and
got the job done." A distraught UMass head coach Mike
Stone said. "Their pitchers didn't fool us . . . what hurt

us was our lousy defense."

UMass carried leads of 5-2 and 6-4 into the fifth and
sixth innings, but Northeastern took over as the Huskie
bats rapped six hits and five runs off of senior reliever

Dave Telgheder. Alter 'Gator' came in and got starter Dan
O'Leary out of a bases-loaded jam in the fourth, he gave

up two runs on three hits in the fifth.

Like Telgheder, senior Rick Deraney produced im-

mediately as he came in and picked off the inherited run-

ner (from starter Bob Nicklas) at first. The hard-throwing

southpaw had a 1-2-3 fourth but gave up a solo shot to

first baseman Drew Seccafico over the 370 sign in left-

center the following inning.

However, Seccafico went from hero to scapegoat in the

sixth as he hobbled a Paul Baroncelli throw from third,

extending the inning. Northeastern promptly capitaliz-

ed on the mistake, as Dana Olivo slapped a two-run single

up the middle, giving the visitors a lead they would never
relinquish.

Deraney was then lifted in favor of closer Barnard, who
put the clamps on the Minutemen in the final two inn-

ings. Barnard, in the Kent Tekulve-Dan Quisenberry
mold, overpowered UMass as he threw no-hit relief while
striking out three.

UMass built its lead by striking early and often. In the

two-run first, it was Northeastern who shot themselves
in the foot with two errors. The Minutemen showed their

power, as Baroncelli lined a dinger over the 330 sign in

left, and Brian Bright hit a two-run blast following a Jack
Card triple.

In the first game, sophomore Brian Conroy pitched a
three-hitter against his former mates, but ended up be-

ing the hard luck loser as Northeastern scored the lone

unearned Huskie run in the last inning.

In a close game such as this one. both teams tried to

use the suicide squeeze to get the deciding run. and Nor-

theastern was able to do it better than UMass. Conroy 's

continued on page 18

Columnist: Pay TV taking over pro sports
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The future of professional sports lies in cable televi-

sion, and by the year 2000 all major sporting events

will be on pay television, a Boston Globe columnist told

about 100 people in the Campus Center yesterday.

Will McDonough. CBS reporter and veteran football

writer for The Globe, talked about the future of sports

and the sports media in a lecture sponsored by the

Department of Sport Studies.

"Pay TV is going to take over," McDonough said. "I

think within five years the majority ofNFL games will

be on pay television and within 10 years, the Super

Bowl will be on pay TV.

"Teams are hiring corporate business guys," he said,

"because the bottom line is to bring in TV revenue
"

Television's rise to power is also engulfing the job

market, according to McDonough. who began writing

for the G/o6e upon his graduation from Northeastern

in 1960.

"If you've got a goal to shoot for. I'd say go towards

television, because it's expanding," McDonough said.

"So many newspapers are closing and merging and

when that happens, the jobs dry up.

"There's also more power and money in television/^

said McDonough, who began working for CBS's NFL
Today in 1985. "Cable television is expanding into all

the small towns and each time that happens, positions

open up."

McDonough also spoke about spiraling players'

salaries and the power struggles between owners and
players.

"As long as owners want to win, salaries will con-

tinue to go up," McDonough said. "And when a con-

tract runs out, there will always be a confrontation.

"If the NFL negotiates a five-year contract and when
that runs out, they immediately work out a new one.

then Gene Upshaw (executive director of the NFL
Players' Association] is getting paid all this money and

he's only worked two days in 10 years.

"But the reason salaries go up is not because people

negotiate, it's because owners are competitive. History

shows that even without unions, salaries go up."

The salary wars also periodically cause players'

strikes, and McDonough offered a solution to the

I>ossibility of a baseball strike in 1990.

"If I were an owner, I'd tell my players that if they

went on strike, I'd bring up the whole [Triple A]

Pawtucket team, put them in the Red Sox uniforms,

and they'd play at Fenway Park. The owners in

continued on page 18

WEATHER NEWS SPORTS

Breezy in the 50's to-

day, with a little rain.

Same tomorrow, but
with temps in the 60's.

UMass senior Liz Smith
keeps students secure

with night patrols. Page
13.

Matt Gerke closes the

book on baseball

players' controversy.

Page 28.
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50 continue Memorial Hall occupation
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Protesters freely climbed in and out of the

windows of Memorial Hall yesterday,

delivering food and blankets to more than
50 demonstrators who occupied the
building Tuesday night.

The demonstrators stormed and barricad-

ed Memorial Hall Tuesday at 11 p.m., vow-

ing to stay there until the administration

responded to their demands.

Chancellor Joseph
Duffey issues a state-

ment to the protesters
occupying Memorial
Hall. Text excerpts on
page 3.

The protesters want all military funded

research at the University of

Massachusetts halted and disciplinary ac

lion against students who were arrested

dropped. They blocked the exits with

chairs, tables, and dozens of boxes of com-

puter paper.

As of press time no arrests were made.

More than 20 protesters originally

entered Memorial Hall at about 9:30 p.m

Tuesday through a door that leads to a

lower level room. The protesters quietly

made their way upstairs to the main hall

on the ground floor. The demonstrators sat

in fetal positions in the dark room behind

chairs and couches.

People downstairs heard noise from
upstairs and called the police. All but two
of the protesters lefl the building when
they realized their presence was noticed.

Two demonstrators hid in the fireplace

to let inside the protesters who planned to

occupy the building later. Nathan Guis-

inger, a protester, said.

There were no police in or around the

building Tuesday night or Wednesday.
"The students have the building," said

Jeanne Hopkins, University spokeswoman.
"In the previous incidents, the police have
been inside. This is not like before, it's not

a sit-in, they have blockaded the doors and
taken over."

"This is not a sign they want to deal with

the issue," she said. "There was a public

forum last night to discuss the issue and
an emergency meeting of the Faculty

Senate is scheduled for Thursday, there has

hven progress. How serious can we take

them when they do this?"

The six people who are still hunger strik-

ing and three who are fasting met with

Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson in his of-

fice yesterday aflernoon to discuss lifling

the suspension placed on the UMas.s

students arrested last week in the

Graduate Research Center.

Eight of the protesters are UMass
students and one is a five-college student

Madson said that only the UMass students

could participate in the meeting, but the

protesters insisted all fasters and hungi-r

strikers be present. Both parties agreed to

allow the five-college student to attend the

meeting a.s long as she remainded silent

4 fillrioan phi.lo h> JuMtn I.

Students demonstrating against military-funded research at

the University of Massachusetts wait it out yesterday in

Memorial Hall. Related stories pages 3, 5.

After death, safety atpond reassessed
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The recent death of University of Massachusetts

junior Paul W Ryan at Puffers Pond is prompting the

town of Amherst to re-examine safety at one of the

area's most popular swimming holes.

Town Conservation Director Peter Westover said

safety at the pond has not been a serious problem in

the past, but because of the recent tragedy, increased

security measures may be taken.

"We will be looking carefully at procedures to make
them better." he said. "We have talked about in the

past putting up another fence to keep people off the

dam, but once they are in the water, there s nothing

CollrRian pholn by .lopl Solitmon

Local officials are considering safety

measures at Puffers Pond.

we can do about it.
'

Ryan was found Tuesday west of the pond's dam.
under a submerged log in the Mill River. Westoxer .said

the area around the dam is already fenced off and signs

have been posted warning people to stay off the dam
and rocks.

Michael Letcher, assistant town manager, said he is

waiting to hear the final police report before consider-

ing if any action needs to be taken.

"Once we have the full report we are going to review

it and take additional precautions to make sure a thing

like this doesn't happen again," he said.

About six years ago, because of the pond's populari-

ty, caretakers were assigned to control swimmers and
hikers and keep the area clean, he said.

The pond officially opened for the season yesterday

and caretakers will be on duty from about 1 1 a.m. un-

til dusk every day until Sept. 31, Westover .said.

The responsibilities of the caretakers include keep-

ing people from swimming too close to the dam, div-

ing from a 15 foot ledge near the dam and, if necessary,

assisting swimmers in trouble, he said.

Although the caretakers" main duties are not to save

swimmers. Westover .said, "it is exactly what they

would do. It's just they don't wear a life guard sign on

their backs."

We.stover said lifeguards have never been hired

because the conservation department does not want to

encourage swimming in the pond.

"We're not really inviting swimming but we
acknowledge that swimming occurs. [But] we don't

want people to rely on guards to pull them out," he

said.

Westover said they cannot stop people from swimm-
ing because the pond is part of .state conservation land

and, by law, is open to the public.

"We ask and expect that people will continue to

follow the regulations there, will use good sense and
do what the caretakers tell them to do," he said.

Regents board
ups tuition
7.7 percent
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents of Higher Education approved a

7.7 percent tuition increase Tuesday for Massachusetts'

29 public colleges and universities. The hike goes into ef-

fect in September.
The increase will raise in-state undergraduate tuition

at the University of Massachusetts $108 from $1,404 to

$1,512 and hike in-state graduate tuition $132 from
$1,758 to $1,890.

The increase is expected to generate about $3 million

in additional revenue for the Amherst campus because
it falls under the tuition retention plan.

In an impact statement sent to Patricia McGovern (D-

Lawrence). chairwoman of the Senate Ways and Means
Committee, Chancellor Joseph Duffey stated that the tui-

tion increase will not be subtracted from the $230
emergency curriculum fee approved by the UMass Board
of Trustees as had been originally planned.
James Langley, a University spoke.sman, said this may

not happen if the Senate version of the budget raises fun-

ding for public higher education. If not, students will be

paying the fee and increase.

"Everything we said earlier was based on the assump-

tion that we would have close to level funding" for fiscal

year 1990, he said.

"As we look at next year we realize we have to increase

fees based on the House budget. Even with the increase

and additional revenue (from tuition retention] we will

still be about $8.6 million .short," he said.

Although the increases are supposed to be offset by

relaxed financial aid guidelines allowing more students

continued on page 10
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Religious couple will not claim

responsibility for child's death
BOSTON (AP) - Lawyer- lor a ('hri>tian Science cou

pie argued to the state Supreme Court on yesterday that

they should not be punished for causing their son's death

by not seeking medical treatment because ol their

religious beliefs.

The outcome of the case is being cIumIv u ittlud b>

many of the estimated 650,000 members of the Christian

Science church who shun doctors and medicine and

espouse spiritual healing.

Rikki Klieman. attorney for David and Ciinger Twit

chell, told Judge Herbert Wilkins that the pending

manslaughter charges against the couple are unfair ac

cording to current state laws. She has asked that the case

not go to trial and the charges be dismissed.

At issue IS an amendment to the state child abuse and

neglect law passed in 1971 to recognized spiritual heal-

ing as an alternative to modern medicine.

Christian Scientists are protected by the law, which

allows parents to care for their children by "spiritual"

means. Klieman said. At present, there are no laws on

the books that declare the point at which parents must

call in doctors, she said

"The problem is, they do not know what the law is,"

said Klieman. referring to the Twitchells. formerly of the

city s Hyde Park section, and other Christian Scientists.

"They know they have been told by the Legislature that

they will not be prtMsecuted for caring for their children

continued on page 13

Who says summer storage has to be

expensive?

Or inconvenient?

Not The Student Storage Company.
store one of our 4.3 cu. ft. boxes for the entire summer for just $i 6.00 (including

the box). Refrigerators, rugs, and other items stored at low prices, as well.

Insurance is available.

Bring your belongings to one of our three convenient on-campus locations. May

22-25. 11am-5pm.

Central: Courtyard between Baker and GreenouGh.

Southwest: Basketball courts.

Northeast: On lawn between Dwight and Johnson.

For more information. kx)k for our flyer in your mailbox or come to our table in The

Student Center. May 15-17. Or call 800-6-STORAGE.

This service offered in conjunction with The U. Mass. Office of Housing

Services.
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Ylhe Ker h
You.

Thanks to competent, caring people like you. The Key Program is the region's leader in

services for troubled teens If you're interested in a human services career with real

meaning, we have the KEY to your success.

At the Key Program, Inc. of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire, we
specialize in matching human sen/ice and criminal justice professionals with casework
they can be proud of; the opportunity to change the course of a troubled life Wte're

looking for dedication and enthusiasm in our caseworkers who work with court-involved

and troubled adolescents in both residential and outreach positions.

To join us in our work you need a Bachelor's degree in a related human services field,

plus a car and a valid driver's license. You will enjoy extensive training, a competitive
salary of $1 7,500 per year and comprehensive benefits in this unique 14-month posi-

tion. Relocation assistance is available.

Opportunities are available throughout Massachusetts, Rhode Island and southern New
Hampshire. Interested applicants should send their resumes to;

The Key Program, Inc.

670 Old Connecticut Path

Framingham, MA. 01701
Attention: Personnel

$300 BONUS AVAILABLE

... For new hires with successful completion of a three month probationary period

.

The

KlY
PROGRAM
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'It's a safety issue'

SGA calls for
relocation of
Cutback City
By MARIA SACfHK'ITI
Collegian Stall

The Undergraduate ^udent Senate, in one of its flnai

acts of the semester, voted unanimously last night to sup-

port the removal of "Cutback City" from beside the cam
pus pond.

The motion, propostid by Sens. W. Greg Rothman, Ste\ «•

Lutz. Brian Darling, and Doug Dratch. is u recommend.

i

tion to the administration to either relocate the "cit>.

to the steps of the Statehouse in Bwiton or to another "Tit

ting place."

"I would hope the administration would act un it as »oon

as possible so we can have it removed by graduation.

Rothman staid.

Clarinda Rwie Turner, acting co-pramfent «>f the Cmn
muter Ai«a Government, saki the 1 1 ramshackle hut -

which were erected more than three months ago in pro

test of state budget cuts, now present a safftv hazard to

the campus
'*

< Turner, who supported the proposal, »aid .«»he was
ig by the city Tuesday night u hen a man grabbed

her hand and tried to lead her into a hut.

"He may have meant no harm, but it certainly didn't

sound like it," she said. "There are people who are going

to be ver>' upsit .ibnut this (the motion], but it's a safety

issue now
"

The cit> :i criticized in recent weeks for its lack

of direction in lighting budget cuts and its failure to

generate significant student support

Beftirt* spring break, the city's pt^ulation peaked at

about 20 people sleeping overnight . but has been I

to a ghost town of late, with its population deplri „ :

10 residents.

"The people who founded th«' -itv aren't living there

anymore." Rose-Turner said

The city was also the site of vandalism thret> weeks ago.

l>h<j«<> h> Hwhard .A IHi< m-

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA - The Batmobile (with a ski rack) made a visit

to the Campus Pond during Sunday's concert.

when resident Matt Russ said he discovered profanity

spray painted on several of the huts.

Two weeks ago. a teepee which once sto4xl more than
10 feet high, burned to the gn>und. The fire was not

reported to campus authorities, and Environmental
Health and Safety worker Rick Mears said the incident

was under mve-stigation. Mears, who noted several safe

ty violations in the city including u lack of fire ex

tinguishera a^ smoke alarms in many huts, said EHS
18 opposed to allowing the city to remain on campus.
Student Speaker John Dunlap .said the senate does not

have the authority to raze the city, and will only suggest

Its removal to the administration.

"This is not our power." Dunlap said. "This is only a

recommendation to the powers that be"
The senate honored Student Tru.stee Stephanie Orttice,

who Dunlap called one of the "greatest student trustees

this University has ever had"
Orefice. who is honored for hei in in(»hili/.mg

students across the state to fight state budget cuts, serv

td for three years as a student senator from Moore Hou.se.

one term as co-vice president of Southwest Area (jovern-

ment. and in countless other positions during her years

at the University of Massachusetts.

"Stephanie is truly one of the finest examples of a stu-

dent leader this University has ever had." Dunlap said

"She's recognized as the one student who's mobilized us

against the budget cuts. She never lost faith."

Female security officer

keeps UMass nights safe

i'Miegian photo h> .)H>on TalfrniHn

Student Security officer Liz

Smith
By ERIN ABBEY
Collegian Staff

Last in a 10-parl series on life at the

University of Massachusetts

Under the moon and occasional street

lights, the bent bookworms step to their

halls. Security watches their path.

As the night wanes, loneliness bites

at security's heels as they travel the

walkways alone. The radio crackles,

breaking the silence. Hourly, a .squawk

ing voice sounds for Security Supervisor

Liz Smith, and waits for her answer.

"That helps a lot when you know the

people you work with can back you up

ifyou need it." said Smith. "Sometimes.

I admit, I get a little nervous if I'm on

a dark path."

The student olllce in the

Dickinson Hall i- ,ition uses a por-

table radio to make sure security super-

vi.sors remain sjife during their patrols

of the grounds, she said.

Smith. 22, is one of six women who
make up the 30 student security super-

visors at the University of

Mas.'<achusetls.

Smith is a beacon. While some prai.se

her for her courage, others give her

flack.

"I've had some verbal abuse. " she

said. Then she leans back and smile-

During her shift one night some men
yelled obscenities to her from afar, she

said.

"A lot of times when a woman is in an
authority position they're viewed as be-

ing a bitch," she said. "And I've had
that name called to me many times, and
that gets frustrating sometimes."

Sometimes she serves as the

peacemaker. One night she opened the

door to a residence hall to find an intox-

icated man harassing the security recep-

tionist who signs people into the

buildings. As a female, she acted as the

de-escalator in this instance, she said,

noting that a male security supervisor

would have been seen as a threat by the

intoxicated man.
"But at other times its backfired," she

said. Another time a man tried to in-

timidate her because she was a woman.
"They feel they can first give me some

abuse because they think I might cry

and run away," she .said. "This job has

really helped me in confronting people

who are yelling at me."
Smith, who is thinking about becom-

ing police officer, attributes her peaceful

continund on pat^e 3

Students finding few jobs
in their majors for summer
By RONALD J A(iRELLA
Collegi.in Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students

searching for temp<jrary summer jobs

relating to their majors will find fewer op-

portunities, says JefTrey Silver, assistant

director for cooperative education at the

University Career Center.

Companies complain that by the time

>nur trained, it's time for you to leave (to

go back to school). So they're looking for

more long term jobs to fill,
" Silver said

Many students said they have already

begun job .searching have encountered such

problems.

"Unless you like working for a fast food

place there aren't that many opportunities

to get job for your career," explained Eric

Scott, UMa.ss freshman.

Among better career-oriented job oppor-

tunities this summer will be work relating

to hotel, restaurant and travel administra-

tion, elementary education and engineer-

ing jobs. Silver said.

HRTA majors are expected to have the

least trouble finding jobs because of the

large tourist season that creates a high

employment demand, he said.

The co-op program is an option for

students to gain experience for their

careers. Silver said. However, long-term co-

ops that start in the summer and continue

through the fall semester are most
desirable for companies, he said.

"It's important for students to get ox

penence and .see what they want to do.
'

Silver said. "The experience of a co-op later

helps them to get a job and while on a co

op get gofKi money" The average sfilary for

co-ops last year wa.s more than $8 per hour.

he said.

A co-op is an alternative because of low

career-oriented employment opportunities,

he .said. However many students do not

have the time to take an internship or co

op so they look for any available job. usual

ly out of necessity nui 'in not ^ct fx-

perience, Silver .said

"I'll be working security in a store," said

junior Richard Gray, a business major. "It

has nothing to do with my major. I tried

to make some connections but the only

(career-oriented] things were internships."

Many students said they sacrifice major-

related jobs simply because they do not pay

enough. According to Silver, many un.skill-

ed and semiskilled jobs pay more.

"I'm going to work for the Metropolitan

District Commission in Boston as a f)ool at-

tendant for about $7.50 per hour." said

sophomore Pamela Wilkins, a journalism

major. "The job has no relation to my ma-
jor, but I couldn't find one that paid enough
money."
Although it may be difficult. Silver said

it is important to try to gain some ex-

perience before graduation.

"I would suggest trying pounding the

pavement for jobs . . . For students to

graduate without job experience is crazy,"

he said.

Duffey asks for occupation's end;

to offer commission at meeting today
Editor's note: The following are excerpts

from a statement issued yesterday by

Chancellor Joseph Duffey regarding the

Memorial Hall occupation

I call upon the students now occupying

Memorial Hall to withdraw and return to

their studies. The propriety of Department

of Defense funding has been and will con-

tinue to be actively discussed on this cam-

pus. Given the level of controversy, the

issue is not likely to go away. Nothing fur-

ther will be gained by illegal and improper
actions on the part of students. . . .

At tomorrow's Faculty Senate meeting I

will ask for the creation of a Campus Com-
mission on America's Economic Future to

explore those elements that threaten our
society today and what can be done to build

a stronger, more productive American
economy. . . .

continued on page 8
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We've collected the world's

finest array of talent for

\ ou to enjoy during our

1989-90 season.

Experience

wonderful evenings

with anists like the

Royal W innipeg Ballet,

Dave Brubeck Quanei, Ballet

Folclorico de Mexico, National

Theatre of Great Britain and many,

many more. Whatever your pleasure,

our lineup of preeminent performances

vs ill surely receive your wholebeaned

stamp of approval.

Call 545-2511 For Your Free Brochurel

MAY SALE
Final Days" Sale ends Saturday. May 13

OUR MAY SALE HEIPS THE SEASONED CAMPER. BACKPACKER,

TRAVELER OR THE BEGINNER GET THEIR CAMPING GEAR
READY AND SAVE SOME $$$ SELECTED ITEMS THROUGHOUT
THE STORE WILL BE ON SALE TENTS SLEEPING BAGS. AIR

MATS FOAM PADS COOLERS. BACK PACKS. DAYPACKS.

TRAVEL PACKS ETC

SUPER HOT SPECIAL LIMIIFD UliANtlllFS

SlwpiDg Bat) (USA) 3 lbs Motolil 808 Nylofi cover & coHon flannel

Umng Value $44 95 Special $34 94./ 2 «o» $6? 88, 4 (or $127 76

Oon Olvston s h,i<; tie«>n sorvuig Campers A Backpackers lor over

31 ysaft with courteoiis servK:e helpful advice lowest compeliltve

prices and the best campmg gear to be lourKl We are fully slocked

with the wtdesi selection of quality gear all on display

rncE copy of our isss catalog with a copy
OF THIS AO

O^-^ *%• CAMPERS SUPPLY. INCCAMI
9 Pearl St IsJorthampion. MA e>84 4895

Store Hours Weekdays 9-5 30. Saturday 9-5

Friday Nights tiH 9pm (Apnl S May) ^

^ THE FINEARTSCENTER
^^^ UNIVERSITY OF MASS.ACHISETTS .M .AMHERST

Lunch Buffet

Monday Friday 11-2

$4.25

All You Can Eat ^^
CHINESE

'j- CUISINE

Sunday Brunch

11:30-3:00

$7.95

50 Main St.

Northampton
586-5708

OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

If you are thinking about returning to

the Residence Halls for the Fall 1989

semester, NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY.
Applications for residence hall space are
available in the Housing Assignment Office,

235 Whitmore, and will be guaranteed until

June 1, 1989.

Questions? Call the Housing Assignment
Office at (413) 545-2100, Monday through
Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Thank you!
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Onlookers
divided
on protest
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

With the occupation of Memorial Hall in full swing
yesterday afternoon and speakers making arguments for

and against military research at the University of

Massachusetts, many of those watching outside were
divided on the issue.

Some of the more vocal spectators, such as W. Greg
Rothman and Paul McGonnigal of the conservative
newspaper The Minuteman, left no doubt as to where they
stand.

"We're here to represent the mainstream view on this

campus." that many people are in favor of Department
of Defense research dollars, Rothman said.

"These (demonstrators] understand they are miserable
merchants of unaccepted views. I'm just here as a noted
conservative activist," he said.

Most spectators held the view that although the pro-

testers made good points, their tactics are on the extreme
side and detract from their arguments.
"I'm supportive of their [ideas] but not their tactics —

the whole thing is getting kind of silly," said freshman
Josh Rice, a history major.

"I'm in favor of the student stuff but as far as DOD
research goes, I think that's an intricate part of our
campus.
The idea that the University is not observing due pro-

cess in the suspensions of the protesters was a common
theme among the crowd.

Sophomore Ari Vais, an English major and a occupier

of the Graduate Research Center last Wednesnlay, said he
believes the University suspending 10 of last Wednesday's
GRC occupants without any kind of hearing is wrong and
they should be allowed one.

"More than anything else I'm really psyched that peo-

ple are doing these (takeovers)" because activism and
speaking out on ideological beliefs is not common in the

1980s, he said
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('••llrKlan piMito by Jawin Talrrman

University conservatives holding flags berate a protester wearing one yesterday out-
side Memorial Hall.
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By Dennis ONeil and Bill Wray.

with Shea Anton Pensa

Faceless kiiic-s sraik Seattle leading

Green Arrow 'o seek out The

Question 'or answers answers

tnat reveal ;ne untoio origin of

The Question anc uncover a Diot to

cjestrov the ooouiation of HuD City'

Avaiiaoie .n Vav
Suggested

UElk^^

i\Ni.At. »;

By Dennis G'Neil Ed Hanmgan
Dick Ctoraano. Frank Mclaughlin.

The Question is lert to ao uncertain

fate as Green A^'-v; cjrsues a

-nad visionarv - a r-an ijnnected

to the Questior, s oe^mnmgs
- wno noias the xev to the nves

and minds of millions' PLUS The
secret of Black Canirv s missing

for Mature Readers. oowe'^.' ivji'aoie .n June

HIRING NOW AND FOR THIC SUMMER!
KAKN EXCELLEHF PAY CALLING ALUMS AI>L AC:K0.SS TIIE COUNTUY.

TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW,
CALL...

Samie Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Ilaseball Cards Graphic Novels
38Cy-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

545-3509
OR STOP BY MEMORIAL HALL TODAY.
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Duffey
continued from page 3

It has been reco^jnized by the Department
of Defense, among others, that the prin

cipal threat to our nation's security today
is neither weapons nor military strategy.

The gi-eatest threat to our nation's securi

t\ i> an tconomy which is failing to sup
port the kind and quality of education
which will prepare young people. . . . We
III ( ducating too few engineers and scien-

tists and ignoring needs in the health and

education of millions of poor children. We
know and care too little about the rest of

the world. There is widespread illiteracy

and voter apathy. . . .

Perhaps most of all, our national securi

ty is threatened by the lack of confidence

many young people have in the future. As
a nation we have the resources to restore

that confidence and to build a healthy and
strong' fconoiiis A- ,m education institu

turn we have a responsibility to consider

these questions, not simply in rhetorical

debate but with >en(>u> coni t ntration and
studv.

The kind of study and deliberation ! pro

pose must inevitably fixus on the question

of Department of Defense funded research.

Much of that research on this campus is

directed toward basic scientific discovery

and is primarily applicable to civilian and

commercial technologies.

The Commission I will propose will In-

asked to address these questions riie.se

are .serious questions. Achieving con.sensus

may be difficult if not impossible. Alter all,

in a pluralistic nation such as ours, there

are many points of view that deserve con

sideration and respect
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COMEDY
ZONE
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No Dealers or Wholesalers Allowed - JO THE PUBLIC ONLY

ALL
CUSTOMERS

WILL BE SHOWN
BOOK VALUE!!!

SEE WHY
WE WILL SELL
40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SALE

586-8626

736-1919

VERY
USED CAR

BE SOLD WAY
BELOW N.A.D.A.
RETAIL VALUE*

ALL OUR PREVIOUSLY OWNED CARS HAVE BEEN DETAILED AND MECHANICALLY
CHECKED BY OUR FAMOUS 27 POINT CHECK SYSTEM AND PREPARED TO PERFECTION

READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHiUMPTON HONDA
mntti* n«u«. I il>««m171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA

At
Peking
Garden

3 Hot Shows weekly
FRIDAY 9:30 SATURDAY 8:30 & 11:00

ADMISSION $6.00

NO SHOWS FRIDAY
May 5 and May 12

Shows will resume May 19

"Peoples' Choice"
COMPLETE PU-PU PLATTER Bq. o
1 COCKTAIL EACH ^^ ^ ^-
COMEDY SHOW $24.95

FRIDAY
SPECIAL
20% OFF
Any Dinner

with Comedy Show
ticket stub

COMEDY
EVERY WEDNESDAY 8PM

STARTING MAY 3
OPEN STAGE MAY 10

Open Stage 2nd Wed. each month
HOST: ISSIE GESSELL

^ Restaurant Specials •

BUFFET $5.99
ALL YOU CAN EAT MON-THURS 8PM

SUNDAY
BRUNCH $6.99

ALL YOU CAN EAT 11AM-3PM

COMEDY OR DINNER RESERVATIONS
586-1202

GEKING VXARDEN
A MAHOARIN * SZtCIIUAr* ntSTAUMANT

•» RouU •. H44Uy ^\^ jy. ^ n*»t to lUdUy Subi
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FromA to Z, EWC library
is A-OK, director says
By SHARON WILKEY
Collegian StafT

After lugging your books to the textbook
annex only to discover they will not be
assigned to next year's class and therefore

cannot be sold, don't despair.

If the books are for, by or about women,
the Everywoman's Center will save you
from packing yet another box to throw in

the trunk of your car and take home.
The library at the EWC, tucked away on

the second floor of Wilder Hall, relies on
donations from those at the University and
in the community as its primary means of

acquiring books.

Sandy Mandel, the coordinator of the
Resource and Referral Program which
operates the library, said, "We really count
on these donations to keep the library go-

ing
"

As Mandel says, the EWC collection of

books "pretty much goes from A to Z." The
books, divided into sections of poetry, fic-

tion and nonfiction, cover such topics as
health, feminist theory, working women,
and sports and travel.

"The library is one of the few places to

find lesbian fiction," Mandel added, pull

ing out a worn and yellowed copy of one of

the first novels written about a lesbian

relationship, "The Well of Lonliness." writ-

ten m 1928 by Radclvffe Hall.

"A lot of the books here are not readily

available in any 'regular' library," Mandel
said. But, she added, no one type of book
dominates the EWC library.

The shelves now hold works by such
varied authors as feminist Andrea
Dworkin and mystery writer Agatha
Christie. Some books used in University of

Massachusetts classes are available, and
students often use the library to conduct
research for term papers, she said.

"A lot of women are on a very tight

budget," Mandel said, adding that the
EWC collection has been able to help

UMass students by making books used in

University courses available for borrowmg
at no cost.

Women and men who will fill out a
library card may borrow two books at a
time for up to two weeks, Mandel said. Free
of charge, the lending library is open from
9 a.m to 4 p.m. weekdays except Wednes
day, and on Wednesday from noon to 7 p.m.

Donations of books will be accepted during
these hours, she said.

When the EWC receives more than two
copies of the same book, Mandel said, the

extras are passed on to local women's
organizations or to the women's prison in

Framingham.
"It's a great reason to give, to know that

you are being supportive to someone else,"

Mandel said.

\)tf^^
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by J* I Taieraaa

FIELD OF DREAMS - Bob Chopper catches the last of this
week's sun Tuesday as he relaxes in a Hadley field.

immmmmimmmmmmmmmmmimmmm

SOOTNWEST
ANNUAL SPRING

FEATURING: CONCERT
n ml ^Dfnfis^

© ATLANTIC CLARION
STEEL DRUM

THE

SUNDAY, MAY 14, 1989 STARTING
AT 12:00 P.M. UNTIL 6:00 P.M. or

until your feet feel like canned hams.

lyifemnmnranig fEfiiamfiitia

PLSASe glass or open containers,

^r^soees, canrieras, Kites,

recc'drng devices, pets,

ciirnoing gear, land mine

outboard nnotors, garden-

no alcohol

c

/ It'll be more fun
I than eating roasted

1 almonds while standing

/ on your head in the
'^ middle of Cheyenne,

Wyoming on a hot
August afternoon. Oh yeah,
bring your five college i.d.

'
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security
continued from page 3

disposition to training and also to just wat-

ching UMass police in action.

"From my obserN'ations they're very good

at what they do. I've learned a lot by wat-

ching them. That's part of the reason I'm

not that nervous." she said.

She said she is also not nervous because

she is well seasoned in karate. During her

first year at the University. Smith, now a

senior, took a ©m class called Self Defense

for Women. She then joined the UMass Go-

juryu Karate Club, and last year she went

to Okinawa, Japan to study karate and
martial arts weapons for one year. She now
teaches a karate class.

"Fm ver>- confident in defendmg myself,"

she said. What makes her nervous is that

someone would have the gall to attempt at

tacking her from behind.

"I consider it a safe campus, but things

can happen anywhere." she said. "It's just

that I am a woman that makes me a

target."

Some of her women friends get mad that

they can't walk alone at night, she said.

"It's true women shouldn't have to, but

you want to out smart them by thinking

ahead." she said. "I would recommend to

other people to walk with someone"
OfTduty one night, she was walking on

campus when a co-worker noticed she was
alone. He called an escort for her.

"I knew he was right. I should practice

what I preach," she said. "I'm putting

myself in a more dangerous position than

I have to be."

Policing observatory path, the gravel

road lined with shrubbery that connects

Orchard Hill to Sylvan and has no lighting.
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is the only job Smith has opted not to dd

because it is simply too dangerou.-^, .-^lu-

said. Someone could attack her from behind

and the path is too far from the populated

areas for someone to see or hear her, she

said.

"I don't know any of the men who don't

doit. But I don't do it,
" she said. "I wanna

use my head about where 1 go."

Another security supervisor patrols

observatory path when Smith is on duty

For the most part. Smith praises her co

workers for their assistance. She joined thf

force in the fall of 1986 when only ont-

woman was working. When the othir

woman left later that year. Smith was thr

only woman on the force for awhile

"I got a lot of support from my male
supervisors." she said.

'The following year Smith went to Japan.

"When I came back 1 had a little difficulty

because they thought I was new." she said.

"Sometimes I felt they would help me out

more than if I was a man."
The supervisors use a professional pro

cedure when talking on their radios. When
she was standing with a male supervisor,

the man might say the code to her before

she responded on the radio

"They might say it to me thinking I

didn't know." she said. But working with

others is always adjustment, she added.

"Some people think I'm crazy, one, for do-

ing It. and two. f<H- doing it because I'm a

woman." she said.

Her mother is particularly concerned, she

said. "She doesn't like it She's never lik-

ed it. She says she'll send me the money
if it's the monev I need." she said.

Students wish Israel 'Happy Birthday '

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Israel turned 41 yesterday, and Hillel

threw an afternoon party at the Student

Union Ballroom to celebrate.

The anniversar>'. highlighting events

held Sunday and last night, featured

Israeli folk dancing, music and food, as

well as birthday cake and blue and

white "Happy Birthday ISRAEL"
balloons - matching the Israeli flag's

colors.

Also featured was a mural, titled

"Make your own peace." which stretch-

ed across the ballroom's stage. Personal

responses ranged from the simple "Hap-

py birthday Israel" in Hebrew and m
English to poetry and artwork.

Hillel President Alisa Berkowitz said

the event went "really well." and. as a

native of Israel, it had special meaning.

"I miss (Israel) a lot," she said. "It's

hard for some of us not to be in Israel

on Independence Day."

She said that the country's constant

fight for survival has made each in

dependence day exciting.

"The birthday is very exciting

because, alter 41 years of struggling to

survive, it has continued to exist,"

Berkowitz said.

The apolitical nature of the day's

events was a factor in its success, accor-

ding to Orna Sonnenscheim. a Hillel

council member.
"There's been a lot of tension on cam-

pus lately with the Palestinian issue,"

she said. "It's really nice to . . . celebrate

the existence of Israel without getting

political."

There was also a table with informa

tion on trips and exchanges to Israel.

Eric Esses, who was at the table, said

that there was a heavy turnout of

students interested in going to the coun-

try. When asked if it was a successful

day for him. he said. "It doesn't matter
how many people go (to Israel); if the in-

terest is there,

(the day was successful)."

Hillel has spent the past ye^r work-

ing on the event, but the bulk of the

work was spent in the past two months,

according to Gary Kabler, the group's

religious chairperson. Berkowitz said.

"A lot of time and energy and coopera

tion went into it, but it all paid off."

The money, at about $4 30 per hour, !.»

mH why Smith does the job, she said. Smith
said she enjoys knowing she's doing

something useful in helping people get

home.
.\fier she escorts a woman home along

lighted paths, she said. "Sometimes they're

a little embarrassed and sometimes they're

scared for me. But the difft-rrncc is 1 have
a radio with me."

CORRECTION
In Friday's "Take Back the

Night" story, a quote was inac-

curately attributed to Joanne
Gray. It should hove been at-

tributed to Katharine Doube.

THE STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICE EXTENDS ITS CONGRATULATIONS AND

BEST WISHES TO THE
CLASS OF 1989

BEFORE YOU LEAVE CAMPUS, PLEASE LET US KNOW:

1. Where you've accepted a position

2. your starting salary

3. If you've been accepted to graduate school, let us know the school
and program

3. If you have not made plans, and are feeling anxious about the future please
ATTEND AN ORIENTATION SESSION, OR SEE A UPS COUNSELOR AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE!

WE CAN HELP - UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE - WHERE
CAREERS TAKE OFF!

Mather Career Center
On The Orchard Hill Bus Route

545-2224
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PARENTS
Rated R

Starring Randy Quaid,
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ONLY $2.5() w Student ID
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specials plus an

extensive list of wines

from Italy & California
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lor Lunch i*C Dinner

Sidewalk $ale Specials
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special Savings on Selected Hems
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3 Days Only
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CLOTHING FOR MEN
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north pleasant street, amtierst 253-2563
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conrinued from page 1

access Langley is cdiutined that borderline families who
earn just enough not to qualify will be hurt by the in-

creases, he said.

"it does present a number of problems. There's families

on tight budgets and these tuition increases are hard to

absorb." he said.

Langley also said because tuition increases receive so

much news coverage and financial aid increases do not,

minority students are discouraged and do not apply believ

ing there is no way to ^^ut the needed funding
"Th'it derr«'a>»ps nm^'i**''' •'•' ilr>i,.»i» " •>.. >i-ii(<

At Tuesday's meeting, the Boston Globe reported that

Franklyn Jenifer, chancellor of the Board of Regents, said

the board will increase .state financial aid eligibility by

3,000 students statewide

The present budget situation has already forced the

University to reduce the size of the incoming freshman

class by 300 students.

i would hope that more students would become angry

and direct their anger at the legislature because they feel
'

students can absorb funding cuts, Langley said

BRING IN THIS AD $1.00 OFF/MON., TUES., WEDS. 10% OFF W/VALID STUDENT ID

X MARKET YOURSELF
LIKE A PROf

WITH A

VIDEO RESUME!
* ONLY $39.95

W$21.95

\ Staring

MUSIC VIDEO Hampshire Mall
Hadley 586-5933

* See our display and demonstration on the Concourse in the Campus Center

AutoFbHSunrcdSail
Guaranteed Against Leaks
For as Long As You Own
Your Car!

Deluxe 15 x 30 classic black
• New flush-look exterior

frame and glass • Our finest

quality sunroof.

On SaleNow!
go all out for you

for all your glass needs"

^!l29d5
*U MMBICJWI •HMJn

plus installation

PC
Portland Mass.
50 Russell Street

(Near Hadley Subaru)
Hadley • Tel. 584-8055

MANUFACTURED BY STR€TCH FORMING CORP.

Enjoy your weekend activities with
SCOTT'S SUPER SPECIALS!!!

6 University Drive at Newmarket Center, Amherst
diagonally across from UMass Stadium

OPEN
M0NSAT8 AM-11 PM

Tel. 549-269? Molson Golden
12-pack cans

Malibu Rum
750 ml.

Piels

24 12-oz. Bar Bottles

$6.99
+ dep.

Rolling Rock
24 12 oz.-botties

$10.99
+ dep.

4€Df
^

SavvuBubblegum Pink • Royal Blue •

a

FROM GRADUATION
TO SUMMER VACATION
SAVVY HAS COLORS

J

Hampshirt- Mall • Hadley. MA 5H«W)775

Baby Blue* (oral •Hinni/19 Whitf Prrftct Praek
a
5-

$7.99

Cuervo Gold Tequila
750 ml.

$9.99

Absolut Vodka
1.0 litre

$12.99
Visa/Mastercard Accepted, also Local Personal Checks

We want to be your favorite liquor store!

^
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University Health Services'

Summer Health Coverage
1989

Desk Health Fee
Eligibility; Amherst. Hampshire
Mount Holyoke. Smith, and UMoss Students

Coverage Period: June 1 -August 31

Feesj $91 payment due by June 1

— Student Family Plan
Enrollment begins May 10, 1989
Coverage Period: June 1 -August 31

Feesi $196 payment due by June 1

Coll the UHS cashier

today Qt 549-2671

' - ' ' ' -
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APTS&LIVINS
T-Bone stakes his claim to the folk-rock throne
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Correspondent

This evening at 7 p.m., the Iron Horse
welcomes original member of The Byrds,

Gene Clark
Over at Sheehan's will be Walin' Dave

and the Blue Dags, Katina's welcomes
the Boston area Stompers, Ten Below
hosts Loose Caboose, and Twisters

welcomes locals Joe Crash and the
Whiplash
Tomorrow from 12:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.,

Hampshire College holds their annual

spring fest, Southern Exposure; this year

featuring local performers Craig
Eastman. Grafltti, Willow Creek, New

LIVEWIRE
Horizon, and the women's acapella group.

Spontaneous Combustion.
Also tomorrow, The Neighborhoods

and 8th Route Army perform an all-ages

show at at Ten Below at 7 p.m., and a 21*

show at 9 p.m , The Malarians will be at

Sheehan's, Farrenheit will be at Katina's,

The South End Jazz Band will be at

Twisters, and country jazz artist Vassar
Clements performs an 8:30 p.m. show at

the Iron Horse.

On Saturday, May 13, T-Bone Burnett
performs two shows at the Iron Horse at 7

p.m. and 10 p.m.. Lucky 7 and Rent Par-

ty will be at Ten Below, Minibus Sand-

wich will be at Katina's, The Incredible

Casuals perform at Sheehan's, and Joe

Keenan and the Band of Crows will be

at Twisters.

On Sunday, May 14, heavy metal

guitarist The Great Kat will be at

Katina's, and Dan Hicks and his

Acoustic Warriors perform two shows at

the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Finally, on Tuesday, May 16, the Iron

Horse welcomes the famed Fairport Con-

vention for a 7 p.m. show, and on Wednes-

dav. May 17, the Iron Horse hosts Mark
Weidenfeild

AREN'T WE LUCKY - New York C^un-zydeco and rockabilly stompers Lucky 7 bring their

infectious groove to Peari St. this Saturday night after the usual comedy line-up. Also appear-

ing will Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party.

NCA raffle to

save the arts
By UAMELLt DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Because this wonderful government of uur.-^ kei.^ that

nur tax money is better spent on rusty missiles and

decrepit silos, funding for state budgets has been

dra.stually cut. aflecting minor things like education

and the arts. Such devastating cutbacks are endanger

in^ the existence of the Northampton Center of the

Arts that has in the past brought us wonderful and

diverse slices of the art world. But thanks to people

ike M .

'

' /ger. head of the Northampton Brewery

and ni. I the Board of Directors for the Center

of the Arts, the Center will for now continue to exist.

Metzger and his colleagues on the Board of Directors

have decided to hold a raffle to raise the funds needed

to keep the

Center of the Arts alive. The grand prize winner of the

drawing will receive a trip for two to Rome with lux-

urious hotel accommodations and five hundred dollars

in spending money. If that wasn't enough, included

with the prize is two tickets and backstage passes to

the Rome stop of the Paul Simon Graceland Tour and

the chance of meeting Paul Simon. The lucky winner

will leave for Rome on June 29 and return on July 6

Metzger is presently investigating the possibility of ex

tending the length of this trip U) include the whole sum
mer if a college student wins.

Trans World Airlines has donated the trip to promote

continued on page 12

'il^-

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. Viliile you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, V'ivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safelv and conveniently. So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, mayi)e he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too.

Reviw with VIVARIN!
( %.r AS Jir^l«l ' *»ol»m firtrfwil"'***'**' "''•'"''''* '^ "'**'' * IWiham Im I'*KK
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NCA raffle
continued !''<m page 11

the fact that they have
started widebody service from Boston to

Rome. The hotel, the concert tickets

and the backstage passes were arrang
ed by the people involved with the Paul

Smion Graceland Tour. Metzger and the

Northampton Brewery has generously

given the five hundred dollars in spen

ding money. It should be made clear

that all money received from the sale of

the raffle tickets goes straight to the

Center of the Arts and not to advertis-

ing or prize expenses.

The raffle tickets are on sale now at

Faces and will be on sale at the Cam
pus Center Concourse on Friday, May

12 and Friday, May 19. There are only

1,000 tickets available and they co.st

twenty dollars a piece. True, that is

quite an expensive price to pay for a raf

fle, but consider the prize that is being

offered and, more imf>ortant, how the

proceeds from the sale of these tickets

benefit some many people in the com
munity. The drawing will be held at

Greene Hall in Northampton on June 1

1

during the Bonnie Raitt show. Thanks
to the people at the Iron Horse, money
earned from this show will also benefit

the Center of the Arts. If you have any
question concerning the raffle, call the

Center of the Arts at 584 7327

Klock's sax fax at Bezanson
The University ot Mus.siuhusetts Depart

nient of Music and dance is sponsoring the

X venth annual New England Saxophone

Symposium on Saturday, May 13 from 8:30

a.m. to 6 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall

Lynn Klock. Associate professor of sax

ophone and member of the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra, is coordinating the

event.

A full day of activities is planned, in

eluding clinics, guest soloists in jazz and

classical recitals, and saxophone quartets

from New England colleges and univer

sities. At 11 a.m.. Lynn Klock will be join

ed in recital by pianists Nadine Shank and

Greg Hayes and the Ancora Chamber
Ensemble. At 1:30 p.m.. Albert Regni. sax

ophonist with the New York Philharmonic.

Metropolitan Opera and a recording artist

for television and radio, will present a

clinic and recital.

Representatives from major saxophone
manufacturers will be on hand with in-

struments and information. Advance
registration is $12 and $15 on the day of

the Symposium. For further information,

please call Professor Klock at (413)

545 2810 or 545 2227.
* • «

The University Chamber Choir and
Madrigal Singers will end their 1988 89

season with a very special program, the

centerpiece of which will be the premiere

of Robert Stern's "Two Poems," on Sunday,

May 14 at 4 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Admission is free.

Suoer selecUon
of Beer & Wine

We stock over
100

' brands of beer

EMI^ES?
We'll gladly take 'em!

WE NOW
HAVE

IMEGABUCKS

Thursday. May 11th

LOOSE CABOOSE
Rock Steady Reggae

Rockers

<?

, . ) LIQUOR
STORE

"IA« triandlf atotm..

West St, Rte 116.

S Amherst 253 9742

•^Friday May 12lh

Neighborhoods
Direct trom the

Replacement Tour &
special guests

•til llMito Army
Doors open 9 00 $7 50

8th Ro«it« Army
All Ag«s Show

Doors ai 7 00
Show at 7 30 sharp

S5 00 at the door

Saturday May I3lh

Lucky 7
Untameable zydeco. caiun

get down and down

ft Rent Party
Don t miss

Rockin' Dave
ShoA at 10 00

413-584-7771

10 PEARL ST N HAMP

RESUMES
Suf)or Kush Available

549-3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

;28 Triangle St., Amherst

Now's
the tiffie

tc call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.
No. Xmherst 549 2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Albion will buy your

schoolbooks backany

day of the week.

ALBIOn

A I B_10 N BOOKSHOP A L B LO
L00_Kjj0_P C-J_-J_-i USED BOOKS
A H H E R S "T NOKTjaM_PTON A H H E KST

ALDlOn liOOKSIlOP, AMIICRSi (hCW ftOOKS): 256 1221
ALDiOn USED BOOKS. AMHERST: 253 5813

.^GNS^^^"''"'*''^^/^.

WHY PAY MORE
FOR LESS!

$1.00
VODKA & MIXER!

ALL WEEK

Ji
RT. 9 HADLEY next to CAMPUS PIZZA • 58S-A44d
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Southwest concert is a whole new can of Phish
By. AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

With the big war horses of the 1960s and 1970s, such
as the Rolling Stones, the Who, and the Doobie Brothers
covering up their grey hairs, exchanging their orthopedic
shoes for Reeboks' and heading back out on the road for

m^jor tours this summer, it seems only fitting that the
late 1960s blues-boogie band Canned Heat will be
headlining this spring's Southwest Concert.

Canned Heat has recorded over 25 albums. That's more
than one album for every year since I've been alive.

They've played at Woodstock and the Monterey Pop
Festival. One of their handful of top ten hits, "Going Up
the Country" even made it on the now infamous Freedom
Rock album, whose ads have infested our late night TV
viewing.

So where has Canned Heat been in the past fifteen or

so years? First, co-founder Alan "Blind Owl" Wilson died

in 1970 of a drug overdose. The other co-founder, 300

Phish

pound singer and harmonica player Bob "Bear" Hite, died

in 1981.

The band was ready to call it quits after Hite's death.

Instead, the three remaining members, drummer Adolfo

"Fits" de la Parra, guitarist Henry Vestine, and bassist

Larry Taylor decided to fulfil their contract by touring

Australia. They recruited keyboardist Ronnie Barron and
guitarist^harmonica player James T, and hit the road. The
band met with so much success that they've been tour-

ing Australia and Japan ever since.

Now the revamped Canned Heat have decided to reclaim

America. They had a successful West Coast swing in 1986
and are now ready to capture the East. Adolfo de la Parra
feels the time is right for a blues resurgence. He thinks
people are fed up with the synthesized electronic crap that

fills top 40 radio. "In the end of the 80s. you see a com-
eback of the human element in the music," he said.

Canned Heat will be bringing that human element to

the Southwest fields this Saturday with the Burlington,

Vermont band Phiah. Since Phish's beginnings, their

sound has always been uncatagorizable. The closest label

you could pin on this band would be the slash filled

rtK-k jazz, funk/hardcore. They play it all, from Led Zep-

pelin to Frank Zappa and Miles Davis to XTC, with their

same unique brilliance.

The band also performs a wide range of original

numbers, written by vocalist/guitarist Trey Anastasio,

who started writing songs, such as "Golgi Apparatus."
when he was twelve years old.

Phish also includes pianist Page McConnell. ba^ist
Mike Gordon, and drummer trombonist (the ultimate

music combination) John Phishman. Their Vermont
following i.s nothing short of huge and they are slowly get

ting people to notice them ail across the country.

The band should prove to be a challenge for the scores

of people who so enjoyed the spandexed partier Stevie B
at the pond last Sunday. This unpredictable band has a

tendency to blend improvizational jazz with classical and
blue grass in any one of their songs They may go offand
just jam for 15 minutes, but they do it uell. This la a band
to can dance to and appreciate for their musical ability.

The Incredible Casuals and a steel band will be roun-

ding out the show, in what, if the skies allow, promises
to be the last big party of the year before finals, even if

you can't drink there.

l"»"«"» »"•"! jf^fTVry

AS SEEN IN NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS
VECTOR
MARKETING
CORPORATION

$11 05 ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

. NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

. INTERVIEW NOW - BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

. GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME

. BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

. INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

. FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

. ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

. DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

^lipFOR EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
T VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

MANAGER'S AD LINE NUMBERS SUMMER 1989-BOSTON SUBURBS- 1-800-966-5555, 617-449-4362 • NASHUA,
MANAC^tM ^ Au u

^^^^^^ ^^ ^pg^g 603-891-1545 • WORCESTER COUNTY-1.800-966-3692

. RHODE ISLAND AREA- 401-946-0150 • PORTSMOUTH, NH./NEWBURY PORT, MA.- 603-964-8997 • WAKEFIELD,

MA /NORTH SHORE AREAS- 617-246-5308 • SOUTH EAST MASS. AREA- 508-947-1006 • SOUTH SHORE/

PLY^duTHMA^ 617-826 0^^^^^^ . WOONSOCKET, RI./BLACKSTONE VALLEY AREA- 401-769-2429 • SOUTHERN

RHODE ISLAND/WESTERLY AREA- 401-596-6155 • PORTLAND/SOUTHERN MAINE AREA- 207-773-2233
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IMPORTANT
RESIDENCE HALL
INFORMATION

It is important for all residents planning to live on-campus for the Fall 1989

semester to remember the following important policies and procedures. Please

read this information carefully and be sure you understand and are aware

of each of the following obligations. Thank you.

1 . RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARDS ARE DUE THURSDAY, MAY 25. As always

if you intend to live in the residence halls in the fall, you must return your Residence

Hall Contract Card to the Housing Assignment Office before you leave campus for the

summer. When you return your Contract Card you will be given a date stamped receipt,

make certain you retain this receipt for your records. IF YOU FAIL TO RETURN YOUR
RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARD BY MAY 25, 1989, YOUR FALL ASSIGNMENT
WILL BE CANCELLED.

2. JUNIOR SENIOR ROOM CONFIRMATION CARDS ARE DUE BY FRIDAY, JUNE 23.

Room Confirmation Cards will be mailed to your permanent address during the first week
in June if you signed up for a room and signed a Residence Hall Contract Card. These
Confirmation Card must be returned to the Housing Assignment Office no later than

Friday, June 23, 1989. YOU MUST, FOR YOUR OWN PROTECTION, RETURN YOUR
CARD CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED.

3. PAY YOUR FALL FEE BILL BY THE BURSAR'S AUGUST 4, 1989, DUE DATE.
As always, financial obligations must be met by all residents who wish to retain their

assignments for the upcoming semester. Fall semester fee bills will be mailed to your

permanent address in early July. Failure to pay your bill by the due date of August 4th,

will immediately cancel your assignment for the Fall.

4. MAKE SURE YOU REMAIN IN GOOD STANDING throughout the summer. If you
are withdrawn for ANY reason after the last day of the semester, your residence hall

assignment for the fall will be cancelled.

5. RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE for the Spring semester on Thursday, May 25 at 4:00
p.m. except for graduating Seniors. Make certain that you follow indicated 'check-out'
procedures to avoid any unnecessary inconvenience or charges.

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!

Callrctan photo by Juon TiUrnaan

FIDDLER UNDER THE ROOF - 'Lenny the Fiddler' plays in front of the Sync Gallery in Northampton yesterday.

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

in do\^nto\A/n Amherst
beer & wine served

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON AMHensT SPniNGFIBLD
}> cc\rt» it

sa* otft
«l »0( rwOOD WAIH

7B» 0*lf

Bring rout Onm
Brrr or Ifi/ie

»rer S, WInm
iervta

Bting four Ovttn

trrr t Wine

Indulge without the Bulge

Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and
no cholesterol.

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

IBaVNaVMaMDaVMA

Northampton
Main Street

r
The Top of the Campus Restaurant

presents

(eaturinfi

sundirif; Stvjm^hip Round Baked Ham Seafood Newhurg

Broccoli Spears Patty Shells Sweet Potatoes

Bread Basket jello Molds Fruit Basket

Special Salad Bar Assorted Desserts

Compdtneniary^ jUnvcr for CVCom

Sunday, May 14, 1989

11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

$10.95 adults

$5.50 children under 10

Call today to reserve

a table for your family.

549-6000 ext. 7639

Top of the Campus
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

1 1th Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Tickets g/dd/y validated for parking in attached Campus Garage.
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EDITORIAL/OHNION
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Mitehdaith A surreal semester passes

TfellFhrne Minister Li
we^ tncuUe....

Limitations of city living
A lew weeks ago, a 28-year c»ld woman

wa« brutally beaten and raped while 5he

wa:) jogging in New York's Central Park
What wa« especially shocking was that her

attackers were not hardened crimmaU,
they were children

Lisa Hamelin

When these children were arrested, they

showed not the slightest bit of guilt or

remorse over their crime. Nobody tried to

help the victims when these youths vie

timized this jogger and a few other inno

cent people in the park
This high rate of violence and disregard

for others is only one of many reasons w hy
city living is not for me. I would not even
want to live in the ."suburbs I am a person

who treasures privacy, solitude and the

right to go walking or jogging around
unmolested.

True, there is a slight chance that I'll be

attacked on a farm road in Ware or New
Braintree, but the chances of being attack-

ed are much less than if I were in Central

Park. Besides, most rapists, muggers and
associated scum look for an easy-to-subdue

victim, not a broad-shouldered woman who
has an ornery, powerfully muscled, sixty

pound dog on a leash at her side.

I happen to love animals, especially those

of the equine and canine type. When I have
a place of my own. I want to .start the big

menagerie that my parents never allowed

me to have. I wonder how many apart-

ments m New York or Boston would allow

a tenant to keep two horses and five or si.\

dogs

I hale crowds When I walk vi jo^. I like

tt» have the sidewalk or shoulder of the road

to myself so I can move with long, un

broken strides. Even at UMa.ss, I tend to

get irritated by large, slow-moving groups

of people.

If pedestrians traffic at UMass irritates

me. think about what crowds in New York

or Los Angeles would do to me.

Now. don't get the idea that I'm anti

social. I'm not I have plenty of friends

whom I socialize with, and I someday want

to have a hu.sband and children But there's

a limit to being surrounded by other pen

pie. I have times when I must be alone, in

a place where there are no other people in

sight

I am a writer, and it is alnio.st impo.ssi

ble for me to organize my thoughts when
I'm surrounded by a noi.sy, bustling group.

If I had to be surrounded by other people

24 hours a day, I would go berserk.

I don't mean to condemn urban dwellers.

I realize that city living is a necessity for

some people. Some seem to actually thrive

on the crowds, chaos and pollution that is

so rampant in mo.st major American cities.

However, I could not live in the city if so-

meone was willing to pay me $1 million a

year for doing so. I do not mind venturing

into the city to go shopping or take in a

movie, but living there?

No thanks. I'll always prefer tall trees

and herds of Holsteins over tall buildings

over gangs of vicious youths.

Lisa Hamelin is a Collegian ct»lumnist

Well, kids. It's been a wild and crazy

semester here at the University of

Massachusetts. Seems like just yesterday

I came back to start my fourth semester,

and to tell you the truth, I'm going to need

a real vacation this summer to recuperate

from all the lunatics this madhouse produc

ed in these past few months.

The semester kicked off with a new and
improved version of censorship. Write

something the Ayatollah doesn't like, and
he'll pay some brain-rotted religious

maniac to pump you full of more holes than

a chain link fence. Poor Salman Rushdie.

It's one thing to actually ban something,

but to threaten to kill the p<.>or guy

Maybe I should be thankful I'm from a

Catholic family i!»; all the Catholics ever

do is give you a colos.sal guilt trip, or the

Pope mi^ ht excotnmunnatf you

Pamela McCarthy
We had even more controversy over S>han

Silkoffand Jas<m Rabinowitz vs the cum
pus right-wing. Everyone outside of the

Student Government Asm ciation <and even

stime members of that. I su.spect • w ere sick

of the whole hot tamale. But some in.si.sted

on blocking them from office. ;uid others in

si.sted on keeping them in office. Who cared

if It meant never letting the senate do

anything u.seful? I've heard of filibustering,

but these feats of oxygen consumption were

superhuman.
Activists built Cutback City, a group of

ramshackle huts made from discarded

boards. The decay of Cutback City is sup

posed to symbolize the condition of state

colleges and universities. Students did a

verj- acrobatic attitude flip-flop between
the beginning and the end of the semester

^"i^st theM- acti\ist.-> '.st'tc noble. .tn<i

fighting for a g(H»d cau.se Then, the

.students got bored with the cutback pro-

blems, proclaimed the city an eyesore,

wanted it torn down, and called the ac

tivists "radicals" and "yahoos." Talk about

being fickle.

UMass was also the site for a new. in-

called "Improvised Wrestlemania." The
first match was between the Spartacists

and the Republican Club. The Republicans

went to a Spartacist League gathering, and

neither group liked each other's faces. Sb

they decided to bash them in. Cute. Head-

butting was the great move of that par-

ticular brawl.

However, the UMass Department of

Public Safety was not to be topped by a long

shot. When protestors were hauled off to

jail in a PVTA bus, there were claims of

innocent bystanders being manhandled by

the cops, who were allegedly using their

billy-clubs to shove passers-by away from

the road.

There were anti -porn protests abound,

with feminists yelling "misogyny" and
others yelling "censorship " A few morons

informed us that if these women weren't

so ugly, they too could pose for a Playboy

centerfold, like UConn student Alli.son

Di'cker According tt» them, these women
were just jealous. Hey fellas, if vow weren't

.so ugly, you'd have a real sex life. (And by

the way. don't .scream "censor" at me.

because I don't argue against the right to

be published, even for disgusting, insipid

trash. >

The students exerted some energy and
wrote to legislators about the budget cuts

It's nice to know that you don't have to 1m-

a rabid professional protestor to get the job

done. We ga\' i nice, well deservt^

migraine to the people on Beac<m Hill.

Recently, several campus buildings were

taken over by protestors who want to get

rid of military funded research at I'Ma.ss.

People from both sides would tell me how

the Collegian was biased and/or lying on

the side of the protestors or the military

Make up y«mr minds, folks You can't have

It both ways.

I'm going to Sheffield. England for the

year, .starting this fall. I've been warned
«if terrorism, plane crashes, violent soccer

games, and Ru.shdie riots. I'm going to

show these bearers ofdoom this column. In

sanity? I'm used to it

Pamela McCarthy is a hiirnt-out Col-

novative approach to entertainment. It's legian columnist

A narrow-minded concert review

Did you want to he a columnist thin semester, hut just didn 't hace the time?
Are you thinking about writing for us on a regular basis? Or, has the thought
of writing for us never entered your mind, because you don 7 think anyone is

interested in what you hare to say?
Well, fear not. We tire always looking for columnists. Even though it 's too late

to become a columnist this semester, you can still do it next semester. Just come
down and talk to Pam or Meredith for details. Or call us at 545-3500.

I had a really long weekend, and 1 was
in no mood to put up with Graeme Thom
son's narrow-mindedness ("Cap fits

Shinehead at the pond," May 8). I had a

great time at the pond concert. Maybe I'm

just a loser for having missed the musical

greatness of Shinehead, but I woke up late.

Yes, I live in Southwest, and was looking

forward to seeing the Hooters. Since they

played a lot of new stuff, I was less than

enthralled, but it was fun. (Yes, it j.s OK
to have fun at a concert — I left my heavy-

handed political beliefs back at Coolidge for

the day. t Say what you want about Stevie

B., since I will be among the last to buy his

album, but you have to admit, he got the

crowd going. I now believe you can actual-

ly have a great time dancing to "duh-duh-

ti-pow" beat. Maybe the day-glow got to

you. Maybe you should visit Southwe.st

more often and build up a tolerance.

To quote a close friend, "Tom Tom Club
was awesome, and I've never heard them
before." My friends and I went down in the

mud, and danced until it hurt. The fact that

you left after "Genius of Love" makes you
sound ridiculous. How can you review a
band you didn't even see? Of course they
sounded like the Talking Heads — Chris
and Tina were half of the band. Every band
has its own sound, and some of us up here
are a little more forgiving, since they are
a relatively new touring band. It's especial-

ly narrow-minded to critcize them for the
way they look. Those of us who went to the
concert expecting to have a good time
weren't disappointed.

Jenifer Garcia
Southwest

Editor's note: Two other people signed this

letter

The Holocaust: anniversary of a tragedy
Last week was Holocaust Memorial Week, a time to

remember, a time for regret, a time to lament, a time
to recollect.

Eleven million people died at the hands of the Nazi
nightmare some 45 years ago. Today, the pain and suf-

fering is still vividly felt. The memories have not tar-

nished or faded with time, even for Samuel Natansohn
who, as a little boy, witnessed some of the most ghast-

ly acts in the history of the world, acts that occurred

right in his own backyard.

Samuel was born in Poland and was ten years old

in 1939. With the German invasion, Samuel and his

family fied West. They found a place to secretly live

— in the back room of a baker's house.

Within two weeks of the German occupation, the S.S.

began knocking on doors looking for Jews.

In the beginning, Jews were not allowed to go to

school or walk certain streets. They had to wear pat-

ches sewn on their clothing, patches which invited daily

beatings. Many were rounded up for slavery. Samuel's
father was amongst the chosen. He would come home
from a 16-hour workday bruised and beaten.

In 1942, conditions worsened after a ghetto was form-

ed. Jews from all over were rounded up and transported

to the Rzescow ghetto. Completely cut off from the rest

of the wf)rld, 24.000 people lived within a few square

blocks. People died every day.

On July 7, 1942, the Final Solution swung into full

force. The ghetto was surrounded, and the Jews were
deported. Those who worked for the German war
machine and their families could stay. Samuel's
mother was among those workers. Of the 24,000 in the

ghetto, about 200 remained behind.

Scott Green

No one knew where the Jews were being taken. They
hoped that they were somewhere else, somewhere safe.

They didn't know about the ovens and crematoria.

Samuel saw mostof his family and all of his childhood

friends disappear in front of his eyes. Those who didn't

move quickly enough were shot and killed.

The ghetto was formed into a labor camp. There was
a weeding out of the weaker people and those who
couldn't work were killed.

In the midst of murder and madness however,

Samuel saw that humanity did prevail. He told of a

time when a child picked for extermination was cry-

ing hy.sterically. An older woman volunteered to go

with the child to comfort her.

Acts of altruism, heroism and courage were not un

common. People risked their lives to save others. One
day, a Polish woman offered to help Samuel and his

family to escape. It worked They lived in the woman's
cellar for four months with no daylight and little food.

Because of retreating German soldiers, Samuel had
to move. The woman's sister offered to hide them,
knowing that if they were found out she would be shot.

Samuel was fortunate to find caring individuals, will-

ing to put their lives on the line to help others. It was
through these people that he was able to survive.

Even when the rest of the world knew what was hap-
pening, they didn't do anything to stop it. The world
didn't care. There was no help from the outside, not
even a word of courage.

Because of the indifference and lack of action,

resistance was difficult. The Jews resisted where they
could, but with dogs rounding up the Jews in one place,

machine guns at the corners and tanks nearby, it was
next to impossible without help.

The moral is to stand up and take notice, and to do
something. Do not disregard threats. In Mem Kampf,
no one believed Hitler when he wrote that Jews need-
ed to be eradicated. Look, listen, hear, think and act!

The indifference of onlookers perpetuated things, as
it does today. Do not let others think and act for you.
Scott Green In a Collegian columnist

Goodbye to my
lovely locks
You may have heard in your high school science class

that hair is dead material. There is no pain when you
cut it. Fool! Two minutes after the hair is gone, regret
turns to tears, and tears turn into a mourning period.

"

—Humorist Erma Bombeck
I'm not a radical or a hippie. I'm not an androgynous
dork. Hair, to me, is not something to be used to make
a political statement.

Darren Garnjck

With all that brushed aside, hair is a natural exten-

sion of the human body. Interrupting or altering hair

growth may be fashionable, but it is morally wrong.

I resent the scissors-waving zealots who wish to treat

my head like an arts-and-crafts project.

Yet. every three months or so I silence my conscience

and submit myself to the blade. I hold out as long as

I can, but the fear of being stigmatized as a "mophead"
is too strong. When friends start dropping subtle com-

ments like "you need a haircut," I know it is time.

And there is never a shortage of volunteers to do the

job Mention in a casual conversation the possibility

of getting a haircut, and suddenly throngs of comedian-

barbers offer their services free of charge. "I'll do a

great job, seriously." they assure me with a smile. "I'll

be really careful. I promise."

Students with a hair-cutting fetish have even used

the Collegian classifieds to sesduce young subjects for

practice: "Wanted: Looking for people who are in-

terested in having their hair cut for hair cutting

demonstration class."

Back in the elementary school days, my mother once

dragged me to a hairdressmg .school for a trim. The
prices were reasonable, but there was something about

the sign over the sink that bothered me. "We are not

Responsible for any Mistakes Made by our Students."

It read.

Since then. I've never been the same. Hydraulic lift

chairs .spark nightmares of mad scientists and

dementi'd exp«'riments. Sitting in the barber's chair

IS as demeaning as sitting in the dentist's. Both have

.1 M-t of metal tools at their disposal Both utilize elec

tncal appliances Jack up the chair and the human
maintenance project will quietly allow the

modifications.

Of course, it is all psychological. After I suffer

through a haircut. I feel like a different person. I'm

a conformist readv to enroll in military school. My
arguing skills weaken. My sarcastic, wi.secracking

abilities are stified. When my hair is cut, my strengths

disappear. Just like Sampson
Each time I crawl back to Delilah. I tell myself things

will be different But I fail to realize that he or she who
Ignores haircut history, is doomed to repeat it.

I trusted "Delilah" at the beginning of this semester.

"Most guys don't like long curls." she said laughing,

as I saw them drop on my lap. When the ordeal was

over, it looked like my hair was painted on my head.

I paid thirteen dollars to look like a goon. Ironically,

the name of the place was "Image."

Last Sunday. I summoned up the courage to be de

locked once more. Denouncing hairstylists as "quacks."

"frauds," and "charlatans," I went to the chair with

no empty illusions of walking away looking normal.

In a few weeks, my hair would regenerate to an accep-

table appearance.

It so happens that Sunday was a charity "cut-a-thon."

The J.C. Penney .styling team donated their time to

benefit the Cummington Ambulance Fund. Hey, if I'm

going to be humiliated, it might as well be for a good

cau.se.

I was plea.santly surprised with an "invisible hair-

cut " — not too short, not too long. Maybe hairstylists

aren't that bad after all.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columnist who will

never become a skinhead

Allied in the fight against racism

Superiority complex woes
We at the Union Program Council are ver>' sad. It .seems

we managed to offend Jason Talerman ("Brain has it over

bone in the mind of Yeasthead," May 8) by booking bands

for the Spring Concert which he dislikes. Oh. plea.se

forgive us Jason.

We are al.so very ashamed to have outfitted all the peo-

ple who worked the show for free with tee shirts. Next

year we shall certainly consult your holiness as to how

to get people to work for absoloutely nothing.

We shall also consult you to invest in the 10,000 spec-

tators the necessary taste required to enjoy the acts you

like, not they. Imagine the gall of everyone who enjoyed

the Spring Concert. Next year, we shall all ask you to

bestow your good graces upon jour unwashed backs.

Mostly, we shall certainly address the most important

issue. That is, of course, the matter of your well-earned

photo pass. Next year, we shall definitely send you your

backstage pass, so you won't have to show up at the back

gate and waste your time arguing about why you should

have it, with people who couldn't care less about your pet-

ty, snivelling ego trips.

UPC Productions
Student Union

Editor's note: 75 members of the UPC staff signed this

letter

White Allies Against Racism isn't a well known group
here. We consist of 11 White people that met six con-
secutive weeks beginning in February. To many, our
name is curious sounding.
We are just White people eager to learn about ourselves

and examine individual, institutional and cultural racism,
as we develop action plans to make a difference in the con
stant struggle against racism. We are allies for people of
color, all colors.

Jodl-Lyn Blanche

During the six week period, each member was offered
the opportunity for intense self-growth, educating
ourselves by defining racism as a White problem and by
studying the experiences and history related to people of
color that is often omitted or distorted in textbooks.
These seminars demanded us to reflect upon our own

experiences of growing up racially, defining the position
and responsibilities of being an ally, learning proper tern»s
and language, developing a White identity while attain
ing non-racist behavior and thinking.
The time spent within the safe environment was il-

luminating. I was driven to explore my own history and
recognize how it was growing up as a White person with
the values stressed on me about how to be a "good" White
person.

As I confronted and conquered my fears by examining
my own learned racism, my feelings of powerle.ssness end-
ed. Ways to teach about racism in a non-threatening man-
ner were recognized.

A sense of White consciousness. White pride and White
identity was created within myself Often, these terms are
incorrectly mistaken for thoughts of White Supremacy.
Do not be alarmed, for these terms have expanded my
awareness and heart. They have redefined what 1 like

about being White as the feelings of guilt disappeared and
my strength to create change increased.

To eliminate racism, racism needs to be unlearned and
emotionally and intellectually. Many teachings must be
re-evaluated before acceptance. One must use one's mind
and energy to react to, confront, study and learn from
racist textbooks, racist media, racial jokes, racial slurs,

racist attitudes and stereotypes.

To be completely passive helps create an accepting at-

mosphere for racism. Whites have set up a system that
allows racism. It is a White person's problem, yet everyone
must work together.

Through White Allies, I am making an effort to reject

all forms of racism and to support cultural diversity. Peo-

ple are on all different levels of understanding and con-

fronting racism, that is the reason for the complexity of

the problem. Do with what you have: resist a racial joke,

inform someone of your beliefs, write a letter, support ac-

tions that are fighting racism, or become involved with
an anti-racist group.

Please do not be blind. We are all equal as people, even
though our cultures and ethnicities are different. Many
believe that equality means samene.ss. Actually, equali-

ty means the acceptance of differences. Recognize and ap-

preciate each other's cultural differences as well as
similarities. We can help our world improve to be a safe

structure and support system for all.

The meetings for White Allies Against Racism are
finished for the semester, yet our work is no where near
completion. We are allies for all people of color, commit-
ting ourselves to end racism while personally growing in

the process.

Action and support is needed now. Get involved, take
a stand, fight racism and demand to live in a more com-
passionate society.

JodhLvn Blanche is a UMass student

The written word can divide the sexes
In a Collegian article, former University of

Massachusetts professor Roger Libby asserted that male

and female sex roles "should be more open to interpreta

tion and modification" ("Sex educator sees change in

roles," May 2i. I choose to argue that these "sex roles"

have been subjected to over interpretation, excessive

analysis, and dissected to the point where men and women
are modeled as two opposing, warring factions.

Karen Placzek

As of late, there has been a large infiux of "how to"
books on the shelves designed to offer instructions on how
to love a man and understanding women, as well as
magazine articles on "keeping your man faithful" and my
personal favorite, "tricking a man into loving you." Why
do I have the feeling that the woman who manages to "get

a man " in this way (if it is even po.s.sible) may not be head
ed for the most open, honest and stable of relationships?
What has resulted is a game of deception and trickery

where the target is a partner and the coveted prize is the
"catch." These books construct insecurities, assuming
men and women are incapable of understanding each
other and that the only .salvation they have is the aid of

their text. These books also manage to categorize the en-

tire male and female gender into two separate lumps.
Have the authors of these books had divine revelations

as to what the whole male population is looking for in a
woman, or vice versa?

These stereotypes also extend to arguments concerning

sexism and exploitation as well. In this same Profile ar

tide. Peg Aloi stated that women see Playboy as exploita

tion by men. While certainly not justifying the existence

of Ptaybijy in society, I find it difficult to comprehend how-

she can generalize in this manner. Did every member of

the male population .stand up, raise their hand and say,

"Yes, I vote for the exploitation of women?" If it can be

.said that Playboy is exploitation by men, then isn't

P/av^»ir/ exploitation of men by women? No, it is not men
and its not women responsible for this exploitation, rather

it's society as a whole, a society that knows what sells.

It is also the same society which can get away with the

production and selling of an innumeration of these "how
to" books.

In the search for equality and appreciation between the

.sexes, it would seem that the very sources that are try-

ing to achieve harmony between them are in fact creating

a more defined division. Society has to stop looking at men
and women as confiicting forces, two distinct groups in

which members of their respective divisions are all inter

changeable models. Fundamentally, liefore we are women,

before we are men, we're all people. We must look at each

person individually, because the combination of hopes,

fears, and needs of each member of the human popula-

tion cannot simply be split into two groups. It's time we
stopped relying on Cosmo or GQ to better understand in-

dividuals of the opposite sex, and instead concentrated on

ju.st relating to individuals.

Karen Placzek is a UMass student

Battling for minority empowerment
It's 5:30 on Wednesday. I just checked the campus center

schedule to see where the Third World Caucus meeting

is being held. As I sit in my chair, letting my legs rest,

I feel how worn I am. I just finished a full day of classes

and now I will be stuck in an hour and half meeting So-

meone brings up the subject of Coke on campus, the chair

takes a debate list. I think about how much work it would

be if this umbrella minority organization committed itself

to kicking Coke, the bigge.st soft drink investor in South

Africa, off of our campus. There is no conclusion, the

debate continues.

Adam Stein

I could be out tossing a fri.sbee after a relaxed dinner.

But then I remember the racial brawl in 1986, the beating

in Sylvan last year, the racist and anti-Semitic notes, the

raci.st homophobic Minuteman newspaper . . . and the li.st

could go on and on.

I think about Student Government and its control of $2

million. I think about how the -isms' do not always

manifest themselves in blatant attacks. I think about the

institutional attacks which go unnoticed. A budget and

finance committee determines which groups get what

monies based on a hearing where there are many ques-

tions and answers. Some groups come and go with few

questions asked. Others are hounded.

"Why do you need $40 for travel for the Senator to come
and speak about reparations for slavery? Can't he take

a bus?"
How can a Senator take a bus? Why haven't they sug-

gested this to other group's speakers? The committees are

filled with "unfriendly" votes. Some are prejudiced, others

are narrow minded and some just ignorant. But the debate

continues, "I do not think a speaker should get travel

money if he is already being paid to come and speak here.

This is a matter of principle."

Principle? Is withholding $40 from the $30,000 the

finance committee controls really principle? Where was
their principle when the paper for which many of them

write offended people based on their race, religion, na-

tional origins and sexual orientation? If this principle is

the focus of withholding $40, why does the debater not

expand on that point? "Besides, this man is crazy.

He's a racist. This is the most ridiculous thing I've ever

heard." But what is the real issue here?

Senator Owens eventually came to campus, no thanks

to the finance committee. But is it crazy to want students

to have the chance to hear the designer of the most re-

cent reparations argument? Is this Senator racist, or are

the people who use double standards of criteria for

allocating student money racist? This happened this

.semester. It wasn't in the Collegian. It wasn't talked

about, yet it happens more often than people think. This

situation occurs around issues concerning minorities and
the underrepresented. It has happened when the Third

World Caucus tried to bring a speaker about institutional

racism, and will happen again.

Groups can ask for money for a fun cultural event and
there will be no debate on their $900 budget. But when
the same group asks for money for a speaker, principles

over giving $40 arise.

A silencing of thought is going on. The groups represen-

ting the historically oppressed communities are being

silenced because they cannot program to have their points

of view heard. Status quo-minded finance committees

silence them and keep their opinions from being heard

by making sure that not enough money is raised to bring

their speakers to campus.
They think to themselves, "As long as you people bring

something we like, we will give you money. We don't care

about your nationalism, your pain or your solution — just

be the entertainers that you are and stick with cultural

events."

Minority empowerment is being tested. The battle is be-

ing lost. Get involved, for I know why I give of my time

in the Third World Caucus. But I ask, is an hour and a

half that much of a commitment against a lifetime of

injustice?

Adam Stein is the co-external coordinator of the Third

World Caucus
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Christian Science
continued from page 2

by spjriiual healing. Pit then they see that

if something ^oes wrong, or w hen it goes

to a certain point, then they get indicted

for manslaughter
"

Klieman said the Legislature needs to

rewrite and clarify the laws concerning

holistic care for children before anyone is

indicted on manslaughter charges.

John Kiernan, a special prosecutor

representing the state, argued that it is

every parent's duty to care for the children

He said that a jury should have the opptir

tunity to decide if the Twitchells fulfilled

that obligation.

But Klieman said it was unfair tn ask a

lay jury to decide a case based on religious

beliefs when the laws are unclear.

Wilkins is expected to decide within two

weeks whether to send the case to the full

court or remand it to trial. If a trial is set,

it is not expected to start until the fall.

The Twitchells did not appear in court

yesterday.

According to police reports, the Twit-

chells" son, Robyn, became feverish and

lethargic in early April 1986. The Twit

chells contacted a church practitioner, who
came to their home to pray for the boy >

recovery.

On the evening of his death, the boy

developed convulsions and lost con-

sciousness and vital signs. The boy's father

fust called a funeral director, who told him
III contact the police. The boy was pic

nounced dead at Carney Hospital in

Boston.

Klieman has said the official cause of

death was complications from a bowel

obstruction. She said it stemmed from a

congenital birth defect.

The Church of Chiist. Scientist, is located

m Boston and the denomination has about

3.200 branches worldwide.
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SUNSET FISHING - A pair of fishermen try their luck
on the Vermont side of Lake Champlain Tuesday night
as the sun sets behind the Adirondack Mountains of New
York state.

CHOOSE EXCELLENCE

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Law Offices of

Henry Dickson

25% Student
Discount

(413) 586-8005
41 Main Street

Florence. MA 01060

2 miles West of

Northampton on Rt 9
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CELEbR|T£ D/vERSI|v
The retaining wall opposite the east entrance of the Campus Center will

soon be the site of a mural to commemorate last year's Civility Week
and create a permanent message that addresses the importance of

continued civility awareness and progress. The idea for a civility mural

came from Environmental Design major Jon Satz. A competition

among students in the Art, Landscape Architecture and Regional

Planning, and Afro-American Studies departments was conducted by
the Arts Council, the Graduate Art Students Association (GASA.) and
UARTS, the Art Department's undergraduate art students organization.

Design proposals were juried by students from the Art and Landscape
Architecture departments and the Third World Caucus, faculty, and
staff. The design of a graduate art student, Jonathan Kohrman, was
selected. He will start to paint the mural in early May. A series of

scenes will depict University community members from many
constituencies socializing, working, and learning together University

members may actually serve as models for some of the figures in the

mural. During its creation we encourage you to stop and speak with

the artist.

For further information, contact the Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, 545-

0202.
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Judge denies

injunction in

Salcowicz suit

'"S By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
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Why join the Collegian?

Students serious about getting their foot in the

door of the journalism field join the Collegian.

Last summer several Collegian editors and

staff members worked in professional

newspapers and news organizations across the

country.

Among newspapers that have hired Collegian

reporters as interns or permanent staff

members are the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot

Ledger, Standard-Times in New Bedford, Arl-

ington Advocate, Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Cape Cod Times, Gloucester Times, and many
more.

Journalism is a competitive field and it pays

to get experience early. So, what are you

waiting for? Come down to 113 Campus
Center today.
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Soup company
settles ad case
CAMDEN, N.J. <APi - Campbt-ll S«up Co settled a

year-old dispute yesterday with nine states including

Massachusetts over advertised claims that the company's

soups were healthy as well as 'Mm! Mm! Good.
"

Under terms of a court settlement, the nation's largest

soup producer, agreed to pay the states $35,000 each and

to change certain advertising practices, said James H
Moran, a company spokesman.

"Were not accepting any guilt and they're not giving

any. ' Moran said. "This was a settlement that we could

live with."

The agreement does not affect a complaint filed against

Campbell in January by the Federal Trade Commission,

which accused the company ol overstating the health

benefits of its chicken noodle soup.

Campbell advertisements misled consumers by failing

to alert them of the soups sodium content, the federal

agency charged.

Campbell halted the advertising campaign challenged

by the nine states a year ago. but Moran said the com-

pany plans to fight the FTC complaint.

"Were standing by the ad and were going to court and

prove our case. " said Moran.

Campbell, which sells about 5 billion cans of st>up a year.

garnering about 65 percent of the $2 2 billion retail soup

market m the United States, has come under ht.iw

continued in page 21
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Police break up protest yesterday by Democratic Alliance of Panama. The group
is protesting the recent elections.
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I MADE $18^00
FOR COLLEGE
BYWOmcmGWEEKENDS ^^

When my friends and I graduaU^d

from high sch(X)l, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours

for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our

state dunng emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such

an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As scK)n as 1 finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash

bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and b(X)ks,

thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Aniiy

Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $1 1,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back— up to

$1,500 a vear, plus interest.

It all' adds up to $18,000-()r more
— for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give vou.

THi: Gl lARI) CAN lil'I >P PUT
YOU TIIROl Gil COLLI :GI:, TOO.
SIM YOUR LOCAL ri:cruiti:r
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii 737 5255. I'luito Km.. 721 4550. (".u«ni •177 W57, ViiRin Islands

(Si Croix > 773 64.Tfl, New Jervy 800 452 5794 In Ala«;ka. cmsul! your local

phonf direclory.

C 1985 United Slates (;nvemment as represented by the Secretary of Defense.

All rights reserved.

,
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MAIL TO: Amiy National C.uard, P.O. Box 60(K), Clifton, NJ 07015
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Police take demonstrators into custody yesterday in protest of Panama's elections.
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criticism from the Center for Science in the Public

Interest.

Since 1983. the Washington-based consumer interest

^oup has twice asked the FTC to review Campbell's

advertising and sodium content claims.

The amount of sodium and salt in the soups is a serious

concern," said Charles Mitchell, a staff attorney for

Science in the Public Interest. "Most of their soups are

so high in sodium that the increased risk of high blood

pressiire from the soups might outweigh any other positive

benefits that are or are not in the soups."

The agreement announced yesterday ended a dispute

that began last June. The states' attorneys general con-

tended that Campbell's ads made high fiber claims about

soups which alone are not a good source of calcium, and

"generally mischaracterized the health effect of Camp-
bell's soup products," said Wisconsin Attorney General

Don Hanaway.
"Campbell misrepresented the calcium content of its

tomato, cream of mushroom and cream of celery soups by

claiming in its advertisements that one serving of theses

soups provides "10 percent of your daily requirement,'

when in fact, the calcium is not in the soup but in the milk

that the soup can optionally be prepared with," Hanaway
said.

Campbell "also falsely implied that its bean and pea

soups can prevent 'some kind of cancer' by not sufficient-

ly stressing in the advertisements that only a diet high

in fiber and low in fat has been |M«ven to help reduce col-

orectal cancer and not other types of cancer," Hanaway
said.

As part of the settlement, Campbell agreed to change

certain advertising practices that were disputed.

"This settlement helps sent the message to food

marketers that they cannot claim falsely that a product

is high in desirable nutrients." said Minnesota Attorney

General Hubert Humphrey III.

Wisconsin worked with attorneys general of California,

Illinois. Iowa. Massachusetts. Minnesota. Missouri. New
York and Texas in reaching the settlement.

"This type of action by this many states is un-

precedented," said Mitchell.

Campbell voluntarily halted the advertising campaign
which focused on the theme "Soup is Cktod Food" in ear-

ly 1988, Moran said. The company resumed using the

theme: "Mm! Mm! Good. " which had not been used since

the 1960s he said.

In 1986, Campbell spent more than $200 million on

advertising, Moran said. Current figures were not

available, he said.

I

HEY
SENIORS

:

Back By Popular
Demand!!

Senior Portrait Sittings

will be held Irom May 1 - May 12

9-5 p.m. in Rms. 177/178 of the

Campus Center. Call 5-2874 lor inlo

& appointments.

ORDER your 1989 INDEX NOW!
It's a $25 investment in memories

that last a lifetime!

Send coupon to address below.

r"

Make youi checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

NAME -

PERMANENT ADDRESS.

LOCAL PHONE NO.

INDEX 103 Campus CenterAJMass, Amherst 545-0848

SnART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

COMPACT DISCS
An Expanded Selection of

Independent and Imported Titles

Monday-Wednesday Thursday-Saturday Sunday
9 30-6:00 9:30-9:00 12:00-5:00

213 Main Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 566-5726
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l SALES ISALES
: REPRESENTATIVES :

VERSYSS Corporation is one of the
nations's largest independent
suppliers of computer management
solutions ot specific businesses and
professions with an installed user
base of over 35,000 customers
worldwide. We povide ambitious
Sales Professionals with a progressive
environment to begin or continue a
brilliant sales record. Currently we
have the following opportunities
available.

Junior Sales
Representative

In addition to a comprehensive
classroom training program, you will

worR closely with a Senior Salesper-

son and learn all aspects of our
business—product knowledge, selling

skills and account management.
Qualified applicants should have a BS
in Business Administration or MIS.
Requires excellent presentation and
communication skills.

Looking for an exciting future?

Get ready to share in ours. For con-
sideration, please forward your
resume and salary history tO:

VERSYSS Corporation, Human
resources Department. 1 Dedham
Place Dedham, MA 02026.

C O K I* O I« A T I O IN

Or call: 1-800-426-6835
or 617-461-6400

We ^re an equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v.

Choose Excellence

COLLEGIAN
«r.r>-'iirT>! iiifH iiT ! M M!i't'w |i iii n ii " ii

**! always recommend to incoming
students that they write for the Collegian,

both because the Collegian should

always look at fresh talent and because
the work is good preparation for study-

ing journalism."

Jim Boylan, Professor of Journalism,

UMass since 1979;
Founding Editor, Columbia Journalism Review

Come write for the Collegian
113 Campus Center

tmiT If i

Student Affairs information Services

IDB/TIPS

—=-i2tt>C5>z: «*-^^5r^

Take a look ahead to the

fall before you leave for vacation,

call TIPS at 545-1540

and ask for

these tapes by number:

1530 Commencement Information •

1307 Changing Your Mailing Address
1014 Delayed T.'ition Payment System
24U Financial Aid
2174 Finding an Apartment
2489 Housing Regulations

2460 Meal Plan 0-3tior.s

2458 Off-Campas Housing
1304 Paying Your Semester Bill and Lab Fees
1700 Public Information and Privacy Requests

* For further information about commencement
call 545-2560

see page 17 of the Student Telephone

Directory for a complete listing

of TIPS tapes

If you have further questions call IDB (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB)

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)
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AP piMXo

ARTIST WITH WRENCH - Artist Jimmy Gruttner stands in a fountain near the Hirshhorn Museum in Washington Tues-

day. Gruttner put large limestone tablets in the fountain to act as antacid to neutralize the acidic content of the water which
comes from the Potomac River. The tablets form a ring behind Gruttner. ^^^^

v^^e F-^'

you
want
more
than
just a
greeting

card!

Send a Shoebox*

SrtOEBOX ORrtTiwGS

Mother's Day is

Sunday, May 14.
Inside message:

"Its a hug with a told in the middle."

A.J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

253-2840 €< 1989 Hallmark Cards. Inc

Dazzling

Emeralds for May
Birthdays and

Mother's Day!

silverscape
designs j mm

OJV-

264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324
3 Pleasant St., Northampton 584-3324

GOLDSMITHS • GEM GALLERY
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Funding cuts may postpone
highway killings probe
NEW BEDFORD (APi - A tjrand jury hearing on

evidence connected with the deaths of nine women whos*
bodies have been found along area highways may be

postponed because of state funding cuts.

"There's only so many things you can do in one eight-

hour period of time." said Jim Martin, a spokt -num for

the district attorney.

Martin siiid most of the grand jury subp«x.'nas have been

served at night and on weekends because the witnesses
— primarily street people — have been hard to find.

"These people just are not findable during the day. We
have to cater to their schedules, " he said.

Troopers investigating the slaying of nine women found

along or near three New Bedford area highways since July

have run up thousands trf overtime hours trving. often late

at night, to track leads in the case.

The clampdown on overtime means a stop to the late

night investigations that have produced -iomi' of the in-

vestigation's best clues. Martin said

"It continues to put us further and further behind. Ever>*

day that we lose, we can't get back. " he said.

Stale senators on Tuesday approved $50,000 in reim
bursements to district attorney's office for overtime ex-

penses spent more than a month ago The sum was in

eluded in a $71.4 million deficiency budget enacted by the

Senate following approval of the budget last week by the

Senate Ways and Means Committee
The Legislature has not approved the $2.1 million in

emergency overtime pay for troopers throughout the state

until June IV). the end of the fiscal vear.
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Reading this
couid

save your life.

Motor veriicie accidents are the leading cause
of death tor people ages 44 and younger
Wearing a safety Pelt greatly increases your
chances of survivmg a serious crash

The University Health Services cares about
saving lives yours and your family's So wear
your safety tjeit. and encourage those you care
at>out to wear theirs Help save lives and
prevent miuriesl

This message is brought to you t3y The Peer
Health Promotion Program Environmental
Health and Safety Division The Governor's
Highway Safety Council. The Registry of Motor
Vehicles and The Amnerst Hospitality Assoc
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BICYCLE PROTEST - A Chinese student waves a red Hag and cheers his com-
rades from the back of a tricycle yesterday in front of the Xinhua News Agency
during a student bicycle protest in Beijing. Thousands of students from several
universities turned out to protest for freedom of the press.

i
FREE

SUMMER STORAGE
•COATS
• SWEATERS

• COMFORTERS
•BLANKETS

Di
• ANY WINTER GARMENT

YOUR CLOTHES WILL BE EXPERTLY
DRYCLEANED AND PRESSED

AND READY TO WEAR IN THE FALL

YOU PAY ONLY NORMAL
DRYCLEANING CHARGES WHEN
YOU PICK THEM UP IN THE FALL

^ NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED ^
Main Street Cleaners

DCWNTDWN NORTHAMPTON
ON BUS ROUTE

193 MAIN STREET NORTHAMPTON 586-4359

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
Now Op«n For Lunch

Tuos.-Fri. 1 1 :00a.m. - 3 p.m.

you can eat multi-cultural cuisine buffet

$4.95—Homemade soups, salads, etc.

Ai«n Sunday Brunch 11 '3
And a Now Wost Indian Bakory

and Pastry Shop
Wedding and Birthday Cakes

All Occasions—cakes made to order

Open 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Dinner 5-10 p.m. Tues.-Sun.

Authentic Caribbean Catering—All Events
206 Russell St , Hadley,

on the bus route—586-4389

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER
1 Hr. Color Service Available

Same Day Service
FILM IN BY 10 00 A.M. / PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 P M.

1-HOUR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST
549-6490

You can be a bartender.
call today

5
N«*\\ I ii.v>l.in<l

BiirkMMlors
S< ImmiI

(617)247-1600
811 Hiwlston Street

Ik^slon, MA 02116

l.ic hv ( oinm o( Mass IVpartnwnl of Educiition
MomWr M.1SS Assoc. i>f Privalo Carver SctwHils

PAINTERS NEEDED
in the Boston Area and
inside 495 area for

summer employment.
Both interior and
exterior work. Ex-
perience preferred,
but not essential.

Equal Opportunity Employer
Call (617)942-0388

rentAnrkk

N«w ft Usod Care
Truck* * Vane Atao AvatoM*

North Amherst
Rent'A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-RENT.

CHBAlCALe^GlNEEWNG

CHEMlsmY MAJORS

Earn $10 hr This Summer
Doing research interviewing for the

U S Environmental Protection

Agency on community right-to-Know

database. Hours are Monday - Fri-

day. 9 - 5pm Positions available

starting June 12 Call today for an
interview We re in the Mountain
Farms Mall which is a stop on the

Free Bus Line Call 9 OOam - 5 OOpm.
Monday - Friday. 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

Teiepnone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall Rt 9. Hadley MA 01035
An t'iudi *JDD01unirv ^TlDloyP'

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS liixiiil

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER

PRESENTS K

-f,ans.a\ed
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC.

\wm R UECH
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Answer: -$1,300

Question; What is the final score by a

student from an elite liberal arts college

in Amherst on Collegiate Jeopardy?

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel JaHe

CALVIN AND HOBBES

^tif5

By BILL WATTERSON
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BRCi^itx lt*\0 NOfJKt ^hS
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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V^HANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

WriAr A nE5s.

The umole. Tou)6f?

LIBRARY C0U.AP5£D.
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YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TAUMIS ^Apr* 20 May 20) An
ur^jleosant srtuoton comes to a

heoa vou ore reheved to rx3ve it

beNnd you Be discreet or a
romantic rekJtioretTC could suff«

A tam*v secret is revealed Visit a
Capricofn That person vv* come
to your OKi Curb a tendefy;y to

overreact

aiMINI (May 21 Jur>e 20)
Travel plans may not moteriotoe

Set your sigtits on a future date

and go trien A promotion rrKjy

surprise a lot ot people Vou ere

more sensitive to criticism ttxjn

usual

CANCiR (Juf>e 21- July 22)

Keep yojr ambitions witriin

reasonable bounds Passons run

deep Make a lasting, favoroble

mpresson at work by attending

to detciiS New aiances are possi

bie Contact those behind the

sc0n6s

LIO (July 23-Aug 22) An
auttiOTity figure may test your

ksyolty toaay Just be yourself it is

OK to gamble when tr>e stakes

are low A competitor wiH turn out

to t>e a good friend

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22)

"conomic shifts help 't^e bottom
rie in business vour career gets

a welcome boost from someon.-

wofkmg behina tt>e scenes.

: e encounter turns you'

j'its to romance foikDw your

r.eort

LIMA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Pea)

estate improvements help you

strike a better deal Corrcentrate

on your professional interests and
obligations Social activities add
spice to your day Vocation travel

IS best postponed Spruce up your

home

$CO««0(Oct 23-Nov 21) Vour

specia) rapport with someone
puts you m a position to get wtxit

you want now vou are odept at

providing mformation ott«rs ryeed

A new partner makes this evenng
delightful

SAOtnAMUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Take your tirr^ wtyen makmg
mof>ev decisions Pass up socic<

engagements m fovor ot busness

Mote or pxjrtner grves you food

for thought Only you con deter-

mine your priorities

CAMICOtN (Dec 22-Jan VT)

Mmgkng socially with important

people couka lead to new sources

of income Listen ckjseiv to the

needs of kjved ones Happiness

fo«ows A good tfne to sign con-

tracts l?ead the fine prmt

AttUAMUS (Jdn 20-Feb 18)

Revise a tmetatale and you wiii

hove money when you need i'

Clear away paperwork and
double-check accounting figures

i?omarx:e is touch orxJ-go Play a

waiting gome if unsure of part

ner's feelings

MSCIS (Feb 19 March 20)
PcAsh your imoge by putting vour

communication talents to work

:.e your fom^y's financias secun

top priority wtien making

Dusiness and empiovment deo
sions New spiritual insights

reassure you vour confkJence

grows
AMIS (March 21-Aprii 19). The

topic of mor>ey dominates your

day You could be tempted to

spend a large amount for

something you txive k^ng desired

Ttunk before you act Avoid put-

ting all your eggs iri one basket

MENU

'iUi4d.tA4^Uik^^

LUNCH
Hamburger on roll

Barbecued pork on bun

BASICS LUNCH
Ootburgers

Sviriss muffin sandwich

DINNER
Roast fop round of beef

Ct>eese spinach strudel

BASICS DINNER
Mixed bean casserole

Cheese nut kxjf
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Aprile: a freshman sensation
continued from page 2S

hockey and basketball Uor
which she was named to the Binghaniiun
area All-Metro team». and m four years of

varsity sot"lball, Afton never finished lower

than in third place in the slate tournament.

She tossed 32 no hitters and 44 shutouts

in her i.tnti . vvhile compiling a record of

87-8

It ail added up to being named the

Binghamton Press and Sun Bulletin

Athlete of the Year last spring.

Good blood lines (her father coached na
tionally competitive summer touring

teams! and gieat high school stats earned

her the attention of college coaches early

and often. Come graduation. South
Carolina and l^Conn had their feet in the

door, but UMass offered both a well

established soft ball program and an equal

ly reputable School of Management

At first 1 picked schools just for sofll)all,

and I didn't really think about the

academics," recalled Aprile. the salutarian

of her senior class. 'Then w hen I [visitedl.

I realized I've got to look at that t<K>. UMass
is tht lust mixture of both."

The numbers pretty much speak for

themselves, but Aprile's attitude cannot be

measured by box scores and media guides.

She IS aggiessive and competitive on a soft

ball dianiund, almost dangerously so.

During a 10 shutout performance'

against the University of Vermont last

week, for example. Aprile faced slugger

Kristen Shaefler in the fourth inning. With

a runner on first in what was then a

scoreless game, Shaeffer mashed a fastball

back up the middle. Instinctively. Aprile

reached out and caught the ball with her

bare right hand.

T'm not trying to set an example or

anything. . . everybody on our team is that

way, vou Hist accept it and you play," she

.said

If It hurt, no one will ever know. "You

have to interrogate Holly to find out w hats

wrong." said iiortino. "She needs to learn

that when you don't know your own limita

tions, you don't really know the difference

between something that could come back

to hurt vou and something that's just sore.

"She needs to control her lack of patience

with herself, it sometimes blocks her from

getting to her goals, she gets so frustrated."

Aprile agrees, to a point "I'm not a very

patient person." she said. "1 don't verbalize

a lot of things, I'm not real vocal

"But I'm working on that
"

Aprile would like to brush up a couple

other facets of her game as well. Besides

adding a rising fastball to her standard

.-^traight heater, she said, "I have work to

do on my batting, in being more disciplin

ed at the plate."

Not that anyone's complaining, of course.

"I'm just glad she's on my side," said Sor-

tino. "I like her right the way she is."

Viola familiar with
early-season woes
BOSTON (APt - In 1987, he was the World Series M\P

In 1988. he was the American League's Cy Young Award
Winner,

But Frank V'loi c Minnesota Twins knows .ill

about baseball adversity, particularly early -f i>on

disappointment

As a riKikie in 1983. Viola went through seven starts

and one relief appearance before winning his first game
on May 18.

This year, with the hometown cheers turning to jeers,

he was 0-5 in seven starts before beating the Boston Red
Sox 6 2 Tuesday night in Fenway Park.

"Just getting No, 1 takes a load off," said Viola "It's

been a little frustrating at times."

How bad was his start? Well, if he goes 23 2 the rest

of the season, he will match his 24 7 record of 1988.

"Going a month into the season without a win was a

little difficult," he said. "This was the most losses I've

ever had at the beginning of a season, but I've had slow-

starts before, I think that helped me because I knew I

could get through it.

•'You go through periods like this in yom uid

hopefully It will make you stronger in the long luii
'

Ironically. Viola's five losses all have been at Min
nesota's Metr<xIome. where he had been 23-2 in 3( > m . 1 1

1
-

since May 22. 1987

And the slump began during a bitter contract dispute

in which he threatened to defect as a free s^ent in the

fall. He finally relented and signed a $7 9 million contract

for three years on April 19

.As he last, the hometown fans let Viola know what they

thought of his performance in a year in which he will

receive $3.5 million — $2.4 million base pay and a $11
million signing bonus.

"Can vou blame them?' \ 1....1 -..ju >\.ii o .i-mu aiK)Ut

the boo.- "People pay their money. If they boo, they boo

my performance, not me as an individual. They pay good

money to come to the park and they expef i """! p<Mfnr

mance, so I live with that"
Viola, who has a 105-86 lifetime record, knew he d break

into the 1989 victory column eventually .\nd a shot at

the Red Sox was a big boost.

"The last three or four times I thought I threw real

well." he said. "It was just a matter of one pitch here or

one pitch there that lost them for me. But. yes, I think

my success against the Red Sox in the pa.st helped
"

He also was unhappy with another effect in his slump.

M> phoio

TAYLOR ACQUITTED — New York Giants All-Pro linebacker Lawrence Taylor smiles
as he shakes hands with his attorney, James Acheson, after Taylor was acquitted of drunk
driving charges at Saddlebrook, N.J. municipal court yesterday.

CLASSIFIEDS
:OME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE- 13 MON-THURS 8 30-3 30 FRl 8 30-2 30»DEADL1NE /WORD/DAY FOR STUDENT:

ACTIVITIES

CAR WASH
Stgnia Sigma Sigma
Saturday May 13lh

Noon.4 00
$2/car

387 N Pleasant St

(Across (Of BKO)

FREE CONOOMS AT QREENOUGH
SNACK BAR today' Learn more aDOut aids,

and gel some good food too

LECTURE; THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
by Mme Carre lomght 7pm Herler 301

Followed by the film Oanlon Free

Relrestiments served

CONGRATS TO OUR NEW BROTHERS!
Karen Andrea Katnieen, Cnrisia Zatiia

and Dave Welcome to the Fraternity ol Ser-

vice and Friendsnips

HONORS STUDENTSIkSSOCrMeeting
Thurs May 1 1-9pm Grayson Mam Lounge
Nominations and elections ol new otticers'

Munctiies' All welcome

KOREAN STUDENT ASSOCIATIONlast

general meeting Thorsflay 5 30pm 5/11 at

the CC room 904

SUMMER JOBS FOR THE ENVIRON-
MENT work with MASSPIRGs slaH ol

students and prolessionals to reduce toxic

chemicals use Call Sam 256 6434

WELCOME BACK SPRING CRAFT FAIR
May 1 1 and 12 on the South side steps ol

the Student Union Handmade cratls only

- reaaonabia prices' Flaindate May 1 SA 1

6

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMEFI
(or any timei'' Find out how you can
Jet there anytime lor no more than $160
J«l back anytime 'or no more than $160
•Jet there May 23 June 2 or 9, toi|usl$l39

•Jet there May 23 June 2 or 9 and bacK
any Saturday belore ttie end ol June lor |ust

$289
Now we ask you are these rales any less

than sensational' There must be some
catch righf Wrong' There s not'" To
educate yoursell about how we do >t go gel

consumer reports Travel letter June 1985
pp2630 trom the library, or call us any
weekday 10am-6pm at 212-864-2000. or

write Airhilch. 2901 Broadway. Suite

100-M2 NY NV 10025

APARTMENT IN BOSTON AREA

1 LARGE ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM APT m
Brookline lemale only walking dist to the

T Prime location Sublet June 1 Aug 31

Please call Randi 617-739 9274 ASAP

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your Inends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 13 Cam
pus Center or Call 545-3500

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS:
Earn $6000-8000 this summer Work in the

Springfield area as a project manager
Manage approk 10 people on one site pain-

ting condominiums For more mfo call (61 7)

964 7020

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly

$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400

AUOiO

ACOUSTIC LINEAR SYSTEM custom built

dynamic speakers Brand new cheap'
3-way 200 watts call 545-0015 and leave

message

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 RENAULT ENCORE: One owner well

maintained good motor no rust reliable

transportation Needs estiaust and e-brake

$1500/80 549 1004

1984 FORD TEMPO, cloth inlenor. A/T. PS.

PB. like new condition Well maintained
Pampered car $2800/BO 1774 5239

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA, new clutch

brakes, exhaust, battery, cassette. 35MPG
excellent condition 950 BO 256-1735
Ashwin

1973 VW CONVERT thing rebuilt engine
needs nolhing Very unique 2000 or BO
6928?

1980 MALIBU WAGON - 79K air sport whis

Im cassette $1250 Call 549-2982 Mike

1983 NISSAN STANZA 4 door hatchback

5-speed. excellent coridition! Asking $2300
call 253 3362

88 SOBARU JUSTY OL red am/fm radio

$4800 649 5835

88 PONTIAC LEMANSE SEpower steering

am/fm radio $4950 549-5835

86 CHEVETTE BLUE good condition am/tm
ladio $1500 549 5835

76 BUICK REGAL good conditior. needs
work $400 Call Dave 256-1084

1980 BUICK CENTURY V-6 excellent con-

dition new brakes shocks mulfler tires

$1300/pr neg 549-6483

1984 RABBIT $1,200 cared lor 323 4492

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reliable

transportation AM FM stereo 400 00
549-2606 leave message

1980 PLYMOUTH CHAMP runs well has

Gun roof lapedeck ar>d overdrive asking 6(X3

call (1)773-9544

79 CELICA GT ac am/fm cassette excellent

condition $1400/B0 546-5324

79 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK good
condiiion Musi sell $600 Price negotiable

Call Susie 253 5534

87 PONTIAC SUNBIRD AM/FM Stereo

automatic transmission power stearing ac

4600 BO 4drsdn 549 5835

BEACON HILL-BOSTON

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE a room
in 3 bedroom condo June August Furnish-

ed very reasonable 549- 1047 leave

message For Irene

DAVE DISESSA

TO MY FAVORITE MECHANICAL
ENGINEER. Congratulations and best

wishes on graduation^ Love Brenda

DESPERATELY SEEKING:

TWO ROOMMATES FOR FALL 89 to share

) bdrm in Pulfton m/t apt $155/month each
Call Tina 549^7233

EVERYTHING MUST GO

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

SENIORS L(X)KING TO SELL ALL TYPES
of first quality furniture couches, beds,

desks, dressers, kitchen table and more
Best offer Call 549 7585

FOR RENT

SINGLE BEDROOM IN lour bedroom house
June/fall option 549-6232

1 BEDROOM EFFICIENCY. '. mile from

campus on bus route $430 a month, inc

utilities For more inlormation call 256 1577
after 5pm or 545 0747 during day

SWISS VILLAGE FOUR BEDROOM for

summer/lall option call 256 191 «>

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
two bedroom apartment in house off Main
St $700 a month plus utilities great place
with skylights, sauna, and porch Call

253-5781 immediately

SOUTHWOOD
253 9112

TOWNHOUSE 6/1

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM m Amherst 5
minutes Irom town on bus route June 1

2533789

DOUBLE ROOM IN BRITTANY MANOR
apartment available Irx .July (iiirj August 'if

Fall call Greg 253 9401

CAPE COD We need loommales to fiM 2
fKHJSes in Hyannis area $1250 and up call

Tom Mon-Fri 549-6006 l«av« rtama and
number

BRANDYWINE APT AVAILABLE June~1 St

graduating and leaving lurmiure' Please call

anytime 549 8265

SINGLE ROOM AND HALF DOUBLE open
in t>eautiful modern t>ouse for next school
year On bus route, skylights 256-0250

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT available

6/1 Townehouse number 43 Stop by or call

5496284

TOWNEHOUSE - 2 bdrm apt available for

next year Lease starts in June 549-1953

PRESIDENTIAL DOUBLE ROOM lease
available June 1 Five minutes to campus
$160 X 2 people includes heat and hoi

water Call 549 10?3

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPT. Sun
ny tour bied house 1 min to campus 10 mins
to town Please call 549-6925

SWISS VILLAGE 4 bdrs 1"?bath start 6/1

253 3683

HELP!! Take over our apartment for 6/1 2
bdrm on bus route Call 256-1167

1 BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM APT
available June 1 $230 per month call Dawn
leave message 253-7189

SOUTHWOOD TOWNEHOUSE apt 2 bdrm
I 5 bath avail June 1 Call Stephanie
256-0986

PARTIALLY FINISHED HOllSt FOR
RENT. 3 bedrooms 1 "i baths Logtown Rd
on bus route 253-9357 anytime, leave

mo'inage

TWO ROOM APARTMENT m downtown
amhersi available 6/1 call 256-0169

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE 4 mrtas Irom

campus on bus route "ice yard l»ve ttuOtrti

max n««d oood i»ler*nc«a call allar 5

2S3-2644 or 256-0914 1 yaat Imm bagtrtn

ing June 1

ESCAPE OOMI Um Lease otHmHi-
•d SouUtwood Apt Summer tuOm WtmM
option iSt/monttt mdudmg haat* 256-0612

I BOROOM IN HOUSE m Amherst
$lOO/iTKinth w/(all option on bus route

rmciowav* VCR waa»M>/drye< and puppy
C«l Tom 549-4242

STOfH MEAOt CAU.I 25» 1062 tor a giM
apt' 3 larg* badroom* iiraN to ml carpM,
modocn ap^hancM now dialwMtMf, gai

MQt (tiapoaal washar and dryor hoal n-

cluMd. on bus rout*' CaM noMr'

ONUBI FNCE MONTHS RENT (7SM|
Take otw o«x l»am m tuanOfmne mwa mto

54»1525 Juna 1

FIVEKOMOOMMOUM
to campus $12250 Jo*
|6I7)237<742

, m4*
•vanmg*

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOD
TOWNHOUSE July lr«« caM 2S3-2320

AMHERST CENTER - ono or Hwllwi^WW
apt AvaOatM Juna l«t 25>7572

TAKE OVEM LEASE ON OUN 4 Oettioom

tgt Baynong Juna 1 wlA ia« aptan Cal
256^1^

FOMLE S^ACE AVAUBLE - Juna 1 tor

•»90 Bram^wtfia C46 mi» 54S4I1S0 0M9t
sumtnar Omcaurn

TWO woMooM i*r AVMJiSJr en
Fall option lurnitura irtcludad CaM

2 KEOS ON US it you MiittM o«# 2 Mdraom
Sowtl*aood apt tf«« f^nmm Fa* option

AMfr^ant nagonabia" Ca« 25d«l«7

SUMMER SUaLET/TAU.OmON 1 bdrm
." a Squtf* Vig Townahouaa ct» (UA-H3t
tr-j.i- message

ROOM AVAILABLE MAY OR JUNE a>«

iinMionadDM rouM pool deaa to campus
25C <MSt 2SB~4270

•LAME 3 BEOMOOM TOWNEHOUSE. *

Kiictian MPi ate

Summar tuMal Juna 1 10 Sopi I

Oaa to tour paopla
>cKi in< inaMii ti Siaw»4S-S3eo*

auart«-7«i2 LM»ai

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE m BrenOim^ie
Juna tat 54»0951

FOR SALE

! NEnMGERATON MUST OOt
EioaaaniooniMion o^tv i year old CalHor
P'K« 546^9249 laava managa

AMPLANE nCKST TO OENVCR, laa»«*

Harttord May 22 ttSOOO or BO Cal
Ctiataaa S66-3»5g

FMOOE jrr OACAT CONO • Fmorta la«
green bast ote' 546 7^96

WORD PROCESSOR WITH PRINTER and
Mia/tmmemabOBM, UOOoeO 666-757;

K^
BED - CiliAfeONOrriON on wood ptat

i.xm with 3 large drawars built-in C«R

• .".I* iT.T. « •"* » •

MOVINO SALE! OOUMJ L_
i.ke naw -SS6 19 b/« TV $60
2-.vj.-nes 6 dranaar drasaar.S55

- T\ OMers iwlcoma Can *

540 Ttaaaaga Kf^.'/Y'™?'

MASHER AND DRYER • Gaud COndH«n
$200 or BO alio bad. daak bar. and mora
Oenisa 253^2854

JUNO- 106 SYNTHESIZER Mint condition

updated sounds $425 Noel 549-«2<»

CLASSIFIEDS
WANT TO TURN A tilt MVESTHENT in-

to S1900 or mora m» sMntiMr? CaH
253-7421 be a diacoiiary toy rapraaantabva
of the World Book of Knowladga

CAPE COO LOWER CAPE AIKA earn
$7/hr washing windows caM Mike 549 5169

QNEAT SUMMER O^PORTUNITV
Jawt^ tummai r^udantial can^ taaks
counaators. ipaciakMs. and nunai Capital
camp* IS locaMd m ttia Kamc Catoctm
Mounlaina ona hour Irom Waahingion C
Wa Iwna owar 300 acraa ol baautiM loraats

iraila and lakaa If you ara mtarastad in the
chaMangat artd aMcMmant ol wortung with
campari in gradaa 3 to, wa want you on our
team Good salariaa. graal fun For mtorma-
tion can collact (3011656-CAMP'

EARN 13000-16000 THIS SUMMER Wh4a
you gat a tan *Kxliing lor C08091 Pro
Pamlar* Soltball and barbaquaa tooi Po«>-

tiona avaitabta throughout Mata and Naw
England Cai today* 1-800424-2468

EXPEMDiCEO TRUCK ORIVENt naadad
to make p<ck ups for summar businasa
»1 15 00 par day to start Can S06«63 7422
or 506-853-1744

BAR HANDMADE, perfect for domwoom
r.in Bill 6 6550

TWIN BED $10aor B O 665-47408Meay

1967 SUZUKI SAMURAI convertibia 5apd
Low miles $3 700 256 6024

APPLE lie COMPUTER w/pnnter AH soft

ware $600 OBO 5860599 Duncan

BEDROOM FURNITURE ANO large sac
tional couch CaM Tammy at 549-4024
iLeava matsaga)

BOXES FOR MOVING. SHIPPING.
STORAGE all shapes and si/es also UPS
Stupping with rates cheaper tftan mailtmxes
etc 13 Railroad St Amherst 253-3435

FOUND

FOUND- A cheap quart/ watch at Ml Plea-

sant St Call 6-5199 to claim

FOUND CHAIN BY WHITMORE on 5/9

Describe it and it s yours 6 7361

I FOUND YOUR WATCH Sunday Call

Deborah at 586-2136 (5-10pm) to ID

FURNITURE. FURNITURE. FURNITURE

•WE RE GRADUATING (YEA!) AND WE

'

• must sell everything Furniture lor every

"

room beds dressers, couch, kitchen
'

"set. etc Call 549-7782 - leave message
•

GREAT PLACE TO:

LIVE! ONE FEMALE NEEDED m our

Pbedroom really cute apartment. 10

minutes Irom campus 5 to downtown Rent
IS cheap, roommates are fun quiet Please
call Gayle. 256 1250. or Alise 6-3274

Anytime!'

HELP WANTED

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assem
bie products at home Call for information

504 641-8003 exi 598

CLERK/TYPIST FOR AMHERST residen

lial rental Co good working conditions $550
hr 549 1 764 or 54*8388 •

WORK FON OM^MPfACE ACTION - ha«)
praaarva arvUftgarad apacias raduca uw
ic oaalai and ttap Wta arma laca Salary.

bamMi, travN and adMnoamaM Fuifpan-

mm MOpm CaH 2S6-143t B« /Sliannon
Apply now tor Hia aummar*

LOCT

SILVtR RACELET V3 batwaan clMwai
a«<d Ffanfcim lantimanta) «aiua S. iaa«a

I at 546-3410

MiL» LOST A OOtO NOPE BRACS^T «
BoydanFialM Vary aantimantal RaiMVd'
6-3260

SET OF UVS ON nwM ulMy iirala Cat
865 825C Reward

ONANQE LONG NAMED CAT trom Buaar
fwld Terraca Raward 54»1066

WHOEVER TOOK THE TAPES (rem 1

Souttiwood may don t batong to you «o
plaaaa ralum mam wa dr<n I cwaa^Mu
arabui«a«Mi)imaydonican«ai>ack Cai
253-9t»

SMALL SWOWN WALLET fmV* Im lO

wTnwna « toiatd cai Jotm 6-7662 or M«l0

LOST WALKMAN ANO KEYS at SOM
I call 6-7967 SyK« important'

LOST! SLUE HANOSAft
maida ptaaaa caM 2S30756

tM REWARD Loat Hong Koeo ID Card-
Tmo Vuat Tarry Ptaaaa
i»<nt6

H334164 Nama
can 54»29»4 54<

LANQE REWARD; For »<« mlormalion

taadmgto ralrtaval a< ^3ian Apple lie com^
pular Pwiaaonc KXP 1091 pnniar TEAC
A66a Racaivar. and o«ar 200 cornpact

diaca Al a< maaa l«a«« my nama KEITH
QAUMONT angrawad on tham to chack i«

Mmaonainaatosaaaiiyottrkaioyou wm
into coniaci ma UMASS Potaca or ma «
546^5117/421 Canca Haa

MAMOON. MASSACHUSETTS CREW
aiwdBraaiiai Irom Tolman Social DarKa
daaaroom last w^ Pleaaa ratum' Call

Nma 256-4196 'REWARD^

MOVING?

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR
LEASC/SECURITV dapoait deductions^

Questions about subletting/assigning

liaaii'' Ouaationt about tite conditions o>

•our naw houaa or apartmani 7 Contact ttia

tMal MrviCM camar 922 Campus Camar
545^1995

NEED A ROOM?

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES WANTED. M/F

Fkiom in Swiss Village A»aii June isl Call

253-9132

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS

WHIU THEV LAST: 2 or 3 bdr apartments

torrent Sign up now tor tHa Fa« md racawa

tha monm o( AupuM Ftaa< Cai 065-3656 tar

mora datails

PERSONALS

SUZANNE KAMPNERI
The countdown is ovpr vou have reached

ttia goldan ^jB o( 21 Enjoy' Lo»a. you know

who'

TO THE SORORITY SISTER WHO hales

my guts NamecaMing will gel you nowhere

Why cant we discuss our diftarences like

rational adults' -Darren Iha Columnist

KAWASLUOOA- TTiank you for making my

first lyno yaars at Uwvaraity to wonderlul rm
very proud of you and will miss you this

summer Happy graduation Love, someorw

who hopes to achieve slughood

APO BROTHERS Thanks tor a great pledge

period Your the best Love the niWes- An-

drea. Karen. Christa. Kathleen. Dave

Zahid

LISA B SMITH think timewarp Today is

really June 1 7th So happy birthday' I II miss

you next semester Love Kim

TO APO'a Kathleen. Christa Andrea and

Karen Thank you so much lor the paddle

Congrats to my pseudo-little brotheres In

leadership friendship and senr^ca^K0ud to

be coddlesquid

JEN K- It s not an anniversary but I wanted

to say I love you' We may be graduating but

we still have each other love always Alan

O B - You big rugby stud' Here's a per-

sonal lor you my good buddy and pal

(Belore you become too sludly to appreciate

it') THanks lor all the great talks' III be ex

peeling a mght sponsored by you because

rm ouna beer when you and Barney return

next semester' Remember, peaches can

lum rotten SO keep my secret' Love ya' The

Mutt'

HEY JENNIE C! Look you 001 a personal

Lets blow 'his clambake li?

NED WINK GUS THACK MIKE HASH

Coolidge is never going to be lie sa'^e

without us' Then again Carnage Rd js

never going to know what hit llem' To the

greatest roommates anyone could have'

Kevin

TO PETE FROM CREW: Forget about the
Smitttiai How about getting to know ma
woman ol UMass twttar? From somaor>a
who tftinka you're intarastir«g PS /Uk Mark
W wtio I am

MARK W: Here s the personal you oh so-

subtlay aakiK) lor have a ntca day -K

JUUE K - Evan mough you ara 22 now you
are not yat apanl!' Happy birmday - OM
paychad tor lorughli I lova ya! - Jams

RHONDA To a graal roomta I'm gjadlgot
stuck with you'

ROLLOVER WINKIE MUNCHMN: Th* tiir

the best roommate eve' Me

PATTI L. HAPPY 20lh BIRTHDAV Rad
lova ya hon Moruca

JUOI IT Irom yourMMa bromar llMmkator
avarymmgi

LAX - 24 RICKY your •nit lgMit«mydiy
Karwtady

•ESSIE ANO OUZZLER - LajtdoNf Thanka
lor tomakmd ol Iraalwnan ntamonaa' 1 nope
youvalaarnad Not to drmk loo muc to not

tiaap m cttaira. not truat hungary aciuirrala.

to waar thoaa. to nctutama Iham all

iariu>". ramambartofwthdctmaiaoranow
aiana iag< Always coma to mama' aitd stay

away trom tha luiMy coM stuff They re all

good Itungs to know* Do I have boog«s''

JOEILE - 2 i^« Mt 5 30 ba feetir iu»

LJOW

THOM&niMrr vou be so pem^iious^
BA^i bliNn ca* nte if you need some r^p

JT — Thank you tor lakmg ma to tiaairan
1 lova yow baba'

TO MBU M TOUVNEHOUSE It takes a real

man to imack a (^ ovar a dumb baar Way
togo »iugoar<

HAWAMAN SANODUOE - In orange - you
and rne > lowa Btonda dancar m
Vuamal s Palti J

KIRSTEN H 2 tcandala m t waak Tha
countdown is on so keep on trucking Julia

PAS^ETTA — trappy b«mday to my
favorila roomia I M mi^ you' Abratam

LEIOH - You ra ma bmtt. have a ^eat b^

day Happy 20m I to«a you* Paia

THE TALENT - Wtio~im yoii^ Who are

you responding to''

TO DAVIS A JANNAHAPPV BELATEb SIX
MONTH ANNIVERSARY 10 my tavorita

bromar and h« naw-tound lova Iwtaltvou

bom a6 ma happmaaa m Iha world Batora

you know ». tour yoart w<6 paaa and Janna
w<l ba trying on nrioi Story lound tomkar?
lAfim aN my k^ra. Bam

PATTERSON 446: I cant afford rotas so
will my heart and inis personal tw e<K>ugh

tor now''

•OS LEWIS HAPPY 21M SmTHOAV! Go
craiy IO««gM I know you wM LOve kim

JULK Congrato on Slats and good luck on
iinM LO«« Stave

HOLLY F- Hare S your vary own paraoital

Interested m dinner of a rnovta'' -Daalhly

bored and m ma back row

JO^ETH - <rcu ra ma^ba«t ri tMia you

nM year Taka cara ol Norm. Stawa aic

-Your roommMa

KAREN HJORT — Thanks tor bamg the

best roomie conlidanle and especially

fiier>d' You are truly toyal and undarstan

ding Evan if you do eat wiard tood" Monte
says goodbye- Love Linda

CHESTNUT -RAISINETTET Sugar baby^
Good luch at Wellasley' WaH miss vou

dove' Don t torgat us pumpkin ThaKMLS

OK MEGAWOMAN.
Call me

ona nwra chance

FOLEY - Glad we re n« you Steve and Gary

my bed next time Bruce Beth-wet lately'

Amy Big hands big feat btg Tito-stop

*r^!nlng sne was ugly Lisa-Who's left'

Teath Onasa-Hmmm' Feal guilty Bob-go k*

tomaona From 369-?

STEVIE S. Fanatc you can ride my
shouUers anytime Wanna kiss my booboo

raply hare

JEPTnO I'M NOT INTERESTED I have a

girlfriend Wake up' Brian

KATY ANO PEGGY: Thank you «0 much
lor all of your hard work Because o« you the

Pig-Oul was a sucess You guys are the

best' North East Area House Councils

USA Guess the greatest American hero

isn't so great Don t give up Can't wait for

next semester Keep smiling Your future

roomia

TO MY NINJA WARRIOR - You can attack

me anytime your willing victim

MAGGY — Thank you lor six of the best

months Happy anniversary Listen I love

you' Te quiero mucho Always. Wayne

ATTENTION MEN: I m askirtg you out on

a date' We II do dinner 4 (X) Franklin C
a free set of ginsu knives to the first hun

dred offers Inquire today

BLUE EYES IF THE SUN refused to shine

I would still be lovmg you when mountains

crumble to the sea there would still be you

and me

ROOEOENS. maybe next year, but don t

worry I still love you' Do I still gat my keg

lor cheering you on?!

KATHY — I would gladly steal the mad
Egyptian s PVTA bus and drive it through

the pyramids for you' Mark

TO THE GIRL WITH beautiful eyes who
poked me while the Hooters were playing.

I wouldn I let you walk away again The guy

with the interesting shirt

TO THE GUY IN COINS10S who sat across

from me on 5/9 I loke your Nike sneakers'

Were you waiting for me' II so wanna study

together for the final' The blond

NANCY C IN GREENOUGH II you are as

tieautiful on trie inside as you are on the out-

side Id love to meet you Reply here A
shy admirer

VERONICA You can be my Penfriend"

anytime From Mark A.

DAVID - I heard you tali your girtfrierxl i''i

that you r>ev«K gat personals Tu 5/9 I'm

willing to giva ttiam Intarastad' Somaoiw
m Frankbn PS lova your Okit ayaa

CHUCK. Thanks tor avarymmg you'va dona
for ma over lha paat law waaka H't great

to know I hava a Iriand to itoW ma up witan

lima* aia bad Vou'ra ttta baai! T

PLEASE PLEASE:

PLEASE SUBLET MY 2 BORM APT. Fully

furr>ishad Rent real cfteap June 'em tree

can 549-7233

VETERANS - Earn $3000 tor 12 15 days
work MNG Racon/scoul Pit-no At jtal 12

dr«s Dasparalaly naad IKjR and SF pet

lonnel CaH toni^ limttod time and p(»i

tiortt Winston at 546-5479

RIOE WANTED

RIOC TO SF CA OFFEMD Lv May 20 caH
Tory 538-3732

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to slwa
a Mwnanousa apanmant wan thraa omar tor

tM Laaaa starts 6/1 tiTSMionm and
uiiWias 546-5271 laava a maaiage

UVE LIKE KINO! Luaunous 3 story condo
cantraNy tocawd balMtd BayBanks m
Ambarst 4 mala housamalas tooking tor one
mora- barraMollun tSO ptoa utl/monm
6AMM0 CMI S4S-Ti«a

1 BORM M t SBRM Craslviaw Apt
nonamotong IsmNaals) SuMat bagma Juna
1 With lal opMn 54»4749

MARTHAS VINEYARD
downtown Edgaitown

yard

Charming
Cottage

Washar/dryar yard 2 Stftglas $1 80O
$1 850 large sunny double t1 625 par per

»a\ Only '1 up front' Cat now 566 1829

SQUIRE 2 BR APT need 1 rnala and 1

femala nonsmokors to ^tare rooms $130
and 150'monm Check us out CaH today'

665^7433

1 NEED A CAPE COO ROOMMATE NOW'
M/F CaH Oianne 54&1062

LOOKING FOR FEMALE MONSMOKER to

share Amity Placa Condo LEaaa starts

Sapl I untu Juna CaM Darcy 6-7720 Laava
iTtassaga

HCV NOW! Two girts naadad tor houaa on
UwmasVinayard naattosoumbaactiand
Edgartownxali Mall 64670 or Chrwtna
6-7734

ROOM IN HOUSE % ifMlas Irom campus
availabto June 1 can 549-6270 avanmga

CAPE COO ROOMMATE NEEDED mato
naar Hyannts $1000 Jon 6-5256 Oava
67860

LARGE BEDROOM M 2 bedroom apt m
town starting June 1 call 545-0197 9to4

laava massage

BOSTON -SEEMNQMfF tor 2 br a(Wsum
mer only 237 50/mo ' Ca" 6 8427

CONDO
Saakmg ona lamale rmate for Tambrook
Condo balMtd BSanks 20B/monm start

Juna 1 CaM Bam 549-0958 ot Nikki

5494421

CAPE COD FUWMSHED cottage naar Pro
vmcatown aitordable need 2 roommatas call

Juka 64755 or Tamson 506-529-3327

SUMMER SUBLET CHEAP and ctose

Praaidanlial Apts fan opion $135 5494M09

LOOKING TO MOVE OFF CAMPUS? We
want you to sha'e our lease m Swiss $240
par mortth Everything inchxtKt one room
Ctf Mike 5464196

HELP! We need IF to share room or 1 or

2M for a room m 38 t-house w/girts Cheap
rem 549 0956

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED tor Southwood
Apis Starting 6/1 256-8745

LOOKING FOR TWO RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN to share 4 bedroom house Call

6 1148

WANTED: one female nonsmoker for

townehouse Brandywine apt Call Man^wie
at 546-8055 leave nrtassage

COLONIAL VILLAGE 2 BORM Start 6/1

W/Option to lease near bus stop $440 call

256-8987

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
washer dryer woodstove 5 mm walk to

Downtown 10 mmute walk to UMass caR
253-0707 $195/month

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YCXJR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 546-6405 or 546-6400

Leave Message

SERVICES

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES RETURNS! Top
quality at affordable prices Experienced
counselling !o boot' Call Lisa 665 7828

PUNCTILIOUS TYPING Papers resumes
Laser printing, delivery availabto CaH Kavin

549-0116

RESUMES. Overnight and same-day ser

vice Pioneer resume service 665-8873

SPEND THE SUMMER IN HYANNIS

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TWO FEMALES
to share apartment Call Donna at 546-8531

or Renee at 546-8876

SUBLET

SUMMER IN AMITY PLACE I Interested

nonsmoking lemales call 546-5895 leave

message

2 BEDROOM 3 PEOPLE 5 rniles from cam-
pus best offer 256 1183

GREAT APT. GREAT LOCATION take

over lease June 1 Call or elave message
al 253-5997

ON BUS ROUTE
SmCLE BEDROOM 1-3 avarfabto Juna 1st

FaH option excellent bus route Steve
253-9131

OMAT 3 BEDROOM ORKSCS APART-
MENT Ambarat CartMr S200mK) each room
CaHJoanna66544«2 Laura 5464120 An
na 549-0614 nights, laava nwssaga

SINGLE BEDROOM 1-3 AVAILABLE tune
1st fall option aacallant bus rouM Siteva
253-9131

53 TOWNHOUSE 2 bedrooms A/C Juna I

thru Aug S4&9246 Dennis or 546-9252
Soolt

LOOKINO FOR SOMEONE TO shaia ona
bedroom apartmant in PuMton ViNaga tot

tha summar Call Joa altar 8pm 546-0794

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VILLAGE
very reasonable rem 549-6291

ROOM IN 2 BORM APT. Pool tomato
220/mo nag 5490606.

E AUGUST RENT 2 badroom apt sum-
mar subtot fak option parity lumishad
665^7930

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTION 2 bdrm
near campus caH 549-8185

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE Owfitwn
Amharst 5 mm wak> to UlMaas furmshad Ar>-

na 253-7362

ONE ROOM IN THREE BEDROOM APT
nest to Brittany on Bus route clean cheap
tail option call 256-4191

N AMHERST: Room n twuaa itaar PuHsr's
Porto on butiina. wasbar-dryar CaH
2564049/253^7196 Laa«a manage rant

itogotiabM

SUMMER RENTAL

BEST LOCATIONt avail tor summar sublat

4 rooms on FaanngS Bat C«npus and
town Can Andy 549 4060

SUBLET SMOLE OR (NH Rma availaWa
in MN S» Apt 549 5967

t BOM AMHERST HOUSE
bsna tt 10/mnm

tMyMmsna

SUMMER SUBLET

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE FOR SUMMER rant

swtabto tor ttiraa paoto or mora Varycan-
tral cttoap. cai 253-9200

wantad to snaraONE OR TWO FEMALES
3 badroom house on bus (aula
pnca 546-1296

DOWNTOWN AMHERST. 1 large
badroom on busrouto. tor summar cheap
5»4760

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT near bus Stop,

pool and tannts court 5494663

SUBLET CHEAP1 Ona SMigto

lownhousa apt 549-1449

SUtNIER SUBLET WTTH FALL OPTKM 2
BR 540 a month 865^3666

SUMMER SUBLET PAY ONLY $170 a
month large singto m two t>odroom
Sundartand apsrtmani samng d $160 caM
Paul 6664679

MY POND4lbE /^AlifiKNT Cheap'
Coma to Cutback City

POOLI TENNIS ANO BASKETBALL
COURTS! Oo the bus ime' ' bedroom
665 8907

SINGLE/DOUBLE- $175/350 great houaa
in great tocaton WaNi to town and ciasa

Tom 253-2362

SUNNY BEDROOM IN SOUTH AMHERST
Rant negotiable Call Vck. 256-8162 even
ings 5451345 (lays

3 BDRM TOWNEHOUSE spacious, on
buakna I'ibalhrooms great deal $$ call

now Ans Mach S498234 June 1 Aug 31

SUMMER SUBLET THREE BEDROOM
condo on bus route more info call 549 8243

BRANDYWINE FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM
avail June 1 'em neg can anytrnte 549^037

BRANDYWINE SUMMER SUBLET laH op^

lion all appkancas fuMy furnished Two
bedrooms, larraca. pool $500/monih
negotiable Maria 549-5904

SUMMER SUBLET Femato 2 roorm M large

glasshouse Wooded area Ptonty of park-

ing Wrap around deck tSOO/mo or BO
549-0075

SUMMER AT PUFFERS POND!! 1 rm m 4

bd' house 549 54.35

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKER WANTED
to share lurnisf>ed two bedroom apartment
in presideniiai half a mile from campus
Rent negotiable CaH Tom 549-0861

ROOMS FOR RENT- 1 bkxk from campus
Call and leave niessage 546-8442

DESPERATELY SEEKING SUBLETTER(S)
tor a Southwood apartment Willing to of-

fer gar>erous deal for rent call Al 546-3287

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $125 plus

uiilities/monlh Call Regma and Steve at

546-1239

SUBLE'Ttki. 1 bdr famala tiOOmw FNI
option 549-3940

SUNNY SPACKHIS APT ckiseTo town and
campus for four people 549-5866

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTKW 2

bdrms in a 3 bdrm apt Sundrland on bus
route cheap 665 7386

GREAT APARTMENT. Fully furnished bus
route Naar campus 253-7760

ATTENTION SUBLETTERS 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt Available 6/1 256-8745

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD APT. Sum
mer sublet fall option Free coucbas
253-2314

3 BDR. PUFFTON APT to sublet near pool

laundry bus call 549-5548

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT south Yar

mouth cape Two lemales only $2500 for

summer Kevin 1-533-1600

AVALIABLE JUNE 1st Northampton
Center 5 bedroom apt 995 plus 584-1059

ONE BEDROOM AVAIL. 6/1 m spacious

clean southwood apt on bus route 10 mm
to UMass rent $175 plus elec and
phone/mon Call Jerry at 6-6962 or 64951

MARTHA'S VINEYARD
Sleeps SIX. 2 bathrooms waterview CaU
508-4354583

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. Partially luit«a(iad

and h^ cabto and air conditioning

Raaaonabto rates 5494025

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amherst Posaibto faM option WiUmg to

mMa a daal< CaM Joa 2564543

ROmTTb SUSLET FOR SUMMER.
BaauMul houaa to North Ambaral ti 7Vmo
up to thraa rooms may ba open tor FaH
546-9916

RENT FOR SUHMM A graal 4 odrm apt

dwadly on bua routo Vary isasonaCto pnca
Can soon* 5464666

SUMMER SUSLET - GREAT LOCATKM

NEARLY ON CAMPUS-BEST LOCATION.
1200 aomwnm tor a room in large . lurnisb-

ad totisa (I'l pay your utiMiasI

Haparaons CaM soon and Maya t

546-7000

TAKE OVER MY LEASE

FEMALE: 1 If Mnn m 4 bdrm apt (240
par/mo inctodas uU ivt balba Sun tar

race Avail Juna 1 Altor 5 2SS«3»

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

StlVISS VILLAGE APT AVAIL Juna isl 4

bdrm aM utiktiM nd Caa 253-9132

THE WHO

TICKET TO PORTLAND. Ora from HTFO
May 24 caM 54649S Naad to saM 1170 or

BO

ROUND TRIP HARTFORD LA 23 May 1

Juna $238 549 1617

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND TO MON-
TREAL May 26-28 t60 00 Inctodas round
trip motor coac*i and 2 mgMs downtown
hoM Braaaaway tours 420 Boston Turn

fttm Shrawabury MA 01545 (506442 7:»6

PLANE TKKET HTFO to Saattto May 20
$100(506)687 3324

I M EUROPE from $259 each way
on (kscountad scneduwd atrtmas to Europe
from Boston Can (800) 325^2222

TYPING

WORD PSNPBCT. ipaM cnack. Mitar qual»^

ty fast sarvica caN 5494640

TYPINO BY TOMORROW- Tarmpapers
resumes Cm Barry. 548 9436
tOam 1 1pm

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO. Accuracy
guaranteed (jtoria. 323-5140

WOROSMITH' prolassional typmg
Resumes, papers and mora Lasarpnnting
with spaMcheck 253^564

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS, on-campus at

fordable grammar reviewed, depertoabia

564 7924 Nancy

WAIT PEOPLE

EXPERIENCED FULL TIME/PART TMi
sumnwr emptoyrrtant lrH]uire aftameMIO
12 00-5 00pm Oalano s Restaurant
Amharst

WANT TO TRAVEL?

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO
BACKPACK through Europe or cron coun-

try this summar Gary 253-5907

WANTED

FULL SIZE MATTRESS WANTED in good
condition, now or whan aamastor ends Box
spring not necessary CaN BIM 256-1803

2 FEMALES TO SHARETbdrm in 3 bdrm
house furnisttad ctose to bua rt. campus and
town caM Pauto or Kim 253-9617

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMm
Campus or on bus route Please call Jac-

quakna 546-5050

WANTED TO RENT

'TAKiTbVER OUR LEASE 6/1 or summer
sublet 549-0791 real cheap.

ADVANCED GRADUATE STUDENT neuHi
todging Fall 1989 semester Will nousasit or

pay rent Contact Kevm Graffagnino c/o

Ronato Story. Oept History. Harter 818

FEMALE CRAD STUDENT tooking to rent

single room for fall Pre! m Amherst call

546-8347

2-3 PEOPLE NEEOeD To fill spacious

house m South Amherst singles available'

Rem reasonable' on Ijus route' 256-6439

Call anytime'

REWARD FOR ONE BEDROOM apartmant
with pets allowed $350-400. starting June
or July Call Maureen (617)643)7939
evenings

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place to

live on the Capo this summer. Call Kelly

546-4819
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SPOJTS
Spring is a fine season for Aprile
Freshman stars in softball
By SAM SILVERSTKIN
Collegian Staff

Holly Aprile looked like she'd just taken a left hook from

Sugar Ray Leonard. The trainers hurried to stop up the

blood flowing from a gash above her right eye. as her

fellow University of Massachusetts softball teammates
snuck nervous glances at the scene.

In the first game of their late March homecoming
against top ranked Princeton and arch rival University

of Connecticut, the Minutewomen had apparently lost the

services of their starting pitcher on a freak foul ball that

went astray.

One hour — and five fresh stitches — later, Apnle was
on the mound against the Huskies, grimacing her way
through eight innings of four hit ball. UMass won 2-1. and
Aprile awoke the next morning with a blinding shiner and
Atlantic 10 Pitcher of the Week honors.

"That confirmed my belief." recalled UMass coach

Elaine Sortino. "that Holly is an animal. She's like a

kamikaze kid the way she plays the game."
Aprile is a freshman She has been the catalyst for this

year's youth heavy softball squad, leading the

Minutewomen <32-16i into this weekend's Atlantic 10

tournament at Rutgers, where they are in position to steal

an NCAA bid. UMass has simply caught fire in the se-

cond half of the season, winning 23 of its last 26; the fact

that Aprile's own numbers have grown proportionately

has everything to do with it.

On Tuesday Aprile beat Adelphi ace Chris Gage in eight

innings to record her 20th win of the season < against nine

losses), tying the UMass record. She's won 14 of her last

1.5 decisions. On the season she's collected nine shutouts

while whittling a 1.22 earned run average, batted .279.

and leads the team in runs (22i. hits <43>. and RBIs (tied

with Jen Miller for 18).

Aprile shuts up when asked to describe the contents of

her trophy case, saying "I don't think about Xhose things.

. please don't write about that stuff." That would leave

a lot of empty space, however.

She's been named A- 10 Pitcher of the Week four times,

and recently became the first player in the history of that

award to win both it and Player of the Week at the sam*^

time.

At Aflon \ V ' Hif,'h School. Apnle iettfred in field

i-ontinued on pa^ JS

Freshman pitcher Holly Aprile has performed like a
veteran for the Minutewomen this season.

Men's basketball signs another recruit
By JIM CLARK
Collegian StafT

The recruiting class of 1989 continues to

grow for the University of Massachusetts
men's basketball team.
Yesterday, head coach John Calipari an

nounced that he had signed his fifth

recruit, 6-foot-7. 205pound Harper
Williams of Bridgeport. Conn, to a letter

of intent to play for the Minutemen next

season. Williams was expected to make the

official announcement at a high school ban
quet la.st night.

Calipari said he believes Williams will

be an impact player for the Minutemen
right away.
"He's a good player. He's a better player

than an athlete in that he knows what to

do on the floor." Calipari said. "He's more
like an Anton Brown than a Jimmy McCoy
in that respect."

Assistant coach John Robic said he
thinks Williams is the best of this year's

UMass recruiting class.

Williams was named Co-Mr. Basketball

for the state of Connecticut this past season

along with teammate Jeronif Johnson. He
played for coach Harri.son Taylor at

Bassick High SchtKil. which he led to a 26
season, the State Class L Championship
and a national ranking of eighth by USA
Today
This past season at Bassick. Williams

averaged 25.0 points and 14.0 rebounds a

Robic: Williams is the
best of this year's
recruiting class.

game, and he scored 1,207 points for his

career. He was named first team All-State

and was an honorable mention All-

American by Street and Smith magazine.

He was also named the MVP of the Con-
necticut Jewish Community Center All-

Star game and played in the New Haven
Shootout.

Williams was also recruited by Seton
Hall University, the University of Connec-
ticut, the University of Hartford, the

University of Rhode Island. Boston Univer-

Mt\ ;itid ( tntral Connecticut State
University

But Calipari credits the work ot assistant

coach Bill Bayno for Williams' decision to

come to UMass
"Rhode Island really wanted him Billy

Bayno did a nice job. He really got in good
with the people there (at Bassick)."

Calipari said. "(William>l also had a good
visit here."

UMa.ss also had another small factor on
Its side. Williams is the cousin of Charlie
.Smith, a forward for the NBA Los Angeles
Clippers. Smith played at the University
of Pittsburgh when Calipari was an assis-

tant coach there.

Williams will join previous signees Tony
Barbee. a 6-6 forward from Indianapolis.
6-6 Tom Pace of Denver. 6-9 Kennard
Robinson of the Bronx, and 6-10 Gary
Hughes of Naugatuck, Conn, as incoming
freshmen for next year's team. Barbee and
Pace were signed during the November
signing period while Robin.son and Hughes
signed last month.
"This gives us a real solid class for next

year," Calipari said.

Women's tennis team looks ahead
By BRAD HALFOND
Collegian Correspondent

With last Wednesday's loss at Dart-

mouth, the University of Ma.ssachusetts

women's tennis team closed the book on a

subpar 4-6 .season.

There are several indications though that

this spring's record will be the last of its

kind for the Minutewomen. Next fall,

several changes are going to take place

that should lead UMass to more greener
pastures.

Former head coach Ed Gentzler will

return to his old job, replacing interim head
coach Mike Hu.sted. Gentzler is credited by
most team members of bringing the tennis

problem to a new level when he arrived in

Amherst two years ago.

When he does return, Gentzler should be

bringing along with him at least one prize

recruit. The first. Ely.sa Rosenberg, who
hails from Brooklyn. N.Y., is expected to

immediately fill the No. 1 singles position
for UMass. Previously, the tennis team had
never recruited and this should be a major
step toward bringing the program the
recognition and respect it has been long-

ing for.

This fact, along with the abundance of

youth on the squad should ensure future
success for the Minutewomen. Husted .said.

"We gained some experience this year and
next year looks extremely strong."

The rising stars for UMass include
.sophomores-to-be Gail Girasella. whom
Husted praised as a new leader, and the up-

and- coming Vanessa Kircher. The rest of
the youth comes from Alli.son Agnew,
Shizuko Yamaski and Kere Edde.
Next sea.son's veterans will be junior

Maura Foley, who will become the new cap-

tain, replacing the graduating Karen
McShane.
McShane, a three-year player, had a

frustrating senior year, but says her ten-

nis has improved overall. "I peaked during
the spring of my junior year and one of my
and the teams' be.st moments was defeating
West Virginia in the A-lOs that spring."
McShane is al.so confident that next fall's

squad will improve. "It's just going to get
better and better," she .said. Hu.sted called
McShane "a mature captain and a good
leader."

Overall, Hu.sted was satisfied with the
team's performance. "We would have lik

ed a winning sea.son, but considering we u.s-

ed to never win, it's a good feeling. The pro-

gram has built up and we're getting there."
Husted's future plans are uncertain at

this time, but for the women's tennis team,
the future is now.

Closing
the book

Fact: The University of

Massachusetts baseball team has seven
fewer players than they did a week ago.

Unfortunately, that may be the only

thing set in stone with regard to the

Minutemen
I have rec'eived several responses to an

article I wrote in yesterday's Collenian

about the fact the seven players were
either kicked off or quit the baseball

team.

One player misrepresented in the ar

tide was sophomore pitcher Doug
Dubiel. UMass head coach Mike Stone

.said Dubiel had a bad arm, and Dubiel

could not be reached for c"<imnient before

yesterday's article was published.

Matt Gerke

Ve.sterday afternoon, Dubiel said he

left the team under a mutual agreement
with Stone. Dubiel is having arm pro

blems, and plans to transfer t<» Cornell

University next year.

Dubiel .says, those two things con-

sidered, he spoke with Stone, and both

agreed it would be better for Dubiel not

to finish the season.

Some of the facts provided by the tx

players were called into question, and
a lot of second and third-hand informa

tion is being passi>d

The story was written because the fact

that a team lost seven players is news.

I've listened to both sides a lot within

the past two days The stories from both

sides don't match and. unfortunately, it

seems there is no way to find out the
truth.

VV'hat I do know is that I'm not going
to spend the rest of the semester as a

vehicle for both sides to call each other
names.
Hen- IS the final word from both sides,

a.'- well as Stone, and this is the last that

will be written by me Hl>out the

situation:

In ye.sterd.u ^ arlicie, .Stmie .said he
kicked two players offand the others left

on their own accord. The ex players

disputed that, saying they had been
disciplined for reasons they felt were in

appropriate — such as not wearing cd
ored socks on the team bus.

The players oft" the team stand \>\

yesterday's article, according to Steve

Kern, a former co-captain who, along
with Mike Chambers, was kicked off the

team by Stone.

Senior co-captain Dave Telgheder,
who is still with the team, spoke for his

teammates yesterday, saying, "Two
players (Kern and Chambers) were kick-

ed off the team, the other five left on
their own. The players that got kicked
off had been warned and one got a se-

cond chance [Kern had been kicked off

for two games earlier in the season].

"The entire team is behind the pro-

gram and Coach Stone, and what the
other players said in no way reflects

what we think."

Stone said, "It's unfortunate that the
players that are no longer on the team
said those things. It only proves that my
actions were appropriate."

When a team as successful as the
Minutemen were last year experiences
the type of season they have this year,

there is bound to be disappointment.
With yesterday's rainout, the team

concluded a fru.strating .season with a

17 27 record.

Fortunately, all three parties involv-

ed (coaches, players, and ex-players) ap-

pear to want to end this, and I know I do.

Dubiel said, "I can't .say if either side

is wrong because I don't know the whole
story. It's really none of my business."

It's too bad more people can't have
that attitude.

A newspaper is no place for hearsay
and that is why, as far as the Collegian
is concerned, the subject is clo.sed.

Rain, rain, it'd be nice

if it went away. No
such luck this weekend.
High 60-65. i i

Faculty Senate votes

*aye;* they'll continue

accepting outside money
for research. Page 3.

An exclusive Collegian

interview with director

Savage Steve Holland.

Page 8.
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COLLEGIAN
Police end occupation; 40 arrested
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

After a 30-hour occupation, 35 protesters were arrested

in Memorial Hall for trespassing early yesterday morning.

They were removed from the building at approximate-

ly 5:30 a.m. and led to a Pioneer Valley Transit Authori-

ty bus waiting in the pouring rain. Five people were ar-

rested for disorderly conduct outside the building when
they obstructed police walking in front of the bus.

As the bus pulled out. dozens of Massachusetts State

Police. UMass Police and Amherst Police, clad in riot gear

and raincoats, formed a wall in front of the bus and slow-

ly walked ahead as the bus followed. About a dozen pro-

testers stood arm and arm. forming a human chain, in

an attempt to stop the bus. (See related photo, page 3 1

The bus. police and protesters moved slowly ahead un

til a scuflle between about six protesters and state police

ensued. Several protesters were pushed out of the way.

The five who were arre.sted were picked up and carried

into a van.

"Don't get in the way. Ifyou do. you will pay the price."

Arthur Hilson, UMass director of public safety, warned
the protesters as the bus moved past the Fine Arts Center.

continued jt pof* 4

Protesterjailed after

not identifying self
Collegian Staff Report

Of the 40 .students sent to Leeds Armory yesterday to

be booked and arraigned, 39 took one route, and the 40th

took another.

"John Doe " was one of 40 protesters arrested at

Memorial Hall yesterday morning, but after refusing to

identify himself at the Hampshire District Court yester-

day afternoon, he was .sent to the Hampshire County jail

Several protesters identified themselves as Abbie HofT

man during a related occupation two weeks ago, but Doe

was not available to comment on why he refused to iden

tify himself.

"As I understand it," said University of Massachusetts

spokeswoman Stacy Chase, "you cannot be released on

your own recognizance if you refuse to identify yourself."

continued on page 2

<'oM(*|{iun phoin by .liistiii l>iiii/ini;t-r

"John Doe" is removed from Hampshire
District Court after refusing to identify

himself in court.

(oilrKiiin phiilo by JaMin Talrrman

Police carry one of the 35 protesters removed early yesterday morning from Memorial

Hall. Related photo, page 3.

Bush sends US troops to Panama
From the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush said today that he

is sending combat troops to Panama and evacuating

dependents to protect Americans in the turmoil arising

from a presidential election in the White House condemn-

ed as "electoral theft" by Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega.

Bush, facing the first foreign policy crisis of his presiden

cy, said about 2.000 troops would be sent "to protect the

lives of American citizens." About 21.300 American

civilians, many of them retired, live in Panama.

"We will not be intimidated by the bullying tactics of

the dictator, Noriega, brutal though they may be, "
Bush

declared. Bush acted after consulting with congressional

leaders, who gave him their backing, and with leaders of

other Latin American countries.

"The Noriega regime first tried to steal this election

through massive fraud and intimidation and now has

nullified this election and resorted to violence and blf)od-

shed. " Bush said.

Bush also recalled US Ambas.sador Arthur Davis, and

said companies doing business in Panama will be asked

to bring home dependents.

He said Americans in Panama will be asked to leave

the country or move within US compounds there. The

United States maintains 10 military facilities there.

Administration sources said the Pentagon was prepar-

ing to send the troops from Foit Ord. Calif, and Fort Polk.

La. The sources said one group of about 10.000 would be

dispatched immediately from the 7th Light Infantry Divi

sion at Fort Ord. The other, a mechanized infantry divi

sion from Fort Polk, will bc> transported by ship and will

not arrive in Panama for several days, the sources said.

The actions would beef up the 10.000-stiong US troop

strength in Panama with additional forces as one of a

series of actions in respon.se to the nullification of the

Panamanian election results by Noriega and the post-

election violent attacks against opposition politicians.

Bush was continuing talks with leaders of Latin coun-

tries to support various initiatives they were undertak-

ing in the aftermath of what many condemned as an elec-

tion blatantly rigged by Noriega, officials said.

For example, the president backed the call by Venezuela

for an urgent meeting of the Organization of American

States, sources said.

"The president is going to take a whole series of ac-

tions," said one administration official who spoke on con-

dition of anonymity. The official characterized the moves

as "prudent measures to assure the safety of Americans

and assure the United States can fulfill its commitment

to the Panama Canal treaties."

Earlier today. White House spokesman Marlin Fitz-

water said Bush has ordered US military forces to prepare

for possible deployment, as he weighed a series of options

against Panama, where rioters attacked opposition

leaders.

Hillel to move into

old BKO house
Bv SCOTT ROE
Collegian Staff

The house that Beta Kappa Phi once called home but

has Iain dormant since April, 1988, will be getting new
residents next fall.

The University of Massachusetts Hillel Foundation

is .scheduled to move its offices from their present Stu

dent Union location to the vacant house on North Plea

sant .St.. according to Hillei director Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter.

Perlmutter said he hopes the former fraternity house

- closed after police found an illegal bar operation and

an ounce and a half of cocaine — will become the

"Jewish cultural center for the campus." He .said he

continued on page 2
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jailed protester
ccnuriueii ,'rom page I

Tht? other 39 protesters were arrainned at the Armory
in Northampton and then released on their own
recognizance.

At 12:20 p.m., the protestor was arraigned on charges
of trespassing at the court under the name John Doe.

Judge Alvertus Morse presided over the arraignment.
Morse asked Doe for his name and told him that unless

lu' identified himself he would be sent to prison until he
did so.

Doe. shaking his head no, said, "I'm sorry."

"AH he has to do is do what everyone else has done in

this proceeding." Morse said. Out of the more than 150
arrests that have taken place relating to the protests

against military funded research at L'Mass, this was the

first instance of a protester refusing to identify himself

in court

"You think It ^ tunny." said Morse, addressing Doe and
several other protesters sitting in the gallery. "But we
don't think its funny. This kind of thing might be O.K.
for a circus across the road, but not here."

Doe, who according to other protesters has been engag-

ing in passive resistance since his arrest, was carried out

of the courtroom face down by police officers. Twenty
minutes later they carried him out of the courthouse and
into a waiting police car.

While waiting for the car door to be opened Doe was left

lying face down on the sidewalk

Doe has been on a hunger strike since his arrest, pro
testers said

Both the UMass police and the Hampshire County jail

refused to comment on the incident.

Hillel to move
coni'.nuea from page I

would like the house to become a "sort of Jewish Newman
Center." open to all students.

Perlmutter said that he forsees no difficulties in being
located in a fraternity environment.
"I hope we could even be a part of that in some way;

this isn't a fraternity but it would be nice to be connected
with what goes on there." he said.

Perlmutter said that he was uncertain w hen the offices

for Hillel would be ready but that they are now taking
applications for a "Jewish living community" with room
for 2H .students, which is scheduled to open next fall.

The idea of a living community came about because
Perlmutter said that over the years Jewish students have
spoken to him about establishing a place with a communi
ty feeling to it The living area would be open to all

students. Perlmutter said.

"This is not limited to Jewish students only, but to all

people who want to live in a Jewish atmosphere," he said

There are also plans to develop a center for Jewish
studies in the building, which would include meeting
rooms for both students and faculty and :j library. Accor-

ding to Perlmutter, the library may be established in con-

junct i(m with the Judaic and near eastern studies depart-

ment, but currently is in the planning stage
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CONFRONTATION - Protesters lock arms early Thursday morning as police in riot

gear look on. The protesters were attempting to block a PVTA bus scheduled to take

nway Memorial Hall occupiers.

Town board nixesUM anthrax ban
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Health yesterday rejected a pro

posal to ban anthrax research at the University of

Massachusetts, ruling the defense funded study poses "no

immediate public health danger to the community."

The research, conducted by Professor Curtis Thorne in

the microbiology- department, is one of several under fire

from student and community activists, some ofwhom have

conducted building occupations to protest military funded

research at the University.

"The research conducted in Dr Thome's laboratory

presents such a minute risk that we. the board of health,

should take no action to prevent such research." said

board member Diana Stein.

The three member board voted unanimously to advise

the select board that no action against the research should

be taken.

The American Friends Service Committee had propos-

ed a specific regulation banning all research funded by

the US Army Biological Defense Research Program,

which has provided $1 million over the past decade for

After speaking at LBG rally

student victim of homophobia

the anthrax research. That proposal was defeated by two

votes, with one abstention.

Representatives from the AFSC and from Physicians for

Social Responsibility said they had anticipated the board's

decision — and already prepared an appeal to the Depart

ment of Environmental Quality Engineering.

Dr. Ira Helfand, a member of Physicians for Social

Responsibility, said the petitioners disagree with some of

the board's scientific and procedural decisions.

"Our primary concern has been and remains the global

threat this research poses," Helfand said. "That threat

to the globe is a threat to the people of Amherst."

The University administration was "relieved and en

couraged by the very thorough treatment of this subject

by the board of health and particularly rras.surred by their

assurance t. the community that there is no immediate

health threat," said James Langley. associate vice

chancellor for University relations and development.

Amherst Town Meeting, which is now about halfway

through its 67 item warrant, is scheduled to consider

declaring Amherst a "biological warfare research free

zone" later this month.

Faculty: money
from outside for

research OK
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

In an emergency meeting yesterday, the Faculty Senate

voted overwhelmingly to uphold its policy on the accep

tance of outside funding for faculty research on campus.

The meeting, prompted by last week's «KCupation of the

Graduate Research Center by more than 70 students pro

listing military funded research on campus, was design

.d to encourage more dialogue between the two groups,

said Dr Harlan Sturm, chairman of the rules committee.

Student and community demonstrators have engaged

in numerous rallies and four building takeovers in the

past three weeks in opposition to Department of Defense

funded research on campus.

Chancellor Joseph DufTey addressed the senate and pro

posed the creation of a student faculty commission to

review DOD funding and ways to build a stronger United

States economy.

"Department of Defense funding has been and will con

tinue to be actively discussed on this campus," Duffey

said, reading a statement he gave to students Wednes-

day night during the second occupation of Memorial Hall.

The senate voted 55 to 4 to reaffirm the current policy,

which was incorporated 17 years ago. The policy allows

faculty members to seek grant support for research pro-

jects from government agencies, foundations and in-

dustries. Administrators assert that no classified research

is allowed on campus.

The majority vote overrode a small outcry to postpone

the motion until a commission can be formed to review

the policy and offer any suggestions for revision to the

senate at a later date.

"Simply reaffirming the existing policy without

acknowledging there was a problem was a bad mistake,"

said Sen. Howard Ziff. who opposed the motion. "There

are questions, let people bring them forward. Let's educate

people about research."

Ziff. a professor in the journalism department, said at

next week's meeting he will introduce a motion to appoint

a committee to educate itself on both the senate's policy

and research conducted on campus. The committee will

be charged to report to the senate by spring, 1990 to reveal

its findings, he said.

Peter Rossi, chairman of the Research Council, voted

in favor of the motion and .said: "We found that no changes

are needed or warranted in current University policy. The

University does not and should not impose any restric-

tions on legal sources of funding of research."

connnued on page 4

BJ DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Adam Stein said the irony of the latest

homophobic incident at the University of

Massachusetts was that after he spoke

about anonymous homophobic hate at a

rally Tuesday, he said he was a victim of

that same hate.

Stein, co-external coordinator for the

Third World Caucus, said he spoke at the

rally supporting lesbian, bisexual and gay

UMass students because "the Third World

caucus is an ally of the (Lesbian, Bisexual

and Gay Alliance), not ju.st me.
"

But when Stein, a sophomore, returned

to his Gorman Residence Hall home, there

was a message on his answering machine.

He said the message was a slur against him

and against the gay community.

He said that he is not gay, but becau.se

he spoke at the rally, the person who left

the message assumed he was.

"It's funny that anyone who speak.s out

for gay rights is assumed to be gay." he

said. "But |5eople that are against oppres

sion are against homophobia and will sup

port gay rights."

Stein .said he feels he was singled out

because he appeared in a Collegian photo

that appeared with an article on the rally.

Max Mitchell, co-president of the LBGA.
said homophobic incidents are expected at

UMass. He said a slight increase in the

number of incidents occurs after gay com-

munity rallies and other public forums.

"It's a risk being an ally, too, because

you're going to have to put up with the

same terrorism gays, lesbians, and bisex-

uals put up with," he said.

"If it happens once at all, that's too

much," Mitchell said.

Stein said though he is a long-time ally

of the gay community, Tuesday was the

first time he received "anonymous
homophobic hate."

"It just shows that it's not just the gay

community that are victims," Stein said.

"Anyone can be a victim for speaking out

for what vou believe."

As UMprepares for arena,

call for more student input

Students irate with tuition hike
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Tuesday's 7.7 percent tuition increase by

the Board of Regents has many students

and faculty angry over how University of

Ma.ssachu.setts' administrators arc hand!

ing the budget crisis.

"It [wasi extremely expected so I'm not

surprised at all. It seems to me that there

was no .serious thought given to it. I U Mass)

is becoming more and more like the

University of Vermont and that's nothing

to brag about." said Bruce Laurie, vice

president of the UMa.ss-Amherst chapter of

the Massachu.setts Society of Professors.

Laurie said he is concerned about access

to state's higher education .system and

seriously que.stions where additional

continued on page 5

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

Student input is crucial to the plann-

ing of a $33 million multi-purpose arena

at the University of Massachusetts, ac-

cording to a member of the William D.

Mullins Memorial Center Task Force.

Ari Weinstein, one oftwo students on

the committee, said the state legislature

allocated $25 million to the University

specifically for the 10,000-seat facility.

"That's not money that the Universi-

ty could legally use for anything else,"

he said, "so students should have a hell

of a lot of input." Weinstein, who is also

talent coordinator for the Union Pro-

gram Council, said such input would in-

clude the formation of a body, similar

to the Board of Governors, which would

oversee the operation of the facility.

The arena, scheduled to be completed

in 1993, would be located on the west

side ofCommonwealth Avenue. It would

house the University hockey and

basketball teams and serve as a facili-

ty for exhibitions, convocations, Fine

Arts Center productions and commence-

ment exercises, according to the

Memorial Center Feasibility Study.

Steve Shepard, the other student on

the committee and production manager

for UPC, said if the University did not

accept the funding for the facility, it

would be used to construct an arena at

another Massachusetts university.

continued on page 11
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protesters arrested
continued from page 1

\ state police olTicer instructed the

battalion of police to take halt' step-s as

the bus inched forward.

"My observations were that the ac

iiuns taken were appropriate." Billy

Weitzer. associate vice chancellor for

student affairs said. "Getting the buses

out of the area is the most danjjerous

pan I't demonstration for police, pro

testers and onlookers, I wish there was

something to do to de escalate the silua

tidu he said.

fhe bus transported the

demonstrators to the Leeds Armory in

Northampton where all but one of the

protesters were arraigned, according to

Jeanne Hopkins. University

spokeswoman. One of the protefrters

refused to identify himself and was

subsequently taken to Hampshire Coun
ty House of Correction. Hopkins siiid It

IS reported that he is still in jail and ha>

started a hunger strike |See related

story, page 1.

1

• *•

The ixrcupation. the fifth in fuui

weeks, has resulted in 151 arrests.

The protesters demanded that all

military-funded research at UMas«» end,

and the disciplinary action taken

against students protesting against the

research be lifted

The 19 students arrested last week in

the Graduate Research Center were im

mediately suspended from the Univei

sity upon arrest The administration us

ed an interim sanction to suspend the

students without a prior hearing. After

a meeting with the [)ean ofStudents. Jo

Anne Thomas Vanin. the suspension

wa» lifted pending a hearing for the

students who do not have a record of

disciplinary problems at UMaM. Repeat

offenders remained on suspension

All students suspended under the m
terim claus*' will have a hearing to deal

with other violations of the picketing

ciKle 111 the Ctxle of Student Conduct, ac

cording to Gladys Kodrigues, as.s«Kiate

dean of students. The hearing will

ultimately determine if students will 1k>

reinstated.

Five suspended UMass students and
one Hampshire College student con

tinue their hunger strike protesting the

disciplinary action imposed against the

protesters.
• «•

The Memorial Hall occupation con-

tinued through Wednesday and into

Wednesday night There were no police

inside or outside the hall until about

11:30 pm Wednesday.

"The police were fatigued (UMass) and

we needed time to deal with the fatigue

question and to deal with the ways to

respond to the situation," Dennis Mad
Min. vice chancellor for student affairs

>aid

When UMass police arrived to

Memorial Hall, they blockaded the en

trances to the building with yellow

sawhorses. Police stood in the cold rain

in front of the barriers. They had tn

break a window to enter the building

because the protesters blockaded the

doors with chairs, tables and boxes of

computer paper

There were about 30 onlookers outside

who stayed overnight to support the pro

testers inside the building At least six

members of the Republican Club also

lasted the duration. The Republicans

countered the supporters chant. "Hey
hey. ho. ho. D O D has got to go with.

"Hey. hey. ho. ho. protesters have got

to go
'

It doesn't look as if the pmtesting will

end. As the demonstrators were being

removed from the building, supporters

were singing. "See you next week."

"I fear it's not over vet." Madaon said

reactions to increase

conunued fmm page 3

money for a promised relaxation of Hnan

cial aid eligibility guidelines will come. The

guidelines allow 3,000 additional students

to receive funds, he said.

"The question of access dt>es not seem to

trouble higher education leaders in this

state. These measures are taken without

much thought to their implications." he

said

.\rt major Eddie Ching. a senior, has one

more semester until graduation but said he

would attend a different university

somewhere else if he needed more I inn- to

finish his education.

"I'd definitely go somewhere else to get

away from the budget, [and] to distance

myself from the atmosphere here." he said

"I'd like to see some focus of attention on

to other areas to solve the (budget) pro

blems instead of looking to the students to

.solve the situation."

Not everyone is upset with paying more

for their education because they believe

UMass is still a bargain.

"I expected it, but I think it's still a good

deal for the money," said junior Laurie

Soiel, a public health major.

Sorel likes UMass even if she does plan

to work two jobs this summer to pay for

next semester.

Her only cause of concern is with the

state because she feels the legislature does

not understand the value of a quality, af

fordable education, she said.

"1 think the University has to push

harder as far as the state government

goes," she said. "I don't think the state

government takes us seriously."

What is in store for the future of public

higher education's funding is still

anybt)dy's guess, said State Representative

Stan Rosenberg (D Amherst).

"Even if the Board of Regents did not

vote an increase, the [Massachusetts]

Senate may have come up with exactly the

same budget for higher education," he said.

"How much of that (tuition increase) will

come out of higher education I can't say.

Given that it's about 12 percent of non local

aid it's hard to imagine higher education

escaping any cuts," he said.

faculty continues policy

contmutd from pagt 3

Student demonstrators attending the

meeting said nothing was accomplished

because the senate reafllrmed the policy.

"It was a nightmare." said sophomore

Laura Morrissette who was arrested dur

ing the first takeover at Marcus Hall two

weeks ago and also during la.st week's oc-

cupation at the Graduate Research Center.

"I think the faculty is rather uninform
,.(\

' .^,. ,; ,iH i don't think thev reallv

know what's going on." The senate also

voted to endorse Provost Richard O'Brien's

statement made at last week's meeting in

respoMst' to student protests.

O'Brien said, "this administration doM
everything it can to avoid arresting

students." adding that such action is a last

resort but is an alternative to ensure that

the University is able to function.
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EWC continues growth in spite ofbudget cuts
By LISA SHAPIRO
Collegian Staff

Even as statewide budget cuts have stunted program
growth across the University of Massachusetts campus,
the Everywoman's Center has two programs that face no

danger, according to an EWC coordinator.

The Educator/Advocate and Counselor Advocate pro

grams have definite expansion potential, said Deb Levy.

program coordinator of volunteers of the counselor ad

vocate program.

Though the two programs, centered in Nelson House,

rely heavily on volunteers, EWC Director Carol Wallace

said the programs are significantly funded by a Depart-

ment of Public Health grant. This is the first year of a

new grant cycle, which is scheduled to continue for four

more years, she said.

"Last year we were ranked among the top three of 23
proposals submitted for rape crisis centers throughout

Massachusetts — we were one in three in the state that

was awarded maximum funding." Wallace said.

In the struggle to diversify the primarily white staff of

the Educator/Advocate and Counselor/Advocate programs.

Levy said women from different ethnicities and com-

munities are being encouraged to apply for training.

"Our overall goal is to help women," Levy said. "We
want to become more multicultural in order to service

women of all colors and to reach women who aren't usual

ly reached."

By training more Black, Latino, Asian, disabled and
non-traditional students and other women from the com
munity at large, Levy said, a larger part of the communi-
ty can be reached, and more women can be helped.

These programs are important because instances of

violence are happening more frequently, she added.

The Counselor'Advocates work the 24 hour hotline.

Levy said, as well as providing short term counseling,

leading support groups for rape and incest survivors, and

assisting women with legal and medical advocacy.

The Educator'Advocate program holds workshops and
presentations throughout the UMass campus and the com
munity covering issues such as rape, date rape, media
violence, pornography, eating disorders, and sexual

harassment. Levy said.

"This program makes people more aware of these issues,

and how their lives are affected by them. " she said.

There are currently 21 Educator/Advocates and 18

Counselor Advocates involved in the program, she said.

The programs have combined training at the beginn-

ing of each seme.ster where women learn the specific skills

n€»eded for their program, in addition to crisis interven

tion skills. Levy said.

All women at UMass and in the community are eligi

ble for the 50-hour training program, following an
interview.

"The women have to be concerned and committed to

these issues and interested in helping," Levy said

Ask Us
Question -I:

I've been using condoms, is tl at enough
to protect me against AIDS?
Answer:
Although condoms are an excellent bar-

rier preventing the transmission of the

AIDS virus, nonoxynol-9 (the active ingre-

dient in some spermicides* acts to actually

kill any AIDS virus which is present. Some
condoms contain nonoxynol-9 as a lubri-

cant, you should check the package or ask

the pharmacist to make sure that it is pre-

sent. Nonoxynol-9 can also be found in

various over-the-counter contraceptive

foams, jellies, and film. The spermicide

found on lubricated condoms is adequate

to protect again.st AIDS and other sexual-

ly transmitted diseases fSTD's I. However,

statistics show that more people are using

condoms. Yet the rate of unwanted
pregnancies is on the increase due to peo-

ple not using spermicides with the con-

doms, as well as improper use of condoms.

In addition:

So you think that you know everything

about AIDS, but did you know that. . .?

• There are over 87.000 cases of full blovm

AIDS in the US. right now.

• It is estimated that there are now bet

ween 1-2 million people that would test

HIV positive.

• Natural and animal skin condoms can

not protect against AIDS and other STDs
because the microscopic pores will allow

viruses to pass through, whereas sperm are

too large (e.g. Natural Lambs).

• Nonoxynol-9 is currently the only

available spermicide that will kill the

AIDS virus

• Condoms are an effective, but not

foolproof, way to prevent the spread of the

AIDS virus.

• Currently the fastest growing popula

tion getting AIDS is women ofcolor in New
York City between the ages of 21 to 25. It

is the leading cause of death for this age

group.

• It is a myth that lesbians cannot

transmit the AIDS virus (like any other

sexually active group they are su.sceptible

to AIDS and other STD's).

• Unlike people, viruses do not

discriminate — anyone can get AIDS.
Ask Us ts a service ofthe Collegian to the

UMass community. For more information,

contact the University Health Services.

Attorneys discuss problems
confronting gay community

By JENNIFER GARVIN
Collegian Correspondent

The AIDS epidemic has caused major

shifts in gay family law. two Springfield

attorneys told a Student Union BallriKim

audience Tuesday night.

Attorneys Ron DtH)n and Barbara Macy,

members of Gl^D, a Boston based ad

vocacy group for homosexual legal con

cerns, discussed legal problems unique to

the gay community at a forum sponsored

by the program for gay. lesbian and bi.sex-

ual concerns.

Ten years ago. Deon said, his practice

dealt mainly with guardian.ship and adop-

tion of children by homo.sexual couples.

AIDS has forced gay couples to make deci-

sions concerning how property will be

divided and financial decisions will be

made in the event that one partner

iK'comes ill.

Dc>on said le.sbians have also felt the im-

pact of AIDS because it has forced them
to face their own mortality, and they too

are now seeking legal advice on such

matters.

B<>cause the law dcx-s not allow ^^ay mar

riages. gays face special problems and

should seek legal counsel, the attorneys

said.

The cost of an attorney is worth it, Deon
said, because "what you pay today you'll

save tomorrow."

"When you plan around relationships

and property issues, your goal is to .stay

out of court. You want a predictable way
of working out problems," he said.

In Massachusetts, the closest thing to

legal marriage is what is known as.

"Durable Power of Attorney" contract.

An example of what could happen if

such precautionary legal documents
aren't .secured is the much publicized

Sharon Kowalsky case.

In November, 1983, Kowalsky received

severe head iiyuries that left her physical

ly and mentally incapacitated. When her

parents found out about her lover, Karen
Thompson, they went to court and obtain

ed legal guardian.ship of their daughter,

and subsequently barred Thompson from
visiting her. Six years and several court

battles later. Thompson still ha.sn't been
granted the right to see her

PART-TIME WORK • FALL SEMESTER
APPLY AT COLLEGLIUI DESK TODAY!

EARN $8 - 10/HR

1 M^^MbAV %»^
JCOLLEGIAN^ml.

Itt .IImIv v\ IIII I.I

illklUii i>|t.lllllM Ills ,,,• 'l1/,7^^^

Collegian Drivers
Wanted

Applicants Must Have:
• Mornings free until 1 1 :00 a.m.

(M-F, MWF, or TuTh)
• Access to a reliable car.

• Be dependable and responsible.
• Drivers average 5-6 hours/week.

ALSO NEEDED:

CIRCULATION COORDINATOR
• Mornings tree Mon.-Fri. until 1 1:00 a.m.
• Must have car for occasional delivery.

• Average 7-8 hrs./week, pay $7/hr.

COLLEGIAN IS AN EOE

This iswhere
the fun Starts

CASE SPECIALS
LITE BEER BY MILLER
CARLING BLACK LABELS
MOLSON GOLDEN 12 OZ CANS

10.99

6.99

12.99

NEW PRODUCT WATCH
SEAGRAMS BLACK CHERRY

WINE COLLER
4 pack $2.99

MICHELOB DRY 6 pk.

JACK DANIELS COLLERS 6
PURPLE PASSION 4 pk.

LABATTS BLUE/50 12 pk.

pk.

3.99

4.99

4.99

6.99

SUTTER HOME WHITE ZINFANDEL

SEAGRAMS GIN 1.75L SALE PRICE
W/MAIL-IN REBATE

FOUR SEASONS VODKA 1.75L

CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 ml

3.99

9.99

6.99

8.99

6.99

THERE'S NO REASON TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE

FOUR SEASONS
KEGS—ALL SHAPES & SIZES MC/VISA WE DELIVER

Located on Route 9, Hadley—Just beyond Burger King

OPEN MONDAY—SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.

584-8174

1
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Women's Forum:
Benefit Concert
Charlie Kinj: will be performing tonight

at 8 p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist
Meeting House on North Pleasant Street

in Amherst. The concert is a benefit for The
Woman's Convoy to Central America and
the Helen Mitchell House. Call Elizabeth
Ahearn at 367-9352 for mure information.

Move-A-Thon
Necessities. Necesidades, an organization

for women experiencing emotional and or

physical abuse, will hold its 4th annual
Move-A Thon Saturday to raise funds and
awareness to help maintain the organiza-

tion's services for battered women and
their children.

People of all ages are invited to seek
sponsors to support their "moving;" par-

ticipants may run, walk, bike, wheel,
skate, or creatively locomote

Sponsor forms are available at the
Necessities Necesidades office, or bv call

ing 586 1125.

Registration will begin at noon at the
I'nitanan Church in Northampton, and

the "moving" will begin at 1 p.m. The
route, 5 kilometers, is wheelchair accessi-

ble. Child care is available.

Mother's Day Poetry Reading
The Cultural Images Group of Nor-

thampton presents a Mother's Day
Reading of Poetry by Men at the
Easthampton Library on Sunday at 7 p.m.
Join local poets Robert Hill Long. Doug
Anderson, and Steven Philbrick as they
read their poems about women. A discus-

sion will follow and refreshments will be
served For more information call Shervl
Stoodley at 586 1438.

March in Central Park
The Coalition Against Rape and Violence

will be selling bus tickets for the march in

Central Park on May 25 to protest the re-

cent rape and beating of a New York City
woman jogger. Tickets are $17 and will In-

available on the Campus Center Concourse
Tuesday and Wednesday. For more infor-

mation call Tracy Feldstein or Charles
Bailey at 323-5555.

For Your Information
For your information is a service i>/' the

Colle,gian tti the L'nuvrsity atmmunity. For
more information on FYl, contact Daiiii at

the Collegian, or at 545^500

Rally
In support of students who are pro-life.

The rally is scheduled for 12 p.m to 1 p.m.

tomorrow on the Student L'nion Steps. For
more information, contact the Republican
Club.

Marathon
The Southwest Video Marathon kicks off

at 7 p.m. until 12 a.m. tomoirow Sponsored
by Southwest Week, the marathon is

scheduled to be held in the Southside Room

of the Hampden Student Center.

Coffee Social

Sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual and
Gay Alliance. The social is scheduled for

3 p.m. tomorrow in room 809 809 of the

Campus Center. For more information,

contact the LBGA.

Concert
The Southwest Concert is scheduled to

begin at 12 p.m. Sunday, May 14 at the

Soutwest Fields. The concert is sponsored
by the Southwest Area Government.
Headlining the concert are Phish and
Canned Heat. For more information, con-

tact the SWAG office

NORTHAMPTON CENTER FOR THE ARTS PRESENTS:

l^iN A l{oman
%lidau
for "^0mmm

TWA

TRIP INCLUDES: AIRFARE • ACCOMMODATIONS
AND $500 SPENDING MONEY

DEPART
^ RETURN

JUNE 29TH/JULY 6TH

WINNERS ATTEND

Paul Simon §»
&GRACELAND

J

Concert i

TODAY'S TWA.
FIND OUTHOW GOOD
WE REALLY ARE.

liekets
ON SALE

$9(\ ^'^ff^^ TICKET^^ ^Benefits

lAf^;

CENTER FOR THE

EVERYWHERE | Northampton

k
DRAWING JUNE 11TH AT BONNIE ^AIH CONCERT, GREENE HALL

BOG to negotiate GSS'
$29,000 withdrawal

By SARAH UEMASTER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate and the

Board of Governors recently reached an

agreement to renegotiate the GSS pro-

posal to withdraw $29,000 in funds from

the board, BOG Treasurer Lisa Balen-

tine announced at last night's board

meeting.

Former Board treasurer Joe Casali

said the proposal, which occurred after

a March meeting of the Board finance

committee and the GSS, came as a

surprise.

"They gave no indication (at the

meeting) of this proposal." said Casali.

"We addressed all their is.sues. It seems
they already had it decided that they

didn't want to fund us."

"We're not sure |the EJoardI is worth

$29,000. " said Senate treasurer Kevin
Dodson at the Senate meeting Tuesday.

One of the GSS' concerns is that the

GSS provides 20 percent of the board's

funding, but does not receive 20 percent

of the space allocated to registered stu-

dent organizations. Dodson said.

The GSS is also upset with the board's

handling of the Republican Club's

behavior, said Greta von Heerden,
former GSS president.

"We feel that the board has given in-

to intimidation," said von Heerden.

"[The Republican Club] never received

and punitive action."

Casali said the withdrawal of GSS
funds would hurt several programs on
campus, including the Student Union
Art Gallery and the Craft Shop.

"1 don't think there will be a complete

shut-off of funds." Dodson said.

'I'he board hopes to hold a meeting
within the next two weeks to discuss

lowering funding. Balentine said.

In other business:

• The Board voted on several summer
projects, including making the first Hoor

Campus Center bathrooms handicapped

accessible, establishing an under 21

dance club in the Campus Center, in-

stalling a second Baybanks machine,
opening up rooms in the Campus Center

for studying, in.stalling a big screen

television in the Campus Center, bring-

ing in more exhibits to the Student
Union Gallery, and providing a direc

tory of student organizations in the Stu

dent Union
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CAG election battle continues
The fate of the Commuter Area Government presidency remained uncertain last night

as the Student Judiciar>' continued proceedings to determine whether a second election
should be held.

Co-candidates Robb Smith and Ted Chambers, who lost to co-candidates Tim Reilly and
Alex Zarganes by four votes more than a month ago. claim ballot box workers failed to
check if students carried enough credits to qualify to vote.

Also, at least one student voted from the Greek area, which is not considered part of
the Commuter area.

The pair was granted a new election after the Commuter Area Governing Board reviewed
the errors, but the board's decision is currently under contention by Undergraduate Stu
dent Sen. Bob McDevitt.
The Student Judiciary formed a tribunal, headed by Justice John Sanchez, to hear

McDevitt's complaint and determine whether a new trial is warranted.
Clarinda Rose Turner, acting CAG president, said filling the position will facilitate

government work and activities planned for the summer.

HUNAN GOURMET
^

CHINESE RESTAURANT

ADVOCATEBEST
OF THE

VALLEY
READFRV Pdl I

1 9 8 8
SECOND PLACE

NEW
RESTAURANT

Thanks to the Advocats Readers for voting
for us in the 3est of ttie Valley Pol

Even though we were only open for one
month when the pol was taken, we are
pteased we made such a great impression

in such a short time span.

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton•585-0202•Ample ^-'arking

Open 7 aays a week*Hn MSO
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE d

DO I HAVE A CASE?"
*i S^^S^ " '^ ^^^^ Servlo Cutar (L.S.C.) c«a ummt'••-Wlag o»u«i ttudenta' quaatiou on a variety of iaaalproblaaa. Including:

hniaiog, crijainal, university related prob-
iaaa. civil righta, oonauaer, labor rela-
tiona, peraonal injury, and «a«ily law.

TiS-^'L'^*.^ ^^a«l«l by student Cees, and has been offeriao ttml-flal services to fee-paying DHasa students for over a decade!

*TX) I NEEDA LAWYER?"
2liirSlL**'^^**f *^**^ ^* y*"^ 'if't source of law related

SSlwf^MsT^I^ you need information, advice or referral.c*i-i S45 i»95 for an appointment with a legal assistant/attorney

located in the heart of the caapus inoo« 922 of the Caapus Center, the Legal
Sarrices Center is handicapped-accessible,
and Is open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.
tmtil 5 p.a.

EDITORIAL/OTNIOSf
Some made their choice — respect it

Protests. They seem like a new fad; they're all over the

place. People have been reacting differently towards the

protesters. Some have been condemning them, some are

supporting; them, and others could care less.

Minu Sebastian

1 think protests are t^eat. They show character and

strength. Ifyou believe in something, you should fight for

it. I began to start a protest against the D.C; 1 think

students should be allowed to have two selections from

the meat group at the same time. 1 didn't get many
followers.

A recent and more controversial protest is trying to end

military research on campus. Although the issue is con-

troversial and everyone feels differently, there is one issue

which effects all of us. the freedom to choose.

Many people walk by a protest and make fun of it. Some
people are thoroughly disgusted and call the protestors

"psychcw." "druggies." and "animals," Some also say that

the police have no choice but to use force such as "pain

compliance" or other forms of violence to arrest the

protesters.

These people are unaware and fail to see some impor

tant issues which are raised in a proteitt. One of these

issues is choice. Life is full of choices and different people

are going to make different decisions Every person does

have a right to choose to protest an issue.

In addition, people should think about the police and
their roles in protests. When and why should the police

be called in to intervene in a protest? How much force

should they be allowed to use against the protesters?

When 1 hear people say that the police had no choice

but to use force such as "pain compliance" or beating so-

meone with a billy-club to arrest protesters, I can't help

but wonder, how did these people get so brainwashed? Of
course the police have a choice. They have minds; some
of them chose to use violence to arrest the protesters.

Have people been manipulated into believing that the

police have the authority to use violence as they wish?

There are much better ways to subdue someone than

beating them. Protesters are human beings. They are not

animals and do not deserve to be treated that way.

I understand that most people believe that the police

are here for our benefit and one of their roles is to main-

tain order. I agree with this. But, I do believe that the

police have limits to their authority and should be ques

tioned whenever they reM»rt to force and violence.

When people protest any issue, they are standing up for

something they strongly believe in. Considering the fact

that they have a lot at risk, like jobs, reputation and their

personal safety.this is an act that takes gut.s and courage.

Protesters ikfserve our respect regardless of whether or

not we agree with the issue being protested.

So next time you walk by a prot«rt, don't be so quick

to criticize. You made your choice . . . and so did they.

Minu Sebastian is a Collegian columnist

Thursday night Seder still had seats left
As the Manager of Kosher dining Commons. I would like

to correct .several inaccuracies in the letter written by

Brenda Daniels. ("Unable to observe holiday." April 29l.

First, there are 202 students on the Kosher meal plan

and not 191 as stated. Yes. we do have 204 seats available,

however, through past history we know that there will

be a certain amount of students who will go home, and

I authorized the Meal Ticket Office, about two weeks prior

to the Seders, to sell 45 tickets (22 percent! for each night's

Seder. The Wednesday night Seder did sell out. but the

each night's Seder never sold out. In fact, the number of

seats available was increased to 60. or almost 30 percent

of the available seats.

Secondly, yes we do indeed give first preference to those

students who are on the Kosher meal plan because they

have to pay those students who sign up who still do not

show up for the Seders. When this happens, we allow any

student who is willing to wait in line to see if s/he can

participate in the Seder to some in through an agreement

with Rabbi Perlmutter. We did let several in on both

'S-f'

nights.

Third, to move the Seder to a large DC is just an im-

possible task. Yeshiva University does not feed the

number of students that we do, and they close down for

one week in order to prepare for Pas.sover. Passover re

quires a complete set ofcookware that is used for the eight

days and then stored until next year. Also, the cost of

Passover food is very high, and when you have less than

five percent of the total population of Jewish students

eating on the Kosher meal plan, it is obvious to se why
a much smaller area.

Had Daniels opted to attend Thursday night's Seder, she

could have purchased a ticket at Franklin Meal Ticket

Office the day she was in line, or had she talked to Rabbi

Perlmutter or myself we would have told her to come
Wednesday night, wait until all who had signed up were

in. and then .she probably would have been able to get in,

there were usually seats open
Donald S. McGann

Kosher Dining Commons

Editorial childish
I am writing in response to the Board of Editors

editorial on May 5 ("Punishment will not pacify") and

in response to the actions of the student Department

of Defense protesters. I find both to be irresponsible

and childish.

Whether you believe in their cause or not. the stu-

dent protesters had no right to take over a building

on campus, or any place else for that matter. Protesters.

along with the rest of us, have the right to speak their

nunds, picket, write letters and take advantage of other

legal avenues to have their concerns heard. If enough

people hear and have the same concerns, those in posi

tions of authority will be moved to action, or will be

removed from their pasitions. This is our system for

change and it works.

If not enough people see the concern as significant

and are not moved to action by the information

presented to them, a protest dies, and rightfully so This

is our system to improve our society; it is a good system,

and it works. Not many other countries have such

rights.

But It seems that certain students believe that they

have rights abc»ve the rest of the people They believe

that their concerns outweigh those of others, and

henceforth, others rights. The legal avenue is too slow

for these students, so they won't bother to use it. They

know that the University is soft and overly tolerant

of such illegal activities. In other words, they can get

away with it. so they will do it.

The best analogy I can think of. is of a little child

demanding something from its mother. When the

mother can't or doesn't give the child what it wants,

the child throws himself to the Hoor. kicking and

screaming in a temper tantrum. From this point on,

no matter what the parent says, the child won't listen,

and finally must be physically removed from the Hoor.

I sincerely hope that these illegal protesters are made
to take responsibility for their actions, including mak
ing restitution for their occupation. This is the first step

in becoming an adult, being responsible for all of your

actions. The Board of Editors of the Collefiian has

shown its immaturity by backing up these childish and

illegal actions. These actions take away the rights of

other University people to freely use these buildings

in the manner in which they were meant to be used.

Let's grow up people.

Martin Calawa
Amherst

The Collegian Editorial Desk is accepting applications

for an associate editor pitsition for the fall semester.

Come down to 1 1.1 Campus Center and talk to Pam or

Meredith for more details regarding this position.

The deadline for applications is Monday, May 15th.

^^^a
The dream and the DOD

University's actions condemned
We. the undersigned faculty and staff

members, support student opposition to

military weapons research and death-

related research on the University of

Massachusetts campus. We support their

demands for free access to documents on

research and for a committee to develop a

plan for an economic conversion towards

civilian funding sources for campus

research. We share the concern regarding

university reliance Defense funding

threatens University autonomy and

academic freedom. With students, we in-

stead demand adequate funding for public

higher education in the Commonwealth,

and commend students for bringing these

moral issues to the attention of the cam-

pus, the Commonwealth, and the nation.

We protest the University administra-

tion's overly punitive response to the recent

student demonstrations against military

weapons research. We strongly urge the

University to show more sensitivity to

students' legitimate concerns and call upon

them to immediately reinstate suspended

students and refrain from using threats of

suspension or expulsion to deter students

from exercising their constitutional rights.

Those faculty members who signed this

statement refu.se to cooperate with

students' suspensions and will continue to

teach these students enrolled in our

courses. We also prote-st the University's

decision to ban students from campus, to

charge students for the expenses of their

own arrests, to levy other fines against

them, and to call in off-campus police to ar-

rest them. We condemn all University ac-

tions that .stifle dissent on campus and
discourage students from expressing their

moral concern about campus policies.

Editor's note: 129 faculty and staff

members signed this letter

People u.sually say I'm too optimistic, but

lately I've taken a pessimistic attitude

toward my future.

Specifically I fear my degree, still a year

off, will be worth less now than it would

have been five years ago.

I've been having nightmares.

David R. Mark

In my dream I'm at a job interview. I am
asked about my University of

Massachusetts days. I hand my future

employer my degree, my resume, and my
disclaimer.

My disclaimer reads: /, David R. Mark,

during my four years at the University of

Massachusetts, never occupied a building.

Nor did 1 ever spray-paint a sidewalk, kick

a police officer in the shins, date rape a

woman, incite a riot orJoin in a racist, sex-

ist, homophobic or anti-Semitic incident.

Nor did I become a communist, go drunk

driving, or illegally hold a keg party. I never

sold or bought drugs, and I never swore at

any member of the administration.

Sure it's a nightmare. But if you ever

listen to anyone from the outside world —
the media, students who go to other col-

leges, parents — you'd think the 19,000 of

us at U ofM were basket cases, radical lef-

ti.sts who are prepared to occupy the world,

doing bong hits with cheap pot.

Perhaps all the world should listen to

people like Charles Lenchner, a hunger
striker during the anti-military research

protests and a true beacon of hope for the

education system. He said, and I quote:

"I've tried fasting on Yom Kippur many
times, but I've never succeeded. This time

I'll make it. This is stronger than religion,

it's the fear of the military."

Good Chuck, bla.sphemize my religion

even as you destroy the worth of my degree.

It's people like you that make me cringe

in my nightmare when my employer says.

"Oh, you go to UMass."

***

With all those professors giving their sup-

port to the protesters, one has to wonder

if any of the occupiers will flunk out this

semester. Four weeks of occupying
buildings tends to have an effect on one's

grades, I assume.

But then, you know what they say hap-

pens when you assume.

I have to believe at least one protester

has thought at one point that they may end

up with five incompletes instead of a 0.4

GPA this semester.

*•
With all the calls the Collegian has

received since the first occupation, I've

begun to take a survey about what the

average person knows about UMass.

Nearly everyone outside of western

Massachusetts has no clue as to what Cut-

back City is. which may be the best reason

we should move it to Boston.

Two jokes have surfaced since the occupa-

tions began. Neither are particularly good,

but students should know them
nonetheless.

The first says the protesters should take

over Cutback City, thus killing two birds

with one stone. (No one would care about

them, and someone would then have a good

enough rea.son to torch the place.] The se-

cond is that once school ends, we'll never

hear about D.O.D. research again.

Funny how the truth isn't funny.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist
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ARTS&LIVINS
Director Holland has savage approach to film
By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Probably the most unusual thing about

director Savage Steve Holland is his name.

Not only has it been a nickname since his

high school days over a decade ago, it's ac-

tually used on the posters and credits of his

movies. 'Directed (or Written and Directed)

by Savage Steve Holland.' In a business

already as crazy as filmmaking, this is

even more out of the ordinary.

But no one has ever called Holland or-

dmary. Growing up in Greenwich, Ct.. he

had barely picked up a movie camera when
his girlfriend dumped him for another guy.

Steve did not take it lightly, going mildly

bonkers and indulging in a pseudo "Elton

John' look while letting his imagination

run wild with his artwork and comics (and

this is based on memories — as Steve was

a close friend of my older brother's, and I.

though barely ten. remember some of itt

Eventually, he put the experience into his

first Super-8 movie, "which was shown to

my english class, well received. . and got

thrown awav."

SCREENING ROOM

Undaunted, Savage Steve went to college

at Cal Arts in Los Angeles, where he con

tinued his newfound interest in film, main-

ly doing graphic work. By graduation time,

he'd penned a script and made .V/v I l-year-

old Birthday Party, which got shown at a

local festival and also got needed attention.

"One thing led to another, " Holland says.

and his script, Better OffDead, was finally

optioned after execs like Michael Eisner
I then with Paramount, now Disney's boss),

Henr\i The Fon^iWinkler, and A&M Films

President Andrew Meyer (who gave the

green light i.

Better Off Dead, inspired by his high

school traumas, debuted in 1985. but was
not a critical favorite. Yet it had, and has,

a cult following of sorts. Savage Steve

wasn't dealing with reality, but rather the

distorted life of a victim of heartbreak.

Lane Myer (John Cusack. who has obtain

ed mild success himself. » Many college

friends still remember classic lines like

"Gee, sorr>' your mom blew up," or the mo-

ment Cusack gets dumped: "I've been
thinking about it a lot. Lane, and I've

decided it would be better if I went out with

someone more popular." As one who suf

fered the cliques at Greenwich High as

well, Holland's dialogue is more on target

than one might believe.

One Crazy Summer followed in 1986, but

it did not have the box office draw a direc-

tor hopes for, despite the presence of

Cusack (again), and Demi Moore. No new-

film projects beckoned until his latest film,

How I Gt)t into College. It had already been
in development at '20th Century Fox, and
production was underway, when the
original director was fired. Holland step-

ped in, "mainly because I can write on the

spot. The script wasn't ready for shooting,

it wasn't funny enough, but the director,

a woman who had dime t.v., t«M>k the fall

for it anyway."
Filming went from February to April of

1988, with the film originally designed for

a fall release, "but the writer's strike

changed that. The film wasn't completely

finished, and we still needed to do 'pickups'

(usually a few close-up reaction or expres-

sion shots of actors that are needed for the

final 'polish'). "We couldn't resume until

December, when we finally finished." The
film stars Anthony Edwards (best known
from Revenge of the Nerds), Corey Parker,

and Charles Rocket (best remembered from
continued on page 20

Whtn You're Serious About Fun,..

COMEDY
ZONE At

Peking
Garden

3 Hot Shows weekly
FRIDAY 9:30 SATURDAY 8:30 4 11:00

ADMISSION $6.00

NO SHOWS FRIDAY
May 5 and May 12

Shows will resume May 19

"Peoples' Choice"
COMPLETE PU-PU PLATTER For 2
1 COCKTAIL EACH ^^^m ak
COMEDY SHOW $24.99

FRIDAY
SPECIAL
20% OFF
Any Dinner

with Comedy Show
ticket stub

COMEDY
EVERY WEDNESDAY 8PM

STARTING MAY 3
OPEN STAGE MAY 10

Open Stage 2nd Wed. each month
HOST: ISSIE GESSELL

if Restaurant Specials •

BUFFET $5.99
ALL YOU CAN EAT MON-THURS 8PM

SUNDAY
BRUNCH $6.99

ALL YOU CAN EAT 11AM-3PM

COMEDY OR DINNER RESERVATIONS
586-1202

GEKING VIARDEI
A MAKbARIM « SZtCHUAN ntSTAUHANT

M I»«yU •, M»<Ur ;|(^ .f. ^ «««» »» Mmlty a-bkr-

TOP Of
the CAMPUS

OUNCE
SavvuBubblegum Pink • Royal Blue

FROM GRADUATION
TO SUMMER VACATION
SAVVY HAS COLORS

_ Hampshire Mall • Hadley. MA 386^775

Baby Blue* Coral •Winning MTiite* Perfect Peach •

^*-.

Get/Fire'cl Up
About

CHEMlCMroGlNEERiNG

CHEMISTRY MAJORS

Earn $10 hr This Summer
Doing researcn mtefviewmg for the

U S Environmental P^ntection

Agency on community right-to-know

database Hours are Monday - Fn-

day 9 - 5pm Positions avaiiaoie

starting June 1 2 Call today for an
interview We re m the Mountain
Farms Mall which is a stop on the

Free Bus Line Call 9 00am - 5 00pm
Monday - Friday, 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Researcfi Center

Mountain Farms Mail Rt 9 Hadlev MA 01 035
»r tauji .Jooonu"'!* 5-^.Tiovf

5^'
shoes, clothing and accessories

We won't disappoint you!

Bargains & fun!
Now In Progress!

north pleasant street, amherst 253-2563
daily 10-6 Sunday 12-5

A Creative Hair Salon Specializing in:

Wave Nouveau • Leisure Curl
Care Free Curl • Weaves • Extensions

braids • Color • Permanent Waves
Design Cuts • We have ethnic make-up

228 Tnangle Street • Amherst • 549-3999

139 Dwight Street • Springfield • 734-4234

Monday thru Saturday

All ages club needs
bands not booze
By WILLIAM JAMES
Collegian StafT

Problems, problemti, problems. They're

all over, but especially around here. Here
comes the big weekend problem. You're not

yet 21 years old. You want to see live local

bands but generally the doormen at most
bars in the area are trained to zero in and
destroy all pieces of identiflcation that

seem to have naughty origins. Ifyou do get

in and you're flailing wildly in a crowd
glistening with sweat and musical ap-

preciation then, if your conscience is not

overly diluted, you might just be able to

visualize the overweight, grubby little club

owner lining his pocket with your money.
The anarchy of rock and roll making the

sleazily rich sleazily richer. Two questions.

1. Why does there have to be booze

wherever a band is playing? 2. Don't you
think the incentive of money might
perhaps affect the judgement taste (?) of

club owners?
Music is not just for alcoholic old

adolescents, or another avenue for facist

scum to get fatter. It is to be enjoyed by
everyone, regardless of their political in-

clinations or choice of liquid refreshment.

There's this club see- it's called Club Soda
or Gothic Street depending on your age and
attitude. It is located in the People's In-

stitute at -38 Gothic Street in Northhamp-
ton, a P.V.T.A. ride from wherever you
may be in the Valley. On Friday nights, the

place is devoted to giving mostly junior

high school students a place to dance. So
on Fridays it's called Club Soda.

On Saturday nights it showcases good

local talent and is called Gothic Street

because people who would generally ap-

preciate seeing live local bands at a fair

price in a well equipped club with a great

dance floor get turned off by the name
'Club Soda'. Drink Coca-Cola even though
it contributes to racial viciousness in South
Africa, but don't go to a club with a name
like Club Soda. Well, the fact that the place

sells Coke is the only thing wrong with it

so you're all set.

The club boasts what is considered to be
one of the best sound systems in the Valley,

which, coupled with comparatively fan-

tastic acoustics makes for extremely good

sound quality as all of the bands I spoke
to who performed there remarked. In ad-

dition. Club Soda/Gothic Street has pretty

much the only decent light show around,

and a big, solid, wonderful, wooden dance
floor. This is a rare commodity, especially

in Norhthampton. I mean it's a dancer's

dance floor. And when your breath gets too

heavy, or if you're too cool (i.e. too embar-
rassed) to sway your lovely young hips

there is a lot of tables, chairs, nooks, cran-

nies, video games, pinball machines and
that funky basketball game to fall into. The
walls are covered in wildly colorful murals,

the staff are all pleasant, the prices are

very fair and all ages are welcome to the,

as of now, generally bi-weekly Saturday

night Gothic Street shows. So why don't

you know about this place?

Club Sfxia is non-profit. It relies on
everything but cash to get it's shows
organized, staged and publicized. That s

why you should know about it. There's no

greedy club owner lining his pockets with

your cash here Just an honest attempt to

put shows together to give people a good

time. The shame of it is, this venture has

not become nearly as popular as it

deserves. That is not to say that it has been

a failure but rather that, by virtue of its

non-proflt status it has not met with the ac-

claim that such a venue ought to

"Our goal is to meet the age group that

seems to have been forgotten," said

Michael Doherty, a UMass senior and the

manager of Club Soda/Gothic Street.

"There's a whole market that's been forgot-

ten; I hate to use the word 'market' because

it sounds as if we're making money on this,

which we're not because this is an entire-

ly non-profit venture; but there's a whole
age group that is being ignored even
though they're just as, if not more, musical-

ly educated than people over 21 years old."

Club Soda opened up in early August of

last year, the result of what Doherty calls

"a real community project." $180,000 was
raised through donations, and organiza

tions such as the Northampton Honor
Court which donated time and manpower.
Doherty came to manage the club in Oc-

tober of last year and since then has en-

joyed something of a success with the Fri-

day night D.J. and dancing that is Club
Soda. Through word of mouth this weekly
event has become a regular hang-out for

about 200 junior high school students.

What Doherty is trying to do on Satur-

day nights, however, has not proven so suc-

cessful. "I provide the same quality enter-

tainment as other clubs, only I do it

without making a lot of money and with

the underage in mind, but not only them
in mind." he said.

Bands that have performed Gothic Street

include Beatrice U.T.B., Gidget Goes to

Hell, The Reds. The Demilos, The

Vestrymen, and the Malarians. Julie

Simon and Tim Eagan of Gidget said "It

was the best club we've played- the stage,

the lights, the sound, everything. And the

manager (Doherty) was actually nice. He
wasn't another scumbag trying to make
money. He's really doing something wor-

thwhile." In the music scene, locally,

especially in the business side, this is rare.

John Morris, a manager of some local

talent and lighting technician for a number
of national acts, including the past

Aerosmith/Guns n' Roses tour, said he was
"impressed with the club, but it should

really have more regular gigs lined up."

This is the problem with Gothic Street. It's

all dressed up with no money in its pocket.

"Being non-profit hurts us," said Doher-

ty, "because there's not enough money to

buy exposure, but at the same time we're

lucky to be non-profit because we can help

local artists, and they at the same time

help us."

Check this place out. The next definite

gig will be May 27 with The Reds opening

for a reggae show. There's talk of Dinosaur

Jr. possibly doing a benefit If you're a local

band in need of a gig call Michael Doherty

at The People's Institute at 584 8313.

They're always looking for talent. The
space can also be rented at ridiculously

reasonable rates for a number of activities;

graduation parties and the like. This is a

good nightclub It is a worthy cause, and
it needs your support.

Club Soda manager Michael
patrons.

PiMMo by WUIiam J«

Doherty [right) and one of his

Southwood Apts.
will be
CLOSED

12:00 p.m. Fri. 5/12
through Sun. 5/14 at 6:00 p.m.

Guests must accompany tenants

NO BLOCK PARTY FRIDAY

KSSfelS^
Torch Song

Trilogy
FnSat 7 & 9 15

ONLY $2.50 w Student ID

AMITY ST. 753-5«6

rentAwrkk

N«w A UMd Cart
Trwdi* A V«M AIM Avi

NorthAmherst
Rent'A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Amherst

549RENT

I
$6.00 PER HOUR! $

I FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

I
IN HUMAN SERVICES

^^ Relief slafi positions available <ii group home
»' model mental health treatment !> ogram on bu.s

y^ route in Sunderland and South Deerfield.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES DA'i /EVENING
OVERNIGHT SHIFTS a"AILAIJLE. Orienta

tion, training, supervision provided. Excellent

opportunity to gain experience in mental health

or human services. Full-time employment
possible or part-time during school year. Resume
to: Sunderland House c/o Valley Programs

98 Main St. Norhampton MA 01060

Resume
Service

Qualin- Copies

Fine Slationerv

Matching Envelopes

kinko's
the copy center

253-2543

Available at:

* TV tx; Conwa Inc c I9«9

Same Bat Channel
All your favorite comics

Posters Baseball Cards Graphic Novels
586-8775 Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9 Hadley

'^:j^rit^nus
338 COLLEGE ST. (RT. 9) • AMHERST • 253-5384

BUD &) BUD LIGHT SUITCASES $10.99 +dep.

ROLLING ROCK 6 pk. bottles $3.20 +dep.

FOSTERS LAGER6 pk. cans $4.49 +dep.

TADAMOUNT PORTER, AMBER e) GOLDEN$4.69 6 pk. + dep.

BECKS LITE 12 pk. ^ $7.99 +dep.

CAPT. MORGANS RUM
SOUTHERN COMFORT
JACK DANIELS

$6.39 750 ml
$6.99 750 ml
$9.99 750 ml

SEAGRAMS COOLERS $2.99 4 pk. -\-dep.

• MEGABUCKS •

• IMPORTED «t DOMESTIC KEGS, BEER A: WIME •

ALWAYS ON HAND
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screening room
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conr.nued from page 3

Saturday Sight Lice, in the dog days after

Belushi but before Murphy, who used the

'f word' on the show and got fired. Holland

sees him as "one of the nicest guys you
could work with. He unfairly took the

brunt for the fall of that show."t How I

Got Into College follows a guy, who as

Savage Steve puts it, "is a real loser. He
has no chance to get into any college, when
in fact, he wants to go to an Ivy League
school to be with the girl of his dreams. So

the film's basically about how he 'makes

it'." It's a subject Holland is not unfamiliar

with, as breaking into the film world, let

alone college, can be tough. While at Cal

Arts, he also worked part time at the swit-

chboard, where he would recommend
himself for animating jobs His directne.-^s

and 'no holds barred' attitude impressed

execs. Selling oneself, and taking risks,

would seem to be vital in this particular

business.

Now Savage Steve is taking his biggest

risk of all. By now, he's up in Canada do-

ing his first independent feature. "It's a

nice change, not doing it for a studio. It's

about how one's past can haunt you. A guy
wants to marry this girl of his dreams, but

remembers the blood pact he made with

friends years before, vowing to kill

themselves before age thirty, to avoid mar-
riage and a parenthood at all costs."

Holland writes and directs himself this

time. As filmmaking goes (from one who
has dabbled in it himself), directing

yourself is probably the ultimate in

masochism. But then again. Savage Steve

Holland has braved rough seas before. He's

probably loving every minute of it

surrmiiuittl

hv lll•tl)UWHl^

GREEN
Dazzling*

Emeralds tor May
Birthdays and

Mother's Day!

silverscape
s 1^

h:^

264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324
3 Pleasant St., Northampton 584-3324

GOLDSMITHS • GEM GALLERY

586-6344
«S STATE STREET
NORTHAMPTON. MA.

LUNCH: TUES SAT II 30^2 30
SUN 12 oasoo

DINNER: TUES THURS A SUN.
500-930

FRI SAT 5 0^1030
CLOSED MONDAY

i I
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The INDIA HOUSE RESTAURANT

Where Indian Food Is Not Just Curry

• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN COOKING • EXTENSIVE WINE LIST

SEALS IN FRESH FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS • BEWITCHING BIRYANIS

^ • COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU • ENTICING CURRIES

"INDIAN RESTMIANT WITH UCEUENT FOOD I SERVICE. ' THE NEW ENGLAND MONTHLT.

**'^

SMART COOKIES KNOV...

CHINESE KITCHEN
150 KING ST., NOHO • 586-8220
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 253-2571

FRIDAY MAY 12. 1989

new arena

continued from page 3

David C. Bischoff, dean of the School of

Physical Education, chairs the committee,
which includes representatives of Con-

ference Services, the Fine Arts Center,

Physical Plant and the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Shepard said according to the present

plans, the arena would not be properly

equipped for large-scale concerts. WMUA

has also requested a press box for sporting

events, he said.

"We'd have to work around the basket-

ball team's schedule (for concerts], but we
need to make sure it's not solely controll-

ed by athletics," said Shepard.

Bischoff, however, said he hopes the

facility will accommodate as many dif-

ferent kinds of events as possible. Plans for

the center are very flexible right now, he

said.

"It can't be all things to all people," he

said. "I think it's highly improbable that

we'll have a tractor pull in there."

Shepard estimated that the arena pro-

bably would not be completed before 1994.

He said the University-run center would be

unique from other college arenas which are

run by corporations, like the University of

Nevada at Las Vegas.

The arena would seat 10,000 people for

hooUotKoM 'T'trnos 8 fMVI fnr liOckeV, whlch
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requires a larger playing area, and 5,400

for Fine Arts Center productions, Shepard

said. Seating for FAC shows would be

limited to one side of the oval arena, while

large-scale concerts would have a larger

seating capacity, allowing UPC to book

larger acts than those that perform now,

he said.

Shepard said the arena will also liberate

the 4,200 seat Curry Hicks Cage for con

certs as well. He estimated that UPC would

book no more than one or two shows in the

arena each year.

Photo rouitecy of TwrnUMk Onlury Fox

Corey Parker and Anthony Edwards star in the new Savage Steve
Holland film How I Got Into College

Congratulations

'S^^:^

^
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RUSSELL'S

ao to Ho« off «
Natural Fiber

Blouses Skirts Dresses
N»>ay SHipmttntai

T-Sh1rts
Tanks

Mu Print ^•^
'••* Rugs ciiFS
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EdiTiiigs
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EKCPNTILE Sim 12-5
Daily 10-6

Northampton-18 Center St
.Amherst-Carriage Shops

Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and site

work at the Bright Moments Jazz Festival during the month of July.

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July
13, 20. 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from
9 a.m. 5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AA/EOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich
or Mary Gannon, 545-0190. Earn money and experience in an enjoyable
atmosphere.

%
V' Life is a Party <^i
^ Let tts Cater it!

The Amherst Delicatessen

Order Party Platterrr for gradtiation early We Do Hiirbequcs

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Always Featuring: Imported Beers
at Domestic Pricing:

.^ MOOSEHEAD 12ozbots$3.956pk. +dep.

(S FOSTER'S LAGER 12 oz bots

$3.99 6 pk. + dep. $1 4.95 case -1- dep.

B^i LABATTS 12-pack Bots. $6.99 -t-dep.

BECK'S 12-Pack Bots. $7.99 +dep.

Champagnes & Sparkling Wines ^*^
'/^^ From $2.29 up to $100 plus ^^4*"^^
*^W««/ WE DELIVER *1^ t<<'*

*<ye**'^ 253-5441 OFF Campus V^^.*
Sororities & Fraternities—Yes! ^

»•—-""""""""1
I

DOIMESTICS

I

I

J
SUPER BUY!

WINE COOLER BALLS $8.95
fa<^* 5 i/6gai-"Peacli Only" . A-,

^ X We have just about any wine you ^^%%
%^ can imagine at Russell's low 'V'^

pricing—TRY US!!! ^s

Quantity discounts always available

NEW GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES
FALL '89

The following courses have recently been approved to count toward General Education credit as

indicated. Students who wish to pre-register for one of these courses for the Fall '89 semester may

obtain a "Registration Change Form" at the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore). Completed forms

must be submitted to the Registrar's Office by July 19, 1989.

I

TITLE
Hist. Civil Rights Movement

Found Black Educ. in U.S.

Contemp Chinese Literature

European Economic History

American Economic History

20th Century Lit of Ireland

History of Africa to 1200

Afr Hist/lmerialism-lndep

In addition, the following course will now count toward fulfilling the Diversity (D) component of General

Education.

COURSE
AFRO AM 236

AFRO AM 264

CHINSE 241

ECON 361

ECON 362

ENGL 365

HIST 190A

HIST 190B

GEN ED DAY/TIME
HSD TuTh 2:30-3:45

HSD TuTh 11:15-12:30

ALD TuTh 9:30-10:45

HS MW 8:00-9:15

MS TuTh 2:30-3:45

AL MWF 9:05

HSD MWF 10:10

HSD TuTh 9:30-10:45

LEGAL 250 Introductory Legal Studies SBD TuTh 11:15 or 1:00
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Saturday Night Live, in the dog-days after

Behishi but before Murphy, who used the

t word' on the show and got fired. Holland

sees him as "one of the nicest guys you

could work with He unfairly took the

brunt for the fall of that show, "» Hou- I

Got Into College follows a guy. who as

Savage Steve puU it. "is a real loser. He
has no chance to get into any college, when

in fact, he wants to go to an Ivy League

school to be with the girl of his dreams. So

the film's basically about how he makes

It" It's a subject Holland is not unfamiliar

w ith. as breakmg mto the film world, let

alone college, can be tough. While at Cal

Arts, he also worked part time at the swit

chboard, where he would recommend

himself for animating jobs. His directness

and no holds barred" attitude impressed
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cxfcs Selling oneself, and taking risks,

would seem to be vital in this particular

business.

Now Savage Steve is taking his biggest

risk of all. By now, he's up in Canada do

ing his first independent feature. "It's a

nice change, not doing it for a studio. It's

about how one's past can haunt you. A guy

wants to marry this girl of his dreams, but

remembers the blood pact he made with

friends years before, vowing to kill

themselves before age thirty, to avoid mar

riage and a parenthood at all costs

Holland writes and directs himself this

time As filmmaking goes ifrom one who

has dabbled in it himselO. directing

yourself is probably the ultimate in

masochism But then again. Savage Steve

Holland has braved rough seas before. He's

probably loving every minute of it
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new arena

continued from page 3

David C. BischofF, dean of the School of

Physical Education, chairs the committee,

which includes representatives of Con-

ference Services, the Fine Arts Center,

Physical Plant and the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Shepard said according to the present

plans, the arena would not be properly

equipped for large-scale concerts. WMUA

has also requested a press box for sporting

events, he said.

"We'd have to work around the basket-

ball team's schedule (for concerts], but we
need to make sure it's not solely controll-

ed by athletics," said Shepard.

Bischoff, however, said he hopes the

facility will accommodate as many dif-

ferent kinds of events as possible. Plans for

the center are very flexible right now, he

said.

"It can't be all things to all people," he

said. "I think it's highly improbable that

we'll have a tractor pull in there."

Shepard estimated that the arena pro-

bably would not be completed before 1994.

He said the University-run center would be

unique from other college arenas which are

run by corporations, like the University of

Nevada at Las Vegas.

The arena would seat 10,000 people for
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requires a larger playing area, and 5,400

for Fine Arts Center productions, Shepard

said. Seating for FAC shows would be

limited to one side of the oval arena, while

large-scale concerts would have a larger

seating capacity, allowing UPC to book

larger acts than those that perform now,

he said.

Shepard said the arena will also liberate

the 4,200 seat Curry Hicks Cage for con

certs as well. He estimated that UPC would

book no more than one or two shows in the

arena each year.
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Corey Parker and Anthony Edwards star in the new Savage Steve

HoUand film How I Got Into College
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Concert Security Workers—Summer '89

The Fine Arts Center is hiring students for concert security and site

work at the Bright Moments Jazz Festival during the month of July.

Concerts will be held on the Campus Pond lawn on the evenings of July

13, 20. 27. Applications are available in Room 207 Hasbrouk Lab from
9 a.m. -5 p.m. The Fine Arts Center is an AAEOE. Applications will

be accepted through June 15. Direct all inquiries to Barbara Aldrich

or Mary Gannon. 545-0190. Earn money and experience m an enjoyable

atmosphere.
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Always Featuring: Imported Beers
at Domestic Pricing:

^ MOOSEHEAD i2ozbots$3.956pk +dep.

FOSTER'S LAGER 12 oz bots

$3.99 6 pk. + dep. $1 4.95 case + dep.

LABATTS 12-pack Bots. $6.99 +dep.

BECK'S 12-pack Bots. $7.99 -»-dep.

NEW GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES
FALL '89

The following courses have recently been approved to count toward General Education credit as

indicated Students who wish to pre-register for one of these courses for the Fall '89 semester may

obtain a "Registration Change Form" at the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore). Completed forms

must be submitted to the Registrar's Office by July 19, 1989.

Champagnes & Sparkling Wines
From $2.29 up to $100 plus

WE DELIVER
253-5441 OFF Campus

Sororities & Fraternities—Yes!

DOIMESTICS

oO^oV

I
DOMESTICS

I

I BUSCH 12oz. cans (suitcase) $9.99 case -t- dep

I KNICKERBOCKER 1 6 oz. bots.$8.95cse. + dep.

I
PABST •Blue Ritjton" Suitcase $9.99 +-dep.

"""""""
SUPER BUY!

WINE COOLER BALLS $8.95
5 1/6 gai-"Peacli Only"

We have just about any wine you ^.^%^«'

can imagine at Russell's low %^
pricing—TRY US!!! '^s

Quantity discounts always available

TITLE
Hist. Civil Rights Movement

Found Black Educ. in U.S.

Contemp Chinese Literature

European Economic History

American Economic History

20th Century Lit of Ireland

History of Africa to 1200

Afr Hist/lmerialism-lndep

In addition, the following course will now count toward fulfilling the Diversity CD) component of General

Education.

COURSE
AFRO AM 236

AFRO AM 264

CHINSE 241

ECON 361

ECON 362

ENGL 365

HIST 190A

HIST 190B

GEN ED DAY/TIME
HSD TuTh 2:30-3:45

HSD TuTh 11:15-12:30

ALD TuTh 9:30-10:45

HS MW 8:00-9:15

HS TuTh 2:30-3:45

AL MWF 9:05

HSD MWF 10:10

HSD TuTh 9:30-10:45

LEGAL 250 Introductory Legal Studies SBD TuTh 11:15 or 1:00
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SALE ENDS
MAY 18TH

'SALVACI

3ZII
tf tf tr tf U 3 U ^

1131 CAMPBELL AVE
EXIT 43 OFF 1-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT
MON SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10 6
933 5468

ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

623-3358

ROUTE 184

GROTON
CONNECTICUT
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

445-8581

1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-6

863 4343

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5

586-7248

LADIES

WRANGLERS
. 100% conoN
TWILL JEANS

• CANVAS SLACKS
• LONG SLEEVE

TAILORED SHIRTS

VALUE
M5°° to *20o°

S$599

STANLEYJdistRIBUTOR bUY-OUTB
:»:h^

IDEAL FOR . .

.

I DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

I CARPET AND FLOORING

SALESPERSONS

I INSURANCE ADJUSTERS

I HOME REMODELERS

I DECORATORS

I PAINTERS

I REALTORS

n<e <<)-030ESllMAr()H
•

*A»astinnq Tool mM measu»p
.(M>,i» <iistai>ces hooi ? Ip^ W
wi tpr^ M gq S" , accur«-y T fy

'

riMt ,%. M\ .vlvanced uUf.isomr

ntp 1)1 tlw» art terhn«)i(T«|y A
Crrfaxi"! sofw. Hansdtrw

1 nr It ihif*:! m ttv»« p.llh vxi

'. It) 2 tonq i^vimt)

• VKl.lClip Ml

RTIFICIAL

ASS CARPET

s$2W
VINYL FORTIFIED

FLOOR TILE

INT BUY-OUT
RUBIE BOUGHT 25,000 GALLONS

m CAUFORNIAGROWN ROSE BUSHES
JMji MAJOR RETAILER CANCELS ORDER

WE CAN'T ^
ADVERTISE

'

THEIR
NAME

ALL FIRST QUALITY

HOUSE PAINT

TRIM PAINT • STAIN •

PORCH & DECK PAINT

THIS COMES FROM A

LARGE CHAIN OF HOME ^
IMPROVEMENT STORES

RUBIE BUYS 46,000 ROSE BUSHES

BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF COLORS

COMPARE
^

Value

«18 $088
^0 case

50%-62%OFF

^^Wi^^ f^ATMOJS^t^^

GRADE #1 POTTED

ROSE BUSHES
These are the

Large PottecJ Ones
Including Jumbos

VALUE AJ%00
$795 i^^QO

NOWW

4 CUBIC FT. BALE
SPHAGNUM
PEAT MOSS
r8^9^ig$499

SPECIAL PURCHASE
INDOOR-OUTDOOR

ROLL-UP BLINDS
3'x6'»V2" FLAT SLAT
White or Fruitwood

t COMP VALUE

YOUR CHOICE

COMPOSTED
COW MANURE
OR TOP SOIL

40 LB S
BAG w

$<|99

Ralph Friedlsnd Co $599 $799 $d50

YOUR CHOICE

PINE BARK MULCH
PINE BARK NUGGETS
AND PINE BARK MINI

NUGGETS $059
3 CUR BAG W

JUNIPERS
Wiltoni • Blue Rug
San Jose • Andorra

Shore and Prince

of Wales & More

VALUE *8«5 EACH

ZIPPERED PILLOW

PROTECTORS
IF PERFECT ^$400
M^^ & MORE W 1 each

Grouping of White

Polyester Cotton 100°o

Cotton or Acetate Satin

Fits Standard Size Pillow

COLORED TRANSLUCENTCUAnpC

CUT TO
YOUR
SIZE
FREE

WINDOW
37V:i"x6'

$900
Jmeach

OUR N
REG o

LILAC -BLACK. BLUE
LIME. ORANGE -GINGER
CRIMSON -YELLOW

55l4"x6'
OUR N
REG
$790 ^

BLUE -CRIMSON
ORANGE

CHAMPAGNE

$500

TRANSLUCENT RIBBED EMBOSSING
V«"x6' GINGER OR CRIMSON REG -12°° now»9»°

MATTRESS SETS ^sfzE^^SSP^rz^E^^IISi

REGINA VACUUM CLEANERS
REGINA HOUSEKEEPER PLUSM] .SSHMEilEPER^^
6 AMP MOTOR
2 POSITION CARPET
HHGHT ADJUSTMENT

SAVE 46%
ON FACTORY
RECONDITIONED UNITS

FEATURES

POWERFUL
7 AMP MOTOR
5 POSITION CARPET
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
ANTI CLOG FEATURE

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

Uf^e ^^ WHffTi) IN

3T0l^e FVR /U OF

Answer: $14,000.

Question; How rriuch more money did a

UMoss student win yesterday in College

Jeopardy than a student from a certain

elite liberal arts college in Amherst?*

•Hint: That other student won -$1,300.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

IVL EM m

TO BED. WtH

T AM) ypltltE

SoPWwOOf

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

mtS>/5AV KJ00ITZ.

njHOi ttwmv ne^ TfmN6
THIS. S7 M/-A Me IHTO

I
HONeir POIN6A MOVtB^ <

WHAT-

iMy»
ICOOP

Ha.HSe'NOOFFBHSa.
MRS R, BUTI THINK

M/^VeiCOKINGAlMORE^

OFA OMl.il. HANNAH

-fi
/,

^
"

; |§2:£.{^M

X-i^'L

I WANT
THfyVlie

Lime MAN
anoF¥!i
Housei

MOMMY.
p^7 TMTfNm^

UKl-THAT
TOPMty

' TH^Km..

CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

I
TKE COUEGIAN KtVI^KOOM

llie ilM.iss lowoi I ilr.ii y

lol lapscil ycstcr»t:iv ,

V i 1 1 inn •oindreil-; of
University stiuli-iits \\\\^

i-inji I iivii- '- .

Al t 111)")'.*' "" iicciir.ite

count of the (le.i.l wns

,,„5sil,li- hcfore prt-ss

I i me ,

the trap.ic losies aliiiii>;t ensure tli.tt

Massnchiisct 1 5 scliools will rank "ilst

in lihrarv acquisitions, lieliiml all

the states an.l I lie District of (nliiriLii

for tlic <.cii>ii 1 year in a row.

YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21 ApfK W) Do
not be misled by false pfornses

Onlv hard work wi brog the

re»»its you desve Assert your m
dependence but don t go over

boofd Work on resolvinQ any

money problems investigate

venous savings progroms

TAUMIS (Apm 20May 20) Go
otter thir^ triat are reaiy mpor
tant to you Am tiighl Take advan-

tage of a liJ at worke to catch lp
onpaperv^ork Harx«e on rnpasse

in a reiotionsh^) with apkxnb
OIMINI (May 21June 20) Ex

ptore LTknown temtones meeting

with people from an levels of

society Vour experiences couki

open new avenues for progress

Stick with basics m busmess arw
your firvances will improve BuiW

savings

CANCi* (June 21-Juiy 77)

Dipkamacy ova caution tielp you

move forward n tfie workpkjce

An »npoftant rekjtionsfnp is load-

ed with challenges Good judge-

ment IS Nnked to good health Ex-

ercise self discpiir« and avoid

going to extremes

UO (July 23-Aug 22) sound

financial programs are m place It

IS up to you to use them Asking

tactful questions will improve a
relationship Make your move at

the right moment and romance
will flower

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) The

job outlook will be brighter next

week A difference of opinion

over hondling joint firvancial mat-

ters nyst be resolved promptly Ig-

nore past irxjicretions and con-

centrate on the future Act with

confidence

I (Sept 23^0ct 22)Handte

froncidl matters eorluy m ttie doy

dso your weekend plans wi not

be dekayed vou are overly eoger

to please others now Do not rush

info on impulsive romance
tCOtfKXOct 23-Ntov 21) Pay

attention to firx3nciai trends and

you can make a business rrxjve

from, a position of strength Ap
peararx:es count b»g now Vour

magnetic personohty gwes you a

tremerKlous advantoge txith

socidty ond professionaty

tAOITTAMUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Focus on real estate orxj finances

and you win com© out afieod of

the game Teamwork will

eliminate any dangers tiX3t might

exist m refcitionshp-buitding Go
ttvough regudkar channels when
asking favofs

CAMICOftN (Dec 22-Jon 19)

Good health oeperxJs on your

wiingness to assign more respon-

sibility to others A candkJ conver

sation with a business pxjrtner

clears the road to success Vou

know where you both starxJ

Forge ahead
ACNIAMUt (Jaa 20-Feb W)

Go ahead atxl test your ideas

Luck IS on your side Give a roman-

tic situoiton a chance to gel Tak-

ing a logical approach will show

others ttiey cannot control you

Share a secret

nSCIt (Feb 19-March 20) A

romantic vocottein will be good
for what ails you Be original and

innovafive at work and mor^ey

pressures win ease A social en-

counter proves surprisingly ex

citing Wear something elegant

this evening

MENU
LUNCH

Hot turkey sandvi/ich

Ravioli

BASICS LUNCH

Yogurt stuffed pepper

Ravioli

DINNER

Franks & Sauerkraut

Baked haddock

BASICS DINNER
Tofu nut loaf

Baked tiaddock
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Softball in A-10 Tournament Club sports in action .

continued from page Ifi

Keeping all this in the backs of their minds, the

Minutewomen will send out the highly touted Aprile and

her 1.22 ERA. Aprile may be as good as any pitcher in

the tourney and it is a given that if she is pitching well,

UMass will be tough to beat. However, Aprile cannot win

it on her own, "the top six [players] have to prtiduce." said

Sort i no.

Caminski is a fast pitcher and in the last outing bet

ween the two teams, UMass failed to execute. "We had

trouble getting around on her and getting bunts down."

Sortino said, adding *h»* "execution is very important

against Penn St."

One of the on the-field leaders for UMass will have to

Barbara Meehan. She leads the team in: average (.324 >,

RBIs(21», and hits (47). It could well be UMass' balanced

attack that will be the deciding factor.

One other possible factor could be heart. Sortino said.

"I don't think I've ever seen a team come together like

this " Smiling, she continued, "this is a special team for

me" . . . And. with .some braeks it could well be a special

vear.

men's track women's track racing for ECACs

continued from page 16

Steve Brown and Garfield

Vaughn will be running for

UMass Brown and Vaughn
t<x)k 3rd and 6th. respective

ly. at Easterns. The two will

join with Minutemen Steve

Doran and Evon Walters ti.

form the mile relay team,

which placed 2nd at

Easterns.

O'Brien will enter Herb

Heffner, Fitz Hagan, and

Jim McDonald in the

steeplechase, and Chris Ax
ford, Reinardo Flores, and

Jerry Squires will be in the

5,00bm 'They'll have to be

on top of their game to crack

the scoring column." said

O'Brien.

The only two Minutemen
competing in field events

will be Jerome Bledsoe in

the long jump and Joe

Edgerton in the shot put.

Edgerton. who will only be

throwing in his 3rd meet of

the season due to com-

mitments to the football

team, is looking to improve

even more from his throw of

48' 4' at Easterns Bledsoe

\^
questionable to competf

in the long jump because <>l

a troubled quadracep mus
cle. and O'Brien says he's

leaving the decision to com-

pete up to Bledsoe,

ciiniinuetX ,TTn page 16

unl>elievable, " said LaFreniere. 'But at

least when Lee was running, it wasn't

pouring."

LaFreniere has a lot of praise for Am
bmse. "She's strong, confident, got her

head together, and she is ready for .some

warm weather
"

St. Pierre has been out of the spotlight

for most of the season because she only had

one chance to run in her best event — the

10.000. In her only chance to qualify for

New Englands. she ran a blazing 37

minutes. 47 seconds at Fitchburg and came

back the week after to run a 39 Hat at Col

h\ LaFreniere said what St Pierre has

to do in the ECAC is, "Now she's got to run

her third 10,000 m a row " As a result,

LaFreniere has rested St. Pierre this week

and IS optimistic ab<mt h«. r chances because

St. Pierre's 37:47 would have placed her

third in last year's ECACs.
As for the Balaouras and White, their

chances are limited, as the best UMass
throw (by Balaouras) is short of last vear's

r^ixth place throw of 144 3.

Last year, UMass scored eight points, six

from IX'Santis' third place throw, and tied

for 21st place out of 45 schtwls. The com-

petition will be the toughest the

Minutewomen have faced all year. The
very strong Ivy and Big East Conferences

will be there, as well as schools from New
England and the Middle Atlantic

In light of the tough field. LaFreniere is

not setting the highest expectations for her

girls. "It would be nice to have everybody

go down and set a PR." said LaFreniere.

Then I think w». would be well

r»'pr«'s«'nt»'d "
i itlW'IgMn photii U\ .I4M-I S^iltimon

Rose given case report
NEW YORK I API - Pete Rost> got his

first look yesterday at baseball's case

against him. a 225page report with

seven volumes of exhibits on his alleg

ed gambling. Hell have a chance to de-

fend himself on May 25 before Commis-
sioner A. Bartlett Giamatti renders a

decision.

Giamatti said he would not make a

decision in the case until after the hear

ing. which is required by baseball's ad

ministrative rules.

"Pete Rose is owed, in mv opinion.

an opportunity to review the report and

its accompanying materials, and

thereafter to respond to me. if he wishes

to do so." Giamatti said.

The commissioner, who received the

report Tuesday, said he sent it to the

Cincinnati manager along with accom

panying exhibits and materials.

Reuven J. Katz. one of Rose's lawyers,

confirmed yesterday that he had receiv

ed the documents. Giamatti. in a cover

letter, wrote that Rose should not copy

or disclose anv of the materials.

Rugby and crew
teams hit the road
Home Sweet Home; too bad for two UMass teams that

home is in the past Both teams will be on the road this

weekend in their seastm finales.

The University of Massachusetts rugby team will be in

action tomorrow The Minutemen will be travelling to

Worcester for their la.st match of the season against the

Worcester Club.

The crew teams will also sea (sicj action on both Satur-

day and Sunday Also in its last meet ofthe season. UMass
crew will be in the City of Brotherly Love The boats will

be racing in a national championship (not THE national

tournament I in Philadelphia.

Both game stories will be m the Collegian next week.

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE C01I£GIAN OFFICF '0-3 30.FR1 8 30-2 30«DEADLlNr

ACTIVITIES

JUGGLING CLUS: H s not tust a club il s

an adventure ic so I m lotd)' CC165 o< at

the Campus Pond

ATTENTIOM TEN MISSING CHIO i Me
H)** you evan Wough you re tenon" Love
-TtwOthor*

CONTRARY TO IK>PULAR RUMOR.
G'aysofi House Council is Viable and ready

(or action' Sundays 7 30pnn in Grayson
Lounge B« irtar*

LISTEN TO THE WMM DATMQ OAMC
tonight at 6pm KaarlomMm you ito'' Call

up and tiook up S4S-2S76. S4S-FM91

TONIGHT CONCERT WITH Gary KatXer

and On Kail pop-loll< ia/2 free CC164
Bpm HiHel sponsored

CAR WASH
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Saturday May 13th

Noon 4 00
S2/car

367 N Pleasant St

(Across lor BKO)

SUMMER JOBS FOR THE ENVIRON-
MENT work with MASSPIRGs slaff ol

students and professionals to reduce lo<ic

chemicals use Call Sam 256-6434

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents

informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or CaH 545-3500

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS

ATTENTION EXPERIENCED PAINTERS:
Earn $6000 8000 this summer WorK in the

Springfield area as a proiect manager
Manage approx 10 people on one site pain-

ting condominiums For nnore info call (617)

964-7020

i^ni- hENAULT 31KITH SI850 encelleni

coix3.1.on 256-6024

1«7« TOYOTA COflbUA good ConMnn
$850 256^6024

IMS MAZDA SCOAN 900d~condrtKK)
$1 200 256-6024

7* VW DASHER wgh tt runs mretl S950
549-5771 or rriessage

1M4 SUZUKI SAMURAI convertible 5spd
Low miles $3700 256-6024

1M4 RENAULT ENCORE: One owner wen
maintained good motor no rust reliable

trartsportaton Needs eshausi and e-brake

$1500/BO 549 1004

1964 FORD TEMPO, doth interior. A/T. PS,
PB like new condition Well mair^ained
Pampered car $2800/60 1774-5239

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA, new clutch

brakes enhaust battery cassette 35MPG
eicellent condition 950 B O 256- 1 735
Ashwin

BEACON HILL BOSTON

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE a room
in 3 bedroom condo June-August Furtuslt-

ed very reasonable 549-1047 leave

message For Irene

CRAIG READ

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY lo me guy «rtK> is

wicked stupid on the weeKertds Here's
to getting way out o< conlroli Love MicheHe

DESPERATELY SEEKING

TWO ROOMMATES FOR FALL 89 lo share

t bdrm m Pu*«on rn/f apt $155/month each
Call Tina 549^7233

EVERYTHING MUST GO

t ROOM OR 1 APT FOR RENT n ;>

bedroom Colonial Village apt Take lease

or suMel 217per rnonth for room 440 lor

apt CaU Cratg at 3SA-M46 Leave
maasaoe

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE 4 miles from

can^MM on bus route nee yard Itye students

man need good reterences caN after 5

253-2«44 ot 2564614 1 yaar iMta tW0mn-
ing June 1

1973 VW CONVERT thing rebuilt engine
needs nothing Very unique 2000 or BO
6928?

1 980 MALIBU WAGON - 79K air sport whis
Im cassette $1250 Call 549 2982 Mike

1982 NISSAN STANZA 4 door hatchback
5 speed eiceMent conditioni Asking $2300
call 2533362

88 SUBARU JUSTY GL red am/lm radio

$4800 549 5835

88 PONTIAC LEMANSE SEpower sleanng
am/tm radio $4950 549-5835

86 CHEVETTE BLUE good condition amAm
radio $1500 549-5835

76 BUICK REGAL good condition needs
work $400 Call Dave 256-1084

tVERYTHING MUST GO!

SENIORS LOOKING TO SELL ALL TYPES
of first quality furniture coucfies. beds,

desks, dressers kitchen table and more
Best offer Call 549-7585

AUGUST 1 ROOM M HOUtC fall optKxi 3

mi UMass no srTHj* ing $ ISO/mo 253-2933

S BORM HOUSE next to campus Takeovar
lease Jun t 549 4441

MAIN ST APT. nest to bu»top 2 bdrm large

yard big kitchen avail June 1st 253-0706

SOUTH AMHERST MANSION - 5

bedrooms available 6/1 Washer/dryer
huge yard arNl sundeck Great place' CaN
25^9340 or 253-3576

SINGLE BEDROOM IN lour bedroom house
June/tall option 549-623?

SWISS VILLAGE FOUR BEDROOM for

summer/fall option call 256-1912

1 BOROOM IN HOUSE m Amherst
$100/monlh «"all oplon on bus route

microwave vCR washer/dryer and puppy
Can Tom 546-4242

ST0NP1 NiiU>* CAU.1 2S6-1062 tor a great

apt' 2 large bedrooms. waM to wan carpet

modern appliances new dtshwastiet. gar

bage disposal, washer and dryer heat in-

cluded, on bus route' CaH now'

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE AMHERST, mile

to campus $12250 Joe evenings
(617)237-6742

SOUTHWOOO
253-9112

TOWNHOUSE 6/1

FOR RENT

NEW 2BR APT. bus route near rolling

green summer and fall optKm call Raphael
at 253-7172

1960 BUICK CENTURY V 6 excellent con
dilion new brakes shocks, muffler. Iires

$1300/pr neg 549 6483

,

,

1984 RABBIT $1,200 cared for 323-4492

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP iSC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly

$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK
Good condition Musi sell $575 price

negotiable Call Suste at 545-1259 or

253^5534

1989 ACURA INTEGRA 5 speed loaded

red Must sell Need cash for incoming new
born Call Sam 549-8984

1960 CELICA GT 5 speed AC. AM FM
cassette ex condition $1600 must sell price

neg Call Elisabeth 549-2773

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reliable

transportation AM FM stereo 400 00
549-2606 leave message

1960 PLYMOUTH CHAMP runs well has
sun roof tapedeck and overdrive asking 600
call (1)773 9544

79 CELICA GT ac am/fm cassette excelleni

condition $1400/BO 546 5324

•79 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK good
condition Must sell $600 Price negotiable

Call Susie 253-5534

87 PONTIAC SUNBmb AM/FM Stereo

automatic transmission power stoanng ac

4600 BO 4drsdn 549-5835

IF UPTOWN IS THE PLACf tor you. I have
an awesome one bedroom Call now
256 1119

1 BIG SUNNY ROOM in Northampton with

fall option 584-3456

STUMBLING DISTANCE FROM THE
BARS one bedroom apt Summer sublet

w/fall option Amhersi Center call leave a

message Slacy 253-9104 a must see"'

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. Southwood
Townehouse 2 bedroom Call anytime

256-8595

FREE RENT 2 bedroom town house m
Squire Vill apts perfect for 2.3. or 4 people

lake over in June gel August rent tree. Call

6654363

TAKE OVER LEASE 2 bdrm Cresfview apt

sarting June 1 call ASAP 549-8494

DOUBLE ROOM IN HOUSE on Mam St

Amherst starting 5/15 or 6/1 for summer
w/yeat lease option 290 /mnth call Carl at

253-541

1

CENTER OF AMHERST apt 50ft from

Deleno Call Lincoln Really lease starts

June 1

SOUTHWOOO TOWNHOUSE, 2 bedrooms
2 bath, lake over 6/1 call 253-2819

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM m Amherst 5

minutes 'rom town on bus route Jurie 1

253 3789

DOUBLE ROOM IN BRITTANY MANOR
apartment available for July and August or

Fall call Greg 253-9401

CAPE COD We need roommates to fill 2

houses in Hyannis area $1250 and up call

Tom Mon-Fri 549-6086 leave name and
number

BRANOYWINE APT AVAiLABLETurieTst
gr*1uatinq and leaving furniture' Please call

anytime 549 8265

SINGLE ROOM AND HALF DOUBLE open
in beautiful modern house for next scfwol

year On bus route, skylights 2560250

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT available

6/1 Townehouse number 43 Slop by or call

5496284

TOWNEHOUSE - 2 bdrm apt available for

next year Lease starts in June 549-1953

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPT. Sun
ny lour bed house 1 mm lo campus 1 mms
to town Please call 549-6925

SWISS VILLAGE 4 bdrslVibalh start 6/1

2533683

1 BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM APT
available June I $230 per month call Dawn
leave message 253-7189

SOUTHWOOO TOWNEHOUSE apt 2 bdrm
1 5 bath avail June 1 Call Stephanie
256 0986

PARTIALLY FURNISHED HOUSE FOR
RENT. 3 bedrooms. 1 'i baths. Logtown Rd
on bus route 253-9357 anytime leave

message

TAKE OVEN OUN SOUTHWOOO
TOWNHOUSE July free call 253^2320

TWO BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE 6n
Fall option furniture included Call

2561814

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION^ bdrm
in a Squire Vig Townehouse call 665-2428

leave message

ROOM AVAILABLE MAY OR JUNE air

conditioned bus route pool close to campus
256^0958 256-4270

BED - GREAT CONDITION on wood plat

form with 3 large drawers bu<H-«n CaU
549 1893

MOVING SALEf DOUBLE BED
• like new $85 19 b/w TV $60

2 couches 6 drawer dresaer-S55
- TV Table-$20 ONers welcome CaM '

•54»7il9 leave messa^ Keep tryif)g
*

BAR HANDMADE, perfect for dormroom
call Bill 6 6550

TWIN BED $100-or B O 665-4740 Slacey

APPLE lie COMPUTER w/pnnter AH soft

ware $600 GBO 586-0599 Duncan

BEDROOM FURNITURE AND large sec-

tional couch Call Tammy at 549-4024

(Leave mataaga)

FOUND

FOUND CHAIN BY WHITMORE on 5/9

Describe it and it s yours 6 7361

I FOUND YOUR WATCH Sunday^ CaM
Deborah at 566 2136 (5-10pm) to ID

FURNITURE. FURNITURE. FURNITURE

•LARGE 3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE,*
Kitchen, bath etc

• Summer sublet June 1 lo Sept 1

One 10 four people

•Please caH immediately Steve 546-5360

"

Stuart 6-7612 Leave message

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE in Brandywine

June tst 549-0951

•WE'RE GRAOUATINO (YEAt) AND WE'
•must sell everything Furniture for every*
' room - beds, dressers couch kitchen

'

•set etc CaH 549 7782 - leave message •

FOR SALE

FURNITURE FOR SALE incredible prices

call Steve 253-2965 lor any room

WHO TICKETS FOR SALE Fridays show
2 good seats BO 549-7264

SKI EOUIPMENT - Knee surgery, cant ski

atomic racing sic with marker M46 used

twice 150 00 Lange Til size 9 100 00

256 1187

ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR FOR SALE
Excelleni condition bought new lor $300 I

am asking $125 Call Jim 546-5031

HONDA NIGHTHAUK 650 1983 7500mi

Great bike $M(W or bo w/cover call lor in

lo 546 8346

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATOR MUST GOI
Excellent condition only 1 year old CaH lor

Price 546 9249 leave message

WORD PROCESSOR WITH PRINTER and

aH software and books $500 oBO 665-7571

Kym

HELP WANTED

CAPE COO CAMP COUSELORS The Cape
Cod Association of Children s Camp is

represented by 1 7 resident and day camps,
all offering rewarding summer empkJymeni
opportunities to male and female ap
plicanis For individual camp information

and brochure call (508)255-0377 or write

CACC, Camp Namequoil. box 306A.

Orleans. MA 02653

CLERK/TYPIST FOR AMHERST residen

lial rental Co good yvorkmg conditions $550
hr 549-1764 or 54*8388

WANT TO TURN A $119 INVESTMENT kv

to $1900 or more this summer'' Call

253-7421 be a discovery toy representative

of the World Book of Knowledge

CAPE COD LOWER CAPE AREA earn
$7/hr washing windows call Mike 549 5189

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish summer residential camp seeks
counselors specialists and nurses Capital

camps IS located in the scenic Catoctin

Mountains one hour from Washington. D C
We have over 300 acres of beautiful forests,

trails and lakes II you are interested in the

chaManges and excitement ol working with

campers in grades 310, we want you on our

team Good salaries great fun For informa-

tion caM collect {301)656-CAMP'

EAMN t3000-$6000 THIS SUMMER While
you get a lan working lor College Pro
Painters Softball and barbaques too' Post
lions available inroughoul Mass and New
Englar>d CaU today' 1 800-424 2468

WORK FOR GREENKACE ACTION - he^
preserve endangered species reduce loa-

ic wastes and slop the a/ms race Salwy.
beneltt. trav^ and advanoamani Ful/part-

time 2-10pm CaM 266-1436 BMI /Shannon
/Vppty now tor Via tummar!

LOST

CAR KEVS ON G AND S SURFQEAR KEY
CHAM losi in Brandywine It lound call

549-4736

fO~TMi GIRL WHO CALLED ME about a
gold necklace on 5/4 please call me back'
Walked throi«h Bartlett loo Also have pic

tures' 546^7387

MLVER MULLET 5/3 baiwaan chapel
and Franklin, senlimenlal value. I,

~

I at 545^3410

HBLP LOST A GOLD ROPE BRACELET at

Boydan Fields Very sentimental Reward'
6^3260

SET OF KEYS ON m<ni utility knite CaM
6658250 Reward

ORANGE LONG HAIREO CAT from ButWr
field Terrace Reward 54»l0ee

WHOEVER TOOK THE TAI«S from 1

Southwood. they don't belortg to vou so
pleaae return them we don't care who you
are but we wMlrfmey don't come back CaM
253-9162

SMALL BROWN WALLET on V7 has ID
w/name if found cait JoTtn 6- 7852 or 5-3410

LOST! BLUE HAN08AG: glasses makeup
nside please call Mischetta 253-0756

620 REWARD Lost l^iong Kong I Card
H334I64 Name Ting Yuet Terry Please
call 54»29»4 5490366

LARQE REWARD: Fo< any informatMm
leading to retrieval of stolen Apple lie com-
puter Panaaonic KXP 1091 printer TEAC
A6S5 Receiver and over 200 compact
discs AM of these have my itama KEITH
GAUMONT engraved on them so check if

someone trws to seM any of this to you With
into contact the UMASS Police or me at

546^5117/421 Csnce Hse

MAROON. MASSACHUSETTS CREW
wmdbreaker from Totman Social Da/K*
classroom last week Please return> CaM
Nma 256 4196 -REWARD-

MOTORCYCLES

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE 185 red Sutuki
gret bike lor beginner excellent cond
SoOOmi needs 80 lo get on road 200 or best
oNer 565^7630

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS

WHM.E THEY LAST: 2 or 3 bdr apartments
for rent Sign up now for ttw FaH artd receive
the month of August Free' CaH 665-3656 lor

more details

ON CAMPUS CONDO

SUMMER SUBLET! JUNE THROUGH *

August 2 bedroom 4 people condo '

located directly on Campus CaH
549-6440

PERSONALS

TO MARK D FROM Phi Mu Delta Thanks
lor walking me home I had a nee lime The
Bartender

BEAUTIFUL BLONO AT BUTTERFIELO
buaslop Heidi I ih.nx Wed 9 26am You
missed the bus how about dinner so I can
give you a schedule'' Respond here G B

AMBIVALENT??? No Anxiously awaiting
the departure of a rtjedium pan of your
life Pam

HEY NINETEEN! Saturday s the day' Have
a great one Jeame'The roomie

TO DARREN THE COLUMNIST: There s

no need to discuss the issue As a colum
nist you should corKsentrate on writing about
more important issues than on the level of

Sorority girls' enthusiasm Sigr>ed The
Sorority Sister (who doesn I hale someone
she doesn't know)

GOOFUS; Happy birthday' with^ove from
your biggest fan. Pee-Wee

HEY PINK SPANDE)(.'Wai are you. an
Attteist? Impatient

TO WHOEVER ASKED- No I usually only

lake my clothes off (or hwo or three people
at a time -yellow shirt

HOOQIE - Thanks tor being such a great
roomie these past two years'' Now it's time
lo get psyched lor our house' Lois of love.

Kim

TO THE LIGHT BROWN HEADED, green-
eyed Cape woman Are you sliH there? I'd

like to talk 10 you' Blue-eyed blond

SUE P. HAPPY ANNIVERSARY It s been
a great 7 months love Howie

STEFANIE MILLER - You've finally learn-

ed to DWI- I'm so proud of you because
you're doing an incredible )Ob' It's been a

great 3 years and I'll miss you more than
you realize Don't forget Before we end and
then begin we II dnnka toast to how it's

been I've loved these days" Good luck

honey' Love. Julie

JEN M: I'll see you at deal beach, ok? I'H

miss you Turtle' Love Julie

SUZANNE N - Sure, go ahead and leave
real .air' It s been a great semester thanks
lor everything' Love Julie

MARCI S. • BEST ROOMMATE! T T

Thanks for everything, babe Wink No ex-

ercise and relax CHS Love Ror

BIG A. Thanks for the scandal Kirslen

ATTENTION: MEG. TONE AND PAUL! We
got the dream house, so like (and) finals

can t be all bad' Have a groovy summer'
Love you bunches. The Mimmer

THANX TO ALL MY FRIENDS Ir being so
super •you re great" Luv. Erica )aka the

Wonder Geek)

CLASSIFIEDS
•••STACY AND BOE'"

Who wouto believe that a twenty hour ex
am could be so much fun'' Where do you
want to go next year'' as long as there is

a hoi tub Tharu - Ere PS -Be careful of

who you show the picturas to

HEYOM«C - Hare's Iha parMnM yowawd
you would navar gel! HMa a great day'
Kelly

FALCON your hand is a warm storte I hoM
between two worlds l hold mine towards
you Happy birthday Babe Love S

MARSSA. 6 INCREDIBLE MONTHS' Wait
Slop What's up with you lately? Oh man'
Don I say it The big L The big M AM this

ai>d much more I'M miss you 0iia summer
Tom

SKBiHY BLONO, we know you are evil but
we have no fear Abe Lincoln cannot fielp

you. your end is coming near Mark and
Jelt

TO •!>« MAN BinNKOUTAGE Bank New
EngtaiK) - thanks' Your compliment
made my day" The chick with the xeys

LYNN DOWD The sisters and pledges of

Kappa Kappa Gamma wisti you the best of

luck We k>ve you!

SQUIRE 2 BR APT need 1 male and 1

female nonsmokers lo share rooms $130
and 150/monlh Check us out CaM today!
666-7433

SUZETTE Rt Happy 20lhi Too bad you
can't drink until nam y^ar From your tolal-

lyawMonw foowmala and the rest oi 3rd

HCV BLUE EVES - Thanks for the rose.

diampagne. and star gaxmg The nigM
couMn't have been better Love your
adorable, bouncy, grsan eyed Blende

IF ANYONE SEES TRACV BMLER on
campus today, congralulaM her on beMig a
new sisier of Oetta Zeta. and leM her that
her big sister k>ves her

TO MY PABSKM DEMON, thanks tor mak
ing my semester so special I tove you
R P S Your sinny

TO 2 SHORT MOORE. YOU re »«e beM Moor
and R A could ever have' Love Sma

MKHELLE I NEED another hawcut how
about Sal Nighi Steve

CHRIS THANKS FOR makng»• I

the beat l can't wait tor the summer stmI Ifie

beach' I k>ve you' Weirdo

MB(E - Hope you have a giMi Muwuiiar
See you next semester Lyctn

TO THE GUYS WHO drove ma home Irem
the Puftton on 3-27-69 Itianks agam I ap-
preciate It Lynn

R.A. To the handsome Chem Eng sludsnt
I wiM like to nave diruter with you soon
Answer here

CLASSMATES. Inands. and tamly al Mat
tew Mark Marn Slave Joanne and Arv

dy We're domg it again' Party tonight' AM
are weKome

K — in telt you later I kive you John T

MIHO BRYAN JOHN. ED. DAVE. AND
JOd- It s o»»" great we H m>ss you neat
faM best ol luck love Johnson Owignt
Leach Returnee s"'

TO THE BLONOE GUV who works m the
Cooiidge Cluster office wears a bkje bears
hat I ve enjoyed staring from a dotance
durmg lire alarms but Id like lo get a ctoaar

took Interested'' Reply soon - a fellow

Cooiidge resident

VAL SHAW - You are the bK)lumines(»nce
ol the firefly of my Me Love Bus

UMASS JOOO - Thanks tor everylhing

Ous' Good luck and knees to you aM Russ

BROOMSTICKS ASKIE. JeH «r<»ight bet
ween confusK>n and daaire a conundrum
causing incraasad ire whaMnaf Iha oulcome
know that i care to hurl you. no I wwh not
dare with affection to the witch who's fmng
like a bear

LISA B. SMITH think timawarp Today «
realty June t Tm So happy birthday' ri mas
you riext semester Love Kim

PATTI L. HAPPY 200) BMTM>AY Red
love ya hon Momea

JOELLE
LJDM

LHMM LOISELU Happy 2tsl frday hoae
from heM Hope you gM what you want at

the party sal rale ha ha k)ve Bath Juba Ek Al

SUE - Those 6 secoTKta were sheer ei-
cstacy - let's try tor 7 Love ttorm

JEN CLARKE'M til Happv~b*lli^y btnv
bo' Love Joan and Lon

TO THE TALL BLONDE GUY M THE Blue
»iw idieakai al Wofcealar. youeatwahaguy
with a beard Id kke to take you to dinner
and rnaybe heaven Respond fiere

TOM T - SIX MONTHS ANO ONE OAV «
a long time lo be blowtng olf the world The
Question IS wiM the tun nsa lonioriow? Not
' you oat auSTEOthen you have lo go get
fixed smile tor a while and naver slop be-
ing what you are to me now Mariesa

LM4I R the best roomie' Get payched tor

this Summer' IT

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW
SISTERS OF Tau Beu Sigma Joyce
CharlonaandNioola Wa re raaNy proud ol

yu and your accomplishments Love the
Sisters ol TBS

CMOO-OTIS: AkM of stuff has h^ipanad
nus year that I hope you won t hou agaMst
me I wiM atarays care tor you ptaaaa
remember the good times I wiM Love A
Metsfan

THE EARTH WILL SHAKE ANO THE
piMars WIN crumble with vengearKe on in<s

fateful Saturday Tins day writ go down m
mtamyi Ood help ua aM it • Tma Ramsay's
twenty fwat birthday* Lock the doors and
hide the children The party at the hocae ol

love IS lusl tor you Ms W Happy bKthday

CAPE COO ROOMMATE NEEDED male
near Hyannis $1000 Jon 6-5258 Dave
6^7860

LARGE BEDROOM Ml 2 twdrogmi^ in

town starting June 1 caM S4S-0197 9lo4
toave massage

BOSTON - SEEKING M/F for 2 bf ^)«/sum
mer only 237 50/mo ' Call 6-6427

CONOO
Seeking one lemale rmala lor Tambrook
Condo behind BBanks 206/month start

June 1 Call Beth 5490956 or Nikki
54»8421

CAPE COO FURNISHED collags nMr Pro-
vmcatown affordable need 2 roommslei caM
Juke 6-4755 or Tamson 506-529^3327

LOOKING TO MOVE OFF CAMPUS? We
want you 10 stiare our lease m Swiss $240
per month Everytfwtg wtchided one room
CaN Mike 5464196

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for Southwood
Apis Starting 6.1 256 8745

LOOKING FOR TWO RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN to share 4 bedroom house CaM
61148

WANTED: one tomato. nor>smoker lor

townehouse Brandywine apl CaM Mananne
al 546-6055 leave masiagi

COLONIAL VNXAOE 2 BDRM Start 6/t

W/Option to lease near bus stop $440 caM
256-6667

Ml a BBNIOOII HO«ME
waahar dryer. woodMWve 5 mm waMi to

Downwwn 10 mtnuM waMi to UUaaa caM
25M707 St9Sm«onlh

THREE OUVS LOOKHIC TQ TAKE OVER
VOOR LEASE IN ANV MOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL &464406 or 546^400
Leave Metiage

SERVICES

DMT CHEAP RESUMES RETURNS! Tup
quality at affordable prices Experienced
counseHing to boot' CaM Usa 665 7826

PUNCTILKMJS TVPNIQ Pwers resumes
Laser pnnting dekvery avsMads CaM Kevn
549^)116

KATH-A ANO SHANNON-A: Get ready 10

party next year' Love the o«r>er h^ ol 120

RESUIMES. OvemigM Md i

vice Pioneer resume service 665

1

SPANISH TUTOR WANTED

73

2 days laA • S 30 ba ready luv

TO MIKE IN TOWNEHOUSE It takes a real

man to smacn a gi'i over a dumb beer Way
to go slugger'

THE TALENT - Who ate you? Who are

you responding to?

KATY ANO PEOOV: Thank you *o much
lor an of your hard work Because ol you the

Pig-Oul was a sucess You guys are ttw

best' North East Area House Councils

USA - Guess the greatest American hero
isn I so great Don i give up Can't wail lor

next semester Keep smiling Your future

roomie

MARK B. These past 18 months you have
taught rne how lo k>ve and what true friend-

ship IS aH about Thanxs you lor ahmays
understanding - we aM know that s not easy
11-13-86 Always Linda

NOJZ CUMPLEANOS

Quel
sea

al maslaMi
nunca

Guess who?

TO THE GIRL FROM JOA: Who are you?
Call rne Greg Irom SigEp

TO THE GIRL WITH beautiful eyes who
poked me while the Hooters were playing.
I wouMn t let you walk away again The guy
with the intereslir>g shin

NANCY C. IN GREENOUOH If you are as
baauMul on the maids as you are on the out

SNle. I'd kMe to meet you Reply here A
shy admirer

To BM my top banana-i m glad we decid

ed to be more than Inends And to ihink that

It an started with Zoology 250' i care about
you sooo much Thanks for all the special

limes Lookirtg looward to an awesome sum
mer Love your baby m certlral

TUTOR WANTED FOR HELP WITH Imal

paper m Spanish American Lrt CaM Joan-
na 54»0724 or 545 2152

SPEND THE SUMMER M HYANNIS

WE ARE LOOKWIG FOR TWO FEMALES
to Share apartment CaM Donna at 5464531
or Ranee M 5464M76

PLEASE PLEAM;

PLEASE SUBLET MY 2 BORM APT. Fully

furnished Rent real ctieap June rent free

call 549 7233

AUaA GUESS THE GREATEST American
HERO iSN T SO GREAT Don't give up
Can I wail lor next semester Keep smiling

- Your future roomie

ALAN THANKS FOR TAKING me to gel my
who tickets' Vou re the greatest Love
Stephany

PRIOR SERVICE

VETERANS - Earn $3000 tor 12 15 days
work MNG Recon/scoul Pit-no Al luSI 12

drills Desperately need RGR and SF per-

sonnel Call tonight -limited time and posi

lions Winston at 546-5479

SUBLET

ALRKW4T HERE S THE DEAL One room
m a large 3 bedroom api Minutes from cam
pus. seconds from bus route Fun. legal

and yes. cheap Wnat rnore couW you ask?
CaM Stephen 549^5006

TAKE OVER ALL OR HALF of lease lop
floor Cliffside apt Carpeted dishwasher
pool bus route secure now lor tti« laH

665 7922

SUMMER IN AMITY PLACE ! Interested

nonsmoking females caH 546-5695 leave

message

2 BEDROOM 3 PEOPLE 5 miles from cam
pus best offer 256 1183

GREAT APT GREAT LOCATKM lake

over lease June i Call or elave message
at 253-5997

ON BUS ROUTE
SINGLE BEDROOM 1-3 available June 1st

Fall option p<relient bus route Steve
253^9131

GREAT 3 BEDROOM GRIGGS APART-
MENT Amhersi Center $200/mo each room
CaH Joanne 665-8462 Laura 5464120. An-

na 549 0614 nights leave message

K ?r*'-^"L'"^-*t "^ JIJ^'J*""^'" SINGLE BEDROOM 1-3 AVAILABLE ,une
but I wanted lo say hi' Luv ya BiM ROOMMATES WANTED 1st fall optmn excellent bus route Stteve

TRWIA WKKSIN Happy 19th s birthday" rrrrr. Ti
253-9131

Remember who loves ya baby' Me . MARTHA'S VINEYARD * S3 TOWNHOUSE 2 bedrooms A/C June 1

•cwcr^iru c. <^Aa .ueMTEa T^i .wi^~, 'FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE HOUSE- thru Aug 546-9246 Dennis or 546-9252
SEVENTH FLOOR WEBSTER Tall person . ,„ qaK BLUFFS Great k)calion Scott
hugs are great and so are you. . cheap rent Call Lon 549 1479 •

.A^.\ ^ r.^^M^„n. rt mI;:;."^!.! K„tir free august rent 2 bedroom apl sunv
JOELLE CERASUOLOHawy?islbirt^ mer sublet faH optKxi partly furnished
day' Have a drink on ttie house en^jylhe Qn^y , ,|o„e SEMESTER? 1 torn to 665-7930
formal now that you are legal' Love SDT' ^^^^^ ,„ townehouse lor fM start 6/1 ctf

^ ^^-i„iiin,~:rz.^ ~-.ii z*^ 549 7914 summer SUBLET fall option 2 bdrm"•"SHWII You dude* aie^wa^ (And
near campus can 549-8185

toud Bill) You know the partws were in- TOWNHOUSE 1 FEM to share dW start 6/1
sane (like that pyromamac. Shawn) The

^g,, 549.79,4 SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE Owntwn
406-er'. siKk. Mark Ted. you ve been an ex-

Amherst 5 min wNk lo UMaaa lumiahad An-
cole'nt roomie Raf^ your phone IS ring qRAD/OLDER NONSMOKING STUDENT na 253-7362
ing Ben. I'm glad you re my cui We miss- wanted lor room in beautiful 4 bdrm house _
ed you Eric Thanks Jason

^^ ^q^,^ Amherst Summer with fall option ONE ROOM IN THREE BEDROOM APT
.._._,___-- o«-, .~ .. ,w~. Washer dryer on bus route $220/mo nest to Bnttany on Bus route clean cheap

TO THE SISTERS OF SDT! Get psyched 549.7226 faH option call 256 4191
for tomorrow night s formal We will have

a blast OME LARGE ROOM FOR SUMMER sublet N. AMHEmf: Room in house near Puffers

...-..,. ,.^ . .^_ Perfect for two people to share On bus line Pond on busline, washer-dryer Call
LINDA M. 21 6 LEGAL Happy bday luv, the (,,„ i,^^^ ,, 256-6677 256-6049/253-7196 Leave message rent
Dallas Kid negotiable

^ ,. -. ™. NEED ROOMMATES FOR HOUSE close 10
DIRTY DIANA- You didn I think we diorget Hyannis Call Whitney 549-4441
you aid ya? Happy early birthday Banana SUMMER SUBLET
Love us - 3 ROOMMATES NEEDED for Brittany

—----. i=.-,i~^Vi.i»S^c Manor 3rd floor apl Brian 253-9168 GREAT DEAL. Take our Squire ViHage Apt
JOELLE M CERAS«KX.O - AKA MADGE j^^^ , ,(, g^p, , -^g„, neg^iable
Happy 21 birthday' The countdown is on BOSTON SEEKING M/F lor 2br apt/sum- make an offer CaH John or Steve
one dav left 5 30 be ready' Luv Linda. ^^ Only 237 50/mo Call 6-8427 Charlene 2539187
Dam. Maryiane » Julia q, 6-4741 Scon

'Zli .K „.„ SUMMER SUBLET • Fall option 2 bdrm apl
LES, It's close to the wire now and the soap ^|yg like KING! Luxurious 3 story condo m Amherst super cheap (or summer call
opera will soon end you wiH no longer have

centrally located behind BayBanks in 256-0225
to worry about people who don t understand Amherst 4 male housemates looking for one
Iheconceplolnunya Lei shave a totally more - barrels of fun $250 plus uti/monlh BEAUTIFUL FARMHOUSE 3 large
awesome time That was lor you JNK Map

6/89-5/90 Call 546 7423 bedrooms available lor summer sublet caH
py b-day and graduation Loo and Boo' Love. 256-83 1

5

Me. Myself, and I (Scooby) , qq^m IN 2 BDRM Creslview Apt

._.. ^ , . ..;i^i,,,H nonsmoking lemales(s) Sublet begins June AMHERST CENTER SUMMER SUBLET 2
LINDA OALTON Good luck with finals and

, ^„|, ,311 op„on 549.4749 bedroom apl m house Rent whole apt or
congratulations on graduating Mahalo tor

^ ^^^ 546-6063
an awesome year and being the best Haole MARTHAS VINEYARD. Charming
roommate aloha oe Denise downtown Edgarlown Cottage SINGLE CLOSE TO CAMPUS - Call XinLei

...««... .. .k-^.. Washer/dryer yard 2 singles $1800 alter 7pm 549 0386 or Dan 546-4621
ELIZABETH JANISCH I wish you the bes

j, 353 igfge sunny double $1 625 per per anytime
ol luck and times in California next year 1 11

^^^ q^,,^ ,,, ^p ,^0^,, cgi, „„,„ 5S6-I829
miss you You H be a cali-burg now Love. NORTHAMPTON CENTER ol town/on
the other burg busroule $295/month 584-8834 Fall oplon

BEST LOCATKNIt avaM lor summer sublel

4 rooms on Fearing Si Bat Campus and
town CaM Andy 549-4659

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE FOR SUMMER rem
suitabM lor ttwee peoto or more Very cen-
tral. chai«>. caH 253-0289

DOWNTOWN AMHERST, I large
bedroom, on busroute tor aufMnar, cheap
565-6760

3 BEDROOM APARmENT naar bua Stop.

pool, and tennis court 549-4663

SUBLET CHEAP! One single room in

lownhouse apt 549-1449

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTKM 2
BR 540 a rnonth 666 3886

POOL! TENNIS AND BASKETBALL
COURTS! On the bus ime' 1 bedroom
665-6907

SMIQLEAMMiaLE- $1 75/350 great house
in great tocalion WaMi to town and daas
Tom 25*2382

SUNNY BEDROOM Ml SOUTH AMHERST
Rem negooabla CM Vck, 2Sfr4t62, even
•ngs 54&^1345. days

I SUBLET laMop^
tion al applisncas luMy lumiahad Two
bedrooms, terrace pool t500/frK>nth
negotiable Uana 546-5904

I SUBLET Famato 2 itnma in laigt
glasshouse Wooded area PlaMy ol park-
ing Wrap around deck tSOOfmo or BO
5464075

SUMMER AT PUFFERS PONOH I rm M 4
bdi house 54»5435

E NON-sMOKBi wAirraD
to share tormehed two bedroom aparwiaril

•n presidential nan a mie fiom campus
Rent negoliaWe CM Tom 5464661

WMhnglool
ler generous deal tor rent caM Al 546-3267

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $125 plus
utMies/month CaM Regirta and Sieve ai

546-1236

SUBLET 6-1. 1 bdr tamala $l60/mo FaM
option 549 W40

SUNNY SPAOOUS APT ckjsa 10 town and
campus lor tour people 549-5666

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTKM 2
bdrms in 4 3 bdrm apt Sur>drt»id on bus
route cheap 666^7366

(MEAT APARTMSNT. Fullyhim«hed bus
rtMe Near campua 253-^60

ATTENTKM SUBLETTBIS 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt Available 6/1 2564745

) BDR PUFFTON APT lo sublet nui pool
laundry bus can 549 5548

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT south Var
mouth cape Two females only $2500 for

summer Kevm 1-533 1600

AVALIABLE JUNE lal Northampton
Center 5 bedroom apt 995 plus 584 1059

ONE BEDROOM AVAR.. 6/1 m spacious
clean southwood apt on bus route 10 mm
10 UMass rent $175 plus elec and
phone/mon CaM Jerry at 64962 or 6695

1

MARTHA S VMIEVARD
Sleeps Six 2 baihrooms waterview CaM
508 435 6583

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO share one
bedroom apartrnent in Puftton Village for

the summer CaH Joe after 8pm 546-0794

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VILLAGE
very reasonable roni 549 6291

ROOM IN 2 BORM APT Pool female
220'mo neg 5490606

TOWNEHOUSE APTS. PartiaUy furnished
and has cable and air conditK>ning
Reasonabte rates 5494025

LARGE, StWNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amfierst PosSit>le faN option Willing to

make a deal' Call Joe 256-054->

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER
Beautiful fxxjse In North /kmfiersi $1 75/nx>

up to three rooms may tw open for Fall

548 9916

RENT FOR SUMMER A graM 4 bdrm apt
directly on bus route Vary naiaonabls pnce
CaH soon' 5464665

SUMMER SUBLET - GREAT LOCATION

NEARLY ON CAMPUS-BEST LOCATKM
$200 (XVmonth for a room in large furnish

ad iKMsa (I'H pay your utilities) Responsi
bte parsons CaN soon and leave message
546-7606

TAKE OVER MY LEASE

FEMALET 1 Ig bdrm in 4 bdrm apl $240
per/mo . includes util 1 </4 baths Sun ter-

race AvaM June 1 After 5 256-8225

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

SWISS VILLAGE APT AVAIL June Isl 4
bdrm, all utiMies md Call 2S34132

TAKE OVER OUR
SOUTHWOOO APT LEASE

'ON JULY 1st!

'Great shape'
•$156 a month (thai includes heal")
"We'll even throw m some furniture'

•Great location-right on bus route'

'You won't be disappointed'
•Call anytime' 253-7153

THE WHO

546-6400: 5464405 - leave message

TO THE NEWMANS
IN CHERRY HILL

THANK YOU FOR YOUR help these past
two years I love you' Sondra

TRAVEL

TICKET TO PORTLAND, Ore Irom HTFD
May 24 call 546-6932 Need to sell $ 1 70 or

BO

ROUND TRIP HARTFORD LA 23 May 1

June $238 549 1617

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND TO MON-
TREAL May 26^26 $69 00 Includes round
trip motor coach and 2 niohu downtown
hoM Breakaway tours 420 Boston Turn-
pike Shrewsbury MA 01545 (5064427336

PLANE TKXET HTFD lo Seattle May 20
S100 (S0a)667 3324

SUHMR IN EUROPE Irom (296- each way
on dMcountad schedulad Mrtmas to Europe
from Boalon CaN |600t 326-2222

WORD PERFECT . spaM check lawer quak-
ty last service caM 549-0546

TYPING BY TOMORROW- T m̂pm^tti,
resumes Call Barry. 546 9436
lOam 11pm

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Accuracy
guaranteed Gtoria 323-5140

WORDSMITH " professional typing
Resumes, papers and more Laserprmimg
with speacheck 25^4564

CASH. PAPERS. TMCBIS. on<:an«)us a*

lordabto. granwuar reviewed dependable
564-7924 Nancy

VEALHUTZ

E. I'm reaMy en|ov>ng this'" L.

Mary Poppms

FULL TMK/PART Tl»i^

summer emptoytnenl ln^«re afle<>h«

12 00 5 00pm Delano s Reslau'
Amherst

WANT TO TRAVEL''

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE
BACKPACK ihrou<«< Europe or cross cr

try MNa iMWtwr Gary 263-5907

WANTED

FUU SUE MATTRES8 WANTED m goud
condilion now or whan semasWr ends &M
spring no! necessary CaM B4I 256-1603

2 FEMALES TO SHARE I bdrm m 3 bd"'r,

house ium«hed close 10 buert campus*' '

town caM Pauto or Kim 253-9617

WANTED FOR FAU OPTKM

LOOKNMj to rent a room near UMaies
Campus a> on bus rouie Please caM Js
quekne 546^5050

WANTED TO RENT

I WANT TO RENT an i«>^ment for Ju
CaM 253-7742 leave (nessage

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 6/1 or sumr
subtot 256^791 real che^

ADVANCED GRADUATE STUDENT nmm
lodyng Fan 1969 i^rnesier WiM house»^ «
pay rent Contact Kevm Graffagnmo i

Ftonak] Story Depi History Harter 6

FEMALE ORAO STUDENT took ing to

single room lor i«li Pref m Amherst
546 8347

REWARD FOR ONE BEDROOM apartn
with pets allowed $350^400 starting j^
or July Call Maureen (617|643|7- .

evenings

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a picv • ^

live on the Cape ttus summer Call Kt y
546^4619

WERE DESPERATE

NEED SUBLETTERFOR SUMMER!! Rem
negotiable" Close 10 campus caH 6-4& 3

or 6-5047 anytime, leave message

The Thurs-
day night
graphics
crew says
goodbye
and best
wishes!!
Thanks for
the good
times and
lasting
memories!

^*f .
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On the fast track . . .

Women's
track tinale

at ECACs
By RICK SETO
Collegjan Staff

The University of MassachuM>tls will bring fivt-

athletes down to its final meet of the year — the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Championships, in Fair
fax. VA this weekend.
As far as scoring team points. L'Mass coach JuUe

LaFreniere sees a hard road ahead for the
Minutewomen. "The ECAC qualifying standards are

such that even ifyou bring a team." LaFreniere said.

"You're not necessarily in the ballgame."
She expects that javelin thrower Carla DeSantis and

400 meter runner l^e Ann Ambroae posses the best

chances tu score the points for L'Mass. while Amy St

Pierre has an outside possibility in the 10.000. Ham
mer throwers Helen Balaouras and Tina White are
tongshots as far as placing

DeSanti."* holds the best chance nt >ntiing because
unlike Ambrose, who has been working at her best all

s««ason. she has been placing high even though she has
been stuck in a season long rut. So. if DeSantis breaks
out and unleashes a good series, she is capable of plac

ing very high. 'Physically, she is capable of placing
1-2 3," said LaFreniere. Mentally, she could be ready
to cut loose as this will be her final meet of her four

year athletic career.

Last wt»ekend. DeSantis was a victim ofbad weather
conditions, like many, and it altered her form, which
IS absolutely essential to any of the throwers "She
tried to throw off of her eighth step, but she couldn't

plant." said LaFreniere. "She had to move to a five-

.step, and she also was not aggressive not enough"
DeSantis' throw of 133 feet. 10 inches was good for

third place, but it was nearly 10 feet below her season-

best and 25 ft. under her personal best and school

record

Ambro.se will concentrate in the 400, where she is

coming off of the race of her life (55.9 seconds i, which
was run in that same bad weather. "The wind was

continued on page 14

Minutemen
send 17 to

N. Englands
By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

After a successful day at the Eastern Championships
last weekend, the University of Massachusetts men's
track team will head to Dartmouth to compete today
and tomorrow in the New England Championships.
Two weeks ago, the Minutemen competed in the

Penn Relays, the largest invitational track meet in the

country. Then there was last weekend at Easterns,
where the Minutemen rose to the occasion with a

balanced team effort, placing third. It has all been
building up to this one meet — the New England
Championships.

It s been building up for senior Steve Tolly, who will

defend his New England title in the 1.500 meters this

weekend. Tolly competed at the Penn Relays, running
the mile-anchor leg in the distance medley, and had
some bad luck. Tolly received the baton 15 yards
behind the pack of runners. He had little chance of cat
ching up .so he went for broke but came up short. Last
weekend at Ea.sterns, Tolly ran very well, placing se-

cond. "He looks the best he's looked in two years," said

L'Mass head coach Ken O'Brien after the meet. To!

iy had problems with his Achilles' heel la.st year, and
was not in top form, although he won the title in the

1,.500 at New Englands. This year's 1.500 might pre

sent more of a challenge. "That might be the toughest
event of the meet, " said O'Brien, who mentioned that

many of the other runners in the 1.500 this year can
run a sub-4:05 mile, about the same time as Tolly

The 4x100 relay team of Mike Grey. Felix DeLarosa.
Kevin Walters, and Evon Walters ran a season best

42.9, taking 5th at Easterns last weekend, and should
do well, according to O'Brien.

In addition to running in the 4x100, Grey, DeLaro.sa.

and Kevin Walters will also run in the 100 and 200.

Jeff White placed 6th in the 110 high hurdles at

Ea.sterns with his fastest time of the year. 15.51. and
will run in the highs this weekend. In the 400, ironmen

continued en page l-t

SPOJTS
It's 'tourney-time' for softball
By DAN SARAZEN
Collegian ( "orrespondent

The University of .Ma>.sachu.setts softball team is in .\ew
Jersey today and will start the last leg of its journey to

the .\CAAs. But in order to go to the NCAAs it must win
this weekend's tournament, and it will not be handed to

them. This is the Atlantic 10 and as UMa.ss coach Elaine
Sortino points out. "We need some breaks, but whoever
wins will need some breaks"

Atlantic lO Tournament

The Atlantic 10 Tournanu-ni ionsists of four teams. The
four be.st teams in the conference this year are, in order

of seed. Temple, UMass. Penn State, and Rutgers. UMass'
first game is this afternoon and will be with the number
two-ranked Penn St. UMass swept the Lady Lions earlier

this year when the two teams played here. The final scores

were 4 and 10, with Holy Aprile and Chris Wanner get

ting the shutout wins.

One of the players to watch on Penn St is Kathy Camin-
ski. Caminski is her team's starting pitcher and although
her record is 10-18 it is fair to say that she can hurt your
team. "She's a great pitcher . . . probably one of the best."

said Sortino. And her ERA of 1 79 backs that up.

Leading the Penn St. team both on and off the field is

captain Donna Devanney. The catcher leads the team with

a batting average of .296

While the Penn St is the defending champion it is ob-

vious that it IS not the team it was last year. "We lost

all but four of our starters," said Bud Thalman. director

of sports information for Penn State.

If L'Mass IS able to beat PSL'. it will go on to play the
winner of the Temple vs. Rutgers game. That game will

.see an interesting battle between the top pitching ofTem-
ple against the impressive bats of Rutgers.

Temple's pitching consists of two top-notch right arms.
Brianna Jazebak leads the team with a 16-7 record and
a 92 ERA She is clo.sely followed by Kathy McCarthy,
whose record is 13-9 and ERA is 1.13.

Temple is also a tough out. With the likes of Dionna Har-
ris who is batting .324 and leads the conference in

( t»llr|fl4n ph4>l(> U\ li^t^td Mi|{.««»hlKurlli

The UMass softball team travels to Rutgers
to meet the cream of the crop at this year's
Atlantic 10 Tournament.

homeruns(H). triples* 111, and RBIsl26i And with Denise
Sarno who is batting .319. Temple poses a threat to any
team.

Rutgers will go to the tourney without the services of

its number one pitcher, Nikki Ambruaso, who broke her

clavicle in a game again.st Rider College Both her and
her 1.16 ERA will be missed and it will be up to Lisa Dor
ward to fill the void. Doward's ERA is 1.6 and her record

is 12 12.

continued on pag* 14

NCAA pairings *up in the air' for Lax
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Sunday at 6 p.m. the University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team will learn at least a little about what its

fate will be for this season.

At that time, the NCAA tournament committee will an-

nounce its pairings for the postseason party which begins
next Wednesday. It isn't a matter of whether UMass will

be there or not — but where it will be seeded.

As of right now, the whole picture is pretty foggy. There
are still games going on this weekend that could poten
tially throw everything out of whack.
Syracuse has locked up the number one spot. Johns

Hopkins, which had been number one all year, lost in dou-

ble overtime to Towson State but number two is still set

for them.
After that, the possibilities are endless. Loyola is rank-

ed third despite being the only unbeaten team in the coun-

try (9-0>. The Greyhounds have to play Delaware tomor-

Gorillas: 5th rank probable

It's still confusing, but come Sunday the
know where they stand in the NCAA
pairings.

( iill<'|{inn pholii liy .(hmiii Tiili'rmiin

Gorillas will
tournament

row, and a lo.ss there would make things very confusing.

Fourth-ranked North Carolina < 1 1 3) also has to play No.
13 Penn tomorrow.
Adelphi is fifth at 112. followed by UMass (12-21 and

Maryland (9-3) in a tie for sixth. Navy (7-4), Cornell (9 3)

and Virginia (7-5) round out the top 10.

These teams shouldn't have much to worry about, with
the exception of Virginia, whose record puts them on the
proverbial fence. The bottom five: Towson State <9-4), Yale
(10-5), Penn (7-4), Duke (9-6) and Brown (9-6) will be a

dogfight.

In makings its decision, the committee will take several

things into consideration, including overall record,

strength of schedule, closeness of games and common
opponents.

Loyola, in its unblemished travels has knocked off

Adelphi, Towson, Duke and Maryland. That probably
would be enough to keep them third if they win. Carolina
has lost to Maryland, Hopkins and Syracuse, but has
enough strength to stay fourth.

Adelphi is a tough one to figure. Early-

season losses to Loyola and Syracuse
started the Panthers off rough, but they've

come on strong. However it will be tough
to overlook UMa.ss, with two losses by a
total of two goals. The Gorillas also handl
ed Syracu.se much better (10-9 compared to

18-11).

Maryland will be a committee favorite,

because the Terps will host the Final Four.

Navy, with four los.ses by a total of six goals

will be tough and Cornell is a strong
tourney team. Four of Virginia's losses

were to teams in the top seven.
Towson has the big Hopkins win and

I hree one-goal losses. Yale could be in trou-

ble, and Penn can really make a case by
beating North Carolina tomorrow, but the
committee can't forget the 22 1 bla.sting ad-

mi niste."ed by Syracu.se two weeks ago.

One Western team will get an automatic
l)id. Michigan State, Notre Dame and Air
Force all are in the running for that spot.

Assuming that Loyola and North
( arolina prevail tomorrow, here is one per-

sons prediction as to how the NCAA will

rule:

1. Syracuse; 2. Johns Hopkins; 3. Loyola;
4. North Carolina; 5. UMass; 6. Adelphi;
7. Maryland; 8. Navy; 9. Cornell; 10.

Towson State; 11. Virginia; 12. Michigan
State.

Partly cloudy tdday

with a good chance of

showers, high near 70.

More raiti tonight.

Experts discuss the

sensitive subject of

suicide among colHIe

students. ^^f^|3||||B

Softball wins A-10 tour-

nament; Gorillas to host

Cornell in first round of

plU'oH^llPage 16.
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COLLEGIAN
Administrators
offer to lift

suspensions
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Stafl

UniversitN of Ma.<5sachu.setts administrators agreed

Saturday to lift the suspensions of all undergraduate

i«tudents arrested protesting military-funded research on

campus, provided the students perform community and

campus .service and cease violations ot" the Picketing Codt

through graduation.

•Wf- are not dropping anything, were modifying the

disciplinary procedure," E)ennis Madson. vice chancellor

for student affairs said. "The students are still being held

accountable for their behavior
"

The UMas-s students arrested in the five occupation^

protesting the research or the disciplinary action taken

bv the administration, can schedule a pre hearing with

the Dean of Students staff to discuss the agreement. Mad
son said

"If the students sign an administrative agreement at

the pre- hearing, they can immediately salvage the

semesters work." Madson said.

Suspensions and disciplinary action will be lifted only

if the affected students sign the agreement, according to

Madson.
i think for the students to decide to get back into classes

and take their exams is a positive step." Chancellor

Joseph Duffey said.

Five hunger strikers and three students issued a state

ment accepting the conditions offered Friday by Duffey.

"We agree recent occupations have been disruptive to

normal University life and operations. We would like to

extend an apology to all students, faculty and staff who

were inconvenienced by these actions. We understand that

some people were frightened - they were innocent

bystanders, and there was no intention to disrupt their

work," the statement said.

The six hunger strikers and the fasters who supported

them ended the hunger strike Saturday when the ad

ministration and protesters reached an agreement.

connnued on page 4

Identification

for police argued
Visible numbering requested
By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students and Amherst

police differ over the need for officers to have clearU

marked identification numbers on their uniforms

About 25 Amherst police officers were called in two

weeks ago to assist UMass police with the arrests of

.l.") people who occupied the Graduate Re.search Center

The Amherst officers wt-re not wearing identification

numbers
UMa.ss spokc'spt-rson Stacy Chase said. "(The

.\mherst police! were invited to back up our police in

a situation that could become volatile
"

Chief of Police Donald Maia said the police are not

required to don ID numbers because the Town of

Amherst has not accepted the provisions in the

Mas.sachusetts General Laws stating that any uniform

ed police officers are required to 'wear a badge, tag

or label which identifies him by number
"

Maia said the otTicers ordinarilv wear ID numbers,

but removed their badges at the GRC because for

security reasons. Their not helmets were unmarked

because they had never been used before, he .said

"People get scratched and cut and injured by

[badges!. ' Maia said, adding that, "the helmets just

came out of the boxes
"

While the arrested protesters were being tran.sported

from the GRC to Warren McGuirk Stadium in a PVTA
bus. police clashed with outside supporters who attemp-

ted to slow the bus's progress.

Three of the supporters were arrested and charged

with disorderly conduct No complaints hfive been

reported concerning the conduct of the Amherst police

officers during the arrests. Maia said.

UMass student Sam Kelley. one of the students who

ran alongside the bus, claimed he was hit by several

police officers officers while "escorting" the protesters.

Kelley said there should have been .some formal way

to identify all of the police officers.

"I turned around once to see who hit me and I got

C iillrKlan ptMMo hy .la-um l>MnriK<-r

An Amherst police officer stands without a

badge at the recent Graduate Research Center

takeover.
smashed m the chest s<j I didn't want to turn armiiid

again.'* he said.

Kelley said the Amherst police did wear ID numb* i -

at the Memorial Hall arresi.s la.st week, but added that

the numbers were on the back of their helmets

"It would be better if they had I the numbers) on the

sides of their helmets." he said. "What are we suppos

ed to do? Ask them to please turn around so I can see

your number?"
Maia said the numbers were added to aid police in

directing officers and not for the benefit of the publu

"Identification numbers will be for our own pur

poses." he said.

"An identification number is just one phase in iden

tifying an individual police officer. " Maia said, adding

that people who have a complaint again.st an officer

must identify the officer "in the usual way, by identi

fying the person's face."

However. Tracy Davis. Student Government Associa

tion president, said the riot gear police wear makes it

difficult to see their faces.

continued on page 6

Counter demonstration overthrows pro-life rally
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

Friday's Rally for Life turned into a ral

ly for choice as 200 people staged a counter-

demonstration at noon on the steps of the

Student Union Building.

Before the Rally for Life began. People

for Choice, the University of Massachusetts

chapter of NOW. and other pro-choice

groups on campus held a pro-choice

counter-rally inside the Student Union

Twenty women and two men stood on the

balcony and spoke to the 100 supporters

below about a woman's right to choose and

the importance of keeping abortion safe

and legal.

Binky Feldman. a pro-choice

demonstrator, .said that the demonstration

was organized a week ago. after pro-choice

organizations heard that the Republican

Club and Students for Life invited Robert

Cooley, a representative from Operation

Rescue, and Dr. Mildred Fay Jefferson,

president of the Right to Life Crusade, to

speak at the Rally for Life.

The counter-demonstrators joined the

Rally for Life at noon, and outnumbered

the pro-life supporters 10 to one.

As the pro-choice supporters chanted

"Operation Rescue your name's a lie, you

don't care ifwomen die," Cooley, a member
continued on page 2

rholo by n. nucru'

Pro-choicers outnumbered pro-lifers at a scheduled Rally for Life Friday

outside the Student Union.

PrO'Choicers
overwhelm rally
By DANIELLE BIONDA
Collegian Staff

The Republican Club wasn't too happy

with the way things went at the Rally for

Life la.st Friday

The rally was intended to support the

right-tolife movement, but in.stead 't

became a shouting match between 200 pro-

choice .supporters and 20 pro life activi.sts

and Republican Club members.

"We're in an atmosphere where you

should open your eyes to the other side,'

said W (Jreg Rothman. president of the

L'Mass Con.servative Alliance. "It hurts

your capability of learning if you don't

listen."

I'he Republican Club and Students for

Life invited Robert Cooley. a represen-

tative of Operation Rescue, and Dr.

Mildred Fay Jefferson, president of the

Right to Life Crusade, to speak at the ral-

ly last Friday, hoping to generate a large

pro-life crowd.

"Not much of what we said was heard,
"

said Ted Maravelias, president of the

Republican Club.
continued on page 6
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rally overwhelmed
.!^v ;

orcOniU'clicul's Pro Lili- Aclmn Ni'twiuk and

a npn .->intative from Opt'iation Rescue, be^{an the rally.

"It seems to me that in our country we dont have any

morality anymore, " C'ooley shouted. •(But] until we yet

back to Judeo Christian values, unborn babies will con

tinue to die."

Cooley told the crowd that Operation Rescue wa> out

going to go away and that the «<>. i . Wiuh- Supreme Court

ruling legalizing abortion was 'on its way out."

"It's obvious who's the majority here, " said sophomore

communications major Tania Ivany. "1 h i\<n t >ei n <iiu

pro life supporter yet."

"Wo wanted more than just a prote.-t. Feldman .>aid.

It i> .1 two part demonstration — we want to empower

ourselves first, then show the pro-lifers that uf are the

majority."

Supporters cheered the counter-rally for its organiza

tion and its emotional power
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"I hope It receives as much respect and attention as it

(itserves, " said Beatrice Berley. a senior at UMass.

Lauren Desaulniers, a sophomore, agreed with the pro-

choice demonstrators. "I think its ironic that a man, who
could never get pregnant, is telling me what to with my
body." .

Jefferson, a pro life advocator from Boston was the on

ly woman to speak at the pro life rally, although her

dialogue was not well received by the crowd.

"It was an honor to ha\ f l)r JefTerson speak here," said

W. Greg Rothman, chairman of the UMass Conservative

Alliance. 'But I'm not surprised they shouted down our

-peakers." he said.

The counter demonstrators continued to dominate the

Rally for Life throughout her speech.

"It's about individual freedom," said Martha Davis, a

first year graduate student in Public Health. "Women will

continue to seek abortions, and it's important to keep

them safe and legal"
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Earn SI hr This Summer
Doing researcn interviewing for the

U S environmental Protection

Agency on community fight-to-*now

database Hours are Monaay - Fri-

day 9 - 5pm Positions available

starting June 12 Call today tcr an

interview We re m the Mountain

Farms Mail which is a stop on tne

Free Sus Line Call 900am - 5 00pm
Monday • F'lday, 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

•...^aione ReseafC" Center
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London
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Tokyo
Auckland
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CUSTOMr-lRS
WILL Ui: SHOWN
DOOK VAI UL'!!!

MOME
SEi WHY

WLWILISELI
40 TO 50 USED
CARS DURING
THIS SAL

586-8626

736-1919

VERY
USED CAR

AVAILABLE WILL
BE SOLD WAY
BELOW N.A.D.A.

?1 V

Al L OUR PRLVJOUSI Y OWNI-I) CARS I JAVH [)[lVn OnTAILEI) AND M[fCHANICAL LY

v:HLCKLI) L3Y OUf^ I AMOUS 2/ POINT CI II CK SYvS I IM AND fMU-PARl:D TO PERFECTION
RliADY FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY

ONLY AT

NORTHAMPTON HONDA
• ()iKt«v4 n*..g« .1rfUi*«>l

171 KING STREET NORTHAMPTON, MA

LOCAL
UMass prof
receives
national honor
By ALLEN BERNARD
Collegian Staff

Excellence at the University of Massachusetts is not

dead, as the recent appointment of linguistics professor

Barbara H. Partee t« the National Academy of Sciences

well shows.

The NAS is one of the most prestigiou.s groups of scien-

tists in the country, with candidates approved for member-
ship through a secret ballot. If accepted, candidates are

then notified of their membership never knowing they

were even under consideration, a spokeswoman for the

NAS said.

Partee's appointment is .<!pecial for UMass because she

i.s the first profes.sor to be accepted while employed by the

University, said Provost Richard O'Brien.

"Election to membership in the Academy is one of the

highest honors that can be accorded a US scientist or

engineer." he said.

But the individual most excited by the appointment

might be Partee herself

"Its a big honor. It's very exciting and it was a com
plete surprise," said Partee. 48. "(The honorl makes me
feel gratified on a number of counts. There are few women
(in the Academy. 1 1 don't know the proportion . . . but it's

tiny."

Membership to the NAS is not based on any one par

ticular accomplishment but the all around calibre of the

candidate, said the NAS spokeswoman.
Partee's main work concentrates on the relationships

of syntax and semantics, logic and language, and
mathematical methods in Unguisitics, she said.

The idea of being a member of the Academy and what
this means for her career is only now sinking in. she said.

"You can be the most famous person in your field and

still get turned down. But for other sorts of honors it seems

they almost propagate them.selves" because of their

1 .
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GIDDY-UP — Katrina rides a horse on the merry go round at the Amherst Fair Saturday.

membership, she said.

There are 1,500 Academy members across the country.

California leads the nation with 400 members and
Massachusetts is second with 200. most of whom are from

the private college community, Partee said.

Only four other UMass professors have been members
of the NAS, according to the Office of Public Information.

In an attempt to make the most of Partee's acceptance.

State Representative Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst) has

asked her to go to the Statehouse in Boston and speak

about the quality education available at places like

UMass, she said.

Her participation in such an endeavor carries much
weight, she said. A recent review of the UMass linguistics

department cites it among the top five in the nation, she
said.

Professor Partee holds a doctorate in linguistics from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a
bachelor's degree in mathematics from Swarthmore (Pa.)

College.

Students sink or swim in

lifeguard certification test
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

So you think being a lifeguard is simp-

ly wearing a Day Glo bathing suit and
sitting on a tall chair, getting a tan?

Wrong. Before you hit the beach yciu

have to hit the pool — Boyden Pool to

be specific.

Last week, about 15 University of

Massachusetts students did just that,

swimming and testing for certification,

and what they hoped would be a job as

a lifeguard at one of the University's

three pools, in Totman. Boyden and

Curry Hicks Gyms.
But first, students had to have several

prerequisites, including Red Cross Cer-

tification in First Aid, CPR and Advanc

ed Life Saving, according to Kristen

Peers, a lifeguard supervisor.

Jim Boudreau, another supervisor,

said lifeguards also need to learn and be

certified in First Responder, which deals

with sf)ecific emergencies not covered in

regular First Aid training, such as

emergency childbirth.

The test, in several parts, deals with

specific training required for the job,

Peers said.

Students took a written exam cover-

ing aspects of First Aid and First

Responder. Then they showed Peers

how to save a person using CPR. mouth-

to-mouth resuscitation and the

Heimlich maneuver. Finally, after

swimming 500 yards in under 10

minutes, they demonstrated to

Boudreau how to rescue a conscious per-

son, and then how to rescue an un

conscious person a short distance from

the pool's edge.

According to Russ Yarworth, the

University's aquatics director, hiring is

on a point system, and applicants who
score the most points are hired.

He also said the test, which follows

state requirements for lifeguarding, is

necessary in light of recent incidents.

such as last week when a UMa.ss junior

drowned at Puffer's Pond.

"We want to make sure the lifeguards

we hire are qualified ... to make sure

these kids know [their CPR. First Aid

and Advanced Life Savingl." Yarworth

said, adding that students can easily get

certified in these areas.

Yarworth said the biggest risk occurs

during the open .swim period, when it is

difficult to catch people in danger of

drowning, and when older swimmers
could have a heart attack in the water

Prospective lifeguards are "encouraged

to use their brains" and not dive in the

water after them.

"Another body in the water would on

ly make it worse," he said, adding other

methods, such as reaching to them with

pool equipment, would make more

sense.

Many students tested last week were

returning lifeguards. One of them,

sophomore Alan Brust. 19, said that

working at the pool is different from

lifeguarding at Craigville Beach in

Hyannis. his summer job, becau.se there

are no undertows or small children to

worry about.

Brust, who has been lifeguarding

since he was 16, said, "It's a lot of fun,

especially at the beach where there's a

lot of people."

Stephanie Bloom, a sophomore apply

ing for the first time, said that she

wants to become a lifeguard because the

nature of the work was different from

that of most part-time jobs.

"It's more responsibility than some

behind-the-counter job." she said. "I can

accomplish something even if I don't

save somebody."
There is a fairly high demand for

lifeguard jobs at the University, and a

low turnover rate, Yarworth said. About

20 lifeguards are hired per semester,

many of whom are freshmen and

sophomores who remain lifeguards un-

til they graduate, he said.

Suicide a very real part

of college life, experts say
Bv DEBORAH RITTER
Collegian Stafi"

The collef^e years.

Most University of Massachu.setts

students, when all is said and done, will

look back and remember them as exciting

and carefree. But a few won't live that long.

A few will commit suicide.

Last month's attempt by a UMass stu

dent to hang himself at the Newman
Center underscores how vulnerable some

students are during this time of the year.

"That young man clearly did not expect

to be found." .said Dr. David Kraft, ex

ecutive director of University Health Ser-

vices. "He may not live. Something like

this sends ripples throughout the campus."

According to the Department of Public

Safety, six students have attempted suicide

on campus this year. Thus far, none of the

attempts have been successful.

Statistics show the suicide rate at UMass
is well below the national average for peo-

ple of college age. In most years, there are

zero to two suicides, about half what it

would be among the general population of

18- to 24-yearolds. Nevertheless, suicide

among college students is on the rise.

"The rates have doubled since the early

1960s," Kraft said. "It's one of the few

things that kills young people."

Mo.st experts agree those who attempt

suicide while in college have problems that

began before they entered school. Many
were raised in dysfunctional families, suf

fered a loss of some kind, or have low

self-esteem.

Depression is often a factor leading to

suicide, says Carol Graffen, a doctoral stu

dent in clinical psychology at St. John's

University.

"There is a spiralling quality to depres-

sion that can be dangerous," she said.

"First you feel worthless, and that makes
you sad. Next you feel guilty and asham-

ed of your bad feelings about yourself

"At the point where you most need to

reach out, you withdraw," she said.

Depression is extremely painful, Graflfen

said, and interforps with the ability to con-

centrate. Lethargy, another symptom, con-

tributes to making the depressive just want

to give up.

"The act of suicide is the ultimate way
to punish yourself for being who you are,"

she .said.

About one half of the students who com-

mitted suicide at UMass sought help

beforehand, according to a study Kraft

published in 1980. Also, statistics show

that most suicides tell a close friend or

relative of their intentions prior to the act.

Graffen said often these warnings are not

taken seriously.

"Suicide is a very scary thing," she said.

"It makes people very nervous. Our culture

is pulsed for rationality, technolog>', and

quick answers. Human emotions are just

the opposite. They take time, caring and

sensitivity, all things we value less and

less."

Father Joseph Quigley, administrator of

the Newman Center agreed, .saying. "Peo-

ple today are brought up with the idea that

you should be able to handle everything

yourself That knocks the starch out of

some people."

Kraft .said he tries to make sure students

are not left alone to cope before they get

to the point of even considering suicide.

"I don't call what we do 'suicide preven-

tion,'" he said. "If we wait for an attempt,

we're already too late.

"A lot of our work is training others to

recognize the signs of trouble," he said.

"Residence Advisors and Directors have

meetings with us regularly."

When someone is contemplating suicide,

he or she may behave in ways that

everyone should be alert to, Kraft said. A
general withdrawal from the regular go-

ings on of life, giving away belongings, and
putting affairs in order are all possible

signs.

"From my point of view even one suicide

is one loo many," he said. "There are many
people determined to kill themselves, who,

if given help, will change their minds. With

the right help, they can get back to produc-

tive lives."
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University Health Services-

Summer Health Coverage
1989

Dosk Health Fee

Eligibility. Amheest Hompshire

Mount Holyol«e Smith and UMoss Students

Coverage Period iur^e 1 -August 31

Feesi $91 payment due by June 1

Student Family Plan

Enrollnnent begins Mcy 10 1<?69

Coverage Period. June 1 -August 31

Feest Si 96 payment due by June i

Coll the UHS cashier

todoy ot 549-2671

suspensions may be lifted

The hunger strikers said they had been drinking only

water since last Saturday. Dr. Ira Helfand, who monitored

the students' conditions said the health of all but one stu

dent appeared to be stable. Kyad Kishawi said he passed

out three times and had a rapid heart rate.

The community service is part of the disciplinary pro-

cess and will allow students to make restitution for the

cost of mobilizing outside police forces, Madson said.

Overtime pay for UMass police alone averaged more
than $20,000 for each occupation, Madson said.

JoAnne Thomas Vanin, dean of students, and the pro-

testers will negotiate what constitutes community service,

and the amount of service that is necessary.

The service can be performed on campus or in the

students' home community, Madson said.

"My hope it will include some form ofcampus service,"

he said.

"It's up to interpretation [of what is considered com
munity service]," Johnathon Leavitt, a student protester

said.

Jessica Faller. a former hunger striker, said members
of People for a Sx-ially Resp<msible University have lieen

performing a community service by protesting the Depart

ment of Defense research.

•'We are definitely trying to unsully the filth that is piled

on the University," Faller said.

Duffey said, "That's not the type of community service

we have in mind."

The students who have been suspended can go to class

and take their finals, but the reinstatements will not be

processed in the registrar's office until the community
work IS complete, according to Madson.

The Northampton District Court will continue process-

ing the charges of trespassing and disorderly conduct

against the protesters, because the administration does

not have authority to dismiss the charges.

Duffey said he would work with Arthur Hilson, direc-

tor of public safety to lift the trespass notices served to

Five College students so they may resume classes at

UMass.

The protesters were not admitting guilt by accepting the

administration's offer, according to Rahel Gottlieb, a

demonstator

"it was a mutual agreement," she said. 'We met

somewhere in the middle, hopefully the dialogue will con

tinutv"

"This opins up dialogue on the research also, but we
will continue to fight against the DOD research next

semester." Gottlieb said

Madson said he hopes the dialogue between students

and the administratitm will continue without disruptions.

Collegian staff member Maria Sacthetti nmtributed to

thts stnr\
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Styles by Deborah
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Auto
Glass

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED omECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors
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!!! ATTENTION !!! !!! ATTENTION !!!

MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 1990

WHERE IN THE WORLD WILL YOU LAND

AFTER GRADUATION?

If you have not begun to plan for what happens after graduation, now is the time to start.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE can help you with career exploration, self assessment,

resume writing, developing interview skills, and planning a successful job search strategy.

Attend an ORIENTATION SESSION at the MATHER CAREER CENTER
OR MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE A UPS counselor soon.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE - WHERE CAREERS TAKE OFF!

MATHER CAREER CENTER-ON THE ORCHARD HILL BUS ROUTE
545-2224
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PART-TIME WORK • FALL SEMESTER
APPLY AT COLLEGIAN DESK TODAY!

EARN$8-4[0/HR
'

TiR!)NDAY ^
COLLEGIANS

h. I i.lw. I/.^^^ZT^ A i
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Collegian Drivers
Wanted

Applicants Must Hove:
• Mornings tree until 1 1 :00 a.m.

(M-F. MWF. or TuTh)
• Access to a reliable car.
• Be dependable and responsible.
• Drivers average 5-6 hours/week.

ALSO NEEDED*

CIRCULATION COORDINATOR
• Mornings tree Mon.-Fri. until 1 1:00 a.m.
• Must have car for occasional delivery.

• Average 7-8 hrs./week. pay $7/hr.

COLLEGIAN IS AN EOE

NORTHAMPTON CENTER FOR THE ARTS PRESENTS:

'.f

llolidau
tMi^Hl for Two

TRIP INCLUDES: AIRFARE • ACCOMMODATIONS
AND S500 SPENDING MONEY

DEPART ^
RETURN

JUNE 29TH/JULY 6TH

WINNERS ATTEND

Paul Simon §»
&GRACELAND

J

Concert iTWA
TODAY'S TWA,
FIND OUTHOW GOOD
WE REALLY ARE.

ON SALE

^AA RAFFLE TICKET

^^ benefits

^^^^
CENTER FOR THE

EVERYWHERE | Northampton

DRAWING JUNE 1 1TH AT BONNIE RAIH CONCERT GREENE HALL

Albion will buy your

schoolbooks bacliany

day ofthe week.

ALBIOn

ALBION BOOKSHOP ALBION
BOOKSHOP C • A • f • E USED BOOKS
AMHERST NORIHAriPIOM A H H E R S T

ALBIOM UOOKSMOr. AMIICKSI (firw ttOOKS). 256 1221
Al.lMOn USED Boons. AMMCRST: 253 581 3

Attention
Writers!!!

TU^DAY
1T*«»

.

'e^ '^wr3

COLLEGIAN
Ami iiiilil.ii s (null".!! i« •>< • M|i> Mriiinmil Hull

The Collegian is now hiring

ASSOCIATE
NEWS EDITORS
for fall semester.

Apply in person at

113 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for more
information.

Ask for Maria Sacchetti.
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Republicans react to rally

ccnnnuen .t-it; page I

Cooley and Mar.i\ili,t^ lilamed tlu>

members of the crowd for the outcome of

the rally. "There were a lot of very vocal

radical feminists," said Cooley. "and our
opinions were squelched by hecklers.

"Basically, it wasn't a productive

dialogue," said Cooley. "But it was a

hostile mob."

But the hostile mob also had trouble

hearing what the speakers were saying,

and Maravelias said the Student Activities

Office was to blame.

"Our volume was regulated (by the SAO),
they wouldn't let us turn up the volume of

the amplifiers," he said.

"It was an attempt by the University to

stifle the opposing opinion and suppress
our freedom of speech," Maravelias said.

"They were afraid for the truth to be heard,

that's my opinion."

The Republican Club plans to take legal

action against the SAO. Maravelias said.

The real problem at the rally wasn't the

people or the microphone, but a lack ofcom
munication, Cooley said.

It did not have to do with "who shouted
at who," he said, but that in this situation,

there is no true communication.
"There has to be an underlying value of

respect both sides are guilty of the zoo-y'

atmosphere," he said.

police identification
c^n::n:2ed from, page I

"With the helmets and visors, it

makes it tough to identify them. I would

prefer to see the numbers on the sides

of their helmets," said Davis, who has

been an official observer at the last

three (Kcupation arrests.

Ted Maravelias, president of the

Republican Club, said he is worried that

the ufilcers did not wear ID numbers at

the GRC arrests.

"Policemen must be accountable for

what they do," Maravelias said. "They
should not be ashamed of what thev did

(at the GRCj."

Eran Loebl, a senior communications
major who watched the GRC arrests,

agreed.

"The police should have enough con-

fidence they are doing the right thing

that they don't have to hide behind a

generic uniform," he said.

"DO 1 HAVE A CASE?"
TtM attorMTB at ycnz Lag*! Sarvicaa C«at«r (L.S.C.) can iniwr
'••"Pcrlag nWiM studcnu' quastioos ob a varicey ot l««al
problMa. lacli^iag:

houslag, crtntnaX. tmivwrsicy rclatad prob»
1«BB, civil righta, oonw—r. labor r«la-
tioaa, paraoaal ui}urr. aad (aadly law.

Ite L.S.C. ia fuadad by atudaot (aaa, aod haa baaa ott*xiaq (raa
^^^ asrrieaa to taa-payiag OMaaa ataidanta tor ovar a daeada.

"DO I NEED A LAWYER?"
f^ '••! Sarrioas Caster is your firat aouroa of law ralatad
aaaistaaea. Mhatbar you ncad lofonutloa. advice or raCarral,
call S4S-199S tor aa appointaanc with a laoal aaaiataat/attomar

L

r<or«fd is the baare o£ tha eaaq^is la
ooa 922 ot tte Caa^us Caataz, tba Lagal
Sarrioaa Cantar ia handicappad-aeoaaaibla,
and is open RoBday throoQh Friday, 9 a.a.
ODtll 5 p.B.

isfiE^3^
Torch Song

Trilogy
Fn Sat 7 & 9:15

O.NLY t2.50 w Student ID

AA/MTY ST. 253 5426

RESUMES
Sn»»cf Kush AvailrtbW*

549 3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

:;28 Triangle St., Amherst

IS THE END OF THE
SEMESTER WEARING YOU

DOWN?
Are You

DRAINED?
STRESSED OUT?

FRANTIC?

The Everywoman's Center Counseling
Program is here to help. We offer free and
confidential short-term counseling. Call us at

545-0883 for more information or to make an
appointment.

Summer Session Courses at

Western New England College

Call our SummenirT^-.-

College Course.s Hot
Line todav

Dial 782-1249
fSprincfield .\rea),

1-800--442-1025

(Toll Free in Mass.). or

1-800-325-1122
(.Toll Free OuLsid- of

Mass.).

Ask for complete
details of class dates

and times or let us

mail you our Summer
Session 1989 Catalog.

*j XOhK* -K-\DUATE
3-week days.
Course* begin .May 15.

\n of Film

Economic Comrovcrsici

Modern Short Story

Cultures Past & Present

Hebrews and E Germanv
.Managerial Commumtation
.Management Simulation

Introduction to Psychology

6-wfrek Courses,
first session:

D*y5(bcittn.viay)0)

.Modern Biology i

General Chemistry I

Principles of Markeung

.\nalyuc Geometry & Calculus II

Iniroducuon to .Meteorology

Staustics I

Colloquium in Human Sexuality

EvcMNGS (begin .May 3 1

)

Pnnaples of .Accounung

Legal Aspects of Business I

Business ComfXiter System.s

Business Applicauon Software

Criminology

Pnnciples of Economics I

Intro to Eleancal Enfcineenng I

Corporation Finance

Physical Geology (with lab)

C S History. 18~8-1932

Principles of Management
.\nalysis for Business and

Economics I

Physics of Energy 1 (with lab)

Psychology of Art

Iniroducuon to Sociology

8-week evening courses.
Begin .May 30.

Management .Nccounting and
Control

Tax Sirucrurc Fundamentals

Art of Film

Business and Goverrwient

English as a Second Language

English Composition

Wriung VI orkshop

Journcvs Tnps Across Countrv

A Travels Through Time

Iniroducuon to (Computer

Programming (Fortran)

Inuo to Probability and Staustits

Lab<5r Relauoas

Stress in Organizauon->

Sales and Sales .Management

.\Jgebra Fundamentals

Pre Calculus Math

.Analvuc (jcometrv JS Calculus I

Diffcrenual F.quauons

Linear .Mgebra

Engineering .Analysis 1

.Mechanics I (Staucs)

.Mechanics II (Dynamics)

Biomedical Ethics

Concepts in Phvsics

Elearicity and Magnetism

Child .Management Theory and

Pracuco

:>tausucs II

Ini.-oducuon to Interviewing

6-weck courses, second
session. Begin July 10.

Days

Modem Biology II

tjeneral Chemisuy
Consumer Behavior

/Vnalyuc Geometry & Calculus III

Siausucs il

EVKVINCS

Pnncipl<=,s of .Accounting 11

Legal AspC' Ls of Business II

Principles of Economics II

.Analysis for Business Si

Economics II

Phvsics of Energy 11

1 1-week e\-cning courses.

Begin May 1"

Computer Security and Control

Topics m Curreru .Vlanufacturing

Svstems

GRADUATE
1 l-weeks, one evening per
week. Begin .May 15

Financial Accounting 1

.vianagerial Accounting

Informauon Svstems

DeasionMaking with

.Microcomputers

Topics in Current .Manufacturing

Systems

Financial Management
Management Theory and

Concepts

Urganizauonal Behavior

Business Policies

Stress Management
Communication m Business

viarkeung Concepts
.Markeung Management

.ApplicaUons

.Applied Stausucs

Quanutaiive .Methods with

Computer Applicatioas

»-weck course, .Monday
evening, begins .May 31.

Applied Finite Klcrrifnt Analysis

IUIeolern
new I n4|lan4l

SdHMl i)f CA)n(inuing Migher hJuciuwi

i:iS Wilbriham Road

Spnngfield. MA 01 1 14

EDITORIAL/OPINION
['he opinions on this page aie those ot the individual Anit-i .r caitoonist and d j tiol necessaiUy leiieci iiie vie-.v. ',i ihe ^.oi.ey.an ' i inc Jn .•^loi,

Any graffiti defaces

^":^^^^^

Aiutn.cMBi7r:D !

Childish anticipation reborn
A girl of eight clutches a row of tickets,

stamps her foot with impatience behind

what seems to her thousands of people in

line, stuffs her face into a pink puff of cot

ton candv and says. 'Look how high it goes.

Daddy:-

In fifteen minutes they are incarcerated

inside a cold metal cart of a ferris wheel,

the girl's knuckles are white from grasp-

ing the metal protecting bar for dear life

Alise Harfield

as she feels her stomach jump outside of her

body and splatter on the concrete. Her

father is suffering from acrophobia, look-

ing down on his town from 100 feet in the

air. W/jtTf '.s our /KJU-sf!* The girls' eyes are

clamped shut, she wants to yell what's ga

ing through her head: Get me out! Tell the

man to stop! I wanna . . . AHHHH! take me
home!
A lifetime later the father staggers away

from the wheel of hell, dragged by his

healthy-in-a-hurry daughter, and winds up

hurling basketballs into 2 inch cir

cumference hoops to win the girl a stuffed

dog with spots. The daughter, losing in-

terest afler her father takes too long in his

efforts (losing 3 consecutive shots), pulls on

his sleeve — Let's go on the ferris wheel

again!.

Isn't it funny how childish anticipation

works? A youngster sees something fun

and exciting like a ferris wheel, roller

coaster or even a Jim Dandy, craves to

overcome the object (as an adult would),

gets the chance if he or she is "good," ap

proaches it with utter fervor and good in

tention, then right smack in the midst of

enjoyment, longs to vomit, then after a cer-

tain resolution period, is gung-ho to try the

experience all over again? It happens every

time.

Thirteen years later during the week

before her final exams, the same girl (a

woman now) chances upon the first car

nival she's been to in years. It smells the

.same — mixed aromas of fried dough and

jelly, caramel and candy apples with 3 nuts

stuck on top. old hot dogs plopped inside

soggy roles smothered with bright yellow

mustard and stale ketchup, salted french

fries, huge domes of pastel cotton candy.

She takes a bite of each item that her

friends buy.

In the midst of this sugary pig-out. one

of them suggests going on the ferris wheel

The combined gook of lemon meringue

from fried dough and hairs of fabric from

cotton candy do not impede her sticky

mouth from answering an inspired YES!

Then another has the nerve to ask if she'll

be scared. This ferns wheel in Amherst
renter goes awfully fast, around and around

and around . . . For a moment she

reminisces the wonderful times she had on

rides with her dad Bah' She was never the

least bit afraid of anything! Besides, she's

21 now, and it looks »o exciting! — the neon

lights, the merry-go-round music accom-

paniment, the wide-mouth grins of those

spinning above Amherst.

The man in charge yelled 'Next! " and

she and a bigger friend are snapped inside

a cart. Before they complete the allotted 6

revolutions that complete a ferris wheel

ride, their cart is halted at consecutive

stops to let other riders on They are stuck

on the very top for (to her) many days. Her

friend accidentally breathes too hard, and

rocks the cart back and forth, back and

forth.

AHHH! Stop that breathing! Get me off

ofthis thing! I want out' Tell that guy to stop

the next time we get down there . . you're

breathing again!

But the ride has only just begun. They

still have 6 whole, long, everlasting turns

to make — ones in which the 21 year-old's

eyes are glued shut, nestled inside the shirt

of her friend who's been dying from holding

his breath.

Childish anticipation — it's still alive

with me!
Alise Harfield is a Collegian columnist

From downtown Harlem to the side of the

Morrill Sciince Building here at UMass,
graffiti has become more than gang names
scribbled on the wall, or declarations of

eternal luve. Graffiti has become a

loudspeaker for all kinds of political and
social views to be amplified.

With a mere can of spray paint, people

Gayle Long

embed their views upon buildings, not

other people, and therefore damage and

deface instead of making an impression

upon the human race.

The sayings "Eat the rich." "Materialism

is substance abuse" and "Quarantine

Separatists" are indeed allusive These prt>

found .statements are mt»t likely a mystery

not only to the viewer, but also to the

writer. There is no direct message, and pro-

bably no respon.se from the masMW is

expected.

So what good comes from placing these

obtuse sayings on buildings, bridges and

the like? Why do these people insist on

writing this stuff that goes unheeded for

the most part? Is the graffiti an honest at

tempt to make the average Joe Uke a

stand, or is it one depraved person's hobby

or bad sense of humor? Graffiti may get

some passing attention, but who takes it

seriously?

I hear and read about vandalized

buildings, and the expense the owner takes

on to have it cleaned df It is twt cheap. The

buildings are molested because they are

highly visible, .seen by many passers by

There are also those buildings that are van

dalized because the owner has an extreme-

ly unacceptable view toward a group or an

issue.

Yet. the people m question are not walk

Support for research and police
I disagree with the demands of the those

protesting military research on this cam

pus and with much of the print given to

their actions in the Collegian.

It is hard to believe that Graeme Thorn

son's article was printed ("Blah, lukewarm

politics, " May ID. UMass a police state?

I am tired of all the complaints about the

UMass police. They have a thankless job.

Their actions in dealing with the protesters

have been appropriate. Neither the

students nor the protesters should pass

judgment on how the police do their job.

Certainly, the most di.sturbing part of

Thomson's article was his comments about

UMass "students." Who does he think he

is, criticizing the study habits and social

lives of all of us at UMass? I am sorry to

disappoint him, but I happen to take my

"stupid grades" very seriously. I apologize

for trying to learn something while I am

in college. His whole article was an attempt

at sounding intelligent by using important

sounding words, coupled with narrow-

minded accusations.

With respect to the Collegian, your repor

ting consistently portrayed the protesters

as martyrs. Regardless of their cause, they

have violated University policy and

possibly State law. Instead of giving un-

signed editorials reflecting the views of a

few, the Collegian should show the views

of the .student body.

The Department of Defense provides

vital funds for the University. I support

this military funded research. Protesting

should be done over real problems.

Students should protest the fact that there

is so little access for disabled students.

They should protest the fact that the SGA
gets nothing accomplished. The budget cuts

should be protested even more than before.

The protesters demand for this, but a de

mand is not a solution.

The voices of UMass students should be

heard. But as in the case of Graeme Thom-

son, they should think twice before they

speak.
Herbert Schlegel

Southwest

ing around with spray painted bodies. The
building takes the rap. Since when is a

building political? How about a soda

machine? I was in Springfield la.st week

and saw "Boycott Coke" in bold, black let-

ters across the body of the dispenser. We
all understand the need for US businesses

to leave South Africa. Coca-Cola is. and

should be, a prime target. But the slogan

was crudely enlarged. It not only defaces

the machine, but also turns people off from

the entire matter.

The supporters of the boycott should con-

tinue the boycott, but the zealousness of

defacing machines is unneces-sary. The
flyers put up next to the dispensers here

are effective and show not only the need for

the boycott, but taste and class as well.

"Liberals suck" with the response "Con-

servatives blow" is yet anothfr example of

political graffiti. This is not even slightly

leaving any semblance of an insight into

bipartisanism. The state of Democratic and

Republican antics has fizzled even from the

SGA to the mere scribbles of two people

with set, open-minded views of what is

right. The two parties are already split by

their beliefs, so why this ridiculous doodl-

mg"* The parties have to work together to

get anything accomplished, but this graf

fiti is promoting anything but cooperation.

No one wants to deal with the utter stupidi-

ty of the antics of government, let alone the

meaningless dribble of uninformed
extremists.

Graffiti defaces. It is not beautiful, or

anything to be proud of . The carving of

your sweethearts' name into the oak tree

is obsolete. Life and politics is deeper than

love. Or is it? The political sayings which

are smeared over the walls and building

should not be taken seriously.

Wait a minute. I forgot They already are.

Gayle Long ia a Collegian columnist

Safety in flying is a myth
While there may be irrefutable statistical

evidence that there are more car accidents

than plane accidents. I'd still argue that

regardless of such statistical revelations —
you are still safer on the ground than thir-

ty thousand feet above .sea level.

An assumption is made, supported sole

ly on the basis of statistical information.

Dino Privitera

that air travel is safer than ground travel

because of the rate of accidents on the

ground is greater than in the air This fails

to take into account the relevant informa-

tion that might significantly alter its

conclusion.

Simply because there are fewer plane ac-

cidents than car accidents does not. in my
e.stimation. translate into a greater margin

of safety.

While it may be true that there are just

as many people in the air as on the ground

at any given moment, I wonder if there are

as many planes in the air as on the ground?

The area of space for planes to maneuver

far exceeds the road space allotted for cars.

Planes, unlike automobiles, have the op-

tion of Hying at different heights. More

room to maneuver translates into fewer ac-

cidents. I wonder if the space allowed for

travel were equal for both, would cars .still

maintain a disproportionate number of ac-

cidents? How would these considerations

affect the statistical data? I .suspect that the

incidence of plane accidents would increase

much more that of car accidents, thus en

ding any notion of plane safety superiority

Statistics are a primary source of

reassurance for national and international

fivers. I was always under the suspicion

that statistics were simply little white lies

told by little white computers. I was never

the type of person to allow statistics to have

the final word on any topic. For example,

according to statistics, pro baseball player.

Wade Boggs is a superior hitter than

baseball player. Don Mattingly. Yet, if I

were the general manager of an expansion

franchise, I would not hesitate in choosing

Mattingly over Boggs becau.se regardless

of the sUts. I know that Mattingly is the

better offensive player.

What are car accidents caused by? It

would be safe to assume that car accidents

as a whole, are not likely to occur on a day

when the conditions of the road and driver

are excellent. If I were to speculate on the

causes of car accidents, I would be inclin-

ed lo say that driving under the influence

of a controlled substance would be a major

contributor to car accidents.

Mechanical problems, such as a blown

tire would still have to be included as a

cause of car accidents. However, a

mechanical failure to the degree of a loose

bolt in a car could result in a disaster, a

fender-bender, or nothing. The same bolt

would immediately result in total annihila-

tion in the sky.

Incompetence behind the wheel, such as

sleeping, driving to endanger and speeding

can add to the total causes ofcar accidents.

Finally, how many accidents on the ground

are due to inclement weather such as rain,

hail, sleet and snow? Controlling the

variables that cause car accidents, is a Her-

culean task, but with the exception of

weather and mechanical failure, all else

could be eliminated as a cause.

As for planes and the presumed safety in

flying, I ask you when was the last time

you found a terrorist holding you at gun

point in your Chevy? When was the last

time that your Cutlas exploded because of

a plastic explosive that was placed in your

glove compartment? If a plane goes down

at thirty feet, it's probably safe to say that

the pas.sengers is the are all going to make
lovely fertilizer in the near future.

It seems like every time I turn on the

television there has been another disaster

in the sky. There may be more accidents

on the ground, but does that necessarily

mean that we are safer in the skies?

Dino Privitera is a Collegian columnist

Disappointed because you did not get a chance to express your opinions on what

is going on here at UMass, or anywhere else? You missed your opportunity this

semester but can still write for the Editorial/Opinion page next fall!

Come down to 113 Campus Center and talk to Pam or Meredith about becom-

ing a future columnist.
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A dull afternoon at
Southwest concert

Bv rOSMO MACERO JR.

Collegian Staff

Canned Heat. The Incredible
Ca»iuaU. Phish.

The Atlantic Clarion Steel Drum
Band
Southwest Parking Lot 33

May 14

Everything was just very different

this year at the annual Southwest Con-

cert. The sound system was a bit weak.

the energ>' level was mighty low, the

crowd was awfully small and to top it

all, the whole shindig was moved over

to the playing field-turned parking lot

adjacent to University Drive ut vvasnt

that wet, I played golf Saturday!.

Perhaps the Southwest Area Govern

ment foresaw the poor turnout in light

of the curious bookings, last minute con-

cert promotion and dispelled Elvis

Costello rumors But for whatever

reason, for the most part, this show was

a dog
I heard a lot of jokes about Canned

Heat this past week, mostly from peo

pie who only know that the band is old

grav and played at Woodstock, No mat
ter I know about "The Bear" 'Bob Hite»,

who was an idol of English blues grand

pa John Mayall. And Tm familiar with

a good deal of their classic, boogie-blues

(I've got their albums, learned some of

their guitar riffs, the whole nine yards*.

But Bob Hite is dead, and the handful

ol people milling ab<jut the front of the

stage late yesterday afternoon

represented anything but a full fledged

"Heat revival."

The less than steaming Canned Heat
performance was hardly the lowp^int of

the day however. Most upsetting was
having to witness Phish. who at this

point have begun to make people realize

how incredible they really are. trudge

through a set amidst such drearily

lukewarm surroundings. I was really

looking forward to seeing Trey
Anastasio and his merry men. and went

s(i far as to forsake the pleasure of sit

ting at my favorite barstool, in my
favorite bar. enjoying several dozen or

.so Absolut and cranberries with my
favorite female companion, in order to

get to the show in time for both the guys

from Vermont, and the Atlantic Clarion

Steel Drum Band (who pulled off an
okay set, despite the "What the hell are

we doing here?" looks on their faces).

Phish are a great band, take it from
me. But it just wasn't the same as a

sweaty night at Sheehan's, or a sold-out

club date at the Channel in Boston, and
they knew it.

Okay . . . the real problem.

Now look . . . certain members of the

ArtsLiving staff made some strong

statements last week, and as a result,

they now lock their doors at night. Fine.

In no way do I intend to make enemies,
but when the Incredible Casuals
started churning out their pseudo-pop

rock-candy-ass<lub-blues trash. I lost it

Can you say lounge lizards?

Come on, couldn't we have just

airlifted the house band right out of the

Holiday Inn in Stoughton?
Just because a band has been around

the area for awhile doesn't mean they

should be booked second to the
headliners on the same bill that in

eludes the hottest group in northern
New England. There's a certain amount
of people that will dance at every show,

no matter what's up on the stage, and
that's good . . . but don't be foolish and
judge these guys by the 50 or so people

who were shakin' it up all afternoon.

The bottom line is the place was dead.

A few hundred at the most I'd say, and
it wasn't that overcast either. With the

exception of Phish, the bands just didn't

cut it. and the SWAG history of book
ing "safe" acts for its spring show final

ly backfired. No offense <my pitiful lit

tie disclaimer) but it was a sinking ship

from the day the show was "kinda" an
nounced. Fitting as it may seem, the

third in a series of disappointing spring

jams, I would have liked to see

something with a little more heart, and
a lot more class. I'm funny that way.

For students planning to take English 112
during Summer Session 1989

Test will be administered

THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1989
7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (1st session)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28
7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (2nd session)

No one will be admitted into En^ish 112
without this test Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This test Is administered free of charge.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Talerman's farewell
Bv JASON TALKRMAN
Collenian Staff

And now the psychoses begin. I hit the

bricks and put six years of post-teen secun

ty behind me. A lot of quality angst went

down but it's all gonna be washed away
when the summer is done and I'm found in

my dirt floor celhu- twitching amidst a pilf

of rejection letters. It is at that point that

I'll realize exactly why there are so many
shirt salesmen in this world Anyway I got

one last shot at this, a farewell address, so

to speak. There is some brutal twisting of

truth to follow so pay close attention

Goi)d and evil, is there a difference'' — S
Gregory and M. Dalhec, JQA

I climbed the narrow, wisdom littered

stairs of South College to find some ap

propraiate answers for this one. All the

way to the top to David Lenson's office

David's slightly bent worldly knowledge

could not unlock the door.s though

Together we tried to drag Neitzche into the

arena but it was late in the day and with

finals creeping up we couldn't afford the

nightmares. We found some scant parallels

to George C. Scott's performance in Day of

the Dolphin but the hunt stopped there

I figure that analogy is the best tool here.

I'm getting increasingly annoyed with

rhetoric, which only seems to increase in

frequency with age Thus, I analogize with

appropriate material, maggots Today, to

form fit our needs we will talk of the adult,

winged variety, the common hou-sefiy. The
desires of flies are simple. They are two in

number. Sure, flies are drawn to feces but

It is light that they lust for. They become

caught in the 60 watt beli lar hungiyand
trapped, dried up from the mside out But
for those few shining moments in the

tungsten glow they must really know the

difference between good and evil. The light

IS oh so lovely but, once inside. 1 bet they'd

give it all up for a chance lo get back into

the shit. We will never know that feeling,

at least not until that big fat atom bomb
storms down upon us.

Most g(K)d analogies can fn* founded in

basic life forms. I knew that flies were the

answer but I had to seek them out in order

to really understand them, it < early yet for

fly season so 1 headed down to the Amherst
carnival where the little pe.sis congregated

en masse. Pioneer Valley flies are a tame
lot but flies everywhere recognize carnivals

as easy prey. The food is bad enough but

It's the carnies themselves that get the flies

whipped into as frenzy. They confuse the

smell of that grease soaked flesh for actual

decaying tissue. The flying maggots hang
like thunderheads over the carnies They
follow them everywhere The buzzing echo-

ing from the porta-potties is deafening. I

ob.served all this from afar knowing that

It takes only a slight hand gesture from one

of those freaks to send about 6000 anthrax

spores sailing in all directions.

Speaking of anthrax. ..My role, small as

It may be, has been greatly confused dur-

ing this whole spring season of political

unrest. Good and evil applies tiere tw) and
the picture doesn't change much. The mire

IS thick and it stinks. The light is of the

bright white variety, full of goodness and
hope. The maggots are omnipresent. From
.1 di.stance they look liko nv' solid un-

dualting milky white mass but up close you
can see the disarray. Hundreds of teeming
little bodies climbing all over eachother,

reaching out for the sun.

I'm not gonna waste any line length with

continued -in paft 9

UMASS FOOD SERVICES
ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS

barbecue]
WEDNESDAY

MAY
17

R.MNDATE

THURS.
MAY 18

4:00-7:00 P.M.
SOUTHWEST FIELD

i.D. CARD REQUIRED
CASH PRICE: $5.50

BUS SERVICE OFPERED FROM WORCESTER &
FRANKLIN • . MUSIC (D.J.)

MENU
'/2 CHICKEN • SPARERIBS • BAKED BEANS

ICE CREAM • CHIPS • COLD DRINKS

on'.'.nuea piige i

{he
Republican Club's role in

this 1 think the good ole

ixiy- are involved in this

simply because they
perceive the women on the

scene to be of the young and
vulnerable variety. Several

key members of the alliance

are locked into a death

struggle because they know
that the all lime point

record for conquests is

within reach P avoff rules

are in effect, ll s dog eat dog.

My female co-workers here

at the Collegian have taken

to wearing body armor to

protect themselves.
Whatever heckling they can

get in IS just an added
bonus. No mistake about it

though, a finely honed .sense

of humor is rare and to be

treated with great care. My
liberal veins run long and
deep and are just elastic

enough for me to realize

that the real crime would be

in not respecting the enemy.
It also helps that the enemy
IS the only group here that

has enough sense to realize

that good jokes are an effec

tive vehicle for the meat of

the matter

Not that lin saying this

whole mess is a funny mat
ter. It isn't Military
research has definitely got

to be re-evaluted. Though
much money is spent on
misunderstood, beneficial

research far tot) much goes

out to ridiculous projects

Top scientists agree that

SDI is out of reach, the

Stealth IS a billion dollar

mistake, and chemical
weapons break every tenet

of humanity that mankind

has laid down for itself. And
Christ, why do we even
have a marine core? The
mindset of most marines
alone is good enough reason

to reactivate the leper col-

onies for their relocation.

What IS funny is the

naivete that's been going

down. It's springtime and
passions are running high.

It seems a little out of place

to -see kids jumping out of

their Volkswagon GTTs and

COLLEGIAN 9

treating Amherst cops like

Nazi stormtroopers. I

believe that unrest can on-

ly be good for a college cam-

pus but I do think that the

goings on here have
definitely degenerated into

"slumber party" .status. At

any rate, if people continue

to act without doing their

homework they're just go-

ing to set themselves up for

assholes like me gnaw on

their bones. My career

depends on it

GET CASH FOR SUMMER VACATION!

TEXTBOOK BUYBACK
Monday, May 15—Friday, May 19

Monday, May 22—Friday, May 26

10 a.m.—4 p.m.

Jeffery

AnnKerst

BooksKop

..
/'

55 S«. Pteasut St., Aaih«r«t

253-3870 • 253-3381

Southwood Apartments

will be signing leases
for

Fall Semester
starting May 16, 1989,

Sign now for lease

beginning Sept. 1, 1989
*t-v^*i*»^r'"»^**'»0*'"*0*"'*^T'"»^*^^^«»'»^*'"' CBI I^SF

AS SEEN IN NEWSWEEK ON C/\MPUS

VECTOR
MARKETING
CORPORATION

$11 05 ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

. NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

. INTERVIEW NOW - BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

. GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME

. BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

. INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

. FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

. ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

. DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

WM^fOR EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
'^"' VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

MANAGER'S AD LINE NUMBERS SUMMER 1989-BOSTON SUBURBS- 1-800-966-5555, 617-449-4362 • NASHUA,
MANAGER b ^"

^";^ "^^ ^ MA. AREAS- 603-891-1545 • WORCESTER COUNTY-1 -800-966-3692

. RHOnE ISLAND AREA- 401-946-0150 • PORTSMOUTH, NH./NEWBURY PORT, MA.- 603-964-8997 • WAKEFIELD,

Mr^NORTH SHORE AREAS 617-246-5308 • SOUTH EAST MASS. AREA- 508-947-1006 • SOUTH SHORE/

PLYMOUTH MA 617-826^^^^^^ . WOONSOCKET, RI./BLACKSTONE VALLEY AREA- 401-769-2429 • SOUTHERN

RHODE ISLAND/WES^^^^ AREA- 401-596-6155 • PORTLAND/SOUTHERN MAINE AREA- 207-773-2233
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' Glass of 1989 ^

^ Congratulations
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Now that you have graduated don't lose touch
with UMass. There's no other place like it!

Subscribe to the Collegian and stay in touch. For

more information write

'"f^i

Subcriptlons Department
Massachusetts Daily Collegian

University of Massachusetts
113 Campus Center
Amherst, MA 01003

or call... (413) 545-3500

9 •

Indulge without the Bulge
Try some Frozen Yogurt with no fat and

no cholesterol.

K\NANAIBaV^4A

Amherst
Boltwood Walk

|>''«i5'RT

I

Northampton
Main Street

CELEBRATE D/vERSlTV
The retaining wall opposite the east entrance of the Campus Center will

soon be the site of a mural to commemorate last year's Civility Week
and create a pernr^nent message that addresses the importance of

continued civility awareness and progress The idea for a civility mural

came from Environmental Design major Jon Satz. A competition

among students in the Art. Landscap)e Architecture and Regional

Planning, and Afro-American Studies departments was conducted by

the Arts Council, the Graduate Art Students Association (GASA.) and

UARTS, the Art Department's undergraduate art students organization

Design proposals were juried by students from the Art and Landscape

Architecture departments and the Third World Caucus, faculty, and

staff The design of a graduate art student. Jonathan Kohrman. was
selected He will start to paint the mural in early May A series of

scenes will depict University community members from many
constituencies socializing, working, and learning together University

memt^ers may actually serve as models for some of the figures in the

mural. During its creation we encourage you to stop and speak with

the artist.

For further information, contact the Arts Council, 125 Merter Hall, W5-
0202.

Now at 2 locations:

Textbook
Annex
May 17-19:

May 20:

May 22-26:

9 am-4 pm
11 am-3 pm
9 am-5 pm

Hampden
Dining Commons

May 22-25: 1 pm-8 pm
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men 's lacrosse seeded seventh in tourney, hosts Cornell

contir.ueti -^op". pag€ 16

Corrigan also said that sites had nothing

to do with the wav the toiiniament was

seeded
"Sometinus the teams are jockeyed

around hecause ot geography, hut we were

able to stay within the true seeds," Cor

rigan said.
*

But one has to wonder. With thir, ye.ti .-

tournament iH'ing played at Maryland, the

Terrapins, w ith a bye into the quarterl'inal,

wouldn t have to budge (Hit nf College Park

Hmm
So here the (lorillas sit. in the lucky

seven spot, ready to face the team it has

faced more than any other in the last two

vears

"We'll ha\r a >«.H)Uting report on them.

If we think oiOne game we could have won.

that would be it," Kirkpatrick said. "We
gave them a three goal lead by playing the

wrong defense and we didn't play that well

coming back from California
"

Kirkpati uk adnutteil that the team ua.-^

gearing up for the likes of Towson. Penn
or Michigan State "ICcirnell is) not one o!

the team-' wed have liked to face
"

As expectid >yracuse, Johns Hopkin>

and Loyola held dow n the top three spots,

followed by Maryland, Adelphi. North

Carolina and L'Mass. Navy is seeded

eighth and Penn. with its big win over

CNC moved up to ninth. Cornell, Towson

State and Michigan State round out the

tourney field

Towson State won a fierce battle among
six teams for the 11th spot. According to

Corrigan, it was a contest involving such

teams as Yale. Virginia, Duke. Brown and
Hofstra, but Towson prevailed because of

its stunning double overtime win nver

Hopkin.'' last weekend.

"If they hadn't had that \\\n <<\vy Auhu^

Hopkins, thev wouldn't b»- in the field.

Corrigan said ot Towson
Michigan State got the 12th seed as an

automatic bid from the West, a unanimou,--

choice with victories over the other conten

ding schools: Notre Dame. Air Force and
Ohio State

Therefore, the other matchups for

Wedne.sday will pit Michigan State against

.Adelphi at Garden City. NY: Towson State

\ s North Carolina at Chapel Hill. NC; and
Penn and Navy at Annapolis, MD.

If L'Mass beats Cornell Wednesday, it

will then move on to play number two seed

Hnpkins ne.\t Sunday in Baltimore

If there is any justice it is that teams like

\'!i>,'iiii.i which hovered arouiui tin .500

mai k all sea.son, were excluded despite the

conception that it plays a killer schedule

"I Virginia] only had one big victory, and
that was the one again.st Navy." Corrigan
.said "The loss to Hofstra hurt them, and
when It got down to the end it was a tough

call for the committee
'

Need a Job After Finals??
Workforce, Inc. can help!!!

• We have all types of temporary

office jobs with GREAT COMPANIES!!!

• TOP PAY

• Call Workforce, Inc. today at

617-890-7474
235 Bear Hill Road Suite 405 Waltham. MA 02159

44

I MADE $18
COLLEGE

When my friends and I graduated
from high sch(X)l, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Anny
National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our countiy's military

defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're lielping me
make it through school.

ff

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash

bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting

another $5,000 for tuition and b(X)ks,

thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $1 1 ,000 over the six years

I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guc'ird will help me pay it back—up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all'adds up to $18,000-or more
— for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give vou.

THH GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU Tl (KOUGl I COLLEGH, TOO.
SEi: YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
I^OR DETA11>S, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600 * OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•|nU;«*aii 7H7 52r..S.I'u»n..Ki<.) 721 4.S.'iO. Guam 477 99S7. Virgin Islands

(Si Croix I 773 fil.TS: New Jersey WM)4fi2S794 In Alaska. c«m8uU your local

phiine <ltif<'ti>iv,

c 'i985 I'ntled Stales (iovemmeni as represented by the Secretary of Defense
All riRhls reserved

I

MAIL TO Amiy National C.uard. P.O Box 6000. Clifton, NJ 07015

I
GM'IF

I

NAMK

I
ADDRKSS
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I
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I
AREA CODE PIIONF

I

CITY STATE/ZIP

US CITIZEN LIVES D NO

,
SCKTAI.SECURn Y NUMHER

I
OCCUPATION

' STtlKENT UIIK;»ISCH(K)I. MCOILEC.E
I PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE H YES D NO

BIRTH I'ATE

i.}\]:.ifM

tlRANCM RANK AFM MOS NnllonalOiianl
A1CL.J(:010B9Nr

Army National Guard
Americans At Their Best
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 13

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

(Is
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"Well, that's how it happened. Sylvia ... I

kissed this frog, he turns into a prince, we
get married and whami .. I"rr st-jck at honrie

with a bunch of pollywogs."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
GCDONtVIS.MOBBES'
I'M SI^R^^K& A stcktv
CLOB. ^ND tOkl r'
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By GARRY TRUDEAU
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CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

HEV, VJMAT'5 COINQ OMTfl

(^^KoTEsr.y

A(iROUP or RAPICAL EMGINECRIMC; STopENTs
J05T Took. OVER THE TEOFLES' /MARKET
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YEASTHEAD By JASON TALERMAN

Oi.Ti-menf ... fciiry^... ^ftspl/^y... do^^i... ^oi i^,ie.

1 guess all songs is folk

songs. I never heard
no horse sing 'em."

- "Big Bill Broonzy'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jafle

ACROSS
1 HurriM
5 Puts on trie

payrtHI

10 Go tfie rout*

14 Diminrsn .n

intsnsity

15 RoundM
mo4ding

16 Mritar Bomtiack
17 S*<lom
20 Sis or tyo

21 Km to me Idas

22 '^'•mon

23 Th«y HM
to «•<)

2i Fiat-toppad

vafuct*

26 SmaN madnj'Ti

or larg*

27 - » pig

29 Comic CoslvDo
tno otnart

31 TV » aurnsll

32 *d««r«ary

35 MartMy torn

39r,nv
40 3car«o«c*s
41 Maior laaguars

42 Actrns Coikns

and nam«sak*s
43 Soi'«i Jtien

45 intimate

46 L«d astray

51 J S Oram t

aovartary

62 QuMgs stMO

M Uqnt lM(t-<n

S5 SomMmM
saSMCtt Sight

i9 Unaccomoanied
U >^ortisni>a rivar

61 BagtfwMig

62 Lost color

63 Fooo lisn

DOWN

8 Pipe Denijs

9 Coii 0' 'ittie

WOtfl

10 Ayaaye ano
loris

1

1

Lilia a cnaarmg

12 Aif poliulani

13 Orao Scott c^l«f

lustica

18 Don Juan s

moiriaf

19 Paars

24 The Leaning

Towef s city

2b Place 'ix Zeno
27 Stands up to

2B Rameows
29 Mord Mitn oioM

or tid*

30 Single

31 Succotasn .lef^

32 Spring oeauty

33 rono
34 aalora tee

36 60 Miriiies

regLiai

37 By lOve'

38 — 'acto

42 iwlociied

43 vV'oie

44 Served to

pertecfior

45 Astaire anc
nafT>esa«es

46 Catxrat ^are

ANSWER TO

J I u rMh
*,t R OBt
I.W AC

,

I.

A

T AL KKTr
PI V J
A R N

J,LcVg R

N ABBa
SALT I NHo p

f^ij T

SjlSLiJi.liit
jMa

47 TV 3 Graft

48 Keaion
49 Water

vessels

50 Has a n>aal

52 Poo flavor

53 01 nosno*
56 Snooze
57 Tne ;neck

PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

iOjiMTjuij.
I HJ T R E,V,

,
R

A P E W Y

R OliH
FjTn D E

n^JBIe CJi.

E.Qji^P.E.CJL
E nBI e a R L f

E SMO N

sill E M A

AJW N SMA AJI E

S/1S/M

2 VMBMioard

3 Fancadott ar«a
4 AdorBiay —

inMaants

5 AuOtor Balzac

6Landland
namasakes

r Ai noma
garmant

i^ae i«K "mpii i iiifi«-. >.n«iit4ic s/i5/a«

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIS (March 21-Aprt 19) Nofhng
seems particijlorly urgent tf* week
Hcjrrrxxiy returns to a ctoae retatiorv

ship (Romance 15 tinged with op
tmism Speculative finofKal ac-

tivities couJd De risky Stick to the

friecJ-and-true

TAUtUt (Apm 20-Mav 20) A
windlait IS posstWe incluOing a
steady flow of cash New admirers

and a chance to travel brighfen

your aay Catch up on your cor-

respondence Someone at a
distnrice has votuolDte mforrration

OilMINI (May 21 June 20)
Substantioi career gains are possi-

ble rxDw A change o* diet Doosts

your energy ieve( A remodeling

proiect wit increase the value ot an
apartment or tKXjse Work to m
prove a parent-cNd relationship

CANCiR (June 21 July 22) Im-

prove communications and your

earnings will increase Working too

long wittvxit a break leaves you
lethargic Take a nop before going

out for the evening Better yet, stay

home

leO (July 23-Aug 22) Vou can
press your plans with success today

Just postpone rroking any major

finarciai decisions A lesson learned

in the past serves vou well Com
promise will increase a rekationship's

longevity

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Emo-
tions run high in the workplace to

day Try to keep a low profile Have
lunch with someone special New
products can be time-savers and
economicoi. too

UMA (Sept 23-Oci 22) A raise

or promoton coukd be right aroufx)

ttie corner Snow mate how m
terested you ore m o special pro-

,iect Muse can be a great comfort.

heiprtg you through a tough penod

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21;

Things begm to turn around at

sctxxDl or work Vou hove new hope
for a special project Money mat-

ters get a fnendty boost Partner

shares some very good news'

Celebrate qutetly

SAOIHARIUS (Nov 22-Oec 21)

Vour kxig-range pkanning pays off

both tinanckally and emotionally

fun activities put you m the lime-

light You savor every minute of ttie

att€»ntion you get Shore f^^e ap
plause with the deserving

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Details ore less important than trie

end result Visualize wt>at you want
to accomplish orva you can make
your dream come true vqu kave

the attention you get from making
a public appearance

ACIUARlUt (Jon 20-l'eb 16)

SfxDwcase your ideas to aft'oct the

attention of decision makers Look-

ing your best helps you feei good
Tie up loose erids ot work before

heading home this evening Leave
nottiing to chance

nSCiS (Feb 19-March 20) A

surge of energy helps you nod

down important details Good
health is linked to daily exercise A

romance creates excitement withun

the family circle Only you can
decide wtio is right for you

MENU
LUNCH

Tacos

Hot corned beef on rye

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable toco

Rice frittata

DINNER

Roast turkey, bread dressing

Fish in batter, tartar sauce

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo vegetable stew

Roast turkey, bread dressing
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ofthall wins A-IO crown
.i::r.:.eil t-i/t page IS

~"~~~"~~"~~^

Pitcher Kim Corbins two run sin^jle

struck down the mighty Minutewomen,
but what was just as crucial was the con

tinual calls against UMass. On a

routine fielder's choice, the base umpire

ruled that DufT had not touched the se

cond base bag. setting up Corbin's big

hit.

I'Mass began it.- >ta> in Iti -i s with

a game against who else but Peiin State.

The Minutewomen broke a classic pit

(.hers duel between All-Conference

selection Aprile and Kaminsky
Meehan, the other UM All Conference

pick, knocked home sophomore catcher

Chene DellAnno from second in the

sixth inning.

Meehan finished the championships
with an impressive 6for 12 performance

at the plate and that earned her tour

n.iment MVP honors, "i feel this year

that 1 did better in key situations and
hit better for average (.324) than last

sear." she said.

The first-round victory set up a mat
chup between the first and
>econd seeds, Temple and UMass. The
two team«! had split their reinilar season

series one apiece and both had their best

pitchers on hand. Aprile for UMass and
Kathy McCarthy for the Lady Owls.

F"or UMa.ss, the strategy was to crowd
the plate against McCarthy. "If we
crowded the plate, we knew we could hit

her because we were taking away her

best pitch. To hit an outside pitch, if you

try to pull the ball, it'll be a weak hit,"

Wanner said.

Two sophomore infieldcrs, second

baseman Jennifer Miller and third

baseman Chris Collins, provided key

RBI singles and again the

Minutewomen was helped out. this time

courtesy of two errors by Uionna Har
ris, the AlO's first Player of the Year

UMass will return to the NCAAs for

the second time in four years and
Meehan says it's definitely not under
the same circumstances. "It feels real

ly different." said Meehan. "When we
were freshmen, we were expected to do
well but this team had no pressure to

win." Wanner agreed and added, "It's

great to see such a young team come
together like this."

Jordan shrugs off injury,

scores 47 in Chicago win

MONDAY, MAY 15, 1989 COLLEGIAN 15

Collripitn pholu b> 1)«\ i<i lligM»hi|^( hi

The Softball team continued its Cinderella season by winning the

Atlantic 10 championship yesterday.

CHICAGO (AP) - Irrepressible Michael

Jordan, groin injury and all, scored 47

points yesterday to lead the Chicago Bulls

to a 106-93 victory over the New York
Knicks and a 3-1 lead in their best of 7

\BA playoiT seru .-.

The Bulls can wrap it up with a victory

in New York tomorrow night. If not, the

sixth game will Ix* played in Chicago next

Thursday night

Hobbling at the start with a strained left

groin, Jordan kicked his game into high

gear in the fourth quarter when he scored

18 of his points

After Kiki Vandeweghe scored for the

Knicks to cut Chicago's lead to 81-79, Jor-

dan scored a basket, added a free throw and
then set up Scottie Pippen for another

basket and an 86-79 lead.

Jordan then scored eight of Chicago's

next 10 points for a 96-90 lead with three

minutes to play. And he capped the victory

with a three-point play with 1:33 left for

a 101 92 margin.

Bill Cartwright scored 21 points for the

Bulls, 19 in the first half and two more on

free throws with 2:24 left in the game for

a 98 92 lead.

Johnny Newman, held scoreless Satur

day, led the Knicks with 23 jwints.

With all five starters scoring, led by

Mark Jackson's six points, the Knicks took

an early 15-10 lead. But Jordan and Cart-

wright led a 12-3 run, putting the Bulls

ahead 22 18. New York's only points came
on a 3-point basket by Trent Tucker.

A three point play by Cartwright and a

pair of free throws by Charles Davis gave

Chicago a 27-21 lead but two free throws

by Newman ended the first period with

Chicago holding a 27-23 advantage.

Chicago led 27 23 going into the second

period and built their lead to six points, the

last at 41-35. The Knicks then got a 3-point

basket by Newman, two baskets by Charles

Oakley and another by Jackson for a 9

run and a 44-41 lead.

Chicago came back with an 8 1 run to

move out front again and led at the half

5553
Ewing tied the game at the start ol the

second half and Newman's 3-pomter gave

the Knicks a 58-57 lead. The lead changed
hands twice more and there were two more

ties before Jordan put Chicago in front

7167.
The Bulls led 77 73 at the end of the third

period and the Knicks never caught up.

Sox fall again to Seattle
SEATTLE (AP> - Jim Presley snapped

a sixth inning tie with a run-scoring dou
ble and rookie Omar Vizquel hit a two-run

triple as the Seattle Mariners beat the

Boston Red Sox, 4-3 yesterday in the

Kingdome.

Ellis Burks had tied the score 3-3 in the

sixth inning with a solo home run, his

sixth, ofl* starter Erik Hanson.

Mike Boddicker, 2-4, walked the first two
batters in the Seattle sixth before leaving

with a pulled back muscle. Reliever Mike
Smithson relieved and got two outs before

Presley doubled.

Steve Trout, 3 2. pitched two scoreless in-

nings in relief of Haruson for the victory and

Mike Schooler finished for his eighth save.

With Seattle trailing 2 0. Presley walk-

ed and Dave V'alle singled with one out in

the fifth. Vizquel followed with a two-run
triple to left and scored on Harold
Reynolds' sacrifice fly.

With one out in the first, Marty Barrett

singled and moved to third on Burks' dou-

ble. Mike Greenwell then hit a two-run
single to put the Red Sox up 2-0.

f
ANNOUNCING
For Fall '89

THE JEWISH LIVING COMMUNITY
26 Spaces for men and women of all faiths interested in Jewish awareness issues

and experiences in the NEW Hillel House at 388 North Pleasant Street The
J L C will provide an opportunity for shared dialogue, celebration and study; com-
mon participation in Jewish Holidays and events; and student-sponsored programs
and activities of interest to the Community

The FACTS:
Cost • $1650.00 for the academic year

Facility - 26 spaces in 13 double rooms, common
kitchenette (dairy only). Furnished rooms

Support: Live in staff advisor

Parking: $25.00 per month

The J.L C IS open to Five-College Students (priority to UMass students) Selec-

tion will be based on commitment to exploration of Jewish concerns and activities

Further information and application is available from the University of

Massachusetts m the Student Union, Room 302. Phone 545-2526

LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE! APPLY NOW!
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ACTIVITIES

JOIN US: Baccalaureate Mass Newman
Cenier Sat May 27m 4 00 p m All seniors.

family and Inends welcome

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD - Final

meeting Monday 5/15 at 7 00 m CO West
Side Story video wi4l be shown

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
(or any lime)'' Find out how you can
Jet there anytime lor no more than $160
'Jet back anytime, lor no more than $160
•Jet there May 23. June 2 or 9. lor just $139
'Jet there May 23 June 2 or 9. and t>ack

any Saturday tietore the end of June, lor iust

$289
Now we ask you are these rales any less

than sensationaP There must be some
catch nghf Wrong' There's not" To
educate yourself about how we do it. go gel

Consumer Reports. Travel Letter June
1985. pp26-30 from the library, or call us
any weekday 10am-6pm at 212 8642000
or write AIRHITCH, 2401 Broadway Suite

100-M2. NY. NY 10025

ARMENIAN CLUB PARTY
Tuesday May 16

at 615 Mam SI apt 63
at 8 Questions'' Call

256-8121 Roy

THIRD WORLD CAUCUS Join the Third
World Caucus next semester Represent
norv-mainslream concerns on University

committees Help minority empowerment

THANKS FOR EVERYTHING JANE. DAN.
NEAL. TOM and lo the security crew-
Cariene Steve-good job! Southwest week
was awesome*

NEWSPAPER DRIVE AT ORCHARD HILL
Bowl Tues Way 16. 9-4 bring us your news

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents
informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 1 3 Cam-
pus Cenier or Call 545-3500

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly

$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400

AUTO FOR SALE

19S7 SUZUKI SAMURAI convertible Sspd
low miles $3700 256-6024

197$ TOYOTA COROLLA, new clutch,

brakes, enhausl. battery, cassette, 35mpg.
excelleni condition $875/B O 256 1735

Ashwin

1979 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK.
Good condition Must sell $575 price

negotiable Call Susie at 545-1259 or

2515534

19S9 ACURA INTEGRA 5 speed loaded

red Must sell Need cash tor incoming new-

born Call Sam 549-8964

1980 CELICA GT 5 speed AC. AM FM
cassette e« condition $1600 must sell price

neg Call Elisabeth 549-2773

1986 RENAULT 31Kml $1850 excellent

condition 256-6024.

1979 TOYOTA COROLLa good cofMJitlon

$850 256-6024

1985 MAZDA SEDAN good condition

$1 200 256-6024

79 VW DASHER wgh at runs well $950
549-5771 or message

1984 RENAULT ENCORE: One owner, well

maintained good motor, no rust, reliable

transportation Needs eshaust and o-brake

$1500/60 549-1004

1984 FORD TEMPO, ctoth interior. A/t, PS.

PB like new condition Well maintained

Pampered car $2800/BO 1774-5239

1983 NISSAN STANZA 4 door^ haTchback

5-speed. excellent condition' Asking $2300

call 253-3362

76 BUICK REGAL good condition needs

work $400 Call Dave 256-1084

1980 BUICK CENTURY V 6 excellent con-

dition new brakes, shocks, muffler tires

$1300'pr neg 549-6483

1M4 RABBIT SI.300 cared for 323^4492

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reliable

Iransporlation AM FM stereo 400 00
549-2606 leave message

79 CELICA GT ac am/fm cassette excelleni

condition $1400/80 546-5324

'79 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK good
condition Must sell $600 Price negotiable

Call Susie 253-5534

87 PONTIAC SUNBIRD AM/FM Stereo

automatic transmission power sleanng ac

4600 so 4drsdn 549-5835

rwoFrrr'

EVERYTHING MUST GO

TEVERVTHING must GO!

SENIORS LOOKING TO SELL ALL TYPES
of lirst quality furniture couches, t>eds

desks dressers, kitchen table and more
Best offer Call 549-7585

BEACON HILL-BOSTON

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE a room
in 3 bedroom condo June August Furnish-

ed very reasonable 549 1047 leave
message For Irene

FOR RENT

LARGE ROOM IN HOUSE Downtown
Amherst 5 mm walk to UMass S24(Vmo rent

in June Corinna 549-4277

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENfTAmhe^sl
Center available 6/1 256-0282

3 BEDROOM 4 PEOPLE $460 a month bus
route 665 8674

ROOMS FOR JUNE ONLY $250 includes

all 256-4692 or 253-7565

TAKE OVER LEASE ON 8/1 Big 1-2

bedroom available m Main St apt m
AmhersI Busstop in front 165 per person
Call Karen 8am 2pm 253-2158. evenings
253-7851

NEW MR MT. but rotM naar Killing

green sununer and laH option caN Raphael
at 253 7172

If UPTOWN IS THE PLACE tor you I have
an awesome one bedroom CaH rKMr

266-1119

1 KO SUNNY nOOM m Nontiamplon with
tan option SS4-34M

STUMSUNQ oMTANCi ni6m~jm
BARS one bedrooni apt Summer sutiiat

w/fall option Amhartt Cental CaH leave a
Stacy 253-9104 a mu<t see'"

TAKE OVKN OUR LEASE. Southwood
ToMrnetKMjae 2 bedroom Can anytime

FREE RENT 2 bedroom town houM m
Squire ViM apit pertecl to) 2 3, o> 4 people
• lake over in June gal Auguet rent tree Cal
t66-43e3

TAKE OVER LEASE 2 bdrm Crestview apt

arting Jurm t call ASAP 549-8494

OOUSLE ROOM IN HOUSE on Mam St

Amne<« starting S/15 or 6/1 tor iummer
w/y«» leaee option 290 /mnih cai Carl al

2»-54l1

SOUTHWOOD TOWNHOUSE. 2 bedrooms
2 bath take over frt call 25*2819

1 ROOM OR 1 A^T FOR RENT a\ i
bedroom Cotonai VHage apt Take leaie

or lubiat 217pe( month lor room 440 lor

apt Can Craig al 2M-M4S Leave

HAMSTATT neallobuMlapSbdrmlBma
yard ixQ kachen avail June 1« SS^OTOS

SMCLE BEDROOMM lour bedroomh«M
Jun«.<all <x>l'on S49-8?32

•OUTHWOOO TOWNHOUSt S/1

LARGE OOUSLE ROOM m AiMwm S
mmwlee Horn town on bus iwM Juna 1

2ft»-37SS

OOUSLE ROOM M BRITTANVMANOR
apartment avaMabie loi July and August or

Fall can Greg 253-MOI

CAM COO We need roommates lo Ml 2
houses m Hyanms ifM |1290 and up can
Tom Mon-Fn S«M0S6 leave name and

SW«S VB.LAGE 4 bdrt 1 'ibam start S^i

2»>3683

SOUTHWOOO TOIVNCHOtJSt aol t Mrm
1 S bath avail June i Cal ftsphame
29»08M

1 8DROOM IN HOUSE m Amherst
SlOO/month w'faM option on bus route

iiMcroieeve VCR washerMryer and puppy
Can Tom 549^4242

nvc BEDROOM HOUSE AMHERST, mae
to campus S122S0 Joe evenings
(6l7)237-6743

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOB
TOWNHOUSE July tree CSS 25S2320

ROOM AVAILABLE MAY OR JUNE aw
conditioned bus route pool close to campus
2Sfr<M6a 2S*-4270

••»••••••••••••

LARGE 3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE.*
Kitchen bath etc

Summer Sublet June 1 to Sept 1

One to tour people
'Please cal immediately Sieve S46-5300'

Stuart 6-7812 Leeve message

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE m Brandywine

June lit 549 0951

FOR SALE

SKI EQUIPMENT-knee surgery can't ski

Atomic Racing SlC with marker M4e used
twee 150 00 Lange Til sm 9 100 00
256 1187

MOVING-MUST SELL! SpecialiJed mtn
bike $250 or BO Yamaha tuner and amp
$450 01 BO speakers S2S0 Jim 549 7432

FOR SALE: Living room furniture beds
table Call 549 4817

FOR SALE: Beds couch desks, drssests l

Call 549-0984

SELF STORAGE UNITS $2S/mo Pickup

availabte $50 mm Arron Inc 665-8281

800 343 3492

APPLE lie COMPUTER w/prlnter Aft soft

ware $800 OBO 5860599 Duncan

CLASSIFIEDS
BEDROOM FURNITURE AND large sec
IMX^ couch Call Tammy al 5^-4024
iLeave message)

FOUND

FOUM): one cross penctf witti UMttah in

SBA 108 can Pat 84372

FOUND YELLOW UHiWELl* m Barttett

Monday Call Barak 64206 Rm 121 or 131

HEY UPTOWN ITS THE HEAD SCAM-
MERS 22nd bday look out the surts up wiin

the Kahuna on the curl Love the lillle

scammers

TO THE UNINVITED IMPATIENT ' wnacii
ed 'girl. Im sorry, my only inUNiMn dim to

smack my dumb beer out ol your pWaring

hands I don i hit ohIs. only boyfriends «4«o

push me Love Mike nuw

FURNITURE. FURNITURE. FURMTUM

WE RE ORAOUATIItG (VEAt) AND WE

'

'most sen ttverylhing furniture lor every

'

' room - beds, drssssrs. couch, kitchen
'

'set etc Can S4S7782 leave message '

HELP WANTED

GRADUATING AND NEED TO SELL fur

niture' couches, tables, dresser kitchen,

laUe waterbed, etc Call 256 4906 B/O

FURNITURE FOR EVERY ROOM sectional

couch platform bed with draws and much
more 549-5609

COUCH POTATOES "OREAMr^lurdy
couch and coffee table 50 bucks

256 1449 Erik

BEDROOM DRESSER AND NEW KIT-

CHEN table will accept best oMe' Marc
549 6831

FURNITURE FOR SALE incredible prices

call Steve 253 2965 lor any room

WHO TICKETS FOR SALE Fridays show
2 good seats BO 549 7264

ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR FOR SALE
Excelleni condition bought new tor $300 I

am asking $125 Call Jim 546-5031

HONDA NIGHTHAUK 650 1983 7500mi

Great bike $1400 or bo w/cover call lor in

to 546 8346

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATOR MUST GO!
Excellent condition only 1 year old CaH tor

Price 546-9249 leave message

WORD PROCESSOR WITHPHINfER and

all software and books $500 oBO 665-7571

Kym

MOVING SALE! DOUBLE BED '

like new -S85 19' b/w TV -$60, ]

2 couches 6 drawer dresser $55.
• TV Table $20 Offers welcome Call

•549-7119, leave "i«ssa^ _
K_eep_ trymg _"

BAR HANDMADE, perfect for dortr.room

call Bill 6-6550

CLERK/TYPIST lor Amherst r

lal CO good working condaiorts SS 50 hr

54» 1764 or 54» 6386

POLITICAL ORGANIZERS
Work w/MAss Sane/Free/e lo slop military

funding m our stale' Campaign lor legisli -

lion lor a peacetime ecotMxny No nukes
iwUS wwmCAS AInca sandana
sduc sie and aclivaia your leMow cauens
Apply now tor summer and career poaMms
heaflh care paKl vaca travel alhnnaiive ac

tion (180-300M»k 256^1415

SUMMER JOSS LABOR. CLERICAL
iwapilalKy m SpmiglieM Northampton and
Oreaniiab waaa ca« nsiiaftis S27«70i

HA^Y BIRTNOAY
OOreai-Cool-Ona
We tove you caveman
Lots ol tove,

Erin and Juke

SHANNON AND JIM: To the be« room
males i couto ever had i wiS mas you Hap-

py bvttiday and happy graduaMn) Utfita

MY WMJJMQ VICTIM - l m apt to be too

violent without your cooperation
Understood'" Yo<.r NifS Warrior

KAfHY H. ANO NELUE limias^ guys
nem year Be sure to visa ma Una smuwier

on Martha s Love 01

Tc deseamoi un liappy beWidav y

qua sigas cumpkendo muehos mm tus
smigas que to qmeren Olga V Pamcia

MBMTA: Qua la suerto y el aido siampre
aaisn ooMige en M«higan Tedseeanius
aiWMS oatomtMsnas qua M quNien y sienv

pre to reeorderan. Olga y Palncia

Hattothenawkinaoi
hope you had a great 20lh dh-

EMILY COPSKV
SOT'ErTH)
thday yeaWday We tove you' Only one
moteyaar tove. the Stoter* ol S^na Osiu
T«u

WANT TO TURN A Silt BIVtSTMBIT w
to 11900 or more ttMS summer'> Cafl

2S3-7421 be a discovery toy representative

ol the Worw Book ol Knowledge

CAM cob LOWai CARE AREA earn
tTlt¥ washmg wmdows caS Mike 54»51 SB

lORRORTUMTY
__ camp , _

J and nurses CaplW
camps IS locaied m the scene Caioclin

Mountwis one hour tram Washingnn. D C
Mfa have over 300 acres o« beauMU toreats.

HMls artd lakes if you are mistasMa in the

etialiangst and excitement ol woituiig wdh
campers n grades 3-10. we wem you on our

team Good iManas great ton For nlorma-

iwt cai ooitoct (30t)aseCAMP-

You are my lavonM laraati

much tone, tock, success
o«o

Inond* I iMh you

London « gonna be awesome' I miaa you
already* noso

. you didn t make it to heaven alone
I tove you too' Keep smihn' JT

TANTAUZMW TRACY Saw you tmm a

F THIS SUMMER IWhde

you gal a Ian wonung tor CoMege Pn>
Pamters Selttaa and barbaquas •oo' Poei
iione ava<abto throughout Mesa and New
England Cal today'^i-SOO-424 24SS

TOTNiN.V.real273POFrT0N Hate's

tothefutum mayibeasgeodaaffwpaai*
Luv ya. Joanne

Thoaa ol us urtio hve vicanouaiy

through the personalstwu^Mt you ware

a bit harsh with Jan ""
' "

EACriON-hato sr JtiOt Thank you tor prayara

< waMas and stop the arma race Salary.

beneMs travel and a»iawoamef Futfpen-

time 2 tOpm Cal 296-143S B« ^Shannon
Appty now lor Ma MHWtWfl

ulBMVUJk on Noho
bus Charlie 584-0456 or 545-4216

CAR KEYS ON G ANO S SURFQEAR KEY
CHAM tost in Brandywme It found call

549^4736

TO THE GIRL tWHO CALLiO ME about a

goto necklece on 5/4 ptoaae cal me beck'

Walked through Banielt too Also have pk
tures' 546-7367

WHOEVER TOOK TMB TAMS from 1

Southwood they don't belong to you so

please return ttwm we dtxi't care who you
are but we wil It they don't come back Can
253-9162

FUNKATHON MQHTt Mlat on eacatotor

You wore bAmg pants SM want to dance''

Karma

TO MY SHHMNO STAR - Happy birthday*

Love Mways - Me

MZTCARLSON We ihmk yotTrelnoat

eiceleni"' You re welcome me Mites

DC. BABYKILLER. GENE. MWKE. JIM. Al

B'etl Dan M*e Gerry Jim Ero Shama>
Boogsynmia. Rck Be exceHerM to each
other Party on dudes'" -Atok

KARCN. USA, ERICA, MEO, MAUREEN,
Lorella. Beth Karen. J#. Lisa. Lisa Dina

Beth, Lon You are the light of my tove and
the love of rny Itto Hsve a greet summer'
Alex

SMALL BROWN WALLET on Sr7 has 10

w/name if found cal John 6-7852 or 5-3410

LARGE REWARD: For any information

toading to retrieval oi stoton Apple lie com
puter. Panasorw KXP 1091 printer TEAC
A655 Receiver, and over 200 compact
discs Al of these have my name KEiTh
GAUMONT engraved on trmm so check if

someone tnes to sel ariy of this to you With

into contact the UMASS Police ot me at

546-5117/421 Cance Hse

MAROON. MASSACHUSETTS CREW
wiiHltHeaker from Totman Social Dance
claasroom. last week Please return' Call

Nma. 256-4196 'REWARD-

MOTORCYCLES

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE 185 red Suzuki

gret bike tor beginner excellent cond
3000mi needs 80 to gel on road 200 or beet

offer 585-7830

HA^Y 20lh BIRTHOAY AMY V. JaniM
Dean

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW
SISTERS OF Detts Zau ol the Rho pledge

class. Tracy. Ronn Shan Jenni Jen.

Sharan Robin. Tracey Kim Slacey. Akson

Melissa Jean Marissa Meredith Jessica

Jamie, Leslie Amy Aimee Debbie

Michele. Judy we tove you The siaters of

OZ

MOVING?

OUESflONS ABOUT YOUR
LEASE/SECURITY deposit deductions'?

Questions about subletting/assigning

leases'' Questions about tt>e conditions ol

your new house or apartmenf Contact the

Legal Senrices Center, 922 Campus Center,

5461995

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS

WHILE THEY LAST 2 or 3 bdr apartments

tor rent Sign up now tor the Fall and receive

the month ol August Free' Call 665 3856 lor

more details

ON CAMPUS CONDO

SUMMER SUBLET! JUNE THROUGH '

• August 2 bedroom 4 people condo
located directly on Campus Call

549-6440

TO THE BEAUTIFUL BLOND WOMAN
with the maroon aito while umbrella walk

ing past Curry Hicks on 5/ 1 1 around 1 1 am
I exchanged glances with you and wouto

like to do It again sometime Reaporto tiere

Guy with lean lacket and red bag

LOVEY! The past h»o plus years were the

best I hope the future is even better Be
good I will miss you Love Mike

HEY TIM F BUCK 'I Mows your

thumb'' Have a great summer I'll miss ya'

Let s keep in touch Paula M Tard'

DANA d to ftw greatest rommate' Have a

blast in California Keep in touch See you

at graduation Paula

MIKE ANO YOUR CREW at River Run. oh

how I love to watch you bouce Let's get

down at the txiwling alley' II s been akH of

fun hanging with you craiy cats' Love

Melissa and Joy your ever faithful Kaunas
groupies

PERSONALS

LOUNOELIZAROS 808. Ka\fiy^Man. lose

III miss you all Love Sarah T C

SEAN H.- Happy birthday to a very

theatrical, primal classical guy"

JANE, JE VOUDRAIS AIMER a vous sous

la lune You have pierced my once Sleety

heart Love, Me

raOE WANTED

WYOMMIG OR ANY POINT WEST leavmg
before June i can Libdl nignis or early am
5854827

ROOMMATIS WANTU)

MICHELLE AND DEE - The best roomies

ever' Happy graduation I'll miss you' Love.

Lon

CO'ffONI It'sbeen a great semester Good

luck on finals Pizza

DENISE CARINI - I'm sorry I m late but hap

py 6 months I love you let's have a great

summer Love Tim

TO THE CUTE GUY working mornings at

the into desk I want lo nneel you Lets talk

I II stop by

TO MY FAVORITE BUTTHEADS. Lynda
Kirk Calude. Kim Elayne. Cam Tony,

Blake, Pat, Stick Tom Brian Rich, Adam
Mark, Joe Lis Katie Malmi Melissa Amy
Lizzie Goodbye you guys Thanx lor mak-
ing these years extra-special' I'm gonna
miss you tons Love Bulty

CONGRATULATIONS FUTURE OF-
FICERS ol Marines Andy Fingado Jasen
Lavoie, Brian Lizotte. and Ed Motherway
Good luck at TBS Semper Fidelis " the

Management

KIM W. Thanks for being you Have fun with

your dude' III miss you' Love Karen

KRIO — I never thought I'd say goodbye'
I hope NCSU brings you as much hap-

piness ar>d laughter as we've shared tfte

past few years your friendship means the

world to me I'll miss you most of all Love

Lyd

BEAUTIFUL BLOND AT BUTTERFIELD
busstop Heidi I think "Wed 9 26am You
missed the bus How atiout dinner so I can
give you a schedule'' Respond here G B

TO THE GIRL FROM JQA: Who are you''

Call me Greg from StgEp

MARTHA'S VNIEYARD
FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE MOUSE

m OAK BLUFFS Great tocalion.

chaip rent CiH Lon S4»-147«

'TO SHARE 9 BEDROOM APARTMENT
at Townhouse with ? other males

Rant under $200 a month
cal imrviidiaiaty

546-6646 or leave a meaaaga

WANTED: 2 lemales to share room m
baauMU condo OmySiSO/monlhea Oreai

tocahon on Bus RoiM Rqhi neat door to

pool and laundry Cal Jeft or Juslm
756-8405

1 TO 3 FEMALES tor Brandywme apt to

Stan 8/1 cal S4»4iS0

WANTED 1 PUN FEMALE
Three cool girts are seeking 1 more person
to share a 2 bedroom apl in townhouae
apis A/C. dNhwasher. wal to wal carpet

everything m brand new condition RigTMin

from 0' bus stop We have cabto
microwave VCR anawsnng machine and
much much more" H you ««M to en|oy na«l

semesto r cal us now"' IMe can be reach
edal2M-11K

3 PEORLE NEEDED TO SHARE 1 torge

bedroom in 3 bdrm apt Great tocatan
Greet rant Cal tWendy at 2S*«436

ROOM AVAH. «l spacious 2 bdmi Nton apt

2 mm bua n 15 mm downtown start 6/1

t27QhMh md heal Paul MS-3612

AMHERST CENTER, subtot room wMie
110/mo S4»7»17 ca» Sam

SEPTEMBER LEASE BRANDYWINE took

ing lor two roommaMa M/F nonameaars mat
tove to party bill Mso study call Came
15326106 Ka««

r

TOWNHOUSE 1

1

call ^49 7914

SEMESTER? 1 torn to

torMsMIBncMI

I»shwedblsta(t6/i

ONAOMKOER NOI«SMOKING STUDENT
«anlad to* room m beautiful 4 Odrm house
m North Amherst Summer w«i lal option

Washer dryer on bus routo tSO/mo
54»-7226

ONE LARGE ROOM FOR I

Perlsct tor hMpeopto to share Onbushne
CUtkMiy St 2566677

3 ROOMMATES NEEDED lor Brmany
Maryy 3rd loor apt Brian 253-9166

BOSTON SEEKING M/F tor 2br apt/sum
mar Only 237 50/mo CaN 6-6427 Chsrlsne
or 64741 Scon

LIVE LUCE WNOI Luxurious 3 Story condo
conlraly locMsd behind BayBanks m
Amherst 4 mato housemates tooking tor one
more barrels ol fun S2S0 plus utVmonth
6/89 5/90 Cal 546-7423

1 BDRM IN 2 BDRM Creslv«w Apt

nonsmoking lerrvales|s| Sublet begins June
1 with fall opion 5494749

MARTHAS VINEYARD Charming
downtown Edgartown Cottage
Washer/dryer yard 2 singles $l 800
$1850 large sunny double $1 625 per per

son IDnly '> up front' CsH now 566^1829

BOSTON SEEKING M/F for 2 br apt/sum
mer only 237 bOimo ' Call 6-6427

CAPE COO FURNISHED cottage near Pra
vincetown af1or3at)»e need 2 roomrrjatos cak

Julie 6-4755 or Tamson 50e-529-33?7

LOOKING FOR TWO RESPONSIBLE
WOMEN lo Share 4 bedroom house CaH
6 1148

WANTED: one lemale nonsmoker tor

townerK>use Brandywine apt Cal Marianne
at 546-8055 leave message

COLONIAL VILLAGE 3 BORM'Starte/l
W/OplK>n to lease near bus stop $440 call

256 8S87

BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
wastier, dryer woodstove 5 min walk lo

Downtown 10 minute walk to UMass call

253-0707 $195/rT>onth

THREE GUYS LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL Of 89 PLEASE HELP
US OUT—CALL 546-6405 Or 546 6400
Leave Message

SERVCES

RESUMES. Overnighi and same-day ser-

vice Pioneer resume service 665-8873

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES RETURNS! Top
quality at affordable prices Experienced

counselling to boot' Call Lisa 665 7828

PUNCTILIOUS TYPING Papers resumes

Laser printing, delivery availatjie Call Kevin

549-0116

SPANISH TUTOR WANTED

TUTOR WANTED FOR HELP WITH final

paper in Spanish American Lit Call Joan-

na 549-0724 or 545-2152.

TAKE OVER ALL OR HALF ol toase top^

floor Cliltside apl Carpeted dishwasher
pool bus route secure riow for the tali

665 7922

SUMMER IN AMITY PLACE ! Inlerestod

nonsmoking lemales csl 546 5696 leave

GREAT APT GREAT LOCATKW lake
over toase June t Call or elave messags
at 253^5967

ON BUS ROUTE
SMGLE BEDROOM 1-3 avaiiabto June 1st

Fall option exelleni bus rouW Steve
253^9131

GREAT 3 BEDROOM GRKSOS APART-
MENT Amherst Center t200fmo each room
Cal Joanne 6666462 Laura 5464120 An
na 549 0614 nights leave rrtassags

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE Ownlwn
AmhersI 5 mm wall to UMasa lumishad An-

na 253^7362

ONE ROOM IN THREE BEDROOM APT
nest to Brittany on Bus route clean cheap
lal option cal 256-4191

N AMHERST: Room m nouae new Puller s

Pond on busline wssher-dryei CaN
256404«r253-7IM Leave mssssgs rer^

negotiabto

SUMMER SUBLET

MATURE ORAO WANTS TO SUBUfT
qwet apt or house tor Mimmer (no shann0
54»I55»

FALL ORTKM. Large room n
t240/mo downtown Amherst 5 nan
Umass Corinna 54»-4277

SUBLET OUR 3Mrm. t-l

house avalaMa June 1st 2 mdaa oH cam-
pus, great tocabon Rani

)

Cal ftwRich 546-9136

PUFFTON VNJJkOE T
June tst. tublini (»296mtot
option (S37Vmo) 54^1372

SUSMKR/FALL 1 BEDROOM t(H com
pieteiy lumiahad 6350 ai mciudad Can
Mm 666 «6«0 or Be» 545-1366

SUBLET RUFFTON VHJJUIE: 2 bedroom
next to laundry rm across from pool rent

negl Cal Greg 5494316

AMHERST CtNTER - Females rent our

one bedroom apartment Prce negotiiMa
cafl 546-6269 Kim or Joanne leave
message

OREAT DEAL. Take our Squire VRags Apt
gram June 1 to Sept i Rant negohabto
make an otter Cal John or Steve
253-9187

SUMMER SUBLttTFiiaplMtn 2 bdrm apt

m Amherst super cheap tor summer cal

29S0225

BEAUTIFUL FARMHOUSE 3 large
bedrooms available tor summer suinet cal
2568315

AMHERST CENTER SUMMER SUBLET 2

bedroom apt m house Rent whoto apt or

luala room 5466063

SINOLE CLOSE TO CAMPUS - CMllOhLal
aher 7pm 54^0386 or Dan 54S-4621
anytime

BEST LOCATMNI av«l lor summer buMM
4 rooms on Fearing SI Bet Campus and
town Call Andy 549-4659

DOWNTOWN AMHERST, t large

l>edroom on busroute. for summer, cftolp

565 6760

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT near bu* Slop

pool and tennis court 549-4663

SUBLET CHEAP! One singto room m
townhouse apt 549-1449

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTKW 2

BR 540 a month 665 3886

SINOLE/OOUBLE- $1 7V350 great house
in great kication Walk to town and class

Tom 253 2352

SUNNY BEDROOM IN SOUTH AMHERST.
Rent negotiabto CaN Vick 2564162 even
ings 545-1345 days

BRANDYWINE SUMMER SUBLET fall op^

iKxi alt appliances fully furnished Two
bedrooms, terrace pool $500/month
negotiable Mana 549 ^904

SUMMER SUBLET Female 2 rooms m large

glass house Wooded area Plenty of park-

ing Wrap around deck $300/mo or BO
549-0075

SUMMER AT PUFFERS POND!! 1 rmiril
bdr house 549-5435

DESPERATELY SEEKING SUBLETTER(s|
for a Southwood apartrr>eni Willing to of

tor generous deal for rent call Al 546-3287

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS- $125 plus

utilities/month Call Ftegina and Steve at

546^1239

SUBLET 6^iri~bdrfemate $l80/mo Fall

option 549-3940

3 BDR. PUFFTON APT to sublet near'pooT

laundry bus call 549-5548

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT south Yar

mouth cape Two females only $2500 for

summer Kevin 1 533-1600

AVALIABLE JUNE 1st Northampton
Cenier 5 bedroom apt 9B5 plus 564-1059

ONE BEDROOM AVAIL. 6/1 m i

dean souffiwood apl on bus routo 10 mm
to UMass rent ti75 plus eiec and
phona/mon Cal Jerry at 64062 or 6^H I

MARTHA S VINEYARD
Stoops SIX 7 bathrooms waierview
506-435 66SJ

Cal

LOOWNQ FOR SdlMEONE TO ahara ww
bedioom apartment m Puflton Villaga IDr

the auiTHner Cal Joe aher 8pm 546^9794

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VILLAGE
very reasonabto reni 549-6291

TOWNEHOUSE ARTS Psrtialy turni«hed

and rias cabto and an conditioning.

Reasonabto rates 54»O025

LAROE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RBITto
Amherst PoasAto Ml option Wilmg to

make a deal* Cal Joe 2560543

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER
BeauMul house In North Amr«a>st $t75/mo
up to mree rooms rnay be open tor Fal
5464916

RENT FOR
directly on bus
Cal soon'

~

A great 4 bO'm apt

Vary reasonable one*

TAKE OVER MY LEASE

FBULE 1 IfMm « 4 pdrm apl 1246
par/mo mctodsa uM I <4 balfia Sun tor-

race Aval June l Alter 5

TAKE OVER OUR
SOUTHWOOD APT LEASE

ON JULY lall

'Great shape'
$156 a month (that mdudas heari
'We I even Mow ii aiMia lumMu> '

'Great tocahorwight on bus routo*

'You won t be disappomtad'
'Cal anytime' 253-7153

TRAVEL

rr WOULD BI A SHAME If no one got to

uaa our toeto to Los Angsiss MaySOtoim
I t1S0 54»7543Boston one way I

TICKET TO PORTLAND. Ore Irom HTFO
May 24 cal 5464932 Need to sel $170 or

BO

RbUNO TiiR HARTFORD LA 23 May 1

Jufwa23BWS-l617

SUMMMBiaiMORtiramtKB eechway
on dtaoounlad si^ieduled avtmMto Europe
from Boaton Cal (600) SS-2222

EXCCLL0IT TVWBT. Quick. dapandlMa
Oede aher 5pm 2S6474I

WORD PERFECT, «>el Check. MMir guafc-

ty last servce cal 5490546

TYPmO BY TOMORROW- Tern^Moers
resumes Call Barry. 546 9436.
10am 11pm

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Accuracy
guaranteed Glona K3-5140

-WORDSMITH" praiessional typing

nssumes papers and mors Laserpnrtting

with spelcheck 253^564

CASES. PARERS. THESIS, on«ampus al

lordabto, gramnur reviewed dependabto

6S4-7K4, Nancy

WAIT PEOPLE

EXPERIENCED FULL TIME/PART TIME
sumrt>er emptoyment Inquire afternoons

12 00-5 00pm Delano s Restaurant
Amherst

WANTED

FULL SUE MATTRESS WANTED m good
condition now or when semeitor ends Bos
spnng not necessary Can Bill 256-1803

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKING TO RENT A ROOM near UMass
Campus or on bus route Ptoasa can Jac

queline 546-5050

WANTED TO RENT

i~ilALE SEEKING ROOM on Martha^
Vineyard tor summer cal 549-4926 Ask tor

Chris

IWANT TO RENT an apaftmani lor Juna
Can 253-7742 leave message

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 8/1 or summer
sublet 256-0791 real cheap

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place to

live on the Cape this summer Call Kelly

546-4619

WE'RE DESPERATE

NEED SUBLETTER FOR SUMMERItRent
negotiable" Close to campus call 6-4940

or 6-5047 anytime, toave message

SPEND THE SUMMER IN HYANNIS

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TWO FEMALES
lo share apartment Call Donna at 546-8531

or Renee at 546-8876

SUBLET

SPACIOUS HOUSE ON MAIN St. Amherst
4 bedrooms wastier and dryer, on bus
route Rent from June 1st to the end of Aug
Call JP 546-9239 or Tony 9248

ALRKMT HERE'S THE 0EAL..T6ne room
in a large 3 bedroom apt Minutes from cam
pus, seconds from bus route Fun legal,

and yes cheap What more couto you ask''

Call Stephen 549-5008

ATTENTION!

Today is the last day to

place classifieds.
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spa?rs
Softball team grabs A-10 crown

( ollrfian photo by David Higmahifurhi

The UMass softball captured the Atlantic 10 conference championship yesterday, beating Penn
State in New Brunswick, NJ.

Minutewomen knock off

Penn State in title game;
third crown in four years
Bv KK K SKTO
rM!!c>,'ian StalT

NKW BRlNSWirK. N J - F«.r m«jst i»f the season, the

>p()tli>;ht"s In-en on the underchissnien on the team, name
ly new sensation Holly Apnie. The twoMenior co-captainii.

Christine Wanner and Barbara Meehan, didn't mind not

ijettin^,' the attention.

Atlantic 10 Tournament

But m the final game ot the Atlanta 10 tournament,

it was Wanner who got the call from head coach Elaine

Sortino and resp«inded with a four-hit shutout over third-

seeded Penn State to capture UMass" third A 10 cham-
pionship and a NCAA tournament bid.

"I was strong and determined, " said Wanner. "Holly

had pitched the first three games and I didn't know what
to expect, but I was mental!> ready for anything."

Wanner had set down the side in the first two innings,

while her offense generated two runs for her to protect.

"Starting off the first two innings strong was a real pick-

me up." said Wanner. It was only fitting that Wanner
scored the eventual winning run in the second Like any
g<MKi team, the Minutewomen capitalized on the other

team's mistakes and then made it hurt.

Wanner had caught a big break, as left fielder Julie

Taylor dropped an easy Hy ball. She moved into scoring

position on Cathy Kaminski's wild pitch and then junior

shortstop Mary Duff got her usual bunt single while mov-

ing Wanner over to third. Wanner ended up scoring the

unearned run on Kaminsky's second wild pitch Duff

would later score on a Bonnie Schilling squeeze bunt.

Wanner got her chance as the Minutewomen lost the

yesterdays first game to Penn State, 4-2. Starter Holly

Aprile was literally battered in the fint as she was struck

and cut under the same nght eye which she iivjured earlier

in the reason .Aprile explains. "I thought I had the ball,

so 1 dropped my glove ' She went down hard and quick,

but showed her toughness by staying in the game. In the

next couple of innings. Aprile ran into some trouble, los-

ing some of her control. She said, "I was pressing too hard

and overthrowing," adding that the cut didn't really af-

fect her too much.
It was in the fiflh where UMass trailed for the first time

in the tourney, as the Lady Lions scored two off Aprile.

continued on pagt 14

Gorillas 7th; Cornell here on Wednesday
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Proving that anything is possible as long

as the NCAA is involved, the pairings for

the postseason men's lacrosse tournament
were released yesterday with a few

surprises.

The University of Massachusetts, which

most people in this general locale were

predicting for anywhere between fourth

and sixth, found itself in a disappointing

seventh spot. The Gorillas, 12-2. will host

Cornell, the tournament's 10th .seed,

Wednesday afternoon m the opening round

of the tournament.

The game time will not be announced un-

til sometime today, and it has not been

decided where the game will be played.

UMass coach Dick Garber put in a request

to play at Boyden Hill as a first choice, but

that is dependent on acceptance from the

NCAA. If not, it will be at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

This will be the second year in a row and
the fourth time in the last two seasons that

UMass and the Big Red will clash. Cornell

has won the last two meetings, beating the

Gorillas 13- 11 here in the opening round
of last year's tournament, and then han-

ding UM one of its two losses of the year.

12-11 on March 29 at The Hill.

The seventh seed is surprising in that

UMass could have been seeded as much as

two spots higher. The Gorillas were tied

with the University of Maryland for sixth

in last week's United States Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association poll, but Maryland
rocketed up to the fourth spot in the

tourney, a difference of three spots.

UMass also could have moved ahead of

the University of North Carolina, which

finished 11-4 including a 13-7 loss to the

University of Pennsylvania on Saturday.

However, that wasn't enough to drop the

Tarheels below UMass either.

"I saw North Carolina and Penn and
they're both good teams." said UMass
assistant Steve Kirkpatrick, who saw the

UNC Penn game at Chapel Hill. "And
we're at least as good as them. I thought

after that game that we'd be fifth or sixth.

But never in my wildest dreams did I think

we'd be seventh."

Garber could not be reached last night for

comment.
"We took the strength of schedule into

the rankings. " said Gene Corrigan, chair-

man of the NCAA Lacrosse Committee.
"Neither UMass nor North Carolina beat

anyone in the field, but North Carolina

played more teams in the field."

UMass had played only Syracuse and
Cornell, and the Gorillas lost those game*
by a goal each. North Carolina lost to

Maryland, Hopkins, Syracuse and Penn.

Corrigan also said that Maryland played

more teams in the tournament compared
to both UMass and Adelphi, and moved up
because of the strength of its schedule,

despite its record of 9-3.

'And they came a long way from last

year," Corrigan said of Maryland's tur-

naround from not being in the tournament
in 1988.

continued .on page 12

NCAA Lax Tournament Pairings
The following is the seedings and pairings for the NCAA Lacrosse Tournament:

1. Syracuse
2. Johns Hopkins
3. Loyola

4. Maryland
5. Adelphi

6. North Carolina

7. Massachusetts
8. Navy
9. Pennsylvania
10. Cornell

11. Towson State

12. Michigan State

Opening Round, Wednesday. May 17:

.Michigan State at Adelphi

Towson State at North Carolina

Cornell at Massachusetts
Pennsylvania at Navy

Quarterfinals, Sunday, May 21:

Penn/Navy winner at Syracuse
("ornell/Ma.ss winner at Johns Hopkins
Tow.son/UNC winner at Loyola
Michigan St./Adelphi winner at Maryland

Semifinals, Saturday, May 27:

at University of Maryland

Championship Game, Monday, May 29:

at University of Maryland

< iillpgian photo by Jaiton Talprman

The UMass men's lacrosse team, shown here in action against Syracuse,
is seeded seventh in the postseason tourney and will host Cornell on
Wednesday.

EDITORIAL

Amherst College loses

another round of the

snowball fight - in

court. Page 3.

You thought Ifd never

happen: the last col-

umn and testament of

Rusty Denton. Page 7.
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FLOWER CHILD - Shira Katz smells the blossoms on the Campus Pond lawn.

Protester held at County Jail
By NATHAN KRYSTALL
Collegian Staff

Bail was set at $10,000 yesterday at Northampton

Superior Court for the release of Timothy Sauvageau. a

University of Massachusetts student who was arrested

last Thursday during the second Memorial Hall

occupation.

Memorial Hall; from
activities to activism
By KERRY HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

With the recent student takeovers of Memorial Hall,

it is hard to believe that this building was once

designated as a place "utilized solely for quiet rest and

contemplation."

The building was dedicated in 1921 to the 51 students

and faculty of the Massachusetts Agricultural College

continued on page 5

Sauvageau, also arrested at the Graduate Research

Center occupation two weeks ago. has been held in the

Hampshire County jail since his arraignment early Thurs

day morning, because of his refusal to identify himself

before the District Court.

All of the other 150 protesters who were arrested for

opposing military funded research at the University have

been released on their own recognizance.

Saying Sauvageau showed disrespect for the court.

Judge John Moriarty set the high bail to ensure that

Sauvageau would be present at the trial.

"He has treated with such disrespect the District Court

downstairs." said Moriarty.". that Im not sure that

he'll show up for the court date if they release him on his

own recognizance."

"Under the circumstances it will be a substantial bail,"

Moriarty said.

The judge reminded the court that last week Sauvageau

was carried into the district court by court officers.

Sauvageau had been engaging in passive resistance but

yesterday he walked in and out of the courtroom on his

own volition.

Sauvageau gave another student, Diana Ditmore, per

continued on page 5

Poet, entomologist receive award
By MANOS STEFANAKOS
Collegian Correspondent

The ballots have been counted and there are two win

ners: University of Massachu.setts professors Ring Carde.

an entomologist, and James Tate, a poet, are this years

recipients of the Distinguished University Professors

AW3rd.
The honor, established by the board of tru.stees in 1986,

is designed to "recognize current faculty who are pre-

eminent in their fields, as well as to attract outstanding

faculty to the campus." said Stacey Chase. University

spokeswoman
r i, c u

The process includes a nomination from fellow faculty.

a vote by the Faculty Senate, and subsequent approval

from the trustees.

"I feel honored to be recognized by my peers, and lucky

that I am involved in such a dynamic field." Carde said.

Carde studies "how insects use chemicals to com

municate with each other," and the object of his research

is to "use insect chemical attractants to monitor and

manage insect populations." he said.

The ultimate purpose is to "develop a system that pro-

vides an alternative to chemical pesticides." many of

which have been proven harmful to humans. Carde said.

"There are two kinds of people who become en-

tomologists," Carde said. "One group is people who take

entomology in college or high school and love it. The se-

cond is a group that has always had a fascination with

insects. I am in the latter."

Carde said his early fascination with insects directed

his career since his days at Tufts University, where he

received his bachelor's degree in biology, and Cornell

continued on page 8

Suspensions
remain after
negotiations
By BETH GATELY
Collegian Staff

Negotiations between protesters and University of

Massachusetts administrators, aimed at lifting suspen-

sions placed on arrested students, broke down yesterday.

"Essentially, the whole thing fell apart. " Dennis Mad

son. vice chancellor for student affairs, said. 'Some peo-

ple flat out lied about following up on the campus ad-

visory. It angers me — I'm tired of trying to work in a

respectful way and they are not being re^wctfiil by lying
"

The demonstrators refused to sign an administrative

agreement which committed them to community service

and rejected a promise to abide by the picketing code

through the end of the semester.

The community service would have served as the

disciplinary process and restitution for the expenses in

curred in making the arrests that resulted from the five

occupations protesting military funded research on cam

pus and the disciplinary action taken by the administra

tion, according to Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

The administration and students disagreed on what con-

stitutes community service.

"As far as we're concerned, we've been doing community

service for a month. " Randy Viscio. a«ampshire College

student who has been banned from UMass, said. "We've

raised awareness and consciousness in the whole com-

munity."
Madson, however, said occupying buildings "is not com

munity service."

Loyda Guzman, a suspended UMass student, said an ad

mission of guilt can be used against students who face

criminal charges in Northampton District Court.

"We didnt sign the administrative agreement because

by signing it we are admitting guilt.' Frank Bowrys. a

suspended UMass student said.

Duffey issued a campus advisory last Friday, stating

that each student involved in the arrest related

disciplinary process could meet with JoAnne Thomas

Vanin. dean of studente. to decide together what communi

ty service the students would perform, and the extent of

the service.

Five hunger strikers, protesting the interim suspensions

placed on the students who were arrested in the Graduate

Research Center occupation, and three other students

signed a statement over the weekend, stating they would

not violate the code for the duration of the semester and

would continue to demonstrate community service.

"One example of our efforts in this regard is the flower

ing dogwood that was planted by our group and PSRU
[People for a Socially Responsible University] during a

candlelight vigil on May 12," the statement said.

Service for drowning
victim scheduled
A memorial service for Paul W. Ryan is scheduleo

for 1 1 a.m. Thursday at the Newman Center.

Ryan, a University of Massachusetts junior major-

ing in landscape architecture, died early this month

in a swimming accident at Puffer's Pond in Amherst.

Originally from Lowell, he was a resident of Mackim-

mie Residence Hall.

The service, to be administered by Father Joseph

Quigley. is open to the public.

- ALLEN BERNARD
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If you know your way around a keyboard-tyiDewriter, word processor or computer-
we know a way to nnake your knowledge pay off this summer.

just register with us at Kelly Services*

We've got the kind of summer jobs you'll love to get your hands on.

Choose your own assignments. Work as much as you want. Or as little as

you need.

And if you're not a keyboard wizard, there's still plenty of work to go around.

Receptionist. RIe Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Produa Demonstrator Stock Handler

Check the white pages for your nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost you a

thing to register And chances are we can help you make the coming summer
months everything you want them to be. I^I I% I The

Richly rewarding. IvLLM Pw^te""'
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LOCAL
Snowball suit thrown
out of Superior Court

('•»Ur|{ian phuto h> .IdMin rulrrtnan

NOT-SO-TINY BUBBLES - Seniors Robin Bateman, left, and
Susan Lovett blow bubbles in unison in front of the Student Union
recently.

AMHERST (API - A Superior Court
judge has tossed out a lawsuit in which
Amherst College sought to force Universi-

ty of Massachusetts trustees to stop their

students from throwing snowballs.

Amherst College President Peter R.

Pouncey issued a .statement yesterday that

the college was considering an appeal, but

he declined to return several telephone
calls to his office.

"He does not want to speak publicly

about the decision." said E)ouglas Wilson,
the college's secretary for public affairs.

Judge John F. Moriarty found the annual
snowball fight between students of the two
schools, which traditionally follows
winter's first snowfall in this New England
college town, could and has led to proper
ty damage. But he said it was beyond the

power of the court to prevent students from
engaging in hijinks.

"However desireable an injunction

against crime might be if it could be enforc

ed, it is unfortunately beyond the power of

the court comprised only of human judges,"

Moriarty said in his decision filed Friday

in Northampton Superior Court.

Amherst officials had contended that in

the past three years the 1,500-student

private college had suffered $9,352 in

broken windows when students from the

25,000student state university surged
across the Town Common. Last December,

an Amherst student was ho.spitalized afler

being hit in the eye with an icy missile and
61 windows were broken, the suit said.

"Amherst College has a security force of

10 and as .such is not equipped to deal ef-

fectively with 2,000 rioters from another
institution," the college said in its suit.

"There have, during the past several

years, been some true bullies among the

crows of students from the University,"

Moriarty said in his decision. "Not content

with the advantage of their numbers, they

have resorted to enclosing stones or rocks

in their snowballs in order to inflict greater

damage upon their targets."

Black Mass Communications Project rocks on
By KATHERINE T LAMOTHE
Collegian StalT

Twenty years ago. afler the first takeover of what
became the New Africa House, three media-oriented RSOs
emerged.
One was a newspaper, one was a magazine and the third

was involved with radio. The last was Black Mass Com-
munications Project.

BMCP, which operates out of WMUA nightly, plays

African, African-American and African-Caribbean music,

according to Desmond Dorsett, the group's promotions

director. He added that its success at the station results

from the wide influence that African music has on other

forms of music, such as popular music.

"All of the so-called 'European music' is based upon .

, . African-American rhythms," Dorsett said.

He also said arti.sts such as Michael Jackson are proof

that "our music sells."

BMCP has been successful in the radio station, he said.

citing the election of BMCP member and former Third

World Affairs director Kevin Mitchell to WMUA
programmer.

"I think BMCP is definitely going to rise because there

are two members in station management' since Trent

Watson was named the station's third world affairs direc-

tor. Mitchell said.

While BMCP broadcasts out of the WMUA studios, it

operates independently of the station, acquiring its

albums through the record companies, Dorsett said.

As an RSO, the group receives funding through the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund. This year, according to SGA
Budgets Committee co-chairperson Karen Talbot, the

group will receive $7,969 for fiscal year 1990, a $208 in-

crease from last year.

The group has not always been this lucky. According

to Watson, business manager, funding over the past five

years was cut between $5,000 and $6,000.

"In order to compensate for the losses, [it has been

necessary to) generate our own revenue," he said, adding

that events such as last week's Funk a thon and the an-

nual Jeans and T-shirt parties have helped raise revenue.

The Funk-a-thon, for example, earned the group about

$3,000, Watson said.

Mitchell said that revenues from Funka-thons could

have been higher if stricter rules by the Department of

Public Safety had not been enforced. "In 1987. there was
some violence at a Funk-a-thon. which was caused by non-

students. Since then, the Department of Public Safety has

pushed times back earlier," he said.

Mitchell said he is optimistic about the project's future,

and that video programming, with public affairs and
music video shows, will be on the air when the Universi-

ty installs its cable system.

"With the new in.stallation of the cable system in the
dorms. BMCP can bo in the vanguard in programming."
he said.

Students store stuff over summer
Growing school locker business comes to town
By SARAH DEMA.STER
Collegian Staff

For international students, out-of-state students, or
students who don't want to drag all their supplies home
for the summer. Student Storage Co. may have the
answer.

The company, begun three years ago by Vassar College
student Kael Goodman, provides students with boxes and
storage space for the summer in locked trailers parked
in Westfield, said Andrea Proia, an employee of Student
Storage Co.

"We've been successful in Boston and Philadelphia,"

Proia said yesterday. "This is the first year we're doing
schools in Providence, Rhode Island and Western Mass."
For $16, a student can buy a 4.3 cubic ft. box, and store

it in a trailer for the summer, Proira said.

"A student will probably pay $50 to $60 to store

everything," Proira said. "There is an unlimited number
of trailers at each pick-up location on campus, so .students

can bring as much as they want to bring."

For $8 to $15 , students can bring their own boxes and

suitcases to the trailers, which will be in Central, Nor-

theast and Southwest from May 22 to May 25, from 1

1

a.m. to 5 p.m., Proira said.

Proira said the company is not responsible for loss or

damage to property, but students can pay between $1.75

to $100 to insure their items.

Students who only want to buy boxes can purcha.se them
for $3 on the Campus Center concourse until Wednesday,
Proira said.

"I've sold four boxes today," Proira said. "We usually

sell a lot more boxes when people are actually packing."

Student Storage Co. will accept several unboxed items,

including tables, rolled up rugs, mattresses and small

items of furniture, as long as there's room in trailer, Pro-

ira said.

However, they will not accept mirrors or lamps, she said.

Proira said students can pick up their belongings dur-

ing an assigned three-hour time slot, from Sept. 4 to Sept.

6, at the same place they dropped them off in the spring.

Students will be given a pick-up date on their invoice

when they bring their belongings to the trailers, Proira

said.

Ninja Turtles, Batman mean business
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

The comic book business is booming, said George Brace,

co-owner of Crossroads Comics in Amherst.

The business usually pulls in between $100 to $200 in

the two days per week that he and partner John Wisly

sell their wares on the Campus Center Concourse, Brace

said.

Brace said that he and Wisly, a junior at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, started selling comic books on the

streets last September, then moved into the Amherst store

in January.
'John has always read a ton of comics," Brace said.

"And he's always looking for a new business to go into.

I joined him because I thought it would be fun."

Crossroads Comics offers a variety of items, from

superhero comics and underground comics, independent

comics [not produced by Marvel or DC, the two largest

comic book companies), and graphic novels, to games and

t-shirts. Brace said.

Prices range from 75 cents to $4 for comic books, and

$5 to $30 for graphic novels. Brace said.

Brace said the biggest selling comic books right now are

the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle series, and the Batman

series.

'(The creators] of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are

right here in Northampton, so we can get them whenever

we want," Brace said. "And with the Batman movie com-

ing out, the Batman comics are selling insanely right

now.

Brace said that he and Wisly hope to expand the

busine.ss, including opening more stores, creating a mail-

continued on page 6

^Cutback City'

draws fire
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

"Cutback City," once lauded as a symbol of student

uprising against state budget cuts, is at the center of

controversy sparked by claims that the city is now a

safety hazard, not a symbol of the impoverished status

of public higher education.

Administrators from the Department of Public Safety

and Environmental Health and Safety yesterday said

they are sympathetic to the students' efforts but add-

ed that the city continues to present dangerous condi-

tions to students on campus.
Clarinda Rose-Turner, acting president of the Com-

muter Area Government, reported that she was walk-
ing through the city at 11 p.m. last Tue.sday when a
man attempted to lead her into one of the 11 huts.

Rose-Turner said she left the area unharmed, but
joined several Undergraduate Student Senators at la.st

week's meeting in support of a motion to relocate or

remove the city from campus.
"Cutback City is unsafe. It's a fire hazard, an eyesore,

and a hackneyed expression of protest," said Sen. W.
Greg Rothman, one of five senators who proposed the

motion.
|

The senate unanimously passed the motion and
Senate Speaker John Dunlap said copies of the proposal

have been circulated to administrators on campus to

inform them of the .senators' intent.

University of Massachusetts administrators could not

be reached for comment yesterday in response to the
.senate's motion.

Don Robinson, director of Environmental Health and
Safety, said the area is a fire hazard, citing a
mysterious blaze that destroyed a teepee which once
stood more than 10 feet high.

"We sympathize with the purpose, but we obviously
have to be concerned about the safety of students on
campus," Robinson said. "I would feel more comfor-
table if they [the huts] were gone."

City residents were issued one smoke alarm, which
costs about $15 each, and one fire extinguisher, which
costs about $30 each, per hut,
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The Summer Your Future

Mil Never Forget!

# Need to get oiieod (or catch up} on courseworic?

# Wont to woric toward a now career?

# Long to learn something new and interesting?

This summer. Northeastern University offers nearly
700 part-time undergiaduate classes in Business
Administration, Liberal Arts, Health Professions
and Sciences, Criminal Justice and Security, and
Entjineering Technolog>'. Flexible part time schedules
(4-week, 5-week, and 10-week sessions) available in

Boston, Liberty Square, Burlington, Framingham,
Dedham, and Weymouth.

For a FREE NortheasUrn University Summer Schedule Guide, call 617-437-2400.

Or send this coupon to Northeastern University. University College, P.O. Box 154,

Boston. MA 02117 0154.

I am interested in:

Business Admmistration
L] Criminal Justice and Security
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D Liberal Arts
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UMA S/89 12/ Northeastern University
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M protester held
continuea from page I

mission to identify him for the court.

"i gave Tim's name because I wanted to get him out,"

said Ditmore. "He's the one doing total non-cooperation.
I'm not."

Sauvageau's attorney, Cristobal Bonifaz, requested that

Sauvageau be released on his own recognizance.

Assistant District Attorney Leslie McLellan requested

that the defendant be held on some amount of bail, citing

an attempt at "flight to avoid prosecution."

McLellan said that because the District Attorney's of-

fice had been unable to identify Savageau, officials had

COLLEGIAN 5

not been able to check his records and family ties and to

find out if he is a drug addicted person, information that

is criteria for setting bail under the bail statutes.

Charles Lenchner, a UMass student who attended

yesterday's hearing, said he thinks the bail was set so high

because the judge was angered by the lack of respect for

authority.

"I think that the judge finds the worst thing about it

is that we don't give a shit about authority," said Len-

chner, who was arrested at the first Memorial Hall oc

cupation three weeks ago.

W^

AS SEEN IN NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS
VECTOR
MARKETING
CORPORATION

<^^t^^

H\ 05 ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

. NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

. INTERVIEW NOW - BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

. GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME

• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

. INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

• DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

-f^FOR
EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

MANAGER'S AD LINE NUMBERS SUMMER 1989—BOSTON SUBURBS- 1-800-966-5555 617-449-4362 • NASHUA
NH./LOWELL MA. AREAS- 603-891-1545 • WORCESTER COUNTY-1 -800-966-3692

• RHODE ISLAND AREA- 401-946-0150 • PORTSMOUTH, NH./NEWBURY PORT, MA.- 603-964-8997 • WAKEFIELD
MA./NORTH SHORE AREAS- 617-246-5308 • SOUTH EAST MASS. AREA- 508-947-1006 • SOUTH SHORE/

PLYMOUTH, MA.- 617-826-0640 • WOONSOCKET, RI./BLACKSTONE VALLEY AREA- 401-769-2429 • SOUTHERN
RHODE ISLAND/WESTERLY AREA- 401-596-6155 • PORTLAND/SOUTHERN MAINE AREA- 207-773-2233

Who says summer storage has to be
expensive?

Or inconvenient?

Not The Student Storage Company.
store one of our 4.3 cu. ft. boxes for ttie entire summer for just $1 6.00 (including

tfie box). Refrigerators, rugs, and other items stored at low prices, as well,

insurance is available.

Bring your belongings to one of our three convenient on-campus locations, May
22-25, 11am-5pm.

Central: Courtyard between Baker and Greenouch.

Southwest: Basketball courts.

Northeast: On lawn tietween Dwight and Johnson.

For more information, k)ok for our flyer in your mailbox or come to our table in The

student Center. May 15-17. Or call 800-6-STORAGE.

This service offered in conjunction with The U. Mass. Office of Housing

Services.

Memorial Hall
continued from page I

who had died in World War \. At that time. Memorial
Hall was termed "the most sacred spot upon our cam-
pus" by MAC president, Kenyon L. Butterfield.

In 1923, the college published a booklet that defined

acceptable behavior in the hall. According to these

rules, silence, "dignity and seriousness" was expected

of all those who entered the hall. More than 60 years

later, the building represents something very different

to people at the University of Massachusetts.

Joe Rubin, an activist involved in the student
takeover of Memorial Hall, said the building is, in part,

a memorial to those students who died in Vietnam
This starves as a reminder of the horror of war, he said.

"By taking over (Memorial Hall], we are making a

statement that the University should be doing things

to prevent war, not cause it." Rubin said.

Radical Student Union member Uwen broadhurst

cited practical as well as symbolic reasons for the

building takeover.

"There are practical rea.sons. such as the accessible

windows, which made Memorial Hall a good choice."

he said. "But there are symbolic reasons that are im
portant as well. This building is a memorium for

UMass amumni who have died in foreign wars. By tak

ing over this building, we are saying we don't want
to see any more UMass alumni killed in foreign wars."

At one time, the building was more than just a

memorium for students, according to William Lane,
business manager for Development and Alumni Affairs
in Memorial Hall In the 1920s and 1930s, student ac
tivi ties centered around the hall. A barber shop, ping
pong tables and even a bowling alley were on the
ground floor of the building. Many student organiza
tions. including the Collegian, had their offices there
as weU.

"There were many functions that went on there such
as dances and meetings," Lane said. "However, after

the Student Union was build in the 1950s, it wasn't
used as much."

For many. Memorial Hall represents something more
than a center of student protest. Junior communica-
tions major Andrea Salvador said, "It is one of the
places on campus where you know that there is a lot

of tradition. It is bizarre to see a war memorial every
day on a college campus. It makes you think of our
history. In times of peace, it is a building that makes
you realize the likelihood of war. Although it's a
negative feeling, [the building) is an important svm-
bol

••

Now at 2 locations:

Textbook
Annex
May 17-19:

May 20:

May 22-26:

9 am-4 pm
11 am-3 pm
9 am-5 pm

Hampden
Dining Commons

May 22-25: 1 pm-8 pm
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comics boom
continued rrom page 3

order service, buyirif,' their own printing
press, and publishing a newsletter or small
nia^jazine

A lot of thing's are fantasies, too." Brace said.

"Our main plan is to get our teet firmly planted
under us. Were far from IxMng out of the wiH)ds.'"

"My partner says we'll be a million dollars in debt

and own 50 .stores by next year," said Brace.

Brace said they are also going to travel to comu
lxx)k conventions in Stanford. Conn.. Worcester, and
Boston this summer to sell back issues

"Back issues can get into thousands of dollars

Brace said "Karly Superman and Batman comic-
trom the 19;«»s can go for $U).(>()() Teenage Mutant
Ninia Turtle no 1 is going for $160

"

"The main fun part is dealing with thin^i> that

we like," Brace said

Students to attend Central Park rally
By KATERl WALSH
Collegian Staff

The recent rape and assault of a 28 year old woman in

.New York's Central Park has prompted two University
ot Massachusetts students to organize a delegation to a
rally in the park later this month
Tracy Feldstein and Charles Bailey, of the recently form

ed Coalition Against Rape and Violence at UMass. have
arranged transportation to the May 25 evei.t, sponsored
by New York's United Against Violence, a coalition of
organizations committed to reducing violence in the city

.Atchudta Bakr, coordinator of the New York-based spon
.M>rs, said the rally will address both domestic and social

violence against women, and the alienation of the coun
try's youth.

"Kids don't have too many options in our community,"
Bakr .said, "and two of those options happen tn i.f imnc
and drugs."

Feldstein. a pai-t time student, learned of the New York
rally while planning a "Take Back the Night" protest in

response to the Central Park a.s.sault She and Bailey then
tried to generate interest in the New York rally

The rally 'is a matter of awarene.**s." said Feldstein, who

used to do independent rape counseling in Southwest
residential area "We want to let the public know that
this kind of thing has to stop," she said.

Bakr said the rally will focus on social alternatives for

children such as community centers, tutoring and ex
tracurricular activities after school, and nurturing
positive leadership and role models in children.
'As much as we point our fingers at these kids," Bakr

said, "We are doing nothing to help them."
She said the rally will also addre.ss the issue of racism

and how events such as the central park incident can
divide, as well as unite a community
Bakr said the media perpetuates racism and polariza-

tion in the city "This woman has been in the papers for

23 or 24 days," Bakr said. "But Black and Latino women
are raped daily, and nothing is reported."

The rally, .scheduled from 5:,'}0 to 8 p.m , i^ cxpocied to

draw lO.OtX) people. Bakr said there will be speakers, live

entertainment, and educational restturces available to

help fight violence in the community
Feldstein said tickets will l>e on sale tcxiay and tomor

row on the Campus Center Concourse for $17 each. Reduc
ed rates may be available for those who cannot atTord

tickets.

Southwood Apartments

will be signing leases
for

Fall Semester
starting May 16, 1989.

Sign now for lease
beginning Sept. 1, 1989

NEED A SUMMER ^OB?
UBSKAJCCM t-LA.-rRKEA.K. ON WOMBSN * S ISSUES?

can help you find what you're looking for.

We have an extensive Job Bank Book which i» continually
updated available for self-help.

The Resource/Referral Program also has available:

Internships for the '^'all

A Lending Library, Resource Books, Research Materials
Information and Referral Services
Legal and Medical Referrals
Events Calendar
Support Groups
Housing, Childcare self-help books

Call us at s<«!>-oaa3 for more information or stop by
Wilder Hall.

WOMKN HRLPIHC WOMKN

t

PART-TIME WORK • FALL SEMESTER
APPLY AT COLLEGIAN DESK TODAY!

EARN$8-4[0/HR

COLLEGIAN§=*^'
III h VMIM I.I.I "<.

Collegian Drivers
Wanted

Applicants Must Hove:
• Mornings free until 1 1 :00 a.m.

(M-F, MWF, or TuTh)
• Access to a reliable car,
• Be dependable and responsible.
• Drivers average 5-6 hours/week.

ALSO NEEDED:

CIRCULATION COORDINATOR
• Mornings free Mon.-Pri, until 1 1:00 a.m.
• Must have car for occasional delivery.
• Average 7-8 hrs./week, pay $7/hr.

COOEGIAN IS AN EOE

TWA

NORTHAMPTON CENTER FOR THE ARTS PRESENTS:m AJitoman
^ ^ HoUdau

jbr "iWo
TRIP INCLUDES: AIRFARE • ACCOMMODATIONS

AND $500 SPENDING MONEY

DEPART RETURN

JUNE 29TH/JULY 6TH

WINNERS ATTEND

Paul Simon i^
&GRACELAND

J

Concert i

TODAY'S TWA.
FIND OUTHOW GOOD
WE REALLY ARE.

Tickets
ON SALE

son ^'^ff^^ Tit^KET

^^ ^Benefits

lA^^l

CENTER FOR THE

EVERYWHERE | Northampton

DRAWING JUNE 11TH AT BONNIE RAIH CONCERT, GREENE HALL

EDITORIAL/OPINION
nuiiygmiiiiiimyiiiLiAUidMi-wiLfj rsUy unless otherwise noted

A national war for control

•WHAT THE HECK. KID. . . . IT'S CLOSE ENOUGH FOR GOVERNMENT WORK

How to win the bronze
It lb a mark of distinct lun, of social stan

ding and of pride. It one is to march about

campus carrying themselves with their

head held high, gloating, one must work
for it. If you work for it and succeed, you
can stroll around campus placing yourself

socially above the academic whiz that sus

tained a 4.0 over four years. You have more
social prestige than the guy that was in

volved in every protest, takeover, boycott,

sit in, march and sleepover that shocked
and stunned UMass this year. Yes my
friend, you know who you are. You are at

the top of the social register because you
<p<>rt th»' pt-rfect tan

Jon Z. Bowser
I am not speaking of the fair weather tan

ners that rush outside for an hour and then

get bored and go to class. Tm not .speaking

of the people who will skip a day of classes

to soak up some rays, to you guys tanning
is merely a relaxing hobby. Vm speaking

of the full time, competitive, professional

tanners. You know who you are. We don't

peel, burn, fade, singe, flake, pale or

freckle. It's not just a hobby or a diversion,

tanning is our life. We professional tanners

follow the Tanners Guidebook. Second Edi-

tion, to the T. It is our tanning bible. Pro-

fessional tanners show no tan lines in

public: "You tan should cover no less than

89.7 percent of your bixiy twelve months
out of the year. ( Tanner's Guidebook p. 23.

section .3ai.
" Tan lines are considered

declasse by tho.se in the tanning circle of

elites.

A professional tanner knows that tann-

ing is God's sport and artifical means are

not permitted. Tanning salons are to pro-

fessional tanners what steroids are to Ben
Johnson. Just to put some of you amateur
tanners on the right track, I'M give you

some tips on tanning taken from the Tan-

ner's Guidebook.

While as ghost but the sun isn't out?

That's no reason to pale and pout. The best

tune to catch a last tan is when the .sky is

overcast. The clouds filter out nasty
ultraviolet rays and you will tan quicker.

In between the toes pale as dough? The
toes are tricky; the best way to separate the

little buggers to let the sun shine in is to

break toothpicks in half and wedge the toes

apart. Notice when you blink your eyelids

are pink? Ju.st shutting your eyes would
seem the easie.st solution but even with
your lids closed the sun can't tan under the

natural wrinkles. You have to stretch the
skin taut and smooth. Cosmetic tape is best

but ordinary masking tape is cheaper.

Of course, if you're going to be dedicated

to the sport of tanning you have to make
.sacrifices. This is an all encompassing, time
consuming lifestyle, but the rewards speak
for themselves. If you are just starting out

as a tanner take it slow. A professional or

even a semi pro tan doesn't come over-

night. Go out for an hour to try it out. If

you start out doing five hours of heavy tan-

ning youre risking burns, peeling and even
welts. Avoid baby oil and large magnify-
ing glasses; shortcuts don't work in the

world of professional tanning. Over tann-

ing yourselfon your first day out may cause

you to brown unevenly. Believe me. that

is embarrassing. You have a natural

potential to tan, so don't exceed your limits.

If you're blonde or sandy blonde you're

looking for a Sonny Bono Bronze. Some
brunettes can attempt the Don Ho Special

but most should settle on the Jol.son Jasper
-2 or -3. Go out there and work your own
tan. Everyone is different, you have to

build your relationship with the sun one
on one. You risk possible sun poisoning and
skin cancer, but what a small, insignificy •

price to pay. Ifyou're a natural like me. u

might be able to compete in the National

Tan Off in We.st Palm Beach. From there,

it's the International Competition again.st

the legends of the game. Remember — a

good tanner is a patient tanner.

Jon Z. Bou'zer is a very tan Collegain
columnist

Many columns have been written about
the abortion issue this semester. Ap
propriate. considering the fact that the
Supreme Court is reviewing the landmark
case Roe v. Wade that legalized abortion.

The Supreme Court could either overturn
It. uphold it, or leave it up to the states to

decide.

When I first heard the slogan "Keep your
laws off our bodies," and discovered that

the March on Washington tin April t was
not only for abortion rights, but was a bat-

t le against female oppression, I was rather
skeptical. I viewed the right to have an
abortion as a woman's right, but I did not

think that making it illegal would be op-

pressive to women's rights as a whole.

Meredith O'Brien
I f<iund .some shtx'king statistics and cases

that changed my mind: during the 1980*8,

about 1 1 Caesarean •sections were forced on

pregnant women against their will by their

husbands; pregnant women have been ac

cused of fetal neglect and have been piac

ed into protective custtxiy, to protect the life

of the fetus; women have been forced into

pregnancy testings (and it has been sug
gested that there should be further, legal

restraints on pregnant women i; women
were legally forced into sterilization; and
before the Ri>e ruling, it was not uncommon
for a doctor to demand sex before perform

ing an illegal abortion. (Many illegal abor-

tions rendered women sterile due to the

unhealthy procedures. Everyone
remembers the image of a coat hanger us-

ed to scrape the fetus out of the wombi.

Women had no control over their bodies.

The Klein case is a scary example.

On December 13. 1988. Nancy Klein,

who was pregnant with her second child,

was in a car crash that left her in a coma.

The doctors told her husband that she

would have a better chance of survival if

her pregnancy were terminated. Two pro

lifers, who did not even know the Kleins,

sued Mr. Klein for approving an abortion

for his wife. They intruded into a family

crisis where a woman could die if her

pregnancy were continued (.some pro-life

stance!, forcing their morals on the Kleins.

These supposed pro lifers could force

their morality upon women they don't even
know, if Hoe is overturned. Husbands could

legally force their wives to have operations.

Women would be helpless while their

bodies would be legally subject to probing,

prodding and a surgical knife. Stripping

the rights of women to control their own
bodies away from them, making abortion

illegal, is definitely oppressive to women.
The ironic thing about these pro life peo-

ple is that they can not be in favor of life.

If they were, they would not force women
to give birth to unwanted babies

"Adoption" is their key word The peo-

ple who advocate adoption are living in a
dream world. Do they know how many
babies, how many children are not adopted
each year? There are plenty ot children

that no one wants to adopt. .Most people
who want to adopt are hniking for nice lit-

tle White babies with blonde hair and blue
(vo Wfli It - 'mu' to wake up Most
children who are left with those adoption
agencies are not the ones in demand.
There are millions of children who were

born unwanted and who are neglected.

These children have no direction. They
have parents who don't care They could
easily get hooked on drugs and become
criminals The number of homele.ss would
escalate, welfare demands would increase,

more citizens, le.ssjobs. unemplovment
if abortion were made illegal

And these people preach about Americas
eroding family life.

When I walked by the rally last Friday
where an Operation Rescue member was
speaking. I was disgusted. I saw a man in

a suit waving pictures of aborted fetuses •

at a group of women He was preaching to

women about how evil abortion is.

Abortion is nr)t evil, overpopulation is

evil. Poverty is evil And so are unwanted
children. Stripping women's right to con
trol their own bodies is evil, it is di.sgu.»<ting

These piou.sed people should just kit'p their

warped morals to them.selves and out of

other people's lives.

Meredith O'Rrun is u Collegian
columnist

Fighting for civility
In the last two weeks there have b«?en

several incidents of harassment. They
were directed against Jewish students

and against lesbian, gay and bisexual

students and staff and took the form of

threatening letters. One ofthe.se letters

contained a piece of a banner that had
been stolen from the LBGA. The banner

had been mutilated, and the mutilations

included what appeared to be a bullet

hole. Other letters threatened personal,

direct violence.

No community as diverse as ours can

tolerate damage engendered by ugly,

anonymous, personal attacks such as

these.

As a University community we can

show our concern for targeted people

and our dissociation from those who

commit these acts. Dependence on

anonymity must be named for the

cowardice that it is. The sickne.ss these

acts represent mu.st be deplored. The
perpetrators must be confronted. I urge

any member of the campus with infor

mation about these letters to report

their information to the Dean of

Students, or the Director of Public

Safety.

Even without the additional tensifins

we are experiencing, the end-of-the-

semester period is a stressful one. I in

vite all students, staff and faculty to

work in concert to help heal the wounds
these tensions and acts have created

Masha Rudman. Chair
Chancellor's Commis.sion on Civili-

ty in Human Relations

This is it, readers; Rusty Denton is signing off
Well, this is it. I don't know what youll read now for

grief and aggravation, or what I'll do without your outrag-

ed criticisms, but after 10 consecutive semesters and
something like 120 columns, I'm retiring from these

pages.

I didn't enter this forum intending to achieve notorie-

ty, and I've never quite figured out how to deal with it.

so until now I've routinely ignored requests from my
editors to provide you with biographical information.

However, this is a sign-off, so I suppose you have a right

to know more than just my opinions.

My full name is Frank Ru.ssell Denton III and I'll be

32 in a month. I've been married five years and I have

a 13-month-old .son (James Elias); my beautiful, gracious

and incredibly knowledgable wife is two months pregnant.

Yes, she actually agrees with my politics. No, we never

had premarital sex. Yes, our babies were planned. Yes,

we have a great relationship; since we don't believe in

divorce or apathy, we're very motivated that way.

I'm an Eagle Scout. I write music and lyrics - gospel,

of course - and play a 12-string guitar. I was an

undergrad on this campus for ten stmesters; lived in But-

terfield the whole time. In 1980 I received three

simultaneous bachelor's degrees (a first for UMa.ss) in

biochemistry, botany, and German. At present all I need

for a master's degree in organic chemistry is paperwork,

and I hope to write and defend a doctoral dissertation in

organic before another semester has passed.

I'm affiliated with the Amherst Area New Testament
Church, a pentecostal congregation. Sometime in the next
couple of years I hope to get a permanent chemical job

in We.st Africa and begin working with an African pastor

starting churches in my free time.

Rusty Denton
It's not easy to put one's life on paper, but there it is.

One of the most frequent criticisms I've heard as a col-

umnist is that I seem to think that God is on my side. We'll

ignore the fact that most Americans who believe in God
think He shares their politics. We'll forget that if .some

part of the Bible contradicts those politics, they assume
God didn't write that part.

But okay, it's true; I believe God is on my side. I don't
apologize. Unlike .some, I didn't arrive at that belief by
assuming that God must be like me. I came to it by ex-

amining what the Bible has to say about various issues,

and then adopting political positions that reflect biblical

priorities. I have tried to be on God's side, and if that were
controversial, so be it.

Many on campus don't seem to realize that in the
biblical narrative, it is the false prophets who confine

them.selves to politically acceptable rhetoric, whereas the
guy everybody hates is the one telling them what God is

really saying. I don't think my columns ought to be
canonized as holy writ, but I'm not about to be intimidated
by public opinion, either. I have a higher authority to

answer to, and so do you.

I realized quite a while ago that God had a just case
against me, and I also realized that nothing I did to try
and reform worked; that's human nature. Somebody told

me that God sent Jesus Chri.st to die to pay the price for

my sins, if only I repented and believed. Having nothing
better on the horizon, I invited Jesus into my life, and that
has made all the difference. I am bold not because of who
I think I am, but because I am not what I was. My fear,

my self-loathing, and my weakness in the face of tempta-
tion are gone. In their place I have found a way to know
a very loving but very holy God, wonderful and yet not
to be trifled with.

I hope that someday you'll share my experience; it is

the joy of my existence. But even if you don't, have a good
life. And rest assured that on the great and terrible Day
of the Lord, you'll know that I've told you the truth these
last five years.

Come on; you really didn't expect me to say anything
le.ss in my last column, did you?
Rusty Denton is a departing Collegian columnist
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I'niversity. wh»>rt> I,.- rumiiU'ted iii> ildiioi ate
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Karlier thi^ yiai . m .\i>\imber. Caide wa> av\ aided ilie

Chancellors Medal for Distin^'uished Faculty Lecturers.

English Prot"e:<»or James Tate has hein previously

recognized for his work
"it's always nice to kiios\ tlutt mht is appreciate your

work." said Tate, the recipient ot xwn National Literal v

Anthology Awards.
A graduate of Kansas State I'niversitN , wiiii a mastci >

in fine arts from Iowa State University. Tate has authored

14 l)i)<ik.~ i>l pdcus iiuliulin^ Rfik<<rtt'r ami Hitt'ii

DogfU'ru's.

Tate was still a student \vhen he received his fust avvard

for poetry, the Yale Series of Younger Poets Award, at

the age of 22.

Both professors said the state's current budget crisis is

diminishing the quality of education UMass students

receive.

i love working with my .students," Tate said. "And it

gives ine a feeling of sadness, that they (state politicians]

are backing away from their commitment to education."

"Massachusetts has always had a reputation for quali-

ty education," Carde said. "But iwtw the number of classes

is going down and da.ss sizes are increasing, and that's

bound to have an effect."

Carde .said he felt the eftects of the budget crisis first-

hand His laboratory in the basement of Hatch Laboratory

i- undergoing renovation, a mi mi money has been
allocated for the project to be completed.

"The cuts are not being evenly placed and that means
that certain departments will be more sevtrtly hit than
others," Carde said.
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AMHERST COPY
CORNER

37 East Pleasant St. • AmHerst • S40>28S4

HANDICAPPED STUDENT AFFAIRS

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

The Office of Handicapped Student Affairs

will be sponsoring Awareness Education ac-

tivities in support of National Deaf Awareness
Week and Disability Awareness Week during

the 1989/1990 academic year.

We are requesting creative proposals for

presentations which you or your group can of-

fer, recommendations about known presenters

or panels, and suggestions for specific areas

of awareness which should be considered

Please submit proposals outlines, no longer

than 250 words, by June 15. 2989. to:

Paul Appleby, Director
Office of Handicapped Student Affairs

231 Whitmore
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

For more information, call (413) 545^892 or

545-0665 (T/V)

!« » •

You can be a bartender.

N<*\v I J 1^1. II u I

^ UiirkMulcTs

call today

(617)247-1600
KM UovIsUm Slrtvt

Ikjslon, MA 02 II (>

I ic by Comnv <»f Mass. lX-i>,irtnH*nt of Fducation
Monitx'f - Mass. Ass<k. of Private Career Sch(x>ls

o
I.

a

Bubblegum Pink • Royal Blue •

FROM GRADUATION
TO SITVIMER VACATION
SAVTY HAS COLORS° /^ SAVVY J

a

5-

2>

;2;
Hampshiff Mali - Hadley, .MA 586-6775

Baby Blue •Coral •Winning MTtite^ Perfect Peach • §

2*

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, mavbe he could have mastered the solar

syste^fc^ster,..,. '

ReviW With VIVARIN:
>cdlnnr n|ur4lnri (if fwi flips nf((4fe« t Bwdiain Iim I<Mh

ARTS&LIVING
Trimming excess fat from music and the mind
By GRAEME THOMSON
Collegian Staff

It seems my D.I.Y psychoanalysis of

Drukman proved to have some foundation.

I mean when he has to resort to awkward
euphemisms like "testicular fortitude" and
"delicates" it becomes obvious, even to the
layman that he has no "balls". And this

obs.session with track length and 12" for-

mats. Hey that's just wish fuinUment.
But before I drown in a vat of "Carry on-

esque" innuendo I must get to the matter
at hand. This is, sadly, the last of the
original junkies. Thanks for all the fan
mail that's been piling up in the office late-

ly Fm deeply touched, really. Obviously,
much as I would love to, I can't reply to you
all individually, so I've decided to forsake

the usual, anal 'best of the vear-so-far"

DISC

JUNKIE
round up, and use thest- la.st few inches for

one last adieu. It's been a week of farewells,

first Talerman, now me. I'm sure most of

you lot out there won't be shedding many
tears to see either of us depart, just think:

this is probably the last time that words

you might have to look up in a dictionary

will grace the pages of the Collegian

When I started this column last semester

I was a mere sapling of a correspondent

who wanted to write about musu. Now I'm

writing about politics and I'm making more

enemies than Manuel Noriega. But there

isn't really that much difference between

the two, they're both just a means to an
end. They clarify each other When Tex
Ferkin.s of the Beasts of Bourbon giowLs
Pig'.s" immortal lines "well I've made this

bed of shit and now I'm gonna lie in it."

I think of how capitalism in general, and
America m particular has fucked up the
world and is now wallowing in smug com
placency. erasing its crimes from the
history books, shaping its dreams to the
mighty dollar, and covering over the
nightmares of its reality, the seemingly in-

finite human misery it has imposed on the
world. Always forgetting.

Complacency. The aspirations of
mainstream America have one thing in

common, the desire to be part of a fat-assed

middle class. They grow up in luxury and
demand surfeit. They surround their minds
in the fat of materialism. You can see it m
the music they listen to. It sounds so clean.
Ml comfortable, a soundtrack for an ideal

\ uppie lifestyle fat. There is no conflict

of interest. It fattens both minds of the
buyers and the pockets of record companies
who distribute it. The perfect cycle of

Kinsumerism.
Walk around this campus and you'll find

that students spend a hell of a lot of time
exercising their bodies. No-one wants to be
fat in a society which places great emphasis
on sport and physical fitness. Look at the
ads. If you're overweight, you're made to

feel very self-conscious about it. But who
cares about trimming mind fat, which
doesn't show, and nobody really notices

because in this world image is the word and
appearance is everything'.'

How do you do trim mind fat? Quite sim-
ple really. In.stead of exercising your in-

alienable right to buy. «kip the consumer
isle and for t.nce exercise your right to

think (you rtc have a right to think?*.

Thinking incidentally means thinking for

ytmrHelf'. America supposedly stands for in-

Attention
Writers!!!

COLLEGIAN

The Collegian is now hiring

ASSOCIATE
NEWS EDITORS
for fall semester.

Apply in person at

113 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for more
information.

Ask for Maria Sacchetti.

dividualism and freedom of expression, and
yet vacuous lame-brains still ask question.'*

like "why cant you be normal? " Try ques

tioning everything you have been fed so

far. Is It really good for you? Or does just

add to the mind fat.

Does, for example, the process of "trying

to learn something" at college entail pleas-

ing profs and getting good grades, making
yourself a viable and attractive commodi-
ty for industry and big business. Or
perhaps you should be doing your best to

destroy this education system which feeds

individuals into the insanely spinning

wheels of "progress" so that they come out

so much unidentifiable mush at the other

end. The same, incidentally, applies to

music.

Or how about the fact that education in

any case in the US is a priviledge. not a

right. I go to college for free. So do kids in

Canada. You could too if your stupid

government didn't wa.ste so many trillions

of dollars trying to find more efficient ways
to kill ptH>pte

Understand that the decisions you make
may affect the ''ves ol other people in coun

tries you may never have heard of. Yes. you

might as well wake up to the fact that there

IS a world outside the US of A. before it

comes down on YOU America's gross con

sumer capitalism is indirectly responsible

for famine in Africa and other parts of the

developing world (Destruction of rain-

forests causes global warming causes

drought), which, in any case, is never allow-

ed to develop because of the vast "debts"

it owes to the West, which was responsible

for fucking it up in the first place.

I'm not saying America is all bad. For ex-

ample, it has a rich musical heritage whose

ethnic diversity is unequalled. But how-

much do you know about jazz, or

rock'n'roll, or country, or ragtime, or blues,

or zydeco. or funk, or rap? What chance do

you have to learn about these and the way

their deveUipment reflects social and

political change and upheaval in America,

when the radio is programmed with so

much pap, and MTV is the babysitter of the

brain. It's sad to think that more people on

this campus have heard of The Hooters

than John Coltrane. The culture of

mainstream America, the culture we are

fed. is an anti-culture, a sedative which em-

braces Ignorance and celebrates

conformity.

So there you go. A few pointers about fir-

ming up your mind. It's not enough to wear

a gabardine mac and have an unusual hair-

cut. Turn off the TV Read. Question

Educate And above all, seek things out for

yourself Don't blindly follow anyone for

the sake of acceptance, whether it be your

friends or your parents.

Despite what you may think, you cannot

buy a life, you can only live one And if liv-

ing in ignorance, swapping the potential-

ly vast range of experieiure life has to offer

for a big house, nice car and ctMil stereo is

your idea of bliss, then so be it But III tell

you something. When I saw a couple of the

UMass hunger strikers after they had come

off the strike, believing they had won a

significant victory over the administration

by getting suspended students reinstated,

I was overwhelmed by iheir vitality and ex-

citement at the fact they had achieved

something of worth.

Well things may have changed since

those heady, euphoric moments of triumph,

but these courageous individuals have at

least proven that student protest ran effect

change and they have made a mockery of

Duffey's heavy-handed authoritarian tac-

tics "They should be an example to us all.

And what's more, their action had the

dual effect of trimming fat from bitlh mind
and body Now who could ask for more than

that.

To All the Participants
in the Teach-out:

The Graduate Employee Organization
Coordinating Committee thanks you for your
participation in the Teach-out. By coming to

Whitmore on May 1 or May 2, you
demonstrated that what we do, whether we
are TA's or students, is important. You show-
ed that teaching and learning are our jobs at

the University and that our jobs have a digni-

ty not recognized by budget slashers in

Boston and not sufHciently addressed by
those in Whitmore.

So accustomed are we to being on the bot-

tom of the pile at UMass, we often forget that
we are its foundation-reason it exists. Yet
when money is tight or non-existent we are
the ones compelled to dig deeply into almost
empty pockets to make up the deficit. Critics
will ask us if our demonstration resulted in
an improved University budget for fiscal year
1990. The answer to that is clearly, "No."
But, if the Teach-out, by bringing us together
in such large numbers, reminded us of the
disparity between how we are treated and
what we do, then it was a success.

The GEO Coordinating Committee,
with the help of English 112, section 01

I
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German thrash metallions
invade states via MTV Tour
'^v DANIKLLK DOVVLING
ioUt'^jian Staff

in Kuiopi-. almost «\fi\otu' .^ familiar

with tht' incredible West German metal

kHtHip, Helloween. Unfortunately, the same
cannot be said in America. This pro^jressive

metal ^oup remains a mystery to most
American fans. So perhaps with the sucxess

of their recent tour with Anthrax and Ex-

odus the departure of one of their founding

members, and the current release of their

EP. / Want Out. maybe it is time to uncover

the mystery of Helloween.

Helloween was formed in 1978. when
guitarist Kai Hansen made the decision to

become a serious musician and jumped in

to the Hamburg club scene. After many dif-

ferent names and musicians, the name
Helloween was chosen, and Hansen found

guitari.st Michael Weikath, bassist Marcus
Grosskopf. and drummer Ingo
Schwichtenberg. Soon after, they were

signed onto their present record company.
Noise International. In 1984 they releas-

ed their first EPJudaa, and a year later

released their first LP, Watts of Jerichn.

Deciding to take a new direction with

their music, the group wanted to find a pro-

per lead singer for their future projects.

They were soon to find Michael Kiske and
released the concept album.A'eept'r t»/' thf

Seven Keys, Part One.in 1987. They follow-

ed this up in 1988 uith Keeper ttf'the Set en

Keys. Part Two.
Perhaps the most shocking news in metal

this year was the departure of Kai Hansen
from Helloween. But this has not set back

the group one bit They found Roland
Grapow to replace Hansen. Asked if

Hansen's departure was bitter, guitarist

Michael Weikath responded, "No. it was a

good break. He really cant stand the belter

skelter going on with all this business. He's

more of a private guy. There may have
t)een musical diflerences, but they really

didn't matter that much I think the main
reason that he left was the stress from tour

ng. even though we don I tour that much."

Progression means change and it can

definitely be .said that Helloween is a pro

gressive band. It's gieat to see that there

are still groups like this one who are con

stantly changing their style. They have
moved from the thrashiness of Juila.s and
Walls of.Ieri, hi>. to the arti.stic complexity

of Keeper ./ fh,' Seven Keys. Weikath ex

plained, 'On the first two releases we did

exaggerated things to prove we are good on

our instruments, but we didn't prove that

we've also got a lot of feeling. There has

always got to be progress and development

and I feel that is what's going on now with

us."

There is an obvious difierence between

American and European audiences. Giving

his insight on this difference, Weikath com-

mented, "In Europe, if people like heavy

metal, then they only go to metal shows

If they like pop, then they only go to pop

shows. In the states, people, except maybe
some of the people who listen to thrash, are

more open. With most thrashers, if you

don't play what they want to hear, they get

all pissed off. I don't understand that. But

the only thing I find wrong with Americans

IS that they don't inform themselves. They
would rather have the T\' tell them what
to buy than making informed decisions by

themselves
'

According to Weikath. Helloween hopes

to "conquer America like we have con

quered Europe." Being a part of the MTV
Headbanger's Ball Tour with Anthrax and

Exodus may accomplish this aspiration

Asked about why MTV decided to include

them in this tour. Weikath replied. "MTV
had heard of us and they liked us. They're

pretty informed about what's happening on

the international music scene. We are hap-

py about this tour. Now people here will

know what we are doing. I always hear peo-

ple say that MTV will do a lot of promo-

tion for this tour and that's exactly what
we need."

Judging from the barrage of commercials

on MTV. Helloween is receiving a lot of

publicity Hopefully this visiblity will work
out well for the gioup and there will no

longer he a mystery about Helloween.

UMASS FOOD SERVICES
ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS

BARBECUE
WEDNESDAY

MAY
17

RAINDATE

THURS.
MAY 18

4:00-7:00 P.M.
SOUTHWEST FIELD

LD. CARD REQUIRED
CASH PRICE: $5.50

BUS SERVICE OFFERED FROM WORCESTER &
FRANKLIN • • MUSIC (D.J.)

MENU
Vz CHICKEN • SPARERIBS • BAKED BEANS

ICE CREAM • CHIPS • COLD DRINKS

Court rejects newspaper bid to see document

Pho«o i'ourtr*y of Kl'A Rvrorda

Helloween

^'
i?ENTA>NRECK

N«w 4 Us«d Cars
Tn<cJ>« A Vm AI«o A »•«*(»•

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Amherst

549-RENr

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court ha.^ i tjtx^^ttd

an appeal by a Massachusetts newspaper barred from see

ing a court document during a much-publicized murder
prosecution.

The justices, without comment yesterday, let stand a

state curt decision that keeping the document secret did

not violate the public's constitutional right of access in

criminal trials. There was no recorded dissent.

Raymond Green, a supervisor at the Belchertown State

School in rural western Massachusetts, was murdered on
the school campus Aug. 4, 1986. There was no arrest in

the case for 1 1 months.

Kenneth Phoenix, a school employee, was arrested Ju-

ly 3, 1987, on murder charges. State police searched

Phoenix's Belchertown home that same day.

After Phoenix was arraigned in court, but before he was

torinaliy indicted, a reporter for the Transcript Telegram,
a newspaper published by Newspapers of New England
Inc. in Holyoke, Mass., asked to see the search warrant
and supporting police affidavit.

A state judge agreed to release the warrant that was
issued allowing police to search Phoenix's home. But she
impounded the 16-page affidavit, in which police offered

justification for the search.

A state appeals court upheld that order after the

Transcript-Telegram appealed, and the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court ruled last Dec. 22 that the judge
had acted properly.

Although acknowledging the affidavit is a public docu-

ment and the public has a right to attend criminal trials,

the state court said: "The affidavit in question has no in

tegral relationship with any particular pretrial proceeding

to which the public enjoys a Fir.st Amendment right to

access."

The state court also said releasing the affidavit at the

time the newspaper sought it could have jeopardized

Phoenix's right to a fair trial.

"No constitutionally guaranteed right to access to the

affidavit existed at the time the plaintiff requested it, and
the district court judge did not abuse her discretion in im-

pounding the affidavit." the state court ruled.

Noting that Phoenix already had been convicted by the

time of its ruling, the state Supreme Judicial Court
ordered that the affidavit be make public. It subsequent-

ly was released.

In the appeal acted on today, lawyers for the newspaper
said release of the document did not make its constitu-

tional challenge moot.

m
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RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For The Summer

inMfMting, pan-om* wtapnon* au<gnm*nit » coii«c«

daMonavanMyafrwwarcrtiopK* AtmakMtv r<o »m-
ing««votv«(l Hour*m tram 9 a.m toSpm ifendty
Ihrbugn FrMUy ShMt up lo *0 nours «••« availtf>t« or

Sunoay itvough Ftrday 5- 1 p m . SMurday 1 1 -3 pm
CnooM your own scfisdui* M WngM you MOr«i 4 sMb
a •«•« (20 hoursi Start «SS 00 par xour«M»i paid Iran-
ir>g Mova up 10 S52S adar 200 fvuix arx> SS SO atlar
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W« ra <n ina Mountain Farma Man when >$ a snc on tnt
•raa ixiS una C«<l Banman 9 am and 6pm Monday to

Fr.day 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

T«i«pnor« Rasaarcri C«>iar

%/Nx^tiainFwfnaMaa. nt 9 HatMy MA0103S

tS

CHBAICAL
ENGlNEroiNG

University Health Services*

Summer Health Coverage
1969

Basic Health Fee

KSS&IS^'
Torch Song

Trilogy

Eligibility: Amherst. Hampshire

Mount Holyoke. Smith ond UMoss Studer^ts

Coverage Period: June 1 -August 31

Fees: $91 payment due by June 1

— Student Family Plan

Enrollment begins Mcy 10, 1969
Coverage Period: June 1 -August 31

Feesi SI 96 payment due by June 1

Coll the UHS cashier

today at 549-2671

UH»UMM«*fMt«rw1M)

^k_^

Fri-Sat 7 & 9:15

ONLY $2.50 w/Student ID

A^MTY ST. ';53-5426

RESUMES
SutXT Rush Available

549-^3840

COPYCAT
Print Shop

228 Triangle St., Amherst

Earn $10/hr This Summer
Doing research interviewing for the

US Environmental Protection

Agency on community right-to-Know

database Hours are Monday - Fn-

day. 9 - 5pm Positions available

starting June 1 2 Call today for an

interview We re m the Mountain

Farms Mall which is a stop on tne

Free Bus Line Call 9 00am - 5 00pm.

Monday - Friday. 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center

Mour>tam Farms Mall. Rt 9 Had<ey WA 01035

An too* Oooiyiuniiv E-nowye"

ahe vou

PREGNANT
•M NEED OF HELM
BMMgMCanHttp

To assure our

consistent high

level of quality

in processing your

photos, we are the

only on-premises lab

in the area using

KODAK PAPER
1 Hr. Color Service Available

Same Day S&rvlce

FILM IN BY 10:00 A.M. / PRINTS OUT BY 4.00 P M.

1-HOUR SERVICE .ALSO AVAILABLE

BVrrrifi

Factory
257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

549-6490
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Student affairs information Services

IDB/TIPS brings you a few details

about the end of the semester:

WEDNESDAY, MAY 17: Classes End
THURSDAY, MAY 18: Reading Dav
FRIDAY, MAY 19: Finals Begin

THURSDAY, \\A\ 23: Semester Ends
SUNDAY, MAY 28: Undergraduate Commencement

Residence halls close at 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, May 25.

r\'TA buses v^nll run on a reducca M.hedulc Mav 15 to

May 20. Call P\TA 586-580b for jniormalion. P\TA summer
schedule begins on .May 26 through September 2.

Summer sessions are June 5 July 14, and ,'ulv
'.

" \ .:ust 24.

IDB/TirS received more than 7,000 inquiries this year.

Good luck with finals! Thanks for your support.

Happy summer.

Call :he Information Data Bank (IDE)

for further information

545-1555

Thesis project combines
fine art and technology

In her MFA tlu-.i- -Ikas at Hfitfr
Galler>', Lynn Pwock-William.** unitt'N

what ha.s often Ix'en the two separate
camps of fine art.s and computer ^naphK>.
She successfully evokes an emotional
respon.se from her viewers through her
analysis of music and image matchmjj
Some of the videos employ a more "tradi

tional" approach to animation, where
Pocock Williams listens to the music i writ

ten and performed hy R. .Stuart Williamsi
and creates an animation using the c«im

puter to assist only in the proce.ss of move-
ment of forms, while reserving for herself

all the decisions about which forms will be

used and how. But for the two generated
videos. First Gcm-ratinn and Next Generu-
tutn. "the computer graphics imagery was
automatically generated by the computer
through the use of rule system technology.

This generation prmess allowed the music

information to be read into the computer

and then analyzed .Mext, decisions were

made to determine which visuals best ex-

pressed the emotional content of the music.

Finally, visuals were generated iby the

computer' and recorded onto video tape

along with the corresponding music."

The .•^erles opens with Virtual Rfulity, a

loinpelling. ccmiplex piece both visually

and musically. There is an unsettling

urgency in this piece achieved thcugh the

insistent nature of the music and heighten-

ed by the tension lietween the music and
the slow, gliding forms; This tension is

paralleled in the presence of guitar strings

in the video image that is alternately

revealed and concealed by the geometric

forms. PiK'ock Williams captivates her au-

continued m poit 15

Still Looking for a
Summer Job?

Many well paid pre-professional positions open

for summer and fall.

Come see us at Office of Cooperative Education,

Room 126, University Career Center
545-2224

Open Monday through Friday 8:30 - 5 all year round

THINGS TO DO
BEFORE YOU LEAVE:

o
^ c^^

^ItVfiA,'

^
' Glass of 1989 ^

Congratulations

dk Call 545-251 1 for your new FAG brochure

^ Read about the exciting line-up of

™ internationally acclaimed artists

^ Choose your favorites from among the

™ 37 events

^ SUBSCRIBE NOW to the 1989-90 World
*" Class Season

and then...

RELAX and HAVE A WONDERFUL SUMMER
We'll see you in the fall.

from

ii] ^^j.^M.w;w=wt-i>7.vv^

COLLEGIAN

THE FINE ARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

OmO

Now that you have graduated don't lose touch

with UMass. There's no other place liKe it!

Subscribe to the Collegian and stay In touch. For

more information write

—

Subcriptions Department 9 »

Massachusetts Daily Collegian
^

University of Massachusetts ^^
113 Campus Center ^

Amherst, MA 01003 ^
QT call... (413) 545-3500 ^
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computer graphics
conr.nuez "~tti pag^ 14

dience throughout this sequence of

works with a technique she developed

in her 1987 video. Stairs. In this techni

que, she u.ses a very mysterious video

image as a central figure. In Virtual

Reality, it is an image of a guitarist's

torso and hand, and the guitar's neck,

which are visible only because they are

illuminated by a second video image
projected in a circular format onto the

player's torso. The projection at first ap-

pears to be some sort of moving clouds,

until a human figure is seen surfing

across the guitarist's chest The other

pictorial elements bring this strange

video image into focus through their

movement around, over, and through it

In Thi' Next Generation, the central

video figure is a banner-like misty pink

and blue rectangle that is actually a

stain painting

This IS not the only reference Pocock

Williams makes to tradition fine arts

media. In Homage to Kandinsky she

pays tribute to the .structure and con

struction of a Kandinsky painting.

Rather than uj^ing the entire screen, she

limits the piece to a smaller rectangular

area, referring to the familiar format of

a painting on a wall. The black and

white picture begins building iLself with

the various geometric forms that can be

found in Kandinsky's paintings. This

process continues, as new forms com
pletely obliterate the old. revising the

piece in an obvious analogy to the revi

sions a painting goes through The in

troduction of a shape with pulsing col

ors speaks of the living quality of a Kan
dinsky painting: the heartbeat, the

breath.

Unlike any of the other videos, the

music for this piece was written

specifically for it.

The First Generation and The Next

Generation both contain imagery that

was actually generated by the computer.

There is a somewhat subversive quali

ty running underneath the music which

is, at times, reminiscent of spy-film

music. The First Generation is about the

interplay of diagonal forms, whereas
The Next Generation uses horizontal and

vertical bands and bars, forming grid>

and playing with after-images Both of

these have a strong formal appeal along

the lines of Norm McLaren and Sol

LeWitt; They entice you to stay and tr>'

to "solve them as the music provides a

soul-feeding emotional base

Pocock-Williams leaves interpretation

entirely up to the viewer. Unlike some
work that is more narrative in content,

she gives you the freedom to bring

whatever you want to her pieces, and to

take with you your own personal

associates While some issues are clear,

others are complex and allow for

multiplicity of readings. But above all.

she provides a profoundly innovative

aesthetic experience what is whoiistic.

addressing the logical, intellectual side

of her viewers as well as the emotional

and spiritual sides

Earth Girls mindless fun

I

I

1 Pray St Amhfnst- 549 5403 • Open Mam
7 Days A Week • Cal. for Take Out

Kitchen Open ttl! midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 100 Buffalo Wings
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

gHmmmmmiiiuMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiMiiimiiiiiiiiimti

I Drink of the Week Beer of the Month |

I Tanqucray & Tonic $1.75 Amstel Light $ 1 . 7 5 |
nilllll.illlitllUllllllllllllilllllllllllllilllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllliliiililllS

FOOD GIVE A-WAYS
Mon Night IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Wed 99C Nacho & Cheese Platters 912
Sunday Night IOC Potato Skins 912

By AL KAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

Earth Girla Are Easy
Mt. Farms Four Theaters

There's like, this totally rad movie out.

It's full of totally cool, colorful, overblown

sets, and takes place in the San Fernando
Valley The Movie is Earth Girls Are Easy,

and it's lots of fun. This is one of those rare

jjems that not only knows it's stupid, it

thrives on it.

Directed by the slick Julien [Absolute

Beginners) Temple, the flick stars Geena
(Accidental Tourist) Davis, a manicurist at

the Curl Up and Dye beauty salon, and
eater of all-natural, low-cal Pop Tarts, who
just broke up with her fiance (and bowled

over his Commodore computer) after she

cau((ht him playing "Dr. Love" with a

nurse.

When a spaceship, which Davis first

mistakes for a giant blow dryer. lands in

her swimming pool, the rowdiness begins

Three fuzzy aliens come out. and Davis

brings them to her hair salon where co

worker Julie Brown (singer of 'Homecom

ing Queen's Got a Gun", not the MTV vj)

shaves off their bright fur and turns them

into the three hunks Jim Carrey, Damon
Wayans. and Jeff (The Fly) Goldblum

Davis and Golblum (real life husband and

wife) immediately fall for each other, as

Brown takes the other two sex-starved

aliens clubbing. The aliens do not speak

English, but have a great knack for copy

ing speech and mannerisms. They learn

from TV and nightclute Yes, it's been done

a million times before, but this time the

results are actually funny. "Are we limp

and hard to manage?" Goldblum asks

Davis.

ItLil©
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

THE GREAT FINALS
GETAWAY

Sponsored by Delano's & Hotel Sales and
Marketing Association

Win a weekend at one of these world
renowned hotels:

Copley Plaza, Boston
Sheraton, Boston

Charles Hotel. Boston
Vista International, NYC

Omni Slwreham. Washington, DC

5 (irand Prize Winners! $1.00 a chance

GRAND DRAWING TONIGHT
Tues., May 16, 11:00 p.m.

J Drink of the Week Beer of the Month J

Maui Cooler $1.25 Heineken $1.50

Temple, who has a tendency to go way
over budget on his films, pulls out all the

stops for this one. He seems to have a cer-

tain fondness for the tackiness of the

Hollywood area. Each scene is filled with

hot pinks, glitzy neons, and every flores

cent color in the spectrum

The musical numbers are wonderfully

overdone, campy productions in the same
vein as John Water's Hairspray. "Because

I'm a Blonde" ("I want to become a

veterinarian because I like to work with

children") may be the all out funniest song

ever acted out.

The acting is also superb, or as superb as

acting can be in a movie such as this.

Although Davis and Goldblum occasional-

ly slip out of their respective valley girl and

alien accents, they pull off their roles con-

vincingly. Julie Brown (who co-wrote the

script) IS a natural in her big screen debut.

And Michael McKean Lenny from

Laverne and Shirley is riotous as the

surfer boy pool cleaner who brings aliens

Carrey and Wayans to a beach for blondes

only.

Before you go thinking that this film is

another Valley Girl or Bill and Ted's Ex-

cellent Aditenture, think again. Unlike
those films. Temple is out to show you just

how shallow and downright stupid Valley

people are. His message is that as long as

you look good, know a couple of dance
moves, a few good (or bad) pick-up lines, or

have a really long tongue, you'll fit right

in. even if you're from another planet

So if you're feeling overwhelmed by

finals, give your tired brain a couple of

hours off, and just sit back and enjoy the

brilliantly mindless humor of this bitchin'

flick

586-6344
45 STATE STREET
NORTHAMPTON. MA.

LUNCH: TUES SAT II 3&2:30
SUN 120^300

DINNER TUES THURS & SUN.
50(V930

FRI SAT 5 0010 30

CLOSED MONDAY

i I

The INDIA HOUSE RESTAURANT

Where Indian Food Is Not Just Curry

• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN COOKING • EXTENSIVE WINE LIST

• BEWITCHING BIRYANIS

COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU • ENTICING CURRIES

"^ I --INOIAN RESTAVIAIIT KflTN EXCdUNT FOOD i SERVICE. THE NEW ENCIAND MONIHIT

1^ SEALS IN FRESH FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS

For students planning to take English 112
during Summer Session 1989

Test will be administered

THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1989
7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (1st session)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28
7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (2nd session)

No one will be admitted into English 112

without this test Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This test is administered free of charge.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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; AI SMtRAlON UTTlt iHINob MtAN A IQI-Al bHlKAIQN UTIlt THINGS

F\si Track To The Flture ForA Few
Oi TSTASDisG MHM, MPS OR MBA Graduates

The Masters/Hotel
Management Program

c

z
o

<

Ir, the Loniing decade. hospitalit\ will

be one of the fastest growing segments

of the seiMce industry Here is an op^xDr-

lunit>— unparalleled in the hotel busi

ness— to |oin the leadership team ot an
international hotel company that rates

highest in major mdustry polls

The Sheraton Corporation, based in

Boston, offers fast-track management
training to a fev\ outstanding candidates

through Its Masters/Hotel Management
Program This unique. nevN program
combines hands-on experience in every

area of hotel operations with practical

management training

Candidates must hold a Master s

Degree in Hospitality or Business Admin-
istration: possess positive service atti-

Ar Equal Opoo'iunity Employer fn1v h

'989 The Sheraton Corooratton

ludes and strong communications skills,

and be free to relocate to selected hotels

in the continental I nited States Hotel

operations experience and or other pro-

gressi\e management background is a

prerequisite for consideration.

Please submit resumes.

by May 2^. 1^89. in confidence to

Brett Hutchens
Manager College Relations

The Sheraton Corporation

Sixt> State Street I'MA.SW)

Boston. MA 02 109

Sheraton
The hospitality people of

ITT

X

o
z

'<A
AT SHERATON UTTlE THINGS MEAN A lOT^AT SHERATON IITTIE THINGS;

INTRODUCINGirit^

MICHELOB DRY
ON TAP
$1.10

** Now Open ifiir

Twister *8 Terrace

Amherst's only outdoor
dining and full bar

30 BOLTWOOO WALK, DOWNSTAIRS, AMNSRST
2S3-2SS3 ^

iil

FALL 1989

Are you UP for a
challenging job
experience?!

Earn $$$ for this

opportunity!

Us

I

I The Financial Aid Service,

I 243 Whitmore Administration Building,

is now accepting applications for

I Fall, 1989. APPLY IN PERSON"
IIni

Albion will buy your

schoolbooks backany

day ofthe week.

ALBION

ALBION BOOKSHOP A L B I ON
BOOKSHOP C • A -i • E USJD BOOKS
AH H E RST NOKTHAHPtON AH H E TS !

ALIilOM llOOKSIIOr, AMIIEKSI (MrW ftOOKS): 25G 122 I

Al.mon USED BOOKS. AMIIEKST: 253 5813
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 17

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED ETC

"That's the news, and
outta here."

- Nancy Klingener

am

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

'Something's wrong here. Harriet. ... This is

starting to look less and less like

Interstate 95."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
c*:. rvn First T\tm6 wt
NttO >S ^ MAMt roR OUR

SECRET QJoB.

"V

FAN av)8-' SIVt ME A

ms\S k TOP SECRET
SCKO'^.' TV€ NMAt SVKXJLD

Bt S0WeTUlH& MYSTSJilOVS'

OMINOOS *kNO CU\LUHG .'

SDWtTW(M<i LIKE

TWE S(K\STER

OF DEMU CLUeV

T I ST^Ll

L\\(L Ml

\DCA

BETTER

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
OKAY' it>Jf (jOT A
/tIAJOR. MAYBe

.'-
,71 j

TWtRaOC^HA
I L.'-3r'^'«N, rf^ /MTV

; miNki/UHAiujeeompoNOA/l
15 SmBTBN THF. POT BRJN6
iN/WniFR. BANKABie Bii -

(i/ONT TDPiAi OPPO^TF you'

YEAH. I 607 50Me(»B /N MINP.
v»?y aA9^Y 0i/TA£t^5eipce
KINPOFA PRJNNN6 MAN'S
SlReeP. BUT III M\/F TOCHF^K
ON HFJi. AVAILMIUTY SHE'S OOl

,.AU)TOF

M

6RBAT
5{/?jPT'

MHAT
HAPPF-N5
TO YOUP

1 DUNNO.
I 6UFS5IT
De:coMPoses

\^ I \ r- w

V'-^ /,-./^».i.

CHANCELLORMAN By AL ARPAD

The chancellor
s\rs 3y Tn'

THOVCrHTfUUJi

PRIORITIES...

Vefisr //^/^jE^cr/OA^ By PHIL Coffey

p;p-o^^ mii^\h\i^^

T) / . . .

ACROSS
MylXicai

Spartan quM)'^

S PosMtttor
Jazi r>oo8«n»e

1 « 0« me ear

15 Mezzo
Frederica

Von —
16 LacQuerea

mataiwa'f
1 ' Moras Horri

PresKJen!

Busri s

IS Moslem rule'

20 Openng music
•or snort

:• Sooaiiypr
23 Foe sw pace'

25 Air Come !0"T

26 WSC $ ie«

29 Raaat )o-

maikng
32 FDR pfopec

35 Verve

3^ Cause
Como loff^

38 More
covi'ageous

40 Feature o< a

capitals'

societt

43 Base lor Boggi
44 ves —

'

45 inyotvee *I^^

46 MafKH lonoioe'

47 No No -
50 Cure as i#ame'

5' Words o' cfiee'

53 Snip OimensKjr
6'. Kmo or crao

59 Fictional

Tnompson
63 Triete ougnt to

De -
64 Wmat unions

wan! IP ac

66 Corienc» units

on Capr
67 Fi.

66 Norse goe
69 Scnotar &

product
70 .Squeaws » a

Bnt
71 Carolines

daughter

DOWN
1 Actress

Anderson
2 Kind ot lacKet

3 Force

4 Harsn

5 Nome tirne

Z0r>a AMr
6 Siuggtsnness

7 Geri«viy s

—COtKI'S

8 Earl ol Aoon
9 Seed coverings

10 Direct

1

1

Wnat makes tO'

Success
12 inw —
13 Sea s«aiiO*

18 Courts

22 l**ndo« lea;.. •

24 Copyreaoe-
word

26Straigni

Come lorw

27 isMnd «ieicome

28 Corn Be"
institution

Canieroury s

neadoress

31 Blunts

33 Goddess or ir\e

naartn

34 Fierv laion>

36 Conwn natwor*

39 CuCkOO
41 Miiiay et a>

4? Make a citDice

48 Art genre o'

20tn cen
49 Altiuence

52 Small case var

54 Title lo' Sna» .

Barbara

55 Preserve

56 Meoiev
57 CoiumniS'

Bomoecii

58 Malicious took

60 Fuddv-duddv
61 WaOin^ D'ro

62 Anglo ba.OP

tone'

65 NF. scores

ANSWER TO, PREVIOUS PUZZti:

VOL opt WM«

U *JL I

-y—
1 i^il T' TT- H 1

^ -t-T P
pppj^lm\ ip^P"

Hn W"'
nj„

IT" 1

w iti
l^JfL-L,^4iJt¥¥^^ PI afs—jPPP
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TODAY S HOROSCOPE

By JEANE DIXON
TAUtUS I Arirrt ? ) ^/^y ^O) Be

Vlr>trjlng on th« hnr<\t* hoof Ptjrl

rier has a br*rxit idea A creative

enterprise offers a chance (or yvi

lo make ferrifk- profits Keep n
der^foi or niedtcrU oppomfTTierii

Iimetv r>terveot(ori is osseoiKji

MlfMMI . Mu ? .iijrw 20; voij

CfJOkJ tie ofi 'ri«? ver^ ol maklro

o lo* o» I'Kjney jv'wjeos event',

»M hnve ij b^mftcoi offer:! or

vou bar* 'jccour>f trip romonii'

oufloc* IS rrvTSt f)iorT«sing K«>ep

'I'v c*e1 lesoiutKK,'

CANCit Juiie ?! July ^?)
T ;. ,ni«, r.»<;en' expencHtures

b»!or© giDMig ori o jivxxwo
«3ree Slijp •awjisrvliriQ so heovBy

on otivsrs for eniolionat support

Work on deveKxx'nj soW copng
skMs A beller exercise pirjri w«
»yHpvr)iitii*dyO!j<»ii«rcjyi»>snrve

UO (Hiy ?3 Aua ??) A fiery op
proocfi wi rxjf bung resulfs you
ao$»e Get you* emotions i^xJer

contiol before rrioldng o money
or business decisiori A bUriO dote
i< more appealing than you
onlK-ipole<1

VIRGO •
. ;

' «-[ • ??) A

:1ire -' apfj'ixjcii brirx;js 'he b«*s'

lesUts ricjw Renew youf passport

in anticipatton ol t'Ovel Promote

ombitious goals Otners kx* to

you for solutiorK vou seem to

fiove all ffie onswers'

LIMA fSepf 23 Oct ?2) A
surge of creotive eriergy sefs off

o serips of fovoroble events Social

activities give you o wonclerful

feeling follow youi hurvrties and
you wNI win big In a lomantic

SHualiori

SCORPIO (Oct ?3 Nov 21) A
subtle approach brings sixpralng

results Ignore gossip ond mohe up
your own mrxj Oicxjo activities

fr*3spec<* appeal todoy Reveal
.ir true feekros fo your famHy
vni| noo'1 irier sniporf

SAOITTAMUS 'r^nv 2? Dec 2<,

' you leet cornpeiea to try lor T
-oieer ri the oils or entertas'

'.ent mdusl', 90 for iti Grve you'

!»-ltlvllv !'*•<• niri ' OTTiOuftrjgr'

your te«»iir. : jjtatmg o
firorv-trj '!»

CAMIICORN
inr* ability t'-. 5fva'ji. ) sr?':orKi

ongijage is a big fwlp m business

I ii»>rK3s co'jld be meddl^'O m you
offoirs befima »ol» bock Avotd m
luiging someone s looi'S'

demoncR Draw trie iirw>

AfllUAKIUS ^lan 20 Feb «.

Otfiers rr, ly fry to mampulofe v >.

today Stov on your loesi t-to one
can take odvaniage of vou
without your peimissjon Avokd im

puWve crecJif cord purchases

Begin o fiealfh improvement plon

PISCiS ffeo 19 March 20)
T<?rirr)wfirk speeds you towarn

your fiixjrvriai goals A family

memper nvilces demands on you
ond your savings Use your Intuiliori

la Slav rjfieod of compefltor

Keep up with developments i'

your fiek)

AtWI (Morch ?1 April 19) Give

children trioie of your lime '

casual remark could hmdor "

business deal A cosuai remark

coufcJ hirxJer a busirtess deal Be
careful Curb on urge to gamble
ex take too many risks Eri|oy a
relationship without making
ri«rnoivi'.

ETC.

Collegian staff photo
today in tine newsroom

at 4:30 p.m.
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men's lax
continued from page 20

TUESDAY, MAY 16, 1989

However. Cornell isn't going to just blow away in the
wind. The Big Red is a traditionally tough team in the
playotTs, so tomorrow's game could be as niuth of a grap
pie as the last three.

Here is a look back at I'Mas.^ Cornell in the last two
years:

March 29 - Cornell 12. tMass II:

The Gorillas returned from their California trip

unbeaten and unchallenged, but the Big Red gave them
a rude welcome back East I'Mass came from behind on
five (K'casions, but could never pull into the lead. Tim
Soudan tied the game at 1111 w ith 7:42 left before .John
Snow's goal with 5:27 left put Cornell up for g(H»d

Soudan had four goals to lead CMass. while Codigimt
to added three.

May 18. 1988 - Cornell 13. UMass 1 1 (NCAA First
Kound):
UMass came in as the tourney's sixth seed, facing a Cor-

nell team that, at 65 had just barely made the field.

I'Mass pulled into a 6 5 halftime lead before a 4 1 Cor
nell third-period surge put the visitors up. 9-7. UMass
couldn't close the gap and was eliminated by the even
tual tournament runner-up.

March 30. 1988 - I'Mass 8. Cornell 7 (five
overtitnes):

In one of the greatest games in UMa.ss history. Suudan
ended nearly 20 minute of extra play by picking up a
loose hall and rifling it home with 2:41 left in the fifth

extra session.

Jamie Bergan had tied the game with 1:20 left in regula
tion Goalie Sal LoCasc-io played tough in OT. finishmg
with 28 saves.

baseball
connnued -rom pa^t 20

percentage above .900 and Kevin Correa flirted with
a sub-.800 percentage all season.

"We knew we had some holes," said Stone, "and they
were exploited."

Another trouble spot was hitting, not in t^i'tui .il, hut

clutch hitting.

"I was disappointed with it." Stone admitted. "We
had lots of chances, especially with people on base and
we just didn't produce." This lack of timely hitting
spoiled some impressive pitching performances by
Minutemen throwers.

Paul Ciaglo lost a no hitter. 1-0 to the University of

Rhode Island, and teammate Brian Conroy suffered the

same fate after pitching a masterful one-hitter against

Temple University.

"Our pitching was good," Stone said. "We got some
great performances during the season out of our staff.

It was very solid."

Stone's general feelings were ones of relief that the

.season had come to an end and optimism about .star-

ting another season next spring.

"I'm really excited about next year. " said Stone. "We
have nine excellent players coming in, along with some
walk ons and some transfers. I feel good about the

players we have returning. I'm looking forward to star

ting again."

women 's
:cir.nuiKl "rnrn page 20

track men's track
a winning throw of 46.66 meters, or 153 feet. 1 inch.
"I knew she had it in her all the time, but she finally

did It,
"
said head coach Julie LaFreniere "She had a great

series (of throws] and she dominated the field. She had
several throws in the ISO's and she really stepped up to
the competition."

Ambro.se. who ran well all season, finally broke the
sc-hool record with a run of 55.32 seconds. "Basically. Lee
Ann has been running comfortably," said LaFreniere.
"She wasn't pressed by anybody in New England, but
after ECACs. she was in pain."

LaFreniere is extremely pleased with her program this
year - for the only the second time, UMass has an ECAC
champion. "I think it's a great way to wrap up the season
with a 12 performance in the ECACs." said LaFreniere
"It was very emotional down there, and I was ready to
cry for both of them."

continued Torn pagt 20

The New England Championship was the last meet of
the year for the men, who will not be in action until the
indoor season next winter.

crew
continued "T-^rn page 20
Academy back into it's own lane, but Coa.st Guard took
it's time getting back. UMass filed a written protest, but
the judges, with their infinite wisdom, disregarded it.

Thus forcing UMass to race in the petite finals They
finished eighth out of twenty-one crews.
The varsity heavyweight four was quite successful, after

a dismal regular sea-son. They made it all the way to the
semifinals before being eliminated There are no petite
finals for the heavyweight di\ision. Both novice boats
were eliminated in the quarterfinals.

.s<^vc^
CELEbR^TE D/vERSliy
The retaining wall opposite the east entrance of the Campus Center will

soon be the site of a mural to commemorate last years Civility Week
arxJ create a permanent message that addresses the importance of

continued civility awareness and progress. The idea for a civility mural
came from Environmental Design major Jon Satz. A competition
among students in the Art. Landscape Architecture arxj Regional
Planning, and Afro-American Studies departments was conducted by
the Arts Council, the Graduate Art Students Association (GASA.) and
UARTS, the Art Department's undergraduate art students organization.

Design proposals were juried by students from the Art and Landscape
Architecture departments and the Third World Caucus, faculty, and
staff. The design of a graduate art student, Jonathan Kohrman, was
selected. He will start to paint the mural in early May A series of

scenes will depict University community members from many
constituencies socializing, working, and learning together. University

members may actually serve as models for some of the figures in the

mural. During its creation we encourage you to stop and speak with

the artist.

For further information, contact the Arts Council, 125 Merter Hall, 5*5-

0202.

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THF: collegian office CC 1 i3 MON mimS 3 30-3 30 FRl H 30-2 30«DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

ACTIVE DEMOCRATS

VOtUNTEERS NEEDED TO WORK »\

Democratic SUM Convantion. 6/3/89 Fo<
details caH Patnck at 617-367.4760

ACTIVITIES

UPC BANQUET TONIGHT. 6 30 Campus
Cenief Thank you tor RSVPiog' See you
in me Autumn UMass' Good luck with finals

JOIN US: Baccalaureate Mass Hewman
Center Sal May 27tti 4 00 p m AM seniors,
family and friends welcome

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER
lor any !irr>e)'' Fio<J ou! how you can
Jet there anytime lor no rnore than $160
Jet back anytime lor no rnore than $160
•Jet thefe May 23 June 2 of 9 tor just $i 39
Jet ttiefe May 23 June 2 or 9 and back
am Saturday before the end of June for |ust

Now we ask you are these rates any less
than sensalionaP There must De some
catch righf Wrong' There s not" To
educate yourself about how we do it go get
Consumer Reports. Travel Letter June
1965 PP26-30 from the library or call us
any weekday 10am-6pm at 212864 2000
or write AIRMITCH. 2401 Broadway, Suite
100-M2 NY. NY 10025

NEWSPAPER DRIVE AT ORCHARD HILL
Bowl Tues May 16.9-4 bring us your news

1t«7 SUZUKI SAMURAI convertible S«pd
low mties $3700 256-6024

1976 TOYOTA COROLLA, new clutch

brakes eihaust battery cassette. 3Smpg
eiceltent COTHlitiOn $875/8 O 256-1735
Ashwin

1979 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK
Good condition Must sell $575 price

negotiable Call Susie at 545-1259 or

25^5534

1969 ACURA INTEGRA 5 speed loaded
red Must sell Need cash lor incoming new-
born Call Sam 549^964

KACON WU-BOSTON

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE a room
>n 3 bedroom corxlo June-August Furnish
ed very reasonable 549-1047 leave
message For Irene

TAKE OVER LEASE ON 6/1 Big 1-2

bedroom available m Mam St apt in

Amherst Busstop m front 165 per person
Call Karen 8am-2pm 253-2156 evenirigs
253-7851

19M CELICA GT 5 speed AC AM FM
cassette e> condition $1600 must sell price

neg Call Elisabeth 549-2773

1966 RENAULT 31Kmi $1850 eicellent
condition 2566024

1979 TOYOTA COROLLA good condition

$850 256-6024

1965 MAZDA SEDAN good condition
$1 200 256^6024

CARLENE BELL

CO«<ORATULATIONS MISS BELL on your
new position I'm very proud of you Love
always Stacy

EVERYTHING MUST GO

EVERYTHING MUST GOI

SENIORS LOOKING TO SELL ALL TYPES
ol first quality furniture couches beds
desks, dressers, kitchen table artd more
Best offer Call 549 7585

FOR RENT

NEW 2BR APT bus route near rolting

green summer and fall option call Raphael
at 253-7172

STUMBLING DISTANCE FROM THE
BARS one bedroom apt Summer sublet

w/fall option Amherst Center call leave a

message Stacy 253-9104 a must see'"

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. Soulhwood
Townehouse 2 bedroom Call anytime
256-8595

FREE RENT 2 bedroom town house m
Sduire Vill apis perfect for 2.3 or 4 people
> take over in June get August rent free CaH
665-4363

1964 RENAULT ENCORE One owner well
maintained good motor no rust reliable

transportation Needs astiaust and e-brake
$1500/BO 549 1004

1962 NISSAN STANZA 4 door hatchback
S'Speed. excellent condition' /Uking $2300
call 253-3362

76 BUICK REGAL good condition needs
work $400 Call Dave 256-1084

ATTENTION: ALL UMASS STUDENTS 1964 RABBIT $1 .200 cared for 323-4492

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE COLLEGIAN
are available Keep your friends and parents
informed about what is going on at UMass
We can send it almost anywhere For more
information come down to Room 1 13 Cam-
pus Center or Call 545-3500

ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS

HP ISC CALCULATOR $50 00 regularly
$70 00 Call Pete at 546-6400

AUTO FOR SALE

1962 VW RABBIT Fuel iiiiection 4shin
sunroof new ppans 1 100/BOCall Daniela
5383693

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE reliable
transportation AM FM slereo 400 00
549-2606 leave message

79 CELICA QT ac am/fm cassette excellent
condition $1400/BO 546-5324

'79 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK good
coTHlition Musi sell $600 Price negotiable
Call Susie 253-5534

67 PONTIAC SUNBIRD AM/FM Stereo
automatic transmission power steering ac
4600 BO 4drsdn 549-5835

NORTHWOOO APT ONE ROOM start June
1 rKin smoker quiel call 546 9416

2 BEDROOM ON BUS RTE best offer lor

rent call 256-6479

ONE BEDROOM IN 4 BDRM APART-
MENT. In Squire Village $200 For fall or

summer or both Call 665-4947 Keep trying

STOPI READ I CALL! 256 1062 for a great

apartment' 2 large bedrooms, wall low all

carpel modern appliances, new
dishwasher garbage dispoeal. washer and
dryer, heat included, on bus route' CaH r>ow'

PUFFTON FALL OPTION 24b/mo Heat
inci Big room' Close 10 campus call

549 2994 Terry/John

LARGE ROOM IN HOUSE 3owritown
Amherst 5 mm walk to UMass $240/nno rent

in June Cormna 549-4277

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. Amherst
Center available 6/1 2S6-0282

2 BEDROOM 4 PEOPLE $460 a month bus
route 665 8674

TAKE OVER LEASE 2 bdrm Creslvlew apt

sarting June 1 call ASAP 549-8494

DOUBLE ROOiM IN HOUSE onMain St

Amhorsi slarlmg 5/15 0' 6/1 tor summer
w/year lease option 290 /mnth call Carl at

253-5411

ROOMS FOR JUNE ONLY $250 includes

all 256-4692 or 253-7565

1 BIG SUNNY ROOM in NortVampton with
fall option 584 3456

SOUTHWbOO TOWNHOUSE. 2 bedrooms
2 bath take over 6/1 call 253-2819

SOUTHWOOD TOWNHOUSE 6/1

253-9112

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM m Amherst 5

minutes from town on bus route Jurw 1

253-3789

DOUBLE ROOM IN BRITTANY MANOR
apartment available for July and August or

Fall call Greg 253 9401

CAPE COD We need roommates to fill 2

houses in Hyanms area $1250 and up call

Tom Mon-Fri 549-6086 leave name and
number

SWISS VILLAGE 4 bdrs I'/^bath start 6/1

253^3683

SOUTHWOOD TOWNEHOUSE apt 2 bdrm
1 5 bath avail June 1 Call Stephanie

256-0986

1 BOROOM" in' HOUSE in Amherst
$100/monlh w/lall option on bus route

microwave VCR washer/dryer and puppy

Call Tom 549-4242

TAKE OVER OUR SOUTHWOOD GRADUATING AND NEED TO SELL fur-

TOWNHOUSE July free call 253-2320 niture' couches, tables dresser, kitchen,

table, waterbed. elc Call 2S4-4806 B/0
ROOM AVAILABLE MAY OR JUNE air

conditioned bus rouM pool cloee 10 campus COUCH POTATOE'S DREAM: Sturdy
256-0956 256-4270 couch and coffee table - 50 buck*.

„_ _ _^ 256 1 449 Enk

LARGE 3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE.' BEDROOM DRESSER AND NEW KIT-
Kitchen. bath, etc CHEN table will accept beet ofler Marc

Summer sublet June 1 to Sept 1 549-6831
One to four people

Please call immediately Steve 546-5360* FURNITURE FOR SALE incredible prices
Stuart 6-7612 Leave message call Steve 253-2965 for any room

WHO flCKETS'FOR SALE Fridays Show
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE in Brandywine 2 good seals BO 549 7264
June 1S1 54»<)9S1 _. _ _ . . .

ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR FOR SALE
Excellent condition bought new for $300 I

FOR SALE am aaking t125 Call Jim 546-5031

FURNITURE FOR EVERY mX)M sectional HONDA NIOHTHAUK 650 1963 7S0Oml
couch, platform bed with draws and much Great bike $1400 or bo w/cover call for in-

more 549 5609 fo 546-8346

MUST SELL BED. two easy chairs, andbed WORD PROCESSOR wTth PRINTERand
room furniture. Call Michelle 5494961 best all software and books SSOO o60. 666-7571
olfer Kym

t>AIR WHO TICKETS - best offer Sullivan .^rrrrrrrrrTVTTTrrrrTTrrrrrrrrrrrr:

Stadium, great seats 549 4597 • MOVING SALE! DOUBLE BED
• like new $85. 19" b/w TV $35.

PLANE TICKET TO CINCINNATI Ohio May • 2 couches; 6 drawer dresser-$55
29 $50 or BO 546 1296 • TV Table-$20 Offers welcome Call •

'549-7119. leave message Keep trying
'

AIRPLANE TICKET TO DENVER, leaves " r. ..'..".

.

Hartford Mayy 22 S'50 00 or BO Call baR HIiNOMAOE. perfect for dormro^
Chelsea 586^3652

jg,, g,,, 5.8550

BACKPACK 'NTEWNAL FRAME - brand appleTiC COMPUTER w/printer All sofl-
new Great lor Europe' $75 OBO 665-7571 ^^^^ ^^ QgQ 586-0599 Duncan

eiri eninDUCMT i,n^ =.„„«,,, .=„ 1 .v, BEDROOM FURNITURE AND large sec

!^Jm?o,?!5<j7wJ^™.?k.7M4fi ,!irt
"0"»l =0"<:^ Call Tammy al 549-4024

Atomic Racing SLC with marker M46 used ,. ».„- m««Ba/i«i
twice 150 00 Lange Til size 9 100 00 "'^' message)

256-1187

MOVING-MUST SELL! Specialised mtn
bike $250 or BO Yamaha tuner and amp
$450 or BO speakers $250 Jim 549-7432

FOUND

FOUND: one cross pencil with initials in

SBA 108 call Pat 6-8372

table Call 549-48
ig ri

17
FOUND YELLOW UMBRELLA in Bartlett

Monday Call Barak 6-6206 Rm 121 or 131

FOR SALE: Beds, couch, desks, dressers'
Call 549 0984

SELF STORAGE UNITS $25/mo Pickup
available $50 min Arron Inc 665-8281
800-343-3492

FREE BAR

CUSTOM MADE BARI Included in two
bedroom Soulhwood apt Take over oour
lease June ist 253-5595
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FURNITURE. FURNITURE. FURNITURE

'WE RE GRADUATING (YEAI) AND WE'
' must sen everythiftg Furniture lor every'
' room - beds, dressers couch k4chan '

'set etc CaH 549-7762 leave masaega '

HELP WANTED

EASY WO»«( ! EXCELLENT PAY ! Awem'
ble products at home Call tor inlormaiion

504 64t«X)3exl 598

ATTN; GRADUATING SENtOMS M ma|0(S
wek:ome ideal tor business/econ Jobs
avail w/securitie* firm d/town Beaton k>w
20's For interview send reeufne to F&S
Assoc 477-Beacon St •«.

02115 or call 617!

MAKE LOTS OF MONEY pan time with

career possibilities call J L Hamilton
506 35fr 7014

CLERK/TYPIST tar AnHwM teaidsntMl ren-

tal CO good working cotxMiorw IS 50 hr

549l764or S494U»6

POLITICAL ORGANIZERS
Work w/MAss Sane/Free/e to stop military

lunding m our slate' Campaign tor tegrsia-

tion for a peacetime ecorKimy No nukea.
no U S war in C A S Africa sanctiora
educate and activate your leHow cituens
Apply ix>w tor Summer and career positions

heaWt care paid vaca. travel. aWirmelwe ac
tion t160-300^«k 256-1415

SUMMER JOM LABONT^LEmCAL
hoepitaMy m Sprngkald. Northampton and
GreenfieM areas call Reliable 527-0701

EARN 63000-S6000 THIS SUMMER While
you gel a tan working lor Colklga Pro
Pamiers Som>a« and barbequea loo> Poai
tione avaMble ttuougnout Mass ana New
England Call today* l «0(M24-24aa

WO«K>ORQMEENPEMX ACTION • hs«>
preserve endartgerad species reduce to>

ic wastes attd stop the arms race Salary.

tieneMs. travel and edvanoemam FuMpert-
time 2 10pm CM 256-1439 BM /Shartnon
Apply now lor Ihe tuMmer*

KEN

rr-S QOINO TO BE TNE M>nge« 11 days
of my life" We are going lo have ttto boM
summer Love Di

LOST

TO THE GIRL WHOCAUB) ME abOul a
goM necklace on 5/4 plaaie c«l me beck'
Walked through Bartlett too Also have pc
tures' 546 7367

WHOEVER TOOK TNE TAPES from 1

Soutttwood they don't belong lo you so
please return tnem we don't care wt«o you
•re but we wiii i* tney don't come beck CaH
253-9162

LARGE REWARD: For any mfomiation
leading to retrieval of stolen Apple lie com-
puter Panasonic KXP 1091 printer TEAC
A655 Receiver and over 200 corripac'

discs All o' these nave my name KEiTh
G/IIJMONT engraved on them so chec« i'

someone tries to se« any ot this to you Wlt^
info contact trie UMASS Po<ice or me a'

546 5117 4?' Canci> Hst

MAROON MASSACHUSEtfiTaiEW
windoreake' from Totman Social Dance
classroom lasi week Pieasa return' Cai
Nina 256-4198 'REWARD

'

MIKE MENDELSOHN

HERE S YOUR PERSONAL. > d>dn t uno*
thai wikned sikk ohrogs ate butterscoicn
cookies What would a personal oe i'

everybody understood if You re a great

guy We love ya' Jenn 6 Larry

MOTONCVCUtt

SUZUKI (MSiO for sale best oMtr Gar^
253-5907

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE 165 red Suzuk.
gret bika for beginner excellent cond
SOOOmi needs 80 to get on road 200 or bast

Oflar SSS-7630

MOVmOT

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR
LEASE/SECURITY deposit deductions'*

Questions about subletting/assigning
leases'' Questions about the conditions of

your new house or apartmenf Contact Ihe

Legal Services Center. 922 Campus Center
545 1995

NORTHWOOO APARTMENTS

WHILE TNEY LAST: 2 or 3 bdr apartments
lor rent Sign up now lor the Fall and receive

the month of August Free' Call 665-3856 for

more details

ON CAMiniS CONOO

SUMMER SUBLET! JUNE THROUGH

'

' August ? bedroom 4 people conao '

located directly on Campus Call

549-6440

PERSONALS

JULIE HAPPY GRADUATION 'Well youi

wish came true, you re mentioned m the

personals' Congratulations'

VERN AND OATMEAL - BONUSfitTararv
dom note' Hey have a great summer
lespecially when il snowsl Rarr&Mickey
mouth

TO THE HOT GUY in red syosset |acket

you are such a t>ooger sorrry' I mean
boogier' Are you embarassed yef Love you
know who

SUE, I'm glad we met tliis semester You
mean a lot to me We've had many good
times and I hope more to come Than* for

being there Love Sco!t

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRIAN MEUSEI How
bout a shot o' sloli'' From the lour

horsewomen of the apocalypse -death war.

famine, and pestilence

T"eRRV (lEPPY), See. you are nk:e Don't
deny It' Thanks tor the talk in the rain' Jen

KIERSTEN — Happy 21 si birthdayMi day
eartyi I love you. big sis' Tasha

CLASSIFIEDS
SPIKE (SUSAN) - Babies, motorcycles.
uavei we can do It all aiwlmora Don't let

go I love you Snake iSlacey)

SMMA PHI ELSILON RULES! We had a
bleat* Rage Ihts summer and on siMe street
m the tal|l See ya from all the nibs and ex
pukesticks Flash. T B Bregs Brew
Boinka Johno Looaa. Weave Festa Ke«i
Yogi and BobolMork i

JOM • Thank you lor the best 2'-) yrs ol

my life' I hope we fiave many more years
togettter' I love you - Susie

M: I'M MOT AW#. are you7 Lai me know
how you leet >l

LONO. BLUE-EVBO mOM CC. - i m
sm here' Let's meet tor dinner today (Tuesi
5 00pm at the ramp neit to Brett Light
brown haired greed-eyed woman {Miton)

EH ROOMEt MMahato lor everythmo Lot
la memories and laughs Good luck with

Haumaha Ono kaukau soon' Aloha' Lee

KOZOSUSMI Heh'v tanks io'everylMtg'
Been good fun dis year CMcha-pro sen
dy beach Be dea' McCully Zippys

BUFFY AND BESSIE Congrats on Imally

ieavir>g i ii miss you lots good luck kive
Agnes

KATHLEEN AND PAM: Our lavorite new
mexican tnervts al Ihe Co*agian' Best of

luck m Ihe tuluie and do not torget about
us' Love ya. tf<e classy calssified women'

LEOA —^ hot. sexy mamma happy m\
nnrersary I k>ve you

HEY BOOPS! I k>ve you' This -s Our last

semester so i wanted to put in the last par

aonal Everything will work out so don t

worry IN always k>ve you' AC Here we
come' Love. S

XIOMQ VAN - WELCOME TOMAI H^
py anniversary aiyf birthday' Ouan

MY UTTLE BUMMY Happy anniversary'
I'l alway* k>ve you and don't torgel it your
personal Mddy bear p s -You make m» wwft
lo grunt'

HEY ELLEN MILLEM ! HAPPVEAflLY BIR
THOAY to my lavonle roommate, from
yours gel psyched'

PATTERSON SUNRISE COCKTAIL CLUB!
Are you ready lor this week'' How about
vodka shots at 5am''

AMHERST CENTER, sublet room w/me
ttOrmo 549^7917 ca» Sam

ONLY 1 MORE SEMESTER? I lem to

share dbl m townanouae tor fat start 6/1 caH
549-7914

TOWNHOUSE 1 nEH IS ahaiv dbl start 6/1

call 549-7914

GRAO/OLOCR NONSMOWNQ STUDENT
wenled lor room m beautiful 4 bdrm house
in North Amherst Summer with taN option
Washer dryer on bus route S220/mo
54»7226

ONE LARGE ROOM FOR SUMMER subM
Pertact tor two peopls to snare On bus kne
Can M>by at 256-6677

3 ROOMMATES NEEDED tor Bnttany
MarK>r 3rd ftoor wt Brian 253 9166

BOSTON SEEKMQ M/f tor 2br apt/sum
mar Only 237 50/mo Ca« fr«427 Chertene
or 6^4741 Scott

meei nv eyw pudvova aner
graduaiion>7 I love you CatvHt

OEMSE F You re the best< We've had m>
aaweeo is year I'm gorma mtae you Seeya
soon m thai Hawaiian Sumhme Luv ya
from Ihe Jolly Haoie Giant Lmda

HAPfY GRADUATION EU. LAUREN.
AND SUZANNE! Hey wo hewd thai Maie s
Westviaw s hiring' We kMe you guys' Love
Lmda Julie Bath and Al

GEORGE OIAZ - Thank you tor being such
a great lrier>d I wouldn't have made it

through the tir« 2">years witttoul you Love
Laura

TO SOPU AMD LAURA ol the 4th fi

Cartce. who real^/ krtow Ikmi to go out on
a tare gomg 90 but also know wften the 4
way stop s^n goes up. ihanka petal Love
Laura

MTMH-IIAN-I
ship • nte beM Und of reiationMiip to have
'caiMe I'd rnias bemg lnend»-L

TOOBIE: Anyone ever Ml you your
awaaoma m bed? W«* you are* Don't torgM
me itMS summer Ik meet you on tne island

anytime P S I love you The cookie
monster

TO SUGAR RAE. thanks lor everyttwig
Vou re so funny BJ

MAURA -THE END OF THE BEOHIIBWO
a yeer irMermssMxi Ramemt>er beep be
beep beep pcUs lutoe ««ioaays i regret it'?

No ***». wt«ere • she? Ctterry hoi tsi i

p«s No. — I werM your roommals Where s
the key? Sunday s Oebbie GdNon Avanb
P>//a Tttfs IS trie time to remember causa
It wili not last lorever Good kick' C

PROF MCWMORTER hearttatl thanks from

a buriMoul student m Cham 262 Your hnal

has made we behove m a benevolent god

TO WOMAN IN FRAMKLM Ihank you lor

tr>e persortal let me ther« you m person
David

SUPER SARNOrUMBM wont bo tie Mnie
witt«Mt you We'l mea you* Fnentts

RUbl • RAMraROf~^fhanks toTy^
support We appreoeie 4' Recydars

UVE LIKE KMMI Luaunoua 3 alory oondo
centrally kicalad betimd BayRanks m
ArnherM 4 male houaemaMa loelung tar one
more - bartela ol fun S290 plua uittmonm
tm-VtO Can 54S-7423

HARtHAS VIMEVARO Charming
downtown Edgartown Cottage
Wasiwr/dryer ywd 2 Singlet $1600
t1 650 targe sunny douMe $1 625 per per

son Only 'i up Iront' CaH now 566^ 1629

ROCrONSEBUNQMIPtarlbr wMum
mer only 237 50/mo < CMI ***37

CAPE COO FURMISlKB cottage near Pro-

vmcatown iltardatila need 2 roommalaa cal
Juke 6^756 or Tamaon S06-52»3327

LOOKIMO FOR TWO
WOMEN to snare 4 bedroom houae Cai
6^1146

WANTH>: on*
wwanouae Brandywiw apt CMII
al S4S4055 leave i

COLONIAL VNXAOC > BDRM Start «%
W/Opi«n to leaae neer bus sup S440 cad

TO CELESTE Ml 416 CANCE • Thanks tor

putting up with me for a whole year' Good
kick and take care' Your roomie. L

inirtOM. SPANK Y, AND STEVE o« 26
Townhouse /Kpts I love you guys and I II

ntyr forget ya' Love. Laura

KELLVMc~-Qot a santiwwh and a head in

one had BiH Parks Smitty Harardi'

LiaM«i"tte matter what-i'ii always
reminbar you as a great fnend ar«d you
muM pktnt your own garder>s bmld your

own road* and il you wake up and don t

want Mamas kMk •« die mirror •
~

a bottle ol wme'

"IMZARO" Forget it' lit s wrongi you
me let s kies (O K ?) (Pleasa'>?i

and

MT , BwiKV, mAMOE and I wia rtMSs you'

Remember the rnoonkQ^ tfie car itieNSL.

ttie held, do you suH have a headache?
Tl>aiMis tor everything' Love akxrays US

Nt S BEDROOM HOUSE
roodalove 5 mm walk to

Downtown to mmule walk to UMaaa ca«
2534707 «l95mionlh

THREE GUVS LOOKNM TO TAKE OVER
YOUR LEASE IN ANY HOUSE/APART
MENT FOR FALL OF 69 PLEASE HELP
US OUT-CALL 54»«405 or 546«400

SERVKES

TICKLE YOU'RE INCRSOIRLE < Let t

runaway to ir>e rnoon i tove you Puppy dog

don't break my heart' i KweLUMPY
you" Belly

CHRIS M. we love you and are ooino lo

miss you' Love ttie iSth hoc

BERNA • read your horoscoDF uu< >i>c>«

10 navt you tO' a roommate Love Ucneke

BETTY G. can voo believe the semester is

over"" I m ama/ed' l m realty gcwng to miss
riang out time' Hav- * -"'"' '""• -

Hawaii'

Can you ttandle no unigni loi

a M^wie summer'' Im gomg lo rmss you
thartks tor everything this semester ex

peciaNy ttte duckies i love you Sweetie

CHERYL DtJBIN — Thamis tor txhnq mere
wrien I needed you I coukjn i nave asxed
tor a bettp" Dig sis' Love you Sharon

JILLANE ROBBIO - You were an amvmg
pledge educator' Thanks tor ahxays beir^
there We love you The sisters of tne Rtw
pledge cias

KARA HOLMOUIST Good luck inEngiand
We II miss you l-uv AMKD

FRANK WITH THE FLEXIBLE IRISH BOO
who will Duy lo' us now good hiC* - A

SUE B Good lock at Rutgers We'K miss

vo.. Oon I torget aiwav talk to Mrangers
01 jn* arvt r»ever forget to puke

PUCK CONGRATULATIONS Remember
trie end is a beginning You are ttte oes'

Trust me'

RIDE WANTED

WYOMING OR ANY POINT WEST leaving

before June t call Libbil nights or early am
585-8627

RESUMES. Overnighi and same-day ad-
vice Pioneer resume service 665-M73

PUNCTILKMiS TYPING Papers resumes
Laser pnniing dekvery available Cak Kevin
54»0II6

SPANISH TUTOR WANTED

TUTOR WANTED FOR HELP WITH tinai

paper in Spanisr^ Arnerican Lit CM Joan
na 549^724 or 54f. 2152

SUBLET

BOSTON SUBLET Beautilui aoa'tmeni or

BeacOT' - 'va Square 30 sectxid

walk to shed availaMe S/t£

Qfeai oi=i-.r ,. -t $312 50 per rnonth

Negotiable call Jim (61 7) 262 8763 ASAP

THE PEimSCT HOUSE. Across from SW
dorm minutes to center campus, bus line

S2l0/month 2 persons needed Call Sher
549-0675 at r>ignt or leave message

SPAOOUS HOUSE ON MAM ST. Amherst
4 bedrooms washer and dryer on bus
route Rent from June isi to Ihe end of Aug
Call JP 546 9239 or Tony 9248

ALRK3HT HEKS THE DEAL One room
in a large 3 bedroom apt Mmuies from carrv

pus seconds from bus route Fun legal

and yes Cheap What more could you ask''

Call Stephen 549^5006

MHCALA-MAMOU. heh< Tan.

snip in flis country Visit m«-

noina

lAINA-WAHINE. mahola's foi da radical

limes I always going remember Oem'i
Hawai bound' Atoha Koima

WUSSUP NELWYN ! (Yakatonkbuggahl
Guntunti' Lucxy ya Stay oau and going
home a ready' Lata; Koiosushi

GANGIE. good luck on da tests No study
hard bumbye ya come loto One unreal

year' Thanks to da memories" Aloha
Kumu and Rennie

ROOMMATES WANTED TAKE OVER ALL OR HALF o( lease top

JEN • Since Brian isn't interested why not . tioor Cliffside apt Carpeted dishwasher

call Adam the Ram and oops never mind TO ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR CONOO pool bus route secure now tor the fall

Hey I heard there's a tonely guy on 1st fkx>r large new furnished 3 blocks from campus 665 7922
JQA in Amherst center - must be seen to be

believed $300/person plus util/month SUMMER IN AMITY PLACE Interested

ARCTIC TABLE • It wasn't awesome i 6-89-5 90 Call 549*458 nonsmoking females call 546 5895 leave

donltoveyou Don't gel psyched Rev BJ message
- _ DOWNTOWN — Male roommate needed

FRACES — Good luck m Michigan' You call Scott 253-9891 starts September Ist ON BUS ROUTE
can do It' We will miss you. so keep in _ , SINGLE BEDROOM 1 -3 available June 1 st

touch, musketeer Your friends Mercy and BRNAOVWINE. 1 female needed to share Fall option excellent bus route Steve

Edna double 7/t can llyssa 546-7396 253-9131

MERCY - Youare the greatest roomieMWe l NEED ONE FEMALE to sharelpartnient GREAT 3 BEDROOM GRIGGS APART-
will continue Our moo-diet next semester m Bnnany Manor next taN CaN Nancy MENT Amherst Center $200/mo each room

With love Edni 546-4052 Call Joanne 685-6462. Laura 54641 20. An-

V. .T.-; ...... na 549-0614 nights, leave message
MARTHA GAMBLE - Happy birthday' Hope m»qtu»-b uiuBvann
your b^ay wish comes true Love your .ccu*i c wccncriTn chaof homqp- SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE Owntwn
favorite roommates - Jen and Kel

. "^^^^^^^k |lSIfs Gre"flo^aVrSl"^^ '^'"^J^'^™"
••* '° ^^»*-* '"""•^^

PORCIPINES I kn«y wewoukJ make^t '.. ..?t^??.?.".'.?.^'.!r?'.'.^1?-.'.V.«. . . .

.' "' "^'"^

through the semester - Kris. ILEAN. and J ucBnen, »„*, ^-,o^ ,n™„m.r. „^ iisn 0**C ROOM IN THREE BEDROOM APT
I love ya Sam ^^^°!,^^L^^^^Z^ ^^ "»«' 'o Bnttany on Bus route clean, cheap

_ ' month utility $45 month lease - now until i,y notion call 256-4191
ARHI:Paralame|oramigaque)amashaya Aug 31. 1969 Call 549-1399 Teresa or

tail option can /rao-xia

lenido imaginale. una decada de amistad David N AMHERST' Room in house near Puffer's
Toda la lelicidad del mundo para ti Happy p^^^ ^„ busline, washer-dryer Call
birthday' Adelantado Minta TO SHARE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT' 256-6049/253-7196 Leave message rent

at Townhouse with 2 other males * naootiabla
JANE. JE VOUDRAIS AIMER a vous sous Rent under $200 a month *

^^
la lune You have pierced my once Steely • call immediately
heart Love. Me 546-6646 or leave a message SUMMER SUBLET

at 546-8502
COTTON! It s been a great semester Good SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON fully furnish
luck on finals Pizza WANTED: 2 females to share room in ^ double room rent negotiable 549-6616

beautiful condo Only $150/monthea Great

TANTALIZING TRACY - Saw you from a location on Bus Route Right next door to ^ ROOM AVAILABLE IN HOUSE - single
distance-seductive gestures sound familiar'' pool and laundry Call Jeff or Justin private beautiful house and local on 5
Only trace, you re unlorgetlable we II miss 256-8405 mmule walk lo campus washer/dryer, fall

you' option hardwood floors call Laurie
1 TO 2 FEMALES tor Brandywine apt to 549-4793

CYNDIE (LOU-HOO) gurt 6/1 call 549 6150
You have been an ama/mg roommate, a III- THREE ROOMMATES NEEDED now $ 1 30
tie sloppy but oh well' I can I explain how WANTED 1 FUN FEMALE «, bus Ime 10 mm walk to campus beautiful
much I m going to miss you' You ve always Three cool girls are seeking 1 more person house m Amherst
listened and cared' Best of luck lo you and lo share a 2 bedroom apt m townhouse
I better see you this summer or you die'" apts *JC. dishwasher wall to wall carpet qme BEDROOM IN BEAUTIFUL HOUSE
I love you kiddo L D everything in brand new condition Right m ,„ Amherst (ust minutes away from campus

front ol bus stop We have cable Available June 1 or earlier it you want Fall

COL-AKA-LOVECHUNKS ... Here Is a microwave. VCR. answering machine and option available $200 per month Call Jeff
lovely happy b-day personal (Pretend it's much much more" If you want to enjoy next 549-3656
June! Thanks tor being here tor me Watch semester - call us now'" We can be reach- _
out Western MA' Argh' Love T ed at 256-1185 SUMMER SUBLET/FaVrpossible room in

_- - - - housp b mm Irom campus Washer/dryer call

SKIPAOOO - Here s your first and last per 2 PEOPLE NEEDED TO SHARE 1 large Adam 549-8282 $ negotiable
sonal It's been a great 4 years Thanks lor bedroom in 3 bdrm apt Great location

being my friend' Yeah' Love T Great rent Call Wendy at 256-6439 SUMMER SUBLET OR TAKEOVER 2 br

_ . with air conditioning, dish washer, laundry
ROSETTA SISTER, Ken. Erin, etc Oon I ROOM AVAIL IN spacious 2 bdrm Nton apt tac swimming pool price negotiable
forget me next year' IH stHI need people to 2 niin bus rt 15 mm downtown start 6/1 665-41 1

1

drive me crazy I k)ve you guys'! Lin $270/mth ind heal Paul 586 3812

LOOKING TOSUBUT Ihe ctoaer to Mtaas
or in Norttiamplon Ihe behei call late eve
5469927

APARTMENT ON SOUTH ST Northarrwlon
one br in two br apartment available July
and August with grad student $300 per
month including utilities Can Oave at

565-5682 and leave rnessage or 545-0682
during the day

SUMMER SUBLET WITH POSS FALL
OPTION 256 4406 Brenda or Jeanme

STOP REAOtNG! Spectacular summer
subkH in Sunderland' 2 bedroom on txis

route available 6/t S460/mo 546-6804

SUBLET 6-1 to 6-1 1 bdi m 3 bdr Puffton
apt Femala non-smoker 549-1656

SUBLET ONE LARGE ROOM with tal' op^
lion on bus route cheap call 256-0078

MATURE GRAD WANTS TO SUBLET
quiet apt or iMusa lor summer (no sharmgj
549-1559

FALL ORTKM. Large room m houae
S240/mo downtown Amherst 5 mm walk to

Umaas Cormna 549-4377

SUMMER SUBLET OUR MiinnTT^alh
riouse avariable June 1st 2 maes olf cam

Can
great locaMn Rant S6?5/nogoliabie
MIRch 5444135

PUFFTON VILLAOE I bedroom Marling
June 1st, lublaaai (»296/tno| wrpeeaote tal

option (t375/mo) 54^1372

FALL t BEOROOM ^ com
plalMy lumrshed $350 an iwdudad Can
Juliet iSe 155 or Beth 545-I36S

SUiLEf PUPFTON VILLAQSTTbodragm
next to laundry rm acroaa tram pool rent

negi Cal Greg 54»«3ie

AMHERST CENTER - Femalae rent our
one bedroom apartment Pnca wagoaMtla
call 544-S269 Kim or Jeanne leave

QREATOEAL Take our Sau«e V«aga Apt
gram June 1 to Sept 1 Rent negotiable
make an otter Cal John or Steve
2534167

I SUBLET - Fal oMion 2 bdrm wi
m Amherst super cheap for summer call

256-0225

BEAUTIFUL FARMHOUSr"!ri^«e
bedrooms availaMa tor summermMM oau
2S»«3t5

bedroom apt « house Rent whole apt or

fuSt a room 546-6063

SMOLE CLOSE TO CAMPUS • Cal XmLe.
after 7pm 549-0366 or Dan 5464621
anytime

BEST LOCATIONf avail tar summer subiar

4 rooms on Fearing St But CaitqKit and
lown Call And* 54*4659

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT near bus Mop
pool and lerwiis court 549-4663

SUBLET CHEAP* One smgie room m
townhouse apt 549-1449

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTKW
BR 540 a month 665 388(

SUNNY BEOROOM IN SOUTH AMHERST
Ren' negotiable Cai Vic« .^ViB'6; ev«'

nqs S4S 134b <liv

BRANDYWINE SUMMER SUBLET tak ot.

tior> all apokaiKes tuUy 'urnished TwC'

bedrooms terrace 0001 $S00/monlh
negoiiaoie Maria 549'59(V

I SUBLET Female 2 rooms m large

glass house Wooded area Plenty of park

ing Wrap around deck $300/mo or BO
549 007i

DESPERATELY SEEKING SUBLETTERIs)
tor a Soulhwood apartment Willing lo of

ler generous deal for rent can Ai 54^3297

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $125 plus
utHities/month Call Regma and Steve at

546^1239

SUBLET 6-1 1 bdr female $180/mo Fall

option 549-3940

3 BOR PUFFTON APT to sublet near pool

laundry bus call 549 5548

TWO BEOROOM APARTMENT south Yar
molJI^ cape Two females only $2500 for

summer Kevm 1-533-1600

AVALIABLE JUNE let Northampton
Center 5 bedroom apt 995 plus 584-1059

ONE BEOROOM AVAIL. 6/1 m spacious
clean soulhwood apt on t>us route 10 mm
to UMass rent $175 plus elec and
phone/mon Call Jerry at 6-6962 or 6-6951

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO share one
bedroom apartment in Puffton Village for

the summer Call Joe after 8pm 546-9794

SUMMER SUBLET PUFFTON VILLAGE
very reasonable rent 549-6291

TOWNFHOUSE APTS. Partially furnished

and has cable and air conditioning

Reasonable rates 549-0025

LARGE. SUNNY ROOM FOR RENTin
Amhersi Possible tall option Willing to

make a deal' Call Joe 256-0543

ROOM TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER.
Beautiful house in North Amherst $l75/mo
up 10 three rooms may t>e open for Fall

548 9916

RENT FOR SUMMER A great 4 bdrm apt

directly on bus route Very reasonable price

Call sooni 546-8665

SUERPCALAFRAOALISTICEXPIALIDO-
uaous!

SUMMER SUBLET^- Furnished Swiss
Village chalet 4 bedrooms, rent riegotiaMe

Possible fall option Singles available

2532344

TAKE OVER MY LEASE

FEMALE: 1 Ig bdrm in 4 bdrm apt $240
per/mo . includes util 1 '/> baths Sun ter-

race Avail June 1 After 5 256-8225

TO THE FUTURE OCCUPANTS OF
•F BRANDYWINE

YES YOU. BIMBO S' WtahmgyourtolBld
best m our new p^ And NancM (wlio. by
the way • dafctMili ai baauMul on the in-

side aa she « on the outaide|. eniey your
semester still at our happy fK>me' Thanks
tor everything this yeer. guys' Look forward
to Summer wiiv^ings' Love K

TO THE SUITE OF $04

THANKS FOR BEtNQ SUCH goodfnenda
and making my Iraahman year one I'l never
torget' 1 H miss you* Love Jen

TRAVEL

ONE WAY TKXET TO MAUK $300 or beet
otter Leaves 5/24 Kim 545^1259

IT WOULD BE A SHAME if no one got 10

uae our kcketa to Loa Annalai May 30 liam
Boston one way $150 549-7543

TICKET TO PORTLAND. Ore trom HTFO
May 24 cad 546 6932 Need to sel $ 1 70 or

BO

ROUND TR» HARTFORD LA 23 May t

June $236 549-1617

I Bl EUROPE from $254 eacAway
on dwcounied scheduled airknes to Europe
fromBoMon Cal (SOOl 325^223

TVPMta. TAPE TRAMBCR»Tiaw. FM.
accurate 253-tWORO

EXCELLENT TVPIBT. Ou«h.
Dade aher 5{)m 2544741

WORD PERFECT, spal check latter qua*-
ty last sarvMia cal 5440546

TYPINO BY TOMORROW- Tarmpapers.
resumes Call Barry. 544-9434.
10am 1 1pm

PROFESSIONAL TVPNMI. Aec^acy
guaranteed Gtona. 323^5140

"WOROBIMTN" professional typing
Resumes, papers and rnore Laserprmiing
with ipeacheck 25>4564

CASES. PAPERS. THESIS. on<an«)i^.
lordabie grammar 1

544 7924 NaiMy

WANTED

NEEDED 1 smal dorm type refrigerator

caR 256-6957 arxl leave rnessage

FULL SIZE MATTREM WANTB) m good
condAon now or when semester ends Bw
spnng not necesaary Can Ml 25frie03

WANTED FOR FALL OPTION

LOOKING TO RDIT A ROOM near UMass
Campus or on t>us route Please cal Jac
quekne 544-5050

WANTED TO RENT

HELP" "^ looinq lo» .1 rrxjm m an apar*
fTM»n- -1' s '>o.jsr» 'o' 9-1 Pleese ca'

b45» i86i' a-1.; a-.' tor Sijcey

RESPONSIBLE COtiRLE wrth two ch4»er!
see«^ three o' lour bedroom house to*

wee* preferably July 9 or 16 while alter'

ding tennis camp Freler near campus Can
• 2121534 5470 levenmgsi or (2121 552 256/-

idays,

1 MALE SEEKING ROOM on Manna ,

Vineyard 'or summer cak 5494926 Ask tor

Ch' s

I WANT TO RENT an apartment tor June
Call 253 774? leave message

TAKE OVER OliR LEASE 6/1 or summe'
Sublet 256-0791 real cheap

DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR a place to

live on the Cape this summer Ca» Kelly

546 4819

WE RE DESPERATE

NEED SUBLETTER FOR SUMMER!! Ren
negotiable" Close to campus call 6~494C
or 6-5047 anytime, leave message

Oncp in a Lifetime

Fruits

V
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SPORTS
Men's lacrosse is seeing
Red; gears up for Cornell
Gorillas want revenge

\
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The calm has followed the storm, in a way, for the

University of Massachusetts mens lacrosse team.

After the Gorillas spent most of Sunday night grumbl

ing about their placement in the postseason tournament,

their attention yesterday shifted to the matter at hand.

Cornell University comes to Amherst tomorrow, for the

second time this year, as opposition for UMass in the first

round of the NCAA lacrosse tournament. This is also the

fourth time the teams have butted heads in the last two

seasons, and the third game in a row here at UMass

Cornell has won the last two meetings, including an

upset win in the first round of last year's tournament and

a win in the home opener this year. UMass would like

nothing better than to reverse this siring of bad luck

against the Big Red.

"I think we can blow em out," said junior attack Scott

Hiller. "We should have beat them the last time
"

Revenge." said junior attack Rob Codignotto.

If anything, the early season loss keeps the Gorillas' at-

tention focused on just this one game. It would be easy

to look ahead to a possible trip to Baltimore (Sunday to

face second seeded Johns Hopkins*, but UMass wants

nothing more than to smack Cornell around a little bit

Also, a win would do a world of good for the confidence

of a team which has had a poor playoff history The

(ktrillas have made the tournament seven times since its

inception in 1971. but have won just once, over the Univer

sity of New Hampshire in 1986. UMass went on to lose

in the quarterfinal that year to Hopkins.

With that. UMass is just 17 through in the postseason

and has made it to the quarterfinal round just once ( 1986 ».

And the Gorillas are still pretty upset about the NCAA's

lack of regard for their abilities this year So they are

chomping at the bit to show the lax experts a thing or five

continued on page 18

A baseball wrap-up

.

Postseason times, places, and costs
The University of Massachusetts will be throwing a big

postseason party this week.

Sunday night, the men's lacrosse team learned that it

will be hosting Cornell in the first round of the NCAA
tournament. It was announced yesterday that the game
will be at 4 p.m. tomorrow at Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium.
Also, the Softball team will be hosting the Northeast

Regionals of the NCAA tourney Friday and Saturday at

Totman Field. UMass. Connecticut and Oregon (Nor

theast?) will play a double elimination tourney those two

days for a trip to California for the nationals.

Tickets for the lax game are $4 for adults and $2 for

children under 12. No UMass IDs will be honored. Tickets

for the Softball game are also $4. but senior citizens,

children under 12 and students with an ID can get in for

$2.

Track teams vary in postseason results
• Ambrose and Desantis

take home the hardware
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

At the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Championships this

weekend, there was a contrast of sceneries on the Univer

sity of Massachusetts women's track team. There was

senior Carla DeSantis. who was winding down her four

year collegiate athletic career, and on the other hand,

there was freshman Lee Ann Ambrose, who was only com-

pleting her first season. While one was being ushered out

the door and the other just getting through, both competed

to form a 1-2 punch, with DeSantis winning the javelin

and Ambrose coming in second in the 400-meter dash.

The duo scored a total of 18 points for UMass ( 10 from

winner IleSantis and eight from runner-up Ambrose).

They were the only scorers for the Minutewomen. as Amy
St. Pierre, Helen Balaouras. and Tina White did not place

in the top six scoring places.

DeSantis had been throwing less than what anybody ex

pected, but she was still placing in the top three in com-

petitions throughout the year. But when it came time to

step up and throw against the cream of the crop in Fair-

fax, VA, she rose to the occasion and bested everyone with

connnued on page 18

• Minutemen end on a
disappointing note; 12th
By ROB SIMPSON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's track team
wound up its season this past weekend in Durham, N.H.

at the New England Track Championships. UMass sent

17 athletes to compete with the be.st in New England, but

the Minutemen turned in a disappointing performance,

with only three athletes getting into the scoring column
for UMass. The men tied Maine for 12th place with 18

points.

Herb Heffner placed the highest for UMa.ss, with a 2nd
place finish in the 3,000 meter steeplechase. His time of

9:06.6.3 was his best time of the season. Fitzpatrick Hagan
of UMass also posted his best time of the season in the

steeplechase, taking 4th in 9:11.35.

Minuteman Steve Brown took 3rd in the quarter mile

in 48.8. Brown also placed 3rd in Easterns the previous

weekend.
The only other UMass athlete to have a notable perfor

mance was Jeff White, who placed 7th in the 110 high

hurdles with a time of 16.79. more than a one-second drop

off his personal best time of 15.51 at Easterns.
continued on page 18

Crew teams dominate the Nationals in Philly
By C.J ABATI
Collegian Staff

This past weekend, the University of Massachusetts

crew team participated in the Dad Vail Regatta in

Philadelphia. Pa. The race took place on the Schuylkill

River and is the largest collegiate regatta in the world.

This year's race, the fifty-first running.

is considered the Division II National Championships,

even though it is not sanctioned by the NCAA. Since the

NCAA is not involved, small crews from all over the coun

try are invited to compete for the honor of being the best.

Competitive teams always dream of winning the Na-

tional Title. The UMass varsity women's crew team came

darn close to fulfilling that dream. The women won the

silver medal for their division. But they are the best team

in the country, as the Western Ontario crew won the gold.

They finished six seconds or about%
of a length ahead of UMass.
"I'm really pleased with their finish. They worked hard

all year, they deserve it.
" said coach Dave Trend.

"The finishes were real decisive. When you get this far

in the finals, with the caliber of these teams, everything

is a big win," exclaimed Trond.

The men's squad was also successful over the weekend.

Their top boat, the lightweight eight, finished second in

the petite final, which is eighth overall.

Coast Guard rowed into the UMass lane, forcing it to

row out of it's own lane. Race officials ordered the

continued on pnge IS

A dUttppointed UMass baseball coach. Mike
Stone.

A frustrating
year for UM
baseball
Fielding the problems

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

After the success of the University of Massachusetts

baseball team during the 1988 season, many people had

very high hopes for the Minutemen this year

Despite losing seven key players to graduation and

Major League Ba-seballs amatuer draft. UMass kept

some talent and had many young players coming in,

people who could make a serious impact As a result,

exp<x:tations were unlimited among the Minutemen

faithful, only to be da.shed during a disappointing,

rollercoaster year in which UMass ended up a startl-

ing 17 27.

Among insiders, though, the year wasn't such a

suprise.

"We knew this season was going to be interesting.

"

said head coach Mike Stone. 'We suspected it might

be a rebuilding year, and unfortunately that's what it

turned out be."

Stone also felt that an injury to second baseman Dan

Biagini during the Florida trip was a major factor dur

ing the rest of the season.

"When you look back on it. that cost us more than

10 games." said Stone.

He also repeated the emphasis on the lack of leader-

ship by this years co-captains, infielder Steve Kern and

pitcher Dave Telgheder Kern was second on the team

among regular infielders in fielding percentage (.952)

but behind the plate his batting average fell from .361

last year to .288 this year and his runs-batted-in total

was cut in half. He also had problems off the field, get-

ting kicked off the team twice for disciplinary reasons.

Telgheder last year compiled an 8-2 record with 3.48

earned run average but struggled this year going 2-5

with a 4.61 earned run average.

The lack of experience among the Minutemen's ranks

was cause for concern at the beginning of the year, but

the crop of freshmen instead turned out to be a bright

spot.

"We got great performances out of our two freshman

(catchers. Derek Dana and Lou Olivieri. " said Stone.

The two combined for 21 RBIs and Olivieri was second

on the team with a .342 batting average and third in

doubles with eight.

"Glen DiSarcina was tremendous at shortstop.

"

Stone said. "He was unbelievable for a freshman.
"

DiSarcina had a .901 fielding percentage and did well

behind the plate, batting .280 while scoring 22 runs.

Despite the good play of the freshmen, the

Minutemen struggled overall, especially in the field.

UMass finished with a team fielding percentage of

.930 which won't get a team to a .500 record let alone

the Atlantic 10 playoffs. The injury to Biagini showed

it.self as Stone had trouble finding someone to play

baseball and not volleyball at second. Of the four

players tried at second, not a single one had a fielding

continued on page 18
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Goodbye Berke. Bloom
County makes its final

Collegian appearance in

this issue.

Welcome to UMass.
Good luck in your
academic endeavors,

from the Collegian.

Freshmen recruits look

good as basketball team
regroups for next

season. Page 8.
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Spring 89
full of
action
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

Spring at the University of Massachusetts left the cam-

pus reeling with excitement and dissension, sparked by

issues ranging from state budget cutbacks to headline-

grabbing demonstrations which involved five separate oc-

cupations in UMass buildings.

The University was thrust into the spotlight in April,

the target of national media attention when more than
130 students and community members were arrested after

occupying buildings in protest of military-funded research

at UMass.

Commentary

Massachusetts state police and Town of Amherst police

donned riot gear and were called to assist UMass police

with the arrests. Emotion reached a feverish peak dur-

ing the arrests as about 200 outside supporters attemp-

ted to block buses transporting those arrested.

The protesters demanded a halt to military-funded

research and called for an alternate method of funding.

The demonstrations were the largest at the University

since the 1987 protests against CIA recruitment of

students on campus.
University administrators balked at the protester's

demands, but Chancellor Joseph Duffey said he was will-

ing to form a committee to examine the overall United
States economy to discuss alternate methods of funding.

Students, many of whom were suspended because of

their actions, continued the occupations claiming the ad-

ministration failed to meet their demands. Six students

even launched an 8-day hunger strike to support the

protesters.

Protesters and administrators are still at odds over the

issue of funding, and both anticipate an active fall

semester as well.

Although the occupations dominated the limelight, the

University was also rocked by controversy when the

Distinguished Visitord Program invited Minister Louis

Farrakhan to speak at the Fine Arts Center in February.

Farrakhan. the leader of Islam, is a Black leader who
advocates freedom for all Blacks and equal opportunity

and justice for all regardless of ethnicity or creed.

Farrakhan's arrival prompted outcries from the Jewish

community because he has been accused of making anti-

semitic remarks. Many students and faculty on campus,

however, said Farrakhan's message is mainly "pro-

Black," not anti-semitic.

The event, which was completely sold out, started an
hour late to accomodate extensive security measures both

by Farrakhan and UMass police. Only a small student

protest outside the FAC mobilized for the event, which
many said went smoothly despite considerable student

resistance in the weeks before his arrival.

A statewide campaign against budget cuts to public

higher education was also launched at the semester's

start, headed by former Student Trustee Stephanie

Orefice.

Letters from students at colleges and universities acro-ss

the state demanding support for education were sent to

state legislators, who were also inundated with telephone
calls paid for by UMass.
Gov. Michael Dukakis and Chairman of the Board of

Regents Paul Tsongas came to UMa.ss in February to meet
with student delegates to di.scuss the cuts, but tempers
flared when students criticized Dukakis' handling of the
issue. Student leaders said little was accomplished.
Dukakis' visit marked the first construction of "Cutback

City," an 1 1-hut village by the campus pond built to sym-
bolize the impoverished status of public higher education.
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SURROUNDED—A student is surrounded by spring flowers as she sits reading in the sun by the

Fine Arts Center near the Campus Pond last semester.

There's more
to scholars
than SATs
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

In January, a federal judge ruled that the awarding of

state-sponsored merit scholarships solely on the basis of

the Scholastic Aptitude Test is unfairly biased against

females. Only two states use these scores exclusively: New
York and Massachusetts.

Terry Zoulas, public relations director of the

Massachusetts Board of Regents, said the state awards

$84 million in scholarships annually. $600,000 of which

(0.7 percent) is awarded on the basis ofSAT scores through

the senatorial Honors Program. The rest of the money,

Zoulas said, is given on the basis of financial need. The
board oversees the awarding of these scholarships.

"We knew (the selection process) was wrong from the

inception." he said. "We're looking to get rid of it. It's been

going on for years."

Judge John M. Walker's decison last Friday was the first

to call the SATs discriminatory, according to the New
York times. The exam, usually taken by college-bound

high school juniors, has also been criticized for inaccurate-

ly reflecting the aptitudes of racial minorities.

Arlene Avakian. a lecturer in the University of

Massachusetts Women's Studies department, said that

while males score higher on the SATs, females generally

get better grades in high school.

"I'm glad to see that a test like that is labelled as

discriminatory," she said. "World problems (on the SATs)
relate more to a male experience as opposed to a female
experience."

continued on page 3

Univ Health
provides a
vital service

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Summer in Amherst — a time for suntanning, swim-
ming, playing ball and eating ice cream. Except ifyou
are outside too long in 90 degree temperatures and get

heat stroke.

But before you panic and move to the Arctic Circle

(or Sunderland), the University Health Services sug-

gests some simple steps toward a safe and healthy
summer.
"The problem is when someone is losing more fluids

than they are taking in," said Paula Flint, a registered

nurse at the UHS. "Ifyou're outside exercising or work
ing, you needed to take in eight to 10 glasses of fluids

a day. (Students) should not be outside without fluids."

Flint said heat stroke differs from heat exhaustion.

Heat
exhaustion, the less dangerous of the two, occurs when
the body loses fluids [through sweat), but "can still keep
up with it."

Signs of heat stroke, however, include dizziness, high
body temperature and not sweating, she said, adding
that these students need to be cooled down
immediately.

"You need to be cooled down with a wet cloth, small
sips of water ... [or be) taken into the shade, because
[a student's) body temperature is way up," she said

Body temperature can be as high as 105 degrees, Flint

said.

continued on page 3
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SMOOTH SAILING • A skydiver appears motionless in mid-air as

he sails toward a comfortable landing near the campus pond last

iipring.
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M health services
contmutd /rom page I

Other ailments?
From sneezing to sex education, the

University Health Services provides ser-

vices and programs for the University of

Massachusetts community, according to a

work study student at the UHS.
Mary Gorman said beyond the UHS

Health Center — a mini-hospital, with a

pharmacy, 14 doctors, a dental clinic and

a staff of nurse practitioners, physicians

and assistants — the UHS provides several

other programs:
• The Peer Health Program, which

answers questions on summer health care,

stress, and other areas that "fall between

the cracks," Gorman said.

• The Peer Sexuality Education, which

answers questions on sex education, AIDS,

sexually transmitted disea.ses (STDs) and

contraception.

• The Peer Alcohol and Drug Program,

which deals with questions of alcohol and

drug abuse.

• The Contraception Eklucation Program,

which answers questions on contraception

and STDs.

• Eating di.sorder groups, which deal with

questions on bulimia, anorexia and chronic

dieting.

• The Health Education Office — a ques-

tion and answer service. HEO is also the

office that designs and runs programs in

the residence halls.

The Health Center, including an urgent

care center [which like an emergency room

does not require an appointment] is open

24 hours a day. seven days a week. The
health education office is open 8:30 a.m. to

5 p.m. Monday through Friday. For more
information, call the UHS at 549 2671.

Lost? It's easy to map your career at UMass
The University of Massachusetts is a place where literally hundreds of que.stions can be answered.
If you know where to ask them.
Here are some of the programs and services at UMass that you may need to reach during your collegiate years:

• Academic Support Services — 545-0428.

• Affirmative Action Office - 545.3464.
• Alcohol Education Program - 549-2671.

• Student Attorney General — 545-0341
• Board of Governors - 545-0198.

• Book Stores: Textbook Annex - 545-3570; Trade Book Department - 545-2619; University Store - 545-2619.
• Bursar's Office - 545-2368.

•CCEBMS - 545-0031
• Child Care Systems - 545-1566.

• Collegian - 545-3500.

• Communication Disorders — 545-0131.

• Dyslexic Student Organization — 545-2633.
• Emergency (Fire. Police] — 545 3111.
• Emergency [Rape] - 545-2677.

• E.scort Service - 545-2123.

• Everywoman's Center — 545-0883.

• Financial Aid Services — 545-0801.

• Handicapped Student Affairs - 545 0892.
• University Health Services - 549-2671.
• Hillel Foundation - .545-2526.

• Housing Services — 545-1960.

• ID. Office - 545-0197.

• Index Office [Yearbook] - 545-0848.
• Internships Office - 545 0727.

• Lesbian. Bisexual and Gay Alliance — 5450154.
• University Library — 545-01.50.

• Mental Health -'545-2337.

• Morrill Science Library — 545-2674.
• Newman Center - 549-0.300.

• Parking Office - 545-0065.

• Post Office - 545-2072.

• Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns — .545-4824.
• Schedule Office - 545-2605.

• Spectrum [Literary Magazine] 545 2240.

• Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy — 545-0341.
• Student Government Association — 545-0341.
• Visitors Center - 545-0.306.

•WMUA [91.1 FM] - 545-2876.
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WELCOME TO
UMASS!

Fealurings
Munchlos, Homemade Soups,

Salads, Burgers, Sandwiches, and
Full Course Meals!

we accept all major credit cards
no reservations necessary

casual dress

Proper ID a MUST

57 Nortli Pleasant Street
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SATs
continued from page I

Ronald Hambleton. a University pro-

fessor of education, is researching how ac-

curately the controversial test determines

the range of a student's knowledge.

Hambleton said high school grades are an
equally unreliable basis for judgment
because the grade a student receives at a

given high school depends on the quality

of education offered there.

"On the average," he said, "females are

less likely to take advanced-level math
courses than males."

Still. Hambleton agreed that the scholar

ship .selection process is discriminatory and

said that the state is putting together its

own aptitude test.

Said Hambleton: "How can you have any
procedure that gives 80 percent of its

awards to males?"
George Urch, associate dean of the

Unversity's School of Education, said, "the

exam is a poor indicator of a lot of things."

Urch said standardized examinations like

the SATs and the Graduate Record Ex-

amination not reflect six important aspects

of the student's total knowledge:
perseverance, motivation, effort, con-

COLLEGIAN

fidence, leadership and how the student

assumes responsibility.

According to the National Education

Association 1989 Almanac of Higher

Education, the average SAT scores of

female college-bound seniors was 422, ver-

bal, 453, math, while the average male

scores were 435, verbal, 498, math.

Hambleton said the tests are

geographically inaccurate as well.

Massachusetts, he said, is ranked 39 in the

nation for SAT scores. However, 60 to 70

percent of this state's high school students

take the exam. In states like Alabama,
where only tow percent (rf'the students take

the exam, there is less competition, he said.

While questions arise as to the validity

of awarding the scholarships. Associate

Dean of Admission Kathy Reinhart said

"academic record has the top priority; in

the University's applicant selection pro-

cess. "We look at a lot more than that,

though."
Zoulas said the state plans to award

scholarships on the basis of more aspects

of a student's high sch(K)l education: class

rank, grades and extracurricular activities

will all be considered for the program.

"You don't give merit awards on the

basis of a single test," he said. "It's educa-

tionally unsound."
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TlliOCCHlO
PIZZA & SUBS

Fine Italian Cuisine

Pizza & Subs

549-3669 • 1 177 N. Pleasant St. • N. Amberst

THINGS TO DO
BEFORE YOU LEAVE:

di Call 545-251 1 for your new FAC brochure

^ Read about the exciting line-up of
*" internationally acclaimed artists

^ Choose your favorites from among the
™ 37 events

^ SUBSCRIBE NOW to the 1989-90 World
*" Class Season

and then...

RELAX and HAVE A WONDERFUL SUMMER
We'll see you in the fall.

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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• Many Job Opportunities
Available

LOCAL

SPCKTS

Gain Valuable Work
Ekpeilenee

ARTS&LIVING

WORLD&NATION

• Enhance Your Education
J9tt.^

WOMENS ISSUES

COLLEGLAN
The Collegian is the largest college daily newspaper

in New England . It is a student-run organization with

many opportunities for students like you ! We at The

Collegian would like to welcome you to the Universi-

ty and we look forward to seeing you soon!
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Sweatshirt

Sale

For a mall, we're just

small enough to fit your needs.

Soulh Maple Street, Route 9. Iladlcy, Ma. Open daily 10 to 9:30. Sunday 12-5.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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THE FAR SIDE
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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"Real success in American
politics means only one thing."

-Nelson Rockefeller
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Men's basketball signs another recruit
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The recruiting class of 1989 continues to

grow for th University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team.

On May 10, head coach John Calipari an-

nounced that he had signed his fifth

recruit. 6 foot 7. 205-pound Harper
Williams of Bridgeport, Conn., to a letter

of intent to play for the Minutemen next

season

Calipari said he believes Williams will

be an impact player for the Minuteman
right away.

"He's a good player He*s a better player

than an athlete m that he knows what to

do on the floor." Calipari said. "He's more

like (sophomore guardl Anton Brown than

(sophomore forward) Jimmy McCoy in that

respect."

Assistant coach John Robic said he

thinks Williams is the best of this year's

recruiting class.

Williams was named Co-Mr. Basketball

for the state of Connecticut this past season

along with teammate Jerome Johnson. He
played for coach Harri-son Taylor at

Bassick High school, which he led to a 26-0

season, the State Class L Championship

and a national ranking of eight by USA
Today.

This past season at Bassick, Williams

averaged 25.0 points and 14.0 rebounds a

game, and he scored 1,207 points for his

career. He was named first team All-State

and was an honorable mention All

American by Street and Smith magazine.

He was also named the MVP of the Con-

necticut Jewish Community Center All-

Star game and played m the New Haven
Shootout.

Williams was also recruited by Seton

Hall University, the University ofConnec

ticut, the University of Hartford, the

University of Rhode Island, Boston Univer

sity and Central Connecticut State

University.

But Calipari credits the work of assistant

coach Bill Bayno for Williams' decision to

come to UMass
•Rhode Island really wanted him. Billy

Bayno did a nice job. He really got in good

with the pet>ple (at Ba.ssickl," Calipari said.

"(Williamsl also had a good visit here."

UMass also had another small factor on

its side. Williams is the cousin of Charlie

Smith, a forward for the NBA Los Angeles

Clippers. Smith played at the University

of Pittsburgh when Calipari was an assis-

tant coach there.

Williams will join previous signees Tony
barbee, a 6-6 forward from Indianapolis, 6-6

Tom Pace of Denver, 6-9 Kennard Robin-

son of the Bronx, and 6 10 Gary Hughes of

Naugatuck, Conn., as incoming freshmen

for next year's team. They hope to help a

10-18 UMass team reach the top of the

Atlantic 10. According to Calipari, the road

to success may begin with this year's

freshmen recruits.

"This gives us a real solid class for next

year. " Calipari said.

( <>llr|;ian ftW photo

Jim McCoy and the rest of the

UMass men's basketball team hope
this year's fabulous fivesome (the

freshmen recruits] will help improve
the team's 10-18 1988 mark.

Frustrating UM baseball season ends
Stone to look for answers after painful 1 7-27 year

CollrKtan filr pholn

PALAZZI HANDS OFF TO SMELLIE -
The football team finished 8-4 in 1988, win-

ning the Yankee Conference and earning a

playoff spot against Eastern Kentucky State

University in the Division 1-AA playoffs.

UMass lost, however, but hopes a solid

freshmen recruiting class will aid them
toward another successful year in 1989.

By DENNIS MADSEN
Collegian Staff

After the success of the University of Massachusetts

baseball team during the 1988 season, many people had

very high hopes for the Minutemen this year.

Despite losing seven key players to graduation and Ma-

jor League Baseball's amateur draft, UMass kept some
talent and had many young players coming in. people who
could make a serious impact. As a result, expectations

were unlimited among the Minutemen faithful, only to

be dashed during a disappointing, rollercoaster year in

which UMass ended up a startling 17 27.

Among insiders, though, the year wasn't such a surprise.

"We knew this season was going to be interesting," said

head coach Mike Stone. "We suspected it might be a

rebuilding year, and unfortunately that's what it turned

out be."

Stone also felt that an injury to second baseman Dan
Biagini during the Florida trip was a major factor dur

ing the rest of the season.

"When you look back on it, that cost us more than 10

games," said Stone.

He al.so repeated the emphasis on the lack of leadership

by this year's co-captains, infielder Steve Kern and pit-

cher Dave Telgheder. Kern was second on the team among
regular infielders in fielding percentage ( .952 ) but behind

the plate his batting average fell from .361 last year to

.288 this year and his runs batted- in total was cut in half.

He also had problems off the field, getting kicked off the

team twice for disciplinary reasons.

Telgheder last year compiled an 8-2 record with 3.48

earned run average but struggled this year, going 2-5 with

a 4.61 ERA. -

The lack of experience among the Minutemen's ranks

was cause for concern at the beginning of the year, but

the crop of freshmen instead turned out to be a bright spot.

"We got great performances out of our two freshman

catchers, Derek Dana and Lou Olivieri," said Stone. The

two combined for 21 RBIs and Olivieri was second on the

team with a .342 batting average and third in doubles

with eight.

"Glen DiSarcina was tremendous at shortstop," Stone

said. "He was unbelievable for a freshman." DiSarcina

had a .901 fielding percentage and did well behind the

plate, batting .280 while scoring 22 runs.

Despite the good play of the freshmen, the Minutemen
struggled overall, especially in the field.

UMass finished with a team fielding percentage of .930

which won't get a team to a .500 record let alone the

Atlantic 10 playoffs. The injury to Biagini showed itself

as Stone had trouble finding someone to play baseball and

not volleyball at second. Of the four players tried at se-

cond, not a single one had a fielding percentage above .900

and Kevin Correa Hirted with a sub-.800 percentage all

season.

"We knew we had some holes," said Stone, "and they

were exploited."

Another trouble spot was hitting, not in general, but

clutch hitting.

"I was disappointed with it," Stone admitted. "We had

lots of chances, e.specially with people on base and we just

didn't produce ' This lack of timely hitting spoiled some

impressive pitching performances by Minutemen
throwers.

Paul Ciaglo lost a no-hitter. 1-0. to the University of

Rhode Island, and teammate Brian Conroy suffered the

same fate after pitching a masterful one-hitter against

Temple University.

"Our pitching was good." Stone said. "We got some

great performances during the season out of our staff. It

was very solid.
"

Stone's general feelings were ones of relief (that the

season had ended] and optimism about starting another

season next spring.

"I'm really excited about next year," said Stone. "We
have nine excellent players coming in, along with some

walk ons and some transfers. I feel good about the players

we have returning. I'm looking forward to starting again
"

Spring is a fine season for Aprile

Collrfrian file pholn

so CLOSE — The UMass men's lacrosse

team finished 13-3, earning a spot in the

playoffs. In a first-round battle against Cor-

nell, they were victorious, 16-7, but they suc-

cumbed to No. 2 ranked Johns Hopkins
University, 9-4.

Write for sports!!!
The Collegian sports desk is always looking for bright,

committed University of Massachusetts students to cover

sports. Students who feel they fit the bill, be they male or

female, journalism major or not, should come by the Col-

legian office. 113 Campus Center. UMass. as soon as school

begins in September. Ask for Jim Clark or George Austin.

Thanks.

By SAM 3ILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Holly Aprile looked like she'd just taken a left hook from

Sugar Ray Leonard. The trainers hurried to stop up the

blood flowing from a gash above her right eye, as her

fellow University of Massachusetts soflball teammates

snuck nervous glances at the scene.

In the first game of their late March homecoming

against top-ranked Princeton and arch rival University

of Connecticut, the Minutewomen had apparently lost the

services of their starting pitcher on a freak foul ball that

went astray.

One hour - and five fresh stitches - later, Aprile was

on the mound against the Huskies, grimacing her way

through eight innings of four-hit ball. UMass won 2-1, and

Aprile awoke the next morning with a blinding shiner and

Atlantic 10 Pitcher of the Week honors.

"That confirmed my belief," recalled UMass coach

Elaine Sortino, "that Holly is an animal. She's like a

kamikaze kid the way she plays the game."

Aprile will be a sophomore this fall. As a freshman, she

has been the catalyst for last spring's youth-heavy soft^

ball squad, leading the Minetwomen into the playoffs and

to a surprisingly successful .season.

Going into the playoffs. Aprile was a whopping 20-9.

with an ERA of 1 .22. She'd won 14 of her previous 15 deci-

sions, and on the year has collected nine shutouts. Mean-

while, Aprile has batted .279. and lead the team in runs,

hits and RBIs.

Aprile shuts up when asked to describe the contents of

her trophy case, saying "I don't think about those thinks

. . . please don't write about that stuff." That would leave

a lot of empty space, however.

She's been named A 10 Pitcher of the Week four times,

and recently became the first player in the history of that

award to win both it and Player of the Week at the same

time.

At Afton (N.Y.) High School. Aprile lettered in field

hockey and basketball (for which she was named to the

Binghamton area All-Metro team), and in four years of

varsity softball, Afton never finished lower than thrid

place in the state tournament. She tossed 32 no-hitters

and 44 shurouts in her career, while compiling a record

of 87-8.

The numbers pretty much speak for themselves, but

Aprile's attitude cannot be measured by box scores and

media guides. She is aggressive and competitive on a soft-

ball diamond, almost dangerously so.

"I'm not trying to set an example or anything . . .

everybody on our team is that way, you just accept it and

you play." she said.

Besides adding a rising fastball to her standard straight

heater, .she said, "I have work to do on my batting, in be-

ing more disciplined at the plate."

Not that anyone's complaining, of course. "I'm just glad

she's on my side." said Sortino. "I like her right the way

she is."


